
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------X 
WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, 
LLC, 
 
     Plaintiff, 
 
 -against- 
 
HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/K/A LIZER 
JOZOFOVIC, and MARK NEUMAN, 
 

 Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs, 
 
 -against- 
 
CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY 
CONSULTING, THE CONGRESS COMPANIES, 
HOWARD FENSTERMAN, WILLIAM 
NICHOLSON, and METROPOLITAN 
COMMERCIAL BANK 
 

Third-Party Defendants 

: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 

 
 
CIVIL ACTION NO.: 21-9048 
 
Removed from: 

 
Supreme Court of the State of 
New York, Westchester County 

-----------------------------------------------------------------X 
 

NOTICE OF REMOVAL  
 

TO: THE JUDGES OF THIS UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

 
HBL SNF, LLC (the “Removing Defendant”), gives notice of removal of the entirety of the 

above-captioned lawsuit (“State Court Action”) from the Supreme Court of the State of New York, 

County of Westchester, to the United States District Court for the Southern District of New York 

pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 1334(b) and 1452.  As grounds for removal, Removing Defendant states as 

follows: 
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BACKGROUND 

1. In or around November 2015, the Removing Defendant entered into certain 

agreements with White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC (“WPHCP”) for the construction and 

finance of the Removing Defendant’s care facility. The Removing Defendant executed that certain 

Development Agreement (as amended or modified from time to time, the “Development 

Agreement”), dated as of November 19, 2015, between the Removing Defendant, as operator/tenant, 

and WPHCP, as developer which was subject to the prior approval of the New York State 

Department of Health 

2. In connection therewith, the Removing Defendant additionally entered into that 

certain Amended and Restated Operating Lease (as amended or modified from time to time, the 

“Lease” and, together with the Development Agreement, the “Development and Lease 

Agreements”), dated November 19, 2015, by and between the Removing Defendant, as tenant, and 

WPHCP, as Landlord.   The Lease provides that it commences upon the date WPHCP’s work is 

sufficiently complete to accept patients as determined by the New York State Department of Health 

(the “NYSDOH”) and the issuance of a Certificate of Occupancy.   

3. Pursuant to the Development and Lease Agreements, WPHCP agreed to provide the 

necessary financing and construction management, and to obtain the necessary NYSDOH 

authorizations and approvals of its plans, specifications and construction and mortgage financing, in 

order to deliver to the Removing Defendant a “turn-key” facility for operation by the Removing 

Defendant as a skilled nursing and rehabilitation facility. The Removing Defendant, as tenant and 

operator of the completed facility, agreed to pay, among other things, monthly fixed rent in the 

amount of $506,096.50 for an annual amount of fixed rent of $6,073,158, to WPHCP, as landlord, 

over the thirty-year term of the Lease.  
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4. The Lease provides that the Removing Defendant’s obligations to WPHCP under the 

Lease are secured by, among other things, a first priority security interest and lien granted to 

WPHCP upon all of the Removing Defendant’s assets, including personal property, equipment, and 

accounts receivable, and certificates of need and other authorizations of the Removing Defendant 

with respect to operation of the facility as a skilled nursing facility. The Lease provides that WPHCP 

agrees to subordinate its lien on accounts receivable in favor of an accounts receivable lender to the 

Removing Defendant upon certain conditions set forth therein.   

5. As of the Petition Date, there is no enforceable UCC-1 Financing Statement of record 

filed against the Removing Defendant by or on behalf of WPHCP.  

6. In furtherance of its obligation to secure financing for the project, WPHCP entered 

into that certain Construction Loan Agreement (as amended or modified from time to time, the 

“Loan Agreement”), dated as of August 18, 2017, by and among WPHCP, as borrower, Security 

Benefit Life Insurance Company, as lender (“Security Benefit Lender”), and Security Benefit 

Corporation (together with Security Benefit Lender, “Security Benefit”), as agent, whereby Security 

Benefit Lender would make loans to WPHCP in an aggregate amount of up to $38,500,000, to be 

used to refinance an existing mortgage on the Real Property, pay the costs of construction and 

development of the facility, pay the costs of the beds, furniture, fixtures, personal property and 

equipment to be used at the facility, pay utilities fees and charges, and pay interest, taxes and other 

budgeted operating costs.  

7. WPHCP’s obligations under the Loan Agreement are secured by, among other things, 

that certain Mortgage, Assignment of Leases and Rents, Security Agreement and Fixture Filing (the 

“Mortgage”), recorded August 31, 2017, granted by WPHCP to Security Benefit, and an Assignment 

of Leases and Rents (the “Assignment of Rents”), dated as of August 18, 2017, assigning all rents in 
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and under all leases with respect to the Real Property. The Mortgage provides that WPHCP’s 

obligations are secured by liens on real and personal property and all other rights and interests of 

WPHCP in the Real Property. However, property of the Removing Defendant is expressly excluded 

from Security Benefit’s Mortgage, which provides that “all property of tenants under any Lease…is 

excluded from the scope of this Security Instrument.”  

8. In connection with the financing, WPHCP, Security Benefit and the Removing 

Defendant, as operator, entered into that certain Security Agreement, Assignment of Leases and 

Rents and Fixture Filing, dated as of July 2017 (the “Security Agreement”), which provides for the 

Removing Defendant’s grant of a security interest in favor of Security Benefit in all of its assets 

constituting Collateral Property (as defined therein) as security for the payment and performance of, 

among other things, WPHCP’s obligations under the Loan Agreement.  With respect to the 

Removing Defendant’s accounts receivable, Security Benefit’s liens were granted “to the extent, but 

only to the extent, they are used in connection with or arise from the operation of the Collateral 

Property that are or will be subject to an Intercreditor Agreement with the [Removing Defendant’s] 

AR Lender.”  

9. Security Benefit filed a UCC-1 Financing Statement perfecting this security interest 

against the Removing Defendant on September 19, 2017. The Removing Defendant is not a party to 

the Loan Agreement and does not owe any amounts thereunder to Security Benefit.  To the best of 

the Removing Defendant’s knowledge, the balance owed by WPHCP to Security Benefit under the 

Loan Agreement was approximately $41,742,537.06 as of May 1, 2021.  

10. After developmental and financing delays necessitating additional capital infusions, 

WPHCP obtained approval from the New York State Department of Health for the opening of the 

facility on December 2, 2019, two years later than contemplated under the Development Agreement. 
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Despite this and other disputes concerning the Development and Lease Agreements, the Removing 

Defendant made all rent payments of over $506,000 per month as required under the Lease, 

commencing on October 30, 2019 (even before the opening of the facility and commencement of the 

Lease), totaling over $10,500,000 as of the Petition Date, which WPHCP accepted.  

11. Despite the fact that the Removing Defendant did not default under the Lease, 

WPHCP defaulted under its Loan Agreement with Security Benefit. Security Benefit issued multiple 

notices of default to WPHCP, commencing on October 16, 2019, for defaults including failures to 

establish a cash management account, make monthly interest payments, forward payments received 

from the Removing Defendant, provide financial statements, and other defaults.  

12. Security Benefit commenced litigation against WPHCP attempting to foreclose 

against the Real Property, but these actions were discontinued as a result of a New York State 

moratoriums on such actions, which has been extended through January 2022. See Security Benefit 

Life Insurance Company, Security Benefit Corporation v. White Plains Healthcare Properties I, 

LLC, et al., Index No. 55883/2021 (Sup. Ct. N.Y. 2021); Security Benefit Life Insurance Company, 

Security Benefit Corporation v. White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC, et al., Index No. 

621099/2021 (Sup. Ct. N.Y. 2021). 

13. On January 7, 2020, attorneys for WPHCP sent the Removing Defendant a letter 

alleging that the Removing Defendant defaulted under the Development and Lease Agreements, 

purporting to terminate the Lease effective January 13, 2020, and seeking accelerated obligations 

allegedly due in the amount of $84,073,989.91. The Removing Defendant disputes these alleged 

defaults and the effectiveness of the letter to terminate the Lease. As of the Petition Date, the 

Removing Defendant was in substantial compliance with the Lease and has made all outstanding 

rental payments to WPHCP.   
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14. On September 18, 2020, WPHCP filed a complaint against the Removing Defendant, 

Lizer Jozefovic, and Mark Neuman in the Supreme Court of the State of New York, County of 

Westchester (the “Complaint”), captioned as  White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC v. HBL 

SNF, LLC, et al., Index No. 60278-20 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. 2020) (the “State Court Action”), containing 

various frivolous allegations regarding purported defaults by the Removing Defendant under the 

Lease,  seeking termination of the Lease and seeking recovery from the Removing Defendant and 

co-defendants for over $84 million in alleged damages.  WPHCP subsequently amended its 

Complaint. 

15. The Removing Defendant and co-defendants filed an answer to the amended 

Complaint and asserted counterclaims and third-party claims against WPHCP, among others, 

seeking a declaratory judgment as well as an accounting, and money damages based upon fraud, 

fraud in the inducement, breach of contract, bad faith.  

16. On August 19, 2021, WPHCP filed a motion seeking entry of summary judgment 

against the Removing Defendant, among others.  As of the Petition Date, the Removing Defendant 

had filed its opposition to WPHCP’s summary judgment motion, but WPHCP had not yet filed its 

reply brief.  WPHCP’s motion has not yet been deemed to be fully submitted and remains sub judice. 

17. Removal of the State Court Action is appropriate because this Court maintains 

“arising under” and “related to” bankruptcy jurisdiction pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 1334(b) and 

1452(a). 

Bankruptcy Jurisdiction 

18.    On November 1, 2021, the Removing Defendant filed a voluntary petition for relief 

under Subchapter V of Chapter 11 of the United State Bankruptcy Code in the United States 

Bankruptcy Court for the Southern District of New York.  The case number for the Removing 
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Defendant’s chapter 11 case is Chapter 11 Case No. 21-22623-SHL (the “Chapter 11 Case”).   The 

Chapter 11 Case is pending before the Honorable Sean H. Lane, United States Bankruptcy Judge. 

19. This Court has original jurisdiction over this action pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1334(b), 

which provides that United States district courts shall have jurisdiction over all civil proceedings, 

“arising under” or “related” to cases under title 11 of the United States Code (the “Bankruptcy 

Code”).  

20. The causes of actions asserted by in the State Court Action are “core proceedings” 

within the meaning of, inter alia, 28 U.S.C §157(b)(2)(B), (C), (E), and (O) in that the State Court 

Action concerns, inter alia, (i) allowance or disallowance of claims against the Removing 

Defendant’s bankruptcy estates; (ii) counterclaims by the Removing Defendant against Plaintiffs 

who hold claims against the Removing Defendant’s bankruptcy estates; (iii) third party claims by the 

Removing Defendant; (iv) termination of the Removing Defendant’s Lease, and (v) other matters 

pertaining to the liquidation of the assets of the estate and the adjustment of the debtor-creditor 

relationship. 

21. Alternatively, the causes of action in the State Court Action are “related to” the 

Chapter 11 Cases because: 

a. Plaintiff seeks a judgment against the Removing Defendant, which “could  

conceivably have”  an effect on the Removing Defendants’ bankruptcy estates; 

b. Plaintiff seeks to terminate Removing Defendant’s Lease which “could  conceivably 

have”  an effect on the Removing Defendants’ bankruptcy estates; 

c. Plaintiff seeks judgment against non-debtor defendants and individuals based upon 

guaranties of certain of Removing Defendant’’ obligations under the Lease. As a 

result, non-Removing Defendants may seek contribution or indemnification from 
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Removing Defendant, which “could conceivably have” an effect on the Removing 

Defendant’’ bankruptcy estate; and  

d. Plaintiff seeks judgment against non-debtor defendants under certain guaranties of 

the Debtor’s obligations under the Lease.  Judgments entered against and amounts 

collected from non-debtor defendants could have the effect of fixing the amounts 

owed, if any, by Removing Defendant under the Lease, or otherwise determining the 

Removing Defendant’s liability for alleged defaults under the Lease.  As a result, a 

judgment against the non-debtor defendants “could conceivably have” an effect on 

the Removing Defendant’s bankruptcy estate.      

See In re Cuyahoga Equip. Corp., 980 F.2d 110, 114 (2d Cir. 1992) (“The test ... is whether [the 

litigation’s] outcome might have any conceivable effect on the bankrupt estate.”).   An action is 

“related to” a bankruptcy proceeding even when the claims are between third parties. Celotex Corp. 

v. Edwards, 514 U.S. 300 (1995)(resolving a circuit split by holding that a dispute between parties 

other than the debtor may be “related to” bankruptcy although the debtor has no interest in the 

property over which the parties are in dispute). 

22.  Courts have regularly held that third party proceedings are “related to” bankruptcy 

proceedings when the defendants have a claim for indemnification or contribution against the debtor 

estate even where the rights are contingent. See In re Worldcom, Inc. Sees. Litig., 293 B.R. 308, 321 

(S.D.N.Y. 2003)(“Because the effect of contribution claims on the bankruptcy estate is at the very 

least conceivable, the ... action is related to the bankruptcy and subject to the jurisdiction of this 

Court.”), see also In re Masterwear Corp., 241 B.R. 511, 516-17 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 1999) (holding 

that “related to” jurisdiction existed where defendants “may ultimately be entitled to recover some or 

all of their legal fees and expenses from [the bankrupt corporation] under [its] bylaws). 
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23. For any claims or parties not subject to jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. § 1334, 

supplemental jurisdiction lies under 28 U.S.C. § 1367 because all claims against all parties in this 

case form part of the same case or controversy. 

Compliance With Procedural Requirements 

 

24. Pursuant to Fed. R. Bankr. P. Rule 9027:  (a) this Notice of Removal is being filed 

with the clerk for the district and division within which the State Court Action is pending; (b) this 

Notice of Removal is signed pursuant to Fed. R. Bankr. P. Rule 9011; (c) Removing Defendant 

states that the State Court Action is a core proceeding, but if it is determined to be non-core, 

Removing Defendant consents to entry of final orders or judgment by the Bankruptcy Court; (d) this 

Notice of Removal is being timely filed; (e) this Notice of Removal is accompanied by a copy of all 

process and pleadings filed to date in the State Court Action, (f) Removing Defendant has 

contemporaneously filed a copy of this notice with the Clerk of the Supreme Court of the State of 

New York, County of Westchester and shall promptly serve a copy of this Notice of Removal upon 

Plaintiff’s counsel. 

25. Removing Defendant expressly reserves the right to raise all defenses in this action 

after it is removed. 

WHEREFORE, the Removing Defendant removes the State Court Action in its entirety from 

the Supreme Court of the State of New York, Westchester County to the United States District Court 

for the Southern District of New York and respectfully submits that the matter should be referred to 

the United States Bankruptcy Court for the Southern District of New York. 
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Dated:  New York, New York 
November 3, 2021 

Klestadt Winters Jureller Southard & 
Stevens, LLP 
 
By: /s/ Tracy L. Klestadt   
     Tracy L. Klestadt 
     Brendan M. Scott 
200 West 41st Street, 17th Floor 
New York, NY 10036 
Telephone: (212) 972-3000 
Facsimile: (212) 972-2245 
tklestadt@klestadt.com 
bscott@klestadt.com 
 
Attorneys for HBL SNF, LLC 
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC,

Plaintiff,
Index No.

Date Purchased:
- against -

SUMMONS
HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/K/A LIZER

JOZOFOVIC and MARK NEUMAN,

Defendants.

YOU ARE HEREBY SUMMONED and required to serve upon plaintiff's attorney an

answer to the Verified Complaint in this action within 20 days after the service of this summons,

exclusive of the day of service (or within 30 days after service if this summons is not personally

delivered to you within the State of New York). In case of your failure to appear or answer,

judgment will be taken against you by default for the relief demanded in the Complaint.

Westchester County is designated as the place of trial. The venue designated is based

upon Defendant's residence.

Dated: White Plains, New York

September 16, 2020

DELBELLO DONNELLAN WElNGARTEN

WISE & WIEDERKEHR, LLP

Lead Counsel for Plaintiff White Plains Healthcare

Properties I, LLC

By:

Affred E nnellan, Esq.

Peter S. Dawson, Esq.

One North Lexington Avenue

White Plains, New York 10601

(914) 681-0200
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ABRAMS, FENSTERMAN, FENSTERMAN, EISMAN,

FORMATO, FERRARA,WOLF & CARONE, LLP

Co-Counsel for Plaintiff White Plains Healthcare

Properties I, LLC

Robert A. Spolzino, Esq.

81 Main Street, Suite 306

White Plains, New York 10601

(914) 607-7010

TO:

HBL SNF, LLC

537 Route 22

Purdys, New York 10578

Lizer Jozefovic a/k/a Lizer Jozofovic

53 Mariner Way
Monsey, New York 10952

Mark Neuman

22 Lyncrest Drive

Monsey, New York 10952
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK

COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC,

Plaintiff,

Index No.
- against -

VERIFIED COMPLAINT
HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/K/A LIZER

JOZOFOVIC and MARK NEUMAN,

Defendants.

Plaintiff, White Plains Healtiicare Properties I, LLC ("WPH Properties"), by its atteñicys,

DelBello, Donnellan, Weingarten, Wise & Wiederkehr, LLP and Abrams, Fensterman,

Fensterman, Eisman, Formato, Ferrara, Wolf & Carone, LLP, for its complaint against defeñdâñts,

HBL SNF, LLC ("HBL"), Lizer Jezcfcvic a/k/a Lizer Jozofovic ("Jozefovic") and Mark Neuman

("Neuman"), alleges:

NATURE OF THE CASE

1. This action concerns HBL's material default of its obligaticüs under an amended

and restated operating lease dated as of November 19, 2015 (the "Lease"), by which WPH

Properties leased to HBL a brand new, state-of-the-art, 160-bed skilled nursing facility that WPH

Properties constructed at 116-120 Church Street, White Plains, New York.

2. WPH Properties had constmeted the nursing facility and entered into the Lease with

HBL dated Novcmbct 19, 2015. The Lease was amended and restated in 2017. It provided that

HBL would operate the facility for 30 years, commencing Septêmbar 30, 2019. HBL took

possessioñ of the facility on September 30, 2019. By the end of October 2019, HBL had defaulted.

1
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3. On January 7, 2020, WPH Properties served notice of default and elected to

terminate the Lease and accelerate all rents due. This action seeks to recover from HBL the Rent

it owes and the other damages its defaults have caused and to enforce the unconditional guaranties

of HBL's performance under the Lease given by Neuman and Jozefovie.

PARTIES AND VENUE

4, WPH Properties is a limited liability company duly organized and existing under

the laws of the State of Massachusetts, with its principal place of busiñéss at 2 Bourbüü Street,

Suite 200, Peabody, Maasachusetts. WPH Properties is duly authorized to do business in the State

of New York.

5. HBL was and is a limited liability company duly organized and existing under the

laws of the State of New York with an address and place of business at 537 Route 22, Purdys, New

York.

6. Jozefovic is an individual residing at 53 Mariner Way, Monsey, New York, with a

business address and place of business at HBL, 537 Route 22, Purdys, New York.

7. Neuman is an individual residing at 22 Lyncrest Drive, Monsey, New York, with a

business address and place of business at HBL, 537 Route 22, Purdys, New York.

8. Pursuant to CPLR § 503(a), venue is properly designated in Westchester County

based on the residences of WPH Properties and HBL, because a substantial part of the events

giving rise to the claim occurred in Westchester County and because HBL agreed in the Lease that

any action or proceeding arising out of the Lease be brought in Westchester County. Lease §

20.1(b).

2
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FACTS

9. WPH Properties is and was at all relevant times the owner of the real property

known as 116-120 Church Street, White Plains, New York (the "Real Property").

10. WPH Properties constructed a brand new, state-of-the-art, 160-bed skilled nursing

facility on the Real Property.

The Lease

11. In 2017, WPH Properties, as landlord, and HBL, as tenant, entered into the

asicaded and restated Lease, dated as of Novea1ber 19, 2015, under which WPH Properties leased

to HBL the Real Property and the improvemcats to be constructed on the Real Property, together

with other assets, all as defined in Section 2.1 of the Lease (the "Facility"). A true and accurate

copy of the Lease is annexed to this complaint as Exhibit 1 and is incorporated into this complaint

by reference.

12. WPH Properties obtained a certificate of occupancy for the Facility on August 22,

2019.

13. HBL entered into possession of the Facility on September 30, 2019.

14. The lease provided for a tenn of 30 years, with three 10 year options to the tenant,

unless sooner terminated. Exhibit 1, Lease, § 3.1.

15. The Lease obligated HBL to pay WPH Properties annual fixed rent of $6,073,158

in monthly instalhnents of $506,096.50 (the "Fixed Rent"). Exhibit 1, Lease, § 3.2.

16. The Lease also obligated HBL to pay WPH Properties other amounts which are

defined as "Additional
Rent."

Fixed Rent and Additional Rent are referred to collectively as

"Rent."

3
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17. The Lease obligated HBL to pay all charges for electricity, steam, tel hone, cable,

gas, oil, water, sewer and all other services or utilities used on or related to the Premises during

the Term. Exhibit 1, Lease, § 4.1.

18. The Lease obligated HBL to pay, before penalties are incurred, all real estate taxes,

assessments, utility charges and other taxes. Exhibit l, Lease, § 4.2.

19. The Lease obligated HBL to keep the Premises in good condition and repair

includiñg, at HBL's sole cost and expe_se, payment of all utility service and maintenance deposits

and expenses relating to the Premises. Exhibit 1, Lease, § 5.2.

20. The Lease obligated HBL to deliver a guarantee of all obligations owed by HBL

under the Lease from Jozefovic (the "Jozefovic Guaranty") and from Neuman (the "Neuman

Guaranty"). Exhibit 1, Lease, § 7.1.

21. A true and accurate copy of the Jozefovic Guaranty is annexed to this complaint as

Exhibit 2.

22. A true and accurate copy of the Neuman Guaranty is annexed to this complaint as

Exhibit 3.

23. Pursuant to the Jozefovic Guaranty, Jozefovic absolutely, üñcoñditionally and

irrevocably guaranteed the full and prompt payment of all rent, sums and charges of every type

and nature payable by HBL under the Lease, whether due by acceleration or otherwise, and the

full, timely and complete performance of all obligations to be performed by HBL under the Lease,

including obligations that survive termination of the Lease.

24. The Jozefovic Guaranty is an absolute and unconditional g-aui-y of payment and

of performance and is enforceable against Jozefovic without the necessity of any notice of

4
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nonpaymcñt, nonperformance or noñêbservance, or any notice or demand, all of which Jozefovic

expressly waived.

25. Pursuant to the Neuman Guaranty, Neuman absolutely, unconditionally and

irrevocably guaranteed the full and prompt payment of all rent, sums and charges of every type

and nature payable by HBL under the Lease, whether due by acceleration or otherwise, and the

full, timely and complete performance of all obligations to be performed by HBL under the Lease,

including obligations that survive termination of the Lease.

26. The Neuman Guaranty is an absolute and unconditional guaranty of payment and

of performance and is enforceable against Neuman without the necessity of any notice of

noñpaymeñt, nonperformance or nonobservance, or any notice or demand, all of which Neuman

expressly waived.

27. The Lease obligated HBL to deliver to WPH Properties, before the commencement

date of the Lease, an agrecmcñt by Capital Funding Group by which Capital Funding Group agreed

to allow HBL to draw down on its credit line each month so as to enable Capital Funding Group

to pay the Fixed Rent each month directly to WPH Properties on the commencement date and for

the following 11 months. Exhibit 1, Lease, § 7.1.

28. The Lease obligated HBL to deliver to WPH Properties, before the commenceiñêñt

date of the Lease, an üñccñditional letter of credit or cash in the amount of $3,700,000 to secure

the full and timely performance of its obligations under the Lease. Exhibit 1, Lease, § 7.1.

29. The Lease obligated HBL to deliver to WPH Properties, before the cemeñcement

date of the Lease, $1,600,000 as an additional security deposit. Exhibit 1, Lease, § 7.1.

30. The Lease obligated HBL to provide WPH Properties all reports, statemeñts and

5
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inspections as defined in the Lease, including all Medicare, Medicaid and other provider

agreements and reimbursement rates for the Facility, updated reimbursement rates, financial

reporting and written reports providing an operational overview of significant events and

circumstances on a monthly basis, Exhibit 1, Lease, § 7.4.

31. The Lease obligated HBL to maintain working capital accounts in specified

amounts. Exhibit 1, Lease, § 7.7.

32. The Lease provides that HBL will be in default of the Lease if, among other things,

(i) HBL fails to pay any inneLment of Rent within five days of the date when Rent was due; (ii)

HBL defaults in the prompt and full performance of any other of its obligations and fails to correct

that failure within 30 days of receipt of written notice from WPH Properties of the default; (iii)

HBL fails to give WPH Properties timely notice or timely deliver copies of documcats as required

by section 7.4 of the Lease; (iv) HBL defaults or breaches the provisions of section 7.4(b); (v) a

Guarantor defaults beyond expiration of any applicable cure period; or (vi) any governacatal

authority assesses a fine or penalty against HBL in an amount in excess of $75,000. Exhibit 1,

Lease, § 16.1.

33. WPH Properties performed all of the conditions on its part required by the Lease.

34. The Lease provides in section 16.1 that upon the occurrence of a default by HBL,

WPH Properties may, upon five days written notice, terminate the Lease, accelerate the payinent

of all Rent for the balance of the Term and declare the Rent presently due and payable in full,

requiring HBL to pay to WPH Properties the present value of the accelerated Rent.

35. Section 16.1 of the Lease also provides that upon the occurrence of a default, and

in additioñ to all of the other remedies provided for in the Lease, WPH Properties is immediately

6
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entitled to retain the security deposit required by section 7.1 of the Lease and HBL has no further

claim, right, title or interest therein to the extent of WPH Properties'
claims.

36. Section 16.1 of the Lease also provides that upon the occurrence of a default and

the en=ñeñcement of an action for Rent or for any other amount due under the Lease, HBL must

pay to WPH Properties all of the expenses, iñe1üding reasonable
attorneys'

fees, incurred by WPH

Properties to enforce the Lease.

37. In addition, under the terms of the Lease, HBL's cantinuation in occupancy after

termination does not constitute a reñêwal of the Lease, but HBL becomes a tenant month-to-month

for a rental of 300% of the most recent Rent payable by HBL under the Lease. F1hibit 1, Lease, §

201.13.

HBL breached its obligations under the Lease

38. HBL failed to perform its obligations, materially defaulting under the Lease, almost

immediately after taking possession of the Premises.

39. HBL failed to pay Rent as required by the Lease.

40. HBL failed to pay real estate taxes as required by the Lease.

41. HBL failed to pay utility deposits as required by the Lease.

42. HBL failed to pay municipal maintmance escrows as required by the Lease.

43. HBL failed to pay utility charges as requiwd by the Lease.

44. HBL failed or refused to deliver certificates of insurance as required by the Lease.

45. HBL failed to deliver to WPH Properties all Medicate, Medicaid and other provider

agrccmcñts and reimbursement rate sheets for the Facility, as required by the Lease.

46. HBL failed to deliver to WPH Properties all Medicare, Medicaid and other provider

7
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updated rate sheets, as required by the Lease.

47. HBL failed to deliver to WPH Properties the required fiñsseisl reporting, as

required by the Lease.

48. HBL failed to deliver to WPH Properties the required written reporting providing

an operational overview of significant events and circumstances at the Facility during each prior

month of the term of the Lease, as required by the Lease.

49. HBL failed or refused to deliver to WPH Properties the security deposits, as

required by the Lease.

50. HBL failed to deliver and maintain the required credit line in an amount equal to

12 months rent, as required by the Lease.

51. HBL failed to have and maintain the working capital account required by the Lease.

52. HBL failed to pay late fees and costs, as required by the Lease.

The Letter of Intent

53. After HBL def=1ted, WPH Properties negotiated in good faith with HBL in an

attempt to avoid termination of the Lease, despite HBL's default.

54. On November 20, 2019, WPH Properties and HBL entered into a Letter of Intent

(the "LOI") in which WPH Properties and HBL agreed that WPH Properties would sell the Facility

for $73,000,000 to a Delaveare Statutory Trust in which Jozefovic and Neuman would have a 77.5

percent interest and WPH Properties or its designees would have a 22.5 percent interest.

55. A true and accurate copy of the LOI is annmad to this complaint as exhibit 4.

56. The LOI provides for the Lease to be amended to require that HBL pay the

November 2019 rent by November 18, 2019, the December rent by December 5, 2019 and all real

8
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estate taxes and utility payacñts by December 1, 2019, that by December 5, 2019 HBL reimburse

WPH Properties for $65,856 in municipal and utility deposits, that HBL enter into a Deposit

Account Control Agreement with MNB requiring MNB to draw on the accent first to pay the

rent.

57. The LOI further provides for the Lease to be amended so that the $3,700,000

security deposit required by section 7.1(a)(ii) is reduced to $2,000,000, $1,000,000 of which was

required to be paid by HBL on or before December 1, 2019 or the date on which WPH Properties

obtained a certificate of occupancy for the Facility, whichever was later, and the balance of which

was required to be paid upon the closing of title on April 1, 2020.

58. In addition, the LOI provides for the Lease to be amended so that in lieu of

providing the additional $1,600,000 in security required by section 7.1(a)(iii) of the Lease, HBL

would be required to enter into an agreement with JP Morgan Chase Bank prohibiting liquidation

of that secount until the second $1,000,000 in security required by the LOI had been paid.

59. The LOI also provides for the Lease to be amcñded to require HBL to obtain a

single working capital line of credit in the amount of $8,000,000 by December 1, 2019.

60. HBL defaulted and breached its obligations under the LOI by failing to pay rent,

failing to pay the municipal and utility payments to WPH Properties, failing to pay the real estate

taxes and utility payments, failing to enter into the Deposit Account Control Agrcêmcñt, failing to

enter into the agreement with JP Morgan Chase Bank, by failing to pay the first $1,000,000 security

deposit as required by the LOI and by failing to obtain the $8,000,000 working capital credit line.

61. WPH Properties performed all conditions on its part required by the LOL

62. Solely as a result of HBL's breach of the LOI, WPH Properties did not sell the

9
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property to the Delaware Statutory Trust, causing damage to WPH Properties, and WPH Properties

iñcurred interest and late charges on its loans, all of which are the direct result of HBL's breach of

the LOI.

Notice of default, terndnation of the Lease and acceleration of Rent

63. On January 7, 2020, while the LOI was in effect, WPH Properties served a "Notice

of Default And Landlord's Election To Têññiñate Lease And Accelerate All Rents Due For The

Balance of the Lease
Term"

upon HBL (the "Notice of Default").

64. A true and accurate copy of the Notice of Default is annexed to this complaint as

Exhibit 5 and incorporated into this complaint by reference.

65. The Notice of Default contaiñs a true and accurate accomung of the amoüñts then

due and owing under the Lease and LOL

66. The Notice of Default gave HBL notice that by reason of HBL's defaults under the

Lease, WPH Properties had exercised its right under section 16.1 of the Lease to terminate the

Lease, effective January 13, 2020.

67. The Notice of Default further gave HBL notice that pursuant to seenon 16.1 of the

Lease all Rent for the balance of the Term was accelerated and HBL became obligated to pay WPH

Properties the present value of the accelerated rent, discounted at a rate of 6% per annum.

68. HBL continued, and still continues to occupy the Premises, despite WPH

Properties' termination of the Lease.

69. Because HBL has held over after its default resulted in termination of the Lease,

HBL is a tenant month-to-month at a rent equal to 300% of the most recent Rent payable by HBL

under the Lease. Exhibit 1, Lease, § 20.13.

10
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70. HBL has failed to perform its obligations as a tenant month-to-month by failing to

pay rent in the amount of300% of the most recent Rent payable by HBL under the Lease, remitting

only the base rent which had been payable before WPH Properties terminated the Lease.

71. HBL is in default with respect to its obligations under the Lease and its obligations

as a month-to-month tenant following termination of the Lease effective January 13, 2020.

Amounts Due

72. As a result of HBL's defaults, HBL is obligated to pay to WPH Properties, as of

August 25, 2020, the sum of $113,832,987.54 (the "Amounts Due"), as follows: (i) holdover rent

and rent, $7,096,182.79; (ii) municipal and utility deposits, $26,725.35; (iii) security and working

capital deposits, $9,800,000.00; (iv) late fees, default fees, costs and professional fees,

$1,948,753.00; and (v) accelerated rent, $94,961,326.40.

73. HBL is obligated to pay to WPH Properties the Amounts Due in full, plus any

amounts that have accrued since August 25, 2020.

74. HBL has failed or refused to pay the Amounts Due.

75. WPH Properties has fully performed all obligations required to be performed on its

part with respect to the Lease, the LOI, HBL's month-to-month tenancy after the termination of

the Lease, the Jozefovic Guaranty, the Neuman Guaranty, the HBL Security Agreement, the

Jozefovic HBL Security Agreement and the Neuman HBL Security Agreement.

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST HBL
(BREACH OF CONTRACT)

76. WPH Properties repeats and re-alleges each and every allegation set forth in

paragraphs
"1"

through "75"
with the same force and effect as if fully set forth here.

77. By reason of HBL's material default and breach of its obligations pursuant to the

11
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Lease and its obligations as a month-to month tenant after termination of the lease, WPH Properties

is entitled to judgment against HBL for the Amounts Due, together with the other and further

amounts that may come due between the date of this complaint and the entry of judgment, plus

interest from the date of the default as provided by law.

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST HBL
(BREACH OF CONTRACT)

78. WPH Properties repeats and re-alleges each and every allegation set forth in

paragraphs
"1"

through "77" with the same force and effect as if fully set forth here.

79. By reason of HBL's material default and breach of its obligations pursuant to the

LOI, WPH Properties is entitled to judgmeñt against HBL in an amount to be determined at trial.

THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST JOZEFOVIC

(ENFORCING GUARANTY)

80. WPH Properties repeats and re-alleges each and every allegation set forth in

paragraphs
"1"

through
"79"

with the same force and effect as if fully set forth here.

81. By reason of HBL's default in the performance of its obligations under the Lease,

WPH Properties is entitled to judgment against Jozefovic for the Amounts Due pursuant to the

terms of the Jozefovic Guaranty.

FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST NEUMAN
(ENFORCING GUARANTY)

82. WPH Properties repeats and re-alleges each and every allegation set forth in

paragraphs "1"
through

"81"
with the same force and effect as if fully set forth here.

83. By reason of HBL's default in the performance of its obligations under the Lease,

WPH Properties is entitled to judgment againstNeuman for the Amounts Due pursuant to the terms

of the Neuman Guaranty.

12
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WHEREFORE, WPH Properties demands judgment as follows:

1. On its first cause of action, against HBL in the amount of $113,832,987.54, together

with the other and further amounts that may come due between the date of this complaint and the

entry of judgment, plus interest from the date of the default as provided by law; and

2. On its Second Cause of Action, against HBL, in an amount to be determined at trial;

and

3. On its Third Cause of Action, against Jozefovic in the amount of $113,832,987.54,

together with the other and further amounts that have come due since August 25, 2020 and may

come due between the date of this complaint and the entry of judgñieñt, plus interest from the date

of the default as provided by law; and

4. On its Fourth Cause of Action, against Neuman in the amount of $1 13,832,987.54,

together with the other and further amounts that have come due since August 25, 2020 and may

come due between the date of this complaint and the entry of judgment, plus interest from the date

of the default as provided by law; and

5. On all causes of action, awarding costs, disbursements and
attorneys'

fees against

HBL pursuant to the provisions of the Lease and against Jozefovic and Neuman pursuant to the

provisions of the Jozefovic Guaranty and the Neuman Guaranty; and

6. Awarding such other and further relief as the Court may deem just and proper.
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Dated: White Plains, New York

September 16, 2020

DELBELLO DONNELLAN WEINGARTEN WISE & WIEDERKEHR, LLP

Lead Counsel for Plaintif White Plains th re Properties 1, LLC

By:

Alfr . Dbnnellan Esq.

P er S. Dawson, Esq.

One North Lexington Avenue

White Plains, New York 10601

(914) 681-0200

ABRAMS, FENSTERMAN, FENSTERMAN, EISMAN, FORMATO,
FERRARA,WOLF & CARONE, LLP

Co-Counsel for Plaintif White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC
Robert A. Spolzino, Esq.

81 Main Street, Suite 306

White Plains, New York 10601

(914) 607-7010
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VERIFICATION

STATE OF MASSACHUSETTS )

) ss:

COUNTY OF ESSEX )

William A. Nicholson, being duly sworn, deposes and says:

I am the Manager of plaintiff, White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC. I have read the

annexed Verified Complaint, know the contents thereof and the same are true to my own

knowledge, except those matters therein which are stated to be alleged upon i elief,
and as to those matters I believe them to be true.

iam A. Nicholson

Sworn to before me this

16th day of September 2020 ounm,,,,

26,

Notary Pu 1 c
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Exhibit 1 to

Verified Complaint
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AMENDED AND RESTATED OPERATING LEASE

By and Between

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC,
a Massachusetts limited liability campañÿ

("Landlord")

and

HBL SNF, LLC,
a New York limited liability company ("Tenant")

Dated as of November 19, 2015
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EXHIBIT "A"

Legal Description

ALL that certain plot, piece or parcel of land, situate, lying and being in the City of White Plains,
County of Westchester and State of New York. Said parcel being more emnuelarly described as
follows:

BEGINNING at a point in the easterly line of Chmch Street where the same is intersected by the

southerly line of Barker Avenue;
THENCE from said point North 70 degrees 40 minutes 10 seconds East a diewe of 173.57 feet

along the seütherly line of Barker Avenue to a point where the same is intersected by the
division line herein described parcel on the West and lands now or formerly of Koeppel & Mohr
Equities on the East;
THENCE from said point and along said divisics line South 17 degrees 59 minutes 50 seconds
East a distance of 200.51 feet to a point in the division line between the herein desenbed parcel
on the north and lands now or formerly of Hamilton Plaza Company, Inc. on the south;
THENCE from said point and along said line South 71 degrees 01 minutes 50 seconds West a
distance of 173.24 feet to the easterly line of Church Street; and
THENCE from said point and along said line North 18 degrees 05 minutes 04 seconds West a
distance of 199.41 feet to the point and place of BEGINNING

EXHTBir A
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EXHIBIT "B"

GUARANTY

See Attached

EXHIBlT B
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SCHEDULE 3.1

Definition of Material Default

Material Default shall mean the occurrence of any of the following:

(a) Any Lease Default except 16.1 (a) (xxv) and (xxxx), provided that the

following Lease Defaults shall not be deemed a Material Default unless they becur twoor more
times within such period: 16.1 (a) (ix), (xvii), (xxx), (xxxxi), and the following Lease Defaults
shall not be deemed a Material Default unless they occur three or more times within such period:
16.1 (a) (i), (ii), (xvii),

(b) Any Lease Default during such period ca==±ëim an "Byent of
Default"

by Landlord under any Loan Doenment bc:weeñ Landlord and its Mortgagee(s) cvidencing or

documenting a loan secured by the Facility;

BXHIBIT 7.1(a)
See Attached

EXHIBIT 7,1(b)
See Attached

EXHIBIT 7,1(c)
See Attached

sCREDULE3.1
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!

SCHEDULE 7.4

P_ERIOD E3IrDARIAEQBI

Quarter 1 ( , 201- through , 201___) $_
Quarter 2 $___._____
Quarter 3 ·$_____
Quarter 4 $
Quarter 5 $
Quarter 6 and thereafter $

"EBITDAR"
means with respect to any quarterly period for the Facility an amount determined

on a consolidat~i basia equal to the sum of the following amounts for the Facility for a trailing
twelve month period: (a) eamings/(net income or net Joss) (including, as an expense an actual or
theoretical managemcat expense of five percent (5%) of gross receipts) from operations before

(b) interest expense, (c) income tax expense, (d) depreciation expense, (e) amortization expense,
and (f) Fixed Rent, defined in accordance with GAAP for such quarterly period, BB1TDAR is
not cessidered a measure of fmancial performance under GAAP. In calculatiñg earnings for the

trailing twelve months that ence=passes any month prior to the Commcacement Date, for the
months prior to the Co±r±ncement Date, rev6ññs shall be calculated using current rates of

reimbursciñ6at, meaning raimhnrsement rates in effect as of the start of the applicable quarterly
period.

SCHEDULB15.3
2305449,5/17057-6
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OPERATING LEASE

THIS AMENDED AND RESTATED OPERATINOLEASE ("Lease") is emered
into as of November 19, 2015 (the "Effective pate"), by and between WH1TE PLAINS
HEALTHCARB PROPERTIES I, LLC a Massachusetts limited liability company with its
principal place of business located at 2 Bourbon Street, Suite 200, Peabody, MA 01960

("WPHCP") or (the "Landlord") and HBL SNF, LLC a New York Limited Liability Company
having an office at 537 Route 22, Purdys, New York 10578 (the "Tenant"), and amends and
restates in its entirety the lease between the Parties dated as of November 19, 2015.

RECITALS

A. WHEREAS, Landlord is the owner of the real property, improvements,
and personal property conseteting the long-term care facility commonly known as 116-120
Church Street, White Plains, New York and more particulaily described on Exhibit A. attached
hereto and made a part hereof, (the "Real Property"), and following execution of this Lease,
upon which certain buildiñgs and improvementa shall be erected (the "Facility"); and

B, WHEREAS, Landlord desires to lease the entire Leased Premises (defined

herein) to Tenant and Tenant desires to lease the Leased Premises from Landlord pursuant to the

terms, conditions and covenants set forth herein; and

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants, agre-r±s,
promises, spescntations and warrar.tics set forth herein and for Ten Dollars ($10.00) and other

good and valuable consideration, the receipt and legal sufficiency of which are hereby
acknowledged by the Parties, the Parties bereby agree as follows:

ARTICLE I

INCORPORATION OF RECITALSj PRINCIPLES OF

CONSTRUCTION, DEFINITIONS

Section 1.1 In-cgggyagon,pfJKecitals, The domseld Recitals A through B are

hereby incorporated into this Lease as if fully set forth herein. Landistl and Tenant are
hereinafter sometimes individümily referred to as a "Ragy" and collectively referred to as
"Parties".

Section L2 EdngjpjpjLef_CoE_tmetion, All references to articles, sections,
schedules and exhibits are to articles, sections, schedules and exhibits in or to this Agreement

unless otherwise specified. Unless otherwise specified, the words
"hereof," "herein" and

"hereunder" and words of similar import when used in this Agreement shall refer to this
Agreement as a whole and not to any particular provision of this Agreement. Unless otherwise

specified, all meanings attributed to defined terms herein shall be equally applicable to both the
singular and pinral forms of the terms so defined. Unless the context clearly indicates a contrary
intent or unless otherwise specifically provided berein, the word "Landlord" shall mean

230549v5/17057-6
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"Landlord and its successors and assigns"; the words "Leased Premises"
shall include any

portion of the Leased Premises and any interest therein, and the phrases "attorneys'
fees","Leegg

fe_eji" and "counsel fees" shall include any and all reasonable attomays', paralegal, legal assistant
and law clerk fees and disbursements, whether retained firms, the reimbursement for the
expenses of in-house staff or otherwise, and, including, but not limited to, fees and
disbursements at the pre-trial, trial and appellate levels incurred or paid by Landlord in

protecting its interest in the Leased Premises and its rights hereunder. Wherever pursuant to this
Lease it is provided that Landlord shall pay any costs and expenses, such costs and expenses
shall include, but not be limited to, reasonable legal fees as defined above. Whenever the
context may require, any pronouns used herein shall include the corresponding masculine,
feminine or neuter forms, and the singular form of nouns and prenas shall include the plural
and vice versa. The words "includes",

"including"
and similar tenns shall be construed as if

followed by the words "without limitation". Whenever in this Lease any consent, appróval,
determination or decision of Landlord is to be made by Landlord, or any matter is to be

satisfactory to Landlord, then unless expressly provided to the contrary, such provision shall be
deemed to mean that such cotteent, approval, determination or decision of Landlord or
determination whether a matter is satisfactory shall be made by Landlord in its sole and absolute
discicticñ for any or no reason and shall be fmal and conclusive. Any reference in this Lease
shall be deemed to include references to such documents as the same may heeder be amended,
modified, supplemented, extended, consolidated, replaced and/or restated from time to time.

Any reference in this Lease shall be deemed to be areference to this Lease (as defined herein), as
the same may hereafter be amended, madified, supplemented, extended, consolidated, replaced
and/or restated from time to time, Any reference in this Lease or in the Ouaranty shall be

deemed to be a reference to the Cüäranty (as defined herein), as the same may hereafter be

amended, modified, supplemented, extended, ccñsclidated, replaced and/or restated from time. to

time.

Section 1,3 Definitions.

"Additional Rent"
as defined in Section 3.2

"Affiliate" as defined in Section 20.3L

"Change of Ownership" means

"Commencement Date" as dermed in Section 3.L

"Commissioner"
means the Federal Housing Commissioner also called the

Assistant Secretary for Housing in the United States Depistment of Housing and Urban

Development.

"DOH" means New York State Department of Health.

"Effective Date" as defined in introductory paragraph,

"Ellgible Institution" as defined in Section 4,3.

"Extension Term" as defined in Section 3.1(b).

2
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"Faellity" as defined in Recital A..

"First Refinance" means the replacement or refinance of the Original Martgage
and/or original Junior Debt, in whole or part, in an amount not less than $42,200,000,

"First Rermance Date" means the date of the Pirst Refinance,

"Fixed Rent"
as defined in Section 3.2.

"Governmental Atithority" as defined in Section 5,2.

"Guarantors" mean Lizer Josefavic and Mark Neuman.

"Hazardous Materials" as defined in Section 10.3

"Hazardous Waste" as dermed in Section 10.3.

"Health Care Authority or
Authorities" means any Govemmental Authority

(including HUD) having responsibility for the approval, licensing, certification, payment,
issuance of guaranties and in== for, and/or otherwise setting standards for the operation and

occupancy of skilled nursing facilities.

"Health Care
Licenses" means all Medlene and Medicaid certifications and

provider agrccmcats, all public third party payor certificadone and provider agrecisciits, and all

cerwicades, permits,, regulatory agreements or other agauma. and apprevals, including
certificates of operation, completion and eccupmay, and state nursing facility licenses or other
licenses and certificates of need required by Health Care Authorities for the legal use, occupsey
and operation of the Facility.

"HUD" means the United States Department of Housing and Urban
Development

"Junior Debt" means a mortgage on the Premnes junior to the first Mortgage,
and/or debt relating to the development and construction of the Premises.

"Landlord"
as defmed in intradactory paragraph, and Section 1.2.

"Landlord's
Indemnitees"

as defined in Section 9.L

"Landlord's
Work" as defined in Section 51

"Laws" as defined in Section 51

"Lease Default" as defined in Section 16.1.

"Leased Premises" as defined in Section 21

"Lease Year'' as defined in Section 31

3
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"Letter of Credit" as defined I Section 7.1.

"Material Default"
as defined in Schedule 3,1.

"Mortgagee" shall refer to the first and second priority mortgages secured by fee
simple interest in the Real Property as amended, restated, extended or replaced from time to time
in Landlord's discretion.

"Original Mertgagê" means the original Mortgage placed on the Premises by
Landlord.

"Overdue Rate" as defined in Section 9.1(b).

"Primary Market of the Facility" means a fifteen mile radius of the Leased
Premises,

"Prime Rate" as defined in Section 9.1.

"Prospective Mortgagee" means any Person chosen by Landlord as a Mortgage
prior to a closing of a Mortgage to be held by such Person.

"Real
Property"

as defined in Recital A.

"Refiass
ce"

means the replacement or refinance of the Medgage, or Junior Debt,
or any debt in replacement thereof, in whole or part, incInding the First Refinance.

"Refinance Date" means the date of any Refinance inchdhg the First Refinance.

"Rent" as defined in Section 3.2.

"Security
Deposit"

as defined in Section 7.1,

"Special Purpose Entity" as defined in Schedule 19.2.

"Substantial C:r;!:±:
Date"

means the date which is the later of: (i) the date
specified in the AIA Form G704, duly executed and certified by the Landlord's architect, that the

Facility was anhatantially completed and in substantial compliance with the plans and
specifications for the Facility, and (ii) the date Landlord delivers a Tersparary Certificate of

Occupancy (the "TCO") for the Facility, provided, however, if the Landlord is unable to obtain
the TCO or Pennanent CO because of the actions or inactioña of the Tenant, its employees or
agents including, but not limited to, a delay in obt±kg the necessary DOH approvals then

delivery of the TCO shall not be a condition under this clause (ii).

"Tenant's Lease Coverage
Ratio"

means EBITDAR divided by Fixed Rent.

"Term" as defined in Section 3.1 (Irwidig all exercised Extensinn Tenns).
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"Total Project Cost or "TPC" is the actual cost of purchasing, developing,
constructing, and aquipping the Facility, including without limitation, the cost of the Real

Property and impr0vements, dovakpscat costs, financing costs, and the cost of Landi-d's
Work and all equipment,

"Utillites" as defined in Section 4.L

ARTICLE II

LEASED PREMISES

Section 2.1 Leased Premises, Landlord hereby leases and demises to Tenant,
and Tenant hereby leases from Lendlord, on the terms and conditions'set forth in this Lease, the

following assets:

(a) all of Landlord's right, title, and interest in and to the Real Property,
including, without limitation, all buildings, structures, erections, improvements, appurtenances,
easements and fixtures, including fixed macMnery and fixed equipment situated thereon or

forming a part thereof; and

(b) all of Landlord's right, title and interest in and to all machinery, trade

equipment, trade fixtures, famitare, fumishings, beds, and accessories of all kinds used in
connection with the Facility located on the Real Property,

All of the items described in Sections 2J(a) and 2.1(b) herein are collectively referred to as the
"Leased Premises " Landlord and Tenant acknowledge and understand that all of the items
which comprise the Leased Premises, as repaired, rebuilt, replaced, restored, altered or added to
as pennitted or required by provisions of this Lease, shall be trâñsferred back to Landlord in
accordance with rhe terms and conditicñs set forth herein upon the expiration or earlier
termination of this Lease,

Section 2.2 In connection with any assignment of Landlord's interest under
this Lease and the assumption of this Lease by a new landlord, the original Landlord named

herein, and each successor in interest, shall have the right to transfer all amounts deposited
pursuant to SActioAjj with respect to the Facility, less any amount used parsuaüt to Section 4.3,
to such assignee (as the subsequent holder of Landlord's interest in this Lease) and upon such

transfer, Landlord or the applicable successor in interest transferring the deposits shall thereupon
be completely released from all liability with respect to such deposits so transferred and Tenant
shall look solely to said assignee, as the subsequent holder of Landlord's interest under this

Lease, in reference thereto. If Landlord's interest in the Leased Premises is sold or conveyed as
provided above or otherwise or by operation of law: (1) at the new owner's option, Tenant shall
attorn to and recognize the new owner as Tenant's Landlord under this Lease and Tenant shall
take such actions to confirm the foregoing within ten (10) days after request.
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ARTICLE III

TERM AND RENT

Section 3.1 Tenn of Lease.

(a) The term (the "Term") of this Lease shall be for a period of thirty (30)
years commencing on the later to occur of (i) the date of issuance of a permanent or temperery
Certificate of Occupancy for the Facility and (ii) the date that New York State D.epartment of
Health (hereinafter sometimes, "D_QH") determines that the Landloid's Work is sufficiently
complete as coñstrácted (but not necessarily the Tenant's operations) to accept patients,
provided, however, if the Landlord is unable to obtain a peñrsemnt or temporary Certificate of

Occupancy because of the actions or inactions of the Tenant, its employees or agents including,
but not limited to, a delay in obtaiñiñg the necessary DOH approvals then delivery of a
permanent or temporary Certificate of Occupancy shall not be a condition under clause (i) (the
"Commencement Date"), and ending at 11;59:59 P.M. on the day preceding the thirtieth (30*)
anniversary of the Commencement Date (the "Expiration Date"). Under any and all

ci-''umsces, Landlord shall not be liable to Tenant, in damages or etherwise, fur any delay in

delivering the Leased Premises to Tenant and Tenant shall have no right to terminate or rescind
this Lease on account thereof, Notwithstanding the Commencement Date, certain of the rights
and obligations of the parties shaH ceamence on the Effective Date, but not including Tenant's
obligations to pay Fixed Rerit and Impositions prior to the Commencement Date, or to meth
the Leased Premises, insure the Leased Premises or restore the Leased Premises after a cirealty
or condemnation prior to the Commencement Date, or any other rights and obligations, which by
their terms are intended to commence as of the Commencement Date, which rights and

obligations shall commence on the Commencement Date.

As used herein with respect to the Term and the periods for payment of Rent
(unless the context otherwise requires) the term "Lease Year" shall mean a 365 day period (or
366 day period in the case of a leap year), first commencing on the C ==-_=== Date and
thereafter on successive anniversaries thereof, and ending on the day prior to the next succeeding
anniversary of the Comrnencement Date.

Landlord and Tenant hereby acknowledge that the Commencement Dato is

presently indeterminate and shall occur only as hereinabove provided in this Section. Except for

the rights of Tenant expmssly stated herpin, Tenant hereby waives any right to rescind this Lease
under the provisions of Section 223-a of the Real Property Law of the State of New York, and
agrees that the provisions of this Article are intended to constitute "an express provision to the
contrary" within the meaning of said Section 223-a. Landlord and Tenant shall execute a memo

specifying the (hmencement Dateimmediately following its occurrence.

(b) Provided a Lease Default has not occurred and is then continuing either at

the time of the exercise of the options provided below or at the end of the Term or Extension

Tenn, or there has not been any Lease Default listed in Schedule 3.1 attached hereto (a

"Material Default'% whether or not cured, within two years of the end of the Term or Extension

Term, Tenant shall have the option to extend the Term of this Lease for three (3) additional

periods of ten (10) years each (each an "Ewane!en Term"), by giving written notice to Landlord
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not less than five forty-five (545) days nor more than seven hundred (700) days prior to the
expiration of the Term (or Ev+Wen Term as the case may be) of this Lease, TIME BEING OF
THE ESSENCE to these time periods. These options may be exercised by Tenant serving
written notice upon Landlord stating that Tenant is exercising the option to extend. If Tenant
fails to give such notice in writing to Landlord within the time period specified herein, all rights
and privileges granted to Tenant to extend this Lease shall lapse and become nuH and void, No
later option may be exercised if Tenant has failed to exercise a prior option. If Tenant has

validly exercised its option(s) to extend the Term, refeences herein to the "Tenn" shall be
deemed to include an Extension Term.

Section 3.2 R_g&

(a) Beginning in the first (1st) Lease Year of the Term and for each

succeeding Lease Year thereafter, including during any and all Extension Terms, until the First
Refinance Date, Tenant shall pay Landlord an annual amount of Six Million Seventy Three
Thousand One Hundred Fifty Eight ($6,073,158) Dollars ("Fixed Rent") in monthly installments
of $506,096.50,

(b) Tenant shall pay the Rent to Landlord during the term without deduction
or setoff and without demand.

(c) The. terms "Additional Rent" or "additional rent"
means all sums,

amounts, fees, expenses and costs (including, without limitation, legal fees and disbursements)
payable or reimbursable to Landlord under this Lease other than Fixed Rent, and all of same

shall be and cessltnte Additional Rent hereunder. The terms "Fixed
Rent"

and "Additional
Rent" shall be collectively referred to as "Renl," Landlord shall have the same rights and
remedies hereunder canscquent upon a failum of Tenant to pay any item of Additional Rent as
upon a failure of Tenant to pay any item of Fixed Rent.

(d) Rem shall be due and payable in advance in equal monthly installments

during each year on the first (1st) day of each calendar month thereof (or in the event the first

day of the calendar month is not a business day, on the first business day following the first day
of each calendar month) throughout the Term. Rent for any period which is less than a full
calendar month or full year, as the case may be, during the Term, shall be prorated on a daily
basis. Rent shall not be paid more than one (1) month in advance. Rent shall be paid to

Landlord at LaM1erd's address set forth in Egction 13.1 or at such other place as Landlord

designates from time to time by written notice to Tenant Tenant agrees to pay Rent, at

Landlord's direction, by electronic transfer or wire, as directed by Mortgagee in writing,

(c) TENANT HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGES THAT LATE PAYMENT
BY TENANT TO LANDLORD OF RENT WILL CAUSE LANDLORD TO INCUR COSTS

NOT CONTEMPLATED HEREUNDER, THE EXACT AMOUNT OF WHICH IS
PRESENTLY ANTICIPATED TO BB EXTREMELY DIFFICULT TO ASCERTAIN. SUCH

COSTS MAY INCLUDE PROCESSING AND ACCOUNTING CHARGES AND LATE
CHARGES WHICH MAYBE lMPOSED ON LANDLORD BY THE TERMS OF ANY LOAN
AGREBMENT AND OTHER EXPENSES OF A S1MILAR OR DISSIMILAR NATURE

ACCORDINGLY, IF ANY INSTALLMENT OF RENT THAT IS PAYABLE TO LANDLORD
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OR ITS DESIONEE SHALL NOT BE PAID WITHIN FIVE (5) DAYS OF THE DATE WHEN
DUE, TENANT WILL PAY LANDLORD ON DEMAND A LATE CHARGE EQUAL TO
FIVE PERCENT (5%) OP THE UNPAID PORTION OF THE AMOUNT OF SUCH
INSTALLMENT. THE PARTIES AGREE THAT THIS LATE CHARGE REPRESENTS A
FAIR AND REASONABLE ESTIMATE OF THE COSTS THAT LANDLORD WILL INCUR
BY REASON OF LATE PAYMENT BY TENANT. THE PARTIES FURTHER AGREE
THAT SUCH LATE CHARGE 18 RENT AND NOT INTEREST AND SUCH ASSESSMENT
DOES NOT CONSTITUTE A LENDER OR BORROWER/CREDITOR RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN LANDLORD AND TENANT. IN ADDITION, THE AMOUNT UNPAID,
INCLUDING ANY LATE CHARGES, SHALL BEAR INTEREST AT THE OVERDUE RATE
FROM THE DUE DATE OF SUCH INSTALLMENT TO THE DATE OF PAYMENT

THERBOF, AND TENANT SHALL PAY SUCH INTEREST TO LANDLORD ON DEMAND.
THE PAYMENT OF SUCH LATE CHARGE AND/OR SUCH INTEREST SHALL NOT
CONST1TUTE A WAIVER OP, NOR EXCUSE OR CURE, ANY DEFAULT UNDER THIS
LEASE, NOR PREVENT LANDLORD FROM EXERCISING ANY OTHER RIGHTS
AND/OR REMEDIES AVAILABLE TO LANDLORD.

(f) If a default is declared by the Commissioner under the provisions of
the Regulatory Agreement, provided a copy of Notice of Default is given to Tenant, Tenant shall
thereafter make all future payments under this Lease to the Commissioner.

SecNon 3.3 lyet Lease Provisions. Landlord and Tenant intend that-the Rent
herein specified shall be net to Landlord in each year during the Tenn, and that all costs,
expenses and obligations of every kind and nature, (known or unicawa, general or special,

ordinary or extraordinary, foreseen or unforeseen, direct or indirect, contingent or otherwise)
relating to the operation, repair and maintenance of the Leased Premises (except Landlord's
income taxes) which may arise or become due during the Term shall be timely paid by Tenant
and that Landlord shall be indemnified by Tenant against such costs, expenses and obligations.
Tenant's obligation to pay Rent is indepcñdent of all, and is in no manner conditioned upon any,
other covenants, condi'ims and obligations of Landlord or Tenant under this Lease. There shall
be no abatemeñt of Rent payrnents for any reason nor shall Tenant be entitled to any offsets or
deductions from Rent payments due hereunder.

Section 3.4 Rent Tax. If any govemmental taxing authority levies, assesses, or
imposes any tax, sales or use tax, privilege tax, excise or assessment (other than incoine or

franchise taxes) upon or against the Rent payable by Tenant to Landlord, either by way of
substitution for or in addition to any existing tax on land and buildings or otherwise, then Tenant
shall be responsible for and shall pay such tax, excise or messment, or, if Landlord pays same,
Tenant shall rcimbursc Landlord for the amount thereof within ten (10) days after written
demand by Landlord.

It is the intent of this Section 3.4 and all other provisions of this Lease to insure
that the Rent (including Additional Rent) paid to Landloni by Tenant will be received by
Landlord without diminution by any tax, assessment, charge or levy of any nature whatsoever,
except United States, State of New York and local net income taxes, and the terms and
conditions of this Lease shall be liberally construed to effect such purpose, Without limiting the

generality of the foregoing, if any tax is assessed or based on gmas income actually or
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constructively received by Landlord pursuant to this Lease, Tenant shall pay such amount which,
when added to said gross income, shall yield to Landlord, after doducuon of all such tax payable

by Landlord with respect thereto, a net amount equal to that which Landlord would have realized
therefrom had no such tax been imposed,

Section 3.5_ Assignment of Lease to Mortgagee, Tenant acknowledges that all
of the interest of Landlord in and to this Lease has been or will be aeeigned to Mortgagee
pursuant to the Loan Documents,

Tenant agrees to pramptly execute and deliver to Landlord from time to time any
and all documents required by a Mortgagee, Prospective Mortgagee, HUD and/or IRID's
Approved Lender, or any successor, coarsercial, agency or private lender, including, without

limitation, a lease addendum, regulatory agreement, subordination agreement, non-disturbance
and attornment agreement, and/or estoppel certificate, in order. to finance or refinance the

Facility or otherwise.

Tenant will on request at any time or from time to time by Landlord or any
Mortgagee or Prospective Mortgagee =hachate this lease and all of Tenant's rights and estate
hemunder to such Person's Mortgage and to any renewals, extensions, substitutions, refinancings,
modificatione or amendments thereof, or declare such Mortgage to be prior to this lease and to any
renewals, extensions, substitutions, refinancings, modifications or amendments thereof, and agree
with such holder that Tenant will attorn thereto in the event of fõr6closure. Landlord ag ees to use
reasonable efforts (except that Landlord shall not be obligated to expend money for any such

agreement) to obtain a written agreement from any such holder in the form typically used by such
holder which consents to this lease and provides that, notwithstanding such mortgage or any default,
expiration, tennination, foreclosure, sale, entry or other act or emission under, pursuant to or

affecting said Mortgage, Tenant shall not be disturbed in peaceful enjoyment of the Leased
P emises or this lease terrninated or canceled at any time, except in the event Landlord shall have
the right to terminate this lease under the terms and provisions set forth herein,

Section 3.6 true Lease. It is the intent of Landlord and Tenant and the parties
agree that this Lease is a true lease and that this Lease does not represent a financing agreement.
Bach party shall refleet the transaction represented hereby in all applicable books, records and
reports (including income tax filings) in a manner consistent with "true lease" treatment rather
than "financing"

treatment.

Section 3.7 Right of First Refusak Buvout. (a) Landlord shall not sell, transfer

or convey the Leased Premises to a thinl person or entity unless Tenant first is given the

opportunity to purchase the Leased Premises pursuant to the terms and conditions set forth in this
Section 3.7(a); If at any time during the first efeven years of Term Landlord receives from any
third person or entity an Offer (as hereinafter defined) to purchase the Leased Premises which

Landlord desires to accept, Landlord shall notify Tenant of such Offer by delivering written
notice to Tenant, which notification (the "Offer Notice") shall contain a copy of the written
Offer or, at Landicrd's election, a written summary of the terms of the Offer. For purposes of

this Lease, an "Offer" shall mean any bona fide written instrument or verbal cemunication

setting forth the terms pursuant to which Landloni will convey the Leased Premises. Tenant
shall have ten (10) Business Days after receipt of the Offer Notice in which to elect by written
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notice delivered to Landlord (the "Acceptance Notice") to enter into a formal agreement on the
sarpe terms and conditions as those ccñtaiñcd in the Offer ("Tenant's Purchase Right"). Such
election shall be effective only if within ten (10) Business Days after delivery of the Acceptance
Notice the parties enter into a written purchase agreement on tenns reasonably acceptable to
Landlord in good faith for the sale of the Leased Premises to Tenant containing all terms of the
Offer. If Tenant fails to timely deliver the Acceptance Notice, or if Tenant fails to timely enter
into said purchase agreement as provided herein, Landlord shall have the right to accept the
Offer or any madifieâtion thereof on terms substantially similar as those set forth in the Offer.
Tenant's right to purchase the Leased Premises identified in the Offer Notice shall not apply to

(i) transfers of less than one hüadred percent of the ownership interests in Landlord, (ii) a public

offering of ownership interests in Landlord, (iii) a recapitalization transaction of any kind

involving Landlord, (iv) ecñdemnation, eminent domain or similar proceedings, or (v), rights
exercised by Mortgagees in foreclosure or in lieu thereof pursuant to Mortgages or other
accaments executed by Landicid in connection therewith, including the subsequent disposition
of the Premises by Mortgagee or its affiliate or designee that acquires the Leased Premises in
connection therewith.

(b) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary, if Landlord's
Offer Notice states that it is purchasing from Tenant Tenant's Purchase Right, then (i) Tenant
shall have no father rights under Section 3.7(a), and Section 3.7(a) shall be null and void
without further effect, and (ii) upon the closing of the purchase and sale of the Leased Premises
pursuant to the Offer, Landlord shall pay Tenant ten percent (10%) of the excess of the sales
price agreed to pursuant to the Offer (less costs and fees, including broker's fees) over the TPC,
the "Offer Fee"), and (iii) the Rent shall be the greater of the amount as determined by Section

3.2(a) or fair market value, as shall be determined by an indepmdat third party appraiser jointly
appointed by Landlord or and Tenant, and absent their agreement appointed by the then
chairman or similar officer of the Westchester County Society of Real Estate Appisiscis. For
purpaacs of clas!!cedon, Tenant shall not be entitled to the receipt of the Offer Fee if Tenant
exercises Tenant's Purchase Right as set forth in Section 3.7(a) above.

(c) Upon expiration of the eleventh Lease Year, Tenant's Right
of First Refusal as set forth in in Section 3,7(a) shall lapse and become null and void.

Section 3.8. Option to Purchase. Commencing on the latter of (i) the first day
after the Commencement Date and (ii) 24 months from the date of the elosing of tha Original

Mortgage, and ending on the last day of the fifteenth Lease Year of the Lease, Tenant shall have
the option to purchase the Leased Premises from Landl-a for a purchase price of $65,055,n00

by giving written notice of its exercise of the Option to Purchase including a proposed olosing
date, provided if Tenant does not exercise the Option to Purchase prior to receiving an Offer
Notice pursuant to Section 3.7, Tenant's Option to Purchase under this Section 3,8 shall lapse
unless and until the conveyance of the Leased Premises cõñtcsplard under Section 3.7 does not

occur. Upon expiration of the fifteenth Lease Year, Tenant's the right to purchase the Leased
Premises from Landlord, all as set forth above, shall lapse, become null and void, and Tenant

shall have deemed to waived all such rights hereunder.

ARTICLE IV
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UTILI†IBS AND TAXES

Section 4.1 Utilities. From and after the Commencement Date, Tenant shall

pay or cause to be paid all charges next coming due and payable for electricity, steam;telephone,
cable, gas, oil, water, sewer and all other services or utilities used on or related to the Leased
Premises (the "Utilities") during the Term. Tenant covenants to place all Utilities in Tenant's
name as of the Commeñcanent Date. Adjestm=t shall be made for Utilities applicable to any
period prior to the Commencement Date. In the event Lan erd is billed directly by any service
provider or utility company for any Utilities or services supplied to Tenant during the Term,
Landlord shall send Tenant the bill and Tetiant shall promptly pay the same, Landlord shall have
no obligation or liability with respect to any latarrupticñ or failure in the supply of any such
Utilities. If Landlord elects to or shall be required to pay for any Utilities to preserve and/or
protect the Leased Premises, Tenant shall reimburse Landlord for the cost and expense thereof
plus interest at the Prime Rate.

Section 4.2 Taxes. Tenant shall be solely responsible for the payment, prior to
the date when pañalties would attach, of all general and special real estate taxes and assessments
(together with any excise taxes on such real estate taxes and assessments levied or imposed by
any gavciñtaental taxing authority), fire district taxes, liens, impositions, including capital stock,
franchise, ad valorem, sales, use, single business, gross receipts, transaction privilege, rent or
similar taxes; personal property taxes, assessmante including assessments for public
improvements or benefits, whether or not commenced or completed prior to the date hereof and
whether or not to be completed within the Term; ground rents; water, sewer and other utility
levies and charges; excise tax levies; fees including license, permit, inspection, authorization and
similar fees; and all other governmental charges, in each case whether general or special,

ordinary or extraordinary, or foreseen or unforeseen, of every character in respect of the Leased

Premises, and a11 interest and penalties thereon attributable to any failure in payment by Lessee
which at any time prior to, during or in respect of the Term hereof may be assessed or imposed
on or in respect of or be a lien upon the Leased Premises (collectively, the "i;¡;positioñs") that
accroe from the Commencement Date through the Term. Adjustment shall be made for
Impositions applicable to any period prior to the Commencement Date. Tenant shall pay all of
the knpositions directly to the applicable taxing authorities and Tenant shall promptly forward
proof of payment to Landlord in such form as shall be reasonably acceptable to Landlord unless
Landlord elects to require escrow deposits in accedenca with Section 4,3 hereof. Landlord thall

progrg‡ly forward any tax bills which it may receive to Tenant, Landlord shall only bill Tenant
for any of the Impositions if Tenant does not pay any of the Impositions before delinquency and
Landlord is obligated or elects (in Landlord's sole and absolute discretion) to pay any of the
Impositions directly to remain current with all taxing authorities. Tenant shall pay the full

amount of any increases in any of the Iñrpasiticas resulting from alterations or imprcycmcats
made by or for the benefit of Tenant. After the expiration or termination of this Lease, Tenant

shall pay all bills for any of the Impositions which become due and payable after the expiration

or temlination of the Lease covering any period through the expiration or earlier termination of

the Lease. If any governmental taxing authority acting under any present or future ordinance or

regulation, shall levy, assess or impose a tax, excise and/or assessment (other than any not
income or franchise tax) upon Landlord or Tenant for rental payable by Tenant to Landlord,
either by way of substitution for or in addition to any existing tax on land, buildings or

otherwise, then Tenant shall be responsible for and shall pay such tax, excise and/or assessment
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or shall reimbursc Landlord for the cost and expense thereof, as the case may be. Provided that
Tenant shall have deposited a sufficient amount of funds to pay the Impasiticñs pursuant to
Section 43 and Tenant has done nothing to prevent payrnent by Landlord or its lender of the

Impositions, then Tenant shall not be responsible for any and all late payment fees and/or
pan ice, including interest, impered by any applicable taxing authorities with respect to the

untimely payment of Impositions.

Section 4.3 Escrow Deposits.

(a) Bscrow. At the option of Landlord, which may be exercised at·any time

by Landlord in its sole and ssclutc discretion Tenant shall, on the first day of the first calendar
month commencing after notice from Landlord, and on the first day of each calendar month
thered:r during the Term (each of which dates is referred to as a "Monthly Deposit Date"), pay
to and deposit with Landlord a sum equal to one-twelfth (1/12th) of the hnpositions to be levied,
charged, filed, assessed or imposed upon or against the Leased Premises within one (1) year after
said Monthly Deposit Date and a sum equal to one-twelfth (1/12th) of the premiums for the

property insurance policies required pursuant to Article VI which ate payable within one (1) year
after said Monthly Deposit Date. If the amount of the Impositions to be levied,, charged,
assessed or imposed or insurance premiurns to be paid within the ensuing one (1) year period
shall not be fixed upon any Monthly Deposit Date, such amount for the purpose of comput½g
the deposit to be made by Tenant hereunder shall be reasonably estimated by Landlord with an
appropriate adjustment to be promptly made between Landlord and Tenant as soon as such
amount becomes determinable. In addition, Landlord may, at its option, from time to time
require that any particular deposit be greater than one-twelfth (1/12th) of the estimated amount
payable within one (1) year after said Monthly Deposit Date, if such additional deposit is
required in order to provide to Landlord sufficient funds from which to make payment of all
Impositions on or before the next due date of any ingelknent thereof, or to make payment of any
required insurance premiums not later than the due date thereof. If any Martgagee or the
Curamissioner requires Landlord to impound insurance premiurns on a periodic basis during the

term, Tenant, on notice from Landlord indicating this requirement, shaU pay a sum of money
towards its liability under this Lease to Landlord on a periodic basis in accordance with

Led1rf s requirements. Landlord shall impound the premium payments received from Tenant
in accordance with the réqüiremëñts of Mortgagee and shall utilize such funds to timely pay
insurance premiums.

(b) .Use of Deposits, The aums deposited by Tenant ander this SÈction 4.3
shall be held by Landlord or Mortgagee and shall be applied in payment of the Impositions or
insurance premiums, as the case may be, when due. Any such deposits may be comming:cd with
other assets of Landlord or such Mortgagee, and shall be deposited by Landlord or such

Mortgagee in an Eligible Institution in such account or accounts as Landlord or the Mortgagee

may, from time to time select, and Landlord shaU not be liable to Tenant or any other person

(i) based on Landlord's or the Mortgagee's (or any bank's) choice of investment vehicles, (ii) for

any conseqü6ñt loss of principal or interest or (iii) for any üñavailsility of funds based on such
choice of investment. .Futthermore, subject to the foregoing regarding the use of depositories

and accounts, Landlord and its Mortgagee shall bear no responsibility for the fmancial condiden

of, nor any act or omission by the depository bank. No income, if any, from such investment or

interest on such deposits shall be paid to Tenant. To the extent that Landlord does not have an
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invoice or bill specifying the due date for payment, Tenant shall give not less than thirty (30)
days prior written notice to Landlord in each instance when an Imposition or insurance premium
is due, specifying the Impeedca or premium to be paid and the amount thereof, the place of
payment, and the last day on which the same may be paid in order to comply with the
requirements of this Lease. If Landlord, in violation of its abligations under this Lease, does not

pay any Imposidon or insurance premium when due, for which a sufficient deposit exists, Tenant
shall not be in default hereunder by virtue of the failure to pay such Imposition or such insurance
premium and Tenant shall not be liable for any fate payment fees and/or penalties, including
interest imposed as a result of such failum to pay. The term "Eligible Institution" shall mean a

depository institution or trust company, the short term unsecured debt obligations or c^=mercial
paper of which are rated at least "A-I+"

by S&P,
"P-1"

by Moody's and "F-1+"
by Fitch in the

case of accounts in which funds are held for thirty (30) days or less (or, in the case of accounts in
which funds are held for more than thirty (30) days, the long term unsecured debt obligations of
which are rated at least "AA"

by Fitch and S&P and "Aa2"
by Moody's).

(c) Deficits, If for any reason any deposit made by Tenant or held by
Landlord under this Section 4.3 shall not be sufficient to pay any Lmpasition or insurance
pmmium within the time specified therefor in this Irase, then, within ten (10) days after demed

by Lehd, Tenant shall deposit an additional amount with Landlord, increasing the deposit
held by Landlord so that Landlord holds sufficient funds to pay such Imposition or premium in
full (or in installments as otherwise previdcd for herein), together with any penalty or interest
thereon. Landlord may change its estimate of any Imposition or insorwe premium for any
period on the basis of a change in an assessment or tax rate or on the basis of a prior

miscalculation or for any other good faith reason: in which event, within ten (10) days after
demand by Landlord, Tenant shall deposit with Landlord the amount in excess of the sums

previously daposited with Landlord for the applicable period which would theretofore have been
payable under the revised estimate.

(d) T_tggsffers. Consistent with Section 2.2. in connection with any assignment
of Landlord's interest under this Lease and the assumption of this Lease by a new landlord, the
original Landlord named herein and each successor in interest shall have the right to transfer all
amounts deposited pursuant to the provisions of this §gtiong and not used pursuant to this
Section 4 3 to such assignee (as the subsequent holder of Landlord's interest in this Lease) and
upon such transfer, the original Landlord named herein or the applicable successor in interest

transferring the deposits shall thereupon be completely released from all liability with respect to
such dapeek so transferred and Tenant shall look solely to said assignee, as the subsequent
holder of Landlord's interest under this Lease, in reference thereto.

(e) Security. All amounts deposited with Landlord pursuant to the provisions

of this Section 4.3 shall be held by
Landlord^

as additional security for the payment and

performance of Tenant's Obligaticss under this Lease and, upon the occurrence and during the

co±"ece of any Lease Default, Landlord may, in its solo and absolute discretion, apply such

amounts towards payment or performance of such obligations.

(f) Retum. Upon the expiration or earlier termination of this IAase, as long
as all of the Rent and any and all other obligations due under this Lease have been fully paid and

performed, any sums then held by Landlord under this Section 4.3 shall be refunded to Tenant,
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and subject to the rights of a Mortgagee, together with all interest, if any, eamed thereon and all

income, if any, earned therefrom; provided however, that if a loase Default has occurred and is

cc±:Eg, all of such sums may be applied by Landlord towards any aiñaüñts owed to Landlord
pursuant to this Lease.

(g) Receipts. Tenant shall deliver to Landlord copies of all claims and bills in
relation to the Impositions and insurañce premiums promptly upon receipt thereof by Tenant.

This Article and the obligations herein shall survive expiration or earlier te=1nation of
this Lease.

ARTICLE V

LANULORD'S WORK, MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR; IMPROVEMENTS

Section 5.1 Landlord's Work, (a) Landloni shall cause the Facility to be
constructed ("Landlord's Work").

(b) Landlord will give Tenant thirty (30)
daya' notice of the date Landlord

expects to be the Substantial Completion Date. On or prior to the Substantial Cempleten Date,
Landlord and Tenant shall jointly prepare a list of the items for the Facility that remain to be
comped or corrected, set a dollar value for the cost to complete the work, and fix time for their
completion or correction (collectively the "Punchlist").

(c) Notwithstanding anything in this lease to the contrary, on and after the
Substrial Completion Date Tenant shall be deemed to have agreed Landlord has catapleted
Landlord's Work to Tenant's complete satisfaction, except for (1) the Punchlist, (ii) such items of
decoration or mechanical adjuncñ: of which Tenant gives Landlord written notice within thiity
(30) days after the Substantial Completion Date (the "Initial Correction Items") or (iii) any
defects in the Facility which were not known or reasonably discoverable by Tenant in the time
period specified in the immediately prior clause (ii) ("Latent Defects"); provided that, as to
Latent Defects, Landlord will have no responsibility or liability therefor, or for the correction

thereof, unless (A) Tenant cañdacts at least one inspection of the Facility with a qualified
engineer or other expert, within one year from the Substantial Cnsplation Date, and (B) Tenant
gives Landlord notice of such Latent Defects within thirty( 30) days after discovery thereof and
in any event not later than one year after the Substantial Completion Date, which notice will be

accompanied by the certification of such engineer or other experts, specifying, in detail, such
Latent Defects in the Facility.

(d) At its sole expense, Landlord shall complete the Punchlist, and remedy the
Initial Correction Items, and the Latent Defects provided with respect fo Latent Defects that the
conditions set out in clause (iii) of section (c) are satisfied.

(e) To the extent assignable at no cost to Landlord, Landlord assigns to
Tenant all manufacturer warranties on materials and egfpset. Tenant shall have the benefit
and right to enforce such warranties at its sole cost and expense.
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Section 5.2 Maintenance and Repair, Except as provided in Section 5.1,
Tenant, at Tenant's sole cost and expense, shall keep the Leased Premises, including all

buildings, fixtures, trade equipment, trade fixtures, furniture, beds and other personal property
leased to Tenant pursuant to this Lease, including, without limitation, all structural and non-

structural components, the roof, foundation, all outer walls, plumbing, spriniders, electrical,
medanical, heating, ventilation, utility service, air conditioning, vertical transport, telephone,
communications, cable, computer, fire-life4afety, nursing call, and all other systems of the
Leased Premises in good condition and repair and in compliance with all Laws. Landlord shall
not be responsible to make any improvements, repairs, maintenance or replacements whether
ocesieñed by the act, omission, active negligence, or passive negligence of Landlord or Tenant
and/or its agents, employees, invitees or licensees or otherwise, and Tenant shall pay for all

improvements, repairs, replacements, maintenance and expenditures relating to the Leased

Premises, whether interior or exterior, structural or non-structural, ordinary or exaacrdiney,
foreseen or unforeseen or arising by reason of a condition existing prior to the commencement of
the Lease, by Tenant's use or by a change in applicable Laws. The Leased Premises and its
appurtenances shall at all times be kept clean, safe and sanitary and in good order, condition,
replacemet and repair by Tenant, at Tenant's sole cost and expense, except for ordinary wear
and tear (provided, however, that, without limiting the generality of this Sgggon_552, Tenant shall
be obligated to replace any portion of the Leased Premises upon any obsolescence thereof or if
proper repair is impractical). Tenant shall provide (if not currently a patt of the Leased

Premises) and maintain, epair and replace, as necessary, all fumiture, fixtures, equipment and/or
other personal property required by any Govemmental Authority (other than furniture3 fixtures,
equipment and/or other personal property owned by contractors providing ancillary services at
the Facility) necessary for the operation of the Facility and to comply with all Laws. All such

property provided by Tenant shall immediately become the property of Landlord and Tenant
shall execute such documentation as Landlord may reasonably require vesting title in such

property in Landlord, Landlord shall have no liability or obligation with respect to such property
or any of Tenant's operations relating thereto. All replacements made by Tenant hereunder shall
be made in a good and workmanlike manner in accordance with Laws using the same, similar or
better quality of materials as being replaced and shall immediately become the property of
r.anamd Tenant acknowledges that title and ownership of all repaired and replaced fumiture,
fixtures, equipment and/or other personal property made heneder shall belong to and is for the
benefit of Landloni. Tenant shall not enter into any equipment leases or conditional sales
ce±acts for any fumiture, fixtures, equipment and/or other personal property relating to the

Facility without Landlord's consent which it may grant or withhold in its sole discretion. The
term

"Laws"
means, all federal, state, county, municipal and other governmental statutes, laws,

rules, orders, regulations, ordinances, judgments, decrees and injunctions of Govemmental
Authorities affecting any Leased Premises or any part thereof, or the construction, use, alteration
or operation thereof, or any part thereof, whether now or hereafter enacted and in force, and all

permits, licenses and authorizations and regulations relating thereto, and all covenants,
agreements, restrictions and encumbrances contained in any instruments, either of record or
known to Tenant, at any time in force affecting the Leased Premises or any part thereof. The
term "Governmental

Anthority" means any court, board, agency, arbitrator, commission, office
or other authority of any nature whatsoever for any govemmental unit (foreign, federal, state,
county, district, municipal, city or otherwise) whether now or hereafter in existence.
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Section 5 3 Improvements Renovation, Alterations and Additions. Tenant
shall have the right during the Term to make such non-structural interior alterations, changes and
improvements to the Leased Premises as may be proper and necessary for the conduct of
Tenant's business, to cause the Leased Premises to confonn to all Laws, for patient comfort and

safety, or for the full beneficial use of the Leased Premises, so long as such improvements do not

(i) exceed Three Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars ($350,000.00) in any given caleñdar year,
(ii) interfere with any of the purposes for which the Facility was leased or affect the roof or

structure, (iii) decrease the value of the Leased Premises, (iv) affect any building system,
including, heating, ventilation, air conditioning, mechanical, electrical, plumbing or vertical
transport systems, or (v) affect the exterior appearance of the Leased Premises. Tenant shall not
make any other alterations, changes, or improvements without the express written approval in
each instance by Landlord, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld; provided,
however. that the granting or withholding of consent shall not result in any liability to Landlord.

Furthermore, Tenant may make all repairs or replacements required by a Govemmental

Authority without obtaining Landlord's consent, provided, however, Tenant shall give Landlord
no less than ten (10) days prior written notice of such government mandated repairs or
replacements prior to making or implementing same, unless emergency factors necessitate the

making of such repairs before Tenant can reasonable give notice to Landlord, in which event
Tenant shall give notice to Landlord as soon as reasonably possible. Tenant shall pay for all

costs, fees and penalties imposed by the applicable state agencies or the Center for Medicare and
Medicaid Services ("CMl") or other Govemmental Authority in connection with any survey or
the Change of Ownership. Tenant shall notify Landlord of any alterations, changes or
improvements required and/or pcrmitted by the applicabic state agencies or the CMS or other
Governmental Authority prior to the commencement thereof, Tenant shall pay all costs and
expenses of any required and/or permitted alterations, changes, and improvements, shall make
the same in a good and workmanlike manner, and in accordance with all Laws, having obtained
all necessary pennits and approvals from Governmental Authorities having jurisdiction over the

Facility and work performed thereon or therein, and shall assure Landlord, in form reasonably
satisfactory to Landlord, all necessary permits and authorizations have been received and that
payment for the work and materials will be made by Tenant. Tenant hereby completely and fully
indemnifies Landlord against any mechanic's liens or other liens or claims in connection with the

making of any alterations, changes, and/or improvements. Any liens arising out of any required
and/or permitted aherations, changes, and/or improvements shall be discharged of record by
Tenant within the earlier of thirty (30) days after the same have been filed by payment, bonding
or otherwise, as permitted by law, or five (5) days after commencement of a foreclosure or
enforcement action. Notwithstanding any provision of this Lease to the contrary, Tenant shall
not undertake any alterations, renovations, or improvements to the Facility or otherwise
commence any project or activity with respect to the Facility, which may result in any bed being
taken out of service for more than seven (7) days without Landlord's and/or Mortgagee's prior

written consent, which Landlord's consent shall not be unreasonably withheld. Tenant shall give
Landlord written notice ten (10) days prior to commencing repairs, construction, or alterations
whose costs exceed One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000,00).

Section 5.4 Sienage. All signs installed by Tenant at the Facility shall

comply with all Laws, and all necessary permits or licenses shall be obtained by Tenant. Tenant
shall maintain all signs in good condition and repair, and/or replace as may be required by
applicable law, at all times at Tenant's sole cost and expense. Upon vacating the Leased
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Premises, Tenant shall remove all signs and supporting material or inets!! ans so installed by
Tenant, but only if Landlord shall request such removal, and Tenant shall repair all damage
caused by such removal. Landlord ackñüwicdges and agrees that neither Landlord nor any
subsaquent tenant of Landlord shall be authorized to use any company or registered tr.ade name
of Tenant or any of Tenant's affiliates or subtenants.

Section 5.5 Surrender, (a) Subject to applicable law and to receipt of any
necessary DOH approval, Tenant shall deliver up and surrender to Landlord possession of the
Leased Premises and all improvements and eplacements thereof, including all of Tenant's

alterations, improvements work (and all replacements thereof) and all fixtures permanently
attached to the Leased Premises by Tenant during the Term, upon the expiration of this Lease or
its tennination in any manner whatsoever, in as good condition and repair and in 84i,t-Gally
similar form, character and manner as the same shall be on the Commencement Date, reasonable
wear and tear excepted (without compensation to Tenant), with permitted changes,
improvements and additions made during the Term as authorized herein, subject to no liens,
encumbrances, charges, restrictions, conditions, limitWans or claims whatsoever to the extent
not encumbering the Leased Premises as of the Commencement Date, and deliver the keys
and/or operational security cards to the Leased Premises to Landlord or Landlord's designated
agent,

(b) Licenses and Transfer of Operations, Upon the expiration of the Term or earlier
teasinâ‡ion of the Lease, Tenant shall and shall cause its subtenants to, (i) transfer to Landlord or
Landlord's nominee a fully operational, licensed and certified, and staffed facility and shall
cccparatc with Landlord or Landlord's designee or nominee in connection with the processing
by Landlord or Landlord's designee or nominee of any applications for all licenses, openting
permits and other governmental áuthorization, all contracts, including contracts with all
Govcamcatal Authorities or quasi governmental entities (provided that except following a Lease

Default, the reasonable costs and expenses of the processing of any such application shall be
paid by Landlord or Landlord's designee or nominee), (ii) transfer to Landlord or Landlord's
nomlnee all tangible personal property of Tenant, including financial and accounting records,
business records, data, employee and/or personnel records, patient and resident records, and all
records held in electronic form, (all subject to the Laws requiring confidentiality), all equipment
and small were and all inventory used in connection with the Facility, (iii) transfer to Landlord or
Landlord's nominee all intangible property except accounts receivable of Tenant, and (iv)
transfer to Landlord or Landlord's nominee all residents in the Facility. With respect to resident

funds, Tenant shall transfer to Landlord or its designee, all patient and resident trust accounts,
and shall cause its subtenant to prepare and submit to Landlord or its designee a tme, correct, and
complete accounting and inventory (properly =ëedM) of any patient trust funds and resident

property to be transfened to Landlord, or its designee. Tenant shall, and shall cause its

subtenant, not to commit any act or be remiss in the undertaking of any act that would jeopardize
the licensure or certification of the Facility, and Tenant shall and shall cause its subtenant to

comply with all requests for an orderly transfer of the same upon the expiration or early
tenination of the Term, including, but not limited to, upon the request of Landloni or its

designee, the transitioning of employees in compliance with applicable laws. Without limiting
the generality of the foregoing, if requested by Landlord or a proposed replacement operator for
the Pacility, Tenant hereby agrees to enter into a reasonable operations transfer agreement with
such replacement operator, Tenant shall not unreasonably withhold, ccadition or delay its
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consent to entering into any interim subleases or management agreements as may be necessary to
effectuate an early transfer of the operations of the Facility prior to the time that such
replacement operater holds all licenses and pennits from all applicabic Govemmental
Authorities with jurisdiction necesaiy to operate the Facility for its intended use. In addition,
upon request, Tenant shall and shall cause subtenants, to prempey deliver copies to Landlord or
Landlord's designee of all books and records relating to the Leased Premises and operations
thereon (including inventories, employee lists and personnel records, and policies and procedures
manuals). Tenant shall allow Landlord or a proposed replacement operator for the Facility to
utilize Tenant's,

subtenants' compatar hardware and softwa e for a minimum of ninety (90) days
to facilitate the transfer of operations, the collection of accounts receivables, the billing of

providers, and the provision of patient care. Tenant shall indcanify, defend, protect'and hold
harmless Landlord from and against any loss, damage, cost or expense incurred by Landlord or
Landlord's deigace or nominee in connection with the correction of any and all deficiencies of a
physical nature identified by any Governmental Anthority responsible for licensing the Leased
Premises in the course of any change of ownership inspection and audit. Tenant shall be

respoñsibla for any alterations or renovations necessitated by, or imposed in connechn with, a
change of ownership inspection survey for the transfer of operation of the Leased Premises to
Landlord or its designee. Tenant shall not commence to wind up and terminate the operations of
the Facility or relocate the patients or occupants of the Facility to any other bealth care facility.
In adMon, Tenant shall not terminate the empicycos of the Facility except in connection with
and upon the transfer of operations of the Pacility to Landlord or its designee.

(c) If Landlord notifies Tenant in writing that it intends to transfer the
operations of the Facility.to a new operator and desires to have Tenant continue to operate the

Facility after the Expiration Date or earlier termination of the Lease, then Tenant shall continue
to operate the Facility until the earliest to occer of (i) the date on which such successor operator
shall assume operation of the Facility, or (ii) the date that is 180 days after the applicable
Expiration Date or termination date (the "Reimbarsement Period"). During the
Reimbursement Period (x) Landlord shall provide Tenant with an operating budget, (y) Landlord
shall include in the aforesaid operating budget, and Tenant shall continue to pay during the
Reimbursement Period, all Rent that would have been owing under this Lease as to the Leased
Premises if this Lease had not expired or tenninated as to; and/or Tenant had not been
dispossessed from, such Leased Premises, and (z) provided that this Lease was ndt terminated
with respect to, and Tenant was not dispossessed from, such the Lease Premises due to a Lease

Default, Landlord shall reimburse Tenant for any operating deficits with respect to the Facility
that Tenant may be required to fund out-of-pocket on account of operating losses and expenses
incurred by Tenant by reason of, or arising out of compliece with, such budget with respect to
the Reimbursement Period. Any such reimbursement shall be due from Landlord to Tenant
within 60 days after request by Tenant, provided that Tenant shall furnish such documcatation of

any operating deficits, losses and expenses as Landlord may reasonably request. The terms of
this Section 5.S(c) shall survive the expiration or earlier termination of this Lease and/or any
dispossession of Tenant from the Lease Premises.

(d). Use of Legacy Tradcaâme. Without limitation of the other provisions of
this Section 5.5 and notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in this Lease, Tenant
agrees to allow Landlord or its designee operator, at its option and at no cost to Landlord or any
such desigacc, to continue to use, in its signage, marketing and advertising materials, operations
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and otherwise, any or all name(s) (including tradenames) associated with the operation of the

Facility as a going concern for up to 180 days following (i) the expiration or tennination of this
Lease and (ii) the vacation from, and surrender of, the Leased Premises and Facility by Tenant.
At the end of such 180 day period, or upon sooner written notice from Landlord to Tenant,
Tenant shall, promptly and at its expense, remove its aforesaid name'(s) from all signs on the

Facility and repair any damage to such signs caused by such removal, Landlord ac!mewledges
and agrees that Tenant, not Landlord, owns the aforesaid names and that neither Landlord nor

any designee of Landlord may use the same except as described in this Section 5.5(d) or as
otherwise agreed in writing by Tenant,

(e) Management of Terrninated/Dispossessed Premises, Commencing on the
applicable Termination/Dispossession Date as to any Terminated/Dispossessed Pretnises,
Landlord or its designee, upon notice to Tenant, may elect to assume the reapanamilities and
obligations for the management and operation of the Business ut such Terminated/Dispossessed
Premises, and Tenant agrees to cooperate fully to acc=nplish the transfer of such management
and operation without interrupting the operation of such Business to the extent allowable by
Laws. Tenant shall permit Landlord or its desigaee to operate the Facility under Tenant's
licenses, certifications and other authorizations pending the issuance of new licenses,
certifications and other authorizatione Landlord or its designee. Tenant shall not commit any act
or be remiss in the undertaking of any act that would jeopardize any licenses, certifications and
other authorizations related to the Facility, and Tenant shall comply with all requests for an

orderly transfer of all licenses, certifications and other anthrivations related to the Facility and

any payor's certifications.

(f) In addition, upon any expiration or tennination of this Lease, Tenant
covenants and agrees to do such things and to take such action as may, fmm time to time, be

necessary or appropriate to permanently surrender and withdraw from possession and operation

(including but not limited to licensure and certification) of the Leased Premises, and shall
thereafter be fully and permanently relieved of all powers, duties, resp^mibindes and obligations
that are conferred or imposed upon Tenant under this Lease (except those continuing obligations,

including but not limited to the obligation to pay all Rent due and owing under this Lease, and
the obligation to pay all amounts owed by Tenant to the Medicare, Medicaid, third party payor
programs and residents for the period of the Term, which survive the m=ination hereof as
provided herein) and to restore and place Landlord or its designee in possession and opgration of

the Leased Premises, or any portion thereof, and Tenant covenants and agrees to execute and
deliver to Landlord or Landlord's designee (each subject to the approval of DOH) all

assignments, operation transfer agreements, consents, consents to assignments (including
Medicare and Medicaid provider agreements, if requested by Landlord) doessa and other

instruments, to the reasonable satishcdon of Landlord in order to effectuate the provisions

hereof,

Section 5.6 Condition of Leased premises, (a) Subject to Section 5.1, Tenant
shall accept and take possession of the Leased Premises in its "AS IS," "WHERE IS" "WITH
ALL FAULTS"

condition, and acceptance of possession of the Leased Premises on the
Commencement Date shall be deemed an acknowledgment by Tenant of Tenant's acceptance of

the endition of the Leased Premises, Tenant acknowledges and agrees that Landlord is not

making any representation, warranty or covenant whatsoever with respect to the condition of the
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Leased Premises, or any portion thereof, or ita suitability for any particular purpose, and Tenant
shall be relying solely on its inspection of the Leased Premises and due diligence investigations
with respect thereto,

(b) LANDLORD MAKES NO WARRANTY OR REPRESENTATION,
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, IN RESPECT OF THE LEASED PREMISES OR ANY PART

THEREOF, EITHER AS TO ITS FlTNESS FOR USE, DESION OR CONDITION FOR ANY
PARTICULAR USE OR PURPOSE OR OTHERWISE, OR AS TO THE NATURE OR
QUALITY OF THE MATERIAL OR WORKMANSHIP THERBIN, OR THEEXISTENCE OF
ANY HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE, IT BEING AGREED THAT ALL SUCH RISKS,
LATENT OR PATENT, ARE TO BE BORNE SOLELY BY TENANT, INCLUDING ALL
RESPONSIBILITY AND LIABILITY FOR ANY ENVIRONMENTAL REMEDIATION AND
FOR COMPLIANCE WITH ALL ENVIRONMENTAL LAWS. EFFECTIVE AS OF THE
DATE OF THIS LEASE, TENANT SHALL RELEASE LANDLORD FROM ALL CLAlMS
WHICH TENANT OR ANY AGENT, REPRESENTATIVE, AFFILIATE, EMPLOYEE,
DIRECTOR, OFFICER, PARTNER, MANAGER, MBMBER, SERVANT, SHAREHOLDER,
TRUSTEE OR OTHER PERSON OR ENTITY ACTING ON TENANT'S BEHALF OR
OTHERWISE RELATED TO OR AFFILIATED WITH TENANT ARISING FROM OR
RELATED TO ANY MATTBR OR THING RELATED TO OR IN CONNECTION WITH
THE LEASED PREMISES, INCLUDING THE INFORMATION AND ANY PHYSICAL OR
ENVIRONMENTAL C.ONDITIONS, AND TENANT SHALL NOT LOOK TO LANDLORD
IN CONNECTION WITH THE FOREGDING FOR ANY REDRESS OR RELIEF. THIS
RELEASE SHALL ÈE GIVEN FULL FORCE AND EFFECT ACCORDING TO EACH OF
ITS EXPRESSED TERMS AND PROVISIONS, INCLUDING THOSE RELATING TO
UNKNOWN AND UNSUSPECTED CLAIMS, DAMAGES AND CAUSES OF ACTION.
EXCEPT AS TO MATTERS SPECIFICALLY SET FORTH IN THIS LEASE: (A) TENANT
WILL ACQUIRE THE LEASED PREMISES SOLELY ON THE BASIS OF ITS OWN
PHYSICAL AND FINANCIAL EXAM1NATIONS, REVIEWS AND INSPECTIONS, AND

(B) WITHOUT LIMITING THE FOREGOING, WA1VES ANY RIOHT IT OTHERWISE
MAY HAVE AT LAW OR IN EQUITY AGAINST LANDLORD WITH RESPECT TO ANY
ASPECT OF LEASED PRBMISES.

ARTICLE VI

INSURANCE

Section 6.1 Insurance. (a) Tenant shall obtain and maintain, or cause to be

maintained, insurance for Tenant and the Facility providing at least the following coverages or as
required from time to time by any Mortgagee:

(i) comprehensive "all risk" insurance on the Facility and the ·Personal

Property, including Building Ordinance Coverage from Operation of Euilding Laws, Demolition
Costs and Increased Cost of Construction Endorsamants, in each case (A) in an amount equal to
one hundred percent (100%) of the "Fall Replacement

Cost,"
which for purposes of this Lease

shall mean actual replaccment value (exclusive of costs of excavations, foundations,
underground utilities and footings) with a waiver of depreciation (except with respect to the
insurance pursuant to clauses (D), (x), (y) and (z) below); (B) containing an agreed amount
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endorsement with respect to the Facility and Personal Property waiving all co-insurance

provisions; (C) providing for no deductible in excess of Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000.00) for
all such insurance coverage (except as stated in the penultimate sentence of this subsection); and

(D) containing an "Ordinâñce or Law Coverage" or "Enforcement" endonement if the Facility
or the use of the Facility shall at any time constitute legal non-conforming structures or uses and

covering the increased cost of construction, demolition cost, value of the undamaged portion of
the structure and any increased expenses to rebuild due to the enforcement of building or zoning
laws or requirements following a covered loss of the Leased Premises, In addition, Tenant shall
obtain: (x) if any portion of any of the Leased Premises is currently or at any time in the future
located in a federally .designated "special flood hazard area," flood hazard insuranee in an
amount equal to the lesser of (1) the outstanding principal balance of any loan encumbering the
Leased Premises or (1) the maximum amount of such insurance available under the National
Flood Insurance Act of 1968, the Flood Disaster Protection Act of 1973 or the National Flood
Tnnurance Reform Act of 1994, as each may be amended, or successor legislation, or such greater
amount as Ledlcid and/or Mortgagee shall require; (y) earthquake insurance in amounts and in
form and substance satisfactory to Landlord and Mortgagee in the event the Facility is located in
an area with a high degree of seismic activity and (z) coastal windstonn insurance in amounts
and in fonn and substance satisfactory to Landlord and Mortgagee in the event the Facility is
located in a coastal region; pmvided that the insurance pursuant to clauses (x), (y) and (z) hemof
shall be on terms consistent with the comprehensive insurance policy required under this
Subsection (i); and further provided that the earthquake insurance pursuant to clause (y) may
provide for a deductible of up to the greater of One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000.00)
and two percent (2%) of the amount of such coverage, (III) the flood L==nrance pursuant to
clause (x) may provide for a deductible of up to One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000.00),
and (IV) the o±eace and law coverage pursuant to clause (D) may have a sub-limit of Two
Million Five Hundred Thousand Dollars ($2,500,000.00).

(ii) commercial general liability insurance against claims for personal

injury, bodily injury, death or property damage occurring upon, in or about the Pacility, such
insurance (A) with a combined limit of not less than Five Million Dollars ($5,000,000.00) in the
aggregate and Two Million Dollars ($2,000,000.00) per claim (and, if on a blanket policy,

cc-ntaining an "Aggregate Per Location"
endorsement); (B) to continue at not less than the

aforesaid limit until required to be changed by Landlord and Montgagee in writing by reason of
changed cccñorsic conditions making such protection inadequate; and (C) to cover at.1east the

following hazards: (1) premises and operations; (2) products and completed operations on an "if
any"

basis; (3) independent contractors; (4) blanket contractual liability; and (5) contractual

liability covering the indemnities contained in Section 9.1 of the Lease to the extent the same is

available;

(iii) business income with extra expense insurance (A) with loss payable to

Landlord and Mortgagee; (B) covering all risks required to be covered by the insurance provided
for in Subsection fi) above; (C) containing an extended period of indemnity endorsement which

provides that after the physical loss to the Facility and Personal Property has been rephired, the

continued loss of income will be insured until such income either returns to the same level it was

at prior to the loss, or the expiration of twelve (12) months from the date that the Facility is

repaired or replaced and operations are resumed, whichever first occurs, and notwithstanding that

the policy may expire prior to the end of such period; and (D) in an amount equal to one hundred
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percent (100%) of the projected net profit and extra expense with respect to the Pacility for a
period of twelve (12) months from the date of such Casualty (assemhg such Casualty had not

occurred) and notwithstanding that the policy may expire at the end of such period. The amount
of such business income insurance shall be determined prior to the date hereof and at least once
each year thersâñer based on Tenant's reasonable estimate of the gross income from the Facility
for the succeeding twelve (12) month period. Nothing herein contained shall be deemed to
relieve Tenant of its obligations to pay the Rent when due except to the extent such amounts are

actually paid out of the proceeds of such business income insurance;

(iv) at all times during which stroctural ccñstracdom repairs or alterations are

being made with respect to the Facility, and only if the Facility coverage form does not otherwise

apply, (A) owner's contingent or protective liability insurance covering claims not covered by or
under the tenns or provisions of the above mentioned commercial geneml liability insurance

policy; and (B) the insurance provided for in subsection (i) above written in a so-called builder's
risk completed value fonn (1) on a non-reporting basis, (2) against all risks insured against
púrsuant to subsection (i) above and (3) with an agreed amount endorsement waiving
co-insurance provisions;

(v) worker's compensation insurance with respect to any employees of

Tenant, as required by any Governmental Authority, Health Care Autheñty, Legal Req±rr+

or Health Care Requirement;

(vi) boiler and machinery insurance, if applicable, in amounts as shall be

reasonably required by Landlord and Mortgagee on tenns consistent with the ceirsñercial

property insurance policy required under Spisesjjan jil above;

(vii) intentionally omitted;

(viii) motor vehicle liability coverage for all owned and non-owned vehicles,

including rented and leased vehicles containing minimum limits per occurrence, including
umbrc1la coverage, of One Million Dollars ($1,000,000,00);

(ix) if the Facility is or becomes a legal "non conforming"
use, ordinance or

law coverage and insurance coverage to compensate for the cost of (upon a Casualty) de nelition
or rebuilding of the undamaged portion of the Facility along with any reduced value and the
increased cost of construction in amounts as requested by Landlord and Mortgagee;

(x) the commercial property and business income insurance required under
Sections 6.1(a)(i) and Lijil above shall cover perils of terrorism and acts of terrorism and Tenant
shall maintain -..-ial property and business income insurance for loss resulting from perils

and acts of terrorism on terms (including amounts) consistent with those required under Sections

6.1(a)(i) and flii1 above at all times during the Term;

(xl) professional liability and malpractice ir,sarance with limits of at least
Two Million Dollars ($2,000,000.00) per claim / Five Million Dollars ($5,000,000.00) in the
aggregate. Tenant shall also require each medical director for the Facility and the associated

nurse practitioner at the Facility to carry profe=i^nal liability and malpractice insurance with
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limits of not less than Two Million Dollars ($2,000,000.00) per claim / Five Million Dollars

($5,000,000.00) in the aggregate; and

(xii) notwithstanding anything to the contrary in the foregoing, all insurance
coverage required by any mortgagee of Landlord shall be met by Tenant, from time to time as

necessary;

(xiii) upon sixty (60)
days'

notice, such other reasonable insurance and in
such reasonable amcants as Landlord and/or Mortgagee from time to time may reasonably
request against such other insurable hazards which at the time are commsaly insured against for

property similar to the Facility located in or around the region in which the Facility is located.

(b) All insurance provided for in §ggliga§Jal shall be obtained under valid
and enforceable policies (callectively, the "Policies"

or, in the singular, the "Policy"), and shall
be subject to the approval of Landlord and Mortgagee as to insurance companies, amounts,
deductibles, loss payees and insureds. The Policies shall be issued by financially sound and
respcasibla insurance campanies authorized to do business in the State of New York and having
a claims paying ability rating of "A" or better (and the equivalent thereof) by at least two (2) of
the Rating Agencies rating the companies (one of which shall be S&P if they are rating the
securities and one of which will be Moody's if they are rating the companies), or if·only one

Rating Agency is rating the companies, then only by such Rating Agency and shall specifically
name La=9ord and Mortgagee as loss payees and additional insureds, as applicable. Not less
than ten (10) days prior to the expiration dates of the Policies theretofore furnished to Landlord
and Mortgagee, certificates of insurance evidencing the Policies accompanied by evidence

satisfactory to Landlord and Mortgagee of payment of the premiums due thereunder (the
"Insurance Premiums"), shall be delivered by Tenant to Landlord and Mortgagee.

(c) Any blanket insurance Policy shall specifically allocate to the

Facility the amount of coverage from time to time required hereunder and shall otherwise
provide the same proteelion as would a separate Policy insuring only the Facility in c:n‡=:e
with the provisions of Section 6.1(at

(d) All Policies provided for or contemplated by Section 6.1(a), except
for the Policy referenced in Section 6.1(a)(v), shall name Tenant as the insured and Landlord and
Mortgagee as the additional insured, as their interests may appear, and in the case of property
damage, boiler and machinery, flood and earthquake iñsurance, shall contain a so-called lender's
loss payee endorsement in favor of Mortgagee providing that the loss thereunder shall be payable
to Mortgagee.

(e) All Policies provided for in Section 6.1 shall contain clauses or
endorsements to the effect that:

(i) no act or negligence of Tenant, or anyone acting for Tenant, or of any
tenant or other cccupññf, or failure to comply with the provisions of any Policy,
which might otherwise result in a forfeiture of the insurance or any part thereof, shall

in any way affect the validity or cafarceshility of the insurance insofar as Landlord
and Mortgagee as concemed;
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(ii) the Policies shall not be materially changed (other than to increase the
coverage provided thereby) or canceled without at least thirty (30)

days' written notice to
Landlord and Mortgagee and any other party named therein as an additional insured;

(iii) the issuers thereof shall give notice to Landlord and Mortgagee if the
Policies have not been renewed fifteen (15) days prior to its expiration; and

(iv) Neither Landlord nor Mortgagee aball be liable for any insurance
premiums thereon or subject to any assessments due thereunder.

(f) If at any time Landlord and Mortgagee is not in receipt of written evidence
that all Policies are in full force and effect, either shall have the right, without notice to Tenant,
to take such action as either deems necessary to protect its interest in the Leased Premises,
including, without limistion, the obtaining of such insurance coverage as either in its sole
discretion deems appropriate. All premiums Incarred by Landlord and/or Mortgagee in
corsecticñ with such action or in obtaining such insurance and keeping it irreffect shall be paid

by Tenant to Landlord and/or Mortgagee, as the case may be, upon demand and, until paid, shall
be secured by the Mortgages and shall bear interest at the Overdue Rate.

(g) Tail Insurance, If Tenant has claims made insurance coverage of any type,
upon expiration or earlier termination of this Lease, Tenant shall purchase so-called "tail"

insurance for a period of three years in an amount not less than its existing coverages in order to
assure Tenant is covered by insurance after the expiration or earlier termination of this 1.ease for
all claims arising or relating to the period prior to the expiration or earlier terraination of this

Lease, and Landlord and Mortgagee shall be named as additional insured theret:nder.

Section 6.2 Certificates of Insurance, Upon the Commencement Date of this

Lease, Tenant shall furnish Landlord, Mortgagee and other third parties which Landlord shall
designate with appropriate certificates of insurance on acceptable Acord forms, tcgsthct with an
additional insurance endorseinent showing that each type of insurance required under this
Article VI is in full force and effect and not cancelable or modifiable without thirty (30) days
prior written notice to Landlord, and upon request of Landloni or one or more of such additional

insureds, deliver copies of such insurance policies. Tenant will provide Landlord with
acceptable certificates of insurance pursuant to this Sen1ionfa evidencing the renewal of such
Policies ten (10) Business Days prior to the Policies' expiration date. Tenant acknowledges that
all such certificates shall name Landlord, its successors and assigns, and Mangagee, its

successors and assigns, as additional irwweds on the general liability and umbrella policies and
as a loss payee/mortgagee, as their interests may appear, on the property and boiler and

machinery policies.

Section 6.3 Waiver of Subrogation. Landlord and Tenant hereby waive all
rights of recovery for causes of action which either has or may have or which may arise hereafter
against the other for any damage to the Leased Prentises or the property or business of either of

them or of anyone claiming through either of them, by way of subrogation or otherwise, caused

by any of the perils covered by a special fonn policy of property insurance or contents insurance
or by any other iñ=ance for damage to property carried by the party whose property was

damaged; provided. however, that the foregoing waiver shall apply only if and to the extent that
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a waiver of subrogation for property damage is not prohibited in the State of New York, has been
consented to by the appItoable imurance carrier, and only to the extent of such insurance
coverage.

ARTICLE VII

SECURITY, ACCESS AND REPORTING OBLIGATIONS, WORKING CAPITAL

Section 7.1 Seondty Deposit/Guaranty.

(a) Contemporaneously,with the exeention of this Lease, Tenant, shali deliver
a guarantee of thla 14ase (the "Gasrañty") from Lir.er yosetovlo and Mark Neuman (collectively,
the "Guerantorg") in the form of Exhibit "B" attached hereto, or in fann and amounts as may be
otherwise required by the Landlord and Landlord's first and second Mortgages, The Guaratuy
shall set forth that the Guarantors will be required to cooperate in turning the license over to the
Landlord's designee or be personally Ilable for all costs, expenses and damages or deficiencies.
The Ouarantors shall ensure that the Tenant shall deliver all of the documents requlted to transfer
the license in escrow to Posternak, Blatikstein Sc Lund,, or anch other party as Landlord
designates. As further security for the Tenants performance under the Lease, the Tenant hereby
agrees as follows:

(i) Tenant agrees that It shall deliver to Landlord 60 days prlor to the
Cominencement Date, an agreement by Capital Funding Group, which cannot be
amended except by an agreement in writing signed by Landlord, Tenant and Capital

Funding Group, in the form attached hereto as Exhibit 7.1(a) or otherwise approved by
Landlord and Landlord's lenders in their reasonable discredon, wherein and whereby
Capital Funding Group agrees to allow Tenant to draw down on its Credit Line each
month so as to enable Capital Funding Otoup to pay directly to Landlord the sum of
$506,096.50 per month commencing the Commencement Date and on each day Pixed
Rent is due under the Lease for the following 11 anonths,

(ii) Tenant agrees that it shall deliver 60 days prior to the anticipated
Commencement Date either (i) an unconditional Letter of Credit, in accordance. with
the Letter of Credit Agreement attached hereto as Exhibit 7.1(b) (which shall be
exeonted simultaneously herewith), in the amount of $3,700,000, or (ii) $3,700,000 in
cash ("Security Deopsit") to secure the fult and timely payment and performance of
Tenant's obilgations under this 14ase, Tenant's failure to deliver the Letter of Credit or

timely pay to Landlord the Security Deposit shall be deemed a Lease Default by
Tenant. Landloni may retain the Security Deposit in such accounts as Landlord elects
in its sole discretion and Landlord may commingle the Security Deposit with other
funds of Landlord or its affiliates, Tenant shall have no right to any interest on the
funds comprising the Security Deposit that it delivers to Landlord.

(iii) Sixty days prior to the anticipated Commencement Date, the funds in
the controlled account number in 3FMorgan Chase Bank, NA (the

"Bank") in the amount not less , ,000 shall be delivered by Tenant to
Landlord and mleased by Tenant to Landlord to be held as an addidonal Seonrlty
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Deposit by Landlord. The letter to Bank implementing the Tenant's obligations
pursuant to the preceding sentence, attached hereto as Exhibit 7.1(c), which shall be
held in escrow by Posternak, Blankstein & Lund, shall be delivered by it to the Bank

sixty days prior to the anticipated Commencement Date upon notice from Landlord.

(b) The term "Letter of Credit" shall mean an irrevocable, unconditional,
transferable, clean sight draft letter of credit in favor of Landlord in form and content reasonably
satisfactory to Landlord and cntitliñg Landlord to draw thereon without the payment of any fees
or charges in New York, New York, issued by a domestic banking institution or the U.S. agency
or branch of a foreign banking institution; provided, that such banking irathtion has a long term
senior unsecured debt obligation rating of at least "AA"

by S&P. The Letter of Credit shall have
an expiration date of the date that is the first anniversary of the date hereof. The Letter of Credit
shall provide that it shall be deemed automatically renewed (without amendment) for
consecutive periods of one year each thereafter during the Term unless the issuing bank sends
written notice to Landlord and Tenant by certified mail, return receipt requested, not less than

thirty (30) days preceding the then expiration date of the Letter of Credit that it elects not to have
such Letter of Credit renewed. If such notice is sent, then at least twenty (20) days prior to the
expiration of the Letter of Credit (and each subsequent or replacement Letter of Credit), Tenant
shall deliver to Landlord a new Letter of Credit in the same amount and a failure to do so shall
entitle Landlord to draw upon the existing Letter of Credit'and to receive the proceeds therefrom
and hold such proceeds as a cash Security Deposit pursuant to this Section 7J pending delivery
of a new Letter of Credit.

(c) Upon a Lease Defauh, Landlord shall have the right, but not the

obligation, in Landlord's sole and absolute discretion, to draw upon the Security Deposit and/or
Letter of Credit añd apply some or all of the funds to remedy such default or occurrence and to
compensate Landlord for any loss or damage resulting therefrom, without prejudice to any other
rights or remedies of Landlord under this Lease or at law or in equity, Upon any such
application by Landlord, Tenant shall promptly deposit with Landlord an amount in cash equal to
the amount from the Security Deposit so utilized by Landlord. Landlord shall at all times have,
as security hereunder, Letter of Credit and cashSecurity Deposit in the amounts stated in Section
11_(a). Upon the temination or expiration of this Lease, as long as Tenant has perfonned an of

its obligations pursuant to this Lease and no Lease Default has occurred which is continuing, the

r=aining amount of the Security Deposit shall be returned or refunded to Tenant, without

interest, subject in all events to Landlord's fight to apply the Security Deposit as provided berein.

(d) Upon the occurrence of a Lease Default, Landlord may use, apply or retain
the whole or any part of the Security Deposit or draw under a Letter of Credit to the extent
required for the payment of any Rent or any other sums as to which Tenant is in default or for

any sum which Landlord may expend or may be required to expend by reason of Tenant's

default in respect of any of the terms, covenants and conditions of this Lease, including, but not

limited to, any damages or deficiency in the reletting of all or any portion of the Leased

Premises, whether such damages or deficiency accrue before or after summary proceedings or
other re-entry by Landlord. If Landlord shall so use, apply or retain the whole or any part of the

Security Deposit, Tenant shall upon demand immsiktely deposit with Landlord a sunr equal to
the amount so used, applied or retained, In the event of any sale or financing of Landlord's

interest in the Leased Premises, Landloni shall have the right to assign its interests in the
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Security Deposit to the transferee, assignee or mortgagee, as the case may be, and if Landlord
has given notice to Tenant of the assignment of Landlord's interest in the Security Deposit and if
assignee or transferee of the Security Deposit has accepted liability for the Security Deposit,
Landlord shall thereupon be released by Tenant from all liability for the return or payment

thereof; and Tenant shall look solely to the new landisid or mortgagee for the retum or payment
of the same. Tenant shall not assign or encumber or attempt to assign or encumber the Security
Deposit and neither Landlord, nor its successors or assigns, shall be bound by any such

assignment, enemnbrance, attempted assignment or attempted encumbrance.

Section 7.2 Access to Leased Premises. Tenant shall permit Landlord,
Mortgagee and their agents to enter upon the Leased Premises at all reasonable times during
ordinary business hours and upon at least twenty-four (24) hours advance oral notice (except that
in the case of emergency, Landlord may enter at any time and without prior notice) to inspect
and examine the Leased Premises, to perfoun repairs as to Landlord's Work pursuant to Section

11, and to inspect and copy any operating manuals, procedures manuals, training manuals, and
other books and recor is conceming unemployment,

workers'
compensation, insurance, tax, and

any other business issues pertaining to the Leased Premises (subject to applicable laws and
regulations goveming patient ccññdestiality and privacy and the confidentiality of medical

tecords) and any information necessary for audit relating to cost reimbursement, edllections,
general financial matters, litigation, inquiries and related activities (as may be necessary in
connection with the Lease or the Leased Premises or any matters relating to periods prior to the

Com-ement Date). Any access by Landlord to patient records or medical records shall be

strictly govemed by Laws governing patient confidentiality and privacy and the confidentiality
of medical records and all appropriate consents and/or waivers from residents or their guardians
or representatives shall have been obtained before access to such records shall be granted.
Landlord shall make reasonable efforts not to materially interfere with or materially disrupt
Tenant's business and use and enjoyment of the Leased Premises during any such inspection or
examination. Landlord shall also have .the right but not the obligation to conduct a physical
inspection of the Facility and from time to time and within ninety (90) days prior to the
expiration of the Term or earlier termination of the Lease, upon twenty-four (24) hours advance
oral notice. If Landlord reasonably determines based on this inspection that the Facility, or any
portion of the Facility, requires repairs or maintenance so that the condition of the Facility is in
compliance with this Lease and all Laws, then within thirty (30) days of notification by
Landlord, Tenant shall commence making said repairs and diligently pursue such repairs to
completion. Should Tenant fail to do so, within seven (7) days of notification by Landlord,
Tenant shall pay to Landlord a deposit of funds in an amount equal to Landlord's reasonable

estimate of the costs of such repairs or maintenance, which funds shall be released to Tenant
from time to time during the progress of such repairs and maintenance based on submission by
Tenant of evidence reasonably satisfactory to Landlord that such work is complete and all costs
and expenses incurred to date have been paid in full. Tenant and Landlord ackñowicdge that the
operations of the Facility and its maintenance are the sole and absolute responsibility of Tenant.
Landlord shall have no liabilities or obligations with respect to the Pacility, including no
liabilities or obligations with respect to inspections of the Facility or the failure by Landlord to

inspect the Facility.

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this in this Lease, 1.andlord and
Tenant agree that all infonnation, records and data collected or maintained regarding Facility
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residents shall be confidential. Landlord, Tenant, and their respective employees and agents
shall maintain the confidentiality of all Facility resid6üt informaticñ received in accordance with
applicable New York and federal laws, including the Health Insurance Patability and

Accountability Act of 1996 (Public Law 104-91) and the regulations issued in connection
therewith (collectively, "HIPAA"). No employee or agent of Landlord or Tenant shall discuss,
transmit or narrate in any manner the Facility resident info2mation of a personal, medical, or
other nature except as a necessary part of providing services to the resident, effectuating a
transfer of the Facility's assets, or otherwise fulfilling its obligations under this Lease or under

law, The obligations under this Section 7.2 shall survive the termination of this Lease, whether

by rescission or otherwise,

Section 7.3 Changes in Licensure and Cçrtification Status, As of the
Commmement Date, Tenant represents and warrants that the number of beds licensed or
certified for the Facility is one bundred sixty (160). Tenant shall not increase or decrease the
licensed or certified number of beds, or change the license or certification thereof, without the

consent of Landlord, which consent may be withheld in Landlord's sole and absolute discretion;
Tenant may increase the number of licensed or certified beds of the Facility upon thitty (30) days
prior written notice to Landlord, but without the prior written consent of Landlord. If required,
Tenant shall not increase the number of beds without the consent of the Cnmm½ne and/or the
DOH and Tenant agrees to retum to Landlord upon the expiration of the Lease, the Leased
Premises. Should Tenant increase the number of licensed beds at the Facility, the Fixed Rent
payable for the Facility shall be increased proportionately for such additional beds, In no event
shall the Fixed Rent be reduced in -the event the number of Licensed Beds at the Facility is
reduced. Landlord and Tenant acknowledge that the Leased Premises are, and at all times under
the Term of this Lease are, the sole and absolute property of Landled. Upon any termination of

this Lease or any Lease Default by Tenant hereunder (which breach or default is not car.ed within

any applicable grace period), and subject to the approval of the DOH, Landlord shall have the
right to cause the Facility's licensea to be reissued in Landlord's name or in the name of
Landlord's designee upon application therefor to, and the receipt of approval from, the DOH and

to further have the right to have any and all Medicare, MeAmid and any other provider and/or

third party payor agreernents issued in Landlord's name or in the name of Landlord's designee.

In the event Landlord exercises its rights pursuañt to this Section 7,3, Tenant and Guar=ra

shall cooperam with Landlord in transferring the aforementioned items to Landlord's name or for
the benefit of Landlord or as Landlord may direct pursuant to the tenns of this Lease.

Section 7.4 Reporting and Other Obligations

(a) During the Ternh Tenant shall and shall cause all Subtenants,
sub-subtenants and any operators of the Facility to provide (without d;pist!Gñ) Landlord and
Mortgagor with the following reports, statements, and inspections:

(i) Annual Budget. Within 60 days prior to the projected Substantial
Completion Date, and no later than thirty (30) days prior to the end of each calendar year

thereafter, Tenant shall submit to Landlord an annual budget (each an "Annual Budget")

covering the operations of and proposed capital expenditures to be made with respect to the

Facility for the next calendar year (or the remainder of the current calendar year, in the case of

the initial Annual Budget).
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(A) Capital Expendhics. The Annual Budget shall include a capital
budget (the "Capital Budget") outilning a program of capital expenditures as may be required

by Laws, any lender to Landlord. or Tenant's rea-5 business judgment during the next
calendar year (or the remainder of the current calendar year, in the case of the initial Capital

Budget), in which each proposed capital expêñditure will be designated as either mandatory,

highly recommended or desirable. Tenant shall be responsible for designating as a "mañdatory
capital erpmdit=e"

any expenditure which, if not made would,
'
in Tenant's reasonable

judgment: (a) cause the Facility to lose or put at risk its License; (b) place at risk the safety of a
patient orresident or employee of the Facility; (c) cause the ineligibility of theFacility under any
third party payor gu.,sunn applicable to the Facility; (d) cause the issuence of a fonnel notice that

any of the operating licenses for the Facility or any substantial portion of the Facility will be
revoked or suspended or qualified in any inaterial adverse respect; or (e) subject Landlord or
Tenant to criminal prosecution. Tenant shall make durf ng the calendar year, or calendar quarter
for which they are budgeted, all capital expenditures approved by Landlord. On and after the
Commencement Date, Tenant shall expend at least Five Hundred Twenty-Three Dollars

($523.00) per bed per annum for capital expenditures at the Facility, including amounts
expended to comply with the licensure and other expenditures required by any Governmental

Authority or such other amounts as may be required by Mortgagee from time to time. If
Mortgagee requires Landlord to deposit sums for capital expendimres; replacements and/or
refurbishments relating to fumiture, fixtures, equipment and/or impravemêñts to the Facility,
then Tenant shall pay to Landlord, as Additional Rent hereunder, all reserve or escrow amounts,
sums and/or deposits which Landlord is required to pay to such Mortgagee with respect to such
capital expenditures, replacements and/or refurbishment Tenant shall pay any and all of such
amounts and sums to or as directed by Landlord as Additional Rent hereunder together with each

payment of Fixed Rent hereunder. Tenant acknowledges that as of the date hereof, Mortgagee
requins a monthly deposit of Five Hüñdred Twenty-Three Dollars ($523,00) per bed with
respect to the Facility. In the event that such deposits are made by Tenant hereunder, Landlord
shall use its reasonable offorts, subject to the terms and conditions of the loan agreements with

Mortgages, to obtain disbursements of such funds to be used for the payment of or
reimburscmcat for the costs of such capital expenditures, replacements and/or refurbishments,

(B) Operating Budget. The Annual Budget shall include an operating
budget (the "Operating Budget") setting forth an estimate of apating revenues and expenses
for the Facility for the next calendar year (or the remainder of the current calendar year, in the
case of the initial Operating Budget), together with an explanation of anticipated changes in the

Facility, Tenant shall provide to Landlord upon written request auch other reports, including a

cost comparison report, and all appropriate Medicate and Medicaid reports, as may be required

under these programs, as are normally provided by Tenant to the owners of other similar
rehabilitation hospitals, psychiatric hospitals, and skilled nursing facilities leased by Tenant.

(ii) Financial Reporting. Tenant will keep and maintain or will cause to
be kept and maintained on a calendar year basis, in accordance with GAAP, proper and accurate

books, records and accounts reflecting all of the financial affairs of Tenant and all items of

income and expense in connection with the operation on an individual basis of the Facility.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, Tenant's interim unaudited financial statements shall be prepared
in accordance GAAP for interim financial information, but may not include all information or

notes required by GAAP for a complete set of firsacial statements; such financial statements
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shall include all adjushents and reclassifications of a normal recurring nature considered

necessary for a fair and comparable presentation; all such interim financial statements shall be
read in cordüñcticñ with most recent audited financial statements, Landlord and Mortgagee shall
have the right from time to time at all times during normal business hours upon reasonable noti.ce
to examine such books, records and accounts at the office of Tenant or any other Person

med:taining such books, records and accounts and to make such copies or extracts thereof as
Landlord and/or Mortgagee shall desire, After the occurrence of a Lease Default, Tenant shall

pay any costs and expenses incurred by Landlord and/or Mortgagee to examine Tenant's

accounting records with respect to the Facility, as Landlord and/or Mortgagee shall reasonably
determine to be necessary or appropriate in the protection of Landlord and/or Mortgagee's
interest.

(iii)Tenant, at its expense, shall submit to Landlord and, upon Landlord's
request to Mortgagee, as soon as available, and in any event (A) within thirty (30) days after
each calendar month's end, unaudited monthly financial statements (which include income

stât6ments, balance sheets, statements of cash flows, occupancy and payor mixes) of Tenant for
the month then-ended and year to date, prepared on a basis consistent with the annual statemmis;

monthly census and revenue information of the Facility as of the end of such month and year to
date in sufficient detail to show by patient-mix and revenue-mix (i.e., private, Medicate,
Medicaid and V A, and managed care (by program)) the average monthly census of the Facility
and year to date; an aged accounts receivable report from the Facility in sufficient detail to show
amounts due from each class of patient-mix by the account age classifications of 30 days, 60

days, 90 days, 120 days, and over 120 dayst (B) within forty-five (45) days after the end of each
calendar quarter, acanditcd quarterly financial statements (which include income statements,
balance sheets, statements af cash flows, occupancy and payor mixes) of Tenant for the quarter

then-ended, prepared on a basis consistent with the annual atatments: quarterly census ad
scycññe information of the Pacility as of the end of such quarter in sufficient detail to show by
patient-mix and revenue-mix (i.e., private, Medicare, Medicaid and V.A. and managed care (by
program)) the average quarterly census of the Facility; (C) no later than 120 days after the end of
each nawar year of Tenant, audited annual financial statements of Tenant, prepared by an

independent certified public accounting finn reasenably acceptable to Landlord, prepared in
accordance with generally accepted accounting principles, with an unqualified opinion, and

including a balance sheet, a statement of income and expenses for the year then ended, a
statements of cash flow, and a schedule audited by such independent cenified public accountant .

reconciling Tenaut's, net operating income to net cash flow, which shall itemize all edjustments

made to net operating income to arrive at net cash flow deemed material by such independent
certified public accountant.

(iv) Each financial report provided by Tenant shall reconcile and show
variances between the actual experience incurred during each such reporting period with respect

to each metric to the metric shown on the Operating Budget and Capital Budget for such period.

(v) Tenant, at its expense, shall submi.t to Landlord and, upon Landlord's
request to Mortgagee, any other reports and certificates reasonably requested by Landlord or

Mortgagee from time to time,
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(vi) In addition, Tenant shall prepare and deliver to Landlord, and upon
request or if required by Landlord's then existing Mcitgagee, to Mortgagee, a written report

providing an operational overview of significant events and circumstances at the Facility during
the prior month, during the first six months of the Term and then quarterly thereafter, including,
but not limited to, clinical events, cmployee relations and staffing matters and provide such other
information as Mortgagee may require from time to time. Tenant shall provide Landlord, and
upon request or if required liy Landlord's then existing Mortgagee, to Mortgagee, with a copy of
all federal income tax returns of Tenant and its Subtenants within fifteen (15) days after filing
thereof. Whenever practicable, all reports shall be delivered to Landlord electronically in a
format usable by Landlord.

(b) All unaudited financf at reports from Tenant shall include an Officer's
Certificate certifying that such financial statements present fairly the financid condition and the
results of the operations of Tenant and the properties being reported upon and that such financial
statements have been prepared in accordance with the Tenant's customary accounting
procedures. The Officer's Certificate accompanying the annual audited financial staraments of
Tenant shall also include a statement that they have been prepared in accordance wfth GAAP
and whether there exists an event or circumstance which cèns utes a default or an event of
default under the Lease, the nature thereof, the period of tirne it has existed, and the action then

being taken to remedy the same,

(c) Tenant shall furnish Landlord and Mortgagee, within five (5) days of
the receipt by Tenant, any and all notices (regardless of form) from any Health Care Authority
that Tenant's license, Medicarc or Medicaid certification, or VA or other govemmental program
participation is being, or could be revoked or suspended, that action is pending, being canidered
or being taken to revoke or suspend the Tenant's license or certification or to fme or penalize the

Tenant, or that action is pending, being cc=idorod, or being taken, to discontinue, suspend,
deny, decrease or recoup any payments due, made or coming due to Tenant or related to the
operation of the Facility other than in the ordinary course of .business related to billing
adjustments.

(d) Tenant shall furnish Landlord and Mortgagee, within two (2) days of
the receipt by Tenant, any and all notices (regardless of form) from any Govemmental Authority
or third party payor (i) alleging that the Facility has three or more duGeinucy(ies) of a scope and

severity of "G" or hire, or one or more deficiency(ies) of a scope and severity of "J" or higher,
(ii) alleging that the residents of the Facility are in jeopardy, (iii) freezing admissione to the

Facility or (iv) denying reimbursement for any class of residents by any third party payor.

(e) Tenant shall furnish Ledlord and Mortgagee, within two (2) days of
the sending or receipt by Tenant of any communication copies thereof, including a plan of

correction, with respect to the matters referenced in Section 7.4(d).

(f) Tenant shall file all required reports, including without limitation,
Medicare or Mediced cost reports, on or prior to the date such reports are due (such due date to
include approved regulatory extensions allowed by the spplicab'a Governmental Authority for
the filing of such reports) and shall furnish Landlord and Mortgagee, within thirty (30) days of
the date of filing, a complete and accurate copy of the annual Medicate or Medicaid cost report
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for Tenant, which will be prepared by Tenant and accompanied by an Officer's Certificate of
Tenant certifying as of the date thereof that such report is accurate, complete and not mhleeding,
and promptly fumish Landlord and Mortgagee any amendments filed with respect to such reports
and all notices, responses, audit reports or inquiries with respect to such reports.

(g) Tenant shall furnish Landlord and Mortgagee, within thirty (30) days
of the receipt by Tenant, the annual Medicaid and Medicare provider ag-ement(s) and the
annual Medicaid and Medicare reimbursement rate sheeta for the Facility,

(h) Tenant shall furnish Landlord and Mortgagee, within ten (10) days of
receipt but at least five (5) days prior to the earliest date on which Tenant is required to take any
action with respect thereto or would suffer any adverse consequence, a copy of any Medicãre,
Medicaid or other licêñsiñg or accreditation or rating agency or entity survey, report, waming
letter, or notice, and any statement of deficiencies, and within the time period required by the
particular agency for fumishing a plan of correction also furnish or cause to be furnished to
Landlord and Martgagêe a copy of the plan of correction generated from such survey, report,

warrdag letter, or notice to Tenant and any subsequent correspondence related thereto, and
correct or cause to be corrected any deficiency, the curing of which is a condition of continuad
licensure or of full participation in Medicare or Mcdicaid or a care program offered by an
insur5tace company, managed care company, or other third-party payor by the date required for
cure by such agency or entity (plus extensions granted by such agency or entity).

(i) Tenant shall furnish Landlord and Mortgagee, within ten (10) days of
receipt by Tenant, any other notices or charges issued relating to the non-compliance by Tenant
with any Govemmental Authority, insurance company, managed care carapâñy, or other

third-party payor laws, regulations, requircracñts, licenses, permits, certificates, authorizations or

approvals, but only such matters which could reasonably be expected to have a material adverse
effect on the financial condition of such Person or the operation of the Facility.

(j) Tenant shall furnish Landlord and Mortgagee, within ten (10) days of
receipt by Tenant, any new, revised or amended Medicare or Mcdicaid reimbursement rate
sheets which may be issued subsequent to the annual reimbursement rate sheets,

(k) Tenant shall notify Landlord within five (5) days of any condition or
event that constitutes a breach of any term, condition, warranty, repr=ntarian or provision of
this Lease or any other agreement between Landlord or its Affiliates and any Tenant, any
Guarantor or any of their Affiliates, and of any adverse change in the financial condition of any
Tenant, any Güüräñtar or any Affiliate of any Tenant or any Guarantor and .of any Event of
Default. Additionally, Tenant shall notify Landlord within seven (7) days after receipt of any
formal or informal written notice or advice from its insurance carrier, reinsurance provider,
accountants, actuary, any Govemmental Authority,

oi·
any third party payor program provider of

any actual, pending, threctc=d or contemplated increase in Tenant's reserves for expenses

relating to malpractice or professional liability claims or any material increase in the premium
costs for malpractice or professional liability insurance,

(1) To the extent performed, Tenant shall furnish Landlord and

Mortgagee, a copy of written external canmitant reports (including environmental, operations,
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quality assurance, physical plant, property inspecden, etc.) .(which shall be delivered. promptly
upon receipt from the consultant).

(m) Tenant shall fumish Landlord and Mortgagee, a copy of cost reports as
filed by Tenant,

(n) Any supporting dunients or data requested by Landlord in connection
with the items in this Section 7.4.

(o) Within 10 days of event of any of the following, Tenant shall deliver
to Landlord, notice of:

(i) any rate appeal brought before any Govemmcutal Authority or any
administrator of any third party payor program or referral source;

(ii) any reimbursement appeals or recoupment clairns made or contests

pending or threatened as a result of any audits by any third party payor; and

(iii) any claim, requirc1ñcñtor demand (excluding all claims, r-q±mants,
and dêreañda, if any, that have been waived) of any Cavsñrrantal Authority, third party payor or

insurance body or carrier having or claiming any licéñsing, certifying, supervising, evaluating or

accrediting authority over the Leased Premises to rework or redesign the Leased Premises, its
professional staff or its professional services, procedures or practices in any material respect or

to make any of the Leased Premises conform to or comply with a legal requirement.

(p) The receipt by Landlord of any reports, statements, fmancial informatian

surveys or otherwise from Tenant or its Affiliates shall not in any way impose any obligation or

liability upon Landlord to act or take any action upon any information, facts or circumstances

which may be disclosed or shown therein and Landlord shall have no liability for its failure to act

thereon or as a result thereof.

(q) financial Covenants, Tenant covenants and agrees to the following, as

may be ±ñéñded time to time as required by Landlord's 1st or 2nd Mortgagee:

(i) Commencing the third fall quarter of the Tenn Tenant's Current Ratio

shall not be less than 1,1 to LO. The term "Current
Ratio"

means the current assets of Tenant

divided by the current liabilk of Tenant dctcñnined in accordance with GAAP.

(ii) For each quarter of the Lease Term commencing the third full quarter

fallowing the Commencement Date, Tenant's Lease Coverage Ratio shall be not less than L25 to

1,0.

(iii) For each quarter of the Lease Term commencing the second fuU
quarter folluwiñg the Commencement Date, the Facility shall have achieved the EB1TDAR
benchmarks as described on Schedule 14, attached hereto. The tenn "EBITDAR" is defined in
Schedule 7.4.
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Section 7.5 P3aym_e.ntjn-the_Qgligy-Course. Tenant shall pay in full:

(a) prior in each case to the date when penalties would attach, all hpositione (except only those
so long as and to the extent that the same shall be contested in good faith by appropriate and

timely piccecdings and for which adequate reserves have been established in accordance with

GAAP), orovided that (i) Landlord has given its prior written consent to such contest, which
consent shall not be unreasonably withheld or delayed) for which Tenant may be or become

liable; (ii) no Lease Default has occurred and remains uncured, (iii) such pmceeding' shall
suspend the cüliccticñ of such Impositions or the Impositions shall have been paid, (iv) such

proceeding ahall be permittcd under and be conducted in accordance with the pmvisions of any
other inairuracut to which Tenant is subject and shall not constitute a default thereunder, (v) no
part of or interest in the Leased Premises will be in danger of being sold, forfeited, ter-inated.
canceled or lost, (vi) Tenant shall have furnished such security as may be required in the

proceeding, or as may be requested by Landlord or Mortgagee, to insure the payment of any such

Impositions, together with all interest and penalties thereon, which shall not be less than 125% of
the unpaid Impositions being ecñtcstsd and (vii) Tenant shall promptly upon final determination
thereof pay the amount of such Impositions, together with all costs, interest and penalties; (b) all
of Tenant's wage obligations to Tenant's employees in compliance with the Fair Labor
Standards Act (29 U.S.C. §§ 206-207) or any comparable provisions under federal, state or local

law; (c) all obligations owed in connection with any claim, demand or notice of any overpayment
received from Medicare, Medicaid or other third party payor; arid (d) all of Tenant's obligations

calling for the payment of money (except only those so long as and to the extent that the same
shall be contested in good faith and for which adequate reserves have been established in
accordance witb GAAP, prcvided that Landlord has given its prior written consent to such

contest, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld or delayed) befoe such payment
becomes overdue.

Section 7.6 Security Agreement. In order to secure the payment and
performance of all of Tenant's obligations under this Lease and all of Tenant's obligations to

Landlord, and all and all other documents ccutcmplated thereby, Tenant hereby grants to
Landlord a first priority security interest in and lien upon, all of the assets of Tenant incIndhg,
without limitation, (i) all trade fixtures, equipment, furniture, merchandise, invcutcry and other
personal property located from time to time in or upon the Leased Premises (including the
proceeds thereof), and (ii) to the fullest extent permitted by applicable law, all accounts, accounts

reccivabic, licenses, certifications, certificates, accreditations, approvals, permits, variances,
waivers, provider agreements, certificates of need, and other authorizations issued to or held by
Tenant with respect to the operation of the Facility skilled nursing facility and Tenant's interest
in and rights under all third party payor provider agreements with respect to the Facility (the
items listed in clauses (i) and (ii), together with the proceeds of same, are collectively,
"Collateral"). The security interest granted to Landlord with respect to Tenant's tangible
personal property is intended to be subordinate to any purchase money security interest or capital
lease on any of Tenant's tangible personal property provided that Tenant has notified Landlord
of the creation of such security interest or capital lease prior to the creation thereof and Landlord

has approved same. Landlord agrees to subordinate its lien on Tenant's accounts receivable in
favor of Tenant's accounts receivable lender, which shall be a nationally recognized nursing
home accounts receivable lender with experience acceptable to HUD or Mortgagee on at least 20

marsing homes, securing up to a $2,000,000.00 accounts receivable loan, provided such lender
enters into an intercreditor agreement reasonably acceptable to Mortgagee and Landlord; Should
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Mortgagee require a subordination of the priority of Landlord's security interest in the Collateral,
Landlord and Tenant shall execute such documents as Mortgagee may request to subordinate
Landlord's lien to the Mortgagee's security interest in the collateral In addition, Tenant's
members shall grant to Landlor f a first lien pledge (subject to the following sentence) of the

membership intercsts of Tenant. To the extent required by Tenant's accounts receivable lender,
Landlord agrees to subordinate its lien on Tenant's membership intemsts to a lien in favor of
such lender securing up to a $2,000,000.00 accounts receivable loan; provided such lender
enters into an intercreditor agreement reasoñably acceptable to Mortgagee and Landlord. On or
before the Commencement Date, Tenant shall provide Landlord with a detailed list and
description of all the Collateral Upon a Lease Default by Tenant, Landlord shall have all the
rights and remedies of a secured party under the laws of the State of New York. Tenant, as

debtor, shall cause to be executed (if appropriate or necessary) and delivered to Landlord, as the
secured party, upon execution of this Lease by Tenant, UCC-1 Financing Statements in proper

form, and thereafter, from time to time, deliver to Landlord such extensions and/or updates of
such financing statements as are required for the purpose of perfecting and maintaining the

priority of the security interest granted to Landlord herein, and to perform any other acts

reasonably necessary to the perfection of such wcurity interest. Tenant and Tenant's membera
consent to Landlord's preparation of and the filing of such financing statements by Landlord and
agrees that the provisions of this Sottjgpq_L§ shall constitute a security agreement for the
purposes contemplated hereby. The security interest granted by this Section 7.6 shall be in
addition to any lien of Landlord that may now or at any time hereafter be provided by law. In
the event Landlord exercises its remedies to foreclose the security interest created under this
Section 7.6, or elsewhere in this Lease, Tenant shall cooperate with Landlord in transferring all
of the aforementioned items promptly as requested by

L-dha in Landlord's or its designee's
name or for the benefit of Landlord. Tenant covenants and agrees that it shall not sell, move,
surrender, cancel, modify, transfer, assign, relocate, pledge, grant a security interest in, convey or
in any other manner encumber any assets of Tenant including, without limitation, the personal

property, the certificate of need approval or any of the licensed or Medicare- and/or Medicaid-

certified beds at the Facility, or any licenses for the Facility, or attempt at any time to do same,
except as expressly provided hereunder and with the written consent of Landlord. This Section
16 and Landlord's rights and remedies hereunder shall survive the termination of the Lease.

Section 7.7 Working Caultal. As of the Effective Date, Tenant shall have and maintain
until the Commencement Date in accounts, acceptable to Landlord in its sole and complete

discretion, an amount of funds equal to the greater of ("Working Capital") (i) any debt service
reserve required by Mortgagee, (ii) the aggregate negative net operating income of Tenant for the
period of months from the Cominencement Date to the first day of the first two month period in

which aggregate net income from operations exceeds zero, all as reflected in the picjecticñs
attached hereto as Schedule 7.7 ("Cash Requirement"); for the purpose of this calculation net

operating income shall be determined on a cash basis, and (iii) 4.5 million dollars, Working
Capital shall not include any accounts or reserves established to satisfy the requiteinents of

Section 7.1(a) (i) and (11). From and after the Commencement Date, the Working Capital,
subject to any requirement of the Mortgagee, may be used by Tenant only to fund the Cash
Requirement.

7.8 Refinatice. Tenant shall fully cooperate with Landlord in its efforts to Refinance

from time to time, including without limitation, providing all information and executing all
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documents required by LandJord or its leader(s). On and after each Refinance Date the Pixed
Rent for each twelve month period shall equal the sum of the amoüñts provided for in clauses (a)
through (e): (a) the annual debt service payments (principal, interest, and mortgage insurance

premiums, if any) that Landlord is required to pay to Lender pursuant to the first Mortgage (the
"Mortgage Debt"), plus such additional amounts as Landlord may be required to pay under any
of the Loan Documents with respect to tax, insurance and other reserve requirements and/or
payment obligations; (b) the annual aggregate debt service payments or preferred equity
payments that the Landlord is required to pay pursumt to the Junior Debt (or replacement

thereof) (with the Mortgage Debt, the "New Debt Service"); plus such additional amounts as
Landlord may be required to pay under any of the Loan Documents with respect to tax, insurance
and other reserve requirements and/or payment obligations under the Junior Debt (or
replaccincrd thereof); (c) an annual amount equal to $1,390,115; (d) an additional amount of
$250,000 per year prior to the fourth year of the Term; $350,000 per year during Lease Years 4
and 5; and $400,000.00 per Lease Year thereafter until the end of the Term, including all

Extension Terms; and (e) an additional amount equal to one-half of the amount that (i) a sum
equal to the last 12 months interest payment on the original Mortgage and Junior Debt exceeds

(ii) New Debt Service.

ARTICLE VLU

PERSONAL PROPERTY

Section 8.1 Landlord 8 Personal Property. Upon the expiredon or termination of
this Lease, Tenant shall leave all personal property-leased to Tenant hereunder, as repaired,
rebuilt, repla.ced, restored, altered or added to as pennitted or required by provisions of this

Lease, in or on the Leased Premises, except for ordinary wear and tear. Any and all restorations,
alterations or replacements of, or repairs, reconstructions or additicr,s to, the persons! property at
the Facility made by Tenant shall become part of Landlord's pelsonal property, and any and all

security interests (except in favor of Landlord) in Tenant's personal property and financing
statements shall be eleared, tenninated and/or released to the satisfaction of Landlord at Tenant's
expense. Tenant shall pay off in full the remaining payments due on all personal property leased

by Tenant and such personal property shall become part of Landlord's personal property and

financing statements shall be cleared, terminated and/or released to the satisfaction of Landlord
at Tenant's expense. Any of Tenant's software, software licenses, proprietary iiiforrnation, and

policies, and procedures of Tenant ("Retained Assets") shall not become part of Landlord's
personal property except in the event of the tennination of this Lease as a result of a Lease

Default, in which ease the Retained Assets shall become the personal property of Landlord;
provided, however, upon request of Landlord, in consideration at a payment by Landlord or its
designee of Ten Dollars ($10,00) and any applicable lease, rent, or license fees owed to any third
parties during the Transition Period (hereinafter defined), Tenant shall license Landlord or its

designee(s) (at Tenant's cost with no mark-up) to utilize the Retained Assets for a period of one
hundred twenty (120) days (the "Transition Period") in connection with the transition of
operations from Tenant and Landlord's new operator(s). To the extent Tenant or any Subtenants
are obligated under license agreements with third party vendors supplying software (and/or
computer hardware which Tenant does not own or lease) to such Tenant, Tenant shall use its best
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efforts to arrange for Landlord or Landlord to enter into licensing agreements with such third

party vendors to allow Landlord or its designee to utilize such software and computer hardware
supplied by such third party vendors for the duration of the Transition Period.

Section 8.2 Tenant's Retained Assets. At the termination of the Lease,.Landlord
shall have the right to purchase all or a portion of Tenant's Retained Assets located at the

Facility at the lower of its fair market value or book value. To the extent any of Tenant's
Reiained Assets is subject to a license, Landlord shall have the right but not the obligation to
assume some or all of such license Landlord's sole cost and expense and at no additional liability
to Tenant.

ARTICLE IX

INDEMNIFICATION

Section 9.1 Tenant's Indemnification (a) During the Tetm of this Lease and after
the surrender of the Leased Premises in accordance with Section 5,5 of this IEase, Tenant shall

protect, defend (at Landlord's request), indemnify and hold hartnless Landlord, Landlord's

members, managers, officers, owners, directors, employees, agents, representatives, and
Mortgagee and their respective agents, executors, heirs, representa.tives and assigns, and any
entity providing fmancing which is secured by the Leased Premises (collectively the
"Landlord's Indemnitees"), from and against any claims, losses, costs, penalties, damages,
charges and/or expenses (including reasonable attorneys' and censukaaF fees and expenses)
imposed or resulting from, arising out of or attributable in whole or in part to any of the
following: (i) any violation of any Law, order of Govemmental Authority, whether occasioned

by the intentional act, omission, or negligence of Tenant or those holding under Tenant, (ii) any
a~aaw or other occurrence on or about the Leased Premises on or after the Commenemen±
Date causing injury to any person or property whomsoever or whatsoever, including but not
limited to patient care claims or elder abuse, (iii) any failure of Tenant in any respect to comply
with or perform any term, condition, covenant, requirement and/or provision of this Lease, or a
breach of this Lease by Tenant, including, but not limited to, a breach of any of Tenant's
representations and warrantics under Section 19,1 of this Lease, (iv) in any way relating to
Tenant's use, operation and/or mainenence of the Facility (including, without limitailch, third-

party claims, whether by the State of New York, the United States, private insurers, private

parties, for recoupmêñt, false claims, or any other claims, assumption of and use by Tenant of
Landlord's permits, variances, waivers, and certificate of need approval or its possession of the

Leased Premises and/or (v) any liability under Section 20.14. The indentajty provided for
hettin shall survive the expimden of this Lease or the surrender of the Leased Premises for the
period of the relevant statute of limitations.

(b) Any amounts which become payable by Tenant under this Article IX shall
be paid within ten (10) days after liability therefor is determined by litigation or otherwise, and if
not timely paid shall bear interest at the Prime Rate pins 5% (the "Overdue Rate") from the date
of such determination to the date of paymêñt. Tenant, at its sole cost and expense, shall contest,
resist and defend any such claim, action or proceeding asserted or ineutned against Landlord or

may compromise or otherwise dispose of the same as Tenant sees fit provided that Landlord
receives a full and complete release with respect to such claim, action or proceeding. Any legal
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counsel selected by Tenant to defend Landlord shall be reasonably satisfactory to Landlord. All
indemnification ismnants are intended to apply to losses, damages, injuries, claims, costs,
penalties, charges and/or expenses (including reasonable attorneys' and

an==h=ds'
fees and

expenses) incurred directly or iñdircctly by the indemnified parties and their property, as well as

by the indcmaifying party pr third party, and their property. For purposes of this Article IX, any
acts or omissions of Tenant, or by employees, agents, assignees, contractors, subccatsâctürs or
others acting for 0.r on behalf of Tenant (whether or not they are negligent, intentional, willful or

üñlawfal), shall be strictly attributable to Tenant. It is underatcod and agreed that payment shall
not be a nondition precedent.to enforcement of the foregoing indemnMcation obligations. The
"Prime Rate" shall mean on any date, a rate equal to the annual rate on such date publicly
announced by Citibank, N.A., as its prime, base or reference rate. Such rate need not be the
lowest rate charged by Citibank, N.A. If Citibank, N.A. discontinues its use of such prime, base
or reference rate or ceases to exist, Landlord shall designate the prime, base or reference rate of
another state or federally chartered bank with offices in New York, N.Y. to be used for the
purpose of calculating the Prime Rate hereunder.

ARTICLE X

USE OF LEASED PREMISES

Section 10.1 ulations. Tenant shall use the
Leased Premises solely as a licensed Medicare- and Medicald-certified skilled nursing facility
with at least the number of licensed and certified beds existing at the Facility on the
Commencement Date, and for no other purpose (the "Intended Use"). On or before the
Commencement Date, Tenant shall have acquired, and thercafter Anant shall maintain all

licenses, certificates, accreditaticas, approvals, perrnits, variances, waivers, provider agreements
and other authorizations needed to operate the Leased Premises as a licensed, Medicare and
Medicaid certified skilled nursing facility. Tenant hereby covenants, warrants and reprcscñta to
Landlord that as of the Commencement Date and throughout the Tenn: (a) Tenant (and any
subtenant, operator or manager of Tenant) shall be, and shall continue to be validly licensed and
Medicare and Medicaid certified to operate a skilled nursing facility in accordance with the
applicable rules and regulations of the DOH, federal govern=cntal authorities and accrediting
bodies, including, but not limited to, the United States Department of Health and Human
Services ("DHHS"), CMS, and the DOH; (b) Tenant (and any subtenant, operator or manager of

Tenant) shall be, and shall continue to be, certified by and the holder of valid provider
agreements with Medicare and Mcdimid issued by DHHS, DOH and/or CMS and shall remain
so certified and shall remain such a holder in connection with its operation of the Leased
Premises as a liccñsed and.Medicare and Medicaid certified skilled nursing facility; (c) Tenant
(and any subtenant, operator or manager of Tenant) shall be, and shall continue to be in
compliance with and shall remain in compliance with all applicable Laws with regard to the
operation of the Facility, including, without limitation, comp!!=ce under Laws governing patient

confidentiality and privacy and the confidentiality of medical records; (d) Tenant (and any
subtenant, operator or manager of Tenant) shall operate the Facility in a manner consistent with
high quality skilled nursing services and sound reimbunement principles under the Medicare and
Medicaid programs and as required under Laws; and (e) Tenant (and any subtenant, operator or
manager of Tenant) shall not abandon, terminate, vacate or fail to renew any licenses,

nomervanss.6
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certifications, ameditations, certificates, approvals, permits, variances, waivers, provider
agreâmeñts or any other authorization which relates to the operation of the skilleli nursing
facility business or other permitted operations on the Leased Premises or in any way commit any
act which will or may cause any such licenses, certifications, accreditations, certificates,
approvals, permits, variances, waivers, provider agreements or other authorization to be revoked

by any Govemmcñtal Authority or accrediting body having jurisdiction thereof.

Section 10.2 No Waste Tenant shall not conunit or suffer to be committed any
waste on the Leased Premises nor shall Tenant cause or permit any nuisance thereon.

Section 103 Hazardous Materials and Hazardous Waste, (a) Tenant .shall not
place or hold any Hazardous Materisis on or at the Leased Premises, except as is necessary for
the ordinary course of its business as a skilled nursing facility in compliance with Sectionl0.L
If Tenant's business requires the use of any Hazardous Materials, other than such cicâñing
materials as are typically found in skilled nursing facilities in compliance with Section 10.L
Tenant shall notify Landlord in writing and shall comply with hazard cemrPHon and
notification requirements of the Occupational Safety and Health Act ("OSHA") and all Laws
which require notification of employees, the community or any governmental agency of the
hazardous properties of such Hazardous Materials, For purposes of this Lease, "Hazardous
Materials"

means and includes any hazardous substance defined as such in OSHA, the
Comprehensive Eñvircñmcatal Response, Compañsatian, and Liability Act ("CERCLA"), the
Toxic Substances Control Act ("TSCA"), or any other federal, state or local statute, law,
ordinance, code, rule, regulation, order or decree regulating, relating to, or imposing liability or
standards of conduct concerning, any hazardous substance or material, as now or at any time
hereafter in effect,

(c) Tenant shall not cause or allow any asbestos or any asbestos epntaining
materials to be incorporated into any improvements or alterations which it makes or causes to be
made.on or to the Leased Premises. Tenani shall obtain and maintain O&M Programa for the

Facility is if the Facility is determined to contain asbestos or asbestos containing ==½ and
upon Landlord's request, shall furnish copies of same to Landlord, Mortgagee or their
designee(s).

(d) Tenant shall not place, hold or dispose of any Hazardous Waste on, under or
at the Leased Premises except as specifically allowed in this Section 103, Tenant further agrees
that it shall not use the Leased Premises as a treattnent, storage, or disposal (whether permanent
or temporary) facility for Hazardous Waste. If Tenant, in the ordinary course of its business as a
skilled nursing facility generates Hazardous Waste, then Tenant shall comply with all appilcable

federal, state and local laws, statutes, ordinances, codes, rules, regulations, orders or decrees

relating to the appropriate use, storage, transportation and disposal of Hazardous Waste. For the

purposes of this Lease, "Hazardous Waste" means and includes any hazardous
*' that has

entered the waste stream or any contaminant or pollutant as defined as such in the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act, CERCLA, as amended, any so-called

"Superfund"
or

"Superlien"
law, the TSCA, or any other Law, relating to or imposing liability or standards of

conduct conceing, any hazardous, toxic or dañgcross waste. Tenant further agrees that it shall

properly dispose in acccidañce with Laws of all "infectious waste" such as laboratory waste,
pathological waste, blood specimens or products, patient or resident waste indeding, without
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Umitnion. bandages and disposable gowns, sharp waste and any material generated by the
production or testing of biological agents, Imrnediately upon receipt of any Environmental
Notice (as hereinafter defined) from any Person, Tenant shall deliver to Landlord a true, correct
and complete copy·of same. "Environmental Notice" shall mean any note, notice, or report of

any suit, proceeding, investigation, order, consent order, injunction, writ, award, or action related
to or affecting or indicating the treatment, storage, handling, disposal, generation, spill, release or
discharge of any Hazardous Waste or Hazardous Materials in upon, under, from or affecting the
Leased Premises, All of the terms, covenants, wrsianth and ind=nacations contained in this
Section 10.3 shall survive the expiration or termination of this Lease.

(e) Without in any way limiting Tenant's obligation to indemnify Landlord and
Landlord's hdemnitees under Section 9.1 of this Lease, Tenant shall indemnify, defend (at
Landlord's request) and hold harmless Landlord and Landlord's Indemnitees from and against

any claims, losses, costs, damages or expenses of any and every kind whatsoever (including
reasonable attorney's fees and expenses and e-nkt's and expert's fees and eapenses) which
at any time or from time to time may be paid, incurred or suffered by, or asserted against
Landlord and/or Landlord's Indemnitees for, with respect to, or as a direct or indirect result of:

(a) a breach by Tenant of the covenants set forth in $f_ctiottiga or, (b) caused, permitted or
allowed by Tenant or any agent, employee, invitee, or licensee of Tenant, the prescñce on or

under, or the escape, seepage, leakage, spillage, discharge, emission, or release from, onto, or
into the Leased Premises, the atmosphere, or any watercourse, body of water, or groundwater, of

any Hazardous Material (including, without limitelon3 any losses, liabilities, damages, injuries,
costs, expenses or claims asserted or arising under CERCLA, as amended, any so-called
"Superfund"

or "Superlien"
law, or any other Law, relating to or imposing liability or standards

of conduct concerning, any Hazardous Material) occurring from and after the Comm-ent
Date; and the provisions of and undertakings and iñdamñificaticñ set out in this Segion 10.3(d)
shall survive the termination of this Lease, and shall continue to be the personal liability,
obligation and indemnification of Tenant, binding upon Tenant, forever, If required by
Mortgagee, Tenant shall enter into an agreement to indemnify, defend and hold harmless
Mortgagee with respect to matters contained in this Section 103. and other similar matters
pursuant to a form of agreement reasonably acceptable to Mortgagee. In no event however shall
Tenant have any liability to Landlord or Landlord's Indemnitees for Hazardous Materials located
at or ander the Leased Premises prior to the Commêñcement Date or for the remediation of
same.

(f) If Tenant or its employees, agents, or contractors violate the provisions of
this .8eep_tion10,3, then, in addition to any other duty or obligation of Tenant hereunder, at law or
in equity, Tenant shall be obligated to clean up, remove, and dispose of the mafarial causing the

violation, in compliance with all applicable eñvizañmantal laws and repair any damage to and
remediate the Leased Premises within such period of time as may be reasonable under the
circumemees after written notice by Landlord; provided that such work shall commence no later
than thiaty (30) days from the date of such notice and be diligently and continuously earried to
completion by Tenant or Tenant's desigñated contractors. Tenant shall notify Landlord of its

method, time and procedure for any clean-up, rem:;diaticñ or removal of material causing the

violation under this provision, and Landlord shall have the right to require reasonable changes in
such method, time or procedure,
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(g) Landlord reserves the right from time to time, but not more than once a year,
except in the event of an emergency or during the occurrence and contianaticñ of an uncured
Lease Default during the Term hereof, at Landlord's cost and expense (except that, in the event
of a cüñtiñüing and uncured Lease Default, at Tenant's sole cost and expense), to have the
Leased Premises inspected by envirementd cñgincers and/or spedaliate for the purpose of

detG-.-.-inieg compliance by Tenant with any environmental laws, mles and regulations applicable
to Tenant'

s operations in or about the Leased Premises and with the tenns And conditions of this
Lease dealing with environmental matters, including without limitation, the provisions of this
Section 10.3. If the environmeme assessment or report resulting from such inspection discloses

any non-compliance with Laws, Tenant shall immediately, following receipt of the
environmental assessment, take all such steps as are necessary to put the Leased Premises into

cereplim, including without limimtion, cleaning up any spills or other emissions of Hazardous
Wastes or Hazardous Máterish and reimburse Landlord for the costs of its inspection.

(h) Upon the expiration of the Term, or the earlier termination thereof, subject
to the last sentence of Section 10.3(d) above, Tenant shall forthwith remove all Hazardous
Materials and Hazardous Waste from the Leased Promises or any portion thereof in acconiance
with applicable Law, Landlord shall have the right to inspect the Leased Premises with regard to
the management and disposal of Hñzardous Materials and Hazardous Waste at all reasonable
times during the Term.

ARTICLE XI

DAMAGE OR DESTRUCTION

Section 11.1 Damage or Destruction. Tenant shall immediately notify Landlord
of any casualty, fire, damage, destruction or injury ("Casualty") affecting the Facility, iñdadiñg
a description of the Casualty, and whether the Casualty is such as to cause the Leased Premises
to be unsuitable, in whole or in part, for the Intended Use . Tenant shall proceed with rcasañable
diligence to repair or reconstmet the Leased Premises and Tenant shall be liable for any costs of
repair or replacement to the Leased Prernises, whether or not such Casuahy, or the costs of

repairing such Casualty, are fully covered by the proceeds of Tenant's insurance required to be
canied hereunder. If such Casualty renders the Facility unsuitable for the purpose of this Lease
and if Landlord's Mortgagee so requires, Landlord, upon notice to Tenant, Landlord may
tenninate this Lease and Landlord and Tenant shall be released from any further liability
hereunder thereafter accruing with respect to the Facility, except that Tenant shall be responsible

and shall pay Landlord an amount equal to the difference between the fair market value of the
Leased Premises imiñediately prior to such Casualty and the proceeds of Tenant's insurance to
the extent such difference results from Tenant's breach of Article VL Notwithstanding the

-foregaiñg, if Landlord's obligations to its Mortgagee have been satisfied in full and the DOH
approves and agrees to simbarae the costs of rebuilding the Facility, Landlord shall not so
terminate this Lease with respect to the Facility, and Tenant shall repair or reconstruct the Leased
Premises in substañtially the same condition as just prior to the incident with the proceeds of the

property casualty insurance carried by Tenant, as required hereunder (if not otherwise paid to the

Mortgagee), and/or with funds of Tenant, Regardless of any Casualty, except as provided above,
this Lease shall continue in full force and effect without any abatement of Rent, and Tenant shall
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not be entitled to surrender possession of the Leased Premises as a result of such casualty.
1.anal-d's receipt of Rent from Tenant's rental intarmption insurance shall be credited against
Rent payments due from Tenant hereunder. If Tenant fails to commence such repair or
receastractica within thirty (30) days of the Casualty, Landlord shall have the option, subject to
the approval of the DOH if required by Laws, to either terminate this Lease upon written notice
to Tenant or repair and reconstruct the Leased Premises in substerially the same condition just
prior to the incident and costs and expenses inomed as a result thereof shall be deemed
Additional Rent hereunder and shall be payable to Landlord by Tenant, upon demand. Upon
payment of all such sums demanded by Landlord, Tenant may re-enter and resume possession of
the Leased Premises pursuant to the terms of this Lease. All insurance proceeds collected under
the Policies shall be paid to Ledl-d, and made available to Tenant to pay for or mimberse
Tenant for the costs and expenses for such repairs and reconstruction subject to the tenna,
conditime and provisions of any raortgage or other loan documents encumbering the Leased
Premises. If Mortgagee does not make the insurance proceeds available to Landlord, then
Landlord may torminste this Lease upon thirty (30)

days' notice to Tenant, and Landlord and
Tenant shall be released from any further liability hereunder thereafter accruing with respect to
the Facility, except that Tenant shall be responsible and shall pay Landlord an amount equal to
the difference between the fair market value of the Leased Premises immediately prior to such

Casualty and the proceeds of Tenant's insurance,

Section 11.2 Precedence of Rights of Mortganee. All provisions contained in
the loan documents bctwcca L-ndlord and Mortgagee, or any other document in connection
therewith which concern or pertain to the restoration of the Leased Premises, the applicatian of
i==ance proceeds and any and all matters concerning a casualty, shall take precadcñce over and
be in lieu of any contrary provision provided for in this Lease, and in all respects are binding
upon Tenant who agrees to and acknowledges the same,

Section 11.3 Tenant hereby waives the provisions of Section 227 of the Real

Property Law of the State of New York and acknowledges that the terms of this Article XI shall
govern in lieu thereof.

ARTICLE XH

EMINENT DOMAIN

Section 12.1 Eminent. Domain. (a) In the event that all or substantially all of the

Leased Premises, or such portion of the Real Property which renders the balance of the Pacility
unsuitable for the purpose of this Lease, shall be taken by condemnation or right of eminent

dema¾ this Lease shall terminate as of the day the taking authority takes possession of the
Leased Premises, and Landlord and Tenant shall be released from any further liability hereunder

thereafter accruing with respect to the Facility, except as otherwise expressly provided in this
Lease, In the event only a portion (and less than substantially all) of the Leased Premises is

taken by condesation or right of eminent domain and the portion so taken does not render the
balance of the Leased Premises unsuitable for the purposes of this Lease, as detenhined by
Landlord, this Lease shall not terminate. In such an event, Tenant shall restore the Leased
Premises with reasonable diligence with its own funds and with the proceeds of any award from
the applicable public or quasi-public authority, or private corporation or individüãl having the
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power of condemnation ("Award") to an architectural unit as neady like its ccñdition prior to
such taking as shall be practicable. Notwithstanding añything to the contrary herein, this
Section 12,1(a) is subject to the terms, conditions and provisions of any mongage and other loan
documents encumbering the Leased Premises.

(i) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in Sectio'n 12.1(at
Landlord may cancel this Lease with no further liability to Tenant, in the event that follõwing a

taking by candemnetion or right of winent domain, Mortgagee elects to equire Landlord to

repay the mortgage on the Leased Premises.

(j) Tenant shall not be entitled to any part of any awani or settlement of
damages representing the value of land and tuZAw appropriated, the value of this Lease or any
estate therein, or damage to the residue of the Leased Premises or other property of Landlord; it

being agreed as between Landlord and Tenant any such award shall be the sole property of
Landlord. No appropriation of part or all of the Leased Premises or cascatatics of this Lease
pursuant to this Article XII shall be dmnad an evicticñ of Tenant or a breach of any covenants
of Landlord hereunder,

ARTICLE XHI

NOTICES

Section 13.1 Notices. All notices, consents, approvals and rcquests required or
pennitted h^reunder shall be given in writing and shall be effective for all purposes if (a) hand

delivered or sent by (b) certified or registered United States mail, postage prepaid, return receipt

requested or (c) Federal Express or other nadonally recognized ovemight next busi=±ss day
courier service at such other address and Person as shall be designated from time to time by any
party hereto, as the case may be, in a notice to the other parties hereto in the manner provided for
in this Sge_tips 12):

If to Tenant:

HBL SNF, LLC
1280 Albany Post Road

Croton-on-Hudson, New York 10520

with a cour to:
Michelman & Robinson
800 Third Avenue, 24th Ploor
New York, NY 10022
Attn: 1Wark Zafrin, Esq.
Telephone: 212.730.7700

If to Landlord:
White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC,
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2 Bourbon Street ,Suite 200

Peabody, Ma 01960

with a copy to:
Gerald L Billow, Esq.
Postemak Blankstein & Lund LLP
800 Boylston Street, Suite 3200

Boston, Massachusetts 02199

-and-

Howard Fensterman, Bsq,
Abrams Fenstennan
1111 Marcus Avenue
Lake Success, New York 11042

The effective date of such notices shall be as follows: (a) upon delivery or refusal
of delivery if sent by personal delivery, (b) two (2).Business Days after mailing (or upon actual

receipt, if earlier), if sent by certified or registered mail, (c) one (1) Business Day after deposit
with the courier for next business day delivery, if sent by overnight comier. The term "Eusiness
Day" means any day other than (i) a Saturday or a Sunday, and (ii) a day on which federally
insured depository institutions in New York, New York are authorized or obligated by law,
regulation, govemmental decree or executive order to be closed.

Section 13.2 Notices to Mortgagee, (a) Tenant hereby agrees, upon request of

Mortgagee, to give to Mortgagee copies of all notices given by Tenant of default by Landlord
under this Lease at the same time and in the same manner as, and whenever, Tenant shall give

any such notice of default to Landlord, Such Mortgagee shall have the right to remedy any
default under this Lease, or to cause any default of Landlord under this Lease to be remedied,
and for such purpose Tenant hereby grants such Mcitgagee such period of time as may be
reasonable to enable such Mortgagee to remedy, or cause to be remedied, any such default in
addition to the period given to Landlord for remedying, or causing to be remedied, any such
default which is a default. Tenant shall accept perfortnance by such Mortgagee of any term,
covenant, condition or agreement to be performed by Landlord under the Lease with the same
force and effect.ns though performed by Landlord, No default by Landlord under the Lease shall
exist or shall be deemed to exist (i) as long as such Mortgagee, in good faith, shall have
commenced to cure such default and shall be prosecuting the same to completicñ with reasonable

diligence, subject to Force Majeure, or (ii) if possession of the Leased Premises is rentered in
order to cure such default, or if such default is not suseaptible of being cured by such Mortgagee,
as long as such Martgagee, in good faith, shall have notified Tenant that such Mortgagee intends
to institute proceedings under the mortgage and, thereafter, as long as such proceedings shall
have been instituted and shall prosecute the sarne with reasonable diligence and, after having
obtained possmsion, prosecutes the cure to completion with reasonable diligence. This Lease
shall not be assigned by Tenant or modified, amended or tenninated without Mortgagee's prior

written consent in each i=tance, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld or delayed.
In the event of the termination of this Lease by reason of any default thereunder or for any other
reason whatsoever except the expiration thereof, upon such Mortgagee's written request, given
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within thirty (30) days after any such termination, Tenant, within fifteen (15) days after receipt
of such request, shall execute and deliver to such Mortgagee or its designee or nominee a new
lease of the Leased Premises for the remainder of the Term of the Lease upon, at a minimum, all
of the terms, covenants and cëénss of this Lease. Neither such Mortgagee or its designee or
nominee shall become liable under this Lease unless and until such Mortgagee or its daigns or
nominee becomes, and then only for so long as such Mortgagee or its designee or nominee

rernains, the fee owner of the Leased Premises or the owner of the leasehold interest of Landlord
under this Lease. Such Mortgagee shall have the right, without Tenant's consent, to, as the case

may be, foreelose its mortgage or to accept a deed in lieu of foreclosure of such rnortgage.

(b) in the event of any act or omission of Landlord which would give Tenant
the right, immediately or after lapse of a period of time, to cancel or terminate this Lease, or to
claim a partial or total eviction, Tenant shall not exercise such right (i) until it has given written
notice of such act or omission to Mortgagee, and (ii) unless such act or amissicñ shall be one
which is not capable of being remedied by Landlord or such Mortgagee within a reasonable
period of time, until a resñnbb period for remedying such act or omission shall have elapsed

fallcwiñg the giving of such notice and following the time when such Mortgagee shall have
become entitled under its loan documents with Landlord in connection thcrawith, as the case

may be, to remedy the same (which reasonable period shall in no event be less than the period to
which Landlord would be entitled under this Lease or otherwise, after similar notice, to effect
such remedy).

ARTICLE XIV

QUIET ENJOYMENT

Section 14,1 Ouiet Eüjoyment,Landlord cavcaâñts, warrants and represents to

Tenant that, provided no Lease Default exists under this Lease, Tenant shall at all times during
the Tenn peaceably and quietly have, hold, occupy and enjoy the Leased Premises,subject to the
terms and conditions of this Lease, without any hiñdrance, interference or molestation by
Landlord or by, under or through Landlord.

ARTICLE XV

SUBLETTING AND ASSIGNMENT

Section lil Sablettirg; and As merd (a) Tenant shall not, without the prior
written consent of Landlord, which consent may be withheld in the Landlord's sole and absolute

discreticñ (and, if required by law, without the prior written consent of the Commissioner, which
consent may be withheld in the Commissioner's sole and absolute discretion), transfer.or assign
this Lease or Tenant's interest in the Leased Prentises or any part thereof or sublease all or any
part of the Leased Premises. In all events of assignment, transfers or sublatting, the prior

approval of the DOH shall be required. Tenant shall not at any time, without the prior written
consent of Landlord, which consent may be withheld or given in the sole and absolute discretion
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of Landlord, pledge, mortgage, or hypothecate the leasehold estate hereby created or any interest
of Tenant therein. The issuance of or a transfer or series of transfers (including transfers caused
by mergers, acquisitions or consolidations of any direct or indirect interests in the equity
ownership interests in Tenant or any subtenant aggregating to forty-nine percent (49%) or more
of the stock, membership or ownership interest in Tenant or any subt==t shall constitute an
assignment for purpossa of this Lease, requiring Landlord's consent thereof; notwithstanding
anything to the contrary, any change in the managcmêñt or contm! of Tenant such that Lizer
Josefovic does not control all of the decisions of Tenant shall constitute an assigñment for
purposes of this Lease, requiring Landlord's consent thereof. Notwithstanding anything to the
contrary, the issuance of or a transfer or series of transfers (including transfers caused by
mergers, acquisiti6ns or consolidations of any direct or indirect interests in the equity ownership
interests in Tenant or any subtenant resulting in the aggregate interest of Lizer Josefovie, Marc

Neuman, and their spouse or issue, or a trust for their b.enefit, equaling less than seventy-five
percent (75%) of the stock, membership or ownership interest in Tenant or any subtenant to any
person or entity shall constitute an assignment for purposes of this Lease, requiring Landlord's
consent thereof; provided that any assignment by Lizer Josefovic to Joseph Josefovic made after
five years after the Commencement date shall not be unreasonably denied by Landlord taking
into account, among other things, the experience, performance record, and financial strength of
Joseph Josefovic. The consent by Landlord to any transfer shall not constitute consent to any
subsequent transfer or to any successive transfer. Further, subject to the provisions of
Section 2,2. and without in any way limiting or otherwise affecting the provisions of this Lease,
Landlord shall be pennitted to assign this Lease and ali agreements, duties, obligations and rights
incidental thereto to any entity related to, or affiliated with Landlord, without any consent frorn
Tenant. The term "transfer" shall mean any direct or indirect sale, conveyance, transfer, lease

(including any amendment. extension, modification, waiver or tenewal thereof), sublease, sub-

sublease, assignment, Inortgage, pledge, grant of a security interest or hypothecation, whether by
operation of law or otherwise, whether voluntary or not, of or in (i) all or part of the Leased
Premises (including any legal or beneficial direct or indirect interest therein) or (ii) any direct or
indirect interest in Tenant. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained herein, Tenant

may assign this Lease to, or enter into a sublease with, or transfer interests in an entity
comprising Tenant to, an affiliate under common control with Tenant, or owned by Lizer

Josefovie, Marc Neuman, or their spouse or issue, or a Trust for their benefit, without Landlord's

consent, provided (x) Landlord is given thirty (30) days prior written notice of such intended

transfer, assignment or sublease with copies of the organizational documents of the assignnee,
transferree or sublessee, (y) after such transfer, assignment or sublease, Lizer Josefovic controls
all of the decisions of the assignnee, transferree or sublessee, and (z) ali required consents from,
the Mortgagee, the DOH and/or the Commissioner (if required), have been ebtained by Tenant.

Netwithstanding the foregoing and any other provision contained herein to the contrary, no
transfer or series of transfers of legal, economic, beneficial or equitable (direct or indirect)
interest in the Lease or in Tenant's membership interest that requires DOH's conserit shall occur
without the prior written consent of Landlord and DOH. Tenant shall enter into such
subordination agreements or subordination, non-disturbance agreements ("SNDAs") as
Mortgagee may request from time to time.

Section 15.2 Attomment and Related Matters. Any sublease shall be expressly
subject and subordinate to all applicable terms and conditions of this Lease and provide that
upon the expiration or earlier termination of this Lease, Landlord, at its option and without any
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obligation to do so, may require any subtenant to attom to Landlord, Its successors and assigns,
in which event Landlord shall undertake the obligations of Tenant, under such sublease from the
time of the exemise of such option to the termination of such sublease; provided, however, that
in such case Landlord shall not be liable for any prepaid rents, fees or other charges or for any
pmpaid security deposits paid by such subtenant to Tenant or for any other prior defaults of
Tenant under such =blease, In the event that Landlord shall not require such attornment with
respect to any sublease, then such sublease shall automatically terminate upon the expiration or
earlier termination of this Lease, including any early termination by mutual agreement of
Landlord and Tenant. In addition, any sueh sublene shall provide that in the event that the
subtenant or other transferee receives a written notice from Landlord stating that a Lease Default
has occurred or that an event or circumstance has occurred which with notice and/or passage of
time would constitute g Lease Default, such subtenant or other transferee thereafter shall without
further consent or instruction of Tenant pay all rentals accruing under such sublease directly to
Landlord or as Landlord may direct; provided, however, that (a) as and to the extent that the
amounts so paid to Landlord, together with other amounts paid to or received by Landlord on
account of this Lease, exceed the amounts then due Landlord from Tenant under this Lease, the
excess shall be promptly remitted to Tenant, and (b) at such time as the Lease Default has been
cured and this Lease reinstated (if ever), Landlord shall notify and direct the subtenant(s) in

writing to resume making payments of rentals under their sublease(s) directly to Tenant, or as
Tenant may direct. Any such rentals collected from such subtenant or other transferee by
Landlord shall be credited against the amounts owing by Tenant under this Lease in such order
of priority as Landlord shall reasonably determine, Furthermore, any sublease or other
agreement regarding a transfer shall expressly provide that the subtenant, assignee, manager or
other trañsfcree shall fumish Landlord, its lender, the Mortgagee, if applicable, the HUD
Mortgagee, and/or the Commissioner, and /or DOH, if applicable, with such financial,
operational and other information about the Facility and sabtcñâitt, etc., as Landlord may request

from time to time,

Section 15.3 _A-stigrinlalletJubleases, To secure the prompt and fidl payrnent

by Tenant of the Rent and the faithful performance by Tenant of all the other tenns and

conditions herein contained on its part to be kept and performed, Tenant hereby assigns, transfers

and sets over unto Landlord, subject to the cañditioñs hereinafter set forth and any required

censcat(s) from DOH, all of Tenant's right, title and interest in and to all permitted sublenes,

assignments, licenses and occupancy agreements, to the extent permitted by law, involving the

Facility, as set forth on Schedule 15,3 attached hereto (the "Sublease", and the subtenant under a

Sublease herein referred to as a "Subtenant") and hereby confers upon Landlord, its agents and

representatives, a right of entry (subject to prior notice) in, and sufficient possession of, the
Leased Premises to permit and insure the collection by Landlotti of the rentals and other sums
payable under the Sublease, and further agrees that the exercise of said right of entry and
qualified possession by Landlord shall not constitute an eviction of Tenant from the Leased
Premises or any portion thereof and that should said right of entry and possession be denied

Landlord, its agent or reprcsontative, Landlord, in the exercise of said right, may use all requisite
force to gain and enjoy the same without responsibnity or liability to Tenant, its servants,
employees, guests or invitees, or any Person whomsoever; provided, however, that .such
assignment shall become operative and effective only if (a) a Lease Default shall occur and be

continuing or (b) this Lease and the Term shall be cancelled or terminated pursuant to the terms,
covenants and conditions hereof or (c) there occurs a repossession under a dispossesscry warrant
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or other re-entry or repossession by Landlord under the provisions hereof or (d) a receiver for all
or a portion of the Leased Premises is appointed, and then only as to such of the subleases that
Landlord may elect to take over and assume. At any time and from time to time within ten (10)
days after Landlord's written demand, Tenant promptly shall deliver to Landlord a schedule of
all Subleases, setting forth the names of all Subtenants, with a photostatic copy of each of the
Sabicases. Upon request of Landlord, Tenant shall permit Landlord and its agents and

representatives, and Mortgagee, its agents and representatives, to inspect all Subleases affecting
the Leased Premises. Tenant covenants that each Sublease shall provide that the Subtenant
thereunder shall be required from time to time, upon request of Landlord or Tenant, to execute,
acknowledge and deliver, to and for the benefit of Landlord, an estoppel certificate con6=ing
with respect to such Sublease the information set forth in $3gliog1QJ.1hereof-

Section 15.4 Additional Sublease Requirements, Tenant covenants and agrees
that all Sebless hereafter entered into affecting the Leased Premises shall provide that (a) they
are subject to this Lease and that the principals of the Subtenant acknowledge that they have read
this Lease and accept the terms hereof, (b) the tenn thereof shall not end less than one (1) day
prior to the Expiration Date hereof, onless Landlord shall consent otherwise, which consent may
be withheld in Landlord's sole and absolute discretion, (c) the Subtenants will not do, authorize

or execute any act, deed or thing whatsoever or fail to take any such action which will or may
cause Tenant to be in violation of any of its obligations onder this Lease, (d) the Sub:cnards will
not pay rent or other sums under the Subleases with Tenant for more than one (1) month in

advance, (e) the Subtena.=ts shall give to Landlord at the address and otherwise in the manner
specified in Section 13.1 hereof, a copy of any notice of defan)t by Tenant as the landlord under
the S.ubleases at the same time as, and whenever, any such notice of default shall be given by the
Subtenants to Tenant; and (f) all of the representations, warranties and covenants given by
Tenant to Landlord in this Lease, including but not limited to all reporting requirements and
covenants set forth in Section 7.4 above, shall be made and given by each Subtenant for the

benefit of Landlord, Mortgagee, and their respective successors and assigns.

. Section 15.5 Transfers In Banknmtpy (a) In the event of a transfer
pursuant to the provisions of Title 11 of the United States Code or any statute of similar purpose

or nature (the "Bankruptcy Code"), all consideration payable or otherwise to be delivered in
connection with such transfer shall be paid or delivered to Landlord, shaII be and remain the
exclusive property of Landlord and shall not constitute property of Tenant or of the estate of
Tenant within the meaning of the Bankruptcy Code, Any consideration constituting Laadlord's

property pursuant to the immediately preceding sentence and not paid or delivered to Landlord

shall be held in trust for the benefit of Landlord and be promptly paid or delivered to Landlord.
Por pmposes of this Section-151 the term "consideration" shall mean and include money,

services, property and any other thing of value such as payment of cost s, cancellation or

forgiveness of indebtedness, discounts, rebates, barter and the like. If any such casideration is
in a form other than cash (such as in kind, equity interests, indebtedness earn-outs, or other
deferred payments, consulting or management fees, etc.), Landlord shall be entitled to receive in

cash the then present fair market value of such œnsideration. I.f Tenant assumes this Lease and
proposes to assign the same pursuant to the provisions of the Bankruptcy Code to any person or

entity who shall have made a bona fide offer to accept an assignment of this Lease on terms
acceptable to Tenant, then notice of such proposed assignment shall be given to Landlord by
Tenant no later than fifteen (15) days after receipt of such offer by Tenant, but in any .event no
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later than ten (10) days prior to the date that Tenant shall file any application or motion with a
court of competent jurisdiction for authority and approval to enter into such assumption and
mignment. Such notice shall set forth (a) the name and address of the assignee, (b)·all of the
terms and ce~1itions of such offer, and (c) the proposal for providing adaquate assurance of
futare perforinacc6 by such person under the Lease, including, without limitation, the assurance
referred to in Section 365 of the Bankruptcy Code. Any person or entity to which this Lease is
assigned pursuant to the provisions of the Bankruptcy Code shall be deemed without further act
or deed to have assumed all of the obligations arising under this Lease from and after the date of
such assignment. Any such assignee shall execute and deliver to Landlord upon demand an
instrament confmning such assumption.

(b) The tenn "adequate assurance of future performance" as used in this Lease
shall mean (in addition to the assurances called for in Bankruptcy Code Section 365(1)) that any
proposed assignee shall, among other things, (i) deposit with Landlord on the assumption of this
Lease an amount equal to rhe greater of (x) two (2) times the then monthly Fixed Rent and
Additional Rent or (y) such other amount deemed by the Bankmptcy Court to be reasonably
necessary for the adequats protection of Landlord under the cirea-et-rees, as security for the
faithful performance and observance by such assignee of the tenns and obligations of this Lease,
(ii) furnish Landlord whh financial statements of such assignee for the prior three (3) calendar

years, as finally determined after an audit and certified as correct by a certified public

accountant, which financial statements shall show a net worth at least equal to the amount of the
deposit referenced in (i) above, (iii) if detennined by the Bankruptcy Court to be appropriate
under the circumstances, grant to Landlord a security interest in such property of the proposed
assignee as Landlord shall deem necessary to secure such assignee's future performance under
this Lease, and (iv) provide such other information or take such action as Landlord, in its
reasonable judgment, shall determine is necessary to provide adequate assurance of the
perfonnance by such assignee of its obligations under the Lease.

(c) If, at any time after Tenant may have assigned Tenant's interest in this
Lease in a proceeding of the type described in Sp_çJjgL1.áJ_(jy,} through MD, this lease shall be
disaffnTned Or rejected in any proceeding Of the types described in Section 16.1 fiv) throughIvij1
hereof, or in any similar proceeding, or in the event of tennination of this Lease by reason of any
such proceeding or by reason of lapse of time following notice of termination given pursuant to
Article XVI based upon any of the Lease Defaults set forth in said Section 16.1 (iv1through (vi_il
Tenant, upon request of Landlord given within thirty (30) days next following any such

disaffirmance, rejection or termination (and actual notice thereof to Landlord in the event of a
disaffirmance or rejection or in the event of terr:ination other than by act of Landlord); shall (a)

pay to Landlord all Rent due and owing by the assignee to Landlord under this Lease to and

including the date of such disaffirmance, rejection or tenniation, and (b) as "tenant", enter into
a new lease with Landlord for a term commencing on the effective date of such disaffinance,
rejection or termination and ending on the expiration date of the term, unless sooner terminated
as in such lease provided, at the same Pixed Rent and Additional Rent upon the then executory
terms, cavcñañts and conditions as are contained in this Lease, except that (i) Tenant's rights

under the new lease shall be subject to the possessory rights, if any, of the assignee under this
Lease and the possessory. rights of any person claiming through or under such assignee or by
virtue of any applicable Law, (ii) such new lease shall require all defaults existing under this

Lease to be cured by Tenant with due diligence, and (iii) such new lease shall require Tenant to
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pay all Rent reserved in this Lease which, had this Lease not been so disaffirmed, rejected or

terminated, would have accrued under the provisions of this Lease after the date of such

disaffLumnce, rejcctica or termination with respect to any period prior thereto. If Tenant shall
default in its chligation to enter into said new lease for a period of ten (10) days next following
Landlord's request therefor, then in addition to all other rights and rernedies by reason of such

default, either at law or in equity, Landlord shall have the same rights and remedies against
Tenant as if Tenant had entered into such new lease and such new lease had thereafter been
terminated as of the comméüceilient date thereof by reason of Tenant's default thereunder.

Section 15.6 Mau-u~nt Agreement. Tenant agrees and acknowledges that it
will not enter into any mañagement agreements during the Term with regard to the Pacility
except with an entity (i) owned wholly by a an individual principal of Tenant which entity has
been received aamisêñt approval from the New York State Department of Health Public
Health and Health Maññing Council in compilance with 10 NYCRR 600.9(d)(1) and (ii)
approved by HUD if the Facility is, or is about to be financed by a HUD program, and/or
Mortgagee. Any such management agreement shall be subedinate to Landlord's rights

hereunder, to the rights of Mortgages and to the rights of the Comminioner. Tenant shall cause
such manager to execute such documents as are required by Landlord or Mortgagee or by the
Commissioner to effectsuch subordination.

Section 15.7 Memorandum of Lease. This Lease shaU not be recorded, but either

party may record a memorandum of lease in which shall describe the parties to this Lease, a
description of the Leased Premises and a recitatieñ of the Term. The party requesting that the
memarañdum of lease be recorded shall prepare and pay all costs of recording the memoandum
of lease, and the other party agrees to execute at any and all times such instn:moñ‡a as may be

reasonably required for such recording, Upon the expiratica or earlier tarmiriation of this Lease,
Landlord may release the memorandum of lease. For this purpose Tenant constitutes and
appoints Landlord its true and lawful attorney-in-fact with full power of substitution to execute a
release of such memoranda in the name of Tenant. Such power of attomey shall be deemed to be
a power coupled with an interest and cannot be revoked. To the extent any transfer tax,
conveyance tax, excise tax, or similar tax is imposed by any Governmental Authority as a result

of the acording of such M~nerandum of Lease, or is otherwise due and payable as to Tenant's
leasehold interest granted pursuant to this Lease, Tenant shall pay same to the applicable
Governmental Authority.

ARTICLE XVI

DEFAULT

Section 16.1 Default by Tenant and Remedies of L:meerd. (a) Tenant shall be
in default under this Lease upon the occurrence of any of the following events referred.to herein

individually or collectively as a "Lease
.Default"

(any reference to such event occurring or

involviñg Tenant shall be deemed to include any such event occurring or involving any of
Tenant'sSubtenants):
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(i) if Tenant fails to pay any installment of Rent within five (5) days
after the date when due;

(ii) if Tenant defaults in the prompt and full performance of any other
of Tenant's covenants, O'Gligâticñ5 or agreements hereunder which are not specifically
enumerated herein as a Lease Default and fails to correct such failure within thirty (30) days of
receipt of written notice from Landlord of such defauh (unless such default caimot reasonably be
cu ed within thirty (30) days, in which event such period shall be extended, pcvided Tenant
shall have commenced in good faith to cure such default within the first such thirty (30) day
period and shall proceed with all due diligence to correct such default thereafter but in no event
more than ninety (90) days of receipt of such written notice);

(iii) if the leasehold interest of Tenant shall be levied upon under
execution or be liened or attached and such levy, lien or attachment is not rernoved within sixty
(60) days of the date Tenant receives notice of it;

(iv) in the event of a filing by or against Tenant of a petition under
federal or state law peneining to bankruptcy or insolvency or for a reorganizaticñ or other relief;

(v) if Tenant shall admit in writing its inability to pay its debts

generally as they become due;

(vi) . if Tenant is adjudicated as bankrupt or a court of competent
jurisdiction shall enter an order or decree appointing, with or without the consent of Tenant, a
receiver or trustee of Tenant or of the whole or substantially all of its property;

(vii) if Tenant makes any general assignment for the benefit of

creditors;

(A) if Tenant abandons the Leased Premises or if, except as a result of

damage, destruction or a partial or complete coñdcmñation, Tenant ceases

operations of the Facility, or Tenant closes any portion of the Facility;

(viii) if Tenant receives a state or federal notice of terminaticü of license
or de-certification and such notice has not been suspeñdéd, extended, withdrawn or tenni=ted
prior to 30 days before the effective date of such termination or decertification by any
Govemmental Authority;

(ix) if Tenant falls to maintain its qualifications for licensure as
required by this Lease if failure to do so would result in an ina'cility to operate the Facility or
would result in the appoiñtmcñt of a receiver with respect to the Facility;

(x) if any transfer or assignment of this Lease or Tenant's direct or

indirect interest therein or a transfer of Tenant's direct or indirect equity ownership interests
occurs in violation of this Lease;

(xi) if any malpractice award or judgment exceeding any applicable
mdpreetice insurance coverage and any applicable umbrella coverage by more than One Million
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Dollars ($1,000,000.00) shall be endeed against Tenant or any subtenant, and either

(A) enforcement proccadiñga shall have been commenced by any creditor upon such award or
judgment or (B) such award or judgacñt shall continue unsatisfied and in effect for a period of

sixty (60) consecutive days without an irisurâñco company reasonably satisfactory to Landlord

having agreed to fund such award or judgment in a manner reassably satisfactory to Landlord,
or (C) such award or judgment has been appealed and without a bond having been posted to
cover such amount that exceeds any insurance coverage, and in any case such award or
judgment shall, in the reas0ñable opinion of Landlord, have a material adverse affect on the

ability of Tenant or any subtenant to operate the Facility;

(xil) opon the denial, refusal to issue, or loss of any licenses, certifications,
certificates, approvals, pennits, varissces, waivers, provid6r agreements and other authorizations

necessary or scqüircd for Tenant to operate the Facility in accordance with the requirements of
this laase;

(xlii) if any of the representâticas or warranties made by Tenant under this
Lease or any subtenant under its Sublease or otherwise proves to be untrue when made in any
material respect;

(xiv) if any Govemmental Anthority having jurisdiction over the
operation of the Facility removes ten percent (10%) or more of the patients or eaidets who
reside in the Facility for violatioils of standards of care;

(xv) Tenant fails to give Landlord and Mortgagee timely notice or timely
deliver copies of documents within the times required under Section 7.4 (c) through (o);

(xvi) Tenant's receipt of notice of an allegation or determhelen of

"Iss;‡:a Jeopardy" (as such term is customarily used) or equivalêñt notice from any
Cov=méñts! Authority or officer, acting on behalf thereof relating to the Facility;

(xvii) Tenant's receipt of notice of the freeze on admissions or the
imposition of a denial of payment for new admi5510::a or equivalent notice from any
Governmental Authority or officer acting on behalf thereof relating to the Facility;

(xviii) Tenant's breach of its obhgades under Section 3.5 including Tenant's
failure to execute and deliver to Landlord within seven days of its request therefore any and all

documents, certificate or agreement required or reasonably requested by Landlord, a Mortgages,
Frespective Mortgagêe, HUD and/or HUD's Approved Lender or the Commissioner, incindir,g
confirming the subordination required hereunder;

(xix) Tenant's breach of its obligations under Section 15.6
Management Agreement;

(xx) Tenant's breach of its obligations under Section 7.6 Security
Agreement;
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(xxi) Tenant falls to notify Landlord within twenty-four (24) hours after
receipt of any notice from any Gummuental Authority, tenninating or smp=&g or threatening
ter÷±!cñ or suspension of any material license or certification relating to the Facility;

(xxii) a default beyond any applicable notice and cure periods under any
Sublease, operating agreement, management agreement or any other material agreement relating
to the Leased Premises or to which Landlord and Tenant are a party;

(xxiii) the creation of any indebt-Laess relating to the Leased Premises
(other than trade payables which are not more than 30 days past due, not evidenced by anote and
not in excess of One Million Dollars $1,000,000.00);

(xxiv) the amcñdment, modification, restatement, termination or
cancellation of any material contract relating to the Leased Premises, including but not limited to

any Sublease, without Landlord's prior written consent, which consent shall not be unreasuna'uly
withheld;

(xxv) default or breach by Güâranter under the Guaranty beyond the
expiration of any applicable cure period contained therein;

(xxvi) failure by Tenant to deposit all or any portion of the Security
Deposit or Letter of Credit or to replace any portion of the Security Deposit or Letter of Credit
utilized by Landlord;

(xxvii) a default or breach of any of the provisions set forth in
Atticle XIX;

(xxviii) Tenant violates any tetm, covenant or condition of Tenant's

Regalatory Agreement (with respect to a HUD financing) which violation is not cured within

thirty (30) days of written notice to Tenant;

(xxix) a default or breach of the provisions set forth in Section7.4(b) or a
report required by Section 7.4 proves to be untrue in any material respect;

(xxx) any act or omission by Tenant or any Subtenant referenced in
Section 7.4 that constimtes a default by Landlord under its loan dacmñents with Mortgagee;

(xxxi) Tenant's failure to meet the covenants provided in Section7.4(q)

(xxxii) the sale or transfer or attempted sale or transfer of all or any
portion of any certificate of need, bed or unit right or other similar authr.±ntion relating to any
portion of the Facility or the Leased Premises. assignrnent or subletting in violation of the
provisions of Section 15.1;

(xxxiii) the use of any portion of the Premises other than for the Intended

Use;
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(xxxiv) the Facility appears on the Special Focus Facility List, or similar
list established by CMS;

(xxxv) Tenant fails to procure the insurance coverage, or loss of the
insurance coverage, required by this Lease;

(xxxvi)Tenant enters into any corporate integrity agreement, settlement or
consent dec ee, or deferred prosecution agreement with any Governmental Authority;

(xxxvii) Any Governmental Authority assesses a fine or penalty against, or

with, Tenant that imposes a payment or fine upon Tenant in excess of $75,000;

(xxxviii) The conviction of, or plea of no contest or nolo contendere

by, Tenant or any member or beneficial owner of Tenant with'respect to (1) any felony or (2) any
min'emeanor that involves any act of fraud, embezzlement, theft or misappropriation;

(xxxx) Tenant fails to comply with its obligations in Section

18,1(n) within 10 days after written notice from Landlord; or

(xxxxi) Tenant or any Subtenant fails or refuses to execute estoppel
certificate required pursuant to Section 2Q,11, or otherwise complying with the requirements of
Section 23 within ten (10) days after Tenant's receipt thereof.

Upon the occurrence of a Lease Default, Landlord, may, if Landlord so elects, upon
five (5) days written notice of such election, forthwith testinate this Lease and Tenant's right to
possession of the Leased Pmmises and, at Landled's sole and absolute discretion, accelerate the
payment of all Rent for the balance of the Term and declare the same presently due and payable
in full provided. however, that with respect to a Lease Default under Section 16.1(aVivi this
laase shall automatically terminate. In the event of such Lease termination, Tenant shall

immediately pay Landlord the then present value of all such accelerated Rent. Landlord, in
addition to all other remedies given to Landlord at law or in equity, may by written notice to

Tenant, without tenninating this Lease, cause Tenant to apply to the DOH to install a manager
and/or management censultest and/or a receiver having the necessary approvals from
Governacñtal Authorities, of Landlord's choice, at Tenant's sole cost and expense or to the
extent pennitted by applicable law, reenter the Leased Premises by summary preceèdings or
otherwisc. In any event, upon a 14ase Default, Landlord may require Tenant to consent to a so-

called "Change of Ownership" and Landlord may dispossess Tenant upon approval of the
Change of Ownership or Certificate of Need by DOH, it being the undcrstañding that under no
circumstances is this Lease to be an asset for Tenant's creditors by operation of law or otherwise.
In the event of such reentry, Landlord may relet the Leased Premises without being obligated so

to do, and in the event of a reletting may apply the Rent therefrom first to the payment of
Landlord's cost and expenses, including consultant and/or expert and attomeys' fees and
expenses incurred by reason of such Lease Default, and the cost and expense of.reletting
including, but not limited to, repairs, renovation, or alteratica of the Leased Premises and then to
the amount of Rent and all other sums due from or payable by Tenant hereunder, Tenant

remaining liable for all other sums due from or payable by Tenant hereunder and for any
deficiency. Tenant shall also be liable for and ind;maify Landlord against all amounts owed to
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Medicare, Medicaid, all applicable third-party payor programs, third party payors, or residents,
includ3ng, but not limited to, any overpayments received by Tenant, relating to the Term. Any
and all such deficiencies shall constitute Additional Rent hereunder and shall be payable by
Tenant monthly on the date herein provided for the payment of Rent. In addition to the

feregoing remedies, Landlord shall immediately be entitled to retain the Security Deposit and
draw on and retain proceeds of the Letter of Credit, and thereafter Tenant shall have no lbrther
claim, right, title or interest therein to the extent of Landlord's claims only.

Landlord acknowledges that its rights of reentry onto the Leased Premises set forth
in this Lease do not confer on Landlord the authority to operate a nursing facility as defined in
Article 28 of the Public Health Law on the Leased Premises and agrees that except in the event
of a Lease Default Landlord will give the DOH, Tower Building, Empire State Plaza, Albany,
NY 12237, üõtification by certified mail of its intent to reenter the Leased Premises or to initiate

dispessessorf proceedings or that the Lease is due to expire at least thirty (30) days prior to the
date on which Landlord intends to exercise a right of reentry or to initiate such proceedings or at
least sixty (60) days befom expiration of the Lease.

Upon receipt of notice from Landlord of its intent to exercise its right of reentry or
upon the service of process in dispossessory proceedings and sixty (60) days prior to the
expiration of the Lease, Tenant shall immediately notify by certified mail the DOH, Tower

Building, Empire State Plaza, Albany, NY 12237 (or its then carent address), of the receipt of
such notice or service of such process or that the Lease is about to expire.

(b) Except as provided in this Lease to the contrary, Rent and other sums
not paid when due (onless paid within any applicable grace period) shall bear interest from the

date when the same are first payable under the tenns of this Lease until the same shall be paid at
an annual rate of interest equal to the Overdue Rate.

(c) Upon the filing of a petition by or against Tenant pursuant to the

Bankruptcy Code, Tenam, as debtor and as debtor-in-possession, and any trustee who may be
appointed shall: (i) timely perform each and every obligatioñ of Tenant under this lease until

such time as this Lease is either rejected or assumed by order of the United States Bankruptcy
Court; (ii) pay monthly in advance on the first day of each month as reasonable compensation for

use and occupancy of the Leased Premises an amount equal to the Rent and other charges

otherwise due pursuant to this Lease; and (iii) reject or assume this Lease within one kndred

twenty (120) days after the filing of such petition ander the Bankruptcy Code or within such time

period as the Bankruptcy Code rnay allow. Tenant, as debtor and as debtor-in-possession and

any tmatee shall be deemed to have rejected this Lease in the event of the failure to comply with

any of the above. included within and in additicñ to any other conditions or chlip::= imposed
upon Tenant or its successor, in the event of assumption and/or assignment is the prior written

consent of any mortgagee to which this Lease has been assigned as collateral security.

(d) in the event of termination of this Lease by reason of any Lease

Default by Tenant, or upon the expiration of the Term, then, and in any of such events, Tenant,
upon Landlord's written request, shall to the greatest extent permitted by law, transfer to

Landlord or its designees or assigns, or cause its Subtenants and/or Affiliates, to transfer to

Landlord or its designees or assigns, the following: (i) all federal, state or municipal'licenses,
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certifications, certificates, accreditations, approvals, permits, variances, waivers, provider
agreements (includiñg non-governmental) and other authorizations which relate to the operation
of the Facility; and (ii) the name of the Facility as then commonly known to the general public.
Tenant shall also prepare and file all notices required by applicable law in connection with such
termination and shall also prepare and tirnely file all final Medicare and Medicaid cost reports.
In the event Tenant fails or refuses to transfer any such licònsca, certifications, certificates,
accreditations, approvals, permits, variances, waivers, provider agrements, other authorization
or trade name, then this provision shall constitute an act of assignment by Tenant to Landlord or
its assigns without the necessity of any further written instrument. For this purpose, Tenant
constitutes and appoints Landlord its troe and lawful attorney-in-fact with full power of
substitution to complete or undertake such replacements in the name of Tenant. Such power of

attorney shall be deemed to be a power coupled with an interest and cannot be revoked.

(e) Landlord shall have the option of taking over the operation of the

Facility, or having the operation of the Facility taken over by a designee, in the event at a
termination of this Lease for any reason, without Landlord or designee assuming any of Tenant's
liabilities or obligaticas, including Tenant's liabilities and obligations with respect to employees,
such as vacation, sick leave, health insurance and pension liabilities and Tenant's obligations
under applicable law to offer and provide group health continuation coverage, Landlord shall
give Tenant written notice of Landlord's intent to exercise the right set forth above, in which

event, upon the approval of the DOH of the Change of Ownership, Tenant shall and shall cause
the Subtenant to immediately turn over possession and control of the Facility without any further
action having to be taken on the part of Landlord. At the request of Landlord, Tenant shall and

shall cause the Subtenant to turn over any or all of inventories, personal property (including
computer and telecôñiñrenications equipment but excluding any leased equipment) vehicles, and
material contracts (including hospital, transfer, vendor, and managed care contracts).

(f) No failure of Landlord to enforce any rights or remedies upon default
of Tenant shall prejudice or affect the rights of Landlord upon any subsequent or similar default,

(g) In the event of a Lease Default by Tenant of any of the terms,
covenants, conditions or provisions of this Lease, which Lease Default is not cured within any
applicable grace or cure period, Landlord shall have the right to invoke any remedy permuted to
Landlord at law, in equit† or otherwise. All remedies available to Landlord are declared to be
cumulative and concurrent and the exercise of one shall not preclude or waive the right to
exercise any other. No termination of this Lease and no taking or recovering of possession of the

Leased Premises shall deprive Landlord of any of its remedies or actions against Tenant and
Tenant shall remain liable for all past or future Rent, inchuling all taxes, insurance premiums and

all other charges and Rent payable by Tenant under this Lease, during and for the balance of the

Tenn hereof. The briñgiñg of any action for Rent or other default shall not be constmed as a
waiver of the right to obtain possession of the Premises,

(b) If suit shall be brought for recovery of possession of the Leased

Premises, for the recovery of Rent, or any other amount due under the provisions of this Lease,
or because of the breach of any other covenant herein contained on the part of Tenant to be kept
or performed, and breach shall be established, Tenant shall pay to Landlord all expenses,
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including reasonable attorney fees, incurred therefor. This subsection shall survive termination
of this Lease.

Section 16.2 Facility Operatina Deficiencies, On written notice of a request
therefor by Landlord to Tenant, upon a Lease Defauk and for a period of time necessary to fully
remedy the Lease Default, Tenant shall engage the services of a consultant, unaffiliated with
Tenant and approved by Landlord, which approval shall not be unreasonably withheld to review
the management of the facility for the purpose of making recommendaticñs to remedy the Lease
Default. Subject to applicable legal requirements goveming confidentiality of patient records, the
consultant shall have complete access to the Facility, its records, offices and facilities, in order
that it may carry out its duties, Tenant shall cause such consultant to prepare and deliver to
Landlord and Tenant a written report of its recommendations within ten (10) days after its
engagemet If Tenant shall fail to designate a consultant approved by Landlord as provided
above within five (5) days after Tenant's receipt of Landlord's notice, Landlord may designate
such consultant by further notice to Tenant. Tenant shall be responsible for payment of all fees
and expenses reasonably charged and incurred by the ccasultant in carrying out its duties.
Tenant shall promptly implement any and all reasonable recommendations made by such
consultant in order to promptly correct or cure the Lease Default; provided, however, that in no
event shall Tenant implement any such recommendations if the same would constitute a
violation of applicable legal requirements, violate any rule or regulation of the DOH, or would
otherwise cause a Lease Default hereunder (e.g., a transfer or change in use of the Leased

Premises), unless Landlord waseñts in writing to such Lease Default, which consent may be
given or withheld in Landlord's sole and absolute discretion. Nothing herein shall impose any
liability or obligation on Landlord to (a) request the appointment of a consultant or (b) otherwise

remedy the Facility Operating Deficiency(ies) nor shall it deem Landlord an operator of the
Facility.

Section 16,3 Receivership.

Tenant acknowledges that one of the rights and remedies available under applicable
law for nursing facilities which fail to comply with the conditions of participation for Medicare
or Medicaid is to apply to a court of competent jurisdiction for the appointment of a receiver to
take possession of the Facility, to collect the rents, issues, profits and income of the Facility and
to manage the operation of the Facility. Tenant further acknowladges that the revocation,
suspension or material limitation of the certification of the Facility for provider status under

Medicare or Medicaid (or successor programs) and/or the revocation, suspension or matetial
limitation of alicense relating to the operation of the Facility for its iñteñded use under the laws
of the State of New York will materially and irreparably impair the value of Landlord's
investment in the Facility. Therefore, in the event of a Lease Default, and in addition to any
other right or remedy of Landlord under this Lease, at the request of Landlord, Tenant shall
request DOH to, or to the extent permissible under law,. Tenant shall, petition any appropriate

court, for the appointment of a receiver to take possession of the Facility, to manage the
operation of the Facility under Tenant's licenses and certififications, to collect and disburse all

rents, issues, profits and income generated theteby and to preserve or replace to the extent
possible any such license and provider certification for the Facility or to otherwise substitute the

licensee or provider thereof. The receiver shall be entitled to a reasonable fee for its services as a
receiver. All such fees and other expenses of the receivership estate shall be added to the
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monthly Rent due to Landlord under this Lease as Addi‡jañâ! Rent, Tenant hereby irrevocably
stipulatee to the voluntary appointment of a receiver under such circumstances and for such
purposes and agrees not to contest such appointment.

Section 16.4 Tenant's..Waiven Mitigation, In connection with the exercise by
Landlord of any of its remedies under this Section 16, including the termination of this·Lease, in
whole or in part, Tenant waives, to the marimum extent pennitted by applicable Laws, (1) any
right of redemption, re-entry or reposâcsaion, (2) the benefit of any moratorium laws or any laws
now or hereafter in force exempting pmperty from liability for rent or for debt, (3) any duty on
the part of Landlord to mitigate the damages recoverable from Tenant on account of any Lease
Default by Tenant, except that, notwithstanding the foregoing or anything in this Lease to the

contrary, Landlord agrees to comply with any duty to mitigate damages where applicable Laws
do not allow Tenant to waive such right, (4) the right to interpose any counterclaim (other than

compulsory counterclaims) in any em;nary proeceding instituted by Landlord against Tenant in

any court or in any action instituted by Landlord in any court for unpaid Rent under this Lease,
and (5) any other right provided to Tenant under applicable Laws relating to a breach of or Lease
Default under this Lease, including any rights to cure such breach or Lease Default.

ARTICLE XVII

ENTRY AND REIMBURSEMENT RIGHTS OF LANDLORD

Section 17,1 Entry and Rdmbursement Rights of Landlord.In additiori to those
rights set forth in âgg£9p 12 of this Lease, Landlord reserves the right at all reasonable times

during business hours and upon at least twenty-four (24)
hours' advance oral notice to go upon

and inspect the Facility and every part thereof (subject to applicahic Laws pertaining to patient

confidentiality and privacy and the confidentiality of médical records). If Landlord shall make

any payments or perform any repairs on behalf of Tenant which are Tenant's obligation and
which Tenant has failed to make after applicable notice from Landlord, then any reasonable
amounts so paid by Landlord are agreed and declared to be Addhicñ:d Rent, and shall be due and
payable to Landlord by Tenant upon submission to Tenant of an invoice, bill, or statement

theriefor, toge±er with interest charged at the Overdue Rate commcacing on the date of such

invoice, bill, or statement. Nothing in this Section 17.1 shall impose any liability or obligatien
upon Landlord.

ARTICLE XVIII

REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES

Section 18.1 Tenant's Renresentations, Warranties and Addhional Covenants,
Tenant represents, warrâñis and covenants to Landlord and agrees (all of which shall survive the

delivery and execution of this Lease) as follows (all of Tenant's representations, warranties, and
covenants shall be deemed to include, in addition to that specified herein, the identical

warranties, representations, and covenants of all Scht÷ñmta, which Tenant agrees to set forth in

any Sublease and which are hereby incorporated herein by reference as if set forth in full herein):
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(a) Corporate. Tenant i s a limited liability company duly formed and

validly existing and in good standing under the laws of the State of New York, and has the
limited liability company power and authority to own its property and assets and to carry on its
business as now being conducted or as will be conducted on and after the Commencement Date,

(b) No lhreach of Statute or Contrant. The execution, delivery and
performañce of this Lease by Tenant and any Sublease by a nbteant will not breach any statute
or regulation of any Covernmental Authority, and will not as of the Commencement Date
conflict with or result in a breach of or default under any of the terms, conditions or provisions of
Tenant's articles of organization, operating agreement, other material agreements, or any order,
writ, injunction, decree, agreement or instruncat to which Tenant is a party, or by which it or its
property. may be bound,

(c) Authodzation of Lease. The execution, delivery and performance of
this Lease, and all Subleases, has been duly authorized by all necessary .individuals,
shareholders, members, officers, directors, managers and/or owners of Tenant and this Lease
constitutes the valid and binding abliggian of Tenant, fully enforceable in accordance with its
terms.

(d) ]iq_Litigglpagr_4dyjs-e B,vents, Except as set forth on schedule 18,1(d)
attached hereto and incarporated herein, there is no suit, claim, action or legal, administidiive,
arbitration, or other 1$roceeding or governmental investigation pcñdiñg or threatened, by or
against Tenant, and there exists no event or condition of any character, which could prevent the
consummation of the transactions contemplated by this Lease or materially adversely affect
Tenant's performance of the terms and conditions hereunder,

(e) Conduct of Business. Subject to the express provisions herein, at all
times after the Effective Date, Tenant shall, and cause its subtenants to (i) operate the Leased

Premises (after the Censesscmcñt Date) and otherwise conduct its/their business in the

ordinary course, and in compliance with all statutory and rcgñ!atory requirements of any federal,
state or local authority, (ii) continue to operate the Leased Premises after the Commencement
Date and inaintain it in substantially its condition as of the Commacement Date, reasonable
weat and tear excepted, including but not limited to repairs and replacements permitted or
required under this Lease, and in a lawful manner, (iii) not encumber all or any portion of its
assets or properties or the Leased Premises, inchdeg without Mei±ati=, certificates of need, bed

rights, or provider agreements, (iv) preserve the goodwill of the Facility, (v)not take any action
from an accounting perspective which would materially adversely affect the reimbursement
formula or tax benefits with respect to the Leased Premises or any portion thereof, (vi) utilize the
Leased Facility only for the Intended Purpose, (vii) not relkquish or attempt to transfer the
location of or sell the skilled nursing facility license, certificate of need approval, Medicare or

Medicaid certification or any other licenses, certifications, certificates, accreditations, approvals,

pennits, variances, waivers, provider agracmañts or other authorizations , (viii) not refuse to
admit patients without 30 days' written notice of intent to, and prior written consent of,
Landlord, (ix) not dissolve, merge or consolidate with or into any other person or entity, or

otherwise change its identity or company or capitai structure, or (x) not change its natne or its
business address..
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(f) Continued Existence. At all times on and after the Effective Date, Tenant
shall cause to be done all things needed to preserve its rights and franchises and comply with all
Laws applicable to it, and to continue to conduct its business in the ordinary course.

(g) Payment of Obligations. At all times on and after the Effective Date,
Tenant shall timely pay, and cause its subtenants to timely pay, all of its/their obligations,
ladêbtedness, taxes, charges and impositions, whether or not relating to the Leased Premises or
this Lease, as they become due unless contested in good finith and diligently pursued only if
permitted under and subject to the terms and conditions of this Lease.

(h) Notice of Default. At all times on and after the Effective Date, Tenant
shall promptly notify Landlord of (i) any material default by Tenant relating to any indebtedness
or abligaticñ of Tenant, whether or not relating to the Leased Premises or this Izase, and (ii) any
material violations by the Facility of any applicable Law.

(i) Çompjiguce_with Law, At all times on and after the Effective Date,
Tenant shall comply in all respects, and cause its sattenants to comply in all respects, with all
applicable Laws, including Medicare and Mc2icñi conditions of participation, to which it is
subject or which are applicable to the Leased Premises and to Tenant's peration of the Leased
Premises as a licensed, Medicare and Medicaid certified skilled nursing facility.

(j) Beds and CON. Tenant has been awarded a CON for construction and
operation of 160 skilled nursing facility beds for use at the Lease Premises by DOH and such
CON may be used in connection with this Lease.

(k) Tenant, on behalf of itself and its Subtenants, makes the Health Care
warranties and repicseñtations set forth in Schedule-lSfld attached bereto and incorporated

herein, to Landlord, it's successors and assigns, which w=a+ and repreentatima shall be
true and correct as of Ccmmacement Date and at all times during the Term.

(1) Except for the Subleases of the Leased Premises to the Operators, there
are no subleases or sub-subleases or occupancy agreements (other than residence agreements
with patients or residents) for any portion of the Leased Premises.

(m) Tenant shall maintain and comply at all times with all O&M Plans
(Operation and Maintenance Plans covering the handling, treatm=: or maintenance of astestes
or Hazardcas Materials) relating to the Leased Pamises, or that shall be required in the future by
Mortgagee or any HUD mortgagee or, where applicable, the Commissioner.

(n) Obligations prior to Commencement Date. In addition to all of Tenant's
obligations provided in this Lease, Tenant shall:

(i) as soon as practical after the Effective Date, apply for all and rigorously
pursue until obtained all Health Care Licenses;

(ii) as soon as practical after the Effective Date and continuing thereafter take

all actions necessary or appropriate to obtain from DOH the maimbe total project cost for the

Facility approvable by DOH;
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(iii)as soon as practical after the Effective Date and continuing thereafter take
all actions necessary or appropriate to obtain the highest possible reimbursement rate with
respect to the Medicare and Medicaid programs;

(iv)as soon as practical after the Effective Date, apply for and rigorously
pursue until obtained prüvider agreements with third party payors providing reimbursement for
skilled nursing facility services in the geographic area of the Facility;

(v) after the Bffective Date take all actions reqüê81ed by Landlord in order for
Landlong to fmance and complete Landlord's Work.

(vi)as soon as practical prior to the Comacñaement Date, hire, employ and
train a staff adequate to provide services to the residents of the Facility i=mediately after the
Commanu-anent Date;

(viii) as soon as practical prior to the Commecement Date, purchase a
anfBoiet inventcry of food, medicines and other perishable items necessary to provide services
to the residents of the Facility immediately after the Commencement Date;

(ix) as soon as practical prior to the Commencement Date, purchase
and deliver to the Facility all small wares necessary provide services to the residents of the

Facility immcdistely after the Commencement Date;

(x) six months after the Effective Date and thereahr every six months
until the Comm6ñcement Date, deliver to Landlord a demiled projected etatement of income and
expenses and cash flow for a three year period .

Section 18.2 Representation and Warrañtics. Landlord hereby represents and
warrants to Tenant, all of which shall survive the delivery and execution of this Lease, and

agrees, as follows:

(a) 189 Breach of.. Statute or Contract, The execution, delivery, and
performance of this Lease will not violate any provision of law, any order of any court or other

agency of federal or state government or any provision of any indent:::e, agreement, or other
instrument to which Landlord is a party or by which it or any of its properties or assets are

bound; conflict with, result in a breach of, or constiMe (with passage of time or delivery of

notice, or both), a default under any such indenture, agreements or other ins*m=ent; or result ·in
the creation or impositier, of any lien or other encumbrance of any nature whatsoever upon any
of the properties or assets of Landlord.

(b) Amheñntion of Lease. This Lease has been duly authorized by all

necessary inividaâIs, shareholders, members, officers, directors, managers and/or owners of
Landlord and this Lease castitutca the valid and binding obligatics of Landlord, fully
enforceable in accordance with its teams,

(c) No Litigatipn or Adverse Events, There is no action, suit, examinatica,
review, or procccdiñg by or before any governmental instrumentality or agency now pending or,
to the imawicdge of Landlord, thicatcñed against Landlord, which, if adversely determined,
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would materially impair the right of Landlord to carry on the beiness as contemplated under this
Lease.

(d) No Default, Landlord is not in default in the perfonnance, observation, or
fulfillment of any of the obligatic=, covenants, or conditions contained in any agreement or
instrument to which it is a party relating to the Leased ?'remisca and which default would have a
material adverse affect on the Leased Premises: and

(e) Corporate. Landlord is a limited liability n-y-., duly formed, validly
existing, and in good standing under the laws of the State of New York and is qualified to do
business in the State of New York, and has the limited liability ce-pany power and authority to
own its properties and assets and to carry on its business as now being ceridiested

ARTICLE XIV

OPERATION, MERGER AND CONSOLIDATION RESTRICTIONS

Section 19.1 Intentionally Omitted

Section 19.2 SPE Provisions. At all times during the term of this Lease, Tenant

represents, warrants and covenants that Tenant and each Sabienrust, and all successors and
assigns of Tenant and Subtenants, is, shall be and shall cssims to be a "Speelal Purpose
Entity"

as defined in Schedule 192. The Operating Agreement of Tenant and each subtenant
shall include the Special Purpose Entity provisions set forth in Schedule 192.

Section 19.3 Iniunctive Relief. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary set
forth in this Lease, the Parties bereto understand and agree that: (a) each term of Article XIX of
this Lease is fully required to protect Landlord's interests, and that no such term confers a benefit
on Landlord that is disproportion ate to the detriment imposed on Tenant, if any; (b) th.e remedy
at law for any breach by Tenant of Article XIX would be inadequate; (c) the damages flowing
from such breach are not readily susceptible to measurement in monetary terms; and

(d) Landlord shall be entitled to immediate injunctive relief restraining any breach thereof.

Nothing in this Agreement shall be descd to limit Landlord's remedies at law or in equity for

any such breach by Tenant of any term or provision of Article XIX of this Lease.

Section 19.4 Equity Iñterests, In the event that Tenant or any constituent entity
under this Lease is ever a form of entity other than a limited liability company, the term

"membership
interest" as used in Articles XIX and XX hereof shall be deemed to mean the

analogous form of equity ownership interest in such other type of entity, such as capital stock,
partnership interest, beneficial intereaf or the like.

Section 19.5 No Merger or. Consolidation. Except as expressly provided
elsewhere in this Lease, Tenant shall not sell, or offer for sale, its assets or otherwise merge,
comolidate, amalgamate or otherwise combine with any other entity other than selling
non-material assets in the ordinary course of business, to any other entity, businese or activity
involving any of Tenant's officers, directors, members, managers, owners, representatives,
agents, successors and assigns, and theh respective successors, assigns, agents and
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representatives. Except as expressly provided elsewhere in this Lease, Tenant, Subtenants,
Guarantor(s) and their Affiliates, shall not sell or offer to sell, assign, transfer, convey, pledge, or
encumber its/their marabership interests to, or otherwise attempt to merge with or otherwise

merge, consolidate, Amalgamate or otherwise combine with any other entity, business or activity,
whether involving any of Tenant's officers, directors, members, managcis, owners,
representatives, agents, successors and assigns, and their respective successors, assigns, agents
and representatives, or otherwise.

ARTICLE XX

MISCELLANEOUS

Section 20,1 .GOVERNING LAW. (a) ALL MATTERS PERTAINING TO
THIS LEASE OR THE LEASED PREMISES SHALL BE GOVERNED BY AND
CONSTRUED ACCORDING TO THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK AND
ANY APPLICABLE LAW OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. TO THE
FULLEST EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW, TENANT HEREBY
UNCONDITIONALLY AND IRREVOCABLY WAIVES ANY CLAIM TO ASSERT
THAT THE LAW OF ANY OTHER JURISDICTION GOVERNS THIS LEASE, AND
THIS LEASE SHALL BE GOVERNED BY AND CONSTRUED IN ACCORDANCE
WITH THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK (WITHOUT REGARD TO
PRINCIPLES OF CONFLICTS OF LAWS).

(b) ANY LEGAL SUIT, ACTION OR PROCEEDING AGAINST
LANDLORD OR TENANT ARISING OUT OF OR RELATING TO THIS LEASE MAY
AT LANDLORD'S OPTION BE INSTITUTED IN ANY FEDERAL OR STATE COURT
IN THE CITY OF WHITE PLAINS, COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER, PURSUANT TO
SECTION 5-1402 OF THE NEW YORK GENERAL OBLIGATIONS LAW, AND
TENANT WAIVES ANY OBJECTIONS WHICH IT MAY NOW OR HEREAFTER
HAVE BASED ON VENUE AND/OR FORUM NON CONVENIENS OF ANY SUCH

SUIT, ACTION OR PROCEEDING, AND TENANT HEREBY IRREVOCABLY
SUBMITS TO THE JURISDICTION OF ANY SUCH COURT IN ANY SUIT, ACTION
OR PROCEEDING. TENANT DOES HEREBY DESIGNATE AND APPOINT:

Lizer Josefovic
HBL SNF, LLC

1280 Albany Post Road

Croton-on-Hudson, New York 10520

AS ITS AUTHORIZED AGENT TO ACCEPT AND ACKNOWLEDGE ONITS BEHALF
SERVICE OF ANY AND ALL PROCESS WHICH MAY BE SERVED IN ANY SUCH

SUIT, ACTION OR PROCEEDING IN ANY FEDERAL OR STATE COURT IN NEW
YORK, NEW YORK, AND AGREES THAT SERVICE OF PROCESS UPON SAID
AGENT AT SAID ADDRESS AND WRITTEN NOTICE OF SAID SERVICE MAILED
OR DELIVERED TO TENANT IN THE MANNER PROVIDED IN ARTICLE XIH OF
THIS LEASE SHALL BE DEEMED IN EVERY RESPECT EFFECTIVE SERVICE OF
PROCESS UPON TENANT IN ANY SUCH SUIT, ACTION OR PROCEEDING IN THE
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STATE OF NEW YORK. TENANT (A) SHALL GIVE PROMPT WRITTEN NOTICE
TO LANDLORD OF ANY CHANGED ADDRESS OF ITS AUTHORIZED AGENT
HEREUNDER, (B) MAY AT ANY TIME AND FROM TIME TO TIME DESIGNATE, IN
THE FORM OF A WRITTEN NOTICE TO LANDLORD, A SUBSTITUTE
AUTHORIZED AGENT WITH AN OFFICE IN WHITE PLAINS, NEW YORK (WHICB
SUBSTITUTE AGENT AND OFFICE SHALL BE DESIGNATED AS THE PERSON
AND ADDRESS FOR SERVICE OF PROCESS), AND (C) SHALL PROMPTLY
DESIGNATE SUCH A SUBSTITUTE IF ITS AUTHORIZED AGENT CEASES TO
HAVE AN OFFICE IN NEW YORK, NEW YORK OR IS DISSOLVED WITHOUT
LEAVING A SUCCESSOR AND NOTIFY LANDLORD IN WRITING OF SUCE
SUBSTITUTION.

Section 20.2 Waiver of Breach. The waiver by either pany of a breach or
violation of any provision of this Lease shall not operate as, or be construed to be a waiver of,
anysütscqüent breach of the same or other provision hereof. No waiver shall be effectiveunless
set forth in writing and signed by the party against whom such waiver is asserted.

Section 20.3 Delay Not g Waiver. Neither any failure nor any delay on the part
of any party hereto in insisting upon atrict performance of any term, condition, covenant or

agreement, or exare!sing any right, power, remedy or privilege hereunder, or any other document
or inshument entered into or delivered in connection herewith or pursuant hereto, shall operate
as or constitute a waiver thereof, nor shall a single or partial exercise thereof preclude any other
future exercise, or the exercise of any other right, power, remedy or privilege. A waiver of one
default with respect to any Person shall not be construed to be a waiver of any autsequent default
with respect to such Person or any other Person or to impair any remedy, right or power
consequent thereon.

Section 20.4 EomeRaieure. Neither party shall be liable nor deemed to be in
defanIt (other than monetary defaults) for any delay or failure in perfonnance under this Lease or
other interruption of service or employment deemed resulting, directly or indirectly, from acts of

Ood, acts of public enemy, war, accidents, fires, explosions, earthquakes, floods, failure of

transportation, strikes or other work interruptions by either Parties'
employees, or any similar or

dissimilar cause beyond the reasonable control of either party ("Force Maieure").

Section 20.5 Severability. In the event any provision of this Lease is
held to be unenforceable for any reason, the unenforceability thereof shall not affect the
emainder of this Lease so long as the intent of the parties under this Lease can still be effected,
which shall remain in full force and effect and enforceable in accordance with its terms.

Section 20.6 Entire Agreement: Amendments. This instrument contains the

entire agreement betwees the Parties hereto with respect to the subject matter hereof. All

representedm promises and prior or contemporaneous undertakings tctween such Parties are
merged into and expressed in this instmment, and any and all prior agreements between such

Parties are hereby canceled. The agreements contained in this instrument shall not be ama~Jed,
modified, or supplemented except by a written agreement duly executed by both Landlord and
Tenant. .
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Section 20.7 Countemart Execytion; Blectronic..Bxecution, This Lease may be
executed in any number of cotatemports with the same effect as if the Parties hereto had signed
the same document, All countaipants will be construed together and shall constitute one lease.
Signatarca transmitted by email as PDFs shall have the same effect as original signatures.

Section 20.8 Survival nf Representations and Warranties. Except as specifically
provided atharwise in this Lease, all rcprcacntations and warranties of Landlord and Tenant shall
survive the Term of this Lease.

Section 20.9 11se_9flak35 Landlord and Tenant each represent and warrant
to the other that no broker, finder or other person has been involved in regard to this Lease.
Landlord and Tenant hereby agree to indemnify, defend and hold the other harmless from and
against any and all claims, liabilities, costs and expenses of any kind (including the injured
party's ransonable attomeys' fees and expenses) in any way relating to or arising from a claim by
any Person that such Person acted on behalf of a party to this Lease in connection with the
transactions contemplated herein. The previa‰ of this Section 20.9 shall survive the
expiration and termination of this Lease.

Section 20.10 Owner for Federal Tax Purposps, It is hemby agreed between
Landlord and Tenant that for federal; state and local income tax purposes Landlord will be the
owner of the Leased Peamises and Tenant will be the lessee thereof, and each party hereto agrees
to characterize this Lease as a lease for federal, state and local income tax purpôzs and to file all
tax returns consistent therewith.

Section 20.11 ]htgap3J_Çgliggat.ea. Tenant shall, without charge, at any tirne

and from time to time, within ten (10) days after written request by Landlord or Mortgagee,
deliver a written instrument to Landlord or any other person specified by Ledlord, duly
executed and acknowledged, certifying the following and such other matters as may be

reasonably required by Landlord, including without limitation, current financird information

relating to Tenant:

(a) That Tenant has accepted and is in possession of the Leased Premises;

(b) That this Lease is unmodified and in full force and effect or, if there has
been any modification, that the same is in full force and effect as so modified, and idesifying
any such modification;

(c) Whether or not there are then existing any setoffs or defenses in favor of
Tenant against the êñfarcemsnt of any of the terms, covenants, and conditions of this Lease by
Landlord and, if so, specifying the same, and also whether or not Landlord has observed and
performed all of the terms,.covenants, and conditions on the part of Landlord to be observed and
performed and, if not, specifying same;

(d) That no Lease Defaults exist or are continuing; and

(e) The dates to which Rent and all other charges hereunder have been paid,
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Section 20.12 Confidentialits (a) Landlord and Tenant agree to keep all aspects
of (but not the existence ot) this Lease confidential, and shall not disclose to any person other
than the members, managers, owners, directors, officers, emplayccs, agents, advisors, affiliates,
brokers, lenders, attomeya or aneuntants (collectively the "Itepresentatives") of the Parties
hereto on a need-to-know basis, or to any Governmental Authority pursuant to regulatory
authority, any confidential or proprietary information, knowledge or data concoming the

business, affairs, operations, secrets, dealings or finances of the other party furnished directly or

indirectly by such other party (collectively referred to as the "Confidential Information"), As
used in this Lease, the tenn "Confidential Information" does not include any information which:

(i) at the time of disclosure is generally available to and known by the public (other than as a
result of a disclosure directly or indirectly by either party or their Representatives); (ii) was
available to either party on a non-confidential basis frain a source other than a party to this Lease
or its Representatives, provided that such source is not and was not bound by a confidentiality
agreement with the party hereto; (iii) has been independently acquired or developed by either

party or their Represcatatives without violating any of the chilgatiûñs hereunder; (iv) is required

by law to be disclosed; or (v) relates to the tax structure, tax strategy or tax planning of this
transaction.

(f) In the event that either party or any of the Representatives receives notice
of a legal request for diedcanto of any of the Confidential Information (by dêpositica,
interrogatory, request for documents, subpoena, civil investigative demand or similar,process),
the party receiving such notice ("Receiving Party") shall prampdy notify the other party
("Notified Party") so that the Notified Party may seek a protective order or other appropriate

remedy if it chooses to do so. Pailure by the Notified Party to take action to seek a pratactivê

order or other remedy and to notify the Receiving Party of anch action prior to the required
disclosure date, shall be deemed a waiver of the provisions of this section. In the event that a
protective order or other remedy is not sttaiñêd or that the Notified Party waives compliance

with the provisions hereof, the Receiving Party shall exercise its best efforts to obtain a

confidentiality agreement or protective order conceming the Confidential Information, and in the
absence thereof, shall disclose only that portion of the Confidential Information which it is
advised by written opinion of counsel is legally required to be disclosed, or which is compelled

by court order,

(g) In the event of any breach or threatened breach hereof, Landlord or Tenant
shall be entitled to equitable relief, including a temporary preliminey and permanent it junction
and specific performance, in addition to all other remedies available to them at law or in equity.

(b) Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, Landlord (and each

employee, agent, or other Representative of Landlord) may disclose to any and all persons,
without iludigdüñ of any kind, the tax S=átment and tax stractarc of this Lease, related
documents and all materials of any kind (indading opinions or other tax analyses) that are

provided to Landlord relating to such tax treatment and tax atructure, For this purpose, the tax
treatment of a transaction is the pmported or claimed U.S. federal income tax treatment of the

transaction and the tax structure of a "aresctie is any fact that may be relevant to understanding
the purported or claimed U.S. federal income tax treatment of the transaction.
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Section 20.13 JJpjdqyef. If, at the expiration of the Term, or earlier termination
of the Lease, Tenant continues to occupy the Leased Premises except during a Reimbersement

Period, with Landlord's cement, such holding over shall not constitute a renewal of this Lease,
but Tenant shall be a Tenant from month-te month at 300% of the most recent Rent payable by
Tenant hereunder, at Landlord's suffermee, and under the same terms and conditiona as were in
force and effect at the expiration of the Term (except only as to the Tenn), and except that in the
event Tenant shall continue to occupy the Leased Premises after the expiration of the Tenn,
without a duly executed extension agreement in writing having been entered into by and between
Landlord and Tenant, then if Landlord shall suffer any damage, loss, cost or expense as a resuit
of such holdover, then Tenant, in addition to such increased Rent, shall pay the amount thereof to
Landlord inunedistely on demand. The provisions of this Section shall be deemed to be "an
agreement expressly

provided" otherwise as provided in Section 232-C of the Real Property Law
of the State of New York. Holding Over. Nothing contained herein shall constitute the consent,
express or implied, of Landlord to the holding over of Tenant after the Expiration Date or earlier

termhades of this Lease, nor shall anything contained herein be deemed to limit Landlord's
remedies.

Section 20.14 TenantUVaiver of Claim for Physical Iniury, Landlord
and Landloni's Indemnitees shall not be liable for, and Tenant waives and indemnifies Landlord
and Landlord's Indemnitees against all claims for, damage or injury to person or propsty
sustained by Tenant or any person c!=1-ing through Tenant, or otherwise, resulting from any
accident or occurrence in, about, or upon the Leased Premises, whether occurring as a result of
Landlord's active or passive negligence, or otherwise.

(a) Such waiver shall include, but not be limited to, claims for damage

resulting from: (i) any equipment or appurtenances becoming out of repair or any other capital

improvement, replacement, repair or maitenance; (ii) injury done or occasioned by wind;

(iii) any defect in or failure of plumbing, heating, or air conditionMg eqüiprñent, electric wiring,

gas, water and steam pipes, stairs, rail or walks; (iv) broken glass; (v) the backing up of any
sewer pipe or washstand, water closet, waste pipe, drain or any other pipe or tank in, upon or
about the Leased Premises; (vi) the escape of steam or hot water; (vii) water, snow or ice being
upon, falling from or coming through the roof, skylight, trap door, stairs, walks or any other
place upon or near the Leased Premises; (viii) the falling of any fixture, plaster, drywall or

stucco; and (ix) any act, omission or negligence of trespassers.

Section 20.15 Binding Effect. This Lease does not constitute an offer to lease
and shall not bind Landlord or Tenant unless and until each such party elects to be bomid hereby
by executing and delivering to the other party an executed original countcrpart hereof.

Section 20.16 Default by Landlord. Landlord shaU in no event be charged with
default in the performance of any of its obligations hereunder unless and until Landlord shall
have failed to perform such obligations within sixty (60) days of when they are due to be

performed, except in cases when documents are tequired or consents needed in less than sixty
(60) days in which case failure to render timely shall be deemed to be approval or consent of
Landlord (or such additional time as is reasonably required to correct any such defaul,t) except
for Landlord's default in making timely payment of taxes and interest, in which case Landlord
shall be in default when such payments are delinquent or past due. Tenant agrees to give to the
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holder of record of any mortgage covering the Leased Premises notice simultaneously with any
notice given to Landlord to correct any default of Landlord as hereinabove provided and agrees
that the holder of record of any mortgage shall have the right, after receipt of notice of such

default, within sixty (60) days after the expiration of Tenant's applicable cure period with respect

thereto, to corfect or remedy such default before Tenant may take any action under this Lease by
reason of such default. Landlord shall also give to the holder of any mortgage copies of any
notices of default which it may give or send to Tenant.

Section 20.17 Liens. Tenant shall not do or suffer anything to be done whereby
the Leased Premises, or any portion thereof, or any interest therein, may he eaeumbered by any
liens of mechanics, laborers, or materialmen, chattel mortgages or any other liens. Tenant shall,
whenever and as often as any such liens are filed against the Leased Premises, or any portion

thereof, purporting to be for labor or material furnished or to be fumished to Tenant, discharge
the same of record within thirty (30) days after the date of filing by payment, bonding or

otherwise, as provided by law. In the event of the default of Tenant in procuring the discharge,
as aforesaid, of any such lien, Landlord may, with five (5) days prior notice, procure such
discharge and the expenses incurred by Landlord in obtaining such discharge shall be paid by
Tenant as Additional Rent within ten (10) days after notice from Landlord of the amount thereof.

Section 20.18 Rubjjpcity. All news releases, publicity or advertising by Tenant or
their Affiliates through any media intended to reach the general public which refers to Landlord,
or its Affiliates, this Lease or the purchase of the Real Property shall be subject to the prior
written appmval of Landlord.

Section 20.19 Trial by Jury. TENANT HEREBY AGREES NOT TO ELECT

A TRIAL BY JURY OF ANY ISSUE TRIABLE OF RIGHT BY JURY, AND WAIVES

ANY RIGHT TO TRIAL BY JURY FULLY TO THE EXTENT THAT ANY SUCH
RIGHT SHALL NOW OR HEREAFTER EXIST WITH REGARD TO THIS LEASE, OR
ANY CLAIM, COUNTERCLAIM OR OTHER ACTION ARISING IN CONNECTION
THEREWITH. THIS WAIVER OF RIGHT TO TRIAL BY JURY IS GIVEN

KNOWINGLY AND VOLUNTARILY BY TENANT, AND IS INTENDED TO
ENCOMPASS INDIVIDUALLY EACH INSTANCE AND EACH ISSUE AS TO WHICH
THE RIGHT TO A TRIAL BY JURY WOULD OTHERWISE ACCRUE. LANDLORD
IS HEREBY AUTHORIZED TO FILE A COPY OF THIS PARAGRAPH IN ANY
PROCEEDING AS CONCLUSIVE EVIDENCE OF THIS WAIVER BY TENANT.

Section 20.20 Cqngru_gliop-aadjate_rpretation. The Parties have each negotiated
the terms and conditions hereof and reviewed this Lease carefully. It is the intent of the Parties
that each word, phrase, sentence and other part hereof shall be given its plain meaning, and that
rules of interpretation or construction of contracts that would construe any ambiguity of any part
hereof against the draftsman, by virt·ue of being the draftsman, shall not apply.

Section 20,21 Accord and Satisfaction, No payment by Tenant or receipt by
Landlord of a lesser amount than shall be due ha-under, shall be deemed to be other than a

payment on account nor shall any endorsement or statement on any check or any letter

accompanying any check or payment as rent be given any effect or be deemed an accord and
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satisfactics, and Landlord may accept such checks without prcjüdice to any other rights or
remedies which Landlord may have.

Section 20.22 Cantions and Readings. The captions and headinga set forth in this
Lease are included for ce3rv6uiõnce and reference only, and the words obtained therein shall in
no way be held or deemed to define, limit, describe, explain, modify, amplify or add to the

interpretation, construction or :neaning of, or the scope or intent of, this Lease, or any parts
hereof or thereof.

Section 20.23 Time in of the Essence. Time is of the essence of each and every
term, condti-, cüvëñañt and warranty set forth herein or in any of the other Lease Documents.

Section 20.24 . This Lease and the other Lease
Documents shall (a) be binding upon Tenant and Tenant's legal repiseletives and permitted
enecesses and permitted assigns, and (b) inure to the benefit of Landlord and any other person
or entity who may now or hemafter hold the interest of Landlord under this Lease and their
respective successors and assigns.

Section 20.25 No Third Party BeneficiariesThis Lease is solely for the benefit of

Landlord, its sncoessors and assigns, and Tenant, and nothing contaked herein shall confer upon

any person other than Tenant or Landlord or their respective successors and assigns, any right to
insist upon or to enforce the perforrñâüc6 or observance of any of the obligations contained

herein, except only as may be otherwise specifically provided for in this Lease. All conduse to
the obligaticñs of Landlord to advance or make available proceeds of insurance or conde-naMon
are imposed solely and exclusively for the benefit of Landlord, its successors and assigns. No
other person or entity shall have stan±ng to require satisfaction of such conditions in accordance
with their tenns, and no other person or entity shall, under any circumstances, be a beneficiary of
such conditions, any or all of which may be freely waived in whole or in part by Landlord at any
time, if in Landlord's sole and nhsaints discretion, Landlord deems it advisab16 or desirable to do

Section 20.26 Non Competition and Non Solicitation.

Tenant agrees to the following restrictive covenants and agreements which
cavenants are not severable from this Lease and which are included to protect the value of the
Leased Premises. Accordingly, Tenant agrees that it and their Affdiates will not, during the
Term of this Lease at any time for a period of two (2) years after the expiration or early
termination of this Lease, directly or indirectly, together or alone or in conjunction with any
others, engage in the following·

(1) compete with the business conducted at the Facility, and-for these
purposes will not own, manage, operate, join, control or participate in, or be connected as an

officer, employee, partner, director, trustee or otherwise in any manner with a company which
owns or sperates (or provides ceedilag and/or management services to any skilled nursing
facility located within the Primary Market of the Facility or (ii) any company providing hospice
services in the Commonwca!th of Massachusetts, or, athcrwise lend credit to a person, firm or

entity of a type which they prohibited from owning,
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(il) solicit or hire any then current or former (having provided services

during the period commencing one year prior to such date of solicitation or hire) employees of
the Facility (except for employment at the Facility),

(iii) solicit or cause any then current resident of the Facility to move to
another nursing facility unless, except during the Term of this Lease the Facility can no longer
provide adequate cate for such resident.

Tenant acknowledges and agrees that the remedy at law for any breach or threat
of breach of the foregoing agreements will be inadeq=te and that Landlord shall be entitled to
in juacdve relief in addition to any rights or remedies available to it for any breach or threat of
breachhereof. The foregoing covenants shall be deemed to be severable and if the same be held
invalid by reason of length of time or area covered, or both, the Tenant agrees that such length of
time or area covered, or either of them, shall be reduced to the extent necessary to cure such

invalidity and the provisions hereof shall be enforceable to the fullest extent permitted by law.

Section 20.27 Sul?division. If the Leased Pmmises are in excess of that which is
required to operate the Facility in accordance with the Intended Use, Landlord may subdivide the
Leased Premises and amend this Lease to include only so much of the Leased Prentises as is

necessary to operate the Pacility in accordance with the Primary Intended Use. If Landlord
subdivides the Leased Premises there shall be no change in the Rent payable hereunder, After

any such subdivision, Tenant shall have no rights to any land which is no longer part of the
Leased Promises and Landlord may sell, lease or develop any land which is no longer part of the
Leased Premises. If Landlord elects to subdivide the Leased Premises Tenant shall cooperate
with Landlord and take all actions reasonably requested by Landlord to effect such subdivision.

Section 20.28 Landlord Not in Controk No Partnership. None of the covenants
or other provisions contained in this Lease shall, or Shall be deemed to, give Landlord the right
or power to exercise control over the affairs or management of Tenant, the power of Landlord

being limited to the rights to exemise the remedies referred to in this Lease. The sclatienship
between Tenant, on the one hand, and Landlord, on the other hand, is, and at all times shall

remain, solely that of landlord and tenant. No covenant or provision of this Lease is liitanded
nor shall it be deemed or constroed, to oreate a partnership, joint venture, agency or common
interest in profits or income between Landlord, on the one hand, and Tenant, on the other hand.
Landlord undertakes or assumes no responsibility or duty to Tenant or to any other person with

respect to the Facility or this Lease, except as expressly provided in this Lease; and

notwithstanding any other provision of this Lease (a) Landlord shall not be construed as, a

partner, joint venturer, alter ego, manager, controlling person or other business associate or
participant of any kind of Tenant or its stockholders, members, or partners and Landlord never

intends to ever assume such status; (b) Landlord shall not in any event be liable for any debts,
expenses or losses incurred or sustained by Tenant; and (c) Led!erd shall not be deemed
reapen::iblc for or a participant in any acts, omissions or decisions of Tenant or their

stockholders, members, or partners, Landlord, on the one hand, and Tenant, on the other hand,
disclaim any intention to oreate any partnership, joint venture, agency or comman interest in
profits or income between Landlord, on the one hand, and Tenant, on the other hand, or any
sharing of liabilities, losses, costs or expenses.
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Section 20.29 Tenant Cooperation, Tenant agrees to sc,perate with Landlord in
providing, and upon request by Landlord or its lender, Tenant shall provide or cause its
subtenants to provide, such documents, infounation, fimncial reports, and such other items as

may be required by Mortgagee in connection with Landlord's loan or loans to acquire the Leased
Premises, Tenant agrees to cause its outside counsel to provide updated healdicâre opinions
required by Mortgagee in connection with the healthcare operations by Tenant or its subteñsts
at the Facility, and if required by Mortgagee, an opinion of counsel as to the due formation of
Tenant and its subtenants and due execution by said parties, and Tenant Affiliates, of the Lease,
all subleases, all guaranties of the Lease, and any other documents executed by such parties in
connection with the loan(s) from M.ortgagee to Landlord. Tenant agrees to execute, and cause
the subtenants to execute, SNDAs in form and ashatañce required by Mortgagee and by its
prospective lender who will be making HUD-insured loans to Landlwes. Tenant further agrees
to cooperate with Landlord and with its lenders who are processL*g and will be making HUD
Loans to Landlords.

Section 20.30 Caoitalized Terms. To the extent capitalized tenns used herein are
not defined, they shall have the same meaning as capitali2.ed tenns in the Loan Dccumenta.

Section 20,31 Affiliate, The term
"Affiliate"

shall mean, as to any Person, any
other Person that, directly or indirectly, is in control of, is controlled by or is under common
control with such Person or is a director or officer of such Person or of an Affiliate of such
Person.

ARTICLE XXI

REMEDIES CUMULATIVE

Section 21.1 The rights and remedies set forth under this Lease are in addition
to all other rights and remedies afforded to Landlord under any of the other documents
contemplated under this Lease ("Lease Documents") or at law or in equity, all of which are

hereby reserved by Landlord, and this Lease is made and accepted without prejudice to any such
rights and remedies. All of the rights and remedies of Landlord under each of the Lease
Documents shall be separate and caiñülative and may be exercised concurrently or successively
in Landlord's sole and absolute discretion,

ARTICLE XXII

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY

Section 22.1 Liability. No member, manager, officer, shschcider, employee or
agent of Landlord or its respective affiliates shall be held to any personal liability, jointly, or

severally, for any obligation of, or claim against Landlord under this Lease. All persons dealing
with Landlord, in any way, shall look only to the assets of Landlord for the payment of any sum
or the performance of any obligations. ,
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Section 22.2 Comenential Damages, Under no circumstances shall Landlord
be liable to Tenant or any subtenant or Affiliate of Tenant for any conseqssial, specified,
exemplary or permitted damages.

Section 22.3 Liability Limited to Interest in P- tees. Tenant shall look solely to
Landlord's interest in the Leased Premises owned by Landlord to satisfy any liability arising
under this Lease. h is specifically agreed that no constituent partner in La±d!ord or officer,
director, member, -. or employee of Landlord shall ever be personally liable for any such
judgment or for the payment of any monetary obligation to Tenant. Except as otherwise

expressly provided herein, in no event shall Landlord ever be liable to Tenant for any indirect or
conseqüêñtial damages suffered by Tenant from whatever cause.

ARTICLE XXIII

REGULATORY ACTIONS

Section 23.1 Notice of Litigation. (a) Promptly after receipt by Tenant or its
Affiliates of notice of the commencement thereof, Tenant shall provido Landlord with notice of
all actions, suits, and proceedings before any Governmental Authority affecting Tenant, or its
Affiliates or its Subtenants, which, if detennined adversely to Tenant, its Affiliates or its

Subtenants, could result in a judgment equal to or greater than Fifty Thousand Dollars
($50,000.00).

(b) Notice of Ragalatory Actions, Promptly after receipt by Tenant or its
Affiliates of the notice of commencement thereof, Tenant shall provide Landlord with notice
of (i) any audit, investigation, claim (excluding adjustments, complaints, and corrective

activity in the ordinary course of business), proceeng, settlement, judgment, consent order,
or corporate integrity agreement by or imposed by any Govemmental Authority, (ii) any
suspension, debannent or disqualification of Tenant, its officers and membara, or its
Affiliates from being a health cam provider, government contractor, holder of any health care
license or recipient of reimbursement from any third party payor, (iii) any suspeñsion,
tenn!r.ativa, or revocation of any health câre license of Tenant or any or any of Tenant's
Affiliates or (iv) any self or voluntary disclosure of any overpayment to a third party payor

by Tenant or any of Tenant's Affiliates.

(c) Notice of Settlement Negotigions. Tenant shall provide Landlord
with reasonable notice of any and all settlement disension and/or negotiations (excluding
adjustme:±, complë±e and corrective activity in the ordinary course of business).bciviccñ

represêñtatives of Tenant and/or its Subtea=te and any Governmental Authority, inchr'ing
without limitation negotiations with respect to any claim, setdement agreemet, consent
order or corporate integrity agreement between Tenant and its Affiliates and any
Govemmental Authority ("Settlement Discussions"). In connection with Settlement

Discussions, (i) Tenant shall timely provide Landlord with copies of any and all documents
that Tenant and/or its Subtenants intends to submit, or that Tenant and/or its hbtenarts

receives, in connection with any Settlement Discussions, and (ii) Tenant shall advise
Landlord as to the status of the Settlement Discussions.
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No receipt of any such notice under subsections (a), (b) and (c) shall impose any
obligation on Landlord to take any action or to enforce its rights hereunder or otherwise remedy
the circumstances leading to such notice,

ARTICLE XXIV

ANTI-TERRORISM AND ANTI-MONEY LAUNDERING COMPLIANCE

Section 24.1 Compliance vtith. Anti-Terrorism LawsTenant represents and
warrants to Landlord that It is not, and, after making due inquiry, that no person who owns a

controlling interest in or othârwisc controls Tenant is, (i) listed on the Specially Designated
Nationals and Blooked persons List (the "SDN List") maintained by the Office of Foreign Assets
Control ("OFAC"), Department of the Treasury, and/or on any other similar list ("Other

Lists"

and, collectively with the SDN List, the "Lists") maintained by the OFAC pursuant to any
authorizing statute, Executive Order or regulation (collectively, "0FAC Laws and

Regulations")t or (ii) a person (a "Designated Person") either (A) included within the term
"designated national" as defined in the Cuban Assets Control Reguladans, 31 C.F.R. Part 515, or

(B) designated under Sections 1(a), 1(b), 1(c) or 1(d) of Executive Order No. 13224, 66 Fed.
Reg. 49079 (published September 25, 2001) or similarly desigasted under any related enabling
legislatics or any other similar Executive Orders (collectively, the "Executive Orders"). The
OFAC Laws and Regulations and the Executive Orders are collectively referred to in this
Agreement as the "Anti-Terrorism Laws". Tenant represents and warrâñts that it requires, and
has taken reasonable measures to ensure compliance with the regairamcñt, that no person who
owns any other direct interest in Tenant is or shall be listed on any of the Lists or is or shall be a
Designated Person. This Section 24 1 shall not apply to any person to the extent that such
person's interest in Tenant is through a U.S. Publicly-Traded Bntity. As used in this Lease,
"U.S. Publicly-Traded Entity" means a person (other than an individual) whose securities are

listed on a national securities exchange, or quoted on an automated quotation system, in the
United States, or a wholly-owned subsidiary of such a person.

Section 24.2 Eundalnvested in Tenant. Tenant represents and warrants that it
has taken reasonable measures appropriate to the circumstsecas (and in any event as required by
law), with respect to each holder of .a direct or indirect interest in Tenant, to assure that funds
invested by auch holders in Tenant are derived from legal sources ("Anti-Money Laundeñna
Measures"). The Anti-Money Laundering Measures have been undertaken in acce±nce with
the Bank Secrecy Act, 31 U.S.C. §§ 5311 et seq. ("§_SSA"), and all applicable laws, regulations
and government guidance on BSA comp.1iance and on the prevention and detection of money
laundering violations under 18 U.S.C. §§ 1956 and 1957 (collectively with the BSA,
"Anti-Money LaunderinRLaws").

Section 24.3 No Violation of AntiRoney LaunderingLaws. Tenant represents
and warrants to Landlord, to its actual knowledge after making due inquiry, that neither Tenant
nor any holder of a direct or indirect interest in Tenant (i) is under investigation by any
governmental authority for, or has been charged with, or convicted of, money laundering under
18 U.S.C. §§ 1956 and 1957, drug trafficking, terrorist-related activities or other money

laundering predicate crimes, or any violation of the BSA, (ii) has been assessed civil penalties
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under any Anti-Money Laññdering Laws, or (iii) has had any of its funds seized or forfeated in an
action under any Anti-Money Laundering Laws,

Section 24.4 Tenant Camplence with Anti-Money Launderig Laws. Tenant
repicsciits and warrants to Landlord that it has'taken masonable measures appropriate to the
circumstances (in any event as regrdiéd by law), to ensure that Tenant is in cespliance with all
current and future AntiMoney Laundering Lawa and laws,ng±±r- and government guidance
for the prevention of terrorism, terrorist financing and drug trafficking.

[SEE ATTACHED SIGNATURE PAGES]
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!

IN. WITNESS WHERBOP, the Parties have executed or caused the execudon of this
Lease by their respective officers duly authorized as of the day and year first above written,

LANDLORD:

White Plain thedpÎi s C, ,
a Massacþu limited liabili Gi pany

, ivianag r

TENANT:

HBL SNF, LLC,
a New York limited liability company

By:
Name: ____ __._______.
Its:
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!

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have executed or caused the essatici1 of this
Lease by their respective officers duly authorized as of the day and year first above written.

LANDLORD:

White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC, ,
a Massaulamous limited liability company

By
, Manager

TENANT:

HBL SNF, LLC,
a New York limited liability company

By:

ts:
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SCHEDULE 18(k)

Health Care Representations

Health Care Representations. Tenant, for itself, and for the Subtenants, do

hereby represent and warrant to Landlord, its successors and assigns, as of the date of the Lease,
that:

(a) All Medicare and Mediesid provider agreements, certificates of need, if

applicable, certifications, govemmental licenses, permits, regulatory agreements or other
agreements and approvals, including certificates of operation, completion and occupancy,
and state nursing facility licenses or other licenses required by Health Care Authorities
(as' defined in the Lease) for the legal use, occupañcy and operation of the Facility
(collectively, the "Health Care Licenses") for the Facility have been obtained by the

party required to hold such Health Care Licenses and are in full force and effect,

including approved provider status in any approved third-party payor program. Each
Subtenant (hereinafter *0perator") owns and/or possesses, and holds free from
restrictions or conflicts with the rights of others, all such Health Care Licenses and will
operate or cause the Facility to be operated in such a manner that the Health Care
Licenses shall remain in full force and effect;

(b) The Facility is duly licensed as a skilled nursing facility as required under
the applicable laws of the State of New York. The licensed bed capacity of the Facility
and the actual bed count operated at the Facility is 160. The Tenant has not applied to
reduce the number of licensed or certified beds of the Facility or to move or transfer the
right to any and all of the licensed or certified beds of the Facility to any other location or
to amend or otherwise change the Facility and/or the number of beds approved by the
DOH or other applicable state licensing agency, and there are no proceedings or actions

peñdiñg or contemplated to reduce the number of licemed or certified beds of the

Facility;

(c) The Health Care License with respect to the Facility (1) has not been and will
not be (A) transferred to any location other than the Facility or (B) pledged as collateral

security (other than any pledge as collateral security to Tenant's accew- treeivable
lender approved by Landlord which pledge is subject to the interests of (x) Landlord
under the Lease and (y) Mortgagee, includiñg the liens and security interests of the Loan

Documents), (ii) is and will continue to be held free from restrictions or known conflicts
that would materially impair the use,or operation of the Facility as intended, and (iii) is
not provisional, probationary, or restricted in any way, except in instances where a
Govemmental Authority or Health Care Authority has issued a provisional, prahaticñary
or restricted license, permit or certification in the ordinary course pending issuance of a
final license, pennit or certification;

(d) Tenant has or will take any action to rescind, withdraw, revoke, amend,
modify, supplamat or otherwise alter the nature, tenor or scope of any Health Care
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License or applicable provider payment pragram participation other than non-material
alterations effected in the ordinary course of business;

(e) Tenant and the operation of the Facility are in matcrial compliance with
the applicable provisions of the Laws and all orders, standards, policies, restrictions or
rules of any Health Care Authority having jurisdiction over the ownership, use,
occupancy or operation of the Facility, including (i) staffing requirements, (11) health and
fire safety codes including quality and safety standards, (i11) accepted professional
standards and principles that apply to the Operator's picvi::ion of services at the Facility,

(iv) federal, state or local laws, rules, regulations or published interpretations or policies

relating to the prevention of fraud and abuse, (v) insurance, reimbursement and cost

reportirtg requirements, government payment program requirements and disclosure of

ownership and related information requirements, (vi) requirements of applicable Health
Care Authorhies, including those relating to the Facility's physical structure and

environment, licensing, quality and adequacy of nursing facility care, distributions of

pharmaceuticals, rate setting, equipment, personnel, operating policies, and additions of

Facility and services, and (vii) any other applicable laws, regulatiom or agreements for
reimbursement for the type of care or services provided by Tenant and/ with respect to
the Facility. As used herein, "material complisace" means a level of compliance that

would keep Tenant and/ (and the operation of the Facility) face from any final orders or

sandiene by any Govemmental Authority or Health Care Authority having jurisdiction
over the operation of the Facility and would not adversely affect Tenant's and/*s

operations, including, but not limited to, its right to receive reimburssment or insurance

payments;

(f) Tenant and the Facility are each in material compliance with the
requirements for participation in the Medicare and Medicaid programs with respect to the

Facility that currently participates in such programs and has a current provider agreement

under Title XVIII and/or XIX of the Social Security Act which is in full force and effect.

Facility has not had any dei1ciencies on its most recent survey (standard or complaint that

would result in a denial of payment for new admissions with no qppe±nity to correct

prior to termination. The Facility had not any deficiencies at "level G" or above on its
most recent survey (standard or complaint), nor has Tenant been cited with any
substandard quality of care deficiencies (as that term is defined in Part 488 of 42 C.F.R,)
for the past two consecutive surveys. The Facility has net been designated as a Special

Focus Facility (as such term is defined by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid
Services Special Focus Facility Program);

(g) Neither Tenant nor the Facility is a target of, participant in, or subject to

any action, proceeding, suit, audit, investigation or sanction by any Health Care Authority
or any other administrative or irricatigative body or entity or any other third party payor

or any patient or resident (including, without limitation, whistl#uluwer suits, or suits
brought pursuant to federal or state False Claims Acts, and Medicaid/Medicare/State
frsd/âbuse laws, but excluding medical malpractice claims and other civil liability
lawsuits for which the Facility is maintaining insurance covenge in the ordinary course

of business) which may result, directly or indirectly or with the passage of time, in the

imposition of a fine, penalty, altemative, interim or final sanctics, a lower rate
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certification, recoupment, recovery, suspension or discontinuance of all or part of

j reimbursement from any Health Care Authority, third-party payor, insurance carrier or
private payor, a lower reimbursement rate for services rendered to eligible patients, or

any other civil or criminal remedy, or which could reasonably be expected to have a
material adverse effect on Landlord, Tenant , or the operation of the Facility, including
the Facility's ability to accept or retain residents, or which could result in the
appointment of a receiver or manager, or in the modifiation, limitation, annulment,
revocation, transfer, surrender, suspension or other impairment of a Health Care License,
or affect Tenant's 's participation in the Medicare, Medicaid, or third-party payor

program, as applicable, or any successor program thereto, at current rate certification, nor
has any such action, proceeding, suit, investigâtion or audit been threatened;

(h) There are no agreements with residents of the Facility or with any other
persons or organizations that deviate in any material adverse respect from or that conflict

with, any statutory or regulatory requirements. All resident records at the Facility,

including patient and/or resident accounts records, are true, complete. and correct in all
material respects;

(i) Other than the Medicare, Medicaid, and Veteran Administration programs,
Tenant is not a participant in any federal, state or local program wlicié'uy any federal,
state or local government or quasi-govemmental body, or any intermediary, agency,
board or other authority or entity may have the right to recover funds with respect to any
Individual Property by reason of the advance of federal, state or local funds, isleeks
without limitation, those authorized under the Hill-Burton Act (42 U.S.C. 291, g sea).
Tenant has received no notice, and is not aware of any viciaticii of app'ietic antitrust

laws;

(j) Tenant's private payor, Medicaid, Medicare, and/or managed care

company, insurance company or other third-party insurance acccüñts receivable with
respect to the Facility are free of any liens and Tenant has not pledged any of its
receivables as collateral security for any loan or indebtedness:

(k) Tenant is not a party to any collective bargaining agicement or other labor
contract applicable to persons employed by it at the Facility and there are no thawed
or pending labor disputes at the Facility;

(1) Tenant has instituted, and the Facility is operated in material compliaage

with, a compliance plan which follows applicable guidelines established by Health Care

Authorities;

(m) Tenant is in compliance with the Health Care Insurance Partability and

Accountability Act of 1996, and theregulations pronmlgated thereunder;

(n) There is no threatened or pending revocation, suspension, terminanna

probation, restriction, limitation, or non-renewal affecting Tenant and/or the Facility or
provider agreement with any third-party payor, Mcdicarc or Medicaid;
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(o) All Medicarc, Mcdicaid, and private insurance cost reports and fmancial
reports dr±d by or on behalf of the Facility are and will continue to be materially
accurate and complete and have not been and will not be misleadjng in any material

respects;

(p) The Facility and the use thereof complies in all mâ:crial respects with all

applicable local, state, and federal b Elding codes, fire codes, and other similar regulatory
requirers6ñts and no waivers of such physical plant stededs exist at the Facility;

(q) Any existing agreement relating to the mañagement or operation of the

Facility is in full force and effect and is not in default by any party, In the event any
mas:gcment or operating agreement is terminated or in the event of foreclosure or other

acapisition, the subsequent operator need not obtain a certificate of need prior to applying
for and receiving a license to operate the Facility or prior to receiving Medicare or
Medicaid payments, as applicable;

(r) There are no actions, suits, or proceediïigs at law or in equity by any
person or entity, including any Govemmental Authority or any Health Care Authority or
other agency now pending or threatened against or affecting Tenant and/or the Facility,
which actions, suits or proceedings, individually or collectively, if detcññiñad against
Tenant and/or the Facility, might rnatorially adversely affect the condition (financial or

otherwise) or busine::: of Tenant and/or the condition, owñcrship or operation of the

Facility.
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SCHEDULE 19.2

"Special Purpose
Entity" shall mean a corporation, litrlited partacidsp or limited liability

company (such entity someti-es referred to herein as the "Company") which at all times on and
after the date hereof:

(d) is organized solely for the purpose of (i) acquiring, developing, owning,
holding, selling, leasing, transferring, exchangirig, managing and operating the Leased

Premises, entering into this Lease with Landlord, sublessing the Leased Premises to a inted

subtenants; and (ii) transacdag lawful 1,üsiness that is incident, necessary and appropriate to
accomplish the foregoing;

(e) is not cñgaged and will not engage, directly or indirectly, in any business
unrelated to those acuvities required or pennitted to be performed under the Lease, beleding
pursuant to this definition of "Special Purpose Entity"

and Subsectionfal above, as

applicable;

(f) does not have and will not have any assets other than those (i) related to
the Leased Premises or its partnership interest in the limited partnership or the mehr
interest in the limited liability company that operates the Leased Premises or acts as the

general partner or managing m-mber thereof, as applicable, and (ii) inddental perscñal

property necessary for the conduct of its business, as applicable;

(g) has not engaged, sought or consented to and will not engage in, seek or

consent to any dissolution, winding up, ligeladda, consolidation, merger, sale of all or

substantially all of its assets, transfer of partnership or membership intercsts (if such entity is

a general partner in a limited partnership or a member In a limited liability company) or
==*ment of its limited partnership agreement, articles of incorporation, .articles of

organization, certificate of formation or operating agreement (as applicabla) with respect to
the matters set forth in this definition;

(h) is and will remain solvent and pay its debts and liabilities (hcludbg, as

appliuatic, shared personnel and overhead expenses) from its assets as the same shall become

due, and is menshing and will mainten adequate capital for the normal obligarians

reasonably foreseeable in a business of its size and character and in light of its cen½mplated

business operations;

(i) has not failed and will not fail to correct any known misüñdecstanding

regarding its separate identity;

(j) has mentained and will maiñtain its accounts, books and records separate
from those of any other person, individual or entity (a "Person") and meñi:h its bank

accounts separate from those of any other Person. To the extent required by law to file a tax

return, will file its own tax retums, except to the extent it is required to file corselded tax
returns by law;
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(k) has maintained and will maintain its own records, books, resolutions and

agreements;

(1) has not commiagled and will not cammiñgle its funds or assets with those
of any other Person and has not pâiticipated and will not participate in any cash management
system with any other Person other than pursuant to its linsert any credit facilities or
accounts receivables f inancings] ;

(m)has held and will hold its assets in its own name;

(n) has conducted and wilt conduct its business in its name;

(o) has maintained and will maintain its financial statements, accecising
records and other entity documents separate from any other Person and has not permitted and
will not permit its assets to be listed as assets on the finâñcial staterseñt of any other entity
except as scquircd by GAAP; provided, however, that any such cer;:Ed::ªd financial
statement shall contain a note indicating that its separate assets and liabilities are neither
avâilable to pay the debts of the consolidated entity nor constitute obligations of the
consolidated entity;

(p) has paid and will pay its own liabilities and expenses, heludiag the
salaries of its own empicyccs, if any, out of its own funds and assets, and has maiñtaiñed and
will maintain a sufficient number of employees, if any, in light of its canempleted business
operations and in accordance with all Laws;

(q) has observed and will observe all partnership, córpecsts or limited liability
company formalities, as applicable;

(r) has and will have no indebtedness other than (i) liabilities under this Lease
or any Sublease (ii)1iabilities incurred in the ordinary course of business relating to the

ownership and operation of the Leased Premises and the routine administration of Tenant,
and (iii) such other liabilities that are permitted under this Lease;

(s) has not and will not assume or guarantee or become obligated for the debts

of any other Person or hold cut its credit as being available to satisfy the obligatioi1s'of any
other Person except as permitted pursuant to this Lease;

(t) has not and will not acquire obligations or securities of its partners,
members or shareholders or any other Affiliate;

(u) has allocated and will allocate fairly, reascñably and in accordance with
all Laws, any overhead eipenses that are shared with any Affiliate, including, but not limited

to, paying for shared office space and services performed by any employee of an Affiliate;

(v) maintains and uses and will maintzin and use separate stationery, invoices
and checks bearing its name. The staticacty, invoices, and checks utilized by the Tenant or
utilized to collect its funds or pay its expenses shall bear its own name and shall not bear the
name of any other entity;
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(w)has not pledged and will not pledge its assets for the benefit of any other

Person;

(x) has held itself out and identified itself and will hold itself out and identify
itself as a separate and distinct entity under its own name and not as a division or part of any
other Person;

(y) has maintained and will maintain its assets in such a manner that it will not
be costly or difficult to segregate, ascertain or identify its indindaâ1 assets from those of any
other Person;

(z) bas not made and will not make loans to any Person or hold evidence of
indebtedness issued by any other Person or entity;

(aa) has not identified and will not identify its partners, members or

shareholders, or any Affiliate of any of them, as a division or part of it, and has not idéñtified
itself and shall not identify itself as a division of any other Person;

(bb) has not entered into or been a party to, and will not enter into or be a

party to, any trehaetion with its partners, members, shareholders or Affiliates except (A) in
the ordinary course of its busine= and on terms which are intrinsically fair, commercially
isor&le and are in compliance with all Laws and no less favorable to it than would be
obtained in a comparable arm's-length tra.neaedon with an enrelated third party and (B) in
connection with this Lease;

(cc) has not and will not have any abligation to, and will not, indemnify its

partners, officers, directors or members, as the case may be, unless such an oNigah is fully
epherdinated to the Rent payable under this Lease and will not constitute a claim against it in
the event that cash flow in excess of the amount required to pay the Rent is insuMoient to

pay such obligation;

(dd) it shall consider the interests of its creditors in cGññcction with all

limited liability company actions;

(ee) does not and will not have any of its obligations guaranteed by any
Affiliate except obligations under this Lease;

(ff) if such entity is a limited liability company, it shall have its own board of
directors or board of managers, and shall cause such board to meet at least aññüally or act

pursuant to written consent and keep minutes of such meetings and actions and observe all

other corporate formalities;

(gg) has ccmplied and will cornply with all of the terms and provisions
contained in its orgâidzational documents. The statement of facts contained in its

organizational documents are nue and correct and will remain true and correct;

(hh) has not and will not permit any other Person independent access to its
bank accounts;
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(ii) has caused and will cause all represeñiatives of Tenant to act at all times
with respect to Tenant consistently and in furtherance of the foregoing; and

(jj) has not and will not form, acquire, or hold any subsidiary or own any
equity interest in any other entity.
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GUARANTY OF LEASE

THIS GUARANTY OF LEASE (this "Guaranty") is made as of November 19, 2015,

by Lizer Jozofovic ("Guarantor"), to WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I,
LLC, a Massachusetts limited liability company ("Landlord").

RE C I T A L 8

A. Landlord has been requested by HBL SNF, LLC a New York Limited Liability
Company ("Tenant") to enter into an Amended and Restated Lease and Security Agreement
dated as of November 19, 2015 (the "Lease"), whereby Landlord would lease to Tenant, and
Tenant would lease from Landlord, certain premises located in White Plains, New York, as more

particularly described in the Lease (the "Premises").

B. Tenant is owned by Guarantor, and Guarantor will derive substantial economic
benefit from the execution and delivery of the Lease.

C. Guarantor acknowledges that Landloni would not enter into the Lease unless this

Guaranty accompanied the execution and delivery of the Lease.

D. Guarantor hereby acknowledges receipt of a copy of the Lease.

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the execution and deliverf of the Lease and
of other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby
acknowledged, Guarantor covenants and agrees as follows:

L DEFINITIONS. Defined terms used in this Guaranty and not otherwise defined
herein have the meanings assigned to them in the Lease.

2. COVENANTS OF GUARANTOR.

21 Guarantor absolutely, acconditionally and hicvacably guarantees, as a

primary obligor and not merely as a surety: (i) the full and prompt payment of all Minimum Rent
and Additional Rent and all other rent, sums and charges of every type and nature payable by
Tenant under the Lease, whether due by acceleration or othcrwise, includ!ng costs and expenses

of collection (collectively, the "Monetary Obligations"), and (ii) the fbll, timely and complete
performance of all covengnts, terms, conditions, obligations, indemnities and agreements to be
performed by Tenant under the Lease, ineled!ng any indemnities or other obligaticüe of Tenant

that survive the expiration or earlier ocsinadon of the Lease (all of the obligaticñs described in
elauses (i) and (ii), are collectively referred to herein as the "Obligations").

2.2 Guarantor agrees with Landlord that (i) any action, suit or proceeding of

any kind or nature whateeever (an "Action") commenced by Landlord against Tenant, Guarantor

or any Other Guarantor of the Lease ("Other Guarantor") to enforce the Obligations shall not

prejudics in any way Landiard's rights to enforce the Obligations in any a±=q:cat Action
against Tenant, Guarantor or any Other Guarantor, (ii) Landlord may, at its option, join

Guarantor in any Action against Tenant or any Other Guarantor or acek recover against

Guarañter without Landlord first assbrting, pensecuth'g, or exhausting any remedy or claim
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against Tenant or any Other Guarantor and (iii) Guarantor will be conclusively bound by a
judgment entered in any Action in favor of Landlord against Tenant whether or not Guarantor is
entered as a party or participates in such Action.

2.3 If Landlord proposes to grant a mortgage on, or refinance any mortgage

enoumbaring the Pronikes or any portion thereof, Guarantor shall cooperate in the process, and
shall permit Landlord and the proposed mortgagee to meet with Guarantor or, if applicable,
offteers of Guarantor and to discuss Guamntor's business and finances, On request of Landlord,
Guarantor agrees to provide any such prospective mortgagee the infeGneon to which Landlord
is entitled hereunder, provided that if any such information is not publicly available, such
nonpublic information shall be made available on a confidential basis, Guarantor agrees to

execute, acknowledge and deliver documents requested by the prospective mortgagee (such as a
consent to the financing, without enoumbering Ouarantor's or Tenant's assets, a consent to a
collateral a=ignment of the Lease and of this Guaranty, estoppel certificate, and a subordination,
non-disturbance and attornment agreement), oustomary for tenants and their guarantors to sign in
connection with mortgage loans to !andlords, so long as such documents are in form then

customary among institutional lenders (provided the same do not materially and adversely
change Tenant's rights or obligations under the Lease or materially and adversely change
Guarantor's rights and obligations under this Guaranty).

3. GUARANTOR'S OBLIGATIONS UNCONDITIONAL.

3.1 This Cuaranty is an absolute and unconditional guaranty of payment and

of performance, and not of ce!!edion, and shall be enforceable against Guarantor without the

necessity of the commencement by Landlord of any Action against Tenant, and without the

necessity of any notice of noñpayment, nonperformance or nonobservance, or any notice of
acceptance of this Guaranty, or of any other notice or demand to which Guarantor might
otherwise be entitled, all of which Guarantor hereby expressly waives in advance. The
übligations of Ouarantor hereunder are independent of, and may exceed, the obligations of
Tenant.

3.2 This Guaranty shall apply notwithstanding any extension or renewal of the

Lease, or any holdover following the expiration or temiiñâtica of the Lease Term or any renewal

or extension of the Lease Term.

3.3 This Guaranty is a continuing guarantee and will remain in full force and
effect notwithstanding, and the liability of Guarantor hereunder shall be abso!nte and
unconditional irrespective of any or all of the following: (1) any renewals, extensions,

modifications, alterations or amend=ts of the Lease (regardless of whether Guarantor

consented to or had notice of same); (ii) any releases or discharges of Tenant or any Other
Ouarantor other than the full release and complete discharge of all of the Obligations;

(iii) Landlord's failure or delay to assert any claim or demand or to crEss any of its rights
against Tenant or any Other Guarantor ; (iv) any extension of time that may be granted by
Landlord to Tenant or any Other Guarantor; (v) any assignment or transfer of all of any part of

Tenant's interest under the Lease (whethct by Tenant, by operation of law, or otherwise);

(vi) any subletting, concession, franchising, licensing or permitting of the Premises or any
portion thereof; (vii) any changed or different use of the Premises (or any portion thereof);

2
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(viii) any other dealings or matters occurring between Landlord and Tenant or any Other

Guarantor; (ix) the taking by Landlord of any additional guarantees, cr the receipt by Landlord of

any collateral, from Tenant, any Other Guarantor or any other persons or entities; (x) the release

by Landlord of any Other Guarantor; (xi) Landlord's release of any security provided under the
Lease or any other guaranty; (xil) Landlord's failure to perfect any landlord's lien or other lien or

security interest available under applicable Legal Requirements; (xiii) any assumption by any
polison of any or all of Tenant's obligations under the Lease or any Other Guarantor's obligations
under any other guaranty, or Tenant's assignment of any or all of its rights and interests under
tlie Lesse, (xiv) the power or authority or lack thereof of Tenant to execute, acknowledge or

deliver the Lease; (xv) the existence, non-existence or lapse at any time of Tenant as a legal

entity or the existence, non-existence or termination of any corporate, ownership, business or
other relationship between Tenant and Guarantor; (xvi) any sale or aäsignment by Landlord of

any or all of this Guaranty, any other guaranty and the Lease (including any direct or collateral
assignment by Landlord to any mortgagee); (xviif the solvency or lack of solvency of Tenant or

any Other Guarantor at any time or fröm time to tinie; or (xviii) any other cause, whether similar
or dissimilar to any of the foregoing, that might constitute a legal or equitable discharge of
Guarantor (whether or not Guarantor shall have knowledge or notice thereof) dther thatl payment
and performance in full bf the Obligations; (xix) the refense or discharge of Tenant in any state
or federal oreditors'

proceedings, receivership, bankruptcy or other proceeding; (kx) the

impairment, limiwM or modification of the liability of Tenant or the estat9 of Tenant in

bankrqptcy, or of any remedy for the enforcement of Tenant's liability under the Lease, rasulting
from the operation of any present or future provision of the United States Bankruptcy Code (1I
U.S.C. § 101 et seq.,, as amended), or from other statute, or from the order of any court; (xxi) the

rejection, disaffirmance or other termination of tlie Lease in any such proceeding; (xxii) the
assertion or the failure to assert by Landidrd against Tenant, of any of the rights or remedies
reserved to Landlord pursuant to the provisions of the Lease; or (Rxiii) if at any time the payment
of any amou.nt due under the Lease or this Guaranty is rescinded 6r must otherwise be retumed

by Landlord for any reasors, in such event, Guarantor shall pay to Landlord an amount equal tò

any such payment that has been rescinded or returned. This Guaranty shall continue to be
effective if at any time the payment of any amount due under the Lease or this Guaranty is
rescinded or must otherwise be retumed by Landlord for any reason Without in atty way limiting
the generality of the foregoing, Guarantor speof fically agrees that (A) if Tenant's obligations
under the Lease are modified or amended with the express written censent of Landlord, this

Guaranty shall extend to such obligations as sõ amended or modified without notice to,
consideration to, or the consent of, Guarantor, and (B) this Guaranty shall be applicable to any
obligations of Tenant arising in carsccticñ with a termination of the Lease, whether voluntary or

otherwise, Guarantor hereby consents, j=spectively, to Landlord's taking or entering into any
or all of the foregoing actions or omissions. For purposes of this Guaranty and the obligations
and liabilities of Guarantor hereunder,

"Tenant"
shall be deemed to include any and all

concessionaires, licensees, franchisees, department operators, assignees, subtenants, permittees
or others directly or indirectly operating or conducting a business in or fmm the Premises or any
portion thereof, as fully as if any of the same were the named Tenant under the Lease.

3.4 Notwithstanding anything to the contrary hereunder, Guararder shall be

released and discharged from all liability with respect to any obligationa of Tenant under the
Lease arising or accruing after the Commencement Date (the "Guaranty Termhiation Date");
provided that 60 days prior to the Commencement Date Tenant has delivered to Landlord (i) (a)

3
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an unconditional Letter of Credit, in accordance with the Section 7.1(a)(i1) of the Lease in the
atnount of $3,700,000, or (b) S3,700,000 in cash to secure the fhil and timely partnent and
performance of Tenant's obligations under the Lease, (ll) an agreement by Capital Punding
Oroup, whloh eannot be amended except by an agreement in writing signed by Landlo4 Tenant
and Capital Funding Oroup. in the Ibrm attached as Exhibit 7.1(a) of the Lease or otherwise
approved by Landlord and Landlord's leaders in their reasonable discretion, wheretri and

whereby Capital Funding Oroup agrees to allow Tenant to draw down on its Credit Line each
month so as to enable Capital Panding Oroup to pay directly to Landlord the sum of $506,096,50
per month commencing the Commenonment Date and on each day Fixed Rent is due under the
Lease for the foll onds, and (111)and released to Landlord all funds in the controlled
account numbe in JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. in the amount not foss than
$1,600,000 to be held as an additional Security Deposit by Landlord. ARer the Ouaranty
Termination Date, Guarantor shall continue to remain persorially liable pursuant to the tenus of
this Guaranty for (1) all obligations of Tenant under the Lease which arose or acorued og or prior
to the Guaranty Termination Date and (ii) any liability of Tenant arising out of a breach of any
warranty or representation of Tenant under Lease, and all docurcent: executed by Tenant in
connection therewith, (111) and any liability of Ouarantor arising out of a breach of any wammty
of representation hereunder.

4. WAIVERS OF GUARANTOR.

4.1 Without limitation of the fbingoing, Guarantor waives (1) notice of
acceptance of this Guaranty, protest, demand and dishonor, presentment, and demands of any
kind now or hereafter provided for by any statute or rule of law, (11) notice of any actions taken

by Landlord or Tenant under the Lease or any other agreement or instrument relating thereto,
(ilf) nodge of any and all defaults by Tenant in the payment of Minimum Rent and Additional
Rent or other rent, charges or amounts, or of any other defaults by Tenant under the Lease,
(ly) all other notices, demands and protests, and all other formalities of svery kind In connection
with the enforcement of the Obligations, omission of or delay in whloh, but fbe the provisions of
this Section 4, might constitute grounds for relieving Ouarantor of its obligations hereunder,
(v) any requirement that Landlord protect, secure, perfect, insure or proceed against any security
laterest or lien, or any property subject thereto, or exhaust any right or take any action.against

Tenant, any Other Ouarantor or any other person or entity (ino!uding any additional guarantor or

Ouarantor) or against any collateral, and (vi) the benefit of any statute of timitations aflboting
Guarantor's liability under thla Ouaranty.

44 OUARANTOR HEREBY WAlVES TRIAL BY JURY IN ANY
ACTION, PROCEEDING OR COUNTERCLAIM BROUGHT EY · ANY PERSON OR
ENTITY WITH RESPECT TO ANY MATTER WHATSOEVER ARISINO OUT OF OR IN
ANY WAY CONNECTED WITH: THIS GUAAANTY; THE LEASEt ANY LIAElLITY OR
OELIOATl0N OF TENANT IN ANY MANNER RELATED TO THE PREMISES OR ANY
PORTION THEREOPi ANY CLAIM OP INJURY OR DAMAGE IN ANY WAY RFAATED
TO THE LEASE AND/OR THE PREMISES (OR ANY PORTION THEREOF); ANY ACT OR
OMISSION OF TENANT, ITS AGENTS, EMPLOYEES, CONTRACTORS, SUPPLIERS,
SERVANTS, CUSTOMERS, CONCESSIONAIRES, FRANCHISEES, PERMITIEES OR

LICENSEES: OR ANY ASPECT OF THE USE OR OCCUPANCY OP, OR THE CONDUCT

OF BUSINESS IN, ON OR FROM THE PREMISES (OR ANY PORTION THEREOF),

4
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GUARANTOR SHALL NOT INTERPOSE ANY COUNTERCLAIM OR COUNTERCLAIMS
OR CLAIMS FOR SET-OFF, RECOUPMENT OR DEDUCTION OF RENT IN ANY ACTION
BROUGHT BY LANDLORD AGAINST GUARANTOR UNDER THIS GUARANTY.
GUARANTOR SHALL NOT BE ENTITLED TO MAKE, AND HEREBY WAIVES, ANY
AND ALL DEFENSBS AGAINST ANY CLAI1VI ASSERTED BY LANDLORD OR IN ANY
SUIT OR ACTION INST1TUTED BY LANDLORD TO ENFORCE THIS GUARANTY OR
THE LEASB. IN ADDITION, GUARANTOR HEREBY WAIVES, BOTH WITH RESPECT
TO THE LEASE AND WITH RESPECT TO THIS GUARANTY, ANY AND ALL RIGHTS
WHICH ARE WAlVED BY TENANT UNDER THE LEASE, IN THE SAME MANNER AS
IF ALL SUCH WAIVERS WERE FULLY RESTATED HERE1N. THE LIABILITY OF
GUARANTOR UNDER THIS GUARANTY IS PRIMARY AND UNCONDITIONAL.

4.3 Guarantor expressly waives any and all rights to defenses arising by
reason of (i) any

"one-action" or "anti-deficiency" law or any other law that may prevent
Landlord from bringing any action, including a claim for deficiency, against Guarantor before or
after Landlord's commencement or completion of any action against Tenant or any Other

Guarantor; (ii) ANY ELECTION OF REMEDIES BY LANDLORD (INCLUDING ANY
TERMINATION OF THE LEASE) THAT DESTROYS OR OTHBRWISE ADVERSELY
AFFECTS GUARANTOR'S SUBROGATION RIGHTS OR GUARANTOR'S RIGHTS TO
PROCEED AGAINST TENANT FOR REIMBURSBMENT; (iii) any disability, insolvency,
bankruptcy, lack of authority or power, death, insanity, minority, dissolution, ar other defense of

Tenant, of any other guarantor (or any other Guarantor), or of any other person or entity, or by
reason of the cessation of Tenant's liability from any cause whatsoever, other than full and final

payment in legal tender and performance of the Obilgátions; (iv) any right to claim discharge of

any pr 411 of the Obligations on the basis of unjustified impairment of any collateral for the

Obligations; (v) any change in the relationship between Ouarantor and Tenant or any Other
Guarantor or any tèrmination of such relationship; (vl) any irregularity, defect or unauthorized
action by any or all of Landlord, Tenant, any Other Guarantor or surety, or any of their
respective officers, directors or other agents in executing and delivering any instrument or
agreements relating to the Obligations or in carrying qut or a.ttempting to carry out the terms of

any such agreements; (vii) any assigntnent, endorsement or transfer, in whole or in part, of the

Obligations, whether made with or without notice to or consent of Guarantor; (viii) if the

recovery from Tenant dr any other Person (including any Other Gurdantor) becomes barred by

any statute of limitations or is otherwise prevented; (ix) the benefits of any and all statutes, laws,
rules or regulations app!!cable in the State of Illinois which may require the prior or concurrent
joinder of any other party to any action on this Guaranty; (x) any release or other reduction of the
Obligations arising as a result of the expansion, release, substitution, deletion, addition, or

replacement (whether or not in accordance with the terms of the Lease) of the Premises or any
portion thereof; or (Kl) any neglect, delay, omission, failure or refusal of Landlord to take or

prosecute any action for the collection or enforcement of any of the Obilgations or to fbreclose or

take or prosecute any action in connection with any lien or right of security (incNding perfection

thereof) existing or to exist in connection with, or as security for, any of the Obligations, it being
the intention hereof that Guarantor shall remain liable as a principal on the Obligations

notwithstañdiñg any act, omission or event that might, but for the provisions hereof, otherwise

operate as a legal or equitable discharge of Guarantor. Guarantor hereby waives all defenses of a

surety to which it may be entitled by statute or otherwise.

5
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5. SUBORDINATIONt SUBROGATION.

S.1 Guarantor subordinates to and postpoñes in favor of the Obligations

(i) any present and future debts and obligations of Tenant or any Other Guarantor to Guarantor
(the "Indebtedness"), inc!eding: (A) salary, bannees, and other payments pursuant to any
employment arrangementl (B) fees, reimbursement of expenses and other payments pursuant to

any independent contractor arrangsmsñt, (C) principal and interest pursuant to any Iñdchtedness;

(D) distributions payable to any partñôñ, members or shareholders of Guarantor or Affiliates of

Ouarantor; (E) lease payments pursuant to any leasing arrangement; (F) any management fees;
and (G) all rights, liens and security interests of Guarantor, whether now or hereafter arising, in

any assets of the Tenant or any Other Ouarantor, and (ii) any liens or security interests securing
payment of the Indebtedness. Guarantor shall have no right to possession of any assets of Tenant
or any Other Ouarantor or to foreclose upon any such asset, whether by judicial action or

otherwise, unless and until the Obligations have been paid and performed in full. · Cuarañtor
agrees that Landlord shall be subrogated to Guarantor with respect to Guarantor's claims against
Tenant or any Other Guarantor and Guarantor's rights, liens and security interest, if any, in any
of Tenant's or any Other Guarantor's assets and proceeds thereof until all of the Obligations
have been paid and performed in thil.

5.2 After the occurrence of an Event of Default and until such Event of
Default is cured or after the commencement of any bankruptcy or insolvency proceeding by or
against Tenant and until such proceeding is dismissed, Guarantor shall not: (i) make any
distributions or other payments to any partners, parent entities, or Affiliates of Guarantor (other
than to Tenant); or (ii) ask for, sue for, demand, take or receive any payment, by setoff or in any
other manner, including the receipt of a negotlable instrument, for all or any part of the
Indebt-hess owed by Tenant, or any successor or assign of Tenant, including a receiver, trustee
or debtor in possession (the term "Tenant" shall include any such successor or assign of Tenant)
until the Obligations have been paid in full; however, if Guarantor receives such a payment,
Guarantor shall immediately deliver the payment to Landlord for credit against the then

outstanding M= of the Obligations, whether matured or unmatured. Nohvithstanding
anything in this Section 5 to the contrary, after an Event of Default has occurred and is

outstanding, Guarantor may make cash contributions to Tenant.

5.3 Guarantor shall not be subrogated, and hereby waives and disclaims any
olaim or right against Tenant by way of subrogation or otherwise, to any of the rights of
Landlord under the Lease or otherwise, or in the Premises (or any portion thereof), which may
arise by any of the provisions of this Guaranty or by reason of the performance by Cüarañter of

any of its Obligations hereunder. Guarantor shall look solely to Tenant for any recoupment of

any payments made or costs or expenses incurred by Ouarantor pursuant to this Guaranty. If any
amount shall be paid to Guarantor on account of such subrogation rights at any time when all of
the Obligations shall not have been paid and performed in full, ouarantor shall immediately
deliver the payment to Landlord for credit against the then outstanding balance of the

Obligations, whether matured or unmatured.

6. REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES OF GUARANTOR. Guarantor

represents and warrants that:

6
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6.1 This Guaranty is valid and binding upon and enforceable against

Guarantorwithout the requirement of further action or condition,

6.2 The execution, delivery and performance by Guarantor of this Guaranty
does not and will not (i) contravene any applicâhle Legal Requirements, the organizational
documents of Guarantor, if applicable, any order, writ, injunction, decree applicable to

Guarantor, or any contractual restriction binding on or affecting Guarantor or any of its

properties or assets, or (ii) result in or require the creation of any lien, security interest or other

charge or encumbrance upon or with respect to any of its properties or assets.

6.3 No approval, consent, exemption, authorization or other action by, or
notice to, or filing with, any govemmental authority is necessary or required in c0ñaéction with
the execution, dclivcry or performance by, or enforcement against, Guarantor of this Guaranty or

any other instn=cnt or agreement required hereunder.

6.4 There is no action, suit or proceeding pending or threatened against or
thcrwise affecting Guarantor before any court or other goveramantal authority or any a itrator

that may materially adversely affect Guarantor's ability to perform its obligations under this

Ouaranty.

6.5 Tenant is directly or indirectly owned and controlled by Guarantor.

6.6 Guarantor has derived or expects to derive financial and other advantages

and benefits directly or indirectly, from the making of the Lease and the payment and

performance of the Obligations. Guarantor hereby acknowledges that Landlord will be relying
upon Ouarantor's guarantee, representations, warrantles and covcñants contained herein.

6.7 All reports, statements (financial or otherwise), eertificates and other data

furnished by or on behalf of Guarantor to Landlord in connection with this Guaranty or the Lease

are: true and correct, in all rnaterial respects, as of the applicable date or period provided therein;
do not omit to state any material fact or circumstance necessary to make the stato=nts a^n+ain-1

therein not misleading; and fairly represent the financial condition of Guarantor as of the

respective date thereof; and no material adverse change has occurred in the financial condition of
Guarantor since the date of the most recent of such financisi statements.

7. NOTICES. Any consents, notices, demands, requests, appraials or other

communications given under this Guaranty shall be in writing and shall be given as provided in

the Lease, as follows or to such other addresses as either Landlord or Güàrantor may designate

by notice given to the other in accordance with the provisions of this Section 7:

If to Landlord:

White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC

c/oThe Congress Companies

2 Bourbon Street, Suite 200

Peabody, Ma 01960

Attn: William Nicholson

7
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With a copy to:

Posternak Blankstein & Lund LLP
Prudential Tower
800 Boylston Street

Boston, MA 02199
Attn: Gerald J. Billow, Esq.

And

Abrams Fensterman
1111 Marcus Avenue
Lake Success, New York 11042

Attn: Howard Fenstennan, Esq.
Attn: Greg Stoller, Esq.

If to Guarantor:

HBL SNF, LLC
$37 Routea22

Purdys, New York 10578
Attn: Lizer Jozefovic

With a copy to:

Michelman & Robinson
800 Third Avenue

New York, New York
Attn: Mark Zafrin, Esq.

8. CONSENT TO JURISDICTION. Ouarantor hereby (a) consents and submits to
the jurisdiction of the courts of the State of New York and the federal courts sitting in the State
of New York with respect to any dispute arising, dkectly or indirectly, out of this Guaranty,
(b) waives any objections which the undersigned may have to the laying of venue in any such

suit, action or proceeding in either such court, (c) agrees to join Landlord in any petition for
removal to either such court, and (d) irrevocably designates and appoints Tenant as its authorized

agent to accept and acknowledge on its behalf service of process with respect to any disputes

arising, directly or indirectly, out of this Cuarasty. The undmigned hereby acknowledges and
agrees that Landlord may obtain personal Jurisdiction and perfect service of process through
Tenant as the undersigned agent, or by any other means now or hereafter permitted by appitcable
law. Nothing above shall limit Landlord's choice of forum for purposes of enforcing this
Guaranty.

9. CERTAIN ADDITIONAL COVENANTS.

8
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9.1 Financini Deliveries. Guarantor shall deliver the following information
to Landlord:

9.1.1 As soon as available, and in any event within 120 days after the
olose of each calendar year, in hard copy and electronic format, in form satisfactory to Landlord,
and prceer-ted on a consolidated as well as a property-by-property basis, complete financial
statements prepared for suoh year with respect to Guarantor including a balance sheet as of the
end of such year, together with related statements of operations, cash flows and changes in

equity for such calendar year, prepared in accordance with GAAP applied on a consistent basis.

Upon the delivery of any finanolal information by or on behalf of Guarantor
pursuant to this Section 9 from time to time during the Lease Term, Guantntor sliall be deemed
(unless Guarantor specifically states otherwise in writing) to automatically represent and warrant
to Landlord that the financial Information delivered to Landlord is true, accurate and complete,
presents fairly the results of operations of Guarantor for the respective periods covered thereby,
reflects acce-etely the books and records of account of Guarantor as of such dates and for such

periods, and that there has been no adverse change in the feencial condition of Guarantor since
the date of the then applicable financial Infonnation.

9.2 Assignment: Sale of Assets: Change in Control. Without the prior
consent of Landlord, which consent may be withheld or granted in Landlord's sole discretion,
Guarantor shall not assign (whether directly or indirectly), in whole or in part, this Guaranty or

any obligatiûñ hereunder or, through one or more step transactions or tiered transactions, do, or
permit to be done, any activity, transaction or Transfer prohibited under Section 10.1 of the
Lease.

9.3 Payment IWethod; Default Interest. Guaracter shall make any payments
due hereunder in immediately available funds by wire transfer to Landlord's bank account as
actified by Landlord, unless Landlord agrees to another method of payment of immediately
available funds. If Guarantor does not pay an amount due hereunder on its due date, Guarantor

shall pay, on demand, interest at 18% annually on the amount due for a period ending on the full
payment of such amount, including the day of repayment, whether before or after any judgment
or award, to the extent permitted under applicable law.

10. MISCELLANEOUS.

10,1 Guarantor further agrees that Landlord may, without notice, assign this

Guaranty in whole or in part. If Landlord disposes of its interest in the Lease,
"Landlord," as

used in this Guaranty, shall mean Landlord's successors and assigns.

10.2 Guarantor promises to pay all costs of ecilection or enforcement incurred

by Landlord in exercising any remedies provided for in the Lease or this Guaranty whchr at

law or in equity, If any legal action or proceeding is commenced to interpret or enforce the

terms of, or obligations arising out of, this Guaranty, or to recover damages for the breach

thereof, the party prevailing in any such action or proceedings shall be entitled to recover from

the non-prevailing party all attorneys' fees and reasonable costs and expenses incurred by the

prevailing party. As used herein,
"attorneys' fees"

shall mean the fbes and expenses of counsel

9
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to the parties hereto, which may include printing, photocopying, duplicating and other expenses,
air freight charges, and fees billed for law clerks, paralegals, librarians and others not admitted to
the bar but performing services under the supervision of an attorney. The term "attorneys' fees"

shall also include all such fees and expenses incurred with respect to appeals, arbitrations and

bankruptcy proceedings.

10.3 Guarantor shall, from time to time within 10 days after receipt of
Landlord's request, execute, acknowledge and deliver to Landlord a statement certifying that this

Guaranty is unmodified and in full force and effect (or if there have been modifications, that the
same is in full force and effect as modified and stating such modifications), and setting forth
such other information as Landlord may reasoññhly request, Such certificate may be relied upon

by any prospective purchasêr, lessor or lender of all or a portion of the Premises (or any portion
thereof).

10.4 If any portion of this Guaranty shall be deemed invalid, unenforceable or
illegal for any reason, such invalidity, üñcñforecability or illegality shall not affect the balance of
this Guaranty, which shall remain in full force and effect to the maximum pennitted extent.

10,5 The provisions, covenants and guaranties of this Guaranty shall be binding
upon Guarantor and its heirs, succ6amors, legal representatives and assigns, and shall inute to the
benefit of Landlord and its successors and assigns, and shall not be deemed waived or modified
unless such waiver or modification is specifically set forth in writing, axecuted by Landlord or its
successors and assigns, and delivered to Guarantor.

10.6 Whenever the words "include", "includes",. or "including" are used in this

Guaranty, they shall be deemed to be followed by the words "without limitatica", and, whenever
the circumstances or the context requires, the singular shall be construed as the plural, the
masculine shall be coñatrued as the feminine and/or the neuter and vice versa. This Guaranty
shall be interpreted and enforced without the aid of any canon, custom or rule of law requiring or

suggesting construction against the party drafting or causing the drafting of the provision in
question.

10.7 Each of the rights and remedies herein provided are cumulative and not
exclusive of any rights or remedies provided by law or in the Lease or this Guaranty.

10.8 The provisions of this Guaranty shall be governed by and interpreted

solely in accordânce with the intemal laws of the State of New York, without giving effect to the

principles of conflicts of law.

10.9 The execution of this Guaranty after the execution of the Lease shall not

invalidate this Guaranty or lessen the Obligations of Guarantor hereunder.

10.10 This Guaranty may be executed in multiple vounterparts, each of which

shall be an original, but all of which shall constitute but one instrument. The signature page of

any counterpart may be detached therefrom and reattached to any other counterpart to physicâ!ly
form a single document.

10
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10.11 The Recitals set forth above are hereby incorporated by this reference and

inade a part of this Guaranty. Guarañtar hereby reprcr,ents and warrants that the Recitals are true
and correct.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Guarantor has executed this Guaranty under seal as of the day
and year first above written.

GUARANTOR:

L'
zefov

1 1
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GUARANTY OF LEASE

THIS GUARANTY OF LEASE (this "Guaranty") is made as of November 19, 2015,

by Mark Neuman ("Guarantor"), to WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I,
LLC, a Massachusetts limitedliabilitycompany ("Landlord").

R E C I T A L S

A. Landlord has been requested by HBL SNF, LLC a New York Limited Liability

Company ("Tenant") to enter into an Amended and Restated Lease and Security Agreement

dated as of November 19, 2015 (the "Lease"), whereby Landlord would lease to Tenant, and

Tenant would lease from Landlord, certain premises located in White Plains, New York, as more

particularly described in the Lease (the"Premises").

B. Guarantor will derive substantial economic benefit from the execution and

delivery of the Lease.

C. Guarantor acknowledges that Landlord would not enter into the Lease unless this

Guaranty accompanied the execution and delivery of the Lease.

D. Guarantor hereby acknowledges receipt of a copy of the Lease.

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the execution and delivery of the Lease and

of other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby
actmowledged, Guarantor coyenants and agrees as follows:

1. DEFINITIONS. Defined terms used in this Guaranty and not otherwise defmed

herein have the meanings assigned to them in the Lease.

2. COVENANTS OF GUARANTOR.

2.1 Guarantor absolutely, unconditionally and irrevocably guarantees, as a

primary obligor and not merely as a surety: (i) the full and prompt payment of all Minim"m Rent
and Additional Rent and all other rent, sums and charges ofeverytype and nature payable by
Tenant under the Lease, whether due by acceleration or otherwise, including costs and expenses
of collection (collectively, the "Menetan Obligations"), and (ii) the full, timely and complete

performance of all covenants, terms, conditions, obligations, indemnities and agreements to be

performed by Tenant under the Lease, including any indemnities or other obligations of Tenant
that survive the expirationorearlierterminationofthe Lease (all of the obligations described in
clauses (i) and (ii), are collectively referred to herein as the "Obligations").

2.2 Guarantor agrees with Landlord that (1) any action, suit or proceeding of

any kind or nature whatsoever (an "Action") cornm-d by Landlord against Tenant, Guarantor

or any Other Guarantor of the Lease ("Other Guarantor") to enforce the Obligations shall not
prejudice in any way Landlord's rights to enforce the Obligations in any subsequent Action
against Tenant, Guarantor or any Other Guarantor, (ii) Landlord may, at its option, join

Guarantor in any Action against Tenant or any Other Guarantor or seek recover against

Guarantor without Landlord first asserting, prosecuting, or exhausting any remedy or claim
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against Tenant or any Other Guarantor and (iii) Guarantor will be conclusively bound by a

judgment entered in any Action in favor of Landlord against Tenant whether or not Guarantor is

entered as a party or participates in such Action.

2.3 If Landlord proposes to grant a mortgage on, or refinance any mortgage

encumbering the Premises or any portion thereof, Guarantor shall cooperate in the process, and

shall permit Landlord and the proposed mortgagee to meet with Guarantor or, if applicable,
officers of Guarantor and to discuss Guarantor's business and finances. On request of Landlord,
Guarantor agrees to provide any such prospective mortgagee the information to which Landlord

- is entitled hereunder, provided that if any such information is not publicly available, such

nonpublic information shall be made available on a confidential basis. Guarantor agrees to

execute, acknowledge and deliver documents requested by the prospective mortgagee (such as a

consent to the financing, without encumbering Guarantor's or Tenant's assets, a consent to a
collateral assignment of the Lease and of this Guaranty, estoppel certificate, and a subordination,
non-disturbance and attornment agreement), customary for tenants and their guarantors to sign in

connection with mortgage loans to landlords, so long as such documents are in form then

customary among institutional lenders (provided the same do not materially and adversely
change Tenant's rights or obligations under the Lease or materially and adversely change

Guarantor's rights and obligations under this Guaranty).

3. GUARANTOR$8 OBLIGATIONS UNCONDITIONAL.

3.1 This Guaranty is an absolute and unconditional guaranty of payment and

of performance, and not of collection, and shall be enforceable against Guarantor without the

necessity of the commencement by Landlord of any Action against Tenant, and without the

necessity of any notice of nonpayment, nonperformance or nonobservance, or any notice of

üüüõptance Of this Guaranty, or of any other notice or demand to which Guarantor might

otherwise be entitled, all of which Guarantor hereby expressly waives in advance. The

obligations of Guarantor hereunder are independent of, and may exceed, the obligations of

Tenant.

3.2 This Guaranty shall apply notwithstanding any extension or renewal of the

Lease, or any holdover following the expiration or termination of the Lease Term or any renewal

or extension of the Lease Term.

3.3 This Guaranty is a continuing guarantee and will remain in full force and

effect notwitheanang, and the liability of Guarantor hereunder shall be absolute and
unconditional irrespective of any or all of the following: (1) any renewals, extensions,
modifications, alterations or amendments of the Lease (regardless of whether Guarantor

consented to or had notice of same); (ii) any releases or discharges of Tenant or any Other

Guarantor other than the full release and complete discharge of all of the Obligations;

(iii) Landlord's failure or delay to assert any claim or demand or to enforce any of its rights

against Tenant or any Other Guarantor ; (iv) any extension of time that may be granted by
Landlord to Tenant or any Other Guarantor; (v) any assigñraest or transfer of all of any part of
Tenant's interest under the Lease (whether by Tenant, by operation of law, or otherwise);

(vi) any subletting, concession, franchising, licensing or permitting of the Premises or any
portion thereof; (vii) any changed or different use of the Premises (or any portion thereof);

2
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(viii) any other dealings or matters occurring between Landlord and Tenant or any Other

Guarantor; (ix) the taking by Landlord of any additional guarantees, or the receipt by Landlord of

any collateral, from Tenant, any Other Guarantor or any other persons or entities; (x) the release

by Landlord of any Other Guarantor; (xi) Landlord's release of any security provided under the
Lease or any other guaranty; (xii) Landlord's failure to perfect any landlord's lien or other lien or

security interest available under applicable Legal Requirements; (xiii) any assumption by any
person of any or all of Tenant's obligations under the Lease or any Other Guarantor's obligations
under any other guaranty, or Tenant's assignment of any or all of its rights and interests under

the Lease, (xiv) the power or authority or lack thereof of Tenant to execute, acknowledge or
deliver the Lease; (xv) the existence, non-existence or lapse at any time of Tenant as a legal

entity or the existence, non-existence or termination of any corporate, ownership, business or
other relationship between Tenant and Guarantor; (xvi) any sale or assignment by Landlord of

any or all of this Guaranty, any other guaranty and the Lease (including any direct or collateral
assignment by Landlord to any mortgagee); (xvii) the solvency or lack of solvency of Tenant or

any Other Guarantor at any time or from time to time; or (xviii) any other cause, whether similar

or dissimilar to any of the foregoing, that might constitute a legal or equitable discharge of
Guarantor (whether or not Guarantor shall have knowledge or notice thereof) other than payment
and performance in full of the Obligations; (xix) the release or discharge of Tenant in any state

or federal creditors'
proceedings, receivership, bankruptcy or other proceeding; (xx) the

impairment, limitation or modification of the liability of Tenant or the estate of Tenant in

bankruptcy, or of any remedy for the enforcernent of Tenant's liability under the Lease, resulting
from the operation of any present or future provision of the United States Bankruptcy Code (11

U.S.C. § 101 et seq., as amended), or from other statute, or from the order of any court; (xxi) the

rejection, disaffirmance or other termination of the Lease in any such proceeding; (xxii) the

assertion or the failure to assert by Landlord against Tenant, of any of the rights or remedies

reserved to Landlord pursuant to the provisions of the Lease; or (xxiii) if at any time the payment
of any amount due under the Lease or this Guaranty is rescinded or must otherwise be returned

by Landlord for any reason, in such event, Guarantor shall pay to Landlord an amount equal to

any such payment that has been rescinded or returned. This Guaranty shall continue to be
effective if at any time the payment of any amount due under the Lease or this Guaranty is

rescinded or must otherwise be returned by Landlord for any reason Without in any way limiting
the generality of the foregoing, Guarantor specifically agrees that (A) if Tenant's obligations
under the Lease are modified or amended with the express written consent of Landlord, this

Guaranty shall extend to such obligations as so amended or modified without notice to,
consideration to, or the consent of, Guarantor, and (B) this Guaranty shall be applicable to any
obligations of Tenant arising in connection with a termination of the Lease, whether voluntary or
otherwise. Guarantor hereby consents, prospectively, to Landlord's taking or entering into any
or all of the foregoing actions or omissions. For purposes of this Guaranty and the obligations
and liabilities of Guarantor hereunder,

"Tenant"
shall be deemed to include any and all

concessionaires, licensees, franchisees, department operators, assignees, subtenants, permittees
or others directly or indirectly operating or conducting a business in or from the Premises or any
portion thereof, as fully as if any of the same were the named Tenant under the Lease.

3.4 Notwithstanding anything to the contrary hereunder, Guarantor shall be
released and discharged from all liability with respect to any obligations of Tenant under the

Lease arising or accruing aner the Commencement Date (the "Guaranty Termination Date");
provided that 60 days prior to the Commencement Date Tenant has delivered to Landlord (i) (a)

3
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Termination Date, Guarantor shall continue to remain personally liable pursuant to the terms of
this Guaranty for (i) all obligations óf Tenant under the Lease which arose or accrued on or prior
to the Ouaranty Termination Date and (ii) any liability of Tenant arising out of a breach of any
warranty or representation of Tenant under Lease, and all documents executed by Tenant in
connection themwith, (iii) and any liability of Guarantor arising out of a breach of any warranty
of representation hereunder.

4. WAIVERS OF GUARANTOR.

4.1 Without limitation of the foregoing, Ouarantor waives (i) notice of
acceptance of this Guaranty, protest, demand and dishonor, presentment, and demands of any
kind now or hereafter provided for by any statute or rule of law, (ii) notice of any actions taken

by Landlord or Tenant under the Lease or any other agreement or instrument relating thereto,

(iii) notice of any and all defaults by Tenant in the payment of Minimum Rent and Additional
Rent or other rent, charges or amounts, or of any other defaults by Tenant under the Lease,

(iv) all other notices, demands and protests, and all othet formalities of every kind in comection
with the enforcement of the Obligations, omission of or delay in which, but for the provisions óf
this Section 4, might constitute grounds for relieving Ouarantor of its obligations hereunder,

(v) any requimment that Landlord protect, secure, perfect, insure or proceed against any security
interest or lien, or any property subject thereto, or exhaust any right or take any action against

Tenant, any Other Guarantor or any other person or entity (including any additional guarantor or

Ouarantor) or against any collateral, and (vl) the benefit of any statute of limitations affecting
Guarantor's liability under this Ouaranty.

42 GUARANTOR HEREBY WAIVES TRIAL BY JURY IN ANY

ACTION, PROCEEDING OR COUNTERCLAlM BROUGHT BY ANY PERSON OR
ENTITY WITH RESPECT TO ANY MATTER WHATSOEVER ARISING OUT OF OR IN
ANY WAY CONNECTED WITH: THIS GUARANTY; THE LEASE; ANY LIABILITY OR
OBLIOATION OF TENANT IN ANY MANNER RELATED TO THE PREM[SES OR ANY
PORTION THEREOP; ANY CLAIM OF INJURY OR DAMAGE IN ANY WAY RELATED
TO THE LEASE AND/OR THE PRBMISES(OR ANY PORTION THEREOF); ANY ACT OR
OMISSION OF TENANT, ITS AGENTS, EMPLOYBES, CONTRACTORS, SUPPLIERS,

SERVANTS, CUSTOMERS, CONCESSIONAIRES, FRANCHISEES, PERMITTBES OR

LICENSEES; OR ANY ASPECT OF THE USE OR OCCUPANCY OF, OR THE CONDUCT
OF BUSINESS IN, ON OR FROM THE PREMISES (OR ANY PORTION THEREOF).

4
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GUARANTOR SHALL NOT INTERPOSE ANY COUNTERCLAIM OR COUNTERCLAIMS

OR CLAIMS FOR SET-0FF, RECOUPMENT OR DEDUCTION OF RENT IN ANY ACTION

BROUGHT BY LANDLORD AGAINST GUARANTOR UNDER THIS GUARANTY.

GUARANTOR SHALL NOT BE ENTITLED TO MAKE, AND HEREBY WAIVES, ANY
AND ALL DEFENSES AGAINST ANY CLAIM ASSERTED BY LANDLORD OR IN ANY
SUIT OR ACTION INSTITUTED BY LANDLORD TO ENFORCE THIS GUARANTY OR
THE LEASE. IN ADDITION, GUARANTOR HEREBY WAIVES, BOTH WITH RESPECT

TO THE LEASE AND WITH RESPECT TO THIS GUARANTY, ANY AND ALL RIGHTS

WHICH ARE WAIVED BY TENANT UNDER THE LEASE, IN THE SAME MANNER AS

IF ALL SUCH WAiVERS WERE FULLY RESTATED HEREIN. THE LIABILITY OF

GUARANTOR UNDER THIS GUARANTY IS PRIMARY AND UNCONDITIONAL.

4.3 Guarantor expressly waives any and all rights to defenses arising by
reason of (i) any

"one-action" or "anti-deficiency" law or any other law that may prevent

Landlord from bringing any action, including a claim for deficiency, against Guarantor before or
- after Landlord's commencement or completion of any action against Tenant or any Other

Guarantor; (ii) ANY ELECTION OF REMEDIES BY LANDLORD (INCLUDING ANY
TERMINATION OF THE LEASE) THAT DESTROYS OR OTHERWISE ADVERSELY
AFFECTS GUARANTOR'S SUBROGATION RIGHTS OR GUARANTOR'S RIGHTS TO
PROCEED AGAINST TENANT FOR RE[MBURSEMENT; (iii) any disability, insolvency,

bankruptcy, lack of authority or power, death, insanity, minority, dissolution, or other defense of

Tenant, of any other guarantor (or any other Guarantor), or of any other person or entity, or by
reason of the cessation of Tenant's liability from any cause whatsoever, other than full and final

payment in legal tender and perforreance of the Obligations; (iv) any right to claim discharge of

any or all of the Obligations on the basis of unjustified impairment of any collateral for the

Obligations; (v) any change in the relationship between Guarantor and Tenant or any Other

Guarantor or any termination of such relationship; (vi) any irregularity, defect or unauthorized

action by any or all of Landlord, Tenant, any Other Guarantor or surety, or any of their

respective officers, directors or other agents in executing and delivering any instrument or

agreements relating to the Obligations or in carrying out or attempting to carry out the terms of

any such agreements; (vii) any assignment, endorsement or transfer, in whole or in part, of the

Obligations, whether made with or without notice to or consent of Guarantor; (viii) if the

recovery from Tenant or any other Person (including any Other Guarantor) becomes barred by

any statute of limitations or is otherwise prevented; (ix) the benefits of any and all statutes, laws,
rules or regulations applicable in the State of Illinois which may require the prior or concurrent
joinder of any other party to any action on this Guaranty; (x) any release or other reduction of the

Obligations arising as a result of the expansion, release, substitution, deletion, addition, or

replacement (whether or not in accordance with the terms of the Lease) of the Premises or any
portion thereof; or (xi) any neglect, delay, omis:sion; failure or refusal of Landlord to take or

prosecute any action for the collection or enforcement of any of the Obligations or to foreclose or

take or prosecute any action in connection with any lien or right of security (including perfection

thereof) existing or to exist in connection with, or as security for, any of the Obligations, it being
the intention hereof that Guarantor shall remain liable as a principal on the Obligations

notwithstanding any act, omission or event that might, but for the provisions hereof, otherwise

operate as a legal or equitable discharge of Guarantor. Guarantor hereby waives all defenses of a

surety to which it may be entitled by statute or otherwise.

5
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5. SUBORDINATION: SUBROGATION.

5.1 Guarantor subordinates to and postpones in favor of the Obligations

(i) any present and future debts and obligations of Tenant or any Other Guarantor to Guarantor

(the "Indebtedness"), including: (A) salary, bonuses, and other payments pursuant to any
employment arrangement; (B) fees, reimbursement of expenses and other payments pursuant to

any independent contractor arrangement; (C) principal and interest pursuant to any Indebtedness;

(D) distributions payable to any partners, members or shareholders of Guarantor or Affiliates of

Guarantor; (E) lease payments pursuant to any leasing arrangement; (F) any management fees;
and (G) all rights, liens and security interests of Guarantor, whether now or hereafter arising, in

any assets of the Tenant or any Other Guarantor, and (ii) any liens or security interests securing
payment of the Indebtedriess. Guarantor shall have no right to possession of any assets of Tenant

or any Other Guarantor or to foreclose upon any such asset, whether by judicial action or

otherwise, unless and until the Obligations have been paid and performed in full. Guarantor

agrees that Landlord shall be subrogated to Guarantor with respect to Guarantor's claims against

Tenant or any Other Guarantor and Guarantor's rights, liens and security interest, if any, in any
of Tenant's or any Other Guarantor's assets and proceeds thereof until all of the Obligations

have been paid and performed in full.

5.2 After the occurrence of an Event of Default and until such Event of

Default is cured or after the commencement of any bankruptcy or insolvency proceeding by or

against Tenant and until such proceeding is dismissed, Ouarantor shall not: (i) make any
distributions or other payments to any partners, parent entities, or Affiliates of Guarantor (other

than to Tenant); or (ii) ask for, sue for, demand, take or receive any payment, by setoff or in any
other manner, including the receipt of a negotiable instrument, for all or any part of the

Indebtedness owed by Tenant, or any successor or assign of Tenant, including a receiver, trustee

or debtor in possession (the term "Tenant" shall include any such successor or assign of Tenant)
until the Obligations have been paid in full; however, if Guarantor receives such a payment,
Guarantor shall immediately deliver the payment to Landlord for credit against the then

outstanding balance of the Obligations, whether matured or unmatured. Notwithennding

anything in this Section 5 to the contrary, after an Event of Default has occurred and is

outstanding, Guarantor may make cash contributions to Tenant.

5.3 Guarantor shall not be subrogated, and hereby waives and disclaims any
claim or right against Tenant by way of subrogation or otherwise, to any of the rights of

Landlord under the Lease or otherwise, or in the I'remises (or any portion thereof), which may
arise by any of the provisions of this Guaranty or by reason of the performance by Guarantor of

any of its Obligations hereunder. Guarantor shall look solely to Tenant for any recoupment of

any payments made or costs or expenses incurred by Guarantor pursuant to this Guaranty. If any
amount shall be paid to Guarantor on account of such subrogation rights at any time when all of

the Obligations shall not have been paid and performed in full, Guarantor shall immediately
deliver the payment to Landlord for credit against the then outstanding balance of the

Obligations, whether matured or unmatured.

6. REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIE_S OF GUARANTOR. Guarantor

represents and warrants that:

6
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6.1 This Guaranty is valid and binding upon and enforceable against

Guarantor without the requirement of further action or condition.

6.2 The execution, delivery and performance by Guarantor of this Guaranty
does not and will not (i) contravene any applicable Legal Requirements, the organizational

documents of Guarantor, if applicable, any order, writ, injunction, decree applicable to

Guarantor, or any contractual restriction binding on or affecting Guarantor or any of its
properties or assets, or (ii) result in or require the creation of any lien, security interest or other

charge or encumbrance upon or with respect to any of its properties or assets.

6.3 No approval, consent, exemption, authorization or other action by, or

notice to, or filing with, any governmental authority is necessary or required in connection with
the execution, delivery or performance by, or enforcement againe Guarantor of this Guaranty or

any other instrument or agreement required hereunder.

6.4 There is no action, suit or proceeding pending or threatened against or

otherwise affecting Guarantor before any court or other governmental authority or any arbitrator

that may materially adversely affect Guarantor's ability to perform its obligations under this

Guaranty.

6.5 Tenant is directly or indirectly owned and controlled by Guarantor.

6.6 Guarantor has derived or expects to derive financial and other advantages

and benefits directly or indirectly, from the making of the Lease and the payment and
performance of the Obligations. Guarantor hereby acknowicdges that Landlord will be relying
upon Ouarantor's guarantee, representations, warranties and covenants contained herein.

6.7 All reports, statements (financial or otherwise), certificates and other data

furnished by or on behalf of Guarantor to Landlord in connection with this Guaranty or the Lease

are: true and correct, in all material respects, as of the applicable date or period provided therein;
do not omit to state any material fact or circumstance necessary to make the statements contained

therein not misleading; and fairly represent the financial condition of Guarantor as of the

respective date thereof; and no material adverse change has occurred in the financial condition of

Guarantor since the date of the most recent of such financial statements.

7. NOTICES. Any consents, notices, demands, requests, approvals or other

communications given under this Guaranty shall be in writing and shall be given as provided in

the Lease, as follows or to such other addresses as either Landlord or Guarantor may designate

by notice given to the other in accordance with the previsions of this Section 7:

If to Landlord:

White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC

c/oThe Congress Companies

2 Bourbon Street, Suite 200

Peabody, Ma 01960

Attn: William Nicholson

7
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With a copy to:

Posternak Blankstein & Lund LLP

Prudential Tower

800 Boylston Street

Boston, MA 02199

Attn: Gerald J. Billow, Esq.

And

Abrams Fensterman

1111 Marcus Avenue

Lake Success, New York 11042

Attn: Howard Fensterman, Esq.

Attn: Greg Stoller, Esq.

If to Guarantor:

HBL SNF, LLC

537 Routes 22

Purdys, New York 10578

Attn: Mark Neuman

With a copy to:

Michelman & Robinson

800 Third Avenue

New York, New York

Attn: Mark Zafrin, Esq.

8. CONSENT TO JURISDICTION. Guarantor hereby (a) consents and submits to

the jurisdiction of the courts of the State of New York and the federal courts sitting in the State

of New York with respect to any dispute arising, directly or indirectly, out of this Guaranty,

(b) waives any objections which the undersigned may have to the laying of venue in any such

suit, action or proceeding in either such court, (c) agrees to join Landlord in any petition for
removal to either such court, and (d) irrevocably designates and appoints Tenant as its authorized
agent to accept and acknowledge on its behalf service of process with respect to any disputes

arising, directly or indirectly, out of this Guaranty. The undersigned hereby acknowledges and

agrees that Landlord may obtain personal jurisdiction and perfect service of process through

Tenant as the undersigned agent, or by any other means now or hereafter permitted by applicable

law. Nothing above shall limit Landlord's choice of forum for purposes of enforcing this

Guaranty.

9. CERTAIN ADDITIONAL COVENANTS.

8
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9.1 Financial Deliveries. Guarantor shall deliver the following information

to Landlord:

9.1.1 As soon as available, and in any event within 120 days after the
close of each calendar year, in hard copy and electronic format, in form satisfactory to Landlord,
and presented on a consolidated as well as a property-by-property basis, complete financial

statements prepared for such year with respect to Guarantor including a balance sheet as of the

end of such year, together with related statements of operations, cash flows and changes in

equity for such calendar year, prepared in accordance with GAAP applied on a corisistent basis.

Upon the delivery of any financial information by or on behalf of Guarantor

pursuant to this Section 9 from time to time during the Lease Term, Guarantor shall be deemed

(unless Guarantor specifically states otherwise in writing) to automatically represent and warrant

to Landlord that the financial information delivered to Landlord is true, accurate and complete,
presents fairly the results of operations of Guarantor for the respective periods covered thereby,
reflects accurately the books and records of account of Guarantor as of such dates and for such

periods, and that there has been no adverse change in the financial condition of Guarantor since

the date of the then applicable financial information.

9.2 Assignment; Sale of Assets; Change in Control. Without the prior

consent of Landlord, which consent may be withheld or granted in Landlord's sole discretion,
Guarantor shall not assign (whether directly or indirectly), in whole or in part, this Guaranty or

any obligation hereunder or, through one or more step transactions or tiered transactions, do, or

permit to be done, any activity, transaction or Transfer prohibited under Section 10.1 of the

Lease.

9.3 Payment Method; Default Interest. Guarantor shall make any payments

due hereunder in immediately available funds by wire transfer to Landlord's bank account as

notified by Landlord, unless Landlord agrees to another method of payment of immediately
available funds. If Guarantor does not pay an amount due hereunder on its due date, Guarantor

shall pay, on demand, interest at 18% annually on the amount due for a period ending on the full

payment of such amount3 including the day of repayment, whether before or after any judgment

or award, to the extent permitted under applicable law.

10. MISCELLANEOUS.

10.1 Guarantor further agrees that Landlord may, without notice, assign this

Guaranty in whole or in part. If Landlord disposes of its interest in the Lease,
"Landlord,"

as

used in this Guaranty, shall mean Landlord's successors and assigns.

10.2 Guarantor promises to pay all costs of collection or enforcement incurred

by Landlord in exercising any remedies provided for in the Lease or this Guaranty whether at

law or in equity. If any legal action or proceeding is commenced to interpret or enforce the
- terms of, or obligations arising out of, this Guaranty, or to recover damages for the breach

thereof, the party prevailing in any such action or proceedings shall be entitled to recover from

the non-prevailing party all attorneys' fees and reasonable costs and expenses incurred by the

prevailing party. As used herein,
"attorneys' fees"

shall mean the fees and expenses of counsel

9
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to the parties hereto, which may include printing, photocopying, duplicating and other expenses,
air freight charges, and fees billed for law clerks, paralegals, librarians and others not admitted to

the bar but performing services under the supervision of an attorney. The term "attorneys' fees"

shall also include all such fees and expenses incurred with respect to appeals, arbitrations and

bankruptcy proceedings.

10.3 Guarantor shall, from time to time within 10 days after receipt of

Landlord's request, execute, acknowledge and deliver to Landlord a statement certifying that this

Guaranty is unmodified and in full force and effect (or if there have been modifications, that the
same is in full force and effect as modified and stating such modifications), and setting forth
such other information as Landlord may reasonably request. Such certificate may be relied upon

by any prospective purchaser, lessor or lender of all or a portion of the Premises (or any portion
thereof).

10.4 If any portion of this Guaranty shall be deemed invalid, unenforceable or

illegal for any reason, such invalidity, unenforceability or illegality shall not affect the balance of
this Güâranty, which shall remain in full force and effect to the maximum permitted extent.

10.5 The provisions, covenants and guaranties of this Guaranty shall be binding
upon Guarantor and its heirs, successors, legal representatives and assigns, and shall inure to the
benefit of Landlord and its successors and assigns, and shall not be deemed waived or modified
unless such waiver or modification is specifically set forth in writing, executed by Landlord or its
successors and assigns, and delivered to Guarantor.

10.6 Whenever the words "include", "includes", or "including" are used in this

Guaranty, they shall be deemed to be followed by the words "without limitation", and, whenever
the circurnstances or the context requires, the singular shall be construed as the plural, the

masculine shall be construed as the feminine and/or the neuter and vice versa. This Guaranty
shall be interpreted and enforced without the aid of any canon, custom or rule of law requiring or

suggesting construction against the party drafting or causing the drafting of the provision in
question.

10.7 Each of the rights and remedies herein provided are cumulative and not
exclusive of any rights or remedies provided by law or in the Lease or this Guaranty.

10.8 The provisions of this Guaranty shall be governed by and interpreted

solely in accordance with the internal laws of the State of New York, without giving effect to the
principles of conflicts of law.

10.9 The execution of this Guaranty after the execution of the Lease shall not
invalidate this Guaranty or lessen the Obligations of Guarantor hereunder.

10.10 This Guaranty may be executed in multiple counterparts, each of which
shall be an original, but all of which shall constitute but one instrument. The signature page of

any counterpart may be detached therefrom and reattached to any other cmmterpart to physically
form a single document.

10
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10.11 The Recitals set forth above are hereby incorporated by this reference and
made a part of this Ouaranty. Guarantor hereby represents and wañúnis that the Recitals ar.e true
and correct.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Ouarantor has 6xecuted this Guaranty under seal as of the day
and year first above written.

GU OR:

Mark Neuman

11
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Exhibit 4 to

Verified Complaint
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HBL-SNF, LLC
1280 Albany Post Road

Croton-on-Hudson, NY 10520

November 20, 2019

White Plains Healthcare Properties, I, LL

West Peabody Executive Center

2 Bourbon Street

Peabody, MA 01960

Attn: William Nicholson

Re: Letter of Intent

Premises: 116-120 Church Street

White Plains, New York

Dear Mr. Nicholson

This Letter of Intent ("LOI") outlines our proposal for White Plains Health Care Properties,

I, LLC (the "Contributor") to transfer the premises known as 116-120 Church Street, White Plains

New York (the "Premises") to a Delaware Statutory Trust where we would jointly hold the

beneficial interests in the Trust on the terms and conditions set forth below. The Building a skilled

nursing home facility consisting of one hundred sixty (160) beds (the "Facility") had been

constructed pursuant to a Development Agreement dated November 19th, 2015 and for which we

had simultaneously entered into that certain operating lease by and between you as Landlord and

us as Tenant/Operator, (the "Lease").

1) Basic Transaction: (the "Transaction"): Contributor shall contribute premises 116-120

Church Street White Plains, New York to a newly formed Delaware Statutory Trust (the

"Trust") formed by the parties. This transaction shall be memorialized by a contribution

agreement in substantially the form annexed hereto as Exhibit A. The Contribution shall be

governed by IRC Sec. 721. The agreed upon cost and fair market basis shall be

$67,345,348.00

a) Lizer Jozefovic and Mark Neuman will acquire from the Trust by a Purchase Agreement

77.50 Percent of the Beneficial Iñterests in the Trust and redemption of a portion of the B
Beneficiaries'

interest for a purchase price of $52,200,000.00 paid as follows;

i) By a down payment (the "Down Payment") not to be held in escrow, but to be made

upon the execution and delivery of this LOI of $2,200,000.00 by wire transfer to the

account of White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC according to the wire

instructions annexed hereto.

ii) By the Trust obtaining a new first mortgage of $51,000,000.00 to pay the balance of

the Purchase Price and cover closing costs to be used as follows;

NY\243882.1
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(1) To pay the first Mortgage held by Security Benefit Life Insurance in the

approximate amount of $39,226,253 plus accrued interest and fees.

(2) To pay the loan encumbering the membership interests of the Contributors by
Bradford Allen in the approximate amount of $9,770,963 plus accrued interest and

fees;

(3) By the Trust making a non-refundable down payment of $2,200,000.00

(4) To pay the costs of the financing.

b) Lizer Jozefovic and Mark Neuman shall be the A Beneficiaries of the trust holding a

77.50% Beneficial interest, and the present members of the Contributor or their designees

shall be the B Beneficiary with a 22.5% equity position.

c) The A Beneficiaries shall be the personal guarantors of the new financing in the amount

of Fifty-One Million ($51,000,000.00) Dollars. The Transaction is to close thirty (30)
days after Buyer has received approval for the Financing set forth in paragraph 1)a) ii)).

The Contribution Agreement shall call for a purchase price equal to Transferors cash

basis in the property and shall not result in a taxable event for Contributor;

d) The Financing shall be an obligation of the Trust secured by a first mortgage loan on the

Facility and the Premises.

e) Lizer Jozefovic and Mark Neuman shall act as the Personal Guarantors and shall be

obligated if necessary, to secure additional personal guarantors to ensure that none of the

B beneficiaries shall have any obligation to guarantee the Financing. Any additional

guarantors on the Financing shall also execute and deliver a personal guaranty of

Tenant's obligations to Landlord on the Lease. All guaranties on the Lease shall be full

unlimited personal guarantees.

f) The Financing shall bear interest at a constant rate of no more than 7% per annum with

Principal and Interest paid on an amortization schedule of 35 years and shall be subject to

the reasonable approval of the Contributor, which consent shall not be unreasonably
withheld or delivered without cost to the Tenant Borrower.

g) Formal Contracts: The Parties intend that additional agreements including the

Contribution Agreement, Redemption Agreement and Trust Agreement (the Formal

Contracts") shall be complete as of November 22nd, 2019, and absent execution of

Formal Contracts this LOI shall govern provided the Down Payment is received in good

funds by Contributor upon execution of this LOI, and in no event latter than the end of

business November 22, 2019. In the event Tenant defaults in the payment of rent on the

Lease and such default continues for five (5) days, Contributor shall have the right to

terminate this LOI and all Formal Contracts.

h) Closing: The Closing of the Transaction ("Closing") will occur at the offices of the First

Mortgagee Bank's counsel or such other location within the State of New York as may
be agreed upon by the Parties thirty (30) days after receipt by the Trust of approval for

2
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the Financing but no later than April 1st, 2020. If the Tenant has a commitment letter on

April 1st, 2020 that is in the process of closing or if the closing is delayed by a title issue,
the closing date shall be automatically extended for another Ninety-Days. If the closing
does not occur by such date, time being of the essence, this LOI and the Formal Contracts

shall be terminated and no party shall have any rights with respect thereto. The parties

shall remain as Landlord and Tenant pursuant to the existing Lease until such time as the

Transaction closes. The Lease may be amended as provided herein but only if and when

such amendments are approved by Contributor's existing Lender.

2) Structure of the Trust: The Contributor and Tenant have agreed to create a Trust as a

"statutory
trust"

in accordance with Chapter 38 of Title 12 of the Delaware Code, 12 Del. C.

3801 and enter into a Trust Agreement which shall constitute the "governing
instrument"

of

the Trust. Each party will become a Beneficiary and will transfer certain sums of money and/or

property to the Trust in exchange for a beneficial interest in the Trust as set forth above;

a) The Trust shall be a special purpose entity which is being formed solely for the purpose of

acquiring the Trust Property from the Contributor and maintaining, improving, building

upon, and leasing the Trust Property for use as a skilled nursing facility and all and such

other activities incident or appropriate to the preceding

b) Simultaneously upon the closing of the transaction, the existing lease shall be modified

only as set forth herein.

c) The trust shall be permitted to have only the following liens on the Trust Property and no

other:

i) A Mortgage in the amount of Fifty-One Million ($51,000,000.00) Dollars (the "First

Mortgage") the terms of which shall be acceptable to the Department of Health and the

Contributor.

ii) The Trust will designate Howard Fensterman and William Nicholson as the

Administrative Trustees of the B interests.

(1) The Trust Agreemcñt shall provide that Howard Fensterman and William

Nicholson as the B beneficiaries Administrative Trustees shall have the sole

authority to all issues governing administering and enforcing the terms of the Lease

including the collection and distribution of rent.

(2) Lizer Jozefovic shall be responsible as the overall Administrative Trustee for all

other matters concerning the building including but not limited to repairs,

maintenance, and operation of the building. Any Trustee may be removed for

cause including misconduct, bad faith, fraud or gross negligence.

(3) Except as otherwise provided in a Trust Agreement to be executed and

notwithstanding any provision of the Act that otherwise so empowers the Trust,
neither the Beneficiaries nor any Trustees nor any other Person shall be authorized

or empowered, nor shall they permit the Trust, to take any of the following actions

3
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without the prior unanimous written consent of all of the Beneficiaries:

(a) Make any arrangements to reduce, modify, or forebear on the payment of rent

by the Tenant.

(b) Guarantee any obligation of any Person, including any Affiliate;

(c) engage, directly or indirectly, in any business other than the actions required or

permitted to be performed hereunder;

(d) incur, create or assume any indebtedness;

(e) make or permit to remain outstanding any loan or advance to, or own or acquire

any stock or securities of, any Person;

(f) To the fullest extent permitted by law, engage in any dissolution, liquidation,

consolidation, merger, asset sale or transfer of their Interests subject to

obtaining any approvals required under this Trust Agreement other than a sale

of the interests to qualified purchasers under a syndicated offering of the B
interests. The cost of such syndication shall not be charged to the B

Beneficiaries and all monies derived therefrom and due hereunder shall be net

of the costs of the syndication.

(g) allow any business to be conducted on the Property other than the operation of

a skilled nursing facility and ancillary uses;

(h) own any other property or engage in any business other than owning and leasing
the Trust Property for use as a skilled nursing facility;

(i) take any action to consolidate or merge the Trust with or into any Person;

(j) sell all or any portion of or any interest in the Trust Property;

(k) grant an option to lease all or any portion of the Trust Property for a term (with

all extension periods) ending on or after the 45th Anniversary Date;

(1) amend, terminate or waive any material provisions of any lease for all or any
portion of the Trust Property;

(m)enter into any agreement with any Person giving any Person any rights with

respect to the Trust Property that extend beyond the 45th Anniversary Date or

which are not terminable without penalty on less than 90
days'

notice;

(n) encumber the Trust Property with any mortgages or another lien, easement,
covenant or restriction other than the First Mortgage, or a HUD Mortgage to

refinance the debt contemplated by this Agreement, at such time as HUD
regulations shall allow;

(o) modify the Trust Agreemcñt or the Trust's certificate of trust in any manner,
issue additional Interests in the Trust to any Person, or modify the rights and

privileges of the Interest owners;

(p) institute proceedings to have the Trust be adjudicated bankrupt or insolvent, or

consent to the institution of bankruptcy or insolvency proceedings against the

Trust or file a petition seeking, or consent to, reorganization or relief with

respect to the Trust under any applicable federal or state law relating to

bankruptcy, or consent to the appointment of a receiver, liquidator, assignee,

trustee, sequestrate (or other similar official) of the Trust or a substantial part

of its property;

(q) make any assignment for the benefit of creditors of the Trust;
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(r) admit in writing the Trust's inability to pay its debts generally as they become

due;

(s) take action in furtherance of any of the foregoing actions; or dissolve or

liquidate the Trust.

iii) The 22.5% of the Trust Owned by the B Beneficiaries interest shall be subject to a

Redemption Agreement where the B interests shall be sold to the A interests or their

designees, assigns or transferees, over five years for a total price of $19,800,000.00 in

four tranches tranches each representing interests of 5.625% each

(1) Tranche one on or before August 1, 2020 in the amount of $3,786,250.00

(2) Tranche two on or before August 1, 2021 in the amount of $3,786,250.00

(3) Tranche three on or before August 1, 2022 in the amount of $3,786,250.00

(4) Final Tranche by August 1, 2023 in the amount of $8,441,250

iv) Any purchase of the membership interests shall be a purchase of Beneficial Interests

from the B Beneficiaries and shall reduce the Priority Return proportionate to the

payments as a percentage of the total remaining price of $19,800,000, which is the

balance after payment of the non-refundable Down Payment.

v) The A Beneficiaries shall prepare at their sole cost and expense of the A Beneficiaries

a Private Placement Memorandum for the Sale of Membership interests in the Trust by
a Broker Dealer who specializes in sales of marginal interests in Delaware Statutory
Trusts to individuals and other entities who have to designate property as target

property in connection with 1031 Exchanges of Property. The A Beneficiaries shall

have the right to designate a portion of their membership interests as C interests for the

purpose of selling them as part of the same syndication, provided that (1) there is no

change in control of the A Beneficiaries or the Tenant entity.

vi) The B Beneficiaries will be entitled to a priority return ( the "Priority Return") equal

to all available rental and other income over and above the payment of the P&I on the

New First Mortgage which shall in no event be less than $2,000,000 per year (as

adjusted by periodic redemptions) and shall be paid to the B Beneficiaries as a Priority
Return until such time as they have been fully redeemed pursuant to the Redemption

Agreement.

vii)The Trustee shall deposit all rents and other funds collected from the operation of the

Real Estate in the bank designated by the first mortgagee (the "Operating Account")
which shall be subject to both a Deposit Account Control Agreement and Deposit

Account Instruction Agreement. The Trust shall maintain books and records of the

funds from the Real Estate deposited in such account, interest earned thereon, and

withdrawals therefrom. The Trustee shall pay from the Operating Account the

operating expenses of the Real Estate (other than those paid by a tenant of the Real

Estate as set forth in its lease) and any other payments relative to the Real Estate as

required by this the Trust Agreement.
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viii) The Trustee shall be responsible for receiving all cash from the Tenant and placing
such cash into one or more accounts as required under the distribution and investment

obligations of the Trust Agreement. The Trustees shall furnish quarterly and annual

reports to each of the Beneficiaries as to the amounts of rent received from the Tenant,

the expenses incurred by the Trust with respect to the Real Estate (if any), the amount

of any Reserves and the amount of the distributions made by the Trust to the

Beneficiaries.

ix) To the extent permitted by the Internal Revenue Code depreciation, which shall be

calculated on a straight-line depreciation method shall be allocated as follows: a) first

to the B Beneficiary to the extent necessary to shelter the Priority return from taxes and

b) second to the beneficiaries, pro rata, in accordance with the ownership interests.

3) Condition of Property and Title: Contributor shall give, and the Trust and the Trust shall

accept, a good and marketable title which any National Title Insurance Company (the "Title

Company"), will approve and insure at standard rates, free and clear of all liens,

hypothecations, mortgages, easements, and encumbrances, except for the Permitted

Exceptions.

i) The Premises is being contributed subject to the following exceptions to the title (the

"Permitted Exceptions"):

(1) Zoning and building regulations, restrictions and ordinances now or hereafter

adopted or imposed by any governmental or quasi-governmental body having or

asserting jurisdiction over the Premises or any part thereof;

(2) Future Real Estate taxes, assessments, water charges, sewer rents or other charges

not yet due and payable (subject to apportionment as provided herein) and certified,
confirmed or ratified assessment liens and pending assessments, if any;

(3) The state of facts shown on an updated as built survey prepared originally prepared

and revised to be an as built survey, (the "Survey") and such additional state of

facts which said survey would show or reveal provided such additional state of facts

do not render title unmarketable;

(4) Any state of facts a physical inspection of the Premises would reveal;

(5) Exceptions permitted by the Title Company (as defined herein) (the "Title

Exceptions");

4) All payments made to purchase any portion of the B Beneficiaries 22.5% interest shall also

act to proportionally reduce the amount of Priority Return paid to the B beneficiaries under

the Trust and the proportionate difference shall be paid to the A Beneficiaries or whoever

purchases the B Beneficiaries interests as the case may be.,

a) Distributions: Provided that all required payments set forth herein have been made by the

Tenant, During the interim period prior to the purchase of the premises Tenant may pay
Management Fees so long as (i) the amount of such Mâñagemcñt Fees paid in any

twelve-

month period shall not exceed five perceñt (5%) of Tenants' gross revenues for such period
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and (ii) there shall not then exist, and/or the paying of such Management Fees shall not

cause there to exist, a Default or Event of Default under the Lease the first mortgage on the

property or the Tenant's Working Capital Loans, (iii) the Initial Payment, the payment of

Rent, and all other payments set forth herein have been made by the Buyer/Tenant.. Upon

the occurrence of an Event of Default, Tenant shall not pay Management Fees. The Tenant

will make no distributions to its shareholders, officers, affiliates, or any related party unless

the Down Payment, the payment of Rent is current, and.

5) Confidentiality and Disclosure· Tenant and Contributor shall each maintain the

confidentiality of all confidential and non-public information supplied by the other. If this

Transaction is not consummated, each party shall return all documents obtained to the other.

Except as required by law, without the prior written consent of the other party, neither Tenant

nor Contributor will make, and each will direct its representatives not to make, directly or

indirectly, any public comment, statement, or communication with respect to, or otherwise

disclose or to permit the disclosure of the existence of discussions regarding, a possible

transaction between the parties or any of the terms, conditions, or other aspects of the

transaction proposed in this Letter of Intent. If a party is required by law to make any such

disclosure, the parties shall consult with each other and seek to agree upon appropriate

language for such disclosure. The Tenant acknowledges that Contributor will be unable to

furnish any patient health information unless such disclosure complies specifically and

completely with all terms, conditions, regulations, and guidelines in HIPAA.

6) Interim Operation: Subject to the approval in writing of Contributor's existing Lender, the

parties will enter into an amendment of the Lease as follows to allow for the operation of the

facility before the closing.

a) Commencemcñt Date:The Commencement Date according to the Lease shall be

September 30, 2019.

b) Rent: An initial rent payment of $509,000.00 has been paid receipt of which is on account

toward the rental period from September 30, 2019 to October 31, 2019 (the "October 2019

Rent") leaving a balance of $13,735 for October 2019 Rent. November 1, 2019, to

November 30, 2019 (the "November 2019 Rent") shall be postponed until November 18,
2019 and shall be paid by Tenant on that date. The next rental payment shall be the

December monthly rent amount outlined in the Lease - $506,097 which shall be paid on

December 5, 2019. Also, the Tenant will reimburse the Landlord for their municipal

maintenance escrow and utility deposits of $5,500 and $60,356, respectively. Such

reimbursement payment shall be made on or before December 5th, 2019. Upon receipt of

the $60,356 for the utility deposits from the Tenant, Landlord will direct any refund from

the Utility ceñipañies to the Tenant, or otherwise pay such refund over to the Tenant

forthwith provided Landlord has previously received those funds from the Tenant.

i) The following amounts are in dispute, and neither party will be obligated to waive their

rights and positions by the signing of this agreement. The landlord has demanded the

following sums due to their Lender.
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(1) Late and Default Interest costs of $201,997.34 for September 2019 and October

2019,

(2) $19,000 of Late Fees for November 2019,

(3) $5,061 per day for Default Interest premium during November 2019,

11) The A Beneficiaries and the B Beneficiaries shall jointly negotiate with the

Contributor's current Lenders to effectuate the best possible settlement of these late

costs ( the "Late Costs"). The amounts if any remaining after such joint negotiation will

be paid by the 77.5% by the Buyer and 22.5% by the Contributor (provided the Initial

Payment, the payment of Rent and all other payments set forth herein are made timely)
from Financing proceeds. If not availabic from the Financing proceeds the Tenant shall

pay all Late Costs. .

c) Security Deposit/ Guaranty: Section 7,1(a)(i) the Lease shall be amended to provide that

Tenant shall enter into a Deposit Account Control Agreement with Metropolitan National

Bank which can only be revoked with the consent of both parties, which shall provide that

each month, the Tenant's Lender shall draw on the loan amount first to pay rent to the

Landlord, notwithstanding the adequacy of any accounts receivable borrowing base

calculations. This Document shall be part of the Closing Documents on the Tenant's first

initial Term Loan and shall be delivered in full effect by December 1, 2019.

d) Section 7.1(a)(ii) of the Lease shall be amended to provide that the obligation for the

Security Deposit shall initially be reduced to 2,000,000 dollars.

i) The sum shall be paid by Tenant as follows: (a) Provided that the Contributor has

obtained a permanent Certificate of Occupancy the Tenant shall draw the initial

$1,000,00.00 from its credit line on or no later than December 1, 2019. (b) Landlord

shall obtain a release of the lien of its Lender on the FF&E, upon delivery of free and

clear title to the FF&E the Tenant will enter into a reverse lease and obtain at least

$1,000,000.00 which shall be paid on account of the Security Deposit no later than

April 1, 2020.

ii) Also, Tenant shall pay the sum of $40,000 per month commencing January 1, 2020

to be treated as additional rent until there is a total $3,700,000 posted as Security
Deposit under 7.1(a)(i).

e) Section 7.1(a)(iii) of the Lease shall be amended to provide that instead of delivering the

sum of $1,600,000 in cash, the arties shall enter into a blocked account agreement wherein

and whereby account numbe n JP Morgan Chase Bank NA prohibiting any
liquidation of that account until the Second Payment is paid. Such account shall be not be

posted as collateral security to Landlord's Lender provided the Initial Payment has been

made in full, and all payments of Rent are current and the Tenant is not otherwise in

Default, except that the Landlord shall have a security interest in such account under a

DAISA, which allows the Landlord to demand the liquidation of such account to pay any
defaults under the lease.
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f) Working Capital: Section 7.7 of the Lease shall be amended to suspend the requirement

for providing the working capital account. The Tenant shall be obtaining a single working
capital line for $8,000,000.00 no later than December 1, 2019.

g) Right of First Refusal and Option to Purchase: The Tenant's rights with respect to the right

of first refusal and option to purchase under Sections 3.7 and 3.7 of the Lease will be

suspended pending payment in full of the Security Deposits required by Section 7.1(a)(i),

7.1(a)(ii) and 7.1(a)(iii) of the Lease as amended , the payment of the Initial Payment, the

working capital required by Section 7.7 of the Lease and Tenant being in full compliance

with the Lease.

h) Insurance: Tenant shall obtain property insurance, effective as of September 30, 2019, and

(2) provide the property insurance, and all other insurances required by the Lease by
November 19, 2019, effective retroactively back to September 30, 2019.

i) Real Estate Taxes: Real estate taxes shall be prorated as of September 30, 2019 and the

Tenant's portion shall be paid to the Landlord no later than December 1, 2019, plus any
late charges which the City of White Plains may impose.

j) Utilities: Tenant shall pay actual costs of utilities incurred at the property covering the

rental period from September 30, 2019 (pro-rated as the utility company billing periods

may require) forthwith upon presentation of invoices for the same from the Landlord, no

later than December 1, 2019.

k) Punchlist: The punch list and all other developer obligations are deemed complete except

for.

i) The White Plains Outstanding Punchlist November 5, 2019 (the Remaining Punchlist),
the value of which is has been determined by the Architect and agreed herein to be

$3,800.

ii) The Electric Blinds in rooms (the "Suspended Work") the value of which is agreed

herein to be $35,000.

iii) Provided the Initial Payment is made by November 15, 2019 and provided there are no

other Defaults by the Tenant, Landlord shall complete the Remaining Punchlist and the

Suspended Work to the approval of the Architect, within 45 days from the date of the

Contributor's receipt of the Initial Payment. Should Landlord not do so, then the Tenant

may credit the agreed values of any uncompleted Punchlist or Suspended Work from

the February, 2020 Rent payment, and the Landlord's Work under the Lease and

Development Agreement shall be deemed complete.

Security: Tenant shall assume all property security obligations as of November 11, 2019.

Upon the closing of the purchase of the premises by the Trust, the Trust shall take an assignment

of the lease as amended above.
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7) Exclusivity: In consideration of (1) the Initial Payment, (2) the payment of Rent as set forth

herein, and (3) Tenant's efforts in pursuing the Transaction, Contributor agrees that (1) until

the termination of this Letter of Intent, or execution of the Formal Contracts and (2) provided

the payment of the Initial Payment and the payment of Rent as set forth herein is made, and

(3) all other obligations of the Tenant set forth herein,, Contributor will not permit any of its

affiliates to, and will not authorize or permit any officer, director, employee, counsel, agent,

investment banker, accountant, or other representative of any of them, directly or indirectly,

to: (a) initiate contact with any person in an effort to solicit any proposal (other than that

contemplated by this Letter of Intent for the acquisition (directly or indirectly , by sale of stock

or assets, or by merger or consolidation or otherwise) of the operation of the Real Estate, or

any of the Assets, or any other business combination or financing transaction involving such

business (a "Proposal); (b) cooperate with, or furnish or cause to be furnished any non-public

information concerning the operation of the Real Estate, to, any person in connection with any

Proposal; (c) negotiate or enter into discussions with any person with respect to any Proposal;
or (d) enter into any agreements or understanding with the intent to effect a Proposal.

Contributor will immediately give written notice to Tenant of the details of any Proposal of

which Contributor becomes aware. Contributor will, and will cause its officers, directors,

affiliates, agents, and representative to, terminate all discussions regarding a Proposal, other

than those with Tenant and its representatives concerning the Transaction, and represents that

neither it nor any of its officers, directors, affiliates, agents, or representatives have entered

into any executory agreements or accepted any commitments concerning any Proposal other

than the Transaction provided that (1) this LOI or successor Formal Contracts has not

terminated, and (2) the payment of the Initial Payment, the payment of Rent as set forth herein

have all been paid and are current, and (3) all other obligations of the Tenant set forth herein

are not in Default and are current.

8) Waiver of Claims: Except as set forth herein above, the Tenant waives any and all claims

against the Landlord it has or every may have had for the following: (1) any claims by the

Tenant that the Landlord is or ever was required to deliver a mortgage of any particular amount,

terms, amortization or interest rate, for Medicaid rate setting or any other purposes (2) any
claims for Punchlist or uncompleted Work, except for the Remaining Punchlist and the

Suspended Work defined herein above, and the Warranties and Guarantees set forth in the

Lease, (3) any claims related to the Cost Certification, except the Landlord shall complete the

Final Cost Certification in the usual and ordinary course, upon the receipt of the Initial

Payment, the Rent having been brought and remaining current, and all other obligations of the

Tenant are paid as set forth herein above.

9) Expenses: Tenant and Contributor shall each be responsible for their respective accounting,

legal, advisory, and other costs and expenses in connection with the Transaction. Tenant shall

reimburse Contributor for its legal, advisory and other costs and expenses in connection with

the Transaction and the Termination of the Lease. Reimbursement for such legal and

transaction fees shall not to exceed $125,000 and may be made from the proceeds of the

Closing, provided the Closing occurs and the Contributor's existing
1" Mortgage Loan and

Mezzanine Loan are paid off from the proceeds of the Fiñañciñg by March 31, 2020, and (2)
the Initial Payment is made as set forth herein above, and (3) the Tenant is not in default under

this LOI or the successor Formal Contracts. Otherwise the $125,000 cap shall expire and the

Tenant shall pay the Contributor all such costs incurred after September 30, 2019.
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10) Letter of Intent: This LOI represcñts a statement of all of the terms, conditions,

representations, warranties, indemnities, coveilâi1ts, and other provisions that would be

contained in the definitive documentation for the proposed transactions. This LOI shall

constitute a biñdiñg agreement upon payment of the or any of their respective affiliates will

have any legal obligation under this LOI unless and until one or more subsequent definitive

written agreements are mutuaHy executed and delivered by each of Contributor and Buyer. No

past, present, or future action, course of conduct, or failure to act relating to the transactions

referenced in this LOI or relating to the negotiation of the terms of such transactions will give

rise to or serve as the basis for any obligation or other liability on the part of Contributor or

Buyer or any of their respective affiliates.[ These changes should be rejected]

11) Goverñing Law: This Agreemeñt shall be governed by and construed by the internal laws of

the State of New York, Venue shall be in Westchester County without application of its

conflicts of law rules. If you agree with the preceding, please sign and return one copy of this

Letter of Intent.

HBL-SNF, LLC

DocuSlgnedby:

Li É75EeBEic

ACKNOWLEDGED AND AGREED

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC

DocuSignedb :

By.

Name:"WMl Ã. Nicholson

Title: Manager

Accepted and Agreed

DocuSignedby:

brL Faaf ow oo

tWd FðTêksterman
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DELBELLO DONNELLAN WEINGARTEN

WISE&WIEDERKEHR, LLP
Alfred E. Donnehn COUNSELLoRS AT LAW 11S

aed ddw-law.com THE GATEWAY BUILDING STA R
98 0 0

ONE NORTH LEXINGTON AVENUE

WHITE PLAINS, NEW YoRK 10601

(914) 681-0200
FACSIMILE (914) 684-0288

January 7, 2020

BY EMAIL lizerj@watersedgeusa.com

BY FEDERAL EXPRESS

HBL SNF, LLC
1280 Albany Post Road

Croton-on-Hudson, NY 10520

Attn: Lizer Josefovic

NOTICE OF DEFAULT
AND LANDLORD'S ELECTION TO TERMINATE LEASE AND

ACCELERATE ALL RENTS DUE FOR THE BALANCE OF THE LEASE TERM

PREMISES: 116-120 Church Street. White Plains, New York ("the Leased Premises")

Mr. Josefovic:

We are attorneys for your Landlord, White Plains Health Care Properties I, LLC.

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE, that HBL SNF, LLC ("HBL") is in material violation of the

provisions of its November 19, 2015 Lease, for the above referenced premises ("the Lease"), and

the November 20, 2019 Letter of Intent (the "LOI"), the terms of which are in full force and

effect (the "LOI"), and is in DEFAULT thereof, as follows:

1. Lease Section 3.2. and LOI Para 6) d) ii) - Payment of Rent: HBL has failed or refused to

pay the following Rent:

a. Rent due for Sept. 30, 2019 - Dec. 31, 2019, totaling $10,831.79.

b. Additional Rent due for Jan. 01 - 31, 2020, due Jan. 1, 2020, totaling $40,000.00.

2. Lease Section 4.2, and LOI Para 6) b) - Payment of Real Estate Taxes: HBL has failed to pay
the following Real Estate Tax payments:

a. Real Estate Taxes for the period 07/01/19 - 12/31/19, specifically the Tenant's

prorated portion thereof, (exclusive of late fees, costs, peiialties and interest per

municipal regulations and per the Lease), totaling $61,456.39.

b. Real Estate Taxes for the period Jan. 01, 2020 - June 30, 2020 totaling $121,587.12

1569918
0181960-001
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HBL SNF, LLC

Attn: Lizer Josefovic

January 7, 2020

Page 2

3. LOI Para 6) b), and Lease Section 5.2 - Payment of Utility Deposits and Municipal

Maintenance Escrows: HBL has failed to pay the following Utility Deposits and Municipal

Maintenance Escrows:

a. Utility Deposits totaling $60,356.10

b. Municipal Maintenance Escrows totaling $5,500.00

4. Lease Section 4.1, LOI Section 6) D - Utility Charge_s_:_HBL has failed to pay the following

Utility Charges:

a. ConEdison invoice paid by the Landlord to avoid power shutoff, in the amount of

$2,972.84.

5, Lease Article VI, including Section 6.2; LOI Para 6) h)- Deliverv of Insurance Certificates.

a. HBL has failed to deliver certificates of insurance to Landlord in accordance with

Article VI and Section 6.2 of the Lease.

6. Lease Section 7.4 (g) and (j) -
Reporting and other Obligations;

a. HBL has failed or refused to deliver to the Landlord all Medicare, Medicaid and other

provider agreements and reimbursement rate sheets for the Facility.

b. HBL has failed or refused to deliver to the Landlord all Medicare, Medicaid and other

provider updated reimbursement rate sheets for the Facility.

7. Lease Section 7.4 (a) - Reporting and other Obligations:

a. HBL has failed or refused to deliver to the Landlord the required financial reporting
required under the Lease.

8. Lease Section 7.4 (B) (vi)
- Reporting and other Obligations

a. HBL has failed or refused to deliver to the Landlord the required written reports

providing an operational overview of significant events and circüinstances at the

Facility during each prior month of the Term of the Lease.

9. Lease Section 7.1(aXii as amended by LOI Para 6) d) i) - Security Deposit.

a. HBL has failed or refused to deliver to the Landlord by December 1, 2019 the

security deposit of $1,000,000.00, to secure full and timely payment and performance

of Tenant's obligations under the Lease.

10. Lease Section 7.1(a)(iii) as amended by LOI Para 6) e) - Additional Security Deposit.

a. HBL has failed to deliver the blocked account agreement prohibiting any liquidation

of the of $1,600,000.00 held by JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. in the controlled

account number 3379737272.

11. Lease Section 4.1, 3.2 (c) and 9.1 (b)
- Payment of Late Fees and Costs

a. HBL has failed to pay late fees and costs related to the above failures to pay its

obligations under the Lease and the LOI in the timeframes required thereunder, as set
forth in the attached accounting, totaling $23,425.09

1569918
0181960-001
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HBL SNF, LLC
Attn: Lizer Josefovic

January 7, 2020

Page 3

A true and accurate accenting of the amounts due and owing under the Lease and the

LOI is attached herewith.

By reason of the aforementioned material Defaults under the Lease and the LOI, the

Landlord, hereby exercises its right under Section 16.1 of the Lease to terminate the Lease as

well as Tenant's right of possession of the Leased Premises, effective January 13, 2020 at 5.00

PM NYC time.

PLEASE TAKE FURTHER NOTICE, that, in accordance with Section 16.1 of the

Lease, all rent for the balance of the term of the Lease is accelerated, and pasuant to said lease

provision, HBL is obligated to pay the Landlord $84,073,989.91, being the present value of such

accelerated rent, discounted at the rate of 6% per annum.

Landlord reserves all other rights and remedies at law or in equity as against the Tenant,
all guarantors of the Lease, and the holders of any funds allocated or designated for L:ñdlord's

benefit.

Landlord further reserves all rights arising from the Collateral Assignment and Pledge of

Membership Interest and Security Agreement dated August 11, 2017 ("the Pledge"), including
but not limited to all rights to enforce the Pledge through a private or public sale of the assignor's

interest in Waterview Acquisition I, LLC or through a judicial foreclosure of the assignce's

security interest therein.

Very truly you ,

AL RED . ONNELLAN

AUTHORIZED AND APPROVED:

White Plains Health Care Properties I, LLC

Joshua Roccapriore

Authorized Representative

cc: By Email flizerj@watersedgeusa.com) & Federal Express

Lizer Josefovic, Guarantor, Individually
53 Mariner Way
Monsey, NY 10952

1569918
0181960-001

.
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HBL SNF, LLC
Attn: Lizer Josefovic

January 7, 2020

Page 4

By Email (markn@epicmat.com) & Federal Express

Mark Neuman, Guarantor, Individually
22 Lyncrest Drive

Monsey, NY 10952

By Email (mzafrin@mrllp.com) & Federal Express

Michelman & Robinson

800 Third Avenue,
24th FlOOr

New York, NY 10022

Attn: Mark Zafrin, Esq.

By Federal Express

Gerald Neuman, Individually
c/o HBL SNF, LLC
1280 Albany Post Road

Croton-on-Hudson, NY 10520

1569918
0181960-001
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WHITE PLAINS HEALTH CARE PROPERTIES I, LLC
c/o THE CONGRESS COMPANIES

General Contractors, Construction Managers,Property Managers,Development Services
BOSTON:
WestPeabodyExecutiveCenter
2BourbonStreet
Peabody,MA 01960
Phone:978-535-6700
Fax: 978-S35-6701

7-Jan-19

NOTICE OF AMOUNTS AND DELIVERABLES DUE UNDER LEASE & LOI of 11/2O/19

Gentlemen: Pursuant to the Lease and the LOl dated November 20, 2019, the following are due:

AMOUNTS PAYABLE Due Date Amt Due Amounts Paid Amt Past Due

1 Rent January, 2020 (See Note 1 Below) 01/01/20 $ 546,096.50 $ 506,096.50 $ 40,000.00
2 Rent 9/30/19 11/30/19 12/01/19 $ 10.831.79 $ - $_ 10.831.79

SUSTOTAL RENT AND ADDITIONAL RENT: $ 556,928.29 $ 506,096.50 $ 50,831.79

3 RE Taxes 7/1/19-12/31/19, Tenant portion: 09/30/19-12/31/19 12/01/19 $ 61,456.39 $ - $ 61,456.39
4 RE Taxes for the period 1/1/20-6/30/20 12/01/19 $ 121.587.12 $ - $ 121 587.12

SUBTOTAL REAL ESTATE TAXES $ 183,043.51 $ - $ 183,043.51

5 Utility Deposits 12/01/19 $ 60,356.10 $ - $ 60,356.10
6 Municipal Deposits 12/01/19 $ 5,500.00 $ - $ 5,500.00
7 ConEdison Electric Invoice 12/17/19 2,972.84 $ - $ 2 972.84

Subtotal $ 68,828.94 $ - $ 68,828.94

TOTAL RENT, RE TAXES, & OTHER $ 808,800.14 $ 506,096.50 $ 302,704.24

8 Security Deposit 1st payment 12/01/19 $ 1,000,000.00 $ - $ 1.000.000.00

TOTAL AMTS DUE EXCLUDING LATE FEES & COSTS $ 1,808,800.14 $ 506,096.50 $ 1,302,704.24

9 Interest on past due real estate taxes on a per-dlem basis: 12/15/19 $ 3,039.68 $ - $ 3,039.68
10 Late Fees of 5% on Items 1,2,3,5,6,7 12/15/19 $ 9,055.86 $ - $ 9,055.86

11 Interest on items 1,2,3.5 & 6 at the Overdue Rate (Prime+5%) 12/15/19 $ 11,329.55 $ - $ 11,329.55

TOTAL LATE FEES AND COSTS $ 23,425.09 $ - $ 23,425.09

TOTAL AMOUNTS DUE $ 1 832125.83 $ 506,096.50 $ 1,326,129.33

ADDITIONAL NOTICE OF ITEMS DUE: As required per the Lease and LOI, please Movide the fc|jaw|ñgi:

1 Notice is hereby made to that Jan. 2020 & all subsequent Rent shall be due in the

amount of: $546,096.50, calculated as: $506,096.50 rent plus $40,000.00 additional rent 2nd NoSce

2 Notice is hereby made to provide all Medicare and Medicaid provider

Agreements and rates. 2nd Notice

3 Notice is hereby made to provide Annual Budget, Capital Expenditures, Operet!ng

Budget, Annual Financial Reporting, monthly financial reporting Financial

Reporting, Variance Reporting, Unaudited Financial Reports

4 Notice Is hereby made to provide per a written report of significant events at the

facility Including: Coples of all documents, reports. Ilcenses and sit!fsetés

from NY DOH pertaining to the Operations of the Facility 2nd Notice

5 Notice is hereby made to provide: Evidence of Insurance, including all

required coverages under the lease, and all additional Insureds. 2nd Notice
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Marisa Warshaw

From: TrackingUpdates@fedex.com

Sent: Wednesday, January 8, 2020 1:37 PM

To: Marisa Warshaw

Subject: FedEx Shipment 779498448443 Delivered

Your package has been delivered

Tracking # 779498448443

Ship date: Delivery date:

Tue, 1/7/2020 Wed, 1/8/2020 1:34 pm

Marisa Warshaw Mr. Mark Neuman

DelBello Donnellan Weingarten Mr. Mark Neuman

Wise Delivered 22 LYNCREST DR

White Plains, NY 10601 MONSEY, NY 10952

US US

Shipment Facts

Our records indicate that the following package has been delivered.

Tracking number: 779498448443

Status: Delivered: 01/08/2020 1:34

PM Signed for By: Signature

not required

Reference: 0181960-001 MW 1/7/2020

Signed for by: Signature not required

Delivery location: MONSEY, NY

Delivered to: Residence

Service type: FedEx Standard Overnight®

Packaging type: FedEx® Envelope

Number of pieces: 1

Weight: 0.50 lb.

Special handling/Services: Deliver Weekday

Residential Delivery

Standard transit: 1/8/2020 by 8:00 pm

1
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Marisa Warshaw

From: TrackingUpdates@fedex.com

Sent: Wednesday, January 8, 2020 10:37 AM
To: Marisa Warshaw

Subject: FedEx Shipment 779498363223 Delivered

. .

Your package has been delivered

Tracking # 779498363223

Ship date: Delivery date:

Tue, 1/7/2020 Wed, 1/8/2020 10:35

am----------
DelBello Donnellan Weingarten Mr. Lizer Josefovic,

Wise
-~~~~

Guarantor, Ind

White Plains, NY 10601 Mr. Lizer Josefovic, Guarantor,

US Delivered Ind

53 Mariner Way

MONSEY, NY 10952

us

Shipment Facts

Our records indicate that the following package has been delivered.

Tracking number: 779498363223

Status: Delivered: 01/08/2020 10:35

AM Signed for By: Signature

not required

Reference: 0181960-001 MW 1/7/2020

Signed for by: Signature not required

. Delivery locatióñ: Monsey, NY

Delivered to: Residence

Service type: FedEx Standard Overnight®

Packaging type: FedEx® Envelope

Number of pieces: 1

Weight: 0.50 lb.

Special hand:|ñg/Services: Deliver Weekday

Residential Delivery

Standard transit: 1/8/2020 by 8:00 pm

1
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Marisa Warshaw

From: TrackingUpdates‡fedex.com

Sent: Wednesday, January 8, 2020 9:33 AM
To: Marisa Warshaw

Subject: FedEx Shiprñent 779498235404 Delivered

Your package has been delivered

Tracking # 779498235404

Ship date: Delivery date:

Tue, 1/7/2020 Wed, 1/8/2020 9:27 am

Marisa Warshaw Mr. Lizer Josefovic

DelBello Donnellan Weingarten
---~-

HBL SNF, LLC

Wise 1280 ALBANY POST RD

White Plains, NY 10601 Delivered CROTON ON HUDSON, NY

US 10520

US

Shipment Facts

Our records indicate that the following package has been delivered.

Tracking number: 779498235404

Status: Delivered: 01/08/2020 09:27

AM Signed for By: Signature

Release on file

Reference: 0181960-001 MW 1/7/2020

Signed for by: Signature Release on file

Delivery |ücaticñ: CROTON ON HUDSON, NY

Service type: FedEx Standard Overnight®
. ..

Packaging type: FedEx® Envelope

Number of pieces: 1

Weight: 0.50 Ib.

Special han j!!-.;/Services: Deliver Weekday

. Standard transit: 1/8/2020 by 3:00 prn

Please do not respond to this message. This email was sent from an unattended mailbox. This report was generated at
approximately 8:32 AM CST on Of/08/2020.

All weights are estimated.

1
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Marisa Warshaw

From: TrackingUpdates@fedex.com

Sent: Wednesday, January 8, 2020 9:32 AM
To: Marisa Warshaw

Subject: FedEx Shipment 779498627521 Delivered

Your package has been delivered

Tracking # 779498627521

Ship date: Delivery date:

Tue, 1/7/2020 Wed, 1/8/2020 9:27 am--------.- ---------
Marisa Warshaw Mr. Gerald Neuman

DelBello Donnellan Weingarten
-~~

c/o HBL SNF, LLC

Wise 1280 ALBANY POST RD

White Plains, NY 10601 Delivered CROTON ON HUDSON, NY

US 10520

US .

Shipment Facts

. Our records indicate that the following package has been de||vered

Tracking number: 7_79498627521

Status: Delivered: 01/08/2020 09:27

AM Signed for By: Signature

Release on file

Reference: 0181960-001 MW 1/7/2020

Signed for by: Signature Release on file

Delivery location: CROTON ON HUDSON, NY

Service type: FedEx Standard Overnight®

Packaging type: FedEx® Envelope

Number of pieces: 1

Weight: 0.50 lb.

Special handling/Sarvices: Deliver Weekday

Standard transit: 1/8/2020 by 3:00 pm

Please do notfespond to this message. This email was sent from an unattended mailbox. This report was generated at
appraximata|y 8 32 AM CST on 01/08/2020.

All weights are estimated.

1
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Marisa Warshaw

From: TrackingUpdates@fedex.com

Sent: Wednesday, January 8, 2020 9:32 AM
To: Marisa Warshaw

Subject: FedEx Shipment 779498539658 Delivered

Your package has been delivered

Tracking # 779498539658

Ship date: Denvery date:

Tue, 1/7/2020 Wed, 1/8/2020 9:27 am-------- _____________
Marisa Warshaw Mark Zafrin, Esq.

DelBello Donnellan Weingarten
""---~--

Michelman & Robinson

Wise 24th Floor

White Plains, NY 10601 Dolivorod 800 3RD AVE

US NEW YORK, NY 10022

US

Shipment Facts

Our records indicate that the following package has been delivered.

Tracking number: 779498539658

Status: Delivered: 01/08/2020 09:27

AM Signed for By: E.ELAINE
. .

Reference: 0181960-001 MW 1/7/2020

Signed for by: E.ELAINE

Delivery location: NEW YORK, NY

Delivered to: Receptionist/Front Desk

Service type: FedEx Standard Overnight®

Packaging type: FedEx® Envelope

Number of pieces: 1

Weight: 0.50 lb.

Special hand!!ng!Services: Deliver Weekday

Standard transit: 1/8/2020 by 3:00 pm

Q Please do not respond to this message. This email was sent from an Giattéiided maitbox. This report was generated at
approximately 8:32 AM CST on 01/08/2020. .

1
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09 / 2 8 /2020 10: 42AM FAX 5184492467+ CANON 0001/0001

SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER
--------.-....-.--..--..-v..a----------------------¬X

WMfrE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTLES 1LLC,

Plaintiff(s), Index.No. 60278/2020
-against-

AFFÎDAVIT OF SERVICE
H.BL SNF, LLC, et al.,

Defendant(s),
....------..-------,.--m.--•---ma----------

STATE OF NEW YORK )
S.S..

COUNTY OF NEW YORK )

DEBORAH LaPOINTE, being duly sworn, deposes and says that she is over the age of

eighteen years, is entployed by the attorney service, DLS, INC., and is not a party to this action.

That on the 22"
day of Septeniber, 2020, at approximately the time of 2:45P.M.. at the

office of the Secretary of State, of the State of New York in the City of Albany, deponent served

SUMMONS AND VERIFIED COMPLAINT WITH EXHIBlTS I-5 AND NOT[CE OF ELECTRONIC

FELING upon HBL SNF, LLC, in this action, by delivering to and leaving with SUE ZOUKY an agent of

the Secretary of State, of the State of New York, two (2) true copies thereof and at that time of makitig

such service deponentpaid said Secretary of State a fee of forty dollars That said service was made

pursnarst to Section, 303 of the Limited Liability..Company Law. -

Deponent further says that she knew the person so served as aforesaid to be the individual

in the OfEce of the Secretary of State of New York, dnIy authorized to accept such service on behalf of

said defendant.

SUE 200K is a hite female, approximately 60 years of age, stands.approximately 5

feet 0 i cl tall, wei h p r rr ly 100 pounds with brown hair.

DEBOR. . aPOINTE . This notarization was made pursuant to
Executive Order 202 7.

..s
Sworn to be Wffie this, 3®

day oì¼ tember, 2026 JON ATHAN RIPPSs 220 .., ''

NOTAEYUUBUC,$TATEOFNEW·YORKany, NY12207 -
RegistPtiœNo.01RWl0 8
Qulified inNew Yqckceuntyw cl a lonal.c l)LIC m ewm un oc24 .
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DEMOVSKY LAWYER SERVICE
er mwideDocumentRetrievalandProcessServiceCompany

SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER
------------------------------------------------X

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I LLC,

Plaintiff(s), Index No. 60278/2020
-against-

AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE

HBL SNF, LLC, et al.,

Defendant(s),
----------------------------------------------X

STATE OF NEW YORK )
S.S.:

COUNTY OF NEW YORK )

DEBORAH LaPOINTE, being duly sworn, deposes and says that she is over the age of

eighteen years, is employed by the attorney service, DLS, INC., and is not a party to this action.

That on the 22ND
day of September, 2020, at approximately the time of 2:45P.M., at the

office of the Secretary of State, of the State of New York in the City of Albany, deponent served

SUMMONS AND VERIFIED COMPLAINT WITH EXHIBITS 1-5 AND NOTICE OF ELECTRONIC

FILING upon HBL SNF, LLC, in this action, by delivering to and leaving with SUE ZOUKY an agent of

the Secretary of State, of the State of New York, two (2) true copies thereof and at that time of making

such service deponent paid said Secretary of State a fee of forty dollars. That said service was made

pursuant to Section, 303 of the Limited Liability Company Law.

Deponent further says that she knew the person so served as aforesaid to be the individual

in the Office of the Secretary of State of New York, duly authorized to accept such service on behalf of

1 said defendant.

SUE ZOUK is a hite female, approximately 60 years of age, stands approximately 5

feet 0 i c tall, wei h p r , nya 1 100 pounds with brown hair.

DEBO aPUINTE This notarization was made pursuant to

Executive Order 202.7.

D.Ls., Inc'
SWOrn to bef me this 3RD

soostatestreet
day of ptember, 20 JONATHAN RIPPSSte. 220

NOTARYPUBUC,STATEOFNEWYORKAlbany, NY12207
RegistrationNo. 01RI6109718518-449-8411 Qualifiedin New York County

www.dlsnational.c LIC My CornmissionExpiresMay 17,2024
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DEMOVSKY LAWYER SERVICE
prernier nwideDocurnentRetrievalandprocessServiceComparty

SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER

------------------------------------------------------X

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES

I LLC,

Plaintiff(s), Index No. 60278/2020

-against- AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE

HBL SNF LLC, ET AL

Defendant(s).

------------------------------------------------------X

STATE OF NEW YORK )
S.S.

COUNTY OF ROCKLAND)

BRENDAN COLLISHAW, being duly sworn, deposes and says that he is over the

age of eighteen years, is employed by the attorney service, DLS, INC., and is not a party to this

action.

That on the 1
ST

day of OCTOBER, 2020, at approximately the time of 5:30PM,

deponent served a true copy of the SUMMONS, COMPLAINT, EXHIBITS, & NOTICE OF

ELECTRONIC FILING upon MARK NEUMAN at 4 JAY COURT, MONSEY, NY 10952 by

personally delivering and leaving the same with MARK NEUMAN at that address. At the time

of service, deponent asked MARK NEUMAN whether HE is in active military service for the

United States of America or for any state in the United States in any capacity whatever or

dependent upon a person in active military service and received a negative reply.

MARK NEUMAN is a WHITE MALE, approximately 55 years of age, stands

approximately 5 feet 8 inches tall, weighs approximately 160 pounds with GRAY hair and

BLUE eyes.

BRENDAN COLLISHAW

D.LS., Inc.
Sworn to before me this JONATHANRIPPS

400 Rella Blvd. NOTARYPUBUC,STATEOF NEWYORK
Ste. 165

2ND
day o O R, 2020 RegistrationNo. 01RI6109718

Suffern, NY 10901 Qualified in New York County
845-639-7559 My CommissionExpiresMay 17,2024

www.disnational.
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER

------------------------------------------------------X

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES

I LLC,

Plaintiff(s), Index No. 60278/2020

-against- AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE

HBL SNF LLC, ET AL

Defendant(s).

---------------------------------------------X

STATE OF NEW YORK )
S.S.

COUNTYOFROCKLAND)

BRENDAN COLLISHAW, being duly sworn, deposes and says that he is over the

i age of eighteen years, is employed by the attorney service, DLS, INC., and is not a party to this

action.

That on the
24™

day of SEPTEMBER, 2020, at approximately the time of

12:30PM, deponent served a true copy of the SUMMONS, COMPLAINT, EXHIBITS, &

NOTICE OF ELECTRONIC FILING upon MARK NEUMAN C/O HBL SNF LLC at 537

ROUTE 22, PURDYS, NY 10578 by personally delivering and leaving the same with DENISE

MOORE, a person of suitable age and discretion at that address, the actual place of MARK

NEUMAN. At the time of service, deponent asked if MARK NEUMAN is in active military

service for the United States of America or for the State in any capacity whatever or dependent

upon a person in active military service and received a negative reply.

DENISE MOORE is a WHITE FEMALE, approximately 55 years of age, stands

approximately 5 feet 6 inches tall, weighs approximately 150 pounds with SHORT GRAY hair

and BLUE eyes.

D.L.S., Inc.
400 Rella Blvd.
Ste. 165

Suffern, NY 10901
845-639-7559
www.dlsnational.com
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DEMOVSKY LAWYER SERVICE

That on the 1
ST

day of OCTOBER, 2020, deponent served another copy of the

foregoing upon MARK NEUMAN by first class mail, by enclosing a true copy thereof in a

securely sealed and postpaid wrapper with the words "PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL"

written on the same envelope, and not indicating on the outside that it is from an attorney or

concerns an action against the person to be served, and depositing the same into an official

depository maintained by the Government of the United States, City of Suffern and State of New

York, addressed as follows:

MARK NEUMAN
C/O HBL SNF LLC
537 ROUTE 22

PURDYS, NY 10578

._

BRENDAN COLLISHAW

Sworn to before me this
2ND

day of OC R, 2020

N UBLIC

JONATHAN RIPPS
NOTARYPUBUC,STATEOFNEWYORK

RegistrationNo.01RI6109718
Qualifiedin New York County

My commission ExpiresMay 17,2024

D.LS., Inc.
400 Reila Blvd.
Ste. 165

Suffern, NY 10901
845-639-7559
www.disnational.com
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER
------------------------- ------------------X

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES

] LLC,

Plaintiff(s), index No. 60278/2020

-against- AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE

HBL SNF LLC, ET AL

Defendant(s).

______________________.._________________________..-----X

STATE OF NEW YORK )
S.S.

COUNTY OF ROCKLAND)

BRENDAN COLLISHAW, being duly sworn, deposes and says that he is over the

age of eighteen years, is employed by the attorney service, DLS, INC., and is not a party to this

action.

That on the
24™

day of SEPTEMBER, 2020, at approximately the time of

12:30PM, deponent served a true copy of the SUMMONS, COMPLAINT, EXHIBITS, &

NOTICE OF ELECTRONIC FILING upon LIZER JOZEFOVIC C/O HBL SNF LLC at 537

ROUTE 22, PURDYS, NY 10578 by personally delivering and leaving the same with DENISE

MOORE, a person of suitable age and discretion at that address, the actual place of LIZER

JOZEFOVIC. At the time of service, deponent asked if LI7ER JOZEFOVIC is in active military

service for the United States of America or for the State in any capacity whatever or dependent

upon a person in active military service and received a negative reply.

DENISE MOORE is a WHITE FEMALE, approximately 55 years of age, stands

approximately 5 feet 6 inches tall, weighs approximately 150 pounds with SHORT GRAY hair

and BLUE eyes.

D.LS., Inc.
400 Rella Blvd.
Ste. 165

Suffern, NY10901
845-639-7559
www.disnational.com
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That on the 1
ST

day of OCTOBER, 2020, deponent served another copy of the

foregoing upon LIZER JOZEFOVIC by first class mail, by enclosing a true copy thereof in a

securely sealed and postpaid wrapper with the words "PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL"

written on the same envelope, and not indicating on the outside that it is from an attorney or

concerns an action against the person to be served, and depositing the same into an official

depository maintained by the Government of the United States, City of Suffern and State of New

York, addressed as follows:

LIZER JOZEFOVlC

C/O HBL SNF LLC

537 ROUTE 22

PURDYS, NY 10578

BRENDAN COLLISHAW

Sworn to before is
2ND

day of O OB , 2020

PUBLIC

JONATHAN RIPPS
NOTARYPUBLIC,STATEOF NEWYORK

RegistrationNo. 01RI6109718
Qualifiedin New York County

My CommissionExpiresMay 17,2024

D.LS., inc.
400 Rella Blvd.
Ste. 165

Suffern, NY 10901
845-639-7559
www.disnational.com
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FILED: WESTCHESTER COTNTY CLERK 10/ 2
NYSCEE DOC. NO. 9

INDEX NO

RECEIVED NYSCEF

Index No. 60278/2020

NoTIcE oF MoTIoN

602'7I /2020

70/28/2020

ivlOh on
rIV ;*t^ t rar.l ,'
bakl on

SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC,

Plaintifl

5 tr nU lrh'd z'

J"irl Uor. 4 , Zo Ltt - against-

l'I'{EcsF t'"''X;i tilr, ""., LaE,^ rozlFovrc A,{vA LrzER

Aull*
OJW

*
., 'S'f .

JOZOFOVIC and MARK NEUMAN,

ulrolzoztr Defendants.

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that upon the annexed Affirmation of Default of Alfred E.

Dorurellan Esq., dated October 28, 2020, and the exhibits annexed thereto, plaintiff, white Plains

Healthcare Properties I, LLC , will move this Court, located at I l l Dr. Madin Luther King Jr.

Boulevard, White Plains, New York 10601, in the Commercial Division, before the Judge to be

assigned, on November 12,2020, at 9:30 A.M,, or as soon thereafter as counsel can be heard, for

an order pursuant to CPLR $ 3215 granting a default judgment in plaintiffs favor against

defendant, HBL SNF, LLC as prayed for in the Verified Complaint in the amount of

Sl i5,517,567.01, with interest thereon continuing to accrue at the statutory rate, upon ground that

defendant, HBL SNF, LLC, has failed to appear timely in the action and for zuch other and further

reliefas the Court may deern just and proper.

PLEASE TAKE FURTHER NOTICE that opposition papers shall be served upon the

undersigned at least seven (7) days prior to the retum date of this motion pursuant to CPLR

$2214(b).

lof2
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TER
NYSCEF DOC. NO. 9

Dated: White Plains, New York
October 28, 2020

To:

TNDEX NO. 6A2'7I / 202A

RECEIVED NYSCEF: 10/28l2020

DELBELLo Do}TNELLAN WENGARTEN

wlSE & WIEDERKNHR, LLP

Alfred Esq.
One North Lexington Avenue, I 1

ih Floor
White Plains, New York 10601

Tel.: (914) 681-0200

-and-

ABRAMS, FENSTERMAN, FSNSTERMAN,

EISMAN, FoRMATo, FERRARA, WoLF &
CARoNE, LLP
Robert A. Spolzino, Esq.
8l Main SEeet, Suite 306
White Plains, New York 10601

Tel: (914) 607-7010

By:

FIBL SNF, LLC
537 Route 22
Purdys, New York 10578

Lizer lozefovic alkla Lizer Jozofovic
53 Mariner Way
Monsey, New York 10952

Mark Neuman
22 Lyncrest Drive
Monsey, New York 10952

2

2of2

Attorneys for lYhite Plains Healthcare
Properties I, LLC
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 

COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER 

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC, 

Plaintiff, 

- against-

HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/KIA LIZER 

JOZOFOVIC and MARK NEUMAN, 

Defendants. 

STATE OF NEW YORK ) 

) ss.: 

COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER ) 

Index No. 60278/2020 

AFFIRMATION OF DEFAULT OF 

ALFRED E. DONNELLAN 

Alfred E. Donnellan, an attorney duly admitted to practice in the courts of the State of New 

York, affirms the following to be true under the penalty of perjury: 

1. I am an attorney duly admitted to practice law in the State of New York. I am a 

member of the law firm of DelBello Donnellan Weingarten Wise & Wiederkehr, LLP, the 

attorneys for plaintiff, White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC ("WPH Properties"), in the above 

captioned action. I submit this affirmation in support of the instant motion of WPH Properties 

pursuant to CPLR § 3215, for a default judgment to be entered against defendant, HBL SNF, LLC 

("HBL"). 

2. _ On September 18, 2020 WPH Properties commenced this action by filing its 

Summons and Verified Complaint with the Westchester County Clerk via the New York State 

Courts Electronic Filing System. 

FILED: WESTCHESTER COUNTY CLERK 10/28/2020 03:25 PM INDEX NO. 60278/2020
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3. On September 22, 2020 said Summons and Verified Complaint, with a Notice of 

Electronic Filing in this action were served upon HBL pursuant to New York Limited Liability 

Company Law§ 303. 

4. A copy of the Summons and Verified Complaint and Notice of Electronic Filing is 

annexed as Exhibit "l". 

5. The Affidavit of Service of Deborah LaPointe, showing service of said Summons 

and Verified Complaint and Notice of Electronic Filing upon HBL is annexed as Exhibit "2". 

6. Confirmation Notices showing that WPH Properties filed said Summons and 

Verified Complaint, Notice of Electronic Filing, and Affidavit of Service via the New York State 

Courts Electronic Filing System are annexed hereto as Exhibit "3". 

7. Pursuant to CPLR § 3215(f), WPH Properties hereby submits the Verified 

Complaint, annexed hereto as Exhibit "l", as the Affidavit of Facts constituting WPH Properties' 

claim and the amount due. Pursuant to the Lease alleged in the Verified Complaint, HBL was 

obligated to pay to WPH Properties the amount due and owing demanded in the Verified 

Complaint as of August 25, 2020. 

8. On September 18, 2020, WPH Properties sent HBL additional notice with copies 

of said Summons, Verified Complaint and Notice of Electronic Filing by Federal Express. A copy 

of said additional notice with Federal Express receipts showing service thereof is annexed as 

Exhibit "4". 

9. The time for HBL to answer, move or otherwise respond to the Summons and 

Verified Complaint has expired and has not been extended. HBL failed to answer, move or 

otherwise respond to the Summons and Verified Complaint. HBL is now in default. HBL's 

2 
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counsel, John Giardino, asked for an extension of time and I proposed an extension with conditions 

for such extension. However, counsel has not agreed to those conditions. 

WHEREFORE, WPH Properties respectfully requests that the Clerk enter judgment as set 

forth in the Default Judgment submitted herewith, and award costs and disbursements. 

Dated: White Plains, New York 

October 28, 2020 

3 
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Exhibit 1 to 

Donnellan Aff.  
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. --... -- _... _ _ -----. .... --, -...... ..... -... --,
NYSCEF DOC. NO. 1 RECEIVED NYSCEF: 09/18/2020

SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC,

Index No. 6
Plaintiff,

Date Purchased: q 9 D
- against-

SUMMONS
HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/K/A LIZER

JOZOFOVIC and MARK NEUMAN,

Defendants.

YOU ARE HEREBY SUMMONED and required to serve upon plaintiff's attorney an

answer to the Verified Complaint in this action within 20 days after the service of this summons,

exclusive of the day of service (or within 30 days after service if this summons is not personally

delivered to you within the State of New York). In case of your failure to appear or answer,

judgment will be taken against you by default for the relief demanded in the Complaint.

Westchester County is designated as the place of trial. The venue designated is based

upon Defendant's residence.

Dated: White Plains, New York

September 16, 2020

DELBELLO DONNELLAN WEINGARTEN

WISE & WIEDERKEHR, LLP

Lead Counsel for Plaintiff White Plains Healthcare

Properties I, LLC

By: __
Affred E nnellan, Esq.

Peter S. Dawson, Esq.

One North Lexington Avenue

White Plains, New York 10601

(914) 681-0200

1
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NYSCEF DOC. NO. 1 

TO: 

HBL SNF, LLC 
537 Route 22 
Purdys, New York 10578 

Lizer Jozefovic a/k/a Lizer Jozofovic 
53 Mariner Way 
Mousey, New York 10952 

Mark N eurnan 
22 Lyncrest Drive 
Mousey, New York 10952 

- - f -,-- -·::, 

RECEIVED NYSCEF: 09/18/2020 

ABRAMS, FENSTERMAN, FENSTERMAN, EISMAN, 

FORMATO, FERRARA,WOLF & CARONE, LLP 
Co-Counsel for Plainti.f!White Plains Healthcare 

Properties I, LLC 

Robert A. Spolzino, Esq. 
81 Main Street, Suite 3 06 
White Plains, New York 10601 
(914) 607-7010 

2 

') ,..,.;: 1'7 
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- - { - , 
NYSCEF DOC. NO. 1 

SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 

COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER 

WHITE PLAINS HEAL TI:ICARE PROPERTIES I, LLC, 

Plaintiff, 

-against-

HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC AJKJA LIZER 

JOZOFOVIC and MARK NEUMAN, 

Defendants. 

---, 
RECEIVED NYSCEF: 09/18/2020 

Index No. G O 2, 1 'B / ').(} 2-0 

VERIFIED COMPLAINT 

Plaintiff, White Plains Healthcare Prope1iies I, LLC ("WPH Properties"), by its attorneys, 

De!Bello, Donnellan, Weingarten, Wise & Wiederkehr, LLP and Abrams, Fensterman, 

Fensterman, Eisman, Formato, Ferrara, Wolf & Carone, LLP, for its complaint against defendants, 

HBL SNF, LLC ("HBL"), Lizer Jozefovic a/k/a Lizer Jozofovic ("Jozefovic'~ and Mark Neuman 

("Neuman"), alleges: 

NATURE OF THE CASE 

1. This action concerns HBL's material default of its obligations under an amended 

and restated operating lease dated as of November 19, 2015 (the "Lease"), by which WPH 

Properties leased to HBL a brand new, state-of-the-art, 160-bed skilled nursing facility that WPH 

Properties constructed at 116-120 Church Street, White Plains, New York. 

2. WPH Propeiiies had constructed the nursing facility and entered into the Lease with 

HBL dated November 19, 2015. The Lease was amended and restated in 2017. It provided that 

HBL would operate the facility for 30 years, commencing September 30, 2019. HBL took 

possession of the facility on September 30, 2019. By the end of October 2019, HBL had defaulted. 

1 
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NYSCEF DOC. NO. 1 RECEIVED NYSCEF: 09/18/2020 

3. On January 7, 2020, WPH Properties served notice of default and elected to 

tenninate the Lease and accelerate all rents due. This action seeks to recover from HBL the Rent 

it owes and the other damages its defaults have caused and to enforce the unconditional guaranties 

ofHBL's performance under the Lease given by Neuman and Jozefovic. 

PARTIES AND VENUE 

4. WPH Properties is a limited liability company duly organized and existing under 

the laws of the State of Massachusetts, with its principal place of business at 2 Bourbon Street, 

Suite 200, Peabody, Massachusetts. WPH Properties is duly authorized to do business in the State 

ofNewYork. 

5. HBL was and is a limited liability company duly organized and existing under the 

laws of the State ofNew York with an address and place ofbusiness at 537 Route 22, Purdys, New 

York. 

6. Jozefovic is an individual residing at 53 Mariner Way, Monsey, New York, with a 

business address and place of business at HBL, 537 Route 22, Purdys, New York. 

7. Neuman is an individual residing at 22 Lyncrest Drive, Monsey, New York, with a 

business address and place of business at HBL, 537 Route 22, Purdys, New York. 

8. Pursuant to CPLR § 503(a), venue is properly designated in Westchester County 

based on the residences of WPH Properties and HBL, because a substantial part of the events 

giving rise to the claini occurred in Westchester County and because HBL agreed in the Lease that 

any action or proceeding arising out of the Lease be brought in Westchester County. Lease § 

20.l(b). 

2 

,1 -.f= 1' 
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NYSCEF DOC. NO. 1 RECEIVED NYSCEF: 09/18/2020 

FACTS 

9. WPH Properties is and was at alJ relevant times the owner of the real property 

known as 116-120 Church Street, White Plains, New York (the "Real Property"). 

I 0. WPH Properties constructed a brand new, state-of-the-art, 160-bed skilled nursing 

facility on the Real Property. 

The Lease 

11. In 2017, WPH Properties, as landlord, and HBL, as tenant, entered into the 

amended and restated Lease, dated as of November 19, 2015, under which WPH Properties leased 

to HBL the Real Property and the improvements to be constructed on the Real Property, together 

with other assets, all as defined in Section 2.1 of the Lease (the "Facility''). A true and accurate 

copy of the Lease is annexed to this complaint as Exhibit 1 and is incorporated into this complaint 

by reference. 

12. WPH Properties obtained a certificate of occupancy for the Facility on August 22, 

2019. 

13. HBL entered into possession of the Facility on September 30, 2019. 

14. The lease provided for a tenn of 30 years, with three 10 year options to the tenant, 

unless sooner terminated. Exhibit 1, Lease, § 3. 1. 

15. The Lease obligated HBL to pay WPH Properties annual fixed rent of$6,073,158 

in monthly installments of $506,096.50 (the "Fixed Rent"). Exhibit I, Lease, § 3.2. 

16. The Lease also obligated HBL to pay WPH Properties other amounts which are 

defined as "Additional Rent." Fixed Rent and Additional Rent are referred to collectively as 

''Rent." 

3 
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NYSCEF DOC. NO. 1 RECEIVED NYSCEF: 09/18/2020 

17. The Lease obligated HBL to pay all charges for electricity, steam, telephone, cable, 

gas, oil, water, sewer and all other services or utilities used on or related to the Premises during 

the Term. Exhibit 1, Lease, § 4 .1. 

18. The Lease obligated HBL to pay, before penalties are incurred, all real estate taxes, 

assessments, utility charges and other taxes. Exhibit!, Lease,§ 4.2. 

19. The Lease obligated HBL to keep the Premises in good condition and repair 

including, at HBL's sole cost and expense, payment of all utility service and maintenance deposits 

and expenses relating to the Premises. Exhibit 1, Lease, § 5 .2. 

20. The Lease obligated HBL to deliver a guarantee of all obligations owed by HBL 

under the Lease from Jozefovic (the "Jozefovic Guaranty'') and from Neuman (the "Neuman 

Guaranty"). Exhibit 1, Lease,§ 7.1. 

21. A true and accurate copy of the Jozefovic Guaranty is annexed to this complaint as 

Exhibit 2. 

22. A true and accurate copy of the Neuman Guaranty is annexed to this complaint as 

Exhibit 3. 

23. Pursuant to the Jozefovic Guaranty, Jozefovic absolutely, unconditionally and 

irrevocably guaranteed the full and prompt payment of all rent, sums and charges of every type 

and nature payable by HBL under the Lease, whether due by acceleration or otherwise, and the 

full, timely and complete performance of all obligations to be performed by HBL under the Lease, 

including obligations that survive termination of the Lease. 

24. The Jozefovic Guaranty is an absolute and unconditional guaranty of payment and 

of performance and is enforceable against Jozefovic without the necessity of any notice of 

4 
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NYSCEF DOC. NO. 1 RECEIVED NYSCEF: 09/18/2020 

nonpayment, nonpeifonnance or nonobservance, or any notice or demand, all of which Jozefovic 

expressly waived. 

25. Pursuant to the Neuman Guaranty, Neuman absolutely, unconditionally and 

irrevocably guaranteed the full and prompt payment of all rent, sums and charges of every type 

and naturn payable by HBL under the Lease, whether due by acceleration or otherwise, and the 

full, timely and complete performance of all obligations to be performed by HBL under the Lease, 

including obligations that survive termination of the Lease. 

26. The Neuman Guaranty is an absolute and unconditional guaranty of payment and 

of perfonnance and is enforceable against Neuman without the necessity of any notice of 

nonpayment, nonperfonnance or nonobservance, or any notice or demand, all of which Neuman 

expressly waived. 

27. The Lease obligated HBL to deliver to WPH Properties, before the commencement 

date of the Lease, an agreement by Capital Funding Group by which Capital Funding Group agreed 

to allow HBL to draw down on its credit line each month so as to enable Capital Funding Group 

to pay the Fixed Rent each month directly to WPH Properties on the commencement date and for 

the following 11 months. Exhibit 1, Lease,§ 7.1. 

28. The Lease obligated HBL to deliver to WPH Properties, before the commencement 

date of the Lease, an unconditional letter of credit or cash in the amount of $3,700,000 to secure 

the full and timely peiformance ofits obligations under the Lease. Exhibit 1, Lease,§ 7.1. 

29. The Lease obligated HBL to deliver to WPH Properties, before the commencement 

date of the Lease, $1,600,000 as an additional security deposit. Exhibit 1, Lease, § 7.1. 

30. The Lease obligated HBL to provide WPH Properties all reports, statements and 
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inspections as defined in the Lease, including all Medicare, Medicaid and other provider 

agreements and reimbursement rates for the Facility, updated reimbursement rates, financial 

reporting and written reports providing an operational overview of significant events and 

circumstances on a monthly basis. Exhibit 1, Lease,§ 7.4. 

31. The Lease obligated HBL to maintain working capital accounts in specified 

amounts. Exhibit 1, Lease, § 7.7. 

32. The Lease provides that HBL will be in default of the Lease if, among other things, 

(i) HBL fails to pay any installment of Rent within five days of the date when Rent was due; (ii) 

HBL defaults in the prompt and full perfo1mance of any other of its obligations and fails to correct 

that failure within 30 days ofreceipt of written notice from WPH Properties of the default; (iii) 

HBL fails to give WPH Properties timely notice or timely deliver copies of documents as required 

by section 7.4 of the Lease; (iv) HBL defaults or breaches the provisions of section 7.4(b ); (v) a 

Guarantor defaults beyond expiration of any applicable cure period; or (vi) any governmental 

authority assesses a fine or penalty against HBL in an amount in excess of $75,000. Exhibit 1, 

Lease, § 16.1. 

33. WPH Properties performed all of the conditions on its part required by the Lease. 

34. The Lease provides in section 16.1 that upon the occurrence of a default by HBL, 

WPH Properties may, upon five days written notice, terminate the Lease, accelerate the payment 

of all Rent for the balance of the Term and declare the Rent presently due and payable in full, 

requiring HBL to pay to WPH Properties the present value of the accelerated Rent. 

35. Section 16.1 of the Lease also provides that upon the occurrence of a default, and 

in addition to all of the other remedies provided for in the Lease, WPH Properties is immediately 
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entitled to retain the security deposit required by section 7 .1 of the Lease and HBL has no further 

claim, right, title or interest therein to the extent ofWPH Properties' claims. 

36. Section 16.1 of the Lease also provides that upon the occurrence of a default and 

the commencement of an action for Rent or for any other amount due under the Lease, HBL must 

pay to WPH Properties all of the expenses, including reasonable attorneys' fees, incurred by WPH 

Properties to enforce the Lease. 

37. In addition, under the terms of the Lease, HBL's continuation in occupancy after 

termination does not constitute a renewal of the Lease, but HBL becomes a tenant month-to-month 

for a rental of300% of the most recent Rent payable by HBL under the Lease. Exhibit 1, Lease, § 

201.13. 

HBL breached its obligations under the Lease 

3 8. HBL failed to perform its obligations, materially defaulting under the Lease, almost 

immediately after taldng possession of the Premises. 

39. HBL failed to pay Rent as required by the Lease. 

40. HBL failed to pay real estate taxes as required by the Lease. 

41. HBL failed to pay utility deposits as required by the Lease. 

42. HBL failed to pay municipal maintenance escrows as required by the Lease. 

43. HBL failed to pay utility charges as required by the Lease. 

44. HBL failed or refused to deliver certificates of insurance as required by the Lease. 

45. HBL failed to deliver to WPH Properties all Medicare, Medicaid and other provider 

agreements and reimbursement rate sheets for the Facility, as required by the Lease. 

46. HBL failed to deliver to WPH Properties all Medicare, Medicaid and other provider 
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updated rate sheets, as required by the Lease. 

47. HBL failed to deliver to WPH Properties the required :financial reporting, as 

required by the Lease. 

48. HBL failed to deliver to WPH Properties the required written reporting providing 

an operational overview of significant events and circumstances at the Facility during each prior 

month of the term of the Lease, as required by the Lease. 

49. HBL failed or refused to deliver to WPH Properties the security deposits, as 

required by the Lease. 

50. HBL failed to deliver and maintain the required credit line in an amount equal to 

12 months rent, as required by the Lease. 

51. HBL failed to have and maintain the working capital account required by the Lease. 

52. HBL failed to pay late fees and costs, as required by the Lease. 

The Letter of Intent 

53. After HBL defaulted, WPH Properties negotiated in good faith with HBL in an 

attempt to avoid termination of the Lease, despite HBL's default. 

54. On November 20, 2019, WPH Properties and HBL entered into a Letter of Intent 

(the "LOI") in which WPH Properties and HBL agreed that WPH Properties would sell the Facility 

for $73,000,000 to a Delaware Statutory Trust in which Jozefovic and Neuman would have a 77.5 

percent interest and WPH Properties or its designees would have a 22.5 percent interest. 

55. A true and accurate copy of the LOI is annexed to this complaint as exhibit 4. 

56. The LOI provides for the Lease to be amended to require that HBL pay the 

November 2019 rent by November 18, 2019, the December rent by December 5, 2019 and all real 
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estate taxes and utility payments by December 1, 2019, that by December 5, 2019 HBLreimburse 

WPH Properties for $65,856 in municipal and utility deposits, that HBL enter into a Deposit 

Account Control Agreement with MNB requiring MNB to draw on the account first to pay the 

rent. 

57. The LOI further provides for the Lease to be amended so that the $3,700,000 

security deposit required by section 7.l(a)(ii) is reduced to $2,000,000, $1,000,000 of which was 

required to be paid by HBL on or before December 1, 2019 or the date on which WPH Properties 

obtained a certificate of occupancy for the Facility, whichever was later, and the balance of which 

was required to be paid upon the closing of title on Ap1il l, 2020. 

58. In addition, the LOI provides for the Lease to be amended so that in lieu of 

providing the additional $1,600,000 in security required by section 7.l(a)(iii) of the Lease, HBL 

would be required to enter into an agreement with JP Morgan Chase Bank prohibiting liquidation 

of that account until the second $1,000,000 in security required by the LOI had been paid. 

59. The LOI also provides for the Lease to be amended to require HBL to obtain a 

single working capital line of credit in the amount of$8,000,000 by December I, 2019. 

60. HBL defaulted and breached its obligations under the LOI by failing to pay rent, 

failing to pay the municipal and utility payments to WPH Properties, failing to pay the real estate 

taxes and utility payments, failing to enter into the Deposit Account Control Agreement, failing to 

enterinto the agreement with JP Morgan Chase Bank, by failing to pay the first $1,000,000 security 

deposit as required by the LOI and by failing to obtain the $8,000,000 working capital credit line. 

61. WPH Properties performed all conditions on its part required by the LOI. 

62. Solely as a result of HBL's breach of the LOI, WPH Properties did not sell the 
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property to the Delaware Statutory Trust, causing damage to WPH Properties, and WPH Properties 

incurred interest and late charges on its loans, all of which are the direct result ofHBL's breach of 

the LOI. 

Notice of default, termination of the Lease and acceleration of Rent 

63. On January 7, 2020, while the LOI was in effect, WPH Properties served a "Notice 

of Default And Landlord's Election To Terminate Lease And Accelerate All Rents Due For The 

Balance of the Lease Term" upon HBL (the "Notice of Default"). 

64. A true and accurate copy of the Notice of Default is annexed to this complaint as 

Exhibit 5 and incorporated into this complaint by reference. 

65. The Notice of Default contains a true and accurate accounting of the amounts then 

due and owing under the Lease and LOI. 

66. The Notice of Default gave HBL notice that by reason ofHBL's defaults under the 

Lease, WPH Properties had exercised its right under section 16.1 of the Lease to terminate the 

Lease, effective January 13, 2020. 

67. The Notice of Default further gave HBL notice that pursuant to section 16.1 of the 

Lease all Rent for the balance of the Term was accelerated and HBL became obligated to pay WPH 

Properties the present value of the accelerated rent, discounted at a rate of 6% per annum. 

68. HBL continued, and still continues, to occupy the Premises, despite WPH 

Properties' termination of the Lease. 

69. Because HBL has held over after its default resulted in termination of the Lease, 

HBL is a tenant month-to-month at a rent equal to 300% of the most recent Rent payable by HBL 

under the Lease. Exhibit 1, Lease, § 20.13. 
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70. HBL has failed to perform its obligations as a tenant month-to-month by failing to

pay rent in the amount of 300% of the most recent Rent payable by HBL under the Lease, remitting

only the base rent which had been payable before WPH Properties terminated the Lease.

71. HBL is in default with respect to its obligations under the Lease and its obligations

as a month-to-month tenant following tennination of the Lease effective January 13, 2020.

Amounts Due

72. As a result of HBL's defaults, HBL is obligated to pay to WPH Properties, as of

August 25, 2020, the sum of $113,832,987.54 (the "Amounts Due"), as follows: (i) holdover rent

and rent, $7,096,182.79; (ii) municipal and utility deposits, $26,725.35; (iii) security and working

capital deposits, $9,800,000.00; (iv) late fees, default fees, costs and professional fees,

$1,948,753.00; and (v) accelerated rent, $94,961,326.40.

73. HBL is obligated to pay to WPH Properties the Amounts Due in full, plus any

amounts that have accrued since August 25, 2020.

74. HBL has failed or refused to pay the Amounts Due.

75. WPH Properties has fully performed all obligations required to be performed on its

part with respect to the Lease, the LOI, HBL's month-to-month tenancy after the terminatioñ of

the Lease, the Jozefovic Guaranty, the Neuman Guaranty, the HBL Security Agreement, the

Jozefovic HBL Security Agreement and the Neuman HBL Security Agreement.

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST HBL
(BREACH OF CONTRACT)

76. WPH Properties repeats and re-alleges each and every allegation set forth in

paragraphs
"1" through "75"

with the same force and effect as if fully set forth here.

77. By reason of HBL's material default and breach of its obligations pursuant to the

11
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Lease and its obligations as a month-to month tenant after termination of the lease, WPH Properties 

is entitled to judgment against HBL for the Amounts Due, together with the other and further 

amounts that may come due between the date of this complaint and the entry of judgment, plus 

interest from the date of the default as provided by law. 

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST HBL 
{BREACH OF CONTRACT) 

78. WPH Properties repeats and re-alleges each and every allegation set forth in 

paragraphs "l" through "77" with the same force and effect as if fully set forth here. 

79. By reason ofHBL's material default and breach of its obligations pursuant to the 

LOI, WPH Properties is entitled to judgment against HBL in an amount to be determined at trial. 

THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST JOZEFOVIC 

(ENFORCING GUARANTY) 

80. WPH Properties repeats and re-alleges each and every allegation set forth in 

paragraphs "I" through "79" with the same force and effect as if fully set forth here. 

81. By reason ofHBL's default in the performance of its obligations under the Lease, 

WPH Properties is entitled to judgment against J ozefovic for the Amounts Due pursuant to the 

terms of the Jozefovic Guaranty. 

FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST NEUMAN 

(ENFORCING GUARANTY) 

82. WPH Properties repeats and re-alleges each and every allegation set forth in 

paragraphs "l" through "81" with the same force and effect as if fully set forth here. 

83. By reason ofHBL's default in the performance of its obligations under the Lease, 

WPH Properties is entitled to judgment against Neuman for the Amounts Due pursuant to the terms 

of the Neuman Guaranty. 
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WHEREFORE, WPH Properties demands judgment as follows: 

I. On its first cause of action, against HBL in the amount of$113,832,987.54, together 

with the other and further amounts that may come due between the date of this complaint and the 

entry of judgment, plus interest from the date of the default as provided by law; and 

2. On its Second Cause of Action, against HBL, in an amount to be detennined at trial; 

and 

3. On its Third Cause of Action, against Jozefovic in the amount of$113,832,987.54, 

together with the other and further amounts that have come due since August 25, 2020 and may 

come due between the date of this complaint and the entry of judgment, plus interest from the date 

of the default as provided by law; and 

4. On its Fourth Cause of Action, against Neuman in the amount of $113,832,987.54, 

together with the other and further amounts that have come due since August 25, 2020 and may 

come due between the date of this complaint and the entry of judgment, plus interest from the date 

of the default as provided by law; and 

5. On all causes of action, awarding costs, disbursements and attorneys' fees against 

HBL pursuant to the provisions of the Lease and against Jozefovic and Neuman pursuant to the 

provisions of the Jozefovic Guaranty and the Neuman Guaranty; and 

6. Awarding such other and further relief as the Court may deem just and proper. 
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Dated: White Plains, New York 
September 16, 2020 

DELBELLO DO:NNELLAN WEINGARTEN WISE & WIEDERKEHR, LLP 
Lead Counsel for Plainti.f!White Plains th re Properties L LLC 

By: --~-"' i;,i~::µ'f..l<~µ_:_ __ _ 
. D nnellan, Esq. 

Peter S. Dawson, Esq. 
One North Lexington Avenue 

White Plains, New York 10601 
(914) 681-0200 

ABRAMS, FENSTERMAN, FENSTERMAN, EISMAN, FORMATO, 

FERRARA,WOLF & CARONE, LLP 
Co-Counsel for Plainti.f!White Plains Healthcare Properties L LLC 

Robert A. Spolzino, Esq. 
81 Main Street, Suite 306 

White Plains, New York 10601 
(914) 607-7010 
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VERIFICATION 

STATE OF MASSACHUSETTS ) 

) ss: 
COUNTY OF ESSEX ) 

William A. Nicholson, being duly sworn, deposes and says: 

I am the Manager of plaintiff, White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC. I have read the 
annexed Verified Complaint, know the contents thereof and the same are true to my own 

knowledge, except those matters therein which are stated to be alleged upon i · elief, 
and as to those matters I believe them to be true. 

Sworn to before me this 

16th day of September 2020 

~'°tfa~ 
.t;:p~ I/ ·o2f9 ·dlO~ I 
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AMENDED AND RESTATED OPERATING LEASE 

By 1111d Between 

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES l, LLC, 
a Massachusetts limited liability company 

("Landlord'1 

ruid 

HBL $NF, LLC, 
a New York limited liability company ("Tenant") 

Dated as of November 19, 2015 
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DEFAULT
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ARTICLE XVH
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Section 17.1 Entry and PeLmbersement Rights of Landlord. . .. 58
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EXHIBIT "A" 

Legul Description 

ALL that certain plot, piece 01· parcel of land, situate, lying and being in the City of White Plains, 
County of Westchester and State of New York. Said parcel being more particularly described as 
follows: 
BEGINNING at a point in the eaSterly line of Church Street where tl1e Sl\tlle is intersected by the 
southerly line of Barker Avenue;. 
THENCE from said point North 70 degrees 40 minutes 10 seconds East a distanr.e of 173.57 feet 
along the southerly Une of Barker Avenue to a point where U1e same is intersected by the 
division line herein described parcel on the West and lands now or formerly of Koeppel & Mohr 
Equities on the East; 
THENCE from said point and along said dlvlsiou line South 17 degrees 59 minutes 50 seconds 
East a distance of 200.51 feet to a point in the division line between the herein described parcel 
on the north and lands now or formerly of Hamilton Plaza Company, Inc. on the south; 
THENCE from said point and along said line South 71 degrees 01 minutes 50 seconds West a 
dista11ce of 173.24 feet to the easterly line of Church Street; and 
THENCE from said point and along srud line North 18 degrees 05 minutes 04 seconds West a 
distance of 199.41 feet to the point and place of BEGINNING, 

BXH!llIT A 
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EXHIBIT "B" 

GUARANTY 

Sec Attached 
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SCHEDULE 3.1 

Definition of Material Del'aul! 

Material Default shall mean the oQcurrence of any of tl1e following: 

(a) Any Lease Default except 16.1 (a) (xxv) and (xxxx), provided that the 
following Lease Defaults shall not be deemed a Material Default unless they occur two or more 
times within such period: 16.1 (a) (ix), (xvii), (xxx), (xxxxi), and the following Lease Defaults 
shall not be deemed a Material Default unless they occur three or n:iore times within s11ch period: 
16.1 (a) (i), (ii), (xvii). 

(b) Any l.el!Se Default during such period constitutes an "Event of Default" 
by Lancllord under any Lom1 Document between Landlord and its Mortgagee(s) evidencing or 
document)ng a loan secured by the Facility; 

2305449'5/1?057-6 

EXHIBIT 7. l(a) 
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EXHIBIT 7.l(b) 
See Attached 

EXHIBIT7.l(c) 
See Attached 
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SCHEDULE7,4 

PERIOb 

Quarter I L_, 201_ tlirough __ , 20I_j 
Quarter2 
Quarter 3 
Quarter4 
Quarters 
Quarter 6 and thereafter 

RECEIVED NYSCEF: 09/18/2020 

$ __ ._ 

$ _____ _ 

·$ _____ _ 
$ ___ _ 

$ 
.i. ___ _ 

"EBITDAR" means with respect to any qnane,·Jy period for the Facility an amount determined 
on a consolidated basis equal to the sum of the following amounts for the Facility for a trailing 
twelve month period: (a) earnings/(net income or net Joss) (including, as an expense an actual or 
theoretical management expense of flve percent (5%) of gross receipts) from operations before 
(b) interest expense, (c) income tax expense, (d) depreciation expense, (e) amortization expense, 

, and (f) FlKed Rent, defined in accordance with GAAP for such qua\'terly period, EBITDAR is 
not considere(j n measure of financial perfotmance under GAAP. In calculating eamings for the 
trailing twelve months that encompasses any month pl'ior to the Commencement Dato, for the 
months prior to the Commencement Dato, revenue shall be calculated using ci11reut rates of 
reimbursement, meaning reimbursement rates in effect as of the start of the applicable quarterly 
period. 

SCH~DULB 15.l 
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OPERATING LEASE 

Tl-HS AMENDED AND RESTATED OPERATING LEASE("~") is entered 
into ns of November 19, 2015 (the "Effective Date"), by and between WHITE PLAINS 
HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC a Massachusetts limited liability company with its 
principal place of business located at 2 Bourbon Street, Suite 200, Peabody, MA 01960 
("WPHCP") or (the "L~ndlord") and HBL SNF, LLC a New Yo1·k Limited Liability Company 
having an office at 537 Route 22, Purdys, New York 10578 (the "Tenant"), and amends and 
restates in its entirety the lease between the Parties dated as of November 19, 2015, 

RECITALS. 

A. WBERBAS, Landlord is the owner of tl1e t-eal. property, improvements, 
and personal property constituting 1he long-term c"re facility commonly known as 116-120 
Church Street, White Plains, New York and more particularly described on Exhibit A. attached 
hereto and made a prut hereof, (the "B,eal Property"), and following execution of this Lease, 
upon which certain buildings and improvements shall be erected (the "Facility"); and 

B, WHEREAS, La11dlord desires to lease the entire Leased Premises (defined 
herein) to Tenant and Tenant desires to lease the Leased Premises from Lmdlord pnrsuant to the 
tenus, conditions and covenmts set fo11h herein; and 

NOW, THEREFORE, ln consideration of the mutual covenants, agreements, 
promises, representations and warranties set forth herein and for Ten Dollars ($10.00) and other 
good nnd valuable consideration, the receipt and legal sufficiency of which are hereby 
acknowled&ed by the Parties, the Parties hereby agree as follows: 

ARTICLE I 

INCORPORATION OF RECITALS; PRINCIPLES OF 
CONSTRUCTION, DEF1N1TI0NS 

Section l.1 lncomoratfon of Recitals, The aforesaid Recitals A through B are 
hereby incorporated into this Lease as if fully set forth herein. Lnndl01·d and Tenant are 
hereinafter sometimes Individually referred to as a "~" and collectively referred to as 
11Parties", 

Section 1.2 Erill£ip]!,_s of Construction. All refernnces to articles, sections, 
schedules and exhibits are to articles, sections, schedules md exhibits in or to 'this Agreement 
unless otherwise t1peeified, Unless otherwise specified, the worde "hereof," ''herein" and 
"hereunder" and words of similar import when used in this Agreement sh!lll refer to this 
Agreement as a whole and not to ru1y particular provision of this Agreement. Unless otl1erwise 
specified, all meanings attributed to defined terms herein shall be equally applicable to both the 
singular and plural fonns of the terms so defined. Unless the context clearly indicates a contrary 
intent or unless otherwise specifically provided herein, the word "Landlord" shall mean 

l 
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RECEIVED NYSCEF: 09/18/2020 

"Landlord and its successors Md assigns"; the words "Leased Premises" shall include any 
porti,m of the Leased Premises and any interest therein, and the phrases "!ill2mll~", "legal 
~" and "counsel fees" shall include any and all reasonable attorneys', pm:alegal, legal assistant 
and law clerk fees il!ld dlsbursemenls, whether retained finns, the reimbursement for the 
expenses of in-:house staff or otlierwise, and, including, but not limited to, fees and 
disbursements at the pre-trial, trial and appellate level, inci1rred or paid by Landlord in 
protecting its interest in the Leased Premises and its rights hereimder. Wherever pursuant to tlris 
Lease it is provided that Landlord shall pay any costs and expenses, such costs and expenses 
shall include, but not be limited lo, reasonable legal fees as defined above. Whenever the 
context may require, any pronouns ns~d h<,rein shall include the corresponding masculine, 
feminine or neuter fonns, and the singular form of nouns and pronouns shall include the plural 
and vice versa, The words "includes", "including" and similar tenns shall be construed as if 
followed by the words "without limitation". Whenever in tliis Lease any consent, approval, 
determination or decision of La:ndlord is to be made by Landlord, or any matter is to be 
satisfactory to Landlord, then unless expressly provided to the contrnry, such provision shall be 
deemed to mean that such consent, approval, determination or decision of Landlord or 
determination whether a matter is satisfactory shall be made by Landlord in its sole and absol\lte 
discretion for any or no reason and shall be final and conclusive. Any reference in this Lease 
shall be deemed to include references to such documents as the same may hereafter be amended, 
modified, supplemented, extended, consolidated, replaced and/or restated from time to time. 
Any reference in this Lease shall be deemed to be a reference to this Lease (as defined herein), as 
the same may hereafter be amended, modified, supplemented, extended, consolidated, replaced 
and/or restated from time 10 time. Any reference in this Lease or in the Guaranty shall be 
deemed to be a reference to the Guaranty (as defined herein), as tl1e same may l1ereaftel' be 
amended, modified, supplemented, extended, consolidated, replaced and/or restated from time to 
time. 

Section 1,3 Definitions, 

"Additional Rent" as d~fined in Section 3.2 

"Affiliate" as defined in Section 20.31. 

"Change of Ownership" means 

"Commencement Date" as defined in Section 3.1. 

"Commissioner" means the Federal Ho11sing Commissioner also called the 
Assistant Secretary for Housing in the United States Department of Housing and Urbnn 
Development, 

"DOH" means New York State Department of Health. 

"Effective Date" as defined in introductory paragraph. 

"Eligible Institution" as defined io Section 4.3. 

"Extension Term" as defined In Sectlo113.I(b). 

2 
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"Facillty'' as defined in Recital A. 

"First Refinance" means the replacement or refinance of the Original Mortgage 
and/or original Junior Debt, in whole or part, in an amount not less tha11 $42,200,000, 

"First Refinance Date" means the date of the First Refinance. 

"Fixed Rent" as defined in Section 3.2. 

"Governmental Authority" as defined in Section 5,2. 

"Guarantors" mean Lizer Josefovic and Mark Neuman. 

"Hazardous Materials" as defined in Section 10,3 

"Hazardous Waste" as defined in Section 10.3. 

"Health Care Authority 01· Authorities" means any Governmental Auth.ority 
(including HUD) having responsibility for the approval, licensing, certification, payment, 
issuance of guaranties and insurance for, and/or otherwise setting standards for the operation and 
occupancy of skilled nursing facilities. 

"Health Care Licenses" means all Medicare and Meclicaid cenlfications and 
provider agreements, all public third party payer certifications and provider agreements, and all 
certifications, permits,. regulatory agreements or other agreements and approvals, includlng 
certificates of operation, completion and occupancy, and state nursing facility licenses or other 
licenses and certificates or need required by Health Care Authorities for the Jegai use, occupancy 
and operation of the Facility. 

"HUD" means the United States Deportment of Housing and Urban 
Development. 

"Junior Debt" means a mortgage on the Premises junior to the first Mortgage, 
and/or debt relating to the development and construction of the Premises. 

"Landlord" as defined in introductory paragraph, nnd Section 1.2, 

"Landlord's lndemnitees" as defined in Section 9.1. 

"Landlord's Work" as defined in Section 5.1. 

"Laws" ru, defined in Section 5.1. 

"Lease Default" as defined in Section J 6.1. 

"Leased Premises" as defined in Section 2.1. 

"Lease Year" as defined in Section 3,1. 

3 
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"Letter of Credit" as defined l Section 7.1. 

"Matcrlal Default" as defined in Schedule 3. l. 

---, 

RECEIVED NYSCEF: 09/18/2020 

"Mortgagee" shall refer to the first and second priority mortgages secured by fee 
simple interest in the Real Property as amended, restated, extended or replaced from time to lime 
in Landlord's discretion. 

"Original Mortgage" means the original Mortgage placed on the Premises by 
Landlord, 

"Overdue Rate" as defined in Section 9.1 (b). 

"Primary Market of the Facility" means a fifteen mile raclius of the Leased 
Premises. 

"Prime Rate" as defined in Section 9. 1. 

"Prospectlve Mortgagee" means any Person chosen by Landlord as a Mortgage 
prior to a closing of a Mortgage to be held by such Pel'Son. 

"Real Property" as defined in Recital A. 

"Refinance" means lhe replacement or refinance of the Mortgage, or Junior Debt, 
or any debt in replacement thereof, in whole or part, including the FJrst Refinance, 

"Reff11m1ce Date" means the date of nny Refinance including the First Refinance. 

"Rent" as defined in Section 3.2. 

"Sccm•lty Deposit" as defined in Section 7.1, 

"Special Purpose Entity" as defined h1 Schedule 19.2. 

"Substantial Co111pletiou Date" means the date which is the lnter of: (i) the date 
specified in the AIA Form G704, duly executed and certified by the Landlord's architect, that the 
Facility was substantially completed and In s11bstantial compliance with the plans and 
specifications for the Facility, and (ii) the date Landlord delivers a Temporary Certificate of 
Occupancy (the ''TCO") for tbe Facility, provided, however, If the Landlord ls unable to obtain 
the TCO or Pennancnt CO because of the actions or inactions of the Ten!Ult, its employees or 
agents including, but not limited to, a delay in obtaining the necessary DOH approvals then 
delivery of the TCO shall not be a condition under this clause (ii). 

"Tenant's Lense Coverage Ratio" means BBlTDAR divided by Fixed Rem. 

"Tel'm" as defined In Section 3.1 (including all exercised Extcn~iou Teims). 

4 
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"Total Project Cost or "TPC" is the actual cost of purchasing, developing, 
constn1cting, and equipping the Facility, including withottt limltlltion, the cost of tbe Real 
Property and improvements, development costs, financing costs, and the cost of Lond!ord's 
Work and all equipment, 

"Utllftles" as defined ln Section 4.1. 

ARTICLEU 

LEASED PREMlSES 

Sectio11 2.1 Leased Premises, Landlord hereby leases and demises to Tenant, 
and Tenant hereby leases from Landlord, on the tenns and conditions· sci forth in this Lease, tl1e 
following assets: 

(a) nil of Landlord's right, title, and interest in and to tho Real Prope1ty, 
lllcluding, without limitation, all buildings, structures, erections, improvements, appurtenances, 
easements and fixtures, including fixed machinery and fixed equipment situated thereon or 
fonning a pnrt thereof; and 

(b) all of Landlord's right, title and interest in !llld to all machinery, trade 
equipment, trado fixtures, fumiture, fumishl11gs, beds, and accessories of all kinds used in 
connection with the Facility located on the Real Property, 

All of the items described In Sections 2.l(a) and 2,1ill herein are collectively refe,red to as the 
"Lensed Premises." Landlord and Tenant acknowledge :md understand that all of the items 
which comp1ise the Leased Premises, as repaired, rnbnllt, replaced, restored, altered or llrlded to 
as pennitted or required by provisions of this Lease, shall be transfemd back to Landlord in 
accordance with the terms and conditions set forth herein upon the expiration 9r earlier 
tennination of this Lease. 

Section 2,2 In connection with any nssigrunent of Landlord's interest under 
thJs Lease .and the assumption of this Lense by a new landlord, the original Landlord named 
herein, and each successor in interest, shall have the right to transfer all amounts deposited 
pursuant to Section 4,3 with respect to the Facility, less any amount 11sed pursuant to Section 4,3, 
to such assignee (as the subsequent ho)der of Landlord's interest in this Lease) and upon such 
transfer, Landlord or the applicable successor in interest transferring the deposits shall thereupon 
be completely released from all liability WiU1 respect to such deposits so tnmsfen·ed and Tenant 
shall look solely to said assignee, as the subsequent holder of Landlord's interest under this 
Lease, in reference thereto. If Landlord's interest In the Leased Premises is sold or conveyed as 
provided above or otherwise or by operation of law: (i) at the new owner's option, Tenant shall 
attom to and recognize the new owner as Tenant's Landlord under this Lease and Tenant shall 
take such actions to confirm the foregoing within ten (10) days after request. 

s 
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ARTICLE III 

TERM AND RENT 

Section 3 .1 Term of Lea.,e. 

--., 
RECEIVED NYSCEF: 09/18/2020 

(u) The tenn (the ''Term") of this Lease shall be for a period of thirty (30) 
years commencing on the later to occur of (i) the date of issuance of a permanent or temporary 
Certificate of Occupancy for the Facility and (ii) the date that New York State D.epartment of 
Health (hereinafter sometimes, ".!:illli'') determines that the Landlord's Worlc ls sufficiently 
complete as constructed (hut not necessarily the Tenant's operations) to accept patients, 
provided, however, if the Landlord is unable to obtain a pennanent or temporary Certificate of 
Occupancy because of the actions or inactions of the Tenant, its employees or agents including, 
but not limited to, a delay in obtaining the necessru·y DOH approvals then delivery of a 
permanent or temporary Certificate of Occ\lpancy shall not be a condition under clause (i) (the 
"Commwcement Date"), and ending at 11 :59:59 P.M. on the day preceding the thirtieth (30'h) 
anniversary of the Commencement Date (the "Expiration Date"). Under any and all 
circumstances, Landlord shall not be liable to Tenant, iri damages 01· otherwise, for any delay in 
delivering the Leased Premises to Tenant and Tenant shall have no right to terminate or rescind 
this Lease on account thereof, Notwithstanding the Commencement Date, certain of the rights 
nnd obligations of the parties shall commence on the Effective Date, but not including Tenant's 
obligations to pay Fixed Rcrit and Impositions prior to the Commencement Date, or to maintain 
the Leased Premises, insure the Leased Premises or restore the Lensed Premises after a casualty 
or condemnation prior to the Commencement Date, or any other rights and obligations, which by 
their tenns are intended to commence ll/l of the Commencement Date, which 1ights and 
obligations shall commence on the Commencement Date. 

As used herein with respect to the Tenn and the petiods for payment of Rent 
(nnless the context otherwise requires) the term "Lease Yell)"" shall mean a 365 day period (or 
366 day period in the case of a leap year), first commencing on the Commencement Date and 
thereafter on successive anniversaries thereof, and ending on the day prior to the next succeeding 
nnnivel'Bary of the Comm"encement Date. 

Landlord and Tenant hereby acknowledge .thnt the Commencement Date is 
presently indeterminate and shall occur only as hereinabove provided in this Section. Except for 
the rights of Tenant expressly stated her¢in, Tenant hereby waives a11y right to rescind this Lease 
under the provisions of Section 223-a of the Real Property Law of the State of New York, and 
agrees that the provisiom of this Article are intended to constitute "!lll express provision to the 
contrary" within the meaning of said Section 223-a. Landlord and Tenant shall execute a memo 
specifying the Co!lllllencement Date immedi~tely following its occurrence. 

(b) Provided a Lease Default has not occurred and is then continuing either at 
the time of the exercise of the options provided below or at the end of the Tenn or Extension 
Tenn, or thete has not been any Lease Default llsted in Schedule 3.1 attached hereto (a 
"Material Default"), whether or not cured, within two years of the l'!ld of thi: Term or Extension 
Term, Tenant shall have the option to extend the Term of this Lease for three (3) additional 
perlods of ten (10) years each (each an "Extenslon Term"), by giving writ ton notice to Landlord 
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not less than five forty-five (545) days nor more than seven hundred (700) days prior to the 
expiration of the Tenn (or Extension Tenn as the case may be) of this Lease, TIME BEING OF 
TI:lE ESSENCE to these time periods. These options may be exercised by Tenant serving 
written notice upon Landlord stating that Tenant is exercising the option to extend, If Tenant 
fails to give such notice in writing to Lamilord within the time period specified herein, all rights 
and privileges granted to Tenant to extend this Lease shall lapse and become null and void, No 
later option may be exercised if Tenant has failed to exercise a prior option. If Tenant has 
validly exercised its option(s) to extend the Tenn, references herein to U1e "Tem1" shall be 
deemed to include an Extension Term, 

Section 3.2 Rent. 

(a) Beginning in the flrst (1st) I.ease Year of the Term and for each 
succeeding Lease Year tl1ereaft.er, including during any and all Extension Terms, until the First 
Refinance Date. Tenant shall pay Landlord an annual amount of Six Million Seventy Three 
Thousand One Hundred Fifty Eight ($6,073,158) Dollars ("Fixed Rent") in monthly installments 
of $506,096.50, 

(b) Tenant shall pay the Rent to Landlord during the term without deduction 
or setoff and without demand, 

(c) Th~ tenns "Additional Rent" or "additional rent" means all sums, 
amounts, fees, expenses and costs (including, whhout limitation, legal fees and disbursements) 
payable or reimbursable to Landlord under I.his u,.ase other than Fixed Rent, and all of same 
shall be and constitute Additional Rent l\ereunder. The terms "Flxed Rent" and "Additional 
Rent" shall be- collectively referred to as "Rent.'' Landlord shall have the same rights and 
remedies 1mreunder coniequent upon a failure of Tenant to pay any item of Additional Rent as 
upon a failure of Tenant to pay any item of Fixed Rent. 

(d) Rem shall be due and payable in advance in equal monthly insta1lments 
during each year on the fil'st (1st) day of each calendar month thereof (or in the event the first 
day of the calendar month is not a buslness day, on the first business day following the first day 
of each calendar month) throughout the Term. Rent for any period which is less than a full 
calendar month or full yea!', as the case may be, during the Term, shall be prorated on a daily 
basis. Rent shall not be paid more than one (1) month in advance. Rent shall be paid to 
Landlord at Landlord's address set forth in Section 13.l or nt $Uch other place as Landlord 
designates from time to time by written notice to Tenant Tenant agrees to pay Rent, at 
Landlord's direction, by electronic transfer or wire, a, directed by Mortgagee in writing. 

(e) TENANT HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGES THAT LATE PAYMENT 
BY TENANT TO LANDLORD OF RENT WILL CAUSE LANDLORD TO INCUR COSTS 
NOT CONTEMPLATED HEREUNDER, THE EXACT AMOUNT OF WHICH IS 
PRESENTLY ANTICIPATED TO BE EXTREMELY DIFFICULT TO ASCERTAIN. SUCH 
COSTS MAY INCLUDE PROCESSING AND ACCOUNTING CHARGES AND LATE 
CHARGES WHICH MAY BE JMPOSED ON LANDLORD BY THE TERMS OF ANY LOAN 
AGREEMENT AND OTHER EXPENSES OF A SIMILAR OR DISSIMILAR NATURE. 
ACCORDINGLY, IF ANY INSTALLMENT OF RENT THAT IS PAYABLE TO LANDLORD 
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OR ITS DESIONEE SHALL NOT BE PAID WITHIN FlVE (5) DAYS OF THE DATE WHEN 
DUE, TENANT WILL PAY LANDLORD ON DEMAND A LATE CHARGE EQUAL TO 
FIVE PERCENT (5%) OF THE UNPAID PORTION OF THE AMOUNT OF SUCH 
INSTALLMENT. THE PARTIES AGREE THAT THIS LATE CHARGE REPRESENTS A 
FAIR AND REASONABLE ESTIMATE OF THE COSTS THAT LANDLORD WILL INCUR 
BY REASON OF LATE PAYMENT BY TENANT. THE PARTIES FURTHER AGREE 
THAT SUCH LATE CHARGE rs RENT AND NOT INTEREST AND SUCH ASSESSMENT 
DOES NOT CONSTITUTE A LENDER OR BORROWER/CREDJTOR RELATIONSIDP 
BETWEEN LANDLORD AND TENANT. IN ADDITION, THE AMOUNT UNPAID, 
!NCLUDING ANY LA TE CHARGES, SHALL BEAR lNTEREST AT THE OVERDUE RATE 
FROM THE DUE DATE OF SUCH INSTALLMENT TO THE DATE OF PAYMENT 
THEREOF, AND TENANT SHALL PAY SUCH INTEREST TO LANDLORD ON DEMAND. 
THE PAYMENT OF SUCH LATE CHARGE AND/OR SUCH INTEREST SHALL NOT 
CONS'tITUTE A WAIVER OF, NOR EXCUSE OR CURE, ANY DEFAULT UNDER THIS 
LEASE, NOR PREVENT LANDLORD FROM EXERCISING ANY OTHER RIGHTS 
AND/OR REMEDIES AV AJLABLB TO LANDLORD. 

(f) If a default is declared by the Commissioner under the provisions of 
the Regulatory Agreement, provided a copy of Notice of Default Is given to Tenant, Tenant shall 
thereafter make all future payments under this Lease to the Commissioner. 

Sedion 3.3 Net Lease P1·ovisions. Landlord and Tenant intend that•the Rent 
herein specified shall be net "to Landlord in. each yea,· during the Tenn, and that all costs, 
expenses and obligations of evr.ry kind and nature, (known or unknown, general or special, 
ordinary or extrnordinary, foreseen or unforeseen, direct or indirect, contingent or otherwise) 
relating to the operation, repair and maintenance of the Leased Premises (except Landlord's 
income taxes) which may arise or become due during the Tenn shall be timely paid by Tenaut 
a11d that Landlord shall be indemnified by Tenant against such costs, expenses and obligations. 
Tenant's obligation to pay Rent is independent of all, and is in no manner conditioned upon any, 
other covenants, conditions and obligations of Landlord or Tenant under this Lense. T~ere shall 
be no abatement of Rent payments for any reason nor shall Tenant be entitled to any offsets or 
deductions from Rent payments due hereunder. 

Section 3.4 Rent Tax, If any governmental taxing authority levies, assesses, or 
imposes any tax, sales or use tax, privilege tax, excise or assessment (other than Income or 
fumchise taxes) upon or against the Rent payable by Tenant to Landlord, either by way of 
substitution for or in addition to any existing tax on land and buildings or otherwise, then. Tenant 
shall be responsible for and shall pay such tax, excise or assessment, or, if Landlord pays same, 
Tenant shall reimbur~c Landlord for tl1e amount thereof within ten (10) days after written 
demand by Landlord. 

It is the ultent of this Section ~,4 and all other provisions of this Lease to insure 
that the Rent (including Additional Rent) paid to Landlord by Tenant will be received by 
Landlord without diminution by any tax, assessment, charge or levy of any nature whatsoever, 
except United States, State of New York and local net income taxes, and the temis and 
conditions of this Lease shall be liberally construed to effect such purpose, Without limiting the 
generality of the foregoing, if any tux is assessed or based on gross income ac1uaJly or 
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constructively received by Landlord purrnant to this Lease, Tenant shall pay such amount which, 
when added to said gross income, shall yield to Landlord, after deduction of all such tax payable 
by Landlord with respect thereto, a net amount equal to that which Landlord would have realized 
therefrom had no such tax been imposed. 

Section 3.~- Assignment o( Lease to Mortgagee, Tenant acknowledges that all 
of the interest of Lan.dlord in and to this Lease has been or will be assigned to Mortgagee 
pursuant to the Loan Documents. 

Tenant agrees to promptly execute and deliver to Landlord from 1lme to time any 
and all documents required by a Mortgagee, Prospective Mo1'tgagee, HUD and/or BUD' s 
Approved Lender, or any successor, commercial, agency or private lender, including, without 
limitation, a lease addendum, regulatory agreement, subordination agreement, non-disturbance 
and attomment agreement, aiid/or estoppel certificate, in order. to finance or refinance the 
Facility or otherwise. 

Tenant will on request at !\lly tjme or from time to time by Landlord or any 
Mortgagee or Prospective Mortgagee subordinate this lease and all of Tenant's rights and estate 
hereunder to such Person's Mortgage and to any renewals, extensions, substitutions, refinancings, 
modifications or amendments thereof, or declare such Mo1tgage to be prior to this lease and to any 
renewals, extensions, substitutions, refinanoings, modifications or amendments tliereof, and agree 
with such holder that Tena111 will attom thereto in the event of foreclosure. Landlord agrees to use 
reasonable efforts (except that Landlord aha]] not be obligated to expend money for ·any such 
agreement) to obtain a written agreement from any such holder in the fonn typically used by such 
holder which consents to this lease and proyjdes that, notwithstanding such mortgage or any default, 
expiration, termination, foreclosure, sale, entry or other act or omission under, pursuant to or 
affecting said Mortgage, Tenant shall not be disturbed in peaceful enjoyment of the Leased 
Premises or this lease lertninatcd or canceled at any time, except in the event Landlord shall have 
the right to terminate this lease under the terms and provisions set forth herein, 

Section 3.6 T111e Leasx, It is the intent of Landlord and Tenant and t~e parties 
agree that this Lease is a t111e lease and that this Lease does not represei1t a finllllcing agreement. 
Each party shall reflect the transaction represented hereby in all applicable books, records and 
reports (including income tax filings) in a manner consistent with "1:nle lease" treatme11t rather 
than "fin1111cing" treatment. 

Section 3.7 Right of First Refusal: Buyout. (a) Landlord shall not sell, transfer 
or convey the Leased Premises to a third person or entity unless Tenant first is given the 
opportunity to purchase the Leased Premises pursuant to the tenns and conditions set forth in this 
Section 3,7(a): If at any time during the first eleven years of Term Landlord receives from any 
third person or entity an Offer (as hereinafter defined) to purchase the Leased Premises which 
Landlord desires to accept, Landlord shall notify Tenant of such Offer by delivering written 
notice to Tenant, which notification (the "Offer Notice") shall contain a copy of the written 
Offer or, at Landlord's election, a written summary of the terms of the Offer. For purposes of 
this Lease, an "Offer" shall mean any bona fide written instrument or verbal communication 
setting forth the tenns pursuant to which Landlord will convey the Leased Premises. Tenant 
shall have ten (1 O) Business Days after receipt of the Offer Notice in which to elect by wriuen 
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notice delivered to Landlord (the "Acceptance Notice") to ente,· into a formal agreement on the 
S!llJ1e tenns and conditions ns those contained in the Offer ("Tenant's Purchase Right"). Such 
election shall be effective only if within ten (10) Business Days after delivery of the Acceptance 
Notice the pa11ies enter into a written purchase agreement on terms reasonably acceptable to 
Landlord in good faith for the sale of the Leased Premises to Tenant containing all terms of the 
Offer. If Tenant fails to timely deliver the Acceptance Notice, or if Tenant fails lo timely enter 
into said purchase agreement as provided herein, Land!Ol'd shall have the right to accept the 
Offer or any modification thereof on terrns substan1inlly similar as those set forth in the Offer. 
Tenant's right to purohase the Leased Premises identified in the Offer Notice shall not apply to 
(i) transfers ofless than one hundred percent of the ownership interests in Landlord, (ii) a public 
offering of ownership interests in Landlord, (iii) a recapitalization transaction of any kind 
involving Landlord, (iv) condemnation, eminent domain or similar proceedings, or (v), rights 
exercised by Mortgagees in foreclosure or Jn lieu thereof pursuant to Mmtgages or other 
documet1ts executed by Landlord in connection therewith, including the subsequent disposition 
of the Premises by Mortgagee or its affiliate or designee that acquires the Leased Premises in 
connection therewith. 

(b) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary, if Landlord's 
Offer Notice states that it is purchasing from Tenant Tenant's Purchase Right, tl1en (i) Tenant 
shall have no further rights under Seqtion 3,7(n), and Section 3.7(\1} shall be null roid void 
witl1out fuither effect, and (ii) upon the closing of the purchase and sale of the Leased Premises 
pursuant to the Offer, Landlord shrul pay Tenant ten percent (10%) of the excess of the sales 
price agreed to pursuant to the Offer (less costs and fees, including broker's fees) over the TPC, 
the "Offer l<'ee"), and (iii) the Rent shall be the greater of the amount as detennined by Section 
3.2(a) or fair market value, as shall be detenuined by an indepelldent third party appraiser jointly 
appointed by Landlord or and Tenant, and absent their agreement appointed by the then 
ohaimtan or simila,· officer of the Westchester County Society of Reol Estate Appraisers. For 
purposes of clarification, TellllTJt shall not be entitled to the receipt of the Offer Fee if Tenant 
exercises Tenant's Purchase Right as set forth in Section 3.7(a) above. 

(c) Upon expirntion of the eleventh Lease Year, Tenant's Right 
of First Refitsal as set forth in in Section 3.7(a) shall lapse and become null and void. 

Section 3.8. Qption to Purchase. Commencing on tl1e latter of (i) the first day 
after the Commencement Date and (ii) 24 months from the date of the closing of th~ Original 
Mortgage, and ending on the last day of the fifteenth Lease Year of the Lease, Tenant shall have 
the option to purchase 1he Leased Premises from Landlord for a purchase price of $65,055,000 
by giving written notice of its exercise of the Option to Purchase including a proposed closing 
date, provided lf Tenant does not exercise the Option to Purchase prior to receiving an Offer 
Notice pursuant to Section 3.7, Tenant's Option to Purchase nnder this Section 3.8 shall lapse 
unless and until the conveyance of 1he Leased Premises contemplated under Section 3.7 does not 
occur. Upon expiration of the fifteenth Lease Year, Tenant's the right to purchase the Leased 
Premises from Landlord, all as set forth above, shall lapse, become null and void, and Tenant 
shall have deemed to waived all such rights hereunder. 

ARTICLE IV 
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UTILITIES AND TAXES 

Section 4.1 Utilities. From and after the Commencement Date, Tenant shall 
pay or cause to be paid all charges next coming due and payable for electricity, steam;telephone, 
cable, gas, oil, water, sewer and all other services or utilities used on 01· related to the Leased 
Premises (the "Utilities") during the Term, Tenant covenants to place all Utilitie.s in Tenant's 
name as of the Commencement Date. Adj11stment shall be made for Utilities applicable to any 
period prior to the Commencement Date. In the event Landlord is billed directly by any service 
provider or utility company for any Utilities or services supplied to Tenant during \he Term, 
Landlord shall send Tenant the bill and Tenant shall promptly pay the same. Landlord shall have 
no obligation or liability with respect to any interruption or failure in the supply of any such 
Utilities. If Landlo!'d elects to or shall be required to pay fol' any Utilities to preserve ru1d/or 
protect the Leased Premises, Tenant shall reimburse Landlord for the cost and expense thereof 
plus interest at the Prime Rate. 

Section 4.2 Taxes. Tenant shall be solely responsible for the payment, prior to 
the date wl1en penalties would attach, of all general and special real estate taxes and .assessments 
(together with any excise taxes on such real estate taxes and assessments levied or imposed by 
any governmental taxing authority), fire district tuxes, liens, impositions, including capital stock, 
franchise, ad valorem, sales, use, single business, gross l'eceipts, transaction privilege, rent or 
similar taxes; personal property 1uxes, assessments including assessments for public 
improvements or be11efHs, whetl1er· or not commenced or completed prior to the date hereof and 
whetl1er or not to be completed within the Tenn; ground rents; water, sewer and other utility 
levies and charges; excise tax levies; fees including license, pennit, inspection, authorization and 
similar fees; and all other governmental charges, in each case whether general or special, 
ordinary 01· extraordinary, or foreseen or unfo.reseen, of every character in respect oft!]e Leased 
Premises, and all interest and penalties thereon attributable to any failure in payment by Lessee 
which at any time prior to, during or in respect of the Term hereof may be assessed or imposed 
on or in respect of or be a lien upon the Leased Premises (collectively, the "ln:mosition~"J that 
accrue from the Commencement Date through tl1e Term. Adjustment shall be made for 
fmpositions applicable to any period prior to the Commencement Date. Tenant shall pay all of 
the fmpositions directly to the applicable taxing authorities and Tenant shall promptly forward 
pl'Oof of payment to Landlord in such form as shall be reasonably acceptable to Landlord unless 
Landlord elects to require escrow deposits in accordruice with Section 4,3 hereof. Landlord shall 
promptly forward any tax bJUs which It may receive to Tenant, Landlord shall only bill Tenant 
for any of the Impositions if Tenant does not pay any of the Impositions before delinquency and 
Landlord is obligated or elects (in Landlord's sole and absolute discretion) to pay any of the 
Impositions directly to remain Cllrrem with all taxing authorities. Tenant shall pay the full 
an1ount of any increases in any of the Impositions resulting from alterations or improvements 
made b;y or for tlie benefit of Tenant. After the expiration or tenninatlon of this Lease, Tenant 
shall pay all bills for any of the Impositions which become due and payable after the expiration 
or tenninalion of lhe Lease covering any period through the expiration or ea.lier tenninalion of 
the Lease. If any governmental taxing authority acti11g under any present or future ordinance 01· 
regulation, shall levy, assess or impose a Jax, excise and/or assessment (other than any net 
income ol' franchise tax) upon Landlord or Tenant for rental payable by Tenant to Landlord, 
either by way of substitution for or in addition to any existing tax on land, buildings or 
otherwise, then Tenant shall be responsible for and shall pay such tax, excise and/or assessment 
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or shaU reimburse Landlot<l for the cost and expense thereof, as the case may be, Provided that 
Tenant shall have deposited a sufficient amount of funds to pay the Impositions pursuant co 
Section 4.3 and Tenant has done nothing· to prevent payment by Landlord or its lend.er of the 
Impositions. then Tenant shall not be responsible for any and all late payment fees and/or 
penalties, including interest, imposed by any applicable taxing a11thorities with respect to the 
untupely payment of Impositions, 

Section 4.3 Escrow Deposits. 

(a) ~. At the option of Landlord, which may be exercised at·any time 
by Landlord in its sole and absolute discretion Tenant shall, on the first day of the first calendar 
month commencing after notice from Landlord.' and on the first day of each calendar month 
thereafter during the Tenn (each of which dates is referred to as a "Monthly Deposit Date"). pay 
to and deposit with Landlord a aum equal to one-twelfth ( !/12th) of the Impositions to be levied, 
charged. filed. assessed or imposed upon or against the Leased Premises within one (I) year after 
said Monthly Deposit Date and a sum equal to one-twelfth (]/12th) of the premiums for the 
property insurance policies required pursuant to Article VI which are payable within one (1) year 
after said Monthly Deposit Date. If the amount of the Impositions to be levied,. charged, 
assessed or imposed or insurance premi11ms to be paid within the ensuing one (1) ~ear period 
shall not be fixed upon any Monthly Deposit Date, such amount for the purpose of computing 
the deposit to be made by Tenant hemmder shall be reasonably estimated by Landlol'd with an 
appropriate adjustment to be promptly made between Landlord and Tenant as soon as such 
amount becomes determinable. In addition, Landlord may, at its option, from time to time 
require that any particular deposit be greater than one-twelfth (1/12th) of th.e estimated amount 
payable within one (l) year after said Monthly Deposit Dat~. if such additional deposit is 
required in order to provide to Landlord sufficient funds from which to make payment of all 
Impositions on or before the next due date of any instalhnent thereof. or to make payment of any 
required insmance premiums not later than the due date thereof. If any Mortgagee or the 
Commissioner requires Landlord to impound insurance premiums on a periodic basis during the 
tenn, Tenant, 011 notice from Landlord indicating this requirement, shall pay a sum of money 
towards its liability under this Lease to Landlord 011 a periodic basis in accordance with 
Landlord's requirements. Landlord shall impound the premium payments received from Tenant 
in accordance with the requirements of Mortgagee and shall utilize such funds to timely pay 
insurance premiums. 

(b) Use of Deposits, The ,urns deposited by Tenant under Uus S~ction 4.3 
shall be held by Landlord or Mortgagee and shall be applied in payment of the Impositions or 
insurance premiums, as the case may be, when <llle, Any such deposits may be commingled with 
other assets of Landlord or such Mortgagee. and shall be deposited by Landlord or such 
Mortgagee in an Eligible Instit\ltlon in such account or accounts as Landlord or the Mortgagee 
may. from time to time select, and Landlord shall not be liable to Tenant or any other person 
(l) based on Landlord's or the Mortgagee's (orany bank's) choice of inve.stment vehicles, (ii) for 
any consequent loss of principal or interest or (l!l) for any unavailability of funds based on such 
choice of investment .. Furthennore, subject to the foregoing regarding the use of depositories 
am! accounts, Landlord and its Mortgagee shall bear no responsibility for the financial condition 
of. nor any act or omissioI) by the depository bank. No income, if any, from such in~estment or 
interest on such deposits shall be paid to Tenant. To the extent that Landlord does not have an 
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invoice or bill specifying the due date for payment, Tenant shall give not less than thirty (30) 
days prior written notice to Landlord in each insta1ice when an Jmposition or insurance premium 
is due, specifying the Imposition or premium to be paid and the amount thereof, the place of 
payment, and the last day on which the same may be paid in order to comply with the 
requil"ements of this Lease. If Landlord, in violntion of its obligations under this Lease, does not 
pay any Imposition or insurance premium when due, for which a sufficient deposit exists, Tenant 
shall not be in default hereunder by virtue of the failure to pay such Imposition or such insurance 
premium and Tenant shall not be liable for any late payment fees and/or penalties, "including 
interest imposed as a result of such failure to pay. The tenn "Eligible Institution" shall mean a 
depository institution or. tl'ust oompany, the short tenn unsecured debt obligations or commercial 
paper of which are rated at least "A-1+" by S&P, "P-l" by Moody's and "F-1+" by Fitch in the 
case of accounts in which funds are held for thirty (30) days or less (or, in the ca.1e of accounts in 
which funds are held for more than thirty (30) days, the long term unsecured debt obltgations of 
which arn rated at least" AA" by Fitch and S&P and "Aa2" by Moody's). 

(c) Deficits, If for any 1·eason any deposit made by Tenant or held by 
Lamllord under this Section 4,:1 shall not be sufficient to pay any Imposition or insurance 
premium within the time specified therefor in this Lease, then, wilhin ten (10) doys ofter demand 
by Landlord, Tenant shall deposit an additional amount with Landlord, increasing the deposit 
held by Landlord so that Landlord holds sufficient funds to pay such Imposition or premium in 
full (or in Installments as otherwise provided for herein), together with any penalty or Interest 
thereon. Landlord may change its estimate of mty Imposition or insurance prnmium for any 
perlod on the basis of a change in an assessment or tax rate or on the basis of • prior 
miscalculation or for any other good faith reason; in which event, within ten (10) days after 
demand by Landlord, Tenant shall deposit with Landlord the amount in excess of the sums 
previously deposited with Landlord for the applicable period which would theretofore have been 
payable under the revised estimate. 

(d) Trnnsfers. Consistent with Section 2.2, in connection with any assignment 
of Landlord's interest under this Lease and the assumption of tl1is Lease by a new landlord, the 
original Landlord named herein and each successor in interest shall have the right to transfer all 
amounts deposited ptu·suant to the provisions of this Section 4,'.l_ and not used pursuam to this 
Section 4,3 to such assignee (as the subsequent holder of Landlord's interest in this Lease) and 
upon such transfer, the original Landlord named herein or the applicable successor in interest 
transferring the deposits shall thereupon be completely released from all liability with respect to 
such deposits so transferred and Tenant shall look solely to said assignee, as the subsequent 
holder of Landlord's interest under this Lease, In reference thereto. 

(e) Security. All amounts dep9sited with Landlord pursuant to the provisions 
of this Sectim1 4.3 shall be held by Landlord· as additional security for the payment and 
perfonnance of Tenant's obligations under this Lease and, upon the occurrence and during the 
continuance of any Lease Default, Landlord may, in its sole and absolute discretion, apply such 
amounts towards payment or perfotmance of such obligations. 

(f) &nu:!!, Upon the expiration or earlier termination of this Lease, a. long 
as all of the Rent and any and all other obligations due under this Lease have been fully paid and 
performed, any sums then held by Landlord under this Section 4.3 shall be refunded to Tenant, 
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and subject to the rights of a Mortgagee, together with all lttterest, if any, eatned thereon and all 
income, if any, earned therefrom; provided, however, that if a Lease Default has occurred and is 
continuing, nl! of such sums may be applied by Landlord 1owards any amounts owed to Landlord 
pursuant to this Lease. 

(g) Receipts. Tenant sha!J deliver to Landlord copies of all claims and bills in 
relation to the Imp-0sitions and insurance premiums promptly upon receipt thereof by Tenant 

This Article and the obligations herein shall survive explrntion or earlier termination of 
tl1is Lease. · 

ARTICLE V 

LANDLORD'S WORK, MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR; IMPROVEMENTS 

Section 5.1 Landlord's Wolk, (a) Landlord shnll cause the Facility to be 
constructed ("Lontllord's Work"), 

(b) Landlord will give Tenallt thirty (30) days' notice of the date Landlord 
expects to be the Substantial Completion Date. On or prior to the Substantial Comple1ion bate, 
Landlord md Tenant shall jointly prepare a list of the items for the Facility 1l!.at remain to be 

completed or corrected, set a dollar value for the cost to complete the work, and fix time for their 
completion or correction (collectively the "Pimchllst"). 

(c) Notwithstanding llnything in this lease to the contrary, on and after the 
Substantial Completion Date Tenmt shnll be deemed to have agreed Landlord has completed 
Landlord's Work to Tenant's complete satisfaction, except for (I) the Punchlist, (ii) such items of 
decoration or mechanical adjustment of which Tenant gives Landlord wi·ltten notice within thirty 
(30) days after the Substantial Completion Date (the "Initial Correction Items") or (iii) any 
defects in t11e Facility which were not known or reasonably discoverable by Tenant in the time 
period specified in the immediately prior clause (ii) ("Latent Defects"); provided that, as to 

Latent Defects, Landlord will have no responsibility or liability therefor, or for the correction 
thereof, unless (A) Tenant conducts at least one inspection of the Facility with a qualified 
engine.er or other expert, within one year from the Substantial C11mpletio11 Date, and (B) Tenant 
gives Landlord notice of such Latent Defects within thirty( 30) days after discovery thereof and 
in any event not later than one year after the Sub6tantial Completion bate, wl1ich notice will be 
accompanied by the certification of such engineer or other experts, specifying, in detail, such 
Latent Defects In the Facility. 

(d) At its sole expe11se, Landlord shall complete the Punohlist, and rnmedy the 
Initial Correction Items, and the Latent Diifects provided with respect fo Latent Defects that the 
conditions set out in clause (iii) of section (c) nre satisfied. 

(e) To the extent assignable at no cost to Landlord, Landlord assigns to 
Tenant all manufacturer warranties 011 materials and equipment. Teaant shall have the benefit 
and right to enforce such wa1Tanties at its sole cost and expense. 
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Section 5.2 Maintenance and Repair. Except as provided in Section 5.1, 
Tenant, at Tenant's sole cost and expense, shall keep the Leased Premises, including all 
buildings, fixtures, trade equipment, trade fixtures, furniture, beds and other personal property 
leased to Tenant pu1·suant to this Lease, including, without limitation, all structural and non
structural components, the roof, foundation, all outer walls, plumbing, sprinklers, electrical, 
mechanical, heating, ventilation, utility service, air conditioning, vertical transport, telephone, 
communications, cable, computer, tire-life-safety, nursing call, and all other systems of the 
Leased Premises in good condition and repair and in compliance with all Laws. Landlord sball 
not be responsible to make any improvements, repairs, maintenance or replacements wbeilter 
occasioned by the act, omission, active negligence, or passive negfigence of Landlord or Tenant 
and/01· its agents, employees, invitees or licensees or otherwise, and Tenant shall pay for all 
improvementa, repairs, replacements, malnternmce and expenditures relating to the Leased 
!'remises, whether lmerior or exterior, structurol or non-structural, ordinary or exll'aordinary, 
foreseen or unforeseen or arising by reason of a condiiion existing prlor to the commencement of 
the Lease, by Tenant's use or by a change in applicable Laws. The Leased Premises and lts 
appurtemmces shall at all times be kept clean, safe and sanitary and ln good order, condition, 
replacement and l'epalr by Tenant, at Tenant's sole cost ancl expense, except for ordinary wear 
and tear (provided, )lowever. that, without limiting the generality of this Section 5 .2, Tenant shall 
be obligated to replace any portion of the Leased Premises upon any obsolescence thereof or if 
proper repair is Impractical). Tenant shall provide (if not c1mently a part of the Leased 
Premises) and maintain, repair and replace, as necessaiy, all furniture, fixtures, equipment and/or 
other personal property re!Juired by ru1y Govemmental Authorlty (other thM furniture; flx.tures, 
equipment and/or other personal property owned by contractors providing ancillary services at 
the Facility) necessary for the operation of the Facility and to comply with all Laws. All SijCh 
property provided by Tenant sh.all immediately become the property of Landlord and Tenant 
shall execute such documentation as Landlord may reasonably require vesting title in such 
property in Lwdlord. Landlord shall have no liability or obligation with respect to such property 
or any of Tenant's operations relatit1g thereto. All replacements made by Tenant hereunder shall 
be made in a good and workmanlike manner in accordance with Laws using the same, similar or 
better quality of moterlals aa being replaced and ahall immediately bQcome the pr~perty of 
Landloi·d. Tenant acknowledges that title Rnd ownership of all repaired and replaced furniture, 
fil\tures, equipment and/or other personal property made hereunder shall belong to and is for the 
benefit of Landlord, Tenant shall not enter into any equipment lelllles or conditional sales 
contracts for any furniture, fixtures, equipment and/or other personal property relating to the 
Facility without Landlord's consent which it may grant or withhold in its sole discretion. Tlic 
t,:,nn "~" means, all federal, stute, county, municipal and other governmental statutes, laws, 
rules, orders, regulations, ordinances, judginents, decrees and injunctions of Governmental 
Authorities affecting any Leased Premises or any part thereof, or the construction, use, alteration 
or operation tliereof, or any part thereof, whether now or hereafter enacted and in force, and all 
permits, licenses and authorlzations and regulations relating thereto, and aU covenants, 
agreements, restrictions and encumbrances contained ln any instruments, either of record or 
known lo Tenant, nt any time in farce affecting the Leased Premises or any part thereof. The 
term "Governmental Authority" means any cot1rt, board, agency, arbitrator, commission, office 
or other authority of any nature whatsoever for any governmental unit (foreign, federal, state, 
county, district, municipal, city or otherwls;,) whether now or hereafter in existence. 
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Section 5.3 Improvements. Renovation, Alterations and Add!tions. Tenant 
shall have the right during the Tenn to make such non-structural interior alterations, changes and 
improvements to the Leased Premises as may be proper rutd necessary for the conduct of 
Tenant's business. to cause the Leased Premises to conform to all Laws. for patient comfort and 
safety, or for the full beneficial use of the Leased Premises, so long as such improvements do not 
(i) exceed Three Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars ($350,000.00) in any given calendar year, 
(ii) interfere with any of tile purposes for which the Facility was leased or affect the roof ot 
structure, (iii) pecrease the value of the Leased Premises, (iv) affect any building system, 
including, heating. ventilation, air conditioning, mechanical, electrical, plumbing or verticw 
transport systems, or (v) affect the exterior appearance of the Leased Premises, Tenant shall not 
make any other alterations, changes. or improvements without the express wlitten approval in 
each instance by Landlord, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld; provided, 
however, that the granting or withholding of consent shall not result in any liability to Landlord. 
Furthermore, Tenant may make all repairs or replacements requked by a Govemmentul 
Authority without obtaining Landlord's consent, provided, however, Tenant shall give Landlord 
no less than ten (10) days prior written notice of such government mandated repairs or 
replacements prior to making 01· implementing same, unless emergency factors necessitate the 
making of such repairs before Tenant can reasonable give notice to Landlord, in which event 
Tenant shall give notice to Landlord as soon as reasonably possible, Tenant shall pay for all 
costs, fees and penalties imposed by the applicable state agencies or the Center for Medicare and 
Medicaid Services ("~") or other Governmental Authority in connection with any survey or 
die Change of Ownership. Tenant shall notify Landlord of any alterations, changes or 
improvements required and/or pennitted by the applicable state agencies or the CMS or other 
Govemme11tw Authority prior to the commencement thereof. Tenant shall pay all costs and 
expenses of any l'equlred and/or permitted alterations, changes, and improvements, shnll make 
the same in a good and workmanlike IUl!IJ,ner, and in accordance with all Laws, having obtained 
all necessal'y pennits and approvals from Governmental Authorities having jmisdiction over the 
Facility and work pe1fonned thereon or therein, and shall assure Landlord, in form reasonably 
satisfactory to Landlord, all necessary permits and authorizations have been received and that 
paymen.t for the work and materials will be made by Tenant. Tenant ht'xeby completely and fully 
indemnifies Landlord against any mechanic's liens or other liens or claims in connection wifu the 
making of any alterations, changes, and/or improvements. Any liens arising out of any required 
and/or permitted alterations, changes, and/or improvements shall be discharged of record by 
Tenant within the earlier of thirty (30) days after the same have been filed by payment, bonding 
or other\'liSe, as permJtted by law, or five (5) days after commencement of a foreclosure or 
enforcement action. Notwithstanding any provision of this Lease to the contrary, Tenant shall 
not undertake any alterations, renovations, or Improvements to the Facility or otherwise 
commence any project or activity with respect to the Facility, which may result in any bed being 
taken out of service for more than seven (7) days wJthout Landlord's and/or Mortgag~e's prior 
written consent, which Lai1dlord's consent shall 1101 be unreasonably withheld. Tenant shall give 
Landlord written notice ten (10) days prior to commencing repairs, construction, or alterations 
whose costs e~ceed One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000.00). 

Section 5.4 Signage. All signs installed by Tenant at the Facility shall 
comply with all Laws, and all necessary permits or licenses shall be obf.llined by Tenant. Tenant 
shall maintain all signs in good condition and repair, and/or replace as may be required by 
applicable law. at all times at Tenant's sole cost and expense. Upon vacating the Leased 
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Premises, Tenant shall remove nil signs and supporting material or installations so installed by 
Tenant, but only if Landlord shaU request such removal, and Tenant shall repair all damage 
caused by such removal. Landlord acknowledges and agrees that neither Landlord nor any 
subsequent tenant of Landlord shall be authorized to use any company or registered tr.ade name 
of Tenant or any of Tenant's affiliates or subtenmts. 

Section 5.5 Surrender, (a) Subject to applicable law and to receipt of any 
necessary DOH approval, Ten2.1t! shall deliver up and surrender to LllJldlord possession of the 
Leased Premises and nll improvements and replacements thereof, including all of Tenant's 
alterations, improvemems work (and all replacements thereof) and all fixtures permanently 
attached to the Leased Premises by 'l'cnant during the Term, upon the expiration of this Lease or 
its tennination in any manner whatsoever, in as good condition and repair and itt substantially 
similar form, character and manner as the same sliall be on the Commencement Date, reasonable 
wear and tear excepted (without compensation to Tenant), with permitted changes, 
improvements m1d additions made during the Term as authorized herein, subject to no liens, 
encumbrance$, charges, restrictions, conditions, llm!tutions or claims whatsoever to the extent 
not encumbering the Leased Premises as of the Commencement Date, and deliver 1be keys 
and/or operational secu:rlty cards to the Leased Premises to Landlord or Landlord's designated 
age11t. 

(b) Licenses and Transfer of Operations. Upon the expiration of the Tenn or earlier 
termination of the Lease, Tenant shall and shall cause its subtenants to, (i) transfer to Landlord or 
Landlord's nominee a fully operatlo11al, licensed and certified, and staffed facility and shall 
cooperate with Landlord or L8lldlord 's designee or nominee in connection with the proc~ssing 
by Landlord or Landlord's designee or nominee of nny applications for" all licenses, operating 
petmits and other governmental authorization, all contracts, including contracts with all 
Governmental Authorities or quasi governmental entitles (provided that except following a Lease 
Default, the reasonable costs and expenses of tl1e processing .of any such upplicntion shall be 
paid by Landlord 01· Landlord's designee or nomil1ce), (ii) ~·ansfer to Landlord or Landlord's 
nominee all tangible personal property of Tenant, including financiru and accounting records, 
business records, data, employee m1d/or personnel rec01·ds, patient and resident records, and all 
records l1eld in electronic form, (all subject to the Lnws requiring confid6lltiality), all equipment 
and small ware and all inventory used ln connection with the Facility, (iil) transfer to Landlord or 
Landlord's nominee all intangible property except accounts receivable of Tenant. and (iv) 
transfer to Lnndlord or Landlord's nominee all 1-esidents in the Facility. With respect to resident 
f\mds, Tenant shall transfer to Landlord or its designee, all patient and resident trust accounts, 
and shall cause its subtenant to prepare and submit to Landlord or its designee a true, correct, and 
complete accounting and inventory (properly reconclled) of any patient trust funds an<! resident 
property to be transferred to Landlord, or its designee, Temmt shall, and shall cause lts 
subtenant, not to commit any act or be remiss in the undertaking of any act that would jeopardize 
the licensure or certification of the Facility, and Tenant shall and shall cause its subtenant to 
comply with all requests for an orderly transfer of the sumo 11pon the expiration or early 
termination of the Term, including, but not limited to, Upon the request of Landlord or its 
deslgnee, the transitioning of employees in compliance with applicable laws. Without limiting 
the generality of the foregoing, if requested by Landlord or a proposed replacement operator for 
the Facility, Tenant hereby agrees to enter into a reasonable operations transfer agreement with 
such replacement operator. Tenant shall not umeasonably willihold, condition or "delay its 
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consent to entering into any interim subleases 01· management agreements as may be necessary to 
effectuate an early transfer of the operations of the Facility prior to the time that sucl1 
replacement operator holds all licenaes and pennits from all applicable Governmental 
Authorities with judsdiction necessary to operate the Facllity for its intended use. In addition, 
upon request, Tenant shall and shall cause subtenants, to promptly deliver copies to Landlord or 
Landlord's deslgnee of all books and records reladng to the Leased Premises and operations 
thereon (including inventories, employee lists and personnel records, and policies and procedures 
manuals). Tenant shall allow Landlord or a proposed replacement operator for the Facility to 
utilize Tenant's, subtenants' computer hardware and software for a minimum of ninety (90) days 
to facllitate the transfer of operations, the collection of accounts receivables, the billhtg of 
providers, and tile provision of patient care. Tenant shall indemnify, defend, protect" and hold 
harmless Landlord from and against any loss, damage, cost ot expense incurred by Landlord or 
Landlord's deslgnee or nominee in connection with the cottection of any and all deficiencies of a 
physical nan1re identifl~d by any GoverrunentaJ Authority responsible for liceJlSing the Leased 
Premises in the course of any change of ownership inspection and audit. Tenant shall be 
respons!bl<\ for any alterations or renovations necessitated by, 01' lrnpo~ed 111 connection with, a 
change of ownership inspection survey for the (ranafer of operation of the Leased Premises to 
Landlord or its designee. Tenani shall not commence ta wind up and tenninate tbe operations of 
the Faollity or relooate tlie patients or occuproit., of the Facility to any other health care facility. 
In addition, Tenant shall not tennlnate the employees of the Facility except in connection with 
and upon the transfer of operations of the Facility to Landlord or its deslgncc. 

(c) If Lnndlord notifies Tenant in writing that it intends to transfer the 
operations of the Facility, to a new operator and desires to have Tenant continoe to operate the 
Facility after the Expiration Date or earlier te11nlnation of the Lease, then Tenant shall continue 
to operate the Facility llntil the earliest to occur of (i) the date on which such successor operator 
shall assume operation of the Facility, or (ii) the date that is 180 days after the applicable 
Expiration Date or te1·mination date (the "Reimbursement Period"). During the 
Reimburnement Period (x) Landlord shall provide Tenant with an operating budget, (y) Landlord 
shall include in the aforesaid operating budget, and Tenant shall continue to pay doring the 
Reimbursement Period, ali Rent that would have been owing under this Lease as to tl1e Leased 
Premises if this Lease had not expired or tenninated as to; nnd/or Tenant had not been 
dispossessed from, such Leased Premises, and (z) provided that this Lease was not tefUJinated 
with respect to, and Tenant was not dispo,sessed from, such the Lease Premises due to a Lease 
Default, Landlord shall reimburse Tenant for any operating deficits with respect to the Facility 
that Tenant may be required to fund out-of-pocket on account of operating losses and expenses 
incurred by Tenant by reason of, or arising out of compliance with, such b11dget with respect to 
the Reimbursemeflt Period. Any such reimbursement shall be due from Landlord to Tenant 
within 60 days after request by Tenant, provided that Tenant shall furnish such documentation of 
any operating deficits, losses and expenses as Landlord may reasonably request. The terms of 
this Section 5.S(c) shall survive the expiration ot earlier termination of this Lease and/or any 
dispossession of Tenant from !lie Lease Premises. 

(d), Use of Legacy Tradename. Without llmitation of the other provisions of 
this Section 5.5 ll!ld notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in this Lease, Tenant 
agrees to allow Landlord or its designee operator, at its option and at no cost to Landlord or any 
,uch designee, to continue to use, in its signage, marketing and adveitising materials, operations 
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and otherwise, any or all name(s) (including tradenames) associated with the operation of the 
Facility as a goi.ng concern for up to 180 days following (i) the expiration or 1enninntion of this 
Lease and (ii) the vacation from, and surrender of, the Leased Premises nnd Facility by Tenant, 
At the end of such 180 day period, or upon sooner written notice from Landlord to Tenant, 
Tenm1t shall, promptly and at its expense, remove its aforesaid name'(s) from all signs an the 
Facility and repafr any damage to such signs ca\lsed by such removal, Landlord acknowleilges 
ancl agrees that Tenant, not Landlord, owns tl1e aforesaid name, and that neither Landlord nor 
any designee of Landlol'd may use the same except as dcscrlbed in this Section 5,5(d) or as 
otherwise agreed in w11ting by Tenant, 

(e) Management of Ter:minated/Dispossessed Premises. Commencing on the 
applicable Tennination/Dispossession Date as to any Terminated/Dispossessed Premises, 
Laµdlord or its designee, npoo notice to Tenant, may elect to assnme the responsibilities and 
obligations for the management and operation of the Business at such Te1mi11ated/Dispossessed 
Premises, and Tenant agrees to cooperate fully to accomplish the transfe1· of such management 
and operation without interrupting the operation of such Business to the extent allowable by 
Laws. TenMt shall permit Landlord or its designee to operate the Facility under. Tenant's 
licenses, certifications and oilier authorizations pending the issuance of new licenses, 
cel'tifications and other amhorizations Landlord or its deslgnee. Tenam shall not commit any act 
or be remiss in the undertaking of MY act that would jeopardize any licenses, certifications and 
other authmizations related 10 the Facility, and Tenant shall comply with ull requests for an 
orderly transfer of al! llcenses, certifications and other authorizations related to the Faci]jty and 
any payer's certifications. 

(£) ln addition, llpon any expiration or termination of this !.,ease, Tenant 
covenams and agrees to do s11ch things and to talce such action as may, from time to time, be 
n~cessary or appropriate to permanently surrender and withdraw from possession and operation 
(including but not limited to licensure and certification) of the Leased Premises, and shall 
thereafter be fully and pennanently relieved of all powers, duties, responsibilities and obligations 
that are r.onfen:ed or imposed upon Tenant under this Lease (except those continuing obligations, 
inclnding but not limited to the obligation to pay all Rent due and owing under this Lease, and 
the obligation to pay all amounts owed by Tenant to the Medicare, Medicaid, third party payor 
programs and residents for tbe period of the Term, which survive the termination hereof as 
provided herein) and to restore and place Landlord or its designee in poasession and op~ration of 
the Leased Premises; or any portion thereof, and Tenant covenants and agrees to execute and 
deliver to Landlord or Landlord's designee (each subject to the approval of DOH) all 
assignments, operation transfer agreements, consems, consents to assignments (including 
Medicare and Medicaid provider agreements, if requested by Landlord) documents and other 
instruments, to tire reasonable satisfaction of Landlord in order to effectuate the provisions 
hereof. 

Section 5.6 Condition of Leased J?remises, (a) Subject to Section 5.1, Tenant 
shall accept and take possession of the Lensed· Premises in its "AS lS," "WHERE IS'! "WITH 
ALL FAULTS" condition, and acceptance of possessiou of the Laascd Premises on the 
Commencement Date shall be deemed an acknowledgment by Tenant of Tenant's acceptance of 
the condition of the Leased Premises. Tenant acknowledges and agrees that Lnndlord is not 
making any representation, wiirranty or covenant whatsoever with respect to the condition of the 
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Leased Premises, or any portion thereof, or its suitability for any particular purpose, and Tenant 
sh•ll be relying solely on its inspection of the Leased Premises and due diligence investigations 
wilh respect thereto. 

(b) LANDLORD MAKES NO WARRANTY OR REPRESENTATION, 
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, Th! RESPECT OF THB LEASED PRE:MISES OR ANY PART 
THEREOF, EITHER AS TO ITS FITNBSS FOR USE, DESIGN OR CONDITION .FOR Al"Y 
PARTICULAR USE OR PURPOSE OR OTHERWISE, OR AS TO TBE NATURE OR 
QUALITY OF THE MATBRlAL OR WORKMANSH.lP THEREIN, OR THE EXISTENCE OF 
ANY HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE, IT BEING AGREED THAT ALL SUCH R1SKS, 
LATENT OR PATENT, ARB TO BE BORNE SOLELY BY TENANT, INCLUDING ALL 
RESPONSIBILITY AND LIABILITY FOR ANY BNVIllONMENTAL REMEDIATION AND 
FOR COMPLIANCE wrrn ALL ENVIRONMENTAL LAWS. EFFECTIVE AS OF THE 
DATE OF THIS LEASE, TENANT SHALL RELEASE LANDLORD FROM ALL CLAJMS 
WHICH TENANT OR ANY AGENT, REPRESENTATIVE, AFFILIATE, EMPLOYEE, 
DIRECTOR, OFFICER, PARTNER, MANAGER, MEMBER, SERVANT, SHAREHOLDER, 
'l'RUSTEB OR OTHER PERSON OR ENTITY ACTING ON TENANT'S BEHALF OR 
OTHERWISE RELATED TO OR AFFJLIATED WITH TENANT ARISING FROM OR 
RELATED TO ANY MA'ITBR OR THlNG RELATED TO OR IN CONNECTION WITH 
THE LEASED PREMISES, INCLUDING THE INFORMA TlON AND ANY PHYSICAL OR 
ENVIRONMENTAL C.ONDITIONS, AND TENANT SHALL NOT LOOK TO LANDLORD 
IN CONNECTION WITH THE FOREGOING FOR ANY REDRESS OR REUER THIS 
RELEASE SHALL BE GNEN FULL FORCE AND EFFECT ACCORDING TO .EACH OF 
ITS EXPRESSED TERMS AND PROVISIONS, INCLUDING THOSE RELATING TO 
UNKNOWN AND UNSUSPECTED CLAIMS, DAMAGES AND CAUSES OF AC'flON. 
EXCEPT AS TO MATTERS SPECIFICALLY SET FORTH IN Tf-I!S LEASE; (A) TENANT" 
WILL ACQUIRE nm LEASED PREMISES SOLEL y ON nm BASIS OF ITS OWN 
PHYSICAL AND FINANCIAL EXAMINATIONS, REVIEWS AND INSPECTIONS, AND 
(B) WITHOUT LIMITING THE FOREGOING, WAIVES ANY RIGfIT rr OTHERWISE 
MAY HAVE AT LAW OR IN EQtnTY AGAINST LANDLORD WITH RESPECT TO ANY 
ASPECT OF LEASED PREMISES. . 

ARTICLE VI 

1NSUl1ANCE 

Section 6.1 fu!lJ!!lll1£ll. (a) Tenant shall obtain Md maintain, or cause to be 
maintained, insurance for Tenant and the Facility providing at least the following coverages or as 
req~ired from time to time by any Mortgagee: 

(i) comprehensive "all risk" insurance 011 the Facility 11nd the ·Personal 
Property, including Building Ordinance Coverage from Operaiion of Building Laws, Demolition 
Costs and Increased Cost of Construction Endorsements, in each case (A) in an amount equal 10 

one hundred percent (l 00%) of the "Full Replacement Cost," which for puiposes of this Lease 
shall mean actual replacement value (exclusive of costs of excavations, foundations, 
umfurgronnd utilities and footings) with a waiver of depreciation (e~oept with respect to the 
insurance p11Tsuant to clauses (D), (x), (y) and (z) bcfow); (B) containing an agreed amount 
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ei1dorsement with respect to the Facility and Personal Prope11y waiving all co-fosurance 
provisions; (C) pxoviding for no deductible in excess of Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000.00) for 
all such insurance coverage (except as stated in the penultimate sentence of this subsection); and 
(D) containing an "Ordinance or Law Coverage" or "Enforcement" endorsement if the Facility 
01· the use of the Faclllty shall at any time constitute legal non-confoimlng structures or uses and 
covering the increased oost of construction, demolition cost, value of the undamaged portion of 
the structure and any increased expenses to rebuild due to the enforcement of building or zoning 
laws or requirements following a covered Joss of the Leased Premises. Tn addition, Tenant shall 
obtain: (x) if any portion of any of the Leased Premises ls currently or at any time in the future 
located in a federlllly designated "special flood hazard area," flood hazard insurance· Jn an 
amount equal to the lesser of (1) the outstanding principal balance of any Joru1 encumbering the 
Lea.sed Premises or (2) the maximum amount of such insurance available under the National 
Flood Insurance Act. of 1968, the Flood Disaster Protection Act of 1973 or the National Flood 
Insurance Reform Act of 1994, as each may be amended, or successor legislation, or such greater 
amount as Landlord and/or Mortgagee shall require; (y) earthquake insurance Jn amounts and in 
fonn and substance satisfnctory to Lmdlord and Mmtgagee in the event the Facility is located in 
an area with a high degree of seismic activity and (z) coastal windstorm Insurance in amounts 
and in form and substance satisfactory to Landlord and Mortgagee in the event the Facility is 
located in a coastal region; provided that the insurance pursuant to clauses (x), (y) and (z) hereof 
shall be on terms consistent with the comprehensive insurance policy required under thls 
Subsection (i); and further provided that the earthquake insurance pursuant to clause (y) may 
provide for a deductible of up to the greater of One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000,00) 
and two percent (2%) of the amount of such coverage, (ill) the flood Insurance pursuant to 
clause (x) may provide for a deductible of up to One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000.00), 
and (IV) the ordinance and law coverage pursuant to clause (D) may have a sub-limit of Two 
Million Five Htmdred Thousand Dollars ($2,500,000.00). 

(ii) commercial general liability insurance against claims for personal 
in.fury, bodily injury, death or prope11y damage occurring upon, in or about the Facility, such 
insurance (A) with a combined limit of not less th'an Five Million Dollars ($5,000,000,00) in tbe 
aggi·egate and Two Million Dollars ($2,000,000.00) per claim (and, if on a blanket policy, 
containing an "Aggregate Per Location" endorsement); (B) to continue at not less than the 
aforesaid limit until required to be changed by Landlord and Mortgagee in writing by reason of 
changed economic conditions making such protection inadequate; and (C) to cover at. least the 
following hazards; (1) prcmjses and operations; (2) products and completed operations on an "lf 
any" basis; (3) independent contractolll; (4) blanket contractual liability; and (5) contractual 
liability covering the indemnities contained in Section· 9, 1 of the Lease to the extent the same is 
available; 

{iii) business income with extra expense insurance (A) with loss payable to 
Landlord and Mortgagee; (B) covering all risks required to be covered by the insmance provided 
for in Subsection m above; (C) containing an extended period of indemnity endorsement which 
provides that after the physical loss to the Facility and Personal Property has been repaired, the 
continued loss of income will be insured until such income either returns to the srune level lt was 
at prior to the loss, or the expiration of twelve (12) months from the date tliat the Faclllty is 
repaired or replaced and operations are resumed, whichever first occurs, and notwithstanding that 
the policy may expire prior to the end of such period; and (D) in an amount equal to one hundred 
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percent (100%) of the projected net profit and extrn expense with respect to the Facility for a 
period of twelve (12) mm1ths from the date of such Casualty (assuming such Casualty had not 
occurred) and notwithstanding that the policy may expire at the end of such period. The amount 
of such business income lnsurru1ce shall be determined prior to the date hereof and at least once 
each year thereafter based on Tenant's reasonable estimate of the gross income from the Facility 
for the succeeding twelve (12) month period. Nothing herein contained shall be deemed to 
relieve Tenant of its obligations to pay the Rent when dt1e except to the extent such amounts are 
actually paid out of the proceeds of such business income insurance; 

(iv) at all times during which structural construction, repairs or alterations are 
being made with respeot to the Facility, lllld only if the Facility coverage fonn does not otherwise 
apply, (A) owner's contingent or p1·otective Jlability lnswance covering claims not covered by or 
under t)le te1ms or provisions of the above mentioned commercial general liability insurance 
pollcy; and (B) the insurance provided for in subsection (i) above written in a so-cnlled builder's 
risk completed value form (1) on a non-reporting basis, (2) against all risks insured against 
pursuan1 to subsection (i) above and (3) with an agreed amount endorsement waiving 
co~insurance provisions: 

(v) worker's compensation insurance with respect to any employees of 
Tenant, as req\1ired by any Governmental Authority, Health Care Authority, Legal Requirement 
01· Health Care Requi.remenl; 

{vi) boiler nnd machinery insurance, if applicable, in amounts as shall be 
reasonably l'equired by Landlord and Mortgagee on terms consistent with the conunercial 
property insurance policy required under Subsection m above; 

(vii) lntentionally omitted; 

(viii) motor vehicle liability coverage for all owned and non-owned vehicles, 
including rented and leased vehicles containiog minimum limits per occun·ence, including 
umbrella coverage, of One Million Dollars ($1,000,000.00); 

(ix) if the Facility is or becomes a legal "non-confonnlng" 11se, ordinance or 
law coverage and insurance coverage to compensate for Lhe cost of (upon a Casualty) demolition 
or rebuilding of the undamaged portion of the Facility Blong with any reduced value and the 
increased cost of construction in amounts as requested by Landlord and Mortgagee; 

(x) Ille commercial property and business income insurance required under 
Sections 6.1 (a)(i) and Oji) above shall cover perlls of terrorism and acts of terrorism and Tenant 
shall maintain commercial property and business income insurance for loss resulting from perils 
and acts of terrorism on tenns (including arnow,ts) consistent witl11hose required under Sections 
6.1 (a)(i) and !'.iiil above at all times during the Term; 

(xi) professional liability and malpractice insurance with limits o'f at least 
Two Million Dollars ($2,000,000.00) per claim / Five Mlllion Dollars ($5,000,000.00) in the 
aggregate. Tenant shall also require each medical director for tl1e Facility and the associated 
nurse practitioner at the Facility to carry professional liability and malpractice insurance with 
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limits of not less than Two Million Dollars ($2,000,000.00) per claim / Five Million Dollars 
($5,000,000.00) in the aggregate; and 

(xii) notwithstanding anything to the contrary in the foregoing, all insurance 
coverage required by BnY mortgagee of Landlord shall be met by Tenant, from time to time a, 
necessary; 

(xiii) upon sixty (60) days' notice, such other reasonable insurance and in 
such reasonable amounts as Landlord and/or Mortgagee from time to time may reasonably 
request against such other insurable hazards which at the time are commonly insured against for 
property similar to the Facility located it) or around the region in which the Facility is lqcated. 

(b) All insurance provided for in Section 6.1 (a) shall be obtained 1mder valid 
and enforceable policies (collectively. the !'Policies" or, in the singular, the "Policy"), and shall 
be subject to the approval of Landlord and Mortgagee as to Insurance companies, amounts, 
deductibles, loss payees 1111d insureds. The Policies shall be issued by financially sound and 
responsible insurance companies authorized to do business in the State of New York and having 
a claims paying ability rating of "A" or better (and the equivalent thereof) by at least two (2) of 
the Rating Agencies rating the companies (one of which shall be S&P If they are rating the 
securities and one of which will be Moody's if they are rnting the companies), or if-only one 
Rating Agency is rating the companies, then only by such Rating Agency and shall specifically 
name Landlord and Mortgagee as loss payees and additional insureds, as applicable. Not less 
than ten (10) days prior to the expiration dates of the Policies theretofore furnished to Landlord 
and Mortgagee, certificates of insurance evidencing the Policies accompanied by evidence 
satisfactory to Landlord and Mortgagee of payment of the premiums due thereunder (the 
"Insurance Premiums"), shall be delivered by Tenant to Landlord and Mortgagee. 

(c) Any blanket insurance Policy shall specifically allocate to the 
Facility the amount of coverage from time to time required hereunder ru:id shall otherwise 
provide the same protection as would a sepnrate Policy insuring only the Facility in compliance 
with the provisions of Section 6.J!a). 

(d) All Policies provided for or contemplated by Section 6.1 (a), except 
for the Policy referenced in Section 6, l{a)(y), shall name Tenant ru; the h1sure<l and Landlord and 
Mortgagee as the additional insured, as their interests may appear. and in the case of property 
damage, boiler and machinery, flood and earthquake insur~nce, shall contah1 a so-called lender· s 
loss payee endorsement in favor of Mortgagee providing that the loss thereunder shall be payable 
to Mortgagee. 

(e) All Policies provided for in ~i.ml..QJ, shall contain clauses or 
endorsements to the effect that: 

(i) no act Qr negligence of Tenant, or anyone acting for Tenant, or of any 
tenmt or other occupanl. or failure to comply with the provisions of any Policy, 
which might otherwise result in a forfeiture of the insurance 01· any part thereof, shall 
in any way affect the validity or enforceability of the insurance insofar as Landlord 
and Mortgagee are concerned; 
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(ii) the Policies shall not be materially changed (other than to incl'ease the 
coverage provided thereby) or canceled without at least t)iirty (30) days' written notice to 
Landlord and Mortgagee and a-ny other party named therein as rut additional insured; 

(iii) the issuers thereof shall give no.tice to Landlord and Mot1gagee if the 
Policies have not been renewed fifteen (IS) days prior to its expiration; and 

(iv) Neither Landlord nor Mortgagee shall be liable for nny insurance 
premiums thereon or subject to any n.ssessments due thereunder. 

(f) Jf at any time Landlord ru,d Mortgagee is not in receipt ofwrilten evidence 
tha1 all Policies are in full force and effect, either shllll have !he right, without notice to Tenant, 
lo tako such action as either deems necessary to protect its interest in the Leased Premises, 
including, without limitation, the obtaining of such insurance coverage as eitl1er in its sole 
discretion deems appropriate. All premiums incurred by Landlord and/or Mortgagee in 
connection with such action or in obtaining such insurance and keeping it in·effect shall be paid 
by Tenant to Landlord and/or Mo1tgagee, as the case may be, upon demand and, until paid, shall 
be secured by the Mortgages and shall bear interest at the Overdue Ra\e. 

(g) Tail Insurance. If Tenant has claims made insumnce coverage of any type, 
upon expiration or earlier tennination of this Lease, Tenant shall purchase so-called "tail" 
insuranc~ for a period of three years in an amount not less than its existing coverages in order to 
assure Tenant is covered by insurance after the expiration or earlier termination of this Lease for 
all claims arlsing or relating to the period prior to the expiration or earlier termination of this 
Lease, and Landlord and Mo1tgagee shall be named as additional insured thereunder. 

Section 6.2 Certificates of Insur~ Upon the Commencement Date of this 
Lease, Tenant shall furnish Landlord, Mortgagee and other third parties whicli Landlord shall 
designate with appropriate certificates of insurance on accepuible Acord forms, together with an 
additlonaJ insur1111ce endorse1r,ent showing that each type of insurance required m1der this 
Article VI is in full fome and effect and not cance!able or modifiable without thirty (30) days 
prior written notice to Landlord, and \lpon request of Landlord or one or more of such additional 
insureds, deliver copies of such insurance policies. Tenant will provide Landlord with 
acceptahle certificates of insurance pursulUlt to this Sectlon 6.2 evidencing the renewal of such 
Policies ten (lO) Business Dnys prlor to the Policies' expiration date, Tenant acknowledges that 
all such certificates shall name Landlord, its successors and assigns, and Mortg°•gee, its 
successors and assigns, us additional insureds on the general liability and umbrella policies and 
as a loss payee/mortgagee, as their interests may appear, on the property and boiler and 
machinery policies. 

Section 6.3 Waiver of Subrog£ttio.u. Landlord and Tenant hereby waive all 
rights of recovery for causes of action which either has or may have or which may arise hereafter 
against the other for nny damage to the Lea,sed Premises or the propeny or business of either of 
them or of anyone claiming through either of them, by way of subrogation or otherwise, caused 
by any of.the perils covered by a special fonn policy of property insurance or contents insurance 
or by any other insurance for damage to property carried by the party whose property was 
damaged; provided, however, that the foregoing waiver shall apply only if and to the extent that 
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a walver of subrogutton for property damage !snot prohlblted in the State of New York, has been 
coruented to by the applloablo insurance carrier, and only to the extent of ,uoh insurance 
eovertge. 

ARTICLE VII 

SECU!UTY, ACCESS ANl> REPORTING OJJLIGATIONS, WORKING CAPITAL 

Section 7,1 StJQi!rlty PilJlQiltJGµaranty. 

(•) Contemporuneously,wi!h the execution of this Lease, Tenant, shall deliver 
;, guarantee of th.ls Leese (the "(Juaranty") from Lizer 1osetovlo and Mark Neuman (collectively, 
the '~I.'') in the fonn ofE~biblt "B" altached hereto, or In form and amounts ss may be 
otherwise required by the Lruidlord and Landlord'& first and second .Mortgagee, The Ouaraflty 
shall set forth thet the Guarantors will be required to cooperate i» tmnlng the license ovet to the 
Landlord's deslgnee or be personally liable for all oosts, expenses and damages or dcl'iclenoie,. 
The Ouarantorn shall ensure that the Tenant &hall dtlivet all of the documents· requu;e<I to transfer 
the license in escrow to Postemak, Blaokfteln & Luna .. or alleh other party as Ll!lldlord 
designates. As further security for the Tenants performance undor the Lea,e, the Tenant hereby 
agree, as follows: 

(I) Tern1nt agrees that It shall deliver to Landlortl 60 dayi prlor to the 
Commencement Date, an agreement by Capital Funding Group, whloh cannot be 
amended excapt by an a8f=ent in writlng signed by Landlord, Tenant and Capltal 
Funding Oro11p, in the form at1aQbed hereto a& BxWb!t 7,l(a) or otherwise approved by 
Landlord and Landl<mi's leooen In Uielr reasonable dlscretlon, wherein and whe.reby 
Capital Funding Group agrees to alfow Tenant to draw doVlll on its Credit Line eech 
month so as to enable Capital Funding Group to pay dh10Ctly to Landlord the sUIU of 
$506,096.50 per month ,;:ommencing the Commencement Date and on eaclJ dlly Fixed 
Rent is ciuo under !lie Lesse f<Jf the following ! I mo1l!h,;, 

(il) TenllOl agrees that It shaU deliver 60 days prior to the anticipated 
Commencement Date either (l) an Ull¢0ndillonal Letter of Cn,dlt, in aooord1111oe with 
the Letrer of Credit Agreement Mtaohed hereto aa Bxlu1,lt 7.!(b) (which shall be 
executed slmultancou1lly herewith), in tho amount of $3,700,000, or (ii) $3,700,000 In 
cash ("Swu:\ty Depooit") to secure the full ,and timely payment and perfonnanoe of 
Tenant's obligations under this Lease, Tenant's failure to dellver the Letter of Credit or 
timely pay to Landlord the SeQUrity Deposit shall be deemed a Lease Default by 
Tenant. Landlord may retain the Se0l1.!ity l>eposit in such accounts as Landlord elects 
in !Is sole discretion and LandlOtd may commingle the Secwity ·neposil with other 
funds of Landlord or its affiliates, Tenllllt shall have no tight to any interest on the 
funds comprising the Security Deposit that it delivers to Landlord, 

(iii) Si;ty days prior to the ant!o!paled Commencement Date, the fundi in 
the controlled aooount number - in Jl'Morgnn Chuo Bmk, N.A. (the 
''llank") In the amount not les~1000 shall be delivered by T.enant to 
Landlord and released by Tenant to Landlord to be held as an addl!lonlll Security 
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Deposit .by Landlord. The .Jetter to Bank implementing .the Tem\nt's obligations 
pursuant to the preceding sentence, attached hereto as Exhibit 7.l(c), whict, shall be 
held in escrow by Posternak, Blankstcin & Lund, shall be delivered by it to the Bank 
sixty days prior to the anticipated Commencement Date upon notice from Landlord. 

(b) Tbe tenn "Letter of Credit" shall meim un irrevocable, unconditional, 
transferable, clean sight draft letter of credit in favor of Landlord ir1 fonn and content reasonably 
satisfactory to Landlord and entitling Landlord to draw thereon without the payment of any feeo 
or charges in New York, New York, issned by a domestic banking institution or lhe U.S. agency 
or branch of a foreign banking institution; provided, that such banking institution has a long tenn 
senior unsecured debt obligation rating of at least "AA" by S&P. The Letter of Credit shall have 
an expiration date of the date that ls the first anniversary of the date hereof. The Letter of Cre~lit 
shall provide that it shall be deemed automatically renewed (without amendment) for 
consecutive periods of one year each thereafter during the Term unless the issuing bank sends 
written notice to Landlord and Tenant by certified mail, return receipt requested, not less than 
thirty (30) days preceding the then expiration date of lhe Letter of Credit that it elects not to have 
such Letter of Credit renewed. If such notice ls sent, then at least twenty (20) days prior to the 
expiration of the Letter of Credit (and each subsequent or replacement Letter of Credit), Tenant 
shall deliver to Landlord a new Letter of Credit in the same amount and a failure to do so shall 
entitle Landlord to draw upon the existing Letter of Credit' and to receive the proceeds therefrom 
and hold such proceeds as a cash Security Depos/t pu1'suant to this Section 7, 1 pending delivery 
of a new Letter of Credit. 

(c) Upon a Lease Default, Landlord shall have the right, but not the 
obligation, in Landlord's sole and absolute discretion, to draw upon the Security Deposit and/or 
Letter of Credit and apply some or all of 1he ftinds to remedy such default or occurrence and to 
compensate Landlord for any loss or damage mulling therefrom, without prejudii:e to any other 
rights 01• remedies of Landlord under this Lease or nt law or in equity, Upon any such 
application by Landlord, Tenant shall promptly deposit with Landlord llIJ amount in cash eqanl to 
the amount from the Security Deposit so utilized by Landlord. L!lndlord shall at all times have, 
as security hereunder, Letter of Credit and cash Security Deposit in the arnoums stated in Section 
7, 1/a}. Upon the termination or expiration of this LeruJe, as long as Tenant has performed all of 
its obligations pursuant to this Lease and no Lease Default has occurred which ls continuing, the 
remaining amount of the Security Deposit shall be returned or reflUlded to Tenant, without 
interest, subject in all events to Landlord's iightto apply the Security D9posit as provided herein. 

(d) Upon the occurrence of a Lease Default, Landlord may use, apply or retain 
the whole or any part· of the Security Deposit or draw under a Letter of Credit to the extent 
required for the payment of any Rent or any otl1er sums as to which Tenant is in default or for 
any sum which Landlord may expend or may be required to expend by reason of Tenant's 
default in respect of any of the tenns, covenants and conditions of this Lease, including, but not 
limited to, any damages or deficiency in the reletting of all or any po1tion of tl1e Leased 
Premises, whether such damages or deficiency accrue before or after summary proceedings or 
other re-entry by Landlord. If Landlord shall so use, op ply or retain the whole or any part of the 
Security Deposit, Tenant shall upon demand immediately deposit with Landlord a sum equal to 
the omount so used, applied or retained. Jn the event of any sale or financing of Landlord's 
lnt\\fest In the Leased Premises, Lnndlo1tl shall have the right to assign its h1terests in the 
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Security Deposit lo the transferee, assignee or mo1tgngee, as the case may be, Md if Land.lord 
has given notice to Tenant of !he assignment of Landlord's interest in the Security Deposit and if 
a.ssig1we or transferee of the Security Deposit has accepted liability for !he Security Deposit, 
Landlord shnll thereupon be released by Tenant from all liability for the return or payment 
thereof; and Tenant shall look solely to the new landlord or mortgagee for the return or payment 
of the same. Tenant shall not assign or encumber or attempt to assign or encumber the Security 
Deposit and neither Landlord, nor its successors oi· assigns, shall be bound by any such 
assignment, encumbranc~, attempted assignment or attempted encumbrance, 

Section 7.2 Access to Lea3ed Premises. Tenant shall pe1mit Landlord, 
Mortgagee and their age1Us lo enter upon the Leased Premises at all reasonable times during 
ordinary business hours nnd upon at least twenty-four (24) hours advance m·al notice (except that 
in the case of emergency, Landlord may enter at any time and without prior notice) to inspect 
and examine the Lensed Premise.s, to perfonn repairs as to Landlord's Work pursuant to Section 
5.1, and to Inspect and copy any operating manuals, procedure& manuals, training manuals, and 
other books and records concerning unemployment, workers' compensation, insurance, tax, and 
any other business issues pertaining to the Leased Premises (snbJect to applicable laws m1d 
regulations governing patient confidentialiLy and privacy and the confidentiality of medical 
records) and 1111y Jnfonnation necessary for audit relating 10 cost reimbursement, collections, 
general finruicial matters, litigation, inquiries and related activities (all may be necessary in 
connection with the Lease or the Leased Premises or ,my matters relating to periods prior to the 
Commencement Date). Any access by Landlord to patient records or medical records shall be 
strictly govemed by Laws governing patient confidentiality and privacy and the confidentiallty 
of medical records 1111d all appropriate consents and/or waivets from residents or their gunrdi211s 
or representatives shall have been obtained before access to such records shall be granted. 
Landlord shall make reasonable efforts not to materially interfere with or materially disrupt 
Tenant's business and use and enjoyment of the Leased Premises during any such Inspection or 
examination. Landlord shall nlso have .the right but not the obligation to conduct a physical 
inspectio11 of the Facility and from time to time and within ninety (90) days prior to the 
expirntion of the Term or earlier termination of the Lease, upon twenty-four (24) hours advance 
oral notice. If Landlord reasonably determines based mt this inspectlon that the Facility, or nny 
portion of the Facility, requires repairs or maintenance so that the condition of the Facility is in 
compliance with 1his Lease and all Laws, then within thirty (30) days of notification by 
Landlord, Ten1111t shall commence maldng said repairs and diligently pw-sue such repairs to 
completion. Should Tenant fail to do so, within seven (7) days of notification by Landlord, 
Tenllllt shall pay to Landlord a deposit of funds in an amount equal to Lw1dlord's reasonable 
estimate of the costs of such repairs or maintenance, which funds shall be released to Tenant 
from time to time during tlie progress of such repairs and maintenance based on submission by 
Tenant of evidence reasoimbly satisfactory to Landlord that such work is complete and all costs 
and expenses incurred lo date have been paid in full. Tenant and Landlord acknowledge that the 
operations of the Facility and its maintenance are the sole and absolute responsibllity of Ten1111t, 
Landlord shall have no liabilities or obligations with respect to the Facility, including no 
liabilities or obligations w:ith respect to inspections of the Facility or the failure by Landlord to 
inspect the Facility. 

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this in this Lease, Landlord and 
Tenant agree ihat all infonnation, records and data collected or maintained regarding Facility 
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residents shall be confidential. Landlord, Tenant, and their respective employees and agents 
shall muinrnln the confidentiality of all Facility resident infonnation received in accordance wlth 
applicable New York and federal laws, including the Health Insurance Portability and 
Accountability Act of 1996 (Public Law 104-91) and the regufotions issued in connection 
therewith (collectively, "I:IIet.b"). No employee or agent of Landlord or Tenant shall discuss, 
transmit or narrate in any manner the Facility resident hifonnatlon of a personal, medical, or 
other nature except as a necessary prut of providing services to the 1·esident, effectuating a 
transfer of the Facility's assets, or otherwise fulfilling its obligations under thi., Lease or under 
lnw. The obligations under this Section 7.2 shall survive the termination of this Leas~. whether 
by re~cission or otl1erwise. 

Section 7.3 Changes in Llcensure and Certification Status. As of the 
Commencement Date, Tenant represents ruJd warrants that the number of beds llcensed or 
certified for the Facility is one hundred sixty (160). Tenant shall not increase or decrease the 
licensed or certified number of beds, or change the Hce.nse or certification tl1ereof, without the 
consent of Landlord, which consent may be withheld in Landlord's sole and absolute discretion; 
Tenant may i11crease the number of licensed or certified beds of the Facility upon thirty (30) days 
prior written notice to Landlord, but without the prlor written consent of Landlord, If' required, 
Tenant shall not increase the number of beds without (he consent of the Comtnissionel' and/or the 
DOH and Tenant agree.s to retum to Landlord \lpon the expil'ation of !lie Lease, the Leased 

Premises. Should Tenant increase the number of licensed beds at the Facility, the Fixed Rent 
payable for the Facility shall be increased proportionately for such additional beds. In no event 
shall the Fixed Rent be reduced in -the event thti number of Licensed Beds at the Facility is 
reduced. Landlord and Tenant acknowledge that the Leased Premises are, and at all tunes under 
the Term of this Lease are, the sole and absolute property of Landlord. Upon any termination of 
this Lease or any Lease Default by Tenant he1'eunder (which breach or default is not cur.ed within 
any applicable grace period), and subject to the appmval of the DOH, Landlord shall have the 
right to cause the Facility's licenses to be reissued in Landlord's name or in the name of 
Landlord's designee upon application therefor to, and the receipt of approval from, the DOH and 
to further have the right to have any and all Medicare, Medicaid and any otlier provider and/or 
third party payor agreements issued in Landlord' a name or in the name of Landlord's designee. 
In the· event Landlord exercises its rights pursuant to this Section 7,3, Tenant and Guaranto1·s 
shall cooperate with Landlord in trat1sferrh1g the aforementioned items to Landlord's numc or for 
the benelit of Landlord or"" Landlord may direct pursuant to the terms of this Lease. 

Section 7.4 Reporting and Other Obligations, 

(a) During the Term, Tenant shall and shall cause all Subtenants, 
sub-subtenants and any operators of the Facility to provide (without duplication) Landlord and 
Mortgagor with the fpllowing reports, statements, and inspections: 

(i) Annual Budget. Within 60 days prior to the projected Substantial 
Completion Date, and no later than thirty (30) days prior to the end of each calendar year 
thereafter, Tenant shall submit to Landlord an annual budget (each an "Annual Budget") 
covering the operations of and proposed capital expenditures to be made with respect to the 
Facility for the next calendar year (or the remainder of the current calendar year, in tl1e case of 
the initial Annual Budget). 
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(A) Capital Expenditures. The Annual Budget shali include a capital 
budget (tlie "Capital Budget") outlining a program of capital expenditures as may be required 
by Laws, nny lender to Landlord, or Tenant's reaBonable business judgment during the next 
calendar year (or the remrunder of the current calendar year, in the case of the inltial Capltal 
Budget), in which each proposed capital expenditure wlll be designated as either mfilldatory, 
ltighly recommended or desirable. Tenant shall be responsible for designating as a "mandatory 
capital expenditure" any expenditure which, if not made would, · in Tenant's reasonable 
judgment: (a) cause the Facility to lose or put at risk its License; (b) place at risk the safety of a 
patient or resident or employee of the Facility; (c) cause the ineligibility of the Facility under any 
third party payor progrnm applicable to the Facility; (d) cause the issmmce of a fonnal notice that 
any of the operating licenses for the Facility or any substantial portion of the Facility will be 
revoked or suspended or qualified in any materlal adverse respect; or (e) subject Landlord or 
Tenant to criminal prosecution. Teuaut shall make rlurlng the calendar year, or calendar quarter 
for which they are budgeted, all capital expenditures approved by Landlord. On and after the 
Commencement Date, Tenant shall expend at least Five Hundred Twenty-Three Dollars 
($523.00) per bed per anmun for capital expenditt1res at the Facility, including amounts 
expended to cOmJ;>IY with the licensure and other expenditures required by aoy Governmental 
Authority or such other amounts as may be required by Mortgagee from time to time. If 
Mortgagee requires Landlord to deposit sums for capital expendimres1 replacements and/or 
refurbishments relating lo furniture, fixtures, equipment and/or improvements to the Facility, 
then Tenant shall pay to Landlord, as Additional Rent hereunder, all reserve or escrow amounts, 
sums and/or deposits which Landlord is required to pay to such Mortgagee with respect to such 
capital expenditures, replacements and/or refurbishments. Tenfillt shall pay any nnd all of such 
amounts and sums to or as directed by Landlord as Additional Rent hereunder together with each 
payment of Fixed Rent hereunder. Tenfillt acknowledges that as of the date hereof, Mortgagee 
requires a monthly deposit of Five Hundred Twenty-Three Dollars ($523.00) per bed with 
respect to the Facility. In the event ~1at such deposits are made by Tenant hereunder, Landlord 
shall use its reasonable efforts, subject to the teims and conditions of the loan agreements with 
Mortgagee, to obtal!l disbursements of such funds to be used for the payment of or 
reimburseme.nt for the costs of such capital expenditures, replacements and/or refurbishments. 

(B) Qperatjng Budget. The Annual Budget shall include an operating 
budget (the "Operating Budget'') setting forth an estimate of operating revenues and expenses 
for the Facility for the next calendar year (or the remainder of the current calendar year, in the 
case of the initial Operating Budget), together with an explanation of anticipated changes m the 
Facility. Tenant shall ·provide to Landlord upon written request such other repo1ts, including a 
cost comparison report, and nil appropriate Medicare and Medicaid reports, as may be required 
undet" these programs, as are normally provided by Tenant to the owners of other similar 
rehabilitation hospitals, psychiatrlc hospitals, and skilled nursing facilities leased by Tenant. 

(ii) Financial Reporting. Tenant will keep and maintain or wiU cause to 
be kept and maintained on a calendar year basis, ln accordance with GAAP, proper and accurate 
books, records and accounts reflecting all of the financial affairs of Tenant and all items of 
Income and expense in connection with the operation on an individual basis of the Facility. 
Notwithstanding the foregoing, Tenant's interim unaudited financial statements shall be prepared 
in accordance OAAP for interim financial Information, but may not include all information CJr 

notes required by GAAP for a complete set of flna11cial statements; such financial statements 
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shall include all adjustments and reclassifications of a nonnal recun-ing nature considered 
necessary for a fair and compa!'able presentation; all such interim financifl! stateme11ts shall be 
read in conjunction with most recent audited financial statements. Landlord and Mongagee shall 
have the right from time to time at all times during normal business hours upon reasonable notice 
to examine such books, record.I and accout1ts at the office of Tenant or any other Person 
maintaining such books, records and accounts and 10 make such copies or extracts thereof as 
Landlord and/or Mortgagee shall desire. After the occurrence of a Lease Default, Tenant shall 
pay any costs and expenses incurred by Landlord and/or. Mortgagee to examine Tenant's 
accounting records with respect to the Facility, as Landlord and/or Mo1tgagee shall reasonably 
detennlne to be necessary or appropriate in the protection of Landlord and/or Mortgagee's 
interest. 

(iii)Tenant, at lts ell:pense, shall submit to Landlord and, upon Landlord's 
request to Mortgagee, as soon as available, and in any event (A) within thiny (30) days after 
each cslendar month's end, unaudited mo11thly financial statements (which include income 
statements, balance sheets, statements of cash flows, occupancy and payor miJi:es) of Tenant for 
the month then-ended and year to date, prepared on a basis consistent with the annual statements; 
monthly census ,md revenue information Qf the Facllity as of the end of such month and year to 
date in sufficient detail to show by patient-mill: and revenue-mix (i.e., private, Medicare,· 
Medicaid and V.A, and managed cate (by program)) the average mortthly census of the Facility 
and year to date; an aged accounts receivable report from the Facility in sufficient de\•dl to show 
amounts due from each class of patient-mix by the account age classifications of 30 days, 6(j 
days, 90 d~ys, 120 days, and over 120 days; (B) within forty-five (45) days after the end of ench 
calendar quruter, unaudited quarterly financial statements (which i.11cludc income statements, 
balance sheets, statements of cash flows, occupancy and payor '!llltes) of Tenant for the quarter 
then-ended, prepared on a basis consistent with the annual statements; quarterly census and 
revenue info1mation of the Facility as of the end of such quarter in sufficient detail to show by 
patient-mix and revenue-mix (I.e., private, Medicare, Medicaid and V.A. and managed care (by 

program)) the average quarterly census of the Facility; (C) no later than J20 <lays ,µter the end of 
each calendar year of Tenant, audited rumual financial statements of Tenant, pr~parnd by an 
i11dependent certified public accounting firm reasonably aoceptable to Landlord, prepared in 
accordance with generally accepted accounting principles, with an unqualified opinion, and 
including a balance shoe!, a statement of income and expenses for the year then ended, a 
statements of ca.~h flow, and a schedule audited by such independent ce11ified public accountant 
reconciling Tenant's, net operating income to net cash flow, which shall itemize all adjustments 
made to net operating income to arrive nt net cash flow deemed material by such Independent 
certified public accoumant. 

(iv) Each financial report provided by Tenant shall reconcile and show 
variances between the actual experience Incurred during each such reporting period with respect 
to each metric to the metric shown on the Operating Budget and Capital Budget for such period. 

(v) Tenant, at its expense, shall submlt to Landlord and, upon Landlord's 
request to Mortgagee, any other reports and certificates reasonably requested by Landlord or 
Mortgagee from time to time, 
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(vi) In addition, Tenant shall prepare and deliver to Landlord, and upon 
regue/lt or jf required by Landlord's then existing Mo1tgagce, to Mortgagee, a Written report 
providing an operational overview of significant events and circumstances at the Facility during 
the prior month, d11ring the first six months of the Tenn and then quarterly thereafter, Including, 
but not llmited to, clinical events, employee relations an<l staffing matters and provide such other 
information "1l Mortgagee may reqilire from time to time. Tenant shall provide Landlord, and 
upon request or if required by Landlord's then existing Mortgagee, to Mortgagee, with a copy of 
all. federal income tax returns of Tenant and lts Subtenants within fifteen (15) days afier filing 
thereof. Whenever pract/cnble, all reports shall be delivered to Landlord electronically in a 
fonnat usable by Landlord. 

(b) All unaudited financial reports from Tenant shall include au Officer's 
Certificate certifying that such financial statements present fairly the financial condition and the 
results of the operations of Tenant and the properties being reported upon and that such financial 
statements have been prepared in accordance with the Tenant's customary accounting 
procedures, The Officer's Certificate accompruiying the annual audited financial statements of 
Tenant shall also include a statement that they have been prepared in accordance with GAAP 
and whether there exists an event or circumstance which constitutes a default or nn event of 
default under the Lease, the nature thereof, the period of time It h"1l existed, and the action then 
being tuken to remedy the same, 

(c) Tenant shall furnish Landlord and Mortgagee, within five (5) days of 
the receipt by Tenant, any and all notices (regardless of form) from any Health Care Autho1ity 
that Tenant's license, Medicare or Medicaid certification, or VA or other governmental program 
participation is being, or could be revoked or suspended, that action is pending, being considered 
or being taken to revoke or suspend the 'l'en,mt's license or certification or to fine or penalize the 
Tenant, or that action is pending, being considered, or being taken, to discontinue, suspend, 
deny, decrease or recoup 1111y payments due, made or coming due to Tenant or r~lated to Ille 
operation of the Facility ot'her than ln the ordinary course of ,business 1•elaied to billing 
adjustments, 

(d) Tenant shall fumislt Landlord and MortgQgee, within two (2) days of 
lhe receipt by Tenant, any and all notices (regardless of form) from any Governmental Authori1¥ 
or third party p~yor (i) alleging that the Facility has three or more deficiency(ies) of a scope and 
severity of "G" or hire, or one or more deficiency(ies) of a scope and severity of "J" or higl,er, 
(ii) alleging that the residents of the Facility are i11 jeopardy, (iii) freezing admissions to the 
Facility or (iv) denying reimbursement for any class of residents by any third party payor. 

(e) Tenan1 shall fumlsh Landlord 1111d Mot1gagee, within two (2) days of 
the sending or receipt by Tenant of any communication copies thereof, including a plan of 
correction, with respect to the matters referenced in Section 7.4(d). 

(f) Tenant shall file all required reports, including without limitation, 
Medicare or Medicaid cost reports, on or prior to the dale such reporl.'l are due (such due date to 
include approved regulato1y extensions allowed by the applicable Governmental Authority for 
the filing of such reports) and shall fi.unlsh Landlord and Mortgagee, within thirty (30) days of 
the date of filing, a complete and accurate copy of the annual Medicare or Medicaid cost report 
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for Tenant, which will be prepared by Tenant and accompanied by an Officer's Certificate of 
Tenant certifying as of the date thereof that such report is accurate, complete and not misleading, 
and promptly fumish Landlord and Mortgagee any amendments filed with respe(;t to such reports 
and all notices, responses, audit reports or inquiries with respect to such reports. 

(g) Tenant shall f-umish Landlord and Mortgagee, within thirty (30) days 
of the receipt by Tenant, the annual Medicaid and Medicare provider agreement(s) and the 
annual Medicaid imd Medicare reimbursement rate sheets for the Facility. 

(h) Tenant shall furnish Landlord and Mortgagee, within ten (10) days of 
receipt but at least five (S) days prior to the earliest date on which Tenant is required to talce any 
action with respect thereto 01· would suffer any adverse consequence, a copy of any Medicare, 
Medicaid or other licensing or accreditation or rating agency or entity survey, report, warning 
letter, or notice, and any statement of deficiencies, and within !he time period required by the 
particular agency for furnishing a plan of correction also furnish or cause to be furnished to 
Landlord and Mortgagee a copy of the plan of correction generated from such survey, report, 
warning letter, or notice to Tenant and any subsequent correspondence related thereto, and 
correct or cause to be corrected any deficiency, the curing of which is a condition of continued 
licensure or of full participation in Medicare or Medicaid or a care program offered by an 
insurance company, managed care company, or other third-party payor by the date required f~r 
cure by such agency or entity (plus extensions granted by such agency or entity). 

(i) Tenant shall furnish L!\11dlord and Mortgagee, within ten (I 0) days of 
receipt by Tenant, any other notices or charges issued relating to the non-compliance by Tenant 
with any Governmental Authority, insurance company, managed care company, or orher 
third-party payor laws, regulations, requirements, licenses, pennits, certificates, authorizations or 
approvals, but only such matters which could reasonably be expected to have a material adverse 
effect on the financial condition of such Person or the operation of the Facility. 

(I) Tenant shall furnish Landlord and Mortgagee, within ten (10) days of 
rnceipt by Tenant, any new, revised nr amended Medicare or Medicaid reimbursement rate 
sheets which may be issued subseq11ent to the annual reimbursement rate sheets. 

(k) Tenant shall notify Landlord within five (5) days of any condition or 
event that constitutes a breach of any term, condition, warranty, representation or provision of 
this Lease or any other agreement between Landlord or its Affiliates and any Tenant, any 
Guarantor or any of their Affiliates, and of any adverse change In the financial condition of nny 
Tenant, any Guara:ntor or any Afflliate of any Tenant or uny Guarantor and of any Event of 
Default. Additionally, Tenant shall notify Landlord within seven (7) days aftel' receipt of a11y 
formal or informal written notice or advice from its insurance carrier, reinsurance provider, 
accountants, actuary, any Governmental Authority, or any third party payor program provider of 
any actual, pending, threatened or contemplated increase in Tenant's reserves for ~xpenses 
relating to malpractice or professional liability claims or any material increase in the premium 
costs for malpractice or profesiional Iiability insurance. 

(I) To the extent perfo1111ed, Tenant shall t\Jmish Landlord and 
Mortgagee, a copy of written external consultant reports (including environmental, operations, 
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quality assurance, physical plant, property inspection, etc.) .(which shall be delivered, promptly 
upon receipt from the consultant). 

(m) 
filed by Tenant, 

Tenant shall furnish Landlord and Mortgagee, a copy of cost reports as 

(n) Any supporting documents or data requested by Landlord in connection 
with the items in this ,Section 7.4. 

(o) Within 10 days of event of any of the following, Tenant shall deliver 
to Landlord, notice of: 

(i) any rate appeal brought before any Oovemmental Authority or any 
administrator of any third party payor program or referral source; 

(ii) any reimbursement appeals or recoupment claims made or contests 
p~ndlng or threatened as a ~esult of any audits by any third party payor; and 

(iii) any claim, requirement or demand (excluding all claims, requirements, 
and demands, If any, that have been waived) of nny Governmental Authority, third party payor or 
insurance body or carrier having or clalmi11g any licensing, ce1tifyirtg, supervising, evaluating or 
accrediting authority over the Leased Premises to rework or redesign the Leased Premises, its 
professional staff or its professional services, procedures o,· prnctices iu any material respect or 
to make any of the Leased Premises conform to or comply with a legal requirement. 

(p} The receipt by Landlord of ai1y reports, statements, financial information, 
surveys or otherwise from Tenant or its Affiliates shall not in any way Impose any obljgation or 
liability upon Landlord to act or take any action upon any information, facts or circumstances 
which may be disclosOd or shown therein and Landlord shall have no liability for its failure to act 
thereon or as a result thereof. 

(q) Financial Covenants, Tenant covenants and agrees to the following, as 
may be amended time to time as required by Landlord's 1st or 2nd Mortgagee: 

(i) Commencing the third fuJJ quarter of the Term Tenant's Cun-ent Rntio 
shall not be Jess than 1. l to 1.0, The term "Cul'rent Ratio" means the cu1Tent assets of Tenant 
divided by the curre11t liabilities of Tenant determined in accordauce with GAAP. 

(ii) For each quarter of the Lease Term commencing tl1e third full quarter 
following the Commencement Date, Tenant's Lease Coverage Ratio shall be not less than 1.25 to 
1.0. 

(iii) For each quarter of the Lease Term commencing the second full 
quarter following the Commencement Date, the Facility shall have achieved the EBITDAR 
bepcbmarks as described on Schedule 7.4, attached hereto. The tenn "EBITDA:R" is defined in 
Scliedule 7.4, 
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Section 7.5 Payment in the Ordinary Course. Tenant shall pay in full: 
(a) prior in each case to the date when penalties would attach, all Impositions (except only those 
so long as and to the extent that the same shall be contested in good faith by appropriate and 
timely proceedings and for which adequate 1·eserves have been established in accordance with 
GAAP}, provided that (i) Landlord has given lts prior written consent to s11cb contest, which 
consent shall not be umeasonably withheld or delayed) for which Tenant may bo or become 
Hable; (ii) no Lease Default has occurred and remains uncured, (iii) such proceeding· shall 
suspend the collection of such Impositions or the Impositions shall have been paid, (Iv) such 
proceeding shall be permitted under and be conducted in accordance with the provisions of any 
other instrument to which Tenant is subject and shrul not constitute a default thereunder, (v) no 
part of or interest in the Leased Premises will be in danger of being sold, forfeited, tenninated, 
cancefod or lost, (vi) Tenant shall have furnished such security as may be required in the 
proceeding, or as may be requested by Landlord OJ' Mortgagee, to insure the payment of any such 
Impositions, together with all interest and penalties thereon, which shall not be less than 125% of 
the unpaid Impositions being contested and (vii) Tenant shall promptly upon fmal detennilllltion 
thereof pay the amoum of such Impositions, together with all costs, interest and penalties; (b) all 
of Tenant's wage obligations to Tenant's employees in compliance with the Fair Labor 
Standards Act (29 U.S.C. § § 206-207) or any comparable pl'ovisions under federal, state or local 
law: (c) all obligations owed in connection with any claim, demand or notice of any overpayment 
received from Medica..e, Medicaid or other third party payer; and (d) all of Tenant's obligations 
callli1g for the payment of money (except only those so long as and to the extent that the same 
shall be contested in good faith and for which adequate reserves have been established in 
accordance with GAAP, provided that Landlord has given its prior- written consent to such 
contest, which consent shall not be Uill'easonably withheld or delayed) before ouch payment 
becomes overdue. 

Section 7 .6 Security Agl'eement, In order to secure the payment and 
perfotmance of all of Te11ant's obligations under this Lease and all of Tenant's obligations to 
Landlo,·d, and all and all other documents contemplated the1'eby, Tenant hereby grants to 
Landlord a first priority security interest in and lien upon, all of the assets of Tenant including, 
without limllation, (i) all trade fixtures, equipment, furniture, merchandise, inventory and other 
personal property located from time to time in or upon the Leased Premises (including the 
proceeds thereof), and (ii) to the follest extent permitted by applicable law, all accounts, accounts 
receivable, licenses, certifications, certlficntea, accreditations, approvals, permits, variances, 
waivers, provider agreements, certificates of need, and other authorizations issued to or held by 
Tenant with respect to the operation of the Facility skilled nurning facility and Tenant's interest 
in and riglits under all third· party payor provider agreements with respect to the Facility (the 
items listed in clauses (i) and (ii), together with the proceeds of same, are collectively, 
"Collateral"). The security interest granted to Landlord with respect to Tenant's· tangible 
personal property is intended to be subordinate to any purchase money security interest or capital 
lease on any of Tenant's tangible personal property provided that Tenant !las notified Landlord 
of the creation of such security interest or capital lease prior to the creation thereof and L,u1dlord 
has approved same. Landlord agrees to subordinate its lien on Tenant's accounts receivable in 
favor of Tenant's accounts receivable lender, which shall be a nationally recognized nursing 
home accounts ·receivable lender wlth experience acceptable to .HUD or Mortgagee on at least 20 
nursing homes, securing tip to a $2,000,000.00 account$ receivable loan, provided such le11der 
enters into an lntercreditor agreemeJ1t reasonably acceptable to Mortgagee and Landlord, Should 
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Mortgagee require a subordination of the priority of tandlord 's security interest in the Collateral, 
tandlord and Tenant shall execute such documents as Mortgagee may request to subordinate 
Landlord's lien to the Mo1tgagee's security interest in the collateral. In addition, Tenant's 
members shall grant to Landlord a first lien pledge (subject to the following sentence) of the 
membership interests of Te11ant. To the extent required by Tenant's accounts receivable lender, 
Landlord agrees to subordinate its Hen on Tenant's membership interests to a liei1 in favor of 
such lender securing up to a $2,000,000.00 accounts receivable loan: provided su·ch lender 
enters into an intercreditor agreement reasonably acceptable to Mongngee and Landlord. On or 
before the Commencement Date, Tenant shall provide Landlord wfth a detailed list and 
description of all the Collateral. Upon a Lease Default by Tenant, Landlord shall have all the 
rights and remedies of a secured party under th~ laws of the State of New York, Tenant, as 
debtor, shall cause to be executed (if appropriate or necessary) and delivered to Landlord, as the 
secured party, upon execution of this Lease by Tenant, UCC· 1 Financing StatemeJ1ts in proper 
form, and thereafter, from time to time, deliver to Landlord such extensions ,md/or \lpdates of 
such financing statements as are required for the purpose of perfecti.11g and maintaining the 
priority of the secu,ity interest granted to Landlord herein, and to perfonn any other acts 
reasonably necessary to t11e perfection of such security interest. Tenant and Tenant's members 
consent to Landlord's p1·eparation of and the filing of such financing statements by Landlord and 
agrees that the provisions of tbfa Section 7.6 shal! constitute a security agreement for the 
purposes contemplated hereby. The security interest granted by this Section 7.6 shall be in 
addition to any lien of Landlord that may now or at any time hereafter be provided by law, In 
the event Landlord exercises its remedies to foreclose the security interest created under this 
Section 7,6, or elsewhere in tbis Lease, Tenant shall cooperate with Lnndlord in transferring all 
of the aforementioned items promptly as requested by Llllldlord in Landlord's or its designee's 
name or for the benefit of Landlord. Tenant covenants and agrees that it ·~hall not sell, move, 
surrender, cancel, modify, transfer, assign, relocate, pledge, grant a security interest in, convey or 
in any other manner encumber any assets of Tenant including, withot1t limitation, the personal 
prope1iy, the certificate of need approval or any of the licensed or Medicare· and/or Medicaid· 
certified bed~ at the Facility, or any licenses for the Facility, pr attempt at any time to do same, 
except as expressly provided hereunder and with the written consent of Landlord. This Section 
1§ and Landlord's rights and remedies hereunder shall smvive the termination of the Lease. 

Section 7.7 Workjng Cap.llJll. As of the Effective Date, Tenant shall have and maintain 
until the Commencement Date in accounts, acceptable to Landlord in its sole and complete 
discretion, an amount of funds equal to the greater of ("Working Capital") (i) any debt service 
reserve required by Mortgagee, (ii) the aggregate negative net operating income of Tenant for the 
period of months from the Commencement Date to the first day of the first two month period in 
which aggregate net income from operations exceeds zero, all as reflected in tlie projections 
attached hereto as Schedule 7.7 ("Cash Requirement"); for the purpose of this calculation net 
operating income shall be determined on a cash basis, and (iii) 4.5 million dollars. Working 
Capital shall riot include any accounts or reserves established to satisfy the requirements of 
Section 7,l(a) (!) and (H). From and after the Commencement Date, the Working Capital, 
subject to any reqnirement of the Mortgagee, may be used by Tenant only to fund the Cash 
Requirement. 

7 ,8 Refinance. Tenant shall fully cooperate wlth Landlord in its efforts to Refinance 
from time to time, including without limitation, providing all infol'mation and executing all 
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documents required by Landlord or its lender(s). On and after each Refinance Date the Fixed 
Rent for each twelve month period shall equal the sum of the amounts provided for in ~Jauses (a) 
through (e): (a) the annual debt service payments (principal, interest, and mortgage insurance 
premiums, if any) that Landlord is required to pay to Lender pursuant to the first Mortgage (the 
"Mortgage Debt"), plus such additional amounts as Landlord may be required to pay under any 
of the Loan Documents with respect lo tax, :insurance and other reserve requirements and/or 
payment obligations; (b) the annual aggreg11te debt service payments or prefon:ed equity 
payments that the Landlord is required to pay pursuant to 1he Junlor Debt (or replacement 
thereof) (with the Mo11gage Debt, the "New Debt Service"); plus such additional amounts as 
Landlord may be required to pay under any of the Loan Documents with respect to tax, insurance 
and other reserve requirements and/or payment obligations under the Junior Debt (or 
replacement thereof); (c) an annual amount equal to $1,390,115; (d) an additional amount of 
$250,000 per year prior to the fourth year of the Tenn; $350,000 per year during Lease Years 4 
and 5; and $400,000.00 per Lease Year thereafter until the end of the Term, including all 
Extension Tenns; and (e) an additional amount equal to one-half of the amoun1 that (i) a sum 
eqnal to the last l 2 months interest payment on the original M01tgage and Junior Debt exceeds 
(ii) New Debt Service. 

ARTICLE YID 

PERSONAL PROPERTY 

Section 8.1 Landlord's Personal Pro!lil11X, Upon the expiration or tennination of 
this Lease, Tenant shall leave all personal property -leased to Tenant hereunder, as repaired, 
rebuilr, replaced, restored, altered or added to as pennitred or required by provisions of this 
Lease, in or on the Leased Premises, except for ordinary wear and tear. Any and all restorations, 
alterations or replacements of, or repairs, reconstructions or addi\ioos to, the personal property at 
the Facility made by Tenant shall become part of Landlord's peisonal prope1ty, and any and all 
security interests (except i!l favor of Landlo.rd) in Tenant's personal property and financing 
statements shall be cleared, tenninated and/.or released to the satisfaction of Landlord at Tenant's 
expense, Tenant sliall pay off in full the remaining payments due on all personal property leased 
by Teuimt and such personal property shall becnme part of Landlord's personal property and 
financing statements shall be cleared, terminated and/or released to the satisfaction of Landlord 
at Tenant's expense. Any of Tenant's software, sofLware licenses, proprietary information, and 
policies, and prncedures of Ten!\Jlt ("Retained Assets") shall not become part of Landlord's 
personal prnperty e){cept in the event of the tennination of this Lease as a result of a Lease 
Default, in which case the Retained Assets shall become the personal pl'Operty of Landlord; 
provided, however, upon request of Landlord, in consideration of a payment by Landlord or its 
designee of Ten Dollars ($10.00) and any applicable lease, rent, or license fees owed to any thitd 
parties during the Transition Period (hereinafter defined), Tenant shall license Landlord or its 
designee(s) (at Tenant's cost with no mark-up) to utilize the Retained Assets for a period of one 
hundred twenty (120) days (the "Transition Period") in connection with the transition of 
operations from T1:,nant and Landlord's new operator(s). To the extent Tenant or any S1;1btennnts 
are obligated under license agreements mth third party vendors supplying software (and/or 
computer hardware whicl1 Tenant does not own or lease) to such Tenant, Tenant shall use its beGt 
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effotts to arrange for Landlord or Landlord to enter into licensing agreements with such third 
patty vendors to rulow Landlord or its designee to utilize such software and computer hardware 
supplied by such third party vendors for the duration of the Transition Period. 

Section 8.2 ,,.Tenant's Retained As§i,ts. At the termination of the Lease,.Landlord 
shall have the right to purcha1e all or a portion of Tenant's Retained Assets located at tl1e 
Facility at the lower of its fair tnarkBt xalue or book value. To the extent any of Tenant's 
Retained Assets is subject to n license, Landlord shall have the right but not the obligation to 
assume some or all of such license Landlord's sole cost and expense and at no additional liability 
to Tenant, 

ARTICLE IX 

INDEMNIFICATION 

Section 9,1 Tenant's Indemnification (a) During the Term of this Lease and after 
the sunender of the Leased Premises in accordance wlfh Section 5,5 of this Lease, Tenant shall 
protect, defend (at Landlord's request), indemnify and hold hannless Landlord, Landlord's 
members, managers, officers, owners, directors, employees, agents, rept·esentatives, and 
Mortgagee and their respective agems, executors, heirs, representatives and assigns, and any 
entity providing finallcing which is secured by the Leased Premises (cQllectively the 
"Landlo1·d's lndemnitees"}, from and against any claims, losses, costs, penalties, damages, 
charges ruid/or expenses (including reasonable attorneys' and consultants' fees and expenses) 
imposed or resulting from, arising out of or attributable in who\e or in pru1 to any of the 
following: (i) any violation of any Law, order of Govemmental Authority, whether occasioned 
by the intentional act, omission, or negligence of Tenant or those holding under Tenant, (ii) any 
accident or other occurre11ce on or about the LeMed Premises on or after the Commencement 
Date causing inj11ry to any person or property whomsoever or whatsoever, including but not 
limited to patient care claims or elder abuse, (iii) any failure of Tenant in any respect to comply 
with or perform any term, conditio11, covenant, req11irement and/or provision of this Lease, or a 
breach of this Lease by Tenant, including, but not limited to, a breach of any of Tenant's 
representations and warranties under Section 19,l of this Lease, (iv) in ru1y way relating to 
Tenant's use, operation and/or maintenance of the Facility (including, without limitation, third
party claims, whether by the State of New York, the United States, private insurers, private 
parties, for recoupment, false claims, or any other claims, assumption of and use by Tenant of 
Landlord's permits, varlruices, waivers, and certificate of need approval or its possession of the 
.Leased Premises and/or (v} any liability under Section 20,14. The indemnity provided for 
herein shall survive the expiration of this Lease or the surrender of the Leased Premises for the 
period of the relevant statute of limitations. 

(b) Any amounts which become payable by Tenant under this Article IX shall 
be paid within ten (10) days after liability therefor Is determined by litigation or otherwise, and if 
not timely paid shall bear interest at the Prime Rate plus 5% (the "Overdue Rate") from the date 
of such detennination to the date of payment. Tenant, at its sole cost and expense, shall contest, 
l'esist and defe11d any such claim, action or proceeding asserted or instituted against LlUldlord or 
may compromise or otherwise dispose of the srun~ as Tenant sees flt providecl that Landlord 
receives a full and complete release with respect to such claim, action or proceeding, /!.ny legal 
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counsel selected by Tenant to defend Landlord shall be reasonably satist'ac!ory to Landlord. All 
indemnification covenauts are inte.11ded to apply to losses, damages, injuries, claltns, costs, 
penalties, charges and/or expenses (including reasonable attorneys' and consultants' fees and 
expenses) incurred directly or indirectly by the indemnified paities and tl1elr property, as well as 
by the indemnifying party ;ir third party, a11d their property. For purposes of this Article JX, a11y 
acts or omissions of Tenant, or by employees, agents, assignees, contractors, subcontractors or 
others acting for o.r on behalf of Tena11t (whether or not they are negligent, intentional, willful or 
unlawful), shall be strictly attributable to Tenant. It is understood and agreed that payment shall 
not be a condition precedent .to enforcement of the foregoing indemnification obligations. The 
"Prime Rate" shall mean on any date, a rate equal to the annual rate on such date publicly 
announced by Citibank, N.A., as its prime, base or reference rate. Such rate need not be the 
lowest rate charged by Citibank, N.A. If Citibank, N.A. discontinues its use of such prime, base 
or reference rate or ceases to exist, Landlord shall designate the prime, base or reference rate of 
another state or federally chartered bank with offices in New York, N.Y. to be used for the 
purpose of calculatlng the Prime Rate hereunder. 

ARTlCLEX 

USE OF LEASED PREMISES 

Section 10.1 Compliru1ce with Laws <ind Regu)ationi., Tenant shall use the 
Leased Premises solely as a licensed Medicare- and Medicaid-certified skilled nursing facility 
with at least the number of licensed and certified beds exis1ing at the Facility on the 
Commencement Date, and for no other pui-pose (the ''Intended Use"). On or before the 
Commencement. Date, Tenant shall have acquil"ed, and thereafter Tenant shall maintain all 
licenses, certificates, accreditations, approvals, pennits, va:rla11ces, waivers, provider agreements 
and other authorizations needed to operate the Leased Premises as a licensed, Medicare and 
Medicaid certified skilled nursing facility. Tenant hereby covenants, warra11ts and represents to 
Landlord that as of the Commencement Date and throughout the Tenn; (a) Tenant (and any 
subtenant, operator or manager of Tenant) shall be, and shall continue to be val.idly licensed and 
Medicare and Medicaid certified to opexare a skilled nursing facility ln accordance with the 
applicable rules and regulations of the DOH, feder!!l governmental authorities and accrediting 
bodies, including, but not limited to, the United States Depat1ment of Health and Hnman 
Services ("DHHS"}, C1'4S, and tbe DOH; (b) Tenant (and any subtenant, operator or manager of 
Tenant) shall be, and shall conthmc, to be, certified by and the holder of valid provider 
agreements with Medicare and Medicaid issued by DHHS, DOH and/ol' CMS and shall remain 
so certified and shall remain such a holder in connection with its operation of the Leased 
Premises as a licensed and ,Medicare end Medicaid certified skilled nursing facility; (c) Tenant 
(and any subtenant, operator or manager of Tenant) shall be, and shall continue to be in 
compliance wi1h and shall remain in compliance with all applicable Law~ with regard to the 
operation of the Facility, including, without limitation, compliance under Laws governing patient 
confidentiality and privacy and the confidentiality of medical records; (d) Tenant (and MY 
subtenant, operator or manager of Tena11t) shall operate the Facility in a manner consistent with 
high quality skilled nursing services and sound reimbursement principles under the Medicare and 
Medicaid programs and as required un.der Laws; and (e) Tenant (and any subtenant, operator or 
manager of Tenarit) shall not abandon, terminate, vacate or fail to renew any licenses, 
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certifications, accreditations, ce1tificates, approvals, permits, variances, waivers 1 provider 
11greeme11ts or any other authorization which relates to the operation of the skillea nursing 
facility business or otl1er permitted operations on the Leased Premises or ln any way commit any 
act which wi.ll or may cause any such licenses, certifications, accreditations, certificates, 
approvals, permits, variances, waivers, provider agreements or other authorization to be revoked 
by any Governmentnl Authori~y or accrediting body having jurisdiction thereof. 

Section 10.2 No Waste, Tenant shall not commit or suffer to be oornmitted any 
waste on the Leased Premises nor shall Te11ant cause or pennit any nuisance thereon. 

Section 10,3 Hazardous Materials and Hru;!)l'dous Waste. (a) Tenant shall not 
place or hold 1111y Hazardous Materials on or at. the Leased Premises, excepl as is necessal'y for 
the ord!na:i·y course of its business as a skilled nursing facility in compliance with SectiOll 10,1. 
If Tenant's busines.1 requires the use of any Hazardous Materials, other than such cleaning 
materials as aJ'e typically found in skilled n11rsing facilities in compliance with Section 10,1, 
Tenant shall notify Landlord in writing and shall comply with hazard comm11nication and 
notification requirements of the Or"'upational Safety and Health Act ("OSHA") and all Laws 
which require notification of employees, the community or any governmental agency of the 
hazru:dous properties of such Hazardous Materials. For purposes of this Lease, "Hazardous 
Materials" means a11d includes any hazardous substance defined as such in OSHA, the 
Comprehensive Brivfronmentol Response, Compensation, and Liability Act ("CERCLA"), the 
Toxic Substances Control Act ("TSCA"), or any other fedCl'al, state or local statute, law, 
ordinance, code, rule, regulation, order or decree regulating, relating to, or imposing liability or 
standards of conduct concerning, any lta2ardous substance or material, as now or at any time 
hereafter in effect. 

(c) Tenant shall not cause or allow any asbestos or any asbestos qontaining 
materials to be incorporated into any improvements or alterations which it makes or causes to be 
made. on or to the Leased Premises. TenS11i shall obtain and maintain O&M Programs for the 
Facility is if the Facility is detennined to contain asbestos or asbestos contall1ing matetials and 
upon Landlord's request, shall furnish copies of same to Landlord, Mm1gagee or their 
designee(s). · 

(d) Tenant shall not place, hold pr dispose of any Hazardous Waste on, under or 
at the Leased P1·emise, except as specifically allowed in this Section 10.3, Tenant further ~gree, 
that it shall not use the Leased Premises as a treatment, storage, or disposal (whethe1· pennanent 
or temporary) facility for Hazardous Waste. If Tenant, in the ordinary course of its business as a 
skilled nursing facility generates Hazardous Waste, then Tenant shal! comply with all applicable 
federal, state and local laws, statutes, ordiimnces, codes, rules, regula1fons, orders or decre-0a 
relating to the appropriate use, storage, transportation and disposal of Ha2ardous Waste. For the 
purposes of this Lease, "Hazardous Waste" means and includes any hazan;lous material that haa 
entered the wnste stream or any contaminant or pollutant as defined as such in tlte Resource 
Conservation and Recovery Act, CERCLA, as amended, any so"called "Superfund" or 
"Superlien" law, the TSCA, or any other Law, relating to or imposing liability or standards of 
conduct concerning, any hazardous, toxic or dangerous waste. Tenant further agrees that it shall 
properly disposo in accordance with Laws of all "infectious waste" such M laboratory waste, 
pathological waste, blood specimens or prbducts, patient or resident waste including, without 
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limitation, bandages R!ld disposable gowns, sharp waste and RilY mate,ial generated by tl1e 
production or testing of biologica1 agents, lmmediately upon receipt of aoy Environmental 
Notice (as hereinafter defined) from any Person, Tenant s1iall deliver to Landlord a true, correct 
and complete copy·of same. "Environmental Notice" shall mean any note, notice, or report of 
any suit, proceeding, investigation, order, consent order, injunction, writ, award, or action related 
to or affecting or indicating the trea1ment, storage, handling, disposal, generation, spill, release or 
discharge of any Hazardous Waste or Hazardous Materials in upon, under, from or affecting the 
Leased Premises. All of the te1ms, covenants, warranties and indenmiflcations contained in this 
Section 10,3 shall survive the expiration or termination of this Lease. 

(e) Without. in any way limiting Tenant's obligation to indemnify Landlord and 
Lamllord's lndemnitees under Section 9.1 of this Lease, Tenant shall indemnify, defend (at 
Landlord's request) and hold harmless Landlord and Landlord's lndemnitees from and against 
any claims, losses, costs, damages or expenses of any and every kind whatsoever (including 
roasonable attorney's fees and expenses and consultarit's and expert's fees and e~penses) which 
at any time or from time to time may be paid, incurred or suffered by, or asserted against 
Landlord end/or Landlord's lndemnitees for, with respect to, or as a direct or indirect result of: 
(a) a breach by Tenant of the cove11ants set forth in Section 10.3 or, (b) caused, permitted or 
allowed by Tenant or eny agent, employee, invitee, or licensee of Tenant, the presence on or 
under, or the escape, seepage, leakage, spillage, dischnrge, emission, or release from, onto, or 
Into 1he Leased Premises, the aunosphere, or any watercourse, body of water, or groundwater, of 
any Hazardous Material (including, without limitation, any losses, liabilities, damages, injuries, 
costs, expenses or claims asserted or arising under CERCLA, as amended, any so-called 
"Superfund" or "Superlicn" law, or any othe1· Law, relating lo or imposing liability or standards 
of conduct conceming, any Hazardous Material) ocourring from and after the Conunencement 
Date; and the provisions of and undertakings and Indemnification set out in this Sectionrn 
shall SUl'Vive the termination of thls Lease, and shall continue to be the peraonal liability, 
obligation and indenmification of Tenant, binding upon Tenant, forever. If required by 

Mortgagee, Tenant shall enter into an agreement to indemnify, defond and hold hannless 
Mortgagee with respect to matters contained in this Section 10,3. and other similar matters 
pursuant to a form of agreement reasonably acceptable to Mortgagee, In no event however shall 
Tenant have any liability to Landlord or Landlord's lndemnitees for Hazardous Materials located 
at or under the Leased Pn:mises prior to the Commencement Date or for the reme<!Jation of 
same. 

(t) If Tenant or its employees, agems, or contractors violate the proYisions of 
this Section lQ.3, then, in addition to any other duty or obligation of Tenant hereunder, at law or 
in equity, Tenant shall be obligated to clean up, remove, alld dispose of the material causing the 
violation, in compliance with 11.!l applicable environmental laws and repair any damage to and 
remediate the Leased Premises within such period of time as may ]:>e reasonable under the 
circumstances after written notice by Landlord; provided that such work shall commence no later 
tl1an thirty (30) days from the date of such notice and be diligenUy and continuously ean·ied to 
completion by Tenant or Tenant's designated contrnctors. Tenen! shall notify Landlord of its 
method, time and procedure for any clean-up, remediation or removal of material causing the 
violation under this provision, am! Landlord shall have the right t-0 require reasonabie changes in 
such method, time or procedure, 
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(g) Landlord reserves the right from time to time, but not more than once a year, 
except in the event of an emergency or durfog the occurrence and continuation of an unmired 
Lease Defaul1 during the Term hereof, at Landlord's cost and expense (except that, in the event 
of a continuing ru,d uncured Lease Def11ult, at Tenant's sole cost and expense), to have the 
Leased Premises inspected by environmental engineers and/or specialists for the purpose of 
detelmining compliance by Tenant with any environmental laws, rules and regulations ~pplicuble 
lo Tenant's operations in or about the Leased Premises and with the tenns and conditions of this 
Lease dealing with environmental matters, including without limitation, the provisions of this 
Section 10,3,. If the environmental assessment or report resulting from such inspection discloses 
any non-compliance witl) Laws, Tenant shall Immediately, following receipt of the 
environmental assessment, take all such steps as are necessary to put the Leased Premises into 
compliance, including without limitation, cleaning up any spllls or other emissions of Hazardous 
Wastes or Hazardous Materials, and reimburse Landlord for the costs of its inspection. 

(h) Upon the expiration of the Term, or the earlier te1mination thereof, subject 
to the last sentence of Section 10.3(d) above, Tenant shall forthwith remove all Hazardous 
Materials and Hazardous Waste from the Leased Premises or any portion thereof in accordance 
with applicable Law. Landlord shall have the right to inspect the Leased Premises with regard to 
the management and dispo•al of Hnzal'dous Materials and HazardouR Waste at ull reasonable 
times during the Tem1. 

ARTICLE XI 

DAMAGE OR DESTRUCTION 

Section 11.1 Dii.mage or Destrnctioo, Tenant sliall immediately notify Landlord 
of any casualty, fire, damage, destruction or injury ("Casualty") affecting the Facility, including 
a description of the Casualty, and whether the Casualty is such as to cause the Leased Premises 
to be unsuitable, in whole or in part, for th~ Intended Use . Tenant shall proceed witl1 rellsouable 
diligence to repair or reconstruct the Leased Premises and Tenant shall be Hable for any costs of 
repair or replacement to the Leased Premises, whether or not such Casualty, or the costs of 
repairing such Casualty, are fully covered by the proceeds of Tem111t's insurance required to be 
carried hereunder. If such Casualty renders the Facllity unsuitable for the pu1pose of this Le11Be 
and if Landlord's Mortgagee so requires, Landlord, upon notice to Tenant, Landlord may 
te1minate this Lease and Landlord ru,d Tenant shall be released from any further liability 
hereunder thereafter accruing with respect to the Facility, except that Tenant shall be responsible 
and shall pay L!indlord an amount equal to the difference between tile fair nmket value of the 
Leased Premises immediately prior to such Casualty md the proceeds of Tenant's insurance to 
the extent such difference results from Tenant's breach of Article VI. Notwithstanding tho 

·foregoing, if Landlord's obligations to its Mortgagee have been satisfied in full 11nd .the DOH 
approves and agrees to reimburse the costs of rebuilding the Facility, Landlord shall not so 
terminate this Lease with respect to the Facility, and Ten!lllt shall repair or reconstruct the Leased 
Premises in substlllltlally the same condition as just prior to the incident with the proceeds of the 
property casualty insurance carried by Tenant, as required hereunder (if not otherwise paid to the 
Mortgagee), and/or with funds of Tenant. Regardless of any Casualty, except as provided above, 
thfs Lease shall continue in full force and effect without any abatement of Rent, and Tenant shall 
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not be entitled to surrender possession of the Leased Premises as a result of such casualty. 
Landlord's receipt of Rent from Tenant's rental interruption insurance shall be credited against 
Rent payments due from Tenant hereunder, If Tenant fails to commence sue!, repair or 
reconstruction within thirty (30) days of the Cas11alty1 Landlord shall have the option, subject to 
the approval of the DOH if required by Laws, to either terminate this Lease upon written notice 
to Tenant or repair and reconstruct the Leased Premises 111 substantially the same condition just 
prior to the incident and costs and e~penses incurred as a result thereof shall be deemed 
Additional Rent hereunder and shall be payable to .Landlord by Tenant, upon demand. Upon 
payment of all such sums demanded by Landlord, Tenant may re-enter and resume possession of 
the Leased Premises pursuant to the terms of this Lease, All insurance proceeds coll~cted under 
the Policies shall be paid to Landlord, and made available to Tenant to pay for or reimburse 
Tenant for the costs and expenses for such repairs and reconstruction subject to the terms, 
conditions and provisions of any mortgage or other loan documents encumbering tlie Leased 
Premises, If Mortgagee does not make the insurance proceeds available to Landlord, then 
Landlord may terminate this Lease upon thhty (30) days' notice to Tenant, and Landlord ru1d 
Tenru1t shall be released from any further liability hereunder thel'eaf\er accruing with respect to 
the Facility, except that Tenant shall be responsible and shall pay Landlord an amount equal to 
the difference between the fair market value of the Leased Premises immediately prior to such 
Casualty and the proceeds of Tenant's insurance. 

Section 11.2 Precedence of Rights of Mortgagee, All provisions contained in 
the Joan documents between Landlord and Mortgagee, or any other document in connection 
therewith which concern 01· pertaui to the restoration of the Leased Premises, the application of 
insurance proceeds and any and all matters concerning a casualty, shall talce precedence over and 
be in lieu of any contrnry provision provide~ for in this Lease, and in all respects a1'e binding 
upon Tenant who agrees to and aclmowledges the same. 

Section 11.3 Tenant hereby waives the provisions of Section 227 of the Real 
Property Law of the State of New Yo1k nnd acknowledges that the terms of this Attlcle XI shall 
govern in lieu thereof. 

ARTICLE XII 

EMINENT DOMAIN 

Section 12.1 Eminent Domnhl. (a) ln the event that all or substantially all of the 
Leased Premises, or such portion of the Real Property which renders the balance of the Facilicy 
unsuitable for the purpose of this Lease, shall be taken by condemnation or right of eminent 
domain, this Lease shall terminate as of the day the taking authority takes possession of the 
Leased Premises, and Landlord and Tenant shall be released from any further liability hereunder 
thereafter accruing with respect to the Facility, except as otherwise expressly provided in this 
Lease. In the event only a portion (and less than substantially all) of the Leased Premises is 
taken by condemnation or right of eminent domain and the portion so taken does not render the 
balance of the Leased Premises unsuitable for the purposes of this Lease, as detenhined by 
Landlord, this Lease shall not terminate. In such an event, Tenant shall restore the Leased 
Premises with reasonable diligence with its OW!! funds and with the proceeds of any award from 
the applicable public or quasi-public autl1ority, or private corporation or individual having the 
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power of condemnatlon ("Award·") to an architectural unit as nearly like its condition prior to 
6Uch taking as shall be practicable. Notwitl1sta11ding anything to rhe contrary herein, this 
Sectlgn 12, l(a) is subject to the tenns, conditions nnd provisions of any mortgage and other loan 
documents encumbering the Leased Premises. 

(i) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in Sectioi112.l(ru, 
Landlord may cancel this Lease with M further liability tc Tenant, in the event that following a 
taking by condemnation 01· right of eminent domain, Mortgagee elects to require Landlord to 
repay the mortgage 011 the Leased Premises. 

G) Tenant shall not be entitled to any part of any award or settlement of 
damages representing the value of land and bulldings appropriated, the value of this Lease or any 
estate therein, or damage to the residue of the Leased Premises or other property of Landlord; it 
being agreed as between Landlord and Tenant any snch award shall be the sole property of 
Landlord. No appropriation of part or all of the Leased Premises or cancellation of this Lease 
pursuant to this Article XII shall be deemed an eviction of Tenant or u breach of any covenants 
of Landlord hereunder, 

ARTICLE XIII 

NOTICES 

Section 13,1 Notices. All notices, consents, approvals and requests req11ired or 
pennitted hereunder shall be given in writing and shall be effective for all purposes if (a) hand 
delivered or sent by (b) certified or registered United States mail, postage prepaid, retnrn receipt 
requested or (c) Federal Express or other nationally recognized ovemight next business day 
courier service at such other address and Person as shall be designated from time to time by any 
party hereto, as the case may be, in a notice to the other parties hereto in the manner provided for 
in this Section 13,l): 

2305449v5/17057·6 

If to Tenant: 

HBLSNP,LLC 
1280 Albany Post Road 
Croton-on-Hudson, New York 10520 

with a cwv to: 
Michelman & Robinson 
800 Third Avenue, 24th Floor 
New York, NY 10022 
Attn; :Mark Zafrili, Esq. 
Telephone: Zl 2.730,7700 

If to Landlorc!.; 
White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC, 
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2 Bourbon Street ,Suite 200 
Peabody, Ma 01960 

with a copy to; 
Gerald J. Billow, Esq. 
Postemak Blanksteln & Lund LLP 
800 Boylston Street, Suite 3200 
Boston, Massachusetts 02199 

-and-

HowardFenstennan, Esq. 
Abrams Fensterman 
1111 Marcus Avenue 
Lake Success, New York 11042 

RECEIVED NYSCEF: 09/18/2020 

The effective date of such notices shaU be as follows: (a) upon delivery or rofusnl 
of delivery ;r sent by personal delivery, (b) two (2) Business Days after mailing (or upon actual 
receipt, if earlier), if sent by certified or registered mail, (o) one (1) Business Dny after deposit 
wi1h the courJer for next business day delivery, if sent by overnigl1t courier. The tenn "Business 
Day" means any day other than (i) a Saturday or a Sunday, and (ii) a day on which federally 
insured depository institutions in New York, New York are authol'ized or obligated by law, 
regulation, govemtT\ental decree or executive order to be closed. 

Section 13.2 Notices to Mortgagee, (a) Tenant hereby agrees, upon request of 
Mortgagee, to give to Mortgagee copies of all notices given by Tenant of default by Landlord 
1mdcr this Lease at the. same time and in the same manner as, and whenever, Tenant shall give 
any such notice of default to Landlord. Such Mortgagee shall have the right to remedy any 
default under this Lease, or lo cause any default of Landlord under this Lease to be remedied, 
nnd for such purpose Tenant hereby grru1ts such Mortgagee such period of time as may be 
reasonable to enable such Mortgagee to remedy, or cause to be remedied, any such default in 
addition to the period given to Landlord for remedying, or causing to be remedied, any such 
default which is a default. Tenant shall accept performance by such Mortgagee of any term, 
covenant, condition or agreement to be performed by Landlord under the Lease with the same 
force and effect .as thougl1 performed by Landlord, No de:fault by Landlord under the Lease shall 
exist or shail be deemed to exist (I) as long as such Mortgagee, in good faith, shall have 
commenced to cure such default and shall be prosecuting the same to completion with reasonable 
diligence, subject to Force Majeure, or (il) if possession of the Leased Premises is required in 
order to cure such default, or if such default is not susceptible of being cured by sucli Mortgagee, 
as long as such Mortgagee, iu good faith, shall have notified Tenant that such Mortgagee intends 
to institute proceedings under the mortgage and, thereafter, as long as such proceedings shall 
have been lnstituted and shall prosecute the same with reasonable diligence and, after having 
obtained possession, prosecutes the cw:e to completion with reasonable diligence. Thls Lease 
shall not be assigned by Tenant or modified, amended or terminated without Mortgagee's prior 
written consent in each instance, which consent shall not be 1mreasonably withheld or delayed. 
In the event of the lermiilation of this Lease by reason of any default thereunder or for any other 
reason whatsoever except the expiration thereof, upon such Mortgagee's written request, given 
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within thirty (30) days after any such tennination, Tenant, within fifteen (15) days afier receipt 
of such request, shall execute Hnd deliver to such Mortgagee or its designee or nominee a new 
lease of the Leased Premises for the remainder of the Tenn of the Lease upon, at a minimum, all 
of the terms, covenants and conditions of this Lease. Neither such Mortgagee or its designee or 
nominee shall become liable under this Lease unless and until such Mortgagee or !ts designee or 
nominee becomes, and then only for so long us such Mortgagee 01· its designee or nomillee 
remains, the fee owner of the Leased l'remises or the owner of the leasehold interest of Landlord 
under this Lease. Such Mortgagee shall have the right, without Tenant's consent, to, as the case 
may be, foreclose its mortgage or to accept a deed in lieu of foreclosure of such mortgage. 

(b) 1n tl,e event of any act or omission of Landlord which would give Tenant 
the right, immediately or after lapse of a period of time, to cancel or terminate this Lease, or to 
claim a partial or f:()tal eviction, Tenant shall not exercise such right (i) until it has given written 
notice of suoh act or omission to Mortgagee, and (ii) wiless such act or omission shall be one 
which is not capable of being remedied by Landlord or s11ch Mortgagee within a reasonable 
period of time, until a reasonable period for remedying such act or omission shall have elapsed 
following the giving of such notice and following the time when auch Mortgagee s),all have 
b<lcome entitled under its loan documents with Landlord in connection tl1erewith, as the case 
may be, to remedy the same (which reasonable period shall in no event be less than the period to 
which Landlord would be entitled under this Lease ot' otherwise, after similar notice, to effect 
such remedy). 

ARTICLE XIV 

QUIET ENJOYMENT 

Section 14.1 Quiet Enjoyment.Landlord covenants, warrants and represents to 
Tenant that, provided no Lease Default exists under this Lease, Tenant sliall ut all times during 
the Tenn pe~ceably and q\lietly have, hold, occupy and enjoy the Leased Fremises, subject to the 
terms and conditions of this Lease, without any hindrance, interference or molestation by 
La11dlord or by, u11der or through Landlord. 

ARTICLE XV 

SUBLETTING AND ASSIGNMENT 

Section l 5.1 Subletting and Assj8lJlllilli1 (a) Tenant shall not, without the prior 
written consent of Landlord, which consent may be withheld in the Landlord's sole aud absolute 
discretion (and, ifrequired by law, without the prior written conient of the Commissioner, which 
consent may be withheld in the Commissioner's sole and absolllte discretion), transfer .or assign 
this Lease or Tenant's intetest in the Leased Premises 01• any part thereof or S\\blease all or any 
part of the Leased Premises. In all events of assignment, transfers or subletting, the prior 
approval of the DOH shall be required. Tenant shall not at any time, without the prior written 
consent of Landlord, which consent may be withheld or given in the sole ruid absolute discretion 
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of Landlord, pledge, mortgage, or hypothecate the leasehold estate hereby created or any interest 
of Tenant therein. The Issuance of or a transfer or series Qf transfers (including transfers caused 
by mergers, acquisitions ot· consolidations of any direct or indirect interests in the equity 
ownerahlp interests in Tenant or any subtenant aggregating to forty•nine percent (49%) or more 
of the stock, membership or ownership interest in Tenant or any subtenant shaJI constitute an 
assignment for purposes of this Lease, requiring Landlord's consent thereof; notwithstanding 
anything to the contrary, any change in the management or co11trol of Tenant such that Lizer 
Josefovic does not control all of the decisions of Tenant shall constitute an assignment for 
purposes of this Lease, requiring Landlord's consent thereof. Notwithstanding anything to the 
contrary, the issuance of or a transfer or •eries of transfers (including transfers caused by 
mergers, acquisitions or consolidations of any direct or indirect Interests in the equity ownership 
interests in Tenant or any sttbtennnt resulting in the aggregate interest of Lizer Josefovic, Marc 
Neuman, and their spouse or issue, or a trust for their b.enefit, equaling less than seventy-five 
percent (75%) of the stock, membership or ownership interest in Tenant or any subtenant to any 
person or entity shall constitute an assignment for purposes of this Lease, requfrlng Landlord's 
consent thereof; provided that any assignment by Lizer Josefovic to Joseph Josefovic tnade after 
five years after the Commencement date shall not be unreasonably denied by Lllndlord taking 
into account, among other things, the experience, perfonnance record, and finnncinl strength of 
Joseph Josefovic. The consent by Landlord to any transfer shall not constitute consent to any 
subsequent transfer or to lilly successive transfer. Fur1her, subject to the provisions of 
Secti9n 2.2. and without in any way limiting or otherwise affecting the provisions of this Lease, 
Landlord shall be pe1mitted t<l assign this Lease and all agreements, duties, obligations and rights 
incidental thereto to any entity related to, or affiliated with Landlord, without any consent from 
Tenant. The term "transfer" shall mean any direct or indirect sale, conveyance, transfer, lease 
(ihcluding any amendment, extension, modification, waiver or renewal thereof), sublease, sub
sublease, assignment, mortgage, pledge, grant of a security interest or hypothecation, whether by 
operation of law or otherwise, whether voluntary or not, of or ill (i) all or part of the Leased 
Premises (including any legal or beneficial direct or indirect interest therein) or (ii) any direct or 
indirect interest in Tenant. Notwithstanding anything to tl1e contrary contained herein, Tenant 
may assign this Lease to, or enter into a sublease with, or transfer interests in an entity 
comprising Tenant to, an affiliate under common control with Tenant, or owned by Lizer 
Josefovic, Marc Neuman, or their spouse or issue, or a Trust for their benefit, without Landlord's 
consent, provided (x) Landlord is given thirty (30) days prior written notice of such" intended 
transfer, assignment or sublease with copies of the organizational documents of the assign11ee, 
transforre~ or sublessee, (y) after such transfer, assignment or sublease, Lizer Josefovic controls 
all of the decisions of the assignnee, transferree or sublessee, and (z) all required consents from, 
the Mo11gagee, the DOH nnd/or the Commissioner (if required), have been obtained by Tenant. 
Notwithstanding the foregoing and any other provision contained herein to the contrary, no 
transfer or series of transfers of legal, economic, beneficial or equitable (direct or indirect) 
interest in the Lease or in Tenant's membership interest that requires DOH's consent shall occur 
without the prior wrltten consent of Landlord and DOH. Tenant shall enter into such 
subordination agreements or subordination, non-disturbance agreements ("SNDAs'~ ns 
Mortgagee may request from time to time, 

Section 15.2 A.ttomment ancl Related Matters. Any sublease shall be expressly 
subject and subordinate to alf applicable tenns and conditions of this Lease and provide that 
upon the expiration or earlier termination of this Lease, Landlord, nt its option and without any 
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obligation to do so, may require any subtenant to attom to Landlord, lts successors and assigns, 
in whicll event Landlord shall unde1take the obligations of Tenant, under st1ch sublease from the 
time of the exercise of such option to the termination of such sublease; provided, however, that 
ln such case Landlord shall not b~ liable for ~ny prepaid rents, fees or other charges or for any 
prepaid security deposits paid by such subtenant to Tenant or for any other prior defaults of 
Tenant under such sublease. In the event that Landlord shall not require such attomment with 
respect to any sublease, then such sublease shall automatically tetminate upon the expiration or 
earlier termination of this Lease, including any early termination by mutt1al agreement of 
Landlord and Tenarit. In addition, any such sublease shall provide that in the event thnt the 
subtenant or other transferee receives a written notice from Landlord stating that a Lease Default 
has occurred or that an event or circumstance has occurred which with notice and/or passage of 
time w.ould conslltute a Lease Pefault, such subtenant or other transferee thereafter shnU without 
further consent or instruction of Tenant pay all rentals accruing under such sublease qirectly to 
Landlord or as Landlord may direct; provided, however, that (a) as and to the extent that the 
amounts so paid to Landlord, together with other amounts paid tu or received by Landlord Oll 

account of this Lease, e~ceed the amounts then due Landlord from Tenant under this Lease, the 
excess shall be promptly remitted to Tenant, and (b) at such time as the Lease Default has been 
cured and this Lease reinstated (if ever), Landlord shall notify and direct the subtenant(s) in 
writing to resume maklng payments of rentals under their sublease(s) directly to Tenant, or as 
Tenant may direct. An)' such rentals collected from such subtenant or other transferee by 
Landlord shall be ct•cdited against the amounts owing by Tenant under this Lease in such 01·der 
of priority as Landlord shall reasonably determine. Furthermore, any sublease or other 
agreement regarding a transfer shall expressly provide that the subtenant, assignee, manager or 
other transferee shall fomish Landlord, its lender, the Mortgagee, if applicable, the HUD 
Mortgagee, and/or the Comrnfasioner, and /or DOH, if applicable, with s.uch financial, 
operational and other information about the Facility and subtenant, etc., as Landlord may request 
from time to time. 

Section 15.3 As.rugnment of SublCllse§. To secure the prompt and foll payment 
by Tenant of the Rent and the faithful performance by Tenant of all the other terms and 
conditions herein contained on its part to be kept and pcrfonned, Tenant hereby assigns, transfers 
and sels over unto Landlord, Sllbject to tlie conditions hereinafter set forth and any required 
consent{s) from DOH, all of Tenant's 1ight, title and interest in and to all permitted subleases, 
assignments, licenses and occupancy agre.ements, to the extent permitted by law, involving the 
·Facility, as set faith on Schedule l 5.3 attached hereto (the "Sublease", und the subtenant under a 
Sublease herein referred to as a "Subtenant") and hereby confers upon Landlord, its agents and 
represe11tatlves, a right of entry (subject to prior notice) in, and sufficient possession of, the 
Leased Premises to permit and insure the collection by Landlord of the renMs and other sums 
payable under the Subleruie, and further agrees that the exercise of said right of entry and 
qualified possession by Landlord shall not constitute an eviction of Tenant from the Leased 
Premises or any portion thereof and that should said right of entry and possession be denied 
Landlord, its agent or representative, Landlord, in the exercise of said right, may use all requisite 
force to gain and enjoy the same without responsibility or liability to Tenant, its servants, 
employees, g11ests or invitees, or any Person whomsoever; provided, however, tliat such 
assignment shall become operative and effective only if (a) a Lease Default shall occur and be 
continuing or (b) this Lease and the Term shall be cancelled or tenninated pursuant to the terms, 
covenants and conditions hereof or (c) there occurs a repossession under a dispossessory warrant 
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or other re-entry or repossession by Lundlord under the provisions hereof or (d) a receiver for all 
or a portion of the Lensed Premises is appointed, and then only as to such of the· subleases that 
Landlord may elect to take over and assume. At any time nnd from time to time within ten (10) 
days after Landlord's written demand, Tenant promptly shall ·deliver to Landlord a schedule of 
all Subleases, setting forth the names of all Subtenants, with a photostatic copy of each of the 
Subleases. Upon request of Landlord, Tenant shall permit Landlord IUld its agents I\IIU 
representatives, and Mortgagee, its agents and representatives, to inspect all Subleases affecting 
the Leased Premis~s. Tenant covenants tliat each Sublease shall provide that tlie S11bte11ant 
thereunder shall be required fmm time to time, upon request of Landlord or Tenant, to execute, 
acknowledge and deliver, to and for the benefit of Landlord, an estoppel certificate confirming 
with respect to such Sublease the infonnation set forth in Section 2QJ.l hereof. 

Section 15.4 Additional Suble!lli.2-fulJJuirementl!, Tenant covenants aµd agrees 
that all Subleases hereafter entered into affecting the Leased Premises shall provide that (a) they 
are subject to this LeASe and that the principals of the Subtenanr acknowledge that they have read 
this Lease a11d accept the terms hereof, (b) the term thereof shall not end less than one (1) day 
prior to th~ Expiration Date heieof, unless Landlord shall consent otherwise, which consent may 
be wi1hheld ill Landlord's sole and absolute discretion, (c) the Subtenants will not do, authorize 
or execute any act, deed or thing whatsoever or fail to take any such action which wlll or may 
cause Tenant to be In violation of any of its obligations under this Lease, (d) the Subtenants will 
not pay rent or other sums tmder the Subleases with Tenant for more than one (1) month in 
advance, (e) the Subtenants shall give to Landlord at the address and otherwise in the maimer 
specified in Section 1;l,1 hereof, a copy of any notice of default by Tenant as the landlord under 
the S.ubleases at the same time as, and whenever, any such notice of default shall be given by tile 
Subtenants to Tenant; and (t) all of the representations, warranties and covenants given by 
Tennnt to Landlord in this Lease, including but not limited to all reporting requirements and 
covenants set forth in Section 7 ,4 above, shall be made and given by each Subtenant for the 
benefit of Landlord, Mortgagee, and their 1'espective successors and flJJsigns. 

. Section 15.5 Transfers ln Bankru11tcy. (a) Ir1 the event of a. transfer 
pursuant to the provisions of Title 11 of the United States Code or any statute of similar puipose 
or nature (the "Bankmptcy Code"), all consideration payable 01· otherwise to be delivered in 
conne<:tion with such trruisfor shall be paid or delivered to Landlord, shall be and remain the 
C)(clusive property of Landlord and shall not constitute property of Tenant or of the estate of 
Tenant within the meaning of the Bnnlcn)ptcy Code. Any consideration constituting Landlord's 
property pursuant to the immediately preceding sentence and not paid or delivered to Landlord 
shall be held in trust for the benefit of Landlord and be promptly paid or delivered to Landlord, 
For purposes of this Section 15,5, the te:rm "consideration" shall meat1 and include money, 
services, property and any other thing of value such as payment of costs, cancellation or 
forgiveness of indebtedness, discounts, rebates, barter mid the like. If uny such consideration ls 
in a form other than cash (such as in kind, equity interests, indebtedness earn-outs, or other 
deferred payments, consulting or management fees, etc,), Landlord shall be e11titled to receive in 
cash the then present fair market value of such consideration. ~f Tenam assumes this Lease a11d 
proposes to assign the same pursuant to the provisions of the Bankruptcy Code to any person or 
entity who shall have made a bona fide offer to accept an assignment of this Lease on terms 
acceptable to Tenant, then notice of such proposed assignment shall be given to Landlord by 
Tenant uo later than fifteen (15) days after receipt of such offer by Tenant, but in any ~vent no 
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later th!Ul ten (10) days prior to the date that Tennnt shall file any application or motion wilh a 
court of competent jurisdiction for authority and approval to enter into such assumption and 
assignment. Such notice shall set forth (a) lhe name and address of the assignee, (b)·all of the 
te,ms and conditions of such offer, and (c) i:he proposal for providing adequate assurance of 
Mure performance by auch person under the Lease, including, without limitation, the assurance 
referred to in Section 365 of the B"ankruptcy Code. Any person or entity to which this Lease is 
assigned pursuant to the provisions of the Baukmptcy Code shall be deemed without further act 
or deed to have assumed all of the obligations arising under this Lease from at1d af1er the date of 
such assignment, Any such assignee shall exe.cute and deliver to Landlord upon d~mand an 
instrnme111 confirming such assumption. 

(b) The term "ade~uate assura11ce of future perfonnance" as used in this Lease 
shall mean (in addition to the assurance, called fot· ht Bankruptcy Code Sectio11365(l)) that any 
proposed assignee shall, among other things, (i) deposit with Landlord 011 the assumption of this 
Lease an amount equnl to the greater of M two (2) times the then montl1ly Fixed Rent and 
Additiolllll Rent or (y) such other amount deemed by the Bankruptcy Court to be reasonably 
necessary for the adequate protection of Landlord under the circnmslances, as security for the 
faithful perfonnance and observance by such assignee of the terms and obligations of this Lease, 
(ii) furnish Landlord with fiMncial .statements of such assignee for the prior three (3) calendar 
years, as finally determined after m1 audit and certified as correct by a certified public 
accountant, which financial statements shall show a net worth at least equal to the amount of the 
deposit refel'enccd 1r1 (i) above, (iii) if detennined by the Bankruptcy Court to be appropriate 
under the clrcumst811ces, grant lo Landlord a secitrity Interest in such property of the proposed 
assignee as Landlord shall deem necessary to secure such assignee's foture perfom1ance tmder 
this Lease, and (iv) provide such other information or take suoh action as Landlord, in its 
reasonable judgment, shnll determine is necessary to provide adequate assurance of the 
perfonnan.ce by such assi1,>nee of its obligations tinder U1e Lease. 

(o) If, at any time after Tenant may have assigned Tenant's interest in this 
Lease in a proceeding of tl1e type described in Section 16.1 {iv) through !Y.ill, this Lease shall be 
disaffinned or rejecled in any proceeding of lhe types described in Section 16.1 (iv) through !Yi.il. 
hereof, or in any similar proceeding, or in the event of tennination of this Lease by reason of any 
such proceeding or by reasoll of lapse of time following notice of termination giver, pursuant to 
Article XVI based upo11 any of the Lease Defaults set f01th in said ~ection 16. l (iy) through !Yi.i)_ 
Tenaut, 11pon request of Landlord given within thirty (30) days next following any such 
disaffinnance, rejection or terminatlon (and actual t101ice thereof to Landlord in the event of a 
disaffirmance or rejection or in the event of tenninntion other than by act of Landlord); shall (a) 
pay to Landlol'd all Rent due and owing by the assignee to Landlord under this Lease to and 
including the date of such dlsaffirmlUlce, rejectlon or tennination, and (b) as "tenant", enter into 
a new lease wilh Landlord for a tenn commencing on the effective date of such ciisaffinnance, 
rejection or te1-mination and ending on the expiration date of the term, unless sooner tel'mi11ated 
as In such lease provided, at the same Fixed Rent and Additional Rent upon the then executo1·y 
lerms, covenants 811d conditions as are contained in this Lease, except that (i) Tenmt's rights 
under the new lease shall be subject to the possessory rights, if any, of the assignee under this 
Lease and the possessory. rights of any person claiming through or under such assignee or by 
virme of any applicable Law, (ii) such new lease shall require ~ll defaults existing under this 
Lease to be cured by Tenant with due diligence, and (iii) such new lease shall require Tenant to 
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pay all R!mt reserved in this Lease which, had thls Lease not been so disaffirmed, rejected or 
termi11ated, would have accrned under tl1e provisions of this Lease after the date of sucl1 
dlsaffbmance, rejection or tennination with respect to any period prior thereto. ff Tenant shall 
default in its obligation to enter into said new lease for a period of ten (10) days next following 
Landlord's request therefor, then in addition to all other rights and remedies by reason of such 
default, either at law or in equity, Landlord shall have the srune rights and remedies against 
Tenant as lf Tenant had entered into such new lease and such new lease l1ad thereafter been 
terminated as of the commencement date thereof by reason of Tenant's default thereunqer. 

Section 15.6 Managemenc Agreement. Tenant agrees and acknowledges that il 
will not enter into any management agreements \Juring the Tenn with regard to the Facility 
except with an entity (i) owned wholly by a an individual principal of Tenant which entity has 
beer, received establishment approval from the New York State Department of Health Public 
Health and Health Planning Council in compliance with 10 NYCRR 600.9(d)(l) and (ii) 
approved by HUD if the Facility is, or is about to be financed by a HUD program, and/or 
Mortgagee. Any such management agreement shall be subordinate to Landlord's rights 
hereunder, to the rights of Mortgagee and to the rights of the Commissioner. Tenant shall cause 
such manager to execL1te such documents as are required by Landlord or Mortgagee or by the 
Commissioner to effect such subordination, 

Section 15. 7 MJ,morandmn of Le~. This Lease shall not be recorded, bllt either 
party may record a memorandum of lease in which shall describe the pru1ies to this Lease, a 
description of lh~ Leased Premises and a recitation of tl1e Term. The party requesting that the 
memorandum of lease be recorded shall prepare and pay all costs of recording the me!J)Orandum 
of lease, and the other party agrees to execute at any and all times such instrnments as may be 
reasonably required for such recording. Upon the expfration or earlier termination of this Lease, 
Landlord may release the memorundum of lease. For this purpose Tenant constitutes md 
appoints Landlord its true and lawful attorney-in-fact with full p<Jw<>r of substitution to execute a 
release of such memoranda in the name of Tenant. Suoh power of attorney shall be deemed to be 
a power coupled with an interest and cannot be revoked, To the extent any transfer tax, 
conveyance tax, excise tax, or similar tax is imposed by any Governmental Authority as a rcs11lt 
of the 1-ecordil1g of such Memorandum of Lease, or is otherwise due and payable a.s to Tenant's 
leasehold interest granted pursuant to tlris Lease, Tenant shall pay same to the applicable 
Governmental Authority. 

ARTICLE XVI 

DEFAULT 

Section 16.1 Default by Tenant and Remedies of Landlord. (a) Tenant shall be 
ln default under this Lease upon the occurrence of any of the fo!lowir1g events referred ,to herein 
individually or collectively as a "Lease ,Default" (any reference to such event occurring or 
involving Tenant shall be deemed to include any such event occurring or involving any of 
Tenant• s Subtenants): 
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(i) 
afler the date when due: 

if Tenant fails to pay any inslnllment of Rent within flve (5) days 

(ii) if Tenant defaults in the prompt and full performance of any other 
of Tenant's covenants, obligations or agl'eeme11ts hereunder which are not specifically 
enumerated herein as a Lease Default and fails to correct such failure within thirty (30) days of 
receipt of written notice from Landlord of such default (unless such default ca11not reasonably be 
cured within thl11y (30) days, in which event such period shall be extended, provided Tenant 
shall have commenced in good faith to cure S\lch default within the first such thit1y (30} day 
period and shall proceed wilh all due diligence to correct such default thereafter but in no event 
more than ninety (90) days of receipt of such written notice); 

{iii) if the leasehold interest of Tenant shall be levied upon under 
execution or be liened or attached and such levy, Hen or attachment is not removed within sixty 
(60) days of the date Tenant receives notice of it; 

(iv) in the event of a filing by or against Tenant of a petition under 
federal or slate law pertaining to bankruptcy or Insolvency or for a reorganization or other relief; 

(v) if Tenant sl1all admit in writing its inability to pay its debts 
generally as they become due; 

(vi) . if Tenant Is adjudicated as bankrupt or a court of competent 
jurisdiction shall enter an order or decree appointing, with or without the consent of Tenant, a 
receiver or trustee of Tenant or of the whole or substantially all of its property; 

creditors; 
(vii) if Tenant makes any general assignment for the benefit of 

(Al if Tenant abandons the Leased Premises or if, except ~6 a result of 
damage, destruction or a partial or complete condemnation, Tenant ceases 
operations of the Facility, or Tenant closes any portion oftl\e Facility; 

(viii) if Tenant receives a state 01· federal 11otice oftenninationoflicense 
or de-certificaiion !llld such notice has not been suspended, extended, withdrawn or terntlnated 
prior to 30 days before the effective date of such termination or decertification by any 
Govemme11tal Authority: 

(ix) if Tenant fails to maintain its qualifications for licensure as 
required by this Lease if failure ·to do so would result in an inability to operate the Facility or 
would result in the appointment of a receiver with respect to the Facility; 

(x) if any transfer or assignment of this Lease or Tenant's 'direct or 
indirect interest therein or a transfer of Tenant's direct or indirect equity ownership interests 
occurs i11 violation of this Lease: 

(xi) if any malpractice aw'l!'d or judgment exceeding auy applicable 
malpractice insurance coverage and any applicable !'mbrella coverage by more than One Million 
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Dollars ($1,000,000.00) shall be rendered against Tenant or any s11btenant, and either 
(A) enforcement proceedings sball liave been commenced by any creditor upon such award or 
judgment 01· (B) such award or judgment shall continue unsatisfied and ill effect for a period of 
sixty (60) consecutive days without a:n insurruwe company reasonably satisfactory to Landlord 
having agreed to fund such award or judgment in a manner rea~onably satisfactory to Landlord, 
or (Cl such award or judgment has been appealed and without a bond havlng been posted to 
cover such amount that ex.ceeds any insurance coverage, and in any case such award or 
judgment shall, in the reasonable opinion of Landlord, have a material adverse affect on the 
ability of Tenant or any subte1iant to operate the Facility; 

(xii) upon the denial, refusal to issue, or Joss of any licenses, certifications, 
certificates, approva1s, ponnits, variances,. waivers, provider agreements and 0U1er authorizations 
necessary or required for Tenant to operate the Facility in accordance with the requirements of 
this Lease; 

(xiii) if any of the representations or wru.tanties made by Tenant under this 
Lease or ru1y subtenant under its Sublease or 1)therwise proves to be untrue when made in any 
material respect; 

(xiv) if any Govcmmental Authority having jw,sdiction over the 
operation of the Facility 1-emoves ten percent (10%) 01· rno:te of the patients or residents who 
reside in the Facility for violations of standards of care; 

(xv) Tenant fails to give Landlord and Mortgagee timely notice or timely 
deliver copies of documents within the times required under Section 7 .4 (c) through (o); 

(xvi) Tenant's receipt of notice of an allegation or detennination of 
"lnunedlate Jeopardy" (as such te1m is customarily used) or equivalent notice from any 
Governmental Authority or officer, acting on behalf tl1ereof relating to the Facility; 

(xvii) Tenant's receipt of notice of the freeze on admission·s or the 
imposition of a denial of payment for new admissions or equivalent notice from any 
Governmental Authority or officer acting on behalf thereof relating to the Facility; 

(xviii) Tenant's breach of lts obligations under Section 3.5 including Tenant's 
failure to execute and deliver to J,andlord within seven days of its request therefore any and all 
documents, certificate 01· agreement required or reasonably requested by Landlord, a Mortgagee, 
Prospective Mortgagee, HUD and/or HUD's Approved Lender 01• the Commissioner, including 
collfitming the subordination required hereunder: 

(xix) Tenant's breach of its oblignlions under Section 15.6 
Management Agreement; 

(xx) Tenant's breach of its obligations under Section 7.6 Sect1rity 
Agreement; 
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(xxi) Tenant falls to notify Tandlord Within twenty-four (24) hours after
receipt of any notice from any Govemmoñtal Authority, terminating or suspending or theatening
tci:± ":: or spcñsice of any material11cense or cerilGcaticraelating to the Facility;

(xxii) a default beyond any applicable notice and cure periods under any
Sublease, operating agreement, management agreement or any other matcr|â! agreement relating
to the Leased Premises or to which Landlord and Tenant a e a party;

(xxiii) the creation of any indebtednese relating to the Leased Premises
(other than trade payables which are not anore than 30 days past due, not ovidañced by a note antl
not in excess of One Million Dollars $1,000,000.00);

(xxiv) the amendment, modiûcation, restatement, tewination or
cancellation of any material contract relating to the 1.eased Premises, including but not limited to

any Sublease, without Landlord's prior written consent, which consent shall not be unreasonably
withheld;

(xxv) default or breach by Guarantor under the Cuarañty beyond the

exp!mtion of any applicable cu e period contained therein;

(xxvi) failure by Tenant to deposit all or any portion of the Seerity
Deposit or Letter of Credit or to replace any portion of the Security Deposit or Letter of Credit
utilized by Landlord;

(xxvil) a default or breach of any of the provis jans set forth in
Article XIX;

(xxvili) Tenant violates any tefm, covenant or condition of Tenant's

RegüIstory Agreement (with respect to a HUD financing) which violation is not cured within

thirty (30) days of written notice to Tenant;

(xxix) a default or breach of the provisions set forth in Sectiory 7.4(b) or a
report required by Section.7.4 proves to be untme in any material respect;

(xxx) any act or emission by Tenant or any Subtenant referenced in
Section 7.4 that constitutes a default by Landlord under ita loan docamcats with Mortga'gee;

(xxxi) Tenant's failure to meet the acycñañts provided in Section 7.4 (q)

(xxxii) the sale or transfer or attempted sale or transfer of all or any
portion of any certificate of need, bed or unit right or other similar authorization relating to any
portion of the Facility or the Leased Premises. assignment or subletting in violation of the

provisions of Section 15.1;

(xxxiii) the use of any portion of the Premisca other than for the Intended

Use;
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(xxxiv) the Facility appears on the Special Focus Facility List, or similar 
list established by CMS; 

(xxxv) Tenant fails lo procure the insumnce coYerage, or loss of the 
insurance coverage, required by this Lease; 

(x.xxvi)Tenant enters into any corporate b1tegrity agreement, settlement or 
consent decree, or deferred prosecution agreement with any Governmental Authority; 

(xxxvii) Any Governmental Authority assesses a fine or penalty against, or 
witl1, Tenant that imposes a payment or fine upon Tenant in excess of $75,000; 

(xxxvili) T11e conviction of, or plea of no contest or nolo con1endere 
by, Tenant or any member or beneficial owner of Tenant witli"respect to (l) any felony or (2) any 
misdemeanor that involves any act of fraud, embezzlement, theft or mlsnpproprlation; 

(xxxx) tenant fails m comply with its obligations in Section 
18,l(n) within 10 days after written notice from Landlord; or 

(xxxxi) Tenant or any Subtenant fails or refuses to execute estoppel 
certificate mguired pursuant to Section 20,11, or ofuerwise complying with the requirementa of 
Section 23 within ten (10) days after Tenant's receipt thereof. 

Upon the occurrence of a Lease Default, Landlord, may, if Landlord so elects, upon 
five (5) days written notice of such election, forthwith terminate this Lease and Tenant's right to 
possession of the Leased Premises and, at Landlord's sole and absolute discretion, accelerate the 
payment of all Rent fol" the balance of the Tenn and declare the same presently due and payable 
in full provided, however, that with respect to a Lease Default under Section 16.)(a}(iy). tltls 
Lease shall automatically terminate. In the event of such Lease termination, Tenant shall 
immediately pay Landlol'd the then present value of all such accelerated Rent. Landlord, in 
addition to all other remedies given to Landlord at law or in equity, may by written notice to 
Tenant, without tenninating tliis Lease, cause Tenant to apply to the DOH to imtall n manager 
and/or management consultant and/or a receiver having the necessary approvals from 
Governmental Authorities, of Landlol'd's choice, at Tenant's sole cost and expense or to the 
exient permitted by applicable law, reenter the Leased Premises by summary proceedings or 
otherwise. In any event, upon a Lease Default, Landlord may require Tenant to consent to a so
called "Change of Ownership" and Landlord may dispossess Tenant upon approval of the 
Change of Ownership or Certificate of Need by DOH, it being the understanding that under no 
circumstances is this Lease to be an asset for Tenant's creditors by operntlon oflaw or otherwise. 
In the evet\t of such reentry, Landlord may rclet the Leased Premises without being obligated so 
to do, and in the event of a reletting may apply the Rent therefrom first to the payrnent of 
Landlord's cost and expenses, including consultant and/or expert and attorneys' fees nnd 
expenses incurred by reason of such Lease Default, and the cost md expense of. reletting 
including, but not limited to, repab·s, renovation, or alteration of the Leased Premises and then to 
the amount of Rent and all other sums due ftom pr payable by Tenant hereunder, Tenant 
remaining liable for all other sums due from or payable by Tenant hereunder and for any 
deficiency. :r~nant 8hall also be liable for and indemnify Landlord against all amounts owed to 
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Medicare, Medicaid, all applicable third-party payor programs, third party payors, or residents, 
including, but not limited 10; any overpayments received by Tenant, relating to the Term. Any 
and all such deficiencies shall constitute Additional Rent hereunder and shall be payable by 
Tenant monthly on the date herein provided for the payment of Rem. Jn addition to the 
foregoing remedies, Landlord shall immediately be entitled to retain lhc Securii'y Deposit and 
draw on and retain proceeds of the Letter of Credit, and thereafter Tenant shull lmve no furtl1er 
claim, right, title or interest therein to the extent of Landlord's claims only. 

Landlord acknowledges that its rights of reentry onto the Leased Premises set forth 
in this Lease do not confer on Landlord the authority lo operate a nursing facilily ~s defined in 
Article 28 of the .Public Health Law on the Leased Premises and agrees that except in the event 
of a Lease Defot1!1 Landlord wm give lhe DOH, Tower Bulldh1g, Empire State PlllZa, Albtmy, 
NY )2237, notification by certified rnail of its intent to reenter the Leased Premises or to initiate 
disposscssory p!'oceedings or that the Lease is due to expire at least thirty (30) days prior to the 
date on which Lm1dlord intends to exercise a right of reentry or to initiate such proceedings or at 
least sixty (60) days before expiration of the Lease. 

Upon receipt of notice from Landlord of its intent to exercise its righ\ of reentry or 
upon the service of process in dispossessory proceedings and sixty (60) days prior to the 
expiration of the Lease, Tenant shall immediately notify by certified mail the DOH, Tower 
Building, Empire State Plaza, Albany, NY 12237 (or lts then current address), of the receipt of 
such notice or service of such process or that the Lease is about to expire. 

(b) Except as provided in this Lease to the contrary, Rent and other sums 
not pa:id when due (unless paid within any applicable grace period) shall bear interest from the 
date when the same are first payable under the temJs of this Lease until the same shell be paid at 
an annual rate of interest equal to the Overdue Rate. 

(c) Upon tl1e filing of a petition by or against Tenant pursuant to the 
Bankrnptcy Code, Tenant, as debtor and as debtor-in-possession, and any trustee who may be 
appointed shall: (i) timely perform each and every obligation of Tenant under this Lease until 
such time as this Lease is either rejected or assumed by order of the United States Bankruptcy 
Courtj (ii) pay monthly in advance on the first day of each montl1 as reasonable compensation for 
use mid occupancy of the Leased Premises an IIIIJOUJlt equal to the Retlt und o·ther charges 
otherwlse due pursu>U1t to this Leasei and (iii) reject or assume this Lease within one hundred 
twenty (120) days after the filing of such peticton under the Bankroptcy Code or within such time 
period 8/J the Bankn1ptcy Code may allow. Tenant, as debtol' and as debtor-in-possession and 
any tn1stee shall be deemed to have rejected flrls Lease in the event of the failure to comply with 
any of tl1e above. Jncluded within lllld fn addition to any other conditions or obligations imposed 
upon Tenant or its successor, in the event of assumption and/or assignment is the prlor written 
consent of any mortgagee to whicl1 this Lease has been nssigned as collateral security. 

(d) In the event of tennination of this Lease by reason of any Lease 
Default by Tenant, or upon the expiration of the Tenn, then, and in any of such events, Tenant, 
upon Landlord's written request, shall to the greatest extent pennitted by !nw, transfer to 
Landlord or its designees or assigns, or cause its Subtemmts and/or Affiliates, to transfer to 
Landlord or its designees or assigns, the following: (i) all federal, state or municipal ·licenses, 
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certifications, certificates, acc1'editations, approvals, permits, variances, waivers, provider 
agreements (including non-governmental) !Uld other authorizations wblch relate to the operation 
of tl1e Facility; and (ii) the name of the Faci1ity as then commonly known to the general public. 
Tenant shall also prepare and file all notices required by applicable Jaw In connection with such 
termination and shall nlso prepare and timely file nil final Medicare and Medicaid cost reports. 
ln the event Tenant fails or refuses to transfer any such licenses, certifications, certificates, 
accreditations, approvals, permits, variances, waivers, provider agreements, other authorization 
or trade name, then this provision shall constitute an act of assignment by Tenant to Landlord or 
its assigns without the necessity of any further written instn11ne11t. For this purpose, Tenant 
constitutes IUld appoints Landlord its true and lawful attomey-in .. fact wiih full power of 
substitution to complete or undertake sucl1 replacements in the name of Tenant. Such power of 
attorney shall be deemed to be a power coupled with an interest and cruinot be revoked. 

(e) Landlord shall have the option of ta.king over the operation of the 
Facility, or having the operation of the Facility taken over by a designee, in the event of a 
1enninatio11 of this Lease for any reason, without Lancllord or designce assumlt1g any of Ten1U1t' s 
liabilities or obligations, including Tenant's liabilities and obligations with respect to employees, 
such as vacation, sick leave, health insurance and pension liabilities and Tenant's obligations 
under applicable law to offer and provide group health continuation coverage, Landlord shall 
give Tenant written notice of Landlord's intent to exercise tbe right set forth above, in wbich 
event, upon tl1e approval of the DOH of the Change of Ownershlp, Tenant shall and shall cause 
the Subtenant to immediately tum over possession and control of the Facility without any further 
action having to be taken on the part of Landlord, At the request of La:ndlord, Tenant shall and 
shall cause the Subtenant to t\1m over any or nll of inventories, personal property (inclnding 
computer and telecommunications equipment but excluding any leased equipment) vehicles, and 
material contracts (including hospital, tnmsfer, vendor, and managed care contracts). 

(!) No failure of Lllndlord to enforce any rights or remedies upon default 
of Tenant shall prejudice or affect the rights ofLandlotd upon any subseqnent or similar default. 

(g) lo the event of a Lease Default by Tenant of any of the tenns, 
covenants, condittons 01· provisions of this Lease, which Lease Default is not cured within any 
applicable grace or cure petiod, Landlord shall have the right to invoke any remedy pennltted to 
La.,dlord at law, in equity or otherwise. All re.medics available to Landlord are declared to be 
cumulative and concurrent and the exercise of one shall not preclude or waive th~ right to 
ex.eroise any other, No tennination of this Lease and no taking or recovering of possession of the 
Leased Premises shall deprive Landlord of any of its remedies or actions against Tenant and 
Tenant shall remain liable for nil past or future Rent, including all taxes, insurance premiums and 
nil other charges and Rent payable by Ten1111t under this Lease, du,ing and for the balance of the 
Term hereof. The bringing of any action for Rent or other default shall not be construed as a 
waiver of the right to obtain possession of the Premises. 

(h) If suit shall be brought for recovery of possession of the Leased 
Premises, for the recovery of Rent, or any other amount due under the provisions of this Lease, 
or because of the breach of any other covenant herein contained on the part of Tenant to be kept 
or perfonned, and breach shall be established, Tenant shall pay to Landlord all expenses, 
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including reasonable attomey fees, incu1Ted therefor, This subsection shall survive termination 
of this Lease. 

Section 16.2 facility Qp.fil'.filillg Deficiencies. On wtitten notice of a request 
therefor by Landlord to Ten~nt, upon a Lease Default and for a period of time necessary to fully 
remedy the Lease Default, Tenant shall engage the services of a consultant, unaffiliated with 
Tenant and approved by Landlord, which approval shall not be unreasonably withheld, ·to review 
the management of the facility for the ptlfJX>Be of making recommendations t.o remedy the Lease 
Default. Subject to applicable legal requlrements governing confidentiality of patient records, the 
consultant shall have complete access to the Facility, its records, offices a.ml facilities, in order 
that it may carry out its duties, Tena11t shall cause such consultant to prepare and deliver to 
Landlord and Tenant a written report of its recommendations within ton (10) days after its 
engagemenL, If Tenant shall fail to desigoate a consultant approve4 by Landlord as provided 
above within five (5) days after Tenant's receipt of Landlord's notice, Landlord may designate 
such consultant by further notice to Tenant. Tenant shall be responsible for payment of all fees 
and expenses reasonably charged and incurrea by the consultant in carrying out its duties. 
Tenant shall promptly implement any and all reasonable recommendations made by such 
consultant in order to promptly correct or cure the Lease Default; provided. however, tb,at in no 
event shall Tenant implement any such recommendations if the same would constitnte a 
violation of applicable legal requirements, violate any mle or regulation of the DOH, or would 
otherwise cause a Lease Default hereunder (e.g., a transfer or change in Ilse of tl1e Leased 
Premises), unless Landlord ~nsents ill writing to such Lease Default, which consent may be 
given or withheld in Landlord's sole and absolute discretion. Nothing herein shall impose any 
liability or obligation on Landlord to (a) request the appointment of a con,ultant or (b) otherwise 
remedy the Facility Operating Deficiency(ies) nor shall it deem Landlord an operator of the 
Facility. 

Section 16 ,3 Receivership. 

'l'enant acknowledges that one of the rights l!Ild remedies availabl~ under applicable 
law for nursing facilities which fall to comply with the conditions of participation for Medicare 
or Medicaid is to apply to a court of competent jurisdicti-0n for the appointment of a r~ceiver to 
take possession of the Facility, to collect 1he rents, issues, profits and income of the Facility and 
to manage the operation of the Facility. Tenant further acknowledges that the revocation, 
suspension or material limitation of th~ ce1tification of the Facility for provider status under 
Medicate or Medicaid (or successor programs) and/or the revocation, suspension or material 
limitation of a license relating to the operatioq of the Facility for its intended use under the laws 
of the State of New York will materially and irreparably impair the value of Landlord's 
investment in the Facility. Therefore, in the event of a Lease Default, and in addition to any 
other right or remedy of Landlord 11nder this Lease, at the request of Landlord, Tenant shall 
request DOH to, or to Ille extent pennissible under law, Tenant shall, petition any appropriate 
court, for the appointment of a receiver to take possession of the Facility, to manage the 
operation of the Facility under Tenant's licenses and certifificatiorui, to collect and disburse ull 
rents, issues, profits and income generated tli~reby and to preserve or replace to the extent 
possible any such license and provider ce1tification for the Facility or to otherwise substitute the 
licensee or provider thereof. The receiver shall be entitled to a reasonable fee for its services as a 
receiver. All such fees and other expenses of the receivership estate shall be added to the 
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monthly Rent due to Landlord under this Lease as Additional Rent. Tenant hereby irrevocably 
stipulates to the voluntary appointment of a receiver under such circumstances and for such 
purposes and agrees not to contest such appointment. 

Section 16.4 Tenant's Waiver; MJti~. In connection with the exercise by 
Landlord of any of its remedies under this Section 16, including the termination of this· Lease, in 
whole or in part, Te,um.( waives, to the maximum extent permitted by applicable Laws, (I) any 
right of redemption, re-entry or repossession, (2) the benefit of any moratorium laws or any laws 
now or hereafter in force exempting property from liability for rent or for debt, (3) any duty on 
the part oi Lundlord to mitigate the damages roooverable from Tenant on account of any Lease 
Default by Tenant, except that, notwithstruidlng the foregoing or roiything in this Lease to the 
contrary, Landlord agrees to comply with any duty to mitigate damages where applicable Laws 
do not allow Tenant to waive such right, (4) the right to interpose any counterclaim (other than 
compulsory counterclaims) in any summary proceeding instituted by Landlord against ;renant in 
any court or in any action instituted by Landlord in any court for unpaid Rent under this Lease, 
and (5) any other right provided to Tenant under applicable Laws relating to a breach of or Lease 
Default under this Lease, inclllding any rlghts to cure such breach or Lease Default. 

ARTICLEXVD 

ENTRY AND REIMBURSEMENT RIGHTS OF LANDLORD 

Section 17.1 Iln!!Y. and Reimbursement Rights of Lal]dlord.In addition to those 
rights set forth in ~.!!.1.2. of this Lease, Landlord reserves the right at all reasonable times 
during business hours and Llpon at least twenty-four (24) hours' advance oral notice to go upon 
and inspect the Facility and every part thereof (subject to applicable Laws pertaining to patient 
confidentiality and privacy and the confidentiality of medical records). If Landlord shall make 
llllY payments or petfonn any repairs on behalf of Tenant whlch are Tenant's obligation and 
which Tena1Jt has failed to make after applicable notice from Landlord, then any reasonable 
amounts so paid by Landlord are agreed and declared to be Addltional Rent, and shall be due and 
payable to Landlord by Tenant upon submission to Tenant of an invoice, bill, or stateme!lt 
therefor, together with interest charged at the Overdue Rate commench1g on the date of such 
invoice, bill, or statement. Nothing in this Sectlon l.7.l shall impose any liability or obligation 
upon Landlord. 

ARTICLE xvnr 

REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTffiS 

Section 18.1 Tenant's ReJ.,resentations. Warranties and Additional Covenants. 
Tenant represents, warrants aod covenants to Landlord nnd agrees (all of which shall survive the 
delivery and execution of this Lease) as follows (all of Tenant's representations, warranties, and 
covenants shall be deemed to include, in ~ddition to that specified herein, the identical 
warranties, representations, and coven~nts of all Subtenants, which Te11ant agrees to set forth in 
any Sublease and which are hereby incorporated heroin by reference as if set forth in full herein): 
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(a) Comorate. 'l'enant is a limited liability company duly fonned and 
validly existing and in good standing under the laws of the State of New York, and has the 
limited liability company power and authority to own its property Md assets and to carry on its 
busbiess as now being conducted or as will be conducted on and after the Commencemeut Date. 

(b) No Breach 9f Statute or <;;ont1·ru;t. The execution, delivery and 
perfot'ml\llce of this Lease by Tenant and any Sublease by a subtenant will not breach any statute 
or regulation of any Govemmentnl Authority, and will not a.1 of the Commencement Date 
conflict with or 1·esult in a breach of or default under any of the terms, conditions or provisions of 
Tenant's articles of organization, operating agreement, other material agteements, or any order, 
writ, inj,mctJon, decree, agreement or instrument to which Tenant is a patty, or by which it or its 
properly, may be bound. 

(c) Authorization of Lease. The execution, delivery and perfomiance of 
this Lease, and all Subleases, has been duly authorized by all necessary individuals, 
shareholders, members, officers, directors, managers and/or owners of Tenant and tltis Lease 
constitutes the valid and binding obligation of Tenant, fully eriforceable in accordance with its 
terms. 

(d) No Litigation or Adverse Events. Bxcept as set fortl1 on Schedule 18,l@. 
attached hereto and incorporated herein, there ls no suit, claim, action or legal, administt·ative, 
arbitration, or other proceeding or governmental investigation pending or threatened, by or 
against Tenant, and there exists no event or condition of any character, which could prevent the 
consummation of the transactions eonlemplated by this Lease 01· materially adversely affect 
Tenant's performance of the terms and conditions l,ereunder. 

(e) Conduct of Buslness. Subject to the express provisions herein, at all 
times after the Effective Date, Tenant shall, and cause its subtennnts to (i) operate the Leased 
Premises (after the Commencement Date) and otherwise conduct its/their business in the 
ordinary course, and in compliance with all statutory and regulatory requfrements of any federal, 
state or local authority, (ii) continue to operate the Leased Premises after the Commencement 
Date Md maintain it in substantially its condition as of the Commencement Date, reasonable 
wear and tear excepted, including but not limited to repafrs and replacements permitted or 
required under this Lease, and in a lawful manner, (iii) not encumber all or any portion of its 
assets or properties or the Leased Premises, including without limitation, certificates of neoo, bed 
rights, or provider ag1'eements, (iv) preserve the goodwill of the Facility, (v) not take imy action 
from an accounting perspective which would materially adversely affect the reimbursement 
formula or tax benefits with respect to the Leased Premises or any pottlon thereof, (vi) utilize the 
Leased Facility only for the Intended Purpose, (vii) not relinquish or attempt to transfer the 
location of or sell the skilled nursing facility license, certificate of need approval, Medicare or 
MedicQid certification or any other licenses, certifications, certificates, accreditations, approvals, 
permits, variances, waivers, provider agreements or other authorizations , (viii) not refuse to 
admit patients without 30 days' written notice of Intent to, and prior written consent of, 
Landlord, (ix) not dissolve, merge or consolidate with or into any other person or entity, or 
otherwise change it1 identity or company or capital structu.-e, or (x) not change its name or its 
business address .. 
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(f) Continued Existence. At all times on and after the Effective Date, Tenant 
shall cause to be d011e rul things needed to preserve its rights and franchises and comply with ull 
Law,1 applicable to it, ll!ld to continue to conduct its business in the ordinary course. 

(g) Payment of Obligatjons. At rul limes on nnd after tlie Effeciive Date, 
Tenant shall timely pay, and cause its subtenants to timely pay, all of Its/their obligations, 
indebtedness, taxes, charges and impositions, whether or not relating to the Leased Premises or 
this Lease, as they beco111e due unless contested in good faith and diligently pursued only if 
permitted under and subject to the terms and conditions of this Leaso. 

(h) Notice of Default. At all times on and after the Effective Date, Tenant 
shall promptly notify Landlord of (i) any material default by Tenant relating to any inpebtedness 
or obligati011 of Tenant, whether or not relating to the Leased Premises or this Lease, and (ii) any 
material violations by the Facility of any applicable Law. 

(i) Comgliance with Lal'(, At all times on and after the Effective Date, 
Tenant shall comply in all respects, and catrne its subtenants to comply in all respects, with all 
applicable Laws, including Medicare and Medicaid conditions of participation, to which it is 
subject or which are applicable to the Leased Premises and lo Tenant's operution of the Leased 
Premises as a licensed, Medicare and Medicaid certified skilled nursi11g facility. 

(i) Beds aud CON. Tenant has been awarded a CON for construction and 
operation of t60 skilled nursing facility beds for use at the Lease Premlses by DOH and such 
CON may be used in connection witl1 this Lease. 

(k) Tenant, on behalf of itself and its Subtenants, makes the Health Care 
warranties und representations set forth in Schedule 18(k) attached hereto and h1corporated 
herein, to Landlord, it's successors and assigns, which warranties and representations shall be 
oue and correct ns of Commencement Date and at all times during the Term. 

0) Except for the Subleases of the Leased Premises to the Operators, there 
are no subleases or sub-subleases or occupancy agreements (other than residence agreements 
with patients or residents) for any portion of the Leased Premises. 

(m) Tenant shall main\ain and comply at all times with all O&M Plsns 
(Operation and Muintenance Plans covering the handling, treatment or maintenance of asbestos 
or Hazardous Materials) relating to the Leased Premises, or that shall be required in lhe future by 
Mo11gagee or any HUD mortgagee or, where applioable, the Commissioner. 

(n) Obligations prior to Commencement Dat<l_, fa addition to all of Tenant's 
obligatio11s provided In 1hi.1 Lease, Tenant shall: 

(i) as soon as practical after the Effective Date, apply for all and rigorously 
pursue until obtained all Health Care Licenses; 

(ii) as soon as pr11Ctical after the Effective Date and continuing thereafter take 
all actions necessary or approprtate to obtain from DOH the maximize total project cost for the 
Facility approvable by DOH: 
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(iii)as soon as practical after the Effective Date and continu\ng thereafter take 
all actions necessary or appropdate to obtain Che highest possible reimbti.rsement rate with 
respect to the Medicare and Medicaid programs; 

(iv)as soon as practical after the Effective Date, apply for and rigorously 
pursue until obtained provider agreements :,vith third party payers providing reimbursement t'or 
skilled nursing facility services in the geographic area of the Facility; 

(v) after the Effective Date take all actions requested by Landlord In order for 
Landlord to finance and complete Landlord's Work. 

(vi)as soon as p1·actical prior to the Commencement Date, hire, employ and 
train a staff adequate to provide services to the residents of the Facility immediately after the 
Commencement Date; 

(viii) as soon as practical prior to the Commencement Date, purchase a 
sufficient inventory of food, medicines and other perishable Items necessary to provide services 
to the residents of the Facility immediately after the Commencement Date; 

(ix) as soon as practical prior to the Commencement Date, purchnse 
and deliver to the Facility all small wares necessary provide services to the residents of the 
Fncility immediately after the Commencement Date; 

(x) six months after the Bffeclive Dute and thereafter every six months 
until the Commencement Date, deliver to Landlord a detailed projected statement of income and 
expenses and cash !low for a three year period. 

Section 18.2 Eeprosontation and Wrurnntles. Landlord hereby represents and 
wan·ants to Tena11t, all of which shall survive the delivery and execution of this Lease, and 
agrees, as follows; 

(a) No Breach of Statute or Contract, The execution, delivery, and 
performance of this Lease will not violate any provision of law, any order of any court or othe1· 
agency of federal or state government or any provision of any Indenture, agreement, or other 
instrument to which Landlord is a party or by which it or any of its properti~.s or assets are 
bound; conflict with, result in a bt'each of, or constitu!e (with passage of time or delivery of 
notice, or both), a default under any such indenture, agreements or other instrument; or result in 
the creation or Imposition of any lien or other enc11mbrance of any nature whatsoever upon any 
of the properties or assets of Landlord. 

(b) Amhwizntion of Lease, This Loase has been duly authorizccl by all 
necessary individuals, shareholders, members, officers, directm~. managers and/or owners of 
Landlord and this Lease constitutes the valid and binding obligation of Landlord, fully 
enforceable in accordance with its tel'ms. 

(c) No Litigation or Adverse Events. There ls no action, suit, examination, 
review, or proceeding by or before any governmental instmmentality or agency now pending or. 
to the knowledge of Landlord, threatened against Landlord, which, if adversely defonnlned, 
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would materially Impair the right of Lanrtlord to cn11·y on the business as contemplated under this 
Lease. 

(d) No Default, Landlord is not in default in the perfo1mance, obsetvation, or 
fulfillment of any of the obligatio11s, covenants, or conditioJJs contained in any agreement or 
instrument to which it ls a party relating to the Leased Premises and which default would have a 
material adverse affect 011 the Leased Premises; and 

(el Corporate. Landlord is & limited liability ~ompany duly formed, validly 
existh1g, and in good standing under the laws of the State of New York and is qualified to no 
business in the State of New York, and has the limited liability company power and authority to 
own its properties and assets and to carry on its bu&lness as now being conducted. 

ARTICLE XIV 

OPERATION, MERGER AND CONSOLIDATION RESTRICTIONS 

Section 19.l Inte11tionally Omitted 

Section 19.2 SPE Provisions. At all times dtuing the ten11 of this Lease, Tenant 
represents, warrants and covenants that Tenant and each SubLenant, and all successors and 

assigns of Tenant and Subtenants, is, shall be and shall continue to be a "Special Purpose 
Entity" as defined in Schedule 19.2. The Operating Agreement of Tenant and each subtenant 
shall incli1ck. the Special Purpose Entity provisions set forth ill Schedule 19.2. 

Section 19.3 Injunctive Relief, Notwithstanding anything to the contrary set 
forth in tliis Lease, the Parties hereto understand and agree that: (11) each teroi of Article XIX of 
this Lease is fully reqi1ired to protect Landlord's interests, m1d that no such term confers a benefit 
on Landlord tl1at ls disproportion ate to the detriment imposed on Tenant, if any; (b) th~ remedy 
at law foi• any breach by Tenant of Article XIX would be inadequate; (c) the damages flowing 
from such breach are not rea4ily susceptible to measurement in monetary tenlls; nnd 
(d) Landlord shall be entitled to immediate injunctive relief restrailling any breaol1 tl1ereof. 
Nothing in this Agreement shall be deemed to limit Lnndlord's remedies at law or in equity for 
any such breach by Tenant of any term or provision of Artlcle XlX of this Lease. 

Section 19.4 Equity Interests, In the event that Tenant or any constituent entity 
under this Lease is ever a form of entity other than a limited liability company, the teffil 
"membership Interest" as used in Articles XIX and XX hereof shall be deemed to mean the 
analogous form of equity ownership interest in such other type of entity, such as capital stock, 
partnership interest, beneficial ince.resfor the like. 

Section 19.5 No Merger or CQnsolidation. Except as expressly provided 
elsewhere in this Lease, Tenant shall not sell, or offer for sale, its assets or otl1erwise merge, 
consolidate, amalgamate or otherwise combine wiU1 any other entity other tlJan selling 
non-material ussets in the ordinary course of business, to any other entity, business or activity 
involving any of Tenant's officers, directors, members, managers, oWllers, repres~ntatives, 
agents, successors and assigns, and their respective successors, assigns, agents and 
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representatives. Except as expressly provided elsewhere in this Lease, Tenant, Subtenants, 
Giiarantor(s} and their Affiliates, shall not sell or offer to sell, assign, transfer, convey, pledge, or 
encumber its/their membership interests to, or otherwise aLtempt to merge with or otherwlse 
merge, consolidate, amalgamate or otherwise combine with any other entity, business or activity, 
whether involving any of Tenant's officers, directors, members, managers, owners, 
representatives, agents, successors and assigns, and their respective successors, assigns, agents 
and representatives, or otherwise. 

ARTICLE XX 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Section 20.l .GOVERNING LAW. (a) ALL MATTERS PERTAINING TO 
THIS LEASE OR THE LEASED PREMISES SHALL BE GOVERNED BY AND 
CONSTRUED ACCORDJNG TO THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK AND 
ANY APPLICABLE LAW OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. TO THE 
FULLEST EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW, TENANT HEREBY 
UNCONDITIONALLY AND IRREVOCABLY WAIVES ANY CLAIM TO ASSER1' 
THAT THE LAW OF ANY OTHER JURISDICTION GOVERNS THIS LEASE, AND 
THIS LEASE SHALL BE GOVERNED BY AND CONSTRUED IN ACCORDANCE 
WITH THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK (WITHOUT REGARD TO 
PR1NCIPLES OF CONFLICTS OF LAWS). 

(b) ANY LEGAL SUIT, ACTION OR PROCEEDING AGAINST 
LANDLORD OR TENANT ARISING OUT OF OR RELATING TO THIS LEASE MAY 
AT LANDLORD'S OPTION BE INSTITUTED IN ANY FEDERAL OR STATE COURT 
IN THE CITY OF WffiTE PLAINS, COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER, PURSUANT TO 
SECTION 5-1402 OF THE NEW YORK GENERAL OBLIGATIONS LAW, AND 
TENANT WAIVES ANY OBJECTIONS WHICH IT MAY NOW OR HEREAFTER 
HA VE SASED ON VENUE AND/OR FORUM NON CONVENIENS OF ANY SUCll 
SUIT, ACTION OR PROCEEDING, AND TENANT HEREBY IRREVOCABLY 
SUBMITS TO THE JUlUSDICTION OF ANY SUCH COURT IN ANY SUIT, ACTION 
OR PROCEEDXNG. TENANT DOES HEREBY DESIGNATE AND APPOINT: 

Lizer Josefovic 
HBLSNF,LLC 
1280 Albany Post Road 
Croton-on-Hudson, New York 10520 

AS ITS AUTHORlZED AGENT TO ACCEPT AND ACKNOWLEDGE ON ITS BEHALF 
SERVICE OF ANY AND ALL PROCESS WHICH MAY BE SERVED IN ANY SUCH 
·sulT, ACTION OR PROCEEDING IN ANY FEDERAL OR STATE COURT IN NEW 
YORK, NEW YORK, AND AGREES THAT SERVICE OF PROCESS UPON SAID 
AGENT AT SAID ADDRESS AND WRITTEN NOTICE OF SAID SERVICE MAILED 
OR DELIVERED TO TENANT IN THE MANNER PROVIDED IN ARTICLE X1II OF . 
TffiS LEASE SHALL BE DEEMED IN EVERY RESPECT EFFECTIVE SERVICE OF 
PROCESS UPON TENANT IN ANY SUCH SUIT, ACTION OR PROCEEDING IN THE 
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STAT.E OF NEW YORK. TENANT (A) SHALL GIVE PROMPT WRITTEN NOTICE 
TO LANDLORD OF ANY CHANGED ADDRESS OF ITS AUTHORIZED AGENT 
HEREUNDER, (.BJ MAY AT ANY 'l'IME AND FROM TIME TO TIME DESIGNATE, IN 
THE FORM OF A WRITTEN NOTICE TO LANDLORD, A SUBSTITUTE 
AUTHORIZED AGENT WITH AN OFFICE IN WHITE PLAINS, NEW YORK (WHIC8 
SUBSTITUTE AGENT AND OFFICE SHALL BE DESIGNATED AS THE PERSON 
AND ADDRESS FOR SERVICE OF PROCESS), AND (C) SHALL PROMPTLY 
DESIGNATE SUCH A SUBSTITUTE IF ITS AUTHORIZED AGENT CEASES TO 
HAVE AN OFFICE IN NEW YORK, NEW YORK OR IS DISSOLVED WITHOUT 
LEAVING A SUCCESSOR AND NOTlFY LANDLORD IN WRITING OF SUCH 
SU.BSTITUTION. 

Section 20.2 Waiver of Brea@, The waiver by either party of a breach or 
violation of any provision of this Leo.~e shll.ll not operate as, or be construed to be a 'faiver of, 
any subsequent breach of !hr, same 01· other provision hereof, No waiver shall be effective unless 
set forth In writing and signed by the party against whom such waiver is asserted. 

Section 20,3 Delay Not a Waiver. Neither any failurn nor any delay on the part 
of any party hereto in insfating upon strict perfo1mance of any tenn, condition, covenant or 
agreement, 01• exerclsing any right, power, remedy or privilege hereunder, or any other document 
or instrument entered Imo or delivered in connection herewith or pursuant hereto, shall operate 
as or constitute a waiver thereof, no1· shall a single or partial exercise thereof preclude any other 
future exercise, or the exercise· of any other right, power, remedy or plivilege. A waiver of one 
default with respect to any Person shall not be construed lo be a waiver of any subsequent default 
with respect to such Person or any other Person or to impair any remedy, right or power 
consequent thereon. 

Section 20.4 Foroe Majeure, Neither party shall be liable nor deemed to be in 
default (other than monetary defaults) for any delay or failure in pe1:formance under this Lease or 
other inte1ruption of service or employment deemed resulting, directly or indirectly, from nets of 
God, acts of public enemy, war, accidents, fires, explosions, earthquakes, floods, failure of 
transportation, strikes or other work interruptions by either Parties' employees, or any similar or 
dissimilar cause beyond the reasonable conh·ol of either party ("Force Majeure"), 

Section 20,5 Severability. In the event any provision of this Lease is 
held to be unenforceable for any reason, the unenforceability thereof shall not affect the 
remainder of this Lease so long as the intent of the parties under this Lease can still be effected, 
which shall remain in full force and effect and enforceable in accordance with its tenns. 

Section 20.6 Entire Agreement: Amendments. This instrument contains the 
entire agreement between the Parties hereto with respect to the subject matter hereof. All 
representatlo11S, promises and prior or contemporaneous undertakings between such Parties are 
merged into and expressed in this instrument, and any and all prior agreements between such 
Parties are hereby canceled. The agreements contained in this insu·ument shall not be amended, 
modified, or supplemented except by a written agreement duly executed by both Landlord and 
Tenant. 
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Section 20.7 Counterpart Execution: Electl'Opjc Execution. This Lease may be 
executed in any number of counte1prots with the same effect as if the Parties hereto had signed 
the same document, All counterparts will be construed together and shall constitute one lease, 
Signatures transmitted by email as PDFs shall have the same effect as odginal signatures. 

Section 20.8 Survival of Representations and Warranties. Except as specifically 
provided otherwise it1 this Lease, all representations and warranties of Landlord and Tenant shall 
survive the Term of this Lease. 

Section 20.9 lliulf Broken;,. Lalldlord lllld Tenant each represent ancl warrant 
to the other that no broker, finder or other person has been involved in regard to this Lease, 
Landlord and Tenant hereby agree to indemnify, defend and hold the other hannless from and 
against any and all claims, liabilities, costs llr!d expenses of any kind (including the injured 
party's reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses) in any way relating to or arising from a claim by 
any Person that such Person acted on behalf of a party to this Lease in connection with the 
transactions co11templated herein. The provisfons of this Section 20.9 shall survive the 
expiratloll and termination of this Lease. 

Section 20.10 Owner for Federal Tax Purposes. It is hereby agreed between 
Landlord and Tenant that for federnl; state und local income tax purposes Landlord will be the 
owner of the Loased Premises and Tenant will be the lessee thereof, nnd each party hereto agrees 
to charnctedze this Lease as a lease for federal, slate and local illcome tax purposes and to file all 
tax l'eturns consistent therewith. 

Sectiol) 20.11 :fumllpcl Certificates. Tenant shall, without charge, at any t:ime 
and from time to time, within ten (10) days after written request by Landlord or Mongagee, 
deliver a written instrument to Landlord or any other person specified by Landlord, duly 
executed and acknowledged, certifying the following and such other matters as may be 
reasonably required by Landlord, including without limitation, current financilll infonnalion 
relating lo Tenant: 

(a} That Tenant has accepted and is in possession of the Leased Premises: 

(b) That t11is Lease is unmodified and in full force and effect or, if there has 
been any modification, that the same is in full force and effect as so modified, and identifying 
any such modification: 

(c) WJ1etl1er or not there are then existing any setoffs or defenses in favor of 
Tenant against the enforcement of any of the terms, covenants, and conditions of this Lease by 
Landlord and, if so, specifying the same, and also whether or not Lmdlord has observed and 
performed all of the terms, .covenants, and conditions on the part of Landlord to be observed and 
performed and, if not, specifying Sllrt)e: 

(d) That no Lease Defaults exist or lll'e continuing; and 

(e) The dates to which Rent and all other c~"rges hereunder have been paid. 
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Section 20.12 Confidentiality. (a) Landlord and Tenant agree to keep all aspects
of (but not the existence of) this Lease confidential, and shall not disclose to any person other
than the members, managers, owners, directors, officers, employees, agents, advisors, affiliates,
brokers, Jenders, attomeys or accountants (collectively the "Representatives") of the Parties
hereto on a need-to-know basis, or to any Gov-uwutal Aitthority pursuant to regulatory
authority, any confidential or proprietary information, knowledge or data concerning the

business, affairs, operations, secats, dealings or finances of the other party furnished directly or

indirectly by such other party (collectively referred to as the "Confidential hformation"), As
used in this Lease, the term "ConfidentialMwmâtian" does not include any information which:

(i) at the time of disclosure is generally availshle to and known by the public (other than as a
result of a disclosure directly or indirec'tly by either party or their Representatives); (ii) was
available to either party on a non-confidential basis from a source other than a party to this Lease
or its Representatives, provided that such source is not and was not bound by a confidentiality
agreement with the party hereto; (iii) has been independently acquired or developed by either

party or their Representatives without violatirag any of the obligations hereunder; (iv) is required

by law to be disclosed; or (v) relates to the tax structure, tax strateg y or tax plaiming of this
transaction.

(f) In the event that either party or any of the Representatives receives notice
of a legal request for disclosure of any of the Confidential Information (by deposition,
interrogatory, request for documents, aubpoena, civil investigative demand or similar,process),
the party receiving such notice ("Receiving Partv") shall promptly notify the other party
("Notified Party") so that the Notified Party may seek a protective order or other appropriate

remedy if it chooses to do so. Pailure by the Notified Party to take action to seek a protective

order or other remedy and to notify the Receiving Party of such action prior to the required
disclosure date, shall be deemed a waiver of the provisions of this section. In the event that a
protective order or other remedy is not obtained or: that the Notified Party waives cornpliance
with the provisions hereof, the Receiving Party shall exercise its best efforts to obtain a

confidentiality agreement or protective order conceming the Confidential Information, and in the
absence thereof, shall disclose only that portion of the Confidential Inkmlion which it is
advised by written opinion of counsel is legally required to be disclosed, or which is compelled

by court order,

(g) In the event of any breach or threatened breach hereof, Landlord or Tenant
shall be entitled to equitable relief, including a temporary preliminary and permanent iqjundon
and specific performance, in addition to all other remedies available to them at law or in equity.

(b) Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, Landlord (and each

employee, agent or other Representative of Landlord) may disclose to any and all persons,
without limitation of any kind, the tax treátment and tax structure of this Lease, related
dcctiincata and all materials of any kind (including opinions or other tax analyses) that are

provided to Landlord relating to such tax treatment and tax structure, For this purpose, the tax
treatment of a transaction is the purported or elemed U.S. federal income tax treatment of the
transaction and the tax structure of a transaction is any fact that may be relevant to undentendin
thepurported or claimed U.S.federal incometax treatment of the transaction.
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Section 20.13 Holdover. If, at tl1e el<pirntion of the Tenn, or earlier termination 
of the Lease, Tenunt continues to occupy tlle Leased Premises except during a Reimbursement 
Period, with Landlord's consent, such holding over shall not constitute a renewal of this Lease, 
but Tenant shall be a Tenant from month-to-mo11th at 300% of the most recent Rent payable by 
Tenant hereunder, at Landlord's sufferance, and under the same tenns 11nd conditions as were in 
force and effect nt the expiration of the Tetlll (except only as to the Tenn), and except that in the 
event Tenant shall continue to occupy the Leased Premises lifter the expiration of the Te1m, 
without a duly executed extension agreement in writing having been entered into by and between 
Landlord and Tenant, then if Landlord shall suffer any damage, loss, cost or expense as a result 
of such holdover, then Tenant, in addition to such increased Rent, shall pay the amount thereof to 
Landlord immediately ou demand. The provisions of this Section shall be deemed to be "an 
agreement expressly provided" otherwise as provided in Section 232-C of the Real Property Law 
of the State of New York, Holding Over, Nothing contained herein shall constitute the consent, 
express or implied, of Landlord to tlle holding over of Tenant after the Expiration Date or earlier 
teimination of this Lease, nor shall anything contained herein be deemed to limit Landlord's 
remedies, 

Section 20.14 Tenant's Wnjyer of Claim for Physical Iniury, Landlord 
and Landlord's Indemnitees shall not be liable for, and Tennnt waives and indemnifies Landlord 
and Landlord's lndem11ltees against all claims for, damage or Injury to person or prnperty 
sustained by Tenant or any person claiming through Tenant, or otherwise, resulting from any 
accident or occun·ence in, about, or upon the Leased Premises, whether occurring as a result of 
Landlord's active or passive negligence, or 0U1erwlse. 

(a) Such waiver shall include, but not be limited to, claims for damage 
resulting from: (I) any equipment or appmtcnances becoming out of repair or any other capital 
improvement, replacement, repair or maintenance; (ii) injury done or occasioned by wind; 

(iii) any defect in or failure of plumbing, heating, or air conditioning equipmen1, electric wiring, 
gas, water and steam pipes, stairs, rail or walks: (iv) broken ,:lass; (v) the backing up of any 
sewer pipe or washstand, water closet, waste pipe, drain or ~ny other pipe or tank in, upon or 
about the Leased Premises; (vi) the escape of steam or hot water; (vii) water, snow or ice being 
upon, falling from or corning through the roof, skylight, trap door, stairs, walks or any otl1er 
place upon or near tlle Leased Premises; (viii) the falling of any fixture, plaster, drywall or 
stucco; and (ix) any act, omission or negligence of trespassers, 

Sectlon 20, 15 Binding Effect, This Lease does not constitute an offer to lease 
and shall not bind Landlord or Tenant unless and until each such party elects to be bound hereby 
by executing and delivering to the other party an executed miginal counterpart hereof. 

Section 20.16 Default by Landlord. Landlord shall in no event be charged with 
default in the performance of any of its obllgations hereunder unless and until Landlord shall 
have failed to perform such obligations within sixty (60) days of when they are due to be 
performed, except in cases when documents are required or consents needed in Jess than sixty 
(60) days in which case failure to render timely shall be deemed to be approval or consent of 
Landlord (or such additional time as is reasonably required to correct any such default) except 
for Landlord's default in making timely payment of taxes and interest, in which cnse Landlord 
shall be in default when such payments !lfe delinquent or past due. Tenant agrees to give to the 
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holder of record of MY mortgage covering the Leased Premises notice simultaneously with auy 
notice given to Landlord to correct any default of Landlord as hereinabove provided and agrees 
that the holder of record of any mortgage shall have the right, after receipt of notice of such 
default, within sixty (60) days after the expiration of Tenant's applicable cure period with respect 
thereto, to correct 01• remedy such default before Tenant may talce any action under this Lease by 
reason of such default. Landlord shall also give to the holder of any mortgage copies of any 
notices of default which it may give or send to Tenant. 

Section 20.17 Lilm§.. Tenant shall not do or suffer anything to be done whereby 
the Leased Premises, or any portion thereof, or any interest therein, may he encumbered by any 
liens of mechanics, laborers, or materialmen, chattel mortgages 01· any othet liens. Tenant shall, 
whenever and as often as any such liens are filed against the Leased Premises, or any portion 
thereof, purporting to be for labor or material furnished or to be furnished to Tenant, discharge 
the same of record within thirty (30) days after the date of filing by payment, bonding or 
otherwise, as provided by law. In the event of the default of Tenant in procuring the discharge, 
as aforesaid, of any such lien, Landlord may, with five (5) days prior notice, procure such 
disclrnrge and the e~penses incurred by Landlord in obtaining such discharge shall be paid by 
Tenant as Additional Rent within ten ( I 0) days after notice from Landlord of the nmount thereof. 

Section 20.18 Publicity. All news releases, publicity or advertising by Tenant or 
their Affiliates through any media intended to reach the general public which refers to Landlord, 
or its Affiliates, this Lease or the purchase of the Real Property shall be subject to the prior 
written approval of Landlord. 

Section 20.19 Trial by Jury, TENANT HEREBY AGREES NOT TO ELECT 
A TRIAL BY JURY OF ANY ISSUE TRIABLE OF RlGlIT BY JURY, AND WAIVES 
ANY IUGHT TO TRIAL BY JURY FULLY TO THE EXTENT THAT ANY SUCH 
RIGHT SHALL NOW OR HEREAFTER EXIST WITH REGARD TO THIS LEASE, OR 
ANY CLAlM, COUNTERCLAIM OR OTHER ACTION ARISING lN CONNECTION 
'l'HEREWlTH, 'rms WAIVER OF RIGHT TO TRIAL BY JURY IS GIVEN 
KNOWINGLY AND VOLUNTARILY BY TENANT, AND IS INTENDED TO 
ENCOMPASS INDIVIDUALLY EACH INSTANCE AND EACH ISSUE AS TO WHICH 
THE RIGHT TO A TRIAL BY JURY WOULD OTHERWISE ACCRUE. LANDLORD 
IS HEREBY AUTHORIZED TO FILE A COPY OF THIS PARAGRAPH IN ANY 
PROCEEDING AS CONCLUSIVE EVIDENCE OF THlS WAIVER JlY TENANT. 

Section 20.20 Constrnction and Jnterpretation. The Parties have each negotiated 
the te,ms and conditio11s hereof and reviewed this Lease carefully. It is the intent of the Pattie, 
that each word, phrase, sentence and other part hereof shall be given its plain meaning, and that 
rules of intexpretation or construction of contxacts that would construe any ambiguity of MY part 
hereof against the drnftsman, by virtue of being the draftsman, shall not apply. 

Section 20,21 Accord and Satisfaction. No payment by Tenant or receipt by 
Landlord of a lesser runount than shall be due hereunder, shlill be deemed to be other than a 
payment on account nor shall any endorsement or statement on any check or any Jetter 
accompanying any check or payment as rent be given any effect or be deemed an accord and 
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satisfaction, and Landlord may accept such checks without prejudice to any other rights or 
remedies whlch LlllJdlord may have. 

Section 20.22 Captions and Headings. The captions and headings set forth in this 
Lease are included for omwenience and reference only, and the words obtained therein shall in 
no way be held or deemed to define, limit, describe, explain, modify, amplify or add to the 
interpretation, construction or meaning of, or the scope or intent of, this Lease, or any parts 
hereof or thereof. 

Section 20.23 Time is of the Essence. Time is of the essence of each and every 
ten;n, condition, covenant and warranty set forth herein or in any of the other Lease Documents. 

Section 20.24 Successors and Assigns. This Lease and the other Lease 
Documents shall (a) be binding upon Tenant and Tenant's legal representatives and permitted 
s1tccessors and pe1mitted assigns, and (b) inure to the benefit of Landlord and any other pe1"son 
or entity who may now or hereafter hold the interest of Landlord under this Lease and their 
respective su.ccessors and assigns. 

Section 20.25 No Third Party BeneficiariesThis Lease is solely for the benefit of 
Landlord, its suci;essors and a,isigns, and Tena1lt, und nothing contained herein shall confer upon 
any person otlier than Tenlint or Landlord or their respective successors and asaigns, any right 10 

insist upon or to enforce the performance or obsei;vance of any of the obligations contained 
herein, except only as may be otherwise specifically provided for in this tease. All conditions to 
the obligations of Landlord to advance or make available proceeds of insurance or condemnation 
are imposed solely and exclusively for the benefit of Landlord, its successors and assigns. No 
other person or entity shall have standing to require satisfaction of such conditions in accordance 
with their terms, and no other person or entity shall, under any circumstances, be a beneficiary of 
such conditJons, any or all of which may be freely waived in whole or in part by Landlord at any 
time, if in Landlord's sole and absolute discretion, Landlord deems it advisable or desirable to do 
so. 

Section 20.26 Non Competition and Non Solicitation. 

Tenant agrees to th~ following re.~trictlvc covenants and agreements which 
covenants are not severable from this Lease and which are included to protect the value of the 
Leased Premises. Accordingly, Tenant agrees that it aud their Affiliates will not, during the 
Teun of this Lease at ai,y .time for a period of two (2) years after the expiration or early 
tennination of this Lease, directly or indirectly, together or alone or in conjunction with any 
others, engage in the following: 

(i) compete with the business conducted at the Facility. o.nd·for these 
puiposes will not ow11, manage, operate, join. control or pmticipate in, or be connected as an 
officer, employee, partner, director, trustee or otherwise in any manner with a company which 
owns or operates (or provides consulting and/or management services to tmy skilled nursing 
facility located within the Primary Market of the Facility or (ii) any company providing hospice 
services in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. or, otherwise lend credit to a person, finn or 
entity of a type which they prohibited from owning, 
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(il) solicit or hire any then current or fo1mer (having provided se1-vices 
during the period comme11ciJ1g one year prior to such date of solicitation or hire) employees of 
the Facility (eKcept for employment at the Facility), 

(iii) solicit or cause any then current resident of the Facility to move to 
another nursing facility unless, except during the Term of this Lease the Facility can no longer 
provide adequate care for such resident. 

Tenant acknowledges and agrees that the remedy at Jaw for any breach or threat 
of breach of the foregoing agreements will be inadequate and that Landlord shall be entitled to 
in-junctive relief in addition to any tights or remedies available to it for any breach or threat of 
breach hereof. The foregoing covenants shall be deemed to be severable and if the same be held 
invalid by reason of length of time or area covered, or both, the Tenant agrees that such length of 
time or area covered, or either of them, shall be reduced to !he extent 11ecessary to cure such 
invalidity and the provisions hereof shall be enforceable to the fullest extent pennitted by law. 

Sect/on 20.27 Subdivision. If the Leased Premises are in excess of that which is 
required to operate the Facility in accordance with lhe Intended Use, Landlord may subdivide the 
Leased Premises and amend this Lease to include only so much of the Leased PreJ1iises. as is 
ne<:essaty to operate the Facility in accordance with the Primary Intended Use. If Landlord 
subdivides the Leased Premises there shall be no change in the Rent payable hereunder. After 
any such subdivision, Tenant shall have no rights to any land which is 110 longer part of the 
Leased Pnmises and Landlord may sell, lease or develop any land which is no longer part of the 
Leased Premises. If Landlord elects to subdivide the Leased Premises Tenant shall cooperate 
with Landlord and take all actions reasonably requested by Landlord to effect such subdivision. 

Section 20.28 Landlord Not in Control: No PartnershjJ1, None of the covenants 
or other provisions contained ln thia Lease shall, or shall be deemed to, give Landlord the right 
or power to exercise control over the affairs or management of Tenant, the power of Landlord 
being limited to the rights to exerclse the remedies referred to in this Lease. The re)ationshlp 
between Tenant, on the one hand, ancl Landlord, on the other hand, is, and at all times shall 
remain, solely that of landlord and tenant. No covenant or provision of Ibis Lease is intended, 
nor shall it be deemed or construed, to create a partnership, joint venture, agency or common 
interest in profits or income between Landlord, on the one hand, and Tenant, on tl1e other hand. 
Landlord undertakes or assumes no responsibility or duty to Tenant or to any other person with 
respect to the Facility or this Lease, except as expressly provided In tllis Lease; and 
notwithstanding any other pmvision of tlrls Lease (a) Landlord shall not be construed as, a 
partner, joint venturer, alter ego, manager, controlling perso11 or other business associate or 
participant of any kind of Tenant or its stockholders, members, or partners and'umcllord never 
intends to ever assume such status; (b) Landlord shall not in any eve11t be liable for any debts, 
e~penses or losses incurred or sustained by Tenant; and (c) Landlord shall not be deemed 
responsible for or a participant in any acts, oriissions or decisions of Tenant or their 
stockholders, members, or partners. Landlord, on the one hand, and Tenant, on the other hand, 
disclaim any lnt~ntion to create any partnership, joint venture, agency or common interest in 
profits or income between Landlord, on the one hand, and Tenan(. on the other hand, or any 
sharing of liabilities, losses, costs or expenses. 
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Sec~ion 20.29 Tenant Cooperation, Tenant agrees to cooperate with Landlord in 
providing, and upon request by Landlord or its lender, Tenant shall provide or cause its 
subtenants to provide, such documents, information, financial reports, and such other items as 
may be required by Mortgagee in connection witl1 Landlord's loan or loans to acquire the Leased 
Premises, Tenant agrees to cause Its outside counsel to provide updated healthcare opinions 
req1dred -by Mortgagee in connection with the healthcare operations by Tenant or its subtenants 
at the Facility, and if requJred by Mortgagee, an opinion of counsel as to the due formation of 
Tenant and lts subtenants and due execution by said parties, and Tenant Affiliates, of the Lease, 
all subleases, all guaranties of the Lease, nnd any other documents executed by st1ch parties in 
connectlon with the loan(s) from Mortgagee to Landlord. Tenant agrees to execute, aud cause 
tho subtenants lo execute, SNDAs in fo1m and substance 1·equh'ed by Mortgagee nnd by its 
prospective lender who will be makillg HUD-insured loans to Landlords, Temutt further agrees 
to cooperate with Limdlord and with it, lender,, who are processing and will be making HUD 
Loans to Landlords. 

Section 20.30 !&.llitalized Terms. To the extent capitalized terms used herein are 
not defined, they shall have the same meaning as capitalized tenns in the Loan Documents. 

Section 20,31 Affiliate. The term "Affiliate" shall mean, as to any Person, any 
otl1er Person that, directly or indirectly, is in control of, is controlled by or is under common 
control with such Person or is a director or officer of such Person or of an Affiliate of such 
Person. 

ARTICLEXXl 

REMEDIES CUMULATIVE 

Section 21.! The rights and remedies set forth under this Lease are in addition 
to all other rights and remedies afforded to Landlord under any of the other documents 
contemplated under this Lease ("Lease Documents") or at law or in equity, ll!I of which are 
hereby reserve<l by Landlord, and this Lease is made and accepted without prejudice to any such 
rights and remedies. All of the rights and remedies of Landlord under each of the Lease 
Documents shall be separate and cumulative and may be exercised concurrently or successively 
in Landlord's sole and absolute discretion. 

ARTICLE XXII 

LIMITATION OFLJABILITY 

Section 22. 1 Liability. No member, manager, officer, shareholder, employee or 
agent of Landlord or its respective affiliates shall be held to any personal liability, jointly, or 
severally, for any obligation of, or claim against Landlord under this Lease. All persons dealing 
with Landlord, ln any way, shall look only to the assets of Landlord for the payment of any sum 
or the performance of any obligations. 
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Section 22.2 Consequential Damagea. Under no circumstances shall Landlord 
be liable to Tenllllt or any subtenant or Affiliate of Tenant for any consequential, specified, 
exemplary or pennitted damages. 

Section 22.3 Lh\bl!jty Limit<;<! to Interest in Premises. Tenant shall look solely to 
Landlord's interest in the Leased Premises owned by Landlord to sati$fy any liability arising 
under this Lease, It is specifically agteed d1at no constituent partner in Landlord or officer, 
director, member, manager or employee of Landlord shall ever be personally liable fot any such 
judgment or for the payment of any monetary obligation to Tenant, Except as otherwise 
expressly provided herein, in no event shall Landlord ever b~ liable to Tenant for any indirect or 
consequential damages suffered by Tenl\llt from whatever cause. 

ARTICLE XXIII 

REGULATORY ACTIONS 

Section 23. l Notice of Litigation, (a) Promptly after receipt qy Tenant 01· Its 
Affiliates of notice of the commencement thereof, Tenant shall provide Landlord with notice of 
all actions, suits, and proceedings before any Governmental Authority affecting Tenant, or its 
Affiliates or its Subtenants, which, if determined adversely to Tenant, its Affiliates or its 
Subtenonts, could result In a judgment equal to or greater than Fifty Thousand Dollars 
($50,000.00), 

(bl Notice of Regufotory Actions. Promptly after receipt by Tenant or its 
Affiliates of the notice of commencement thereof, Tenant sh,ul provide Landlord with notice 
of (i) any audit, investigation, claim (excluding adjustments, complaints, and corrective 
activity in the ordinary course of business), proceediug, settlement, judgment, consent orde1·, 
or corporate integrity ngreement by or imposed by any Governmental Authority, (ii) any 
suspension, debannent or disqualification of Tenant, its officers and members, 01· it, 
Affillates from being a health care provider, government contractor, holder of any health care 
license or recipient of reimbul'sement from any third party payor, (Hi) any suspension, 
tennination, or revocation of any health cilre license of Tenant or any or any of Tenant's 
Affiliates or (iv) any self or voluntary disclosure of any overpayment to a third party payor 
by Tenant or any of Tenant's Affiliates. 

(c) No)lce of Settlement Negotintions. Tenant shall provide Landlord 
with reasonable notice of any and all settlement discussions and/or negotiations (excluding 
adjustments, complaint.I and corrective activity in the ordinary course of busiuess). between 
representatives of Tenant and/or its Subtenants and any Governmental Authority, including 
without limitation negotiations witl1 respect to any claim, settlement agreement, consent 
order or corporate integrity agreement between Tenant and its Affiliates and any 
Governmental Authority ("§ettlement Discussions"). Ju connection with Settlement 
Discussions, (i) Tena11t shall timely provide Landlord with copies of any and all documents 
that Tenant and/or its Subtenants intends to submit, or that Tenant and/or its Subtenants 
receives, in connection with any Settlement Discussions, and (ii) Tenant shall advise 
Landlord as to tbe status of the Settlement Discussions. 
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No receipt of any such notice under subsections (a), (b) and (c) shall impose any 
obligation on Landlord to take any action 01· to enforce its rights hereunder or otherwise remedy 
the circumstances leading to such notice, 

ARTICLE XXIV 

ANTI-TERRORISM AND ANTl•MONEY LAUNDERING COMPLIANCE 

Section 24. 1 Qmnpliance with Anti-Terrorism LawsTenant represents !llld 
warrants to Landlord that it is not, and, after making due inquiry, tbat no person who owns a 
controlling lnteresc in or otherwise controls Tennill is, (l) listed on tbe Specially Designated 
Nationals and Blocked persons List (the "SlJN Llsf') maintained by t4e Office of Foreign Assets 
Control ("OFAC"), Depamnent of !he Treasury, and/or an any other similar list ("Other Lists" 
and, collectively with the SDN List, the "Lists") maintained by the OFAC pursuant to any 
authorizing statute, Executive Order or regulation (collectively, "OFAC Laws and 
Regulations"); or (ii) a person (a "Designated Person") eilher (A) included within the term 
"designated national" as defined 1n the Cuban Assets Control Regulati011s, 31 C.F.R, Part 515, Or 
(fl) designated under Sections 1 (a), l(b), l(c) or l(d) of Executive Order No. 13224, 66 Fed. 
Reg. 49079 (published September 25, 2001) or shnilarly designated under any related enabling 
legislation or any other similar Executive Orders (collectively, the "Executive Order.s"), The 
OFAC Laws and Regulations and !he Execmlve Orders are collectively referred to in this 
Agreement as the "Anti-Terrorism Laws", Tenant represents and warrants that lt requires, and 
has taken reasonable measures to ensure compliance with the requirement, !hat no person who 
owns any other direct intere~t in Tenant is or shall be listed on any of the Lists or is or shall be a 
Designated Person. This Section 2,4.1 shall not apply to any person to the extent that such 
person ',q interest in Tenant is through a U,S, Publicly-Traded Entity. As used in this Lease, 
"U.S. Publidy-Traded Entity" means a person (other than an individual) whose securitie,, are 
listed 011 a national securities exchange, or quoted on an automated quotation system, in the 
United States, or a wl10Jly .. owned subsidiary of such a person, 

Section 24.2 Fund& Invested in Tenant. Tenant represents and warrants that it 
has taken reasonable measures appropriate to the circumstances (and in any event as required by 
law), with respect to each holder of .a direct or indirect interest !11 Tenant, to assure that funds 
invested by auoh holders in Tenant are derived from legal so\ll'ces (".fillti-Money Launderjng 
Measurs:§''). The Anti-Money Laundering Measures have been undertnken in accordance with 
the Bank Secrecy Act, 31 U.S.C. §§ S31 l. ct seq. ("BSA"), nnd all applicable laws, regulations 
and government guidance on BSA compliance and on the prev~ntion lllld detection of money 
laundering violations under 18 U.S.C. §§ 1956 and 1957 (collectively with the BSA, 
"Anti-Money Laundering Laws"). 

Section 24.3 No Violation of Anti-Money Laundering Laws. Tenant represents 
and wnn·ants to Landlord, to its actual knowledge after making due inquiry, that neither Tenant 
nor any holder of a direct or indirect interest in Tenant {i) is under Investigation by any 
governmental authority for, or has been charged with, or convicted of, money laundering under 
18 U.S.C. §§ J.956 and 1957, drug trafficki11g, te11°01'lst-related activities 01· other money 
laundel'lng predicate crimes, or any violation of the BSA, (ii) has been assessed civil 'penalties 
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under any Anti-Money Laundering Laws, or (iii) has had any of its funds seized or forfeited il1 an 
action under any Anti-Money Laundering Laws. 

Section 24.4 TenMt Compliance with Aull-Money Laundering Laws. Te11ant 
reprnsents and warrants to Landlord that it has· taken reasonable measures appropriate to the 
circumstances (in any event RJ1 required by Jaw), to ensure that Tenant is in compliance with all 
current aml future Anti-Money Laundering Laws and Jaws, regulations and government guidance 
for the prevention of terrorism, terrorist financmg and drng trafficking, 

[SEE ATTACHED SIGNATURE PAGES] 
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IN. WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have e).(ecuted or caused the execution of this 
Lease by their respective officers duly authorized as of the day and year first above written, 

LANDLORD: 

----··---..... 
.White Plains Hel)}1l1Clirel'roperties r.;,tc,, 
a Mas~iuo1'--US: limited liability.,q<Jirlpai1y 

(_~~ 
By:;;;:-~~-
:?-,--

1 
Manager 

TENANT: 

H!3L SNP, LLC, 
a New York limited liability company 

By: 
Name: ________ _ 

Its: 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have executed or caused the execution of this 
Lease by their l'espective officers duly authorized as ofthc day and year first above written. 

LANDLORD: 

White Plains Healthcare Properties l, LLC, , 
a Massachusetts limited liability company 

By: ·--------.,....,---· 
, Manager 

TENANT: 

BBL SNF, LLC, 
a New York limited liability company 
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Health Care Representations. Tenant, for Itself, and for the Subtenants, do 
hereby represent and warrant to Landlord, its successors and assigns, as of the date of the Lease, 
that: 

(a) All Medicare and Medicaid provider agreements, certificates of need, if 
applicable, ce,rtificatious, govemmelltal licenses, permits, regulatory agreements or other 
agreements and approvals, Including certificates of operation, completion and occupancy, 
and state 1mrslng facility licenses or other licenses required by Health Care Authorities 
(ru;' defined in the Leas~). for the legal ttse, occupancy anrl operatio11 of the Facility 
(collectively, the "Health Care Licenses") for the Facility have been obtained by the 
party required co hold such Health Care Licenses and are in full force and effect, 
including approved provider status in any approved third-party payor program. Each 
Subtenant (hereinafter "Operator") owns and/or possesses, and holds free from 
restrictions or conflicts with the rights of others, all such Health Care Licenses and will 
ope!"ate or cause the Facility to be operated in such a manner that the Health Care 
Licenses shall remain in full force and effect; 

(b) The Facility is duly licensed ru; a skilled nursing facility as required under 
the applicable laws of the State of New York. The licensed h~d capacity of the Facility 
and the actual bed count operated at the Facility is l 60. The Tenant has not applied to 
reduce the number of licensed or certified beds of the Facility or to move or trnnsfer the 
right to any and all of the licensed or certified beds of the Facility to any other location or 
to amend or otherwise change the Facility alld/or the number of beds approved by the 
DOH or other applicable state licensing agency, and there are no proceedings or actions 
pending or conte,mplated to reduce the number of licensed or certified beds of the 
Facility; 

(c) The Health Care License with respect to the Facility (i) has not been and will 
not be (A) transfen-ed to any location other than lhe Facility or (B) pledged as collateral 
security (other than any pledge as collateral security to Tenant's accounts receivable 
lender approved by Landlord which pledge Is subject to the interests of (x) Landlord 
under the Lease and (y) Mortgagee, inc hading the liens und secul"ity Interests of' the Loan 
Documents), (ii) is and will continue to be held free from restrictions or known confilcts 
that would materially impair \he use.or operation of the Facility as intended, and (iii) is 
not provisional, probationary, or restricted in any way, except in instances where a 
Governmental Authority or Health Care Authority has issued a provisional, probationary 
or 1·estricted license, permit or certification in the ordinary course pending issuance of a 
final license, pennit or certification; 

(d) Tenant has or will take any action to rescind, withdraw, revok~. amend, 
modify, supplement or otherwise aller the nature, tenor or scope of any Health Care 
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License or applicable provider payment program participation other than non-material 
alterations effected in the ordinary course of business; 

(e) Tenant and the operation of the Facility are in material compliance with 
the applicable provisions of the Laws and all orders, standards, policies, restrictions or 
rules of any Health Care Authority having jurisdiction over the ownerahip, use, 
occupMcy or operation of the Facility, including (i) staffing reqt1irements, (l!) health and 
fire sttfety codes including quality and safety standards, (iii) accepted professional 
standards Md principles that apply to the Operator's provision of services at the Facility, 
(iv) federal, state or local Jaws, rules, regulations or published interpretations or policies 
relating to the prevention of fraud and abuse, (v) insurance, reimbursement and cost 
reporth1g requirements, government payment program requirements llnd disclosure of 
ownership and related information requirements, (vi) requirements of applicable Health 
Care Authorities, inchlding those rel~ting to the Facility's physical structure and 
environment, licensing, quality and adequacy of nursing facility care, distributions of 
pharmaceuticals, rate setting, equipment, personnel, operating policies, and additions of 
Facility and services, and (vii) any other applicable Jaws, regulations or agreements for 
reimbursement for the type of care or services provided by Tenant and/ with respect to 
the Facility. As used herein, "material compliance" means a level of compliance that 
would keep Tenant and/ (and the operation of the Facility) free from any final orders or 
sanctions by any Governmental Authority or Health Care Authority having jurisdiction 
over the operation of the Facility and would not adversely affect Tenant's and.l's 
operations, including, but not limited to, its right to receive 1·eimbursement or insurance 
payments; 

(f) Tenant and the Facility are each in material compliance with the 
requirements for pa1ticipatio11 in the Medicare and Medicaid programs with respect to the 
Facility that currently participates in such programs and has a current provider agreement 
under Title XVID and/or XIX of the Social Security Ace which is in full force and effect. 
Facility has not had any deficiencies on its most recent survey (standard or complaint that 
would result in a denial of payment for new admissions with no qpportunity to correct 
prior to tennination, The Facilily had not any deficiencies at "level G" or above on its 
most recent sun>ey (standard or complaint), no,· has Tenant been cited with any 
substandard quality of care deficiencies (as that term is defmcd in Part 488 of 42 C.F.R,) 
for the past two oonsecutive surveys. The Facility has not been designated as a Special 
Focus Facility (as such term is defined by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid 
Services Special Focus Facility Program); ' 

(g) Neither Tenant nor the Facility is a tiu-get of, participant in, or subject to 
any action, proceeding, suit, audit, investigation or sanction by any Health Care Authotity 
01· any other administrative or hwestigative body or entity or any other third party payor 
or any patient or resident (including, without limitation, whistleblower suits, or suits 
brought pursuant to federal or state False Claims Acts, and Medicaid/Medicare/State 
fraud/nbuse laws, but excluding medical malpractice claims and other civil liability 
lawsuits for which the Faollity is maintainillg insurance coverage in the ordinary course 
of business) which may result, directly or indirectly or with the passage of time, in the 
imposition of a fine, penalty, alternative, Interim or final sanction, a lower rate 
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certification, recoupment, recovery, suspension or discontinuance of all or part of 
reimbursement from any Health Care Authority, third-party payor, insurance carrier or 
private payer, a lower reimbursement rate for services rendered to eligible patients, or 
any other civil or criminal remedy, or which could reasonably be expected to· have a 
m~terial adverse effect on Lllndlord, Tenant , or the operation of the Facility, including 
the Facility's ability to accept or retain t"esidcnts, or which could result in the 
appointment of a receiver or manager, or in the modification, lhnltation, annulment, 
revocation, 1.ransfer, surrender, suspension or other impairment of a Health Care License, 
ot· affect Tenant's 's participation in die Medicare, Medicaid, or third-party payor 
program, as applicable, or any successor program 1hereto, at current rate certification, nor 
has any such action, proceeding, suit, investigation or audit been threatened; 

(h) There aTe no agreements with residents of the Facility or with MY other 
persons or organizations that devfate in any material adverse respect from or that conflict 
with, any statutory or· regulatory requirements. All re.1ident records at the Facility, 
including patient and/or resident accounts records, are true, complete, and correct in all 
material respects; 

(i) Other than the Medicare, Medicaid, and Veteran Administration programs, 
Tenant is not a participant in any federal. state or local program whereby any federal, 
state or local government or quasi-govemmental body, or any intennediary, agency, 
board or other authority or entity may have the right to recover funds with l'espect to any 
Individual Property by reason of the advance of federal, state or local funds, lnciudlng, 
wiihout limitation, those authorized under the Hill-Burton Act (42 U.S.C. 291, .e.&rum.), 
Tenant has received no notice, and Is not aware of any violation of applicable antitrust 
laws; ' 

(j) Tenant's private payer, Medicaid, Medicare, and/or managed care 
company, insurance company or other third-party insurance accounts receivable with 
respect to the Facility are free of any liens and Tenant has not pledged any of Its 
receivables as collateral se<.'Urity for any loan or Indebtedness: 

(k) Tenant is not a party to any collective bargaining agreement or other labor 
contract applicable to persons employed by it at the Facility and there are no thrnatened 
or pending labor disputes at the Facility; 

(l) Tenant has instituted, and the Facility is operated in material compliance 
with, a compliance plan which follows applicable guidelines established by Health Care 
Authorities; 

(m) Tenant Is in compliance with the Health Care Insurance Portability and 
Accountability Act of 1996, and the regulations promulgated thereunder; 

(n) There ls no threatened or pending revocation, suspension, tennination, 
probation, restriction, limitation, or non-renewal affecting Tenant and/or the Facility or 
provider agreement with any third-party payer, Medicare or Medicaid; 
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(o) All Medicare, Medicaid, and private insurance cost reports and financial 
reports submitted by or on behalf of the Facility are and will continue to be materially 
accurate and complete and have nor been and will not be misleading in any material 
respects; 

(p) The Facility and the use thereof complies in all material respects with all 
applicable local, state, and federal building codes, fire codes, and other similar regulatory 
requirements and 110 waivers of such physical plant standards exist at the Facility; 

(q) Any existing agreement relating to the management or operation of the 
Facility is in full force and effect and is not in default by any party. In the event any 
management or operating agreement is terminated or in the event of foreclosme or other 
acguisition, the subsequent operator ne~d not obtain a certificate of need prior to applying 
for and receiving a license to operate the Facility or prior to receiving Medicare or 
Medicaid payments, as applicable; 

(r) There are no actious, suits, or proceedings at law or in equity by any 
person or entity, including any Governmental Authority or any Health Care Authority or 
other agency now pending or threatened against or affecting Tenant and/or the Facility, 
which actions, suits or proceedings, individually or collectively, if detennined against 
Tenant and/01· the Facility, might materially adversely affect the condition (f!nancilll or 
otherwise) or business of Tenant and/or the condition, ownership or operation of the 
Facility. 
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SCHEDULE 19.Z 

"Speclal Purpose Entity" shall mean a corporation, limited partnership or limited liability 
company (such entity sometimes referred to herein as the "Company") which at all times on and 
after the date hereof: 

(d) is organized solely for the purpose of (i) acquiring, developing, owning, 
holding, selling, leasing, transferring, exchanging, managing nnd operating the Leased 
Premises, entering into this Lease with Lijndlord, subleasing the LeaBed Premises to affiliated 
subtenants; and (ii) transacting lawful business that is incident, necessary and appropriate to 
accomplish the foregoing; 

(e) is not engaged and will 1101 engage, directly or indirectly, in any business 
unrelated lo those activities required or penuitted to be performed under the Lease, includin);l 
pursuant to this definition of "Special Purpose Entity" and Subsection .Cru. above, as 
applicable; 

(f) does not have and will not have any assets other tlt~n those (i) relat<:d to 
the Leased Premises or its partnership interest in the limited partnership or the member 
interest in the limited liability company that operates !he Leased Premises or acts as the 
general partner or managing member thereof, as applicable, and (ii) incidental personal 
property necessary for the conduct of its business, as applicable; 

(g) has not engaged, sought or consented to and will not engage hi, seek or 
consent to any dlssohllion, winding up, liquidation, consolidation, merger, sale of all or 
substantially all of its assets, transfer of partnership or membership interests (if such entity is 
a geneJ"a] partner in a limited part11ership or a member ln a limited liability company) or 
amendment of its limited partnership agreement, articles of incorporation, .articles of 
organization, certificate of formatiot1 or operating agreement (aa applicable) with respect to 
the matters set forth in this definition; 

(h) fa and will remain solvent and pay its debts and liabilities (including, as 
applicable, snared persollllel and overhead expenses) from its assets us the same shall become 
due, and is maintaining and will maintain adequate capital for the normal obligations 
reasonably foreseeable iu a business of its size and character and in light of its contemplated 
business operations; 

(i) has not failed and will not fail to correct any known misunderstanding 
regarding its separate identity; 

(j) has maintained Jl11d will maintain its accounts, books and records s~parnte 
from lhose of any other person, individual or entity (a "Person") nnd maintain its bank 
accounts separate from those of any other Person. To the extent required by law to file a tax 
return, will file its own tax returns, except to the extent it is required to file consolidated tax 
l'eturns by lnw; 
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(k) hns maintained and will maintain its own records, books, resoh1tions and 
a&'Tllcments; 

(l) has not commingled and will not commingle its funds or assets with those 
of any other Person and has not participated and will not participate in any cash management 
system with any other Person other than pursuant to its {insert a11y credir faci/iries or 
accounts receivables financings]; 

(m)has held and will hold its assets in Its own name; 

(n) has conducted and will conduct its business io its naU1e; 

(o) has maintained a11d will maintain its financial statements, accounting 
records and other entity doc11ments separate from any other Person and has not permitted and 
will not permit its assets to be listed as assets on the financial statement of any other entity 
except as required by GAAP; provided, however, t:llat any such con,1olidated financial 
statement shall contain a note indicaling that its separat-. nssets and liabilities are neither 
available to· pay the debts of the consolidated entity nor constitute obligatioiis of the 
consolidated entity: 

(p) has paid and will pay its own liabilities and expenses, including the 
salaries. of its own employees, if any, on! of its own funds and assets, and has maintained and 
will maintain a sufficient number of employees, If any, in light of its contemplated business 
operations and in accordance with nll Laws; 

(q) has observed and will observe all paitnership, corporate or limited liability 
company formalities, a& applicable; 

(r) has and will liave no indebtedness other than (i) liabilities nnder this Lease 
or any Sublease (ii) liabilities incurrr,1 in. the ordinary course of business relating to the 
ownership and operation of the Leased Premises and the routine administration of Tenant, 
and (iii) such other liabilities that are pem1itted under this Lease; 

(s) has not and will not· assume or guarantee or become obligated for the debts 
of any other Person or hold out its credit as being available to satisfy the obligatioi1s·of any 
other Person except as permitted pursuant to this Lease; 

(t) has not and will not acquire obligations or sec.uritles of hs partners, 
members or sharnholders or any other Affiliate; 

(u) has allocated and will allocate fairly, reasonably and in accordance with 
all Laws, any ovel"licad expenses that are shared with any Affiliate, including, but not limited 
to, paying for shared office space and sexvices performed by any employee of an Affiliate; 

(v) maintains and uses and will maintain and use separate stationery, invoices 
and checks bearing its name. The stationery, invoices, and checl,s 11tilized by the Tenant or 
utilized to collect its fU11ds or pay its expenses shall bear its own name and shall not bear the 
name of any other entity; 
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Person; 
(w)ha.s not pledged and will not pled!!e its assets for the benefit of any other 

(x) has held itself out and identified itself and will hold itself out and identify 
itself as n separate and distinct entity under its own name and not as a division or part of any 
other Person; 

(y) has maintained and will maintain its assets in such a manner that it will not 
be costly or difficult to segregate, nsce11ait1 or identify its individual assets from those of any 
other Person; 

(z) has not made and will not make loans to nny Person or hold evidence of 
Indebtedness issued by any otller Person or entity; 

(aa) has not identified and will not identify its partners, members or 
shareholders, or any Affiliate of any of them, as a divi~ion or part of it, and has not identified 
itself and shall not identify itself as n division of any other Person; 

(bb) has not entered into or been a party to, and wlll not enter into or be a 
party to, any transaction witll its partners, members, shareholders or Affiliates except (A) in 
the ordmnry course of its business and on terms which are inninsically fair, commercially 
reasonable and are in compliance with all Laws and no !es~ favorable to Jt than would be 
obtained in a comparable ann 's-length transaction with an unrelated third party and (B) in 
connection with this Lease: 

(cc) has not and will not have any obligation to, and will not, Indemnify its 
partners, officers, directors or members, as the case may be, unless such an obligation is fully 
subordinated to the Rent payable under this Lease and will not constitute a claim against it in 
the event that cash flow in excess of the amount required to pay the Rent is insufficient to 
pay such obligation; 

(dd) it shall consider the intel'ests of its creditors in connection with all 
limited liability company actions; 

(ee) does not and will not have any of its obligations gual'anteed by any 
Affiliate except obligations under this uase; 

(ff) if such entity is a limited liability company, it shall have its own board of 
directots or board of managers, and shall cause such board to meet at least annually or act 
pursuant to written consent and keep minutes of such meetings. and actions and observe all 
other corporate fonnallties; 

(gg) has complied nnd will comply with all of the terms and provisions 
contained in its organizational documents. The statement of facts contained in its 
organizational documents are rrue and correct and will remain true and correct; 

(hh) 
bank accounts; 

has not and will not peimit ru1y other Person indepeudent access to its 
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(ii) has caused and will cause all representatives of Tenllllt to act a\ all times 
with respect to Tenal!t consistently and In furtherance of the foregoing; and 

(jj) has not a11d will not form, acquire, or hold any subsidiary or own any 
equity mterest in any other entity. 
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l 

GUARANTY OF LEASE 

THIS GUARANTY OF LEASE (this "Guaranty") is made as of November 19, 2015, 
by Lizel' Jozofovic ("Guarantor"), to WlllTE PLAINS HEAL TH CARE PROPERTIES l, 
LLC, a Massachusetts limited liability company ("Landlord"). 

RECITALS 

A. Landlord has been requested by HBL SNF, LLC a New York Limited Liability 
Company ("Tenant'~ to enter into an Amended and Restated Lease and Security Agreement 
dated as of November 19, 2015 (the "Lease"), wh6reby Landlord would lease to Tenant, and 
Tenant would lease from Landlord, certain premises located in White Plains, New York, as more 
particularly described in the Lease (the "Premises"). 

B. Tenant is owned by Guarantor, and Guarantor will derive substantial economic 
benefit from the execution and delivery of the Lease. 

C. Guarantor acknowledges that Landlord would not enter into the Lease unless thls 
Guaranty accompanied the execution and delivery of the Lease. 

D, Guarantor hereby acknowledges receipt of a copy of the Lease. 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the execution and delivery of the Lease and 
of other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby 
aclmowledged, Guarantor covenants and agrees as follows: 

1, DEFINITIONS, Defined terms used in this Guaran(Y and not otherwise defined 
herein have the meanings assigned to them in the Lease. 

2. COVENANTS OF GUARANTOR-

2.1 Guarantor absolutely, unconditionally and irrevocably guarantees, as a 
primary obligor and not merely as a surety: (i) the full and prompt payment of nil Minimum Rent 
and Additional Rent and all other rent, sums and charges of every type and nature payable by 
Tenant under the Lease, whether due by acceleration or otherwise, including costs and expenses 
of cQJ!ection (collectively, t~e "Moneta,r Obligations"), and (ii) the full, timely and complete 
performance of all coven~nts, terms, conditions, obHgntions, indemnities and agreements to be 
peiformed by Tenant under the tense, inoludlng·any indemt\itles or other obligations of Tenant 
that survive the expiration or earlier termination of the Le:ise (all of tlie ebligatl.ons described in 
clauses (i) and (ll), are collectively referred to herein as the "Obligations"). 

2.2 Guarantor agrees with Landlord that (l) any action, suit or proceeding of 
-any kind or nature whatsoever (an "Action") commenced by Landlord against Tenant, Guarantor 
or any Other duat'ant01· of the Lease ("Othe1· Guarnntor") to enforce tlie Obligations shall not 
prejudice iii any way Lan.dlord's rights to enforce the Obligations in any subsequent Action 
against Ten~nt, Guarantor or any Other Guarantor, (ii) Landlord may, al its option, join 
Guarantor in any Action against Tenant or any Other Guarantor or seek recover against 
Guarantor without Landlord first ass'erting, prosecuting, or eKhausting an_y remedy or olaim 
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against Tenant or any other Guarantor and (iii) Guarantor will be conclusively bound by a 
judgment entered in any Action in favor of Landlord against Tenant whether or not Guarantor is 
entered as a party or participates in such Action. 

2,3 If Landlord proposes to g1·ru1t a mortgage on, or refinance any mortgage 
encumbering the Premises er any portion thereof, Guarantor shall cooperate in the process, and 
shall permit Landlord and the proposed mortgagee to meet with Guamntor or, if applicable, 
officers of Guarantor and to discuss Guarantor's business and finances. On request of Landlord, 
Guarantor agrees to provide any such prospective mortgagee the information to which Landlord 
is entitled hereunder, provided that If any such information is not publicly available, such 
nonpublic information shall be made available on a confidential basis. Guarantor agrees to 
eKeoule, acknowledge and deliver documents requested by the prospective mortgagee (such as a 
consent to the financing, without encumbering Guarantor's or Tenant's assets, a consent to a 
collateral assignment of the Lease and of this Guaranty, estoppel certificate, and a subordination, 
non-disturbance and attomment agreement), customary for tenants and their guarantors to sign in 
connection with mortgage loans to landlords, so long as suoh documents are in form then 
customary among institutional lenders (provided the same do not materially and adversely 
change Tenant's rights or obligations under the Lease or materially and adversely change 
Guarantor's rights and obligations under this Guaranty). 

3. GUARANTOR'S OBLIGATIONS UNCONDITIONAL. 

3.1 This Guaranty is an absolute and unconditional guaranty of payment and 
of perfomiance, and not of collection, and shall be enforceable ag~inst Guarantor without the 
necessity of the commencement by Landlord of any Action against Tenant, and without the 
necessity of any notice of nonpayment, nonperformance or nonobservance, or any notice of 
acceptance of this Guaranty, or of any other notice or demand to which Guarantor might 
otherwise be entitled, all of which Guanintor hereby expressly waives in advance. The 
obligations of Guarantor hereunder are independent of, and may eKceed, the obligations of 
Tenant. 

3,2 This Guaranty shall apply notwithstanding any extension or renewal of the 
Lease, or any holdover following the expiration or termination of the Lease Term or any renewal 
or ex.tension of the Lease Term. 

3.3 This Guaranty is a continuing guarantee and will remain in full force and 
effect notwithstanding, and the liability of Guarantor hereunder shall be absolute and 
unconditional irrespective of any or all of the following: (!) any renewals, extensions, 
modifications, alterations or amendments of the Lease (regardless of whether Guarantor 
consented to or had notice of same); (ii) any releases or discharges of Tenant or any Other 
Guarantor other than the full release and complete discharge of all of the Obligations; 
(iii) Landlord's failure or delay to assert any claim or demand or to enforce any of its rights 
against Tenant or any Other Guarantor ; (iv) any extension of time that may be grunted by 
Landlord to Tenant or any Other Guarantor; (v) any assignment or transfer of all of any part of 
Tenant's interest under the Lease (whether by Tenant, by operation of law, 01· otherwise); 
(vi) any subletting, concession, franchising, licensinlb or pel'lnllting of the Premises or any 
portion thereof; (vii) any changed or d[fferent use of the P1•emis<,s (ol' nny portion thereof); 
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(viii) any other dealings or matters occw'ring between Landlord and 'Tenant or any Other 
Guarantor; (ix) the taking by Landlord of any additiimal guarnntee~, 6r the rcGeipt by Landlord of 
any collateral, from Tenant, Bil)' Oth~r Guarantor or any other .per&ons or entities; (x.) the release 
qy Landlord of any Other Guai·antor; (xi) Landlord's rele~se of.any security provided under the 
Lease or any other guaranty; (xll) Lan,dlord's failure to perfect llIIY landlord's li~n or other lien or 
security interest available under applicable LQ'gal Requirements; (xiii) any assumption by an;y 
pej'son of any or all of Tenant'~ eblig~tions under the Lease or any Other Ouaran't9r's obllgat!oils 
under any other guarnnty, or Tenant's assignment of any 01· all of lts rights and in.terests under 
tlie Lease, (xiv) the power or authority or lack thereof of Tenant to e1iecute, acknowledge or 
cleliver the Lease; (xv) the existence, non,existence or lapse at any time of Tenant as a legal 
entity or the existence, non-existence or termination of any corporate, ownership, business or 
other relationship between Tenant and Guaranto1•; (x:vi) any sale or assignment by Landlord of 
a11y or all of this Guarani)', any other guaranty and the. Lease (including any direct or collateral 
,;,ssignment by Landlord to any mortgagee); (x.vii) the si;ilvency or lack of solveney of Tenant or 
any Other Guarant(;)r at any time .or frimi time to tlll'le; or (xviii) any other cause, whetl1er similar 
or dlssl~llar to any of tlie foregoing, that !)light constitute a legal or equitable discharge of 
Guarantor (whethe1· or not Guarantor sll'all have knQwledge or notice thereof) other thart payment 
and performa11oe in full ·of the Obligations; (xjx) the release or discharge of Tenant In any state 
or federal creditors' proceedings, receivership, bank:mptcy or other proceedi11g; (xx) the 
impairment, limitation or mG\~ifioatian of the liability of Tenant or the e&tatc. of Tenant in 
bankftWtcy, or of any remedy for the t1nforcement of Tenant's liability under the Lease, resulting 
fr9m ihe operation of any present or future provision of the United States Bankruptcy Code (11 
U.S.C. § I 01 et seq.,, as amended), or from other statute, or from ~he order of any court; ()fxi) the 
rejectlpn, dlsaffirmance or llther termination of tlie Lease in 110y su~h proceeding: (xxli) the 
assertion or the failure to assert by. l:,andlcird against Tenant, o'f any of the tights or remedies 
reserved to Landlord pursuant to the provisions ol'the Lease; oi: (i\'Xiil) if at any time the p'ayment 
ef any amount due tmger the Lease or this Ouar~nty is resoinc!ed or must otherwise be returned 
by Landlord for any riiaso11, in such evei:it, Guarantor shall pay to Landlord an amount equnl to 
any sueh payment that has beeri resoinded or returned. This Guaranty sliall continue to be 
effective lf at any time the payment of any amount due under the Lease or this Guaranty is 
rescinded or must otherwise be returned by Landlord for nny reason Without in any way limiting 
the generality of the foregoing, Guarantor spao!fioally agrees that (A) if Tenartt's obligations 
under the Lease are modified or amended with the express· w1itten consent of Landlord, this 
Guaranty shall extend to such obligations as so amended or modified without notice ·to, 
consideration to, or the consent of, Guarantor, and (B) this Guaranty shall be applicable to any 
obligations of Tenant arising in connection with a termination of the Lease, whether voluntary or 
otherwise. Guarantor hereby consents, prospectively, to Landlord's taking or entering into any 
or all of the foregoing actions 01· omissions. For purposes of this Guaranty and tho obligations 
and liabilities of Guarantor hereunder, "1'emmt" shall be deemed t0 include any and all 
concessionaires, licensees, franchisees, department operators, assignees, subtenants, pem1lttees 
or others directly or indirectly operating or conducting a business in or from the Premises or any 
portion thereof, as fully as if any of the same were the nnmed Tenant under the Lease. 

3,4 Notwithstanding anything to the contrary hereunder, Guarantor shnll be 
released and discharged from all liabillty with respect to any obligntions. 0f Tenant under the 
Lease arising or accruing after the Commencement Date (ihe "Guaranty Termination Date"); 
provided that 60 days prior to the Commencement Date Tenant has delivered to Lruidlord (i) (a) 
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ll!l uncondltlona1 Letter of Credit, ln accordance wlth the Section 7 .1 (aXU) of !he Lel!.se ln the 
ntnount of $3,700,000, or (b) $3,700,000 ln cash to se011te the full and timely payroent and 
performance of Tenant's obllgatl?!JS under the Lease, .(ii) an agreement by Capital Funding 
Oroup, whloh cannot be amended e){oept by an agreement l.n writing signed by LIUldlol"d, Tenant 
and Capltfll Funding Group. In the form attached as EJ!hlblt 7.1 (a) ot the Lease or otherwise 
approyed by Landl1>rd an4 Landlord's lenders In tlwii· reasonabl~ dlsereilon, wherelri and 
whereby Capital Ji1111d!ng Group agr<:ie$ to allow Tenant to draw down on its Credit Llne e.aoh 
month so as lo enable Capital F<1ndlng Oroup to pay dlrtetly to Landlord the wm oUS05,096.50 
per month c<immenolng the Com111en<l!ll)I01)t Date ·and on eMh d~y Fixed Rent is due under the 
).ease for the fol~nths, nnd (Ill) and released to Landlord all funds In the e-0ntro!led 
aO.OoUl)t numbe~ In JPMorgan Chase Bi111k, N.A, in the amount not loss tbai\ 
$1,600,000 to be held as an additional Security Deposit by Landlord, After the Guaranty 
Termination .Date, Guarantor shall corttlnuc to remain pereotially Hable plll'Suant to the tct111s of 
this Guaranty for (I) all obligaUons of Tenant under !he Lease which arose or accrued <l!\ or prlor 
to the Guaranty Tennination Date and (ii) any liability of Tenil11t arlsing out of a breach of Jll\y 
warranty or representation of Tenant under Leaae, and all doouments exeJ)uted by Tenant in 
connection therewith, (ill) and any liability C>f Guarantor arising out of a breach of any watranty 
of representation hereunder. 

4, )YAIVERS OF GUARANTOR 

4,1 Without llmita1fon of the foregoing, Guarantor waives (i) notice of 
acceptsnoo of 1h11 Gua!'lll1ty, protest, demand and dishonor, presentment, and. demands of any 
kind now or hereafter provided for by any statute or rule of law, (ii) notice of any actions taken 
by Landlord or 1'ena1,t under the Lease or any other agreement 9r ln.strutnent relating thereto, 
(ill) nodoe of any ll!ld all defaults by T~nant in the payment of Minimum Rent and Addl.tfonal 
Rent or other rent, charges or amounts, or of any other default/J by Teni\Ut under the Lease, 
(Iv) all other notices, demands a;i.d protesta, and all other formalities of every kind In oonnectlon 
with the enfofj;ement of the Obligations, omlss!Qn of or delay In which, b11t fur the poovlslons of 
this Section 4, might ~onstltute grounds for relieving.Guarantor of Its obH~atlons hereunder, 
(v) any requl!~ment that Lamilord protect, seoure, perfect, Insure or proceed again1t any soourl!y 
Interest or lien, or any property au)lject thereto, or exhaust any rlght or take any action. 11\lainst 
Tenant, any other Guarantor or 1111y'other person or entity (inoludlng any addltlona:I guarantor or 
Guarantor) or against any QQlle,teral, Md (vi) the benefit of any statut~ of limitations affecting 
Guarantor's liability under tills Guaranty, 

4,2 GUARANTOR HEREBY WAIVES TRIAL BY JURY IN ANY 
ACTION, PROCEBD!NO OR COUNTERCLAIM BROtrGlff BY -ANY PERSON OR 
ENTITY wrm RESPECT TO ANY MATIER WHATSOEY.ER ARISJNO OUT OF OR IN 
ANY WAY CONNECTBD WITH: THIS GUARANTY: THB LEASE; ANY L,IABILITY OR 
OBLlOATlON OF TENANT IN ANY MANNER RBLATED TO THE PREMISES OR ANY 
PORTlON THEREOF;: ANY CLAlM OF INJURY OR DAMAGE [N ANY WAY RELATED 
TO THJ;l LEASE AND/OR THE PREMISES (OR ANY PORTION THEREOF); ANY ACT OR 
OMISSION OP TENANT, ITS AGENTS, BMPLOYEBS, CONTRACTORS, SUPPLIERS, 
SERVANTS, CUSTOMERS, CONCESSIONAIRES, FRANCHISEES, PERMI'I'TEES OR 
LICENSEES; OR ANY ASPECT OF THE USE OR OCCUPANCY OF, OR THE CONDUCT 
OF BUSINESS IN, ON OR FROM THE PREMISES (OR ANY PORTION THEREOF), 
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GUARANTOR SHALL NOT INTERPOSE ANY COUNTERCLAIM OR COUNTERCLAJMS 
OR CLAIMS FOR SET-OFF, RECOUPMENT OR DEDUCTION OF RENT IN ANY ACTION 
BROUGHT BY LANDLORD AGAINST GUARANTOR UNDER THJS GUARANTY. 
GUARANTOR SHAtL NOT BE ENTITLED TO MAKE, AND HEREBY WAIVES, ANY 
AND ALL DEFENSES AGAINST ANY CLAJM ASSERTED BY LANDLORD OR IN ANY 
SUJT OR ACTION JNSTITUTED BY LANDLORD TO ENFORCE THIS GUARANTY OR 
THE LEASE, IN AbDlTION, GUARANTOR HEREBY WAIVES, I!OTH WITH l:ffiSPECT 
TO THE LEASE AND WITH RESPECT TO THIS GUARANTY, ANY AND ALL RIGHTS 
WHICH ARE WAIVED BY TENANT UNDER THE LEASE, IN THE SAME MANNER AS 
IF ALL SUCH WAIVERS WERE FULLY RESTATED HEJ:ffi!N. THE LIABILITY OF 
GUARANTOR UNDER TIITS GUARANTY IS PRIMARY AND UNCONDITIONAL. 

il.3 Guarantor expressly waives any and all rights to defenses arising by 
reason of (i) any "011e-a.ctlon" or "anti-deficiency" law or any other law that may prevent 
Landlord fi:om bringing any action, Including a claim for deficiency, against Guarantor before or 
after Landlord's commencement or completion of any action against Tenant or any Other 
Guarantor; (ii) ANY ELECTION OF REMEDIES BY LANDLORD (INCLUDING ANY 
TERMINATION OF THE LEASE) THAT DESTROYS OR OTHERWISE ADVERSELY 
AFFECTS GUARANTOR'S SUBROGATION RIGHTS OR GUARANTOR'S RIGHTS TO 
PROCEED AGAINST TENANT FOR REIMBURSEMENT; (iii) any disability, insolvency, 
bankruptcy, Jack of authority or power, death, insanity, minority, dissolution, or other'defonse of 
Tenant, of any other guarantor (or any other Guarantor), or of any other person or entity, or by 
reasor of the oessatlo11 of Tenant's liability from any cau~e whatsoever, other than f\lll and flna/ 
payment in toga! tender and performance of the Obligations; (iv) any righ,t to ·claim discharge of 
.any p1· ~11 of the Obligations on the basis .of mi)ustified impainnent c,f any collatej·al for the 
Obligations; (v) any change In the relations!ll!J between Ouarantpr and Tenant or any Other 
Guarantor 01· any termination of su.oh relationship; (vi) any irregularity, defect or una~horized 
action by any or all of Landlord, Tenant, any Other Guarantor or surety, 01• any of their 
respective officers, directors or othel' agents in executing and delivei:lng any instrument or 
agreements 1•elating to the Obligations .or in ca1Tying 011t 01· a.ttemptin_g to oar1:y out the terms of 
any such agreements; (vii) any asslgntnent, endorsement or transfer, in whol~ 01· in part, of the 
Obligations, whether made with or without notice to or consent of Guarantor; (viii) If the 
recovery from Tenant 6r any other Petsen (including any Other Guarantor) becomes barred by 
any statute of llmltaUons 01· is .otherwise prevented; (ix) the benefits of any and all statutes, laws, 
rules 01· regulations applicable In: the State of Illinois which may require the prior or concurrent 
joinc!or of any othe1• party to m1y action on this Guarllnty; (i<) any release or other reduction of the 
Obligations arising as a result of the expansion, release, substitution, deletion, addition, or 
rep.lapement (whether or not in acctirdance with the terms of the Lease) of the Premises or any 
portion thereof; or (xi) any neglect, delay, omission, failure or refusal of Landlord to take or 
prosecute any action for the oo!lection or enforcement of any of the Obligations or to forecloS'e or 
take or prosecute any action in connection with any lien or right of seourity (lnoluding perfection 
ti1ereof) existing 01· to exist in connection with, or as security fo1·, any of the Obligations, lt being 
the intention hereof that Guarantor shall remain liable as a principal on the Obligations 
notwithstanding any aot, omission or event that might, but for the provisions hereof, otheiwise 
operate as a legal or equitable discharge of Guarantor. Gunrailtor hereby waives all r;lefensas of a 
surety to which it may be entitled by statute or otherwise. 
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5. SUBORDINATION; SUBROGATION. 

5.1 Guarantor subol'dinates to and postpones in favor of the Obligations 
(I) any present and future debts and obligations of Tenant or any Other Guarantor to Guarantor 
(the "Indebtedness"), including: (A) salaty, bonuses, and other payments pursuant to any 
employment arrangement: (B) fees, reimbursemeot of expenses and other payments pursuant to 
any independent contractor arrangement; (C) principal and interest pursuant to any Indebtedness; 
(D) distributions payable to any partners, members or shareholders of Guarantor or Affiliates of 
Guarantor; (E) lease payments pursuant to any leasing arrangement; (F) any management fees; 
and (G) all rights, liens and security interests of Guarantor, whether now or hereafter arising, in 
any assets of the Tennnt or any Othet' Guarantor, and (Ii) any liens ot· security Interests securing 
payment of the Indebtedness. Guarantor shall have no right to possession of any assets of Tenant 
or any Other Guarantor 01· to foreclose upon any such asset, whether by judicial action or 
otherwise, unless and tmtil the Obligations have been paid and performed in full. · Guarantor 
agrees that Landlord shall be subrogated to Guarantor wlth respect to Guarantor's claims against 
Tenant or any Other Guarantor and Guarantor's rights, liens and security Interest, if any, in any 
of Tenant's or any Other Guarantor's assets and proceeds thereof until all of the Obligations 
have been paid and performed in t\tll. 

5,2 After the occurrence of an Event of Default and until such Event of 
Default ls cured or after the commencement of any bankruptcy or insolvency proceeding by or 
against Tenant and until suob proceeding is dismissed, Guarantor shall not: (i) make any 
distributions or other payments to any partners, parent entities, or Affiliates of Guarantor (other 
than to Tenant); or (ii) ask for, sue for, demand, take or receive any payment, by setoff or in any 
other manner, including the receipt of a negotiable instrument, for all or any part of the 
Indebtedness owed by Tenant, or any successor or assign of Tenant, including a receiver, trustee 
or debtor in possession (the term "Tenant" shall include any such successor or assign of Tenant) 
until the Obligations have been paid in full; however, if Guarantor receives such a payment, 
Guarantor shall immediately deliver the payment to J.,endlotd for credit against the then 
outstanding balance of the Obligations, whether matured or unmatured. Notwithstanding 
anything in this Section 5 to the contrary, after !Ul Event of Defuult has occurred and is 
outstanding, Guarantor may make cash contributions to Tenant. 

5.3 Guarantor shall not be subrogated, and hereby waives and disclaims any 
claim or right against Tenant by wny of subrogation 01· otherwise, lo any of the rights of 
Landlord under the Lease or otherwise, or in the Premises (or any portion the1·eof), which may 
arise by any of the provisions of this Guaranty or by reason of the performance by Guarantor of 
any of its Obligations hereunder. Guarantor shall look solely to Tenant for any recoupment of 
any payments made or costs or expenses incurred by Guat11ntor pummnt to this Gual'anty. [f any 
amount shall be paid to Guarantor on account of such subrogation rights at any time when all of 
the Obligations shall not have been paid and pet·formed in full, Guarantor shall immediately 
deliver the payment to Landlord for credit against the then outstanding balance of the 
Obligations, whether matured or unmatul'ed. 

6. RF..PRESENTA'l'IONS AND WARRANTIES OF GUARANTOR. Guarantor 
represents and warrants that: 
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6.1 This Guaranty is valid and binding upon and enforceable against 
Guarantor without the requirement of further action or condition, 

6.2 The execution, delivery and performance by Guarantor of this Guaranty 
does not and wlll not (i) contravene any applicable Legal Requirements, the organizational 
documents of Guarantor, if applicable, any order, writ, injunction, decree applicable to 
Guarantor, or any contractual restriction binding on or affecting Guarantor or any of its 
properties or assets, or (ii) result in or require the creation of any lien, security interest or other 
charge or encumbrance upon or with respect to any of lts properties or assets, 

6,3 No approval, consent, exemption, authorization or other notion by, or 
notloe to, or filing with, any governmental authority ls necessary or required in connection with 
the execution, delivery or performance by, or enforcement against, duarantar of this Guaranty or 
any other instrument or agreement 1·equired hereunder. 

6,4 There is no action, suit or proceeding pending or threatened against or 
otherwise affecting Guarantor before any court or other governmental authority or any arbitrator 
that rnay materially adversely affect Guarantor's ability to perform its obligations under this 
Guaranty. 

6,S Tenant is directly or indirectly owned and controlled by Guarantor. 

6,6 Guarantor has derived or expects to derive financial and other advantages 
and benefits directly or indirectly, from the making of the Lease and the payment and 
performance of the Obligations, Guarantor hereby acknowledges that Landlord will be relying 
upon Guarantor's guarantee, representations, warrllllties and covenants contained herein. 

6.7 Ail reports, statements (fmancial or othe1'Wise), certificates and other data 
furnished by or on behalf of Guarnntor to Landlord in connection with this Guaranty or the Lease 
are: true and correct, in all material respects, as of the applicable date or perlod provided therein; 
do not omit to state any material fact or ci!'cumstance necessary to make the statements contained 
therein not misleading; and fairly represent the financial condition of Guarantor as of the 
respective date thereof; and no material adverse change has occurred in the financial condition of 
Guarantor since the date of the most recent of such financial statements. 

7. NOTICES. Any consents, notices, demands, requests, approvals or other 
communications given under this Guaranty shall be In writing and shall be given as provided in 
1he Lease, as follows or to such other addresses as either Landlord or Guarantor may designate 
by notice given to the other in accordance with the provisions of this Section 7: 

If to Landlord: 

White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC 
c/oThe Congress Companies 
2 Bourbon Street, Suite 200 
Peabody, Ma 01960 
Attn: William Nicholson 

2304088V4/17057•6 
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With a copy to: 

Postema!< Blankstein & Lund LLP 
Prudential Towe1· 
800 Boylston Street 
Boston, MA 02199 
Attn: Gerald J, Billow, Esq. 

And 

Abrams Fensterman 
1111 Marcus A venue 
Lake Success, New York 11042 
Attn: Howard Fensterrnan, Esq. 
Attn: Greg Stoller, Esq. 

lfto Guarantor: 

HBLSNF, LLC 
S37 Routes 22 
Purdys, New York I 0578 
Attn: Lizer Jozefovic 

With a copy to: 

Michelman & Robinson 
800 Third Avenue 
New York, New York 
Attn: Mark Zafrin, Esq. 

........ , --, ---- .... _. ---
RECEIVED NYSCEF: 09/18/2020 

8, CONSENT TO JURISDIC'flON. Guarantor hereby (a) consents and submits to 
the jurisdiction of the courts of the State of New York and the federal courts sitting in the State 
of New York with respect to any dispute arising, directly or indirectly, out of this Guaranty, 
(b) waives any objections Which the 1Jndersigned may have to the laying of venue in any such 
suit, action or proceeding In either suoh court, (c) agrees to Join Landlord in any petition for 
removal to either such court, and (d) irrevocably designates and appoint$ Tenant as its authorized 
agent to accept and acknowledge on its behalf service of process with respect to any disputes 
ads!ng, directly or indirectly, out of this Guaranty, The undersigned hereby acknowledges and 
agrees that Landlord may obtain personal Jurisdiction and perfect service of process through 
Tenant as the undersigned agent, or by any other means now or hereafter permltwd by applicable 
law. Nothing above shdl limit Landlord's choice of forum for purposes of enforcing this 
Guaranty, 

9, CERTAIN ADDITIONAL COVENANTS. 
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9,1 Financial Deliveries. Guarantor shall deliver the following information 
to Landlord: 

9.1.1 As soon as available, and in any event within 120 days after the 
close of each calendar year, in hard copy and electronic format, in form satisfactory to Landlord, 
and presented on ii consolidated as well as a property-by-property basis, complete financial 
statements prepared fot• such year with respect to Guarantor inclnding a balance sheet as of the 
end of such year, together with related statements of operations, cruih flows and changes in 
equity for such calendar year, prepared in accordance with GAAP applied on a consistent basis. 

Upon the delivery of any financial information by or on behalf of Guarantor 
pursUllnt to this Section 9 from time to time during the Lease Tenn, Guar~ntor sliall be deemed 
(unless Guarantor specifically states otherwise in writing) to automatlonlly represent and warrant 
to Landlord that the financial information delivered to Landlol'd is tnre, accijrate and complete, 
presents fairly the results of operations of Guarantor for the respective periods covered thereby, 
reflects accurately the books and records of account of Guarantor as of such dates and for such 
periods, and that there has been no adverse change in the financial condition of Guarantor since 
the date of the then applicable financial lnfonnation. 

9,2 Assignment: Sale of Assets: Change i11 Control, Without the prior 
consent of Landlord, which consent may be withheld or granted in Landlord's sole discretion, 
Guarantor shall not assign (whether directly or indirectly), in whole or In part, this Guaranty or 
any obligation hereunder or, through one or more step transactions or tiered transactions, do, or 
permit to be done, any activity, transaction or Transfer prohibited under Section 10,1 of the 
Lease. 

9.3 Payment Method; Default Interest. Guarantor shall make any payments 
due hereunder in immediately available funds by wire transfer to Landlord's bank account as 
notified by Landloi·d, unless Landlord agrees to another method of payment of Immediately 
available funds. If Guarantor does not pay an amount due hereunder on its due date, Guarantor 
shall pay, on demand, interest at 18% annually on the amount due for a period ending on the full 
payment of such amount, including the day of repayment, whether before Ol" after any judgment 
or award, to the extent perntltted under applicable law. 

10. MISCELLANEOUS, 

10,1 Guarantor further agrees that Landlord may, without notice, assign this 
Guaranty in whole or in part. [f Landlord disposes of its interest in the Lease, "Landlord," as 
used in this Guaranty, shall mean Landlord's successors and assigns. 

10.2 Guarantor promises to pay all costs of collection or enforcement incurred 
by Landlord in exercising any remedies provided for ln the Lease or this Guaranty whether at 
law or in equity. If any legal action or proceeding is commenced to interpret or enforce the 
terms of, or obligations arising out of, this Guaranty, or to recover damages for the breach 
thereof, the party prevailing in any such action or proceedings shall be entitled to recover from 
the non-prevailing party all attorneys' fees and reasonable costs and expenses incurred by the 
prevailing party. As used herein, "attorneys' fees" shall mean the fees and expenses of counsel 
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... - -- . .. .. ----··----... ---· .. -- -- __ .. --, --, ----
NYSCEF DOC. NO. 3 

......... 
RECEIVED NYSCEF: 09/18/2020 

to the parties hereto, which may include printing, photocopying, duplicating and other expenses, 
air freight charges, mid fees billed for law clerks, paralegals, librarians and others not admitted to 
the bar but performing services under the supervision of an attorney. The term "attorneys' foes" 
shall also include all such fees and expenses incurred with respect to appeals, arbitrations and 
bankruptcy proceedings. 

10.3 Guarantor shall, from time to time within 10 days after receipt of 
Landlord's request, execute, acknowledge and deliver to Landlord a statement certifying that this 
Guaranty is unmodified and in full force and effect (or if there have been modifications, that the 
same is in :full force and effect as modified and stating such modifications), and setting forth 
such other information as Landlord may reasonably request. Such certificate may be relied upon 
by any prospective purchaser, lessor or lender of all or a portlon of the Promises (or any portion 
thereof). 

10.4 If any portion of this Guaranty shall be cleemed invalid, unenforceable or 
illegal for any reason, such invalidity, unenforceabillty or illegality shall not affect tl1e balance of 
this Guaranty, which shall remain in full force and effect to the maximum pennltted extent. 

10,5 The provisions, covenants and guaranties of this Guaranty shall be binding 
upon Guarantor and its heirs, successors, legal representatives and assigns, and shall inure to the 
benefit of Landlord and its successors and assigns, and shali not be deemed waived or modified 
unless such waiver or modification is specifically set forth in writing, executed by Landlord or Its 
successors and assigns, and delivered to Guarantor. 

10.6 Whenever the words "include", "includes", or "including" are used in this 
Guarnnty, they shall be deemed to be followed by the words "without llm!tation", and, whenever 
the oiroumstances or the context requires; the· singular shall be construed as the plural, the 
masculine shall be constrned as the feminine and/or the neuter and vice versa. This Guaranty 
shall be Interpreted and enforced without the aid of any canon, custom or rule oflaw requiring or 
suggesting construction against the party drafting or causing the drafting of the provision in 
question. 

10.7 Each of the rights and remedies herein provided are cumulative and not 
exclusive of any rights or remedies provided by law or in the Lease or this Guaranty. 

10.8 The provisions of this Guaranty shall be governed by and interpreted 
solely in accordance with the internal laws of the State of New York, without giving effect to the 
principles ofoonflicts of law. 

10.9 The execution of this Guaranty after the execution of the Leil.Be shall not 
invalidate this Guaranty or lessen the Obligations of Guarantor hereunder. 

10.10 This Guaranty may be executed in multiple counterpa1ts, each of which 
shall be an original, but all of which shall constitute but one instrument. The signature page of 
any counterpart may be detached therefrom and reattached to any other counterpart to physically 
form a single document. 

10 
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NYSCEF DOC. NO. 3 
--, _..,, ----

RECEIVED NYSCEF: 09/18/2020 

10,11 The Recitals set forth a)love are hereby incorporated by this reference and 
made a part of this Guaranty. OUllrantor hereby represents and wan·ants that the llilcitals are true 
and correct. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Guarantor has executed this Guaranty under seal as of the day 
and year first above written. 

GUARANTOR: 

L~fo~ 

11 
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Exhibit 3 to 

Verified Complaint 
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NYSCEF DOC. NO. 4 RECEIVED NYSCEF: 09/18/2020 

GUARANTY OF LEASE 

THIS GUARANTY OF LEASE (this "Guaranty") is made as of November 19, 2015, 
by Mark Neuinan ("Guarantor"), to WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTillS I, 
LLC, a Massachusetts limited liability company ("Landlord"). 

RECITALS 

A. Landlord has been requested by HBL SNF, LLC a New York Limited Liability 
Company (''Tenant'') to enter into an Amended and Restated Lease and Security Agreement 
dated as of November I 9, 20 I 5 (the "Lease"), whereby Landlord would lease to Tenant, and 
Tenant would lease from Landlord, certain premises located in White Plains, New York, as more 
particularly described in the Lease (the ''Premises"). 

B. Guarantor will derive substantial economic benefit from the execution and 
delivery of the Lease. 

C. Guarantor acknowledges that Landlord would not enter into the Lease unless this 
Guaranty accompanied the execution and delivery of the Lease. 

D. Guarantor hereby acknowledges receipt of a copy of the Lease. 

NOW, THEREFORE, in donsideration of the execution and delivery of the Lease and 
of other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby 
acknowledged, Guarantor covenants and agrees as follows: 

1. DEFINITIONS. Defined terms used in this Guaranty and not otherwise defined 
herein have the meanin?S assigned to them in the Lease. 

2. COVENANTS OF GUARANTOR. 

2.1 Guarantor absolutely, unconditional.ly and irrevocably gua.rantees, as a 
primary obligor and not merely as a surety: (i) the full and prompt payment of all Minimum Rent 
and A<!ditional Rent and all other rent, sums and charges of every type and nature payable by 
Tenant under the Lease, whether due by acceleration or otherwise, including costs and expenses 
of collection (collectively, the "Monetary Obligations"), and (ii) the fuJI, timely and complete 
performance of all covenants, tenns, conditions, obligations, indemnities and agreements to be 
perfonmed by Tenant under the Lease, including any indemnities or other obligations of Tenant 
that survive the expiration or earlier termination of the Lease (all of the obligations described in 
clauses (i) and (ii), are collectively referred to herein as the "Obligations"). 

2.2 Guarantor agrees with Landlord that (i) any action, suit or proceeding of 
any kind or nature whatsoever (an "Action") commenced by Landlord againsrTenant, Guarantor 
or any Other Guarantor of the Lease ("Other Guarantor") to enforce the Obligations shall not 
prejudice in any way Landlord's rights to enforce the Obligations in any subsequent Action 
against Tenant, Guarantor or any Other Guarantor, (ii) Landlord may, at its option, join 
Guarantor in any Action against Tenant or any Other Guarantor or seek recover against 
Guarantor without Land lord first asserting, prosecuting, or exhausting any remedy or claim 
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NYSCEF DOC. NO. 4 RECEIVED NYSCEF: 09/18/2020 

against Tenant or any Other Guarantor and (iii) Guarantor will be conclusively bound by a 

judgment entered in any Action in favor of Landlord against Tenant whether or not Guarantor is 
entered as a party or participates in such Action. 

2.3 If Landlord proposes to grant a mortgage on, or refinance any mortgage 
encumbering the Premises or any portion thereof, Guarantor shall cooperate in the process, and 

shall permit Landlord and the proposed mortgagee to meet with Guarantor or, if applicable, 
officers of Guarantor and to discuss Guarantor's business and finances. On request of Landlord, 
Guarantor agrees to provide any such prospective mortgagee the information to which Landlord 
is entitled hereunder, provided that if any such information is not publicly available, such 

nonpublic information shall be made available on a confidential basis. Guarantor agrees to 
execute, acknowledge and deliver documents requested by the prospective mortgagee (such as a 
consent to the financing, without encumbering Guarantor's or Tenant'·s assets, a consent to a 
collateral assignment of the Lease and of this Guaranty, estoppel certificate, and a subordination, 
non-disturbance and attornment agreement), customary for tenants and their guarantors to sign in 
connection with mortgage loans to landlords, so long as such documents are in form then 

customary among institutional lenders (provided the same do not materially and adversely 

change Tenant's rights or obligations under the Lease or materially and adversely change 
Guarantor's rights and obligations under this Guaranty). 

3. GUARANTOR'S OBLIGATIONS UNCONDITIONAL. 

3.1 This Guaranty is an absolute and unconditional guaranty of payment and 
of performance, and not of collection, and shall be enforceable against Guarantor without the 
necessity of the commencement by Landlord of any Action against Tenant, and without the 
necessity of any notice of nonpayment, nonperformance or nonobservance, or any notice of 
acceptance of this Guaranty, or of any other notice or demand to which Guarantor might 
otherwise be entitled, all of which Guarantor hereby expressly waives in advance. The 
obligations of Guarantor hereunder are independent of, an·d may exceed, the obligations of 
Tenant. 

3.2 This Guaranty shall apply notwithstanding any extension or renewal of the 
Lease, or any holdover following the expiration or tennination of the Lease Term or any renewal 
or extension of the Lease Term. 

3.3 This Guaranty is a continuing guarantee and will remain in full force and 
effect notwithstanding, and the liability of Guarantor hereunder shall be absolute and 
unconditional irrespective of any or all of the following: (i) any renewals, extensions, 
modifications, alterations or amendments of the Lease (regardless of whether Guarantor 

consented to or had notice of same); (ii) any releases or discharges of Tenant or any Other 
Guarantor other than the full release and complete discharge of all of the Obligations; 
(iii) Landlord's failure or delay to assert any claim or demand or to enforce any of its rights 
against Tenant or any Other Guarantor ; (iv) any extension of tlme that may be granted by 
Landlord to Tenant or any Other Guarantor; (v) any assignment or transfer of all of any part of 
Tenant's interest under the Lease (whether by Tenant, by operation of law, or otherwise); 
(vi) any subletting, concession, franchising, licensing or permitting of the Premises or any 

portion thereof; (vii) any changed or different use of the Premises (or any portion thereof); 
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(viii) any other dealings or matters occurring between Landlord and Tenant or any Other 

Guarantor; (ix) the taking by Landlord of any additional guarantees, or the receipt by Landlord of 

any collateral, from Tenant, any Other Guarantor or ~ny other persons or entities; (x) the release 
by Landlord of any Other Guarantor; (xi) Landlord's release of any security provided under the 
Lease or any other guaranty; (xii) Landlord's failure to perfect any landlord's lien or other lien or 
security intl)rest available under applicable Legal Requirements; (xiii) any assumption by any 
person of any or all of Tenant's obligations under the Lease or any Other Guarantor's obligations 
under any other guaranty, or Tenant's assignment of any or all of its rights and interests under 
the Lease, (xiv) the power or authority or lack thereof of Tenant to execute, acknowledge or 
deliver the Lease; (xv) the existence, non-existence or lapse at any time of Tenant as a legal 

entity or the existence, non-existence or termination of any corporate, ownership, business or 
other relationship between Tenant and Guarantor; (xvi) any sale or assignment by Landlord of 

any or all of this Guaranty, any other guaranty and the Lease (including any direct or collateral 
assignment by Landlord to any mortgagee); (xvii) the solvency or lack of solvency of Tenant or 
any Other Guarantor at any time or from time to time; or (xviii) any other cause, whetiler similar 

or dissimilar to any of the foregoing, that might constitute a legal or equitable discharge of 
Guarantor (whether or not Guarantor shall have knowledge or notice thereof) other than payment 

and performance in full of tile Obligations; (xix) the release or discharge of Tenant in any st.ate 
or federal creditors' proceedings, receivership, bankruptcy or other proceeding; (xx) the 

impairment, limitation or modification of the liability of Tenant or the estate of Tenant in 
bankruptcy, or of any remedy for the enforcement of Tenant's liability under tile Lease, resulting 
from the operation of any present or future provision of the United States Bankruptcy Code (11 
U.S.C. § 101 et seq., as amended), or from other statute, or from the order of any court; (xxi) the 
rejection, disaffinnl!nce or other termination of the Lease in any such proceeding; (xxii) the 
assertion or the failure to assert by Landlord against Tenant, of any of the rights or remedies 
reserved to Landlord pursuant to the provisions of the Lease; or (xxiii) if at any time the payment 
of any amount due under the Lease or this Guaranty is rescinded or must otherwise be returned 
by Landlord for any reason, in such event, Guarantor shall pay to Landlord an amount equal to 
any such payment that has been rescinded or returned. This Guaranty shall continue to be 
effective if at any time the payment of any amount due under the Lease or this Guaranty is 

rescinded or must otherwise be returned by Landlord for any reason Without in any way limiting 
the generality of the foregoing, Guarantor specifically agrees that (A) if Tenant's obligations 
under the Lease are modified or amended with the express written consent of Landlord, this 

Guaranty shall extend to such obligations as so amended or modified without notice to, 
consideration to, or the consent of, Guarantor, and (B) this Guaranty shall be applicable to any 

obligations of Tenant arising in connection with a termination of the Lease, whether voluntary or 
otherwise. Guarantor hereby consents, prospectively, to Landlord's taking or entering into any 
or all of the foregoing actions or omissions. For purposes of this Guaranty and the obligations 
and liabilities of Guarantor hereu11.der, "Tenant" shall be deemed to include any and al.I 
concessionaires, licensees, franchisees, department operators, assignees, subtenants, permittees , 
or others directly or indirectly operating or conducting a business in or from the Premises or any 
portion thereof, as fully as if any of the same were the named Tenant under the Lease. 

3.4 Notwithstanding anything to the contrary hereunder, Guarantor shall be 
released and discharged from all liability with respect to any obligations of Tenant under the 

Lease arising or accruing after the Commencement Date (the "Guljranty Termination Date"); 
provided that 60 days prior to the Commencement Date Tenant has delivered to Landlord (i) (a) 
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NYSCEF DOC. NO. 4 RECEIVED NYSCEF: 09/18/20.0 

4. WAIVERS OF GUARANTOR. 

4.1 Without limitation of the foregoing, Guarantor waives (i) notice of 
acceptance of this Guaranty, protest, demand and dishonor, presentmen~ and demands of any 
kind now or hereafter provided for by any siatute or rule of law, (ii) notice of any actions taken 
by Landlord or Tenant under the ·i,ease or any other agreement or instrument relating thereto, 
(iii) notice of any and all defaults by Ten!lnt in the payment of Minimum Rent and Additional 
Rent or other rent, charges or amounts, or of any other defaults by Tenant under the Lease, 
(iv) all other notices, demands and protests, and all ct.her formalities of every kind in connection 
with the enforcement of the Obi i_gations, omission of or delay in which, but for the provisions 6f 
this Section 4, m.ight oonstituto grounds for relieving Guarantor of its obligations hereunder, 
(v) any requirement that Landlord protect, secure, perfect, ihsu!1' or proceed against any security 
interest or lien, or any property subject thereto, or exhaust any right or take any action against 
Tenant, any Other G11arantor or any other person or entity (including any additional guarantor or 
Guarantor) or against any collateral, and (vi) the benefit of any statute of limitations affecting 
Guarantor's liability under this Guaranty. 

4,2 GUARANTOR HEREBY WAIVES TRIAL BY JURY lN ANY 
ACTION, PROCEEDING OR COUNTERCLAlM BROUGHT BY ANY PERSON OR 
8NTITY WITH RESPECT TO ANY MATIER WHATSOEVER ARISING OUT OF OR IN 
ANY WAY CONNECTED WITH: THIS GUARANTY; THE LEASE; ANY LIABILITY OR 
OBLIGATION OF TENANT IN ANY MANNER RELATED TO THE PREM[SES OR ANY 
PORTION THEREOP; ANY CLAIM OF INJURY OR DAMAGE IN ANY WAY RELATED 
TO THE LEAS£ AND/OR THE PREMISES (OR ANY PORTtON THERBOF); ANY ACT OR 
OMISSION OF TENANT, !TS AGENTS, EMPLOYEES, CONTRACTORS, SUPPLIERS, 
SERVANTS, CUSTOMBRS, CONCESSIONAIRES, FRANCHISEES, PERMITTEES OR 
LICENSEES; OR ANY ASPECT OF THE USE OR OCCUPANCY OF, OR TIIE CONDUCT 
OF BUSINESS IN, ON OR FROM THE PREMISES (OR ANY PORTION THEREOF). 
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GUARANTOR SHALL NOT INTERPOSE ANY COUNTERCLAIM OR COUNTERCLAIMS 
OR CLAIMS FOR SET-OFF, RECOUi>MENT OR, DEDUCTION OF RENT IN ANY ACTION 
BROUGHT BY LANDLORD AGAINST GUARANTOR UNDER THIS GUARANTY. 
GUARANTOR SHALL NOT BE ENTITLED TO MAKE, AND HEREBY WAIVES, ANY 
AND ALL DEFENSES AGAINST ANY CLAIM ASSERTED BY LANDLORD OR IN ANY 
SUIT OR ACTJON INSTITUTED BY LANDLORD TO ENFORCE THIS GUARANTY OR 
THE LEASE. IN ADDITION, GUARANTOR HEREBY WAIVES, BOTH WITH RESPECT 
TO THE LEASE AND WITH RESPECT TO THIS GUARANTY, ANY AND ALL RIGHTS 
WHICH ARE W AlVED BY TENANT UNDER THE LEASE, IN THE SAME MANNER AS 
IF ALL SUCH WAIVERS WERE FULLY RESTATED HEREIN. THE LIABJLITY OF 
GUARANTOR UNDER THIS GUARANTY IS PRIMARY AND UNCONDITIONAL. 

4.3 Guarantor expressly waives any and all rights to defenses arising by 
reason of (i) any "one-action" or "anti-deficiency" law or any other law that may prevent 
Landlord from bringing any action, including a claim for deficiency, against Guarantor before or 
after Landlord's commencement or completion of any action against Tenant or any Other 
Guarantor; (ii) ANY ELECTION OF REMEDIES BY LANDLORD (INCLUDING ANY 
TERMINATION OF THE LEASE) THAT DESTROYS OR OTHERWISE ADVERSELY 
AFFECTS GUARANTOR'S SUBROGATION RJGHTS OR GUARANTOR'S RIGHTS TO 
PROCEED AGAINST TENANT FOR REIMBURSEMENT; (iii) any disability, insolvency, 
bankruptcy, lack of authority or power, death, insanity, minority, dissolution, or other defense of 
Tenant, of any other guarantor (or any other Guarantor), or of any other person or entity; or by 
reason of the cessation of Tenant's liability from any cause whatsoever, other than full and final 
payment in legal tender and pe1formance of the Obligations; (iv) any right to claim discharge of 
any or all of the Obligations on the basis of unjustified impairment of any collateral for the 
Obligations; (v) any change in the relationship between Guarantor and Tenant or any Other 
Guarantor or any termination of such relationship; (vi) any irregularity, defect or unauthorized 
action by any or all of Landlord, Tenant, any Other Guarantor or surety, or any of their 
respective officers, directors or other agents in executing and delivering any instrument or 
agreements relating to the Obligations or in carrying out or attempting to carry out the terms of 
any such agreements; (vii) any assignment, endorsement or transfer, in whole or in part, of the 
Obligations, whether made with or without notice to or consent of Guarantor; (viii) if the 
recovery from Tenant or any other Person (including any Other Guarantor) becomes barred by 
any statute of limitations or is otherwise prevented; (ix) the benefits of any and all statutes, laws, 
rules or regulations applicable in the State of Illinois which may require the prior or concun·ent 
joinder of any other party to any action on this Guaranty; (x) any release or other reduction of the 
Obligations arising as a result of the expansion, release, substitution, deletion, addition, or 
replacement (whether or not in accordance with the terms of the Lease) of the Premises or any 
portion thereof; or (xi) any neglect, delay, omission, failure or refusal of Landlord to take or 
prosecute any action for the collection or enforcement of any of the Obligations or to foreclose or 
take or prosecute any action in connection with any I ien or right of security (including perfection 
thereof) existing or to exist in connection with, or as security for, any of the Obligations, it being 
the intention hereof that Guarantor shall remain liable as a principal on the Obligations 
notwithstanding any act, omission or event that might, but for the provisions hereof, otherwise 
operate as a legal or equitable discharge of Guarantor. Guarantor hereby waives all defenses of a 
surety to which it may be entitled by statute or otherwise. 
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5. SUBORDINATION; SUBROGATION. 

5.1 Guarantor subordinates to and postpones in favor of the Obligations 
(i) any present and future debts and obligations of Tenant 01· any Other Guarantor to Guarantor 
(the "Indebtedness"), including: (A) salary, bonuses, and other payments pursuant to any 
employment arrangement; (B) fees, reimbursement of expenses and other payments pursuant to 
any independent contractor arrangement; (C) principal and interest pursuant to any Indebtedness; 
(D) distributions payable to any partners, members or shareholders of Guarantor or Affiliates of 

Guarantor; (E) lease payments pursµant to any leasing arrangement; (F) any management fees; 
and (G) all rights, liens and security interests of Guarantor, whether now or hereafter arising, in 
any assets of the Tenant or any Other Guarantor, and (ii) any liens or security interests securing 

payment of the Indebtedness. Guarantor shall have no right to possession of any assets of Tenant 
or any Other Guarantor or to foreclose upon any such asset, whether by judicial action or 
otherwise, unless and until the Obligations have been paid and performed in full. Guarantor 

agrees that Landlord shall be subrogated to Guarantor with respect to Guarantor's claims against 
Tenant or any Other Guarantor and Guarantor's rights, liens and security interest, if any, in any 
of Tenan.t's or any Other Guarantor's assets and proceeds thereof until all of the Obligations 
have been paid and performed in full. 

5.2 After the occurrence of an Event of Default and until such Event of 
Default is cured or after the commencement of any bankruptcy or insolvency proceeding by or 
against Tenant and until such proceeding is dismissed, Guarantor shall not: (i) make any 
distributions or other payments to any partners, parent entities, or Affiliates of Guarantor (other 

than to Tenant); or (ii) ask for, sue for, demand, take or receive any payment, by setoff or in any 
other manner, including the receipt of a negotiable instrument, for all or any part of the 
Indebtedness owed by Tenant, or any successor or assign of Tenant, including a receiver, trustee 
or debtor in possession (the term "Tenant" shall include any such successor or assign of Tenant) 

until the Obligations have been paid in full; however, if Guarantor receives such a payment, 
Guarantor shall immediately deliver the payment to Landlord for credit against the then 
outstanding balance of the Obligations, whether matured or unmatured. Notwithstanding 
anything in this Section 5 to the contrary, after an Event of Default has occurred and is 
outstanding, Guarantor may make cash contributions to Tenant. 

5.3 Guarantor shall not be subrogated, and hereby waives and disclaims any 
claim or right against Tenant by way of subrogation or otherwise, to any of the rights of 
Landlord under the Lease or otherwise, or in the Premises (or any portion thereof), which may 
arise by any of the provisions of this Guaranty or by reason of the performance by Guarantor of 
any of its Obligations hereunder. Guarantor shall look solely to Tenant for any recoupment of 
any payments made or costs or expenses incurred by Guarantor pursuant to this Guaranty. If any 
amount shall be paid to Guarantor on account of such subrogation rights at any time when all of 

the Obligations shall not have been paid and performed in full, Guarantor shall immediately 
deliver the payment to Landlord for credit against the then outstanding balance of the 
Obligations, whether matured or unmatured. 

6. REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES OF GUARANTOR. Guarantor 
represents and warrants that: 

6 
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6.1 This Guaranty is valid and binding upon and enforceable against 
Guarantor without the requirement of further action or condition. 

6.2 The execution, delivery and performance by Guarantor of this Guaranty 
does not and will not (i) contravene any applicable Legal Requirements, the organizational 
documents of Guarantor, if applicable, any order, writ, injunction, decree applicable to 
Guarantor, or any contractual restriction binding on or affecting Guarantor or any of its 
properties or assets, or (ii) result in or requit-e the cr<,ation of any ·lien, security interest or other 
charge or encumbrance upon or with respect to any of its properties or assets. 

6.3 No approval, consent, exemption, authorization or other action by, or 
notice to, or filing with, any govern111ental authority is necessary or required in connection with 
the execution, delivery or performance by, or enforcement against, Guarantor of this Guaranty or 
any other instrument or agreement required hereunder. 

6.4 There is no action, suit or proceeding pending or threatened against or 
otherwise affecting Guarantor before any court or other governmental authority or any arbitrator 
that may materially adve1·sely affect Guarantor's ability to perform its obligations under this 
Guaranty. 

6.5 Tenant is directly or indirectly owned and controlled by Guarantor. 

6.6 Guarantor has derived or expects to derive financial and other advantages 
and benefits directly or indirectly, from the making of the Lease and the payment and 
performance of the Obligations. Guarantor hereby acknowledges that Landlord will be relying 
upon Guarantor's guarantee, representations, warranties and covenants contained herein. 

6.7 All reports, statements (financial or otherwise), ce1iificates and other data 
furnished by or on behalf of Guarantor to Landlord in connection with this Guaranty or the Lease 
are: true and con·ect, in all material respects, as of the applicable date or period provided therein; 
do not omit to state any material fact or circumstance necessary to make. the statements contained 
therein not misleading; and fairly represent the financial condition of Guarantor as of the 
respective date thereof; and no material adverse change has occurred in the financial condition of 
Guarantor since the date of the most recent of such financial statements. 

7. NOTICES. Any consents, notices, demands, requests, approvals or other 
communications given under this Guaranty shall be in writing and shall be given as provided in 
the Lease, as follows or to such other addresses as either Landlord or Guarantor may designate 
by notice given to the other in accordance with the provisions of this Section 7: 

If to Landlord: 

White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC 
c/oThe Congress Companies 
2 Bourbon Street, Suite 200 
Peabody, Ma 01960 
Attn: William Nicholson 

2308382vl/ll l39-6 
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With a copy to: 

Pasternak Blankstein & Lund LLP 
Prudential Tower 
800 Boylston Street 
Boston, MA 02199 
Attn: Gerald J. Billow, Esq. 

And 

Abrams Fensterman 
111 1 Marcus A venue 
Lake Success, New York 11042 
Attn: Howard F.ensterman, Esq. 
Attn: Greg Stoller, Esq. 

lfto Guarantor: 

HBLSNF, LLC 
53 7 Routes 22 
Purdys, New York I 0578 
Attn: Mark Neuman 

With a copy to: 

Michelman & Robinson 
800 Third Avenue 
New York, New York 
Attn: Mark Zafrin, Esq. 

RECEIVED NYSCEF: 09/18/2020 

8. CONSENT TO JURISDICTION. Guarantor hereby (a) consents and submits to 
the jurisdiction of the courts of the State of New York and the federal courts sitting in the State 
of New York with respect to any dispute arising, directly or indirectly, out of this Guaranty, 
(b) waives any objections which the undersigned may have to the laying of venue in any such 
suit, action or proceeding in either such court, (c) agrees to join Landlord in any petition for 
removal to either such court, and (d) irrevocably designates and appoints Tenant as its authorized 
agent to accept and acknowledge on its behalf service of process with respect to any disputes 
arising, directly or indirectly, out of this Guaranty. The undersigned hereby acknowledges and 
agrees that Landlord may obtain personal jurisdiction and perfect service of process through 
Tenant as the undersigned agent, or by any other means now or hereafter permitted by applicable 
law. Nothing above shall limit Landlord's choice of forum for purposes of enforcing this 
Guaranty. 

9. CERTAIN ADDITIONAL COVENANTS. 
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9.1 Financial Deliveries. Guarantor shall deliver the following information 
to Landlord: 

9.1.1 As soon as available, and in any event within 120 days after the 
close of each calendar year, in hard copy and electronic format, in form satisfactory to Landlord, 
and presented on a consolidated as well as a property-by-property basis, complete financial 
statements prepared for such year with respect to Guarantor including a balance sheet as of the 
end of such year, together witil related statements of operations, cash flows and changes in 
equity for such calendar year, prepared in accordance witil GAAP applied on a consistent basis. 

Upon the delivery of any financial information by or on behalf of Guarantor 
pursuant to this Section 9 from time to time during the Lease Term, Guarantor shal.l be deemed 
(unless Guarantor specifically states otherwise in writing) to automatically represent and warrant 
to Landlord that the financial info1mation delivered to Landlord is true, accurate and complete, 
presents fairly the results of operations of Guarantor for the respective periods covered thereby, 
reflects accurately the books and records of account of Guarantor as of such dates and for such 
periods, and that tilere has been no adverse change in tile financial condition of Guarantor since 
the date of the then applicable financial information. 

9.2 Assignment; Sale of Assets; Change in Control. Without the prior 
consent of Landlord, which consent may be withheld or granted in Landlord's sole discretion, 
Guarantor shall not assign (whether directly or indirectly), in whole or in part, this Guaranty or 
any obligation hereunder br, througil one or more step transactions or tiered transactions, do, or 
permit to be done, any activity, transaction or Transfer prohibited under Section 10.1 of the 
Lease. 

9.3 Payment Method; Default Interest. Guarantor shall make any payments 
due hereunder in immediately available funds by wire transfer to Landlord's bank account as 
notified by Landl9rd, unless Landlord agrees to another method of payment of immediately 
available funds. If Guarantor does not pay an amount due hereunder on its due date, Guarantor 
shall pay, on demand, interest at 18% annually on the amount due for a period ending on the full 
payment of such amount, including the day of repayment, whether before or after any judgment 
or award, to the extent permitted under applicable law. 

10. MISCELLANEOUS. 

10.1 Guarantor further agrees that Landlord may, without notice, assign this 
Guaranty in whole or in part. If Landlord disposes of its interest in the Lease, "Landlord," as 
used in this Guaranty, shall mean Landlord's successors and assigns. 

10.2 Guarantor promises to pay all costs of collection or enforcement incurred 
by Landlord in exercising any remedies provided for in the Lease or this Guaranty whether at 
law or in equity. If any legal action or proceeding is commenced to interpret or enforce the 
terms of, or obligations arising out of, this Guaranty, or to recover damages for the breach 
thereof, the party prevailing in any such action or proceedings shall be entitled to recover from 
the non-prevailing party all attorneys' fees and reasonable costs and expenses incurred by tile 
prevailing party. As used herein, "attorneys• fees" shall mean the fees and expenses of counsel 
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to the parties hereto, which may include printing, photocopying, duplicating and other expenses, 
air freight charges, and fees billed for law clerks, paralegals, librarians and others not admitted to 
the bar but performing services under the supervision of an attorney. The term "attorneys' fees" 
shall also include all such fees and expenses incurred with respect to appeals, arbitrations and 
bankruptcy proceedings. 

10.3 Guarantor shall, from time to time within l O days after receipt of 
Landlord's request, execute, acknowledge and deliver to Landlord a statement certifying that this 
Guaranty is unmodified and in full force and effect (or ifthere have been modifications, that the 
same is in full force and effect as modified and stating such modifications), and setting forth 
such other information as Landlord may reasonably request. Such certrficate may be relied upon 
by My prospective purchaser, lessor or lender of all or a portion of the Premises (or any portion 
thereof). 

10.4 If any portion of this Guaranty shall be deemed invalid, unenforceable or 
illegal for any reason, such invalidity, unenforceability or illegality shall not affect the balance of 
this Guaranty, which shall remain in full force and effect to the maximum permitted extent. 

10.5 The provisions, covenants and guaranties of this Guaranty shall be binding 
upon Guarantor and its heirs, successors, legal representatives and assigns, and shall inure to the 
benefit of Landlord and its successors and assigns, and shall not be deemed waived or modified 
unless such waiver or modification is specifically set forth in writ[ng, executed by Landlord or [ts 
successors and assigns, and delivered to Guarantor. 

10.6 Whenever the words "include", "includes", or "including" are used in this 
Guaranty, they shall be deemed to be followed by the words "without limitation", and, whenever 
the circumstances or the context requires, the singular shall be construed as the plural, the 
masculine shall be construed as the feminine and/or the neuter and vice versa. This Guaranty 

· shall be interpreted and enforced without the aid of any canon, custom or rule of law requiring or 
suggesting construction against the party drafting or causing the drafting of the provision in 
question. 

10.7 Each of the rights and remedies herein provided are cumulative and not 
exclusJve of any rights or remedies provided by law or in the Lease or this Guaranty. 

10.8 The provisions of this Guaranty shall be governed by and interpreted 
solely in accordance with the internal Jaws of the State ofNew York, without giving effect to the 
principles of conflicts of law. 

10.9 The execution of this Guaranty after the execution of the Lease shall not 
invalidate this Guaranty or lessen the Obligations of Guarantor hereunder. 

10.10 This Guaranty may be executed in multiple counterparts, each of which 
shall be an original, but all of which shall constitute but one instrument. The signature page of 
any counterpart may be detached therefrom and reattached to any other counterpart to physically 
form a single document. 

IO 
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1().11 The Recitals set forth above are hereby incorporated by this reference and 
made a part of this Guaranty. Guarantor hereby represents and warrants that the Recitals ari' true 
and correct. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Guarantor has executed this Guaranty under seal as of the day 
and year first above written. · 

-~t~ 
Mark Neuman 

ll 
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Exhibit 4 to 

Verified Complaint 
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HBL-SNF, LLC 
1280 Albany Post Road 

Croton-on-Hudson, NY 10520 

November 20, 2019 

White Plains Healthcare Properties, I, LL 

West Peabody Executive Center 
2 Bourbon Street 

Peabody, MA 01960 

Attn: William Nicholson 

Re: Letter oflntent 

Dear Mr. Nicholson 

Premises: 116-120 Church Street 
White Plains, New York 

RECEIVED NYSCEF: 09/18/2020 

This Letter of Intent ("LOI") outlines our proposal for White Plains Health Care Prope1ties, 

I, LLC (the "Contributor") to transfer the premises known as 116-120 Church Street, White Plains 

New York (the "Premises") to a Delaware Statutory Trust where we would jointly hold the 
beneficial interests in the Trust on the terms and conditions set forth below. The Building a skilled 

nursing home facility consisting of one hundred sixty (160) beds (the "Facility") had been 

constructed pursuant to a Development Agreement dated November 19111, 2015 and for which we 

had simultaneously entered into that cettain operating lease by and between you as Landlord and 
us as Tenant/Operator, (the "Lease"). 

I) Basic Transaction: (the "Transaction"): Contributor shall contribute premises 116-120 
Church Street White Plains, New York to a newly formed Delaware Statutory Trust (the 

"Trust") formed by the parties. This transaction shall be memorialized by a contribution 

agreement in substantially the form annexed hereto as Exhibit A. The Contribution shall be 

governed by IRC Sec. 721. The agreed upon cost and fair market basis shall be 
$67,345,348.00 

a) Lizer Jozefovic and Mark Neuman will acquire from the Trust by a Purchase Agreement 

77.50 Percent of the Beneficial Interests in the Trust and redemption ofa portion of the B 

Beneficiaries' interest for a purchase price of $52,200,000.00 paid as follows; 

i) By a down payment (the "Down Payment") not to be held in escrow, but to be made 

upon the execution and delivery of this LOI of $2,200,000.00 by wire transfer to the 

account of White Plains Healthcare Prope1ties I, LLC according to the wire 
instructions annexed hereto. 

ii) By the Trust obtaining a new first m01tgage of $51,000,000.00 to pay the balance of 

the Purchase Price and cover closing costs to be used as follows; 

NY\243R82.1 
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(1) To pay the first Mortgage held by Security Benefit Life Insurance in the 

approximate amount of$39,226,253 plus accrued interest and fees. 

(2) To pay the loan encumbering the membership interests of the Contributors by 

Bradford Allen in the approximate amount of$9,770,963 plus accrued interest and 
fees; 

(3) By the Trust making a non-refundable down payment of $2,200,000.00 

(4) To pay the costs of the financing. 

b) Lizer Jozefovic and Mark Neuman shall be the A Beneficiaries of the trust holding a 

77.50% Beneficial interest, and the present members of the Contributor or their designees 

shall be the B Beneficiary with a 22.5% equity position. 

c) The A Beneficiaries shall be the personal guarantors of the new financing in the amount 

of Fifty-One Million ($51,000,000.00) Dollars. The Transaction is to close thitty (30) 

days after Buyer has received approval for the Financing set forth in paragraph l)a) ii)). 

The Contribution Agreement shall call for a purchase price equal to Transferors cash 

basis in the property and shall not result in a taxable event for Contributor; 

d) The Financing shall be an obligation of the Trust secured by a first mortgage loan on the 
Facility and the Premises. 

e) Lizer Jozefovic and Mark Neuman shall act as the Personal Guarantors and shall be 

obligated ifnecessary,-to secure additional personal guarantors to ensure that none of the 

B beneficiaries shall have any obligation to guarantee the Financing. Any additional 

guarantors on the Financing shall also execute and deliver a personal guaranty of 
Tenant's obligations to Landlord on the Lease. All guaranties on the Lease shall be full 

unlimited personal guarantees. 

f) The Financing shall bear interest at a constant rate of no more than 7% per annum with 

Principal and Interest paid on an amortization schedule of35 years and shall be subject to 
the reasonable approval of the Contributor, which consent shall not be unreasonably 

withheld or delivered without cost to the Tenant Borrower. 

g) Formal Contracts: The Parties intend that additional agreements including the 

Contribution Agreement, Redemption Agreement and Trust Agreement (the Formal 
Contracts") shall be complete as of November 22nd, 2019, and absent execution of 

Formal Contracts this LOI shall govern provided the Down Payment is received in good 
funds by Contributor upon execution of this LOI, and in no event latter than the end of 

business November 22, 2019. In the event Tenant defaults in the payment ofrent on the 
Lease and such default continues for five (5) days, Contributor shall have the right to 

terminate this LOI and all Formal Contracts. 

h) Closing: The Closing of the Transaction ("Closing") will occur at the offices of the First 

Mmtgagee Bank's counsel or such other location within the State of New York as may 

be agreed upon by the Parties thirty (30) days after receipt by the Trust of approval for 

1566078_3.doci,: 
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the Financing but no later than April 1st, 2020. If the Tenant has a commitment letter on 

April 1'', 2020 that is in the process ofclosing or if the closing is delayed by a title issue, 

the closing date shall be automatically extended for another Ninety-Days. If the closing 

does not occur by such date, time being of the essence, this LOI and the Formal Contracts 

shall be terminated and no party shall have any rights with respect thereto. The patties 

shall remain as Landlord and Tenant pursuant to the existing Lease until such time as the 

Transaction closes. The Lease may be amended as provided herein but only if and when 

such amendments are approved by Contributor's existing Lender. 

2) Structure of the Trust: The Contributor and Tenant have agreed to create a Trust as a 

"statutory trust" in accordance with Chapter 38 of Title 12 of the Delaware Code, 12 Del. C. 

3 80 I and enter into a Trust Agreement which shall constitute the "governing instrument" of 

the Trust. Each party will become a Beneficiary and will transfer certain sums of money and/or 

property to the Trust in exchange for a beneficial interest in the Trust as set forth above; 

a) The Trust shall be a special purpose entity which is being formed solely for the purpose of 

acquiring the Trust Prope1ty from the Contributor and maintaining, improving, building 

upon, and leasing the Trust Property for use as a skilled nursing facility and all and such 

other activities incident or appropriate to the preceding 

b) Simultaneously upon the closing of the transaction, the existing lease shall be modified 

only as set forth herein. 

c) The trust shall be permitted to have only the following liens on the Trust Property and no 
other: 

i) A Mortgage in the amount of Fifty-One Million ($51,000,000.00) Dollars (the "First 

Mortgage") the terms of which shall be acceptable to the Department of Health and the 

Contributor. 

ii) The Trust will designate Howard Fensterman and William Nicholson as the 

Administrative Trustees of the B interests. 

156607&_3.d~c:>: 

(1) The Trust Agreement shall provide that Howard Fensterman and William 

Nicholson as the B beneficiaries Administrative Trustees shall have the sole 

authority to all issues governing administering and enforcing the terms of the Lease 

including the collection and distribution of rent. 

(2) Lizer Jozefovic shall be responsible as the overall Administrative Trustee for all 

other matters concerning the building including but not limited to repairs, 

maintenance, and operation of the building. Any Trustee may be removed for 

cause including misconduct, bad faith, fraud or gross negligence. 

(3) Except as othe1wise provided in a Trust Agreement to be executed and 

notwithstanding any provision of the Act that otherwise so empowers the Trust, 

neither the Beneficiaries nor any Trustees nor any other Person shall be authorized 

or empowered, nor shall they permit the Trust, to take any of the following actions 
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without the prior unanimous written consent of all of the Beneficiaries: 

(a) Make any arrangements to reduce, modify, or forebear on the payment of rent 
by the Tenant. 

(b) Guarantee any obligation of any Person, including any Affiliate; 

(c) engage, directly or indirectly, in any business other than the actions req_uired or 
permitted to be performed hereunder; 

( d) incur, create or assume any indebtedness; 

( e) make or permit to remain outstanding any loan or advance to, or own or acquire 
any stock or securities of, any Person; 

(f) To the fullest extent permitted by law, engage in any dissolution, liquidation, 

consolidation, merger, asset sale or transfer of their Interests subject to 

obtaining any approvals required under this Trust Agreement other than a sale 

of the interests to qualified purchasers under a syndicated offering of the B 

interests. The cost of such syndication shall not be charged to the B 

Beneficiaries and all monies derived therefrom and due hereunder shall be net 
of the costs of the syndication. 

(g) allow any business to be conducted on the Property other than the operation of 
a skilled nursing facility and ancillary uses; 

(h) own any other property or engage in any business other than owning and leasing 
the Trust Property for use as a skilled nursing facility; 

(i) take any action to consolidate or merge the Trust with or into any Person; 

U) sell all or any portion of or any interest in the Trust Property; 

(k) grant an option to lease all or any portion of the Trust Property for a term (with 
all extension periods) ending on or after the 45th Anniversary Date; 

(1) amend, terminate or waive any material provisions of any lease for all or any 
pottion of the Trust Property; 

(m)enter into any agreement with any Person giving any Person any rights with 

respect to the Trust Property that extend beyond the 45th Anniversary Date or 
which are not terminable without penalty on less than 90 days' notice; 

(n) encumber the Trust Property with any mortgages or another lien, easement, 

covenant or restriction other than the First Mortgage, or a HUD Mortgage to 

refinance the debt contemplated by this Agreement, at such time as HUD 
regulations shall allow; 

( o) modify the Trust Agreement or the Trust's certificate of trust in any manner, 
issue additional Interests in the Trust to any Person, or modify the rights and 

privileges of the Interest owners; 

(p) institute proceedings to have the Trust be adjudicated bankrupt or insolvent, or 

consent to the institution of bankruptcy or insolvency proceedings against the 

Trust or file a petition seeking, or consent to, reorganization or relief with 

respect to the Trust under any applicable federal or state law relating to 
bankruptcy, or consent to the appointment of a receiver, liquidator, assignee, 

trustee, sequestrate (or other similar official) of the Trust or a substantial part 
of its property; 

( q) make any assignment for the benefit of creditors of the Trust; 
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(r) admit in writing the Trust's inability to pay its debts generally as they become 
due; 

(s) take action in futtherance of any of the foregoing actions; or dissolve or 
liquidate the Trust. 

iii) The 22.5% of the Trust Owned by the B Beneficiaries interest shall be subject to a 
Redemption Agreement where the B interests shall be sold to the A interests or their 
designees, assigns or transferees, over five years for a total price of$19,800,000.00 in 
four tranches tranches each representing interests of 5.625% each 

(1) Tranche one on or before August 1, 2020 in the amount of $3,786,250.00 
(2) Tranche two on or before August 1, 2021 in the amount of $3,786,250.00 
(3) Tranche three on or before August 1, 2022 in the amount of$3,786,250.00 
(4) Final Tranche by August 1, 2023 in the amount of$8,441,250 

iv) Any purchase of the membership interests shall be a purchase of Beneficial Interests 
from the B Beneficiaries and shall reduce the Priority Return proportionate to the 
payments as a percentage of the total remaining price of$19,800,000, which is the 
balance after payment of the non-refundable Down Payment. 

v) The A Beneficiaries shall prepare at their sole cost and expense of the A Beneficiaries 
a Private Placement Memorandum for the Sale of Membership interests in the Trust by 
a Broker Dealer who specializes in sales of marginal interests in Delaware Statutory 
Trusts to individuals and other entities who have to designate property as target 
property in connection with 1031 Exchanges of Property. The A Beneficiaries shall 
have the right to designate a portion of their membership interests as C interests for the 
purpose of selling them as patt of the same syndication, provided that (1) there is no 
change in control of the A Beneficiaries or the Tenant entity. 

vi) The B Beneficiaries will be entitled to a priority return ( the "Priority Return") equal 
to all available rental and other income over and above the payment of the P&I on the 
New First Mortgage which shall in no event be less than $2,000,000 per year (as 
adjusted by periodic redemptions) and shall be paid to the B Beneficiaries as a Priority 
Return until such time as they have been fully redeemed pursuant to the Redemption 
Agreement. 

vii)The Trustee shall deposit all rents and other funds collected from the operation of the 
Real Estate in the bank designated by the first m01tgagee (the "Operating Account") 
which shall be subject to both a Deposit Account Control Agreement and Deposit 
Account Instruction Agreement. The Trust shall maintain books and records of the 
funds from the Real Estate deposited in such account, interest earned thereon, and 

withdrawals therefrom. The Trustee shall pay from the Operating Account the 
operating expenses of the Real Estate ( other than those paid by a tenant of the Real 

Estate as set forth in its lease) and any other payments relative to the Real Estate as 
required by this the Trust Agreement. 
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viii) The Trustee shall be responsible for receiving all cash from the Tenant and placing 

such cash into one or more accounts as required under the distribution and investment 

obligations of the Trust Agreement. The Trustees shall furnish quarterly and annual 
reports to each of the Beneficiaries as to the amounts of rent received from the Tenant, 

the expenses incurred by the Trust with respect to the Real Estate (if any), the amount 

of any Reserves and the amount of the distributions made by the Trust to the 
Beneficiaries. 

ix) To the extent permitted by the Internal Revenue Code depreciation, which shall be 

calculated on a straight-line depreciation method shall be allocated as follows: a) first 
to the B Beneficiary to the extent necessary to shelter the Priority return from taxes and 

b) second to the beneficiaries, pro rata, in accordance with the ownership interests. 

3) Condition of Property and Title: Contributor shall give, and the Trust and the Trust shall 

accept, a good and marketable title which any National Title Insurance Company (the "Title 

Company"), will approve and insure at standard rates, free and clear of all liens, 

hypothecations, mortgages, easements, and encumbrances, except for the Permitted 
Exceptions. 

i) The Premises is being contributed subject to the following exceptions to the title (the 
"Permitted Exceptions"): 

([) Zoning and building regulations, restrictions and ordinances now or hereafter 
adopted or imposed by any governmental or quasi-governmental body having or 

asserting jurisdiction over the Premises or any part thereof; 

(2) Future Real Estate taxes, assessments, water charges, sewer rents or other charges 
not yet due and payable (subject to app01iionment as provided herein) and cetiified, 

confirmed or ratified assessment liens and pending assessments, if any; 

(3) The state of facts shown on an updated as built survey prepared originally prepared 

and revised to be an as built survey, (the "Survey") and such additional state of 

facts which said survey would show or reveal provided such additional state of facts 
do not render title unmarketable; 

(4) Any state of facts a physical inspection of the Premises would reveal; 

(5) Exceptions permitted by the Title Company (as defined herein) (the "Title 
Exceptions"); 

4) All payments made to purchase any po1iion of the B Beneficiaries 22.5% interest shall also 

act to proportionally reduce the amount of Priority Return paid to the B beneficiaries under 

the Trust and the proportionate difference shall be paid to the A Beneficiaries or whoever 

purchases the B Beneficiaries interests as the case may be., 

a) Distributions: Provided that all required payments set fo1ih herein have been made by the 

Tenant, During the interim period prior to the purchase of the premises Tenant may pay 

Management Fees so long as (i) the amount of such Management Fees paid in any twelve

month period shall not exceed five percent (5%) of Tenants' gross revenues for such period 
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and (ii) there shall not then exist, and/or the paying of such Management Fees shall not 
cause there to exist, a Default or Event of Default under the Lease the first mortgage on the 
property or the Tenant's Working Capital Loans, (iii) the Initial Payment, the payment of 
Rent, and all other payments set forth herein have been made by the Buyer/Tenant.. Upon 
the occurrence of an Event of Default, Tenant shall not pay Management Fees. The Tenant 
will make no distributions to its shareholders, officers, affiliates, or any related party unless 
the Down Payment, the payment of Rent is current, and. 

5) Confidentiality and Disclosure: Tenant and Contributor shall each maintain the 
confidentiality of all confidential and non-public information supplied by the other. If this 
Transaction is not consummated, each party shall return all documents obtained to the other. 
Except as required by law, without the prior written consent of the other party, neither Tenant 
nor Contributor will make, and each will direct its representatives not to make, directly or 
indirectly, any public comment, statement, or communication with respect to, or othetwise 
disclose or to permit the disclosure of the existence of discussions regarding, a possible 
transaction between the parties or any of the terms, conditions, or other aspects of the 
transaction proposed in this Letter of Intent. If a party is required by law to make any such 
disclosure, the parties shall consult with each other and seek to agree upon appropriate 
language for such disclosure. The Tenant acknowledges that Contributor will be unable to 
furnish any patient health information unless such disclosure complies specifically and 
completely with all terms, conditions, regulations, and guidelines in HIP AA. 

6) Interim Operation: Subject to the approval in writing of Contributor's existing Lender, the 
parties will enter into an amendment of the Lease as follows to allow for the operation of the 
facility before the closing .. 

a) Commencement Date:The Commencement Date according to the Lease shall be 
September 30, 2019. 

b) Rent: An initial rent payment of $509,000.00 has been paid receipt of which is on account 
toward the rental period from September 30, 2019 to October 31, 2019 (the "October 2019 
Rent") leaving a balance of $13,735 for October 2019 Rent. November l, 2019, to 
November 30, 2019 (the "November 2019 Rent") shall be postponed until November 18, 
2019 and shall be paid by Tenant on that date. The next rental payment shall be the 
December monthly rent amount outlined in the Lease - $506,097 which shall be paid on 
December 5, 2019. Also, the Tenant will reimburse the Landlord for their municipal 
maintenance escrow and utility deposits of $5,500 and $60,356, respectively. Such 
reimbursement payment shall be made on or before December 51h, 2019. Upon receipt of 
the $60,356 for the utility deposits from the Tenant, Landlord will direct any refund from 
the Utility companies to the Tenant, or othetwise pay such refund over to the Tenant 
forthwith provided Landlord has previously received those funds from the Tenant. 

i) The following amounts are in dispute, and neither party will be obligated to waive their 
rights and positions by the signing of this agreement. The landlord has demanded the 
following sums due to their Lender. 
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(1) Late and Default Interest costs of $201,997.34 for September 2019 and October 
2019, 

(2) $19,000 of Late Fees for November 2019, 

(3) $5,061 per day for Default Interest premium during November 2019. 

ii) The A Beneficiaries and the B Beneficiaries shall jointly negotiate with the 
Contributor's current Lenders to effectuate the best possible settlement of these late 
costs ( the "Late Costs"). The amounts if any remaining after such joint negotiation will 
be paid by the 77.5% by the Buyer and 22.5% by the Contributor (provided the Initial 
Payment, the payment of Rent and all other payments set forth herein are made timely) 
from Financing proceeds. Ifnot available from the Financing proceeds the Tenant shall 
pay all Late Costs .. 

c) Security Deposit/ Guaranty: Section 7.l(a)(i) the Lease shall be amended to provide that 
Tenant shall enter into a Deposit Account Control Agreement with Metropolitan National 
Bank which can only be revoked with the consent of both parties, which shall provide that 
each month, the Tenant's Lender shall draw on the loan amount first to pay rent to the 
Landlord, notwithstanding the adequacy of any accounts receivable borrowing base 
calculations. This Document shall be part of the Closing Documents on the Tenant's first 
initial Term Loan and shall be delivered in full effect by December I, 2019. 

d) Section 7.l(a)(ii) of the Lease shall be amended to provide that the obligation for the 
Security Deposit shall initially be reduced to 2,000,000 dollars. 

i) The sum shall be paid by Tenant as follows: (a) Provided that the Contributor has 
obtained a permanent Certificate of Occupancy the Tenant shall draw the initial 
$1,000,00.00 from its credit line on or no later than December I, 2019. (b) Landlord 
shall obtain a release of the lien of its Lender on the FF &E, upon delivery of free and 
clear title to the FF&E the Tenant will enter into a reverse lease and obtain at least 
$1,000,000.00 which shall be paid on account of the Security Deposit no later than 
April 1, 2020. 

ii) Also, Tenant shall pay the sum of $40,000 per month commencing January 1, 2020 
to be treated as additional rent until there is a total $3,700,000 posted as Security 
Deposit under 7. l(a)(i). 

e) Section 7.l(a)(iii) of the Lease shall be amended to provide that instead of delivering the 
sum of $1,600,000 in cash, the ~enter into a blocked account agreement wherein 
and whereby account numbe~n JP Morgan Chase Bank NA prohibiting any 
liquidation of that account until the Second Payment is paid. Such account shall be not be 
posted as collateral security ta Landlord's Lender provided the Initial Payment has been 
made in full, and all payments of Rent are current and the Tenant is not otherwise in 
Default, except that the Landlord shall have a security interest in such account under a 
DAISA, which allows the Landlord to demand the liquidation of such account to pay any 
defaults under the lease. 
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f) Working Capital: Section 7.7 of the Lease shall be amended to suspend the requirement 
for providing the working capital account. The Tenant shall be obtaining a single working 
capital line for $8,000,000.00 no later than December 1, 2019. 

g) Right of First Refusal and Option to Purchase: The Tenant's rights with respect to the right 
of first refusal and option to purchase under Sections 3.7 and 3.7 of the Lease will be 
suspended pending payment in full of the Security Deposits required by Section 7.1 (a)(i), 
7.l(a)(ii) and 7.l(a)(iii) of the Lease as amended, the payment of the Initial Payment, the 
working capital required by Section 7.7 of the Lease and Tenant being in full compliance 
with the Lease. 

h) Insurance: Tenant shall obtain prope1ty insurance, effective as of September 30, 2019, and 
(2) provide the property insurance, and all other insurances required by the Lease by 
November 19, 2019, effective retroactively back to September 30, 2019. 

i) Real Estate Taxes: Real estate taxes shall be prorated as of September 30, 2019 and the 

Tenant's portion shall be paid to the Landlord no later than December 1, 2019, plus any 
late charges which the City of White Plains may impose. 

j) Utilities: Tenant shall pay actual costs of utilities incurred at the property covering the 
rental period from September 30, 2019 (pro-rated as the utility company billing periods 
may require) forthwith upon presentation of invoices for the same from the Landlord, no 
later than December 1, 2019. 

k) Punchlist: The punch list and all other developer obligations are deemed complete except 
for. 

i) The White Plains Outstanding Punchlist November 5, 2019 (the Remaining Punchlist), 
the value of which is has been determined by the Architect and agreed herein to be 
$3,800. 

ii) The Electric Blinds in rooms (the "Suspended Work") the value of which is agreed 
herein to be $35,000. 

iii) Provided the Initial Payment is made by November 15, 2019 and provided there are no 
other Defaults by the Tenant, Landlord shall complete the Remaining Punchlist and the 
Suspended Work to the approval of the Architect, within 45 days from the date of the 
Contributor's receipt of the Initial Payment. Should Landlord not do so, then the Tenant 

may credit the agreed values of any uncompleted Punchlist or Suspended Work from 
the February, 2020 Rent payment, and the Landlord's Work under the Lease and 
Development Agreement shall be deemed complete. 

Security: Tenant shall assume all property security obligations as of November 11, 2019. 

Upon the closing of the purchase of the premises by the Trust, the Trust shall take an assignment 
of the lease as amended above. 
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7) Exclusivity: In consideration of (I) the Initial Payment, (2) the payment of Rent as set forth 

herein, and (3) Tenant's efforts in pursuing the Transaction, Contributor agrees that (I) until 
the termination of this Letter ofintent, or execution of the Formal Contracts and (2) provided 

the payment of the Initial Payment and the payment of Rent as set forth herein is made, and 

(3) all other obligations of the Tenant set fmth herein,, Contributor will not permit any of its 

affiliates to, and will not authorize or permit any officer, director, employee, counsel, agent, 
investment banker, accountant, or other representative of any of them, directly or indirectly, 

to: (a) initiate contact with any person in an effort to solicit any proposal ( other than that 

contemplated by this Letter ofintent for the acquisition (directly or indirectly , by sale of stock 

or assets, or by merger or consolidation or otherwise) of the operation of the Real Estate, or 

any of the Assets, or any other business combination or financing transaction involving such 

business (a "Proposal); (b) cooperate with, or furnish or cause to be furnished any non-public 
information concerning the operation of the Real Estate, to, any person in connection with any 

Proposal; (c) negotiate or enter into discussions with any person with respect to any Proposal; 

or ( d) enter into any agreements or understanding with the intent to effect a Proposal. 

Contributor will immediately give written notice to Tenant of the details of any Proposal of 

which Contributor becomes aware. Contributor will, and will cause its officers, directors, 

affiliates, agents, and representative to, terminate all discussions regarding a Proposal, other 

than those with Tenant and its representatives concerning the Transaction, and represents that 

neither it nor any of its officers, directors, affiliates, agents, or representatives have entered 
into any executory agreements or accepted any commitments concerning any Proposal other 

than the Transaction provided that (1) this LOI or successor Formal Contracts has not 

terminated, and (2) the payment of the Initial Payment, the payment of Rent as set forth herein 

have all been paid and are current, and (3) all other obligations of the Tenant set forth herein 
are not in Default and are current. 

8) Waiver of Claims: Except as set forth herein above, the Tenant waives any and all claims 
against the Landlord it has or every may have had for the following: (1) any claims by the 

Tenant that the Landlord is or ever was required to deliver a mortgage of any particular amount, 
terms, amortization or interest rate, for Medicaid rate setting or any other purposes (2) any 

claims for Punchlist or uncompleted Work, except for the Remaining Punchlist and the 
Suspended Work defined herein above, and the Warranties and Guarantees set forth in the 

Lease, (3) any claims related to the Cost Certification, except the Landlord shall complete the 

Final Cost Ce1tification in the usual and ordinary course, upon the receipt of the Initial 

Payment, the Rent having been brought and remaining current, and all other obligations of the 
Tenant are paid as set forth herein above. 

9). Expenses: Tenant and Contributor shall each be responsible for their respective accounting, 

legal, advisory, and other costs and expenses in connection with the Transaction. Tenant shall 

reimburse Contributor for its legal, advisory and other costs and expenses in connection with 

the Transaction and the Termination of the Lease. Reimbursement for such legal and 

transaction fees shall not to exceed $125,000 and may be made from the proceeds of the 

Closing, provided the Closing occurs and the Contributor's existing 1'1 Mmtgage Loan and 

Mezzanine Loan are paid off from the proceeds of the Financing by March 31, 2020, and (2) 

the Initial Payment is made as set fotth herein above, and (3) the Tenant is not in default under 
this LOI or the successor Formal Contracts. Otherwise the $125,000 cap shall expire and the 

Tenant shall pay the Contributor all such costs incurred after September 30, 2019. 
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10) Letter oflntent: This LOI represents a statement of all of the terms, conditions, 
representations, warranties, indemnities, covenants, and other provisions that would be 
contained in the definitive documentation for the proposed transactions. This LOI shall 
constitute a binding agreement upon payment of the or any of their respective affiliates will 
have any legal obligation under this LOI unless and until one or more subsequent definitive 
written agreements are mutually executed and delivered by each of Contributor and Buyer. No 
past, present, or future action, course of conduct, or failure to act relating to the transactions 
referenced in this LOI or relating to the negotiation of the terms of such transactions will give 
rise to or serve as the basis for any obligation or other liability on the part of Contributor or 
Buyer or any of their respective affiliates.[ These changes should be rejected] 

11) Governing Law: This Agreement shall be governed by and construed by the internal laws of 
the State of New York, Venue shall be in Westchester County without application of its 
conflicts of law rules. If you agree with the preceding, please sign and return one copy of this 
Letter ofintent. 

HBL-SNF, LLC 

ACKNOWLEDGED AND AGREED 

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC 

By:~ 
Name:·'W'llil~~'A. Nicholson 

Title: Manager 

Accepted and Agreed 

ooouSlgnod by: 

i\:bW rut' J f<.».,Stu'\IIOJA, 
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DELBELLO DONNELLAN WEINGARTEN 

WISE & WIEDERKEHR, LLP 
Alfred E. Donnellnn 
Partner 
aed@ddw-Jaw.com 

COUNSELLORS AT LAW 

THE GATEWAY BUILDING 
ONE NORTH LEXINGTON AVENUE 
WHITE PLAINS, NEW YORK 10601 

(914) 681-0200 
FACSIMILE (914) 684-0288 

January 7, 2020 

BY EMAIL lizerj@watersedgeusa.com 
BY FEDERAL EXPRESS 

HBLSNF,LLC 
1280 Albany Post Road 
Croton-on-Hudson, NY 10520 
Attn: Lizer Josefovic 

NOTICE OF DEFAULT 

Connecticut Office 
l l 11 SUMMER STJU!l!.T 

STAMPORU, CT 0690S 
(203) 298-0000 

AND LANDLORD'S ELECTION TO TERMINATE LEASE AND 
ACCELERATE ALL RENTS DUE FOR THE BALANCE OF THE LEASE TERM 

PREMISES: 116-120 Church Street, White Plains, New York ("the Leased Premises") 

Mr. Josefovic: 

We are attorneys for your Landlord, White Plains Health Care Properties I, LLC. 

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE, that HBL SNF, LLC ("HBL") is in material violation of the 
provisions of its November 19, 2015 Lease, for the above referenced premises ("the Lease"), and 
the November 20, 2019 Letter of Intent (the "LOI"), the terms of which are in full force and 
effect (the "LOI"), and is in DEFAULT thereof, as follows: 

1. Lease Section 3.2, and LOI Para 6) d) ii) - Payment of Rent: HBL has failed or refused to 
pay the following Rent: 

a. Rent due for Sept. 30, 2019- Dec. 31, 2019, totaling $10,831.79. 
b. Additional Rent due for Jan. 01 - 31, 2020, due Jan. 1, 2020, totaling $40,000.00. 

2. Lease Section 4.2, and LOI Para 6) b) - Payment of Real Estate Taxes: HBL has failed to pay 
the following Real Estate Tax payments: 

a. Real Estate Taxes for the period 07/01/19 - 12/31/19, specifically the Tenant's 
prorated portion thereof, ( exclusive of late fees, costs, penalties and interest per 
municipal regulations and per the Lease), totaling $61,456.39. 

b. Real Estate Taxes for the period Jan. 01, 2020-.Tune 30, 2020 totaling $121,587.12 
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NYSCEF DOC. NO. 6 
HBLSNF,LLC 

Attn: Lizer Josefovic 

Janumy 7, 2020 

Page 2 

RECEIVED NYSCEF: 09/18/2020 

3. LOI Para 6) b), and Lease Section 5.2 Payment of Utility Deposits and Municiill!l 
Maintenance Escrows: HBL has failed to pay the following Utility Deposits and Municipal 
Maintenance Escrows: 

a. Utility Deposits totaling $60,356.10 

b. Municipal Maintenance Escrows totaling $5,500.00 

4. Lease Section 4. 1, LOI Section 6) j) - Utility Charges: HBL has failed to pay the following 
Utility Charges: 

a. ConEdison invoice paid by the Landlord to avoid power shutoff, in the amount of 
$2,972.84. 

5. Lease Article VI, including Section 6.2: LOI Para 6) h)-Delivery ofinsurance Certificates. 

a. HBL has failed to deliver certificates of insurance to Landlord in accordance with 
A1ticle VI and Section 6.2 of the Lease. 

6. Lease Section 7.4 (g) and (j) Reporting and other Obligations: 

a. HBL has failed or refused to deliver to the Landlord all Medicare, Medicaid and other 
provider agreements and reimbursement rate sheets for the Facility. 

b. HBL has failed or refused to deliver to the Landlord all Medicare, Medicaid and other 
provider updated reimbursement rate sheets for the Facility. 

7. Lease Section 7.4 (a) -Repo1ting ru1d other Obligations: 

a. HBL has failed or refused to deliver to the Landlord the required financial reporting 
required under the Lease. 

8. Lease Section 7.4 (B) (vi)-Reporting and other Obligations: 

a. HBL has failed or refused to deliver to the Landlord the required written rep01ts 

providing an operational overview of significant events and circumstances at the 
Facility dming each prior month of the Term of the Lease. 

9. Lease Section 7.l(a)fii), as amended by LOI Para 6) d) i) Security Deposit. 

a. HBL has failed or refused to deliver to the Landlord by December 1, 2019 the 

security deposit of $1,000,000.00, to secure full and timely payment and performance 
of Tenant's obligations under the Lease. 

10. Lease Section 7. l(a)(iii), as amended by LOI Para 6) e) -Additional Security Deposit. 

a. HBL has failed to deliver the blocked account agreement prohibiting any liquidation 

of the of $1,600,000.00 held by JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A in the controlled 
account number 3379737272. 

11. Lease Section 4.1, 3.2 {cl, and 9.1 (b) -Payment of Late Fees and Costs 

a. HBL has failed to pay late fees and costs related to the above failures to pay its 

obligations under the Lease and the LOI in the timeframes required theretmder, as set 
f01th in the attached accounting, totaling $23,425.09 

1569918 
0181960-001 
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NYSCEF DOC. NO. 6 

HBLSNF,LLC 
Attn: Lizer Josefovic 
January 7, 2020 
Page3 

- - I -r 

RECEIVED NYSCEF: 09/18/2020 

A true and accurate accounting of the amounts due and owing under the Lease and the 
LOI is attached herewith. 

By reason of the aforementioned material Defaults under the Lease and the LOI, the 
Landlord, hereby exercises its right under Section 16.1 of the Lease to terminate the Lease as 
well as Tenant's right of possession of the Leased Premises, effective Januaiy 13, 2020 at 5.00 
PM NYC time. 

PLEASE TAKE FURTHER NOTICE, that, in accordance with Section 16.1 of the 
Lease, all rent for the balance of the term of the Lease is accelerated, and pursuant to said lease 
provision, HBL is obligated to pay the Landlord $84,073,989.91, being the present value of such 
accelerated rent, discounted at the rate of 6% per annum. 

Landlord reserves all other rights and remedies at law or in equity as against the Tenant, 
all guarantors of the Lease, and the holders of any funds allocated or designated for Landlord's 
benefit. 

Landlord further reserves all rights arising from the Collateral Assignment and Pledge of 
Membership Interest and Security Agreement dated August 11, 2017 ("the Pledge"), including 
but not limited to all rights to enforce the Pledge through a private or public sale of the assignor's 
interest in Waterview Acquisition I, LLC or through a judicial foreclosure of the assignee's 
security interest therein. 

AUTHORIZED AND APPROVED: 

White Plains Health Cai·e Properties I, LLC 

Authorized Representative 

cc: fu Email (lizerj@watersedgeusa.com) & Federal Express 
Lizer .Tosefovic, Guarantor, Individually 
53 Mariner Way 
Monsey, NY 10952 

1569918 
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NYSCEF DOC. NO. 6 

HBLSNF,LLC 
Attn: Lizer Josefovic 
January 7, 2020 
Page4 

1569918 
01Bl960-001 

By Email (markn@epicmgt.com) & Federal Eiqiress 
Mark Neuman, Guarantor, Individually 
22 L yncrest Drive 
Monsey,N"Y 10952 

By Email (rnzafrin@mrllp.com) & Federal Express 
Michelman & Robinson 
800 Third Avenue, 241h Floor 
New Y orlc, NY I 0022 
Attn: Mark Zajrin, Esq. 

By Federal Express 
Gerald Neuman, Individually 
c/o HBL SNF, LLC 
1280 Albany Post Road 
Croton-on-Hudson, NY I 0520 

RECEIVED NYSCEF: 09/18/2020 
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NYSCEF DOC. NO. 6 RECEIVED NYSCEF: 09/18/2020 

WHITE PLAINS HEALTH CARE PROPERTIES I, LLC 
c/o THE CONGRESS COMPANIES 

1 
g 

3 

1 

5 

6 

z 

ft 

9 
10 

11 

2 

3 

4 

5 

General Contrnctors, Constrnction Manager.s, Prope11y Munage1·s, Dovelopment Services 
BOSTON: 

West Peabody Executive Center 
2 Bourbon Street 

Penbody, MA O I !J60 

Phone; 978-535-6700 

Fnx: 978-SJS-6701 

7-Jan-19 

NOTICE OF AMOUNTS AND DELIVERABLES DUE UNDER LEASE & LOI of 11/20/19 
Gentlemen: Pursuant to the Lease and the LOI dated November 20, 2019, the following are due: 

AMOUNTS PAYABLE Due Date Amt Due Amounts Paid Amt Past Due 

Rent January, 2020 (See Note 1 Below) 01/01/20 $ 546,096.50 $ 506,096.50 $ 40,000.00 
Rent 9/30/19. 11/30/19 12/01119 § 10,831.79 § lli 10,831.79 
SUBTOTAL RENT AND ADDITIONAL RENT: $ 556,928.29 $ 506,096.50 $ 50,831.79 

RE Taxes 7 /1/19-12131/19, Tenant portion: 09/30/19-12/31/19 12101/19 $ 61,456.39 $ $ 61,456.39 
RE Taxes for the Qeriod 1/1/20. 6/30/20 12101119 § 121,587.12 i IB 121,587.12 
SUBTOTAL REAL ESTATE TAXES $ 183,043.51 $ $ 183,043.51 

Utility Deposits 12/01/19 $ 60,356.10 $ $ 60,356.10 
Municipal Deposits 12101/19 $ 5,500.00 $ $ 5,500.00 
ConEdlson Electric Invoice 12l11lN ii 2,972.84 ii $ 2,972.84 
Subtotal $ 68,828.94 $ $ 68,828.94 

TOTAL RENT, RE TAXES, & OTHER $ 808,800.74 $ 506,096.50 $ 302,704.24 

Security Deposit 1st payment 12/01/19 !I 1,000,000.00 $ !I 1,000,000.00 

TOTAL AMTS DUE EXCLUDING LA TE FEES & COSTS $ 1,808,800.74 $ 506,096.50 $ 1,302,704.24 

Interest on past due real estate taxes on a per-diem basis: 12/15/19 $ 3,039.68 $ $ 3,039.68 
Late Fees of 5% on Items 1,2,3,5,6, 7 12115/19 $ 9,055.86 $ $ 9,055.86 
Interest on Items 1,2,3,5 & 6 at the Overdue Rate {Prlme+5%) 12115/19 $ 11,329.55 jl $ 11,329.55 
TOTAL LA TE FEES AND COSTS $ 23,425.09 $ $ 23,425.09 

TOTAL AMOUNTS DUE $ 1,832,225.83 $ 506,096.50 $ 1,326,129.33 

ADDITIONAL NOTICE OF ITEMS DUE: As regulred per the Lease and LOI , Qlease grovide the following: 

Notice Is hereby made to that Jan. 2020 & all subsequent Rent shall be due In the 

amount of: $546,096.50, calculated as: $506,096.50 rent plus $40,000.00 additional rent 2nd Notice 

Notice Is hereby made to provide all Medicare and Medicaid provider 

Agreements and rates. 2nd Notice 

Notice Is hereby made lo provide Annual Budget, Capital Expenditures, Operating 
Budget, Annual Financial Reporting, monthly financial reporting Financial 
Reporting, Variance Reporting, Unaudited Financial Reports 

Notice Is hereby made to provide per a written report of significant events at the 

facility Including: Coples of all documenls, reports. licenses and certificates 

from NY DOH pertaining to the Operations of the Facility 2nd Notice 

Notice Is hereby made to provide: Evidence of Insurance, Including all 

required coverages under the lease, and all additional Insureds, 2nd Notice 
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NYSCEF DOC. NO. 6 RECEIVED NYSCEF: 09/18/2020 

Marisa Warshaw 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

TrackingUpdates@fedex.com 

Wednesday, January 8, 2020 1 :37 PM 

Marisa Warshaw 

FedEx Shipment 779498448443 Delivered 

Your package has been delivered 

Tracking # 779498448443 

Ship date: Delivery date: 

Tue, 1/7/2020 Wed, 1/8/2020 1 :34 pm 

~=1~:~ow;~~~:1:n Weingarten 10 ··-· i~::·::;~~:u:::····--.,·-·······-·· 
Wise '------,Dc-celc--iv-e-re-d-,------...J22 L YNCREST DR 

White Plains, NY 10601 MONSEY, NY 10952 

us us 

Shipment Facts 

Our records Indicate that the following package has been delivered. 

Tracking number: 

Status: 

Reference: 

Signed for by: 

Delivery location: 

Delivered to: 

Service type: 

Packaging type: 

Number of pieces: 

Weight: 

Special handling/Services: 

Standard transit: 

779498448443 

Delivered: 01/08/2020 1 :34 

PM Signed for By: Signature 

not required 

0181960-001 MW 1/7/2020 

Signature not required 

MONSEY, NY 

Residence 

FedEx Standard Overnight® 

FedEx® Envelope 

0.50 lb. 

Deliver Weekday 

Residential Delivery 

1/8/2020 by 8:00 pm 

1 
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NYSCEF DOC. NO. 6 RECEIVED NYSCEF: 09/18/2020

Marisa Warshaw

From: TrackingUpdates@fedex.com

Sent: Wednesday, January 8, 202010:37 AM
To: Marisa Warshaw

Subject: FedEx Shipment 779498363223 Delivered

Your package has been delivered

Tracking # 779498363223

Ship date: Delivery date:

Tue, 1/7/2020 Wed, 1/8/2020 10:35

MarIsa Warshaw am

DelBe[Io Donnellan WeIngarten Mr. Llzer Josefovle,

Wise
=="------

Guarantor, ind

White Plains, NY 10601 Mr. LIzer Josefovic, Guarantor,

US Delivered Ind

53 Mariner Way

MONSEY, NY 10952

US

Shipment Facts

Our records indicate that the following packace has been delivered.

Tracking number: 779498363223

Status: Delivered: 01/08/2020 10:35

AM Signed for By: Signature

not required

Reference: 0181960-001 MW 1/7/2020

Signed for by: Signature not required

Delivery location: Monsey, NY

DelIvered to: Residence

Service type: FedEx Standard Overñ|ght®

Packaging type: FedEx® Envelope
. . .

Number of places: 1

. . Weight: 0.50 lb.

Special handling/Services: Deliver Weekday

Residential Delivery

Standard transit: 1/8/2020 by 8:00 pm
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NYSCEF DOC. NO. 6 RECEIVED NYSCEF: 09/18/2020

Marisa Warshaw

From: TrackingUpdates@fedex.com

Sent: Wednesday, January 8, 2020 9:33 AM
To: Marisa Warshaw

Subject: FedEx Shipment 779498235404 Dê||vared

Your package has been delivered

Tracking # 779498235404

Ship date: Delivery date:

Tue, 1/7/2020 Wed, 11812020 9:27 am

MarIsa Warshaw Mr. L1zer Josefovic

DelBello Donnellan Weingarten
==~~~"--^~

HBL SNF, LLC

Wise 1280 ALBANY POST RD

White Plains, NY 10601 Delivered CROTON ON HUDSON, NY

US 10520

us

Shipment Facts

Our records indicate that the fül|üwir package has been delivered.

Tracking number: 779498235404

Status: Delivered: 01/08/2020 09:27

AM Signed for By: Signature

Release on file

Reference: 0181960-001 MW 1/7/2020

Signed for by: Signature Release on file

Delivery location: CROTON ON HUDSON, NY

Service type: FedEx Standard Overnight®
. .

Packaging type: FedEx® Envelope

Number of pieces:

WeIght: 0.50 Ib.

Special handling/Services: Deliver W6ókday

Standard transit: 1/8/2020 by 3:00 pm

. .
.........-.......-........ __,...-..........-,,.............. _. .... ......... ...................................-...---...-.__.............--. ...-..................---..-.....- .. .....

Please do not respond to this message. This email was sent from an unt'd::-' -fmailbox. This report was generated at
approximately 8:32 AM CST on 01/08/2020.

Alf weights are estimated.

1
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NYSCEF DOC. NO. 6 RECEIVED NYSCEF: 09/18/2020

Marisa Warshaw

From: TrackingUpdates@fedex.com

Sent: Wednesday, January 8, 2020 9:32 AM
To: Marise Warshaw

Subject: FedEx Shipment 779498627521 Delivered

Your package has been delivered

Tracking # 779498627521

Ship date: Delivery date:

Tue, 1/7/2020 Wed, 1/8/2020 9:27 am

DeiBello Donnellan Welngarten
=="--~~~

c/o HBL SNF, LLC

Wise 1280 ALBANY POST RD

White Plains, NY 10601 Delivered CROTON ON HUDSON, NY

US 10520

US

Shiprnent Facts

.. Our records indicate that the following package has been delivered.

Tracking number: 779498627521

. . I
Status: Delivered: 01/08/2020 09:27

AM Signed for By: Signature

Release on file

Reference: 0181960-001 MW 1/7/2020

Signed for by: Signature Release on file

Delivery location: GROTON ON HUDSON, NY

Service type: FedEx Standard Overnight©

. .
Packeg!ng type: FedEx® Envelope

Nurnber of pieces: 1

Weight: 0.50 lb.

Special handling/Services: Deliver Weekday

Standard transit: 1/8/2020 by 3:00 pm

Q Please do not fespond to this message. This emali was sent from an unailsoded mallbox. This report was generated at
apprdx mately 8:32 AM CST on 01/08/2020. .

All weights are estimated. .

1
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NYSCEF DOC. NO. 6 RECEIVED NYSCEF: 09/18/2020

Marisa Warshaw

From: TrackingUpdates@fedex.com

Sent: Wednesday, January 8, 2020 9:32 AM
To: Marisa Warshaw

Subject: FedEx Shipment 779498539658 Delivered

Your package has been delivered

Tracking # 779498539658

Ship date: Delivery date:

Tue, 1/7/2020 Wed, 1/8/2020 9:27 am. .

Marisa Warshaw Mark Zafrin, Esq.

DelBello Donnellan Weingarten
**"--

Michelman & Robinson

Wise 24th Floor

White Plains, NY 10601 Delivered 800 3RD AVE

US NEW YORK, NY 10022

us

Shipment Facts

Our records indloate that the following peckage has been dailvered.

Tracking number: 779498539658

Status: Delivered: 01/08/2020 09:27

AM Signed for By: E.ELAINE

Reference: 0181960-001 MW 1/7/2020

Signed for by: E.ELAINE

Delivery location: NEW YORK, NY

Delivered to: Receptionist/Front Desk

Service type: FedEx Standard Overnight®

Packaging type: FedEx® Envelope

Number of pieces: 1

Weight: 0.50 lb.

Special handling/Services: Deliver Weekday

Standard transit: 1/8/2020 by 3:00 pm

. Ch Pleasé do not respond to this message, This emall was sent frorn an üñaüéñdM mailbox, This report was generated at
epproximately 8:82 AM CST on 01/06/2020.

1
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 

COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER 

------------------------------------------------------------------)( 
WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE 
PROPERTIES I, LLC 

Plaintiff/Petitioner, 

- against - Index No.60278/2020 

HBL SNF, LLC, ET AL 

Defendant/Respondent. 

----------------------------------------------------------------- )( 
NOTICE OF ELECTRONIC FILING 

(Consensual Case) 
(Uniform Rule§ 202.5-b) 

You have received this Notice because: 

1) The Plaintiff/Petitioner, whose name is listed above, has filed this case using the 
New York State Courts E-filing system ("NYSCEF"), and 

2) You are a Defendant/Respondent (a party) in this case. 

• If you are represented by an attorney: 
Give this Notice to your attorney. (Attorneys: see "Information for Attorneys" pg. 2). 

• If you are not represented by an attorney: 

You will be served with all documents in paper and you must serve and file your 
documents in paper, unless you choose to participate in e-filing. 

!f you choose to participate in e-filing, you must have access to a computer and a 
scanner or other device to convert documents into electronic format, a connection 
to the internet, and an e-mail address to receive service of documents. 

The benefits of participating in e-filing include: 

• serving and filing your documents electronically 

• free access to view and print your e-filed documents 

• limiting your number of trips to the courthouse 

• paying any court fees on-line (credit card needed) 

To register fore-filing or for more information about how e-filing works: 

• visit: www.nycourts.gov/efile-unrepresented or 
• contact the Clerk's Office or Help Center at the court where the case was filed. Court 

contact information can be found at www.nycourts.gov 

Page 1 of 2 EF-3 
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To find legal information to help you represent yourself visit www.nycourthelp.gov 

Information for Attorneys 

An attorney representing a party who is served with this notice must either consent or 
decline consent to electronic filing and service through NYSCEF for this case. 

Attorneys registered with NYSCEF may record their consent electronically in the manner 
provided at the NYSCEF site. Attorneys not registered with NYSCEF but intending to 

participate in e-filing must first create a NYSCEF account and obtain a user ID and 
password prior to recording their consent by going to www.nycourts.gov/efile 

Attorneys declining to consent must file with the court and serve on all parties of record a 
declination of consent. 

For additional information about electronic filing and to create a NYSCEF account, visit the 
NYSCEF website at www.nycourts.gov/efile or contact the NYSCEF Resource Center 
(phone: 646-386-3033; e-mail: nyscef@nycourts .gilll). 

Dated: 9/18/2020 

WILLIAM V. COLEMAN 

Name 

ABREMS,FENSTERMAN 

Firm Name 

To: 

Index # Page 2 of 2 

81 MAIN STREET, WHITE PLAINS NY 

Address 

914-607-7010 

Phone 

BCOLEMAN@ABRAMSLAW.COM 
E-Mail 

2/24/20 

EF-3 
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FILED: WESTCHESTER COUNTY CLERK 09/28/2020 10:51 AM INDEX NO. 60278/2020

NYSCEF DOC. NO. 7 RECEIVED NYSCEF: 09/28/2020

1 of 1

. s., inc. 

lState Street 

SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 

COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER 
--------····"""""ffm""""" .............. ---------MM X 

WHffE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTlES l LLC1 

Plal.lltiff(s), 

HHLSNF. LLC, et al.. 

Defendant( s ), 

.......... ----------··- .. .a-----··---·-·----M-------X 
STA TE OF NEW YORK ) 

S.S.: 

COUNTY OF NEW YORK ) 

14] 0001/0001 

Index No. 60278/2020 

AFFil)AVlT OF SERVICE 

DEBORAH LaPOINTE, being duly swon.1, deposes ~nd says that she is ovenh~ age of 

e·ighteen years, ls cn1'ployed by the attorney service, DLS, JNC., and is not ::1 party to this aetion. 

That on the 22N1~ day of Septe.n1ber, 2020. at approximately tl1¢ time of2:45P.M .. , at the 

office of the Secretm-y of Stati;':\ of the State of New York in theCity fff Albany, deponent served 

SUiV!MONS AND VERIFIED COMPLAINT WffH EXHIBITS l-5 AND NOTICE OF ELECTRONIC 

FIL.I.NG upo11HBLSNF; LL_C, itJ this action, by delivering to and leaving with SUE ZOUKY an agent of 

the Secretary of State:, ofthe State of New York:, two (2) tn1c copies thereof and at that time cf rnaking 

such service cleponent:paid said Secretary of Sfa.te afoe of forty dollars.That said service ,;1,,:as made. 

pmsuantto S¢ctioiJ, 303 of the Limited Lia.b.iHty.Company Law; 

Deponent forther says that she knew the person so served as aforesaid to be the individual 

in the Office of the Secretary of State of New York, dnly authorized to accept such service on behalf of 

iia.id defendant. 

hite female, approximately 60 years of age, :"ihtnds Epproxiinatdy 5 

This notarization was rnade pursu(;!nt to 

E:;:cecutive Order 202,7 . 

' ,. 

1 
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Exhibit 3 to 

Donnellan Aff. 
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NYSCEF - Westchester County Supreme Court 

Confirmation Notice 

The NYSCEF website has received an electronic filing on 09/18/2020 01 :11 PM. Please keep this notice 
as a confirmation of this filing. 

60278/2020 

White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC v. HBL SNF, LLC et al 

Assigned Judge: None Recorded 

Documents Received on 09/18/2020 01:11 PM 

Doc# 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Document Type 

SUMMONS + COMPLAINT 

EXHIBIT(S) 1 (Redacted per 202.S(e) or 206.S(e)) 

Operating Lease 

EXHIBIT(S) 2 (Redacted per 202.S(e) or 206.S(e)) 

Guaranty of Lease 

EXHIBIT(S) 3 (Redacted per 202.S(e) or 206.S(e)) 

Guaranty of Lease 

EXHIBIT(S) 4 (Redacted per 202.S(e) or 206.S(e)) 

Letter of Intent 

Filing User 

Alfred E. Donnellan I aed@ddw-law.com 

1 N Lexington Ave, White Plains, NY 10601 

E-mail Notifications 

An email regarding this filing has been sent to the following on 09/18/2020 01:11 PM: 

ALFRED E. DONNELLAN - aed@ddw-law.com 

Timothy C. ldoni - http://www.westchesterclerk.com 

Email: e-file@westchestergov.com 

NYSCEF Resource Center, nyscef@nycourts.gov 

Phone: (646) 386-3033 I Fax: (212) 401-9146 I Website: www.nycourts.gov/efile 
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NYSCEF - Westchester County Supreme Court 

Confirmation Notice 

60278/2020 

White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC v. HBL SNF, LLC et al 

Assigned Judge: None Recorded 

Email Notifications NOT Sent 

Role 

Respondent 

Respondent 

Respondent 

Party 

HBL SNF, LLC 

Lizer Jozefovic 

Mark Neuman 

Attorney 

No consent on record. 

No consent on record. 

No consent on record. 

* Court rules require hard copy service upon non-participating parties and attorneys who have opted-out or declined 
consent. 

Timothy C. ldoni - http://www.westchesterclerk.com 

Ema i I: e-file@westchestergov.com 

NYSCEF Resource Center, nyscef@nycourts.gov 

Phone: (646) 386-3033 I Fax: (212) 401-9146 I Website: www.nycourts.gov/efile 
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NYSCEF - Westchester County Supreme Court 

Confirmation Notice 

The NYSCEF website has received an electronic filing on 09/28/2020 10:51 AM. Please keep this notice 
as a confirmation of this filing. 

60278/2020 

White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC v. HBL SNF, LLC et al 

Assigned Judge: None Recorded 

Documents Received on 09/28/2020 10:51 AM 

Doc# 

7 

Document Type 

AFFIRMATION/AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE 

affidavit of service upon defendant, HBL SNF, Inc. 

Filing User 

William V Coleman I bcoleman@abramslaw.com I 914-607-7010 

81 Main Street, Suite 306, White Plains, NY 10601 

E-mail Notifications 

An email regarding this filing has been sent to the following on 09/28/2020 10:51 AM: 

WILLIAM V. COLEMAN - bcoleman@abramslaw.com 

ALFRED E. DONNELLAN - aed@ddw-law.com 

Email Notifications NOT Sent 

Role 

Respondent 

Respondent 

Respondent 

Party 

HBL SNF, LLC 

Lizer Jozefovic 

Mark Neuman 

Attorney 

No consent on record. 

No consent on record. 

No consent on record. 

* Court rules require hard copy service upon non-participating parties and attorneys who have opted-out or declined 
consent. 

Timothy C. ldoni • http://www.westchesterclerk.com 

Email: e-file@westchestergov.com 

NYSCEF Resource Center, nyscef@nycourts.gov 

Phone: (646) 386-3033 I Fax: (212) 401-9146 I Website: www.nycourts.gov/efile 
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NYSCEF - Westchester County Supreme Court 

Confirmation Notice 

60278/2020 

White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC v. HBL SNF, LLC et al 

Assigned Judge: None Recorded 

Timothy C. ldoni • http://www.westchesterclerk.com 

Email: e-file@westchestergov.com 

NYSCEF Resource Center, nyscef@nycourts.gov 

Phone: (646) 386-3033 I Fax: (212) 401-9146 I Website: www.nycourts.gov/efile 
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Exhibit 4 to 

Donnellan Aff. 
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ABRAMS ID FENSTERMAN 
Abrams, Fensterman, Fensterman, Eisman, Formato, Ferrara, Wolf & Carone, LLP 

Attorneys at Law 

Via Federal Express 
HBLSNF,LLC 

81 Main Street, Suite 306 
White Plains, New York I 0601 

Telephone: (914) 607-7010 
www.abramslaw.com 

September 18, 2020 

1280 Albany Post Road 
Croton-on-Hudson, New York 10520 

Via Federal Express 
HBL SNF, LLC 
532 Route 22 

Purdys, New York 10578 

Via Federal Express 
HBLSNF,LLC 
53 7 Routes 22 
Purdys, New York 10578 
Attn.: Lizer Jozefovic 

Via Federal Express 
Lizer Jozefovic 
53 Mariner Way 
Monsey, New York 10952 

Via Federal Express 
HBL SNF, LLC 
537 Routes 22 
Purdys, New York 10578 
Attn.: Mark Neuman 

Via Federal Express 
Mark Neuman 
22 Lyncrest Drive 
Monsey, New York 10952 
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September 18, 2020 

Page2 

HBL SNF, LLC et al 

Re: White Plains Healthcare Properties 1. LLC v. /-/Bl., SNF, LLC el al 

Index No. 60278/2020 (Supreme Court, Westchester County) 

Dear Sirs: 

This firm is co-counsel for plaintiff, White P]ains Healthcare Properties I, LLC in the above 
action. Enclosed herewith are copies of the Summons and Complaint and Notice of Electronic Filing 

with respect to the above referenced action filed in Supreme Court, Westchester County on 

September 18, 2020. 

cc: (with enclosure) 

Via Federal Express 

Michelman & Robinson 

800 Third A venue, 24th floor 

New York, New York 10022 

Attn.: Mark Zafrin, Esq. 

VeV]j~~ 
William V. Co]eman Esq. 

Alfred E. Donnellan, Esq. (via e-mail, without enclosure) 

Robert A. Spolzino, Esq. (via e-mail, without enclosure) 
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9/18/2020 . FedEx Ship Manager - Pdnt Your Label(s)
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After printing this label:
1. Use the 'Pdnt' button on this page to print your label to your laser or inidet printer.
2. Fold the pdnted page along the horizontal Ilne.
3. Place label In shipping pouch and affix It to your shipment so that the barcade portion of the label can be read and scanned.

Warning: Use only the printed original label for shipping. Using a photocopy of this label for shipping purposes is fraudulent and could result in
additional billing charges, along with the cancellation of your FedEx account number.
Use of this system constitutes your agmesent to the service conditions In the current FedEx Service Guide, available on fedex.com.FedEx will not
be responsible for any claim In excess of $100 per package, whether the result of loss, damage, delay, non-delivery,misdelivery,or misinformation,
unless you declare a higher value, pay an additional charge, document your actual loss and file a timely claim.Limitations found In the current FedEx
Service Guide apply. Your right to recover from FedEx for any loss, Including intrinsic value of the package, loss of sales, Income Interest, profit,
attomey's fees, costs, and other forms of damage whether direct, incidental,consequential, or special Is limited to the greater of $100 or the
authorized declared value. Recovery cannot exceed actual documented loss.Maximum for items of extraordinary value is $1,000, e.g. jewelry,
precious metals, negotiable instruments and other Items listed in our ServiceGuide. Wdtten claims must be filed within strict time limits, see current
FedEx Service Guide.

https·J/www.fedex.com/shipping/shipActton±endle?method=doContinue 1/1
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9/18/2020 FedEx Ship Manager - Print Your Label(s)
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After printing this label:
1. Use the 'Print' button on this page to print your label to your laser or Inkjet printer.
2. Fold the printed page along the horizontal Ilne.
3. Place label in shipping pouch and affix It to your shipment so that the barcade portion of the label can be read and scanned.

Warning: Use only the printed original label for shipping. Using a photocopy of this label for shipping purposes is fraudulent and could result in
additional blHing charges, along with the cancellation of your FedEx account number.
Use of this system constitutes your agreement to the service conditions In the current FedEx Service Guide, available on fedex.com.FedEx will not
be responsible for any claim In excess of $100 per package, whether the result of loss, damage, delay, non-delivery,misdelivery,or misinformation,
unless you declare a higher value, pay an additional charge, document your actual loss and So a timely claim.Limitations found In the current FedEx
Service Guide apply. Your right to recover from FedEx for any loss, Including Intrinslo value of the package, loss of sales, income interest, profit,
attomey's fees, costs, and other forms of damage whether direct, incidental,consequential, or special is limited to the greater of $100 or the
authorized declared value. Recovery cannot exceed actual documented loss.Maximum for Items of ext-ec•d!n=-y value is $1,000, e.g. jewelry,
precious metals, negotiable instruments and other items listed in our ServiceGuide. Written claims must be Sed within strict time limits, see current
FedEx Service Guide.

https•//www.fede×.com/shipping/shipAction.hend!o?methodWoContinue 1/1
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9/18/2020 FedEx Ship Manager - Print Your Label(s)
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monasnetan 568215458766

After printing this label:
1. Use the 'Print' button on this page to print your label to your laser or inkjet printer.
2. Fold the printed page along the horizontal line.
3. Place label in shipping pouch and affix it to your shipment so that the barcode portion of the label can be read and scanned.

Warning: Use only the printed original label for shipping. Using a photocopy of this label for shipping purposes is 2;;d;::nt and could result in
additional billing charges, along with the cuacs|!ation of your FedEx account number.
Use of this system constitutes your agmement to the service conditions in the current FedEx Service Guide, available on fedex.com.FedEx will not
be responsible for any claim In excess of $100 per package, whether the result of loss, damage, delay, non-delivery,misdelivery,or ‡':'nf:=:"añ,
unless you declare a higher value, pay an additional charge, document your actual loss and file a timely c!e!ml!m!*±ne found In the current FedEx
Service Guide apply. Your right to recover from FedEx for any loss, including intrinsic value of the package, loss of sales, income interest, profit
attomey's fees, costs, and other forms of damage whether direct, 'nddenM,consequential, or special is limited to the greater of $100 or the
authorized declared value. Recovery cannot exceed actual documented loss.Maximum for items of e±eM!ne-y value is $1,000, e.g. Jewelry,
precious metals, negotiable |nat-smants and other Items Ilsted in our ServiceGuide. Written claims must be filed within strict time limits, see current
FedEx Service Guide.

https•J/www.fedex.com/st :t:p.'.:"on.handle?method=doContinue 1/1
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g/18/2020 FedEx Ship Manager - Pdnt Your Label(s)
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After printing this label:
1. Use the 'Print' button on this page to print your label to your laser or inkjet printer.
2. Fold the printed page along the horizontal line.
3. Place label In shipping pouch and af5x it to your shipment so that the barcade portion of the label can be read and scanned. .

Warning: Use only the printed original label for shipping. Using a photocopy of this label for shipping purposes Is fraudulent and could result in
additional bliling charges, along with the cancellation of your FedEx account number.
Use of this system constitutes your agreement to the service conditions in the current FedEx Service Guide, available on fedex.com.FedEx will not
be responsible for any claim in excess of $100 per package, whether the result of loss, damage, delay, non-deilvery,misdelivery,or misinformation,
unless you declare a higher value, pay an additional charge, document your actual loss and file a timely claim.Limitations found In the current FedEx
Service Guide apply. Your right to recover from FedEx for any loss, Including intrinsic value of the package, loss of sales, income Interest, profit,
attomey's fees, costs, and other forms of damage whether direct, incidental.consequential or special is limited to the greater of $100 or the
authorized declared value. Recovery cannot exceed actual documented toss.Maximum for items of extraordinary value is $1,000, e.g. jewelry,
precious metals, negotlable instruments and other items listed in our ServiceGuide. Written claims must be filed within strict time limits, see current
FedEx Service Guide.

https·//www.fedex.corn/shipping/shipAction.handle?method=doContinue 1/1
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9/18/2020 FedEx Ship Manager - Print Your Label(s) 

568..6/154518766 

After printing this label: 
1. Use the 1Prlnt1 button en this page to print yeur label to your laser er Inkjet printer. 
2. Fold the printed page along the horizontal line. 
3. Place label In shipping pouch and affix It to your shipment so that the barcode portion of the label can be read and scanned. 

Warning: Use only the printed original label fer shipping. Using a photocopy of this label for shipping purposes Is fraudulent and could result In 
addltfonal bflllng charges, along with the cancellation of your FedEx account number. 
Use of this system constitutes your agreement to the service conditions In the current FedEx Service Gulde, available on fedex.oom.FedEx will not 
be respenstble for any claim in excess of $100 per package, whether the result of loss, damage, delay, non-dellvery,mlsdellvery,or misinformation, 
unless you declare a higher value, pay an additional charge, document your actual loss and file a timely ctalm.LfmltaUons found In the current FedEx 
Service Gulde apply. Your right to recover from FedEx for any loss, Including Intrinsic value of the package, loss of sales, Income Interest. profit, 
attorney's fees, costs, and other forms of damage whether direct, lncrdental,consequentlal, or special Is limited to the greater of $100 or the 
authorized declared value. Recovery cannot exceed actual documented loss.Maximum for Items of extraordinary value Is $1,000, e.g. jewelry, 
precious metals, negotiable instruments and other Items listed in our ServfceGuide. Written claims must be flied within strict tfme limits, see current 
FedEx Service Gulde. 

https:J/www.fedax.com/shipplng/shlpActlon.handle?melhod=doContlnue 1/1 
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9/18/2020 FedEx Ship Manager - Print Your Label(s)

imammens filiB.El154587ti6

After printing this fabel:
1. Use the 'Print' button on this page to print your label to your laser or inkjet printer.
2. Fold the printed page along the horizontal Ene.
3. Place label In shipping pouch and affix it to your shipment so that the barcode portion of the label can be read and scanned.

Warning: Use only the printed original label for shipping. Using a photocopy of this label for shipping purposes is fraudulent and could result in
additional bllDng charges, along with the cancellation of your FedEx account number.
Use of this system constitutes your agreement to the service conditions In the current FedEx Service Guide, available on fedex.com.FedEx will not
be responsible for any claim in excess of $100 per package, whether the result of loss, damage, delay, non-delivery,misdelivery,or misinformation,
unless you declare a higher value, pay an additional charge, document your actual loss and file a timely claim.Limitations found in the current FedEx
Service Guide apply. Your right to recover from FedEx for any loss, including intrinsic value of the package, loss of sales, income interest, profit,
attomey's fees, costs, and other forms of damage whether direct, Incidental,consequential, or special is limited to the greater of $100 or the
authorized declared value. Recovery cannot exceed actual documented loss.Maximum for items of extraordinary value is $1,000, e.g. jewelry,
precious metals, negotiable instruments and other items listed in our ServiceGuide. Written claims must be filed within strict time limits, see current
FedEx Service Guide.

https:ftwww.fedex.com/shipping/shipAction.handle?method=doContinue
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9iiâi2020 FedEx Ship Manager- Print Your Label(s)
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After printing this label:
1. Use the 'Print' button on this page to print your label to your laser or inkjet printer.
2. Fold the printed page along the ho-izont=! line.
3. Place label in shipping pouch and affix It to your !pmeat so that the barcode portion of the label can be read and scanned.

Warning: Use only the printed original label for shipping. Using a p!:ü!eccpy of this label for shipping pumesee is feudulent and could result in
Edd'"üñéi billing charges, along with the cancellation of your FedEx account number.
Use of this system c--.::::::: your Egreemêñt to the service conditions In the current FedEx Service Guide, available on fedex.com.FedEx wlil not
be respar:é'E!e for any claim in excess of $100 per package, whether the result of loss, damage, delay, non-delivery,m!:-':!Nsrf,or m!:1r.f:-.:'icr,,
unless you declare a higher value, pay an eddittene! charge, document your actual loss and file a timely claim.Lim,|tancr,a found in the current FedEx
Service Guide apply. Your right to recover from FedEx for any loss, !:±d! ; intrinsic value of the package, loss of sales, Income interest, profit,
attomey's fees, costs, and other forms of damage whether direct, IncidentW eñ=éqëé "

!, or special is limited to the greater of $100 or the
euthed± declared value. Recovery cannot exceed actual d~-emented loss.Maximum for Items of e±ent!nary value is $1,000, e.g. Jewelry,
precious metals, :g:"-.t|3 !::"Tr.: t and other items IIsted In our ServiceGulde. Written claims must be filed within strict time limits, see current
FedEx Service Guide.

https//www.fedex.wiri/shipp!ng'eh!pAden.handle?method=doContinue 1/1
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 

COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER 

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC, 

Plaintiff, 

-against-

HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/KIA LIZER 

JOZOFOVIC and MARK NEUMAN, 

Defendant's Address: 

HBL SNF,LLC 

537 Route 22 

Purdys, New York 10578 

HBL SNF,LLC 

Defendants. 

1280 Albany Post Road 

Croton-on-Hudson, New York 10520 

Index No. 60278/2020 

DEFAULT JUDGMENT 

The summons and verified complaint in this action having been served upon defendant, 

HBL SNF, LLC, pursuant to New York Limited Liability Company Law§ 303 on September 22, 

2020; and the time for said defendant, HBL SNF, LLC, to appear, answer or raise an objection to 

the complaint having expired, and defendant, HBL SNF, LLC, not having appeared or answered 

in a timely manner, and defendant, HBL SNF, LLC, not having raised an objection to the 

complaint; 

NOW, upon the summons and verified complaint and proof of service thereof, the 

Affirmation of Default of Alfred E. Donnellan, dated October 28, 2020 and the exhibits annexed 

1 
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thereto, and upon motion of plaintiff, WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC, it 

lS 

ADJUDGED, that plaintiff, WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC, 

with its offices located at 2 Bourbon Street, Suite 200, Peabody, Massachusetts, does recover of 

defendant, HBL SNF, LLC with an address at 537 Route 22 Purdys, New York 10578 and an 

address at 1280 Albany Post Road, Croton-on-Hudson, New York 10520, under the First Cause of 

Action in the complaint, the sum of $113,832,987.54 together with interest thereon from August 

25, 2020 through October 25, 2020 totaling $1,684,104.47,said interest continuing to accrue at the 

statutory rate; together with costs and disbursements as taxed in the sum of $475.00, making in all 

the sum of $115,517,567.01, and that the plaintiff, WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE 

PROPERTIES I, LLC, have execution therefor. 

Dated: 

Clerk 

2 
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 

COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER 

Index No. 60278/2020 

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC, 

Plaintiff, 

-against-

HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/KIA LIZER 

JOZOFOVIC and MARK NEUMAN, 

Defendants. 

Costs by statute $200.00 

Costs after Notice of Trial $ 

Trial of issue $ 

Total Costs ................................................... $200.00 

Fee for Index Number 

Prospective Execution Fee 

Service of Summons & Complaint 

RJI $ 

Motion Fee $ 

Military Affidavit $ 

Total Disbursements .................................... $275.00 

TOTAL COSTS & DISBURSEMENTS ..... $475.00 

$ 210.00 

$ 25.00 

$ 40.00 

BILL OF COSTS 

The undersigned, an attorney admitted to practice in the courts of this state, affirms: 

am a member of the law firm of DelBello Donnellan Weingarten Wise & Wiederkehr, LLP, the 

attorneys for plaintiff intheabovecaptioned action; that the foregoing disbursements have been 

or will necessarily be made or incurred in this action and are re·asonable in amount. 

Dated: 

The undersigned affirms the foregoing under the penalty of perjury. 

White Plains, New York 

October 28, 2020 
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 

COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER 

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, 

Index No. 60278/2020 

LLC, AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE 

Plaintiff, 

-against-

HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/KIA LIZER 

JOZOFOVIC and MARK NEUMAN, 

Defendants. 

STATE OF NEW YORK ) 

)ss: 

COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER ) 

MARISA WARSHAW, being sworn says: 

I am not a party to the action, am over 18 years of age and reside at White Plains, 

New York (office). 

On October 28, 2020 I served a true copy of the Notice of Motion for Default 

Judgment and Supporting Papers dated October 28, 2020 in the following manner: 

by mailing the same in a sealed envelope, with postage prepaid thereon, in a post

office or official depository of the U.S. Postal Service within the State of New York, 

addressed to the last known address of the addressee(s) as indicated below: 

HBL SNF,LLC 

537 Route 22 

Purdys, New York 10578 

Lizer Jozefovic a/k/a Lizer Jozofovic 

53 Mariner Way 

Monsey, New York 10952 
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Mark Neuman

22 Lyncrest Drive

Monsey, New York 10952

MARISA WARSHAW

Sworn to before me this
286

day of October, 2020

NOTARY PUBLIC

Notary of New ork

2
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REQUEST FOR JUDICIAL INTERVENTION
8

SUPREME COURT, COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER

. Index No: 60278/2020 Date Index Issued: 09/18/2020 r CO r US Only

CAPTION Eriter the2Gh |êts case cagition. Do not use et al or et ario. If rriore space isheeded ãttach â Baptiôntider shee. IASEntry Date

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC,

Plaintiff(s)/Petitioner(s) JudgeAssigned
-against-

HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/K/A LIZER JOZOFOVIC and MARK NEUMAN,

PJJFiled Date

Defendant(s)/Respondent(s)
NATURE OF ACTION OR PROCEEDING Check only one box and specify where indicated.
COMMERICIAL MATRIMONIAL
O BusinessEntity (includes corporations, partnerships, LLCs,LLPs,etc.) O Contested
O Contract NOTE:If there are children under the age of 18, complete and attach the
O insurance (where insurance company isa party, except arbitration) MATR!MONIAL RJIADDENDUM(UCS-840M).
O UCC(includes salesand negotiable instruments) For Uncontested " '-' actions, use the Uncontested Divorce RJI(UD-13).
O Other Commercial (specify): TORTS .. . ..
NOTE:For Commercial Division assignment requestspursuant to 22 NYCRR202.70(d), O Asbestos
complete and attach the COMMERCIALDIVISIONRJIADDENDUM (UCS-84OC). O Child Victims Act
REALPROPERTY Specify how many properties the application includes: O Environmental (specify):
O condernnation O Medical, Dental or Podiatric Malpractice
O Mortgage Foreclosure (specify): O R:::dentia: O commercial O Motor Vehicle

Property Address: O Products Liability (specify):
NOTE:For Mortgage Foreclosureactions involving a one to four-family, O Other Negligence (specify):
owner-occupied residential property or owner-occupied c O Other Professional Malpractice (specify):
complete and attach the FORECLOSURERJiADDENDUM (UCS-840F). O Other Tort (specify):

O Tax Certiorari E R E II

O Tax Foreclosure O CPLRArticle 75 (Arbitration) [seeNOTEin COMMERCIALsection]
O Other RealProperty (specify): Q CPLRArticle 78 (Body or Officer)

ÈÈ O Election Law

O Certificate of incorporation/Dissolution [see NOTEin section] O Extreme RiskProtection Order

O Fmergain.y Medical Treatment Q MHL Article 9.60 (Kendra's Law)
O HabeasCorpus O MHL Article 10 (SexOffender CGiif;nanicG‡|nitial)
O LocalCourt Appeal O MHL Article 10 (SexOffender C:Gf!Gement-Review)
O Mechanic's Lien O MHL Article 81 (Guard:ansh!p)
O Name Change O Other Mental Hygiene(specify):

O Pistol Permit Revocation Hearing O Other Special Proceeding (specify):
O Saleor Financeof Religious/Not-for-Profit Property
O Other (specify):

STATUS OF ACTION OR PROCEEDINa Answer YESor NO for every question and enter 2dd!ticW ide-2t en where indicated.
YES NO

Hasa summons and complaint or summons with notice been filed? ® O If yes, date filed: 09/18/2020 .

Hasa summons and complaint or summons with notice been served? @ O If yes, date served: 09/22/2020

Is this · : . ::eeding being filed post-judgment? Q @ If yes,judgment date:

NATURE OF n 9!c!AL INTERVENTION Check one box only and enter 22f e! information where indicated
O Infant's C=pranse

O Extreme RiskProtection Order Application
O Note of Issue/Certificate of Readiness
O Notice of Medical, Dental or Podiatric Malpractice Date IssueJoined:

O Notice of Motion Relief Requested: __ Default Judgment Return Date: 11/12/2020

O Notice of Petition Relief Requested: Return Date:

O Order to Show Cause Relief Requested: Return Date:

O Other ExParte Application Relief Requested:

O Poor PersonApplication
O Requestfor Preliminary Conference
O Residential Mortgage ForeclosureSettlement Conference

O Writ of HabeasCorpus
O Other (specify): ____
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Case Title . Index/Case Number Court Judge (if assigned) Relationship to instant case 

Lizer Jozefovic vs. White Plains Healthcare Properties I, 

LLC. et al. 
655549/2020 NY County Supreme Court Nancy Bannon Action between same parties relating to collateral security. 

Motion to consolidate this action oendin!!. 

Un- Parties Attorneys and Unrepresented Litigants Issue Joined Insurance Carriers 

Rep List parties in same orderas listed in the For represented parties, provide attorney's name, firm name, address, phone and For each defendant, For each defendant, 

D 

0 

0 

0 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

caption and indicate roles (e.g.,plaintiff, email. For unrepresented parties, provide party's address, phone and email. indicate if issue has indicate insurance · 

defendant, 3rd party plaintiff, etc:) .·· been joined. carrier, if applicable. 

Name: White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC 

Role(s): 

Plaintiff 

Name: HBLSNF LLC 
Role(s): ' 

Defendant 

Name: Lizer Jozefovic a/k/a Lizer Jozofovic 
Role(s): 

Defendant 

Name: Mark Neuman 
Role(s): 

Defendant 

Name: 

Role(s): 

Name: 

Role(s): 

Name: 

Role(s): 

Name: 

Role(s): 

Name: 

Role(s): 

Name: 

Role(s): 

Name: 

Role(s): 

Name: 

Role(s): 

Name: 

Role(s): 

Name: 

Role(s): 

Name: 

Role(s): 

Alfred E. Donnellan, Esq., De1Bello Donnellan Weingarten Wise & Wiederkehr, LLP, One North Lexington 

Avenue, 11th Floor, White Plains, New York 10601, phone: 914-681-0200, email: aed@ddw-law.com 

537 Route 22, Purdys, New York 10578 

53 Mariner Way, Monsey, New York 10952 

22 Lyncrest Drive, Monsey, New York 10952 

OYES 

QYES 

QYES 

QYES 

OYES 

0YES 

0 YES 

0 YES 

QYES 

OYES 

OYES 

OYES 

OYES 

0 YES 

QYES 

@NO 

® NO 

® NO 

® NO 

ONO 

ONO 

0 NO 

0 NO 

0 NO 

ONO 

0 NO 

ONO 

ONO 

0 NO 

ONO 

I AFFIRM UNDER THE PENALTY OF PERJURY THAT, UPON INFORMATION AND BELIEF, THERE ARE NO OTHER RELATED ACTIONS OR PROCEEDINGS, 

EXCEPT AS NOTED ABOVE, NOR HAS A REQUEST FOR JUDICIAL INTERVENTION BEEN PREVIOUSLY FILED INT I. ACTION OR PROCEEDING. 

Dated: 10/28/2020 
---------

1776236 Alfred E. Donnellan 

Attorney Registration Number Print Name 
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK ucs-s4oc
3/2011

COUNTY OF Westchester
x Index No. 60278/2020

White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC' RJI No. (if any) ____

-against- Plaintiff(s)/Petitioner(s)

HBL SNF LLC, Lizer Jozefovic aka Lizer Jozofovic and Mark Neuman COMMERCIAL DIVISION

Defendant(s)/Respondent(s) Request for Judicie! Intervention Addendum
x

COMPLETE WHERE APPLICABLE [add addit!ene! pages if needed]:

P!=!nt!ff!Petitioner's cause(s) of action [check all that apply]:

X Breach of contract or fiduciary duty, fraud, misrepresentetien, büõ|iiass tort (e.g. unfair competitian), or statutory and/or common
law viülatiGri where the breach or violation is alleged to arise out of business dealings (e.g. sales of assets or securities; corporate
restructuring; partnership, õhârõhs|der, joint venture, and other business egreements; trade secrets; restrictive cc .2; and
empicyñ ent egreements not including claims that principally involve alleged discriminatory practices)
Transact!ens governed by the Uniform CGmmercie! Code (exclusive of those usncem|rig !nd!v!due! cooperative or condem!nium
units)
Trenect!Gñs invviving commercial real prGparty, including Y " etene injunctions and excluding actions for the payment of rent

only
Shareholder derivative actions - without consideration of the monetary threshold

Commercial class actions - without cGns|darãtion of the manstary threshvid

Businese transactions involving or arising out of dealings with cammercial banks and other financial institutions

Internal affairs of business organizations

Ma!practice by muuuuni.unts or actuaries, and legal ma|;.-i=_i;·.-s arising out of representation in cümmerciâ| matters

Environmental insurance coverage

Commercial insurance caverags (e.g. directors and officers, errors and em!ss!ens, and business interruption caverage)
Dissolution of corporetions, partiiõrsh|pa, limited liability companies, limited liability pai|.i-oh;go and joint ventures - without
cGnsideratlan of the monetary threshold

App!!cêt!Gñs to stay or compel arbitraticñ and affirm or disaffirm arbitration awards and related injunctive relief pursuant to CPLR
Article 75 involving any of the füregaing enumerated c·.-:::::=:dul issues - without consideratian of the monetary threshsid

P!±±!"!°etitioner's claim for cornpensatory d==eges [exclusive of punitive damagss, interest, costs and counsel fees claimed]:

$ 115,517,567.01

Plaintiff/Petitiañsr's claim for equ!table or declaratory relief [brief description]:

Defendent!Respêñd:rt's counterclaim(s) [brief description, |ñc|üdli g claim for manstary reliefj:

I REQUEST THAT THIS CASE BE ASSIGNED TO THE COMMERCIAL DIVISION. I CERTIFY THAT THE CASE

MEETS THE JURi5DiGTIONAL REQ UIREMENTS OF THE COMMERCIAL DIVISION SET FORTH IN 22 NYCRR §

202.70(a), (b) AND (c).

Dated: 10/28/2020

SI URE

Alfred E.Donne!!an

PRINT OR TYPE NAME
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COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER

White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC

- v. -

60278/2020

JUDGE WALSH, GRETCHEN

HBL SNF, LLC et al

SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK

Index No.

Justice of the Supreme Court                             COURT NOTICE

Date: 10/29/2020
Index #: 60278/2020
Re: WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC -VS- HBL SNF, LLC et al

A Preliminary Conference, for counsel only, will be held at 111 Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
Blvd, Courtroom 105, White Plains, New York on
NOVEMBER 13, 2020 at 9:30 a.m. - VIA MICROSOFT TEAMS

Copies of all pleadings shall be received by the Court at least one (1) business day
prior to the conference in a joint submission by counsel.  Additionally, counsel shall submit
a joint description of the facts and each parties contentions, not exceeding two pages and
a proposed Preliminary Conference Order, which may be found at

http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/9jd/PartRules/PR_GWalsh_commDiv.pdf

http://www.nycourts.
gov/courts/comdiv/PDFs/PreliminaryConferenceOrderCommercialDivisionJudgeWalsh.pdf

Requests for adjournment of this conference date must be on consent, confirmed by
stipulation, subject to the approval of the Court. All such adjournment requests should be
emailed to the undersigned by no later than 12 p.m. on the day before the scheduled
conference.

COURT NOTICE

 of  2Page 1
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Regards,
Antoinetta Slater
Senior Court Clerk to Hon. Gretchen Walsh, J.S.C.
Phone: (914) 824-5446

DATED 10/29/2020 FILED By Antoinetta Slater

COURT NOTICE

 of  2Page 2
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER

--------------------------------------------------------------------------X

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC,

Plaintiff, Index No. 60278/2020

-against-

HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/K/A LIZER VERIFIED ANSWER
JOZOFOVIC and MARK NEUMAN, WITH AFFIRMATIVE

DEFENSES, COUNTER-

Defendants and CLAIMS AND THIRD-

Third-Party Plaintiff, PARTY COMPLAINT

-against-

CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY

CONSULTING, THE CONGRESS COMPANIES,
HOWARD FENSTERMAN, and WILLIAM

NICHOLSON,

Third-Party Defendants.

-------------------------------------------------------------------X

Defendants, HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/K/A LIZER JOZOFOVIC and

MARK NEUMAN (collectively, "Defendants"), by and through their counsel Michelman &

Robinson, LLP, hereby assert the following verified answer with affirmative defenses,

counterclaims, and third-party complaint and allege upon information and belief as follows:

ANSWER TO COMPLAINT

1. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs
"1," "2,"

and
"3."

2. Defendants admit the allegations in paragraphs
"4"

through
"11."

3. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs
"12"

and
"13."

4. In response to the allegations in paragraphs
"14"

through
"20,"

Defendants assert

that the document speaks for itself.
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5. Defendants admit the allegations in paragraphs “21” and “22.”  

6. In response to the allegations in paragraph “23,” Defendants assert that the 

document speaks for itself. 

7. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “24,” “25,” and “26.”  

8. In response to the allegations in paragraphs “27” through “32,” Defendants assert 

that the document speaks for itself. 

9. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph “33.”  

10. In response to the allegations in paragraphs “34” through “37,” Defendants assert 

that the document speaks for itself. 

11. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “38” through “53.”  

12. In response to the allegations in paragraph “54,” Defendants assert that the 

document speaks for itself. 

13. Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph “55.”  

14. In response to the allegations in paragraphs “56” through “59,” Defendants assert 

that the document speaks for itself. 

15. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “60,” “61,” and “62.”  

16. Defendants lack sufficient information to form a belief regarding the allegations 

and, on that basis, deny the allegations in paragraphs “63” and “64.”  

17. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph “65.”  

18. In response to the allegations in paragraphs “66” and “67,” Defendants assert that 

the document speaks for itself. 

19. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “68” through “75.”  
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FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST HBL 

(BREACH OF CONTRACT) 

 

20. Defendants repeat, reallege, and incorporate by reference their response to 

paragraphs “1” through “75” as if fully set forth herein. 

21. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “76” and “77.”  

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST HBL 

(BREACH OF CONTRACT) 

 

22. Defendants repeat, reallege, and incorporate by reference their response to 

paragraphs “1” through “77” as if fully set forth herein. 

23. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “78” and “79.”  

THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST JOZEFOVIC 

(ENFORCING GUARANTY) 

 

24. Defendants repeat, reallege, and incorporate by reference their response to 

paragraphs “1” through “79” as if fully set forth herein. 

25. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “80” and “81.”  

FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST NEUMAN 

(ENFORCING GUARANTY) 

 

26. Defendants repeat, reallege, and incorporate by reference their response to 

paragraphs “1” through “81” as if fully set forth herein. 

27. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “82” and “83.”  

AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES 

Defendants assert the following affirmative defenses, without admitting that Defendants 

would bear the burden of proof on any of these or any other affirmative defenses. 
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FIRST AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

(Plaintiff’s Breach) 

 

1. Plaintiff’s claims for relief are barred, in whole or in part, because plaintiff is in 

breach of its obligations under the Lease and the integrated development agreements. 

SECOND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

(Failure to Perform) 

 

2. Plaintiff failed to perform its obligations under the Lease and integrated Project 

documents and is not entitled to performance by the Defendants. 

THIRD AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

(Terms Too Indefinite To Enforce) 

 

3. Certain terms within the Lease which plaintiff seeks to enforce are not clear and 

not definite and are therefore unenforceable. 

FOURTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

(Payment) 

 

4. Defendants have made various substantial pre-payments of rent which have not 

been credited to their account. 

FIFTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

(Not Entitled to Enforcement) 

 

5. Plaintiff’s failure to deliver the Project in compliance with NYSDOH approvals 

renders the Lease unenforceable. 

SIXTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

(Offsets) 

 

6. Defendants are entitled to substantial offsets against the rents due under the Lease. 
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SEVENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

(Fraud In The Inducement) 

 

7. Plaintiff induced the Defendants to enter into the Lease and guarantee agreements 

by making fraudulent representations and failing to disclose material facts. 

EIGHTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

(Waiver) 

 

8. Plaintiff has accepted performance by Defendants and waives any and all right to 

sue for breach of contract. 

NINTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

(Bad Faith/Unclean Hands) 

 

9. The plaintiff is not entitled to the relief it seeks as it has acted in bad faith and with 

unclean hands. 

TENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

(Other Affirmative Defenses) 

 

10. Defendants reserve the right to supplement or amend this Verified Answer, 

including through the addition of further affirmative defenses, based on the course of discovery 

and proceedings in this litigation. 

COUNTERCLAIMS AGAINST WHITE PLAINS  

HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC  

AND  

THIRD-PARTY CLAIMS AGAINST CCC EQUITIES, LLC,  

PROJECT EQUITY CONSULTING, THE CONGRESS COMPANIES, 

HOWARD FENSTERMAN, AND WILLIAM NICHOLSON 

 

Now and for their counterclaims against plaintiff and third-party complaint against third-

party defendants, Defendants, upon information and belief, allege the following: 
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1. CCC Equities, LLC is a limited liability company duly organized and existing under 

the laws of the State of New York with an address and place of business at 3 Dakota Drive, Suite 

300, Lake Success, New York 11042. 

2. Project Equity Consulting is a limited liability company duly organized and 

existing under the laws of the State of New York with an address and place of business at 3 Dakota 

Drive, Suite 300, Lake Success, New York 11042. 

3. The Congress Companies is a corporation duly organized and existing under the 

laws of the State of Massachusetts with an address and place of business at 2 Bourbon Street, West 

Peabody Executive Center, Peabody, Massachusetts 01960 and regularly conducts business within 

the State of New York. 

4. Howard Fensterman is an individual residing at 4 Pond Lane, Sands Point, New 

York 11050 with a business address and place of business at Abrams, Fensterman, Fensterman, 

Eisman, Formato, Ferrara, Wolf & Carone, LLP, 3 Dakota Drive, Suite 300, Lake Success, New 

York 11042. 

5. Through the period complained of herein, Fensterman acted as both a principal in 

the transaction and legal counsel to certain parties including the defendant Lizer Jozefovic. 

6. William Nicholson is an individual residing at 12 Long Meadow Drive, Ipswich, 

Massachusetts 01938 with a business address and place of business at 2 Bourbon Street, West 

Peabody Executive Center, Suite 200, Peabody, Massachusetts 01960. 

7. This case involves the development of a new state-of-the-art 160-bed skilled 

nursing facility on Church Street in White Plains, New York (the “Facility.”) 
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8. The Facility was proposed by the defendant, HBL SNF, LLC, and its principals 

Lizer Jozefovic and Mark Newman (the “Jozefovic Team”) to the New York State Department of 

Health (“NYSDOH”) in August 2009. 

9. The Facility is dedicated to providing specialized services to “difficult to place 

patients,” including but not limited to, patients who exhibit psychiatric behaviors, patients who are 

undocumented, patients with developmental and physical disabilities, and patients who have no 

means of financial support and require charity care. 

10. The Facility was intentionally located in White Plains to service high-density 

minority and high-density poverty populations as compared to surrounding regions. 

11. In order to obtain a Certificate of Need from NYSDOH, the Jozefovic Team 

acquired skilled nursing bed licenses from other area nursing facilities including Hebrew Hospital 

Home of Westchester, Bethel Nursing Home, and Taylor Care Center. 

12. After full review of the Jozefovic Team’s application, NYSDOH determined that 

the Jozefovic Team was a successful operator of nursing facilities that are authorized to care for 

the elderly and individuals with long-term physical care needs and has an established history of 

achieving high occupancy at the facilities it operated. 

13. NYSDOH further determined that the Facility was unique and necessary as it 

provided care to patients not accepted by other facilities because of their special needs. 

14. At the time the Jozefovic Team proposed the Facility, the Plaintiff White Plains 

Healthcare Properties I, LLC (“WPHP”) and the third-party defendants Howard Fensterman 

(“Fensterman”), William Nicholson (“Nicholson”), and their companies CCC Equities LLC 

(“CCCE”), Project Equity Construction (“PEC”), and The Congress Companies (“Congress”), 

approached the Jozefovic Team and proposed that they act as developers for the new Facility. 
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15. Led by third-party defendant Fensterman, these parties represented that they were 

capable of performing all aspects of development of the Facility including construction and 

financing (hereafter “the Project.”) 

16. In fact, the Project costs for the Facility presented to NYSDOH by the Jozefovic 

Team were costs calculated and submitted by Fensterman and Nicholson. 

17. Importantly, these costs established a total Project cost of $56, 631,759. 

18. The Project costs for the Facility were itemized by Fensterman and Nicholson as 

follows: 

   Land acquisition  $  4,528,333 
   New construction  $37,282,722 
   Design Contingency  $  1,864,136 
   Construction Contingency $  1,864,136 
   Architect/Engineering Fees $  2,982,618 
   Construction Manager Fees $     745,654 
   Other Fees (Consultant) $     750,000 
   Movable Equipment  $  1,480,000 
   Financing Costs  $  2,112,000 
   Interim Interest Expense $  2,710,400 
   CON Application Fee  $         2,000 
   CON Processing Fee  $     309,760 
   Total Project Cost  $56,631,759 
 

19. Many of these costs were to be paid to Fensterman and Nicholson directly, as well 

as Fensterman’s law firm, and other costs to their entities as fees, interest costs, and other Project 

expenses. 

20. In addition, Fensterman and Nicholson represented that they could arrange for 

100% of the Project financing. 

21. More specifically, Fensterman and Nicholson specifically represented and agreed 

in writing that they could secure a HUD insured mortgage in the amount of $42,240,000 with an 

interest rate of 5.5% and a term of thirty (30) years. 
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22. A description of this mortgage was included in the projected Medicaid 

Reimbursement submitted to NYSDOH as part of the Project feasibility forecast. 

23. Furthermore, Fensterman represented that he could provide the necessary project 

equity in the amount of $9,863,246 through his company CCC Equities, LLC. 

24. The Jozefovic Team presented this financing arrangement to NYSDOH in support 

of its request for approval of the Facility and these costs became part of NYSDOH’s Project 

approval. 

25. Given that Fensterman and Nicholson agreed to develop, finance, and own the 

Project, the Jozefovic Team agreed to enter into a Lease Agreement to occupy and operate the 

Facility. 

26. To accomplish this, Fensterman and Nicholson proposed that their company White 

Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC become the landlord for the operating company owned by the 

Jozefovic Team known as HBL SNF, LLC. 

27. The Lease was to be for a twenty (20) year term. 

28. The rent was to be calculated as an amount equal to the debt service of the HUD 

insured mortgage to be obtained by Fensterman and Nicholson plus a return of cash equity to 

WPHP on the account of the equity contributions through CCCE. 

29. The annual rent proposed by Fensterman and Nicholson and presented to NYSDOH 

equaled $4,318,000 annually or $360,000 per month. 

30. The amount of annual rent as calculated above was eligible for reimbursement to 

HBL SNF, LLC through the NYSDOH. 

31. The Project as proposed to the NYSDOH was to be completed in approximately 

twenty (20) months. 
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32. The NYSDOH gave approval for the Project on the terms described above in 

October 2012. 

33. Throughout the NYSDOH application process, the Jozefovic Team relied upon 

representations made by Fensterman and Nicholson. 

34. However, shortly after receiving approval from NYSDOH, the Jozefovic Team 

learned that Fensterman and Nicholson did not have the capital necessary to commence or 

complete the Project as presented. 

35. As a result of this lack of capital the Project was delayed for years. 

36. In an attempt to overcome this lack of capital, on November 15, 2015, HBL SNF, 

LLC entered into a Development Agreement with White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC (the 

“Development Agreement.”) 

37. On the same date, HBL SNF, LLC entered into a Lease with White Plains 

Healthcare Properties I, LLC (the “Lease”) for the Facility in order to enable WPHP to obtain its 

Project financing. 

38. The Development Agreement and Lease are essential parts of the same transaction 

and are constitute integrated agreements. 

39. Pursuant to the Development Agreement, the Project was to be “turn-key” meaning 

that the plaintiff and third-party defendants would deliver a fully constructed facility authorized to 

operate as a skilled nursing facility with permanent financing in place in accordance with the 

approval granted by NYSDOH. 

40. However, because Fensterman and Nicholson lacked sufficient capital to complete 

the Project on a turn-key basis, they induced the Jozefovic Team to withdraw its equity from 
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another nursing facility which it owned and operated known as Waterview Nursing Home and to 

contribute that equity to the Project so that the Project could move forward in 2016. 

41. In particular, the Jozefovic Team made the following capital contributions to the 

Project as memorialized in a Term Sheet dated November 20, 2015: 

a) $2,200,000 paid to WPHP to be used by Congress for pre-development costs; 
b) $197,072 to CCC Equities, LLC to be used in the discretion of Fensterman; 
c) $1,595,368.32 into a control account in the name of HBL SNF. 

 
42. Despite repeated requests since 2015, Fensterman, Nicholson, Congress, and 

CCCE have failed or refused to provide an accounting of the use of the predevelopment and 

discretionary funds paid to them. 

43. In consideration for the $2,200,000 contribution to WPHP, WPHP agreed that these 

funds constituted a loan to WPHP to be repaid to HBL SNF, LLC. 

44. No provision was made for the payment of interest on the loan notwithstanding that 

WPHP had the use of such funds since 2015. 

45. WPHP agreed to repay the principal amount of the loan by purchasing the furniture, 

fixtures, and equipment (the “FF&E”) in the amount of $1,500,000 for the Project and by giving 

HBL SNF, LLC a future credit against Lease payments. 

46. When advancing these funds to Fensterman, Nicholson, CCC Equities and 

Congress, the Jozefovic Team anticipated that the Facility would be delivered in September 2017. 

47. The Facility was not delivered until December 2019. 

48. Despite repeated requests, WPHP has never provided an accounting for purchases 

of the required FF&E or any documentation evidencing repayment of $1,500,000 of the loan 

amount to HBL SNF, LLC. 
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49. In the absence of such an accounting, HBL SNF, LLC cannot determine how much 

of its loan amount, if any, has been repaid and how much of the remaining loan balance should be 

credited to current Lease payments. 

50. In addition, accrued interest on the $2,200,000 loan must be calculated from 

November 2015 and either paid to HBL SNF, LLC or credited to payments due under the Lease. 

51. The Development Agreement required that the Project be substantially completed 

within twenty-two (22) months or before September 2017. 

52. The plaintiff breached its obligations to HBL SNF, LLC by failing to complete the 

Project until December 2019. 

53. The delay in completing the Project caused HBL SNF, LLC to lose substantial 

revenue. 

54. In addition, by delivering the Project in December 2019, HBL SNF, LLC 

encountered market conditions during its start-up phase in 2020 caused by the COVID-19 

pandemic which adversely affected HBL SNF LLC’s operations as it has nursing homes 

throughout the region. 

55. HBL SNF, LLC would not have encountered these adverse financial conditions but 

not for the delay caused by plaintiff and third-party defendants. 

56. In addition to the Project being completed more than two (2) years late, plaintiff 

and third-party defendants delivered the Project well over budget. 

57. The Development Agreement required the plaintiff to enter into a construction 

contract with Congress and to secure a 100% performance bond to guarantee the performance of 

the construction contract. 
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58. However, unbeknownst to HBL SNF, LLC, Congress could not secure a 

performance bond. 

59. Fensterman and Nicholson never disclosed to HBL SNF, LLC or any of its 

principals that Congress could not obtain a bond. 

60. As a result, WPHP entered into a contract without approval or consent from HBL 

SNF, LLC for a creation of a joint venture agreement with a third-party contractor. 

61. The joint venture, among other reasons, added substantial costs to the Project. 

62. These substantial additional costs exceeded the capital expenditures approved by 

NYSDOH and are not reimbursable through NYSDOH. 

63. Upon information and belief, Congress’s inability to secure the performance bond 

is related to certain judgments taken against its principal Nicholson arising from claims for 

diversion of project funds in a skilled nursing project located in Milwaukee, Wisconsin dating back 

to 2015, the time when the Jozefovic Team advanced monies to Nicholson and Congress. 

64. Neither Fensterman nor Nicholson disclosed these adverse proceedings to the 

Jozefovic Team. 

65. In fact, Nicholson was adjudged to have committed conversion and civil theft in 

the amount of $1,903,452, and that judgement was affirmed on appeal to the Seventh Circuit Court 

of Appeals. 

66. The Development Agreement required that plaintiff and third-party defendants 

deliver the Project at the costs approved by NYSDOH. 

67. Only in the event of a change order, authorized by HBL SNF, LLC, would HBL 

SNF, LLC have responsibility for any cost higher than the cost approved by the NYSDOH. 

68. There were no approved change orders. 
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69. The approved Project cost is $57,000,000. 

70. The plaintiff and third-party defendants caused the Project to exceed the approved 

costs by more than $5,000,000. 

71. The plaintiff and third-party defendants breached their obligations to HBL SNF, 

LLC under the Development Agreement by causing the Project to be over budget. 

72. As a result, HBL SNF, LLC is not eligible for reimbursement of its rent payments 

as originally intended - a loss of eligibility that will cause substantial harm to HBL SNF, LLC. 

73. Given these costs overruns and the loss of eligibility for reimbursement, the Lease 

is unenforceable. 

74. As part of the “turn-key” delivery of the Project, plaintiff was obligated to provide 

permanent financing for the Project on the terms of the HUD insured loan submitted by plaintiff 

as part of the Project approved by NYSDOH. 

75. The plaintiff and third-party defendants have failed to provide such permanent 

financing and are in breach of the Development Agreement and the Lease. 

76. In connection with the permanent financing, the plaintiff and third-party defendants 

were required to demonstrate sufficient equity invested in the Project for HUD or any other lender 

of permanent financing to grant a thirty (30) year loan to the Project. 

77. Plaintiff and third-party defendants have failed to demonstrate sufficient equity in 

the Project. 

78. Upon information and belief, Fensterman procured financial contributions from 

individual third parties who contributed capital to CCCE to meet the equity requirement. 

79. Although this capital is required to be and has, in fact, been represented by 

Fensterman to be in the nature of equity, upon information and belief, these contributions from 
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individual third-parties are loans at high rates of interest which are overdue as a result of the Project 

delays. 

80. Fensterman, CCCE, and plaintiff have caused additional financial burden to the 

Project and have attempted to pass along to HBL SNF, LLC and the Jozefovic Team these higher 

interest costs. 

81. The Project cost overruns and the higher finance costs due to the delay in delivering 

the Project, together with the lack of sufficient equity, have prevented the Project from securing 

permanent financing. 

82. The plaintiff and third-party defendants have advised HBL SNF, LLC that they 

have initiated this lawsuit because they are in default of their current loan agreements. 

83. As of this date, plaintiff and third-party defendants have been unable to provide to 

the Jozefovic Team an accurate Project accounting of Project expenditures and have refused to 

provide information concerning the Project financing. 

84. As of this date, plaintiff and third-party defendants have been unable to procure the 

HUD insured financing which they represented they could secure and is required by NYSDOH 

Project approval. 

85. As of this date, the Project does not comply with the approval issued by the 

NYSDOH. 

86. As a result of the failure to deliver the Project on the terms approved by NYSDOH, 

HBL SNF, LLC cannot be reimbursed for the cost of the Facility as intended by the Development 

Agreement and the Lease and HBL SNF, LLC and its principals have suffered financial harm as a 

result. 
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87. Throughout the development process, WPHP, Fensterman, Nicholson and 

Congress have made false representations to the Jozefovic Team and have taken adverse actions 

which have adversely affected the business of HBL SNF, LLC. 

AS AND FOR A FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION AS AGAINST WPHP,  

CCCE, CONGRESS, AND FENSTERMAN 

(DEMAND FOR ACCOUNTING) 

 

88. Defendants repeat and reallege each and every allegation set forth in paragraphs 

“1” through “87” with the same force and effect as if fully set forth herein. 

89. HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer Jozefovic and Mark Neuman had a trust-based relationship 

with Fensterman, Nicholson, and WPHP. 

90. Given that relationship, HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer Jozefovic, and Mark Neuman 

advanced monies to WPHP and Fensterman prior to commencement of the Project in order to 

allow the Project to proceed. 

91. HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer Jozefovic, and Mark Neuman are entitled to an accounting 

of the use of the funds advanced for the Project. 

AS AND FOR A SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION AS AGAINST WPHP 

(PAYMENT OF INTEREST) 

 

92. Defendants repeat and reallege each and every allegation set forth in paragraphs 

“1” through “91” with the same force and effect as if fully set forth herein. 

93. HBL SNF, LLC is entitled to imputed interest on the $2,200,000 made to WPHP 

loan from November 2015 to present. 
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AS AND FOR A THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION AS AGAINST WPHP 

(BREACH OF CONTRACT) 

 

94. Defendants repeat and reallege each and every allegation set forth in paragraphs 

“1” through “93” with the same force and effect as if fully set forth herein. 

95. WPHP breached the Development Agreement and the Lease. 

96. As a result of such breach, HBL SNF, LLC has been damaged by the loss of 

reimbursable capital expenditures and has incurred other costs due to the nonperformance of 

WPHP. 

97. In addition, HBL SNF, LLC has lost funds and continues to lose revenues as a result 

of Project delays. 

AS AND FOR A FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION  

AS AGAINST FENSTERMAN AND NICHOLSON 

(FRAUD IN THE INDUCEMENT) 

 

98. Defendants repeat and reallege each and every allegation set forth in paragraphs 

“1” through “97” with the same force and effect as if fully set forth herein. 

99. Third-party defendants Fensterman and Nicholson fraudulently induced HBL SNF, 

LLC, Lizer Jozefovic, and Mark Neuman to enter into the Development Agreement, the Lease, 

and the Guaranty. 

100. Fensterman and Nicholson misrepresented the Project costs. 

101. Fensterman and Nicholson misrepresented their ability to secure permanent HUD 

financing. 

102. Fensterman and Nicholson misrepresented their ability to complete the Project. 

103. Fensterman misrepresented the capital contributions made to CCCE to satisfy the 

equity requirement for the Project. 
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104. Fensterman and Nicholson failed to disclose the claimant civil proceeding against 

Nicholson for civil theft. 

105. By reason of such fraud in the inducement, Defendants Lizer Jozefovic and Mark 

Neuman have no obligations under the guarantees. 

106. By reason of such fraud in the inducement, HBL SNF, LLC has suffered financial 

damages. 

AS AND FOR A FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION  

AS AGAINST ALL THIRD-PARTY DEFENDANTS 

(BAD FAITH) 

 

107. Defendants repeat and reallege each and every allegation set forth in paragraphs 

“1” through “106” with the same force and effect as if fully set forth herein. 

108. As alleged throughout this third-party complaint, the plaintiff and third-party 

defendants acted in bad faith. 

109. As a result of such bad faith dealings, HBL SNF, LLC has suffered damages in an 

amount not less than $15,000,000. 

AS AND FOR A SIXTH CAUSE OF ACTION  

AS AGAINST WPHP AND ALL THIRD-PARTY DEFENDANTS 

(FRAUD) 

 

110. Defendants repeat and reallege each and every allegation set forth in paragraphs 

“1” through “109” with the same force and effect as if fully set forth herein. 

111. The misrepresentations and non-disclosures by Fensterman and Nicholson and 

third-party defendants constitute fraud. 

112. WPHP, Fensterman and Nicholson new such statements were false. 

113. WPHP, Fensterman and Nicholson made such statements to deceive HBL SNF, 

LLC, Lizer Jozefovic, and Mark Neuman. 
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114. HBL SNF, LLC has been damaged by such fraudulent conduct. 

WHEREFORE, Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs deny generally and specifically 

that it committed any wrongdoing and demand: 

1) A determination that the amount of rent payable under the Lease be modified by 

any sums not reimbursable by the NYSDOH and offset by prior payments and 

accrued interest; 

2) The Guaranty Agreements be nullified; 

3) Monetary damages in an amount to be determined; 

4) Attorneys’ fees, and 

5) Such other relief as the Court deems appropriate. 

Dated: New York, New York 
 
 November 5, 2020 
       MICHELMAN & ROBINSON, LLP 
 
        

By: ________________________ 
             John Giardino  
             Alex Barnett-Howell 

800 Third Avenue, 24th Floor 
             New York, New York 10022 
             (212) 730-7700 
             jgiardino@mrllp.com 
             abarnett-howell@mrllp.com  
             Attorneys for Defendants 
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VERIFICATION BY ATTORNEY 

 JOHN GIARDINO, being an attorney duly admitted to practice in the courts of New York, 

affirms the following under penalties of perjury: 

 I am an attorney for Defendants HBL-SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/K/A LIZER 

JOZOFOVIC and MARK NEUMAN, in the above entitled action and have read the foregoing 

Verified Answer and know the contents thereof; that the same is true upon information and belief, 

and that as to those matters I believe them to be true.  

 I further state that the grounds of my belief as to all matters in the Verified Answer are 

based upon the file maintained by my office and conference and telephone conferences with 

Defendants. This verification is made pursuant to the provisions of RPAPL 741 because 

Defendants was not available to sign the same at the time the Verified Answer was prepared. 

Dated:  New York, New York 

 November 5, 2020 

 

       _____________________________ 

       JOHN GIARDINO, ESQ. 
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ILED: WESTCHE TE
NYSCEF DOC. NO. 22

HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/KIA LIZER
JOZOFOVIC and MARK NEUMAN,

INDEX NO.

RECEIVED NYSCEF:

Index No. 6027812020

NOTICE OF CROSS-
MOTION

6A21 B /2020

t), / 05 / 2020

SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC,

Plaintiff,

X

-VS.

Crgst-mofio-- ORAL ARGUMENT
diil'draw-, REeuEsrED
V*ud on Defendants.
(ftp"ta,l.on ---------x

dat"/ No,r. 1.?ozo
ItlSCEt Ouc, PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that upon the annexed Memorandum of Law, dated November

No. 74 ' 5, Zl2l,Affirmation of John Giardino, Esq., dated November 5, 2020, and the exhibits annexed

A"ll,ptlil.b,t thereto, Defendants HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer Jozefovic, and Mark Neuman will move this Court,

lrol?-o2 u' lircated at I I I Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Boulevard, White Plains, New York 10601, in the

Commercial Division, before Judge Walsh, on December 7, 2020, al 9:30 A.M', or as soon

thereafter as counsel can be heard, for an Order pursuant to CPLR $ 2004 and 3012(d) holding that

Defendants' verified answer with affirmative defenses, counterclaims, and third-party complaint,

dated November 5, 2020, was timely filed, for sanctions purstant to 22 NYCRR 130- l . I , and for

such olher and further relief as the Court may deem just and proper.

PI-EASE TAKE FURTHER NOTICE that opposition papers shall be served upon the

undersigned at least seven (7) days prior to the retum date of this motion pursuant to CPLR

$2214(b).

'5,t(

lof2
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CLERK Iaaaaa
NYSCEF DOC. NO. 22

rNDEX NO. 60218/2020

RECEIVED NYSCEF: 11l 05,/2 02 0

Dated: New York, New York
November 5, 2020

To:

MICHELMAN & ROBINSON. LLP

By:

Alex Esq.

800 Thi 4rh Floor
New York, 10022
(212\ 730-7700
jgiardino@mrllp.com
abamett-howell@mrllp.com
Auorneys for Defendants HBL SNF,
LLC, Lizer Jozefovic, and Mark Neuman

Allred E. Donnellan, Esq.
DelBello Donnellan Weingarten Wise & Wiederkehr LLP
One North Lexington Ave., I l'h Floor
White Plains, NY 10601
(9r4) 681-0200

Robert A. Spolzino, Esq.
Abrams, Fensterman, Fensterman, Eisman, Formato, Ferrara, Wolf & Carone, LLP
8l Main St., Suite 306
White Plains, NY 10601
(914) 607-7010

Attorneys for Plaintiff White Ploins Healthcare Properties I, LLC

J

-Howe
venu
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 

COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER 

------------------------------------------------------------------------X 

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC,   

 

Plaintiff, Index No. 60278/2020 

 

-vs-  

 

HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/KIA LIZER 

JOZOFOVIC and MARK NEUMAN, 

 

Defendants. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------X 

 

AFFIRMATION OF JOHN GIARDINO IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR DEFAULT 

JUDGMENT AND IN SUPPORT OF CROSS-MOTION FOR AN EXTENSION OF 

TIME TO RESPOND AND FOR SANCTIONS 

 

JOHN GIARDINO, ESQ., an attorney duly admitted to practice law in the State of New 

York, affirms the following to be true under the penalties of perjury: 

1. I am a partner at the law firm of Michelman & Robinson, LLP, attorneys for the 

Defendants HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer Jozefovic, and Mark Neuman (collectively “Defendants”). 

2. I respectfully submit this Affirmation in Opposition to Plaintiff White Plains 

Healthcare Properties I, LLC’s (“Plaintiff”) Motion for Default Judgment and in Support of 

Defendants’ Cross-Motion for an Extension of Time to Respond and for Sanctions against 

Plaintiff. 

3. This Affirmation is based upon my personal knowledge and upon files maintained 

by my firm in relation to this action. 

4. I was contacted by Defendants regarding a summons and complaint which was filed 

by Plaintiff against Defendants in the Supreme Court of the State of New York, County of 

Westchester, Index No. 60278/2020. 
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5. On October 6, 2020, I sent several emails to Plaintiff’s counsel, Alfred E. 

Donnellan, Esq. at DelBello Donnellan Weingarten Wise & Wiederkehr LLP (“Mr. Donnellan”), 

at AED@ddw-law.com to discuss this action. 

6. On October 6, 2020, I sent an email to Mr. Donnellan to request a short 10-day 

extension of time to file a responsive pleading in response to the summons and complaint. In the 

email I stated: “May this confirm my request to establish Thursday November 5th, 2020 as the 

date for service of our responsive pleading or papers in the lease termination action.  Please 

confirm.” 

7. Before sending my email request, I advised Mr. Donnellan that I needed to be out 

of the office for major surgery on October 20th and would be absent from the office for a period of 

time. 

8. Upon information and belief, service on the defendants was completed on October 

1, 2020. 

9. Mr. Donnellan replied immediately and stated: “We can agree to November 5 for 

responsive pleading conditioned on the following 

- Base rent paid by November 1 (without prejudice to any claims by any 

 party) 

- Consent to jurisdiction and venue 

- Extension is for a responsive pleading not a motion to dismiss.” 

10. True and correct copies of the emails to and from Mr. Donnellan are attached as 

Exhibit A. 

11. As I had asked Mr. Donnellan “to confirm” whether Plaintiff would agree to an 

extension to file a responsive pleading until November 5, 2020, and Mr. Donnellan had responded 
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by stating that “[w]e can agree to November 5,” it was clear that Plaintiff had agreed to extend the 

deadline to file a responsive pleading until November 5, 2020 so long as I complied with Mr. 

Donnellan’s conditions, i.e., (1) the “[b]ase rent was paid by November 1”; (2) the responsive 

pleading did not contest “jurisdiction and venue”; and (3) Defendants filed “a responsive pleading 

not a motion to dismiss.” 

12. On November 1, 2020, I instructed Defendants to pay the rent for November 2020. 

13. True and correct copies of the November 2020 rent payment are attached as Exhibit 

B. 

14. In reliance on Mr. Donnellan’s prior statements, I filed a verified answer with 

affirmative defenses, counterclaims, and third-party complaint on November 5, 2020 (the 

“Answer”). 

15. A true and correct copies of the Answer is attached as Exhibit C. 

16. As Mr. Donnellan had requested, the Answer does not challenge “jurisdiction” or 

“venue.” 

17. Furthermore, as Mr. Donnellan had requested, the Answer was not a “motion to 

dismiss.” 

18. I was therefore surprised to receive a motion for default judgment, dated October 

28, 2020 (the “Motion”), from Plaintiff. 

19. In the Motion, Mr. Donnellan claimed that Plaintiff never consented to an extension 

and that Defendants, by failing to file a responsive pleading in time, were now in default. 

20. There were no grounds for the Motion, as Plaintiff had already granted an extension 

until November 5, 2020, and Defendants were in the process of complying with Plaintiff’s 

conditions. 
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21. Over decades of practice in the State of New York I have regularly coordinated 

similar extensions with opposing counsel via email correspondence without incident and without 

the need for certified statements or judicial authorization. 

22. To date, I have never participated in another matter where opposing counsel has 

attempted to withdraw an offered extension after the fact or moved for a default judgment less than 

thirty days after service of the summons and complaint. 

23. If Mr. Donnellan had been uncertain about the timing of the Answer he could have 

contacted me and I would have reiterated that we had already agreed to extend the time for 

Defendants to file a responsive pleading until November 5, 2020, and that Defendants were 

preparing an answer to be filed in accordance with Plaintiff’s conditions by that date. 

24. At no point prior to the Motion did Mr. Donnellan attempt to contact me. 

25. The Motion is a frivolous and a waste of judicial and party resources, as there are 

no grounds for granting a default judgment. 

26. Moreover, the Motion contains deliberately false statements and misrepresentations 

to the Court, as Mr. Donnellan claims that Plaintiff never agreed to extend the time to file a 

responsive pleading until November 5, 2020. 

 

Dated: New York, New York 

November 5, 2020 

 

    

 

      By:  __________________________ 

       JOHN GIARDINO, ESQ. 
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From: Alfred E. Donnellan
To: John Giardino (M}; Emily Carlino (NY)
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] RE: White Plains Healthcare v. HBL SNF, LLC et al.
Date: Tuesday, October 6, 2020 5:51:22 PM
Attachments: imaae001.pna

imaae002.pna

CAUTION: Email from external account

We can agree to November 5 for responsive pleading conditioned on the following
• Base rent paid by November 1 (without prejudice to any claims by any party)

• Consent to jurisdiction and venue

• Extension is for a responsive pleading not a motion to dismiss.

Alfred E Donnellan

Managing Partner

DelBello Donnellan Weingarten Wise & Wiederkehr, LLP

One North Lexington Ave.

White Plains, NY 10601

Phone: 914-681-0200

e-mail: aed@ddw-law.com

www.ddw-law.com

This electronic transmission by the law firm of DelBello Donnellan Weingarten Wise &
Wiederkehr, LLP contains information that may be confidential or proprietary, or protected by
the attorney client privilege or work product doctrine. If you are not the intended recipient, be

aware that any disclosure, copying, distribution or use of the contents hereof is strictly
prohibited. If you have received this transmission in error, please notify DelBello Donnellan

Weingarten Wise & Wiederkehr, LLP at (914) 681-0200.

We are required by IRS Circular 230 to inform you that any statements contained herein are

not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, by you or any other taxpayer, for the

purpose of avoiding any penalties that may be imposed by Federal Tax Law.

From: John Giardino (NY) <jgiardino@mrllp.com>

Sent: Tuesday, October 6, 2020 5:41 PM

To: Alfred E. Donnellan <AED@ddw-law.com>; Emily Carlino (NY) <ecarlino@mrllp.com>

Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] RE: White Plains Healthcare v. HBL SNF, LLC et al.

Thank you.

May this confirm my request to establish Thursday November 5th, 2020 as the date for service of our

responsive pleading or papers in the lease termination action. Please confirm.

I have a call with my client tomorrow afternoon and will follow up with you on Thursday.
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(FILED : WESTCHESTER COUNTY CLERK 11/05/2020 05 : 31 PM)
INDEX NO. 60278/2020

NYSCEF DOC. NO. 21 RECEIVED NYSCEF: 11/05/2020

SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER

--------------------------------------------------------------------------X

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC,

Plaintiff, Index No. 60278/2020

-against-

HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/K/A LIZER VERIFIED ANSWER
JOZOFOVIC and MARK NEUMAN, WITH AFFIRMATIVE

DEFENSES, COUNTER-

Defendants and CLAIMS AND THIRD-

Third-Party Plaintiff, PARTY COMPLAINT

-against-

CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY

CONSULTING, THE CONGRESS COMPANIES,
HOWARD FENSTERMAN, and WILLIAM

NICHOLSON,

Third-Party Defendants.

-------------------------------------------------------------------X

Defendants, HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/K/A LIZER JOZOFOVIC and

MARK NEUMAN (collectively, "Defendants"), by and through their counsel Michelman &

Robinson, LLP, hereby assert the following verified answer with affirmative defenses,

counterclaims, and third-party complaint and allege upon information and belief as follows:

ANSWER TO COMPLAINT

1. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs
"1," "2,"

and
"3."

2. Defendants admit the allegations in paragraphs
"4"

through
"11."

3. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs
"12"

and
"13."

4. In response to the allegations in paragraphs
"14"

through
"20,"

Defendants assert

that the document speaks for itself.

1 of 20
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5. Defendants admit the allegations in paragraphs “21” and “22.”  

6. In response to the allegations in paragraph “23,” Defendants assert that the 

document speaks for itself. 

7. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “24,” “25,” and “26.”  

8. In response to the allegations in paragraphs “27” through “32,” Defendants assert 

that the document speaks for itself. 

9. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph “33.”  

10. In response to the allegations in paragraphs “34” through “37,” Defendants assert 

that the document speaks for itself. 

11. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “38” through “53.”  

12. In response to the allegations in paragraph “54,” Defendants assert that the 

document speaks for itself. 

13. Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph “55.”  

14. In response to the allegations in paragraphs “56” through “59,” Defendants assert 

that the document speaks for itself. 

15. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “60,” “61,” and “62.”  

16. Defendants lack sufficient information to form a belief regarding the allegations 

and, on that basis, deny the allegations in paragraphs “63” and “64.”  

17. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph “65.”  

18. In response to the allegations in paragraphs “66” and “67,” Defendants assert that 

the document speaks for itself. 

19. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “68” through “75.”  
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FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST HBL 

(BREACH OF CONTRACT) 

 

20. Defendants repeat, reallege, and incorporate by reference their response to 

paragraphs “1” through “75” as if fully set forth herein. 

21. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “76” and “77.”  

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST HBL 

(BREACH OF CONTRACT) 

 

22. Defendants repeat, reallege, and incorporate by reference their response to 

paragraphs “1” through “77” as if fully set forth herein. 

23. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “78” and “79.”  

THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST JOZEFOVIC 

(ENFORCING GUARANTY) 

 

24. Defendants repeat, reallege, and incorporate by reference their response to 

paragraphs “1” through “79” as if fully set forth herein. 

25. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “80” and “81.”  

FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST NEUMAN 

(ENFORCING GUARANTY) 

 

26. Defendants repeat, reallege, and incorporate by reference their response to 

paragraphs “1” through “81” as if fully set forth herein. 

27. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “82” and “83.”  

AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES 

Defendants assert the following affirmative defenses, without admitting that Defendants 

would bear the burden of proof on any of these or any other affirmative defenses. 
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FIRST AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

(Plaintiff’s Breach) 

 

1. Plaintiff’s claims for relief are barred, in whole or in part, because plaintiff is in 

breach of its obligations under the Lease and the integrated development agreements. 

SECOND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

(Failure to Perform) 

 

2. Plaintiff failed to perform its obligations under the Lease and integrated Project 

documents and is not entitled to performance by the Defendants. 

THIRD AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

(Terms Too Indefinite To Enforce) 

 

3. Certain terms within the Lease which plaintiff seeks to enforce are not clear and 

not definite and are therefore unenforceable. 

FOURTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

(Payment) 

 

4. Defendants have made various substantial pre-payments of rent which have not 

been credited to their account. 

FIFTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

(Not Entitled to Enforcement) 

 

5. Plaintiff’s failure to deliver the Project in compliance with NYSDOH approvals 

renders the Lease unenforceable. 

SIXTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

(Offsets) 

 

6. Defendants are entitled to substantial offsets against the rents due under the Lease. 
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SEVENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

(Fraud In The Inducement) 

 

7. Plaintiff induced the Defendants to enter into the Lease and guarantee agreements 

by making fraudulent representations and failing to disclose material facts. 

EIGHTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

(Waiver) 

 

8. Plaintiff has accepted performance by Defendants and waives any and all right to 

sue for breach of contract. 

NINTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

(Bad Faith/Unclean Hands) 

 

9. The plaintiff is not entitled to the relief it seeks as it has acted in bad faith and with 

unclean hands. 

TENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

(Other Affirmative Defenses) 

 

10. Defendants reserve the right to supplement or amend this Verified Answer, 

including through the addition of further affirmative defenses, based on the course of discovery 

and proceedings in this litigation. 

COUNTERCLAIMS AGAINST WHITE PLAINS  

HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC  

AND  

THIRD-PARTY CLAIMS AGAINST CCC EQUITIES, LLC,  

PROJECT EQUITY CONSULTING, THE CONGRESS COMPANIES, 

HOWARD FENSTERMAN, AND WILLIAM NICHOLSON 

 

Now and for their counterclaims against plaintiff and third-party complaint against third-

party defendants, Defendants, upon information and belief, allege the following: 
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1. CCC Equities, LLC is a limited liability company duly organized and existing under 

the laws of the State of New York with an address and place of business at 3 Dakota Drive, Suite 

300, Lake Success, New York 11042. 

2. Project Equity Consulting is a limited liability company duly organized and 

existing under the laws of the State of New York with an address and place of business at 3 Dakota 

Drive, Suite 300, Lake Success, New York 11042. 

3. The Congress Companies is a corporation duly organized and existing under the 

laws of the State of Massachusetts with an address and place of business at 2 Bourbon Street, West 

Peabody Executive Center, Peabody, Massachusetts 01960 and regularly conducts business within 

the State of New York. 

4. Howard Fensterman is an individual residing at 4 Pond Lane, Sands Point, New 

York 11050 with a business address and place of business at Abrams, Fensterman, Fensterman, 

Eisman, Formato, Ferrara, Wolf & Carone, LLP, 3 Dakota Drive, Suite 300, Lake Success, New 

York 11042. 

5. Through the period complained of herein, Fensterman acted as both a principal in 

the transaction and legal counsel to certain parties including the defendant Lizer Jozefovic. 

6. William Nicholson is an individual residing at 12 Long Meadow Drive, Ipswich, 

Massachusetts 01938 with a business address and place of business at 2 Bourbon Street, West 

Peabody Executive Center, Suite 200, Peabody, Massachusetts 01960. 

7. This case involves the development of a new state-of-the-art 160-bed skilled 

nursing facility on Church Street in White Plains, New York (the “Facility.”) 
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8. The Facility was proposed by the defendant, HBL SNF, LLC, and its principals 

Lizer Jozefovic and Mark Newman (the “Jozefovic Team”) to the New York State Department of 

Health (“NYSDOH”) in August 2009. 

9. The Facility is dedicated to providing specialized services to “difficult to place 

patients,” including but not limited to, patients who exhibit psychiatric behaviors, patients who are 

undocumented, patients with developmental and physical disabilities, and patients who have no 

means of financial support and require charity care. 

10. The Facility was intentionally located in White Plains to service high-density 

minority and high-density poverty populations as compared to surrounding regions. 

11. In order to obtain a Certificate of Need from NYSDOH, the Jozefovic Team 

acquired skilled nursing bed licenses from other area nursing facilities including Hebrew Hospital 

Home of Westchester, Bethel Nursing Home, and Taylor Care Center. 

12. After full review of the Jozefovic Team’s application, NYSDOH determined that 

the Jozefovic Team was a successful operator of nursing facilities that are authorized to care for 

the elderly and individuals with long-term physical care needs and has an established history of 

achieving high occupancy at the facilities it operated. 

13. NYSDOH further determined that the Facility was unique and necessary as it 

provided care to patients not accepted by other facilities because of their special needs. 

14. At the time the Jozefovic Team proposed the Facility, the Plaintiff White Plains 

Healthcare Properties I, LLC (“WPHP”) and the third-party defendants Howard Fensterman 

(“Fensterman”), William Nicholson (“Nicholson”), and their companies CCC Equities LLC 

(“CCCE”), Project Equity Construction (“PEC”), and The Congress Companies (“Congress”), 

approached the Jozefovic Team and proposed that they act as developers for the new Facility. 
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15. Led by third-party defendant Fensterman, these parties represented that they were 

capable of performing all aspects of development of the Facility including construction and 

financing (hereafter “the Project.”) 

16. In fact, the Project costs for the Facility presented to NYSDOH by the Jozefovic 

Team were costs calculated and submitted by Fensterman and Nicholson. 

17. Importantly, these costs established a total Project cost of $56, 631,759. 

18. The Project costs for the Facility were itemized by Fensterman and Nicholson as 

follows: 

   Land acquisition  $  4,528,333 
   New construction  $37,282,722 
   Design Contingency  $  1,864,136 
   Construction Contingency $  1,864,136 
   Architect/Engineering Fees $  2,982,618 
   Construction Manager Fees $     745,654 
   Other Fees (Consultant) $     750,000 
   Movable Equipment  $  1,480,000 
   Financing Costs  $  2,112,000 
   Interim Interest Expense $  2,710,400 
   CON Application Fee  $         2,000 
   CON Processing Fee  $     309,760 
   Total Project Cost  $56,631,759 
 

19. Many of these costs were to be paid to Fensterman and Nicholson directly, as well 

as Fensterman’s law firm, and other costs to their entities as fees, interest costs, and other Project 

expenses. 

20. In addition, Fensterman and Nicholson represented that they could arrange for 

100% of the Project financing. 

21. More specifically, Fensterman and Nicholson specifically represented and agreed 

in writing that they could secure a HUD insured mortgage in the amount of $42,240,000 with an 

interest rate of 5.5% and a term of thirty (30) years. 
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22. A description of this mortgage was included in the projected Medicaid 

Reimbursement submitted to NYSDOH as part of the Project feasibility forecast. 

23. Furthermore, Fensterman represented that he could provide the necessary project 

equity in the amount of $9,863,246 through his company CCC Equities, LLC. 

24. The Jozefovic Team presented this financing arrangement to NYSDOH in support 

of its request for approval of the Facility and these costs became part of NYSDOH’s Project 

approval. 

25. Given that Fensterman and Nicholson agreed to develop, finance, and own the 

Project, the Jozefovic Team agreed to enter into a Lease Agreement to occupy and operate the 

Facility. 

26. To accomplish this, Fensterman and Nicholson proposed that their company White 

Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC become the landlord for the operating company owned by the 

Jozefovic Team known as HBL SNF, LLC. 

27. The Lease was to be for a twenty (20) year term. 

28. The rent was to be calculated as an amount equal to the debt service of the HUD 

insured mortgage to be obtained by Fensterman and Nicholson plus a return of cash equity to 

WPHP on the account of the equity contributions through CCCE. 

29. The annual rent proposed by Fensterman and Nicholson and presented to NYSDOH 

equaled $4,318,000 annually or $360,000 per month. 

30. The amount of annual rent as calculated above was eligible for reimbursement to 

HBL SNF, LLC through the NYSDOH. 

31. The Project as proposed to the NYSDOH was to be completed in approximately 

twenty (20) months. 
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32. The NYSDOH gave approval for the Project on the terms described above in 

October 2012. 

33. Throughout the NYSDOH application process, the Jozefovic Team relied upon 

representations made by Fensterman and Nicholson. 

34. However, shortly after receiving approval from NYSDOH, the Jozefovic Team 

learned that Fensterman and Nicholson did not have the capital necessary to commence or 

complete the Project as presented. 

35. As a result of this lack of capital the Project was delayed for years. 

36. In an attempt to overcome this lack of capital, on November 15, 2015, HBL SNF, 

LLC entered into a Development Agreement with White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC (the 

“Development Agreement.”) 

37. On the same date, HBL SNF, LLC entered into a Lease with White Plains 

Healthcare Properties I, LLC (the “Lease”) for the Facility in order to enable WPHP to obtain its 

Project financing. 

38. The Development Agreement and Lease are essential parts of the same transaction 

and are constitute integrated agreements. 

39. Pursuant to the Development Agreement, the Project was to be “turn-key” meaning 

that the plaintiff and third-party defendants would deliver a fully constructed facility authorized to 

operate as a skilled nursing facility with permanent financing in place in accordance with the 

approval granted by NYSDOH. 

40. However, because Fensterman and Nicholson lacked sufficient capital to complete 

the Project on a turn-key basis, they induced the Jozefovic Team to withdraw its equity from 
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another nursing facility which it owned and operated known as Waterview Nursing Home and to 

contribute that equity to the Project so that the Project could move forward in 2016. 

41. In particular, the Jozefovic Team made the following capital contributions to the 

Project as memorialized in a Term Sheet dated November 20, 2015: 

a) $2,200,000 paid to WPHP to be used by Congress for pre-development costs; 
b) $197,072 to CCC Equities, LLC to be used in the discretion of Fensterman; 
c) $1,595,368.32 into a control account in the name of HBL SNF. 

 
42. Despite repeated requests since 2015, Fensterman, Nicholson, Congress, and 

CCCE have failed or refused to provide an accounting of the use of the predevelopment and 

discretionary funds paid to them. 

43. In consideration for the $2,200,000 contribution to WPHP, WPHP agreed that these 

funds constituted a loan to WPHP to be repaid to HBL SNF, LLC. 

44. No provision was made for the payment of interest on the loan notwithstanding that 

WPHP had the use of such funds since 2015. 

45. WPHP agreed to repay the principal amount of the loan by purchasing the furniture, 

fixtures, and equipment (the “FF&E”) in the amount of $1,500,000 for the Project and by giving 

HBL SNF, LLC a future credit against Lease payments. 

46. When advancing these funds to Fensterman, Nicholson, CCC Equities and 

Congress, the Jozefovic Team anticipated that the Facility would be delivered in September 2017. 

47. The Facility was not delivered until December 2019. 

48. Despite repeated requests, WPHP has never provided an accounting for purchases 

of the required FF&E or any documentation evidencing repayment of $1,500,000 of the loan 

amount to HBL SNF, LLC. 
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49. In the absence of such an accounting, HBL SNF, LLC cannot determine how much 

of its loan amount, if any, has been repaid and how much of the remaining loan balance should be 

credited to current Lease payments. 

50. In addition, accrued interest on the $2,200,000 loan must be calculated from 

November 2015 and either paid to HBL SNF, LLC or credited to payments due under the Lease. 

51. The Development Agreement required that the Project be substantially completed 

within twenty-two (22) months or before September 2017. 

52. The plaintiff breached its obligations to HBL SNF, LLC by failing to complete the 

Project until December 2019. 

53. The delay in completing the Project caused HBL SNF, LLC to lose substantial 

revenue. 

54. In addition, by delivering the Project in December 2019, HBL SNF, LLC 

encountered market conditions during its start-up phase in 2020 caused by the COVID-19 

pandemic which adversely affected HBL SNF LLC’s operations as it has nursing homes 

throughout the region. 

55. HBL SNF, LLC would not have encountered these adverse financial conditions but 

not for the delay caused by plaintiff and third-party defendants. 

56. In addition to the Project being completed more than two (2) years late, plaintiff 

and third-party defendants delivered the Project well over budget. 

57. The Development Agreement required the plaintiff to enter into a construction 

contract with Congress and to secure a 100% performance bond to guarantee the performance of 

the construction contract. 
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58. However, unbeknownst to HBL SNF, LLC, Congress could not secure a 

performance bond. 

59. Fensterman and Nicholson never disclosed to HBL SNF, LLC or any of its 

principals that Congress could not obtain a bond. 

60. As a result, WPHP entered into a contract without approval or consent from HBL 

SNF, LLC for a creation of a joint venture agreement with a third-party contractor. 

61. The joint venture, among other reasons, added substantial costs to the Project. 

62. These substantial additional costs exceeded the capital expenditures approved by 

NYSDOH and are not reimbursable through NYSDOH. 

63. Upon information and belief, Congress’s inability to secure the performance bond 

is related to certain judgments taken against its principal Nicholson arising from claims for 

diversion of project funds in a skilled nursing project located in Milwaukee, Wisconsin dating back 

to 2015, the time when the Jozefovic Team advanced monies to Nicholson and Congress. 

64. Neither Fensterman nor Nicholson disclosed these adverse proceedings to the 

Jozefovic Team. 

65. In fact, Nicholson was adjudged to have committed conversion and civil theft in 

the amount of $1,903,452, and that judgement was affirmed on appeal to the Seventh Circuit Court 

of Appeals. 

66. The Development Agreement required that plaintiff and third-party defendants 

deliver the Project at the costs approved by NYSDOH. 

67. Only in the event of a change order, authorized by HBL SNF, LLC, would HBL 

SNF, LLC have responsibility for any cost higher than the cost approved by the NYSDOH. 

68. There were no approved change orders. 
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69. The approved Project cost is $57,000,000. 

70. The plaintiff and third-party defendants caused the Project to exceed the approved 

costs by more than $5,000,000. 

71. The plaintiff and third-party defendants breached their obligations to HBL SNF, 

LLC under the Development Agreement by causing the Project to be over budget. 

72. As a result, HBL SNF, LLC is not eligible for reimbursement of its rent payments 

as originally intended - a loss of eligibility that will cause substantial harm to HBL SNF, LLC. 

73. Given these costs overruns and the loss of eligibility for reimbursement, the Lease 

is unenforceable. 

74. As part of the “turn-key” delivery of the Project, plaintiff was obligated to provide 

permanent financing for the Project on the terms of the HUD insured loan submitted by plaintiff 

as part of the Project approved by NYSDOH. 

75. The plaintiff and third-party defendants have failed to provide such permanent 

financing and are in breach of the Development Agreement and the Lease. 

76. In connection with the permanent financing, the plaintiff and third-party defendants 

were required to demonstrate sufficient equity invested in the Project for HUD or any other lender 

of permanent financing to grant a thirty (30) year loan to the Project. 

77. Plaintiff and third-party defendants have failed to demonstrate sufficient equity in 

the Project. 

78. Upon information and belief, Fensterman procured financial contributions from 

individual third parties who contributed capital to CCCE to meet the equity requirement. 

79. Although this capital is required to be and has, in fact, been represented by 

Fensterman to be in the nature of equity, upon information and belief, these contributions from 
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individual third-parties are loans at high rates of interest which are overdue as a result of the Project 

delays. 

80. Fensterman, CCCE, and plaintiff have caused additional financial burden to the 

Project and have attempted to pass along to HBL SNF, LLC and the Jozefovic Team these higher 

interest costs. 

81. The Project cost overruns and the higher finance costs due to the delay in delivering 

the Project, together with the lack of sufficient equity, have prevented the Project from securing 

permanent financing. 

82. The plaintiff and third-party defendants have advised HBL SNF, LLC that they 

have initiated this lawsuit because they are in default of their current loan agreements. 

83. As of this date, plaintiff and third-party defendants have been unable to provide to 

the Jozefovic Team an accurate Project accounting of Project expenditures and have refused to 

provide information concerning the Project financing. 

84. As of this date, plaintiff and third-party defendants have been unable to procure the 

HUD insured financing which they represented they could secure and is required by NYSDOH 

Project approval. 

85. As of this date, the Project does not comply with the approval issued by the 

NYSDOH. 

86. As a result of the failure to deliver the Project on the terms approved by NYSDOH, 

HBL SNF, LLC cannot be reimbursed for the cost of the Facility as intended by the Development 

Agreement and the Lease and HBL SNF, LLC and its principals have suffered financial harm as a 

result. 
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87. Throughout the development process, WPHP, Fensterman, Nicholson and 

Congress have made false representations to the Jozefovic Team and have taken adverse actions 

which have adversely affected the business of HBL SNF, LLC. 

AS AND FOR A FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION AS AGAINST WPHP,  

CCCE, CONGRESS, AND FENSTERMAN 

(DEMAND FOR ACCOUNTING) 

 

88. Defendants repeat and reallege each and every allegation set forth in paragraphs 

“1” through “87” with the same force and effect as if fully set forth herein. 

89. HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer Jozefovic and Mark Neuman had a trust-based relationship 

with Fensterman, Nicholson, and WPHP. 

90. Given that relationship, HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer Jozefovic, and Mark Neuman 

advanced monies to WPHP and Fensterman prior to commencement of the Project in order to 

allow the Project to proceed. 

91. HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer Jozefovic, and Mark Neuman are entitled to an accounting 

of the use of the funds advanced for the Project. 

AS AND FOR A SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION AS AGAINST WPHP 

(PAYMENT OF INTEREST) 

 

92. Defendants repeat and reallege each and every allegation set forth in paragraphs 

“1” through “91” with the same force and effect as if fully set forth herein. 

93. HBL SNF, LLC is entitled to imputed interest on the $2,200,000 made to WPHP 

loan from November 2015 to present. 
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AS AND FOR A THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION AS AGAINST WPHP 

(BREACH OF CONTRACT) 

 

94. Defendants repeat and reallege each and every allegation set forth in paragraphs 

“1” through “93” with the same force and effect as if fully set forth herein. 

95. WPHP breached the Development Agreement and the Lease. 

96. As a result of such breach, HBL SNF, LLC has been damaged by the loss of 

reimbursable capital expenditures and has incurred other costs due to the nonperformance of 

WPHP. 

97. In addition, HBL SNF, LLC has lost funds and continues to lose revenues as a result 

of Project delays. 

AS AND FOR A FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION  

AS AGAINST FENSTERMAN AND NICHOLSON 

(FRAUD IN THE INDUCEMENT) 

 

98. Defendants repeat and reallege each and every allegation set forth in paragraphs 

“1” through “97” with the same force and effect as if fully set forth herein. 

99. Third-party defendants Fensterman and Nicholson fraudulently induced HBL SNF, 

LLC, Lizer Jozefovic, and Mark Neuman to enter into the Development Agreement, the Lease, 

and the Guaranty. 

100. Fensterman and Nicholson misrepresented the Project costs. 

101. Fensterman and Nicholson misrepresented their ability to secure permanent HUD 

financing. 

102. Fensterman and Nicholson misrepresented their ability to complete the Project. 

103. Fensterman misrepresented the capital contributions made to CCCE to satisfy the 

equity requirement for the Project. 
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104. Fensterman and Nicholson failed to disclose the claimant civil proceeding against 

Nicholson for civil theft. 

105. By reason of such fraud in the inducement, Defendants Lizer Jozefovic and Mark 

Neuman have no obligations under the guarantees. 

106. By reason of such fraud in the inducement, HBL SNF, LLC has suffered financial 

damages. 

AS AND FOR A FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION  

AS AGAINST ALL THIRD-PARTY DEFENDANTS 

(BAD FAITH) 

 

107. Defendants repeat and reallege each and every allegation set forth in paragraphs 

“1” through “106” with the same force and effect as if fully set forth herein. 

108. As alleged throughout this third-party complaint, the plaintiff and third-party 

defendants acted in bad faith. 

109. As a result of such bad faith dealings, HBL SNF, LLC has suffered damages in an 

amount not less than $15,000,000. 

AS AND FOR A SIXTH CAUSE OF ACTION  

AS AGAINST WPHP AND ALL THIRD-PARTY DEFENDANTS 

(FRAUD) 

 

110. Defendants repeat and reallege each and every allegation set forth in paragraphs 

“1” through “109” with the same force and effect as if fully set forth herein. 

111. The misrepresentations and non-disclosures by Fensterman and Nicholson and 

third-party defendants constitute fraud. 

112. WPHP, Fensterman and Nicholson new such statements were false. 

113. WPHP, Fensterman and Nicholson made such statements to deceive HBL SNF, 

LLC, Lizer Jozefovic, and Mark Neuman. 
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114. HBL SNF, LLC has been damaged by such fraudulent conduct. 

WHEREFORE, Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs deny generally and specifically 

that it committed any wrongdoing and demand: 

1) A determination that the amount of rent payable under the Lease be modified by 

any sums not reimbursable by the NYSDOH and offset by prior payments and 

accrued interest; 

2) The Guaranty Agreements be nullified; 

3) Monetary damages in an amount to be determined; 

4) Attorneys’ fees, and 

5) Such other relief as the Court deems appropriate. 

Dated: New York, New York 
 
 November 5, 2020 
       MICHELMAN & ROBINSON, LLP 
 
        

By: ________________________ 
             John Giardino  
             Alex Barnett-Howell 

800 Third Avenue, 24th Floor 
             New York, New York 10022 
             (212) 730-7700 
             jgiardino@mrllp.com 
             abarnett-howell@mrllp.com  
             Attorneys for Defendants 
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VERIFICATION BY ATTORNEY 

 JOHN GIARDINO, being an attorney duly admitted to practice in the courts of New York, 

affirms the following under penalties of perjury: 

 I am an attorney for Defendants HBL-SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/K/A LIZER 

JOZOFOVIC and MARK NEUMAN, in the above entitled action and have read the foregoing 

Verified Answer and know the contents thereof; that the same is true upon information and belief, 

and that as to those matters I believe them to be true.  

 I further state that the grounds of my belief as to all matters in the Verified Answer are 

based upon the file maintained by my office and conference and telephone conferences with 

Defendants. This verification is made pursuant to the provisions of RPAPL 741 because 

Defendants was not available to sign the same at the time the Verified Answer was prepared. 

Dated:  New York, New York 

 November 5, 2020 

 

       _____________________________ 

       JOHN GIARDINO, ESQ. 
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER 
------------------------------------------------------------------------X 
WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC,   
 

Plaintiff, Index No. 60278/2020 
 

-vs-  
 
HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/KIA LIZER 
JOZOFOVIC and MARK NEUMAN, 
 

Defendants. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------X 

 
 

 

MEMORANDUM OF LAW  

IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR DEFAULT JUDGMENT AND IN SUPPORT OF 

CROSS-MOTION FOR AN EXTENSION OF TIME TO RESPOND 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MICHELMAN & ROBINSON, LLP 

John Giardino, Esq. 
       Alex Barnett-Howell, Esq. 
       800 Third Avenue, 24th Floor 
       New York, New York 10022 
       Tel: (212) 730-7700 
       jgiardino@mrllp.com 
       abarnett-howell@mrllp.com 

Attorneys for Defendants HBL SNF, LLC, 

Lizer Jozefovic, and Mark Neuman
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I. PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 

Defendants HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer Jozefovic, and Mark Neuman (collectively, 

“Defendants”) respectfully submit this Memorandum of Law and accompanying Affirmation in 

opposition to White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC’s (“Plaintiff”) motion for default 

judgment, dated October 28, 2020 (the “Motion”), or in the alternative, request that the Court grant 

Defendants’ cross-motion for an Order pursuant to CPLR § 2004 and 3012(d) holding that 

Defendants’ verified answer with affirmative defenses, counterclaims, and third-party complaint, 

dated November 5, 2020 (the “Answer”), was timely filed, and for sanctions pursuant to 22 

NYCRR 130-1.1.  

The facts are not complicated. Plaintiff filed and served a summons and complaint on 

Defendants. Before the time to file a responsive pleading had expired, counsel for Defendants, 

Michelman and Robinson LLP (“M&R”), contacted counsel for Plaintiff, Alfred E. Donnellan, 

Esq. at DelBello Donnellan Weingarten Wise & Wiederkehr LLP (“Mr. Donnellan”) and requested 

a brief extension until November 5, 2020. Mr. Donnellan consented to an extension, with the 

requirement that Defendants abide by certain conditions. 

On November 5, 2020, in reliance on Mr. Donnellan’s word, Defendants filed the Answer 

which complied with all of Plaintiff’s conditions. Now, Plaintiff duplicitously claims that it never 

agreed to extend the time to answer, and that Defendants are in default. Plaintiff’s argument is 

directly contradicted by the email record, which clearly establishes that Plaintiff offered an 

extension under certain conditions and that Defendants accepted Plaintiff’s offer and filed the 

Answer in reliance on Plaintiff’s statements and in compliance with Plaintiff’s conditions. 

Moreover, even if Plaintiff were to allege that it secretly withdrew consent, Plaintiff would still 

not be entitled to a default judgment. Therefore, Defendants respectfully request that Plaintiff’s 
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motion be denied in its entirety, or in the alternative, grant Defendants’ cross-motion and find that 

the Answer was timely filed, and grant Defendants appropriate costs and fees for dealing with this 

frivolous and harassing Motion. 

II. STATEMENT OF FACTS 

On September 18, 2020, Plaintiff filed a summons and complaint with five exhibits. Dkt. 

Nos. 1-6. On October 7, 2020, Plaintiff filed an affidavit claiming to have served the summons 

and complaint on all Defendants on between the dates of September 22 and October 1, 2020. Dkt. 

No. 8. 

On October 6, 2020, M&R contacted Mr. Donnellan and requested that the time to file a 

responsive pleading be extended until November 5, 2020. Affirmation of John Giardino in 

Opposition to the Motion for Default Judgment (“Giardino Aff.”) ¶ 6. Mr. Donnellan responded 

on the same day, agreeing to extend the time to file a responsive pleading under certain conditions. 

Giardino Aff. ¶ 9. Specifically, Mr. Donnellan agreed to extend the time to respond to November 

5, 2020 if Defendants agreed to: 

(1) Pay the “[b]ase rent” by November 1, 2020, “without prejudice to any claims by any party”; 

(2) “Consent to jurisdiction and venue”; and 

(3) Use the extension “for a responsive pleading not a motion to dismiss.” 

Giardino Aff. ¶ 9. Defendants accepted Plaintiff’s conditions and performed to the letter: 

(1) On November 1, 2020, Defendants paid the base rent; 

(2) On November 5, 2020, Defendants filed the Answer; and 

(3) The Answer, as Plaintiff had requested, did not contest “jurisdiction and venue,” and was 

“not a motion to dismiss.” 

Giardino Aff. ¶¶ 12, 14, 16-17. 
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 However, Defendants were surprised to discover that on October 28, 2020, Plaintiff had 

filed the Motion, requesting a premature default judgment. Giardino Aff. ¶ 18; Dkt. Nos. 9-19. In 

support of the Motion, Mr. Donnellan claimed that there never was an agreement to extend the 

time to respond to the Complaint. Giardino Aff. ¶ 19; Dkt. No. 10, ¶ 9. 

 Defendants cannot recall another matter in which opposing counsel moved for a default 

judgment after consenting to an extension of time, or where a plaintiff has, without providing 

notice to actively participating counsel, moved for a default judgment less than 30 days after 

service of the complaint. Giardino Aff. ¶¶ 21-22. Mr. Donnellan has falsely represented to the 

Court that the parties did not agree to an extension, and Mr. Donnellan’s actions show a complete 

lack of respect for the Court and all expectations of professional courtesy and collegiality. Giardino 

Aff. ¶ 26. The Motion is simply a frivolous and harassing tactic designed to waste judicial 

resources and inconvenience Defendants. Giardino Aff. ¶ 25. 

III. LEGAL ARGUMENT 

 

1. The Court Should Deny the Motion for Default Judgment 

 

A. Legal Standard 

 

CPLR § 3215(a) states, in relevant part: 

Default and entry. When a defendant has failed to appear, plead or proceed 

to trial of an action reached and called for trial, or when the court orders a 

dismissal for any other neglect to proceed, the plaintiff may seek a default 

judgment against him. 

 

However, courts must deny motions for default judgment if the defendant can show “a reasonable 

excuse” for the delay and “a potentially meritorious defense.” Brice v. City of New York, 33 

N.Y.S.3d 316, 317 (2016); Allstate Ins. Co. v. Austin, 851 N.Y.S.2d 375, 376 (2008). 
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As it is “the established policy of this State that disputes be resolved on their merits,” courts 

have interpreted the grounds for challenging default judgments broadly and generously. Murray v. 

Matusiak, 669 N.Y.S.2d 278, 280 (1998); Cappel v. RKO Stanley Warner Theaters, Inc., 403 

N.Y.S.2d 31, 33 (1978) (“It is the general policy of the courts to permit actions to be determined 

by trials on the merits wherever possible and for that purpose a liberal policy is adopted …in 

furtherance of justice to the end that the parties may have their day in court to litigate the issues.”). 

Therefore, “reasonable excuse” is found when there is a valid explanation of the delay and 

defendants have been actively involved in the matter. See, e.g., Fried v. Jacob Holding, Inc., 970 

N.Y.S.2d 260, 263 (2013); Action Lawn & Landscaping Inc. v. E. Glenville Fire Dist., 678 

N.Y.S.2d 826, 828 (1998) (finding “reasonable excuse” where “defendant acted promptly” and 

defense counsel had “prior contacts with plaintiffs' attorneys…which demonstrated defendant's 

intention not to default on such matters.”). Likewise, a “potentially meritorious defense” is shown 

by contesting the plaintiff’s claims and damages, as well as through the submission of a responsive 

pleading. See Brice, 33 N.Y.S.3d at 318; see also Action Lawn, 678 N.Y.S.2d at 828 (1998) 

(“Defendant also made a prima facie showing of legal merit contesting both liability and the 

amount of damages sought by plaintiffs.”) (citations omitted). 

Courts must also consider other factors, including, but not limited to, whether “prejudice 

has resulted from the delay,” or if “there is evidence of willfulness on the defaulting defendant's 

part.” Brice, 33 N.Y.S.3d at 317–18; Sippin v. Gallardo, 732 N.Y.S.2d 62, 63 (2001) (“In this case 

there a relatively short period of delay, a possible meritorious defense, no claim of prejudice to the 

plaintiffs, and no willfulness by the defendants.”); LaValle v. Astoria Const. & Paving Corp., 697 

N.Y.S.2d 605, 606 (1999) (finding that a delay of more than a year was not prejudicial). 
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Finally, the moving party must present proof setting forth the facts constituting the claim, 

the default, and the amount due. Specifically, CPLR § 3215(f) states, in relevant part: 

Proof. On any application for judgment by default, the applicant shall file 

proof of service of the summons and the complaint…and proof of the facts 

constituting the claim, the default and the amount due by affidavit made by 

the party. 

 

In short, default judgments are not “rubber-stamped” by courts based solely upon a failure to 

appear, as the moving party must still submit valid evidence in support of their claims. Joosten v. 

Gale, 514 N.Y.S.2d 729, 732 (1987) (“[S]ome proof of liability is also required to satisfy court as 

to prima facie validity of uncontested cause of action, and plaintiff failed to meet even that minimal 

standard.”). 

B. Defendants Filed An Answer In Accordance With Plaintiff’s Agreement For 

An Extension Of Time  

 

Upon receiving the summons and complaint, Defendants immediately contacted Plaintiff 

to request an extension before the time to file a responsive pleading had expired. Giardino Aff. ¶¶ 

6-7. Plaintiff responded by consenting to an extension of time to answer, so long as Defendants 

agreed to certain conditions. Giardino Aff. ¶ 9. Defendants agreed to those conditions and 

performed, i.e., by paying rent, filing the Answer by November 5, 2020, and by not filing a motion 

to dismiss or contesting jurisdiction and venue. Giardino Aff. ¶¶ 12-17. 

This should be the end of the Motion. Defendants acted diligently to obtain a brief 

extension, and then filed their answer within the agreed-upon time and in accordance with 

Plaintiff’s conditions. Plaintiff consented to the extension, never withdrew the extension, never 

informed Defendants that it was preparing to file a motion for default judgment and has no basis 

for withdrawing the extension after the fact. 
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Defendants regularly request and grant extensions to opposing counsel under similar 

circumstances without requiring sworn statements or judicial intervention. Instead, Defendants act 

honestly and expect the same in return, as both a professional courtesy and as officers of the court. 

Here, Mr. Donnellan consented to extend the time to file an answer, and Defendants performed in 

accordance with Plaintiff’s conditions. If Mr. Donnellan was uncertain about this issue, he could 

have contacted Defendants or provided notice of Plaintiff’s intent to seek a default judgment. Mr. 

Donnellan did neither, preferring to ambush Defendants with the Motion. As such, Defendants’ 

respectfully request that the Court hold Mr. Donnellan to his word and find Defendants answer 

was timely filed according to the extension that Plaintiff provided. 

C. In The Alternative, Defendants Have Shown Good Cause For Denying The 

Motion For Default Judgment 

 

To the extent that the Court finds that Plaintiff retroactively withdrew the extension of time 

for Defendants to file an answer, the Motion must still be denied. Courts do not automatically grant 

default judgments, as opposing parties must be given the opportunity to explain any delay and 

demonstrate that a meritorious defense exists. See Settles v. OneWest Bank, 186 A.D.3d 1551 (N.Y. 

App. Div. 2020). Time and time again, courts have shown an overwhelming preference for matters 

to be decided on their merits, not by motions for default. Courts must also weigh whether the 

opposing party defaulted willfully and if the moving party would be prejudiced by a denial. See 

Fried v. Jacob Holding, Inc., 970 N.Y.S.2d 260, 263 (2013). 

Here, Defendants have demonstrated a more-than reasonable excuse for any delay. As 

discussed supra, Plaintiff extended the time for Defendants to answer until November 5, 2020, so 

long as Defendants agreed to certain conditions. Giardino Aff. ¶ 11. Defendants agreed and, in 

reasonable reliance upon Plaintiff’s representations and in accordance with Plaintiff’s conditions, 

filed the Answer. Giardino Aff. ¶ 14. Defendants were under the false impression that Mr. 
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Donnellan could be taken at his word and had no way of knowing that Plaintiff’s would instead 

move for a surprise default judgment. Giardino Aff. ¶¶ 18-20. Therefore, any theoretical delay is 

excusable under these circumstances.  

Second, Defendants have meritorious defenses which must be head. As described in detail 

in the Answer, Defendants contest both Plaintiff’s claims for liability and damages, have provided 

ten affirmative defenses, and have substantial counterclaims against Plaintiff and other third-party 

defendants. Goldman v. City of New York, 731 N.Y.S.2d 212, 214 (2001) (“The proposed verified 

answer…was sufficient to demonstrate the existence of a potentially meritorious defense.”); see 

also Harris v. City of New York, 817 N.Y.S.2d 99, 102 (2006). This matter contains serious issues 

which must be resolved through litigation, and as Plaintiff’s claims are fatally flawed, a premature 

default judgment is inapplicable. 

Third, courts have reiterated, time and time again, that default judgments should only be 

granted in the most extreme circumstances, as cases that can be resolved on their merits must be 

resolved on their merits. Jennings v. Queens Tribune Publications, LLC, 956 N.Y.S.2d 528, 529 

(2012). The issues between Plaintiff and Defendants are highly contested, and as a substantial 

amount of property and money are at risk, the parties deserve to have their day in court. 

Finally, Defendants did not willfully default and there is no conceivable prejudice to 

Plaintiff. Zeccola & Selinger, LLC v. Horowitz, 931 N.Y.S.2d 536 (2011). Defendants have been 

fully engaged throughout and are diligently opposing Plaintiff’s claims. Any delay, to the extent it 

theoretically exists, does not have any impact on Plaintiff’s claims or damages. 

D. Plaintiff Has Failed to Provide Sufficient Proof to Obtain a Default Judgment 

 

Plaintiffs cannot claim a default judgment at will. Courts will not “rubber stamp” default 

judgments—the moving party must provide sufficient evidence in support of the alleged claims 
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and damages. Joosten, 514 N.Y.S.2d at 731–32. Therefore, to succeed on a motion for default 

judgment, the plaintiff must demonstrate some external documents for confirming the allegations. 

St. Paul Fire & Marine Ins. Co. v. A.L. Eastmond & Sons, Inc., 664 N.Y.S.2d 448, 448 (1997). 

Plaintiff has failed to do so here. 

Plaintiff has made vague and insubstantial claims against Defendants. In support of these 

claims, Plaintiff has attached nothing more than a complaint, a few base documents, and a 

conclusory, self-serving affirmation. Tri-State Consumer Ins. Co. v. Brown, 839 N.Y.S.2d 437 

(Dist. Ct. 2007) (“To satisfy the requirements of CPLR § 3215(f) the verified complaint must, at a 

minimum, allege enough facts to enable a court to determine that a viable cause of action exists.”) 

(citations omitted).  Plaintiff’s Motion and attached filings are facially insufficient to obtain a 

default judgment and cannot justify an incredible claim of $115,517,567.01in damages. 

As Plaintiff has not provided sufficient evidence to prove it is entitled to a default judgment, 

the Motion must be denied regardless. 

2. The Court Should Grant Defendants’ Cross-Motion And Accept The Answer As 

Timely Filed 

 

A. Legal Standard 

 

CPLR § 2004 states, in relevant part: 

Extensions of time generally. Except where otherwise expressly prescribed  

by  law, the court may extend the time fixed by any statute, rule or order for 

doing any act, upon such terms as may be just and upon good cause shown, 

whether the application for extension is  made  before or after the expiration 

of the time fixed. 

 

See, e.g., Felix v. Thomas R. Stachecki Gen. Contracting, LLC, 107 A.D.3d 664, 666, 966 N.Y.S.2d 

494, 496 (2013); Spence v. Davis, 31 N.Y.S.3d 539, 540 (2016); Hendeles v. Preferred 

Contractors Ins. Co. RRG, LLC, 167 A.D.3d 581, 582, 89 N.Y.S.3d 711, 713 (2018) (“Given the 
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strong public policy favoring the resolution of cases on the merits, the Supreme Court has 

discretion to permit the filing of an untimely answer where the record demonstrates that there was 

only a short delay in appearing or answering the complaint, that there was no willfulness on the 

part of the defendant, that there would be no prejudice to the plaintiff, and that a potentially 

meritorious defense exists.”) 

Additionally, CPLR § 3012(d) states, in relevant part: 

(d) Extension of time to appear or plead.  Upon the application of a party, 

the court may extend the time to appear or plead, or compel the acceptance 

of a pleading untimely served, upon such terms as may be just and upon a 

showing of reasonable excuse for delay or default. 

 

Therefore, as part of considering a motion for default judgment, courts will often accept a late 

filing under either section. See Yuxi Li v. Caruso, 77 N.Y.S.3d 685, 687 (2018); Fischer v. City of 

New York, 1030, 46 N.Y.S.3d 916, 917 (2017); Kim v. Strippoli, 42 N.Y.S.3d 245, 246 (2016). 

B. Defendants Are Entitled To An Extension 

 

Out of an overabundance of caution, Defendants respectfully request that the Court find 

that Defendants’ answer, filed on November 5, 2020, was timely filed. For all the reasons stated 

above, Defendants filed the Answer in good faith reliance on Mr. Donnellan’s extension. To the 

extent any delay existed, it was accidental and extremely brief. Moreover, there is no prejudice to 

the Plaintiff, and Defendants have raised potentially meritorious defenses through their Answer.  

 

3. Plaintiff Must Be Sanctioned For Its Frivolous And Harassing Conduct  

 

A. Legal Standard 

 

Courts may “award to any party or attorney in any civil action or proceeding before the 

court, except where prohibited by law, costs in the form of reimbursement for actual expenses 

reasonably incurred and reasonable attorney’s fees, resulting from frivolous conduct.” 22 NYCRR 
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§ 130-1.1(a). Conduct is frivolous if: (1) it is completely without merit in law and cannot be 

supported by a reasonable argument for an extension, modification or reversal of existing law; (2) 

it is undertaken primarily to delay or prolong the resolution of the litigation, or to harass or 

maliciously injure another; or (3) it asserts material factual statements that are false. 22 NYCRR 

§ 130-1.1(c). 

Sanctions pursuant to NYCRR § 130-1.1 further judicial interests, fairness, and equity by 

deterring vexatious litigation and preventing the waste of judicial resources.  Mechta v. Mack, 156 

A.D.2d 747, 748 (2d Dep’t 1989) (granting sanctions as a result of actions that constitute “a misuse 

of and a burden on judicial resources” and which place a “burden on the defendants in time and 

costs”). Sanctions are especially warranted when a party attempts to deceive the Court or engages 

in disingenuous conduct. See Curcio v. J.P. Hogan Coring & Sawing Corp., 303 A.D.2d 357, 358–

59 (2d Dep’t 2003) (awarding fees and costs due to the “the assertion of misleading factual 

statements”); see also Bd. of Managers of Foundry at Wash. Park Condo. v. Foundry Dev. Co., 40 

Misc. 3d 1234(A), 975 N.Y.S.2d 707 (Sup. Ct. Orange Co. 2013), aff’d, 137 A.D.3d 1181 (2d 

Dep’t 2016). 

B. Defendants Are Entitled To Sanctions Due To Plaintiff’s False Statements and 

Frivolous Motion Practice 

 

As described in detail above, Plaintiff has no legitimate purpose in filing the Motion. 

Plaintiff granted Defendants an extension to file a responsive pleading, and now deliberately 

misrepresents that fact. The Motion will only serve to waste judicial resources, already limited due 

to COVID-19, and to drive up Defendants’ costs. Given that this matter has barely begun, and 

Plaintiff is already making sworn statements to the Court that are false, Defendants request an 

immediate award of sanctions to prevent this and future frivolous and unethical conduct. 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, Defendants HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer Jozefovic, and Mark Neuman 

respectfully request that the Court deny White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC’s motion for 

default judgment, or in the alternative, grant Defendants HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer Jozefovic, and 

Mark Neuman’s cross-motion for an Order pursuant to CPLR § 2004 and 3012(d) holding that 

Defendants’ answer was timely filed, and for sanctions pursuant to 22 NYCRR § 130-1.1. 

Dated: New York, New York 
November 5, 2020 

 MICHELMAN & ROBINSON, LLP 
  

By:       
John Giardino, Esq. 
Alex Barnett-Howell Esq. 
800 Third Avenue, 24th Floor 
New York, NY 10022 
(212) 730-7700 
jgiardino@mrllp.com 
abarnett-howell@mrllp.com 
Attorneys for Defendants HBL SNF, 

LLC, Lizer Jozefovic, and Mark Neuman
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER 
------------------------------------------------------------------------X 
WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC,   
 

Plaintiff, Index No. 60278/2020 
 

-vs-   
 
HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/KIA LIZER      [PROPOSED] ORDER 
JOZOFOVIC and MARK NEUMAN, 
 

Defendants. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------X 

Upon consideration of Defendants HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer Jozefovic, and Mark Neuman’s 

Notice of Cross-Motion, Memorandum of Law, Affirmation of John Giardino, Esq., and the 

exhibits annexed thereto, it is on this __________ day of ______________________, 2020, hereby 

ORDERED that Plaintiff White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC’s (“Plaintiff”) motion 

for default judgment, dated October 28, 2020 is DENIED; 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, pursuant to Defendants’ Cross-Motion, dated November 

5, 2020, that Defendants’ verified answer with affirmative defenses, counterclaims, and third-party 

complaint, dated November 5, 2020, shall be deemed timely filed is GRANTED; and 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Plaintiff be sanctioned in the amount of 

$_________________; and 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Plaintiff shall pay to John Giardino, Esq., counsel fees 

in the amount of $_________________ within thirty (30) days from the date of this Order. 

 

Dated: _________________   

___________________________________ 

Hon. 

JUSTICE OF THE SUPREME COURT 
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER

......__...........___.____________ ....
Index No. 60278/2020

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES 1, LLC,

Plaintiff,

STIPULATION
- against -

HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/K/A LIZER

JOZOFOVIC and MARK NEUMAN,

Defendants.

IT IS HEREBY STIPULATED, AGREED AND CONSENTED TO by and between the

respective attorneys herein as follows:

Plaintiff's motion for an Order, pursuant to CPLR §3215, for default judgment (Motion

Sequence #1), and Defendants Cross Motion for an Order pursuant to CPLR § 2004 and 3012(d)

holding that
Defendants'

verified answer with affirmative defenses, counterclaims, and third-

party complaint, dated November 5, 2020, was timely filed, for sanctions pursuant to 22 NYCRR

130-1.1, are hereby withdrawn.

This Stipulation may be executed in counterparts and by facsimile transmission which shall

be deemed an original, and when fully executed may be filed with the Court without further notice.

Dated: White Plains, New York

November 1, 2020

DELBELLO DONNELLAN WEINGARTEN MICHELMAN & ROBINSON LLP

WISE & WIEDERKEHR, LLP Attomeys r e en ts

Attorneys for Plaintiff

By: By:

Alfr E f nellan, Esq. o Giarddno, E q.

One North Lexington Avenue,
11th Floor 8 Third ve e, 24 Floor

White Plains, New York 10601 Ne k w Y 10022

Tel.: (914) 681-0200 (212) 730 7700
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FILED: WESTCHESTER COTNTY CLERK 10/ 2
NYSCEE DOC. NO. 9

INDEX NO

RECEIVED NYSCEF

Index No. 60278/2020

NoTIcE oF MoTIoN

602'7I /2020

70/28/2020

ivlOh on
rIV ;*t^ t rar.l ,'
bakl on

SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC,

Plaintifl

5 tr nU lrh'd z'

J"irl Uor. 4 , Zo Ltt - against-

l'I'{EcsF t'"''X;i tilr, ""., LaE,^ rozlFovrc A,{vA LrzER

Aull*
OJW

*
., 'S'f .

JOZOFOVIC and MARK NEUMAN,

ulrolzoztr Defendants.

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that upon the annexed Affirmation of Default of Alfred E.

Dorurellan Esq., dated October 28, 2020, and the exhibits annexed thereto, plaintiff, white Plains

Healthcare Properties I, LLC , will move this Court, located at I l l Dr. Madin Luther King Jr.

Boulevard, White Plains, New York 10601, in the Commercial Division, before the Judge to be

assigned, on November 12,2020, at 9:30 A.M,, or as soon thereafter as counsel can be heard, for

an order pursuant to CPLR $ 3215 granting a default judgment in plaintiffs favor against

defendant, HBL SNF, LLC as prayed for in the Verified Complaint in the amount of

Sl i5,517,567.01, with interest thereon continuing to accrue at the statutory rate, upon ground that

defendant, HBL SNF, LLC, has failed to appear timely in the action and for zuch other and further

reliefas the Court may deern just and proper.

PLEASE TAKE FURTHER NOTICE that opposition papers shall be served upon the

undersigned at least seven (7) days prior to the retum date of this motion pursuant to CPLR

$2214(b).

lof2
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TER
NYSCEF DOC. NO. 9

Dated: White Plains, New York
October 28, 2020

To:

TNDEX NO. 6A2'7I / 202A

RECEIVED NYSCEF: 10/28l2020

DELBELLo Do}TNELLAN WENGARTEN

wlSE & WIEDERKNHR, LLP

Alfred Esq.
One North Lexington Avenue, I 1

ih Floor
White Plains, New York 10601

Tel.: (914) 681-0200

-and-

ABRAMS, FENSTERMAN, FSNSTERMAN,

EISMAN, FoRMATo, FERRARA, WoLF &
CARoNE, LLP
Robert A. Spolzino, Esq.
8l Main SEeet, Suite 306
White Plains, New York 10601

Tel: (914) 607-7010

By:

FIBL SNF, LLC
537 Route 22
Purdys, New York 10578

Lizer lozefovic alkla Lizer Jozofovic
53 Mariner Way
Monsey, New York 10952

Mark Neuman
22 Lyncrest Drive
Monsey, New York 10952

2

2of2

Attorneys for lYhite Plains Healthcare
Properties I, LLC
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ILED: WESTCHE TE
NYSCEF DOC. NO. 22

HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/KIA LIZER
JOZOFOVIC and MARK NEUMAN,

INDEX NO.

RECEIVED NYSCEF:

Index No. 6027812020

NOTICE OF CROSS-
MOTION

6A21 B /2020

t), / 05 / 2020

SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC,

Plaintiff,

X

-VS.

Crgst-mofio-- ORAL ARGUMENT
diil'draw-, REeuEsrED
V*ud on Defendants.
(ftp"ta,l.on ---------x

dat"/ No,r. 1.?ozo
ItlSCEt Ouc, PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that upon the annexed Memorandum of Law, dated November

No. 74 ' 5, Zl2l,Affirmation of John Giardino, Esq., dated November 5, 2020, and the exhibits annexed

A"ll,ptlil.b,t thereto, Defendants HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer Jozefovic, and Mark Neuman will move this Court,

lrol?-o2 u' lircated at I I I Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Boulevard, White Plains, New York 10601, in the

Commercial Division, before Judge Walsh, on December 7, 2020, al 9:30 A.M', or as soon

thereafter as counsel can be heard, for an Order pursuant to CPLR $ 2004 and 3012(d) holding that

Defendants' verified answer with affirmative defenses, counterclaims, and third-party complaint,

dated November 5, 2020, was timely filed, for sanctions purstant to 22 NYCRR 130- l . I , and for

such olher and further relief as the Court may deem just and proper.

PI-EASE TAKE FURTHER NOTICE that opposition papers shall be served upon the

undersigned at least seven (7) days prior to the retum date of this motion pursuant to CPLR

$2214(b).

'5,t(

lof2

I

FILED: WESTCHESTER COUNTY CLERK 11/13/2020 03:48 PM INDEX NO. 60278/2020

NYSCEF DOC. NO. 31 RECEIVED NYSCEF: 11/10/2020
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CLERK Iaaaaa
NYSCEF DOC. NO. 22

rNDEX NO. 60218/2020

RECEIVED NYSCEF: 11l 05,/2 02 0

Dated: New York, New York
November 5, 2020

To:

MICHELMAN & ROBINSON. LLP

By:

Alex Esq.

800 Thi 4rh Floor
New York, 10022
(212\ 730-7700
jgiardino@mrllp.com
abamett-howell@mrllp.com
Auorneys for Defendants HBL SNF,
LLC, Lizer Jozefovic, and Mark Neuman

Allred E. Donnellan, Esq.
DelBello Donnellan Weingarten Wise & Wiederkehr LLP
One North Lexington Ave., I l'h Floor
White Plains, NY 10601
(9r4) 681-0200

Robert A. Spolzino, Esq.
Abrams, Fensterman, Fensterman, Eisman, Formato, Ferrara, Wolf & Carone, LLP
8l Main St., Suite 306
White Plains, NY 10601
(914) 607-7010

Attorneys for Plaintiff White Ploins Healthcare Properties I, LLC

J

-Howe
venu

2of2

-)
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DELBELLO DONNELLAN WEINGARTEN 
WISE & WIEDERKEHR, LLP 

Alfred E. Donnellan 
Partner 
aed@ddw-law.com 

COUNSELLORS AT LAW 

THE GATEWAY BUILDING 

ONE NORTH LEXINGTON AVENUE 

WHITE PLAINS, NEW YORK 10601 

(914) 681-0200 

FACSIMILE (914) 684-0288 

Connecticut Office 
1111 SUMMER STREET 

STAMFORD, CT  06905 

(203) 298-0000 

 

1593786 

0181960-001 

November 12, 2020 

 

Via NYSCEF 
Hon. Gretchen Walsh 

Westchester County Supreme Court 

111 Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard 

White Plains, New York 10601 

 

 Re: White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC vs. HBL SNF, LLC, et al., 
  Westchester County Supreme Court Index No. 60278/2020 
 

Dear Justice Walsh: 

 

 Our office represents Plaintiff White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC (“WPH 

Properties”). I submit jointly with counsel for the defendants HBL SNF, LLC (“HBL”), Lizer 

Jozefovic a/k/a Lizer Jozofovic (“Jozofovic”), and Mark Neuman (“Neuman”) (collectively the 

“Defendants”) the following joint statement of the case in advance of the Preliminary 

Conference scheduled for November 13, 2020. 

 

Plaintiff’s Contentions: 

 

WPH Properties, as landlord, contends that HBL, as tenant, is in default of a certain 

commercial lease for a new, state-of-the-art 160-bed skilled nursing facility constructed by WPH 

Properties (the “Facility”).  

 

Among the multiple breaches of the terms of the lease alleged by WPH Properties are: 

HBL’s failure to pay rent; HBL’s failure to pay real estate taxes; HBL’s failure to pay utility 

deposits; HBL’s failure to pay municipal maintenance escrows; HBL’s failure to pay utility 

charges; HBL’s failure to deliver certificates of insurance; HBL’s failure to pay late fees and 

costs; HBL’s failure to deliver an agreement with a certain funding group to allow WPH 

Properties to draw down on HBL’s credit line to pay rent to WPH Properties; HBL’s failure to 

deliver an unconditional letter of credit in the amount of $3.7 million as security; HBL’s failure 

to deliver the additional security amount of $1.6 million; HBL’s failure to provide certain 

monthly reporting, financial, and operational overviews; and, HBL’s failure to maintain working 

capital amounts, among others.  

 

Upon HBL’s default, the lease provides that WPH Properties can terminate the lease and 

accelerate payment of all rent for the balance of the 30-year term. The accelerated rent, together 

with all other amounts due under the lease, total an amount of $113,832,987.54 owed by HBL 

FILED: WESTCHESTER COUNTY CLERK 11/12/2020 03:00 PM INDEX NO. 60278/2020

NYSCEF DOC. NO. 32 RECEIVED NYSCEF: 11/12/2020
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Hon. Gretchen Walsh 

Page 2 

 

plus attorneys’ fees as provided in the lease. It is WPH Properties contention that it performed all 

its duties and HBL defaulted under the lease.  

 

Subsequent to HBL’s default, WPH Properties and HBL entered into a Letter of Intent to 

avoid termination of the lease whereby WPH Properties would sell the Facility to a Delaware 

Statutory Trust in which Jozofovic and Neuman would have 77.5 percent interest and WPH 

Properties would have 22.5 interest. WPH Properties alleges that HBL breached the LOI and the 

Facility was not sold causing additional damage, interest, and late charges on WPH Properties’ 

related loans. 

   

Jozofovic and Neuman each executed an absolute, unconditional and personal guaranty, 

which guaranties HBL’s obligations under the lease and are enforceable without the necessity of 

any notice or demand. WPH Properties is also seeking to enforce the guarantees against 

Jozofovic and Neuman. 

 

Defendant’s Contentions: 

 

Defendants deny WPH Properties’ allegations of breach as they have proof of payment of 

the relevant rent, taxes, and utilities. Additionally, Defendants have asserted counterclaims and 

third-party claims, alleging that third-party defendants Howard Fensterman (“Fensterman”) and 

William Nicholson (“Nicholson”), who acted as developers for the Facility and agreed to 

develop, finance, and own the Facility forming WPH Properties, fraudulently induced 

Defendants to enter into the lease by making material misrepresentations regarding the 

development, financing, and ownership of the Facility.  

 

Defendants contend that Fensterman and Nicholson did not make required capital 

contributions necessary to complete the project as presented to Defendants. Defendants further 

allege that a certain development agreement entered into between HBL and WPH Properties is 

part of the transaction to develop and lease the Facility, which contemplated the delivery to 

Defendants of a fully constructed facility authorized to operate as a skilled nursing facility with 

permanent financing in place. However, the facility was not completed on schedule, resulting in 

26 months of delays causing Defendants to lose substantial revenue. Defendants further allege 

that Fensterman and Nicholson breached the development agreement by failing to obtain a 

necessary bond, failing to provide permanent financing, and by causing the development to be 

over budget, among others. As a result of the cost overruns and loss of eligibility for 

reimbursement of rent payments as originally intended, the lease is therefore unenforceable. 

 

Defendants claim they made additional capital contribution pursuant to a certain term 

sheet, which were meant to be loans. It is Defendants’ position that WPH Properties owes HBL 

imputed interest on the loans. 

 

Defendants seek an accounting of the use of funds advanced for the development of the 

Facility. Defendants also seek $15 million in damages as a result of Fensterman’s and 

Nicholson’s bad faith dealings. Defendants seek damages against WPH Properties, Fensterman 

and Nicholson for fraud. Finally, Defendants seek to nullify Jozofovic’s and Neuman’s 

guarantees and attorneys’ fees. 

FILED: WESTCHESTER COUNTY CLERK 11/12/2020 03:00 PM INDEX NO. 60278/2020
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Hon. Gretchen Walsh 

Page 3 

 

     Respectfully submitted, 

 

     /s/ Alfred E. Donnellan 

     ALFRED E. DONNELLAN

 

 

Enclosure 

cc: John J. Giardino, Esq. (By NYSCEF) 

Alexander W. Barnett-Howell, Esq. (By NYSCEF) 
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK

COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER 

P R E S E N T :

Hon. Gretchen Walsh

Justice Supreme Court 

-----------------------------------------------------------------X

Plaintiff,  : PRELIMINARY CONFERENCE

ORDER –COMMERCIAL CASE

-against-  : Index No.

Defendant.  :

-----------------------------------------------------------------X

WALSH, J.:

Counsel having appeared for a preliminary conference on ___________, 20    :

Plaintiff: ___________________________________

Name

___________________________________

Firm

___________________________________

Address

___________________________________

Telephone Number

___________________________________

Fax

Defendant: ___________________________________

Name

___________________________________

Firm

___________________________________

Address

___________________________________

Telephone Number

___________________________________

Fax

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC,

HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOIC, et al.,
60278/2020

DelBello Donnellan Weingarten
Wise & Wiederkehr, LLP

One North Lexington Avenue, 11th Fl.
White Plains, New York 10601

914-681-0200

914-684-0288

Michelman & Robinson LLP

800 Third Avenue, 24th Floor
New York, New York 10022

212-730-7700

Alfred E. Donnellan, Esq.

John Giardino, Esq.

212-730-7725

November 13 20
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and the Court having conducted a preliminary conference in the above-entitled action, it is hereby
ORDERED as follows, pursuant to Rule 8 of the Rules of Practice for the Commercial Division:

1. Any Demand for a Bill of Particulars shall be served on or before N/A and any
Bill of Particulars shall be served on or before N/A .

2. Any Demands for Discovery and Inspection shall be served on or before Dec. 18, 2020

and all Responses to such Demands shall be served on or before Feb. 26, 2021 .

3. Any Interrogatories shall be served on or before Dec. 18, 2020 and all Answers to

Interrogatories shall be served on or before Feb. 26, 2021

4. Any deposition on Oral Questions to be taken of Plaintiff shall be held on or before

April 30, 2021 at

a place to be agreed upon (including by video) .

5. Any deposition on Oral Questions to be taken of Defendant shall be held on or before

April 30, 2021 at

a place to be agreed upon (including by video) .

6. Any denosition on Oral Questions to be taken of any non parties shall be held on or before
May 28, 2021 at

a place to be agreed upon (including by video) .

7. Other Disclosure, including Expert Disclosure, shall be:

disclosed pursuant to CPLR.

8. Electronic Discovery shall be:

bates stamped, produced with TIFF images, and a load file in a format to be

agreed and with metadata fields to be agree.
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9. Discovery shall be limited to the following issues:

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

10. Impleader shall be completed on or before _____________________.

11. All discovery shall be completed by _____________________ and any discovery not then

completed may be considered waived. The failure to provide a document, or to otherwise

provide discovery, may result in preclusion.

12. A Trial Readiness Conference will be held on______________at__________.  On this

date a Trial Readiness Order will be issued to the Plaintiff to which Plaintiff shall serve and

file a Note of Issue and Certificate of Readiness within (10) days of the date of the Trial

Readiness Order.

13. Absent an order of the Court to the contrary, the making of any dispositive motion will

NOT stay discovery and will NOT result in, or justify, any change or adjustment in the

dates set forth hereinabove.

14. THE DATES SET FORTH ABOVE MAY NOT BE ADJOURNED EXCEPT WITH

THE PRIOR APPROVAL OF THE COURT.

15. In the event of a discovery dispute, counsel shall comply with Rule 14 of the Rules of

Practice in the Commercial Division. In furtherance thereof, in the event that counsel, after

good faith consultation, cannot resolve a discovery dispute, counsel shall promptly contact

the Court at 914-824-5193 and arrange for either an in-court or telephonic conference. No

motion relating to discovery shall be made without the prior permission of the Court.

Neither the existence of any discovery dispute nor the making of any discovery motion

shall result in, or justify, any change or adjustment in the dates set forth above, unless

otherwise permitted by the Court.

16. All motions (including any discovery motions permitted by the Court) shall be governed

by Rules 16 through 24 of the Rules of Practice in the Commercial Division. No sur-reply

(which includes reply in further support of a cross-motion) or post-submission papers will

be considered by the Court, except as authorized by the Court or by Rule 18. All motions

shall be made returnable on Fridays. No motion shall, absent the permission of the Court,

be made returnable on any other day.

17. Counsel shall not copy the Court on correspondence between them.

18. No document, including correspondence, shall be sent to the Court without prior

authorization from Chambers to do so.

July 30, 2021

July 30, 2021

related to the claims and defenses stated in the pleadings including any amended
pleadings and facts developed in discovery.
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19. Absent the express permission of the Court, copies of all papers filed with the Court shall

be transmitted to all opposing counsel in such fashion as to be received by counsel prior

to, or contemporaneously with, receipt by the Court.

20. As set forth in Commercial Division Rule 11-a (a) & (b), the parties are advised that the

interrogatories in this action shall be limited both in terms of the topics to be covered and

the number of interrogatories permitted (i.e.,  25 including subparts). Furthermore,

pursuant to Commercial Division Rule 11-a(d), the Court hereby orders that there shall be

no additional interrogatories permitted concerning the claims and contentions of the

parties.

Dated: White Plains, New York 

___________________________

GRETCHEN WALSH 

Supreme Court Justice 
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER: COMMERCIAL DIVISION

PRESENT: HON. GRETCHEN WALSH

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC,

Plaintiff(s), Index No. 60278/2020
.

- against - ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE
RESOLUTION ("ADR")

ATFORNEY CERTIFICATION
HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC, et al.,

Defendant(s).

Pursuant to Rule 10 of the Commercial Division Rules, I certify that I have discussed with my client

any Alternative Dispute Racah+ian options available through the Commercial Division and those offered by

private entities. My client:

( ) presently wishes to jointly engage a madiator at an appropriate time to aid settlement.

(X ) does not presently wish to jointly engage a mediator at an appropriate time to aid settlement.

. November 11, 2020 Signature:Dated
Alf E. D nellan

Attorney Name and Address:

DelBello Donnellan Weingarten Wise & Wiederkehr, LLP
One North Lexington Avenue, 11th Floor
White Plains, New York 10601

ATTORNEY FOR:

Plaintiff White Plains Healthcare Properties 1, LLC

Note: This certitcatien must be served and filed pursuant to Rule 10 of the Commercial Division

Rules, with a copy submitted to the court at the time of the Prsliminary Confêrance and

each subsequent Compliance or Status Conference. Unless Otherwise indicated by the

Court, a separate certification Is required for each party represêñtêd.
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COLTNTY OF WESTCHESTER

PRESENT:

Hon. Gretchen Walsh
Justice Supreme Court

W-HrrE-P-LAiNs--r-iEALTHCAREpRb?ERl-ErSi-
X

Plaintiff,

-agamst-

HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOIC, Et AI.,
Defendant.

x

WALSH, J.:

Counsel having appeared for a preliminary

Index No. 60278/2020

conference on November 13 2920:

Plaintiff:

Defcndant

Alfred E. Donnellan, Esq.

Del Bell JBB;nellan weinsa rten
Wise & Wiederkehr, LLP

Firnr
one North Lexington Avenue, l1th Fl.

White Plains New York 10601
Address

914-681-0200

Telephone Number

914-684-0288

Fax

John Giardino, Esq.

Name

Michelman & Robinson LLP

Firm
800 Third Avenue,24th Floor

ew York, New York 10022N

Address

2t2-730-7700

Telephone Number

272-730-7725

PRELIMINARY CONFERENCE
ORDER_COMMERCIAL CASE

Fax
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and the Court having conducted a preliminary conference in the above-entitled action, it is hereby

ORDERED as follows, pursuant to Rule 8 of the Rules of Practice for the Commercial Division:

N/A and anyAny Demand for a Bill of Particulars
Bill ofParticulars shall be served on

shall be served on or before
or before N/A

2. Any Demands for Discovery and Inspection shall be served on or before Dec 18,2020

and all Responses to such Demands shall be served on or before Feb.26,2027

3. Any Interrogatories shall be served on or before Dec. 18,2020 and all Answers to

Interrogatories shalt be served on or before Feb.26,2O2l

1 Any dcposition on oral Questions to be taken of Plaintiff shall be held on or before

Anv deoosition on oral Questions to be taken ofany non parties shall be held on or before
Meiy 28,202L at

a place to be ag reed upon ( including by video)

7. Other Disclosure, including Exper Disclosure, shall be:

d isclosed pursuant to CPLR.

April 30, 2021 at

a place to be agree d upon (including by video)

5 Any deposition on oral Questions to be taken ofDefendant shall be held on or before

April 30, 2021 at

ap lace to be ag reed upon (inc luding by video)

6

8. Electronic Discovery shall be:

bates stamped, produced with TIFF images, and a load file in a format to be

agreed and with meta data fields to be agree.
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I Discovery shall be limited to the following issues:

related to the claims and defenses stated in the pleadings including any amended

In the event ofa discovery dispute, counsel shall comply with Rule l4 ofthe Rules of
Practice in the Con'tmercial Division. In furtherance thereof in the event that counsel, after

good faith consultation, cannot resolve a discovery dispute, counsel shall promptly contact

the Court at 914-824-5193 and arrange for either an in-court or telephonic conference. No
motion relating to discovery shall be made without the prior pennission of the Court.

Neither the existence ofany discovery dispute nor the making ofany discovery motion

shall result in, or justiff, any change or adjustment in the dates set forth above, unless

otherwise permitted by the Court.

All motions (including any discovery motions permitted by the Court) shall be governed

by Rules l6 through 24 of the Rules of Practice in the Commercial Division. No sur-reply
(which includes reply in further support of a cross-lnotion) or post-submission papers will
be considered by the Court, except as authorized by the Court or by Rule 18. All motions

shall be nrade retumable on Fridays. No motion shall, absent the permission of the Court,

be made returnable on any other day.

17. Counsel shall not copy the Court on correspondence between them.

No document, including correspondence, shall be sent to the Court without prior
authorization from Chambers to do so.

pleadings and facts developed in discovery

10. Impleader shall be conrp Ietedonorbefor. t@{ 7)c cc.r"^l>cs- ZKr 2OZ 0

I L All discovery shall be completed by J.rraa qnh 7.ol.l
any dlscovery not then

completed may be considered waived. The failure to provide a document, or to otherwise

t2_

provide discovery, may result in preclusion.

A Trial Readiness Conference will be held oo-Tv-\.-7&Z-!-at 4 : 3o ''.4On this

date a Trial Readiness Order will be issued to the Plaintiffto which Plaintiffshall serve and

file a Note oflssue and Certificate ofReadiness within (10) days ofthe date ofthe Trial
Readiness Order.

Absent an order of the Court to the contrary, the making of any dispositive motion will
NOT stay discovery and will NOT result in, or justify, any change or adjustment in the

dates set forth hereinabove.

THE DATES SET FORTH ABOVE MAY NOT BE ADJOURNED EXCEPT wlTH
THE PR]OR APPROVAL OF THE COURT.

15.

16.

l8

t3.

14.
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l9

20.

Dated: White Plains. New York
\Jov . r7 t Z62 U

Absent the express permission ofthe Court, copies of all papers filed with the Court shall

be transmitted to all opposing counsel in such fashion as to be received by counsel prior
to, or contemporaneously with, receipt by the Court.

As set forth in Commercial Division Rule l1-a (a) & (b), the parties are advised that the

intenogatories in this action shall be limited both in terms ofthe topics to be covered and

the number of intenogatories pennitted (i.e., 25 inctuding subparts). Furthermore,
pursuant to Comnercial Division Rule ll-a(d), the Court hereby orders that there shall be

no additional interrogatories permitted conceming the claims and contentions of the

parties.

G TCHEN WALS
Supreme Court Justice
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 

COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER 

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC, 

Plaintiff, 

- against-

HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC NKJA LIZER 

JOZOFOVIC and MARK NEUMAN, 

Defendants. 

Index No. 60278/2020 

AMENDED VERIFIED 

COMPLAINT 

Plaintiff, White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC ("WPH Properties"), by its attorneys, 

De!Bello, Donnellan, Weingarten, Wise & Wiederkehr, LLP and Abrams, Fensterman, 

Fensterman, Eisman, Formato, Ferrara, Wolf & Carone, LLP, for its amended verified complaint 

against defendants, HBL SNF, LLC ("HBL''), Lizer Jozefovic a/k/a Lizer Jozofovic ("Jozefovic") 

and Mark Neuman ("Neuman"), alleges: 

NATURE OF THE CASE 

I. This action concerns HBL's material default of its obligations under an amended 

and restated operating lease dated as of November 19, 2015 (the "Lease"), by which WPH 

Properties leased to HBL a brand new, state-of-the-art, 160-bed skilled nursing facility that WPH 

Properties constructed at 116-120 Church Street, White Plains, New York. 

2. WPH Properties had constructed the nursing facility and entered into the Lease with 

HBL dated November 19, 2015. The Lease was amended and restated in 2017. It provided that 

HBL would operate the facility for 30 years. The Lease commenced on September 30, 2019. HBL 

took possession of the facility on September 3 0, 2019. By the end of October 2019, HBL had 

1 
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defaulted. 

3. On January 7, 2020, WPH Properties served notice of default and elected to 

terminate the Lease and accelerate all rents due. This action seeks to recover from HBL the Rent 

it owes and the other damages its defaults have caused and to enforce the unconditional guaranties 

ofHBL's performance under the Lease given by Neuman and Jozefovic. 

PARTIES AND VENUE 

4. WPH Properties is a limited liability company duly organized and existing under 

the laws of the State of Massachusetts, with its principal place of business at 2 Bourbon Street, 

Suite 200, Peabody, Massachusetts. WPH Properties is duly authorized to do business in the State 

ofNewYork. 

5. HBL was and is a limited liability company duly organized and existing under the 

laws of the State of New York with an address and place of business at 537 Route 22, Purdys, New 

York. 

6. Jozefovic is an individual residing at 53 Mariner Way, Mousey, New York, with a 

business address and place of business at HBL, 537 Route 22, Purdys, New York. 

7. Neuman is an individual residing at 22 Lyncrest Drive, Mousey, New York, with a 

business address and place of business at HBL, 537 Route 22, Purdys, New York. 

8. Pursuant to CPLR § 503(a), venue is properly designated in Westchester County 

based_onthe_J"t:sidences of WPH Properties and HBL, because a substantial part of the events 

giving rise to the claim occurred in Westchester County and because HBL and WPH Properties 

agreed in the Lease that any action or proceeding arising out of the Lease be brought in Westchester 

County. Lease§ 20.l(b). 

2 
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FACTS 

9. WPH Properties is and was at all relevant times the owner of the real property 

known as 116-120 Church Street, White Plains, New York (the "Real Property"). 

10. WPH Properties constructed a brand new, state-of-the-art, 160-bed skilled nursing 

facility on the Real Property. 

THE LEASE 

11. In 2017, WPH Properties, as landlord, and HBL, as tenant, entered into the 

amended and restated Lease, dated as ofNovember 19, 2015, under which WPH Properties leased 

to HBL the Real Property and the improvements to be constructed on the Real Property, together 

with other assets, all as defined in Section 2.1 of the Lease (the "Facility"). A true and accurate 

copy of the Lease is annexed to this complaint as Exhibit 1 and is incorporated into this complaint 

by reference. 

12. WPH Properties obtained a certificate of occupancy for the Facility on August 22, 

2019. 

13. HBL entered into possession of the Facility on September 30, 2019. 

14. The Lease provided for a term of30 years, with three 10-year options to the tenant, 

unless sooner terminated. Exhibit 1, Lease, § 3 .1. 

15. The Lease obligated HBL to pay WPH Properties annual fixed rent of$6,073,158 

in monthly installments of$506,096.50 (the "Fixed Rent"). Exhibit 1, Lease,§ 3.2. 

16. The Lease also obligated HBL to pay WPH Properties other amounts which are 

defined as "Additional Rent." Fixed Rent and Additional Rent are referred to collectively as 

"Rent." 

3 
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17. The Lease obligated HBL to pay all charges for electricity, steam, telephone, cable, 

gas, oil, water, sewer and all other services or utilities used on or related to the Premises during 

the Term. Exhibit 1, Lease, § 4.1. 

18. The Lease obligated HBL to pay, before penalties are incurred, all real estate taxes, 

assessments, utility charges and other taxes. Exhibit 1, Lease, § 4.2. 

19. The Lease obligated HBL to keep the Premises in good condition and repair 

including, at HBL's sole cost and expense, payment of all utility service and maintenance deposits 

and expenses relating to the Premises. Exhibit I, Lease,§ 5.2. 

20. The Lease obligated HBL to deliver a guarantee of all obligations owed by HBL 

under the Lease from Jozefovic (the "Jozefovic Guaranty") and from Neuman (the "Neuman 

Guaranty"). Exhibit I, Lease,§ 7.1. 

21. A true and accurate copy of the Jozefovic Guaranty is annexed to this complaint as 

Exhibit 2. 

' 
22. A true and accurate copy of the Neuman Guaranty is annexed to this complaint as 

Exhibit 3. 

23. Pursuant to the Jozefovic Guaranty, Jozefovic absolutely, unconditionally and 

irrevocably guaranteed the full and prompt payment of all rent, sums and charges of every type 

and nature payable by HBL under the Lease, whether due by acceleration or otherwise, and the 

full, timely and complete performance of all obligations to be performed by HBL under the Lease, 

including obligations that survive termination of the Lease. 

24. The Jozefovic Guaranty is an absolute and unconditional guaranty of payment and 

of performance and is enforceable against Jozefovic without the necessity of any notice of 
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nonpayment, nonperformance or nonobservance, or any notice or demand, all of which Jozefovic 

expressly waived. 

25. Pursuant to the Neuman Guaranty, Neuman absolutely, unconditionally and 

irrevocably guaranteed the full and prompt payment of all rent, sums and charges of every type 

and nature payable by HBL under the Lease, whether due by acceleration or otherwise, and the 

full, timely and complete performance of all obligations to be performed by HBL under the Lease, 

including obligations that survive termination of the Lease. 

26. The Neuman Guaranty is an absolute and unconditional guaranty of payment and 

of performance and is enforceable against Neuman without the necessity of any notice of 

nonpayment, nonperformance or nonobservance, or any notice or demand, all of which Neuman 

expressly waived. 

27. The Lease obligated HBL to deliver to WPH Properties, before the commencement 

date of the Lease, ail agreement by Capital Funding Group by which Capital Funding Group agreed 

to allow HBL to draw down on its credit line each month so as to enable Capital Funding Group 

to pay the Fixed Rent each month directly to WPH Properties on the commencement date and for 

the following 11 months. Exhibit 1, Lease, § 7 .1. 

28. The Lease obligated HBL to deliver to WPH Properties, before the commencement 

date of the Lease, an unconditional letter of credit or cash in the amount of $3,700,000 to secure 

_the fuJland ti1I1elyperformance of its obligations under the Lease. Exhibit 1, Lease,§ 7.1. 

29. The Lease obligated HBL to deliver to WPH Properties, before the commencement 

date of the Lease, $1,600,000 as an additional security deposit. Exhibit 1, Lease,§ 7.1. 

30. The Lease obligated HBL to provide WPH Properties all reports, statements and 

5 
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inspections as defined in the Lease, including all Medicare, Medicaid and other provider 

agreements and reimbursement rates for the Facility, updated reimbursement rates, financial 

reporting and written reports providing an operational overview of significant events and 

circumstances on a monthly basis. Exhibit 1, Lease, § 7.4. 

31. The Lease obligated HBL to maintain working capital accounts in specified 

amounts. Exhibit 1, Lease, § 7.7. 

32. The Lease provides that HBL will be in default of the Lease if, among other things, 

(i) HBL fails to pay any installment of Rent within five days of the date when Rent was due; (ii) 

HBL defaults in the prompt and full performance of any other of its obligations and fails to correct 

that failure within 30 days of receipt of written notice from WPH Properties of the default; (iii) 

HBL fails to give WPH Properties timely notice or timely deliver copies of documents as required 

by Section 7.4 of the Lease; (iv) HBL defaults or breaches the provisions of Section 7.4(b); (v) a 

Guarantor defaults beyond expiration of any applicable cure period; or ( vi) any governmental 

authority assesses a fine or penalty against HBL in an amount in excess of $75,000. Exhibit 1, 

Lease, § 16.1. 

33. WPH Properties performed all of the conditions on its part required by the Lease. 

34. The Lease provides in Section 16.1 that upon the occurrence of a default by HBL, 

WPH Properties may, upon five days written notice, terminate the Lease, accelerate the payment 

of all Rent for the balance of the Term and declare the Rent presently due and payable in full, 

requiring HBL to pay to WPH Properties the present value of the accelerated Rent. 

35. Section 16.1 of the Lease also provides that upon the occurrence of a default, and 

in addition to all of the other remedies provided for in the Lease, WPH Properties is immediately 
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entitled to retain the security deposit required by Section 7.1 of the Lease and HBL has no further 

claim, right, title or interest therein to the extent ofWPH Properties' claims. 

36. Section 16.1 of the Lease also provides that upon the occurrence of a default and 

the commencement of an action for Rent or for any other amount due under the Lease, HBL must 

pay to WPH Properties all of the expenses, including reasonable attorneys' fees, incurred by WPH 

Properties to enforce the Lease. 

37. In addition, under the terms of the Lease, HBL's continuation in occupancy after 

termination does not constitute a renewal of the Lease, but HBL becomes a tenant month-to-month 

for a rental of 300% of the most recent Rent payable by HBL under the Lease. Exhibit 1, Lease, § 

201.13. 

THE JOZEFOVIC SECURITY AGREEMENT 

38. On August 11, 2017 Jozefovic executed a Collateral Assignment and Pledge of 

Membership Interest and Security Agreement (the "Jozefovic Security Agreement"), assigning to 

WPH Properties' nominee a first and superior security interest in Jozefovic' s interest in Waterview 

Acquisition I, LLC (the "Jozefovic Waterview Collateral") in order to secure the obligations under 

the Jozefovic Security Agreement and under the Lease. A true and accurate copy of the Jozefovic 

Security Agreement is annexed to this complaint as Exhibit 4. 

39. The Jozefovic Security Agreement provides that Jozefovic has not and will not 

__ __ _ ____ enter into_ any assignment, mortgage, pledge or other instrument which transfers or encumbers all 

or any part of the Jozefovic Waterview Collateral. Exhibit 4, Jozefovic Security Agreement§ 3 

40. The Jozefovic Security Agreement further provides that Jozefovic agrees not to 

subsequently further amend or voluntarily permit the amendment of the Waterview Acquisition I, 
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LLC Operating Agreement that would in any manner materially adversely affect the Jozefovic 

Security Agreement and/or the rights ofWPH Properties. Exhibit 4, Jozefovic Security Agreement 

§4 

41. On September 15, 2020 WPH Properties duly perfected its security interest with 

respect to the Jozefovic Waterview Collateral by filing a UCC financing statement. 

42. Upon information and belief, in or around December 2019, Jozefovic assigned the 

Jozefovic Waterview Collateral to Metropolitan Commercial Bank ("MCB") to secure Jozefovic's 

obligation to repay a $3,000,000 loan from MCB to Jozefovic. 

43. Upon information and belief, to effectuate Jozefovic's assignment of the Jozefovic 

Waterview Collateral to MCB, Jozefovic agreed to and voluntarily permitted the amendment of 

the Waterview Acquisition L LLC Operating Agreement. 

44. Jozefovic breached his obligations under the Jozefovic Security Agreement by 

agreeing to and voluntarily permitting the amendment of the Waterview Acquisition I, LLC 

Operating Agreement and assigning the Jozefovic Waterview Collateral to MCB. 

45. Jozefovic further breached the Jozefovic Security Agreement by failing to take all 

of the necessary steps to add Howard Fensterman, a principal ofWPH Properties, as a co-signatory 

to the JP Morgan Chase accounts identified therein as required by the Jozefovic Security 

Agreement. 

46. Jozefovic and HBL breached their obligation to post the $1,600,000 additional 

security deposit required by the Jozefovic Security Agreement and the Lease. 

47. Jozefovic's moving of funds into a separate account that he controls does not satisfy 

the obligation to post the $1.6 million additional security deposit as required by the Jozefovic 
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Security Agreement and the Lease. 

48. Jozefovic's and HBL's failure to satisfy the obligation to post the $1.6 million 

additional security deposit constitutes a breach of the Jozefovic Security Agreement and a breach 

of the Lease. 

49. The Jozefovic Security Agreement provides that Jozefovic pledges, assigns and 

grants a first and superior security interest in and to all of his rights, title and interest as a member 

of Waterview Acquisition I, LLC to WPH Properties in order to secure the obligations under the 

Jozefovic Security Agreement and under the Lease. 

50. Pursuant to the remedies granted to WPH Properties under the UCC and the 

Jozefovic Security Agreement, in the event of a default, WPH Properties is entitled, among other 

remedies, to dispose of the Jozefovic Waterview Collateral at a public sale. 

51. Jozefovic breached the J ozefovic Security Agreement and materially and adversely 

affected the Jozefovic Waterview Collateral and the rights of WPH Properties by (i) agreeing to 

and voluntarily permitting the amendment of the Waterview Acquisition I, LLC Operating 

Agreement and (ii) assigning the Jozefovic Waterview Collateral to MCB to secure Jozefovic's 

obligation to repay a $3,000,000 loan from MCB to Jozefovic. 

52. As a result of Jozefovic breaching the Jozefovic Security Agreement by amending 

the operating agreement and assigning the Jozefovic Waterview Collateral to MCB, any purchaser 

of the Jozefovic Waterview Collateral at public sale by WPH Properties will purchase the 

Jozefovic Waterview Collateral subject to MCB's senior security interest in the collateral. 

53. Jozefovic's breach of the Jozefovic Security Agreement therefore has caused WPH 

Properties damages in the amount of $3,000,000, the amount of Jozefovic's obligation to MCB 
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secured by Jozefovic's illicit assignment of the same collateral to MCB. 

HBL BREACHED ITS OBLIGATIONS UNDER THE LEASE 

54. HBL failed to perform its obligations, materially defaulting under the Lease, almost 

immediately after taking possession of the Premises. 

55. HBL failed to pay Rent as required by the Lease. 

56. HBL failed to pay real estate taxes as required by the Lease. 

57. HBL failed to pay utility deposits as required by the Lease. 

58. HBL failed to pay municipal maintenance escrows as required by the Lease. 

59. HBL failed to pay utility charges as required by the Lease. 

60. HBL failed or refused to deliver certificates of insurance as required by the Lease. 

61. HBL failed to deliver to WPH Properties all Medicare, Medicaid and other provider 

agreements and reimbursement rate sheets for the Facility, as required by the Lease. 

62. HBL failed to deliver to WPH Properties all Medicare, Medicaid and other provider 

updated rate sheets, as required by the Lease. 

63. HBL failed to deliver to WPH Properties the required financial reporting, as 

required by the Lease. 

64. HBL failed to deliver to WPH Properties the required written reporting providing 

an operational overview of significant events and circumstances at the Facility during each prior 

month of the term of the Lease, as required by the Lease. 

65. HBL failed or refused to deliver to WPH Properties the security deposits, as 

required by the Lease. 

66. HBL failed to deliver and maintain the required credit line in an amount equal to 
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12 months' rent, as required by the Lease. 

67. HBL failed to have and maintain the working capital account required by the Lease. 

68. HBL failed to pay late fees and costs, as required by the Lease. 

THE LETTER OF INTENT 

69. After HBL defaulted, WPH Properties negotiated in good faith with HBL in an 

attempt to avoid termination of the Lease, despite HBL's default. 

70. On November 20, 2019, WPH Properties and HBL entered into a Letter oflntent 

(the "LOI") in which WPH Properties and HBL agreed that WPH Properties would sell the Facility 

for $73,000,000 to a Delaware Statutory Trust in which Jozefovic and Neuman would have a 77 .5 

percent interest and WPH Properties or its designees would have a 22.5 percent interest. 

71. A true and accurate copy of the LOI is annexed to this complaint as Exhibit 5. 

72. The LOI provides for the Lease to be amended to require that HBL pay the 

November 2019 rent by November 18, 2019, the December rent by December 5, 2019 and all real 

estate taxes and utility payments by December 1, 2019, that by December 5, 2019 HBL reimburse 

WPH Properties for $65,856 in municipal and utility deposits, that HBL enter into a Deposit 

Account Control Agreement with MNB requiring MNB to draw on the account first to pay the 

rent. 

73. The LOI further provides for the Lease to be amended so that the $3,700,000 

security deposit required by Section 7.l(a)(ii) is reduced to $2,000,000, $1,000,000 of which was 

required to be paid by HBL on or before December I, 2019 or the date on which WPH Properties 

obtained a permanent certificate of occupancy for the Facility (which was granted on November 

14, 2019), whichever was later, and the balance of which was required to be paid on April 1, 2020, 
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which was the Closing date required by the LOI. 

74. In addition, the LOI provides for the Lease to be amended so that in lieu of 

providing the additional $1,600,000 in security required by Section 7.l(a)(iii) of the Lease, HBL 

would be required to enter into an agreement with JP Morgan Chase Bank prohibiting liquidation 

of that account until the second $1,000,000 in security required by the LOI had been paid. 

75. The LOI also provides for the Lease to be amended to require HBL to obtain a 

single working capital line of credit in the amount of$8,000,000 by December I, 2019. 

76. HBL defaulted and breached its obligations under the LOI by failing to pay rent, 

failing to pay the municipal and utility payments to WPH Properties, failing to pay the real estate 

taxes and utility payments, failing to enter into the Deposit Account Control Agreement, failing to 

enter into the agreement with JP Morgan Chase Bank, by failing to pay the first $1,000,000 security 

deposit as required by the LOI and by failing to obtain the $8,000,000 working capital credit line, 

and by failing to meet the required Closing date of April 1, 2020. 

77. WPH Properties performed all conditions on its part required by the LOI. 

78. Solely as a result of HBL's breach of the LOI, WPH Properties did not sell the 

property to the Delaware Statutory Trust, causing damage to WPH Properties, and WPH Properties 

incurred interest and late charges on its loans, all of which are the direct result ofHBL's breach of 

the LOI. 

NOTICE OF DEFAULT, TERMINATION OF THE LEASE AND ACCELERATION OF RENT . 

79. On January 7, 2020, while the LOI was in effect, WPH Properties served a "Notice 

of Default And Landlord's Election To Terminate Lease And Accelerate All Rents Due For The 

Balance of the Lease Term" upon HBL (the "Notice of Default"). 
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80. A true and accurate copy of the Notice of Default is annexed to this complaint as 

Exhibit 6 and incorporated into this complaint by reference. 

81. The Notice of Default contains a true and accurate accounting of the amounts then 

due and owing under the Lease and LOI. 

82. The Notice of Default gave HBL notice that by reason ofHBL's defaults under the 

Lease, WPH Properties had exercised its right under Section 16.1 of the Lease to terminate the 

Lease, effective January 13, 2020. 

83. The Notice of Default further gave HBL notice that pursuant to Section 16.1 of the 

Lease all Rent for the balance of the Term was accelerated and HBL became obligated to pay WPH 

Properties the present value of the accelerated rent, discounted at a rate of 6% per annum. 

84. HBL continued, and still continues, to occupy the Premises, despite WPH 

Properties' termination of the Lease. 

85. Because HBL has held over after its default resulted in termination of the Lease, 

HBL is a tenant month-to-month at a rent equal to 300% of the most recent Rent payable by HBL 

under the Lease. Exhibit 1, Lease, § 20.13. 

86. HBL has failed to perform its obligations as a tenant month-to-month by failing to 

pay rent in the amount of 300% of the most recent Rent payable by HBL under the Lease, remitting 

only the base rent which had been payable before WPH Properties terminated the Lease. 

87. HBL is in default with respect to its obligations under the Lease and its obligations 

as a month-to-month tenant following termination of the Lease effective January 13, 2020. 

AMOUNTS DUE 

88. As a result of HBL's defaults, HBL is obligated to pay to WPH Properties, as of 
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August 25, 2020, the sum of $113,832,987.54 (the "Amounts Due"), as follows: (i) holdover rent 

and rent, $7,096,182.79; (ii) municipal and utility deposits, $26,725.35; (iii) security and working 

capital deposits, $9,800,000.00; (iv) late fees, default fees, costs and professional fees, 

$1,948,753.00; and (v) accelerated rent, $94,961,326.40. 

89. HBL is obligated to pay to WPH Properties the Amounts Due in full, plus any 

amounts that have accrued since August 25, 2020. 

90. HBL has failed or refused to pay the Amounts Due. 

91. WPH Properties has fully performed all obligations required to be performed on its 

part with respect to the Lease, the LOI, HBL's month-to-month tenancy after the termination of 

the Lease, the Jozefovic Guaranty, the Neuman Guaranty, the HBL Security Agreement, the 

Jozefovic HBL Security Agreement and the Neuman HBL Security Agreement. 

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST HBL 

(BREACH OF CONTRACT) 

92. WPH Properties repeats and re-alleges each and every allegation set forth in 

paragraphs "1" through "91" with the same force and effect as if fully set forth here. 

93. By reason of HBL's material default and breach of its obligations pursuant to the 

Lease and its obligations as a month-to month tenant after termination of the lease, WPH Properties 

is entitled to judgment against HBL for the Amounts Due, together with the other and further 

amounts that may come due between the date of this complaint and the entry of judgment, plus 

interest from the date of the default as provided by law. 

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST HBL 

(BREACH OF CONTRACT) 

94. WPH Properties repeats and re-alleges each and every allegation set forth in 
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paragraphs "1" through "93" with the same force and effect as if fully set forth here. 

95. By reason ofHBL's material default and breach of its obligations pursuant to the 

LOI, WPH Properties is entitled to judgment against HBL in an amount to be determined at trial. 

THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST JOZEFOVIC 

(ENFORCING GUARANTY) 

96. WPH Properties repeats and re-alleges each and every allegation set forth in 

paragraphs "l" through "95" with the same force and effect as if fully set forth here. 

97. By reason ofHBL's default in the performance of its obligations under the Lease, 

WPH Properties is entitled to judgment against Jozefovic for the Amounts Due pursuant to the 

terms of the J ozefovic Guaranty. 

FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST NEUMAN 

(ENFORCING GUARANTY) 

98. WPH Properties repeats and re-alleges each and every allegation set forth in 

paragraphs "1" through "97" with the same force and effect as if fully set forth here. 

99. By reason ofHBL's d·efault in the performance of its obligations under the Lease, 

WPH Properties is entitled to judgment against Neuman for the Amounts Due pursuant to the terms 

of the Neuman Guaranty. 

FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST JOZEFOVIC 

(BREACH OF CONTRACT) 

100. WPH Properties repeats and re-alleges each and every allegation set forth in 

-paragraphs "l"through "99" with the same force and effect as if fully set forth here. 

101. By reason of Jozefovic's default in the performance of his obligations under the 

Jozefovic Security Agreement and HBL's default in the performance of its obligations under the 

Lease, WPH Properties is entitled to judgment against Jozefovic in the amount of $3,000,000.00. 
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WHEREFORE, WPH Properties demands judgment as follows: 

1. On its First cause of action, against HBL in the amount of $113,832,987.54, 

together with the other and further amounts that may come due between the date of this complaint 

and the entry of judgment, plus interest from the date of the default as provided by law; and 

2. On its Second Cause of Action, against HBL, in an amount to be detennined at trial; 

and 

3. On its Third Cause of Action, against Jozefovic in the amount of$113,832,987.54, 

together with the other and further amounts that have come due since August 25, 2020 and may 

come due between the date of this complaint and the entry of judgment, plus interest from the date 

of the default as provided by law; and 

4. On its Fourth Cause of Action, against Neuman in the amount of$113,832,987.54, 

together with the other and further amounts that have come due since August 25, 2020 and may 

come due between the date of this complaint and the entry of judgment, plus interest from the date 

of the default as provided by law; and 

5. On its Fifth Cause of Action, against Jozefovic in the amount of$3,000,000.00; and 

6. On all causes of action, awarding costs, disbursements and attorneys' fees against 

HBL pursuant to the provisions of the Lease and against Jozefovic and Neuman pursuant to the 

provisions of the Jozefovic Guaranty and the Neuman Guaranty; and 
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7. Awarding such other and further relief as the Court may deem just and proper. 

Dated: White Plains, New York 

November 19, 2020 

DELBELLO DONNELLAN WEINGARTEN WISE & WIEDERKEHR, LLP 

Lead Counsel for Plaintiff White Plains Healthcare Properties L LLC 

By: --~'#'-+---1-'°PfA~-"----J.=-=---
Al d E. onnellan, Esq. 

One North Lexington Avenue 

White Plains, New York 10601 

(914) 681-0200 

ABRAMS, FENSTERMAN, FENSTERMAN, EISMAN, FORMATO, 

FERRARA, WOLF & CARONE, LLP 

Co-Counsel for Plaintiff White Plains Healthcare Properties L LLC 

Robert A. Spolzino, Esq. 

81 Main Street, Suite 306 

White Plains, New York 10601 

(914) 607-7010 
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VERIFICATION 

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETIS ) 
) ss: 

COUNTY OF ESSEX ) 

William A. Nicholson, being duly sworn, deposes and says: 

I am the Manager of plaintiff, White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC. I have read the 
annexed Amended Verified Complaint, know the contents thereof and the same are o my own 
knowledge, except those matters therein which are stated to be alleged n ormation and lief, 
and as to those matters I believe them to be true. 

Sworn to before me this 
Jl2..th day of November 2020 
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AMENDED AND RESTATED OPERATING LEASE

By and Between

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC,
a Massachusetts limited liability company

("Landlord")

and

HBL SNF, LLC,
a New York limited liability -n,g-uy ("Tenant")

Dated as of November 19, 2015
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EXHIBIT "A"

Legal Description

ALL that certain plot, piece or parcel of land, situate, lying and being in the City of White Plains,
County of Westchester and State of New York. Said parcel being more particularly described as
follows:

BEGINNING at a point in the easterly line of Church Street where the same is intersected by the

southerly line of Barker Avenue;
THENCE from said point North 70 degrees 40 minutes 10 seconds East a distarace of 173.57 feet

along the southerly line of Barker Avenue to a point where the same is intersected by the
division line herein dcscribed parcel on the West and lands now or formerly of Koeppel & Mohr
Equities on the East;
THENCE from said point and along said divisior. line South 17 degrees 59 miantes 50 seconds
East a distance of 200.51 feet to a point in the division line between the herein described parcel
on the north and lands now or fonnerly of Heilton Plaza Company, Inc. on the south;
THENCE from said point and along said line South 71 degrees 01 minutes 50 seconds West a
distance of 173.24 feet to the easterly line of Church Street; and
THENCE from said point and along said line North 18 degrees 05 minutes 04 seconds West a
distance of 199.41 feet to the point and place of BEGINNING

EXHTBrrA
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EXHIBIT"B"

GUARANTY

See Attached

EXHIBlTB
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SCHEDULE 3.1

Definition of Material Default

Material Default shall mean the occurrence of any of the follewiñg:

(a) Any Lease Default except 16.1 (a) (xxv) atid (xxxx), provided that the

followir.g Lease Defaults shall not be deemed a Material Default unless they becur two or more
times within such period: 16.1 (a) (ix), (xvii), (xxx), (xxxxi), and the fallswing Lease Nfaults
shall not be deemed a Matcdal Default unless they occur three or more times within such period:
16.1 (a) (i), (ii), (xvil).

(b) Any Lease Default during such period con:1:2t3a an "Event of
Default"

by La-31ed under any Loan Decamcñt between Landlord and its Mortgagee(s) evidencing or

documenting a loan secured by the Facility;

BXHIBIT 7.1(a)
See Attached

EXHIBIT 7,1(b)
See Attached

EXHIB1T 7,1(c)
See Attached

sCHEDULE3.1
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SCHEDULE 7.4

PERIOD EED2&P3TARGET

Quarter 1 ( , 201_ through .____, 201__) $
Quarter 2 $__._____
Quaxter 3 $___.
Quarter 4 $
Quarter 5 $
Quarter 6 and thereafter $

"EBITDAR"
means with respect to any quarterly period for the Facility an amount detemined

on a oôñsalidated basis equal to the sum of the following Amoüñts for the Facility for a trailing
twelve month period: (a) eamings/(net income or net Joss) (including, as an expense an actual or
theoretical manag6ment expense of five percent (5%) of gross receipts) from operations before

(b) interest expense, (c) iricome tax expense, (d) depreciation expense, (e) amortization expense,
. and (f) Fixed Rent, defined in acccidancê with GAAP for such quattedy period, BBITDAR is

not considered a measure of fmancial performance under GAAP. In calculating earnings for the

trailing twelve months that esmpeses any month prior to the C-mmereement Date, for the
months prior to the Commencement Date, revenue shall be calculated using current rates of

mimhursement, meaning reimbursement rates in effect as of the start of the applicable quarterly
period.

scueoua ls.3
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-

OPERATING LEASE

THIS AMENDED AND RESTATED OPERATING LEASE ("Lease") is entered
into as of November 19, 2015 (the "Effective pate"), by and between WHITE PLAINS
HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC a Massachusetts limited liability company with its
principal place of business located at 2 Bourbon Street, Suite 200, Peabody, MA 01960

("WPHCP") or (the "Landlord") and HBL SNF, Lif a New York Limited Liability Company
having an office at 537 Route 22, Purdys, New York 10578 (the "Tenant"), and amends and
restates in its entirety the lease between the Parties dated as of November 19, 2015.

RECITALS

A. WHEREAS, Landlord is the owner of the real property, improvements,
and personal property consthnting the long-term care facility commonly known as 116-120
Church Street, White Plains, New York and more particularly described on Exhibit A. attached
hereto and made a part hereof, (the "Real Property"), and fcuawing execution of this Lease,
upon which certain buildings and improvements shall be erected (the "Facility"); and

B, WHEREAS, Landlord desires to lease the entire Leased Premises (defined

herein) to Tenant and Tenant desires to lease the Leased Premises from Landlord pursuant to the

terms, conditions and covenants set forth herein; and

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants, agreements,
promises, mpresêüt=iicas and warranties set forth herein and for Ten Dollars ($10.00) and other

good and venEble consideration, the receipt and legal sufficiency of which are hereby
acanuwledged by the Parties, the Parties hereby agree as follows:

ARTICLE I

INCORPORATION OF RECITALSj PRINCIPLES OF

CONSTRUCTION, DEFINITIONS

Section 1.1 Jaggagggliop,Lg¤lecitals, The aforesaid Recitals A through B are

hereby incorporated into this Lease as if fully set forth herein. La~n-M and Tenant are
hereinafter sometimes individually referred to as a "Rggy" and collectively referred to as
"Parties",

Section 1.2 IMngjiple Lpf_Comtruction, All references to articles. sections,
schedalas and exhibits are to articles, sections, schedules and exhibits in or to this Agcemcñt
unless otherwise sp6cified. Unless otherwise specified, the words

"hereof," "herein" and
"here=der" and words of similar import when used in this Agreement shall refer to this
Agreement as a whole and not to any particular provision of this Agreement. Unless otherwise

specified, all meanings attributed to defined terms herein shall be equally applicable to both the
singular and pinral forms of the terms so defined. Unless the context clearly indicates a contrary
intent or unless otherwise specifically provided berein, the word "Landlord" shall mean
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"Landlord and its successors and assigns"; the words "Leased Premises"
shall include any

portion of the Leased Premises and any interest therein, and the phrases "attorneys'
fees", "Leegal

fe_ees"and "counsel fees" shall include any and all reasonable attorneys', paralegal, legal assistant
and law clerk fees and disbursements, whether retained firms, the raimbersement for the
expenses of in-house staff or otherwise, and, including, but not limited to, fees and
disbursements at the pre-trial, trial and appellate levels incurred or paid by Landlord in

protecting its interest in the Leased Pmmises and its rights hereunder. Wherever pursuant to this
Lease it is provided that Landlord shall pay any costs and expenses, such costs and expenses
shall include, but not be limited to, reasonable legal fees as defined above. Whenever the
contekt may require, any pronouns used herein shall include the corresponding masculine,
feminine or neuter forms, and the singular form of nouns and pronouns shall include the plural
and vice versa. The words "includes",

"including"
and similar tenns shall be construed as if

followed by the words "widwat limitation". Whenever in this Lease any consent, appróval,
determination or decision of Landlord is to be made by Landlord, or any matter is to be

satisfactory to Landlord, then unless expressly provided to the contrary, such prcvision shall be
deemed to mean that such cotteent, approval, determination or decision of Landlord or
actcrmk:Eòñ whether a matter is satisfactory shall be made by Landlord in its sole and absolute
discretion for any or no reason and shall be final and conclusive. Any reference in this Lease
shall be deemed to include references to such documents as the same may hereafter be amended,
modified, supplemented, extended, consolidated, replaced and/or restated from time to time.

Any mference in this Lease shall be deemed to be a reference to this Lease (as defined herein), as
the same may bereafter be amended, modified, supplemented, extended, consolidated, replaced
and/or restated from time to time, Any reference in this Lease or in the Ouaranty shall be

deemed to be a reference to the Guaranty (as defined herein), as the same may hereafter be

amended, modified, supplemented, extended, car,sclidated, replaced and/or restated from time. to

time.

Section 1,3 Definitions,

"Additional Rent"
as defined in Section 3.2

"Affiliate" as defined in Section 20.31.

"Change of Ownership" means

"Commencement Date" as dermed in Section 3.1.

"Commissioner" means the Federal Housing Commissioner also called the
Assistant Secretary for Housing in the United States Department of Housing and Urban

Development.

"DOH" means New York State Department of Health.

"Effective Date" as defined in introductory paragraph,

"Eligible Institution" as defined inSection 4,3.

"Extension Term" as defined in Section 3.1(b).

2
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"Faellity" as defined in Recital A..

"First Refinance" means the replacement or refinance of the Original Mortgage
and/or original Innior Debt, in whole or part, in an amount not less than $42,200,000,

"First Refinance Date" means the date of the Pirst Refinance,

"Fixed Rent"
as defined in Section 3.2.

"Governmental Authority" as defined in Section 5,2.

"Guarantors" mean Lizer Josefovic and Mark Neuman.

"Hazardous Materials" as defined in Section 10.3

"Hazardous Waste" as defmed in Section 10.3.

"Health Care Authority or
Authorities" rneans any Cave.macatal Authority

(iñcludiñg HUD) having responsibility for the approval, licensing, certification, payment,
issuance of guaranties and iñ=sscê for, and/or otherwise setting standards for the operation and

occupancy of skilled nursing facilities.

"Health Care
Licenses" means all Medicare and Medicaid certificaticñs and

provider agreements, all public third party payor certifications and provider agamats, and all

certificatirms, permits,aegülatõiy agreements or other agr;cmata and approvals, including
certificates of operation, completion and accapancy, and state nursing facility licenses or other

licenses and certificates of need required by Health Care Authorities for the legal use, occupancy
and operation of the Facility.

"HUD" means the United States Department of Housing and Urban
Devctopment

"Junior
Debt" means a mortgage on the Premises junior to the first Mortgage,

and/or debt relating to the developnicñt and construction of the Premises.

"Landlord"
as defmed in introductory paragraph, and Section 1.2.

"Landlord's
Indemnitees"

as defined in Section 9.L

"Landlord's Work" as defined in Section 5.1.

"Laws" as defined in Section 5.L

"Lease Default" as defined in Section 16.1.

"Leased Premises" as defined in Section 2.1.

"Lease Year'' as defined in Section 3.1.

3
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"Letter of Credit" as defined I Section 7.1.

"Material Default"
as defined in Schedule 3,1,

"Mortgagee" shall refer to the first and second priority mortgages secured by fee
simple interest in the Real Property as amended, restated, extended or replaced from time to time
in Landlord's discretion.

"Original Martgage" means the original Mortgage placed on the Premises by
Landlord,

"Overdue Rate" as defined in Section 9.1(b).

"Primary Market of the Facility" means a fifteen mile radius of the Leased
Premises,

"Prime Rate" as defined in Section 9.1.

"Prospective Mortgagee" means any Person chosen by Landlord as a 1Wortgage
prior to a closing of a Mortgage to be held by such Person.

"Real
Property"

as defined in Recital A.

"Refinan
ce"

means the replacement or refinance of the Mortgage, or Junior Debt,
or any debt in replacement thereof, in whole or part, including the First Refinance.

"Refinance Date" means the date of any Refinance inchdeg the First Refinance.

"Rent" as defined in Section 3.2.

"Security
Deposit"

as defined in Section 7.1,

"Special Purpose Entity" as defined in Schedule 19.2.

"Substantial Completien
Date"

means the date which is the later of: (i) the date
specified in the AIA Form G704, duly executed and certified by the Landlord's architect, that the

Facility was substantially completed and in substantial compliance with the plans and
spccifications for the Facility, and (ii) the date Landlord delivers a Temporary Certificate of

Occupancy (the "TCO") for the Facility, provided, however, if the Landlord is unable to obtain
the TCO or Pennanent CO because of the actions or iñâcticñs of the Tenant, its employees or
agents including, but not limited to, a delay in chtaiñing the necessary DOH approvals then

delivery of the TCO shall not be a condition under this clause (ii).

"Tenant's Lease Coverage
Ratio"

means EBITDAR divided by Fixed Rent.

"Term" as defined in Section 3.1 (inchdug all exercised Extension Tenns).

4
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"Total Project Cost or "TPC" is the actual cost of purchasing, developing,
cestméting, and equipping the Facility, includig withest lim!tatics, the cost of the Real

Property and improvem6ñts, dcv±p=nt costs, financiñg costs, and the cost of Landlord's
Work and all equipment,

"Utillites"
as defined in Section 4.L

ARTICLE II

LEASED PREMISES

Section 2.1 Lpas_elfremises, Landlord hereby leases and demises to Tenant,
and Tenant hereby leases from Landled on the terms and cañe:inas'set forth in this Lease, the

following assets:

(a) all of Landlord's right, title, and interest in and to the Real Property,
!ñcluding, without liraitation, all buildings, structures, erections, improvements, appurtenances,
easements and fixtures, inchiding fixed machinery and fixed equipment situated the con or

forming a part thereof; and

(b) all of Landlord's right, title and interest in and to all machinery, trade

equipment, trade fixtures, furnitme, fumishings, beds, and accessories of all kinds used in
connection with the Pacility located on the Real Property.

All of the items described in Sections 2.1(a) and 2.1(b) berein are collectively referred to as the
"Leased

Pamises."
Landlord and Tenant acknowledge and understand that all of the items

which comprise the Leased Premises, as repaired, rebuilt, replaced, restored, altered or added to
as pennitted or required by provisions of this Lease, shall be transferred back to Landloni in
accordance with the terms and conditions set forth herein upon the expiration or earlier
termination of this Lease.

Section 2.2 In connection with any assignment of Landlord's interest under
this Lease and the assumption of this Lease by a new landlord, the original La±d!W named

herein, and each successor in interest, shall have the right to transfer all amounts deposited
pursuant to Section 43 with respect to the Facility, fess any amount used pursuant to Section 43.
to such assignee (as the subsequem holder of Landlord's interest in this Lease) and upon such

transfer, Landlord or the applicable successor in interest transferring the deposits shall thereupon
be completely released from all liability with respect to such deposits so transferred and Tenant
shall look solely to said assignee, as the subsequent holder of Landlord's interest under this

Lease, in reference thereto. If Landlord's interest in the Leased Premises is sold or conveyed as

provided above or otherwise or by operation of law: (i) at the new owner's option, Tenant shall
attorn to and recognize the new owner as Tenant's Landlord under this Lease and Tenant shall

take such actions to confirm the foregoing within ten (10) days after request.
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ARTICLE III

TERM AND RENT

Section 3.1 Term of Lease.

(a) The term (the "Term") of this Lease shall be for a period of thirty (30)
years commencing on the later to occur of (i) the date of issuance of a permanent or tempõrary
Ccitificate of Occupancy for the Facility and (ii) the date that New York State Department of
Health (hereinafter sometimes, "D_QH") determines that the Landloid's Work is sufficiently
complete as ccñstrúcted (but not necessarily the Tenant's operations) to accept patients,
provided, however, if the Landlord is unable to obtain a permanent or temporary Certificate of

Occupancy because of the actions or inactions of the Tenant, its employees or agents including,
but not limited to, a delay in obtaining the necessary DOH approvals then delivery of a
permanent or temporary Certificate of Occupancy shall not be a condition under clause (i) (the
"Commecemem Date"), and ending at 11;59:59 P.M. on the day preceding the thirtieth (30*)
anniversary of the Cererñêñœment Date (the "Expiration Date"). Under any and all

circumstances, Landlord shall not be liable to Tenant, in damages or otherwise, fur any delay in

delivering the Leased Premises to Tenant and Tenant shall have no right to terminate or rescind
this Lease on account thereof, Notwithstanding the Commencement Date, certain of the rights
and obligations of the parties shaH commence on the Effective Date, but not including Tenant's
obligations to pay Fixed Rerit and Impositions prior to the Commencement Date, or to n±±
the Leased Premises, insure the Leased Premises or restore the Leased Promiscs after a casualty
or condemnation prior to the Commencement Date, or any other rights and obligations, which by
their terms are intended to commence as of the Commencement Date, which rights and

obligations shall commence on the Commencement Date.

As used herein with respect to the Tenn and the periods for payment of Rent
(unless the context otherwise requires) the term "Lease Year" shall mean a 365 day period (or
366 day period in the case of a leap year), tirst commencing on the Cassement Date and

thereafter on successive anniversaries thereof, and ending on the day prior to the next succeeding

anniversary of the Comniencement Date.

Landlord and Tenant hereby acknowledge that the Commencement Dato is

presently indeterminate and shall occur only as hereinabove provided in this Section. Except for

the rights of Tenant expiessly stated herpin, Tenant hereby waives any right to rescind this Lease

under the provisions of Section 223-a of the Real Property Law of the State of New York, and
agrees that the provisions of this Article are intended to constimte "an express provision to the
contrary" within the meaning of said Section 223-a. Landlord and Tenant shall execute a memo

specifying the Commencement Dateimmediately following its occurrence.

(b) Provided a Lease Default has not occurred and is then continuing either at

the time of the exercise of the options provided below or at the end of the Term or Extension

Tenn, or there has not been any Lease Default listed in Schedule 3.1 attached hereto (a

"Material Default"), whether or not cured, within two years of the end of the Term or Extension

Term, Tenant shall have the option to extend the Term of this Lease for three (3) additional

periods of ten (10) years each (each an "Extension Term"), by giving written notice to Landlord
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not less than five forty-five (545) days nor more than seven hundred (700) days prior to the
expiration of the Term (or Extension Term as the case may be) of this Lease, TIME BEING OF
THE ESSENCE to these time periods. These options may be exercised by Tenant serving
written notice upon Lanh stating that Tenant is e-ercising the option to extend. If Tenant
fails to give such notice in writing to Landlord within the time period specified herein, all rights
and privileges granted to Tenant to extend this Lease shall lapse and become nuH and voM, No
later option may be exercised if Tenant has failed to exercise a prior option. If Tenant has

validly exercised its apticñ(s) to extend the Term, references herein to the "Tenn" shall be
deemed to include an Extension Term.

Section 3.2 R_ent

(a) Beginning in the first (1st) Lease Year of the Tenn and for each

succeeding Lease Year thereafter, including during any and all Extension Terms, until the First
Refinance Date, Tenant shall pay Landlord an annual amount of Six Million Seventy Three
Thousand One Hundred Fifty Eight ($6,073,158) Dollars ("Fixed Rent") in monthly installments
of $506,096.50,

(b) Tenant shall pay the Rent to Landlord during the term without deduction
or setoff and without demand.

(c) The terms "Additional
Rent" or "additional rent"

means all sums,
amounts, fees, expenses and costs (including, without liinisiva, legal fees and disbursements)
payable or reimbursable to Landlord under this Lease other than Fixed Rent, and all of same

shall be and constitute Additional Rent hereunder. The terms "Fixed
Rent"

and "Additional
Rent" shall be collectively referred to as "Renl," Landlord shall have the same rights and
remedies hemunder consequent upon a failum of Tenant to pay any item of AMitional Rent as
upon a failure of Tenant to pay any item of Fixed Rent.

(d) Rem shall be due and payable in advanca in equal monthly installments

during each year on the first (1st) day of each calendar month thereof (or in the event the first

day of the calendar month is not a business day, on the first business day following the first day
of each calendar month) dircaghcü‡ the Term. Rent for any period which is less than a full
calendar month or full year, as the case may be, during the Term, shall be parated on a daily
basis. Rent shall not be paid more than one (1) month in advance. Rent shall be paid to

Landlord at Landlord's address set forth in Egction 13.1 or at such other place as Landlord

designates from time to time by written notice to Tenant Tenant agrees to pay Rent, at

Landlord's direction, by electronic transfer or wire, as directed by Mortgagee in writing,

(c) TENANT HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGES THAT LATE PAYMENT
BY TENANT TO LANDLORD OF RENT WILL CAUSE LANDLORD TO INCUR COSTS
NOT CONTEMPLATED HEREUNDER, THE EXACT AMOUNT OF WHICH IS
PRESENTLY ANTIC)PATED TO BB EXTREMELY DIFFICULT TO ASCERTAIN. SUCH

COSTS MAY INCLUDE PROCESSING AND ACCOUNTING CHARGES AND LATE
CHARGES WHICH MAYBE lMPOSED ON LANDLORD BY THE TERMS OF ANY LOAN
AGREBMENT AND OTHER EXPENSES OF A SIMILAR OR DISSIMILAR NATURE

ACCORDINGLY, IF ANY INSTALLMENT OF RENT THAT IS PAYABLE TO LANDLORD
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OR ITS DESIGNEE SHALL NOT BE PAID WITHIN FlVE (5) DAYS OF THE DATE WHEN
DUE, TENANT WILL PAY LANDLORD ON DEMAND A LATS CHARGE EQUAL TO
F1VE PERCENT (5%) OP THE UNPAID PORTION OF THE AMOUNT OF SUCH
INSTALLMENT. THE PARTIES AGREE THAT THIS LATE CHARGE REPRESENTS A
FAIR AND REASONABLE ESTIMATE OF THE COSTS THAT LANDLORD WILL INCUR
BY REASON OF LATE PAYMENT EY TENANT. THE PARTIES FURTHER AGREE
THAT SUCH LATE CHARGE IS RENT AND NOT INTEREST AND SUCH ASSESSMENT
DOES NOT CONSTITUTE A LENDER OR BORROWER/CREDITOR RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN LANDLORD AND TENANT. IN ADDITION, THE AMOUNT UNPAID,
INCLUDING ANY LATE CHARGES, SHALL BEAR INTEREST AT THE OVERDUE RATE
FROM THE DUE DATE OF SUCH INSTALLMENT TO THE DATE OF PAYMENT

THERBOF, AND TENANT SHALL PAY SUCH INTEREST TO LANDLORD ON DEMAND.
THE PAYMENT OF SUCH LATE CHARGE AND/OR SUCH INTEREST SHALL NOT
CONST1TUTE A WAIVBR OF, NOR EXCUSE OR CURB, ANY DEFAULT UNDER THIS
LEASE, NOR PREVENT LANDLORD FROM EXERCISING ANY OTHER RIGHTS
AND/OR REMEDIES AVAILABLE TO LANDLORD.

(f) If a default is declared by the Commissioner under the provisions of
the Regulatory Agreement, provided a copy of Notice of Default is given to Tenant, Tenant shall
thereafter make all future payments under this Lease to the Commissioner.

Section 3.3 lyet Lease Provisions. Landlord and Tenant intend that-the Rent
herein specified shall be net to Landlord in each year during the Tenn, and that all costs,
expenses and obligations of every kind and nature, (known or unknown, general or special,

ordinary or extraordinary, foreseen or unfucween, direct or indirect, contingent or otherwise)
relating to the operation, repair and maintanance of the Leased Premises (except Landlord's
income taxes) which may arise or become due during the Term shall be timely paid by Tenant
and that Landlord shall be indemnified by Tenant against such costs, expenses and obligations.
Tenant's obligation to pay Rent is independent of all, and is in no manner co-tidened upon any,
other covenants, conditions and obligations of Landlord or Tenant under this Lease. There shall
be no abatement of Rent payments for any reason nor shall Tenant be entitled to any offsets or
deductions from Rent payments due hereunder.

Section 3.4 Rent Tax. If any governmental taxing authority levies, assesses, or
imposes any tax, sales or use tax, privilege tax, excise or a•sessment (other than incoine or

franchise taxes) upon or against the Rent payable by Tenant to Landlord, either by way of
substitution for or in addition to any existing tax on land and buildings or otherwise, then Tenant
shall be responsible for and shall pay such tax, excise or assessment, or, if Landlord pays same,
Tenant shall reimburse Landlord for the amount thereof within ten (10) days after written
demand by Landlord.

It is the intent of this Section 3.4 and all other provisions of this Lease to insure
that the Rent (including Additional Rent) paid to Landlonl by Tenaut will be received by
Landlord without diminution by any tax, assessment, charge or levy of any natme whatsoever,
except United States, State of New York and local net income taxes, and the terms and
conditions of this Lease shall be liberally canatracd to effect such purpose, Without limiting the

generality of the foregoing, if any tax is assessed or based on gross income actually or
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constructively aceived by Landlord pursuant to this Lease, Tenant shall pay such amount which,
when added to said gross income, shall yield to Landlord, after dalüüü0n of all such tax payable

by Landlord with respect thereto, a net amount equal to that which Landlord would have realized
therefrom had no such tax been imposed,

Section 3.5_ Assignment of Lease to 1¼ortgagee, Tenant acknowledges that all
of the interest of Landlord in and to this Lease has been or will be aüigñêd to Mortgagee
pursuant to the Loan Documents,

Tenant agrees to protnptly execute and deliver to Landlord from time to time any
and all documents required by a Mortgagee, Prospective Mortgagee, HUD and/or BUD's
Approved Lender, or any successor, commercial, agency or private lender, including, without

limitation, a lease addendum, regulatory agreement, subëdination agreement, non-disturbance
and attornment agreement, and/or estoppel certi&ate, in order. to finance or refinance the

Facility or otherwise.

Tenant will on request at any time or from time to time by Landlord or any
Mortgagee or Prospective Mortgagee subordinate this lease and all of Tenant's rights and estate
hemunder to such Person's Mortgage and to any renewals, e±nsions, substitutions, refinancings,
modifications or amendments thereof, or declare such Mortgage to be prior to this lease and to any
renewals, extensions, substitutions, refinancings, modifications or ass::dments thereof, and agree
with such holder that Tenant will attorn thereto in the event of foreclosuœ. Landlord ag ees to use
reasonable efforts (except that Landlord shall not be chligated to expend money for ·any such

agreement) to obtain a written agreement from any such holder in the form typically used by such
holder which consents to this lease and provides that, notwithstanding such mortgage or any default,
expiration, to:minaden, foreclosure, sale, entry or other act or emissica under, peset to or

affecting said Mortgage, Tenant shall not be disturbed in peaceful enjoyment of the Leased
P emises or this lease tertninated or canceled at any time, except in the event Landlord shall have
the right to terminate this lease under the tenns and provisions set forth herein,

Section 3.6 Ltue Lease. It is the intent of Landlord and Tenant and the parties
agree that this Lease is a true lease and that this Lease does not represent a financing agreement.
Bach party shall reflect the transaction rapresoted hereby in all applicable books, records and
reports (including income tax filings) in a manner consistent with "true lease" treatment rather
than "financing"

treatment.

Section 3.7 Right of First Refusal: Buvout. (a) Landlord shall not sell, transfer

or convey the Leased Premises to a thini person or entity unless Tenant first is given the

opportunity to purchase the Leased Premises pursuant to the terms and conditions set forth in this
Section 3.7(a); If at any time during the first efeven years of Term Landlord receives from any
third person or entity an Offer (as hereinafter defined) to purchase the Leased Premises which

Landlord destros to accept, Landlord shall notify Tenant of such Offer by delivering written
notice to Tenant, which notification (the "Offer Notice") shall contain a copy of the written
Offer or, at Landlord's election, a written so-nuu f of the terms of the Offer. For purposes of

this Lease, an "Offer" shall mean any bona fide written instrument or verbal communication

setting forth the terms pursuant to which Landlord will convey the Leased Premises. Tenant
shall have ten (10) Business Days after receipt of the Offer Notice in which to elect by written
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notice delivered to Landlord (the "Acceptance Notice") to enter into a formal agreement on the
sarpe terms and condhions as those contained in the Offer ("Tenant's Purchase Right"). Such
cicction shall be effective only if within ten (10) Business Days after delivery of the Acceptance
Notice the parties enter into a written purchase agreement on tenns reasonably acceptable to
Landlord in good faith for the sale of the Leased Premises to Tenant ~=taining all terms of the
Offer. If Tenant fails to timely deliver the Acceptance Notice, or if Tenant fails to timely enter
into said purchase agreement as provided herein, Landlord shall have the right to accept the
Offer or any medEleation thereof on terms substantially aimilar as those set forth in the Offer.
Tenant's right to purchase the Leased Premises identified in the Offer Notice shall not apply to

(i) transfers of less than one huadicd percent of the ownership interests in Landlord, (ii) a public

offering of ownership interests in Landlord, (iii) a recapitalization transaction of any kind

involving Landlord, (iv) condemnation, eminent domain or similar proceedings, or (v), rights
exercised by Mortgagees in foreclosure or in lieu thereof pursuant to Mortgages or other
documents executed by Landlord in connection therewith, inclading the subsequent disposition
of the Premises by Mortgagee or its affiliate or designee that acquires the Leased Premises in
connection therewith.

(b) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary, if Landlord's
Offer Notice states that it is pachasing from Tenant Tenant's Purchase Right, then (i) Tenant
shall have no further rights under Section 3.7(a), and Section 3.7(a) shall be null and void
without further effect, and (ii) upon the closing of the püichasa and sale of the Leased Premises
pursuant to the Offer, Landlord shall pay Tenant ten percent (10%) of the excess of the sales
price agreed to pursuant to the Offer (less costs and fees, including broker's fees) over the TPC,
the "Offer Fee"), and (iii) the Rent shall be the greater of the amount as determined by Section

3.2(a) or fair market value, as shall be dstormined by an independent third party appraiser jointly
appointed by Landlord or and Tenant, and absent their agreement appointed by the then
chainnan or similar officer of the Westcliester County Society of Real Estate Appraisers. For
purposes of clarification, Tenant shall not be entitled to the receipt of the Offer Fee if Tenant
exercises Tenant's Purchase Right as set forth in Section 3.7(a) above.

(c) Upon expiration of the eleventh Lease Year, Tenant's Right
of First Refusal as set forth in in Section 3,7(a) shall lapse and become null and void.

Section 3.8. Option to Purchase. Commencing on the latter of (i) the first day
after the Commencêm6ñt Date and (ii) 24 months from the date of the closing of tha Original

Mortgage, and ending on the last day of the fifteenth Lease Year of the Lease, Tenant shall have
the option to purchase the Leased Premises from Landlord for a purchase price of $65,055,60n

by giving written notice of its exercise of the Option to Purchase including a proposed olosing
date, provided if Tenant does not exercise the Option to Parehaäe prior to receiving an Offer
Notice pursuant to Section 3.7, Tenant's Option to Purchase under this Section 3,8 shall lapse
unless and until the conveyance of the Leased Premises contemplated under Section 3.7 does not

occur, Upon expiration of the fifteenth Lease Year, Tenant's the right to purchase the Leased
Premises from Landlord, all as set forth above, shall lapse, become null and void, and Tenant

shall have deemed to waived all such rights hereuncfer.

ARTICLE IV
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UTILI†lES AND TAXES

Section 4.1 Utilities, From and after the Commencement Date, Tenant shall

pay or cause to be paid all charges next coming due and payable for electricity, steam;telephone,
cable, gas, oil, water, sewer and all other services or utilities used on or related to the I.4ased
Premises (the "Utilities") during the Term. Tenant covenants to place all Utilities in Tenant's
name as of the Commencement Date. Adjustment shall be made for Utilities applicable to any
period prior to the Commencement Date. In the event Landlord is billed directly by any service
provider or utility company for any Utilities or services supplied to Tenant during the Term,
Landlord shall send Tenant the bill and Teriant shall promptly pay the same, Landlord shall have
no obligation or liability with respect to any interruption or failure in the supply of any such
Utilities. If Landlord elects to or shall be required to pay for any Utilities to preserve and/or
protect the Leased Premises, Tenant shall reimburse Landlord for the cost and expense thereof
plus interest at the Prime Rate.

Section 4.2 Taxes, Tenant shall be solely responsible for the payment, prior to
the date when penalties would attach, of all general and special real estate taxes and assessments
(together with any excise taxes on such real estate taxes and assessments levied or imposed by
any govemmental taxing authority), fire district taxes, liens, impositions, including capital stock,
henchise, ad valorem, sales, use, single business, gross receipts, transaction privilege, rent or
similar taxes; personal property taxes, assessments including assessments for public
impraents or benefits, whether or not commenced or completed prior to the date hereof and
whether or not to be cornpleted within the Term; ground rents; water, sewer and other utility
levies and charges; excise tax levies; fees whag license, permit, inspection, auth-izedon and
similar fees; and all other govemmental charges, in each case whether general or special,

ordinary or extraordinary, or foreseen or unforeseen, of every character in respect of the Leased

Premises, and all interest and penalties thereon attributable to any failure in payment by Lessee
which at any time prior to, during or in respect of the Tenn hereof may be assessed or imposed
on or in respect of or be a lien upon the Leased Premises (collectively, the "Impositions") that
accroe from the Commencement Date through the Term. Adjustment shall be made for
Impositions applicable to any period prior to the Commencement Date, Tenant shall pay all of
the hpositions directly to the applicable taxing authorities and Tenant shall promptly forward
proof of payment to Landlonl in such form as shall be reasonably acceptable to Landlord unless
Landlord elects to require escrow deposits in accordance with Section 4.3 hereof. Landlord shall

promptly forward any tax bills which it may receive to Tenant, Landlord shall only bill Tenant
for any of the Impositions if Tenant does not pay any of the Impositions before delinquency and
Landlord is ubligated or elects (in Landlord's sole and absolute disemtion) to pay any of the
Impasidens directly to remain current with all taxing authorities. Tenant shall pay the full

amount of any increases in any of the hpositions resulting from alterations or improvements
made by or for the benefit of Tenant, After the expiration or termination of this Lease, Tenant

shall pay nil bills for any of the Impositions which become due and payable after the expiration

or tennination of the Lease covering any period through the expiration or earlier termi-:!ian of

the Lease. If any governmental taxing authority acting under any present or future ardinance or

regulation, shall levy, assess or impose a tax, excise and/or assessment (other than any not
income or franchise tax) upon Landlord or Tenant for rental payable by Tenant to Landlord,
either by way of substitü‡ion for or in additioñ to any existing tax on land, buildings or

otherwise, then Tenant shall be responsible for and shall pay such tax, excise and/or assessment
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or shall reimburse Landlord for the cost and expense thereof, as the case may be. Provided that
Tenant shall have deposited a sufficient amount of funds to pay the Impositions pursuant to
Section 43 and Tenant has done nothing to prevent payment by Landlord or its lender of the

Impositions, then Tenant shall not be responsible for any and all late payment fees and/or

penalties, including interest, impered by any applictele taxing authorities with respect to the

untimely payment of knpositions,

Section 4.3 Escrow Deposits.

(a) Escrow, At the option of Landlord, which may be exercised at·any tlme

by Landlord in its sole and absolute discretion Tenant shall, on the first day of the first calendar
month ceisméñcing after notice from Landlord, and on the first day of each calendar month
thereafter during the Term (each of which dates is referred to as a "Monthly Deposit Date"), pay
to and deposit with Landlord a sum equal to one-twelfth (1/12th) of the Enpositions to be levied,
charged, filed, assessed or imposed upon or against the Leased Premises within one (1) year after
said Monthly Deposit Date and a sum equal to one-twelfth (1/12th) of the premiums for the

property insurance policies required pursuant to Article VI which ate payable within one (1) year
after said Monthly Deposit Date. If the amount of the Impositions to be levied,, chargôd,
assessed or imposed or insurance premiurns to be paid within the ensuing one (1) year period
shall not be fixed upon any Monthly Deposit Date, such amount for the purpose of computing
the deposit to be made by Tenant hereunder shall be reasonably estimated by Landlord with an
appropriate adjustment to be promptly made between Landlord and Tenant as soon as such
amount becorces determinable. In addition, Landlord may, at its option, from time to eme
requite that any particular deposit be greater than one-twelfth (1/12th) of the estimated amount
payable within one (1) year after said Monthly Deposit Date, if such additional deposit is
requied in order to provide to Landlord sufficient funds from which to make payment of all
Impositions on or before the next due date of any ingalhnent thereof, or to make payment of any
required insurance premiums not later than the due date thereof. If any Martgagee or the
Commissioner requires Landlord to impound insurmee premiurns on a periodic basis during the

term, Tenant, on notice from Landlord indicating this requi=ent, shall pay a sum of money
towards its liability under this Lease to Landlord on a periodic basis in accordance with
Landlord's requirements. landlord shall impound the premium payments received from Tenant
in accordance with the requirements of Mortgagee and shall utilize such funds to timely pay
insurance premiums.

(b) Use of Deposits, The sums deposited by Tenant ander this otion 4.3
shall be held by Landlord or Mortgagee and shall be applied in payment of the Impeeitians or
insarance premiums, as the case may be, when due. Any such deposits may be ce==ingled with
other assets of Landlord or such Mortgagee, and shall be deposited by Landlord or such

Mortgagee in an Eligible Institution in such account or acceenta as Landlord or the Mortgagee

may, from time to time select, and Landlord shaU not be liable to Tenant or any other person

(i) based on Landlord's or the Mortgagee's (or any bank's) choice of investment vehicles, (ii) for

any consequent loss of principal or interest or (iii) for any unavailability of funds based on such
choice of investment. .Forthermore, subject to the foregoing regarding the use of depositories

and accounts, Landlord and its Mortgagee shall bear no responsibility for the financial condiden

of, nor any act or omission by the depository bank. No income, if any, from such investment or
interest on such deposits shall be paid to Tenant. To the extent that Landlord does not have an
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invoice or bill specifying the due date for payment, Tenant shall give not less than thirty (30)
days prior written notice to Landlord in each instance when an Imposition or insurance premium
is due, specifying the Imposition or premium to be paid and the amount thereof, the place of
payment, and the last day on which the same may be paf d in order to comply with the
requirements of this Lease. If Landlord, in violation of its obligations under this Lease, does not

pay any Imposition or insurance pemium when due, for which a sufficient deposit exists, Tenant
shall not be in default hereunder by virtue of the failure to pay such Imposition or such insurance
premium and Tenant shall not be liable for any late payment fees and/or penalties, ^1ncluding
interest imposed as a result of such failure to pay. The term "Eligible Institution" shall mean a

depository institution or trust company, the short term unsecured debt obligations or commercial
paper of which are rated at least "A-l+"

by S&P,
"P-1"

by Moody's and "F-1+"
by Fitch in the

case of accoññts in which funds are held for thirty (30) days or less (or, in the case of secounts in
which funds are held for more than thirty (30) days, the long tenn unsecured debt Obligatións of
which are rated at least "AA"

by Fitch and S&P and "Aa2"
by Moody's).

(c) Deficies, If for any reason any deposit made by Tenant or held by
Landlord under this Section 4.3 shall not be sufficient to pay any Imposition or insurance
pmmium within the time specified therefor in this Imase, then, within ten (10) days after demand

by Landlord, Tenant shall deposit an additional amount with Landlord, increasing the deposit
held by Landlord so that Landlord holds sufficient funds to pay such Imposition or premium in
full (or in instanments as otherwise provided for herein), together with any penalty or interest
thereon. Landlord may change its estimate of any Imposition or iñsurance premium for any
period on the basis of a change in an assessment or tax rate or on the basis of a prior

miscalcularion or for any other good faith reason: in which event, within ten (10) days after
demand by Landlord, Tenant shall deposit with Landlord the amount in excess of the sums

previously deposited with Landlord for the applicable period which would theretofore have been
payable under the revised estimate.

(d) Rans_fara Consistent with Section 2.2 in connection with any assignment
of Landlord's interest under this Lease and the assumption of this Lease by a new landlord, the
original Landlord eamed herein and each successor in interest shall have the right to transfer all
amounts deposited pursuant to the provisions of this §eecticon_4_,a and not used pursuant to this
Seption 4 3 to such assignee (as the subsequent holder of Landlord's interest in this Lease) and
upon such transfer, the original Landlord named herein or the applicable successor in interest

transferring the deposits shall thereupon be compl ly released from all liability with respect to
such deposits so transfen·ed and Tenant shall look solely to said assignee, as the subsequent
holder of Landlord's interest under this Lease, in reference thereto.

(e) Security. Ali amounts deposited with Landlord pursuant to the provisions

of this Section 4.3 shall be held by
Landlord^

as additional security for the payment and

performance of Tenant's obligations under this Lease and, upon the occurrence and during the
continuance of any Lease Default, Landlord may, in its solo and absolute discretion, apply such

amounts towards payment or performance of such obligations.

(f) Retum, Upon the expiration or earlier te-imes of this laase, as long
as all of the Rent and any and all other obligations due under this Lease have been fully paid and

performed, any sums then held by Landlord under this Section 4,3 shall be refunded to Tenant,
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and subject to the rights of a Mortgagee, together with all interest, if any, eamed thereon and all

income, if any, earned therefrom; pmvided however, that if a loase Default has occurred and is

continuing, all of such sums may be applied by Landlord towards any amounts owed to Landlord
pursuant to this Lease.

(g) Receipts. Tenant shall deliver to Landlord copies of all claims and bills in
relation to the Impositions and insurance p==!r::: promptly upon receipt thereof by Tenant.

This Article and the obligations herein shall survive exphtion or earlier termination of
this Lease.

ARTICLE V

LANDLORD'S WORK, MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR; IMPROVEMENTS

Section 5.1 Landlord's Work. (a) Landloni shall cause the Facility to be
constructed ("Landlord's Work").

(b) Landlord will give Tenant thirty (30)
days' notice of the date Landlord

expects to be the Substantial Compledon Date. On or prior to the Substantial Completion Date,
Landlord and Tenant shall jointly prepare a list of the items for the Facility that remain to be
completed or corrected, set a dollar value for the cost to complete the work, and fix time for their
completion or correction (collectively the "Punchlist").

(c) Notwithstanding anything in this lease to the contrary, on and after the
22::=±d Completion Date Tenant shall be deemed to have agreed Landlord has completed
Landlord's Work to Tenant's complete satisfaction, except for (i) the Punchlist, (ii) such items of
decoration or mechanical adjustment of which Tenant gives Landlord written notice within thiity
(30) days after the Substantial Completion Date (the "Initial Correction Items") or (iii) any
defects in the Facility which were not known or rassonably discovcrable by Tenant in the time
period specified in the immediately prior clause (ii) ("Latent Defects"); provided that, as to
Latent Defects, Landlord will have no responsibility or liability therefor, or for the correction

thereof, unless (A) Tenant conducts at least one inspection of the Facility with a qualified
engineer or other expert, within one year from the S atantiv Completion Date, and (B) Tenant
gives Landlord notice of such Latent Defects within thirty( 30) days after discovery thereof and
in any event not later than one year after the Substantial Completion Date, which notice will be

accompsinied by the certification of such engiñcor or other experts, specifying, in detail, such
Latent Defects in the Facility.

(d) At its sole expense, Landlord shall complete the Paschlist, and remedy the
Initial Correction Items, and the Latent Defects provided with respect fo Latent Defects that the
conditions set out in clause (iii) of section (c) are satisfied.

(e) To the extent assignable at no cost to Landlord, Landlord assigns to
Tenant all manufacturer warranties on materials and q:';:rsnt. Tenant shall have the benefit
and right to enforce such warranties at its sole cost and expense.
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Section 5.2 Maintenance and Repair, Except as provided in Section 5.1,
Tenant, at Tenant's sole cost and expense, shall keep the Leased Premises, including all

buildings, fixtures, trade equipment, trade fixtures, furniture, beds and other personal property
leased to Tenant pursuant to this Lease, including, without limitation, all structural and non-

structural compoñcñts, the roof, foundation, all outer walls, plumbing, sprinklers, electrical,
mechanical, heating, veñtilatiõñ, utility service, air conditioning, vertical transport, telephone,
communications, cable, computer, fire-life-safety, nursing call, and all other systems of the
Leased Premises in good condition and repair and in compliance with all Laws. Landlord shall
not be responsible to make any improvements, repairs, maintena.ace or replacements whether
occasioned by the act, omission, active negligence, or passive negligence of Landlord or Tenant
and/or its agents, employees, invitees or licensees or otherwise, and Tenant shall pay for all

improvements, repairs, replacements, mahaa=ce and expenditures relating to the Leased

Premises, whether interior or exterior, structural or non-structural, ordinary or extraordinary,
foreseen or unforeseen or arising by reason of a condition existing prior to the commencement of
the Lease, by Tenant's use or by a change in applicable Laws. The Leased Premises and its
appurtenances shall at all times be kept clean, safe and sanitary and in good order, ccndition,
replâccment and repair by Tenant, at Tenant's sole cost and expense, except for ordinary wear
and tear (nrovided, however, that, without limiting the generality of this Sgggon_552, Tenant shall
be obligated to replace any portion of the Leased Premises upon any obsol6sc6ñce thereof or if
proper repair is impractical). Tenant shall provide (if not currently a part of the Leased

Premises) and maintain, nepair and replace, as necessary, all famitüie, fixtures, equipment and/or
other personal property required by any Governmental Authority (other than furniture; fixtures,
equipment and/or other personal property owned by contractors providing ancillary services at
the Facility) necessary for the operation of the Facility and to comply with all Laws. All such

property provided by Tenant shall immediately become the property of Landlord and Tenant
shall execute such documentation as Landlord may scascñãbly require vesting title in such

property in Landlord. Landlord shall have no liability or obligation with respect to such property
or any of Tenant's operations relating thereto. All replacements made by Tenant hereunder shall
be made in a good and workmanlike manner in accordance with Laws using the same, similar or
better quality of materials as being replaced and shall immediately become the property of
Laudlord. Tenant acknowledges that title and ownership of all repaired and replaced furniture,
fixtures, equipment and/or other personal paperty made hereunder shall belong to and is for the
benefit of Landloni. Tenant shall not enter into any equipment leases or conditional sales

contracts for any fumiture, fixtures, equipment and/or other personal property relating to the

Facility without Landlord's consent which it may grant or withhold in its sole discretion. The
term

"Laws"
means, all federal, state, county, municipal and other governmental statutes, laws,

rules, orders, regulations, ordinances, judgments, decrees and injuncticns of Govemmental
Authorities affecting any Leased Premises or any part thereof, or the construction, use, alteration
or operation thereof, or any part thereof, whether now or hereafter enacted and in force, and all

permits, licenses and authorizations and regulations relating thereto, and all covenants,
agreements, restrictions and encumbrances contained in any instruments, either of record or
known to Tenant, at any time in force affecting the Leased Premises or any part thereof. The
term "Governmental

Anthority" means any court, board, agency, arbitrator, comission, office
or other sñthcrity of any nature whatsoever for any govemmental unit (foreign, federal, state,
county, district, niüñicipal, city or otherwise) whether now or hereafter in existence.
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Section 5 3 Improvements. Renovation. Alterations and Additions. Tenant
shall have the right during the Term to make such non-stmctural interior alterations, changes and
improvements to the Leased Premises as may be proper and necessary for the conduct of
Tenant's business, to cause the Leased Premises to conform to all Laws, for patient comfort and

safety, or for the full beneficial use of the Leased Premises, so long as such improvcmcats do not

(i) exceed Three Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars ($350,000.00) in any given calendar year,
(ii) interfere with any of the purposes for which the Facility was leased or affect the roof or

structure, (iii) decrease the value of the Leased Premises, (iv) affect any building system,
including, heating, ventilation, air conditioning, mechanical, electrical, plumbing or vertical
transport systems, or (v) affect the exterior appearance of the Leased Pramiscs. Tenant shall not
make any other alterations, changes, or improvements without the express written approval in
each httace by Landlord, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld; provided,
however. that the granting or withholding of consent shall not result in any liability to Landlord.

Furthermore, Tenant may make all repairs or replacements required by a Govemmental

Authority without obtaining Landlord's consent, provided, however, Tenant shall give Landlord
no less than ten (10) days prior written notice of such government mandated repairs or
replacements prior to making or implemcñting same, unless emergency factors necessitate the

making of such repairs before Tenant can reasonable give notice to Landlord, in which event
Tenant shali give notice to Landlord as soon as reasonably possible. Tenant shall pay for all

costs, fees and penalties imposed by the applicable state agencies or the Center for Medicare and
Medicaid Services (".Ç1ll") or other Governmental Authority in connection with any survey or
the Change of Ownershiji Tenant shall notify Landlord of any alterations, changes or
improvements required and/or pêññitted by the applicabic state agencies or the CMS or other
Govemmental Authority prior to the commencement thereof, Tenant shall pay all costs and
expenses of any required and/or permitted alterations, changes, and improvements, shall make
the same in a good and workmanlike manner, and in accordance with all Laws, having obtained
all necessary pennits and approvals from Governmental Authorities having jurisdiction over the

Facility and work perfonned thereon or therein, and shall assure La ord, in form reasonably
satisfactory to Landlord, all necessary pennits and authorizations have been received and that
payment for the work and materials will be made by Tenant. Tenanthereby complctely and fully
indemnifies Landlord against any mechanic's liens or other liens or claims in connection with the

making of any alterations, changes, and/or improvements. Any liens arising out of any required
and/or permitted aherations, changes, and/or iruprovements shall be discharged of record by
Tenant within the earlier of thirty (30) days after the same have been filed by payment, bonding
or otherwise, as permitted by law, or five (5) days after commencement of a foreclosure or
enforcement action. Notwithstanding any provision of this Lease to the contrary, Tenant shall
not undertake any alterations, renovations, or improvements to the Facility or otherwise
comme.me any project or activity with respect to the Facility, which may result in any bed being
taken out of service for more than seven (7) days without Landlord's and/or Mortgagee's prior
written consent, which Landlord's consent shall not be unreasonably withheld. Tenant shall give
Landlord written notice ten (10) days prior to commencing repairs, construction, or alterations
whose costs exceed One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000,00).

Section 5.4 Sienage. All signs installed by Tenant at the Facility shall

comply with all Laws, and all necessary permits or licenses shall be obtaiñcd by Tenant. Tenant

shall maintain all signs in good condition and repair, and/or replace as may be required by
applicable law, at all times at Tenant's sole cost and expense. Upon vacating the Leased
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Premises, Tenant shall remove all signs and supporting material or installations so installed by
Tenant, but only if Landlord shall request such removal, and Tenant shall repair all damage
caused by such removal. Landlord acknowledges and agrees that neither Landlord nor any
subsequent tenant of Landlord shall be authorized to use any company or registered tade name
of Tenant or any of Tenant's affiliates or subtenants.

Section 5.5 Surrender, (a) Subject to applicable law and to receipt of any
necessary DOH approval, Tenant shall deliver up and surrender to Landlord passession of the
Leased Premises and all improvements and replacements thereof, including all of Tenant's

alterations, improvements work (and all replacements thereof) and all fixtures permanently
attached to the Leased Premises by Tenant during the Term, upon the expiration of this Lease or
its termination in any manner whatsoever, in as good condition and repair and in substantially
similar form, character and manner as the same shall be on the Commencement Date, reasonable
wear and tear excepted (without mimtion to Tenant), with permitted changes,
improvements and additions made during the Term as authorized herein, subject to no liens,
encumhces, charges, restrictions, conditions, limitations or claims whatsoever to the extent
not encembering the Leased Premises as of the Commencement Date, and deliver the keys
and/or operational security cards to the I2ased Premises to Landlord or Landlord's designated
agent,

(b) Licenses and Transfer of Operations. Upon the expiration of the Term or earlier
termination of the Lease, Tenant shall and shall cause its subtenants to, (i) transfer to Landlord or
Landlord's nominee a fully operational, licensed and certified, and staffed facility and shall
cooperate with Landlord or Landlord's designee or nominee in corecdon with the processing
by Landlord or Landlord's designee or nominee of any applications for all licenses, operating
permits and other govemmental authorization, all contracts, iñclüdiñg contracts with all
Govemmental Authorities or quasi governmental entitles (provided that except following a Lease

Default, the reasonable costs and expenses of the processing of any such application shall be
paid by Ledle d or Landlord's designee or nominee), (11) transfer to Landlord or t andiard's
nominee all tangible personal property of Tenant, including financial and accGüñting records,
business records, data, employee and/or personnel records, patient and resident records, and all
records held in electronic form, (all subject to the Laws requiring confidentiality), all equipment
and small were and all inventory used in connection with the Facility, (iii) transfer to Landlord or
Landlord's nominee all intangible property except accounts receivable of Tenant, and (iv)
transfer to Landlord or Landlord's nominee all residents in the Facility. With respect to resident

funds, Tenant shall transfer to Landlord or its designee, all patient and reddent trust accounts,
and shall cause its subtenant to prepare and submit to Landlord or its designee a tme, conect, and
complete accounting and inventory (properly =eenciled) of any patient trust funds and resident

property to be transfened to Landlord, or its designee. Tenant shall, and shall cause its

subtenant, not to commit any act or be remiss in the undertaking of any act that would jeopardize
the licensure or certification of the Facility, and Tenant shall and shall cause its subtenant to

comply with all requests for an or lerl y transfer of the same upon the expiration or early
termination of the Term, including, but not limited to, upon the request of Landloni or its

designee, the transitioning of employees in compliance with applicable laws. Without limiting
the generality of the foregoing, if requested by Lmd1ord or a proposed replacement operator for
the Facility, Tenant hereby agrees to enter into a reasonable operations transfer agreement with
such replacement operator, Tenant shall not unreasonably withhold, condition or delay its
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consent to entering into any interim subleases or management agreements as may be necessary to
effectuate an early transfer of the operations of the Facility prior to the time that such
replacement operator holds all licenses and permits from all applicable Govemmental
Authorities with jurisdiction necessary to operate the Facility for its intended use. in addition,
upon request, Tenant shall and shall cause sabicr.ârds, to promptly deliver copies to Landlord or
Landlord's designee of all books and records relating to the Leased Premises and operations
thereon (including inventories, employee lists and personnel records, and policies andprocedures
manuals). Tenant shall allow Landlord or a proposed replacement operator for the Facility to
utilize Tenant's,

eubten=ts' computer hardware and softwam for a minimum of ninety (90) days
to facilitate the transfer of operations, the collection of accounts receivables, the billing of

providers, nad the provision of patient care. Tenant shall indemnify, defend, protect'and hold
harmless Landlord from and against any loss, damage, cost or expense incurred by Landlord or
Landlord's designee or nominee in connection with the correction of any and all deficiencies of a
physical nature identified by any Governmental Anthority responsible for licensing the Leased
Premises in the course of any change of ownership inspection and audit. Tenant shall be

respañsibia for any alterations or renovations necessitated by, or imposed in connection with, a
change of ownership inspecuen survey for the transfer of operation of the Leased Premises to
Landlord or its designee. Tenant shall not commence to wind up and terminate the operations of
the Facility or elocate the patients or occupants of the Facility to any other bealth care facility.
In addition, Tenant shall not terminate the employees of the Facility except in connection with
and upon the transfer of operations of the Facility to Landlord or its designee.

(c) If Landlord notifies Tenant in writing that it intends to transfer the
operations of the Facility.to a new operator and desires to have Tenant continue to operate the

Facility after the Expiration Date or earlier termination of the Lease, then Tenant shall continue
to operate the Facility until the earliest to occur of (i) the date on which such successor operator
shall assume operation of the Facility, or (ii) the date that is 180 days after the applicable
Expiration Date or teminaden date (the "Reimbarsement Period"). Dui·ing the
ReimbursementPeriod (x) Landlord shall provide Tenant with an operating budget, (y) Landlord
shall include in the aforesaid operating budget, and Tenant shall continue to pay during the
Reimbursement Period, all Rent that would have been owing under this Lease as to the Leased
Premises if this Lease had not expired or tenninated as to; and/or Tenant had not been
dispossessed from, such Leased Premises, and (z) provided that this Lease was not terminated
with respect to, and Tenant was not dispossessed from, such the Lease Premises due to a Lease

Default, Landlord shall reimburse Tenant for any operating deficits with respect to the Facility
that Tenant may be required to fund out-of-pocket on account of operating losses and expenses
incurred by Tenant by reason of, or arising out of ccmplir.=c with, such budget with respect to
the Reimbursement Period. Any such reimbursement shall be due from Landlord to Tenant
within 60 days after request by Tenant, provided that Tenant shall furnish such documentation of

any operating deficits, losses and expenses as Landlord may reasonably request. The terms of
this Section 5.S(c) shall survive the expiration or earlier termination of this Lease and/or any
dispossession of Tenant from the Lease Premises.

(d). Use of Legacy Tradename. Without limitation of the other provisions of
this Section 5.5 and notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in this Lease, Tenant
agrees to allow Landlord or its designee operator, at its option and at no cost to Landlord or any
such desigacs, to continue to use, in its signage, marketing and advertising materials, operations
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and otherwise, any or all name(s) (including tradenames) associated with the aparation of the

Facility as a going concern for up to 180 days following (i) the expiration or termination of this
Lease and (ii) the vacâtica from, and surrender of, the Leased Premises and Facility by Tenant.
At the end of such 180 day period, or upon sooner written notice from Landlord to Tenant,
Tenant shall, promptly and at its expense, remove its aforesaid name'(s) from all signs on the

Facility and repair any damage to such signs caused by such removal, Landlord acknowledges
and agrees that Tenant, not Landlord, owns the aforesaid names and that neither Landlord nor

any designee of Landlord may use the same except as described in this Section 5.5(d) or as
otherwise agreed in writing by Tenant,

(e) Management of Terrninated/Dispossessed Premises, Commencing on the
applicable Termination/Dispossession Date as to any Tenninated/Dispossessed Premises,
Landlord or its designee, upon notice to Tenant, may elect to assume the respar,sibilities and
obHPm for the management and operation of the Business ut such Terminated/Dispossessed

Premises, and Tenant agrees to cooperate fully to accomplish the transfer of such management
and operation without interrupting the operation of such Business to the extent allowable by
Laws. Tenant shall permit Landlord or its designee to operate the Facility under Tenant's
licenses, certifications and other authorizations pending the issuance of new licenses,
certifications and other authorizations Landlord or its designee. Tenant shall not commit any act
or be remiss in the undertaking of any act that would jeopardize any licenses, certifications and
other authorizations related to the Facility, and Tenant shall comply with all requests for an

orderly transfer of all licenses, certifications and other authorizations related to the Facility and

any payor's certifications.

(f) In addition, upon any expiration or termination of this Lease, Tenant
covenants and agrees to do such things and to take such action as may, fmm time to time, be

necessary or appropriate to p-anently surrender and withdraw from possession and operation

(including but not limited to licensure and certification) of the Leased Premises, and shall
thereafter be fully and permanently relieved of all powers, duties, responsibilities and abligatiüns
that are conferred or imposed upon Tenant under this Lease (except those continuing obligations,

including but not limited to the obligation to pay all Rent due and owing under this Lease, and
the obligation to pay all amounts owed by Tenant to the Medicare, Medicaid, third party payor
programs and residents for the period of the Term, which survive the termination hereof as
provided herein) and to restore and place Landlord or its designee in possession and opgration of

the Leased Premises; or any portion thereof, and Tenant covcñañts and agrees to execute and
deliver to Landlord or Landlord's designee (each subject to the approvai of DOH) all

assignments, operation transfer agreements, consents, consents to assignments (including
Medicare and Medicaid provider agreements, if requested by Landlord) doc=cnts and other

instruments, to the reasonable satisfaction of Landlord in order to effectuate the provisions

hereof,

Section 5.6 Condition of Leased Premises, (a) Subject to Section 5.1, Tenant
shall accept and take possession of the Leased Premises in its "AS IS," "WHERE IS" "WITH
ALL FAULTS"

condition, and acceptance of possession of the Leased Premises on the
Commencement Date shall be deemed an acknowledgment by Tenant of Tenant's acceptance of

the condition of the Leased Premises. Tenant acknowledges and agrees that Landlord is not

making any representation, warranty or covenant whatsoever with respect to the condition of the
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Leased Premises, or any portion thereof, or ita suitability for any particular pmpose, and Tenant
shall be relying solely on its inspection of the Leased Premises and due diligence investigations
with respect thereto,

(b) LANDLORD MAKES NO WARRANTY OR REPRESENTATION,
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, IN RESPECT OF THE LEASED PREMISES OR ANY PART

THEREOF, EITHER AS TO ITS F1TNESS FOR USE, DESION OR CONDITION FOR ANY
PARTICULAR USE OR PURPOSE OR OTHERWISE, OR AS TO THE NATURE OR
QUALITY OF THE MATERIAL OR WORKMANSHIP THEREIN, OR THE EXISTENCE OF
ANY HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE, IT BEING AGREED THAT ALL SUCH RISKS,
LATENT OR PATENT, ARE TO BE BORNE SOLELY BY TENANT, INCLUDING ALL
RESPONSIBILITY AND LIABILITY FOR ANY ENVIRONMENTAL REMEDIATION AND
FOR COMPLIANCE WITH ALL ENVIRONMENTAL LAWS, EFFECTIVE AS OF THE
DATE OF THIS LEASE, TENANT SHALL RELEASE LANDLORD FROM ALL CLAIMS
WHICH TENANT OR ANY AGBNT, REPRESENTATIVE, AFFILIATE, EMPLOYEE,
DIRECTOR, OFFICER, PARTNER, MANAGER, MEMBER, SERVANT, SHAREHOLDER,
TRUSTEE OR OTHER PERSON OR ENTITY ACTTNG ON TENANT'S EEHALF OR
OTHERWISE RELATED TO OR AFFILIATED WITH TENANT ARISING FROM OR
RELATED TO ANY MATTBR OR THING RELATED TO OR IN CONNECTION WITH
THE LEASED PREMISES, INCLUDING THE INFORMATION AND ANY PHYSICAL OR
ENVIRONMENTAL C,ONDITIONS, AND TENANT SHALL NOT LOOK TO LANDLORD
IN CONNECTION WITH THE FOREGOING FOR ANY REDRESS OR RELIEF. THIS
RELEASE SHALL ÈE GIVEN FULL FORCE AND EFFECT ACCORDING TO EACH OF
ITS EXPRESSED TERMS AND PROVISIONS, INCLUDING THOSE RELATING TO
UNKNOWN AND UNSUSPECTED CLAIMS, DAMAGES AND CAUSES OF ACTION.
EXCEPT AS TO MATTERS SPECIFICALLY SET FORTH IN THIS LEASE: (A) TENANT
WILL ACQUIRE THE LEASED PREMISES SOLELY ON THE BASIS OF ITS OWN
PHYSICAL AND FINANCIAL EXAM1NATIONS, REVIEWS AND INSPECTIONS, AND

(B) WITHOUT LIMITING THE FOREGOING, WA1VES ANY RIOHT IT OTHERWISE
MAY HAVE AT LAW OR IN EQUITY AGAINST LANDLORD WITH RESPECT TO ANY
ASPECT OF LEASED PREMISES.

ARTICLE VI

INSURANCE

Section 6.1 Insurance. (a) Tenant shall obtain and maintain, or cause to be

maintained, inmrance for Tenant and the Facility providing at least the following coverages or as
required from time to time by any Mortgagee:

(i) comprehensive "all risk" insurance on the Facility and the ·Personal

Property, including Building Ordinance Coverage from Operation of Building Laws, Demolition
Costs and Increased Cost of Construction Endorsements, in each case (A) in an amount equal to
one hundred percent (100%) of the "Fall Replacement

Cost,"
which for purposes of this Lease

shall mean actual repkcsñcñt value (exclusive of costs of excavations, foundations,
ññdorg-ound utilities and footings) with a waiver of depreciation (except with respect to the
insurance pursuant to clauses (D), (x), (y) and (z) below); (B) containing an agreed amount
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endorsement with respect to the Facility and Personal Property waiving all co-insurance

provisions; (C) providing for no deductible in excess of Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000.00) for
all such insurance coverage (except as stated in the penultimate sentence of this subsection); and

(D) containing an "Ordinance or Law Coverage" or "Enforcement" endorsement if the Facility
or the use of the Facility shall at any time constitute legal non-conforming structures or uses and

covering the increased cost of construction, demolition cost, value of the undamaged portion of
the atructure and any increased expenses to rebuild due to the enforcement of building or zoning
laws or requirements following a covered Joss of the Leased Premises, In addition, Tenant shall
obtain: (x) if any portion of any of the Leased Premises is currently or at any time in the future
located in a federally designated "special flood hazard area," flood hazard insurance in an
amount equal to the lesser of (1) the outstanding principal balance of any loan encumbering the
Leased Premises or (1) the maximum amount of such insurance available under the National
Flood Insurance Act of 1968, the Flood Disaster Protection Act of 1973 or the National Flood
Insurance Reform Act of 1994, as each may be amended, or successor legislation, or such greater
amount as Landlord and/or Martgagee shali require; (y) ea1thquake insurance in amounts and in
form and substance satisfactory to Landlord and Mortgagee in the event the Facility is located in
an area with a high degree of seismic activity and (z) coastal windstorm insurance in a-eunte
and in fonn and substance satisfactory to Landicrd and Mortgagee in the event the Facility is
located in a coastal region; pmvided that the insurmoe pursuant to clauses (x), (y) and (z) he1eof
shall be on terms consistent with the cornprehensive insurance policy required under this
Subsection (i); and further provided that the earthquake insurance pursuant to clause (y) may
provide for a deductible of up to the greater of One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000.00)
and two percent (2%) of the amount of such coverage, (HI) the flood insurance pursuant to
clause (x) may provide for a deductible of up to One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000.00),
and (IV) the ordinance and law coverage pursuant to clause (D) may have a sub-limit of Two
Million Five Hundred Thousand Dollars ($2,500,000.00).

(ii) commercial general liability insurance against claims for personal

injury, bodily injury, death or property damage occurring upon, in or about the Pacility, such
insurance (A) with a combined limit of not less than Five Million Dollars ($5,000,000.00) in the
aggregate and Two Million Dollars ($2,000,000.00) per claim (and, if on a blanket policy,

containing an "Aggregate Per Location"
endorsement); (B) to continue at not less than the

aforesaid limit until required to be changed by Landlord and Montgagee in writing by reason of

changed economic cañditicña making such protection inadequate; and (C) to cover at.1east the

following hazards: (1) premises and operations; (2) products and completed operations on an "if
any"

basis; (3) independent contractors; (4) blanket contractual liability; and (5) contractual

liability covering the indemnities contained in Section 9.1 of the Lease to the extent the same is

available;

(iii) business income with extra expense insurance (A) with loss payable to
Landlord and Mortgagee; (B) covering all risks required to be covered by the insurance provided
for in Subsection fi) above; (C) containing an extended period of iñdcmñity endorsement which
provides that after the physical loss to the Facility and Personal Property has been repaired, the
continued loss of income will be insured until such income either returns to the same level it was
at prior to the loss, or the expiration of twelve (12) months from the date that the Facility is
repaired or replaced and operaticus are scâumed, whichever first occurs, and notwithstanding that
the policy may expire prior to the end of such period; and (D) in an amount equal to one hundred
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percent (100%) of the projected net profit and extra expense with respect to the Facility for a
period of twelve (12) months from the date of such Casualty (assuming such Casualty had not

ocemed) and actwithstanding that the policy may expire at the end of such period. The amount
of such business incorne insurance shall be determined prior to the date hereof and at least once
each year thereafter based on Tenant's reasonable estimate of the gross income from the Facility
for the succeeding twelve (12) month period. Nothing herein contained shall be deemed to
relieve Tenant of its obligations to pay the Rent when due except to the extent such amounts are

actu·ally paid out of the proceeds of such business income insurance;

(iv) at all times during which structural constmetion, repairs or alterations are

being made with respect to the Facility, and only if the Facility coverage form does not otlwrwise

apply, (A) owner's contingent or protective liability insurance covering claims not covered by or
under the tenns or provisions of the above mentioned cammerciâl general liability insurance

policy; and (B) the insurance provided for in subsection (i) above written in a so-called builder's
risk completed value fonn (1) on a non-reporting basis, (2) against all risks insured against
pursuant to subsection (1) above and (3) with an agreed amount endorsament waiving
co-insurance provisions;

(v) worker's compensation insurance with respect to any employces of

Tenant, as required by any Governmental Authority, Health Care Authority, Legal Requirement
or Health Care Requirement;

(vi) boiler and machinery insurance, if applicable, in amounts as shall be

reasonably required by Landlord and Mortgagee on tenns consistent with the cc=-ercial

property insurance policy required under SpigeSJinglil above;

(vii) intentionally omitted;

(viii) motor vehicle liability coverage for all owned and non-owned vehicles,

including rented and leased vehicl68 containing misimum limits per occurrence, including
umbrella coverage, of One Million Dollars ($1,000,000,00);

(ix) if the Facility is or becomes a legal "non conforming"
use, ordinance or

law coverage and insurance caverage to compensate for the cost of (upon a Cámnalty) demolition
or rebuilding of the unb=.agd portion of the Facility along with any reduced value and the
increased cost of construction in amamts as requested by Landlord and Mortgagee;

(x) the commercial property and business income insurance required under
Sections 6.1(a)(i) and flill above shall cover perils of terrorism and acts of terrorism and Tenant
shall maintaiñ commcrcial property and business income insurance for loss reeniting from perils

and acts of terrorism on tenns (including amounts) consistet with thoserequired under Sections
6.1(a)(i) and fliil above at all times during the Term;

(xl) professional liability and malpractice insurance with limits of at least
Two Million Dollars ($2,000,000.00) per claim / Five Million Dollars ($5,000,000.00) in the
aggregate. Tenant shall also require each medical director for the Facility and the aseriated

nurse practitioner at the Facility to carry prefew^aal liability and malprar·tice insurance with
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limits of not less than Two Million Dollars ($2,000,000.00) per claim / Five Million Dollars

($5,000,000.00) in the aggregate; and

(xii) notwithstanding anything to the contrary in the forcgaing, all insurance
coverage required by any mortgagee of Landlord shall be met by Tenant, from time to time as

necessary;

(xiii) upon sixty (60)
days'

notice, such other reasonable insurance and in
such reasonable amounts as Landlord and/or Mortgagee from time to time may reasonably
request against such other insurable hazards which at the time are cornmonly insured against for

property similar to the Facility located in or around the region in which the Facility is located.

(b) All insurance provided for in grgaicall(al shall be obtained under valid
and enforceable policies (ccucctively, the "Policies"

or, in the singular, the "Policy"), and shall
be subject to the approval of Landlord and Mortgagee as to insurance companies, amounts,
deductibles, loss payees and insureds. The Policies shall be issued by financially sound and
responsible insurance companies authorized to do business in the State of New York and having
a claims paying ability rating of "A" or better (and the equivalent thereof) by at least two (2) of
the Rating Agencies rating the companies (one of which shall be S&P if they are rating the
securities and one of which will be Moody's if they are rating the companies), or if·only one

Rating Agency is rating the companies, then only by such Rating Agency and shall specifically
name Landlord and Mortgagee as loss payees and additional insureds, as applicable. Not less
than ten (10) days prior to the expiration dates of the Policies themisfore furnished to Landlord
and Mortgagee, certificates of insurance evidencing the Palicies accompanied by evidence

satisfactory to Landlord and Mortgagee of payment of the premiums due thennder (the
"Insurance Premiums"), shall be delivered by Tenant to Landlord and Mortgagee.

(c) Any blanket insurance Policy shall specifically allocate to the

Facility the amount of coverage from time to time required hereunder and shall otherwise
provide the same proteelion as would a separare Policy insuring only the Facility in comp!isse
with the provisions of Section 6.1(at

(d) All Policies provided for or contemplated by Section 6.1(a), except
for the Policy referenced in Section 6.1(a)(v), shall name Tenant as the insured and Landlord and
Mc-tgages as the additional insured, as their interests may appear, and in the case of property
damage, boiler and machiñcry, flood and earthquake insurance, shall contain a so-called lender's
loss payee endorsement in favor of Mortgagee providing that the loss thereunder shall be payable
to Mortgagee.

(e) All Policies provided for in Section 6.1 shall contain clauses or
endorsements to the effect that:

(i) no act or negligence of Tenant, or anyone acting for Tenant, or of any
tenant or other 0ccupññf, or failure to comply with the provisions of any Policy,
which rnight otherwise result in a forfeiture of the insurance or any part thereof, shall
in any way affect the validity or enforceability of the insurance insofar as Landlord
and Mortgagee as concemed;
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(ii) the Policies shall not be materially changed (other than to increase the
coverage provided thereby) or canceled without at least thirty (30)

days' written notice to
Landlord and Mortgagee and any other party named therein as an additional insured;

(iii) the issuers thereof shall give notice to Landlord and Mortgagee if the
Policies have not been renewed fifteen (15) days prior to its expiration; and

(iv) Neither Landlord nor Mortgagee shall be liable for any insurance
premiums thereon or subject to any assessments due thereunder.

(f) If at any time Landlord and Mortgagee is not in receipt of written evidence
that all Policies are in full force and effect, either shall have the right, without notice to Tenant,
to take such action as either deems necessary to protect its interest in the Leased Premises,
including, without limitation, the obtaining of such insurance coverage as either in its sole
discretion deems appropriate. All prcmiums Incorred by Landha and/or Mortgagee in
connection with such action or in obtaining such insurance and keepirig it irreffect shall be paid

by Tenant to Landlord and/or Mortgagee, as the case inay be, upon demand and, until paid, shall
be secured by the Mortgages and shall bear interest at the Overdue Rate.

(g) Tail Insurance, If Tenant has claims made insurance coverage of any type,
upon expiration or earlier tennination of this Lease. Tenant shall purchasa so-called "tail"

insurance for a period of three years in an amount not less than its existing coverages in order to
assure Tenant is covered by insurance after the expiration or earlier termination of this 1.ease for
all claims arising or relating to the period prior to the expiration or earlier termination of this

Lease, and Landlord and Mortgagee shall be named as additional insured thereunder.

Section 6.2 Certificates .of Insurance, Upon the Commencement Date of this

Lease, Tenant shall furnish Landlord, Mortgagee and other third parties which Landlord shall
designate with appropriate certificates of insurance on acceptable Acord forms, rogether with an
additional insurance endorseinent showing that each type of insurance required under this
Article VI is in full force and effect and not cancelable or modifiable without thirty (30) days
prior written notice to Landhd, and upon request of Landlord or one or more of such additional

insureds, deliver copies of such insurance policies. Tenant will provide Landlord with
acceptable certificates of insurance pursuant to this 3.eec£onfa widencing the renewal of such
Policies ten (30) Business Days prior to the Policies' expiration date. Tenant acknowledges that
all such certificates shall name Lâñdiürd, its successors and assigns, and Mortgagee, its

successors and assigns, as additional insureds on the general liability and umbrella policies and
as a loss payee/mortgagee, as their interests may appear, on the property and boiler and

machinery policies.

Section 6.3 Waiver of Subrogation. Landlord and Tenant hereby waive all
rights of reewery for causes of action which either has or may have or which may arise hereafter
against the other for any damage to the Leased Pretnises or the property or business of either of

them or of anyone claiming through either of them, by way of subrogation or otherwise, caused

by any of the perils covered by a special fonn policy of property insurance or contents insurne
or by any other insurance for damage to property carried by the party whose property was

damaged; provided. however, that the foregoing waiver shall apply only if and to the extent that
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a waiver of subragatian for property damage is not prohibbed in the State of New York, has been
consented to by the appItoable insurance carrier, and only to the extent of such insurance
coverage.

ARTICLE VH

SECURITY, ACCESS AND REPORTING OBLIGATIONS, WORKING CAPITAL

Section 7.1 Seoúrity Deposit/Ouaranty.

(a) Contemporaneously,with the execution of this Lease, Tenant, shali deliver
a guarantee of thla 14ase (the "Guaranty") from Llrar losefoylo and Mark Neuman (collectively,
the "Guerantorg") in the fonn of Exhibit "B" sttached hereto, or in fann and amounts as may be
otherwise required by the Landlord and Landlord's first and second Mortgages. The Guaranty
shall set forth that the Guarantors will be required to e~ap-t± in tuming the license over to the
Landlord's designee or be personally Ilable for all costs, expenses and damages or defielencies.
The 0uarantors shall ensure that the Tenant shall deliver all of the documents requlted to transfer
the license in escrow to Posternak, Blatikstein Sc Lund,, or anch other pady as Landlord
designates. As fudher security for the Tenants performance under the Lease, the Tenant hereby
agnes as follows:

(i) Tenant agrees that It shall deliver to Landlord 60 days prior to the
Cominencement Date, an agreement by Capital Funding Group, which cannot be
amended except by an agreement in writing signed by Landlord, Tenant and Capital

Funding Group, in the form attached hereto as Exhibit 7.1(a) or otherwise approved by
Landlord and Landlord's lenders in their reasonable discredon, wherein and whereby
Capital Funding Group agrees to allow Tenant to draw down on its Credit Line each
month so as to enable Capital Punding Group to pay directly to Landlord the sum of

$506,096.50 per month commencing the Commencement Date and on each day Pixed
Rent is due under the Lease for the following 11 months,

(ii) Tenant agrees that it shall deliver 60 days prior to the anticipated
Commæe=mt Date either (i) an unconditional Letter of Credit, in accordance with
the Letter of Credit Agreement attached hereto as Exhibit 7.1(b) (which shall be
exeonted simultaneously herewith), in the amount of $3,700,000, or (ii) $3,700,000 in
cash ("Security Deopsit") to secure the fult and timely payment and perfer=nce of
Tenant's obligations under thia Lease, Tenant's failme to deliver the Letter of Credit or

timely pay to Landlord the Security Deposit shall be deemed a Lease Defauh by
Tenant. Landlord may retain the Security Deposit in such accounts as Landlord clects
in its sole discretion and Landlord may commingle the Security Deposit with other
funds of Landlord or its affiliates, Tenant shall have no right to any interest on the
funds comprising the Security Deposit that it delivers to Laudlord.

(iii) Sixty days prior to the naticipated Commencement Date, the funds in
the controlled account number in 3FMorgan Chase Bank, NA (the

"Bank*) in the amount not less , ,000 shall be delivered by Tenant to
Landlord and released by Tenant to Landlord to be held as an additional Security
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. .. Deposit. by Landlord. The letter to Bank implamenting the Tenant's obligations
pursuant to the preceding sentence, attached hereto as Exhibit 7.1(c), which shall be
held in escrow by Posternak, Blankstein & Lund, shall be delivered by it to the Bank

sixty days prior to the anticipated Commencement Date upon notice from Landlord.

(b) The term "Letter of Credit" shall mean an irrevocable, unconditional,
transferable, clean sight draft letter of credit in favor of Landlord in form and content ressanably
satisfactory to Landlord and entitling Landlord to draw thereon without the payment of any fees
or charges in New York, New York, issued by a domestic banking institution or the U.S. agency
or branch of a foreign banking institution; provided, that such banking institution has a long term
senior unsecured debt obligation rating of at least "AA"

by S&P. The Letter of Credit shall have
an expiration date of the date that is the first anniversary of the date hereof. The Letter of Credit
shall provide that it shall be deemed automatically renewed (without amendment) for
consecutive periods of one year each thereafter during the Term unless the issuing bank sends
written notice to Landlord and Tenant by certified mail, return receipt requested, not less than

thirty (30) days preceding the then mpiration date of the Letter of Credit that it elects not to have
such Letter of Credit renewed. If such notice is sent, then at least twenty (20) days prior to the
expiration of the Letter of Credit (and each subsequent or replacement Letter of Credit), Tenant
shall deliver to Landlord a new Letter of Credit in the same amount and a failure to do so shall
entitle Landlord to draw upon the existing Letter of Credit'and to receive the proceeds the em
and hold such proceeds as a cash Security Deposit pursuant to this Section 7J pending delivery
of a new Letter of Credit.

(c) Upon a Lease Default, Landlord shall have the right, but not the

obligation, in Landlord's sole and absolute discretion, to draw upon the Security Deposit and/or
Letter of Credit añd apply some or all of the funds to remedy such default or occurrence and to
campeasate Landlord for any loss or damage multing therefrom, without prejudice to any other
rights or remedies of Landlord under this Lease or at law or in equity, Upon any such
application by Landlord, Tenant shall promptly deposit with Landlord an amount in cash egnal to
the amount from the Security Deposit so utilized by Landlord. Landlord shall at all times have,
as security hereunder, Letter of Credit and cash Security Deposit in the amounts stated in Section
7.1(a). Upon the termination or expiration of this Lease, as long as Tenant has perfonned an of
its obligations pursuant to this Lease and no Lease Default has occurred which is continuing, the

remaining amount of the Security Deposit shall be returned or refunded to Tenant, without

interest, subject in all events to Landlord's fight to apply the Security Deposit as provided berein.

(d) Upon the occurrence of a Lease Default, Landlord may use, apply or retain
the whole or any part of the Security Deposit or draw under a Letter of Credit to the extent
required for the payment of any Rent or any other sums as to which Tenant is in default or for

any sum which Landlord may expend or may be required to expend by reason of Tenant' s

default in respect of any of the terms, covenants and conditions of this Lease, iñcladiñg, but not

limited to, any damages or deficiency in the reletting of all or any portion of the Leased

Premises, whether such damages or deficiency accrue before or after summary proceedings or
other re-entry by Landlord. If Landlord shall so use, apply or retain the whole or any part of the

Security Deposit, Tenant shall upon demand immediately deposit with Landlord a sunr equal to
the amount so used, applied or retained, In the event of any sale or financing of Landlord's

interest in the Leased Premises, Landloni shall have the right to assign its interests in the
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Security Deposit to the transferee, assignee or mortgagee, as the case may be, and if Landlord
has given notice to Tenant of the assignment of Landlord's interest in the Security Deposit and if
assignee or transferee of the Security Deposit has accepted liability for the Security Deposit,
Landlord shall thereupon be released by Tenant from all liability for the retum or payment

thereof; and Tenant shall look solely to the new landlord or mortgagee for the retum or payment
of the same. Tenant shall not assign or encumber or attempt to assign or encumber the Security
Deposit and neither Landlord, nor its successors or assigns, shall be bound by any such

assignment, encumbrance, attempted assignment or attempted encumbrance.

Section 7.2 Access to Leased Premises. Tenant shall permit Landlord,
Mortgagee and their agents to enter upon the Leased Premises at all reasonable times during
ordinary basiness hours and upon at least twenty-four (24) hours advance oral notice (except that
in the case of emergency, Landlord may enter at any time and without prior notice) to inspect
and examine the Leased Premises, to perfoun repairs as to Landlord's Work pursuant to Section

5.1, and to inspect and copy any operating manuals, procedures manuals, training manuals, and
other books and recor is conceming unemployment,

workers'
compensation, insurance, tax, and

any other business issues pertaining to the Leased Premises (subject to applicab½ laws and
regulations goveming patient confidentiality and privacy and the conf±ütiâ!!ty of medical

tecords) and any information necessary for audit relating to cost reimbursement, edllections,
general financial matters, litigation, inquiries and related activities (as may be necessary in
connection with the Lease or the Leased Premises or any matters relating to periods prior to the
Conanencement Date). Any access by Landlord to patient records or medical records shall be

strictly governed by Laws governing patient confidentiality and privacy and the confidentiality
of medical records and all appropriate consents and/or waivers from residents or their guardians
or repres6ñtâGw shall have been obtained before access to such records shall be granted.
Landlord shall make reasonable efforts not to materially interfere with or materially disrupt
Tenant's business and use and enjoyment of the Leased Premises during any such inspection or
examination. Landlord shall also have .the right but not the obligation to conduct a physical
inspection of the Facility and from time to time and within ninety (90) days prior to the
expiration of the Term or earlier termination of the Lease, upon twenty-four (24) hours advance
oral notice. If Landlord reasonably determines based on this inspection that the Pacility, or any
portion of the Facility, requires repairs or maintenance so that the condition of the Pacility is in
compliance with this Lease and all Laws, then within thirty (30) days of notification by
Landlord, Tenant shall commence making said repairs and diligently pursue such repairs to
completion. Should Tenant fail to do so, within seven (7) days of notification by Landlord,
Tenant shall pay to Landlord a deposit of funds in an amount equal to LanM~d's reasonable
estimate of the costs of such repairs or maintenance, which funds shall be released to Tenant
from time to time during the progress of such repairs and maintenance based on submission by
Tenant of evidence reasonably satisfactory to Landlord that such work is complete and all costs
and expenses incurred to date have been paid in full. Tenant and Landlord acknowledge that the
opcraticns of the Facility and its maintenance are the sole and absolute tesponsibility of Tenant,
Landlord shall have no liabilitics or chligatiañs with respect to the Pacility, including no
liabilities or obligations with respect to inspections of the Facility or the failure by Landlord to

inspect the Facility.

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this in this Lease, Landlord and
Tenant agree that all information, records and data collected or maintained regarding Facility
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residents shall be confidential. Landlord, Tenant, and their respective employees and agents
shall maintain the confidentiality of all Facility resident information received in accordance with
applicable New York and federal laws, including the Health Insurance Patability and

Accountability Act of 1996 (Public Law 104-91) and the regulations issued in connection
therewith (collectively, "HIPAA"). No employee or agent of Landlord or Tenant shall discuss,
transmit or narrate in any manner the Facility resident infonnation of a personal, medical, or
other nature except as a necessary part of providing services to the resident, effectuating a
transfer of the Facility's assets, or otherwise fulfilling its obligations under this Lease or under

law, The obligations under this Section 7.2 shall survive the termination of this Lease, whether

by rescission or otherwise,

Section 7.3 Changes in Licensure and Cçrtification Status, As of the
Corsmcñccment Date, Tenant represents and warrants that the number of beds licensed or
certified for the Facility is one hüñdrcd sixty (160). Tenant shall not increase or decrease the
licensed or certified number of beds, or change the license or certification thereof, without the

consent of Landlord, which consent may be withheld in Landlord's sole and absolute discretion;
Tenant may increase the number of licensed or certified beds of the Facility upon thirty (30) days
prior written notice to Landlord, but without the prior written consent of Landlord. If required,
Tenant shall not increase the number of beds without the consent of the CommMoñer and/or the
DOH and Tenant agrees to return to Landlord upon the expiration of the Lease, the Leased
Premises. Should Tenant increase the number of licensed beds at the Facility, the Fixed Rent
payable for the Facility shall be increased proportionately for such additional beds, In no event
shall the Fixed Rent be reduced in -the event the number of Licensed Beds at the Facility is
reduced. Landlord and Tenant acknowledge that the Leased Premises are, and at all times under
the Term of this Lease are, the sole and absolute pmperty of Landlord. Upon any icññination of

this Lease or any Lease Default by Tenant hereunder (which breach or default is not car.ed within

any applicable grace period), and subject to the approval of the DOH, Landlord shall have the
right to cause the Facility's licensea to be reissued in Landlord's name or in the name of
Landlord's designee upon application therefor to, and the receipt of approval from, the DOH and

to further have the right to have any and all Medicare, Medicaid and any other provider and/or

third party payor agreements issued in Landlord's name or in the name of Landlord's designee.

In the event Landlord exercises its rights pursuant to this Section 7,3, Tenant and Guara*=•

shall cooperam with Landlord in transferring the aforementioned items to Landlord's name or for
the benefit of Landlord or as Lmdlord may direct pursuant to the terms of this Lease.

Section 7.4 Reporting and Other Obligations,

(a) During the Ternh Tenant shall and shall cause all Subtenants,
sub-subtenants and any operators of the Facility to provide (without duplicâtiGñ) Landlord and
Mortgagor with the following reports, statements, and inspections:

(i) Annual Budget. Within 60 days prior to the pmjected Substantial
Completion Date, and no later than thirty (30) days prior to the end of each calendar year

thereafter, Tenant shall submit to Landlord an annual budget (each an "Annual Budget")

covering the operations of and proposed capital expenditurca to be made with respect to the

Facility for the next calendar year (or the remainder of the current calendar year, in the case of

the initial Annual Budget).
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(A) Capital Expenditures. The Annual Budget shall include a capital
budget (the "Capital Budget") outlining a program of capital expenditures as may be required

by Lawa, any lender to Landlord, or Tenant's reasonable business judgment during the next
calendar year (or the remainder of the current calendar year, in the case of the initial Capital

Budget), in which each proposed capital expenditure will be designated as either mandatory,

highly recommended or desirable. Tenant shall be responsible for designating as a "mandatory
capital expenditure"

any expenditure which, if not made would,
'
in Tenant's reasonable

judgment: (a) cause the Facility to lose or put at risk its License; (b) place at risk the safety of a
patient orresident or employee of the Facility; (c) cause the ineligibility of the Facility under any
third party payor program applicable to the Facility; (d) cause the issuence of a fonnal notice that

any of the operating licenses for the Facility or any substantial portion of the Facility will be
revoked or suspended or qualified in any inaterial adverse respect; or (e) subject Landlord or
Tenant to criminal prosecution. Tenant shall make during the calendar year, or calendar quarter
for whloh they are budgeted, all capital expenditures approved by Landlord. On and after the
Commancam±nt Date, Tenant shall expend at least Five Hundred Twenty-Three Dollars

($523.00) per bed per annum for capital expenditures at the Facility, including amounts
expended to comply with the licensure and other expenditures requi ed by any Governmental

Authority or such other amounts as may be required by Mortgagee from time to time. If
Mortgagee requires Landlord to deposit sums for capital expendimres; replacements and/or
refurbishments relating to furniture, fixtures, equipment and/or improvements to the Facility,
then Tenant shall pay to Landlord, as Additional Rent hereunder, all reserve or escrew amounts,
sums and/or deposits which Landlord is required to pay to such Mortgagee with respect to such
capital expenditures, replacements and/or refurbishments. Tenant shall pay any and all of such
amounts and sums to or as directed by Landlord as Additional Rent h=rd3r together with each

payment of Fixed Rent hereunder. Tenant acknowledges that as of the date hereof, Mortgagee
requires a monthly deposit of Five Hundred Twenty-Three Dollars ($523,00) per bed with
respect to the Facility. In the event that such deposits are made by Tenant hereunder, Landlord
shall use its reasonable offorts, subject to the terms and conditions of the loan agreements with

Mortgagee, to obtain disbursements of such funds to be used for the payment of or
reimbursement for the costs of such capital expenditures, replacements and/or refurbishments,

(B) Operating Budget. The Annual Budget shall include an operating
budget (the "Operating Budget") setting forth an estimate of operating revenues and expenses
for the Facility for the next calendar year (or the remainder of the current calendar year, in the
case of the initial Operating Budget), together with an explanation of anticipated changes in the

Facility, Tenant shall provide to Landlord apon written request auch other reports, including a

cost comparison report, and all appropriate Medkare and Medicaid reports, as may be required
under these programs, as are normally provided by Tenant to the owners of other similar
rehabilitation hospitals, psychiatric hospitals, and skilled nursing facilities leased by Tenant.

(ii) Financial Reporting. Tenant will keep and maintain or will cause to

be kept and ment=ined on a calendat year basis, in accordance with GAAP, proper and accurate

books, records and secoññts reflecting all of the financial affairs of Tenant and all items of

income and expense in connection with the operation on an individual basis of the Pacility.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, Tenant's interim unaudited financial statements shall be prepared

in accordance GAAP for interim financial information, but may not include all information or

notes required by GAAP for a complete set of financial statements; such financial statements
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shall include all adjustments and reclasenestions of a normal recurring nature considered

necessary for a fair and corsparable presentation; all such interim financial statements shall be
read in ccñjsetien with most recent audited financial statements, Landlord and Mortgagee shall
have the right from time to time at all times during normal business hours upon reasonable notice
to examine such books, records and accounts at the office of Tenant or any other Person

maintaining such books, records and accounts and to make such copies or extracts thereof as
Landlord and/or Mortgagee shall desire, After the occurrence of a Lease Default, Tenant shall

pay any costs and expenses incurred by Landlord and/or Mottgagee to examine Tenant's

accounting records with respect to the Facility, as Landlord and/or Mortgagee shall reasonably
determine to be necessary or appropriate in the protection of Landlord and/or Mortgagee's
interest.

(iii)Tenant, at its expense, shall submit to Landlord and, upon Landlord's
request to Mortgagee, as soon as available, and in any event (A) within thirty (30) days after
each calendar rnonth's end, unaudi:‡d monthly financial statements (which include income

statements, balance sheets, statements of cash flows, occupancy and payor mixes) of Tenant for
the month then-ended and year to date, prepared on a basis consistent with the annual statements;

monthly census and revenue information of the Facility as of the end of such month and year to
date in sufficient detail to show by patient-mix and revenue-mix (i.e., private, Medicate,
Medicaid and V A, and managed care (by program)) the average monthly census of the Facility
and year to date; an aged accounts receivable report from the Facility in sufficient detail to show
amounts due from each class of patient-mix by the account age classifications of 30 days, 60

days, 90 days, 120 days, and over 120 days; (B) within forty-five (45) days after the end of each
crdêndar quarter, unandited quarterly financial statements (which include income statements,
balance sheets, statements af cash flows, occupancy and payor mixes) of Tenant for the quarter

then-ended, prepared on a basis consistent with the annual atatments; quarterly census and
revenue information of the Pacility as of the end of such quarter in sufficient detail to show by
patient-mix and revenue-mix (i.e., private, Medicare, Medicald and V,A. and managed care (by
program)) the average quarterly census of the Facility; (C) no later than 120 days after the end of
each calendar year of Tenant, audited annual financial statements of Tenant, prepared by an

independent certified public accounting finn reasonably acceptable to Landlord, prepared in
accordance with generally accepted accounting principles, with an unqualified opinion, and

including a balance sheet, a statement of income and expenses for the year then ended, a
statements of cash flow, and a schedals audited by such independent certified public accountant .

reconciling Tenaut's, net operating income to net cash flow, which shall itemize all adjustments
made to net operating income to arrive at net cash flow deemed material by such indspsñdent
certified public accountant.

(iv) Each financial report provided by Tenant shall reconcile and show

variances between the actual experience incurred during each such reporting period with respect

to each metric to the metric shown on the Operating Budget and Capital Budget for such period.

(v) Tenant, at its expense, shall submi.t to Landlord and, upon Landlord's
request to Mcttgagcc, any other reports and certificates reasonably requested by Landlord or

Mortgagee from time to time,
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(vi) In addition, Tenant shall prepare and deliver to Landlord, and upon
request or if required by Landlord's then exisdng Mortgagee, to Mortgagee, a written report

providing an operational overview of significant events and circumstances at the Facility during
the prior month, during the first six months of the Term and then quarterly thereafter, including,
but not limited to, clinicalevents, employee relations and staffing matters and provide such other
information as Mortgagee may require from time to time. Tenant shall provide Landlord, and
upon request or if required liy Landlord's then existing Mortgagee, to Mortgagee, with a copy of
all federal income tax returns of Tenant and its Subtenants within fifteen (15) days after filing
thereof. Whenever practicable, all reports shall be delivered to Landlord electronically in a
format usable by Landlord.

(b) All unaudited financf at reports from Tenant shall include an Officer's
Certificate certifying that such financial statéñwnts present fairly the financial condition and the
results of the operations of Tenant and the properties being reported upon and that such financial
statements have been prepared in accordance with the Tenant's customary accounting
procedures. The Officer's Certificate accompanying the annual audited financial statements of
Tenant shall also include a statement that they have been prepared in accordance wfth GAAP
and whether there exists an event or circurastance which constitutes a default or an event of
default under the Lease, the nature thereof, the period of tirne it has existed, and the action then

being taken to remedy the same,

(c) Tenant shall furnish Landlord and Mortgagee, within five (5) days of
the receipt by Tenant, any and all notices (regardless of form) from any Health Care Authority
that Tenant's license, Medicare or Medicaid certification, or VA or other govemmental program
participation is being, or could be revoked or suspended, that action is pcñdiñg, being onsidered
or being taken to revoke or suspend the Tenant's license or certification or to fme or penalize the

Tenant, or that action is pending, being considered, or being taken, to discontinue, suspend,
deny, decrease or recoup any payments due, made or coming due to Tenant or related to the
operation of the Facility other than in the ordinary course of .business related to billing
adjustments.

(d) Tenant shall furnish Landlord and Mortgagee, within two (2) days of
the receipt by Tenant, any and all notlees (regardless of form) from any Govemmental Authority
or third party payor (i) alleging that the Facility has three or more deficiency(ies) of a scope and

severity of "G" or hire, or one or more deficiency(ies) of a scope and severity of "J" or higher,
(ii) alleging that the residents of the Facility are in jeopardy, (iii) freezing admissions to the

Facility or (iv) denying reimbursement for any class of residents by any third party payor.

(e) Tenant shall furnish Landlord and Mortgagee, within two (2) days of
the sending or receipt by Tenant of any ce-Wtion copies thereof, including a plan of

correction, with respect to the matters referenced in Section 7.4(d).

(f) Tenant shall file all required reports, including without limitation,
Medicate or Medicaid cost reports, on or prior to the date such reports are due (such due date to
include approved regulatory extensions allowed by the epplicable Govemmental Authority for
the filing of such reports) and shall furnish Landlord and Mortgagee, within thirty (30) days of
the date of filing, a complete and accurate copy of the annual Medicate or Mcdicsid cost report
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for Tenant, which will be prepared by Tenant and accompanied by an Officer's Certificate of
Tenant certifying as of the date thereof that such report is accurate, complete and not misleading,
and promptly fumish Landlord and Mortgagee any amendments filed with respect to such reports
and allnotices, responses, audit reports or inquiries with respect to such reports.

(g) Tenant shall furnish Landlord and Mortgagee, within thirty (30) days
of the receipt by Tenant, the annual Medicaid and Medicare provider agreement(s) and the
annual Medicaid and Medicare reimbursement rate sheets for the Facility,

(h) Tenant shall furnish Landlord and Mortgagee, within ten (10) days of
receipt but at least five (5) days prior to the earliest date on which Tenant is required to take any
action with respect thereto or would suffer any adverse consequence, a copy of any Medicare,
Medicaid or other licensing or accreditation or rating agency or entity survey, report, waming
letter, or notice, and any statement of deficiencies, and within the time period required by the
particdar agency for fmnishing a plan of correction also furnish or cause to be furnished to
Landlord and Mortgagee a copy of the plan of correction generated from such survey, report,

warning letter, or notice to Tenant and any subsequent corcespondence related thereto, and
correct or cause to be corrected any deficiency, the curing of which is a condition of cantinu~i
licensure or of full participation in Medicare or Medicaid or a care program offered by an
insurece company, managed care company, or other third-party payor by the date required for
cure by such agency or entity (plus extensions granted by such agency or entity).

(i) Tenant shall furnish Landlord and Mortgagee, within ten (10) days of
receipt by Tenant, any other notices or charges issued relating to the non-compliance by Tenant
with any Govemmental Authority, insurance company, managed care company, or other

third-party payor laws, regdations, requirements, licenses, permits, certificates, authorizations or

approvals, but only such matters which could reasonably be expected to have a material adverse
effect on the financial condition of such Person or the operation of the Facility.

(j) Tenant shall furnish Landlord and Mortgagee, within ten (10) days of
receipt by Tenant, any new, revised or amended Medicare or Medicaid reimbürsament rate
sheets which may be issued subsequent to the annual reimbursement rate sheets,

(k) Tenant shall notify Landlord within five (5) days of any condition or
event that constitutes a breach of any term, condition, warranty, representation or pmvision of
this Lease or any other agreement between Landlord or its Affiliates and any Tenant, any
Guarantor or any of their Affiliates, and of any adverse change in the financial condition of any
Tenant, any Guarantor or any Affiliate of any Tenant or any Guarantor and of any Event of
Default. Additionally, Tenant shall notify Landlord within seven (7) days after receipt of any
formal or infonnal written notice or advice from its insurance carrier, reinsurece provider,
accountants, actuary, any Govemmental Authority,

oi·
any third party payor program provider of

any actual, pending, threatened or contemplated increase in Tenant's reserves for expenses

relating to malpretice or professional liability claims or any material increase in the premium
costs for malpractice or professional liability insurance,

(1) To the extent perfonned, Tenant shall furnish Landlord and

Mortgagee, a copy of written external consultant reports (including environmental, operations,
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quality assurance, physical plant, property inapeeden, etc.) .(which shall be delivered, promptly
upon receipt from the consultant).

(m) Tenant shall fumish Landlord and Mortgagee, a copy of cost reports as
filed by Tenant,

(n) Any supporting documents or data requested by Landlord in connection
with the items in this Section 7.4.

(o) Within 10 days of event of any of the following, Tenant shall deliver
to Landlord, notice of:

(i) any rate appeal brought before any Governmental Authority or any
administrator of any third party payor program or referral source;

(ii) any rembursement appeals or recoupment claims made or contests

pending or threatened as a result of any audits by any third party payor; and

(iii) any claim, requirement or demand (ex anding all claims, requirements,
and dcmands, if any, that have been waived) of any Govemments Authority, third party payor or
insurance body or carrier having or claiming any licensing, certifying, supervising, evaluating or

accrediting authority over the Leased Premises to rework or redesign the Leased Premises, its
pmfedenal staff or its professional services, procedures or practices in any =*M respect or
to make any of the Leased Premises conform to or comply with a legal rcquirement.

(p) The receipt by Landlord of any reports, statements, financial information,
surveys or otherwise from Tenant or its Affiliates shall not in any way hnpose any obligation or

liability upon Landlord to act or take any action upon any information, facts or circumstances
which may be disclosed or shown therein and Landlord shall have no liability for its failure to act

thereon or as a result thereof.

(q) Financial covenants, Tenant covenants and agrees to the fc"awiñg, as

may be amended time to time as requirad by Landlord's 1st or 2nd Mortgagee:

(i) Commencing the third full quarter of the Tenn Tenant's Current Ratio
shall not be less than 1,1 to 1.0. The term "Current

Ratio"
means the current assets of Tenant

divided by the current liabiles of Tenant determined in accordance with GAAP.

(ii) For each quarter of the Lease Term commencing the third full quarter

following the Conunencement Date, Tenant's Lease Coverage Ratio shall be not less than L25 to
1,0.

(iii) For each quarter of the Lease Term commencing the second full
quarter following the Commencement Date, the Facility shall have sciscred the B,BITDAR
benchmarks as described on Schedule.7.4, attached hereto. The term "EBITDAR" is defined in
Schedule 7.4.
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Section 7.5 Paaym_ealjn-the_Qgligy-Course. Tenant shall pay in full:
(a) prior in each case to the date when penalties would attach, all Impositions (except only those
so long as and to the extent that the same shall be contested in good faith by appropriate and

timely piccecdings and for which adequate reserves have been established in accordance with

GAAP), orovided that (i) Landlonl has given its prior written consent to such contest, which
consent shall not be unreasonably withheld or delayed) for which Tenant may be or become

liable; (ii) no Lease Default has occurred and remains uncured, (iii) such proceeding' shall
suspend the collection of such Impositions or the Impositions shall have been paid, (iv) such

proceeding shall be permitted under and be conducted in accordance with the pmvisions of any
other instrument to which Tenant is subject and shall not constitute a default thereunder, (v) no
part of or interest in the Leased Premises will be in danger of being sold, forfeited, tcrminated,
canceled or lost, (vi) Tenant shall have furnished such security as may be required in the

proceeding, or as may be requested by Landlord or Mortgagee, to insure the payment of any such

Impositions, together with all interest and penalties thereon, which shall not be less than 125% of
the unpaid Impositions being contested and (vii) Tenant shall promptly upon final determination
thereof pay the amount of such Impositions, together with all costs, interest and penalties·, (b) all
of Tenant's wage obligations to Tenant's employees in compliance with the Fair Labor
Standards Act (29 U.S.C. §§ 206-207) or any comparable provisions under federal, state or local

law; (c) all oblig9tions owed in connection with any claim, demand or notice of any overpayment
received from Medicare, Medicaid or other third party payor; and (d) all of Tenant's obligations

calling for the payment of money (except only those so long as and to the extent that the same
shall be coñtcsted in good faith and for which adequate reserves have been established in
accordance with GAAP, provided that Landlord has given its prior written consent to such

contest, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld or delayed) befoe such payment
becomes overdue,

Section 7.6 Security Agreement. In order to secure the payment and
performance of all of Tenant's obligations under this Lease and all of Tenant's obligations to

Landlord, and all and all other documents contemplated thereby, Tenant hereby grants to
Landlord a first priority security interest in and lien upon, all of the assets of Tenant kch-dhg,
without limitation, (i) all trade fixtures, equipment, furniture, merchandise, inventory and other
personal property located from time to time in or upon the Leased Premises (incInding the
proceeds thereof), and (ii) to the fullest extent permitted by applicable law, all acccññts, accounts

receivable, licenses, certifications, certificates, accreditations, approvals, permits, variances,
waivers, provider agreements, certificates of need, and other authorizations issued to or held by
Tenant with respect to the operation of the Facility skilled nursing facility and Tenant's interest
in and rights under all third party payor provider agreements with respect to the Facility (the
Items listed in clauses (i) and (ii), together with the proceeds of same, are collectively,
"Collateral"). The security interest granted to Landlord with respect to Tenant's tangible
personal property is intended to be subordinate to any purchase money security interest or capital
lease on any of Tenant's tangible personal property provided that Tenant has notified Landlord
of the creation of such security interest or capital lease prior to the creation thereof and Landlord

has approved same. Landlord agrees to subordinate its fien on Tenant's accounts receivable in
favor of Tenant's accounts receivable lender, which shall be a nationally recognized nursing
home accounts receivable lender with experience acceptable to HUD or Mortgagee on at least 20

nursing homes, securing up to a $2,000,000.00 accounts receivable loan, provided such lender

enters into an intercreditor agreement reasonably acceptable to Mortgagee and Landlord ; Should
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Mortgagee require a süherdination of the priority of L=ndlord's security interest in the Collateral,
Landlord and Tenant shall execute such documents as Mortgagee may request to subordinate
Landicrd's lien to the Mortgagee's security interest in the collaterat In addition, Tenant's
members shall grant to Landloni a first lien pledge (subject to the following sentence) of the

membership interests of Tenant. To the extent required by Tenant's accounts receivable lender,
Landlord agrees to subordinate its lien on Tenant's membership interests to a lien in favor of
such lender securing up to a $2,000,000.00 accounts receivable loan; provided such lender
enters into an intercreditor agreement reasonably acceptable to Mortgagee and Landlord. On or
before the Commencement Date, Tenant shall provide Landlord with a detailed list and
description of all the CollateraL Upon a Lease Default by Tenant, Landlord shall have all the
rights and remedies of a secured party under the laws of the State of New York. Tenant, as

debtor, shall cause to be executed (if appropriate or necessary) and delivered to Landlord, as the
secured party, upon execution of this Lease by Tenant, UCC-1 Financing Statements in proper

form, and thereafter, from time to time, deliver to Landlord such extensions and/or updates of
such financing statements as are required for the purpose of perfecting and maintaining the

priority of the security interest granted to Landlord herein, and to perform any other acts

rsasonably necessary to the perfection of such security interest. Tenant and Tenant's members
consent to Landlord's preparation of and the filing of such financing statements by Landlord and
agrees that the provisions of this Spattjigpq_L§ shall cenetitute a security agreement for the
purposes contemplated hereby. The security interest granted by this Section 7.6 shall be in
addition to any lien of Landlord that may now or at any time hereafter be provided by law. In
the event Landlord exercises its remedies to foreclose the security interest created under this
Section 7.6, or elsewhere in this Lease, Tenant shall cooperate with Landloni in transferring all
of the aforementioned items prompdy as requested by Landlord in Landlord's or its designee's
name or for the benefit of Landlord. Tenant covenants and agrees that it shall not sell, move,
surrender, cancel, modify, transfer, assign, relocate, pledge, grant a security interest in, convey or
in any other manner encumber any assets of Tenant including, without limitation, the personal

pmperty, the certificate of need approval or any of the licensed or Medicare- and/or Medicaid-

certified beds at the Facility, or any licenses for the Facility, or attempt at any time to do same,
except as expressly provided hereunder and with the wrhten consent of Landlord. This Section

24 and Landlord's rights and remedies hereunder shall survive the termination of the Lease.

Section 7.7 Working Capital. As of the Effective Date, Tenant shall have and maintain
until the Commcñcersent Date in accounts, acceptable to Landlord in its sole and complete

discretion, an amount of funds equal to the greater of ("Working Capital") (i) any debt service
reserve required by Mortgagee, (ii) the aggregate separe net operating income of Tenant for the
period of months from the Commencement Date to the first day of the first two month period in

which aggregate net income from operations exceeds zero, all as reflected in the projecticñs
attached hereto as Schedule 7.7 ("Cash Requirement"); for the purpose of this calculation net

operating income shall be determined on a cash basis, and (iii) 4.5 million dollars, Working
Capital shall not include any accounts or reserves established to satisfy the requireinents of

Section 7.1(a) (i) and (11). From and after the Cammencement Date, the Working Capital,
subject to any requirement of the Mortgagee, may be used by Tenant only to fund the Cash
Requirement.

7.8 Refinatice. Tenant shall fully cooperate with Landlord in its efforts to Refinance

from time to time, including without limitation, providing all information and executing all
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documents required by Landlord or its leader(s). On and after each Refinance Date the Pixed
Rent for each twelve month period shall equal the sum of the aracüa provided for in clauses (a)
through (e): (a) the annual debt service payments (principal, interest, and mortgage insurance

pre:niums, if any) that Landlord is required to pay to Lender pursuant to the first Mortgage (the
"Mortgage Debt"), plus such additional amounts as Landlord may be required to pay under any
of the Loan Documents with respect to tax, insurance and other reserve requirements and/or
payment obligations; (b) the annual aggregate debt service payments or preferred equity
payments that the Landlord is required to pay pursuant to the Junior Debt (or replacement

thereof) (with the Mortgage Debt, the "New Debt Service"); plus such additional amounts as
Landlord may be required to pay under any of the Loan Documents with respect to tax, insurance
and other reserve requircments and/or payment obligations under the Junior Debt (or
replacement thereof); (c) an annual amount equal to $1,390,l15; (d) an additional amount of
$250,000 per year prior to the fourth year of the Term; $350,000 per year during Lease Years 4
and 5; and $400,000.00 per Lease Year thereafter until the end of the Term, including all
Bxtension Terms; and (e) an additional amount equal to one-half of the amount that (i) a sum
equal to the last 12 months interest payment on the originM Mortgage and Junior Debt exceeds

(ii) New Debt Service.

ARTICLE VLU

PERSONAL PROPERTY

Section 8.1 Landlord 8 Personal Property. Upon the expiration or tennination of
this Lease, Tenant shall leave all personal property-leased to Tenant hereunder, as repaired,
rebuilt, replaced, restored, altered or added to as permitted or required by provisions of this

Lease, in or on the Leased Premises, except for ordinary wear and tear. Any and all restorations,
alterations or replacements of, or repairs, reconstructions or additions to, the personal property at
the Facility made by Tenant shall become part of Landlord's pelsonal property, and any and all

security interests (except in favor of Landlord) in Tenant's personal property and financing
statements shall be eleared, terminated and/or released to the satisfaction of Landlord at Tenant's
expense. Tenant shall pay off in full the remaining payments due on all personal property leased

by Tenant and such personal property shall become part of Landlord's personal property and

financing statements shall be cleared, terminated and/or released to the satisfaction of LeadJerd
at Tenant's expense. Any of Tenant's software, software ticenses, proprietary inforitaticñ, and

policies, and procedures of Tenant ("Retained Assets") shall not become part of Landlord's
personal property except in the event of the tennination of this Lease as a result of a Lease

Default, in which case the Retained Assets shall become the personal property of Landlerd;
provided, however, upon request of Landlord, in consideration at a payment by Landlord or its
designee of Ten Dollars ($10.00) and any applicable lease, rent, or license fees owed to any thitd
parties during the Transition Period (hereinafter defined), Tenant shall license Landlord or its

designee(s) (at Tenant's cost with no mark-up) to utilize the Retained Assets for a period of one
hundred twenty (120) days (the "Transition Period") in connection with the transition of
õperatioña from Tenant and Landlord's new operator(s). To the extent Tenant or any Subtenants
are obligated under license agreements with third party vendors supplyiúg software (and/or
computer hardware which Tenant does not own or lease) to such Tenant, Tenant shall use its best
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efforts to arrange for Landlord or Landlord to enter into licensing agreements with such third

party vendors to allow Landlord or its designee to utilize such scftware and computer hardware
supplied by such thini party vendors for the duration of the Transition Period.

Section 8.2 Tenarit's Retained Assets. At the tcññiñatiün of the Lease,.Landlord
shall have the right to purchase all or a portion of Tenant's Retained Assets located at the

Facility at the lower of its fair market yalue or book value. To the extent any of Tenant's
Retained Assets is subject to a license, Landlord shall have the right but not the obligation to
assume some or all of such license Landlord's sole cost and expense and at no additiand liability
to Tenant.

ARTICLE IX

INDEMNIFICATION

Section 9.1 Tenant's Indemnification (a) During the Tetm of this Lease and after
the surrender of the Leased Premises in âccordance with Section 5,5 of this Izase, Tenant shall

protect, defend (at Landlord's request), indemnify and hold harmless Landlord, Landlord's

members, managers, officers, owners, directors, employees, agents, representatives, and
Mcngagee and their respective agents, executors, heirs, representatives and assigns, and any
entity pr6vidirg financing which is secured by the Leased Premises (collectively the
"Landlord's Indemnitees"), from and against any claims, losses, costs, penalties, damages,
charges and/or expenses (including reasonable attorneys' and consultants'

fees and expenses)
imposed or resulting from, arising out of or attributable in whole or in part to any of the
following: (i) any violation of any Law, order of Govemmental Authority, whether occasioned

by the intentional act, omission, or negligence of Tenant or those bolding under Tenant, (ii) any
accident or other occurrence on or about the Leased Premises on or after the Commencement
Date causing injury to any person or property whomsoever or whatsoever, including but not
limited to patient care claims or elder abuse, (iii) any failure of Tenant in any respect to comply
with or perform any term, ca¾n3 covenant, requirement and/or provision of this Lease, or a
breach of this Lease by Tenant, iñcluding, but not limited to, a breach of any of Tenant's
representations and warranties under Section 19,1 of this Lease, (iv) in any way relating to
Tenant's use, operation and/or main:casñce of the Facility (including, without limitation, thini-

party claims, whether by the State of New York, the United States, private insurers, private

parties, for recoupment, false claims, or any other claims, assumption of and use by Tenant of
Landlord's permits, variances, waivers, and certificate of need approval or its possession of the

Leased Premises and/or (v) any liability under Section 20.14. The indemnity provided for
herein shall survive the expiration of this Lease or the surrender of the Leased Premises for the
period of the relevant statute of limitations.

(b) Any amounts which become payable by Tenant under this Article IX shall
be paid within ten (10) days after liability therefor is determined by litigation or otherwise, and if
not timely paid shall bear interest at the Prime Rate plus 5% (the "Overdue Rate") from the date
of such determination to the date of payment. Tenant, at its sole cost and expense, shall anrest

resist and defend any such elaim, action or proceeding asserted or instituted against Landlord or

may compromise or otherwise dispose of the same as Tenant sees fit provided that Landlord
receives a full and complete release with respect to such claim, action or proceeding. Any legal
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counsel selected by Tenant to defend Landlord shall be reasanably satisfactory to Landlord. All
inde=aEication covenants are intended to apply to losses, damages, injuries, claims, costs,
penalties, charges and/or expenma (including raasonable attorneys' and

consultants'
fees and

expenses) incurred directly or indircctly by the indcmñified parties and their property, as well as

by the indemnifying party pr third party, and their property. For purposes of this Article IX, any
acts or omissions of Tenant, or by employees, agents, assignees, contractors, subcontractors or
others acting for 0.r on behalf of Tenant (whether or not they are negligent, intentional, willful or

unlawful), shall be strictly attributable to Tenant. It is understood and agreed that payment shall
not be a condition precedent .to enforcement of the forsgcing indemnification obligatians. The
"Prime Rate" shall mean on any date, a rate equal to the annual rate on such date publicly
announced by Chi¾k, N.A., as its prime, base or reference rate. Such rate need not be the
lowest rate charged by Citibank, N.A. If Citibank, N.A. discontinues its use of such prime, base
or reference rate or ceases to exist, Landlord shall designate the prime, base or reference rate of
another state or federally chartered bank with offices in New York, N.Y. to be used for the
purpose of calculating the Prime Rate hereunder.

ARTICLE X

USE OF LEASED PREMISES

Section 10.1 ulations. Tenant shall use the
Leased Premises solely as a licensed Medicare- and Medicald-certified skilled nursing facility
with at least the number of licensed and certified beds existing at the Facility on the
Commencement Date, and for no other purpose (the "Intended Use"). On or before the
Commencement Date, Tenant shall have acquired, and thereafter ']hnant shall maintain all

licenses, certificates, accreditations, approvals, permits, variances, waivers, provider agreements
and other authorizations needed to operate the Leased Premises as a licensed, Medicare and
Medicaid certified skilled nursing facility. Tenant hereby caveñacts, warrants and represents to
Landlord that as of the Commencement Date and throughout the Tenn: (a) Tenant (and any
süutesâñt, õperator or manager of Tenant) shall be, and shall continue to be validly licensed and
Medicare and Med.4caid certified to operate a skilled nursing facility in accordance with the
applicable rules and regulations of the DOH, federal governmental authorities and accrediting
bodies, including, but not limited to, the United States Department of Health and Human
Services ("DHHS"), CMS, and the DOH; (b) Tenant (and any subtenant, operator or manager of

Tenant) shall be, and shall continue to be, certified by and the holder of valid previdct
agreements with Medicare and Medicaid issued by DHHS, DOH and/or CMS and shall remain

so certified and shall remain such a holder in connection with its operation of the Leased
Premises as a licensed and.Medicare and Medicaid certified skilled nursing facility; (c) Tenant
(and any subtenant, operator or manager of Tenant) shall be, and shall continue to be in
compliance with and shall remain in compliance with all applicable Laws with regard to the
operation of the Facility, including, without limitation, comp!!ance under Laws governing patient

confidentiality and privacy and the coñfidentiality of medical records; (d) Tenant (and any
subtenant, operator or manager of Tenant) shall operate the Facility in a manner consistent with
high quality skilled nursing services and sound rdmkweement principles under the Medicare and
Medicaid programs and as required under Laws; and (e) Tenant (and any subtena operator or
manager of Tenant) shall not abandañ, terminate, vacate or fail to renew any licenses,

nomovvmsu
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certifications, accreditations, certificates, approvals, permits, variances, waivers, provider
agreements or any other authorization which relates to the operation of the skilled nursing
facility business or other permitted operations on the Leased Premises or in any way commit any
act which will or may cause any such licenses, certifications, accreditations, certificates,
approvals, permits, variances, waivers, provider agreements or other authorization to be myoked

by any Govemmental Authority or accreditiñg body having jurisdiction thereof.

Section 10.2 No Waste Tenant shall not conunit or suffer to be committed any
waste on the Leased Premises nor ahall Tenant cause or permit any nuisance thereon.

Section 10.3 Eazardous Materials and Hazardous Waste, (a) Tenant .shall not
place or hold any Hazardous Materials on or at the Leased Premises, except as is necessary for
the sidiñâry course of its business as a skilled nursing facility in compliance with Section 10.1.
If Tenant's business requires the use of any Hazardous Materials, other than such cleaning
materials as are typically found in skilled nursing facilities in compliance with Section 10.1,
Tenant shall notify Landlord in writing and shall comply with hazard corarirsñication and
notification requirements of the Occupational Safety and Health Act ("OSHA") and all Laws
which require notifsation of employees, the comnnmity or any governmental agency of the
hazardous properties of such Hazardous Materials, For purposes of this Lease, "Hazardous
Materials"

means and includes any hazardous substance defined as such in OSHA, the
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act ("CERCLA"), the
Toxic Substañces Control Act ("TSCA"), or any other federal, state or local statute, law,
crdiñance, code, rule, regulation, order or decree regulating, relating to, or imposing liability or
standards of conduct concerning, any hazardous substance or material, as now or at any time
hereafter in effect,

(c) Tenant shall not cause or allow any asbestos or any ahm epntaining
materials to be incorporated into any improvements or alterations which it makes or causes to be
made.on or to the Leased Premises. Tenani shall obtain and maintain O&M Programs for the

Facility is if the Facility is detennined to contain asbestos or asbestos containing materials and
upon Landlord's request, shall furnish copies of same to Landlord, Mangagee or their
designee(s).

(d) Tenant shall not place, hold or dispose of any Hazardous Waste on, under or
at the Leased Premises except as specifically allowed in this Section 10.3, Tenant further agrees
that it shall not use the Leased Premises as a treattnent, storage, or disposal (whether pcrmanent
or temporary) facility for Hazardous Waste. If Tenant, in the ordinary course of its business as a
skilled nursing facility generates Hazardous Waste, then Tenant shall comply with all appl!cable

federal, state and local laws, statutes, ordinances, codes, rules, regulations, orders or decrees

relating to the appropriate use, storage, eaneportation and d4posal of Hazardous Waste. For the

purposes of this Lease, "Hazardous Waste" means and includes any hazardous material that has
entered the waste stream or any cets!ñmt or pallutant as defined as such in the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act, CERCLA, as amended, any so-called

"Superfund"
or

"Superlien"
law, the TSCA, or any other Law, relating to or imposing liability or etandards of

conduct contaling, any hazardous, toxic or dangerous waste. Tenant further agrees that it shall

properly dispose in accordance with Laws of all "infectious waste" such as labe•ate'y waste,
pathclogical waste, blood specimens or products, patient or resident waste including, without
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limitation, bandages and disposable gowns, sharp waste and any material generated by the
production or testing of biological agents, knrnediately upon receipt of any Environmental
Notice (as hereinafter defined) from any Person, Tenant shall deliver to Landlord a true, correct
and campkte copy·of same. "Environmental Notice" shall mean any note, notice, or report of

any suit, proceeding, investigation, order, consent order, injunction, writ, award, or action related
to or affecting or indicating the treatment, storage, han ing, dispocal, generation, spill, release or
discharge of any Ilazaidous Waste or Hazedens Materials in upon, under, from or affecting the
Leased Premises, All of the terms, covenants, wmenties and ad=nWications contained in this
Section 10.3 shall su2vive the expiration or termination of this Lease.

(e) Without in any way limiting Tenant's obligation to indemnify Landlord and
Landlord's Indemnitees under Section 9.1 of this Lease, Tenant shall indemnify, defend (at
LandlenPs request) and hold harmless Landlord and Landlord's Indemnitees from and against

any claims, losses, costs, damages or expenses of any and every kind whatwever (including
reasonable attorney's fees and expenses and consultant's and expert's fees and eapenses) which
at any time or from time to time may be paid, incurred or suffered by, or asserted against
Landlord and/or Landlord's Indemnitees for, with respect to, or as a direct or indirect result of:

(a) a breach by Tenant of the covenants set forth in $gglioftiga or, (b) caused, permitted or
allowed by Tenant or any agent, employee, invitee, or licensee of Tenant, the presence on or

under, or the escape, seepage, leakage, spillage, discharge, emission or release from, onto, or
into the Leased Premises, the atmosphere, or any watercourse, body of water, or groundwiter, of

any Hazardous Material (including, without limitelon, any losses, liabilities, damages, injuries,
costs, expenses or claims asserted or arising under CERCLA, as amended, any so-called
"Superfund"

or "Superlien"
law, or any other Law, relating to or imposing liability or atsdses

of conduct concerning, any Hazardous Material) occurring from and after the Commencement

Date; and the provisions of and undertakings and indemnification set out in this Seption 10.3
shall survive the termination of this Lease, and shall continue to be the personal liability,
obligation and indemnification of Tenant, binding upon Tenant, forever, If required by
Mortgagee, Tenant shall enter into an agreement to indemnify, defend and hold harmless
Mortgagee with respect to matters contained in this Section 10.3. and other similar matters
pursuant to a form of agreement reasonably acceptable to Mortgagee. In no event however shall
Teoant have any liability to Landlord or Landlord's Indemnitees for Hazardous Materials located
at or ander the Leased Premises prior to the Conunencement Date or for the remediation of
same.

(f) If Tenant or its employees, agents, or contractors violate the provisions of
this §eption 10,3, then, in addition to any other duty or obligation of Tenant hereunder, at law or
in equity, Tenant shall be obligated to clean up, remove, and dispose of the material causing the

violation, in compliance with all applicahk environmental laws and repair any damage to and
remediate the Leased Premises within such period of time as may be reasonable under the
circumstances after written notice by Land!~d; provided that such work shall cornmence no later
than thirty (30) days from the date of such notice and be diligently and continuously earried to
completion by Tenant or Tenant's designated contracters. Tenant shall notify Landlord of its

method, time and procedure for any clean-up, r::mediation or rernovel of material causing the

violation under this provision, and Landlord shall have the right to require reasonable changes in
such method, time or procedure,
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(g) Landlord reserves the right from time to time, but not more than once a year,
except in the event of an emergency or during the occurrence and continuation of an uncured
Lease Default during the Term hereof, at Landlord's cost and expense (except that, in the event
of a continuing and uncured Lease Default, at Tenant's sole cost and expense), to have the
Leased Premises inspected by environmental engineers and/or specialists for the purpose of

detennining compliance by Tenant with any environmental laws, rules and regulations applicable
to Tenant's operations in or about the Leased Premises and with the tenus ánd conditions of this
Lease dealing with environmental matters, including without limitation, the provisions of this
Section 10.3. If the environmental assessment or report resulting from such inspection disdüses

any non-comp!!:mce with Laws, Tenant shall immediately, following receipt of the
environmental assessment, take all such steps as are necessary to put the Leased Premises into

camp'imce, including without limitation, cleaning up any spills or other emissions of Hazardous
Wastes or Hazardous Materials, and reimburse Landlord for the costs of its inspection.

(h) Upon the expiration of the Term, or the earlier termination thereof, subject
to the last sentence of Section 10.3(d) above, Tenant shall forthwith remove all Hazardous
Materials and Hazardous Waste from the Leased Premises or any portion thereof in acconiance
with applicable Law, Lâñdlord shall have the right to inspect the Leased Premises with regard to
the management and disposal of Hazardous Materials and Haze±us Waste at all reasonable
times during the Term.

ARTICLE XI

DAMAGE OR DESTRUCTION

Section 11.1 Damage or Dearráction. Tenant shall immediately notify Landlord
of any casualty, fire, damage, destruction or injury ("Casualty") affecting the Facility, including
a description of the Casualty, and whether the Casualty is such as to cause the Leased Premises
to be unsuitable, in whole or in part, for the Intended Use . Tenant shall proceed with rcascñable
diligence to repair or reconstruct the Leased Premises and Tenant shall be liable for any costs of
repair or replacement to the Leased Prernises, whether or not such Casuahy, or the costs of

repairing such Casualty, are fully covered by the proceeds of Tenant's insurance required to be
canied hereunder. If such Casualty renders the Facility unsuitable for the purpose of this Lease
and if Landlord's Mortgagee so requires, Landlord, upon notice to Tenant, Landlord may
terminate this Lease and Landlord and Tenant shall be released from any further liability
hereunder thereder accraiñg with respect to the Facility, except that Tenant shall be responsible

and shall pay Landlord an amount equal to the difference between the fair market value of the
Leased Premises immediately prior to such Casualty and the proceeds of Tenant's insurance to
the extent such difference results from Tenant's breach of Article VL Notwithstanding the

foregoing, if Landlord's obligations to its Mortgagee have been satisfied in full and the DOH
approves and agrees to reimburse the costs of rebuilding the Facility, Landlord shall not so
terminate this Lease with respect to the Facility, and Tenant shall repair or reconstruct the Leased
Premises in substantially the same condition as just prior to the incidant with the pmceeds of the

property casualty insurañce carried by Tenant, as required hereunder (if not otherwise paid to the

Mortgagee), and/or with funds of Tenant, Regardless of any Casualty, except as provided above,
this Lease shall continue in full force and effect without any abatement of Rent, and Tenant shall
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not be entitled to surrender possession of the Leased Premises as a result of such casualty.
Landlord's receipt of Rent from Tenant's rental intermption insurance shall be credited against
Rent payments due from Tenant hereunder. If Tenant fails to commence such repair or
reccñatraction within thirty (30) days of the Casualty, Landlord shall have the option, subject to
the approval of the DOH if required by Laws, to either terminate this Lease upon written notice
to Tenant or repair and reconstruct the Leased Premiscs in substâñtially the same condition just
prior to the incident and costs and expenses incurred as a result thereof shall be deemed
Additional Rent hereunder and shall be payable to Landlord by Tenant, upon demand. Upon
payment of all such sums demraded by Landlord, Tenant may re-enter and resume possession of
the Leased Premises pursuant to the terms of this Lease. All insurance proceeds collected under
the Policies shall be paid to Landlord, and made available to Tenant to pay for or reimburse
Tenant for the costs and expenses for such repairs and reconstruction subject to the terms,
conditians and provisions of any mortgage or other loan documents encumbering the Leased
Premises. If Mortgagee does not make the insurance proceeds available to Landlord, then
Landlord may terminate this Lease upon thirty (30)

days' notice to Tenant, and Landlord and
Tenant shall be released from any further liability hereunder thereafter accruing with respect to
the Facility, except that Tenant shall be responsible and shall pay Landlord an amount equal to
the difference between the fair market value of the Leased Premises kmêdiWy prior to such

Casualty and the proceeds of Tenant's insurance,

Section 11.2 Precedence of Rights of Mortganee. All provisions contained in
the loan documents between Landlord and Mortgagee, or any other document in connection
therewith which concern or pertain to the restoration of the Leased Premises, the application of
insurance proceeds and any and all inatters concerning a casualty, shall take proccdance over and
be in lieu of any contrary provision provided for in this Lease, and in all respects are binding
upon Tenant who agrees to and acknowledges the same,

Section 11.3 Tenant hereby waives the provisions of Section 227 of the Real

Property Law of the State of New York and acknowledges that the terms of this Article XI shall
govern in lieu thereof.

ARTICLE XH

EMINENT DOMAIN

Section 12.] Eminent.Domain. (a) In the event that all or substantially all of the

Leased Premises, or such portion of the Real Property which renders the balance of the Pacility
unsuitable for the purpose of this Lease, shall be taken by condemnation or right of eminent

domain, this Lease shall terminatc as of the day the taking authority takes possession of the
Leased Premises, and Landlord and Tenant shall be released from any further liability hereunder

thereafter accruing with respect to the Facility, except as otherwise expressly provided in this
Lease, In the event only a portion (and less than substantially all) of the Leased Premises is

taken by condemnation or right of eminent domain and the portion so taken does not render the
balance of the Leased Premises unsuitable for the papases of this Lease, as detenhined by
Landlord, this Lease shall not terminate. In such an event, Tenant shall restore the Leased
Premises with reascñabic diligence with its own funds and with the proceeds of any award from
the applicable public or quasi-public authority, or private corporaden or individual having the
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power of conderation ("Award") to an architectural unit as nearly like its condition prior to
such taking as shall be practicable. Nótwitt traig anything to the contrary herein, this
Section 12,1(a) is subject to the terms, conditions and pr0visicñs of any mongage and other loan
documents encumbering the Leased Premises.

(i) Notwithnañding anything to the contrary contained in Section 12.1(a1
Landlord may cancel this Lease with no further liability to Tenant, in the event that following a

taking by cedesñstis or right of cminent domain, Mortgagee elects to require Landlord to

repay the mortgage on the Leased Premises.

(j) Tenant shall not be entitled to any part of any awani or settlement of

damages representiñg the value of land and buildings appropriated, the value of this Lease or any
estate therein, or damage to the residue of the Leased Premises or other property of Landlord; it

being agreed as bctwcêñ Landl~d and Tenant any such award shall be the sole property of
Landlord. No appropriation of part or all of the Leased Premises or cancellation of this Lease
pursuant to this Article XH shall be deemed an eviction of Tenant or a breach of any cóvcnants
of Landlord hereunder,

ARTICLE XHI

NOTICES

Section 13.1 Notices. All notices, consents, app vals arid requests required or
perinitted heres!er shall be given in writing and shall be effective for all purposes if (a) hand

delivered or sent by (b) certified or registered United States mail, postage prepaid, return receipt

requested or (c) Federal Express or other nationally recognized ovemight next business day
courier service at such other address and Person as shall be designated from time to time by any

party hereto, as the case may be, in a notice to the other parties hereto in the manner provided for
in this Sectippn JM):

If to Tenant:

HBL SNF, LLC
1280 Albany Post Road

Croton-on-Hudson, New York 10520

with a cour to:
Michelman & Robinson
800 Third Avenue, 24th Floor
New York, NY 10022
Attn: 1Wark Zafrin, Esq.
Telephone: 212.730.7700

If to Landlord:
White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC,
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2 BourbonStreet ,Suite 200

Peabody, Ma 01960

with a copy to:
Gerald L Billow, Esq.
Postemak Blankstein & Lund LLP
800 Boylston Street,Suite 3200

Boston, Massachusetts 02199

-and-

Howard Fensterman, Esq,
Abrams Fensterman
1111 Marcus Avenue
Lake Success, New York 11042

The effective date of such notices shall be as follows: (a) upon delivery or refusal
of delivery if sent by personal delivery, (b) two (2) Business Days after mailing (or upon actual

receipt, if earlier), if sent by certified or registered mail, (c) one (1) Business Day after deposit
with the courier for next bmires day delivery, if sent by overnight courier. The term "Eusiness
Day" means any day other than (i) a Saturday or a Sunday, and (ii) a day on which federally
insured depository institutions in New York, New York are authorized or obligated by law,
regulation, govemmental decree or executive order to be closed.

Section 13.2 Notices to Mortgagee. (a) Tenant hereby agrees, upon request of

Mortgagee, to give to Mortgagee copies of all notices given by Tenant of default by Landlord
under this Lease at the same time and in the same manner as, and whencver, Tenant shall give

any such notice of default to Ledtord. Such Mortgagee shall have the right to remedy any
default under this Lease, or to cause any default of Landlord under this Lease to be remedied,
and for such purpose Tenant hereby grants such Mortgagee such period of time as may be
reasonable to enable such Mortgagee to remedy, or cause to be remedied, any such default in
addition to the period given to Landlord for remedying, or causing to be remedied, any such
default which is a default. Tenant shall accept perfortnance by such Mortgagee of any term,
covenant, condition or agreement to be performed by Landlord under the Lease with the same
force and effect.as though perfonned by Landlord, No default by Landlord under the Lease shall
exist or shall be deemed to exist (1) as long as such Mortgagee, in good faith, shall have
commenced to cure such default and shall be prosecuting the same to completien with reasonable

diligence, subject to Force Majeure, or (ii) if possession of the Leased Premises is rentered in
order to cure such default, or if such default is not susceptible of being cured by such Mortgagee,
as long as such Mortgagee, in good faith, shall have notified Tenant that such Mortgagee intends
to institute proceedings under the mortgage and, thereafter, as long as such proceedings shall
have been instituted and shall prosecute the same with reasonable diligence and, after having
obtained possession, prosecutes the cure to completion with reasonable diligence. This Lease
shall not be assigned by Tenant or modified, amended or tenninated without Mortgagee's prior

written consent in each instance, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld or delayed.
In the event of the termination of this Lease by reason of any default thereunder or for any other
reason whatsoever except the expiration thereof, upon such Mortgagee's written request, given
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within thirty (30) days after any such termination, Tenant, within fifteen (15) days after receipt
of such request, shall execute and deliver to such Mortgagee or its designee or nombro a new
lease of the Leased Premises for the remainder of the Term of the Lease upon, at a minimum, all
of the terms, covenants and conditions of this Lease. Neither such Mortgagee or its designee or
nominee shall become liable under this Lease unless and until such Mortgagee or its desigñêê or
EGmiñêe becomes, and then only for so long as such Martgagce or its designee or nominee

remains, the fee owner of the Leased Premises or the owner of the leasehold interest of Landlord
under this Lease. Such Mortgagee shall have the right, without Tenant's consent, to, as the case

may be, foreclose its mortgage or to accept a deed in lieu of foreclosure of such mortgage.

(b) in the event of any act or omission of Landlord which would give Tenant
the right, immediately or after lapse of a period of time, to cancel or terminate this Lease, or to
claim a partial or total eviction, Tenant shall not exercise such right (i) until it has jjiven written
notice of such act or omission to Mortgagee, and (ii) unless such act or omission shall be one
which is not capable of being remedied by Landlord or such Mortgagee within a reascñable
period of time, until a reasonable period for remedying such act or omission shall have elapsed

following the giving of such notice and fellowing the time when such Mortgagee shall have
become entitled under its loan documents with Landlord in connection therewith, as the case

may be, to remedy the same (which reasonable period shall in no event be less than the period to
which Landlord would be entitled under this Lease or otherwise, after similar notice, to effect
such remedy).

ARTICLE XIV

QUIET ENJOYMENT

Section 14,1 Ouiet Enioyment,Landlord covenants, warrants and represents to

Tenant that, provided no Lease Default exists under this Lease, Tenant shall at all times during
the Tenn peaceably and quietly have, hold, occupy and enjoy the Leased PreWeess subject to the
terms and conditions of this Lease, without any N=se, interference or molestation by
Landlord or by, under or through Landlord.

ARTICLE XV

SUBLETTING AND ASSIGNMENT

Section lil Sublettits and Ami-mêm (a) Tenant shall not, without the prior
written consent of Landlord, which consent may be withheld in the Landlord's sole and ab=okte

discretion (and, if required by law, without the prior written consent of the Commissioner, which
consent may be withhcld in the Commissioner's sole and absolute discretion), transfer.or assign
this Lease or Tenant's interest in the Leased Prentises or any part thereof or sublease all or any
part of the Leased Premises. In all events of assignment, transfare or subletting, the prior

approval of the DOH shall be required. Tenant shall not at any time, without the prior written
consent of Landlord, which consent may be withheld or given in the sole and absolute discretion
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of Landlord, pledge, mortgage, or hypothecate the leasehold estate hereby created or any interest
of Tenant therein. The issuance of or a transfer or series of transfers (including transfers caused

by mergers, acquisitions or consolidations of any direct or indirect interests in the equity
ownership interests in Tenant or any subtenant aggregating to forty-nine percent (49%) or more
of the stock, membership or swñcrship interest in Tenant or any subtenant shall constitute an
assignment for purposes of this Lease, requiring Landlord's consent thereof; notwithstanding
anything to the contrary, any change in the mañapmõñt or contml of Tenant such that Lizer
Josefovic does not control all of the decisions of Tenant shall constitute an assigiunent for
purposes of this Lease, requiring Landlord's consent thereof. Notwithstanding anything to the

contrary, the issuance of or a transfer or series of transfers (including transfers caused by
mergers, acquisitions or consolidâtions of any direct or indirect interests in the equity ownership
interests in Tenant or any subtenant resulting in the aggregate interest of Lizer Josefovie, Marc

Neuman, and their spouse or issue, or a trust for their b.enefit, equaling less than seventy-five
percent (75%) of the stock, membership or owñcrship interest in Tenant or any subteñañt to any
person or entity shall constitute an assigner.=t for purposes of this Lease, requiring Landlord's
consent thereof; provided that any assignment by Lizer Josefovic to Joseph Josefovic made after
five years after the Commencement date shall not be unreasonably denied by Landlord taking
into account, among other things, the experience, performance record, and financial strength of
Joseph Josefovic. The consent by Landlord to any transfer shall not constitute consent to any
subsequent transfer or to any successive transfer. Further, subject to the provisions of
Section 2,2. and without in any way limiting or otherwise affecting the provisions of this Lease,
Landlord shall be pennitted to assign this Lease and all agreements, duties, obligations and rights
incidente! thereto to any entity related to, or affiliated with Landlord, without any consent from
Tenant. The term "transfer" shall mean any direct or indirect sale, conveyance, transfer, lease

(including any amendment, extension, modification, waiver or tenewal thereof), sublease, sub-

sublease, assignment, Inortgage, pledge, grant of a security interest or hypothecation, whether by
operation of law or otherwise, whether voluntary or not, of or in (i) all or part of the Leased
Premises (including any legal or beneficial direct or indirect interest therein) or (ii) any direct or
indirect interest in Tenant. Netwithstanding anything to the contrary contained herein, Tenant

may assign this Lease to, or enter into a sublease with, or transfer interests in an entity
comprising Tenant to, an affiliate under common control with Tenant, or owned by Lizer

Josefovie, Marc Neuman, or their spouse or issue, or a Trust for their benefit, without Landlord's

consent, provided (x) Landlord is given thirty (30) days prior written notice of such intended

transfer, assignment or sublease with copies of the orgazzatiend documents of the assignnee,
transferree or sublessee, (y) after such transfer, assipm=t or sublease, Lizer Josefovic controls
all of the decisions of the assignnee, transferree or sublessee, and (z) all required consents from,
the Mortgagee, the DOH and/or the Commissioner (if required), have been obtened by Tenant.

Netwithstanding the foregoing and any other pravisióñ contained herein to the contrary, no
transfer or series of transfers of legal, economic, beneficial or equitable (direct or indisct)
interest in the Lease or in Tenant's membership interest that requires DOH's conserit shall occur
without the prior written consent of Landlord and DOH. Tenant shall enter into such
enbordination agreements or sutrªi=tion, non-disturbance agreements ("SNDAs") as
Mortgagee may request from time to time.

Section 15.2 Attomment and Related Matters. Any suble=e shall be expressly
subject and subsdiñsts to all applicable tents and conditions of this Lease and provide that
upon the expiration or earlier tern düation of this Lease, Landlord, at its option and without any
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obligation to do so, may require any subtenant to attom to Landlord, Its successors and assigns,
in which event t Mad shall undertake the obligations of Tenant, under such sublease from the
time of the exercise of such option to the termination of such sublease; provided, however, that
in such case Landlord shall not be liable for any prepaid rents, fees or other charges or for any
pmpaid security deposits paid by such subtenant to Tenant or for any other prior defaults of
Tenant under such sublease, In the event that Landlord shall not require such annmment with
respect to any sühisase, then such sublease shall automatically terminate upon the expiration or
earlier termination of this Lease, including any early termination by mutual agreement of
Landlord and Tenant, In addition, any such sublease shall provide that in the event that the
subtenant or other transferee receives a written notice from Landlord stating that a Lease Default
has occurred or that an event or circumstance has occurred which with notice and/or passage of
time would enthe a Lease Default, such subtenant or other transferee thereafter shall without
further consent or instruction of Tenant pay all rentals accrning under such sublease directly to
Landlord or as Landlord may direct; provided, however, that (a) as and to the extent that the
amounts so paid to Launord, together with other amounts paid to or received by Landlord on
account of this Lease, exceed the amounts then due Landlord from Tenant under this Lease, the
excess shall be promptly remitted to Tenant, and (b) at such time as the Lease Default has been
cured and this Lease minstated (if ever), Landlord shall notify and direct the subtenant(s) in

writing to resume making payments of rentals under their sublease(s) directly to Tenant, or as
Tenant may direct. Any such rentals collected from such subtenant or other transferee by
Landlord shall be credited against the amounts owing by Tenant under this Lease in such order
of priority as Landlord shall reasonably determine, Furthermore, any sublease or other
agreemet regarding a transfer shall expressly provide that the subtenant, assignee, manager or
other transferee shall furnish Landlord, its lender, the Mortgagee, if applicable, the HUD
Mortgagee, and/or the Commissioner, and /or DOH, if applicable, with anch financial,
operational and other information about the Facility and subtenant, etc., as Landlord may request

from time to time.

Section 153 _A_stigrypaptdfubleases, To secure the prompt and fidl psyrnent

by Tenant of the Rent and the faithful performance by Tenant of all the other terms and
conditions herein contained on its part to be kept and performed, Tenant hereby assigns, transfers
and sets over unto Landlord, subject to the conditions hereinafter set forth and any required

consent(s) from DOH, all of Tenant's light, title and interest in and to all permitted subleases,

assignments, licenses and occupancy agreements, to the extent permitted by law, iñvalving the

Facility, as set forth on Schedule 153 attached hereto (the "Sublease", and the subtmet under a

Sublease herein referred to as a "Subtenant") and hereby confers upon Landlord, its agents and

representatives, a right of entry (subject to prior notice) in, and sufficient possession of, the
Leased Premises to permit and insure the collection by Landlotti of the rentals and other sums
payable under the Sublease, and further agrees that the exercise of said right of entry and
qualified possession by Landlord shall not constitute an eviction of Tenant from the Leased
Premises or any portion thereof and that should said right of entry and possession be denied

Landlord, its agent or representative, Landlord, in the exercise of said right, may use all requisite
force to gain and enjoy the same without responsibility or liability to Tenant, its servants,

employees, guests or invitees, or any Person whomsoever; provided, hüwever, that such
assignment shall become operative and effective only if (a) a Lease Default shall occur and be

continuing or (b) this Lease and the Term shall be cancelled or tenninated pursuant to the terms,
covenants and conditions hereof or (c) there occurs a repossession under a dispossessory warrant
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or other re-entry or repossession by Land!nrd under the provisicas hereof or (d) a receiver for all
or a portion of the Leased Premises is appointed, and then only as to such of the subleases that
Landlord may elect to take over and assume. At any time and from time to time within ten (10)
days after Landlord's written demand, Tenant promptly shall deliver to Landlord a schedule of
all Subleases, setting forth the names of all Subtenants, with a photostatic copy of each of the
Subleases. Upon request of Landloni, Tenant shall permit Landlord and its agents and

representatives, and Mortgagee, its agents and representatives, to inspect all Subleases affecting
the Leased Premises. Tenant covenants that each Sublease shall provide that the Subtenant
thereunder shall be required from time to time, upon request of Landlord or Tenant, to execute,
acImechdge and deliver, to and for the benefit of Landlord, an estoppel certificate confirming
with respect to such Sublease the information set forth in $gglion2QJ.1hereof-

Section 15.4 Additional Sublease Requirements, Tenant covenants and agrees
that all Subleases hereafter entered into affecting the Leased Premises shall provide that (a) they
are subject to this Lease and that the principals of the Subtenanr acknowledge that they have read
this Lease and accept the terms hereof, (b) the tenn thereof shall not end less than one (1) day
prior to the Expiration Date hemof, unless Landlord shall consent otherwise, which consent may
be withheld in Landlord's sole and absolute discretion, (c) the Subtenants will not do, authorize

or execute any act, deed or thing whatsoever or fail to take any such action which will or may
cause Tenant to be in violation of any of its obligations onder this Lease, (d) the Subtenants will
not pay rent or other sums under the Subleases with Tenant for more than one (1) month in

advance, (e) the Subtenants shall give to Landlord at the address and otherwise in the manner
specified in Section 13.1 hereof, a copy of any notice of default by Tenant as the landlord under
the S.nbleases at the same time as, and whenever, any such notice of default shall be given by the
Subtenants to Tenant; and (f) all of the representations, warranties and covêñañts given by
Tenant to Landlord in this Lease, including but not limited to all reporting requirements and
covenants set forth in Section 7.4 above, shall be made and given by each Subtemm: for the

benefit of Landlord, Mortgagee, and their respective successors and assigns.

. Section 15.5 Transfers In Banknmtpy (a) In the event of a transfer

pursuant to the provisions of Title 11 of the United States Code or any statute of similar purpose

or nature (the "Bankruptcy Code"), all consddmtica payable or otherwise to be delivered in
connection with such transfer shall be paid or delivered to Landlord, shaII be and remain the
exclusive property of Landlord and shall not constitute property of Tenant or of the estate of

Tenant within the meaning of the B eptcy Code, Any consideration constituting Landlord's

property pursuant to the immediately preceding sentence and not paid or delivered to Landlord

shall be held in trust for the benefit of Landlord and be promptly paid or delivered to Landlord.
For pmposes of this $qcçgan-154 the term "consideration" shall mean and include money,

services, property and any other thing of value such as payment of costs, cancellation or
forgiveness of indebtedness, discounts, rebates, barter and the like. If any such consideration is
in a form other than cash (such as in kind, equity interests, indebtedness earn-outs, or other

deferred payments, consulting or management fees, etc.), Landlord shall be entitled to receive in

cash the then present fair market value of such consideration. I.f Tenant assumes this Lease and
proposes to assign the same pursuant to the provisions of the Bankruptcy Code to any person or

entity who shall have made a bona fide offer to accept an assignment of this Lease on terms
acceptable to Tenant, then notice of such proposed assignment shall be given to Landlord by
Tenant no later than fifteen (15) days after receipt of such offer by Tenant, but in any .event no
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later than ten (10) days prior to the date that Tenant shall file any application or motion with a
court of competent jurisdicdon for authority and approval to enter into such assumption and
assignment. Such notice shall set forth (a) the name and address of the assignee, (b)·all of the
tenns and ccedific-s of such offer, and (c) the proposal for providing adequate assurance of
future performance by such person under the Lease, including, without limitation, the assurance
referred to in Section 365 of the Bankruptcy Code. Any person or entity to which this Lease is
assigned punnet to the provisicñs of the Bankruptcy Code shall be deemed without further act
or deed to have assumed all of the obligations arising under this Lease from and after the date of
such assigmnent. Any such assignee shall execute and deliver to Landlord upon demand an
instrument confmning such assumption.

(b) The tenn "adequate assurance of future perfonnance" as used in this Lease
shall mean (in addition to the assurances called for in Backraptcy Code Section 365(1)) that any
pmposed assignee shall, among other things, (i) deposit with Landlord on the neumpden of this
Lease an amount equal to the greater of (x) two (2) times the then monthly Fixed Rent and
Additional Rent or (y) such other amount deemed by the Bankmptcy Court to be reasonably
necessary for the adequate protection of Landlord under the circumstances, as security for the
faithful performance and observance by such assignee of the terms and obligations of this Lease,
(ii) furnish Landlord whh financial statements of such assignee for the prior three (3) calendar

years, as finally determined after an audit and certified as correct by a certified public

accountant, which financial statements shall show a net worth at least equal to the amount of the
deposit referenced in (i) above, (iii) if detennined by the Bankruptcy Court to be appropriate
under the circumstances, grant to Landlord a security interest in such property of the proposed
assignee as Landlord shall deem necessary to secure such assignee's future perfcññañce under
this Lease, and (iv) provide such other information or take such action as Landlord, in its
reasonable judgment, shall determine is necessary to provide adequate assurance of the
perfonnance by such assignee of its obligations under the Lease.

(c) If, at any time after Tenant may have assigned Tenant's intereåt in this
Lease in a proceeding of the type described in SAqtigLl-áLl_(iv.) through Lviû, this Lease shall be
disaffirmed or rejected in any proceeding of the types described in Section 16.1 fiv) through fvijl
hereof, or in any similar proceeding, or in the event of tennination of this Lease by reason of any
such proceeding or by reason of lapse of time following notice of termination given pursuant to
Article XVI based upon any of the Lease Defaults set forth in said Section 16.1 (iv1through (viü
Tenant, upon request of Landlord given within thirty (30) days next following any such

disaffirmance, rejection or termination (and actual notice thereof to Landlord in the event of a
disaffirmance or rejection or in the event of wman other than by act of Landlord); shall (a)

pay to Landlord all Rent due and owing by the assignee to Landlord under this Lease to and

induding the date of such disaffirmance, rejection or termination, and (b) as "tenant", enter into
a new lease with Lahni for a term commencing on the effective date of such ^disaffirmance,
rejection or termination and ending on the expiration date of the term, unless sooner terinated
as in such lease provided, at the same Pixed Rent and Additional Rent upon the then executory
terms, covenants and conditions as are contained in this Lease, except that (i) Tenant's rights

under the new lease shall be subject to the possessory rights, if any, of the assignee under this
Lease and the possessory. rights of any person claiming through or under such assignee or by
virtue of any epplicaNe Law, (ii) such new lease shall require all defaults existing under this
Lease to be cmed by Tenant with due diligence, and (iii) such new lease shall require Tenant to
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pay all Rent reserved in this Lease which, had this Lease not been so disaffirmed, rejected or

terminated, would have accrued under the provisions of this Lease after the date of such

disaffinnance, rejection or termination with respect to any period prior thereto. If Tenant shall
default in its obligation to enter into said new lease for a period of ten (10) days next following
Landlord's request therefor, then in addition to all other rights and remedies by reason of such

default, either at law or in equity, Landlord shall have the same rights and remedies against
Tenant as if Tenant had entered into such new lease and such new lease had thereafter been
terminated as of the commencement date thereof by reason of Tenant's default thereunder.

Section 15.6 Management Agreement. Tenant agrees and acknowledges that it
will not enter into any management agreements during the Term with regard to the Pacility
except with an entity (i) owned wholly by a an individual principal of Tenant which entity has
been received natablishment approval from the New York State Department of Health Public
Health and Health Planning Council in compliance with 10 NYCRR 600.9(d)(1) and (ii)
approved by HUD if the Facility is, or is about to be financed by a HUD program, and/or
Mortgagee. Any such management agreement shall be subchfe to Landlord's rights

hereunder, to the rights of Mortgagee and to the rights of the Cer isisêr. Tenant shall cause
such manager to execute such documents as are required by Landlord or Mar:gagce or by the
Commissioner to effect such subordination.

Section 15.7 Memorandum of Lease. This Lease shall not be recorded, but either

party may record a memorandum of lease in which shall describe the parties to this Lease, a
description of the Leased Premises and a recitation of the Term. The party requesting that the
memorandum of lease be recorded shall prepare and pay all costs of recording the memorandum

of lease, and the other party agrees to execute at any and all times such inernste as may be

reasonably required for such recording. Upon the expiration or earlier termination of this Lease,
Landlord may release the memorandum of lease. For this purpose Tenant constitutes and
appoints Landlord its true and lawful attorney-in-fact with full power of substit3tion to execute a
release of such memoranda in the name of Tenant. Such power of attomey shall be deemed to be
a power coupled with an interest and cannot be revoked. To the extent any transfer tax,
conveyance tax, excise tax, or similar tax is imposed by any Govemmcatal Authority as a result

of the recording of such Memorandum of Lease, or is otherwise due and payable as to Tenant's
leasehold interest granted pursuant to this Lease, Tenant shall pay same to the applicable
Governmental Authority.

ARTICLE XVI

DEFAULT

Section 16.1 Default by Tenant and Remedies of Landlord. (a) Tenant shall be
in default under this Lease upon the occurrence of any of the following events referred.to herein

irdividüdly or collectively as a "Lease
.Default"

(any reference to such event occurring or

involving Tenant shall be deemed to include any such event occurring or iniciving any of
Tenant's Subtenants):
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(i) if Tenant fails to pay any instdhnent of Rent within five (5) days
after the date when due;

(ii) if Tenant defaults in the prompt and full performance of any other
of Tenant's covenants, oMigadons or agreements hereunder which are not specifically
enumerated herein as a Lease Default and fails to correct such failure within thirty (30) days of
receipt of written notice from Landlord of such defauk (unless such default cannot reasonably be
cu ed within thirty (30) days, in which event such period shall be extended, providød Tenant
shall have commenced in good faith to cure such default within the first such thirty (30) day
period and shall proceed with all due diligence to correct such default thereafter but in no event
more than ninety (90) days of receipt of such written notice);

(iii) if the leasehold interest of Tenant shall be levied upon under
execution or be liened or attached and such levy, lion or attachment is not removed within sixty
(60) days of the date Tenant receives notice of it;

(iv) in the event of a filing by or against Tenant of a petition under
federal or state law pertaining to bankruptcy or insclv©ñcy or for a reorgaihticn or other relief;

(v) if Tenant shall admit in writing its inability to pay its debts

generally as they become due;

(vi) . if Tenant is adjudkat÷3 as bankrupt or a court of competent

jurisdiction shall enter an order or decree appoirting, with or without the consent of Tenant, a
receiver or trustee of Tenant or of the whole or substantially all of its property;

(vii) if Tenant makes any general assignment for the benefit of

creditors;

(A) if Tenant abandons the Leased Premises or if, except as a result of

damage, destruction or a partial or cerapletc condemnation, Tenant ceases

operations of the Facility, or Tenant closes any portion of the Facility;

(viii) if Tenant receives a state or federal notice of termination of license
or de-certiñcation and such notice has not been suspended, extended, withdrawn or tor:r.ir.ated
prior to 30 days before the effective date of such terrnirsticñ or decertificaden by any
Govemmental Authority;

(ix) if Tenant falls to maintain its qualifications for licensure as
sqmircd by this Lease if failure to do so would result in an inability to operate the Facility or
would result in the appointment of a receiver with respect to the Facility;

(x) if any transfer or a=ignn:ent of this Lease or Tenant's direct or

indirect interest therein or a transfer of Tenant's direct or indirect equity ownership interests
occurs in violation of this Lease;

(xi) if any malpractice award or judgment exceeding any applicable
malpractice !===e coverage and any applkable umbrella coverage by more than One Million
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Dollars ($1,000,000.00) shall be rendered against Tenant or any subtenant, and either

(A) êñforcement proceedings shall have been commenced by any creditor upon such award or
judgment or (B) such award or judgment shall continue uns±fied and in effect for a period of

sixty (60) consecutive days without an insurance campai;y reaseñably satisfactory to Landlord

having agreed to fund such award or judgment in a manner reascsbly satisfactory to Landlord,
or (C) such award or judgmcñt has been appealed and without a bond having been posted to
cover such amount that exceeds any insurance coverage, and in any case such award or
judgment shall, in the reasonable opinion of Landlord, have a material adverse affect on the

ability of Tenant or any subtenant to operate the Facility;

(xil) upon the denial, refusal to issue, or loss of any licenses, certifications,
certificates, approvals, pennits, vârisñces, waivers, provider agreements and other aü‡hr.riations

necessary or required for Tenant to operate the Facility in accardance with the requirements of
this 14ase;

(xiii) if any of the repesentations or warranties made by Tenant under this

Lease or any enbtenant under its Sublease or otherwise proves to be untrue when made in any
material respect;

(xiv) if any Govemmental Anthority having jurisdiction over the
operation of the Facility removes ten percent (10%) or mo e of the patients or residents who
reside in the Facility for violations of standards of care;

(xv) Tenant fails to give Landlord and Mortgagee timely notice or timely
deliver copies of dessets within the times required under Section 7.4 (c) through (o);

(xvi) Tenant's receipt of notice of an allegation or determination of

"humediate Jeopardy" (as such term is metemadly used) or equivalent notice from any
Govemmental Authority or officer, acting on behalf thereof relating to the Facility;

(xvii) Tenant's receipt of notice of the freeze on admissions or the
impoeftion of a denial of payment for new admissions or equivalent notice from any
Governmental Authority or officer acting on behalf thereof relating to the Facility;

(xviii) Tenant's breach of its obligations under Section 3.5 including Tenant's
failure to execute and deliver to Landlord within seven days of its request therefore any and all

documents, ceitificatE or agrcêmsñt required or easonably reqüêsted by Ledlord, a Mortgages,
Prospective Mortgagee, HUD and/or HUD's Approved Lender or the Commissioner, ine!nding
confirming the subordination required hereunder;

(xix) Tenant's b each of its obligations under Section 15.6
Management Agreement;

(xx) Tenant's breach of its obligations under Section 7.6 Security
Agreement;
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(xxi) Tenant falis to notify Landlord within twenty-four (24) hours after
receipt of any notice from any Govem:nental Authority, tenninating or suspending or threatening
ter-ination or suspension of any material license or certification relating to the Facility;

(xxii) a default beyond any applishls notice and cure pedods under any
Sublease, operating qs;ss:, management agreement or any othermaterial agrcesst relating
to the Leased Premises or to which Landlord and Tenant are a party;

(xxiii) the creation of any indebtedness relating to the Leased Premises
(other than trade payables which are not more than 30 days past due, not evidenced by it note and
not in excess of One Million Dollars $1,000,000.00);

(xxiv) the am endment, modification, restatsment, termination or
cancellation of any rsaterial contract relating to the Leased Premises, including but not limited to

any Sublease, without Landlord's prior written consent, which consent shall not be unreasonably
withheld;

(xxv) default or breach by Guarantor under the Guaranty beyond the
expiration of any applicable cure period contained therein;

(xxvi) failure by Tenant to deposit all or any portion of the Security
Deposit or Letter of Credit or to replace any portion of the Security Deposit or Letter of Credit
ntilized by Landlord;

(xxvii) a default or breach of any of the provisions set forth in
Article XIX;

(xxviii) Tenant violates any term, covenant or condition of Tenant's

Regulatory Ag:ccmant (with respect to a HUD financing) which violation is not cured within

thirty (30) days of written notice to Tenant;

(xxix) a default or breach of the provisions set forth in Section 7.4(b) or a
report required by Section 7.4 proves to be untrne in any material respect;

(xxx) any act or omission by Tenant or any Subteent referenced in
Section 7.4 that canetimtes a default by Lanard under ita loan deswats with Mortgagee;

(xxxi) Tenant's failure to meet the covenants provided in Section 7.4 (q)

(xxxii) the sale or transfer or attempted sale or transfer of all or any
portion of any certificate of need, bed or unit right or other similar suthesation relating to any
portion of the Facility or the Leased Premises. assignment or ablethg in -d±tien of the
provisions of Section 15.1;

(xxxiii) the use of any portion of the Premises other than for the Intended

Use;
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(xxxiv) the Facility appears on the Special Focus Facility List, or similar
list established by CMS;

(xxxv) Tenant fails to procure the insurance coverage, or loss of the
insurance coverage, required by this Lease;

(xxxvi)Tenant enters into any cciperate integrity agreement, settlement or
consent decree, or deferred picsceütion agreement with any Governmental Authority;

(xxxvii) Any Governmental Authority assesses a fine or penalty against, or

with, Tenant that imposes a paymein or fine upon Tenant in excess of $75,000;

(xxxviii) The conviction of, or plea of no contest or nolo contendere
by, Tenant or any rnember or beñêficial owner of Tenant with'respect to (1) any felony or (2) any
misdemeanor that involves any act of fraud, embezzlement, theft or misappropriation;

(xxxx) Tenant fails to comply with its obligations in Section

18,1(n) within 10 days after written notice from Landlord; or

(xxxxi) Tenant or any Subtenant fails or refuses to execute est=;pel
certificate required pursuant to Section 20,11, or otherwise complying with the requirement• of
Section 23 within ten (10) days after Tenant's receipt thereof.

Upon the occurrence of a Lease Default, Landlord, may, if Landlord so elects, opon
five (5) days written notice of such election, forthwith temlinate this Lease and Tenant's right to
possession of the Leased Pmmises and, at Landlord's sole and absolute discretion, accelerate the
payment of all Rent for the balance of the Term and declare the same presently due and payable
in full provided. however, that with respect to a Lease Default under Section 16.1(aVivi this
Izase shall automatically terminate. In the event of such Lease termination, Tenant shall

i=_mediately pay Landlord the then present value of all such accelerated Rent. Landlord, in
addition to all other remedies given to Landlord at law or in equity, may by written notice to

Tenant, without termhting this Lease, cause Tenant to apply to the DOH to install a manager
and/or management consultant and/or a receiver having the necessary approvals from
Governmental Authorities, of Landlord's choice, at Tenant] sole cost and expense or to the
extent pennitted by applicable law, reenter the Leased Premises by summary proceedings or
otherwise. In any event, upon a 12ase Default, Landlord may require Tenant to consent to a so-

called "Change of Ownership" and Landlord may dispossess Tenant upon approval of the
Change of Ownership or Certificate of Need by DOH, it being the understanding that under no
circumstances is this Lease to be an asset for Tenant's creditors by eperation of law or otherwise.
In the event of such reentry, Landlord may relet the Leased Premises without being cb'.'g:ed so

to do, and in the event of a reletting may apply the Rent therefrom first to the payment of
Landlord's cost and expenses, including consultant and/or expert and attomeys' fees and
expenses incurred by reason of such Lease Default, and the cost and expense of.rcic:ting
including, but not limited to, repairs, renovation, or alteration of the Leased Premises and then to
the amount of Rent and all other sums due from or payable by Tenant hereunder, Tenant

remaining liable for all other sums due from or payable by Tenant hereunder and for any
deficiency. Tenant shall also be liable for and indemnify Landlord against all amounts owed to
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Medicare, Medicaid, all spplicable third-party payor programs, third patty payors, or residents,
inchiding, but not limited to, any overpayments received by Tenant, relating to the Term. Any
and all such dcuciencies shall constitute Additional Rent hereunder and shall be payable by
Tenant monthly on the date herein provided for the payment of Rent. In addition to the

foregoing remedies, Landlord shall immediately be entitled to retain the Security Deposit and
draw on and retain proceeds of the Letter of Credit, and thereafter Tenant shall have no further
claim, right, title or interest therein to the extent of Landlord's clahns only.

Landlord acknowledges that its rights of reentry onto the Leased Premises set forth
in this Lease do not confer on Landlord the authority to operate a nursing facility as defined in
Article 28 of the Public Health Law on the Leased Premises and agrees that except in the event
of a Lease Default Landlord will give the DOH, Tower Building, Empire State Plaza, Albany,
NY 12237, notification by certified mail of its intent to reenter the Leased Premises or to initiate

dispossessory proceedings or that the Lease is due to expire at least thirty (30) days prior to the
date on which Landlord intends to exercise a right of reentry or to initiate such proceedings or at
least sixty (60) days before expiration of the Lease.

Upon receipt of notice from Landlord of its intent to exercise its right of reentry or
upon the service of process in dispossessory proceedings and sixty (60) days prior to the
expiration of the Lease, Tenant shall immediately notify by certified mail the DOH, Tower

Building, Empire State Plaza, Albany, NY 12237 (or its then current address), of the receipt of
such notice or service of such process or that the Lease is about to expire.

(b) Except as provided in this Lease to the contrary, Rent and other sums
not paid when due (onless paid within any applicable grace period) shall bear interest from the
date when the same are first payable under the tenns of this Lease until the same shall be paid at
an annual rate of interest equal to the Overdue Rate.

(c) Upon the filing of a petition by or against Tenant pursuant to the

Bankruptcy Code, Tenam, as debtor and as debtor-in-possession, and any trustee who may be
appointed shall: (i) timely perform each and every obligation of Tenant under this IEase until
such time as this Lease is either rejected or assumed by order of the United States Bankruptcy
Court; (ii) pay monthly in advance on the first day of each month as reasonable compensation for

use and occupacy of the Leased Premises an amount equal to the Rent and other charges

otherwise due pursuant to this Lease; and (iii) reject or assume this Lease within one hundred

twenty (120) days after the filing of such petition ander the Bankruptcy Code or within such time
period as the Bankruptcy Code rnay allow. Tenant, as debtor and as debtor-in-posscssioñ and

any trustee shall be deemed to have rejected this Lease in the event of the failure to comply with

any of the above. Included within and in addition to any other conditions or obligâtions imposed
upon Tenant or its successor, in the event of assumption and/or assignment is the prior written
consent of any mortgagee to which this Lease has been assigned as collateral security.

(d) In the event of termination of this Lease by reason of any Lease
Default by Tenant, or upon the expiration of the Term, then, and in any of such events, Tenant,
upon Landlord's written request, shall to the greatest extent permitted by law, transfer to

Landlord or its designees or assigns, or cause its Subtenants and/or Affiliates, to transfer to

Landlord or its designees or assigns, the following: (i) all federal, state or m-icip licenses,
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certifications, acniacates, accreditations, approvals, permits, variances, waivers, provider
agreements (indudiñg non-governmamal) and other authorizations which relate to the operation
of the Facility; and (ii) the name of the Facility as then commonly known to the general public.
Tenant shall also prepare and file all notices required by applicable law in connection with such
termination and shall also prepare and timely file all final Medicare and Medicaid cost reports.
In the event Tenant fails or refuses to transfer any such licenses, certifications, certificates,
ûweditations, approvals, permits, variances, waivers, provider agreements, other authorization
or trade name, then this provision shall cunaliate an act of assignment by Tenant to Landlord or
its assigns without the necessity of any further written instrument. For this purpose, Tenant
constitutes and appoints Landlord its tme and lawful attorney-in-fact with full power of
substitution to complete or undertake such replacemo«=ts in the name of Tenant. Such power of

attorney shall be deemed to be a power coupled with an interest and cannot be revoked.

(e) Landlord shall have the option of taking over the operation of the

Facility, or having the operation of the Facility taken over by a designee, in the event at a
tciirdnation of this Lease for any reason, without Landlord or designee assumhig any of Tenant's
liabilities or obligations, including Tenant's liabilities and obligations with respect to employees,
such as vacation, sick leave, health insurance and pension liabilities and Tenant's obligations
under applicable law to offer and provide group health centinuation coverage, Landlord shall
give Tenant written notice of Landlord's intent to exercise the right set forth above, in which

event, upon the approval of the DOH of the Change of Ownership, Tenant shall and shall cause
the Subtenant to i:n=cdiatcly turn over possession and control of the Facility without any further
action having to be taken on the part of Landlord. At the request of Landlord, Tenant shall and
shall cause the S tenant to turn over any or all of inventories, personal property (including
computer and telecomunications squipment but excluding any leased equipment) vehicles, and
material contracts (including hospital, transfer, yendor, and managed care contracts).

(f) No failure of Landlord to enforce any rights or remedies upon default
of Tenant shall prejudice or affect the rights of Landlord upon any subsequent or similar default,

(g) in the event of a Lease Default by Tenant of any of the tenna,
covenants, conditions or provisions of this Lease, which Lease Default is not cured within any
applicable grace or cure period, Landlord shall have the right to invoke any remedy permitted to
Landlord at law, in equit† or atherwise. All remedies available to Landlord are declared to be
cumulative and concurrent and the exercise of one shall not preclude or waive the right to
exercise any other. No termination of this Lease and no taking or recovering of possession of the

Leased Premises shall deprive Landlord of any of its remedies or actions against Tenant and
Tenant shall remain liable for all past or future Rent, including all taxes, insurance premiums and

all other charges and Rent payable by Tenant under this Lease, during and for the balance of the

Term hereof. The briñgiñg of any action for Rent or other default shall not be construed as a
waiver of the right to obtain possession of the Premises,

(b) If suit shall be brought for recovery of possession of the Leased

Premises, for the recovery of Rent, or any other amount due under the provisions of this Lease,
or because of the breach of any other covenant herein contained on the part of Tenant to be kept
or performed, and breach shall be established, Tenant shall pay to Landlord all expenses,
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including reasonable attorney fees, incurred therefor. This subsection shall survive tenniteon
of this Lease.

Section 16.2 Facility Operating Deficiencies, On written notice of a request
therefor by Landlord to Tenant, upon a Lease Default and for a period of time necessary to fully
remedy the Lease Default, Tenant shall engage the services of a consultant, unaffiliated with
Tenant and approved by Landlord, which approval shall not be unreasonably withheld to reylew
the management of the facility for the purpose of making recommendations to remedy the Lease
Default. Subject to applicable legal requiretnents goveming confid6stisty of patient records, the
consultant shall have complete access to the Facility, its records, offices and facilities, in order
that it may carry out its duties, Tenant shall cause such consultant to prepare and deliver to
Landlord and Tenant a written report of its reconunendations within ten (10) days after its
engagement. If Tenant shall fail to designate a consultant approved by Landlord as provided
above within five (5) days after Tenant's receipt of Landlord's notice, Landlord may designate
such consultant by further notice to Tenant. Tenant shall be responsible for payment of all fees
and expenses reasonably charged and incurred by the ccasaltant in carrying out its duties.
Tenant shall promptly implement any and all reasonable recommendations made by such
consultant in order to promptly correct or cure the Lease Default; Drovided, however, that in no
event shall Tenant liñplament any such recommendations if the same would constitute a
violation of applicable legal requirements, violate any nde or ragak‡ñ of the DOH, or would
otherwise cause a Lease Default hereunder (e.g., a transfer or change in use of the Leased

Premises), unless Landlord consents in writing to such Lease Default, which consent may be
given or withheld in Landlord's sole and absolute discretion. Nothing herein shall impose any
liability or obligation on Landlord to (a) request the appointment of a consultant or (b) otherwise

remedy the Facility Operating Deficiency(ies) nor shall it deem Landlord an operator of the
Facility.

Section 16.3 Receivership.

Tenant acknowledges that one of the rights and remedies available under applicable
law for nursing facilities which fail to comply with the ccaditions of participation for Medicare
or Medicaid is to apply to a court of competent jurisdiction for the appointment of a receiver to
take possession of the Facility, to collect the rents, issues, profits and income of the Facility and
to manage the operation of the Facility. Tenant further acknowledges that the revocation,
suspension or material limitation of the certification of the Facility for provider status under

Medicare or Medicaid (or successor programs) and/or the revocation, suspen•ion or material
limitation of a license relating to the operation of the Facility for its intended use under the laws
of the State of New York will materially and irreparably impair the value of Landlord's
iñvestment in the Facility. Therefore, in the event of a Lease Default, and in addition to any
other right or remedy of Landlord under this Lease, at the request of Landlord, Tenant shall
request DOH to, or to the extent permissible under law,. Tenant shall, petition any appropriate

court, for the appointment of a receiver to take possession of the Facility, to manage the
operation of the Facility under Tenant's licenses and cedififications, to collect and disburse all

rents, issues, profits and income generated thereby and to preserve or replace to the extent
possible any such license and provider certification for the Facility or to otherwise substitute the

licensee or provider thereof. The receiver shall be entitled to a reasonable fee for its services as a
receiver. All such fees and other expenses of the receivership estate shall be added to the
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monthly Rent due to Landlord under this Lease as Additicad Rent, Tenant hereby irscycGably
stipulates to the voluntary app -M of a receiver under such circumstances and for such
purposes and agrees not to contest such appointment.

Section 16,4 Tenant's WaivertMiggation, In connection with the exercise by
Landlord of any of its remedies under this Section 16, including the termination of this·Lease, in
whole or in part, Tenant waives, to the maximum extent permitted by applicable Laws, (1) any
right of redemption, re-entry or repossession, (2) the benefit of any moratorium laws or any laws
now or herean~ in force exempting property from liability for rent or for debt, (3) any duty on
the part of Landlord to mitigate the damages recoverable from Tenant on account of any Lease
Default by Tenant, except that, notwithstanding the foregoing or anything in this Lease to the

contrary, Landlord agrees to comply with any duty to mitigate damages where applicable Laws
do not allow Tenant to waive such right, (4) the right to interpose any counterclaim (other than

comp:ñs-y counterclaims) in any summary proceeding instituted by Landlord against Tenant in

any court or in any action instituted by Landlord in any court for unpaid Rent under this Lease,
and (5) any other right provided to Tenant under applicable Laws relating to a breach of or Lease
Default under this Lease, including any rights to cure such breach or Lease Default.

ARTICLE XVII

ENTRY AND REIMBURSEMENT RIGHTS OF LANDLORD

Section 17,1 Entry and Reimbursement Rightsof Landlord.In additiori to those
rights set forth in Seggon 7,2 of this Lease, Landlord reserves the right at all reasonable times

during business hours and upon at least twenty-four (24)
hours' advancc oral notice to go upon

and inspect the Facility and every part thereof (subject to applicable Laws peakkg to patient

confidentiality and privacy and the confidentiality of medied records). It Landlord shall make

any payments or perform any repairs on behalf of Tenant which are Tenant's obligation and
which Tenant has failed to make after applicable notice from Landlord, then any reasonable
smcasts so paid by Landkrd are agreed and declared to be Additional Rent, and shall be due and
payable to Landlord by Tenant upon submission to Tenant of an invoice, bill, or statement

therefor, together with interest charged at the Overdue Rate commencing on the date of such

invoice, bill, or statement Nothing in this Section 17.1 shall impose any liability or obligation
upon Landlord.

ARTICLE XVIII

REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES

Section 18.1 Tenant's Reeeentations, Warranties and Additional Covenants.
Tenant represents, warrants and covenants to Landlord and agrees (all of which shall survive the

delivery and execution of this Lease) as follows (all of Tenant's repr68statians, warranties, and
covenants shall be deemed to include, in addition to that specified herein, the identical

warranties, representations, and covenants of all Subiesants, which Tenant agrees to set forth in

any Sublease and which are hereby incorporated herein by reference as if set forth in full herein):
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(a) Corporate. Tenant is a limited liability ccmpañy duly formed and

validly existing and in good standing under the laws of the State of New York, and has the
limited liability company power and authority to own its property and assets and to carry on its
business as now being conducted or as will be conducted on and after the Commencement Date,

(b) No lhreach of Statute or Contrant. The execution, delivery and
performance of this Lease by Tenant and any Sublease by a subtenant will not breach any statute
or regulation of any Governmental Authority, and will not as of the Commencement Date
conflict with or result in a breach of or default under any of the terms, conditions or provisions of
Tenant's articles of organization, operating agr-ement, other material agreements, or any order,
writ, injunction, decree, agreement or instrument to which Tenant is a party, or by which it or its
property, may be bound,

(c) Authodzation of Lease. The execution, delivery and performance of
this Lease, and all Subleases, has been duly authorized by all necessary .individuals,
shareholders, members, officers, directors, managers and/or owners of Tenant and this Lease
constitutes the valid and binding obligation of Tenant, fully enforceable in accordance with its
terms.

(d) ]iq_Litiggiangr_4dyante B,vents, Except as set forth on Schedule 18,1(d)
anached hereto and iñcorporated herein, there is no suit, claim, action or legal, administrative,
arbitration, or other proceeding or governmental investigation pending or threatened, by or
against Tenant, and there exists no event or condition of any character, which could pmvent the
consummation of the transactions con¼mplated by this Lease or materially adversely affect
Tenant's performance of the terms and conditions hereunder,

(e) Conduct of Business. Subject to the express provisions herein, at all
times after the Effective Date, Tenant shall, and cause its subtenants to (i) operate the Leased

Premises (after the Commencement Date) and otherwise conduct its/their business in the

ordinary course, and in compliance with all statutory and regulatory requirements of any federal,
state or local authority, (ii) continue to operate the Leased Premises after the Commencement
Date and inaintak it in substantially its condition as of the Commewment Date, reasonable
wear and tear excepted, including but not limited to repairs and replacements permi*+ed or
required under this Lease, and in a lawful manner, (iii) not encumber all or any portion of its
assets or properties or the Leased Premises, includiñg without limitation, certificates of need, bed

rights, or provider agreements, (iv) preserve the goodwill of the Facility, (v)not take any action

from an accounting perspective which would materially adversely affect the reimbersement
formula or tax benefits with respect to the Leased Premises or any portion thereof, (vi) utilize the
Leased Pacility only for the Iñtcñded Purpose, (vii)not relinquish or attempt to transfer the
leation of or sell the skilled nursing facility license, ceWicate of need approval, Medicare or

Medicaid certification or any other licensea, certifications, certifiegos, accreditations, approvals,

pennits, variances, waivers, provider agreements or other authorizations , (viii) not refuse to
admit patients without 30 days' written notice of intent to, and prior written consent of,
Landlord, (ix) not dissolve, merge or consolidate with or into any other person or entity, or

otherwise change its identity or company or capital structure, or (x) not change its natne or its
business address..
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(f) Continued Existence. At all times on and after the Effective Date, Tenant
shall cause to be done all things needed to preserve its rights and franchises and comply with all
Laws applicable to it, and to contbue to conduct its business in the ordinary course.

(g) Payment of Oblications. At all times on and after the Effective Date,
Tenant shall timely pay, and cause its subtenants to timely pay, all of Its/their obligations,
indébtedñcas, taxes, charges and impositions, whether or not relating to the Leased Premises or
this Lease, as they become due unless contested in good faith and diligently pursued only if
permitted under and subject to the terms and conditions of this Lease.

(h) Notice of Default. At all times on and after the Effective Date, Tenant
shall promptly notify Landlord of (i) any material default by Tenant relating to any indebe ess
or obligation of Tenant, whether or not relating to the Leased Premises or this Ixase, and (ii) any
material violations by the Facility of any applicable Law.

(i) SqmpJigoce-with Law, At all times on and after the Effective Date,
Tenant shall comply in all respects, and cause its en s to comply in all respects, with all
applicable Laws, including Medicare and Medicaid conditions of participâden, to which it is
subject or which are applicable to the Leased Premises and to Tenant's peration of the Leased
Premises as a licensed, Medicare and Medicaid certified skilled nursing facility.

(j) Beds and CON, Tenant has been awarded a CON for construction and
operation of 160 skilled nursing facility beds for use at the Lease Premises by DOH and such
CON may be used in connection with this Lease.

(k) Tenant, on behalf of itself and its Subtenants, makes the Health Care

warranties and representations set forth in Schedule-1Sfk) attached hereto and incorporatcd

herein, to Landlord, it's successors and assigns, which warrantles and reprascatatiüns shall be
true and correct as of Commencement Date and at all times during the Term.

(1) Except for the Subleases of the Leased Premises to the Operators, there
are no subleases or sub-subleases or accupañcy agreements (other than maidence agreements
with patients or residents) for any portion of the Leased Premises.

(m) Tenant shall maintain and comply at all times with all O&M Plans
(Operation and Maintenance Plans covering the handling, treatment or maMonance of asbestee
or Har.ârucus Materials) relating to the Leased Pem!ses, or that shall be required in the future by
Mortgagee or any HUD mortgagee or, where applicable, the Commissioner,

(n) Obligations prior to Commencement Date, In addition to all of Tenant's
obligations provided in this Lease, Tenant shall:

(i) as soon as practical after the Effective Date, apply for all and rigorously
pursue until obtained allHealth Care Licenses;

(ii) as soon as practical after the Effective Date and centkniñg thereafter take

all actions necessary or appropriate to obtain from DOH the maimim total project cost for the

Facility approvable by DOH;
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(iii)as soon as practical after the Effective Date and continui.ng thereafter take
all actions necessary or appropriate to obtain the highest possible reimbursemant rate with
respect to the Medicare and Medicaid programs;

(iv)as soon as practical after the Effective Date, apply for and rigorously
pursue until obtained provider agreemêñts with third party payors providing eimbursement for
skilled nursing facility services in the geographic area of the Facility;

(v) after the Effective Date take all actions requested by Landlord in order for
Landloni to fmance and complete Landlord's Work.

(vi)as soon as practical prior to the Commencement Date, hire, employ and
train a staff adequate to provide services to the residents of the Facility immediately after the
Commencement Date;

(viii) as soon as practical prior to the Comm=cement Date, purchase a
aufficient inventory of food, medicines and other perishable items necessary to provide services
to the residents of the Facility immcdiately after the Commencement Date;

(ix) as soon as practical prior to the Commencement Date, purchase
and deliver to the Facility all small wares acccssary provide services to the residents of the

Facility immediately after the Commencement Date;

(x) six months after the Effective Date and thereener every six months
until the amm~~-' Date, deliver to Landlord a detailed projected statement of income and
expenses and cash flow for a three year period.

Section 18.2 Representation and Warranties, Landlord hereby represents and
warrants to Tenant, all of which shall survive the delivery and execution of this Lease, and

agrees, as follows:

(a) 149 Breach of.. Statute or Contract, The execution, delivery, and
perfwumuw of this Lease will not violate any provision of law, any order of any court or other

agency of federal or state govem_ment or any provision of any iñdcñ‡ñrc, ag-:==±, or other
instrument to which Landlord is a party or by which it or any of its properties or assets are

bmmd; conflict with, result in a breach of, or constitute (with passage of time or delivery of

notice, or both), a default under any such indenture, agreements or other irement; or result-in
the creation or imposition of any lien or other encumbrance of any nature whatsoever upon any
of the properties or assets of Landlord.

(b) Authorization of Lease. This Lease has been duly authorized by all

necessary inevideâIs, shareholders, members, officers, directors, .-on- and/or owners of
Landlord and this Lease carstitutca the valid and binding obligation of Landlord, fully
enforceable in accordance with its teams,

(c) No Litigation or Adverse Events, There is no action, suit, examination,
review, or proceeding by or before any govemmetal instrumentality or agency now peñding or,
to the knowledge of Landlord, threatêñêd against Landlord, which, if adversely determined,
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would materially impair the right of LaMWd to carry on the business as ccñtcraplated under this
Lease.

(d) No Default, Landlord is not in default in the perfairsance, observation, or
fulfillment of any of the obligations, covenants, or cer:didem contained in any agreement or
instrument to which it is a party relating to the Leased Prernises and which default would have a
material adverse affect on the Leased Premises: and

(e) Corporate. Landlord is a limited liability wgy duly formed, validly
existing, and in good standing under the laws of the State of New York and is qualified to do
business in the State of New York, and has the limited liability company power and authority to
own its propsitics and assets and to carry on its business as now being conducted.

ARTICLE XIV

OPERATION, MERGER AND CONSOLIDATION RESTRICTIONS

Section 19.1 Intentionally Omitted

Section 19.2 SPE Provisions. At all times during the term of this Lease, Tenant

represents, warrants and covenants that Tenant and each Subtenant, and all succebsors and
assigns of Tenant and Subtenants, is, shall be and shall continue to be a "Speelal Purpose
Entity"

as defined in Schedule 192. The Operating Agrocmcñ‡ of Tenant and each subtenet
shall include the Special Purpose Entity provisions set forth in Schedule 192.

Section 19.3 Iniunctive Relief. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary set
forth in this Lease, the Parties bereto understand and agree that: (a) each term of Article XIX of
this Lease is fully required to protect Lad1~d's interests, and that no such term confers a benefit
on Landlord that is disproportionate to the detriment imposed on Tenant, if any; (b) th.e remedy
at law for any breach by Tenant of Article XIX would be inadequate; (c) the damages flowing
Inun such breach are not readily susceptible to measurement in monetary terms; and

(d) Landiard shall be entitled to immediate injunctive relief restraining any breach thereof.

Nothing in this Agicetñent shall be dccmed to limit Landlord's remedies at law or in equity for

any such breach by Tenant of any term or provision of Article XIX of this Lease.

Section 19.4 Equity Interests, In the event that Tenant or any constituent entity
under this Lease is ever a form of entity other than a limited liability company, the term

"membership
interest" as used in Articles XIX and XX hereof shall be deemed to mean the

analogous form of equity ownership interest in such other type of entity, such as capital stock,
partnership interest, beneficial intereaf or the like.

Section 19.5 No Merger or Conelidation. Except as expressly provided
elsewhere in this Lease, Tenant shall not sell, or offer for sale, its assets or otherwise merge,
consolidate, amalgamate or otherwise combine with any other entity other than selling
non-material assets in the ordinary course of business, to any other entity, business or activity
involving any of Tenant's officers, directors, members, managers, owners, representatives,
agents, successors and assigns, and their respective successors, assigns, agents and
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representatives. Except as expressly provided elsewhere in this Lease, Tenant, Subtenants,
Guarantor(s) and their Affiliates, shall not sell or offer to sen, assign, transfer, convey, pledge, or
encumber its/their membership interests to, or otherwise attempt to merge with or otherwise

merge, consolidate, Amalgamate or otherwise combine with any other entity, business or activity,
whether involving any of Tenant's officers, directors, members, raâñagcra, owners,
representatives, agents, successors and assigns, and their respective successors, assigns, agents
and representatives, or otherwise.

ARTICLE XX

MISCELLANEOUS

Section 20,l .GOVERNING LAW. (a) ALL MATTERS PERTAINING TO
THIS LEASE OR THE LEASED PREMISES SHALL BE GOVERNED BY AND
CONSTRUED ACCORDING TO THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK AND
ANY APPLICABLE LAW OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. TO THE
FULLEST EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW, TENANT HEREBY
UNCONDITIONALLY AND IRREVOCABLY WAIVES ANY CLAIM TO ASSERT
THAT THE LAW OF ANY OTHER JURISDICTION GOVERNS THIS LEASE, AND
THIS LEASE SHALL BE GOVERNED BY AND CONSTRUED IN ACCORDANCE
WITH THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK (WITHOUT REGARD TO
PRINCIPLES OF CONFLICTS OF LAWS).

(b) ANY LEGAL SUIT, ACTION OR PROCEEDING AGAINST
LANDLORD OR TENANT ARISING OUT OF OR RELATING TO THIS LEASE MAY
AT LANDLORD's OPTION BE INSTITUTED IN ANY FEDERAL OR STATE COURT
IN THE CITY OF WHITE PLAINS, COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER, PURSUANT TO
SECTION 5-1402 OF THE NEW YORK GENERAL OBLIGATIONS LAW, AND
TENANT WAIVES ANY OBJECTIONS WHICH IT MAY NOW OR HEREAFTER
HAVE BASED ON VENUE AND/OR FORUM NON CONVENIENS OF ANY SUCH

SUIT, ACTION OR PROCEEDING, AND TENANT HEREBY IRREVOCABLY
SUBMITS TO THE JURISDICTION OF ANY SUCH COURT IN ANY SUIT, ACTION
OR PROCEEDING. TENANT DOES HEREBY DESIGNATE AND APPOINT:

Lizer Josefovle
HBL SNF, LLC

1280 Albany Post Road

Croton-on-Hudson, New York 10520

AS ITS AUTHORIZED AGENT TO ACCEPT AND ACKNOWLEDGE ONITS BEHALF
SERVICE OF ANY AND ALL PROCESS WHICH MAY BE SERVED IN ANY SUCH

SUIT, ACTION OR PROCEEDING IN ANY FEDERAL OR STATE COURT IN NEW
YORK, NEW YORK, AND AGREES THAT SERVICE OF PROCESS ÛPON SAID
AGENT AT SAID ADDRESS AND WRITTEN NOTICE OF SAID SERVICE MAILED
OR DELIVERED TO TENANT IN THE MANNER PROVIDED IN ARTICLE XIH OF
THIS LEASE SHALL BE DEEMED IN EVERY RESPECT EFFECTIVE SERVICE OF
PROCESS UPON TENANT IN ANY SUCH SUIT, ACTION OR PROCEEDING IN THE
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STATE OF NEW YORK. TENANT (A) SHALL GIVE PROMPT WRITTEN NOTICE
TO LANDLORD OF ANY CHANGED ADDRESS OF ITS AUTHORIZED AGENT
HEREUNDER, (B) MAY AT ANY TIME AND FROM TIME TO TIME DESIGNATE, IN
THE FORM OF A WRITTEN NOTICE TO LANDLORD, A SUBST1TUTE
AUTHORIZED AGENT WITH AN OFFICE IN WHITE PLAINS, NEW YORK (WHICB
SUBSTITUTE AGENT AND OFFICE SHALL BE DESIGNATED AS THE PERSON
AND ADDRESS FOR SERVICE OF PROCESS), AND (C) SHALL PROMPTLY
DESIGNATE SUCH A SUBSTITUTE IF ITS AUTHORIZED AGENT CEASES TO
HAVE AN OFFICE IN NEW YORK, NEW YORK OR IS DISSOLVED WITHOUT
LEAVING A SUCCESSOR AND NOTIFY LANDLORD IN WRITING OF SUCH
SUBSTITUTION.

Section 20.2 Waiver of Breach. The waiver by either party of a breach or
violation of any provision of this Lease shall not operate as, or be cañatrüêd to be a waiver of,

any subsequent breach of the same or other provision hereof. No waiver shall be effectiveunless
set forth in writing and signed by the party against whom such waiver is asserted.

Section 20.3 Delay Not g Waiver. Neither any failure nor any delay on the part
of any party hereto in insisting upon atrict perforance of any term, condition, covenant or

agreement, or exercising any right, power, remedy or privilege hereunder, or any other document
or instrument entered into or delivered in cenrucaticñ herewith or pursuant hereto, shall operate
as or constitute a waiver thereof, nor shall a single or partial exercise thereof preclude any other
future exercise, or the exercise of any other right, power, remedy or privilege. A waiver of one
default with respect to any Person shall not be construed to be a waiver of any subseqpêñt default
with respect to such Person or any other Person or to impair any remedy, right or power
consequent thereon.

Section 20.4 EomeRaieure. Neither party shall be liable nor deemed to be in

default (other than monetary defaults) for any delay or failure in performance under this Lease or
other interruption of service or employment deemed resulting, directly or indirectly, from acts of

God, acts of public enemy, war, accidcats, fires, explosions, earthquakes, floods, failure of

transportation, strikes or other work interruptions by either Parties'
employees, or any similar or

dissimilar cause beyond the reasonable control of either party ("Force Maieure").

Section 20.5 Severability. In the event any provision of this Lease is
held to be unenforceable for any reason, the unenforceability thereof shall not affect the
remainder of this Lease so long as the intent of the parties under this Lease can still be effected,
which shall remain in full force and effect and enforceable in acecrd=-ce with its terms.

Section 20.6 Entire Agremnen Amendments. This instrument contains the

entire agreement between the Parties hereto with respect to the subject matter hereof. All

representations, promiscs and prior or centemperoness undertakings between such Parties are
merged into and expressed in this b:=ant, and any and all prior agreements between such
Parties are hereby canceled. The agreements contained in this instrument shall not be ammded,
modified, or supplemented except by a written agreement duly executed by both Landlord and
Tenant. .
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Section 205 Counterpart Exêcptipn; E etenic Exeqution, This Lease may be
executed in any number of counterparts with the same effect as if the Parties hereto had signed
the same docæent, All counterparts will be construed together and shail consumte one lease.
Signatures transmitted by email as PDFs shall have the same effect as original signatures.

Section 20.8 Survival of Representations and Warranties. Except as specifically
provided atherwisc in this Lease, all representations and warranties of Landlord and Tenant shall
survive the Term of this Lease.

Section 20.9 11se_9f2tqk33 Landlord and Tenant each represent and warrant
to the other that no broker, finder or other person has been involved in regard to this Lease.
Landlord and Tenant hereby agree to indenmify, defend and hold the other harmless fTOm and
against any and all claims, liabilities, costs and expenses of any kind (including the injured
party's reasonable attomeys' fees and expenses) in any way relating to or arising from a claim by
any Person that such Person acted on behalf of a party to this Lease in connection with the
transactions contempleted herein. The prevWena of this Section 20.9 shall survive the
expiration and termination of this Lease.

Section 20.10 Owner for Federal Tax Purposçs, It is hereby agreed between
Landlord and Tenant that for federal; state and local income tax purposes Landlord will be the
owner of the Leased Premises and Tenant will be the lessee thereof, and each party hereto agrees
to characterize this Lease as a lease for federal, state and local income tax purposes and to file all
tax returns consistent therewith.

Section 20.11 Egapanj_Culificent.eg. Tenant shall, without charge, at any tirne

and from time to time, within ten (10) days after written request by Landlord or Mortgagee,
deliver a written instrument to Landlord or any other person specified by Landlord, duly
executed and ackñ0wicaged, certifying the following and such other matters as may be

reasonably required by Landlord, including without limitation, current financial infciar,ation

relating to Tenant:

(a) That Tenant has accepted and is in possession of the Leased Premises;

(b) That this Lease is unmodified and in full force and effect or, if there has
been any modification, that the same is in full force and effect as so rñodified, and identifying
any such modification;

(c) Whether or not there are then existing any setoffs or defenses in favor of

Tenant against the enforcement of any of the terms, covenants, and conditions of this Lease by
Landlord and, if so, specifying the same, and also whether or not Landlord has abscricd and
performed all of the terms,.covenants, and condidons on the part of Landlord to be observed and
performed and, if not, specifying same;

(d) That no Lease Defaults exist or are continuing; and

(e) The dates to which Rent and all other charges heennder have been paid,
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Section 20.12 Confidentiality. (a) Landlord and Tenant agree to keep all aspects
of (but not the existence of) this Lease confidential, and shall not disclose to any person other
than the members, managers, owners, directors, officers, employees, agents, advisors, affiliates,
brokers, lenders, attomeys or accountants (collectively the "Itepresentatives") of the Parties
hereto on a need-to-know basis, or to any Governmental Authority pursuant to regulatory
authority, any confidential or proprietary inferiñstica, knowledge or data concoming the

business, affairs, operations, secrets, dealings or finances of the other party 4mished directly or

indirectly by such other party (collectively referred to as the "Confidential Information"), As
used in this Lease, the term "Confidential Information" does not include any information which:

(i) at the time of disclosure is generally available to and known by the public (other than as a
result of a disclosure directly or indirectly by either party or their Representatives); (ii) was
available to either party on a non-confidential basis from a source other than a party to this Lease
or its Representatives, provided that such source is not and was not bound by a confidentiality
agreement with the party hereto; (iii) has been independently acquired or developed by either

party or their Representatives without violating any of the obligations hereunder; (iv)is required

by law to be disclosed; or (v) relates to the tax structure, tax strategy or tax pl:=nh:g of this
transaction.

(f) In the event that either pany or any of the Representatives receives notice
of a legal request for disclosure of any of the Confidential Infoæetier (by deposition,
interrogatory, request for documents, subpoena, civil investigative demand or similar,process),
the party receiving such notice ("Receiving Pagy") shall promptly notify the other party
("Notified Party") so that the Notified Party may seek a protective onier or other appropriate

remedy if it chooses to do so. Failure by the Notified Party to take action to seek a protective
order or other remedy and lo notify the Receiving Party of such action prior to the required
disclosure date, shall be deemed a waiver of the provisions of this section. In the event that a
protective order or other remedy is not obtained or that the Notified Party waives compliance
with the provisions hereof, the Receiving Party shall exercise its best efforts to obtain a

confidentiality agreement or protective order conceming the Confidential Information, and in the
absence thereof, shall disclose only that portion of the Confidential Information which it is
advised by written opinion of counsel is legally required to be disclosed, or which is compelled

by court order,

(g) In the event of any breach or threatened breach hereof, Landlord or Tenant
shall be entitled to equitable relief, including a temporary preliminary and permanent injunction

and speeNic perfonnance, in addition to all other remedies available to them at law or in equity.

(b) Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, Landlord (and each

employee, agent, or other Represeñtative of L±ndlord) may disclose to any and all persons,
without limitation of any kind, the tax treátment and tax structure of this Lease, related
documents and all materials of any kind (including opinions or other tax analyses) that are
provided to Landlord relating to such tax treatment and tax structure, For this purpose, the tax
treatment of a transaction is the purported or claimed U.S. federal income tax treatment of the
transaction and the tax structure of a transaction is any fact that may be relevant to undemanding
the purported or claimed U.S. federal income tax treatment of the transaction.
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Section 20.13 BpjdoyeJ. If, at the expiration of the Term, or earlier termination
of the Lease, Tenant continues to occupy the Leased Premises except during a Reimbersement

Period, with Landlord's consent, such holding over abail not constitute a renewal of this Lease,
but Tenant shall be a Tenant from month-to month at 300% of the most recent Rent payable by
Tenant hereunder, at Landlord's sufferance, and under the same terms and conditions as were in
force and effect at the expiration of the Term (except only as to the Term), and except that in the
event Tenant shall continue to occupy the Leased Premises after the expiration of the Tenn,
without a duly executed extension agreement in writing having been entered into by and between
Landlord and Tenant, then if Landlord shall suffer any damage, loss, cost or expense as a result
of such holdover, then Tenant, in addition to such increased Rent, shall pay the amount thereof to
Landlord immediately on demand. The provisions of this Section shall be deemed to be "an
agreement expressly

provided" otherwise as provided in Section 232-C of the Real Property Law
of the State of New York, Holding Over. Nothing contained herein shall constitute the consent,
express or implied, of Landlord to the holding over of Tenant after the Expiration Date or earlier
termination of this Lease, nor shall anything contained herein be deemed to limit Landlord's
remedies.

Section 20.14 Tenanti Waiver of Claim for Physical Iniury, Landlord
and Landlord's Indemnitees shall not be liable for, and Tenant waives and indemnifies Landlord
and Landlord's Indemnitees against all claims for, damage or injury to person or property
sustained by Tenant or any person claiming through Tenant, or otherwise, resulting from any
accident or occurrence in, about, or upon the Leased Premises, whether occurring as a result of
Landlord's active or passivenegligence, or otherwise.

(a) Such waiver shall include, but not be limited to, claims for damage

resulting from: (i) any equipment or appurtenances becoming out of repair or any other capital

improvement, replacement, repair or mantenancet (ii) injury done or occasioned by wind;

(iii) any defect in or failure of plumbing, heating, or air conditioning equipmêñt, electric wiring,

gas, water and steam pipes, stairs, rail or walks; (iv) broken glass; (v) the backing up of any
sewer pipe or washstand, water closet, waste pipe, drain or any other pipe or tank in, upon or
about the Leased Premises; (vi) the escape of steam or hot water; (vii) water, snow or ice being
upon, falling from or coming through the roof, skylight, trap door, stairs, walks or any other
place upon or near the Leased Premises; (viii) the falling of any fixture, plaster, drywall or

stucco; and (ix) any act, omission or negligence of traspassers.

Section 20.15 Binding Effect. This Lease does not constitute an offer to lease
and shall not bind Landlord or Tenant unless and until each such party elects to be bound hereby
by executing and delivering to the other party an executed original counterpart hereof.

Section 20.16 Default by Landlord. Landlord shall in no event be charged with
default in the performance of any of its obligations hereunder unless and until Landlord shall
have failed to perform such obligations within sixty (60) days of when they are due to be

performed, except in cases when documents are *aquired or consents needed in less than sixty
(60) days in which case failure to render timely shall be deemed to be approval or consent of
L=M~d (or such additional time as is reasonably required to correct any such defaul,t) except
for Landlord's default in making timely payment of taxes and interest, in which case Landlord
shall be in default when such payments are delinquent or past due. Tenant agrees to give to the
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holder of record of any mortgage covering the Leased Pamises notice simultaneously with any
notice given to Landlord to correct any default of Landlord as hereinabove provided and agrees
that the holder of record of any rücitgage shall have the right, after receipt of notice of such

default, within sixty (60) days after the expiration of Tenant's applicable cure period with respect

thereto, to corfect or remedy such default before Tenant may take any action under this Lease by
reason of such default. Landlord shall also give to the holder of any mortgage copies of any
notices of defauk which it may give or send to Tenant.

Section 20.17 Liens. Tenant shall not do or suffer anything to be done whereby
the Leased Premises, or any portion thereof, or any interest therein, may be encumbered by any
liens of mechanics, läbGrers, or materialmen, chattel mortgages or any other liens. Tenant shall,
whenever and as often as any such liens are filed against the Leased Premises, or any portion

thereof, püiporting to be for labor or material furnished or to be fumished to Tenant, discharge
the same of record within thirty (30) days after the date of filing by payment, bonding or

otherwise, as provided by law. In the event of the default of Tenant in procuring the discharge,
as aforesaid, of any such lien, Landlord may, with five (5) days prior notice, procure such
discharge and the expenses incurred by Landlord in obtaining such discharge shall be paid by
Tenant as Additional Rent within ten (10) days after notice from Landlord of the amount thereof.

Section 20.18 Eubligjly, All news releases, publicity or advertising by Tenant or
their Affiliates through any media intended to reach the general public which refers to Landlord,
or its Affiliates, this Lease or the purchase of the Real Pròperty shall be subject to the prior
written appmval of Landlord.

Section 20.19 Trial by Jury. TENANT HEREBY AGREES NOT TO ELECT

A TRIAL BY JURY OF ANY ISSUE TRIABLE OF RIGHT BY JURY, AND WAIVES

ANY RIGHT TO TRIAL BY JURY FULLY TO THE EXTENT THAT ANY SUCH
RIGHT SHALL NOW OR HEREAFTER EXIST WITH REGARD TO THIS LEASE, OR
ANY CLAIM, COUNTERCLAIM OR OTHER ACTION ARISING IN CONNECTION
THEREWITH. THIS WAIVER OF RIGHT TO TRIAL BY JURY IS GIVEN

KNOWINGLY AND VOLUNTARILY BY TENANT, AND IS INTENDED TO
ENCOMPASS INDIVIDUALLY EACH INSTANCE AND EACH ISSUE AS TO WHICH
THE RIGHT TO A TRIAL BY JURY WOULD OTHERWISE ACCRUE. LANDLORD
IS HEREBY AUTHORIZED TO FILE A COPY OF THIS PARAGRAPH IN ANY
PROCEEDING AS CONCLUSIVE EVIDENCE OF THIS WAIVER BY TENANT.

Section 20.20 C_oastty-cqliop-aadJn-t-rpretation. The Parties have each negotiated
the terms and conditions hereof and reviewed this Lease carefully. It is the intent of the Parties
that each word, phrase, sentence and other part hereof shall be given its plain meaning, and that
rules of inicipretation or construction of contracts that would construe any =biguity of any part
hereof against the draftsman, by virthe of being the draftsman, shall not apply.

Section 20,21 Accord and Satisfaction, No payment by Tenant or receipt by
Landlord of a lesser amount than shall be due hander, shall be deemed to be other than a

payment on account nor shall any endorsement or statement on any check or any letter

accompanying any check or payment as rent be given any effect or be deemed an accord and
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satisfaction, and Landlord may accept such checks without prejudice to any other rights or
remedies which Landlord may have.

Section 20.22 Cantions and Headings. 'lite captions and headings set forth in this
Lease are included for convenience and reference only, and the words obtained therein shall in
no way be held or dscmed to define, limit, describe, explain, modify, amplify or add to the

interpretation, construction or meaning of, or the scope or intent of, this Lease, or any parts
hereof or thereof.

Section 20,23 Time h of the Essence. Time is of the essence of each and every
term, conditian, covenant and warranty set forth herein or in any of the other Lease Documents.

Section 20,24 . This Lease and the other Lease
Documents shan (a) be binding upon Tenant and Tenant's legal repramentatives and parmined
successors and permitted assigns, and (b) inure to the benefit of Landlord and any other person
or entity who may now or hereafter hold the interest of Landlord under this Lease and their
respective successors and assigns.

Section 20.25 No Third Party BeneficiariesThis Lease is solely for the benefit of

Landlord, its sncoessors and assigns, and Tenant, and nothing coñtaiñ©;l herein shall confer upon

any person other than Tenant or Landlord or their respective successors and assigns, any right to
insist upon or to enforce the performance or observance of any of the obligations contained

herein, except only as may be otherwise specifically provided for in this Lease. All conditions to
the obligations of Landlord to advance or make available pr~~eede of irsarañca or cor#=ntion
are imposed solely and exclusively for the benefit of Landlord, its successors and assigns. No
other person or entity shall have standing to require satisfaction of such conditions in accadance
with their terms, and no other person or entity shaU, under any circumstances, be a beneficiary of
such conditions, any or all of which may be freely waived in whole or in part by Landlord at any
time, if in Landlord's sole and absolute discretion, Landlord deems it advisable or desirable to do

Section 20.26 Non Competition and Non Solicitation,

Tenant agrees to the following restrictive covenants and agrscmcata which
covenants are not ssverable from this Lease and whkh are included to protect the value of the
Leased Premises. Accordingly, Tenant agrees that it and their Affiliates will not, during the
Term of this Lease at any time for a period of two (2) years after the expiration or early
termination of this Lease, directly or indirectly, together or alone or in conjunction with any
others, engage in the following·

(1) compete with the business conducted at the Facility, and-for these
purposes will not own, manage, operate, join, control or participate in, or be connected as an

officer, employee, partner, director, trustee or otherwise in any manner with a comy-uf which

owns or operates (or provides consulting and/or management services to any skilled nursing
facility located within the Primary Market of the Pacility or (ii) any company providing hospice
services in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, or, otherwise lend credit to a person, finn or

entity of a type which they prohibited from owning,
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(il) solicit or hire any then current or former (having provided services

during the period commencing one year prior to such date of solicitation or hire) employees of
the Facility (except for employment at the Facility),

(iii) solicit or cause any then current resident of the Facility to move to
another nursing facility unless, except during the Term of this Lease the Facility can no longer
provide adequate care for such resident.

Tenant acknowledges and agrees that the remedy at law for any breach or threat
of breach of the foregoing agreements will be inadequate and that Landlord shall be entitled to
in-junctive relief in addition to any rights or remedies available to it for any breach or threat of
breachhereof. The foregoing covenants shall be deemed to be severable and if the same be held
invalid by reason of length of time or area covered, or both, the Tenant agrees that such length of
time or area covered, or either of them, shall be reduced to the extent necessary to cure such

invalidity and the provisions hereof shall be enforceable to the fullest extent permitted by law.

Section 20.27 Subdivision. If the Leased Pmmises are in excess of that which is
required to operate the Facility in accordance with the Intended Use, Landlord may subdivide the
Leased Premises and amend this Lease to include only so much of the Leased Prerrtises as is

necessary to operate the Pacility in accordance with the Primary Intended Use. If Landlord
subdivides the Leased Premises there shall be no change in the Rent payable hereunder, After

any such subdivisics, Tenant shall have no rights to any land which is no longer part of the
Leased Promises and Landloni may sell, lease or develop any land which is no longer part of the

Leased Premises. If Lef ord elects to subdividc the Leased Premises Tenant shall cooperate
with Landlord and take all actions reasonably requested by Landlord to effect such subdivision.

Section 20.28 Landlord Not in Controh No Partnership. None of the covenants
or other provisions contained in this Lease shall, or shall be deemed to, give Landlord the right

or power to exercise control over the affairs or management of Tenant, the power of Landlord

being limited to the rights to exemise the remedies referred to in this Lease. The relationship
between Tenant, on the one hand, and Landlord, on the other hand, is, and at all times shall

remain, solely that of landlord and tenant. No covenant or provision of this Lease is irdcaded,
nor shall it be deemed or constroed, to oreate a partnership, joint venture, agency or common
interest in profits or income between Landlord, on the one hand, and Tenant, on the other hand.
Landlord undertakes or assumes no responsibility or duty to Tenant or to any other person with

respect lo the Facility or this Lease, except as expressly provided in this Lease; and

notwithstanding any other provision of this Lease (a) Landlord shall not be comed as, a

partner, joint venturer, alter ego, manager, nontrolling person or other business associate or
participant of any kind of Tenant or its stockholders, members, or partners and Landlord never

intends to ever assume such status; (b) Landlord shall not in any event be liable for any debts,
expenses or losses incurred or sustained by Tenant; and (c) Landlord shall not be deemed
responsible for or a participant in any acts, omissions or decisions of Tenant or their

stockholders, members, or partners, Landlord, on the one hand, and Tenant, on the other hand,
disclaim any intenden to oreate any partnership, joint venture, agency or common interest in
profits or income bêtwéüa Landlord. on the one hand, and Tenant, on the other hand, or any
sharing of liabilities, losses, costs or expenses.
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Section 20.29 Tenant Cooperation, Tenant agrees to cooperate with Landlord in

providing, and upon request by Landlord or its lender, Tenant shall provide or cause its
subtenants to provide, such documents, infonnation, financial reports, and such other items as

may be required by Mortgagee in connection with Landlord's loan or loans to acquire the Leased
Panises, Tenant agrees to cause its outside counsel to provide updated healthcare opinions
required by Mortgagee in connection with the haM=e operations by Tenant or its subtenants
at the Facility, and if required by Mortgagee, an opinion of counsel as to the due formation of
Tenant and Its subtenants and due execution by said parties, and Tenant Affiliates, of the Lease,
all subleases, all guaranties of the Lease, and any other documents exeonted by such parties in
ccññcction with the loan(s) from Mortgagee to Landlord. Tenant agrees to execute, and cause
the subtenants to execute, SNDAs in form and a±:ª=ê required by Mortgagee and by its
prospective lender who will be making HUD-insured loans to Landlords. Tenant further agrees
to cooperate with Landlord and with its lenders who are processing and will be making HUD
Loans to Landlords.

Section 20.30 Caoitalized Terms. To the extent capitalized terms used herein are
not defined, they shall have the same meaning as capPaMed tenns in the Loan Documcñts.

Section 20,31 Affiliate, The tenn
"Affiliate"

shall mean, as to any Person, any
other Person that, directly or indirectly, is in control of, is controlled by or is under common
control with such Person or is a director or offloor of such Person or of an Affiliate of such
Person.

ARTICLE XXI

REMEDIES CUMULATIVE

Section 21.1 The rights and remedies set forth under this Lease are in addition
to all other rights and remedies afforded to Landlord under any of the other documents
contemplated under this Lease ("Lease Documents") or at law or in equity, all of which are

hereby reserved by Landlord, and this Lease is made and accepted without prejudice to any such
rights and remedies. All of the rights and remedies of Landlord under each of the Lease
Documents shall be separate and camalative and may be exercised coñcmisatly or successively
in Landlord's sole and absolute discretion,

ARTICLE XXII

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY

Section 22.1 Liability. No member, manager, officer, starselds, employee or
agent of Leadlord or its respective affiliates shall be held to any personal liability, jointly, or

severally, for any obligation of, or claim against Landlord under this Lease. All persons dealing
with Landlord, in any way, shall 1ook only to the assets of Landlord for the paymcñ‡ of any stun
or the performance of any obligations. ,
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Section 22.2 Copemential Ihmarca, Under no circumstances shall Landlord
be liable to Tenant or any subtenant or Affiliate of Tenant for any consequential, specified,
exemplary or permitted damages.

Section 22.3 Liability Limited to Interest in Premises. Tenant shall look solely to
Landlord's interest in the Leased Premises owned by Landlord to satisfy any liability arising
under this Lease. h is specifically agreed that no constituent partner in Landlord or officer,
director, member, manager or employee of Landlord shall ever be personally liable for any such
judgment or for the psymcat of any monetary obligation to Tenant. Except as etherdae

expressly provided herein, in no event shall Landlord ever be liable to Tenant for any indirect or
consequential damages suffered by Tenant from whatever cause.

ARTICLE XXIII

REGULATORY ACTIONS

Section 23.1 Notice of Litigation. (a) Promptly after receipt by Tenant or its
Aniliates of notice of the commencement thereof, Tenant shall provide Landlord with notice of
all actions, suits, and proceedings before any Gar-ente Authority affecting Tenant, or its
Affiliates or its Subtanaats, which, if detennined adversely to Tenant, its Affiliates or its

Subtenants, could result in a judgment equal to or greater than Fifty Thoused Dollars
($50,000.00).

(b) Notice of Repulatory Actions, Promptly after receipt by Tenant or its
Affiliates of the notice of commañcement thereof, Tenant shall provide Landlord with notice
of (i) any audit, investigation, claim (excluding adju#m±nts, complaints, and corrective

activity in the ordinary course of business), proceeding, settlement, judgm=t, consent order,
or corporate integrity agreement by or imposed by any Govemmental Authority, (ii) any
suspension, debannent or disqualification of Tenant, its officers and mcmbs, or its
Affiliates from being a health cam provider, government contractor, holder of any health care
license or recipient of reimbursement from any third party payor, (lli) any suspension,
tennination, or revocation of any health care license of Tenant or any or any of Tenant's
Affiliates or (iv) any self or voluntary disclosure of any overpâyment to a third party payor

by Tenant or any of Tenant's Affiliates.

(c) Notice of Settlement Negotigions. Tenant shall provide Landlord
with reac~*able notice of any and all settlement discussions and/or negotiations (excluding
adjnatments, complaints and corrective activity in the ordinary course of business).between

representatives of Tenant and/or its Subtenants and any Governmental Authority, including
without limitation negotiations with respect to any claim, settlement agreement, consent
order or corporate integrity agreement bctwcen Tenant and its Affiliates and any
Govemmental Authority ("Settlement Discussions"). In connection with Settlement

Discussions, (i) Tenant shall timely provide Landlord with copies of any and all documents
that Tenant and/or its Subtenants intends to submit, or that Tenant and/or its Subtenets

receives, in connection with any Settlement Discussions, and (ii) Tenant shall advise
Landlord as to the status of the Settlement Discussions.
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No receipt of any such notice under subsections (a), (b) and (c) shall impose any
obligation on Landlord to take any action or to enforce its righth hereunder or otherwise remedy
the circumstances leading to such notice,

ARTICLE XXIV .

ANTI-TERRORISM AND ANTI-MONEY LAUNDERING COMPLIANCE

Section 24.1 Compliance with Anti-Termrism LawsTenant represents and
warrants to Landlord that It is not, and, after making due inquiry, that no person who owns a

controlling interest in or otherwise controls Tenant is, (i) listed on the Specially Designated
Nationals and Blocked persons List (the "SDN List") maintained by the Office of Foreign Assets
Control ("OFAC"), Department of the Treasury, and/or on any other similar list ("Other

Lists"

and, collectively with the SDN List, the "Lists") maintained by the OPAC pursuant to any
authorizing statute, Executive Order or regulation (collectively, "OFAC Laws and

Regulations"); or (ii) a person (a "Designated Person") either (A) included within the term
"designated national" as defined in the Cuban Assets Contal Regulations, 31 C.F.R. Part 515, or

(B) deaîgaated under Sectians 1(a), 1(b), 1(c) or 1(d) of Executive Order No. 13224, 66 Fed.
Reg. 49079 (published September 25, 2001) or similarly designated under any related enabling
legislation or any other similar Executive Orders (collectively, the "Executive Orders"). The
OFAC Laws and Regulations and the Executive Orders are collectively referred to in this
Agreement as the "Anti-Terrorism Laws". Tenant represents and wrish that it requires, and
has taken reasonable measures to ensure ccepliance with the requirement, that no person who

owns any other direct interest in Tenant is or shall be listed on any of the Lists or is or shall be a
Designated Person. This Section 24 1 shall not apply to any person to the extent that such
person's interest in Tenant is through a U.S. Publicly-Traded Entity. As used in this Lease,
"U.S. Publicly-Traded Entity" means a person (other than an individual) whose securities are

listed on a national securities exchange, or quoted on an automated quotation system, in the
United States, or a wholly-owned subsidiary of such a person.

Section 24.2 Fundalnvested in Tenant. Tenant represents and warrants that it
has taken reasonable measues appropriate to the circumstances (and in any event as required by
law), with espect to each holder of .a direct or indirect interest in Tenant, to assure that funds
invested by auch holders in Tenant are derived from legal sources ("Anti-Money Laundenna
Measures"). The Anti-Money L=mdahig Measures have been undertaken in accordance with
the Bank Secreoy Act, 31 U.S.C. §§ 5311 et seq. ("_11SA"), and all applicable laws, regulations
and government gaidaace on BSA compliance and on the prevention and detection of money
laundering violations under 18 U.S.C. §§ 1956 and 1957 (colledvely with the BSA,
"Anti-Money LaunderinRLaws").

Section 24.3 No violation of AntiRoney LaunderingLaws. Tenant repments
and warrants to Landlord, to its actual knowledge after making due inquiry, that neither Tenant
nor any holder of a direct or indirect interest in Tenant (i) is under investigation by any
govcramcatal authority for, or has been charged with, or convicted of, money laundering under
18 U.S.C. §§ 1956 and 1957, drug trafficking, terrorist-related activities or other money

laundering predicate crimes, or any violation of the BSA, (ii) has been assessed civil penalties
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under any Anti-Money I -&±g Laws, or (iii) has had any of its funds seized or faifaited in an
action under any Anti-Money Laundering Laws.

Section 24.4 Te as with Anti-Money Isûñdcrhia Laws. Tenant
represents and warrants to Landlord that it has'taken raseenable measures appropriate to the
circiisñäidsws (in any event as requi ed by law), to ensure that Tenant is in eemplisce with all
current and future Anti-Money Laundering Lawa and laws, regulations and government guidence
for the prevention of terrorism, terrorist financing and drug traffickings

[SEE ATTACHED SIGNATURE PAGES]
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!

IN.WITNESS WHERBOF, the Parties have executed or caused the execution of this
Lease by their respective officers duly authorized as of the day and year first above written,

LANDLORD:

White Plains thedpÎh s C, ,
a Massa limited liabili .ec pay

Manager

TENANT:

HBL SNF, LLC,
a New York limited lia'sility company

By:
Name: ____ __._______.
Its:
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!

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have executed or caused the executicñ of this
Lease by their respective officers duly authorized as of the day and year first above written.

LANDLORD:

White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC, ,
a Mesachusetts limited liability company

By
, Manager

TENANT:

HBL SNF, LLC,
a New York limited liability company

By:

ts:
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SCHEDULE 18(k)

Health Care Representations

Health Care Representations. Tenant, for itself, and for the Subtenants, do

hereby represent and warrant to Landlord, its successors and assigns, as of the date of the Lease,
that:

(a) All Medicare and Medicaid provider agreements, certificates of need, if

applicable, certifications, govemmental licenses, permits, regulatory agreements or other
agreements and approvals, including certificates of operation, completion and occupancy,
and state nursing facility licenses or other licenses required by Health Care Authorities
(as' defined in the Lease) for the legal use, occupancy and operation of the Facility
(collectively, the "Health Care Licenses") for the Facility have been obtained by the

party required to hold such Health Care Licenses and are in full force and effect,

including approved provider status in any approved third-party payor program. Each
Subtenant (hereinafter *Operator") owns and/or possesses, and holds free from
restrictions or conflicts with the rights of others, all such Health Care Licenses and will
operate or cause the Facility to be operated in such a manner that the He'alth Care
Licenses shall remain in full force and effect;

(b) The Facility is duly licensed as a skilled nursing facility as required under
the applicable laws of the State of New York. The licensed bed capacity of the Facility
and the actual bed count 0psiäted at the Facility is 160. The Tenant has not applied to
reduce the number of licensed or certified beds of the Facility or to move or transfer the
right to any and all of the licensed or certified beds of the Facility to any other location or
to amend or otherwise change the Facility and/or the number of beds approved by the
DOH or other applicable state licensing agency, and there are no proceedings or actions

pending or contemplated to reduce the number of licensed or certified beds of the

Facility;

(c) The Health Care License with respect to the Facility (i) has not been and will
not be (A) transferred to any locatica other than the Facility or (B) pledged as collateral

security (other than any pledge as collateral security to Tenant's accounts receivable
lender approved by Landlord which pledge is subject to the interests of (x) Landlord
under the Lease and (y) Mortgagee, including the liens and security interests of the Loan

Documents), (ii) is and will continue to be held free from restrictions or known conflicts
that would materially impair the use,or operation of the Facility as intended, and (iii) is
not provisional, probationary, or restricted in any way, except in instances where a
Govemmental Authority or Health Care Authority has issued a provisional, pmbationary
or restricted license, permit or certification in the ordinary course pêñding issuance of a
final license, pennit or certification;

(d) Tenant has or will take any action to rescind, withdraw, revoke, amend,
modify, supplement or otherwise alter the nature, tenor or scope of any Health Care
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License or applicable provider payment program participation other than non material
alterations effected in the onlinary course of business;

(e) Tenant and the operation of the Facility are in material compliance with
the applicable provisions of the Laws and all orders, standards, policies, restrictions or
rules of any Health Care Authority having jurisdiction over the ownership, use,
occupancy or operation of the Facility, including (i)staffing requirements, (11) health and
fire safety codes including quality and safety standards, (i11) accepted professional
standards and principles that apply to the Operator's provision of services at the Facility,

(iv) federal, state or local laws, rules, regulations or published interpretations or policies

relating to the prevention of fraud and abuse, (v) insurance, reimbursement and cost

reportirtg requirements, government payment program requirements and disclosure of

ownership and related information requirements, (vi) requirements of applicable Health
Care Authorhies, including those relating to the Facility's physical structure and

environment, licensing, quality and adequacy of nursing facility care, distributions of

phaññãcéüticals, rate setting, equipment, personnel, operating policies, and additions of

Facility and services, and (vii) any other applicable laws, rcgü!aticñs or agreements for
reimbursement for the type of care or services provided by Tenant and/ with respect to
the Facility. As used herein, "material compliance" means a level of compliance that

would keep Tenant and/ (and the operation of the Facility) free from any final orders or

sanctions by any Covemmcutal Authority or Health Care Authority having jurisdictis
over the operation of the Facility and would not adversely affect Tenant's and/*s

operations, including, but not limited to, its right to receive reimbursement or insurance

payments;

(f) Tenant and the Facility are each in material compliance with the
requirements for participation in the Medicare and Medicaid programs with respect to the

Facility that currently participates in such programs and has a current provider agreement

under Title XVIII and/or XIX of the Social Security Act which is in full force and effect.

Facility has not had any deficiencies on its most recent survey (standard or comiz±a that

would result in a denial of payment for new admissions with no apportunity to correct

prior to tennination. The Facility had not any deficiencies at "level G" or above on its
most recent survey (standard or complaint), nor has Tenant been cited with any
substandard quality of care deficiencies (as that term is defined in Part 488 of 42 C.F.R.)
for the past two consecutive surveys. The Facility has not been designated as a Special

Focus Facility (as such term is defined by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid
Services Special Focus Facility Program);

(g) Neither Tenant nor the Facility is a target of, participant in, or subject to

any action, proceeding, suit, audit, investigation or sanction by any Health Care Authority
or any other adminintrative or investigative body or entity or any other third party payor

or any patient or resident (including, without limitation, whistleblower suits, or suits
brought pursuant to federal or state False Claims Acts, and Medicaid/Medicare/State
fraud/abuse laws, but excluding medical malpractice claims and other civil liability
lawsuits for which the Facility is mé±±±;; insurance coverage in the ordinary course
of business) which may result, directly or indirectly or with the passage of time, in the

imposition of a fine, penalty, altemative, interim or final sanction, a lower rate
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certification, recoupment, iccavery, suspension or discontinuance of all or part of
reimbursement from any Health Care Authority, third-party payor, insurance carrier or
private payor, a lower reimbursement rate for services rendered to eligible patients, or

any other civil or edmi=l remedy, or which could reasonably be expected to have a
material adverse effect on Landlord, Tenant , or the operation of the Facility, including
the Facility's ability to accept or retain residcats, or which could result in the
appointment of a receiver or manager, or in the modification, limitation, tre!ment,
rev scâh, transfer, surrender, suspension or other impairment of a Health Care License,
or affect Tenant's 's participation in the Medicare, Medicaid, or third-party payor

program, as applicable, or any successor program thereto, at current rate certification, nor
has any such action, proceeding, suit, investigation or audit been threatcasd;

(h) There are no agreements with residents of the Facility or with any other
persons or organizations that deviate in any material adverse respect from or that conflict

with, any statutory or regulatory requireménts. All resident records at the Facility,

hekding patient and/or resident accounts records, are true, complete, and correct in all
material respects;

(i) Other than the Medicare, Medicaid, and Veteran Administration programs,
Tenant is not a participant in any federal, state or local program whereby any federal,
state or local govemment or quasi-gevcimnental body, or any intennediary, agency,
board or other authority or entity may have the right to recover funds with respect to any
Individual Property by reason of the advance of federal, state or local funds, incindkg,
without limitation those authorized under the Hill-Burton Act (42 U.S.C. 291, g sea).
Tenant has received no notice, and is not aware of any violation of applicable antitrust

laws;

(j) Tenant's private payor, Medicaid, Medicare, and/or managed care

company, insurance company or other third-party iñatirâñce accounts receivable with
respect to the Facility are free of any liens and Tenant has not pledged any of its
receivables as collateral security for any loan or indebtedness:

(k) Tenant is not a party to any collective bargaiñing agreement or other labor
contract applicable to persons employed by it at the Facility and there are no theatened
or pending labor disputes at the Facility;

(1) Tenant has instituted, and the Facility is opeated in material compliance

with, a compliaace plan which follows applicable guidelines established by Health Care

Authorities;

(m) Tenant is in compliance with the Health Care Insurance Portability and

Accc=t±ility Act of 1996, and theregulations pronmlgated thereunder;

(n) There is no threatened or pending revocation, suspension, termination,
probation, restriction, limitation, or non-renewal affecting Tenant and/or the Facility or
provider agreement with any third-party payor, Medicare or Mediceid;
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(o) All Medicare, Medicaid, and private insurance cost reports and financial
reports shmitted by or on behalf of the Facility are and will continue to be materially
accurate and complete and have not been and will not be misleading in any material

respects;

(p) The Facility and the use thereof complies in all material respects with all

eppliceb1e local, state, and federal building codes, fire codes, and other similar regulatory
requirements and no waivers of such physical plant standards exist at the Facility;

(q) Any existing agreement relating to the u-3oinent or operation of the

Facility is in full force and effect and is not in default by any party, In the event any
management or operating agreement is tenninated or in the event of foreclosure or other

acquisition, the subsequent operator need not obtain a certificate of need prior to spplying
for and receiving a license to operate the Facility or prior to receiving Medicare or
Medicaid payments, as applicable;

(r) There are no actions, suits, or proceediñgii at law or in equity by any
person or entity, islü‡ng any Govemmental Authority or any Health Care Authority or
other agency now pending or threatened against or affecting Tenant and/or the Facility,
which actions, suits or proceedings, individually or collectively, if dctcrmined against
Tenant and/or the Facility, might matcrially adversely affect the canditicñ

(f' or

otherwise) or business of Tenant and/or the condition, ownership or operation of the

Facility.
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SCHEDULE 19.2

"Special Paracsc
Entity" shall mean a corporation, litrlited partnership or limited liability

y (such entity eemetimes referred to herein as the "Company") which at all times on and
after the date hereof:

(d) is organized solely for the purpose of (i) acquiring, developing, owning,
holding, selling, leasing, transferring, exchsging, managing and operating the Leased

P=mises, cñtering into this Lease with Landlord, subleasing the Leased Premises to affiliated

subtccants; and (ii) transacting lawful business that is incident, necessary and appropriate to
accomplish the foregoing;

(e) is not engaged and will not engage, directly or indirectly, in any business
unrelated to those acuvides required or pennitted to be pciformed under the Lease, including
pursuañt to this definition of "Special Purpose Entity"

and Subsectionfal above, as

applicable;

(f) does not have and will not have any assets other than those (i) related to
the Leased Premises or its partnership interest in the limited pshiowhip or the member
interest in the limited liability company that operates the Leased Premises or acts as the

general partner or managing member thereof, as applicable, and (ii) iñcidentâI personal

propeaty necessary for the conduct of its business, as applicable;

(g) has not engaged, sought or conseted to and will not engage iji, seek or

consent to any dissolution, winding up, liquidstiön, consolidation, merger, sale of all or

substantially all of its assets, transfer of partnership or membership interests (if such entity is

a general partner in a limited partnership or a member In a limited liability company) or
amendment of its limited partnership agreement, articles of incorporation. .articles of

organization, certificate of formation or operating agreement (as applicabic) with respect to

the matters set forth in this definition;

(h) is and will remain solvent and pay its debts and liabilides (including, as

applicable, shared persome! and overhead expenses) from its assets as the same shall become

due, and is mer±ing and will maintain adequate capital for the normal obligations

reasonably foreseeable in a business of its size and character and in light of its centemplated

business operations;

(i) has not failed and will not fail to correct any known misunderstanding

regarding its separate identity;

(j) has mentained and will maintain its accounts, books and records separate
from those of any other person, individual or entity (a "Person") and maia:ain its bank
accounts separate from those of any other Person. To the extent required by law to file a tax

return, will file its own tax retums, except to the extent it is required to file cori=endatêd tax
returns by law;
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(k) has maintained and will raidatalñ its own records, books, resolutions and

agmements;

(1) has not commingled and will not commingle its funds or assets with those
of any other Person and has not paiticipated and will not participate in any cash management
system with any other Person other than pursuant to its [insert any credit facilities or
accounts receivables financings] ;

(m)has held and will hold its assets in its own name;

(n) has conducted and wilt conduct its business in its name;

(o) has maintained and will :naintain its financial statements, accounting
records and other entity documents separate from any other Person and has not pennitted and
will not permit its assets to be listed as assets on the financial statement of any other entity
except as required by GAAP; provided, however, that any such censolidated financial
statemet shaII contain a note indieMing that its separate assets and liabilities are neither
available to pay the debts of the ennmud=*=d

entity nor e=NT a obligations of the
consolidated entity;

(p) has paid and will pay its own liabilities and expenses, including the
salaries of its own employees, if any, out of its own funds and assets, and bas maintained and
will maintain a sufficient number of employees, if any, in light of its costsplated business
operations and in accordance with all Laws;

(q) has observed and will observe all partnership, corporate or limited liability
company formalities, as applicable;

(r) has and will have no indebtedness other than (i) liabilities under this Lease

or any S'1blene (ii)1iabilities incurred in the ordinary course of business relating to the

ownership and operation of the Izased Premises and the routine administration of Tenant,
and (iii) such other liabilities that are permitted under this Lease;

(s) has not and will not assume or guarantee or become obligated for the debts

of any other Person or hold out its credit as being available to satisfy the obligatioils'of any
other Person except as permitted pursuant to this Lease;

(t) has not and will not acquire obligations or securities of its partacts,
members or shareholders or any other Affiliate;

(u) has allocated and will allocate fairly, reasonably and in accordance with
all Laws, any overhead espenses that are shared with any Affiliate, including, but not limited

to, paying for shared office space and services performed by any cmploycc of an AfMiate;

(v) maintains and uses and will mainteia and use separate stationery, invoices
and checks bearing its name. The stationery, invoices, and checks utilized by the Tenant or
utilized to collect its funds or pay its expenses shall bear its own name and shall not bear the
name of any other entity;
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(w)has not pledged and will not pledge its assets for the beneth of any other

Person;

(x) has held itself out and identified itself and will hold itself out and identify
itself as a separate and distinct entity under its own name and not as a division or part of any
other Person;

(y) has 1ñaiñ±âined and will maintain its assets in such a manner that it will not
be costly or difficult to segregate, ascertain or identify its indhidüãl assets from those of any
other Person;

(z) bas not made and will not make loans to any Person or hold evidcace of
indebtcdæü issued by any other Person or entity;

(an) has not identified and will not identify its partners, members or

shareholders, or any Affiliate of any of them, as a division or part of it, and has not identified
itself and shall not identify itself as a division of any other Person;

(bb) has not entered into or been a party to, and will not enter into or be a

party to, any transaction with its parma, ma=hm, shareholders or Affiliates except (A) in
the ordinary course of its business and on tenna which are intrinsically fair, comrnercially
reasonable and are in compliance with all Laws and no less favorable to it than would be
shtaiñêd in a comparable arm's-length transactica with an unrelated third party and (B) in
connection with this Lease;

(cc) has not and will not have any obligation to, and will not, indemnify its

partners, officers, directors or members, as the case may be, unless such an chligatica is fully
subordinated to the Rent payable under this Lease and will not constitute a claim against it in
the event that cash flow in exce ss of the amount required to pay the Rent is insufficietit to

pay such obligation;

(dd) it shall consider the interests of its creditors in caññêçti0n with all

limited Jiability company actions;

(ee) does not and will not have any of its obligellens guaranteed by any
Affiliate except obligations under this Lease;

(ff) if such entity is a limited liability company, it shall have its own board of
directors or board of managers, and shall cause such board to meet at least aññüally or act

pursuant to written consent and keep minutes of such meetings and actions and observe all

other corporate formalities;

(gg) has complied and will cornply with all of the terms and provisions
contained in its organizational documents. The statement of facts contained in its

organizational documents are true and correct and will remain true and correct;

(hh) has not and will not perrnit any other Person independen! access to its

bank accounts;
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(ii) has caused and will cause all reprascñiatives of Tenant to act at all times
with respect to Tenant cesidsey and in furtherance of the foregaing; and

(jj) has not and will not form, acquire, or hold any subsidiary or own any
equity interest in any other entity.
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GUARANTY OF LEASE

THIS GUARANTY OF LEASE (this "Guaranty") is made as of November 19, 2015,

by Lizer Jozofovic ("Guarantor"), to WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I,
LLC, a Massachusetts limited liability company ("Landlord").

RE C I T A L 8

A. Landlord has been requested by HBL SNF, LLC a New York Limited Liability
Company ("Tenant") to enter into an Amended and Restated Lease and Security Agreement
dated as of November 19, 2015 (the "Lease"), whereby Landlord would lease to Tenant, and
Tenant would lease from Landlord, certain premises located in White Plains, New York, as more

particularly described in the Lease (the "Premises").

B. Tenant is owned by Guarantor, and Guarantor will derive substantial economic
benefit from the execution and delivery of the Lease.

C. Guarantor acknowledges that Landloni would not enter into the Lease unless this

Guaranty accompanied the execution and delivery of the Lease.

D. Guarantor hereby acknowledges receipt of a copy of the Lease.

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the execution and deliverf of the Lease and
of other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby
acknowledged, Guarantor covenants and agrees as follows:

L DEFINITIONS. Defined terms used in this Guaranty and not otherwise defined
herein have the meanings assigned to them in the Lease.

2. COVENANTS OF GUARANTOR.

21 Guarantor absolutely, acconditionally and hicvacably guarantees, as a

primary obligor and not merely as a surety: (i) the full and prompt payment of all Minimum Rent
and Additional Rent and all other rent, sums and charges of every type and nature payable by
Tenant under the Lease, whether due by acceleration or othcrwise, includ!ng costs and expenses

of collection (collectively, the "Monetary Obligations"), and (ii) the fbll, timely and complete
performance of all covengnts, terms, conditions, obligations, indemnities and agreements to be
performed by Tenant under the Lease, ineled!ng any indemnities or other obligaticüe of Tenant

that survive the expiration or earlier ocsinadon of the Lease (all of the obligaticñs described in
elauses (i) and (ii), are collectively referred to herein as the "Obligations").

2.2 Guarantor agrees with Landlord that (i) any action, suit or proceeding of

any kind or nature whateeever (an "Action") commenced by Landlord against Tenant, Guarantor

or any Other Guarantor of the Lease ("Other Guarantor") to enforce the Obligations shall not

prejudics in any way Landiard's rights to enforce the Obligations in any a±=q:cat Action
against Tenant, Guarantor or any Other Guarantor, (ii) Landlord may, at its option, join

Guarantor in any Action against Tenant or any Other Guarantor or acek recover against

Guarañter without Landlord first assbrting, pensecuth'g, or exhausting any remedy or claim
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against Tenant or any Other Guarantor and (iii) Guarantor will be conclusively bound by a
judgment entered in any Action in favor of Landlord against Tenant whether or not Guarantor is
entered as a party or participates in such Action.

2.3 If Landlord proposes to grant a mortgage on, or refinance any mortgage

enoumbaring the Pronikes or any portion thereof, Guarantor shall cooperate in the process, and
shall permit Landlord and the proposed mortgagee to meet with Guarantor or, if applicable,
offteers of Guarantor and to discuss Guamntor's business and finances, On request of Landlord,
Guarantor agrees to provide any such prospective mortgagee the infeGneon to which Landlord
is entitled hereunder, provided that if any such information is not publicly available, such
nonpublic information shall be made available on a confidential basis, Guarantor agrees to

execute, acknowledge and deliver documents requested by the prospective mortgagee (such as a
consent to the financing, without enoumbering Ouarantor's or Tenant's assets, a consent to a
collateral a=ignment of the Lease and of this Guaranty, estoppel certificate, and a subordination,
non-disturbance and attornment agreement), oustomary for tenants and their guarantors to sign in
connection with mortgage loans to !andlords, so long as such documents are in form then

customary among institutional lenders (provided the same do not materially and adversely
change Tenant's rights or obligations under the Lease or materially and adversely change
Guarantor's rights and obligations under this Guaranty).

3. GUARANTOR'S OBLIGATIONS UNCONDITIONAL.

3.1 This Cuaranty is an absolute and unconditional guaranty of payment and

of performance, and not of ce!!edion, and shall be enforceable against Guarantor without the

necessity of the commencement by Landlord of any Action against Tenant, and without the

necessity of any notice of noñpayment, nonperformance or nonobservance, or any notice of
acceptance of this Guaranty, or of any other notice or demand to which Guarantor might
otherwise be entitled, all of which Guarantor hereby expressly waives in advance. The
übligations of Ouarantor hereunder are independent of, and may exceed, the obligations of
Tenant.

3.2 This Guaranty shall apply notwithstanding any extension or renewal of the

Lease, or any holdover following the expiration or temiiñâtica of the Lease Term or any renewal

or extension of the Lease Term.

3.3 This Guaranty is a continuing guarantee and will remain in full force and
effect notwithstanding, and the liability of Guarantor hereunder shall be abso!nte and
unconditional irrespective of any or all of the following: (1) any renewals, extensions,

modifications, alterations or amend=ts of the Lease (regardless of whether Guarantor

consented to or had notice of same); (ii) any releases or discharges of Tenant or any Other
Ouarantor other than the full release and complete discharge of all of the Obligations;

(iii) Landlord's failure or delay to assert any claim or demand or to crEss any of its rights
against Tenant or any Other Guarantor ; (iv) any extension of time that may be granted by
Landlord to Tenant or any Other Guarantor; (v) any assignment or transfer of all of any part of

Tenant's interest under the Lease (whethct by Tenant, by operation of law, or otherwise);

(vi) any subletting, concession, franchising, licensing or permitting of the Premises or any
portion thereof; (vii) any changed or different use of the Premises (or any portion thereof);

2
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(viii) any other dealings or matters occurring between Landlord and Tenant or any Other

Guarantor; (ix) the taking by Landlord of any additional guarantees, cr the receipt by Landlord of

any collateral, from Tenant, any Other Guarantor or any other persons or entities; (x) the release

by Landlord of any Other Guarantor; (xi) Landlord's release of any security provided under the
Lease or any other guaranty; (xil) Landlord's failure to perfect any landlord's lien or other lien or

security interest available under applicable Legal Requirements; (xiii) any assumption by any
polison of any or all of Tenant's obligations under the Lease or any Other Guarantor's obligations
under any other guaranty, or Tenant's assignment of any or all of its rights and interests under
tlie Lesse, (xiv) the power or authority or lack thereof of Tenant to execute, acknowledge or

deliver the Lease; (xv) the existence, non-existence or lapse at any time of Tenant as a legal

entity or the existence, non-existence or termination of any corporate, ownership, business or
other relationship between Tenant and Guarantor; (xvi) any sale or aäsignment by Landlord of

any or all of this Guaranty, any other guaranty and the Lease (including any direct or collateral
assignment by Landlord to any mortgagee); (xviif the solvency or lack of solvency of Tenant or

any Other Guarantor at any time or fröm time to tinie; or (xviii) any other cause, whether similar
or dissimilar to any of the foregoing, that might constitute a legal or equitable discharge of
Guarantor (whether or not Guarantor shall have knowledge or notice thereof) dther thatl payment
and performance in full bf the Obligations; (xix) the refense or discharge of Tenant in any state
or federal oreditors'

proceedings, receivership, bankruptcy or other proceeding; (kx) the

impairment, limiwM or modification of the liability of Tenant or the estat9 of Tenant in

bankrqptcy, or of any remedy for the enforcement of Tenant's liability under the Lease, rasulting
from the operation of any present or future provision of the United States Bankruptcy Code (1I
U.S.C. § 101 et seq.,, as amended), or from other statute, or from the order of any court; (xxi) the

rejection, disaffirmance or other termination of tlie Lease in any such proceeding; (xxii) the
assertion or the failure to assert by Landidrd against Tenant, of any of the rights or remedies
reserved to Landlord pursuant to the provisions of the Lease; or (Rxiii) if at any time the payment
of any amou.nt due under the Lease or this Guaranty is rescinded 6r must otherwise be retumed

by Landlord for any reasors, in such event, Guarantor shall pay to Landlord an amount equal tò

any such payment that has been rescinded or returned. This Guaranty shall continue to be
effective if at any time the payment of any amount due under the Lease or this Guaranty is
rescinded or must otherwise be retumed by Landlord for any reason Without in atty way limiting
the generality of the foregoing, Guarantor speof fically agrees that (A) if Tenant's obligations
under the Lease are modified or amended with the express written censent of Landlord, this

Guaranty shall extend to such obligations as sõ amended or modified without notice to,
consideration to, or the consent of, Guarantor, and (B) this Guaranty shall be applicable to any
obligations of Tenant arising in carsccticñ with a termination of the Lease, whether voluntary or

otherwise, Guarantor hereby consents, j=spectively, to Landlord's taking or entering into any
or all of the foregoing actions or omissions. For purposes of this Guaranty and the obligations
and liabilities of Guarantor hereunder,

"Tenant"
shall be deemed to include any and all

concessionaires, licensees, franchisees, department operators, assignees, subtenants, permittees
or others directly or indirectly operating or conducting a business in or fmm the Premises or any
portion thereof, as fully as if any of the same were the named Tenant under the Lease.

3.4 Notwithstanding anything to the contrary hereunder, Guararder shall be

released and discharged from all liability with respect to any obligationa of Tenant under the
Lease arising or accruing after the Commencement Date (the "Guaranty Termhiation Date");
provided that 60 days prior to the Commencement Date Tenant has delivered to Landlord (i) (a)

3
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an unconditional Letter of Credit, in accordance with the Section 7.1(a)(i1) of the Lease in the
atnount of $3,700,000, or (b) S3,700,000 in cash to secure the fhil and timely partnent and
performance of Tenant's obligations under the Lease, (ll) an agreement by Capital Punding
Oroup, whloh eannot be amended except by an agreement in writing signed by Landlo4 Tenant
and Capital Funding Oroup. in the Ibrm attached as Exhibit 7.1(a) of the Lease or otherwise
approved by Landlord and Landlord's leaders in their reasonable discretion, wheretri and

whereby Capital Funding Oroup agrees to allow Tenant to draw down on its Credit Line each
month so as to enable Capital Panding Oroup to pay directly to Landlord the sum of $506,096,50
per month commencing the Commenonment Date and on each day Fixed Rent is due under the
Lease for the foll onds, and (111)and released to Landlord all funds in the controlled
account numbe in JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. in the amount not foss than
$1,600,000 to be held as an additional Security Deposit by Landlord. ARer the Ouaranty
Termination Date, Guarantor shall continue to remain persorially liable pursuant to the tenus of
this Guaranty for (1) all obligations of Tenant under the Lease which arose or acorued og or prior
to the Guaranty Termination Date and (ii) any liability of Tenant arising out of a breach of any
warranty or representation of Tenant under Lease, and all docurcent: executed by Tenant in
connection therewith, (111) and any liability of Ouarantor arising out of a breach of any wammty
of representation hereunder.

4. WAIVERS OF GUARANTOR.

4.1 Without limitation of the fbingoing, Guarantor waives (1) notice of
acceptance of this Guaranty, protest, demand and dishonor, presentment, and demands of any
kind now or hereafter provided for by any statute or rule of law, (11) notice of any actions taken

by Landlord or Tenant under the Lease or any other agreement or instrument relating thereto,
(ilf) nodge of any and all defaults by Tenant in the payment of Minimum Rent and Additional
Rent or other rent, charges or amounts, or of any other defaults by Tenant under the Lease,
(ly) all other notices, demands and protests, and all other formalities of svery kind In connection
with the enforcement of the Obligations, omission of or delay in whloh, but fbe the provisions of
this Section 4, might constitute grounds for relieving Ouarantor of its obligations hereunder,
(v) any requirement that Landlord protect, secure, perfect, insure or proceed against any security
laterest or lien, or any property subject thereto, or exhaust any right or take any action.against

Tenant, any Other Ouarantor or any other person or entity (ino!uding any additional guarantor or

Ouarantor) or against any collateral, and (vi) the benefit of any statute of timitations aflboting
Guarantor's liability under thla Ouaranty.

44 OUARANTOR HEREBY WAlVES TRIAL BY JURY IN ANY
ACTION, PROCEEDING OR COUNTERCLAIM BROUGHT EY · ANY PERSON OR
ENTITY WITH RESPECT TO ANY MATTER WHATSOEVER ARISINO OUT OF OR IN
ANY WAY CONNECTED WITH: THIS GUAAANTY; THE LEASEt ANY LIAElLITY OR
OELIOATl0N OF TENANT IN ANY MANNER RELATED TO THE PREMISES OR ANY
PORTION THEREOPi ANY CLAIM OP INJURY OR DAMAGE IN ANY WAY RFAATED
TO THE LEASE AND/OR THE PREMISES (OR ANY PORTION THEREOF); ANY ACT OR
OMISSION OF TENANT, ITS AGENTS, EMPLOYEES, CONTRACTORS, SUPPLIERS,
SERVANTS, CUSTOMERS, CONCESSIONAIRES, FRANCHISEES, PERMITIEES OR

LICENSEES: OR ANY ASPECT OF THE USE OR OCCUPANCY OP, OR THE CONDUCT

OF BUSINESS IN, ON OR FROM THE PREMISES (OR ANY PORTION THEREOF),

4
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GUARANTOR SHALL NOT INTERPOSE ANY COUNTERCLAIM OR COUNTERCLAIMS
OR CLAIMS FOR SET-OFF, RECOUPMENT OR DEDUCTION OF RENT IN ANY ACTION
BROUGHT BY LANDLORD AGAINST GUARANTOR UNDER THIS GUARANTY.
GUARANTOR SHALL NOT BE ENTITLED TO MAKE, AND HEREBY WAIVES, ANY
AND ALL DEFENSBS AGAINST ANY CLAI1VI ASSERTED BY LANDLORD OR IN ANY
SUIT OR ACTION INST1TUTED BY LANDLORD TO ENFORCE THIS GUARANTY OR
THE LEASB. IN ADDITION, GUARANTOR HEREBY WAIVES, BOTH WITH RESPECT
TO THE LEASE AND WITH RESPECT TO THIS GUARANTY, ANY AND ALL RIGHTS
WHICH ARE WAlVED BY TENANT UNDER THE LEASE, IN THE SAME MANNER AS
IF ALL SUCH WAIVERS WERE FULLY RESTATED HERE1N. THE LIABILITY OF
GUARANTOR UNDER THIS GUARANTY IS PRIMARY AND UNCONDITIONAL.

4.3 Guarantor expressly waives any and all rights to defenses arising by
reason of (i) any

"one-action" or "anti-deficiency" law or any other law that may prevent
Landlord from bringing any action, including a claim for deficiency, against Guarantor before or
after Landlord's commencement or completion of any action against Tenant or any Other

Guarantor; (ii) ANY ELECTION OF REMEDIES BY LANDLORD (INCLUDING ANY
TERMINATION OF THE LEASE) THAT DESTROYS OR OTHBRWISE ADVERSELY
AFFECTS GUARANTOR'S SUBROGATION RIGHTS OR GUARANTOR'S RIGHTS TO
PROCEED AGAINST TENANT FOR REIMBURSBMENT; (iii) any disability, insolvency,
bankruptcy, lack of authority or power, death, insanity, minority, dissolution, ar other defense of

Tenant, of any other guarantor (or any other Guarantor), or of any other person or entity, or by
reason of the cessation of Tenant's liability from any cause whatsoever, other than full and final

payment in legal tender and performance of the Obilgátions; (iv) any right to claim discharge of

any pr 411 of the Obligations on the basis of unjustified impairment of any collateral for the

Obligations; (v) any change in the relationship between Ouarantor and Tenant or any Other
Guarantor or any tèrmination of such relationship; (vl) any irregularity, defect or unauthorized
action by any or all of Landlord, Tenant, any Other Guarantor or surety, or any of their
respective officers, directors or other agents in executing and delivering any instrument or
agreements relating to the Obligations or in carrying qut or a.ttempting to carry out the terms of

any such agreements; (vii) any assigntnent, endorsement or transfer, in whole or in part, of the

Obligations, whether made with or without notice to or consent of Guarantor; (viii) if the

recovery from Tenant dr any other Person (including any Other Gurdantor) becomes barred by

any statute of limitations or is otherwise prevented; (ix) the benefits of any and all statutes, laws,
rules or regulations app!!cable in the State of Illinois which may require the prior or concurrent
joinder of any other party to any action on this Guaranty; (x) any release or other reduction of the
Obligations arising as a result of the expansion, release, substitution, deletion, addition, or

replacement (whether or not in accordance with the terms of the Lease) of the Premises or any
portion thereof; or (Kl) any neglect, delay, omission, failure or refusal of Landlord to take or

prosecute any action for the collection or enforcement of any of the Obilgations or to fbreclose or

take or prosecute any action in connection with any lien or right of security (incNding perfection

thereof) existing or to exist in connection with, or as security for, any of the Obligations, it being
the intention hereof that Guarantor shall remain liable as a principal on the Obligations

notwithstañdiñg any act, omission or event that might, but for the provisions hereof, otherwise

operate as a legal or equitable discharge of Guarantor. Guarantor hereby waives all defenses of a

surety to which it may be entitled by statute or otherwise.

5
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5. SUBORDINATIONt SUBROGATION.

S.1 Guarantor subordinates to and postpoñes in favor of the Obligations

(i) any present and future debts and obligations of Tenant or any Other Guarantor to Guarantor
(the "Indebtedness"), inc!eding: (A) salary, bannees, and other payments pursuant to any
employment arrangementl (B) fees, reimbursement of expenses and other payments pursuant to

any independent contractor arrangsmsñt, (C) principal and interest pursuant to any Iñdchtedness;

(D) distributions payable to any partñôñ, members or shareholders of Guarantor or Affiliates of

Ouarantor; (E) lease payments pursuant to any leasing arrangement; (F) any management fees;
and (G) all rights, liens and security interests of Guarantor, whether now or hereafter arising, in

any assets of the Tenant or any Other Ouarantor, and (ii) any liens or security interests securing
payment of the Indebtedness. Guarantor shall have no right to possession of any assets of Tenant
or any Other Ouarantor or to foreclose upon any such asset, whether by judicial action or

otherwise, unless and until the Obligations have been paid and performed in full. · Cuarañtor
agrees that Landlord shall be subrogated to Guarantor with respect to Guarantor's claims against
Tenant or any Other Guarantor and Guarantor's rights, liens and security interest, if any, in any
of Tenant's or any Other Guarantor's assets and proceeds thereof until all of the Obligations
have been paid and performed in thil.

5.2 After the occurrence of an Event of Default and until such Event of
Default is cured or after the commencement of any bankruptcy or insolvency proceeding by or
against Tenant and until such proceeding is dismissed, Guarantor shall not: (i) make any
distributions or other payments to any partners, parent entities, or Affiliates of Guarantor (other
than to Tenant); or (ii) ask for, sue for, demand, take or receive any payment, by setoff or in any
other manner, including the receipt of a negotlable instrument, for all or any part of the
Indebt-hess owed by Tenant, or any successor or assign of Tenant, including a receiver, trustee
or debtor in possession (the term "Tenant" shall include any such successor or assign of Tenant)
until the Obligations have been paid in full; however, if Guarantor receives such a payment,
Guarantor shall immediately deliver the payment to Landlord for credit against the then

outstanding M= of the Obligations, whether matured or unmatured. Nohvithstanding
anything in this Section 5 to the contrary, after an Event of Default has occurred and is

outstanding, Guarantor may make cash contributions to Tenant.

5.3 Guarantor shall not be subrogated, and hereby waives and disclaims any
olaim or right against Tenant by way of subrogation or otherwise, to any of the rights of
Landlord under the Lease or otherwise, or in the Premises (or any portion thereof), which may
arise by any of the provisions of this Guaranty or by reason of the performance by Cüarañter of

any of its Obligations hereunder. Guarantor shall look solely to Tenant for any recoupment of

any payments made or costs or expenses incurred by Ouarantor pursuant to this Guaranty. If any
amount shall be paid to Guarantor on account of such subrogation rights at any time when all of
the Obligations shall not have been paid and performed in full, ouarantor shall immediately
deliver the payment to Landlord for credit against the then outstanding balance of the

Obligations, whether matured or unmatured.

6. REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES OF GUARANTOR. Guarantor

represents and warrants that:

6
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6.1 This Guaranty is valid and binding upon and enforceable against

Guarantorwithout the requirement of further action or condition,

6.2 The execution, delivery and performance by Guarantor of this Guaranty
does not and will not (i) contravene any applicâhle Legal Requirements, the organizational
documents of Guarantor, if applicable, any order, writ, injunction, decree applicable to

Guarantor, or any contractual restriction binding on or affecting Guarantor or any of its

properties or assets, or (ii) result in or require the creation of any lien, security interest or other

charge or encumbrance upon or with respect to any of its properties or assets.

6.3 No approval, consent, exemption, authorization or other action by, or
notice to, or filing with, any govemmental authority is necessary or required in c0ñaéction with
the execution, dclivcry or performance by, or enforcement against, Guarantor of this Guaranty or

any other instn=cnt or agreement required hereunder.

6.4 There is no action, suit or proceeding pending or threatened against or
thcrwise affecting Guarantor before any court or other goveramantal authority or any a itrator

that may materially adversely affect Guarantor's ability to perform its obligations under this

Ouaranty.

6.5 Tenant is directly or indirectly owned and controlled by Guarantor.

6.6 Guarantor has derived or expects to derive financial and other advantages

and benefits directly or indirectly, from the making of the Lease and the payment and

performance of the Obligations. Guarantor hereby acknowledges that Landlord will be relying
upon Ouarantor's guarantee, representations, warrantles and covcñants contained herein.

6.7 All reports, statements (financial or otherwise), eertificates and other data

furnished by or on behalf of Guarantor to Landlord in connection with this Guaranty or the Lease

are: true and correct, in all rnaterial respects, as of the applicable date or period provided therein;
do not omit to state any material fact or circumstance necessary to make the stato=nts a^n+ain-1

therein not misleading; and fairly represent the financial condition of Guarantor as of the

respective date thereof; and no material adverse change has occurred in the financial condition of
Guarantor since the date of the most recent of such financisi statements.

7. NOTICES. Any consents, notices, demands, requests, appraials or other

communications given under this Guaranty shall be in writing and shall be given as provided in

the Lease, as follows or to such other addresses as either Landlord or Güàrantor may designate

by notice given to the other in accordance with the provisions of this Section 7:

If to Landlord:

White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC

c/oThe Congress Companies

2 Bourbon Street, Suite 200

Peabody, Ma 01960

Attn: William Nicholson

7
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With a copy to:

Posternak Blankstein & Lund LLP
Prudential Tower
800 Boylston Street

Boston, MA 02199
Attn: Gerald J. Billow, Esq.

And

Abrams Fensterman
1111 Marcus Avenue
Lake Success, New York 11042

Attn: Howard Fenstennan, Esq.
Attn: Greg Stoller, Esq.

If to Guarantor:

HBL SNF, LLC
$37 Routea22

Purdys, New York 10578
Attn: Lizer Jozefovic

With a copy to:

Michelman & Robinson
800 Third Avenue

New York, New York
Attn: Mark Zafrin, Esq.

8. CONSENT TO JURISDICTION. Ouarantor hereby (a) consents and submits to
the jurisdiction of the courts of the State of New York and the federal courts sitting in the State
of New York with respect to any dispute arising, dkectly or indirectly, out of this Guaranty,
(b) waives any objections which the undersigned may have to the laying of venue in any such

suit, action or proceeding in either such court, (c) agrees to join Landlord in any petition for
removal to either such court, and (d) irrevocably designates and appoints Tenant as its authorized

agent to accept and acknowledge on its behalf service of process with respect to any disputes

arising, directly or indirectly, out of this Cuarasty. The undmigned hereby acknowledges and
agrees that Landlord may obtain personal Jurisdiction and perfect service of process through
Tenant as the undersigned agent, or by any other means now or hereafter permitted by appitcable
law. Nothing above shall limit Landlord's choice of forum for purposes of enforcing this
Guaranty.

9. CERTAIN ADDITIONAL COVENANTS.

8
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9.1 Financini Deliveries. Guarantor shall deliver the following information
to Landlord:

9.1.1 As soon as available, and in any event within 120 days after the
olose of each calendar year, in hard copy and electronic format, in form satisfactory to Landlord,
and prceer-ted on a consolidated as well as a property-by-property basis, complete financial
statements prepared for suoh year with respect to Guarantor including a balance sheet as of the
end of such year, together with related statements of operations, cash flows and changes in

equity for such calendar year, prepared in accordance with GAAP applied on a consistent basis.

Upon the delivery of any finanolal information by or on behalf of Guarantor
pursuant to this Section 9 from time to time during the Lease Term, Guantntor sliall be deemed
(unless Guarantor specifically states otherwise in writing) to automatically represent and warrant
to Landlord that the financial Information delivered to Landlord is true, accurate and complete,
presents fairly the results of operations of Guarantor for the respective periods covered thereby,
reflects acce-etely the books and records of account of Guarantor as of such dates and for such

periods, and that there has been no adverse change in the feencial condition of Guarantor since
the date of the then applicable financial Infonnation.

9.2 Assignment: Sale of Assets: Change in Control. Without the prior
consent of Landlord, which consent may be withheld or granted in Landlord's sole discretion,
Guarantor shall not assign (whether directly or indirectly), in whole or in part, this Guaranty or

any obligatiûñ hereunder or, through one or more step transactions or tiered transactions, do, or
permit to be done, any activity, transaction or Transfer prohibited under Section 10.1 of the
Lease.

9.3 Payment IWethod; Default Interest. Guaracter shall make any payments
due hereunder in immediately available funds by wire transfer to Landlord's bank account as
actified by Landlord, unless Landlord agrees to another method of payment of immediately
available funds. If Guarantor does not pay an amount due hereunder on its due date, Guarantor

shall pay, on demand, interest at 18% annually on the amount due for a period ending on the full
payment of such amount, including the day of repayment, whether before or after any judgment
or award, to the extent permitted under applicable law.

10. MISCELLANEOUS.

10,1 Guarantor further agrees that Landlord may, without notice, assign this

Guaranty in whole or in part. If Landlord disposes of its interest in the Lease,
"Landlord," as

used in this Guaranty, shall mean Landlord's successors and assigns.

10.2 Guarantor promises to pay all costs of ecilection or enforcement incurred

by Landlord in exercising any remedies provided for in the Lease or this Guaranty whchr at

law or in equity, If any legal action or proceeding is commenced to interpret or enforce the

terms of, or obligations arising out of, this Guaranty, or to recover damages for the breach

thereof, the party prevailing in any such action or proceedings shall be entitled to recover from

the non-prevailing party all attorneys' fees and reasonable costs and expenses incurred by the

prevailing party. As used herein,
"attorneys' fees"

shall mean the fbes and expenses of counsel

9
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to the parties hereto, which may include printing, photocopying, duplicating and other expenses,
air freight charges, and fees billed for law clerks, paralegals, librarians and others not admitted to
the bar but performing services under the supervision of an attorney. The term "attorneys' fees"

shall also include all such fees and expenses incurred with respect to appeals, arbitrations and

bankruptcy proceedings.

10.3 Guarantor shall, from time to time within 10 days after receipt of
Landlord's request, execute, acknowledge and deliver to Landlord a statement certifying that this

Guaranty is unmodified and in full force and effect (or if there have been modifications, that the
same is in full force and effect as modified and stating such modifications), and setting forth
such other information as Landlord may reasoññhly request, Such certificate may be relied upon

by any prospective purchasêr, lessor or lender of all or a portion of the Premises (or any portion
thereof).

10.4 If any portion of this Guaranty shall be deemed invalid, unenforceable or
illegal for any reason, such invalidity, üñcñforecability or illegality shall not affect the balance of
this Guaranty, which shall remain in full force and effect to the maximum pennitted extent.

10,5 The provisions, covenants and guaranties of this Guaranty shall be binding
upon Guarantor and its heirs, succ6amors, legal representatives and assigns, and shall inute to the
benefit of Landlord and its successors and assigns, and shall not be deemed waived or modified
unless such waiver or modification is specifically set forth in writing, axecuted by Landlord or its
successors and assigns, and delivered to Guarantor.

10.6 Whenever the words "include", "includes",. or "including" are used in this

Guaranty, they shall be deemed to be followed by the words "without limitatica", and, whenever
the circumstances or the context requires, the singular shall be construed as the plural, the
masculine shall be coñatrued as the feminine and/or the neuter and vice versa. This Guaranty
shall be interpreted and enforced without the aid of any canon, custom or rule of law requiring or

suggesting construction against the party drafting or causing the drafting of the provision in
question.

10.7 Each of the rights and remedies herein provided are cumulative and not
exclusive of any rights or remedies provided by law or in the Lease or this Guaranty.

10.8 The provisions of this Guaranty shall be governed by and interpreted

solely in accordânce with the intemal laws of the State of New York, without giving effect to the

principles of conflicts of law.

10.9 The execution of this Guaranty after the execution of the Lease shall not

invalidate this Guaranty or lessen the Obligations of Guarantor hereunder.

10.10 This Guaranty may be executed in multiple vounterparts, each of which

shall be an original, but all of which shall constitute but one instrument. The signature page of

any counterpart may be detached therefrom and reattached to any other counterpart to physicâ!ly
form a single document.

10
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10.11 The Recitals set forth above are hereby incorporated by this reference and

inade a part of this Guaranty. Guarañtar hereby reprcr,ents and warrants that the Recitals are true
and correct.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Guarantor has executed this Guaranty under seal as of the day
and year first above written.

GUARANTOR:

L'
zefov

1 1
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GUARANTY OF LEASE

THIS GUARANTY OF LEASE (this "Guaranty") is made as of November 19, 2015,

by Mark Neuman ("Guarantor"), to WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I,
LLC, a Massachusetts limitedliabilitycompany ("Landlord").

R E C I T A L S

A. Landlord has been requested by HBL SNF, LLC a New York Limited Liability

Company ("Tenant") to enter into an Amended and Restated Lease and Security Agreement

dated as of November 19, 2015 (the "Lease"), whereby Landlord would lease to Tenant, and

Tenant would lease from Landlord, certain premises located in White Plains, New York, as more

particularly described in the Lease (the"Premises").

B. Guarantor will derive substantial economic benefit from the execution and

delivery of the Lease.

C. Guarantor acknowledges that Landlord would not enter into the Lease unless this

Guaranty accompanied the execution and delivery of the Lease.

D. Guarantor hereby acknowledges receipt of a copy of the Lease.

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the execution and delivery of the Lease and

of other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby
actmowledged, Guarantor coyenants and agrees as follows:

1. DEFINITIONS. Defined terms used in this Guaranty and not otherwise defmed

herein have the meanings assigned to them in the Lease.

2. COVENANTS OF GUARANTOR.

2.1 Guarantor absolutely, unconditionally and irrevocably guarantees, as a

primary obligor and not merely as a surety: (i) the full and prompt payment of all Minim"m Rent
and Additional Rent and all other rent, sums and charges ofeverytype and nature payable by
Tenant under the Lease, whether due by acceleration or otherwise, including costs and expenses
of collection (collectively, the "Menetan Obligations"), and (ii) the full, timely and complete

performance of all covenants, terms, conditions, obligations, indemnities and agreements to be

performed by Tenant under the Lease, including any indemnities or other obligations of Tenant
that survive the expirationorearlierterminationofthe Lease (all of the obligations described in
clauses (i) and (ii), are collectively referred to herein as the "Obligations").

2.2 Guarantor agrees with Landlord that (1) any action, suit or proceeding of

any kind or nature whatsoever (an "Action") cornm-d by Landlord against Tenant, Guarantor

or any Other Guarantor of the Lease ("Other Guarantor") to enforce the Obligations shall not
prejudice in any way Landlord's rights to enforce the Obligations in any subsequent Action
against Tenant, Guarantor or any Other Guarantor, (ii) Landlord may, at its option, join

Guarantor in any Action against Tenant or any Other Guarantor or seek recover against

Guarantor without Landlord first asserting, prosecuting, or exhausting any remedy or claim
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against Tenant or any Other Guarantor and (iii) Guarantor will be conclusively bound by a

judgment entered in any Action in favor of Landlord against Tenant whether or not Guarantor is

entered as a party or participates in such Action.

2.3 If Landlord proposes to grant a mortgage on, or refinance any mortgage

encumbering the Premises or any portion thereof, Guarantor shall cooperate in the process, and

shall permit Landlord and the proposed mortgagee to meet with Guarantor or, if applicable,
officers of Guarantor and to discuss Guarantor's business and finances. On request of Landlord,
Guarantor agrees to provide any such prospective mortgagee the information to which Landlord

- is entitled hereunder, provided that if any such information is not publicly available, such

nonpublic information shall be made available on a confidential basis. Guarantor agrees to

execute, acknowledge and deliver documents requested by the prospective mortgagee (such as a

consent to the financing, without encumbering Guarantor's or Tenant's assets, a consent to a
collateral assignment of the Lease and of this Guaranty, estoppel certificate, and a subordination,
non-disturbance and attornment agreement), customary for tenants and their guarantors to sign in

connection with mortgage loans to landlords, so long as such documents are in form then

customary among institutional lenders (provided the same do not materially and adversely
change Tenant's rights or obligations under the Lease or materially and adversely change

Guarantor's rights and obligations under this Guaranty).

3. GUARANTOR$8 OBLIGATIONS UNCONDITIONAL.

3.1 This Guaranty is an absolute and unconditional guaranty of payment and

of performance, and not of collection, and shall be enforceable against Guarantor without the

necessity of the commencement by Landlord of any Action against Tenant, and without the

necessity of any notice of nonpayment, nonperformance or nonobservance, or any notice of

üüüõptance Of this Guaranty, or of any other notice or demand to which Guarantor might

otherwise be entitled, all of which Guarantor hereby expressly waives in advance. The

obligations of Guarantor hereunder are independent of, and may exceed, the obligations of

Tenant.

3.2 This Guaranty shall apply notwithstanding any extension or renewal of the

Lease, or any holdover following the expiration or termination of the Lease Term or any renewal

or extension of the Lease Term.

3.3 This Guaranty is a continuing guarantee and will remain in full force and

effect notwitheanang, and the liability of Guarantor hereunder shall be absolute and
unconditional irrespective of any or all of the following: (1) any renewals, extensions,
modifications, alterations or amendments of the Lease (regardless of whether Guarantor

consented to or had notice of same); (ii) any releases or discharges of Tenant or any Other

Guarantor other than the full release and complete discharge of all of the Obligations;

(iii) Landlord's failure or delay to assert any claim or demand or to enforce any of its rights

against Tenant or any Other Guarantor ; (iv) any extension of time that may be granted by
Landlord to Tenant or any Other Guarantor; (v) any assigñraest or transfer of all of any part of
Tenant's interest under the Lease (whether by Tenant, by operation of law, or otherwise);

(vi) any subletting, concession, franchising, licensing or permitting of the Premises or any
portion thereof; (vii) any changed or different use of the Premises (or any portion thereof);

2
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(viii) any other dealings or matters occurring between Landlord and Tenant or any Other

Guarantor; (ix) the taking by Landlord of any additional guarantees, or the receipt by Landlord of

any collateral, from Tenant, any Other Guarantor or any other persons or entities; (x) the release

by Landlord of any Other Guarantor; (xi) Landlord's release of any security provided under the
Lease or any other guaranty; (xii) Landlord's failure to perfect any landlord's lien or other lien or

security interest available under applicable Legal Requirements; (xiii) any assumption by any
person of any or all of Tenant's obligations under the Lease or any Other Guarantor's obligations
under any other guaranty, or Tenant's assignment of any or all of its rights and interests under

the Lease, (xiv) the power or authority or lack thereof of Tenant to execute, acknowledge or
deliver the Lease; (xv) the existence, non-existence or lapse at any time of Tenant as a legal

entity or the existence, non-existence or termination of any corporate, ownership, business or
other relationship between Tenant and Guarantor; (xvi) any sale or assignment by Landlord of

any or all of this Guaranty, any other guaranty and the Lease (including any direct or collateral
assignment by Landlord to any mortgagee); (xvii) the solvency or lack of solvency of Tenant or

any Other Guarantor at any time or from time to time; or (xviii) any other cause, whether similar

or dissimilar to any of the foregoing, that might constitute a legal or equitable discharge of
Guarantor (whether or not Guarantor shall have knowledge or notice thereof) other than payment
and performance in full of the Obligations; (xix) the release or discharge of Tenant in any state

or federal creditors'
proceedings, receivership, bankruptcy or other proceeding; (xx) the

impairment, limitation or modification of the liability of Tenant or the estate of Tenant in

bankruptcy, or of any remedy for the enforcernent of Tenant's liability under the Lease, resulting
from the operation of any present or future provision of the United States Bankruptcy Code (11

U.S.C. § 101 et seq., as amended), or from other statute, or from the order of any court; (xxi) the

rejection, disaffirmance or other termination of the Lease in any such proceeding; (xxii) the

assertion or the failure to assert by Landlord against Tenant, of any of the rights or remedies

reserved to Landlord pursuant to the provisions of the Lease; or (xxiii) if at any time the payment
of any amount due under the Lease or this Guaranty is rescinded or must otherwise be returned

by Landlord for any reason, in such event, Guarantor shall pay to Landlord an amount equal to

any such payment that has been rescinded or returned. This Guaranty shall continue to be
effective if at any time the payment of any amount due under the Lease or this Guaranty is

rescinded or must otherwise be returned by Landlord for any reason Without in any way limiting
the generality of the foregoing, Guarantor specifically agrees that (A) if Tenant's obligations
under the Lease are modified or amended with the express written consent of Landlord, this

Guaranty shall extend to such obligations as so amended or modified without notice to,
consideration to, or the consent of, Guarantor, and (B) this Guaranty shall be applicable to any
obligations of Tenant arising in connection with a termination of the Lease, whether voluntary or
otherwise. Guarantor hereby consents, prospectively, to Landlord's taking or entering into any
or all of the foregoing actions or omissions. For purposes of this Guaranty and the obligations
and liabilities of Guarantor hereunder,

"Tenant"
shall be deemed to include any and all

concessionaires, licensees, franchisees, department operators, assignees, subtenants, permittees
or others directly or indirectly operating or conducting a business in or from the Premises or any
portion thereof, as fully as if any of the same were the named Tenant under the Lease.

3.4 Notwithstanding anything to the contrary hereunder, Guarantor shall be
released and discharged from all liability with respect to any obligations of Tenant under the

Lease arising or accruing aner the Commencement Date (the "Guaranty Termination Date");
provided that 60 days prior to the Commencement Date Tenant has delivered to Landlord (i) (a)

3
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Termination Date, Guarantor shall continue to remain personally liable pursuant to the terms of
this Guaranty for (i) all obligations óf Tenant under the Lease which arose or accrued on or prior
to the Ouaranty Termination Date and (ii) any liability of Tenant arising out of a breach of any
warranty or representation of Tenant under Lease, and all documents executed by Tenant in
connection themwith, (iii) and any liability of Guarantor arising out of a breach of any warranty
of representation hereunder.

4. WAIVERS OF GUARANTOR.

4.1 Without limitation of the foregoing, Ouarantor waives (i) notice of
acceptance of this Guaranty, protest, demand and dishonor, presentment, and demands of any
kind now or hereafter provided for by any statute or rule of law, (ii) notice of any actions taken

by Landlord or Tenant under the Lease or any other agreement or instrument relating thereto,

(iii) notice of any and all defaults by Tenant in the payment of Minimum Rent and Additional
Rent or other rent, charges or amounts, or of any other defaults by Tenant under the Lease,

(iv) all other notices, demands and protests, and all othet formalities of every kind in comection
with the enforcement of the Obligations, omission of or delay in which, but for the provisions óf
this Section 4, might constitute grounds for relieving Ouarantor of its obligations hereunder,

(v) any requimment that Landlord protect, secure, perfect, insure or proceed against any security
interest or lien, or any property subject thereto, or exhaust any right or take any action against

Tenant, any Other Guarantor or any other person or entity (including any additional guarantor or

Ouarantor) or against any collateral, and (vl) the benefit of any statute of limitations affecting
Guarantor's liability under this Ouaranty.

42 GUARANTOR HEREBY WAIVES TRIAL BY JURY IN ANY

ACTION, PROCEEDING OR COUNTERCLAlM BROUGHT BY ANY PERSON OR
ENTITY WITH RESPECT TO ANY MATTER WHATSOEVER ARISING OUT OF OR IN
ANY WAY CONNECTED WITH: THIS GUARANTY; THE LEASE; ANY LIABILITY OR
OBLIOATION OF TENANT IN ANY MANNER RELATED TO THE PREM[SES OR ANY
PORTION THEREOP; ANY CLAIM OF INJURY OR DAMAGE IN ANY WAY RELATED
TO THE LEASE AND/OR THE PRBMISES(OR ANY PORTION THEREOF); ANY ACT OR
OMISSION OF TENANT, ITS AGENTS, EMPLOYBES, CONTRACTORS, SUPPLIERS,

SERVANTS, CUSTOMERS, CONCESSIONAIRES, FRANCHISEES, PERMITTBES OR

LICENSEES; OR ANY ASPECT OF THE USE OR OCCUPANCY OF, OR THE CONDUCT
OF BUSINESS IN, ON OR FROM THE PREMISES (OR ANY PORTION THEREOF).

4
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GUARANTOR SHALL NOT INTERPOSE ANY COUNTERCLAIM OR COUNTERCLAIMS

OR CLAIMS FOR SET-0FF, RECOUPMENT OR DEDUCTION OF RENT IN ANY ACTION

BROUGHT BY LANDLORD AGAINST GUARANTOR UNDER THIS GUARANTY.

GUARANTOR SHALL NOT BE ENTITLED TO MAKE, AND HEREBY WAIVES, ANY
AND ALL DEFENSES AGAINST ANY CLAIM ASSERTED BY LANDLORD OR IN ANY
SUIT OR ACTION INSTITUTED BY LANDLORD TO ENFORCE THIS GUARANTY OR
THE LEASE. IN ADDITION, GUARANTOR HEREBY WAIVES, BOTH WITH RESPECT

TO THE LEASE AND WITH RESPECT TO THIS GUARANTY, ANY AND ALL RIGHTS

WHICH ARE WAIVED BY TENANT UNDER THE LEASE, IN THE SAME MANNER AS

IF ALL SUCH WAiVERS WERE FULLY RESTATED HEREIN. THE LIABILITY OF

GUARANTOR UNDER THIS GUARANTY IS PRIMARY AND UNCONDITIONAL.

4.3 Guarantor expressly waives any and all rights to defenses arising by
reason of (i) any

"one-action" or "anti-deficiency" law or any other law that may prevent

Landlord from bringing any action, including a claim for deficiency, against Guarantor before or
- after Landlord's commencement or completion of any action against Tenant or any Other

Guarantor; (ii) ANY ELECTION OF REMEDIES BY LANDLORD (INCLUDING ANY
TERMINATION OF THE LEASE) THAT DESTROYS OR OTHERWISE ADVERSELY
AFFECTS GUARANTOR'S SUBROGATION RIGHTS OR GUARANTOR'S RIGHTS TO
PROCEED AGAINST TENANT FOR RE[MBURSEMENT; (iii) any disability, insolvency,

bankruptcy, lack of authority or power, death, insanity, minority, dissolution, or other defense of

Tenant, of any other guarantor (or any other Guarantor), or of any other person or entity, or by
reason of the cessation of Tenant's liability from any cause whatsoever, other than full and final

payment in legal tender and perforreance of the Obligations; (iv) any right to claim discharge of

any or all of the Obligations on the basis of unjustified impairment of any collateral for the

Obligations; (v) any change in the relationship between Guarantor and Tenant or any Other

Guarantor or any termination of such relationship; (vi) any irregularity, defect or unauthorized

action by any or all of Landlord, Tenant, any Other Guarantor or surety, or any of their

respective officers, directors or other agents in executing and delivering any instrument or

agreements relating to the Obligations or in carrying out or attempting to carry out the terms of

any such agreements; (vii) any assignment, endorsement or transfer, in whole or in part, of the

Obligations, whether made with or without notice to or consent of Guarantor; (viii) if the

recovery from Tenant or any other Person (including any Other Guarantor) becomes barred by

any statute of limitations or is otherwise prevented; (ix) the benefits of any and all statutes, laws,
rules or regulations applicable in the State of Illinois which may require the prior or concurrent
joinder of any other party to any action on this Guaranty; (x) any release or other reduction of the

Obligations arising as a result of the expansion, release, substitution, deletion, addition, or

replacement (whether or not in accordance with the terms of the Lease) of the Premises or any
portion thereof; or (xi) any neglect, delay, omis:sion; failure or refusal of Landlord to take or

prosecute any action for the collection or enforcement of any of the Obligations or to foreclose or

take or prosecute any action in connection with any lien or right of security (including perfection

thereof) existing or to exist in connection with, or as security for, any of the Obligations, it being
the intention hereof that Guarantor shall remain liable as a principal on the Obligations

notwithstanding any act, omission or event that might, but for the provisions hereof, otherwise

operate as a legal or equitable discharge of Guarantor. Guarantor hereby waives all defenses of a

surety to which it may be entitled by statute or otherwise.

5
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5. SUBORDINATION: SUBROGATION.

5.1 Guarantor subordinates to and postpones in favor of the Obligations

(i) any present and future debts and obligations of Tenant or any Other Guarantor to Guarantor

(the "Indebtedness"), including: (A) salary, bonuses, and other payments pursuant to any
employment arrangement; (B) fees, reimbursement of expenses and other payments pursuant to

any independent contractor arrangement; (C) principal and interest pursuant to any Indebtedness;

(D) distributions payable to any partners, members or shareholders of Guarantor or Affiliates of

Guarantor; (E) lease payments pursuant to any leasing arrangement; (F) any management fees;
and (G) all rights, liens and security interests of Guarantor, whether now or hereafter arising, in

any assets of the Tenant or any Other Guarantor, and (ii) any liens or security interests securing
payment of the Indebtedriess. Guarantor shall have no right to possession of any assets of Tenant

or any Other Guarantor or to foreclose upon any such asset, whether by judicial action or

otherwise, unless and until the Obligations have been paid and performed in full. Guarantor

agrees that Landlord shall be subrogated to Guarantor with respect to Guarantor's claims against

Tenant or any Other Guarantor and Guarantor's rights, liens and security interest, if any, in any
of Tenant's or any Other Guarantor's assets and proceeds thereof until all of the Obligations

have been paid and performed in full.

5.2 After the occurrence of an Event of Default and until such Event of

Default is cured or after the commencement of any bankruptcy or insolvency proceeding by or

against Tenant and until such proceeding is dismissed, Ouarantor shall not: (i) make any
distributions or other payments to any partners, parent entities, or Affiliates of Guarantor (other

than to Tenant); or (ii) ask for, sue for, demand, take or receive any payment, by setoff or in any
other manner, including the receipt of a negotiable instrument, for all or any part of the

Indebtedness owed by Tenant, or any successor or assign of Tenant, including a receiver, trustee

or debtor in possession (the term "Tenant" shall include any such successor or assign of Tenant)
until the Obligations have been paid in full; however, if Guarantor receives such a payment,
Guarantor shall immediately deliver the payment to Landlord for credit against the then

outstanding balance of the Obligations, whether matured or unmatured. Notwithennding

anything in this Section 5 to the contrary, after an Event of Default has occurred and is

outstanding, Guarantor may make cash contributions to Tenant.

5.3 Guarantor shall not be subrogated, and hereby waives and disclaims any
claim or right against Tenant by way of subrogation or otherwise, to any of the rights of

Landlord under the Lease or otherwise, or in the I'remises (or any portion thereof), which may
arise by any of the provisions of this Guaranty or by reason of the performance by Guarantor of

any of its Obligations hereunder. Guarantor shall look solely to Tenant for any recoupment of

any payments made or costs or expenses incurred by Guarantor pursuant to this Guaranty. If any
amount shall be paid to Guarantor on account of such subrogation rights at any time when all of

the Obligations shall not have been paid and performed in full, Guarantor shall immediately
deliver the payment to Landlord for credit against the then outstanding balance of the

Obligations, whether matured or unmatured.

6. REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIE_S OF GUARANTOR. Guarantor

represents and warrants that:

6
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6.1 This Guaranty is valid and binding upon and enforceable against

Guarantor without the requirement of further action or condition.

6.2 The execution, delivery and performance by Guarantor of this Guaranty
does not and will not (i) contravene any applicable Legal Requirements, the organizational

documents of Guarantor, if applicable, any order, writ, injunction, decree applicable to

Guarantor, or any contractual restriction binding on or affecting Guarantor or any of its
properties or assets, or (ii) result in or require the creation of any lien, security interest or other

charge or encumbrance upon or with respect to any of its properties or assets.

6.3 No approval, consent, exemption, authorization or other action by, or

notice to, or filing with, any governmental authority is necessary or required in connection with
the execution, delivery or performance by, or enforcement againe Guarantor of this Guaranty or

any other instrument or agreement required hereunder.

6.4 There is no action, suit or proceeding pending or threatened against or

otherwise affecting Guarantor before any court or other governmental authority or any arbitrator

that may materially adversely affect Guarantor's ability to perform its obligations under this

Guaranty.

6.5 Tenant is directly or indirectly owned and controlled by Guarantor.

6.6 Guarantor has derived or expects to derive financial and other advantages

and benefits directly or indirectly, from the making of the Lease and the payment and
performance of the Obligations. Guarantor hereby acknowicdges that Landlord will be relying
upon Ouarantor's guarantee, representations, warranties and covenants contained herein.

6.7 All reports, statements (financial or otherwise), certificates and other data

furnished by or on behalf of Guarantor to Landlord in connection with this Guaranty or the Lease

are: true and correct, in all material respects, as of the applicable date or period provided therein;
do not omit to state any material fact or circumstance necessary to make the statements contained

therein not misleading; and fairly represent the financial condition of Guarantor as of the

respective date thereof; and no material adverse change has occurred in the financial condition of

Guarantor since the date of the most recent of such financial statements.

7. NOTICES. Any consents, notices, demands, requests, approvals or other

communications given under this Guaranty shall be in writing and shall be given as provided in

the Lease, as follows or to such other addresses as either Landlord or Guarantor may designate

by notice given to the other in accordance with the previsions of this Section 7:

If to Landlord:

White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC

c/oThe Congress Companies

2 Bourbon Street, Suite 200

Peabody, Ma 01960

Attn: William Nicholson

7
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With a copy to:

Posternak Blankstein & Lund LLP

Prudential Tower

800 Boylston Street

Boston, MA 02199

Attn: Gerald J. Billow, Esq.

And

Abrams Fensterman

1111 Marcus Avenue

Lake Success, New York 11042

Attn: Howard Fensterman, Esq.

Attn: Greg Stoller, Esq.

If to Guarantor:

HBL SNF, LLC

537 Routes 22

Purdys, New York 10578

Attn: Mark Neuman

With a copy to:

Michelman & Robinson

800 Third Avenue

New York, New York

Attn: Mark Zafrin, Esq.

8. CONSENT TO JURISDICTION. Guarantor hereby (a) consents and submits to

the jurisdiction of the courts of the State of New York and the federal courts sitting in the State

of New York with respect to any dispute arising, directly or indirectly, out of this Guaranty,

(b) waives any objections which the undersigned may have to the laying of venue in any such

suit, action or proceeding in either such court, (c) agrees to join Landlord in any petition for
removal to either such court, and (d) irrevocably designates and appoints Tenant as its authorized
agent to accept and acknowledge on its behalf service of process with respect to any disputes

arising, directly or indirectly, out of this Guaranty. The undersigned hereby acknowledges and

agrees that Landlord may obtain personal jurisdiction and perfect service of process through

Tenant as the undersigned agent, or by any other means now or hereafter permitted by applicable

law. Nothing above shall limit Landlord's choice of forum for purposes of enforcing this

Guaranty.

9. CERTAIN ADDITIONAL COVENANTS.

8
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9.1 Financial Deliveries. Guarantor shall deliver the following information

to Landlord:

9.1.1 As soon as available, and in any event within 120 days after the
close of each calendar year, in hard copy and electronic format, in form satisfactory to Landlord,
and presented on a consolidated as well as a property-by-property basis, complete financial

statements prepared for such year with respect to Guarantor including a balance sheet as of the

end of such year, together with related statements of operations, cash flows and changes in

equity for such calendar year, prepared in accordance with GAAP applied on a corisistent basis.

Upon the delivery of any financial information by or on behalf of Guarantor

pursuant to this Section 9 from time to time during the Lease Term, Guarantor shall be deemed

(unless Guarantor specifically states otherwise in writing) to automatically represent and warrant

to Landlord that the financial information delivered to Landlord is true, accurate and complete,
presents fairly the results of operations of Guarantor for the respective periods covered thereby,
reflects accurately the books and records of account of Guarantor as of such dates and for such

periods, and that there has been no adverse change in the financial condition of Guarantor since

the date of the then applicable financial information.

9.2 Assignment; Sale of Assets; Change in Control. Without the prior

consent of Landlord, which consent may be withheld or granted in Landlord's sole discretion,
Guarantor shall not assign (whether directly or indirectly), in whole or in part, this Guaranty or

any obligation hereunder or, through one or more step transactions or tiered transactions, do, or

permit to be done, any activity, transaction or Transfer prohibited under Section 10.1 of the

Lease.

9.3 Payment Method; Default Interest. Guarantor shall make any payments

due hereunder in immediately available funds by wire transfer to Landlord's bank account as

notified by Landlord, unless Landlord agrees to another method of payment of immediately
available funds. If Guarantor does not pay an amount due hereunder on its due date, Guarantor

shall pay, on demand, interest at 18% annually on the amount due for a period ending on the full

payment of such amount3 including the day of repayment, whether before or after any judgment

or award, to the extent permitted under applicable law.

10. MISCELLANEOUS.

10.1 Guarantor further agrees that Landlord may, without notice, assign this

Guaranty in whole or in part. If Landlord disposes of its interest in the Lease,
"Landlord,"

as

used in this Guaranty, shall mean Landlord's successors and assigns.

10.2 Guarantor promises to pay all costs of collection or enforcement incurred

by Landlord in exercising any remedies provided for in the Lease or this Guaranty whether at

law or in equity. If any legal action or proceeding is commenced to interpret or enforce the
- terms of, or obligations arising out of, this Guaranty, or to recover damages for the breach

thereof, the party prevailing in any such action or proceedings shall be entitled to recover from

the non-prevailing party all attorneys' fees and reasonable costs and expenses incurred by the

prevailing party. As used herein,
"attorneys' fees"

shall mean the fees and expenses of counsel

9
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to the parties hereto, which may include printing, photocopying, duplicating and other expenses,
air freight charges, and fees billed for law clerks, paralegals, librarians and others not admitted to

the bar but performing services under the supervision of an attorney. The term "attorneys' fees"

shall also include all such fees and expenses incurred with respect to appeals, arbitrations and

bankruptcy proceedings.

10.3 Guarantor shall, from time to time within 10 days after receipt of

Landlord's request, execute, acknowledge and deliver to Landlord a statement certifying that this

Guaranty is unmodified and in full force and effect (or if there have been modifications, that the
same is in full force and effect as modified and stating such modifications), and setting forth
such other information as Landlord may reasonably request. Such certificate may be relied upon

by any prospective purchaser, lessor or lender of all or a portion of the Premises (or any portion
thereof).

10.4 If any portion of this Guaranty shall be deemed invalid, unenforceable or

illegal for any reason, such invalidity, unenforceability or illegality shall not affect the balance of
this Güâranty, which shall remain in full force and effect to the maximum permitted extent.

10.5 The provisions, covenants and guaranties of this Guaranty shall be binding
upon Guarantor and its heirs, successors, legal representatives and assigns, and shall inure to the
benefit of Landlord and its successors and assigns, and shall not be deemed waived or modified
unless such waiver or modification is specifically set forth in writing, executed by Landlord or its
successors and assigns, and delivered to Guarantor.

10.6 Whenever the words "include", "includes", or "including" are used in this

Guaranty, they shall be deemed to be followed by the words "without limitation", and, whenever
the circurnstances or the context requires, the singular shall be construed as the plural, the

masculine shall be construed as the feminine and/or the neuter and vice versa. This Guaranty
shall be interpreted and enforced without the aid of any canon, custom or rule of law requiring or

suggesting construction against the party drafting or causing the drafting of the provision in
question.

10.7 Each of the rights and remedies herein provided are cumulative and not
exclusive of any rights or remedies provided by law or in the Lease or this Guaranty.

10.8 The provisions of this Guaranty shall be governed by and interpreted

solely in accordance with the internal laws of the State of New York, without giving effect to the
principles of conflicts of law.

10.9 The execution of this Guaranty after the execution of the Lease shall not
invalidate this Guaranty or lessen the Obligations of Guarantor hereunder.

10.10 This Guaranty may be executed in multiple counterparts, each of which
shall be an original, but all of which shall constitute but one instrument. The signature page of

any counterpart may be detached therefrom and reattached to any other cmmterpart to physically
form a single document.
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10.11 The Recitals set forth above are hereby incorporated by this reference and
made a part of this Ouaranty. Guarantor hereby represents and wañúnis that the Recitals ar.e true
and correct.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Ouarantor has 6xecuted this Guaranty under seal as of the day
and year first above written.

GU OR:

Mark Neuman

11
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COLLATERAL ASSIGNMENT AND PLEDGE
OF MEMBERSHIP INTEREST AND SECURITY AGREEMENT

THIS ASSIGNMENT made as of August 11, 2017, by Lizer Jozefovic, an

individual having an address at 53 Mariner Way, Monsey New York 10952 (the "Assignor") to

Howard Fensterman as nominee for White Plains Health Care Properties LLC, a Massachusetts

Limited Liability Company (the "Assignee") with reference to the following facts.

WHEREAS, HBL-SNF a New York Limited Liability Company ("Operator/Tenant) an entity
controlled by Assignor had entered into a developraent agreement with WHITE PLAINS

HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC (the "Developer") dated November 19, 2015 (the

"Agreement") which was amended by and between the Parties by that certain first Amendment to the

Development Agreement (the "Amendment") dated as of July 12, 2017.

WHEREAS, the Development Agreement among other things obligated the Tenant to enter into

a Lease with Developer in return for the Developer, developing, designing, fmancing and Building a

160 Bed Skilled Nursing Home for Tenant in White Plains New York; and

WHEREAS the Development Agreement obligated the Tenant to obtain CON approval to build

such 160 Bed Skilled Nursing Home for Tenant in White Plains New York and to deliver to Developer

such decunients as are reasonably requested by Developers lenders; and

WHEREAS, the Tenant has obtained all CON approvals necessary to construct the Skilled

Nursing Home and the Developer has obtained all zoning and building department of approvals and a

Construction Loan; and

WHEREAS, in or about November 2015 in consideration of Howard Fensterman and/or CCC
Equities assigning all mortgages held by them on property owned by Waterview Acquisition I, LLC

agreed that he would pre-pay Two Million Two Hundred Thousand Dollars to White Plains Healthcare

Properties and would additionally establish a joint signature account in JP Morgan Bank into which the

sum of One Million Six Hundred Thousand Dollars was deposited; and

WHEREAS, The Lease requires the sum of 1.6 Million Dollars to be delivered to Landlord at

least 60 days prior to the Commmeeñiêñt date of the Lease as additional security for the Tenants

faithful perfonnance of the tenns and conditions of the Lease; and

WHEREAS, Section 10.2 of the Loan Agreement by and between Developer and its

Construction lender restates the language of the Lease and Developer has undertaken to ensure that the

1.6 Million Dollars on deposit with JP Morgan shall be delivered according to the terms and provisions

of the Lease; and

WHEREAS, the Sums in the JP Morgan Account entitled HBL SNF, LLC, Account Number

ave been transferred to two JP Morgan Account's entitled Waterview Acquisition I,
LLC Account Numbe nd Account Numbe in which Howard Fensterman is

not a signatory and the parties want to enter into this agrechiest by which Howard Fensterman will be

added as a signatory to such account under terms and conditions set forth below; and
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WHEREAS, Tenant and Assignor have promised to add Howard Fenstennan as a signatory to

such account so as to ensure that no withdrawals may be made so as to reduce the amount of the

account below 1.6 Million and so as to ensure that when required 60 days prior to the commencement

date the money in the acemmt or equivalent shall be delivered as additional cash security for the lease;

and;

WHEREAS in order to secure the promises made by Assignor concerning such account

Assignor has agreed to deliver to Assignee this Assignment; and the Assignor desires to pledge to

Assignee all of his membership interest in Waterview Acquisition I, LLC (the "C o m p a n y"), in

order to secure the promises made herein and in the Lease and Security Agreement delivered to

the Construction Lender;

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of these premises and other good and

valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged, the

Assignee and the Assignor hereby agree as follows:

1. As collateral security for the
Borrowers'

obligations under t h e L e a s e ,
t h e S e c u r i t y A g r e e m e n t , the Loan, a n d t h e D e v e 1 o p m e n t A g r e e m e n t the

Assignor hereby pledges and assigns and grants a first and superior security interest in and to all

of his rights, title and interest as a member in the Company (the "Collateral").

2. Upon the effectuation of Section 7.1(a)(iii) of the lease which requires

Sixty days prior to the anticipated Commencement Date, the funds in the JP Morgan Chase

Bank account in the amount of not less than $1,600,000 shall be deposited into the

Landlords Rent Security Account, the interest in the Company assigned to the Assignee

pursuant to Paragraph 1 hereof shall be automatically reassigned by the Assignee to the

Assignor without recourse, representation or warranty, and this Assignment shall automatically
terminate and be void and of no further effect. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Assignee

hereby agrees to execute any document reasonably required for the purpose of evidencing the

reassignment of such interest and the termination of this Assignment.

3. The Assignor represents, covenants and warrants that he is the legal and

beneficial owner of the Collateral and has not and will not enter into any assignment, mortgage,
pledge or other instrument which transfers or encumbers all or any part of his interest in the

Comparty and that there are no current liens or encumbrances that exist as of the day of the

execution of this assignment.

4. The Assignor agrees not to subsequently further amend or voluntarily permit

the amendment of the operating agreement of the Company that would in any manner materially

adversely affect this Assignment and/or the rights of the Assignee hereunder without the consent

of the Assignee, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld, conditioned or delayed.

5. The Assignor covenants and agrees not to voluntarily withdraw as the

managing member of the Company without the prior written consent of Assignee, which consent

shall not be unreasonably withheld, conditioned or delayed.

6. The covenants provided for in this Assigmnent shall be binding upon the
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successors and assignees of the parties hereto.

7. This Assignment shall be governed by the laws of the State ofNew York.

8. Neither this Assignment nor any provision hereof may be amended,

modified, waived, discharged or terminated orally, but only by an instrument in writing duly
signed by or on behalf of the Assignor or Assignee.

9. Assignor represents and warrants that he has a 71 % membership interest

in the Company and that he is manager thereof.

10. In accordance with the laws of the State of New York and as part of the

consideration for the making of the Loan, Assignor consents to thejurisdiction of any local, state

or federal court located within New York and further consents that all service of process may be

made by registered mail to his address set forth below and service so made shall be deemed

completed five (5) days after the same shall have been mailed.

11. Assignor covenants and agrees to execute such additional documents and to

take such further actions as may be reasonably required to carry out the provisions and intent of

this Assignment including, without limitation, executing a financing statement or statements and

continuations thereof. In addition, Assignor grants to Assignee a power of attorney coupled with

an interest to effectuate the terms of the foregoing sentence and to file all continuations, renewals

or amended financing statements without the signature of Assignor.

13. Should Assignor violate the terms and provisions concerning the

maintenance of the account as set forth in the resolution of Waterview Acquisition I, LLC

annexed hereto as Exhibit A the Assignee shall have:

(a) The right to sell the Collateral in the State of New York at

one or more public or private sales at such price and on such terms as

Assignee in its discretion accepts, for cash, upon or for future delivery.

Upon any such sale, the Assignee shall have the right to assign,

transfer and deliver to the purchaser or purchasers thereof the

Collateral. Such purchaser at any such sale shall hold the Collateral

sold absolutely free fiom any claim or right on the part of the

Assignor, and the Assignor hereby waives (to the extent permitted by

law) all rights of redemption, stay or appraisal which he has or may
have under any rule of law or statute now existing or hereafter

adopted. The Assignee shall give the Assignor twenty-one (21)
days'

written notice by registered or certified mail, postage prepaid, return

receipt requested (which Assignor acknowledges is reasonable and

sufficient), of the Assignee's intention to make any such public or

private sale. Such notice, in the case of public sale, shall state the time

and place fixed for such sale. Any such public sale shall be held at

such time or times within ordinary business hours and at such place

or places in the State of New York as the Assignee may fix in the
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notice of such sale. The Assignee shall not be obligated to make any
sale of the Collateral if it shall determine not to do so, regardless of the

fact that notice of such sale of the Collateral may have been given.

The Assignee may, upon one day's written notice, adjourn any
public or private sale or cause the same to be adjourned from time to

time by announcement at the time and place fixed for sale, and such

sale may, without further notice, be made at the time and place

within in the State of New York to which the same was so

adjourned. In case sale of all or any part of the Collateral is made

on credit or for future delivery, the Collateral so sold may be retained

by the Assignee until the sale price is paid by the purchaser or

purchasers thereof, but the Assignee shall not incur any liability in case

any such purchaser or purchasers shall fail to take up and pay for the

Collateral so sold, and, in case of any such failure, such Collateral

may be sold again upon like notice. As an alternative to exercising

the power of sale herein conferred upon it, the Assignee may proceed

by a suit or suits at law or in equity to foreclose this Assignment and to

sell the Collateral, or any portion thereof, pursuant to a judgment or

decree of a court of competentjurisdiction;

(b) such other rights with respect to the Collateral as shall be

afforded to secured parties by the Uniform Commercial Code of the

State of New York including, but not limited to, the right to setoff;

and/or

(c) to apply any proceeds of any disposition of the Collateral to the

payment of t h e c a s h s e c u r i t y r e q u i r e d u n d e r t h e

t e r m s a n d p r o v i s i o n s o f t h e 1 e a s e a n d reasonable

expenses of the Assignee in connection with the exercise of its rights

or remedies, including reasonable fees and expense of attorneys, and any

balance shall be paid to such party as shall be entitled thereto pursuant to

law.

13. The Assignor hereby waives any right to require that the Assignee

proceed against any real or personal property or any guaranty given as

security for the Note, whether or not existing or hereafter given, before

exercising its rights and remedies with respect to the Collateral.

14. This Agreement may be executed in counterparts, each of which,

when taken together, shall be construed as one and the same instrument.

15. All notices, demands and other communications provided for

herein shall be deemed received upon personal delivery or delivery by

national overnight delivery service, or three (3) business days following

deposit in the U.S. mail, postage prepaid, first class registered or certified,
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to Assignor or assignee at the following addresses:

If to Assignor:

Liner Jozefovic

53 Mariner Way
Monsey, New York

With a copy to:

Michelman & Robinson, LLP

800 Third Avenue

New York, New York

Attention: Mark H. Zafrin, Esq.

If to Assignee:

Howard Fensterman

C/o Abrams, Fensterman et al

3 Dakota Drive

Suite 300

Lake Success, New York 11042

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Assigner has duly executed this

Assignment, as of the day and year first written above.

Lize fovic

The Company hereby acknowledges receipt of this Assignment by Assignor.

WATERVIEW ACQUISITION I, LLC
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HBL-SNF, LLC
1280 Albany Post Road

Croton-on-Hudson, NY 10520

November 20, 2019

White Plains Healthcare Properties, I, LL

West Peabody Executive Center

2 Bourbon Street

Peabody, MA 01960

Attn: William Nicholson

Re: Letter of Intent

Premises: 116-120 Church Street

White Plains, New York

Dear Mr. Nicholson

This Letter of Intent ("LOI") outlines our proposal for White Plains Health Care Properties,

I, LLC (the "Contributor") to transfer the premises known as 116-120 Church Street, White Plains

New York (the "Premises") to a Delaware Statutory Trust where we would jointly hold the

beneficial interests in the Trust on the terms and conditions set forth below. The Building a skilled

nursing home facility consisting of one hundred sixty (160) beds (the "Facility") had been

constructed pursuant to a Development Agreement dated November 19th, 2015 and for which we

had simultaneously entered into that certain operating lease by and between you as Landlord and

us as Tenant/Operator, (the "Lease").

1) Basic Transaction: (the "Transaction"): Contributor shall contribute premises 116-120

Church Street White Plains, New York to a newly formed Delaware Statutory Trust (the

"Trust") formed by the parties. This transaction shall be memorialized by a contribution

agreement in substantially the form annexed hereto as Exhibit A. The Contribution shall be

governed by IRC Sec. 721. The agreed upon cost and fair market basis shall be

$67,345,348.00

a) Lizer Jozefovic and Mark Neuman will acquire from the Trust by a Purchase Agreement

77.50 Percent of the Beneficial Iñterests in the Trust and redemption of a portion of the B
Beneficiaries'

interest for a purchase price of $52,200,000.00 paid as follows;

i) By a down payment (the "Down Payment") not to be held in escrow, but to be made

upon the execution and delivery of this LOI of $2,200,000.00 by wire transfer to the

account of White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC according to the wire

instructions annexed hereto.

ii) By the Trust obtaining a new first mortgage of $51,000,000.00 to pay the balance of

the Purchase Price and cover closing costs to be used as follows;

NY\243882.1
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(1) To pay the first Mortgage held by Security Benefit Life Insurance in the

approximate amount of $39,226,253 plus accrued interest and fees.

(2) To pay the loan encumbering the membership interests of the Contributors by
Bradford Allen in the approximate amount of $9,770,963 plus accrued interest and

fees;

(3) By the Trust making a non-refundable down payment of $2,200,000.00

(4) To pay the costs of the financing.

b) Lizer Jozefovic and Mark Neuman shall be the A Beneficiaries of the trust holding a

77.50% Beneficial interest, and the present members of the Contributor or their designees

shall be the B Beneficiary with a 22.5% equity position.

c) The A Beneficiaries shall be the personal guarantors of the new financing in the amount

of Fifty-One Million ($51,000,000.00) Dollars. The Transaction is to close thirty (30)
days after Buyer has received approval for the Financing set forth in paragraph 1)a) ii)).

The Contribution Agreement shall call for a purchase price equal to Transferors cash

basis in the property and shall not result in a taxable event for Contributor;

d) The Financing shall be an obligation of the Trust secured by a first mortgage loan on the

Facility and the Premises.

e) Lizer Jozefovic and Mark Neuman shall act as the Personal Guarantors and shall be

obligated if necessary, to secure additional personal guarantors to ensure that none of the

B beneficiaries shall have any obligation to guarantee the Financing. Any additional

guarantors on the Financing shall also execute and deliver a personal guaranty of

Tenant's obligations to Landlord on the Lease. All guaranties on the Lease shall be full

unlimited personal guarantees.

f) The Financing shall bear interest at a constant rate of no more than 7% per annum with

Principal and Interest paid on an amortization schedule of 35 years and shall be subject to

the reasonable approval of the Contributor, which consent shall not be unreasonably
withheld or delivered without cost to the Tenant Borrower.

g) Formal Contracts: The Parties intend that additional agreements including the

Contribution Agreement, Redemption Agreement and Trust Agreement (the Formal

Contracts") shall be complete as of November 22nd, 2019, and absent execution of

Formal Contracts this LOI shall govern provided the Down Payment is received in good

funds by Contributor upon execution of this LOI, and in no event latter than the end of

business November 22, 2019. In the event Tenant defaults in the payment of rent on the

Lease and such default continues for five (5) days, Contributor shall have the right to

terminate this LOI and all Formal Contracts.

h) Closing: The Closing of the Transaction ("Closing") will occur at the offices of the First

Mortgagee Bank's counsel or such other location within the State of New York as may
be agreed upon by the Parties thirty (30) days after receipt by the Trust of approval for

2
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the Financing but no later than April 1st, 2020. If the Tenant has a commitment letter on

April 1st, 2020 that is in the process of closing or if the closing is delayed by a title issue,
the closing date shall be automatically extended for another Ninety-Days. If the closing
does not occur by such date, time being of the essence, this LOI and the Formal Contracts

shall be terminated and no party shall have any rights with respect thereto. The parties

shall remain as Landlord and Tenant pursuant to the existing Lease until such time as the

Transaction closes. The Lease may be amended as provided herein but only if and when

such amendments are approved by Contributor's existing Lender.

2) Structure of the Trust: The Contributor and Tenant have agreed to create a Trust as a

"statutory
trust"

in accordance with Chapter 38 of Title 12 of the Delaware Code, 12 Del. C.

3801 and enter into a Trust Agreement which shall constitute the "governing
instrument"

of

the Trust. Each party will become a Beneficiary and will transfer certain sums of money and/or

property to the Trust in exchange for a beneficial interest in the Trust as set forth above;

a) The Trust shall be a special purpose entity which is being formed solely for the purpose of

acquiring the Trust Property from the Contributor and maintaining, improving, building

upon, and leasing the Trust Property for use as a skilled nursing facility and all and such

other activities incident or appropriate to the preceding

b) Simultaneously upon the closing of the transaction, the existing lease shall be modified

only as set forth herein.

c) The trust shall be permitted to have only the following liens on the Trust Property and no

other:

i) A Mortgage in the amount of Fifty-One Million ($51,000,000.00) Dollars (the "First

Mortgage") the terms of which shall be acceptable to the Department of Health and the

Contributor.

ii) The Trust will designate Howard Fensterman and William Nicholson as the

Administrative Trustees of the B interests.

(1) The Trust Agreemcñt shall provide that Howard Fensterman and William

Nicholson as the B beneficiaries Administrative Trustees shall have the sole

authority to all issues governing administering and enforcing the terms of the Lease

including the collection and distribution of rent.

(2) Lizer Jozefovic shall be responsible as the overall Administrative Trustee for all

other matters concerning the building including but not limited to repairs,

maintenance, and operation of the building. Any Trustee may be removed for

cause including misconduct, bad faith, fraud or gross negligence.

(3) Except as otherwise provided in a Trust Agreement to be executed and

notwithstanding any provision of the Act that otherwise so empowers the Trust,
neither the Beneficiaries nor any Trustees nor any other Person shall be authorized

or empowered, nor shall they permit the Trust, to take any of the following actions
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without the prior unanimous written consent of all of the Beneficiaries:

(a) Make any arrangements to reduce, modify, or forebear on the payment of rent

by the Tenant.

(b) Guarantee any obligation of any Person, including any Affiliate;

(c) engage, directly or indirectly, in any business other than the actions required or

permitted to be performed hereunder;

(d) incur, create or assume any indebtedness;

(e) make or permit to remain outstanding any loan or advance to, or own or acquire

any stock or securities of, any Person;

(f) To the fullest extent permitted by law, engage in any dissolution, liquidation,

consolidation, merger, asset sale or transfer of their Interests subject to

obtaining any approvals required under this Trust Agreement other than a sale

of the interests to qualified purchasers under a syndicated offering of the B
interests. The cost of such syndication shall not be charged to the B

Beneficiaries and all monies derived therefrom and due hereunder shall be net

of the costs of the syndication.

(g) allow any business to be conducted on the Property other than the operation of

a skilled nursing facility and ancillary uses;

(h) own any other property or engage in any business other than owning and leasing
the Trust Property for use as a skilled nursing facility;

(i) take any action to consolidate or merge the Trust with or into any Person;

(j) sell all or any portion of or any interest in the Trust Property;

(k) grant an option to lease all or any portion of the Trust Property for a term (with

all extension periods) ending on or after the 45th Anniversary Date;

(1) amend, terminate or waive any material provisions of any lease for all or any
portion of the Trust Property;

(m)enter into any agreement with any Person giving any Person any rights with

respect to the Trust Property that extend beyond the 45th Anniversary Date or

which are not terminable without penalty on less than 90
days'

notice;

(n) encumber the Trust Property with any mortgages or another lien, easement,
covenant or restriction other than the First Mortgage, or a HUD Mortgage to

refinance the debt contemplated by this Agreement, at such time as HUD
regulations shall allow;

(o) modify the Trust Agreemcñt or the Trust's certificate of trust in any manner,
issue additional Interests in the Trust to any Person, or modify the rights and

privileges of the Interest owners;

(p) institute proceedings to have the Trust be adjudicated bankrupt or insolvent, or

consent to the institution of bankruptcy or insolvency proceedings against the

Trust or file a petition seeking, or consent to, reorganization or relief with

respect to the Trust under any applicable federal or state law relating to

bankruptcy, or consent to the appointment of a receiver, liquidator, assignee,

trustee, sequestrate (or other similar official) of the Trust or a substantial part

of its property;

(q) make any assignment for the benefit of creditors of the Trust;
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(r) admit in writing the Trust's inability to pay its debts generally as they become

due;

(s) take action in furtherance of any of the foregoing actions; or dissolve or

liquidate the Trust.

iii) The 22.5% of the Trust Owned by the B Beneficiaries interest shall be subject to a

Redemption Agreement where the B interests shall be sold to the A interests or their

designees, assigns or transferees, over five years for a total price of $19,800,000.00 in

four tranches tranches each representing interests of 5.625% each

(1) Tranche one on or before August 1, 2020 in the amount of $3,786,250.00

(2) Tranche two on or before August 1, 2021 in the amount of $3,786,250.00

(3) Tranche three on or before August 1, 2022 in the amount of $3,786,250.00

(4) Final Tranche by August 1, 2023 in the amount of $8,441,250

iv) Any purchase of the membership interests shall be a purchase of Beneficial Interests

from the B Beneficiaries and shall reduce the Priority Return proportionate to the

payments as a percentage of the total remaining price of $19,800,000, which is the

balance after payment of the non-refundable Down Payment.

v) The A Beneficiaries shall prepare at their sole cost and expense of the A Beneficiaries

a Private Placement Memorandum for the Sale of Membership interests in the Trust by
a Broker Dealer who specializes in sales of marginal interests in Delaware Statutory
Trusts to individuals and other entities who have to designate property as target

property in connection with 1031 Exchanges of Property. The A Beneficiaries shall

have the right to designate a portion of their membership interests as C interests for the

purpose of selling them as part of the same syndication, provided that (1) there is no

change in control of the A Beneficiaries or the Tenant entity.

vi) The B Beneficiaries will be entitled to a priority return ( the "Priority Return") equal

to all available rental and other income over and above the payment of the P&I on the

New First Mortgage which shall in no event be less than $2,000,000 per year (as

adjusted by periodic redemptions) and shall be paid to the B Beneficiaries as a Priority
Return until such time as they have been fully redeemed pursuant to the Redemption

Agreement.

vii)The Trustee shall deposit all rents and other funds collected from the operation of the

Real Estate in the bank designated by the first mortgagee (the "Operating Account")
which shall be subject to both a Deposit Account Control Agreement and Deposit

Account Instruction Agreement. The Trust shall maintain books and records of the

funds from the Real Estate deposited in such account, interest earned thereon, and

withdrawals therefrom. The Trustee shall pay from the Operating Account the

operating expenses of the Real Estate (other than those paid by a tenant of the Real

Estate as set forth in its lease) and any other payments relative to the Real Estate as

required by this the Trust Agreement.
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viii) The Trustee shall be responsible for receiving all cash from the Tenant and placing
such cash into one or more accounts as required under the distribution and investment

obligations of the Trust Agreement. The Trustees shall furnish quarterly and annual

reports to each of the Beneficiaries as to the amounts of rent received from the Tenant,

the expenses incurred by the Trust with respect to the Real Estate (if any), the amount

of any Reserves and the amount of the distributions made by the Trust to the

Beneficiaries.

ix) To the extent permitted by the Internal Revenue Code depreciation, which shall be

calculated on a straight-line depreciation method shall be allocated as follows: a) first

to the B Beneficiary to the extent necessary to shelter the Priority return from taxes and

b) second to the beneficiaries, pro rata, in accordance with the ownership interests.

3) Condition of Property and Title: Contributor shall give, and the Trust and the Trust shall

accept, a good and marketable title which any National Title Insurance Company (the "Title

Company"), will approve and insure at standard rates, free and clear of all liens,

hypothecations, mortgages, easements, and encumbrances, except for the Permitted

Exceptions.

i) The Premises is being contributed subject to the following exceptions to the title (the

"Permitted Exceptions"):

(1) Zoning and building regulations, restrictions and ordinances now or hereafter

adopted or imposed by any governmental or quasi-governmental body having or

asserting jurisdiction over the Premises or any part thereof;

(2) Future Real Estate taxes, assessments, water charges, sewer rents or other charges

not yet due and payable (subject to apportionment as provided herein) and certified,
confirmed or ratified assessment liens and pending assessments, if any;

(3) The state of facts shown on an updated as built survey prepared originally prepared

and revised to be an as built survey, (the "Survey") and such additional state of

facts which said survey would show or reveal provided such additional state of facts

do not render title unmarketable;

(4) Any state of facts a physical inspection of the Premises would reveal;

(5) Exceptions permitted by the Title Company (as defined herein) (the "Title

Exceptions");

4) All payments made to purchase any portion of the B Beneficiaries 22.5% interest shall also

act to proportionally reduce the amount of Priority Return paid to the B beneficiaries under

the Trust and the proportionate difference shall be paid to the A Beneficiaries or whoever

purchases the B Beneficiaries interests as the case may be.,

a) Distributions: Provided that all required payments set forth herein have been made by the

Tenant, During the interim period prior to the purchase of the premises Tenant may pay
Management Fees so long as (i) the amount of such Mâñagemcñt Fees paid in any

twelve-

month period shall not exceed five perceñt (5%) of Tenants' gross revenues for such period
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and (ii) there shall not then exist, and/or the paying of such Management Fees shall not

cause there to exist, a Default or Event of Default under the Lease the first mortgage on the

property or the Tenant's Working Capital Loans, (iii) the Initial Payment, the payment of

Rent, and all other payments set forth herein have been made by the Buyer/Tenant.. Upon

the occurrence of an Event of Default, Tenant shall not pay Management Fees. The Tenant

will make no distributions to its shareholders, officers, affiliates, or any related party unless

the Down Payment, the payment of Rent is current, and.

5) Confidentiality and Disclosure· Tenant and Contributor shall each maintain the

confidentiality of all confidential and non-public information supplied by the other. If this

Transaction is not consummated, each party shall return all documents obtained to the other.

Except as required by law, without the prior written consent of the other party, neither Tenant

nor Contributor will make, and each will direct its representatives not to make, directly or

indirectly, any public comment, statement, or communication with respect to, or otherwise

disclose or to permit the disclosure of the existence of discussions regarding, a possible

transaction between the parties or any of the terms, conditions, or other aspects of the

transaction proposed in this Letter of Intent. If a party is required by law to make any such

disclosure, the parties shall consult with each other and seek to agree upon appropriate

language for such disclosure. The Tenant acknowledges that Contributor will be unable to

furnish any patient health information unless such disclosure complies specifically and

completely with all terms, conditions, regulations, and guidelines in HIPAA.

6) Interim Operation: Subject to the approval in writing of Contributor's existing Lender, the

parties will enter into an amendment of the Lease as follows to allow for the operation of the

facility before the closing.

a) Commencemcñt Date:The Commencement Date according to the Lease shall be

September 30, 2019.

b) Rent: An initial rent payment of $509,000.00 has been paid receipt of which is on account

toward the rental period from September 30, 2019 to October 31, 2019 (the "October 2019

Rent") leaving a balance of $13,735 for October 2019 Rent. November 1, 2019, to

November 30, 2019 (the "November 2019 Rent") shall be postponed until November 18,
2019 and shall be paid by Tenant on that date. The next rental payment shall be the

December monthly rent amount outlined in the Lease - $506,097 which shall be paid on

December 5, 2019. Also, the Tenant will reimburse the Landlord for their municipal

maintenance escrow and utility deposits of $5,500 and $60,356, respectively. Such

reimbursement payment shall be made on or before December 5th, 2019. Upon receipt of

the $60,356 for the utility deposits from the Tenant, Landlord will direct any refund from

the Utility ceñipañies to the Tenant, or otherwise pay such refund over to the Tenant

forthwith provided Landlord has previously received those funds from the Tenant.

i) The following amounts are in dispute, and neither party will be obligated to waive their

rights and positions by the signing of this agreement. The landlord has demanded the

following sums due to their Lender.
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(1) Late and Default Interest costs of $201,997.34 for September 2019 and October

2019,

(2) $19,000 of Late Fees for November 2019,

(3) $5,061 per day for Default Interest premium during November 2019,

11) The A Beneficiaries and the B Beneficiaries shall jointly negotiate with the

Contributor's current Lenders to effectuate the best possible settlement of these late

costs ( the "Late Costs"). The amounts if any remaining after such joint negotiation will

be paid by the 77.5% by the Buyer and 22.5% by the Contributor (provided the Initial

Payment, the payment of Rent and all other payments set forth herein are made timely)
from Financing proceeds. If not availabic from the Financing proceeds the Tenant shall

pay all Late Costs. .

c) Security Deposit/ Guaranty: Section 7,1(a)(i) the Lease shall be amended to provide that

Tenant shall enter into a Deposit Account Control Agreement with Metropolitan National

Bank which can only be revoked with the consent of both parties, which shall provide that

each month, the Tenant's Lender shall draw on the loan amount first to pay rent to the

Landlord, notwithstanding the adequacy of any accounts receivable borrowing base

calculations. This Document shall be part of the Closing Documents on the Tenant's first

initial Term Loan and shall be delivered in full effect by December 1, 2019.

d) Section 7.1(a)(ii) of the Lease shall be amended to provide that the obligation for the

Security Deposit shall initially be reduced to 2,000,000 dollars.

i) The sum shall be paid by Tenant as follows: (a) Provided that the Contributor has

obtained a permanent Certificate of Occupancy the Tenant shall draw the initial

$1,000,00.00 from its credit line on or no later than December 1, 2019. (b) Landlord

shall obtain a release of the lien of its Lender on the FF&E, upon delivery of free and

clear title to the FF&E the Tenant will enter into a reverse lease and obtain at least

$1,000,000.00 which shall be paid on account of the Security Deposit no later than

April 1, 2020.

ii) Also, Tenant shall pay the sum of $40,000 per month commencing January 1, 2020

to be treated as additional rent until there is a total $3,700,000 posted as Security
Deposit under 7.1(a)(i).

e) Section 7.1(a)(iii) of the Lease shall be amended to provide that instead of delivering the

sum of $1,600,000 in cash, the arties shall enter into a blocked account agreement wherein

and whereby account numbe n JP Morgan Chase Bank NA prohibiting any
liquidation of that account until the Second Payment is paid. Such account shall be not be

posted as collateral security to Landlord's Lender provided the Initial Payment has been

made in full, and all payments of Rent are current and the Tenant is not otherwise in

Default, except that the Landlord shall have a security interest in such account under a

DAISA, which allows the Landlord to demand the liquidation of such account to pay any
defaults under the lease.
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f) Working Capital: Section 7.7 of the Lease shall be amended to suspend the requirement

for providing the working capital account. The Tenant shall be obtaining a single working
capital line for $8,000,000.00 no later than December 1, 2019.

g) Right of First Refusal and Option to Purchase: The Tenant's rights with respect to the right

of first refusal and option to purchase under Sections 3.7 and 3.7 of the Lease will be

suspended pending payment in full of the Security Deposits required by Section 7.1(a)(i),

7.1(a)(ii) and 7.1(a)(iii) of the Lease as amended , the payment of the Initial Payment, the

working capital required by Section 7.7 of the Lease and Tenant being in full compliance

with the Lease.

h) Insurance: Tenant shall obtain property insurance, effective as of September 30, 2019, and

(2) provide the property insurance, and all other insurances required by the Lease by
November 19, 2019, effective retroactively back to September 30, 2019.

i) Real Estate Taxes: Real estate taxes shall be prorated as of September 30, 2019 and the

Tenant's portion shall be paid to the Landlord no later than December 1, 2019, plus any
late charges which the City of White Plains may impose.

j) Utilities: Tenant shall pay actual costs of utilities incurred at the property covering the

rental period from September 30, 2019 (pro-rated as the utility company billing periods

may require) forthwith upon presentation of invoices for the same from the Landlord, no

later than December 1, 2019.

k) Punchlist: The punch list and all other developer obligations are deemed complete except

for.

i) The White Plains Outstanding Punchlist November 5, 2019 (the Remaining Punchlist),
the value of which is has been determined by the Architect and agreed herein to be

$3,800.

ii) The Electric Blinds in rooms (the "Suspended Work") the value of which is agreed

herein to be $35,000.

iii) Provided the Initial Payment is made by November 15, 2019 and provided there are no

other Defaults by the Tenant, Landlord shall complete the Remaining Punchlist and the

Suspended Work to the approval of the Architect, within 45 days from the date of the

Contributor's receipt of the Initial Payment. Should Landlord not do so, then the Tenant

may credit the agreed values of any uncompleted Punchlist or Suspended Work from

the February, 2020 Rent payment, and the Landlord's Work under the Lease and

Development Agreement shall be deemed complete.

Security: Tenant shall assume all property security obligations as of November 11, 2019.

Upon the closing of the purchase of the premises by the Trust, the Trust shall take an assignment

of the lease as amended above.
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7) Exclusivity: In consideration of (1) the Initial Payment, (2) the payment of Rent as set forth

herein, and (3) Tenant's efforts in pursuing the Transaction, Contributor agrees that (1) until

the termination of this Letter of Intent, or execution of the Formal Contracts and (2) provided

the payment of the Initial Payment and the payment of Rent as set forth herein is made, and

(3) all other obligations of the Tenant set forth herein,, Contributor will not permit any of its

affiliates to, and will not authorize or permit any officer, director, employee, counsel, agent,

investment banker, accountant, or other representative of any of them, directly or indirectly,

to: (a) initiate contact with any person in an effort to solicit any proposal (other than that

contemplated by this Letter of Intent for the acquisition (directly or indirectly , by sale of stock

or assets, or by merger or consolidation or otherwise) of the operation of the Real Estate, or

any of the Assets, or any other business combination or financing transaction involving such

business (a "Proposal); (b) cooperate with, or furnish or cause to be furnished any non-public

information concerning the operation of the Real Estate, to, any person in connection with any

Proposal; (c) negotiate or enter into discussions with any person with respect to any Proposal;
or (d) enter into any agreements or understanding with the intent to effect a Proposal.

Contributor will immediately give written notice to Tenant of the details of any Proposal of

which Contributor becomes aware. Contributor will, and will cause its officers, directors,

affiliates, agents, and representative to, terminate all discussions regarding a Proposal, other

than those with Tenant and its representatives concerning the Transaction, and represents that

neither it nor any of its officers, directors, affiliates, agents, or representatives have entered

into any executory agreements or accepted any commitments concerning any Proposal other

than the Transaction provided that (1) this LOI or successor Formal Contracts has not

terminated, and (2) the payment of the Initial Payment, the payment of Rent as set forth herein

have all been paid and are current, and (3) all other obligations of the Tenant set forth herein

are not in Default and are current.

8) Waiver of Claims: Except as set forth herein above, the Tenant waives any and all claims

against the Landlord it has or every may have had for the following: (1) any claims by the

Tenant that the Landlord is or ever was required to deliver a mortgage of any particular amount,

terms, amortization or interest rate, for Medicaid rate setting or any other purposes (2) any
claims for Punchlist or uncompleted Work, except for the Remaining Punchlist and the

Suspended Work defined herein above, and the Warranties and Guarantees set forth in the

Lease, (3) any claims related to the Cost Certification, except the Landlord shall complete the

Final Cost Certification in the usual and ordinary course, upon the receipt of the Initial

Payment, the Rent having been brought and remaining current, and all other obligations of the

Tenant are paid as set forth herein above.

9) Expenses: Tenant and Contributor shall each be responsible for their respective accounting,

legal, advisory, and other costs and expenses in connection with the Transaction. Tenant shall

reimburse Contributor for its legal, advisory and other costs and expenses in connection with

the Transaction and the Termination of the Lease. Reimbursement for such legal and

transaction fees shall not to exceed $125,000 and may be made from the proceeds of the

Closing, provided the Closing occurs and the Contributor's existing
1" Mortgage Loan and

Mezzanine Loan are paid off from the proceeds of the Fiñañciñg by March 31, 2020, and (2)
the Initial Payment is made as set forth herein above, and (3) the Tenant is not in default under

this LOI or the successor Formal Contracts. Otherwise the $125,000 cap shall expire and the

Tenant shall pay the Contributor all such costs incurred after September 30, 2019.
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10) Letter of Intent: This LOI represcñts a statement of all of the terms, conditions,

representations, warranties, indemnities, coveilâi1ts, and other provisions that would be

contained in the definitive documentation for the proposed transactions. This LOI shall

constitute a biñdiñg agreement upon payment of the or any of their respective affiliates will

have any legal obligation under this LOI unless and until one or more subsequent definitive

written agreements are mutuaHy executed and delivered by each of Contributor and Buyer. No

past, present, or future action, course of conduct, or failure to act relating to the transactions

referenced in this LOI or relating to the negotiation of the terms of such transactions will give

rise to or serve as the basis for any obligation or other liability on the part of Contributor or

Buyer or any of their respective affiliates.[ These changes should be rejected]

11) Goverñing Law: This Agreemeñt shall be governed by and construed by the internal laws of

the State of New York, Venue shall be in Westchester County without application of its

conflicts of law rules. If you agree with the preceding, please sign and return one copy of this

Letter of Intent.

HBL-SNF, LLC

DocuSlgnedby:

Li É75EeBEic

ACKNOWLEDGED AND AGREED

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC

DocuSignedb :

By.

Name:"WMl Ã. Nicholson

Title: Manager

Accepted and Agreed

DocuSignedby:

brL Faaf ow oo

tWd FðTêksterman
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DELBELLO DONNELLAN WEINGARTEN

WISE&WIEDERKEHR, LLP
Alfred E. Donnehn COUNSELLoRS AT LAW 11S

aed ddw-law.com THE GATEWAY BUILDING STA R
98 0 0

ONE NORTH LEXINGTON AVENUE

WHITE PLAINS, NEW YoRK 10601

(914) 681-0200
FACSIMILE (914) 684-0288

January 7, 2020

BY EMAIL lizerj@watersedgeusa.com

BY FEDERAL EXPRESS

HBL SNF, LLC
1280 Albany Post Road

Croton-on-Hudson, NY 10520

Attn: Lizer Josefovic

NOTICE OF DEFAULT
AND LANDLORD'S ELECTION TO TERMINATE LEASE AND

ACCELERATE ALL RENTS DUE FOR THE BALANCE OF THE LEASE TERM

PREMISES: 116-120 Church Street. White Plains, New York ("the Leased Premises")

Mr. Josefovic:

We are attorneys for your Landlord, White Plains Health Care Properties I, LLC.

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE, that HBL SNF, LLC ("HBL") is in material violation of the

provisions of its November 19, 2015 Lease, for the above referenced premises ("the Lease"), and

the November 20, 2019 Letter of Intent (the "LOI"), the terms of which are in full force and

effect (the "LOI"), and is in DEFAULT thereof, as follows:

1. Lease Section 3.2. and LOI Para 6) d) ii) - Payment of Rent: HBL has failed or refused to

pay the following Rent:

a. Rent due for Sept. 30, 2019 - Dec. 31, 2019, totaling $10,831.79.

b. Additional Rent due for Jan. 01 - 31, 2020, due Jan. 1, 2020, totaling $40,000.00.

2. Lease Section 4.2, and LOI Para 6) b) - Payment of Real Estate Taxes: HBL has failed to pay
the following Real Estate Tax payments:

a. Real Estate Taxes for the period 07/01/19 - 12/31/19, specifically the Tenant's

prorated portion thereof, (exclusive of late fees, costs, peiialties and interest per

municipal regulations and per the Lease), totaling $61,456.39.

b. Real Estate Taxes for the period Jan. 01, 2020 - June 30, 2020 totaling $121,587.12

1569918
0181960-001
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HBL SNF, LLC

Attn: Lizer Josefovic

January 7, 2020

Page 2

3. LOI Para 6) b), and Lease Section 5.2 - Payment of Utility Deposits and Municipal

Maintenance Escrows: HBL has failed to pay the following Utility Deposits and Municipal

Maintenance Escrows:

a. Utility Deposits totaling $60,356.10

b. Municipal Maintenance Escrows totaling $5,500.00

4. Lease Section 4.1, LOI Section 6) i) - Utility ChargesLHBL has failed to pay the following

Utility Charges:

a. ConEdison invoice paid by the Landlord to avoid power shutoff, in the amount of

$2,972.84.

5, Lease Article VI. including Section 6.2; LOI Para 6) h)- Deliverv of Insurance Certificates.

a. HBL has failed to deliver certificates of insurance to Landlord in accordãace with

Article VI and Section 6.2 of the Lease.

6. Lease Section 7.4 (g) and (j) -
Reporting and other Obligations;

a. HBL has failed or refused to deliver to the Landlord all Medicare, Medicaid and other

provider agreements and reimbursement rate sheets for the Facility.

b. HBL has failed or refused to deliver to the Landlord all Medicare, Medicaid and other

provider updated reimbursement rate sheets for the Facility.

7. Lease Section 7.4 (a) - Reporting and other Obligations:

a. HBL has failed or refused to deliver to the Landlord the required ancial reporting
required under the Lease.

8. Lease Section 7.4 (B) (vi) -
Reporting and other Obligations:

a. HBL has failed or refused to deliver to the Landlord the required written reports

providing an operational overview of significant events and circumstances at the

Facility during each prior month of the Term of the Lease.

9. Lease Section 7.1(aXiiLas amended by LOI Para 6) d) i) - Security Deposit.

a. HBL has failed or refused to deliver to the Landlord by December 1, 2019 the

security deposit of $1,000,000.00, to secure full and timely payment and performance

of Tenant's obligations under the Lease.

10. Lease Section 7.1(a)(iii) as amended by LOI Para 6) e) - Additional Security Deposit.

a. HBL has failed to deliver the blocked account agreement prohibiting any liquidation

of the of $1,600,000.00 held by JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. in the controlled

account numbe1

11. Lease Section 4.1, 3.2 (ck and 9.1 (b)
- Payment of Late Fees and Costs

a. HBL has failed to pay late fees and costs related to the above failures to pay its

obligations under the Lease and the LOI in the timeframes required thereunder, as set
forth in the attached accounting, totaling $23,425.09

1569918
0181960-001
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HBL SNF, LLC
Attn: Lizer Josefovic

January 7, 2020

Page 3

A true and accurate accenting of the amounts due and owing under the Lease and the

LOI is attached herewith.

By reason of the aforementioned material Defaults under the Lease and the LOI, the

Landlord, hereby exercises its right under Section 16.1 of the Lease to terminate the Lease as

well as Tenant's right of possession of the Leased Premises, effective January 13, 2020 at 5.00

PM NYC time.

PLEASE TAKE FURTHER NOTICE, that, in accordance with Section 16.1 of the

Lease, all rent for the balance of the term of the Lease is accelerated, and pasuant to said lease

provision, HBL is obligated to pay the Landlord $84,073,989.91, being the present value of such

accelerated rent, discounted at the rate of 6% per annum.

Landlord reserves all other rights and remedies at law or in equity as against the Tenant,
all guarantors of the Lease, and the holders of any funds allocated or designated for L:ñdlord's

benefit.

Landlord further reserves all rights arising from the Collateral Assignment and Pledge of

Membership Interest and Security Agreement dated August 11, 2017 ("the Pledge"), including
but not limited to all rights to enforce the Pledge through a private or public sale of the assignor's

interest in Waterview Acquisition I, LLC or through a judicial foreclosure of the assignce's

security interest therein.

Very truly you ,

AL RED . ONNELLAN

AUTHORIZED AND APPROVED:

White Plains Health Care Properties I, LLC

Joshua Roccapriore

Authorized Representative

cc: By Email flizerj@watersedgeusa.com) & Federal Express

Lizer Josefovic, Guarantor, Individually
53 Mariner Way
Monsey, NY 10952

1569918
0181960-001
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HBL SNF, LLC
Attn: Lizer Josefovic

January 7, 2020

Page 4

By Email (markn@epicmat.com) & Federal Express

Mark Neuman, Guarantor, Individually
22 Lyncrest Drive

Monsey, NY 10952

By Email (mzafrin@mrllp.com) & Federal Express

Michelman & Robinson

800 Third Avenue,
24th FlOOr

New York, NY 10022

Attn: Mark Zafrin, Esq.

By Federal Express

Gerald Neuman, Individually
c/o HBL SNF, LLC
1280 Albany Post Road

Croton-on-Hudson, NY 10520

1569918
0181960-001
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WHITE PLAINS HEALTH CARE PROPERTIES I, LLC
c/o THE CONGRESS COMPANIES

General Contractors, Construction Managers,Property Managers,Development Services
BOSTON:
WestPeabodyExecutiveCenter
2BourbonStreet
Peabody,MA 01960
Phone:978-535-6700
Fax: 978-S35-6701

7-Jan-19

NOTICE OF AMOUNTS AND DELIVERABLES DUE UNDER LEASE & LOI of 11/2O/19

Gentlemen: Pursuant to the Lease and the LOl dated November 20, 2019, the following are due:

AMOUNTS PAYABLE Due Date Amt Due Amounts Paid Amt Past Due

1 Rent January, 2020 (See Note 1 Below) 01/01/20 $ 546,096.50 $ 506,096.50 $ 40,000.00
2 Rent 9/30/19 11/30/19 12/01/19 $ 10.831.79 $ - $_ 10.831.79

SUSTOTAL RENT AND ADDITIONAL RENT: $ 556,928.29 $ 506,096.50 $ 50,831.79

3 RE Taxes 7/1/19-12/31/19, Tenant portion: 09/30/19-12/31/19 12/01/19 $ 61,456.39 $ - $ 61,456.39
4 RE Taxes for the period 1/1/20-6/30/20 12/01/19 $ 121.587.12 $ - $ 121 587.12

SUBTOTAL REAL ESTATE TAXES $ 183,043.51 $ - $ 183,043.51

5 Utility Deposits 12/01/19 $ 60,356.10 $ - $ 60,356.10
6 Municipal Deposits 12/01/19 $ 5,500.00 $ - $ 5,500.00
7 ConEdison Electric Invoice 12/17/19 2,972.84 $ - $ 2 972.84

Subtotal $ 68,828.94 $ - $ 68,828.94

TOTAL RENT, RE TAXES, & OTHER $ 808,800.14 $ 506,096.50 $ 302,704.24

8 Security Deposit 1st payment 12/01/19 $ 1,000,000.00 $ - $ 1.000.000.00

TOTAL AMTS DUE EXCLUDING LATE FEES & COSTS $ 1,808,800.14 $ 506,096.50 $ 1,302,704.24

9 Interest on past due real estate taxes on a per-dlem basis: 12/15/19 $ 3,039.68 $ - $ 3,039.68
10 Late Fees of 5% on Items 1,2,3,5,6,7 12/15/19 $ 9,055.86 $ - $ 9,055.86

11 Interest on items 1,2,3.5 & 6 at the Overdue Rate (Prime+5%) 12/15/19 $ 11,329.55 $ - $ 11,329.55

TOTAL LATE FEES AND COSTS $ 23,425.09 $ - $ 23,425.09

TOTAL AMOUNTS DUE $ 1 832125.83 $ 506,096.50 $ 1,326,129.33

ADDITIONAL NOTICE OF ITEMS DUE: As required per the Lease and LOI, please Movide the fc|jaw|ñgi:

1 Notice is hereby made to that Jan. 2020 & all subsequent Rent shall be due in the

amount of: $546,096.50, calculated as: $506,096.50 rent plus $40,000.00 additional rent 2nd NoSce

2 Notice is hereby made to provide all Medicare and Medicaid provider

Agreements and rates. 2nd Notice

3 Notice is hereby made to provide Annual Budget, Capital Expenditures, Operet!ng

Budget, Annual Financial Reporting, monthly financial reporting Financial

Reporting, Variance Reporting, Unaudited Financial Reports

4 Notice Is hereby made to provide per a written report of significant events at the

facility Including: Coples of all documents, reports. Ilcenses and sit!fsetés

from NY DOH pertaining to the Operations of the Facility 2nd Notice

5 Notice is hereby made to provide: Evidence of Insurance, including all

required coverages under the lease, and all additional Insureds. 2nd Notice
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Marisa Warshaw

From: TrackingUpdates@fedex.com

Sent: Wednesday, January 8, 2020 1:37 PM

To: Marisa Warshaw

Subject: FedEx Shipment 779498448443 Delivered

Your package has been delivered

Tracking # 779498448443

Ship date: Delivery date:

Tue, 1/7/2020 Wed, 1/8/2020 1:34 pm

Marisa Warshaw Mr. Mark Neuman

DelBello Donnellan Weingarten Mr. Mark Neuman

Wise Delivered 22 LYNCREST DR

White Plains, NY 10601 MONSEY, NY 10952

US US

Shipment Facts

Our records indicate that the following package has been delivered.

Tracking number: 779498448443

Status: Delivered: 01/08/2020 1:34

PM Signed for By: Signature

not required

Reference: 0181960-001 MW 1/7/2020

Signed for by: Signature not required

Delivery location: MONSEY, NY

Delivered to: Residence

Service type: FedEx Standard Overnight®

Packaging type: FedEx® Envelope

Number of pieces: 1

Weight: 0.50 lb.

Special handling/Services: Deliver Weekday

Residential Delivery

Standard transit: 1/8/2020 by 8:00 pm

1
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Marisa Warshaw

From: TrackingUpdates@fedex.com

Sent: Wednesday, January 8, 2020 10:37 AM
To: Marisa Warshaw

Subject: FedEx Shipment 779498363223 Delivered

. .

Your package has been delivered

Tracking # 779498363223

Ship date: Delivery date:

Tue, 1/7/2020 Wed, 1/8/2020 10:35

am----------
DelBello Donnellan Weingarten Mr. Lizer Josefovic,

Wise
-~~~~

Guarantor, Ind

White Plains, NY 10601 Mr. Lizer Josefovic, Guarantor,

US Delivered Ind

53 Mariner Way

MONSEY, NY 10952

us

Shipment Facts

Our records indicate that the following package has been delivered.

Tracking number: 779498363223

Status: Delivered: 01/08/2020 10:35

AM Signed for By: Signature

not required

Reference: 0181960-001 MW 1/7/2020

Signed for by: Signature not required

. Delivery locatióñ: Monsey, NY

Delivered to: Residence

Service type: FedEx Standard Overnight®

Packaging type: FedEx® Envelope

Number of pieces: 1

Weight: 0.50 lb.

Special hand:|ñg/Services: Deliver Weekday

Residential Delivery

Standard transit: 1/8/2020 by 8:00 pm

1
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Marisa Warshaw

From: TrackingUpdates‡fedex.com

Sent: Wednesday, January 8, 2020 9:33 AM
To: Marisa Warshaw

Subject: FedEx Shiprñent 779498235404 Delivered

Your package has been delivered

Tracking # 779498235404

Ship date: Delivery date:

Tue, 1/7/2020 Wed, 1/8/2020 9:27 am

Marisa Warshaw Mr. Lizer Josefovic

DelBello Donnellan Weingarten
---~-

HBL SNF, LLC

Wise 1280 ALBANY POST RD

White Plains, NY 10601 Delivered CROTON ON HUDSON, NY

US 10520

US

Shipment Facts

Our records indicate that the following package has been delivered.

Tracking number: 779498235404

Status: Delivered: 01/08/2020 09:27

AM Signed for By: Signature

Release on file

Reference: 0181960-001 MW 1/7/2020

Signed for by: Signature Release on file

Delivery |ücaticñ: CROTON ON HUDSON, NY

Service type: FedEx Standard Overnight®
. ..

Packaging type: FedEx® Envelope

Number of pieces: 1

Weight: 0.50 Ib.

Special han j!!-.;/Services: Deliver Weekday

. Standard transit: 1/8/2020 by 3:00 prn

Please do not respond to this message. This email was sent from an unattended mailbox. This report was generated at
approximately 8:32 AM CST on Of/08/2020.

All weights are estimated.

1
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Marisa Warshaw

From: TrackingUpdates@fedex.com

Sent: Wednesday, January 8, 2020 9:32 AM
To: Marisa Warshaw

Subject: FedEx Shipment 779498627521 Delivered

Your package has been delivered

Tracking # 779498627521

Ship date: Delivery date:

Tue, 1/7/2020 Wed, 1/8/2020 9:27 am--------.- ---------
Marisa Warshaw Mr. Gerald Neuman

DelBello Donnellan Weingarten
-~~

c/o HBL SNF, LLC

Wise 1280 ALBANY POST RD

White Plains, NY 10601 Delivered CROTON ON HUDSON, NY

US 10520

US .

Shipment Facts

. Our records indicate that the following package has been de||vered

Tracking number: 7_79498627521

Status: Delivered: 01/08/2020 09:27

AM Signed for By: Signature

Release on file

Reference: 0181960-001 MW 1/7/2020

Signed for by: Signature Release on file

Delivery location: CROTON ON HUDSON, NY

Service type: FedEx Standard Overnight®

Packaging type: FedEx® Envelope

Number of pieces: 1

Weight: 0.50 lb.

Special handling/Sarvices: Deliver Weekday

Standard transit: 1/8/2020 by 3:00 pm

Please do notfespond to this message. This email was sent from an unattended mailbox. This report was generated at
appraximata|y 8 32 AM CST on 01/08/2020.

All weights are estimated.

1
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Marisa Warshaw

From: TrackingUpdates@fedex.com

Sent: Wednesday, January 8, 2020 9:32 AM
To: Marisa Warshaw

Subject: FedEx Shipment 779498539658 Delivered

Your package has been delivered

Tracking # 779498539658

Ship date: Denvery date:

Tue, 1/7/2020 Wed, 1/8/2020 9:27 am-------- _____________
Marisa Warshaw Mark Zafrin, Esq.

DelBello Donnellan Weingarten
""---~--

Michelman & Robinson

Wise 24th Floor

White Plains, NY 10601 Dolivorod 800 3RD AVE

US NEW YORK, NY 10022

US

Shipment Facts

Our records indicate that the following package has been delivered.

Tracking number: 779498539658

Status: Delivered: 01/08/2020 09:27

AM Signed for By: E.ELAINE
. .

Reference: 0181960-001 MW 1/7/2020

Signed for by: E.ELAINE

Delivery location: NEW YORK, NY

Delivered to: Receptionist/Front Desk

Service type: FedEx Standard Overnight®

Packaging type: FedEx® Envelope

Number of pieces: 1

Weight: 0.50 lb.

Special hand!!ng!Services: Deliver Weekday

Standard transit: 1/8/2020 by 3:00 pm

Q Please do not respond to this message. This email was sent from an Giattéiided maitbox. This report was generated at
approximately 8:32 AM CST on 01/08/2020. .

1
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DELBELLO DONNELLAN WEINGARTEN 
WISE & WIEDERKEHR, LLP 

Alfred E. Donnellan 
Partner 

aed@ddw-law.com 

COUNSELLORS AT LAW 

THE GATEWAY BUILDING 

ONE NORTH LEXINGTON AVENUE 

WHITE PLAINS, NEW YORK 10601 

(914) 681-0200 

FACSIMILE (914) 684-0288 

Connecticut Office 
1111 SUMMER STREET 

STAMFORD, CT  06905 

(203) 298-0000 

 

December 4, 2020 

VIA NYSCEF 
Hon. Gretchen Walsh 

Supreme Court, Westchester County 

111 Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Blvd. 

White Plains, New York 10601 
 

Re: White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC v. HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer 
Jozefovic a/k/a Lizer Jozofovic and Mark Neuman, Index No. 60278/2020  

 

Dear Justice Walsh: 
 

 We represent plaintiff White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC (“WHP Properties”), in 

connection with the above referenced action. We write pursuant to Your Honor’s Commercial 

Division Rules to respectfully request a pre-motion conference to seek leave to amend the 

complaint.  
 

 On November 30, 2020, our office filed an amended complaint on behalf of WHP 

Properties. (Exhibit 1). Counsel for defendants contacted us on December 2, 2020 to point out 

that plaintiff’s time to amend the complaint as of right expired the day before Thanksgiving on 

November 25, 2020 and requested that WHP Properties withdraw its amended complaint. 

(Exhibit 2). It appears that due to a clerical error the amended complaint indeed was filed thirty 

days instead of twenty days after the defendants’ answer was filed on NYSCEF. Our office has 

agreed to withdraw the amended complaint and instead seek leave from this Court to amend. 
  

 There certainly is no prejudice to defendants for any delay in filing the amended 

pleading. While plaintiff’s deadline to amend the complaint may have expired on November 25, 

2020, the amended complaint was filed promptly the Monday after the Thanksgiving holiday 

weekend. (See generally, GCL § 25-a). Additionally, the amendment mainly adds a cause of 

action against Lizer Jozefovic individually for HBL SNF, LLC’s (“HBL”) breach of the same 

provisions in the Lease agreement as alleged in the original complaint. (Exhibit 3, redline 

version). Jozefovic pledged his interest in a certain entity as security to ensure HBL’s 

compliance with the Lease and the amended complaint seeks to enforce the pledge agreement. 

Because the facts supporting WHP Properties’ claims against Jozefovic individually are based on 

the same breaches of HBL’s obligations under the Lease, there is no surprise to any of the 

defendants in connection with the facts alleged that support the new claims. Finally, this action is 

at the pleading stages and no discovery has taken place. With the liberal legal standard to grant 

leave to amend pleadings, WHP Properties’ request should be granted. Yong Soon Oh v. Hua Jin, 

124 A.D.3d 639, 640 (2d Dept. 2015) (“[I]n the absence of prejudice or surprise to the opposing 

party, leave to amend pleadings should be freely granted unless the proposed amendment is 

palpably insufficient or patently devoid of merit.”). 
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HON. GRETCHEN WALSH 

DECEMBER 4, 2020 

PAGE 2 

__________________ 

 

 Jozefovic opposes the amended complaint on the basis that he instituted an action in 

Supreme Court, New York County (Index No. 655549/2020) seeking declaratory judgment 

regarding WHP Properties’ rights to enforce the pledge agreement (Action No. 2). However, 

Jozefovic’s argument is unavailing because: Action No. 2 was filed after this action was 

commenced in Westchester; venue for Action No. 2 is improper because the only connection to 

New York County is the place of business of a nominal party; and, WHP Properties already 

moved to change venue and consolidate Action No. 2 with this action, and its motion is 

scheduled for oral argument on December 14, 2020 before Hon. Nancy Bannon, J.S.C. 
 

 The standard to grant leave to amend a pleading is met here and WHP Properties 

respectfully requests a conference to address this application.  
  

 

       Very truly yours, 

 

       /s/ Alfred E. Donnellan   

       Alfred E. Donnellan 

cc:  All Counsel via NYSCEF 
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 

COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER 

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC, 

Plaintiff, 

- against-

HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC NKJA LIZER 

JOZOFOVIC and MARK NEUMAN, 

Defendants. 

Index No. 60278/2020 

AMENDED VERIFIED 

COMPLAINT 

Plaintiff, White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC ("WPH Properties"), by its attorneys, 

De!Bello, Donnellan, Weingarten, Wise & Wiederkehr, LLP and Abrams, Fensterman, 

Fensterman, Eisman, Formato, Ferrara, Wolf & Carone, LLP, for its amended verified complaint 

against defendants, HBL SNF, LLC ("HBL''), Lizer Jozefovic a/k/a Lizer Jozofovic ("Jozefovic") 

and Mark Neuman ("Neuman"), alleges: 

NATURE OF THE CASE 

I. This action concerns HBL's material default of its obligations under an amended 

and restated operating lease dated as of November 19, 2015 (the "Lease"), by which WPH 

Properties leased to HBL a brand new, state-of-the-art, 160-bed skilled nursing facility that WPH 

Properties constructed at 116-120 Church Street, White Plains, New York. 

2. WPH Properties had constructed the nursing facility and entered into the Lease with 

HBL dated November 19, 2015. The Lease was amended and restated in 2017. It provided that 

HBL would operate the facility for 30 years. The Lease commenced on September 30, 2019. HBL 

took possession of the facility on September 3 0, 2019. By the end of October 2019, HBL had 
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defaulted. 

3. On January 7, 2020, WPH Properties served notice of default and elected to 

terminate the Lease and accelerate all rents due. This action seeks to recover from HBL the Rent 

it owes and the other damages its defaults have caused and to enforce the unconditional guaranties 

ofHBL's performance under the Lease given by Neuman and Jozefovic. 

PARTIES AND VENUE 

4. WPH Properties is a limited liability company duly organized and existing under 

the laws of the State of Massachusetts, with its principal place of business at 2 Bourbon Street, 

Suite 200, Peabody, Massachusetts. WPH Properties is duly authorized to do business in the State 

ofNewYork. 

5. HBL was and is a limited liability company duly organized and existing under the 

laws of the State of New York with an address and place of business at 537 Route 22, Purdys, New 

York. 

6. Jozefovic is an individual residing at 53 Mariner Way, Mousey, New York, with a 

business address and place of business at HBL, 537 Route 22, Purdys, New York. 

7. Neuman is an individual residing at 22 Lyncrest Drive, Mousey, New York, with a 

business address and place of business at HBL, 537 Route 22, Purdys, New York. 

8. Pursuant to CPLR § 503(a), venue is properly designated in Westchester County 

based_onthe_J"t:sidences of WPH Properties and HBL, because a substantial part of the events 

giving rise to the claim occurred in Westchester County and because HBL and WPH Properties 

agreed in the Lease that any action or proceeding arising out of the Lease be brought in Westchester 

County. Lease§ 20.l(b). 
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FACTS 

9. WPH Properties is and was at all relevant times the owner of the real property 

known as 116-120 Church Street, White Plains, New York (the "Real Property"). 

10. WPH Properties constructed a brand new, state-of-the-art, 160-bed skilled nursing 

facility on the Real Property. 

THE LEASE 

11. In 2017, WPH Properties, as landlord, and HBL, as tenant, entered into the 

amended and restated Lease, dated as ofNovember 19, 2015, under which WPH Properties leased 

to HBL the Real Property and the improvements to be constructed on the Real Property, together 

with other assets, all as defined in Section 2.1 of the Lease (the "Facility"). A true and accurate 

copy of the Lease is annexed to this complaint as Exhibit 1 and is incorporated into this complaint 

by reference. 

12. WPH Properties obtained a certificate of occupancy for the Facility on August 22, 

2019. 

13. HBL entered into possession of the Facility on September 30, 2019. 

14. The Lease provided for a term of30 years, with three 10-year options to the tenant, 

unless sooner terminated. Exhibit 1, Lease, § 3 .1. 

15. The Lease obligated HBL to pay WPH Properties annual fixed rent of$6,073,158 

in monthly installments of$506,096.50 (the "Fixed Rent"). Exhibit 1, Lease,§ 3.2. 

16. The Lease also obligated HBL to pay WPH Properties other amounts which are 

defined as "Additional Rent." Fixed Rent and Additional Rent are referred to collectively as 

"Rent." 
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17. The Lease obligated HBL to pay all charges for electricity, steam, telephone, cable, 

gas, oil, water, sewer and all other services or utilities used on or related to the Premises during 

the Term. Exhibit 1, Lease, § 4.1. 

18. The Lease obligated HBL to pay, before penalties are incurred, all real estate taxes, 

assessments, utility charges and other taxes. Exhibit 1, Lease, § 4.2. 

19. The Lease obligated HBL to keep the Premises in good condition and repair 

including, at HBL's sole cost and expense, payment of all utility service and maintenance deposits 

and expenses relating to the Premises. Exhibit I, Lease,§ 5.2. 

20. The Lease obligated HBL to deliver a guarantee of all obligations owed by HBL 

under the Lease from Jozefovic (the "Jozefovic Guaranty") and from Neuman (the "Neuman 

Guaranty"). Exhibit I, Lease,§ 7.1. 

21. A true and accurate copy of the Jozefovic Guaranty is annexed to this complaint as 

Exhibit 2. 

' 
22. A true and accurate copy of the Neuman Guaranty is annexed to this complaint as 

Exhibit 3. 

23. Pursuant to the Jozefovic Guaranty, Jozefovic absolutely, unconditionally and 

irrevocably guaranteed the full and prompt payment of all rent, sums and charges of every type 

and nature payable by HBL under the Lease, whether due by acceleration or otherwise, and the 

full, timely and complete performance of all obligations to be performed by HBL under the Lease, 

including obligations that survive termination of the Lease. 

24. The Jozefovic Guaranty is an absolute and unconditional guaranty of payment and 

of performance and is enforceable against Jozefovic without the necessity of any notice of 
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nonpayment, nonperformance or nonobservance, or any notice or demand, all of which Jozefovic 

expressly waived. 

25. Pursuant to the Neuman Guaranty, Neuman absolutely, unconditionally and 

irrevocably guaranteed the full and prompt payment of all rent, sums and charges of every type 

and nature payable by HBL under the Lease, whether due by acceleration or otherwise, and the 

full, timely and complete performance of all obligations to be performed by HBL under the Lease, 

including obligations that survive termination of the Lease. 

26. The Neuman Guaranty is an absolute and unconditional guaranty of payment and 

of performance and is enforceable against Neuman without the necessity of any notice of 

nonpayment, nonperformance or nonobservance, or any notice or demand, all of which Neuman 

expressly waived. 

27. The Lease obligated HBL to deliver to WPH Properties, before the commencement 

date of the Lease, ail agreement by Capital Funding Group by which Capital Funding Group agreed 

to allow HBL to draw down on its credit line each month so as to enable Capital Funding Group 

to pay the Fixed Rent each month directly to WPH Properties on the commencement date and for 

the following 11 months. Exhibit 1, Lease, § 7 .1. 

28. The Lease obligated HBL to deliver to WPH Properties, before the commencement 

date of the Lease, an unconditional letter of credit or cash in the amount of $3,700,000 to secure 

_the fuJland ti1I1elyperformance of its obligations under the Lease. Exhibit 1, Lease,§ 7.1. 

29. The Lease obligated HBL to deliver to WPH Properties, before the commencement 

date of the Lease, $1,600,000 as an additional security deposit. Exhibit 1, Lease,§ 7.1. 

30. The Lease obligated HBL to provide WPH Properties all reports, statements and 
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inspections as defined in the Lease, including all Medicare, Medicaid and other provider 

agreements and reimbursement rates for the Facility, updated reimbursement rates, financial 

reporting and written reports providing an operational overview of significant events and 

circumstances on a monthly basis. Exhibit 1, Lease, § 7.4. 

31. The Lease obligated HBL to maintain working capital accounts in specified 

amounts. Exhibit 1, Lease, § 7.7. 

32. The Lease provides that HBL will be in default of the Lease if, among other things, 

(i) HBL fails to pay any installment of Rent within five days of the date when Rent was due; (ii) 

HBL defaults in the prompt and full performance of any other of its obligations and fails to correct 

that failure within 30 days of receipt of written notice from WPH Properties of the default; (iii) 

HBL fails to give WPH Properties timely notice or timely deliver copies of documents as required 

by Section 7.4 of the Lease; (iv) HBL defaults or breaches the provisions of Section 7.4(b); (v) a 

Guarantor defaults beyond expiration of any applicable cure period; or ( vi) any governmental 

authority assesses a fine or penalty against HBL in an amount in excess of $75,000. Exhibit 1, 

Lease, § 16.1. 

33. WPH Properties performed all of the conditions on its part required by the Lease. 

34. The Lease provides in Section 16.1 that upon the occurrence of a default by HBL, 

WPH Properties may, upon five days written notice, terminate the Lease, accelerate the payment 

of all Rent for the balance of the Term and declare the Rent presently due and payable in full, 

requiring HBL to pay to WPH Properties the present value of the accelerated Rent. 

35. Section 16.1 of the Lease also provides that upon the occurrence of a default, and 

in addition to all of the other remedies provided for in the Lease, WPH Properties is immediately 
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entitled to retain the security deposit required by Section 7.1 of the Lease and HBL has no further 

claim, right, title or interest therein to the extent ofWPH Properties' claims. 

36. Section 16.1 of the Lease also provides that upon the occurrence of a default and 

the commencement of an action for Rent or for any other amount due under the Lease, HBL must 

pay to WPH Properties all of the expenses, including reasonable attorneys' fees, incurred by WPH 

Properties to enforce the Lease. 

37. In addition, under the terms of the Lease, HBL's continuation in occupancy after 

termination does not constitute a renewal of the Lease, but HBL becomes a tenant month-to-month 

for a rental of 300% of the most recent Rent payable by HBL under the Lease. Exhibit 1, Lease, § 

201.13. 

THE JOZEFOVIC SECURITY AGREEMENT 

38. On August 11, 2017 Jozefovic executed a Collateral Assignment and Pledge of 

Membership Interest and Security Agreement (the "Jozefovic Security Agreement"), assigning to 

WPH Properties' nominee a first and superior security interest in Jozefovic' s interest in Waterview 

Acquisition I, LLC (the "Jozefovic Waterview Collateral") in order to secure the obligations under 

the Jozefovic Security Agreement and under the Lease. A true and accurate copy of the Jozefovic 

Security Agreement is annexed to this complaint as Exhibit 4. 

39. The Jozefovic Security Agreement provides that Jozefovic has not and will not 

__ __ _ ____ enter into_ any assignment, mortgage, pledge or other instrument which transfers or encumbers all 

or any part of the Jozefovic Waterview Collateral. Exhibit 4, Jozefovic Security Agreement§ 3 

40. The Jozefovic Security Agreement further provides that Jozefovic agrees not to 

subsequently further amend or voluntarily permit the amendment of the Waterview Acquisition I, 
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LLC Operating Agreement that would in any manner materially adversely affect the Jozefovic 

Security Agreement and/or the rights ofWPH Properties. Exhibit 4, Jozefovic Security Agreement 

§4 

41. On September 15, 2020 WPH Properties duly perfected its security interest with 

respect to the Jozefovic Waterview Collateral by filing a UCC financing statement. 

42. Upon information and belief, in or around December 2019, Jozefovic assigned the 

Jozefovic Waterview Collateral to Metropolitan Commercial Bank ("MCB") to secure Jozefovic's 

obligation to repay a $3,000,000 loan from MCB to Jozefovic. 

43. Upon information and belief, to effectuate Jozefovic's assignment of the Jozefovic 

Waterview Collateral to MCB, Jozefovic agreed to and voluntarily permitted the amendment of 

the Waterview Acquisition L LLC Operating Agreement. 

44. Jozefovic breached his obligations under the Jozefovic Security Agreement by 

agreeing to and voluntarily permitting the amendment of the Waterview Acquisition I, LLC 

Operating Agreement and assigning the Jozefovic Waterview Collateral to MCB. 

45. Jozefovic further breached the Jozefovic Security Agreement by failing to take all 

of the necessary steps to add Howard Fensterman, a principal ofWPH Properties, as a co-signatory 

to the JP Morgan Chase accounts identified therein as required by the Jozefovic Security 

Agreement. 

46. Jozefovic and HBL breached their obligation to post the $1,600,000 additional 

security deposit required by the Jozefovic Security Agreement and the Lease. 

47. Jozefovic's moving of funds into a separate account that he controls does not satisfy 

the obligation to post the $1.6 million additional security deposit as required by the Jozefovic 
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Security Agreement and the Lease. 

48. Jozefovic's and HBL's failure to satisfy the obligation to post the $1.6 million 

additional security deposit constitutes a breach of the Jozefovic Security Agreement and a breach 

of the Lease. 

49. The Jozefovic Security Agreement provides that Jozefovic pledges, assigns and 

grants a first and superior security interest in and to all of his rights, title and interest as a member 

of Waterview Acquisition I, LLC to WPH Properties in order to secure the obligations under the 

Jozefovic Security Agreement and under the Lease. 

50. Pursuant to the remedies granted to WPH Properties under the UCC and the 

Jozefovic Security Agreement, in the event of a default, WPH Properties is entitled, among other 

remedies, to dispose of the Jozefovic Waterview Collateral at a public sale. 

51. Jozefovic breached the J ozefovic Security Agreement and materially and adversely 

affected the Jozefovic Waterview Collateral and the rights of WPH Properties by (i) agreeing to 

and voluntarily permitting the amendment of the Waterview Acquisition I, LLC Operating 

Agreement and (ii) assigning the Jozefovic Waterview Collateral to MCB to secure Jozefovic's 

obligation to repay a $3,000,000 loan from MCB to Jozefovic. 

52. As a result of Jozefovic breaching the Jozefovic Security Agreement by amending 

the operating agreement and assigning the Jozefovic Waterview Collateral to MCB, any purchaser 

of the Jozefovic Waterview Collateral at public sale by WPH Properties will purchase the 

Jozefovic Waterview Collateral subject to MCB's senior security interest in the collateral. 

53. Jozefovic's breach of the Jozefovic Security Agreement therefore has caused WPH 

Properties damages in the amount of $3,000,000, the amount of Jozefovic's obligation to MCB 
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secured by Jozefovic's illicit assignment of the same collateral to MCB. 

HBL BREACHED ITS OBLIGATIONS UNDER THE LEASE 

54. HBL failed to perform its obligations, materially defaulting under the Lease, almost 

immediately after taking possession of the Premises. 

55. HBL failed to pay Rent as required by the Lease. 

56. HBL failed to pay real estate taxes as required by the Lease. 

57. HBL failed to pay utility deposits as required by the Lease. 

58. HBL failed to pay municipal maintenance escrows as required by the Lease. 

59. HBL failed to pay utility charges as required by the Lease. 

60. HBL failed or refused to deliver certificates of insurance as required by the Lease. 

61. HBL failed to deliver to WPH Properties all Medicare, Medicaid and other provider 

agreements and reimbursement rate sheets for the Facility, as required by the Lease. 

62. HBL failed to deliver to WPH Properties all Medicare, Medicaid and other provider 

updated rate sheets, as required by the Lease. 

63. HBL failed to deliver to WPH Properties the required financial reporting, as 

required by the Lease. 

64. HBL failed to deliver to WPH Properties the required written reporting providing 

an operational overview of significant events and circumstances at the Facility during each prior 

month of the term of the Lease, as required by the Lease. 

65. HBL failed or refused to deliver to WPH Properties the security deposits, as 

required by the Lease. 

66. HBL failed to deliver and maintain the required credit line in an amount equal to 
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12 months' rent, as required by the Lease. 

67. HBL failed to have and maintain the working capital account required by the Lease. 

68. HBL failed to pay late fees and costs, as required by the Lease. 

THE LETTER OF INTENT 

69. After HBL defaulted, WPH Properties negotiated in good faith with HBL in an 

attempt to avoid termination of the Lease, despite HBL's default. 

70. On November 20, 2019, WPH Properties and HBL entered into a Letter oflntent 

(the "LOI") in which WPH Properties and HBL agreed that WPH Properties would sell the Facility 

for $73,000,000 to a Delaware Statutory Trust in which Jozefovic and Neuman would have a 77 .5 

percent interest and WPH Properties or its designees would have a 22.5 percent interest. 

71. A true and accurate copy of the LOI is annexed to this complaint as Exhibit 5. 

72. The LOI provides for the Lease to be amended to require that HBL pay the 

November 2019 rent by November 18, 2019, the December rent by December 5, 2019 and all real 

estate taxes and utility payments by December 1, 2019, that by December 5, 2019 HBL reimburse 

WPH Properties for $65,856 in municipal and utility deposits, that HBL enter into a Deposit 

Account Control Agreement with MNB requiring MNB to draw on the account first to pay the 

rent. 

73. The LOI further provides for the Lease to be amended so that the $3,700,000 

security deposit required by Section 7.l(a)(ii) is reduced to $2,000,000, $1,000,000 of which was 

required to be paid by HBL on or before December I, 2019 or the date on which WPH Properties 

obtained a permanent certificate of occupancy for the Facility (which was granted on November 

14, 2019), whichever was later, and the balance of which was required to be paid on April 1, 2020, 
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which was the Closing date required by the LOI. 

74. In addition, the LOI provides for the Lease to be amended so that in lieu of 

providing the additional $1,600,000 in security required by Section 7.l(a)(iii) of the Lease, HBL 

would be required to enter into an agreement with JP Morgan Chase Bank prohibiting liquidation 

of that account until the second $1,000,000 in security required by the LOI had been paid. 

75. The LOI also provides for the Lease to be amended to require HBL to obtain a 

single working capital line of credit in the amount of$8,000,000 by December I, 2019. 

76. HBL defaulted and breached its obligations under the LOI by failing to pay rent, 

failing to pay the municipal and utility payments to WPH Properties, failing to pay the real estate 

taxes and utility payments, failing to enter into the Deposit Account Control Agreement, failing to 

enter into the agreement with JP Morgan Chase Bank, by failing to pay the first $1,000,000 security 

deposit as required by the LOI and by failing to obtain the $8,000,000 working capital credit line, 

and by failing to meet the required Closing date of April 1, 2020. 

77. WPH Properties performed all conditions on its part required by the LOI. 

78. Solely as a result of HBL's breach of the LOI, WPH Properties did not sell the 

property to the Delaware Statutory Trust, causing damage to WPH Properties, and WPH Properties 

incurred interest and late charges on its loans, all of which are the direct result ofHBL's breach of 

the LOI. 

NOTICE OF DEFAULT, TERMINATION OF THE LEASE AND ACCELERATION OF RENT . 

79. On January 7, 2020, while the LOI was in effect, WPH Properties served a "Notice 

of Default And Landlord's Election To Terminate Lease And Accelerate All Rents Due For The 

Balance of the Lease Term" upon HBL (the "Notice of Default"). 
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80. A true and accurate copy of the Notice of Default is annexed to this complaint as 

Exhibit 6 and incorporated into this complaint by reference. 

81. The Notice of Default contains a true and accurate accounting of the amounts then 

due and owing under the Lease and LOI. 

82. The Notice of Default gave HBL notice that by reason ofHBL's defaults under the 

Lease, WPH Properties had exercised its right under Section 16.1 of the Lease to terminate the 

Lease, effective January 13, 2020. 

83. The Notice of Default further gave HBL notice that pursuant to Section 16.1 of the 

Lease all Rent for the balance of the Term was accelerated and HBL became obligated to pay WPH 

Properties the present value of the accelerated rent, discounted at a rate of 6% per annum. 

84. HBL continued, and still continues, to occupy the Premises, despite WPH 

Properties' termination of the Lease. 

85. Because HBL has held over after its default resulted in termination of the Lease, 

HBL is a tenant month-to-month at a rent equal to 300% of the most recent Rent payable by HBL 

under the Lease. Exhibit 1, Lease, § 20.13. 

86. HBL has failed to perform its obligations as a tenant month-to-month by failing to 

pay rent in the amount of 300% of the most recent Rent payable by HBL under the Lease, remitting 

only the base rent which had been payable before WPH Properties terminated the Lease. 

87. HBL is in default with respect to its obligations under the Lease and its obligations 

as a month-to-month tenant following termination of the Lease effective January 13, 2020. 

AMOUNTS DUE 

88. As a result of HBL's defaults, HBL is obligated to pay to WPH Properties, as of 

13 
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August 25, 2020, the sum of $113,832,987.54 (the "Amounts Due"), as follows: (i) holdover rent 

and rent, $7,096,182.79; (ii) municipal and utility deposits, $26,725.35; (iii) security and working 

capital deposits, $9,800,000.00; (iv) late fees, default fees, costs and professional fees, 

$1,948,753.00; and (v) accelerated rent, $94,961,326.40. 

89. HBL is obligated to pay to WPH Properties the Amounts Due in full, plus any 

amounts that have accrued since August 25, 2020. 

90. HBL has failed or refused to pay the Amounts Due. 

91. WPH Properties has fully performed all obligations required to be performed on its 

part with respect to the Lease, the LOI, HBL's month-to-month tenancy after the termination of 

the Lease, the Jozefovic Guaranty, the Neuman Guaranty, the HBL Security Agreement, the 

Jozefovic HBL Security Agreement and the Neuman HBL Security Agreement. 

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST HBL 

(BREACH OF CONTRACT) 

92. WPH Properties repeats and re-alleges each and every allegation set forth in 

paragraphs "1" through "91" with the same force and effect as if fully set forth here. 

93. By reason of HBL's material default and breach of its obligations pursuant to the 

Lease and its obligations as a month-to month tenant after termination of the lease, WPH Properties 

is entitled to judgment against HBL for the Amounts Due, together with the other and further 

amounts that may come due between the date of this complaint and the entry of judgment, plus 

interest from the date of the default as provided by law. 

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST HBL 

(BREACH OF CONTRACT) 

94. WPH Properties repeats and re-alleges each and every allegation set forth in 

14 
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paragraphs "1" through "93" with the same force and effect as if fully set forth here. 

95. By reason ofHBL's material default and breach of its obligations pursuant to the 

LOI, WPH Properties is entitled to judgment against HBL in an amount to be determined at trial. 

THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST JOZEFOVIC 

(ENFORCING GUARANTY) 

96. WPH Properties repeats and re-alleges each and every allegation set forth in 

paragraphs "l" through "95" with the same force and effect as if fully set forth here. 

97. By reason ofHBL's default in the performance of its obligations under the Lease, 

WPH Properties is entitled to judgment against Jozefovic for the Amounts Due pursuant to the 

terms of the J ozefovic Guaranty. 

FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST NEUMAN 

(ENFORCING GUARANTY) 

98. WPH Properties repeats and re-alleges each and every allegation set forth in 

paragraphs "1" through "97" with the same force and effect as if fully set forth here. 

99. By reason ofHBL's d·efault in the performance of its obligations under the Lease, 

WPH Properties is entitled to judgment against Neuman for the Amounts Due pursuant to the terms 

of the Neuman Guaranty. 

FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST JOZEFOVIC 

(BREACH OF CONTRACT) 

100. WPH Properties repeats and re-alleges each and every allegation set forth in 

-paragraphs "l"through "99" with the same force and effect as if fully set forth here. 

101. By reason of Jozefovic's default in the performance of his obligations under the 

Jozefovic Security Agreement and HBL's default in the performance of its obligations under the 

Lease, WPH Properties is entitled to judgment against Jozefovic in the amount of $3,000,000.00. 

15 
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WHEREFORE, WPH Properties demands judgment as follows: 

1. On its First cause of action, against HBL in the amount of $113,832,987.54, 

together with the other and further amounts that may come due between the date of this complaint 

and the entry of judgment, plus interest from the date of the default as provided by law; and 

2. On its Second Cause of Action, against HBL, in an amount to be detennined at trial; 

and 

3. On its Third Cause of Action, against Jozefovic in the amount of$113,832,987.54, 

together with the other and further amounts that have come due since August 25, 2020 and may 

come due between the date of this complaint and the entry of judgment, plus interest from the date 

of the default as provided by law; and 

4. On its Fourth Cause of Action, against Neuman in the amount of$113,832,987.54, 

together with the other and further amounts that have come due since August 25, 2020 and may 

come due between the date of this complaint and the entry of judgment, plus interest from the date 

of the default as provided by law; and 

5. On its Fifth Cause of Action, against Jozefovic in the amount of$3,000,000.00; and 

6. On all causes of action, awarding costs, disbursements and attorneys' fees against 

HBL pursuant to the provisions of the Lease and against Jozefovic and Neuman pursuant to the 

provisions of the Jozefovic Guaranty and the Neuman Guaranty; and 
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7. Awarding such other and further relief as the Court may deem just and proper. 

Dated: White Plains, New York 

November 19, 2020 

DELBELLO DONNELLAN WEINGARTEN WISE & WIEDERKEHR, LLP 

Lead Counsel for Plaintiff White Plains Healthcare Properties L LLC 

By: --~'#'-+---1-'°PfA~-"----J.=-=---
Al d E. onnellan, Esq. 

One North Lexington Avenue 

White Plains, New York 10601 

(914) 681-0200 

ABRAMS, FENSTERMAN, FENSTERMAN, EISMAN, FORMATO, 

FERRARA, WOLF & CARONE, LLP 

Co-Counsel for Plaintiff White Plains Healthcare Properties L LLC 

Robert A. Spolzino, Esq. 

81 Main Street, Suite 306 

White Plains, New York 10601 

(914) 607-7010 
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VERIFICATION 

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETIS ) 
) ss: 

COUNTY OF ESSEX ) 

William A. Nicholson, being duly sworn, deposes and says: 

I am the Manager of plaintiff, White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC. I have read the 
annexed Amended Verified Complaint, know the contents thereof and the same are o my own 
knowledge, except those matters therein which are stated to be alleged n ormation and lief, 
and as to those matters I believe them to be true. 

Sworn to before me this 
Jl2..th day of November 2020 
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Exhibit 2  
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ALEX BARNETT-HOWELL 

abarnett-howell@mrllp.com 

New York Office 

800 Third Avenue, 24th Floor  

New York, NY 10022 

P 212.730.7700 F 212.730.7725 www.mrllp.com 

 

Los Angeles       |       Orange County       |       San Francisco      |       Chicago      |       New York 
 
 

December 2, 2020 
 

Via Electronic Mail   

 
Mr. Alfred E. Donnellan 

Managing Partner 
DelBello Donnellan Weingarten Wise & Wiederkehr, LLP 
One North Lexington Avenue 
White Plains, NY 10601 
Email: AED@ddw-law.com  
  
 Re:    White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC v. HBL SNF, LLC et al. 

Index No. 60278/2020 

    

Dear Mr. Donnellan: 
 
We are in receipt of the amended complaint filed on November 30, 2020 on behalf of your client in 
White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC v. HBL SNF, LLC et al., (No. 60278/2020). 
 
Pursuant to CPLR 3025(a), a party may amend as of right only “within twenty days after service of a 
pleading responding to it.”   We filed the Answer with Counterclaims to the Complaint on November 
5, 2020.  Therefore, the time within which to amend the Complaint as of right expired on November 
25, 2020.   The filing on the Amended Complaint without leave of Court renders the pleading a nullity 
and we request that you withdraw it in order to avoid a motion to dismiss on these grounds. 
 
Furthermore, the Amended Complaint contains allegations regarding the Collateral Assignment and 
Pledge of Membership Interest dated August 11, 2017.   That agreement and the allegations related 
to it are the subject matter of claims in the prior filed action and currently pending matter of Lizer 
Jozefovic v. White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC et al., (No. 655549/2020).  Therefore, it is 
inappropriate to assert the same claims in a separate subsequent action. 
 
We request that you voluntarily resolve these issues without requiring us to resort to further 
unnecessary motion practice.  Please confirm your agreement to withdraw amended complaint by 
close of business Thursday, December 3rd. 
 
Thank you for your courtesy in this matter. 
 

Very truly yours, 
 
MICHELMAN & ROBINSON, LLP 

 
 
 
Alex Barnett-Howell 

 
 
ABH:ec 
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Exhibit 3 
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 

COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER 

 

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC, 

Plaintiff, 

 

– against – 

 

HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/K/A LIZER 

JOZOFOVIC and MARK NEUMAN, 

Defendants. 

 

 

 

 

 

Index No. ________   

60278/2020      

 

VERIFIEDAMENDED 

VERIFIED COMPLAINT 

 

 

Plaintiff, White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC (“WPH Properties”), by its attorneys, 

DelBello, Donnellan, Weingarten, Wise & Wiederkehr, LLP and Abrams, Fensterman, 

Fensterman, Eisman, Formato, Ferrara, Wolf & Carone, LLP, for its amended verified complaint 

against defendants, HBL SNF, LLC (“HBL”), Lizer Jozefovic a/k/a Lizer Jozofovic (“Jozefovic”) 

and Mark Neuman (“Neuman”), alleges: 

NATURE OF THE CASE 

1. This action concerns HBL’s material default of its obligations under an amended 

and restated operating lease dated as of November 19, 2015 (the “Lease”), by which WPH 

Properties leased to HBL a brand new, state-of-the-art, 160-bed skilled nursing facility that WPH 

Properties constructed at 116-120 Church Street, White Plains, New York. 

2. WPH Properties had constructed the nursing facility and entered into the Lease with 

HBL dated November 19, 2015. The Lease was amended and restated in 2017. It provided that 

HBL would operate the facility for 30 years, commencing. The Lease commenced on September 

30, 2019. HBL took possession of the facility on September 30, 2019. By the end of October 2019, 
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HBL had defaulted.  

3. On January 7, 2020, WPH Properties served notice of default and elected to 

terminate the Lease and accelerate all rents due. This action seeks to recover from HBL the Rent 

it owes and the other damages its defaults have caused and to enforce the unconditional guaranties 

of HBL’s performance under the Lease given by Neuman and Jozefovic.  

PARTIES AND VENUE 

4. WPH Properties is a limited liability company duly organized and existing under 

the laws of the State of Massachusetts, with its principal place of business at 2 Bourbon Street, 

Suite 200, Peabody, Massachusetts. WPH Properties is duly authorized to do business in the State 

of New York. 

5. HBL was and is a limited liability company duly organized and existing under the 

laws of the State of New York with an address and place of business at 537 Route 22, Purdys, New 

York. 

6. Jozefovic is an individual residing at 53 Mariner Way, Monsey, New York, with a 

business address and place of business at HBL, 537 Route 22, Purdys, New York. 

7. Neuman is an individual residing at 22 Lyncrest Drive, Monsey, New York, with a 

business address and place of business at HBL, 537 Route 22, Purdys, New York. 

8. Pursuant to CPLR § 503(a), venue is properly designated in Westchester County 

based on the residences of WPH Properties and HBL, because a substantial part of the events 

giving rise to the claim occurred in Westchester County and because HBL and WPH Properties 

agreed in the Lease that any action or proceeding arising out of the Lease be brought in Westchester 

County. Lease § 20.1(b). 
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FACTS 

9. WPH Properties is and was at all relevant times the owner of the real property 

known as 116-120 Church Street, White Plains, New York (the “Real Property”). 

10. WPH Properties constructed a brand new, state-of-the-art, 160-bed skilled nursing 

facility on the Real Property. 

THE LEASE 

11. In 2017, WPH Properties, as landlord, and HBL, as tenant, entered into the 

amended and restated Lease, dated as of November 19, 2015, under which WPH Properties leased 

to HBL the Real Property and the improvements to be constructed on the Real Property, together 

with other assets, all as defined in Section 2.1 of the Lease (the “Facility”). A true and accurate 

copy of the Lease is annexed to this complaint as Exhibit 1 and is incorporated into this complaint 

by reference. 

12. WPH Properties obtained a certificate of occupancy for the Facility on August 22, 

2019. 

13. HBL entered into possession of the Facility on September 30, 2019. 

14. The leaseLease provided for a term of 30 years, with three 10 -year options to the 

tenant, unless sooner terminated. Exhibit 1, Lease, § 3.1.  

15.  The Lease obligated HBL to pay WPH Properties annual fixed rent of $6,073,158 

in monthly installments of $506,096.50 (the “Fixed Rent”). Exhibit 1, Lease, § 3.2. 

16. The Lease also obligated HBL to pay WPH Properties other amounts which are 

defined as “Additional Rent.” Fixed Rent and Additional Rent are referred to collectively as 

“Rent.” 
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17. The Lease obligated HBL to pay all charges for electricity, steam, telephone, cable, 

gas, oil, water, sewer and all other services or utilities used on or related to the Premises during 

the Term. Exhibit 1, Lease, § 4.1.  

18. The Lease obligated HBL to pay, before penalties are incurred, all real estate taxes, 

assessments, utility charges and other taxes. Exhibit 1, Lease, § 4.2. 

19.  The Lease obligated HBL to keep the Premises in good condition and repair 

including, at HBL’s sole cost and expense, payment of all utility service and maintenance deposits 

and expenses relating to the Premises. Exhibit 1, Lease, § 5.2. 

20. The Lease obligated HBL to deliver a guarantee of all obligations owed by HBL 

under the Lease from Jozefovic (the “Jozefovic Guaranty”) and from Neuman (the “Neuman 

Guaranty”). Exhibit 1, Lease, § 7.1.  

21. A true and accurate copy of the Jozefovic Guaranty is annexed to this complaint as 

Exhibit 2.  

22. A true and accurate copy of the Neuman Guaranty is annexed to this complaint as 

Exhibit 3. 

23. Pursuant to the Jozefovic Guaranty, Jozefovic absolutely, unconditionally and 

irrevocably guaranteed the full and prompt payment of all rent, sums and charges of every type 

and nature payable by HBL under the Lease, whether due by acceleration or otherwise, and the 

full, timely and complete performance of all obligations to be performed by HBL under the Lease, 

including obligations that survive termination of the Lease. 

24. The Jozefovic Guaranty is an absolute and unconditional guaranty of payment and 

of performance and is enforceable against Jozefovic without the necessity of any notice of 
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nonpayment, nonperformance or nonobservance, or any notice or demand, all of which Jozefovic 

expressly waived. 

25. Pursuant to the Neuman Guaranty, Neuman absolutely, unconditionally and 

irrevocably guaranteed the full and prompt payment of all rent, sums and charges of every type 

and nature payable by HBL under the Lease, whether due by acceleration or otherwise, and the 

full, timely and complete performance of all obligations to be performed by HBL under the Lease, 

including obligations that survive termination of the Lease. 

26. The Neuman Guaranty is an absolute and unconditional guaranty of payment and 

of performance and is enforceable against Neuman without the necessity of any notice of 

nonpayment, nonperformance or nonobservance, or any notice or demand, all of which Neuman 

expressly waived. 

27. The Lease obligated HBL to deliver to WPH Properties, before the commencement 

date of the Lease, an agreement by Capital Funding Group by which Capital Funding Group agreed 

to allow HBL to draw down on its credit line each month so as to enable Capital Funding Group 

to pay the Fixed Rent each month directly to WPH Properties on the commencement date and for 

the following 11 months. Exhibit 1, Lease, § 7.1. 

28. The Lease obligated HBL to deliver to WPH Properties, before the commencement 

date of the Lease, an unconditional letter of credit or cash in the amount of $3,700,000 to secure 

the full and timely performance of its obligations under the Lease. Exhibit 1, Lease, § 7.1. 

29. The Lease obligated HBL to deliver to WPH Properties, before the commencement 

date of the Lease, $1,600,000 as an additional security deposit. Exhibit 1, Lease, § 7.1. 

30.  The Lease obligated HBL to provide WPH Properties all reports, statements and 
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inspections as defined in the Lease, including all Medicare, Medicaid and other provider 

agreements and reimbursement rates for the Facility, updated reimbursement rates, financial 

reporting and written reports providing an operational overview of significant events and 

circumstances on a monthly basis. Exhibit 1, Lease, § 7.4. 

31. The Lease obligated HBL to maintain working capital accounts in specified 

amounts. Exhibit 1, Lease, § 7.7. 

32. The Lease provides that HBL will be in default of the Lease if, among other things, 

(i) HBL fails to pay any installment of Rent within five days of the date when Rent was due; (ii) 

HBL defaults in the prompt and full performance of any other of its obligations and fails to correct 

that failure within 30 days of receipt of written notice from WPH Properties of the default; (iii) 

HBL fails to give WPH Properties timely notice or timely deliver copies of documents as required 

by sectionSection 7.4 of the Lease; (iv) HBL defaults or breaches the provisions of sectionSection 

7.4(b); (v) a Guarantor defaults beyond expiration of any applicable cure period; or (vi) any 

governmental authority assesses a fine or penalty against HBL in an amount in excess of $75,000. 

Exhibit 1, Lease, § 16.1. 

33. WPH Properties performed all of the conditions on its part required by the Lease. 

34. The Lease provides in sectionSection 16.1 that upon the occurrence of a default by 

HBL, WPH Properties may, upon five days written notice, terminate the Lease, accelerate the 

payment of all Rent for the balance of the Term and declare the Rent presently due and payable in 

full, requiring HBL to pay to WPH Properties the present value of the accelerated Rent. 

35. Section 16.1 of the Lease also provides that upon the occurrence of a default, and 

in addition to all of the other remedies provided for in the Lease, WPH Properties is immediately 
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entitled to retain the security deposit required by sectionSection 7.1 of the Lease and HBL has no 

further claim, right, title or interest therein to the extent of WPH Properties’ claims. 

36. Section 16.1 of the Lease also provides that upon the occurrence of a default and 

the commencement of an action for Rent or for any other amount due under the Lease, HBL must 

pay to WPH Properties all of the expenses, including reasonable attorneys’ fees, incurred by WPH 

Properties to enforce the Lease. 

37. In addition, under the terms of the Lease, HBL’s continuation in occupancy after 

termination does not constitute a renewal of the Lease, but HBL becomes a tenant month-to-month 

for a rental of 300% of the most recent Rent payable by HBL under the Lease. Exhibit 1, Lease, § 

201.13. 

THE JOZEFOVIC SECURITY AGREEMENT 

38. On August 11, 2017 Jozefovic executed a Collateral Assignment and Pledge of 

Membership Interest and Security Agreement (the “Jozefovic Security Agreement”), assigning to 

WPH Properties’ nominee a first and superior security interest in Jozefovic’s interest in Waterview 

Acquisition I, LLC (the “Jozefovic Waterview Collateral”) in order to secure the obligations under 

the Jozefovic Security Agreement and under the Lease. A true and accurate copy of the Jozefovic 

Security Agreement is annexed to this complaint as Exhibit 4. 

39. The Jozefovic Security Agreement provides that Jozefovic has not and will not 

enter into any assignment, mortgage, pledge or other instrument which transfers or encumbers all 

or any part of the Jozefovic Waterview Collateral. Exhibit 4, Jozefovic Security Agreement § 3 

40. The Jozefovic Security Agreement further provides that Jozefovic agrees not to 

subsequently further amend or voluntarily permit the amendment of the Waterview Acquisition I, 
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LLC Operating Agreement that would in any manner materially adversely affect the Jozefovic 

Security Agreement and/or the rights of WPH Properties. Exhibit 4, Jozefovic Security Agreement 

§ 4 

41. On September 15, 2020 WPH Properties duly perfected its security interest with 

respect to the Jozefovic Waterview Collateral by filing a UCC financing statement. 

42. Upon information and belief, in or around December 2019, Jozefovic assigned the 

Jozefovic Waterview Collateral to Metropolitan Commercial Bank (“MCB”) to secure Jozefovic’s 

obligation to repay a $3,000,000 loan from MCB to Jozefovic. 

43. Upon information and belief, to effectuate Jozefovic’s assignment of the Jozefovic 

Waterview Collateral to MCB, Jozefovic agreed to and voluntarily permitted the amendment of 

the Waterview Acquisition I, LLC Operating Agreement.  

44. Jozefovic breached his obligations under the Jozefovic Security Agreement by 

agreeing to and voluntarily permitting the amendment of the Waterview Acquisition I, LLC 

Operating Agreement and assigning the Jozefovic Waterview Collateral to MCB. 

45. Jozefovic further breached the Jozefovic Security Agreement by failing to take all 

of the necessary steps to add Howard Fensterman, a principal of WPH Properties, as a co-signatory 

to the JP Morgan Chase accounts identified therein as required by the Jozefovic Security 

Agreement. 

46. Jozefovic and HBL breached their obligation to post the $1,600,000 additional 

security deposit required by the Jozefovic Security Agreement and the Lease. 

47. Jozefovic’s moving of funds into a separate account that he controls does not satisfy 

the obligation to post the $1.6 million additional security deposit as required by the Jozefovic 
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Security Agreement and the Lease. 

48. Jozefovic’s and HBL’s failure to satisfy the obligation to post the $1.6 million 

additional security deposit constitutes a breach of the Jozefovic Security Agreement and a breach 

of the Lease. 

49. The Jozefovic Security Agreement provides that Jozefovic pledges, assigns and 

grants a first and superior security interest in and to all of his rights, title and interest as a member 

of Waterview Acquisition I, LLC to WPH Properties in order to secure the obligations under the 

Jozefovic Security Agreement and under the Lease. 

50. Pursuant to the remedies granted to WPH Properties under the UCC and the 

Jozefovic Security Agreement, in the event of a default, WPH Properties is entitled, among other 

remedies, to dispose of the Jozefovic Waterview Collateral at a public sale.  

51. Jozefovic breached the Jozefovic Security Agreement and materially and adversely 

affected the Jozefovic Waterview Collateral and the rights of WPH Properties by (i) agreeing to 

and voluntarily permitting the amendment of the Waterview Acquisition I, LLC Operating 

Agreement and (ii) assigning the Jozefovic Waterview Collateral to MCB to secure Jozefovic’s 

obligation to repay a $3,000,000 loan from MCB to Jozefovic. 

52. As a result of Jozefovic breaching the Jozefovic Security Agreement by amending 

the operating agreement and assigning the Jozefovic Waterview Collateral to MCB, any purchaser 

of the Jozefovic Waterview Collateral at public sale by WPH Properties will purchase the 

Jozefovic Waterview Collateral subject to MCB’s senior security interest in the collateral.  

53. Jozefovic’s breach of the Jozefovic Security Agreement therefore has caused WPH 

Properties damages in the amount of $3,000,000, the amount of Jozefovic’s obligation to MCB 
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secured by Jozefovic’s illicit assignment of the same collateral to MCB.  

HBL BREACHED ITS OBLIGATIONS UNDER THE LEASE 

38.54. HBL failed to perform its obligations, materially defaulting under the Lease, almost 

immediately after taking possession of the Premises. 

39.55. HBL failed to pay Rent as required by the Lease. 

40.56. HBL failed to pay real estate taxes as required by the Lease. 

41.57. HBL failed to pay utility deposits as required by the Lease. 

42.58. HBL failed to pay municipal maintenance escrows as required by the Lease. 

43.59. HBL failed to pay utility charges as required by the Lease. 

44.60. HBL failed or refused to deliver certificates of insurance as required by the Lease. 

45.61. HBL failed to deliver to WPH Properties all Medicare, Medicaid and other provider 

agreements and reimbursement rate sheets for the Facility, as required by the Lease. 

46.62. HBL failed to deliver to WPH Properties all Medicare, Medicaid and other provider 

updated rate sheets, as required by the Lease. 

47.63. HBL failed to deliver to WPH Properties the required financial reporting, as 

required by the Lease. 

48.64. HBL failed to deliver to WPH Properties the required written reporting providing 

an operational overview of significant events and circumstances at the Facility during each prior 

month of the term of the Lease, as required by the Lease. 

49.65. HBL failed or refused to deliver to WPH Properties the security deposits, as 

required by the Lease. 

50.66. HBL failed to deliver and maintain the required credit line in an amount equal to 
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12 monthsmonths’ rent, as required by the Lease. 

51.67. HBL failed to have and maintain the working capital account required by the Lease. 

52.68. HBL failed to pay late fees and costs, as required by the Lease. 

THE LETTER OF INTENT 

53.69. After HBL defaulted, WPH Properties negotiated in good faith with HBL in an 

attempt to avoid termination of the Lease, despite HBL’s default. 

54.70. On November 20, 2019, WPH Properties and HBL entered into a Letter of Intent 

(the “LOI”) in which WPH Properties and HBL agreed that WPH Properties would sell the Facility 

for $73,000,000 to a Delaware Statutory Trust in which Jozefovic and Neuman would have a 77.5 

percent interest and WPH Properties or its designees would have a 22.5 percent interest.  

55.71. A true and accurate copy of the LOI is annexed to this complaint as exhibit 

4Exhibit 5. 

56.72. The LOI provides for the Lease to be amended to require that HBL pay the 

November 2019 rent by November 18, 2019, the December rent by December 5, 2019 and all real 

estate taxes and utility payments by December 1, 2019, that by December 5, 2019 HBL reimburse 

WPH Properties for $65,856 in municipal and utility deposits, that HBL enter into a Deposit 

Account Control Agreement with MNB requiring MNB to draw on the account first to pay the 

rent.  

57.73. The LOI further provides for the Lease to be amended so that the $3,700,000 

security deposit required by sectionSection 7.1(a)(ii) is reduced to $2,000,000, $1,000,000 of 

which was required to be paid by HBL on or before December 1, 2019 or the date on which WPH 

Properties obtained a permanent certificate of occupancy for the Facility, (which was granted on 
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November 14, 2019), whichever was later, and the balance of which was required to be paid upon 

the closing of title on on April 1, 2020, which was the Closing date required by the LOI. 

58.74. In addition, the LOI provides for the Lease to be amended so that in lieu of 

providing the additional $1,600,000 in security required by sectionSection 7.1(a)(iii) of the Lease, 

HBL would be required to enter into an agreement with JP Morgan Chase Bank prohibiting 

liquidation of that account until the second $1,000,000 in security required by the LOI had been 

paid.  

59.75. The LOI also provides for the Lease to be amended to require HBL to obtain a 

single working capital line of credit in the amount of $8,000,000 by December 1, 2019. 

60.76. HBL defaulted and breached its obligations under the LOI by failing to pay rent, 

failing to pay the municipal and utility payments to WPH Properties, failing to pay the real estate 

taxes and utility payments, failing to enter into the Deposit Account Control Agreement, failing to 

enter into the agreement with JP Morgan Chase Bank, by failing to pay the first $1,000,000 security 

deposit as required by the LOI and by failing to obtain the $8,000,000 working capital credit line, 

and by failing to meet the required Closing date of April 1, 2020. 

61.77. WPH Properties performed all conditions on its part required by the LOI. 

62.78. Solely as a result of HBL’s breach of the LOI, WPH Properties did not sell the 

property to the Delaware Statutory Trust, causing damage to WPH Properties, and WPH Properties 

incurred interest and late charges on its loans, all of which are the direct result of HBL’s breach of 

the LOI. 

NOTICE OF DEFAULT, TERMINATION OF THE LEASE AND ACCELERATION OF RENT 

63.79. On January 7, 2020, while the LOI was in effect, WPH Properties served a “Notice 
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of Default And Landlord’s Election To Terminate Lease And Accelerate All Rents Due For The 

Balance of the Lease Term” upon HBL (the “Notice of Default”).  

64.80. A true and accurate copy of the Notice of Default is annexed to this complaint as 

Exhibit 56 and incorporated into this complaint by reference. 

65.81. The Notice of Default contains a true and accurate accounting of the amounts then 

due and owing under the Lease and LOI. 

66.82. The Notice of Default gave HBL notice that by reason of HBL’s defaults under the 

Lease, WPH Properties had exercised its right under sectionSection 16.1 of the Lease to terminate 

the Lease, effective January 13, 2020. 

67.83. The Notice of Default further gave HBL notice that pursuant to sectionSection 16.1 

of the Lease all Rent for the balance of the Term was accelerated and HBL became obligated to 

pay WPH Properties the present value of the accelerated rent, discounted at a rate of 6% per annum. 

68.84. HBL continued, and still continues, to occupy the Premises, despite WPH 

Properties’ termination of the Lease. 

69.85. Because HBL has held over after its default resulted in termination of the Lease, 

HBL is a tenant month-to-month at a rent equal to 300% of the most recent Rent payable by HBL 

under the Lease. Exhibit 1, Lease, § 20.13. 

70.86. HBL has failed to perform its obligations as a tenant month-to-month by failing to 

pay rent in the amount of 300% of the most recent Rent payable by HBL under the Lease, remitting 

only the base rent which had been payable before WPH Properties terminated the Lease. 

71.87. HBL is in default with respect to its obligations under the Lease and its obligations 

as a month-to-month tenant following termination of the Lease effective January 13, 2020. 
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AMOUNTS DUE 

72.88. As a result of HBL’s defaults, HBL is obligated to pay to WPH Properties, as of 

August 25, 2020, the sum of $113,832,987.54 (the “Amounts Due”), as follows: (i) holdover rent 

and rent, $7,096,182.79; (ii) municipal and utility deposits, $26,725.35; (iii) security and working 

capital deposits, $9,800,000.00; (iv) late fees, default fees, costs and professional fees, 

$1,948,753.00; and (v) accelerated rent, $94,961,326.40.  

73.89. HBL is obligated to pay to WPH Properties the Amounts Due in full, plus any 

amounts that have accrued since August 25, 2020. 

74.90. HBL has failed or refused to pay the Amounts Due. 

75.91. WPH Properties has fully performed all obligations required to be performed on its 

part with respect to the Lease, the LOI, HBL’s month-to-month tenancy after the termination of 

the Lease, the Jozefovic Guaranty, the Neuman Guaranty, the HBL Security Agreement, the 

Jozefovic HBL Security Agreement and the Neuman HBL Security Agreement. 

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST HBL 

(BREACH OF CONTRACT) 

76.92. WPH Properties repeats and re-alleges each and every allegation set forth in 

paragraphs “1” through “7591” with the same force and effect as if fully set forth here. 

77.93. By reason of HBL’s material default and breach of its obligations pursuant to the 

Lease and its obligations as a month-to month tenant after termination of the lease, WPH Properties 

is entitled to judgment against HBL for the Amounts Due, together with the other and further 

amounts that may come due between the date of this complaint and the entry of judgment, plus 

interest from the date of the default as provided by law. 

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST HBL 
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(BREACH OF CONTRACT) 

78.94. WPH Properties repeats and re-alleges each and every allegation set forth in 

paragraphs “1” through “7793” with the same force and effect as if fully set forth here. 

79.95. By reason of HBL’s material default and breach of its obligations pursuant to the 

LOI, WPH Properties is entitled to judgment against HBL in an amount to be determined at trial.  

THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST JOZEFOVIC 

(ENFORCING GUARANTY) 

80.96. WPH Properties repeats and re-alleges each and every allegation set forth in 

paragraphs “1” through “7995” with the same force and effect as if fully set forth here. 

81.97. By reason of HBL’s default in the performance of its obligations under the Lease, 

WPH Properties is entitled to judgment against Jozefovic for the Amounts Due pursuant to the 

terms of the Jozefovic Guaranty. 

FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST NEUMAN 

(ENFORCING GUARANTY) 

82.98. WPH Properties repeats and re-alleges each and every allegation set forth in 

paragraphs “1” through “8197” with the same force and effect as if fully set forth here. 

83.99. By reason of HBL’s default in the performance of its obligations under the Lease, 

WPH Properties is entitled to judgment against Neuman for the Amounts Due pursuant to the terms 

of the Neuman Guaranty. 

FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST JOZEFOVIC 

(BREACH OF CONTRACT) 

100. WPH Properties repeats and re-alleges each and every allegation set forth in 

paragraphs “1” through “99” with the same force and effect as if fully set forth here. 

101. By reason of Jozefovic’s default in the performance of his obligations under the 
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Jozefovic Security Agreement and HBL’s default in the performance of its obligations under the 

Lease, WPH Properties is entitled to judgment against Jozefovic in the amount of $3,000,000.00.  

 

WHEREFORE, WPH Properties demands judgment as follows: 

1. On its firstFirst cause of action, against HBL in the amount of $113,832,987.54, 

together with the other and further amounts that may come due between the date of this complaint 

and the entry of judgment, plus interest from the date of the default as provided by law; and 

2. On its Second Cause of Action, against HBL, in an amount to be determined at trial; 

and 

3. On its Third Cause of Action, against Jozefovic in the amount of $113,832,987.54, 

together with the other and further amounts that have come due since August 25, 2020 and may 

come due between the date of this complaint and the entry of judgment, plus interest from the date 

of the default as provided by law; and 

4. On its Fourth Cause of Action, against Neuman in the amount of $113,832,987.54, 

together with the other and further amounts that have come due since August 25, 2020 and may 

come due between the date of this complaint and the entry of judgment, plus interest from the date 

of the default as provided by law; and 

5. On its Fifth Cause of Action, against Jozefovic in the amount of $3,000,000.00; and 

5.6. On all causes of action, awarding costs, disbursements and attorneys’ fees against 

HBL pursuant to the provisions of the Lease and against Jozefovic and Neuman pursuant to the 

provisions of the Jozefovic Guaranty and the Neuman Guaranty; and 
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6.7. Awarding such other and further relief as the Court may deem just and proper. 

 

 

 

 

Dated: White Plains, New York 

September 16November 19, 2020 

 

DELBELLO DONNELLAN WEINGARTEN WISE & WIEDERKEHR, LLP 

Lead Counsel for Plaintiff White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC 

 

 

By: __________________________________ 

Alfred E. Donnellan, Esq. 

Peter S. Dawson, Esq. 

One North Lexington Avenue 

White Plains, New York 10601 

(914) 681-0200 

 

ABRAMS, FENSTERMAN, FENSTERMAN, EISMAN, FORMATO, 

FERRARA, WOLF & CARONE, LLP 

Co-Counsel for Plaintiff White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC 

Robert A. Spolzino, Esq. 

81 Main Street, Suite 306 

White Plains, New York 10601 

(914) 607-7010 
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VERIFICATION 

 

 

 

STATECOMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS ) 

      ) ss: 

COUNTY OF ESSEX    ) 

 

William A. Nicholson, being duly sworn, deposes and says: 

 

I am the Manager of plaintiff, White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC. I have read the 

annexed Amended Verified Complaint, know the contents thereof and the same are true to my own 

knowledge, except those matters therein which are stated to be alleged upon information and belief, 

and as to those matters I believe them to be true.  

 

            

__________________________ 

William A. Nicholson   

   

 

 

Sworn to before me this 

16th___th day of SeptemberNovember 2020 

 

 

 

________________________ 

Notary Public 
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 

COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER 

 

 

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC, 

 

                          Plaintiff, 

 

– against – 

 

HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/K/A LIZER 

JOZOFOVIC and MARK NEUMAN, 

 

                            Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiff, 

 

– against – 

 

CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY 

CONSULTING, THE CONGRESS COMPANIES, 

HOWARD FENSTERMAN and WILLIAM 

NICHOLSON, 

 

                            Third-Party Defendants, 

 

 

Index No. 60278/2020 

 

VERIFIED ANSWER TO  

THIRD-PARTY 

COMPLAINT 

 

 

Third-Party Defendants, CCC Equities, LLC, Project Equity Consulting, The Congress 

Companies, Howard Fensterman and William Nicholson (the “Third-Party Defendants”), by 

their attorneys DelBello, Donnellan Weingarten Wise & Wiederkehr, LLP, as and for its 

Answer of the Third-Party Complaint of Third-Party Plaintiffs HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer Jozefovic 

a/k/a Lizer Jozofovic and Mark Neuman, respectfully state and allege as follows: 

1. Third-Party Defendants deny knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief 

as to the allegations set forth in paragraph 1 of the Third-Party Complaint.   

2. Third-Party Defendants deny knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief 

as to the allegations set forth in paragraph 2 of the Third-Party Complaint.   
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3. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 3 of the Third-

Party Complaint. 

4. Third-Party Defendants admit the allegations set forth in paragraph 4 of the Third-

Party Complaint. 

5. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 5 of the Third-

Party Complaint.   

6. Third-Party Defendants admit the allegations set forth in paragraph 6 of the Third-

Party Complaint. 

7. Third-Party Defendants admit the allegations set forth in paragraph 7 of the Third-

Party Complaint. 

8. Third-Party Defendants deny knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief 

as to the allegations set forth in paragraph 8 of the Third-Party Complaint. 

9. Third-Party Defendants deny knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief 

as to the allegations set forth in paragraph 9 of the Third-Party Complaint.   

10. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 10 of the 

Third-Party Complaint.   

11. Third-Party Defendants admit the allegations set forth in paragraph 11 of the 

Third-Party Complaint.   

12. Third-Party Defendants deny knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief 

as to the allegations set forth in paragraph 12 of the Third-Party Complaint.   

13. Third-Party Defendants deny knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief 

as to the allegations set forth in paragraph 13 of the Third-Party Complaint.   
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14. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 14 of the 

Third-Party Complaint except to admit that WHP Properties acted as developer for the new 

Facility.   

15. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 15 of the 

Third-Party Complaint and refer to the terms of the Development Agreement.   

16. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 16 of the 

Third-Party Complaint.   

17. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 17 of the 

Third-Party Complaint except Third-Party Defendants admit that, at one point in time, non-final 

projected costs were estimated to be $56,631,759.   

18. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 18 of the 

Third-Party Complaint except Third-Party Defendants admit that, at one point in time, non-final 

projected costs were estimated to be those listed in the allegations set forth in paragraph 18 of the 

Third-Party Complaint.   

19. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 19 of the 

Third-Party Complaint.   

20. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 20 of the 

Third-Party Complaint.   

21. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 21 of the 

Third-Party Complaint.   

22. Third-Party Defendants admit the allegations set forth in paragraph 22 of the 

Third-Party Complaint.  
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23. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 23 of the 

Third-Party Complaint except Third-Party Defendants admit that CCC Equities, LLC provided 

$9,863,246.   

24. Third-Party Defendants deny knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief 

as to the allegations set forth in paragraph 24 of the Third-Party Complaint.   

25. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 25 of the 

Third-Party Complaint except Third-Party Defendants admit that the Jozefovic Team entered 

into a lease agreement with WHP Properties, and an amended and restated lease thereto, to 

occupy and operate the Facility.   

26. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 26 of the 

Third-Party Complaint except that Third-Party Defendants admits that WHP Properties executed 

a lease, and an amended and restated lease thereto, as landlord. 

27. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 27 of the 

Third-Party Complaint except that Third-Party Defendants state that the Lease referenced in 

paragraph 27 speaks for itself. 

28. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 28 of the 

Third-Party Complaint.   

29. Third-Party Defendants deny knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief 

as to the allegations set forth in paragraph 28 of the Third-Party Complaint.   

30. Third-Party Defendants deny knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief 

as to the allegations set forth in paragraph 30 of the Third-Party Complaint.   

31. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 31 of the 

Third-Party Complaint.   
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32. Third-Party Defendants deny knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief 

as to the allegations set forth in paragraph 32 of the Third-Party Complaint.   

33. Third-Party Defendants deny knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief 

as to the allegations set forth in paragraph 33 of the Third-Party Complaint.   

34. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 34 of the 

Third-Party Complaint.   

35. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 35 of the 

Third-Party Complaint.   

36. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 34 of the 

Third-Party Complaint except that Third-Party Defendants admit that HBL SNF LLC and Third-

Party Defendants entered into the Development Agreement.  

37. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 34 of the 

Third-Party Complaint except that Third-Party Defendants admit that HBL SNF LLC and Third-

Party Defendants entered into a lease and an amended and restated lease thereto.  

38. No response is required as to paragraph 38 of the Third-Party Complaint because 

it states a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, Third-Party Defendants 

deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 38 of the Third-Party Complaint and the term Lease as 

defined in the Third-Party Complaint. 

39. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 39 of the 

Third-Party Complaint and Third-Party Defendants state that the Development Agreement 

speaks for itself.   

40. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 40 of the 

Third-Party Complaint.   
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41. Third-Party Defendants admit the allegations set forth in paragraph 41 of the 

Third-Party Complaint.   

42. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 42 of the 

Third-Party Complaint.   

43. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 43 of the 

Third-Party Complaint.   

44. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 44 of the 

Third-Party Complaint.   

45. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 45 of the 

Third-Party Complaint.   

46. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 46 of the 

Third-Party Complaint.   

47. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 47 of the 

Third-Party Complaint.   

48. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 48 of the 

Third-Party Complaint.   

49. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 49 of the 

Third-Party Complaint.   

50. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 50 of the 

Third-Party Complaint.   

51. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 51 of the 

Third-Party Complaint.   
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52. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 52 of the 

Third-Party Complaint.   

53. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 53 of the 

Third-Party Complaint.   

54. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 54 of the 

Third-Party Complaint.   

55. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 55 of the 

Third-Party Complaint.   

56. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 56 of the 

Third-Party Complaint.   

57. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 57 of the 

Third-Party Complaint except that Third-Party Defendants state that the Development 

Agreement speaks for itself.   

58. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 58 of the 

Third-Party Complaint.   

59. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 59 of the 

Third-Party Complaint.   

60. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 60 of the 

Third-Party Complaint.   

61. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 61 of the 

Third-Party Complaint.   

62. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 62 of the 

Third-Party Complaint.   
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63. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 63 of the 

Third-Party Complaint.   

64. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 64 of the 

Third-Party Complaint.  

65. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 65 of the 

Third-Party Complaint.  

66. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 66 of the 

Third-Party Complaint.   

67. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 67 of the 

Third-Party Complaint.   

68. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 68 of the 

Third-Party Complaint.   

69. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 69 of the 

Third-Party Complaint.   

70. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 70 of the 

Third-Party Complaint.   

71. No response is required as to paragraph 71 of the Third-Party Complaint because 

it states a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, Third-Party Defendants 

deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 71 of the Third-Party Complaint. 

72. Third-Party Defendants deny knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief 

as to the allegations set forth in paragraph 72 of the Third-Party Complaint.   

73. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 73 of the 

Third-Party Complaint.   
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74. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 74 of the 

Third-Party Complaint.   

75. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 75 of the 

Third-Party Complaint.   

76. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 76 of the 

Third-Party Complaint.   

77. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 77 of the 

Third-Party Complaint.   

78. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 78 of the 

Third-Party Complaint except Third-Party Defendants admit that CCCE procured financial 

contributions from third parties.   

79. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 79 of the 

Third-Party Complaint.  

80. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 80 of the 

Third-Party Complaint.   

81. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 81 of the 

Third-Party Complaint.   

82. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 82 of the 

Third-Party Complaint.  

83. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 83 of the 

Third-Party Complaint.   

84. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 84 of the 

Third-Party Complaint.   
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85. Third-Party Defendants deny knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief 

as to the allegations set forth in paragraph 85 of the Third-Party Complaint.   

86. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 86 of the 

Third-Party Complaint.   

87. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 87 of the 

Third-Party Complaint.   

AS TO THE FIRST COUNTERCLAIM 

88. Third-Party Defendants repeat and reasserts the denials set forth above with the 

same force and effect as if fully set forth at length. 

89. No response is required as to paragraph 89 of the Third-Party Complaint because 

it states a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, Third-Party Defendants 

deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 89 of the Third-Party Complaint. 

90. No response is required as to paragraph 90 of the Third-Party Complaint because 

it states a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, Third-Party Defendants 

deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 90 of the Third-Party Complaint. 

91. No response is required as to paragraph 91 of the Third-Party Complaint because 

it states a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, Third-Party Defendants 

deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 91 of the Third-Party Complaint. 

AS TO THE SECOND COUNTERCLAIM 

92. Third-Party Defendants repeat and reasserts the denials set forth above with the 

same force and effect as if fully set forth length. 
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93. No response is required as to paragraph 93 of the Third-Party Complaint because 

it states a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, Third-Party Defendants 

deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 93 of the Third-Party Complaint. 

AS TO THE THIRD COUNTERCLAIM 

94. Third-Party Defendants repeat and reasserts the denials set forth above with the 

same force and effect as if fully set forth. 

95. No response is required as to paragraph 95 of the Third-Party Complaint because 

it states a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, Third-Party Defendants 

deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 95 of the Third-Party Complaint. 

96. No response is required as to paragraph 96 of the Third-Party Complaint because 

it states a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, Third-Party Defendants 

deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 96 of the Third-Party Complaint. 

97. No response is required as to paragraph 97 of the Third-Party Complaint because 

it states a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, Third-Party Defendants 

deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 97 of the Third-Party Complaint. 

AS TO THE FOURTH COUNTERCLAIM 

98. Third-Party Defendants repeat and reasserts the denials set forth above with the 

same force and effect as if fully set forth. 

99. No response is required as to paragraph 99 of the Third-Party Complaint because 

it states a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, Third-Party Defendants 

deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 99 of the Third-Party Complaint. 
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100. No response is required as to paragraph 100 of the Third-Party Complaint because 

it states a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, Third-Party Defendants 

deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 100 of the Third-Party Complaint. 

101. No response is required as to paragraph 101 of the Third-Party Complaint because 

it states a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, Third-Party Defendants 

deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 101 of the Third-Party Complaint. 

102. No response is required as to paragraph 102 of the Third-Party Complaint because 

it states a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, Third-Party Defendants 

deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 102 of the Third-Party Complaint. 

103. No response is required as to paragraph 103 of the Third-Party Complaint because 

it states a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, Third-Party Defendants 

deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 103 of the Third-Party Complaint. 

104. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 87 of the 

Third-Party Complaint.  

105. No response is required as to paragraph 105 of the Third-Party Complaint because 

it states a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, Third-Party Defendants 

deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 105 of the Third-Party Complaint. 

106. No response is required as to paragraph 106 of the Third-Party Complaint because 

it states a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, Third-Party Defendants 

deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 106 of the Third-Party Complaint. 

AS TO THE FIFTH COUNTERCLAIM 

107. Third-Party Defendants repeat and reasserts the denials set forth above with the 

same force and effect as if fully set forth. 
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108. No response is required as to paragraph 108 of the Third-Party Complaint because 

it states a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, Third-Party Defendants 

deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 108 of the Third-Party Complaint. 

109. No response is required as to paragraph 109 of the Third-Party Complaint because 

it states a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, Third-Party Defendants 

deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 109 of the Third-Party Complaint. 

AS TO THE SIXTH COUNTERCLAIM 

110. Third-Party Defendants repeat and reasserts the denials set forth above with the 

same force and effect as if fully set forth. 

111. No response is required as to paragraph 111 of the Third-Party Complaint because 

it states a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, Third-Party Defendants 

deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 111 of the Third-Party Complaint. 

112. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 112 of the 

Third-Party Complaint.   

113. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 113 of the 

Third-Party Complaint.   

114. No response is required as to paragraph 114 of the Third-Party Complaint because 

it states a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, Third-Party Defendants 

deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 114 of the Third-Party Complaint. 

AS AND FOR A FIRST AFFIRMATIVE 

DEFENSE TO THE THIRD-PARTY COMPLAINT 

115. The Third-Party Plaintiffs do not have personal jurisdiction over the Third-Party 

Defendants. 
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AS AND FOR A SECOND AFFIRMATIVE  

DEFENSE TO THE THIRD-PARTY COMPLAINT 

116. The Third-Party Complaint is barred, in whole or in part, by the doctrine of 

laches. 

AS AND FOR A THIRD AFFIRMATIVE  

DEFENSE TO THE THIRD-PARTY COMPLAINT 

117. The Third-Party Complaint is barred, in whole or in part, by the doctrine of 

equitable estoppel. 

AS AND FOR A FOURTH AFFIRMATIVE 

DEFENSE TO THE THIRD-PARTY COMPLAINT 

118. The Third-Party Complaint is barred, in whole or in part, by Third-Party 

Plaintiffs’ failure to satisfy the conditions precedent and to perform its own obligations under the 

parties’ Agreements.  

AS AND FOR A FIFTH AFFIRMATIVE 

DEFENSE TO THE THIRD-PARTY COMPLAINT 

119. The Third-Party Complaint is barred, in whole or in part, by the doctrine of 

unclean hands and bad faith. 

AS AND FOR A SIXTH AFFIRMATIVE 

DEFENSE TO THE THIRD-PARTY COMPLAINT 

120. The Third-Party Complaint is barred, in whole or in part, because of Third-Party 

Plaintiffs’ failure to mitigate its purported damages. 

AS AND FOR A SEVENTH AFFIRMATIVE 

DEFENSE TO THE THIRD-PARTY COMPLAINT 

121. Any damages purportedly incurred by Third-Party Plaintiffs, as alleged in the 

Third-Party Complaint, are the result of Third-Party Plaintiffs’ own acts and/or omissions, or that 
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of its principals, directors, officers, employees or agents, and not as the result of Third-Party 

Defendants’ conduct. 

AS AND FOR AN EIGHTH AFFIRMATIVE 

DEFENSE TO THE THIRD-PARTY COMPLAINT 

122. The Third-Party Complaint fails to state any cause of action 

AS AND FOR A NINTH AFFIRMATIVE 

DEFENSE TO THE COUNTERCLAIMS 

123. The Third-Party Complaint is barred, in whole or in part, because of Third-Party 

Plaintiffs’ release of the Third-Party Defendants’ obligations in the agreements at issue in the 

litigation. 

WHEREFORE, Third-Party Defendants demand Judgment against Third-Party 

Plaintiffs: (1) dismissing the Third-Party Complaint; and (2) such other, further and different 

relief as to the Court may seem just, proper and equitable. 

Dated: White Plains, New York  

 December 11, 2020 

DELBELLO DONNELLAN WEINGARTEN WISE & 

WIEDERKEHR, LLP 

Lead Counsel for Third-Party Defendants 
 

 

By: /s/ Alfred E. Donnellan______________ 

Alfred E. Donnellan, Esq. 

Nelida Lara, Esq. 

One North Lexington Avenue 

White Plains, New York 10601 

(914) 681-0200 
 

ABRAMS, FENSTERMAN, FENSTERMAN, 

EISMAN, FORMATO, FERRARA, WOLF & 

CARONE, LLP 

Co-Counsel for Plaintiff White Plains Healthcare 

Properties I, LLC 

Robert A. Spolzino, Esq. 

81 Main Street, Suite 306 

White Plains, New York 10601 
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(914) 607-7010 

TO:    

John Giardino, Esq. 

Alex Barnett-Howell, Esq. 

Michelman & Robinson, LLP 

800 Third Avenue, 24th Floor 

New York, New York 10022 

Phone: (212) 730-7700 

Attorneys for Defendants HBL SNF, LLC,  

Lizer Jozefovic and Mark Neuman  
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VERIFICATION 

COMMONWEAL TH OF MASSACHUSETTS ) 

) ss: 

COUNTY OF ESSEX ) 

William A. Nicholson, being duly sworn, deposes and says: 

I am a named Third-Party Defendant. I have read the annexed Verified Answer to Third

Party Complaint, know the contents thereof and the same are true to my own knowledge, except 

those matters therein which are stated to be alleged upon information and · - d as to those 

matters I believe them to be true. 

~rom to before me this 

-If--th day of December 2020 

17 
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 

COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER 

 

 

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC, 

 

                          Plaintiff, 

 

– against – 

 

HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/K/A LIZER 

JOZOFOVIC and MARK NEUMAN, 

 

                            Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiff, 

 

– against – 

 

CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY 

CONSULTING, THE CONGRESS COMPANIES, 

HOWARD FENSTERMAN and WILLIAM 

NICHOLSON, 

 

                            Third-Party Defendants, 

 

 

Index No. 60278/2020 

 

VERIFIED REPLY TO 

COUNTERCLAIMS 

 

 

Plaintiff, White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC (“WPH Properties”), by its 

attorneys DelBello, Donnellan Weingarten Wise & Wiederkehr, LLP, as and for its Reply to 

the Counterclaims of the Defendants HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer Jozefovic a/k/a Lizer Jozofovic and 

Mark Neuman, respectfully states and alleges as follows: 

1. WPH Properties denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to 

the allegations set forth in paragraph 1 of the Counterclaims.   

2. WPH Properties denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to 

the allegations set forth in paragraph 2 of the Counterclaims.   

3. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 3 of the 

Counterclaims. 
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4. WPH Properties admits the allegations set forth in paragraph 4 of the 

Counterclaims. 

5. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 5 of the 

Counterclaims.   

6. WPH Properties admits the allegations set forth in paragraph 6 of the 

Counterclaims. 

7. WPH Properties admits the allegations set forth in paragraph 7 of the 

Counterclaims. 

8. WPH Properties denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to 

the allegations set forth in paragraph 8 of the Counterclaims. 

9. WPH Properties denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to 

the allegations set forth in paragraph 9 of the Counterclaims.   

10. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 10 of the 

Counterclaims.   

11. WPH Properties admits the allegations set forth in paragraph 11 of the 

Counterclaims.   

12. WPH Properties denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to 

the allegations set forth in paragraph 12 of the Counterclaims.   

13. WPH Properties denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to 

the allegations set forth in paragraph 13 of the Counterclaims.   

14. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 14 of the 

Counterclaims except to admit that WHP Properties acted as developer for the new Facility.   
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15. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 15 of the 

Counterclaims and refers to the terms of the Development Agreement.   

16. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 16 of the 

Counterclaims.   

17. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 17 of the 

Counterclaims except WPH Properties admits that, at one point in time, non-final projected costs 

were estimated to be $56,631,759.   

18. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 18 of the 

Counterclaims except WPH Properties admits that, at one point in time, non-final projected costs 

were estimated to be those listed in the allegations set forth in paragraph 18 of the 

Counterclaims.   

19. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 19 of the 

Counterclaims.   

20. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 20 of the 

Counterclaims.   

21. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 21 of the 

Counterclaims.   

22. WPH Properties admits the allegations set forth in paragraph 22 of the 

Counterclaims.  

23. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 23 of the 

Counterclaims except WPH Properties admits that CCC Equities, LLC provided $9,863,246.   

24. WPH Properties denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to 

the allegations set forth in paragraph 24 of the Counterclaims.   
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25. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 25 of the 

Counterclaims except WPH Properties admits that the Jozefovic Team entered into a lease 

agreement, and an amended and restated lease thereto, to occupy and operate the Facility.   

26. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 26 of the 

Counterclaims except that WPH Properties admits that it executed a lease, and an amended and 

restated lease thereto, as landlord. 

27. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 27 of the 

Counterclaims except that WPH Properties states that the Lease referenced in paragraph 27 

speaks for itself. 

28. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 28 of the 

Counterclaims.   

29. WPH Properties denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to 

the allegations set forth in paragraph 28 of the Counterclaims.   

30. WPH Properties denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to 

the allegations set forth in paragraph 30 of the Counterclaims.   

31. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 31 of the 

Counterclaims.   

32. WPH Properties denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to 

the allegations set forth in paragraph 32 of the Counterclaims.   

33. WPH Properties denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to 

the allegations set forth in paragraph 33 of the Counterclaims.   

34. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 34 of the 

Counterclaims.   
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35. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 35 of the 

Counterclaims.   

36. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 34 of the 

Counterclaims except that WPH Properties admits that HBL SNF LLC and WPH Properties 

entered into the Development Agreement.  

37. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 34 of the 

Counterclaims except that WPH Properties admits that HBL SNF LLC and WPH Properties 

entered into a lease and an amended and restated lease thereto.  

38. No response is required as to paragraph 38 of the Counterclaims because it states 

a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, WPH Properties denies the 

allegations set forth in paragraph 38 of the Counterclaims and the term Lease as defined in the 

Counterclaims. 

39. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 39 of the 

Counterclaims and WPH Properties states that the Development Agreement speaks for itself.   

40. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 40 of the 

Counterclaims.   

41. WPH Properties admits the allegations set forth in paragraph 41 of the 

Counterclaims.   

42. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 42 of the 

Counterclaims.   

43. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 43 of the 

Counterclaims.   
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44. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 44 of the 

Counterclaims.   

45. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 45 of the 

Counterclaims.   

46. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 46 of the 

Counterclaims.   

47. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 47 of the 

Counterclaims.   

48. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 48 of the 

Counterclaims.   

49. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 49 of the 

Counterclaims.   

50. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 50 of the 

Counterclaims.   

51. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 51 of the 

Counterclaims.   

52. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 52 of the 

Counterclaims.   

53. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 53 of the 

Counterclaims.   

54. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 54 of the 

Counterclaims.   
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55. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 55 of the 

Counterclaims.   

56. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 56 of the 

Counterclaims.   

57. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 57 of the 

Counterclaims except that WPH Properties states that the Development Agreement speaks for 

itself.   

58. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 58 of the 

Counterclaims.   

59. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 59 of the 

Counterclaims.   

60. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 60 of the 

Counterclaims.   

61. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 61 of the 

Counterclaims.   

62. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 62 of the 

Counterclaims.   

63. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 63 of the 

Counterclaims.   

64. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 64 of the 

Counterclaims.  

65. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 65 of the 

Counterclaims.  
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66. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 66 of the 

Counterclaims.   

67. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 67 of the 

Counterclaims.   

68. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 68 of the 

Counterclaims.   

69. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 69 of the 

Counterclaims.   

70. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 70 of the 

Counterclaims.   

71. No response is required as to paragraph 71 of the Counterclaims because it states 

a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, WPH Properties denies the 

allegations set forth in paragraph 71 of the Counterclaims. 

72. WPH Properties denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to 

the allegations set forth in paragraph 72 of the Counterclaims.   

73. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 73 of the 

Counterclaims.   

74. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 74 of the 

Counterclaims.   

75. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 75 of the 

Counterclaims.   

76. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 76 of the 

Counterclaims.   
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77. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 77 of the 

Counterclaims.   

78. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 78 of the 

Counterclaims except WPH Properties admits that CCCE procured financial contributions from 

third parties.   

79. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 79 of the 

Counterclaims.  

80. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 80 of the 

Counterclaims.   

81. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 81 of the 

Counterclaims.   

82. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 82 of the 

Counterclaims.  

83. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 83 of the 

Counterclaims.   

84. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 84 of the 

Counterclaims.   

85. WPH Properties denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to 

the allegations set forth in paragraph 85 of the Counterclaims.   

86. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 86 of the 

Counterclaims.   

87. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 87 of the 

Counterclaims.   
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AS TO THE FIRST COUNTERCLAIM 

88. WPH Properties repeats and reasserts the denials set forth above with the same 

force and effect as if fully set forth at length. 

89. No response is required as to paragraph 89 of the Counterclaims because it states 

a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, WPH Properties denies the 

allegations set forth in paragraph 89 of the Counterclaims. 

90. No response is required as to paragraph 90 of the Counterclaims because it states 

a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, WPH Properties denies the 

allegations set forth in paragraph 90 of the Counterclaims. 

91. No response is required as to paragraph 91 of the Counterclaims because it states 

a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, WPH Properties denies the 

allegations set forth in paragraph 91 of the Counterclaims. 

AS TO THE SECOND COUNTERCLAIM 

92. WPH Properties repeats and reasserts the denials set forth above with the same 

force and effect as if fully set forth length. 

93. No response is required as to paragraph 93 of the Counterclaims because it states 

a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, WPH Properties denies the 

allegations set forth in paragraph 93 of the Counterclaims. 

AS TO THE THIRD COUNTERCLAIM 

94. WPH Properties repeats and reasserts the denials set forth above with the same 

force and effect as if fully set forth. 
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95. No response is required as to paragraph 95 of the Counterclaims because it states 

a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, WPH Properties denies the 

allegations set forth in paragraph 95 of the Counterclaims. 

96. No response is required as to paragraph 96 of the Counterclaims because it states 

a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, WPH Properties denies the 

allegations set forth in paragraph 96 of the Counterclaims. 

97. No response is required as to paragraph 97 of the Counterclaims because it states 

a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, WPH Properties denies the 

allegations set forth in paragraph 97 of the Counterclaims. 

AS TO THE FOURTH COUNTERCLAIM 

98. WHP Properties repeats and reasserts the denials set forth above with the same 

force and effect as if fully set forth. 

99. No response is required as to paragraph 99 of the Counterclaims because it states 

a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, WPH Properties denies the 

allegations set forth in paragraph 99 of the Counterclaims. 

100. No response is required as to paragraph 100 of the Counterclaims because it states 

a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, WPH Properties denies the 

allegations set forth in paragraph 100 of the Counterclaims. 

101. No response is required as to paragraph 101 of the Counterclaims because it states 

a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, WPH Properties denies the 

allegations set forth in paragraph 101 of the Counterclaims. 
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102. No response is required as to paragraph 102 of the Counterclaims because it states 

a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, WPH Properties denies the 

allegations set forth in paragraph 102 of the Counterclaims. 

103. No response is required as to paragraph 103 of the Counterclaims because it states 

a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, WPH Properties denies the 

allegations set forth in paragraph 103 of the Counterclaims. 

104. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 87 of the 

Counterclaims.  

105. No response is required as to paragraph 105 of the Counterclaims because it states 

a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, WPH Properties denies the 

allegations set forth in paragraph 105 of the Counterclaims. 

106. No response is required as to paragraph 106 of the Counterclaims because it states 

a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, WPH Properties denies the 

allegations set forth in paragraph 106 of the Counterclaims. 

AS TO THE FIFTH COUNTERCLAIM 

107. WHP Properties repeats and reasserts the denials set forth above with the same 

force and effect as if fully set forth. 

108. No response is required as to paragraph 108 of the Counterclaims because it states 

a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, WPH Properties denies the 

allegations set forth in paragraph 108 of the Counterclaims. 

109. No response is required as to paragraph 109 of the Counterclaims because it states 

a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, WPH Properties denies the 

allegations set forth in paragraph 109 of the Counterclaims. 
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AS TO THE SIXTH COUNTERCLAIM 

110. WHP Properties repeats and reasserts the denials set forth above with the same 

force and effect as if fully set forth. 

111. No response is required as to paragraph 111 of the Counterclaims because it states 

a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, WPH Properties denies the 

allegations set forth in paragraph 111 of the Counterclaims. 

112. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 112 of the 

Counterclaims.   

113. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 113 of the 

Counterclaims.   

114. No response is required as to paragraph 114 of the Counterclaims because it states 

a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, WPH Properties denies the 

allegations set forth in paragraph 114 of the Counterclaims. 

AS AND FOR A FIRST AFFIRMATIVE 

DEFENSE TO THE COUNTERCLAIMS 

115. The Counterclaims fail to state any cause of action. 

 AS AND FOR A SECOND AFFIRMATIVE  

DEFENSE TO THE COUNTERCLAIMS 

116. The Counterclaims are barred, in whole or in part, by the doctrine of laches. 

AS AND FOR A THIRD AFFIRMATIVE  

DEFENSE TO THE COUNTERCLAIMS 

117. The Counterclaims are barred, in whole or in part, by the doctrine of equitable 

estoppel. 
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AS AND FOR A FOURTH AFFIRMATIVE 

DEFENSE TO THE COUNTERCLAIMS 

118. The Counterclaims are barred, in whole or in part, by Defendants’ failure to 

satisfy the conditions precedent and to perform its own obligations under the parties’ 

Agreements.  

AS AND FOR A FIFTH AFFIRMATIVE 

DEFENSE TO THE COUNTERCLAIMS 

119. The Counterclaims are barred, in whole or in part, by the doctrine of unclean 

hands and bad faith. 

AS AND FOR A SIXTH AFFIRMATIVE 

DEFENSE TO THE COUNTERCLAIMS 

120. The Counterclaims are barred, in whole or in part, because of Defendants’ failure 

to mitigate its purported damages. 

AS AND FOR A SEVENTH AFFIRMATIVE 

DEFENSE TO THE COUNTERCLAIMS 

121. Any damages purportedly incurred by Defendants, as alleged in the 

Counterclaims, are the result of Defendants’ own acts and/or omissions, or that of its principals, 

directors, officers, employees or agents, and not as the result of WHP Properties’ conduct. 

AS AND FOR AN EIGHTH AFFIRMATIVE 

DEFENSE TO THE COUNTERCLAIMS 

122. The Counterclaims are barred, in whole or in part, because of Defendants’ release 

of Plaintiff’s obligations in the agreements at issue in the litigation. 

WHEREFORE, WHP Properties demands Judgment as prayed for in the Complaint, and 

Judgment against Defendants: (1) dismissing the Counterclaims contained in Defendants 

Verified Answer; and (2) such other, further and different relief as to the Court may seem just, 

proper and equitable. 
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Dated: White Plains, New York  

 December 11, 2020 

 

DELBELLO DONNELLAN WEINGARTEN WISE & 

WIEDERKEHR, LLP 

Lead Counsel for Plaintiff White Plains Healthcare 

Properties I, LLC 

 

 

By: /s/ Alfred E. Donnellan________________ 

Alfred E. Donnellan, Esq. 

Nelida Lara, Esq. 

One North Lexington Avenue 

White Plains, New York 10601 

(914) 681-0200 

 

ABRAMS, FENSTERMAN, FENSTERMAN, 

EISMAN, FORMATO, FERRARA, WOLF & 

CARONE, LLP 

Co-Counsel for Plaintiff White Plains Healthcare 

Properties I, LLC 

Robert A. Spolzino, Esq. 

81 Main Street, Suite 306 

White Plains, New York 10601 

(914) 607-7010 

TO:    

 

John Giardino, Esq. 

Alex Barnett-Howell, Esq. 

Michelman & Robinson, LLP 

800 Third Avenue, 24th Floor 

New York, New York 10022 

Phone: (212) 730-7700 

Attorneys for Defendants HBL SNF, LLC,  

Lizer Jozefovic and Mark Neuman  
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VERIFICATION 

COMMONWEAL TH OF MASSACHUSETTS ) 

) ss: 

COUNTY OF ESSEX ) 

William A. Nicholson, being duly sworn, deposes and says: 

I am the Manager of plaintiff, White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC. I have read the 

annexed Verified Reply to Counterclaims, know the contents thereof and the same are true to my 

own knowledge, except those matters therein which are stated to be alleged upon information 

and belief, and as to those matters I believe them to be true. 

S~ orn to before me this 

--ft-th day of December 2020 

h~M/#1 

16 
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DELBELLO DONNELLAN WEINGARTEN 
WISE & WIEDERKEHR, LLP 

Alfred E. Donnellan 
Partner 
aed@ddw-law.com 

COUNSELLORS AT LAW 

THE GATEWAY BUILDING 
ONE NORTH LEXINGTON AVENUE 
WHITE PLAINS, NEW YORK 10601 

(914) 681-0200 
FACSIMILE (914) 684-0288 

Connecticut Office 
1111 SUMMER STREET 
STAMFORD, CT  06905 

(203) 298-0000 

 

1596912.doc 
0181960-001 

 
 

January 11, 2021 
 

VIA ECF 
 
Honorable Gretchen M. Walsh 
Supreme Court of the State of New York 
County of Westchester 
111 Dr. Martin Luther King Blvd. 
White Plains, New York 10601 

Re: White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC v. HBL SNF, LLC et al 
   Index No. 60278/2020 

Dear Justice Walsh: 
This firm represents plaintiff, White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC (“WPH 

Properties” and third-party defendants, CCC Equities, LLC, Project Equity Consulting, The 
Congress Companies, Howard Fensterman and William Nicholson (collectively, “third-party 
defendants”) in the above action. We are writing in anticipation of tomorrow’s virtual conference 
to advise the Court that we wish to raise with the Court two motions that we wish to make. 

First, as the Court may recall, the subject of our conference two weeks ago was our 
motion for leave to amend. At the defendants’ request, the conference was adjourned for two 
weeks in anticipation of a determination by the Supreme Court, New York County, with respect 
to the motion to consolidate that case with this one. There has been no decision. We, therefore, 
renew our request that the Court set a briefing schedule with respect to our motion for leave to 
amend.  

Second, we will request that the Court set a briefing schedule for our motion to dismiss  
the counterclaims and third-party claims asserted by defendants/third-party plaintiffs, HBL SNF, 
Inc. (“HBL”), Lizer Jozefovic a/k/a Lizer Jozofovic (“Jozefovic”) and Mark Neuman 
(“Neuman”) (collectively, “defendants”), as well as a stay of discovery relating to the 
counterclaims and third-party claims pending the Court’s decision on the motion. 

This is an action for breach of a lease for a brand new, state-of-the-art, 160-bed skilled 
nursing facility. The defendants have raised affirmative defenses, counterclaims and third-party 
claims alleging that WPH Properties breached the development agreement for the facility. 
Article III § I of the Development Agreement, however, releases those claims upon the 
defendants’ occupancy of the building. It provides that: 
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“Except as provided in the Lease, on the Substantial Completion Date the 
Tenant/Operator shall (i) be deemed to have taken occupancy and accepted 
possession of the Project, (ii) have agreed that the Project has been completed in 
accordance with the Plans and Specifications, and (iii) have agreed that the 
Developer has fulfilled all of its responsibilities hereunder to the satisfaction of 
Tenant/Operator.” 

Development Agreement, Article III § I (emphasis added). 
WPH Properties obtained a certificate of occupancy for the Facility on August 22, 2019 

and HBL entered into possession of the Facility on September 30, 2019. Accordingly, the claims 
asserted by the defendants (the “Claims”) have been discharged and released under the express 
terms of the Development Agreement. 

The need to move to dismiss on that basis now arises from the defendants’ document 
requests, which contain nine interrogatories and at least 80 of the document requests with respect 
to those claims and the alleged obligations under the Development Agreement, which, again, are 
barred pursuant to the release and agreement that all responsibilities under the Development 
Agreement have been fulfilled.   

WPH Properties and third-party defendants should not be required to engage in the time 
consuming and expensive process of responding to interrogatories and over eighty separate 
document requests relating to Claims that have been discharged and released. WPH Properties 
and third-party defendants therefore request that the Court stay discovery relating to the Claims 
pending resolution of the Motion for partial summary judgment seeking dismissal of the Claims. 
To be clear, WPH Properties and third-party defendants do not seek to stay all discovery in this 
case. They seek only a limited stay of any discovery relating to the defendants’ counterclaims 
and third-party claims. 

On January 7, 2021, in a good faith effort to resolve these issues without requesting the 
Court’s intervention, we sent a letter to John Giordano Esq., the attorney representing 
defendants, advising him that the Claims have been discharged and released pursuant to the 
Development Agreement. We requested that the defendants immediately withdraw all discovery 
demands relating to the Claims and discontinue the Claims with prejudice. A copy of the January 
7, 2021 letter is annexed as Exhibit 1. The defendants have not agreed to do so. The letter from 
their counsel is attached as Exhibit 2. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request. 
 

 
Respectfully, 
 

     /s/ Alfred E. Donnellan   
     Alfred E. Donnellan 

 
 

cc: John Giardino, Esq.  
 (via ECF)
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DELBELLO DONNELLAN WEINGARTEN 
WISE & WIEDERKEHR, LLP 

Alfred E. Donnellan 
Partner 
aed@ddw-law.com 

COUNSELLORS AT LAW 

THE GATEWAY BUILDING 
ONE NORTH LEXINGTON AVENUE 
WHITE PLAINS, NEW YORK 10601 

(914) 681-0200 
FACSIMILE (914) 684-0288 

Connecticut Office 
1111 SUMMER STREET 
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January 7, 2021 
 

 
VIA ECF 
 
John Giardino, Esq. 
Michelman & Robinson, LLP 
800 Third Avenue, 24th floor 
New York, New York 10022 

  Re: White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC v. HBL SNF, LLC et al 
   Index No. 60278/2020 
 
Dear Mr. Giardino: 
 

As you know, this firm represents plaintiff White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC 
(“WPH Properties”) and third-party defendants, CCC Equities, LLC, Project Equity Consulting, 
The Congress Companies, Howard Fensterman and William Nicholson (collectively, “third-party 
defendants”) in the above action. 
 

I write to alert you to the fact that defendants’ counterclaims and third-party claims based 
upon alleged breach of obligations under the Development Agreement and alleged 
misrepresentations concerning project financing, construction and completion of the project are 
barred by Article III § I of the Development Agreement, which provides as follows: 
 

Except as provided in the Lease, on the Substantial Completion Date the 
Tenant/Operator shall (i) be deemed to have taken occupancy and accepted 
possession of the Project, (ii) have agreed that the Project has been completed in 
accordance with the Plans and Specifications, and (iii) have agreed that the 
Developer has fulfilled all of its responsibilities hereunder to the satisfaction of 
Tenant/Operator. 

 
Development Agreement Article III § I (emphasis added). 

 
The Substantial Completion Date has occurred. WPH Properties obtained a certificate of 

occupancy for the Facility on August 22, 2019 and HBL entered into possession of the Facility 
on September 30, 2019.  Since defendant agreed in the Development Agreement that the project 
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has been completed and that WPH Properties fulfilled all of its responsibilities to the satisfaction 
of HBL, there is no good faith basis for the counterclaims and third-party claims.   

 
In addition, the Letter of Intent between the parties dated November 20, 2019 expressly 

waives any claims by the Tenant against the Landlord relating to 1) any obligation to deliver a 
mortgage of any particular amount, 2) any claims for uncompleted work except for a remaining 
punchlist and 3) any claims related to the Cost Certification except Landlord shall complete the 
Final Cost Certification in the usual and ordinary course, upon receipt of all rent being paid and 
remaining current and all obligations of the Tenant are paid.  
 

The urgency of this situation arises from the fact that many of defendants’ document 
demands and interrogatories seek discovery relating to the counterclaims and third-party claims, 
which, again, have been discharged and released pursuant to the Development Agreement. They 
therefore seek discovery that is completely irrelevant to the issues in this case and not reasonably 
calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. In particular, defendants’ First 
Request for the Production of Documents and Things dated December 18, 2020 contains at least 
80 requests (specifically, request numbers 4 through 79 and 239 through 246) concerning those 
claims. Interrogatories number 1-7, 12 and 13 similarly seek information concerning those 
claims. All of these requests therefore fall outside the scope of permissible discovery. 

 
Accordingly, I am writing in advance of next week’s conference with the Court to request 

that the defendants withdraw their counterclaims and third-party claims, as well as the 
defendants’ interrogatories and document requests relating to those claims because the release 
makes those claims frivolous as defined by 22 NYCRR 130-1.1. 

 
This letter is a good faith effort to resolve these issues without Court intervention.  If 

defendants do not immediately agree to discontinue the claims with prejudice and withdraw the 
related interrogatories and document requests, WPH Properties and third-party defendants will 
seek appropriate relief from the Court, including sanctions.   

 
Please let me know no later than 5 p.m. on January 8, 2021 whether the defendants will 

discontinue the claims with prejudice and withdraw the related interrogatories and document 
requests. 
  
 
     Very truly yours, 
 
     /s/ Alfred E. Donnellan   
     Alfred E. Donnellan 
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JOHN GIARDINO  
jgiardino@mrllp.com 

New York Office 
800 Third Avenue, 24th Floor  

New York, NY 10022 

P 212.730.7700 F 212.730.7725 www.mrllp.com 

 

Los Angeles       |       Orange County       |       San Francisco      |       Chicago      |       New York 
 
 

 
 
January 8, 2021 
 
 

VIA EMAIL  
 
Alfred E. Donnellan, Esq. 
Delbello Donnellan Weingarten Wise & Wiederkehr, LLP 
One North Lexington Ave. 
White Plains, New York 10601 
aed@ddw-law.com 
 
 

Re: White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC v. HBL SNF, LLC et al 
 Index No. 60278/2020 

 
Dear Mr. Donnellan: 
 
 I write in response to your letter dated January 7, 2021. 

 On December 18, 2020, Defendants served White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC, CCC 
Equities, LLC, Project Equity Consulting, The Congress Companies, Howard Fensterman, and 
William Nicholson (collectively referred to as “Plaintiffs”) with their First Set of Interrogatories and 
First Request for the Production of Documents and Things (collectively, the “Discovery Requests”) 

 Our Discovery Requests were provided in accordance with Judge Walsh’s Preliminary 
Conference Order, filed November 13, 2020 (the “PCO”), which required written discovery demands 
to be served on or before December 18, 2020. 

 For the reasons stated herein, Defendants will not discontinue their claims or withdraw the 
Discovery Requests.  We expect Plaintiffs to provide responses and answers to the Discovery 
Requests by February 26, 2021, as set forth in the PCO. 

 Your letter asserts that Defendants’ “counterclaims and third-party claims based upon 
alleged breach of obligations under the Development Agreement and alleged misrepresentations 
concerning project financing, construction and completion of the project are barred by Article III § I of 
the Development Agreement.”  You also contend that the Letter of Intent waived “any claims by the 
Tenant against the Landlord” regarding the (1) “obligation to deliver a mortgage of any particular 
amount, 2) any claims for uncompleted work except for a remaining punchlist and 3) any claims 
related to the Cost Certification.” 
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 We disagree. The Development Agreement was entered into between the parties on 
November 19, 2015, with the express requirement that Plaintiffs would deliver a completed, state-of-
the-art 160-bed skilled nursing facility on Church Street in White Plains, New York (the “Project”). The 
Development Agreement imposed substantial obligations on Plaintiffs, including, but not limited to, 
the requirements that (1) the Project would be “substantially completed and ready for occupancy 
within 22 months;” (2) Plaintiffs would be “responsible for all for all development costs;” and (3) the 
Project would be “a ‘turnkey job.’” Development Agreement, Article III §§ D-E, H. Plaintiffs also 
represented that the Project could be completed for an estimated cost of $56.6 million, with Plaintiffs 
responsible for securing the financing and mortgage. 

 It is sufficient to state that Plaintiffs breached these obligations, forcing Defendants to expend 
substantial resources and further delaying completion of the Project until December 2019. While 
Defendants chose to begin operations to mitigate damages, Defendants have never agreed to waive 
the claims or damages which resulted from Plaintiffs’ breaches. 

 Moreover, the Development Agreement does not contain a waiver of claims or damages. 
Waiver of claims or damages requires specific language and intent. City of New York v State, 40 
NY2d 659, 669 [1976] (“A waiver is the intentional relinquishment of a known right with both 
knowledge of its existence and an intention to relinquish it”) (citations omitted). Absent clear language 
and consideration, Plaintiffs cannot claim that the Development Agreement constitutes a waiver of all 
claims and damages related to the Project. Braddock v Braddock, 60 AD3d 84, 92 [1st Dept 2009] 
(“Proof of a waiver, of course, requires establishing an intentional relinquishment of a known right 
and should not be lightly presumed.”) (citations omitted). 

 Likewise, the Letter of Intent, entered into on November 20, 2019, placed substantial 
obligations on Plaintiffs, including, but not limited, to the requirement that the Project would be 
contributed “to a newly formed Delaware Statutory Trust,” which Defendants would acquire. Again, it 
is indisputable that Plaintiffs breached their obligations under the Letter of Intent. Due to these and 
other factors, Plaintiffs cannot rely upon alleged waivers in the Development Agreement or the Letter 
of Intent, particularly in the presence of Defendants’ repeated and clear objections to the non-
performance and other malfeasance of the Plaintiffs. 

 Finally, Defendants have full right to demand discovery into these issues regardless of 
whether Plaintiffs dispute the validity of Defendants’ claims. As you well know, the scope of discovery 
is extremely broad: 

There shall be full disclosure of all matter material and necessary in the 
prosecution or defense of an action, regardless of the burden of proof. We have 
emphasized that the words, ‘material and necessary’, are . . . to be interpreted 
liberally to require disclosure, upon request, of any facts bearing on the 
controversy which will assist preparation for trial by sharpening the issues and 
reducing delay and prolixity. The test is one of usefulness and reason . . . The 
statute embodies the policy determination that liberal discovery encourages fair 
and effective resolution of disputes on the merits. 

Forman v Henkin, 30 NY3d 656, 661 [2018]. Therefore, CPLR 3101(a) permits Defendants to engage 
in legitimate discovery regarding Plaintiffs’ failures and breaches regarding the construction and 
financing of the Project, as these matters are both material and necessary to Plaintiffs’ claims. 
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 While we fully intend to work with you and your clients to efficiently conduct discovery, 
Defendants will not waive valid claims or their discovery requests related to those claims.  We are 
available to discuss the manner in which the documents we have sought can be produced. 

 

 
Very truly yours, 
 
MICHELMAN & ROBINSON, LLP 
 

 
 

John Giardino 
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 

COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER 

 

 

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC, 

 

Plaintiff, 

 

– against – 

 

HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/K/A LIZER 

JOZOFOVIC and MARK NEUMAN, 

Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs, 

 

- against - 

 

CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY  

CONSULTING, THE CONGRESS COMPANIES,  

HOWARD FENSTERMAN, and WILLIAM  

NICHOLSON,  

 

Third-Party Defendants. 

 

 

 

Index No. 60278/2020 

 

 

AFFIRMATION OF 

ALFRED E. DONNELLAN 

 

 

Alfred E. Donnellan, an attorney duly admitted to practice in the courts of the State of New 

York, affirms the following to be true under the penalty of perjury: 

1. I am a member of the law firm of DelBello Donnellan Weingarten Wise & 

Wiederkehr, LLP, the attorneys, along with Abrams, Fensterman, Fensterman, Eisman, Formato, 

Ferrara, Wolf & Carone, LLP, for plaintiff, White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC (“WPH 

Properties”), and third-party defendants, CCC Equities, LLC, Project Equity Consulting, The 

Congress Companies, Howard Fensterman and William Nicholson (collectively, “third-party 

defendants”).  I submit this affirmation in support of the motion of WPH Properties, pursuant to 

CPLR § 3025(b), for leave to file an amended complaint. 

2. WPH Properties is the owner of a brand new, state-of-the-art, 160-bed skilled 

nursing home located at 116-120 Church Street, White Plains, New York. Defendant HBL SNF, 
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LLC is the tenant and operator of the Facility under a lease, dated as of November 19, 2015, as 

amended July 12, 2017. Defendants Lizer Jozefovic and Mark Neuman are the principals of HBL 

and the guarantors of HBL’s obligations under the lease. The guaranty was the subject of a security 

agreement, pursuant to which Jozefovic pledged his controlling, 71% membership interest in 

Waterview Acquisition I, LLC, which owns a 130-bed skilled nursing facility known as Waterview 

Hills Rehabilitation and Nursing Center located at 537 Route 22, Purdys, New York 10578 as 

security for HBL’s obligations. 

3. WPH Properties commenced this action on September 18, 2020 by filing a 

summons and complaint seeking to recover the amounts due as a result of HBL’s default under the 

lease, a subsequent letter of intent and as a hold-over tenant after WPH Properties terminated the 

lease, as well as the guaranties by Jozefovic and Neuman. A copy of the summons and complaint 

is attached as Exhibit A. The defendants answered on November 5, 2020. A copy of their answer 

is attached as Exhibit B. 

4. On November 30, 2020, WPH Properties served filed an amended complaint that 

added a fifth cause of action alleging that Jozefovic had breached his obligations under the security 

agreement by agreeing to and voluntarily permitting the amendment of the operating agreement of 

Waterview Acquisition I, LLC, by assigning the Waterview Membership interest that had been 

pledged as security for the lease to Metropolitan Commercial Bank (“MCB”) as security for 

another obligations, by failing to add defendant Howard Fensterman as a co-signatory to certain 

accounts held by JP Morgan Chase, as required by the security agreement, and by failing to post 

an additional security deposit required by the lease. A copy of the amended complaint is attached 
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as Exhibit C. A redline version of the amended complaint, showing the changes from the original 

complaint, is annexed as Exhibit D. 

5. By letter dated December 2, 2020, the defendants’ counsel rejected the service of 

the amended complaint on the grounds that it was not served within 20 days of the service of the 

answer and that he had instituted the New York County action seeking declaratory relief regarding 

WHP Properties’ rights to enforce the security agreement. A copy of the letter from the defendants’ 

counsel is attached as Exhibit E. Due to a clerical error, the amended complaint was served shortly 

after Thanksgiving Day weekend, 25 days after defendants served their answer on November 5, 

2020. 

6. The defendants’ reasons for rejecting the amended complaint are not a basis for 

denying this motion. To begin with, WHP Properties already moved to change venue and 

consolidate the action entitled Jozefovic v. White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC et al., 

(Supreme Court, New York County, Index No. 655549/2020) (the “New York County Action”) 

with this action because the New York County Action was filed after this action was commenced 

in Westchester and the venue for the New York County Action is improper because the only 

connection this dispute has to New York County is the place of business of MCB, a nominal party. 

The motion to change venue and consolidate has been fully briefed and submitted before Hon. 

Nancy Bannon, J.S.C. and the parties are awaiting the Court’s decision on the motion. More 

important, WPH Properties is already suing HBL and Jozefovic here for breaching the lease and 

the security agreement. WPH Properties’ additional claims, based also on the lease and the security 

agreement, belong here, as well, not in the libel action Jozefovic commenced in New York County.  
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7. Pursuant to the Commercial Division rules, on December 4, 2020, WPH Properties 

requested a pre-motion conference with respect to a motion for leave to amend. The issue was 

discussed at several conferences, most recently on January 22, 2021. The defendants will not 

consent to the service and filing of the amended complaint. WPH Properties therefore moves for 

leave to amend. 

8. For the reasons set forth in the accompanying memorandum of law, WPH 

Properties respectfully submits that leave to amend is appropriate and should be granted. Granting 

leave to amend the complaint would result in no prejudice or surprise whatever to the defendants. 

Discovery in this case has only just commenced and no depositions have been scheduled taken. 

The additional cause of action contained in the amended complaint – the fifth cause of action – 

arises out of the same lease and involves the obligations as are at issue in the original complaint 

therefore there is no prejudice or surprise to the defendants. And the defendants have no plausible 

argument that the fifth cause of action “is palpably insufficient or patently devoid of merit.”  

9. The fifth cause of action added to the amended complaint is based on the clear and 

unambiguous provisions of the security agreement and the lease, copies of which are attached as 

Exhibit F and Exhibit G, respectively. Many of the allegations in the proposed fifth cause of 

action are either indisputable or are established by the answer Metropolitan Commercial Bank 

(“MCB”) has submitted in the New York County Action, the related action pending before Hon. 

Nancy Bannon, J.S.C in the Supreme Court, New York County. A copy of MCB’s answer is 

attached as Exhibit H.  

10. MCB’s answer confirms that after pledging the Waterview Collateral to WPH 
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Properties, Jozefovic pledged it again MCB to secure his loan obligation to MCB. The MCB 

answer also establishes that the Waterview operating agreement was amended to permit that 

pledge. Jozefovic has also admitted in an affirmation he submitted to the court in the New York 

County Action that, after pledging the Waterview Collateral to WPH Properties, he subsequently 

“assigned the [Waterview] Membership Interest to Defendant Metropolitan Commercial Bank 

(“MCB”) as part of a financing arrangement. Affirmation of Lizer Jozefovic dated October 21, 

2020, ¶23. As alleged in the amended complaint’s fifth cause of action, Jozefovic breached the 

security agreement by pledging his Waterview interest to MCB and by amending the Waterview 

operating agreement to facilitate that pledge.  

11. As set forth in the accompanying memorandum of law, “leave to amend a pleading 

should be granted where the amendment is neither palpably insufficient nor patently devoid of 

merit, and the delay in seeking amendment does not prejudice or surprise the opposing party.” 

That is precisely the situation here. 

WHEREFORE, I respectfully request that this Court grant the motion of WPH Properties 

for leave to amend in all respects. 

Dated: White Plains, New York 

 January 26, 2021 

 

       /s/ Alfred E. Donnellan____ 

       Alfred E. Donnellan 
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 

COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER 

 

 

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC, 

 

Plaintiff, 

 

– against – 

 

HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/K/A LIZER 

JOZOFOVIC and MARK NEUMAN, 

Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs, 

 

- against - 

 

CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY  

CONSULTING, THE CONGRESS COMPANIES,  

HOWARD FENSTERMAN, and WILLIAM  

NICHOLSON,  

 

Third-Party Defendants. 

 

 

 

Index No. 60278/2020 

 

 

AFFIRMATION OF 

ALFRED E. DONNELLAN 

 

 

Alfred E. Donnellan, an attorney duly admitted to practice in the courts of the State of New 

York, affirms the following to be true under the penalty of perjury: 

1. I am a member of the law firm of DelBello Donnellan Weingarten Wise & 

Wiederkehr, LLP, the attorneys, along with Abrams, Fensterman, Fensterman, Eisman, Formato, 

Ferrara, Wolf & Carone, LLP, for plaintiff, White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC (“WPH 

Properties”), and third-party defendants, CCC Equities, LLC, Project Equity Consulting, The 

Congress Companies, Howard Fensterman and William Nicholson (collectively, “third-party 

defendants”).  I submit this affirmation in support of the motion of WPH Properties, pursuant to 

CPLR § 3025(b), for leave to file an amended complaint. 

2. WPH Properties is the owner of a brand new, state-of-the-art, 160-bed skilled 

nursing home located at 116-120 Church Street, White Plains, New York. Defendant HBL SNF, 
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LLC is the tenant and operator of the Facility under a lease, dated as of November 19, 2015, as 

amended July 12, 2017. Defendants Lizer Jozefovic and Mark Neuman are the principals of HBL 

and the guarantors of HBL’s obligations under the lease. The guaranty was the subject of a security 

agreement, pursuant to which Jozefovic pledged his controlling, 71% membership interest in 

Waterview Acquisition I, LLC, which owns a 130-bed skilled nursing facility known as Waterview 

Hills Rehabilitation and Nursing Center located at 537 Route 22, Purdys, New York 10578 as 

security for HBL’s obligations. 

3. WPH Properties commenced this action on September 18, 2020 by filing a 

summons and complaint seeking to recover the amounts due as a result of HBL’s default under the 

lease, a subsequent letter of intent and as a hold-over tenant after WPH Properties terminated the 

lease, as well as the guaranties by Jozefovic and Neuman. A copy of the summons and complaint 

is attached as Exhibit A. The defendants answered on November 5, 2020. A copy of their answer 

is attached as Exhibit B. 

4. On November 30, 2020, WPH Properties served filed an amended complaint that 

added a fifth cause of action alleging that Jozefovic had breached his obligations under the security 

agreement by agreeing to and voluntarily permitting the amendment of the operating agreement of 

Waterview Acquisition I, LLC, by assigning the Waterview Membership interest that had been 

pledged as security for the lease to Metropolitan Commercial Bank (“MCB”) as security for 

another obligations, by failing to add defendant Howard Fensterman as a co-signatory to certain 

accounts held by JP Morgan Chase, as required by the security agreement, and by failing to post 

an additional security deposit required by the lease. A copy of the amended complaint is attached 
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as Exhibit C. A redline version of the amended complaint, showing the changes from the original 

complaint, is annexed as Exhibit D. 

5. By letter dated December 2, 2020, the defendants’ counsel rejected the service of 

the amended complaint on the grounds that it was not served within 20 days of the service of the 

answer and that he had instituted the New York County action seeking declaratory relief regarding 

WHP Properties’ rights to enforce the security agreement. A copy of the letter from the defendants’ 

counsel is attached as Exhibit E. Due to a clerical error, the amended complaint was served shortly 

after Thanksgiving Day weekend, 25 days after defendants served their answer on November 5, 

2020. 

6. The defendants’ reasons for rejecting the amended complaint are not a basis for 

denying this motion. To begin with, WHP Properties already moved to change venue and 

consolidate the action entitled Jozefovic v. White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC et al., 

(Supreme Court, New York County, Index No. 655549/2020) (the “New York County Action”) 

with this action because the New York County Action was filed after this action was commenced 

in Westchester and the venue for the New York County Action is improper because the only 

connection this dispute has to New York County is the place of business of MCB, a nominal party. 

The motion to change venue and consolidate has been fully briefed and submitted before Hon. 

Nancy Bannon, J.S.C. and the parties are awaiting the Court’s decision on the motion. More 

important, WPH Properties is already suing HBL and Jozefovic here for breaching the lease and 

the security agreement. WPH Properties’ additional claims, based also on the lease and the security 

agreement, belong here, as well, not in the libel action Jozefovic commenced in New York County.  
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7. Pursuant to the Commercial Division rules, on December 4, 2020, WPH Properties 

requested a pre-motion conference with respect to a motion for leave to amend. The issue was 

discussed at several conferences, most recently on January 22, 2021. The defendants will not 

consent to the service and filing of the amended complaint. WPH Properties therefore moves for 

leave to amend. 

8. For the reasons set forth in the accompanying memorandum of law, WPH 

Properties respectfully submits that leave to amend is appropriate and should be granted. Granting 

leave to amend the complaint would result in no prejudice or surprise whatever to the defendants. 

Discovery in this case has only just commenced and no depositions have been scheduled taken. 

The additional cause of action contained in the amended complaint – the fifth cause of action – 

arises out of the same lease and involves the obligations as are at issue in the original complaint 

therefore there is no prejudice or surprise to the defendants. And the defendants have no plausible 

argument that the fifth cause of action “is palpably insufficient or patently devoid of merit.”  

9. The fifth cause of action added to the amended complaint is based on the clear and 

unambiguous provisions of the security agreement and the lease, copies of which are attached as 

Exhibit F and Exhibit G, respectively. Many of the allegations in the proposed fifth cause of 

action are either indisputable or are established by the answer Metropolitan Commercial Bank 

(“MCB”) has submitted in the New York County Action, the related action pending before Hon. 

Nancy Bannon, J.S.C in the Supreme Court, New York County. A copy of MCB’s answer is 

attached as Exhibit H.  

10. MCB’s answer confirms that after pledging the Waterview Collateral to WPH 
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Properties, Jozefovic pledged it again MCB to secure his loan obligation to MCB. The MCB 

answer also establishes that the Waterview operating agreement was amended to permit that 

pledge. Jozefovic has also admitted in an affirmation he submitted to the court in the New York 

County Action that, after pledging the Waterview Collateral to WPH Properties, he subsequently 

“assigned the [Waterview] Membership Interest to Defendant Metropolitan Commercial Bank 

(“MCB”) as part of a financing arrangement. Affirmation of Lizer Jozefovic dated October 21, 

2020, ¶23. As alleged in the amended complaint’s fifth cause of action, Jozefovic breached the 

security agreement by pledging his Waterview interest to MCB and by amending the Waterview 

operating agreement to facilitate that pledge.  

11. As set forth in the accompanying memorandum of law, “leave to amend a pleading 

should be granted where the amendment is neither palpably insufficient nor patently devoid of 

merit, and the delay in seeking amendment does not prejudice or surprise the opposing party.” 

That is precisely the situation here. 

WHEREFORE, I respectfully request that this Court grant the motion of WPH Properties 

for leave to amend in all respects. 

Dated: White Plains, New York 

 January 26, 2021 

 

       /s/ Alfred E. Donnellan____ 

       Alfred E. Donnellan 
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK

COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER

--------------------------------------------------------------------------X

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC,

Plaintiff, Index No. 60278/2020

-against-

HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/K/A LIZER VERIFIED ANSWER

JOZOFOVIC and MARK NEUMAN, WITH AFFIRMATIVE

DEFENSES, COUNTER-

Defendants and CLAIMS AND THIRD-

Third-Party Plaintiff, PARTY COMPLAINT

-against-

CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY

CONSULTING, THE CONGRESS COMPANIES,

HOWARD FENSTERMAN, and WILLIAM

NICHOLSON,

Third-Party Defendants.

-------------------------------------------------------------------X

Defendants, HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/K/A LIZER JOZOFOVIC and

MARK NEUMAN (collectively, "Defendants"), by and through their counsel Michelman &

Robinson, LLP, hereby assert the following verified answer with affirmative defenses,

counterclaims, and third-party complaint and allege upon information and belief as follows:

ANSWER TO COMPLAINT

1. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs
"1," "2,"

and
"3."

2. Defendants admit the allegations in paragraphs
"4"

through
"11."

3. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs
"12"

and
"13."

4. In response to the allegations in paragraphs
"14"

through
"20,"

Defendants assert

that the document speaks for itself.
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5. Defendants admit the allegations in paragraphs “21” and “22.”  

6. In response to the allegations in paragraph “23,” Defendants assert that the 

document speaks for itself. 

7. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “24,” “25,” and “26.”  

8. In response to the allegations in paragraphs “27” through “32,” Defendants assert 

that the document speaks for itself. 

9. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph “33.”  

10. In response to the allegations in paragraphs “34” through “37,” Defendants assert 

that the document speaks for itself. 

11. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “38” through “53.”  

12. In response to the allegations in paragraph “54,” Defendants assert that the 

document speaks for itself. 

13. Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph “55.”  

14. In response to the allegations in paragraphs “56” through “59,” Defendants assert 

that the document speaks for itself. 

15. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “60,” “61,” and “62.”  

16. Defendants lack sufficient information to form a belief regarding the allegations 

and, on that basis, deny the allegations in paragraphs “63” and “64.”  

17. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph “65.”  

18. In response to the allegations in paragraphs “66” and “67,” Defendants assert that 

the document speaks for itself. 

19. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “68” through “75.”  
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FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST HBL 

(BREACH OF CONTRACT) 

 

20. Defendants repeat, reallege, and incorporate by reference their response to 

paragraphs “1” through “75” as if fully set forth herein. 

21. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “76” and “77.”  

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST HBL 

(BREACH OF CONTRACT) 

 

22. Defendants repeat, reallege, and incorporate by reference their response to 

paragraphs “1” through “77” as if fully set forth herein. 

23. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “78” and “79.”  

THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST JOZEFOVIC 

(ENFORCING GUARANTY) 

 

24. Defendants repeat, reallege, and incorporate by reference their response to 

paragraphs “1” through “79” as if fully set forth herein. 

25. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “80” and “81.”  

FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST NEUMAN 

(ENFORCING GUARANTY) 

 

26. Defendants repeat, reallege, and incorporate by reference their response to 

paragraphs “1” through “81” as if fully set forth herein. 

27. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “82” and “83.”  

AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES 

Defendants assert the following affirmative defenses, without admitting that Defendants 

would bear the burden of proof on any of these or any other affirmative defenses. 
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FIRST AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

(Plaintiff’s Breach) 

 

1. Plaintiff’s claims for relief are barred, in whole or in part, because plaintiff is in 

breach of its obligations under the Lease and the integrated development agreements. 

SECOND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

(Failure to Perform) 

 

2. Plaintiff failed to perform its obligations under the Lease and integrated Project 

documents and is not entitled to performance by the Defendants. 

THIRD AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

(Terms Too Indefinite To Enforce) 

 

3. Certain terms within the Lease which plaintiff seeks to enforce are not clear and 

not definite and are therefore unenforceable. 

FOURTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

(Payment) 

 

4. Defendants have made various substantial pre-payments of rent which have not 

been credited to their account. 

FIFTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

(Not Entitled to Enforcement) 

 

5. Plaintiff’s failure to deliver the Project in compliance with NYSDOH approvals 

renders the Lease unenforceable. 

SIXTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

(Offsets) 

 

6. Defendants are entitled to substantial offsets against the rents due under the Lease. 
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SEVENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

(Fraud In The Inducement) 

 

7. Plaintiff induced the Defendants to enter into the Lease and guarantee agreements 

by making fraudulent representations and failing to disclose material facts. 

EIGHTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

(Waiver) 

 

8. Plaintiff has accepted performance by Defendants and waives any and all right to 

sue for breach of contract. 

NINTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

(Bad Faith/Unclean Hands) 

 

9. The plaintiff is not entitled to the relief it seeks as it has acted in bad faith and with 

unclean hands. 

TENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

(Other Affirmative Defenses) 

 

10. Defendants reserve the right to supplement or amend this Verified Answer, 

including through the addition of further affirmative defenses, based on the course of discovery 

and proceedings in this litigation. 

COUNTERCLAIMS AGAINST WHITE PLAINS  

HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC  

AND  

THIRD-PARTY CLAIMS AGAINST CCC EQUITIES, LLC,  

PROJECT EQUITY CONSULTING, THE CONGRESS COMPANIES, 

HOWARD FENSTERMAN, AND WILLIAM NICHOLSON 

 

Now and for their counterclaims against plaintiff and third-party complaint against third-

party defendants, Defendants, upon information and belief, allege the following: 
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1. CCC Equities, LLC is a limited liability company duly organized and existing under 

the laws of the State of New York with an address and place of business at 3 Dakota Drive, Suite 

300, Lake Success, New York 11042. 

2. Project Equity Consulting is a limited liability company duly organized and 

existing under the laws of the State of New York with an address and place of business at 3 Dakota 

Drive, Suite 300, Lake Success, New York 11042. 

3. The Congress Companies is a corporation duly organized and existing under the 

laws of the State of Massachusetts with an address and place of business at 2 Bourbon Street, West 

Peabody Executive Center, Peabody, Massachusetts 01960 and regularly conducts business within 

the State of New York. 

4. Howard Fensterman is an individual residing at 4 Pond Lane, Sands Point, New 

York 11050 with a business address and place of business at Abrams, Fensterman, Fensterman, 

Eisman, Formato, Ferrara, Wolf & Carone, LLP, 3 Dakota Drive, Suite 300, Lake Success, New 

York 11042. 

5. Through the period complained of herein, Fensterman acted as both a principal in 

the transaction and legal counsel to certain parties including the defendant Lizer Jozefovic. 

6. William Nicholson is an individual residing at 12 Long Meadow Drive, Ipswich, 

Massachusetts 01938 with a business address and place of business at 2 Bourbon Street, West 

Peabody Executive Center, Suite 200, Peabody, Massachusetts 01960. 

7. This case involves the development of a new state-of-the-art 160-bed skilled 

nursing facility on Church Street in White Plains, New York (the “Facility.”) 
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8. The Facility was proposed by the defendant, HBL SNF, LLC, and its principals 

Lizer Jozefovic and Mark Newman (the “Jozefovic Team”) to the New York State Department of 

Health (“NYSDOH”) in August 2009. 

9. The Facility is dedicated to providing specialized services to “difficult to place 

patients,” including but not limited to, patients who exhibit psychiatric behaviors, patients who are 

undocumented, patients with developmental and physical disabilities, and patients who have no 

means of financial support and require charity care. 

10. The Facility was intentionally located in White Plains to service high-density 

minority and high-density poverty populations as compared to surrounding regions. 

11. In order to obtain a Certificate of Need from NYSDOH, the Jozefovic Team 

acquired skilled nursing bed licenses from other area nursing facilities including Hebrew Hospital 

Home of Westchester, Bethel Nursing Home, and Taylor Care Center. 

12. After full review of the Jozefovic Team’s application, NYSDOH determined that 

the Jozefovic Team was a successful operator of nursing facilities that are authorized to care for 

the elderly and individuals with long-term physical care needs and has an established history of 

achieving high occupancy at the facilities it operated. 

13. NYSDOH further determined that the Facility was unique and necessary as it 

provided care to patients not accepted by other facilities because of their special needs. 

14. At the time the Jozefovic Team proposed the Facility, the Plaintiff White Plains 

Healthcare Properties I, LLC (“WPHP”) and the third-party defendants Howard Fensterman 

(“Fensterman”), William Nicholson (“Nicholson”), and their companies CCC Equities LLC 

(“CCCE”), Project Equity Construction (“PEC”), and The Congress Companies (“Congress”), 

approached the Jozefovic Team and proposed that they act as developers for the new Facility. 
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15. Led by third-party defendant Fensterman, these parties represented that they were 

capable of performing all aspects of development of the Facility including construction and 

financing (hereafter “the Project.”) 

16. In fact, the Project costs for the Facility presented to NYSDOH by the Jozefovic 

Team were costs calculated and submitted by Fensterman and Nicholson. 

17. Importantly, these costs established a total Project cost of $56, 631,759. 

18. The Project costs for the Facility were itemized by Fensterman and Nicholson as 

follows: 

   Land acquisition  $  4,528,333 
   New construction  $37,282,722 
   Design Contingency  $  1,864,136 
   Construction Contingency $  1,864,136 
   Architect/Engineering Fees $  2,982,618 
   Construction Manager Fees $     745,654 
   Other Fees (Consultant) $     750,000 
   Movable Equipment  $  1,480,000 
   Financing Costs  $  2,112,000 
   Interim Interest Expense $  2,710,400 
   CON Application Fee  $         2,000 
   CON Processing Fee  $     309,760 
   Total Project Cost  $56,631,759 
 

19. Many of these costs were to be paid to Fensterman and Nicholson directly, as well 

as Fensterman’s law firm, and other costs to their entities as fees, interest costs, and other Project 

expenses. 

20. In addition, Fensterman and Nicholson represented that they could arrange for 

100% of the Project financing. 

21. More specifically, Fensterman and Nicholson specifically represented and agreed 

in writing that they could secure a HUD insured mortgage in the amount of $42,240,000 with an 

interest rate of 5.5% and a term of thirty (30) years. 
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22. A description of this mortgage was included in the projected Medicaid 

Reimbursement submitted to NYSDOH as part of the Project feasibility forecast. 

23. Furthermore, Fensterman represented that he could provide the necessary project 

equity in the amount of $9,863,246 through his company CCC Equities, LLC. 

24. The Jozefovic Team presented this financing arrangement to NYSDOH in support 

of its request for approval of the Facility and these costs became part of NYSDOH’s Project 

approval. 

25. Given that Fensterman and Nicholson agreed to develop, finance, and own the 

Project, the Jozefovic Team agreed to enter into a Lease Agreement to occupy and operate the 

Facility. 

26. To accomplish this, Fensterman and Nicholson proposed that their company White 

Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC become the landlord for the operating company owned by the 

Jozefovic Team known as HBL SNF, LLC. 

27. The Lease was to be for a twenty (20) year term. 

28. The rent was to be calculated as an amount equal to the debt service of the HUD 

insured mortgage to be obtained by Fensterman and Nicholson plus a return of cash equity to 

WPHP on the account of the equity contributions through CCCE. 

29. The annual rent proposed by Fensterman and Nicholson and presented to NYSDOH 

equaled $4,318,000 annually or $360,000 per month. 

30. The amount of annual rent as calculated above was eligible for reimbursement to 

HBL SNF, LLC through the NYSDOH. 

31. The Project as proposed to the NYSDOH was to be completed in approximately 

twenty (20) months. 
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32. The NYSDOH gave approval for the Project on the terms described above in 

October 2012. 

33. Throughout the NYSDOH application process, the Jozefovic Team relied upon 

representations made by Fensterman and Nicholson. 

34. However, shortly after receiving approval from NYSDOH, the Jozefovic Team 

learned that Fensterman and Nicholson did not have the capital necessary to commence or 

complete the Project as presented. 

35. As a result of this lack of capital the Project was delayed for years. 

36. In an attempt to overcome this lack of capital, on November 15, 2015, HBL SNF, 

LLC entered into a Development Agreement with White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC (the 

“Development Agreement.”) 

37. On the same date, HBL SNF, LLC entered into a Lease with White Plains 

Healthcare Properties I, LLC (the “Lease”) for the Facility in order to enable WPHP to obtain its 

Project financing. 

38. The Development Agreement and Lease are essential parts of the same transaction 

and are constitute integrated agreements. 

39. Pursuant to the Development Agreement, the Project was to be “turn-key” meaning 

that the plaintiff and third-party defendants would deliver a fully constructed facility authorized to 

operate as a skilled nursing facility with permanent financing in place in accordance with the 

approval granted by NYSDOH. 

40. However, because Fensterman and Nicholson lacked sufficient capital to complete 

the Project on a turn-key basis, they induced the Jozefovic Team to withdraw its equity from 
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another nursing facility which it owned and operated known as Waterview Nursing Home and to 

contribute that equity to the Project so that the Project could move forward in 2016. 

41. In particular, the Jozefovic Team made the following capital contributions to the 

Project as memorialized in a Term Sheet dated November 20, 2015: 

a) $2,200,000 paid to WPHP to be used by Congress for pre-development costs; 
b) $197,072 to CCC Equities, LLC to be used in the discretion of Fensterman; 
c) $1,595,368.32 into a control account in the name of HBL SNF. 

 
42. Despite repeated requests since 2015, Fensterman, Nicholson, Congress, and 

CCCE have failed or refused to provide an accounting of the use of the predevelopment and 

discretionary funds paid to them. 

43. In consideration for the $2,200,000 contribution to WPHP, WPHP agreed that these 

funds constituted a loan to WPHP to be repaid to HBL SNF, LLC. 

44. No provision was made for the payment of interest on the loan notwithstanding that 

WPHP had the use of such funds since 2015. 

45. WPHP agreed to repay the principal amount of the loan by purchasing the furniture, 

fixtures, and equipment (the “FF&E”) in the amount of $1,500,000 for the Project and by giving 

HBL SNF, LLC a future credit against Lease payments. 

46. When advancing these funds to Fensterman, Nicholson, CCC Equities and 

Congress, the Jozefovic Team anticipated that the Facility would be delivered in September 2017. 

47. The Facility was not delivered until December 2019. 

48. Despite repeated requests, WPHP has never provided an accounting for purchases 

of the required FF&E or any documentation evidencing repayment of $1,500,000 of the loan 

amount to HBL SNF, LLC. 
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49. In the absence of such an accounting, HBL SNF, LLC cannot determine how much 

of its loan amount, if any, has been repaid and how much of the remaining loan balance should be 

credited to current Lease payments. 

50. In addition, accrued interest on the $2,200,000 loan must be calculated from 

November 2015 and either paid to HBL SNF, LLC or credited to payments due under the Lease. 

51. The Development Agreement required that the Project be substantially completed 

within twenty-two (22) months or before September 2017. 

52. The plaintiff breached its obligations to HBL SNF, LLC by failing to complete the 

Project until December 2019. 

53. The delay in completing the Project caused HBL SNF, LLC to lose substantial 

revenue. 

54. In addition, by delivering the Project in December 2019, HBL SNF, LLC 

encountered market conditions during its start-up phase in 2020 caused by the COVID-19 

pandemic which adversely affected HBL SNF LLC’s operations as it has nursing homes 

throughout the region. 

55. HBL SNF, LLC would not have encountered these adverse financial conditions but 

not for the delay caused by plaintiff and third-party defendants. 

56. In addition to the Project being completed more than two (2) years late, plaintiff 

and third-party defendants delivered the Project well over budget. 

57. The Development Agreement required the plaintiff to enter into a construction 

contract with Congress and to secure a 100% performance bond to guarantee the performance of 

the construction contract. 
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58. However, unbeknownst to HBL SNF, LLC, Congress could not secure a 

performance bond. 

59. Fensterman and Nicholson never disclosed to HBL SNF, LLC or any of its 

principals that Congress could not obtain a bond. 

60. As a result, WPHP entered into a contract without approval or consent from HBL 

SNF, LLC for a creation of a joint venture agreement with a third-party contractor. 

61. The joint venture, among other reasons, added substantial costs to the Project. 

62. These substantial additional costs exceeded the capital expenditures approved by 

NYSDOH and are not reimbursable through NYSDOH. 

63. Upon information and belief, Congress’s inability to secure the performance bond 

is related to certain judgments taken against its principal Nicholson arising from claims for 

diversion of project funds in a skilled nursing project located in Milwaukee, Wisconsin dating back 

to 2015, the time when the Jozefovic Team advanced monies to Nicholson and Congress. 

64. Neither Fensterman nor Nicholson disclosed these adverse proceedings to the 

Jozefovic Team. 

65. In fact, Nicholson was adjudged to have committed conversion and civil theft in 

the amount of $1,903,452, and that judgement was affirmed on appeal to the Seventh Circuit Court 

of Appeals. 

66. The Development Agreement required that plaintiff and third-party defendants 

deliver the Project at the costs approved by NYSDOH. 

67. Only in the event of a change order, authorized by HBL SNF, LLC, would HBL 

SNF, LLC have responsibility for any cost higher than the cost approved by the NYSDOH. 

68. There were no approved change orders. 
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69. The approved Project cost is $57,000,000. 

70. The plaintiff and third-party defendants caused the Project to exceed the approved 

costs by more than $5,000,000. 

71. The plaintiff and third-party defendants breached their obligations to HBL SNF, 

LLC under the Development Agreement by causing the Project to be over budget. 

72. As a result, HBL SNF, LLC is not eligible for reimbursement of its rent payments 

as originally intended - a loss of eligibility that will cause substantial harm to HBL SNF, LLC. 

73. Given these costs overruns and the loss of eligibility for reimbursement, the Lease 

is unenforceable. 

74. As part of the “turn-key” delivery of the Project, plaintiff was obligated to provide 

permanent financing for the Project on the terms of the HUD insured loan submitted by plaintiff 

as part of the Project approved by NYSDOH. 

75. The plaintiff and third-party defendants have failed to provide such permanent 

financing and are in breach of the Development Agreement and the Lease. 

76. In connection with the permanent financing, the plaintiff and third-party defendants 

were required to demonstrate sufficient equity invested in the Project for HUD or any other lender 

of permanent financing to grant a thirty (30) year loan to the Project. 

77. Plaintiff and third-party defendants have failed to demonstrate sufficient equity in 

the Project. 

78. Upon information and belief, Fensterman procured financial contributions from 

individual third parties who contributed capital to CCCE to meet the equity requirement. 

79. Although this capital is required to be and has, in fact, been represented by 

Fensterman to be in the nature of equity, upon information and belief, these contributions from 
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individual third-parties are loans at high rates of interest which are overdue as a result of the Project 

delays. 

80. Fensterman, CCCE, and plaintiff have caused additional financial burden to the 

Project and have attempted to pass along to HBL SNF, LLC and the Jozefovic Team these higher 

interest costs. 

81. The Project cost overruns and the higher finance costs due to the delay in delivering 

the Project, together with the lack of sufficient equity, have prevented the Project from securing 

permanent financing. 

82. The plaintiff and third-party defendants have advised HBL SNF, LLC that they 

have initiated this lawsuit because they are in default of their current loan agreements. 

83. As of this date, plaintiff and third-party defendants have been unable to provide to 

the Jozefovic Team an accurate Project accounting of Project expenditures and have refused to 

provide information concerning the Project financing. 

84. As of this date, plaintiff and third-party defendants have been unable to procure the 

HUD insured financing which they represented they could secure and is required by NYSDOH 

Project approval. 

85. As of this date, the Project does not comply with the approval issued by the 

NYSDOH. 

86. As a result of the failure to deliver the Project on the terms approved by NYSDOH, 

HBL SNF, LLC cannot be reimbursed for the cost of the Facility as intended by the Development 

Agreement and the Lease and HBL SNF, LLC and its principals have suffered financial harm as a 

result. 
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87. Throughout the development process, WPHP, Fensterman, Nicholson and 

Congress have made false representations to the Jozefovic Team and have taken adverse actions 

which have adversely affected the business of HBL SNF, LLC. 

AS AND FOR A FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION AS AGAINST WPHP,  

CCCE, CONGRESS, AND FENSTERMAN 

(DEMAND FOR ACCOUNTING) 

 

88. Defendants repeat and reallege each and every allegation set forth in paragraphs 

“1” through “87” with the same force and effect as if fully set forth herein. 

89. HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer Jozefovic and Mark Neuman had a trust-based relationship 

with Fensterman, Nicholson, and WPHP. 

90. Given that relationship, HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer Jozefovic, and Mark Neuman 

advanced monies to WPHP and Fensterman prior to commencement of the Project in order to 

allow the Project to proceed. 

91. HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer Jozefovic, and Mark Neuman are entitled to an accounting 

of the use of the funds advanced for the Project. 

AS AND FOR A SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION AS AGAINST WPHP 

(PAYMENT OF INTEREST) 

 

92. Defendants repeat and reallege each and every allegation set forth in paragraphs 

“1” through “91” with the same force and effect as if fully set forth herein. 

93. HBL SNF, LLC is entitled to imputed interest on the $2,200,000 made to WPHP 

loan from November 2015 to present. 
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AS AND FOR A THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION AS AGAINST WPHP 

(BREACH OF CONTRACT) 

 

94. Defendants repeat and reallege each and every allegation set forth in paragraphs 

“1” through “93” with the same force and effect as if fully set forth herein. 

95. WPHP breached the Development Agreement and the Lease. 

96. As a result of such breach, HBL SNF, LLC has been damaged by the loss of 

reimbursable capital expenditures and has incurred other costs due to the nonperformance of 

WPHP. 

97. In addition, HBL SNF, LLC has lost funds and continues to lose revenues as a result 

of Project delays. 

AS AND FOR A FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION  

AS AGAINST FENSTERMAN AND NICHOLSON 

(FRAUD IN THE INDUCEMENT) 

 

98. Defendants repeat and reallege each and every allegation set forth in paragraphs 

“1” through “97” with the same force and effect as if fully set forth herein. 

99. Third-party defendants Fensterman and Nicholson fraudulently induced HBL SNF, 

LLC, Lizer Jozefovic, and Mark Neuman to enter into the Development Agreement, the Lease, 

and the Guaranty. 

100. Fensterman and Nicholson misrepresented the Project costs. 

101. Fensterman and Nicholson misrepresented their ability to secure permanent HUD 

financing. 

102. Fensterman and Nicholson misrepresented their ability to complete the Project. 

103. Fensterman misrepresented the capital contributions made to CCCE to satisfy the 

equity requirement for the Project. 
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104. Fensterman and Nicholson failed to disclose the claimant civil proceeding against 

Nicholson for civil theft. 

105. By reason of such fraud in the inducement, Defendants Lizer Jozefovic and Mark 

Neuman have no obligations under the guarantees. 

106. By reason of such fraud in the inducement, HBL SNF, LLC has suffered financial 

damages. 

AS AND FOR A FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION  

AS AGAINST ALL THIRD-PARTY DEFENDANTS 

(BAD FAITH) 

 

107. Defendants repeat and reallege each and every allegation set forth in paragraphs 

“1” through “106” with the same force and effect as if fully set forth herein. 

108. As alleged throughout this third-party complaint, the plaintiff and third-party 

defendants acted in bad faith. 

109. As a result of such bad faith dealings, HBL SNF, LLC has suffered damages in an 

amount not less than $15,000,000. 

AS AND FOR A SIXTH CAUSE OF ACTION  

AS AGAINST WPHP AND ALL THIRD-PARTY DEFENDANTS 

(FRAUD) 

 

110. Defendants repeat and reallege each and every allegation set forth in paragraphs 

“1” through “109” with the same force and effect as if fully set forth herein. 

111. The misrepresentations and non-disclosures by Fensterman and Nicholson and 

third-party defendants constitute fraud. 

112. WPHP, Fensterman and Nicholson new such statements were false. 

113. WPHP, Fensterman and Nicholson made such statements to deceive HBL SNF, 

LLC, Lizer Jozefovic, and Mark Neuman. 
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114. HBL SNF, LLC has been damaged by such fraudulent conduct. 

WHEREFORE, Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs deny generally and specifically 

that it committed any wrongdoing and demand: 

1) A determination that the amount of rent payable under the Lease be modified by 

any sums not reimbursable by the NYSDOH and offset by prior payments and 

accrued interest; 

2) The Guaranty Agreements be nullified; 

3) Monetary damages in an amount to be determined; 

4) Attorneys’ fees, and 

5) Such other relief as the Court deems appropriate. 

Dated: New York, New York 
 
 November 5, 2020 
       MICHELMAN & ROBINSON, LLP 
 
        

By: ________________________ 
             John Giardino  
             Alex Barnett-Howell 

800 Third Avenue, 24th Floor 
             New York, New York 10022 
             (212) 730-7700 
             jgiardino@mrllp.com 
             abarnett-howell@mrllp.com  
             Attorneys for Defendants 
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VERIFICATION BY ATTORNEY 

 JOHN GIARDINO, being an attorney duly admitted to practice in the courts of New York, 

affirms the following under penalties of perjury: 

 I am an attorney for Defendants HBL-SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/K/A LIZER 

JOZOFOVIC and MARK NEUMAN, in the above entitled action and have read the foregoing 

Verified Answer and know the contents thereof; that the same is true upon information and belief, 

and that as to those matters I believe them to be true.  

 I further state that the grounds of my belief as to all matters in the Verified Answer are 

based upon the file maintained by my office and conference and telephone conferences with 

Defendants. This verification is made pursuant to the provisions of RPAPL 741 because 

Defendants was not available to sign the same at the time the Verified Answer was prepared. 

Dated:  New York, New York 

 November 5, 2020 

 

       _____________________________ 

       JOHN GIARDINO, ESQ. 
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 

COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER 

 

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC, 

Plaintiff, 

 

– against – 

 

HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/K/A LIZER 

JOZOFOVIC and MARK NEUMAN, 

Defendants. 

 

 

 

 

 

Index No. ________   

60278/2020      

 

VERIFIEDAMENDED 

VERIFIED COMPLAINT 

 

 

Plaintiff, White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC (“WPH Properties”), by its attorneys, 

DelBello, Donnellan, Weingarten, Wise & Wiederkehr, LLP and Abrams, Fensterman, 

Fensterman, Eisman, Formato, Ferrara, Wolf & Carone, LLP, for its amended verified complaint 

against defendants, HBL SNF, LLC (“HBL”), Lizer Jozefovic a/k/a Lizer Jozofovic (“Jozefovic”) 

and Mark Neuman (“Neuman”), alleges: 

NATURE OF THE CASE 

1. This action concerns HBL’s material default of its obligations under an amended 

and restated operating lease dated as of November 19, 2015 (the “Lease”), by which WPH 

Properties leased to HBL a brand new, state-of-the-art, 160-bed skilled nursing facility that WPH 

Properties constructed at 116-120 Church Street, White Plains, New York. 

2. WPH Properties had constructed the nursing facility and entered into the Lease with 

HBL dated November 19, 2015. The Lease was amended and restated in 2017. It provided that 

HBL would operate the facility for 30 years, commencing. The Lease commenced on September 

30, 2019. HBL took possession of the facility on September 30, 2019. By the end of October 2019, 
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HBL had defaulted.  

3. On January 7, 2020, WPH Properties served notice of default and elected to 

terminate the Lease and accelerate all rents due. This action seeks to recover from HBL the Rent 

it owes and the other damages its defaults have caused and to enforce the unconditional guaranties 

of HBL’s performance under the Lease given by Neuman and Jozefovic.  

PARTIES AND VENUE 

4. WPH Properties is a limited liability company duly organized and existing under 

the laws of the State of Massachusetts, with its principal place of business at 2 Bourbon Street, 

Suite 200, Peabody, Massachusetts. WPH Properties is duly authorized to do business in the State 

of New York. 

5. HBL was and is a limited liability company duly organized and existing under the 

laws of the State of New York with an address and place of business at 537 Route 22, Purdys, New 

York. 

6. Jozefovic is an individual residing at 53 Mariner Way, Monsey, New York, with a 

business address and place of business at HBL, 537 Route 22, Purdys, New York. 

7. Neuman is an individual residing at 22 Lyncrest Drive, Monsey, New York, with a 

business address and place of business at HBL, 537 Route 22, Purdys, New York. 

8. Pursuant to CPLR § 503(a), venue is properly designated in Westchester County 

based on the residences of WPH Properties and HBL, because a substantial part of the events 

giving rise to the claim occurred in Westchester County and because HBL and WPH Properties 

agreed in the Lease that any action or proceeding arising out of the Lease be brought in Westchester 

County. Lease § 20.1(b). 
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FACTS 

9. WPH Properties is and was at all relevant times the owner of the real property 

known as 116-120 Church Street, White Plains, New York (the “Real Property”). 

10. WPH Properties constructed a brand new, state-of-the-art, 160-bed skilled nursing 

facility on the Real Property. 

THE LEASE 

11. In 2017, WPH Properties, as landlord, and HBL, as tenant, entered into the 

amended and restated Lease, dated as of November 19, 2015, under which WPH Properties leased 

to HBL the Real Property and the improvements to be constructed on the Real Property, together 

with other assets, all as defined in Section 2.1 of the Lease (the “Facility”). A true and accurate 

copy of the Lease is annexed to this complaint as Exhibit 1 and is incorporated into this complaint 

by reference. 

12. WPH Properties obtained a certificate of occupancy for the Facility on August 22, 

2019. 

13. HBL entered into possession of the Facility on September 30, 2019. 

14. The leaseLease provided for a term of 30 years, with three 10 -year options to the 

tenant, unless sooner terminated. Exhibit 1, Lease, § 3.1.  

15.  The Lease obligated HBL to pay WPH Properties annual fixed rent of $6,073,158 

in monthly installments of $506,096.50 (the “Fixed Rent”). Exhibit 1, Lease, § 3.2. 

16. The Lease also obligated HBL to pay WPH Properties other amounts which are 

defined as “Additional Rent.” Fixed Rent and Additional Rent are referred to collectively as 

“Rent.” 
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17. The Lease obligated HBL to pay all charges for electricity, steam, telephone, cable, 

gas, oil, water, sewer and all other services or utilities used on or related to the Premises during 

the Term. Exhibit 1, Lease, § 4.1.  

18. The Lease obligated HBL to pay, before penalties are incurred, all real estate taxes, 

assessments, utility charges and other taxes. Exhibit 1, Lease, § 4.2. 

19.  The Lease obligated HBL to keep the Premises in good condition and repair 

including, at HBL’s sole cost and expense, payment of all utility service and maintenance deposits 

and expenses relating to the Premises. Exhibit 1, Lease, § 5.2. 

20. The Lease obligated HBL to deliver a guarantee of all obligations owed by HBL 

under the Lease from Jozefovic (the “Jozefovic Guaranty”) and from Neuman (the “Neuman 

Guaranty”). Exhibit 1, Lease, § 7.1.  

21. A true and accurate copy of the Jozefovic Guaranty is annexed to this complaint as 

Exhibit 2.  

22. A true and accurate copy of the Neuman Guaranty is annexed to this complaint as 

Exhibit 3. 

23. Pursuant to the Jozefovic Guaranty, Jozefovic absolutely, unconditionally and 

irrevocably guaranteed the full and prompt payment of all rent, sums and charges of every type 

and nature payable by HBL under the Lease, whether due by acceleration or otherwise, and the 

full, timely and complete performance of all obligations to be performed by HBL under the Lease, 

including obligations that survive termination of the Lease. 

24. The Jozefovic Guaranty is an absolute and unconditional guaranty of payment and 

of performance and is enforceable against Jozefovic without the necessity of any notice of 
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nonpayment, nonperformance or nonobservance, or any notice or demand, all of which Jozefovic 

expressly waived. 

25. Pursuant to the Neuman Guaranty, Neuman absolutely, unconditionally and 

irrevocably guaranteed the full and prompt payment of all rent, sums and charges of every type 

and nature payable by HBL under the Lease, whether due by acceleration or otherwise, and the 

full, timely and complete performance of all obligations to be performed by HBL under the Lease, 

including obligations that survive termination of the Lease. 

26. The Neuman Guaranty is an absolute and unconditional guaranty of payment and 

of performance and is enforceable against Neuman without the necessity of any notice of 

nonpayment, nonperformance or nonobservance, or any notice or demand, all of which Neuman 

expressly waived. 

27. The Lease obligated HBL to deliver to WPH Properties, before the commencement 

date of the Lease, an agreement by Capital Funding Group by which Capital Funding Group agreed 

to allow HBL to draw down on its credit line each month so as to enable Capital Funding Group 

to pay the Fixed Rent each month directly to WPH Properties on the commencement date and for 

the following 11 months. Exhibit 1, Lease, § 7.1. 

28. The Lease obligated HBL to deliver to WPH Properties, before the commencement 

date of the Lease, an unconditional letter of credit or cash in the amount of $3,700,000 to secure 

the full and timely performance of its obligations under the Lease. Exhibit 1, Lease, § 7.1. 

29. The Lease obligated HBL to deliver to WPH Properties, before the commencement 

date of the Lease, $1,600,000 as an additional security deposit. Exhibit 1, Lease, § 7.1. 

30.  The Lease obligated HBL to provide WPH Properties all reports, statements and 
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inspections as defined in the Lease, including all Medicare, Medicaid and other provider 

agreements and reimbursement rates for the Facility, updated reimbursement rates, financial 

reporting and written reports providing an operational overview of significant events and 

circumstances on a monthly basis. Exhibit 1, Lease, § 7.4. 

31. The Lease obligated HBL to maintain working capital accounts in specified 

amounts. Exhibit 1, Lease, § 7.7. 

32. The Lease provides that HBL will be in default of the Lease if, among other things, 

(i) HBL fails to pay any installment of Rent within five days of the date when Rent was due; (ii) 

HBL defaults in the prompt and full performance of any other of its obligations and fails to correct 

that failure within 30 days of receipt of written notice from WPH Properties of the default; (iii) 

HBL fails to give WPH Properties timely notice or timely deliver copies of documents as required 

by sectionSection 7.4 of the Lease; (iv) HBL defaults or breaches the provisions of sectionSection 

7.4(b); (v) a Guarantor defaults beyond expiration of any applicable cure period; or (vi) any 

governmental authority assesses a fine or penalty against HBL in an amount in excess of $75,000. 

Exhibit 1, Lease, § 16.1. 

33. WPH Properties performed all of the conditions on its part required by the Lease. 

34. The Lease provides in sectionSection 16.1 that upon the occurrence of a default by 

HBL, WPH Properties may, upon five days written notice, terminate the Lease, accelerate the 

payment of all Rent for the balance of the Term and declare the Rent presently due and payable in 

full, requiring HBL to pay to WPH Properties the present value of the accelerated Rent. 

35. Section 16.1 of the Lease also provides that upon the occurrence of a default, and 

in addition to all of the other remedies provided for in the Lease, WPH Properties is immediately 
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entitled to retain the security deposit required by sectionSection 7.1 of the Lease and HBL has no 

further claim, right, title or interest therein to the extent of WPH Properties’ claims. 

36. Section 16.1 of the Lease also provides that upon the occurrence of a default and 

the commencement of an action for Rent or for any other amount due under the Lease, HBL must 

pay to WPH Properties all of the expenses, including reasonable attorneys’ fees, incurred by WPH 

Properties to enforce the Lease. 

37. In addition, under the terms of the Lease, HBL’s continuation in occupancy after 

termination does not constitute a renewal of the Lease, but HBL becomes a tenant month-to-month 

for a rental of 300% of the most recent Rent payable by HBL under the Lease. Exhibit 1, Lease, § 

201.13. 

THE JOZEFOVIC SECURITY AGREEMENT 

38. On August 11, 2017 Jozefovic executed a Collateral Assignment and Pledge of 

Membership Interest and Security Agreement (the “Jozefovic Security Agreement”), assigning to 

WPH Properties’ nominee a first and superior security interest in Jozefovic’s interest in Waterview 

Acquisition I, LLC (the “Jozefovic Waterview Collateral”) in order to secure the obligations under 

the Jozefovic Security Agreement and under the Lease. A true and accurate copy of the Jozefovic 

Security Agreement is annexed to this complaint as Exhibit 4. 

39. The Jozefovic Security Agreement provides that Jozefovic has not and will not 

enter into any assignment, mortgage, pledge or other instrument which transfers or encumbers all 

or any part of the Jozefovic Waterview Collateral. Exhibit 4, Jozefovic Security Agreement § 3 

40. The Jozefovic Security Agreement further provides that Jozefovic agrees not to 

subsequently further amend or voluntarily permit the amendment of the Waterview Acquisition I, 
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LLC Operating Agreement that would in any manner materially adversely affect the Jozefovic 

Security Agreement and/or the rights of WPH Properties. Exhibit 4, Jozefovic Security Agreement 

§ 4 

41. On September 15, 2020 WPH Properties duly perfected its security interest with 

respect to the Jozefovic Waterview Collateral by filing a UCC financing statement. 

42. Upon information and belief, in or around December 2019, Jozefovic assigned the 

Jozefovic Waterview Collateral to Metropolitan Commercial Bank (“MCB”) to secure Jozefovic’s 

obligation to repay a $3,000,000 loan from MCB to Jozefovic. 

43. Upon information and belief, to effectuate Jozefovic’s assignment of the Jozefovic 

Waterview Collateral to MCB, Jozefovic agreed to and voluntarily permitted the amendment of 

the Waterview Acquisition I, LLC Operating Agreement.  

44. Jozefovic breached his obligations under the Jozefovic Security Agreement by 

agreeing to and voluntarily permitting the amendment of the Waterview Acquisition I, LLC 

Operating Agreement and assigning the Jozefovic Waterview Collateral to MCB. 

45. Jozefovic further breached the Jozefovic Security Agreement by failing to take all 

of the necessary steps to add Howard Fensterman, a principal of WPH Properties, as a co-signatory 

to the JP Morgan Chase accounts identified therein as required by the Jozefovic Security 

Agreement. 

46. Jozefovic and HBL breached their obligation to post the $1,600,000 additional 

security deposit required by the Jozefovic Security Agreement and the Lease. 

47. Jozefovic’s moving of funds into a separate account that he controls does not satisfy 

the obligation to post the $1.6 million additional security deposit as required by the Jozefovic 
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Security Agreement and the Lease. 

48. Jozefovic’s and HBL’s failure to satisfy the obligation to post the $1.6 million 

additional security deposit constitutes a breach of the Jozefovic Security Agreement and a breach 

of the Lease. 

49. The Jozefovic Security Agreement provides that Jozefovic pledges, assigns and 

grants a first and superior security interest in and to all of his rights, title and interest as a member 

of Waterview Acquisition I, LLC to WPH Properties in order to secure the obligations under the 

Jozefovic Security Agreement and under the Lease. 

50. Pursuant to the remedies granted to WPH Properties under the UCC and the 

Jozefovic Security Agreement, in the event of a default, WPH Properties is entitled, among other 

remedies, to dispose of the Jozefovic Waterview Collateral at a public sale.  

51. Jozefovic breached the Jozefovic Security Agreement and materially and adversely 

affected the Jozefovic Waterview Collateral and the rights of WPH Properties by (i) agreeing to 

and voluntarily permitting the amendment of the Waterview Acquisition I, LLC Operating 

Agreement and (ii) assigning the Jozefovic Waterview Collateral to MCB to secure Jozefovic’s 

obligation to repay a $3,000,000 loan from MCB to Jozefovic. 

52. As a result of Jozefovic breaching the Jozefovic Security Agreement by amending 

the operating agreement and assigning the Jozefovic Waterview Collateral to MCB, any purchaser 

of the Jozefovic Waterview Collateral at public sale by WPH Properties will purchase the 

Jozefovic Waterview Collateral subject to MCB’s senior security interest in the collateral.  

53. Jozefovic’s breach of the Jozefovic Security Agreement therefore has caused WPH 

Properties damages in the amount of $3,000,000, the amount of Jozefovic’s obligation to MCB 
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secured by Jozefovic’s illicit assignment of the same collateral to MCB.  

HBL BREACHED ITS OBLIGATIONS UNDER THE LEASE 

38.54. HBL failed to perform its obligations, materially defaulting under the Lease, almost 

immediately after taking possession of the Premises. 

39.55. HBL failed to pay Rent as required by the Lease. 

40.56. HBL failed to pay real estate taxes as required by the Lease. 

41.57. HBL failed to pay utility deposits as required by the Lease. 

42.58. HBL failed to pay municipal maintenance escrows as required by the Lease. 

43.59. HBL failed to pay utility charges as required by the Lease. 

44.60. HBL failed or refused to deliver certificates of insurance as required by the Lease. 

45.61. HBL failed to deliver to WPH Properties all Medicare, Medicaid and other provider 

agreements and reimbursement rate sheets for the Facility, as required by the Lease. 

46.62. HBL failed to deliver to WPH Properties all Medicare, Medicaid and other provider 

updated rate sheets, as required by the Lease. 

47.63. HBL failed to deliver to WPH Properties the required financial reporting, as 

required by the Lease. 

48.64. HBL failed to deliver to WPH Properties the required written reporting providing 

an operational overview of significant events and circumstances at the Facility during each prior 

month of the term of the Lease, as required by the Lease. 

49.65. HBL failed or refused to deliver to WPH Properties the security deposits, as 

required by the Lease. 

50.66. HBL failed to deliver and maintain the required credit line in an amount equal to 
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12 monthsmonths’ rent, as required by the Lease. 

51.67. HBL failed to have and maintain the working capital account required by the Lease. 

52.68. HBL failed to pay late fees and costs, as required by the Lease. 

THE LETTER OF INTENT 

53.69. After HBL defaulted, WPH Properties negotiated in good faith with HBL in an 

attempt to avoid termination of the Lease, despite HBL’s default. 

54.70. On November 20, 2019, WPH Properties and HBL entered into a Letter of Intent 

(the “LOI”) in which WPH Properties and HBL agreed that WPH Properties would sell the Facility 

for $73,000,000 to a Delaware Statutory Trust in which Jozefovic and Neuman would have a 77.5 

percent interest and WPH Properties or its designees would have a 22.5 percent interest.  

55.71. A true and accurate copy of the LOI is annexed to this complaint as exhibit 

4Exhibit 5. 

56.72. The LOI provides for the Lease to be amended to require that HBL pay the 

November 2019 rent by November 18, 2019, the December rent by December 5, 2019 and all real 

estate taxes and utility payments by December 1, 2019, that by December 5, 2019 HBL reimburse 

WPH Properties for $65,856 in municipal and utility deposits, that HBL enter into a Deposit 

Account Control Agreement with MNB requiring MNB to draw on the account first to pay the 

rent.  

57.73. The LOI further provides for the Lease to be amended so that the $3,700,000 

security deposit required by sectionSection 7.1(a)(ii) is reduced to $2,000,000, $1,000,000 of 

which was required to be paid by HBL on or before December 1, 2019 or the date on which WPH 

Properties obtained a permanent certificate of occupancy for the Facility, (which was granted on 
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November 14, 2019), whichever was later, and the balance of which was required to be paid upon 

the closing of title on on April 1, 2020, which was the Closing date required by the LOI. 

58.74. In addition, the LOI provides for the Lease to be amended so that in lieu of 

providing the additional $1,600,000 in security required by sectionSection 7.1(a)(iii) of the Lease, 

HBL would be required to enter into an agreement with JP Morgan Chase Bank prohibiting 

liquidation of that account until the second $1,000,000 in security required by the LOI had been 

paid.  

59.75. The LOI also provides for the Lease to be amended to require HBL to obtain a 

single working capital line of credit in the amount of $8,000,000 by December 1, 2019. 

60.76. HBL defaulted and breached its obligations under the LOI by failing to pay rent, 

failing to pay the municipal and utility payments to WPH Properties, failing to pay the real estate 

taxes and utility payments, failing to enter into the Deposit Account Control Agreement, failing to 

enter into the agreement with JP Morgan Chase Bank, by failing to pay the first $1,000,000 security 

deposit as required by the LOI and by failing to obtain the $8,000,000 working capital credit line, 

and by failing to meet the required Closing date of April 1, 2020. 

61.77. WPH Properties performed all conditions on its part required by the LOI. 

62.78. Solely as a result of HBL’s breach of the LOI, WPH Properties did not sell the 

property to the Delaware Statutory Trust, causing damage to WPH Properties, and WPH Properties 

incurred interest and late charges on its loans, all of which are the direct result of HBL’s breach of 

the LOI. 

NOTICE OF DEFAULT, TERMINATION OF THE LEASE AND ACCELERATION OF RENT 

63.79. On January 7, 2020, while the LOI was in effect, WPH Properties served a “Notice 
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of Default And Landlord’s Election To Terminate Lease And Accelerate All Rents Due For The 

Balance of the Lease Term” upon HBL (the “Notice of Default”).  

64.80. A true and accurate copy of the Notice of Default is annexed to this complaint as 

Exhibit 56 and incorporated into this complaint by reference. 

65.81. The Notice of Default contains a true and accurate accounting of the amounts then 

due and owing under the Lease and LOI. 

66.82. The Notice of Default gave HBL notice that by reason of HBL’s defaults under the 

Lease, WPH Properties had exercised its right under sectionSection 16.1 of the Lease to terminate 

the Lease, effective January 13, 2020. 

67.83. The Notice of Default further gave HBL notice that pursuant to sectionSection 16.1 

of the Lease all Rent for the balance of the Term was accelerated and HBL became obligated to 

pay WPH Properties the present value of the accelerated rent, discounted at a rate of 6% per annum. 

68.84. HBL continued, and still continues, to occupy the Premises, despite WPH 

Properties’ termination of the Lease. 

69.85. Because HBL has held over after its default resulted in termination of the Lease, 

HBL is a tenant month-to-month at a rent equal to 300% of the most recent Rent payable by HBL 

under the Lease. Exhibit 1, Lease, § 20.13. 

70.86. HBL has failed to perform its obligations as a tenant month-to-month by failing to 

pay rent in the amount of 300% of the most recent Rent payable by HBL under the Lease, remitting 

only the base rent which had been payable before WPH Properties terminated the Lease. 

71.87. HBL is in default with respect to its obligations under the Lease and its obligations 

as a month-to-month tenant following termination of the Lease effective January 13, 2020. 
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AMOUNTS DUE 

72.88. As a result of HBL’s defaults, HBL is obligated to pay to WPH Properties, as of 

August 25, 2020, the sum of $113,832,987.54 (the “Amounts Due”), as follows: (i) holdover rent 

and rent, $7,096,182.79; (ii) municipal and utility deposits, $26,725.35; (iii) security and working 

capital deposits, $9,800,000.00; (iv) late fees, default fees, costs and professional fees, 

$1,948,753.00; and (v) accelerated rent, $94,961,326.40.  

73.89. HBL is obligated to pay to WPH Properties the Amounts Due in full, plus any 

amounts that have accrued since August 25, 2020. 

74.90. HBL has failed or refused to pay the Amounts Due. 

75.91. WPH Properties has fully performed all obligations required to be performed on its 

part with respect to the Lease, the LOI, HBL’s month-to-month tenancy after the termination of 

the Lease, the Jozefovic Guaranty, the Neuman Guaranty, the HBL Security Agreement, the 

Jozefovic HBL Security Agreement and the Neuman HBL Security Agreement. 

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST HBL 

(BREACH OF CONTRACT) 

76.92. WPH Properties repeats and re-alleges each and every allegation set forth in 

paragraphs “1” through “7591” with the same force and effect as if fully set forth here. 

77.93. By reason of HBL’s material default and breach of its obligations pursuant to the 

Lease and its obligations as a month-to month tenant after termination of the lease, WPH Properties 

is entitled to judgment against HBL for the Amounts Due, together with the other and further 

amounts that may come due between the date of this complaint and the entry of judgment, plus 

interest from the date of the default as provided by law. 

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST HBL 
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(BREACH OF CONTRACT) 

78.94. WPH Properties repeats and re-alleges each and every allegation set forth in 

paragraphs “1” through “7793” with the same force and effect as if fully set forth here. 

79.95. By reason of HBL’s material default and breach of its obligations pursuant to the 

LOI, WPH Properties is entitled to judgment against HBL in an amount to be determined at trial.  

THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST JOZEFOVIC 

(ENFORCING GUARANTY) 

80.96. WPH Properties repeats and re-alleges each and every allegation set forth in 

paragraphs “1” through “7995” with the same force and effect as if fully set forth here. 

81.97. By reason of HBL’s default in the performance of its obligations under the Lease, 

WPH Properties is entitled to judgment against Jozefovic for the Amounts Due pursuant to the 

terms of the Jozefovic Guaranty. 

FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST NEUMAN 

(ENFORCING GUARANTY) 

82.98. WPH Properties repeats and re-alleges each and every allegation set forth in 

paragraphs “1” through “8197” with the same force and effect as if fully set forth here. 

83.99. By reason of HBL’s default in the performance of its obligations under the Lease, 

WPH Properties is entitled to judgment against Neuman for the Amounts Due pursuant to the terms 

of the Neuman Guaranty. 

FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST JOZEFOVIC 

(BREACH OF CONTRACT) 

100. WPH Properties repeats and re-alleges each and every allegation set forth in 

paragraphs “1” through “99” with the same force and effect as if fully set forth here. 

101. By reason of Jozefovic’s default in the performance of his obligations under the 
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Jozefovic Security Agreement and HBL’s default in the performance of its obligations under the 

Lease, WPH Properties is entitled to judgment against Jozefovic in the amount of $3,000,000.00.  

 

WHEREFORE, WPH Properties demands judgment as follows: 

1. On its firstFirst cause of action, against HBL in the amount of $113,832,987.54, 

together with the other and further amounts that may come due between the date of this complaint 

and the entry of judgment, plus interest from the date of the default as provided by law; and 

2. On its Second Cause of Action, against HBL, in an amount to be determined at trial; 

and 

3. On its Third Cause of Action, against Jozefovic in the amount of $113,832,987.54, 

together with the other and further amounts that have come due since August 25, 2020 and may 

come due between the date of this complaint and the entry of judgment, plus interest from the date 

of the default as provided by law; and 

4. On its Fourth Cause of Action, against Neuman in the amount of $113,832,987.54, 

together with the other and further amounts that have come due since August 25, 2020 and may 

come due between the date of this complaint and the entry of judgment, plus interest from the date 

of the default as provided by law; and 

5. On its Fifth Cause of Action, against Jozefovic in the amount of $3,000,000.00; and 

5.6. On all causes of action, awarding costs, disbursements and attorneys’ fees against 

HBL pursuant to the provisions of the Lease and against Jozefovic and Neuman pursuant to the 

provisions of the Jozefovic Guaranty and the Neuman Guaranty; and 
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6.7. Awarding such other and further relief as the Court may deem just and proper. 

 

 

 

 

Dated: White Plains, New York 

September 16November 19, 2020 

 

DELBELLO DONNELLAN WEINGARTEN WISE & WIEDERKEHR, LLP 

Lead Counsel for Plaintiff White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC 

 

 

By: __________________________________ 

Alfred E. Donnellan, Esq. 

Peter S. Dawson, Esq. 

One North Lexington Avenue 

White Plains, New York 10601 

(914) 681-0200 

 

ABRAMS, FENSTERMAN, FENSTERMAN, EISMAN, FORMATO, 

FERRARA, WOLF & CARONE, LLP 

Co-Counsel for Plaintiff White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC 

Robert A. Spolzino, Esq. 

81 Main Street, Suite 306 

White Plains, New York 10601 

(914) 607-7010 
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VERIFICATION 

 

 

 

STATECOMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS ) 

      ) ss: 

COUNTY OF ESSEX    ) 

 

William A. Nicholson, being duly sworn, deposes and says: 

 

I am the Manager of plaintiff, White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC. I have read the 

annexed Amended Verified Complaint, know the contents thereof and the same are true to my own 

knowledge, except those matters therein which are stated to be alleged upon information and belief, 

and as to those matters I believe them to be true.  

 

            

__________________________ 

William A. Nicholson   

   

 

 

Sworn to before me this 

16th___th day of SeptemberNovember 2020 

 

 

 

________________________ 

Notary Public 
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Exhibit E  

to Donnellan Aff. 
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Exhibit F  

to Donnellan Aff. 
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COLLATERAL ASSIGNMENT AND PLEDGE
OF MEMBERSHIP INTEREST AND SECURITY AGREEMENT

THIS ASSIGNMENT made as of August 11, 2017, by Lizer Jozefovic, an

individual having an address at 53 Mariner Way, Monsey New York 10952 (the "Assignor") to

Howard Fensterman as nominee for White Plains Health Care Properties LLC, a Massachusetts

Limited Liability Company (the "Assignee") with reference to the following facts.

WHEREAS, HBL-SNF a New York Limited Liability Company ("Operator/Tenant) an entity
controlled by Assignor had entered into a developraent agreement with WHITE PLAINS

HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC (the "Developer") dated November 19, 2015 (the

"Agreement") which was amended by and between the Parties by that certain first Amendment to the

Development Agreement (the "Amendment") dated as of July 12, 2017.

WHEREAS, the Development Agreement among other things obligated the Tenant to enter into

a Lease with Developer in return for the Developer, developing, designing, fmancing and Building a

160 Bed Skilled Nursing Home for Tenant in White Plains New York; and

WHEREAS the Development Agreement obligated the Tenant to obtain CON approval to build

such 160 Bed Skilled Nursing Home for Tenant in White Plains New York and to deliver to Developer

such decunients as are reasonably requested by Developers lenders; and

WHEREAS, the Tenant has obtained all CON approvals necessary to construct the Skilled

Nursing Home and the Developer has obtained all zoning and building department of approvals and a

Construction Loan; and

WHEREAS, in or about November 2015 in consideration of Howard Fensterman and/or CCC
Equities assigning all mortgages held by them on property owned by Waterview Acquisition I, LLC

agreed that he would pre-pay Two Million Two Hundred Thousand Dollars to White Plains Healthcare

Properties and would additionally establish a joint signature account in JP Morgan Bank into which the

sum of One Million Six Hundred Thousand Dollars was deposited; and

WHEREAS, The Lease requires the sum of 1.6 Million Dollars to be delivered to Landlord at

least 60 days prior to the Commmeeñiêñt date of the Lease as additional security for the Tenants

faithful perfonnance of the tenns and conditions of the Lease; and

WHEREAS, Section 10.2 of the Loan Agreement by and between Developer and its

Construction lender restates the language of the Lease and Developer has undertaken to ensure that the

1.6 Million Dollars on deposit with JP Morgan shall be delivered according to the terms and provisions

of the Lease; and

WHEREAS, the Sums in the JP Morgan Account entitled HBL SNF, LLC, Account Number

ave been transferred to two JP Morgan Account's entitled Waterview Acquisition I,
LLC Account Numbe nd Account Numbe in which Howard Fensterman is

not a signatory and the parties want to enter into this agrechiest by which Howard Fensterman will be

added as a signatory to such account under terms and conditions set forth below; and

-1-
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WHEREAS, Tenant and Assignor have promised to add Howard Fenstennan as a signatory to

such account so as to ensure that no withdrawals may be made so as to reduce the amount of the

account below 1.6 Million and so as to ensure that when required 60 days prior to the commencement

date the money in the acemmt or equivalent shall be delivered as additional cash security for the lease;

and;

WHEREAS in order to secure the promises made by Assignor concerning such account

Assignor has agreed to deliver to Assignee this Assignment; and the Assignor desires to pledge to

Assignee all of his membership interest in Waterview Acquisition I, LLC (the "C o m p a n y"), in

order to secure the promises made herein and in the Lease and Security Agreement delivered to

the Construction Lender;

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of these premises and other good and

valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged, the

Assignee and the Assignor hereby agree as follows:

1. As collateral security for the
Borrowers'

obligations under t h e L e a s e ,
t h e S e c u r i t y A g r e e m e n t , the Loan, a n d t h e D e v e 1 o p m e n t A g r e e m e n t the

Assignor hereby pledges and assigns and grants a first and superior security interest in and to all

of his rights, title and interest as a member in the Company (the "Collateral").

2. Upon the effectuation of Section 7.1(a)(iii) of the lease which requires

Sixty days prior to the anticipated Commencement Date, the funds in the JP Morgan Chase

Bank account in the amount of not less than $1,600,000 shall be deposited into the

Landlords Rent Security Account, the interest in the Company assigned to the Assignee

pursuant to Paragraph 1 hereof shall be automatically reassigned by the Assignee to the

Assignor without recourse, representation or warranty, and this Assignment shall automatically
terminate and be void and of no further effect. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Assignee

hereby agrees to execute any document reasonably required for the purpose of evidencing the

reassignment of such interest and the termination of this Assignment.

3. The Assignor represents, covenants and warrants that he is the legal and

beneficial owner of the Collateral and has not and will not enter into any assignment, mortgage,
pledge or other instrument which transfers or encumbers all or any part of his interest in the

Comparty and that there are no current liens or encumbrances that exist as of the day of the

execution of this assignment.

4. The Assignor agrees not to subsequently further amend or voluntarily permit

the amendment of the operating agreement of the Company that would in any manner materially

adversely affect this Assignment and/or the rights of the Assignee hereunder without the consent

of the Assignee, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld, conditioned or delayed.

5. The Assignor covenants and agrees not to voluntarily withdraw as the

managing member of the Company without the prior written consent of Assignee, which consent

shall not be unreasonably withheld, conditioned or delayed.

6. The covenants provided for in this Assigmnent shall be binding upon the

-2-
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successors and assignees of the parties hereto.

7, This Assignment shall be governed by the laws of the State of New York.

8. Neither this Assignment nor any provision hereof may be amended,

modified, waived, discharged or terminated orally, but only by an instrument in writing duly
signed by or on behalf of the Assignor or Assignee.

9. Assignor represents and warrants that he has a 71 '/0 membership interest

in the Company and that he is manager thereof.

10. In accordance with the laws of the State of New York and as part of the

consideration for the making of the Loan, Assignor consents to the jurisdictio of any local, state

or federal court located within New York and further consents that all service of process may be

made by registered mail to his address set forth below and service so made shall be deemed

completed five (5) days after the same shall have been mailed.

11. Assignor covenants and agrees to execute such additional documents and to

take such further actions as may be reasonably required to cariy out the provisions and intent of

this Assignment including, without limitation, executing a financing statement or statements and

continuations thereof. In addition, Assignor grants to Assignee a power of attorney coupled with

an interest to effectuate the terms of the foregoing sentence and to file all continuations, renewals

or amended financing statements without the signature of Assignor.

13. Should Assignor violate the terms and provisions concerning the

maintenance of the account as set forth in the resolution of Waterview Acquisition I, LLC

annexed hereto as Exhibit A the Assignee shall have:

(a) The right to sell the Collateral in the State of New York at

one or more public or private sales at such price and on such terms as

Assignee in its discretion accepts, for cash, upon or for future delivery.

Upon any such sale, the Assignee shall have the right to assign,

transfer and deliver to the purchaser or purchasers thereof the

Collateral. Such purchaser at any such sale shall hold the Collateral

sold absolutely free &om any claim or right on the part of the

Assignor, and the Assignor hereby waives (to the extent permitted by

law) all rights of redemption, stay or appraisal which he has or may
have under any rule of law or statute now existing or hereafter

adopted. The Assignee shall give the Assignor twenty-one (21)
days'

written notice by registered or certified mail, postage prepaid, return

receipt requested (which Assignor acknowledges is reasonable and

sufficient), of the Assignee's intention to make any such public or

private sale. Such notice, in the case of public sale, shall state the time

and place fixed for such sale. Any such public sale shall be held at

such time or times within ordinary business hours and at such place

or places in the State of New York as the Assignee may fix in the
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notice of such sale. The Assignee shall not be obligated to make any
sale of the Collateral if it shall determine not to do so, regardless of the

fact that notice of such sale of the Collateral may have been given.

The Assignee may, upon one day's written notice, adjourn any
public or private sale or cause the same to be adjourned from time to

time by announcement at the time and place fixed for sale, and such

sale may, without further notice, be made at the time and place

within in the State of New York to which the same was so

adjourned. In case sale of all or any part of the Collateral is made

on credit or for future delivery, the Collateral so sold may be retained

by the Assignee until the sale price is paid by the purchaser or

purchasers thereof, but the Assignee shall not incur any liability in case

any such purchaser or purchasers shall fail to take up and pay for the

Collateral so sold, and, in case of any such failure, such Collateral

may be sold again upon like notice. As an alternative to exercising

the power of sale herein conferred upon it, the Assignee may proceed

by a suit or suits at law or in equity to foreclose this Assignment and to

sell the Collateral, or any portion thereof, pursuant to a judgment or

decree of a court of competentjurisdiction;

(b) such other rights with respect to the Collateral as shall be

afforded to secured parties by the Uniform Commercial Code of the

State of New York including, but not limited to, the right to setoff;

and/or

(c) to apply any proceeds of any disposition of the Collateral to the

payment of t h e c a s h s e c u r i t y r e q u i r e d u n d e r t h e

t e r m s a n d p r o v i s i o n s o f t h e 1 e a s e a n d reasonable

expenses of the Assignee in connection with the exercise of its rights

or remedies, including reasonable fees and expense of attorneys, and any

balance shall be paid to such party as shall be entitled thereto pursuant to

law.

13. The Assignor hereby waives any right to require that the Assignee

proceed against any real or personal property or any guaranty given as

security for the Note, whether or not existing or hereafter given, before

exercising its rights and remedies with respect to the Collateral.

14. This Agreement may be executed in counterparts, each of which,

when taken together, shall be construed as one and the same instrument.

15. All notices, demands and other communications provided for

herein shall be deemed received upon personal delivery or delivery by

national overnight delivery service, or three (3) business days following

deposit in the U.S. mail, postage prepaid, first class registered or certified,

-4-
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to Assignor or assignee at the following addresses:

If to Assignor:

Liner Jozefovic

53 Mariner Way
Monsey, New York

With a copy to:

Michelman & Robinson, LLP

800 Third Avenue

New York, New York

Attention: Mark H. Zafrin, Esq.

If to Assignee:

Howard Fensterman

C/o Abrams, Fensterman et al

3 Dakota Drive

Suite 300

Lake Success, New York 11042

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Assigner has duly executed this

Assignment, as of the day and year first written above.

Lize fovic

The Company hereby acknowledges receipt of this Assignment by Assignor.

WATERVIEW ACQUISITION I, LLC

-5-
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Exhibit G  

to Donnellan Aff. 
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AMENDED AND RESTATED OPERATING LEASE

By and Between

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC,
a Massachusetts limited liability company

("Landlord")

and

HBL SNF, LLC,
a New York limited liability -n,g-uy ("Tenant")

Dated as of November 19, 2015

2305449v5/t7057-6
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Section 7.1 Security Deposit/Guaranty. ...,....,.e= ....................25
Section 7.2 Access to Leased Premises, ... ................. ...............,....2......v27
Section 7.3 Changes in Licensure and Certification Status....,..... .......... .a. 28
Section 7.4 Reporting and Other Obligaiens.=.===,..................... ..,28
Section 7.6 Security Agreement. ===..............., 34

ARTICLE VIII

PERSONAL PROPERTY

Section 8.1 Landlord's Personal Property.............. .. .........,.......,..... ...36
Section 8.2 Tenant's Personal ficperty, .. 37

ARTICLE IX

INDEMNIFICATION

Section 9.1 Tenant's Indemnification .........1. .37

ARTICLE X

USE OF LEASED PREMISES

Section 10.1 Compliatice with Laws and Rcgulatione ........¬=,---.........38
Section 10.2 No Waste . .......,,,....,,, ,,... .. ..39
Section 10.3 Hersdous Materitus and Hazardous Waste. ... 39
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ARTICLE XI

DAMAGE OR DESTRUCTION

Section 11.1 Damage or Destruction. 41
Section 11.2 Precedence of Rights of Mangage .......42

ARTICLE XII

EMINENT DOMAIN

Section 12.1 Eminent Domain. .......... ... ....-..... ... .....42

ARTICLE XIII

NOTICES

Section 13.1 Notices, --.,..... 43
Section 13.2 Notices to Mortgagee 44

ARTICLE XIV

QUIET ENJOYMENT

Section 14.1 Quiet Enjoyment. ...... .... . ...... .....45

ARTICLE XV

SUBLETTING AND ASSIGNMENT

Section 15.1 SñktEng and Assignment ........ ..... ........×..45
Section 15.2 Attornment and Related Matters............. . ......46
Section 15.3 Assignment of SW1eases. .. .. . 47
Section 15.4 Addities! Sublease Requirements, 48
Section 15.5 Transfers In Bankruptcy.. ......... . . . 48
Section 15.6 Management Agreement..... 60
Section 15.7 Memerandum of Lease................ 40

ARTICLE XVI

DEFAULT

Section 16.1 Default by Tenant and Remedies of Landlord.............. . . -............50
Section 16.2 Pacility Operating Deficicacies. ... ....... . 57
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ARTICLE XVH

ENTRY AND REIMBURSEMENT RIGHTS OF LANDLORD

Section 17.1 Entry and Reimbursement Rights of Landlord. ...= . 58

ARTICLE XVIH

REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES

Section 18.1 Tenant's Representations, Warramics and Covenanta .,. 58
Section 18,2 Reprcacatation and Warranties. ......o.........61

ARTICLE XIX

OPERATION, MERGER AND CONSOLIDATION RESTRICTIONS

Section 19,2 SPE Provisions .............,, .........62
Section 19.3 Injunctive Relief.......... ........,.... ..s==e 62
Section 19.4 Equity Interests............. ...........,... -...........,....62
Section 19.5 No Merger or Consolidation...... . 62

ARTICLE XX

MISCELLANEOUS

Section 20.1 GOVERNING LAW..................... . .. ==.,...63
Section 20.2 Waiver of Breach. ........................== ...... e==n 64

Section 20.3 Delay Not a Waiver. ...... ....... ...... 64
Section 20.4 Force Majeure. ... . ...............64
Section 20.5 Severability. .... ...... ................64

Section 20.6 Entire Agreement; Amendmants .,,...... .,.....64
Section 20.7 Counterpart Execution; Facsimile Execution

Section 20.8 Survival of Representations and Wasstis............... . 65
Section 20.9 Use of Brokers...... .-. ......... 65
Section 20.10 Owner for Federal Tax Purpose s..,,4,:.....,e ·65

Section 20.11 Estoppel Certificates. ...65

Section 20.12 Confidentiality.......................... 6
Section 20.13 Holdover. ...a................. .....67

Section 20.14 Tenant's Waiver of Claim for Physical Injury ..., 7

Section 20.15 Binding Effect. a... .. ... ........67
Section 20.16 Default by Landlord........... . ........... . 67
Section 20.17 Liana ...v. ......= J8
Section 20.18 Publicity. 8
Section 20.19 Trial by Jury, 8

Section 20.20 Construction and Etegeta . 68
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Section 20.21 Accord and Satisfaction................... ..... .............68
Section 20.22 Captions and Headinga, ........ . ...... ....,,69
Section 20.23 Time is of the Essence. .. . .. ...............,..,......... 9
Section 20.24 Successors and Assigna . .. 69
Section 20.25 No Third Party Beneficiaries ...... ............. ..... . .....69
Section 20.26 Licenses and Transfer of Operations. .... ........., Error! Bookmarle nofdefine.d.
Section 20.27 Subdivision.......,....... 0
Section·20.28 Landlord Not in Control; No Partnership. .., . .........-.. 70

ARTICLE XXI

REMEDIES CUMULATIVE

Section 21.1 Cumu!ative Remedies. -........... ...............Error! Bookmark not defined.

AR TICLE XXII

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY

Section 22.1 Liability.. =..= = . ......:.......c=e- ...... 71
Section 22.2 Consmastiel Damages. . ........ . 72

ARTICLE XXIII

REGULAT ORY ACTIONS

Section 23.1 Notice of Litigation ... . .......... . ...,72

ARTICLE XXIV

ANTI-TERRORISM AND ANTI-MONEY LAUNDERING COMPL TANCE

Section 24.1 Compliance with Anti-Terrorism Laws ........,= . = ......,......73
Section 24.2 Funds Invested in Tenant......« x... ... ........ ,..............73
Section 24.3 No Violation of Anti-Money Laundering Laws. .......... e 43
Section 24.4 Tenant C amphce with Anti-Mancy Lauñderiñg Laws.............== ........74
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LIST OF EXHIBITS AND SCHEDULES

EXHIBIT "A" 1.egal Description

EXHIBIT "B"
Guaranty

EXHIBIT 7.1(a) Capital Pañding Group Agreement

EXHIBIT 7,1(b) Letter of Credit Agreement

EXHIBIT 7.1(c) Letter to Bank

SCHEDULE 3.1 Definition of Material Default

SCHEDULE 4.3(b) Permitted Investments

SCHEDULE 7.4 EBTTDAR

SCHEDULE 18.1(d) Litigation/Adverse Events

SCHEDULE 18(k) Health Care Warrañties and Representations

SCHEDULE 19.2 Special PG,p©šc Entity Provisions
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EXHIBIT "A"

Legal Description

ALL that certain plot, piece or parcel of land, situate, lying and being in the City of White Plains,
County of Westchester and State of New York. Said parcel being more particularly described as
follows:

BEGINNING at a point in the easterly line of Church Street where the same is intersected by the

southerly line of Barker Avenue;
THENCE from said point North 70 degrees 40 minutes 10 seconds East a distarace of 173.57 feet

along the southerly line of Barker Avenue to a point where the same is intersected by the
division line herein dcscribed parcel on the West and lands now or formerly of Koeppel & Mohr
Equities on the East;
THENCE from said point and along said divisior. line South 17 degrees 59 miantes 50 seconds
East a distance of 200.51 feet to a point in the division line between the herein described parcel
on the north and lands now or fonnerly of Heilton Plaza Company, Inc. on the south;
THENCE from said point and along said line South 71 degrees 01 minutes 50 seconds West a
distance of 173.24 feet to the easterly line of Church Street; and
THENCE from said point and along said line North 18 degrees 05 minutes 04 seconds West a
distance of 199.41 feet to the point and place of BEGINNING

EXHTBrrA
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EXHIBIT"B"

GUARANTY

See Attached

EXHIBlTB
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SCHEDULE 3.1

Definition of Material Default

Material Default shall mean the occurrence of any of the follewiñg:

(a) Any Lease Default except 16.1 (a) (xxv) atid (xxxx), provided that the

followir.g Lease Defaults shall not be deemed a Material Default unless they becur two or more
times within such period: 16.1 (a) (ix), (xvii), (xxx), (xxxxi), and the fallswing Lease Nfaults
shall not be deemed a Matcdal Default unless they occur three or more times within such period:
16.1 (a) (i), (ii), (xvil).

(b) Any Lease Default during such period con:1:2t3a an "Event of
Default"

by La-31ed under any Loan Decamcñt between Landlord and its Mortgagee(s) evidencing or

documenting a loan secured by the Facility;

BXHIBIT 7.1(a)
See Attached

EXHIBIT 7,1(b)
See Attached

EXHIB1T 7,1(c)
See Attached

sCHEDULE3.1
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SCHEDULE 7.4

PERIOD EED2&P3TARGET

Quarter 1 ( , 201_ through .____, 201__) $
Quarter 2 $__._____
Quaxter 3 $___.
Quarter 4 $
Quarter 5 $
Quarter 6 and thereafter $

"EBITDAR"
means with respect to any quarterly period for the Facility an amount detemined

on a oôñsalidated basis equal to the sum of the following Amoüñts for the Facility for a trailing
twelve month period: (a) eamings/(net income or net Joss) (including, as an expense an actual or
theoretical manag6ment expense of five percent (5%) of gross receipts) from operations before

(b) interest expense, (c) iricome tax expense, (d) depreciation expense, (e) amortization expense,
. and (f) Fixed Rent, defined in acccidancê with GAAP for such quattedy period, BBITDAR is

not considered a measure of fmancial performance under GAAP. In calculating earnings for the

trailing twelve months that esmpeses any month prior to the C-mmereement Date, for the
months prior to the Commencement Date, revenue shall be calculated using current rates of

mimhursement, meaning reimbursement rates in effect as of the start of the applicable quarterly
period.

scueoua ls.3
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-

OPERATING LEASE

THIS AMENDED AND RESTATED OPERATING LEASE ("Lease") is entered
into as of November 19, 2015 (the "Effective pate"), by and between WHITE PLAINS
HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC a Massachusetts limited liability company with its
principal place of business located at 2 Bourbon Street, Suite 200, Peabody, MA 01960

("WPHCP") or (the "Landlord") and HBL SNF, Lif a New York Limited Liability Company
having an office at 537 Route 22, Purdys, New York 10578 (the "Tenant"), and amends and
restates in its entirety the lease between the Parties dated as of November 19, 2015.

RECITALS

A. WHEREAS, Landlord is the owner of the real property, improvements,
and personal property consthnting the long-term care facility commonly known as 116-120
Church Street, White Plains, New York and more particularly described on Exhibit A. attached
hereto and made a part hereof, (the "Real Property"), and fcuawing execution of this Lease,
upon which certain buildings and improvements shall be erected (the "Facility"); and

B, WHEREAS, Landlord desires to lease the entire Leased Premises (defined

herein) to Tenant and Tenant desires to lease the Leased Premises from Landlord pursuant to the

terms, conditions and covenants set forth herein; and

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants, agreements,
promises, mpresêüt=iicas and warranties set forth herein and for Ten Dollars ($10.00) and other

good and venEble consideration, the receipt and legal sufficiency of which are hereby
acanuwledged by the Parties, the Parties hereby agree as follows:

ARTICLE I

INCORPORATION OF RECITALSj PRINCIPLES OF

CONSTRUCTION, DEFINITIONS

Section 1.1 Jaggagggliop,Lg¤lecitals, The aforesaid Recitals A through B are

hereby incorporated into this Lease as if fully set forth herein. La~n-M and Tenant are
hereinafter sometimes individually referred to as a "Rggy" and collectively referred to as
"Parties",

Section 1.2 IMngjiple Lpf_Comtruction, All references to articles. sections,
schedalas and exhibits are to articles, sections, schedules and exhibits in or to this Agcemcñt
unless otherwise sp6cified. Unless otherwise specified, the words

"hereof," "herein" and
"here=der" and words of similar import when used in this Agreement shall refer to this
Agreement as a whole and not to any particular provision of this Agreement. Unless otherwise

specified, all meanings attributed to defined terms herein shall be equally applicable to both the
singular and pinral forms of the terms so defined. Unless the context clearly indicates a contrary
intent or unless otherwise specifically provided berein, the word "Landlord" shall mean
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"Landlord and its successors and assigns"; the words "Leased Premises"
shall include any

portion of the Leased Premises and any interest therein, and the phrases "attorneys'
fees", "Leegal

fe_ees"and "counsel fees" shall include any and all reasonable attorneys', paralegal, legal assistant
and law clerk fees and disbursements, whether retained firms, the raimbersement for the
expenses of in-house staff or otherwise, and, including, but not limited to, fees and
disbursements at the pre-trial, trial and appellate levels incurred or paid by Landlord in

protecting its interest in the Leased Pmmises and its rights hereunder. Wherever pursuant to this
Lease it is provided that Landlord shall pay any costs and expenses, such costs and expenses
shall include, but not be limited to, reasonable legal fees as defined above. Whenever the
contekt may require, any pronouns used herein shall include the corresponding masculine,
feminine or neuter forms, and the singular form of nouns and pronouns shall include the plural
and vice versa. The words "includes",

"including"
and similar tenns shall be construed as if

followed by the words "widwat limitation". Whenever in this Lease any consent, appróval,
determination or decision of Landlord is to be made by Landlord, or any matter is to be

satisfactory to Landlord, then unless expressly provided to the contrary, such prcvision shall be
deemed to mean that such cotteent, approval, determination or decision of Landlord or
actcrmk:Eòñ whether a matter is satisfactory shall be made by Landlord in its sole and absolute
discretion for any or no reason and shall be final and conclusive. Any reference in this Lease
shall be deemed to include references to such documents as the same may hereafter be amended,
modified, supplemented, extended, consolidated, replaced and/or restated from time to time.

Any mference in this Lease shall be deemed to be a reference to this Lease (as defined herein), as
the same may bereafter be amended, modified, supplemented, extended, consolidated, replaced
and/or restated from time to time, Any reference in this Lease or in the Ouaranty shall be

deemed to be a reference to the Guaranty (as defined herein), as the same may hereafter be

amended, modified, supplemented, extended, car,sclidated, replaced and/or restated from time. to

time.

Section 1,3 Definitions,

"Additional Rent"
as defined in Section 3.2

"Affiliate" as defined in Section 20.31.

"Change of Ownership" means

"Commencement Date" as dermed in Section 3.1.

"Commissioner" means the Federal Housing Commissioner also called the
Assistant Secretary for Housing in the United States Department of Housing and Urban

Development.

"DOH" means New York State Department of Health.

"Effective Date" as defined in introductory paragraph,

"Eligible Institution" as defined inSection 4,3.

"Extension Term" as defined in Section 3.1(b).

2
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"Faellity" as defined in Recital A..

"First Refinance" means the replacement or refinance of the Original Mortgage
and/or original Innior Debt, in whole or part, in an amount not less than $42,200,000,

"First Refinance Date" means the date of the Pirst Refinance,

"Fixed Rent"
as defined in Section 3.2.

"Governmental Authority" as defined in Section 5,2.

"Guarantors" mean Lizer Josefovic and Mark Neuman.

"Hazardous Materials" as defined in Section 10.3

"Hazardous Waste" as defmed in Section 10.3.

"Health Care Authority or
Authorities" rneans any Cave.macatal Authority

(iñcludiñg HUD) having responsibility for the approval, licensing, certification, payment,
issuance of guaranties and iñ=sscê for, and/or otherwise setting standards for the operation and

occupancy of skilled nursing facilities.

"Health Care
Licenses" means all Medicare and Medicaid certificaticñs and

provider agreements, all public third party payor certifications and provider agamats, and all

certificatirms, permits,aegülatõiy agreements or other agr;cmata and approvals, including
certificates of operation, completion and accapancy, and state nursing facility licenses or other

licenses and certificates of need required by Health Care Authorities for the legal use, occupancy
and operation of the Facility.

"HUD" means the United States Department of Housing and Urban
Devctopment

"Junior
Debt" means a mortgage on the Premises junior to the first Mortgage,

and/or debt relating to the developnicñt and construction of the Premises.

"Landlord"
as defmed in introductory paragraph, and Section 1.2.

"Landlord's
Indemnitees"

as defined in Section 9.L

"Landlord's Work" as defined in Section 5.1.

"Laws" as defined in Section 5.L

"Lease Default" as defined in Section 16.1.

"Leased Premises" as defined in Section 2.1.

"Lease Year'' as defined in Section 3.1.

3
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"Letter of Credit" as defined I Section 7.1.

"Material Default"
as defined in Schedule 3,1,

"Mortgagee" shall refer to the first and second priority mortgages secured by fee
simple interest in the Real Property as amended, restated, extended or replaced from time to time
in Landlord's discretion.

"Original Martgage" means the original Mortgage placed on the Premises by
Landlord,

"Overdue Rate" as defined in Section 9.1(b).

"Primary Market of the Facility" means a fifteen mile radius of the Leased
Premises,

"Prime Rate" as defined in Section 9.1.

"Prospective Mortgagee" means any Person chosen by Landlord as a 1Wortgage
prior to a closing of a Mortgage to be held by such Person.

"Real
Property"

as defined in Recital A.

"Refinan
ce"

means the replacement or refinance of the Mortgage, or Junior Debt,
or any debt in replacement thereof, in whole or part, including the First Refinance.

"Refinance Date" means the date of any Refinance inchdeg the First Refinance.

"Rent" as defined in Section 3.2.

"Security
Deposit"

as defined in Section 7.1,

"Special Purpose Entity" as defined in Schedule 19.2.

"Substantial Completien
Date"

means the date which is the later of: (i) the date
specified in the AIA Form G704, duly executed and certified by the Landlord's architect, that the

Facility was substantially completed and in substantial compliance with the plans and
spccifications for the Facility, and (ii) the date Landlord delivers a Temporary Certificate of

Occupancy (the "TCO") for the Facility, provided, however, if the Landlord is unable to obtain
the TCO or Pennanent CO because of the actions or iñâcticñs of the Tenant, its employees or
agents including, but not limited to, a delay in chtaiñing the necessary DOH approvals then

delivery of the TCO shall not be a condition under this clause (ii).

"Tenant's Lease Coverage
Ratio"

means EBITDAR divided by Fixed Rent.

"Term" as defined in Section 3.1 (inchdug all exercised Extension Tenns).

4
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"Total Project Cost or "TPC" is the actual cost of purchasing, developing,
cestméting, and equipping the Facility, includig withest lim!tatics, the cost of the Real

Property and improvem6ñts, dcv±p=nt costs, financiñg costs, and the cost of Landlord's
Work and all equipment,

"Utillites"
as defined in Section 4.L

ARTICLE II

LEASED PREMISES

Section 2.1 Lpas_elfremises, Landlord hereby leases and demises to Tenant,
and Tenant hereby leases from Landled on the terms and cañe:inas'set forth in this Lease, the

following assets:

(a) all of Landlord's right, title, and interest in and to the Real Property,
!ñcluding, without liraitation, all buildings, structures, erections, improvements, appurtenances,
easements and fixtures, inchiding fixed machinery and fixed equipment situated the con or

forming a part thereof; and

(b) all of Landlord's right, title and interest in and to all machinery, trade

equipment, trade fixtures, furnitme, fumishings, beds, and accessories of all kinds used in
connection with the Pacility located on the Real Property.

All of the items described in Sections 2.1(a) and 2.1(b) berein are collectively referred to as the
"Leased

Pamises."
Landlord and Tenant acknowledge and understand that all of the items

which comprise the Leased Premises, as repaired, rebuilt, replaced, restored, altered or added to
as pennitted or required by provisions of this Lease, shall be transferred back to Landloni in
accordance with the terms and conditions set forth herein upon the expiration or earlier
termination of this Lease.

Section 2.2 In connection with any assignment of Landlord's interest under
this Lease and the assumption of this Lease by a new landlord, the original La±d!W named

herein, and each successor in interest, shall have the right to transfer all amounts deposited
pursuant to Section 43 with respect to the Facility, fess any amount used pursuant to Section 43.
to such assignee (as the subsequem holder of Landlord's interest in this Lease) and upon such

transfer, Landlord or the applicable successor in interest transferring the deposits shall thereupon
be completely released from all liability with respect to such deposits so transferred and Tenant
shall look solely to said assignee, as the subsequent holder of Landlord's interest under this

Lease, in reference thereto. If Landlord's interest in the Leased Premises is sold or conveyed as

provided above or otherwise or by operation of law: (i) at the new owner's option, Tenant shall
attorn to and recognize the new owner as Tenant's Landlord under this Lease and Tenant shall

take such actions to confirm the foregoing within ten (10) days after request.

5
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ARTICLE III

TERM AND RENT

Section 3.1 Term of Lease.

(a) The term (the "Term") of this Lease shall be for a period of thirty (30)
years commencing on the later to occur of (i) the date of issuance of a permanent or tempõrary
Ccitificate of Occupancy for the Facility and (ii) the date that New York State Department of
Health (hereinafter sometimes, "D_QH") determines that the Landloid's Work is sufficiently
complete as ccñstrúcted (but not necessarily the Tenant's operations) to accept patients,
provided, however, if the Landlord is unable to obtain a permanent or temporary Certificate of

Occupancy because of the actions or inactions of the Tenant, its employees or agents including,
but not limited to, a delay in obtaining the necessary DOH approvals then delivery of a
permanent or temporary Certificate of Occupancy shall not be a condition under clause (i) (the
"Commecemem Date"), and ending at 11;59:59 P.M. on the day preceding the thirtieth (30*)
anniversary of the Cererñêñœment Date (the "Expiration Date"). Under any and all

circumstances, Landlord shall not be liable to Tenant, in damages or otherwise, fur any delay in

delivering the Leased Premises to Tenant and Tenant shall have no right to terminate or rescind
this Lease on account thereof, Notwithstanding the Commencement Date, certain of the rights
and obligations of the parties shaH commence on the Effective Date, but not including Tenant's
obligations to pay Fixed Rerit and Impositions prior to the Commencement Date, or to n±±
the Leased Premises, insure the Leased Premises or restore the Leased Promiscs after a casualty
or condemnation prior to the Commencement Date, or any other rights and obligations, which by
their terms are intended to commence as of the Commencement Date, which rights and

obligations shall commence on the Commencement Date.

As used herein with respect to the Tenn and the periods for payment of Rent
(unless the context otherwise requires) the term "Lease Year" shall mean a 365 day period (or
366 day period in the case of a leap year), tirst commencing on the Cassement Date and

thereafter on successive anniversaries thereof, and ending on the day prior to the next succeeding

anniversary of the Comniencement Date.

Landlord and Tenant hereby acknowledge that the Commencement Dato is

presently indeterminate and shall occur only as hereinabove provided in this Section. Except for

the rights of Tenant expiessly stated herpin, Tenant hereby waives any right to rescind this Lease

under the provisions of Section 223-a of the Real Property Law of the State of New York, and
agrees that the provisions of this Article are intended to constimte "an express provision to the
contrary" within the meaning of said Section 223-a. Landlord and Tenant shall execute a memo

specifying the Commencement Dateimmediately following its occurrence.

(b) Provided a Lease Default has not occurred and is then continuing either at

the time of the exercise of the options provided below or at the end of the Term or Extension

Tenn, or there has not been any Lease Default listed in Schedule 3.1 attached hereto (a

"Material Default"), whether or not cured, within two years of the end of the Term or Extension

Term, Tenant shall have the option to extend the Term of this Lease for three (3) additional

periods of ten (10) years each (each an "Extension Term"), by giving written notice to Landlord
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not less than five forty-five (545) days nor more than seven hundred (700) days prior to the
expiration of the Term (or Extension Term as the case may be) of this Lease, TIME BEING OF
THE ESSENCE to these time periods. These options may be exercised by Tenant serving
written notice upon Lanh stating that Tenant is e-ercising the option to extend. If Tenant
fails to give such notice in writing to Landlord within the time period specified herein, all rights
and privileges granted to Tenant to extend this Lease shall lapse and become nuH and voM, No
later option may be exercised if Tenant has failed to exercise a prior option. If Tenant has

validly exercised its apticñ(s) to extend the Term, references herein to the "Tenn" shall be
deemed to include an Extension Term.

Section 3.2 R_ent

(a) Beginning in the first (1st) Lease Year of the Tenn and for each

succeeding Lease Year thereafter, including during any and all Extension Terms, until the First
Refinance Date, Tenant shall pay Landlord an annual amount of Six Million Seventy Three
Thousand One Hundred Fifty Eight ($6,073,158) Dollars ("Fixed Rent") in monthly installments
of $506,096.50,

(b) Tenant shall pay the Rent to Landlord during the term without deduction
or setoff and without demand.

(c) The terms "Additional
Rent" or "additional rent"

means all sums,
amounts, fees, expenses and costs (including, without liinisiva, legal fees and disbursements)
payable or reimbursable to Landlord under this Lease other than Fixed Rent, and all of same

shall be and constitute Additional Rent hereunder. The terms "Fixed
Rent"

and "Additional
Rent" shall be collectively referred to as "Renl," Landlord shall have the same rights and
remedies hemunder consequent upon a failum of Tenant to pay any item of AMitional Rent as
upon a failure of Tenant to pay any item of Fixed Rent.

(d) Rem shall be due and payable in advanca in equal monthly installments

during each year on the first (1st) day of each calendar month thereof (or in the event the first

day of the calendar month is not a business day, on the first business day following the first day
of each calendar month) dircaghcü‡ the Term. Rent for any period which is less than a full
calendar month or full year, as the case may be, during the Term, shall be parated on a daily
basis. Rent shall not be paid more than one (1) month in advance. Rent shall be paid to

Landlord at Landlord's address set forth in Egction 13.1 or at such other place as Landlord

designates from time to time by written notice to Tenant Tenant agrees to pay Rent, at

Landlord's direction, by electronic transfer or wire, as directed by Mortgagee in writing,

(c) TENANT HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGES THAT LATE PAYMENT
BY TENANT TO LANDLORD OF RENT WILL CAUSE LANDLORD TO INCUR COSTS
NOT CONTEMPLATED HEREUNDER, THE EXACT AMOUNT OF WHICH IS
PRESENTLY ANTIC)PATED TO BB EXTREMELY DIFFICULT TO ASCERTAIN. SUCH

COSTS MAY INCLUDE PROCESSING AND ACCOUNTING CHARGES AND LATE
CHARGES WHICH MAYBE lMPOSED ON LANDLORD BY THE TERMS OF ANY LOAN
AGREBMENT AND OTHER EXPENSES OF A SIMILAR OR DISSIMILAR NATURE

ACCORDINGLY, IF ANY INSTALLMENT OF RENT THAT IS PAYABLE TO LANDLORD
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OR ITS DESIGNEE SHALL NOT BE PAID WITHIN FlVE (5) DAYS OF THE DATE WHEN
DUE, TENANT WILL PAY LANDLORD ON DEMAND A LATS CHARGE EQUAL TO
F1VE PERCENT (5%) OP THE UNPAID PORTION OF THE AMOUNT OF SUCH
INSTALLMENT. THE PARTIES AGREE THAT THIS LATE CHARGE REPRESENTS A
FAIR AND REASONABLE ESTIMATE OF THE COSTS THAT LANDLORD WILL INCUR
BY REASON OF LATE PAYMENT EY TENANT. THE PARTIES FURTHER AGREE
THAT SUCH LATE CHARGE IS RENT AND NOT INTEREST AND SUCH ASSESSMENT
DOES NOT CONSTITUTE A LENDER OR BORROWER/CREDITOR RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN LANDLORD AND TENANT. IN ADDITION, THE AMOUNT UNPAID,
INCLUDING ANY LATE CHARGES, SHALL BEAR INTEREST AT THE OVERDUE RATE
FROM THE DUE DATE OF SUCH INSTALLMENT TO THE DATE OF PAYMENT

THERBOF, AND TENANT SHALL PAY SUCH INTEREST TO LANDLORD ON DEMAND.
THE PAYMENT OF SUCH LATE CHARGE AND/OR SUCH INTEREST SHALL NOT
CONST1TUTE A WAIVBR OF, NOR EXCUSE OR CURB, ANY DEFAULT UNDER THIS
LEASE, NOR PREVENT LANDLORD FROM EXERCISING ANY OTHER RIGHTS
AND/OR REMEDIES AVAILABLE TO LANDLORD.

(f) If a default is declared by the Commissioner under the provisions of
the Regulatory Agreement, provided a copy of Notice of Default is given to Tenant, Tenant shall
thereafter make all future payments under this Lease to the Commissioner.

Section 3.3 lyet Lease Provisions. Landlord and Tenant intend that-the Rent
herein specified shall be net to Landlord in each year during the Tenn, and that all costs,
expenses and obligations of every kind and nature, (known or unknown, general or special,

ordinary or extraordinary, foreseen or unfucween, direct or indirect, contingent or otherwise)
relating to the operation, repair and maintanance of the Leased Premises (except Landlord's
income taxes) which may arise or become due during the Term shall be timely paid by Tenant
and that Landlord shall be indemnified by Tenant against such costs, expenses and obligations.
Tenant's obligation to pay Rent is independent of all, and is in no manner co-tidened upon any,
other covenants, conditions and obligations of Landlord or Tenant under this Lease. There shall
be no abatement of Rent payments for any reason nor shall Tenant be entitled to any offsets or
deductions from Rent payments due hereunder.

Section 3.4 Rent Tax. If any governmental taxing authority levies, assesses, or
imposes any tax, sales or use tax, privilege tax, excise or a•sessment (other than incoine or

franchise taxes) upon or against the Rent payable by Tenant to Landlord, either by way of
substitution for or in addition to any existing tax on land and buildings or otherwise, then Tenant
shall be responsible for and shall pay such tax, excise or assessment, or, if Landlord pays same,
Tenant shall reimburse Landlord for the amount thereof within ten (10) days after written
demand by Landlord.

It is the intent of this Section 3.4 and all other provisions of this Lease to insure
that the Rent (including Additional Rent) paid to Landlonl by Tenaut will be received by
Landlord without diminution by any tax, assessment, charge or levy of any natme whatsoever,
except United States, State of New York and local net income taxes, and the terms and
conditions of this Lease shall be liberally canatracd to effect such purpose, Without limiting the

generality of the foregoing, if any tax is assessed or based on gross income actually or
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constructively aceived by Landlord pursuant to this Lease, Tenant shall pay such amount which,
when added to said gross income, shall yield to Landlord, after dalüüü0n of all such tax payable

by Landlord with respect thereto, a net amount equal to that which Landlord would have realized
therefrom had no such tax been imposed,

Section 3.5_ Assignment of Lease to 1¼ortgagee, Tenant acknowledges that all
of the interest of Landlord in and to this Lease has been or will be aüigñêd to Mortgagee
pursuant to the Loan Documents,

Tenant agrees to protnptly execute and deliver to Landlord from time to time any
and all documents required by a Mortgagee, Prospective Mortgagee, HUD and/or BUD's
Approved Lender, or any successor, commercial, agency or private lender, including, without

limitation, a lease addendum, regulatory agreement, subëdination agreement, non-disturbance
and attornment agreement, and/or estoppel certi&ate, in order. to finance or refinance the

Facility or otherwise.

Tenant will on request at any time or from time to time by Landlord or any
Mortgagee or Prospective Mortgagee subordinate this lease and all of Tenant's rights and estate
hemunder to such Person's Mortgage and to any renewals, e±nsions, substitutions, refinancings,
modifications or amendments thereof, or declare such Mortgage to be prior to this lease and to any
renewals, extensions, substitutions, refinancings, modifications or ass::dments thereof, and agree
with such holder that Tenant will attorn thereto in the event of foreclosuœ. Landlord ag ees to use
reasonable efforts (except that Landlord shall not be chligated to expend money for ·any such

agreement) to obtain a written agreement from any such holder in the form typically used by such
holder which consents to this lease and provides that, notwithstanding such mortgage or any default,
expiration, to:minaden, foreclosure, sale, entry or other act or emissica under, peset to or

affecting said Mortgage, Tenant shall not be disturbed in peaceful enjoyment of the Leased
P emises or this lease tertninated or canceled at any time, except in the event Landlord shall have
the right to terminate this lease under the tenns and provisions set forth herein,

Section 3.6 Ltue Lease. It is the intent of Landlord and Tenant and the parties
agree that this Lease is a true lease and that this Lease does not represent a financing agreement.
Bach party shall reflect the transaction rapresoted hereby in all applicable books, records and
reports (including income tax filings) in a manner consistent with "true lease" treatment rather
than "financing"

treatment.

Section 3.7 Right of First Refusal: Buvout. (a) Landlord shall not sell, transfer

or convey the Leased Premises to a thini person or entity unless Tenant first is given the

opportunity to purchase the Leased Premises pursuant to the terms and conditions set forth in this
Section 3.7(a); If at any time during the first efeven years of Term Landlord receives from any
third person or entity an Offer (as hereinafter defined) to purchase the Leased Premises which

Landlord destros to accept, Landlord shall notify Tenant of such Offer by delivering written
notice to Tenant, which notification (the "Offer Notice") shall contain a copy of the written
Offer or, at Landlord's election, a written so-nuu f of the terms of the Offer. For purposes of

this Lease, an "Offer" shall mean any bona fide written instrument or verbal communication

setting forth the terms pursuant to which Landlord will convey the Leased Premises. Tenant
shall have ten (10) Business Days after receipt of the Offer Notice in which to elect by written
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notice delivered to Landlord (the "Acceptance Notice") to enter into a formal agreement on the
sarpe terms and condhions as those contained in the Offer ("Tenant's Purchase Right"). Such
cicction shall be effective only if within ten (10) Business Days after delivery of the Acceptance
Notice the parties enter into a written purchase agreement on tenns reasonably acceptable to
Landlord in good faith for the sale of the Leased Premises to Tenant ~=taining all terms of the
Offer. If Tenant fails to timely deliver the Acceptance Notice, or if Tenant fails to timely enter
into said purchase agreement as provided herein, Landlord shall have the right to accept the
Offer or any medEleation thereof on terms substantially aimilar as those set forth in the Offer.
Tenant's right to purchase the Leased Premises identified in the Offer Notice shall not apply to

(i) transfers of less than one huadicd percent of the ownership interests in Landlord, (ii) a public

offering of ownership interests in Landlord, (iii) a recapitalization transaction of any kind

involving Landlord, (iv) condemnation, eminent domain or similar proceedings, or (v), rights
exercised by Mortgagees in foreclosure or in lieu thereof pursuant to Mortgages or other
documents executed by Landlord in connection therewith, inclading the subsequent disposition
of the Premises by Mortgagee or its affiliate or designee that acquires the Leased Premises in
connection therewith.

(b) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary, if Landlord's
Offer Notice states that it is pachasing from Tenant Tenant's Purchase Right, then (i) Tenant
shall have no further rights under Section 3.7(a), and Section 3.7(a) shall be null and void
without further effect, and (ii) upon the closing of the püichasa and sale of the Leased Premises
pursuant to the Offer, Landlord shall pay Tenant ten percent (10%) of the excess of the sales
price agreed to pursuant to the Offer (less costs and fees, including broker's fees) over the TPC,
the "Offer Fee"), and (iii) the Rent shall be the greater of the amount as determined by Section

3.2(a) or fair market value, as shall be dstormined by an independent third party appraiser jointly
appointed by Landlord or and Tenant, and absent their agreement appointed by the then
chainnan or similar officer of the Westcliester County Society of Real Estate Appraisers. For
purposes of clarification, Tenant shall not be entitled to the receipt of the Offer Fee if Tenant
exercises Tenant's Purchase Right as set forth in Section 3.7(a) above.

(c) Upon expiration of the eleventh Lease Year, Tenant's Right
of First Refusal as set forth in in Section 3,7(a) shall lapse and become null and void.

Section 3.8. Option to Purchase. Commencing on the latter of (i) the first day
after the Commencêm6ñt Date and (ii) 24 months from the date of the closing of tha Original

Mortgage, and ending on the last day of the fifteenth Lease Year of the Lease, Tenant shall have
the option to purchase the Leased Premises from Landlord for a purchase price of $65,055,60n

by giving written notice of its exercise of the Option to Purchase including a proposed olosing
date, provided if Tenant does not exercise the Option to Parehaäe prior to receiving an Offer
Notice pursuant to Section 3.7, Tenant's Option to Purchase under this Section 3,8 shall lapse
unless and until the conveyance of the Leased Premises contemplated under Section 3.7 does not

occur, Upon expiration of the fifteenth Lease Year, Tenant's the right to purchase the Leased
Premises from Landlord, all as set forth above, shall lapse, become null and void, and Tenant

shall have deemed to waived all such rights hereuncfer.

ARTICLE IV
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UTILI†lES AND TAXES

Section 4.1 Utilities, From and after the Commencement Date, Tenant shall

pay or cause to be paid all charges next coming due and payable for electricity, steam;telephone,
cable, gas, oil, water, sewer and all other services or utilities used on or related to the I.4ased
Premises (the "Utilities") during the Term. Tenant covenants to place all Utilities in Tenant's
name as of the Commencement Date. Adjustment shall be made for Utilities applicable to any
period prior to the Commencement Date. In the event Landlord is billed directly by any service
provider or utility company for any Utilities or services supplied to Tenant during the Term,
Landlord shall send Tenant the bill and Teriant shall promptly pay the same, Landlord shall have
no obligation or liability with respect to any interruption or failure in the supply of any such
Utilities. If Landlord elects to or shall be required to pay for any Utilities to preserve and/or
protect the Leased Premises, Tenant shall reimburse Landlord for the cost and expense thereof
plus interest at the Prime Rate.

Section 4.2 Taxes, Tenant shall be solely responsible for the payment, prior to
the date when penalties would attach, of all general and special real estate taxes and assessments
(together with any excise taxes on such real estate taxes and assessments levied or imposed by
any govemmental taxing authority), fire district taxes, liens, impositions, including capital stock,
henchise, ad valorem, sales, use, single business, gross receipts, transaction privilege, rent or
similar taxes; personal property taxes, assessments including assessments for public
impraents or benefits, whether or not commenced or completed prior to the date hereof and
whether or not to be cornpleted within the Term; ground rents; water, sewer and other utility
levies and charges; excise tax levies; fees whag license, permit, inspection, auth-izedon and
similar fees; and all other govemmental charges, in each case whether general or special,

ordinary or extraordinary, or foreseen or unforeseen, of every character in respect of the Leased

Premises, and all interest and penalties thereon attributable to any failure in payment by Lessee
which at any time prior to, during or in respect of the Tenn hereof may be assessed or imposed
on or in respect of or be a lien upon the Leased Premises (collectively, the "Impositions") that
accroe from the Commencement Date through the Term. Adjustment shall be made for
Impositions applicable to any period prior to the Commencement Date, Tenant shall pay all of
the hpositions directly to the applicable taxing authorities and Tenant shall promptly forward
proof of payment to Landlonl in such form as shall be reasonably acceptable to Landlord unless
Landlord elects to require escrow deposits in accordance with Section 4.3 hereof. Landlord shall

promptly forward any tax bills which it may receive to Tenant, Landlord shall only bill Tenant
for any of the Impositions if Tenant does not pay any of the Impositions before delinquency and
Landlord is ubligated or elects (in Landlord's sole and absolute disemtion) to pay any of the
Impasidens directly to remain current with all taxing authorities. Tenant shall pay the full

amount of any increases in any of the hpositions resulting from alterations or improvements
made by or for the benefit of Tenant, After the expiration or termination of this Lease, Tenant

shall pay nil bills for any of the Impositions which become due and payable after the expiration

or tennination of the Lease covering any period through the expiration or earlier termi-:!ian of

the Lease. If any governmental taxing authority acting under any present or future ardinance or

regulation, shall levy, assess or impose a tax, excise and/or assessment (other than any not
income or franchise tax) upon Landlord or Tenant for rental payable by Tenant to Landlord,
either by way of substitü‡ion for or in additioñ to any existing tax on land, buildings or

otherwise, then Tenant shall be responsible for and shall pay such tax, excise and/or assessment
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or shall reimburse Landlord for the cost and expense thereof, as the case may be. Provided that
Tenant shall have deposited a sufficient amount of funds to pay the Impositions pursuant to
Section 43 and Tenant has done nothing to prevent payment by Landlord or its lender of the

Impositions, then Tenant shall not be responsible for any and all late payment fees and/or

penalties, including interest, impered by any applictele taxing authorities with respect to the

untimely payment of knpositions,

Section 4.3 Escrow Deposits.

(a) Escrow, At the option of Landlord, which may be exercised at·any tlme

by Landlord in its sole and absolute discretion Tenant shall, on the first day of the first calendar
month ceisméñcing after notice from Landlord, and on the first day of each calendar month
thereafter during the Term (each of which dates is referred to as a "Monthly Deposit Date"), pay
to and deposit with Landlord a sum equal to one-twelfth (1/12th) of the Enpositions to be levied,
charged, filed, assessed or imposed upon or against the Leased Premises within one (1) year after
said Monthly Deposit Date and a sum equal to one-twelfth (1/12th) of the premiums for the

property insurance policies required pursuant to Article VI which ate payable within one (1) year
after said Monthly Deposit Date. If the amount of the Impositions to be levied,, chargôd,
assessed or imposed or insurance premiurns to be paid within the ensuing one (1) year period
shall not be fixed upon any Monthly Deposit Date, such amount for the purpose of computing
the deposit to be made by Tenant hereunder shall be reasonably estimated by Landlord with an
appropriate adjustment to be promptly made between Landlord and Tenant as soon as such
amount becorces determinable. In addition, Landlord may, at its option, from time to eme
requite that any particular deposit be greater than one-twelfth (1/12th) of the estimated amount
payable within one (1) year after said Monthly Deposit Date, if such additional deposit is
requied in order to provide to Landlord sufficient funds from which to make payment of all
Impositions on or before the next due date of any ingalhnent thereof, or to make payment of any
required insurance premiums not later than the due date thereof. If any Martgagee or the
Commissioner requires Landlord to impound insurmee premiurns on a periodic basis during the

term, Tenant, on notice from Landlord indicating this requi=ent, shall pay a sum of money
towards its liability under this Lease to Landlord on a periodic basis in accordance with
Landlord's requirements. landlord shall impound the premium payments received from Tenant
in accordance with the requirements of Mortgagee and shall utilize such funds to timely pay
insurance premiums.

(b) Use of Deposits, The sums deposited by Tenant ander this otion 4.3
shall be held by Landlord or Mortgagee and shall be applied in payment of the Impeeitians or
insarance premiums, as the case may be, when due. Any such deposits may be ce==ingled with
other assets of Landlord or such Mortgagee, and shall be deposited by Landlord or such

Mortgagee in an Eligible Institution in such account or acceenta as Landlord or the Mortgagee

may, from time to time select, and Landlord shaU not be liable to Tenant or any other person

(i) based on Landlord's or the Mortgagee's (or any bank's) choice of investment vehicles, (ii) for

any consequent loss of principal or interest or (iii) for any unavailability of funds based on such
choice of investment. .Forthermore, subject to the foregoing regarding the use of depositories

and accounts, Landlord and its Mortgagee shall bear no responsibility for the financial condiden

of, nor any act or omission by the depository bank. No income, if any, from such investment or
interest on such deposits shall be paid to Tenant. To the extent that Landlord does not have an
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invoice or bill specifying the due date for payment, Tenant shall give not less than thirty (30)
days prior written notice to Landlord in each instance when an Imposition or insurance premium
is due, specifying the Imposition or premium to be paid and the amount thereof, the place of
payment, and the last day on which the same may be paf d in order to comply with the
requirements of this Lease. If Landlord, in violation of its obligations under this Lease, does not

pay any Imposition or insurance pemium when due, for which a sufficient deposit exists, Tenant
shall not be in default hereunder by virtue of the failure to pay such Imposition or such insurance
premium and Tenant shall not be liable for any late payment fees and/or penalties, ^1ncluding
interest imposed as a result of such failure to pay. The term "Eligible Institution" shall mean a

depository institution or trust company, the short term unsecured debt obligations or commercial
paper of which are rated at least "A-l+"

by S&P,
"P-1"

by Moody's and "F-1+"
by Fitch in the

case of accoññts in which funds are held for thirty (30) days or less (or, in the case of secounts in
which funds are held for more than thirty (30) days, the long tenn unsecured debt Obligatións of
which are rated at least "AA"

by Fitch and S&P and "Aa2"
by Moody's).

(c) Deficies, If for any reason any deposit made by Tenant or held by
Landlord under this Section 4.3 shall not be sufficient to pay any Imposition or insurance
pmmium within the time specified therefor in this Imase, then, within ten (10) days after demand

by Landlord, Tenant shall deposit an additional amount with Landlord, increasing the deposit
held by Landlord so that Landlord holds sufficient funds to pay such Imposition or premium in
full (or in instanments as otherwise provided for herein), together with any penalty or interest
thereon. Landlord may change its estimate of any Imposition or iñsurance premium for any
period on the basis of a change in an assessment or tax rate or on the basis of a prior

miscalcularion or for any other good faith reason: in which event, within ten (10) days after
demand by Landlord, Tenant shall deposit with Landlord the amount in excess of the sums

previously deposited with Landlord for the applicable period which would theretofore have been
payable under the revised estimate.

(d) Rans_fara Consistent with Section 2.2 in connection with any assignment
of Landlord's interest under this Lease and the assumption of this Lease by a new landlord, the
original Landlord eamed herein and each successor in interest shall have the right to transfer all
amounts deposited pursuant to the provisions of this §eecticon_4_,a and not used pursuant to this
Seption 4 3 to such assignee (as the subsequent holder of Landlord's interest in this Lease) and
upon such transfer, the original Landlord named herein or the applicable successor in interest

transferring the deposits shall thereupon be compl ly released from all liability with respect to
such deposits so transfen·ed and Tenant shall look solely to said assignee, as the subsequent
holder of Landlord's interest under this Lease, in reference thereto.

(e) Security. Ali amounts deposited with Landlord pursuant to the provisions

of this Section 4.3 shall be held by
Landlord^

as additional security for the payment and

performance of Tenant's obligations under this Lease and, upon the occurrence and during the
continuance of any Lease Default, Landlord may, in its solo and absolute discretion, apply such

amounts towards payment or performance of such obligations.

(f) Retum, Upon the expiration or earlier te-imes of this laase, as long
as all of the Rent and any and all other obligations due under this Lease have been fully paid and

performed, any sums then held by Landlord under this Section 4,3 shall be refunded to Tenant,
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and subject to the rights of a Mortgagee, together with all interest, if any, eamed thereon and all

income, if any, earned therefrom; pmvided however, that if a loase Default has occurred and is

continuing, all of such sums may be applied by Landlord towards any amounts owed to Landlord
pursuant to this Lease.

(g) Receipts. Tenant shall deliver to Landlord copies of all claims and bills in
relation to the Impositions and insurance p==!r::: promptly upon receipt thereof by Tenant.

This Article and the obligations herein shall survive exphtion or earlier termination of
this Lease.

ARTICLE V

LANDLORD'S WORK, MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR; IMPROVEMENTS

Section 5.1 Landlord's Work. (a) Landloni shall cause the Facility to be
constructed ("Landlord's Work").

(b) Landlord will give Tenant thirty (30)
days' notice of the date Landlord

expects to be the Substantial Compledon Date. On or prior to the Substantial Completion Date,
Landlord and Tenant shall jointly prepare a list of the items for the Facility that remain to be
completed or corrected, set a dollar value for the cost to complete the work, and fix time for their
completion or correction (collectively the "Punchlist").

(c) Notwithstanding anything in this lease to the contrary, on and after the
22::=±d Completion Date Tenant shall be deemed to have agreed Landlord has completed
Landlord's Work to Tenant's complete satisfaction, except for (i) the Punchlist, (ii) such items of
decoration or mechanical adjustment of which Tenant gives Landlord written notice within thiity
(30) days after the Substantial Completion Date (the "Initial Correction Items") or (iii) any
defects in the Facility which were not known or rassonably discovcrable by Tenant in the time
period specified in the immediately prior clause (ii) ("Latent Defects"); provided that, as to
Latent Defects, Landlord will have no responsibility or liability therefor, or for the correction

thereof, unless (A) Tenant conducts at least one inspection of the Facility with a qualified
engineer or other expert, within one year from the S atantiv Completion Date, and (B) Tenant
gives Landlord notice of such Latent Defects within thirty( 30) days after discovery thereof and
in any event not later than one year after the Substantial Completion Date, which notice will be

accompsinied by the certification of such engiñcor or other experts, specifying, in detail, such
Latent Defects in the Facility.

(d) At its sole expense, Landlord shall complete the Paschlist, and remedy the
Initial Correction Items, and the Latent Defects provided with respect fo Latent Defects that the
conditions set out in clause (iii) of section (c) are satisfied.

(e) To the extent assignable at no cost to Landlord, Landlord assigns to
Tenant all manufacturer warranties on materials and q:';:rsnt. Tenant shall have the benefit
and right to enforce such warranties at its sole cost and expense.
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Section 5.2 Maintenance and Repair, Except as provided in Section 5.1,
Tenant, at Tenant's sole cost and expense, shall keep the Leased Premises, including all

buildings, fixtures, trade equipment, trade fixtures, furniture, beds and other personal property
leased to Tenant pursuant to this Lease, including, without limitation, all structural and non-

structural compoñcñts, the roof, foundation, all outer walls, plumbing, sprinklers, electrical,
mechanical, heating, veñtilatiõñ, utility service, air conditioning, vertical transport, telephone,
communications, cable, computer, fire-life-safety, nursing call, and all other systems of the
Leased Premises in good condition and repair and in compliance with all Laws. Landlord shall
not be responsible to make any improvements, repairs, maintena.ace or replacements whether
occasioned by the act, omission, active negligence, or passive negligence of Landlord or Tenant
and/or its agents, employees, invitees or licensees or otherwise, and Tenant shall pay for all

improvements, repairs, replacements, mahaa=ce and expenditures relating to the Leased

Premises, whether interior or exterior, structural or non-structural, ordinary or extraordinary,
foreseen or unforeseen or arising by reason of a condition existing prior to the commencement of
the Lease, by Tenant's use or by a change in applicable Laws. The Leased Premises and its
appurtenances shall at all times be kept clean, safe and sanitary and in good order, ccndition,
replâccment and repair by Tenant, at Tenant's sole cost and expense, except for ordinary wear
and tear (nrovided, however, that, without limiting the generality of this Sgggon_552, Tenant shall
be obligated to replace any portion of the Leased Premises upon any obsol6sc6ñce thereof or if
proper repair is impractical). Tenant shall provide (if not currently a part of the Leased

Premises) and maintain, nepair and replace, as necessary, all famitüie, fixtures, equipment and/or
other personal property required by any Governmental Authority (other than furniture; fixtures,
equipment and/or other personal property owned by contractors providing ancillary services at
the Facility) necessary for the operation of the Facility and to comply with all Laws. All such

property provided by Tenant shall immediately become the property of Landlord and Tenant
shall execute such documentation as Landlord may scascñãbly require vesting title in such

property in Landlord. Landlord shall have no liability or obligation with respect to such property
or any of Tenant's operations relating thereto. All replacements made by Tenant hereunder shall
be made in a good and workmanlike manner in accordance with Laws using the same, similar or
better quality of materials as being replaced and shall immediately become the property of
Laudlord. Tenant acknowledges that title and ownership of all repaired and replaced furniture,
fixtures, equipment and/or other personal paperty made hereunder shall belong to and is for the
benefit of Landloni. Tenant shall not enter into any equipment leases or conditional sales

contracts for any fumiture, fixtures, equipment and/or other personal property relating to the

Facility without Landlord's consent which it may grant or withhold in its sole discretion. The
term

"Laws"
means, all federal, state, county, municipal and other governmental statutes, laws,

rules, orders, regulations, ordinances, judgments, decrees and injuncticns of Govemmental
Authorities affecting any Leased Premises or any part thereof, or the construction, use, alteration
or operation thereof, or any part thereof, whether now or hereafter enacted and in force, and all

permits, licenses and authorizations and regulations relating thereto, and all covenants,
agreements, restrictions and encumbrances contained in any instruments, either of record or
known to Tenant, at any time in force affecting the Leased Premises or any part thereof. The
term "Governmental

Anthority" means any court, board, agency, arbitrator, comission, office
or other sñthcrity of any nature whatsoever for any govemmental unit (foreign, federal, state,
county, district, niüñicipal, city or otherwise) whether now or hereafter in existence.
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Section 5 3 Improvements. Renovation. Alterations and Additions. Tenant
shall have the right during the Term to make such non-stmctural interior alterations, changes and
improvements to the Leased Premises as may be proper and necessary for the conduct of
Tenant's business, to cause the Leased Premises to conform to all Laws, for patient comfort and

safety, or for the full beneficial use of the Leased Premises, so long as such improvcmcats do not

(i) exceed Three Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars ($350,000.00) in any given calendar year,
(ii) interfere with any of the purposes for which the Facility was leased or affect the roof or

structure, (iii) decrease the value of the Leased Premises, (iv) affect any building system,
including, heating, ventilation, air conditioning, mechanical, electrical, plumbing or vertical
transport systems, or (v) affect the exterior appearance of the Leased Pramiscs. Tenant shall not
make any other alterations, changes, or improvements without the express written approval in
each httace by Landlord, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld; provided,
however. that the granting or withholding of consent shall not result in any liability to Landlord.

Furthermore, Tenant may make all repairs or replacements required by a Govemmental

Authority without obtaining Landlord's consent, provided, however, Tenant shall give Landlord
no less than ten (10) days prior written notice of such government mandated repairs or
replacements prior to making or implemcñting same, unless emergency factors necessitate the

making of such repairs before Tenant can reasonable give notice to Landlord, in which event
Tenant shali give notice to Landlord as soon as reasonably possible. Tenant shall pay for all

costs, fees and penalties imposed by the applicable state agencies or the Center for Medicare and
Medicaid Services (".Ç1ll") or other Governmental Authority in connection with any survey or
the Change of Ownershiji Tenant shall notify Landlord of any alterations, changes or
improvements required and/or pêññitted by the applicabic state agencies or the CMS or other
Govemmental Authority prior to the commencement thereof, Tenant shall pay all costs and
expenses of any required and/or permitted alterations, changes, and improvements, shall make
the same in a good and workmanlike manner, and in accordance with all Laws, having obtained
all necessary pennits and approvals from Governmental Authorities having jurisdiction over the

Facility and work perfonned thereon or therein, and shall assure La ord, in form reasonably
satisfactory to Landlord, all necessary pennits and authorizations have been received and that
payment for the work and materials will be made by Tenant. Tenanthereby complctely and fully
indemnifies Landlord against any mechanic's liens or other liens or claims in connection with the

making of any alterations, changes, and/or improvements. Any liens arising out of any required
and/or permitted aherations, changes, and/or iruprovements shall be discharged of record by
Tenant within the earlier of thirty (30) days after the same have been filed by payment, bonding
or otherwise, as permitted by law, or five (5) days after commencement of a foreclosure or
enforcement action. Notwithstanding any provision of this Lease to the contrary, Tenant shall
not undertake any alterations, renovations, or improvements to the Facility or otherwise
comme.me any project or activity with respect to the Facility, which may result in any bed being
taken out of service for more than seven (7) days without Landlord's and/or Mortgagee's prior
written consent, which Landlord's consent shall not be unreasonably withheld. Tenant shall give
Landlord written notice ten (10) days prior to commencing repairs, construction, or alterations
whose costs exceed One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000,00).

Section 5.4 Sienage. All signs installed by Tenant at the Facility shall

comply with all Laws, and all necessary permits or licenses shall be obtaiñcd by Tenant. Tenant

shall maintain all signs in good condition and repair, and/or replace as may be required by
applicable law, at all times at Tenant's sole cost and expense. Upon vacating the Leased
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Premises, Tenant shall remove all signs and supporting material or installations so installed by
Tenant, but only if Landlord shall request such removal, and Tenant shall repair all damage
caused by such removal. Landlord acknowledges and agrees that neither Landlord nor any
subsequent tenant of Landlord shall be authorized to use any company or registered tade name
of Tenant or any of Tenant's affiliates or subtenants.

Section 5.5 Surrender, (a) Subject to applicable law and to receipt of any
necessary DOH approval, Tenant shall deliver up and surrender to Landlord passession of the
Leased Premises and all improvements and replacements thereof, including all of Tenant's

alterations, improvements work (and all replacements thereof) and all fixtures permanently
attached to the Leased Premises by Tenant during the Term, upon the expiration of this Lease or
its termination in any manner whatsoever, in as good condition and repair and in substantially
similar form, character and manner as the same shall be on the Commencement Date, reasonable
wear and tear excepted (without mimtion to Tenant), with permitted changes,
improvements and additions made during the Term as authorized herein, subject to no liens,
encumhces, charges, restrictions, conditions, limitations or claims whatsoever to the extent
not encembering the Leased Premises as of the Commencement Date, and deliver the keys
and/or operational security cards to the I2ased Premises to Landlord or Landlord's designated
agent,

(b) Licenses and Transfer of Operations. Upon the expiration of the Term or earlier
termination of the Lease, Tenant shall and shall cause its subtenants to, (i) transfer to Landlord or
Landlord's nominee a fully operational, licensed and certified, and staffed facility and shall
cooperate with Landlord or Landlord's designee or nominee in corecdon with the processing
by Landlord or Landlord's designee or nominee of any applications for all licenses, operating
permits and other govemmental authorization, all contracts, iñclüdiñg contracts with all
Govemmental Authorities or quasi governmental entitles (provided that except following a Lease

Default, the reasonable costs and expenses of the processing of any such application shall be
paid by Ledle d or Landlord's designee or nominee), (11) transfer to Landlord or t andiard's
nominee all tangible personal property of Tenant, including financial and accGüñting records,
business records, data, employee and/or personnel records, patient and resident records, and all
records held in electronic form, (all subject to the Laws requiring confidentiality), all equipment
and small were and all inventory used in connection with the Facility, (iii) transfer to Landlord or
Landlord's nominee all intangible property except accounts receivable of Tenant, and (iv)
transfer to Landlord or Landlord's nominee all residents in the Facility. With respect to resident

funds, Tenant shall transfer to Landlord or its designee, all patient and reddent trust accounts,
and shall cause its subtenant to prepare and submit to Landlord or its designee a tme, conect, and
complete accounting and inventory (properly =eenciled) of any patient trust funds and resident

property to be transfened to Landlord, or its designee. Tenant shall, and shall cause its

subtenant, not to commit any act or be remiss in the undertaking of any act that would jeopardize
the licensure or certification of the Facility, and Tenant shall and shall cause its subtenant to

comply with all requests for an or lerl y transfer of the same upon the expiration or early
termination of the Term, including, but not limited to, upon the request of Landloni or its

designee, the transitioning of employees in compliance with applicable laws. Without limiting
the generality of the foregoing, if requested by Lmd1ord or a proposed replacement operator for
the Facility, Tenant hereby agrees to enter into a reasonable operations transfer agreement with
such replacement operator, Tenant shall not unreasonably withhold, condition or delay its
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consent to entering into any interim subleases or management agreements as may be necessary to
effectuate an early transfer of the operations of the Facility prior to the time that such
replacement operator holds all licenses and permits from all applicable Govemmental
Authorities with jurisdiction necessary to operate the Facility for its intended use. in addition,
upon request, Tenant shall and shall cause sabicr.ârds, to promptly deliver copies to Landlord or
Landlord's designee of all books and records relating to the Leased Premises and operations
thereon (including inventories, employee lists and personnel records, and policies andprocedures
manuals). Tenant shall allow Landlord or a proposed replacement operator for the Facility to
utilize Tenant's,

eubten=ts' computer hardware and softwam for a minimum of ninety (90) days
to facilitate the transfer of operations, the collection of accounts receivables, the billing of

providers, nad the provision of patient care. Tenant shall indemnify, defend, protect'and hold
harmless Landlord from and against any loss, damage, cost or expense incurred by Landlord or
Landlord's designee or nominee in connection with the correction of any and all deficiencies of a
physical nature identified by any Governmental Anthority responsible for licensing the Leased
Premises in the course of any change of ownership inspection and audit. Tenant shall be

respañsibia for any alterations or renovations necessitated by, or imposed in connection with, a
change of ownership inspecuen survey for the transfer of operation of the Leased Premises to
Landlord or its designee. Tenant shall not commence to wind up and terminate the operations of
the Facility or elocate the patients or occupants of the Facility to any other bealth care facility.
In addition, Tenant shall not terminate the employees of the Facility except in connection with
and upon the transfer of operations of the Facility to Landlord or its designee.

(c) If Landlord notifies Tenant in writing that it intends to transfer the
operations of the Facility.to a new operator and desires to have Tenant continue to operate the

Facility after the Expiration Date or earlier termination of the Lease, then Tenant shall continue
to operate the Facility until the earliest to occur of (i) the date on which such successor operator
shall assume operation of the Facility, or (ii) the date that is 180 days after the applicable
Expiration Date or teminaden date (the "Reimbarsement Period"). Dui·ing the
ReimbursementPeriod (x) Landlord shall provide Tenant with an operating budget, (y) Landlord
shall include in the aforesaid operating budget, and Tenant shall continue to pay during the
Reimbursement Period, all Rent that would have been owing under this Lease as to the Leased
Premises if this Lease had not expired or tenninated as to; and/or Tenant had not been
dispossessed from, such Leased Premises, and (z) provided that this Lease was not terminated
with respect to, and Tenant was not dispossessed from, such the Lease Premises due to a Lease

Default, Landlord shall reimburse Tenant for any operating deficits with respect to the Facility
that Tenant may be required to fund out-of-pocket on account of operating losses and expenses
incurred by Tenant by reason of, or arising out of ccmplir.=c with, such budget with respect to
the Reimbursement Period. Any such reimbursement shall be due from Landlord to Tenant
within 60 days after request by Tenant, provided that Tenant shall furnish such documentation of

any operating deficits, losses and expenses as Landlord may reasonably request. The terms of
this Section 5.S(c) shall survive the expiration or earlier termination of this Lease and/or any
dispossession of Tenant from the Lease Premises.

(d). Use of Legacy Tradename. Without limitation of the other provisions of
this Section 5.5 and notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in this Lease, Tenant
agrees to allow Landlord or its designee operator, at its option and at no cost to Landlord or any
such desigacs, to continue to use, in its signage, marketing and advertising materials, operations
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and otherwise, any or all name(s) (including tradenames) associated with the aparation of the

Facility as a going concern for up to 180 days following (i) the expiration or termination of this
Lease and (ii) the vacâtica from, and surrender of, the Leased Premises and Facility by Tenant.
At the end of such 180 day period, or upon sooner written notice from Landlord to Tenant,
Tenant shall, promptly and at its expense, remove its aforesaid name'(s) from all signs on the

Facility and repair any damage to such signs caused by such removal, Landlord acknowledges
and agrees that Tenant, not Landlord, owns the aforesaid names and that neither Landlord nor

any designee of Landlord may use the same except as described in this Section 5.5(d) or as
otherwise agreed in writing by Tenant,

(e) Management of Terrninated/Dispossessed Premises, Commencing on the
applicable Termination/Dispossession Date as to any Tenninated/Dispossessed Premises,
Landlord or its designee, upon notice to Tenant, may elect to assume the respar,sibilities and
obHPm for the management and operation of the Business ut such Terminated/Dispossessed

Premises, and Tenant agrees to cooperate fully to accomplish the transfer of such management
and operation without interrupting the operation of such Business to the extent allowable by
Laws. Tenant shall permit Landlord or its designee to operate the Facility under Tenant's
licenses, certifications and other authorizations pending the issuance of new licenses,
certifications and other authorizations Landlord or its designee. Tenant shall not commit any act
or be remiss in the undertaking of any act that would jeopardize any licenses, certifications and
other authorizations related to the Facility, and Tenant shall comply with all requests for an

orderly transfer of all licenses, certifications and other authorizations related to the Facility and

any payor's certifications.

(f) In addition, upon any expiration or termination of this Lease, Tenant
covenants and agrees to do such things and to take such action as may, fmm time to time, be

necessary or appropriate to p-anently surrender and withdraw from possession and operation

(including but not limited to licensure and certification) of the Leased Premises, and shall
thereafter be fully and permanently relieved of all powers, duties, responsibilities and abligatiüns
that are conferred or imposed upon Tenant under this Lease (except those continuing obligations,

including but not limited to the obligation to pay all Rent due and owing under this Lease, and
the obligation to pay all amounts owed by Tenant to the Medicare, Medicaid, third party payor
programs and residents for the period of the Term, which survive the termination hereof as
provided herein) and to restore and place Landlord or its designee in possession and opgration of

the Leased Premises; or any portion thereof, and Tenant covcñañts and agrees to execute and
deliver to Landlord or Landlord's designee (each subject to the approvai of DOH) all

assignments, operation transfer agreements, consents, consents to assignments (including
Medicare and Medicaid provider agreements, if requested by Landlord) doc=cnts and other

instruments, to the reasonable satisfaction of Landlord in order to effectuate the provisions

hereof,

Section 5.6 Condition of Leased Premises, (a) Subject to Section 5.1, Tenant
shall accept and take possession of the Leased Premises in its "AS IS," "WHERE IS" "WITH
ALL FAULTS"

condition, and acceptance of possession of the Leased Premises on the
Commencement Date shall be deemed an acknowledgment by Tenant of Tenant's acceptance of

the condition of the Leased Premises. Tenant acknowledges and agrees that Landlord is not

making any representation, warranty or covenant whatsoever with respect to the condition of the
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Leased Premises, or any portion thereof, or ita suitability for any particular pmpose, and Tenant
shall be relying solely on its inspection of the Leased Premises and due diligence investigations
with respect thereto,

(b) LANDLORD MAKES NO WARRANTY OR REPRESENTATION,
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, IN RESPECT OF THE LEASED PREMISES OR ANY PART

THEREOF, EITHER AS TO ITS F1TNESS FOR USE, DESION OR CONDITION FOR ANY
PARTICULAR USE OR PURPOSE OR OTHERWISE, OR AS TO THE NATURE OR
QUALITY OF THE MATERIAL OR WORKMANSHIP THEREIN, OR THE EXISTENCE OF
ANY HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE, IT BEING AGREED THAT ALL SUCH RISKS,
LATENT OR PATENT, ARE TO BE BORNE SOLELY BY TENANT, INCLUDING ALL
RESPONSIBILITY AND LIABILITY FOR ANY ENVIRONMENTAL REMEDIATION AND
FOR COMPLIANCE WITH ALL ENVIRONMENTAL LAWS, EFFECTIVE AS OF THE
DATE OF THIS LEASE, TENANT SHALL RELEASE LANDLORD FROM ALL CLAIMS
WHICH TENANT OR ANY AGBNT, REPRESENTATIVE, AFFILIATE, EMPLOYEE,
DIRECTOR, OFFICER, PARTNER, MANAGER, MEMBER, SERVANT, SHAREHOLDER,
TRUSTEE OR OTHER PERSON OR ENTITY ACTTNG ON TENANT'S EEHALF OR
OTHERWISE RELATED TO OR AFFILIATED WITH TENANT ARISING FROM OR
RELATED TO ANY MATTBR OR THING RELATED TO OR IN CONNECTION WITH
THE LEASED PREMISES, INCLUDING THE INFORMATION AND ANY PHYSICAL OR
ENVIRONMENTAL C,ONDITIONS, AND TENANT SHALL NOT LOOK TO LANDLORD
IN CONNECTION WITH THE FOREGOING FOR ANY REDRESS OR RELIEF. THIS
RELEASE SHALL ÈE GIVEN FULL FORCE AND EFFECT ACCORDING TO EACH OF
ITS EXPRESSED TERMS AND PROVISIONS, INCLUDING THOSE RELATING TO
UNKNOWN AND UNSUSPECTED CLAIMS, DAMAGES AND CAUSES OF ACTION.
EXCEPT AS TO MATTERS SPECIFICALLY SET FORTH IN THIS LEASE: (A) TENANT
WILL ACQUIRE THE LEASED PREMISES SOLELY ON THE BASIS OF ITS OWN
PHYSICAL AND FINANCIAL EXAM1NATIONS, REVIEWS AND INSPECTIONS, AND

(B) WITHOUT LIMITING THE FOREGOING, WA1VES ANY RIOHT IT OTHERWISE
MAY HAVE AT LAW OR IN EQUITY AGAINST LANDLORD WITH RESPECT TO ANY
ASPECT OF LEASED PREMISES.

ARTICLE VI

INSURANCE

Section 6.1 Insurance. (a) Tenant shall obtain and maintain, or cause to be

maintained, inmrance for Tenant and the Facility providing at least the following coverages or as
required from time to time by any Mortgagee:

(i) comprehensive "all risk" insurance on the Facility and the ·Personal

Property, including Building Ordinance Coverage from Operation of Building Laws, Demolition
Costs and Increased Cost of Construction Endorsements, in each case (A) in an amount equal to
one hundred percent (100%) of the "Fall Replacement

Cost,"
which for purposes of this Lease

shall mean actual repkcsñcñt value (exclusive of costs of excavations, foundations,
ññdorg-ound utilities and footings) with a waiver of depreciation (except with respect to the
insurance pursuant to clauses (D), (x), (y) and (z) below); (B) containing an agreed amount
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endorsement with respect to the Facility and Personal Property waiving all co-insurance

provisions; (C) providing for no deductible in excess of Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000.00) for
all such insurance coverage (except as stated in the penultimate sentence of this subsection); and

(D) containing an "Ordinance or Law Coverage" or "Enforcement" endorsement if the Facility
or the use of the Facility shall at any time constitute legal non-conforming structures or uses and

covering the increased cost of construction, demolition cost, value of the undamaged portion of
the atructure and any increased expenses to rebuild due to the enforcement of building or zoning
laws or requirements following a covered Joss of the Leased Premises, In addition, Tenant shall
obtain: (x) if any portion of any of the Leased Premises is currently or at any time in the future
located in a federally designated "special flood hazard area," flood hazard insurance in an
amount equal to the lesser of (1) the outstanding principal balance of any loan encumbering the
Leased Premises or (1) the maximum amount of such insurance available under the National
Flood Insurance Act of 1968, the Flood Disaster Protection Act of 1973 or the National Flood
Insurance Reform Act of 1994, as each may be amended, or successor legislation, or such greater
amount as Landlord and/or Martgagee shali require; (y) ea1thquake insurance in amounts and in
form and substance satisfactory to Landlord and Mortgagee in the event the Facility is located in
an area with a high degree of seismic activity and (z) coastal windstorm insurance in a-eunte
and in fonn and substance satisfactory to Landicrd and Mortgagee in the event the Facility is
located in a coastal region; pmvided that the insurmoe pursuant to clauses (x), (y) and (z) he1eof
shall be on terms consistent with the cornprehensive insurance policy required under this
Subsection (i); and further provided that the earthquake insurance pursuant to clause (y) may
provide for a deductible of up to the greater of One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000.00)
and two percent (2%) of the amount of such coverage, (HI) the flood insurance pursuant to
clause (x) may provide for a deductible of up to One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000.00),
and (IV) the ordinance and law coverage pursuant to clause (D) may have a sub-limit of Two
Million Five Hundred Thousand Dollars ($2,500,000.00).

(ii) commercial general liability insurance against claims for personal

injury, bodily injury, death or property damage occurring upon, in or about the Pacility, such
insurance (A) with a combined limit of not less than Five Million Dollars ($5,000,000.00) in the
aggregate and Two Million Dollars ($2,000,000.00) per claim (and, if on a blanket policy,

containing an "Aggregate Per Location"
endorsement); (B) to continue at not less than the

aforesaid limit until required to be changed by Landlord and Montgagee in writing by reason of

changed economic cañditicña making such protection inadequate; and (C) to cover at.1east the

following hazards: (1) premises and operations; (2) products and completed operations on an "if
any"

basis; (3) independent contractors; (4) blanket contractual liability; and (5) contractual

liability covering the indemnities contained in Section 9.1 of the Lease to the extent the same is

available;

(iii) business income with extra expense insurance (A) with loss payable to
Landlord and Mortgagee; (B) covering all risks required to be covered by the insurance provided
for in Subsection fi) above; (C) containing an extended period of iñdcmñity endorsement which
provides that after the physical loss to the Facility and Personal Property has been repaired, the
continued loss of income will be insured until such income either returns to the same level it was
at prior to the loss, or the expiration of twelve (12) months from the date that the Facility is
repaired or replaced and operaticus are scâumed, whichever first occurs, and notwithstanding that
the policy may expire prior to the end of such period; and (D) in an amount equal to one hundred
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percent (100%) of the projected net profit and extra expense with respect to the Facility for a
period of twelve (12) months from the date of such Casualty (assuming such Casualty had not

ocemed) and actwithstanding that the policy may expire at the end of such period. The amount
of such business incorne insurance shall be determined prior to the date hereof and at least once
each year thereafter based on Tenant's reasonable estimate of the gross income from the Facility
for the succeeding twelve (12) month period. Nothing herein contained shall be deemed to
relieve Tenant of its obligations to pay the Rent when due except to the extent such amounts are

actu·ally paid out of the proceeds of such business income insurance;

(iv) at all times during which structural constmetion, repairs or alterations are

being made with respect to the Facility, and only if the Facility coverage form does not otlwrwise

apply, (A) owner's contingent or protective liability insurance covering claims not covered by or
under the tenns or provisions of the above mentioned cammerciâl general liability insurance

policy; and (B) the insurance provided for in subsection (i) above written in a so-called builder's
risk completed value fonn (1) on a non-reporting basis, (2) against all risks insured against
pursuant to subsection (1) above and (3) with an agreed amount endorsament waiving
co-insurance provisions;

(v) worker's compensation insurance with respect to any employces of

Tenant, as required by any Governmental Authority, Health Care Authority, Legal Requirement
or Health Care Requirement;

(vi) boiler and machinery insurance, if applicable, in amounts as shall be

reasonably required by Landlord and Mortgagee on tenns consistent with the cc=-ercial

property insurance policy required under SpigeSJinglil above;

(vii) intentionally omitted;

(viii) motor vehicle liability coverage for all owned and non-owned vehicles,

including rented and leased vehicl68 containing misimum limits per occurrence, including
umbrella coverage, of One Million Dollars ($1,000,000,00);

(ix) if the Facility is or becomes a legal "non conforming"
use, ordinance or

law coverage and insurance caverage to compensate for the cost of (upon a Cámnalty) demolition
or rebuilding of the unb=.agd portion of the Facility along with any reduced value and the
increased cost of construction in amamts as requested by Landlord and Mortgagee;

(x) the commercial property and business income insurance required under
Sections 6.1(a)(i) and flill above shall cover perils of terrorism and acts of terrorism and Tenant
shall maintaiñ commcrcial property and business income insurance for loss reeniting from perils

and acts of terrorism on tenns (including amounts) consistet with thoserequired under Sections
6.1(a)(i) and fliil above at all times during the Term;

(xl) professional liability and malpractice insurance with limits of at least
Two Million Dollars ($2,000,000.00) per claim / Five Million Dollars ($5,000,000.00) in the
aggregate. Tenant shall also require each medical director for the Facility and the aseriated

nurse practitioner at the Facility to carry prefew^aal liability and malprar·tice insurance with
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limits of not less than Two Million Dollars ($2,000,000.00) per claim / Five Million Dollars

($5,000,000.00) in the aggregate; and

(xii) notwithstanding anything to the contrary in the forcgaing, all insurance
coverage required by any mortgagee of Landlord shall be met by Tenant, from time to time as

necessary;

(xiii) upon sixty (60)
days'

notice, such other reasonable insurance and in
such reasonable amounts as Landlord and/or Mortgagee from time to time may reasonably
request against such other insurable hazards which at the time are cornmonly insured against for

property similar to the Facility located in or around the region in which the Facility is located.

(b) All insurance provided for in grgaicall(al shall be obtained under valid
and enforceable policies (ccucctively, the "Policies"

or, in the singular, the "Policy"), and shall
be subject to the approval of Landlord and Mortgagee as to insurance companies, amounts,
deductibles, loss payees and insureds. The Policies shall be issued by financially sound and
responsible insurance companies authorized to do business in the State of New York and having
a claims paying ability rating of "A" or better (and the equivalent thereof) by at least two (2) of
the Rating Agencies rating the companies (one of which shall be S&P if they are rating the
securities and one of which will be Moody's if they are rating the companies), or if·only one

Rating Agency is rating the companies, then only by such Rating Agency and shall specifically
name Landlord and Mortgagee as loss payees and additional insureds, as applicable. Not less
than ten (10) days prior to the expiration dates of the Policies themisfore furnished to Landlord
and Mortgagee, certificates of insurance evidencing the Palicies accompanied by evidence

satisfactory to Landlord and Mortgagee of payment of the premiums due thennder (the
"Insurance Premiums"), shall be delivered by Tenant to Landlord and Mortgagee.

(c) Any blanket insurance Policy shall specifically allocate to the

Facility the amount of coverage from time to time required hereunder and shall otherwise
provide the same proteelion as would a separare Policy insuring only the Facility in comp!isse
with the provisions of Section 6.1(at

(d) All Policies provided for or contemplated by Section 6.1(a), except
for the Policy referenced in Section 6.1(a)(v), shall name Tenant as the insured and Landlord and
Mc-tgages as the additional insured, as their interests may appear, and in the case of property
damage, boiler and machiñcry, flood and earthquake insurance, shall contain a so-called lender's
loss payee endorsement in favor of Mortgagee providing that the loss thereunder shall be payable
to Mortgagee.

(e) All Policies provided for in Section 6.1 shall contain clauses or
endorsements to the effect that:

(i) no act or negligence of Tenant, or anyone acting for Tenant, or of any
tenant or other 0ccupññf, or failure to comply with the provisions of any Policy,
which rnight otherwise result in a forfeiture of the insurance or any part thereof, shall
in any way affect the validity or enforceability of the insurance insofar as Landlord
and Mortgagee as concemed;
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(ii) the Policies shall not be materially changed (other than to increase the
coverage provided thereby) or canceled without at least thirty (30)

days' written notice to
Landlord and Mortgagee and any other party named therein as an additional insured;

(iii) the issuers thereof shall give notice to Landlord and Mortgagee if the
Policies have not been renewed fifteen (15) days prior to its expiration; and

(iv) Neither Landlord nor Mortgagee shall be liable for any insurance
premiums thereon or subject to any assessments due thereunder.

(f) If at any time Landlord and Mortgagee is not in receipt of written evidence
that all Policies are in full force and effect, either shall have the right, without notice to Tenant,
to take such action as either deems necessary to protect its interest in the Leased Premises,
including, without limitation, the obtaining of such insurance coverage as either in its sole
discretion deems appropriate. All prcmiums Incorred by Landha and/or Mortgagee in
connection with such action or in obtaining such insurance and keepirig it irreffect shall be paid

by Tenant to Landlord and/or Mortgagee, as the case inay be, upon demand and, until paid, shall
be secured by the Mortgages and shall bear interest at the Overdue Rate.

(g) Tail Insurance, If Tenant has claims made insurance coverage of any type,
upon expiration or earlier tennination of this Lease. Tenant shall purchasa so-called "tail"

insurance for a period of three years in an amount not less than its existing coverages in order to
assure Tenant is covered by insurance after the expiration or earlier termination of this 1.ease for
all claims arising or relating to the period prior to the expiration or earlier termination of this

Lease, and Landlord and Mortgagee shall be named as additional insured thereunder.

Section 6.2 Certificates .of Insurance, Upon the Commencement Date of this

Lease, Tenant shall furnish Landlord, Mortgagee and other third parties which Landlord shall
designate with appropriate certificates of insurance on acceptable Acord forms, rogether with an
additional insurance endorseinent showing that each type of insurance required under this
Article VI is in full force and effect and not cancelable or modifiable without thirty (30) days
prior written notice to Landhd, and upon request of Landlord or one or more of such additional

insureds, deliver copies of such insurance policies. Tenant will provide Landlord with
acceptable certificates of insurance pursuant to this 3.eec£onfa widencing the renewal of such
Policies ten (30) Business Days prior to the Policies' expiration date. Tenant acknowledges that
all such certificates shall name Lâñdiürd, its successors and assigns, and Mortgagee, its

successors and assigns, as additional insureds on the general liability and umbrella policies and
as a loss payee/mortgagee, as their interests may appear, on the property and boiler and

machinery policies.

Section 6.3 Waiver of Subrogation. Landlord and Tenant hereby waive all
rights of reewery for causes of action which either has or may have or which may arise hereafter
against the other for any damage to the Leased Pretnises or the property or business of either of

them or of anyone claiming through either of them, by way of subrogation or otherwise, caused

by any of the perils covered by a special fonn policy of property insurance or contents insurne
or by any other insurance for damage to property carried by the party whose property was

damaged; provided. however, that the foregoing waiver shall apply only if and to the extent that
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a waiver of subragatian for property damage is not prohibbed in the State of New York, has been
consented to by the appItoable insurance carrier, and only to the extent of such insurance
coverage.

ARTICLE VH

SECURITY, ACCESS AND REPORTING OBLIGATIONS, WORKING CAPITAL

Section 7.1 Seoúrity Deposit/Ouaranty.

(a) Contemporaneously,with the execution of this Lease, Tenant, shali deliver
a guarantee of thla 14ase (the "Guaranty") from Llrar losefoylo and Mark Neuman (collectively,
the "Guerantorg") in the fonn of Exhibit "B" sttached hereto, or in fann and amounts as may be
otherwise required by the Landlord and Landlord's first and second Mortgages. The Guaranty
shall set forth that the Guarantors will be required to e~ap-t± in tuming the license over to the
Landlord's designee or be personally Ilable for all costs, expenses and damages or defielencies.
The 0uarantors shall ensure that the Tenant shall deliver all of the documents requlted to transfer
the license in escrow to Posternak, Blatikstein Sc Lund,, or anch other pady as Landlord
designates. As fudher security for the Tenants performance under the Lease, the Tenant hereby
agnes as follows:

(i) Tenant agrees that It shall deliver to Landlord 60 days prior to the
Cominencement Date, an agreement by Capital Funding Group, which cannot be
amended except by an agreement in writing signed by Landlord, Tenant and Capital

Funding Group, in the form attached hereto as Exhibit 7.1(a) or otherwise approved by
Landlord and Landlord's lenders in their reasonable discredon, wherein and whereby
Capital Funding Group agrees to allow Tenant to draw down on its Credit Line each
month so as to enable Capital Punding Group to pay directly to Landlord the sum of

$506,096.50 per month commencing the Commencement Date and on each day Pixed
Rent is due under the Lease for the following 11 months,

(ii) Tenant agrees that it shall deliver 60 days prior to the anticipated
Commæe=mt Date either (i) an unconditional Letter of Credit, in accordance with
the Letter of Credit Agreement attached hereto as Exhibit 7.1(b) (which shall be
exeonted simultaneously herewith), in the amount of $3,700,000, or (ii) $3,700,000 in
cash ("Security Deopsit") to secure the fult and timely payment and perfer=nce of
Tenant's obligations under thia Lease, Tenant's failme to deliver the Letter of Credit or

timely pay to Landlord the Security Deposit shall be deemed a Lease Defauh by
Tenant. Landlord may retain the Security Deposit in such accounts as Landlord clects
in its sole discretion and Landlord may commingle the Security Deposit with other
funds of Landlord or its affiliates, Tenant shall have no right to any interest on the
funds comprising the Security Deposit that it delivers to Laudlord.

(iii) Sixty days prior to the naticipated Commencement Date, the funds in
the controlled account number in 3FMorgan Chase Bank, NA (the

"Bank*) in the amount not less , ,000 shall be delivered by Tenant to
Landlord and released by Tenant to Landlord to be held as an additional Security
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. .. Deposit. by Landlord. The letter to Bank implamenting the Tenant's obligations
pursuant to the preceding sentence, attached hereto as Exhibit 7.1(c), which shall be
held in escrow by Posternak, Blankstein & Lund, shall be delivered by it to the Bank

sixty days prior to the anticipated Commencement Date upon notice from Landlord.

(b) The term "Letter of Credit" shall mean an irrevocable, unconditional,
transferable, clean sight draft letter of credit in favor of Landlord in form and content ressanably
satisfactory to Landlord and entitling Landlord to draw thereon without the payment of any fees
or charges in New York, New York, issued by a domestic banking institution or the U.S. agency
or branch of a foreign banking institution; provided, that such banking institution has a long term
senior unsecured debt obligation rating of at least "AA"

by S&P. The Letter of Credit shall have
an expiration date of the date that is the first anniversary of the date hereof. The Letter of Credit
shall provide that it shall be deemed automatically renewed (without amendment) for
consecutive periods of one year each thereafter during the Term unless the issuing bank sends
written notice to Landlord and Tenant by certified mail, return receipt requested, not less than

thirty (30) days preceding the then mpiration date of the Letter of Credit that it elects not to have
such Letter of Credit renewed. If such notice is sent, then at least twenty (20) days prior to the
expiration of the Letter of Credit (and each subsequent or replacement Letter of Credit), Tenant
shall deliver to Landlord a new Letter of Credit in the same amount and a failure to do so shall
entitle Landlord to draw upon the existing Letter of Credit'and to receive the proceeds the em
and hold such proceeds as a cash Security Deposit pursuant to this Section 7J pending delivery
of a new Letter of Credit.

(c) Upon a Lease Default, Landlord shall have the right, but not the

obligation, in Landlord's sole and absolute discretion, to draw upon the Security Deposit and/or
Letter of Credit añd apply some or all of the funds to remedy such default or occurrence and to
campeasate Landlord for any loss or damage multing therefrom, without prejudice to any other
rights or remedies of Landlord under this Lease or at law or in equity, Upon any such
application by Landlord, Tenant shall promptly deposit with Landlord an amount in cash egnal to
the amount from the Security Deposit so utilized by Landlord. Landlord shall at all times have,
as security hereunder, Letter of Credit and cash Security Deposit in the amounts stated in Section
7.1(a). Upon the termination or expiration of this Lease, as long as Tenant has perfonned an of
its obligations pursuant to this Lease and no Lease Default has occurred which is continuing, the

remaining amount of the Security Deposit shall be returned or refunded to Tenant, without

interest, subject in all events to Landlord's fight to apply the Security Deposit as provided berein.

(d) Upon the occurrence of a Lease Default, Landlord may use, apply or retain
the whole or any part of the Security Deposit or draw under a Letter of Credit to the extent
required for the payment of any Rent or any other sums as to which Tenant is in default or for

any sum which Landlord may expend or may be required to expend by reason of Tenant' s

default in respect of any of the terms, covenants and conditions of this Lease, iñcladiñg, but not

limited to, any damages or deficiency in the reletting of all or any portion of the Leased

Premises, whether such damages or deficiency accrue before or after summary proceedings or
other re-entry by Landlord. If Landlord shall so use, apply or retain the whole or any part of the

Security Deposit, Tenant shall upon demand immediately deposit with Landlord a sunr equal to
the amount so used, applied or retained, In the event of any sale or financing of Landlord's

interest in the Leased Premises, Landloni shall have the right to assign its interests in the
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Security Deposit to the transferee, assignee or mortgagee, as the case may be, and if Landlord
has given notice to Tenant of the assignment of Landlord's interest in the Security Deposit and if
assignee or transferee of the Security Deposit has accepted liability for the Security Deposit,
Landlord shall thereupon be released by Tenant from all liability for the retum or payment

thereof; and Tenant shall look solely to the new landlord or mortgagee for the retum or payment
of the same. Tenant shall not assign or encumber or attempt to assign or encumber the Security
Deposit and neither Landlord, nor its successors or assigns, shall be bound by any such

assignment, encumbrance, attempted assignment or attempted encumbrance.

Section 7.2 Access to Leased Premises. Tenant shall permit Landlord,
Mortgagee and their agents to enter upon the Leased Premises at all reasonable times during
ordinary basiness hours and upon at least twenty-four (24) hours advance oral notice (except that
in the case of emergency, Landlord may enter at any time and without prior notice) to inspect
and examine the Leased Premises, to perfoun repairs as to Landlord's Work pursuant to Section

5.1, and to inspect and copy any operating manuals, procedures manuals, training manuals, and
other books and recor is conceming unemployment,

workers'
compensation, insurance, tax, and

any other business issues pertaining to the Leased Premises (subject to applicab½ laws and
regulations goveming patient confidentiality and privacy and the conf±ütiâ!!ty of medical

tecords) and any information necessary for audit relating to cost reimbursement, edllections,
general financial matters, litigation, inquiries and related activities (as may be necessary in
connection with the Lease or the Leased Premises or any matters relating to periods prior to the
Conanencement Date). Any access by Landlord to patient records or medical records shall be

strictly governed by Laws governing patient confidentiality and privacy and the confidentiality
of medical records and all appropriate consents and/or waivers from residents or their guardians
or repres6ñtâGw shall have been obtained before access to such records shall be granted.
Landlord shall make reasonable efforts not to materially interfere with or materially disrupt
Tenant's business and use and enjoyment of the Leased Premises during any such inspection or
examination. Landlord shall also have .the right but not the obligation to conduct a physical
inspection of the Facility and from time to time and within ninety (90) days prior to the
expiration of the Term or earlier termination of the Lease, upon twenty-four (24) hours advance
oral notice. If Landlord reasonably determines based on this inspection that the Pacility, or any
portion of the Facility, requires repairs or maintenance so that the condition of the Pacility is in
compliance with this Lease and all Laws, then within thirty (30) days of notification by
Landlord, Tenant shall commence making said repairs and diligently pursue such repairs to
completion. Should Tenant fail to do so, within seven (7) days of notification by Landlord,
Tenant shall pay to Landlord a deposit of funds in an amount equal to LanM~d's reasonable
estimate of the costs of such repairs or maintenance, which funds shall be released to Tenant
from time to time during the progress of such repairs and maintenance based on submission by
Tenant of evidence reasonably satisfactory to Landlord that such work is complete and all costs
and expenses incurred to date have been paid in full. Tenant and Landlord acknowledge that the
opcraticns of the Facility and its maintenance are the sole and absolute tesponsibility of Tenant,
Landlord shall have no liabilitics or chligatiañs with respect to the Pacility, including no
liabilities or obligations with respect to inspections of the Facility or the failure by Landlord to

inspect the Facility.

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this in this Lease, Landlord and
Tenant agree that all information, records and data collected or maintained regarding Facility
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residents shall be confidential. Landlord, Tenant, and their respective employees and agents
shall maintain the confidentiality of all Facility resident information received in accordance with
applicable New York and federal laws, including the Health Insurance Patability and

Accountability Act of 1996 (Public Law 104-91) and the regulations issued in connection
therewith (collectively, "HIPAA"). No employee or agent of Landlord or Tenant shall discuss,
transmit or narrate in any manner the Facility resident infonnation of a personal, medical, or
other nature except as a necessary part of providing services to the resident, effectuating a
transfer of the Facility's assets, or otherwise fulfilling its obligations under this Lease or under

law, The obligations under this Section 7.2 shall survive the termination of this Lease, whether

by rescission or otherwise,

Section 7.3 Changes in Licensure and Cçrtification Status, As of the
Corsmcñccment Date, Tenant represents and warrants that the number of beds licensed or
certified for the Facility is one hüñdrcd sixty (160). Tenant shall not increase or decrease the
licensed or certified number of beds, or change the license or certification thereof, without the

consent of Landlord, which consent may be withheld in Landlord's sole and absolute discretion;
Tenant may increase the number of licensed or certified beds of the Facility upon thirty (30) days
prior written notice to Landlord, but without the prior written consent of Landlord. If required,
Tenant shall not increase the number of beds without the consent of the CommMoñer and/or the
DOH and Tenant agrees to return to Landlord upon the expiration of the Lease, the Leased
Premises. Should Tenant increase the number of licensed beds at the Facility, the Fixed Rent
payable for the Facility shall be increased proportionately for such additional beds, In no event
shall the Fixed Rent be reduced in -the event the number of Licensed Beds at the Facility is
reduced. Landlord and Tenant acknowledge that the Leased Premises are, and at all times under
the Term of this Lease are, the sole and absolute pmperty of Landlord. Upon any icññination of

this Lease or any Lease Default by Tenant hereunder (which breach or default is not car.ed within

any applicable grace period), and subject to the approval of the DOH, Landlord shall have the
right to cause the Facility's licensea to be reissued in Landlord's name or in the name of
Landlord's designee upon application therefor to, and the receipt of approval from, the DOH and

to further have the right to have any and all Medicare, Medicaid and any other provider and/or

third party payor agreements issued in Landlord's name or in the name of Landlord's designee.

In the event Landlord exercises its rights pursuant to this Section 7,3, Tenant and Guara*=•

shall cooperam with Landlord in transferring the aforementioned items to Landlord's name or for
the benefit of Landlord or as Lmdlord may direct pursuant to the terms of this Lease.

Section 7.4 Reporting and Other Obligations,

(a) During the Ternh Tenant shall and shall cause all Subtenants,
sub-subtenants and any operators of the Facility to provide (without duplicâtiGñ) Landlord and
Mortgagor with the following reports, statements, and inspections:

(i) Annual Budget. Within 60 days prior to the pmjected Substantial
Completion Date, and no later than thirty (30) days prior to the end of each calendar year

thereafter, Tenant shall submit to Landlord an annual budget (each an "Annual Budget")

covering the operations of and proposed capital expenditurca to be made with respect to the

Facility for the next calendar year (or the remainder of the current calendar year, in the case of

the initial Annual Budget).
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budget (the "Capital Budget'") outIining a program of capital expenditures as may be xequired

by Laws, any lender to Landlord, or Tenant's reasonable business judgment during the next
calendar year (or the iemainder af the current calendar year, in the case af the initial Capital

Budget), in which each proposed capital expenditure will be designated as either mandatory,

ldghly recommended or d '-:b' e, Tenant shall be responsible for designating as a "mandatory
capital expenditure"

any expenditure which, if not made wauid,'in Tenant's reasonable
judgment: (a) cause the Facility to lose or put at risk its License; (b) place at risk the safety of a
patient or resident or ernplayee of the Facility; (c) cause the ineligibility of the Facihty under any
third party payor program app1icable to the Facility; (d) cause the issuance of a formal notice that

any of the operating licenses for the Facility or any substs»tia1 portion of the Facility will be
revoked or suspended cir qualified in auy material adverse respect; ar (e) subject Landlord ar
Tenant to criminal »<ose>u'.ia». Tenant shall make luring the calendar year or calendar quarter
for which they are budgeted, all capital expenditures approved by Landlord. On and aRer the
Ca~~~nc~~»t Date Tenant shall expend at least Five Hundred Twenty-Three Dollars

($523.00) per bed per annum for capital expenditures at the Facility, including ae.au»nt
expended to comply with the licensure and other expenditures required by sny Governmental

Authority ox such other amounts as may be requited by Mortgagee from time to tixne, If
Mortgagee requires Landlord to deposit sums for capitaI ex" nd»"~es replacements and/or
refurbishments relating to furniture, fixtures, equiprncnt and/or improvements to the Facility,
then Tenant shall pay ta Landlord, as Additional Rent hex@under, aQ reserve or escrow amounts,
sums and/ar deposits which Landlord is required to pay to such Mortgagee with respect to such
capital expenditures, replacements aud/or refurbishtnents. Tenant shall pay any and all of such
«~»u»ts and sums to or as directed by Landlord as Additional Pent."::: =""r together with each

payment af Fixed Rent hereunder. Tenant acknowledges that as of the date hereaf, Mortgagee
requires a manthly deposit of Five Hundred Twenty-Three Dollars ($523,00) per bed with
respect to the Facility. In the event that such deposits are made by Tenant hereunder, Landlord
shal1 use its reasonable effoxts, subject to the terms and conditians of the loan agreements with

Mortgagee, to obtain thsbursernents of such funds to be used for the payment of or
reimbursement for the casts of such capital expenditures, replacements and/or xefurblshments,

S)
budget (the "Operating

Budget"
) setting forth an estimate af operating revenues and expenses

for the Facility for the next calendar year (ar the remainder of the current calendar year, in the.

case af the initial Operating Budget), t " th . with an explanation of anticipated changes m the

Facility, Tenant shall provide to Landlord upon written request such other reports, includmg a

cost comparison report, and all appropriate -'-~lat e and Medicaid reports, as may be required.

under these pragram, as are normally provided by Tenant ta the owners of othet similar
rehabGitation hospitals, psychiatric hospitals, aud skilled nursing facilities leased by Tenant.

D') ~
be kept and .'»<.'. d an a calendar year basis, in accordance with GAAP, praper and accurate

books, records and acca --."
reflecting aN of the financial affairs of Tenant and all items of

income and expense in connection with the operation on an individual basis af the PacNity.

Notwithstanding the foregoing,
Tenant"

s interim unaudited financial statements shall be prepared
in accardance 6AAP for interim financial information, but may nat include all iufarmation or

notes required by GAAP for a complete set of financial statements„' such financial statements
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shall include all adjustments and reclasenestions of a normal recurring nature considered

necessary for a fair and corsparable presentation; all such interim financial statements shall be
read in ccñjsetien with most recent audited financial statements, Landlord and Mortgagee shall
have the right from time to time at all times during normal business hours upon reasonable notice
to examine such books, records and accounts at the office of Tenant or any other Person

maintaining such books, records and accounts and to make such copies or extracts thereof as
Landlord and/or Mortgagee shall desire, After the occurrence of a Lease Default, Tenant shall

pay any costs and expenses incurred by Landlord and/or Mottgagee to examine Tenant's

accounting records with respect to the Facility, as Landlord and/or Mortgagee shall reasonably
determine to be necessary or appropriate in the protection of Landlord and/or Mortgagee's
interest.

(iii)Tenant, at its expense, shall submit to Landlord and, upon Landlord's
request to Mortgagee, as soon as available, and in any event (A) within thirty (30) days after
each calendar rnonth's end, unaudi:‡d monthly financial statements (which include income

statements, balance sheets, statements of cash flows, occupancy and payor mixes) of Tenant for
the month then-ended and year to date, prepared on a basis consistent with the annual statements;

monthly census and revenue information of the Facility as of the end of such month and year to
date in sufficient detail to show by patient-mix and revenue-mix (i.e., private, Medicate,
Medicaid and V A, and managed care (by program)) the average monthly census of the Facility
and year to date; an aged accounts receivable report from the Facility in sufficient detail to show
amounts due from each class of patient-mix by the account age classifications of 30 days, 60

days, 90 days, 120 days, and over 120 days; (B) within forty-five (45) days after the end of each
crdêndar quarter, unandited quarterly financial statements (which include income statements,
balance sheets, statements af cash flows, occupancy and payor mixes) of Tenant for the quarter

then-ended, prepared on a basis consistent with the annual atatments; quarterly census and
revenue information of the Pacility as of the end of such quarter in sufficient detail to show by
patient-mix and revenue-mix (i.e., private, Medicare, Medicald and V,A. and managed care (by
program)) the average quarterly census of the Facility; (C) no later than 120 days after the end of
each calendar year of Tenant, audited annual financial statements of Tenant, prepared by an

independent certified public accounting finn reasonably acceptable to Landlord, prepared in
accordance with generally accepted accounting principles, with an unqualified opinion, and

including a balance sheet, a statement of income and expenses for the year then ended, a
statements of cash flow, and a schedals audited by such independent certified public accountant .

reconciling Tenaut's, net operating income to net cash flow, which shall itemize all adjustments
made to net operating income to arrive at net cash flow deemed material by such indspsñdent
certified public accountant.

(iv) Each financial report provided by Tenant shall reconcile and show

variances between the actual experience incurred during each such reporting period with respect

to each metric to the metric shown on the Operating Budget and Capital Budget for such period.

(v) Tenant, at its expense, shall submi.t to Landlord and, upon Landlord's
request to Mcttgagcc, any other reports and certificates reasonably requested by Landlord or

Mortgagee from time to time,
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(vi) In addition, Tenant shall prepare and deliver to Landlord, and upon
request or if required by Landlord's then exisdng Mortgagee, to Mortgagee, a written report

providing an operational overview of significant events and circumstances at the Facility during
the prior month, during the first six months of the Term and then quarterly thereafter, including,
but not limited to, clinicalevents, employee relations and staffing matters and provide such other
information as Mortgagee may require from time to time. Tenant shall provide Landlord, and
upon request or if required liy Landlord's then existing Mortgagee, to Mortgagee, with a copy of
all federal income tax returns of Tenant and its Subtenants within fifteen (15) days after filing
thereof. Whenever practicable, all reports shall be delivered to Landlord electronically in a
format usable by Landlord.

(b) All unaudited financf at reports from Tenant shall include an Officer's
Certificate certifying that such financial statéñwnts present fairly the financial condition and the
results of the operations of Tenant and the properties being reported upon and that such financial
statements have been prepared in accordance with the Tenant's customary accounting
procedures. The Officer's Certificate accompanying the annual audited financial statements of
Tenant shall also include a statement that they have been prepared in accordance wfth GAAP
and whether there exists an event or circurastance which constitutes a default or an event of
default under the Lease, the nature thereof, the period of tirne it has existed, and the action then

being taken to remedy the same,

(c) Tenant shall furnish Landlord and Mortgagee, within five (5) days of
the receipt by Tenant, any and all notices (regardless of form) from any Health Care Authority
that Tenant's license, Medicare or Medicaid certification, or VA or other govemmental program
participation is being, or could be revoked or suspended, that action is pcñdiñg, being onsidered
or being taken to revoke or suspend the Tenant's license or certification or to fme or penalize the

Tenant, or that action is pending, being considered, or being taken, to discontinue, suspend,
deny, decrease or recoup any payments due, made or coming due to Tenant or related to the
operation of the Facility other than in the ordinary course of .business related to billing
adjustments.

(d) Tenant shall furnish Landlord and Mortgagee, within two (2) days of
the receipt by Tenant, any and all notlees (regardless of form) from any Govemmental Authority
or third party payor (i) alleging that the Facility has three or more deficiency(ies) of a scope and

severity of "G" or hire, or one or more deficiency(ies) of a scope and severity of "J" or higher,
(ii) alleging that the residents of the Facility are in jeopardy, (iii) freezing admissions to the

Facility or (iv) denying reimbursement for any class of residents by any third party payor.

(e) Tenant shall furnish Landlord and Mortgagee, within two (2) days of
the sending or receipt by Tenant of any ce-Wtion copies thereof, including a plan of

correction, with respect to the matters referenced in Section 7.4(d).

(f) Tenant shall file all required reports, including without limitation,
Medicate or Medicaid cost reports, on or prior to the date such reports are due (such due date to
include approved regulatory extensions allowed by the epplicable Govemmental Authority for
the filing of such reports) and shall furnish Landlord and Mortgagee, within thirty (30) days of
the date of filing, a complete and accurate copy of the annual Medicate or Mcdicsid cost report
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for Tenant, which will be prepared by Tenant and accompanied by an Officer's Certificate of
Tenant certifying as of the date thereof that such report is accurate, complete and not misleading,
and promptly fumish Landlord and Mortgagee any amendments filed with respect to such reports
and allnotices, responses, audit reports or inquiries with respect to such reports.

(g) Tenant shall furnish Landlord and Mortgagee, within thirty (30) days
of the receipt by Tenant, the annual Medicaid and Medicare provider agreement(s) and the
annual Medicaid and Medicare reimbursement rate sheets for the Facility,

(h) Tenant shall furnish Landlord and Mortgagee, within ten (10) days of
receipt but at least five (5) days prior to the earliest date on which Tenant is required to take any
action with respect thereto or would suffer any adverse consequence, a copy of any Medicare,
Medicaid or other licensing or accreditation or rating agency or entity survey, report, waming
letter, or notice, and any statement of deficiencies, and within the time period required by the
particdar agency for fmnishing a plan of correction also furnish or cause to be furnished to
Landlord and Mortgagee a copy of the plan of correction generated from such survey, report,

warning letter, or notice to Tenant and any subsequent corcespondence related thereto, and
correct or cause to be corrected any deficiency, the curing of which is a condition of cantinu~i
licensure or of full participation in Medicare or Medicaid or a care program offered by an
insurece company, managed care company, or other third-party payor by the date required for
cure by such agency or entity (plus extensions granted by such agency or entity).

(i) Tenant shall furnish Landlord and Mortgagee, within ten (10) days of
receipt by Tenant, any other notices or charges issued relating to the non-compliance by Tenant
with any Govemmental Authority, insurance company, managed care company, or other

third-party payor laws, regdations, requirements, licenses, permits, certificates, authorizations or

approvals, but only such matters which could reasonably be expected to have a material adverse
effect on the financial condition of such Person or the operation of the Facility.

(j) Tenant shall furnish Landlord and Mortgagee, within ten (10) days of
receipt by Tenant, any new, revised or amended Medicare or Medicaid reimbürsament rate
sheets which may be issued subsequent to the annual reimbursement rate sheets,

(k) Tenant shall notify Landlord within five (5) days of any condition or
event that constitutes a breach of any term, condition, warranty, representation or pmvision of
this Lease or any other agreement between Landlord or its Affiliates and any Tenant, any
Guarantor or any of their Affiliates, and of any adverse change in the financial condition of any
Tenant, any Guarantor or any Affiliate of any Tenant or any Guarantor and of any Event of
Default. Additionally, Tenant shall notify Landlord within seven (7) days after receipt of any
formal or infonnal written notice or advice from its insurance carrier, reinsurece provider,
accountants, actuary, any Govemmental Authority,

oi·
any third party payor program provider of

any actual, pending, threatened or contemplated increase in Tenant's reserves for expenses

relating to malpretice or professional liability claims or any material increase in the premium
costs for malpractice or professional liability insurance,

(1) To the extent perfonned, Tenant shall furnish Landlord and

Mortgagee, a copy of written external consultant reports (including environmental, operations,
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quality assurance, physical plant, property inapeeden, etc.) .(which shall be delivered, promptly
upon receipt from the consultant).

(m) Tenant shall fumish Landlord and Mortgagee, a copy of cost reports as
filed by Tenant,

(n) Any supporting documents or data requested by Landlord in connection
with the items in this Section 7.4.

(o) Within 10 days of event of any of the following, Tenant shall deliver
to Landlord, notice of:

(i) any rate appeal brought before any Governmental Authority or any
administrator of any third party payor program or referral source;

(ii) any rembursement appeals or recoupment claims made or contests

pending or threatened as a result of any audits by any third party payor; and

(iii) any claim, requirement or demand (ex anding all claims, requirements,
and dcmands, if any, that have been waived) of any Govemments Authority, third party payor or
insurance body or carrier having or claiming any licensing, certifying, supervising, evaluating or

accrediting authority over the Leased Premises to rework or redesign the Leased Premises, its
pmfedenal staff or its professional services, procedures or practices in any =*M respect or
to make any of the Leased Premises conform to or comply with a legal rcquirement.

(p) The receipt by Landlord of any reports, statements, financial information,
surveys or otherwise from Tenant or its Affiliates shall not in any way hnpose any obligation or

liability upon Landlord to act or take any action upon any information, facts or circumstances
which may be disclosed or shown therein and Landlord shall have no liability for its failure to act

thereon or as a result thereof.

(q) Financial covenants, Tenant covenants and agrees to the fc"awiñg, as

may be amended time to time as requirad by Landlord's 1st or 2nd Mortgagee:

(i) Commencing the third full quarter of the Tenn Tenant's Current Ratio
shall not be less than 1,1 to 1.0. The term "Current

Ratio"
means the current assets of Tenant

divided by the current liabiles of Tenant determined in accordance with GAAP.

(ii) For each quarter of the Lease Term commencing the third full quarter

following the Conunencement Date, Tenant's Lease Coverage Ratio shall be not less than L25 to
1,0.

(iii) For each quarter of the Lease Term commencing the second full
quarter following the Commencement Date, the Facility shall have sciscred the B,BITDAR
benchmarks as described on Schedule.7.4, attached hereto. The term "EBITDAR" is defined in
Schedule 7.4.
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Section 7.5 Paaym_ealjn-the_Qgligy-Course. Tenant shall pay in full:
(a) prior in each case to the date when penalties would attach, all Impositions (except only those
so long as and to the extent that the same shall be contested in good faith by appropriate and

timely piccecdings and for which adequate reserves have been established in accordance with

GAAP), orovided that (i) Landlonl has given its prior written consent to such contest, which
consent shall not be unreasonably withheld or delayed) for which Tenant may be or become

liable; (ii) no Lease Default has occurred and remains uncured, (iii) such proceeding' shall
suspend the collection of such Impositions or the Impositions shall have been paid, (iv) such

proceeding shall be permitted under and be conducted in accordance with the pmvisions of any
other instrument to which Tenant is subject and shall not constitute a default thereunder, (v) no
part of or interest in the Leased Premises will be in danger of being sold, forfeited, tcrminated,
canceled or lost, (vi) Tenant shall have furnished such security as may be required in the

proceeding, or as may be requested by Landlord or Mortgagee, to insure the payment of any such

Impositions, together with all interest and penalties thereon, which shall not be less than 125% of
the unpaid Impositions being contested and (vii) Tenant shall promptly upon final determination
thereof pay the amount of such Impositions, together with all costs, interest and penalties·, (b) all
of Tenant's wage obligations to Tenant's employees in compliance with the Fair Labor
Standards Act (29 U.S.C. §§ 206-207) or any comparable provisions under federal, state or local

law; (c) all oblig9tions owed in connection with any claim, demand or notice of any overpayment
received from Medicare, Medicaid or other third party payor; and (d) all of Tenant's obligations

calling for the payment of money (except only those so long as and to the extent that the same
shall be coñtcsted in good faith and for which adequate reserves have been established in
accordance with GAAP, provided that Landlord has given its prior written consent to such

contest, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld or delayed) befoe such payment
becomes overdue,

Section 7.6 Security Agreement. In order to secure the payment and
performance of all of Tenant's obligations under this Lease and all of Tenant's obligations to

Landlord, and all and all other documents contemplated thereby, Tenant hereby grants to
Landlord a first priority security interest in and lien upon, all of the assets of Tenant kch-dhg,
without limitation, (i) all trade fixtures, equipment, furniture, merchandise, inventory and other
personal property located from time to time in or upon the Leased Premises (incInding the
proceeds thereof), and (ii) to the fullest extent permitted by applicable law, all acccññts, accounts

receivable, licenses, certifications, certificates, accreditations, approvals, permits, variances,
waivers, provider agreements, certificates of need, and other authorizations issued to or held by
Tenant with respect to the operation of the Facility skilled nursing facility and Tenant's interest
in and rights under all third party payor provider agreements with respect to the Facility (the
Items listed in clauses (i) and (ii), together with the proceeds of same, are collectively,
"Collateral"). The security interest granted to Landlord with respect to Tenant's tangible
personal property is intended to be subordinate to any purchase money security interest or capital
lease on any of Tenant's tangible personal property provided that Tenant has notified Landlord
of the creation of such security interest or capital lease prior to the creation thereof and Landlord

has approved same. Landlord agrees to subordinate its fien on Tenant's accounts receivable in
favor of Tenant's accounts receivable lender, which shall be a nationally recognized nursing
home accounts receivable lender with experience acceptable to HUD or Mortgagee on at least 20

nursing homes, securing up to a $2,000,000.00 accounts receivable loan, provided such lender

enters into an intercreditor agreement reasonably acceptable to Mortgagee and Landlord ; Should
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Mortgagee require a süherdination of the priority of L=ndlord's security interest in the Collateral,
Landlord and Tenant shall execute such documents as Mortgagee may request to subordinate
Landicrd's lien to the Mortgagee's security interest in the collaterat In addition, Tenant's
members shall grant to Landloni a first lien pledge (subject to the following sentence) of the

membership interests of Tenant. To the extent required by Tenant's accounts receivable lender,
Landlord agrees to subordinate its lien on Tenant's membership interests to a lien in favor of
such lender securing up to a $2,000,000.00 accounts receivable loan; provided such lender
enters into an intercreditor agreement reasonably acceptable to Mortgagee and Landlord. On or
before the Commencement Date, Tenant shall provide Landlord with a detailed list and
description of all the CollateraL Upon a Lease Default by Tenant, Landlord shall have all the
rights and remedies of a secured party under the laws of the State of New York. Tenant, as

debtor, shall cause to be executed (if appropriate or necessary) and delivered to Landlord, as the
secured party, upon execution of this Lease by Tenant, UCC-1 Financing Statements in proper

form, and thereafter, from time to time, deliver to Landlord such extensions and/or updates of
such financing statements as are required for the purpose of perfecting and maintaining the

priority of the security interest granted to Landlord herein, and to perform any other acts

rsasonably necessary to the perfection of such security interest. Tenant and Tenant's members
consent to Landlord's preparation of and the filing of such financing statements by Landlord and
agrees that the provisions of this Spattjigpq_L§ shall cenetitute a security agreement for the
purposes contemplated hereby. The security interest granted by this Section 7.6 shall be in
addition to any lien of Landlord that may now or at any time hereafter be provided by law. In
the event Landlord exercises its remedies to foreclose the security interest created under this
Section 7.6, or elsewhere in this Lease, Tenant shall cooperate with Landloni in transferring all
of the aforementioned items prompdy as requested by Landlord in Landlord's or its designee's
name or for the benefit of Landlord. Tenant covenants and agrees that it shall not sell, move,
surrender, cancel, modify, transfer, assign, relocate, pledge, grant a security interest in, convey or
in any other manner encumber any assets of Tenant including, without limitation, the personal

pmperty, the certificate of need approval or any of the licensed or Medicare- and/or Medicaid-

certified beds at the Facility, or any licenses for the Facility, or attempt at any time to do same,
except as expressly provided hereunder and with the wrhten consent of Landlord. This Section

24 and Landlord's rights and remedies hereunder shall survive the termination of the Lease.

Section 7.7 Working Capital. As of the Effective Date, Tenant shall have and maintain
until the Commcñcersent Date in accounts, acceptable to Landlord in its sole and complete

discretion, an amount of funds equal to the greater of ("Working Capital") (i) any debt service
reserve required by Mortgagee, (ii) the aggregate separe net operating income of Tenant for the
period of months from the Commencement Date to the first day of the first two month period in

which aggregate net income from operations exceeds zero, all as reflected in the projecticñs
attached hereto as Schedule 7.7 ("Cash Requirement"); for the purpose of this calculation net

operating income shall be determined on a cash basis, and (iii) 4.5 million dollars, Working
Capital shall not include any accounts or reserves established to satisfy the requireinents of

Section 7.1(a) (i) and (11). From and after the Cammencement Date, the Working Capital,
subject to any requirement of the Mortgagee, may be used by Tenant only to fund the Cash
Requirement.

7.8 Refinatice. Tenant shall fully cooperate with Landlord in its efforts to Refinance

from time to time, including without limitation, providing all information and executing all
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documents required by Landlord or its leader(s). On and after each Refinance Date the Pixed
Rent for each twelve month period shall equal the sum of the aracüa provided for in clauses (a)
through (e): (a) the annual debt service payments (principal, interest, and mortgage insurance

pre:niums, if any) that Landlord is required to pay to Lender pursuant to the first Mortgage (the
"Mortgage Debt"), plus such additional amounts as Landlord may be required to pay under any
of the Loan Documents with respect to tax, insurance and other reserve requirements and/or
payment obligations; (b) the annual aggregate debt service payments or preferred equity
payments that the Landlord is required to pay pursuant to the Junior Debt (or replacement

thereof) (with the Mortgage Debt, the "New Debt Service"); plus such additional amounts as
Landlord may be required to pay under any of the Loan Documents with respect to tax, insurance
and other reserve requircments and/or payment obligations under the Junior Debt (or
replacement thereof); (c) an annual amount equal to $1,390,l15; (d) an additional amount of
$250,000 per year prior to the fourth year of the Term; $350,000 per year during Lease Years 4
and 5; and $400,000.00 per Lease Year thereafter until the end of the Term, including all
Bxtension Terms; and (e) an additional amount equal to one-half of the amount that (i) a sum
equal to the last 12 months interest payment on the originM Mortgage and Junior Debt exceeds

(ii) New Debt Service.

ARTICLE VLU

PERSONAL PROPERTY

Section 8.1 Landlord 8 Personal Property. Upon the expiration or tennination of
this Lease, Tenant shall leave all personal property-leased to Tenant hereunder, as repaired,
rebuilt, replaced, restored, altered or added to as permitted or required by provisions of this

Lease, in or on the Leased Premises, except for ordinary wear and tear. Any and all restorations,
alterations or replacements of, or repairs, reconstructions or additions to, the personal property at
the Facility made by Tenant shall become part of Landlord's pelsonal property, and any and all

security interests (except in favor of Landlord) in Tenant's personal property and financing
statements shall be eleared, terminated and/or released to the satisfaction of Landlord at Tenant's
expense. Tenant shall pay off in full the remaining payments due on all personal property leased

by Tenant and such personal property shall become part of Landlord's personal property and

financing statements shall be cleared, terminated and/or released to the satisfaction of LeadJerd
at Tenant's expense. Any of Tenant's software, software ticenses, proprietary inforitaticñ, and

policies, and procedures of Tenant ("Retained Assets") shall not become part of Landlord's
personal property except in the event of the tennination of this Lease as a result of a Lease

Default, in which case the Retained Assets shall become the personal property of Landlerd;
provided, however, upon request of Landlord, in consideration at a payment by Landlord or its
designee of Ten Dollars ($10.00) and any applicable lease, rent, or license fees owed to any thitd
parties during the Transition Period (hereinafter defined), Tenant shall license Landlord or its

designee(s) (at Tenant's cost with no mark-up) to utilize the Retained Assets for a period of one
hundred twenty (120) days (the "Transition Period") in connection with the transition of
õperatioña from Tenant and Landlord's new operator(s). To the extent Tenant or any Subtenants
are obligated under license agreements with third party vendors supplyiúg software (and/or
computer hardware which Tenant does not own or lease) to such Tenant, Tenant shall use its best
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efforts to arrange for Landlord or Landlord to enter into licensing agreements with such third

party vendors to allow Landlord or its designee to utilize such scftware and computer hardware
supplied by such thini party vendors for the duration of the Transition Period.

Section 8.2 Tenarit's Retained Assets. At the tcññiñatiün of the Lease,.Landlord
shall have the right to purchase all or a portion of Tenant's Retained Assets located at the

Facility at the lower of its fair market yalue or book value. To the extent any of Tenant's
Retained Assets is subject to a license, Landlord shall have the right but not the obligation to
assume some or all of such license Landlord's sole cost and expense and at no additiand liability
to Tenant.

ARTICLE IX

INDEMNIFICATION

Section 9.1 Tenant's Indemnification (a) During the Tetm of this Lease and after
the surrender of the Leased Premises in âccordance with Section 5,5 of this Izase, Tenant shall

protect, defend (at Landlord's request), indemnify and hold harmless Landlord, Landlord's

members, managers, officers, owners, directors, employees, agents, representatives, and
Mcngagee and their respective agents, executors, heirs, representatives and assigns, and any
entity pr6vidirg financing which is secured by the Leased Premises (collectively the
"Landlord's Indemnitees"), from and against any claims, losses, costs, penalties, damages,
charges and/or expenses (including reasonable attorneys' and consultants'

fees and expenses)
imposed or resulting from, arising out of or attributable in whole or in part to any of the
following: (i) any violation of any Law, order of Govemmental Authority, whether occasioned

by the intentional act, omission, or negligence of Tenant or those bolding under Tenant, (ii) any
accident or other occurrence on or about the Leased Premises on or after the Commencement
Date causing injury to any person or property whomsoever or whatsoever, including but not
limited to patient care claims or elder abuse, (iii) any failure of Tenant in any respect to comply
with or perform any term, ca¾n3 covenant, requirement and/or provision of this Lease, or a
breach of this Lease by Tenant, iñcluding, but not limited to, a breach of any of Tenant's
representations and warranties under Section 19,1 of this Lease, (iv) in any way relating to
Tenant's use, operation and/or main:casñce of the Facility (including, without limitation, thini-

party claims, whether by the State of New York, the United States, private insurers, private

parties, for recoupment, false claims, or any other claims, assumption of and use by Tenant of
Landlord's permits, variances, waivers, and certificate of need approval or its possession of the

Leased Premises and/or (v) any liability under Section 20.14. The indemnity provided for
herein shall survive the expiration of this Lease or the surrender of the Leased Premises for the
period of the relevant statute of limitations.

(b) Any amounts which become payable by Tenant under this Article IX shall
be paid within ten (10) days after liability therefor is determined by litigation or otherwise, and if
not timely paid shall bear interest at the Prime Rate plus 5% (the "Overdue Rate") from the date
of such determination to the date of payment. Tenant, at its sole cost and expense, shall anrest

resist and defend any such elaim, action or proceeding asserted or instituted against Landlord or

may compromise or otherwise dispose of the same as Tenant sees fit provided that Landlord
receives a full and complete release with respect to such claim, action or proceeding. Any legal
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counsel selected by Tenant to defend Landlord shall be reasanably satisfactory to Landlord. All
inde=aEication covenants are intended to apply to losses, damages, injuries, claims, costs,
penalties, charges and/or expenma (including raasonable attorneys' and

consultants'
fees and

expenses) incurred directly or indircctly by the indcmñified parties and their property, as well as

by the indemnifying party pr third party, and their property. For purposes of this Article IX, any
acts or omissions of Tenant, or by employees, agents, assignees, contractors, subcontractors or
others acting for 0.r on behalf of Tenant (whether or not they are negligent, intentional, willful or

unlawful), shall be strictly attributable to Tenant. It is understood and agreed that payment shall
not be a condition precedent .to enforcement of the forsgcing indemnification obligatians. The
"Prime Rate" shall mean on any date, a rate equal to the annual rate on such date publicly
announced by Chi¾k, N.A., as its prime, base or reference rate. Such rate need not be the
lowest rate charged by Citibank, N.A. If Citibank, N.A. discontinues its use of such prime, base
or reference rate or ceases to exist, Landlord shall designate the prime, base or reference rate of
another state or federally chartered bank with offices in New York, N.Y. to be used for the
purpose of calculating the Prime Rate hereunder.

ARTICLE X

USE OF LEASED PREMISES

Section 10.1 ulations. Tenant shall use the
Leased Premises solely as a licensed Medicare- and Medicald-certified skilled nursing facility
with at least the number of licensed and certified beds existing at the Facility on the
Commencement Date, and for no other purpose (the "Intended Use"). On or before the
Commencement Date, Tenant shall have acquired, and thereafter ']hnant shall maintain all

licenses, certificates, accreditations, approvals, permits, variances, waivers, provider agreements
and other authorizations needed to operate the Leased Premises as a licensed, Medicare and
Medicaid certified skilled nursing facility. Tenant hereby caveñacts, warrants and represents to
Landlord that as of the Commencement Date and throughout the Tenn: (a) Tenant (and any
süutesâñt, õperator or manager of Tenant) shall be, and shall continue to be validly licensed and
Medicare and Med.4caid certified to operate a skilled nursing facility in accordance with the
applicable rules and regulations of the DOH, federal governmental authorities and accrediting
bodies, including, but not limited to, the United States Department of Health and Human
Services ("DHHS"), CMS, and the DOH; (b) Tenant (and any subtenant, operator or manager of

Tenant) shall be, and shall continue to be, certified by and the holder of valid previdct
agreements with Medicare and Medicaid issued by DHHS, DOH and/or CMS and shall remain

so certified and shall remain such a holder in connection with its operation of the Leased
Premises as a licensed and.Medicare and Medicaid certified skilled nursing facility; (c) Tenant
(and any subtenant, operator or manager of Tenant) shall be, and shall continue to be in
compliance with and shall remain in compliance with all applicable Laws with regard to the
operation of the Facility, including, without limitation, comp!!ance under Laws governing patient

confidentiality and privacy and the coñfidentiality of medical records; (d) Tenant (and any
subtenant, operator or manager of Tenant) shall operate the Facility in a manner consistent with
high quality skilled nursing services and sound rdmkweement principles under the Medicare and
Medicaid programs and as required under Laws; and (e) Tenant (and any subtena operator or
manager of Tenant) shall not abandañ, terminate, vacate or fail to renew any licenses,

nomovvmsu
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certifications, accreditations, certificates, approvals, permits, variances, waivers, provider
agreements or any other authorization which relates to the operation of the skilled nursing
facility business or other permitted operations on the Leased Premises or in any way commit any
act which will or may cause any such licenses, certifications, accreditations, certificates,
approvals, permits, variances, waivers, provider agreements or other authorization to be myoked

by any Govemmental Authority or accreditiñg body having jurisdiction thereof.

Section 10.2 No Waste Tenant shall not conunit or suffer to be committed any
waste on the Leased Premises nor ahall Tenant cause or permit any nuisance thereon.

Section 10.3 Eazardous Materials and Hazardous Waste, (a) Tenant .shall not
place or hold any Hazardous Materials on or at the Leased Premises, except as is necessary for
the sidiñâry course of its business as a skilled nursing facility in compliance with Section 10.1.
If Tenant's business requires the use of any Hazardous Materials, other than such cleaning
materials as are typically found in skilled nursing facilities in compliance with Section 10.1,
Tenant shall notify Landlord in writing and shall comply with hazard corarirsñication and
notification requirements of the Occupational Safety and Health Act ("OSHA") and all Laws
which require notifsation of employees, the comnnmity or any governmental agency of the
hazardous properties of such Hazardous Materials, For purposes of this Lease, "Hazardous
Materials"

means and includes any hazardous substance defined as such in OSHA, the
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act ("CERCLA"), the
Toxic Substañces Control Act ("TSCA"), or any other federal, state or local statute, law,
crdiñance, code, rule, regulation, order or decree regulating, relating to, or imposing liability or
standards of conduct concerning, any hazardous substance or material, as now or at any time
hereafter in effect,

(c) Tenant shall not cause or allow any asbestos or any ahm epntaining
materials to be incorporated into any improvements or alterations which it makes or causes to be
made.on or to the Leased Premises. Tenani shall obtain and maintain O&M Programs for the

Facility is if the Facility is detennined to contain asbestos or asbestos containing materials and
upon Landlord's request, shall furnish copies of same to Landlord, Mangagee or their
designee(s).

(d) Tenant shall not place, hold or dispose of any Hazardous Waste on, under or
at the Leased Premises except as specifically allowed in this Section 10.3, Tenant further agrees
that it shall not use the Leased Premises as a treattnent, storage, or disposal (whether pcrmanent
or temporary) facility for Hazardous Waste. If Tenant, in the ordinary course of its business as a
skilled nursing facility generates Hazardous Waste, then Tenant shall comply with all appl!cable

federal, state and local laws, statutes, ordinances, codes, rules, regulations, orders or decrees

relating to the appropriate use, storage, eaneportation and d4posal of Hazardous Waste. For the

purposes of this Lease, "Hazardous Waste" means and includes any hazardous material that has
entered the waste stream or any cets!ñmt or pallutant as defined as such in the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act, CERCLA, as amended, any so-called

"Superfund"
or

"Superlien"
law, the TSCA, or any other Law, relating to or imposing liability or etandards of

conduct contaling, any hazardous, toxic or dangerous waste. Tenant further agrees that it shall

properly dispose in accordance with Laws of all "infectious waste" such as labe•ate'y waste,
pathclogical waste, blood specimens or products, patient or resident waste including, without
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limitation, bandages and disposable gowns, sharp waste and any material generated by the
production or testing of biological agents, knrnediately upon receipt of any Environmental
Notice (as hereinafter defined) from any Person, Tenant shall deliver to Landlord a true, correct
and campkte copy·of same. "Environmental Notice" shall mean any note, notice, or report of

any suit, proceeding, investigation, order, consent order, injunction, writ, award, or action related
to or affecting or indicating the treatment, storage, han ing, dispocal, generation, spill, release or
discharge of any Ilazaidous Waste or Hazedens Materials in upon, under, from or affecting the
Leased Premises, All of the terms, covenants, wmenties and ad=nWications contained in this
Section 10.3 shall su2vive the expiration or termination of this Lease.

(e) Without in any way limiting Tenant's obligation to indemnify Landlord and
Landlord's Indemnitees under Section 9.1 of this Lease, Tenant shall indemnify, defend (at
LandlenPs request) and hold harmless Landlord and Landlord's Indemnitees from and against

any claims, losses, costs, damages or expenses of any and every kind whatwever (including
reasonable attorney's fees and expenses and consultant's and expert's fees and eapenses) which
at any time or from time to time may be paid, incurred or suffered by, or asserted against
Landlord and/or Landlord's Indemnitees for, with respect to, or as a direct or indirect result of:

(a) a breach by Tenant of the covenants set forth in $gglioftiga or, (b) caused, permitted or
allowed by Tenant or any agent, employee, invitee, or licensee of Tenant, the presence on or

under, or the escape, seepage, leakage, spillage, discharge, emission or release from, onto, or
into the Leased Premises, the atmosphere, or any watercourse, body of water, or groundwiter, of

any Hazardous Material (including, without limitelon, any losses, liabilities, damages, injuries,
costs, expenses or claims asserted or arising under CERCLA, as amended, any so-called
"Superfund"

or "Superlien"
law, or any other Law, relating to or imposing liability or atsdses

of conduct concerning, any Hazardous Material) occurring from and after the Commencement

Date; and the provisions of and undertakings and indemnification set out in this Seption 10.3
shall survive the termination of this Lease, and shall continue to be the personal liability,
obligation and indemnification of Tenant, binding upon Tenant, forever, If required by
Mortgagee, Tenant shall enter into an agreement to indemnify, defend and hold harmless
Mortgagee with respect to matters contained in this Section 10.3. and other similar matters
pursuant to a form of agreement reasonably acceptable to Mortgagee. In no event however shall
Teoant have any liability to Landlord or Landlord's Indemnitees for Hazardous Materials located
at or ander the Leased Premises prior to the Conunencement Date or for the remediation of
same.

(f) If Tenant or its employees, agents, or contractors violate the provisions of
this §eption 10,3, then, in addition to any other duty or obligation of Tenant hereunder, at law or
in equity, Tenant shall be obligated to clean up, remove, and dispose of the material causing the

violation, in compliance with all applicahk environmental laws and repair any damage to and
remediate the Leased Premises within such period of time as may be reasonable under the
circumstances after written notice by Land!~d; provided that such work shall cornmence no later
than thirty (30) days from the date of such notice and be diligently and continuously earried to
completion by Tenant or Tenant's designated contracters. Tenant shall notify Landlord of its

method, time and procedure for any clean-up, r::mediation or rernovel of material causing the

violation under this provision, and Landlord shall have the right to require reasonable changes in
such method, time or procedure,
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(g) Landlord reserves the right from time to time, but not more than once a year,
except in the event of an emergency or during the occurrence and continuation of an uncured
Lease Default during the Term hereof, at Landlord's cost and expense (except that, in the event
of a continuing and uncured Lease Default, at Tenant's sole cost and expense), to have the
Leased Premises inspected by environmental engineers and/or specialists for the purpose of

detennining compliance by Tenant with any environmental laws, rules and regulations applicable
to Tenant's operations in or about the Leased Premises and with the tenus ánd conditions of this
Lease dealing with environmental matters, including without limitation, the provisions of this
Section 10.3. If the environmental assessment or report resulting from such inspection disdüses

any non-comp!!:mce with Laws, Tenant shall immediately, following receipt of the
environmental assessment, take all such steps as are necessary to put the Leased Premises into

camp'imce, including without limitation, cleaning up any spills or other emissions of Hazardous
Wastes or Hazardous Materials, and reimburse Landlord for the costs of its inspection.

(h) Upon the expiration of the Term, or the earlier termination thereof, subject
to the last sentence of Section 10.3(d) above, Tenant shall forthwith remove all Hazardous
Materials and Hazardous Waste from the Leased Premises or any portion thereof in acconiance
with applicable Law, Lâñdlord shall have the right to inspect the Leased Premises with regard to
the management and disposal of Hazardous Materials and Haze±us Waste at all reasonable
times during the Term.

ARTICLE XI

DAMAGE OR DESTRUCTION

Section 11.1 Damage or Dearráction. Tenant shall immediately notify Landlord
of any casualty, fire, damage, destruction or injury ("Casualty") affecting the Facility, including
a description of the Casualty, and whether the Casualty is such as to cause the Leased Premises
to be unsuitable, in whole or in part, for the Intended Use . Tenant shall proceed with rcascñable
diligence to repair or reconstruct the Leased Premises and Tenant shall be liable for any costs of
repair or replacement to the Leased Prernises, whether or not such Casuahy, or the costs of

repairing such Casualty, are fully covered by the proceeds of Tenant's insurance required to be
canied hereunder. If such Casualty renders the Facility unsuitable for the purpose of this Lease
and if Landlord's Mortgagee so requires, Landlord, upon notice to Tenant, Landlord may
terminate this Lease and Landlord and Tenant shall be released from any further liability
hereunder thereder accraiñg with respect to the Facility, except that Tenant shall be responsible

and shall pay Landlord an amount equal to the difference between the fair market value of the
Leased Premises immediately prior to such Casualty and the proceeds of Tenant's insurance to
the extent such difference results from Tenant's breach of Article VL Notwithstanding the

foregoing, if Landlord's obligations to its Mortgagee have been satisfied in full and the DOH
approves and agrees to reimburse the costs of rebuilding the Facility, Landlord shall not so
terminate this Lease with respect to the Facility, and Tenant shall repair or reconstruct the Leased
Premises in substantially the same condition as just prior to the incidant with the pmceeds of the

property casualty insurañce carried by Tenant, as required hereunder (if not otherwise paid to the

Mortgagee), and/or with funds of Tenant, Regardless of any Casualty, except as provided above,
this Lease shall continue in full force and effect without any abatement of Rent, and Tenant shall
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not be entitled to surrender possession of the Leased Premises as a result of such casualty.
Landlord's receipt of Rent from Tenant's rental intermption insurance shall be credited against
Rent payments due from Tenant hereunder. If Tenant fails to commence such repair or
reccñatraction within thirty (30) days of the Casualty, Landlord shall have the option, subject to
the approval of the DOH if required by Laws, to either terminate this Lease upon written notice
to Tenant or repair and reconstruct the Leased Premiscs in substâñtially the same condition just
prior to the incident and costs and expenses incurred as a result thereof shall be deemed
Additional Rent hereunder and shall be payable to Landlord by Tenant, upon demand. Upon
payment of all such sums demraded by Landlord, Tenant may re-enter and resume possession of
the Leased Premises pursuant to the terms of this Lease. All insurance proceeds collected under
the Policies shall be paid to Landlord, and made available to Tenant to pay for or reimburse
Tenant for the costs and expenses for such repairs and reconstruction subject to the terms,
conditians and provisions of any mortgage or other loan documents encumbering the Leased
Premises. If Mortgagee does not make the insurance proceeds available to Landlord, then
Landlord may terminate this Lease upon thirty (30)

days' notice to Tenant, and Landlord and
Tenant shall be released from any further liability hereunder thereafter accruing with respect to
the Facility, except that Tenant shall be responsible and shall pay Landlord an amount equal to
the difference between the fair market value of the Leased Premises kmêdiWy prior to such

Casualty and the proceeds of Tenant's insurance,

Section 11.2 Precedence of Rights of Mortganee. All provisions contained in
the loan documents between Landlord and Mortgagee, or any other document in connection
therewith which concern or pertain to the restoration of the Leased Premises, the application of
insurance proceeds and any and all inatters concerning a casualty, shall take proccdance over and
be in lieu of any contrary provision provided for in this Lease, and in all respects are binding
upon Tenant who agrees to and acknowledges the same,

Section 11.3 Tenant hereby waives the provisions of Section 227 of the Real

Property Law of the State of New York and acknowledges that the terms of this Article XI shall
govern in lieu thereof.

ARTICLE XH

EMINENT DOMAIN

Section 12.] Eminent.Domain. (a) In the event that all or substantially all of the

Leased Premises, or such portion of the Real Property which renders the balance of the Pacility
unsuitable for the purpose of this Lease, shall be taken by condemnation or right of eminent

domain, this Lease shall terminatc as of the day the taking authority takes possession of the
Leased Premises, and Landlord and Tenant shall be released from any further liability hereunder

thereafter accruing with respect to the Facility, except as otherwise expressly provided in this
Lease, In the event only a portion (and less than substantially all) of the Leased Premises is

taken by condemnation or right of eminent domain and the portion so taken does not render the
balance of the Leased Premises unsuitable for the papases of this Lease, as detenhined by
Landlord, this Lease shall not terminate. In such an event, Tenant shall restore the Leased
Premises with reascñabic diligence with its own funds and with the proceeds of any award from
the applicable public or quasi-public authority, or private corporaden or individual having the
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power of conderation ("Award") to an architectural unit as nearly like its condition prior to
such taking as shall be practicable. Nótwitt traig anything to the contrary herein, this
Section 12,1(a) is subject to the terms, conditions and pr0visicñs of any mongage and other loan
documents encumbering the Leased Premises.

(i) Notwithnañding anything to the contrary contained in Section 12.1(a1
Landlord may cancel this Lease with no further liability to Tenant, in the event that following a

taking by cedesñstis or right of cminent domain, Mortgagee elects to require Landlord to

repay the mortgage on the Leased Premises.

(j) Tenant shall not be entitled to any part of any awani or settlement of

damages representiñg the value of land and buildings appropriated, the value of this Lease or any
estate therein, or damage to the residue of the Leased Premises or other property of Landlord; it

being agreed as bctwcêñ Landl~d and Tenant any such award shall be the sole property of
Landlord. No appropriation of part or all of the Leased Premises or cancellation of this Lease
pursuant to this Article XH shall be deemed an eviction of Tenant or a breach of any cóvcnants
of Landlord hereunder,

ARTICLE XHI

NOTICES

Section 13.1 Notices. All notices, consents, app vals arid requests required or
perinitted heres!er shall be given in writing and shall be effective for all purposes if (a) hand

delivered or sent by (b) certified or registered United States mail, postage prepaid, return receipt

requested or (c) Federal Express or other nationally recognized ovemight next business day
courier service at such other address and Person as shall be designated from time to time by any

party hereto, as the case may be, in a notice to the other parties hereto in the manner provided for
in this Sectippn JM):

If to Tenant:

HBL SNF, LLC
1280 Albany Post Road

Croton-on-Hudson, New York 10520

with a cour to:
Michelman & Robinson
800 Third Avenue, 24th Floor
New York, NY 10022
Attn: 1Wark Zafrin, Esq.
Telephone: 212.730.7700

If to Landlord:
White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC,
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2 BourbonStreet ,Suite 200

Peabody, Ma 01960

with a copy to:
Gerald L Billow, Esq.
Postemak Blankstein & Lund LLP
800 Boylston Street,Suite 3200

Boston, Massachusetts 02199

-and-

Howard Fensterman, Esq,
Abrams Fensterman
1111 Marcus Avenue
Lake Success, New York 11042

The effective date of such notices shall be as follows: (a) upon delivery or refusal
of delivery if sent by personal delivery, (b) two (2) Business Days after mailing (or upon actual

receipt, if earlier), if sent by certified or registered mail, (c) one (1) Business Day after deposit
with the courier for next bmires day delivery, if sent by overnight courier. The term "Eusiness
Day" means any day other than (i) a Saturday or a Sunday, and (ii) a day on which federally
insured depository institutions in New York, New York are authorized or obligated by law,
regulation, govemmental decree or executive order to be closed.

Section 13.2 Notices to Mortgagee. (a) Tenant hereby agrees, upon request of

Mortgagee, to give to Mortgagee copies of all notices given by Tenant of default by Landlord
under this Lease at the same time and in the same manner as, and whencver, Tenant shall give

any such notice of default to Ledtord. Such Mortgagee shall have the right to remedy any
default under this Lease, or to cause any default of Landlord under this Lease to be remedied,
and for such purpose Tenant hereby grants such Mortgagee such period of time as may be
reasonable to enable such Mortgagee to remedy, or cause to be remedied, any such default in
addition to the period given to Landlord for remedying, or causing to be remedied, any such
default which is a default. Tenant shall accept perfortnance by such Mortgagee of any term,
covenant, condition or agreement to be performed by Landlord under the Lease with the same
force and effect.as though perfonned by Landlord, No default by Landlord under the Lease shall
exist or shall be deemed to exist (1) as long as such Mortgagee, in good faith, shall have
commenced to cure such default and shall be prosecuting the same to completien with reasonable

diligence, subject to Force Majeure, or (ii) if possession of the Leased Premises is rentered in
order to cure such default, or if such default is not susceptible of being cured by such Mortgagee,
as long as such Mortgagee, in good faith, shall have notified Tenant that such Mortgagee intends
to institute proceedings under the mortgage and, thereafter, as long as such proceedings shall
have been instituted and shall prosecute the same with reasonable diligence and, after having
obtained possession, prosecutes the cure to completion with reasonable diligence. This Lease
shall not be assigned by Tenant or modified, amended or tenninated without Mortgagee's prior

written consent in each instance, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld or delayed.
In the event of the termination of this Lease by reason of any default thereunder or for any other
reason whatsoever except the expiration thereof, upon such Mortgagee's written request, given
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within thirty (30) days after any such termination, Tenant, within fifteen (15) days after receipt
of such request, shall execute and deliver to such Mortgagee or its designee or nombro a new
lease of the Leased Premises for the remainder of the Term of the Lease upon, at a minimum, all
of the terms, covenants and conditions of this Lease. Neither such Mortgagee or its designee or
nominee shall become liable under this Lease unless and until such Mortgagee or its desigñêê or
EGmiñêe becomes, and then only for so long as such Martgagce or its designee or nominee

remains, the fee owner of the Leased Premises or the owner of the leasehold interest of Landlord
under this Lease. Such Mortgagee shall have the right, without Tenant's consent, to, as the case

may be, foreclose its mortgage or to accept a deed in lieu of foreclosure of such mortgage.

(b) in the event of any act or omission of Landlord which would give Tenant
the right, immediately or after lapse of a period of time, to cancel or terminate this Lease, or to
claim a partial or total eviction, Tenant shall not exercise such right (i) until it has jjiven written
notice of such act or omission to Mortgagee, and (ii) unless such act or omission shall be one
which is not capable of being remedied by Landlord or such Mortgagee within a reascñable
period of time, until a reasonable period for remedying such act or omission shall have elapsed

following the giving of such notice and fellowing the time when such Mortgagee shall have
become entitled under its loan documents with Landlord in connection therewith, as the case

may be, to remedy the same (which reasonable period shall in no event be less than the period to
which Landlord would be entitled under this Lease or otherwise, after similar notice, to effect
such remedy).

ARTICLE XIV

QUIET ENJOYMENT

Section 14,1 Ouiet Enioyment,Landlord covenants, warrants and represents to

Tenant that, provided no Lease Default exists under this Lease, Tenant shall at all times during
the Tenn peaceably and quietly have, hold, occupy and enjoy the Leased PreWeess subject to the
terms and conditions of this Lease, without any N=se, interference or molestation by
Landlord or by, under or through Landlord.

ARTICLE XV

SUBLETTING AND ASSIGNMENT

Section lil Sublettits and Ami-mêm (a) Tenant shall not, without the prior
written consent of Landlord, which consent may be withheld in the Landlord's sole and ab=okte

discretion (and, if required by law, without the prior written consent of the Commissioner, which
consent may be withhcld in the Commissioner's sole and absolute discretion), transfer.or assign
this Lease or Tenant's interest in the Leased Prentises or any part thereof or sublease all or any
part of the Leased Premises. In all events of assignment, transfare or subletting, the prior

approval of the DOH shall be required. Tenant shall not at any time, without the prior written
consent of Landlord, which consent may be withheld or given in the sole and absolute discretion
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of Landlord, pledge, mortgage, or hypothecate the leasehold estate hereby created or any interest
of Tenant therein. The issuance of or a transfer or series of transfers (including transfers caused

by mergers, acquisitions or consolidations of any direct or indirect interests in the equity
ownership interests in Tenant or any subtenant aggregating to forty-nine percent (49%) or more
of the stock, membership or swñcrship interest in Tenant or any subtenant shall constitute an
assignment for purposes of this Lease, requiring Landlord's consent thereof; notwithstanding
anything to the contrary, any change in the mañapmõñt or contml of Tenant such that Lizer
Josefovic does not control all of the decisions of Tenant shall constitute an assigiunent for
purposes of this Lease, requiring Landlord's consent thereof. Notwithstanding anything to the

contrary, the issuance of or a transfer or series of transfers (including transfers caused by
mergers, acquisitions or consolidâtions of any direct or indirect interests in the equity ownership
interests in Tenant or any subtenant resulting in the aggregate interest of Lizer Josefovie, Marc

Neuman, and their spouse or issue, or a trust for their b.enefit, equaling less than seventy-five
percent (75%) of the stock, membership or owñcrship interest in Tenant or any subteñañt to any
person or entity shall constitute an assigner.=t for purposes of this Lease, requiring Landlord's
consent thereof; provided that any assignment by Lizer Josefovic to Joseph Josefovic made after
five years after the Commencement date shall not be unreasonably denied by Landlord taking
into account, among other things, the experience, performance record, and financial strength of
Joseph Josefovic. The consent by Landlord to any transfer shall not constitute consent to any
subsequent transfer or to any successive transfer. Further, subject to the provisions of
Section 2,2. and without in any way limiting or otherwise affecting the provisions of this Lease,
Landlord shall be pennitted to assign this Lease and all agreements, duties, obligations and rights
incidente! thereto to any entity related to, or affiliated with Landlord, without any consent from
Tenant. The term "transfer" shall mean any direct or indirect sale, conveyance, transfer, lease

(including any amendment, extension, modification, waiver or tenewal thereof), sublease, sub-

sublease, assignment, Inortgage, pledge, grant of a security interest or hypothecation, whether by
operation of law or otherwise, whether voluntary or not, of or in (i) all or part of the Leased
Premises (including any legal or beneficial direct or indirect interest therein) or (ii) any direct or
indirect interest in Tenant. Netwithstanding anything to the contrary contained herein, Tenant

may assign this Lease to, or enter into a sublease with, or transfer interests in an entity
comprising Tenant to, an affiliate under common control with Tenant, or owned by Lizer

Josefovie, Marc Neuman, or their spouse or issue, or a Trust for their benefit, without Landlord's

consent, provided (x) Landlord is given thirty (30) days prior written notice of such intended

transfer, assignment or sublease with copies of the orgazzatiend documents of the assignnee,
transferree or sublessee, (y) after such transfer, assipm=t or sublease, Lizer Josefovic controls
all of the decisions of the assignnee, transferree or sublessee, and (z) all required consents from,
the Mortgagee, the DOH and/or the Commissioner (if required), have been obtened by Tenant.

Netwithstanding the foregoing and any other pravisióñ contained herein to the contrary, no
transfer or series of transfers of legal, economic, beneficial or equitable (direct or indisct)
interest in the Lease or in Tenant's membership interest that requires DOH's conserit shall occur
without the prior written consent of Landlord and DOH. Tenant shall enter into such
enbordination agreements or sutrªi=tion, non-disturbance agreements ("SNDAs") as
Mortgagee may request from time to time.

Section 15.2 Attomment and Related Matters. Any suble=e shall be expressly
subject and subsdiñsts to all applicable tents and conditions of this Lease and provide that
upon the expiration or earlier tern düation of this Lease, Landlord, at its option and without any
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obligation to do so, may require any subtenant to attom to Landlord, Its successors and assigns,
in which event t Mad shall undertake the obligations of Tenant, under such sublease from the
time of the exercise of such option to the termination of such sublease; provided, however, that
in such case Landlord shall not be liable for any prepaid rents, fees or other charges or for any
pmpaid security deposits paid by such subtenant to Tenant or for any other prior defaults of
Tenant under such sublease, In the event that Landlord shall not require such annmment with
respect to any sühisase, then such sublease shall automatically terminate upon the expiration or
earlier termination of this Lease, including any early termination by mutual agreement of
Landlord and Tenant, In addition, any such sublease shall provide that in the event that the
subtenant or other transferee receives a written notice from Landlord stating that a Lease Default
has occurred or that an event or circumstance has occurred which with notice and/or passage of
time would enthe a Lease Default, such subtenant or other transferee thereafter shall without
further consent or instruction of Tenant pay all rentals accrning under such sublease directly to
Landlord or as Landlord may direct; provided, however, that (a) as and to the extent that the
amounts so paid to Launord, together with other amounts paid to or received by Landlord on
account of this Lease, exceed the amounts then due Landlord from Tenant under this Lease, the
excess shall be promptly remitted to Tenant, and (b) at such time as the Lease Default has been
cured and this Lease minstated (if ever), Landlord shall notify and direct the subtenant(s) in

writing to resume making payments of rentals under their sublease(s) directly to Tenant, or as
Tenant may direct. Any such rentals collected from such subtenant or other transferee by
Landlord shall be credited against the amounts owing by Tenant under this Lease in such order
of priority as Landlord shall reasonably determine, Furthermore, any sublease or other
agreemet regarding a transfer shall expressly provide that the subtenant, assignee, manager or
other transferee shall furnish Landlord, its lender, the Mortgagee, if applicable, the HUD
Mortgagee, and/or the Commissioner, and /or DOH, if applicable, with anch financial,
operational and other information about the Facility and subtenant, etc., as Landlord may request

from time to time.

Section 153 _A_stigrypaptdfubleases, To secure the prompt and fidl psyrnent

by Tenant of the Rent and the faithful performance by Tenant of all the other terms and
conditions herein contained on its part to be kept and performed, Tenant hereby assigns, transfers
and sets over unto Landlord, subject to the conditions hereinafter set forth and any required

consent(s) from DOH, all of Tenant's light, title and interest in and to all permitted subleases,

assignments, licenses and occupancy agreements, to the extent permitted by law, iñvalving the

Facility, as set forth on Schedule 153 attached hereto (the "Sublease", and the subtmet under a

Sublease herein referred to as a "Subtenant") and hereby confers upon Landlord, its agents and

representatives, a right of entry (subject to prior notice) in, and sufficient possession of, the
Leased Premises to permit and insure the collection by Landlotti of the rentals and other sums
payable under the Sublease, and further agrees that the exercise of said right of entry and
qualified possession by Landlord shall not constitute an eviction of Tenant from the Leased
Premises or any portion thereof and that should said right of entry and possession be denied

Landlord, its agent or representative, Landlord, in the exercise of said right, may use all requisite
force to gain and enjoy the same without responsibility or liability to Tenant, its servants,

employees, guests or invitees, or any Person whomsoever; provided, hüwever, that such
assignment shall become operative and effective only if (a) a Lease Default shall occur and be

continuing or (b) this Lease and the Term shall be cancelled or tenninated pursuant to the terms,
covenants and conditions hereof or (c) there occurs a repossession under a dispossessory warrant
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or other re-entry or repossession by Land!nrd under the provisicas hereof or (d) a receiver for all
or a portion of the Leased Premises is appointed, and then only as to such of the subleases that
Landlord may elect to take over and assume. At any time and from time to time within ten (10)
days after Landlord's written demand, Tenant promptly shall deliver to Landlord a schedule of
all Subleases, setting forth the names of all Subtenants, with a photostatic copy of each of the
Subleases. Upon request of Landloni, Tenant shall permit Landlord and its agents and

representatives, and Mortgagee, its agents and representatives, to inspect all Subleases affecting
the Leased Premises. Tenant covenants that each Sublease shall provide that the Subtenant
thereunder shall be required from time to time, upon request of Landlord or Tenant, to execute,
acImechdge and deliver, to and for the benefit of Landlord, an estoppel certificate confirming
with respect to such Sublease the information set forth in $gglion2QJ.1hereof-

Section 15.4 Additional Sublease Requirements, Tenant covenants and agrees
that all Subleases hereafter entered into affecting the Leased Premises shall provide that (a) they
are subject to this Lease and that the principals of the Subtenanr acknowledge that they have read
this Lease and accept the terms hereof, (b) the tenn thereof shall not end less than one (1) day
prior to the Expiration Date hemof, unless Landlord shall consent otherwise, which consent may
be withheld in Landlord's sole and absolute discretion, (c) the Subtenants will not do, authorize

or execute any act, deed or thing whatsoever or fail to take any such action which will or may
cause Tenant to be in violation of any of its obligations onder this Lease, (d) the Subtenants will
not pay rent or other sums under the Subleases with Tenant for more than one (1) month in

advance, (e) the Subtenants shall give to Landlord at the address and otherwise in the manner
specified in Section 13.1 hereof, a copy of any notice of default by Tenant as the landlord under
the S.nbleases at the same time as, and whenever, any such notice of default shall be given by the
Subtenants to Tenant; and (f) all of the representations, warranties and covêñañts given by
Tenant to Landlord in this Lease, including but not limited to all reporting requirements and
covenants set forth in Section 7.4 above, shall be made and given by each Subtemm: for the

benefit of Landlord, Mortgagee, and their respective successors and assigns.

. Section 15.5 Transfers In Banknmtpy (a) In the event of a transfer

pursuant to the provisions of Title 11 of the United States Code or any statute of similar purpose

or nature (the "Bankruptcy Code"), all consddmtica payable or otherwise to be delivered in
connection with such transfer shall be paid or delivered to Landlord, shaII be and remain the
exclusive property of Landlord and shall not constitute property of Tenant or of the estate of

Tenant within the meaning of the B eptcy Code, Any consideration constituting Landlord's

property pursuant to the immediately preceding sentence and not paid or delivered to Landlord

shall be held in trust for the benefit of Landlord and be promptly paid or delivered to Landlord.
For pmposes of this $qcçgan-154 the term "consideration" shall mean and include money,

services, property and any other thing of value such as payment of costs, cancellation or
forgiveness of indebtedness, discounts, rebates, barter and the like. If any such consideration is
in a form other than cash (such as in kind, equity interests, indebtedness earn-outs, or other

deferred payments, consulting or management fees, etc.), Landlord shall be entitled to receive in

cash the then present fair market value of such consideration. I.f Tenant assumes this Lease and
proposes to assign the same pursuant to the provisions of the Bankruptcy Code to any person or

entity who shall have made a bona fide offer to accept an assignment of this Lease on terms
acceptable to Tenant, then notice of such proposed assignment shall be given to Landlord by
Tenant no later than fifteen (15) days after receipt of such offer by Tenant, but in any .event no
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later than ten (10) days prior to the date that Tenant shall file any application or motion with a
court of competent jurisdicdon for authority and approval to enter into such assumption and
assignment. Such notice shall set forth (a) the name and address of the assignee, (b)·all of the
tenns and ccedific-s of such offer, and (c) the proposal for providing adequate assurance of
future performance by such person under the Lease, including, without limitation, the assurance
referred to in Section 365 of the Bankruptcy Code. Any person or entity to which this Lease is
assigned punnet to the provisicñs of the Bankruptcy Code shall be deemed without further act
or deed to have assumed all of the obligations arising under this Lease from and after the date of
such assigmnent. Any such assignee shall execute and deliver to Landlord upon demand an
instrument confmning such assumption.

(b) The tenn "adequate assurance of future perfonnance" as used in this Lease
shall mean (in addition to the assurances called for in Backraptcy Code Section 365(1)) that any
pmposed assignee shall, among other things, (i) deposit with Landlord on the neumpden of this
Lease an amount equal to the greater of (x) two (2) times the then monthly Fixed Rent and
Additional Rent or (y) such other amount deemed by the Bankmptcy Court to be reasonably
necessary for the adequate protection of Landlord under the circumstances, as security for the
faithful performance and observance by such assignee of the terms and obligations of this Lease,
(ii) furnish Landlord whh financial statements of such assignee for the prior three (3) calendar

years, as finally determined after an audit and certified as correct by a certified public

accountant, which financial statements shall show a net worth at least equal to the amount of the
deposit referenced in (i) above, (iii) if detennined by the Bankruptcy Court to be appropriate
under the circumstances, grant to Landlord a security interest in such property of the proposed
assignee as Landlord shall deem necessary to secure such assignee's future perfcññañce under
this Lease, and (iv) provide such other information or take such action as Landlord, in its
reasonable judgment, shall determine is necessary to provide adequate assurance of the
perfonnance by such assignee of its obligations under the Lease.

(c) If, at any time after Tenant may have assigned Tenant's intereåt in this
Lease in a proceeding of the type described in SAqtigLl-áLl_(iv.) through Lviû, this Lease shall be
disaffirmed or rejected in any proceeding of the types described in Section 16.1 fiv) through fvijl
hereof, or in any similar proceeding, or in the event of tennination of this Lease by reason of any
such proceeding or by reason of lapse of time following notice of termination given pursuant to
Article XVI based upon any of the Lease Defaults set forth in said Section 16.1 (iv1through (viü
Tenant, upon request of Landlord given within thirty (30) days next following any such

disaffirmance, rejection or termination (and actual notice thereof to Landlord in the event of a
disaffirmance or rejection or in the event of wman other than by act of Landlord); shall (a)

pay to Landlord all Rent due and owing by the assignee to Landlord under this Lease to and

induding the date of such disaffirmance, rejection or termination, and (b) as "tenant", enter into
a new lease with Lahni for a term commencing on the effective date of such ^disaffirmance,
rejection or termination and ending on the expiration date of the term, unless sooner terinated
as in such lease provided, at the same Pixed Rent and Additional Rent upon the then executory
terms, covenants and conditions as are contained in this Lease, except that (i) Tenant's rights

under the new lease shall be subject to the possessory rights, if any, of the assignee under this
Lease and the possessory. rights of any person claiming through or under such assignee or by
virtue of any epplicaNe Law, (ii) such new lease shall require all defaults existing under this
Lease to be cmed by Tenant with due diligence, and (iii) such new lease shall require Tenant to
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pay all Rent reserved in this Lease which, had this Lease not been so disaffirmed, rejected or

terminated, would have accrued under the provisions of this Lease after the date of such

disaffinnance, rejection or termination with respect to any period prior thereto. If Tenant shall
default in its obligation to enter into said new lease for a period of ten (10) days next following
Landlord's request therefor, then in addition to all other rights and remedies by reason of such

default, either at law or in equity, Landlord shall have the same rights and remedies against
Tenant as if Tenant had entered into such new lease and such new lease had thereafter been
terminated as of the commencement date thereof by reason of Tenant's default thereunder.

Section 15.6 Management Agreement. Tenant agrees and acknowledges that it
will not enter into any management agreements during the Term with regard to the Pacility
except with an entity (i) owned wholly by a an individual principal of Tenant which entity has
been received natablishment approval from the New York State Department of Health Public
Health and Health Planning Council in compliance with 10 NYCRR 600.9(d)(1) and (ii)
approved by HUD if the Facility is, or is about to be financed by a HUD program, and/or
Mortgagee. Any such management agreement shall be subchfe to Landlord's rights

hereunder, to the rights of Mortgagee and to the rights of the Cer isisêr. Tenant shall cause
such manager to execute such documents as are required by Landlord or Mar:gagce or by the
Commissioner to effect such subordination.

Section 15.7 Memorandum of Lease. This Lease shall not be recorded, but either

party may record a memorandum of lease in which shall describe the parties to this Lease, a
description of the Leased Premises and a recitation of the Term. The party requesting that the
memorandum of lease be recorded shall prepare and pay all costs of recording the memorandum

of lease, and the other party agrees to execute at any and all times such inernste as may be

reasonably required for such recording. Upon the expiration or earlier termination of this Lease,
Landlord may release the memorandum of lease. For this purpose Tenant constitutes and
appoints Landlord its true and lawful attorney-in-fact with full power of substit3tion to execute a
release of such memoranda in the name of Tenant. Such power of attomey shall be deemed to be
a power coupled with an interest and cannot be revoked. To the extent any transfer tax,
conveyance tax, excise tax, or similar tax is imposed by any Govemmcatal Authority as a result

of the recording of such Memorandum of Lease, or is otherwise due and payable as to Tenant's
leasehold interest granted pursuant to this Lease, Tenant shall pay same to the applicable
Governmental Authority.

ARTICLE XVI

DEFAULT

Section 16.1 Default by Tenant and Remedies of Landlord. (a) Tenant shall be
in default under this Lease upon the occurrence of any of the following events referred.to herein

irdividüdly or collectively as a "Lease
.Default"

(any reference to such event occurring or

involving Tenant shall be deemed to include any such event occurring or iniciving any of
Tenant's Subtenants):
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(i) if Tenant fails to pay any instdhnent of Rent within five (5) days
after the date when due;

(ii) if Tenant defaults in the prompt and full performance of any other
of Tenant's covenants, oMigadons or agreements hereunder which are not specifically
enumerated herein as a Lease Default and fails to correct such failure within thirty (30) days of
receipt of written notice from Landlord of such defauk (unless such default cannot reasonably be
cu ed within thirty (30) days, in which event such period shall be extended, providød Tenant
shall have commenced in good faith to cure such default within the first such thirty (30) day
period and shall proceed with all due diligence to correct such default thereafter but in no event
more than ninety (90) days of receipt of such written notice);

(iii) if the leasehold interest of Tenant shall be levied upon under
execution or be liened or attached and such levy, lion or attachment is not removed within sixty
(60) days of the date Tenant receives notice of it;

(iv) in the event of a filing by or against Tenant of a petition under
federal or state law pertaining to bankruptcy or insclv©ñcy or for a reorgaihticn or other relief;

(v) if Tenant shall admit in writing its inability to pay its debts

generally as they become due;

(vi) . if Tenant is adjudkat÷3 as bankrupt or a court of competent

jurisdiction shall enter an order or decree appoirting, with or without the consent of Tenant, a
receiver or trustee of Tenant or of the whole or substantially all of its property;

(vii) if Tenant makes any general assignment for the benefit of

creditors;

(A) if Tenant abandons the Leased Premises or if, except as a result of

damage, destruction or a partial or cerapletc condemnation, Tenant ceases

operations of the Facility, or Tenant closes any portion of the Facility;

(viii) if Tenant receives a state or federal notice of termination of license
or de-certiñcation and such notice has not been suspended, extended, withdrawn or tor:r.ir.ated
prior to 30 days before the effective date of such terrnirsticñ or decertificaden by any
Govemmental Authority;

(ix) if Tenant falls to maintain its qualifications for licensure as
sqmircd by this Lease if failure to do so would result in an inability to operate the Facility or
would result in the appointment of a receiver with respect to the Facility;

(x) if any transfer or a=ignn:ent of this Lease or Tenant's direct or

indirect interest therein or a transfer of Tenant's direct or indirect equity ownership interests
occurs in violation of this Lease;

(xi) if any malpractice award or judgment exceeding any applicable
malpractice !===e coverage and any applkable umbrella coverage by more than One Million
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DoHars (8'1,000,000,00) shall be rendered against Tenant or any subtenant, and either

(A) er»»>-= â€”-"nt proceedings shall have been ca~~~~ced by any creditor upon surh award or
judgment or (B) such award ar judgment shall continue '.".-" ~'=d and in effect for a period af

sixty (60) consecutive days without an insuranre c u p j JvA0%fuQI/JJ satisfactory to Landlord

having agreed to fund such award or judgment in a manner; â€”:â€”;â€”.==;:="l' satisfactory to Landlord,
or (C) such award or ',;.e;..=n' has been appealed and without a bond having been pasted to
cover suck amount that exceeds any insurance coverage, and in any case suck award or
judgment shall, in the reasonable opinion of Landlord, have a xnatexial adverse affect on the

ability of Tenant or any subtenant ta operate the Facihty;

(xH) upon the denial, refusal ta issue, or loss of any licenses, rextificatians,
certificates, appxavils, permits, v ~ianc-s, w~ivers, provider agreements and other au . -- â€”

'-'~tians

necessary or required for Tenant to operate the Facility in ace~danae with the rendu
â€”â€”.„nts of

this Lease;

(xiii) if any af the xepresentations or wananties made by Tenant under this
Lease or any eu"'.";,~»t under its Sui lee.e or otherwise proves to be untrue when made in any
tnatexial respect;

(xiv) if any Goven>xnental Authority having jurisdiction over the
operation of the Facility removes ten percent (10%) ar morc of the patients or residents who
reside m the Facility for violations af standards of care,"

(xv) Tenant fails ta give Land]ard and Mortgagee timely notice or timely
deliver capias of "-:-:-:: â€”"=--" =-within the times required under Section 7.4 (c) through (o)

(xvi) Tenant's receipt of notice of an allegation or determination of

Governmental Authority ar officer, acting on behalf thereof relating to the Facility;

(xvii} Tenant"s receipt of notice af the freeze an admission's or the
!~~as«i~~ af a denial of payment for new adinissians ot equivalent notice from any
Oaverntnental Authority or office~ acting on behalf thexeof relating to the Facility;

(xviii) Tenant's breach of its obligations under Section 3,5 including
Tenant' s

failure to exec>ite and deliver to Landlord witkin seven days of its reqnest therefoxe any and all

.ts, cdi-cate or:-„=-====;-;:-=-»trequired or reasonably r-quests» by - n ai, a Mortgagee,
Prospective Martgagee, HUD and/ar HUD's Appxaved Lender ar the Commissioner, inain~i

g
confirming the

suba~'
.".hn required hereunder;

(xix) Tenant's breach of its obligations under Section 15.6
Management Agreement;

(xx) Tenant'» breach of its obligations under Section 7.6 Security
Agreement.„
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(xxi) Tenant falis to notify Landlord within twenty-four (24) hours after
receipt of any notice from any Govem:nental Authority, tenninating or suspending or threatening
ter-ination or suspension of any material license or certification relating to the Facility;

(xxii) a default beyond any applishls notice and cure pedods under any
Sublease, operating qs;ss:, management agreement or any othermaterial agrcesst relating
to the Leased Premises or to which Landlord and Tenant are a party;

(xxiii) the creation of any indebtedness relating to the Leased Premises
(other than trade payables which are not more than 30 days past due, not evidenced by it note and
not in excess of One Million Dollars $1,000,000.00);

(xxiv) the am endment, modification, restatsment, termination or
cancellation of any rsaterial contract relating to the Leased Premises, including but not limited to

any Sublease, without Landlord's prior written consent, which consent shall not be unreasonably
withheld;

(xxv) default or breach by Guarantor under the Guaranty beyond the
expiration of any applicable cure period contained therein;

(xxvi) failure by Tenant to deposit all or any portion of the Security
Deposit or Letter of Credit or to replace any portion of the Security Deposit or Letter of Credit
ntilized by Landlord;

(xxvii) a default or breach of any of the provisions set forth in
Article XIX;

(xxviii) Tenant violates any term, covenant or condition of Tenant's

Regulatory Ag:ccmant (with respect to a HUD financing) which violation is not cured within

thirty (30) days of written notice to Tenant;

(xxix) a default or breach of the provisions set forth in Section 7.4(b) or a
report required by Section 7.4 proves to be untrne in any material respect;

(xxx) any act or omission by Tenant or any Subteent referenced in
Section 7.4 that canetimtes a default by Lanard under ita loan deswats with Mortgagee;

(xxxi) Tenant's failure to meet the covenants provided in Section 7.4 (q)

(xxxii) the sale or transfer or attempted sale or transfer of all or any
portion of any certificate of need, bed or unit right or other similar suthesation relating to any
portion of the Facility or the Leased Premises. assignment or ablethg in -d±tien of the
provisions of Section 15.1;

(xxxiii) the use of any portion of the Premises other than for the Intended

Use;
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(xxxiv) the Facility appears on the Special Focus Facility List, or similar
list established by CMS;

(xxxv) Tenant fails to procure the insurance coverage, or loss of the
insurance coverage, required by this Lease;

(xxxvi)Tenant enters into any cciperate integrity agreement, settlement or
consent decree, or deferred picsceütion agreement with any Governmental Authority;

(xxxvii) Any Governmental Authority assesses a fine or penalty against, or

with, Tenant that imposes a paymein or fine upon Tenant in excess of $75,000;

(xxxviii) The conviction of, or plea of no contest or nolo contendere
by, Tenant or any rnember or beñêficial owner of Tenant with'respect to (1) any felony or (2) any
misdemeanor that involves any act of fraud, embezzlement, theft or misappropriation;

(xxxx) Tenant fails to comply with its obligations in Section

18,1(n) within 10 days after written notice from Landlord; or

(xxxxi) Tenant or any Subtenant fails or refuses to execute est=;pel
certificate required pursuant to Section 20,11, or otherwise complying with the requirement• of
Section 23 within ten (10) days after Tenant's receipt thereof.

Upon the occurrence of a Lease Default, Landlord, may, if Landlord so elects, opon
five (5) days written notice of such election, forthwith temlinate this Lease and Tenant's right to
possession of the Leased Pmmises and, at Landlord's sole and absolute discretion, accelerate the
payment of all Rent for the balance of the Term and declare the same presently due and payable
in full provided. however, that with respect to a Lease Default under Section 16.1(aVivi this
Izase shall automatically terminate. In the event of such Lease termination, Tenant shall

i=_mediately pay Landlord the then present value of all such accelerated Rent. Landlord, in
addition to all other remedies given to Landlord at law or in equity, may by written notice to

Tenant, without termhting this Lease, cause Tenant to apply to the DOH to install a manager
and/or management consultant and/or a receiver having the necessary approvals from
Governmental Authorities, of Landlord's choice, at Tenant] sole cost and expense or to the
extent pennitted by applicable law, reenter the Leased Premises by summary proceedings or
otherwise. In any event, upon a 12ase Default, Landlord may require Tenant to consent to a so-

called "Change of Ownership" and Landlord may dispossess Tenant upon approval of the
Change of Ownership or Certificate of Need by DOH, it being the understanding that under no
circumstances is this Lease to be an asset for Tenant's creditors by eperation of law or otherwise.
In the event of such reentry, Landlord may relet the Leased Premises without being cb'.'g:ed so

to do, and in the event of a reletting may apply the Rent therefrom first to the payment of
Landlord's cost and expenses, including consultant and/or expert and attomeys' fees and
expenses incurred by reason of such Lease Default, and the cost and expense of.rcic:ting
including, but not limited to, repairs, renovation, or alteration of the Leased Premises and then to
the amount of Rent and all other sums due from or payable by Tenant hereunder, Tenant

remaining liable for all other sums due from or payable by Tenant hereunder and for any
deficiency. Tenant shall also be liable for and indemnify Landlord against all amounts owed to
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Medicare, Medicaid, all spplicable third-party payor programs, third patty payors, or residents,
inchiding, but not limited to, any overpayments received by Tenant, relating to the Term. Any
and all such dcuciencies shall constitute Additional Rent hereunder and shall be payable by
Tenant monthly on the date herein provided for the payment of Rent. In addition to the

foregoing remedies, Landlord shall immediately be entitled to retain the Security Deposit and
draw on and retain proceeds of the Letter of Credit, and thereafter Tenant shall have no further
claim, right, title or interest therein to the extent of Landlord's clahns only.

Landlord acknowledges that its rights of reentry onto the Leased Premises set forth
in this Lease do not confer on Landlord the authority to operate a nursing facility as defined in
Article 28 of the Public Health Law on the Leased Premises and agrees that except in the event
of a Lease Default Landlord will give the DOH, Tower Building, Empire State Plaza, Albany,
NY 12237, notification by certified mail of its intent to reenter the Leased Premises or to initiate

dispossessory proceedings or that the Lease is due to expire at least thirty (30) days prior to the
date on which Landlord intends to exercise a right of reentry or to initiate such proceedings or at
least sixty (60) days before expiration of the Lease.

Upon receipt of notice from Landlord of its intent to exercise its right of reentry or
upon the service of process in dispossessory proceedings and sixty (60) days prior to the
expiration of the Lease, Tenant shall immediately notify by certified mail the DOH, Tower

Building, Empire State Plaza, Albany, NY 12237 (or its then current address), of the receipt of
such notice or service of such process or that the Lease is about to expire.

(b) Except as provided in this Lease to the contrary, Rent and other sums
not paid when due (onless paid within any applicable grace period) shall bear interest from the
date when the same are first payable under the tenns of this Lease until the same shall be paid at
an annual rate of interest equal to the Overdue Rate.

(c) Upon the filing of a petition by or against Tenant pursuant to the

Bankruptcy Code, Tenam, as debtor and as debtor-in-possession, and any trustee who may be
appointed shall: (i) timely perform each and every obligation of Tenant under this IEase until
such time as this Lease is either rejected or assumed by order of the United States Bankruptcy
Court; (ii) pay monthly in advance on the first day of each month as reasonable compensation for

use and occupacy of the Leased Premises an amount equal to the Rent and other charges

otherwise due pursuant to this Lease; and (iii) reject or assume this Lease within one hundred

twenty (120) days after the filing of such petition ander the Bankruptcy Code or within such time
period as the Bankruptcy Code rnay allow. Tenant, as debtor and as debtor-in-posscssioñ and

any trustee shall be deemed to have rejected this Lease in the event of the failure to comply with

any of the above. Included within and in addition to any other conditions or obligâtions imposed
upon Tenant or its successor, in the event of assumption and/or assignment is the prior written
consent of any mortgagee to which this Lease has been assigned as collateral security.

(d) In the event of termination of this Lease by reason of any Lease
Default by Tenant, or upon the expiration of the Term, then, and in any of such events, Tenant,
upon Landlord's written request, shall to the greatest extent permitted by law, transfer to

Landlord or its designees or assigns, or cause its Subtenants and/or Affiliates, to transfer to

Landlord or its designees or assigns, the following: (i) all federal, state or m-icip licenses,
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certifications, acniacates, accreditations, approvals, permits, variances, waivers, provider
agreements (indudiñg non-governmamal) and other authorizations which relate to the operation
of the Facility; and (ii) the name of the Facility as then commonly known to the general public.
Tenant shall also prepare and file all notices required by applicable law in connection with such
termination and shall also prepare and timely file all final Medicare and Medicaid cost reports.
In the event Tenant fails or refuses to transfer any such licenses, certifications, certificates,
ûweditations, approvals, permits, variances, waivers, provider agreements, other authorization
or trade name, then this provision shall cunaliate an act of assignment by Tenant to Landlord or
its assigns without the necessity of any further written instrument. For this purpose, Tenant
constitutes and appoints Landlord its tme and lawful attorney-in-fact with full power of
substitution to complete or undertake such replacemo«=ts in the name of Tenant. Such power of

attorney shall be deemed to be a power coupled with an interest and cannot be revoked.

(e) Landlord shall have the option of taking over the operation of the

Facility, or having the operation of the Facility taken over by a designee, in the event at a
tciirdnation of this Lease for any reason, without Landlord or designee assumhig any of Tenant's
liabilities or obligations, including Tenant's liabilities and obligations with respect to employees,
such as vacation, sick leave, health insurance and pension liabilities and Tenant's obligations
under applicable law to offer and provide group health centinuation coverage, Landlord shall
give Tenant written notice of Landlord's intent to exercise the right set forth above, in which

event, upon the approval of the DOH of the Change of Ownership, Tenant shall and shall cause
the Subtenant to i:n=cdiatcly turn over possession and control of the Facility without any further
action having to be taken on the part of Landlord. At the request of Landlord, Tenant shall and
shall cause the S tenant to turn over any or all of inventories, personal property (including
computer and telecomunications squipment but excluding any leased equipment) vehicles, and
material contracts (including hospital, transfer, yendor, and managed care contracts).

(f) No failure of Landlord to enforce any rights or remedies upon default
of Tenant shall prejudice or affect the rights of Landlord upon any subsequent or similar default,

(g) in the event of a Lease Default by Tenant of any of the tenna,
covenants, conditions or provisions of this Lease, which Lease Default is not cured within any
applicable grace or cure period, Landlord shall have the right to invoke any remedy permitted to
Landlord at law, in equit† or atherwise. All remedies available to Landlord are declared to be
cumulative and concurrent and the exercise of one shall not preclude or waive the right to
exercise any other. No termination of this Lease and no taking or recovering of possession of the

Leased Premises shall deprive Landlord of any of its remedies or actions against Tenant and
Tenant shall remain liable for all past or future Rent, including all taxes, insurance premiums and

all other charges and Rent payable by Tenant under this Lease, during and for the balance of the

Term hereof. The briñgiñg of any action for Rent or other default shall not be construed as a
waiver of the right to obtain possession of the Premises,

(b) If suit shall be brought for recovery of possession of the Leased

Premises, for the recovery of Rent, or any other amount due under the provisions of this Lease,
or because of the breach of any other covenant herein contained on the part of Tenant to be kept
or performed, and breach shall be established, Tenant shall pay to Landlord all expenses,
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including reasonable attorney fees, incurred therefor. This subsection shall survive tenniteon
of this Lease.

Section 16.2 Facility Operating Deficiencies, On written notice of a request
therefor by Landlord to Tenant, upon a Lease Default and for a period of time necessary to fully
remedy the Lease Default, Tenant shall engage the services of a consultant, unaffiliated with
Tenant and approved by Landlord, which approval shall not be unreasonably withheld to reylew
the management of the facility for the purpose of making recommendations to remedy the Lease
Default. Subject to applicable legal requiretnents goveming confid6stisty of patient records, the
consultant shall have complete access to the Facility, its records, offices and facilities, in order
that it may carry out its duties, Tenant shall cause such consultant to prepare and deliver to
Landlord and Tenant a written report of its reconunendations within ten (10) days after its
engagement. If Tenant shall fail to designate a consultant approved by Landlord as provided
above within five (5) days after Tenant's receipt of Landlord's notice, Landlord may designate
such consultant by further notice to Tenant. Tenant shall be responsible for payment of all fees
and expenses reasonably charged and incurred by the ccasaltant in carrying out its duties.
Tenant shall promptly implement any and all reasonable recommendations made by such
consultant in order to promptly correct or cure the Lease Default; Drovided, however, that in no
event shall Tenant liñplament any such recommendations if the same would constitute a
violation of applicable legal requirements, violate any nde or ragak‡ñ of the DOH, or would
otherwise cause a Lease Default hereunder (e.g., a transfer or change in use of the Leased

Premises), unless Landlord consents in writing to such Lease Default, which consent may be
given or withheld in Landlord's sole and absolute discretion. Nothing herein shall impose any
liability or obligation on Landlord to (a) request the appointment of a consultant or (b) otherwise

remedy the Facility Operating Deficiency(ies) nor shall it deem Landlord an operator of the
Facility.

Section 16.3 Receivership.

Tenant acknowledges that one of the rights and remedies available under applicable
law for nursing facilities which fail to comply with the ccaditions of participation for Medicare
or Medicaid is to apply to a court of competent jurisdiction for the appointment of a receiver to
take possession of the Facility, to collect the rents, issues, profits and income of the Facility and
to manage the operation of the Facility. Tenant further acknowledges that the revocation,
suspension or material limitation of the certification of the Facility for provider status under

Medicare or Medicaid (or successor programs) and/or the revocation, suspen•ion or material
limitation of a license relating to the operation of the Facility for its intended use under the laws
of the State of New York will materially and irreparably impair the value of Landlord's
iñvestment in the Facility. Therefore, in the event of a Lease Default, and in addition to any
other right or remedy of Landlord under this Lease, at the request of Landlord, Tenant shall
request DOH to, or to the extent permissible under law,. Tenant shall, petition any appropriate

court, for the appointment of a receiver to take possession of the Facility, to manage the
operation of the Facility under Tenant's licenses and cedififications, to collect and disburse all

rents, issues, profits and income generated thereby and to preserve or replace to the extent
possible any such license and provider certification for the Facility or to otherwise substitute the

licensee or provider thereof. The receiver shall be entitled to a reasonable fee for its services as a
receiver. All such fees and other expenses of the receivership estate shall be added to the
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monthly Rent due to Landlord under this Lease as Additicad Rent, Tenant hereby irscycGably
stipulates to the voluntary app -M of a receiver under such circumstances and for such
purposes and agrees not to contest such appointment.

Section 16,4 Tenant's WaivertMiggation, In connection with the exercise by
Landlord of any of its remedies under this Section 16, including the termination of this·Lease, in
whole or in part, Tenant waives, to the maximum extent permitted by applicable Laws, (1) any
right of redemption, re-entry or repossession, (2) the benefit of any moratorium laws or any laws
now or herean~ in force exempting property from liability for rent or for debt, (3) any duty on
the part of Landlord to mitigate the damages recoverable from Tenant on account of any Lease
Default by Tenant, except that, notwithstanding the foregoing or anything in this Lease to the

contrary, Landlord agrees to comply with any duty to mitigate damages where applicable Laws
do not allow Tenant to waive such right, (4) the right to interpose any counterclaim (other than

comp:ñs-y counterclaims) in any summary proceeding instituted by Landlord against Tenant in

any court or in any action instituted by Landlord in any court for unpaid Rent under this Lease,
and (5) any other right provided to Tenant under applicable Laws relating to a breach of or Lease
Default under this Lease, including any rights to cure such breach or Lease Default.

ARTICLE XVII

ENTRY AND REIMBURSEMENT RIGHTS OF LANDLORD

Section 17,1 Entry and Reimbursement Rightsof Landlord.In additiori to those
rights set forth in Seggon 7,2 of this Lease, Landlord reserves the right at all reasonable times

during business hours and upon at least twenty-four (24)
hours' advancc oral notice to go upon

and inspect the Facility and every part thereof (subject to applicable Laws peakkg to patient

confidentiality and privacy and the confidentiality of medied records). It Landlord shall make

any payments or perform any repairs on behalf of Tenant which are Tenant's obligation and
which Tenant has failed to make after applicable notice from Landlord, then any reasonable
smcasts so paid by Landkrd are agreed and declared to be Additional Rent, and shall be due and
payable to Landlord by Tenant upon submission to Tenant of an invoice, bill, or statement

therefor, together with interest charged at the Overdue Rate commencing on the date of such

invoice, bill, or statement Nothing in this Section 17.1 shall impose any liability or obligation
upon Landlord.

ARTICLE XVIII

REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES

Section 18.1 Tenant's Reeeentations, Warranties and Additional Covenants.
Tenant represents, warrants and covenants to Landlord and agrees (all of which shall survive the

delivery and execution of this Lease) as follows (all of Tenant's repr68statians, warranties, and
covenants shall be deemed to include, in addition to that specified herein, the identical

warranties, representations, and covenants of all Subiesants, which Tenant agrees to set forth in

any Sublease and which are hereby incorporated herein by reference as if set forth in full herein):
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(a) Corporate. Tenant is a limited liability ccmpañy duly formed and

validly existing and in good standing under the laws of the State of New York, and has the
limited liability company power and authority to own its property and assets and to carry on its
business as now being conducted or as will be conducted on and after the Commencement Date,

(b) No lhreach of Statute or Contrant. The execution, delivery and
performance of this Lease by Tenant and any Sublease by a subtenant will not breach any statute
or regulation of any Governmental Authority, and will not as of the Commencement Date
conflict with or result in a breach of or default under any of the terms, conditions or provisions of
Tenant's articles of organization, operating agr-ement, other material agreements, or any order,
writ, injunction, decree, agreement or instrument to which Tenant is a party, or by which it or its
property, may be bound,

(c) Authodzation of Lease. The execution, delivery and performance of
this Lease, and all Subleases, has been duly authorized by all necessary .individuals,
shareholders, members, officers, directors, managers and/or owners of Tenant and this Lease
constitutes the valid and binding obligation of Tenant, fully enforceable in accordance with its
terms.

(d) ]iq_Litiggiangr_4dyante B,vents, Except as set forth on Schedule 18,1(d)
anached hereto and iñcorporated herein, there is no suit, claim, action or legal, administrative,
arbitration, or other proceeding or governmental investigation pending or threatened, by or
against Tenant, and there exists no event or condition of any character, which could pmvent the
consummation of the transactions con¼mplated by this Lease or materially adversely affect
Tenant's performance of the terms and conditions hereunder,

(e) Conduct of Business. Subject to the express provisions herein, at all
times after the Effective Date, Tenant shall, and cause its subtenants to (i) operate the Leased

Premises (after the Commencement Date) and otherwise conduct its/their business in the

ordinary course, and in compliance with all statutory and regulatory requirements of any federal,
state or local authority, (ii) continue to operate the Leased Premises after the Commencement
Date and inaintak it in substantially its condition as of the Commewment Date, reasonable
wear and tear excepted, including but not limited to repairs and replacements permi*+ed or
required under this Lease, and in a lawful manner, (iii) not encumber all or any portion of its
assets or properties or the Leased Premises, includiñg without limitation, certificates of need, bed

rights, or provider agreements, (iv) preserve the goodwill of the Facility, (v)not take any action

from an accounting perspective which would materially adversely affect the reimbersement
formula or tax benefits with respect to the Leased Premises or any portion thereof, (vi) utilize the
Leased Pacility only for the Iñtcñded Purpose, (vii)not relinquish or attempt to transfer the
leation of or sell the skilled nursing facility license, ceWicate of need approval, Medicare or

Medicaid certification or any other licensea, certifications, certifiegos, accreditations, approvals,

pennits, variances, waivers, provider agreements or other authorizations , (viii) not refuse to
admit patients without 30 days' written notice of intent to, and prior written consent of,
Landlord, (ix) not dissolve, merge or consolidate with or into any other person or entity, or

otherwise change its identity or company or capital structure, or (x) not change its natne or its
business address..
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I
shall cause to ba done all things needed to preserve its rights and fran~i~a=-s and comply with all
Laws applicable to it, and to cont~»ue to conduct its business in the ordinary course.

Tenant shall tin1ely pay, and cause its subtenants to titnely pay, all of its/their obhgations,
ln~~b~ nc«s, taxes„charges and impositicns, whether ar not relating tc the Leased. Premises or
this Lease, as they beconse due uxjless contested in good faith and diligently pursued only if
permitted under snd subject to the terms and conditions of this Lease.

*' 'l " ' " "
shall promptly notify Landlord of (i) any material default by Tenant relating to any L»~«b>~»e«

or obligation of Tenant, whether or not relating to the Leased Premises or thts Lease, and (ii) any
material violations by the Facility of. any applicable Law.

Tenant shall comply in all respects, and cause its sut ten«»ts to comply in all respects' wM1 ail

ap l Laws, including Medicare and Medicaid conditions of pa-'i ~-'i-n, to which it is
subject ox which are applicable to the Leased Premises and to Tenant s Mp-.-ego» of the Leased
Premises as a licensed, Med1care and Medicaid certified, skilled nursing facility.

0)
operation of 160 skilled nursing facility beds for use at the Lease Prerruses by DOH and such
CON may be used in connection with this Lease.

(k) Tenant, on behalf of itself and its Subtenants, makes the Health Care

herein, to Landlord, it s successors and assigns, which warranties and reprcs-.â€”.".«'Uons shall be
notte snd correct as of Cotntnencernent Date and at all times during the Term.

(I) Except for the Subleases of the Leased Premises to the Operators, there
are no subleases or sub-subleases or o--up â€”.cy agreexnents (other than 'i8" e agreements
with patients or residents) for any portion of the Leased. Prexnises.

(m) Tenant shall maintain and comply at all times with all OAM Plans
(Operation and Maintenance Plans covering the handling, treatment or ~~.-'--'-=-" â€”-ce of =" "

or Hazes â€”
«Materials) relating to the Leased P is««, or that shall be retiuired in the future by

Mortgagee or any HUD mortgagee or, where applicable, the r"-»~~« i ner,

(n) e t D, In addition to all of Tenant' s
obligations provided in this Lease, Tenant shall:

(i) as soon as practical after the Effective Date, apply for all and rigorously
pursue unti1 obtained all Health Care Licenses;

(ii) as soon as practical after the Effective Date and -==-.=.'=:==-== thereafter take

all actions necessary or apprnp;late to obtain from DOH the m~~lv»i~e. total pxoject cost for tbe

Facility approvable by
DOH,'
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(iii)as soon as practical after the Effective Date and continui.ng thereafter take
all actions necessary or appropriate to obtain the highest possible reimbursemant rate with
respect to the Medicare and Medicaid programs;

(iv)as soon as practical after the Effective Date, apply for and rigorously
pursue until obtained provider agreemêñts with third party payors providing eimbursement for
skilled nursing facility services in the geographic area of the Facility;

(v) after the Effective Date take all actions requested by Landlord in order for
Landloni to fmance and complete Landlord's Work.

(vi)as soon as practical prior to the Commencement Date, hire, employ and
train a staff adequate to provide services to the residents of the Facility immediately after the
Commencement Date;

(viii) as soon as practical prior to the Comm=cement Date, purchase a
aufficient inventory of food, medicines and other perishable items necessary to provide services
to the residents of the Facility immcdiately after the Commencement Date;

(ix) as soon as practical prior to the Commencement Date, purchase
and deliver to the Facility all small wares acccssary provide services to the residents of the

Facility immediately after the Commencement Date;

(x) six months after the Effective Date and thereener every six months
until the amm~~-' Date, deliver to Landlord a detailed projected statement of income and
expenses and cash flow for a three year period.

Section 18.2 Representation and Warranties, Landlord hereby represents and
warrants to Tenant, all of which shall survive the delivery and execution of this Lease, and

agrees, as follows:

(a) 149 Breach of.. Statute or Contract, The execution, delivery, and
perfwumuw of this Lease will not violate any provision of law, any order of any court or other

agency of federal or state govem_ment or any provision of any iñdcñ‡ñrc, ag-:==±, or other
instrument to which Landlord is a party or by which it or any of its properties or assets are

bmmd; conflict with, result in a breach of, or constitute (with passage of time or delivery of

notice, or both), a default under any such indenture, agreements or other irement; or result-in
the creation or imposition of any lien or other encumbrance of any nature whatsoever upon any
of the properties or assets of Landlord.

(b) Authorization of Lease. This Lease has been duly authorized by all

necessary inevideâIs, shareholders, members, officers, directors, .-on- and/or owners of
Landlord and this Lease carstitutca the valid and binding obligation of Landlord, fully
enforceable in accordance with its teams,

(c) No Litigation or Adverse Events, There is no action, suit, examination,
review, or proceeding by or before any govemmetal instrumentality or agency now peñding or,
to the knowledge of Landlord, threatêñêd against Landlord, which, if adversely determined,
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would materially impair the right of LaMWd to carry on the business as ccñtcraplated under this
Lease.

(d) No Default, Landlord is not in default in the perfairsance, observation, or
fulfillment of any of the obligations, covenants, or cer:didem contained in any agreement or
instrument to which it is a party relating to the Leased Prernises and which default would have a
material adverse affect on the Leased Premises: and

(e) Corporate. Landlord is a limited liability wgy duly formed, validly
existing, and in good standing under the laws of the State of New York and is qualified to do
business in the State of New York, and has the limited liability company power and authority to
own its propsitics and assets and to carry on its business as now being conducted.

ARTICLE XIV

OPERATION, MERGER AND CONSOLIDATION RESTRICTIONS

Section 19.1 Intentionally Omitted

Section 19.2 SPE Provisions. At all times during the term of this Lease, Tenant

represents, warrants and covenants that Tenant and each Subtenant, and all succebsors and
assigns of Tenant and Subtenants, is, shall be and shall continue to be a "Speelal Purpose
Entity"

as defined in Schedule 192. The Operating Agrocmcñ‡ of Tenant and each subtenet
shall include the Special Purpose Entity provisions set forth in Schedule 192.

Section 19.3 Iniunctive Relief. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary set
forth in this Lease, the Parties bereto understand and agree that: (a) each term of Article XIX of
this Lease is fully required to protect Lad1~d's interests, and that no such term confers a benefit
on Landlord that is disproportionate to the detriment imposed on Tenant, if any; (b) th.e remedy
at law for any breach by Tenant of Article XIX would be inadequate; (c) the damages flowing
Inun such breach are not readily susceptible to measurement in monetary terms; and

(d) Landiard shall be entitled to immediate injunctive relief restraining any breach thereof.

Nothing in this Agicetñent shall be dccmed to limit Landlord's remedies at law or in equity for

any such breach by Tenant of any term or provision of Article XIX of this Lease.

Section 19.4 Equity Interests, In the event that Tenant or any constituent entity
under this Lease is ever a form of entity other than a limited liability company, the term

"membership
interest" as used in Articles XIX and XX hereof shall be deemed to mean the

analogous form of equity ownership interest in such other type of entity, such as capital stock,
partnership interest, beneficial intereaf or the like.

Section 19.5 No Merger or Conelidation. Except as expressly provided
elsewhere in this Lease, Tenant shall not sell, or offer for sale, its assets or otherwise merge,
consolidate, amalgamate or otherwise combine with any other entity other than selling
non-material assets in the ordinary course of business, to any other entity, business or activity
involving any of Tenant's officers, directors, members, managers, owners, representatives,
agents, successors and assigns, and their respective successors, assigns, agents and
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representatives. Except as expressly provided elsewhere in this Lease, Tenant, Subtenants,
Guarantor(s) and their Affiliates, shall not sell or offer to sen, assign, transfer, convey, pledge, or
encumber its/their membership interests to, or otherwise attempt to merge with or otherwise

merge, consolidate, Amalgamate or otherwise combine with any other entity, business or activity,
whether involving any of Tenant's officers, directors, members, raâñagcra, owners,
representatives, agents, successors and assigns, and their respective successors, assigns, agents
and representatives, or otherwise.

ARTICLE XX

MISCELLANEOUS

Section 20,l .GOVERNING LAW. (a) ALL MATTERS PERTAINING TO
THIS LEASE OR THE LEASED PREMISES SHALL BE GOVERNED BY AND
CONSTRUED ACCORDING TO THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK AND
ANY APPLICABLE LAW OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. TO THE
FULLEST EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW, TENANT HEREBY
UNCONDITIONALLY AND IRREVOCABLY WAIVES ANY CLAIM TO ASSERT
THAT THE LAW OF ANY OTHER JURISDICTION GOVERNS THIS LEASE, AND
THIS LEASE SHALL BE GOVERNED BY AND CONSTRUED IN ACCORDANCE
WITH THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK (WITHOUT REGARD TO
PRINCIPLES OF CONFLICTS OF LAWS).

(b) ANY LEGAL SUIT, ACTION OR PROCEEDING AGAINST
LANDLORD OR TENANT ARISING OUT OF OR RELATING TO THIS LEASE MAY
AT LANDLORD's OPTION BE INSTITUTED IN ANY FEDERAL OR STATE COURT
IN THE CITY OF WHITE PLAINS, COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER, PURSUANT TO
SECTION 5-1402 OF THE NEW YORK GENERAL OBLIGATIONS LAW, AND
TENANT WAIVES ANY OBJECTIONS WHICH IT MAY NOW OR HEREAFTER
HAVE BASED ON VENUE AND/OR FORUM NON CONVENIENS OF ANY SUCH

SUIT, ACTION OR PROCEEDING, AND TENANT HEREBY IRREVOCABLY
SUBMITS TO THE JURISDICTION OF ANY SUCH COURT IN ANY SUIT, ACTION
OR PROCEEDING. TENANT DOES HEREBY DESIGNATE AND APPOINT:

Lizer Josefovle
HBL SNF, LLC

1280 Albany Post Road

Croton-on-Hudson, New York 10520

AS ITS AUTHORIZED AGENT TO ACCEPT AND ACKNOWLEDGE ONITS BEHALF
SERVICE OF ANY AND ALL PROCESS WHICH MAY BE SERVED IN ANY SUCH

SUIT, ACTION OR PROCEEDING IN ANY FEDERAL OR STATE COURT IN NEW
YORK, NEW YORK, AND AGREES THAT SERVICE OF PROCESS ÛPON SAID
AGENT AT SAID ADDRESS AND WRITTEN NOTICE OF SAID SERVICE MAILED
OR DELIVERED TO TENANT IN THE MANNER PROVIDED IN ARTICLE XIH OF
THIS LEASE SHALL BE DEEMED IN EVERY RESPECT EFFECTIVE SERVICE OF
PROCESS UPON TENANT IN ANY SUCH SUIT, ACTION OR PROCEEDING IN THE
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STATE OF NEW YORK. TENANT (A) SHALL GIVE PROMPT WRITTEN NOTICE
TO LANDLORD OF ANY CHANGED ADDRESS OF ITS AUTHORIZED AGENT
HEREUNDER, (B) MAY AT ANY TIME AND FROM TIME TO TIME DESIGNATE, IN
THE FORM OF A WRITTEN NOTICE TO LANDLORD, A SUBST1TUTE
AUTHORIZED AGENT WITH AN OFFICE IN WHITE PLAINS, NEW YORK (WHICB
SUBSTITUTE AGENT AND OFFICE SHALL BE DESIGNATED AS THE PERSON
AND ADDRESS FOR SERVICE OF PROCESS), AND (C) SHALL PROMPTLY
DESIGNATE SUCH A SUBSTITUTE IF ITS AUTHORIZED AGENT CEASES TO
HAVE AN OFFICE IN NEW YORK, NEW YORK OR IS DISSOLVED WITHOUT
LEAVING A SUCCESSOR AND NOTIFY LANDLORD IN WRITING OF SUCH
SUBSTITUTION.

Section 20.2 Waiver of Breach. The waiver by either party of a breach or
violation of any provision of this Lease shall not operate as, or be cañatrüêd to be a waiver of,

any subsequent breach of the same or other provision hereof. No waiver shall be effectiveunless
set forth in writing and signed by the party against whom such waiver is asserted.

Section 20.3 Delay Not g Waiver. Neither any failure nor any delay on the part
of any party hereto in insisting upon atrict perforance of any term, condition, covenant or

agreement, or exercising any right, power, remedy or privilege hereunder, or any other document
or instrument entered into or delivered in cenrucaticñ herewith or pursuant hereto, shall operate
as or constitute a waiver thereof, nor shall a single or partial exercise thereof preclude any other
future exercise, or the exercise of any other right, power, remedy or privilege. A waiver of one
default with respect to any Person shall not be construed to be a waiver of any subseqpêñt default
with respect to such Person or any other Person or to impair any remedy, right or power
consequent thereon.

Section 20.4 EomeRaieure. Neither party shall be liable nor deemed to be in

default (other than monetary defaults) for any delay or failure in performance under this Lease or
other interruption of service or employment deemed resulting, directly or indirectly, from acts of

God, acts of public enemy, war, accidcats, fires, explosions, earthquakes, floods, failure of

transportation, strikes or other work interruptions by either Parties'
employees, or any similar or

dissimilar cause beyond the reasonable control of either party ("Force Maieure").

Section 20.5 Severability. In the event any provision of this Lease is
held to be unenforceable for any reason, the unenforceability thereof shall not affect the
remainder of this Lease so long as the intent of the parties under this Lease can still be effected,
which shall remain in full force and effect and enforceable in acecrd=-ce with its terms.

Section 20.6 Entire Agremnen Amendments. This instrument contains the

entire agreement between the Parties hereto with respect to the subject matter hereof. All

representations, promiscs and prior or centemperoness undertakings between such Parties are
merged into and expressed in this b:=ant, and any and all prior agreements between such
Parties are hereby canceled. The agreements contained in this instrument shall not be ammded,
modified, or supplemented except by a written agreement duly executed by both Landlord and
Tenant. .
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Section 205 Counterpart Exêcptipn; E etenic Exeqution, This Lease may be
executed in any number of counterparts with the same effect as if the Parties hereto had signed
the same docæent, All counterparts will be construed together and shail consumte one lease.
Signatures transmitted by email as PDFs shall have the same effect as original signatures.

Section 20.8 Survival of Representations and Warranties. Except as specifically
provided atherwisc in this Lease, all representations and warranties of Landlord and Tenant shall
survive the Term of this Lease.

Section 20.9 11se_9f2tqk33 Landlord and Tenant each represent and warrant
to the other that no broker, finder or other person has been involved in regard to this Lease.
Landlord and Tenant hereby agree to indenmify, defend and hold the other harmless fTOm and
against any and all claims, liabilities, costs and expenses of any kind (including the injured
party's reasonable attomeys' fees and expenses) in any way relating to or arising from a claim by
any Person that such Person acted on behalf of a party to this Lease in connection with the
transactions contempleted herein. The prevWena of this Section 20.9 shall survive the
expiration and termination of this Lease.

Section 20.10 Owner for Federal Tax Purposçs, It is hereby agreed between
Landlord and Tenant that for federal; state and local income tax purposes Landlord will be the
owner of the Leased Premises and Tenant will be the lessee thereof, and each party hereto agrees
to characterize this Lease as a lease for federal, state and local income tax purposes and to file all
tax returns consistent therewith.

Section 20.11 Egapanj_Culificent.eg. Tenant shall, without charge, at any tirne

and from time to time, within ten (10) days after written request by Landlord or Mortgagee,
deliver a written instrument to Landlord or any other person specified by Landlord, duly
executed and ackñ0wicaged, certifying the following and such other matters as may be

reasonably required by Landlord, including without limitation, current financial infciar,ation

relating to Tenant:

(a) That Tenant has accepted and is in possession of the Leased Premises;

(b) That this Lease is unmodified and in full force and effect or, if there has
been any modification, that the same is in full force and effect as so rñodified, and identifying
any such modification;

(c) Whether or not there are then existing any setoffs or defenses in favor of

Tenant against the enforcement of any of the terms, covenants, and conditions of this Lease by
Landlord and, if so, specifying the same, and also whether or not Landlord has abscricd and
performed all of the terms,.covenants, and condidons on the part of Landlord to be observed and
performed and, if not, specifying same;

(d) That no Lease Defaults exist or are continuing; and

(e) The dates to which Rent and all other charges heennder have been paid,
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Section 20.12 Confidentiality. (a) Landlord and Tenant agree to keep all aspects
of (but not the existence of) this Lease confidential, and shall not disclose to any person other
than the members, managers, owners, directors, officers, employees, agents, advisors, affiliates,
brokers, lenders, attomeys or accountants (collectively the "Itepresentatives") of the Parties
hereto on a need-to-know basis, or to any Governmental Authority pursuant to regulatory
authority, any confidential or proprietary inferiñstica, knowledge or data concoming the

business, affairs, operations, secrets, dealings or finances of the other party 4mished directly or

indirectly by such other party (collectively referred to as the "Confidential Information"), As
used in this Lease, the term "Confidential Information" does not include any information which:

(i) at the time of disclosure is generally available to and known by the public (other than as a
result of a disclosure directly or indirectly by either party or their Representatives); (ii) was
available to either party on a non-confidential basis from a source other than a party to this Lease
or its Representatives, provided that such source is not and was not bound by a confidentiality
agreement with the party hereto; (iii) has been independently acquired or developed by either

party or their Representatives without violating any of the obligations hereunder; (iv)is required

by law to be disclosed; or (v) relates to the tax structure, tax strategy or tax pl:=nh:g of this
transaction.

(f) In the event that either pany or any of the Representatives receives notice
of a legal request for disclosure of any of the Confidential Infoæetier (by deposition,
interrogatory, request for documents, subpoena, civil investigative demand or similar,process),
the party receiving such notice ("Receiving Pagy") shall promptly notify the other party
("Notified Party") so that the Notified Party may seek a protective onier or other appropriate

remedy if it chooses to do so. Failure by the Notified Party to take action to seek a protective
order or other remedy and lo notify the Receiving Party of such action prior to the required
disclosure date, shall be deemed a waiver of the provisions of this section. In the event that a
protective order or other remedy is not obtained or that the Notified Party waives compliance
with the provisions hereof, the Receiving Party shall exercise its best efforts to obtain a

confidentiality agreement or protective order conceming the Confidential Information, and in the
absence thereof, shall disclose only that portion of the Confidential Information which it is
advised by written opinion of counsel is legally required to be disclosed, or which is compelled

by court order,

(g) In the event of any breach or threatened breach hereof, Landlord or Tenant
shall be entitled to equitable relief, including a temporary preliminary and permanent injunction

and speeNic perfonnance, in addition to all other remedies available to them at law or in equity.

(b) Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, Landlord (and each

employee, agent, or other Represeñtative of L±ndlord) may disclose to any and all persons,
without limitation of any kind, the tax treátment and tax structure of this Lease, related
documents and all materials of any kind (including opinions or other tax analyses) that are
provided to Landlord relating to such tax treatment and tax structure, For this purpose, the tax
treatment of a transaction is the purported or claimed U.S. federal income tax treatment of the
transaction and the tax structure of a transaction is any fact that may be relevant to undemanding
the purported or claimed U.S. federal income tax treatment of the transaction.
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Section 20.13 BpjdoyeJ. If, at the expiration of the Term, or earlier termination
of the Lease, Tenant continues to occupy the Leased Premises except during a Reimbersement

Period, with Landlord's consent, such holding over abail not constitute a renewal of this Lease,
but Tenant shall be a Tenant from month-to month at 300% of the most recent Rent payable by
Tenant hereunder, at Landlord's sufferance, and under the same terms and conditions as were in
force and effect at the expiration of the Term (except only as to the Term), and except that in the
event Tenant shall continue to occupy the Leased Premises after the expiration of the Tenn,
without a duly executed extension agreement in writing having been entered into by and between
Landlord and Tenant, then if Landlord shall suffer any damage, loss, cost or expense as a result
of such holdover, then Tenant, in addition to such increased Rent, shall pay the amount thereof to
Landlord immediately on demand. The provisions of this Section shall be deemed to be "an
agreement expressly

provided" otherwise as provided in Section 232-C of the Real Property Law
of the State of New York, Holding Over. Nothing contained herein shall constitute the consent,
express or implied, of Landlord to the holding over of Tenant after the Expiration Date or earlier
termination of this Lease, nor shall anything contained herein be deemed to limit Landlord's
remedies.

Section 20.14 Tenanti Waiver of Claim for Physical Iniury, Landlord
and Landlord's Indemnitees shall not be liable for, and Tenant waives and indemnifies Landlord
and Landlord's Indemnitees against all claims for, damage or injury to person or property
sustained by Tenant or any person claiming through Tenant, or otherwise, resulting from any
accident or occurrence in, about, or upon the Leased Premises, whether occurring as a result of
Landlord's active or passivenegligence, or otherwise.

(a) Such waiver shall include, but not be limited to, claims for damage

resulting from: (i) any equipment or appurtenances becoming out of repair or any other capital

improvement, replacement, repair or mantenancet (ii) injury done or occasioned by wind;

(iii) any defect in or failure of plumbing, heating, or air conditioning equipmêñt, electric wiring,

gas, water and steam pipes, stairs, rail or walks; (iv) broken glass; (v) the backing up of any
sewer pipe or washstand, water closet, waste pipe, drain or any other pipe or tank in, upon or
about the Leased Premises; (vi) the escape of steam or hot water; (vii) water, snow or ice being
upon, falling from or coming through the roof, skylight, trap door, stairs, walks or any other
place upon or near the Leased Premises; (viii) the falling of any fixture, plaster, drywall or

stucco; and (ix) any act, omission or negligence of traspassers.

Section 20.15 Binding Effect. This Lease does not constitute an offer to lease
and shall not bind Landlord or Tenant unless and until each such party elects to be bound hereby
by executing and delivering to the other party an executed original counterpart hereof.

Section 20.16 Default by Landlord. Landlord shall in no event be charged with
default in the performance of any of its obligations hereunder unless and until Landlord shall
have failed to perform such obligations within sixty (60) days of when they are due to be

performed, except in cases when documents are *aquired or consents needed in less than sixty
(60) days in which case failure to render timely shall be deemed to be approval or consent of
L=M~d (or such additional time as is reasonably required to correct any such defaul,t) except
for Landlord's default in making timely payment of taxes and interest, in which case Landlord
shall be in default when such payments are delinquent or past due. Tenant agrees to give to the
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holder of record of any mortgage covering the Leased Pamises notice simultaneously with any
notice given to Landlord to correct any default of Landlord as hereinabove provided and agrees
that the holder of record of any rücitgage shall have the right, after receipt of notice of such

default, within sixty (60) days after the expiration of Tenant's applicable cure period with respect

thereto, to corfect or remedy such default before Tenant may take any action under this Lease by
reason of such default. Landlord shall also give to the holder of any mortgage copies of any
notices of defauk which it may give or send to Tenant.

Section 20.17 Liens. Tenant shall not do or suffer anything to be done whereby
the Leased Premises, or any portion thereof, or any interest therein, may be encumbered by any
liens of mechanics, läbGrers, or materialmen, chattel mortgages or any other liens. Tenant shall,
whenever and as often as any such liens are filed against the Leased Premises, or any portion

thereof, püiporting to be for labor or material furnished or to be fumished to Tenant, discharge
the same of record within thirty (30) days after the date of filing by payment, bonding or

otherwise, as provided by law. In the event of the default of Tenant in procuring the discharge,
as aforesaid, of any such lien, Landlord may, with five (5) days prior notice, procure such
discharge and the expenses incurred by Landlord in obtaining such discharge shall be paid by
Tenant as Additional Rent within ten (10) days after notice from Landlord of the amount thereof.

Section 20.18 Eubligjly, All news releases, publicity or advertising by Tenant or
their Affiliates through any media intended to reach the general public which refers to Landlord,
or its Affiliates, this Lease or the purchase of the Real Pròperty shall be subject to the prior
written appmval of Landlord.

Section 20.19 Trial by Jury. TENANT HEREBY AGREES NOT TO ELECT

A TRIAL BY JURY OF ANY ISSUE TRIABLE OF RIGHT BY JURY, AND WAIVES

ANY RIGHT TO TRIAL BY JURY FULLY TO THE EXTENT THAT ANY SUCH
RIGHT SHALL NOW OR HEREAFTER EXIST WITH REGARD TO THIS LEASE, OR
ANY CLAIM, COUNTERCLAIM OR OTHER ACTION ARISING IN CONNECTION
THEREWITH. THIS WAIVER OF RIGHT TO TRIAL BY JURY IS GIVEN

KNOWINGLY AND VOLUNTARILY BY TENANT, AND IS INTENDED TO
ENCOMPASS INDIVIDUALLY EACH INSTANCE AND EACH ISSUE AS TO WHICH
THE RIGHT TO A TRIAL BY JURY WOULD OTHERWISE ACCRUE. LANDLORD
IS HEREBY AUTHORIZED TO FILE A COPY OF THIS PARAGRAPH IN ANY
PROCEEDING AS CONCLUSIVE EVIDENCE OF THIS WAIVER BY TENANT.

Section 20.20 C_oastty-cqliop-aadJn-t-rpretation. The Parties have each negotiated
the terms and conditions hereof and reviewed this Lease carefully. It is the intent of the Parties
that each word, phrase, sentence and other part hereof shall be given its plain meaning, and that
rules of inicipretation or construction of contracts that would construe any =biguity of any part
hereof against the draftsman, by virthe of being the draftsman, shall not apply.

Section 20,21 Accord and Satisfaction, No payment by Tenant or receipt by
Landlord of a lesser amount than shall be due hander, shall be deemed to be other than a

payment on account nor shall any endorsement or statement on any check or any letter

accompanying any check or payment as rent be given any effect or be deemed an accord and
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satisfaction, and Landlord may accept such checks without prejudice to any other rights or
remedies which Landlord may have.

Section 20.22 Cantions and Headings. 'lite captions and headings set forth in this
Lease are included for convenience and reference only, and the words obtained therein shall in
no way be held or dscmed to define, limit, describe, explain, modify, amplify or add to the

interpretation, construction or meaning of, or the scope or intent of, this Lease, or any parts
hereof or thereof.

Section 20,23 Time h of the Essence. Time is of the essence of each and every
term, conditian, covenant and warranty set forth herein or in any of the other Lease Documents.

Section 20,24 . This Lease and the other Lease
Documents shan (a) be binding upon Tenant and Tenant's legal repramentatives and parmined
successors and permitted assigns, and (b) inure to the benefit of Landlord and any other person
or entity who may now or hereafter hold the interest of Landlord under this Lease and their
respective successors and assigns.

Section 20.25 No Third Party BeneficiariesThis Lease is solely for the benefit of

Landlord, its sncoessors and assigns, and Tenant, and nothing coñtaiñ©;l herein shall confer upon

any person other than Tenant or Landlord or their respective successors and assigns, any right to
insist upon or to enforce the performance or observance of any of the obligations contained

herein, except only as may be otherwise specifically provided for in this Lease. All conditions to
the obligations of Landlord to advance or make available pr~~eede of irsarañca or cor#=ntion
are imposed solely and exclusively for the benefit of Landlord, its successors and assigns. No
other person or entity shall have standing to require satisfaction of such conditions in accadance
with their terms, and no other person or entity shaU, under any circumstances, be a beneficiary of
such conditions, any or all of which may be freely waived in whole or in part by Landlord at any
time, if in Landlord's sole and absolute discretion, Landlord deems it advisable or desirable to do

Section 20.26 Non Competition and Non Solicitation,

Tenant agrees to the following restrictive covenants and agrscmcata which
covenants are not ssverable from this Lease and whkh are included to protect the value of the
Leased Premises. Accordingly, Tenant agrees that it and their Affiliates will not, during the
Term of this Lease at any time for a period of two (2) years after the expiration or early
termination of this Lease, directly or indirectly, together or alone or in conjunction with any
others, engage in the following·

(1) compete with the business conducted at the Facility, and-for these
purposes will not own, manage, operate, join, control or participate in, or be connected as an

officer, employee, partner, director, trustee or otherwise in any manner with a comy-uf which

owns or operates (or provides consulting and/or management services to any skilled nursing
facility located within the Primary Market of the Pacility or (ii) any company providing hospice
services in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, or, otherwise lend credit to a person, finn or

entity of a type which they prohibited from owning,
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(il) solicit or hire any then current or former (having provided services

during the period commencing one year prior to such date of solicitation or hire) employees of
the Facility (except for employment at the Facility),

(iii) solicit or cause any then current resident of the Facility to move to
another nursing facility unless, except during the Term of this Lease the Facility can no longer
provide adequate care for such resident.

Tenant acknowledges and agrees that the remedy at law for any breach or threat
of breach of the foregoing agreements will be inadequate and that Landlord shall be entitled to
in-junctive relief in addition to any rights or remedies available to it for any breach or threat of
breachhereof. The foregoing covenants shall be deemed to be severable and if the same be held
invalid by reason of length of time or area covered, or both, the Tenant agrees that such length of
time or area covered, or either of them, shall be reduced to the extent necessary to cure such

invalidity and the provisions hereof shall be enforceable to the fullest extent permitted by law.

Section 20.27 Subdivision. If the Leased Pmmises are in excess of that which is
required to operate the Facility in accordance with the Intended Use, Landlord may subdivide the
Leased Premises and amend this Lease to include only so much of the Leased Prerrtises as is

necessary to operate the Pacility in accordance with the Primary Intended Use. If Landlord
subdivides the Leased Premises there shall be no change in the Rent payable hereunder, After

any such subdivisics, Tenant shall have no rights to any land which is no longer part of the
Leased Promises and Landloni may sell, lease or develop any land which is no longer part of the

Leased Premises. If Lef ord elects to subdividc the Leased Premises Tenant shall cooperate
with Landlord and take all actions reasonably requested by Landlord to effect such subdivision.

Section 20.28 Landlord Not in Controh No Partnership. None of the covenants
or other provisions contained in this Lease shall, or shall be deemed to, give Landlord the right

or power to exercise control over the affairs or management of Tenant, the power of Landlord

being limited to the rights to exemise the remedies referred to in this Lease. The relationship
between Tenant, on the one hand, and Landlord, on the other hand, is, and at all times shall

remain, solely that of landlord and tenant. No covenant or provision of this Lease is irdcaded,
nor shall it be deemed or constroed, to oreate a partnership, joint venture, agency or common
interest in profits or income between Landlord, on the one hand, and Tenant, on the other hand.
Landlord undertakes or assumes no responsibility or duty to Tenant or to any other person with

respect lo the Facility or this Lease, except as expressly provided in this Lease; and

notwithstanding any other provision of this Lease (a) Landlord shall not be comed as, a

partner, joint venturer, alter ego, manager, nontrolling person or other business associate or
participant of any kind of Tenant or its stockholders, members, or partners and Landlord never

intends to ever assume such status; (b) Landlord shall not in any event be liable for any debts,
expenses or losses incurred or sustained by Tenant; and (c) Landlord shall not be deemed
responsible for or a participant in any acts, omissions or decisions of Tenant or their

stockholders, members, or partners, Landlord, on the one hand, and Tenant, on the other hand,
disclaim any intenden to oreate any partnership, joint venture, agency or common interest in
profits or income bêtwéüa Landlord. on the one hand, and Tenant, on the other hand, or any
sharing of liabilities, losses, costs or expenses.
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ra 'on, Tenant agrees to cooperate with Landlord in

providing, and upon request by Landlord or its lender, Tenant shall provide or cause its
subtenants to provide, such documents, information, financial reports, and such other items as

may be required by Mortgagee in connection with Landlord's loan or loans ta acquire the Leased
Premises, Tenant agrees to cause its outside counsel to provide nod~ted healthcare -" !"ns
required by Mortgagee in connection with the heait!ic«e operations by Tenant or its mii t~nante

at the Faci!ity, and if required by Mortgagee, an opinion af counsel as to the due formation of
Tenant and its subtenants and due execution by said parties, and Tenant Affiliates, of the Lease,
aB satb!easo=~, all guaranties af the Lease, and any other dacuments executed by such parties in
c«ni = '.on with the loan(s) from Mortgagee to Landlord, Tenant agrees lo execute, and cause
the subtenants io execute, SNDAs in foim and: '":-':=':"-e required by Mortgagee and by its
prospective lender who will be making HUD-insured loans to Landlords. Tenant further agrees
to cooperate with LandLord and with its lenders who are processing and will be making HUD
Loans to Landlords.

!- C-'":!-'i'--'

nat defined, they shall have the. same meaning as c>~<> " .ed terms in the Loan 8 â€”--...â€”.:s.

Section 20,31 ~fliatt, The terin
"~1'ale"

shall mean, as to any Person, any
ather Person that, directly or indirectly, is in control of, is cantrolled by or is under common
control with such Person or is a director or officer of such Person or of an Affiliate of such
Person.

ARTICLE XXI

REMEDIES CUMULATIVE

Section 21.1 The rights and r".. e"i s set forth under this Lease are in addition
to all other rights and remedies afforded to Landlord under any of the other documents

' '1

hereby reserved by Landlord, and this Lease is made and -
~~pie«without „â€”.=„- ' â€”to any such

rights and remedies. A11 af the rights and remedies of Landlord under each af the Lease
Documents shall be separate and c«r«u,-',ivc and may be exercised - â€”n â€”~â€”.-ntly or s~cesslvely
in Landlord's sole and absolute discretion,

ARTICLE XXII

LIMITATION OF LIABILITV

Section 22.1 ~a~bil't . No member, ~"" " "., officer, s.ja-.-=--:=--:==, employee or
agent of L~nd!ord or its respective affiliates shall be held to any personal liability, jointly, or

severally, for any abhgation of, or claim against Landlord under this Lease. Al! persons dealing
with Landlord, in any way, shall look anly to the assets af L"".."!"."~ for the p-z.â€”-=-...' of any stun
ar the performance of any obligations.
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Section 22.2 Copemential Ihmarca, Under no circumstances shall Landlord
be liable to Tenant or any subtenant or Affiliate of Tenant for any consequential, specified,
exemplary or permitted damages.

Section 22.3 Liability Limited to Interest in Premises. Tenant shall look solely to
Landlord's interest in the Leased Premises owned by Landlord to satisfy any liability arising
under this Lease. h is specifically agreed that no constituent partner in Landlord or officer,
director, member, manager or employee of Landlord shall ever be personally liable for any such
judgment or for the psymcat of any monetary obligation to Tenant. Except as etherdae

expressly provided herein, in no event shall Landlord ever be liable to Tenant for any indirect or
consequential damages suffered by Tenant from whatever cause.

ARTICLE XXIII

REGULATORY ACTIONS

Section 23.1 Notice of Litigation. (a) Promptly after receipt by Tenant or its
Aniliates of notice of the commencement thereof, Tenant shall provide Landlord with notice of
all actions, suits, and proceedings before any Gar-ente Authority affecting Tenant, or its
Affiliates or its Subtanaats, which, if detennined adversely to Tenant, its Affiliates or its

Subtenants, could result in a judgment equal to or greater than Fifty Thoused Dollars
($50,000.00).

(b) Notice of Repulatory Actions, Promptly after receipt by Tenant or its
Affiliates of the notice of commañcement thereof, Tenant shall provide Landlord with notice
of (i) any audit, investigation, claim (excluding adju#m±nts, complaints, and corrective

activity in the ordinary course of business), proceeding, settlement, judgm=t, consent order,
or corporate integrity agreement by or imposed by any Govemmental Authority, (ii) any
suspension, debannent or disqualification of Tenant, its officers and mcmbs, or its
Affiliates from being a health cam provider, government contractor, holder of any health care
license or recipient of reimbursement from any third party payor, (lli) any suspension,
tennination, or revocation of any health care license of Tenant or any or any of Tenant's
Affiliates or (iv) any self or voluntary disclosure of any overpâyment to a third party payor

by Tenant or any of Tenant's Affiliates.

(c) Notice of Settlement Negotigions. Tenant shall provide Landlord
with reac~*able notice of any and all settlement discussions and/or negotiations (excluding
adjnatments, complaints and corrective activity in the ordinary course of business).between

representatives of Tenant and/or its Subtenants and any Governmental Authority, including
without limitation negotiations with respect to any claim, settlement agreement, consent
order or corporate integrity agreement bctwcen Tenant and its Affiliates and any
Govemmental Authority ("Settlement Discussions"). In connection with Settlement

Discussions, (i) Tenant shall timely provide Landlord with copies of any and all documents
that Tenant and/or its Subtenants intends to submit, or that Tenant and/or its Subtenets

receives, in connection with any Settlement Discussions, and (ii) Tenant shall advise
Landlord as to the status of the Settlement Discussions.
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No receipt of any such notice under subsections (a), (b) and (c) shall impose any
obligation on Landlord to take any action or to enforce its righth hereunder or otherwise remedy
the circumstances leading to such notice,

ARTICLE XXIV .

ANTI-TERRORISM AND ANTI-MONEY LAUNDERING COMPLIANCE

Section 24.1 Compliance with Anti-Termrism LawsTenant represents and
warrants to Landlord that It is not, and, after making due inquiry, that no person who owns a

controlling interest in or otherwise controls Tenant is, (i) listed on the Specially Designated
Nationals and Blocked persons List (the "SDN List") maintained by the Office of Foreign Assets
Control ("OFAC"), Department of the Treasury, and/or on any other similar list ("Other

Lists"

and, collectively with the SDN List, the "Lists") maintained by the OPAC pursuant to any
authorizing statute, Executive Order or regulation (collectively, "OFAC Laws and

Regulations"); or (ii) a person (a "Designated Person") either (A) included within the term
"designated national" as defined in the Cuban Assets Contal Regulations, 31 C.F.R. Part 515, or

(B) deaîgaated under Sectians 1(a), 1(b), 1(c) or 1(d) of Executive Order No. 13224, 66 Fed.
Reg. 49079 (published September 25, 2001) or similarly designated under any related enabling
legislation or any other similar Executive Orders (collectively, the "Executive Orders"). The
OFAC Laws and Regulations and the Executive Orders are collectively referred to in this
Agreement as the "Anti-Terrorism Laws". Tenant represents and wrish that it requires, and
has taken reasonable measures to ensure ccepliance with the requirement, that no person who

owns any other direct interest in Tenant is or shall be listed on any of the Lists or is or shall be a
Designated Person. This Section 24 1 shall not apply to any person to the extent that such
person's interest in Tenant is through a U.S. Publicly-Traded Entity. As used in this Lease,
"U.S. Publicly-Traded Entity" means a person (other than an individual) whose securities are

listed on a national securities exchange, or quoted on an automated quotation system, in the
United States, or a wholly-owned subsidiary of such a person.

Section 24.2 Fundalnvested in Tenant. Tenant represents and warrants that it
has taken reasonable measues appropriate to the circumstances (and in any event as required by
law), with espect to each holder of .a direct or indirect interest in Tenant, to assure that funds
invested by auch holders in Tenant are derived from legal sources ("Anti-Money Laundenna
Measures"). The Anti-Money L=mdahig Measures have been undertaken in accordance with
the Bank Secreoy Act, 31 U.S.C. §§ 5311 et seq. ("_11SA"), and all applicable laws, regulations
and government gaidaace on BSA compliance and on the prevention and detection of money
laundering violations under 18 U.S.C. §§ 1956 and 1957 (colledvely with the BSA,
"Anti-Money LaunderinRLaws").

Section 24.3 No violation of AntiRoney LaunderingLaws. Tenant repments
and warrants to Landlord, to its actual knowledge after making due inquiry, that neither Tenant
nor any holder of a direct or indirect interest in Tenant (i) is under investigation by any
govcramcatal authority for, or has been charged with, or convicted of, money laundering under
18 U.S.C. §§ 1956 and 1957, drug trafficking, terrorist-related activities or other money

laundering predicate crimes, or any violation of the BSA, (ii) has been assessed civil penalties
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under any Anti-Money I -&±g Laws, or (iii) has had any of its funds seized or faifaited in an
action under any Anti-Money Laundering Laws.

Section 24.4 Te as with Anti-Money Isûñdcrhia Laws. Tenant
represents and warrants to Landlord that it has'taken raseenable measures appropriate to the
circiisñäidsws (in any event as requi ed by law), to ensure that Tenant is in eemplisce with all
current and future Anti-Money Laundering Lawa and laws, regulations and government guidence
for the prevention of terrorism, terrorist financing and drug traffickings

[SEE ATTACHED SIGNATURE PAGES]
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!

IN.WITNESS WHERBOF, the Parties have executed or caused the execution of this
Lease by their respective officers duly authorized as of the day and year first above written,

LANDLORD:

White Plains thedpÎh s C, ,
a Massa limited liabili .ec pay

Manager

TENANT:

HBL SNF, LLC,
a New York limited lia'sility company

By:
Name: ____ __._______.
Its:
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!

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have executed or caused the executicñ of this
Lease by their respective officers duly authorized as of the day and year first above written.

LANDLORD:

White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC, ,
a Mesachusetts limited liability company

By
, Manager

TENANT:

HBL SNF, LLC,
a New York limited liability company

By:

ts:
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SCHEDULE 18(k)

Health Care Representations

Health Care Representations. Tenant, for itself, and for the Subtenants, do

hereby represent and warrant to Landlord, its successors and assigns, as of the date of the Lease,
that:

(a) All Medicare and Medicaid provider agreements, certificates of need, if

applicable, certifications, govemmental licenses, permits, regulatory agreements or other
agreements and approvals, including certificates of operation, completion and occupancy,
and state nursing facility licenses or other licenses required by Health Care Authorities
(as' defined in the Lease) for the legal use, occupancy and operation of the Facility
(collectively, the "Health Care Licenses") for the Facility have been obtained by the

party required to hold such Health Care Licenses and are in full force and effect,

including approved provider status in any approved third-party payor program. Each
Subtenant (hereinafter *Operator") owns and/or possesses, and holds free from
restrictions or conflicts with the rights of others, all such Health Care Licenses and will
operate or cause the Facility to be operated in such a manner that the He'alth Care
Licenses shall remain in full force and effect;

(b) The Facility is duly licensed as a skilled nursing facility as required under
the applicable laws of the State of New York. The licensed bed capacity of the Facility
and the actual bed count 0psiäted at the Facility is 160. The Tenant has not applied to
reduce the number of licensed or certified beds of the Facility or to move or transfer the
right to any and all of the licensed or certified beds of the Facility to any other location or
to amend or otherwise change the Facility and/or the number of beds approved by the
DOH or other applicable state licensing agency, and there are no proceedings or actions

pending or contemplated to reduce the number of licensed or certified beds of the

Facility;

(c) The Health Care License with respect to the Facility (i) has not been and will
not be (A) transferred to any locatica other than the Facility or (B) pledged as collateral

security (other than any pledge as collateral security to Tenant's accounts receivable
lender approved by Landlord which pledge is subject to the interests of (x) Landlord
under the Lease and (y) Mortgagee, including the liens and security interests of the Loan

Documents), (ii) is and will continue to be held free from restrictions or known conflicts
that would materially impair the use,or operation of the Facility as intended, and (iii) is
not provisional, probationary, or restricted in any way, except in instances where a
Govemmental Authority or Health Care Authority has issued a provisional, pmbationary
or restricted license, permit or certification in the ordinary course pêñding issuance of a
final license, pennit or certification;

(d) Tenant has or will take any action to rescind, withdraw, revoke, amend,
modify, supplement or otherwise alter the nature, tenor or scope of any Health Care
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License or applicable provider payment program participation other than non material
alterations effected in the onlinary course of business;

(e) Tenant and the operation of the Facility are in material compliance with
the applicable provisions of the Laws and all orders, standards, policies, restrictions or
rules of any Health Care Authority having jurisdiction over the ownership, use,
occupancy or operation of the Facility, including (i)staffing requirements, (11) health and
fire safety codes including quality and safety standards, (i11) accepted professional
standards and principles that apply to the Operator's provision of services at the Facility,

(iv) federal, state or local laws, rules, regulations or published interpretations or policies

relating to the prevention of fraud and abuse, (v) insurance, reimbursement and cost

reportirtg requirements, government payment program requirements and disclosure of

ownership and related information requirements, (vi) requirements of applicable Health
Care Authorhies, including those relating to the Facility's physical structure and

environment, licensing, quality and adequacy of nursing facility care, distributions of

phaññãcéüticals, rate setting, equipment, personnel, operating policies, and additions of

Facility and services, and (vii) any other applicable laws, rcgü!aticñs or agreements for
reimbursement for the type of care or services provided by Tenant and/ with respect to
the Facility. As used herein, "material compliance" means a level of compliance that

would keep Tenant and/ (and the operation of the Facility) free from any final orders or

sanctions by any Covemmcutal Authority or Health Care Authority having jurisdictis
over the operation of the Facility and would not adversely affect Tenant's and/*s

operations, including, but not limited to, its right to receive reimbursement or insurance

payments;

(f) Tenant and the Facility are each in material compliance with the
requirements for participation in the Medicare and Medicaid programs with respect to the

Facility that currently participates in such programs and has a current provider agreement

under Title XVIII and/or XIX of the Social Security Act which is in full force and effect.

Facility has not had any deficiencies on its most recent survey (standard or comiz±a that

would result in a denial of payment for new admissions with no apportunity to correct

prior to tennination. The Facility had not any deficiencies at "level G" or above on its
most recent survey (standard or complaint), nor has Tenant been cited with any
substandard quality of care deficiencies (as that term is defined in Part 488 of 42 C.F.R.)
for the past two consecutive surveys. The Facility has not been designated as a Special

Focus Facility (as such term is defined by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid
Services Special Focus Facility Program);

(g) Neither Tenant nor the Facility is a target of, participant in, or subject to

any action, proceeding, suit, audit, investigation or sanction by any Health Care Authority
or any other adminintrative or investigative body or entity or any other third party payor

or any patient or resident (including, without limitation, whistleblower suits, or suits
brought pursuant to federal or state False Claims Acts, and Medicaid/Medicare/State
fraud/abuse laws, but excluding medical malpractice claims and other civil liability
lawsuits for which the Facility is mé±±±;; insurance coverage in the ordinary course
of business) which may result, directly or indirectly or with the passage of time, in the

imposition of a fine, penalty, altemative, interim or final sanction, a lower rate
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certification, recoupment, iccavery, suspension or discontinuance of all or part of
reimbursement from any Health Care Authority, third-party payor, insurance carrier or
private payor, a lower reimbursement rate for services rendered to eligible patients, or

any other civil or edmi=l remedy, or which could reasonably be expected to have a
material adverse effect on Landlord, Tenant , or the operation of the Facility, including
the Facility's ability to accept or retain residcats, or which could result in the
appointment of a receiver or manager, or in the modification, limitation, tre!ment,
rev scâh, transfer, surrender, suspension or other impairment of a Health Care License,
or affect Tenant's 's participation in the Medicare, Medicaid, or third-party payor

program, as applicable, or any successor program thereto, at current rate certification, nor
has any such action, proceeding, suit, investigation or audit been threatcasd;

(h) There are no agreements with residents of the Facility or with any other
persons or organizations that deviate in any material adverse respect from or that conflict

with, any statutory or regulatory requireménts. All resident records at the Facility,

hekding patient and/or resident accounts records, are true, complete, and correct in all
material respects;

(i) Other than the Medicare, Medicaid, and Veteran Administration programs,
Tenant is not a participant in any federal, state or local program whereby any federal,
state or local govemment or quasi-gevcimnental body, or any intennediary, agency,
board or other authority or entity may have the right to recover funds with respect to any
Individual Property by reason of the advance of federal, state or local funds, incindkg,
without limitation those authorized under the Hill-Burton Act (42 U.S.C. 291, g sea).
Tenant has received no notice, and is not aware of any violation of applicable antitrust

laws;

(j) Tenant's private payor, Medicaid, Medicare, and/or managed care

company, insurance company or other third-party iñatirâñce accounts receivable with
respect to the Facility are free of any liens and Tenant has not pledged any of its
receivables as collateral security for any loan or indebtedness:

(k) Tenant is not a party to any collective bargaiñing agreement or other labor
contract applicable to persons employed by it at the Facility and there are no theatened
or pending labor disputes at the Facility;

(1) Tenant has instituted, and the Facility is opeated in material compliance

with, a compliaace plan which follows applicable guidelines established by Health Care

Authorities;

(m) Tenant is in compliance with the Health Care Insurance Portability and

Accc=t±ility Act of 1996, and theregulations pronmlgated thereunder;

(n) There is no threatened or pending revocation, suspension, termination,
probation, restriction, limitation, or non-renewal affecting Tenant and/or the Facility or
provider agreement with any third-party payor, Medicare or Mediceid;
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(o) All ..cdicarc Me~!ca!d and private insurance cost reports and financial
reports: â€”:--:=::-".;="

by or on behalf of the Facility are and will continue to be materially
accurate and ~o~~!e<~ and have not been snd wUJ not be ~!5!e~~'n~ in any tnaterial

respects;

(p) The Facility and the use thereof complies in all material respects with a11
<~pllcsL! local, state, and federal building codes, fire codes, and other similar regttlatory
requirements and no waivers of such physical plant standards exist at the Facility;

(q) Any existing agreement reiatjng to the .â€”--.â€”.g mont or operation of the

Facility is in full force snd effect and is not in default by sny party, In the event any
management or operating agreement is terminated or in the event of foreclosure or other

acquisition, the subsequent operator need not obtain a certificate of need prior to apt..q~g
for and receiving s I!cense to operate the Facility or prior to receiving Medicare or
Medicaid payments, as applicable,"

(r) There are no actions, suits, or proceeuingn at law or in equity by any
person or entity i -':-= any Gove~~e~tal Authority or any Health Care Authority or
other agency now pending or threatened against or affecting Tenant and/or the Facility,
which actions, suits or proceedings, individually or coQectively, if dote.â€”.-.~,c" against
Tenant and/or the Facility, might i.-~rl-'Iy adversely affect the â€”n".:I-;. P'-.-'=--'-=-! or

otherwise) or business of Tenant and/or the condition, ownership or operation of the

Facility,
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SCHEDULE 19.2

"Special Paracsc
Entity" shall mean a corporation, litrlited partnership or limited liability

y (such entity eemetimes referred to herein as the "Company") which at all times on and
after the date hereof:

(d) is organized solely for the purpose of (i) acquiring, developing, owning,
holding, selling, leasing, transferring, exchsging, managing and operating the Leased

P=mises, cñtering into this Lease with Landlord, subleasing the Leased Premises to affiliated

subtccants; and (ii) transacting lawful business that is incident, necessary and appropriate to
accomplish the foregoing;

(e) is not engaged and will not engage, directly or indirectly, in any business
unrelated to those acuvides required or pennitted to be pciformed under the Lease, including
pursuañt to this definition of "Special Purpose Entity"

and Subsectionfal above, as

applicable;

(f) does not have and will not have any assets other than those (i) related to
the Leased Premises or its partnership interest in the limited pshiowhip or the member
interest in the limited liability company that operates the Leased Premises or acts as the

general partner or managing member thereof, as applicable, and (ii) iñcidentâI personal

propeaty necessary for the conduct of its business, as applicable;

(g) has not engaged, sought or conseted to and will not engage iji, seek or

consent to any dissolution, winding up, liquidstiön, consolidation, merger, sale of all or

substantially all of its assets, transfer of partnership or membership interests (if such entity is

a general partner in a limited partnership or a member In a limited liability company) or
amendment of its limited partnership agreement, articles of incorporation. .articles of

organization, certificate of formation or operating agreement (as applicabic) with respect to

the matters set forth in this definition;

(h) is and will remain solvent and pay its debts and liabilides (including, as

applicable, shared persome! and overhead expenses) from its assets as the same shall become

due, and is mer±ing and will maintain adequate capital for the normal obligations

reasonably foreseeable in a business of its size and character and in light of its centemplated

business operations;

(i) has not failed and will not fail to correct any known misunderstanding

regarding its separate identity;

(j) has mentained and will maintain its accounts, books and records separate
from those of any other person, individual or entity (a "Person") and maia:ain its bank
accounts separate from those of any other Person. To the extent required by law to file a tax

return, will file its own tax retums, except to the extent it is required to file cori=endatêd tax
returns by law;
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I

(k) has mairitained and will ri~ntri» irs own records, books, resolutions and

almcments;

(1) has nat ca mi".~)ed and will not commingle its funds or assets with those
of any other Person and has nat poa» ='=.-=. and will not p- .ci â€”„-:e in any cash management
system with any other Person other than pursuant to its jiriserr any credit faciIiries or
accounts receivables financingsj;

(m)has held and will hold its assets in its own name; I

(n) has canducted and wilt conduct its business m its name;

(o) has maintained and wil'l .".".n its financial statements, accounting
records and other entity documents separate hom any other Person snd has not permitted snd
will not permit its assets to be listed as assets on the financial statement af any other entity
except as required by GAAP;

pr~v'
ed, ~ho ter, that any such c".-.."".'."=."2 financial

st~t~ment shall contain a note ~~d!e>»~g that its separate assets and liabilities are neither
available to pay the debts af the cons"Li«ted entity nor .:=.-"=-:.""- ~ obligatioIis of th
consolidated entity;

(p) has paid arid will pay its own liabilities and expenses, including the
salaries af its awn emplayees, if any, out of its own funds and assets, aud bas maintained and
will maintain a sufficient number of employees, if any, in light of iis ==:--==-==..-"latedbusiness
operatians and in accordance with all Laws„

(q) has observed and will observe all partnerslup, corporate, or limited liability
company formalities, as applicable„

(r) has and will have no indebtedness other than (i) liabilities under this Lease
or any Sui'1 (ii) liabilities incurred in the ar»li ary course af business relating to the

ownership aud operation of the Leased Premises and the routine administration of Tenant,
and (iii) such other liabilities that are permitted under this Lease;

(s) has nat and will not assume or guarantee or become obligated for the debts
of any other Person or hold cut its credit ss being available tn satisfy the obligatioiis of any
ather Person except as permitted pursuant to this Lease;

(t) has not and. will nat acquire obligations ar securities of its i ~ineI,.
members or shareholders or any other AfQiate;

(u) has allocated and will allocate fairly, reasonably and in accordance with
all Laws, any oveihcad expenses that are shared with any Affiliate, including„but not limited

to, paying for shared office space and services performed by any <.-i: y--
of an Aff ~~ioto*

(v) maintsins and uses and will ...
i".t"'

. and use separate stationery invaices
and checks bearing its name. The stationery, invoices, and checks utilized by the Tenant ar
utilized to collect its funds or pay its expenses shaU bear its own name and shall not bear the
name of any other entity;
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(w)has not pledged and will not pledge its assets for the beneth of any other

Person;

(x) has held itself out and identified itself and will hold itself out and identify
itself as a separate and distinct entity under its own name and not as a division or part of any
other Person;

(y) has 1ñaiñ±âined and will maintain its assets in such a manner that it will not
be costly or difficult to segregate, ascertain or identify its indhidüãl assets from those of any
other Person;

(z) bas not made and will not make loans to any Person or hold evidcace of
indebtcdæü issued by any other Person or entity;

(an) has not identified and will not identify its partners, members or

shareholders, or any Affiliate of any of them, as a division or part of it, and has not identified
itself and shall not identify itself as a division of any other Person;

(bb) has not entered into or been a party to, and will not enter into or be a

party to, any transaction with its parma, ma=hm, shareholders or Affiliates except (A) in
the ordinary course of its business and on tenna which are intrinsically fair, comrnercially
reasonable and are in compliance with all Laws and no less favorable to it than would be
shtaiñêd in a comparable arm's-length transactica with an unrelated third party and (B) in
connection with this Lease;

(cc) has not and will not have any obligation to, and will not, indemnify its

partners, officers, directors or members, as the case may be, unless such an chligatica is fully
subordinated to the Rent payable under this Lease and will not constitute a claim against it in
the event that cash flow in exce ss of the amount required to pay the Rent is insufficietit to

pay such obligation;

(dd) it shall consider the interests of its creditors in caññêçti0n with all

limited Jiability company actions;

(ee) does not and will not have any of its obligellens guaranteed by any
Affiliate except obligations under this Lease;

(ff) if such entity is a limited liability company, it shall have its own board of
directors or board of managers, and shall cause such board to meet at least aññüally or act

pursuant to written consent and keep minutes of such meetings and actions and observe all

other corporate formalities;

(gg) has complied and will cornply with all of the terms and provisions
contained in its organizational documents. The statement of facts contained in its

organizational documents are true and correct and will remain true and correct;

(hh) has not and will not perrnit any other Person independen! access to its

bank accounts;
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(ii) has caused and will cause all reprascñiatives of Tenant to act at all times
with respect to Tenant cesidsey and in furtherance of the foregaing; and

(jj) has not and will not form, acquire, or hold any subsidiary or own any
equity interest in any other entity.
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK

COUNTY OF NEW YORK

LIZER JOZEFOVIC, : Index No.: 655549/2020

Plaintiff, : ANSWER WITH CROSS-CLAIM

v. :

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES :

I, LLC, HOWARD FENSTERMAN, and :

METROPOLITAN COMMERCIAL BANK, :

Defendants. :

______-------- _________ --___- X

Defendant Metropolitan Commercial Bank ("MCB"), by its attorneys, Windels Marx Lane

& Mittendorf, LLP, as and for its Verified Answer With Cross-Claim in response to the Summons

and Complaint, dated October 22, 2020 (the "Complaint"), filed by plaintiff Lizer Jozefovic

("Plaintiff"), alleges as follows:

. INTRODUCTION

1. No response is ñêcessary to the allegations in paragraph 1 of the Complaiñt. To the

extent that a response is necessary, MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a

belief as to the truth of the allegations in paragraph 1 of the Complaint.

'
2. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 2 of the Complaint.

3. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 3 of the Complaint.

4. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 4 of the Complaint.
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5. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 5 of the Complaint, except admits that Plaintiff assigned his interest

in Waterview Acquisition I, I LC to MCB as part of a financing arrangement.

6. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 6 of the Complaint, except denies the allegations in paragraph 6 of the

Complaint concerning the contents of the purported Notification of Disposition of Collateral and

respectfully refers the Court to the document for the terms thereof.

7. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 7 of the Complaint, except admits that defendants White Plains

Healthcare Properties I, LLC ("WPHP") and Howard Fensterman ("Fensterman") have no right or

ability to sell Plaintiff's interest in Waterview Acquisition I, LLC, and respectfully refers all

questions of law to the Court.

8. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 8 of the Complaint.

9. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 9 of the Complaint.

10. MCB admits the allegations in paragraph 10 of the Complaint.

THE PARTIES

11. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 11 of the Complaint.

12. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 12 of the Complaint.
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13. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 13 of the Complaint.

14. MCB admits the allegations in paragraph 14 of the Complaint.

15. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 15 of the Complaiñt, and respectfully refers all questions of law to the

Court.

16. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 16 of the Complaint, and respectfully refers all questions of law to the

Court.

FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS

The Collateral Assignment

17. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 17 of the Complaint.

18. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 18 of the Complaint.

19. MCB denies the allegations in paragraph 19 of the Complaint and respectfully

refers the Court to the Collateral Assignment for the terms thereof.

20. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 20 of the Complaint.

21. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 21 of the Complaint.
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22. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 22 of the Complaint, and respectfully refers all questions of law to the

Court.

23. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the alle.gations in paragraph 23 of the Complaint.

24. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 24 of the Complaint.

25. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 25 of the Complaint.

26. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 26 of the Complaint.

27. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 27 of the Complaiñt, and respectfully refers all questions of law to the

Court.

Assignment of the Membership Interest to MCB

28. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 28 of the Complaint.

29. MCB denies the allegations in paragraph 29 of the Complaint and respectfully

refers the Court to the then governing Operating Agreement of Waterview Acquisition I, LLC for

the terms thereof.

30. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 30 of the Complaint.

31. MCB admits the allegations in paragraph 31 of the Complaint.
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32. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 32 of the Complaint, except admits that in December 2019, Plaintiff

assigned the Membership Interest to MCB in connection with a $3,000,000.00 loan as part of a

financing arrangement.

33. MCB admits the allegations in paragraph 33 of the Complaint.

34. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 34 of the Complaint.

35. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 35 of the Complaint.

36. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 36 of the Complaint.

Distribution of the Notificanan and Resulting Harm

37. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 37 of the Complaint and respectfully refers the Court to the

Notification of Disposition of Collateral for the terms thereof.

38. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations the allegations in paragraph 38 of the Complaint and respectfully refers the Court

to the Notification of Disposition of Collateral for the terms thereof.

39. MCB denies the allegations in paragraph 39 of the Complaint and respectfully

refers the Court to the Notification of Disposition of Collateral for the terms thereof.

40. MCB denies the allegations in paragraph 40 of the Complaint and respectfully

refers the Court to the Notification of Disposition of Collateral for the terms thereof.
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41. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 41 of the Complaint.

42. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 42 of the Complaint.

43. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 43 of the Complaint.

44. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 44 of the Complaint.

45. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 45 of the Complaint.

46. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 46 of the Complaint.

47. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 47 of the Complaint.

48. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 48 of the Complaint.

49. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 49 of the Complaint.

50. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 50 of the Complaint.

51. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 51 of the Complaint.
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52. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 52 of the Complaint.

53. MCB admits the allegations in paragraph 53 of the Complaint.

54. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 54 of the Complaint.

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION

Declaratory Judgment

(All Defendants)

55. In response to paragraph 55 of the Coiliplaiilt, MCB repeats and reiterates each and

every response to the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 through 54 with the same force and

effect as though fully set forth herein.

56. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 56 of the Complaint and respectfully refers the Court to the Collateral

Assignment for the terms thereof.

57. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 57 of the Complaint.

58. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 58 of the Complaint.

59. MCB admits the allegations in paragraph 59 of the Complaint.

60. MCB admits the allegations in paragraph 60 of the Complaiiit.

61. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 61 of the Complaint, except admits that (a) the Membership Interest

has been assigned to MCB and (b) WPHP and Mr. Fensterman have no right or claim to the
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Membership Interest, nor can WPHP, Mr. Fensterman, or DDW LLP sell or otherwise transfer the

Membership Interest.

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION

Breach of Contract

(WPHP and Mr. Fensterman)

62. In response to paragraph 62 of the Complaiñt, MCB repeats and reiterates each and

every response to the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 through 61 with the same force and

effect as though fully set forth herein.

63. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 63 of the Complaint.

64. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 64 of the Complaint.

65. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 65 of the Complaint.

66. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 66 of the Complaint.

67. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 67 of the Complaint.

68. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 68 of the Complaint.

69. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 69 of the Complaint.
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THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION

Fraud

(WPHP and Mr. Fensterman)

70. In response to paragraph 70 of the Complaint, MCB repeats and reiterates each and

every response to the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 through 69 with the same force and

effect as though fully set forth herein.

71. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 71 of the Complaint.

72. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 72 of the Complaiñt, except denies the allegations concerning the

content of the Notification, and respectfully refers the Court to the Notification for the contents

thereof.

73. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 73 of the Coñrplaiñt, except admits that WPHP and Fensterman have

no right to sell the Membership Interest.

74. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 74 of the Complaint.

75. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 75 of the Complaint.

THIRD /SICLCAUSE OF ACTION

Defamation

(WPHP and Mr. Fensterman)

76. In response to paragraph 76 of the Complaint, MCB repeats and reiterates each and

every response to the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 through 75 with the same force and

effect as though fully set forth herein.
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77. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 77 of the Complaint.

78. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 78 of the Complaint, except denies the allegations coñcerning the

content of the Notification, and respectfully refers the Court to the Notification for the contents

thereof.

79. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 79 of the Complaint.

80. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 80 of the Complaint.

81. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 81 of the Complaint.

82. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 82 of the Complaiñt.

FOURTH fSICI CAUSE OF ACTION

Breach of Fiduciary Duty

(Mr. Fensterman)

83. In response to paragraph 83 of the Complaint, MCB repeats and reiterates each and

every response to the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 through 82 with the same force and

effect as though fully set forth herein.

84. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 84 of the Complaint and respectfully refers all questions of law to the

Court.
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85. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 85 of the Complaint.

86. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 86 of the Complaint.

87. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 87 of the Complaint.

FIFTH /SIC/ CAUSE OF ACTION

Legal Malpractice

(Mr. Fensterman)

88. In response to paragraph 88 of the Complaint, MCB repeats and reiterates each and

every response to the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 through 87 with the same force and

effect as though fully set forth herein.

89. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 89 of the Complaint.

90. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 90 of the Complaint and respectfully refers all questions of law to the

Court.

91. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 91 of the Complaint and respectfully refers all questions of law to the

Court.

92. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 92 of the Complaint.

93. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 93 of the Complaint.
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SIXTH TSIC/ CAUSE OF ACTION

Judiciary Law Section 487

(Mr. Fensterman)

94. In response to paragraph 94 of the Complaiñt, MCB repeats and reiterates each and

every response to the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 through 93 with the same force and

effect as though fully set forth herein.

95. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 95 of the Complaint.

96. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 96 of the Complaint.

97. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 97 of the Complaint.

98. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 98 of the Complaint.

99. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 99 of the Complaint.

DEFENSES

100. MCB reserves the right to rely upon any of the following or any additional defenses

to the extent that such defenses are supported by information developed through discovery or

evidence at trial. MCB presently has insufficient knowledge or information upon which to form a

belief as to whether there may be, as yet unstated, defenses available to MCB and thus, expressly

reserves the right to (a) amend or supplement this answer, defenses and all other pleadings, and

(b) assert any and all additional defenses under any applicable federal and state law in the event

that discovery indicates such defenses would be appropriate. By asserting the matters below, MCB
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does not admit that Plaintiff is relieved of his burden to prove each element of its claims and the

damages or relief sought.

AS AND FOR A FIRST DEFENSE

101. MCB has a fully perfected security interest in the Membership Interest and the

certificates constituting the Membership Interest that is senior to all other persons.

AS AND FOR A SECOND DEFENSE

102. MCB has a possessory right in the certificates constituting the Membership Interest

that is superior to all other persons.

AS AND FOR A THIRD DEFENSE

103. Given that MCB is the creditor with the fully perfected senior secured interest in

the Membership Interests and certificates constituting the Membership Interest, and also has

possession of the certificates (and cannot be dispossessed of same), defendants WPHP and

Fensterman cannot conduct a commercially reasonable sale of the Membership Interest and thus,

they cannot proceed with a sale of said Membership Interest.

AS AND FOR A FOURTH DEFENSE

104. Upon information and belief, WPHP and Fensterman never had a valid security

interest in the Membership Interest and thus, they cannot foreclose or sell same.

AS AND FOR A FIFTH DEFENSE

105. Upon information and belief, assuming arguendo WPHP and Fensterman had a

valid security interest in the Membership Interest, said security interest has since terminated and

thus, they cannot foreclose or sell same.
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AS AND FOR A CROSS-CLAIM

AGAINST WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE

PROPERTIES L LLC AND HOWARD FENSTERMAN

(Declaratory Judgmeñ‡)

106. MCB repeats and re-alleges the foregoing paragraphs as though fully set forth

herein.

MCB's Security Interest in the Membershio Interest

107. On or about December 19, 2019, MCB loaned $3 million to, among others,

Waterview Acquisition I, LLC ("Waterview") and in connection therewith Waterview executed

and delivered to MCB a Promissory Note and Loan Agreement each dated December 19, 2019.

108. To secure repayment of Waterview's obligations to MCB, among other things,

Plaintiff executed and delivered to MCB a Guaranty Of Payment dated December 19, 2019 (the

"Guaranty").

109. Plaintiff secured his obligations under his Guaranty by executing and delivering to

MCB, among other things, the Assignment And Pledge Of Membership Interests dated December

19, 2019 (the "Pledge Agreement").

110. Pursuant to the Pledge Agreement, Plaintiff, among other things, "pledge[d],

collaterally assign[ed], transfer[red] and convey[ed], and grant[ed] a security interest in and lien

on, in favor of [MCB], all of [Plaintiff's] right, title and interest in, to, and under ..., whether now

owned or existing or hereafter acquired or arising ['Seventy and one-tenths percentage (70.1%) of

the membership interests ... owned by HERBERT JOZEFOVIC ... in WATERVIEW

ACQUISITION I, LLC ....']". In other words, by the Pledge Agreement, Plaintiff pledged his

Membership Interests to MCB.

111. To authorize, permit and facilitate the pledge of Plaintiff's Membership Interests to

MCB, Plaintiff's Membership Interests were certificated (the "Certificates") and the Amended
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And Restated Operating Agreement Of Waterview Acquisition I, LLC was amended pursuant to

the Second Amendmeñt To Amended And Restated Operating Agreement Of Waterview

Acquisition I, LLC dated December 19, 2019 (collectively, the "Operating Agreement"). After

obtaining a senior secured interest in Plaintiff's Membership hiterests and Certificates, MCB fully

perfected same by filing a UCC Financing Statement on December 23, 2019 and taking possession

of the Certificates.

112. All of Plaintiff's rights and interests in and to the Membership Interests are merged

with and in the Certificates.

The Certificates

113. MCB remains in possession of the Certificates.

114. MCB has a possessory interest in the Certificates that is superior to all other persons

and thus, cannot be dispossessed of the Certificates.

115. The Certificates, moreover, states as follows: "This certifies that Herbert Lizer

Jozefovic is the registered owner of Seventy and 1/10-(70.1%) Percent of the membership in the

Limited Liability Company transferable only on the books of the Company in accordance with the

Company's Operating Agreement and pursuant to the provisions of Section 2801-a(4)(b) of the

New York State Public Health
Law."

116. Pursuant to Article XII of Waterview's Operating Agreement, a pledge or transfer

of a membership interest is prohibited absent c0113e11i of the Public Health Council of the State of

New York and the members of Waterview.

117. Likewise, Section 2801-a(4)(b) of the New York State Public Health Law requires

the consent of the New York Public Health and Health Planniñg Council.
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The Notice of Sale

118. On or about October 6, 2020, MCB and its counsel Windels Marx Lane &

Mittendorf, LLP received a Notification Of Disposition Of Collateral pursuant to which WPHP

and Fensterman purported to sell WPHP's interests in and to Plaintiff's Membership Interests and

Certificates (the "Notice of Sale").

119. The Notice of Sale allegedly relates to an August 11, 2017 collateral assignment,

pledge and security agreement between Plaintiff and WPHP. However, WPHP did not file a UCC

Financing Statement until September 15, 2020.

120. Even if WPHP and Fensterman were to have a valid security interest in the

Membership Interest, it would be junior to MCB's security interest by virtue of the fact that MCB

perfected its interest before WPHP's September 15, 2020 UCC Financing Statement.

The UCC Reasires that any Sale be "Ca==arcially
Reeseñable"

121. Pursuant to NY UCC 9-610(b), "Every aspect of a disposition of collateral,

including the method, manner, time, place, and other terms, must be commercially
reasonable."

122. In order to conduct a commercially reasonable sale of the Membership Interests,

WPHP and Fensterman must have possession of the Certificates.

Declaratory Relief is Necessary

123. As evidenced by the Notice of Sale, and the subsequent refusal by WPHP and

Fensterman to withdraw the Notice of Sale, there exists a genuine controversy and dispute as to

whether WPHP and Fensterman have the authority to sell Plaintiff's Membership Interest given

that (a) WPHP and Fensterman never had a security interest in the Membership Interests and if

they did, then said security interest long ago terminated, and even if they did and still have a

security interest in the Membership Interests, then (b) (i) MCB has a fully perfected security
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interest in the Membership Interest and Certificates that is senior to all other persons, (ii) MCB is

in possession of the Certificates, (iii) MCB has a possessory right in the Certificates that is superior

to all other persons, (iv) MCB cannot be dispossessed of the Certificates given its superior

possessory right in same, (v) the Certificates limit any transfer of same except in compliance with

the Operating Agreement, which requires the consent of Waterview's members, and the Public

Health Law, which requires the consent of the Public Health Council; (vii) all of Plaintiff's rights

and interests in and to the Membership Interests are merged with and in the Certificates, and (viii)

in order to conduct a commercially reasonable sale, WPHP and Fensterman must have possession

of the Certificates.

124. A judicial determination of these issues is necessary.

125. This controversy is ripe, genuine, actually justiciable and MCB has no adequate

remedy at law.

126. MCB is entitled to a declaratory judgmêñt stating that WPHP and Fensterman are

prollibited from selling Plaintiff's Membership Interest pursuant to the Notice of Sale or otherwise

because: (a) WPHP and Fensterman never had a security interest in the Membership Interests and

if they did, then said security interest long ago terminated, and even if they did and still have a

security interest in the Membership Interests, then (b) (i) MCB has a fully perfected security

interest in the Membership hiterest and Certificates that is senior to all other persons, (ii) MCB is

in possession of the Certificates, (iii) MCB has a possessory right in the Certificates that is superior

to all other persons, (iv) MCB cannot be dispossessed of the Certificates given its superior

possessory right in same, (v) the Certificates limit any transfer of same except in compliance with

the Operating Agreement, which requires the consent of Waterview's members, and the Public

Health Law, which requires the consent of the Public Health Council; (vii) all of Plaintiff's rights
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and interests in and to the Membership Interests are merged with and in the Certificates, and (viii)

in order to conduct a commercially reasonable sale, WPHP and Fensterman must have possession

of the Certificates.

127. WHEREFORE, MCB demands judgment as follows:

(a) Granting Plaintiff's request for a judgment declaring that (i) the Collateral

Assignment to WPHP and Fensterman is null and void following the establishment

of the Rent Security; (ii) the Membership Interest has been properly assigned to

MCB; and (iii) WPHP and Fensterman have no right or claim to the Membership

Interest, nor can WPHP, Fensterman, or counsel sell or otherwise transfer the

Membership Interest;

(b) Granting MCB's request for a judgment declaring that WPHP and Fensterman are

prohibited from selling Plaintiff's Membership Interest pursuant to the Notice of

Sale or otherwise because: (1) WPHP and Fensterman never had a security interest

in the Membership Interests and if they did, then said security interest long ago

terminated, and even if they did and still have a security interest in the Membership

Interests, then (2) (i) MCB has a fully perfected security interest in the Membership

Interest and Certificates that is senior to all other persons, (ii) MCB is in possession

of the Certificates, (iii) MCB has a possessory right in the Certificates that is

superior to all other persons, (iv) MCB cannot be dispossessed of the Certificates

given its superior possessory right in same, (v) the Certificates limit any transfer of

same except in compliance with the Operating Agreement, which requires the

consent of Waterview's members, and the Public Health Law, which requires the

consent of the Public Health Council; (vii) all of Plaintiff's rights and interests in
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and to the Membership Interests are merged with and in the Certificates, and (viii)

in order to conduct a commercially reasonable sale, WPHP and Fensterman must

have possession of the Certificates; and

(c) Granting MCB such other relief as the Court may deem fair, just and proper.

Dated: January 8, 2020

New York, New York

WINDELS MARX LANE & MITTENDORF, LLP

By:

Robert J. Malatak
'

James Tracy

156 West 56th Street

New York, NY 10019

Telephone: 212-237-1180

Fax: 212-262-1215

rmalatak@windelsmarx.com

jtracy@windelsmarx.com

Attorneys for Defendant/Cross-Claimant

Metropolitan Commercial Bank
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
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WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC, 
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HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/K/A LIZER 

JOZOFOVIC and MARK NEUMAN, 

Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiff, 

- against -

CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY  

CONSULTING, THE CONGRESS COMPANIES, 

HOWARD FENSTERMAN, and WILLIAM  

NICHOLSON,  

Third-Party Defendants. 

Index No. 60278/2020 

MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN SUPPORT OF MOTION 

FOR LEAVE TO AMEND COMPLAINT 

DELBELLO DONNELLAN WEINGARTEN WISE & WIEDERKEHR, LLP 

Lead Counsel for Plaintiff White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC 
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-and-
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Tel: (914) 607-7010 

Attorneys for White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC 
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PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 

Plaintiff, White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC (“WPH Properties”) by its attorneys, 

DelBello, Donnellan, Weingarten, Wise & Wiederkehr, LLP and Abrams, Fensterman, 

Fensterman, Eisman, Formato, Ferrara, Wolf & Carone, LLP, respectfully submit this 

memorandum of law in support of its motion, pursuant to CPLR § 3025(b), granting WPH 

Properties leave to file an amended complaint.  

WPH Properties is moving for leave to amend because the defendants rejected an amended 

complaint served on November 30, 2020, 25 days, not 20 days, after they filed their answer. The 

relevant facts are set forth in the accompanying affirmation of Alfred E. Donnellan, Esq. For the 

reasons that follow, WPH Properties respectfully submits that leave to amend should be granted.   

ARGUMENT 

I 

THE COURT SHOULD GRANT LEAVE TO FILE THE AMENDED COMPLAINT. 

Pursuant to CPLR 3025(b), a party “may amend his pleading, or supplement it . . . at any 

time by leave of court” and leave “shall be freely given upon such terms as may be just . . . .” 

CPLR § 3025(b); Sentry Ins. Co. v. Kero-Sun, Inc., 122 A.D.2d 204, 204 (2d Dep’t 1986) (“As a 

general rule, leave to amend should be freely given absent prejudice or surprise resulting directly 

from the delay.”). “Thus, leave to amend a pleading should be granted where the amendment is 

neither palpably insufficient nor patently devoid of merit, and the delay in seeking amendment 

does not prejudice or surprise the opposing party.” Ulster Savings Bank v. Fiore, 165 A.D.3d 734, 

735 (2d Dep’t 2018). “Prejudice . . . is not found in the mere exposure of the defendant to greater 

liability. Instead, there must be some indication that the defendant has been hindered in the 

preparation of his case or has been prevented from taking some measure in support of his position.” 
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2 

Abdelnabi v. New York City Transit Authority, 273 A.D.2d 114, 115 (1st Dep’t 2000) (citing 

Loomis v. Civetta Corrinno Construction Corp., 54 N.Y.2d 18, 24 (1981)).  

Granting leave to amend the complaint here would result in no prejudice or surprise 

whatever to the defendants. Discovery in this case has only just commenced. Defendants served 

their first set of interrogatories and request for the production of documents on December 18, 2020. 

Donnellan aff., ¶8 Pursuant to the Courts preliminary conference order, responses to those 

discovery requests are due on February 26, 2021. Depositions have not yet commenced. Donnellan 

aff., ¶8 Since leave is being sought at the commencement of discovery, the defendants cannot 

plausibly claim that they somehow changed their position in reliance on the original complaint, or 

even that the amended complaint would somehow cause them significant trouble or expense. 

Indeed, Courts have held that leave should be granted to amend a complaint even close to 

the eve of trial. See Kimso Apartments, LLC v. Gandhi, 24 N.Y.3d 403 (2914). In Sunken Pond 

Estates Homeowners Ass’n v. Sunken Pond Estate, Inc., No. 43653/08, 2012 WL 2742825, *6 

(Sup. Ct. Suffolk Cty. June 21, 2012), for example, the defendants opposed leave to amend the 

complaint, asserting that “the proposed amendment is unfair because it is made almost on the eve 

of trial and will cause unreasonable expense and delay if it leads to additional discovery is 

insufficient to make such a showing.” Id. The Court granted leave to amend, stating: 

Mere lateness is not a barrier to an amendment. It must be lateness coupled with 

significant prejudice to the other side, the very elements of the laches 

doctrine. There must be some indication that the defendants have been hindered in 

the preparation of their case or prevented from taking some measure in support of 

their position. The defendants' conclusory assertion that the proposed amendment 

is unfair because it is made almost on the eve of trial and will cause unreasonable 

expense and delay if it leads to additional discovery is insufficient to make such a 

showing. 

Id. (citations omitted). 
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3 

The lack of surprise to the defendants is further reinforced by the fact that the amended 

complaint does nothing more than add a cause of action against Jozefovic individually for HBL’s 

breach of the same provisions in the lease agreement as alleged in the original complaint. Jozefovic 

pledged the Waterview membership interest as security to ensure HBL’s compliance with the 

lease. The amended complaint seeks to enforce the security agreement and the lease. Because the 

facts supporting WHP Properties’ claims against Jozefovic individually are based on the same 

breaches of HBL’s obligations under the lease, there is cannot possibly be any surprise to the 

defendants of the facts alleged that support the new claims.  

Finally, “the established rule is that the legal sufficiency or merits of proposed amendments 

will not be examined on a motion to amend unless the insufficiency or lack of merit is clear and 

free from doubt.” Sentry Ins. Co. v. Kero-Sun, Inc., 122 A.D.2d at 204; see also Yong Soon Oh v. 

Hua Jin, 124 A.D.3d 639, 640 (2d Dep’t 2015) (“[I]n the absence of prejudice or surprise to the 

opposing party, leave to amend pleadings should be freely granted unless the proposed amendment 

is palpably insufficient or patently devoid of merit.”); Sample v. Levada, 8 A.D.3d 465, 467-68 

(2d Dep’t 2004) (“The legal sufficiency or merits of a proposed amendment to a pleading will not 

be examined unless the insufficiency or lack of merit is clear and free from doubt.”). The fifth 

cause of action easily satisfies that standard.   

The basis for the fifth cause of action in the amended complaint is Jozefovic’s breach of 

the security agreement. The fifth cause of action alleges as follows: 

● Under the Jozefovic Security Agreement, Jozefovic pledged the Waterview

Collateral in order to secure the obligations under the Jozefovic Security

Agreement and under the Lease;

● The Jozefovic Security Agreement provides that Jozefovic has not and will

not enter into any assignment, mortgage, pledge or other instrument that
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4 

transfers or encumbers all or any part of the Waterview Collateral, 

Donnellan aff., ex. C, ¶39, and further provides that Jozefovic agrees not to 

subsequently further amend or voluntarily permit the amendment of the 

security agreement and/or the rights of WPH Properties. Donnellan aff., ex. 

C, ¶ 40; 

● Notwithstanding his agreement not to pledge or assign the Waterview

Collateral in a manner that would materially adversely affect WPH

Properties, Jozefovic assigned the MCB to secure Jozefovic's obligation to

repay a $3,000,000 loan from MCB. Donnellan aff., ex. C, ¶ 39;

● To effectuate Jozefovic’s assignment of his Waterview interest to MCB,

Jozefovic agreed to and voluntarily permitted the amendment of the

Waterview Operating Agreement. Donnellan aff., ex. C, ¶ 42;

● Jozefovic breached his obligations under the security agreement by

agreeing to and voluntarily permitting the amendment of the Waterview

operating agreement and by assigning his Waterview interest to MCB.

Donnellan aff., ex. C, ¶ 44;

● Jozefovic further breached the security agreement by failing to take all of

the necessary steps to add Howard Fensterman, a principal of WPH

Properties, as a co-signatory to the JP Morgan Chase accounts identified

therein as required by the security agreement. Donnellan aff., ex. C, ¶ 45;

● Jozefovic and HBL breached their obligation to post the $1,600,000

additional security deposit required by the security agreement and the lease.

Donnellan aff., ex. C, ¶ 46;

● The failure of Jozefovic and HBL failure to satisfy the obligation to post the

$1.6 million additional security deposit constitutes a breach of the security

agreement and the lease. Donnellan aff., ex. C, ¶ 48;

● Under the UCC and the security agreement, WPH Properties is entitled, in

the event of a default, to, among other remedies, to sell Jozefovic’s

Waterview interest at a public sale, subject to MCB’s senior security interest

in the collateral. Donnellan aff., ex. C, ¶¶ 50, 52;

● Jozefovic's breach of the security agreement has therefore caused WPH

Properties damages in the amount of $3,000,000, which is the amount of

Jozefovic’s obligation to MCB secured by Jozefovic's illicit assignment of

the same collateral to MCB. Donnellan aff., ex. C, ¶ 53;
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5 

The defendants have no credible argument that the “insufficiency or lack of merit” of the 

fifth cause of action “is clear and free from doubt.” In fact, those claims are based on the clear and 

unambiguous provisions of the security agreement and lease, and many of the allegations 

contained in the fifth cause of action are indisputable. For example, MCB has asserted in an 

Answer with Cross-Claims filed in Jozefovic v. White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC, Index 

no. 655549/2020 (Sup. Ct. N.Y. Cty) (the “New York County Action”), that Jozefovic pledged the 

Waterview Collateral to MCB to secure his loan obligation to MCB and that the Waterview 

Operating Agreement was amended to permit that pledge. Donnellan aff., ex. H, ¶¶ 107-111. 

Jozefovic has also admitted in the New York County action that, after pledging the Waterview 

Collateral to WPH Properties, he “subsequently transferred the [Waterview] Membership Interest 

to Defendant Metropolitan Commercial Bank (“MCB”) as part of a financing arrangement. 

Donnellan aff., ex. H. As alleged in the amended complaint’s fifth cause of action, the pledge to 

MCB of the Waterview Collateral – which Jozefovic had already pledged to WPH Properties – as 

well as amending the Waterview operating agreement to facilitate the pledge to MCB were clear 

violations of the security agreement.  

As the parties have also discussed with this Court, it is also indisputable that Jozefovic and 

HBL have breached their obligation to post the $1,600,000 additional security deposit required by 

the Jozefovic Security Agreement and the Lease. As alleged in the fifth cause of action of the 

amended complaint, this was another breach of the security agreement. 

In a letter from his counsel dated December 2, 2020, Donnellan aff., ex. E, Jozefovic 

opposed the amended complaint on the basis that he had instituted the New York County action 

seeking declaratory judgment regarding WHP Properties’ rights to enforce the Jozefovic Security 
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Agreement. Jozefovic’s argument is unavailing because: (i) the New York County Action was 

filed after this action was commenced in Westchester; (ii) venue for the New York County Action 

is improper because the only connection to New York County is the place of business of MCB, a 

nominal party, and (iii) WHP Properties already moved to change venue and consolidate the New 

York County Action No. 2. The motion to change venue and consolidate has been fully briefed 

and submitted before Hon. Nancy Bannon, J.S.C. and the parties are awaiting the Court’s decision 

on the motion. 

Because the fifth cause of action added in the amended complaint -- far from being palpably 

insufficient or patently devoid of merit -- is clearly meritorious and will result in no prejudice or 

undue surprise, the Court should grant leave to file the amended complaint. 

CONCLUSION 

For all of these reasons, WPH Properties respectfully request that the Court grant it leave 

to file its amended complaint and award such other relief as the Court deems just.  

Dated: White Plains, New York 

January 26, 2021 

DELBELLO DONNELLAN WEINGARTEN 

WISE & WIEDERKEHR, LLP 

Lead Counsel for Plaintiff White Plains 

Healthcare Properties I, LLC 

By: /s/ Alfred E. Donnellan____________ 

Alfred E. Donnellan, Esq. 

One North Lexington Avenue, 11th Floor 

White Plains, New York 10601 

Tel.: (914) 681-0200 

-and-
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ABRAMS, FENSTERMAN, FENSTERMAN,

EISMAN, FORMATO, FERRARA,WOLF &

CARONE, LLP 

Co-Counsel for Plaintiff White Plains 

Healthcare Properties I, LLC 

Robert A. Spolzino, Esq. 

81 Main Street, Suite 306 

White Plains, New York 10601 

Tel: (914) 607-7010 

Attorneys for White Plains Healthcare 

Properties I, LLC 
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CERTIFICATION PURSUANT TO COMMERCIAL DIVISION RULE 17 

I, ALFRED E. DONNELLAN, ESQ., an attorney at law licensed to practice in the State 

of New York, and counsel of record herein, certify that this document contains 1,822 words, 

exclusive of the caption page, table of contents and table of authorities and signature block, as 

counted by the word count of the word-processing system used to prepare this document. 

Dated:   White Plains, New York 

             January 26, 2021 

 /s/ Alfred E. Donnellan_____ 

ALFRED E. DONNELLAN 
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 

COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER 

 

 

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC, 

 

Plaintiff, 

 

– against – 

 

HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/K/A LIZER 

JOZOFOVIC and MARK NEUMAN, 

Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiff, 

- against - 

 

CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY  

CONSULTING, THE CONGRESS COMPANIES,  

HOWARD FENSTERMAN, and WILLIAM  

NICHOLSON,  

 

Third-Party Defendants. 

 

Index No. 60278/2020 

 

NOTICE OF MOTION 

 

 

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that upon the annexed affirmation of Alfred E. Donnellan Esq. 

dated February 3, 2021, the memorandum of law dated February 3, 2021, and the exhibits 

annexed thereto, plaintiff, White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC, will move this Court, 

located at 111 Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Boulevard, White Plains, New York 10601, in the 

Commercial Division, before the Honorable Gretchen Walsh, on February 19, 2021, at 9:30 

A.M., or as soon thereafter as counsel can be heard, for an order pursuant to CPLR § 3211(a)(5) 

and 3211(a)(7) dismissing the counterclaims and third-party complaint asserted by 

defendants/third-party plaintiffs, HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer Jozefovic and Mark Neuman, and 

granting such further relief as the Court may deem just and proper. 
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PLEASE TAKE FURTHER NOTICE that opposition papers shall be served upon the 

undersigned at least two (2) days prior to the return date of this motion pursuant to CPLR § 

2214(b).  

Dated:  White Plains, New York 

  February 4, 2021 

 

       DELBELLO DONNELLAN WEINGARTEN 

                                                                   WISE & WIEDERKEHR, LLP 

Lead Counsel for Plaintiff White Plains 

Healthcare Properties I, LLC 

 

 

      By: /s/ Alfred E. Donnellan____________ 

       Alfred E. Donnellan, Esq. 

  One North Lexington Avenue, 11th Floor 

       White Plains, New York 10601 

       Tel.: (914) 681-0200 

 

        -and- 

 

ABRAMS, FENSTERMAN, FENSTERMAN, 

EISMAN, FORMATO, FERRARA, WOLF & 

CARONE, LLP 

Co-Counsel for Plaintiff White Plains 

Healthcare Properties I, LLC 

Robert A. Spolzino, Esq. 

       81 Main Street, Suite 306 

       White Plains, New York 10601 

       Tel: (914) 607-7010 

 

Attorneys for White Plains Healthcare 

Properties I, LLC 

 

 

To: Michelman & Robinson, LLP 

 800 Third Avenue, 24th floor 

 New York, New York 10022 
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 

COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER 

 

 

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC, 

 

Plaintiff, 

 

– against – 

 

HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/K/A LIZER 

JOZOFOVIC and MARK NEUMAN, 

Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiff, 

 

- against - 

 

CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY  

CONSULTING, THE CONGRESS COMPANIES,  

HOWARD FENSTERMAN, and WILLIAM  

NICHOLSON,  

 

Third-Party Defendants. 

 

 

 

Index No. 60278/2020 

 

 

 

AFFIRMATION OF  

ALFRED E. DONNELLAN 

 

 

Alfred E. Donnellan, an attorney duly admitted to practice in the courts of the State of New 

York, affirms the following to be true under the penalty of perjury: 

1. I am a member of the law firm of DelBello Donnellan Weingarten Wise & 

Wiederkehr, LLP, lead counsel for the plaintiff, White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC (“WPH 

Properties”), and third-party defendants, CCC Equities, LLC, Project Equity Consulting, The 

Congress Companies, Howard Fensterman and William Nicholson (collectively, “third-party 

defendants”).   

2. I submit this affirmation in support of the motion of WPH Properties for an order 

dismissing the counterclaims and third-party claims (collectively, the “Claims”) asserted by 

defendants/third-party plaintiffs, HBL SNF, LLC (“HBL”), Lizer Jozefovic (“Jozefovic”) and 

Mark Neuman (“Neuman”) (collectively, “defendants”). 
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3. This action concerns a nursing home facility developed, financed, constructed and 

owned by WPH Properties located at 116-120 Church Street, White Plains, New York. WPH 

Properties has leased the nursing home to HBL, an entity controlled by Jozefovic, which is the 

operator of the facility. WPH Properties commenced this action on September 18, 2020 seeking to 

recover the amounts due from HBL to WPH Properties as a result of HBL’s defaults under the 

lease, and a related letter of intent. The defendants filed an answer on November 5, 2020 asserting 

the Claims for an accounting, interest, breach of contract, fraud, fraud in the inducement and bad 

faith. In essence, the defendants assert that that WPH Properties and the third-party defendants 

failed to meet their obligations under a development agreement and the lease with respect to 

development, financing and construction of the nursing home facility. 

4. The Claims should be dismissed, pursuant to CPLR 3211(a)(5) and (a)(7) because 

they have been released as against WPH Properties and fail to state viable causes of action.  

5. First, WPH Properties and HBL are parties to the development agreement, which 

expressly provides that WPH Properties has fulfilled all its obligations and responsibilities. 

Pursuant to the development agreement, the Claims against WPH Properties -- asserted in the first, 

second and third causes of action -- were released and discharged upon substantial completion of 

the nursing home, which occurred long ago. The Claims were released as against WPH Properties 

pursuant to the lease as well. Under the lease, the defendants waived any claims they may have 

against WPH Properties in law or equity with respect to any aspect of the nursing home facility. 

The Claims asserted against WPH Properties in the first, second and third causes of action should 

therefore be dismissed pursuant to CPLR 3211(a)(5). 

6. The defendants’ first, second, fourth, fifth and sixth causes of action should be 

dismissed as well under CPLR 3211(a)(7) for failure to state a claim. 
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7. The first cause of action demanding an accounting should be dismissed because the 

defendants do not and cannot allege a fiduciary relationship between the parties, which is necessary 

to obtain an accounting.  

8. The second cause of action seeks “imputed interest” on a purported loan of 

$2,200,000 made by HBL to WPH Properties, but that claim is not viable because, even assuming 

that the $2,200,000 was in fact a loan, the second cause of action expressly pleads that the parties 

made no provision for interest on the alleged loan. 

9. The fourth, fifth and sixth causes of action alleging fraud in the inducement, bad 

faith and fraud should be dismissed because they: (i) are duplicative of the defendants’ breach of 

contract claim; (ii) fail to satisfy the applicable pleading standard of CPLR 3016(b), and (iii) fail 

to state viable claims for fraud, bad faith or fraud in the inducement. 

10. A true and correct copy of the summons and complaint in this action is attached as 

Exhibit A. 

11. A true and correct of defendants’ Answer asserting the counterclaims and third-

party claims is attached as Exhibit B. 

12. A true and correct copy of the Development Agreement between WPH Properties 

and HBL dated as of November 19, 2015 is attached as Exhibit C.  

13. A true and correct copy of the amended and restated operating lease between WPH 

Properties and HBL dated as of November 19, 2015, as amended July 12, 2017 is attached as 

Exhibit D. 

14. A true and correct copy of the temporary certificate of occupancy for the Facility 

(“the “TCO”) is attached as Exhibit E.   

15. A true and correct copy of the AJA Form 0704 refenced in Article VIII of the 
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Development Agreement is attached as Exhibit F. 

16. A true and correct copy of a communication from the New York State Department 

of Health approving the Facility as constructed to accept patients. The DOH approval is annexed 

as Exhibit G. 

WHEREFORE, I respectfully request that this Court grant the motion of WPH Properties 

in its entirety. 

Dated: White Plains, New York 

 February 3, 2021 

      /s/ Alfred E. Donnellan 

       Alfred E. Donnellan 
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to Donnellan Aff. 
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK

COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER

--------------------------------------------------------------------------X

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC,

Plaintiff, Index No. 60278/2020

-against-

HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/K/A LIZER VERIFIED ANSWER

JOZOFOVIC and MARK NEUMAN, WITH AFFIRMATIVE

DEFENSES, COUNTER-

Defendants and CLAIMS AND THIRD-

Third-Party Plaintiff, PARTY COMPLAINT

-against-

CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY

CONSULTING, THE CONGRESS COMPANIES,

HOWARD FENSTERMAN, and WILLIAM

NICHOLSON,

Third-Party Defendants.

-------------------------------------------------------------------X

Defendants, HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/K/A LIZER JOZOFOVIC and

MARK NEUMAN (collectively, "Defendants"), by and through their counsel Michelman &

Robinson, LLP, hereby assert the following verified answer with affirmative defenses,

counterclaims, and third-party complaint and allege upon information and belief as follows:

ANSWER TO COMPLAINT

1. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs
"1," "2,"

and
"3."

2. Defendants admit the allegations in paragraphs
"4"

through
"11."

3. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs
"12"

and
"13."

4. In response to the allegations in paragraphs
"14"

through
"20,"

Defendants assert

that the document speaks for itself.
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5. Defendants admit the allegations in paragraphs “21” and “22.”  

6. In response to the allegations in paragraph “23,” Defendants assert that the 

document speaks for itself. 

7. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “24,” “25,” and “26.”  

8. In response to the allegations in paragraphs “27” through “32,” Defendants assert 

that the document speaks for itself. 

9. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph “33.”  

10. In response to the allegations in paragraphs “34” through “37,” Defendants assert 

that the document speaks for itself. 

11. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “38” through “53.”  

12. In response to the allegations in paragraph “54,” Defendants assert that the 

document speaks for itself. 

13. Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph “55.”  

14. In response to the allegations in paragraphs “56” through “59,” Defendants assert 

that the document speaks for itself. 

15. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “60,” “61,” and “62.”  

16. Defendants lack sufficient information to form a belief regarding the allegations 

and, on that basis, deny the allegations in paragraphs “63” and “64.”  

17. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph “65.”  

18. In response to the allegations in paragraphs “66” and “67,” Defendants assert that 

the document speaks for itself. 

19. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “68” through “75.”  
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FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST HBL 

(BREACH OF CONTRACT) 

 

20. Defendants repeat, reallege, and incorporate by reference their response to 

paragraphs “1” through “75” as if fully set forth herein. 

21. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “76” and “77.”  

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST HBL 

(BREACH OF CONTRACT) 

 

22. Defendants repeat, reallege, and incorporate by reference their response to 

paragraphs “1” through “77” as if fully set forth herein. 

23. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “78” and “79.”  

THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST JOZEFOVIC 

(ENFORCING GUARANTY) 

 

24. Defendants repeat, reallege, and incorporate by reference their response to 

paragraphs “1” through “79” as if fully set forth herein. 

25. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “80” and “81.”  

FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST NEUMAN 

(ENFORCING GUARANTY) 

 

26. Defendants repeat, reallege, and incorporate by reference their response to 

paragraphs “1” through “81” as if fully set forth herein. 

27. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “82” and “83.”  

AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES 

Defendants assert the following affirmative defenses, without admitting that Defendants 

would bear the burden of proof on any of these or any other affirmative defenses. 
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FIRST AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

(Plaintiff’s Breach) 

 

1. Plaintiff’s claims for relief are barred, in whole or in part, because plaintiff is in 

breach of its obligations under the Lease and the integrated development agreements. 

SECOND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

(Failure to Perform) 

 

2. Plaintiff failed to perform its obligations under the Lease and integrated Project 

documents and is not entitled to performance by the Defendants. 

THIRD AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

(Terms Too Indefinite To Enforce) 

 

3. Certain terms within the Lease which plaintiff seeks to enforce are not clear and 

not definite and are therefore unenforceable. 

FOURTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

(Payment) 

 

4. Defendants have made various substantial pre-payments of rent which have not 

been credited to their account. 

FIFTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

(Not Entitled to Enforcement) 

 

5. Plaintiff’s failure to deliver the Project in compliance with NYSDOH approvals 

renders the Lease unenforceable. 

SIXTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

(Offsets) 

 

6. Defendants are entitled to substantial offsets against the rents due under the Lease. 
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SEVENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

(Fraud In The Inducement) 

 

7. Plaintiff induced the Defendants to enter into the Lease and guarantee agreements 

by making fraudulent representations and failing to disclose material facts. 

EIGHTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

(Waiver) 

 

8. Plaintiff has accepted performance by Defendants and waives any and all right to 

sue for breach of contract. 

NINTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

(Bad Faith/Unclean Hands) 

 

9. The plaintiff is not entitled to the relief it seeks as it has acted in bad faith and with 

unclean hands. 

TENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

(Other Affirmative Defenses) 

 

10. Defendants reserve the right to supplement or amend this Verified Answer, 

including through the addition of further affirmative defenses, based on the course of discovery 

and proceedings in this litigation. 

COUNTERCLAIMS AGAINST WHITE PLAINS  

HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC  

AND  

THIRD-PARTY CLAIMS AGAINST CCC EQUITIES, LLC,  

PROJECT EQUITY CONSULTING, THE CONGRESS COMPANIES, 

HOWARD FENSTERMAN, AND WILLIAM NICHOLSON 

 

Now and for their counterclaims against plaintiff and third-party complaint against third-

party defendants, Defendants, upon information and belief, allege the following: 
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1. CCC Equities, LLC is a limited liability company duly organized and existing under 

the laws of the State of New York with an address and place of business at 3 Dakota Drive, Suite 

300, Lake Success, New York 11042. 

2. Project Equity Consulting is a limited liability company duly organized and 

existing under the laws of the State of New York with an address and place of business at 3 Dakota 

Drive, Suite 300, Lake Success, New York 11042. 

3. The Congress Companies is a corporation duly organized and existing under the 

laws of the State of Massachusetts with an address and place of business at 2 Bourbon Street, West 

Peabody Executive Center, Peabody, Massachusetts 01960 and regularly conducts business within 

the State of New York. 

4. Howard Fensterman is an individual residing at 4 Pond Lane, Sands Point, New 

York 11050 with a business address and place of business at Abrams, Fensterman, Fensterman, 

Eisman, Formato, Ferrara, Wolf & Carone, LLP, 3 Dakota Drive, Suite 300, Lake Success, New 

York 11042. 

5. Through the period complained of herein, Fensterman acted as both a principal in 

the transaction and legal counsel to certain parties including the defendant Lizer Jozefovic. 

6. William Nicholson is an individual residing at 12 Long Meadow Drive, Ipswich, 

Massachusetts 01938 with a business address and place of business at 2 Bourbon Street, West 

Peabody Executive Center, Suite 200, Peabody, Massachusetts 01960. 

7. This case involves the development of a new state-of-the-art 160-bed skilled 

nursing facility on Church Street in White Plains, New York (the “Facility.”) 
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8. The Facility was proposed by the defendant, HBL SNF, LLC, and its principals 

Lizer Jozefovic and Mark Newman (the “Jozefovic Team”) to the New York State Department of 

Health (“NYSDOH”) in August 2009. 

9. The Facility is dedicated to providing specialized services to “difficult to place 

patients,” including but not limited to, patients who exhibit psychiatric behaviors, patients who are 

undocumented, patients with developmental and physical disabilities, and patients who have no 

means of financial support and require charity care. 

10. The Facility was intentionally located in White Plains to service high-density 

minority and high-density poverty populations as compared to surrounding regions. 

11. In order to obtain a Certificate of Need from NYSDOH, the Jozefovic Team 

acquired skilled nursing bed licenses from other area nursing facilities including Hebrew Hospital 

Home of Westchester, Bethel Nursing Home, and Taylor Care Center. 

12. After full review of the Jozefovic Team’s application, NYSDOH determined that 

the Jozefovic Team was a successful operator of nursing facilities that are authorized to care for 

the elderly and individuals with long-term physical care needs and has an established history of 

achieving high occupancy at the facilities it operated. 

13. NYSDOH further determined that the Facility was unique and necessary as it 

provided care to patients not accepted by other facilities because of their special needs. 

14. At the time the Jozefovic Team proposed the Facility, the Plaintiff White Plains 

Healthcare Properties I, LLC (“WPHP”) and the third-party defendants Howard Fensterman 

(“Fensterman”), William Nicholson (“Nicholson”), and their companies CCC Equities LLC 

(“CCCE”), Project Equity Construction (“PEC”), and The Congress Companies (“Congress”), 

approached the Jozefovic Team and proposed that they act as developers for the new Facility. 
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15. Led by third-party defendant Fensterman, these parties represented that they were 

capable of performing all aspects of development of the Facility including construction and 

financing (hereafter “the Project.”) 

16. In fact, the Project costs for the Facility presented to NYSDOH by the Jozefovic 

Team were costs calculated and submitted by Fensterman and Nicholson. 

17. Importantly, these costs established a total Project cost of $56, 631,759. 

18. The Project costs for the Facility were itemized by Fensterman and Nicholson as 

follows: 

   Land acquisition  $  4,528,333 
   New construction  $37,282,722 
   Design Contingency  $  1,864,136 
   Construction Contingency $  1,864,136 
   Architect/Engineering Fees $  2,982,618 
   Construction Manager Fees $     745,654 
   Other Fees (Consultant) $     750,000 
   Movable Equipment  $  1,480,000 
   Financing Costs  $  2,112,000 
   Interim Interest Expense $  2,710,400 
   CON Application Fee  $         2,000 
   CON Processing Fee  $     309,760 
   Total Project Cost  $56,631,759 
 

19. Many of these costs were to be paid to Fensterman and Nicholson directly, as well 

as Fensterman’s law firm, and other costs to their entities as fees, interest costs, and other Project 

expenses. 

20. In addition, Fensterman and Nicholson represented that they could arrange for 

100% of the Project financing. 

21. More specifically, Fensterman and Nicholson specifically represented and agreed 

in writing that they could secure a HUD insured mortgage in the amount of $42,240,000 with an 

interest rate of 5.5% and a term of thirty (30) years. 
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22. A description of this mortgage was included in the projected Medicaid 

Reimbursement submitted to NYSDOH as part of the Project feasibility forecast. 

23. Furthermore, Fensterman represented that he could provide the necessary project 

equity in the amount of $9,863,246 through his company CCC Equities, LLC. 

24. The Jozefovic Team presented this financing arrangement to NYSDOH in support 

of its request for approval of the Facility and these costs became part of NYSDOH’s Project 

approval. 

25. Given that Fensterman and Nicholson agreed to develop, finance, and own the 

Project, the Jozefovic Team agreed to enter into a Lease Agreement to occupy and operate the 

Facility. 

26. To accomplish this, Fensterman and Nicholson proposed that their company White 

Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC become the landlord for the operating company owned by the 

Jozefovic Team known as HBL SNF, LLC. 

27. The Lease was to be for a twenty (20) year term. 

28. The rent was to be calculated as an amount equal to the debt service of the HUD 

insured mortgage to be obtained by Fensterman and Nicholson plus a return of cash equity to 

WPHP on the account of the equity contributions through CCCE. 

29. The annual rent proposed by Fensterman and Nicholson and presented to NYSDOH 

equaled $4,318,000 annually or $360,000 per month. 

30. The amount of annual rent as calculated above was eligible for reimbursement to 

HBL SNF, LLC through the NYSDOH. 

31. The Project as proposed to the NYSDOH was to be completed in approximately 

twenty (20) months. 
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32. The NYSDOH gave approval for the Project on the terms described above in 

October 2012. 

33. Throughout the NYSDOH application process, the Jozefovic Team relied upon 

representations made by Fensterman and Nicholson. 

34. However, shortly after receiving approval from NYSDOH, the Jozefovic Team 

learned that Fensterman and Nicholson did not have the capital necessary to commence or 

complete the Project as presented. 

35. As a result of this lack of capital the Project was delayed for years. 

36. In an attempt to overcome this lack of capital, on November 15, 2015, HBL SNF, 

LLC entered into a Development Agreement with White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC (the 

“Development Agreement.”) 

37. On the same date, HBL SNF, LLC entered into a Lease with White Plains 

Healthcare Properties I, LLC (the “Lease”) for the Facility in order to enable WPHP to obtain its 

Project financing. 

38. The Development Agreement and Lease are essential parts of the same transaction 

and are constitute integrated agreements. 

39. Pursuant to the Development Agreement, the Project was to be “turn-key” meaning 

that the plaintiff and third-party defendants would deliver a fully constructed facility authorized to 

operate as a skilled nursing facility with permanent financing in place in accordance with the 

approval granted by NYSDOH. 

40. However, because Fensterman and Nicholson lacked sufficient capital to complete 

the Project on a turn-key basis, they induced the Jozefovic Team to withdraw its equity from 
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another nursing facility which it owned and operated known as Waterview Nursing Home and to 

contribute that equity to the Project so that the Project could move forward in 2016. 

41. In particular, the Jozefovic Team made the following capital contributions to the 

Project as memorialized in a Term Sheet dated November 20, 2015: 

a) $2,200,000 paid to WPHP to be used by Congress for pre-development costs; 
b) $197,072 to CCC Equities, LLC to be used in the discretion of Fensterman; 
c) $1,595,368.32 into a control account in the name of HBL SNF. 

 
42. Despite repeated requests since 2015, Fensterman, Nicholson, Congress, and 

CCCE have failed or refused to provide an accounting of the use of the predevelopment and 

discretionary funds paid to them. 

43. In consideration for the $2,200,000 contribution to WPHP, WPHP agreed that these 

funds constituted a loan to WPHP to be repaid to HBL SNF, LLC. 

44. No provision was made for the payment of interest on the loan notwithstanding that 

WPHP had the use of such funds since 2015. 

45. WPHP agreed to repay the principal amount of the loan by purchasing the furniture, 

fixtures, and equipment (the “FF&E”) in the amount of $1,500,000 for the Project and by giving 

HBL SNF, LLC a future credit against Lease payments. 

46. When advancing these funds to Fensterman, Nicholson, CCC Equities and 

Congress, the Jozefovic Team anticipated that the Facility would be delivered in September 2017. 

47. The Facility was not delivered until December 2019. 

48. Despite repeated requests, WPHP has never provided an accounting for purchases 

of the required FF&E or any documentation evidencing repayment of $1,500,000 of the loan 

amount to HBL SNF, LLC. 
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49. In the absence of such an accounting, HBL SNF, LLC cannot determine how much 

of its loan amount, if any, has been repaid and how much of the remaining loan balance should be 

credited to current Lease payments. 

50. In addition, accrued interest on the $2,200,000 loan must be calculated from 

November 2015 and either paid to HBL SNF, LLC or credited to payments due under the Lease. 

51. The Development Agreement required that the Project be substantially completed 

within twenty-two (22) months or before September 2017. 

52. The plaintiff breached its obligations to HBL SNF, LLC by failing to complete the 

Project until December 2019. 

53. The delay in completing the Project caused HBL SNF, LLC to lose substantial 

revenue. 

54. In addition, by delivering the Project in December 2019, HBL SNF, LLC 

encountered market conditions during its start-up phase in 2020 caused by the COVID-19 

pandemic which adversely affected HBL SNF LLC’s operations as it has nursing homes 

throughout the region. 

55. HBL SNF, LLC would not have encountered these adverse financial conditions but 

not for the delay caused by plaintiff and third-party defendants. 

56. In addition to the Project being completed more than two (2) years late, plaintiff 

and third-party defendants delivered the Project well over budget. 

57. The Development Agreement required the plaintiff to enter into a construction 

contract with Congress and to secure a 100% performance bond to guarantee the performance of 

the construction contract. 
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58. However, unbeknownst to HBL SNF, LLC, Congress could not secure a 

performance bond. 

59. Fensterman and Nicholson never disclosed to HBL SNF, LLC or any of its 

principals that Congress could not obtain a bond. 

60. As a result, WPHP entered into a contract without approval or consent from HBL 

SNF, LLC for a creation of a joint venture agreement with a third-party contractor. 

61. The joint venture, among other reasons, added substantial costs to the Project. 

62. These substantial additional costs exceeded the capital expenditures approved by 

NYSDOH and are not reimbursable through NYSDOH. 

63. Upon information and belief, Congress’s inability to secure the performance bond 

is related to certain judgments taken against its principal Nicholson arising from claims for 

diversion of project funds in a skilled nursing project located in Milwaukee, Wisconsin dating back 

to 2015, the time when the Jozefovic Team advanced monies to Nicholson and Congress. 

64. Neither Fensterman nor Nicholson disclosed these adverse proceedings to the 

Jozefovic Team. 

65. In fact, Nicholson was adjudged to have committed conversion and civil theft in 

the amount of $1,903,452, and that judgement was affirmed on appeal to the Seventh Circuit Court 

of Appeals. 

66. The Development Agreement required that plaintiff and third-party defendants 

deliver the Project at the costs approved by NYSDOH. 

67. Only in the event of a change order, authorized by HBL SNF, LLC, would HBL 

SNF, LLC have responsibility for any cost higher than the cost approved by the NYSDOH. 

68. There were no approved change orders. 
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69. The approved Project cost is $57,000,000. 

70. The plaintiff and third-party defendants caused the Project to exceed the approved 

costs by more than $5,000,000. 

71. The plaintiff and third-party defendants breached their obligations to HBL SNF, 

LLC under the Development Agreement by causing the Project to be over budget. 

72. As a result, HBL SNF, LLC is not eligible for reimbursement of its rent payments 

as originally intended - a loss of eligibility that will cause substantial harm to HBL SNF, LLC. 

73. Given these costs overruns and the loss of eligibility for reimbursement, the Lease 

is unenforceable. 

74. As part of the “turn-key” delivery of the Project, plaintiff was obligated to provide 

permanent financing for the Project on the terms of the HUD insured loan submitted by plaintiff 

as part of the Project approved by NYSDOH. 

75. The plaintiff and third-party defendants have failed to provide such permanent 

financing and are in breach of the Development Agreement and the Lease. 

76. In connection with the permanent financing, the plaintiff and third-party defendants 

were required to demonstrate sufficient equity invested in the Project for HUD or any other lender 

of permanent financing to grant a thirty (30) year loan to the Project. 

77. Plaintiff and third-party defendants have failed to demonstrate sufficient equity in 

the Project. 

78. Upon information and belief, Fensterman procured financial contributions from 

individual third parties who contributed capital to CCCE to meet the equity requirement. 

79. Although this capital is required to be and has, in fact, been represented by 

Fensterman to be in the nature of equity, upon information and belief, these contributions from 
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individual third-parties are loans at high rates of interest which are overdue as a result of the Project 

delays. 

80. Fensterman, CCCE, and plaintiff have caused additional financial burden to the 

Project and have attempted to pass along to HBL SNF, LLC and the Jozefovic Team these higher 

interest costs. 

81. The Project cost overruns and the higher finance costs due to the delay in delivering 

the Project, together with the lack of sufficient equity, have prevented the Project from securing 

permanent financing. 

82. The plaintiff and third-party defendants have advised HBL SNF, LLC that they 

have initiated this lawsuit because they are in default of their current loan agreements. 

83. As of this date, plaintiff and third-party defendants have been unable to provide to 

the Jozefovic Team an accurate Project accounting of Project expenditures and have refused to 

provide information concerning the Project financing. 

84. As of this date, plaintiff and third-party defendants have been unable to procure the 

HUD insured financing which they represented they could secure and is required by NYSDOH 

Project approval. 

85. As of this date, the Project does not comply with the approval issued by the 

NYSDOH. 

86. As a result of the failure to deliver the Project on the terms approved by NYSDOH, 

HBL SNF, LLC cannot be reimbursed for the cost of the Facility as intended by the Development 

Agreement and the Lease and HBL SNF, LLC and its principals have suffered financial harm as a 

result. 
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87. Throughout the development process, WPHP, Fensterman, Nicholson and 

Congress have made false representations to the Jozefovic Team and have taken adverse actions 

which have adversely affected the business of HBL SNF, LLC. 

AS AND FOR A FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION AS AGAINST WPHP,  

CCCE, CONGRESS, AND FENSTERMAN 

(DEMAND FOR ACCOUNTING) 

 

88. Defendants repeat and reallege each and every allegation set forth in paragraphs 

“1” through “87” with the same force and effect as if fully set forth herein. 

89. HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer Jozefovic and Mark Neuman had a trust-based relationship 

with Fensterman, Nicholson, and WPHP. 

90. Given that relationship, HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer Jozefovic, and Mark Neuman 

advanced monies to WPHP and Fensterman prior to commencement of the Project in order to 

allow the Project to proceed. 

91. HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer Jozefovic, and Mark Neuman are entitled to an accounting 

of the use of the funds advanced for the Project. 

AS AND FOR A SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION AS AGAINST WPHP 

(PAYMENT OF INTEREST) 

 

92. Defendants repeat and reallege each and every allegation set forth in paragraphs 

“1” through “91” with the same force and effect as if fully set forth herein. 

93. HBL SNF, LLC is entitled to imputed interest on the $2,200,000 made to WPHP 

loan from November 2015 to present. 
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AS AND FOR A THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION AS AGAINST WPHP 

(BREACH OF CONTRACT) 

 

94. Defendants repeat and reallege each and every allegation set forth in paragraphs 

“1” through “93” with the same force and effect as if fully set forth herein. 

95. WPHP breached the Development Agreement and the Lease. 

96. As a result of such breach, HBL SNF, LLC has been damaged by the loss of 

reimbursable capital expenditures and has incurred other costs due to the nonperformance of 

WPHP. 

97. In addition, HBL SNF, LLC has lost funds and continues to lose revenues as a result 

of Project delays. 

AS AND FOR A FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION  

AS AGAINST FENSTERMAN AND NICHOLSON 

(FRAUD IN THE INDUCEMENT) 

 

98. Defendants repeat and reallege each and every allegation set forth in paragraphs 

“1” through “97” with the same force and effect as if fully set forth herein. 

99. Third-party defendants Fensterman and Nicholson fraudulently induced HBL SNF, 

LLC, Lizer Jozefovic, and Mark Neuman to enter into the Development Agreement, the Lease, 

and the Guaranty. 

100. Fensterman and Nicholson misrepresented the Project costs. 

101. Fensterman and Nicholson misrepresented their ability to secure permanent HUD 

financing. 

102. Fensterman and Nicholson misrepresented their ability to complete the Project. 

103. Fensterman misrepresented the capital contributions made to CCCE to satisfy the 

equity requirement for the Project. 
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104. Fensterman and Nicholson failed to disclose the claimant civil proceeding against 

Nicholson for civil theft. 

105. By reason of such fraud in the inducement, Defendants Lizer Jozefovic and Mark 

Neuman have no obligations under the guarantees. 

106. By reason of such fraud in the inducement, HBL SNF, LLC has suffered financial 

damages. 

AS AND FOR A FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION  

AS AGAINST ALL THIRD-PARTY DEFENDANTS 

(BAD FAITH) 

 

107. Defendants repeat and reallege each and every allegation set forth in paragraphs 

“1” through “106” with the same force and effect as if fully set forth herein. 

108. As alleged throughout this third-party complaint, the plaintiff and third-party 

defendants acted in bad faith. 

109. As a result of such bad faith dealings, HBL SNF, LLC has suffered damages in an 

amount not less than $15,000,000. 

AS AND FOR A SIXTH CAUSE OF ACTION  

AS AGAINST WPHP AND ALL THIRD-PARTY DEFENDANTS 

(FRAUD) 

 

110. Defendants repeat and reallege each and every allegation set forth in paragraphs 

“1” through “109” with the same force and effect as if fully set forth herein. 

111. The misrepresentations and non-disclosures by Fensterman and Nicholson and 

third-party defendants constitute fraud. 

112. WPHP, Fensterman and Nicholson new such statements were false. 

113. WPHP, Fensterman and Nicholson made such statements to deceive HBL SNF, 

LLC, Lizer Jozefovic, and Mark Neuman. 
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114. HBL SNF, LLC has been damaged by such fraudulent conduct. 

WHEREFORE, Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs deny generally and specifically 

that it committed any wrongdoing and demand: 

1) A determination that the amount of rent payable under the Lease be modified by 

any sums not reimbursable by the NYSDOH and offset by prior payments and 

accrued interest; 

2) The Guaranty Agreements be nullified; 

3) Monetary damages in an amount to be determined; 

4) Attorneys’ fees, and 

5) Such other relief as the Court deems appropriate. 

Dated: New York, New York 
 
 November 5, 2020 
       MICHELMAN & ROBINSON, LLP 
 
        

By: ________________________ 
             John Giardino  
             Alex Barnett-Howell 

800 Third Avenue, 24th Floor 
             New York, New York 10022 
             (212) 730-7700 
             jgiardino@mrllp.com 
             abarnett-howell@mrllp.com  
             Attorneys for Defendants 
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VERIFICATION BY ATTORNEY 

 JOHN GIARDINO, being an attorney duly admitted to practice in the courts of New York, 

affirms the following under penalties of perjury: 

 I am an attorney for Defendants HBL-SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/K/A LIZER 

JOZOFOVIC and MARK NEUMAN, in the above entitled action and have read the foregoing 

Verified Answer and know the contents thereof; that the same is true upon information and belief, 

and that as to those matters I believe them to be true.  

 I further state that the grounds of my belief as to all matters in the Verified Answer are 

based upon the file maintained by my office and conference and telephone conferences with 

Defendants. This verification is made pursuant to the provisions of RPAPL 741 because 

Defendants was not available to sign the same at the time the Verified Answer was prepared. 

Dated:  New York, New York 

 November 5, 2020 

 

       _____________________________ 

       JOHN GIARDINO, ESQ. 
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DEVELOPMENT AGRl~l~fYlENT 

,t,Q 

This Development Agreement (the "Agreeme11l'') dated as of November W, 1015 by and 
between HBL SNF, LLC n New York Limited Liability Company having an office at 537 Route 
22, Purdysi New York I OS78 (hereinafter referred to as the 11 0perator/Tcnantt') and WHITE 
PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC, a Massachusetts limited liability company with 
its principal place of business loca1ed at Z Bourbon Street, Suite 200, Peabody, MA 01960 
( 0 WPJICP'') (hereinafter referred to as the 0 D~velQper11 ) {collectively the "Partlcs''); 

WHEREAS, the Operatortrenant has requested tho Developer to design and construct a 
160 Be<l Skilled Nursing Facility at L 16-120 Church Street, \.Vhite Plains 1 New York; and 

WHEREAS, the parties have simultaneously herewith entered into that certain operating 
lease by and between Developer as Landlord and Tenant/Operator, as Tenant dated as of the date 
hereof for a 160 bed ·skilled nursing facility at 116-120 Church Street, White Plains, New York 
(lhe ~Lease"); and , 

WHEREAS, the Developer desires lo design and construct said facility upon the 
conditions set forth herein; 

NOW; THEREFORE, in c.onsideration of one ($1.00) Dollar and other good aud valuable 
consideration1 the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged; the Opcratorrrenant and the 
Developer hereby mutually covenant and agree as follows: 

ARTICLE I 
DESCRIPTION OF THE DEVELOPMENT 

The Project to be developed, designed an<! consttucte<l shall consist of a skilled nursing 
home facility consisting of one hundred six.ty (160) beds (the "Project") at l t 6-120 Church 
Street, White Plains, New York (the "Church Street Location") boW1ded and described and 
more particularly set forth in Exhibit A annexed ht.-reto (tho "Land"). Dove)oper reserves the 
right to change the site, subject only to the prior approval of the DOH should it' become 
impracticable or commercially unfe.u;ible to construct the Projt.-ct on the Church Street Location. 

A. The Developer has caused The Archhccturnl Team, SO Commandantts Way, at 
Admirals Hill, Chelsea, MA 02150 (the 0 Architect'') to prepared outline drawings and 
specifications for the di.'Velopment of the Project (the "Outline Plans and Specifications 3rd 

Edltion 11) which satisfies the design standards of lhe New York State Department of Health 
("DO Ir'). The Operator/fenant has reviewed aml approved the Outline Plans and Specifications 
3rd Edition. The Developer has submitted the Outline Plans and Specifications 3n1 Edition to 
DOH for approval. 

B, The Parties acknowledge and agree the 111 and 211d Editions of the Outline Plans 
and SpeclticaHons have been provided by Developer, approved by Operator/Tenanti and 

1J50474v1>mo51.6 
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submitted to DOH as required. 'lbc parties acknowledge that all mwHclpat entitlements have 
been received for the Land, based upon the approved 2® Edition of the Outline Plans ancl 
Specifications, e.r.cept that a building pen.nit and trade pennits have yet to be applied for as of the 
date of this Agreement. The Operator:frenant acknowledges that Developer has received 
approvals of the Outline Plans and Specifications 2nd .Edition for 179 beds from all oth~r 
federal, state, municipal and other governmental authorities having jurisdiction thcre(lf 
(collectively, the 11Approvlna Authorltlet 11 ) and requcsLc; that Developer resubmit to U1e 

Approving AuthoritieEi the Outline Plans and Specifications 3i:1 Edition for 160 beds, 

C. After the Outline Pler1s and SpecifloaUons 3d Edition have been approved (the 

"Plans nnd Sptdtlutions"), no material amendments to the Plans and Specifications will be 
made without the prior written consent of Dcvelopel'. Operator/fenant and the Approving 
Authorities. The Developer will not be required to make proposed changes wbich do not comply 
with the provislons of this section. fo the event of disputes as to whether changes proposed by 
Operator/Tenant constitute impermissible deviations from the criteria d1.-scribed above, the matter 
wnl be submitted for determination to Developer1s Archlt(;}ct, whose decision will be final. 
Except ns provided in Article IV hereof, the Project shall be constructed in accordance with the 
Plans and Specifications. 

ARTICLEU 

PERMTTS AND APPROVALS 

A. The Operator/Tenant is the applicant under that certain Certificate of Need Project 
No. 092058B, entitled Westchester Health Care Properties, LLC, which was contingently 
approved by the DOH and The Public Health and Planning Council on Octobei: 11, 2012 (the 
~coN 11), to establish and construct a 160 bed skilled nursing care facility at Church Street 
Location (the ucontinge.nt Approval"). 

B. Developer shall be responsible for using commercially reasonable efforts to 
obtaint based on the Outline Plans and Specification11 3rd Edition. all permits and .approvals 
without limitation, from all governmental and regulatory agencies other than the DOHt 
exercising jurisdiction over the development of the Project (coUectively the "Approvals);). 

Operatorrrenant shall cooperate and sign all necessary applications and other documents as may 
be required from the Op<..Tiltortrenant in order to obtain the Approvals. AU foes and costs 
incurred by the Developer in obtaining the Approvt1ls shall be included in the Project Cost (as 
hereinafter defined). 

c. 111e Operatorrrenant shall be solely responsible tor obtaining, at its soJe cost, all 
nero.-sary DOH approvals regarding the .Project, including the CON1 and any amendmeflts or 
modification.q thereto, (all such approvals collectively the '1DOH Approvalt'1) 1 provided that the 
Dcvelopt,-r shall cooperate with Operatorlrenant, and interface with DOH as necessary, with 
respect to obtaining the DOH approvals of the OutHne Plans and SpecHications 3rd Edition. 

ARTICLE III 
DEVELOPER AND TENANT/OPERA TOR RESPONSIBILITIES 
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A. The Operator/Tenant shall satisfy each and every requirement codained in the
Contingent Approval including without limitation:

(1) Payment of the DOH fees of at least $309,760,

(2) Submission and DOH approval of the Outline Plans and Specifications 3rd Edition,

(3) Evidence of Operator / Tenant's Working Capital Loan (hereinafter defined),

(4) Signed agreements for the so-called bed rights (requires payment of at least $345,000.
The payment for items III A. (1) and (4) shall be included in disbursements to be made to

Developer from the proceeds ofthe Waterville/Salem Financing (defined below).

B. The Operator/Tenant shall at its sole expense do all things necessary to assure and
confmn its ownership of the so-called bed rights necessary for the CON and the Project.

C Upon the satisfaction of all contingencies set forth in Article V1l (unless otherwise

agreed to by Developer, in writing), the requirements contained in the Contingent Approval and
in Section 3(c), the Developer shall promptly initiate development of the Project in accordance

with the Plans and Specifications. The quality of the materials and workmanship on the Project

shall meet or exceed all applicable govemmental and building industry standards, including all

DOH stsmdards for occupancy.

D. Developer shall use commercially reasonable efforts to cause the Project to be

substantially cornpleted and ready for occupancy within 22 months following the receipt of all

Approvals and DOH Approvals and financing necessary for the Project Developer shall be

responsible to start and finish the Project within the guidelines and the dates set forth by DOH in

the final approval letter, as may be adjusted in accordance with DOH regulations,

E, Except for the DOH Approvals, the Developer shall be responsible for all for all

development costs including, but not limited to, obtaining the site plan appmval, sewer and water

hookups and approvals, Department of Transportation, Land Acqui#ion, DW!%n, Cleanup,
"Land Carry"

(Real estate taxes and insurances prior to C of O), Zoning, Legal, Estimating and

Construction Management Fees, Architects, Engineers, Designers and other engineering

professionals, Testing, Borings, Hazmat Surveys, Site Surveys, Industdal Hygienists,

Reproductions, Signage, printing, fences, Building Permits, and Construction Costs.

F. The Developer will maintain at its onsite office, the outline Plans and

Specifications, any amendments thereto and any other drawings relating to the development and

make the same available to Operator/Tenant for inspection and will furnish them copics thereof,
if requested. Upon written request, the Developer will provide Operator/Tenant with copies of

all certificates and requisitions (together with appropriate backup documentation) of Developer

and of its architects, engineers and subcontractors pertaining to the Project and will also provide

Operator/Tenant with copies of all certificates and requisitions of Developer delivered to the

cen::truction lender.

0. The Developer shall (1) enter into a construction contract (the "Construction

Contract") acceptable to the Construction Leader with Congress Building Corp. ("Congress") or
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an entity controlled by Congress, located at 2 Bourbon Street, Peabody, MA 01.960 and (2) 
require that Congress will provide 100% .l'erfonnance &: Payment bonds from a Surety on the 
ae¢redited list of the U. S Treasury, (which list ;s published annually by the Federal Register), to 
guarantee the undertakings, covenants, tmns, conditions and agreements of the Construction 
Contract, and such bond will include the Developer and the Construction Lender (if required by 
lender) as obligccs. Developer shall provide such guarantees of completion as may be required 
by the Construction Lender. 

H. The Project wlll be a "turnkey job" as said term is commonly used in the 
construction trade except that Operator/fenant shall purchase or lease ils own minor movable 
equipment, expendables, computers, business equipment, maintenance tools and supplies. 
Opcrator/fenant shall purchase the FF&E from Developer for $1,500,000.00, the payment for 
which shall be disbursed to Developer from the Waterville/Salem Financing. 

I. Except as provided in the Lease, on the Substantial Completion Dnte the 
Tenant/Operator shall (i) be deemed to have tak~n occupancy and accepted possession of the 
Project, (ii) have agreed that the Project has been completed in accordance with the Plans and 
Specifications, and (iii) have agreed that the Developer has fulfilled all of its responsibilities 
hereunder to the satisfaction of Tenant/Operator. 

J, Operator/fcnant /fenant shall grant to Developer a perfected security interest in 
all assets of Operatot!Tenant including the CON, and an executed lease for the Project, 
personally guaranteed by the principals of the Operator/fenant. The lease, security and 
undedying security agreement shall provide that in the event that the Operatoril'enant defaults, 
0(Weloper may assume control of the CON and/or any licenses owned or controlled by 
Operator(feoant (".Licenses"), and or other collateral, and is authorized to proceed with the 
.Project as it deems necessary using the CON and/or Licenses, and/or the other collateral 
provided. 

K. An affiliate of Operator Tenant, owned and controlled by Lizer Jozefovic, is in 
the process of refinancing a nursing facility located in Westchester County, N.Y. referred to 

herein a,i "Waterville/Salem". Operator Tenant and Lizer Jozefovic shall cause Waterville/Salem 
to deliver the proceeds of the refinancing of Waterville/Salem (tho "WatcrYille/Salem Financing'') 

in the amount of at least $3,900,000 to Operatorrrenant nnd Developer. 

L. If the Working Capital Loan (defined below) is not already committed by either 
the Mezzanine Lender or the Construction Lender as a separate loan, at least six months prior to 
the proposed Substantial Completion Date, the Operator/fenant shall make diligent, truthful and 
proper applications to Institutfonal Lenders as such term ls defined in Article 12-D of the NYS 
Banking Law, for working capital financing for the operation of the project in the amount of not 
less than reasonably required by Developer and the Construction Lender ("Working Capital 

Loan") and to furnish, without delay, such verifications of bank accounts and employment, or 
any other instn1ments or infonnation M may be required by the Institutional Lenders in the 
processing of the Operator/fenant's applications. The Working Capital Loan shall be secured by 
e lien against Operator(fenant's accounts receivable and other assets. For the avoidance of 

t:,r'':..C.,-:;;:;-,:A~~·r · -+·- ~·~;, -~·rt::··~;.,.-~·r,:J!!Si:.~.~.&.:'~-;;- ,~ ••-;;:.,.~~.:-::~.mrit-l~'9 
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doubt, the Working Capital Loan shall be in addition to, and not in lieu of, the working
capital/ialtial operating deficit/rent payment reserves which shall be required by the Construction
Lender.

M, Operator/Tenant shall inform the InstNtional Lenders that the Construction
Lender and holder of the P=ent Financing has or will have a first lien against all assets of

Operator/Tenant (to tho extent permitted by applicable law) and that an intercreditor agreement

shall be required of the Institutional Lender.

N. Operator/Tenant reprcaents and warmnts that its principals understand and agree

that a personal guaranty of the Lease shall be required from them.

ARTICLE IV

TOTAL DEVELOPMENT COST

CHANGES IN DE S I GN Ok DEVELOPMENT COST

A. As of the date hereof, the total project cost approved by DOH is (the
"Approved Project Cost"). The Parties acknowledge and agree that the actual total cost of the
Project ("Project Cost") as of the date hereof is approximately $60.0 million, is not possible to

exactly ascertain as of the date of this Agreement due to circumstances beyond the control of all

parties to this Agreement, and is projected to be greater than the Appmved Project Cost. From

time to time, the Developer will advise the Tenant/Operator of Developer's then best crdmate of
the Project Cost, The Tenant/Operator shall file and diligently pursue with DOH all applications
required to increase the Approved Project Cost such that it equals the then best estimate of the
Project Costs. The Developer shall provide to the Operator/Tenant prompt notice of, and

aubstantiation for any increases in Project Cost, at the earliest possible date (and if practicable

within 90 days of such increase), for submission to DOH pmaat to the applicable Sections of

DOH regulations.

B. The Operator/Tenant may desire changes in the Plans and Specifications for the
Project consisting of additions, deletions or other revisions for the Project ("Contract

Changes"). All requests for Contract Changes for the Project shall be authorized by a change

order submitted on standard change order form prepared by Developer (the "Change Order"),
Subject to paragraph C. below, any Change Order, requested by Operator/Tenant, shall not be

effective, nor shall the Developer be required to proceed with any such Change Order, until the

Operator/Tenant obtains the approval of the DOH for an increase in Project Cost resulting from

such Change. Developer shall cooperate with the Operator /Tenant to obtain any such DOH

approval s.

C. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary, if Operator/Tenant requests that

Developer proceed with a Contract Change based on a Change Order that has not been approved

by DOH, any increase in the Project Cost resulting from such Change Order requested by
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Operator/Tenant ("Ope.ratortrenant Required Cost'') will be the responsibility of 
Operator!hnant. At the sole option of Developer, any Operator/fena.nt Required Cost will be 
either (i) paid in full by Opcrator!rt..'llant to Developer within 30 days of invoice lo 
Operator/Tenant, or (ii) added to the Fixed Rent (as defined in the Lease) pursuant to Section 
3 .2(IV) thereof. 

ARTICLE V 
AUTOORIZED REPRESENTATIVES 

A. Operatorffenant's Representative. Opcratortrenant shall designate an individual 
to represent it on all matters regarding the Project (the 110perator/Tenant's Represcntatlvett), 
Opcrator/T1,..,umt18 R~'Prc1Hmtative sball be reasonably available at an times during which 
development activities are taking place. The Operator/Tenant1s Representative shall have the 
authority, on behalf of Operatorrrenant, to approve changes in the scope of this Agreement und 
the Project, render dreisions with respect to the Project and approve all Contract Changes and 
Change Orders, as provided hereinabove. Any changes ln this Agreement and Contract Changes 
or Change Orders authorized by the Operator/fenant's Rcprc.,'SC?ltative shall bo binding upon 
Operator/Tenant Operator/Tenant hereby designates Lizer Jozefovic as its Operator/Tenant's 
Representative, and he wiU. remain as tiUOh until Operator/Tenant gives Developer forty-eight 
(48) hours prior written notice that a change in its Developer's Representative. 

B, D~veloper's Rspr~sentative. Developer hereby desigrtates William Nicholson as 
its representative on all matters regarding the development of the Project1 and he shall remain as 
such until Developer gives Operator/l'enant forty-eight (48) hours prior writ.ten notice of a 
change in its Developer'.s representative. 

ARTICLE VJ 

DEVELOPER FINANCING 

Developer Financing, The Developer, ut its sole cost and expense, shall use 
commercially reasonable efforts (including providing a sufficient balance sheet and such persol\al 
financials as, reasonably required by the Construction Lender), and shall be responsible for 
pr.ocuring all development financing for the Project (the °Co111tructton Lou11). The 
OporatorrTonanl shall be responsi'ble for and hereby covenants to coopt.nte with the 0<.."Vttloper 
in the prompt preparation and dclivt.'1')' of any an<l all financial projections, business plan.~, market 
studies, discharge capture plans, and any other such information, data, or projections concerning 
the operations1 person11I fim.m"'ial statements of the Operator/Tenant and its principals1 as the 
Lender or Developer may request from time to time. The Operator/Tenant further covena.nt'i and 
agrees to tlle and or apply at the request of the Developer and/or its <lcsignated Health Care 
Consultant or attorney any Md all upptications1 modifications or other requests for a change in 
the approval or its terms (as defined herein) or an imm~usc in the Approved Project Cost. 

ARTICLE VU 

CON'flNGENCIES 
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A. The Developer shall have obtainad all Approvals for the development of the
Project based upon the Outline Plans and Specifications, 3d Edition, 160 Beds, The Parties
acknowledge that all necessary land use approvals for the development of the Project have been

previously obtained based upon the approved Out)lne Plans and Specifications,
2d

Edition, 179
Beds. The Operator/Tenant agrees to assist and fully cooperate with Developer in connection
with obtaining the Approvals.

B. The Developer shall have obtained a Construction Loan or other &=+g
acneptab!c to the Developer and the DOH which upon completion shall convert to permanent

mortgage financing (the "Permanent Financing) in an amount which is at least 75% of the

Project Cost.

C. The Operator/Tenant shall have obtained all DOH Approvals.

With regard to each of the foregoing contingencies (the "Contingencles") each Party
agrees to exert, vigorously and expeditiously, all necessary efforts on its behalf to initiate or

assist in the satisfäcticñ of each of the Contingencies. Each Party agrees to do nothing that
would be detrimental to the satisfaction of the Contingencies.

ARTICLE VIII

SUBSTANTIAL COMPLETION DATE

The "Substantial Completion Date" shall mean the date which is the later oE (i) the date
specified in the AIA Form G704, duly executed and certified by the Architect, that the Project
was substantially cc-gkivd and in substantial ce=pliance with the Plans and Specifications for

the Project, (ii) the date Developer delivers a Temporary Cottificate of Occupancy (the "TCO")
for the Project, and (iii) the date the DOH approves the Project as constructed (but not

necessarily 0te Operator/Tenant's operations) to accept patients, provided, however, if the
Developer is unable to obtain the TCO or Pennanent CO because of the actions or inactions of

the Operator/renant, its employees or agents including, but not limited to, a delay in obtaining
the necessary DOH approvals then delivery of the TCO shall not be a condition under this clause

(i); Developer will give Operator/Tenant thirty (30)
days' notice of the date Developer expects to

be the Substantial Conrpletion Date.

ARTICLE IX

HOLD HARMLESS

A. Developer agrees to indamnify and hold harmless Operatortrenant, and its

managers, officers and employees fi·om and against any and all olaims, including reasonable legal

fees, liabi!!ty costs and expenses to the extent arising out of Developer's breach of this

Agreement or in connection with, the work undertaken in the Ptoject by the Developer.
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B. Operator/Tenant agrees to indemnify and hold harmless Developer and its

managers, officers and employees from and against any and all claims, includig reasonable legal

fees, liabüity costs and expenses, to the extent arising out of Operator/Tenant's breach of this

Agreement or the negligence or willful acts of the Operator/Tenant or any of its employees or
agents.

ARTICLE XI

PUNCH LIST PREPARATION

On or prior to the Substantial Complation Date, the Operator/Tenant, the Developer and

the Architect, whose decision will be final with respect to all construction matters, shall jointly
prepare a list of the items for the Project that remain to be completed or correct¾ assign a dollar

value for the cost to complete the work and estimate a reasonable time for its compiction or

correction (collectively the "Punch List"), The Dsdops shall cause the Construction Lender to
withhold 125% of such value. Upon approval of the Architect, and Constmotion Leader, as any
items are compicied on the Punch List, those monies withhold by the Construction Lender on

acwüñt of such uncompleted Punch List items shall be released to Developor.

ARTICLE XH
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES OF OPERATOR/TENANT

Operator/Tenant represents and warrants to Developer that:

A. It is a New York limited liability company and in good standing under the laws of

New York State.

B. It has obtained all necessary cemets to enter into this Agreemcat and perform its

obligations hereunder.

C. This Agreement will not violate the terms of any other agreement by which the

Operator/Tenant may be bound.

ARTICLE XIII

REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES
OF DEVELOPER

Developer represents and warrants to Operator/Tenant that:

A, It is a Massachusetts limited liability company and in good standing under the

laws of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

B. It has obtained all necessary Limited Liability Comp=y consene to enter into this
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Agreement and perform its obligations hereunder.

C. It has obtaired all necessary limited liability company authorizations to enter into

this Agreement,

ARTICLE XIV

PAYMENTS BY DEVELOPER

Developer shall pay in a commercially reasonable manner all labor, matedals and all
liabilities incurred in the performance of its obligations under this Agreement.

ARTICLE XV
WARRANTY

All Warranties shall be provided and enforceable solely in the Lease.

ARTICLE XVI
MISCELLANEOUS

A, Applicable Law. This Agreement has been entered into, and shall be govemed by,
the laws of the State of New York.

B. Bindin¤ Effect, This Agreement shall be binding upon and shall inute to the
benefit of the parties hereto and their respective heirs or successors and pennitted assigns. This
Agreement is assignable by Devoloper to any joint venture, par hip or limited liability

company in which William Nicholson, or an entity controlled, directly or indirectly by him, is a
principal thereof, and to any lender or lenders of Developer. Upon such assignment and
assumption by the assignee of all obligaticñs of Developer under this Agreement, the existing
Developer shall be relieved of all obligations hereunder,

C, Survival of Reprçsentations and Warranties. All representations and warranties in

this Agreement shall survive the Substantial Compiction Date.

D. Further Action, The Parties agree to execute and deliver all documents, provide

all information atui take, or refrain from taking, all such actions as may be necessary or

appropriate to achieve the purposes of this Agreement.

E Notices and Addresses, Wherever provision is made in this Agreement for the

giving, service or delivery of any notice, statement or other instmment, such notice shall be

deemed to have been given, served and delivered if delivered by recognized natione! ovemight

carrier, or mailed by United States registered or certified mail, addressed to the party entitled to

receive the same at his address set forth below, or sent by fax (with a copy sent by first class

mail). Each party hereto may change his mailing address by giving to each other party hereto,
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written notice of such new address in the manner provided abow. Except wherever specified in 
this Agreement, any notice shall he deemed to have been served and delivered on the date on 
which such notice is faxed (provided a copy is :r;entby first class mail), hand delivered, or two (2) 
days following the date it is muile.d. 

lfto Developer: 
White Plains Healthcare .Properties J, LLC 
c/oThe Congres..-i Companies 
2 Bourbon Stroot, Suite 200 
Peabody, Ma 01960 
Attn: Wi1liam Nicholson 

With a copy to: 

Postema!< Blankstein & Lund LLP 
Prudential Tower 
800 Boylston Stroot 
Boston, MA 02199 
Attn: Gerald J. Billow, Esq. 

And 

Abrams Fenstennnn 
1111 Marcus A venue 
Ltke Suooess, New York 11042 
Attn: Howard Fenstennan, Esq. 
Attn: Greg Stoller, Esq, 

lfto Operator!rennnt: 
HBL SNFtLLC 
5 3 7 Routes 22 
Purdys1 New York 1 OS7S 
Attn: Li1..er Jozefovio 

With a copy to: 

Michelman & Robinson 
800 Third Avenue 
New York, New York 
Attn: Mark Zafrin1 Esq. 

(SIGNATURES APPEAR ON TUE FOLLOWING PAGE) 

~~:i.1.~~~-.2:~""'vit;:#!;;.-"':'!¥:+·f z::n:A.~~_j,~~!!1,C"V'l~!r"~~~~....l..~~:,_ml~~;am;#tt+a;; &;;'!'C9 
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Sig,uiture Pago for Development Agreement 

1N WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have bQr~nto caused this Agreement to be 
executed tho day and year 1irat above written. 

Ol>ERA TOR/fENANT: 
HBLS 'F, LLC 

;;a..c.we:-:n:m7Ti7il5Sfr"--~-·· : z ,znz P!?l:CMoWi!IIFI M I ;a:rli:N 
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to Donnellan Aff.  
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AMENDED AND RESTATED OPERATING LEASE

By and Between

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC,
a Massachusetts limited liability company

("Landlord")

and

HBL SNF, LLC,
a New York limited liability -n,g-uy ("Tenant")

Dated as of November 19, 2015

2305449v5/t7057-6
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Section 5.3 Irepravcmcata, ReñGVatius, Alterations and Ash==...............s:. ..... I6
Section 5.4 Signage. ............... . . ¬.......................................................,.............16
Section 5.5 Surrender.................................................................................. 17
Section 5.6 Condition of Leased Fremises. ................................................... 19

ARTICLE VI

INSURANCE

Section 6.1 Insurance. . . . e....... ....., ....... .20
Section 6.2 Certificates of Imurance. .. ....24
Section 6.3 Waiver of Subrogation......... ..... ..... ........24

ARTICLE VII

SECURITY, ACCESS AND REPORTING OBLIGATIONS

Section 7.1 Security Deposit/Guaranty. ...,....,.e= ....................25
Section 7.2 Access to Leased Premises, ... ................. ...............,....2......v27
Section 7.3 Changes in Licensure and Certification Status....,..... .......... .a. 28
Section 7.4 Reporting and Other Obligaiens.=.===,..................... ..,28
Section 7.6 Security Agreement. ===..............., 34

ARTICLE VIII

PERSONAL PROPERTY

Section 8.1 Landlord's Personal Property.............. .. .........,.......,..... ...36
Section 8.2 Tenant's Personal ficperty, .. 37

ARTICLE IX

INDEMNIFICATION

Section 9.1 Tenant's Indemnification .........1. .37

ARTICLE X

USE OF LEASED PREMISES

Section 10.1 Compliatice with Laws and Rcgulatione ........¬=,---.........38
Section 10.2 No Waste . .......,,,....,,, ,,... .. ..39
Section 10.3 Hersdous Materitus and Hazardous Waste. ... 39
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ARTICLE XI

DAMAGE OR DESTRUCTION

Section 11.1 Damage or Destruction. 41
Section 11.2 Precedence of Rights of Mangage .......42

ARTICLE XII

EMINENT DOMAIN

Section 12.1 Eminent Domain. .......... ... ....-..... ... .....42

ARTICLE XIII

NOTICES

Section 13.1 Notices, --.,..... 43
Section 13.2 Notices to Mortgagee 44

ARTICLE XIV

QUIET ENJOYMENT

Section 14.1 Quiet Enjoyment. ...... .... . ...... .....45

ARTICLE XV

SUBLETTING AND ASSIGNMENT

Section 15.1 SñktEng and Assignment ........ ..... ........×..45
Section 15.2 Attornment and Related Matters............. . ......46
Section 15.3 Assignment of SW1eases. .. .. . 47
Section 15.4 Addities! Sublease Requirements, 48
Section 15.5 Transfers In Bankruptcy.. ......... . . . 48
Section 15.6 Management Agreement..... 60
Section 15.7 Memerandum of Lease................ 40

ARTICLE XVI

DEFAULT

Section 16.1 Default by Tenant and Remedies of Landlord.............. . . -............50
Section 16.2 Pacility Operating Deficicacies. ... ....... . 57
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ARTICLE XVH

ENTRY AND REIMBURSEMENT RIGHTS OF LANDLORD

Section 17.1 Entry and Reimbursement Rights of Landlord. ...= . 58

ARTICLE XVIH

REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES

Section 18.1 Tenant's Representations, Warramics and Covenanta .,. 58
Section 18,2 Reprcacatation and Warranties. ......o.........61

ARTICLE XIX

OPERATION, MERGER AND CONSOLIDATION RESTRICTIONS

Section 19,2 SPE Provisions .............,, .........62
Section 19.3 Injunctive Relief.......... ........,.... ..s==e 62
Section 19.4 Equity Interests............. ...........,... -...........,....62
Section 19.5 No Merger or Consolidation...... . 62

ARTICLE XX

MISCELLANEOUS

Section 20.1 GOVERNING LAW..................... . .. ==.,...63
Section 20.2 Waiver of Breach. ........................== ...... e==n 64

Section 20.3 Delay Not a Waiver. ...... ....... ...... 64
Section 20.4 Force Majeure. ... . ...............64
Section 20.5 Severability. .... ...... ................64

Section 20.6 Entire Agreement; Amendmants .,,...... .,.....64
Section 20.7 Counterpart Execution; Facsimile Execution

Section 20.8 Survival of Representations and Wasstis............... . 65
Section 20.9 Use of Brokers...... .-. ......... 65
Section 20.10 Owner for Federal Tax Purpose s..,,4,:.....,e ·65

Section 20.11 Estoppel Certificates. ...65

Section 20.12 Confidentiality.......................... 6
Section 20.13 Holdover. ...a................. .....67

Section 20.14 Tenant's Waiver of Claim for Physical Injury ..., 7

Section 20.15 Binding Effect. a... .. ... ........67
Section 20.16 Default by Landlord........... . ........... . 67
Section 20.17 Liana ...v. ......= J8
Section 20.18 Publicity. 8
Section 20.19 Trial by Jury, 8

Section 20.20 Construction and Etegeta . 68
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Section 20.21 Accord and Satisfaction................... ..... .............68
Section 20.22 Captions and Headinga, ........ . ...... ....,,69
Section 20.23 Time is of the Essence. .. . .. ...............,..,......... 9
Section 20.24 Successors and Assigna . .. 69
Section 20.25 No Third Party Beneficiaries ...... ............. ..... . .....69
Section 20.26 Licenses and Transfer of Operations. .... ........., Error! Bookmarle nofdefine.d.
Section 20.27 Subdivision.......,....... 0
Section·20.28 Landlord Not in Control; No Partnership. .., . .........-.. 70

ARTICLE XXI

REMEDIES CUMULATIVE

Section 21.1 Cumu!ative Remedies. -........... ...............Error! Bookmark not defined.

AR TICLE XXII

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY

Section 22.1 Liability.. =..= = . ......:.......c=e- ...... 71
Section 22.2 Consmastiel Damages. . ........ . 72

ARTICLE XXIII

REGULAT ORY ACTIONS

Section 23.1 Notice of Litigation ... . .......... . ...,72

ARTICLE XXIV

ANTI-TERRORISM AND ANTI-MONEY LAUNDERING COMPL TANCE

Section 24.1 Compliance with Anti-Terrorism Laws ........,= . = ......,......73
Section 24.2 Funds Invested in Tenant......« x... ... ........ ,..............73
Section 24.3 No Violation of Anti-Money Laundering Laws. .......... e 43
Section 24.4 Tenant C amphce with Anti-Mancy Lauñderiñg Laws.............== ........74
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LIST OF EXHIBITS AND SCHEDULES

EXHIBIT "A" 1.egal Description

EXHIBIT "B"
Guaranty

EXHIBIT 7.1(a) Capital Pañding Group Agreement

EXHIBIT 7,1(b) Letter of Credit Agreement

EXHIBIT 7.1(c) Letter to Bank

SCHEDULE 3.1 Definition of Material Default

SCHEDULE 4.3(b) Permitted Investments

SCHEDULE 7.4 EBTTDAR

SCHEDULE 18.1(d) Litigation/Adverse Events

SCHEDULE 18(k) Health Care Warrañties and Representations

SCHEDULE 19.2 Special PG,p©šc Entity Provisions
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EXHIBIT "A"

Legal Description

ALL that certain plot, piece or parcel of land, situate, lying and being in the City of White Plains,
County of Westchester and State of New York. Said parcel being more particularly described as
follows:

BEGINNING at a point in the easterly line of Church Street where the same is intersected by the

southerly line of Barker Avenue;
THENCE from said point North 70 degrees 40 minutes 10 seconds East a distarace of 173.57 feet

along the southerly line of Barker Avenue to a point where the same is intersected by the
division line herein dcscribed parcel on the West and lands now or formerly of Koeppel & Mohr
Equities on the East;
THENCE from said point and along said divisior. line South 17 degrees 59 miantes 50 seconds
East a distance of 200.51 feet to a point in the division line between the herein described parcel
on the north and lands now or fonnerly of Heilton Plaza Company, Inc. on the south;
THENCE from said point and along said line South 71 degrees 01 minutes 50 seconds West a
distance of 173.24 feet to the easterly line of Church Street; and
THENCE from said point and along said line North 18 degrees 05 minutes 04 seconds West a
distance of 199.41 feet to the point and place of BEGINNING

EXHTBrrA
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EXHIBIT"B"

GUARANTY

See Attached

EXHIBlTB
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SCHEDULE 3.1

Definition of Material Default

Material Default shall mean the occurrence of any of the follewiñg:

(a) Any Lease Default except 16.1 (a) (xxv) atid (xxxx), provided that the

followir.g Lease Defaults shall not be deemed a Material Default unless they becur two or more
times within such period: 16.1 (a) (ix), (xvii), (xxx), (xxxxi), and the fallswing Lease Nfaults
shall not be deemed a Matcdal Default unless they occur three or more times within such period:
16.1 (a) (i), (ii), (xvil).

(b) Any Lease Default during such period con:1:2t3a an "Event of
Default"

by La-31ed under any Loan Decamcñt between Landlord and its Mortgagee(s) evidencing or

documenting a loan secured by the Facility;

BXHIBIT 7.1(a)
See Attached

EXHIBIT 7,1(b)
See Attached

EXHIB1T 7,1(c)
See Attached

sCHEDULE3.1
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SCHEDULE 7.4

PERIOD EED2&P3TARGET

Quarter 1 ( , 201_ through .____, 201__) $
Quarter 2 $__._____
Quaxter 3 $___.
Quarter 4 $
Quarter 5 $
Quarter 6 and thereafter $

"EBITDAR"
means with respect to any quarterly period for the Facility an amount detemined

on a oôñsalidated basis equal to the sum of the following Amoüñts for the Facility for a trailing
twelve month period: (a) eamings/(net income or net Joss) (including, as an expense an actual or
theoretical manag6ment expense of five percent (5%) of gross receipts) from operations before

(b) interest expense, (c) iricome tax expense, (d) depreciation expense, (e) amortization expense,
. and (f) Fixed Rent, defined in acccidancê with GAAP for such quattedy period, BBITDAR is

not considered a measure of fmancial performance under GAAP. In calculating earnings for the

trailing twelve months that esmpeses any month prior to the C-mmereement Date, for the
months prior to the Commencement Date, revenue shall be calculated using current rates of

mimhursement, meaning reimbursement rates in effect as of the start of the applicable quarterly
period.

scueoua ls.3
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-

OPERATING LEASE

THIS AMENDED AND RESTATED OPERATING LEASE ("Lease") is entered
into as of November 19, 2015 (the "Effective pate"), by and between WHITE PLAINS
HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC a Massachusetts limited liability company with its
principal place of business located at 2 Bourbon Street, Suite 200, Peabody, MA 01960

("WPHCP") or (the "Landlord") and HBL SNF, Lif a New York Limited Liability Company
having an office at 537 Route 22, Purdys, New York 10578 (the "Tenant"), and amends and
restates in its entirety the lease between the Parties dated as of November 19, 2015.

RECITALS

A. WHEREAS, Landlord is the owner of the real property, improvements,
and personal property consthnting the long-term care facility commonly known as 116-120
Church Street, White Plains, New York and more particularly described on Exhibit A. attached
hereto and made a part hereof, (the "Real Property"), and fcuawing execution of this Lease,
upon which certain buildings and improvements shall be erected (the "Facility"); and

B, WHEREAS, Landlord desires to lease the entire Leased Premises (defined

herein) to Tenant and Tenant desires to lease the Leased Premises from Landlord pursuant to the

terms, conditions and covenants set forth herein; and

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants, agreements,
promises, mpresêüt=iicas and warranties set forth herein and for Ten Dollars ($10.00) and other

good and venEble consideration, the receipt and legal sufficiency of which are hereby
acanuwledged by the Parties, the Parties hereby agree as follows:

ARTICLE I

INCORPORATION OF RECITALSj PRINCIPLES OF

CONSTRUCTION, DEFINITIONS

Section 1.1 Jaggagggliop,Lg¤lecitals, The aforesaid Recitals A through B are

hereby incorporated into this Lease as if fully set forth herein. La~n-M and Tenant are
hereinafter sometimes individually referred to as a "Rggy" and collectively referred to as
"Parties",

Section 1.2 IMngjiple Lpf_Comtruction, All references to articles. sections,
schedalas and exhibits are to articles, sections, schedules and exhibits in or to this Agcemcñt
unless otherwise sp6cified. Unless otherwise specified, the words

"hereof," "herein" and
"here=der" and words of similar import when used in this Agreement shall refer to this
Agreement as a whole and not to any particular provision of this Agreement. Unless otherwise

specified, all meanings attributed to defined terms herein shall be equally applicable to both the
singular and pinral forms of the terms so defined. Unless the context clearly indicates a contrary
intent or unless otherwise specifically provided berein, the word "Landlord" shall mean
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"Landlord and its successors and assigns"; the words "Leased Premises"
shall include any

portion of the Leased Premises and any interest therein, and the phrases "attorneys'
fees", "Leegal

fe_ees"and "counsel fees" shall include any and all reasonable attorneys', paralegal, legal assistant
and law clerk fees and disbursements, whether retained firms, the raimbersement for the
expenses of in-house staff or otherwise, and, including, but not limited to, fees and
disbursements at the pre-trial, trial and appellate levels incurred or paid by Landlord in

protecting its interest in the Leased Pmmises and its rights hereunder. Wherever pursuant to this
Lease it is provided that Landlord shall pay any costs and expenses, such costs and expenses
shall include, but not be limited to, reasonable legal fees as defined above. Whenever the
contekt may require, any pronouns used herein shall include the corresponding masculine,
feminine or neuter forms, and the singular form of nouns and pronouns shall include the plural
and vice versa. The words "includes",

"including"
and similar tenns shall be construed as if

followed by the words "widwat limitation". Whenever in this Lease any consent, appróval,
determination or decision of Landlord is to be made by Landlord, or any matter is to be

satisfactory to Landlord, then unless expressly provided to the contrary, such prcvision shall be
deemed to mean that such cotteent, approval, determination or decision of Landlord or
actcrmk:Eòñ whether a matter is satisfactory shall be made by Landlord in its sole and absolute
discretion for any or no reason and shall be final and conclusive. Any reference in this Lease
shall be deemed to include references to such documents as the same may hereafter be amended,
modified, supplemented, extended, consolidated, replaced and/or restated from time to time.

Any mference in this Lease shall be deemed to be a reference to this Lease (as defined herein), as
the same may bereafter be amended, modified, supplemented, extended, consolidated, replaced
and/or restated from time to time, Any reference in this Lease or in the Ouaranty shall be

deemed to be a reference to the Guaranty (as defined herein), as the same may hereafter be

amended, modified, supplemented, extended, car,sclidated, replaced and/or restated from time. to

time.

Section 1,3 Definitions,

"Additional Rent"
as defined in Section 3.2

"Affiliate" as defined in Section 20.31.

"Change of Ownership" means

"Commencement Date" as dermed in Section 3.1.

"Commissioner" means the Federal Housing Commissioner also called the
Assistant Secretary for Housing in the United States Department of Housing and Urban

Development.

"DOH" means New York State Department of Health.

"Effective Date" as defined in introductory paragraph,

"Eligible Institution" as defined inSection 4,3.

"Extension Term" as defined in Section 3.1(b).

2
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"Faellity" as defined in Recital A..

"First Refinance" means the replacement or refinance of the Original Mortgage
and/or original Innior Debt, in whole or part, in an amount not less than $42,200,000,

"First Refinance Date" means the date of the Pirst Refinance,

"Fixed Rent"
as defined in Section 3.2.

"Governmental Authority" as defined in Section 5,2.

"Guarantors" mean Lizer Josefovic and Mark Neuman.

"Hazardous Materials" as defined in Section 10.3

"Hazardous Waste" as defmed in Section 10.3.

"Health Care Authority or
Authorities" rneans any Cave.macatal Authority

(iñcludiñg HUD) having responsibility for the approval, licensing, certification, payment,
issuance of guaranties and iñ=sscê for, and/or otherwise setting standards for the operation and

occupancy of skilled nursing facilities.

"Health Care
Licenses" means all Medicare and Medicaid certificaticñs and

provider agreements, all public third party payor certifications and provider agamats, and all

certificatirms, permits,aegülatõiy agreements or other agr;cmata and approvals, including
certificates of operation, completion and accapancy, and state nursing facility licenses or other

licenses and certificates of need required by Health Care Authorities for the legal use, occupancy
and operation of the Facility.

"HUD" means the United States Department of Housing and Urban
Devctopment

"Junior
Debt" means a mortgage on the Premises junior to the first Mortgage,

and/or debt relating to the developnicñt and construction of the Premises.

"Landlord"
as defmed in introductory paragraph, and Section 1.2.

"Landlord's
Indemnitees"

as defined in Section 9.L

"Landlord's Work" as defined in Section 5.1.

"Laws" as defined in Section 5.L

"Lease Default" as defined in Section 16.1.

"Leased Premises" as defined in Section 2.1.

"Lease Year'' as defined in Section 3.1.

3
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"Letter of Credit" as defined I Section 7.1.

"Material Default"
as defined in Schedule 3,1,

"Mortgagee" shall refer to the first and second priority mortgages secured by fee
simple interest in the Real Property as amended, restated, extended or replaced from time to time
in Landlord's discretion.

"Original Martgage" means the original Mortgage placed on the Premises by
Landlord,

"Overdue Rate" as defined in Section 9.1(b).

"Primary Market of the Facility" means a fifteen mile radius of the Leased
Premises,

"Prime Rate" as defined in Section 9.1.

"Prospective Mortgagee" means any Person chosen by Landlord as a 1Wortgage
prior to a closing of a Mortgage to be held by such Person.

"Real
Property"

as defined in Recital A.

"Refinan
ce"

means the replacement or refinance of the Mortgage, or Junior Debt,
or any debt in replacement thereof, in whole or part, including the First Refinance.

"Refinance Date" means the date of any Refinance inchdeg the First Refinance.

"Rent" as defined in Section 3.2.

"Security
Deposit"

as defined in Section 7.1,

"Special Purpose Entity" as defined in Schedule 19.2.

"Substantial Completien
Date"

means the date which is the later of: (i) the date
specified in the AIA Form G704, duly executed and certified by the Landlord's architect, that the

Facility was substantially completed and in substantial compliance with the plans and
spccifications for the Facility, and (ii) the date Landlord delivers a Temporary Certificate of

Occupancy (the "TCO") for the Facility, provided, however, if the Landlord is unable to obtain
the TCO or Pennanent CO because of the actions or iñâcticñs of the Tenant, its employees or
agents including, but not limited to, a delay in chtaiñing the necessary DOH approvals then

delivery of the TCO shall not be a condition under this clause (ii).

"Tenant's Lease Coverage
Ratio"

means EBITDAR divided by Fixed Rent.

"Term" as defined in Section 3.1 (inchdug all exercised Extension Tenns).

4
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"Total Project Cost or "TPC" is the actual cost of purchasing, developing,
cestméting, and equipping the Facility, includig withest lim!tatics, the cost of the Real

Property and improvem6ñts, dcv±p=nt costs, financiñg costs, and the cost of Landlord's
Work and all equipment,

"Utillites"
as defined in Section 4.L

ARTICLE II

LEASED PREMISES

Section 2.1 Lpas_elfremises, Landlord hereby leases and demises to Tenant,
and Tenant hereby leases from Landled on the terms and cañe:inas'set forth in this Lease, the

following assets:

(a) all of Landlord's right, title, and interest in and to the Real Property,
!ñcluding, without liraitation, all buildings, structures, erections, improvements, appurtenances,
easements and fixtures, inchiding fixed machinery and fixed equipment situated the con or

forming a part thereof; and

(b) all of Landlord's right, title and interest in and to all machinery, trade

equipment, trade fixtures, furnitme, fumishings, beds, and accessories of all kinds used in
connection with the Pacility located on the Real Property.

All of the items described in Sections 2.1(a) and 2.1(b) berein are collectively referred to as the
"Leased

Pamises."
Landlord and Tenant acknowledge and understand that all of the items

which comprise the Leased Premises, as repaired, rebuilt, replaced, restored, altered or added to
as pennitted or required by provisions of this Lease, shall be transferred back to Landloni in
accordance with the terms and conditions set forth herein upon the expiration or earlier
termination of this Lease.

Section 2.2 In connection with any assignment of Landlord's interest under
this Lease and the assumption of this Lease by a new landlord, the original La±d!W named

herein, and each successor in interest, shall have the right to transfer all amounts deposited
pursuant to Section 43 with respect to the Facility, fess any amount used pursuant to Section 43.
to such assignee (as the subsequem holder of Landlord's interest in this Lease) and upon such

transfer, Landlord or the applicable successor in interest transferring the deposits shall thereupon
be completely released from all liability with respect to such deposits so transferred and Tenant
shall look solely to said assignee, as the subsequent holder of Landlord's interest under this

Lease, in reference thereto. If Landlord's interest in the Leased Premises is sold or conveyed as

provided above or otherwise or by operation of law: (i) at the new owner's option, Tenant shall
attorn to and recognize the new owner as Tenant's Landlord under this Lease and Tenant shall

take such actions to confirm the foregoing within ten (10) days after request.

5
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ARTICLE III

TERM AND RENT

Section 3.1 Term of Lease.

(a) The term (the "Term") of this Lease shall be for a period of thirty (30)
years commencing on the later to occur of (i) the date of issuance of a permanent or tempõrary
Ccitificate of Occupancy for the Facility and (ii) the date that New York State Department of
Health (hereinafter sometimes, "D_QH") determines that the Landloid's Work is sufficiently
complete as ccñstrúcted (but not necessarily the Tenant's operations) to accept patients,
provided, however, if the Landlord is unable to obtain a permanent or temporary Certificate of

Occupancy because of the actions or inactions of the Tenant, its employees or agents including,
but not limited to, a delay in obtaining the necessary DOH approvals then delivery of a
permanent or temporary Certificate of Occupancy shall not be a condition under clause (i) (the
"Commecemem Date"), and ending at 11;59:59 P.M. on the day preceding the thirtieth (30*)
anniversary of the Cererñêñœment Date (the "Expiration Date"). Under any and all

circumstances, Landlord shall not be liable to Tenant, in damages or otherwise, fur any delay in

delivering the Leased Premises to Tenant and Tenant shall have no right to terminate or rescind
this Lease on account thereof, Notwithstanding the Commencement Date, certain of the rights
and obligations of the parties shaH commence on the Effective Date, but not including Tenant's
obligations to pay Fixed Rerit and Impositions prior to the Commencement Date, or to n±±
the Leased Premises, insure the Leased Premises or restore the Leased Promiscs after a casualty
or condemnation prior to the Commencement Date, or any other rights and obligations, which by
their terms are intended to commence as of the Commencement Date, which rights and

obligations shall commence on the Commencement Date.

As used herein with respect to the Tenn and the periods for payment of Rent
(unless the context otherwise requires) the term "Lease Year" shall mean a 365 day period (or
366 day period in the case of a leap year), tirst commencing on the Cassement Date and

thereafter on successive anniversaries thereof, and ending on the day prior to the next succeeding

anniversary of the Comniencement Date.

Landlord and Tenant hereby acknowledge that the Commencement Dato is

presently indeterminate and shall occur only as hereinabove provided in this Section. Except for

the rights of Tenant expiessly stated herpin, Tenant hereby waives any right to rescind this Lease

under the provisions of Section 223-a of the Real Property Law of the State of New York, and
agrees that the provisions of this Article are intended to constimte "an express provision to the
contrary" within the meaning of said Section 223-a. Landlord and Tenant shall execute a memo

specifying the Commencement Dateimmediately following its occurrence.

(b) Provided a Lease Default has not occurred and is then continuing either at

the time of the exercise of the options provided below or at the end of the Term or Extension

Tenn, or there has not been any Lease Default listed in Schedule 3.1 attached hereto (a

"Material Default"), whether or not cured, within two years of the end of the Term or Extension

Term, Tenant shall have the option to extend the Term of this Lease for three (3) additional

periods of ten (10) years each (each an "Extension Term"), by giving written notice to Landlord
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not less than five forty-five (545) days nor more than seven hundred (700) days prior to the
expiration of the Term (or Extension Term as the case may be) of this Lease, TIME BEING OF
THE ESSENCE to these time periods. These options may be exercised by Tenant serving
written notice upon Lanh stating that Tenant is e-ercising the option to extend. If Tenant
fails to give such notice in writing to Landlord within the time period specified herein, all rights
and privileges granted to Tenant to extend this Lease shall lapse and become nuH and voM, No
later option may be exercised if Tenant has failed to exercise a prior option. If Tenant has

validly exercised its apticñ(s) to extend the Term, references herein to the "Tenn" shall be
deemed to include an Extension Term.

Section 3.2 R_ent

(a) Beginning in the first (1st) Lease Year of the Tenn and for each

succeeding Lease Year thereafter, including during any and all Extension Terms, until the First
Refinance Date, Tenant shall pay Landlord an annual amount of Six Million Seventy Three
Thousand One Hundred Fifty Eight ($6,073,158) Dollars ("Fixed Rent") in monthly installments
of $506,096.50,

(b) Tenant shall pay the Rent to Landlord during the term without deduction
or setoff and without demand.

(c) The terms "Additional
Rent" or "additional rent"

means all sums,
amounts, fees, expenses and costs (including, without liinisiva, legal fees and disbursements)
payable or reimbursable to Landlord under this Lease other than Fixed Rent, and all of same

shall be and constitute Additional Rent hereunder. The terms "Fixed
Rent"

and "Additional
Rent" shall be collectively referred to as "Renl," Landlord shall have the same rights and
remedies hemunder consequent upon a failum of Tenant to pay any item of AMitional Rent as
upon a failure of Tenant to pay any item of Fixed Rent.

(d) Rem shall be due and payable in advanca in equal monthly installments

during each year on the first (1st) day of each calendar month thereof (or in the event the first

day of the calendar month is not a business day, on the first business day following the first day
of each calendar month) dircaghcü‡ the Term. Rent for any period which is less than a full
calendar month or full year, as the case may be, during the Term, shall be parated on a daily
basis. Rent shall not be paid more than one (1) month in advance. Rent shall be paid to

Landlord at Landlord's address set forth in Egction 13.1 or at such other place as Landlord

designates from time to time by written notice to Tenant Tenant agrees to pay Rent, at

Landlord's direction, by electronic transfer or wire, as directed by Mortgagee in writing,

(c) TENANT HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGES THAT LATE PAYMENT
BY TENANT TO LANDLORD OF RENT WILL CAUSE LANDLORD TO INCUR COSTS
NOT CONTEMPLATED HEREUNDER, THE EXACT AMOUNT OF WHICH IS
PRESENTLY ANTIC)PATED TO BB EXTREMELY DIFFICULT TO ASCERTAIN. SUCH

COSTS MAY INCLUDE PROCESSING AND ACCOUNTING CHARGES AND LATE
CHARGES WHICH MAYBE lMPOSED ON LANDLORD BY THE TERMS OF ANY LOAN
AGREBMENT AND OTHER EXPENSES OF A SIMILAR OR DISSIMILAR NATURE

ACCORDINGLY, IF ANY INSTALLMENT OF RENT THAT IS PAYABLE TO LANDLORD
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OR ITS DESIGNEE SHALL NOT BE PAID WITHIN FlVE (5) DAYS OF THE DATE WHEN
DUE, TENANT WILL PAY LANDLORD ON DEMAND A LATS CHARGE EQUAL TO
F1VE PERCENT (5%) OP THE UNPAID PORTION OF THE AMOUNT OF SUCH
INSTALLMENT. THE PARTIES AGREE THAT THIS LATE CHARGE REPRESENTS A
FAIR AND REASONABLE ESTIMATE OF THE COSTS THAT LANDLORD WILL INCUR
BY REASON OF LATE PAYMENT EY TENANT. THE PARTIES FURTHER AGREE
THAT SUCH LATE CHARGE IS RENT AND NOT INTEREST AND SUCH ASSESSMENT
DOES NOT CONSTITUTE A LENDER OR BORROWER/CREDITOR RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN LANDLORD AND TENANT. IN ADDITION, THE AMOUNT UNPAID,
INCLUDING ANY LATE CHARGES, SHALL BEAR INTEREST AT THE OVERDUE RATE
FROM THE DUE DATE OF SUCH INSTALLMENT TO THE DATE OF PAYMENT

THERBOF, AND TENANT SHALL PAY SUCH INTEREST TO LANDLORD ON DEMAND.
THE PAYMENT OF SUCH LATE CHARGE AND/OR SUCH INTEREST SHALL NOT
CONST1TUTE A WAIVBR OF, NOR EXCUSE OR CURB, ANY DEFAULT UNDER THIS
LEASE, NOR PREVENT LANDLORD FROM EXERCISING ANY OTHER RIGHTS
AND/OR REMEDIES AVAILABLE TO LANDLORD.

(f) If a default is declared by the Commissioner under the provisions of
the Regulatory Agreement, provided a copy of Notice of Default is given to Tenant, Tenant shall
thereafter make all future payments under this Lease to the Commissioner.

Section 3.3 lyet Lease Provisions. Landlord and Tenant intend that-the Rent
herein specified shall be net to Landlord in each year during the Tenn, and that all costs,
expenses and obligations of every kind and nature, (known or unknown, general or special,

ordinary or extraordinary, foreseen or unfucween, direct or indirect, contingent or otherwise)
relating to the operation, repair and maintanance of the Leased Premises (except Landlord's
income taxes) which may arise or become due during the Term shall be timely paid by Tenant
and that Landlord shall be indemnified by Tenant against such costs, expenses and obligations.
Tenant's obligation to pay Rent is independent of all, and is in no manner co-tidened upon any,
other covenants, conditions and obligations of Landlord or Tenant under this Lease. There shall
be no abatement of Rent payments for any reason nor shall Tenant be entitled to any offsets or
deductions from Rent payments due hereunder.

Section 3.4 Rent Tax. If any governmental taxing authority levies, assesses, or
imposes any tax, sales or use tax, privilege tax, excise or a•sessment (other than incoine or

franchise taxes) upon or against the Rent payable by Tenant to Landlord, either by way of
substitution for or in addition to any existing tax on land and buildings or otherwise, then Tenant
shall be responsible for and shall pay such tax, excise or assessment, or, if Landlord pays same,
Tenant shall reimburse Landlord for the amount thereof within ten (10) days after written
demand by Landlord.

It is the intent of this Section 3.4 and all other provisions of this Lease to insure
that the Rent (including Additional Rent) paid to Landlonl by Tenaut will be received by
Landlord without diminution by any tax, assessment, charge or levy of any natme whatsoever,
except United States, State of New York and local net income taxes, and the terms and
conditions of this Lease shall be liberally canatracd to effect such purpose, Without limiting the

generality of the foregoing, if any tax is assessed or based on gross income actually or
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constructively aceived by Landlord pursuant to this Lease, Tenant shall pay such amount which,
when added to said gross income, shall yield to Landlord, after dalüüü0n of all such tax payable

by Landlord with respect thereto, a net amount equal to that which Landlord would have realized
therefrom had no such tax been imposed,

Section 3.5_ Assignment of Lease to 1¼ortgagee, Tenant acknowledges that all
of the interest of Landlord in and to this Lease has been or will be aüigñêd to Mortgagee
pursuant to the Loan Documents,

Tenant agrees to protnptly execute and deliver to Landlord from time to time any
and all documents required by a Mortgagee, Prospective Mortgagee, HUD and/or BUD's
Approved Lender, or any successor, commercial, agency or private lender, including, without

limitation, a lease addendum, regulatory agreement, subëdination agreement, non-disturbance
and attornment agreement, and/or estoppel certi&ate, in order. to finance or refinance the

Facility or otherwise.

Tenant will on request at any time or from time to time by Landlord or any
Mortgagee or Prospective Mortgagee subordinate this lease and all of Tenant's rights and estate
hemunder to such Person's Mortgage and to any renewals, e±nsions, substitutions, refinancings,
modifications or amendments thereof, or declare such Mortgage to be prior to this lease and to any
renewals, extensions, substitutions, refinancings, modifications or ass::dments thereof, and agree
with such holder that Tenant will attorn thereto in the event of foreclosuœ. Landlord ag ees to use
reasonable efforts (except that Landlord shall not be chligated to expend money for ·any such

agreement) to obtain a written agreement from any such holder in the form typically used by such
holder which consents to this lease and provides that, notwithstanding such mortgage or any default,
expiration, to:minaden, foreclosure, sale, entry or other act or emissica under, peset to or

affecting said Mortgage, Tenant shall not be disturbed in peaceful enjoyment of the Leased
P emises or this lease tertninated or canceled at any time, except in the event Landlord shall have
the right to terminate this lease under the tenns and provisions set forth herein,

Section 3.6 Ltue Lease. It is the intent of Landlord and Tenant and the parties
agree that this Lease is a true lease and that this Lease does not represent a financing agreement.
Bach party shall reflect the transaction rapresoted hereby in all applicable books, records and
reports (including income tax filings) in a manner consistent with "true lease" treatment rather
than "financing"

treatment.

Section 3.7 Right of First Refusal: Buvout. (a) Landlord shall not sell, transfer

or convey the Leased Premises to a thini person or entity unless Tenant first is given the

opportunity to purchase the Leased Premises pursuant to the terms and conditions set forth in this
Section 3.7(a); If at any time during the first efeven years of Term Landlord receives from any
third person or entity an Offer (as hereinafter defined) to purchase the Leased Premises which

Landlord destros to accept, Landlord shall notify Tenant of such Offer by delivering written
notice to Tenant, which notification (the "Offer Notice") shall contain a copy of the written
Offer or, at Landlord's election, a written so-nuu f of the terms of the Offer. For purposes of

this Lease, an "Offer" shall mean any bona fide written instrument or verbal communication

setting forth the terms pursuant to which Landlord will convey the Leased Premises. Tenant
shall have ten (10) Business Days after receipt of the Offer Notice in which to elect by written
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notice delivered to Landlord (the "Acceptance Notice") to enter into a formal agreement on the
sarpe terms and condhions as those contained in the Offer ("Tenant's Purchase Right"). Such
cicction shall be effective only if within ten (10) Business Days after delivery of the Acceptance
Notice the parties enter into a written purchase agreement on tenns reasonably acceptable to
Landlord in good faith for the sale of the Leased Premises to Tenant ~=taining all terms of the
Offer. If Tenant fails to timely deliver the Acceptance Notice, or if Tenant fails to timely enter
into said purchase agreement as provided herein, Landlord shall have the right to accept the
Offer or any medEleation thereof on terms substantially aimilar as those set forth in the Offer.
Tenant's right to purchase the Leased Premises identified in the Offer Notice shall not apply to

(i) transfers of less than one huadicd percent of the ownership interests in Landlord, (ii) a public

offering of ownership interests in Landlord, (iii) a recapitalization transaction of any kind

involving Landlord, (iv) condemnation, eminent domain or similar proceedings, or (v), rights
exercised by Mortgagees in foreclosure or in lieu thereof pursuant to Mortgages or other
documents executed by Landlord in connection therewith, inclading the subsequent disposition
of the Premises by Mortgagee or its affiliate or designee that acquires the Leased Premises in
connection therewith.

(b) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary, if Landlord's
Offer Notice states that it is pachasing from Tenant Tenant's Purchase Right, then (i) Tenant
shall have no further rights under Section 3.7(a), and Section 3.7(a) shall be null and void
without further effect, and (ii) upon the closing of the püichasa and sale of the Leased Premises
pursuant to the Offer, Landlord shall pay Tenant ten percent (10%) of the excess of the sales
price agreed to pursuant to the Offer (less costs and fees, including broker's fees) over the TPC,
the "Offer Fee"), and (iii) the Rent shall be the greater of the amount as determined by Section

3.2(a) or fair market value, as shall be dstormined by an independent third party appraiser jointly
appointed by Landlord or and Tenant, and absent their agreement appointed by the then
chainnan or similar officer of the Westcliester County Society of Real Estate Appraisers. For
purposes of clarification, Tenant shall not be entitled to the receipt of the Offer Fee if Tenant
exercises Tenant's Purchase Right as set forth in Section 3.7(a) above.

(c) Upon expiration of the eleventh Lease Year, Tenant's Right
of First Refusal as set forth in in Section 3,7(a) shall lapse and become null and void.

Section 3.8. Option to Purchase. Commencing on the latter of (i) the first day
after the Commencêm6ñt Date and (ii) 24 months from the date of the closing of tha Original

Mortgage, and ending on the last day of the fifteenth Lease Year of the Lease, Tenant shall have
the option to purchase the Leased Premises from Landlord for a purchase price of $65,055,60n

by giving written notice of its exercise of the Option to Purchase including a proposed olosing
date, provided if Tenant does not exercise the Option to Parehaäe prior to receiving an Offer
Notice pursuant to Section 3.7, Tenant's Option to Purchase under this Section 3,8 shall lapse
unless and until the conveyance of the Leased Premises contemplated under Section 3.7 does not

occur, Upon expiration of the fifteenth Lease Year, Tenant's the right to purchase the Leased
Premises from Landlord, all as set forth above, shall lapse, become null and void, and Tenant

shall have deemed to waived all such rights hereuncfer.

ARTICLE IV
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UTILI†lES AND TAXES

Section 4.1 Utilities, From and after the Commencement Date, Tenant shall

pay or cause to be paid all charges next coming due and payable for electricity, steam;telephone,
cable, gas, oil, water, sewer and all other services or utilities used on or related to the I.4ased
Premises (the "Utilities") during the Term. Tenant covenants to place all Utilities in Tenant's
name as of the Commencement Date. Adjustment shall be made for Utilities applicable to any
period prior to the Commencement Date. In the event Landlord is billed directly by any service
provider or utility company for any Utilities or services supplied to Tenant during the Term,
Landlord shall send Tenant the bill and Teriant shall promptly pay the same, Landlord shall have
no obligation or liability with respect to any interruption or failure in the supply of any such
Utilities. If Landlord elects to or shall be required to pay for any Utilities to preserve and/or
protect the Leased Premises, Tenant shall reimburse Landlord for the cost and expense thereof
plus interest at the Prime Rate.

Section 4.2 Taxes, Tenant shall be solely responsible for the payment, prior to
the date when penalties would attach, of all general and special real estate taxes and assessments
(together with any excise taxes on such real estate taxes and assessments levied or imposed by
any govemmental taxing authority), fire district taxes, liens, impositions, including capital stock,
henchise, ad valorem, sales, use, single business, gross receipts, transaction privilege, rent or
similar taxes; personal property taxes, assessments including assessments for public
impraents or benefits, whether or not commenced or completed prior to the date hereof and
whether or not to be cornpleted within the Term; ground rents; water, sewer and other utility
levies and charges; excise tax levies; fees whag license, permit, inspection, auth-izedon and
similar fees; and all other govemmental charges, in each case whether general or special,

ordinary or extraordinary, or foreseen or unforeseen, of every character in respect of the Leased

Premises, and all interest and penalties thereon attributable to any failure in payment by Lessee
which at any time prior to, during or in respect of the Tenn hereof may be assessed or imposed
on or in respect of or be a lien upon the Leased Premises (collectively, the "Impositions") that
accroe from the Commencement Date through the Term. Adjustment shall be made for
Impositions applicable to any period prior to the Commencement Date, Tenant shall pay all of
the hpositions directly to the applicable taxing authorities and Tenant shall promptly forward
proof of payment to Landlonl in such form as shall be reasonably acceptable to Landlord unless
Landlord elects to require escrow deposits in accordance with Section 4.3 hereof. Landlord shall

promptly forward any tax bills which it may receive to Tenant, Landlord shall only bill Tenant
for any of the Impositions if Tenant does not pay any of the Impositions before delinquency and
Landlord is ubligated or elects (in Landlord's sole and absolute disemtion) to pay any of the
Impasidens directly to remain current with all taxing authorities. Tenant shall pay the full

amount of any increases in any of the hpositions resulting from alterations or improvements
made by or for the benefit of Tenant, After the expiration or termination of this Lease, Tenant

shall pay nil bills for any of the Impositions which become due and payable after the expiration

or tennination of the Lease covering any period through the expiration or earlier termi-:!ian of

the Lease. If any governmental taxing authority acting under any present or future ardinance or

regulation, shall levy, assess or impose a tax, excise and/or assessment (other than any not
income or franchise tax) upon Landlord or Tenant for rental payable by Tenant to Landlord,
either by way of substitü‡ion for or in additioñ to any existing tax on land, buildings or

otherwise, then Tenant shall be responsible for and shall pay such tax, excise and/or assessment
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or shall reimburse Landlord for the cost and expense thereof, as the case may be. Provided that
Tenant shall have deposited a sufficient amount of funds to pay the Impositions pursuant to
Section 43 and Tenant has done nothing to prevent payment by Landlord or its lender of the

Impositions, then Tenant shall not be responsible for any and all late payment fees and/or

penalties, including interest, impered by any applictele taxing authorities with respect to the

untimely payment of knpositions,

Section 4.3 Escrow Deposits.

(a) Escrow, At the option of Landlord, which may be exercised at·any tlme

by Landlord in its sole and absolute discretion Tenant shall, on the first day of the first calendar
month ceisméñcing after notice from Landlord, and on the first day of each calendar month
thereafter during the Term (each of which dates is referred to as a "Monthly Deposit Date"), pay
to and deposit with Landlord a sum equal to one-twelfth (1/12th) of the Enpositions to be levied,
charged, filed, assessed or imposed upon or against the Leased Premises within one (1) year after
said Monthly Deposit Date and a sum equal to one-twelfth (1/12th) of the premiums for the

property insurance policies required pursuant to Article VI which ate payable within one (1) year
after said Monthly Deposit Date. If the amount of the Impositions to be levied,, chargôd,
assessed or imposed or insurance premiurns to be paid within the ensuing one (1) year period
shall not be fixed upon any Monthly Deposit Date, such amount for the purpose of computing
the deposit to be made by Tenant hereunder shall be reasonably estimated by Landlord with an
appropriate adjustment to be promptly made between Landlord and Tenant as soon as such
amount becorces determinable. In addition, Landlord may, at its option, from time to eme
requite that any particular deposit be greater than one-twelfth (1/12th) of the estimated amount
payable within one (1) year after said Monthly Deposit Date, if such additional deposit is
requied in order to provide to Landlord sufficient funds from which to make payment of all
Impositions on or before the next due date of any ingalhnent thereof, or to make payment of any
required insurance premiums not later than the due date thereof. If any Martgagee or the
Commissioner requires Landlord to impound insurmee premiurns on a periodic basis during the

term, Tenant, on notice from Landlord indicating this requi=ent, shall pay a sum of money
towards its liability under this Lease to Landlord on a periodic basis in accordance with
Landlord's requirements. landlord shall impound the premium payments received from Tenant
in accordance with the requirements of Mortgagee and shall utilize such funds to timely pay
insurance premiums.

(b) Use of Deposits, The sums deposited by Tenant ander this otion 4.3
shall be held by Landlord or Mortgagee and shall be applied in payment of the Impeeitians or
insarance premiums, as the case may be, when due. Any such deposits may be ce==ingled with
other assets of Landlord or such Mortgagee, and shall be deposited by Landlord or such

Mortgagee in an Eligible Institution in such account or acceenta as Landlord or the Mortgagee

may, from time to time select, and Landlord shaU not be liable to Tenant or any other person

(i) based on Landlord's or the Mortgagee's (or any bank's) choice of investment vehicles, (ii) for

any consequent loss of principal or interest or (iii) for any unavailability of funds based on such
choice of investment. .Forthermore, subject to the foregoing regarding the use of depositories

and accounts, Landlord and its Mortgagee shall bear no responsibility for the financial condiden

of, nor any act or omission by the depository bank. No income, if any, from such investment or
interest on such deposits shall be paid to Tenant. To the extent that Landlord does not have an
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invoice or bill specifying the due date for payment, Tenant shall give not less than thirty (30)
days prior written notice to Landlord in each instance when an Imposition or insurance premium
is due, specifying the Imposition or premium to be paid and the amount thereof, the place of
payment, and the last day on which the same may be paf d in order to comply with the
requirements of this Lease. If Landlord, in violation of its obligations under this Lease, does not

pay any Imposition or insurance pemium when due, for which a sufficient deposit exists, Tenant
shall not be in default hereunder by virtue of the failure to pay such Imposition or such insurance
premium and Tenant shall not be liable for any late payment fees and/or penalties, ^1ncluding
interest imposed as a result of such failure to pay. The term "Eligible Institution" shall mean a

depository institution or trust company, the short term unsecured debt obligations or commercial
paper of which are rated at least "A-l+"

by S&P,
"P-1"

by Moody's and "F-1+"
by Fitch in the

case of accoññts in which funds are held for thirty (30) days or less (or, in the case of secounts in
which funds are held for more than thirty (30) days, the long tenn unsecured debt Obligatións of
which are rated at least "AA"

by Fitch and S&P and "Aa2"
by Moody's).

(c) Deficies, If for any reason any deposit made by Tenant or held by
Landlord under this Section 4.3 shall not be sufficient to pay any Imposition or insurance
pmmium within the time specified therefor in this Imase, then, within ten (10) days after demand

by Landlord, Tenant shall deposit an additional amount with Landlord, increasing the deposit
held by Landlord so that Landlord holds sufficient funds to pay such Imposition or premium in
full (or in instanments as otherwise provided for herein), together with any penalty or interest
thereon. Landlord may change its estimate of any Imposition or iñsurance premium for any
period on the basis of a change in an assessment or tax rate or on the basis of a prior

miscalcularion or for any other good faith reason: in which event, within ten (10) days after
demand by Landlord, Tenant shall deposit with Landlord the amount in excess of the sums

previously deposited with Landlord for the applicable period which would theretofore have been
payable under the revised estimate.

(d) Rans_fara Consistent with Section 2.2 in connection with any assignment
of Landlord's interest under this Lease and the assumption of this Lease by a new landlord, the
original Landlord eamed herein and each successor in interest shall have the right to transfer all
amounts deposited pursuant to the provisions of this §eecticon_4_,a and not used pursuant to this
Seption 4 3 to such assignee (as the subsequent holder of Landlord's interest in this Lease) and
upon such transfer, the original Landlord named herein or the applicable successor in interest

transferring the deposits shall thereupon be compl ly released from all liability with respect to
such deposits so transfen·ed and Tenant shall look solely to said assignee, as the subsequent
holder of Landlord's interest under this Lease, in reference thereto.

(e) Security. Ali amounts deposited with Landlord pursuant to the provisions

of this Section 4.3 shall be held by
Landlord^

as additional security for the payment and

performance of Tenant's obligations under this Lease and, upon the occurrence and during the
continuance of any Lease Default, Landlord may, in its solo and absolute discretion, apply such

amounts towards payment or performance of such obligations.

(f) Retum, Upon the expiration or earlier te-imes of this laase, as long
as all of the Rent and any and all other obligations due under this Lease have been fully paid and

performed, any sums then held by Landlord under this Section 4,3 shall be refunded to Tenant,
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and subject to the rights of a Mortgagee, together with all interest, if any, eamed thereon and all

income, if any, earned therefrom; pmvided however, that if a loase Default has occurred and is

continuing, all of such sums may be applied by Landlord towards any amounts owed to Landlord
pursuant to this Lease.

(g) Receipts. Tenant shall deliver to Landlord copies of all claims and bills in
relation to the Impositions and insurance p==!r::: promptly upon receipt thereof by Tenant.

This Article and the obligations herein shall survive exphtion or earlier termination of
this Lease.

ARTICLE V

LANDLORD'S WORK, MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR; IMPROVEMENTS

Section 5.1 Landlord's Work. (a) Landloni shall cause the Facility to be
constructed ("Landlord's Work").

(b) Landlord will give Tenant thirty (30)
days' notice of the date Landlord

expects to be the Substantial Compledon Date. On or prior to the Substantial Completion Date,
Landlord and Tenant shall jointly prepare a list of the items for the Facility that remain to be
completed or corrected, set a dollar value for the cost to complete the work, and fix time for their
completion or correction (collectively the "Punchlist").

(c) Notwithstanding anything in this lease to the contrary, on and after the
22::=±d Completion Date Tenant shall be deemed to have agreed Landlord has completed
Landlord's Work to Tenant's complete satisfaction, except for (i) the Punchlist, (ii) such items of
decoration or mechanical adjustment of which Tenant gives Landlord written notice within thiity
(30) days after the Substantial Completion Date (the "Initial Correction Items") or (iii) any
defects in the Facility which were not known or rassonably discovcrable by Tenant in the time
period specified in the immediately prior clause (ii) ("Latent Defects"); provided that, as to
Latent Defects, Landlord will have no responsibility or liability therefor, or for the correction

thereof, unless (A) Tenant conducts at least one inspection of the Facility with a qualified
engineer or other expert, within one year from the S atantiv Completion Date, and (B) Tenant
gives Landlord notice of such Latent Defects within thirty( 30) days after discovery thereof and
in any event not later than one year after the Substantial Completion Date, which notice will be

accompsinied by the certification of such engiñcor or other experts, specifying, in detail, such
Latent Defects in the Facility.

(d) At its sole expense, Landlord shall complete the Paschlist, and remedy the
Initial Correction Items, and the Latent Defects provided with respect fo Latent Defects that the
conditions set out in clause (iii) of section (c) are satisfied.

(e) To the extent assignable at no cost to Landlord, Landlord assigns to
Tenant all manufacturer warranties on materials and q:';:rsnt. Tenant shall have the benefit
and right to enforce such warranties at its sole cost and expense.
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Section 5.2 Maintenance and Repair, Except as provided in Section 5.1,
Tenant, at Tenant's sole cost and expense, shall keep the Leased Premises, including all

buildings, fixtures, trade equipment, trade fixtures, furniture, beds and other personal property
leased to Tenant pursuant to this Lease, including, without limitation, all structural and non-

structural compoñcñts, the roof, foundation, all outer walls, plumbing, sprinklers, electrical,
mechanical, heating, veñtilatiõñ, utility service, air conditioning, vertical transport, telephone,
communications, cable, computer, fire-life-safety, nursing call, and all other systems of the
Leased Premises in good condition and repair and in compliance with all Laws. Landlord shall
not be responsible to make any improvements, repairs, maintena.ace or replacements whether
occasioned by the act, omission, active negligence, or passive negligence of Landlord or Tenant
and/or its agents, employees, invitees or licensees or otherwise, and Tenant shall pay for all

improvements, repairs, replacements, mahaa=ce and expenditures relating to the Leased

Premises, whether interior or exterior, structural or non-structural, ordinary or extraordinary,
foreseen or unforeseen or arising by reason of a condition existing prior to the commencement of
the Lease, by Tenant's use or by a change in applicable Laws. The Leased Premises and its
appurtenances shall at all times be kept clean, safe and sanitary and in good order, ccndition,
replâccment and repair by Tenant, at Tenant's sole cost and expense, except for ordinary wear
and tear (nrovided, however, that, without limiting the generality of this Sgggon_552, Tenant shall
be obligated to replace any portion of the Leased Premises upon any obsol6sc6ñce thereof or if
proper repair is impractical). Tenant shall provide (if not currently a part of the Leased

Premises) and maintain, nepair and replace, as necessary, all famitüie, fixtures, equipment and/or
other personal property required by any Governmental Authority (other than furniture; fixtures,
equipment and/or other personal property owned by contractors providing ancillary services at
the Facility) necessary for the operation of the Facility and to comply with all Laws. All such

property provided by Tenant shall immediately become the property of Landlord and Tenant
shall execute such documentation as Landlord may scascñãbly require vesting title in such

property in Landlord. Landlord shall have no liability or obligation with respect to such property
or any of Tenant's operations relating thereto. All replacements made by Tenant hereunder shall
be made in a good and workmanlike manner in accordance with Laws using the same, similar or
better quality of materials as being replaced and shall immediately become the property of
Laudlord. Tenant acknowledges that title and ownership of all repaired and replaced furniture,
fixtures, equipment and/or other personal paperty made hereunder shall belong to and is for the
benefit of Landloni. Tenant shall not enter into any equipment leases or conditional sales

contracts for any fumiture, fixtures, equipment and/or other personal property relating to the

Facility without Landlord's consent which it may grant or withhold in its sole discretion. The
term

"Laws"
means, all federal, state, county, municipal and other governmental statutes, laws,

rules, orders, regulations, ordinances, judgments, decrees and injuncticns of Govemmental
Authorities affecting any Leased Premises or any part thereof, or the construction, use, alteration
or operation thereof, or any part thereof, whether now or hereafter enacted and in force, and all

permits, licenses and authorizations and regulations relating thereto, and all covenants,
agreements, restrictions and encumbrances contained in any instruments, either of record or
known to Tenant, at any time in force affecting the Leased Premises or any part thereof. The
term "Governmental

Anthority" means any court, board, agency, arbitrator, comission, office
or other sñthcrity of any nature whatsoever for any govemmental unit (foreign, federal, state,
county, district, niüñicipal, city or otherwise) whether now or hereafter in existence.
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Section 5 3 Improvements. Renovation. Alterations and Additions. Tenant
shall have the right during the Term to make such non-stmctural interior alterations, changes and
improvements to the Leased Premises as may be proper and necessary for the conduct of
Tenant's business, to cause the Leased Premises to conform to all Laws, for patient comfort and

safety, or for the full beneficial use of the Leased Premises, so long as such improvcmcats do not

(i) exceed Three Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars ($350,000.00) in any given calendar year,
(ii) interfere with any of the purposes for which the Facility was leased or affect the roof or

structure, (iii) decrease the value of the Leased Premises, (iv) affect any building system,
including, heating, ventilation, air conditioning, mechanical, electrical, plumbing or vertical
transport systems, or (v) affect the exterior appearance of the Leased Pramiscs. Tenant shall not
make any other alterations, changes, or improvements without the express written approval in
each httace by Landlord, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld; provided,
however. that the granting or withholding of consent shall not result in any liability to Landlord.

Furthermore, Tenant may make all repairs or replacements required by a Govemmental

Authority without obtaining Landlord's consent, provided, however, Tenant shall give Landlord
no less than ten (10) days prior written notice of such government mandated repairs or
replacements prior to making or implemcñting same, unless emergency factors necessitate the

making of such repairs before Tenant can reasonable give notice to Landlord, in which event
Tenant shali give notice to Landlord as soon as reasonably possible. Tenant shall pay for all

costs, fees and penalties imposed by the applicable state agencies or the Center for Medicare and
Medicaid Services (".Ç1ll") or other Governmental Authority in connection with any survey or
the Change of Ownershiji Tenant shall notify Landlord of any alterations, changes or
improvements required and/or pêññitted by the applicabic state agencies or the CMS or other
Govemmental Authority prior to the commencement thereof, Tenant shall pay all costs and
expenses of any required and/or permitted alterations, changes, and improvements, shall make
the same in a good and workmanlike manner, and in accordance with all Laws, having obtained
all necessary pennits and approvals from Governmental Authorities having jurisdiction over the

Facility and work perfonned thereon or therein, and shall assure La ord, in form reasonably
satisfactory to Landlord, all necessary pennits and authorizations have been received and that
payment for the work and materials will be made by Tenant. Tenanthereby complctely and fully
indemnifies Landlord against any mechanic's liens or other liens or claims in connection with the

making of any alterations, changes, and/or improvements. Any liens arising out of any required
and/or permitted aherations, changes, and/or iruprovements shall be discharged of record by
Tenant within the earlier of thirty (30) days after the same have been filed by payment, bonding
or otherwise, as permitted by law, or five (5) days after commencement of a foreclosure or
enforcement action. Notwithstanding any provision of this Lease to the contrary, Tenant shall
not undertake any alterations, renovations, or improvements to the Facility or otherwise
comme.me any project or activity with respect to the Facility, which may result in any bed being
taken out of service for more than seven (7) days without Landlord's and/or Mortgagee's prior
written consent, which Landlord's consent shall not be unreasonably withheld. Tenant shall give
Landlord written notice ten (10) days prior to commencing repairs, construction, or alterations
whose costs exceed One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000,00).

Section 5.4 Sienage. All signs installed by Tenant at the Facility shall

comply with all Laws, and all necessary permits or licenses shall be obtaiñcd by Tenant. Tenant

shall maintain all signs in good condition and repair, and/or replace as may be required by
applicable law, at all times at Tenant's sole cost and expense. Upon vacating the Leased
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Premises, Tenant shall remove all signs and supporting material or installations so installed by
Tenant, but only if Landlord shall request such removal, and Tenant shall repair all damage
caused by such removal. Landlord acknowledges and agrees that neither Landlord nor any
subsequent tenant of Landlord shall be authorized to use any company or registered tade name
of Tenant or any of Tenant's affiliates or subtenants.

Section 5.5 Surrender, (a) Subject to applicable law and to receipt of any
necessary DOH approval, Tenant shall deliver up and surrender to Landlord passession of the
Leased Premises and all improvements and replacements thereof, including all of Tenant's

alterations, improvements work (and all replacements thereof) and all fixtures permanently
attached to the Leased Premises by Tenant during the Term, upon the expiration of this Lease or
its termination in any manner whatsoever, in as good condition and repair and in substantially
similar form, character and manner as the same shall be on the Commencement Date, reasonable
wear and tear excepted (without mimtion to Tenant), with permitted changes,
improvements and additions made during the Term as authorized herein, subject to no liens,
encumhces, charges, restrictions, conditions, limitations or claims whatsoever to the extent
not encembering the Leased Premises as of the Commencement Date, and deliver the keys
and/or operational security cards to the I2ased Premises to Landlord or Landlord's designated
agent,

(b) Licenses and Transfer of Operations. Upon the expiration of the Term or earlier
termination of the Lease, Tenant shall and shall cause its subtenants to, (i) transfer to Landlord or
Landlord's nominee a fully operational, licensed and certified, and staffed facility and shall
cooperate with Landlord or Landlord's designee or nominee in corecdon with the processing
by Landlord or Landlord's designee or nominee of any applications for all licenses, operating
permits and other govemmental authorization, all contracts, iñclüdiñg contracts with all
Govemmental Authorities or quasi governmental entitles (provided that except following a Lease

Default, the reasonable costs and expenses of the processing of any such application shall be
paid by Ledle d or Landlord's designee or nominee), (11) transfer to Landlord or t andiard's
nominee all tangible personal property of Tenant, including financial and accGüñting records,
business records, data, employee and/or personnel records, patient and resident records, and all
records held in electronic form, (all subject to the Laws requiring confidentiality), all equipment
and small were and all inventory used in connection with the Facility, (iii) transfer to Landlord or
Landlord's nominee all intangible property except accounts receivable of Tenant, and (iv)
transfer to Landlord or Landlord's nominee all residents in the Facility. With respect to resident

funds, Tenant shall transfer to Landlord or its designee, all patient and reddent trust accounts,
and shall cause its subtenant to prepare and submit to Landlord or its designee a tme, conect, and
complete accounting and inventory (properly =eenciled) of any patient trust funds and resident

property to be transfened to Landlord, or its designee. Tenant shall, and shall cause its

subtenant, not to commit any act or be remiss in the undertaking of any act that would jeopardize
the licensure or certification of the Facility, and Tenant shall and shall cause its subtenant to

comply with all requests for an or lerl y transfer of the same upon the expiration or early
termination of the Term, including, but not limited to, upon the request of Landloni or its

designee, the transitioning of employees in compliance with applicable laws. Without limiting
the generality of the foregoing, if requested by Lmd1ord or a proposed replacement operator for
the Facility, Tenant hereby agrees to enter into a reasonable operations transfer agreement with
such replacement operator, Tenant shall not unreasonably withhold, condition or delay its
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consent to entering into any interim subleases or management agreements as may be necessary to
effectuate an early transfer of the operations of the Facility prior to the time that such
replacement operator holds all licenses and permits from all applicable Govemmental
Authorities with jurisdiction necessary to operate the Facility for its intended use. in addition,
upon request, Tenant shall and shall cause sabicr.ârds, to promptly deliver copies to Landlord or
Landlord's designee of all books and records relating to the Leased Premises and operations
thereon (including inventories, employee lists and personnel records, and policies andprocedures
manuals). Tenant shall allow Landlord or a proposed replacement operator for the Facility to
utilize Tenant's,

eubten=ts' computer hardware and softwam for a minimum of ninety (90) days
to facilitate the transfer of operations, the collection of accounts receivables, the billing of

providers, nad the provision of patient care. Tenant shall indemnify, defend, protect'and hold
harmless Landlord from and against any loss, damage, cost or expense incurred by Landlord or
Landlord's designee or nominee in connection with the correction of any and all deficiencies of a
physical nature identified by any Governmental Anthority responsible for licensing the Leased
Premises in the course of any change of ownership inspection and audit. Tenant shall be

respañsibia for any alterations or renovations necessitated by, or imposed in connection with, a
change of ownership inspecuen survey for the transfer of operation of the Leased Premises to
Landlord or its designee. Tenant shall not commence to wind up and terminate the operations of
the Facility or elocate the patients or occupants of the Facility to any other bealth care facility.
In addition, Tenant shall not terminate the employees of the Facility except in connection with
and upon the transfer of operations of the Facility to Landlord or its designee.

(c) If Landlord notifies Tenant in writing that it intends to transfer the
operations of the Facility.to a new operator and desires to have Tenant continue to operate the

Facility after the Expiration Date or earlier termination of the Lease, then Tenant shall continue
to operate the Facility until the earliest to occur of (i) the date on which such successor operator
shall assume operation of the Facility, or (ii) the date that is 180 days after the applicable
Expiration Date or teminaden date (the "Reimbarsement Period"). Dui·ing the
ReimbursementPeriod (x) Landlord shall provide Tenant with an operating budget, (y) Landlord
shall include in the aforesaid operating budget, and Tenant shall continue to pay during the
Reimbursement Period, all Rent that would have been owing under this Lease as to the Leased
Premises if this Lease had not expired or tenninated as to; and/or Tenant had not been
dispossessed from, such Leased Premises, and (z) provided that this Lease was not terminated
with respect to, and Tenant was not dispossessed from, such the Lease Premises due to a Lease

Default, Landlord shall reimburse Tenant for any operating deficits with respect to the Facility
that Tenant may be required to fund out-of-pocket on account of operating losses and expenses
incurred by Tenant by reason of, or arising out of ccmplir.=c with, such budget with respect to
the Reimbursement Period. Any such reimbursement shall be due from Landlord to Tenant
within 60 days after request by Tenant, provided that Tenant shall furnish such documentation of

any operating deficits, losses and expenses as Landlord may reasonably request. The terms of
this Section 5.S(c) shall survive the expiration or earlier termination of this Lease and/or any
dispossession of Tenant from the Lease Premises.

(d). Use of Legacy Tradename. Without limitation of the other provisions of
this Section 5.5 and notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in this Lease, Tenant
agrees to allow Landlord or its designee operator, at its option and at no cost to Landlord or any
such desigacs, to continue to use, in its signage, marketing and advertising materials, operations
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and otherwise, any or all name(s) (including tradenames) associated with the aparation of the

Facility as a going concern for up to 180 days following (i) the expiration or termination of this
Lease and (ii) the vacâtica from, and surrender of, the Leased Premises and Facility by Tenant.
At the end of such 180 day period, or upon sooner written notice from Landlord to Tenant,
Tenant shall, promptly and at its expense, remove its aforesaid name'(s) from all signs on the

Facility and repair any damage to such signs caused by such removal, Landlord acknowledges
and agrees that Tenant, not Landlord, owns the aforesaid names and that neither Landlord nor

any designee of Landlord may use the same except as described in this Section 5.5(d) or as
otherwise agreed in writing by Tenant,

(e) Management of Terrninated/Dispossessed Premises, Commencing on the
applicable Termination/Dispossession Date as to any Tenninated/Dispossessed Premises,
Landlord or its designee, upon notice to Tenant, may elect to assume the respar,sibilities and
obHPm for the management and operation of the Business ut such Terminated/Dispossessed

Premises, and Tenant agrees to cooperate fully to accomplish the transfer of such management
and operation without interrupting the operation of such Business to the extent allowable by
Laws. Tenant shall permit Landlord or its designee to operate the Facility under Tenant's
licenses, certifications and other authorizations pending the issuance of new licenses,
certifications and other authorizations Landlord or its designee. Tenant shall not commit any act
or be remiss in the undertaking of any act that would jeopardize any licenses, certifications and
other authorizations related to the Facility, and Tenant shall comply with all requests for an

orderly transfer of all licenses, certifications and other authorizations related to the Facility and

any payor's certifications.

(f) In addition, upon any expiration or termination of this Lease, Tenant
covenants and agrees to do such things and to take such action as may, fmm time to time, be

necessary or appropriate to p-anently surrender and withdraw from possession and operation

(including but not limited to licensure and certification) of the Leased Premises, and shall
thereafter be fully and permanently relieved of all powers, duties, responsibilities and abligatiüns
that are conferred or imposed upon Tenant under this Lease (except those continuing obligations,

including but not limited to the obligation to pay all Rent due and owing under this Lease, and
the obligation to pay all amounts owed by Tenant to the Medicare, Medicaid, third party payor
programs and residents for the period of the Term, which survive the termination hereof as
provided herein) and to restore and place Landlord or its designee in possession and opgration of

the Leased Premises; or any portion thereof, and Tenant covcñañts and agrees to execute and
deliver to Landlord or Landlord's designee (each subject to the approvai of DOH) all

assignments, operation transfer agreements, consents, consents to assignments (including
Medicare and Medicaid provider agreements, if requested by Landlord) doc=cnts and other

instruments, to the reasonable satisfaction of Landlord in order to effectuate the provisions

hereof,

Section 5.6 Condition of Leased Premises, (a) Subject to Section 5.1, Tenant
shall accept and take possession of the Leased Premises in its "AS IS," "WHERE IS" "WITH
ALL FAULTS"

condition, and acceptance of possession of the Leased Premises on the
Commencement Date shall be deemed an acknowledgment by Tenant of Tenant's acceptance of

the condition of the Leased Premises. Tenant acknowledges and agrees that Landlord is not

making any representation, warranty or covenant whatsoever with respect to the condition of the
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Leased Premises, or any portion thereof, or ita suitability for any particular pmpose, and Tenant
shall be relying solely on its inspection of the Leased Premises and due diligence investigations
with respect thereto,

(b) LANDLORD MAKES NO WARRANTY OR REPRESENTATION,
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, IN RESPECT OF THE LEASED PREMISES OR ANY PART

THEREOF, EITHER AS TO ITS F1TNESS FOR USE, DESION OR CONDITION FOR ANY
PARTICULAR USE OR PURPOSE OR OTHERWISE, OR AS TO THE NATURE OR
QUALITY OF THE MATERIAL OR WORKMANSHIP THEREIN, OR THE EXISTENCE OF
ANY HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE, IT BEING AGREED THAT ALL SUCH RISKS,
LATENT OR PATENT, ARE TO BE BORNE SOLELY BY TENANT, INCLUDING ALL
RESPONSIBILITY AND LIABILITY FOR ANY ENVIRONMENTAL REMEDIATION AND
FOR COMPLIANCE WITH ALL ENVIRONMENTAL LAWS, EFFECTIVE AS OF THE
DATE OF THIS LEASE, TENANT SHALL RELEASE LANDLORD FROM ALL CLAIMS
WHICH TENANT OR ANY AGBNT, REPRESENTATIVE, AFFILIATE, EMPLOYEE,
DIRECTOR, OFFICER, PARTNER, MANAGER, MEMBER, SERVANT, SHAREHOLDER,
TRUSTEE OR OTHER PERSON OR ENTITY ACTTNG ON TENANT'S EEHALF OR
OTHERWISE RELATED TO OR AFFILIATED WITH TENANT ARISING FROM OR
RELATED TO ANY MATTBR OR THING RELATED TO OR IN CONNECTION WITH
THE LEASED PREMISES, INCLUDING THE INFORMATION AND ANY PHYSICAL OR
ENVIRONMENTAL C,ONDITIONS, AND TENANT SHALL NOT LOOK TO LANDLORD
IN CONNECTION WITH THE FOREGOING FOR ANY REDRESS OR RELIEF. THIS
RELEASE SHALL ÈE GIVEN FULL FORCE AND EFFECT ACCORDING TO EACH OF
ITS EXPRESSED TERMS AND PROVISIONS, INCLUDING THOSE RELATING TO
UNKNOWN AND UNSUSPECTED CLAIMS, DAMAGES AND CAUSES OF ACTION.
EXCEPT AS TO MATTERS SPECIFICALLY SET FORTH IN THIS LEASE: (A) TENANT
WILL ACQUIRE THE LEASED PREMISES SOLELY ON THE BASIS OF ITS OWN
PHYSICAL AND FINANCIAL EXAM1NATIONS, REVIEWS AND INSPECTIONS, AND

(B) WITHOUT LIMITING THE FOREGOING, WA1VES ANY RIOHT IT OTHERWISE
MAY HAVE AT LAW OR IN EQUITY AGAINST LANDLORD WITH RESPECT TO ANY
ASPECT OF LEASED PREMISES.

ARTICLE VI

INSURANCE

Section 6.1 Insurance. (a) Tenant shall obtain and maintain, or cause to be

maintained, inmrance for Tenant and the Facility providing at least the following coverages or as
required from time to time by any Mortgagee:

(i) comprehensive "all risk" insurance on the Facility and the ·Personal

Property, including Building Ordinance Coverage from Operation of Building Laws, Demolition
Costs and Increased Cost of Construction Endorsements, in each case (A) in an amount equal to
one hundred percent (100%) of the "Fall Replacement

Cost,"
which for purposes of this Lease

shall mean actual repkcsñcñt value (exclusive of costs of excavations, foundations,
ññdorg-ound utilities and footings) with a waiver of depreciation (except with respect to the
insurance pursuant to clauses (D), (x), (y) and (z) below); (B) containing an agreed amount
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endorsement with respect to the Facility and Personal Property waiving all co-insurance

provisions; (C) providing for no deductible in excess of Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000.00) for
all such insurance coverage (except as stated in the penultimate sentence of this subsection); and

(D) containing an "Ordinance or Law Coverage" or "Enforcement" endorsement if the Facility
or the use of the Facility shall at any time constitute legal non-conforming structures or uses and

covering the increased cost of construction, demolition cost, value of the undamaged portion of
the atructure and any increased expenses to rebuild due to the enforcement of building or zoning
laws or requirements following a covered Joss of the Leased Premises, In addition, Tenant shall
obtain: (x) if any portion of any of the Leased Premises is currently or at any time in the future
located in a federally designated "special flood hazard area," flood hazard insurance in an
amount equal to the lesser of (1) the outstanding principal balance of any loan encumbering the
Leased Premises or (1) the maximum amount of such insurance available under the National
Flood Insurance Act of 1968, the Flood Disaster Protection Act of 1973 or the National Flood
Insurance Reform Act of 1994, as each may be amended, or successor legislation, or such greater
amount as Landlord and/or Martgagee shali require; (y) ea1thquake insurance in amounts and in
form and substance satisfactory to Landlord and Mortgagee in the event the Facility is located in
an area with a high degree of seismic activity and (z) coastal windstorm insurance in a-eunte
and in fonn and substance satisfactory to Landicrd and Mortgagee in the event the Facility is
located in a coastal region; pmvided that the insurmoe pursuant to clauses (x), (y) and (z) he1eof
shall be on terms consistent with the cornprehensive insurance policy required under this
Subsection (i); and further provided that the earthquake insurance pursuant to clause (y) may
provide for a deductible of up to the greater of One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000.00)
and two percent (2%) of the amount of such coverage, (HI) the flood insurance pursuant to
clause (x) may provide for a deductible of up to One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000.00),
and (IV) the ordinance and law coverage pursuant to clause (D) may have a sub-limit of Two
Million Five Hundred Thousand Dollars ($2,500,000.00).

(ii) commercial general liability insurance against claims for personal

injury, bodily injury, death or property damage occurring upon, in or about the Pacility, such
insurance (A) with a combined limit of not less than Five Million Dollars ($5,000,000.00) in the
aggregate and Two Million Dollars ($2,000,000.00) per claim (and, if on a blanket policy,

containing an "Aggregate Per Location"
endorsement); (B) to continue at not less than the

aforesaid limit until required to be changed by Landlord and Montgagee in writing by reason of

changed economic cañditicña making such protection inadequate; and (C) to cover at.1east the

following hazards: (1) premises and operations; (2) products and completed operations on an "if
any"

basis; (3) independent contractors; (4) blanket contractual liability; and (5) contractual

liability covering the indemnities contained in Section 9.1 of the Lease to the extent the same is

available;

(iii) business income with extra expense insurance (A) with loss payable to
Landlord and Mortgagee; (B) covering all risks required to be covered by the insurance provided
for in Subsection fi) above; (C) containing an extended period of iñdcmñity endorsement which
provides that after the physical loss to the Facility and Personal Property has been repaired, the
continued loss of income will be insured until such income either returns to the same level it was
at prior to the loss, or the expiration of twelve (12) months from the date that the Facility is
repaired or replaced and operaticus are scâumed, whichever first occurs, and notwithstanding that
the policy may expire prior to the end of such period; and (D) in an amount equal to one hundred
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percent (100%) of the projected net profit and extra expense with respect to the Facility for a
period of twelve (12) months from the date of such Casualty (assuming such Casualty had not

ocemed) and actwithstanding that the policy may expire at the end of such period. The amount
of such business incorne insurance shall be determined prior to the date hereof and at least once
each year thereafter based on Tenant's reasonable estimate of the gross income from the Facility
for the succeeding twelve (12) month period. Nothing herein contained shall be deemed to
relieve Tenant of its obligations to pay the Rent when due except to the extent such amounts are

actu·ally paid out of the proceeds of such business income insurance;

(iv) at all times during which structural constmetion, repairs or alterations are

being made with respect to the Facility, and only if the Facility coverage form does not otlwrwise

apply, (A) owner's contingent or protective liability insurance covering claims not covered by or
under the tenns or provisions of the above mentioned cammerciâl general liability insurance

policy; and (B) the insurance provided for in subsection (i) above written in a so-called builder's
risk completed value fonn (1) on a non-reporting basis, (2) against all risks insured against
pursuant to subsection (1) above and (3) with an agreed amount endorsament waiving
co-insurance provisions;

(v) worker's compensation insurance with respect to any employces of

Tenant, as required by any Governmental Authority, Health Care Authority, Legal Requirement
or Health Care Requirement;

(vi) boiler and machinery insurance, if applicable, in amounts as shall be

reasonably required by Landlord and Mortgagee on tenns consistent with the cc=-ercial

property insurance policy required under SpigeSJinglil above;

(vii) intentionally omitted;

(viii) motor vehicle liability coverage for all owned and non-owned vehicles,

including rented and leased vehicl68 containing misimum limits per occurrence, including
umbrella coverage, of One Million Dollars ($1,000,000,00);

(ix) if the Facility is or becomes a legal "non conforming"
use, ordinance or

law coverage and insurance caverage to compensate for the cost of (upon a Cámnalty) demolition
or rebuilding of the unb=.agd portion of the Facility along with any reduced value and the
increased cost of construction in amamts as requested by Landlord and Mortgagee;

(x) the commercial property and business income insurance required under
Sections 6.1(a)(i) and flill above shall cover perils of terrorism and acts of terrorism and Tenant
shall maintaiñ commcrcial property and business income insurance for loss reeniting from perils

and acts of terrorism on tenns (including amounts) consistet with thoserequired under Sections
6.1(a)(i) and fliil above at all times during the Term;

(xl) professional liability and malpractice insurance with limits of at least
Two Million Dollars ($2,000,000.00) per claim / Five Million Dollars ($5,000,000.00) in the
aggregate. Tenant shall also require each medical director for the Facility and the aseriated

nurse practitioner at the Facility to carry prefew^aal liability and malprar·tice insurance with
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limits of not less than Two Million Dollars ($2,000,000.00) per claim / Five Million Dollars

($5,000,000.00) in the aggregate; and

(xii) notwithstanding anything to the contrary in the forcgaing, all insurance
coverage required by any mortgagee of Landlord shall be met by Tenant, from time to time as

necessary;

(xiii) upon sixty (60)
days'

notice, such other reasonable insurance and in
such reasonable amounts as Landlord and/or Mortgagee from time to time may reasonably
request against such other insurable hazards which at the time are cornmonly insured against for

property similar to the Facility located in or around the region in which the Facility is located.

(b) All insurance provided for in grgaicall(al shall be obtained under valid
and enforceable policies (ccucctively, the "Policies"

or, in the singular, the "Policy"), and shall
be subject to the approval of Landlord and Mortgagee as to insurance companies, amounts,
deductibles, loss payees and insureds. The Policies shall be issued by financially sound and
responsible insurance companies authorized to do business in the State of New York and having
a claims paying ability rating of "A" or better (and the equivalent thereof) by at least two (2) of
the Rating Agencies rating the companies (one of which shall be S&P if they are rating the
securities and one of which will be Moody's if they are rating the companies), or if·only one

Rating Agency is rating the companies, then only by such Rating Agency and shall specifically
name Landlord and Mortgagee as loss payees and additional insureds, as applicable. Not less
than ten (10) days prior to the expiration dates of the Policies themisfore furnished to Landlord
and Mortgagee, certificates of insurance evidencing the Palicies accompanied by evidence

satisfactory to Landlord and Mortgagee of payment of the premiums due thennder (the
"Insurance Premiums"), shall be delivered by Tenant to Landlord and Mortgagee.

(c) Any blanket insurance Policy shall specifically allocate to the

Facility the amount of coverage from time to time required hereunder and shall otherwise
provide the same proteelion as would a separare Policy insuring only the Facility in comp!isse
with the provisions of Section 6.1(at

(d) All Policies provided for or contemplated by Section 6.1(a), except
for the Policy referenced in Section 6.1(a)(v), shall name Tenant as the insured and Landlord and
Mc-tgages as the additional insured, as their interests may appear, and in the case of property
damage, boiler and machiñcry, flood and earthquake insurance, shall contain a so-called lender's
loss payee endorsement in favor of Mortgagee providing that the loss thereunder shall be payable
to Mortgagee.

(e) All Policies provided for in Section 6.1 shall contain clauses or
endorsements to the effect that:

(i) no act or negligence of Tenant, or anyone acting for Tenant, or of any
tenant or other 0ccupññf, or failure to comply with the provisions of any Policy,
which rnight otherwise result in a forfeiture of the insurance or any part thereof, shall
in any way affect the validity or enforceability of the insurance insofar as Landlord
and Mortgagee as concemed;
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(ii) the Policies shall not be materially changed (other than to increase the
coverage provided thereby) or canceled without at least thirty (30)

days' written notice to
Landlord and Mortgagee and any other party named therein as an additional insured;

(iii) the issuers thereof shall give notice to Landlord and Mortgagee if the
Policies have not been renewed fifteen (15) days prior to its expiration; and

(iv) Neither Landlord nor Mortgagee shall be liable for any insurance
premiums thereon or subject to any assessments due thereunder.

(f) If at any time Landlord and Mortgagee is not in receipt of written evidence
that all Policies are in full force and effect, either shall have the right, without notice to Tenant,
to take such action as either deems necessary to protect its interest in the Leased Premises,
including, without limitation, the obtaining of such insurance coverage as either in its sole
discretion deems appropriate. All prcmiums Incorred by Landha and/or Mortgagee in
connection with such action or in obtaining such insurance and keepirig it irreffect shall be paid

by Tenant to Landlord and/or Mortgagee, as the case inay be, upon demand and, until paid, shall
be secured by the Mortgages and shall bear interest at the Overdue Rate.

(g) Tail Insurance, If Tenant has claims made insurance coverage of any type,
upon expiration or earlier tennination of this Lease. Tenant shall purchasa so-called "tail"

insurance for a period of three years in an amount not less than its existing coverages in order to
assure Tenant is covered by insurance after the expiration or earlier termination of this 1.ease for
all claims arising or relating to the period prior to the expiration or earlier termination of this

Lease, and Landlord and Mortgagee shall be named as additional insured thereunder.

Section 6.2 Certificates .of Insurance, Upon the Commencement Date of this

Lease, Tenant shall furnish Landlord, Mortgagee and other third parties which Landlord shall
designate with appropriate certificates of insurance on acceptable Acord forms, rogether with an
additional insurance endorseinent showing that each type of insurance required under this
Article VI is in full force and effect and not cancelable or modifiable without thirty (30) days
prior written notice to Landhd, and upon request of Landlord or one or more of such additional

insureds, deliver copies of such insurance policies. Tenant will provide Landlord with
acceptable certificates of insurance pursuant to this 3.eec£onfa widencing the renewal of such
Policies ten (30) Business Days prior to the Policies' expiration date. Tenant acknowledges that
all such certificates shall name Lâñdiürd, its successors and assigns, and Mortgagee, its

successors and assigns, as additional insureds on the general liability and umbrella policies and
as a loss payee/mortgagee, as their interests may appear, on the property and boiler and

machinery policies.

Section 6.3 Waiver of Subrogation. Landlord and Tenant hereby waive all
rights of reewery for causes of action which either has or may have or which may arise hereafter
against the other for any damage to the Leased Pretnises or the property or business of either of

them or of anyone claiming through either of them, by way of subrogation or otherwise, caused

by any of the perils covered by a special fonn policy of property insurance or contents insurne
or by any other insurance for damage to property carried by the party whose property was

damaged; provided. however, that the foregoing waiver shall apply only if and to the extent that
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a waiver of subragatian for property damage is not prohibbed in the State of New York, has been
consented to by the appItoable insurance carrier, and only to the extent of such insurance
coverage.

ARTICLE VH

SECURITY, ACCESS AND REPORTING OBLIGATIONS, WORKING CAPITAL

Section 7.1 Seoúrity Deposit/Ouaranty.

(a) Contemporaneously,with the execution of this Lease, Tenant, shali deliver
a guarantee of thla 14ase (the "Guaranty") from Llrar losefoylo and Mark Neuman (collectively,
the "Guerantorg") in the fonn of Exhibit "B" sttached hereto, or in fann and amounts as may be
otherwise required by the Landlord and Landlord's first and second Mortgages. The Guaranty
shall set forth that the Guarantors will be required to e~ap-t± in tuming the license over to the
Landlord's designee or be personally Ilable for all costs, expenses and damages or defielencies.
The 0uarantors shall ensure that the Tenant shall deliver all of the documents requlted to transfer
the license in escrow to Posternak, Blatikstein Sc Lund,, or anch other pady as Landlord
designates. As fudher security for the Tenants performance under the Lease, the Tenant hereby
agnes as follows:

(i) Tenant agrees that It shall deliver to Landlord 60 days prior to the
Cominencement Date, an agreement by Capital Funding Group, which cannot be
amended except by an agreement in writing signed by Landlord, Tenant and Capital

Funding Group, in the form attached hereto as Exhibit 7.1(a) or otherwise approved by
Landlord and Landlord's lenders in their reasonable discredon, wherein and whereby
Capital Funding Group agrees to allow Tenant to draw down on its Credit Line each
month so as to enable Capital Punding Group to pay directly to Landlord the sum of

$506,096.50 per month commencing the Commencement Date and on each day Pixed
Rent is due under the Lease for the following 11 months,

(ii) Tenant agrees that it shall deliver 60 days prior to the anticipated
Commæe=mt Date either (i) an unconditional Letter of Credit, in accordance with
the Letter of Credit Agreement attached hereto as Exhibit 7.1(b) (which shall be
exeonted simultaneously herewith), in the amount of $3,700,000, or (ii) $3,700,000 in
cash ("Security Deopsit") to secure the fult and timely payment and perfer=nce of
Tenant's obligations under thia Lease, Tenant's failme to deliver the Letter of Credit or

timely pay to Landlord the Security Deposit shall be deemed a Lease Defauh by
Tenant. Landlord may retain the Security Deposit in such accounts as Landlord clects
in its sole discretion and Landlord may commingle the Security Deposit with other
funds of Landlord or its affiliates, Tenant shall have no right to any interest on the
funds comprising the Security Deposit that it delivers to Laudlord.

(iii) Sixty days prior to the naticipated Commencement Date, the funds in
the controlled account number in 3FMorgan Chase Bank, NA (the

"Bank*) in the amount not less , ,000 shall be delivered by Tenant to
Landlord and released by Tenant to Landlord to be held as an additional Security
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. .. Deposit. by Landlord. The letter to Bank implamenting the Tenant's obligations
pursuant to the preceding sentence, attached hereto as Exhibit 7.1(c), which shall be
held in escrow by Posternak, Blankstein & Lund, shall be delivered by it to the Bank

sixty days prior to the anticipated Commencement Date upon notice from Landlord.

(b) The term "Letter of Credit" shall mean an irrevocable, unconditional,
transferable, clean sight draft letter of credit in favor of Landlord in form and content ressanably
satisfactory to Landlord and entitling Landlord to draw thereon without the payment of any fees
or charges in New York, New York, issued by a domestic banking institution or the U.S. agency
or branch of a foreign banking institution; provided, that such banking institution has a long term
senior unsecured debt obligation rating of at least "AA"

by S&P. The Letter of Credit shall have
an expiration date of the date that is the first anniversary of the date hereof. The Letter of Credit
shall provide that it shall be deemed automatically renewed (without amendment) for
consecutive periods of one year each thereafter during the Term unless the issuing bank sends
written notice to Landlord and Tenant by certified mail, return receipt requested, not less than

thirty (30) days preceding the then mpiration date of the Letter of Credit that it elects not to have
such Letter of Credit renewed. If such notice is sent, then at least twenty (20) days prior to the
expiration of the Letter of Credit (and each subsequent or replacement Letter of Credit), Tenant
shall deliver to Landlord a new Letter of Credit in the same amount and a failure to do so shall
entitle Landlord to draw upon the existing Letter of Credit'and to receive the proceeds the em
and hold such proceeds as a cash Security Deposit pursuant to this Section 7J pending delivery
of a new Letter of Credit.

(c) Upon a Lease Default, Landlord shall have the right, but not the

obligation, in Landlord's sole and absolute discretion, to draw upon the Security Deposit and/or
Letter of Credit añd apply some or all of the funds to remedy such default or occurrence and to
campeasate Landlord for any loss or damage multing therefrom, without prejudice to any other
rights or remedies of Landlord under this Lease or at law or in equity, Upon any such
application by Landlord, Tenant shall promptly deposit with Landlord an amount in cash egnal to
the amount from the Security Deposit so utilized by Landlord. Landlord shall at all times have,
as security hereunder, Letter of Credit and cash Security Deposit in the amounts stated in Section
7.1(a). Upon the termination or expiration of this Lease, as long as Tenant has perfonned an of
its obligations pursuant to this Lease and no Lease Default has occurred which is continuing, the

remaining amount of the Security Deposit shall be returned or refunded to Tenant, without

interest, subject in all events to Landlord's fight to apply the Security Deposit as provided berein.

(d) Upon the occurrence of a Lease Default, Landlord may use, apply or retain
the whole or any part of the Security Deposit or draw under a Letter of Credit to the extent
required for the payment of any Rent or any other sums as to which Tenant is in default or for

any sum which Landlord may expend or may be required to expend by reason of Tenant' s

default in respect of any of the terms, covenants and conditions of this Lease, iñcladiñg, but not

limited to, any damages or deficiency in the reletting of all or any portion of the Leased

Premises, whether such damages or deficiency accrue before or after summary proceedings or
other re-entry by Landlord. If Landlord shall so use, apply or retain the whole or any part of the

Security Deposit, Tenant shall upon demand immediately deposit with Landlord a sunr equal to
the amount so used, applied or retained, In the event of any sale or financing of Landlord's

interest in the Leased Premises, Landloni shall have the right to assign its interests in the
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Security Deposit to the transferee, assignee or mortgagee, as the case may be, and if Landlord
has given notice to Tenant of the assignment of Landlord's interest in the Security Deposit and if
assignee or transferee of the Security Deposit has accepted liability for the Security Deposit,
Landlord shall thereupon be released by Tenant from all liability for the retum or payment

thereof; and Tenant shall look solely to the new landlord or mortgagee for the retum or payment
of the same. Tenant shall not assign or encumber or attempt to assign or encumber the Security
Deposit and neither Landlord, nor its successors or assigns, shall be bound by any such

assignment, encumbrance, attempted assignment or attempted encumbrance.

Section 7.2 Access to Leased Premises. Tenant shall permit Landlord,
Mortgagee and their agents to enter upon the Leased Premises at all reasonable times during
ordinary basiness hours and upon at least twenty-four (24) hours advance oral notice (except that
in the case of emergency, Landlord may enter at any time and without prior notice) to inspect
and examine the Leased Premises, to perfoun repairs as to Landlord's Work pursuant to Section

5.1, and to inspect and copy any operating manuals, procedures manuals, training manuals, and
other books and recor is conceming unemployment,

workers'
compensation, insurance, tax, and

any other business issues pertaining to the Leased Premises (subject to applicab½ laws and
regulations goveming patient confidentiality and privacy and the conf±ütiâ!!ty of medical

tecords) and any information necessary for audit relating to cost reimbursement, edllections,
general financial matters, litigation, inquiries and related activities (as may be necessary in
connection with the Lease or the Leased Premises or any matters relating to periods prior to the
Conanencement Date). Any access by Landlord to patient records or medical records shall be

strictly governed by Laws governing patient confidentiality and privacy and the confidentiality
of medical records and all appropriate consents and/or waivers from residents or their guardians
or repres6ñtâGw shall have been obtained before access to such records shall be granted.
Landlord shall make reasonable efforts not to materially interfere with or materially disrupt
Tenant's business and use and enjoyment of the Leased Premises during any such inspection or
examination. Landlord shall also have .the right but not the obligation to conduct a physical
inspection of the Facility and from time to time and within ninety (90) days prior to the
expiration of the Term or earlier termination of the Lease, upon twenty-four (24) hours advance
oral notice. If Landlord reasonably determines based on this inspection that the Pacility, or any
portion of the Facility, requires repairs or maintenance so that the condition of the Pacility is in
compliance with this Lease and all Laws, then within thirty (30) days of notification by
Landlord, Tenant shall commence making said repairs and diligently pursue such repairs to
completion. Should Tenant fail to do so, within seven (7) days of notification by Landlord,
Tenant shall pay to Landlord a deposit of funds in an amount equal to LanM~d's reasonable
estimate of the costs of such repairs or maintenance, which funds shall be released to Tenant
from time to time during the progress of such repairs and maintenance based on submission by
Tenant of evidence reasonably satisfactory to Landlord that such work is complete and all costs
and expenses incurred to date have been paid in full. Tenant and Landlord acknowledge that the
opcraticns of the Facility and its maintenance are the sole and absolute tesponsibility of Tenant,
Landlord shall have no liabilitics or chligatiañs with respect to the Pacility, including no
liabilities or obligations with respect to inspections of the Facility or the failure by Landlord to

inspect the Facility.

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this in this Lease, Landlord and
Tenant agree that all information, records and data collected or maintained regarding Facility
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residents shall be confidential. Landlord, Tenant, and their respective employees and agents
shall maintain the confidentiality of all Facility resident information received in accordance with
applicable New York and federal laws, including the Health Insurance Patability and

Accountability Act of 1996 (Public Law 104-91) and the regulations issued in connection
therewith (collectively, "HIPAA"). No employee or agent of Landlord or Tenant shall discuss,
transmit or narrate in any manner the Facility resident infonnation of a personal, medical, or
other nature except as a necessary part of providing services to the resident, effectuating a
transfer of the Facility's assets, or otherwise fulfilling its obligations under this Lease or under

law, The obligations under this Section 7.2 shall survive the termination of this Lease, whether

by rescission or otherwise,

Section 7.3 Changes in Licensure and Cçrtification Status, As of the
Corsmcñccment Date, Tenant represents and warrants that the number of beds licensed or
certified for the Facility is one hüñdrcd sixty (160). Tenant shall not increase or decrease the
licensed or certified number of beds, or change the license or certification thereof, without the

consent of Landlord, which consent may be withheld in Landlord's sole and absolute discretion;
Tenant may increase the number of licensed or certified beds of the Facility upon thirty (30) days
prior written notice to Landlord, but without the prior written consent of Landlord. If required,
Tenant shall not increase the number of beds without the consent of the CommMoñer and/or the
DOH and Tenant agrees to return to Landlord upon the expiration of the Lease, the Leased
Premises. Should Tenant increase the number of licensed beds at the Facility, the Fixed Rent
payable for the Facility shall be increased proportionately for such additional beds, In no event
shall the Fixed Rent be reduced in -the event the number of Licensed Beds at the Facility is
reduced. Landlord and Tenant acknowledge that the Leased Premises are, and at all times under
the Term of this Lease are, the sole and absolute pmperty of Landlord. Upon any icññination of

this Lease or any Lease Default by Tenant hereunder (which breach or default is not car.ed within

any applicable grace period), and subject to the approval of the DOH, Landlord shall have the
right to cause the Facility's licensea to be reissued in Landlord's name or in the name of
Landlord's designee upon application therefor to, and the receipt of approval from, the DOH and

to further have the right to have any and all Medicare, Medicaid and any other provider and/or

third party payor agreements issued in Landlord's name or in the name of Landlord's designee.

In the event Landlord exercises its rights pursuant to this Section 7,3, Tenant and Guara*=•

shall cooperam with Landlord in transferring the aforementioned items to Landlord's name or for
the benefit of Landlord or as Lmdlord may direct pursuant to the terms of this Lease.

Section 7.4 Reporting and Other Obligations,

(a) During the Ternh Tenant shall and shall cause all Subtenants,
sub-subtenants and any operators of the Facility to provide (without duplicâtiGñ) Landlord and
Mortgagor with the following reports, statements, and inspections:

(i) Annual Budget. Within 60 days prior to the pmjected Substantial
Completion Date, and no later than thirty (30) days prior to the end of each calendar year

thereafter, Tenant shall submit to Landlord an annual budget (each an "Annual Budget")

covering the operations of and proposed capital expenditurca to be made with respect to the

Facility for the next calendar year (or the remainder of the current calendar year, in the case of

the initial Annual Budget).
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(A) Capital Expenditures. The Annual Budget shall include a capital
budget (the "Capital Budget") outlining a program of capital expenditures as may be required

by Lawa, any lender to Landlord, or Tenant's reasonable business judgment during the next
calendar year (or the remainder of the current calendar year, in the case of the initial Capital

Budget), in which each proposed capital expenditure will be designated as either mandatory,

highly recommended or desirable. Tenant shall be responsible for designating as a "mandatory
capital expenditure"

any expenditure which, if not made would,
'
in Tenant's reasonable

judgment: (a) cause the Facility to lose or put at risk its License; (b) place at risk the safety of a
patient orresident or employee of the Facility; (c) cause the ineligibility of the Facility under any
third party payor program applicable to the Facility; (d) cause the issuence of a fonnal notice that

any of the operating licenses for the Facility or any substantial portion of the Facility will be
revoked or suspended or qualified in any inaterial adverse respect; or (e) subject Landlord or
Tenant to criminal prosecution. Tenant shall make during the calendar year, or calendar quarter
for whloh they are budgeted, all capital expenditures approved by Landlord. On and after the
Commancam±nt Date, Tenant shall expend at least Five Hundred Twenty-Three Dollars

($523.00) per bed per annum for capital expenditures at the Facility, including amounts
expended to comply with the licensure and other expenditures requi ed by any Governmental

Authority or such other amounts as may be required by Mortgagee from time to time. If
Mortgagee requires Landlord to deposit sums for capital expendimres; replacements and/or
refurbishments relating to furniture, fixtures, equipment and/or improvements to the Facility,
then Tenant shall pay to Landlord, as Additional Rent hereunder, all reserve or escrew amounts,
sums and/or deposits which Landlord is required to pay to such Mortgagee with respect to such
capital expenditures, replacements and/or refurbishments. Tenant shall pay any and all of such
amounts and sums to or as directed by Landlord as Additional Rent h=rd3r together with each

payment of Fixed Rent hereunder. Tenant acknowledges that as of the date hereof, Mortgagee
requires a monthly deposit of Five Hundred Twenty-Three Dollars ($523,00) per bed with
respect to the Facility. In the event that such deposits are made by Tenant hereunder, Landlord
shall use its reasonable offorts, subject to the terms and conditions of the loan agreements with

Mortgagee, to obtain disbursements of such funds to be used for the payment of or
reimbursement for the costs of such capital expenditures, replacements and/or refurbishments,

(B) Operating Budget. The Annual Budget shall include an operating
budget (the "Operating Budget") setting forth an estimate of operating revenues and expenses
for the Facility for the next calendar year (or the remainder of the current calendar year, in the
case of the initial Operating Budget), together with an explanation of anticipated changes in the

Facility, Tenant shall provide to Landlord apon written request auch other reports, including a

cost comparison report, and all appropriate Medkare and Medicaid reports, as may be required
under these programs, as are normally provided by Tenant to the owners of other similar
rehabilitation hospitals, psychiatric hospitals, and skilled nursing facilities leased by Tenant.

(ii) Financial Reporting. Tenant will keep and maintain or will cause to

be kept and ment=ined on a calendat year basis, in accordance with GAAP, proper and accurate

books, records and secoññts reflecting all of the financial affairs of Tenant and all items of

income and expense in connection with the operation on an individual basis of the Pacility.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, Tenant's interim unaudited financial statements shall be prepared

in accordance GAAP for interim financial information, but may not include all information or

notes required by GAAP for a complete set of financial statements; such financial statements
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shall include all adjustments and reclasenestions of a normal recurring nature considered

necessary for a fair and corsparable presentation; all such interim financial statements shall be
read in ccñjsetien with most recent audited financial statements, Landlord and Mortgagee shall
have the right from time to time at all times during normal business hours upon reasonable notice
to examine such books, records and accounts at the office of Tenant or any other Person

maintaining such books, records and accounts and to make such copies or extracts thereof as
Landlord and/or Mortgagee shall desire, After the occurrence of a Lease Default, Tenant shall

pay any costs and expenses incurred by Landlord and/or Mottgagee to examine Tenant's

accounting records with respect to the Facility, as Landlord and/or Mortgagee shall reasonably
determine to be necessary or appropriate in the protection of Landlord and/or Mortgagee's
interest.

(iii)Tenant, at its expense, shall submit to Landlord and, upon Landlord's
request to Mortgagee, as soon as available, and in any event (A) within thirty (30) days after
each calendar rnonth's end, unaudi:‡d monthly financial statements (which include income

statements, balance sheets, statements of cash flows, occupancy and payor mixes) of Tenant for
the month then-ended and year to date, prepared on a basis consistent with the annual statements;

monthly census and revenue information of the Facility as of the end of such month and year to
date in sufficient detail to show by patient-mix and revenue-mix (i.e., private, Medicate,
Medicaid and V A, and managed care (by program)) the average monthly census of the Facility
and year to date; an aged accounts receivable report from the Facility in sufficient detail to show
amounts due from each class of patient-mix by the account age classifications of 30 days, 60

days, 90 days, 120 days, and over 120 days; (B) within forty-five (45) days after the end of each
crdêndar quarter, unandited quarterly financial statements (which include income statements,
balance sheets, statements af cash flows, occupancy and payor mixes) of Tenant for the quarter

then-ended, prepared on a basis consistent with the annual atatments; quarterly census and
revenue information of the Pacility as of the end of such quarter in sufficient detail to show by
patient-mix and revenue-mix (i.e., private, Medicare, Medicald and V,A. and managed care (by
program)) the average quarterly census of the Facility; (C) no later than 120 days after the end of
each calendar year of Tenant, audited annual financial statements of Tenant, prepared by an

independent certified public accounting finn reasonably acceptable to Landlord, prepared in
accordance with generally accepted accounting principles, with an unqualified opinion, and

including a balance sheet, a statement of income and expenses for the year then ended, a
statements of cash flow, and a schedals audited by such independent certified public accountant .

reconciling Tenaut's, net operating income to net cash flow, which shall itemize all adjustments
made to net operating income to arrive at net cash flow deemed material by such indspsñdent
certified public accountant.

(iv) Each financial report provided by Tenant shall reconcile and show

variances between the actual experience incurred during each such reporting period with respect

to each metric to the metric shown on the Operating Budget and Capital Budget for such period.

(v) Tenant, at its expense, shall submi.t to Landlord and, upon Landlord's
request to Mcttgagcc, any other reports and certificates reasonably requested by Landlord or

Mortgagee from time to time,
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(vi) In addition, Tenant shall prepare and deliver to Landlord, and upon
request or if required by Landlord's then exisdng Mortgagee, to Mortgagee, a written report

providing an operational overview of significant events and circumstances at the Facility during
the prior month, during the first six months of the Term and then quarterly thereafter, including,
but not limited to, clinicalevents, employee relations and staffing matters and provide such other
information as Mortgagee may require from time to time. Tenant shall provide Landlord, and
upon request or if required liy Landlord's then existing Mortgagee, to Mortgagee, with a copy of
all federal income tax returns of Tenant and its Subtenants within fifteen (15) days after filing
thereof. Whenever practicable, all reports shall be delivered to Landlord electronically in a
format usable by Landlord.

(b) All unaudited financf at reports from Tenant shall include an Officer's
Certificate certifying that such financial statéñwnts present fairly the financial condition and the
results of the operations of Tenant and the properties being reported upon and that such financial
statements have been prepared in accordance with the Tenant's customary accounting
procedures. The Officer's Certificate accompanying the annual audited financial statements of
Tenant shall also include a statement that they have been prepared in accordance wfth GAAP
and whether there exists an event or circurastance which constitutes a default or an event of
default under the Lease, the nature thereof, the period of tirne it has existed, and the action then

being taken to remedy the same,

(c) Tenant shall furnish Landlord and Mortgagee, within five (5) days of
the receipt by Tenant, any and all notices (regardless of form) from any Health Care Authority
that Tenant's license, Medicare or Medicaid certification, or VA or other govemmental program
participation is being, or could be revoked or suspended, that action is pcñdiñg, being onsidered
or being taken to revoke or suspend the Tenant's license or certification or to fme or penalize the

Tenant, or that action is pending, being considered, or being taken, to discontinue, suspend,
deny, decrease or recoup any payments due, made or coming due to Tenant or related to the
operation of the Facility other than in the ordinary course of .business related to billing
adjustments.

(d) Tenant shall furnish Landlord and Mortgagee, within two (2) days of
the receipt by Tenant, any and all notlees (regardless of form) from any Govemmental Authority
or third party payor (i) alleging that the Facility has three or more deficiency(ies) of a scope and

severity of "G" or hire, or one or more deficiency(ies) of a scope and severity of "J" or higher,
(ii) alleging that the residents of the Facility are in jeopardy, (iii) freezing admissions to the

Facility or (iv) denying reimbursement for any class of residents by any third party payor.

(e) Tenant shall furnish Landlord and Mortgagee, within two (2) days of
the sending or receipt by Tenant of any ce-Wtion copies thereof, including a plan of

correction, with respect to the matters referenced in Section 7.4(d).

(f) Tenant shall file all required reports, including without limitation,
Medicate or Medicaid cost reports, on or prior to the date such reports are due (such due date to
include approved regulatory extensions allowed by the epplicable Govemmental Authority for
the filing of such reports) and shall furnish Landlord and Mortgagee, within thirty (30) days of
the date of filing, a complete and accurate copy of the annual Medicate or Mcdicsid cost report
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for Tenant, which will be prepared by Tenant and accompanied by an Officer's Certificate of
Tenant certifying as of the date thereof that such report is accurate, complete and not misleading,
and promptly fumish Landlord and Mortgagee any amendments filed with respect to such reports
and allnotices, responses, audit reports or inquiries with respect to such reports.

(g) Tenant shall furnish Landlord and Mortgagee, within thirty (30) days
of the receipt by Tenant, the annual Medicaid and Medicare provider agreement(s) and the
annual Medicaid and Medicare reimbursement rate sheets for the Facility,

(h) Tenant shall furnish Landlord and Mortgagee, within ten (10) days of
receipt but at least five (5) days prior to the earliest date on which Tenant is required to take any
action with respect thereto or would suffer any adverse consequence, a copy of any Medicare,
Medicaid or other licensing or accreditation or rating agency or entity survey, report, waming
letter, or notice, and any statement of deficiencies, and within the time period required by the
particdar agency for fmnishing a plan of correction also furnish or cause to be furnished to
Landlord and Mortgagee a copy of the plan of correction generated from such survey, report,

warning letter, or notice to Tenant and any subsequent corcespondence related thereto, and
correct or cause to be corrected any deficiency, the curing of which is a condition of cantinu~i
licensure or of full participation in Medicare or Medicaid or a care program offered by an
insurece company, managed care company, or other third-party payor by the date required for
cure by such agency or entity (plus extensions granted by such agency or entity).

(i) Tenant shall furnish Landlord and Mortgagee, within ten (10) days of
receipt by Tenant, any other notices or charges issued relating to the non-compliance by Tenant
with any Govemmental Authority, insurance company, managed care company, or other

third-party payor laws, regdations, requirements, licenses, permits, certificates, authorizations or

approvals, but only such matters which could reasonably be expected to have a material adverse
effect on the financial condition of such Person or the operation of the Facility.

(j) Tenant shall furnish Landlord and Mortgagee, within ten (10) days of
receipt by Tenant, any new, revised or amended Medicare or Medicaid reimbürsament rate
sheets which may be issued subsequent to the annual reimbursement rate sheets,

(k) Tenant shall notify Landlord within five (5) days of any condition or
event that constitutes a breach of any term, condition, warranty, representation or pmvision of
this Lease or any other agreement between Landlord or its Affiliates and any Tenant, any
Guarantor or any of their Affiliates, and of any adverse change in the financial condition of any
Tenant, any Guarantor or any Affiliate of any Tenant or any Guarantor and of any Event of
Default. Additionally, Tenant shall notify Landlord within seven (7) days after receipt of any
formal or infonnal written notice or advice from its insurance carrier, reinsurece provider,
accountants, actuary, any Govemmental Authority,

oi·
any third party payor program provider of

any actual, pending, threatened or contemplated increase in Tenant's reserves for expenses

relating to malpretice or professional liability claims or any material increase in the premium
costs for malpractice or professional liability insurance,

(1) To the extent perfonned, Tenant shall furnish Landlord and

Mortgagee, a copy of written external consultant reports (including environmental, operations,
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quality assurance, physical plant, property inapeeden, etc.) .(which shall be delivered, promptly
upon receipt from the consultant).

(m) Tenant shall fumish Landlord and Mortgagee, a copy of cost reports as
filed by Tenant,

(n) Any supporting documents or data requested by Landlord in connection
with the items in this Section 7.4.

(o) Within 10 days of event of any of the following, Tenant shall deliver
to Landlord, notice of:

(i) any rate appeal brought before any Governmental Authority or any
administrator of any third party payor program or referral source;

(ii) any rembursement appeals or recoupment claims made or contests

pending or threatened as a result of any audits by any third party payor; and

(iii) any claim, requirement or demand (ex anding all claims, requirements,
and dcmands, if any, that have been waived) of any Govemments Authority, third party payor or
insurance body or carrier having or claiming any licensing, certifying, supervising, evaluating or

accrediting authority over the Leased Premises to rework or redesign the Leased Premises, its
pmfedenal staff or its professional services, procedures or practices in any =*M respect or
to make any of the Leased Premises conform to or comply with a legal rcquirement.

(p) The receipt by Landlord of any reports, statements, financial information,
surveys or otherwise from Tenant or its Affiliates shall not in any way hnpose any obligation or

liability upon Landlord to act or take any action upon any information, facts or circumstances
which may be disclosed or shown therein and Landlord shall have no liability for its failure to act

thereon or as a result thereof.

(q) Financial covenants, Tenant covenants and agrees to the fc"awiñg, as

may be amended time to time as requirad by Landlord's 1st or 2nd Mortgagee:

(i) Commencing the third full quarter of the Tenn Tenant's Current Ratio
shall not be less than 1,1 to 1.0. The term "Current

Ratio"
means the current assets of Tenant

divided by the current liabiles of Tenant determined in accordance with GAAP.

(ii) For each quarter of the Lease Term commencing the third full quarter

following the Conunencement Date, Tenant's Lease Coverage Ratio shall be not less than L25 to
1,0.

(iii) For each quarter of the Lease Term commencing the second full
quarter following the Commencement Date, the Facility shall have sciscred the B,BITDAR
benchmarks as described on Schedule.7.4, attached hereto. The term "EBITDAR" is defined in
Schedule 7.4.
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Section 7.5 Paaym_ealjn-the_Qgligy-Course. Tenant shall pay in full:
(a) prior in each case to the date when penalties would attach, all Impositions (except only those
so long as and to the extent that the same shall be contested in good faith by appropriate and

timely piccecdings and for which adequate reserves have been established in accordance with

GAAP), orovided that (i) Landlonl has given its prior written consent to such contest, which
consent shall not be unreasonably withheld or delayed) for which Tenant may be or become

liable; (ii) no Lease Default has occurred and remains uncured, (iii) such proceeding' shall
suspend the collection of such Impositions or the Impositions shall have been paid, (iv) such

proceeding shall be permitted under and be conducted in accordance with the pmvisions of any
other instrument to which Tenant is subject and shall not constitute a default thereunder, (v) no
part of or interest in the Leased Premises will be in danger of being sold, forfeited, tcrminated,
canceled or lost, (vi) Tenant shall have furnished such security as may be required in the

proceeding, or as may be requested by Landlord or Mortgagee, to insure the payment of any such

Impositions, together with all interest and penalties thereon, which shall not be less than 125% of
the unpaid Impositions being contested and (vii) Tenant shall promptly upon final determination
thereof pay the amount of such Impositions, together with all costs, interest and penalties·, (b) all
of Tenant's wage obligations to Tenant's employees in compliance with the Fair Labor
Standards Act (29 U.S.C. §§ 206-207) or any comparable provisions under federal, state or local

law; (c) all oblig9tions owed in connection with any claim, demand or notice of any overpayment
received from Medicare, Medicaid or other third party payor; and (d) all of Tenant's obligations

calling for the payment of money (except only those so long as and to the extent that the same
shall be coñtcsted in good faith and for which adequate reserves have been established in
accordance with GAAP, provided that Landlord has given its prior written consent to such

contest, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld or delayed) befoe such payment
becomes overdue,

Section 7.6 Security Agreement. In order to secure the payment and
performance of all of Tenant's obligations under this Lease and all of Tenant's obligations to

Landlord, and all and all other documents contemplated thereby, Tenant hereby grants to
Landlord a first priority security interest in and lien upon, all of the assets of Tenant kch-dhg,
without limitation, (i) all trade fixtures, equipment, furniture, merchandise, inventory and other
personal property located from time to time in or upon the Leased Premises (incInding the
proceeds thereof), and (ii) to the fullest extent permitted by applicable law, all acccññts, accounts

receivable, licenses, certifications, certificates, accreditations, approvals, permits, variances,
waivers, provider agreements, certificates of need, and other authorizations issued to or held by
Tenant with respect to the operation of the Facility skilled nursing facility and Tenant's interest
in and rights under all third party payor provider agreements with respect to the Facility (the
Items listed in clauses (i) and (ii), together with the proceeds of same, are collectively,
"Collateral"). The security interest granted to Landlord with respect to Tenant's tangible
personal property is intended to be subordinate to any purchase money security interest or capital
lease on any of Tenant's tangible personal property provided that Tenant has notified Landlord
of the creation of such security interest or capital lease prior to the creation thereof and Landlord

has approved same. Landlord agrees to subordinate its fien on Tenant's accounts receivable in
favor of Tenant's accounts receivable lender, which shall be a nationally recognized nursing
home accounts receivable lender with experience acceptable to HUD or Mortgagee on at least 20

nursing homes, securing up to a $2,000,000.00 accounts receivable loan, provided such lender

enters into an intercreditor agreement reasonably acceptable to Mortgagee and Landlord ; Should
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Mortgagee require a süherdination of the priority of L=ndlord's security interest in the Collateral,
Landlord and Tenant shall execute such documents as Mortgagee may request to subordinate
Landicrd's lien to the Mortgagee's security interest in the collaterat In addition, Tenant's
members shall grant to Landloni a first lien pledge (subject to the following sentence) of the

membership interests of Tenant. To the extent required by Tenant's accounts receivable lender,
Landlord agrees to subordinate its lien on Tenant's membership interests to a lien in favor of
such lender securing up to a $2,000,000.00 accounts receivable loan; provided such lender
enters into an intercreditor agreement reasonably acceptable to Mortgagee and Landlord. On or
before the Commencement Date, Tenant shall provide Landlord with a detailed list and
description of all the CollateraL Upon a Lease Default by Tenant, Landlord shall have all the
rights and remedies of a secured party under the laws of the State of New York. Tenant, as

debtor, shall cause to be executed (if appropriate or necessary) and delivered to Landlord, as the
secured party, upon execution of this Lease by Tenant, UCC-1 Financing Statements in proper

form, and thereafter, from time to time, deliver to Landlord such extensions and/or updates of
such financing statements as are required for the purpose of perfecting and maintaining the

priority of the security interest granted to Landlord herein, and to perform any other acts

rsasonably necessary to the perfection of such security interest. Tenant and Tenant's members
consent to Landlord's preparation of and the filing of such financing statements by Landlord and
agrees that the provisions of this Spattjigpq_L§ shall cenetitute a security agreement for the
purposes contemplated hereby. The security interest granted by this Section 7.6 shall be in
addition to any lien of Landlord that may now or at any time hereafter be provided by law. In
the event Landlord exercises its remedies to foreclose the security interest created under this
Section 7.6, or elsewhere in this Lease, Tenant shall cooperate with Landloni in transferring all
of the aforementioned items prompdy as requested by Landlord in Landlord's or its designee's
name or for the benefit of Landlord. Tenant covenants and agrees that it shall not sell, move,
surrender, cancel, modify, transfer, assign, relocate, pledge, grant a security interest in, convey or
in any other manner encumber any assets of Tenant including, without limitation, the personal

pmperty, the certificate of need approval or any of the licensed or Medicare- and/or Medicaid-

certified beds at the Facility, or any licenses for the Facility, or attempt at any time to do same,
except as expressly provided hereunder and with the wrhten consent of Landlord. This Section

24 and Landlord's rights and remedies hereunder shall survive the termination of the Lease.

Section 7.7 Working Capital. As of the Effective Date, Tenant shall have and maintain
until the Commcñcersent Date in accounts, acceptable to Landlord in its sole and complete

discretion, an amount of funds equal to the greater of ("Working Capital") (i) any debt service
reserve required by Mortgagee, (ii) the aggregate separe net operating income of Tenant for the
period of months from the Commencement Date to the first day of the first two month period in

which aggregate net income from operations exceeds zero, all as reflected in the projecticñs
attached hereto as Schedule 7.7 ("Cash Requirement"); for the purpose of this calculation net

operating income shall be determined on a cash basis, and (iii) 4.5 million dollars, Working
Capital shall not include any accounts or reserves established to satisfy the requireinents of

Section 7.1(a) (i) and (11). From and after the Cammencement Date, the Working Capital,
subject to any requirement of the Mortgagee, may be used by Tenant only to fund the Cash
Requirement.

7.8 Refinatice. Tenant shall fully cooperate with Landlord in its efforts to Refinance

from time to time, including without limitation, providing all information and executing all
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documents required by Landlord or its leader(s). On and after each Refinance Date the Pixed
Rent for each twelve month period shall equal the sum of the aracüa provided for in clauses (a)
through (e): (a) the annual debt service payments (principal, interest, and mortgage insurance

pre:niums, if any) that Landlord is required to pay to Lender pursuant to the first Mortgage (the
"Mortgage Debt"), plus such additional amounts as Landlord may be required to pay under any
of the Loan Documents with respect to tax, insurance and other reserve requirements and/or
payment obligations; (b) the annual aggregate debt service payments or preferred equity
payments that the Landlord is required to pay pursuant to the Junior Debt (or replacement

thereof) (with the Mortgage Debt, the "New Debt Service"); plus such additional amounts as
Landlord may be required to pay under any of the Loan Documents with respect to tax, insurance
and other reserve requircments and/or payment obligations under the Junior Debt (or
replacement thereof); (c) an annual amount equal to $1,390,l15; (d) an additional amount of
$250,000 per year prior to the fourth year of the Term; $350,000 per year during Lease Years 4
and 5; and $400,000.00 per Lease Year thereafter until the end of the Term, including all
Bxtension Terms; and (e) an additional amount equal to one-half of the amount that (i) a sum
equal to the last 12 months interest payment on the originM Mortgage and Junior Debt exceeds

(ii) New Debt Service.

ARTICLE VLU

PERSONAL PROPERTY

Section 8.1 Landlord 8 Personal Property. Upon the expiration or tennination of
this Lease, Tenant shall leave all personal property-leased to Tenant hereunder, as repaired,
rebuilt, replaced, restored, altered or added to as permitted or required by provisions of this

Lease, in or on the Leased Premises, except for ordinary wear and tear. Any and all restorations,
alterations or replacements of, or repairs, reconstructions or additions to, the personal property at
the Facility made by Tenant shall become part of Landlord's pelsonal property, and any and all

security interests (except in favor of Landlord) in Tenant's personal property and financing
statements shall be eleared, terminated and/or released to the satisfaction of Landlord at Tenant's
expense. Tenant shall pay off in full the remaining payments due on all personal property leased

by Tenant and such personal property shall become part of Landlord's personal property and

financing statements shall be cleared, terminated and/or released to the satisfaction of LeadJerd
at Tenant's expense. Any of Tenant's software, software ticenses, proprietary inforitaticñ, and

policies, and procedures of Tenant ("Retained Assets") shall not become part of Landlord's
personal property except in the event of the tennination of this Lease as a result of a Lease

Default, in which case the Retained Assets shall become the personal property of Landlerd;
provided, however, upon request of Landlord, in consideration at a payment by Landlord or its
designee of Ten Dollars ($10.00) and any applicable lease, rent, or license fees owed to any thitd
parties during the Transition Period (hereinafter defined), Tenant shall license Landlord or its

designee(s) (at Tenant's cost with no mark-up) to utilize the Retained Assets for a period of one
hundred twenty (120) days (the "Transition Period") in connection with the transition of
õperatioña from Tenant and Landlord's new operator(s). To the extent Tenant or any Subtenants
are obligated under license agreements with third party vendors supplyiúg software (and/or
computer hardware which Tenant does not own or lease) to such Tenant, Tenant shall use its best
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efforts to arrange for Landlord or Landlord to enter into licensing agreements with such third

party vendors to allow Landlord or its designee to utilize such scftware and computer hardware
supplied by such thini party vendors for the duration of the Transition Period.

Section 8.2 Tenarit's Retained Assets. At the tcññiñatiün of the Lease,.Landlord
shall have the right to purchase all or a portion of Tenant's Retained Assets located at the

Facility at the lower of its fair market yalue or book value. To the extent any of Tenant's
Retained Assets is subject to a license, Landlord shall have the right but not the obligation to
assume some or all of such license Landlord's sole cost and expense and at no additiand liability
to Tenant.

ARTICLE IX

INDEMNIFICATION

Section 9.1 Tenant's Indemnification (a) During the Tetm of this Lease and after
the surrender of the Leased Premises in âccordance with Section 5,5 of this Izase, Tenant shall

protect, defend (at Landlord's request), indemnify and hold harmless Landlord, Landlord's

members, managers, officers, owners, directors, employees, agents, representatives, and
Mcngagee and their respective agents, executors, heirs, representatives and assigns, and any
entity pr6vidirg financing which is secured by the Leased Premises (collectively the
"Landlord's Indemnitees"), from and against any claims, losses, costs, penalties, damages,
charges and/or expenses (including reasonable attorneys' and consultants'

fees and expenses)
imposed or resulting from, arising out of or attributable in whole or in part to any of the
following: (i) any violation of any Law, order of Govemmental Authority, whether occasioned

by the intentional act, omission, or negligence of Tenant or those bolding under Tenant, (ii) any
accident or other occurrence on or about the Leased Premises on or after the Commencement
Date causing injury to any person or property whomsoever or whatsoever, including but not
limited to patient care claims or elder abuse, (iii) any failure of Tenant in any respect to comply
with or perform any term, ca¾n3 covenant, requirement and/or provision of this Lease, or a
breach of this Lease by Tenant, iñcluding, but not limited to, a breach of any of Tenant's
representations and warranties under Section 19,1 of this Lease, (iv) in any way relating to
Tenant's use, operation and/or main:casñce of the Facility (including, without limitation, thini-

party claims, whether by the State of New York, the United States, private insurers, private

parties, for recoupment, false claims, or any other claims, assumption of and use by Tenant of
Landlord's permits, variances, waivers, and certificate of need approval or its possession of the

Leased Premises and/or (v) any liability under Section 20.14. The indemnity provided for
herein shall survive the expiration of this Lease or the surrender of the Leased Premises for the
period of the relevant statute of limitations.

(b) Any amounts which become payable by Tenant under this Article IX shall
be paid within ten (10) days after liability therefor is determined by litigation or otherwise, and if
not timely paid shall bear interest at the Prime Rate plus 5% (the "Overdue Rate") from the date
of such determination to the date of payment. Tenant, at its sole cost and expense, shall anrest

resist and defend any such elaim, action or proceeding asserted or instituted against Landlord or

may compromise or otherwise dispose of the same as Tenant sees fit provided that Landlord
receives a full and complete release with respect to such claim, action or proceeding. Any legal
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counsel selected by Tenant to defend Landlord shall be reasanably satisfactory to Landlord. All
inde=aEication covenants are intended to apply to losses, damages, injuries, claims, costs,
penalties, charges and/or expenma (including raasonable attorneys' and

consultants'
fees and

expenses) incurred directly or indircctly by the indcmñified parties and their property, as well as

by the indemnifying party pr third party, and their property. For purposes of this Article IX, any
acts or omissions of Tenant, or by employees, agents, assignees, contractors, subcontractors or
others acting for 0.r on behalf of Tenant (whether or not they are negligent, intentional, willful or

unlawful), shall be strictly attributable to Tenant. It is understood and agreed that payment shall
not be a condition precedent .to enforcement of the forsgcing indemnification obligatians. The
"Prime Rate" shall mean on any date, a rate equal to the annual rate on such date publicly
announced by Chi¾k, N.A., as its prime, base or reference rate. Such rate need not be the
lowest rate charged by Citibank, N.A. If Citibank, N.A. discontinues its use of such prime, base
or reference rate or ceases to exist, Landlord shall designate the prime, base or reference rate of
another state or federally chartered bank with offices in New York, N.Y. to be used for the
purpose of calculating the Prime Rate hereunder.

ARTICLE X

USE OF LEASED PREMISES

Section 10.1 ulations. Tenant shall use the
Leased Premises solely as a licensed Medicare- and Medicald-certified skilled nursing facility
with at least the number of licensed and certified beds existing at the Facility on the
Commencement Date, and for no other purpose (the "Intended Use"). On or before the
Commencement Date, Tenant shall have acquired, and thereafter ']hnant shall maintain all

licenses, certificates, accreditations, approvals, permits, variances, waivers, provider agreements
and other authorizations needed to operate the Leased Premises as a licensed, Medicare and
Medicaid certified skilled nursing facility. Tenant hereby caveñacts, warrants and represents to
Landlord that as of the Commencement Date and throughout the Tenn: (a) Tenant (and any
süutesâñt, õperator or manager of Tenant) shall be, and shall continue to be validly licensed and
Medicare and Med.4caid certified to operate a skilled nursing facility in accordance with the
applicable rules and regulations of the DOH, federal governmental authorities and accrediting
bodies, including, but not limited to, the United States Department of Health and Human
Services ("DHHS"), CMS, and the DOH; (b) Tenant (and any subtenant, operator or manager of

Tenant) shall be, and shall continue to be, certified by and the holder of valid previdct
agreements with Medicare and Medicaid issued by DHHS, DOH and/or CMS and shall remain

so certified and shall remain such a holder in connection with its operation of the Leased
Premises as a licensed and.Medicare and Medicaid certified skilled nursing facility; (c) Tenant
(and any subtenant, operator or manager of Tenant) shall be, and shall continue to be in
compliance with and shall remain in compliance with all applicable Laws with regard to the
operation of the Facility, including, without limitation, comp!!ance under Laws governing patient

confidentiality and privacy and the coñfidentiality of medical records; (d) Tenant (and any
subtenant, operator or manager of Tenant) shall operate the Facility in a manner consistent with
high quality skilled nursing services and sound rdmkweement principles under the Medicare and
Medicaid programs and as required under Laws; and (e) Tenant (and any subtena operator or
manager of Tenant) shall not abandañ, terminate, vacate or fail to renew any licenses,

nomovvmsu
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certifications, accreditations, certificates, approvals, permits, variances, waivers, provider
agreements or any other authorization which relates to the operation of the skilled nursing
facility business or other permitted operations on the Leased Premises or in any way commit any
act which will or may cause any such licenses, certifications, accreditations, certificates,
approvals, permits, variances, waivers, provider agreements or other authorization to be myoked

by any Govemmental Authority or accreditiñg body having jurisdiction thereof.

Section 10.2 No Waste Tenant shall not conunit or suffer to be committed any
waste on the Leased Premises nor ahall Tenant cause or permit any nuisance thereon.

Section 10.3 Eazardous Materials and Hazardous Waste, (a) Tenant .shall not
place or hold any Hazardous Materials on or at the Leased Premises, except as is necessary for
the sidiñâry course of its business as a skilled nursing facility in compliance with Section 10.1.
If Tenant's business requires the use of any Hazardous Materials, other than such cleaning
materials as are typically found in skilled nursing facilities in compliance with Section 10.1,
Tenant shall notify Landlord in writing and shall comply with hazard corarirsñication and
notification requirements of the Occupational Safety and Health Act ("OSHA") and all Laws
which require notifsation of employees, the comnnmity or any governmental agency of the
hazardous properties of such Hazardous Materials, For purposes of this Lease, "Hazardous
Materials"

means and includes any hazardous substance defined as such in OSHA, the
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act ("CERCLA"), the
Toxic Substañces Control Act ("TSCA"), or any other federal, state or local statute, law,
crdiñance, code, rule, regulation, order or decree regulating, relating to, or imposing liability or
standards of conduct concerning, any hazardous substance or material, as now or at any time
hereafter in effect,

(c) Tenant shall not cause or allow any asbestos or any ahm epntaining
materials to be incorporated into any improvements or alterations which it makes or causes to be
made.on or to the Leased Premises. Tenani shall obtain and maintain O&M Programs for the

Facility is if the Facility is detennined to contain asbestos or asbestos containing materials and
upon Landlord's request, shall furnish copies of same to Landlord, Mangagee or their
designee(s).

(d) Tenant shall not place, hold or dispose of any Hazardous Waste on, under or
at the Leased Premises except as specifically allowed in this Section 10.3, Tenant further agrees
that it shall not use the Leased Premises as a treattnent, storage, or disposal (whether pcrmanent
or temporary) facility for Hazardous Waste. If Tenant, in the ordinary course of its business as a
skilled nursing facility generates Hazardous Waste, then Tenant shall comply with all appl!cable

federal, state and local laws, statutes, ordinances, codes, rules, regulations, orders or decrees

relating to the appropriate use, storage, eaneportation and d4posal of Hazardous Waste. For the

purposes of this Lease, "Hazardous Waste" means and includes any hazardous material that has
entered the waste stream or any cets!ñmt or pallutant as defined as such in the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act, CERCLA, as amended, any so-called

"Superfund"
or

"Superlien"
law, the TSCA, or any other Law, relating to or imposing liability or etandards of

conduct contaling, any hazardous, toxic or dangerous waste. Tenant further agrees that it shall

properly dispose in accordance with Laws of all "infectious waste" such as labe•ate'y waste,
pathclogical waste, blood specimens or products, patient or resident waste including, without
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limitation, bandages and disposable gowns, sharp waste and any material generated by the
production or testing of biological agents, knrnediately upon receipt of any Environmental
Notice (as hereinafter defined) from any Person, Tenant shall deliver to Landlord a true, correct
and campkte copy·of same. "Environmental Notice" shall mean any note, notice, or report of

any suit, proceeding, investigation, order, consent order, injunction, writ, award, or action related
to or affecting or indicating the treatment, storage, han ing, dispocal, generation, spill, release or
discharge of any Ilazaidous Waste or Hazedens Materials in upon, under, from or affecting the
Leased Premises, All of the terms, covenants, wmenties and ad=nWications contained in this
Section 10.3 shall su2vive the expiration or termination of this Lease.

(e) Without in any way limiting Tenant's obligation to indemnify Landlord and
Landlord's Indemnitees under Section 9.1 of this Lease, Tenant shall indemnify, defend (at
LandlenPs request) and hold harmless Landlord and Landlord's Indemnitees from and against

any claims, losses, costs, damages or expenses of any and every kind whatwever (including
reasonable attorney's fees and expenses and consultant's and expert's fees and eapenses) which
at any time or from time to time may be paid, incurred or suffered by, or asserted against
Landlord and/or Landlord's Indemnitees for, with respect to, or as a direct or indirect result of:

(a) a breach by Tenant of the covenants set forth in $gglioftiga or, (b) caused, permitted or
allowed by Tenant or any agent, employee, invitee, or licensee of Tenant, the presence on or

under, or the escape, seepage, leakage, spillage, discharge, emission or release from, onto, or
into the Leased Premises, the atmosphere, or any watercourse, body of water, or groundwiter, of

any Hazardous Material (including, without limitelon, any losses, liabilities, damages, injuries,
costs, expenses or claims asserted or arising under CERCLA, as amended, any so-called
"Superfund"

or "Superlien"
law, or any other Law, relating to or imposing liability or atsdses

of conduct concerning, any Hazardous Material) occurring from and after the Commencement

Date; and the provisions of and undertakings and indemnification set out in this Seption 10.3
shall survive the termination of this Lease, and shall continue to be the personal liability,
obligation and indemnification of Tenant, binding upon Tenant, forever, If required by
Mortgagee, Tenant shall enter into an agreement to indemnify, defend and hold harmless
Mortgagee with respect to matters contained in this Section 10.3. and other similar matters
pursuant to a form of agreement reasonably acceptable to Mortgagee. In no event however shall
Teoant have any liability to Landlord or Landlord's Indemnitees for Hazardous Materials located
at or ander the Leased Premises prior to the Conunencement Date or for the remediation of
same.

(f) If Tenant or its employees, agents, or contractors violate the provisions of
this §eption 10,3, then, in addition to any other duty or obligation of Tenant hereunder, at law or
in equity, Tenant shall be obligated to clean up, remove, and dispose of the material causing the

violation, in compliance with all applicahk environmental laws and repair any damage to and
remediate the Leased Premises within such period of time as may be reasonable under the
circumstances after written notice by Land!~d; provided that such work shall cornmence no later
than thirty (30) days from the date of such notice and be diligently and continuously earried to
completion by Tenant or Tenant's designated contracters. Tenant shall notify Landlord of its

method, time and procedure for any clean-up, r::mediation or rernovel of material causing the

violation under this provision, and Landlord shall have the right to require reasonable changes in
such method, time or procedure,
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(g) Landlord reserves the right from time to time, but not more than once a year,
except in the event of an emergency or during the occurrence and continuation of an uncured
Lease Default during the Term hereof, at Landlord's cost and expense (except that, in the event
of a continuing and uncured Lease Default, at Tenant's sole cost and expense), to have the
Leased Premises inspected by environmental engineers and/or specialists for the purpose of

detennining compliance by Tenant with any environmental laws, rules and regulations applicable
to Tenant's operations in or about the Leased Premises and with the tenus ánd conditions of this
Lease dealing with environmental matters, including without limitation, the provisions of this
Section 10.3. If the environmental assessment or report resulting from such inspection disdüses

any non-comp!!:mce with Laws, Tenant shall immediately, following receipt of the
environmental assessment, take all such steps as are necessary to put the Leased Premises into

camp'imce, including without limitation, cleaning up any spills or other emissions of Hazardous
Wastes or Hazardous Materials, and reimburse Landlord for the costs of its inspection.

(h) Upon the expiration of the Term, or the earlier termination thereof, subject
to the last sentence of Section 10.3(d) above, Tenant shall forthwith remove all Hazardous
Materials and Hazardous Waste from the Leased Premises or any portion thereof in acconiance
with applicable Law, Lâñdlord shall have the right to inspect the Leased Premises with regard to
the management and disposal of Hazardous Materials and Haze±us Waste at all reasonable
times during the Term.

ARTICLE XI

DAMAGE OR DESTRUCTION

Section 11.1 Damage or Dearráction. Tenant shall immediately notify Landlord
of any casualty, fire, damage, destruction or injury ("Casualty") affecting the Facility, including
a description of the Casualty, and whether the Casualty is such as to cause the Leased Premises
to be unsuitable, in whole or in part, for the Intended Use . Tenant shall proceed with rcascñable
diligence to repair or reconstruct the Leased Premises and Tenant shall be liable for any costs of
repair or replacement to the Leased Prernises, whether or not such Casuahy, or the costs of

repairing such Casualty, are fully covered by the proceeds of Tenant's insurance required to be
canied hereunder. If such Casualty renders the Facility unsuitable for the purpose of this Lease
and if Landlord's Mortgagee so requires, Landlord, upon notice to Tenant, Landlord may
terminate this Lease and Landlord and Tenant shall be released from any further liability
hereunder thereder accraiñg with respect to the Facility, except that Tenant shall be responsible

and shall pay Landlord an amount equal to the difference between the fair market value of the
Leased Premises immediately prior to such Casualty and the proceeds of Tenant's insurance to
the extent such difference results from Tenant's breach of Article VL Notwithstanding the

foregoing, if Landlord's obligations to its Mortgagee have been satisfied in full and the DOH
approves and agrees to reimburse the costs of rebuilding the Facility, Landlord shall not so
terminate this Lease with respect to the Facility, and Tenant shall repair or reconstruct the Leased
Premises in substantially the same condition as just prior to the incidant with the pmceeds of the

property casualty insurañce carried by Tenant, as required hereunder (if not otherwise paid to the

Mortgagee), and/or with funds of Tenant, Regardless of any Casualty, except as provided above,
this Lease shall continue in full force and effect without any abatement of Rent, and Tenant shall
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not be entitled to surrender possession of the Leased Premises as a result of such casualty.
Landlord's receipt of Rent from Tenant's rental intermption insurance shall be credited against
Rent payments due from Tenant hereunder. If Tenant fails to commence such repair or
reccñatraction within thirty (30) days of the Casualty, Landlord shall have the option, subject to
the approval of the DOH if required by Laws, to either terminate this Lease upon written notice
to Tenant or repair and reconstruct the Leased Premiscs in substâñtially the same condition just
prior to the incident and costs and expenses incurred as a result thereof shall be deemed
Additional Rent hereunder and shall be payable to Landlord by Tenant, upon demand. Upon
payment of all such sums demraded by Landlord, Tenant may re-enter and resume possession of
the Leased Premises pursuant to the terms of this Lease. All insurance proceeds collected under
the Policies shall be paid to Landlord, and made available to Tenant to pay for or reimburse
Tenant for the costs and expenses for such repairs and reconstruction subject to the terms,
conditians and provisions of any mortgage or other loan documents encumbering the Leased
Premises. If Mortgagee does not make the insurance proceeds available to Landlord, then
Landlord may terminate this Lease upon thirty (30)

days' notice to Tenant, and Landlord and
Tenant shall be released from any further liability hereunder thereafter accruing with respect to
the Facility, except that Tenant shall be responsible and shall pay Landlord an amount equal to
the difference between the fair market value of the Leased Premises kmêdiWy prior to such

Casualty and the proceeds of Tenant's insurance,

Section 11.2 Precedence of Rights of Mortganee. All provisions contained in
the loan documents between Landlord and Mortgagee, or any other document in connection
therewith which concern or pertain to the restoration of the Leased Premises, the application of
insurance proceeds and any and all inatters concerning a casualty, shall take proccdance over and
be in lieu of any contrary provision provided for in this Lease, and in all respects are binding
upon Tenant who agrees to and acknowledges the same,

Section 11.3 Tenant hereby waives the provisions of Section 227 of the Real

Property Law of the State of New York and acknowledges that the terms of this Article XI shall
govern in lieu thereof.

ARTICLE XH

EMINENT DOMAIN

Section 12.] Eminent.Domain. (a) In the event that all or substantially all of the

Leased Premises, or such portion of the Real Property which renders the balance of the Pacility
unsuitable for the purpose of this Lease, shall be taken by condemnation or right of eminent

domain, this Lease shall terminatc as of the day the taking authority takes possession of the
Leased Premises, and Landlord and Tenant shall be released from any further liability hereunder

thereafter accruing with respect to the Facility, except as otherwise expressly provided in this
Lease, In the event only a portion (and less than substantially all) of the Leased Premises is

taken by condemnation or right of eminent domain and the portion so taken does not render the
balance of the Leased Premises unsuitable for the papases of this Lease, as detenhined by
Landlord, this Lease shall not terminate. In such an event, Tenant shall restore the Leased
Premises with reascñabic diligence with its own funds and with the proceeds of any award from
the applicable public or quasi-public authority, or private corporaden or individual having the
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power of conderation ("Award") to an architectural unit as nearly like its condition prior to
such taking as shall be practicable. Nótwitt traig anything to the contrary herein, this
Section 12,1(a) is subject to the terms, conditions and pr0visicñs of any mongage and other loan
documents encumbering the Leased Premises.

(i) Notwithnañding anything to the contrary contained in Section 12.1(a1
Landlord may cancel this Lease with no further liability to Tenant, in the event that following a

taking by cedesñstis or right of cminent domain, Mortgagee elects to require Landlord to

repay the mortgage on the Leased Premises.

(j) Tenant shall not be entitled to any part of any awani or settlement of

damages representiñg the value of land and buildings appropriated, the value of this Lease or any
estate therein, or damage to the residue of the Leased Premises or other property of Landlord; it

being agreed as bctwcêñ Landl~d and Tenant any such award shall be the sole property of
Landlord. No appropriation of part or all of the Leased Premises or cancellation of this Lease
pursuant to this Article XH shall be deemed an eviction of Tenant or a breach of any cóvcnants
of Landlord hereunder,

ARTICLE XHI

NOTICES

Section 13.1 Notices. All notices, consents, app vals arid requests required or
perinitted heres!er shall be given in writing and shall be effective for all purposes if (a) hand

delivered or sent by (b) certified or registered United States mail, postage prepaid, return receipt

requested or (c) Federal Express or other nationally recognized ovemight next business day
courier service at such other address and Person as shall be designated from time to time by any

party hereto, as the case may be, in a notice to the other parties hereto in the manner provided for
in this Sectippn JM):

If to Tenant:

HBL SNF, LLC
1280 Albany Post Road

Croton-on-Hudson, New York 10520

with a cour to:
Michelman & Robinson
800 Third Avenue, 24th Floor
New York, NY 10022
Attn: 1Wark Zafrin, Esq.
Telephone: 212.730.7700

If to Landlord:
White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC,
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2 BourbonStreet ,Suite 200

Peabody, Ma 01960

with a copy to:
Gerald L Billow, Esq.
Postemak Blankstein & Lund LLP
800 Boylston Street,Suite 3200

Boston, Massachusetts 02199

-and-

Howard Fensterman, Esq,
Abrams Fensterman
1111 Marcus Avenue
Lake Success, New York 11042

The effective date of such notices shall be as follows: (a) upon delivery or refusal
of delivery if sent by personal delivery, (b) two (2) Business Days after mailing (or upon actual

receipt, if earlier), if sent by certified or registered mail, (c) one (1) Business Day after deposit
with the courier for next bmires day delivery, if sent by overnight courier. The term "Eusiness
Day" means any day other than (i) a Saturday or a Sunday, and (ii) a day on which federally
insured depository institutions in New York, New York are authorized or obligated by law,
regulation, govemmental decree or executive order to be closed.

Section 13.2 Notices to Mortgagee. (a) Tenant hereby agrees, upon request of

Mortgagee, to give to Mortgagee copies of all notices given by Tenant of default by Landlord
under this Lease at the same time and in the same manner as, and whencver, Tenant shall give

any such notice of default to Ledtord. Such Mortgagee shall have the right to remedy any
default under this Lease, or to cause any default of Landlord under this Lease to be remedied,
and for such purpose Tenant hereby grants such Mortgagee such period of time as may be
reasonable to enable such Mortgagee to remedy, or cause to be remedied, any such default in
addition to the period given to Landlord for remedying, or causing to be remedied, any such
default which is a default. Tenant shall accept perfortnance by such Mortgagee of any term,
covenant, condition or agreement to be performed by Landlord under the Lease with the same
force and effect.as though perfonned by Landlord, No default by Landlord under the Lease shall
exist or shall be deemed to exist (1) as long as such Mortgagee, in good faith, shall have
commenced to cure such default and shall be prosecuting the same to completien with reasonable

diligence, subject to Force Majeure, or (ii) if possession of the Leased Premises is rentered in
order to cure such default, or if such default is not susceptible of being cured by such Mortgagee,
as long as such Mortgagee, in good faith, shall have notified Tenant that such Mortgagee intends
to institute proceedings under the mortgage and, thereafter, as long as such proceedings shall
have been instituted and shall prosecute the same with reasonable diligence and, after having
obtained possession, prosecutes the cure to completion with reasonable diligence. This Lease
shall not be assigned by Tenant or modified, amended or tenninated without Mortgagee's prior

written consent in each instance, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld or delayed.
In the event of the termination of this Lease by reason of any default thereunder or for any other
reason whatsoever except the expiration thereof, upon such Mortgagee's written request, given
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within thirty (30) days after any such termination, Tenant, within fifteen (15) days after receipt
of such request, shall execute and deliver to such Mortgagee or its designee or nombro a new
lease of the Leased Premises for the remainder of the Term of the Lease upon, at a minimum, all
of the terms, covenants and conditions of this Lease. Neither such Mortgagee or its designee or
nominee shall become liable under this Lease unless and until such Mortgagee or its desigñêê or
EGmiñêe becomes, and then only for so long as such Martgagce or its designee or nominee

remains, the fee owner of the Leased Premises or the owner of the leasehold interest of Landlord
under this Lease. Such Mortgagee shall have the right, without Tenant's consent, to, as the case

may be, foreclose its mortgage or to accept a deed in lieu of foreclosure of such mortgage.

(b) in the event of any act or omission of Landlord which would give Tenant
the right, immediately or after lapse of a period of time, to cancel or terminate this Lease, or to
claim a partial or total eviction, Tenant shall not exercise such right (i) until it has jjiven written
notice of such act or omission to Mortgagee, and (ii) unless such act or omission shall be one
which is not capable of being remedied by Landlord or such Mortgagee within a reascñable
period of time, until a reasonable period for remedying such act or omission shall have elapsed

following the giving of such notice and fellowing the time when such Mortgagee shall have
become entitled under its loan documents with Landlord in connection therewith, as the case

may be, to remedy the same (which reasonable period shall in no event be less than the period to
which Landlord would be entitled under this Lease or otherwise, after similar notice, to effect
such remedy).

ARTICLE XIV

QUIET ENJOYMENT

Section 14,1 Ouiet Enioyment,Landlord covenants, warrants and represents to

Tenant that, provided no Lease Default exists under this Lease, Tenant shall at all times during
the Tenn peaceably and quietly have, hold, occupy and enjoy the Leased PreWeess subject to the
terms and conditions of this Lease, without any N=se, interference or molestation by
Landlord or by, under or through Landlord.

ARTICLE XV

SUBLETTING AND ASSIGNMENT

Section lil Sublettits and Ami-mêm (a) Tenant shall not, without the prior
written consent of Landlord, which consent may be withheld in the Landlord's sole and ab=okte

discretion (and, if required by law, without the prior written consent of the Commissioner, which
consent may be withhcld in the Commissioner's sole and absolute discretion), transfer.or assign
this Lease or Tenant's interest in the Leased Prentises or any part thereof or sublease all or any
part of the Leased Premises. In all events of assignment, transfare or subletting, the prior

approval of the DOH shall be required. Tenant shall not at any time, without the prior written
consent of Landlord, which consent may be withheld or given in the sole and absolute discretion
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of Landlord, pledge, mortgage, or hypothecate the leasehold estate hereby created or any interest
of Tenant therein. The issuance of or a transfer or series of transfers (including transfers caused

by mergers, acquisitions or consolidations of any direct or indirect interests in the equity
ownership interests in Tenant or any subtenant aggregating to forty-nine percent (49%) or more
of the stock, membership or swñcrship interest in Tenant or any subtenant shall constitute an
assignment for purposes of this Lease, requiring Landlord's consent thereof; notwithstanding
anything to the contrary, any change in the mañapmõñt or contml of Tenant such that Lizer
Josefovic does not control all of the decisions of Tenant shall constitute an assigiunent for
purposes of this Lease, requiring Landlord's consent thereof. Notwithstanding anything to the

contrary, the issuance of or a transfer or series of transfers (including transfers caused by
mergers, acquisitions or consolidâtions of any direct or indirect interests in the equity ownership
interests in Tenant or any subtenant resulting in the aggregate interest of Lizer Josefovie, Marc

Neuman, and their spouse or issue, or a trust for their b.enefit, equaling less than seventy-five
percent (75%) of the stock, membership or owñcrship interest in Tenant or any subteñañt to any
person or entity shall constitute an assigner.=t for purposes of this Lease, requiring Landlord's
consent thereof; provided that any assignment by Lizer Josefovic to Joseph Josefovic made after
five years after the Commencement date shall not be unreasonably denied by Landlord taking
into account, among other things, the experience, performance record, and financial strength of
Joseph Josefovic. The consent by Landlord to any transfer shall not constitute consent to any
subsequent transfer or to any successive transfer. Further, subject to the provisions of
Section 2,2. and without in any way limiting or otherwise affecting the provisions of this Lease,
Landlord shall be pennitted to assign this Lease and all agreements, duties, obligations and rights
incidente! thereto to any entity related to, or affiliated with Landlord, without any consent from
Tenant. The term "transfer" shall mean any direct or indirect sale, conveyance, transfer, lease

(including any amendment, extension, modification, waiver or tenewal thereof), sublease, sub-

sublease, assignment, Inortgage, pledge, grant of a security interest or hypothecation, whether by
operation of law or otherwise, whether voluntary or not, of or in (i) all or part of the Leased
Premises (including any legal or beneficial direct or indirect interest therein) or (ii) any direct or
indirect interest in Tenant. Netwithstanding anything to the contrary contained herein, Tenant

may assign this Lease to, or enter into a sublease with, or transfer interests in an entity
comprising Tenant to, an affiliate under common control with Tenant, or owned by Lizer

Josefovie, Marc Neuman, or their spouse or issue, or a Trust for their benefit, without Landlord's

consent, provided (x) Landlord is given thirty (30) days prior written notice of such intended

transfer, assignment or sublease with copies of the orgazzatiend documents of the assignnee,
transferree or sublessee, (y) after such transfer, assipm=t or sublease, Lizer Josefovic controls
all of the decisions of the assignnee, transferree or sublessee, and (z) all required consents from,
the Mortgagee, the DOH and/or the Commissioner (if required), have been obtened by Tenant.

Netwithstanding the foregoing and any other pravisióñ contained herein to the contrary, no
transfer or series of transfers of legal, economic, beneficial or equitable (direct or indisct)
interest in the Lease or in Tenant's membership interest that requires DOH's conserit shall occur
without the prior written consent of Landlord and DOH. Tenant shall enter into such
enbordination agreements or sutrªi=tion, non-disturbance agreements ("SNDAs") as
Mortgagee may request from time to time.

Section 15.2 Attomment and Related Matters. Any suble=e shall be expressly
subject and subsdiñsts to all applicable tents and conditions of this Lease and provide that
upon the expiration or earlier tern düation of this Lease, Landlord, at its option and without any
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obligation to do so, may require any subtenant to attom to Landlord, Its successors and assigns,
in which event t Mad shall undertake the obligations of Tenant, under such sublease from the
time of the exercise of such option to the termination of such sublease; provided, however, that
in such case Landlord shall not be liable for any prepaid rents, fees or other charges or for any
pmpaid security deposits paid by such subtenant to Tenant or for any other prior defaults of
Tenant under such sublease, In the event that Landlord shall not require such annmment with
respect to any sühisase, then such sublease shall automatically terminate upon the expiration or
earlier termination of this Lease, including any early termination by mutual agreement of
Landlord and Tenant, In addition, any such sublease shall provide that in the event that the
subtenant or other transferee receives a written notice from Landlord stating that a Lease Default
has occurred or that an event or circumstance has occurred which with notice and/or passage of
time would enthe a Lease Default, such subtenant or other transferee thereafter shall without
further consent or instruction of Tenant pay all rentals accrning under such sublease directly to
Landlord or as Landlord may direct; provided, however, that (a) as and to the extent that the
amounts so paid to Launord, together with other amounts paid to or received by Landlord on
account of this Lease, exceed the amounts then due Landlord from Tenant under this Lease, the
excess shall be promptly remitted to Tenant, and (b) at such time as the Lease Default has been
cured and this Lease minstated (if ever), Landlord shall notify and direct the subtenant(s) in

writing to resume making payments of rentals under their sublease(s) directly to Tenant, or as
Tenant may direct. Any such rentals collected from such subtenant or other transferee by
Landlord shall be credited against the amounts owing by Tenant under this Lease in such order
of priority as Landlord shall reasonably determine, Furthermore, any sublease or other
agreemet regarding a transfer shall expressly provide that the subtenant, assignee, manager or
other transferee shall furnish Landlord, its lender, the Mortgagee, if applicable, the HUD
Mortgagee, and/or the Commissioner, and /or DOH, if applicable, with anch financial,
operational and other information about the Facility and subtenant, etc., as Landlord may request

from time to time.

Section 153 _A_stigrypaptdfubleases, To secure the prompt and fidl psyrnent

by Tenant of the Rent and the faithful performance by Tenant of all the other terms and
conditions herein contained on its part to be kept and performed, Tenant hereby assigns, transfers
and sets over unto Landlord, subject to the conditions hereinafter set forth and any required

consent(s) from DOH, all of Tenant's light, title and interest in and to all permitted subleases,

assignments, licenses and occupancy agreements, to the extent permitted by law, iñvalving the

Facility, as set forth on Schedule 153 attached hereto (the "Sublease", and the subtmet under a

Sublease herein referred to as a "Subtenant") and hereby confers upon Landlord, its agents and

representatives, a right of entry (subject to prior notice) in, and sufficient possession of, the
Leased Premises to permit and insure the collection by Landlotti of the rentals and other sums
payable under the Sublease, and further agrees that the exercise of said right of entry and
qualified possession by Landlord shall not constitute an eviction of Tenant from the Leased
Premises or any portion thereof and that should said right of entry and possession be denied

Landlord, its agent or representative, Landlord, in the exercise of said right, may use all requisite
force to gain and enjoy the same without responsibility or liability to Tenant, its servants,

employees, guests or invitees, or any Person whomsoever; provided, hüwever, that such
assignment shall become operative and effective only if (a) a Lease Default shall occur and be

continuing or (b) this Lease and the Term shall be cancelled or tenninated pursuant to the terms,
covenants and conditions hereof or (c) there occurs a repossession under a dispossessory warrant
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or other re-entry or repossession by Land!nrd under the provisicas hereof or (d) a receiver for all
or a portion of the Leased Premises is appointed, and then only as to such of the subleases that
Landlord may elect to take over and assume. At any time and from time to time within ten (10)
days after Landlord's written demand, Tenant promptly shall deliver to Landlord a schedule of
all Subleases, setting forth the names of all Subtenants, with a photostatic copy of each of the
Subleases. Upon request of Landloni, Tenant shall permit Landlord and its agents and

representatives, and Mortgagee, its agents and representatives, to inspect all Subleases affecting
the Leased Premises. Tenant covenants that each Sublease shall provide that the Subtenant
thereunder shall be required from time to time, upon request of Landlord or Tenant, to execute,
acImechdge and deliver, to and for the benefit of Landlord, an estoppel certificate confirming
with respect to such Sublease the information set forth in $gglion2QJ.1hereof-

Section 15.4 Additional Sublease Requirements, Tenant covenants and agrees
that all Subleases hereafter entered into affecting the Leased Premises shall provide that (a) they
are subject to this Lease and that the principals of the Subtenanr acknowledge that they have read
this Lease and accept the terms hereof, (b) the tenn thereof shall not end less than one (1) day
prior to the Expiration Date hemof, unless Landlord shall consent otherwise, which consent may
be withheld in Landlord's sole and absolute discretion, (c) the Subtenants will not do, authorize

or execute any act, deed or thing whatsoever or fail to take any such action which will or may
cause Tenant to be in violation of any of its obligations onder this Lease, (d) the Subtenants will
not pay rent or other sums under the Subleases with Tenant for more than one (1) month in

advance, (e) the Subtenants shall give to Landlord at the address and otherwise in the manner
specified in Section 13.1 hereof, a copy of any notice of default by Tenant as the landlord under
the S.nbleases at the same time as, and whenever, any such notice of default shall be given by the
Subtenants to Tenant; and (f) all of the representations, warranties and covêñañts given by
Tenant to Landlord in this Lease, including but not limited to all reporting requirements and
covenants set forth in Section 7.4 above, shall be made and given by each Subtemm: for the

benefit of Landlord, Mortgagee, and their respective successors and assigns.

. Section 15.5 Transfers In Banknmtpy (a) In the event of a transfer

pursuant to the provisions of Title 11 of the United States Code or any statute of similar purpose

or nature (the "Bankruptcy Code"), all consddmtica payable or otherwise to be delivered in
connection with such transfer shall be paid or delivered to Landlord, shaII be and remain the
exclusive property of Landlord and shall not constitute property of Tenant or of the estate of

Tenant within the meaning of the B eptcy Code, Any consideration constituting Landlord's

property pursuant to the immediately preceding sentence and not paid or delivered to Landlord

shall be held in trust for the benefit of Landlord and be promptly paid or delivered to Landlord.
For pmposes of this $qcçgan-154 the term "consideration" shall mean and include money,

services, property and any other thing of value such as payment of costs, cancellation or
forgiveness of indebtedness, discounts, rebates, barter and the like. If any such consideration is
in a form other than cash (such as in kind, equity interests, indebtedness earn-outs, or other

deferred payments, consulting or management fees, etc.), Landlord shall be entitled to receive in

cash the then present fair market value of such consideration. I.f Tenant assumes this Lease and
proposes to assign the same pursuant to the provisions of the Bankruptcy Code to any person or

entity who shall have made a bona fide offer to accept an assignment of this Lease on terms
acceptable to Tenant, then notice of such proposed assignment shall be given to Landlord by
Tenant no later than fifteen (15) days after receipt of such offer by Tenant, but in any .event no
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later than ten (10) days prior to the date that Tenant shall file any application or motion with a
court of competent jurisdicdon for authority and approval to enter into such assumption and
assignment. Such notice shall set forth (a) the name and address of the assignee, (b)·all of the
tenns and ccedific-s of such offer, and (c) the proposal for providing adequate assurance of
future performance by such person under the Lease, including, without limitation, the assurance
referred to in Section 365 of the Bankruptcy Code. Any person or entity to which this Lease is
assigned punnet to the provisicñs of the Bankruptcy Code shall be deemed without further act
or deed to have assumed all of the obligations arising under this Lease from and after the date of
such assigmnent. Any such assignee shall execute and deliver to Landlord upon demand an
instrument confmning such assumption.

(b) The tenn "adequate assurance of future perfonnance" as used in this Lease
shall mean (in addition to the assurances called for in Backraptcy Code Section 365(1)) that any
pmposed assignee shall, among other things, (i) deposit with Landlord on the neumpden of this
Lease an amount equal to the greater of (x) two (2) times the then monthly Fixed Rent and
Additional Rent or (y) such other amount deemed by the Bankmptcy Court to be reasonably
necessary for the adequate protection of Landlord under the circumstances, as security for the
faithful performance and observance by such assignee of the terms and obligations of this Lease,
(ii) furnish Landlord whh financial statements of such assignee for the prior three (3) calendar

years, as finally determined after an audit and certified as correct by a certified public

accountant, which financial statements shall show a net worth at least equal to the amount of the
deposit referenced in (i) above, (iii) if detennined by the Bankruptcy Court to be appropriate
under the circumstances, grant to Landlord a security interest in such property of the proposed
assignee as Landlord shall deem necessary to secure such assignee's future perfcññañce under
this Lease, and (iv) provide such other information or take such action as Landlord, in its
reasonable judgment, shall determine is necessary to provide adequate assurance of the
perfonnance by such assignee of its obligations under the Lease.

(c) If, at any time after Tenant may have assigned Tenant's intereåt in this
Lease in a proceeding of the type described in SAqtigLl-áLl_(iv.) through Lviû, this Lease shall be
disaffirmed or rejected in any proceeding of the types described in Section 16.1 fiv) through fvijl
hereof, or in any similar proceeding, or in the event of tennination of this Lease by reason of any
such proceeding or by reason of lapse of time following notice of termination given pursuant to
Article XVI based upon any of the Lease Defaults set forth in said Section 16.1 (iv1through (viü
Tenant, upon request of Landlord given within thirty (30) days next following any such

disaffirmance, rejection or termination (and actual notice thereof to Landlord in the event of a
disaffirmance or rejection or in the event of wman other than by act of Landlord); shall (a)

pay to Landlord all Rent due and owing by the assignee to Landlord under this Lease to and

induding the date of such disaffirmance, rejection or termination, and (b) as "tenant", enter into
a new lease with Lahni for a term commencing on the effective date of such ^disaffirmance,
rejection or termination and ending on the expiration date of the term, unless sooner terinated
as in such lease provided, at the same Pixed Rent and Additional Rent upon the then executory
terms, covenants and conditions as are contained in this Lease, except that (i) Tenant's rights

under the new lease shall be subject to the possessory rights, if any, of the assignee under this
Lease and the possessory. rights of any person claiming through or under such assignee or by
virtue of any epplicaNe Law, (ii) such new lease shall require all defaults existing under this
Lease to be cmed by Tenant with due diligence, and (iii) such new lease shall require Tenant to
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pay all Rent reserved in this Lease which, had this Lease not been so disaffirmed, rejected or

terminated, would have accrued under the provisions of this Lease after the date of such

disaffinnance, rejection or termination with respect to any period prior thereto. If Tenant shall
default in its obligation to enter into said new lease for a period of ten (10) days next following
Landlord's request therefor, then in addition to all other rights and remedies by reason of such

default, either at law or in equity, Landlord shall have the same rights and remedies against
Tenant as if Tenant had entered into such new lease and such new lease had thereafter been
terminated as of the commencement date thereof by reason of Tenant's default thereunder.

Section 15.6 Management Agreement. Tenant agrees and acknowledges that it
will not enter into any management agreements during the Term with regard to the Pacility
except with an entity (i) owned wholly by a an individual principal of Tenant which entity has
been received natablishment approval from the New York State Department of Health Public
Health and Health Planning Council in compliance with 10 NYCRR 600.9(d)(1) and (ii)
approved by HUD if the Facility is, or is about to be financed by a HUD program, and/or
Mortgagee. Any such management agreement shall be subchfe to Landlord's rights

hereunder, to the rights of Mortgagee and to the rights of the Cer isisêr. Tenant shall cause
such manager to execute such documents as are required by Landlord or Mar:gagce or by the
Commissioner to effect such subordination.

Section 15.7 Memorandum of Lease. This Lease shall not be recorded, but either

party may record a memorandum of lease in which shall describe the parties to this Lease, a
description of the Leased Premises and a recitation of the Term. The party requesting that the
memorandum of lease be recorded shall prepare and pay all costs of recording the memorandum

of lease, and the other party agrees to execute at any and all times such inernste as may be

reasonably required for such recording. Upon the expiration or earlier termination of this Lease,
Landlord may release the memorandum of lease. For this purpose Tenant constitutes and
appoints Landlord its true and lawful attorney-in-fact with full power of substit3tion to execute a
release of such memoranda in the name of Tenant. Such power of attomey shall be deemed to be
a power coupled with an interest and cannot be revoked. To the extent any transfer tax,
conveyance tax, excise tax, or similar tax is imposed by any Govemmcatal Authority as a result

of the recording of such Memorandum of Lease, or is otherwise due and payable as to Tenant's
leasehold interest granted pursuant to this Lease, Tenant shall pay same to the applicable
Governmental Authority.

ARTICLE XVI

DEFAULT

Section 16.1 Default by Tenant and Remedies of Landlord. (a) Tenant shall be
in default under this Lease upon the occurrence of any of the following events referred.to herein

irdividüdly or collectively as a "Lease
.Default"

(any reference to such event occurring or

involving Tenant shall be deemed to include any such event occurring or iniciving any of
Tenant's Subtenants):
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(i) if Tenant fails to pay any instdhnent of Rent within five (5) days
after the date when due;

(ii) if Tenant defaults in the prompt and full performance of any other
of Tenant's covenants, oMigadons or agreements hereunder which are not specifically
enumerated herein as a Lease Default and fails to correct such failure within thirty (30) days of
receipt of written notice from Landlord of such defauk (unless such default cannot reasonably be
cu ed within thirty (30) days, in which event such period shall be extended, providød Tenant
shall have commenced in good faith to cure such default within the first such thirty (30) day
period and shall proceed with all due diligence to correct such default thereafter but in no event
more than ninety (90) days of receipt of such written notice);

(iii) if the leasehold interest of Tenant shall be levied upon under
execution or be liened or attached and such levy, lion or attachment is not removed within sixty
(60) days of the date Tenant receives notice of it;

(iv) in the event of a filing by or against Tenant of a petition under
federal or state law pertaining to bankruptcy or insclv©ñcy or for a reorgaihticn or other relief;

(v) if Tenant shall admit in writing its inability to pay its debts

generally as they become due;

(vi) . if Tenant is adjudkat÷3 as bankrupt or a court of competent

jurisdiction shall enter an order or decree appoirting, with or without the consent of Tenant, a
receiver or trustee of Tenant or of the whole or substantially all of its property;

(vii) if Tenant makes any general assignment for the benefit of

creditors;

(A) if Tenant abandons the Leased Premises or if, except as a result of

damage, destruction or a partial or cerapletc condemnation, Tenant ceases

operations of the Facility, or Tenant closes any portion of the Facility;

(viii) if Tenant receives a state or federal notice of termination of license
or de-certiñcation and such notice has not been suspended, extended, withdrawn or tor:r.ir.ated
prior to 30 days before the effective date of such terrnirsticñ or decertificaden by any
Govemmental Authority;

(ix) if Tenant falls to maintain its qualifications for licensure as
sqmircd by this Lease if failure to do so would result in an inability to operate the Facility or
would result in the appointment of a receiver with respect to the Facility;

(x) if any transfer or a=ignn:ent of this Lease or Tenant's direct or

indirect interest therein or a transfer of Tenant's direct or indirect equity ownership interests
occurs in violation of this Lease;

(xi) if any malpractice award or judgment exceeding any applicable
malpractice !===e coverage and any applkable umbrella coverage by more than One Million
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Dollars ($1,000,000.00) shall be rendered against Tenant or any subtenant, and either

(A) êñforcement proceedings shall have been commenced by any creditor upon such award or
judgment or (B) such award or judgment shall continue uns±fied and in effect for a period of

sixty (60) consecutive days without an insurance campai;y reaseñably satisfactory to Landlord

having agreed to fund such award or judgment in a manner reascsbly satisfactory to Landlord,
or (C) such award or judgmcñt has been appealed and without a bond having been posted to
cover such amount that exceeds any insurance coverage, and in any case such award or
judgment shall, in the reasonable opinion of Landlord, have a material adverse affect on the

ability of Tenant or any subtenant to operate the Facility;

(xil) upon the denial, refusal to issue, or loss of any licenses, certifications,
certificates, approvals, pennits, vârisñces, waivers, provider agreements and other aü‡hr.riations

necessary or required for Tenant to operate the Facility in accardance with the requirements of
this 14ase;

(xiii) if any of the repesentations or warranties made by Tenant under this

Lease or any enbtenant under its Sublease or otherwise proves to be untrue when made in any
material respect;

(xiv) if any Govemmental Anthority having jurisdiction over the
operation of the Facility removes ten percent (10%) or mo e of the patients or residents who
reside in the Facility for violations of standards of care;

(xv) Tenant fails to give Landlord and Mortgagee timely notice or timely
deliver copies of dessets within the times required under Section 7.4 (c) through (o);

(xvi) Tenant's receipt of notice of an allegation or determination of

"humediate Jeopardy" (as such term is metemadly used) or equivalent notice from any
Govemmental Authority or officer, acting on behalf thereof relating to the Facility;

(xvii) Tenant's receipt of notice of the freeze on admissions or the
impoeftion of a denial of payment for new admissions or equivalent notice from any
Governmental Authority or officer acting on behalf thereof relating to the Facility;

(xviii) Tenant's breach of its obligations under Section 3.5 including Tenant's
failure to execute and deliver to Landlord within seven days of its request therefore any and all

documents, ceitificatE or agrcêmsñt required or easonably reqüêsted by Ledlord, a Mortgages,
Prospective Mortgagee, HUD and/or HUD's Approved Lender or the Commissioner, ine!nding
confirming the subordination required hereunder;

(xix) Tenant's b each of its obligations under Section 15.6
Management Agreement;

(xx) Tenant's breach of its obligations under Section 7.6 Security
Agreement;
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(xxi) Tenant falis to notify Landlord within twenty-four (24) hours after
receipt of any notice from any Govem:nental Authority, tenninating or suspending or threatening
ter-ination or suspension of any material license or certification relating to the Facility;

(xxii) a default beyond any applishls notice and cure pedods under any
Sublease, operating qs;ss:, management agreement or any othermaterial agrcesst relating
to the Leased Premises or to which Landlord and Tenant are a party;

(xxiii) the creation of any indebtedness relating to the Leased Premises
(other than trade payables which are not more than 30 days past due, not evidenced by it note and
not in excess of One Million Dollars $1,000,000.00);

(xxiv) the am endment, modification, restatsment, termination or
cancellation of any rsaterial contract relating to the Leased Premises, including but not limited to

any Sublease, without Landlord's prior written consent, which consent shall not be unreasonably
withheld;

(xxv) default or breach by Guarantor under the Guaranty beyond the
expiration of any applicable cure period contained therein;

(xxvi) failure by Tenant to deposit all or any portion of the Security
Deposit or Letter of Credit or to replace any portion of the Security Deposit or Letter of Credit
ntilized by Landlord;

(xxvii) a default or breach of any of the provisions set forth in
Article XIX;

(xxviii) Tenant violates any term, covenant or condition of Tenant's

Regulatory Ag:ccmant (with respect to a HUD financing) which violation is not cured within

thirty (30) days of written notice to Tenant;

(xxix) a default or breach of the provisions set forth in Section 7.4(b) or a
report required by Section 7.4 proves to be untrne in any material respect;

(xxx) any act or omission by Tenant or any Subteent referenced in
Section 7.4 that canetimtes a default by Lanard under ita loan deswats with Mortgagee;

(xxxi) Tenant's failure to meet the covenants provided in Section 7.4 (q)

(xxxii) the sale or transfer or attempted sale or transfer of all or any
portion of any certificate of need, bed or unit right or other similar suthesation relating to any
portion of the Facility or the Leased Premises. assignment or ablethg in -d±tien of the
provisions of Section 15.1;

(xxxiii) the use of any portion of the Premises other than for the Intended

Use;
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(xxxiv) the Facility appears on the Special Focus Facility List, or similar
list established by CMS;

(xxxv) Tenant fails to procure the insurance coverage, or loss of the
insurance coverage, required by this Lease;

(xxxvi)Tenant enters into any cciperate integrity agreement, settlement or
consent decree, or deferred picsceütion agreement with any Governmental Authority;

(xxxvii) Any Governmental Authority assesses a fine or penalty against, or

with, Tenant that imposes a paymein or fine upon Tenant in excess of $75,000;

(xxxviii) The conviction of, or plea of no contest or nolo contendere
by, Tenant or any rnember or beñêficial owner of Tenant with'respect to (1) any felony or (2) any
misdemeanor that involves any act of fraud, embezzlement, theft or misappropriation;

(xxxx) Tenant fails to comply with its obligations in Section

18,1(n) within 10 days after written notice from Landlord; or

(xxxxi) Tenant or any Subtenant fails or refuses to execute est=;pel
certificate required pursuant to Section 20,11, or otherwise complying with the requirement• of
Section 23 within ten (10) days after Tenant's receipt thereof.

Upon the occurrence of a Lease Default, Landlord, may, if Landlord so elects, opon
five (5) days written notice of such election, forthwith temlinate this Lease and Tenant's right to
possession of the Leased Pmmises and, at Landlord's sole and absolute discretion, accelerate the
payment of all Rent for the balance of the Term and declare the same presently due and payable
in full provided. however, that with respect to a Lease Default under Section 16.1(aVivi this
Izase shall automatically terminate. In the event of such Lease termination, Tenant shall

i=_mediately pay Landlord the then present value of all such accelerated Rent. Landlord, in
addition to all other remedies given to Landlord at law or in equity, may by written notice to

Tenant, without termhting this Lease, cause Tenant to apply to the DOH to install a manager
and/or management consultant and/or a receiver having the necessary approvals from
Governmental Authorities, of Landlord's choice, at Tenant] sole cost and expense or to the
extent pennitted by applicable law, reenter the Leased Premises by summary proceedings or
otherwise. In any event, upon a 12ase Default, Landlord may require Tenant to consent to a so-

called "Change of Ownership" and Landlord may dispossess Tenant upon approval of the
Change of Ownership or Certificate of Need by DOH, it being the understanding that under no
circumstances is this Lease to be an asset for Tenant's creditors by eperation of law or otherwise.
In the event of such reentry, Landlord may relet the Leased Premises without being cb'.'g:ed so

to do, and in the event of a reletting may apply the Rent therefrom first to the payment of
Landlord's cost and expenses, including consultant and/or expert and attomeys' fees and
expenses incurred by reason of such Lease Default, and the cost and expense of.rcic:ting
including, but not limited to, repairs, renovation, or alteration of the Leased Premises and then to
the amount of Rent and all other sums due from or payable by Tenant hereunder, Tenant

remaining liable for all other sums due from or payable by Tenant hereunder and for any
deficiency. Tenant shall also be liable for and indemnify Landlord against all amounts owed to
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Medicare, Medicaid, all spplicable third-party payor programs, third patty payors, or residents,
inchiding, but not limited to, any overpayments received by Tenant, relating to the Term. Any
and all such dcuciencies shall constitute Additional Rent hereunder and shall be payable by
Tenant monthly on the date herein provided for the payment of Rent. In addition to the

foregoing remedies, Landlord shall immediately be entitled to retain the Security Deposit and
draw on and retain proceeds of the Letter of Credit, and thereafter Tenant shall have no further
claim, right, title or interest therein to the extent of Landlord's clahns only.

Landlord acknowledges that its rights of reentry onto the Leased Premises set forth
in this Lease do not confer on Landlord the authority to operate a nursing facility as defined in
Article 28 of the Public Health Law on the Leased Premises and agrees that except in the event
of a Lease Default Landlord will give the DOH, Tower Building, Empire State Plaza, Albany,
NY 12237, notification by certified mail of its intent to reenter the Leased Premises or to initiate

dispossessory proceedings or that the Lease is due to expire at least thirty (30) days prior to the
date on which Landlord intends to exercise a right of reentry or to initiate such proceedings or at
least sixty (60) days before expiration of the Lease.

Upon receipt of notice from Landlord of its intent to exercise its right of reentry or
upon the service of process in dispossessory proceedings and sixty (60) days prior to the
expiration of the Lease, Tenant shall immediately notify by certified mail the DOH, Tower

Building, Empire State Plaza, Albany, NY 12237 (or its then current address), of the receipt of
such notice or service of such process or that the Lease is about to expire.

(b) Except as provided in this Lease to the contrary, Rent and other sums
not paid when due (onless paid within any applicable grace period) shall bear interest from the
date when the same are first payable under the tenns of this Lease until the same shall be paid at
an annual rate of interest equal to the Overdue Rate.

(c) Upon the filing of a petition by or against Tenant pursuant to the

Bankruptcy Code, Tenam, as debtor and as debtor-in-possession, and any trustee who may be
appointed shall: (i) timely perform each and every obligation of Tenant under this IEase until
such time as this Lease is either rejected or assumed by order of the United States Bankruptcy
Court; (ii) pay monthly in advance on the first day of each month as reasonable compensation for

use and occupacy of the Leased Premises an amount equal to the Rent and other charges

otherwise due pursuant to this Lease; and (iii) reject or assume this Lease within one hundred

twenty (120) days after the filing of such petition ander the Bankruptcy Code or within such time
period as the Bankruptcy Code rnay allow. Tenant, as debtor and as debtor-in-posscssioñ and

any trustee shall be deemed to have rejected this Lease in the event of the failure to comply with

any of the above. Included within and in addition to any other conditions or obligâtions imposed
upon Tenant or its successor, in the event of assumption and/or assignment is the prior written
consent of any mortgagee to which this Lease has been assigned as collateral security.

(d) In the event of termination of this Lease by reason of any Lease
Default by Tenant, or upon the expiration of the Term, then, and in any of such events, Tenant,
upon Landlord's written request, shall to the greatest extent permitted by law, transfer to

Landlord or its designees or assigns, or cause its Subtenants and/or Affiliates, to transfer to

Landlord or its designees or assigns, the following: (i) all federal, state or m-icip licenses,
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certifications, acniacates, accreditations, approvals, permits, variances, waivers, provider
agreements (indudiñg non-governmamal) and other authorizations which relate to the operation
of the Facility; and (ii) the name of the Facility as then commonly known to the general public.
Tenant shall also prepare and file all notices required by applicable law in connection with such
termination and shall also prepare and timely file all final Medicare and Medicaid cost reports.
In the event Tenant fails or refuses to transfer any such licenses, certifications, certificates,
ûweditations, approvals, permits, variances, waivers, provider agreements, other authorization
or trade name, then this provision shall cunaliate an act of assignment by Tenant to Landlord or
its assigns without the necessity of any further written instrument. For this purpose, Tenant
constitutes and appoints Landlord its tme and lawful attorney-in-fact with full power of
substitution to complete or undertake such replacemo«=ts in the name of Tenant. Such power of

attorney shall be deemed to be a power coupled with an interest and cannot be revoked.

(e) Landlord shall have the option of taking over the operation of the

Facility, or having the operation of the Facility taken over by a designee, in the event at a
tciirdnation of this Lease for any reason, without Landlord or designee assumhig any of Tenant's
liabilities or obligations, including Tenant's liabilities and obligations with respect to employees,
such as vacation, sick leave, health insurance and pension liabilities and Tenant's obligations
under applicable law to offer and provide group health centinuation coverage, Landlord shall
give Tenant written notice of Landlord's intent to exercise the right set forth above, in which

event, upon the approval of the DOH of the Change of Ownership, Tenant shall and shall cause
the Subtenant to i:n=cdiatcly turn over possession and control of the Facility without any further
action having to be taken on the part of Landlord. At the request of Landlord, Tenant shall and
shall cause the S tenant to turn over any or all of inventories, personal property (including
computer and telecomunications squipment but excluding any leased equipment) vehicles, and
material contracts (including hospital, transfer, yendor, and managed care contracts).

(f) No failure of Landlord to enforce any rights or remedies upon default
of Tenant shall prejudice or affect the rights of Landlord upon any subsequent or similar default,

(g) in the event of a Lease Default by Tenant of any of the tenna,
covenants, conditions or provisions of this Lease, which Lease Default is not cured within any
applicable grace or cure period, Landlord shall have the right to invoke any remedy permitted to
Landlord at law, in equit† or atherwise. All remedies available to Landlord are declared to be
cumulative and concurrent and the exercise of one shall not preclude or waive the right to
exercise any other. No termination of this Lease and no taking or recovering of possession of the

Leased Premises shall deprive Landlord of any of its remedies or actions against Tenant and
Tenant shall remain liable for all past or future Rent, including all taxes, insurance premiums and

all other charges and Rent payable by Tenant under this Lease, during and for the balance of the

Term hereof. The briñgiñg of any action for Rent or other default shall not be construed as a
waiver of the right to obtain possession of the Premises,

(b) If suit shall be brought for recovery of possession of the Leased

Premises, for the recovery of Rent, or any other amount due under the provisions of this Lease,
or because of the breach of any other covenant herein contained on the part of Tenant to be kept
or performed, and breach shall be established, Tenant shall pay to Landlord all expenses,
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including reasonable attorney fees, incurred therefor. This subsection shall survive tenniteon
of this Lease.

Section 16.2 Facility Operating Deficiencies, On written notice of a request
therefor by Landlord to Tenant, upon a Lease Default and for a period of time necessary to fully
remedy the Lease Default, Tenant shall engage the services of a consultant, unaffiliated with
Tenant and approved by Landlord, which approval shall not be unreasonably withheld to reylew
the management of the facility for the purpose of making recommendations to remedy the Lease
Default. Subject to applicable legal requiretnents goveming confid6stisty of patient records, the
consultant shall have complete access to the Facility, its records, offices and facilities, in order
that it may carry out its duties, Tenant shall cause such consultant to prepare and deliver to
Landlord and Tenant a written report of its reconunendations within ten (10) days after its
engagement. If Tenant shall fail to designate a consultant approved by Landlord as provided
above within five (5) days after Tenant's receipt of Landlord's notice, Landlord may designate
such consultant by further notice to Tenant. Tenant shall be responsible for payment of all fees
and expenses reasonably charged and incurred by the ccasaltant in carrying out its duties.
Tenant shall promptly implement any and all reasonable recommendations made by such
consultant in order to promptly correct or cure the Lease Default; Drovided, however, that in no
event shall Tenant liñplament any such recommendations if the same would constitute a
violation of applicable legal requirements, violate any nde or ragak‡ñ of the DOH, or would
otherwise cause a Lease Default hereunder (e.g., a transfer or change in use of the Leased

Premises), unless Landlord consents in writing to such Lease Default, which consent may be
given or withheld in Landlord's sole and absolute discretion. Nothing herein shall impose any
liability or obligation on Landlord to (a) request the appointment of a consultant or (b) otherwise

remedy the Facility Operating Deficiency(ies) nor shall it deem Landlord an operator of the
Facility.

Section 16.3 Receivership.

Tenant acknowledges that one of the rights and remedies available under applicable
law for nursing facilities which fail to comply with the ccaditions of participation for Medicare
or Medicaid is to apply to a court of competent jurisdiction for the appointment of a receiver to
take possession of the Facility, to collect the rents, issues, profits and income of the Facility and
to manage the operation of the Facility. Tenant further acknowledges that the revocation,
suspension or material limitation of the certification of the Facility for provider status under

Medicare or Medicaid (or successor programs) and/or the revocation, suspen•ion or material
limitation of a license relating to the operation of the Facility for its intended use under the laws
of the State of New York will materially and irreparably impair the value of Landlord's
iñvestment in the Facility. Therefore, in the event of a Lease Default, and in addition to any
other right or remedy of Landlord under this Lease, at the request of Landlord, Tenant shall
request DOH to, or to the extent permissible under law,. Tenant shall, petition any appropriate

court, for the appointment of a receiver to take possession of the Facility, to manage the
operation of the Facility under Tenant's licenses and cedififications, to collect and disburse all

rents, issues, profits and income generated thereby and to preserve or replace to the extent
possible any such license and provider certification for the Facility or to otherwise substitute the

licensee or provider thereof. The receiver shall be entitled to a reasonable fee for its services as a
receiver. All such fees and other expenses of the receivership estate shall be added to the
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monthly Rent due to Landlord under this Lease as Additicad Rent, Tenant hereby irscycGably
stipulates to the voluntary app -M of a receiver under such circumstances and for such
purposes and agrees not to contest such appointment.

Section 16,4 Tenant's WaivertMiggation, In connection with the exercise by
Landlord of any of its remedies under this Section 16, including the termination of this·Lease, in
whole or in part, Tenant waives, to the maximum extent permitted by applicable Laws, (1) any
right of redemption, re-entry or repossession, (2) the benefit of any moratorium laws or any laws
now or herean~ in force exempting property from liability for rent or for debt, (3) any duty on
the part of Landlord to mitigate the damages recoverable from Tenant on account of any Lease
Default by Tenant, except that, notwithstanding the foregoing or anything in this Lease to the

contrary, Landlord agrees to comply with any duty to mitigate damages where applicable Laws
do not allow Tenant to waive such right, (4) the right to interpose any counterclaim (other than

comp:ñs-y counterclaims) in any summary proceeding instituted by Landlord against Tenant in

any court or in any action instituted by Landlord in any court for unpaid Rent under this Lease,
and (5) any other right provided to Tenant under applicable Laws relating to a breach of or Lease
Default under this Lease, including any rights to cure such breach or Lease Default.

ARTICLE XVII

ENTRY AND REIMBURSEMENT RIGHTS OF LANDLORD

Section 17,1 Entry and Reimbursement Rightsof Landlord.In additiori to those
rights set forth in Seggon 7,2 of this Lease, Landlord reserves the right at all reasonable times

during business hours and upon at least twenty-four (24)
hours' advancc oral notice to go upon

and inspect the Facility and every part thereof (subject to applicable Laws peakkg to patient

confidentiality and privacy and the confidentiality of medied records). It Landlord shall make

any payments or perform any repairs on behalf of Tenant which are Tenant's obligation and
which Tenant has failed to make after applicable notice from Landlord, then any reasonable
smcasts so paid by Landkrd are agreed and declared to be Additional Rent, and shall be due and
payable to Landlord by Tenant upon submission to Tenant of an invoice, bill, or statement

therefor, together with interest charged at the Overdue Rate commencing on the date of such

invoice, bill, or statement Nothing in this Section 17.1 shall impose any liability or obligation
upon Landlord.

ARTICLE XVIII

REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES

Section 18.1 Tenant's Reeeentations, Warranties and Additional Covenants.
Tenant represents, warrants and covenants to Landlord and agrees (all of which shall survive the

delivery and execution of this Lease) as follows (all of Tenant's repr68statians, warranties, and
covenants shall be deemed to include, in addition to that specified herein, the identical

warranties, representations, and covenants of all Subiesants, which Tenant agrees to set forth in

any Sublease and which are hereby incorporated herein by reference as if set forth in full herein):
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(a) Corporate. Tenant is a limited liability ccmpañy duly formed and

validly existing and in good standing under the laws of the State of New York, and has the
limited liability company power and authority to own its property and assets and to carry on its
business as now being conducted or as will be conducted on and after the Commencement Date,

(b) No lhreach of Statute or Contrant. The execution, delivery and
performance of this Lease by Tenant and any Sublease by a subtenant will not breach any statute
or regulation of any Governmental Authority, and will not as of the Commencement Date
conflict with or result in a breach of or default under any of the terms, conditions or provisions of
Tenant's articles of organization, operating agr-ement, other material agreements, or any order,
writ, injunction, decree, agreement or instrument to which Tenant is a party, or by which it or its
property, may be bound,

(c) Authodzation of Lease. The execution, delivery and performance of
this Lease, and all Subleases, has been duly authorized by all necessary .individuals,
shareholders, members, officers, directors, managers and/or owners of Tenant and this Lease
constitutes the valid and binding obligation of Tenant, fully enforceable in accordance with its
terms.

(d) ]iq_Litiggiangr_4dyante B,vents, Except as set forth on Schedule 18,1(d)
anached hereto and iñcorporated herein, there is no suit, claim, action or legal, administrative,
arbitration, or other proceeding or governmental investigation pending or threatened, by or
against Tenant, and there exists no event or condition of any character, which could pmvent the
consummation of the transactions con¼mplated by this Lease or materially adversely affect
Tenant's performance of the terms and conditions hereunder,

(e) Conduct of Business. Subject to the express provisions herein, at all
times after the Effective Date, Tenant shall, and cause its subtenants to (i) operate the Leased

Premises (after the Commencement Date) and otherwise conduct its/their business in the

ordinary course, and in compliance with all statutory and regulatory requirements of any federal,
state or local authority, (ii) continue to operate the Leased Premises after the Commencement
Date and inaintak it in substantially its condition as of the Commewment Date, reasonable
wear and tear excepted, including but not limited to repairs and replacements permi*+ed or
required under this Lease, and in a lawful manner, (iii) not encumber all or any portion of its
assets or properties or the Leased Premises, includiñg without limitation, certificates of need, bed

rights, or provider agreements, (iv) preserve the goodwill of the Facility, (v)not take any action

from an accounting perspective which would materially adversely affect the reimbersement
formula or tax benefits with respect to the Leased Premises or any portion thereof, (vi) utilize the
Leased Pacility only for the Iñtcñded Purpose, (vii)not relinquish or attempt to transfer the
leation of or sell the skilled nursing facility license, ceWicate of need approval, Medicare or

Medicaid certification or any other licensea, certifications, certifiegos, accreditations, approvals,

pennits, variances, waivers, provider agreements or other authorizations , (viii) not refuse to
admit patients without 30 days' written notice of intent to, and prior written consent of,
Landlord, (ix) not dissolve, merge or consolidate with or into any other person or entity, or

otherwise change its identity or company or capital structure, or (x) not change its natne or its
business address..
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(f) Continued Existence. At all times on and after the Effective Date, Tenant
shall cause to be done all things needed to preserve its rights and franchises and comply with all
Laws applicable to it, and to contbue to conduct its business in the ordinary course.

(g) Payment of Oblications. At all times on and after the Effective Date,
Tenant shall timely pay, and cause its subtenants to timely pay, all of Its/their obligations,
indébtedñcas, taxes, charges and impositions, whether or not relating to the Leased Premises or
this Lease, as they become due unless contested in good faith and diligently pursued only if
permitted under and subject to the terms and conditions of this Lease.

(h) Notice of Default. At all times on and after the Effective Date, Tenant
shall promptly notify Landlord of (i) any material default by Tenant relating to any indebe ess
or obligation of Tenant, whether or not relating to the Leased Premises or this Ixase, and (ii) any
material violations by the Facility of any applicable Law.

(i) SqmpJigoce-with Law, At all times on and after the Effective Date,
Tenant shall comply in all respects, and cause its en s to comply in all respects, with all
applicable Laws, including Medicare and Medicaid conditions of participâden, to which it is
subject or which are applicable to the Leased Premises and to Tenant's peration of the Leased
Premises as a licensed, Medicare and Medicaid certified skilled nursing facility.

(j) Beds and CON, Tenant has been awarded a CON for construction and
operation of 160 skilled nursing facility beds for use at the Lease Premises by DOH and such
CON may be used in connection with this Lease.

(k) Tenant, on behalf of itself and its Subtenants, makes the Health Care

warranties and representations set forth in Schedule-1Sfk) attached hereto and incorporatcd

herein, to Landlord, it's successors and assigns, which warrantles and reprascatatiüns shall be
true and correct as of Commencement Date and at all times during the Term.

(1) Except for the Subleases of the Leased Premises to the Operators, there
are no subleases or sub-subleases or accupañcy agreements (other than maidence agreements
with patients or residents) for any portion of the Leased Premises.

(m) Tenant shall maintain and comply at all times with all O&M Plans
(Operation and Maintenance Plans covering the handling, treatment or maMonance of asbestee
or Har.ârucus Materials) relating to the Leased Pem!ses, or that shall be required in the future by
Mortgagee or any HUD mortgagee or, where applicable, the Commissioner,

(n) Obligations prior to Commencement Date, In addition to all of Tenant's
obligations provided in this Lease, Tenant shall:

(i) as soon as practical after the Effective Date, apply for all and rigorously
pursue until obtained allHealth Care Licenses;

(ii) as soon as practical after the Effective Date and centkniñg thereafter take

all actions necessary or appropriate to obtain from DOH the maimim total project cost for the

Facility approvable by DOH;
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(iii)as soon as practical after the Effective Date and continui.ng thereafter take
all actions necessary or appropriate to obtain the highest possible reimbursemant rate with
respect to the Medicare and Medicaid programs;

(iv)as soon as practical after the Effective Date, apply for and rigorously
pursue until obtained provider agreemêñts with third party payors providing eimbursement for
skilled nursing facility services in the geographic area of the Facility;

(v) after the Effective Date take all actions requested by Landlord in order for
Landloni to fmance and complete Landlord's Work.

(vi)as soon as practical prior to the Commencement Date, hire, employ and
train a staff adequate to provide services to the residents of the Facility immediately after the
Commencement Date;

(viii) as soon as practical prior to the Comm=cement Date, purchase a
aufficient inventory of food, medicines and other perishable items necessary to provide services
to the residents of the Facility immcdiately after the Commencement Date;

(ix) as soon as practical prior to the Commencement Date, purchase
and deliver to the Facility all small wares acccssary provide services to the residents of the

Facility immediately after the Commencement Date;

(x) six months after the Effective Date and thereener every six months
until the amm~~-' Date, deliver to Landlord a detailed projected statement of income and
expenses and cash flow for a three year period.

Section 18.2 Representation and Warranties, Landlord hereby represents and
warrants to Tenant, all of which shall survive the delivery and execution of this Lease, and

agrees, as follows:

(a) 149 Breach of.. Statute or Contract, The execution, delivery, and
perfwumuw of this Lease will not violate any provision of law, any order of any court or other

agency of federal or state govem_ment or any provision of any iñdcñ‡ñrc, ag-:==±, or other
instrument to which Landlord is a party or by which it or any of its properties or assets are

bmmd; conflict with, result in a breach of, or constitute (with passage of time or delivery of

notice, or both), a default under any such indenture, agreements or other irement; or result-in
the creation or imposition of any lien or other encumbrance of any nature whatsoever upon any
of the properties or assets of Landlord.

(b) Authorization of Lease. This Lease has been duly authorized by all

necessary inevideâIs, shareholders, members, officers, directors, .-on- and/or owners of
Landlord and this Lease carstitutca the valid and binding obligation of Landlord, fully
enforceable in accordance with its teams,

(c) No Litigation or Adverse Events, There is no action, suit, examination,
review, or proceeding by or before any govemmetal instrumentality or agency now peñding or,
to the knowledge of Landlord, threatêñêd against Landlord, which, if adversely determined,
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would materially impair the right of LaMWd to carry on the business as ccñtcraplated under this
Lease.

(d) No Default, Landlord is not in default in the perfairsance, observation, or
fulfillment of any of the obligations, covenants, or cer:didem contained in any agreement or
instrument to which it is a party relating to the Leased Prernises and which default would have a
material adverse affect on the Leased Premises: and

(e) Corporate. Landlord is a limited liability wgy duly formed, validly
existing, and in good standing under the laws of the State of New York and is qualified to do
business in the State of New York, and has the limited liability company power and authority to
own its propsitics and assets and to carry on its business as now being conducted.

ARTICLE XIV

OPERATION, MERGER AND CONSOLIDATION RESTRICTIONS

Section 19.1 Intentionally Omitted

Section 19.2 SPE Provisions. At all times during the term of this Lease, Tenant

represents, warrants and covenants that Tenant and each Subtenant, and all succebsors and
assigns of Tenant and Subtenants, is, shall be and shall continue to be a "Speelal Purpose
Entity"

as defined in Schedule 192. The Operating Agrocmcñ‡ of Tenant and each subtenet
shall include the Special Purpose Entity provisions set forth in Schedule 192.

Section 19.3 Iniunctive Relief. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary set
forth in this Lease, the Parties bereto understand and agree that: (a) each term of Article XIX of
this Lease is fully required to protect Lad1~d's interests, and that no such term confers a benefit
on Landlord that is disproportionate to the detriment imposed on Tenant, if any; (b) th.e remedy
at law for any breach by Tenant of Article XIX would be inadequate; (c) the damages flowing
Inun such breach are not readily susceptible to measurement in monetary terms; and

(d) Landiard shall be entitled to immediate injunctive relief restraining any breach thereof.

Nothing in this Agicetñent shall be dccmed to limit Landlord's remedies at law or in equity for

any such breach by Tenant of any term or provision of Article XIX of this Lease.

Section 19.4 Equity Interests, In the event that Tenant or any constituent entity
under this Lease is ever a form of entity other than a limited liability company, the term

"membership
interest" as used in Articles XIX and XX hereof shall be deemed to mean the

analogous form of equity ownership interest in such other type of entity, such as capital stock,
partnership interest, beneficial intereaf or the like.

Section 19.5 No Merger or Conelidation. Except as expressly provided
elsewhere in this Lease, Tenant shall not sell, or offer for sale, its assets or otherwise merge,
consolidate, amalgamate or otherwise combine with any other entity other than selling
non-material assets in the ordinary course of business, to any other entity, business or activity
involving any of Tenant's officers, directors, members, managers, owners, representatives,
agents, successors and assigns, and their respective successors, assigns, agents and
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representatives. Except as expressly provided elsewhere in this Lease, Tenant, Subtenants,
Guarantor(s) and their Affiliates, shall not sell or offer to sen, assign, transfer, convey, pledge, or
encumber its/their membership interests to, or otherwise attempt to merge with or otherwise

merge, consolidate, Amalgamate or otherwise combine with any other entity, business or activity,
whether involving any of Tenant's officers, directors, members, raâñagcra, owners,
representatives, agents, successors and assigns, and their respective successors, assigns, agents
and representatives, or otherwise.

ARTICLE XX

MISCELLANEOUS

Section 20,l .GOVERNING LAW. (a) ALL MATTERS PERTAINING TO
THIS LEASE OR THE LEASED PREMISES SHALL BE GOVERNED BY AND
CONSTRUED ACCORDING TO THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK AND
ANY APPLICABLE LAW OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. TO THE
FULLEST EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW, TENANT HEREBY
UNCONDITIONALLY AND IRREVOCABLY WAIVES ANY CLAIM TO ASSERT
THAT THE LAW OF ANY OTHER JURISDICTION GOVERNS THIS LEASE, AND
THIS LEASE SHALL BE GOVERNED BY AND CONSTRUED IN ACCORDANCE
WITH THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK (WITHOUT REGARD TO
PRINCIPLES OF CONFLICTS OF LAWS).

(b) ANY LEGAL SUIT, ACTION OR PROCEEDING AGAINST
LANDLORD OR TENANT ARISING OUT OF OR RELATING TO THIS LEASE MAY
AT LANDLORD's OPTION BE INSTITUTED IN ANY FEDERAL OR STATE COURT
IN THE CITY OF WHITE PLAINS, COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER, PURSUANT TO
SECTION 5-1402 OF THE NEW YORK GENERAL OBLIGATIONS LAW, AND
TENANT WAIVES ANY OBJECTIONS WHICH IT MAY NOW OR HEREAFTER
HAVE BASED ON VENUE AND/OR FORUM NON CONVENIENS OF ANY SUCH

SUIT, ACTION OR PROCEEDING, AND TENANT HEREBY IRREVOCABLY
SUBMITS TO THE JURISDICTION OF ANY SUCH COURT IN ANY SUIT, ACTION
OR PROCEEDING. TENANT DOES HEREBY DESIGNATE AND APPOINT:

Lizer Josefovle
HBL SNF, LLC

1280 Albany Post Road

Croton-on-Hudson, New York 10520

AS ITS AUTHORIZED AGENT TO ACCEPT AND ACKNOWLEDGE ONITS BEHALF
SERVICE OF ANY AND ALL PROCESS WHICH MAY BE SERVED IN ANY SUCH

SUIT, ACTION OR PROCEEDING IN ANY FEDERAL OR STATE COURT IN NEW
YORK, NEW YORK, AND AGREES THAT SERVICE OF PROCESS ÛPON SAID
AGENT AT SAID ADDRESS AND WRITTEN NOTICE OF SAID SERVICE MAILED
OR DELIVERED TO TENANT IN THE MANNER PROVIDED IN ARTICLE XIH OF
THIS LEASE SHALL BE DEEMED IN EVERY RESPECT EFFECTIVE SERVICE OF
PROCESS UPON TENANT IN ANY SUCH SUIT, ACTION OR PROCEEDING IN THE
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STATE OF NEW YORK. TENANT (A) SHALL GIVE PROMPT WRITTEN NOTICE
TO LANDLORD OF ANY CHANGED ADDRESS OF ITS AUTHORIZED AGENT
HEREUNDER, (B) MAY AT ANY TIME AND FROM TIME TO TIME DESIGNATE, IN
THE FORM OF A WRITTEN NOTICE TO LANDLORD, A SUBST1TUTE
AUTHORIZED AGENT WITH AN OFFICE IN WHITE PLAINS, NEW YORK (WHICB
SUBSTITUTE AGENT AND OFFICE SHALL BE DESIGNATED AS THE PERSON
AND ADDRESS FOR SERVICE OF PROCESS), AND (C) SHALL PROMPTLY
DESIGNATE SUCH A SUBSTITUTE IF ITS AUTHORIZED AGENT CEASES TO
HAVE AN OFFICE IN NEW YORK, NEW YORK OR IS DISSOLVED WITHOUT
LEAVING A SUCCESSOR AND NOTIFY LANDLORD IN WRITING OF SUCH
SUBSTITUTION.

Section 20.2 Waiver of Breach. The waiver by either party of a breach or
violation of any provision of this Lease shall not operate as, or be cañatrüêd to be a waiver of,

any subsequent breach of the same or other provision hereof. No waiver shall be effectiveunless
set forth in writing and signed by the party against whom such waiver is asserted.

Section 20.3 Delay Not g Waiver. Neither any failure nor any delay on the part
of any party hereto in insisting upon atrict perforance of any term, condition, covenant or

agreement, or exercising any right, power, remedy or privilege hereunder, or any other document
or instrument entered into or delivered in cenrucaticñ herewith or pursuant hereto, shall operate
as or constitute a waiver thereof, nor shall a single or partial exercise thereof preclude any other
future exercise, or the exercise of any other right, power, remedy or privilege. A waiver of one
default with respect to any Person shall not be construed to be a waiver of any subseqpêñt default
with respect to such Person or any other Person or to impair any remedy, right or power
consequent thereon.

Section 20.4 EomeRaieure. Neither party shall be liable nor deemed to be in

default (other than monetary defaults) for any delay or failure in performance under this Lease or
other interruption of service or employment deemed resulting, directly or indirectly, from acts of

God, acts of public enemy, war, accidcats, fires, explosions, earthquakes, floods, failure of

transportation, strikes or other work interruptions by either Parties'
employees, or any similar or

dissimilar cause beyond the reasonable control of either party ("Force Maieure").

Section 20.5 Severability. In the event any provision of this Lease is
held to be unenforceable for any reason, the unenforceability thereof shall not affect the
remainder of this Lease so long as the intent of the parties under this Lease can still be effected,
which shall remain in full force and effect and enforceable in acecrd=-ce with its terms.

Section 20.6 Entire Agremnen Amendments. This instrument contains the

entire agreement between the Parties hereto with respect to the subject matter hereof. All

representations, promiscs and prior or centemperoness undertakings between such Parties are
merged into and expressed in this b:=ant, and any and all prior agreements between such
Parties are hereby canceled. The agreements contained in this instrument shall not be ammded,
modified, or supplemented except by a written agreement duly executed by both Landlord and
Tenant. .
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Section 205 Counterpart Exêcptipn; E etenic Exeqution, This Lease may be
executed in any number of counterparts with the same effect as if the Parties hereto had signed
the same docæent, All counterparts will be construed together and shail consumte one lease.
Signatures transmitted by email as PDFs shall have the same effect as original signatures.

Section 20.8 Survival of Representations and Warranties. Except as specifically
provided atherwisc in this Lease, all representations and warranties of Landlord and Tenant shall
survive the Term of this Lease.

Section 20.9 11se_9f2tqk33 Landlord and Tenant each represent and warrant
to the other that no broker, finder or other person has been involved in regard to this Lease.
Landlord and Tenant hereby agree to indenmify, defend and hold the other harmless fTOm and
against any and all claims, liabilities, costs and expenses of any kind (including the injured
party's reasonable attomeys' fees and expenses) in any way relating to or arising from a claim by
any Person that such Person acted on behalf of a party to this Lease in connection with the
transactions contempleted herein. The prevWena of this Section 20.9 shall survive the
expiration and termination of this Lease.

Section 20.10 Owner for Federal Tax Purposçs, It is hereby agreed between
Landlord and Tenant that for federal; state and local income tax purposes Landlord will be the
owner of the Leased Premises and Tenant will be the lessee thereof, and each party hereto agrees
to characterize this Lease as a lease for federal, state and local income tax purposes and to file all
tax returns consistent therewith.

Section 20.11 Egapanj_Culificent.eg. Tenant shall, without charge, at any tirne

and from time to time, within ten (10) days after written request by Landlord or Mortgagee,
deliver a written instrument to Landlord or any other person specified by Landlord, duly
executed and ackñ0wicaged, certifying the following and such other matters as may be

reasonably required by Landlord, including without limitation, current financial infciar,ation

relating to Tenant:

(a) That Tenant has accepted and is in possession of the Leased Premises;

(b) That this Lease is unmodified and in full force and effect or, if there has
been any modification, that the same is in full force and effect as so rñodified, and identifying
any such modification;

(c) Whether or not there are then existing any setoffs or defenses in favor of

Tenant against the enforcement of any of the terms, covenants, and conditions of this Lease by
Landlord and, if so, specifying the same, and also whether or not Landlord has abscricd and
performed all of the terms,.covenants, and condidons on the part of Landlord to be observed and
performed and, if not, specifying same;

(d) That no Lease Defaults exist or are continuing; and

(e) The dates to which Rent and all other charges heennder have been paid,
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Section 20.12 Confidentiality. (a) Landlord and Tenant agree to keep all aspects
of (but not the existence of) this Lease confidential, and shall not disclose to any person other
than the members, managers, owners, directors, officers, employees, agents, advisors, affiliates,
brokers, lenders, attomeys or accountants (collectively the "Itepresentatives") of the Parties
hereto on a need-to-know basis, or to any Governmental Authority pursuant to regulatory
authority, any confidential or proprietary inferiñstica, knowledge or data concoming the

business, affairs, operations, secrets, dealings or finances of the other party 4mished directly or

indirectly by such other party (collectively referred to as the "Confidential Information"), As
used in this Lease, the term "Confidential Information" does not include any information which:

(i) at the time of disclosure is generally available to and known by the public (other than as a
result of a disclosure directly or indirectly by either party or their Representatives); (ii) was
available to either party on a non-confidential basis from a source other than a party to this Lease
or its Representatives, provided that such source is not and was not bound by a confidentiality
agreement with the party hereto; (iii) has been independently acquired or developed by either

party or their Representatives without violating any of the obligations hereunder; (iv)is required

by law to be disclosed; or (v) relates to the tax structure, tax strategy or tax pl:=nh:g of this
transaction.

(f) In the event that either pany or any of the Representatives receives notice
of a legal request for disclosure of any of the Confidential Infoæetier (by deposition,
interrogatory, request for documents, subpoena, civil investigative demand or similar,process),
the party receiving such notice ("Receiving Pagy") shall promptly notify the other party
("Notified Party") so that the Notified Party may seek a protective onier or other appropriate

remedy if it chooses to do so. Failure by the Notified Party to take action to seek a protective
order or other remedy and lo notify the Receiving Party of such action prior to the required
disclosure date, shall be deemed a waiver of the provisions of this section. In the event that a
protective order or other remedy is not obtained or that the Notified Party waives compliance
with the provisions hereof, the Receiving Party shall exercise its best efforts to obtain a

confidentiality agreement or protective order conceming the Confidential Information, and in the
absence thereof, shall disclose only that portion of the Confidential Information which it is
advised by written opinion of counsel is legally required to be disclosed, or which is compelled

by court order,

(g) In the event of any breach or threatened breach hereof, Landlord or Tenant
shall be entitled to equitable relief, including a temporary preliminary and permanent injunction

and speeNic perfonnance, in addition to all other remedies available to them at law or in equity.

(b) Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, Landlord (and each

employee, agent, or other Represeñtative of L±ndlord) may disclose to any and all persons,
without limitation of any kind, the tax treátment and tax structure of this Lease, related
documents and all materials of any kind (including opinions or other tax analyses) that are
provided to Landlord relating to such tax treatment and tax structure, For this purpose, the tax
treatment of a transaction is the purported or claimed U.S. federal income tax treatment of the
transaction and the tax structure of a transaction is any fact that may be relevant to undemanding
the purported or claimed U.S. federal income tax treatment of the transaction.
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Section 20.13 BpjdoyeJ. If, at the expiration of the Term, or earlier termination
of the Lease, Tenant continues to occupy the Leased Premises except during a Reimbersement

Period, with Landlord's consent, such holding over abail not constitute a renewal of this Lease,
but Tenant shall be a Tenant from month-to month at 300% of the most recent Rent payable by
Tenant hereunder, at Landlord's sufferance, and under the same terms and conditions as were in
force and effect at the expiration of the Term (except only as to the Term), and except that in the
event Tenant shall continue to occupy the Leased Premises after the expiration of the Tenn,
without a duly executed extension agreement in writing having been entered into by and between
Landlord and Tenant, then if Landlord shall suffer any damage, loss, cost or expense as a result
of such holdover, then Tenant, in addition to such increased Rent, shall pay the amount thereof to
Landlord immediately on demand. The provisions of this Section shall be deemed to be "an
agreement expressly

provided" otherwise as provided in Section 232-C of the Real Property Law
of the State of New York, Holding Over. Nothing contained herein shall constitute the consent,
express or implied, of Landlord to the holding over of Tenant after the Expiration Date or earlier
termination of this Lease, nor shall anything contained herein be deemed to limit Landlord's
remedies.

Section 20.14 Tenanti Waiver of Claim for Physical Iniury, Landlord
and Landlord's Indemnitees shall not be liable for, and Tenant waives and indemnifies Landlord
and Landlord's Indemnitees against all claims for, damage or injury to person or property
sustained by Tenant or any person claiming through Tenant, or otherwise, resulting from any
accident or occurrence in, about, or upon the Leased Premises, whether occurring as a result of
Landlord's active or passivenegligence, or otherwise.

(a) Such waiver shall include, but not be limited to, claims for damage

resulting from: (i) any equipment or appurtenances becoming out of repair or any other capital

improvement, replacement, repair or mantenancet (ii) injury done or occasioned by wind;

(iii) any defect in or failure of plumbing, heating, or air conditioning equipmêñt, electric wiring,

gas, water and steam pipes, stairs, rail or walks; (iv) broken glass; (v) the backing up of any
sewer pipe or washstand, water closet, waste pipe, drain or any other pipe or tank in, upon or
about the Leased Premises; (vi) the escape of steam or hot water; (vii) water, snow or ice being
upon, falling from or coming through the roof, skylight, trap door, stairs, walks or any other
place upon or near the Leased Premises; (viii) the falling of any fixture, plaster, drywall or

stucco; and (ix) any act, omission or negligence of traspassers.

Section 20.15 Binding Effect. This Lease does not constitute an offer to lease
and shall not bind Landlord or Tenant unless and until each such party elects to be bound hereby
by executing and delivering to the other party an executed original counterpart hereof.

Section 20.16 Default by Landlord. Landlord shall in no event be charged with
default in the performance of any of its obligations hereunder unless and until Landlord shall
have failed to perform such obligations within sixty (60) days of when they are due to be

performed, except in cases when documents are *aquired or consents needed in less than sixty
(60) days in which case failure to render timely shall be deemed to be approval or consent of
L=M~d (or such additional time as is reasonably required to correct any such defaul,t) except
for Landlord's default in making timely payment of taxes and interest, in which case Landlord
shall be in default when such payments are delinquent or past due. Tenant agrees to give to the
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holder of record of any mortgage covering the Leased Pamises notice simultaneously with any
notice given to Landlord to correct any default of Landlord as hereinabove provided and agrees
that the holder of record of any rücitgage shall have the right, after receipt of notice of such

default, within sixty (60) days after the expiration of Tenant's applicable cure period with respect

thereto, to corfect or remedy such default before Tenant may take any action under this Lease by
reason of such default. Landlord shall also give to the holder of any mortgage copies of any
notices of defauk which it may give or send to Tenant.

Section 20.17 Liens. Tenant shall not do or suffer anything to be done whereby
the Leased Premises, or any portion thereof, or any interest therein, may be encumbered by any
liens of mechanics, läbGrers, or materialmen, chattel mortgages or any other liens. Tenant shall,
whenever and as often as any such liens are filed against the Leased Premises, or any portion

thereof, püiporting to be for labor or material furnished or to be fumished to Tenant, discharge
the same of record within thirty (30) days after the date of filing by payment, bonding or

otherwise, as provided by law. In the event of the default of Tenant in procuring the discharge,
as aforesaid, of any such lien, Landlord may, with five (5) days prior notice, procure such
discharge and the expenses incurred by Landlord in obtaining such discharge shall be paid by
Tenant as Additional Rent within ten (10) days after notice from Landlord of the amount thereof.

Section 20.18 Eubligjly, All news releases, publicity or advertising by Tenant or
their Affiliates through any media intended to reach the general public which refers to Landlord,
or its Affiliates, this Lease or the purchase of the Real Pròperty shall be subject to the prior
written appmval of Landlord.

Section 20.19 Trial by Jury. TENANT HEREBY AGREES NOT TO ELECT

A TRIAL BY JURY OF ANY ISSUE TRIABLE OF RIGHT BY JURY, AND WAIVES

ANY RIGHT TO TRIAL BY JURY FULLY TO THE EXTENT THAT ANY SUCH
RIGHT SHALL NOW OR HEREAFTER EXIST WITH REGARD TO THIS LEASE, OR
ANY CLAIM, COUNTERCLAIM OR OTHER ACTION ARISING IN CONNECTION
THEREWITH. THIS WAIVER OF RIGHT TO TRIAL BY JURY IS GIVEN

KNOWINGLY AND VOLUNTARILY BY TENANT, AND IS INTENDED TO
ENCOMPASS INDIVIDUALLY EACH INSTANCE AND EACH ISSUE AS TO WHICH
THE RIGHT TO A TRIAL BY JURY WOULD OTHERWISE ACCRUE. LANDLORD
IS HEREBY AUTHORIZED TO FILE A COPY OF THIS PARAGRAPH IN ANY
PROCEEDING AS CONCLUSIVE EVIDENCE OF THIS WAIVER BY TENANT.

Section 20.20 C_oastty-cqliop-aadJn-t-rpretation. The Parties have each negotiated
the terms and conditions hereof and reviewed this Lease carefully. It is the intent of the Parties
that each word, phrase, sentence and other part hereof shall be given its plain meaning, and that
rules of inicipretation or construction of contracts that would construe any =biguity of any part
hereof against the draftsman, by virthe of being the draftsman, shall not apply.

Section 20,21 Accord and Satisfaction, No payment by Tenant or receipt by
Landlord of a lesser amount than shall be due hander, shall be deemed to be other than a

payment on account nor shall any endorsement or statement on any check or any letter

accompanying any check or payment as rent be given any effect or be deemed an accord and
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satisfaction, and Landlord may accept such checks without prejudice to any other rights or
remedies which Landlord may have.

Section 20.22 Cantions and Headings. 'lite captions and headings set forth in this
Lease are included for convenience and reference only, and the words obtained therein shall in
no way be held or dscmed to define, limit, describe, explain, modify, amplify or add to the

interpretation, construction or meaning of, or the scope or intent of, this Lease, or any parts
hereof or thereof.

Section 20,23 Time h of the Essence. Time is of the essence of each and every
term, conditian, covenant and warranty set forth herein or in any of the other Lease Documents.

Section 20,24 . This Lease and the other Lease
Documents shan (a) be binding upon Tenant and Tenant's legal repramentatives and parmined
successors and permitted assigns, and (b) inure to the benefit of Landlord and any other person
or entity who may now or hereafter hold the interest of Landlord under this Lease and their
respective successors and assigns.

Section 20.25 No Third Party BeneficiariesThis Lease is solely for the benefit of

Landlord, its sncoessors and assigns, and Tenant, and nothing coñtaiñ©;l herein shall confer upon

any person other than Tenant or Landlord or their respective successors and assigns, any right to
insist upon or to enforce the performance or observance of any of the obligations contained

herein, except only as may be otherwise specifically provided for in this Lease. All conditions to
the obligations of Landlord to advance or make available pr~~eede of irsarañca or cor#=ntion
are imposed solely and exclusively for the benefit of Landlord, its successors and assigns. No
other person or entity shall have standing to require satisfaction of such conditions in accadance
with their terms, and no other person or entity shaU, under any circumstances, be a beneficiary of
such conditions, any or all of which may be freely waived in whole or in part by Landlord at any
time, if in Landlord's sole and absolute discretion, Landlord deems it advisable or desirable to do

Section 20.26 Non Competition and Non Solicitation,

Tenant agrees to the following restrictive covenants and agrscmcata which
covenants are not ssverable from this Lease and whkh are included to protect the value of the
Leased Premises. Accordingly, Tenant agrees that it and their Affiliates will not, during the
Term of this Lease at any time for a period of two (2) years after the expiration or early
termination of this Lease, directly or indirectly, together or alone or in conjunction with any
others, engage in the following·

(1) compete with the business conducted at the Facility, and-for these
purposes will not own, manage, operate, join, control or participate in, or be connected as an

officer, employee, partner, director, trustee or otherwise in any manner with a comy-uf which

owns or operates (or provides consulting and/or management services to any skilled nursing
facility located within the Primary Market of the Pacility or (ii) any company providing hospice
services in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, or, otherwise lend credit to a person, finn or

entity of a type which they prohibited from owning,
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(il) solicit or hire any then current or former (having provided services

during the period commencing one year prior to such date of solicitation or hire) employees of
the Facility (except for employment at the Facility),

(iii) solicit or cause any then current resident of the Facility to move to
another nursing facility unless, except during the Term of this Lease the Facility can no longer
provide adequate care for such resident.

Tenant acknowledges and agrees that the remedy at law for any breach or threat
of breach of the foregoing agreements will be inadequate and that Landlord shall be entitled to
in-junctive relief in addition to any rights or remedies available to it for any breach or threat of
breachhereof. The foregoing covenants shall be deemed to be severable and if the same be held
invalid by reason of length of time or area covered, or both, the Tenant agrees that such length of
time or area covered, or either of them, shall be reduced to the extent necessary to cure such

invalidity and the provisions hereof shall be enforceable to the fullest extent permitted by law.

Section 20.27 Subdivision. If the Leased Pmmises are in excess of that which is
required to operate the Facility in accordance with the Intended Use, Landlord may subdivide the
Leased Premises and amend this Lease to include only so much of the Leased Prerrtises as is

necessary to operate the Pacility in accordance with the Primary Intended Use. If Landlord
subdivides the Leased Premises there shall be no change in the Rent payable hereunder, After

any such subdivisics, Tenant shall have no rights to any land which is no longer part of the
Leased Promises and Landloni may sell, lease or develop any land which is no longer part of the

Leased Premises. If Lef ord elects to subdividc the Leased Premises Tenant shall cooperate
with Landlord and take all actions reasonably requested by Landlord to effect such subdivision.

Section 20.28 Landlord Not in Controh No Partnership. None of the covenants
or other provisions contained in this Lease shall, or shall be deemed to, give Landlord the right

or power to exercise control over the affairs or management of Tenant, the power of Landlord

being limited to the rights to exemise the remedies referred to in this Lease. The relationship
between Tenant, on the one hand, and Landlord, on the other hand, is, and at all times shall

remain, solely that of landlord and tenant. No covenant or provision of this Lease is irdcaded,
nor shall it be deemed or constroed, to oreate a partnership, joint venture, agency or common
interest in profits or income between Landlord, on the one hand, and Tenant, on the other hand.
Landlord undertakes or assumes no responsibility or duty to Tenant or to any other person with

respect lo the Facility or this Lease, except as expressly provided in this Lease; and

notwithstanding any other provision of this Lease (a) Landlord shall not be comed as, a

partner, joint venturer, alter ego, manager, nontrolling person or other business associate or
participant of any kind of Tenant or its stockholders, members, or partners and Landlord never

intends to ever assume such status; (b) Landlord shall not in any event be liable for any debts,
expenses or losses incurred or sustained by Tenant; and (c) Landlord shall not be deemed
responsible for or a participant in any acts, omissions or decisions of Tenant or their

stockholders, members, or partners, Landlord, on the one hand, and Tenant, on the other hand,
disclaim any intenden to oreate any partnership, joint venture, agency or common interest in
profits or income bêtwéüa Landlord. on the one hand, and Tenant, on the other hand, or any
sharing of liabilities, losses, costs or expenses.
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Section 20.29 Tenant Cooperation, Tenant agrees to cooperate with Landlord in

providing, and upon request by Landlord or its lender, Tenant shall provide or cause its
subtenants to provide, such documents, infonnation, financial reports, and such other items as

may be required by Mortgagee in connection with Landlord's loan or loans to acquire the Leased
Panises, Tenant agrees to cause its outside counsel to provide updated healthcare opinions
required by Mortgagee in connection with the haM=e operations by Tenant or its subtenants
at the Facility, and if required by Mortgagee, an opinion of counsel as to the due formation of
Tenant and Its subtenants and due execution by said parties, and Tenant Affiliates, of the Lease,
all subleases, all guaranties of the Lease, and any other documents exeonted by such parties in
ccññcction with the loan(s) from Mortgagee to Landlord. Tenant agrees to execute, and cause
the subtenants to execute, SNDAs in form and a±:ª=ê required by Mortgagee and by its
prospective lender who will be making HUD-insured loans to Landlords. Tenant further agrees
to cooperate with Landlord and with its lenders who are processing and will be making HUD
Loans to Landlords.

Section 20.30 Caoitalized Terms. To the extent capitalized terms used herein are
not defined, they shall have the same meaning as capPaMed tenns in the Loan Documcñts.

Section 20,31 Affiliate, The tenn
"Affiliate"

shall mean, as to any Person, any
other Person that, directly or indirectly, is in control of, is controlled by or is under common
control with such Person or is a director or offloor of such Person or of an Affiliate of such
Person.

ARTICLE XXI

REMEDIES CUMULATIVE

Section 21.1 The rights and remedies set forth under this Lease are in addition
to all other rights and remedies afforded to Landlord under any of the other documents
contemplated under this Lease ("Lease Documents") or at law or in equity, all of which are

hereby reserved by Landlord, and this Lease is made and accepted without prejudice to any such
rights and remedies. All of the rights and remedies of Landlord under each of the Lease
Documents shall be separate and camalative and may be exercised coñcmisatly or successively
in Landlord's sole and absolute discretion,

ARTICLE XXII

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY

Section 22.1 Liability. No member, manager, officer, starselds, employee or
agent of Leadlord or its respective affiliates shall be held to any personal liability, jointly, or

severally, for any obligation of, or claim against Landlord under this Lease. All persons dealing
with Landlord, in any way, shall 1ook only to the assets of Landlord for the paymcñ‡ of any stun
or the performance of any obligations. ,
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Section 22.2 Copemential Ihmarca, Under no circumstances shall Landlord
be liable to Tenant or any subtenant or Affiliate of Tenant for any consequential, specified,
exemplary or permitted damages.

Section 22.3 Liability Limited to Interest in Premises. Tenant shall look solely to
Landlord's interest in the Leased Premises owned by Landlord to satisfy any liability arising
under this Lease. h is specifically agreed that no constituent partner in Landlord or officer,
director, member, manager or employee of Landlord shall ever be personally liable for any such
judgment or for the psymcat of any monetary obligation to Tenant. Except as etherdae

expressly provided herein, in no event shall Landlord ever be liable to Tenant for any indirect or
consequential damages suffered by Tenant from whatever cause.

ARTICLE XXIII

REGULATORY ACTIONS

Section 23.1 Notice of Litigation. (a) Promptly after receipt by Tenant or its
Aniliates of notice of the commencement thereof, Tenant shall provide Landlord with notice of
all actions, suits, and proceedings before any Gar-ente Authority affecting Tenant, or its
Affiliates or its Subtanaats, which, if detennined adversely to Tenant, its Affiliates or its

Subtenants, could result in a judgment equal to or greater than Fifty Thoused Dollars
($50,000.00).

(b) Notice of Repulatory Actions, Promptly after receipt by Tenant or its
Affiliates of the notice of commañcement thereof, Tenant shall provide Landlord with notice
of (i) any audit, investigation, claim (excluding adju#m±nts, complaints, and corrective

activity in the ordinary course of business), proceeding, settlement, judgm=t, consent order,
or corporate integrity agreement by or imposed by any Govemmental Authority, (ii) any
suspension, debannent or disqualification of Tenant, its officers and mcmbs, or its
Affiliates from being a health cam provider, government contractor, holder of any health care
license or recipient of reimbursement from any third party payor, (lli) any suspension,
tennination, or revocation of any health care license of Tenant or any or any of Tenant's
Affiliates or (iv) any self or voluntary disclosure of any overpâyment to a third party payor

by Tenant or any of Tenant's Affiliates.

(c) Notice of Settlement Negotigions. Tenant shall provide Landlord
with reac~*able notice of any and all settlement discussions and/or negotiations (excluding
adjnatments, complaints and corrective activity in the ordinary course of business).between

representatives of Tenant and/or its Subtenants and any Governmental Authority, including
without limitation negotiations with respect to any claim, settlement agreement, consent
order or corporate integrity agreement bctwcen Tenant and its Affiliates and any
Govemmental Authority ("Settlement Discussions"). In connection with Settlement

Discussions, (i) Tenant shall timely provide Landlord with copies of any and all documents
that Tenant and/or its Subtenants intends to submit, or that Tenant and/or its Subtenets

receives, in connection with any Settlement Discussions, and (ii) Tenant shall advise
Landlord as to the status of the Settlement Discussions.
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No receipt of any such notice under subsections (a), (b) and (c) shall impose any
obligation on Landlord to take any action or to enforce its righth hereunder or otherwise remedy
the circumstances leading to such notice,

ARTICLE XXIV .

ANTI-TERRORISM AND ANTI-MONEY LAUNDERING COMPLIANCE

Section 24.1 Compliance with Anti-Termrism LawsTenant represents and
warrants to Landlord that It is not, and, after making due inquiry, that no person who owns a

controlling interest in or otherwise controls Tenant is, (i) listed on the Specially Designated
Nationals and Blocked persons List (the "SDN List") maintained by the Office of Foreign Assets
Control ("OFAC"), Department of the Treasury, and/or on any other similar list ("Other

Lists"

and, collectively with the SDN List, the "Lists") maintained by the OPAC pursuant to any
authorizing statute, Executive Order or regulation (collectively, "OFAC Laws and

Regulations"); or (ii) a person (a "Designated Person") either (A) included within the term
"designated national" as defined in the Cuban Assets Contal Regulations, 31 C.F.R. Part 515, or

(B) deaîgaated under Sectians 1(a), 1(b), 1(c) or 1(d) of Executive Order No. 13224, 66 Fed.
Reg. 49079 (published September 25, 2001) or similarly designated under any related enabling
legislation or any other similar Executive Orders (collectively, the "Executive Orders"). The
OFAC Laws and Regulations and the Executive Orders are collectively referred to in this
Agreement as the "Anti-Terrorism Laws". Tenant represents and wrish that it requires, and
has taken reasonable measures to ensure ccepliance with the requirement, that no person who

owns any other direct interest in Tenant is or shall be listed on any of the Lists or is or shall be a
Designated Person. This Section 24 1 shall not apply to any person to the extent that such
person's interest in Tenant is through a U.S. Publicly-Traded Entity. As used in this Lease,
"U.S. Publicly-Traded Entity" means a person (other than an individual) whose securities are

listed on a national securities exchange, or quoted on an automated quotation system, in the
United States, or a wholly-owned subsidiary of such a person.

Section 24.2 Fundalnvested in Tenant. Tenant represents and warrants that it
has taken reasonable measues appropriate to the circumstances (and in any event as required by
law), with espect to each holder of .a direct or indirect interest in Tenant, to assure that funds
invested by auch holders in Tenant are derived from legal sources ("Anti-Money Laundenna
Measures"). The Anti-Money L=mdahig Measures have been undertaken in accordance with
the Bank Secreoy Act, 31 U.S.C. §§ 5311 et seq. ("_11SA"), and all applicable laws, regulations
and government gaidaace on BSA compliance and on the prevention and detection of money
laundering violations under 18 U.S.C. §§ 1956 and 1957 (colledvely with the BSA,
"Anti-Money LaunderinRLaws").

Section 24.3 No violation of AntiRoney LaunderingLaws. Tenant repments
and warrants to Landlord, to its actual knowledge after making due inquiry, that neither Tenant
nor any holder of a direct or indirect interest in Tenant (i) is under investigation by any
govcramcatal authority for, or has been charged with, or convicted of, money laundering under
18 U.S.C. §§ 1956 and 1957, drug trafficking, terrorist-related activities or other money

laundering predicate crimes, or any violation of the BSA, (ii) has been assessed civil penalties
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under any Anti-Money I -&±g Laws, or (iii) has had any of its funds seized or faifaited in an
action under any Anti-Money Laundering Laws.

Section 24.4 Te as with Anti-Money Isûñdcrhia Laws. Tenant
represents and warrants to Landlord that it has'taken raseenable measures appropriate to the
circiisñäidsws (in any event as requi ed by law), to ensure that Tenant is in eemplisce with all
current and future Anti-Money Laundering Lawa and laws, regulations and government guidence
for the prevention of terrorism, terrorist financing and drug traffickings

[SEE ATTACHED SIGNATURE PAGES]
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!

IN.WITNESS WHERBOF, the Parties have executed or caused the execution of this
Lease by their respective officers duly authorized as of the day and year first above written,

LANDLORD:

White Plains thedpÎh s C, ,
a Massa limited liabili .ec pay

Manager

TENANT:

HBL SNF, LLC,
a New York limited lia'sility company

By:
Name: ____ __._______.
Its:
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!

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have executed or caused the executicñ of this
Lease by their respective officers duly authorized as of the day and year first above written.

LANDLORD:

White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC, ,
a Mesachusetts limited liability company

By
, Manager

TENANT:

HBL SNF, LLC,
a New York limited liability company

By:

ts:
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SCHEDULE 18(k)

Health Care Representations

Health Care Representations. Tenant, for itself, and for the Subtenants, do

hereby represent and warrant to Landlord, its successors and assigns, as of the date of the Lease,
that:

(a) All Medicare and Medicaid provider agreements, certificates of need, if

applicable, certifications, govemmental licenses, permits, regulatory agreements or other
agreements and approvals, including certificates of operation, completion and occupancy,
and state nursing facility licenses or other licenses required by Health Care Authorities
(as' defined in the Lease) for the legal use, occupancy and operation of the Facility
(collectively, the "Health Care Licenses") for the Facility have been obtained by the

party required to hold such Health Care Licenses and are in full force and effect,

including approved provider status in any approved third-party payor program. Each
Subtenant (hereinafter *Operator") owns and/or possesses, and holds free from
restrictions or conflicts with the rights of others, all such Health Care Licenses and will
operate or cause the Facility to be operated in such a manner that the He'alth Care
Licenses shall remain in full force and effect;

(b) The Facility is duly licensed as a skilled nursing facility as required under
the applicable laws of the State of New York. The licensed bed capacity of the Facility
and the actual bed count 0psiäted at the Facility is 160. The Tenant has not applied to
reduce the number of licensed or certified beds of the Facility or to move or transfer the
right to any and all of the licensed or certified beds of the Facility to any other location or
to amend or otherwise change the Facility and/or the number of beds approved by the
DOH or other applicable state licensing agency, and there are no proceedings or actions

pending or contemplated to reduce the number of licensed or certified beds of the

Facility;

(c) The Health Care License with respect to the Facility (i) has not been and will
not be (A) transferred to any locatica other than the Facility or (B) pledged as collateral

security (other than any pledge as collateral security to Tenant's accounts receivable
lender approved by Landlord which pledge is subject to the interests of (x) Landlord
under the Lease and (y) Mortgagee, including the liens and security interests of the Loan

Documents), (ii) is and will continue to be held free from restrictions or known conflicts
that would materially impair the use,or operation of the Facility as intended, and (iii) is
not provisional, probationary, or restricted in any way, except in instances where a
Govemmental Authority or Health Care Authority has issued a provisional, pmbationary
or restricted license, permit or certification in the ordinary course pêñding issuance of a
final license, pennit or certification;

(d) Tenant has or will take any action to rescind, withdraw, revoke, amend,
modify, supplement or otherwise alter the nature, tenor or scope of any Health Care
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License or applicable provider payment program participation other than non material
alterations effected in the onlinary course of business;

(e) Tenant and the operation of the Facility are in material compliance with
the applicable provisions of the Laws and all orders, standards, policies, restrictions or
rules of any Health Care Authority having jurisdiction over the ownership, use,
occupancy or operation of the Facility, including (i)staffing requirements, (11) health and
fire safety codes including quality and safety standards, (i11) accepted professional
standards and principles that apply to the Operator's provision of services at the Facility,

(iv) federal, state or local laws, rules, regulations or published interpretations or policies

relating to the prevention of fraud and abuse, (v) insurance, reimbursement and cost

reportirtg requirements, government payment program requirements and disclosure of

ownership and related information requirements, (vi) requirements of applicable Health
Care Authorhies, including those relating to the Facility's physical structure and

environment, licensing, quality and adequacy of nursing facility care, distributions of

phaññãcéüticals, rate setting, equipment, personnel, operating policies, and additions of

Facility and services, and (vii) any other applicable laws, rcgü!aticñs or agreements for
reimbursement for the type of care or services provided by Tenant and/ with respect to
the Facility. As used herein, "material compliance" means a level of compliance that

would keep Tenant and/ (and the operation of the Facility) free from any final orders or

sanctions by any Covemmcutal Authority or Health Care Authority having jurisdictis
over the operation of the Facility and would not adversely affect Tenant's and/*s

operations, including, but not limited to, its right to receive reimbursement or insurance

payments;

(f) Tenant and the Facility are each in material compliance with the
requirements for participation in the Medicare and Medicaid programs with respect to the

Facility that currently participates in such programs and has a current provider agreement

under Title XVIII and/or XIX of the Social Security Act which is in full force and effect.

Facility has not had any deficiencies on its most recent survey (standard or comiz±a that

would result in a denial of payment for new admissions with no apportunity to correct

prior to tennination. The Facility had not any deficiencies at "level G" or above on its
most recent survey (standard or complaint), nor has Tenant been cited with any
substandard quality of care deficiencies (as that term is defined in Part 488 of 42 C.F.R.)
for the past two consecutive surveys. The Facility has not been designated as a Special

Focus Facility (as such term is defined by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid
Services Special Focus Facility Program);

(g) Neither Tenant nor the Facility is a target of, participant in, or subject to

any action, proceeding, suit, audit, investigation or sanction by any Health Care Authority
or any other adminintrative or investigative body or entity or any other third party payor

or any patient or resident (including, without limitation, whistleblower suits, or suits
brought pursuant to federal or state False Claims Acts, and Medicaid/Medicare/State
fraud/abuse laws, but excluding medical malpractice claims and other civil liability
lawsuits for which the Facility is mé±±±;; insurance coverage in the ordinary course
of business) which may result, directly or indirectly or with the passage of time, in the

imposition of a fine, penalty, altemative, interim or final sanction, a lower rate
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certification, recoupment, iccavery, suspension or discontinuance of all or part of
reimbursement from any Health Care Authority, third-party payor, insurance carrier or
private payor, a lower reimbursement rate for services rendered to eligible patients, or

any other civil or edmi=l remedy, or which could reasonably be expected to have a
material adverse effect on Landlord, Tenant , or the operation of the Facility, including
the Facility's ability to accept or retain residcats, or which could result in the
appointment of a receiver or manager, or in the modification, limitation, tre!ment,
rev scâh, transfer, surrender, suspension or other impairment of a Health Care License,
or affect Tenant's 's participation in the Medicare, Medicaid, or third-party payor

program, as applicable, or any successor program thereto, at current rate certification, nor
has any such action, proceeding, suit, investigation or audit been threatcasd;

(h) There are no agreements with residents of the Facility or with any other
persons or organizations that deviate in any material adverse respect from or that conflict

with, any statutory or regulatory requireménts. All resident records at the Facility,

hekding patient and/or resident accounts records, are true, complete, and correct in all
material respects;

(i) Other than the Medicare, Medicaid, and Veteran Administration programs,
Tenant is not a participant in any federal, state or local program whereby any federal,
state or local govemment or quasi-gevcimnental body, or any intennediary, agency,
board or other authority or entity may have the right to recover funds with respect to any
Individual Property by reason of the advance of federal, state or local funds, incindkg,
without limitation those authorized under the Hill-Burton Act (42 U.S.C. 291, g sea).
Tenant has received no notice, and is not aware of any violation of applicable antitrust

laws;

(j) Tenant's private payor, Medicaid, Medicare, and/or managed care

company, insurance company or other third-party iñatirâñce accounts receivable with
respect to the Facility are free of any liens and Tenant has not pledged any of its
receivables as collateral security for any loan or indebtedness:

(k) Tenant is not a party to any collective bargaiñing agreement or other labor
contract applicable to persons employed by it at the Facility and there are no theatened
or pending labor disputes at the Facility;

(1) Tenant has instituted, and the Facility is opeated in material compliance

with, a compliaace plan which follows applicable guidelines established by Health Care

Authorities;

(m) Tenant is in compliance with the Health Care Insurance Portability and

Accc=t±ility Act of 1996, and theregulations pronmlgated thereunder;

(n) There is no threatened or pending revocation, suspension, termination,
probation, restriction, limitation, or non-renewal affecting Tenant and/or the Facility or
provider agreement with any third-party payor, Medicare or Mediceid;
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(o) All Medicare, Medicaid, and private insurance cost reports and financial
reports shmitted by or on behalf of the Facility are and will continue to be materially
accurate and complete and have not been and will not be misleading in any material

respects;

(p) The Facility and the use thereof complies in all material respects with all

eppliceb1e local, state, and federal building codes, fire codes, and other similar regulatory
requirements and no waivers of such physical plant standards exist at the Facility;

(q) Any existing agreement relating to the u-3oinent or operation of the

Facility is in full force and effect and is not in default by any party, In the event any
management or operating agreement is tenninated or in the event of foreclosure or other

acquisition, the subsequent operator need not obtain a certificate of need prior to spplying
for and receiving a license to operate the Facility or prior to receiving Medicare or
Medicaid payments, as applicable;

(r) There are no actions, suits, or proceediñgii at law or in equity by any
person or entity, islü‡ng any Govemmental Authority or any Health Care Authority or
other agency now pending or threatened against or affecting Tenant and/or the Facility,
which actions, suits or proceedings, individually or collectively, if dctcrmined against
Tenant and/or the Facility, might matcrially adversely affect the canditicñ

(f' or

otherwise) or business of Tenant and/or the condition, ownership or operation of the

Facility.
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SCHEDULE 19.2

"Special Paracsc
Entity" shall mean a corporation, litrlited partnership or limited liability

y (such entity eemetimes referred to herein as the "Company") which at all times on and
after the date hereof:

(d) is organized solely for the purpose of (i) acquiring, developing, owning,
holding, selling, leasing, transferring, exchsging, managing and operating the Leased

P=mises, cñtering into this Lease with Landlord, subleasing the Leased Premises to affiliated

subtccants; and (ii) transacting lawful business that is incident, necessary and appropriate to
accomplish the foregoing;

(e) is not engaged and will not engage, directly or indirectly, in any business
unrelated to those acuvides required or pennitted to be pciformed under the Lease, including
pursuañt to this definition of "Special Purpose Entity"

and Subsectionfal above, as

applicable;

(f) does not have and will not have any assets other than those (i) related to
the Leased Premises or its partnership interest in the limited pshiowhip or the member
interest in the limited liability company that operates the Leased Premises or acts as the

general partner or managing member thereof, as applicable, and (ii) iñcidentâI personal

propeaty necessary for the conduct of its business, as applicable;

(g) has not engaged, sought or conseted to and will not engage iji, seek or

consent to any dissolution, winding up, liquidstiön, consolidation, merger, sale of all or

substantially all of its assets, transfer of partnership or membership interests (if such entity is

a general partner in a limited partnership or a member In a limited liability company) or
amendment of its limited partnership agreement, articles of incorporation. .articles of

organization, certificate of formation or operating agreement (as applicabic) with respect to

the matters set forth in this definition;

(h) is and will remain solvent and pay its debts and liabilides (including, as

applicable, shared persome! and overhead expenses) from its assets as the same shall become

due, and is mer±ing and will maintain adequate capital for the normal obligations

reasonably foreseeable in a business of its size and character and in light of its centemplated

business operations;

(i) has not failed and will not fail to correct any known misunderstanding

regarding its separate identity;

(j) has mentained and will maintain its accounts, books and records separate
from those of any other person, individual or entity (a "Person") and maia:ain its bank
accounts separate from those of any other Person. To the extent required by law to file a tax

return, will file its own tax retums, except to the extent it is required to file cori=endatêd tax
returns by law;
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(k) has maintained and will raidatalñ its own records, books, resolutions and

agmements;

(1) has not commingled and will not commingle its funds or assets with those
of any other Person and has not paiticipated and will not participate in any cash management
system with any other Person other than pursuant to its [insert any credit facilities or
accounts receivables financings] ;

(m)has held and will hold its assets in its own name;

(n) has conducted and wilt conduct its business in its name;

(o) has maintained and will :naintain its financial statements, accounting
records and other entity documents separate from any other Person and has not pennitted and
will not permit its assets to be listed as assets on the financial statement of any other entity
except as required by GAAP; provided, however, that any such censolidated financial
statemet shaII contain a note indieMing that its separate assets and liabilities are neither
available to pay the debts of the ennmud=*=d

entity nor e=NT a obligations of the
consolidated entity;

(p) has paid and will pay its own liabilities and expenses, including the
salaries of its own employees, if any, out of its own funds and assets, and bas maintained and
will maintain a sufficient number of employees, if any, in light of its costsplated business
operations and in accordance with all Laws;

(q) has observed and will observe all partnership, corporate or limited liability
company formalities, as applicable;

(r) has and will have no indebtedness other than (i) liabilities under this Lease

or any S'1blene (ii)1iabilities incurred in the ordinary course of business relating to the

ownership and operation of the Izased Premises and the routine administration of Tenant,
and (iii) such other liabilities that are permitted under this Lease;

(s) has not and will not assume or guarantee or become obligated for the debts

of any other Person or hold out its credit as being available to satisfy the obligatioils'of any
other Person except as permitted pursuant to this Lease;

(t) has not and will not acquire obligations or securities of its partacts,
members or shareholders or any other Affiliate;

(u) has allocated and will allocate fairly, reasonably and in accordance with
all Laws, any overhead espenses that are shared with any Affiliate, including, but not limited

to, paying for shared office space and services performed by any cmploycc of an AfMiate;

(v) maintains and uses and will mainteia and use separate stationery, invoices
and checks bearing its name. The stationery, invoices, and checks utilized by the Tenant or
utilized to collect its funds or pay its expenses shall bear its own name and shall not bear the
name of any other entity;
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(w)has not pledged and will not pledge its assets for the beneth of any other

Person;

(x) has held itself out and identified itself and will hold itself out and identify
itself as a separate and distinct entity under its own name and not as a division or part of any
other Person;

(y) has 1ñaiñ±âined and will maintain its assets in such a manner that it will not
be costly or difficult to segregate, ascertain or identify its indhidüãl assets from those of any
other Person;

(z) bas not made and will not make loans to any Person or hold evidcace of
indebtcdæü issued by any other Person or entity;

(an) has not identified and will not identify its partners, members or

shareholders, or any Affiliate of any of them, as a division or part of it, and has not identified
itself and shall not identify itself as a division of any other Person;

(bb) has not entered into or been a party to, and will not enter into or be a

party to, any transaction with its parma, ma=hm, shareholders or Affiliates except (A) in
the ordinary course of its business and on tenna which are intrinsically fair, comrnercially
reasonable and are in compliance with all Laws and no less favorable to it than would be
shtaiñêd in a comparable arm's-length transactica with an unrelated third party and (B) in
connection with this Lease;

(cc) has not and will not have any obligation to, and will not, indemnify its

partners, officers, directors or members, as the case may be, unless such an chligatica is fully
subordinated to the Rent payable under this Lease and will not constitute a claim against it in
the event that cash flow in exce ss of the amount required to pay the Rent is insufficietit to

pay such obligation;

(dd) it shall consider the interests of its creditors in caññêçti0n with all

limited Jiability company actions;

(ee) does not and will not have any of its obligellens guaranteed by any
Affiliate except obligations under this Lease;

(ff) if such entity is a limited liability company, it shall have its own board of
directors or board of managers, and shall cause such board to meet at least aññüally or act

pursuant to written consent and keep minutes of such meetings and actions and observe all

other corporate formalities;

(gg) has complied and will cornply with all of the terms and provisions
contained in its organizational documents. The statement of facts contained in its

organizational documents are true and correct and will remain true and correct;

(hh) has not and will not perrnit any other Person independen! access to its

bank accounts;
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(ii) has caused and will cause all reprascñiatives of Tenant to act at all times
with respect to Tenant cesidsey and in furtherance of the foregaing; and

(jj) has not and will not form, acquire, or hold any subsidiary or own any
equity interest in any other entity.
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TEMPORARY 

CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY 
DEPARTMENT OF BUILDING 

THE CITY OF WHITE PLAINS, NEW YORK 

Certficate No: 

RE: Application No: 2016-0589BLDG 

Permit No: 2016-0589BLDG 

Date of Issue: 10/31/2019 

TIDS CERTIFIES THAT THE BUILDING( or portion of the building as noted below) located at: 

120 CHURCH ST 

City of White Plains, NY 10601 

SBL: 125.67-3-1 

May be used subject to the following conditions: 

Date of Occupancy: 10/31/2019 through)/29/2020 

438 Type of Use Authorized: 

Portion of Building to be Occupied: :.-_.. 

Land/Use Conditions: All affidavits and final inspep,t.ions to be conducted and approved prior to issuance of final 

Certificate of Occupancy. 

· the buildin . 

The Owner of these premises by acceptance of oc,1,1 ee expeditiously with all remaining work required to 
qualify the building for a final Certificate of Occupancy or Compliance and to call for all Inspections relating thereto. Said owner Is also 
required to maintain all portions of their premises in a safe condition, and to provide adequate safeguards to prevent all tenants and the publlc 
from entering into any active construction areas. 
At the end of the time period specified above, this Temporary Certificate of Occupancy or Compliance will automatically expire. In order to 
continue occupancy of the building, either an extension of this Certificate or a Final Certificate of Occupancy or Compliance must be obtained 
from the Commissioner of Bullding. 
This Certificate does not in any way relieve the owners, or any other person or person In possession or control of the building or any part 
thereof, from obtaining such other permits or licenses as may be prescribed by law for the uses or purposes for which the building is 
designated or intended; not from complying with any lawful order Issued with the object of maintaining the building In a safe condition. 

Owner: 

Tms CERTIFICATE IS ISSUED TO 
WHITE PLAINS HEAL TH CARE 

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE 

PROPERTIES 1, LLC - JOSH ROCCAPRIORE 

2 BOURBON STREET, SUITE 200 

PEABODY MA 01960 

J 1//_,., 

t!d;;cM;/ 
/ct.MON ... AMADIO~ - COMM1S 
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SAM oocumentero4-2oir

Certificate of Substantial Completion

PROJECT: (name and address) CONTRACT INFORMATION: CERTIFICATE INFORMATION:
White Plains Institute for Rehabilitaticil Contract For: General Construction Certificate Number: 001
and Healthcare
120 Church Street Date: June 12, 2017 Date: October 4, 2019
White Plains, NY

OWNER: (name and address) ARCHITECT: (name and address) CONTRACTOR: (name and address)
White Plains Health Care Properties I, The Architectural Team, Inc. Congress/Consigli Joint Venture C/O The
LLC 50 Commandant's Way Congress Compan½

Chelsea, MA 02150 West Peabody Executive Center
Suite 200
2 Bourbon Street

West Peabody Executive Center Peabody, MA
Suite 200

Peabody, MA 01960

The Work Wiñed below has been revic..ca and found, to the Architect's best knowledge, information, and belief, to be substantially
complete. Substantial Co-piction is the stage in the progress of the Work when the Work or designated portion is sufficiently complete in
a~"~ua-a with the Contract Documents so that the Owner can occupy or utilize the Work for its intended use. The date of Substantial
Completion of the Project or portion designated below is the date established by this Certificate.

(Identify the Work, or portion thereof that is substantially complete.)
This certificate applies to the entire job.

The Architectural Team,
Inc. Gary M. Kane September 30, 2019
ARCHITECT (Firm Name) SIGNATURE PRINTED NAME AND TITLE DATE OF SUBSTANTIAL COMPLETION

WARRANTIES
The date of Sub:±:ntial Completion of the Project or portion designated above is also the date of commencement of applicäble warranties
required by the Contract Documents, except as stated below:

(Identify warranties that do not comm-ce on the date of Substantial Completicñ, if any, and indicate their date of commencement.)
Not Applicable

WORK TO BE COMPLETED OR CORRECTED
A list of items to be cGepicted or corrected is attached hereto, or transmitted as agreed upon by the parties, and identiñed as follows:

(Identify the list of Work to be completed or corrected.)
See attached montized Punch List dated October 4, 2019.

The failure to include any items on such list does not alter the responsibility of the Contractor to complete all Work in accordance with the
Contract Documents. Unless otherwise agreed to in writing, the date of cem_mencement of warranties for items on the attached list will be
the date of issuance of the final Certificate of Payment or the date of final payment, whichever occurs first. The Centracter will complete or
correct the Work on the list of items attached hereto within thirty (30) days from the above date of Substaiitial Completion.

Cost estimate of Work to be cailipleted or corrected: seise• NG. A
The rerM!itic: of the Owner and Contractor for security, iiialiitciiaiice, heat, utilities, damage to the Work, ins".rance, and other items
identified below shall be as follows:
(Note: Owner's and Contractor's legal and insurance counsel should review insurance requirements and coverage.)
Shall be in accordance with the Owner/Contractor agreement.

The Owner and Contractor hereby accept the responsibilities assigned to them in this Certificate of "tzstis! Coinp1ction:

AIA Document G704™ - 2017. Copyright © 1963, 1978, 1992, 2000 and 2017 by The American Institute of Architects. All rights reserved. WARNING: This
AIA® Document is protected by U.S. Cepyñght Law and International Treaties. Unaütha‰d r;± n or distdbution of this AIA® De==cnt, or
any portion of it, may result in severe civil and criminal penalties, and will be prosecuted to the r± extent possible under the law. This
document was produced by AIA software at 16:27:16 ET on 10iG4i2019under Order No. 6314616400 which expires on 01/30/2020, and is not for resale.
User Notes: (3B9ADA4B)
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Congress/Consigli Join 

Venture C/0 The Congress 

Companies 

CONTRACTOR (Firm 

Name) 
White Plains Health Care 

Properties I, LLC 

OWNER (Firm Name) 

SIGNATURE PRINTED NAME AND TITLE DATE 

SIGNATURE PRINTED NAME AND TITLE DATE 

AIA Document G704™ - 2017. Copyright© 1963, 1978, 1992, 2000 and 2017 by The American lnstitule of Architects. All rights reserved. WARNING: This 
AIA® Document is protected by U.S. Copyright Law and International Treaties. Unauthorized reproduction or distribution of this AIA® Document, or 2 
any portion of It, may result in severe civil and criminal penalties, and will be prosecuted to the maximum extent possible under the law. This 
document was produced by AIA software at 16:27:16 ET on 10/04/2019 under Order No. 6314616400 which expires on 01/30/2020, and is not for resale. 
User Notes: (389ADA48) 
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4
WYORK 
TEOF 
ORTUNITY. 

ANDREW M. CUOMO 

Governor 

December 2, 2019 

Andrew Blatt 
Consultant 

Department 
of Health 

HOWARD A. ZUCKER, M.D., J.D. 

Commissioner 

Pinnacle Health Consultants, LLC 
1890 Palmer Avenue 
Suite 204 

Larchmont, NY 10538 

Re: CON #092058 

SALLY DRESLIN, M.S., R.N. 

Executive Deputy Commissioner 

Establish and construct a 160 bed RHCF; HBL SNF, LLC dfb/a The 
Rehabilitation and Nursing Center of White Plains 

Dear Mr. Blatt: 

Based on the pre-opening survey conducted on September 19, 2019, the facility was found 
to be in substantial compliance with the applicable provisions of 10 NYCRR. 

As a result of this inspection, approval is granted to use the areas that were renovated 
and/ or constructed as part of the above-mentioned CON project. This approval is effective 
November 14, 2019. 

If you have any questions regarding this letter, please contact Chris Chow at 
(631) 851-3612, chris.chow@health.ny.gov. Written correspondence should be sent to 
the New York State Department of Health, Courthouse Corporate Center, 320 Carleton 
Avenue, Suite 5000, Central Islip, NY 11722. 

Sincerely, 

Chris Chow 
Principal Sanitarian 
Division of Nursing Homes and 
Intermediate Care Facilities/HD 

Empire State Plaza, Corning Tower, Albany, NY 12237 I health.ny.gov 
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 

COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER 

 

 

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC, 

 

Plaintiff, 

 

– against – 

 

HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/K/A LIZER 

JOZOFOVIC and MARK NEUMAN, 

Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiff, 

 

- against - 

 

CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY  

CONSULTING, THE CONGRESS COMPANIES,  

HOWARD FENSTERMAN, and WILLIAM  

NICHOLSON,  

 

Third-Party Defendants. 

 

 

 

Index No. 60278/2020 

 

 
 

 

 
MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS 

COUNTERCLAIMS AND THIRD-PARTY CLAIMS 
 

 

DELBELLO DONNELLAN WEINGARTEN WISE & WIEDERKEHR, LLP 

Lead Counsel for Plaintiff White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC 

One North Lexington Avenue, 11th Floor 

White Plains, New York 10601 

Tel.: (914) 681-0200 

 

-and- 

 

ABRAMS, FENSTERMAN, FENSTERMAN, EISMAN, FORMATO, FERRARA,WOLF & CARONE, LLP 

Co-Counsel for Plaintiff White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC 

81 Main Street, Suite 306 

White Plains, New York 10601 

Tel: (914) 607-7010 

Attorneys for White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC
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PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 

Plaintiff, White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC (“WPH Properties”), and third-party 

defendants, CCC Equities, LLC (“CCCE”), Project Equity Consulting, The Congress Companies 

(“Congress”), Howard Fensterman and William Nicholson (collectively, “third-party 

defendants”), by their attorneys, DelBello, Donnellan, Weingarten, Wise & Wiederkehr, LLP and 

Abrams, Fensterman, Fensterman, Eisman, Formato, Ferrara, Wolf & Carone, LLP, respectfully 

submit this memorandum of law in support of their motion for an order, pursuant to CPLR § 

3211(a)(5) and 3211(a)(7) dismissing the counterclaims and third-party complaint (collectively, 

the “Claims”) asserted by defendants/third-party plaintiffs, HBL SNF, LLC (“HBL”), Lizer 

Jozefovic (“Jozefovic”) and Mark Neuman (“Neuman”) (collectively, “defendants”).  

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 

This action concerns a nursing home facility developed, financed, constructed and owned 

by WPH Properties located at 116-120 Church Street, White Plains, New York. WPH Properties 

leased the nursing home to HBL, an entity controlled by Jozefovic, which is the operator of the 

facility. WPH Properties commenced this action on September 18, 2020 seeking to recover the 

amounts due from HBL to WPH Properties as a result of HBL’s defaults under the lease, and a 

related letter of intent. The defendants filed an answer on November 5, 2020 asserting the Claims 

for an accounting, interest, breach of contract, fraud, fraud in the inducement and bad faith. In 

essence, the defendants assert that that WPH Properties and the third-party defendants failed to 

meet their obligations under a development agreement and the lease with respect to development, 

financing and construction of the nursing home facility. 

The Claims should be dismissed, pursuant to CPLR 3211(a)(5) and (a)(7) because they 

have been released as against WPH Properties and fail to state viable causes of action.  
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2 

First, WPH Properties and HBL are parties to the development agreement, which, as more 

fully demonstrated below, expressly provides that WPH Properties has fulfilled all its obligations 

and responsibilities. Pursuant to the development agreement, the Claims against WPH Properties 

-- asserted in the first, second and third causes of action -- were released and discharged upon 

substantial completion of the nursing home, which occurred in September 2019 before HBL took 

possession.  The Claims were released as against WPH Properties pursuant to the lease as well. 

Under the lease, the defendants waived any claims they may have against WPH Properties in law 

or equity with respect to any aspect of the nursing home facility. The Claims asserted against WPH 

Properties in the first, second and third causes of action should therefore be dismissed pursuant to 

CPLR 3211(a)(5). 

The defendants’ first, second, fourth, fifth and sixth causes of action should be dismissed 

as well under CPLR 3211(a)(7) for failure to state a claim. 

The first cause of action demanding an accounting should be dismissed because the 

defendants do not and cannot allege a fiduciary relationship between the parties, which is necessary 

to obtain an accounting.  

The second cause of action seeks “imputed interest” on a purported loan of $2,200,000 

made by HBL to WPH Properties, but that claim is not viable because, even assuming that the 

$2,200,000 was in fact a loan, the second cause of action expressly pleads that the parties made no 

provision for interest on the alleged loan. 

The fourth, fifth and sixth causes of action alleging fraud in the inducement, bad faith and 

fraud should be dismissed because they: (i) are duplicative of the defendants’ breach of contract 
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3 

claim; (ii) fail to satisfy the applicable pleading standard of CPLR 3016(b), and (iii) fail to state 

viable claims for fraud, bad faith or fraud in the inducement. 

STATEMENT OF FACTS 

A. Background.

WPH Properties developed, financed, constructed and owns a brand new, state-of-the-art, 

160-bed skilled nursing home located at 116-120 Church Street, White Plains, New York (the

“Facility”). Affirmation of Alfred E. Donnellan dated February 3, 2021 (the “Donnellan 

affirmation” or “Donnellan aff.”), ex. A, ¶ 2. HBL, an entity controlled by Jozefovic, is the tenant 

and operator of the Facility. WPH Properties, as developer/landlord and HBL, as tenant/operator, 

are parties to a development agreement (the “Development Agreement”) and an amended and 

restated operating lease (the “Lease”), both dated as of November 19, 2015., Donnellan aff., exs. 

C (Development Agreement) and D (Lease). On July 12, 2017 WPH Properties and HBL entered 

into the renegotiated, amended and restated Lease, which remained dated as of November 19, 

2015. Pursuant to the Development Agreement and the Lease WPH Properties designed, 

constructed and leased the Facility to HBL. Donnellan aff., ex. C, at 1, ¶¶ 1-4. The Lease also 

obligated HBL to deliver a guarantee of all obligations owed by HBL under the Lease from HBL’s 

principals, Jozefovic and Neuman. Donnellan aff., ex. D, at §7.1. This action concerns the material 

default of HBL with respect to HBL’s obligations under the Lease and enforcement of the 

unconditional guaranties executed by Jozefovic and Neuman in favor of WPH Properties. 

Donnellan ex. A. 

On August 22, 2019, after constructing the Facility in full compliance with its obligations 
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under the Development Agreement, WPH Properties obtained a temporary certificate of 

occupancy for the Facility. Donnellan aff., ex. E. Almost immediately after taking possession of 

the Facility, HBL defaulted on its obligations under the Lease. Donnellan ex. A, ¶ 38. After HBL 

defaulted, WPH Properties negotiated in good faith with HBL in an attempt to avoid termination 

of the Lease and, as a result, WPH Properties and HBL entered into a Letter of Intent. HBL 

thereafter breached its obligations under the Letter of Intent. Donnellan aff., ex. A, ¶¶ 53-62. 

On January 7, 2020 WPH Properties served HBL with a Notice of Default and terminated 

the Lease effective January 13, 2020. Donnellan aff., ex. A, ¶¶ 63-66. HBL continues to occupy 

and operate the Facility as a hold-over tenant and HBL has defaulted on its obligations as a hold-

over tenant. Donnellan aff., ex. A, ¶¶ 68-71.  

On September 18, 2020, WPH Properties commenced this action seeking to recover the 

amounts due from HBL to WPH Properties as a result of HBL’s default under the Lease, the Letter 

of Intent and as a hold-over tenant. Donnellan aff., ex. A.  

B. The Claims.

On November 5, 2020, the defendants served an answer with counterclaims and a third-

party complaint asserting the Claims (the “Answer”), which are all based on defendants’ allegation 

that WPH Properties failed to meet its obligations with respect to the development, financing and 

construction of the Facility. Donnellan aff., ex. B, ¶¶ 14-87. The Claims allege that Jozefovic and 

Neuman proposed the Facility in 2009 and are the principals of HBL. Donnellan aff., ex. B, ¶ 8. 

The Claims further allege, that: (i) at the time HBL proposed the Facility (in 2009) WPH Properties 

and third-party defendants proposed that they act as developers of the Facility; (ii) WPH Properties 
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and third-party defendants made misrepresentations with respect to development, construction and 

financing of the Facility; (iii) WPH Properties and HBL thereafter entered into the Development 

Agreement and the Lease; and (iv) the Facility was delayed and project costs exceeded the original 

estimates due to issues relating to construction financing. Donnellan aff., ex. B, ¶¶ 14-87.  

The Claims demand an accounting (first cause of action), seek payment of “imputed 

interest” (second cause of action) and allege breach of contract (third cause of action), fraud in the 

inducement (fourth cause of action), “bad faith” (fifth cause of action) and fraud (sixth cause of 

action). The first cause of action is asserted against WPH Properties, Congress, CCCE and 

Fensterman, the second and third causes of action are asserted against WPH Properties, the fourth 

cause of action is asserted against Fensterman and Nicholson and the fifth and sixth causes of 

action are asserted against all of the third-party defendants (Fensterman, Nicholson, Congress, 

CCCE and Project Finance Consulting).  

ARGUMENT 

I 

THE CLAIMS AGAINST WPH PROPERTIES HAVE BEEN RELEASED AND DISCHARGED PURSUANT

TO THE DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT AND THE LEASE. 

As the Appellate Division has stated: 

In general, a valid release constitutes a complete bar to an action on a claim which 

is the subject of the release. If the language of a release is clear and unambiguous, 

the signing of a release is a jural act binding on the parties. A valid general release 

will apply not only to known claims, but may encompass unknown claims, 

including unknown fraud claims, if the parties so intend and the agreement is fairly 

and knowingly made.  

Rivera v. Wycoff Heights Medical Center, 113 A.D.3d 667, 670-71 (2d Dep’t 2014) (citations and 
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internal quotation marks omitted). “A release will not be treated lightly, and will be set aside by a 

court only for duress, illegality, fraud, or mutual mistake.” Seff v. Meltzer, Lippe, Goldstein & 

Schlissel, P.C., 55 A.D.3d 592, 593 (2d Dep’t 2008) see also Rivera v. Wycoff Heights Medical 

Center, 113 A.D.3d at 670 (same). The party seeking to invoke the release establishes its “prima 

facie entitlement to judgment as a matter of law by submitting the release.” Schiller v. Guthrie, 

102 A.D.3d 852, 854 (2d Dep’t 2013). “[A] signed release shifts the burden of going forward . . . 

to the [plaintiff] to show that there has been fraud, duress or some other fact which will be 

sufficient to void the release.” Davis v. Rochdale Village Inc., 109 A.D.3d 867, 867 (2d Dep’t 

2013) (internal citations and quotations omitted) (citing Centro Empresarial Cempresa S.A. v. 

América Móvil, S.A.B. de C.V., 17 N.Y.3d 269, 276 (2011)).  

Here, the Claims’ first three causes of action -- for an accounting, “imputed interest” and 

breach of contract, respectively -- are asserted against WPH Properties. Those claims should be 

dismissed pursuant to CPLR 3211(a)(5) because they have been released pursuant to express, clear 

and unambiguous provisions in the Development Agreement and the Lease.  

The parties to the Development Agreement are HBL (defined as the Operator/Tenant) and 

WPH Properties (defined as the Developer). Donnellan aff., ex. C, at 1. Pursuant to Article III § I 

of the Development Agreement, the Claims against WPH Properties were released and discharged 

on the Substantial Completion Date of the Facility. The Substantial Completion Date passed long 

ago and, therefore, the release is fully effective. The Claims against WPH Properties have also 

been released pursuant to section 5.6 (b) of the Lease, which releases the Claims and provides that 

HBL will acquire the Facility “solely on the basis of its own physical and financial examinations, 
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reviews and inspections.” Donnellan aff., ex. D, § 5.6. 

Notably, the defendants assert repeatedly that “[t]he Development Agreement and Lease 

are essential parts of the same transaction and are constitute integrated agreements.” Answer, ¶ 38; 

see also Answer, ¶¶ 1 (first affirmative defense), 2 (second affirmative defense). Black’s Law 

Dictionary defines “integrated contract” as “[o]ne or more writings constituting a final expression 

of one or more terms of the agreement – Also termed integrated agreement, integrated writing.” 

Black’s Law Dictionary (11th ed. 2019). “[T]wo instruments . . . negotiated and executed as part 

of an integrated agreement . . . should be read and considered together as part of the same 

transaction.” Bronxville Knolls, Inc. v. Webster Town Center Partnership, 221 A.D.2d 248, 248 

(1st Dep’t 1995). Because the defendants concede that the Development Agreement and the Lease 

constitute an integrated agreement, the release provisions in each agreement are to be read and 

interpreted together, making even more clear that the provisions broadly apply to release all Claims 

concerning any aspect of the Facility.  

A. The Development Agreement released the Claims against WPH Properties.

Article III § I of the Development Agreement provides that the Tenant/Operator (HBL)

agrees that the Developer (WPH Properties) has fulfilled all of its responsibilities under the 

Development Agreement to the satisfaction of HBL on the Substantial Completion Date. It 

provides that: 

Except as provided in the Lease, on the Substantial Completion Date the 

Tenant/Operator shall (i) be deemed to have taken occupancy and accepted 

possession of the Project, (ii) have agreed that the Project has been completed in 

accordance with the Plans and Specifications, and (iii) have agreed that the 
Developer has fulfilled all of its responsibilities hereunder to the satisfaction 
of Tenant/Operator. 
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Donnellan aff., ex. C, Art. III § I (emphasis added). 

Article VIII of the Development Agreement provides that: 

The "Substantial Completion Date" shall mean the date which is the later of: (i) the 

date specified in the AJA Form 0704, duly executed and certified by the Architect, 

that the Project was substantially completed and in substantial compliance with tbc 

Plans and Specifications for the Project, (ii) the date Developer delivers a 

Temporary Certificate of Occupancy (the "TCO") for the Project, and (iii) the date 

the DOH approves the Project as constructed (but not necessarily the 

Operator/Tenant’s operations) to accept patients, provided, however, if the 

Developer is unable to obtain the TCO or Permanent CO because of the actions or 

inactions of the Operator/Tenant, its employees or agents including, but not limited 

to, a delay in obtaining tile necessary DOH approvals then delivery of the TCO 

shall not be a condition under this clause (i); Developer will give Operator/Tenant 

thirty (30) days' notice of the date Developer expects to be the Substantial 

Completion Date. 

Donnellan aff., ex. C, Art. VIII. 

The date specified in the AJA Form 0704 as the Substantial Completion Date is September 

30, 2019.  Donnellan aff., ex. F. WPH Properties delivered a TCO for the Facility dated August 

22, 2019. Donnellan aff., ex. E. DOH approved the Facility as constructed to accept patients on 

November 14, 2019. Donnellan aff., ex. G. Because each of these dates passed long ago, the 

Substantial Completion Date has also passed and, therefore the release provision contained in 

Article III § I was fully effective as of the Substantial Completion Date. And under the express 

terms of that provision, the Developer has fulfilled all of its responsibilities to the satisfaction of 

Tenant/Operator. The defendants’ Claims against WPH Properties, all of which relate to alleged 

breaches of WPH Properties’ obligations with respect to the development, financing and 

construction have therefore necessarily been released and discharged. The release should be 

enforced in accordance with its plain terms. Centro Empresarial Cempresa S.A. v. America Movil, 
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S.A.B. de C.V., 17 N.Y.3d 269, 276 (2011) (“Generally, a valid release constitutes a complete bar 

to an action on a claim which is the subject of the release.”) (quoting Global Mins. & Metals Corp. 

v. Holme, 35 A.D.3d 93, 98 (1st Dept 2006)); Matter of Brooklyn Resources Recovery, Inc., 309

A.D.2d 931, 932 (2d Dep’t 2003) (“The plain language of the release is controlling, regardless of

one party's claim that he intended something else”). 

B. The Claims against WPH Properties have been released pursuant to the Lease.

The parties to the Lease are HBN and WPH Properties. Donnellan aff., ex. D, at 1. Section

5.6(b) of the Lease releases all claims against WPH Properties that HBL or any of its officers, 

directors, members, affiliates or other related or affiliated entity may have arising from, related to 

or in connection with the Facility including unknown or unsuspected causes of action and provides 

that HBL will take possession of the Facility solely on the basis of its own physical and financial 

reviews and inspections and waives any cause of action in law or in equity it may have with respect 

to any aspect of the Facility. That section provides: 

Section 5.6   (b)           . . . . . . . . . EFFECTIVE AS OF THE DATE OF THIS 

LEASE, TENANT SHALL RELEASE LANDLORD FROM ALL CLAIMS 

WHICH TENANT OR ANY AGENT, REPRESENTATIVE, AFFILIATE, 

EMPLOYEE, DIRECTOR, OFFICER, PARTNER, MANAGER, MEMBER, 

SERVANT, SHAREHOLDER, TRUSTEE OR OTHER PERSON OR ENTITY 

ACTNG ON TENANT'S BEHALF OR OTHERWISE RELATED TO OR 

AFFILIATED WITH TENANT ARISING FROM OR RELATED TO ANY 

MATTER OR THING RELATED TO OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE 

LEASED PREMISES, INCLUDING THE INFORMATION AND ANY 

PHYSICAL OR ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS, AND TENANT SHALL 

NOT LOOK TO LANDLORD IN CONNECTION WITH THE FOREGOING 

FOR ANY REDRESS OR RELIEF. THIS RELEASE SHALL BE GIVEN FULL 

FORCE AND EFFECT ACCORDING TO EACH OF ITS EXPRESSED TERMS 

AND PROVISIONS, INCLUDING THOSE RELATING TO UNKNOWN AND 

UNSUSPECTED CLAIMS, DAMAGES AND CAUSES OF ACTION. EXCEPT 

AS TO MATTERS SPECIFICALLY SET FORTH IN THIS LEASE; (A) 
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TENANT, WILL ACQUIRE THE LEASED PREMISES SOLELY ON THE 

BASIS OF ITS OWN PHYSICAL AND FINANCIAL EXAMINATIONS, 

REVIEWS AND INSPECTIONS, AND (B) WITHOUT LIMITING THE 

FOREGOING, WAIVES ANY RIGHT IT OTHERWISE MAY HAVE AT LAW 

OR IN EQUITY AGAINST LANDLORD WITH RESPECT TO ANY ASPECT 

OF LEASED PREMISES. 

Donnellan aff., ex. D, § 5.6(b). 

By its express terms, therefore, effective as of the date of the Lease, section 5.6 broadly 

releases all claims “arising from or related to any matter or thing related to or in connection with 

the Leased Premises (the Facility), including claims “relating to unknown and unsuspected claims, 

damages and causes of action.” The language of section 5.6(b) goes on to highlight the broad scope 

of the release, stating that HBN “waives any right it otherwise may have at law or equity against 

the landlord with respect to any aspect of the Leased Premises.” The Claims against WPH 

Properties, all of which concern the development, construction and financing of the Facility. The 

Claims therefore all “arise from or are related to or in connection with” the Facility, and thus 

necessarily fall within the scope of this release. They should therefore be dismissed. 

II 

NONE OF THE DEFENDANTS’ CLAIMS STATE A VIABLE CAUSE OF ACTION. 

The Court should dismiss all of the defendants’ causes of action pursuant to CPLR 

3211(a)(7) because none of them state a viable cause of action as a matter of law. 

A. Defendants’ first cause of action seeking an accounting should be dismissed.

The defendants’ first cause of action alleges that WPH Properties and third-party HBL,

Jozefovic and Neuman advanced monies to WPH Properties and Fensterman before 

commencement of the project and seeks an accounting from WPH Properties and three of the third-
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party defendants, Fensterman, CCCE and Congress. Answer, ¶¶ 88-91. On that basis, defendants 

seek an accounting. Defendants’ claim for accounting fails as a matter of law because they do and 

cannot not plead the existence of a fiduciary relationship. 

As the Appellate Division has held: 

The right to an accounting rests on the existence of a trust or fiduciary relationship 

regarding the subject matter of the controversy at issue.” A fiduciary relationship 

arises when one is under a duty to act for or to give advice for the benefit of another 

upon matters within the scope of the relation. It is grounded in a higher level of 

trust than normally present in the marketplace between those involved in arm's 

length business transactions. A conventional business relationship, without more, 

is insufficient to create a fiduciary relationship. Rather, a plaintiff must make a 

“showing of ‘special circumstances' that could have transformed the 

parties' business relationship to a fiduciary one, such as control by one party of the 

other for the good of the other. 

DiTolla v. Doral Dental IPA of New York, LLC, 100 A.D.3d 586, 587 (2d Dep’t 2012) (internal 

citations and quotation marks omitted); see also Baer v. Complete Office Supply Warehouse Corp., 

89 A.D.3d 877, 878 (2d Dep’t 2011) (Dismissing accounting cause of action because, “[c]ontrary 

to the plaintiff's contention, the complaint failed to plead facts demonstrating the existence of a 

special, confidential, or fiduciary relationship.”); WIT Holding Corp. v. Klein, 282 A.D.2d 527, 

529 (2d Dep’t 2001) (“[A]n arm's length business relationship does not give rise to fiduciary 

relationship.”); Grossman v. Laurence Handprints – N.J., Inc., 90 A.D.2d 95, 105 (2d Dep’t 1982) 

(Dismissing accounting claim where “plaintiff's allegations do not plead the existence of a 

fiduciary or trust relationship entailing a duty owed therein by defendants to the plaintiff, nor any 

special circumstances justifying the equitable relief of an accounting.”). 

The defendants do not come close to pleading the existence of a fiduciary relationship 

among the parties. They allege only that “HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer Jozefovic and Mark Neuman had 
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a trust-based relationship with Fensterman, Nicholson, and WPHP” and that “[g]iven that 

relationship, HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer Jozefovic, and Mark Neuman advanced monies to WPHP and 

Fensterman prior to commencement of the Project in order to allow the Project to proceed between 

the parties, which is necessary to obtain an accounting.” Answer, ¶¶ 89-90. These bare allegations 

fall far short of alleging that WPH Properties Fensterman, CCCE and/or Congress were “under a 

duty to act for or to give advice for the benefit of” the defendants.” And the defendants fail plead 

any special circumstances that would except the relationship here from the general rule that a 

conventional business relationship does not give rise of a fiduciary relationship.   

Because the defendants have failed to plead the existence of a fiduciary relationship, their 

first cause of action seeking an accounting should be dismissed in its entirety. 

B. The second cause of action for imputed interest should be dismissed.

The defendants allege that “the Jozefovic Team” made a capital contribution of $2,200,000

to WPH Properties “as memorialized in a Term Sheet dated November 20, 2015” … “to be used 

by Congress for pre-development costs.” Answer, ¶ 41. They allege that: (i) “[i]n consideration 

for the $2,200,000 contribution to WPHP, WPHP agreed that these funds constituted a loan to 

WPHP to be repaid to HBL SNF, LLC;” and (ii) “no provision was made for the payment of 

interest on the loan notwithstanding that WPHP had the use of such funds since 2015.” Answer, 

¶¶ 43-44. 

Notwithstanding their admission that, under the parties’ alleged agreement relating to the 

loan, “no provision was made for the payment of interest” on the loan, the second cause of action 
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claims that “HBL SNF, LLC is entitled to “imputed interest on the $2,200,000 made to WPHP 

loan from November 2015 to present.” Answer, ¶ 93. 

To start, the defendants’ allegations are completely contradictory. On the one hand, they 

assert that the $2,000,000 is a capital contribution “as memorialized in a November 20, 2015 Term 

Sheet.”  Interest, whether imputed or otherwise, cannot possibly be owed on a capital contribution. 

And while the defendants also assert that the $2,200,000 was a “loan to be repaid by HBL,” 

nowhere is there a reference to a loan agreement. In any event, the $2,200,000 cannot be both a 

capital contribution and a loan, and the second cause of action makes conflicting allegations 

concerning what it is. 

Even assuming for the sake of argument that the $2,200,000 was a loan, the second cause 

of action fails to state a viable claim for breach of a provision in a contract providing for interest 

on the loan. “To plead breach of contract, the proponent must allege the existence of a contract, 

the plaintiff's performance thereunder, the defendant's breach thereof, and resulting damages. 

Second Source Funding, LLC v. Yellowstone Funding, LLC, 144 A.D.3d 445,445-46 (1st Dep’t 

2016). The defendants have not pled the breach of an agreement providing for the payment of 

interest on the alleged $2,200,000 loan. Indeed, they have pled to the contrary by asserting that 

“no provision was made for the payment of interest on the loan.” Answer, ¶¶ 44. Even assuming 

the truth of the defendants’ allegations, therefore, they have not pled a viable claim for “imputed 

interest.” The defendants’ “imputed interest” claim should therefore be dismissed. 
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C. The defendants’ causes of action for fraud, fraud in the inducement and “bad faith”
should be dismissed.

1. The Claims for fraud, fraud in the inducement and “bad faith” should be
dismissed as duplicative of the defendants’ breach of contract claim.

Defendants’ fourth, fifth and sixth causes of action alleging fraud in the inducement, bad 

faith and fraud, respectively, should be dismissed because they are based on the same factual 

allegations and seek the same damages as defendants’ breach of contract claim against WPH 

Properties. New York does not permit the same conduct to be the basis for both a breach of contract 

and a tort claim. Oceanview Assoc., LLC v. HLS Builders Corp., 184 A.D.3d 843, 845 (2d Dep’t 

2020) (“where . . . a claim to recover damages for fraud is premised upon an alleged breach of 

contractual duties and the supporting allegations do not concern representations which are 

collateral or extraneous to the terms of the parties' agreement, a cause of action sounding in fraud 

does not lie.”) (quoting McKernin v. Fanny Farmer Candy Shops, Inc., 176 A.D. 2d 233, 234 (2d 

Dep’t 1991)); Bd. of Managers of Beacon Tower Condominium v. 85 Adams St., LLC, 136 A.D.3d 

680, 684 (2d Dep’t 2016) (dismissing claim for fraud in the inducement as duplicative of breach 

of contract claim, stating that “[a] cause of action alleging fraud does not lie where the only fraud 

claim relates to a breach of contract.”) (quoting WIT Holding Corp. v. Klein, 282 A.D.2d 527 528 

(2d Dep’t 2001)); Pollak v. Moore, 85 A.D.3d 578, 579 (1st Dep’t 2011) (Plaintiff's alternative 

claims for fraud and fraud in the inducement were duplicative of breach of contract claims and 

therefore were properly dismissed.). 

The defendants’ first cause of action for breach of contract against WPH Properties alleges 

that “[p]ursuant to the Development Agreement, the Project was to be ‘turn-key’ meaning that the 
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plaintiff and third-party defendants would deliver a fully constructed facility authorized to operate 

as a skilled nursing facility with permanent financing in place in accordance with the approval 

granted by NYSDOH,” Answer, ¶ 39, and that the Lease and the Development Agreement “are 

essential parts of the same transaction and comprise an “integrated agreement.” Answer, ¶ 38.  

The defendants allege that WPH Properties breached the Development Agreement by 

failing to timely complete the Facility (Answer ¶¶ 51-52), allowing cost overruns and delivering 

the project over budget (Answer, ¶¶ 66, 71, 73), and failing to provide permanent financing 

(Answer, ¶ 75). And they allege that WPH Properties breached the Lease by failing to provide 

permanent financing (Answer, ¶ 75), allowing cost overruns and causing the loss of eligibility for 

rent reimbursement (Answer, ¶ 73). 

The fraud and fraud in the inducement causes of action are based on the same facts and 

circumstances and allege misrepresentations that are at the core of the alleged breach of contract. 

See, e.g., Answer, ¶ 15 (“Led by third-party defendant Fensterman, these parties represented that 

they were capable of performing all aspects of development of the Facility including construction 

and financing.”); see also Answer, ¶¶ 20 (“Fensterman and Nicholson represented that they could 

arrange for 100% of the Project financing.”); 87 (“Throughout the development process, WPHP, 

Fensterman, Nicholson and Congress have made false representations to the Jozefovic Team and 

have taken adverse actions which have adversely affected the business of HBL SNF, LLC.”); 100 

(“Fensterman and Nicholson misrepresented the Project costs.”); 101 (“Fensterman and Nicholson 

misrepresented their ability to secure permanent HUD financing.”); 102 (“Fensterman and 

Nicholson misrepresented their ability to complete the Project.”); 103 (“Fensterman 
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misrepresented the capital contributions made to CCCE to satisfy the equity requirement for the 

Project.”)  

As to the fourth cause of action for “bad faith,” it alleges only that “[a]s alleged throughout 

this third-party complaint, the plaintiff and third-party defendants acted in bad faith.” Answer, ¶ 

108. While the legal underpinning of this claim is unclear and the viability of a cause of action

asserting a claim for “bad faith” unmoored to any recognized cause of action is highly 

questionable, it appears that the “bad faith” claim purports to assert a claim sounding in fraud or 

some other tort. And as previously discussed, the allegations in the third-party complaint all relate 

to the same facts and circumstances underlying the defendants’ breach of contract claim. The “bad 

faith” claim is therefore also based on the same alleged facts and circumstances and is also 

duplicative of the breach of contract claim. 

The fourth, fifth and sixth causes of action should therefore all be dismissed because they 

sound in fraud and tort and are duplicative of the defendants’ breach of contract claim. Page v. 

Muze, Inc., 270 A.D.2d 401, 402 (2d Dep’t 2000); (“A cause of action to recover damages for 

fraud may not be maintained when the only fraud alleged relates to a breach of contract.”); 23/23 

Communications Corp. v. General Motors Corp., 257 A.D.2d 367, 368 (1st Dep’t 1999) 

(“[P]laintiff's tort claims were properly dismissed as duplicative of its breach of contract claim.”). 

2. Dismissal for failure to comply with the pleading requirements of CPLR
3016(b).

The defendants’ claims for fraud in the inducement, “bad faith” and fraud should also be 

dismissed because they fail to satisfy the requirement that claims asserting fraud and/or 

misrepresentation be pled with specificity. 
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CPLR 3016(b) provides that “[w]here a cause of action or defense is based upon 

misrepresentation, fraud, mistake, willful default, breach of trust or undue influence, the 

circumstances constituting the wrong shall be stated in detail.” “To plead a cause of action for 

fraud, a party must allege the elements of representation of a material existing fact, falsity, scienter, 

justifiable reliance and damages. In addition, each of these essential elements must be supported 

by factual allegations sufficient to satisfy the requirement of CPLR 3016(b) that the circumstances 

surrounding the fraud be pleaded in detail.” Bramex Associates, Inc. v. CBI Agencies, Ltd., 149 

A.D.2d 384, 383 (1st Dep’t 1989). Courts have therefore dismissed claims sounding in fraud where

the allegations were not pled with the required specificity. See e.g., Matter of Woodson, 136 

A.D.3d 691, 693 (2d Dep’t 2016) (Dismissing fraud claims, stating that “[h]ere, the petition

consists of bare, conclusory allegations, without any supporting detail, which do not meet 

the specificity requirements of CPLR 3016(b) to sufficiently plead the existence of an underlying 

fraud, knowledge thereof on the part of [respondent], or substantial assistance in achievement of 

the fraud.); Helbig v. City of New York, 212 A.D.2d 506, 508 (2d Dep’t 1995) (dismissing fraud 

claims where “the plaintiffs failed to plead the allegations of fraud with the specificity required by 

CPLR 3016(b).”). 

To begin with, the fifth and sixth causes of action -- for “bad faith” and fraud, respectively 

-- are asserted against all the third-party defendants (Nicholson, Fensterman, Congress, CCCE and 

Project Equity Consulting). But the only allegation that alludes to CCCE and Project Equity 

Consulting -- and not even by name -- is that “[a]s alleged throughout this third-party complaint, 

the plaintiff and third-party defendants acted in bad faith.” Answer, ¶ 108. And the only allegation 
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referencing Congress asserts that “[t]hroughout the development process, WPHP, Fensterman, 

Nicholson and Congress have made false representations to the Jozefovic Team and have taken 

adverse actions which have adversely affected the business of HBL SNF, LLC. Answer, ¶ 87. 

These allegations fall far short of the specificity required by CPLR 3016(b) and the applicable case 

law. The fifth and sixth causes of action against Congress, CCCE, Project Equity Consulting 

should therefore be dismissed. 

The defendant’s fraud allegations against Nicholson and Fensterman -- the remaining third-

party defendants -- fail for lack of specificity as well. The defendants allege that Fensterman, and 

Nicholson, made certain misrepresentations concerning their ability to finance, construct and 

provide equity for the project, Answer, ¶¶ 15, 20, 23, 100-103, 111, that defendants relied on those 

representations, Answer, ¶ 33, and that they “made false representations to the Jozefovic Team 

and have taken adverse actions which have adversely affected the business of HBL SNF, LLC.” 

Answer, ¶ 87.  

But the defendants fail to plead the “circumstances surrounding the fraud” by specifying 

the time, place and manner in which the alleged misrepresentations were made.  Riverbay Corp. 

v. Thyssenkrupp Northern Elevator Corp., 116 A.D.3d 487, 488 (1st Dep’t 2014) (fraud cause of

action dismissed where it “failed to allege specific facts with respect to the time, place, or manner 

in which defendants-appellants made the purported misrepresentations.”); Ritchie v. Carvel Corp., 

180 A.D.2d 786, 788 (2d Dep’t 1992) (fraud claim dismissed where “the time, place, and speaker 

of the alleged misrepresentations, or the documents in which they appear, are not identified with 

specificity.”) Defendants’ recitation of the alleged misrepresentations without specifying in detail 
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the circumstances surrounding those misrepresentations fails to satisfy the pleading requirement 

of CPLR 3016(b). The defendants’ claim for fraud and fraud in the inducement should therefore 

be dismissed. 

The defendants’ “bad faith” cause of action alleges only that “[a]s alleged throughout this 

third-party complaint, the plaintiff and third-party defendants acted in bad faith.” Answer, ¶ 108. 

As previously noted, therefore, it appears that this claim is premised on the purported 

misrepresentations alleged in the third-party complaint. As such, the defendants’ “bad faith” cause 

of action suffers from the same pleading deficiency as the fraud and fraud in the inducement claims 

and should therefore be dismissed. 

3. Dismissal for failure to allege a present intention to deceive.

“Absent a present intention to deceive, a statement of future intentions, promises or 

expectations is not actionable on the grounds of fraud.” Non-Linear Trading Co., Inc. v. Braddis 

Associates, Inc., 243 A.D.2d 107, 118 (1st Dep’t 1998) (citing Adams v. Clark, 239 N.Y. 403 

(1925)). Therefore, “[a] complaint based upon a statement of future intention must allege facts to 

show that the defendant, at the time the promissory representation was made, never intended to 

honor or act the defendant, at the time the promissory representation was made, never intended to 

honor or act on his statement.” Non-Linear Trading Co., 243 A.D.2d at 118; see also Lanzi v. 

Brooks, 54 A.D.2d 1057, 1058 (3d Dep’t 1976) (“Absent a present intent to deceive, a statement 

of future intentions, promises or expectations is not actionable on the grounds of fraud. A 

complaint based upon a statement of future intention must allege facts to show that the defendant, 
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at the time the promissory representation was made, never intended to honor or act on his 

statement.”). 

The defendants’ fraud, fraud in the inducement and bad faith claims do not assert a “present 

intention to deceive.” The fraud in the inducement cause of action relies on alleged 

misrepresentations by Fensterman and Nicholson and one alleged instance of an alleged failure to 

disclose a prior civil proceeding against Nicholson. Answer, ¶¶ 101-104. But that cause of action 

simply does not assert that at the time the representations were made, WPH Properties, Nicholson, 

Fensterman and Congress never intended to honor or act on their representations, nor does it allege 

that the failure to disclose the prior civil proceeding was motivated by an intention to deceive. 

As for the “bad faith” cause of action,” it alleges that the defendants acted in bad faith as 

alleged in the third-party complaint, Answer, ¶ 108, but nowhere in the third-party complaint is 

there an allegation of a present intention to deceive or specific facts supporting such an allegation 

as required by CPLR 3016(b). 

Finally, the sixth cause of action asserting fraud alleges only that that WPH Properties and 

third-party defendants “new [sic] such statements were false” and “made such statements to 

deceive HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer Jozefovic, and Mark Neuman.” Answer, ¶¶ 113-114. But the sixth 

cause of action does not plead the alleged present intention to deceive with the specificity required 

by CPLR 3016(b) (see pages 17-18, supra) by alleging specific “facts to show that the defendant, 

at the time the promissory representation was made, never intended to honor or act on his 

statement.” Lanzi v. Brooks, 54 A.D.2d at 1058. 
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CONCLUSION 

For all of these reasons, WPH Properties and third-party defendants respectfully request 

that the defendants’ counterclaims and third-party complaint be dismissed and that the Court award 

such other relief as it deems just. 

Dated: White Plains, New York 

February 3, 2021 

DELBELLO DONNELLAN WEINGARTEN WISE

& WIEDERKEHR, LLP 

Lead Counsel for Plaintiff White Plains 

Healthcare Properties I, LLC 

By: /s/ Alfred E. Donnellan_______ 

Alfred E. Donnellan, Esq. 

One North Lexington Avenue, 11th Floor 

White Plains, New York 10601 

Tel.: (914) 681-0200 

ABRAMS, FENSTERMAN, FENSTERMAN,

EISMAN, FORMATO, FERRARA,WOLF &

CARONE, LLP 

Co-Counsel for Plaintiff White Plains 

Healthcare Properties I, LLC 

Robert A. Spolzino, Esq. 

81 Main Street, Suite 306 

White Plains, New York 10601 

Tel.: (914) 607-7010 
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CERTIFICATION PURSUANT TO COMMERCIAL DIVISION RULE 17 

I, ALFRED E. DONNELLAN, ESQ., an attorney at law licensed to practice in the State 

of New York, and counsel of record herein, certify that this document contains 5,901 words, 

exclusive of the caption page, table of contents and table of authorities and signature block, as 

counted by the word count of the word-processing system used to prepare this document. 

Dated: White Plains, New York 

February 3, 2021 

 /s/ Alfred E. Donnellan_____ 

  ALFRED E. DONNELLAN 
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Alfred E. Donnellan 

Partner 

aed@ddw-law.com 

COUNSELLORS AT LAW 

THE GATEWAY BUILDING 

ONE NORTH LEXINGTON AVENUE 

WHITE PLAINS, NEW YORK 10601 

(914) 681-0200 

FACSIMILE (914) 684-0288 

Connecticut Office 

1111 SUMMER STREET 

STAMFORD, CT  06905 

(203) 298-0000 
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0181960-001 

February 4, 2021 

 

VIA ECF 

 

Honorable Gretchen M. Walsh 

Supreme Court of the State of New York 

County of Westchester 

111 Dr. Martin Luther King Blvd. 

White Plains, New York 10601 

Re: White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC v. HBL SNF, LLC et al 

   Index No. 60278/2020 

Dear Justice Walsh: 

This firm represents plaintiff, White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC (“WPH 

Properties” and third-party defendants, CCC Equities, LLC, Project Equity Consulting, The 

Congress Companies, Howard Fensterman and William Nicholson (collectively, “third-party 

defendants”) in the above action.  

The discussion at the most recent conference centered on the plaintiff’s desire to amend 

the complaint, to move to dismiss the defendants’ counterclaims and third-party claims and to 

stay discovery on those claims. The defendants would not consent to the amendment, so the 

plaintiffs have moved for leave. The motion is returnable on February 12, 2021.  

It was contemplated at the conference that, in anticipation that leave to amend would be 

granted, the plaintiffs would hold off moving to dismiss the counterclaims and third-party claims 

until a new complaint and a new answer, presumably asserting the same counterclaims and third-

party claims, had been served. But that presents a serious scheduling problem for the defendants. 

The preliminary conference order requires that responses to document demands and 

interrogatories are due on February 26, 2021, long before a motion to dismiss the counterclaims 

and third-party claims and the new answer can be heard. Therefore, the plaintiffs have moved to 

dismiss the current counterclaims and third-party claims and request a conference at which they 

can ask the Court to stay their obligation to respond to the 80+ discovery demands addressed to 

those claims until either the current motion to dismiss or a subsequent motion to dismiss has 

been decided.  

Respectfully, 

/s/ Alfred E. Donnellan   

Alfred E. Donnellan 

cc: John Giardino, Esq.  

 (via ECF) 
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John Giardino, Esq. 
Alex Barnett-Howell, Esq. 
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I. PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 

 

Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer Jozefovic (“Jozefovic”), and 

Mark Neuman (collectively, “Defendants”) respectfully submit this Memorandum of Law and 

accompanying Affirmation in opposition to White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC’s (“White 

Plains” or “Plaintiff”) motion for leave to file an amended complaint, dated January 26, 2020 (the 

“Motion”), or in the alternative, request that the Court stay the Motion.  

Defendants oppose the Motion on one fundamental principle: the same issues cannot be 

litigated at the same time in different actions. This principle is clear and ultimately results dismissal 

of the copycat litigation. Simply put, the Motion should be denied because Plaintiff is attempting 

to insert duplicate facts and claims from a separate, pending action into this action. 

There are currently two, distinct actions. Plaintiff, Defendants, and Third-Party Defendants 

CCC Equities, LLC, Project Equity Consulting, The Congress Companies, Howard Fensterman 

(“Fensterman”), and William Nicholson are before this Court in the action captioned White Plains 

Healthcare Properties I, LLC v. HBL SNF, LLC et al., Index No. 60278/2020, (the “Westchester 

Action”). Separately, Jozefovic, White Plains, Fensterman, and Metropolitan Commercial Bank 

(“MCB”) are involved in an action captioned Lizer Jozefovic v. White Plains Healthcare 

Properties I, LLC et al., Index No. 655549/2020, before Judge Bannon (the “New York Action”). 

The Westchester Action involves nine parties and is based upon the events leading up to 

and after Plaintiff and Defendants entered into an operating lease, dated November 19, 2015 (the 

“Lease Agreement”). In contrast, the New York Action is based upon the August 17, 2017 

Collateral Assignment Pledge of Membership Interest and Security Agreement (the “Collateral 

Assignment”) and the attempted sale of Jozefovic’s membership interest in Waterview Acquisition 

I, LLC. The Westchester Action and the New York Action are entirely distinct, as they involve 
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different parties, facts, contracts, and issues of law. In short, a decision in the Westchester Action 

would have no impact on the New York Action, or vice versa. 

Regardless, Defendants have taken the position that the New York Action should be 

consolidated with the Westchester Action. On October 26, 2020, Defendants filed an order to show 

cause to consolidate in the New York Action (the “Motion to Consolidate”). Judge Bannon has 

already heard oral arguments and entered an interim order on December 16, 2020, with a final 

decision expected at any moment. Yet, Plaintiff now moves to amend its complaint with essentially 

the same claims that are still pending before Judge Bannon in the New York Action. 

It is premature and inappropriate for Plaintiff to comingle the facts and issues in the New 

York Action with the Westchester Action through an amended complaint. Plaintiff has already 

filed the Motion to Consolidate, which it presumably still endorses. If the motion to consolidate is 

denied, it would be improper to simultaneously litigate the same claims in separate actions. 

Plaintiff cannot and should not be allowed to amend with duplicative claims that are subject to 

dismissal while the New York Action is pending. 

Defendants are forced to oppose the Motion as a result of Plaintiff’s insistence. There is no 

reason why Plaintiff’s proposed amendment could not be stayed until the Motion to Consolidate 

is resolved. As Plaintiff has forced the issue, Defendants respectfully request that the Motion be 

denied in its entirety, or in the alternative, that the Motion be stayed until a decision on the Motion 

to Consolidate is reached. 

II. STATEMENT OF FACTS 

Jozefovic is the owner of a seventy percent (70%) interest in Waterview Acquisition I, LLC 

(the “Membership Interest”), and on August 17, 2017 entered into the Collateral Assignment, 

which involved the establishment of a rent security account for the White Plains Skilled Nursing 
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Facility. Affirmation of John Giardino in Opposition to the Motion to Amend (“Giardino Aff.”) ¶¶ 

4-5. The Collateral Assignment contains two key provisions: (1) It automatically self-terminated 

upon the deposit of $1,600,000 into a rent security account; and (2) White Plains’ rights are limited 

to enforcing the maintenance of the rent security account. Giardino Aff. ¶ 6. 

In November 2015, Jozefovic deposited $1.6 million into a Chase Account ending in xxxx-

xxx-xxxx-7272 to establish the rent security (the “Rent Security”). Giardino Aff. ¶¶ 8-9. In 2017, 

the Rent Security was transferred to the Chase account ending in xxxx-xxx-xxxx-0885 with White 

Plains and Fensterman’s knowledge and consent. Giardino Aff. ¶¶ 11-15. Neither White Plains 

nor Fensterman objected to this transfer and Jozefovic attempted to make Fensterman a signatory 

on the Chase account, yet Fensterman failed to do so. Giardino Aff. ¶¶ 16-19. 

The Operating Agreement of Waterview Acquisition I, LLC was subsequently amended, 

permitting Jozefovic to assign the Membership Interest to MCB in connection with a $3 million 

loan, most of which was paid in the form of rent to White Plains. Giardino Aff. ¶¶ 20-22. MCB 

then perfected its security interest in the Membership Interest and maintains physical possession 

of the membership certificates. Giardino Aff. ¶ 23. 

On September 18, 2020, White Plains initiated the Westchester Action by filing claims 

against Defendants for allegedly breaching the Lease Agreement. Giardino Aff. ¶ 24. On 

November 5, 2020, Defendants responded by filing an answer which includes substantial 

affirmative defenses, and counterclaims, as well as third-party claims against CCC Equities, LLC, 

Project Equity Consulting, the Congress Companies, Fensterman, and William Nicholson. 

Giardino Aff. ¶ 25. 
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On October 6, 2020, DelBello Donnellan Weingarten Wise & Wiederkehr, LLP (“DDW 

LLP”) issued a purported Notification of Disposition of Collateral, dated October 6, 2020, which 

stated that Plaintiff was a “debtor” and announced the sale of the Membership Interest at “public 

auction” scheduled for 10:00 am on Friday, October 30, 2020. Giardino Aff. ¶ 26. This action was 

taken independently from any events connected to the Westchester Action. Giardino Aff. ¶ 28. 

The Notification was both false and improper, as Jozefovic had not been found in breach 

of the Collateral Assignment and DDW LLP had no right to seize or sell the Membership Interest, 

especially while MCB held a perfected security interest. Giardino Aff. ¶ 29. On October 22, 2020, 

facing immediate, irreparable harm, Jozefovic initiated the New York Action by filing a complaint 

against White Plains, Fensterman, and MCB for multiple causes of action, and simultaneously 

filed an order to show cause seeking a temporary restraining order and a preliminary injunction to 

halt DDW LLP’s wrongful sale. Giardino Aff. ¶ 30. 

On October 26, 2020, White Plains and Fensterman filed the Motion to Consolidate. 

Giardino Aff. ¶ 32. Judge Bannon heard oral argument on both Jozefovic’s request for a 

preliminary injunction and the Motion to Consolidate, and on December 16, 2020, issued an 

interim order maintaining the status quo. Giardino Aff. ¶ 33. 

Throughout this time, the Westchester Action has continued forward on an entirely separate 

track, proving that there is no need to consolidate the actions. However, rather than wait for Judge 

Bannon to decide the Motion to Consolidate, Plaintiff attempted to file a proposed amended 

complaint on November 30, 2020 (the “PAC”). Giardino Aff. ¶ 36. Defendants disputed the PAC 

for two reasons: (1) the PAC contains the same facts and issues that are in the New York Action; 

and (2) Plaintiff could not amend as of right, as the PAC was filed more than 20 days after 

Defendants filed their answer. Giardino Aff. ¶ 36. On January 26, 2021, Plaintiff filed the Motion. 
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III. LEGAL ARGUMENT 

 

1. The Court Should Deny the Motion to Amend 

 

A. Legal Standard 

 

CPLR § 3025(b) states: 

Amendments and supplemental pleadings by leave. A party may amend his 

or her pleading, or supplement it by setting forth additional or subsequent 

transactions or occurrences, at any time by leave of court or by stipulation 

of all parties. Leave shall be freely given upon such terms as may be just 

including the granting of costs and continuances. Any motion to amend or 

supplement pleadings shall be accompanied by the proposed amended or 

supplemental pleading clearly showing the changes or additions to be made 

to the pleading. 

 

Although motions to amend are treated liberally, there are limits. A proposed amended complaint 

must be denied if it “(1) would unfairly prejudice or surprise the opposing party, or (2) is palpably 

insufficient or patently devoid of merit.” Favia v Harley-Davidson Motor Co., Inc., 119 AD3d 

836, 836 [2d Dept 2014] (citations omitted). Prejudice occurs when a party “has been hindered in 

the preparation of his case or has been prevented from taking some measure in support of his 

position.” Loomis v Civetta Corinno Const. Corp., 54 NY2d 18, 23 [1981]; see also Urias v Daniel 

P. Buttafuoco & Assoc., PLLC, 173 AD3d 1244, 1245 [2d Dept 2019]. 

 Additionally, CPLR § 3211(a)(4) states in relevant part: 

(a) Motion to dismiss cause of action. A party may move for judgment dismissing 

one or more causes of action asserted against him on the ground that: 

 

4. there is another action pending between the same parties for the same 

cause of action in a court of any state or the United States. 
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Therefore, when there is “a substantial identity of the parties, the two actions are sufficiently 

similar, and the relief sought is substantially the same, a court has broad discretion in determining 

whether an action should be dismissed pursuant to CPLR 3211(a)(4) on the ground that there is 

another action pending.” Scottsdale Ins. Co. v Indem. Ins. Corp. RRG, 110 AD3d 783, 784 [2d 

Dept 2013] (citations omitted). Courts must dismiss a duplicative pleading when “both suits arise 

out of the same subject matter or series of alleged wrongs.” Cherico, Cherico & Assoc. v Midollo, 

67 AD3d 622, 622 [2d Dept 2009] (citations omitted). 

B. The Motion to Amend Seeks to Add Duplicative Claims From the New York 

Action 

 

The substantive addition in the PAC is a new section titled “THE JOZEFOVIC SECURITY 

AGREEMENT” and a separate cause of action for breach of contract against Jozefovic based upon 

the Collateral Assignment (the “Proposed Amendment”). PAC ¶¶ 38-53, 100-101. The Proposed 

Amendment duplicates the core facts, issues, and claims that Jozefovic has already pled in the New 

York Action: 

PAC Complaint in the New York Action 

38. …Jozefovic executed a Collateral 

Assignment and Pledge of Membership Interest 

and Security Agreement… 

18. [Jozefovic] previously entered into a 

collateral assignment, which established a 

rent security account for the White Plains 

Skilled Nursing Facility… 

41. On September 15, 2020 [White Plains] duly 

perfected its security interest with respect to the 

Jozefovic Waterview Collateral by filing a UCC 

financing statement. 

33. …MCB has perfected its security interest 

in the Membership Interest and maintains 

physical possession of the membership 

certificates… 

42. …in or around December 2019, Jozefovic 

assigned the Jozefovic Waterview Collateral to 

[MCB] to secure Jozefovic’s obligation to repay 

a $3,000,000 loan... 

32. In December 2019, Jozefovic assigned the 

Membership Interest to MCB in connection 

with a $3,000,000.00 loan as part of a 

financing arrangement to provide working 

capital to benefit the White Plains project, 

most of which was paid in the form of rent to 

[White Plains and Fensterman]. 
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43. …to effectuate Jozefovic’s assignment of 

the Jozefovic Waterview Collateral to MCB, 

Jozefovic agreed to and voluntarily permitted 

the amendment of the Waterview Acquisition I, 

LLC Operating Agreement. 

31. …the Operating Agreement of Waterview 

was subsequently amended in order to 

authorize [Jozefovic], as the majority 

member, to assign his interest. 

45. Jozefovic further breached the Jozefovic 

Security Agreement by failing to take all of the 

necessary steps to add [Fensterman]…as a co-

signatory to the JPMorgan Chase accounts... 

26. …[the] account holder certification form 

[for the Chase account was] tendered to 

Fensterman. 

50. …WPH Properties is entitled, among other 

remedies, to dispose of the Jozefovic 

Waterview Collateral at a public sale 

7. …[White Plains and Fensterman] have no 

right or ability to sell [Jozefovic’s] interest in 

Waterview Acquisition I, LLC. 

 

Notably, Plaintiff did not include these facts and claims regarding the Collateral 

Assignment when it filed its original complaint. Plaintiff and Defendants’ claims in the 

Westchester Action are limited to the Lease Agreement, a distinct contract which has no bearing 

on the Collateral Assignment. Likewise, the New York Action is focused on the Collateral 

Assignment, and does not involve any claims arising from or related to the Lease Agreement. 

Courts regularly deny motions to amend where the proposed amendment is procedurally 

or substantively improper. See, e.g., Feldman v Finkelstein & Partners, LLP, 76 AD3d 703, 705 

[2d Dept 2010]; Crossbeat New York, LLC v LiiRN, LLC, 169 AD3d 604, 604 [1st Dept 2019]. 

Courts have specifically denied motions to amend that attempt to duplicate claims from another 

action, as it is self-evidently prejudicial and without merit: 

“Since the claims asserted in the proposed counterclaim were duplicative of those 

set forth in the legal malpractice action, the Supreme Court providently exercised 

its discretion in denying the defendant's motion for leave to amend her answer to 

assert a counterclaim alleging legal malpractice.” 

 

Bleakley Platt & Schmidt, LLP v Barbera, 136 AD3d 725, 726 [2d Dept 2016]; see also Johnson 

v State, 125 AD3d 1073, 1074 [3d Dept 2015] (“Inasmuch as the first proposed cause of action is 
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duplicative of another claim pending in the Court of Claims…the Court of Claims properly denied 

claimant's motion for leave to amend.”). 

Here, Plaintiff’s attempted end-run around the Motion to Consolidate will prejudice 

Defendants. Rather than wait for Judge Bannon to issue a decision and proceed accordingly, 

Plaintiff is using the PAC to forcibly consolidate the New York Action with the Westchester 

Action. It is fundamentally prejudicial to require Defendants to litigate the same claims before two 

courts at the same time. 

If the Motion to Consolidate is granted, then the Motion will be moot. However, if the 

Motion is granted and then the Motion to Consolidate is denied, the parties will be faced with 

predictable chaos, and the Court will be required to spend additional time and resources removing 

the duplicative claims. Plaintiff has no justification for attempting to add claims concerning the 

Collateral Assignment, which involves the same parties and legal theories as the New York Action. 

See, e.g., JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. v Luxama, 172 AD3d 1341, 1342 [2d Dept 2019] 

(dismissing a complaint when “both arise from the same subject matter and alleged wrongs, and 

involve substantial identity of the parties and similarity of claims); Dec v BFM Realty, LLC, 153 

AD3d 497, 497 [2d Dept 2017]; Matter of In re Willnus, 101 AD3d 1036, 1037 [2d Dept 2012]. 

Therefore, Defendants respectfully request that the Motion be denied in its entirety, or in 

the alternative, that the Motion be stayed until Judge Bannon issues a decision on the Motion to 

Consolidate. 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer 

Jozefovic, and Mark Neuman respectfully request that the Court deny White Plains Healthcare 

Properties I, LLC’s motion for leave to amend the complaint, or in the alternative, stay the motion 

until the Motion to Consolidate is decided. 

Dated: New York, New York 
February 5, 2020 

 MICHELMAN & ROBINSON, LLP 
  

By:       
John Giardino, Esq. 
Alex Barnett-Howell Esq. 
800 Third Avenue, 24th Floor 
New York, NY 10022 
(212) 730-7700 
jgiardino@mrllp.com 
abarnett-howell@mrllp.com 
Attorneys for Defendants and Third-Party 

Plaintiffs HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer Jozefovic, and 

Mark Neuman
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER 
------------------------------------------------------------------X 
WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, 
LLC, 
 
     Plaintiff, 
 
 -against- 
 
HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/K/A LIZER 
JOZOFOVIC, and MARK NEUMAN, 
 

 Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs, 
 
 -against- 
 
CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY 
CONSULTING, THE CONGRESS COMPANIES, 
HOWARD FENSTERMAN, and WILLIAM 
NICHOLSON, 

Third-Party Defendants 

: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 

 
 
Index No. 60278/2020 
 
 

-----------------------------------------------------------------X 
 

AFFIRMATION OF JOHN GIARDINO IN OPPOSITION 

TO MOTION FOR LEAVE TO AMEND THE COMPLAINT 

 

JOHN GIARDINO, ESQ., an attorney duly admitted to practice law in the State of New 

York, affirms the following to be true under the penalties of perjury: 

1. I am a partner at the law firm of Michelman & Robinson, LLP, attorneys for the 

Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer Jozefovic (“Jozefovic”), and Mark 

Neuman (collectively “Defendants”). 

2. I respectfully submit this Affirmation in Opposition to Plaintiff White Plains 

Healthcare Properties I, LLC’s (“Plaintiff”) Motion for Leave to Amend the Complaint. 

3. This Affirmation is based upon my personal knowledge and upon files maintained 

by my firm in relation to this action. 
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4. Jozefovic is the majority member of Waterview Acquisition I, LLC (the 

“Membership Interest”), owning a seventy percent (70%) interest. 

5. On or about August 17, 2017, Jozefovic entered into a collateral assignment, which 

involved the establishment of a rent security account for the White Plains Skilled Nursing Facility 

(the “Collateral Assignment”). 

6. The Collateral Assignment states, in relevant part: 

a. Under Paragraph 2, upon the deposit of $1,600,000 into the rent security 

account, the “assignment shall automatically terminate and be void and of 

no further effect”; 

b. Under Section 13, the exercise of the White Plains Health Care Properties 

LLC’s (the “Assignee”) rights is limited to a violation of the “terms and 

provisions concerning the maintenance of the account…”; and 

c. Under Section 13(c), any proceeds derived from the disposition of the 

collateral must be applied to the rent security account. 

7. A true and correct copy of the Collateral Assignment is attached as Exhibit A. 

8. On November 19, 2015, an email was sent to Third-Party Defendant Howard 

Fensterman (“Fensterman”) (the “November 19 Email”). The November 19 Email states, in 

relevant part: “$1,595,368.32 is going to be held until such time as we give them instructions to 

deposit in an Account in the Name of HBL-SNF to be opened at Chase Private Banking.” 

9. In November 2015, pursuant to the November 19 Email, $1,595,031.44 was 

deposited into Chase Account ending in xxxx-xxx-xxxx-7272 (the “First Account”) to establish 

the rent security (the “Rent Security”) on behalf of Jozefovic. 
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10. Fensterman was personally aware that the Rent Security had been established and 

the Collateral Assignment had been satisfied, as he was directly informed of the creation of the 

account, the money to fund the account was wired from the Abrams, Fensterman LLP account, 

and Fensterman was made a signatory. 

11. On August 10, 2017, an email was sent to Fensterman (the “August 10 Email”). 

The August 10 Email states, in relevant part, that the following “reflects what we agreed to. Please 

confirm…[and] do the paperwork to finalize this. If you have any issues with what I did please 

call me on cell.” The August 10 Email continues to state that “[w]ith respect to the Waterview 

account: 1. Howard Fensterman and Lizer Jozefovic shall be co-signatories to the Waterview 

account….” 

12. On August 16, 2017, Fensterman was sent an email (the “August 16 Emails”). The 

August 16 Emails state, in relevant part, “[e]nclosed please find the Chase Certification that we 

received today; Please note that the Certification requires that the Resolution that we prepared be 

annexed as an exhibit. What I need from Howard is original signature cards from Howard with 

wet ink signatures-Lizer should have all of the resolutions and certifications signed this evening.” 

13. On August 17, 2017, an email was sent to Fensterman (the “August 17 Email”). 

The August 17 Email states, in relevant part, that “I need [Fensterman’s] signature on the last 

page.” 

14. The purpose of the August 17 Email was to transfer the Rent Security to a new 

account pursuant to a resolution of Waterview Acquisition I, LLC 

15. In 2017, the Rent Security was transferred to the Chase account ending in xxxx-

xxx-xxxx-0885 (the “Second Account”). 
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16. Once completed, the resolution and account holder certification form were tendered 

to Fensterman. 

17. All of Jozefovic’s obligations under the Collateral Assignment were fully satisfied 

by the provision of the Rent Security, resulting in the automatic termination of the Collateral 

Assignment. 

18. Fensterman simply had to sign the forms provided and submit them in order to 

become a signatory on the Second Account. 

19. Following the August 17 Email, Fensterman took no actions to become a signatory 

and never discussed the matter with Jozefovic until the recent events leading up to this action. 

20. At the time of the Collateral Assignment, the Operating Agreement of Waterview 

Acquisition I, LLC did not permit its members to assign their membership interests. 

21. On October 11, 2005, Abrams, Fensterman LLP filed a Certificate of Amendment 

of the Articles of Organization for Waterview Acquisition I, LLC, which authorized Jozefovic, as 

the Majority Member, to assign the Membership Interest. 

22. In December 2019, Jozefovic, in connection with a $3,000,000.00 loan, assigned 

the Membership Interest to Metropolitan Commercial Bank (“MCB”) as part of a financing 

arrangement to provide working capital to benefit the White Plains project, most of which was 

paid in the form of rent to the White Plains and Fensterman. 

23. On December 23, 2019, Jozefovic granted MCB a security interest in the 

Membership Interest, and MCB perfected its security interest by taking possession of the related 

certifications and filing a Uniform Commercial Code Financing Statement. 

24. On September 18, 2020, White Plains filed a complaint against HBL SNF, LLC, 

Jozefovic, and Mark Neuman (collectively, “Defendants”) in Westchester County, in an action 
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captioned White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC v. HBL SNF, LLC et al., Index No. 

60278/2020 (the “Westchester Action”). 

25. On November 5, 2020, Defendants filed an answer which included affirmative 

defenses, counterclaims, and third-party claims against CCC Equities, LLC, Project Equity 

Consulting, the Congress Companies, Fensterman, and William Nicholson. 

26. On or about October 6, 2020, I received a purported Notification of Disposition of 

Collateral issued by DelBello Donnellan Weingarten Wise & Wiederkehr, LLP (“DDW LLP”), 

dated October 6, 2020 (the “Notification”), which announced the intention to sell the Membership 

Interest at “public auction”. 

27. A true and correct copy of the Notification is attached as Exhibit B. 

28. The Notification was not based on or connected to any events, decisions, or orders 

in the Westchester Action. 

29. The Notification is false, as Jozefovic is not now, nor has ever been, indebted to 

White Plains or Fensterman, and White Plains and Fensterman have no claim to the Membership 

Interest, much less the right to sell it at public auction. 

30. On October 22, 2020, I filed a complaint on behalf of Jozefovic against White 

Plains, Fensterman, and MCB alleging multiple causes of action (the “Complaint”), and 

simultaneously filed an order to show cause seeking a temporary restraining order and a 

preliminary injunction to halt DDW LLP’s wrongful sale. 

31. A true and correct copy of the Complaint is attached as Exhibit C. 

32. On October 26, 2020, White Plains and Fensterman filed an order to show cause to 

consolidate in the New York Action (the “Motion to Consolidate”). 
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33. On December 16, 2020, Judge Bannon issued an interim order maintaining the 

status quo and gave the parties a short period of time to attempt to resolve the issues (the “Interim 

Order”). 

34. A true and correct copy of the Interim Order is attached as Exhibit D. 

35. On November 30, 2020, White Plains attempted to file a proposed amended 

complaint (the “PAC”). 

36. I rejected the PAC because it was filed more than 20 days after the answer, and 

because it was based on the same facts and issues as the New York Action. 

 
Dated: New York, New York 

February 5, 2021 
 
    
 
      By:  __________________________ 
       JOHN GIARDINO, ESQ. 
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COLLATERAL ASSIGNMENT AND PLEDGE 

OF MEMBERSHIP INTEREST AND SECURITY AGREEMENT 

THIS ASSIGNMENT made as of August 11, 2017, by Lizer Jozefovic, an 

individual having an address at 53 Mariner Way, MonseyNew York 10952 (the "Assignor") to 

Howard Fenstennan as nominee for White Plains Health Care Properties LLC, a Massachusetts 

Limited Liability Company (the "Assignee") with reference to the following facts. 

WHEREAS, HBL-SNF a New York Limited Liability Company ("Operator/Tenant) an entity 

controlled by Assignor had entered into a development agreement with WHITE PLAINS 

HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC (the "Developer") dated November 19, 2015 (the 

"Agreement") which was amended by and between the Parties by that certain first Amendment to the 

Development Agreement (the "Amendment") dated as of July 12, 2017. 

WHEREAS, the Development Agreement among other things obligated the Tenant to enter into 

a Lease with Developer in return for the Developer, developing, designing, financing and Building a 

160 Bed Skilled Nursing Home for Tenant in White Plains New York; and 

WHEREAS the Development Agreement obligated the Tenant to obtain CON approval to build 

such 160 Bed Skilled Nursing Home for Tenant in White Plains New York and to deliver to Developer 

such documents as are reasonably requested by Developers lenders; and 

WHEREAS, the Tenant has obtained all CON approvals necessary to construct the Skilled 

Nursing Home and the Developer has obtained all zoning and building department of approvals and a 

Construction Loan; and 

WHEREAS, in or about November 2015 in consideration of Howard Fenstennan and/or CCC 

Equities assigning all mortgages held by them on property owned by Waterview Acquisition I, LLC 

agreed that he would pre-pay Two Million Two Hundred Thousand Dollars to White Plains Healthcare 

Properties and would additionally establish a joint signature account in JP Morgan Bank into which the 

sum of One Million Six Hundred Thousand Dollars was deposited; and 

WHEREAS, The Lease requires the sum of 1.6 Million Dollars to be delivered to Landlord at 

least 60 days prior to the Commencement date of the Lease as additional security for the Tenants 

faithful perfonnance of the tenns and conditions of the Lease; and 

WHEREAS, Section 10.2 of the Loan Agreement by and between Developer and its 

Construction lender restates the language of the Lease and Developer has undertaken to ensure that the 

1.6 Million Dollars on deposit with JP Morgan shall be delivered according to the terms and provisions 

of the Lease; and 

WHEREAS, the Sums in the JP Morgan Account entitled HBL SNF, LLC, Account Number 

3379737272 have been transferred to two JP Morgan Account's entitled Waterview Acquisition I, 

LLC Account Number S 13087002 and Account Number 962-90885 in which Howard Fensterman is 

not a signatory and the parties want to enter into this agreement by which Howard Fensterman will be 

added as a signatory to such account under terms and conditions set forth below; and 

-1-
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WHEREAS, Tenant and Assignor have promised to add Howard Fenstennan as a signatory to 

such account so as to ensure that no withdrawals may be made so as to reduce the amount of the 

account below 1.6 Million and so as to ensure that when required 60 days prior to the commencement 

date the money in the account or equivalent shall be delivered as additional cash security for the lease; 

and; 

WHEREAS in order to secure the promises made by Assignor concerning such account 

Assignor has agreed to deliver to Assignee this Assignment; and the Assignor desires to pledge to 

Assignee all of his membership interest in Waterview Acquisition I, LLC (the "Company"), in 

order to secure the promises made herein and in the Lease and Security Agreement delivered to 

the Constrnction Lender; 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of these premises and other good and 

valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged, the 

Assignee and the Assignor hereby agree as follows: 

1. As collateral security for the Borrowers' obligations under the Le as e, 

th e S e c u r it y A gr e e m e n t , the Loan, a n d t h e D e v e 1 o p m e n t A g r e e m e n t the 

Assignor hereby pledges and assigns and grants a first and superior security interest in and to all 

of his rights, title and interest as a member in the Company (the "Collateral"). 

2. Upon the effectuation of Section 7.l(a)(iii) of the lease which requires 

Sixty days prior to the anticipated Commencement Date, the funds in the JP Morgan Chase 

Bank account in the amount of not less than $1,600,000 shall be deposited into the 

Landlords Rent Security Account, the interest in the Company assigned to the Assignee 

pursuant to Paragraph 1 hereof shall be automatically reassigned by the Assignee to the 

Assignor without recourse, representation or wmTanty, and this Assignment shall automatically 

tenninate and be void and of no further effect. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Assignee 

hereby agrees to execute any document reasonably required for the purpose of evidencing the 

reassignment of such interest and the termination of this Assignment. 

3. The Assignor represents, covenants and wan-ants that he is the legal and 

beneficial owner of the Collateral and has not and will not enter into any assignment, mo1tgage, 

pledge or other instrnment which transfers or encumbers all or any pmt of his interest in the 

Company and that there are no cun-ent liens or encumbrances that exist as of the day of the 

execution of this assignment. 

4. The Assignor agrees not to subsequently fmther amend or voluntarily permit 

the amendment of the operating agreement of the Company that would in any manner materially 

adversely affect this Assignment and/or the rights of the Assignee hereunder without the consent 

of the Assignee, which consent shall not be umeasonably withheld, conditioned or delayed. 

5. The Assignor covenants and agrees not to voluntarily withdraw as the 

managing member of the Company without the prior written consent of Assignee, which consent 

shall not be unreasonably withheld, conditioned or delayed. 

6. The covenants provided for in this Assignment shall be binding upon the 

-2-
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successors and assignees of the pmiies hereto. 

7. This Assignment shall be governed by the laws of the State ofNew York. 

8. Neither this Assigmnent nor any provision hereof may be amended, 

modified, waived, discharged or terminated orally, but only by an instrument in writing duly 

signed by or on behalf of the Assignor or Assignee. 

9. Assignor represents and wmTants that he has a 71 % membership interest 

in the Company and that he is manager thereof. 

10. In accordance with the laws of the State of New York and as pm1 of the 

consideration for the making of the Loan, Assignor consents to the jurisdiction of any local, state 

or federal court located within New York and further consents that all service of process may be 

made by registered mail to his address set forth below and service so made shall be deemed 

completed five (5) days after the same shall have been mailed. 

11. Assignor covenants and agrees to execute such additional documents and to 

take such further actions as may be reasonably required to cmTy out the provisions and intent of 

this Assignment including, without limitation, executing a financing statement or statements and 

continuations thereof. In addition, Assignor grants to Assignee a power of attorney coupled with 

an interest to effectuate the te1ms of the foregoing sentence and to file all continuations, renewals 

or amended financing statements without the signature of Assignor. 

13. Should Assignor violate the terms and provisions concerning the 

maintenance of the account as set fo1ih in the resolution ofWaterview Acquisition I, LLC 

annexed hereto as Exhibit A the Assignee shall have: 

(a) The right to sell the Collateral in the State of New York at 

one or more public or private sales at such price and on such tenns as 

Assignee in its discretion accepts, for cash, upon or for future delivery. 

Upon any such sale, the Assignee shall have the right to assign, 

transfer and deliver to the purchaser or purchasers thereof the 

Collateral. Such purchaser at any such sale shall hold the Collateral 

sold absolutely free from any claim or right on the pati of the 

Assignor, and the Assignor hereby waives (to the extent permitted by 

law) all rights of redemption, stay or appraisal which he has or may 

have under any rule of law or statute now existing or hereafter 

adopted. The Assignee shall give the Assignor twenty-one (21) days' 

written notice by registered or ce1iified mail, postage prepaid, return 

receipt requested (which Assignor acknowledges is reasonable and 

sufficient), of the Assignee's intention to make any such public or 

private sale. Such notice, in the case of public sale, shall state the time 

and place fixed for such sale. Any such public sale shall be held at 

such time or times within ordinary business hours and at such place 

or places in the State of New York as the Assignee may fix in the 
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notice of such sale. The Assignee shall not be obligated to make any 

sale of the Collateral if it shall determine not to do so, regardless of the 

fact that notice of such sale of the Collateral may have been given. 

The Assignee may, upon one day's written notice, adjourn any 

public or private sale or cause the same to be adjourned from time to 

time by announcement at the time and place fixed for sale, and such 

sale may, without fm1her notice, be made at the time and place 

within in the State of New York to which the same was so 

adjourned. In case sale of all or any part of the Collateral is made 

on credit or for future delivery, the Collateral so sold may be retained 

by the Assignee until the sale price is paid by the purchaser or 

purchasers thereof, but the Assignee shall not incur any liability in case 

any such purchaser or purchasers shall fail to take up and pay for the 

Collateral so sold, and, in case of any such failure, such Collateral 

may be sold again upon like notice. As an alternative to exercising 

the power of sale herein conferred upon it, the Assignee may proceed 

by a suit or suits at law or in equity to foreclose this Assignment and to 

sell the Collateral, or any portion thereof, pursuant to a judgment or 

decree of a com1 of competent jurisdiction; 

(b) such other rights with respect to the Collateral as shall be 

afforded to secured parties by the Unifonn Commercial Code of the 

State of New York including, but not limited to, the right to setoff; 

and/or 

( c) to apply any proceeds of any disposition of the Collateral to the 

payment of the c a sh s e cu r it y re q u i red u n d er th e 

term s and pro v i s i on s o f the 1 e a s e and reasonable 

expenses of the Assignee in connection with the exercise of its rights 

or remedies, including reasonable fees and expense of attorneys, and any 

balance shall be paid to such pai1y as shall be entitled thereto pursuant to 

law. 

13. The Assignor hereby waives any right to require that the Assignee 

proceed against any real or personal prope11y or any guaranty given as 

security for the Note, whether or not existing or hereafter given, before 

exercising its rights and remedies with respect to the Collateral. 

14. This Agreement may be executed in counterpai1s, each of which, 

when taken together, shall be constrned as one and the same instrnment. 

15. All notices, demands and other communications provided for 

herein shall be deemed received upon personal delivery or delivery by 

national overnight delivery service, or three (3) business days following 

deposit in the U.S. mail, postage prepaid, first class registered or certified, 
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to Assignor or assignee at the following addresses: 

If to Assignor: 

Liner Jozefovic 

53 Mariner Way 

Monsey, New York 

With a copy to: 

Michelman & Robinson, LLP 

800 Third A venue 

New York, New York 

Attention: Mark H. Zafrin, Esq. 

If to Assignee: 

Howard Fensterman 

Clo Abrams, Fensterman et al 

3 Dakota Drive 

Suite 300 

Lake Success, New York 11042 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Assignor has duly executed this 

Assignment, as of the day and year first written above. 

The Company hereby acknowledges receipt of this Assignment by Assignor. 

WATERVIEW ACQUISITION I, LLC 
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. ~CAUO:N OF prs_ros:t:TIO~ O]' COLLATERAL 

To:: Liier·Josefovic (Debtor) 

53 Mariner Way 
Monsey, .New Yorlc 10952-i248 

¥ettopolit:Af.1.·CP~rcia.1 :a~ 
99 Park Awn1+~, 41:b: fl.oq.r. 
New- Yorls New York 10016 

W-tn.del'.$ Ma:rx Lane & :Mittendorf, LLP 
156 West S.~ Street · 

New ~Vi_, York.10019 
Attn{ Miob~ie A,t,i,eeny, Esg,, - , 

O~-tober ·!5, 2020 

.Fro:i;n.i Jfow~~nsterman as noinll;lee-fm:iWl;tlte · ,i!,in · Healthcare· P.m e ' 

2B9urhonStreet, Peabody, Massachusetts 01960 Sec:ored arty) 

Re:. CoUateral Assigi;i:!llent ·and Pledge .of Member.ship lnter'est and Security' Agreement (the 

''"Piedgc''},.dateuAugust11, 2017, made by and.between Lizer J.osefbvio ('1Assignor') and 

Howard Ferist.e:tmani. a-s nominee 'for White Plains Health C.are Properties, . LLC 
("A$s:ign.ee'') as ,such agreement m~y have been fi.nthet ametrded ·or modified from 

.time to time. 

We, will. sell the Coll:ateral descnbed iii Exhibit A hereto and· :p1ade a part hereof to the 

high.est qualifk:d'hidder in public as follows: 

D.ay anµ, Datel 

Time~ 
Place: 

Friday; October 30; 202:0 
i0:00a.m. 
:Pe1B),ll9 DonneJlan Weingart~n,. Wise & Wiederkehr, LLP, One 

North:Le.xingfonAvenue, White Plains,; New-York i06Ql, phone: 
914-68l,-02'QO.. . · · . 

r 

You :ar.e '.entitled fo, at no charge, an acco:un~g_ o'f the unpaid ln.debtedness secured by the 

collat~;tal that-W¢.ir'ttend·fo $el I. You may request a:n· accounting by contacting Alfred E.: DonneU~ 
Dell3.ello l)9nnei1an_·weingarten Wise· & Wiederkehr, LLP One North Lexington Ave_ White 

Pl·ain:s, NY 10601, Phone: 914~681.:0200~ 

Very truly yours, 

Howard., F·ensterman as .. nominee for 
White P.lain:S; Realili Ca.re ·Propertiest LLC 
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
COUNTY OF NEW YORK 
------------------------------------------------------------------------X 
LIZER JOZEFOVIC,   
 

Plaintiff,  
 

-vs-  
 
WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I,  LLC, 
HOWARD FENSTERMAN, and METROPOLITAN 
COMMERCIAL BANK, 
 

Defendants. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------X 

 
SUMMONS 

TO THE ABOVE-NAMED DEFENDANTS 

YOU ARE HEREBY SUMMONED to answer the Complaint in this action and to serve a 

copy of your answer on the Plaintiff’s attorneys within twenty (20) days after the service of this 

summons, exclusive of the day of service (or within thirty (30) days after service is complete if 

the  summons  is  not  personally  delivered  to  you  within  the  State  of  New  York). If you 

fail to appear or answer, judgment will be taken against you by default of the relief demanded 

herein. 

The Plaintiff designates New York County as the place of trial. 
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Dated:  October 22, 2020 MICHELMAN & ROBINSON, LLP 
  

By:       
John Giardino, Esq. 
Alex Barnett-Howell Esq. 
800 Third Avenue, 24th Floor 
New York, NY 10022 
(212) 730-7700 
jgiardino@mrllp.com 
abarnett-howell@mrllp.com 
Attorneys for Plaintiff  

 

Defendants’ Addresses: 

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I,  LLC 

2 Bourbon Street 

Peabody, Massachusetts 01960 

 

HOWARD FENSTERMAN 

Abrams, Fensterman, Fensterman, Eisman, Formato, Ferrara, Wolf & Carone, LLP 

3 Dakota Dr., Suite 300 

Lake Success, NY 11042 

 

METROPOLITAN COMMERCIAL BANK 

99 Park Avenue, Fourth Floor 

New York, New York 10016  
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
COUNTY OF NEW YORK 
------------------------------------------------------------------------X 
LIZER JOZEFOVIC,   
 

Plaintiff, Index No. 
 

-vs-  
 
WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I,  LLC, 
HOWARD FENSTERMAN, and METROPOLITAN 
COMMERCIAL BANK, 
 

Defendants. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------X 

 
COMPLAINT 

Plaintiff Lizer Jozefovic (“Plaintiff”), by his attorneys Michelman & Robinson, LLP, 

brings his complaint against Defendants White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC (“WPHP”), 

Howard Fensterman (“Mr. Fensterman”), and Metropolitan Commercial Bank (“MCB”), alleging 

upon information and belief the following: 

INTRODUCTION  

1. This is an action to halt the dissemination of false and harmful statements as well 

as to prevent the fraudulent sale and to clarify the ownership of a limited liability company. 

2. Plaintiff is the majority owner of Waterview Acquisition I, LLC. 

3. Plaintiff previously entered into a collateral assignment, which established a rent 

security account for the White Plains Skilled Nursing Facility. 

4. Plaintiff performed all obligations under the collateral assignment, which was 

acknowledged and documented by Mr. Fensterman. 

5. Plaintiff subsequently assigned his interest in Waterview Acquisition I, LLC to 

MCB, as part of a financing arrangement, which both WPHP and Mr. Fensterman were aware of. 
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6. On October 6, 2020, WPHP and Mr. Fensterman issued a purported Notification of 

Disposition of Collateral, which stated that Plaintiff was a “debtor” and announced that Plaintiff’s 

interest in Waterview Acquisition I, LLC would be sold at “public auction” on October 30, 2020 

(the “Notification”). 

7. The Notification is entirely false: Plaintiff is not now, and has never been, indebted 

to WPHP or Mr. Fensterman, and WPHP and Mr. Fensterman have no right or ability to sell the 

Plaintiff’s interest in Waterview Acquisition I, LLC. Any attempt to do so is false, improper, and 

in breach of the collateral assignment. 

8. Moreover, the Notification was designed to inflict maximum damage, as it was 

widely broadcast to Plaintiff’s business partners and other interested parties, harming Plaintiff’s 

reputation and ability to operate his facilities. 

9. Moreover, Mr. Fensterman has represented Plaintiff previously, and continues to 

represent Plaintiff in a variety of matters, making his decision to act directly against Plaintiff’s 

interests bizarre, improper, and actionable. 

10. Moreover, if WPHP and Mr. Fensterman continue with a fraudulent sale, as stated 

in the Notification, it will harm Plaintiff’s business and operations, as well as potential third parties 

who improperly attempt to purchase Plaintiff’s interest. 

THE PARTIES 

11. Plaintiff Lizer Jozefovic is a resident of the State of New York. 

12. Defendant White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC is a foreign limited liability 

company that regularly conducts business in the State of New York. 

13. Defendant Howard Fensterman is a resident of the State of New York and regularly 

conducts business in the State of New York. 
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14. Defendant Metropolitan Commercial Bank is a commercial bank with its 

headquarters located at 99 Park Ave, New York, NY 10016 and regularly conducts business in the 

State of New York. 

15. This Court has jurisdiction over all causes of action asserted herein because all 

causes of action asserted herein arise out of conduct undertaken by defendants in the State of New 

York.  

16. Each defendant has sufficient minimum contacts with the State of New York and 

has otherwise intentionally availed himself/itself of the State of New York so as to render the 

exercise of jurisdiction over it by the State of New York court consistent with traditional notions 

of fair play and substantial justice. 

FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS 

The Collateral Assignment 

17. Plaintiff has a 70% share of Waterview Acquisition I, LLC (the “Membership 

Interest”), making him the majority owner. 

18. Plaintiff previously entered into a collateral assignment, which established a rent 

security account for the White Plains Skilled Nursing Facility (the “Collateral Assignment”). 

19. The Collateral Assignment states, in relevant part: 

a. Under Paragraph 2, upon the deposit of $1,600,000 into the rent security 

account, the “assignment shall automatically terminate and be void and of 

no further effect”; 

b. Under Section 13, the exercise of the White Plains Health Care Properties 

LLC’s (the “Assignee”) rights is limited to a violation of the “terms and 

provisions concerning the maintenance of the account…”; and 
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c. Under Section 13(c), any proceeds derived from the disposition of the 

collateral must be applied to the rent security account. 

20. In November 2015, Plaintiff deposited $1,595,031.44 into Chase Account ending 

in xxxx-xxx-xxxx-7272 to establish the rent security (the “Rent Security”). 

21. The funds for the Rent Security were derived from the refinancing of the Waterview 

real property. 

22. At that time, both Gerald Billow, Esq an attorney at Posternak, Blankstein & Lund 

LLP, in Boston and Greg Stollar, Esq. of Abrams, Fensterman, Fensterman, Eisman, Formato, 

Ferrara, Wolf & Carone, LLP  (“Abrams, Fensterman LLP”), attorneys for WPHP and Mr. 

Fensterman, were directly informed that the Rent Security had been established, satisfying the 

Collateral Assignment requirements. 

23. Moreover, Mr. Fensterman was personally aware of the Rent Security and that the 

Collateral Assignment had been satisfied, as he and his legal counsel were informed of the creation 

of the account, and the money to fund the account was wired from Abrams, Fensterman LLP after 

Plaintiff established the account and made arrangements for Mr. Fensterman to be a signatory. 

24. On December 14, 2015, Mr. Fensterman signed the Business Account Signature 

Form. 

25. In 2017, the Rent Security was transferred to the Chase account ending in xxxx-

xxx-xxxx-0885 by resolution of Waterview Acquisition I, LLC. 

26. The resolution and account holder certification form were tendered to Mr. 

Fensterman. 
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27. As a result of Plaintiff’s performance, all relevant obligations under the Collateral 

Assignment were completely satisfied by the provision of the Rent Security, automatically 

terminating the Collateral Assignment and rendering it void pursuant to its own provisions. 

Assignment of the Membership Interest to MCB 

28. At the time of the Collateral Assignment, the Operating Agreement of Waterview 

Acquisition I, LLC did not permit its members to assign their membership interests. 

29. At that time, the Operating Agreement of Waterview Acquisition I, LLC stated, in 

relevant part: 

a. Articles 5 and 6 did not provide for any assignment of the Membership 

Interest; 

b. Article 12 specifically prohibited an assignment of the Membership Interest 

to Mr. Fensterman as Nominee of White Plains Healthcare Properties LLC. 

30. Mr. Fensterman is aware of these facts, as well as the limitations on transferring 

and assigning the Membership Interest, as Mr. Fensterman and his firm Abrams, Fensterman LLP  

acted as counsel to Waterview Acquisition I, LLC in its formation and execution of its operating 

agreement. 

31. However, the Operating Agreement of Waterview was subsequently amended in 

order to authorize Plaintiff, as the majority member, to assign his interest. 

32. In December 2019, Plaintiff assigned the Membership Interest to MCB in 

connection with a $3,000,000.00 loan as part of a financing arrangement to provide working capital 

to benefit the White Plains project, most of which was paid in the form of rent to Defendants 

WPHP and Mr. Fensterman. 
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33. Currently, MCB has perfected its security interest in the Membership Interest and 

maintains physical possession of the membership certificates evidencing Plaintiff’s ownership of 

interests in Waterview Acquisition I, LLC. 

34. Mr. Fensterman knew of the approved of the loan from and assignment to MCB, as 

the proceeds have been used to pay rent on the White Plains Nursing Home. 

35. Moreover, Mr. Fensterman has continued to represent Waterview Acquisition I, 

LLC to the present date, and has recently tendered bills and asked for payment for certain litigation 

matters. 

36. Moreover, Mr. Fensterman previously acted as Plaintiff’s personal counsel, during 

which time he represented Plaintiff in matters related to the corporate compliance and collection 

matters for all of Plaintiff’s nursing homes. 

Distribution of the Notification and Resulting Harm 

37. On October 6, 2020, DelBello Donnellan Weingarten Wise & Wiederkehr, LLP 

(“DDW LLP”) issued a purported Notification of Disposition of Collateral, dated October 6, 2020, 

which announced the intention to sell the Membership Interest at “public auction” (the 

“Notification”). 

38. The Notification was first sent on October 6, 2020 by Mr. Fensterman “as nominee 

for White Plains Health Care Properties, LLC.” 

39. The Notification claims to be based upon the Collateral Assignment. 

40. The Notification states that Plaintiff is a “debtor” and that the Membership Interest 

will be sold “to the highest qualified public bidder in public” at 10:00 am on Friday, October 30, 

2020 at DDW LLP. 
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41. Since then, Defendants WPHP and Mr. Fensterman have distributed the notice to 

multiple hospital operators across the state, as well as Plaintiff’s current and potential colleagues 

and business partners.  

42. Plaintiff has received multiple calls inquiring about the alleged “debt” claimed in 

the Notification. 

43. Plaintiff has never received any funds from WPHP or Mr. Fensterman. Therefore, 

neither Waterview Acquisition I, LLC nor Plaintiff owes any money to WPHP as there is no debt, 

and Plaintiff is not and cannot be a debtor. 

44. Moreover, since 2015, Plaintiff has given WPHP and Mr. Fensterman over $4.6 

million in a combination of loans, unallocated payments, and a down-payment for the purchase of 

a building. 

45. Moreover, since September 2019, Plaintiff has paid rent of over $6 million. 

46. In Plaintiff’s business, the public allegation of unpaid debts is very serious and 

damaging and has negatively impacted Plaintiff’s standing in the business and banking 

communities. 

47. On October 16, 2020, Plaintiff, through counsel, attempted to contact Alfred E. 

Donnellan, Esq. (“Mr. Donnellan), the Managing Partner at DDW LLP, to confirm by October 20, 

2020 that the Notification has been withdrawn and that there will be no attempts to proceed against 

the Membership Interest. 

48. Neither Mr. Donnellan nor Mr. Fensterman have responded. 

49. Plaintiff has been irreparably harmed by the Notification and any purported sale of 

the Membership Interest, and this harm will continue until the Notification is withdrawn and a 

correction is issued. 
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50. The wide dissemination of the false claims in the Notification has damaged 

Plaintiff’s reputation and standing within the nursing home community. 

51. Moreover, Plaintiff has been questioned by lenders and other interested parties as 

to the viability of his business concerns.  

52. Moreover, the publication of the Notification has materially affected admissions to 

Plaintiff’s facilities. 

53. Moreover, if WPHP and Mr. Fensterman continue with a wrongful and fraudulent 

sale of the Membership Interest, it will disastrously and irreparably harm Plaintiff and potential 

third-parties who attempt to purchase the Membership Interest based upon a non-existent debt and 

without the ability to do so. 

54. This action is brought to seek redress for WPHP and Mr. Fenster’s harmful conduct, 

and to clarify ownership of the Membership Interest as to MCB. 

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION 

Declaratory Judgment 

(All Defendants) 

55. Plaintiff repeats and incorporates by reference each of the foregoing allegations as 

though fully set forth herein. 

56. The Collateral Assignment states that it is automatically terminated upon the 

establishment of the Rent Security. 

57. Plaintiff properly established the Rent Security, pursuant to the requirements of the 

Collateral Assignment. 

58. Defendants have personal knowledge that the Collateral Assignment was satisfied 

and is therefore null and void. 

59. Plaintiff properly assigned the Membership Interest to MCB. 
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60. Defendants have personal knowledge that the Membership Interest has been 

assigned to MCB. 

61. Plaintiff requests that the Court issue a declaratory judgment finding that: the 

Collateral Assignment is null and void following the establishment of the Rent Security; that the 

Membership Interest has been assigned to MCB; that Plaintiff is not indebted to WPHP or Mr. 

Fensterman; and consequently that WPHP and Mr. Fensterman have no right or claim to the 

Membership Interest, nor can WPHP, Mr. Fensterman, or DDW LLP sell or otherwise transfer the 

Membership Interest. 

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION 

Breach of Contract 

(WPHP and Mr. Fensterman) 

62. Plaintiff repeats and incorporates by reference each of the foregoing allegations as 

though fully set forth herein. 

63. Plaintiff and WPHP entered into the Collateral Assignment 

64. Plaintiff has performed all conditions, covenants, and promises required to be 

performed by Plaintiff in accordance with the terms of the Collateral Assignment alleged herein. 

65. Specifically, Plaintiff established the Rent Security pursuant to the terms of the 

Collateral Assignment, resulting in the termination of the Collateral Assignment and rendering it 

void pursuant to its own provisions. 

66. Defendants have personal knowledge that the Rent Security has been established, 

and that the Collateral Assignment has been terminated. 

67. WPHP and Mr. Fensterman issued the Notification in breach of the Collateral 

Assignment. 

68. As a direct and proximate result of the foregoing conduct by WPHP and Mr. 

Fensterman, Plaintiff has suffered damages in an amount subject to proof at trial. 
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69. WPHP and Mr. Fensterman’s conduct, as alleged above, was willful, malicious and 

intentional and done for the purpose of depriving Plaintiff of property or legal rights or otherwise 

causing injury, and, therefore, was despicable conduct that subjected Plaintiff to a cruel and unjust 

hardship in conscious disregard of Plaintiff’s rights, so as to justify an award of exemplary and 

punitive damages in an amount to be established at trial. 

THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION 

Fraud 

(WPHP and Mr. Fensterman) 

70. Plaintiff repeats and incorporates by reference each of the foregoing allegations as 

though fully set forth herein. 

71. WPHP and Mr. Fensterman have made multiple false statements regarding the 

Plaintiff and the Membership Interest. 

72. Specifically, WPHP and Mr. Fensterman issued the Notification claiming that 

Plaintiff was a debtor, and that the Membership Interest would be sold to satisfy the debt. 

73. However, Plaintiff is not indebted to WPHP and Mr. Fensterman, and WPHP and 

Mr. Fensterman have no right to sell the Membership Interest. 

74. As a direct and proximate result of the foregoing conduct by WPHP and Mr. 

Fensterman, Plaintiff has suffered damages in an amount subject to proof at trial. 

75. WPHP and Mr. Fensterman’s conduct, as alleged above, was willful, malicious and 

intentional and done for the purpose of depriving Plaintiff of property or legal rights or otherwise 

causing injury, and, therefore, was despicable conduct that subjected Plaintiff to a cruel and unjust 

hardship in conscious disregard of Plaintiff’s rights, so as to justify an award of exemplary and 

punitive damages in an amount to be established at trial. 
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THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION 

Defamation 

(WPHP and Mr. Fensterman) 

76. Plaintiff repeats and incorporates by reference each of the foregoing allegations as 

though fully set forth herein. 

77. On October 6, 2020, WPHP and Mr. Fensterman caused the Notification to be 

issued. 

78. The Notification claims that Plaintiff is a “debtor,” and that WPHP, Mr. 

Fensterman, and DDW LLP will sell the Membership Interest at a public auction to satisfy 

Plaintiff’s debts. These statements are false. 

79. WPHP and Mr. Fensterman knew that the statements in the Notification were false 

at the time the Notification was issued. 

80. The Notification was widely distributed to Plaintiff’s current and potential 

colleagues and business partners. 

81. As a direct and proximate result of the foregoing conduct by WPHP and Mr. 

Fensterman, Plaintiff has suffered damages in an amount subject to proof at trial. 

82. WPHP and Mr. Fensterman’s conduct, as alleged above, was willful, malicious and 

intentional and done for the purpose of depriving Plaintiff of property or legal rights or otherwise 

causing injury, and, therefore, was despicable conduct that subjected Plaintiff to a cruel and unjust 

hardship in conscious disregard of Plaintiff’s rights, so as to justify an award of exemplary and 

punitive damages in an amount to be established at trial. 

FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION 

Breach of Fiduciary Duty 

(Mr. Fensterman) 

83. Plaintiff repeats and incorporates by reference each of the foregoing allegations as 

though fully set forth herein. 
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84. At all relevant times, as Plaintiff’s former and current legal representative, Mr. 

Fensterman owed fiduciary duties to Plaintiff, including the duties of loyalty, good faith, and care. 

85. Mr. Fensterman breached his fiduciary duties to Plaintiff by issuing the 

Notification. 

86. As a direct and proximate result of the foregoing conduct by Mr. Fensterman, 

Plaintiff has suffered damages in an amount subject to proof at trial. 

87. Mr. Fensterman’s conduct, as alleged above, was willful, malicious and intentional 

and done for the purpose of depriving Plaintiff of property or legal rights or otherwise causing 

injury, and, therefore, was despicable conduct that subjected Plaintiff to a cruel and unjust hardship 

in conscious disregard of Plaintiff’s rights, so as to justify an award of exemplary and punitive 

damages in an amount to be established at trial. 

FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION 

Legal Malpractice 

(Mr. Fensterman) 

88. Plaintiff repeats and incorporates by reference each of the foregoing allegations as 

though fully set forth herein. 

89. Mr. Fensterman acted as legal counsel to Plaintiff, both during and after the 

Collateral Assignment. 

90. Mr. Fensterman was required to represent Plaintiff’s interests without conflict. 

91. Mr. Fensterman abused his position as Plaintiff’s legal counsel and acted in direct 

opposition to Plaintiff’s interests by issuing the Notification. 

92. As a direct and proximate result of the foregoing conduct by Mr. Fensterman, 

Plaintiff has suffered damages in an amount subject to proof at trial. 
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93. Mr. Fensterman’s conduct, as alleged above, was willful, malicious and intentional 

and done for the purpose of depriving Plaintiff of property or legal rights or otherwise causing 

injury, and, therefore, was despicable conduct that subjected Plaintiff to a cruel and unjust hardship 

in conscious disregard of Plaintiff’s rights, so as to justify an award of exemplary and punitive 

damages in an amount to be established at trial. 

SIXTH CAUSE OF ACTION 

Judiciary Law Section 487 

(Mr. Fensterman) 

94. Plaintiff repeats and incorporates by reference each of the foregoing allegations as 

though fully set forth herein. 

95. Mr. Fensterman acted as legal counsel to Plaintiff, both during and after the 

Collateral Assignment. 

96. Mr. Fensterman acted deceitfully by issuing the Notification in an attempt to 

fraudulently sell the Membership Interest and to harm Plaintiff, his own client. 

97. Mr. Fensterman intends to receive compensation from other parties, including 

WPHP, by acting against Plaintiff’s interests. 

98. As a direct and proximate result of the foregoing conduct by Mr. Fensterman, 

Plaintiff has suffered damages in an amount subject to proof at trial. 

99. Mr. Fensterman’s conduct, as alleged above, was willful, malicious and intentional 

and done for the purpose of depriving Plaintiff of property or legal rights or otherwise causing 

injury, and, therefore, was despicable conduct that subjected Plaintiff to a cruel and unjust hardship 

in conscious disregard of Plaintiff’s rights, so as to justify an award of exemplary and punitive 

damages in an amount to be established at trial. 
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PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

 Wherefore, Plaintiff Lizer Jozefovic prays for judgment against Defendants White 

Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC, Howard Fensterman, and Metropolitan Commercial Bank as 

follows: 

1. On the First Cause of Action, an order declaring that: 

a. The Collateral Assignment is null and void following the establishment of 

the Rent Security; 

b. The Membership Interest has been properly assigned to MCB;  

c. Plaintiff is not indebted to WPHP or Mr. Fensterman; and  

d. WPHP and Mr. Fensterman have no right or claim to the Membership 

Interest, nor can WPHP, Mr. Fensterman, or DDW LLP sell or otherwise 

transfer the Membership Interest; 

2. On the Second, Third, and Fourth, Fifth, and Sixth Causes of Action herein, for 

compensatory and consequential damages in in an amount subject to proof at trial; 

3. For punitive damages; 

4. For recovery of attorney’s fees as provided by law, contract, or statute; 

5. For pre-judgment interest at the maximum rate permitted by law;  

6. For costs incurred; and 

7. For any other and further relief as the court may deem proper. 
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Dated:  October 22, 2020 MICHELMAN & ROBINSON, LLP 
  

By:       
John Giardino, Esq. 
Alex Barnett-Howell Esq. 
800 Third Avenue, 24th Floor 
New York, NY 10022 
(212) 730-7700 
jgiardino@mrllp.com 
abarnett-howell@mrllp.com 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Lizer Jozefovic 
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DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 

  

 Plaintiff demands a trial by jury of all issues so triable in this action. 

 

 
Dated:  October 22, 2020 MICHELMAN & ROBINSON, LLP 
 

By:       
John Giardino, Esq. 
Alex Barnett-Howell Esq. 
800 Third Avenue, 24th Floor 
New York, NY 10022 
(212) 730-7700 
jgiardino@mrllp.com 
abarnett-howell@mrllp.com 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Lizer Jozefovic 
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655549/2020   JOZEFOVIC, LIZER vs. WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE 
Motion No.  001 002 

 
Page 1 of 1 

 

The following e-filed documents, listed by NYSCEF document number (Motion 001) 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 14, 15, 
16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 
46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76 

were read on this motion to/for    PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION . 

   
The following e-filed documents, listed by NYSCEF document number (Motion 002) 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 
13, 61, 62, 63, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85 

were read on this motion to/for    CHANGE VENUE . 

   It is hereby 

 ORDERED that the plaintiff’s motion for injunctive relief (MOT SEQ 001) and the 

defendant’s motion to change venue (MOT SEQ 002) are adjourned to January 4, 2021, for 

submission on papers, and it is further  

ORDERED that the TRO granted in this court’s order dated October 27, 2020 (MOT 

SEQ 001) is continued until a further order of the court, and it is further  

ORDERED that the parties shall notify the court of any stipulation reached in regard to 

MOT SEQ 001 or 002, as discussed at oral argument on December 14, 2020, and it is further  

ORDERED that the Clerk shall mark the file accordingly. 

 

 SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
NEW YORK COUNTY 

 

PRESENT:
  

HON. NANCY M. BANNON 
 

PART IAS MOTION 42EFM 

 Justice       

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------X   INDEX NO.  655549/2020 

  

  MOTION DATE 

12/14/2020, 
12/14/2020 

  
  MOTION SEQ. NO.  001 002 

  

INTERIM 
DECISION + ORDER ON 

MOTION 

LIZER JOZEFOVIC, 
                                                     Plaintiff,  
 

 

 - v -  

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC, 
HOWARD FENSTERMAN, METROPOLITAN 
COMMERCIAL BANK 
                                                     Defendants.  

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------X  
 

12/14/2020      $SIG$ 
DATE       

         CHECK ONE:  CASE DISPOSED  X NON-FINAL DISPOSITION   

  GRANTED  DENIED  GRANTED IN PART X OTHER 
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 

COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER 

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC, 

Plaintiff, 

-against-

HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/K/A LIZER 

JOZOFOVIC and MARK NEUMAN, 

Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs, 

- against -

CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY 

CONSULTING, THE CONGRESS COMPANIES, 

HOW ARD FENSTERMAN, and WILLIAM 

NICHOLSON, 

Third-Party Defendants. 

Index No. 60278/2020 

REPLY AFFIRMATION OF 

ALFRED E. DONNELLAN 

Alfred E. Donnellan, an attorney duly admitted to.practice in the courts of the State ofNew 

_ York, affirms the following to be true under the penalty of perjury: 

1. I am a member of the law firm of DelBello Donnellan Weingarten Wise & 

Wiederkehr, LLP, lead counsel for plaintiff, White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC ("WPH 

Properties") and third-party defendants, CCC Equities, LLC, Project Equity Consulting, The 

Congress Companies, Howard Fensterman and William Nicholson ( collectively, "third-party 

defendants"). I submit this reply affirmation in further support of the motion of WPH Properties, 

pursuant to CPLR § 3 025(b ), for leave to file an amended complaint. 

2. A true and correct copy of the complaint in Jozefovic v. White Plains Healthcare 

Properties L LLC et al (Supreme Court, New York County, Index No. 655549/2020) is attached 

as Exhibit A. 
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WHEREFORE, this Court should grant the motion ofWPH Properties for leave to amend 

the complaint and grant such other relief as the Court deems just. 

Dated: White Plains, New York 

February 18, 2021 

2 
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CERTIFICATION PURSUANT TO COMMERCIAL DIVISION RULE 17 

I, ALFRED E. DONNELLAN, ESQ., an attorney at law licensed to practice in the State 

of New York, and counsel of record herein, certify that this document contains 163 words, 

exclusive of the caption page, table of contents and table of authorities and signature block, as 

counted by the word count of the word-processing system used to prepare this document. 

Dated: White Plains, New York 

February 18, 2021 

3 
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Exhibit A  

to Donnellan Aff. 
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
COUNTY OF NEW YORK 
------------------------------------------------------------------------X 
LIZER JOZEFOVIC,   
 

Plaintiff,  
 

-vs-  
 
WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I,  LLC, 
HOWARD FENSTERMAN, and METROPOLITAN 
COMMERCIAL BANK, 
 

Defendants. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------X 

 
SUMMONS 

TO THE ABOVE-NAMED DEFENDANTS 

YOU ARE HEREBY SUMMONED to answer the Complaint in this action and to serve a 

copy of your answer on the Plaintiff’s attorneys within twenty (20) days after the service of this 

summons, exclusive of the day of service (or within thirty (30) days after service is complete if 

the  summons  is  not  personally  delivered  to  you  within  the  State  of  New  York). If you 

fail to appear or answer, judgment will be taken against you by default of the relief demanded 

herein. 

The Plaintiff designates New York County as the place of trial. 
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Dated:  October 22, 2020 MICHELMAN & ROBINSON, LLP 
  

By:       
John Giardino, Esq. 
Alex Barnett-Howell Esq. 
800 Third Avenue, 24th Floor 
New York, NY 10022 
(212) 730-7700 
jgiardino@mrllp.com 
abarnett-howell@mrllp.com 
Attorneys for Plaintiff  

 

Defendants’ Addresses: 

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I,  LLC 

2 Bourbon Street 

Peabody, Massachusetts 01960 

 

HOWARD FENSTERMAN 

Abrams, Fensterman, Fensterman, Eisman, Formato, Ferrara, Wolf & Carone, LLP 

3 Dakota Dr., Suite 300 

Lake Success, NY 11042 

 

METROPOLITAN COMMERCIAL BANK 

99 Park Avenue, Fourth Floor 

New York, New York 10016  
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
COUNTY OF NEW YORK 
------------------------------------------------------------------------X 
LIZER JOZEFOVIC,   
 

Plaintiff, Index No. 
 

-vs-  
 
WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I,  LLC, 
HOWARD FENSTERMAN, and METROPOLITAN 
COMMERCIAL BANK, 
 

Defendants. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------X 

 
COMPLAINT 

Plaintiff Lizer Jozefovic (“Plaintiff”), by his attorneys Michelman & Robinson, LLP, 

brings his complaint against Defendants White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC (“WPHP”), 

Howard Fensterman (“Mr. Fensterman”), and Metropolitan Commercial Bank (“MCB”), alleging 

upon information and belief the following: 

INTRODUCTION  

1. This is an action to halt the dissemination of false and harmful statements as well 

as to prevent the fraudulent sale and to clarify the ownership of a limited liability company. 

2. Plaintiff is the majority owner of Waterview Acquisition I, LLC. 

3. Plaintiff previously entered into a collateral assignment, which established a rent 

security account for the White Plains Skilled Nursing Facility. 

4. Plaintiff performed all obligations under the collateral assignment, which was 

acknowledged and documented by Mr. Fensterman. 

5. Plaintiff subsequently assigned his interest in Waterview Acquisition I, LLC to 

MCB, as part of a financing arrangement, which both WPHP and Mr. Fensterman were aware of. 
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6. On October 6, 2020, WPHP and Mr. Fensterman issued a purported Notification of 

Disposition of Collateral, which stated that Plaintiff was a “debtor” and announced that Plaintiff’s 

interest in Waterview Acquisition I, LLC would be sold at “public auction” on October 30, 2020 

(the “Notification”). 

7. The Notification is entirely false: Plaintiff is not now, and has never been, indebted 

to WPHP or Mr. Fensterman, and WPHP and Mr. Fensterman have no right or ability to sell the 

Plaintiff’s interest in Waterview Acquisition I, LLC. Any attempt to do so is false, improper, and 

in breach of the collateral assignment. 

8. Moreover, the Notification was designed to inflict maximum damage, as it was 

widely broadcast to Plaintiff’s business partners and other interested parties, harming Plaintiff’s 

reputation and ability to operate his facilities. 

9. Moreover, Mr. Fensterman has represented Plaintiff previously, and continues to 

represent Plaintiff in a variety of matters, making his decision to act directly against Plaintiff’s 

interests bizarre, improper, and actionable. 

10. Moreover, if WPHP and Mr. Fensterman continue with a fraudulent sale, as stated 

in the Notification, it will harm Plaintiff’s business and operations, as well as potential third parties 

who improperly attempt to purchase Plaintiff’s interest. 

THE PARTIES 

11. Plaintiff Lizer Jozefovic is a resident of the State of New York. 

12. Defendant White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC is a foreign limited liability 

company that regularly conducts business in the State of New York. 

13. Defendant Howard Fensterman is a resident of the State of New York and regularly 

conducts business in the State of New York. 
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14. Defendant Metropolitan Commercial Bank is a commercial bank with its 

headquarters located at 99 Park Ave, New York, NY 10016 and regularly conducts business in the 

State of New York. 

15. This Court has jurisdiction over all causes of action asserted herein because all 

causes of action asserted herein arise out of conduct undertaken by defendants in the State of New 

York.  

16. Each defendant has sufficient minimum contacts with the State of New York and 

has otherwise intentionally availed himself/itself of the State of New York so as to render the 

exercise of jurisdiction over it by the State of New York court consistent with traditional notions 

of fair play and substantial justice. 

FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS 

The Collateral Assignment 

17. Plaintiff has a 70% share of Waterview Acquisition I, LLC (the “Membership 

Interest”), making him the majority owner. 

18. Plaintiff previously entered into a collateral assignment, which established a rent 

security account for the White Plains Skilled Nursing Facility (the “Collateral Assignment”). 

19. The Collateral Assignment states, in relevant part: 

a. Under Paragraph 2, upon the deposit of $1,600,000 into the rent security 

account, the “assignment shall automatically terminate and be void and of 

no further effect”; 

b. Under Section 13, the exercise of the White Plains Health Care Properties 

LLC’s (the “Assignee”) rights is limited to a violation of the “terms and 

provisions concerning the maintenance of the account…”; and 
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c. Under Section 13(c), any proceeds derived from the disposition of the 

collateral must be applied to the rent security account. 

20. In November 2015, Plaintiff deposited $1,595,031.44 into Chase Account ending 

in xxxx-xxx-xxxx-7272 to establish the rent security (the “Rent Security”). 

21. The funds for the Rent Security were derived from the refinancing of the Waterview 

real property. 

22. At that time, both Gerald Billow, Esq an attorney at Posternak, Blankstein & Lund 

LLP, in Boston and Greg Stollar, Esq. of Abrams, Fensterman, Fensterman, Eisman, Formato, 

Ferrara, Wolf & Carone, LLP  (“Abrams, Fensterman LLP”), attorneys for WPHP and Mr. 

Fensterman, were directly informed that the Rent Security had been established, satisfying the 

Collateral Assignment requirements. 

23. Moreover, Mr. Fensterman was personally aware of the Rent Security and that the 

Collateral Assignment had been satisfied, as he and his legal counsel were informed of the creation 

of the account, and the money to fund the account was wired from Abrams, Fensterman LLP after 

Plaintiff established the account and made arrangements for Mr. Fensterman to be a signatory. 

24. On December 14, 2015, Mr. Fensterman signed the Business Account Signature 

Form. 

25. In 2017, the Rent Security was transferred to the Chase account ending in xxxx-

xxx-xxxx-0885 by resolution of Waterview Acquisition I, LLC. 

26. The resolution and account holder certification form were tendered to Mr. 

Fensterman. 
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27. As a result of Plaintiff’s performance, all relevant obligations under the Collateral 

Assignment were completely satisfied by the provision of the Rent Security, automatically 

terminating the Collateral Assignment and rendering it void pursuant to its own provisions. 

Assignment of the Membership Interest to MCB 

28. At the time of the Collateral Assignment, the Operating Agreement of Waterview 

Acquisition I, LLC did not permit its members to assign their membership interests. 

29. At that time, the Operating Agreement of Waterview Acquisition I, LLC stated, in 

relevant part: 

a. Articles 5 and 6 did not provide for any assignment of the Membership 

Interest; 

b. Article 12 specifically prohibited an assignment of the Membership Interest 

to Mr. Fensterman as Nominee of White Plains Healthcare Properties LLC. 

30. Mr. Fensterman is aware of these facts, as well as the limitations on transferring 

and assigning the Membership Interest, as Mr. Fensterman and his firm Abrams, Fensterman LLP  

acted as counsel to Waterview Acquisition I, LLC in its formation and execution of its operating 

agreement. 

31. However, the Operating Agreement of Waterview was subsequently amended in 

order to authorize Plaintiff, as the majority member, to assign his interest. 

32. In December 2019, Plaintiff assigned the Membership Interest to MCB in 

connection with a $3,000,000.00 loan as part of a financing arrangement to provide working capital 

to benefit the White Plains project, most of which was paid in the form of rent to Defendants 

WPHP and Mr. Fensterman. 
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33. Currently, MCB has perfected its security interest in the Membership Interest and 

maintains physical possession of the membership certificates evidencing Plaintiff’s ownership of 

interests in Waterview Acquisition I, LLC. 

34. Mr. Fensterman knew of the approved of the loan from and assignment to MCB, as 

the proceeds have been used to pay rent on the White Plains Nursing Home. 

35. Moreover, Mr. Fensterman has continued to represent Waterview Acquisition I, 

LLC to the present date, and has recently tendered bills and asked for payment for certain litigation 

matters. 

36. Moreover, Mr. Fensterman previously acted as Plaintiff’s personal counsel, during 

which time he represented Plaintiff in matters related to the corporate compliance and collection 

matters for all of Plaintiff’s nursing homes. 

Distribution of the Notification and Resulting Harm 

37. On October 6, 2020, DelBello Donnellan Weingarten Wise & Wiederkehr, LLP 

(“DDW LLP”) issued a purported Notification of Disposition of Collateral, dated October 6, 2020, 

which announced the intention to sell the Membership Interest at “public auction” (the 

“Notification”). 

38. The Notification was first sent on October 6, 2020 by Mr. Fensterman “as nominee 

for White Plains Health Care Properties, LLC.” 

39. The Notification claims to be based upon the Collateral Assignment. 

40. The Notification states that Plaintiff is a “debtor” and that the Membership Interest 

will be sold “to the highest qualified public bidder in public” at 10:00 am on Friday, October 30, 

2020 at DDW LLP. 
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41. Since then, Defendants WPHP and Mr. Fensterman have distributed the notice to 

multiple hospital operators across the state, as well as Plaintiff’s current and potential colleagues 

and business partners.  

42. Plaintiff has received multiple calls inquiring about the alleged “debt” claimed in 

the Notification. 

43. Plaintiff has never received any funds from WPHP or Mr. Fensterman. Therefore, 

neither Waterview Acquisition I, LLC nor Plaintiff owes any money to WPHP as there is no debt, 

and Plaintiff is not and cannot be a debtor. 

44. Moreover, since 2015, Plaintiff has given WPHP and Mr. Fensterman over $4.6 

million in a combination of loans, unallocated payments, and a down-payment for the purchase of 

a building. 

45. Moreover, since September 2019, Plaintiff has paid rent of over $6 million. 

46. In Plaintiff’s business, the public allegation of unpaid debts is very serious and 

damaging and has negatively impacted Plaintiff’s standing in the business and banking 

communities. 

47. On October 16, 2020, Plaintiff, through counsel, attempted to contact Alfred E. 

Donnellan, Esq. (“Mr. Donnellan), the Managing Partner at DDW LLP, to confirm by October 20, 

2020 that the Notification has been withdrawn and that there will be no attempts to proceed against 

the Membership Interest. 

48. Neither Mr. Donnellan nor Mr. Fensterman have responded. 

49. Plaintiff has been irreparably harmed by the Notification and any purported sale of 

the Membership Interest, and this harm will continue until the Notification is withdrawn and a 

correction is issued. 
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50. The wide dissemination of the false claims in the Notification has damaged 

Plaintiff’s reputation and standing within the nursing home community. 

51. Moreover, Plaintiff has been questioned by lenders and other interested parties as 

to the viability of his business concerns.  

52. Moreover, the publication of the Notification has materially affected admissions to 

Plaintiff’s facilities. 

53. Moreover, if WPHP and Mr. Fensterman continue with a wrongful and fraudulent 

sale of the Membership Interest, it will disastrously and irreparably harm Plaintiff and potential 

third-parties who attempt to purchase the Membership Interest based upon a non-existent debt and 

without the ability to do so. 

54. This action is brought to seek redress for WPHP and Mr. Fenster’s harmful conduct, 

and to clarify ownership of the Membership Interest as to MCB. 

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION 

Declaratory Judgment 

(All Defendants) 

55. Plaintiff repeats and incorporates by reference each of the foregoing allegations as 

though fully set forth herein. 

56. The Collateral Assignment states that it is automatically terminated upon the 

establishment of the Rent Security. 

57. Plaintiff properly established the Rent Security, pursuant to the requirements of the 

Collateral Assignment. 

58. Defendants have personal knowledge that the Collateral Assignment was satisfied 

and is therefore null and void. 

59. Plaintiff properly assigned the Membership Interest to MCB. 
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60. Defendants have personal knowledge that the Membership Interest has been 

assigned to MCB. 

61. Plaintiff requests that the Court issue a declaratory judgment finding that: the 

Collateral Assignment is null and void following the establishment of the Rent Security; that the 

Membership Interest has been assigned to MCB; that Plaintiff is not indebted to WPHP or Mr. 

Fensterman; and consequently that WPHP and Mr. Fensterman have no right or claim to the 

Membership Interest, nor can WPHP, Mr. Fensterman, or DDW LLP sell or otherwise transfer the 

Membership Interest. 

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION 

Breach of Contract 

(WPHP and Mr. Fensterman) 

62. Plaintiff repeats and incorporates by reference each of the foregoing allegations as 

though fully set forth herein. 

63. Plaintiff and WPHP entered into the Collateral Assignment 

64. Plaintiff has performed all conditions, covenants, and promises required to be 

performed by Plaintiff in accordance with the terms of the Collateral Assignment alleged herein. 

65. Specifically, Plaintiff established the Rent Security pursuant to the terms of the 

Collateral Assignment, resulting in the termination of the Collateral Assignment and rendering it 

void pursuant to its own provisions. 

66. Defendants have personal knowledge that the Rent Security has been established, 

and that the Collateral Assignment has been terminated. 

67. WPHP and Mr. Fensterman issued the Notification in breach of the Collateral 

Assignment. 

68. As a direct and proximate result of the foregoing conduct by WPHP and Mr. 

Fensterman, Plaintiff has suffered damages in an amount subject to proof at trial. 
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69. WPHP and Mr. Fensterman’s conduct, as alleged above, was willful, malicious and 

intentional and done for the purpose of depriving Plaintiff of property or legal rights or otherwise 

causing injury, and, therefore, was despicable conduct that subjected Plaintiff to a cruel and unjust 

hardship in conscious disregard of Plaintiff’s rights, so as to justify an award of exemplary and 

punitive damages in an amount to be established at trial. 

THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION 

Fraud 

(WPHP and Mr. Fensterman) 

70. Plaintiff repeats and incorporates by reference each of the foregoing allegations as 

though fully set forth herein. 

71. WPHP and Mr. Fensterman have made multiple false statements regarding the 

Plaintiff and the Membership Interest. 

72. Specifically, WPHP and Mr. Fensterman issued the Notification claiming that 

Plaintiff was a debtor, and that the Membership Interest would be sold to satisfy the debt. 

73. However, Plaintiff is not indebted to WPHP and Mr. Fensterman, and WPHP and 

Mr. Fensterman have no right to sell the Membership Interest. 

74. As a direct and proximate result of the foregoing conduct by WPHP and Mr. 

Fensterman, Plaintiff has suffered damages in an amount subject to proof at trial. 

75. WPHP and Mr. Fensterman’s conduct, as alleged above, was willful, malicious and 

intentional and done for the purpose of depriving Plaintiff of property or legal rights or otherwise 

causing injury, and, therefore, was despicable conduct that subjected Plaintiff to a cruel and unjust 

hardship in conscious disregard of Plaintiff’s rights, so as to justify an award of exemplary and 

punitive damages in an amount to be established at trial. 
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THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION 

Defamation 

(WPHP and Mr. Fensterman) 

76. Plaintiff repeats and incorporates by reference each of the foregoing allegations as 

though fully set forth herein. 

77. On October 6, 2020, WPHP and Mr. Fensterman caused the Notification to be 

issued. 

78. The Notification claims that Plaintiff is a “debtor,” and that WPHP, Mr. 

Fensterman, and DDW LLP will sell the Membership Interest at a public auction to satisfy 

Plaintiff’s debts. These statements are false. 

79. WPHP and Mr. Fensterman knew that the statements in the Notification were false 

at the time the Notification was issued. 

80. The Notification was widely distributed to Plaintiff’s current and potential 

colleagues and business partners. 

81. As a direct and proximate result of the foregoing conduct by WPHP and Mr. 

Fensterman, Plaintiff has suffered damages in an amount subject to proof at trial. 

82. WPHP and Mr. Fensterman’s conduct, as alleged above, was willful, malicious and 

intentional and done for the purpose of depriving Plaintiff of property or legal rights or otherwise 

causing injury, and, therefore, was despicable conduct that subjected Plaintiff to a cruel and unjust 

hardship in conscious disregard of Plaintiff’s rights, so as to justify an award of exemplary and 

punitive damages in an amount to be established at trial. 

FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION 

Breach of Fiduciary Duty 

(Mr. Fensterman) 

83. Plaintiff repeats and incorporates by reference each of the foregoing allegations as 

though fully set forth herein. 
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84. At all relevant times, as Plaintiff’s former and current legal representative, Mr. 

Fensterman owed fiduciary duties to Plaintiff, including the duties of loyalty, good faith, and care. 

85. Mr. Fensterman breached his fiduciary duties to Plaintiff by issuing the 

Notification. 

86. As a direct and proximate result of the foregoing conduct by Mr. Fensterman, 

Plaintiff has suffered damages in an amount subject to proof at trial. 

87. Mr. Fensterman’s conduct, as alleged above, was willful, malicious and intentional 

and done for the purpose of depriving Plaintiff of property or legal rights or otherwise causing 

injury, and, therefore, was despicable conduct that subjected Plaintiff to a cruel and unjust hardship 

in conscious disregard of Plaintiff’s rights, so as to justify an award of exemplary and punitive 

damages in an amount to be established at trial. 

FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION 

Legal Malpractice 

(Mr. Fensterman) 

88. Plaintiff repeats and incorporates by reference each of the foregoing allegations as 

though fully set forth herein. 

89. Mr. Fensterman acted as legal counsel to Plaintiff, both during and after the 

Collateral Assignment. 

90. Mr. Fensterman was required to represent Plaintiff’s interests without conflict. 

91. Mr. Fensterman abused his position as Plaintiff’s legal counsel and acted in direct 

opposition to Plaintiff’s interests by issuing the Notification. 

92. As a direct and proximate result of the foregoing conduct by Mr. Fensterman, 

Plaintiff has suffered damages in an amount subject to proof at trial. 
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93. Mr. Fensterman’s conduct, as alleged above, was willful, malicious and intentional 

and done for the purpose of depriving Plaintiff of property or legal rights or otherwise causing 

injury, and, therefore, was despicable conduct that subjected Plaintiff to a cruel and unjust hardship 

in conscious disregard of Plaintiff’s rights, so as to justify an award of exemplary and punitive 

damages in an amount to be established at trial. 

SIXTH CAUSE OF ACTION 

Judiciary Law Section 487 

(Mr. Fensterman) 

94. Plaintiff repeats and incorporates by reference each of the foregoing allegations as 

though fully set forth herein. 

95. Mr. Fensterman acted as legal counsel to Plaintiff, both during and after the 

Collateral Assignment. 

96. Mr. Fensterman acted deceitfully by issuing the Notification in an attempt to 

fraudulently sell the Membership Interest and to harm Plaintiff, his own client. 

97. Mr. Fensterman intends to receive compensation from other parties, including 

WPHP, by acting against Plaintiff’s interests. 

98. As a direct and proximate result of the foregoing conduct by Mr. Fensterman, 

Plaintiff has suffered damages in an amount subject to proof at trial. 

99. Mr. Fensterman’s conduct, as alleged above, was willful, malicious and intentional 

and done for the purpose of depriving Plaintiff of property or legal rights or otherwise causing 

injury, and, therefore, was despicable conduct that subjected Plaintiff to a cruel and unjust hardship 

in conscious disregard of Plaintiff’s rights, so as to justify an award of exemplary and punitive 

damages in an amount to be established at trial. 
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PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

 Wherefore, Plaintiff Lizer Jozefovic prays for judgment against Defendants White 

Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC, Howard Fensterman, and Metropolitan Commercial Bank as 

follows: 

1. On the First Cause of Action, an order declaring that: 

a. The Collateral Assignment is null and void following the establishment of 

the Rent Security; 

b. The Membership Interest has been properly assigned to MCB;  

c. Plaintiff is not indebted to WPHP or Mr. Fensterman; and  

d. WPHP and Mr. Fensterman have no right or claim to the Membership 

Interest, nor can WPHP, Mr. Fensterman, or DDW LLP sell or otherwise 

transfer the Membership Interest; 

2. On the Second, Third, and Fourth, Fifth, and Sixth Causes of Action herein, for 

compensatory and consequential damages in in an amount subject to proof at trial; 

3. For punitive damages; 

4. For recovery of attorney’s fees as provided by law, contract, or statute; 

5. For pre-judgment interest at the maximum rate permitted by law;  

6. For costs incurred; and 

7. For any other and further relief as the court may deem proper. 
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Dated:  October 22, 2020 MICHELMAN & ROBINSON, LLP 
  

By:       
John Giardino, Esq. 
Alex Barnett-Howell Esq. 
800 Third Avenue, 24th Floor 
New York, NY 10022 
(212) 730-7700 
jgiardino@mrllp.com 
abarnett-howell@mrllp.com 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Lizer Jozefovic 
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DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 

  

 Plaintiff demands a trial by jury of all issues so triable in this action. 

 

 
Dated:  October 22, 2020 MICHELMAN & ROBINSON, LLP 
 

By:       
John Giardino, Esq. 
Alex Barnett-Howell Esq. 
800 Third Avenue, 24th Floor 
New York, NY 10022 
(212) 730-7700 
jgiardino@mrllp.com 
abarnett-howell@mrllp.com 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Lizer Jozefovic 
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 

COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER 

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC, 

Plaintiff, 

-against-

HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/KIA LIZER 

JOZOFOVIC and MARK NEUMAN, 

Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiff, 

- against -

CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY 

CONSULTING, THE CONGRESS COMPANIES, 

HOWARD FENSTERMAN, and WILLIAM 

NICHOLSON, 
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PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 

Plaintiff, White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC ("WPHP" or the "plaintiff') by its 

attorneys, DelBello, Donnellan, Weingarten, Wise & Wiederkehr, LLP and Abrams, Fensterman, 

Fensterman, Eisman, Formato, Ferrara, Wolf & Carone, LLP, respectfully submits this reply 

memorandum oflaw in further support of its motion, pursuant to CPLR § 3025(b ), granting WPHP 

leave to file an amended complaint. 

ARGUMENT 

I 

THE COURT SHOULD GRANT LEA VE TO FILE THE AMENDED COMPLAINT. 

The defendants' argument that granting leave to file the amended complaint would unfairly 

prejudice them and that the plaintiff improperly seeks to "comingle the facts and issues in the New 

York Action with the Westchester Action through an amended complaint" are completely without 

merit. Memorandum of law in opposition to motion for leave to amend complaint dated February 

5, 2020 (the "Opp. br."), at 2. 

To start, it is not the plaintiff that has acted improperly here, it is the defendants. Defendant 

Lizer J ozefovic commenced the action in New York County more than a month after this action 

was filed for the obvious and unlawful purpose of dividing the dispute between the parties into 

two different courts. In contrast, the plaintiff properly seeks simply to add a cause of action against 

J ozefovic for his breach of the two agreements ( a lease and a pledge agreement) that are at the core 

of the dispute raised in the original complaint. 

As more fully set forth below, the defendants' assertions that they will suffer prejudice if 

the complaint is amended and that the proposed amendment is barred by CPLR 3211(a)(4) are 

without any basis. 
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A. Jozefovic commenced the New York County action to improperly divide the 
dispute between the parties. 

The plaintiff commenced this action on September 18, 2020. Affirmation of Alfred E. 

Donnellan dated January 26, 2021 (the "Donnellan aff."), ex. B. More than a month later, on 

October 22, 2020, Jozefovic commenced the action in New York County. Jozefovic v. White Plains 

Health Care Properties L LLC, Index No. 655549/2020 (Sup. Ct. N.Y. Cty.) (the "New York 

County action"); see also Affirmation of Alfred E. Donnellan dated February 18, 2021 (the 

"Donnellan reply aff."), ex. A. The New York County action concerns the same parties and 

contractual agreements and the same dispute arising out of those agreements. 

In particular, both actions relate to the same nursing home facility located in Westchester 

County (the "Facility") and to an obligation to post $1.6 million in additional security under an 

Amended and Restated Operating Lease dated as of November 19, 2015 ( the "Lease") and a 

Collateral Assignment and Pledge of Membership Interest and Security Agreement dated August 

11, 2017 (the "Pledge Agreement"). This action seeks to enforce the terms of the Lease, under 

which HBL SNF, LLC ("HBL") -- an entity controlled by Jozefovic -- is the tenant and Jozefovic 

is a guarantor. The New York County action seeks to enjoin the sale of Jozefovic's membership 

interest in W aterview Acquisition I, LLC ("W aterview"), which was given as collateral to WPHP 

for Jozefovic's obligations under the Lease and Pledge Agreement. WPHP -- the plaintiff in this 

case -- is attempting to sell that membership interest on account of defaults under the Lease and 

the Pledge Agreement. 

Indeed, there is no legitimate basis at all for venue in New York County. All of the events 

giving rise to the claims asserted in the New York County action occurred in Westchester County. 

2 
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See CPLR 503(a). The New York County action seeks to enjoin the sale ofJozefovic's membership 

interest in Waterview, which is located in Westchester County. 1 WPHP is seeking to sell that 

membership interest on account of defaults: (i) by HBL and Jozefovic (as guarantor) under the 

Lease, which is of commercial property in Westchester County; and (ii) by J ozefovic under the 

Pledge Agreement, which pledged Jozefovic's membership interest in Waterview (located in 

Westchester County) as collateral. 

The only party in the New York County action that resides in New York County is 

Metropolitan Commercial Bank ("MCB"), but MCB was named as a defendant for the sole 

purpose of fabricating venue in New York County. The New York County action complaint seeks 

no relief whatever against MCB. MCB is mentioned in the complaint only in connection with 

Jozefovic' s allegation that he assigned the membership interest to the bank before assigning it to 

WPHP, and his request for a declaration to that effect. Donnellan aff., ex. A, ,r,r 32-34, 59-61. None 

of that is relevant to the claims Jozefovic makes in the New York County action. If the allegations 

in the New York County action are true, Jozefovic's interest will be sold subject to the rights of 

MCB. Jozefovic has no need to assert MCB's priority. There is only one reason that Jozefovic 

named MCB as a defendant in the New York County action: to invent a basis for venue in New 

York County, so that he can divide the parties' dispute into two different fora. That is improper. 

Espinoza v. Concordia Int'! Forwarding' Corp., 39 A.D.3d 258 (1st Dep't 2007) (Where venue 

1 Waterview owns a 130-bed skilled nursing facility known as Waterview Hills Rehabilitation and 

Nursing Center located at 537 Route 22, Purdys, Westchester County, New York 10578. 
3 
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properly lies elsewhere, it is error to retain venue on the basis of a nominal defendant against whom 

there is no legitimate claim.). 

In contrast to Jozefovic's improper conduct in commencing the New York County action, 

plaintiff has acted more than appropriately in seeking leave to amend the complaint to add a cause 

of action against Jozefovic individually for HBL' s breach of the same provisions in the Lease as 

alleged in the original complaint and for his breach of the Pledge Agreement. J ozefovic pledged 

his membership interest in Waterview as security to ensure HBL's compliance with the Lease and 

the Pledge Agreement. The cause of action added to the amended complaint, therefore, seeks to 

do nothing more than enforce against Jozefovic the terms of the Lease and the Pledge Agreement, 

the agreements at the core of the parties' dispute. 

B. The defendants will suffer no prejudice if the motion for leave to amend is 
granted. 

The defendants argue that it would be "fundamentally prejudicial to require Defendants to 

litigate the same claims before two courts at the same time." Opp. br., at 8. To reiterate, it is 

Jozefovic that commenced the New York action asserting what the defendants say are the same 

claims more than a month after the plaintiff filed this action. Accordingly, to the extent that the 

parties are "litigat[ing] the same claims before two courts at the same time," that is the defendants' 

doing, not the plaintiffs. 

The plaintiff further notes that the defendants curiously also make the contradictory claim 

that New York action and this action raise different claims because this action is based on the 

Lease and the New York County action is based on the Pledge Agreement. Opp. br., at 7 ("Plaintiff 

and Defendants' claims in the Westchester Action are limited to the Lease Agreement, a distinct 

4 
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contract which has no bearing on the [Pledge Agreement]. Likewise, the New York action is 

focused on the [Pledge Agreement], and does not involve any claims arising from or related to the 

Lease Agreement."). The defendants cannot have it both ways. If the claims in this action and the 

New York action are the "same," then the defendants acted improperly by commencing the New 

York action. If the claims are different, then the defendants' assertion that the proposed amendment 

to the complaint is improper because it is duplicative of the claims in the New York County action 

1s wrong. 

In any event, as the plaintiff has previously argued, no prejudice to the defendants could 

possibly result from allowing the complaint to be amended. Plaintiff's Memorandum of Law in 

Support of Motion for Leave to Amend the Complaint dated January 26, 2021, at 1-3. Discovery 

in this case has only just commenced. Defendants served their first set of interrogatories and 

request for the production of documents on December 18, 2020. Pursuant to the Court's 

preliminary conference order, responses to those discovery requests are due on February 26, 2021. 

The parties also agreed to adjourn the responses for thirty days with the Court's consent. 

Depositions have not yet commenced. Since leave is being sought at the commencement of 

discovery, the defendants cannot plausibly claim that they somehow changed their position in 

reliance on the original complaint, or even that the amended complaint would somehow cause 

them significant trouble or expense. 

The cases cited by the defendants, Bleakley Platt & Schmidt, LLP v. Barbera, 136 A.D.3d 

725, 726 (2d Dept 2016) and Johnson v. State, 125 A.D.3d 1073, 1074 (3d Dept 2015), Opp. hr., 

at 7-8, are completely inapposite. Unlike the claims at issue in those cases, the cause of action 

5 
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added to the amended complaint here is not duplicative of the claims asserted in the New York 

County action. The claim added to the amended complaint asserts breaches of the Lease and the 

Pledge Agreement and seeks damages against J ozefovic on account of those breaches. The New 

York action, in contrast, asserts claims relating to the proposed sale of Jozefovic' s membership 

interest in Waterview and seeks to enjoin the sale. 

The defendants also cite CPLR 321 l(a)(4), which allows for dismissal of an action if there 

is another action pending between the same parties for the "same cause of action." CPLR 

321 l(a)(4) does not apply here. It "requires that the prior action or proceeding be 'for the same 

cause of action,' an essential that seriously limits the availability of this defensive motion." Kent 

Development Co., Inc. v. Liccione, 37 N.Y.2d 899, 901 (1975). Accordingly, "[e]ven where both 

causes of action may arise out of the same occurrence, where the relief requested is different, more 

than one action can obviously be maintained."Bofinger v. Bofinger, l 07 Misc.2d 573, 575 (Sup. 

Ct. Suffolk Cty.1981); see also Kent Development Co., Inc. v. Liccione, 37 N.Y.2d at 901 (Even 

where "the causes of action in both suits arise out of the same subject matter or series of alleged 

wrongs," dismissal is not warranted under CPLR 3 211 (a)( 4) where "the nature of the relief sought 

is not the same or substantially the same."); Reliance Ins. Co. v. Am. Elec. Power Co., Inc., 224 

A.D.2d 235, 235 (1st Dep't 1996) (denying motion where "[t]he requisite complete identity of 

issues, for purposes of CPLR 321 l(a)(4), does not exist."). 

While the facts and circumstances that are_ the subjects of this action and the New York 

action arise out of the same dispute, the causes of action asserted in the two cases and the relief 

sought are different. In the New York action, J ozefovic asserts that the sale of his membership 

6 
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interest in Waterview was improperly noticed and scheduled and seeks to enjoin the sale and 

claims damages on various legal theories on the basis of the alleged improper notification, 

scheduling and conduct of the proposed sale. See Donnellan aff., ex. B. In this action, in contrast, 

the plaintiff: (i) asserts breaches of the Lease, a related letter of intent and the Pledge Agreement, 

and seek damages against HBL and Jozefovic on those grounds; and (ii) seeks to enforce the 

guarantees of the obligations under the Lease executed by Jozefovic and Neuman. See Donnellan 

aff., ex. A. Unlike in the New York action, the plaintiff in this action seeks no relief concerning 

the proposed sale of the W aterview membership interest. Because the causes of action asserted in 

the two cases are not the same and the relief sought is different, CPLR 321 l(a)(4) does not apply. 

II. 

THE DEFENDANTS' REQUEST FOR A STAY SHOULD BE DENIED. 

The defendants' request in the alternative that the Court "stay" the motion for leave to 

amend pending a decision on the motion to consolidate the New York County action with this 

action in this Court. That request should be denied. As previously argued, the cause of action added 

to the amended complaint asserts a different cause of action than those in the New York action and 

seeks different relief. As the defendants have conceded that "a decision in the Westchester Action 

would have no impact on the New York Action, or vice versa." Op. hr., at 1-2. If the motion to 

consolidate is denied, the claims asserted in each of the actions will proceed independently. 

Accordingly, there is no need for a stay. 

7 
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CONCLUSION 

For all of these reasons, WPHP respectfully request that the Court grant leave to file the 

amended complaint and award such other relief as the Court deems just. 

Dated: White Plains, New York 

February 18, 2021 
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DELBELLO DONNELLAN WEINGARTEN 

WISE & WIEDERKEHR, LLP 

Lead Counsel for Plaintiff White Plains 

Healthcare Prop, rties L LLC 

Alfre . Donnellan, Esq. 

One North Lexington A venue, 11th Floor 

White Plains, New York 10601 

Tel.: (914) 681-0200 

-and-

ABRAMS, FENSTERMAN, FENSTERMAN, 

EISMAN, FORMATO, FERRARA,WOLF & 

CARONE,LLP 

Co-Counsel for Plaintiff White Plains 

Healthcare Properties L LLC 

Robert A. Spolzino, Esq. 

81 Main Street, Suite 306 

White Plains, New York 10601 

Tel: (914) 607-7010 

Attorneys for White Plains Healthcare 

Properties L LLC 
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CERTIFICATION PURSUANT TO COMMERCIAL DIVISION RULE 17 

I, ALFRED E. DONNELLAN, ESQ., an attorney at law licensed to practice in the State 

of New York, and counsel of record herein, certify that this document contains 2,090 words, 

exclusive of the caption page, table of contents and table of authorities and signature block, as 

counted by the word count of the word-processing system used to prepare this document. 

Dated: White Plains, New York 

February 18, 2021 
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 

COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER 

------------------------------------------------------------------X 

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, 

LLC, 

 

     Plaintiff, 

 

 -against- 

 

HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/K/A 

LIZER JOZOFOVIC, and MARK NEUMAN, 

 

 Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs, 

 

 -against- 

 

CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY 

CONSULTING, THE CONGRESS COMPANIES, 

HOWARD FENSTERMAN, and WILLIAM 

NICHOLSON, 

Third-Party Defendants 

: 

: 

: 

: 

: 

: 

: 

: 

: 

: 

: 

: 

: 

: 

: 

: 

: 

: 

: 

 

 

Index No. 60278/2020 

 

 

STIPULATION 

 

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------X 

 

IT IS HEREBY STIPULATED AND AGREED by and between Plaintiff White Plains 

Healthcare Properties I, LLC and Third-Party Defendants CCC Equities, LLC, Project Equity 

Consulting, The Congress Companies, Howard Fensterman and William Nicholson (collectively, 

“Plaintiffs”) and Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer Jozefovic, and Mark 

Neuman (collectively, “Defendants”), though their undersigned counsel, as follows: 

IT IS FURTHER STIPULATED AND AGREED that the Preliminary Conference 

Order, dated November 11, 2020 [Doc No. 36], is modified so that the deadline to serve (a) 

Responses to Demands for Discovery and Inspection and (b) Answers to Interrogatories shall be 

extended by 30 days, from February 26, 2021 to March 29, 2021. 

IT IS FURTHER STIPULATED AND AGREED that the time for Defendants to oppose 

or otherwise respond to Plaintiff’s Motion to Dismiss, dated February 3, 2021 [Doc Nos. 62-71], 
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4847-4687-7663, v. 1 

shall be extended by 60 days, from February 17, 2021 to April 19, 2021. The return date for 

Plaintiff’s Motion to Dismiss is extended to May 7, 2021 with Plaintiff’s reply due May 6, 2021. 

IT IS FURTHER STIPULATED AND AGREED that electronically reproduced or 

facsimile signatures on this Stipulation shall have the same effect as original signatures. 

Dated:   New York, New York 

  March 4, 2021 

 

 

DELBELLO DONNELLAN WEINGARTEN 

WISE & WIEDERKEHR, LLP 

 

By: /s/ Alfred E. Donnellan 

Alfred E. Donnellan 

One North Lexington Ave. 

White Plains, NY  10601 

(914) 681-0200 

aed@ddw-law.com 

 

 

 

Attorneys for Plaintiff and Third-Party 

Defendants 

MICHELMAN & ROBINSON, LLP 

 

 

By: /s/ John Giardino                          

John Giardino 

Alex Barnett-Howell 

800 Third Avenue, 24th Floor 

New York, New York 10022 

(212) 730-7700 

jgiardino@mrllp.com 

abarnett-howell@mrllp.com 

 

Attorneys for Defendants and Third-Party 

Plaintiffs 

 

 

SO ORDERED: 

____________________________ 
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER

x
WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I,
LLC,

Plaintiff,

-against-

HBL SNF, LLC,LIZERJOZEFOVIC A/K/A
LIZER JOZOFOVIC, and MARKNEUMAN,

Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs,

-against-

Index No. 6027812020

CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY
CONSULTING, THE CONGRESS COMPANIES,
HOWARD FENSTERMAN, and WILLIAM
NICHOLSON,

Third-PartY Defendants
x

IT IS HERf,BY STIPULATED AND AGR_EED by and between Plaintiff white Plains

Healthcare Properties I, LLC and Third-Party Defendants CCC Equities, LLC, Project Equity

Consulting, The Congress Companies, Howard Fensterman and William Nicholson (collectively,

..Plaintiffs,') and Defendants and Third-Parry Plaintiffs HBL sNF, LLC, Lizer Jozefovic, and Mark

Neuman (collectively, "Defendants"), though their undersigned counsel, as follows:

IT IS FURTHER STIPULATED AND AGREED that the Preliminary Conference

order, dated November ll,2o2o [Doc No. 36], is modified so that the deadline to serve (a)

Responscs to Demands for Discovery and Inspection and (b) Answers to Interrogatories shall be

extended by 30 days, from February 26,2021 to March 29,2021 ,

IT IS FURTHER STIPULATED AND AGREED that the time for Defendants to oppose

or otherwise respond to Plaintiff s Motion to Dismiss, dated February 3, 2021 [Doc Nos. 62-71],
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shall be extended by 60 days, from February 17,2021 to April 19, 2021. The retum date lor

Plaintiffs Motion to Dismiss is extended to May 7,2021 with Plaintiffs reply due May 6,2021.

IT IS FURTHER STIPULATED AND AGREED that electronically reproduced or

facsimile signatures on this Stipulation shall have the same effect as original signatures.

Dated: New York, New York
March 4, ZO2l

DELBELLO DONNELLAN WEINGARTEN
WISE & WIEDERKEHR, LLP

MICHELMAN & ROBINSON, LLP

By : isi Alfred E Donnellan By : /s/ John Giardino
Alfred E. Donnellan
One North Lexington Ave.
White Plains, NY 10601
(914) 681-0200
aed@ddw-law.com

Attorneys .for Plaintiff and Third-Party
Defendants

soo D

HON. CRETC}IEN WALSH
, ]STICE SUI'RII\1 [ COUII-I

John Giardino
Alex Bamett-Howell
800 Third Avenue, 24th Floor
New York, New York 10022
(2t2) 730-7700
jgiardino@mrllp.com
abamett-howell@mrllp.com

Attorneys for Defendants and Third-Party
Plaintilh

3 lr zl
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To commence the statutory time
period of appeals as of right pursuant
to (CPLR 5513[a]), you are advised to
serve a copy ofthis order. wilh notice
of entry, upon all parties.

SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER: COMMERCIAL DIVISION

x
WH]TE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I. LLC

Plaintiff,

against

HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC NK]ALIZER
JOZOFOVIC and MARC NEUMAN,

against

CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY CONSULTING,
THE CONGRESS COMPANIES, HOWARD FENSTERMAN,
and WILLIAM NICHOLSON,

Third-Party Defendants.
x

WALSH, J.

The following e-filed documents, listed in NYSCEF by Document Numbers 5l -61, 73-81

were read on this motion by Plaintiff white Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC ("Plaintiff' or
,,WPHP") for an order pursuant to CPLR 3025(b) granting it the right to amend its Complaint.

Defendants/Third-Party Plaintiffs HBL SNF, LLC C'HBL'), Lizer Jozefovic alVaLizer Jozofovic

(.,Jozefovic") and Marc Neuman ("Neuman") (collectively "Defendants") oppose Plaintiffs
motion. Upon the foregoing papers, and for the reasons set forth herein, Plaintiffs motion is

granted.

FACTUAL AND PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND

Plaintiff initiated this action on September 18,2020 by filing its Summons and Complaint

seeking to recover damages due to HBL's alleged default under an amended and restated operating

lease dated November 19, 2015 and amended July 12,2017 (the "Lease"). Pursuant to the Lease,

HBL is the tenant and operator of a 160-bed nursing facility that WPHP constructed at I l6-120
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Church Street, White Plains, New York (the "nursing facility"). On November 5, 2020, Defendants

filed their answer with counterclaims and a third-pa(y complaint. On November 13, this Court

held a Preliminary Conference and issued a Preliminary Conference Order with a discovery cut-

off date ofJune 4,2021 and a trial readiness conference scheduled for June 9, 2021.

On November 30,2020, Plaintiflfiled an Amended Verified Complaint in which Plaintiff
amended its initial Complaint by adding a Fifth Cause of Action against Jozefovic seeking to

enforce a pledge agreement provided by Jozefovic as security against any breach ofthe Lease (the

"Proposed Fifth Cause of Action"). The ptedge agreement assigns Jozefovic's interest in

Waterview Acquisition I, LLC ("Waterview").

By letter dated December 2,2020, Defendants' counsel rejected service ofthe Amended

Complaint on the grounds that: (1) the Amended Comptaint was not filed within 20 days of
Defendants' Answer, and (2) Jozefovic filed an action in Supreme Court, New York County Index

No. 65554912020) (the "NY Action") seeking, inter alia, a preliminary injunction enjoining

Plaintifls sale of Jozefovic's interest in Waterview, In the NY Action, Jozefovic also asserts a

claim of libel based on the Notification WPHP and Howard Fensterman ("Fensterman") circulated

in connection with the proposed sale. Because the NY Action was filed after Plaintiff filed this

action, WPHP moved to transfer and consolidate the NY Action with this action. That motion is

sub judice before Hon. Nancy Bannon, J.S.C. At various conferences with this court,r WPHP has

indicated that it believes the motion will be granted. Defendants agree that if the motion to

consolidate is granted, Plaintiff shoutd be permitted to amend its Complaint to add the Proposed

Fifth Cause of Action, but unless and until that happens, Defendant oppose Plaintiff s attempt to

amend.

PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO AMEND

A. Plaintiff s Contentions in Support of its Motion

In support of its motion to amend, Plaintiff submits: (l ) an Affirmation of Alfred E.

Donnellan, Esq. dated Jansary 26,2021, together with its attached exhibits ("Donnellan Aff.");

and (2) a memorandum of law. In his Affirmation, Donnellan asserts that Plaintiff owns a "brand

new, state-of-the-art, 160 bed skilled nursing home" in White Plains, New York, and that HBL is

the tenant and operator under the Lease (Donnellan Aff. at fl 2). Donnellan contends that Jozefovic

and Neuman are HBL',s principals and guarantors under the Lease, and the guaranty is subject to

a security agreement in which Jozefovic pledged his 71% controlling interest in Waterview as

security for HBL's obligations ("Collateral Assignment") (ld). Donnellan states that the Proposed

Amended Complaint ("PAC"), which is the subject of this motion, seeks to add the Proposed Fifth

Cause of Action, which alleges that Jozefovic breached his obligations under the Collateral

Assignment by: (1) "votuntarity permitting the amendment of the operating agreement" of
waterview by assigning his controlling interest to Metropolitan commercial Bank ("MCB") as

security for another obligation; (2) "failing to add defendant Howard Fensterman as a co-signatory

I At these conferences, the Court attempted to have the parties agree to transfer the NY Action

here thereby obviating the need for this motion, but the parties were unable to reach an

agreement in this regard.

2
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to certain accounts held by JP Morgan Chase;" and (3) failing to post an additional security deposit
(id. at\$.

According to counsel, the PAC was filed after the 20-day deadline because of a clerical
error, resulting in the PAC being served shortly after Thanksgiving Day weekend (ld at fl 5). He

contends that Det'endants' objections are not a basis for this Court's denial of Plaintiffs motion
because: (l) Plaintiff moved to change venue and consolidate the NY Action with this action; and

(2) the additional breach claims relate to this action and belong here, "not in the libel action

[Jozefovic] commenced in [the NY Action]" (id. atn O. Counsel further argues that the proposed

Fifth Cause of Action is "based on the clear and unambiguous provisions of the [Collateral
Assignment] and the Lease," annexed as Exhibit F and Exhibit G, and are "either indisputable or

are established by the answer" filed by MCB in the NY Action, annexed as Exhibit H (id at fl 9).

According to Donnellan, MCB's answer confirms that Jozefovic pledged his controlling interest

in Waterview as collateral to MCB and that Waterview's Operating Agreement was amended to

allow him to do so (il at fl 10).2

In its memorandum of law, Plaintiff asserts that its motion should be granted because

Defendants would not be prejudiced or surprised by the additional cause of action (Plfis Mem. at

2). Plaintiff argues that since the case is in the early stages of discovery, "[D]efendants cannot

plausibly claim that they somehow changed their position in reliance on the original complaint, or

even that the amended complaint would somehow cause them significant trouble or expense" (id).
Plaintiff further contends there is a lack of surprise since the PAC adds a cause of action against

Jozefovic individually for breach of the same provisions of the Lease (id. at 3). Lastly, Plaintiff
argues that the allegations contained in the Proposed Fifth Cause of Action have merit because

they are based on "clear and unambiguous provisions ofthe Collateral Assignment and Lease, and

many ofthe allegations contained in the fifth cause ofaction are indisputable" (ld at 5). In suppo(,

Plaintiff relies on MCB's Answer and Jozefovic's affidavit in the NY Action as evidence (ld).
Plaintiffalso contends that the arguments set forth in Defendants' counsel's letter dated December

2,2020 are unavailing because: (l) the NY Action began after this one; (2) venue for the NY

Action is improper; and (3) Plaintiff has moved to change venue and consolidate the NY Action

with this action (ld at 6).

B, Defendanls' Contentions in Opposition

In opposition, Defendants submit: (1) an Affirmation in opposition of John Giardino, Esq.

dated February 5, 2021 ("Giardino Opp. Aff."), together with its attached exhibits, and (2) a

memorandum of law in opposition.

Because Giardino affirms to various facts without providing a basis for his personal

knowledge, they have not been considered for purposes of this motion (United Specialty Ins. C

Columbia Cas. Co., 186 AD3d 650 [2d Dept 20201; Currie v wilhouski, 93 AD2d 816 [2d Dept

2012)).ln any event, given the current procedural context of a motion to amend, most of the facts

2 Donnellan asserts that Jozefovic admits to the same in an atldavit he submitted in the NY
Action (Donnellan Aff. at fl 10).

J
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asserled are irrelevant because they simply involve Defendants' contention that: (l) Jozefovic's
obligations under the Collateral Assignment were satisfied through his tender ofthe rent securityi
and (2) the assignment to MCB was authorized by Plaintiff. r

With regard to the facts for which counsel does have personal knowledge, Giardino asserts

that on October 6,2020,he received a "purported Notification Disposition of Collateral issued by
DelBello Donnellan Weingarten Wise & Wiederkehr, LLP . . . which announced the intention to
sell the Membership Interest at'public auction,"' (the 'Notification") a copy of which is annexed

as Exhibit B (Giardino Opp. Aff. at fln 26-27). According to Giardino, the Notification was not

issued in connection with this action, and the Notification is false because Jozefovic is not indebted

to WPHP or Howard Fensterman ("Fensterman"), and WPHP and Fensterman have no claim to
his Membership Interest, much less the right to sell it at public auction (ld at I28-29). Giardino
asserts that as a result of his receipt of the Notification, he initiated the NY Action against WPHP

and Fensterman on October 22, 2020, and that WPHP and Fensterman moved to transfer the venue

of the NY Action to Westchester County and to consolidate the NY Action wilh this action on

October 26,2020 (ld at fl'tl 30, 32). Counsel states that he rejected the PAC because it was filed
more than 20 days after Defendants' answer and because it was based on the same facts and issues

as the NY Action (ld at fl 36).

In their memorandum of law, Defendants take the position that Plaintiff s motion should

be denied because "Plaintiff is attempting to insert duplicative facts and claims from the [NY
Action] into this action" (Defs' Opp. Mem. at l). Defendants repeat the facts asserted in the

Giardino affirmation, only some of which have been considered on this motion (id. at l'4).
Defendants' argument rests primarily on the similarity between six paragraphs contained in the

affirmative defenses WPHP asserted in its answer in the NY Action and the allegations in the

Proposed Fifth Cause ol Action (id. at 6-7). Defendants argue that Plaintiff did not include the

lacts and claims in its original Complaint because this action is limited to the Lease, which is not

related to the Collateral Assignment (id. at 7). Defendants contend this is an attempt to force

consolidation, which will ultimately prejudice Defendants (id. at 8). Defendants request that this

Court either deny Ptaintiffs motion, or wait for Justice Bannon to rule on the motion to consolidate

(id.).

4

3 "ln determining a motion for leave to amend a pleading,'a court shall not examine the legal

sufficiency or merits ofa pleading unless such insufficiency or lack of merit is clear and free from

doubt"' (Great Homes Group, LLC v GMAC Mtge., LLC,l80 AD3d 1013, l0l5 [2d Dept 2020],

quoting Fqielio v Tysens Park Apts, LLC, 110 ADzd 1028, 1029 l2d Dept 20131). It is well settled

that the standard on a motion to amend (whether the proposed amendments are palpably

insufficient or patently devoid of merit) should not be confused with the standard on a motion to

dismiss (whether the facts as alleged fit within any cognizable legal theory) and, accordingly,

simply because the proposed amendment would not withstand a motion to dismiss is not a basis to

deny a motion to amend (Katz v Hampton Hills Assoc. G.P., 186 AD3d 688 [2d Dept 2020]).
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C. Plaintiff's Contentions in Further Support of the Molion

In reply, Plaintiff submits: (l) a Reply Affirmation of Alfred E. Donnellan, Esq. dated

February 18, 2021 ("Donnellan Reply Aff.") and its attached exhibit; and (2) a Reply
Memorandum of Law.

In further support of its motion, Plaintiffargues that it was Jozefovic who acted improperly
by filing the NY Action "for the obvious and unlawful purpose of dividing the dispute between

the parties into two different courts" (Plls Reply at l). Plaintiff admits that both actions relate to

the same facility and contracts (1.e,, the Lease and Collateral Assignment signed by Jozefovic) (ld
at 2). However, it is Plaintiffs contention that this action is to enforce the Lease against HBL,
which is controlled by Jozefovic who is also the guarantor, while the NY Action seeks to prevent

Plaintiff from selling Jozefovic's Membership Interest in Waterview, which was given as collateral
for Jozefovic's obligations under the Lease (ld). Plaintiff contends there is no basis for venue in
New York County since all the events at issue occurred in Westchester County (ld). Plaintiff
alleges the only party who resides in New York County is MCB, who was named as a defendant

in that action "for the sole purpose of fabricating venue in New York County" (id at 3). According
to Plaintiff, the complaint in the NY Action seeks no relief from MCB, and MCB is only mentioned

in connection with Jozefovic's alleged assignment of his Membership Interest to MCB before

assigning it to Plaintifl (fu/.). Plaintilf contends there is no need for Jozefovic to assert MCB's
priority because if the allegations in the NY Action are true, the interest will be sold subject to

MCB's rights (id). According to Plaintiff, the new claim asserted in the PAC is proper because

Jozefovic offered his Membership Interest as security under the Lease, and Plaintifls new cause

ofaction seeks to enforce the terms of the Lease against Jozelovic (id. at 4).

Plaintiff claims that Defendants' argument that they will be prejudiced by having to litigate the

same claims between two courts is without merit because Jozefovic initiated the NY Action
asserting the same claims arising in this action (rd). Plaintiff further contends that Defendants'

arguments in its opposition are inconsistent because "[i]f the claims in this action and the INY
Action] are the'same,' then the [D]efendants acted improperly by commencing the INY Action].
If the claims are different, then the [D]efendants' assertion that the proposed amendment to the

complaint is improper because it is duplicative of the claims in the fNY Actionl is wrong" (id at

4-5). Plaintiff maintains there is no prejudice to Defendants because the amendment is being

sought at the commencement of discovery, and Defendants cannot claim their position changed in
reliance on the original complaint (id. at5). Plaintiff further argues the causes of action and relief
sought in this case are separate and distinct from those in the NY Action (id at 6). According to

Plaintifl, in the NY Action, Jozefovic asserts that his Membership Interest in Waterview was

improperly noticed for sale and he seeks to prevent the sale claiming damages on the basis of
improper notification, scheduling, and conduct of the proposed sale (ld at 7) In this action,

Plaintiff seeks to recover damages for breaches of the Lease and Collateral Assignment, and to

enforce the guarantees of Jozefovic and Neuman under the Lease. As such, it is Plaintills
contention that unlike the NY Action, this action seeks no relief conceming the proposed sale of
Jozefovic's Membership Interest in Waterview (id).

5
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D. The PAC

The crux olthe proposed amendment is Plaintifls Proposed Fifth Cause of Action in which

Plaintiffseeks to add a new claim alleging breach ofcontract against Jozefovic based on his alleged

"default in the performance of his obligations under the Jozefovic [Collateral Assignment] and

HBL's default in the performance of its obligations under the Lease" (PAC at fl 100). To support

its new cause of action, Ptaintiff alleges that Jozefovic executed the Collateral Assignment and

"Pledge olMembership Interest and Security Agreement" assigning a "first and superior security

interest" in Waterview to WPHP (id. at J1 38). Plaintiff alleges that under the Collateral

Assignment, Jozefovic agreed not to encumber or use his Waterview Interest as collateral in other

transactions, and Jozefovic agreed not to amend or allow an amendment to the Waterview

Operating Agreement that would "materially adversely affect" the Collateral Assignment and

WPHP's rights to the collateral (id at flfl 39-40). Plaintiff alleges it perfected its security interests

on September 15,2020 by filing a financing statement under the Uniform Commercial Code

C'UCC") (id. at\ 42). Plaintiff asserts that in violation of the Collateral Assignment, Jozefovic

assigned his Waterview interest to MCB and agreed to allow the Waterview Operating Agreement

to be amended (id. atl43). Plaintiffalso alleges that: ('l) Jozefovic further breached the Collateral

Assignment by "failing to take all ofthe necessary steps to add Howard Fensterman . . as a co-

signatory to the JP Morgan Chase accounts identified" in the Collateral Assignment (id. atl1l144-

45); and (2) Jozefovic and HBL breached the Collateral Assignment and Lease by failing to post

$1.6 million security deposit (ld at,rtlll 46-47). Plaintiff alleges it is entitled to dispose of
Jozefovic's Waterview interest at a public sale as a remedy for his alleged breaches under the

Collateral Assignment and Lease (id at flfl 49-51 ).

DISCUSSION

CPLR 3025(b) provides that "[a] party may amend his or her pleading . . at any time by

leave of court or by stipulation ofall pa(ies. Leave shall be freely given upon such terms as may

be just including the granting of costs and continuances" (CPLR 3025[b]). In the absence of
prejudice or surprise, leave should be granted unless the amendment is palpably insufficient or

patently devoid of merit (lYatkins-Bey v City of New York, 174 AD3d 553 [2d Dept 2019];39

College Point Corp. v Transpac Capital Corp.,27 AD3d 454 [2d Dept 2006]; Ravnikar v Slryline

Credit-Ride, Inc.,79 AD3d lllS [2d Dept 2010]; Maloney Carpenrry, Inc. v Budnik,37 AD3d

558 [2d Dept 20077; Emitio v Robison Oil Corp.,28 AD3d 417 [2d Dept 2006]). "The burden of
demonstrating prejudice or surprise, or that a proposed amendment is palpably insufficient or

patently devoid of merit, falls upon the party opposing the motion ... [and] a party seeking leave

to amend is not required to make a showing of merit in the proposed amendment" (National

Recruiring Group, LLC v Bern Ripka, LLP, 183 AD3d 831,832 [2d Dept 2020f, quoting Faiella

Apts., LLC, I l0 AD3d at 1029). while leave lo amend a pleading shall be freely granted (see

CPLR 3025 [b]), a motion for leave to amend is committed to the broad discretion of the court (see

Ravnikar, 79 AD3d at l1l9).

6
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A review ofthe PAC reveals that there is nothing palpabty insufficient or patently devoid

of merit with regard to the allegations in the Proposed Fifth Cause of Action. Thus, Defendants'

argument is predicated on their claim that because WPHP has asserted affirmative defenses in the

NY Action which are similar in nature to the allegations contained in the Proposed Fifth Cause of
Action, by allowing the amendment, there will be duplicative litigation and presumably, the

possibility for a waste ofjudicial resources and inconsistent determinations.

In its Complaint, Plaintiff already alleges a cause ofaction against Jozefovic to enlorce the

terms ofthe guaranty based on HBL's alleged breach ofthe Lease. The Collateral Assignment was

given by Jozefovic as security for his guaranty and, as such, Plaintiff s Proposed Fifth Cause of
Action concerning Jozefovic's alleged breach ofthe Collateral Assignment is intertwined with not

only Plaintilfs existing cause of action seeking to enforce the Jozefovic guaranty,a but also its

existing cause of action for breach of the Lease.s WPHP filed this action more than a month before

Jozefovic filed the NY Action. As such, it is this action and not the NY Action which is the first-

filed action arising from the alleged breaches by HBL and Jozefovic. One ol Plaintills remedies

for these alleged breaches includes its right to enforce its security interest (1.e., Jozefovic's interest

in Waterview). Jozefovic is contending that Plaintiff has no right to proceed with a sale of that

interest under the UCC. Given that Jozefovic was granted a TRO from Justice Bannon, he may be

correct in his position. Although this Court is not deciding the merits of the motion made by WPHP

and Fensterman to transfer and consolidate the NY Action with this action, the Court believes

WPHP and Fensterman are likety to be successful. In that event, as Defendants' concede, Ptaintiff

should be permitted to amend its Complaint in the manner proposed. However, although WPHP

has asserted affirmative defenses in the NY Action which include some of the factual allegations

supporting its Proposed Fifth Cause of Action, WPHP has not asserted a counterclaim in the NY

Action and, as such, it will not be entitled to any affirmative relief in the NY Action. In the event

the NY Action is not transferred and consolidated here, the Court has discretion to fashion relief

to avoid inconsistent determinations between the NY Action and this action (e.g., by severing and

staying any claims/def'enses that are duplicative in both actions). Furthermore, Jozefovic should

not be rewarded for having filed the NY Action when Jozefovic's claims are related to the claims

in this action, particularly given the fact that New York county has no connection to: (l) the

a In this regard, in its PAC, Plaintiff alteges that the Collateral Assignment "provides that

Jozefovic pledges, assigns and grants a first and superior security interest in and to all of his

rights, title and interest as a member of Waterview Acquisition I, LLC to WPH Properties in

order to secure the obligations under the [Collateral Assignment] and under the Lease" (PAC at fl
4e).

'ln this regard, in its PAC, Plaintiff alleges that "Jozefovic and HBL breached their obligation to

post the $i,600,000 additional security deposit required by the [collateral Assignment] and the

Lease. Jozefovic's moving of funds into a separate account that he controls does not satisry the

obligation to post the $1.6 million additional security deposit as required by the [collateral
Assignmentl and the Lease" (PAC at flll 46-47).

7
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parties' residence other than the residence ofthe nominal defendant MCB: (2) the facility at issue;

and (3) the contracts at issue.

Finally, Defendants' reliance on CPLR 321 I (a)(4)6 as a basis to deny Plaintiffs motion to
amend is unavailing both because it is premature, and because even if Defendants subsequently

move to dismiss the Proposed Fifth Cause of Action based on CPLR 3211(a)($, it is unlikely that

this Court would dismiss it. Here, a month after this action was filed, Jozefovic decided to institute

the NY Action rather than assert his claims in this action. Although it is true that the NY Action
includes a claim of libel that has nothing to do with this action, it is clear that the disposition of
Jozefovic's interest in Waterview is a critical issue in this action as it provides the security for
Jozefovic's guaranty which Plaintiff is seeking to enforce. Based on the motion papers filed in the

NY Action, other than the residence of MCB, these claims all arise out of transactions and entities

located in Westchester County and it was tikely brought in New York County for tactical

advantage.

It is well settled that a court has "broad discretion in considering whether to dismiss an

action on the grounds that another action is pending between the same parties on the same cause

of action" (Whitney v llthirney,57 NY2d 731,732 11982); Simonetti v Larson, 44 AD3d 1028,

lO29 [2d Dept 2007] [court may dismiss subsequently fited action where there is substantial

identity between the parties and the causes ofaction - i.e., "the two actions must be 'sufficiently
similar'and the relief sought must be'the same or substantially the same' ... 'both suits arise out

ofthe same subject matter or series olalleged wrongs"'l). Further, under CPLR 321I(a)(a), if
there is another action pending between the same parties for the same causes of action, the court

need not dismiss upon this ground but may make such order asjustice requires. The rationale for
the rule is "'to avoid vexatious titigation and duplication ofeffort, with the attendant risk of
divergent rulings on similar issues "' ( l|thire Light Prods., Inc v On The Scene Prods., Inc.,23l
AD2d 90,96 [lst Dept 1997]). In deciding the motion, "[t]he court must consider in which

jurisdiction litigation was first commenced, how far each litigation has progressed and which

forum has a more significant and substantive nexus to the controversy, and thus is the most

appropriate forum for its resolution" (Matter ofTopps Co., lnc. Shareholder Litig., 2007 NY Slip

Op 525a3[U], l9 Misc 3d I103[A] at *2 [Sup Ct NY County 2007]). Thus, "in deciding a

motion to dismiss based on the pendency ofanother action, the analysis is similar to that

employed in entertaining a motion predicated on forum non conveniens" (llhite Light Prods.,

Inc.,23l AD2d at 570) and the court should consider "'whether the litigation and the parties

have sufficient contact with this state to justifu the burdens imposed on ourjudicial system"' (id,

a:572, quoting Flintkote Co. v American Mut. Liab. Ins. Co.,l03 AD2d 501' 506 [2d Dept

6 Error! Main Document Only.CPLR i2l 1 (a)(a) provides. in pertinent part:

A party may move for a judgment dismissing one or more causes

of action asserted against him on the ground lhat .. there is another

action pending between the same pa(ies for the same cause of
action in a court ofany state or the United States; the court need

not dismiss upon this ground but may make such order as justice

requires ....

8
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19841, affd 67 NY2d 857 [ 986]). The issue is one of'Judicial economy, the question is which
court should defer, as a matter of comity, to the other in order to avoid vexatious litigation and
duplication of effort, with the attendant risk ofdivergent rulings on similar issues" (Iyhile Light
Prods., Inc., supra,23l AD2d at 96).

Even though Defendants' argument based on CPLR 3211(a)(a) is premature, even if
Defendants were moving to dismiss the Fifth Cause of Action under CPLR 3211(a)(4), it is not
clear to the Coufi that the two actions are "sufficiently similar" and that relief sought therein is
"the same or substantially the same," as would require the dismissal of it under CPLR 3211(a)(a)
(see Whitney, supra, 57 NY2d at 732; Simonetti, supra, 44 AD3d at 1029).

Futthermore, with respect to whether the NY Action was in fact a "prior action pending"
lor purposes ofCPLR 3211(a)(a), the Appellate Division, First Department has noted:

"Another action pending" is, by contrast, a "first-in-time"-oriented
defense. Here the focus is shifted from inconvenience to a more
objective standard of chronology. A CPLR 32 I 1(l )(4) motion
requires, first and foremost, the pendency of another action
between the parties which was instituted earlier in time ... and has

not yet been terminated .... Priority in time is not always
controlling, however. Exceptions to the general application ofthis
defense are recognized where competing actions have been

commenced "reasonably close in time" to one another... Virtually
every exception to the first-in-time rule involves competing
litigation commenced within days or even hours of each other ....

(National Union Fire Ins. Co. of Pittsburgh, PA v Jordache Enter.,
\nc.,205 AD2d341,343 [st Dept 1994]).

Thus, even if the NY Action had been, technically speaking, the first action for CPLR
321l(a)(4) purposes, "[w]hile technical priority in the commencement of actions is a factor to be

considered in determining whether dismissal pursuant to CPLR 321 l (a) is appropriate, it is not

necessarily dispositive" and a court will decline to dismiss a second filed action if it is
determined that the filing of the action was motivated on the basis ofobtaining a tactical

advantage through forum shopping (L-3 Communications Corp. v Safenet,1nc., 45 AD3d 1 [1 st

Dept 20071; Seneca Ins. Co. v Lincolnshire Mgt. \nc.,269 AD2d274llst Dept 20001; Seaboard

Surety Co. v Gillette Co.,75 AD2d 525 [1st Dept 1980); National Union Fire Ins. Co. of
Pittsburgh, PA,205 AD2d341; Aon Risk Serv. v Cusack,2012WL 11009718 [Sup Ct, NY
County 201 2l). Courts do not favor the tactic by which "a party who has reason to know a

lawsuit will be brought against him ... employ[s] the expedient of filing an action to subject his

opponent to a preferred forum" (see White Light Productions, Inc.,23l AD2d 90). The use of
such a tactic militates in favor of allowing the later filed action to proceed to judgment in the

plaintifls chosen forum (ld ).

9
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Based upon the foregoing, and for the reasons stated above, it is hereby

ORDERED that the motion by Plaintiff White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC for an

order granting it leave to amend its Complaint is granted; and it is further

ORDERED that Plaintiff shall serve and file its First Amended Verified Complaint within

7 days of this Decision and Order.

The foregoing constitutes the Decision and Order ofthis Court.

Dated: White Plains, New York
March lE ,2021

ENTER

HON. GRETCHEN WALSH, J,S-C.
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APPEARANCES:

DELBELLO DONNELLAN WEINGARTEN WISE & WIEDERKEHR LLP
Counsel for Plaintiff
By, Alfred E. Donnellan, Esq.

One North Lexington Avenue, 1 I th Floor
White Plains, New York 10601.

ABRAMS, FENSTERMAN, FENSTERMAN, EISMAN, FORMATO, FERRARA, WOLF &
CARONE, LLP
Counsel for Plaintiff
By: Robert A. Spolzino, Esq.

8l Main Street, Suite 306
White Plains, New York

MICHELMAN & ROBINSON, LLP
Attomeys for Defendants
By: John Giardino, Esq.

Alex Bamett-Howell, Esq.
800 Third Avenue, 24th Floor
New York, NY 10022
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 

COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER 

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC, 

Plaintiff, 

– against –

HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/K/A LIZER 

JOZOFOVIC and MARK NEUMAN, 

Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs, 

- against -

CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY  

CONSULTING, THE CONGRESS COMPANIES, 

HOWARD FENSTERMAN, and WILLIAM  

NICHOLSON,  

Third-Party Defendants. 

Index No. 60278/2020 

MOTION SEQUENCE #3 

NOTICE OF ENTRY 

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the annexed is a true and correct copy of a Decision and 

Order of the Honorable Gretchen Walsh, dated March 18, 2021, and entered with the Office of 

the Clerk of the Court, Westchester County, on March 18, 2021. 

Dated: White Plains, New York 

March 19, 2021 

DELBELLO DONNELLAN WEINGARTEN 

WISE & WIEDERKEHR, LLP 

Lead Counsel for Plaintiff White Plains 

Healthcare Properties I, LLC 

By: /s/ Nelida Lara____________________ 

Nelida Lara, Esq. 

One North Lexington Avenue, 11th Floor 

White Plains, New York 10601 

Tel.: (914) 681-0200 
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TO: 

Michelman & Robinson, LLP 

800 Third Avenue, 24th floor 

New York, New York 10022 
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To commence the statutory time

period of appeals as of right pursuant

to (CPLR 5513[a]), you are advised to

serve a copy ofthis order. wilh notice

of entry, upon all parties.

SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK

COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER: COMMERCIAL DIVISION
x

WH]TE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I. LLC

Plaintiff,

against

HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC NK]ALIZER
JOZOFOVIC and MARC NEUMAN,

against

CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY CONSULTING,

THE CONGRESS COMPANIES, HOWARD FENSTERMAN,

and WILLIAM NICHOLSON,

Third-Party Defendants.

x

WALSH, J.

The following e-filed documents, listed in NYSCEF by Document Numbers 5l -61, 73-81

were read on this motion by Plaintiff white Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC ("Plaintiff' or
,,WPHP") for an order pursuant to CPLR 3025(b) granting it the right to amend its Complaint.

Defendants/Third-Party Plaintiffs HBL SNF, LLC C'HBL'), Lizer Jozefovic alVaLizer Jozofovic

(.,Jozefovic") and Marc Neuman ("Neuman") (collectively "Defendants") oppose Plaintiffs

motion. Upon the foregoing papers, and for the reasons set forth herein, Plaintiffs motion is

granted.

FACTUAL AND PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND

Plaintiff initiated this action on September 18,2020 by filing its Summons and Complaint

seeking to recover damages due to HBL's alleged default under an amended and restated operating

lease dated November 19, 2015 and amended July 12,2017 (the "Lease"). Pursuant to the Lease,

HBL is the tenant and operator of a 160-bed nursing facility that WPHP constructed at I l6-120

Index Number: 6027 812020

Motion Seq. 3

Motion Date: 2ll8l202l
DECISION AND ORDER

Defendants and

Third-Party Plaintiffs,
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Church Street, White Plains, New York (the "nursing facility"). On November 5, 2020, Defendants

filed their answer with counterclaims and a third-pa(y complaint. On November 13, this Court

held a Preliminary Conference and issued a Preliminary Conference Order with a discovery cut-

off date ofJune 4,2021 and a trial readiness conference scheduled for June 9, 2021.

On November 30,2020, Plaintiflfiled an Amended Verified Complaint in which Plaintiff

amended its initial Complaint by adding a Fifth Cause of Action against Jozefovic seeking to

enforce a pledge agreement provided by Jozefovic as security against any breach ofthe Lease (the

"Proposed Fifth Cause of Action"). The ptedge agreement assigns Jozefovic's interest in

Waterview Acquisition I, LLC ("Waterview").

By letter dated December 2,2020, Defendants' counsel rejected service ofthe Amended

Complaint on the grounds that: (1) the Amended Comptaint was not filed within 20 days of

Defendants' Answer, and (2) Jozefovic filed an action in Supreme Court, New York County Index

No. 65554912020) (the "NY Action") seeking, inter alia, a preliminary injunction enjoining

Plaintifls sale of Jozefovic's interest in Waterview, In the NY Action, Jozefovic also asserts a

claim of libel based on the Notification WPHP and Howard Fensterman ("Fensterman") circulated

in connection with the proposed sale. Because the NY Action was filed after Plaintiff filed this

action, WPHP moved to transfer and consolidate the NY Action with this action. That motion is

sub judice before Hon. Nancy Bannon, J.S.C. At various conferences with this court,r WPHP has

indicated that it believes the motion will be granted. Defendants agree that if the motion to

consolidate is granted, Plaintiff shoutd be permitted to amend its Complaint to add the Proposed

Fifth Cause of Action, but unless and until that happens, Defendant oppose Plaintiff s attempt to

amend.

PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO AMEND

A. Plaintiff s Contentions in Support of its Motion

In support of its motion to amend, Plaintiff submits: (l ) an Affirmation of Alfred E.

Donnellan, Esq. dated Jansary 26,2021, together with its attached exhibits ("Donnellan Aff.");

and (2) a memorandum of law. In his Affirmation, Donnellan asserts that Plaintiff owns a "brand

new, state-of-the-art, 160 bed skilled nursing home" in White Plains, New York, and that HBL is

the tenant and operator under the Lease (Donnellan Aff. at fl 2). Donnellan contends that Jozefovic

and Neuman are HBL',s principals and guarantors under the Lease, and the guaranty is subject to

a security agreement in which Jozefovic pledged his 71% controlling interest in Waterview as

security for HBL's obligations ("Collateral Assignment") (ld). Donnellan states that the Proposed

Amended Complaint ("PAC"), which is the subject of this motion, seeks to add the Proposed Fifth

Cause of Action, which alleges that Jozefovic breached his obligations under the Collateral

Assignment by: (1) "votuntarity permitting the amendment of the operating agreement" of

waterview by assigning his controlling interest to Metropolitan commercial Bank ("MCB") as

security for another obligation; (2) "failing to add defendant Howard Fensterman as a co-signatory

I At these conferences, the Court attempted to have the parties agree to transfer the NY Action

here thereby obviating the need for this motion, but the parties were unable to reach an

agreement in this regard.

2
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to certain accounts held by JP Morgan Chase;" and (3) failing to post an additional security deposit

(id. at\$.

According to counsel, the PAC was filed after the 20-day deadline because of a clerical

error, resulting in the PAC being served shortly after Thanksgiving Day weekend (ld at fl 5). He

contends that Det'endants' objections are not a basis for this Court's denial of Plaintiffs motion

because: (l) Plaintiff moved to change venue and consolidate the NY Action with this action; and

(2) the additional breach claims relate to this action and belong here, "not in the libel action

[Jozefovic] commenced in [the NY Action]" (id. atn O. Counsel further argues that the proposed

Fifth Cause of Action is "based on the clear and unambiguous provisions of the [Collateral

Assignment] and the Lease," annexed as Exhibit F and Exhibit G, and are "either indisputable or

are established by the answer" filed by MCB in the NY Action, annexed as Exhibit H (id at fl 9).

According to Donnellan, MCB's answer confirms that Jozefovic pledged his controlling interest

in Waterview as collateral to MCB and that Waterview's Operating Agreement was amended to

allow him to do so (il at fl 10).2

In its memorandum of law, Plaintiff asserts that its motion should be granted because

Defendants would not be prejudiced or surprised by the additional cause of action (Plfis Mem. at

2). Plaintiff argues that since the case is in the early stages of discovery, "[D]efendants cannot

plausibly claim that they somehow changed their position in reliance on the original complaint, or

even that the amended complaint would somehow cause them significant trouble or expense" (id).

Plaintiff further contends there is a lack of surprise since the PAC adds a cause of action against

Jozefovic individually for breach of the same provisions of the Lease (id. at 3). Lastly, Plaintiff

argues that the allegations contained in the Proposed Fifth Cause of Action have merit because

they are based on "clear and unambiguous provisions ofthe Collateral Assignment and Lease, and

many ofthe allegations contained in the fifth cause ofaction are indisputable" (ld at 5). In suppo(,

Plaintiff relies on MCB's Answer and Jozefovic's affidavit in the NY Action as evidence (ld).

Plaintiffalso contends that the arguments set forth in Defendants' counsel's letter dated December

2,2020 are unavailing because: (l) the NY Action began after this one; (2) venue for the NY

Action is improper; and (3) Plaintiff has moved to change venue and consolidate the NY Action

with this action (ld at 6).

B, Defendanls' Contentions in Opposition

In opposition, Defendants submit: (1) an Affirmation in opposition of John Giardino, Esq.

dated February 5, 2021 ("Giardino Opp. Aff."), together with its attached exhibits, and (2) a

memorandum of law in opposition.

Because Giardino affirms to various facts without providing a basis for his personal

knowledge, they have not been considered for purposes of this motion (United Specialty Ins. C

Columbia Cas. Co., 186 AD3d 650 [2d Dept 20201; Currie v wilhouski, 93 AD2d 816 [2d Dept

2012)).ln any event, given the current procedural context of a motion to amend, most of the facts

2 Donnellan asserts that Jozefovic admits to the same in an atldavit he submitted in the NY

Action (Donnellan Aff. at fl 10).

J
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asserled are irrelevant because they simply involve Defendants' contention that: (l) Jozefovic's

obligations under the Collateral Assignment were satisfied through his tender ofthe rent securityi

and (2) the assignment to MCB was authorized by Plaintiff. r

With regard to the facts for which counsel does have personal knowledge, Giardino asserts

that on October 6,2020,he received a "purported Notification Disposition of Collateral issued by

DelBello Donnellan Weingarten Wise & Wiederkehr, LLP . . . which announced the intention to

sell the Membership Interest at'public auction,"' (the 'Notification") a copy of which is annexed

as Exhibit B (Giardino Opp. Aff. at fln 26-27). According to Giardino, the Notification was not

issued in connection with this action, and the Notification is false because Jozefovic is not indebted

to WPHP or Howard Fensterman ("Fensterman"), and WPHP and Fensterman have no claim to

his Membership Interest, much less the right to sell it at public auction (ld at I28-29). Giardino

asserts that as a result of his receipt of the Notification, he initiated the NY Action against WPHP

and Fensterman on October 22, 2020, and that WPHP and Fensterman moved to transfer the venue

of the NY Action to Westchester County and to consolidate the NY Action wilh this action on

October 26,2020 (ld at fl'tl 30, 32). Counsel states that he rejected the PAC because it was filed

more than 20 days after Defendants' answer and because it was based on the same facts and issues

as the NY Action (ld at fl 36).

In their memorandum of law, Defendants take the position that Plaintiff s motion should

be denied because "Plaintiff is attempting to insert duplicative facts and claims from the [NY
Action] into this action" (Defs' Opp. Mem. at l). Defendants repeat the facts asserted in the

Giardino affirmation, only some of which have been considered on this motion (id. at l'4).

Defendants' argument rests primarily on the similarity between six paragraphs contained in the

affirmative defenses WPHP asserted in its answer in the NY Action and the allegations in the

Proposed Fifth Cause ol Action (id. at 6-7). Defendants argue that Plaintiff did not include the

lacts and claims in its original Complaint because this action is limited to the Lease, which is not

related to the Collateral Assignment (id. at 7). Defendants contend this is an attempt to force

consolidation, which will ultimately prejudice Defendants (id. at 8). Defendants request that this

Court either deny Ptaintiffs motion, or wait for Justice Bannon to rule on the motion to consolidate

(id.).

4

3 "ln determining a motion for leave to amend a pleading,'a court shall not examine the legal

sufficiency or merits ofa pleading unless such insufficiency or lack of merit is clear and free from

doubt"' (Great Homes Group, LLC v GMAC Mtge., LLC,l80 AD3d 1013, l0l5 [2d Dept 2020],

quoting Fqielio v Tysens Park Apts, LLC, 110 ADzd 1028, 1029 l2d Dept 20131). It is well settled

that the standard on a motion to amend (whether the proposed amendments are palpably

insufficient or patently devoid of merit) should not be confused with the standard on a motion to

dismiss (whether the facts as alleged fit within any cognizable legal theory) and, accordingly,

simply because the proposed amendment would not withstand a motion to dismiss is not a basis to

deny a motion to amend (Katz v Hampton Hills Assoc. G.P., 186 AD3d 688 [2d Dept 2020]).
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C. Plaintiff's Contentions in Further Support of the Molion

In reply, Plaintiff submits: (l) a Reply Affirmation of Alfred E. Donnellan, Esq. dated

February 18, 2021 ("Donnellan Reply Aff.") and its attached exhibit; and (2) a Reply

Memorandum of Law.

In further support of its motion, Plaintiffargues that it was Jozefovic who acted improperly

by filing the NY Action "for the obvious and unlawful purpose of dividing the dispute between

the parties into two different courts" (Plls Reply at l). Plaintiff admits that both actions relate to

the same facility and contracts (1.e,, the Lease and Collateral Assignment signed by Jozefovic) (ld

at 2). However, it is Plaintiffs contention that this action is to enforce the Lease against HBL,

which is controlled by Jozefovic who is also the guarantor, while the NY Action seeks to prevent

Plaintiff from selling Jozefovic's Membership Interest in Waterview, which was given as collateral

for Jozefovic's obligations under the Lease (ld). Plaintiff contends there is no basis for venue in

New York County since all the events at issue occurred in Westchester County (ld). Plaintiff

alleges the only party who resides in New York County is MCB, who was named as a defendant

in that action "for the sole purpose of fabricating venue in New York County" (id at 3). According

to Plaintiff, the complaint in the NY Action seeks no relief from MCB, and MCB is only mentioned

in connection with Jozefovic's alleged assignment of his Membership Interest to MCB before

assigning it to Plaintifl (fu/.). Plaintilf contends there is no need for Jozefovic to assert MCB's

priority because if the allegations in the NY Action are true, the interest will be sold subject to

MCB's rights (id). According to Plaintiff, the new claim asserted in the PAC is proper because

Jozefovic offered his Membership Interest as security under the Lease, and Plaintifls new cause

ofaction seeks to enforce the terms of the Lease against Jozelovic (id. at 4).

Plaintiff claims that Defendants' argument that they will be prejudiced by having to litigate the

same claims between two courts is without merit because Jozefovic initiated the NY Action

asserting the same claims arising in this action (rd). Plaintiff further contends that Defendants'

arguments in its opposition are inconsistent because "[i]f the claims in this action and the INY
Action] are the'same,' then the [D]efendants acted improperly by commencing the INY Action].

If the claims are different, then the [D]efendants' assertion that the proposed amendment to the

complaint is improper because it is duplicative of the claims in the fNY Actionl is wrong" (id at

4-5). Plaintiff maintains there is no prejudice to Defendants because the amendment is being

sought at the commencement of discovery, and Defendants cannot claim their position changed in

reliance on the original complaint (id. at5). Plaintiff further argues the causes of action and relief

sought in this case are separate and distinct from those in the NY Action (id at 6). According to

Plaintifl, in the NY Action, Jozefovic asserts that his Membership Interest in Waterview was

improperly noticed for sale and he seeks to prevent the sale claiming damages on the basis of

improper notification, scheduling, and conduct of the proposed sale (ld at 7) In this action,

Plaintiff seeks to recover damages for breaches of the Lease and Collateral Assignment, and to

enforce the guarantees of Jozefovic and Neuman under the Lease. As such, it is Plaintills

contention that unlike the NY Action, this action seeks no relief conceming the proposed sale of

Jozefovic's Membership Interest in Waterview (id).
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D. The PAC

The crux olthe proposed amendment is Plaintifls Proposed Fifth Cause of Action in which

Plaintiffseeks to add a new claim alleging breach ofcontract against Jozefovic based on his alleged

"default in the performance of his obligations under the Jozefovic [Collateral Assignment] and

HBL's default in the performance of its obligations under the Lease" (PAC at fl 100). To support

its new cause of action, Ptaintiff alleges that Jozefovic executed the Collateral Assignment and

"Pledge olMembership Interest and Security Agreement" assigning a "first and superior security

interest" in Waterview to WPHP (id. at J1 38). Plaintiff alleges that under the Collateral

Assignment, Jozefovic agreed not to encumber or use his Waterview Interest as collateral in other

transactions, and Jozefovic agreed not to amend or allow an amendment to the Waterview

Operating Agreement that would "materially adversely affect" the Collateral Assignment and

WPHP's rights to the collateral (id at flfl 39-40). Plaintiff alleges it perfected its security interests

on September 15,2020 by filing a financing statement under the Uniform Commercial Code

C'UCC") (id. at\ 42). Plaintiff asserts that in violation of the Collateral Assignment, Jozefovic

assigned his Waterview interest to MCB and agreed to allow the Waterview Operating Agreement

to be amended (id. atl43). Plaintiffalso alleges that: ('l) Jozefovic further breached the Collateral

Assignment by "failing to take all ofthe necessary steps to add Howard Fensterman . . as a co-

signatory to the JP Morgan Chase accounts identified" in the Collateral Assignment (id. atl1l144-

45); and (2) Jozefovic and HBL breached the Collateral Assignment and Lease by failing to post

$1.6 million security deposit (ld at,rtlll 46-47). Plaintiff alleges it is entitled to dispose of

Jozefovic's Waterview interest at a public sale as a remedy for his alleged breaches under the

Collateral Assignment and Lease (id at flfl 49-51 ).

DISCUSSION

CPLR 3025(b) provides that "[a] party may amend his or her pleading . . at any time by

leave of court or by stipulation ofall pa(ies. Leave shall be freely given upon such terms as may

be just including the granting of costs and continuances" (CPLR 3025[b]). In the absence of

prejudice or surprise, leave should be granted unless the amendment is palpably insufficient or

patently devoid of merit (lYatkins-Bey v City of New York, 174 AD3d 553 [2d Dept 2019];39

College Point Corp. v Transpac Capital Corp.,27 AD3d 454 [2d Dept 2006]; Ravnikar v Slryline

Credit-Ride, Inc.,79 AD3d lllS [2d Dept 2010]; Maloney Carpenrry, Inc. v Budnik,37 AD3d

558 [2d Dept 20077; Emitio v Robison Oil Corp.,28 AD3d 417 [2d Dept 2006]). "The burden of

demonstrating prejudice or surprise, or that a proposed amendment is palpably insufficient or

patently devoid of merit, falls upon the party opposing the motion ... [and] a party seeking leave

to amend is not required to make a showing of merit in the proposed amendment" (National

Recruiring Group, LLC v Bern Ripka, LLP, 183 AD3d 831,832 [2d Dept 2020f, quoting Faiella

Apts., LLC, I l0 AD3d at 1029). while leave lo amend a pleading shall be freely granted (see

CPLR 3025 [b]), a motion for leave to amend is committed to the broad discretion of the court (see

Ravnikar, 79 AD3d at l1l9).
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A review ofthe PAC reveals that there is nothing palpabty insufficient or patently devoid

of merit with regard to the allegations in the Proposed Fifth Cause of Action. Thus, Defendants'

argument is predicated on their claim that because WPHP has asserted affirmative defenses in the

NY Action which are similar in nature to the allegations contained in the Proposed Fifth Cause of
Action, by allowing the amendment, there will be duplicative litigation and presumably, the

possibility for a waste ofjudicial resources and inconsistent determinations.

In its Complaint, Plaintiff already alleges a cause ofaction against Jozefovic to enlorce the

terms ofthe guaranty based on HBL's alleged breach ofthe Lease. The Collateral Assignment was

given by Jozefovic as security for his guaranty and, as such, Plaintiff s Proposed Fifth Cause of

Action concerning Jozefovic's alleged breach ofthe Collateral Assignment is intertwined with not

only Plaintilfs existing cause of action seeking to enforce the Jozefovic guaranty,a but also its

existing cause of action for breach of the Lease.s WPHP filed this action more than a month before

Jozefovic filed the NY Action. As such, it is this action and not the NY Action which is the first-

filed action arising from the alleged breaches by HBL and Jozefovic. One ol Plaintills remedies

for these alleged breaches includes its right to enforce its security interest (1.e., Jozefovic's interest

in Waterview). Jozefovic is contending that Plaintiff has no right to proceed with a sale of that

interest under the UCC. Given that Jozefovic was granted a TRO from Justice Bannon, he may be

correct in his position. Although this Court is not deciding the merits of the motion made by WPHP

and Fensterman to transfer and consolidate the NY Action with this action, the Court believes

WPHP and Fensterman are likety to be successful. In that event, as Defendants' concede, Ptaintiff

should be permitted to amend its Complaint in the manner proposed. However, although WPHP

has asserted affirmative defenses in the NY Action which include some of the factual allegations

supporting its Proposed Fifth Cause of Action, WPHP has not asserted a counterclaim in the NY

Action and, as such, it will not be entitled to any affirmative relief in the NY Action. In the event

the NY Action is not transferred and consolidated here, the Court has discretion to fashion relief

to avoid inconsistent determinations between the NY Action and this action (e.g., by severing and

staying any claims/def'enses that are duplicative in both actions). Furthermore, Jozefovic should

not be rewarded for having filed the NY Action when Jozefovic's claims are related to the claims

in this action, particularly given the fact that New York county has no connection to: (l) the

a In this regard, in its PAC, Plaintiff alteges that the Collateral Assignment "provides that

Jozefovic pledges, assigns and grants a first and superior security interest in and to all of his

rights, title and interest as a member of Waterview Acquisition I, LLC to WPH Properties in

order to secure the obligations under the [Collateral Assignment] and under the Lease" (PAC at fl

4e).

'ln this regard, in its PAC, Plaintiff alleges that "Jozefovic and HBL breached their obligation to

post the $i,600,000 additional security deposit required by the [collateral Assignment] and the

Lease. Jozefovic's moving of funds into a separate account that he controls does not satisry the

obligation to post the $1.6 million additional security deposit as required by the [collateral

Assignmentl and the Lease" (PAC at flll 46-47).
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parties' residence other than the residence ofthe nominal defendant MCB: (2) the facility at issue;

and (3) the contracts at issue.

Finally, Defendants' reliance on CPLR 321 I (a)(4)6 as a basis to deny Plaintiffs motion to

amend is unavailing both because it is premature, and because even if Defendants subsequently

move to dismiss the Proposed Fifth Cause of Action based on CPLR 3211(a)($, it is unlikely that

this Court would dismiss it. Here, a month after this action was filed, Jozefovic decided to institute

the NY Action rather than assert his claims in this action. Although it is true that the NY Action

includes a claim of libel that has nothing to do with this action, it is clear that the disposition of

Jozefovic's interest in Waterview is a critical issue in this action as it provides the security for

Jozefovic's guaranty which Plaintiff is seeking to enforce. Based on the motion papers filed in the

NY Action, other than the residence of MCB, these claims all arise out of transactions and entities

located in Westchester County and it was tikely brought in New York County for tactical

advantage.

It is well settled that a court has "broad discretion in considering whether to dismiss an

action on the grounds that another action is pending between the same parties on the same cause

of action" (Whitney v llthirney,57 NY2d 731,732 11982); Simonetti v Larson, 44 AD3d 1028,

lO29 [2d Dept 2007] [court may dismiss subsequently fited action where there is substantial

identity between the parties and the causes ofaction - i.e., "the two actions must be 'sufficiently

similar'and the relief sought must be'the same or substantially the same' ... 'both suits arise out

ofthe same subject matter or series olalleged wrongs"'l). Further, under CPLR 321I(a)(a), if
there is another action pending between the same parties for the same causes of action, the court

need not dismiss upon this ground but may make such order asjustice requires. The rationale for

the rule is "'to avoid vexatious titigation and duplication ofeffort, with the attendant risk of

divergent rulings on similar issues "' ( l|thire Light Prods., Inc v On The Scene Prods., Inc.,23l

AD2d 90,96 [lst Dept 1997]). In deciding the motion, "[t]he court must consider in which

jurisdiction litigation was first commenced, how far each litigation has progressed and which

forum has a more significant and substantive nexus to the controversy, and thus is the most

appropriate forum for its resolution" (Matter ofTopps Co., lnc. Shareholder Litig., 2007 NY Slip

Op 525a3[U], l9 Misc 3d I103[A] at *2 
[Sup Ct NY County 2007]). Thus, "in deciding a

motion to dismiss based on the pendency ofanother action, the analysis is similar to that

employed in entertaining a motion predicated on forum non conveniens" (llhite Light Prods.,

Inc.,23l AD2d at 570) and the court should consider "'whether the litigation and the parties

have sufficient contact with this state to justifu the burdens imposed on ourjudicial system"' (id,

a:572, quoting Flintkote Co. v American Mut. Liab. Ins. Co.,l03 AD2d 501' 506 [2d Dept

6 Error! Main Document Only.CPLR i2l 1 (a)(a) provides. in pertinent part:

A party may move for a judgment dismissing one or more causes

of action asserted against him on the ground lhat .. there is another

action pending between the same pa(ies for the same cause of
action in a court ofany state or the United States; the court need

not dismiss upon this ground but may make such order as justice

requires ....
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19841, affd 67 NY2d 857 [ 986]). The issue is one of'Judicial economy, the question is which

court should defer, as a matter of comity, to the other in order to avoid vexatious litigation and

duplication of effort, with the attendant risk ofdivergent rulings on similar issues" (Iyhile Light

Prods., Inc., supra,23l AD2d at 96).

Even though Defendants' argument based on CPLR 3211(a)(a) is premature, even if
Defendants were moving to dismiss the Fifth Cause of Action under CPLR 3211(a)(4), it is not

clear to the Coufi that the two actions are "sufficiently similar" and that relief sought therein is

"the same or substantially the same," as would require the dismissal of it under CPLR 3211(a)(a)

(see Whitney, supra, 57 NY2d at 732; Simonetti, supra, 44 AD3d at 1029).

Futthermore, with respect to whether the NY Action was in fact a "prior action pending"

lor purposes ofCPLR 3211(a)(a), the Appellate Division, First Department has noted:

"Another action pending" is, by contrast, a "first-in-time"-oriented

defense. Here the focus is shifted from inconvenience to a more

objective standard of chronology. A CPLR 32 I 1(l )(4) motion

requires, first and foremost, the pendency of another action

between the parties which was instituted earlier in time ... and has

not yet been terminated .... Priority in time is not always

controlling, however. Exceptions to the general application ofthis

defense are recognized where competing actions have been

commenced "reasonably close in time" to one another... Virtually

every exception to the first-in-time rule involves competing

litigation commenced within days or even hours of each other ....

(National Union Fire Ins. Co. of Pittsburgh, PA v Jordache Enter.,

\nc.,205 AD2d341,343 [st Dept 1994]).

Thus, even if the NY Action had been, technically speaking, the first action for CPLR

321l(a)(4) purposes, "[w]hile technical priority in the commencement of actions is a factor to be

considered in determining whether dismissal pursuant to CPLR 321 l (a) is appropriate, it is not

necessarily dispositive" and a court will decline to dismiss a second filed action if it is

determined that the filing of the action was motivated on the basis ofobtaining a tactical

advantage through forum shopping (L-3 Communications Corp. v Safenet,1nc., 45 AD3d 1 [1 st

Dept 20071; Seneca Ins. Co. v Lincolnshire Mgt. \nc.,269 AD2d274llst Dept 20001; Seaboard

Surety Co. v Gillette Co.,75 AD2d 525 [1st Dept 1980); National Union Fire Ins. Co. of
Pittsburgh, PA,205 AD2d341; Aon Risk Serv. v Cusack,2012WL 11009718 [Sup Ct, NY

County 201 2l). Courts do not favor the tactic by which "a party who has reason to know a

lawsuit will be brought against him ... employ[s] the expedient of filing an action to subject his

opponent to a preferred forum" (see White Light Productions, Inc.,23l AD2d 90). The use of

such a tactic militates in favor of allowing the later filed action to proceed to judgment in the

plaintifls chosen forum (ld ).
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Based upon the foregoing, and for the reasons stated above, it is hereby

ORDERED that the motion by Plaintiff White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC for an

order granting it leave to amend its Complaint is granted; and it is further

ORDERED that Plaintiff shall serve and file its First Amended Verified Complaint within

7 days of this Decision and Order.

The foregoing constitutes the Decision and Order ofthis Court.

Dated: White Plains, New York

March lE ,2021

ENTER

HON. GRETCHEN WALSH, J,S-C.

l0
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APPEARANCES:

DELBELLO DONNELLAN WEINGARTEN WISE & WIEDERKEHR LLP

Counsel for Plaintiff

By, Alfred E. Donnellan, Esq.

One North Lexington Avenue, 1 I th Floor

White Plains, New York 10601.

ABRAMS, FENSTERMAN, FENSTERMAN, EISMAN, FORMATO, FERRARA, WOLF &

CARONE, LLP

Counsel for Plaintiff

By: Robert A. Spolzino, Esq.

8l Main Street, Suite 306

White Plains, New York

MICHELMAN & ROBINSON, LLP

Attomeys for Defendants

By: John Giardino, Esq.

Alex Bamett-Howell, Esq.

800 Third Avenue, 24th Floor

New York, NY 10022
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SUPREME COURT OF THE ST ATE OF NEW YORK 

COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER 

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC, 

Plaintiff, 

- against-

HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/KIA LIZER 
JOZOFOVIC and MARK NEUMAN, 

Defendants. 

Index No. 60278/2020 

FIRST AMENDED 

VERIFIED COMPLAINT 

Plaintiff, White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC ("WPH Properties"), by its attorneys, 

DelBello, Donnellan, Weingarten, Wise & Wiederkehr, LLP and Abrams, Fensterman, 

Fensterman, Eisman, Fonnato, Ferrara, Wolf & Carone, LLP, for its amended verified complaint 

against defendants, HBL SNF, LLC ("HBL"), Lizer Jozefovic a/k/a Lizer Jozofovic (4'Jozefovic") 

and Mark Neuman ("Neuman"), alleges: 

NATURE OF THE CASE 

1. This action concerns HBL' s material default of its obligations under an amended 

and restated operating lease dated as of November 19, 2015 (the "Lease"), by which WPH 

Properties leased to HBL a brand new, state-of-the-art, 160-bed skilled nursing facility that WPH 

Properties constructed at 116-120 Church Street, White Plains, New York. 

2. WPH Properties had constructed the nursing facility and entered into the Lease with 

HBL dated November 19, 2015. The Lease was amended and restated in 2017. It provided that 

HBL would operate the facility for 30 years. The Lease commenced on September 30, 2019. HBL 

took possession of the facility on September 30, 2019. By the end of October 2019, HBL had 
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defaulted. 

3. On January 7, 2020, WPH Properties served notice of default and elected to 

terminate the Lease and accelerate all rents due. This action seeks to recover from HBL the Rent 

it owes and the other damages its defaults have caused and to enforce the unconditional guaranties 

of HBL's perfonnance under the Lease given by Neuman and Jozefovic. 

PARTIES AND VENUE 

4. WPH Properties is a limited liability company duly organized and existing under 

the laws of the State of Massachusetts, with its principal place of business at 2 Bourbon Street, 

Suite 200, Peabody, Massachusetts. WPH Properties is duly authorized to do business in the State 

ofNewYork. 

5. HBL was and is a limited liability company duly organized and existing under the 

laws of the State ofNew York with an address and place of business at 537 Route 22, Purdys, New 

York. 

6. Jozefovic is an individual residing at 53 Mariner Way, Monsey, New York, with a 

business address and place of business at HBL, 537 Route 22, Purdys, New York. 

7. Neuman is an individual residing at 22 Lyncrest Drive, Monsey, New York, with a 

business address and place of business at HBL, 537 Route 22, Purdys, New York. 

8. Pursuant to CPLR § 503(a), venue is properly designated in Westchester County 

based on the residences of WPH Properties and HBL, because a substantial part of the events 

giving rise to the claim occurred in Westchester County and because HBL and WPH Properties 

agreed in the Lease that any action or proceeding arising out of the Lease be brought in Westchester 

County. Lease§ 20.l(b). 
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FACTS 

9. WPH Properties is and was at all relevant times the owner of the real property 

known as 116-120 Church Street, White Plains, New York (the "Real Property"). 

10. WPH Properties constructed a brand new, state-of-the-art, 160-bed skilled nursing 

facility on the Real Property. 

THE LEASE 

11. In 2017, WPH Properties, as landlord, and HBL, as tenant, entered into the 

amended and restated Lease, dated as of November 19, 2015, under which WPH Properties leased 

to HBL the Real Property and the improvements to be constructed on the Real Property, together 

with other assets, all as defined in Section 2.1 of the Lease (the "Facility"). A true and accurate 

copy of the Lease is annexed to this complaint as Exhibit 1 and is incorporated into this complaint 

by reference. 

12. WPH Properties obtained a certificate of occupancy for the Facility on August 22, 

2019. 

13. HBL entered into possession of the Facility on September 30, 2019. 

14. The Lease provided for a term of 30 years, with three 10-year options to the tenant, 

unless sooner tenninated. Exhibit 1, Lease,§ 3.1. 

15. The Lease obligated HBL to pay WPH Properties annual fixed rent of $6,073,158 

in monthly installments of $506,096.50 (the "Fixed Rent"). Exhibit 1, Lease,§ 3.2. 

16. The Lease also obligated HBL to pay WPH Properties other amounts which are 

defined as "Additional Rent." Fixed Rent and Additional Rent are referred to collectively as 

"Rent.', 
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17. The Lease obligated HBL to pay all charges for electricity, steam, telephone, cable, 

gas, oil, water, sewer and all other services or utilities used on or related to the Premises during 

the Term. Exhibit I, Lease, § 4.1. 

18. The Lease obligated HBL to pay, before penalties are incurred, all real estate taxes, 

assessments, utility charges and other taxes. Exhibit 1, Lease,§ 4.2. 

19. The Lease obligated HBL to keep the Premises in good condition and repair 

including, at HBL' s sole cost and expense, payment of all utility service and maintenance deposits 

and expenses relating to the Premises. Exhibit 1, Lease, § 5.2. 

20. The Lease obligated HBL to deliver a guarantee of all obligations owed by HBL 

under the Lease from Jozefovic (the "Jozefovic Guaranty") and from Neuman (the "Neuman 

Guaranty"). Exhibit 1, Lease, § 7.1. 

21. A true and accurate copy of the Jozefovic Guaranty is annexed to this complaint as 

Exhibit 2. 

22. A true and accurate copy of the Neuman Guaranty is annexed to this complaint as 

Exhibit 3. 

23. Pursuant to the Jozefovic Guaranty, Jozefovic absolutely, unconditionally and 

irrevocably guaranteed the full and prompt payment of all rent, sums and charges of every type 

and nature payable by HBL under the Lease, whether due by acceleration or otherwise, and the 

full, timely and complete performance of all obligations to be performed by HBL under the Lease, 

including obligations that survive termination of the Lease. 

24. The Jozefovic Guaranty is an absolute and unconditional guaranty of payment and 

of perfonnance and is enforceable against Jozefovic without the necessity of any notice of 
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nonpayment, nonperformance or nonobservance, or any notice or demand, all of which Jozefovic 

expressly waived. 

25. Pursuant to the Neuman Guaranty, Neuman absolutely, unconditionally and 

irrevocably guaranteed the full and prompt payment of all rent, sums and charges of every type 

and nature payable by HBL under the Lease, whether due by acceleration or otherwise, and the 

full, timely and complete perfonnance of all obligations to be performed by HBL under the Lease, 

including obligations that survive termination of the Lease. 

26. The Neuman Guaranty is an absolute and unconditional guaranty of payment and 

of performance and is enforceable against Neuman without the necessity of any notice of 

nonpayment, nonperformance or nonobservance, or any notice or demand, all of which Neuman 

expressly waived. 

27. The Lease obligated HBL to deliver to WPH Properties, before the commencement 

date of the Lease, an agreement by Capital Funding Group by which Capital Funding Group agreed 

to allow HBL to draw down on its credit line each month so as to enable Capital Funding Group 

to pay the Fixed Rent each month directly to WPH Properties on the commencement date and for 

the following 11 months. Exhibit I, Lease,§ 7.1. 

28. The Lease obligated HBL to deliver to WPH Properties, before the commencement 

date of the Lease, an unconditional letter of credit or cash in the amount of $3, 700,000 to secure 

the full and timely performance of its obligations under the Lease. Exhibit 1, Lease) § 7 .1. 

29. The Lease obligated HBL to deliver to WPH Properties, before the commencement 

date of the Lease, $1,600,000 as an additional security deposit. Exhibit 1, Lease, § 7. l. 

30. The Lease obligated HBL to provide WPH Properties all reports, statements and 
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inspections as defined in the Lease, including all Medicare, Medicaid and other provider 

agreements and reimbursement rates for the Facility, updated reimbursement rates, financial 

reporting and written reports providing an operational overview of significant events and 

circumstances on a monthly basis. Exhibit 1, Lease, § 7.4. 

31. The Lease obligated HBL to maintain working capital accounts in specified 

amounts. Exhibit 1, Lease, § 7. 7. 

32. The Lease provides that HBL will be in default of the Lease if, among other things, 

(i) HBL fails to pay any installment of Rent within five days of the date when Rent was due; (ii) 

HBL defaults in the prompt and full performance of any other of its obligations and fails to correct 

that failure within 30 days of receipt of written notice from WPH Properties of the default; (iii) 

HBL fails to give WPH Properties timely notice or timely deliver copies of documents as required 

by Section 7.4 of the Lease; (iv) HBL defaults or breaches the provisions of Section 7.4(b); (v) a 

Guarantor defaults beyond expiration of any applicable cure period; or (vi) any governmental 

authority assesses a fine or penalty against HBL in an amount in excess of $75,000. Exhibit I, 

Lease, § 16.1. 

33. WPH Properties performed all of the conditions on its part required by the Lease. 

34. The Lease provides in Section 16.1 that upon the occurrence of a default by HBL, 

WPH Properties may, upon five days written notice, terminate the Lease, accelerate the payment 

of all Rent for the balance of the Term and declare the Rent presently due and payable in full, 

requiring HBL to pay to WPH Properties the present value of the accelerated Rent. 

35. Section 16.1 of the Lease also provides that upon the occurrence of a default, and 

in addition to all of the other remedies provided for in the Lease, WPH Properties is immediately 
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entitled to retain the security deposit required by Section 7 .1 of the Lease and HBL has no further 

claim, right, title or interest therein to the extent ofWPH Properties' claims. 

36. Section 16.1 of the Lease also provides that upon the occurrence of a default and 

the commencement of an action for Rent or for any other amount due under the Lease, HBL must 

pay to WPH Properties all of the expenses, including reasonable attorneys' fees, incurred by WPH 

Properties to enforce the Lease. 

37. In addition, under the terms of the Lease, HBL's continuation in occupancy after 

termination does not constitute a renewal of the Lease, but HBL becomes a tenant month-to-month 

for a rental of 300% of the most recent Rent payable by HBL under the Lease. Exhibit 1, Lease, § 

201.13. 

THE JOZEFOVIC SECURITY AGREEMENT 

38. On August 11, 2017 Jozefovic executed a Collateral Assignment and Pledge of 

Membership Interest and Security Agreement (the "Jozefovic Security Agreement"), assigning to 

WPH Properties' nominee a first and superior security interest in Jozefovic's interest in Waterview 

Acquisition I, LLC (the "Jozefovic Waterview Collateral") in order to secure the obligations under 

the Jozefovic Security Agreement and under the Lease. A true and accurate copy of the Jozefovic 

Security Agreement is annexed to this complaint as Exhibit 4. 

39. The Jozefovic Security Agreement provides that Jozefovic has not and will not 

enter into any assignment, mortgage, pledge or other instrument which transfers or encumbers all 

or any part of the Jozefovic Waterview Collateral. Exhibit 4, Jozefovic Security Agreement§ 3 

40. The Jozefovic Security Agreement further provides that Jozefovic agrees not to 

subsequently further amend or voluntarily permit the amendment of the Waterview Acquisition I, 
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LLC Operating Agreement that would in any manner materially adversely affect the Jozefovic 

Security Agreement and/or the rights of WPH Properties. Exhibit 4, J ozefovic Security Agreement 

§4 

41. On September 15, 2020 WPH Properties duly perfected its security interest with 

respect to the Jozefovic Waterview Collateral by filing a UCC financing statement. 

42. Upon information and belief, in or around December 2019, Jozefovic assigned the 

Jozefovic Waterview Collateral to Metropolitan Commercial Bank ("MCB") to secure Jozefovic's 

obligation to repay a $3,000,000 loan from MCB to Jozefovic. 

43. Upon information and belief, to effectuate Jozefovic's assignment of the Jozefovic 

Waterview Collateral to MCB, Jozefovic agreed to and voluntarily permitted the amendment of 

the Waterview Acquisition l LLC Operating Agreement. 

44. Jozefovic breached his obligations under the Jozefovic Security Agreement by 

agreeing to and voluntarily permitting the amendment of the Waterview Acquisition I, LLC 

Operating Agreement and assigning the Jozefovic Waterview Collateral to MCB. 

45. Jozefovic further breached the Jozefovic Security Agreement by failing to take all 

of the necessary steps to add Howard Fensterman, a principal of WPH Properties, as a co-signatory 

to the JP Morgan Chase accounts identified therein as required by the Jozefovic Security 

Agreement. 

46. Jozefovic and HBL breached their obligation to post the $1,600,000 additional 

security deposit required by the Jozefovic Security Agreement and the Lease. 

4 7. Jozefovic, s moving of funds into a separate account that he controls does not satisfy 

the obligation to post the $1.6 million additional security deposit as required by the Jozefovic 
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Security Agreement and the Lease. 

48. Jozefovic's and HBL's failure to satisfy the ob1igation to post the $1.6 million 

additional security deposit constitutes a breach of the Jozefovic Security Agreement and a breach 

of the Lease. 

49. The Jozefovic Security Agreement provides that Jozefovic pledges, assigns and 

grants a first and superior security interest in and to all of his rights, title and interest as a member 

of Waterview Acquisition I, LLC to WPH Properties in order to secure the obligations under the 

Jozefovic Security Agreement and under the Lease. 

50. Pursuant to the remedies granted to WPH Properties under the UCC and the 

.Tozefovic Security Agreement, in the event of a default, WPH Properties is entitled, among other 

remedies, to dispose of the Jozefovic Waterview Collateral at a. public sale. 

51. Jozefovic breached the Jozefovic Security Agreement and materially and adversely 

affected the Jozefovic Waterview Collateral and the rights of WPH Properties by (i) agreeing to 

and vohmtarily permitting the amendment of the Waterview Acquisition I, LLC Operating 

Agreement and (ii) assigning the Jozefovic Waterview Collateral to MCB to secure Jozefovic's 

obligation to repay a $3,000,000 loan from MCB to Jozefovic. 

52. As a result of Jozefovic breaching the Jozefovic Security Agreement by amending 

the operating agreement and assigning the Jozefovic Waterview Collateral to MCB, any purchaser 

of the Jozefovic W aterview Collateral at public sale by WPH Properties will purchase the 

Jozefovic Waterview Collateral subject to MCB's senior security interest in the collateral. 

53. Jozefovic's breach of the Jozefovic Security Agreement therefore has caused WPH 

Properties damages in the amount of $3,000,000, the amount of Jozefovic's obligation to MCB 
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secured by Jozefovic's illicit assignment ofthe same collateral to MCB. 

HBL BREACHED ITS OBLIGATIONS UNDER THE LEASE 

54. HBL failed to perform its obligations, materially defaulting under the Lease, almost 

immediately after taking possession of the Premises. 

55. HBL failed to pay Rent as required by the Lease. 

56. HBL failed to pay real estate taxes as required by the Lease. 

57. HBL failed to pay utility deposits as required by the Lease. 

58. HBL failed to pay municipal maintenance escrows as required by the Lease. 

59. HBL failed to pay utility charges as required by the Lease. 

60. HBL failed or refused to deliver certificates of insurance as required by the Lease. 

61. HBL failed to deliver to WPH Properties all Medicare, Medicaid and other provider 

agreements and reimbursement rate sheets for the Facility, as required by the Lease. 

62. HBL failed to deliver to WPH Properties all Medicare, Medicaid and other provider 

updated rate sheets, as required by the Lease. 

63. HBL failed to deliver to WPH Properties the required financial reporting, as 

required by the Lease. 

64. HBL failed to deliver to WPH Properties the required written reporting providing 

an operational overview of significant events and circumstances at the Facility during each prior 

month of the term of the Lease, as required by the Lease. 

65. HBL failed or refused to deliver to WPH Properties the security deposits, as 

required by the Lease. 

66. HBL failed to deliver and maintain the required credit line in an amount equal to 
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12 months' rent, as required by the Lease. 

67. HBL failed to have and maintain the working capital account required by the Lease. 

68. HBL failed to pay late fees and costs, as required by the Lease. 

THE LETTER OF INTENT 

69. After HBL defaulted, WPH Properties negotiated in good faith with HBL in an 

attempt to avoid termination of the Lease, despite HBL's default. 

70. On November 20, 2019, WPH Properties and HBL entered into a Letter oflntent 

(the "LOI") in which WPH Properties and HBL agreed that WPH Properties would sell the Facility 

for $73,000,000 to a Delaware Statutory Trust in which Jozefovic and Neuman would have a 77.5 

percent interest and WPH Properties or its designees would have a 22. 5 percent interest. 

71. A true and accurate copy of the LOI is annexed to this complaint as Exhibit 5. 

72. The LOI provides for the Lease to be amended to require that HBL pay the 

November 2019 rent by November 18, 2019, the December rent by December 5, 2019 and all real 

estate taxes and utility payments by December 1, 2019, that by December 5, 2019 HBL reimburse 

WPH Properties for $65,856 in municipal and utility deposits, that HBL enter into a Deposit 

Account Control Agreement with MNB requiring MNB to draw on the account first to pay the 

rent. 

73. The LOI further provides for the Lease to be amended so that the $3,700;000 

security deposit required by Section 7.l(a)(ii) is reduced to $2,000,000, $1,000,000 of which was 

required to be paid by HBL on or before December 1, 2019 or the date on which WPH Properties 

obtained a permanent certificate of occupancy for the Facility (which was granted on November 

14, 2019), whichever was later, and the balance of which was required to be paid on April 1, 2020, 
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which was the Closing date required by the LOI. 

74. In addition, the LOI provides for the Lease to be amended so that in lieu of 

providing the additional $1,600,000 in security required by Section 7.l(a)(iii) of the Lease, HBL 

would be required to enter into an agreement with JP Morgan Chase Bank prohibiting liquidation 

of that account until the second $1,000,000 in security required by the LOI had been paid. 

75. The LOI also provides for the Lease to be amended to require HBL to obtain a 

single working capital line of credit in the amount of $8,000,000 by December 1, 2019. 

76. HBL defaulted and breached its obligations under the LOI by failing to pay rent, 

failing to pay the municipal and utility payments to WPH Properties, failing to pay the real estate 

taxes and utility payments, failing to enter into the Deposit Account Control Agreement, failing to 

enter into the agreement with JP Morgan Chase Bank, by failing to pay the first $1,000,000 security 

deposit as required by the LOI and by failing to obtain the $8,000,000 working capital credit line, 

and by failing to meet the required Closing date of April 1, 2020. 

77. WPH Properties performed all conditions on its part required by the LOI. 

78. Solely as a result of HBL's breach of the LOI, WPH Properties did not sell the 

property to the Delaware Statutory Trust, causing damage to WPH Properties, and WPH Properties 

incurred interest and late charges on its loans, all of which are the direct result ofHBL's breach of 

the LOI. 

NOTICE OF DEFAULT, TERMINATION OF THE LEASE AND ACCELERATION OF RENT 

79. On January 7, 2020, while the LOI was in effect, WPH Properties served a "Notice 

of Default And Landlord's Election To Tenninate Lease And Accelerate All Rents Due For The 

Balance of the Lease Term" upon HBL (the "Notice of Default"). 
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80. A true and accurate copy of the Notice of Default is annexed to this complaint as 

Exhibit 6 and incorporated into this complaint by reference. 

81. The Notice of Default contains a tme and accurate accounting of the amounts then 

due and owing under the Lease and LOI. 

82. The Notice of Default gave HBL notice that by reason of HBL 's defaults under the 

Lease, WPH Properties had exercised its right under Section 16.1 of the Lease to terminate the 

Lease, effective January 13, 2020. 

83. The Notice of Default further gave HBL notice that pursuant to Section 16.1 of the 

Lease all Rent for the balance of the Tenn was accelerated and HBL became obligated to pay WPH 

Properties the present value of the accelerated rent, discounted at a rate of 6% per annum. 

84. HBL continued, and still continues, to occupy the Premises, despite WPH 

Properties' termination of the Lease. 

85. Because HBL has held over after its default resulted in termination of the Lease, 

HBL is a tenant month-to-month at a rent equal to 300% of the most recent Rent payable by HBL 

under the Lease. Exhibit 1, Lease, § 20.13. 

86. HBL has failed to perform its obligations as a tenant month-to-month by failing to 

pay rent in the amount of 300% of the most recent Rent payable by HBL under the Lease, remitting 

only the base rent which had been payable before WPH Properties terminated the Lease. 

87. HBL is in default with respect to its obligations under the Lease and its obligations 

as a month-to-month tenant following termination of the Lease effective January 13, 2020. 

AMOUNTS DUE 

88. As a result of HBL's defaults, HBL is obligated to pay to WPH Properties, as of 
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August 25, 2020, the sum of $113,832,987.54 (the "Amounts Due"), as follows: (i) holdover rent 

and rent, $7,096,182.79; (ii) municipal and utility deposits, $26,725.35; (iii) security and working 

capital deposits, $9,800,000.00; (iv) late fees, default fees, costs and professional fees, 

$1,948,753.00; and (v) accelerated rent, $94,961,326.40. 

89. HBL is obligated to pay to WPH Properties the Amounts Due in full, plus any 

amounts that have accrued since August 25, 2020. 

90. HBL has failed or refused to pay the Amounts Due. 

91. WPH Properties has fully performed all obligations required to be performed on its 

part with respect to the Lease, the LOI, HBL's month-to-month tenancy after the termination of 

the Lease, the Jozefovic Guaranty, the Neuman Guaranty, the HBL Security Agreement, the 

Jozefovic HBL Security Agreement and the Neuman HBL Security Agreement. 

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST HBL 

(BREACH OF CONTRACT) 

92. WPH Properties repeats and re-alleges each and every allegation set forth in 

paragraphs "l" through "91" with the same force and effect as if fully set forth here. 

93. By reason of HBL's material default and breach of its obligations pursuant to the 

Lease and its obligations as a month-to month tenant after tern1ination of the lease, WPH Properties 

is entitled to judgment against HBL for the Amounts Due, together with the other and further 

amounts that may come due between the date of this complaint and the entry of judgment, plus 

interest from the date of the default as provided by law. 

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST HBL 

(BREACH OF CONTRACT) 

94. WPH Properties repeats and re-alleges each and every allegation set forth in 
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paragraphs "1" through "93" with the same force and effect as if fully set forth here. 

95. By reason of HBL's material default and breach of its obligations pursuant to the 

LOI, WPH Properties is entitled to judgment against HBL in an amount to be determined at trial. 

THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST JOZEFOVIC 

(ENFORCING GUARANTY) 

96. WPH Properties repeats and re-alleges each and every allegation set forth in 

paragraphs "1" through "95" with the same force and effect as if fully set forth here. 

97. By reason ofHBL's default in the performance of its obligations under the Lease, 

WPH Properties is entitled to judgment against Jozefovic for the Amounts Due pursuant to the 

terms of the J ozefovic Guaranty. 

FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST NEUMAN 

(ENFORCING GUARANTY) 

98. WPH Properties repeats and re-alleges each and every allegation set forth in 

paragraphs "1 ~, through "97" with the same force and effect as if fully set forth here. 

99. By reason of HBL's default in the performance of its obligations under the Lease, 

WJ:»H Properties is entitled to judgment against Neuman for the Amounts Due pursuant to the terms 

of the Neuman Guaranty. 

FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST JOZEFOVIC 

(BREACH OF CONTRACT) 

100. WPH Properties repeats and re-alleges each and every allegation set forth in 

paragraphs "l '' through "99" with the same force and effect as if fully set forth here. 

101. By reason of Jozefovic's default in the performance of his obligations under the 

Jozefovic Security Agreement and HBL's default in the performance of its obligations under the 

Lease, WPH Properties is entitled to judgment against Jozefovic in the amount of$3,000,000.00. 
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WHEREFORE, WPH Properties demands judgment as follows: 

1. On its First cause of action, against HBL in the amount of $113,832,987.54, 

together with the other and further amounts that may come due between the date of this complaint 

and the entry of judgment, plus interest from the date of the default as provided by law; and 

2. On its Second Cause of Action, against HBL, in an amount to be determined at trial; 

and 

3. On its Third Cause of Action, against Jozefovic in the amount of$113,832,987.54, 

together with the other and further amounts that have come due since August 25, 2020 and may 

come due between the date of this complaint and the entry of judgment, plus interest from the date 

of the default as provided by law; and 

4. On its Fourth Cause of Action, against Neuman in the amount of $113,832,987.54, 

together with the other and further amounts that have come due since August 25, 2020 and may 

come due between the date of this complaint and the entry of judgment, plus interest from the date 

of the default as provided by law; and 

5. On its Fifth Cause of Action, against Jozefovic in the amount of$3,000,000.00; and 

6. On all causes of action, awarding costs, disbursements and attorneys' fees against 

HBL pursuant to the provisions of the Lease and against Jozefovic and Neuman pursuant to the 

provisions of the Jozefovic Guaranty and the Neuman Guaranty; and 
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7. Awarding such other and further relief as the Court may deem just and proper. 

Dated: White Plains, New York 

March 19, 2021 

DELBELLO DONNELLAN WEINGARTEN WISE & WIEDERKEHR, LLP 

Lead Counsel for Plaintiff White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC 

By: ~Cz:>g~ 
fredR Donnellan, Esq. 

One North Lexington A venue 

White Plains, New York 10601 

(914) 681-0200 

ABRAMS, FENSTERMAN, FENSTERMAN, EISMAN, FORMATO, 

FERRARA, WOLF & CARONE, LLP 

Co-Counsel/or Plaint[ff White Plains Healthcare Properties l LLC 

Robert A. Spolzino, Esq. 

81 Main Street, Suite 306 
White Plains, New York I 0601 

(914) 607-7010 
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VERIFICATION 

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS ) 
) ss: 

COUNTY OF ESSEX ) 

William A. Nicholson, being duly sworn, deposes and says: 

I am the Manager of plaintiff, White Plains Healthcare Properties I L.LJt..,,.,.-,~j 

annexed Amended Verified Complaint, know the contents thereof ru same are 

knowledge, except those matters therein which are stated to be ged upon inform1a· nUIJ..afte-a~ 
and as to those matters I believe them to be true. 

om to before me this 
th day of March 2021 
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COLLATERAL ASSIGNMENT AND PLEDGE
OF MEMBERSHIP INTEREST AND SECURITY AGREEMENT

THIS ASSIGNMENT made as of August 11, 2017, by Lizer Jozefovic, an

individual having an address at 53 Mariner Way, Monsey New York 10952 (the "Assignor") to

Howard Fensterman as nominee for White Plains Health Care Properties LLC, a Massachusetts

Limited Liability Company (the "Assignee") with reference to the following facts.

WHEREAS, HBL-SNF a New York Limited Liability Company ("Operator/Tenant) an entity
controlled by Assignor had entered into a developraent agreement with WHITE PLAINS

HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC (the "Developer") dated November 19, 2015 (the

"Agreement") which was amended by and between the Parties by that certain first Amendment to the

Development Agreement (the "Amendment") dated as of July 12, 2017.

WHEREAS, the Development Agreement among other things obligated the Tenant to enter into

a Lease with Developer in return for the Developer, developing, designing, fmancing and Building a

160 Bed Skilled Nursing Home for Tenant in White Plains New York; and

WHEREAS the Development Agreement obligated the Tenant to obtain CON approval to build

such 160 Bed Skilled Nursing Home for Tenant in White Plains New York and to deliver to Developer

such decunients as are reasonably requested by Developers lenders; and

WHEREAS, the Tenant has obtained all CON approvals necessary to construct the Skilled

Nursing Home and the Developer has obtained all zoning and building department of approvals and a

Construction Loan; and

WHEREAS, in or about November 2015 in consideration of Howard Fensterman and/or CCC
Equities assigning all mortgages held by them on property owned by Waterview Acquisition I, LLC

agreed that he would pre-pay Two Million Two Hundred Thousand Dollars to White Plains Healthcare

Properties and would additionally establish a joint signature account in JP Morgan Bank into which the

sum of One Million Six Hundred Thousand Dollars was deposited; and

WHEREAS, The Lease requires the sum of 1.6 Million Dollars to be delivered to Landlord at

least 60 days prior to the Commmeeñiêñt date of the Lease as additional security for the Tenants

faithful perfonnance of the tenns and conditions of the Lease; and

WHEREAS, Section 10.2 of the Loan Agreement by and between Developer and its

Construction lender restates the language of the Lease and Developer has undertaken to ensure that the

1.6 Million Dollars on deposit with JP Morgan shall be delivered according to the terms and provisions

of the Lease; and

WHEREAS, the Sums in the JP Morgan Account entitled HBL SNF, LLC, Account Number

ave been transferred to two JP Morgan Account's entitled Waterview Acquisition I,
LLC Account Numbe nd Account Numbe in which Howard Fensterman is

not a signatory and the parties want to enter into this agrechiest by which Howard Fensterman will be

added as a signatory to such account under terms and conditions set forth below; and

-1-
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WHEREAS, Tenant and Assignor have promised to add Howard Fenstennan as a signatory to

such account so as to ensure that no withdrawals may be made so as to reduce the amount of the

account below 1.6 Million and so as to ensure that when required 60 days prior to the commencement

date the money in the acemmt or equivalent shall be delivered as additional cash security for the lease;

and;

WHEREAS in order to secure the promises made by Assignor concerning such account

Assignor has agreed to deliver to Assignee this Assignment; and the Assignor desires to pledge to

Assignee all of his membership interest in Waterview Acquisition I, LLC (the "C o m p a n y"), in

order to secure the promises made herein and in the Lease and Security Agreement delivered to

the Construction Lender;

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of these premises and other good and

valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged, the

Assignee and the Assignor hereby agree as follows:

1. As collateral security for the
Borrowers'

obligations under t h e L e a s e ,
t h e S e c u r i t y A g r e e m e n t , the Loan, a n d t h e D e v e 1 o p m e n t A g r e e m e n t the

Assignor hereby pledges and assigns and grants a first and superior security interest in and to all

of his rights, title and interest as a member in the Company (the "Collateral").

2. Upon the effectuation of Section 7.1(a)(iii) of the lease which requires

Sixty days prior to the anticipated Commencement Date, the funds in the JP Morgan Chase

Bank account in the amount of not less than $1,600,000 shall be deposited into the

Landlords Rent Security Account, the interest in the Company assigned to the Assignee

pursuant to Paragraph 1 hereof shall be automatically reassigned by the Assignee to the

Assignor without recourse, representation or warranty, and this Assignment shall automatically
terminate and be void and of no further effect. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Assignee

hereby agrees to execute any document reasonably required for the purpose of evidencing the

reassignment of such interest and the termination of this Assignment.

3. The Assignor represents, covenants and warrants that he is the legal and

beneficial owner of the Collateral and has not and will not enter into any assignment, mortgage,
pledge or other instrument which transfers or encumbers all or any part of his interest in the

Comparty and that there are no current liens or encumbrances that exist as of the day of the

execution of this assignment.

4. The Assignor agrees not to subsequently further amend or voluntarily permit

the amendment of the operating agreement of the Company that would in any manner materially

adversely affect this Assignment and/or the rights of the Assignee hereunder without the consent

of the Assignee, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld, conditioned or delayed.

5. The Assignor covenants and agrees not to voluntarily withdraw as the

managing member of the Company without the prior written consent of Assignee, which consent

shall not be unreasonably withheld, conditioned or delayed.

6. The covenants provided for in this Assigmnent shall be binding upon the
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successors and assignees of the parties hereto.

7. This Assignment shall be governed by the laws of the State ofNew York.

8. Neither this Assignment nor any provision hereof may be amended,

modified, waived, discharged or terminated orally, but only by an instrument in writing duly
signed by or on behalf of the Assignor or Assignee.

9. Assignor represents and warrants that he has a 71 % membership interest

in the Company and that he is manager thereof.

10. In accordance with the laws of the State of New York and as part of the

consideration for the making of the Loan, Assignor consents to thejurisdiction of any local, state

or federal court located within New York and further consents that all service of process may be

made by registered mail to his address set forth below and service so made shall be deemed

completed five (5) days after the same shall have been mailed.

11. Assignor covenants and agrees to execute such additional documents and to

take such further actions as may be reasonably required to carry out the provisions and intent of

this Assignment including, without limitation, executing a financing statement or statements and

continuations thereof. In addition, Assignor grants to Assignee a power of attorney coupled with

an interest to effectuate the terms of the foregoing sentence and to file all continuations, renewals

or amended financing statements without the signature of Assignor.

13. Should Assignor violate the terms and provisions concerning the

maintenance of the account as set forth in the resolution of Waterview Acquisition I, LLC

annexed hereto as Exhibit A the Assignee shall have:

(a) The right to sell the Collateral in the State of New York at

one or more public or private sales at such price and on such terms as

Assignee in its discretion accepts, for cash, upon or for future delivery.

Upon any such sale, the Assignee shall have the right to assign,

transfer and deliver to the purchaser or purchasers thereof the

Collateral. Such purchaser at any such sale shall hold the Collateral

sold absolutely free fiom any claim or right on the part of the

Assignor, and the Assignor hereby waives (to the extent permitted by

law) all rights of redemption, stay or appraisal which he has or may
have under any rule of law or statute now existing or hereafter

adopted. The Assignee shall give the Assignor twenty-one (21)
days'

written notice by registered or certified mail, postage prepaid, return

receipt requested (which Assignor acknowledges is reasonable and

sufficient), of the Assignee's intention to make any such public or

private sale. Such notice, in the case of public sale, shall state the time

and place fixed for such sale. Any such public sale shall be held at

such time or times within ordinary business hours and at such place

or places in the State of New York as the Assignee may fix in the
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notice of such sale. The Assignee shall not be obligated to make any
sale of the Collateral if it shall determine not to do so, regardless of the

fact that notice of such sale of the Collateral may have been given.

The Assignee may, upon one day's written notice, adjourn any
public or private sale or cause the same to be adjourned from time to

time by announcement at the time and place fixed for sale, and such

sale may, without further notice, be made at the time and place

within in the State of New York to which the same was so

adjourned. In case sale of all or any part of the Collateral is made

on credit or for future delivery, the Collateral so sold may be retained

by the Assignee until the sale price is paid by the purchaser or

purchasers thereof, but the Assignee shall not incur any liability in case

any such purchaser or purchasers shall fail to take up and pay for the

Collateral so sold, and, in case of any such failure, such Collateral

may be sold again upon like notice. As an alternative to exercising

the power of sale herein conferred upon it, the Assignee may proceed

by a suit or suits at law or in equity to foreclose this Assignment and to

sell the Collateral, or any portion thereof, pursuant to a judgment or

decree of a court of competentjurisdiction;

(b) such other rights with respect to the Collateral as shall be

afforded to secured parties by the Uniform Commercial Code of the

State of New York including, but not limited to, the right to setoff;

and/or

(c) to apply any proceeds of any disposition of the Collateral to the

payment of t h e c a s h s e c u r i t y r e q u i r e d u n d e r t h e

t e r m s a n d p r o v i s i o n s o f t h e 1 e a s e a n d reasonable

expenses of the Assignee in connection with the exercise of its rights

or remedies, including reasonable fees and expense of attorneys, and any

balance shall be paid to such party as shall be entitled thereto pursuant to

law.

13. The Assignor hereby waives any right to require that the Assignee

proceed against any real or personal property or any guaranty given as

security for the Note, whether or not existing or hereafter given, before

exercising its rights and remedies with respect to the Collateral.

14. This Agreement may be executed in counterparts, each of which,

when taken together, shall be construed as one and the same instrument.

15. All notices, demands and other communications provided for

herein shall be deemed received upon personal delivery or delivery by

national overnight delivery service, or three (3) business days following

deposit in the U.S. mail, postage prepaid, first class registered or certified,
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to Assignor or assignee at the following addresses:

If to Assignor:

Liner Jozefovic

53 Mariner Way
Monsey, New York

With a copy to:

Michelman & Robinson, LLP

800 Third Avenue

New York, New York

Attention: Mark H. Zafrin, Esq.

If to Assignee:

Howard Fensterman

C/o Abrams, Fensterman et al

3 Dakota Drive

Suite 300

Lake Success, New York 11042

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Assigner has duly executed this

Assignment, as of the day and year first written above.

Lize fovic

The Company hereby acknowledges receipt of this Assignment by Assignor.

WATERVIEW ACQUISITION I, LLC
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HBL-SNF, LLC
1280 Albany Post Road

Croton-on-Hudson, NY 10520

November 20, 2019

White Plains Healthcare Properties, I, LL

West Peabody Executive Center

2 Bourbon Street

Peabody, MA 01960

Attn: William Nicholson

Re: Letter of Intent

Premises: 116-120 Church Street

White Plains, New York

Dear Mr. Nicholson

This Letter of Intent ("LOI") outlines our proposal for White Plains Health Care Properties,

I, LLC (the "Contributor") to transfer the premises known as 116-120 Church Street, White Plains

New York (the "Premises") to a Delaware Statutory Trust where we would jointly hold the

beneficial interests in the Trust on the terms and conditions set forth below. The Building a skilled

nursing home facility consisting of one hundred sixty (160) beds (the "Facility") had been

constructed pursuant to a Development Agreement dated November 19th, 2015 and for which we

had simultaneously entered into that certain operating lease by and between you as Landlord and

us as Tenant/Operator, (the "Lease").

1) Basic Transaction: (the "Transaction"): Contributor shall contribute premises 116-120

Church Street White Plains, New York to a newly formed Delaware Statutory Trust (the

"Trust") formed by the parties. This transaction shall be memorialized by a contribution

agreement in substantially the form annexed hereto as Exhibit A. The Contribution shall be

governed by IRC Sec. 721. The agreed upon cost and fair market basis shall be

$67,345,348.00

a) Lizer Jozefovic and Mark Neuman will acquire from the Trust by a Purchase Agreement

77.50 Percent of the Beneficial Iñterests in the Trust and redemption of a portion of the B
Beneficiaries'

interest for a purchase price of $52,200,000.00 paid as follows;

i) By a down payment (the "Down Payment") not to be held in escrow, but to be made

upon the execution and delivery of this LOI of $2,200,000.00 by wire transfer to the

account of White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC according to the wire

instructions annexed hereto.

ii) By the Trust obtaining a new first mortgage of $51,000,000.00 to pay the balance of

the Purchase Price and cover closing costs to be used as follows;

NY\243882.1
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(1) To pay the first Mortgage held by Security Benefit Life Insurance in the

approximate amount of $39,226,253 plus accrued interest and fees.

(2) To pay the loan encumbering the membership interests of the Contributors by
Bradford Allen in the approximate amount of $9,770,963 plus accrued interest and

fees;

(3) By the Trust making a non-refundable down payment of $2,200,000.00

(4) To pay the costs of the financing.

b) Lizer Jozefovic and Mark Neuman shall be the A Beneficiaries of the trust holding a

77.50% Beneficial interest, and the present members of the Contributor or their designees

shall be the B Beneficiary with a 22.5% equity position.

c) The A Beneficiaries shall be the personal guarantors of the new financing in the amount

of Fifty-One Million ($51,000,000.00) Dollars. The Transaction is to close thirty (30)
days after Buyer has received approval for the Financing set forth in paragraph 1)a) ii)).

The Contribution Agreement shall call for a purchase price equal to Transferors cash

basis in the property and shall not result in a taxable event for Contributor;

d) The Financing shall be an obligation of the Trust secured by a first mortgage loan on the

Facility and the Premises.

e) Lizer Jozefovic and Mark Neuman shall act as the Personal Guarantors and shall be

obligated if necessary, to secure additional personal guarantors to ensure that none of the

B beneficiaries shall have any obligation to guarantee the Financing. Any additional

guarantors on the Financing shall also execute and deliver a personal guaranty of

Tenant's obligations to Landlord on the Lease. All guaranties on the Lease shall be full

unlimited personal guarantees.

f) The Financing shall bear interest at a constant rate of no more than 7% per annum with

Principal and Interest paid on an amortization schedule of 35 years and shall be subject to

the reasonable approval of the Contributor, which consent shall not be unreasonably
withheld or delivered without cost to the Tenant Borrower.

g) Formal Contracts: The Parties intend that additional agreements including the

Contribution Agreement, Redemption Agreement and Trust Agreement (the Formal

Contracts") shall be complete as of November 22nd, 2019, and absent execution of

Formal Contracts this LOI shall govern provided the Down Payment is received in good

funds by Contributor upon execution of this LOI, and in no event latter than the end of

business November 22, 2019. In the event Tenant defaults in the payment of rent on the

Lease and such default continues for five (5) days, Contributor shall have the right to

terminate this LOI and all Formal Contracts.

h) Closing: The Closing of the Transaction ("Closing") will occur at the offices of the First

Mortgagee Bank's counsel or such other location within the State of New York as may
be agreed upon by the Parties thirty (30) days after receipt by the Trust of approval for

2
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the Financing but no later than April 1st, 2020. If the Tenant has a commitment letter on

April 1st, 2020 that is in the process of closing or if the closing is delayed by a title issue,
the closing date shall be automatically extended for another Ninety-Days. If the closing
does not occur by such date, time being of the essence, this LOI and the Formal Contracts

shall be terminated and no party shall have any rights with respect thereto. The parties

shall remain as Landlord and Tenant pursuant to the existing Lease until such time as the

Transaction closes. The Lease may be amended as provided herein but only if and when

such amendments are approved by Contributor's existing Lender.

2) Structure of the Trust: The Contributor and Tenant have agreed to create a Trust as a

"statutory
trust"

in accordance with Chapter 38 of Title 12 of the Delaware Code, 12 Del. C.

3801 and enter into a Trust Agreement which shall constitute the "governing
instrument"

of

the Trust. Each party will become a Beneficiary and will transfer certain sums of money and/or

property to the Trust in exchange for a beneficial interest in the Trust as set forth above;

a) The Trust shall be a special purpose entity which is being formed solely for the purpose of

acquiring the Trust Property from the Contributor and maintaining, improving, building

upon, and leasing the Trust Property for use as a skilled nursing facility and all and such

other activities incident or appropriate to the preceding

b) Simultaneously upon the closing of the transaction, the existing lease shall be modified

only as set forth herein.

c) The trust shall be permitted to have only the following liens on the Trust Property and no

other:

i) A Mortgage in the amount of Fifty-One Million ($51,000,000.00) Dollars (the "First

Mortgage") the terms of which shall be acceptable to the Department of Health and the

Contributor.

ii) The Trust will designate Howard Fensterman and William Nicholson as the

Administrative Trustees of the B interests.

(1) The Trust Agreemcñt shall provide that Howard Fensterman and William

Nicholson as the B beneficiaries Administrative Trustees shall have the sole

authority to all issues governing administering and enforcing the terms of the Lease

including the collection and distribution of rent.

(2) Lizer Jozefovic shall be responsible as the overall Administrative Trustee for all

other matters concerning the building including but not limited to repairs,

maintenance, and operation of the building. Any Trustee may be removed for

cause including misconduct, bad faith, fraud or gross negligence.

(3) Except as otherwise provided in a Trust Agreement to be executed and

notwithstanding any provision of the Act that otherwise so empowers the Trust,
neither the Beneficiaries nor any Trustees nor any other Person shall be authorized

or empowered, nor shall they permit the Trust, to take any of the following actions

3
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without the prior unanimous written consent of all of the Beneficiaries:

(a) Make any arrangements to reduce, modify, or forebear on the payment of rent

by the Tenant.

(b) Guarantee any obligation of any Person, including any Affiliate;

(c) engage, directly or indirectly, in any business other than the actions required or

permitted to be performed hereunder;

(d) incur, create or assume any indebtedness;

(e) make or permit to remain outstanding any loan or advance to, or own or acquire

any stock or securities of, any Person;

(f) To the fullest extent permitted by law, engage in any dissolution, liquidation,

consolidation, merger, asset sale or transfer of their Interests subject to

obtaining any approvals required under this Trust Agreement other than a sale

of the interests to qualified purchasers under a syndicated offering of the B
interests. The cost of such syndication shall not be charged to the B

Beneficiaries and all monies derived therefrom and due hereunder shall be net

of the costs of the syndication.

(g) allow any business to be conducted on the Property other than the operation of

a skilled nursing facility and ancillary uses;

(h) own any other property or engage in any business other than owning and leasing
the Trust Property for use as a skilled nursing facility;

(i) take any action to consolidate or merge the Trust with or into any Person;

(j) sell all or any portion of or any interest in the Trust Property;

(k) grant an option to lease all or any portion of the Trust Property for a term (with

all extension periods) ending on or after the 45th Anniversary Date;

(1) amend, terminate or waive any material provisions of any lease for all or any
portion of the Trust Property;

(m)enter into any agreement with any Person giving any Person any rights with

respect to the Trust Property that extend beyond the 45th Anniversary Date or

which are not terminable without penalty on less than 90
days'

notice;

(n) encumber the Trust Property with any mortgages or another lien, easement,
covenant or restriction other than the First Mortgage, or a HUD Mortgage to

refinance the debt contemplated by this Agreement, at such time as HUD
regulations shall allow;

(o) modify the Trust Agreemcñt or the Trust's certificate of trust in any manner,
issue additional Interests in the Trust to any Person, or modify the rights and

privileges of the Interest owners;

(p) institute proceedings to have the Trust be adjudicated bankrupt or insolvent, or

consent to the institution of bankruptcy or insolvency proceedings against the

Trust or file a petition seeking, or consent to, reorganization or relief with

respect to the Trust under any applicable federal or state law relating to

bankruptcy, or consent to the appointment of a receiver, liquidator, assignee,

trustee, sequestrate (or other similar official) of the Trust or a substantial part

of its property;

(q) make any assignment for the benefit of creditors of the Trust;

4
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(r) admit in writing the Trust's inability to pay its debts generally as they become

due;

(s) take action in furtherance of any of the foregoing actions; or dissolve or

liquidate the Trust.

iii) The 22.5% of the Trust Owned by the B Beneficiaries interest shall be subject to a

Redemption Agreement where the B interests shall be sold to the A interests or their

designees, assigns or transferees, over five years for a total price of $19,800,000.00 in

four tranches tranches each representing interests of 5.625% each

(1) Tranche one on or before August 1, 2020 in the amount of $3,786,250.00

(2) Tranche two on or before August 1, 2021 in the amount of $3,786,250.00

(3) Tranche three on or before August 1, 2022 in the amount of $3,786,250.00

(4) Final Tranche by August 1, 2023 in the amount of $8,441,250

iv) Any purchase of the membership interests shall be a purchase of Beneficial Interests

from the B Beneficiaries and shall reduce the Priority Return proportionate to the

payments as a percentage of the total remaining price of $19,800,000, which is the

balance after payment of the non-refundable Down Payment.

v) The A Beneficiaries shall prepare at their sole cost and expense of the A Beneficiaries

a Private Placement Memorandum for the Sale of Membership interests in the Trust by
a Broker Dealer who specializes in sales of marginal interests in Delaware Statutory
Trusts to individuals and other entities who have to designate property as target

property in connection with 1031 Exchanges of Property. The A Beneficiaries shall

have the right to designate a portion of their membership interests as C interests for the

purpose of selling them as part of the same syndication, provided that (1) there is no

change in control of the A Beneficiaries or the Tenant entity.

vi) The B Beneficiaries will be entitled to a priority return ( the "Priority Return") equal

to all available rental and other income over and above the payment of the P&I on the

New First Mortgage which shall in no event be less than $2,000,000 per year (as

adjusted by periodic redemptions) and shall be paid to the B Beneficiaries as a Priority
Return until such time as they have been fully redeemed pursuant to the Redemption

Agreement.

vii)The Trustee shall deposit all rents and other funds collected from the operation of the

Real Estate in the bank designated by the first mortgagee (the "Operating Account")
which shall be subject to both a Deposit Account Control Agreement and Deposit

Account Instruction Agreement. The Trust shall maintain books and records of the

funds from the Real Estate deposited in such account, interest earned thereon, and

withdrawals therefrom. The Trustee shall pay from the Operating Account the

operating expenses of the Real Estate (other than those paid by a tenant of the Real

Estate as set forth in its lease) and any other payments relative to the Real Estate as

required by this the Trust Agreement.
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viii) The Trustee shall be responsible for receiving all cash from the Tenant and placing
such cash into one or more accounts as required under the distribution and investment

obligations of the Trust Agreement. The Trustees shall furnish quarterly and annual

reports to each of the Beneficiaries as to the amounts of rent received from the Tenant,

the expenses incurred by the Trust with respect to the Real Estate (if any), the amount

of any Reserves and the amount of the distributions made by the Trust to the

Beneficiaries.

ix) To the extent permitted by the Internal Revenue Code depreciation, which shall be

calculated on a straight-line depreciation method shall be allocated as follows: a) first

to the B Beneficiary to the extent necessary to shelter the Priority return from taxes and

b) second to the beneficiaries, pro rata, in accordance with the ownership interests.

3) Condition of Property and Title: Contributor shall give, and the Trust and the Trust shall

accept, a good and marketable title which any National Title Insurance Company (the "Title

Company"), will approve and insure at standard rates, free and clear of all liens,

hypothecations, mortgages, easements, and encumbrances, except for the Permitted

Exceptions.

i) The Premises is being contributed subject to the following exceptions to the title (the

"Permitted Exceptions"):

(1) Zoning and building regulations, restrictions and ordinances now or hereafter

adopted or imposed by any governmental or quasi-governmental body having or

asserting jurisdiction over the Premises or any part thereof;

(2) Future Real Estate taxes, assessments, water charges, sewer rents or other charges

not yet due and payable (subject to apportionment as provided herein) and certified,
confirmed or ratified assessment liens and pending assessments, if any;

(3) The state of facts shown on an updated as built survey prepared originally prepared

and revised to be an as built survey, (the "Survey") and such additional state of

facts which said survey would show or reveal provided such additional state of facts

do not render title unmarketable;

(4) Any state of facts a physical inspection of the Premises would reveal;

(5) Exceptions permitted by the Title Company (as defined herein) (the "Title

Exceptions");

4) All payments made to purchase any portion of the B Beneficiaries 22.5% interest shall also

act to proportionally reduce the amount of Priority Return paid to the B beneficiaries under

the Trust and the proportionate difference shall be paid to the A Beneficiaries or whoever

purchases the B Beneficiaries interests as the case may be.,

a) Distributions: Provided that all required payments set forth herein have been made by the

Tenant, During the interim period prior to the purchase of the premises Tenant may pay
Management Fees so long as (i) the amount of such Mâñagemcñt Fees paid in any

twelve-

month period shall not exceed five perceñt (5%) of Tenants' gross revenues for such period
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and (ii) there shall not then exist, and/or the paying of such Management Fees shall not

cause there to exist, a Default or Event of Default under the Lease the first mortgage on the

property or the Tenant's Working Capital Loans, (iii) the Initial Payment, the payment of

Rent, and all other payments set forth herein have been made by the Buyer/Tenant.. Upon

the occurrence of an Event of Default, Tenant shall not pay Management Fees. The Tenant

will make no distributions to its shareholders, officers, affiliates, or any related party unless

the Down Payment, the payment of Rent is current, and.

5) Confidentiality and Disclosure· Tenant and Contributor shall each maintain the

confidentiality of all confidential and non-public information supplied by the other. If this

Transaction is not consummated, each party shall return all documents obtained to the other.

Except as required by law, without the prior written consent of the other party, neither Tenant

nor Contributor will make, and each will direct its representatives not to make, directly or

indirectly, any public comment, statement, or communication with respect to, or otherwise

disclose or to permit the disclosure of the existence of discussions regarding, a possible

transaction between the parties or any of the terms, conditions, or other aspects of the

transaction proposed in this Letter of Intent. If a party is required by law to make any such

disclosure, the parties shall consult with each other and seek to agree upon appropriate

language for such disclosure. The Tenant acknowledges that Contributor will be unable to

furnish any patient health information unless such disclosure complies specifically and

completely with all terms, conditions, regulations, and guidelines in HIPAA.

6) Interim Operation: Subject to the approval in writing of Contributor's existing Lender, the

parties will enter into an amendment of the Lease as follows to allow for the operation of the

facility before the closing.

a) Commencemcñt Date:The Commencement Date according to the Lease shall be

September 30, 2019.

b) Rent: An initial rent payment of $509,000.00 has been paid receipt of which is on account

toward the rental period from September 30, 2019 to October 31, 2019 (the "October 2019

Rent") leaving a balance of $13,735 for October 2019 Rent. November 1, 2019, to

November 30, 2019 (the "November 2019 Rent") shall be postponed until November 18,
2019 and shall be paid by Tenant on that date. The next rental payment shall be the

December monthly rent amount outlined in the Lease - $506,097 which shall be paid on

December 5, 2019. Also, the Tenant will reimburse the Landlord for their municipal

maintenance escrow and utility deposits of $5,500 and $60,356, respectively. Such

reimbursement payment shall be made on or before December 5th, 2019. Upon receipt of

the $60,356 for the utility deposits from the Tenant, Landlord will direct any refund from

the Utility ceñipañies to the Tenant, or otherwise pay such refund over to the Tenant

forthwith provided Landlord has previously received those funds from the Tenant.

i) The following amounts are in dispute, and neither party will be obligated to waive their

rights and positions by the signing of this agreement. The landlord has demanded the

following sums due to their Lender.
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(1) Late and Default Interest costs of $201,997.34 for September 2019 and October

2019,

(2) $19,000 of Late Fees for November 2019,

(3) $5,061 per day for Default Interest premium during November 2019,

11) The A Beneficiaries and the B Beneficiaries shall jointly negotiate with the

Contributor's current Lenders to effectuate the best possible settlement of these late

costs ( the "Late Costs"). The amounts if any remaining after such joint negotiation will

be paid by the 77.5% by the Buyer and 22.5% by the Contributor (provided the Initial

Payment, the payment of Rent and all other payments set forth herein are made timely)
from Financing proceeds. If not availabic from the Financing proceeds the Tenant shall

pay all Late Costs. .

c) Security Deposit/ Guaranty: Section 7,1(a)(i) the Lease shall be amended to provide that

Tenant shall enter into a Deposit Account Control Agreement with Metropolitan National

Bank which can only be revoked with the consent of both parties, which shall provide that

each month, the Tenant's Lender shall draw on the loan amount first to pay rent to the

Landlord, notwithstanding the adequacy of any accounts receivable borrowing base

calculations. This Document shall be part of the Closing Documents on the Tenant's first

initial Term Loan and shall be delivered in full effect by December 1, 2019.

d) Section 7.1(a)(ii) of the Lease shall be amended to provide that the obligation for the

Security Deposit shall initially be reduced to 2,000,000 dollars.

i) The sum shall be paid by Tenant as follows: (a) Provided that the Contributor has

obtained a permanent Certificate of Occupancy the Tenant shall draw the initial

$1,000,00.00 from its credit line on or no later than December 1, 2019. (b) Landlord

shall obtain a release of the lien of its Lender on the FF&E, upon delivery of free and

clear title to the FF&E the Tenant will enter into a reverse lease and obtain at least

$1,000,000.00 which shall be paid on account of the Security Deposit no later than

April 1, 2020.

ii) Also, Tenant shall pay the sum of $40,000 per month commencing January 1, 2020

to be treated as additional rent until there is a total $3,700,000 posted as Security
Deposit under 7.1(a)(i).

e) Section 7.1(a)(iii) of the Lease shall be amended to provide that instead of delivering the

sum of $1,600,000 in cash, the arties shall enter into a blocked account agreement wherein

and whereby account numbe n JP Morgan Chase Bank NA prohibiting any
liquidation of that account until the Second Payment is paid. Such account shall be not be

posted as collateral security to Landlord's Lender provided the Initial Payment has been

made in full, and all payments of Rent are current and the Tenant is not otherwise in

Default, except that the Landlord shall have a security interest in such account under a

DAISA, which allows the Landlord to demand the liquidation of such account to pay any
defaults under the lease.
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f) Working Capital: Section 7.7 of the Lease shall be amended to suspend the requirement

for providing the working capital account. The Tenant shall be obtaining a single working
capital line for $8,000,000.00 no later than December 1, 2019.

g) Right of First Refusal and Option to Purchase: The Tenant's rights with respect to the right

of first refusal and option to purchase under Sections 3.7 and 3.7 of the Lease will be

suspended pending payment in full of the Security Deposits required by Section 7.1(a)(i),

7.1(a)(ii) and 7.1(a)(iii) of the Lease as amended , the payment of the Initial Payment, the

working capital required by Section 7.7 of the Lease and Tenant being in full compliance

with the Lease.

h) Insurance: Tenant shall obtain property insurance, effective as of September 30, 2019, and

(2) provide the property insurance, and all other insurances required by the Lease by
November 19, 2019, effective retroactively back to September 30, 2019.

i) Real Estate Taxes: Real estate taxes shall be prorated as of September 30, 2019 and the

Tenant's portion shall be paid to the Landlord no later than December 1, 2019, plus any
late charges which the City of White Plains may impose.

j) Utilities: Tenant shall pay actual costs of utilities incurred at the property covering the

rental period from September 30, 2019 (pro-rated as the utility company billing periods

may require) forthwith upon presentation of invoices for the same from the Landlord, no

later than December 1, 2019.

k) Punchlist: The punch list and all other developer obligations are deemed complete except

for.

i) The White Plains Outstanding Punchlist November 5, 2019 (the Remaining Punchlist),
the value of which is has been determined by the Architect and agreed herein to be

$3,800.

ii) The Electric Blinds in rooms (the "Suspended Work") the value of which is agreed

herein to be $35,000.

iii) Provided the Initial Payment is made by November 15, 2019 and provided there are no

other Defaults by the Tenant, Landlord shall complete the Remaining Punchlist and the

Suspended Work to the approval of the Architect, within 45 days from the date of the

Contributor's receipt of the Initial Payment. Should Landlord not do so, then the Tenant

may credit the agreed values of any uncompleted Punchlist or Suspended Work from

the February, 2020 Rent payment, and the Landlord's Work under the Lease and

Development Agreement shall be deemed complete.

Security: Tenant shall assume all property security obligations as of November 11, 2019.

Upon the closing of the purchase of the premises by the Trust, the Trust shall take an assignment

of the lease as amended above.
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7) Exclusivity: In consideration of (1) the Initial Payment, (2) the payment of Rent as set forth

herein, and (3) Tenant's efforts in pursuing the Transaction, Contributor agrees that (1) until

the termination of this Letter of Intent, or execution of the Formal Contracts and (2) provided

the payment of the Initial Payment and the payment of Rent as set forth herein is made, and

(3) all other obligations of the Tenant set forth herein,, Contributor will not permit any of its

affiliates to, and will not authorize or permit any officer, director, employee, counsel, agent,

investment banker, accountant, or other representative of any of them, directly or indirectly,

to: (a) initiate contact with any person in an effort to solicit any proposal (other than that

contemplated by this Letter of Intent for the acquisition (directly or indirectly , by sale of stock

or assets, or by merger or consolidation or otherwise) of the operation of the Real Estate, or

any of the Assets, or any other business combination or financing transaction involving such

business (a "Proposal); (b) cooperate with, or furnish or cause to be furnished any non-public

information concerning the operation of the Real Estate, to, any person in connection with any

Proposal; (c) negotiate or enter into discussions with any person with respect to any Proposal;
or (d) enter into any agreements or understanding with the intent to effect a Proposal.

Contributor will immediately give written notice to Tenant of the details of any Proposal of

which Contributor becomes aware. Contributor will, and will cause its officers, directors,

affiliates, agents, and representative to, terminate all discussions regarding a Proposal, other

than those with Tenant and its representatives concerning the Transaction, and represents that

neither it nor any of its officers, directors, affiliates, agents, or representatives have entered

into any executory agreements or accepted any commitments concerning any Proposal other

than the Transaction provided that (1) this LOI or successor Formal Contracts has not

terminated, and (2) the payment of the Initial Payment, the payment of Rent as set forth herein

have all been paid and are current, and (3) all other obligations of the Tenant set forth herein

are not in Default and are current.

8) Waiver of Claims: Except as set forth herein above, the Tenant waives any and all claims

against the Landlord it has or every may have had for the following: (1) any claims by the

Tenant that the Landlord is or ever was required to deliver a mortgage of any particular amount,

terms, amortization or interest rate, for Medicaid rate setting or any other purposes (2) any
claims for Punchlist or uncompleted Work, except for the Remaining Punchlist and the

Suspended Work defined herein above, and the Warranties and Guarantees set forth in the

Lease, (3) any claims related to the Cost Certification, except the Landlord shall complete the

Final Cost Certification in the usual and ordinary course, upon the receipt of the Initial

Payment, the Rent having been brought and remaining current, and all other obligations of the

Tenant are paid as set forth herein above.

9) Expenses: Tenant and Contributor shall each be responsible for their respective accounting,

legal, advisory, and other costs and expenses in connection with the Transaction. Tenant shall

reimburse Contributor for its legal, advisory and other costs and expenses in connection with

the Transaction and the Termination of the Lease. Reimbursement for such legal and

transaction fees shall not to exceed $125,000 and may be made from the proceeds of the

Closing, provided the Closing occurs and the Contributor's existing
1" Mortgage Loan and

Mezzanine Loan are paid off from the proceeds of the Fiñañciñg by March 31, 2020, and (2)
the Initial Payment is made as set forth herein above, and (3) the Tenant is not in default under

this LOI or the successor Formal Contracts. Otherwise the $125,000 cap shall expire and the

Tenant shall pay the Contributor all such costs incurred after September 30, 2019.
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10) Letter of Intent: This LOI represcñts a statement of all of the terms, conditions,

representations, warranties, indemnities, coveilâi1ts, and other provisions that would be

contained in the definitive documentation for the proposed transactions. This LOI shall

constitute a biñdiñg agreement upon payment of the or any of their respective affiliates will

have any legal obligation under this LOI unless and until one or more subsequent definitive

written agreements are mutuaHy executed and delivered by each of Contributor and Buyer. No

past, present, or future action, course of conduct, or failure to act relating to the transactions

referenced in this LOI or relating to the negotiation of the terms of such transactions will give

rise to or serve as the basis for any obligation or other liability on the part of Contributor or

Buyer or any of their respective affiliates.[ These changes should be rejected]

11) Goverñing Law: This Agreemeñt shall be governed by and construed by the internal laws of

the State of New York, Venue shall be in Westchester County without application of its

conflicts of law rules. If you agree with the preceding, please sign and return one copy of this

Letter of Intent.

HBL-SNF, LLC

DocuSlgnedby:

Li É75EeBEic

ACKNOWLEDGED AND AGREED

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC

DocuSignedb :

By.

Name:"WMl Ã. Nicholson

Title: Manager

Accepted and Agreed

DocuSignedby:

brL Faaf ow oo

tWd FðTêksterman
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GUARANTY OF LEASE

THIS GUARANTY OF LEASE (this "Guaranty") is made as of November 19, 2015,

by Lizer Jozofovic ("Guarantor"), to WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I,
LLC, a Massachusetts limited liability company ("Landlord").

RE C I T A L 8

A. Landlord has been requested by HBL SNF, LLC a New York Limited Liability
Company ("Tenant") to enter into an Amended and Restated Lease and Security Agreement
dated as of November 19, 2015 (the "Lease"), whereby Landlord would lease to Tenant, and
Tenant would lease from Landlord, certain premises located in White Plains, New York, as more

particularly described in the Lease (the "Premises").

B. Tenant is owned by Guarantor, and Guarantor will derive substantial economic
benefit from the execution and delivery of the Lease.

C. Guarantor acknowledges that Landloni would not enter into the Lease unless this

Guaranty accompanied the execution and delivery of the Lease.

D. Guarantor hereby acknowledges receipt of a copy of the Lease.

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the execution and deliverf of the Lease and
of other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby
acknowledged, Guarantor covenants and agrees as follows:

L DEFINITIONS. Defined terms used in this Guaranty and not otherwise defined
herein have the meanings assigned to them in the Lease.

2. COVENANTS OF GUARANTOR.

21 Guarantor absolutely, acconditionally and hicvacably guarantees, as a

primary obligor and not merely as a surety: (i) the full and prompt payment of all Minimum Rent
and Additional Rent and all other rent, sums and charges of every type and nature payable by
Tenant under the Lease, whether due by acceleration or othcrwise, includ!ng costs and expenses

of collection (collectively, the "Monetary Obligations"), and (ii) the fbll, timely and complete
performance of all covengnts, terms, conditions, obligations, indemnities and agreements to be
performed by Tenant under the Lease, ineled!ng any indemnities or other obligaticüe of Tenant

that survive the expiration or earlier ocsinadon of the Lease (all of the obligaticñs described in
elauses (i) and (ii), are collectively referred to herein as the "Obligations").

2.2 Guarantor agrees with Landlord that (i) any action, suit or proceeding of

any kind or nature whateeever (an "Action") commenced by Landlord against Tenant, Guarantor

or any Other Guarantor of the Lease ("Other Guarantor") to enforce the Obligations shall not

prejudics in any way Landiard's rights to enforce the Obligations in any a±=q:cat Action
against Tenant, Guarantor or any Other Guarantor, (ii) Landlord may, at its option, join

Guarantor in any Action against Tenant or any Other Guarantor or acek recover against

Guarañter without Landlord first assbrting, pensecuth'g, or exhausting any remedy or claim

2304088v4A7057-6
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against Tenant or any Other Guarantor and (iii) Guarantor will be conclusively bound by a
judgment entered in any Action in favor of Landlord against Tenant whether or not Guarantor is
entered as a party or participates in such Action.

2.3 If Landlord proposes to grant a mortgage on, or refinance any mortgage

enoumbaring the Pronikes or any portion thereof, Guarantor shall cooperate in the process, and
shall permit Landlord and the proposed mortgagee to meet with Guarantor or, if applicable,
offteers of Guarantor and to discuss Guamntor's business and finances, On request of Landlord,
Guarantor agrees to provide any such prospective mortgagee the infeGneon to which Landlord
is entitled hereunder, provided that if any such information is not publicly available, such
nonpublic information shall be made available on a confidential basis, Guarantor agrees to

execute, acknowledge and deliver documents requested by the prospective mortgagee (such as a
consent to the financing, without enoumbering Ouarantor's or Tenant's assets, a consent to a
collateral a=ignment of the Lease and of this Guaranty, estoppel certificate, and a subordination,
non-disturbance and attornment agreement), oustomary for tenants and their guarantors to sign in
connection with mortgage loans to !andlords, so long as such documents are in form then

customary among institutional lenders (provided the same do not materially and adversely
change Tenant's rights or obligations under the Lease or materially and adversely change
Guarantor's rights and obligations under this Guaranty).

3. GUARANTOR'S OBLIGATIONS UNCONDITIONAL.

3.1 This Cuaranty is an absolute and unconditional guaranty of payment and

of performance, and not of ce!!edion, and shall be enforceable against Guarantor without the

necessity of the commencement by Landlord of any Action against Tenant, and without the

necessity of any notice of noñpayment, nonperformance or nonobservance, or any notice of
acceptance of this Guaranty, or of any other notice or demand to which Guarantor might
otherwise be entitled, all of which Guarantor hereby expressly waives in advance. The
übligations of Ouarantor hereunder are independent of, and may exceed, the obligations of
Tenant.

3.2 This Guaranty shall apply notwithstanding any extension or renewal of the

Lease, or any holdover following the expiration or temiiñâtica of the Lease Term or any renewal

or extension of the Lease Term.

3.3 This Guaranty is a continuing guarantee and will remain in full force and
effect notwithstanding, and the liability of Guarantor hereunder shall be abso!nte and
unconditional irrespective of any or all of the following: (1) any renewals, extensions,

modifications, alterations or amend=ts of the Lease (regardless of whether Guarantor

consented to or had notice of same); (ii) any releases or discharges of Tenant or any Other
Ouarantor other than the full release and complete discharge of all of the Obligations;

(iii) Landlord's failure or delay to assert any claim or demand or to crEss any of its rights
against Tenant or any Other Guarantor ; (iv) any extension of time that may be granted by
Landlord to Tenant or any Other Guarantor; (v) any assignment or transfer of all of any part of

Tenant's interest under the Lease (whethct by Tenant, by operation of law, or otherwise);

(vi) any subletting, concession, franchising, licensing or permitting of the Premises or any
portion thereof; (vii) any changed or different use of the Premises (or any portion thereof);

2
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(viii) any other dealings or matters occurring between Landlord and Tenant or any Other

Guarantor; (ix) the taking by Landlord of any additional guarantees, cr the receipt by Landlord of

any collateral, from Tenant, any Other Guarantor or any other persons or entities; (x) the release

by Landlord of any Other Guarantor; (xi) Landlord's release of any security provided under the
Lease or any other guaranty; (xil) Landlord's failure to perfect any landlord's lien or other lien or

security interest available under applicable Legal Requirements; (xiii) any assumption by any
polison of any or all of Tenant's obligations under the Lease or any Other Guarantor's obligations
under any other guaranty, or Tenant's assignment of any or all of its rights and interests under
tlie Lesse, (xiv) the power or authority or lack thereof of Tenant to execute, acknowledge or

deliver the Lease; (xv) the existence, non-existence or lapse at any time of Tenant as a legal

entity or the existence, non-existence or termination of any corporate, ownership, business or
other relationship between Tenant and Guarantor; (xvi) any sale or aäsignment by Landlord of

any or all of this Guaranty, any other guaranty and the Lease (including any direct or collateral
assignment by Landlord to any mortgagee); (xviif the solvency or lack of solvency of Tenant or

any Other Guarantor at any time or fröm time to tinie; or (xviii) any other cause, whether similar
or dissimilar to any of the foregoing, that might constitute a legal or equitable discharge of
Guarantor (whether or not Guarantor shall have knowledge or notice thereof) dther thatl payment
and performance in full bf the Obligations; (xix) the refense or discharge of Tenant in any state
or federal oreditors'

proceedings, receivership, bankruptcy or other proceeding; (kx) the

impairment, limiwM or modification of the liability of Tenant or the estat9 of Tenant in

bankrqptcy, or of any remedy for the enforcement of Tenant's liability under the Lease, rasulting
from the operation of any present or future provision of the United States Bankruptcy Code (1I
U.S.C. § 101 et seq.,, as amended), or from other statute, or from the order of any court; (xxi) the

rejection, disaffirmance or other termination of tlie Lease in any such proceeding; (xxii) the
assertion or the failure to assert by Landidrd against Tenant, of any of the rights or remedies
reserved to Landlord pursuant to the provisions of the Lease; or (Rxiii) if at any time the payment
of any amou.nt due under the Lease or this Guaranty is rescinded 6r must otherwise be retumed

by Landlord for any reasors, in such event, Guarantor shall pay to Landlord an amount equal tò

any such payment that has been rescinded or returned. This Guaranty shall continue to be
effective if at any time the payment of any amount due under the Lease or this Guaranty is
rescinded or must otherwise be retumed by Landlord for any reason Without in atty way limiting
the generality of the foregoing, Guarantor speof fically agrees that (A) if Tenant's obligations
under the Lease are modified or amended with the express written censent of Landlord, this

Guaranty shall extend to such obligations as sõ amended or modified without notice to,
consideration to, or the consent of, Guarantor, and (B) this Guaranty shall be applicable to any
obligations of Tenant arising in carsccticñ with a termination of the Lease, whether voluntary or

otherwise, Guarantor hereby consents, j=spectively, to Landlord's taking or entering into any
or all of the foregoing actions or omissions. For purposes of this Guaranty and the obligations
and liabilities of Guarantor hereunder,

"Tenant"
shall be deemed to include any and all

concessionaires, licensees, franchisees, department operators, assignees, subtenants, permittees
or others directly or indirectly operating or conducting a business in or fmm the Premises or any
portion thereof, as fully as if any of the same were the named Tenant under the Lease.

3.4 Notwithstanding anything to the contrary hereunder, Guararder shall be

released and discharged from all liability with respect to any obligationa of Tenant under the
Lease arising or accruing after the Commencement Date (the "Guaranty Termhiation Date");
provided that 60 days prior to the Commencement Date Tenant has delivered to Landlord (i) (a)

3
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an unconditional Letter of Credit, in accordance with the Section 7.1(a)(i1) of the Lease in the
atnount of $3,700,000, or (b) S3,700,000 in cash to secure the fhil and timely partnent and
performance of Tenant's obligations under the Lease, (ll) an agreement by Capital Punding
Oroup, whloh eannot be amended except by an agreement in writing signed by Landlo4 Tenant
and Capital Funding Oroup. in the Ibrm attached as Exhibit 7.1(a) of the Lease or otherwise
approved by Landlord and Landlord's leaders in their reasonable discretion, wheretri and

whereby Capital Funding Oroup agrees to allow Tenant to draw down on its Credit Line each
month so as to enable Capital Panding Oroup to pay directly to Landlord the sum of $506,096,50
per month commencing the Commenonment Date and on each day Fixed Rent is due under the
Lease for the foll onds, and (111)and released to Landlord all funds in the controlled
account numbe in JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. in the amount not foss than
$1,600,000 to be held as an additional Security Deposit by Landlord. ARer the Ouaranty
Termination Date, Guarantor shall continue to remain persorially liable pursuant to the tenus of
this Guaranty for (1) all obligations of Tenant under the Lease which arose or acorued og or prior
to the Guaranty Termination Date and (ii) any liability of Tenant arising out of a breach of any
warranty or representation of Tenant under Lease, and all docurcent: executed by Tenant in
connection therewith, (111) and any liability of Ouarantor arising out of a breach of any wammty
of representation hereunder.

4. WAIVERS OF GUARANTOR.

4.1 Without limitation of the fbingoing, Guarantor waives (1) notice of
acceptance of this Guaranty, protest, demand and dishonor, presentment, and demands of any
kind now or hereafter provided for by any statute or rule of law, (11) notice of any actions taken

by Landlord or Tenant under the Lease or any other agreement or instrument relating thereto,
(ilf) nodge of any and all defaults by Tenant in the payment of Minimum Rent and Additional
Rent or other rent, charges or amounts, or of any other defaults by Tenant under the Lease,
(ly) all other notices, demands and protests, and all other formalities of svery kind In connection
with the enforcement of the Obligations, omission of or delay in whloh, but fbe the provisions of
this Section 4, might constitute grounds for relieving Ouarantor of its obligations hereunder,
(v) any requirement that Landlord protect, secure, perfect, insure or proceed against any security
laterest or lien, or any property subject thereto, or exhaust any right or take any action.against

Tenant, any Other Ouarantor or any other person or entity (ino!uding any additional guarantor or

Ouarantor) or against any collateral, and (vi) the benefit of any statute of timitations aflboting
Guarantor's liability under thla Ouaranty.

44 OUARANTOR HEREBY WAlVES TRIAL BY JURY IN ANY
ACTION, PROCEEDING OR COUNTERCLAIM BROUGHT EY · ANY PERSON OR
ENTITY WITH RESPECT TO ANY MATTER WHATSOEVER ARISINO OUT OF OR IN
ANY WAY CONNECTED WITH: THIS GUAAANTY; THE LEASEt ANY LIAElLITY OR
OELIOATl0N OF TENANT IN ANY MANNER RELATED TO THE PREMISES OR ANY
PORTION THEREOPi ANY CLAIM OP INJURY OR DAMAGE IN ANY WAY RFAATED
TO THE LEASE AND/OR THE PREMISES (OR ANY PORTION THEREOF); ANY ACT OR
OMISSION OF TENANT, ITS AGENTS, EMPLOYEES, CONTRACTORS, SUPPLIERS,
SERVANTS, CUSTOMERS, CONCESSIONAIRES, FRANCHISEES, PERMITIEES OR

LICENSEES: OR ANY ASPECT OF THE USE OR OCCUPANCY OP, OR THE CONDUCT

OF BUSINESS IN, ON OR FROM THE PREMISES (OR ANY PORTION THEREOF),

4
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GUARANTOR SHALL NOT INTERPOSE ANY COUNTERCLAIM OR COUNTERCLAIMS
OR CLAIMS FOR SET-OFF, RECOUPMENT OR DEDUCTION OF RENT IN ANY ACTION
BROUGHT BY LANDLORD AGAINST GUARANTOR UNDER THIS GUARANTY.
GUARANTOR SHALL NOT BE ENTITLED TO MAKE, AND HEREBY WAIVES, ANY
AND ALL DEFENSBS AGAINST ANY CLAI1VI ASSERTED BY LANDLORD OR IN ANY
SUIT OR ACTION INST1TUTED BY LANDLORD TO ENFORCE THIS GUARANTY OR
THE LEASB. IN ADDITION, GUARANTOR HEREBY WAIVES, BOTH WITH RESPECT
TO THE LEASE AND WITH RESPECT TO THIS GUARANTY, ANY AND ALL RIGHTS
WHICH ARE WAlVED BY TENANT UNDER THE LEASE, IN THE SAME MANNER AS
IF ALL SUCH WAIVERS WERE FULLY RESTATED HERE1N. THE LIABILITY OF
GUARANTOR UNDER THIS GUARANTY IS PRIMARY AND UNCONDITIONAL.

4.3 Guarantor expressly waives any and all rights to defenses arising by
reason of (i) any

"one-action" or "anti-deficiency" law or any other law that may prevent
Landlord from bringing any action, including a claim for deficiency, against Guarantor before or
after Landlord's commencement or completion of any action against Tenant or any Other

Guarantor; (ii) ANY ELECTION OF REMEDIES BY LANDLORD (INCLUDING ANY
TERMINATION OF THE LEASE) THAT DESTROYS OR OTHBRWISE ADVERSELY
AFFECTS GUARANTOR'S SUBROGATION RIGHTS OR GUARANTOR'S RIGHTS TO
PROCEED AGAINST TENANT FOR REIMBURSBMENT; (iii) any disability, insolvency,
bankruptcy, lack of authority or power, death, insanity, minority, dissolution, ar other defense of

Tenant, of any other guarantor (or any other Guarantor), or of any other person or entity, or by
reason of the cessation of Tenant's liability from any cause whatsoever, other than full and final

payment in legal tender and performance of the Obilgátions; (iv) any right to claim discharge of

any pr 411 of the Obligations on the basis of unjustified impairment of any collateral for the

Obligations; (v) any change in the relationship between Ouarantor and Tenant or any Other
Guarantor or any tèrmination of such relationship; (vl) any irregularity, defect or unauthorized
action by any or all of Landlord, Tenant, any Other Guarantor or surety, or any of their
respective officers, directors or other agents in executing and delivering any instrument or
agreements relating to the Obligations or in carrying qut or a.ttempting to carry out the terms of

any such agreements; (vii) any assigntnent, endorsement or transfer, in whole or in part, of the

Obligations, whether made with or without notice to or consent of Guarantor; (viii) if the

recovery from Tenant dr any other Person (including any Other Gurdantor) becomes barred by

any statute of limitations or is otherwise prevented; (ix) the benefits of any and all statutes, laws,
rules or regulations app!!cable in the State of Illinois which may require the prior or concurrent
joinder of any other party to any action on this Guaranty; (x) any release or other reduction of the
Obligations arising as a result of the expansion, release, substitution, deletion, addition, or

replacement (whether or not in accordance with the terms of the Lease) of the Premises or any
portion thereof; or (Kl) any neglect, delay, omission, failure or refusal of Landlord to take or

prosecute any action for the collection or enforcement of any of the Obilgations or to fbreclose or

take or prosecute any action in connection with any lien or right of security (incNding perfection

thereof) existing or to exist in connection with, or as security for, any of the Obligations, it being
the intention hereof that Guarantor shall remain liable as a principal on the Obligations

notwithstañdiñg any act, omission or event that might, but for the provisions hereof, otherwise

operate as a legal or equitable discharge of Guarantor. Guarantor hereby waives all defenses of a

surety to which it may be entitled by statute or otherwise.

5
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5. SUBORDINATIONt SUBROGATION.

S.1 Guarantor subordinates to and postpoñes in favor of the Obligations

(i) any present and future debts and obligations of Tenant or any Other Guarantor to Guarantor
(the "Indebtedness"), inc!eding: (A) salary, bannees, and other payments pursuant to any
employment arrangementl (B) fees, reimbursement of expenses and other payments pursuant to

any independent contractor arrangsmsñt, (C) principal and interest pursuant to any Iñdchtedness;

(D) distributions payable to any partñôñ, members or shareholders of Guarantor or Affiliates of

Ouarantor; (E) lease payments pursuant to any leasing arrangement; (F) any management fees;
and (G) all rights, liens and security interests of Guarantor, whether now or hereafter arising, in

any assets of the Tenant or any Other Ouarantor, and (ii) any liens or security interests securing
payment of the Indebtedness. Guarantor shall have no right to possession of any assets of Tenant
or any Other Ouarantor or to foreclose upon any such asset, whether by judicial action or

otherwise, unless and until the Obligations have been paid and performed in full. · Cuarañtor
agrees that Landlord shall be subrogated to Guarantor with respect to Guarantor's claims against
Tenant or any Other Guarantor and Guarantor's rights, liens and security interest, if any, in any
of Tenant's or any Other Guarantor's assets and proceeds thereof until all of the Obligations
have been paid and performed in thil.

5.2 After the occurrence of an Event of Default and until such Event of
Default is cured or after the commencement of any bankruptcy or insolvency proceeding by or
against Tenant and until such proceeding is dismissed, Guarantor shall not: (i) make any
distributions or other payments to any partners, parent entities, or Affiliates of Guarantor (other
than to Tenant); or (ii) ask for, sue for, demand, take or receive any payment, by setoff or in any
other manner, including the receipt of a negotlable instrument, for all or any part of the
Indebt-hess owed by Tenant, or any successor or assign of Tenant, including a receiver, trustee
or debtor in possession (the term "Tenant" shall include any such successor or assign of Tenant)
until the Obligations have been paid in full; however, if Guarantor receives such a payment,
Guarantor shall immediately deliver the payment to Landlord for credit against the then

outstanding M= of the Obligations, whether matured or unmatured. Nohvithstanding
anything in this Section 5 to the contrary, after an Event of Default has occurred and is

outstanding, Guarantor may make cash contributions to Tenant.

5.3 Guarantor shall not be subrogated, and hereby waives and disclaims any
olaim or right against Tenant by way of subrogation or otherwise, to any of the rights of
Landlord under the Lease or otherwise, or in the Premises (or any portion thereof), which may
arise by any of the provisions of this Guaranty or by reason of the performance by Cüarañter of

any of its Obligations hereunder. Guarantor shall look solely to Tenant for any recoupment of

any payments made or costs or expenses incurred by Ouarantor pursuant to this Guaranty. If any
amount shall be paid to Guarantor on account of such subrogation rights at any time when all of
the Obligations shall not have been paid and performed in full, ouarantor shall immediately
deliver the payment to Landlord for credit against the then outstanding balance of the

Obligations, whether matured or unmatured.

6. REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES OF GUARANTOR. Guarantor

represents and warrants that:

6
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6.1 This Guaranty is valid and binding upon and enforceable against

Guarantorwithout the requirement of further action or condition,

6.2 The execution, delivery and performance by Guarantor of this Guaranty
does not and will not (i) contravene any applicâhle Legal Requirements, the organizational
documents of Guarantor, if applicable, any order, writ, injunction, decree applicable to

Guarantor, or any contractual restriction binding on or affecting Guarantor or any of its

properties or assets, or (ii) result in or require the creation of any lien, security interest or other

charge or encumbrance upon or with respect to any of its properties or assets.

6.3 No approval, consent, exemption, authorization or other action by, or
notice to, or filing with, any govemmental authority is necessary or required in c0ñaéction with
the execution, dclivcry or performance by, or enforcement against, Guarantor of this Guaranty or

any other instn=cnt or agreement required hereunder.

6.4 There is no action, suit or proceeding pending or threatened against or
thcrwise affecting Guarantor before any court or other goveramantal authority or any a itrator

that may materially adversely affect Guarantor's ability to perform its obligations under this

Ouaranty.

6.5 Tenant is directly or indirectly owned and controlled by Guarantor.

6.6 Guarantor has derived or expects to derive financial and other advantages

and benefits directly or indirectly, from the making of the Lease and the payment and

performance of the Obligations. Guarantor hereby acknowledges that Landlord will be relying
upon Ouarantor's guarantee, representations, warrantles and covcñants contained herein.

6.7 All reports, statements (financial or otherwise), eertificates and other data

furnished by or on behalf of Guarantor to Landlord in connection with this Guaranty or the Lease

are: true and correct, in all rnaterial respects, as of the applicable date or period provided therein;
do not omit to state any material fact or circumstance necessary to make the stato=nts a^n+ain-1

therein not misleading; and fairly represent the financial condition of Guarantor as of the

respective date thereof; and no material adverse change has occurred in the financial condition of
Guarantor since the date of the most recent of such financisi statements.

7. NOTICES. Any consents, notices, demands, requests, appraials or other

communications given under this Guaranty shall be in writing and shall be given as provided in

the Lease, as follows or to such other addresses as either Landlord or Güàrantor may designate

by notice given to the other in accordance with the provisions of this Section 7:

If to Landlord:

White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC

c/oThe Congress Companies

2 Bourbon Street, Suite 200

Peabody, Ma 01960

Attn: William Nicholson

7
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With a copy to:

Posternak Blankstein & Lund LLP
Prudential Tower
800 Boylston Street

Boston, MA 02199
Attn: Gerald J. Billow, Esq.

And

Abrams Fensterman
1111 Marcus Avenue
Lake Success, New York 11042

Attn: Howard Fenstennan, Esq.
Attn: Greg Stoller, Esq.

If to Guarantor:

HBL SNF, LLC
$37 Routea22

Purdys, New York 10578
Attn: Lizer Jozefovic

With a copy to:

Michelman & Robinson
800 Third Avenue

New York, New York
Attn: Mark Zafrin, Esq.

8. CONSENT TO JURISDICTION. Ouarantor hereby (a) consents and submits to
the jurisdiction of the courts of the State of New York and the federal courts sitting in the State
of New York with respect to any dispute arising, dkectly or indirectly, out of this Guaranty,
(b) waives any objections which the undersigned may have to the laying of venue in any such

suit, action or proceeding in either such court, (c) agrees to join Landlord in any petition for
removal to either such court, and (d) irrevocably designates and appoints Tenant as its authorized

agent to accept and acknowledge on its behalf service of process with respect to any disputes

arising, directly or indirectly, out of this Cuarasty. The undmigned hereby acknowledges and
agrees that Landlord may obtain personal Jurisdiction and perfect service of process through
Tenant as the undersigned agent, or by any other means now or hereafter permitted by appitcable
law. Nothing above shall limit Landlord's choice of forum for purposes of enforcing this
Guaranty.

9. CERTAIN ADDITIONAL COVENANTS.

8
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9.1 Financini Deliveries. Guarantor shall deliver the following information
to Landlord:

9.1.1 As soon as available, and in any event within 120 days after the
olose of each calendar year, in hard copy and electronic format, in form satisfactory to Landlord,
and prceer-ted on a consolidated as well as a property-by-property basis, complete financial
statements prepared for suoh year with respect to Guarantor including a balance sheet as of the
end of such year, together with related statements of operations, cash flows and changes in

equity for such calendar year, prepared in accordance with GAAP applied on a consistent basis.

Upon the delivery of any finanolal information by or on behalf of Guarantor
pursuant to this Section 9 from time to time during the Lease Term, Guantntor sliall be deemed
(unless Guarantor specifically states otherwise in writing) to automatically represent and warrant
to Landlord that the financial Information delivered to Landlord is true, accurate and complete,
presents fairly the results of operations of Guarantor for the respective periods covered thereby,
reflects acce-etely the books and records of account of Guarantor as of such dates and for such

periods, and that there has been no adverse change in the feencial condition of Guarantor since
the date of the then applicable financial Infonnation.

9.2 Assignment: Sale of Assets: Change in Control. Without the prior
consent of Landlord, which consent may be withheld or granted in Landlord's sole discretion,
Guarantor shall not assign (whether directly or indirectly), in whole or in part, this Guaranty or

any obligatiûñ hereunder or, through one or more step transactions or tiered transactions, do, or
permit to be done, any activity, transaction or Transfer prohibited under Section 10.1 of the
Lease.

9.3 Payment IWethod; Default Interest. Guaracter shall make any payments
due hereunder in immediately available funds by wire transfer to Landlord's bank account as
actified by Landlord, unless Landlord agrees to another method of payment of immediately
available funds. If Guarantor does not pay an amount due hereunder on its due date, Guarantor

shall pay, on demand, interest at 18% annually on the amount due for a period ending on the full
payment of such amount, including the day of repayment, whether before or after any judgment
or award, to the extent permitted under applicable law.

10. MISCELLANEOUS.

10,1 Guarantor further agrees that Landlord may, without notice, assign this

Guaranty in whole or in part. If Landlord disposes of its interest in the Lease,
"Landlord," as

used in this Guaranty, shall mean Landlord's successors and assigns.

10.2 Guarantor promises to pay all costs of ecilection or enforcement incurred

by Landlord in exercising any remedies provided for in the Lease or this Guaranty whchr at

law or in equity, If any legal action or proceeding is commenced to interpret or enforce the

terms of, or obligations arising out of, this Guaranty, or to recover damages for the breach

thereof, the party prevailing in any such action or proceedings shall be entitled to recover from

the non-prevailing party all attorneys' fees and reasonable costs and expenses incurred by the

prevailing party. As used herein,
"attorneys' fees"

shall mean the fbes and expenses of counsel

9
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to the parties hereto, which may include printing, photocopying, duplicating and other expenses,
air freight charges, and fees billed for law clerks, paralegals, librarians and others not admitted to
the bar but performing services under the supervision of an attorney. The term "attorneys' fees"

shall also include all such fees and expenses incurred with respect to appeals, arbitrations and

bankruptcy proceedings.

10.3 Guarantor shall, from time to time within 10 days after receipt of
Landlord's request, execute, acknowledge and deliver to Landlord a statement certifying that this

Guaranty is unmodified and in full force and effect (or if there have been modifications, that the
same is in full force and effect as modified and stating such modifications), and setting forth
such other information as Landlord may reasoññhly request, Such certificate may be relied upon

by any prospective purchasêr, lessor or lender of all or a portion of the Premises (or any portion
thereof).

10.4 If any portion of this Guaranty shall be deemed invalid, unenforceable or
illegal for any reason, such invalidity, üñcñforecability or illegality shall not affect the balance of
this Guaranty, which shall remain in full force and effect to the maximum pennitted extent.

10,5 The provisions, covenants and guaranties of this Guaranty shall be binding
upon Guarantor and its heirs, succ6amors, legal representatives and assigns, and shall inute to the
benefit of Landlord and its successors and assigns, and shall not be deemed waived or modified
unless such waiver or modification is specifically set forth in writing, axecuted by Landlord or its
successors and assigns, and delivered to Guarantor.

10.6 Whenever the words "include", "includes",. or "including" are used in this

Guaranty, they shall be deemed to be followed by the words "without limitatica", and, whenever
the circumstances or the context requires, the singular shall be construed as the plural, the
masculine shall be coñatrued as the feminine and/or the neuter and vice versa. This Guaranty
shall be interpreted and enforced without the aid of any canon, custom or rule of law requiring or

suggesting construction against the party drafting or causing the drafting of the provision in
question.

10.7 Each of the rights and remedies herein provided are cumulative and not
exclusive of any rights or remedies provided by law or in the Lease or this Guaranty.

10.8 The provisions of this Guaranty shall be governed by and interpreted

solely in accordânce with the intemal laws of the State of New York, without giving effect to the

principles of conflicts of law.

10.9 The execution of this Guaranty after the execution of the Lease shall not

invalidate this Guaranty or lessen the Obligations of Guarantor hereunder.

10.10 This Guaranty may be executed in multiple vounterparts, each of which

shall be an original, but all of which shall constitute but one instrument. The signature page of

any counterpart may be detached therefrom and reattached to any other counterpart to physicâ!ly
form a single document.

10
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10.11 The Recitals set forth above are hereby incorporated by this reference and

inade a part of this Guaranty. Guarañtar hereby reprcr,ents and warrants that the Recitals are true
and correct.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Guarantor has executed this Guaranty under seal as of the day
and year first above written.

GUARANTOR:

L'
zefov

1 1
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GUARANTY OF LEASE

THIS GUARANTY OF LEASE (this "Guaranty") is made as of November 19, 2015,

by Mark Neuman ("Guarantor"), to WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I,
LLC, a Massachusetts limitedliabilitycompany ("Landlord").

R E C I T A L S

A. Landlord has been requested by HBL SNF, LLC a New York Limited Liability

Company ("Tenant") to enter into an Amended and Restated Lease and Security Agreement

dated as of November 19, 2015 (the "Lease"), whereby Landlord would lease to Tenant, and

Tenant would lease from Landlord, certain premises located in White Plains, New York, as more

particularly described in the Lease (the"Premises").

B. Guarantor will derive substantial economic benefit from the execution and

delivery of the Lease.

C. Guarantor acknowledges that Landlord would not enter into the Lease unless this

Guaranty accompanied the execution and delivery of the Lease.

D. Guarantor hereby acknowledges receipt of a copy of the Lease.

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the execution and delivery of the Lease and

of other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby
actmowledged, Guarantor coyenants and agrees as follows:

1. DEFINITIONS. Defined terms used in this Guaranty and not otherwise defmed

herein have the meanings assigned to them in the Lease.

2. COVENANTS OF GUARANTOR.

2.1 Guarantor absolutely, unconditionally and irrevocably guarantees, as a

primary obligor and not merely as a surety: (i) the full and prompt payment of all Minim"m Rent
and Additional Rent and all other rent, sums and charges ofeverytype and nature payable by
Tenant under the Lease, whether due by acceleration or otherwise, including costs and expenses
of collection (collectively, the "Menetan Obligations"), and (ii) the full, timely and complete

performance of all covenants, terms, conditions, obligations, indemnities and agreements to be

performed by Tenant under the Lease, including any indemnities or other obligations of Tenant
that survive the expirationorearlierterminationofthe Lease (all of the obligations described in
clauses (i) and (ii), are collectively referred to herein as the "Obligations").

2.2 Guarantor agrees with Landlord that (1) any action, suit or proceeding of

any kind or nature whatsoever (an "Action") cornm-d by Landlord against Tenant, Guarantor

or any Other Guarantor of the Lease ("Other Guarantor") to enforce the Obligations shall not
prejudice in any way Landlord's rights to enforce the Obligations in any subsequent Action
against Tenant, Guarantor or any Other Guarantor, (ii) Landlord may, at its option, join

Guarantor in any Action against Tenant or any Other Guarantor or seek recover against

Guarantor without Landlord first asserting, prosecuting, or exhausting any remedy or claim
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against Tenant or any Other Guarantor and (iii) Guarantor will be conclusively bound by a

judgment entered in any Action in favor of Landlord against Tenant whether or not Guarantor is

entered as a party or participates in such Action.

2.3 If Landlord proposes to grant a mortgage on, or refinance any mortgage

encumbering the Premises or any portion thereof, Guarantor shall cooperate in the process, and

shall permit Landlord and the proposed mortgagee to meet with Guarantor or, if applicable,
officers of Guarantor and to discuss Guarantor's business and finances. On request of Landlord,
Guarantor agrees to provide any such prospective mortgagee the information to which Landlord

- is entitled hereunder, provided that if any such information is not publicly available, such

nonpublic information shall be made available on a confidential basis. Guarantor agrees to

execute, acknowledge and deliver documents requested by the prospective mortgagee (such as a

consent to the financing, without encumbering Guarantor's or Tenant's assets, a consent to a
collateral assignment of the Lease and of this Guaranty, estoppel certificate, and a subordination,
non-disturbance and attornment agreement), customary for tenants and their guarantors to sign in

connection with mortgage loans to landlords, so long as such documents are in form then

customary among institutional lenders (provided the same do not materially and adversely
change Tenant's rights or obligations under the Lease or materially and adversely change

Guarantor's rights and obligations under this Guaranty).

3. GUARANTOR$8 OBLIGATIONS UNCONDITIONAL.

3.1 This Guaranty is an absolute and unconditional guaranty of payment and

of performance, and not of collection, and shall be enforceable against Guarantor without the

necessity of the commencement by Landlord of any Action against Tenant, and without the

necessity of any notice of nonpayment, nonperformance or nonobservance, or any notice of

üüüõptance Of this Guaranty, or of any other notice or demand to which Guarantor might

otherwise be entitled, all of which Guarantor hereby expressly waives in advance. The

obligations of Guarantor hereunder are independent of, and may exceed, the obligations of

Tenant.

3.2 This Guaranty shall apply notwithstanding any extension or renewal of the

Lease, or any holdover following the expiration or termination of the Lease Term or any renewal

or extension of the Lease Term.

3.3 This Guaranty is a continuing guarantee and will remain in full force and

effect notwitheanang, and the liability of Guarantor hereunder shall be absolute and
unconditional irrespective of any or all of the following: (1) any renewals, extensions,
modifications, alterations or amendments of the Lease (regardless of whether Guarantor

consented to or had notice of same); (ii) any releases or discharges of Tenant or any Other

Guarantor other than the full release and complete discharge of all of the Obligations;

(iii) Landlord's failure or delay to assert any claim or demand or to enforce any of its rights

against Tenant or any Other Guarantor ; (iv) any extension of time that may be granted by
Landlord to Tenant or any Other Guarantor; (v) any assigñraest or transfer of all of any part of
Tenant's interest under the Lease (whether by Tenant, by operation of law, or otherwise);

(vi) any subletting, concession, franchising, licensing or permitting of the Premises or any
portion thereof; (vii) any changed or different use of the Premises (or any portion thereof);

2
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(viii) any other dealings or matters occurring between Landlord and Tenant or any Other

Guarantor; (ix) the taking by Landlord of any additional guarantees, or the receipt by Landlord of

any collateral, from Tenant, any Other Guarantor or any other persons or entities; (x) the release

by Landlord of any Other Guarantor; (xi) Landlord's release of any security provided under the
Lease or any other guaranty; (xii) Landlord's failure to perfect any landlord's lien or other lien or

security interest available under applicable Legal Requirements; (xiii) any assumption by any
person of any or all of Tenant's obligations under the Lease or any Other Guarantor's obligations
under any other guaranty, or Tenant's assignment of any or all of its rights and interests under

the Lease, (xiv) the power or authority or lack thereof of Tenant to execute, acknowledge or
deliver the Lease; (xv) the existence, non-existence or lapse at any time of Tenant as a legal

entity or the existence, non-existence or termination of any corporate, ownership, business or
other relationship between Tenant and Guarantor; (xvi) any sale or assignment by Landlord of

any or all of this Guaranty, any other guaranty and the Lease (including any direct or collateral
assignment by Landlord to any mortgagee); (xvii) the solvency or lack of solvency of Tenant or

any Other Guarantor at any time or from time to time; or (xviii) any other cause, whether similar

or dissimilar to any of the foregoing, that might constitute a legal or equitable discharge of
Guarantor (whether or not Guarantor shall have knowledge or notice thereof) other than payment
and performance in full of the Obligations; (xix) the release or discharge of Tenant in any state

or federal creditors'
proceedings, receivership, bankruptcy or other proceeding; (xx) the

impairment, limitation or modification of the liability of Tenant or the estate of Tenant in

bankruptcy, or of any remedy for the enforcernent of Tenant's liability under the Lease, resulting
from the operation of any present or future provision of the United States Bankruptcy Code (11

U.S.C. § 101 et seq., as amended), or from other statute, or from the order of any court; (xxi) the

rejection, disaffirmance or other termination of the Lease in any such proceeding; (xxii) the

assertion or the failure to assert by Landlord against Tenant, of any of the rights or remedies

reserved to Landlord pursuant to the provisions of the Lease; or (xxiii) if at any time the payment
of any amount due under the Lease or this Guaranty is rescinded or must otherwise be returned

by Landlord for any reason, in such event, Guarantor shall pay to Landlord an amount equal to

any such payment that has been rescinded or returned. This Guaranty shall continue to be
effective if at any time the payment of any amount due under the Lease or this Guaranty is

rescinded or must otherwise be returned by Landlord for any reason Without in any way limiting
the generality of the foregoing, Guarantor specifically agrees that (A) if Tenant's obligations
under the Lease are modified or amended with the express written consent of Landlord, this

Guaranty shall extend to such obligations as so amended or modified without notice to,
consideration to, or the consent of, Guarantor, and (B) this Guaranty shall be applicable to any
obligations of Tenant arising in connection with a termination of the Lease, whether voluntary or
otherwise. Guarantor hereby consents, prospectively, to Landlord's taking or entering into any
or all of the foregoing actions or omissions. For purposes of this Guaranty and the obligations
and liabilities of Guarantor hereunder,

"Tenant"
shall be deemed to include any and all

concessionaires, licensees, franchisees, department operators, assignees, subtenants, permittees
or others directly or indirectly operating or conducting a business in or from the Premises or any
portion thereof, as fully as if any of the same were the named Tenant under the Lease.

3.4 Notwithstanding anything to the contrary hereunder, Guarantor shall be
released and discharged from all liability with respect to any obligations of Tenant under the

Lease arising or accruing aner the Commencement Date (the "Guaranty Termination Date");
provided that 60 days prior to the Commencement Date Tenant has delivered to Landlord (i) (a)

3
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Termination Date, Guarantor shall continue to remain personally liable pursuant to the terms of
this Guaranty for (i) all obligations óf Tenant under the Lease which arose or accrued on or prior
to the Ouaranty Termination Date and (ii) any liability of Tenant arising out of a breach of any
warranty or representation of Tenant under Lease, and all documents executed by Tenant in
connection themwith, (iii) and any liability of Guarantor arising out of a breach of any warranty
of representation hereunder.

4. WAIVERS OF GUARANTOR.

4.1 Without limitation of the foregoing, Ouarantor waives (i) notice of
acceptance of this Guaranty, protest, demand and dishonor, presentment, and demands of any
kind now or hereafter provided for by any statute or rule of law, (ii) notice of any actions taken

by Landlord or Tenant under the Lease or any other agreement or instrument relating thereto,

(iii) notice of any and all defaults by Tenant in the payment of Minimum Rent and Additional
Rent or other rent, charges or amounts, or of any other defaults by Tenant under the Lease,

(iv) all other notices, demands and protests, and all othet formalities of every kind in comection
with the enforcement of the Obligations, omission of or delay in which, but for the provisions óf
this Section 4, might constitute grounds for relieving Ouarantor of its obligations hereunder,

(v) any requimment that Landlord protect, secure, perfect, insure or proceed against any security
interest or lien, or any property subject thereto, or exhaust any right or take any action against

Tenant, any Other Guarantor or any other person or entity (including any additional guarantor or

Ouarantor) or against any collateral, and (vl) the benefit of any statute of limitations affecting
Guarantor's liability under this Ouaranty.

42 GUARANTOR HEREBY WAIVES TRIAL BY JURY IN ANY

ACTION, PROCEEDING OR COUNTERCLAlM BROUGHT BY ANY PERSON OR
ENTITY WITH RESPECT TO ANY MATTER WHATSOEVER ARISING OUT OF OR IN
ANY WAY CONNECTED WITH: THIS GUARANTY; THE LEASE; ANY LIABILITY OR
OBLIOATION OF TENANT IN ANY MANNER RELATED TO THE PREM[SES OR ANY
PORTION THEREOP; ANY CLAIM OF INJURY OR DAMAGE IN ANY WAY RELATED
TO THE LEASE AND/OR THE PRBMISES(OR ANY PORTION THEREOF); ANY ACT OR
OMISSION OF TENANT, ITS AGENTS, EMPLOYBES, CONTRACTORS, SUPPLIERS,

SERVANTS, CUSTOMERS, CONCESSIONAIRES, FRANCHISEES, PERMITTBES OR

LICENSEES; OR ANY ASPECT OF THE USE OR OCCUPANCY OF, OR THE CONDUCT
OF BUSINESS IN, ON OR FROM THE PREMISES (OR ANY PORTION THEREOF).

4
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GUARANTOR SHALL NOT INTERPOSE ANY COUNTERCLAIM OR COUNTERCLAIMS

OR CLAIMS FOR SET-0FF, RECOUPMENT OR DEDUCTION OF RENT IN ANY ACTION

BROUGHT BY LANDLORD AGAINST GUARANTOR UNDER THIS GUARANTY.

GUARANTOR SHALL NOT BE ENTITLED TO MAKE, AND HEREBY WAIVES, ANY
AND ALL DEFENSES AGAINST ANY CLAIM ASSERTED BY LANDLORD OR IN ANY
SUIT OR ACTION INSTITUTED BY LANDLORD TO ENFORCE THIS GUARANTY OR
THE LEASE. IN ADDITION, GUARANTOR HEREBY WAIVES, BOTH WITH RESPECT

TO THE LEASE AND WITH RESPECT TO THIS GUARANTY, ANY AND ALL RIGHTS

WHICH ARE WAIVED BY TENANT UNDER THE LEASE, IN THE SAME MANNER AS

IF ALL SUCH WAiVERS WERE FULLY RESTATED HEREIN. THE LIABILITY OF

GUARANTOR UNDER THIS GUARANTY IS PRIMARY AND UNCONDITIONAL.

4.3 Guarantor expressly waives any and all rights to defenses arising by
reason of (i) any

"one-action" or "anti-deficiency" law or any other law that may prevent

Landlord from bringing any action, including a claim for deficiency, against Guarantor before or
- after Landlord's commencement or completion of any action against Tenant or any Other

Guarantor; (ii) ANY ELECTION OF REMEDIES BY LANDLORD (INCLUDING ANY
TERMINATION OF THE LEASE) THAT DESTROYS OR OTHERWISE ADVERSELY
AFFECTS GUARANTOR'S SUBROGATION RIGHTS OR GUARANTOR'S RIGHTS TO
PROCEED AGAINST TENANT FOR RE[MBURSEMENT; (iii) any disability, insolvency,

bankruptcy, lack of authority or power, death, insanity, minority, dissolution, or other defense of

Tenant, of any other guarantor (or any other Guarantor), or of any other person or entity, or by
reason of the cessation of Tenant's liability from any cause whatsoever, other than full and final

payment in legal tender and perforreance of the Obligations; (iv) any right to claim discharge of

any or all of the Obligations on the basis of unjustified impairment of any collateral for the

Obligations; (v) any change in the relationship between Guarantor and Tenant or any Other

Guarantor or any termination of such relationship; (vi) any irregularity, defect or unauthorized

action by any or all of Landlord, Tenant, any Other Guarantor or surety, or any of their

respective officers, directors or other agents in executing and delivering any instrument or

agreements relating to the Obligations or in carrying out or attempting to carry out the terms of

any such agreements; (vii) any assignment, endorsement or transfer, in whole or in part, of the

Obligations, whether made with or without notice to or consent of Guarantor; (viii) if the

recovery from Tenant or any other Person (including any Other Guarantor) becomes barred by

any statute of limitations or is otherwise prevented; (ix) the benefits of any and all statutes, laws,
rules or regulations applicable in the State of Illinois which may require the prior or concurrent
joinder of any other party to any action on this Guaranty; (x) any release or other reduction of the

Obligations arising as a result of the expansion, release, substitution, deletion, addition, or

replacement (whether or not in accordance with the terms of the Lease) of the Premises or any
portion thereof; or (xi) any neglect, delay, omis:sion; failure or refusal of Landlord to take or

prosecute any action for the collection or enforcement of any of the Obligations or to foreclose or

take or prosecute any action in connection with any lien or right of security (including perfection

thereof) existing or to exist in connection with, or as security for, any of the Obligations, it being
the intention hereof that Guarantor shall remain liable as a principal on the Obligations

notwithstanding any act, omission or event that might, but for the provisions hereof, otherwise

operate as a legal or equitable discharge of Guarantor. Guarantor hereby waives all defenses of a

surety to which it may be entitled by statute or otherwise.

5
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5. SUBORDINATION: SUBROGATION.

5.1 Guarantor subordinates to and postpones in favor of the Obligations

(i) any present and future debts and obligations of Tenant or any Other Guarantor to Guarantor

(the "Indebtedness"), including: (A) salary, bonuses, and other payments pursuant to any
employment arrangement; (B) fees, reimbursement of expenses and other payments pursuant to

any independent contractor arrangement; (C) principal and interest pursuant to any Indebtedness;

(D) distributions payable to any partners, members or shareholders of Guarantor or Affiliates of

Guarantor; (E) lease payments pursuant to any leasing arrangement; (F) any management fees;
and (G) all rights, liens and security interests of Guarantor, whether now or hereafter arising, in

any assets of the Tenant or any Other Guarantor, and (ii) any liens or security interests securing
payment of the Indebtedriess. Guarantor shall have no right to possession of any assets of Tenant

or any Other Guarantor or to foreclose upon any such asset, whether by judicial action or

otherwise, unless and until the Obligations have been paid and performed in full. Guarantor

agrees that Landlord shall be subrogated to Guarantor with respect to Guarantor's claims against

Tenant or any Other Guarantor and Guarantor's rights, liens and security interest, if any, in any
of Tenant's or any Other Guarantor's assets and proceeds thereof until all of the Obligations

have been paid and performed in full.

5.2 After the occurrence of an Event of Default and until such Event of

Default is cured or after the commencement of any bankruptcy or insolvency proceeding by or

against Tenant and until such proceeding is dismissed, Ouarantor shall not: (i) make any
distributions or other payments to any partners, parent entities, or Affiliates of Guarantor (other

than to Tenant); or (ii) ask for, sue for, demand, take or receive any payment, by setoff or in any
other manner, including the receipt of a negotiable instrument, for all or any part of the

Indebtedness owed by Tenant, or any successor or assign of Tenant, including a receiver, trustee

or debtor in possession (the term "Tenant" shall include any such successor or assign of Tenant)
until the Obligations have been paid in full; however, if Guarantor receives such a payment,
Guarantor shall immediately deliver the payment to Landlord for credit against the then

outstanding balance of the Obligations, whether matured or unmatured. Notwithennding

anything in this Section 5 to the contrary, after an Event of Default has occurred and is

outstanding, Guarantor may make cash contributions to Tenant.

5.3 Guarantor shall not be subrogated, and hereby waives and disclaims any
claim or right against Tenant by way of subrogation or otherwise, to any of the rights of

Landlord under the Lease or otherwise, or in the I'remises (or any portion thereof), which may
arise by any of the provisions of this Guaranty or by reason of the performance by Guarantor of

any of its Obligations hereunder. Guarantor shall look solely to Tenant for any recoupment of

any payments made or costs or expenses incurred by Guarantor pursuant to this Guaranty. If any
amount shall be paid to Guarantor on account of such subrogation rights at any time when all of

the Obligations shall not have been paid and performed in full, Guarantor shall immediately
deliver the payment to Landlord for credit against the then outstanding balance of the

Obligations, whether matured or unmatured.

6. REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIE_S OF GUARANTOR. Guarantor

represents and warrants that:

6
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6.1 This Guaranty is valid and binding upon and enforceable against

Guarantor without the requirement of further action or condition.

6.2 The execution, delivery and performance by Guarantor of this Guaranty
does not and will not (i) contravene any applicable Legal Requirements, the organizational

documents of Guarantor, if applicable, any order, writ, injunction, decree applicable to

Guarantor, or any contractual restriction binding on or affecting Guarantor or any of its
properties or assets, or (ii) result in or require the creation of any lien, security interest or other

charge or encumbrance upon or with respect to any of its properties or assets.

6.3 No approval, consent, exemption, authorization or other action by, or

notice to, or filing with, any governmental authority is necessary or required in connection with
the execution, delivery or performance by, or enforcement againe Guarantor of this Guaranty or

any other instrument or agreement required hereunder.

6.4 There is no action, suit or proceeding pending or threatened against or

otherwise affecting Guarantor before any court or other governmental authority or any arbitrator

that may materially adversely affect Guarantor's ability to perform its obligations under this

Guaranty.

6.5 Tenant is directly or indirectly owned and controlled by Guarantor.

6.6 Guarantor has derived or expects to derive financial and other advantages

and benefits directly or indirectly, from the making of the Lease and the payment and
performance of the Obligations. Guarantor hereby acknowicdges that Landlord will be relying
upon Ouarantor's guarantee, representations, warranties and covenants contained herein.

6.7 All reports, statements (financial or otherwise), certificates and other data

furnished by or on behalf of Guarantor to Landlord in connection with this Guaranty or the Lease

are: true and correct, in all material respects, as of the applicable date or period provided therein;
do not omit to state any material fact or circumstance necessary to make the statements contained

therein not misleading; and fairly represent the financial condition of Guarantor as of the

respective date thereof; and no material adverse change has occurred in the financial condition of

Guarantor since the date of the most recent of such financial statements.

7. NOTICES. Any consents, notices, demands, requests, approvals or other

communications given under this Guaranty shall be in writing and shall be given as provided in

the Lease, as follows or to such other addresses as either Landlord or Guarantor may designate

by notice given to the other in accordance with the previsions of this Section 7:

If to Landlord:

White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC

c/oThe Congress Companies

2 Bourbon Street, Suite 200

Peabody, Ma 01960

Attn: William Nicholson

7
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With a copy to:

Posternak Blankstein & Lund LLP

Prudential Tower

800 Boylston Street

Boston, MA 02199

Attn: Gerald J. Billow, Esq.

And

Abrams Fensterman

1111 Marcus Avenue

Lake Success, New York 11042

Attn: Howard Fensterman, Esq.

Attn: Greg Stoller, Esq.

If to Guarantor:

HBL SNF, LLC

537 Routes 22

Purdys, New York 10578

Attn: Mark Neuman

With a copy to:

Michelman & Robinson

800 Third Avenue

New York, New York

Attn: Mark Zafrin, Esq.

8. CONSENT TO JURISDICTION. Guarantor hereby (a) consents and submits to

the jurisdiction of the courts of the State of New York and the federal courts sitting in the State

of New York with respect to any dispute arising, directly or indirectly, out of this Guaranty,

(b) waives any objections which the undersigned may have to the laying of venue in any such

suit, action or proceeding in either such court, (c) agrees to join Landlord in any petition for
removal to either such court, and (d) irrevocably designates and appoints Tenant as its authorized
agent to accept and acknowledge on its behalf service of process with respect to any disputes

arising, directly or indirectly, out of this Guaranty. The undersigned hereby acknowledges and

agrees that Landlord may obtain personal jurisdiction and perfect service of process through

Tenant as the undersigned agent, or by any other means now or hereafter permitted by applicable

law. Nothing above shall limit Landlord's choice of forum for purposes of enforcing this

Guaranty.

9. CERTAIN ADDITIONAL COVENANTS.

8
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9.1 Financial Deliveries. Guarantor shall deliver the following information

to Landlord:

9.1.1 As soon as available, and in any event within 120 days after the
close of each calendar year, in hard copy and electronic format, in form satisfactory to Landlord,
and presented on a consolidated as well as a property-by-property basis, complete financial

statements prepared for such year with respect to Guarantor including a balance sheet as of the

end of such year, together with related statements of operations, cash flows and changes in

equity for such calendar year, prepared in accordance with GAAP applied on a corisistent basis.

Upon the delivery of any financial information by or on behalf of Guarantor

pursuant to this Section 9 from time to time during the Lease Term, Guarantor shall be deemed

(unless Guarantor specifically states otherwise in writing) to automatically represent and warrant

to Landlord that the financial information delivered to Landlord is true, accurate and complete,
presents fairly the results of operations of Guarantor for the respective periods covered thereby,
reflects accurately the books and records of account of Guarantor as of such dates and for such

periods, and that there has been no adverse change in the financial condition of Guarantor since

the date of the then applicable financial information.

9.2 Assignment; Sale of Assets; Change in Control. Without the prior

consent of Landlord, which consent may be withheld or granted in Landlord's sole discretion,
Guarantor shall not assign (whether directly or indirectly), in whole or in part, this Guaranty or

any obligation hereunder or, through one or more step transactions or tiered transactions, do, or

permit to be done, any activity, transaction or Transfer prohibited under Section 10.1 of the

Lease.

9.3 Payment Method; Default Interest. Guarantor shall make any payments

due hereunder in immediately available funds by wire transfer to Landlord's bank account as

notified by Landlord, unless Landlord agrees to another method of payment of immediately
available funds. If Guarantor does not pay an amount due hereunder on its due date, Guarantor

shall pay, on demand, interest at 18% annually on the amount due for a period ending on the full

payment of such amount3 including the day of repayment, whether before or after any judgment

or award, to the extent permitted under applicable law.

10. MISCELLANEOUS.

10.1 Guarantor further agrees that Landlord may, without notice, assign this

Guaranty in whole or in part. If Landlord disposes of its interest in the Lease,
"Landlord,"

as

used in this Guaranty, shall mean Landlord's successors and assigns.

10.2 Guarantor promises to pay all costs of collection or enforcement incurred

by Landlord in exercising any remedies provided for in the Lease or this Guaranty whether at

law or in equity. If any legal action or proceeding is commenced to interpret or enforce the
- terms of, or obligations arising out of, this Guaranty, or to recover damages for the breach

thereof, the party prevailing in any such action or proceedings shall be entitled to recover from

the non-prevailing party all attorneys' fees and reasonable costs and expenses incurred by the

prevailing party. As used herein,
"attorneys' fees"

shall mean the fees and expenses of counsel

9
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to the parties hereto, which may include printing, photocopying, duplicating and other expenses,
air freight charges, and fees billed for law clerks, paralegals, librarians and others not admitted to

the bar but performing services under the supervision of an attorney. The term "attorneys' fees"

shall also include all such fees and expenses incurred with respect to appeals, arbitrations and

bankruptcy proceedings.

10.3 Guarantor shall, from time to time within 10 days after receipt of

Landlord's request, execute, acknowledge and deliver to Landlord a statement certifying that this

Guaranty is unmodified and in full force and effect (or if there have been modifications, that the
same is in full force and effect as modified and stating such modifications), and setting forth
such other information as Landlord may reasonably request. Such certificate may be relied upon

by any prospective purchaser, lessor or lender of all or a portion of the Premises (or any portion
thereof).

10.4 If any portion of this Guaranty shall be deemed invalid, unenforceable or

illegal for any reason, such invalidity, unenforceability or illegality shall not affect the balance of
this Güâranty, which shall remain in full force and effect to the maximum permitted extent.

10.5 The provisions, covenants and guaranties of this Guaranty shall be binding
upon Guarantor and its heirs, successors, legal representatives and assigns, and shall inure to the
benefit of Landlord and its successors and assigns, and shall not be deemed waived or modified
unless such waiver or modification is specifically set forth in writing, executed by Landlord or its
successors and assigns, and delivered to Guarantor.

10.6 Whenever the words "include", "includes", or "including" are used in this

Guaranty, they shall be deemed to be followed by the words "without limitation", and, whenever
the circurnstances or the context requires, the singular shall be construed as the plural, the

masculine shall be construed as the feminine and/or the neuter and vice versa. This Guaranty
shall be interpreted and enforced without the aid of any canon, custom or rule of law requiring or

suggesting construction against the party drafting or causing the drafting of the provision in
question.

10.7 Each of the rights and remedies herein provided are cumulative and not
exclusive of any rights or remedies provided by law or in the Lease or this Guaranty.

10.8 The provisions of this Guaranty shall be governed by and interpreted

solely in accordance with the internal laws of the State of New York, without giving effect to the
principles of conflicts of law.

10.9 The execution of this Guaranty after the execution of the Lease shall not
invalidate this Guaranty or lessen the Obligations of Guarantor hereunder.

10.10 This Guaranty may be executed in multiple counterparts, each of which
shall be an original, but all of which shall constitute but one instrument. The signature page of

any counterpart may be detached therefrom and reattached to any other cmmterpart to physically
form a single document.

10
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10.11 The Recitals set forth above are hereby incorporated by this reference and
made a part of this Ouaranty. Guarantor hereby represents and wañúnis that the Recitals ar.e true
and correct.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Ouarantor has 6xecuted this Guaranty under seal as of the day
and year first above written.

GU OR:

Mark Neuman

11
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DELBELLO DONNELLAN WEINGARTEN

WISE&WIEDERKEHR, LLP
Alfred E. Donnehn COUNSELLoRS AT LAW 11S

aed ddw-law.com THE GATEWAY BUILDING STA R
98 0 0

ONE NORTH LEXINGTON AVENUE

WHITE PLAINS, NEW YoRK 10601

(914) 681-0200
FACSIMILE (914) 684-0288

January 7, 2020

BY EMAIL lizerj@watersedgeusa.com

BY FEDERAL EXPRESS

HBL SNF, LLC
1280 Albany Post Road

Croton-on-Hudson, NY 10520

Attn: Lizer Josefovic

NOTICE OF DEFAULT
AND LANDLORD'S ELECTION TO TERMINATE LEASE AND

ACCELERATE ALL RENTS DUE FOR THE BALANCE OF THE LEASE TERM

PREMISES: 116-120 Church Street. White Plains, New York ("the Leased Premises")

Mr. Josefovic:

We are attorneys for your Landlord, White Plains Health Care Properties I, LLC.

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE, that HBL SNF, LLC ("HBL") is in material violation of the

provisions of its November 19, 2015 Lease, for the above referenced premises ("the Lease"), and

the November 20, 2019 Letter of Intent (the "LOI"), the terms of which are in full force and

effect (the "LOI"), and is in DEFAULT thereof, as follows:

1. Lease Section 3.2. and LOI Para 6) d) ii) - Payment of Rent: HBL has failed or refused to

pay the following Rent:

a. Rent due for Sept. 30, 2019 - Dec. 31, 2019, totaling $10,831.79.

b. Additional Rent due for Jan. 01 - 31, 2020, due Jan. 1, 2020, totaling $40,000.00.

2. Lease Section 4.2, and LOI Para 6) b) - Payment of Real Estate Taxes: HBL has failed to pay
the following Real Estate Tax payments:

a. Real Estate Taxes for the period 07/01/19 - 12/31/19, specifically the Tenant's

prorated portion thereof, (exclusive of late fees, costs, peiialties and interest per

municipal regulations and per the Lease), totaling $61,456.39.

b. Real Estate Taxes for the period Jan. 01, 2020 - June 30, 2020 totaling $121,587.12

1569918
0181960-001
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HBL SNF, LLC

Attn: Lizer Josefovic

January 7, 2020

Page 2

3. LOI Para 6) b), and Lease Section 5.2 - Payment of Utility Deposits and Municipal

Maintenance Escrows: HBL has failed to pay the following Utility Deposits and Municipal

Maintenance Escrows:

a. Utility Deposits totaling $60,356.10

b. Municipal Maintenance Escrows totaling $5,500.00

4. Lease Section 4.1, LOI Section 6) i) - Utility ChargesLHBL has failed to pay the following

Utility Charges:

a. ConEdison invoice paid by the Landlord to avoid power shutoff, in the amount of

$2,972.84.

5, Lease Article VI. including Section 6.2; LOI Para 6) h)- Deliverv of Insurance Certificates.

a. HBL has failed to deliver certificates of insurance to Landlord in accordãace with

Article VI and Section 6.2 of the Lease.

6. Lease Section 7.4 (g) and (j) -
Reporting and other Obligations;

a. HBL has failed or refused to deliver to the Landlord all Medicare, Medicaid and other

provider agreements and reimbursement rate sheets for the Facility.

b. HBL has failed or refused to deliver to the Landlord all Medicare, Medicaid and other

provider updated reimbursement rate sheets for the Facility.

7. Lease Section 7.4 (a) - Reporting and other Obligations:

a. HBL has failed or refused to deliver to the Landlord the required ancial reporting
required under the Lease.

8. Lease Section 7.4 (B) (vi) -
Reporting and other Obligations:

a. HBL has failed or refused to deliver to the Landlord the required written reports

providing an operational overview of significant events and circumstances at the

Facility during each prior month of the Term of the Lease.

9. Lease Section 7.1(aXiiLas amended by LOI Para 6) d) i) - Security Deposit.

a. HBL has failed or refused to deliver to the Landlord by December 1, 2019 the

security deposit of $1,000,000.00, to secure full and timely payment and performance

of Tenant's obligations under the Lease.

10. Lease Section 7.1(a)(iii) as amended by LOI Para 6) e) - Additional Security Deposit.

a. HBL has failed to deliver the blocked account agreement prohibiting any liquidation

of the of $1,600,000.00 held by JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. in the controlled

account numbe1

11. Lease Section 4.1, 3.2 (ck and 9.1 (b)
- Payment of Late Fees and Costs

a. HBL has failed to pay late fees and costs related to the above failures to pay its

obligations under the Lease and the LOI in the timeframes required thereunder, as set
forth in the attached accounting, totaling $23,425.09
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HBL SNF, LLC
Attn: Lizer Josefovic

January 7, 2020

Page 3

A true and accurate accenting of the amounts due and owing under the Lease and the

LOI is attached herewith.

By reason of the aforementioned material Defaults under the Lease and the LOI, the

Landlord, hereby exercises its right under Section 16.1 of the Lease to terminate the Lease as

well as Tenant's right of possession of the Leased Premises, effective January 13, 2020 at 5.00

PM NYC time.

PLEASE TAKE FURTHER NOTICE, that, in accordance with Section 16.1 of the

Lease, all rent for the balance of the term of the Lease is accelerated, and pasuant to said lease

provision, HBL is obligated to pay the Landlord $84,073,989.91, being the present value of such

accelerated rent, discounted at the rate of 6% per annum.

Landlord reserves all other rights and remedies at law or in equity as against the Tenant,
all guarantors of the Lease, and the holders of any funds allocated or designated for L:ñdlord's

benefit.

Landlord further reserves all rights arising from the Collateral Assignment and Pledge of

Membership Interest and Security Agreement dated August 11, 2017 ("the Pledge"), including
but not limited to all rights to enforce the Pledge through a private or public sale of the assignor's

interest in Waterview Acquisition I, LLC or through a judicial foreclosure of the assignce's

security interest therein.

Very truly you ,

AL RED . ONNELLAN

AUTHORIZED AND APPROVED:

White Plains Health Care Properties I, LLC

Joshua Roccapriore

Authorized Representative

cc: By Email flizerj@watersedgeusa.com) & Federal Express

Lizer Josefovic, Guarantor, Individually
53 Mariner Way
Monsey, NY 10952

1569918
0181960-001
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HBL SNF, LLC
Attn: Lizer Josefovic

January 7, 2020

Page 4

By Email (markn@epicmat.com) & Federal Express

Mark Neuman, Guarantor, Individually
22 Lyncrest Drive

Monsey, NY 10952

By Email (mzafrin@mrllp.com) & Federal Express

Michelman & Robinson

800 Third Avenue,
24th FlOOr

New York, NY 10022

Attn: Mark Zafrin, Esq.

By Federal Express

Gerald Neuman, Individually
c/o HBL SNF, LLC
1280 Albany Post Road

Croton-on-Hudson, NY 10520
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WHITE PLAINS HEALTH CARE PROPERTIES I, LLC
c/o THE CONGRESS COMPANIES

General Contractors, Construction Managers,Property Managers,Development Services
BOSTON:
WestPeabodyExecutiveCenter
2BourbonStreet
Peabody,MA 01960
Phone:978-535-6700
Fax: 978-S35-6701

7-Jan-19

NOTICE OF AMOUNTS AND DELIVERABLES DUE UNDER LEASE & LOI of 11/2O/19

Gentlemen: Pursuant to the Lease and the LOl dated November 20, 2019, the following are due:

AMOUNTS PAYABLE Due Date Amt Due Amounts Paid Amt Past Due

1 Rent January, 2020 (See Note 1 Below) 01/01/20 $ 546,096.50 $ 506,096.50 $ 40,000.00
2 Rent 9/30/19 11/30/19 12/01/19 $ 10.831.79 $ - $_ 10.831.79

SUSTOTAL RENT AND ADDITIONAL RENT: $ 556,928.29 $ 506,096.50 $ 50,831.79

3 RE Taxes 7/1/19-12/31/19, Tenant portion: 09/30/19-12/31/19 12/01/19 $ 61,456.39 $ - $ 61,456.39
4 RE Taxes for the period 1/1/20-6/30/20 12/01/19 $ 121.587.12 $ - $ 121 587.12

SUBTOTAL REAL ESTATE TAXES $ 183,043.51 $ - $ 183,043.51

5 Utility Deposits 12/01/19 $ 60,356.10 $ - $ 60,356.10
6 Municipal Deposits 12/01/19 $ 5,500.00 $ - $ 5,500.00
7 ConEdison Electric Invoice 12/17/19 2,972.84 $ - $ 2 972.84

Subtotal $ 68,828.94 $ - $ 68,828.94

TOTAL RENT, RE TAXES, & OTHER $ 808,800.14 $ 506,096.50 $ 302,704.24

8 Security Deposit 1st payment 12/01/19 $ 1,000,000.00 $ - $ 1.000.000.00

TOTAL AMTS DUE EXCLUDING LATE FEES & COSTS $ 1,808,800.14 $ 506,096.50 $ 1,302,704.24

9 Interest on past due real estate taxes on a per-dlem basis: 12/15/19 $ 3,039.68 $ - $ 3,039.68
10 Late Fees of 5% on Items 1,2,3,5,6,7 12/15/19 $ 9,055.86 $ - $ 9,055.86

11 Interest on items 1,2,3.5 & 6 at the Overdue Rate (Prime+5%) 12/15/19 $ 11,329.55 $ - $ 11,329.55

TOTAL LATE FEES AND COSTS $ 23,425.09 $ - $ 23,425.09

TOTAL AMOUNTS DUE $ 1 832125.83 $ 506,096.50 $ 1,326,129.33

ADDITIONAL NOTICE OF ITEMS DUE: As required per the Lease and LOI, please Movide the fc|jaw|ñgi:

1 Notice is hereby made to that Jan. 2020 & all subsequent Rent shall be due in the

amount of: $546,096.50, calculated as: $506,096.50 rent plus $40,000.00 additional rent 2nd NoSce

2 Notice is hereby made to provide all Medicare and Medicaid provider

Agreements and rates. 2nd Notice

3 Notice is hereby made to provide Annual Budget, Capital Expenditures, Operet!ng

Budget, Annual Financial Reporting, monthly financial reporting Financial

Reporting, Variance Reporting, Unaudited Financial Reports

4 Notice Is hereby made to provide per a written report of significant events at the

facility Including: Coples of all documents, reports. Ilcenses and sit!fsetés

from NY DOH pertaining to the Operations of the Facility 2nd Notice

5 Notice is hereby made to provide: Evidence of Insurance, including all

required coverages under the lease, and all additional Insureds. 2nd Notice
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Marisa Warshaw

From: TrackingUpdates@fedex.com

Sent: Wednesday, January 8, 2020 1:37 PM

To: Marisa Warshaw

Subject: FedEx Shipment 779498448443 Delivered

Your package has been delivered

Tracking # 779498448443

Ship date: Delivery date:

Tue, 1/7/2020 Wed, 1/8/2020 1:34 pm

Marisa Warshaw Mr. Mark Neuman

DelBello Donnellan Weingarten Mr. Mark Neuman

Wise Delivered 22 LYNCREST DR

White Plains, NY 10601 MONSEY, NY 10952

US US

Shipment Facts

Our records indicate that the following package has been delivered.

Tracking number: 779498448443

Status: Delivered: 01/08/2020 1:34

PM Signed for By: Signature

not required

Reference: 0181960-001 MW 1/7/2020

Signed for by: Signature not required

Delivery location: MONSEY, NY

Delivered to: Residence

Service type: FedEx Standard Overnight®

Packaging type: FedEx® Envelope

Number of pieces: 1

Weight: 0.50 lb.

Special handling/Services: Deliver Weekday

Residential Delivery

Standard transit: 1/8/2020 by 8:00 pm

1
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Marisa Warshaw

From: TrackingUpdates@fedex.com

Sent: Wednesday, January 8, 2020 10:37 AM
To: Marisa Warshaw

Subject: FedEx Shipment 779498363223 Delivered

. .

Your package has been delivered

Tracking # 779498363223

Ship date: Delivery date:

Tue, 1/7/2020 Wed, 1/8/2020 10:35

am----------
DelBello Donnellan Weingarten Mr. Lizer Josefovic,

Wise
-~~~~

Guarantor, Ind

White Plains, NY 10601 Mr. Lizer Josefovic, Guarantor,

US Delivered Ind

53 Mariner Way

MONSEY, NY 10952

us

Shipment Facts

Our records indicate that the following package has been delivered.

Tracking number: 779498363223

Status: Delivered: 01/08/2020 10:35

AM Signed for By: Signature

not required

Reference: 0181960-001 MW 1/7/2020

Signed for by: Signature not required

. Delivery locatióñ: Monsey, NY

Delivered to: Residence

Service type: FedEx Standard Overnight®

Packaging type: FedEx® Envelope

Number of pieces: 1

Weight: 0.50 lb.

Special hand:|ñg/Services: Deliver Weekday

Residential Delivery

Standard transit: 1/8/2020 by 8:00 pm
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Marisa Warshaw

From: TrackingUpdates‡fedex.com

Sent: Wednesday, January 8, 2020 9:33 AM
To: Marisa Warshaw

Subject: FedEx Shiprñent 779498235404 Delivered

Your package has been delivered

Tracking # 779498235404

Ship date: Delivery date:

Tue, 1/7/2020 Wed, 1/8/2020 9:27 am

Marisa Warshaw Mr. Lizer Josefovic

DelBello Donnellan Weingarten
---~-

HBL SNF, LLC

Wise 1280 ALBANY POST RD

White Plains, NY 10601 Delivered CROTON ON HUDSON, NY

US 10520

US

Shipment Facts

Our records indicate that the following package has been delivered.

Tracking number: 779498235404

Status: Delivered: 01/08/2020 09:27

AM Signed for By: Signature

Release on file

Reference: 0181960-001 MW 1/7/2020

Signed for by: Signature Release on file

Delivery |ücaticñ: CROTON ON HUDSON, NY

Service type: FedEx Standard Overnight®
. ..

Packaging type: FedEx® Envelope

Number of pieces: 1

Weight: 0.50 Ib.

Special han j!!-.;/Services: Deliver Weekday

. Standard transit: 1/8/2020 by 3:00 prn

Please do not respond to this message. This email was sent from an unattended mailbox. This report was generated at
approximately 8:32 AM CST on Of/08/2020.

All weights are estimated.
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Marisa Warshaw

From: TrackingUpdates@fedex.com

Sent: Wednesday, January 8, 2020 9:32 AM
To: Marisa Warshaw

Subject: FedEx Shipment 779498627521 Delivered

Your package has been delivered

Tracking # 779498627521

Ship date: Delivery date:

Tue, 1/7/2020 Wed, 1/8/2020 9:27 am--------.- ---------
Marisa Warshaw Mr. Gerald Neuman

DelBello Donnellan Weingarten
-~~

c/o HBL SNF, LLC

Wise 1280 ALBANY POST RD

White Plains, NY 10601 Delivered CROTON ON HUDSON, NY

US 10520

US .

Shipment Facts

. Our records indicate that the following package has been de||vered

Tracking number: 7_79498627521

Status: Delivered: 01/08/2020 09:27

AM Signed for By: Signature

Release on file

Reference: 0181960-001 MW 1/7/2020

Signed for by: Signature Release on file

Delivery location: CROTON ON HUDSON, NY

Service type: FedEx Standard Overnight®

Packaging type: FedEx® Envelope

Number of pieces: 1

Weight: 0.50 lb.

Special handling/Sarvices: Deliver Weekday

Standard transit: 1/8/2020 by 3:00 pm

Please do notfespond to this message. This email was sent from an unattended mailbox. This report was generated at
appraximata|y 8 32 AM CST on 01/08/2020.

All weights are estimated.
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Marisa Warshaw

From: TrackingUpdates@fedex.com

Sent: Wednesday, January 8, 2020 9:32 AM
To: Marisa Warshaw

Subject: FedEx Shipment 779498539658 Delivered

Your package has been delivered

Tracking # 779498539658

Ship date: Denvery date:

Tue, 1/7/2020 Wed, 1/8/2020 9:27 am-------- _____________
Marisa Warshaw Mark Zafrin, Esq.

DelBello Donnellan Weingarten
""---~--

Michelman & Robinson

Wise 24th Floor

White Plains, NY 10601 Dolivorod 800 3RD AVE

US NEW YORK, NY 10022

US

Shipment Facts

Our records indicate that the following package has been delivered.

Tracking number: 779498539658

Status: Delivered: 01/08/2020 09:27

AM Signed for By: E.ELAINE
. .

Reference: 0181960-001 MW 1/7/2020

Signed for by: E.ELAINE

Delivery location: NEW YORK, NY

Delivered to: Receptionist/Front Desk

Service type: FedEx Standard Overnight®

Packaging type: FedEx® Envelope

Number of pieces: 1

Weight: 0.50 lb.

Special hand!!ng!Services: Deliver Weekday

Standard transit: 1/8/2020 by 3:00 pm

Q Please do not respond to this message. This email was sent from an Giattéiided maitbox. This report was generated at
approximately 8:32 AM CST on 01/08/2020. .
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DELBELLO DONNELLAN WEINGARTEN 

WISE & WIEDERKEHR, LLP 
Alfred E. Donnellan 

Partner 

aed@ddw-law.com 

COUNSELLORS AT LAW 

THE GATEWAY BUILDING 

ONE NORTH LEXINGTON AVENUE 

WHITE PLAINS, NEW YORK 10601 

(914) 681-0200 

FACSIMILE (914) 684-0288 

Connecticut Office 

1111 SUMMER STREET 

STAMFORD, CT  06905 

(203) 298-0000 

 

Letter to Hon. G. Walsh 3.26.21 

0181960-001 

March 26, 2021 

 

VIA ECF 

 

Honorable Gretchen M. Walsh 

Supreme Court of the State of New York 

County of Westchester 

111 Dr. Martin Luther King Blvd. 

White Plains, New York 10601 

Re: White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC v. HBL SNF, LLC et al 

   Index No. 60278/2020 

Dear Justice Walsh: 

This firm represents plaintiff, White Plains Healthcare Properties I, and third-party 

defendants, CCC Equities, LLC, Project Equity Consulting, The Congress Companies, Howard 

Fensterman and William Nicholson, in the above action.  

The parties have conferred and would like to schedule a court conference to discuss 

outstanding discovery issues. Counsel for all parties are available next week as follows: Monday, 

March 29 after 1:30 PM; Tuesday, March 30 after 11:30 AM, or Wednesday, March 31 after 

11:30 AM. 

 

Respectfully, 

/s/ Alfred E. Donnellan   

Alfred E. Donnellan 

cc: Alex Barnett-Howell, Esq.  

 (via ECF) 
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DELBELLO DONNELLAN WEINGARTEN 
WISE & WIEDERKEHR, LLP 

Alfred E. Donnellan 
Partner 
(914) 681-0200
aed@ddw-law.com

COUNSELLORS AT LAW 

THE GATEWAY BUILDING
ONE NORTH LEXINGTON AVENUE
WHITE PLAINS, NEW YORK 10601

(914) 681-0200
FACSIMILE (914) 684-0288 

Connecticut Office 
1111 SUMMER STREET 
STAMFORD, CT  06905 

(203) 298-0000

April 9, 2021 

VIA NYSCEF 
Honorable Gretchen M. Walsh 
Westchester County Supreme Court 
111 Dr. Martin Luther King Blvd. 
White Plains, New York 10601 

Re: White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC v. HBL SNF, LLC et al., 
Westchester County Supreme Court Index No. 60278/2020 

Dear Justice Walsh: 
This firm represents plaintiff, White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC (“WPH 

Properties”) and third-party defendants, CCC Equities, LLC, Project Equity Consulting, The 
Congress Companies, Howard Fensterman and William Nicholson, in connection with the above 
referenced action. We write to inform the Court that Justice Nancy Bannon issued today a 
decision and order in the related matter pending in Supreme Court, New York County, granting 
WHP’s motion to consolidate the New York County action with the action pending in this Court 
and denying Lizer Jozefovic’s motion for an injunction without prejudice to renewal of the 
motion in this Court. See attached Decision and Order. 

Respectfully submitted, 

/s/ Alfred E. Donnellan  
Alfred E. Donnellan 

cc: 
John Giardino, Esq. (By NYSCEF) 
Alexander Barnett-Howell, Esq. (By NYSCEF) 
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655549/2020   JOZEFOVIC, LIZER vs. WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE 
Motion No.  001 002 

 
Page 1 of 5 

 

The following e-filed documents, listed by NYSCEF document number (Motion 001) 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 14, 15, 
16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 
46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 86 

were read on this motion to/for    PREL INJUNCTION/TEMP REST ORDR . 
   
The following e-filed documents, listed by NYSCEF document number (Motion 002) 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 
13, 61, 62, 63, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 87, 89 

were read on this motion to/for    CHANGE VENUE . 
   
  

In this action seeking a declaratory judgment and damages in connection with claims 

sounding in, inter alia, breach of contract, fraud, defamation, breach of fiduciary duty, and legal 

malpractice, the plaintiff moves pursuant to CPLR 6301 for a preliminary injunction enjoining the 

defendants and their agents from publishing and distributing false statements about the plaintiff 

and from taking any action to transfer, assign, convey, or sell the plaintiff’s membership interest 

in Waterview Acquisition I, LLC (“Waterview”) (SEQ 001).  The defendants White Plains 

Healthcare Properties I, LLC (“WPH Properties”), and Howard Fensterman (“Fensterman”) 

oppose the motion and separately move pursuant to CPLR 511 and 602 to transfer this action to 

Westchester County and consolidate it with an action pending there entitled White Plains 

Healthcare Properties I, LLC v HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer Jozefovic and Mark Neuman, Index No. 

60278/2020 (the “Westchester Action”) (SEQ 002).  The plaintiff opposes the moving 

defendants’ application.  For the following reasons, the moving defendants’ motion is granted 

and the plaintiff’s motion is denied without prejudice. 

  

 SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
NEW YORK COUNTY 

 

PRESENT:
  

HON. NANCY M. BANNON 
 

PART IAS MOTION 42EFM 
 Justice        
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------X   INDEX NO.  655549/2020 

  

  MOTION DATE 
01/04/2021, 
01/04/2021 

  
  MOTION SEQ. NO.  001 002 
  

DECISION + ORDER ON 
MOTION 

LIZER JOZEFOVIC, 
                                                     Plaintiff,  
 

 

 - v -  

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC, 
HOWARD FENSTERMAN, and METROPOLITAN 
COMMERCIAL BANK 
 
                                                     Defendants.  

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------X  
 

INDEX NO. 655549/2020

NYSCEF DOC. NO. 91 RECEIVED NYSCEF: 04/09/2021

1 of 5
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655549/2020   JOZEFOVIC, LIZER vs. WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE 
Motion No.  001 002 

 
Page 2 of 5 

 

 WPH Properties is the developer and owner of a new skilled nursing facility located in 

Westchester County, New York (the “Facility”).  The Facility is operated by HBL SNF, LLC 

(“HBL”), an entity controlled by the plaintiff.  WPH Properties and HBL are parties to an 

operating lease dated November 19, 2015 (the “Lease”), under which WPH Properties leases 

the Facility to HBL, as tenant.  The plaintiff and nonparty Marc Neuman, as principals of HBL, 

are HBL’s guarantors under the Lease. 

 

 Section 7.1(a)(iii) of the Lease provides that HBL was to pay an additional security 

deposit in the amount of $1.6 Million 60 days prior to the start of the lease period.  As security 

for that payment, the plaintiff and WPH Properties entered into a collateral assignment 

agreement (the “Collateral Assignment Agreement”).  Pursuant to the Collateral Assignment 

Agreement, the plaintiff assigned to WPH Properties his 71% membership interest in 

Waterview, an entity that owns another skilled nursing home in Westchester County (the 

“Waterview Interest”).  The plaintiff also agreed to list Howard Fensterman, attorney for WPH 

Properties, as a signatory to a Waterview account with JP Morgan (the “Waterview account”) 

where the $1.6 Million was currently being held.  The Collateral Assignment Agreement 

provided that: 

“[u]pon the effectuation of Section 7.1(a)(iii) of the lease which requires Sixty 
days prior to the anticipated Commencement Date, the funds in the [Waterview 
account] in the amount of not less than $1,600,000 shall be deposited into the 
Landlords Rent Security Account, the [Waterview Interest] assigned to [WPH 
Properties] …shall be automatically reassigned by [WPH Properties] to [the 
plaintiff] without recourse, representation or warranty, and this Assignment shall 
automatically terminate and be void and of no further effect.” 

 
The “Landlords Rent Security Account” is not a defined term in the Lease or the Collateral 

Assignment Agreement.  The Collateral Assignment Agreement further provides that the 

exercise of WPH Properties’ rights to sell the Waterview Interest as assignee is authorized upon 

the plaintiff’s violation of the “terms and provisions concerning the maintenance of the 

[Waterview account]…” 

 

The plaintiff avers that he satisfied his obligations under the Collateral Assignment 

Agreement and that as a result, the assignment terminated.  In 2019, the plaintiff assigned the 

Waterview Interest to defendant Metropolitan Commercial Bank (“MCB”) in connection with a $3 

Million loan as part of a financing arrangement to provide working capital to benefit the Facility, 

including through the payment of rent to WPH Properties.   

INDEX NO. 655549/2020

NYSCEF DOC. NO. 91 RECEIVED NYSCEF: 04/09/2021
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655549/2020   JOZEFOVIC, LIZER vs. WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE 
Motion No.  001 002 

 
Page 3 of 5 

 

 

On September 18, 2020, WPH Properties commenced the Westchester Action, in which 

it contends, inter alia, that HBL breached the Lease by failing to pay rent, municipal and utility 

deposits, real estate taxes, and other fees associated with the Facility, including the $1.6 Million 

security deposit required by Section 7.1(a)(iii).  On October 6, 2020, WPH Properties noticed a 

public sale of the Waterview Interest based upon the plaintiff’s alleged default under the 

Collateral Assignment Agreement.  On October 22, 2020, this action ensued. 

 

“Consolidation is generally favored in the interest of judicial economy and ease of 

decision-making where cases present common questions of law and fact, ‘unless the party 

opposing the motion demonstrates that a consolidation will prejudice a substantial right.’”  

Raboy v McCrory Corp., 210 AD2d 145 (1st Dept. 1994) (quoting Amtorg Trading Corp. v 

Broadway & 56th St. Assoc., 191 AD2d 212, 213 [1st Dept. 1993]).  The movants correctly argue 

that consolidation is warranted here because this action and the Westchester Action share 

common questions of law and fact.  See CPLR 602; DeSilva v Plot Realty, LLC, 85 AD3d 422 

(1st Dept. 2011); Kern v Shandell, Blitz, Blitz & Bookson, 58 AD3d 487 (1st Dept. 2009). 

 

The plaintiff opposes consolidation, observing that while the Westchester Action involves 

claims regarding HBL’s performance of its obligations under the Lease and the plaintiff’s 

performance under the guarantee he signed, the instant action involves claims regarding 

ownership of the Waterview Interest pursuant to the separate Collateral Assignment Agreement.  

However, this characterization of the actions ignores the fact that both (a) WPH Properties’ 

claim in the Westchester Action that the additional security was not paid and (b) the plaintiff’s 

central claim in this action that the Collateral Assignment Agreement automatically terminated 

turn on the same question: whether Section 7.1(a)(iii) of the Lease was effectuated.  Allowing 

this question to proceed in two separate courts risks inconsistent results.  Moreover, WPH 

Properties avers in its moving papers that it has amended its complaint in the Westchester 

Action to include a claim sounding in violation of the Collateral Assignment Agreement against 

the plaintiff.  Finally, the plaintiff, who is a resident of Westchester County and a party to the 

Westchester Action, which was commenced prior to the instant action, would not suffer 

prejudice to any substantial right as a result of consolidation and transfer.  

 

The court notes that transfer is also appropriate because it appears that venue is 

improper in New York County.  CPLR 503 provides that “[e]xcept where otherwise prescribed by 
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law, the place of trial shall be in the county in which one of the parties resided when it was 

commenced; the county in which a substantial part of the events or omissions giving rise to the 

claim occurred; or, if none of the parties then resided in the state, in any county designated by 

the plaintiff.”  Here, the only entity residing in New York County is MCB, which the plaintiff has 

included as a defendant but against which the plaintiff has not asserted any claim.  Conversely, 

several parties, including the plaintiff, reside in Westchester County.  Since venue properly lies 

in Westchester County, the court declines to retain venue on the basis of MCB, a nominal 

defendant against whom there is no claim.  See Espinoza v Concordia Intl. Forwarding Corp., 

39 AD3d 258 (1st Dept. 2007). 

 

The plaintiff’s motion for preliminary injunctive relief is denied without prejudice to 

renewal upon transfer and consolidation in Westchester County. 

 

Accordingly, it is 

 

ORDERED that the plaintiff’s motion pursuant to CPLR 6301 for a preliminary injunction 

(SEQ 001) is denied without prejudice to renewal upon the transfer and consolidation of this 

action in Westchester County; and it is further 

 

ORDERED that the motion of White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC, and Howard 

Fensterman pursuant to CPLR 511 and 602 to transfer this action to Westchester County and 

consolidate it with an action pending there entitled White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC v 

HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer Jozefovic and Mark Neuman, Index No. 60278/2020, (SEQ 002) is 

granted; and it is further 

 

ORDERED this action, Lizer Jozefovic v White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC, 

Howard Fensterman, and Metropolitan Commercial Bank, Index No. 655549/2020, pending in the 

Supreme Court, New York County, shall be consolidated in the Supreme Court, Westchester 

County, with White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC v HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer Jozefovic and 

Mark Neuman, Index No. 60278/2020; and it is further, 

 

ORDERED that the consolidation shall take place under Westchester County Index No. 

60278/2020; and it is further, 
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ORDERED that the Clerk of this Court shall transfer the file in this action to the Clerk of 

the Supreme Court, Westchester County, for consolidation and shall mark his records to reflect 

such transfer; and it is further, 

 

ORDERED that the Clerk of the Court shall coordinate the transfer of the file in this action 

with the Clerk of the Supreme Court, Westchester County, so as to ensure an efficient transfer 

and minimize insofar as practical the reproduction of documents, including with regard to any 

documents that may be in digital format; and it is further 

 

ORDERED that the pleadings in the actions hereby consolidated shall stand as the 

pleadings in the consolidated action; and it is further 

 

ORDERED that, within 30 days from entry of this order, counsel for the moving defendants 

shall serve a copy of this order with notice of entry upon the Clerk of this Court, shall pay the 

appropriate transfer fee, if any, and shall contact the staff of the Clerk of this Court and cooperate 

in effectuating the transfer and consolidation; and it is further 

 

ORDERED that such service upon the Clerk of this Court shall be made in accordance 

with the procedures set forth in the Protocol on Courthouse and County Clerk Procedures for 

Electronically Filed Cases (accessible at the “E-Filing” page on the court’s website at the address 

www.nycourts.gov/supctmanh)]. 

 

This constitutes the Decision and Order of the court. 

 

 

4/8/2021      $SIG$ 
DATE       

         CHECK ONE: X CASE DISPOSED   NON-FINAL DISPOSITION   
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APPLICATION:  SETTLE ORDER    SUBMIT ORDER   
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC,

Plaintiff,

NICHOLSON,

Index No. 6027812020

No.TICE OF MOTIOT..

oa -Y1^t
K(ot/ oC -against-
** ty-,bc,,*c
k. t t o^ ]t?'""[1,'.'"?.',f^Tli?ffiXffi 

Nw A LtzER

Ul)qlLt l.'.d
i'^ ?it^l:/f-', Defendantsand^Third-PartyPlaintiff'

R ltn^ & ,,n - agarnst -

A,,*,J CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY

1tv.1ut^v.fi 3il:X-,-J'SR#l?i,'^*:ff i,l,-?H,}**'

,l'{" Third-Party Defendants.

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that upon the annexed affirmation of Alfred E. Donnellan Esq.

dated February 3,2021, the memorandum of law dated February 3,2021' and the exhibits

annexed thereto, plainriff, white Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC, will move this court,

located ar lll Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Boulevard, white Plains, New York 10601' in the

commercial Division, before the Honorable Gretchen walsh, on February 19, 2021, tt 9:3O

A.M., or as soon thereafrer as counsel can be heard, for an order pursuant to CPLR $ 321l(a)(5)

and 3211(a)(7) dismissing the counterclaims and third-party complaint asserted by

defendants/third-partyplaintiffs,HBLSNF,LLC,LizerJozefovicandMarkNeuman'and

granting such further relief as the Court may deem just and proper'

I of 2
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TCITESTER Y
NYSCEE DOC. NO. 62

INDEX NO.

RECEIVED NYSCEE:

6027I / 2020

a2/04 /202L

PLEASE TAKE FURTHER NOTICE that opposition papers shall be served upon the

undersigned at least two (2) days prior to the retum date of this motion pursuant to CPLR $

2214(b).

Dated: White Plains, New York
February 4, 2021

DELBELLO DONNELLAN WEINGARTEN

WISE & WIEDERKEHR, LLP
Lead Cotursel for PlaintiJf White Plains
Hcolthtore Properties I, LLC

By: lsl A t.D
Alfied E. Donnellan, Esq.

One North Lexington Avenue, l lth Floor
White Plains, New York 10601

Tel.: (914) 681-0200

-and-

ABRAMS, FENSTERMAN, FENSTERMAN,

EISMAN, FORMATO, FERRARA, WOLF &
CARONE, LLP
Co-Counsel for Plaintiff Wlite Plains
Heablrcare P roperties l, LLC
Robert A. Spolzino, Esq.

8l Main Street. Suite 306
White Plains. New York 10601

Tel: (914) 607-7010

Attorneys for Wltite Plains Healthcare

Prope rties l, LLC

To: Michehnan & Robinson, LLP
800 Third Avenue. 24th floor
New York, New York 10022

I

2af2
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DELBELLO DONNELLAN WEINGARTEN 

WISE & WIEDERKEHR, LLP 
Alfred E. Donnellan 

Partner 

aed@ddw-law.com 

COUNSELLORS AT LAW 

THE GATEWAY BUILDING 

ONE NORTH LEXINGTON AVENUE 

WHITE PLAINS, NEW YORK 10601 

(914) 681-0200 

FACSIMILE (914) 684-0288 

Connecticut Office 

1111 SUMMER STREET 

STAMFORD, CT  06905 

(203) 298-0000 

 

Letter to Hon. G. Walsh 3.26.21 

0181960-001 

March 26, 2021 

 

VIA ECF 

 

Honorable Gretchen M. Walsh 

Supreme Court of the State of New York 

County of Westchester 

111 Dr. Martin Luther King Blvd. 

White Plains, New York 10601 

Re: White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC v. HBL SNF, LLC et al 

   Index No. 60278/2020 

Dear Justice Walsh: 

This firm represents plaintiff, White Plains Healthcare Properties I, and third-party 

defendants, CCC Equities, LLC, Project Equity Consulting, The Congress Companies, Howard 

Fensterman and William Nicholson, in the above action.  

The parties have conferred and would like to schedule a court conference to discuss 

outstanding discovery issues. Counsel for all parties are available next week as follows: Monday, 

March 29 after 1:30 PM; Tuesday, March 30 after 11:30 AM, or Wednesday, March 31 after 

11:30 AM. 

 

Respectfully, 

/s/ Alfred E. Donnellan   

Alfred E. Donnellan 

cc: Alex Barnett-Howell, Esq.  

 (via ECF) 
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
COUNTY OF NEW YORK 
------------------------------------------------------------------------X 
LIZER JOZEFOVIC,   
 

Plaintiff,  
 

-vs-  
 
WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I,  LLC, 
HOWARD FENSTERMAN, and METROPOLITAN 
COMMERCIAL BANK, 
 

Defendants. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------X 

 
SUMMONS 

TO THE ABOVE-NAMED DEFENDANTS 

YOU ARE HEREBY SUMMONED to answer the Complaint in this action and to serve a 

copy of your answer on the Plaintiff’s attorneys within twenty (20) days after the service of this 

summons, exclusive of the day of service (or within thirty (30) days after service is complete if 

the  summons  is  not  personally  delivered  to  you  within  the  State  of  New  York). If you 

fail to appear or answer, judgment will be taken against you by default of the relief demanded 

herein. 

The Plaintiff designates New York County as the place of trial. 
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Dated:  October 22, 2020 MICHELMAN & ROBINSON, LLP 
  

By:       
John Giardino, Esq. 
Alex Barnett-Howell Esq. 
800 Third Avenue, 24th Floor 
New York, NY 10022 
(212) 730-7700 
jgiardino@mrllp.com 
abarnett-howell@mrllp.com 
Attorneys for Plaintiff  

 

Defendants’ Addresses: 

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I,  LLC 

2 Bourbon Street 

Peabody, Massachusetts 01960 

 

HOWARD FENSTERMAN 

Abrams, Fensterman, Fensterman, Eisman, Formato, Ferrara, Wolf & Carone, LLP 

3 Dakota Dr., Suite 300 

Lake Success, NY 11042 

 

METROPOLITAN COMMERCIAL BANK 

99 Park Avenue, Fourth Floor 

New York, New York 10016  
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
COUNTY OF NEW YORK 
------------------------------------------------------------------------X 
LIZER JOZEFOVIC,   
 

Plaintiff, Index No. 
 

-vs-  
 
WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I,  LLC, 
HOWARD FENSTERMAN, and METROPOLITAN 
COMMERCIAL BANK, 
 

Defendants. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------X 

 
COMPLAINT 

Plaintiff Lizer Jozefovic (“Plaintiff”), by his attorneys Michelman & Robinson, LLP, 

brings his complaint against Defendants White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC (“WPHP”), 

Howard Fensterman (“Mr. Fensterman”), and Metropolitan Commercial Bank (“MCB”), alleging 

upon information and belief the following: 

INTRODUCTION  

1. This is an action to halt the dissemination of false and harmful statements as well 

as to prevent the fraudulent sale and to clarify the ownership of a limited liability company. 

2. Plaintiff is the majority owner of Waterview Acquisition I, LLC. 

3. Plaintiff previously entered into a collateral assignment, which established a rent 

security account for the White Plains Skilled Nursing Facility. 

4. Plaintiff performed all obligations under the collateral assignment, which was 

acknowledged and documented by Mr. Fensterman. 

5. Plaintiff subsequently assigned his interest in Waterview Acquisition I, LLC to 

MCB, as part of a financing arrangement, which both WPHP and Mr. Fensterman were aware of. 
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6. On October 6, 2020, WPHP and Mr. Fensterman issued a purported Notification of 

Disposition of Collateral, which stated that Plaintiff was a “debtor” and announced that Plaintiff’s 

interest in Waterview Acquisition I, LLC would be sold at “public auction” on October 30, 2020 

(the “Notification”). 

7. The Notification is entirely false: Plaintiff is not now, and has never been, indebted 

to WPHP or Mr. Fensterman, and WPHP and Mr. Fensterman have no right or ability to sell the 

Plaintiff’s interest in Waterview Acquisition I, LLC. Any attempt to do so is false, improper, and 

in breach of the collateral assignment. 

8. Moreover, the Notification was designed to inflict maximum damage, as it was 

widely broadcast to Plaintiff’s business partners and other interested parties, harming Plaintiff’s 

reputation and ability to operate his facilities. 

9. Moreover, Mr. Fensterman has represented Plaintiff previously, and continues to 

represent Plaintiff in a variety of matters, making his decision to act directly against Plaintiff’s 

interests bizarre, improper, and actionable. 

10. Moreover, if WPHP and Mr. Fensterman continue with a fraudulent sale, as stated 

in the Notification, it will harm Plaintiff’s business and operations, as well as potential third parties 

who improperly attempt to purchase Plaintiff’s interest. 

THE PARTIES 

11. Plaintiff Lizer Jozefovic is a resident of the State of New York. 

12. Defendant White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC is a foreign limited liability 

company that regularly conducts business in the State of New York. 

13. Defendant Howard Fensterman is a resident of the State of New York and regularly 

conducts business in the State of New York. 
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14. Defendant Metropolitan Commercial Bank is a commercial bank with its 

headquarters located at 99 Park Ave, New York, NY 10016 and regularly conducts business in the 

State of New York. 

15. This Court has jurisdiction over all causes of action asserted herein because all 

causes of action asserted herein arise out of conduct undertaken by defendants in the State of New 

York.  

16. Each defendant has sufficient minimum contacts with the State of New York and 

has otherwise intentionally availed himself/itself of the State of New York so as to render the 

exercise of jurisdiction over it by the State of New York court consistent with traditional notions 

of fair play and substantial justice. 

FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS 

The Collateral Assignment 

17. Plaintiff has a 70% share of Waterview Acquisition I, LLC (the “Membership 

Interest”), making him the majority owner. 

18. Plaintiff previously entered into a collateral assignment, which established a rent 

security account for the White Plains Skilled Nursing Facility (the “Collateral Assignment”). 

19. The Collateral Assignment states, in relevant part: 

a. Under Paragraph 2, upon the deposit of $1,600,000 into the rent security 

account, the “assignment shall automatically terminate and be void and of 

no further effect”; 

b. Under Section 13, the exercise of the White Plains Health Care Properties 

LLC’s (the “Assignee”) rights is limited to a violation of the “terms and 

provisions concerning the maintenance of the account…”; and 
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c. Under Section 13(c), any proceeds derived from the disposition of the 

collateral must be applied to the rent security account. 

20. In November 2015, Plaintiff deposited $1,595,031.44 into Chase Account ending 

in xxxx-xxx-xxxx-7272 to establish the rent security (the “Rent Security”). 

21. The funds for the Rent Security were derived from the refinancing of the Waterview 

real property. 

22. At that time, both Gerald Billow, Esq an attorney at Posternak, Blankstein & Lund 

LLP, in Boston and Greg Stollar, Esq. of Abrams, Fensterman, Fensterman, Eisman, Formato, 

Ferrara, Wolf & Carone, LLP  (“Abrams, Fensterman LLP”), attorneys for WPHP and Mr. 

Fensterman, were directly informed that the Rent Security had been established, satisfying the 

Collateral Assignment requirements. 

23. Moreover, Mr. Fensterman was personally aware of the Rent Security and that the 

Collateral Assignment had been satisfied, as he and his legal counsel were informed of the creation 

of the account, and the money to fund the account was wired from Abrams, Fensterman LLP after 

Plaintiff established the account and made arrangements for Mr. Fensterman to be a signatory. 

24. On December 14, 2015, Mr. Fensterman signed the Business Account Signature 

Form. 

25. In 2017, the Rent Security was transferred to the Chase account ending in xxxx-

xxx-xxxx-0885 by resolution of Waterview Acquisition I, LLC. 

26. The resolution and account holder certification form were tendered to Mr. 

Fensterman. 
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27. As a result of Plaintiff’s performance, all relevant obligations under the Collateral 

Assignment were completely satisfied by the provision of the Rent Security, automatically 

terminating the Collateral Assignment and rendering it void pursuant to its own provisions. 

Assignment of the Membership Interest to MCB 

28. At the time of the Collateral Assignment, the Operating Agreement of Waterview 

Acquisition I, LLC did not permit its members to assign their membership interests. 

29. At that time, the Operating Agreement of Waterview Acquisition I, LLC stated, in 

relevant part: 

a. Articles 5 and 6 did not provide for any assignment of the Membership 

Interest; 

b. Article 12 specifically prohibited an assignment of the Membership Interest 

to Mr. Fensterman as Nominee of White Plains Healthcare Properties LLC. 

30. Mr. Fensterman is aware of these facts, as well as the limitations on transferring 

and assigning the Membership Interest, as Mr. Fensterman and his firm Abrams, Fensterman LLP  

acted as counsel to Waterview Acquisition I, LLC in its formation and execution of its operating 

agreement. 

31. However, the Operating Agreement of Waterview was subsequently amended in 

order to authorize Plaintiff, as the majority member, to assign his interest. 

32. In December 2019, Plaintiff assigned the Membership Interest to MCB in 

connection with a $3,000,000.00 loan as part of a financing arrangement to provide working capital 

to benefit the White Plains project, most of which was paid in the form of rent to Defendants 

WPHP and Mr. Fensterman. 
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33. Currently, MCB has perfected its security interest in the Membership Interest and 

maintains physical possession of the membership certificates evidencing Plaintiff’s ownership of 

interests in Waterview Acquisition I, LLC. 

34. Mr. Fensterman knew of the approved of the loan from and assignment to MCB, as 

the proceeds have been used to pay rent on the White Plains Nursing Home. 

35. Moreover, Mr. Fensterman has continued to represent Waterview Acquisition I, 

LLC to the present date, and has recently tendered bills and asked for payment for certain litigation 

matters. 

36. Moreover, Mr. Fensterman previously acted as Plaintiff’s personal counsel, during 

which time he represented Plaintiff in matters related to the corporate compliance and collection 

matters for all of Plaintiff’s nursing homes. 

Distribution of the Notification and Resulting Harm 

37. On October 6, 2020, DelBello Donnellan Weingarten Wise & Wiederkehr, LLP 

(“DDW LLP”) issued a purported Notification of Disposition of Collateral, dated October 6, 2020, 

which announced the intention to sell the Membership Interest at “public auction” (the 

“Notification”). 

38. The Notification was first sent on October 6, 2020 by Mr. Fensterman “as nominee 

for White Plains Health Care Properties, LLC.” 

39. The Notification claims to be based upon the Collateral Assignment. 

40. The Notification states that Plaintiff is a “debtor” and that the Membership Interest 

will be sold “to the highest qualified public bidder in public” at 10:00 am on Friday, October 30, 

2020 at DDW LLP. 
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41. Since then, Defendants WPHP and Mr. Fensterman have distributed the notice to 

multiple hospital operators across the state, as well as Plaintiff’s current and potential colleagues 

and business partners.  

42. Plaintiff has received multiple calls inquiring about the alleged “debt” claimed in 

the Notification. 

43. Plaintiff has never received any funds from WPHP or Mr. Fensterman. Therefore, 

neither Waterview Acquisition I, LLC nor Plaintiff owes any money to WPHP as there is no debt, 

and Plaintiff is not and cannot be a debtor. 

44. Moreover, since 2015, Plaintiff has given WPHP and Mr. Fensterman over $4.6 

million in a combination of loans, unallocated payments, and a down-payment for the purchase of 

a building. 

45. Moreover, since September 2019, Plaintiff has paid rent of over $6 million. 

46. In Plaintiff’s business, the public allegation of unpaid debts is very serious and 

damaging and has negatively impacted Plaintiff’s standing in the business and banking 

communities. 

47. On October 16, 2020, Plaintiff, through counsel, attempted to contact Alfred E. 

Donnellan, Esq. (“Mr. Donnellan), the Managing Partner at DDW LLP, to confirm by October 20, 

2020 that the Notification has been withdrawn and that there will be no attempts to proceed against 

the Membership Interest. 

48. Neither Mr. Donnellan nor Mr. Fensterman have responded. 

49. Plaintiff has been irreparably harmed by the Notification and any purported sale of 

the Membership Interest, and this harm will continue until the Notification is withdrawn and a 

correction is issued. 
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50. The wide dissemination of the false claims in the Notification has damaged 

Plaintiff’s reputation and standing within the nursing home community. 

51. Moreover, Plaintiff has been questioned by lenders and other interested parties as 

to the viability of his business concerns.  

52. Moreover, the publication of the Notification has materially affected admissions to 

Plaintiff’s facilities. 

53. Moreover, if WPHP and Mr. Fensterman continue with a wrongful and fraudulent 

sale of the Membership Interest, it will disastrously and irreparably harm Plaintiff and potential 

third-parties who attempt to purchase the Membership Interest based upon a non-existent debt and 

without the ability to do so. 

54. This action is brought to seek redress for WPHP and Mr. Fenster’s harmful conduct, 

and to clarify ownership of the Membership Interest as to MCB. 

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION 

Declaratory Judgment 

(All Defendants) 

55. Plaintiff repeats and incorporates by reference each of the foregoing allegations as 

though fully set forth herein. 

56. The Collateral Assignment states that it is automatically terminated upon the 

establishment of the Rent Security. 

57. Plaintiff properly established the Rent Security, pursuant to the requirements of the 

Collateral Assignment. 

58. Defendants have personal knowledge that the Collateral Assignment was satisfied 

and is therefore null and void. 

59. Plaintiff properly assigned the Membership Interest to MCB. 
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60. Defendants have personal knowledge that the Membership Interest has been 

assigned to MCB. 

61. Plaintiff requests that the Court issue a declaratory judgment finding that: the 

Collateral Assignment is null and void following the establishment of the Rent Security; that the 

Membership Interest has been assigned to MCB; that Plaintiff is not indebted to WPHP or Mr. 

Fensterman; and consequently that WPHP and Mr. Fensterman have no right or claim to the 

Membership Interest, nor can WPHP, Mr. Fensterman, or DDW LLP sell or otherwise transfer the 

Membership Interest. 

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION 

Breach of Contract 

(WPHP and Mr. Fensterman) 

62. Plaintiff repeats and incorporates by reference each of the foregoing allegations as 

though fully set forth herein. 

63. Plaintiff and WPHP entered into the Collateral Assignment 

64. Plaintiff has performed all conditions, covenants, and promises required to be 

performed by Plaintiff in accordance with the terms of the Collateral Assignment alleged herein. 

65. Specifically, Plaintiff established the Rent Security pursuant to the terms of the 

Collateral Assignment, resulting in the termination of the Collateral Assignment and rendering it 

void pursuant to its own provisions. 

66. Defendants have personal knowledge that the Rent Security has been established, 

and that the Collateral Assignment has been terminated. 

67. WPHP and Mr. Fensterman issued the Notification in breach of the Collateral 

Assignment. 

68. As a direct and proximate result of the foregoing conduct by WPHP and Mr. 

Fensterman, Plaintiff has suffered damages in an amount subject to proof at trial. 
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69. WPHP and Mr. Fensterman’s conduct, as alleged above, was willful, malicious and 

intentional and done for the purpose of depriving Plaintiff of property or legal rights or otherwise 

causing injury, and, therefore, was despicable conduct that subjected Plaintiff to a cruel and unjust 

hardship in conscious disregard of Plaintiff’s rights, so as to justify an award of exemplary and 

punitive damages in an amount to be established at trial. 

THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION 

Fraud 

(WPHP and Mr. Fensterman) 

70. Plaintiff repeats and incorporates by reference each of the foregoing allegations as 

though fully set forth herein. 

71. WPHP and Mr. Fensterman have made multiple false statements regarding the 

Plaintiff and the Membership Interest. 

72. Specifically, WPHP and Mr. Fensterman issued the Notification claiming that 

Plaintiff was a debtor, and that the Membership Interest would be sold to satisfy the debt. 

73. However, Plaintiff is not indebted to WPHP and Mr. Fensterman, and WPHP and 

Mr. Fensterman have no right to sell the Membership Interest. 

74. As a direct and proximate result of the foregoing conduct by WPHP and Mr. 

Fensterman, Plaintiff has suffered damages in an amount subject to proof at trial. 

75. WPHP and Mr. Fensterman’s conduct, as alleged above, was willful, malicious and 

intentional and done for the purpose of depriving Plaintiff of property or legal rights or otherwise 

causing injury, and, therefore, was despicable conduct that subjected Plaintiff to a cruel and unjust 

hardship in conscious disregard of Plaintiff’s rights, so as to justify an award of exemplary and 

punitive damages in an amount to be established at trial. 
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THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION 

Defamation 

(WPHP and Mr. Fensterman) 

76. Plaintiff repeats and incorporates by reference each of the foregoing allegations as 

though fully set forth herein. 

77. On October 6, 2020, WPHP and Mr. Fensterman caused the Notification to be 

issued. 

78. The Notification claims that Plaintiff is a “debtor,” and that WPHP, Mr. 

Fensterman, and DDW LLP will sell the Membership Interest at a public auction to satisfy 

Plaintiff’s debts. These statements are false. 

79. WPHP and Mr. Fensterman knew that the statements in the Notification were false 

at the time the Notification was issued. 

80. The Notification was widely distributed to Plaintiff’s current and potential 

colleagues and business partners. 

81. As a direct and proximate result of the foregoing conduct by WPHP and Mr. 

Fensterman, Plaintiff has suffered damages in an amount subject to proof at trial. 

82. WPHP and Mr. Fensterman’s conduct, as alleged above, was willful, malicious and 

intentional and done for the purpose of depriving Plaintiff of property or legal rights or otherwise 

causing injury, and, therefore, was despicable conduct that subjected Plaintiff to a cruel and unjust 

hardship in conscious disregard of Plaintiff’s rights, so as to justify an award of exemplary and 

punitive damages in an amount to be established at trial. 

FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION 

Breach of Fiduciary Duty 

(Mr. Fensterman) 

83. Plaintiff repeats and incorporates by reference each of the foregoing allegations as 

though fully set forth herein. 
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84. At all relevant times, as Plaintiff’s former and current legal representative, Mr. 

Fensterman owed fiduciary duties to Plaintiff, including the duties of loyalty, good faith, and care. 

85. Mr. Fensterman breached his fiduciary duties to Plaintiff by issuing the 

Notification. 

86. As a direct and proximate result of the foregoing conduct by Mr. Fensterman, 

Plaintiff has suffered damages in an amount subject to proof at trial. 

87. Mr. Fensterman’s conduct, as alleged above, was willful, malicious and intentional 

and done for the purpose of depriving Plaintiff of property or legal rights or otherwise causing 

injury, and, therefore, was despicable conduct that subjected Plaintiff to a cruel and unjust hardship 

in conscious disregard of Plaintiff’s rights, so as to justify an award of exemplary and punitive 

damages in an amount to be established at trial. 

FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION 

Legal Malpractice 

(Mr. Fensterman) 

88. Plaintiff repeats and incorporates by reference each of the foregoing allegations as 

though fully set forth herein. 

89. Mr. Fensterman acted as legal counsel to Plaintiff, both during and after the 

Collateral Assignment. 

90. Mr. Fensterman was required to represent Plaintiff’s interests without conflict. 

91. Mr. Fensterman abused his position as Plaintiff’s legal counsel and acted in direct 

opposition to Plaintiff’s interests by issuing the Notification. 

92. As a direct and proximate result of the foregoing conduct by Mr. Fensterman, 

Plaintiff has suffered damages in an amount subject to proof at trial. 
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93. Mr. Fensterman’s conduct, as alleged above, was willful, malicious and intentional 

and done for the purpose of depriving Plaintiff of property or legal rights or otherwise causing 

injury, and, therefore, was despicable conduct that subjected Plaintiff to a cruel and unjust hardship 

in conscious disregard of Plaintiff’s rights, so as to justify an award of exemplary and punitive 

damages in an amount to be established at trial. 

SIXTH CAUSE OF ACTION 

Judiciary Law Section 487 

(Mr. Fensterman) 

94. Plaintiff repeats and incorporates by reference each of the foregoing allegations as 

though fully set forth herein. 

95. Mr. Fensterman acted as legal counsel to Plaintiff, both during and after the 

Collateral Assignment. 

96. Mr. Fensterman acted deceitfully by issuing the Notification in an attempt to 

fraudulently sell the Membership Interest and to harm Plaintiff, his own client. 

97. Mr. Fensterman intends to receive compensation from other parties, including 

WPHP, by acting against Plaintiff’s interests. 

98. As a direct and proximate result of the foregoing conduct by Mr. Fensterman, 

Plaintiff has suffered damages in an amount subject to proof at trial. 

99. Mr. Fensterman’s conduct, as alleged above, was willful, malicious and intentional 

and done for the purpose of depriving Plaintiff of property or legal rights or otherwise causing 

injury, and, therefore, was despicable conduct that subjected Plaintiff to a cruel and unjust hardship 

in conscious disregard of Plaintiff’s rights, so as to justify an award of exemplary and punitive 

damages in an amount to be established at trial. 
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PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

 Wherefore, Plaintiff Lizer Jozefovic prays for judgment against Defendants White 

Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC, Howard Fensterman, and Metropolitan Commercial Bank as 

follows: 

1. On the First Cause of Action, an order declaring that: 

a. The Collateral Assignment is null and void following the establishment of 

the Rent Security; 

b. The Membership Interest has been properly assigned to MCB;  

c. Plaintiff is not indebted to WPHP or Mr. Fensterman; and  

d. WPHP and Mr. Fensterman have no right or claim to the Membership 

Interest, nor can WPHP, Mr. Fensterman, or DDW LLP sell or otherwise 

transfer the Membership Interest; 

2. On the Second, Third, and Fourth, Fifth, and Sixth Causes of Action herein, for 

compensatory and consequential damages in in an amount subject to proof at trial; 

3. For punitive damages; 

4. For recovery of attorney’s fees as provided by law, contract, or statute; 

5. For pre-judgment interest at the maximum rate permitted by law;  

6. For costs incurred; and 

7. For any other and further relief as the court may deem proper. 
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Dated:  October 22, 2020 MICHELMAN & ROBINSON, LLP 
  

By:       
John Giardino, Esq. 
Alex Barnett-Howell Esq. 
800 Third Avenue, 24th Floor 
New York, NY 10022 
(212) 730-7700 
jgiardino@mrllp.com 
abarnett-howell@mrllp.com 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Lizer Jozefovic 
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DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 

  

 Plaintiff demands a trial by jury of all issues so triable in this action. 

 

 
Dated:  October 22, 2020 MICHELMAN & ROBINSON, LLP 
 

By:       
John Giardino, Esq. 
Alex Barnett-Howell Esq. 
800 Third Avenue, 24th Floor 
New York, NY 10022 
(212) 730-7700 
jgiardino@mrllp.com 
abarnett-howell@mrllp.com 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Lizer Jozefovic 
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DELBELLO DONNELLAN WEINGARTEN 
WISE & WIEDERKEHR, LLP 

Alfred E. Donnellan 
Partner 
aed@ddw-law.com 

COUNSELLORS AT LAW 

THE GATEWAY BUILDING 
ONE NORTH LEXINGTON AVENUE 
WHITE PLAINS, NEW YORK 10601 

(914) 681-0200 
FACSIMILE (914) 684-0288 

Connecticut Office 
1111 SUMMER STREET 
STAMFORD, CT  06905 

(203) 298-0000 

 

1605045 
0181960-001 

 
 

May 25, 2021 
 

VIA NYSCEF 
 
Honorable Gretchen M. Walsh 
Westchester County Supreme Court  
111 Dr. Martin Luther King Blvd. 
White Plains, New York 10601 
 
 Re: White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC v. HBL SNF, LLC et al., 
  Westchester County Supreme Court Index No. 60278/2020 

Dear Justice Walsh: 
This firm represents plaintiff, White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC and third-party 

defendants, CCC Equities, LLC, Project Equity Consulting, The Congress Companies, Howard 
Fensterman and William Nicholson, in connection with the above referenced action.  

We write to inform the Court that the parties have conferred regarding mediation and 
have agreed to select Frank Spano to act as mediator in this matter. We, therefore, respectfully 
request that the Court enter an Order of Reference for Mediation. 

 
 

Respectfully submitted, 
 
/s/ Alfred E. Donnellan   
Alfred E. Donnellan 

 
cc:  
John Giardino, Esq. (By NYSCEF) 
Alexander Barnett-Howell, Esq. (By NYSCEF) 
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER 

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC, 

Plaintiff, 

-against-

HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/KIA LIZER 
JOZOFOVIC and MARK NEUMAN, 

Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs. 

-against-

CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY 
CONSULTING, THE CONGRESS COMPANIES, 
HOW ARD FENS TERMAN, and WILLIAM 
NICHOLSON, 

Third-Party Defendants. 

Index No. 60278/2020 

NOTICE TO ADMIT 

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE, that pursuant to CPLR § 3123, defendants/third-party plaintiffs, 

HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer Jozefovic a/k/a Lizer Jozofovic and Mark Neuman (collectively, 

"Defendants") are deemed to admit the statements set forth below unless, within twenty (20) days 

after service of this Notice to Admit, Defendants serve upon the undersigned a sworn statement 

specifically denying the matters of which an admission is requested or setting forth in detail the 

reason why Defendants cannot truthfully either admit or deny those matters. 

DEFINITIONS 

1. "WPH Properties" shall mean plaintiff White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC. 

2. "HBL" shall mean defendant HBL SNF, LLC. 
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3. The "Lease" shall mean the amended and restated operating lease dated as of 

November 19, 2015 (and amended and restated in 2017) under which WPH Properties leased to 

HBL a 160-bed skilled nursing facility that WPH Properties constructed at 116-120 Church Street, 

White Plains, New York. A true and correct copy of the Lease is annexed as exhibit 1. 

4. The "Facility" shall mean the 160-bed skilled nursing facility that WPH Properties 

constructed, which is located at 116-120 Church Street, White Plains, New York and that is the 

subject of the Lease. 

5. The "Development Agreement" shall mean the development agreement dated as of 

November 20, 2015 entered into between HBL and WPH Properties simultaneously with the 

Lease, under which HBL requested WPH Properties to design and construct the Facility. A true 

and correct copy of the Development Agreement is annexed as exhibit 2. 

6. "Accelerated Rent" shall have the meaning set forth § 16.1 of the Lease. 

7. "Additional Rent" shall have the meaning set forth in § 3 .2( c) of the Lease. 

8. "Certificates oflnsurance" shall have the meaning set forth in§ 6.2 of the Lease. 

9. "Commencement Date" shall have the meaning set forth in§ 3.l(a) of the Lease. 

10. "Financial Reporting" shall have the meaning set forth in§ 7.4(a)(ii) of the Lease. 

11. "Fixed Rent" shall meaning set forth in§ 3.2(a) of the Lease. 

12. "Increased Rent" shall mean the month-to-month rate of 300% of Rent as set forth 

in§ 20.13 of the Lease. 

13. "Letter of Credit" shall have the meaning set forth in § 7 .1 (b) of the Lease. 

14. "Real Estate Taxes" shall have the meaning set forth in § 4.2 of the Lease. 

15. "Rent" shall have the meaning set forth in § 3 .2( c) of the Lease. 

2 
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16. "Security Deposit" shall have the meaning set forth in§ 7.l(a)(ii) and (iii) of the 

Lease. 

17. "Utilities" shall have the meaning set forth in § 4.1 of the Lease. 

18. "Working Capital" shall have the meaning set forth in§ 7.7 of the Lease. 

ADMISSIONS 

1. HBL entered into possession of the Facility on September 30, 2019. 

2. The Lease commenced on September 30,2019. 

3. HBL did not pay Fixed Rent when due for September 30, 2019 through December 

31, 2019. 

4. HBL did not pay Additional Rent when due for January 1, 2020 through January 

30, 2020. 

5. On and after January 13, 2020, HBL continued to occupy the Facility. 

6. HBL has continuously occupied the Facility during the period from January 13, 

2020 through the date of this Notice to Admit. 

7. HBL did not pay Accelerated Rent at any time after January 13, 2020. 

8. HBL did not pay Increased Rent at any time after January 13, 2020. 

9. HBL did not pay Real Estate Taxes when due for the period July 1, 2019 through 

December 1, 2019. 

10. HBL did not pay Real Estate Taxes when due for the period January 1, 2020 through 

June 30, 2020. 

11. HBL did not pay charges for Utilities when due. 

12. HBL did not deliver the Certificates of Insurance to WPH Properties. 

13. HBL did not deliver to WPH Properties 60 days before the Commencement Date 

3 
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the agreement, referenced in§ 7.l(a)(i) of the Lease, by Capital Funding Group, allowing HBL to 

draw down on its credit line and enable Capital Funding Group to directly pay WPH Properties 

the sum of $506,096.50 per month commencing on the Commencement Date and on each day 

Fixed Rent is due under the Lease for the following 11 months. 

14. HBL did not ever deliver to WPH Properties the agreement by Capital Funding 

Group referenced in§ 7. l(a)(i) of the Lease. 

15. HBL did not deliver to WPH Properties 60 days prior to the Commencement Date 

the unconditional Letter of Credit in the amount of $3,700,000 referenced in§ 7.l(a)(ii) of the 

Lease. 

16. HBL did not ever deliver to WPH Properties the unconditional Letter of Credit in 

the amount of $3,700,000 referenced in§ 7.l(a)(ii) of the Lease. 

17. HBL did not deliver to WPH Properties 60 days prior to the Commencement Date 

the $3,700,000 in cash as a Security Deposit referenced in§ 7.l(a)(ii) of the Lease. 

18. HBL did not ever deliver to WPH Properties the $3,700,000 in cash as a Security 

Deposit referenced in§ 7.l(a)(ii) of the Lease. 

19. HBL did not deliver to WPH Properties 60 days prior to the Commencement Date 

funds in the controlled account number ******7272 in JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. in the amount 

of not less than $1,600,000 to be held by WPH Properties as the additional Security Deposit 

referenced in§ 7.l(a)(iii) of the Lease. 

20. HBL did not ever deliver to WPH Properties funds in the controlled account number 

******7272 in JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. in the amount not less than $1,600,000 to be held by 

WPH Properties as the additional Security Deposit referenced in§ 7. l(a)(iii) of the Lease. 

21. HBL did not keep and maintain the Financial Reporting referenced in§ 7.4(a)(ii) 

4 
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of the Lease. 

22. HBL did not submit to WPH Properties each of the following, which are referenced 

in§ 7.4(a)(iii) of the Lease: 

a. unaudited monthly financial statements, 

b. census and revenue information, 

c. aged accounts receivable reports, 

d. unaudited quarterly financial statements, 

e. quarterly census revenue information, 

f. audited annual financial statements, 

g. audited schedule reconciling HBL's net operating income to net cash flow. 

23. HBL did not submit to WPH Properties the following, which are referenced in 

§7.4(a)(vi) of the Lease: 

a. a written report providing an operational overview of significant events and 

circumstances at the Facility, and 

b. a copy of all HBL's federal income tax returns. 

24. HBL did not deliver to WPH Properties the annual Medicaid and Medicare provider 

agreements for the Facility referenced in § 7.4(g) of the Lease. 

25. HBL did not deliver to WPH Properties the annual Medicaid and Medicare 

reimbursement rate sheets for the Facility referenced in§ 7.4(g) of the Lease. 

26. HBL did not deliver to WPH Properties the new, revised or amended Medicaid 

and Medicare reimbursement rate sheets issued subsequent to the annual reimbursement rate 

sheets for the Facility referenced in § 7.4(j) of the Lease. 

27. HBL did not have and maintain Working Capital. 

5 
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28. The document attached as exhibit 3 is a true and correct copy of the temporary 

certificate of occupancy for the Facility issued on October 31, 2019. 

29. The document attached as exhibit 4 is a true and correct copy of the AJA Form 

0704 refenced in Article VIII of the Development Agreement certifying the September 30, 2019 

date of substantial completion of the Facility. 

30. The document attached as exhibit 5 is a true and accurate copy of a 

communication from the New York State Department of Health dated December 2, 2019 

confirming approval of the Facility as constructed to accept patients effective November 14, 

2019. 

Dated: White Plains, New York 
June 2, 2021 

DELBELLO DONNELLAN WEINGARTEN 
WISE & WIEDERKEHR, LLP 
Lead (;_ounsel for Plaintiff White Plains 
Healthcare Properties L LLC 

By:_X~L~C_L~-

6 

Alfred E. Donnellan, Esq. 
Nelida Lara, Esq. 
One North Lexington A venue 
White Plains, New York 10601 
Tel.: (914) 681-0200 

-and-

ABRAMS, FENSTERMAN, FENSTERMAN, 
EISMAN, FORMATO, FERRARA,WOLF & 
CARONE, LLP 
Robert A. Spolzino, Esq. 
81 Main Street, Suite 306 
White Plains, New York 10601 
Tel: (914) 607-7010 
Attorneys for White Plains Healthcare 
Properties L LLC 
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To: 
Alex Barnett-Howell, Esq. 
John Giardino, Esq. 
Michelman & Robinson, LLP 
800 Third A venue, 24th floor 
New York, New York 10022 
Phone: (212) 730-7700 
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DEVELOPMENT AGREEP·/lENT 

l'l.e~ 
This Development Agreement (the O Agreement") dated as of November JB, 101 S by and 

between HBL SNF, LLC a Now York Limited Liability Company having an office at 537 Route 
22, Purdys, New York 1 OS78 (hereinafter referred to as the "Operator/Tenant'') and WHITE 
PLAINS HEAL'rHCARE PROPBRTIBS 1, LLC, a Massachusetts limited liability company with 
its principal place of business located at 2 Bourbon Street, Suite 200, Peabody, MA 01960 
("WPBCP") (hereinafter referred to as the 11D~velopcr11

) ( collectively the "Parties"); 

WHEREAS, the Operator/renm1t has requested the Developer to design and construct a 
160 Bed Skilled Nursing Fa<..ility at 116-120 Church Street, White Plains, New York; and 

WHEREAS, the parties have simultaneously herewith entered into that certain operating 
lease by and between Developer as Landlord and Tenant/Operator, as Tenant dated as of the date 
hereof for a 160 bed skilled nursing facility at 116-120 Church Street, White Plains, New York 
(the "Lease"); and · 

WHEREAS, the Developer desires lo design and construct said facility upon the 
conditions set forth herein; 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of one ($1.00) Dollar and other good and valuable 
consideration, the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged; the Operatorrrenant and the 
Developer hereby mutualJy covenant and agree as follows: 

ARTICLE I 
DESCRJPTION OF THE DEVELOP.MENT 

The Project to be developed, designed and constructed shall consist of a skilled nursing 
home facility consisting of one hundred sixty (160) beds (the 11Project11

) at 116-120 Church 
Street, White Plains, New York (the "Church Street Location'') bounded Wld described and 
moro particular]y set forth in Bxhibit A annexed hereto (the 11Land11

). Developer reserves the 
right to change the site, subject only to the prior approval of the DOH should if become 
impracticable or commercjally unfeasible to constroct the Project on the Church Street Location. 

A. Tbe Developer has caused The Architectural Team, 50 Commandant's Way, at 
Admirals Hill, Chelsea, MA 021 SO (the "Architect") to prepared outline drawings and 
specifications for the development of the Project (the 110utline Plans and Specifications 3rd 

Edltionu) which satisfies the design standards of the New York State Department of Health 
("DOIi"). The Operatortrenanl has reviewed and approved the Outline Pluns and Specifications 
3rc1 Edition. The Developer has submitted the Outline Plans and Specifications 3ni Edition to 
DOH for approval. 

B. The Parties ackm.lwledge and agree the 1st and 2nd Editions of the Outline Plans 
and S11ecificalions have been provided by Developer, approved by Operator/Tenant, and 
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submitted to DOH as required. 1bc parties ack11ow.ledgc that all municipal entitlements have 
been received for U1e Land, based upon the approved 2nd Edition of the Outline Plans and 
Specifications, except that a bui1ding pennit and trade pcnnits have yet to be applied for as of the 
date of this Agreement. The Operator/I'enant aclmowJedges that Developer has received 
approvals of the Outline Plans and Specifications 2nd Edition for 179 beds from all other 
federal., state, municipal and other govemmentaJ authorities having jurisdiction thereof 
(collectively, the "Approving Authorities'~ and rcqucsLc; thul Developer resubmit to the 
Approving Authorities th.c Outline Plans and Specifications 3rd Edition for 160 beds. 

C. After the Outline Plans and Specifications 3d Editiot1 have been approved (the 
"Plans nnd Spcciflcatlons"), no material amendments to the Plans and Specifications will be 
made without the prior written consent of Develope,·, Operator/renant and the Approving 
Authorities. The Developer will noL be required to make proposed changes which do not comply 
with the provisions of this section. 111 the event of disputes as to whether changes propos<.-d by 
Operatorffenant constitute impennissible deviations from the criteria described above, the matter 
will be submitted for detennination to Developer's Architect, whose decision wiU be final. 
Except as provided in ~rticle IV hereof, the Project shalJ be constructed in accordance with the 
Plans and Specifications. 

ARTICLEll 
PERMITS AND AI•PROVALS 

A. The Operator/fenant is the applicant under that certain Certificate of Need Project 
No. 092058B, entitled Westchester Health Care Properties, LLC, which was contingently 
approved by the DOH und The Public Health and Planning Council on October 11, 2012 {the 
"CON"), to establish and construct a 160 bed skilled nursing care facility at Church Street 
Location (the "Contingent Approval'·). 

B. Developer shall be responsible for using conunercially reasonable efforts to 
obtain, based on the Outline Plans ond Specifications 3rd Edition, all permits and approvals 
without limitation, from all governmental and regulatory agencies other than the DOH, 
exercising jurisdiction over the development of tl1c Project ( collectively the "Approvals,,). 
Operator/fenant shall cooperate and sign all nccessnry applicatious and other docwnents as may 
be required from the Opc..-ratorn'enant in order to obtain the Approvals. AU fees and costs 
incurred by the Developer it1 obtaining the Approvals shall be included in the Project Cost (as 
hereinafter defined). · 

C. The Operatortrenant shall be solely responsible for obtaining, at its sole cost, all 
necessary DOH approvals regarding the Project, including the CON, and any amendments or 
modifications thereto, (all such approvals collectively the "DOH Approvals"), provided that the 
Developer shalJ cooperate with Operator/fenant, a11d interface with DOH as necessary, with 
respect to obtaining the DOH approvals of the Outline Plans and Specifications 3rd Edition. 

ARTICLE Ill 
DEVELOPER AND TENANT/OPERA TOR RESPONSIBILITIES 

PageZ 
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A. The Operatortrenant shall satisfy each. and every requirement contained in the 
Contingent Approval including without limitation: 

(1) Payment of 'the DOH fees of at least $309,760, 
(2) Submission and DOH approval of the Outline Plans and Specifications 3rd Editiotl, 
(3) Evidence of Operator/ Tenant's Working Capital Loan (hcrelnat\er defi11ed), 
(4) Signed agreements for the so-called bed rjghts (requires payment of at least $3451000. 
The payment for items Ill A. (1) and (4) shall be included ht disbursements to be made to 

Developer from the proceeds of the Waterville/Salem Financing (defined below). 

B. The Operator/Tenant shall at its sole expense do all things necessary to assure and 
confinn its ownership of the so-called bed rights necessary for the CON and the Project. 

C. Upon the satisfaction of all contingencies set tbtth .in Article VU (unles~ otherwise 
agreed to by Developer, in writing), the requirements contained in the Contingent Approval and 
in Section 3(c), the Developer shall promptly initiate development of the Project in accordance 
with the Plans and Specifications. The quality of the materials and workmanship on the Project 
shall meet or exceed all applicable governmental 1md building industry standards, including all 
DOH standards for occupancy. 

D. Developer shall use commercially reasonable efforts to cause the Project to be 
substantiaUy completed and ready for occupancy within ~ months following the receipt of all 
Approvals and DOH Approvals and financing necessary for the Project Developer shall be 
responsible to start and finish the Project within the guidelines and the dates set forth by DOH in 
the final approval letter, as may be adjusted in accordance with DOH regulations. 

E. Except for the DOH Approvals, the Developer shall be responsible for all for all 
development costs including, but not limited to, obtaining the site plan approval, sewer and water 
hoolrups and approvals, Department of Transportation, Land Acquisition, Demolition, Cleanup, 
''Land Carry" (Real ostate taxes and insurances prior to C of 0), Zoning, Legal, Estimating and 
Construction Management Fees, Architects, Engineers, Designers and other engineering 
professionals, Testing, Borings, Hazntat Surveys, Site Surveys, Industrial Hygienists, 
Reproductions, SigJ1age, printing, fences, Building Permits, and Construction Costs. 

F. The Developer will maintain at its onsite office, the outline Plans and 
Speci fications1 any amendments thereto and any other drawings relating to the development and 
make the same available to Operator/f enant for inspection and will furnish them copies thereof, 
if requested. Upon written request, the Developer will provide Operator/Tenant with copies of 
all certificates and requisitions (together with appropriate backup documcntatio11) of Developer 
and of its architects, engineers and subcontractors pertaini11g to the Project and will also provide 
OperntorfI'enant with copies of all certificates and requisitions of Developer delivered to the 
construction lender. 

O. The Developer shaU (1) enter into a construction contract (the "Conslruction 
Contract") acceptable to the Construction Lender with Congress "Building Corp. ("Congress") or 
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an entity controlled by Congress, located at 2 Bourbon Street, Peabody, MA 01960 and (2) 
require that Congress will provide 100% Perfonnance & Payment bonds from a Surety on the 
accredited list of the U. S Treasury, (which list is published annually by the Federal Register), to 
guarantee the undertakings, covenants, terms. conditions and agreements of the Construction 
Contract, and such bond will include the Developer and the Construction Lender (if required by 
lender) ns obligecs. Developer shall provide such guarantees of completion as may be required 
by the Construction Lender. 

H. The Project will be a 0 tumk.ey job" as said tenn is commonly used in the 
construction trade except that Operatorffenant shall purchase or lease its own minor movable 
equipment, expendables, computers, business equipment, maintenance tools and supplies. 
Opcrator/fenant shall purchase the FF&E from Developer for St ,500,000.00, th.c payment for 
which shalJ be disbursed to Developer from the Waterville/Salem Financing. 

I. Except as provided in the Lease, on the Substantial Completion Dnl!,! the 
Tenant/Operator shall (i) be deemed to have tukcn occupancy and accepted possession of the 
Project, (ii) have agreed that the Project has been completed in accordance with the Plans and 
Specifications, and (iii) have agreed that the Developer has fulfilled al] of its responsibilities 
hereunder to the satisfaction ofTenant/Operator. 

J. Operator/renant /Tenant shall grant to Developer a perfected security interest in 
all assets of Operatorffenant including the CON, and an executed lease for the Project, 
personally guaranteed by tho principals of the Operator/Tenant. The lease, security and 
underlying securi1y agreement shaJl provide that in the event that the Operator/I'enanl defaults, 
Developer may assume control of the CON and/or any licenses owned or controlled by 
Operatorrrenant (uLiccnses',), and or other collateral, and is authorized to proceed witb the 
Project as it deems necessary using U1c CON and/or Licenses, and/or the other collateral 
provided. 

K. An affiliate of Operator Tenant, owned and controlled by Lizer Jozefovic, is in 
tho process of refinancing a nursing facility located in Westchester County, N.Y. referred to 
herein as "Waterville/Salem". Operator Tenant and Lizer Jozefovic shall cause WateIVillc/Snlem 
to deliver the proceeds of the refinancing of Waterville/Salem (the "Waterville/Salem Financing") 
in the amount of at least $3t900,000 to Operator/fenant and Developer. 

L lf the Working Capital Loan (defined below) is not already committed by either 
the Mezzanine Lender or the Construction Lender as a separate loan, nt least six months prior to 
the proposed Substantial Completion Date, the Operator/I'enant shaU make diligent, truthful and 
proper applications 10 Institutional Lenders as such term is defined in Article 12 .. n of the NYS 
Banking Law, for working capital financing for the operation of the project in the amount of not 
less than reasonably required by Developer and the Construction Lender ("Working Capital 
Loan") and to furnish, without delay, such verifications of bwik accounts and employment, or 
any other instn1ments or infonnation as may be required by the Institutional Lenders in the 
processing of the Operator/Tenant's applications. The Working Capital Loan shall be secured by 
a lien against Operator/fenanes accounts receivable and other assets. For the avoidance of 
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doubt. the Working Capital Loan shall be in addition to, and not in lieu of, the working 
capital/initial operating deficiUrent payment reserves which shall be required by the Construction 
Lender. 

M. Operator/I'enant shall infonn the Institutional Lenders that the Constructfon 
Lender and holder of the Permanent Financing has or will have a first lien against all assets of 
Operatorrrcnant (to the extent permitted by applicable law) and that an intercrcdito.r ngreemenl 
shall be required of the Institutional Lender. 

N. Operator/f cnant represents and wammts thut its principals understand and agree 
that a persona] guaranty of the Lease sha11 be required from them. 

ARTICLE IV 
TOT AL DEVELOPMENT COST 

CHANGES TN DESIGN OR DEVELOPMENT COST 

A. As of the date hereof, the total project cost approved by DOH is (the 
"Approved Project Cost"). The .Parties acknowledge and agree that the actual total cost of the 
Project ("Project Cost") as of the date hereof is approximately $60.0 million, is not possible to 
CXJlct]y ascertain as of the date of this Agreement due to circumstances beyond the control of all 
parties to this Agreement, and is projected to be greater than the Approved Project Cost. From 
time to time, 1he Developer will advise the Tenant/Operator of Developer's then bc~1 estimate of 
the Project Cost. 111c Tenant/Operator shall file and diligently pursue with DOH all applications 
required to increase the Approved Project Cost such that it equals the then best estimate of the 
Project Costs. The Developer shall provide to the Operatortrenant prompt notice of, and 
substantiation for any increases in Project Cost, at the earliest possible date (and if practicable 
within 90 days of sucn increase), for submission lo DOH pursuant Lo the applicable Sections of 
DOH xegulations. 

B. The Operator/fenant may desire changes in the Plans and Specifications for the 
Project consisting of additions, deletions or other revisions for the Project ("Contract 
Changes"). Al1 requests for Contract Changes for the Project shall be authorized by a change 
order submitted on standard chnnge order fonn prepared by Developer (the "Change Order"). 
Subject to paragraph C. below, any Change Order, requested by Opcrntor/fenant, shall not be 
effective, nor shall the Developer be required to proceed with any such Change Order, until the 
Operatorfl'cnant obtains the approval of the DOH for an increase .in Project Cost resulting from 
such Change. Developer shall cooperate with the Operator /Tenant to obtain any such DOH 
approvals. 

C. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary, if Operatorffenant requests that 
Developer proceed with a Contract Change based on a Change Order that has not been approved 
by DOH, any increase in the Project Cost resulting from such Change Order requested by 
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Opcratorffenant ("Opcratortrenant Required Cost,,) will be the responsibility of 
Operator/renent. At the sole option of Developer, any Operator/fcnant Required Cost will be 
either (i) paid in full by Opcratorrrenant to Developer within 30 days of invoice to 
Operator/fenant, or (ii) added to the Fixed Rent (as defined in the Lease) pursuant to Section 
3.2(IV) thereof. 

ARTlCLEV 
AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVES 

A. Operator/fenant,s Representative. Operatorff cnant shall designate an individual 
to represent it on all matters regarding the Project (the 110perator/Tcnant's Representative"), 
Operator/Tenant's Representative sball be reasonably available at all times during which 
development activities are taldng place. The Opemtor/fenant's Representative shall have the 
authority, on behaJf of Operatorffenant, to approve changes in the scope of this Agreement and 
tho Project, render decisions with respect to th.e Project and approve all Contract Changes and 
Change Orders, as provided hercinabove. Any changes in this Agreement and Contract Changes 
or Change Orders authorized by the Operator/Tenant's Representative shall be binding upon 
Operatortrcnant. Operatorfl'enant hereby designates Lizer Jozefovic as its Operator/fenant's 
Representative, and he will remain as such until Operator/Tenant gives Developer forty-eight 
(48) hours prior written notice that a change in its Developer's Representative. 

B. Developer's Representative. Developer hereby designates WiJliam Nicholson as 
its representative on all matters regarding the development of the Project, and he shall remain as 
such until Developer gives Operatortrenant forty-eight (48) hours prior written notice of a 
change in its Developer's representative. 

ARTICLE VI 
DEVELOPER FINANCING 

Deyeloper Financing. The Developer, at its sole cost and expe,,isc, shall use 
commercially reasonable efforts (including providing a sufficient balance sheet and such personal 
financials as reasonably required by the Construction Lender), and shall be responsible for 
procuring all development financing for the Project (the "Construction Loan"). The 
Opcratorff cnant shall be responsible for and hereby covenants to cooperate with tbe Developer 
in the prompt preparation and delivL-ry of any and all financial projections, business plans, market 
studies, discharge capture plans, and any other such infonnation, data, or projections concerning 
the operations, personal financial statements of the Operator/f onant and its principals. as the 
Lender or Developer may request from time to time. The Operatorlf enant further covenant~ and 
agrees to file and or apply at the request of the Developer and/or its designated Health Care 
Consultant or attorney any and all applications, modifications or other requests for a chonge in 
the approval or its terms (as defined herein) or an inc..Tcuse in the Approved Project Cos1. 

1&50474v9/l70S7·C!i 
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A. The Developer shall have obtained all Approvals for the deveJopment of the 
Project based upon the Outline Plans and Specifications, 3d Edition, 160 Beds. The Parties 
acknowledge that all necessary land use approvals for the development of the Project have been 
previously obtained based upon the approved Outline Plans and Specifications, 2nd Edition, 179 
Beds. The Operatorrrenant agrees to assist and fuJJy cooperate with Developer in connection 
with obtaining the Approvals. 

B. The Developer shall have obtained a Construction Loan or other financing 
acceptable to the Developer and the DOH which upon completion shall convert to permanent 
mortgage financing (the "Permanent Financing) in an omount which is at least 75% of the 
Project Cost. 

C. The Operator/fenant shall have obtained all DOH Approvals. 

With regard to each of the foregoing contingencies (the "Contingencies") each Purly 
agrees to exert, vigorously and expeditiously, all necessary efforts on its behalf to initiate or 
assist in the satisfaction of each of the Contingencies. Each Party agrees lo do nothing that 
would be detrimental to the satisfaction of the Contingencies. 

ARTICLE VJll 
SUBSTANTIAL COMPLETION DATE 

The "Substantial Completion Date" shall mean the date which is the later of: (i) the date 
specified in the AJA Form 0704, duty executed and certified by the Architect, that the Project 
was substantially completed and in substantial compliance with tbc Plans and Specifications for 
the Project, (ii) the date Developer delivers a Temporary Certificate of Occupancy (the "TCO") 
for the Project, and (iii) the date the DOH approves the Project as constructed (but not 
necessarily the Operator/fenant•s operations) to accept patients, provided, however, if the 
Develop9r is unable to obtain the TCO or Pennancnt CO because of the actions or inactions of 
the Operatorn·enant, its employees or agents including, but not limited to, a delay in obtaining 
tile necessazy DOH approvals then delivery of the TCO shall not be a condition under this clause 
(i); Developer will give Operator/fenant thirty (30) days' notice of the date Developer expects to 
be the Substantial Completion Date. 

ARTICLE IX 
HOLD HARMLESS 

A. Developer agrees to indemnify and hold harmless Operatorff enanl, and its 
managers

1 
officers and employees from and ago.inst any and all claims, including reasonable legal 

fees, liability costs and expenses to the extent arising out of Developer's breach of this 
Agreement or in connection with, the work undertaken in the Project by the Developer. 

I . 
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B. Operatorrrenant agrees to indemnify and hold harmless Developer and its 
managers, officers and employees from and against any and all claims, including reasonable legal 
fees, liability costs and expenses, to the extent arjsing out of Operatortrenant' s breach of this 
Agreement or the negligence or willful acts of the Operator/Tenant or any of its c.."lllployecs or 
agents. 

ARTICLE XI 
PUNCH LIST PREPARATION 

On or prior to the Substantial Completion Date, the Operator/Tenant, the Dcvolopor und 
the Architect, whose decision will be final with respect to all construction matters, shall jointly 
pr<..-pure u list of the items for the Project that remain to be completed or corrected, a&,ign a dollar 
value for the cost to complete the work and estimate a reasonable time for its completion or 
correction (collectively the "Punch List"). The Developer shall cnuse the Construction Lender to 
withhold 125% of such value. Upon appro"al of the Architect, and Construction Lender, as any 
items arc completed on the Punch List, those monies withheld by the Construction Lender on 
account of such uncompleted Punch List items shall be released to Developer. 

ARTICLE XII 
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRA..'l\lTIES OF OPERATOR/fENANT 

Operator/fenant represents and warrants to Developer that 

A. It js a New York limited liability company and in good standing under the laws of 
New York State. 

B. It has obtained all necessary consents to enter into this Agrooment and perfonn its 
obligations hereunder. 

C. This Agreement will not violate the tenns of any other agreement by which the 
Operator/Tenant may be bound. 

ARTICLE XIII 
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES 

OF DEVELOPER 

Developer represents and warrants lo Operatortrenant that: 

A. It is a Massachusetts limited liability company and in good standing under the 
laws of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. 

B. lt has obtained all necessary Limited Liability Company consents to enter into this 
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Agreement and perfom1 its obligations hereunder. 

C. It has obtained all necessary limited liability company authorizations to enter into 
this Agreement. 

ARTICLEXIV 
PAYMENTS BY DEVELOPER 

Developer shall pay in a commercially reasonable manner all labor, materials and all 
liabiliti cs incurred in the pertbnnance of its obligations under this Agreement. 

ARTICLE XV 
WARRANTY 

All Warranties shall be provided and enforceable solely in the Lease. 

ARTICLE.XVI 
MISCELLANEOUS 

A. Applicable Law. This Agreement has been entered into, and shall be governed by, 
the laws of the State of New York. 

B. Binding Effect. This Agreement shall be binding upon and shall inure to the 
benefit of the parties hereto and their rcspcct.ivc heirs or successors and pennitted assigns. TI1is 
Agreement is assignable by Developer to any joint venture, partnership or limited liability 
company in which William Nicholson, or an entity controlled, directly or indirectly by 11im, is a 
principal thereof, nnd to any lender or lenders of Developer. Upon such assignment and 
assumption by tbe assignee of alt obligations of Developer under this Agreement, the existing 
Developer shall be relieved of all obligations hereunder. 

C. Swyival of Representations and Warranties. All representations ond warranties in 
this Agreement shall survive the Substantial Completion Date. 

D. Further Action, The Parties agree to execute and deliver all docwnents, _provide 
all infonnation and talce, or refrain from tal<lng, all such actions as may be necessary or 
appropriate to achieve the purposes of this Agreerneut. 

E. Notices and Addresses. Wherever provision is made in this Agreement for the 
giving, service or delivery of any notice, statement or other instrument, such notice shall be 
deemed to have been given, served and delivered if delivered by rc.cogoized national overnight 
carrier, or mailed by United States registered or certified mail, addressed to the party entitled to 
receive the same at his address set forth below, or sent by fax (with a copy sent by first class 
mail). Each party hereto may change his mailing address by giving to each other party hereto, 

Page9 
I IJ SU4 ?4v9/l '70S7-6 " ... -~ .... .-,,..--,., .. _ ... . 
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C_ 

written notice of such new address in the manner provided above. Except wherever specified in 
this Agreement, any notice shall be deemed to have been served and delivered on the date on 
which such notice is faxed (provided a copy is sent by first class mail), hand delivered, or two (2) 
days following the date it is moiled. 

If to Developer: 
White Plains Healtbcare Properties I. LLC 
c/oThe Congres..c; Companies 
2 Bourbon Street, Suite 200 
Peabody, Ma 01960 
Attn: William Nicholson 

With a copy to: 
Postemak Blankstein & Lund LLP 
Prudential Tower 
800 Boylston Street 
B0sto11y MA 02199 
Attn: Gerald J. Billow, Esq. 

And 

Abntms Fenstemum 
ll 11 Marcus Avenue 
Lake Success, New York 11042 
Attn: Howard Fenstennan, Esq. 
Atm: Grog Stoller, Esq. 

Ifto Operator/rennnt: 
HBLSNF,LLC 
S37 Routes 22 
Purdys, New York 10578 
Attn: Li7..erJ ozefovic 

With a copy to: 
Michelman & Robinson 
800 Third Avenue 
New Yark. New York 
Attn: Mark Zafrin, Esq. 

(SIGNATURES APPEAR ON THE FOLLOWING PAGE) 

18504 74v9/l 70j7-6 
Page 10 
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Signature Page for Development Agreement 

IN WITNESS WUERBOF, the I>anies have hcrc:uola caused this Agreement tn be 
executed the day and year first above written. 

OPERA TOR/I'ENANT: 
HBLS 'F,LLC 

= t er em PT:tfttnf Ill r2i 
Page lt 

1450474"9/l 705?~ 
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(_: 

FIRST AMENDMENT DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT 

This First Amendment Development Agreement (the "Amendment") dated as of July 12, 
2017 by and between HBL SNF, LLC ("Operator/Tenant") and WHITE PLAINS 
HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC (the "Developer") amends that certain Development 
Agreement dated November 19, 2015 (the "Agreement0

) by and·between the Parties. 

WHEREAS, the Parties have entered into the Agreement; and 

WHEREAS, the Parties wish to amend the Agreement. 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of one ($1.00) Dollar and other good and valuable 
consideration, the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, Operator/Tenant and DeveJoper 
hereby mutually covenant and agree as follows: 

1. CapitaJized words not otherwise defined herein shall have the meaning giving them in the 
Agreement. 

2. Section G of Article m is amended by deleting it in its entirety and substituting therefore the 
. following: 

G. Developer shaJl ()) enter into a construction contract (the "Construction 
Contract0

) acceptable to the Construction Lender with Congress Building Corp. 
(''Congress") or an entity control1ed by Congress, located at 2 Bourbon Street, 
Peabody, MA 01960 and (2) require that contractor will provide Subcontractor 
Default Insurance. Developer shall provide such guarantees of completion as may 
be required by the Conscruction Lender. 

3. Except as specifically modified and amended herein, all of the tenns, provisions and covenants 
of the Agreement shall remain unmodified and amended and continue in full force nnd effect. In 
the event that any terms of this Amendment shall be inconsistent or in conflict with the tenns, 
provisions and covenants of the Agreement, the terms of this Amendment shall control. 

Signatures On Ne.rt Page 

2.30(,llfllv I /17057 -6 
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Signature Page First Amend.Jnent to Development Agreement 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have hereunto caused this Amendment to be 
executed the day and year first above written. 

OPERA TOR/TENANT: 
HBLSNF,LLC 

DEVELOPER: 
White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC, 

By:.~~~~~~~~~~~-
William Nicholson, Manager 

2 
2306803\' 1/17057-6 
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Signature Page First AmencJment to D~velopment Agreement 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have hereunto caused this Amendment to be 
executed the day and year first above written. 

OPERATOR/TENANT: 
HBLSNF,LLC 

By: ___________ _ 

Name: Lizer Jozefovic, Manager 

2 
2)061103v 1/17057-6 Q. 
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Exhibit 3 to  

Notice to Admit 
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NYSCEF DOC. NO. 68 RECEIVED NYSCEF: 02/03/2021

TEMPORARY 
CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY 

DEPARTMENT OF BUILDING 
THE CITY OF WHITE PLAINS, NEW YORK 

Certficate No: 

RE: Application No: 2016-0589BLDG 

Permit No: 2016-0589BLDG 

Date of Issue: 10/31/2019 

THIS CERTIFIES THAT THE BUILDING( or portion of the building as noted below) located at: 

120 CHURCH ST 

City of White Plains, NY 10601 
SBL: 125.67-3-1 

May be used subject to the following conditions: 

Date of Occupancy: 10/31/2019 through 1(29/2020 
438 Type of Use Authorized: 

Portion of Building to be Occupied: 

Land/Use Conditions: All affidavits and final inspe.~tions to be conducted and approved prior to issuance of final 
Certificate of Occupancy. · 

· the buildin . 

The Owner of these premises by acceptance of ocu ee expeditiously with all remaining work required to 
qualify the building for a final Certificate of Occupancy or Compliance and to call for all Inspections relating thereto. Said owner Is also 
required to maintain all portions of their premises in a safe condition, and to provide adequate safeguards to prevent all tenants and the publlc 
from entering into any active construction areas. 
At the end of the time period specified above, this Temporary Certificate of Occupancy or Compliance will automatically expire. In order to 
continue occupancy of the building, either an extension of this Certificate or a Final Certificate of Occupancy or Compliance must be obtained 
from the Commissioner of BuJldil'lg. 
This Certificate does not in any way relieve the owners, or any other person or person In possession or control of the building or any part 
thereof, from obtaining such other permits or licenses as may be prescribed by law for the uses or purposes for which the building is 
designated or intended; not from complying with any lawful order issued with the object of maintaining the building In a safe condition. 

Owner: 

THIS CERTIFICATE IS ISSUED TO 
WHITE PLAINS HEAL TH CARE 

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE 
PROPERTIES 1, LLC - JOSH ROCCAPRIORE 
2 BOURBON STREET, SUITE 200 
PEABODY MA 01960 

! 1//// 

l!.it(Ji~/ 
jot.MO. A. AMADIO~ - COMM1S 
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Exhibit 4 to  

Notice to Admit 
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SAM oocumentero4-2oir

Certificate of Substantial Completion

PROJECT: (name and address) CONTRACT INFORMATION: CERTIFICATE INFORMATION:
White Plains Institute for Rehabilitaticil Contract For: General Construction Certificate Number: 001
and Healthcare
120 Church Street Date: June 12, 2017 Date: October 4, 2019
White Plains, NY

OWNER: (name and address) ARCHITECT: (name and address) CONTRACTOR: (name and address)
White Plains Health Care Properties I, The Architectural Team, Inc. Congress/Consigli Joint Venture C/O The
LLC 50 Commandant's Way Congress Compan½

Chelsea, MA 02150 West Peabody Executive Center
Suite 200
2 Bourbon Street

West Peabody Executive Center Peabody, MA
Suite 200

Peabody, MA 01960

The Work Wiñed below has been revic..ca and found, to the Architect's best knowledge, information, and belief, to be substantially
complete. Substantial Co-piction is the stage in the progress of the Work when the Work or designated portion is sufficiently complete in
a~"~ua-a with the Contract Documents so that the Owner can occupy or utilize the Work for its intended use. The date of Substantial
Completion of the Project or portion designated below is the date established by this Certificate.

(Identify the Work, or portion thereof that is substantially complete.)
This certificate applies to the entire job.

The Architectural Team,
Inc. Gary M. Kane September 30, 2019
ARCHITECT (Firm Name) SIGNATURE PRINTED NAME AND TITLE DATE OF SUBSTANTIAL COMPLETION

WARRANTIES
The date of Sub:±:ntial Completion of the Project or portion designated above is also the date of commencement of applicäble warranties
required by the Contract Documents, except as stated below:

(Identify warranties that do not comm-ce on the date of Substantial Completicñ, if any, and indicate their date of commencement.)
Not Applicable

WORK TO BE COMPLETED OR CORRECTED
A list of items to be cGepicted or corrected is attached hereto, or transmitted as agreed upon by the parties, and identiñed as follows:

(Identify the list of Work to be completed or corrected.)
See attached montized Punch List dated October 4, 2019.

The failure to include any items on such list does not alter the responsibility of the Contractor to complete all Work in accordance with the
Contract Documents. Unless otherwise agreed to in writing, the date of cem_mencement of warranties for items on the attached list will be
the date of issuance of the final Certificate of Payment or the date of final payment, whichever occurs first. The Centracter will complete or
correct the Work on the list of items attached hereto within thirty (30) days from the above date of Substaiitial Completion.

Cost estimate of Work to be cailipleted or corrected: seise• NG. A
The rerM!itic: of the Owner and Contractor for security, iiialiitciiaiice, heat, utilities, damage to the Work, ins".rance, and other items
identified below shall be as follows:
(Note: Owner's and Contractor's legal and insurance counsel should review insurance requirements and coverage.)
Shall be in accordance with the Owner/Contractor agreement.

The Owner and Contractor hereby accept the responsibilities assigned to them in this Certificate of "tzstis! Coinp1ction:

AIA Document G704™ - 2017. Copyright © 1963, 1978, 1992, 2000 and 2017 by The American Institute of Architects. All rights reserved. WARNING: This
AIA® Document is protected by U.S. Cepyñght Law and International Treaties. Unaütha‰d r;± n or distdbution of this AIA® De==cnt, or
any portion of it, may result in severe civil and criminal penalties, and will be prosecuted to the r± extent possible under the law. This
document was produced by AIA software at 16:27:16 ET on 10iG4i2019under Order No. 6314616400 which expires on 01/30/2020, and is not for resale.
User Notes: (3B9ADA4B)
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NYSCEF DOC. NO. 69 RECEIVED NYSCEF: 02/03/2021

Congress/Consigli Join 
Venture C/0 The Congress 
Companies 
CONTRACTOR (Firm 
Name) 
White Plains Health Care 
Properties I, LLC 
OWNER (Firm Name) 

SIGNATURE PRINTED NAME AND TITLE DATE 

SIGNATURE PRINTED NAME AND TITLE DATE 

AIA Document G704™ - 2017. Copyright© 1963, 1978, 1992, 2000 and 2017 by The American Institute of Architects. All rights reserved. WARNING: This 
AIAGII Document Is protected by U.S. Copyright Law and International Treaties. Unauthorized reproduction or distribution of this AIAGII Document, or 2 
any portion of It, may result in severe civll and criminal penalties, and will be prosecuted to the maximum extent possible under the law. This 
document was produced by AIA software at 16:27:16 ET on 10/04/2019 under Order No. 6314616400 which expires on 01/30/2020, and is not for resale. 
User Notes: (3B9ADA4B) 
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Exhibit 5 to  

Notice to Admit 
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NYSCEF DOC. NO. 70 RECEIVED NYSCEF: 02/03/2021

4 WYORK 
TEOF 
ORTUNITY. 

ANDREW M. CUOMO 
Governor 

December 2, 2019 

Andrew Blatt 
Consultant 

Department 
of Health 

HOWARD A. ZUCKER, M.D., J.D. 
Commissioner 

Pinnacle Health Consultants, LLC 
1890 Palmer Avenue 
Suite 204 
Larchmont, NY 10538 

Re: CON #092058 

SALLY DRESLIN, M.S., R.N. 
Executive Deputy Commissioner 

Establish and construct a 160 bed RHCF; HBL SNF, LLC dfb/a The 
Rehabilitation and Nursing Center of White Plains 

Dear Mr. Blatt: 

Based on the pre-opening survey conducted on September 19, 2019, the facility was found 
to be in substantial compliance with the applicable provisions of 10 NYCRR. 

As a result of this inspection, approval is granted to use the areas that were renovated 
and/ or constructed as part of the above-mentioned CON project. This approval is effective 
November 14, 2019. 

If you have any questions regarding this letter, please contact Chris Chow at 
(631) 851-3612, chris.chow@health.ny.gov. Written correspondence should be sent to 
the New York State Department of Health, Courthouse Corporate Center, 320 Carleton 
Avenue, Suite 5000, Central Islip, NY 11722. 

Sincerely, 

/';/ / r? / .. _;J/ 
ck··~;· ,c:.:::.:. ., · c:·7.~,. 
Chris Chow 
Principal Sanitarian 
Division of Nursing Homes and 
Intermediate Care Facilities/HD 

Empire State Plaza, Corning Tower, Albany, NY 12237 I health.ny.gov 
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SU PREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK

COUNry OF WESTCHESTER

PRESENT: HON, GRETCHEN WALSH

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC,

PLAINTIFF, I ndex/Docket No. 6027 8 / 2020

_ AGAINST -
ORDER OF REFERENCE

TO MEDIATION

HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/K/A LIZER

JOZOFOVIC AND MARK NEUMAN,

DEFENDANTS AND THIRD-PARTY PLAINTIFF,

AGAINST -

CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY

CONSULTING, THE CONGRESS COMPANIES,

HOWARD FENSTERMAN, AND WILLIAM
NICHOLSON,

THIRD.PARTY DEFENDANTS

2. By conference on June 3, 2021, the Court was advised that the parties had agreed to the designation

of Frank Spano, Esq., as Mediator.

3. The parties shall initiate a conference call with the Mediator to confirm the Mediator's acceptance of
this case, select a meeting date for the initial session and make arrangements for any submissions to be

forwarded to the Mediator

4. The initial session must be held within thirty (30) days of the date the Mediator confirms acceptance

of the case and the Mediation shall be completed within forty-five (45) days of the date of this Order,

unless otherwise permitted by the Court or Part.

5. The Parties shall notify the county ADR coordinator of the date the Mediator accepted this case and

the date of the initial session.

1. On Consentofthe Parties, the above-captioned proceeding qualifies for referral to Mediation which

shall be conducted in accordance with the 9th JD Presumptive Mediation Program Rules and the Rules

of the Commercial Division Alternative Dispute Resolution Program.
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6. Parties shall exchange mandatory information based on the type of case to be mediated, as specified
in the Mediation Disclosure Protocols for the particular Part, if any.

7. Upon completion of the Mediation, the parties and counsel shall submit a mediation evaluation form
to the County ADR Coordinator.

9. The attorneys for the parties herein are as follows:

For Plaintiff: For Defendants

Abra ms, Fensterman, Fensterman, Eisman,

Formato, Ferrara, Wolf & Carone, LLP

By: William V. Comer, Esq.

81 Main Street, Suite 205,

White Pla ins, NY 10601

By: John J. Giardino, Esq.

800 3rd Avenue 24th Floor
New York, NY 10022

Delbello Donnellan Weingarten Wise &
Wiederkehr, LLP

By: Peter S. Dawson, Esq.

1 N Lexington Ave Floor 11

White Plains, NY 10601

10. By signing below, the parties and/or their counsel agree that they shall comply with the 9th JD

Presumptive Mediation Program Rules, including those provisions regarding confidentiality and

immunity, the Mediation Fee Agreement which is incorporated by reference, and any applicable Court

or Part ADR Rules. Parties and/or their counsel further understand and agree that no attorney-client

relationship exists between the Mediator and the parties, and that the Mediator may not provide legal

advice to the pa rties.

Signature of Counsel for Plaintiff/Third Party

Defendants

Signature of Counsel for Defendants

50 ORDERED:

Dated: White Plains, New York

Ju ne 3,2021 Hon. c retchen Walsh, J.5.C.

Michelman & Ro binson, LLP
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At I.A.S. Part ___, of the Supreme Court of the 
State of New York, held in and for the County 
of Westchester, at the Courthouse located at 
111 Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd, White 
Plains, NY 10601, on the _____ day of June, 
2021. 

 
PRESENT: 
 
 Hon. Gretchen Walsh 
 Justice Supreme Court 
 
SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER 
------------------------------------------------------------------X 
WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, 
LLC, 
 
    Plaintiff, 
 
 -against- 
 
HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/K/A LIZER 
JOZOFOVIC, and MARK NEUMAN, 
 

 Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs, 
 
 -against- 
 
CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY 
CONSULTING, THE CONGRESS COMPANIES, 
HOWARD FENSTERMAN, WILLIAM 
NICHOLSON, and METROPOLITAN 
COMMERCIAL BANK 
 

Third-Party Defendants 

: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 

 
 
Index No. 60278/2020 
 
 

-----------------------------------------------------------------X 
 

ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE FOR PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION 
AND TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER 

UPON the annexed First Amended Verified Amended Answer with Affirmative Defenses, 

Counterclaims, and Third-Party Complaint dated May 21, 2021, the Complaint dated October 22, 

2020 from the consolidated action Lizer Jozefovic v. White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC et 
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al., No. 655549/2020, the Affirmation of John Giardino dated June 22, 2021, the Memorandum of 

Law dated June 22, 2021, and upon each of the exhibits and all of the papers and proceedings 

heretofore had herein, and sufficient cause being alleged therefore: 

LET THE PLAINTIFF WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC, and 

THIRD-PARTY DEFENDANTS CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY CONSULTING, 

THE CONGRESS COMPANIES, HOWARD FENSTERMAN, WILLIAM NICHOLSON, and 

METROPOLITAN COMMERCIAL BANK, show cause before this Court located at IAS Part 

____, Room ____, 111 Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd, White Plains, NY 10601, on the _____ 

day of June, 2021 __________ a.m./p.m., or as soon thereafter as counsel may be heard; 

WHY a preliminary order pursuant to Article 63 of the Civil Practice Law and Rules should 

not be entered, pending determination of this action, enjoining (1) Plaintiff and Third-Party 

Defendants and their agents from  taking any action to transfer, assign, convey, or sell Lizer 

Jozefovic’s membership interest in Waterview Acquisition I, LLC during the pendency of this 

action; (2) Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs and their agents from reducing the Rent Security 

below $1.6 million during the pendency of this action; and (3) Granting such other relief as the 

Court deems just and proper. 

IT BEING alleged in the Amended Answer and Third-Party Complaint, the Complaint, 

and the Affirmations that temporary relief is necessary to prevent irreparable harm to Defendants 

and Third-Party Plaintiffs pending the hearing and determination of the motion for a preliminary 

injunction, and it appearing that Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs are entitled to a preliminary 

injunction pursuant to CPLR § 6301 to enjoin Plaintiff and Third-Party Defendants as stated above; 

it is: 
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ORDERED, that pending the hearing and determination of Defendants and Third-Party 

Plaintiffs’ motion for a preliminary injunction, (1) Plaintiff and Third-Party Defendants are 

temporarily enjoined and restrained from taking any action to transfer, assign, convey or sell Lizer 

Jozefovic’s membership interest in Waterview Acquisition I, LLC; and (2) Defendants and Third-

Party Plaintiffs are temporarily enjoined and restrained from taking any action to reduce the Rent 

Security below $1.6 million. 

AND IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Plaintiff and Third-Party Defendants’ response to 

this motion, if any, shall be hand delivered or emailed to Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs’ 

counsel and filed with the Court on or before ____________________________, 2021; 

AND IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs reply, if 

any, should be delivered or emailed to Plaintiff and Third-Party Defendants’ counsel and filed with 

the Court on or before ____________________________, 2021; 

SUFFICIENT CAUSE BEING ALLEGED THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED THAT 

service of this order and the papers upon which it is granted be deemed due, timely and sufficient 

if made as follows: 

a) By overnight mail service upon Plaintiff White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC, 

on or before the _____ day of June, 2021, or by electronic service of said papers; 

b) By overnight mail service upon Third-Party Defendants CCC Equities, LLC, 

Project Equity Consulting, The Congress Companies, Howard Fensterman, and 

William Nicholson on or before the _____ day of June, 2021, or by electronic 

service of said papers; and 
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c) By overnight mail service upon Third-Party Defendant Metropolitan Commercial 

Bank, on or before the _____ day of June, 2021, or by electronic service of said 

papers. 

 
E N T E R: 

___________________________________ 
Hon. Gretchen Walsh 
JUSTICE OF THE SUPREME COURT 
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER 
------------------------------------------------------------------X 
WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, 
LLC, 

Plaintiff, 

-against-

HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/K/A LIZER 
JOZOFOVIC, and MARK NEUMAN, 

Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs, 

-against-

CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY 
CONSULTING, THE CONGRESS COMPANIES, 
HOWARD FENSTERMAN, WILLIAM 
NICHOLSON, and METROPOLITAN 
COMMERCIAL BANK 

Third-Party Defendants 

: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 

Index No. 60278/2020 

-----------------------------------------------------------------X 

AFFIRMATION OF JOHN GIARDINO 
IN SUPPORT OF ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE 

JOHN GIARDINO, ESQ., an attorney duly admitted to practice law in the State of New 

York, affirms the following to be true under the penalties of perjury: 

1. I am a partner at the law firm of Michelman & Robinson, LLP, attorneys for the

Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer Jozefovic (“Jozefovic”), and Mark 

Neuman (collectively, “Petitioners”). 

2. I respectfully submit this affirmation in support of Petitioners’ Motion for an Order

to Show Cause. 

3. This Affirmation is based upon my personal knowledge and upon files maintained

by my firm in relation to this action. 
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4. Petitioners’ motion seeks an order preliminary enjoining (1) the Plaintiff and Third-

Party Defendants from taking any action to transfer, assign, convey or sell Petitioners’ membership 

interest in Waterview Acquisition I, LLC; and (2) Epic Healthcare Management (“Epic”) and 

Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer Jozefovic, and Mark Neuman from 

taking any action to reduce the Rent Security below $1.6 million. 

5. Jozefovic is the majority member of Waterview Acquisition I, LLC (the 

“Membership Interest”), owning a seventy percent (70%) interest. 

6. A Notification of Disposition of Collateral was first sent on October 6, 2020 (the 

“First Notification”). 

7. The First Notification stated that Petitioners were indebted and that the Membership 

Interest would be sold “to the highest qualified public bidder in public” at 10:00 am on Friday, 

October 30, 2020. 

8. A true and correct copy of the First Notification is attached as Exhibit A. 

9. The First Notification was negated by the entry of a Preliminary Injunction and 

Temporary Restraining Order by Judge Bannon in the action captioned Lizer Jozefovic v. White 

Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC et al., No. 655549/2020. 

10. On or about June 10, 2021, I received a purported Notification of Disposition of 

Collateral, dated June 9, 2020 (the “Second Notification”), which announced the intention to sell 

at “public auction” the Membership Interest. 

11. A true and correct copy of the Second Notification is attached as Exhibit B. 

12. Since then, White Plains and Third-Party Defendants Howard Fensterman, 

(“Fensterman”), William Nicholson, CCC Equities LLC (“CCCE”), Project Equity Construction, 
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and The Congress Companies (collectively, “White Plains”) has distributed the notice to multiple 

hospital operators and other business and individuals across the state.  

13. Petitioners have received calls from interested and concerned parties inquiring 

about the purported sale. 

14. The continued publication of the Second Notification and any purported sale will 

irreparably harm Petitioners and jeopardize their operations. 

15. In August 2009, Petitioners proposed the development of a new, state-of-the-art 

160-bed skilled nursing facility in White Plains, New York (the “Facility”) to the New York State 

Department of Health (“NYSDOH”).  

16. On or about this time, White Plains proposed to Petitioners that they act as turn-key 

developers for the new Facility and provide all necessary financing and construction for the 

project. 

17. White Plains submitted a development proposal to Petitioners and NYSDOH with 

(1) a total Project cost of $56,631,759; (2) a thirty-year, $42,240,000 HUD-insured mortgage with 

an interest rate of 5.5%; and (3) $9,863,246 in project equity contributed by CCCE. 

18. In October 2012, White Plains submitted the application to NYSDOH and 

represented that the Project would be completed in 20 months, after which Petitioners would pay 

$360,000 per month in rent. 

19. On November 15, 2015, Petitioners executed a development agreement (the 

“Development Agreement”) and lease (the “Lease”) with White Plains which constitutes an 

integrated agreement. 

20. Pursuant to the Development Agreement, White Plains was required to deliver a 

“turn-key” facility, i.e., the Facility was to be (1) fully constructed; (2) authorized to operate as a 
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skilled nursing facility; (3) with permanent financing in place; and (4) all financing and 

construction was to be completed in accordance with the approval granted by NYSDOH. 

21. White Plains lacked the necessary capital to complete the Project. 

22. To overcome the capital shortfall, White Plains induced Petitioners to withdraw its 

equity in Waterview, an entirely separate nursing facility, and contribute that equity to the Project. 

23. As memorialized in a term sheet dated November 20, 2015, Petitioners provided 

the following capital contributions to the Project: (1) $2,200,000 paid to White Plains to be used 

by Congress for pre-development costs; (2) $197,072 to CCCE to be used in the discretion of 

Fensterman; and (3) $1,595,368.32 into a control account as rent security in the name of Petitioners 

(the “Term Sheet”). These funds constituted a loan to be repaid to Petitioners. 

24. A true and correct copy of the Term Sheet is attached Exhibit C. 

25. White Plains agreed to repay a portion of the principal amount of the loan by 

purchasing the furniture, fixtures, and equipment (the “FF&E”) for payment in the amount of 

$1,500,000 for the Project and by giving a future credit against Lease payments in the amount of 

$700,000. 

26. To date, White Plains has refused to convey title to the FF&E, to provide an 

accounting of the use of these predevelopment and discretionary funds. 

27. To date, White Plains has refused to provide evidence of purchases of the required 

FF&E, or to credit $700,000 against Petitioner’s Lease payments. 

28. The $700,000 can be credited as an advance on the rent security as these funds are 

already in the White Plains’ possession. 

29. To date, interest accrued on this $2,200,000 loan would be equal to more than 

$450,000. Consequently, the Landlord is in receipt of funds in the amount of $1,140,000. 
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30. The Second Notification claims to be based upon a collateral assignment, which 

established a rent security account for the White Plains Skilled Nursing Facility (the “Collateral 

Assignment”). 

31. The Collateral Assignment states, in relevant part: 

a. Under Paragraph 2, upon the deposit of $1,600,000 into the rent security 

account, the “assignment shall automatically terminate and be void and of 

no further effect”; 

b. Under Section 13, the exercise of the White Plains Health Care Properties 

LLC’s (the “Assignee”) rights is limited to a violation of the “terms and 

provisions concerning the maintenance of the account…”; and 

c. Under Section 13(c), any proceeds derived from the disposition of the 

collateral must be applied to the rent security account. 

32. A true and correct copy of the Collateral Assignment is attached as Exhibit D. 

33. On November 19, 2015, an email was sent to Third-Party Defendant Howard 

Fensterman (“Fensterman”) and Petitioners (the “November 19 Email”). The email states, in 

relevant part: “$1,595,368.32 is going to be held until such time as we give them instructions to 

deposit in an Account in the Name of HBL-SNF to be opened at Chase Private Banking.” 

34. In November 2015, pursuant to the November 19 Email, $1,595,031.44 was 

deposited into Chase Account ending in xxxx-xxx-xxxx-7272 (the “First Account”) to establish 

the rent security (the “Rent Security”) on behalf of Petitioners. 

35. At that time, both Gerald Billow, Esq an attorney at Posternak Blankstein & Lund 

LLP, in Boston and Greg Stollar, Esq. of Abrams, Fensterman, Fensterman, Eisman, Formato, 

Ferrara, Wolf & Carone, LLP (“Abrams, Fensterman LLP”) attorneys for White Plains were both 
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informed that the Rent Security had been established and of the First Account, satisfying the 

Collateral Assignment requirements. 

36. Fensterman was personally aware of the Rent Security, the First Account, and that 

the Collateral Assignment had been satisfied, as he was directly informed of the creation of the 

account, the money to fund the account was wired from the Abrams, Fensterman LLP account, 

and Fensterman was made a signatory. 

37. On December 14, 2015, Fensterman signed the Business Account Signature Form. 

38. True and correct copies of the November 19 Email, the account statement, and the 

signature form are attached as Exhibit E. 

39. On August 10, 2017, an email was sent to Fensterman (the “August 10 Email”). 

The August 10 Email states, in relevant part, that the following “reflects what we agreed to. Please 

confirm…[and] do the paperwork to finalize this. If you have any issues with what I did please 

call me on cell.” The August 10 Email continues to state that “[w]ith respect to the Waterview 

account: 1. Howard Fensterman and Lizer Jozefovic shall be co-signatories to the Waterview 

account….” 

40. A true and correct copy of the August 10 Email is attached as Exhibit F. 

41. On August 16, 2017, Fensterman was sent an email (the “August 16 Emails”). The 

August 16 Emails state, in relevant part, “[e]nclosed please find the Chase Certification that we 

received today; Please note that the Certification requires that the Resolution that we prepared be 

annexed as an exhibit. What I need from Howard is original signature cards from Howard with 

wet ink signatures-Lizer should have all of the resolutions and certifications signed this evening.” 

42. True and correct copies of the August 16 Emails are attached as Exhibit G. 
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43. On August 17, 2017, an email was sent to Fensterman (the “August 17 Email”). 

The August 17 Email states, in relevant part, that “I need [Fensterman’s] signature on the last 

page.” 

44. The purpose of the August 17 Email was to transfer the Rent Security to a new 

account pursuant to a resolution of Waterview Acquisition I, LLC 

45. In 2017, the Rent Security was transferred to the Chase account ending in xxxx-

xxx-xxxx-0885 (the “Second Account”). 

46. Once completed, the resolution and account holder certification form were tendered 

to Fensterman. 

47. All of Petitioners’ obligations under the Collateral Assignment were fully satisfied 

by the provision of the Rent Security, resulting in the automatic termination of the Collateral 

Assignment. 

48. Fensterman simply had to sign the forms provided and submit them in order to 

become a signatory on the Second Account. 

49. Following the August 17 Email, White Plains took no actions to become a signatory 

and never discussed the matter with Petitioners until the recent events leading up to this action. 

50. True and correct copies of the August 17 Email, account information form, 

resolution, and account holder form are attached as Exhibit H. 

51. The Development Agreement required the Project be completed no later than 

September 2017. 

52. However, the Project was not completed until December 2019, resulting in 

Petitioners commencing operations at the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic. 
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53. The Development Agreement required that the Project be delivered at the 

NYSDOH-approved budget of $57 million, and Petitioners would only be responsible for 

additional costs caused by authorized change orders. 

54. Petitioners did not authorize any change orders, yet the total costs exceeded the 

approved budget by more than $5 million. 

55. As a result of these cost overruns, Petitioners are unable to obtain full 

reimbursement of its monthly rent payments as originally intended. 

56. White Plains was obligated to provide permanent financing for the Project in the 

form of the HUD-insured loan approved by NYSDOH. 

57. White Plains breached the Development Agreement and the Lease by failing to 

provide permanent financing. 

58. As a result of this breach, Petitioners are currently losing $68,000 per month on 

NYSDOH reimbursements for an annualized loss of $816,000. 

59. On November 20, 2019, Petitioners entered into a letter of intent with White Plains 

(the “LOI”) to address these defaults. 

60. A true and correct copy of the LOI is attached as Exhibit I. 

61. The LOI resolved certain disputes pursuant to a $2.2 million payment from 

Petitioners to White Plains, and in exchange White Plains would transfer the property to “a newly 

formed Delaware Statutory Trust.” 

62. To date, Petitioners alone performed their obligations under the LOI. 

63. Petitioners have paid and continues to pay rent to White Plains on time every 

month. 
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64. Since December of 2019, Petitioners’ monthly rent payments of $506,096.50 have 

totaled more than $12 million. 

65. White Plains was supposed to use the rent payments to pay the mortgage, owned 

by Security Benefit Life Insurance Company (“Security Benefit”). 

66. Security Benefit has declared White Plains to be in default of its mortgage for 

having failed to make necessary mortgage payments, charges, interest, and other required fees. 

67. In a notice dated April 16, 2020, Security Benefit states that White Plains has 

breached the terms of the mortgage and White Plains is solely at fault. 

68. On May 22, 2020, Security Benefit sent a second letter to White Plains, reiterating 

that White Plains remains in default and raising additional breaches. 

69. Security Benefit makes no reference to Petitioners’ obligations. 

70. True and correct copies of the Security Benefit letters are attached as Exhibit J. 

71. On May 1, 2021, Security Benefit brought a foreclosure action against White Plains 

for nonpayment of rent in the action captioned Security Benefit Life Insurance Company, et al. v. 

White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC et al., No. 55883/2021. 

72. Security Benefit temporarily discontinued the action on May 28, 2021, but upon 

renewal will likely foreclose on the mortgage, jeopardizing Petitioners’ tenancy and continued 

operations. 

73. Publicity about the foreclosure has created uncertainty about the Facility’s future 

in the marketplace. 

74. On or about March 2021, White Plains contacted NYSDOH and claimed that the 

appointment of an emergency receiver for Petitioners was necessary. 

75. White Plains failed to inform the Court or Petitioners of this request. 
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76. Petitioners were contacted by NYSDOH Director Marthe JB Ngwashi who 

requested further information about the situation. 

77. When Petitioners contacted White Plains regarding this request, White Plains’ 

counsel responded by claiming that White Plains was pursuing its rights under the Lease. 

78. The only section of the Lease which references receivership is Article XVI, Section 

16.1. 

79. Once Petitioners was given the opportunity to meaningfully respond, NYSDOH 

took no further steps to appoint a receiver. 

80. A true and correct copy of the letter from Petitioners’ counsel to NYSDOH 

regarding White Plains’ request for receivership is attached as Exhibit K. 

81. White Plains is not in possession of Petitioners’ membership interest certificates. 

82. At the time of the Collateral Assignment, the Operating Agreement of Waterview 

Acquisition I, LLC did not permit its members to assign their membership interests. 

83. At the time, the Operating Agreement of Waterview Acquisition I, LLC stated, in 

relevant part: 

a. Articles 5 and 6 did not provide for any such assignment of the Membership 

Interest; 

b. Article 12 specifically prohibited an assignment of the Membership Interest 

to Fensterman as Nominee of White Plains Healthcare Properties LLC. 

84. Fensterman is aware of these facts, as well as the limitations on transfer and 

assignment of the Membership Interest, as Fensterman and Abrams, Fensterman LLP acted as 

counsel to Waterview Acquisition I, LLC in its formation and execution of its operating agreement. 
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85. Fensterman previously acted as Petitioners’ personal counsel, during which time he

represented Petitioners in matters related to all of Petitioners’ nursing homes, including Waterview 

and Abrams, Fensterman LLP continues to handle all of Petitioners’ corporate compliance and 

regulatory matters. 

86. By way of example, on October 11, 2005, Abrams, Fensterman LLP filed a

Certificate of Amendment of the Articles of Organization for Waterview Acquisition I, LLC (the 

“Certificate of Amendment”). 

87. A true and correct copy of the Certificate of Amendment is attached as Exhibit L.

88. In fact, Fensterman and Abrams, Fensterman LLP have continued to represent

Waterview Acquisition I, LLC to the present date, and have recently tendered bills and asked for 

payment for certain litigation matters that they handled. 

89. By way of example, Abrams, Fensterman LLP has submitted substantial invoices

for legal work performed on behalf of Petitioners every month, from January to August 2020 (the 

“2020 Monthly Invoices”). 

90. True and correct copies of the 2020 Monthly Invoices are attached as Exhibit M.

91. By way of further example, on September 11, 2020, Abrams, Fensterman LLP sent

Petitioners a letter listing six matters where they are currently representing Petitioners (the 

“September 11 Letter”). 

92. A true and correct copy of the September 11 Letter is attached as Exhibit N.

93. To permit this assignment, the Operating Agreement of Waterview was amended

so as to authorize Petitioners, as the Majority Member, to assign the Membership Interest. 

94. In December 2019, Petitioners, in connection with a $3,000,000.00 loan, assigned

the Membership Interest to Metropolitan Commercial Bank (“MCB”) as part of a financing 
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arrangement to provide working capital to benefit the White Plains project, most of which was 

paid in the form of rent to the Defendants. 

95. Currently, MCB has perfected its security interest in Membership Interest and has 

physical possession of the membership certificates evidencing my ownership of interests in 

Waterview Acquisition I, LLC, and Fensterman knew of an approved of the loan from MCB and 

the Pledge since the proceeds have been used to pay rent on the White Plains Nursing Home. 

96. On December 23, 2019, Petitioners granted MCB a security interest in the 

Membership Interest, and MCB perfected its security interest by taking possession of the related 

certifications and filing a Uniform Commercial Code Financing Statement. 

97.       As a show of good faith, Petitioners prepared to offer White Plains a $1.6 million 

security interest in the Rent Security to resolve this dispute.

98.       Petitioners' have provided a proposed UCC Financing Statement to that effect. A 

true and correct copy of the draft UCC Filing Statement is attached as Exhibit O. 

99. Petitioners’ motion seeks an Order to Show Cause for a preliminary injunction to 

(1) enjoin White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC, Howard Fensterman, and Metropolitan 

Commercial Bank from taking any action to transfer, assign, convey or sell Jozefovic’s 

membership interest in Waterview Acquisition I, LLC; and (2) enjoin Epic and Defendants and 

Third-Party Plaintiffs HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer Jozefovic, and Mark Neuman from taking any action 

to reduce the Rent Security below $1.6 million. 

100. Because White Plains is distributing false and damaging statements and will 

attempt to sell the Membership Interest, Petitioners will be irreparably harmed if the relief 

requested is not granted. 

Dated: New York, New York 
June 22, 2021 

 By:  __________________________ 
JOHN GIARDINO, ESQ. 
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. 1'l'OfIFICA'.l;'lO� OF PISJ>OSlTIQN: O]' GQLLATERAL 

To:: UzerJosefovic (Debtor) 
53 Mariner, Way 
Monsey,.N.ew Yotlc 10952-1248 

M.etropolitaj;t-Qp_ttii:ribrc�al :l?� 
99 P:arlc A,yenu�, 4th floo.r 
'Ne'\y· York, New York 10016 

.\Vmdel:li·-Marx Lane & 11ittendorf, ILP 
'156 West 5-cjlh Street 
New ��York.10019 
Attn{. M:iobili.e A.t\>een.y, Esca, - . 

" . ---- . . .. Fr01;0.., J;fowai�nsterro.an ;rs nPIDII;1.ee-for, WJ;i.it -
2 '.B<;mrb.on Sti:ee.t; Peabodr, Massac.husett 

Re:. Collateral Assigxwlent -and Pledge .of Membership Inter.est and Security Agre.ement (the 
·''Piedgc''),,date&Augusn 1) 2017, made by and.between Lizer Josefovio (''Assignor'') and
I:fow.ard Fenste:tmani. as nominee for White Plains Health C.are Properties,. LLC
("&�ign.oo'') as ,such -agreement m�y have been further a:men:ded or modi:fied from
time to 'time. 

We v.611_ �ell, the C9ll_atecal descnbed :fu Exhibit A hereto and· i;nade a part hereof to the
highest qMllfied:bidder m public as follows: 

D.ny anµ, Date;•
Time:
Plaee� 

.PrldftY; October 30, 202:0 
i-0;00 -a.m, 
Q\:llB:!;lll9 Donn:e}lan Weingartc::m,. Wise & Wiederkehr, LLP, One 
Nm:fhLexin.gfonAvenue, White Plains., New-:Yotlc 10601,_phone: 
914-·5s1�.02·0.o... ·

You.:are entitled fo, at no charge, an accounti1?,g, o'f fue unpaid 1n.debtedness secuted by the 
collatQralthatw �h'ttend ·fo sel 1., Yfi:u TTIB)l request l,i.n· accounting by contacting Alfred E. DonneUfill. 
De$.elio I)9nneilan_·w.em.garten Wise & Wiederkehr, 'LLP One Norfu Lexington Ave. White 
Plains, NY-10601, Phone: 914-:681.:0200� 
Very b:uly yours, 

Howard, Pensferman as.nominee for 
White P.lams: Health Care Properties_,. L.LC 
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EXHIBIT C 
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November 20, 2015 
TERM SHHET 
REGARDING 

WHITE PLAINS INSTITUTE FOR REHABILITATION AND HEALTH CARE 
USE OF PROCEEDS FROM REFINANCE OF WATERVIEW AND SALEM AND 

CCC EQUITIES PAYOFFS 

This Term Sheet is intended to clarify the pertinent information shared at the meeting of 
04/22/2015, attended by Howard Fensterman, as Manager of CCC Equities I, LLC ("CCC"), William 
Nicholson as Manager of White Plain Healthcare Properties I, LLC ("WPHCP"), Lizer Jozefovic as 
Manager ofHBL/SNF, LLC ("HBL/SNF") the Tenant, and Mark Zafrin as counsel to HBL/SNF, and to 
further outline the action items required in order to break ground in the Spring of 2016. 

1) ASSIGNMENT OF CCC EQUITIES MORTGAGES:
a) CCC Mortgage: CCC shall assign the series of notes issued by Mokray Acquisitions I, LLC to

CCC and the mortgages related thereto, listed on Exhibit 1 attached hereto, to M&T Realty
Capital upon payment in full of the amounts set forth in the payoff letter, dated November 20,
20 I 5. The assignment and payoff is not to be construed as a reduction of the equity holdings of
CCC in WPHCP, but a "release" of the loans for the purposes of the proceeds being used to fund

HBL/SNF and the project.
b) Disbursement of Proceeds; The proceeds from the CCC Mortgage payoff shall be paid to

Madison Title Agency, LLC to be further disbursed as follows:
i) $2,200,000.00 to an account in the name ofWPHCP designated by Congress Construction

Company to be used for the related pre-development costs of the project , as set for in
Paragraph 3 of the "Partners Term Sheet" dated May 26, 2015, as further provided below.

ii) $197,072.00 to CCC or order for the purpose of further distribution in the discretion of

Howard Fensterman, as Manager of CCC.
iii) The Balance $1,595,368.32 to an account designated by HBL/SNF (the "Control Account"),

and, until the closing of a construction loan with Lancaster Pollard ( or equivalent), any
withdrawals or disbursements from the Control Account shall be subject to the dual

signatures of an authorized officer or representative of HBL/SNF and WP HCP. Subsequent
to such a closing with Lancaster Pollard (or equivalent), any withdrawals or disbursements
from the Control Account shall be subject to any restrictions or limitations as determined by
Lancaster Pollard ( or equivalent). The funds in the Control Account may be invested in
instruments of not greater risk than 90 day treasury notes and not to be further disbursed until
(a) the closing of the Lancaster Pollard loan and/or (b) a further agreement between
HBL/SNF and WPHCP. 

Page 1 of 5 
f\corporate dept\ccc equities\agmts\tenn sheet.151007.14.docx 
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c) Guarantees; Simultaneously with the assignment of the Mokray notes and mortgages and the
satisfaction of the payoff letter, Lizer Jozefovic and William Nicholson shall jointly and
severally issue a guaranty in favor ofWPHCP, pursuant to which they shall guarantee any
deficiency between the amount of CCC's investment in WPHCP and the proceeds realized from
the collateral (Project, Beds, Entitlements, Land, Plans, Control Account, Etc.,) in event the
project's assets needs to be sold because Lancaster Pollard (or equivalent) does not provide
construction funding and/or Mezzanine financing or as a result of any breach ofHBL/SNF's or
Lizer Jozefovic's obligations.
hereunder.

d) Use of Proceeds: The proceeds from the CCC Mortgage payoff are intended to be used as
follows; 

(a) $1,595,368.32 shall be used to capitalize HBL/SNF;
(b) $2,200,000.00 from the accounts ofWPHCP, generally, for:

(i) $990,000.00 (approximately) to be used for Architect's and Engineer's fees;
(ii) $50,000 (approximately) to be used Interior, Food Service, and other Designers'

fees;
(iii) $343,000.00 as additional down payment to Hebrew Hospital as per contract

(Operating Agreement version 8 or latest version), to be released to Hebrew
Hospital upon execution of the HBL/SNF Operating Agreement,

(iv)$309,750.00 to be paid to the New York State Department ofHealth ("DOH") for 
the application fee as per the November 15, 2012 NY DOH Conditional Approval 
Letter; 

(v) Balance of$507,250.00 to be held by WPHCP and disbursed as WPHCP
determines, for the following preconstruction costs,
I. Application or other fees to Lancaster Pollard,
2. Taxes, Insurances and other ongoing property/maintenance/safety costs,
3. Other fees,
4. Other pre-construction professional fees and other fees and costs,
5. Survey, environmental, Market Study, Appraisal, and other 3rd party fees for

the loan.
e) $2,200,000.00 disbursement to WP HCP is to be characterized as a non interest bearing loan and
repaid to HBL/SNF as follows; 

I. $1,500,000.00 is to be deemed as an advance payment for FF&E for the
project and repayable only by delivery of title to the FF&E. HBL/SNF will show 
the FF &E as an asset on its balance sheet; HBL/SNF is to own and be responsible 
for replacing FF&E. Tenant shall also have ownership ofreplacement reserve for 
FF&E. 
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2. $700,000.00 shall be repaid as a deduction from the rent over an above
payments for P&l, Taxes and Reserves at the rate of $2,700.00 per month for a 
term of 420 months 

f) Prior to the assignment of the notes and mortgages, WPHCP shall be granted a security interest
in all of the assets ofHBL/SNF, including without limitation, the Control Account, and all of the 
HBL/SNF's rights in and to the beds (including without limitation HBL/SNF's rights, title and interest 
in and to the purchase and sale agreements pertaining to the beds) and DOH approvals to secure the 
agreements of Lizer Jozefovic and HBL/SNF hereunder. 

II) HBL/SNF and Lizer Jozefovic shall cooperate and deliver all items required by Lancaster
Pollard ( or other construction lender) in order to most expeditiously close the construction loan. 

III) HBL/SNF shall be responsible to fund all of its costs and expenses, as tenant, relating to the
development, and fill up of White Plains Institute For Rehabilitation And Health Care, including without 
limitation expenses payable to DOH, amounts in excess of the funds provided herein for the beds, and 
professional and consulting fees. Funding for such costs and expenses shall not be made from the 
Control Account. 

IV) HBL/SNF and WPHCP shall enter into a lease (the "Lease"), substantially in the form attached
hereto as Exhibit A, which includes, among other things: 

a) HBL/SNF shall deposit in the Control Account an amount not less than the requirements

of the construction lender's working capital and reserve requirements, including without limitation any 
shortfall amount as between the construction lender's requirements and the amount in the Control 
Account. 

b) IfWPHCP sells the real property to a bona fide third party purchaser prior to the twelfth
lease year under the Lease, WPHCP may purchase the HBL/SNF right of first refusal for an amount 
equal to ten percent (10%) of the excess of the sale price (less costs and fees, including broker's fees) 
over the TPC (defined below); provided, however, commencing on the twelfth year of the Lease after 
the commencement date under the Lease and continuing until December 31 st of the fifteenth year after 
the commencement date under the Lease, HBL/SNF shall have a right to purchase the real property from 

WPHCP for a price equal to the sum of (a) the actual total project cost ('TPC"), plus (b) the following 
amounts: 

i) For Year 12, TPC plus $1,500,000.
ii) For Year 13, TPC plus $1,650,000.
iii) For Year 14, TPC plus $1,800,000.
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iv) For Year 15, TPC olus $1.950.000.

c) HBL/SNF will be responsible for funding the initial operating deficit so as not to delay

the loan closing, in the amounts and according to the terms as may be required by the construction

lender.

(V) HBL/SNF and WPHCP shall enter into a Development Agreemêñt, substantially in the form

attached hereto as Exhibit B.

(Signature Page to Follow)
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Agreed and accepted this
20th

day of November 2015

CCC Equities I, LLC

By:

Howard Fensterman, Maiiagiiig Member

HBL SNF, LLC

By , t.,

Jozefo , nagi Member

White Plains Healthcare Properties 1, LLC

BY:

William Nicholson, Manager
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COLLATERAL ASSIGNMENT AND PLEDGE 
OF MEMBERSHIP INTEREST AND SECURITY AGREEMENT 

THIS ASSIGNMENT made as of August 11, 2017, by Lizer Jozefovic, an 
individual having an address at 53 Maliner Way, MonseyNew York 10952 (the ';Assignor") to· 
Howard Fenste1man as nominee for White Plains Health Care Properties LLC, a Massachusetts 
Limited Liability Company (the "Assignee") with reference to the following facts. 

WHEREAS, HBL-SNF a New York Limited Liability Company ("Operator/Tenant) an entity 
controlled by Assignor had entered into a development agreement with WHITE PLAINS 
HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC (the "Developer") dated November 19, 2015 (the 
"Agreement") which was amended by and between the Parties by that certain first Amendment to the 
Development Agreement (the "Amendment") dated as of July 12, 2017. 

WHEREAS, the Development Agreement among other tilings obligated the Tenant to enter into 
a Lease with Developer in return for the Developer, developing, designing, financing and Building a 
160 Bed Skilled Nursing Home for Tenant in White Plains New York; and 

WHEREAS the Development Agreement obligated the Tenant to obtain CON approval to build 
such 160 Bed Skilled Nursing Home for Tenant in White Plains New York and to deliver to Developer 
such documents as are reasonably requested by Developers lenders; and 

WHEREAS, the Tenant has obtained all CON approvals necessary to construct the Skilled 
Nursing Home and tl1e Developer has obtained all zoning and building department of approvals and a 
Construction Loan; and 

WHEREAS, in or about November 2015 in consideration of Howard Fenstennan and/or CCC 
Equities assigning all mortgages held by them on property owned by Waterview Acquisition I, LLC 
agreed that he would pre-pay Two Million Two Hundred Thousand Dollars to White Plains Healthcare 
Properties and would additionally establish a joint signature account in JP Morgan Bank into which the 
sum of One Million Six Hundred Thousand Dollars was deposited; and 

WHEREAS, The Lease requires the sum of 1.6 Million Dollars to be delivered to Landlord at 
least 60 days prior to the Commencement date of the Lease as additional security for the Tenants 
faitllful perfonnance of the tenns and conditions of tl1e Lease; and 

WHEREAS, Section 10 .2 of the Loan Agreement by and between Developer and its 
Construction lender restates the language of the Lease and Developer has undertaken to ensure that the 
1.6 Million Dollars on deposit with JP Morgan shall be delivered according to the tem1s and provisions 
of the Lease; and 

WHEREAS, the Sums in tl1e JP Morgan Account entitled HBL SNF, LLC, Account Number 
-7272 have been transferred to two JP Morgan Account's entitled Waterview Acquisition I,
LLC Account Numberlllllf7002 and Account Number .. 0885 in which Howard Fenstennan is
not a signatory and the parties want to enter into this agreement by which Howard Fenstennan will be
added as a signatory to such account under tenns and conditions set forth below; and
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WHEREAS, Tenant and Assignor have promised to add Howard Fenstennan as a signatory to 
such account so as to ensure that no withdrawals may be made so as to reduce the amount of the 
account below 1.6 Million and so as to ensure that when required 60 days prior to the coll1111encement 
date the money in the account or equivalent shall be delivered as additional cash security for the lease; 
and; 

-,WHEREAS in order to secure the promises made by Assignor concerning such account 
Assignor has agreed to deliver to Assignee this Assignment; and the Assignor desires to pledge to 
Assignee all of his membership interest in Waterview Acquisition I, LLC (the "C o m p  a n y"), in 
order to secure the promises made herein and in the Lease and Security Agreement deliver ed to 
the Construction Lender; 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of these premises and other good and 
valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged, the 
Assignee and the Assignor hereby agree as follows: 

1. As collateral security for the Bonowers' obligations under t h e  L e  as  e ,
t h e  S e c u r  i t  y A g r  e em e n  t ,  the Loan, a n d t h  e D e v e 1 o p  m e n  t A g r  e e m  e n  t the 
Assignor hereby pledges and assigns and grants a first and superior security interest in and to all 
of his rights, title and interest as a member in the Company (the "Collateral"). 

2. Upon the effectuation of Section 7.l(a)(iii) of the lease which requires
Sixty days prior to the anticipated Commencement Date, the funds in the JP Morgan Chase 
Bank account in the amount of not less than $1,600,000 shall be deposited into the 
Landlords Rent Security Account, the interest in the Company assigned to the Assignee 
pursuant to Paragraph 1 hereof shall be automatically reassigned by the Assignee to the 
Assignor without recourse, representation or wa1nnty, and this Assignment shall automatically 
tenninate and be void and of no further effect. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Assignee 
hereby agrees to execute any document reasonably required for the purpose of evidencing the 
reassignment of such interest and the termination of this Assignment. 

3. The Assignor represents, covenants and wanants that he is the legal and
beneficial owner of the Collateral and has not and will not enter into any assignment, mo1tgage, 
pledge or other instrument which transfers or encumbers all or any part of his interest in the 
Company and that there are no cmTent liens or encumbrances that exist as of the day of the 
execution of this assignment. 

4. The Assignor agrees not to subsequently fiuther amend or volunta1ily pennit
the amendment of the operating agreement of the Company that would in any manner materially 
adversely affect this Assignment and/or the rights of the Assignee hereunder without the consent · 
of the Assignee, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld, conditioned or delayed. 

5. The Assignor covenants and agrees not to voluntarily withdraw as the 
managing member of the Company without the prior written consent of Assignee, which consent 
shall not be unreasonably withheld, conditioned or delayed. 

6. The covenants provided for in this Assignment shall be binding upon the
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successors and assignees of the parties hereto. 

7. This Assignment shall be governed by the laws of the State ofNew York.

8. Neither this Assignment nor any provision hereof may be amended,
modified, waived, discharged or terminated orally, but only by an i:nsl:rnment :in·writii1g duly .. · 
signed by or on behalf of the Assignor or Assignee. 

9. Assignor represents and warrnnts that he has a 71 % membership interest
in the Company and that he is manager thereof. 

10. In accordance with the laws of the State of New York and as part of the
consideration for the making of the Loan, Assignor consents to the jurisdiction of any local, state 
or federal court locat_ed within New York and further consents that all service of process may be 
made by registered mail to his address set forth below and service so made shall be deemed 
completed five (5) days after the same shall have been mailed. 

11. Assignor covenants and agrees to execute such additional documents and to
take such fu1ther actions as may be reasonably required to carry out the provisions and intent of 
this Assignment including, without limitation, executing a financing statement or statements and 
continuations thereof. In addition, Assignor grants to Assignee a power of attorney coupled with 
an interest to effectuate the tem1s of the foregoing sentence and to file all continuations, renewals 
or amended financing statements without the signature of Assignor. 

13. Should Assignor violate the terms and provisions concerning the

maintenance of the account as set forth in the resolution ofWaterview Acquisition I, LLC 

annexed hereto as Exhibit A the Assignee shall have: 

(a) The right to sell the Collateral in the State of New York at

one or more public or private sales at such price and on such tenns as

Assignee in its discretion accepts, for cash, upon or for future delivery.

Upon any such sale, the Assignee shall have the 1ight to assign,

transfer and deliver to the purchaser or purchasers thereof the

Collateral. Such purchaser at any such sale shall hold the Collateral

sold absolutely free from any claim or right on the pait of the

Assignor, and the Assignor hereby waives (to the extent pennitted by

law) all rights of redemption, stay or appraisal which he has or may

have under any rule of law or statute now existing or hereafter

adopted. The Assignee shall give the Assignor twenty-one (21) days'

written notice by registered or ce1tified mail, postage prepaid, return

receipt requested (which Assignor acknowledges is reasonable and

sufficient), of the Assignee's intention to make any such public or 

private sale. Such notice, in the case of public sale, shall state the time

and place fixed for such sale. Any such public sale shall be held at

such time or times within ordinary business hours and at such place

or places in the State ofNew York as the Assignee may fix in the
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notice of such sale. The Assignee shall not be obligated to make any 
sale of the Collateral if it shall determine not to do so, regardless of the 
fact that notice of such sale of the Collateral may have been given. 
The Assignee may, upon one day's written notice, adjourn any 
public or private sale or cause the same to be adjourned from time to 

-trme b:f a1,a1oiliiccri1ent-at:-the time an<l place fixed,.for. sale, and such
sale may, without further notice, be made at the time and place
within in the State of New York to which the same was so
adjourned. In case sale of all or any part of the Collateral is made
on credit or for future delivery, the Collateral so sold may be retained
by the Assignee until the sale price is paid by the purchaser or
purchasers thereof, but the Assignee shall not incur any liability in case
any such purchaser or purchasers shall fail to take up and pay for the
Collateral so sold, and, in case of any such failure, such Collateral
may be sold again upon like notice. As an alternative to exercising
the power of sale herein conferTed upon it, the Assignee may proceed
by a suit or suits at law or in equity to foreclose this Assignment and to
sell the Collateral, or any po1tion thereof, pursuant to a judgment or
decree of a comt of competent jmisdiction;

(b) such other rights with respect to the Collateral as shall be 
afforded to secured parties by the Uniform Commercial Code of the 
State of New York including, but not limited to, the right to setoff;
and/or

( c) to apply any proceeds of any disposition of the Collateral to the
payment of t h e  c a s h  s e c u r  i t  y r e  q u i r e d  u n d e r  t h  e
t e r m s  a n d  p r o v i s i o n s  o f  t h e l e  a s  e a n d  reasonable
expenses of the Assignee in connection with the exercise of its rights
or remedies, including reasonable fees and expense of attorneys, and any
balance shall be paid to such party as shall be entitled thereto pursuant to
law.

13. The Assignor hereby waives any right to require that the Assignee
proceed against any real or personal property or any guaranty given as 
security for the Note, whether or not existing or hereafter given, before
exercising its rights and remedies with respect to the Collateral.

14. This Agreement may be executed in counterparts, each of which,
when taken together, shall be construed as one and the same instrument.

15. All notices, demands and other communications provided for
herein shall be deemed received upon personal delivery or delivery by 
national overnight delivery service, or three (3) business days following
deposit in the U.S. mail, postage prepaid, first class registered or certified,
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to Assignor or assignee at the following addresses: 

If to Assignor: 
Liner Jozefovic 

53 Mariner Way 

_--NJonsey, Ne..w York__ - _ -'-- -_ 

With a copy to: 

Michelman & Robinson, LLP 

800 Third A venue 

New York, New York 

Attention: Mark H. Zafrin, Esq. 

If to Assignee: 

Howard Fenste1man 

Clo Abrams, Fenstem1an et al 
3 Dakota Drive 

Suite 300 

Lake Success, New York 11042 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Assignor has duly executed this 

Assignment, as of the day and year first written above. 

The Company hereby acknowledges receipt of this Assignment by Assignor. 

WATERVIEW ACQUISITION I, LLC 
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Mark H. Zafrin (NV) 

From: Mark H. Zafrin {NY) 
Sent: Thursday, November 19, 2015 i.:12 PM 
To: Greg Stoller; Mark Frimmel (NY); William Nicholson; Gerald Billow; 'Howard Fensterman 

(hfensterman@abramslaw.com)'; Lizer Jozefovic 
FW:WP Subject: 

.AttadHne.nts;. .. Wtre iostructions for WP! lCP.x::;x 

Enclosed please find wire lnstructio11s for White Plains Healthcare Propertles-tt\ere are three transfers that need to go 
out; 

1. $2,200,000.00 is to be sentto WPHCP-wire instructions annexed
2. $197,071.00 should be wired to CCC or designee
3. $1,595,368.32 is going to be held until such time as we give them instructions to deposit in an Account in the

Name of HBL-SNF to be opened at Chase Private Banking where we intend to have it invested in 90 day or longer
Treasury's-at that level we get to buy at the Bank's cost usually and since Uzer's father in law's Brokerage
,company is heavy at Chase we can get thatcourtesy

From: Edward Tabor [mailto:ETabor@congressconstruction.com] 
Sent: Thursday, November 19, 2015 5:03 AM 
To: Mark H. Zafrin (NY) <mzafrin@mrllp.com> 
Cc: William Nicholson <WNicholson@congressconstruction.com> 
Subject: RE: WP 

Good morning Mark, 

The wire instructions are attached. 

Ed 

Edward 0. Tabor 
CFO 

The Congress CotnpaniC:s 
\Vest Peabody Executive Center: Suite 200 
2 Bourbon Street 
Peabody, l'vJA O 1960 

Telephone: 978-535�6700 extension 115 
Fax: 978-535-6701
Email: etabor@congressconstruc-tion.com 
Website: www.congresscompanies.com 

711c i1![or1111Uio11 co111<1/11ed i11 l/1is•11tessc1ge 11,oy l>t• prii•i/egi!d mid cmt!idenlia/ imd proleuled ji-0111 dfadosw,,. ((rl,u r¢arkt ·,�(/MI 111e,,.w1gs is ltol rho /11/ellll�d r-edpienl, 
o�a!I i'/iiJ,/o;vv.,,r //f)MI ri.i110;1.1iblv.fi.1r deliwri1;g;· !/ii.\' message trnha i11t,•1uJ,.,1 t<!clpienl, you or,• lwreby ;101/(ied /h(// m,y i/issemiltf!lio11, d/.tiri/miilili ,?I' C(.)PJ'f!lg vf r/Ji,\'
r:01nm1111ico1im1 issti:ieily prohihimd. /{you have 1vc«iwd this com1111111/i:rlfh•11 !11 ,:rrr1r. pli'i1se. n(it//j· us.

1 
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CHASE() 
JPMorgan Cl1ase (lank, NA 
PO Box 659754-

December 03. 2015llm;iugh December 31, 2015 
-Account Number. ■■■■■7272

San Anionic, T';{ 78265- 97 54 
. . . 

CUSTOMER SERVICE INFORMATION 

l.1t, I Ill ... rl,l,11 I.Ill ..... ,11,1,1,1, .. Ill" ,I.,1,ll ..... , , ll I 
o:mg,;;;:,>;!·Df:l.f8U_<! 1,:1�-00i!tl rNNi·Ji,(NJ�NNNN'f 
HBLSNF, LLC 
"1280 ALBANY POST RD 
CROTON HDSN NY 10520°1570 

WE ARE UPDATING OUR DEPOSIT .A.CCOUNT AGREEMENT 

Web site.: 

Service Center: 
Deat,an,d Hard of Hwring; 
Para Esrmnol; 
International Calls: 

On March 14, 2016, we will publish an updated version of our Deposit Account Agre.ement so 
that it is easler to i.lnderstand, The updated agreement will be available on chase.com, 
at a brancl, or by request When you call us, 
Please read U1e entire docurnenl. pElying sp<;,cial attention t,o these sections: 
• Deposit Records and Receipts (page 3): It you deposil an arr1ovnt that is highe'r or

IOV11et' thah What Is on the deposit receipt, v-le are not required 10 adjust your account
for discrepancies of $10 or less. See below for the full paragraph that has changed,

-Unk:ed Accounts (page 13)'. lfthe checking account linked to your other accounts
closes, it is your responsibility t<;i request any remaining eliglole ac:.counts to be
Uhl,ed

. Closing Your Account (pa.ge 13): We are not. reqvit�d. lo cio!.>e your account if you h;,ve
pending transactions, or ff the account h, overdrawn or sl.1bjecl to legal process .

• Research, Legal Process and Requests for !rlforrnation (page 15): l! a legal hold is in
effec1, we wil.l corilinue to charge any applicable fees even thoLJgh the actol!nt cannot be
dosi;,d. We may also remove your Overdraft Protection if a hqld is placed, but you m;w
ask .us lo relink your ar..counls after the hold ls removed.

� Preautliorized (Recurring) Transfers and Slop Payment (page 22): We explain how to
stop payment on a recurring transfer or payment,

This is the updated p;,ragraph that you will find in the Deposits Records and Receipls
section: If you make a deposit, we may provide a receipt, but Li-ie amount on your deposit
receipt is based entirely on the deposit slip. you complete. We may conffrm the funds you
deposit and, after review, may adjust your account for any errors including any e,rors on
your deposit slip, We are not ri.,qulrcd to adjust your account for discrepancies of$10 or
!fiss, We rnay nol Bdjust your account unless you notify us of the discrepancy Wf!hin one
year of the dale of your account statement that shows the deposit. If you do not notify
us of the error during this noUce period; the depos!t srnount \-viii be considered final;
This rne$os that if tJ1e actual ,amount. deposited was less than the amount declared oo ttw., 
deposit receipt, the dil1ererke will become your property and if the actual amount 
deposited was more lh?-n tho amount declared ort the deposit receipt, the differenr;e will 
become OUJ property, 
Please call us at the number on this statement if you have any questibns. 

\iltWW;Chase.co.m 
1 �877--4 25-8100 
1 �no0:-£42, 1ss-e

·J-888-{)2?-�?.7�
1·7'1:3-262-167:9
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CHASE() December 03, 2015throug11 December 31, 2015 
Account Number. 7272 

SAVINGS SUMMARY I Chase Business Select High Yield Savings 

INSTANCES AlviOUr�r 
·f1�;:-wiiiil119 6ala11£;$ . � --'�;,=- --. ------- -- . �-�- · -�·-·"$0.00 
Deposits Md Aoditiotis 
EndinQ Balance 

Annual Percentage Yield Earned This Period 
Interest Earned This Period

Interest_ Raid Year-to-Date 

!TRANSACTION DETAIL!
DATE 

12/23 
12131 

OE;SCHIPTl()N 
l:'llc!ginning Balance 

Transfer from Chk Xxxxx1055 
Interest Payment 

2

2 

0.08% 
$:31.44 
$31.44 

AMOUNT BALANCE 
$0.00 

1,595,000.00 1.595,000.00 
31.44 i.595,03144 

$1,595,031.44 

You earned a higher interest rate on your Chase Business Se.lect High Yield Savings account during this statement perio_d 
because you hed a qualifying Chase Platinum Buslness Checking account. 

30 deposited lterns are provided v,ith your accounl each month. There Is a $0.20 fee for each additional deposited Item, 

fN CASE OF ERRORS OR QUESTlONS ABOUT YOUR ELECTRONIC FUNDS TRANSFERS; Call or Write us al lhe phone number or address 
on !he front of ihis sfalernent (non.personal accounts cont;icl Cu�I.Otner Setvice) if you lhin� your staleinent or receipl is incorrecl or if you nc1ed 
more information aba\JI a tra11$f'er listed on the statement orreceiptWe rnust hear fmrp you no lµter than 60 days after we sent y9u the r!RST 
statement on v.ihi�ti the problem or error appeared. Be prep,1red lo give t,JS the following in!ormation: 

• Your t\arne and a;:;co�1n1 number 
• The c!ol[ar amount of the suspected error . . .. 

. ;• A descnplioo of-fhl!! error orkansferyou arc unsure of, why you believe •11$ ;in error, !-JfWhy you need more Information. 
We wlll 1nv;;stlgate your,cqmplarnt and will correct any error prornplly,, lf".1e lake niore than 10 bus,ties$ days (or 20 buslnesi>_days for new 
accounts) to do lh1s, we w1H credit your account for the amourtl you 1t1ml\ 1s In error so that you w1ll l1ave use of the money dunng the time 1t 1.ikes 
us to complete our inve.'it1gaJipr1-
IN CASE: or ERRORS QR QUE$llONS ABOUT NON-ELl:CTRONlCTRANSACTIONS: Contact Iha-bank immediately if your i;lateineril i� 
incorrec1

_
or i(you rieed more infonnaUon abouti;nY non-de_ctronic tra

. 
nsaclions (checks or�.ejmsils) on tt1js statement, ff any suc,h error appear$. 

you must no(1ty 1ho bank In wn:ing no later than 30 days after u-,e slate1r1on1 was made awnlable lo you.. For more cOlnphile de1arls. see lhe 
Account RUies ancl Regulations ,or other applicable account agreement thal governs your account. · 

JPMormm Ch<:1se 8,mk, N.A. Member FDIC 
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Cl,�IASEO t 
BUSlNESS ACCOUNT ADD SIGNERS FORM 

lllflll 1�11�11111� ll� �111�1111![1� ll�ll Im l�llfl;flllJIII
11111111111111111�mr1 Ill�� f llll��i, �,1 ·· 

·-

NAME OF BUSINESS HBL SNF, LLC 
TA)(PAYERJD NO .. -6045 

BUSINESS ADDRESS 1280 ALBANY POST RD, CROTON HDSN. NY 10520-1570 BRANCH NAMEAND NO. CHASE' PLAZA-217 BANI< NO, -"'8=0=2 ______ _ 
INTEROFFICE MAIL:CODEJ-lY1-021]__ PREPARED BY: NAME STELLA C BARRY Pina•� aod I.ha fol!c1/.o.g irgnor to fiK; aeeountsnsrod t-,Jow·(ol\ler.a.vll-.:nlw<hlgners on r<>eo�·do not �M:,go1:. 

BRANCH PHONE NO. (2121422-4065 
DATE: 12/14/2015 

Name ofthtt Slgner toAcld Tltlit .Slgna;hire ba1e WILLIAM A NICOHOLSON - SIGNER ldantlflo.a\lon JD Numb11r l) Ori-,e-r'-6' t!oa:-,£E- � Issuer MA lssu-,nw OPV•· fatOa,;2012 Explr.itlon Datu 10114R017 Zl Nona· 
-!���bars; , .. 1065 

I I I l 1'""'30 nd� llle loll.owing :lgnit/ U)'\.� OOG<l\.1111$ USlf,d bill.OW (Otb♦r1Ull>011%!1,:l �l.!/nOl'l> on rllOOl'!l d'O ,>Olthar.goJ: 
Name ofthe Slgnilrlo Add Tille LIZER JOZEF'OV!C MEMBER ldonlific�tlon 

1 l OrtvMa UC1Jose 

1055 

IDNumbar lllf!076 
Pl�ooa add the rollowliiji-i19neiht�e iiccountS listed !>e)ow (other autM:u:;;d�lgnarson recor,:1 do nordw)ge): 

J5suer NY 
Signatori: 

02/':111.017 

N;im� of the Sign1n·t0Add 'Tille HOWARD FENS.U:RMAN SIGNtR ld1ml\!lca1!011 Lo Number lssutr li;GUArJCe Oat,; 
J,to/ c..

:�{; �
exp o�1) Grjvo,'o lk!tn�e -.,;s,10 NY 0(;130/2012 07/17/Wi.O· 2) None 

-/���bars: I -1055 I \ I �. 
-�··--l 

CEltTlflCA.TION i I: TM undcr,;;11,r.od nerehy csrtlffes that lhe pe,rson(,).idde4' -as aUlhotiz.ed slgn,or.; on !he occounl(s) lndbted .Jll»v'l hnvi, been aodm:Hn eccordnni::il �,ill1 rosOfullons ,:,, olhei' ,Joi;u,,-.,n,�ot lh�•Bvs!hes� �1l•<,U110 �lurdr,11 aulho<IIY fur bank �CCO'Jt1l!l. Tlw u11ilanli;inod /urJ:arUlrtl1les i�a: lonllcie addelfasi1Uf�or.le<l signets, lhil namer., li!Jos nnd stg11rMrai. au>. c.orroct, 1, 1'01 e Oo,..-�i.llion or Unlncorpon,ted · For·.aolo f'ropr1'llorsli!p: F,orP.-,rhi'ltshl)' or Ll'ml!ed Lial>Glt)'Company; .For<onvernment ennt.vl N1sool;itlonorOrg11nlulkln: -- . -- � � _J.).\ lc1I \5 
__S;1crotary Oo!i! OWnor,SolaP,oprio:Or Di!fo, �lftl\e� ��\ Cenl[yfngOlfi�lel DS!ll 

m111m�1i��1ijl;B[III JP/0.:>19:ir\ Ct1as� Btin:i, ,�,-,_ Mamber FDIC I � 
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Mark H. Zafrin {NY) 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Howard Fensterman < HFensterman@Abramslaw.com> 
Thursday, August 10, 2017 10:07 AM 
Mark H. Zafrin (NY) 

Mark: I have substantially watered down and modified Gerry's language. The below reflects what we agreed to . 
Pl·�a�e confirm �vith Gerry arid have him-do the.paperwork to firiaTiie tl -;is. lf you have an'f'i&s�es0v.ilth "vvhat=!-did ·· 
please call me on cell. 

You did not send me your daughters singing video. Please do so because I am interested to see her sing at this 
age. Enjoy the orientation. Life is going by very quickly. I do not even remember those times in my life. 

With respect to the Waterview account: 

1. Howard Fensterman and Lizer Jozefovic shall be co- signatories to the Waterview account, provided however
that Howard Fensterman shall be the sole signatory authorized on any direction for the account to be diminished below
1.6 million dollars. This authority shall be relegated to remova I of the funds pursuant to the terms of the lease
between HBL SNF, LLC as Tenant And White Plains Healthcare Property I, LLC as Landlord. Lizer and Waterview
agree to maintain at least $1.6 M in account. Howard Fensterman agrees that he shall consent to all sums in excess
1.6 million being withdrawn from the account by the direction of Lizer Jozefovic. The terms of this paragraph shall be
incorporated into written agreements, and a resolution and direction to JP Morgan Chase Bank.
2. Waterview and Lizer Jozefovic agree that the foregoing resolution cannot be modified without the consent of
Howard Fensterman. The obligation of Waterview and Lizer Jozefovic to comply with the terms of the above resolution
shall be secured by a pledge of Lizer Jozefovic's membership interest in Waterview, which he represents is
unencumbered, along with a UCC 1 filing on same.

With respect to Mark Neuman Guaranty: 

"Per your request the undersigned, the beneficiary of your Guaranty dated as of November 19, 2015 (the "Guaranty"), 
and landlord under the lease with HBL SNF, LLC of that date (the "Lease"), agrees that it will terminate your Guaranty 
upon satisfaction of the following conditions: 
1. You terminate all of the beneficial interest you may have in HBL SNF, LLC and you do not park your interest in
any nominee provided this may only be done after construction of the building;
2. New York State Department of Public Health has removed you from the license once it Is issued after the
construction of the building which is contemplated to be accomplished within 30 days;
3. The Tenant is otherwise in compliance with the lease.
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Mark H. Zafrin (NY) 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Howard Fensterman <HFensterman@Abramslaw.com> 
Wednesday, August 16, 2017 2:32 PM 
Mark H. Zafrin (NY) 

Subject Re: 

Sent from my iPad 

On Aug 16, 2017, at 12:34 PM, Mark H. Zafrin (NY) <mzafrin@mrllp.com> wrote: 

Enclosed please find the Chase Certification that we received today; Please note that the Certification 
requires that the Resolution that we prepared be annexed as an exhibit. What I need from Howard is 
original signature cards from Howard with wet ink signatures-Lizer should have allof the resolutions 
and certifications signed this evening. 

Mark H. Zafrin 

Los Angeles I Orange County I San Francisco I Chicago I New York 

800 Third Avenue, 24th Floor, New York, NY 10022 
T 212.730.7700 F 212.730.7725 
Emzafrin@mrllp.com www.mrllp.com 
Bio vCard 

The contents of this e-rnail message and Its attachrnrmts are intended solely for the ,Jddmssee(s) hereof. In addition. this (,-mail transmission may be conficJentiill and it m 
subject to privilege protecting communications between attorneys or solicitors and their clients. If you are not the named addressee, or if this message has been addres1 

you in error, you are directed not to read, disclose, reproduce, distribute, disseminate or othe1wlse use t11is transmission. Delivery of this message to any person other th, 
intended recipient(s) is not intendecl in any way to waive privilege or con�dentiality. If you have received this transrnission in error. please alert tile sender by reply e-m, 
also request that you immediat0ly delete ll1is message and its attachmenls, if any. UNAUTHORIZED INTERCEPTION PROHIBITED BY FEDERAL LAW (18 U.S.C. 
2522). 

<doc01180120170816102002.pdf> 

1 
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I· 

Howard Fensterman, Esq. 

i\OH,\M�, l'E'\'.STEli.MA:--, Jll·!NSTHHM,\:-.;, El:-":M,\N, H>lt!\1/i.TO, FEIUlAltA, -\"l;'()l.P & CARONH, IJ,l► 

Managing Partner 
Tel: 516-328-2300 

Direct: 516-328-3953 
Email: hfensterman@abramslaw.com 

i{Htg 1�"i1m{i
(Sf (i:) ;11��1300 

i't'tanhiiW�11- ·- " .. '· 

(2121 2.7; .. 9100 

� - - � 

Long Island Office 
3 Dakota Drive 

Suite 300 
Lake Success, New York 11042 

· --· ·sr�•oi«f•�
(1i8}lJS•�OO 

· Ro,ei'iititcr 

- (.5&5) 218•?!>99

\¥-'WW.ABRAM$JA\'f.COM 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail may be an attorney-client communication and may contain Information that ls privileged and 

confidential and is therefore subject to legal restrictions and penalties regarding its unauthorized disclosure or other use. If you are not 

the Intended recipient you are prohibited from copying, forwarding, distributlng,dlssemlnatlng, or otherwise viewing this e-mail and 

any attachments hereto. Please notify the sender and delete this e-mail if you are not the Intended recipient. 
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From: Mark H. Zafrln (NY) 

Sent: Thursday, August 17, 2017 9:29 AM 

To: Howard Fensterman <HFen.sterman@Abramslaw.com>; Gerald Billow <gbillow@PBL.COM> 

Howard I need your signature on the last page 

1 
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Limited Liability Company Certification Chase Investments 
A division of J.P, Morgan Securities LLC, member FINRNSIPC, 

New Accounts F.ax (866) 966·4455 
Account Mainte11ance Fax.(800) BOS-3909 

Account Nliniber 

Account DestriptJon 

Rep Of necora 

Completed By 

-0885 (NON MANAGED)
LTD LIABILITY CQ 

OVOl 
-

KENNETH GATES {CHHC.KG 17} 

WATERVIEW ACQUISITION I L 

LC 
537Rl'22 
PURDYS NY 10578·2900 

Use this form to c;ertify the member/manager(s) authorized to act on an investment account for a Limited Liability Company. A Signatory 
Information Sheet MUST BE'provlded for all signers. 

Limited Liability Company Name 

\ Watervlew Acquisition I LLC 

Limited Uability Company Tax ID Number CTlN) Limited Liablllly Col)'lpanylyp� 

1-7872 !Member Managed Company 
·,

Member/Manim�e_r N_a_'m_e ___________________________________________ -. 
[Mark Neuman 

Member /ManagerNami: 

\ HerbertJozefovk . 
· I

Member/Maiiag_ce_r_N_am_e ___________________________________________ �
I Howard Fensterman I.___. -�--------------

Mernber/Manager Name 

In conslderatlon of J.P. Morgan Securities LLC. ('JPMS") opening.and/or maintaining an investment nccount ("Account') for thelimltodliabilliyfompany ('LlC) named above, 
the undersigned duly1luthorized to blnd.trie LLC and ;,.II of Its Members/M�riagers personally, cer\lfy .;s follow�: 
FIRST: The nwne of the LLC to which this Cerfltication applle� is ,ss lndkate<l above. 
SECOND: All Membets/Mamigers are oVe/ u,e age of ma)91ily Ir\ thelrie-spective ,tale of resloeptt.. Each orthe M�mbersiM�ne,g�r� listetj 3\J9Vl>.is heteby .\ndlvlcl\Joliy nlithcrized,
for and on behalF of the LLC. 

· • 

TlilRO: JPMS ls authorized to accept order! for trading, purchases and sales of assets and other .'instructions for the receipt and withdrawal and disposition of �ssets to any name, 
1ncludlng themselves and third parties, ·wt,,.ther free or versus payment, or trade or non-trade rc.!atfd (lncludll)9 to any Members/Managers) from those Mernber�/M�nagcrs 
listed above, pursuant to the terms of thg U .. c -'OP applicable law.The LLC. ls duly authorlzed and.permitted to engage in cash and margin tr�r1sac\ions In any and all.forms of 
securities including, but not limited to, evidences of intcresl.patlkipation, odndebtcdness, lnstruments of any issuer (whether publicly registered or exempt from registration) 
including; but not limited !o, common o, preferred slock; strip, warrants and rlghts; blll1, not�s, bonds or debentures of any coupon, Including •zero coupon" o(maturity; 
certificates of dC!po,.it,bank notes 01 d!ipos!t 110\es; comrn<!fclal p�p�r, money market ln.strurnent,: ll,ied and/or over-the-coJ.Jnter options, corwnodltles,_ commodity futures, 
options on future; !Including slngle r.tock futures contr�cts and other securities futures·producls), transactions In foreign currencies; llmlt<ed partnership Interest, and o\her 
interem ln hedge lunds, buyout funds, real estate inv�lmc>nt trusts, venture cap1tal funds, private equity funds and prlvati,equity Investment vehkles; whole mortgage loans, 
any and all interests. and particlpatlpns Tn mortgage loan.\ mortgage-backed and :arn�t backed securltles; any kind of derivative irtVeslment, l�clucting lnuirest rate, dlirency, 
credit, equ\tv.otoiher swiip transacJions; repurchase and reverse• repurchase transactlons, buy/iorw;,rd sale fransactions,doUar rol.is,secwc,tl lending t;amaclions and �ny 
instrument o,r inte(!/st geiiersll)' regarded ai an 1,westment or hedge, secured or unsecured, or any transacilon, that ls simll«r lo any of thos� described above tlnciudlng an 
option W\tti re�pei:tlo ;my of them!. 

INVESTMENT PRODUCTS ARE: 
NOT FDIC INSVRED • NOT A DEPOSIT OR OTHER OBLIGATION Of, OR GUARANTEED BY, JPMORGAN CHASE BANI{, N.A. OR ANY 

Of ITS AFFILIATES• SUBJECT TO INVESTMENT RISKS, INCLUDING POSSIBLE LOSS OF THE PRINCIPAL AMOUNT INVESTED 
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d. M . . I Ad . R I CL.R

l..ert1 aca mn . .  egar mg . umc1pa · . v1stH' . u e nase anvestmemcs
A <llvi,lon of J.P. Morgan Securities LLC, member Flt�RA/SIPC 

New Ac;counts Fax (666) 966-44SS 
Acccnmt Maintenance ra� (800} 805�39(19 

Us.e -this form to certify entity .status Qn an investment acc1Junt, 

Name of Account dwner.("Entlty") 
I Watervlew Aquisition I LLC _ -,-��-,.....,,----,--,---,-,-,--.....,..-·-,----,..---=�=----,-------

�
-

· -�- · _ For tt,e purpo�P,�Qf Sfa:.(iQ/\ 158_ ofthc S_£Cur1![<!, E.,(cha.119s i'.lrt .£>f 1.91'i (th!¥ ··Municipal Advi�QL Huie'}, l_ i:u:r.:by Hri:_e..i?<'tt, •�;,r7;ini.&ml�t:�f'y_!o J.P. liitrr1f_ilO- _-:;. :.

\ , , 

Sec1,1rities L IL (':JPMS'1 Of\ behalf of the .Entity, each of the follow!n!) and agrnl! to nflllfy.lPMS irnr'IJP.r!ia\ely if r.lr<:;tlimtances cha.ngP. lfl a manne rwhii:h tiiakes any of 
the rcpresen�tiom set forth on lhls ccrlifrcil\ion untrue: 

I am a knowledge;ible official represenr.itive of the Entity, am authoriz.ed to sign U1is c'ertiF!ca\c, havl? access to the appropriate lnlorma\lon oi have direct 
� knovvtedgeof the source of the fundrnf the Emley that enables me to make these repres�ntations, and, If nece5Silry, have consulted y,,llh legal counsel, in 

regard lo these rep1esi\nhitions, wammties and certlfitations, 

Regarding 1he account(s) the. Cllenthas with, ·or will establish wlthi JP.MS: 

0 The Entity is a Munidpal Entity 
® The Eotliy Is not a Munlr::ip11i Entity 
The term "Municipal Entity" means ;iny stale, political subdivision of a state, or muntdpal corporate insb:1./mentality of a �tate, Including: ( 1 )  any agency, auihority or 
instrumentality of the state, politka( subdivision or murilcipal corporate imtrumentallty; (2) any plan, progr.im or pool of a$sets sponsored or established by the state, 
political subdivision or municipal corporate lnstrurnent�llt)' thereof; and (3) any other issuer of mµn\cipal securities, 

Regarding the accoun_t(sf the Client has with, or will establish with, JPMS: 

Q The En!ity is ii Obligated Pel'$on 
@ The E11tity is no\ a Obligated Person 
The terni "Obligated Person'' means any pr,rson or entity, Including an issuer of municipal �ecurlties, who is i?Jther generally ot through .in enterptilie, fund ol' 
;iccount Qf such person, commmed by·contract ·or other arrangemerilto support the payment of all, or a part of, the obHgalions on the munidpal securilies to be sold 
In ;m offering .of municipal SE.'Curities, except the term Obllgatecl Person shall nonnclu.de: (1) a person who provldes rr1u11iclpal bor1d insurance, letters ofciedlt 01 
other llquldlW fatlllties; or(2) a person Wh<)se l1Mr1clal information or operating data l.s riot material to a rrtuiiiclpal securiilcs off en rig, without reference \O any 
municipal bond insurance, leiter of tfedll, liquidity facility or other credit enhancement. 

Regarding the ac.cclunt(�) the Oienl has wiih, or will establish with, JPMS: 

Q Arnount� to be it,vested In account, established a� JPMS f¢r the e,ntlty .®t.Y. constitute Proc!!eds o{ Mlinlcl)>ill se,uritles or 1V1uoicip11I l:scrow Ac(ounts 
@ /lmo_unts to_ beoinvested In accounts established at JPMS for the entity� conslltute Proceeds of M1rnitipal Securities or Jlllunlcipal Escrow A_ccour,ts 

Thi:, term "Proceeds of Municipal Securities" means monies derived by 3 municipal �ntity from the primary offering of municipal S�\Jrities, investment .income 
derived from the Investment or reinvestrhent of such monies, and iln)' monies of a municipal entiiy or obligated person f;e!ct in funds under legal documents for tile 
rnunl�lp.il securities that are reasonably e)(pected to !:le u5ed a, security or a source of payro�nt for ttie pa)'me:nt of the debt mylur nn t11e. m11niclpal sewrlties, 
including reserves,:slnkirt!) funds and pledged funds creaie.d for such purpose, and the. inVC?stmcnl lncon\e derived fiorn ihe invc.stmcnt.or reinvestment of monies In 
such funds. 
The "t!!rrn "Mu11itlpi1l Escrow lf\Ve$tm,cn�•• me:ans proce�ds of municipal securities and any ot,her funds of a municipal entity or Obligated Person that are depo�lt�d 
in an escrow account to pay the principal of, premiun11 if any, and interest on on� or rnorr. issU(!� of ri:iuniclpal securlties. 

I hereby represent, wairant.and C<?(tl(y to JPMS on bel1.il{ of the t:nt!ty, each of ih,?forcgoing ai,ct agree to notify JJ>M� lmmectjati;ly lf clrwrrostances change-In a 
manner which makes any of the representations set forth on ttils certification un1rue. 

Aut��iz
��-

Sl�-
J;s; 

>f( 
.. , . [ x  . . . � - , -� 

.d --- - . . ·  

Authorized Signet Name (pi/a�e print) 

1-rvil!rk N e�rn�n· - ·,

Date (mm/dd/yyyy) 

j
l

.f ��<',, /::& i t7·� ::J 

i 

INVESTMENT PRODUCTS ARE: 

NOT FDIC .INSURED ; NOT A DEPOSIT OR OTHER OBLIGA TJON Of, OR GUARANTEED BY, JPMORGAN CHASE BANK, N.A. ORA NV 

OF ITS AFFILIATES • SU8JECT TO INVESTMENT RISKS, INCLUDING POSSIBLE LOSS OF THE PRINCIPAL AMOUNT INVESTED 
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: i 

Limited Liability Company Certification 

New Accounts Fa)( (866) !)66-4455 
Account Maintenance Fax (800) 805-3909

Chase Investments 
A division of J.P. Morgan Securities LLC, rnernbl:r FINRA/SIPC.

A Member/Manager may: (l) glv� to; and receive. from, JPMS or Its ilfflllaics ora� written or electronic lnstrucllcitis,c:onfirmatlon$, no\lce1 or demands wlih resped to the acrnunt 
.and any transaction; (2) blnd the LLC to enter into and perform any transa�tion or agreemen� amendment or modifica.tion thereof, relating to the account and any tran�actlon 

. lnvoJvln� the LLC; [3) . limd or borrpw money or securitie� and ��l;.4.tl!1he ree_ayment \li�r.,of with ihe prr,perty ofth� L\..C;. {4) _p;iy in.cash. OJ by check or_ !,y credit or debit card or 
. t!rliii.�r.iwn upolith<! fUP.':i! !}./ \!leJJ.L��,\fEw, ?"qi)frrd lo Ire p"'.31�,ill-tl]Jll'leCllni, whb t F,e il(C!-;;!•nt �r,d'ai1'y·rrac.,��\\(>t1;·(:;).dlred ili��ai�-0( C)(�ti:.l�c. of.aQ)'iia-�Jtlf r.�"':ii!!i.;,;� :---::�:-

to .:.ny ��G!dt��, ot ath�r ?r::.pc.-t_y; (6) ;;gt-c:e tc- ;:_ny tt!rm!: er c:-:idtticl)s or �w�utc- er othnrwk:1J �!isr.nt fo �ny d��umi:nt er �gi'0:".rr.♦111taffcr;tln{j tbr. .:!C•�(lJnt i:IOd ;mj tr.;r,:,�:t�n; 
(7) dlr�c[JPMS t.o s_urrender any securltlcs or olhei property for the purpose <;ii effecting atty exchange or conversion thereof; {8} appoint any a\her peison or persons to do i'0� 
atid all things Which such Meml>er/Manager pf the UC!s herliby empowerecho do; tinc1 (9) giener.1IIY; \ake �II such action a� �u,h Member/M�n�ger of \he LLt may deem 
necessary or desirable 10 imphiment or fac:llitate the trading act.lvities described h�reln. M1?mbers/Manage1� are permittect to sell, assign and endorse for lrali,f11t, certif!c1;1tes 
represe-ntir,g stocks, bonds.or other securities now registered or hereafter 
regisl.ered io the name of the LLC. lf a Member/Manager Is an entity (e.g., Carpotatlori), then the approprlateanclllary donllnerrts (e.g .. corporate r��o[ut[bri) ls requi{ed. If t�e 
Members/Managers want to authorize a third p�rty to \ran�ct 011 the �c�ount, the Geoerai Paitners must also �ubm!t r,JPMSTradlng Authorlza\ion form naming such party. 
Subject to the p9lic.ics Qf JPMS and Its affiliates, or·in th!f evimt JPMS or its affiil�ti,s retelve conillctlng.lnstructioris, or rea,oMbly believe ln�truc)\ons from ono M�mber/Managcr 
might confllct wlth the wishes of another tvfomber/Mariager or other uuttiorii:ati third p�rty, JPM� i>r Its affiliates may do any of the folloWlng: (al choose which in�trucllons lo 
follow ahd whkh io disregard; (b) su1pe11d l!ll :actMly In the /lcqiun\ unUI Written lnstrwctions. $]9ned by :all Mernbers/Manag�rs, are retelved; kl dQse the Awiunt and deliver 1\11 
s!!curltles and of.her property, net of deb.ts or llabllilles, to l!,e address of record; anr)/or (d) t.�ke ott,er legal aci\on. 
FOURTH: Members/Managers certlfy that t!iey have the power under the LLC Agreement ar,d appllcable law b open and maintain ah Account-with JPMS and its affiliates 
0ncludlng margin accounts•) >md to enter inio -lran�actlons, both purcha.ses and salei, of 5et;uril1�· •m:l _0!11er property for the LLC, Not wlthsta[ldlng th� herein cer\lfications, any 
pe1son wl(h·aciu�lor apparent 1lUlhorlty ls authorize.cl and �rnpower� by.ihe LLC 10 uncfortake an)• acl1vity. All a�llor,s ptev\01.Jdy t-alti1n by �ny M�111ber/Man��er in con11�ction 
with or relatad to the rnatte_r� set forth In, or rea,onably.contcmplated or Implied by the herein certlfi�at1on1 b�, and �-�ch of \hem hereby I�, «dop\cd, ratiried, co(lfinned and 
approved In all respects as.the acts and.deed� of the LLC. 
l'lFTft;- Memt>ers/Mana.gers warrant. and repr��ent· th11t the lofomrntlun ;,bov� 11 a�cur�l¢ ,mii-compte\e, Members/Managrirs, jointly anti �everally, ,yree to i11d�mniry ,md hold 
h�rmless jPMS,. lts ager,tr., �mployees, repr<!hCrttatlves and ilfnliat<!s, rrom and against any and all liabi_lille�, judgments, cl�ims, �ettlernent.s, losses, darn�gE:S, obljgalion�, and 
expenses, Inducting reasonable altorney f�es, arisi11g from or relating 10 this Certification·and/or for effecting ir�nsacuons for the Account.In reliance thereon. If fewer than all 
Members/M/lncig<!T5 sign, ·those signlng certify that they arn authorized to bind 1he lLC a'ld ;ill Mernbers/Man:ig<!rs ttwreof lo the terms .of tJ1ls Certlticatfon. Mernbm/Managers 
agre� to Inform JPMS, lnWriii.ng, of any changes in the identhy of the Members,'Mana9ers· !isted �pove,any otheuirnenc/rnent.s to ihe LlC ahd/or any otl,er ev<!·nt that could all�r 
the CertiO::atloris made .herein lndud)ng its revocation. Such written notice should bi\ provided to JPMS at the followlng addre,s: J.P. Morgan Securities LLC, Attention: Account 
Processing, lll -02:91 4th Floor, 131 Soutti Dearborn Street, Chicago, ll 60603-5506 or any other address t!iat has been provided by JPMS spe<!ncally for such purpme. JPMS may 
rely on thi; Certification indef1nlle1iy.01 untll wr)t\en noiite lo the contrar;• Is recciYed.by JPMS, Member</Managers agiee that ih\s re.le�re and discharge shall ,urvive the
f�Voc�Uon oLthl� Certification 1iiith r-,spect lo transaqlon, entered Into prior to the effectiveness of such revocatiPn, 

, 

•A!lditlonill Dot\l!11entallo11 Required

'" , .• ,,f iJ:j 

/l ?-, �. , .  - · - · ·· · · . •  . . .. :,.,r.�l ,. :� ·1 - - c/J . i • 1� -• - +'· 
· ·- J8l'.fi.f�iiitr;zf�t:jm1&t i\ti1i!k=,ftt)t�i;]:1t:titii:i\8i�}Xiii:J}i:1;ti0mtiW;JijEJ.i:htnt)::J},.'i;;�l\f?�'i�:DtjW11a8,�y1-0 : '·•• :.\ :i <:: ' ';t, . ·::·::

.• il' '-l I I , -. . .  ;
°

,·"!': '- · 
liit.�:P�f{,!ti}ii?ht��.!?f l'.t�t�.'��!i: ;{'.'.lir!i�'.-?)i'.1.)\�_:r�y� :s�t.'i ;; ::;: /i\:tii�r��}t;;rt::.t �.tr.?-�/t. ;:�{:::§:�!/t;'.;{Jt(I(\� //) .. ���-�t:::,' \ :::/\r!:;/�_ilt!��h?. ·:,t'! �-\�:·.;/)t :;•v;: :7,-1_ · :-; f . ·-:.:�;t. ::�::r. ,_: ·� '\:.:., �� � 

;.': 

INVESTMENT PRODUCTS ARE: 
NOT FDIC INSURED • NOT A DEPOSlr OR OTHER OBLIGATION OF, OR GUARANTEED l3Y, JPMORGAN CHASE BANK, N.A. OR ANY

OF ITS AFFlllA.TES • SUBJECT TO INVESTMENT RISl{S, INCLUDING POSSIBLE LOSS OF THE PRINCIPAL AMOUNT INVESTED'
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I -.. __ 

EXHIBrr A 

ACTIO
N 

OF THE MEMBERS AND MANAGERS 

OF 
-WA'E_E�,VIBW AGQU1S.ITTQbJJ1 LLC-· -·· -· - ----·- ·10=-----· ........... · · - AU0UST-l-1-»2CY1-7-

The und.er�igncd, each being a M.embet or Mimaget of 
WATERV:(EW ACQUISlTION I, LLC, a New Yorlc limited liability company (the "Coropµny'1), 

and collectively constituting all of the Membe.rs and Managers ofthe Company, do each hereby 
consent to and ado_ptthe following'iesolutions as resolutions of the Members and. Managers of 
the Company: 

AUTHORIZATION 

WHEREAS, it is deemed tQ be :Ul the best hJterests of the Co.tnp[:U].y 
and its members and affiliates to enter into an agreement with White Plains Health Care 
Properties as Developer (the "'Developer"), for Developer to design and construct a 160 Bed 
Residential Health Care Facility in White Plains New York(' the Facility").

WHEREAS, Marc Neuman, Lizer Jozefovfo and Gerald Neuman 
and the Company will derive substantial econon:ifo benefit by increasing their market share in 
Westchester County bythe cpnstruction of the Facility; and 

WHElUiAS1 Waterview Acquisition I, LLC is the owner of that 
certain.aocountmaintained at JP Morgan Accouot'l'l entitledWaterview Acquisition I, LLC 
Account Number �002 and ;\ccount Number 11111110885 (the "Account") in which Marc 
Neuman and Lizer Jozefovic are the sole signatories; 

WiffiREAS, i:n order to achieve the Companies goals set for the 
a .bove it is in the best interest of 1hc Company and its members to add Howard Fenstcnrtan. a.s a 
signatory to tbat account and plai;:,e certain restrictions on withdrawals froru the account pending 
·the construction of the Facility

THEREFORE, BEITRESOLVED, that 

1. The Company add Howard Fenstem1an as a co-signatory to the 
following account Waterview Acquisition I, LLC Account Number-7002 and 
AocountNumberllll0885 at JP Morgan Chase together vvith Marc Neuman and Lizer 
Jozefovic; 

2. Howard Fenstennan' s signature shall be required on any 
withdrawal or ati.y ditection t,o the Bank on the account where such withdrawal or direction 
shall canse the balance an.d value of the accou11t to fall below 1.6 million dollars m1til such 

-6-
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time as the Facility is coropleted apd an aJfifoited entity BBL-Sl\Tf satisfies its obligation 
to post a 1.6 million dol1at additi01lal cash security deposit accoi-diu.g to Section 7. l(a)(iii) 
of the lease between HBL S'NF, LLC as Tennnt And Whi_te Plains Healthcare Property I , 
LLC as Landlord which l'equires Sixty days prior to the anticipated Co1umencement Date 
that the funds in the JP Morgan Chase Bank account in the amount of not less tbau 

1--" .. - - _ --=-----�- �- Jl/400/)00 s-h-a-Jlb�_d_eposited into the.LJndlords RcntSecwitY Account,. . _ ------'"'� -�-a----=�----- ----_
)_.,_;- . . - -· --------��--·-.·· - --,.....,..,,_,_ - --; :_ - -- -- . '•"'--'·- --...... .. ·· - .;.. . . . ---- -----•-•-�--�� --· ... ·· ----, .. 

3. , .. Howard Fensterman,' .s signature shall be required to withdraw all 
sl,UllS in the account jn e:x,cess of l.6 million at the direction,ofLizcr. Jozefovic or Mi'l.te 
Neuman aud by his signature below agrees to give such consent.unless such withdrawal 
shall cause the balance in the account to fall below 1.6 Million dollars. 

RESOLVED FQRTHER1 that the managers of the Company 
designated by any of them (such manager or managers, which are authorized to act singly or 
together purnuant hereto, bciqg hereinafter designated as '1authorized managers"), be and t:hey are 
each hereby authorized, directed and empowered, in.the name of the Company, to ex.ecutc and 
deliver to JP Morgan Bank and all , agreements or instruments including this Resolution.to JP 
Morgan Bank required to evidence and effectuate the terms ofth:is Rcsolutio.n which shall be 
incorporated into a formal resolution and direction to JP Morgan Chase Bank:1 N .A. evidencing 
the agreements memorialized by this Resolution. 

RESOLVED FURTHERi that any and all acts of any of the 
authorized managers of the Compan)r done or :made heretofore in coimection with tbe actions 
authorized by this Resolution and th¢ execution of all agreements related thereto, are hereby 
ratified and approved fo all respects. 

RESOLVED FURTHER, that JP M:ortgage Bank may 
conclusively rely upon a copy of these resolutions and is authorized to act upon these resolutions 
forpast, present and .fuh.ire 1ri:111sactions until (a) writte.n notice of its n:vocation is delivered Jp 
Morgan BanJc The authority hereby _granted shall apply with equal force and effect to the 
succcss9rs in office of the managers herein named. 

[SIGNATURE PAGE FOLLOWS] 
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The foregoing action .is taken pursuant to the applicable New Yotk 
limited liability company statutory laws and the operating agreemetit of the Company, by the 
written consent ofa majority of its members and managers of0,}e Corn.party acting without a 

, 

meeting. 
MEMBERS: 

MANAGERS: 

AUTHORIZED SIGNATORY 

Howard Fenstennan 

-8-

/' · Mark Nemnan 

J '} f f0J· vhc.l-,l -��"
d Neuman 
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Limited Liability Company Certification Chase Investments 
A division of J.P. Morgan Securities LLC, member f!NRA/Sl PC. 

New Accounts Fax (866) 966-4455 
Account Maintenance Fax(S00) 805·3909 

! teriification :{cQritioued) ..
i· "· . , ... .. ·.-., .- -· : . �:- ',!'"· ;:�- ,. :,:.c• · �-- •-�·· �· :o.· -------------- ---'-----------.-- ----------------- ---� 

A Member/Man�ger rmw: {i i give to, and receive from; JPMS or i� affiilate; orai. written or electronic instruction�. connrmations, notices or demands with reiped to ihe ;lCcount 
and any tran�action; (2rbini: hhe LLC to t::nter Into and perform nny transaction or agreement, amendment at modincation ihere.of, .rclat!ng to the account and any transaction 

·- inv<>lvlo,ph� LI..Q_p ) .!;,nd-orbo,roy'.'_money.ot5ect.!ro!!,as.and secur". tbe.repayrr,en\ ther�of wi!h the-propNty of th�HC�\4) pzyli_,cas)\s.1--l:iy c�½>!=byert>d\l-0Fd_ebiw1rd o_r____�- -- ,----� ,
drait dra1'11i upt5ri th� iund� oi ihe"Ll( ;,,;y �\fms (equireu to'i.1e pald.i/1 .:m111ectic111 wl.th tire account and any t,ansactkm; .(;i).dirert i:J·,e salev,0ex1S,cise or·any dgl\W.'J\tMesp;;c,,· -- · · -
lo any securities or other property; (6) agree to any terms ot conditions cir execute or otherwise as�entto.ll. ny docu, nent or agieement �!fectlng the account a.nd any transaction; 
(7) dire.ctJPM5 to surrender any secutitles or other property for ihe purpose of effectlhg any exchange or conversion thereof; (8) appoint any other person or persons to do any 
and all thing,v,,hkh such Member/Manager of th� LLC is hereby empowered to do; arid (9) gene/ally, take all such action as �uc.h Member/Manager of the LLC may deem 
necessaryordesira'ble to implement or facilitate I.he trading activ]ties described hereio. Members/Managers are. perm1tted ·lo sell, assign and enc:!or,e for lr�nsfer, certmcate; 
representing stocks, bonds,or other s,,curitiet f\ow registered or hereafter 
T<,gistered in the name of the LLC. If a Member/Manager is an entity (e.g., Corporation), then the approp.riate ancillary documents (e.g., corporate resolution) is required. If the
Memt:iers/Managers want t() �uthoritc il third party to trnns'lct on the accou11t, the General Partners mustal�o submlt a JPMS Trading Auihorlzation form naming such party. 
Subject to ttle policies of JPMS and •its affiliates, or in the evenrJPMS or fts afflliates.receive con!lict]nglnstrodions, qr reasonabl)'belleve lnstn.1c(ions from one M·ernber/Manager
might conflld with ihe Wishes or anoiher Member/Manager 01 other authorized third parly,JPMS or its afnl\ates may do any of the following: (a) choose which instructions to
follow ard which to dls1egard; (b) suspend all acilvlty In tiie Account unt\l written lnstiuct)ons,slgned by all Mernbers/Menagers, are received; (c) close the Acco1,mt and deliver all
.sec1.1ritle� �nd Qther property, net of debi1s or liabilities, to i!)e add res�· of record; andior (d) H,ke olher legal ,1i:tlon,
FOURTH; Members/Managers certify' that they have the powe1 under the LLC Agreement and applicable lawto open and maintain an Accounl with JPMS �nd its afflliates
(including margin accounts•) and to ,enter Into transactions, b.oth purchases and sales, ofsecurities and other property for the LLC. Not withstanding the herein certlf!catiom, any
person with actual or �pparent )1uthorlty i5 authorized and empowered by the LLC to uodertake any act1vlty.Allactlons previously ta.ken by any Member/Manager in �onnecflon 
wlth.onelated to the matter, ,et forlh in, oneason.ibty contemplated or impliP.d by the herein cerlifii:atiqr1s be, and each oJ\hem hereby is, adi>pted, rntlfiQcl, confirmed and 
approvecUn all teipccts as the acts a11d deed, of the llC 
FIFTH: Merril:lers/Managers warrant aod represeot tha\ the \fiformalion above ls accurate and compMe. Mgmbers/Managers, jointly and s�verally, agree to lndemnHy and hold 
.harmJNs JPM� its agents, 1amployees, rep1q;entaliv�s and affili�les, from ;1nd ag;,inst �ny and �II lt;ibilitle� •. jwdgmcnts, d,ims, settlements, !os�es, damage,, Qbligati<:1ns, ar\d 
expenses, lndqding reasonable attorney fees, arising from or relatin.9. to this Certification and/or for effecting transactions for the Account In reliar,ce thereon. If fewer than all 
Members/Managers sign, lhose signing certify that they are authorized to bind the LLC and all Members/Managers thereof to the terms or this Certification. MemberJManagers 
agree to inform JPMS, in writing; of any changes in the ld!intify oft he Membeu/Managers lh\ed above, any other amendrnen� to the UC and/or any othe1 even( \hat could alier 
Uw Certifi-ations made herei� including its revoc;,tion. Such wrhte.n noike sl\ouid be proliided lq JPMS aUt,e foilov,,ing ;,ddress: ).P, Morgan Securilies llC, Attenti9ri: Account 
Proce.ssing, IL 1-02914th .Floor, 1 3 1  South b.earborn Street, Ghlcago, IL 60603-5506 or any 6lheraddress that h;,s been provided by JPMS specifically for such purpose. )PMS may 
rely.on this Certlfication lndefinllely or until wrlt1en notice to lhe contrary is received by JPMS, Members/Managers agree th.atJhis releas.e and discharge �h,!l .1urvlve tbe 
revocatfon ofthls CerlJfi.,atiPo with respect t.o trans�ctlon� <mter!id into prior to the effedivenes.1 or sud1 revocatkm, 
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Certifkatiora Regarding Municipal Advisor �ule Chase Investments 
A division of J.R Morgan Securiti.es LLC. member Flf�RA/SIPC. 

New Accounts Fax (866) 966•4455 
Account Maintenance Fax (800) 805,3909 

Use this form to certify entity status on an investment account. 

Name, of A<cciU!'l\ Own�r ("f.ntity'') 
· I Waterview �qllisitioa I p,c_ .. ,. __ _ _  .· .-- . . . 1 � --.-·•·- -- - ·  . . , .... . ,., _,._ , ., ,, , ___ ,.._ ---•••-=-- �' . - , .... . - - ··--~••·--•---•- . . - . ,. ' ,, ,,, ,  · --�----� _, , . ; 
1
-.c= .. ·. . •

P f�I th� purpt:l!:c-s- of Stciton-.:15B- of �ht: St!tUritieS: {:'._.-c�?,on9c-Ac�R.il.-.3:�.:.(1he ':Munidp�!1.,�icl.¥1!i.-1Jf,.;'1ul�1ih 1 .her-�by-r�pre:sGnt,- �Nnrf�nt.a�.d:Certlfy .to.;,.k&J.Aor-9an -= --- · · - ----.-.,-- '--�.c�.;..,� 
Securkies LLC ("JPM5") on behaifoi the thtii)', e�ch of ihe follow,ng and agree to notify JF•MS imri1ediately if circumstances chlll'lge in a manner which makes nny of 
the representations set forth on th!,> certific;illon untrue: 

I am a knowledgeable officral representative of the Entity, am authorized to sigh this certihcate, hav.e access to the appropriate information orhave direct 
[gJ knowledge of the source of the funds of the l:nlity that enables meto make these representations; anci, If necessary, have consulted with legal counsel, in 

regard to tl.ese reple,entations, warranties ·and certifications. 

I Certmc'atipn ijega:r,d1ng Munidpal �ntlty Status (select one) 
Regarding the acc:ount(s) the Client has with.or wiUest;blish With, JPMS: 

Q TheEotity is a Municipa! Entity 
@The Entity is not a Municipal Entity 
The term "Munidp�I Ent.ity'' means any �ta\e, political subdivision of a state, or rn,tnidpat corporate instrumentality ofa state, induding: (i ) any agency, authority or 
instrumentality of the state, political wbdlvision or municipal corporate instrumentaiity; (2)' any plan, program or pool of assets sponsored or establi�hed by the state, 
political sµbdivision or m!-lnkipal corpor;1te in�trumentality thereof;.and (3) ,my other fm,er of municipi!I securities. 

i Certificati()R Regar-d,irtg Obligated Erit.ity Status {select one) 
Regarding !he a,count(s) the Clierit has ;�Ith, or will establish vJltli, JPMS: 

C The Entity is a Obligated Person 
(¥; The tnuty is not a Obligated Person 
The tertn "Obligated Person" means any person or ent!t;y, incl!-lding.an Issuer of munit)pal securities, who is .eithet generally or through an enterprise, fund or 
account of suth person, committed by contract or other arrangement to support the payment of all, or a part of, the obligations on the municipal securities to' lie sold 
in an offering .of munkipal .secvrities, except the term Obligated Person shall not indude; (1) a person who provides municipi!I bond insurance, letter; o[ credit or 
at.her iiquidity facilities; or (2) a person whose financial informiltion Qr operating data is not rn�t1;>rial to a m(Jnidpai securitie$ offering, i/�ithout /eforence io ,my 
municipal bond insurance, letter of credit, liquidity facility ot. other credit enhancement 

j c��i{;d�ibn Rf1l�l"?}iif ProceeQS with JPMS �select Ol)e) 
Regarding the account(s) th'e Client has with. or will establish wl\h, JPMS: 

C; Arr,ounts_to be Invested in accounts established at JPMS for th� entity .!lli\Y, constituti, Proceeds ofMunidpal Sec.1-1rities or Mtmidpal Escro"( Accounts 
(!'., Amounts to be invested in accounts established at JPMS for the entity IBJ!Y.!LQ! constitute Proceeds of Municipal Securities or Municipal Escrow Accounts 

The term ''Proceeds of Municip.at Securities" means monies derived by a municipal eo\ity from the primary offering  of municipal .securitie;, investment income . 
derived from the investment or reinvestment of such monies, .and any monies of a municipal entity or obligated pe.rson held in funds under legal documents for the,, 
municipal s.ecutilies thatare reasonably expected to be used as sewrity or a source of payment for the p�yrnent of the debt service on the rnunic:ipai securities, 
iriduding resr:rve�, $ir\kiilg fµr,d� and plQdged funds creat<?.d for such purpt.mi, and the 1ov1?stm.ent income derived fro,n th� investment or reirweiarn,mt of monh::s in 
,Uc'.h fundJ. 
The term ''Munidpal Escrow Investments" means proceeds of municipal securities and any other funds of a municipal entity or Obligared Person that are deposited 
in an escrow account to p�y the principal of, premium, if ,my, ;ind Interest on one or more, issues of municipal securllies. 

I hereby represeflt, warrant· and c:ertlfy to JPMS on behaifof the Entity, each of the foreg9ing and agree to notify JPMS ifTlrnediately if circumstances change In a 
manner which make� ,1ny nf ihe representations set forth cin.tlils c:erll(katior1 untrue. 

Authorlze<l Signature Date (mm/do/yyyy) 

I x  l 
j'·',···· 

,v.••o,•= ••••••v,•v 

l 1 I I 
' 

Authorized Signer r�ame (please print) 

I Mark Neum;in I 
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HBL-SNF, LLC
1280 Albany Post Road

Croton-on-Hudson, NY 10520

November 20, 2019

White Plains Healthcare Properties, I, LL

West Peabody Executive Center

2 Bourbon Street

Peabody, MA 01960

Attn: William Nicholson

Re: Letter of Intent

Premises: 116-120 Church Street

White Plains, New York

Dear Mr. Nicholson

This Letter of Intent ("LOI") outlines our proposal for White Plains Health Care Properties,

1, LLC (the "Contributor") to transfer the premises known as 116-120 Church Street, White Plains

New York (the "Premises") to a Delaware Statutory Trust where we would jointly hold the

beneficial interests in the Trust on the terms and conditions set forth below. The Building a skilled

nursing home facility consisting of one hundred sixty (160) beds (the "Facility") had been

constructed pursuant to a Development Agreement dated November 19th, 2015 and for which we

had simultaneously entered into that certain operating lease by and between you as Landlord and

us as Tenant/Operator, (the "Lease").

1) Basic Transaction: (the "Transaction"): Contributor shall contribute premises 116-120

Church Street White Plains, New York to a newly formed Delaware Statutory Trust (the

"Trust") formed by the parties. This transaction shall be memorialized by a contribution

agreement in substantially the form annexed hereto as Exhibit A. The Contribution shall be

governed by IRC Sec. 721. The agreed upon cost and fair market basis shall be

$67,345,348.00

a) Lizer Jozefovic and Mark Neuman will acquire from the Trust by a Purchase Agreement

77.50 Percent of the Beneficial Interests in the Trust and redemption of a portion of the B
Beneficiaries'

interest for a purchase price of $52,200,000.00 paid as follows;

i) By a down payment (the "Down Payment") not to be held in escrow, but to be made

upon the execution and delivery of this LOI of $2,200,000.00 by wire transfer to the

account of White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC according to the wire

instructions annexed hereto.

ii) By the Trust obtaining a new first mortgage of $51,000,000.00 to pay the balance of

the Purchase Price and cover closing costs to be used as follows;

NY\243882.1
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(1) To pay the first Mortgage held by Security Benefit Life Insurance in the

approximate amount of $39,226,253 plus accrued interest and fees.

(2) To pay the loan encumbering the membership interests of the Contributors by
Bradford Allen in the approximate amount of $9,770,963 plus accrued interest and

fees;

(3) By the Trust making a non-refundable down payment of $2,200,000.00

(4) To pay the costs of the financing.

b) Lizer Jozefovic and Mark Neuman shall be the A Beneficiaries of the trust holding a

77.50% Beneficial interest, and the present members of the Contributor or their designees

shall be the B Beneficiary with a 22.5% equity position.

c) The A Beneficiaries shall be the personal guarantors of the new financing in the amount

of Fifty-One Million ($51,000,000.00) Dollars. The Transaction is to close thirty (30)
days after Buyer has received approval for the Financing set forth in paragraph 1)a) ii)).

The Contribution Agreement shall call for a purchase price equal to Transferors cash

basis in the property and shall not result in a taxable event for Contributor;

d) The Financing shall be an obligation of the Trust secured by a first mortgage loan on the

Facility and the Premises.

e) Lizer Jozefovic and Mark Neuman shall act as the Personal Guarantors and shall be

obligated if necessary, to secure additional personal guarantors to ensure that none of the

B beneficiaries shall have any obligation to guarantee the Financing. Any additional

guarantors on the Financing shall also execute and deliver a personal guaranty of

Tenant's obligations to Landlord on the Lease. All guaranties on the Lease shall be full

unlimited personal guarantees.

f) The Financing shall bear interest at a constant rate of no more than 7% per annum with

Principal and Interest paid on an amortization schedule of 35 years and shall be subject to

the reasonable approval of the Contributor, which consent shall not be unreasonably
withheld or delivered without cost to the Tenant Borrower.

g) Formal Contracts: The Parties intend that additional agreements including the

Contribution Agreement, Redemption Agreement and Trust Agreement (the Formal

Contracts") shall be complete as of November 22nd, 2019, and absent execution of

Formal Contracts this LOI shall govern provided the Down Payment is received in good

funds by Contributor upon execution of this LOI, and in no event latter than the end of

business November 22, 2019. In the event Tenant defaults in the payment of rent on the

Lease and such default continues for five (5) days, Contributor shall have the right to

terminate this LOI and all Fonnal Contracts.

h) Closing: The Closing of the Transaction ("Closing") will occur at the offices of the First

Mortgagee Bank's counsel or such other location within the State of New York as may
be agreed upon by the Parties thirty (30) days after receipt by the Trust of approval for

2
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the Financing but no later than April 1st, 2020. If the Tenant has a commitment letter on

April 1st, 2020 that is in the process of closing or if the closing is delayed by a title issue,
the closing date shall be automatically extended for another Ninety-Days. If the closing
does not occur by such date, time being of the essence, this LOI and the Formal Contracts

shall be terminated and no party shall have any rights with respect thereto. The parties

shall remain as Landlord and Tenant pursuant to the existing Lease until such time as the

Transaction closes. The Lease may be amended as provided herein but only if and when

such amendments are approved by Contributor's existing Lender.

2) Structure of the Trust: The Contributor and Tenant have agreed to create a Trust as a

"statutory
trust" in accordance with Chapter 38 of Title 12 of the Delaware Code, 12 Del. C.

3801 and enter into a Trust Agreement which shall constitute the "governing
instrument" of

the Trust. Each party will become a Beneficiary and will transfer certain sums of money and/or

property to the Trust in exchange for a beneficial interest in the Trust as set forth above;

a) The Trust shall be a special purpose entity which is being formed solely for the purpose of

acquiring the Trust Property from the Contributor and maintaining, improving, building

upon, and leasing the Trust Property for use as a skilled nursing facility and all and such

other activities incident or appropriate to the preceding

b) Simultaneously upon the closing of the transaction, the existing lease shall be modified

only as set forth herein.

c) The trust shall be pennitted to have only the following liens on the Trust Property and no

other:

i) A Mortgage in the amount of Fifty-One Million ($5 1,000,000.00) Dollars (the "First

Mortgage") the terms of which shall be acceptable to the Department of Health and the

Contributor.

ii) The Trust will designate Howard Fensterman and William Nicholson as the

Administrative Trustees of the B interests.

(1) The Trust Agreement shall provide that Howard Fensterman and William

Nicholson as the B beneficiaries Administrative Trustees shall have the sole

authority to all issues governing administering and enforcing the terms of the Lease

including the collection and distribution of rent.

(2) Lizer Jozefovic shall be responsible as the overall Administrative Trustee for all

other matters concerning the building including but not limited to repairs,

maintenance, and operation of the building.. Any Trustee may be removed for

cause including misconduct, bad faith, fraud or gross negligence.

(3) Except as otherwise provided in a Trust Agreement to be executed and

notwithstanding any provision of the Act that otherwise so empowers the Trust,
neither the Beneficiaries nor any Trustees nor any other Person shall be authorized

or empowered, nor shall they permit the Trust, to take any of the following actions

3
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without the prior unanimous written consent of all of the Beneficiaries:

(a) Make any arrangements to reduce, modify, or forebear on the payment of rent

by the Tenant.

(b) Guarantee any obligation of any Person, including any Affiliate;

(c) engage, directly or indirectly, in any business other than the actions required or

permitted to be performed hereunder;

(d) incur, create or assume any indebtedness;

(e) make or permit to remain outstanding any loan or advance to, or own or acquire

any stock or securities of, any Person;

(f) To the fullest extent permitted by law, engage in any dissolution, liquidation,

consolidation, merger, asset sale or transfer of their Interests subject to

obtaining any approvals required under this Trust Agreement other than a sale

of the interests to qualified purchasers under a syndicated offering of the B

interests. The cost of such syndication shall not be charged to the B

Beneficiaries and all monies derived therefrom and due hereunder shall be net

of the costs of the syndication.

(g) allow any business to be conducted on the Property other than the operation of

a skilled nursing facility and ancillary uses;

(h) own any other property or engage in any business other than owning and leasing
the Trust Property for use as a skilled nursing facility;

(i) take any action to consolidate or merge the Trust with or into any Person;

(j) sell all or any portion of or any interest in the Trust Property;

(k) grant an option to lease all or any portion of the Trust Property for a term (with

all extension periods) ending on or after the 45th Anniversary Date;

(1) amend, terminate or waive any material provisions of any lease for all or any
portion of the Trust Property;

(m)enter into any agreement with any Person giving any Person any rights with

respect to the Trust Property that extend beyond the 45th Anniversary Date or

which are not terminable without penalty on less than 90
days'

notice;

(n) encumber the Trust Property with any mortgages or another lien, easement,
covenant or restriction other than the First Mortgage, or a HUD Mortgage to

refinance the debt contemplated by this Agreement, at such time as HUD
regulations shall allow;

(o) modify the Trust Agreement or the Trust's certificate of trust in any manner,
issue additional Interests in the Trust to any Person, or modify the rights and

privileges of the hiterest owners;

(p) institute proceedings to have the Trust be adjudicated bankrupt or insolvent, or

consent to the institution of bankruptcy or insolvency proceedings against the

Trust or file a petition seeking, or consent to, reorganization or relief with

respect to the Trust under any applicable federal or state law relating to

bankruptcy, or consent to the appointment of a receiver, liquidator, assignee,

trustee, sequestrate (or other similar official) of the Trust or a substantial part

of its property;

(q) make any assignment for the benefit of creditors of the Trust;

4
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(r) admit in writing the Trust's inability to pay its debts generally as they become

due;

(s) take action in furtherance of any of the foregoing actions; or dissolve or

liquidate the Trust.

iii) The 22.5% of the Trust Owned by the B Beneficiaries interest shall be subject to a

Redemption Agreement where the B interests shall be sold to the A interests or their

designees, assigns or transferees, over five years for a total price of $19,800,000.00 in

four tranches tranches each representing interests of 5.625% each

(1) Tranche one on or before August 1, 2020 in the amount of $3,786,250.00

(2) Tranche two on or before August 1, 2021 in the amount of $3,786,250.00 -

(3) Tranche three on or before August 1, 2022 in the amount of $3,786,250.00

(4) Final Tranche by August 1, 2023 in the amount of $8,441,250

iv) Any purchase of the membership interests shall be a purchase of Beneficial Interests

from the B Beneficiaries and shall reduce the Priority Return proportionate to the

payments as a percentage of the total remaining price of $19,800,000, which is the

balance after payment of the non-refundable Down Payment.

v) The A Beneficiaries shall prepare at their sole cost and expense of the A Beneficiaries

a Private Placement Memorandum for the Sale of Membership interests in the Trust by
a Broker Dealer who specializes in sales of marginal interests in Delaware Statutory
Trusts to individuals and other entities who have to designate property as target

property in connection with 1031 Exchanges of Property. The A Beneficiaries shall

have the right to designate a portion of their membership interests as C interests for the

purpose of selling them as part of the same syndication, provided that (1) there is no

change in control of the A Beneficiaries or the Tenant entity.

vi) The B Beneficiaries will be entitled to a priority return ( the "Priority Return") equal

to all available rental and other income over and above the payment of the P&I on the

New First Mortgage which shall in no event be less than $2,000,000 per year (as

adjusted by periodic redemptions) and shall be paid to the B Beneficiaries as a Priority
Return until such time as they have been fully redeemed pursuant to the Redemption

Agreement.

vii)The Trustee shall deposit all rents and other funds collected from the operation of the

Real Estate in the bank designated by the first mortgagee (the "Operating Account")
which shall be subject to both a Deposit Account Control Agreement and Deposit

Account Instruction Agreement. The Trust shall maintain books and records of the

funds from the Real Estate deposited in such account, interest earned thereon, and

withdrawals therefrom. The Trustee shall pay from the Operating Account the

operating expenses of the Real Estate (other than those paid by a tenant of the Real

Estate as set forth in its lease) and any other payments relative to the Real Estate as

required by this the Trust Agreement.
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viii) The Trustee shall be responsible for receiving all cash from the Tenant and placing
such cash into one or more accounts as required under the distribution and investment

obligations of the Trust Agreement. The Trustees shall furnish quarterly and annual

reports to each of the Beneficiaries as to the amounts of rent received from the Tenant,
the expenses incurred by the Trust with respect to the Real Estate (if any), the amount

of any Reserves and the amount of the distributions made by the Trust to the

Beneficiaries.

ix) To the extent permitted by the Internal Revenue Code depreciation, which shall be

calculated on a straight-line depreciation method shall be allocated as follows: a) first

to the B Beneficiary to the extent necessary to shelter the Priority return from taxes and

b) second to the beneficiaries, pro rata, in accordance with the ownership interests.

3) Condition of Property and Title: Contributor shall give, and the Trust and the Trust shall

accept, a good and marketable title which any National Title Insurance Company (the "Title

Company"), will approve and insure at standard rates, free and clear of all liens,

hypothecations, mortgages, easements, and encumbrances, except for the Permitted

Exceptions.

i) The Premises is being contributed subject to the following exceptions to the title (the

"Permitted Exceptions"):

(1) Zoning and building regulations, restrictions and ordinances now or hereafter

adopted or imposed by any governmental or quasi-governmental body having or

asserting jurisdiction over the Premises or any part thereof;

(2) Future Real Estate taxes, assessments, water charges, sewer rents or other charges

not yet due and payable (subject to apportionment as provided herein) and certified,
confirmed or ratified assessment liens and pending assessments, if any;

(3) The state of facts shown on an updated as built survey prepared originally prepared

and revised to be an as built survey, (the "Survey") and such additional state of

facts which said survey would show or reveal provided such additional state of facts

do not render title unmarketable;

(4) Any state of facts a physical inspection of the Premises would reveal;

(5) Exceptions permitted by the Title Company (as defined herein) (the "Title

Exceptions");

4) All payments made to purchase any portion of the B Beneficiaries 22.5% interest shall also

act to proportionally reduce the amount of Priority Return paid to the B beneficiaries under

the Trust and the proportionate difference shall be paid to the A Beneficiaries or whoever

purchases the B Beneficiaries interests as the case may be.,

a) Distributions: Provided that all required payments set forth herein have been made by the

Tenant, During the interim period prior to the purchase of the premises Tenant may pay
Management Fees so long as (i) the amount of such Management Fees paid in any twelve-

month period shall not exceed five percent (5%) of Tenants' gross revenues for such period
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and (ii) there shall not then exist, and/or the paying of such Management Fees shall not

cause there to exist, a Default or Event of Default under the Lease the first mortgage on the

property or the Tenant's Working Capital Loans, (iii) the Initial Payment, the payment of

Rent, and all other payments set forth herein have been made by the Buyer/Tenant.. Upon

the occurrence of an Event of Default, Tenant shall not pay Management Fees. The Tenant

will make no distributions to its shareholders, officers, affiliates, or any related party unless

the Down Payment, the payment of Rent is current, and.

5) Confidelitiality and Disclosure: Tenant and Contributor shall each maintain the

confidentiality of all confidential and non-public information supplied by the other. If this

Transaction is not consummated, each party shall return all documents obtained to the other.

Except as required by law, without the prior written consent of the other party, neither Tenant

nor Contributor will make, and each will direct its representatives not to make, directly or

indirectly, any public comment, statement, or commtmication with respect to, or otherwise

disclose or to permit the disclosure of the existence of discussions regarding, a possible

transaction between the parties or any of the terms, conditions, or other aspects of the

transaction proposed in this Letter of Intent. If a party is required by law to make any such

disclosure, the parties shall consult with each other and seek to agree upon appropriate

language for such disclosure. The Tenant acknowledges that Contributor will be unable to

furnish any patient health information unless such disclosure complies specifically and

completely with all terms, conditions, regulations, and guidelines in HIPAA.

6) Interim Operation: Subject to the approval in writing of Contributor's existing Lender, the

parties will enter into an amendment of the Lease as follows to allow for the operation of the

facility before the closing.

a) Commencement Date:The Commencement Date according to the Lease shall be

September 30, 2019.

b) Rent: An initial rent payment of $509,000.00 has been paid receipt of which is on account

toward the rental period from September 30, 2019 to October 31, 2019 (the "October 2019

Rent") leaving a balance of $13,735 for October 2019 Rent. November 1, 2019, to

November 30, 2019 (the "November 2019 Rent") shall be postponed until November 18,
2019 and shall be paid by Tenant on that date. The next rental payment shall be the

December monthly rent amount outlined in the Lease - $506,097 which shall be paid on

December 5, 2019. Also, the Tenant will reimburse the Landlord for their municipal

maintenance escrow and utility deposits of $5,500 and $60,356, respectively. Such

reimbursement payment shall be made on or before December 5th, 2019. Upon receipt of

the $60,356 for the utility deposits from the Tenant, Landlord will direct any refund from

the Utility companies to the Tenant, or otherwise pay such refund over to the Tenant

forthwith provided Landlord has previously received those funds from the Tenant.

i) The following amounts are in dispute, and neither party will be obligated to waive their

rights and positions by the signing of this agreement. The landlord has demanded the

following sums due to their Lender.
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(1) Late and Default Interest costs of $201,997.34 for September 2019 and October

2019,

(2) $19,000 of Late Fees for November 2019,

(3) $5,061 per day for Default Interest premium during November 2019.

ii) The A Beneficiaries and the B Beneficiaries shall jointly negotiate with the

Contributor's current Lenders to effectuate the best possible settlement of these late

costs ( the "Late Costs"). The amounts if any remaining after such joint negotiation will

be paid by the 77.5% by the Buyer and 22.5% by the Contributor (provided the Initial

Payment, the payment of Rent and all other payments set forth herein are made timely)
from Financing proceeds. If not available from the Financing proceeds the Tenant shall

pay all Late Costs. .

c) Security Deposit/ Guaranty: Section 7.1(a)(i) the Lease shall be amended to provide that

Tenant shall enter into a Deposit Account Control Agreement with Metropolitan National

Bank which can only be revoked with the consent of both parties, which shall provide that

each month, the Tenant's Lender shall draw on the loan amount first to pay rent to the

Landlord, notwithstanding the adequacy of any accounts receivable borrowing base

calculations. This Document shall be part of the Closing Documents on the Tenant's first

initial Term Loan and shall be delivered in full effect by December 1, 2019.

d) Section 7.1(a)(ii) of the Lease shall be amended to provide that the obligation for the

Security Deposit shall initially be reduced to 2,000,000 dollars.

i) The sum shall be paid by Tenant as follows: (a) Provided that the Contributor has

obtained a permanent Certificate of Occupancy the Tenant shall draw the initial

$1,000,00.00 from its credit line on or no later than December 1, 2019. (b) Landlord

shall obtain a release of the lien of its Lender on the FF&E, upon delivery of free and

clear title to the FF&E the Tenant will enter into a reverse lease and obtain at least

$1,000,000.00 which shall be paid on account of the Security Deposit no later than

April 1, 2020.

ii) Also, Tenant shall pay the sum of $40,000 per month commencing January 1, 2020

to be treated as additional rent until there is a total $3,700,000 posted as Security
Deposit under 7.1(a)(i).

e) Section 7.1(a)(iii) of the Lease shall be amended to provide that instead of delivering the

sum of $1,600,000 in cash, the parties shall enter into a blocked account agreement wherein

and whereby account number 3379737272 in JP Morgan Chase Bank NA prohibiting any
liquidation of that account until the Second Payment is paid. Such account shall be not be

posted as collateral security to Landlord's Lender provided the Initial Payment has been

made in full, and all payments of Rent are current and the Tenant is not otherwise in

Default, except that the Landlord shall have a security interest in such account under a

DAISA, which allows the Landlord to demand the liquidation of such account to pay any
defaults under the lease.
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f) Working Capital: Section 7.7 of the Lease shall be amended to suspend the requirement

for providing the working capital account. The Tenant shall be obtaining a single working
capital line for $8,000,000.00 no later than December 1, 2019.

g) Right of First Refusal and Option to Purchase: The Tenant's rights with respect to the right

of first refusal and option to purchase under Sections 3.7 and 3.7 of the Lease will be

suspended pending payment in full of the Security Deposits required by Section 7.1(a)(i),

7.1(a)(ii) and 7.1(a)(iii) of the Lease as amended , the payment of the Initial Payment, the

working capital required by Section 7.7 of the Lease and Tenant being in full compliance

with the Lease.

h) Insurance: Tenant shall obtain property insurance, effective as of September 30, 2019, and

(2) provide the property insurance, and all other insurances required by the Lease by
November 19, 2019, effective retroactively back to September 30, 2019.

i) Real Estate Taxes: Real estate taxes shall be prorated as of September 30, 2019 and the

Tenant's portion shall be paid to the Landlord no later than December 1, 2019, plus any
late charges which the City of White Plains may impose.

j) Utilities: Tenant shall pay actual costs of utilities incurred at the property covering the

rental period from September 30, 2019 (pro-rated as the utility company billing periods

may require) forthwith upon presentation of invoices for the same from the Landlord, no

later than December 1, 2019.

k) Punchlist: The punch list and all other developer obligations are deemed complete except

for.

i) The White Plains Outstanding Punchlist November 5, 2019 (the Remaining Punchlist),
the value of which is has been detennined by the Architect and agreed herein to be

$3,800.

ii) The Electric Blinds in rooms (the "Suspended Work") the value of which is agreed

herein to be $35,000.

iii) Provided the Initial Payment is made by November 15, 2019 and provided there are no

other Defaults by the Tenant, Landlord shall complete the Remaining Punchlist and the

Suspended Work to the approval of the Architect, within 45 days from the date of the

Contributor's receipt of the Initial Payment. Should Landlord not do so, then the Tenant

may credit the agreed values of any uncompleted Punchlist or Suspended Work from

the February, 2020 Rent payment, and the Landlord's Work under the Lease and

Development Agreement shall be deemed complete.

Security: Tenant shall assume all property security obligations as of November 11, 2019.

Upon the closing of the purchase of the premises by the Trust, the Trust shall take an assignment

of the lease as amended above.
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7) Exclusivity: In consideration of (1) the Initial Payment, (2) the payment of Rent as set forth

herein, and (3) Tenant's efforts in pursuing the Transaction, Contributor agrees that (1) until

the termination of this Letter of Intent, or execution of the Formal Contracts and (2) provided

the payment of the Initial Payment and the payment of Rent as set forth herein is made, and

(3) all other obligations of the Tenant set forth herein,, Contributor will not permit any of its

affiliates to, and will not authorize or permit any officer, director, employee, counsel, agent,
investment banker, accountant, or other representative of any of them, directly or indirectly,
to: (a) initiate contact with any person in an effort to solicit any proposal (other than that

contemplated by this Letter of Intent for the acquisition (directly or indirectly , by sale of stock

or assets, or by merger or consolidation or otherwise) of the operation of the Real Estate, or

any of the Assets, or any other business combination or financing transaction involving such

business (a "Proposal); (b) cooperate with, or furnish or cause to be furnished any non-public

information concerning the operation of the Real Estate, to, any person in connection with any

Proposal; (c) negotiate or enter into discussions with any person with respect to any Proposal;
or (d) enter into any agreements or understanding with the intent to effect a Proposal.

Contributor will immediately give written notice to Tenant of the details of any Proposal of

which Contributor becomes aware. Contributor will, and will cause its officers, directors,

affiliates, agents, and representative to, terminate all discussions regarding a Proposal, other

than those with Tenant and its representatives concerning the Transaction, and represents that

neither it nor any of its officers, directors, affiliates, agents, or representatives have entered

into any executory agreements or accepted any commitments concerning any Proposal other

than the Transaction provided that (1) this LOI or successor Formal Contracts has not

terminated, and (2) the payment of the Initial Payment, the payment of Rent as set forth herein

have all been paid and are current, and (3) all other obligations of the Tenant set forth herein

are not in Default and are current.

8) Waiver of Claims: Except as set forth herein above, the Tenant waives any and all claims

against the Landlord it has or every may have had for the following: (1) any claims by the

Tenant that the Landlord is or ever was required to deliver a mortgage of any particular amount,

terms, amortization or interest rate, for Medicaid rate setting or any other purposes (2) any
claims for Punchlist or uncompleted Work, except for the Remaining Punchlist and the

Suspended Work defined herein above, and the Warranties and Guarantees set forth in the

Lease, (3) any claims related to the Cost Certification, except the Landlord shall complete the

Final Cost Certification in the usual and ordinary course, upon the receipt of the Initial

Payment, the Rent having been brought and remaining current, and all other obligations of the

Tenant are paid as set forth herein above.

9) Expenses: Tenant and Contributor shall each be responsible for their respective accounting,

legal, advisory, and other costs and expenses in connection with the Transaction. Tenant shall

reimburse Contributor for its legal, advisory and other costs and expenses in connection with

the Transaction and the Termination of the Lease. Reimbursement for such legal and

transaction fees shall not to exceed $125,000 and may be made from the proceeds of the

Closing, provided the Closing occurs and the Contributor's existing
1st Mortgage Loan and

Mezzanine Loan are paid off from the proceeds of the Financing by March 31, 2020, and (2)
the Initial Payment is made as set forth herein above, and (3) the Tenant is not in default under

this LOI or the successor Fonnal Contracts. Otherwise the $125,000 cap shall expire and the

Tenant shall pay the Contributor all such costs incurred after September 30, 2019.
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10) Letter of Intent: This LOI represents a statement of all of the terms, conditions,

representations, warranties, indemnities, coveñañts, and other provisions that would be

contained in the definitive documentation for the proposed transactions. This LOI shall

constitute a binding agreement upon payment of the or any of their respective affiliates will

have any legal obligation under this LOI unless and until one or more subsequent definitive

written agreements are mutually executed and delivered by each of Contributor and Buyer. No

past, present, or future action, course of conduct, or failure to act relating to the transactions

referenced in this LOI or relating to the negotiation of the terms of such transactions will give

rise to or serve as the basis for any obligation or other liability on the part of Contributor or

Buyer or any of their respective affiliates.[ These changes should be rejected]

11) Governing Law: This Agreement shall be governed by and construed by the internal laws of

the State of New York, Venue shall be in Westchester County without application of its

conflicts of law rules. If you agree with the preceding, please sign and return one copy of this

Letter of Intent.

HBL-SNF, LLC

DocuSignedby:

Li e o ic

ACKNOWLEDGED AND AGREED

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC

DocuSignedb :

By:

Name:"WillEEÃ. Nicholson

Title: Manager

Accepted and Agreed

DocuSignedby:

bwarl Fuakma

64HFe"Pasterman
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t,
"14 Security Benefit

TO AND THROUGH RETIREMENT

April 16 , 2020

One Security Benefit Place

Topeka, Kansas 66636

SecurityBenefit.corn

VIA FEDEX DELIVERY and EMAIL wnicholson(&conaressconstruction.com

White Plains Healthcare Properties I , LLC

West Peabody Executive Center, Ste. 200

2 Bourbon Street

Peabody, MA 01960

Attn: William A. Nicholson

Re: Construction loan (the "Loan") evidenced by that certain Promissory Note

dated August 18, 2017 (the "Note") in the original aggregate principal amount

of $38,500,000.00 made by White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC

("Borrower") to the order of Security Benefit Life Insurance Company

("Lender")

Dear Mr. Nicholson:

Reference is made to the Note and to the Loan Agreement dated August 18,

2017 by and between Borrower and Lender (the "Loan Agreement").

Borrower executed and delivered the Note to Lender. The Note evidences the

obligation of Borrower to pay the Loan, including without limitation, the principal

amount of the Note and all interest which accrued on the Note.

Borrower has failed to make. or cause to be made, the monthly payment
of interest due under the Note and under Section 2.12 of the Loan Aareement

on April 1 2020, which failure constitutes an Event of Default under the Loan

Aareement Section 5.1 (a) (Events of Default). In accordance with the terms 

and conditions of the Loan Agreement, for so lona as any Event of Default shall 

have occurred and be continuing. the outstanding principal balance of the Loan 

and, to the extent permitted by applicable law, overdue interest in respect of the 

Loan. shall each accrue interest at the Default Rate. calculated from the date 

such payment was due without regard to any arace or cure periods contained 

in the Loan Agreement. 

In addition, pursuant to Section 2.8 of the Loan Agreement, a late charge

will be assessed. 

Finally, despite repeated requests, Borrower has failed to establish the

Cash Management Account as required under Section 8.1 of the Loan

Agreement. 
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Security Benefit Life Insurance Company

White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC

Attn: William A. Nicholson

April 16 , 2020

Page Two

The foregoing does not constitute a waiver of any term, provision, condition, covenant or

agreement contained in any of the Loan Documents (as defined in the Loan Agreement) or

any instrument or agreement evidencing, related to or securing the Note, nor shall it (ij)

operate as a waiver of any right, remedy, power or privilege thereunder, (ii) prejudice or

preclude any other further exercise thereof or the exercise of any right or remedy provided

by law or in equity, (iii) entitle Borrower to any other or further notice or demand whatsoever

or (iv) in any way modify, change impair, affect, diminish or release any liability of Borrower

under or pursuant to any of the Loan Documents.

Please contact Douglas Schneider (785-438-1642) with any questions regarding the

content of this letter, or have your counsel contact me directly.

Very truly yours,

Security Benefit Life Insurance Company

By: 

Douglas Schneider

Investment Analyst

Douglas Schneider (via email - douglas.schneider@securitybenefit.com)
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Exhibit R 

To Nicholson Aff. 
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Security
Benefit® ° .*¤%":"n‡°-

TOANDTHROUGHRETIREMENT SecurityBenefit.com

May 22, 2020

VIAEED_EE_D_ELI3/_ERY and_
EMAIL wnicholson@conaressconstruction.coni

White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC
West Peabody Executive Center, Ste. 200
2 Bourbon Street

Peabody, MA 01960

Attn: William A. Nicholson

Re: Notice of Default - Construction loan (the "Loan") evidenced by that certain

Promissory Note dated August 18, 2017 (the "_N_ote") in the original aggregate
principal amount of $38,500,000.00 made by White Plains Healthcare
Properties I, LLC ("Borrower") to the order of Security Benefit Life Insurance

Company ("Lender")

Dear Mr. Nicholson:

Reference is made to the Note and to the Loan Agreement dated August 18,
2017 by and between Borrower and Lender (the "Loan Agreement").

Borrower executed and delivered the Note to Lender. The Note evidences the
abligaticñ of Borrower to pay the Loan, including without limitation, the principal
amount of the Note and all interest which accrued on the Note.

Payment Default

Borrower has failed to make, or cause to be made, the monthly payment of
interest due under the Note and under Section 2.12 of the Loan Agreement on May 1,
2020, which failure constitutes an Event of Defau!t under the Loan Agreement Section 5.1

(a) (Events of Default). In accordance with the terms and conditions of the Loan

Agreement, for so long as any Event of Default shall have occurred and be continuing,
the outstanding principal balance of the Loan and, to the extent permitted by applicable

law, overdue interest in respect of the Loan, shall each accrue interest at the Default

Rate, ce!cu!ated from the date such payment was due without regard to any grace or cure
periods contained in the Loan Agreement. In addition, pursuant to Section 2.8 of the
Loan Agreement, a late charge will be assessed. Please note that the total principal
amount currently due from Borrower, together with late charges and default interest due
from Borrower, are shown on Exhibit A.

Other Defaults

1. Borrower has failed to estab!!sh the Cash Management Account as required

under Section 8.1 of the Loan Agreement.
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Security Benefit Life Insurance Company

White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC

Attn: William A. Nicholson

May 22, 2020

Page Two

2. Borrower has failed to send a Tenant Direction Notice to direct the sole tenant,
HBL SNF, LLC, to pay rent directly to Lender, as required by Section 8.1 of the Loan

Agreement.

3. Borrower has failed to deposit all revenue generated by the Property into the Cash

Management Account as required by Section 8.1 of the Loan Agreement. Among other things, we

recently learned that the Tenant may have paid Borrower approximately $2,200,000 in late 2019 or

early 2020. Any such revenue should have been deposited with Lender.

4. Borrower has failed to supply the financial statements for Borrower required under

Section 3.13 and Exhibit B of the Loan Agreement.

5. Borrower has failed to supply annual financial statements of each Guarantor as

required under Section 3.13 and Exhibit B of the Loan Agreement.

Other Issues

We also call your attention to the following:

1. No Distributions. Section 3.27 of the Loan Agreement prohibits "any
distribution"

to

"any owner of any direct or indirect equity interests of
Borrower,"

with limited exceptions. Please

confirm that no prohibited distributions have been made while the Loan has been outstanding.

2. No Termination of Lease. We understand Borrower may have sent a Notice of

Termination to the tenant under the Operating Lease in late 2019 or early 2020. Please note that

pursuant to Section 3.5 of the Loan Agreement, the Operating Lease cannot be termiñated without

the consent of Lender.

3. Recourse Liability. Under the Loan Agreement and the Guaranty Agreement,
Borrower and each Guarantor are personally liable to Lender for the "misapp||catiûñ,
misappropriation or conversion by

Borrower"
of any

"Rents"
or other monetary collateral for the

Loan. We also call to your attention that Borrower and each Guarantor are personally liable to

Lender for certain
"Losses"

arising out of the "willful
misccñduct"

of Borrower in connection with the

Loan or Property.

4. Maturity Date. We remind you again of the maturity date of the Loan on August 1,
2020.

Reservation of Riahts

The foregoing does not constitute a waiver of any term, provision, conditicñ, covenant or

agreement contained in any of the Loan Documents (as defined in the Loan Agreement) or any
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Security Benefit Life Insurance Company

White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC

Attn: William A. Nicholson

May 22, 2020

Page Three

instrument or agrêêrñêñt evidencing, related to or securing the Note, nor shall it (i) operate as a

waiver of any right, remedy, power or privilege thereunder, (ii) prejudice or preclude any other

further exercise thereof or the exerciss of any right or remedy provided by law or in equity, (iii)
entitle Borrower to any other or further notice or derñãñd whatscever or (iv) in any way modify,
change impair, affect, diminish or release any liability of Borrawer under or pursuant to any of the

Loan Documents.

Please contact Douglas Schneider (785-438-1642) with any questions reyuiding the ccñtéñt

of this letter, or have your counsel ccñtact me directly.

Very truly yours,

Security Benefit Life Insurance Company

Douglas Schneider

Investment Analyst

cc: Patrick Formato (via e-mail)
Howard Fensterman (via Federal Express)
Matthew Barbara (via Federal Express)
Paul Barbara (via Federal Express)
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JOHN GIARDINO 
jgiardino@mrllp.com 

New York Office 
800 Third Avenue, 24th Floor  

New York, NY 10022 

P 212.730.7700 F 212.730.7725 www.mrllp.com 

 

Los Angeles       |       Orange County       |       San Francisco      |       Chicago      |       New York 
 
 

April 8, 2021 
 

Via Electronic Mail   
 
Marthe JB Ngwashi, Director 
Bureau of Health Facility Planning and Development 
Division of Legal Affairs 
New York State Department of Health 
Corning Tower - Empire State Plaza 
Albany, NY 12237 
Email: marthe.ngwashi@health.ny.gov 
 
  

Re:    White Plains Rehabilitation Center 
    
 
Dear Marthe: 
 
Thank you for the candid discussion of the recent request made by White Plains Healthcare 
Properties I, LLC (“White Plains”) and its counsel to appoint a receiver for our client’s facility, White 
Plains Rehabilitation Center. 
 
After our call, we reached out to counsel for White Plains to understand the basis for their request to 
the New York State Department of Health (“DOH”).  In response, counsel advised that their client, 
White Plains, is pursuing its rights under the Amended and Restated Operating Lease dated 
November 19, 2015 (the “Lease”). 
 
The only section of the Lease which references receivership is Article XVI, Section 16.1, which 
provides, in relevant part: 
 

[White Plains], in addition to all other remedies given to [White 
Plains]at law or in equity, may by written notice to [HBL-SNF, 
LLC], without terminating this Lease, cause [HBL-SNF, LLC] to 
apply to the DOH to install a manager and/or management 
consultant and/or a receiver having the necessary approvals from 
Governmental Authorities, of [White Plains’] choice, at [HBL-SNF, 
LLC’s] sole cost and expense or to the extent permitted by 
applicable law, reenter the Leased Premises by summary 
proceedings or otherwise (emphasis added). 

 
This remedy, like the other remedies given to White Plains, only arises upon a default by the Tenant, 
HBL-SNF, LLC.  As we advised during our call, there is no default under the Lease.  White Plains’ 
allegations of default are the subject of a significant litigation matter which has been pending before 
Judge Walsh in Westchester County for the past nine (9) months with further proceedings scheduled 
into 2022 (White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC v. HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer Jozefovic A/K/A Lizer 
Jozefovic, and Mark Neuman, Index No. 60278/2020). 
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Marthe JB Ngwashi, Director 
Bureau of Health Facility Planning and Development 
Division of Legal Affairs 
New York State Department of Health 
April 8, 2021 
Page 2 

 

As we discussed during our call: 

1. HBL-SNF, LLC is current on its rent payments;

2. HBL-SNF, LLC is current on its obligation for taxes, insurance, and all other operating
expenses;

3. The litigation involves capital contributions to the development project other than monthly
lease payments; and

4. HBL-SNF, LLC has asserted substantial counterclaims arising from (i) delays in completing
the project, (ii) severe project cost overruns, (iii) the failure to procure financing consistent
with DOH approvals, and (iv) the lack of accounting for millions of dollars advanced to the
project by HBL-SNF, LLC.

5. There are no issues whatsoever regarding HBL-SNF, LLC’s financial status and no
allegations relating to patient care and wellbeing.

White Plains has not raised the issue of the appointment of a receiver or made any request for 
emergent or injunctive relief to e Judge Walsh, and White Plain’s current request represents nothing 
more than an attempted “end-run” to avoid Judge Walsh’s rulings in the pending lawsuit. 

Furthermore, please observe that pursuant to Section 16.1 of the Lease, White Plains is required to 
provide notice to HBL-SNF, LLC.  No such notice has been provided.  We only just learned of the 
request from the DOH.  More importantly, pursuant to Section 16.1, White Plains can only cause 
HBL-SNF, LLC to apply to your Department for a receiver - it has no right to act unilaterally.  

For the reasons stated above, there are no grounds to request the appointment of a receiver, and 
HBL-SNF, LLC rejects such a request as an improper attempt to engage the DOH in private civil 
litigation. Accordingly, HBL-SNF, LLC requests that the Department refuse the request. 

I am enclosing the Complaint filed by White Plains, and HBL-SNF, LLC’s Answer and Counterclaims 
for your review.  I am available to discuss this matter further at your convenience.  

Very truly yours, 

MICHELMAN & ROBINSON, LLP 

John  Giardino 

JG:ec 

Enclosures 

cc:  Andrew Blatt Via E-mail 
 Lizer Jozefovic Via E-mail 
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1VP§foN1"CbF3 CORPORATIONS AND STATE RECORDS AL��v�Nlffli-bqf 81 �

FILING RECEIPT 

ENTITY NAME: WATERVIEW ACQUISITION I, LLC 

DOCUMENT TYPE: AMENDMENT (DOM LLC) 
PROVISIONS 

SE�__Y"ICE CO�!'�X.: _ COIWO�'.I'.lON _SERVICE .. COMPA,NY __ . _ 

COUNTY: WEST 

FILED:10/11/2005 DURATION:********* CASH#:051011000571 FILM #:051011000534 

ADDRESS FOR PROCESS 

REGISTERED AGENT 

====--=====----=======-=======----======------===-=-----=====-----------------

FILER FEES 120.00 PAYMENTS 120.00 
- - -- - ---------

FILING 60.00 CASH 0.00 
TAX 0.00 CHECK 0.00 

ABRAMS FENSTERMAN FENSTERMAN CERT 0.00 CHARGE 0.00 
FLOWERS GREENBERG & EISMAN LLP COPIES 10.00 DRAWDOWN 120.00 
1111 MARCUS AVE STE 107 HANDLING 50.00 OPAL 0.00 
LAKE SUCCESS, NY 11042 REFUND 0.00 

------

=-=======-====================�======-=======------=-=-----======-------===---

637822JBA DOS-1025 (11/89) 

� 
\·l 
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r os10,,ooo JJ-1
CERTIFICATE OF AMENDMENT OF THE 

ARTICLES OF ORGANIZATION 

• •  ' -·- ... • .. ; • T"" • 

WATERVIEW ACQUISITION I, LLC 

(Pursuant to Section 211 of the Limited Liability Company Law) 

IT IS HEREBY CERTIFIED THAT: 

FIRST: The name of the limited liability company is: 

WATERVIEW ACQUISITION I, LLC 

SECOND: The Articles of Organization of the limited liability company were 
filed by the Department of State on July 7, 2003. 

THIRD: The Articles of Organization of the limited liability company 
effected by this certificate are amended as follows: 

The following paragraph replaces paragraph 5 of the Articles of 
Organization: 

(5) The Company is to be managed by its members and neither the
management structure nor the provision setting forth such structure may
be deleted, modified or amended without Department of Health approval.

The following paragraphs arc added to the Articles of Organization: 

(7) The purpose or purposes for which the Company is formed are limited to the
ownership and operation of a Residential Health Care Facility under Article
28 of the Public Health Law to be known as Waterview Hills Rehabilitation
and Nursing Center, located at 537 Route 22, P.O. Box 257, Purdys Station,
New York 10578.

(8) No person may own ten (I 0%) percent or more of any membership interest
or voting rights in the Company unless approved by the Public Health
Council of the State of New York and, notwithstanding anything to the
contrary in this Certificate or the Operating Agreement, transfers,
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·

assiguments OT other dispositions of membership interest, economic interest 
or voting rights must be � in accordance with the Public Health 
i;a,W of the State -ofl'�ei,;r ""f_qra: Sew� 2801-a (4)\,'b). 

FOURTH: The foregoing amendment of the Articles of Organization of the 
limited liability tompMy was authorized by a majority in il1terest of the members entitled to 
vote thereon. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have subscribed this documents on the date set furth 
below and do hereby affirm, under the paialties of perjury, that the statements contained
thCl'¢0n have been QfiltJined by me and are troe and correct 

Executed on fhis_3rdday 0f0ctober, 2005. 
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. 

· Articles of Organization of

WATERVIEW ACQUISITION I, LLC 

(Under Section 21 l of the Limited Liability Company Law) 

� 
� -f\ 0 

� � 
-

rt' 
� a . •  

.. 
u, 
cP 

!rt
STATE OF NEW YORK 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE 

OCT 11 2005 

Filed by: FILED 
Abrams, Fensterman, Fensterman, TAX $ ______ -,y, 

Flowers, Greenberg & Eisman, LLP "/A�--

11 l l Marcus A venue, Suite 107 
�ake ... Success, New York 11042 �",a--#

c� Al 
G37J-.;,� JrJ' 
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LAW FIRM OF 

Abrams, Fensterman 
3 Dakota Drive 

Suite 300 

Lake Success, NY 11042 

516-328-2300

January 31, 2020 

·- Wate.rvi:ew l'.uils Nui:sing and Ikbib·famttT · · �·-- :':'.""�
Attn: Karen Capparelli

,,:ft1:_v(Jke #:�: _··2111%:.8-.----:..... -= -,;°:·l:� 

PO Box 130 
C:roton-On-Hudson, NY 10520 

MATTER 

007444-0000 GENERAL 

007 444-0072 Brutlett, Clifford 

Total fees ru1d expenses incurred 

Plus net balance f01wru·d 

Total balance now due 

INVOICE SUMMARY 

Client# 007444 
Billing through 1/31/2020 

PLEASE RETURN THIS PAGE WITH YOUR PAYMENT 

AMT 

AMT 

AMT 

::.NTERED 

To Pay By Phone, Call: 516-592-5823 

CURRENT CHARGES 

$1,400.00 

$457.00 

$1,857.00 

$17,883.34 

$19,740.34 

To Pay Online, Visit: https://www.abramslaw.com/make-a-payment 

For any other billing inquiries please contact billing@abramslaw.com 

Invoice is due upon receipt. Please make checks payable to: 
Abrams, Fenste1man 

Account balances will be su�ject to interest charges after 30 days 
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LAW FIRM OF 

Abrams, Fensterman 
3 Dakota Drive 

Suite 300 

Lake Success, NY 11042 

516-328-2300

February 29, 2020 

b�·;: ::.-�;::�Vate-i"'view Hills-Wursi-1� 2.nd RchalT,£:-cnter --,"':"".'..� .. -=---,- � _, .::..-:C"·;·, ·- ·-5:.: .. ... �,..fnvofoe # 
I • • . -

Attn: Karen Capparelli 
PO Box 130 
Croton-On-Hudson, NY 10520 

INVOICE SUMMARY 

Client# 
Billing through 

PLEASE RETURN THIS PAGE WITH YOUR PAYMENT 

MATTER CURRENT CHARGES 

007444-0000 GENERAL 

007444-0030 Brennan, John 

007444-0053 Arce, Aurelio 

007 444-0062 Maloney, Earl 

007444-0074 Jackson, Daphne 

Total fees and expenses inctmed

Plus net balance forward 
Total balance now due 

To Pay By Phone, Call: 516-592-5823 

$1,400.00 

$126.00 

$222.00 

$327.50 

$56.00 

$2,131.50 
$19,740.34 
$21,871.84 

To Pay Online, Visit: https://www.abramslaw.com/make-a-payment 
For any other billing inquiries please contact billing@abramslaw.com 

Invoice is due upon receipt. Please make checks payable to: 
Abrams, Fensterman 

Account balances will be subject to interest charges after 30 days 
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LAW FIRM OF 

Abrams, Fensterman 
.3 Dakotll Drive 

Suite 300 
Lake Success, NY 11042 

516-328-2300

March 31, 2020 

I·=---::-.: ;;:- � �. -waterviewHms-N.u:r.s-i·ng�ar):d·Reliab ·center - -
Attn: Karen Capparelli 

- -· _ ·-· -
0 

-· -;__ -·- - -1iw01ce .# -... ·· --.:::::...:-z-tS9f.L..�·:::::.,_'S,,... -� �
= 

-= · �::.� 

PO Box 130 
Croton-On-Hudson, NY 10520 

MATTER 

007 444-0000 GENERAL 

007444-0030 Brennan, John 

007444-0053 Arce, Aurelio 

007444-0062 Maloney, Earl 

007444-0072 Bartlett, Clifford 

Total fees and expenses incuned 

Plus net balance forward 

Total balance now due 

Client# 007444 
Billing through 3/31/2020 

INVOICE SUMMARY 
PLEASE RETURN THIS PAGE WITH YOUR PAYMENT 

CURRENT CHARGES 

j 
$1,400.00 

$42.00 

$190.50 

$153.47 

$1,508.00 

$3,293.97 

$21,871.84 

$25,165.81 

To Pay By Phone, Call: 516w592-5823 
To Pay Online, Visit: https://www.abramslaw.com/make-a-payment 
For any other billing inquiries please contact billing@abramslaw.com 

Invoice is due upon receipt. Please muke checks payable to: 
Abrams, Fensterman 

Account balances will be subject to interest charges after 30 days 
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1

LAW FJRMOF 

Abrams, Fensterman 
3 Dnkota Drive 

Suite 300 
Lnke Success, NY 11042 

516-328-2300

April 30, 2020 

r --.: ::.:: .. ::- - Watervi�w-f{ills Nurs1n;�nd Rehab-Center_---�- ..o . .  �----�"::-:-:-:ii;;-'·· -
--··--·- Invoice#

Attn: Karen Capparelli Client #
PO Box 130 Billing through
Croton-On-Hudson, NY 10520

INVOICE SUMMARY 
PLEASE RETURN THIS PAGE WITH YOUR PAYMENT 

-'c.--,_2i80)9 
007444 

4/30/2020 

MA'n-ER 

007444-0000 GENERAL

007444-0053 Arce, Aurelio
007444-0062 Maloney, Earl
007444-0072 Bartlett, C_lifford

CURRENT CHARGES 

$1,400.00 

$25.00 

$25.00 

$425.00

Total fees and expenses incurred
Plus net balance forward
Total balance now due 

To Pay By Phone, Call: 516-592-5823 

$1,875.00 
$25,165.81 
$27,040.81 

To Pay Online, Visit: https://www.abramslaw.com/make-a-payment 
For any other billing inquiries please contact billing@abramslaw.com 

rnvoict: is due upon receipt. Please mnke checks payable to: 
Abrams, Fcnsterman 

Account balances will be subject to interest charges after 30 days 

• • -• C •: 0 �-• -��= -T·
' 
' 

: 
� 
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LAW FIRM OF 

Abrams, Fensterman 
3 Dakota Drive 

Suite300 

Lake Success, NY 11042 

516-328-2300

May 31, 2020 

-w;ierview�t'\i!tiiig ·ac�d:R�hab-CerHer .. ·-=:, ... - - ..
Attn: Karen Capparelli 

Invoi(;;;-;r�:.::;:::.-�220232 
Client# 007444 

PO Box 130 
Croton-On-Hudson, NY 10520 

Billing through 5/31/2020 

MATTER 

007444-0000 GENERAL 

007444-0075 Weiss, Theodore 

Total fees and expenses incurred 
Plus net balance forward 
Total balance now due 

INVOICE SUMMARY 
PLEASE RETURN THIS PAGE WITH YOUR PAYMENT 

CODE ')i!-a,-Sri -.�<?') 
CODE 
CODE 

ENTERE.D .';:f;:xs;yn 
PAYDATE 

.. 

AMT /S6;1,c;r/ 
AMT 

AMT 

CK# 

To Pay By Phone, Call: 516-592-5823 

/ 

CURRENT CHARGES 

$1,400.00 

$162.94 

$1,562.94 
$27,040.81 
$28,603.75 

To Pay Online, Visit: https://www.abramslaw.com/make-a-payment 

For any other billing inquiries please contact billing@abramslaw.com 

Invoice is due upon receipt. Please make checks payable to: 
Abrams, Fensterman 

Account balances will be subject to interest charges after 30 days 

�--
· ��-•.c. . .;.. -_ 
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LAW FIRM OF 

Abrams, Fensterma·n 
3 Dakota Drive 

Suite 300 

Lake Success, NY 11042 

516-328-2300

June 30, 2020 

Wm:crview Hil1s=Nurs.iHg:aJ1.d Rehab C.e_ut�_::�.,£;;..:,::�.· -�
Attn: Karen Capparelli 
PO Box 130 
Croton-On-Hudson, NY 10520 

___ ""'•= .. -:. _ :-:-J_nv-ol�-.#::.:-.:.:.:= _.,.>222004.: ": :·: - �-�1-_::-_:: 
Client # 007 444 

Billing through. 6/30/2020 

MATTER 

007444-0000 GENERAL 

007444-0072 Bartlett, Clifford 

007444-0075 Weiss, Theodore 

Total fees and expenses incuned 

Plus net balance forward 

Total balance now due 

INVOICE SUMMARY 
PLEASE RETURN THIS PAGE WITH YOUR PAYMENT 

To Pay By Phone, Call: 516-592-5823 

CURRENT CHARGES 

$1,400.00 

$177.50 

$25.00 

$1,602.50 

$28,603.75 

$30,206.25 

To Pay Online, Visit: https://www.abramslaw.com/make-a-payment 
For any other billing inquiries please contact billing@abramslaw.com 

Invoice is due upon receipt. Please make checks payable to: 
Abrams, Fensterman 

Account balances will be subject to interest charges after 30 days 

I 
' 
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LAWFIRMOF. 

Abrams, Fensterman 
3 Dakota Drive 

Suite 300 

Lake Success, NY 11042 

516-328-2300

July 31, 2020 

����- ::::.__�\\-rf ���� Hi.U�; N1.trni ng an:d-Rd:iat1
_.,.
c:'.tnte:1":c.,,��:==:: ,.:: -� . �-- I 

-::;� . .. -:. - -�= -,, ';"'.;.. ::-'.'�l.l.¥"i}ItI''-f#· 0
..:. : :�2:t1'.i99 -,;::- -�· :·.-::_;;,_ -::t-::'·-�

Attn: Karen Capparelli Client# 007444 
PO Box 130 
Croton:-On-Hudson, NY 10520 

MATTER 

007444-0000 GENERAL 

007444-0030 :Brennan, John 

007444-0062 Maloney, _Earl 

Total fees and expenses incurred 
Plus net balance forward 
Total balance now due 

. Billing through 7/31/2020 

INVOICE SUMMARY 
PLEASE RETURN THIS PAGE WITHYOUR PAYMENT 

. :NTERE 

lAVOATE ______ CK#,,,...,..,_,__ ___ . 

To Pay By Phone, Call: 516-592-5823 

CURRENT CHARGES 

$1,400.00 

$855.10 

$592�00 

$2,847.10 
$18,704.90 
$21,552.00 

To Pay Online, Visit: https://www.abramslaw.com/make-a-payment 
. For any other billing inquiries please contact bill_ing@abramslaw.com 

Invoice is due· upon receipt. Please make checks payable to: 
Abrams, Fensterman 

Account balances will be subject to interest charges after 30 days 
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LAW FIRM OF 

Abrams, Fensterman 
3 Dakota Drive 

Suite300 

Lake Success, NY 11042 
S 16-328-2300 

August 31, 2020 

- - . ~:_=--� '=�·ar�rvf
o
wHflli Nuesi�g a-�ct'-Rehitf2im:r1�fc'·: - --�..:-� �- "' -·

Attn: Karen Capparelli 
PO Box 130 

�fovifite # 
Client# 

Billing through 

�"0'�25389 
007444 

8/31/2020 
Croton-On-Hudson, NY 10520 

MA'ITER 

007444-0000 GENERAL 
007444-0062 Maloney, Earl 

Total fees and expenses incurred 
Plus net balance forward 
Total balance now due 

INVOICE SUMMARY 
PLEASE RETURN THIS PAGE WITH YOUR PAYMENT 

To Pay By Phone, Call: 516-592-5823 

CURRENT CHARGES 

$1,400.00 
$145.00 

$1,545.00 
$21,552.00 
$23,097.00 

To Pay Online, Visit: https://www.abramslaw.com/make--a-payment 
For any other billing inquiries please contact billing@abramslaw.com 

,. 
CODE x-6 �D-?C>C.) AMT ) ;{i/J;.. c..�) 

CODE AMT 

CODE AMT 

ENTERED �.;;,JzuJ-D 

PAYDATE 
I CK# 

Invoice is due upon receipt. Please make checks payable to: 
Abrnms, Fenstcrman 

Account balances will be subject to lntcrcst charges after 30 days 
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ABRAMS � FENSTERMAN 
Abrams, Fensterman, Fensterman, Eisman, Formato, Ferrara, Wolf & Carone, LLP 

Via E-mail & Mail

. September 11, 2020 

Attorneys at Law 

\V,vw.abirtntsla,v.con1 

3 D,1kota Drive - Stiitc 300 
Ltke Success, New York 11042 

· ... - Phsnc: 516-.3?.8:):IOQ
-· --- c, - ., E-ix;-516-328•66:>s-· 

\Vaterview Hills Nursing & Rehabilitation Center 
537 Route 22 
Purclys, New York l 0578 
Attention: Business Office 

Re: Status Updates 

Gentlemen and Ladies, 

FIRM OFFICFS 

.3.-o�kly:, 
New York 
Rochester 

Please allow this letter to update you on the status of the matters our office is handling on behalf of 
Waterview Hills. 

BARTLETT. CLIFFORD 
This file was closed in our oJlice after we wired the $25,000 settlement .sum to the client. 

BEVILACQUA. PASQUALE 
We succeeded in compelling WCDSS to revise this former resident's Medicaid budget, which 
reduced the debt to only $1815.60 and we were then authorized to close the file in our office. 

BRENNAN. JOI-TNT. 
We are in the process of finalizing a settlement of this account for a lump sum payment of $50,000. 

JACKSON.DAPHNE 
After trying for months to informally resolve errors in the 2/2/2020 budget vvith WCDSS, \-Ve 
finally requested a formal Fair Hearing; hm:vever, since the resident is deceased, and no estate 
representative is in place, we will not have standing to proceed with the Fair Hearing once it .is 
scheduled by OTDA. We have been asking the caseworker to revise the budget to either give the 
recipient a 2/1 /20 l 9 pick up date, or deduct the full viable bi 11 of $5, l 73 .08 from the excess 
resources. Given the relatively small amounts of money at stake, and the costs of fi ling a 
creditor's petition with the Surrogate's Court to get Fair Hearing standing, this case may not be 
cost effective to pursue further i r we cannot reach an informal resolution with WCDSS. Since we 
were only asked to maximize this resident's Medicaid coverage, and were never authorized to 
commence litigation on the account, the facility may ultimately decide to write off the debt. 

MALONEY, EARL 
Using sub1xienas and title searches, we compiled the evidence needed lo support our motion for a 
default judgment against this deceased resident's son based on our al legations of fraud. 
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Waterview Hills Nursing & Rehabilitatio11 Center 
September 11, 2020 
Page 2 

MILLER. JOAN 
This case settled in open court for $3000 to be paid off in monthly payments of $50 starting June 

_1_5,)01 I,_6-fcordin_g to our_records, a balance _of$ l 8ZO remains unpaid on the �,;t1l��1_1_�nt. �Ve _ ~ . 

···- , " have-sent ot.11 a ·fories of-default notices, but have 1.TOT1"1'.::eeivcd ·a payrrient on -aocoi..mt·:ttnce ,
February. If the defirnlt is not cured follm-ving our most recent letter drafted this month, we \,Viii 
assume you want us to close the file as the case is not cost effective to pursue further. 

Kindly call with questions or concerns regarding the preceding or any other matters. 

Thank you. 

0ards,

Levitin 
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John Giardino, Esq.

Michelman & Robinson, LLP
800 3rd Ave.
24th Floor
New York, NY 10022
Attn: John Giardino, Esq.

HBL SNF, LLC

1280 Albany Post Rd. Croton on Hudson NY 10520-1570 US

LLC New York

White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC

West Peabody Executive Center, 2 Bourbon Street Peabody MA 01960 US

One million six hundred thousand and 00/100 Dollars ($1,600,000.00) in a depository account held at JP Morgan Chase N.A.;
Account number: xxx-xxx-7272.

Not Applicable

Not Applicable
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1 
 

I. PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 

This is an application for a preliminary injunction restraining Plaintiff and Third-Party 

Defendants (collectively, “White Plains”) from auctioning or otherwise selling the majority 

ownership interest in a nursing home facility to which White Plains has no relationship whatsoever. 

As addressed herein, White Plains’ Notification of Disposition of Collateral is simply another 

tactic designed to harm Defendants. The background for White Plains’ wrongful actions is set forth 

in detail in this Memorandum. 

As this Court knows, White Plains is the landlord of a single-purpose building in which 

Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs, as tenants, operate a nursing home. White Plains and 

Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs are actively engaged in complex litigation before this Court 

involving multiple claims arising from the development and leasing of the property and the 

misappropriation of funds by White Plains. 

White Plains seeks to sell the ownership interest in an unrelated, separate business 

enterprise owned by Defendant Lizer Jozefovic, the majority owner of a nursing home. Together 

with Defendant Mark Neuman, Jozefovic owns and operates a well-established and successful 

skilled nurse management company known as Epic Healthcare Management (collectively with 

HBL SNF, LLC, “Epic”).  Established more than 20 years ago, Epic successfully manages six high 

quality skilled nursing and rehabilitation facilities including the two facilities which are the subject 

of this litigation: Waterview Hills Rehabilitation and Healthcare, located in Purdys, New York 

(“Waterview”), and Epic Rehabilitation and Nursing of White Plains (“White Plains Nursing 

Home”).  

The primary dispute between White Plains and Epic involves multiple claims and 

counterclaims arising from the development of the White Plains Nursing Home project, as 
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2 

demonstrated in the Complaint, the Answer with Counterclaims and Third-Party Claims, and the 

Complaint from the consolidated action. 

White Plains cannot utilize a collateral assignment executed in 2017 to sell the membership 

interests in Waterview. There are at least ten reasons to grant the proposed Order:  

1) Epic performed all of its obligations under the collateral assignment;
2) While Plains failed to perform under the collateral assignment;
3) The collateral assignment terminated by its own terms in 2017;
4) White Plains waived its rights under the collateral assignment at least four years

ago;
5) White Plains is in breach of the lease agreement and cannot demand performance;
6) White Plains diverted millions of dollars advanced by Epic;
7) White Plains defaulted on its mortgage loan causing harm to Epic;
8) White Plains modified the requirements of the security deposit;
9) Metropolitan Commercial Bank has a first priority security interest; and
10) Any sale or transfer of a nursing home must receive prior approval from NYSDOH.

Moreover, the proposed Order not only restrains White Plains from selling the membership interest 

in Waterview, it also preserves the disputed funds by restraining Epic from making any transfers 

out of the rent security account. By granting the Order, the Court will preserve the status quo for 

all parties pending the resolution of the substantial claims in this action.  

Furthermore, if the Court is not prepared to issue the Order maintaining the rent security 

account balance, Epic is prepared to grant White Plains a security interest in the rent security 

account pursuant to the same terms and requirements previously proposed by White Plains. 

White Plains’ sudden effort to foreclose on the Waterview ownership interest is yet another 

underhanded attempt to disadvantage and leverage Epic before the issues in the primary action 

before this Court can be adjudicated. As described herein, in addition to the Notification of sale of 

Waterview, White Plains unilaterally approached the New York Department of Health, in violation 

of the specific provisions of the Lease Agreement and attempted to remove Epic from the 
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3 

management of the White Plains Nursing Home. Given its unclean hands, White Plains must not 

be allowed to proceed with this extrajudicial pre-judgment execution on Epic’s assets. 

II. STATEMENT OF FACTS

In August 2009, Epic proposed the development of a new, state-of-the-art 160-bed skilled 

nursing facility in White Plains, New York (the “Facility”) to the New York State Department of 

Health (“NYSDOH”). Affirmation of John Giardino in Support of Order to Show Cause 

(“Giardino Aff.”) ¶ 15. 

At this time, White Plains and Third-Party Defendants Howard Fensterman, 

(“Fensterman”), William Nicholson, CCC Equities LLC (“CCCE”), Project Equity Construction, 

and The Congress Companies, proposed to Epic that they act as turn-key developers for the new 

Facility and provide all necessary financing and construction for the project. Giardino Aff. ¶ 16. 

White Plains submitted a development proposal to Epic and NYSDOH with (1) a total Project cost 

of $56,631,759; (2) a thirty-year, $42,240,000 HUD-insured mortgage with an interest rate of 

5.5%; and (3) $9,863,246 in project equity contributed by CCCE. Giardino Aff. ¶ 17. 

In October 2012, White Plains submitted the application to NYSDOH and represented that 

the Project would be completed in 20 months, after which Epic would pay $360,000 per month in 

rent. Giardino Aff. ¶ 18. On November 15, 2015, Epic executed a development agreement (the 

“Development Agreement”) and lease (the “Lease”) with White Plains which constitute an 

integrated agreement. Giardino Aff. ¶ 19. Pursuant to the Development Agreement, White Plains 

was required to deliver a “turn-key” facility, i.e., the Facility was to be (1) fully constructed; (2) 

authorized to operate as a skilled nursing facility; (3) with permanent financing in place; and (4) 

all financing and construction was to be completed in accordance with the approval granted by 

NYSDOH. Giardino Aff. ¶ 20. 
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4 
 

Despite their representations, White Plains lacked the necessary capital to complete the 

Project. Giardino Aff. ¶ 21. To overcome the capital shortfall, White Plains induced Epic to 

withdraw its equity in Waterview, an entirely separate nursing facility, and contribute that equity 

to the Project. Giardino Aff. ¶ 22. As memorialized in a term sheet dated November 20, 2015, Epic 

provided the following capital contributions to the Project: 

(1) $2,200,000 paid to White Plains to be used by Congress for pre-development 
costs; 

(2) $197,072 to CCCE to be used in the discretion of Fensterman; and 
(3) $1,595,368.32 into a control account as rent security in the name of Epic. 

Giardino Aff. ¶ 23. Importantly, these funds constituted a loan to be repaid to Epic. Giardino Aff. 

¶ 24. In fact, White Plains agreed to repay a portion of the principal amount of the loan by 

purchasing the furniture, fixtures, and equipment (the “FF&E”) for payment in the amount of 

$1,500,000 for the Project and by giving a future credit against Lease payments in the amount of 

$700,000. Giardino Aff. ¶ 25. 

Despite repeated requests, White Plains has refused to convey title to the FF&E, to provide 

an accounting of the use of these predevelopment and discretionary funds, to provide evidence of 

purchases of the required FF&E, or to credit $700,000 against Epic’s Lease payments.1 As such, 

White Plains has already converted or diverted the monies paid by Epic. In addition, interest 

accrued on this $2,200,000 loan must be calculated from November 2015 and either paid to Epic 

or credited to payments due under the Lease.2 Giardino Aff. ¶¶ 26-29. 

1. Epic Fulfilled Its Obligations Under The Collateral Assignment 

On August 11, 2017, White Plains and Epic entered into the Collateral Assignment. The 

 
1 The $700,000 can be credited as an advance on the rent security as these funds are already in 
the White Plains’ hands. 

2 The interest amount at 4% per annum would be equal to more than $450,000. Consequently, the 
Landlord is in receipt of funds in the amount of $1,140,000. 
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5 
 

stated purpose of the Collateral Assignment was “to add Howard Fensterman as a signatory to 

such account so as to ensure no withdrawal may be made so as to reduce the amount of the account 

below $1.6 Million.” Section 2 of the Collateral Assignment required Epic to deposit $1,600,000 

into a dedicated rent security account and provide Fensterman with signatory authority after which 

the Collateral Assignment “shall automatically terminate and be void and of no further effect.”3 

Giardino Aff. ¶¶ 31-32. 

On August 10, 2017, in compliance with the Collateral Assignment, an email was sent to 

Fensterman (the “August 10 Email”). The August 10 Email states, in relevant part, that the 

following: 

[R]eflects what we agreed to…[w]ith respect to the Waterview account…Howard 
Fensterman and Lizer Jozefovic shall be co-signatories to the Waterview account, 
provided however that Howard Fensterman shall be the sole signatory authorized 
on any direction for the account to be diminished below 1.6 million dollars. This 
authority shall be relegated to removal of the funds pursuant to the terms of the 
lease between HBL SNF, LLC as Tenant And White Plains Healthcare Property I, 
LLC as Landlord. Lizer and Waterview agree to maintain at least $1.6 M in account. 
Howard Fensterman agrees that he shall consent to all sums in excess 1.6 million 
being withdrawn from the account by the direction of Lizer Jozefovic. 

 
3 Fensterman was a signatory on the First Account. On November 19, 2015, White Plains received 
an email stating that “$1,595,368.32 is going to be held until such time as we give them 
instructions to deposit in an Account in the Name of HBL-SNF to be opened at Chase Private 
Banking.” On December 14, 2015, Fensterman signed the Business Account Signature Form for 
the First Account: 
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(emphasis added). One week later, on August 17, 2017, an email was sent to Fensterman 
(the “August 17 Email”), which stated that “I need [Fensterman’s] signature on the last 
page.” In 2017, the Rent Security was transferred to the Chase account ending in xxxx-
xxx-xxxx-0885 (the “Second Account”).  

Giardino Aff. ¶¶ 39-40. 

Consistent with the terms of the August 17th email, the Members and Managers of 

Waterview Acquisition I, LLC adopted the following resolution dated August 11, 2017: 

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that 
1. The Company add Howard Fensterman as a co-signatory to the following 
account Waterview Acquisition I, LLC Account Number 7002 and Account 
Number 0885 at JP Morgan Chase together with Marc Neuman and Lizer 
Jozefovic; 
2. Howard Fensterman' s signature shall be required on any withdrawal or any 
direction to the Bank on the account where such withdrawal or direction shall cause 
the balance and value of the account to fall below 1.6 million dollars. 

To satisfy these terms, Epic corresponded with Fensterman on August 16th and 17th and provided 

everything required to authorize him as an account signatory: 

Please note that the Certification requires that the Resolution that we prepared be 
annexed as an exhibit. What I need from Howard is original signature cards from 
Howard with wet ink signatures 
… 
Howard I need your signature on the last page. 

(emphasis added) Giardino Aff. ¶¶ 41-43.  
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As of August 17, 2017, Epic had fulfilled its obligations by providing White Plains with the bank 

authorizations for the account. All Fensterman had to do was sign and submit the forms to 

JPMorgan Chase to become a signatory on the Second Account. Giardino Aff. ¶¶ 46-50. 

Inexplicably, Fensterman never transacted these documents, and White Plains never raised the 

issue or took any further action to become a signatory on the Second Account until this action.  

2. The Project Was Two Years Late And $5M Over Budget 
 

The Development Agreement required the Project be completed no later than September 

2017. However, the Project was not completed until December 2019, resulting in Epic 

commencing operations at the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic. Giardino Aff. ¶¶ 51-52. 

Not only was the Facility completed more than two years late, but it was also substantially 

overbudget. The Development Agreement required that the Project be delivered at the NYSDOH-

approved budget of $57 million, and Epic would only be responsible for additional costs caused 

by authorized change orders.  Giardino Aff. ¶ 53. Importantly, Epic never authorized one change 

order, yet the total costs exceeded the approved budget by more than $5 million. Giardino Aff. ¶ 

54. These cost overruns had a serious impact on Epic, as it is now unable to obtain full 

reimbursement of its monthly rent payments as originally intended. Giardino Aff. ¶ 55. 

More importantly, as part of the “turn-key” delivery of the Project, White Plains was 

obligated to provide permanent financing for the Project in the form of the HUD-insured loan 
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approved by NYSDOH. Giardino Aff. ¶ 56. Yet White Plains has breached the Development 

Agreement and the Lease by failing to provide permanent financing. Giardino Aff. ¶ 57. As a 

consequence, Epic is currently losing $68,000 per month on NYSDOH reimbursements for an 

annualized loss of $816,000. Giardino Aff. ¶ 58. 

3. The 2019 Letter Of Intent 
 

On November 20, 2019, Epic entered into a letter of intent with White Plains (the “LOI”) 

to address these defaults. The LOI provided a simple exchange pursuant to which Epic made a 

$2.2 million payment to White Plains to resolve all prior disputes, including the structure of the 

Rent Security, and White Plains would transfer the property to “a newly formed Delaware 

Statutory Trust.” Giardino Aff. ¶¶ 59-61. 

Epic alone performed its obligations under the LOI by making the $2.2 million payment to 

White Plains. Giardino Aff. ¶ 62. Beyond this initial payment, Epic also paid and continues to pay 

rent to White Plains on time every month. Since December of 2019, Epic’s monthly rent payments 

of $506,096.50 have totaled more than $12 million: 

Date Amount Paid by Epic to White Plains 
10/30/2019 $509,000.00 
11/18/2019 $509,000.00 
12/5/2019 $506,096.50 
1/2/2020 $506,096.50 
1/31/2020 $506,096.50 
3/2/2020 $506,096.50 
5/6/2020 $506,096.50 
5/20/2020 $63,914.56 
5/26/2020 $506,096.50 
6/2/2020 $506,096.50 
7/1/2020 $506,096.50 
8/7/2020 $506,096.50 
9/4/2020 $506,096.50 
10/2/2020 $506,096.50 
11/2/2020 $506,096.50 
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12/2/2020 $506,096.50 
1/4/2021 $506,096.50 
2/4/2021 $506,096.50 
3/2/2021 $506,096.50 
4/5/2021 $506,096.50 
5/6/2021 $506,096.50 
6/4/2021 $506,096.50 

 

Giardino Aff. ¶¶ 63-64. 

4. White Plains Defaults With Security Benefit 
 

Notwithstanding Epic’s rent payments to White Plains, White Plains defaulted on its 

mortgage with Security Benefit Life Insurance Company (“Security Benefit”). Security Benefit 

has declared White Plains to be in default of its mortgage for having failed to make necessary 

mortgage payments, charges, interest, and other required fees. Giardino Aff. ¶ 66. In a notice dated 

April 16, 2020, Security Benefit states that White Plains has breached the terms of the mortgage 

and White Plains is solely at fault:  

[White Plains] executed and delivered the Note to Lender. The Note evidences the 
obligation of [White Plains] to pay the Loan….[White Plains] has failed to make, 
or cause to be made, the monthly payment of interest due under the Note and under 
Section 2.12 of the Loan Agreement on April 1, 2020, which failure constitutes an 
Event of Default. 

Giardino Aff. ¶ 67. 
 

On May 22, 2020, Security Benefit sent a second letter, reiterating that White Plains 

remains in default and raising two additional breaches. First, White Plains was supposed to “send 

a Tenant Direction Notice to direct the sole tenant, HBL, to pay rent directly to Lender.” Second, 

and most importantly:  

[White Plains] failed to deposit all revenue generated by the Property into the Cash 
Management Account….Among other things, we recently learned that [Epic] may 
have paid [White Plains] approximately $2,200,000 in late 2019 or early 2020. Any 
such revenue should have been deposited with [Security Benefit]. 
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Notably, Security Benefit makes no reference to Epic’s obligations. Giardino Aff. ¶¶ 68-70. 

On May 1, 2021, Security Benefit brought a foreclosure action against White Plains for 

nonpayment of rent in the action captioned Security Benefit Life Insurance Company, et al. v. 

White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC et al., No. 55883/2021. Although Security Benefit 

temporarily discontinued the action on May 28, 2021, Security Benefit will likely foreclose on the 

mortgage, jeopardizing Epic’s tenancy and continued operations. Publicity about the foreclosure 

has created uncertainty about the Facility’s future in the marketplace. Giardino Aff. ¶¶ 71-73. 

The breach of White Plains’ mortgage agreement with Security Benefit is especially 

prejudicial because Epic has made, and continues to make, rent payments. On the other hand, 

White Plains has failed to pay its mortgage to Security Benefit and has not accounted for Epic’s 

payments to White Plains. Neither the mortgage agreement with Security Benefit nor the Lease 

Agreement with Epic provide White Plains with the right to seize and sell the Membership Interest 

in Waterview.  

5. White Plains Wrongfully Sought To Appoint A Receiver 
 

As stated above, in or about March 2021, White Plains contacted NYSDOH and claimed 

that the appointment of an emergency receiver was necessary because Epic was facing certain and 

immediate financial ruin as a result of this action. Notably, White Plains failed to inform the Court 

or Epic of this request. Instead, Epic was contacted by NYSDOH Director Marthe JB Ngwashi 

who requested further information about the situation. When Epic contacted White Plains 

regarding this request, White Plains’ counsel responded by claiming that White Plains was 

pursuing its rights under the Lease. Giardino Aff. ¶¶ 74-77. 

This is both false and improper. The only section of the Lease which references 

receivership is Article XVI, Section 16.1, which states, in relevant part: 
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[White Plains], in addition to all other remedies given to [White Plains] at law or 
in equity, may by written notice to [Epic], without terminating this Lease, cause 
[Epic] to apply to the DOH to install a manager and/or management consultant 
and/or a receiver having the necessary approvals from Governmental Authorities, 
of [White Plains’] choice, at [Epic’s] sole cost and expense or to the extent 
permitted by applicable law, reenter the Leased Premises by summary proceedings 
or otherwise. 

This remedy, like the other remedies given to White Plains, only arises upon an actual default by 

Epic. However, despite White Plains’ allegations, there has been no default under the Lease, as 

Epic has made, and continue to make, their monthly rental payments. Moreover, pursuant to 

Section 16.1 of the Lease, White Plains is required to provide notice to Epic, which they failed to 

do, and White Plains is solely limited to requesting that Epic apply to NYSDOH for a receiver. 

Giardino Aff. ¶¶ 78-80. 

White Plains had no right to unilaterally request that NYSDOH appoint a receiver under 

the Lease, nor were there any grounds that would require receivership. Instead, rather than prove 

their claims before the Court, White Plains once again attempted to avoid judicial scrutiny by 

asking NYSDOH to improperly intervene. Once Epic was given the opportunity to meaningfully 

respond, NYSDOH took no further steps to appoint a receiver. 

6. White Plains’ Second Attempt To Foreclose On Waterview Interests 
 

On June 9, 2021, White Plains issued a purported Notification of Disposition of Collateral 

which announced the intention to sell the “Collateral,” defined as “[a]ll rights, title and interest of 

Lizer Jozefovic as a member of Waterview Acquisition 1, LLC,” to the “highest qualified bidder 

in public” on Thursday, July 1, 2020, at 10:00 AM (the “Notification”). Giardino Aff. ¶¶ 10-11. 

The Notification is entirely false, as White Plains have no right to proceed against the 

Membership Interest, especially in the middle of ongoing litigation. Moreover, the Notification 
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has been widely distributed to Epic’s current and potential colleagues and business partners, which 

harms its standing and ability to operate the Facility. Giardino Aff. ¶¶ 12-14. 

III. LEGAL ARGUMENT 

A. The Preliminary Injunction Maintains the Status Quo Pending Resolution of the 
Litigation  

 

The purpose of a preliminary injunction is to preserve the status quo until a matter can be 

fully briefed and resolved. See, e.g., Koob v. IDS Fin. Serv., Inc., 629 N.Y.S.2d 426 (1st Dep't 

1995); Residential Bd. of Managers of the Columbia Condo. v. Alden, 576 N.Y.S.2d 859 (1st Dep't 

1991). 

To obtain a preliminary judgment, Epic must satisfy three requirements: 
 

(1)  a likelihood of success on the merits of the action; 
(2)  the danger of irreparable injury in the absence of a preliminary 

injunction; and 
(3)  a balance of the equities in favor of the party seeking the 

injunction. 
 

See, e.g., Nobu Next Door, LLC v. Fine Arts Housing, Inc., 4 N.Y.3d 839, 840 (2005); W. T. Grant 

Co. v. Srogi, 52 N.Y.2d 496, 517 (1981). These factors must be weighed together and in context 

when determining whether to grant a preliminary injunction. See Doe v. Axelrod, 73 N.Y.2d 748, 

750 (1988); see also Chernoff Diamond & Co. v. Fitzmaurice, Inc., 651 N.Y.S.2d 504, 506 (1996). 

As set forth below, Epic satisfies each of these three requirements and is entitled to an injunction 

preventing the pre-judgment sale of its asset. 

B. Epic Is Likely To Succeed On The Merits 
 

In order to obtain a preliminary injunction, the moving party is not required to demonstrate 

“a certainty of success,” but need only provide a prima facie showing of their right to relief.  

Bingham v. Struve, 591 N.Y.S.2d 156, 158 (1st Dep't 1992); Parkmed Co. v. Pro-Life Counselling, 

Inc., 457 N.Y.S.2d 27, 29 (1st Dep't 1982). The moving party establishes a likelihood of success 
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through credible claims and arguments, regardless of whether the opposing party disputes the facts. 

Four Times Square Assocs., LLC v. Cigna Invs., Inc., 764 N.Y.S.2d 1, 2 (1st Dep't 2003). 

As evidenced by Epic’s counterclaims,4 affirmations, and exhibits, Epic has established 

credible claims, identified millions of dollars of unaccounted contributions to the Project, and is 

likely to succeed on the merits of these claims. See also Promenade Condo. v. J.J.& P. Corp., 662 

N.Y.S.2d 509, 510 (1997) (holding that an affidavit and basic documentary evidence are sufficient 

to grant a preliminary injunction). 

i. Epic Performed Its Obligations Under The Collateral Assignment 
 

Section 2 of the Collateral Assignment required Epic to deposit $1,600,000 into a dedicated 

rent security account and provide White Plains with signatory authority for the purpose of ensuring 

that “no withdrawal may be made so as to reduce the amount of the account below $1.6 Million” 

(emphasis added). Once the $1.6 million was deposited, the Collateral Assignment by its own 

terms “terminate[s] and [is] void and of no further effect.” (emphasis added). Although Epic has 

satisfied both of these requirements, the proposed Order does exactly what the assignment 

requires: it prevents withdrawals which reduce the balance below $1.6 million. 

Epic has provided bank records, bank statements, and correspondence demonstrating that 

in November 2015, the $1.6 million security account was properly established and the $1.6 million 

account balance has been maintained ever since. The evidence also shows that Epic provided 

 
4 In its Answer with Counterclaims dated November 5, 2020, Epic has asserted the following counterclaims: (1) An 
accounting to establish what became of the significant advance payments Epic made prior to commencement of the 
Project; (2) Imputed interest based upon the $2.2 million loan Epic provided to White Plains in November 2015; (3) 
Fraud in the inducement against Fensterman and Nicholson for their misrepresentations regarding the Project’s 
costs, ability to secure financing, ability to timely complete the project, and ability to obtain capital contribution; (4) 
Bad faith throughout the development and execution of the Project, resulting in Epic suffering losses totaling $15 
million; (5) Fraud based upon the prior and continued misrepresentations that White Plains and Fensterman have 
made regarding Plaintiff’s payments and ability to operate the Project. 
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White Plains with fully executed bank authorization forms to establish Fensterman as a signatory 

to the Rent Security and that White Plains took no action. 

Again, on August 10, 2017, Epic notified White Plains that the $1.6 million Rent Security 

would be transferred to the Second Account for which “Fensterman and [Jozefovic] shall be co-

signatories.” In furtherance of this agreement, on August 16 and 17, 2021, Epic provided White 

Plains with all documents necessary to authorize Fensterman as an account signatory. 

As of August 17, 2017, White Plains possessed the bank authorization documents.  

However, White Plains never transacted these documents, and White Plains never raised this issue 

until five years later when they filed the current action.  Meanwhile, Epic has maintained the Rent 

Security, which has never fallen below $1.6 million.   

The record establishes that Epic (1) created the Rent Security Account, (2) funded the 

account with $1.6 million, (3) executed the bank signatory and authorization forms, (4) secured 

the signatures of the other account owners to effectuate the authorization, (5) conducted a company 

meeting to approve the resolution granting Fensterman signatory authority consistent with the 

Collateral Assignment, and (6) delivered the executed bank forms to White Plains. These acts fully 

discharged Epic’s obligations under the Collateral Assignment and consequently terminated the 

agreement.  

ii. White Plains Waived Its Rights Under the Collateral Assignment  
 

White Plains’ failure to consummate the account transaction in 2017 constitutes a complete 

waiver of contractual rights. See 13 Williston on Contracts § 39:15 at 621 (4th ed.) (the doctrine 

of waiver is “designed to prevent the waiving party from lulling the other party into a belief that 

strict compliance with a contractual duty will not be required and then either suing for 

noncompliance or demanding compliance”). 
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Courts have routinely held that “[c]ontractual rights may be waived if they are knowingly, 

voluntarily and intentionally abandoned,” as established “by failure to act so as to evince an intent 

not to claim a purported advantage” or by “undisputed acts…inconsistent with [the party’s] 

purpose to stand upon [their] rights.” Fundamental Portfolio Advisors, Inc. v. Tocqueville Asset 

Mgmt., L.P., 7 N.Y.3d 96, 104 (2006) (citations omitted); Alsens Am. Portland Cement Works v. 

Degnon Contracting Co., 222 N.Y. 34, 37 (1917); CT Chemicals (U.S.A.), Inc. v. Vinmar Impex, 

Inc., 81 N.Y.2d 174, 179, (1993).  By their lack of action since 2017, White Plains has waived 

their rights under the Collateral Assignment.  

iii. Modification Of The Security Deposit Requirement

Not only have they waived their rights under the Collateral Assignment, White Plains 

modified any rights with respect to the Rent Security by accepting a $2.2 million payment from 

Epic. On November 20, 2019, in an attempt to resolve certain disputes, White Plains and Epic 

entered into the LOI, under which Epic paid $2.2 million to White Plains, and in exchange White 

Plains agreed to transfer the Property to “a newly formed Delaware Statutory Trust.” White Plains 

accepted the $2.2 million from Epic and thereby extinguished any and all previous disputes. Yet, 

in what is becoming a pattern, White Plains failed to perform its obligations under the LOI, despite 

having benefited from the $2.2 million payment from Epic, and now seeks to enforce the Collateral 

Assignment. 

iv. White Plains Is Not In Possession Of The Membership Interest And Cannot Sell
It

White Plains is publishing fraudulent statements claiming that the Membership Interest 

will be sold at auction, despite not possessing the Membership Interest, nor having any right to sell 

the Membership Interest. White Plains intends to induce third parties to rely on the Notification 

and attempt to purchase the Membership Interest, a transaction that will lead to certain injury to 
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Epic, MCB, and any other parties who may erroneously attempt to purchase the Membership 

Interest. 

Notably, MCB entered into a security agreement with Epic in 2019.  Epic granted MCB a 

security interest in the Membership Interest and MCB subsequently perfected its security interest 

by taking possession of the related certifications and filing a Uniform Commercial Code (“UCC”) 

Financing Statement on December 23, 2019. In contrast, White Plains failed to file a UCC 

Financing Statement until September 15, 2020. 

Consequently, MCB has a senior security interest in the Membership Interest. MCB has 

perfected its security interest in the Membership Interest and maintains physical possession of the 

membership certificates. White Plains cannot sell the Membership Interest which is properly 

assigned to MCB. 

v. White Plains’ Publication Is Defamatory 
 

Defamation occurs when an entity makes “a false statement, published without privilege 

or authorization to a third party, constituting fault as judged by, at a minimum, a negligence 

standard, and, it must either cause special harm or constitute defamation per se.” Dillon v. City of 

New York, 704 N.Y.S.2d 1, 5 (1999).  

The Notification identifies Jozefovic as an “assignor” and states that White Plains will sell 

the Membership Interest at a public auction to satisfy Epic’s debts. These statements are false—

Epic does not owe White Plains or Fensterman anything, and White Plains has no right to sell the 

Membership Interest. White Plains and Fensterman knew that the statements in the Notification 

were false at the time it was issued, and they purposefully distributed the Notification to Epic’s 

current and potential colleagues and business partners, harming Epic’s reputation. 
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vi. Fensterman, As Epic’s Former And Current Legal Counsel, Breached His
Fiduciary Duties To Epic, Committing Legal Malpractice, And Violated
Judiciary Law § 487

To state a claim for breach of fiduciary duty, a plaintiff must allege that “(1) defendant 

owed them a fiduciary duty, (2) defendant committed misconduct, and (3) they suffered damages 

caused by that misconduct.” Burry v. Madison Park Owner LLC, 924 N.Y.S.2d 77, 78 (2011). An 

attorney breaches their fiduciary duties to their client when they violate their attorney-client 

obligations, such as by disclosing confidential information or acting in conflict with the client’s 

interests. See Napoli v. New York Post, 107 N.Y.S.3d 279, 282 (2019), leave to appeal denied, 35 

N.Y.3d 906 (2020). 

Fensterman acted as legal counsel to Epic in connection with the refinancing of Waterview 

and the execution and delivery of Collateral Assignment. As Fensterman previously and currently 

represents Epic in certain matters, Fensterman owes a fiduciary duty to Epic, including the duties 

of loyalty, good faith, and care.  

C. Epic Will Suffer Irreparable Harm

Courts have long held that membership in, or ownership of, a corporation constitutes a

specific asset that cannot be replaced or compensated through money alone. See, e.g., Walker & 

Zanger v Zanger, 245 AD2d 144, 145 (1st Dept 1997); Vanderminden v Vanderminden, 226 AD2d 

1037, 1041 (3d Dept 1996); Matter of Brenner v Hart Sys., Inc., 114 AD2d 363, 366 (2d Dept 

1985); Cooperstown Capital, LLC v Patton, 60 AD3d 1251, 1253 (3d Dept 2009). This principle 

is well settled: irreparable harm will occur and injunctive relief is necessary when the control or 

management of a closely held corporation is threatened. See, e.g., Casita, LP v Maplewood Equity 

Partners (Offshore) Ltd., 17 Misc 3d 1137(A) (Sup Ct 2007) (“[The] loss of some or all of its 

investment…by reason of a forced sale…would constitute irreparable injury.”); Yemini v 
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Goldberg, 60 AD3d 935, 937 (2d Dept 2009) (“[B]ecause control and management…were at stake, 

money damages were not sufficient.”); Matter of Madelone v Whitten, 18 Misc 3d 1131(A) (Sup 

Ct 2008) (“The Court concludes that this contemplated shift in the governance and 

control…constitutes irreparable harm, particularly where the provisional relief sought by 

petitioner is to maintain the status quo”); Louis Foodservice Corp. v Konstantinos Vouyiouklis, 

2002 NY Slip Op 50448(U), 10 (Sup Ct Aug. 26, 2002) (“[A]n opportunity for Epic to shift the 

balance of power and assume management and control of the corporation, may properly be viewed 

as irreparable injury”). 

Jozefovic is the majority shareholder of Waterview, a closely held corporation, through his 

ownership of the Membership Interest. Jozefovic has spent years of his life building and operating 

Waterview, which represents the accumulation of Jozefovic’s efforts, labor, and business acumen. 

As Waterview is a closely held corporation, the Membership Interest cannot be replaced and its 

value is impossible to measure. Moreover, Jozefovic is not a minor investor and the Membership 

Interest is not a fungible asset; Jozefovic cannot be compensated for the loss of the Membership 

Interest after it has been sold to a third party. Therefore, if White Plains continues with the sale of 

the Membership Interest, Epic will be irreparably harmed. See Aetna Ins. Co. v Capasso, 75 NY2d 

860, 862 (1990); see also Grand Manor Health Related Facility, Inc. v Hamilton Equities, Inc., 85 

AD3d 695 (1st Dept 2011) (“Without the injunction, plaintiff, which operates a residential health 

care facility, would be at risk of losing its valuable leasehold and incurring significant permanent 

damage to more than 30 years of hard-earned goodwill.”).  

D. The Balance Of Equities Favors Epic

The final requirement requires a balancing of equities. The court should grant a preliminary

injunction if “the damage to [Epic] from denial of the preliminary injunction… would [cause] 
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substantially greater harm [to Epic] if they were ultimately proved right in the action, than the 

harm that would be caused to [White Plains] by the granting of the preliminary injunction if [Epic] 

were ultimately proved right.” Kurtz v Zion, 61 AD2d 778, 778 (1st Dept 1978). Courts must give 

greater deference to actual, concrete harm, whereas theoretical concerns are weighted less. See, 

e.g., Louis Foodservice Corp., 2002 NY Slip Op at 10.

The known, immediate harm that Epic will suffer far outweighs any potential 

inconvenience to White Plains. The $1.6 million is in a dedicated account and the proposed Order 

prevents its withdrawal. See Maestro West Chelsea SPE LLC v. Pradera Realty Inc., 954 N.Y.S.2d 

819 (Sup. N.Y. Co. 2012). The proposed Order serves the exact purpose of a preliminary 

injunction, as it preserves the status quo until the parties' rights can be determined. See Koob, 629 

N.Y.S.2d 426. 

E. NYSDOH Has Not Approved Of The Sale

New York State has strict laws about the sale and transfer of nursing homes, especially

those certified as Medicaid providers, as is Epic. By way of example, at least 90 days before 

agreeing to sell a nursing home the owner must provide notification about the sale and the proposed 

management and operations plan to NYSDOH. Additionally, there are numerous requirements 

before an owner can complete a proposed sale. See N.Y. Pub. Health Law, § 2803-X. If there is a 

change in ownership of a facility, the new owner must get written approval from NYSDOH in 

order to receive an operating license. See New York Consol. Laws Article 36, § 3611(A). The 

application process involves submitting a Certificate of Need and undergoing a lengthy approval 

process. Failure to procure approval via this process bars the sale of a nursing home sale, which 

occurred in Putnam Acquisition I, LLC v. KNH Partners, 21 Misc. 3d 1103(A) (Nassau County 
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Supreme Court 2008) where the plaintiff’s failure to receive NYSDOH approval of their 

Certificate of Need application prevented a nursing home purchase from being completed. 

Although New York State’s Moratorium on LHCSA licensures officially expired in March 

2020, NYSDOH remains focused on the COVID-19 pandemic and continues the freeze on 

processing LHCSA applications. See https://www.health.ny.gov/facilities/cons/. Additionally, 

New York State’s 2021 Executive Budget continues, effective through March 31, 2022, “a 

moratorium on the processing and approval of applications for a certificate of authority to operate 

as a Managed Long Term Care program.” The Managed Long Term Care program is a common 

New York State Medicaid health plan that provides coverage for various services, including 

nursing home care.  

New license applications, once they are available to be processed, will need to be more 

extensive than they were in the past, given new amendments to New York Consol. Laws Article 

36, § 3605. A LHCSA applicant due to change of ownership will need to: (1) Undergo a character 

and competence review; (2) Provide proof of financial resources and feasibility to operate the 

entity; and (3) “such other matters as [the DOH] shall deem pertinent.” 

F. The Court Should Grant Epic A Temporary Restraining Order Pending The
Determination Of The Preliminary Injunction

CPLR § 6301 states, in relevant part, that

“[a] temporary restraining order may be granted pending a hearing for a preliminary
injunction where it appears that immediate and irreparable injury, loss or damage
will result unless the defendant is restrained before the hearing can be had.”

Irreparable injury is defined as an injury for which monetary damages are insufficient. James v. 

Gottlieb, 445 N.Y.S.2d 719, 719 (1981). Additionally, the moving party must demonstrate that the 

harm is specific and imminent. In short, the moving party is required to provide a showing that the 

requested temporary relief is needed to protect the status quo, as the threatened action will 
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complicate, diminish, or moot the desired final outcome. See Atlas MF Mezzanine Borrower, LLC 

v. Macquarie Texas Loan Holder LLC, 174 A.D.3d 150, 105 N.Y.S.3d 59 (2019) (holding that

while a party may seek to enjoin a sale of collateral before the sale occurs, the same part may not 

unwind a sale after its conclusion, even if a court later finds evidence of bad faith). 

As discussed above, Epic has complied with the Collateral Assignment by providing the Rent 

Security, yet White Plains intends to engage in a fraudulent sale of the Membership Interest on 

July 1, 2021. For the reasons discussed supra, Epic risks suffering irreparable injuries, losses, and 

damages, unless White Plains is immediately enjoined. Therefore, the Court should grant a 

temporary restraining order pending a hearing and determination of the preliminary injunction 

motion. 

G. In The Alternative, Epic Is Prepared To Provide White Plains With A Security
Interest In the Rent Security

White Plains does not have the right to sell the Membership Interest, as Epic has not

breached the Collateral Assignment, and the Rent Security remains intact. However, in the interest 

of resolving this matter without further unnecessary motion practice and as further proof of good 

will, Epic is prepared to offer White Plains a $1.6 million security interest in the Rent Security. 

This additional security interest is sufficient to protect White Plains’ interests throughout the 

course of litigation and would allow the parties to focus on resolving the actual issues and disputes, 

instead of attempting to leverage long-defunct contracts to engage in wrongful, fraudulent 

activities. Giardino Aff.¶98. 

IV. CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, Epic and Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs HBL SNF, LLC, 

Lizer Jozefovic, and Mark Neuman respectfully request that the Court grant the Order to Show 

Cause for a preliminary injunction and a temporary restraining order to (1) enjoin White Plains 
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Healthcare Properties I, LLC, Howard Fensterman, and Metropolitan Commercial Bank from 

taking any action to transfer, assign, convey or sell Jozefovic’s membership interest in Waterview 

Acquisition I, LLC; and (2) enjoin Epic and Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs HBL SNF, 

LLC, Lizer Jozefovic, and Mark Neuman from taking any action to reduce the Rent Security below 

$1.6 million; be granted in its entirety, together with such other and further relief as this Court 

deems just, proper and equitable. 

Dated: New York, New York 
June 22, 2021 

MICHELMAN & ROBINSON, LLP 

By: 
John Giardino, Esq. 
Alex Barnett-Howell Esq. 
800 Third Avenue, 24th Floor 
New York, NY 10022 
(212) 730-7700
jgiardino@mrllp.com
abarnett-howell@mrllp.com
Attorneys for Defendants and Third-Party
Plaintiffs
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER 
------------------------------------------------------------- 
WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES 
I, LLC,  
 
    Plaintiff, 
 
   v. 
 
HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC a/k/a 
LIZER JOZOFOVIC, and MARK NEUMAN, 
 
    Defendants and 
    Third-Party 
Plaintiffs. 
 
   v. 
 
CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY 
CONSULTING, THE CONGRESS 
COMPANIES, HOWARD FENSTERMAN, 
WILLIAM NICHOLSON, and 
METROPOLITAN COMMERCIAL BANK 
 
    Third-Party  
    Defendants. 
------------------------------------------------------------- 

x 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
x 
 

 
Index No.: 60278/2020 
 
AFFIRMATION OF ROBERT J. 
MALATAK IN PARTIAL 
JOINDER AND SUPPORT OF 
DEFENDANTS’ / THIRD-PARTY 
PLAINTIFFS’ ORDER TO 
SHOW CAUSE 
FOR A TEMPORARY 
RESTRAINING ORDER AND 
PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION 

 

ROBERT J. MALATAK, an attorney duly admitted to practice law before the Courts of 

this State, affirms the following to be true under penalty of perjury: 

1. I am a member of the law firm Windels Marx Lane & Mittendorf, LLP, attorneys 

for third-party defendant and cross-claimant Metropolitan Commercial Bank (“MCB”), and I am 

fully familiar with the facts and circumstances set forth herein.  I submit this affirmation in partial 

joinder and support of the motion by defendants / third-party plaintiffs Lizer Jozefovic 

(“Josefovic”), HBL SNF LLC (“HBL”), and Mark Neuman (“Neuman”) (collectively, “Movants”) 

for an order pursuant to CPLR Article 63 enjoining plaintiff White Plains Healthcare Properties I, 
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LLC (“WPHP”) and the third-party defendants (collectively, the “WP Parties”), during the 

pendency of this action, from, among other things, taking any action to transfer, assign, convey, 

or sell Josefovic’s membership interests in Waterview Acquisition I, LLC (the “Certificates”). 

2. A copy of the Affidavit of Brett Bandazian, sworn to on October 26, 2020 (the 

“Bandazian Aff.”), along with Exhibits A-H thereto, is annexed hereto as Exhibit 1.  The 

Bandazian Aff. was previously e-filed on October 27, 2020 in the action entitled Josefovic v. White 

Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC et. al, Index No. 655549/2020 (the “New York County 

Action”), in partial joinder and support of Josefovic’s prior application for a temporary restraining 

order, and MCB resubmits same in partial joinder and support of this motion. 

3. On October 27, 2021, the Court granted Josefovic’s TRO request in the New York 

County Action pending a determination on the request for a preliminary injunction.  A true copy 

of the conformed Order to Show Cause signed by the Court is annexed hereto as Exhibit 2. 

4. Notably, the WP Parties admit that MCB has a first priority lien on the Certificates.  

See Emergency Affirmation Of Alfred E. Donnellan In Support Of Order To Show Cause (New 

York County Action, Doc. No. 8, ¶¶ 12, 15). 

5. WPHP and Howard Fensterman subsequently moved to consolidate the New York 

County Action with this action pending in Westchester County Supreme Court. 

6. While the motion was pending, on January 8, 2021, MCB filed in the New York 

County Action an Answer With Cross-Claim against WPHP and Howard Fensterman.  A true copy 

of the Answer With Cross-Claim is annexed hereto as Exhibit 3.  MCB’s cross-claim seeks a 

declaratory judgment that WPHP and Howard Fensterman are prohibited from selling the 

Certificates because, inter alia, (a) they either have no interests in the Certificates, or (b) even if 
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they do have interests in the Certificates any such interests are trumped by MCB’s interests and 

related rights. 

7. By Decision and Order, dated April 8, 2021 (Bannon, J.S.C.), a true copy of which 

is annexed hereto as Exhibit 4, the New York County Action was consolidated with this action, 

and the motion for a preliminary injunction was denied without prejudice to renewal upon transfer 

and consolidation in this Court. 

8. After the two (2) actions were consolidated, Howard Fensterman, as nominee for 

White Plains, issued a Notification of Disposition of Collateral, dated June 9, 2021 (the “Second 

Notice of Sale”), purporting to once again notice a sale of the Certificates, this time on July 1, 

2021.  A true copy of the Second Notice of Sale is annexed hereto as Exhibit 5. 

WHEREFORE, MCB respectfully requests that the Court issue an order granting (1) 

Movants’ order to show cause for a temporary restraining order and preliminary injunction, except 

that the injunction should not be extended to MCB and (2) MCB such other and further relief as 

this Court deems just and proper. 

Dated:  New York, New York 
 June 25, 2021     
 
                                         
                  
              ROBERT J. MALATAK 
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
COUNTY OF NEW YORK 
-------------------------------------------------------------- 
LIZER JOZEFOVIC, 
 
     Plaintiff, 
 
   v. 
 
WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, 
LLC, HOWARD FENSTERMAN, and 
METORPOLITAN COMMERCIAL BANK, 
 
     Defendants. 
-------------------------------------------------------------- 

x 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
x 

 
Index No.: 655549/2020 
 
 

 
 

AFFIDAVIT OF BRETT BANDAZIAN IN PARTIAL 
SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF’S MOTION, BY ORDER TO 

SHOW CAUSE, FOR AMONG OTHER THINGS, 
A TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER  

 
STATE OF NEW YORK ) 
    ) ss: 
COUNTY OF NEW YORK ) 

BRETT BANDAZIAN, being duly sworn, deposes and says: 

1. I am a Vice President, Commercial Lending, of Metropolitan Commercial Bank 

(“MCB”), and respectfully submit this affidavit in partial support of plaintiff Lizer Jozefovic’s 

(“Plaintiff”) motion, by order to show cause, for, among other things, a temporary restraining 

order (the “Motion”).  In my capacity as Vice President, I have personal knowledge of MCB’s 

business dealings with Plaintiff, as well as non-party Waterview Acquisition I, LLC 

(“Waterview”).  Except as otherwise stated, I have personal knowledge of the matters set forth 

herein based upon personal knowledge, a review of MCB’s business records and other relevant 

documents and information, as well as my discussions with other MCB personnel and 

representatives.  Where the facts are on information and belief, I believe them to be true.   
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BASIS FOR RELIEF SOUGHT 

2. On October 22, 2020, Plaintiff filed this action and Motion seeking, among other 

things, a temporary restraining order that restrains defendants White Plains Healthcare Properties 

I, LLC (“White Plains”), Howard Fensterman (“Fensterman”) and MCB from, among other 

things, “Taking any action to transfer, assign, convey or sell Plaintiff’s membership interest in 

Waterview …. (the ‘TRO’).”  Because MCB is the fully perfected senior secured creditor in and 

to Plaintiff’s Membership Interests and Certificates (each defined below) and actually has 

possession of them, any attempted sale by White Plains and Fensterman -- assuming arguendo 

that White Plains is even a secured creditor which remains an open issue -- cannot be 

“commercially reasonable” and MCB will suffer significant damages as a result.  Accordingly, 

MCB supports this Court imposing a TRO, but only on White Plains and Fensterman.  The TRO 

should not be expanded to MCB because its rights and remedies under its loan documents 

(including, without limitation, those identified below), at law and in equity should not in any way 

be limited because of a dispute that is really between Plaintiff, White Plains and Fensterman.   

  PERTINENT FACTS 

3. On or about December 19, 2019, MCB loaned $3 million (the “Loan”) to, among 

others, Waterview and in connection therewith Waterview executed and delivered to MCB a 

Promissory Note (the “Note”) and Loan Agreement (the “Loan Agreement”) each dated 

December 19, 2019. 

4. To secure repayment of Waterview’s obligations to MCB, among other things, 

Plaintiff executed and delivered to MCB a Guaranty Of Payment dated December 19, 2019 (the 

“Guaranty”).  A true copy of the Guaranty is annexed hereto as Exhibit A. 
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5. Plaintiff secured his obligations under his Guaranty by executing and delivering 

to MCB, among other things, the Assignment And Pledge Of Membership Interests dated 

December 19, 2019 (the “Pledge Agreement”).  A true copy of the Pledge Agreement is annexed 

hereto as Exhibit B. 

6. Pursuant to the Pledge Agreement, Plaintiff, among other things, “pledge[d], 

collaterally assign[ed], transfer[red] and convey[ed], and grant[ed] a security interest in and lien 

on, in favor of [MCB], all of [Plaintiff’s] right, title and interest in, to, and under …, whether 

now owned or existing or hereafter acquired or arising [‘Seventy and one-tenths percentage 

(70.1%) of the membership interests … owned by HERBERT JOZEFOVIC … in 

WATERVIEW ACQUISITION I, LLC ….’]” (“Plaintiff’s Membership Interests”).  See Pledge 

Agreement, § 2-3 & Annex A. 

7. To authorize, permit and facilitate the pledge of Plaintiff’s Membership Interests 

to MCB, Plaintiff’s Membership Interests were certificated (the “Certificates”) and the Amended 

And Restated Operating Agreement Of Waterview Acquisition I, LLC was amended pursuant to 

the Second Amendment To Amended And Restated Operating Agreement Of Waterview 

Acquisition I, LLC dated December 19, 2019 (collectively, the “Operating Agreement”).  A true 

copy of the Operating Agreement is annexed hereto as Exhibit C.   

8. After obtaining a senior secured interest in Plaintiff’s Membership Interests and 

Certificates, MCB fully perfected same by filing a UCC Financing Statement on December 23, 

2019 (the “MCB UCC”) and taking possession of the Certificates.  A true copy of the MCB UCC 

is annexed hereto as Exhibit D.  MCB remains in possession of the Certificates.   

9. On or about October 6, 2020, MCB and its counsel Windels Marx Lane & 

Mittendorf, LLP (“Windels Marx”) received a Notification Of Disposition Of Collateral pursuant 
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to which White Plains and Fensterman purported to sell White Plains’ interests in and to 

Plaintiff’s Membership Interests and Certificates (the “Notice of Sale”).  A true copy of the 

Notice of Sale is annexed hereto as Exhibit E.     

10.   The Notice of Sale allegedly relates to an August 11, 2017 collateral assignment, 

pledge and security agreement between Plaintiff and White Plains.  This is the first time MCB 

became aware of any such alleged agreement and not surprisingly, since White 

Plains/Fensterman did not file a UCC Financing Statement until only last month -- September 

15, 2020 (the “WP UCC”).  A true copy of the WP UCC is annexed hereto as Exhibit F. 

11. By letter dated October 19, 2020, MCB’s counsel wrote to White Plains and 

Fensterman’s counsel demanding that it cease and desist with any and all efforts to sell 

Plaintiff’s Membership Interests and Certificates (the “Windels Letter”).  A true copy of the 

Windels Letter is annexed hereto as Exhibit G.   

12. By letter dated October 22, 2020, White Plains’ counsel, DelBello Donnellan 

Weingarten Wise & Wiederkehr, LLP, in responding to both the Windels Letter, as well as an 

earlier dated cease and desist letter by Plaintiffs’ counsel, reported that White Plains and 

Fensterman would not cease and desist but rather would proceed with the sale as noticed (the 

“DelBello Letter”).  A true copy of the DelBello Letter is annexed hereto as Exhibit H. 

13. Thereafter, Plaintiff filed this action and Motion. 

MCB WILL SUFFER SIGNIFICANT 
PREJUDICE IF THE SALE IS 

NOT TEMPORARILY ENJOINED 
 

20. I am advised by MCB’s counsel, Windels Marx, that debtors and secured 

creditors alike must proceed in good faith under New York’s Uniform Commercial Code 

(“UCC”) and that all sales thereunder must be “made in a commercially reasonable manner.”  I 
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am further advised that a secured party who is not in possession of the collateral cannot by law 

conduct a commercially reasonable disposition of that collateral. 

21. Based upon the foregoing discussion, MCB is a fully perfected senior secured 

creditor in and to Plaintiff’s Membership Interests and Certificates -- a fact that Plaintiff, White 

Plains and Fensterman apparently concede.  MCB has not, nor will it, turn over the Certificates 

to White Plains or Fensterman for purposes of conducting a sale or otherwise.  MCB’s rights in 

and to Plaintiff’s Membership Interests and Certificates are paramount to those of White Plains 

(assuming it has any) and thus, is under no obligation -- nor can it be compelled -- to turn over 

the Certificates.  Consequently, because neither White Plains nor Fensterman is in a position to 

conduct a “commercially reasonable” sale of same, they should be enjoined from further 

proceeding down that path. 

22. Additionally, given MCB’s paramount interests -- which it will not waive for, but 

will seek to enforce against White Plains, Fensterman or any potential third-party purchaser -- it 

is hard to imagine that a legitimate third-party purchaser would be willing to pay anything for 

Plaintiff’s Membership Interests at a sale conducted by White Plains and Fensterman.  Therefore, 

the attempted sale appears to be designed to damage the image of Waterview for some other 

purpose which in turn reduces the value of MCB’s collateral security for the Loan and causes 

MCB to suffer related significant damages if the sale is not enjoined and otherwise stayed. 

23. MCB also notes that Plaintiff raises serious issues about whether or not White 

Plains even obtained a security interest in Plaintiff’s Membership Interests and Certificates given 

that White Plains did not take the steps necessary (as did MCB) to have the Operating 

Agreement amended so as to permit a pledge of Plaintiff’s interests to White Plains.  Plaintiff 

also raises serious questions about whether the purported security interest in White Plains’ favor 
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(assuming one was even created) had long ago terminated.  MCB submits that at a minimum 

these threshold issues as to White Plains’ status (or not) as a secured creditor respectfully must 

be resolved before any UCC sale by White Plains or Fensterman can even be contemplated.  If 

White Plains/Fensterman have no secured creditor status, then their actions with respect to 

Plaintiff’s Membership Interests and Certificates are nothing more than blatant attempts to 

interfer with MCB’s contractual arrangements with, among others, Waterview and Plaintiff, 

which this Court respectfully should not permit. 

WHEREFORE, defendant Metropolitan Commercial Bank respectfully requests that the 

Court grant (a) Plaintiff’s requested TRO, except that MCB should not be subject to the TRO 

and (b) MCB such other and further relief as the Court shall deem just and proper. 

 
 
 
 
 

[The balance of this page is intentionally left blank; notarized signature page follows] 
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BRETT BANDAZIAN

STATE OF NEW YORK )

) ss.:

COUNTY OF NEW YORK )

On this 2
day of oC

2020, before me, the undcrsigñed, personally appeared

personally known to me or proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to

be the individual whose name is subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged to me

that he/she executed the same in his/her capacity, and that by his/her signature on the instrument,

the individual, or the person upon behalf of which the individual acted, executed the instrument.

NOTARY PUBLIC

WILLIAM HOPKINS

NOTARY PUBUC-STATE OF NEW YORK

No. 01H06283840

coatified in orange county

Ny Commission Expires 06-17-2021
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GUARANTY OF PAYMENT 

THIS GUARANTY OF PAYMENT (this “Guaranty”) is made as of the 19th day of 

December, 2019, by  

HERBERT JOZEFOVIC, an individual residing at 53 Mariner Way, Monsey New 

York 10952, (“HJ”),  

LORRAINE NEUMAN, an individual residing at 53 Mariner Way, Monsey New York 

10952 (“LN”),  

MARK NEUMAN, an individual residing at 4 Jay Ct., Monsey NY 10952 (“MN”), 

DENISE NEUMAN, an individual residing at 4 Jay Ct., Monsey NY 10952 (“DN”, and 

jointly and severally, collectively with HJ, LN and MN, the “Individual Guarantors” or the 
“Guarantor Parties”, and each respectively a “Guarantor Party”), 

in favor of METROPOLITAN COMMERCIAL BANK, a New York State chartered 

bank, having an office at 99 Park Avenue, 4th Floor, New York, New York 10016, administrative 

agent for itself and certain lending institutions (in such capacity “Administrative Agent”), as more 
particularly set forth in the Loan Agreement (as hereinafter defined).  All capitalized terms not 

defined herein shall have the meaning set forth in the Loan Agreement. 

R E C I T A L S:  

WHEREAS, pursuant to that certain Loan Agreement dated of even date 

herewith, by and among WATERVIEW ACQUISITION I, LLC, a New York limited liability 

company, SALEM ACQUISITION I, LLC, a New York limited liability company 

(collectively, the “Borrower”), the Guarantor Parties, the Administrative Agent (as 

Administrative Agent) and the Lenders (each as defined in the Loan Agreement) party thereto 

(together with all extensions, renewals, modifications, substitutions and amendments thereof, the 

“Loan Agreement”), the Lenders have agreed to make a term loan to Borrower in  the principal 

sum of $3,000,000 (the “Loan”), evidenced by the Note (as defined in the Loan Agreement); 

WHEREAS, the Lenders and Administrative Agent require, as a condition 

precedent to the making of the Loan that the Guarantor Parties shall have executed and delivered 

this Guaranty for the benefit of the Administrative Agent on behalf of the Lenders;  

WHEREAS, this Guaranty is secured by the Pledge Agreements; 

WHEREAS, each Guarantor Party will benefit from the making of the Loan; and  

WHEREAS, unless otherwise indicated in this Guaranty, capitalized terms used 

herein which are not defined herein shall have the respective meanings assigned to them in the 

Loan Agreement. 
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NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises and other good and 

valuable consideration, the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, and in order to induce the 

Lenders to make the Loan to Borrower, each Guarantor Party hereby agrees, as follows: 

1. Intentionally Omitted.  

2. Obligations Guaranteed.   

(a) The Guarantor Parties unconditionally guarantee to the Lenders and 

Administrative Agent, the due, prompt and unconditional payment of the Loan, and the interest 

thereon, whether now or hereafter advanced, as the same shall become due and payable under the 

Note and Loan Agreement, whether at stated maturity, by acceleration or otherwise, and any and 

all sums of money that, at the time, may have become due and payable under the provisions of 

the Note, the Loan Agreement, the Pledge Agreements or any such other documents (such 

documents are hereinafter referred to, collectively, as the “Loan Documents”) plus all other 

amounts, in each case, liquidated or unliquidated, owing by the Borrower to the Administrative 

Agent and each Lender pursuant to and whether arising under the Note, the Loan Agreement or 

any other Loan Document at any time, of each and every kind, nature and description, and 

whether secured or unsecured, direct or indirect (that is, whether the same are due directly by the 

Borrower to a Lender, Administrative Agent or any of their affiliates; or are due indirectly by the 

Borrower to Administrative Agent, any Lender or any of their affiliates as endorser, guarantor or 

other surety, or as Borrower of obligations due third persons which have been endorsed or 

assigned to any Lender, Administrative Agent or any of their affiliates, or otherwise), absolute or 

contingent, due or to become due, now existing or hereafter arising or contracted, including, 

without limitation, payment when due of all amounts outstanding respecting any of the Loan 

Documents, and the due and prompt performance of all of the terms, agreements, covenants and 

conditions of the Note, the Loan Agreement or any other Loan Documents (collectively, the 

“Guaranteed Obligations”); and  

(b) Each Guarantor Party unconditionally guarantees to all Lenders and 

Administrative Agent,  payment in full of any and all reasonable expenses that may be paid or 

incurred by Administrative Agent,  or any Lender, or their designees, or any of its  affiliates in 

the collection of all or any portion of the Guarantor’s obligations hereunder or the exercise or 
enforcement of any one or more of the other rights, powers, privileges, remedies and interests of 

Administrative Agent or such Lenders, under the Loan Documents, including, without limitation, 

reasonable attorneys’ fees, irrespective of the manner or success of any such collection, exercise 
or enforcement, and whether or not such expenses constitute part of the Borrower’s obligations.   

(c) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Guaranty or any of the 

Loan Documents, Administrative Agent, the Lenders or their designees shall not be deemed to 

have waived any right which the Lenders and Administrative Agent, or their designees, may 

have under Section 506(a), 506(b), or 1111(b) of the Bankruptcy Code or any other provisions of 

the Bankruptcy Code to file a claim for the full amount of the Guaranteed Obligations or to 

require that all collateral shall continue to secure all of the Guaranteed Obligations owing to the 

Administrative Agent or any Lender in accordance with the Loan Documents.   
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3. Unconditional Guaranty.  This Guaranty is an absolute, unconditional, present and 

continuing guaranty of payment and not of collection and is in no way conditioned or contingent 

upon any attempt to enforce Administrative Agent’s, Lenders’ or any of its affiliates rights 

against Borrower or to collect from Borrower or upon any other condition or contingency; 

accordingly, Administrative Agent shall have the right to proceed against the Guarantor Parties 

immediately upon any Event of Default (as defined in the Loan Agreement) under the Loan 

Agreement without taking any prior action or proceeding to enforce the Loan Documents or any 

of them or for the liquidation or foreclosure of any security the Administrative Agent or its 

affiliates may at any time hold pursuant thereto. Each Guarantor Party hereby waives and 

releases any claim (within the meaning of 11 U.S.C. § 101) that any Guarantor Party may have 

against Borrower arising from a payment made by any Guarantor Party under this Guaranty and 

agrees not to assert or take advantage of any subrogation rights of any Guarantor Party or any 

right of any Guarantor Party to proceed against Borrower for reimbursement.  It is expressly 

understood that the waivers and agreements of each Guarantor Party constitute additional and 

cumulative benefits given to each of Administrative Agent and each Lender and their respective 

affiliates for its security and as an inducement for its extension of credit to Borrower.  

Administrative Agent may at any time and from time to time take any and/or all actions and 

enforce all rights and remedies available to it and Lenders hereunder or under applicable law to 

collect from any Guarantor Party any amounts then due and payable hereunder by any Guarantor 

Party and/or to cause any Guarantor Party to fulfill his, her or its obligations hereunder. 

4. Liability Unimpaired.  Each Guarantor Party’s liability hereunder shall in no way 

be limited or impaired by, and each Guarantor Party hereby consents to and agrees to be bound 

by, any amendment or modification of the provisions of any of the Loan Documents, or any 

other instrument or agreement made to or with the Administrative Agent, any Lenders, or any of 

its respective affiliates, by Borrower or any Guarantor Party.  In addition, no Guarantor Party’s 
liability hereunder shall in any way be limited or impaired by (i) any extensions of time for 

performance required by any of said documents, (ii) any sale, assignment or foreclosure of the 

Note or any sale or transfer of all or part of the collateral pledged to the Administrative Agent, 

(iii) any exculpatory provision in any of said documents limiting the Administrative Agent’s or 

any Lender’s recourse to the collateral or to any other security, or limiting the Administrative 

Agent’s or any Lender’s rights to a deficiency judgment against Borrower, (iv) the release of 

Borrower or any other Person from performance or observance of any of the agreements, 

covenants, terms or conditions contained in any of said documents including any other Guarantor 

Party under this Guaranty or any other guaranty, for any reason, including by the Administrative 

Agent’s or any Lender’s election, by operation of law (including, but not limited to the 

Commodity Exchange Act (the “CEA”) and any successor statute or any other rule, regulation or 

order of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission), or otherwise, (v) the release or 

substitution in whole or in part of any security for the Obligations, (vi) the Administrative 

Agent’s or any Lender’s  failure to record or file any UCC financing statements (or the 

Administrative Agent’s or any Lender’s improper recording or filing of same) or to otherwise 

perfect, protect, secure or insure any security interest or lien given as security for the Guaranteed 

Obligations, (vii) the invalidity, irregularity or unenforceability, in whole or in part, of any of the 

Loan Documents, this Guaranty or any other instrument or agreement executed or delivered to 

the Administrative Agent on behalf of the Lenders in connection with the Obligations, except to 

the extent that there is a final adjudication by a court of competent jurisdiction of a valid defense 

to the applicable Borrower’ obligations under the Loan Documents to payment of the Guaranteed 
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Obligations, (viii) the inaccuracy of any of the representations and warranties made by Borrower 

in the Loan Agreement or the other Loan Documents, or (ix) any other action or circumstance 

whatsoever that constitutes, or might be construed to constitute, a legal or equitable discharge or 

defense (except full payment and satisfaction) of Borrower for their obligations under any of the 

Loan Documents or of any Guarantor Party under this Guaranty; and, in any such case, whether 

with or without notice to each Guarantor Party and with or without consideration.  

5. Preservation of Loan Documents.  Each Guarantor Party will cause the Borrower 

to maintain and preserve the enforceability of any of the Loan Documents, as the same may be 

modified and will not permit Borrower to take or to fail to take actions of any kind which might 

be the basis for a claim that any Guarantor Party has a defense to any Guarantor Party’s 
obligations hereunder. 

6. Each Guarantor Party Event of Default.  Upon the occurrence of any of the 

following events which is continuing after all applicable cure periods (each a “Guarantor’s 
Event of Default”):  (a) any Guarantor Party defaults following any applicable notice and cure 

period under this Guaranty or any Loan Document to which any Guarantor Party is a party; (b) 

any representation or warranty made by any Guarantor Party herein or in any other Loan 

Document to which any Guarantor Party is a party is materially false or untrue as of the date 

such representation or warranty is made; (c) any Guarantor Party commences any case, 

proceeding, or other action under any law of any jurisdiction relating to bankruptcy, insolvency, 

reorganization, or relief of debtors or seeks to have an order for relief entered with respect to any 

Guarantor Party or seeks to be adjudicated a bankrupt or insolvent, or seeks reorganization, 

arrangement, adjustment, liquidation, dissolution, composition or other relief with respect to any 

Guarantor Party or any Guarantor Party’s debts, or seeks the appointment of a receiver, trustee, 
custodian, or other similar official for any Guarantor Party or for all or any substantial part of 

any Guarantor Party’s property; (d) any Guarantor Party makes a general assignment for the 

benefit of creditors; (e) there is commenced against any Guarantor Party, any case, proceeding or 

other action of the type referred to in clause (c) above or seeking the issuance of a warrant of 

attachment, execution, distraint, or similar process against all or any substantial part of any 

Guarantor Party’s property, which case, proceeding or other action results in an entry of an order 

for relief or is not dismissed, discharged or bonded within thirty (30) days of the commencement 

thereof; (f) any Guarantor Party takes any action indicating any Guarantor Party’s consent to, 
approval of, or acquiescence in or in furtherance of, any of the acts set forth in clause (c) and (e) 

above; (g) in the case of the Individual Guarantors, the death or incapacity of such Guarantor, 

except if a replacement guarantor acceptable to the Administrative Agent in all respects in its 

sole and absolute discretion assumes each of the obligations of such Guarantor hereunder within 

twenty (20) days from the date of the death or incapacity of such Guarantor; (h) any Guarantor 

Party admits in writing any Guarantor Party’s inability to pay such Guarantor Party’s debts as 
they mature; (i) any Guarantor Party terminates or dissolves or suspends such Guarantor Party’s 
usual business activities or conveys, sells, leases, transfers or otherwise disposes of all or a 

substantial part of any Guarantor Party’s property, business or assets other than in the ordinary 
course of business; (j) a breach of the Liquidity Covenant; or (k) the existence or occurrence at 

any time of one or more conditions or events that, in the sole opinion of the Lenders, has resulted 

or is reasonably likely to have a Material Adverse Effect on any Guarantor Party; then, any or all 

of the obligations of any Guarantor Party shall, at the Required Lenders’ option, become (for the 

purpose of this Guaranty) immediately due and payable by Guarantor Parties, without demand or 
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notice.  In addition, upon the occurrence of any Event of Default or a Guarantor’s Event of 
Default, the Administrative Agent shall have all of the rights and remedies provided to a secured 

party by the Uniform Commercial Code as in effect in New York State at that time.  

7. No Contest with Administrative Agent; Subordination.  So long as any 

Guaranteed Obligation hereby guaranteed remains unpaid or undischarged, no Guarantor Party 

will, by paying any sum recoverable hereunder (whether or not demanded by the Administrative 

Agent) or by any means or on any other ground, claim any set-off or counterclaim against 

Borrower in respect of any liability of any Guarantor Party to the Borrower or, in proceedings 

under federal bankruptcy law or insolvency proceedings of any nature, prove in competition with 

the Administrative Agent in respect of any payment hereunder or be entitled to have the benefit 

of any counterclaim or proof of claim or dividend or payment by or on behalf of the Borrower or 

the benefit of any other security for any obligation hereby guaranteed which, now or hereafter, 

the Administrative Agent may hold or in which it may have any share.  Until the Guaranteed 

Obligations are paid in full, each Guarantor Party hereby subordinates any and all indebtedness 

of Borrower now or hereafter owed to any Guarantor Party to all indebtedness of Borrower to the 

Administrative Agent and any Lenders, and agrees with the Administrative Agent that no 

Guarantor Party shall (a) demand or accept any payment from the Borrower on account of such 

indebtedness (except for payments expressly authorized in the Loan Agreement, if any), (b) 

claim any offset or other reduction of any Guarantor Party’s obligations hereunder because of 
any such indebtedness, and (c) take any action to obtain any interest in any of the security 

described in and encumbered by the Loan Documents because of any such indebtedness; 

provided, however, that, if the Administrative Agent so requests, such indebtedness shall be 

collected, enforced and received by any Guarantor Party as trustee for the Administrative Agent 

and be paid over to the Administrative Agent and the Lenders on account of the indebtedness of 

Borrower to the Administrative Agent and Lenders, but without reducing or affecting in any 

manner the liability of any Guarantor Party under the other provisions of this Guaranty except to 

the extent the principal amount of such outstanding indebtedness shall have been reduced by 

such payment. 

8. Indemnification; Payments; Certain Waivers.  Each Guarantor Party (i) waives 

any rights or claims of right to cause a marshalling of Borrower’s assets or to cause the 

Administrative Agent or any Lender to proceed against any of the security for Guaranteed 

Obligations, or for the obligations guaranteed hereby before proceeding against any Guarantor 

Party, (ii) agrees that any payments required to be made by Guarantor Parties hereunder shall 

become due on demand in accordance with the terms of Section 2 hereof and without 

presentment to Borrower, demand for payment or protest, or notice of non-payment or protest, 

and (iii) except as hereinafter provided, expressly waives and relinquishes all rights and remedies 

accorded by applicable law to guarantors.  Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, the 

Guarantor Parties hereby waive all rights (x) to participate in any claim or remedy the 

Administrative Agent or any Lender or any of their affiliates may now or hereafter have against 

the Borrower or in any collateral that Administrative Agent or any Lender has or hereafter may 

acquire for the Guaranteed Obligations guaranteed hereby and (y) except as provided below, to 

contribution, indemnification, set-off, exoneration or reimbursement, whether from Borrower, 

any Guarantor Party, or any other Person now or hereafter primarily or secondarily liable for any 

of the Borrower’s obligations to the Administrative Agent or any Lender and whether arising by 

contract or operation of law or otherwise by reason of such Guarantor Party’s execution, delivery 
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or performance of this Guaranty.  Each Guarantor Party retains its rights of subrogation, 

contribution, indemnification, set-off or reimbursement against each Borrower or any other 

Guarantor Party that any Guarantor Party may have (the “Undersigned’s Rights”); provided, 
however, that (i) this Guaranty shall neither be contingent upon the existence of the 

Undersigned’s Rights nor subject to any claims or defenses whatsoever that may be asserted in 
connection with the enforcement or attempted enforcement of the Undersigned’s Rights 
including, without limitation, any claim that the Undersigned’s Rights were abrogated by any of 

the Administrative Agent’s or any Lenders’ acts, and (ii) until the Guaranteed Obligations shall 

have been indefeasibly paid in full each Guarantor Party hereby fully postpones and subordinates 

(A) the exercise of any and all of the Undersigned’s Rights to Administrative Agent’s and each 
Lender’s rights against such Guarantor Party under this Guaranty or against Borrower under any 

of the Loan Documents, and (B) any of the Undersigned’s Rights to any collateral securing the 
Guaranteed Obligations. 

9. Reinstatement.  This Guaranty shall continue to be effective, or be reinstated 

automatically, as the case may be, if at any time payment, in whole or in part, of any of the 

obligations guaranteed hereby is rescinded or otherwise must be restored or returned by 

Administrative Agent or any Lender or any affiliate (whether as a preference, fraudulent 

conveyance or otherwise) upon or in connection with the insolvency, bankruptcy, dissolution, 

liquidation or reorganization of Borrower, any Guarantor Party or any other Person, or upon or 

as a result of the appointment of a receiver, intervenor or conservator of, or trustee or similar 

officer for, Borrower, any Guarantor Party or any other Person or for a substantial part of the 

Borrower’s, any Guarantor Party’s or any of such other person’s property, as the case may be, or 
otherwise, all as though such payment had not been made.  The Guarantor Parties further agree 

that in the event any such payment is rescinded or must be restored or returned, all costs and 

expenses (including, without limitation, legal fees and expenses) incurred by or on behalf of 

Administrative Agent or any Lender in defending or enforcing such continuance or 

reinstatement, as the case may be, shall constitute costs of enforcement, the payment of which is 

guaranteed by Guarantor pursuant to Section 2 above and covered by Guarantor Parties’ 
indemnity pursuant to Section 7 above. 

10. Guarantor Parties’ Representations and Warranties.  Each of the Guarantor 

Parties, with respect to himself or itself only, represents and warrants as follows:  

(a) Litigation; Compliance with Judgments.  There are no actions, suits or 

proceedings pending or threatened against or affecting such Guarantor Party, at law, in equity or 

before or by any governmental authorities that would have a material effect on such Guarantor 

Party’s ability to perform his or her obligations hereunder; to the best of each Guarantor Party’s 
knowledge, such Guarantor Party is not in default with respect to any order, writ, injunction, 

decree or demand of any court or governmental authorities. 

(b) Authorization and Enforceability; No Conflicts.  Each Guarantor Party has 

the full power and authority to enter into and perform his or its obligations under this Guaranty 

and this Guaranty is a legal, valid and binding instrument, enforceable against each Guarantor 

Party in accordance with its terms.  The consummation of the transactions contemplated hereby 

and the performance of this Guaranty, the other Loan Documents to which each Guarantor Party 

is a party have not resulted and will not result in any breach of, or constitute a default under, any 
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mortgage, deed of trust, lease, bank loan or credit agreement, corporate charter, by-laws, 

operating agreement, partnership agreement or other instrument to which any Guarantor Party is 

a party or by which such Guarantor Party may be bound or affected. 

(c) Compliance with Laws.   Such Guarantor Party is in compliance with, and 

the transactions contemplated by the Loan Documents, and this Guaranty do not and will not 

violate any provision of, or require any filing, registration, consent or approval under, any 

federal, state or local law, rule, regulation, ordinance, order, writ, judgment, injunction, decree, 

determination or award (hereinafter, “Laws”) presently in effect having applicability to such 

Guarantor Party, and agrees that such Guarantor Party will comply promptly with all Laws now 

or hereafter in effect having applicability to such Guarantor Party. 

(d) Accuracy of Information; Full Disclosure.  Neither this Guaranty nor any 

documents, financial statements, reports, notices, schedules, certificates, statements or other 

writings furnished by or on behalf of such Guarantor Party to Administrative Agent or Lenders 

in connection with the negotiation of the Loan Documents or the consummation of the 

transactions contemplated thereby, or required herein or by the Loan Documents to be furnished 

by or on behalf of such Guarantor Party, contains any untrue or misleading statement of a 

material fact; there is no fact that such Guarantor Party has not disclosed to the Administrative 

Agent or Lenders in writing that materially affects adversely any of the property covered by the 

business affairs or financial condition of such Guarantor Party, or the ability of such Guarantor 

Party to perform this Guaranty and the other Loan Documents to which such Guarantor Party  is 

a party.  

11. Loan Agreement.  By its execution of the Loan Agreement, each Guarantor Party 

acknowledges that he or it has received a copy of and agrees to comply with his or its obligations 

under and in connection with the Loan Agreement and the Loan Documents, including without 

limitation the requirement to deliver the financial statements and information set forth in Section 

6.03 of the Loan Agreement. 

12. Non-Waiver Remedies Cumulative.  No failure or delay on the Administrative 

Agent’s or Lender’s part in exercising any right, power or privilege under any of the Loan 

Documents, this Guaranty or any other document made to or with Administrative Agent or any 

Lender in connection with the Guaranteed Obligations shall operate as a waiver of any such 

privilege, power or right or shall be deemed to constitute the Administrative Agent’s or any 
Lender’s acquiescence in any default by Borrower or Guarantor Parties under any of said 

documents.  A waiver by the Administrative Agent or any Lender of any right or remedy under 

any of the Loan Documents, this Guaranty or any other document made to or with the 

Administrative Agent or any Lender in connection with the Guaranteed Obligations shall not be 

construed as a bar to any right or remedy which Administrative Agent or any Lender otherwise 

would have on any future occasion.  The rights and remedies provided in said documents are 

cumulative, may be exercised singly or concurrently and are not exclusive of any rights or 

remedies provided by law. 

13. Transfers of Interests in Loan.  Each Guarantor Party acknowledges that each 

Lender, in its sole discretion, may sell, assign or transfer interests in the Loan, this Guaranty and 

the other Loan Documents to one or more participants, purchasers and/or assignees (collectively, 
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“Participants”), and agrees in connection therewith, all Loan Documents and other 

documentation, financial statements, appraisals and other data, or copies thereof, relevant to 

Borrower, Guarantor Parties or the Loan Agreement, may be provided to and retained by any 

such participant, purchaser or assignee or prospective participant, purchaser or assignee. 

Guarantor Parties agree that Administrative Agent and/or Lenders shall have no obligation to 

give Guarantor Parties written notice of any sale, assignment or transfer of any interest or 

participation in the Loan or any part thereof. 

14. Separate Indemnity. Each Guarantor Party acknowledges and agrees that the 

respective rights of Administrative Agent or any Lender and any of their respective affiliates 

(and Guarantor Parties’ obligations) under this Guaranty shall be in addition to all of 

Administrative Agent’s or any Lender’s rights (and all of Guarantor Parties’ obligations) under 

any indemnity agreement executed and delivered to Administrative Agent or any Lender by 

Borrower and/or any Guarantor Parties in connection with the Guaranteed Obligations, and 

payments by any Guarantor Party under this Guaranty shall not reduce any of any Guarantor 

Party’s obligations and liabilities under any such indemnity agreement. 

15. Severability.  Any provision of this Guaranty, or the application thereof to any 

Person or circumstance (including any invalidation of any other guarantor’s obligations under or 

in connection with the CEA), that, for any reason, in whole or in part, is prohibited or 

unenforceable in any jurisdiction shall, as to such jurisdiction, be ineffective to the extent of such 

prohibition or unenforceability without invalidating the remaining provisions of this Guaranty 

(or the remaining portions of such provision) or the application thereof to any other person or 

circumstance, and any such prohibition or unenforceability in any jurisdiction shall not invalidate 

or render unenforceable such provision (or portion thereof) or the application thereof to any 

person or circumstance in any other jurisdiction. 

16. Entire Agreement; Amendments.  This Guaranty contains the entire agreement of 

the parties with respect to the subject matter hereof and supersedes all prior oral or written 

agreements or statements relating to such subject matter, and none of the terms and provisions 

hereof may be waived, amended or terminated except by a written instrument signed by the 

Person against whom enforcement of the waiver, amendment or termination is sought. 

17. Successors and Assigns.  This Guaranty shall be binding upon and shall inure to 

the benefit of Administrative Agent, Lenders and any of their respective affiliates and each 

Guarantor Party and their respective heirs, personal representatives, successors and assigns.  This 

Guaranty may be assigned by Administrative Agent, any Lender or any of their respective 

affiliates with respect to all or any portion of the obligations guaranteed hereby, and when so 

assigned Guarantor Parties shall be liable under this Guaranty to the assignee(s) of the portion(s) 

of the obligations guaranteed hereby so assigned without in any manner affecting the liability of 

Guarantor Parties hereunder to Administrative Agent or any Lender or their affiliates with 

respect to any portion of the Guaranteed Obligations guaranteed hereby retained by 

Administrative Agent or any Lender or any of their respective affiliates. 

18. WAIVER OF TRIAL BY JURY.  EACH OF THE GUARANTOR PARTIES, 

AND BY THE ACCEPTANCE HEREOF, THE ADMINISTRATIVE AGENT HEREBY 

AGREES NOT TO ELECT A TRIAL BY JURY OF ANY ISSUE TRIABLE OF RIGHT BY 
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JURY, AND WAIVES ANY RIGHT TO TRIAL BY JURY FULLY TO THE EXTENT THAT 

ANY SUCH RIGHT SHALL NOW OR HEREAFTER EXIST WITH REGARD TO THE 

LOAN DOCUMENTS, OR ANY CLAIM, COUNTERCLAIM OR OTHER ACTION 

ARISING IN CONNECTION THEREWITH.  THIS WAIVER OF RIGHT TO TRIAL BY 

JURY IS GIVEN KNOWINGLY AND VOLUNTARILY BY GUARANTOR PARTIES AND 

THE ADMINISTRATIVE AGENT, AND IS INTENDED TO ENCOMPASS INDIVIDUALLY 

EACH INSTANCE AND EACH ISSUE AS TO WHICH THE RIGHT TO A TRIAL BY JURY 

WOULD OTHERWISE ACCRUE.  GUARANTOR PARTIES AND THE ADMINISTRATIVE 

AGENT ARE HEREBY AUTHORIZED TO FILE A COPY OF THIS PARAGRAPH IN ANY 

PROCEEDING AS CONCLUSIVE EVIDENCE OF THIS WAIVER. 

19. ADDITIONAL WAIVERS IN THE EVENT OF ENFORCEMENT. 

GUARANTOR PARTIES HEREBY EXPRESSLY AND UNCONDITIONALLY WAIVE, IN 

CONNECTION WITH ANY SUIT, ACTION OR PROCEEDING BROUGHT BY OR ON 

BEHALF OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE AGENT ON THIS GUARANTY, ANY AND EVERY 

RIGHT ANY GUARANTOR PARTY MAY HAVE TO (I) INJUNCTIVE RELIEF, (II) 

INTERPOSE ANY COUNTERCLAIM THEREIN (OTHER THAN COMPULSORY 

COUNTERCLAIMS), AND (III) HAVE THE SAME CONSOLIDATED WITH ANY OTHER 

OR SEPARATE SUIT, ACTION OR PROCEEDING.  NOTHING HEREIN CONTAINED 

SHALL PREVENT OR PROHIBIT ANY GUARANTOR PARTY FROM INSTITUTING OR 

MAINTAINING A SEPARATE ACTION AGAINST THE ADMINISTRATIVE AGENT 

WITH RESPECT TO ANY ASSERTED CLAIM. 

20. Governing Law; Submission to Jurisdiction.  This Guaranty and the rights and 

obligations of the parties hereunder shall in all respects be governed by, and construed and 

enforced in accordance with, the laws of the State of New York. Each Guarantor Party hereby 

irrevocably submits to the nonexclusive jurisdiction of any New York state or federal court 

sitting in the City of New York and County of New York over any suit, action or proceeding 

arising out of or relating to this Guaranty, and each Guarantor Party hereby agrees and consents 

that, in addition to any methods of service of process provided for under applicable law, all 

service of process in any such suit, action or proceeding in any New York state or federal court 

sitting in the City of New York and County of New York may be made by certified or registered 

mail, return receipt requested, directed to the Guarantor Parties at the address indicated below, 

and service so made shall be complete three (3) days after the same shall have been so mailed.  

21. Paragraph Headings.  Any paragraph headings and captions in this Guaranty are 

for convenience only and shall not affect the interpretation or construction hereof. 

22. Liability Unaffected by Release.  Any other Person liable upon or in respect of 

any obligation hereby guaranteed may be released without affecting the liability of Guarantor 

Parties hereunder. 

23. Joint and Several Obligations.  If more than one Person comprises Guarantor 

Parties, then each such Person’s obligations and liability under this Guaranty shall be joint and 
several. 
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24. Notices.  Notices shall be given in the manner provided in the Loan Agreement, 

with all notices to Guarantor Parties being delivered to the Borrower.  

25. Principles of Construction.  All references to sections, paragraphs, schedules and 

exhibits are to sections, schedules and exhibits in or to this Guaranty unless otherwise specified.  

Unless otherwise specified, the words “hereof,” “herein” and “hereunder” and words of similar 
import when used in this Guaranty shall refer to this Guaranty as a whole and not to any 

particular provision of this Guaranty.  The recitals to this Guaranty shall be deemed a part hereof 

and all exhibits and schedules attached hereto, if any, are incorporated herein by reference for all 

purposes.  Unless otherwise specified, all meanings attributed to defined terms herein shall be 

equally applicable to both the singular and plural forms of the terms so defined and “including” 
means including without limitation.  Whenever the context requires, each gender shall include all 

other genders.   

26. Counterparts. This Guaranty may be executed in any number of counterparts, 

each of which shall be an original and all of which shall constitute together but one and the same 

agreement. Any signature delivered by a party by facsimile or email transmission shall be 

deemed to be an original signature hereto. 

 

 

[NO FURTHER TEXT ON THIS PAGE; SIGNATURE PAGE FOLLOWS] 
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[SIGNATURE PAGE TO GUARANTY OF PAYMENT]

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, each Guarantor Party has caused this Guaranty to be duly

executed and delivered by its duly authorized official as of the date first above stated.

GUARANTOR PARTIES:

HE ERT ZER OZEFOVIC, an individual

LORRAINE NEUMAN, an individual

MARK NpflMAN, an individual

DINAH NEUMAN, an individual

[ACKNOWLDEGMENTS TO GUARANTY OF PAYMENT]

STATE OF NEW YORK )

) ss
·

COUNTY OF E.Sh )

On the 10
day

of‰an the year 2019, before me, the undersigned, personally appeared

HERBERT JOZEFOVIC, personally known to me or proved to me on the basis of satisfactory

evidence to be the individual whose name is subscribed to the within instrument and

acknowledged to me that he executed the same in his capacity, and that by his signature on the

instrument, the individual, or the person upon behalf of which the individual acted, executed the

instrument.

{11720020:2}
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DanieHe Femineha

Notary PubHc. State of New York

No. 010H5084689

QuaHfied in Westchester County
Commission Expires 918I20 2

Notary Public

STATE OF NEW YORK )

COUNTY OF

On the ( O
day of lbf n the year 2019, before me, the undersigned, personally appeared

LORRAINE NEUMAN, personally known to me or proved to me on the basis of satisfactory

evidence to be the individual whose name is subscribed to the within instrument and

acknowledged to me that he executed the same in his capacity, and that by his signature on the

instrument, the individual, or the person upon behalf of which the individual acted, executed the

instrument.

DanieHe Femineha

Notary Pubho, State O ew York

No. 01CH508W9

QuaHfied in
Westchd° Cmty .

Commission ×
B20>-(

Notary Pubhc

STATE OF NEW YORK )

) ss
·

COUNTY OF
(StRJ'

)

On the fO day of Chf»,;#ín the year 2019, before me, the undersigned, personally appeared

MARK NEUMAN, personally known to me or proved to me on the basis of satisfactory

evidence to be the individual whose name is subscribed to the within instrument and

acknowledged to me that he executed the same in his capacity, and that by his signature on the

instrument, the individual, or the person upon behalf of which the individual acted, executed the

instrument.

DanieHe Femineha

Notary Public, State of New York
No. 01CH5084689

QuaHfied in Westchester Count
Commission Expires 9/8/20

Notary Public

STATE OF NEW YORK )

COUNTY OF )

On the f) day of Coh in the year 2019, before me, the undersigned, personally appeared

DINAH EUMAN, personally Imown to me or proved to me on the basis of satisfactory

evidence to be the individual whose name is subscribed to the within instrument and

acknowledged to me that he executed the same in his capacity, and that by his signature on the

instrument, the individual, or the person upon behalf of which the individual acted, executed the

instrument.

DanieHe Femineha

Notary Public, State of New York

No. 01CH5084689

Qualified in Westchester County

{11720020:2}
Commission Ex.pires 9/8/20s,g
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EXHIBIT B 
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WMLM 

307780/52 
Execution 
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ASSIGNMENT AND PLEDGE OF MEMBERSHIP INTERESTS 
 (Herbert Jozefovic in Waterview OpCo) 

 

THIS ASSIGNMENT AND PLEDGE OF MEMBERSHIP INTERESTS (this 

“Agreement”), dated as of December 19, 2019, is made by and between HERBERT 

JOZEFOVIC, an individual (“Pledgor”), and METROPOLITAN COMMERCIAL BANK, a 

New York State chartered bank (together with its successors and assigns, the “Administrative 

Agent” or the “Pledgee”). 

W I T N E S S E T H : 

A. Pledgor is a member of WATERVIEW ACQUISITION I, LLC, a New York 

limited liability company (the “Company”). 

B. Pursuant to the terms of that certain Loan Agreement of even date herewith (as 

amended and/or restated from time to time, the “Loan Agreement”), by and among the 
Administrative Agent; the Company, Salem Acquisition I, LLC (collectively, the “Borrower”); 
each Guarantor (as such term is defined in the Loan Agreement); and the Lenders (as such term 

is defined in the Loan Agreement), Lenders have agreed to make a loan to Borrower in the 

original principal amount of Three Million and No/100 Dollars ($3,000,000.00) (the “Loan”). 

C. The Loan is secured by, among other things, the Guaranty and this Agreement. 

D. Capitalized terms used but not defined herein shall have the meanings ascribed 

thereto in the Loan Agreement. 

E. Pledgor is a member of the Company and shall derive direct and indirect benefits 

(financial and otherwise) from the Loan made to the Borrower by the Lenders as contemplated 

by the Loan Agreement, and it is and will be to Pledgor’s advantage to assist the Borrower in 
procuring the Loan from the Lenders; and 

F. As further security for the Pledgor’s obligations under the Guaranty, Pledgor 
grants and executes this Agreement. 

G. It is a condition precedent to the Loan Agreement that Pledgor executes and 

delivers this Agreement and shall have made the pledge contemplated hereunder. 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises hereinabove, and to induce the 

Lenders to make the Loan identified hereinabove pursuant to the Loan Agreement and in 

consideration of the benefits accruing to Pledgor, and for other good and valuable consideration, 

the receipt, adequacy and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, Pledgor hereby 

covenants and agrees with the Pledgee as follows: 
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1. SECURITY FOR OBLIGATIONS, ETC.  This Agreement is for the benefit of 

the Pledgee to secure the prompt and complete payment and performance when due of all 

obligations, liabilities, indebtedness (whether for principal, interest, charges, or fees, including, 

without limitation, attorneys’ fees), costs, expenses, covenants, indemnities and agreements of 

every nature whatsoever of the Company, and Pledgor to the Pledgee now existing or hereafter 

arising under or in connection with the Loan Agreement, this Agreement, the Guaranty, and any 

and all other Loan Documents (as defined in the Loan Agreement, and as each may be from time 

to time amended, supplemented, extended, renewed and/or modified), including, without 

limitation, all Obligations (all of the foregoing collectively referred to herein as the “Secured 

Obligations”). 

2. DEFINITION OF PLEDGED COLLATERAL.  As used herein, the term 

“Pledged Collateral” shall mean Pledgor’s membership interests in the Company, as more 
particularly described on Annex A attached hereto and made a part hereof, and any additional 

Pledged Collateral acquired pursuant to Section 3.2 below (whether by purchase, distribution, 

merger, consolidation, sale of assets, split, spin off, or any other dividend or distribution of any 

kind or otherwise), which Annex A may be supplemented from time to time pursuant to Section 

3.2 below.  Pledgor represents and warrants that on the date hereof (a) Annex A attached hereto 

correctly identifies the Pledged Collateral owned by Pledgor with respect to its direct interest in 

the Company; (b) Pledgor is the holder of record and sole beneficial and legal owner of such 

Pledged Collateral; and (c) no other Person owns or has any interest in or claim to, whether 

actual or contingent, the Pledged Collateral. 

3. PLEDGE OF PLEDGED COLLATERAL AND OTHER COLLATERAL. 

3.1 Pledge.  To secure the Secured Obligations and for the purposes set forth in 

Section 1 hereof, Pledgor hereby pledges, collaterally assigns, transfers and conveys, and grants 

a security interest in and lien on, in favor of the Pledgee, all of Pledgor’s right, title and interest 
in, to, and under each of the following, whether now owned or existing or hereafter acquired or 

arising: (A) the Pledged Collateral, (B) any additional Pledged Collateral acquired pursuant to 

Section 3.2 below (whether by purchase, dividend, distribution, merger, consolidation, sale of 

assets, split, spin-off, or any other dividend or distribution of any kind or otherwise), (C) all 

distributions, dividends, cash, certificates, liquidation rights and interests, options, rights, 

warrants, instruments or other property (whether real, personal or mixed) from time to time 

received, receivable or otherwise distributed in respect of or in exchange or substitution for any 

and all of the Pledged Collateral, and all rights to receive any and all income, gain, profit, loss or 

other items allocated or distributed to Pledgor by, to or from the Company (including, without 

limitation, under or pursuant to the Company’s operating agreement), and (D) all proceeds, 
products, replacements and substitutions for any of the foregoing, in each case whether now 

owned or hereafter acquired by Pledgor (collectively, the “Collateral”).  If the Collateral or any 
interest in the Collateral is evidenced by certificates, Pledgor shall deposit with the Pledgee the 

Collateral owned by Pledgor on the date hereof and the certificates representing the Collateral 

and any interest therein accompanied by “Assignment Separate From Certificate,” in form and 
substance reasonably acceptable to Pledgee, duly executed in blank by Pledgor.  Pledgor hereby 

delivers to the Pledgee: (i) assignments of its interest in the Collateral duly executed in blank by 

Pledgor substantially in the form of Annex B attached hereto, (ii) UCC Financing Statements, 

naming Pledgor as debtor and the Pledgee as secured party with respect to the Collateral in any 
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jurisdiction reasonably required by the Pledgee (including with the appropriate Secretary of 

State), in form and substance satisfactory to the Pledgee in its sole and absolute determination, 

and without the requirement of Pledgor’s signature, and (iii) notice of the pledge of the Collateral 
to be recorded on the books of the Company substantially in the form of Annex C attached 

hereto.  Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in this Agreement, the Pledgee shall 

not as a result of this Agreement be responsible or liable for any obligations or liabilities of 

Pledgor in Pledgor’s capacity as a member or manager of the Company, if any, and the Pledgee 
shall not be deemed to have assumed any of such obligations or liabilities. 

3.2 Subsequently Acquired Pledged Collateral.  If at any time or from time to 

time after the date hereof during the term of this Agreement, Pledgor shall acquire any additional 

Collateral, including any further membership interests or units in the Company (whether by 

purchase, distribution, merger, consolidation, sale of assets, split, spin-off, or any other dividend 

or distribution of any kind or otherwise), Pledgor will forthwith pledge and, if applicable, deposit 

such additional Collateral with the Pledgee and deliver to the Pledgee certificates or instruments 

therefor, endorsed in blank by Pledgor or accompanied by an “Assignment Separate From 

Certificate” duly executed in blank by Pledgor, and will promptly thereafter deliver to the 
Pledgee a certificate (which shall be deemed to supplement Annex A attached hereto) executed 

by Pledgor describing such Collateral and the other Collateral pledged to the Pledgee, and 

certifying that the same have been duly pledged with the Pledgee hereunder.  Whether or not 

such additional Collateral is evidenced by certificates, Pledgor shall permit the Pledgee to file a 

UCC Financing Statement naming Pledgor as debtor and the Pledgee as secured party with 

respect to the additional Collateral in any jurisdiction reasonably required by the Pledgee 

(including with the appropriate Secretary of State), in form and substance satisfactory to the 

Pledgee in its sole and absolute determination, and without the requirement of Pledgor’s 
signature. 

3.3 Certificated Collateral.  In addition to anything contained in Sections 3.1 

and 3.2 hereof, if any Collateral or interest in any Collateral (whether now owned or hereafter 

acquired) is or becomes evidenced by a certificated security, Pledgor shall promptly notify the 

Pledgee thereof and shall promptly take all actions required to perfect the security interest and 

pledge in favor of the Pledgee under applicable law (including, in any event, delivery of physical 

possession of all certificates to the Pledgee, and take any other action required or appropriate 

under this Agreement or the Uniform Commercial Code as in effect in the State of New York or 

equivalent provisions of any other applicable jurisdiction (the “UCC”)).  Pledgor further agrees 
to promptly take such actions as the Pledgee deems necessary or desirable to effectuate the 

foregoing and to permit the Pledgee to exercise any of its rights and remedies hereunder. 

4. VOTING, ETC.  Unless and until an Event of Default (as defined in the Loan 

Agreement) shall occur and be continuing, Pledgor shall be entitled to vote, if applicable, and 

exercise any other consensual rights (or managerial rights, if applicable) pertaining to any and all 

of the Pledged Collateral; provided, however, that no vote shall be cast or any action taken by 

Pledgor which would, or would cause the Company to, violate or be inconsistent with any of the 

terms of this Agreement, the Loan Agreement, any other Loan Document or any other instrument 

or agreement relating to the Secured Obligations, or which would have the effect of impairing 

the positions or interests of the Pledgee or which would authorize or effect actions prohibited 

under the terms of the Loan Agreement or any other Loan Document.  All such rights of Pledgor 
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to vote (and exercise managerial rights, if applicable) shall cease in case an Event of Default 

shall occur and be continuing, if the Pledgee so directs and notifies the Pledgor.  Upon and after 

an Event of Default and during its continuance, Pledgor irrevocably designates, makes, 

constitutes and appoints the Pledgee (and all Persons designated by the Pledgee) as its true and 

lawful attorney (and agent-in-fact) and the Pledgee, or the Pledgee's agent, may, without notice 

to Pledgor, and at such time or times thereafter as the Pledgee or said agent, in its discretion, 

shall have the sole and exclusive right to exercise, all voting powers pertaining to any and all of 

the Collateral (and to give written consents in lieu of voting thereon) and may exercise such 

power in such manner as the Pledgee, in its sole discretion, shall determine.  The exercise by the 

Pledgee of any of its rights and remedies under this Section 4 shall not be deemed a disposition 

of Collateral under Article 9 of the Uniform Commercial Code nor an acceptance by the Pledgee 

of any of the Collateral in satisfaction of any of the Secured Obligations.  THIS PROXY IS 

COUPLED WITH AN INTEREST AND IS IRREVOCABLE.  THERE IS NO INTENTION OF 

THE PARTIES HERETO, WHETHER UNDER THIS AGREEMENT OR ANY LOAN 

DOCUMENT, THAT THE PLEDGEE’S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS PROXY OR THIS 

PLEDGE OF COLLATERAL IS INTENDED TO BE OR IMPLY ANY ELECTION OF 

REMEDIES BY THE PLEDGEE. 

5. PAYMENTS AND OTHER DISTRIBUTIONS.  Notwithstanding anything 

herein to the contrary, unless and until an Event of Default (as defined in the Loan Agreement) 

shall occur and be continuing, all cash dividends or distributions payable in respect of the 

Collateral (to the extent such payments shall be permitted pursuant to the terms and provisions of 

the Loan Agreement, each Loan Document, and applicable subordination agreement) shall be 

paid to Pledgor; provided, however, upon an Event of Default and so long as such Event of 

Default is continuing, all cash dividends or distributions payable in respect of the Collateral, 

shall be paid to the Pledgee for application to the Secured Obligations (with any excess to be 

paid to Pledgor). The Pledgee shall be entitled to receive directly, and to retain as part of the 

Collateral: 

(a) all other or additional securities or investment property, or rights to subscribe for 

or purchase any of the foregoing, or property (other than cash) paid or distributed by way of 

dividend in respect of the Collateral; 

(b) all other or additional securities, investment property or property (including cash) 

paid or distributed in respect of the Collateral by way of split, spin-off, split-up, reclassification, 

combination of shares or similar rearrangement; and 

(c) except for cash dividends or distributions payable in respect of the Pledged 

Collateral which may be paid to Pledgor so long as no Event of Default has occurred and is 

continuing pursuant to the terms of this Section 5,  all other or additional securities, investment 

property or property which may be paid in respect of the Collateral by reason of any 

consolidation, merger, exchange, dividend, split, or distribution, conveyance of assets, 

liquidation or similar reorganization or other disposition of Collateral (to the extent any of the 

foregoing actions are permitted under the Loan Agreement). 

If at any time Pledgor shall obtain or possess any of the foregoing Collateral described in 

this Section, Pledgor shall be deemed to hold such Collateral in trust for the Pledgee and the 

Pledgor shall promptly surrender and deliver such Collateral to the Pledgee. 
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6. REMEDIES IN CASE OF AN EVENT OF DEFAULT.  Upon the occurrence and 

during the continuance of an Event of Default, the Pledgee shall be entitled to exercise all of the 

rights, powers and remedies (whether vested in it by this Agreement, the Loan Agreement, any 

other Loan Documents, and/or in equity or by law, and including, without limitation, all rights 

and remedies of a secured party of a debtor in default under the UCC) for the protection and 

enforcement of its rights in respect of the Collateral, and to the fullest extent permitted by 

applicable law, the Pledgee shall be entitled, without limitation, to exercise the following rights, 

which Pledgor hereby agrees to be commercially reasonable: 

(a) to receive all amounts payable in respect of the Collateral otherwise payable 

under Section 5 hereof to Pledgor; 

(b) to transfer all or any part of the Collateral into the Pledgee’s name or the name of 
its nominee or nominees; 

(c) to vote all or any part of the Collateral and otherwise act with respect thereto as 

though it were the outright owner thereof; 

(d) at any time or from time to time to sell, assign and deliver, or grant options to 

purchase, all or any part of the Collateral in one or more parcels, or any interest therein, at any 

public or private sale at any exchange, broker’s board or at any of the Pledgee’s offices or 
elsewhere, without demand of performance (which, except as may be required by mandatory 

provisions of applicable law, is hereby expressly and irrevocably waived by Pledgor) for cash, on 

credit or for other property, for immediate or future delivery without any assumption of credit 

risk, and for such price or prices and on such terms as the Pledgee may determine in its 

reasonable business credit judgment exercised in good faith.  Pledgor agrees that at least ten (10) 

calendar days’ prior written notice to Pledgor of the time (which shall be during normal business 

hours) and place of any public sale or the time after which any private sale is to be made shall 

constitute reasonable notification of such sale.  The Pledgee shall not be obligated to make any 

sale of Collateral regardless of notice of sale having been given.  The Pledgee may adjourn any 

public or private sale from time to time by announcement at the time and place fixed therefor, 

and any such sale may, without further notice, be made at the time and place to which it was so 

adjourned.  Pledgor hereby waives and releases to the fullest extent permitted by law any right or 

equity of redemption with respect to the collateral, whether before or after sale hereunder, and all 

rights, if any, of marshalling the Collateral and any other security for the Secured Obligations or 

otherwise.  At any public sale, and at any private sale if the Collateral is of a type customarily 

sold in a recognized market or is of a type which is the subject of widely distributed price 

quotations, Pledgee may bid for and purchase all or any part of the Collateral so sold free from 

any such right or equity of redemption.  The Pledgee shall not be liable for failure to collect or 

realize upon any or all of the Collateral or for any delay in so doing nor shall the Pledgee be 

under any obligation to take any action whatsoever with regard thereto; 

(e) to settle, adjust, compromise and arrange all accounts, controversies, questions, 

claims and demands whatsoever in relation to all or any part of the Collateral; 

(f) in respect of the Collateral, to execute all such contracts, agreements, deeds, 

documents and instruments, to bring, defend and abandon all such actions, suits and proceedings, 
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and to take all actions in relation to all or any part of the Collateral as the Pledgee in its 

reasonable business credit judgment exercised in good faith may determine; 

(g) to appoint managers, sub-agents, officers and servants for any of the purposes 

mentioned in the foregoing provisions of this Section and to dismiss the same, all of the Pledgee 

in its reasonable business credit judgment exercised in good faith may determine; and 

(h) generally, to take all such other action as the Pledgee in its reasonable business 

credit judgment exercised in good faith may determine as incidental or conducive to any of the 

matters or powers mentioned in the foregoing provisions of this Section and which the Pledgee 

may or can do lawfully and to use the name of Pledgor for the purposes aforesaid and in any 

proceedings arising therefrom. 

Pledgor recognizes that the Pledgee may be unable to effect a public sale of any or all the 

Collateral, by reason of certain prohibitions contained in the Securities Act of 1933, as amended 

(the “Securities Act”), and applicable state securities laws or otherwise, and may be compelled to 

resort to one or more private sales thereof to a restricted group of purchasers which will be 

obliged to agree, among other things, to acquire such securities for their own account for 

investment and not with a view to the distribution or resale thereof.  Pledgor acknowledges and 

agrees that any such private sale may result in prices and other terms less favorable than if such 

sale were a public sale and, notwithstanding such circumstances, agrees that any such private 

sale shall be deemed to have been made in a commercially reasonable manner.  The Pledgee 

shall be under no obligation to delay a sale of any of the Collateral for the period of time 

necessary to permit the issuer thereof to register such securities or other interests for public sale 

under the Securities Act, or under applicable state securities laws, even if such issuer would 

agree to do so.  Pledgor agrees to use its best efforts to do or cause to be done all such other acts 

as may be necessary to make such sale or sales of all or any portion of the Collateral pursuant to 

this Section valid and binding and in compliance with applicable law.  Pledgor further agrees that 

a breach of any of the covenants contained in this Section will cause irreparable injury to the 

Pledgee, that the Pledgee has no adequate remedy at law in respect of such breach and, as a 

consequence, that each and every covenant contained in this Section shall be specifically 

enforceable against Pledgor, and Pledgor hereby waives and agrees not to assert any defenses 

against an action for specific performance of such covenants except for a defense that no Event 

of Default has occurred under the Loan Agreement. Pledgor hereby waives its rights, claims or 

defenses, after any Event of Default, with respect to any voting rights Pledgor may have with 

respect to the admission of any new members or any delay in time for the admission of new 

members that may be required under the operating agreement or other formation documents of 

the Company. 

7. REMEDIES, ETC., CUMULATIVE.  Each right, power and remedy of the 

Pledgee provided for in this Agreement, the Loan Agreement, any Loan Document or any other 

security agreement, mortgage, guaranty now or hereafter existing at law or in equity or by statute 

shall be cumulative and concurrent and shall be in addition to every other such right, power or 

remedy.  The acceptance as of this date of this Agreement and the pledge of Collateral contained 

herein is not intended as an exercise of any remedy under the  Loan Documents and exercise or 

beginning of the exercise by the Pledgee of any one or more of the rights, powers or remedies 

provided for in this Agreement, the Loan Agreement, or any other Loan Document or now or 

hereafter existing at law or in equity or by statute or otherwise shall not preclude the 
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simultaneous or later exercise by the Pledgee of all such other rights, powers or remedies, and no 

failure or delay on the part of the Pledgee to exercise any such right, power or remedy shall 

operate as a waiver thereof. 

8. APPLICATION OF PROCEEDS.  Subject to any mandatory requirements of 

applicable law and the terms of the Loan Agreement, all moneys collected by the Pledgee upon 

sale or other disposition of the Collateral, together with all other moneys received by the Pledgee 

hereunder, shall be applied as follows: 

(a) To the payment of any and all costs, expenses and fees (including reasonable 

attorneys’ fees and disbursements) incurred by the Pledgee directly or indirectly in connection 
with such sale or other disposition, the delivery or taking possession of the Collateral or the 

collection of any such moneys; 

(b) Next, to the payment of the Secured Obligations and any other amounts due or 

owing to the Pledgee in accordance with the Loan Agreement in any order that the Pledgee shall 

determine; and 

(c) Any surplus then remaining shall be paid to Pledgor. 

9. INDEMNITY.  Without duplication of any amounts payable under any other 

similar indemnity provision set forth in the Loan Agreement or any other Loan Documents, 

Pledgor shall:  (i) pay all out-of-pocket costs and expenses of the Pledgee actually incurred in 

connection with the administration of and in connection with the preservation of rights under, 

and enforcement of, and any renegotiation or restructuring of this Agreement and any 

amendment, waiver or consent relating thereto (including, without limitation, the reasonable fees 

and disbursements of counsel for the Pledgee); (ii) pay and hold the Pledgee harmless from and 

against any and all present and future stamp or documentary taxes or any other excise or property 

taxes, charges or similar levies which arise from any payment made hereunder or from the 

execution, delivery or registration of, or otherwise with respect to this Agreement and save the 

Pledgee harmless from and against any and all liabilities with respect to or resulting from any 

delay or omission to pay any such taxes, charges or levies (excluding income taxes of the 

Pledgee); and (iii) indemnify the Pledgee, and each of its officers, directors, shareholders, 

employees, representatives and agents from and  hold each of them harmless against any and all 

costs, losses, liabilities, claims, damages or expenses actually incurred by any of them (whether 

or not any of them is designated a party thereto) arising out of or by reason of any investigation, 

litigation or other proceeding related to this Agreement or any transaction contemplated hereby, 

including, without limitation, the reasonable fees and disbursements of counsel incurred in 

connection with any such investigation, litigation or other proceeding.  Notwithstanding anything 

in this Agreement to the contrary, Pledgor shall not be responsible to the Pledgee for any costs, 

losses, damages, liabilities or expenses which result from the Pledgee’s gross negligence or 
willful misconduct.  Pledgor’s obligations under this Section shall survive any termination of this 
Agreement.  If and to the extent that the obligations of Pledgor under this Section are unenforceable 

for any reason, Pledgor hereby agrees to make the maximum contribution to the payment and 

satisfaction of such obligations which is permissible under applicable law. 

10. FURTHER ASSURANCES.  Pledgor agrees that, at any time and from time to 

time, Pledgor will join with the Pledgee in executing and, at Pledgor’s own expense, will file and 
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refile under the UCC such financing statements, amendment statements, continuation statements 

and other documents in such offices as the Pledgee may deem necessary or appropriate and 

wherever required or permitted by law in order to perfect and preserve the Pledgee’s security 
interest in the Collateral, and hereby authorizes the Pledgee to file financing statements, 

continuation statements and amendments thereto relative solely to the Collateral without the 

signature of Pledgor, and agrees to do such further acts and things and to promptly execute and 

deliver to the Pledgee such additional conveyances, assignments, agreements and instruments as 

the Pledgee may require or deem advisable to carry into effect the purpose of this Agreement or 

to further assure and confirm unto the Pledgee its rights, powers and remedies hereunder. 

11. REASONABLE CARE BY PLEDGEE.  The Pledgee shall be deemed by Pledgor 

to have exercised reasonable care in the custody and preservation of the Collateral in its 

possession if the Collateral is accorded treatment substantially equal to that which the Pledgee 

accords its own similar property. 

12. TRANSFER BY THE PLEDGOR.  Pledgor shall not sell, transfer or otherwise 

dispose of, grant any option with respect to, or pledge or otherwise encumber any of the 

Collateral or any interest therein. 

13. REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES OF THE PLEDGOR.  Pledgor 

hereby represents and warrants to the Pledgee, which representations and warranties shall 

survive the execution and delivery of this Agreement, as follows: 

13.1 Validity, Perfection and Priority.  The pledge and security interests in the 

Collateral granted to the Pledgee constitute valid and continuing security interests in the 

Collateral.  Upon the filing of a UCC Financing Statement naming Pledgor as debtor and the 

Pledgee as secured party with the appropriate Secretary of State or the physical delivery of the 

certificates evidencing the Pledged Collateral to the Pledgee, the security interests in the 

Collateral granted to the Pledgee hereunder constitute valid and perfected security interests 

therein superior and prior to the rights or claims of any other person or entity therein. 

13.2 No Liens; Other Financing Statements. 

(a) Except for the liens and security interests granted to the Pledgee, Pledgor 

is the legal and beneficial owner of, and has good and marketable title to, the Pledged Collateral 

and is the lawful owner of all of the other Collateral whether now existing or hereafter acquired 

and will continue to own each item of the Collateral free and clear of any and all pledges, liens, 

mortgages, hypothecations, security interests, charges, rights, options, claims and other 

encumbrances of all other Persons and Pledgor shall defend the Collateral against all claims and 

demands of all Persons at any time claiming the same or any interest therein adverse to the 

Pledgee. 

(b) No financing statement or other evidence of lien covering or purporting to 

cover any of the Collateral or any interest therein is on file in any public office.  Pledgor is a 

member of the Company. 

13.3 Pledged Collateral. 
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(a) The Pledged Collateral described in Annex A attached hereto is and all 

other Pledged Collateral in which Pledgor shall hereafter grant a lien or security interest pursuant 

to Section 2 hereof will be, duly authorized, validly issued, and, except for the pledge provided 

in Section 3.1 hereof in favor of Pledgee and the terms of the Company’s Operating Agreement 
(a true and complete executed copy of which has been delivered to the Pledgee on or prior to the 

date hereof), none of such Collateral is or will be subject to any legal or contractual restriction.  

The Collateral is, as of the date hereof, and shall be at all times hereafter during the term of this 

Agreement, freely transferable without restriction or limitation (except as limited by the terms of 

this Agreement or applicable law). 

(b) The Pledged Collateral described in Annex A hereto constitutes all of the 

issued and outstanding securities, membership interests and investment property legally and 

beneficially owned by Pledgor on the date hereof in or relating to the Company and no other 

Person has any interest, whether actual or contingent, direct or indirect, in the Company. 

13.4 Power and Authority.  Pledgor has the power and authority to pledge and 

assign all of the Collateral pursuant to this Agreement.  Pledgor has executed and delivered this 

Agreement, and this Agreement constitutes the legal, valid and binding obligations of Pledgor, 

enforceable against Pledgor in accordance with the terms herein, except as such enforceability 

may be limited by bankruptcy, insolvency, reorganization and other similar laws affecting the 

enforceability of agreements and by general principles of equity. 

13.5 No Violation.  Neither the execution, delivery or performance by Pledgor 

of this Agreement, nor compliance with the terms and provisions hereof by Pledgor nor the 

consummation of the transactions contemplated hereby will conflict or be inconsistent with or 

result in any breach of, any of the terms, covenants, conditions or provisions of, or constitute a 

default under any agreement or other instrument to which Pledgor is a party. 

13.6 Litigation.  There are no actions, suits or proceedings pending or, to 

Pledgor’s knowledge, threatened against or involving Pledgor before any court with respect to 

any of the transactions contemplated by this Agreement or the ability of the Pledgor to perform 

any of the obligations of the Pledgor hereunder, including those disclosed to Pledgee on 

Schedule II of the Loan Agreement. 

13.7 Copies of Loan Agreement.  Pledgor has received and reviewed true and 

complete, fully-executed copies of the Loan Agreement and any and all other Loan Documents 

requested to be received by Pledgor. 

13.8 Miscellaneous.  There are no outstanding options, warrants or other rights 

to subscribe for or purchase membership interests of the Company, nor any notes, bonds, 

debentures or other evidences of indebtedness that (a) are at any time convertible into 

membership interests of the Company, or (b) have or at any time would have voting rights with 

respect to the Company.   

14. COVENANTS OF THE PLEDGOR.  Pledgor covenants and agrees with the 

Pledgee that on and after the date hereof and until all of the Secured Obligations shall have been 

indefeasibly paid in full: 
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14.1 Collateral.  (a) Pledgor will defend the Pledgee’s right, title and security 
interest in and to the Collateral against the claims and demands of all Persons whomsoever; (b) 

Pledgor will have good and marketable title to and right to pledge any other property at any time 

hereafter constituting Collateral and will likewise defend the right thereto and security interest 

therein of the Pledgee; and (c) Pledgor will not without the advance written consent of the 

Pledgee, with respect to any Collateral, enter into any shareholder type agreements, voting 

agreements, voting trusts, trust deeds, irrevocable proxies or any other similar agreements or 

instruments which would be inconsistent with the terms of this Agreement or adversely affect the 

Pledgee’s interest in any Collateral. 

14.2 Right of Inspection.  Subject to any state or federal privacy laws, including 

without limitation the HIPAA, the Pledgee and its representatives shall upon reasonable advance 

notice (but in any event, not less than two (2) Business Days)  prior to an Event of Default, or at 

any time if an Event of Default (as defined in the Loan Agreement) occurs and is continuing, 

have full and free access to all the books, correspondence and records of Pledgor relating to the 

Collateral, if any, and the Pledgee and its representatives may examine the same, take extracts 

therefrom and make photocopies thereof. 

14.3 Compliance with Laws.  Pledgor will comply in all material respects with 

all requirements of law applicable to the Collateral or any part thereof. 

14.4 Payment of Obligations.  Pledgor will pay promptly when due all taxes, 

assessments and governmental charges or levies imposed upon the Collateral or in respect of any 

income or profits therefrom, as well as all claims of any kind against or with respect to the 

Collateral, provided that the foregoing shall not require Pledgor to pay any such tax or charge so 

long as it shall contest the validity thereof in good faith by appropriate proceedings and shall set 

aside on its books adequate reserves with respect thereto in accordance with GAAP and, in the 

case of a claim which could become a Lien on any of the Collateral, such contest proceedings 

shall stay the foreclosure of such Lien or the sale of any portion of the Collateral to satisfy such 

claims. 

14.5 No Impairment.  Pledgor will not take or permit to be taken any action 

which could impair the Pledgee’s rights in the Collateral.  Pledgor will not create, incur or permit 
to exist, will defend the Collateral against and will take such other action as is necessary to 

remove, any lien or claim on or to the Collateral, other than the liens created hereby, and will 

defend the right, title and interest of the Pledgee in and to any of the Collateral against the claims 

and demands of all Persons whomsoever. 

14.6 Performance by Pledgee of Pledgor’s Obligations; Reimbursement.  If 

Pledgor fails to perform or comply with any of the agreements contained herein within a 

reasonable time after receipt of notice from Pledgee describing the action to be taken, the 

Pledgee may, without further notice to or consent by Pledgor, perform or comply or cause 

performance or compliance therewith, and the expenses of the Pledgee incurred in connection 

with such performance or compliance  shall be payable by Pledgor to the Pledgee on demand, 

and such reimbursement obligation shall be secured hereby; provided, however, the Pledgee shall 

not be under any obligation to taken any such action. 
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14.7 Further Identification of Pledged Collateral.  Pledgor will furnish to the 

Pledgee from time to time such reports in connection with the Pledged Collateral as the Pledgee 

may reasonably request from time to time. 

14.8 Continuous Perfection.  Pledgor will not change Pledgor’s name, in any 
manner which might make any financing or continuation statement filed hereunder seriously 

misleading within the meaning of any applicable provision of Article 9 of the UCC unless 

Pledgor shall have given the Pledgee at least fifteen (15) days prior written notice thereof and 

shall have taken all action necessary or reasonably requested by the Pledgee to amend such 

financing statement or continuation statement so that it is not seriously misleading.  Pledgor will 

not change Pledgor’s residence unless Pledgor shall have given the Pledgee at least fifteen (15) 
days prior written notice thereof and shall have taken such action as is necessary to cause the 

security interest of the Pledgee in the Pledged Collateral to continue to be perfected. 

14.9 Stay or Extension Laws.  Pledgor will not at any time claim, take, insist 

upon or invoke the benefit or advantage of or from any law now or hereafter in force providing 

for the valuation or appraisement of the Collateral prior to any sale or sales thereof to be made 

pursuant to the provisions hereof or pursuant to the decree, judgment, or order of any court of 

competent jurisdiction; nor, after such sale or sales, claim or exercise any right under any statute 

now or hereafter made or enacted by a state to redeem the property so sold or any part thereof, 

and, to the extent permitted by applicable law, the Pledgor hereby expressly waives, on behalf of 

Pledgor and each and every Person claiming by, through and under Pledgor, all benefit and 

advantage of any such law or laws, and covenants that Pledgor will not invoke or utilize any such 

law or laws or otherwise hinder, delay or impede the execution of any power, right or remedy 

herein or hereby granted and delegated to the Pledgee, but will authorize, allow and permit the 

execution of  every such power, right or remedy as though no such law or laws had been made or 

enacted. 

14.10 Company’s Records.  Pledgor shall cause the Company to make a notation 

on the records of Company indicating the interest granted hereby in favor of the Pledgee. 

14.11 Operating Agreement.  Pledgor will not (a) suffer or permit any 

amendment or modification of the operating agreement of the Company (“Operating 

Agreement”) without the prior written consent of the Pledgee, or (b) waive, release, or 
compromise any material rights or material claims Pledgor may have against any other party 

which arises under any such Operating Agreement. 

14.12 Miscellaneous.  Pledgor shall not file or authorize or authenticate or 

permit to be filed in any jurisdiction any financing statements under the UCC or any like 

statement relating to the Collateral in which the Pledgee is not named as the sole secured party. 

15. PLEDGOR’S OBLIGATIONS ABSOLUTE, ETC.  The obligations of Pledgor 

under this Agreement shall be absolute and unconditional in accordance with its terms and shall 

not be released, suspended, discharged, terminated or otherwise affected by, any circumstance or 

occurrence whatsoever, including, without limitation:  (a) any change in the time, place or 

manner of payment of, or in any other term of, all or any of the Secured Obligations, any waiver, 

indulgence, renewal, extension, amendment or modification of or addition, consent or 

supplement to or deletion from or any other action or inaction under or in respect of the Loan 
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Agreement or any other Loan Document, or any of the other documents, instruments or 

agreements relating to the Secured Obligations or any other instrument or agreement referred to 

therein or any assignment or transfer of any thereof; (b) any lack of validity or enforceability of 

the Loan Agreement, or any other Loan Document, or any other documents, instruments or 

agreement referred to therein or any assignment or transfer of any thereof; (c) any furnishing of 

any additional security or collateral to the Pledgee or its assignees or any acceptance thereof or 

any release of any security by the Pledgee or its assignees; (d) any limitation on any party’s 
liability or obligations under any such instrument or agreement or any invalidity or 

unenforceability, in whole or in part, of any such instrument or agreement or any term thereof; 

(e) any bankruptcy, insolvency, reorganization, composition, adjustment, dissolution, liquidation 

or other like proceeding relating to Pledgor, as applicable, or any action taken with respect to this 

Agreement by any trustee or receiver, or by any court, in any such proceeding, whether or not 

Pledgor shall have notice or knowledge of any of the foregoing; (f) any exchange, release or 

nonperfection of any other collateral, or any release, or amendment or waiver of or consent to 

departure from any guaranty or security, for all or any of the Secured Obligations; or (g) any 

other circumstance which might otherwise constitute a defense available to, or a discharge of, 

Pledgor. 

16. NOTICES, ETC.  Except as otherwise expressly provided herein, any notice 

required or desired to be served, given or delivered hereunder shall be in the form and manner 

specified below, and shall be addressed to the party to be notified as follows:   

 

If to the Pledgee at: Metropolitan Commercial Bank 

99 Park Avenue, 4th Floor 

New York, New York 10016 

Attn:  Matthew McNeill 

Phone: (212) 365-6737  

Email: mmcneill@metropolitanbankny.com  

 

with a copy to:  Windels Marx Lane & Mittendorf, LLP 

156 West 56th Street 

New York, New York 10019-3877 

Attn: Michele Arbeeny, Esq.  

Phone: (212) 237-1024 

Email: marbeeny@windelsmarx.com 

 

If to Pledgor:  Herbert Jozefovic 

    c/o EPIC Healthcare Management 

    1280 Albany Post Road 

   Croton-On-Hudson, New York 10520 

    Attn: Danielle Feninella 

    Phone: (914) 471-1022 

    Email: danielleF@watersedgeusa.com 
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with a copy to:  Michelman & Robinson, LLP 

675 Third Avenue, 8th Floor 

New York, New York 10022 

    Attn:   Mark H. Zafrin, Esq. 

Email: mzafrin@mrllp.com 

 

or to such other address as each party designates to the other in the manner herein prescribed or 

to such other address as each party designates to the other in the manner herein prescribed.  

Notice shall be deemed given hereunder if (i) delivered personally or otherwise actually 

received, (ii) sent by overnight mail, (iii) sent by U.S. mail, postage prepaid, registered or 

certified, with return receipt requested, or (iv) sent via email or facsimile with a duplicate signed 

copy sent on the same day as provided in clause (ii) above.  Notice mailed as provided in clause 

(iii) above shall be effective upon the expiration of three (3) days after its deposit in the United 

States mail, and notice via email or facsimile as provided in clause (iv) above shall be effective 

upon delivery of such email or facsimile if the duplicate signed copy is sent under clause (ii) 

above.  Notice given in any other manner described in this Section shall be effective upon receipt 

by the addressee thereof; provided, however, that if any notice is tendered to an addressee, such 

notice shall be effective upon such tender unless expressly set forth in such notice. 

17. POWER OF ATTORNEY.  Pledgor hereby absolutely and irrevocably constitutes 

and appoints the Pledgee as Pledgor’s true and lawful agent and attorney-in-fact with full power 

of substitution, in the name of Pledgor upon the occurrence and during the continuance of an 

Event of Default (as defined in the Loan Agreement):  (a) to execute and do all such assurances, 

acts and things which Pledgor ought to do but has failed to do under the covenants and 

provisions contained in this Agreement; (b) to take any and all such action as the Pledgee or any 

of its sub-agents, nominees or attorneys may, in its or their reasonable business credit judgment 

exercised in good faith, determine as necessary or advisable for the purpose of maintaining 

preserving or protecting the security constituted by this Agreement or any of the rights, remedies, 

powers or privileges of the Pledgee under this Agreement; and (c) generally, in the name of 

Pledgor, exercise all or any of the powers, authorities, and discretions conferred on or reserved to 

the Pledgee by or pursuant to this Agreement, and (without prejudice to the generality of any of 

the foregoing) to deliver or otherwise perfect any deed, assurance, agreement, instrument or act 

as the Pledgee may deem proper in or for the purpose of exercising any of such powers, 

authorities or discretions.  Pledgor hereby ratifies and confirms, and hereby agrees to ratify and 

confirm, whatever lawful acts the Pledgee or any of the Pledgee’s sub-agents or attorneys shall 

do or purport to do in the exercise of the power of attorney granted to the Pledgee pursuant to 

this Section, which power of attorney, being coupled with an interest and given for security, is 

irrevocable until this Agreement shall have expired or been terminated in accordance with the 

terms hereof. 

18. MISCELLANEOUS.  Pledgor agrees with the Pledgee that each of the obligations 

and liabilities of Pledgor to the Pledgee under this Agreement may be enforced against Pledgor 

without the necessity of joining any other Person (as defined in the Loan Agreement) as a party.  

This Agreement shall create a continuing security interest in the Collateral and shall be binding 

upon the heirs and legal beneficiaries, and permitted successors and assigns of Pledgor, as 

applicable, and shall inure to the benefit of and be enforceable by the Pledgee and its successors 

and assigns; provided, however, Pledgor may not assign any of its obligations or liabilities 
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hereunder without the prior written consent of the Pledgee.  Unless otherwise defined herein, 

terms defined in the UCC as in effect in the State of New York are used herein as therein 

defined.  The headings in this Agreement are for convenience of reference only and shall not 

limit or define the meaning hereof.  This Agreement may be executed in any number of 

counterparts, each of which shall be an original, but all of which shall constitute one instrument.  

If this Agreement or any provision of this Agreement shall prove to be invalid or unenforceable 

or hinder or render any other Loan Document invalid or unenforceable, this Agreement or such 

provision shall be deemed to be severable from the other Loan Documents or other provisions of 

this Agreement which shall remain binding on all parties hereto.  Pledgor shall have no rights of 

subrogation as to any of the Pledged Collateral until full and complete performance and payment 

of the Secured Obligations. 

19. TERMINATION.  This Agreement shall terminate after the Secured Obligations 

are indefeasibly paid in full and the Loan Agreement is terminated.  Upon the termination of this 

Agreement, the Pledgee, at the request of Pledgor and at the expense of Pledgor, will promptly 

execute and deliver to Pledgor the proper instruments acknowledging the termination of this 

Agreement and will duly assign, transfer and deliver to Pledgor or to whomsoever shall be 

lawfully entitled to receive the same (without recourse and without any representation or 

warranty of any kind) such of the Collateral as may be in the possession of the Pledgee and has 

not theretofore been sold or otherwise applied or released pursuant to this Agreement. 

20. AMENDMENTS; MARSHALLING; LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.  None of 

the terms or provisions of this Agreement may be waived, amended, supplemented or otherwise 

modified except by a written instrument executed by Pledgor and the Pledgee.  The Pledgee shall 

be under no obligation to marshal any assets or collateral in favor of Pledgor or any other person 

or entity or against or in payment of any or all of the Secured Obligations.  No claim may be 

made by Pledgor or any other Person against the Pledgee or its officers, employees, affiliates, 

directors, shareholders, attorneys or agents of any of them for any special, indirect, punitive or 

consequential damages in respect of any claim for breach of contract or any other theory of 

liability (other than gross negligence or willful misconduct as finally determined by a court of 

competent jurisdiction) arising out of or related to the transactions contemplated by this 

Agreement, or any act, omission or event occurring in connection therewith; and Pledgor hereby 

waives, releases and agrees not to sue upon any such claim for any such damages, whether or not 

accrued and whether or not known or suspected to exist in its favor. 

21. DUTY OF PLEDGEE.  The Pledgee’s sole duty with respect to the custody, 
safekeeping and physical preservation of the Collateral in its possession shall be to deal with it in 

the same manner as the Pledgee deals with similar property for its own account.  Neither the 

Pledgee nor any of its officers, directors, employees or agents shall be liable for any failure to 

demand, collect or realize upon any of the Collateral or for any delay in doing so or shall be 

under any obligation to sell or otherwise dispose of any Collateral upon the request of Pledgor or 

any other Person or to take any other action whatsoever with regard to the Collateral or any part 

thereof.  The powers conferred on the Pledgee hereunder are solely to protect the interests of the 

Pledgee in the Collateral and shall not impose any duty upon the Pledgee to exercise any such 

powers.  The Pledgee shall be accountable only for amounts that it actually receives as a result of 

the exercise of such powers, and neither it nor any of its officers, directors, employees or agents 

shall be responsible to Pledgor or the Company for any act or failure to act hereunder. 
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22. REVIEW OF AGREEMENT BY PLEDGOR.  Pledgor acknowledges that 

Pledgor has thoroughly read and reviewed the terms and provisions of this Agreement, and that 

such terms and provisions are clearly understood by Pledgor, and has been fully and 

unconditionally consented to by Pledgor with the full benefit and advice of counsel chosen by 

Pledgor, and that Pledgor has freely and voluntarily signed this Agreement without duress.  The 

Pledgee does not have any fiduciary relationship with or duty to the Pledgor arising out of or in 

connection with this Agreement or any of the other Loan Documents, and the relationship 

between Pledgor, on the one hand, and the Pledgee, on the other hand, in connection herewith or 

therewith is solely that of debtor and creditor; and no joint venture is created hereby or by the 

other Loan Documents or otherwise exists by virtue of the transactions contemplated hereby 

among Pledgor and the Pledgee. 

23. Inapplicable Provisions.  If any term, covenant or condition of this Agreement is 

held to be invalid, illegal or unenforceable in any respect, this Agreement shall be construed 

without such provision. 

24. GOVERNING LAW; SUBMISSION TO JURISDICTION. 

(a) THIS AGREEMENT SHALL BE DEEMED TO HAVE BEEN MADE IN THE 

STATE OF NEW YORK AND THE VALIDITY OF THIS AGREEMENT, ITS 

CONSTRUCTION, INTERPRETATION AND ENFORCEMENT, AND THE RIGHTS AND 

OBLIGATION OF PARTIES HEREUNDER, SHALL BE DETERMINED UNDER, 

GOVERNED BY AND CONSTRUED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE INTERNAL LAWS 

OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK, WITHOUT REGARD TO CONFLICTS OF LAW OR 

CHOICE OF LAW PRINCIPLES. 

(b) THE PARTIES HERETO AGREE THAT ALL ACTIONS OR PROCEEDINGS 

ARISING IN CONNECTION WITH OR RELATED TO THIS AGREEMENT SHALL BE 

TRIED AND LITIGATED ONLY IN THE STATE AND FEDERAL COURTS LOCATED IN 

NEW YORK COUNTY, STATE OF NEW YORK.  PLEDGOR WAIVES ANY RIGHT 

PLEDGOR MAY HAVE TO ASSERT THE DOCTRINE OF FORUM NON CONVENIENS 

OR TO OBJECT TO SUCH VENUE AND HEREBY CONSENTS TO ANY COURT 

ORDERED RELIEF.  NOTHING CONTAINED IN THIS SECTION SHALL AFFECT THE 

RIGHT OF THE PLEDGEE TO SERVE LEGAL PROCESS IN ANY OTHER MANNER 

PERMITTED BY LAW OR AFFECT THE RIGHT OF THE PLEDGEE TO BRING ANY 

ACTION OR PROCEEDING AGAINST PLEDGOR OR PLEDGOR’S PROPERTY IN THE 
COURTS OF ANY OTHER JURISDICTION. 

25. WAIVER OF TRIAL BY JURY.  PLEDGOR AND THE PLEDGEE 
KNOWINGLY, VOLUNTARILY, IRREVOCABLY AND WITHOUT COERCION, 
WAIVE ALL RIGHTS TO TRIAL BY JURY OF ALL DISPUTES BETWEEN THEM.  
THE SCOPE OF THIS WAIVER IS INTENDED TO BE ALL-ENCOMPASSING OF 
ANY AND ALL DISPUTES THAT MAY BE FILED IN ANY COURT AND THAT 
RELATE TO OR ARISE OUT OF THIS AGREEMENT OR TO THE SUBJECT 
MATTER OF THIS AGREEMENT, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, 
CONTRACT CLAIMS, BREACH OF DUTY CLAIMS, AND ALL OTHER COMMON 
LAW AND STATUTORY CLAIMS.  PLEDGOR AND THE PLEDGEE EACH 
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ACKNOWLEDGE THAT THIS WAIVER IS A MATERIAL INDUCEMENT TO ENTER 
INTO A BUSINESS RELATIONSHIP THAT EACH HAS ALREADY RELIED ON THE 
WAIVER IN ENTERING INTO THIS AGREEMENT AND THAT EACH WILL 
CONTINUE TO RELY ON THE WAIVER IN THEIR RELATED FUTURE DEALINGS. 
PLEDGOR AND THE PLEDGEE FURTHER WARRANT AND REPRESENT THAT 
EACH HAS REVIEWED THIS WAIVER WITH ITS LEGAL COUNSEL, AND THAT 
EACH KNOWINGLY AND VOLUNTARILY WAIVES ITS JURY TRIAL RIGHTS 
FOLLOWING CONSULTATION WITH LEGAL COUNSEL. 

[Signature Pages Follow] 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this Assignment and Pledge

of Membership Interests to be executed and delivered as of the date first above written.

PLEDGOR:

ÏÏERBERT J EFO , an individual

PLEDGEE:

METROPOLITAN COMMERCIAL BANK,

a New York State chartered bank

By:

Name: Rob McSwiney

Title: Vice President

By:

Name: William Hopkins

Title: Vice President

AGREED_AND ACKNOWLEDGED:

WATERVIEW ACQUISITION I, LLC,

a New York limited liability company

By:

Name: Herbert Jozefovic

Title: Manager

Signature Page to Ass|giiiiisiit and Pledge of Membership Interests (Jozefovic in Waterview)

. . .
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this Assigñmeñt and Pledge

of Membership Interests to be executed and delivered as of the date first above written.

PLEDGOR:

HERBERT JOZEFOVIC, an individual

PLEDGEE:

METROPOLITAN COMMERCIAL BANK,

a New York State chartered bank

Name: Rob Mc ney

Title: Vice P esid nt

By:

ame: liaTn Hopkins

Title: Vice President

AGREED AND_ACKNOWLEDGED:

WATERVIEW ACQUISITION I, LLC,

a New York limited liability company

By:

Name: Herbert Jozefovic

Title: Manager

Signature Page to Assigñmeñt and Pledge of Membership Interests (Jozefovic in Waterview)
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ANNEX A 

 

PLEDGE AGREEMENT 

 Seventy and one-tenths percent (70.1%) of the membership interests are owned by 

HERBERT JOZEFOVIC, pursuant to the table below, in WATERVIEW ACQUISITION I, LLC, 

a New York limited liability company. 

 

Pledgor  Membership Interest 

HERBERT 

JOZEFOVIC 

WATERVIEW ACQUISITION I, 

LLC 

70.10% 

 

TOTAL:  70.10% 
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ANNEX B 

 

ASSIGNMENTS OF MEMBERSHIP INTERESTS 

 
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, HERBERT JOZEFOVIC, an individual, hereby sells, assigns, 

quitclaims and transfers unto _____________________________ (the “Secured Party”), all of its 

membership interest in WATERVIEW ACQUISITION I, LLC, a New York limited liability company, 

standing in its name on the books of such limited liability company and does hereby irrevocably constitute 

and appoint the Secured Party its attorney-in-fact coupled with an interest to transfer the membership 

interests on the books of each such limited liability company with full power of substitution. 

 

 

Dated: As of ____________________, _____ 

 

 

______________________________ 

HERBERT JOZEFOVIC, an individual 
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ANNEX C 

 

NOTICE TO WATERVIEW ACQUISITION I, LLC 

 

NOTICE OF PLEDGE OF MEMBERSHIP INTEREST 

 
TO: THE MANAGER OF WATERVIEW ACQUISITION I, LLC 

 

The undersigned holds 70.1% of the membership interests in WATERVIEW ACQUISITION I, LLC, a 

New York limited liability company (the “Pledged Entity”).  As used herein, the term “Interest” shall 
include any and all membership interests in such Pledged Entity now owned or hereafter acquired by the 

undersigned. 

 

The undersigned instructs you to register the pledge of such Interest to METROPOLITAN 

COMMERCIAL BANK, a New York State chartered bank (the “Secured Party”), by causing the 
following to be noted in your records: 

 

HERBERT JOZEFOVIC shall not sell, assign, transfer or otherwise dispose of any of its Interest, 

or create, incur, assume, or suffer to exist any pledge, security interest, mortgage lien or other 

charge or encumbrance upon or with respect to such Interest, except as provided under the 

Assignment and Pledge of Membership Interests by and among the undersigned and the Secured 

Party. 

 

 

Very truly yours, 

 

 

______________________________ 

HERBERT JOZEFOVIC, an individual 
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EXHIBIT C 
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AMENDED AND RESTATED OPERATING AGREEMENT

OF

WATEVIEW ACQUISITION I, LLC

THIS OPERATING AGREEMENT ("Agreement") made as of the _ day of

, 2005 by and among LIZER JOZEFOVIC, whose address is c/o Waters Edge

Healthcare and Rehabilitation Center, 512 Union Street, Trenton, New Jersey 08611 and MARK

NEUMAN, whose address is 22 Lyncrest Drive, Monsey, New York 10952 (hereinafter

collectively referred to as the
"Manager"

or the "Managers", who are also members of the

Company) and those other parties hereinafter referred to as
"Members"

who have subscribed to

this Agreement where indicated below.

WITNESSETH:

WHEREAS, certain Members hereof previously formed a limited liability

company known as "Waterview Acquisition I,
LLC"

and executed an operating agreement in

connection therewith (the "Original Operating AgreemenC');

WHEREAS, the Members now desire to enter into this Amended and Restated

Operating Agreement to define and express all of the terms and conditions governing the

operation of the Compañÿ, a New York State limited liability company; and

WHEREAS, the Members desire to be bound by this Operating Agreement

pursuant to the terms and conditions hereof.

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises contained herein, and

other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby

acknowledged, the parties hereto agree as follows:

ARTICLE 1

DEFINITIONS

1.1 Certain Defined Terms. The following terms used in this Operating

Agreement shall have the following meanings (unless otherwise expressly provided herein):

1.1.1
"Act"

will mean the CHAPTER 576 S. 7511-A, A. 11317-A, LIMITED

LIABILITY COMPANIES McKinney's New York Session Laws 1994, 217th Legislature.

1.1.2 "Capital
Account"

as of any given date shall mean the Initial Capital

Contribution to the Compey by a Member as adjusted thereafter prenant to Article VIII.

Page1of 34
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1.1.3 "Adjusted Capital Account
Deficit"

means, with respect to any Member,

the deficit balance, if any, in such Member's Capital Account as of the end of the relevaui Fiscal

Year or any shorter period for which a determind= is required to be made, after giving effect to

the following adjustments:

(i) credit to such Capital Account any amounts which such Member is

obligated to restore pursuant to any provision of this Agreement or is deemed to

be obligated to restore pursuant to the penultimate sentences of Regulations

Sections L704-2(g)(1) and 1.704-2(i)(5); and

(ii) debit to such Capital Account the items described in Sections 1.704-

1(b)(2)(ii)(d)(4), 1.704-1(b)(2)(ii)(d)(5) and 1.704-1(b)(2)(ii)(d)(6) of the

Regulations.

The foregoing definition of Adjusted Capital Account Deficit is intended to

comply with the provisions of Section 1.704-1(b)(2)(ii)(d) of the Regulatians and shall be

interpreted consinently therewith.

L1.4 "Capital
Contribution"

shall mean a contribution to the capital of the

Compey in cash or property by a Member whenever made, including the Initial Capital

Contribution. "Initial Capital
Contributies"

shall mean the initial contribution of the

Members to the capital of the Company pursuant to this Operating Agreement.

1.L5 "Articles of
Organization"

shall mean the Articles of Organization filed

with the Secretary of State of the State of New York as the same may be amended from time to

time.

1.1.6
"Class"

shall mean any Transferees thereof who are Menibers.

1.1.7
"Code"

shall mean the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as aniended (or

corrcsponding provision or provisions of subsequent superseding federal revenue laws).

1.1.8
"Company"

shall mean "Waterview Acquisition I,
LLC"

L1.9 "Company
Property"

shall mean the property listed on Schedule I attached

hereto, and such other real and personal property as may be added to such Schedule including

but not limited to a license to operate a 130 - bed skilled nursing facility known as "Waterview

Hills Rchabilitation and Nursing
Center"

which is located at Box 257, Old Route 22, Purdys,

New York 10578.

1.L10 "Distributable
Cash"

shall mean the excess of cash income over cash

outflow. Cash income shall include all cash, revenues and funds rcccived by the company
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whether from Company operations, refiñancing sale, or otherwise. Cash outflow shall include all

of the following to the extent paid or set aside by the Company: (a) all principal and interest

papnent on indebtedness of the Company and all other sums paid to lendera; (b) all cash

expenditures incurred incident to the normal operation of the Company's business; and (c)

Reserves.

1.1.11 "Economic
Interest"

will mean a Member's share of the Company's

Profits, Losses and distributions of the Company's assets pursuant to this Opwing Agreement

and the Act.

1.1.12 "Effective
Date"

will mean the date of approval by the Department of

Health of the State of New York of the Amendment to the Articles of Organization for filing

with the Secretary of State of the State of New York.

L1.13
"Entity"

will mean any general company, limited company, limited

liability company, corporation, joint venture, trust, business trust, cooperative or associatióñ or

any foreign trust or foreign business organization.

1,1.14 "Family
Transferee"

will mean any one of the descendants of any

Member and/or any trust whose sole beneficiaries are such desceniants as long as any one of

such beneficiaries is then surviving, or any company, limited liability company or other entity all

of whose partners, Members or other equity holders are desccñdants of any Member and/or trusts

whose sole beneficiaries are such descendants for so long as any one of such descendants is then

surviving;

1.1.15 "Fiscal
Quarter"

will mean the three month periods ending on March 31,

June 30, September 30 and December 31 of each year.

L1.16 "Fiscal
Year"

will mean the Company's fiscal year, which will be the

calendar year.

1.1.17 "Gross Asset
Value"

means, (i) with respect to any asset other than cash

contributed to the Company by a Member, the fair market value of such asset on the date such

asset is contributed to Company, as detennined by the Managers in their sole but reasonable

discretion and (ii) with respect to any other asset other than cash owned by the Company, such

asset's adjusted basis for Federal income tax purposes, except that the Gross Asset Value of all

Company assets will be adjusted to equal the fair market value of such assets (x) whenever such

adjustment is required in order for allocations under this Agreement to have "economic
effect"

within the meaning of Regulations Section L704-1(b)(2)(ii) or (y) in the
Managers'

discretion,

whcacver such adjustment is permitted under Regulation Section 1.704-1(b)(2)(ii). If the Gross

Asset Value of any Company asset is so adjuste, then such Gross Asset Value shall thereafter

be adjusted by the Depreciation taken into account with respect to such asset for purposes of

computing Profits and Losses.
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1.1.18 "Majority in interest of the
Memben"

means, unless otherwise

provided in the operating agreement, will be the affirmative vote of the Members owning more

than 50% of the economic interests owned by all Members.

1.1.19
"Managers"

will mean Lizer Jozefovic and Mark Neuman or their

successors,

1.1.20
"Member"

will mean each of the parties who executes a counterpart of

this Operating Agreement as a Member and each Person who hereafter become a Member

pursuant to the terms, conditions and requirements of this Operating Agreement. If a Manager is

or becomes a Member, the term
"Member"

will include such Masâger in its capacity as a

Member.

1.1.21 "Member Nonrecourse
Deductions"

has the meaning set forth in

Sections

L704-2(i)(1) and 1.704-2(i)(2) of the Regulations.

1.1.22 "Nonrecourse
Deductions"

has the meaning set forth in Section 1.704-

2(b)(1) of the Regulations.

1.L23 "Nonrecourse
Liability"

has the meaning set forth in Section 1.704-

2(b)(3) of the Regulations.

1.L24 "Partner Nonrecourse
Debt"

has the meaning set for in Section 1.704-

2(b)(4) of the Regulations.

1.1.25 "Partner Nonrecourse Debt Minimum
Gain"

means an amount, with

respect to each Partner Nonrecourse Debt, equal to the Partnership Minimum Gain that would

result if such Partner Nonrecourse Debt were treated as a Nonrecourse Liability, determined in

accordance with Section 1.704-2(i)(3) of the Regulations.

L1.26 "Partner Nonrecourse
Deductions"

has the meaning set forth in

Sections L704-2(i)(1) and 1.704-2(d) of the Regulations.

1.1.27 "Partnership Minimum
Gain"

has the meaning set forth in Sections

1.704-2(b)(2) and 1.704-2(d) of the Regulations.

1.1.28 "Operating
Agreement"

will mean this Operating Agreement as

originally executed and as amended from time to time.

1.1.29
"Person"

will mean any individual or Entity, and the heirs, executors,

administrators, legal representatives, sesessors and assigns of such
"Person"

where the context
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so permits.

1.1.30 "Prime
Rate"

will be the rate announced from time to time by North Fork

Bank, or any suvuesûr bank, as its prime rate (or base rate if a prime rate is not a=ounced).

Any interest rate referred to in this Operating Agreement which is based upon the Prime Rate

will automatically change with any change in the Prime Rate.

1.1.31
"Profits"

and
"Losses"

will respectively mean that net profits and the net

losses of the Company, the determination of which will be made pursuant to Article IX hereof

and will take into consideration the income (both taxable and exempt from tax), expandimms

(both those that is deductible in determining taxable income or loss and those that are not

deductible and not capital expenditures), gains and losses of the Company.

1.I.32 "Requisite
Consent"

will be the unanimous consent of the Members.

1.1.33
"Reserves"

will mean, with respect to any fiscal period, funds set aside or

amounts allocated during such period to reserves which will be maintained in amounts deemed

necessary, sufkient or appropriate by the Manager with requisite consent for working capital

and to pay taxes, insurance, debt service or other costs or expenses incident to the ownership or

operation of the Company's business.

1.L34
"Transfers"

will mean give, sell, assign, transfer, pledge, encanfóêr,

kqueath or otherwise voluntarily or involaritarily dispose, whether pursuant to operation of law,

court order, levy, attachment or otherwise or the act of so doing.

1.1.35 Intentionally Deleted.

1136 Intentionally Deleted.

1.1.37 "Treasury
Regulations"

will include proposed, temporary and final

reguladom promulgated under the Code in effect as the date of filing the Certificate of

Formation issued that amend or supersede such regulaties.

1.1,38
"Guarantee"

will mean any Guarantee of all of the Members given to a

lending institution securing the initial operating capital loans or lines of credit and any

replacements of same.

1.1.39 "Wrongful
Act"

will mean an act of fraud, deceit, gross negligence,

willful misconduct, breach of fiduciary duty or a wrongful taking by the Manager.

1.1.40 "Initial Capital
Contribution"

will mean the exact amount of cash paid

in by each member of the Company in return for that members economic interest in the

Company.
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1.1.41
"AffHiate"

means any person controlling or controlled by or under

common control with the Limited Liability Company including, winicat limitation (i) any person

who has a familial relationship, by blood, marriage or otherwise with any Member or employee

of the Limited Liability Company, or any affiliate thereof and (ii) any person which receives

compensation for administrative, legal or accounting services from this limited liability

company, or any affiliate. For purposes of this dehition,
"control"

when used with respect to

any specified person, means the power to direct the management and policies of such person,

directly or indirectly, whether through the ownership of voting securities, by contract or

otherwise; and the terms
"controlling"

and
"controlled"

have meanings correlative to the

foregoing.

ARTICLE H

FORMATION OF COMPANY; OTHER FILINGS

2.1 Formation. The Members have caused the Company to be formed by the filing

of the Articles of Organization in the office of the Secretary of State of the State of New York in

accordance with and pursuant to the Act. This Operating Agreement will be effective as of the

Effective Date. The Members will father cause the Company to publish said Articles of

Organization in accordance with and pursuant to the Act.

2.2. Names. The name of the Company is: "Waterview Acquisition I, LLC ".

2.3 Principal Place of Business. The principal place of business of the Company

within the State of New York as of the Effective Date will be located in Westchester County at

537 Route 22, P.O. Box 257, Purdys Station, New York 10578. The Company may locate its

place of business at any other approved medical facilities operated by the Compmy, as the

Managers may from time to time deem advisable and as approved by the Department of Health

of the State of New York.

2.4 Registered Office and Registered Agent. The Company's registered office as

of the Effective Date will be located at537 Route 22, P.O. Box 257, Purdys Station, New York

10578. The registered office and registered agent may be changed fiom time to time by the

Managers by complying with the provisions of the Act and as approved by the Departñient of

Health of the State of New York.

2.5 Term, The term of the Company will be sixty (60) years from the Effective

Date, unless the Company is earlier dissolved in accordance with either the provisions of this

Operating Agreement or the Act.

2.6 Other Instruments. The Managers will hereafter, as may from time to time be

nessary, cause such other certificates,
instr-ena and documents to be recorded and filed with

the office of the Secretary of State of the State of New York and in all offices as, when and to the
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extent required by law.

2.7 Reporting Requirements; Maiñtcnance of Limited Liability Company Status.

The Managers will take such steps as are accëssary to ensure that the Company fulfills reporting

requirements imposed upon it by law including, but not limited to, the filing of annual and any

other reports with the Secretary of State of the State of New York. All fees for filing and/or

recordings will be paid out of Company's assets. The IVsinagers will take all other necessary

action required by law to perfect and maintain the Company as a limited liability company under

the laws of the State of New York and to assure the Tunited liability of the Members.

ARTICLE III

BUSINESS OF COMPANY

3.1 Sole Purposs. The sole puguw for which the Company is formed is to own

and operate the nursing home to be known as "Waterview Hills Rehabilitation and Nursing

Center"; purchase, lease or otherwise acquire, construct, own, use, manage, operate and

maintain, and sell or otherwise dispose of any and all machines, purchases of equipment,

instruments, systems and devices incidental or necessary for the operation of Watêview Hills

Rehabilitation and Nursing Center and services incidental thereto.

3.2 Permitted Activities. The activities of the Company will be:

3.2.1 To accomplish any lawful activities whatsoever, or which will at

any time appear conducive to or expedient either for the protection or benefit of the Company

and its assets or to further the purposes of the Company.

3.2.2 To exercise all powers necessary to or reasonably connected with

the Company's business which may be legally exercised by limited liability companies under the

Act.

3.2.3 To engage in all activities necessary, customary, convenient, or

incident to any of the foregoing.

ARTICLE IV

NAMES AND ECONOMIC INTERESTS OF MEM_BERS

Lizer Jozefovic 80.0%

Mark Neuman 20.0%
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... .... ... ...... .. . ... . . . . . . ...____.. _ _.. .....

ARTICLE V

MANAGEMENT; RIGHTS AND DUTIES OF MANAGERS

5.1.1 Subject to the provisions of Sections 5.2 below, the business and affairs of

the Company will be managed exclusively by the Managers, all of whom will be members of the

Company. The Company will not without the prior written consent of The New York State

Department of Health, amend or modify the provisions of this Operating Agreement and its

Articles of Orgard=fion or similar organizational dements, as the case may be, whichever is

applicable. The Managers will direct, manage and control the business of the Company to the

best of their ability. Except as specifically set forth in Section 5.2 and such other Sections of this

Operating Agrcoment wherein Requisite Consent is expressly required, the Managers will have I

full and complete authority, power and discretion to manage and control the business, affairs and

properties of the Company, to make all decisions regarding those matters and to perform any and

all other acts or activities customary or incident to the manageraent of the Compancfs business.

5.1.2 Unless authorized to do so by the Managers, no attorney-in-fact, employee

or other agent of the Company will have any power or authority to bind the Company in any

way, to pledge its credit or render it liable pecuniarily for any purpose. No Member will have

any power or authority to bind the Company unless the Member has been so authorized by the

Managers.

5.2 Certain Powers of Managers. Without limiting the generality of Section 5.1,

but subject to the provisions of Section 5.3, the Managers will have all power and authority

granted a manager under the Act including, but not limited to, the power and authority on behalf

of the Company.

5,2.1 To make appropriate maintenance, repairs and replacements to the

Company Property;

5.2,2 To purchase liability and other insurance to protect the Company Property;

5.2.3 To invest any Company funds temporarily in time deposits,
short- term

governmental obligations, c====cial paper or other similar investments, provided same are

placed in an FDIC insured account in a Commercial Bank in the City of New York;

5.2.4 To execute on behalf of the Company all instrements and documents,

including without limitation, checks; drafts; notes and other negotiable instruments; mortgages or

deeds of trust; security agreements; financing statements documcats providing for the

acquini±ion. mortgago or disposition of the Company's property; assignments; bills of sale;

leases; Company agreements, operating agreements of other limited liability compardes; and any

other instrements or documents neensary or appropriate, in the opinion of the Managers, to the

business of the Company;
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5.2.5 To employ accountants, legal counsel, or other experts to perform services

for the Company and to compensate them from Company funds;

5.2.6 To enter into any and all other agreements on behalf of the Company, with

any other Person for any purpose, in such substance and form as the Marsgers may approve,

incinding but not limited to a Consulting Agreement's with an entity related to or controlled by

the Managers, where the annual compensation will be equal to 3% of annual gross revenues;

5.2.7 To cornrmmise, arbitrate, or otherwise adjust claims in favor of or against

the Company and to cc=cnce or defend litigation with respect to the Company or any of its

assets; and

5.2.8 To do and perform all other acts as may be necessary or appropriate to the

conduct of the Company's business.

5.3 Need For Requisite Consent. The Managers will obtain Requisite Consent

before taking any of the following actions:

5.3.1 Executing any contract or deed for the sale of the Company

Property or any interest therein;

5.3.2 Borrowing money secured by a mortgage or other encumbrance on

.the Company Property in which case no member may unreasonably withhold his consent to such

Borrowing by the Company;

5.3.2.1. The Members may not under any circumstances withhold

their conscñt from the initial proposed purchase or working capital loan or to give their personal

guarantees for said loan or for any replacement of said loan.

5.3.3 Borrowing money outside the ordinary course of Company
kne cc

not secured by a mortgage or other eñcumbranoc on the Company Property;

5.3.4 Any leasing of the Company Property;

5.3.5 Establishing Reserves pursuant to Section 10.1 of this Operating

Agreement; and

5.3.6 Making any decisions concerning matters where the manager will

have a conflict of interest.

5.4 Number, Tenure and Qualifications of Managers. The Managers of the

Company will be Lizer Jozefovic and Mark Neumaa or their successcis, who may only be

terminated as such Manager for cause as defined herein.
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5.4.1 Lizer Jozefovic and Mark Ncurcan each warrant and represent that

neither of them shall voluntarily resign as Manager for any reason other than disability as further

defined herein for at least five years after the effective date of this Agreement.

5.4.1 Should Lizer Jozefovic and Mark Neuman resign or be terminated as

such Manager pursuant to this agreement the Members will appoint a successor Manager by the

affirmative vote of the Members owning more than 70% of the interests owned by all Members.

5.5 Liability Only for Certain Acts. Each Manager shall perform his duties as a

Manager in good faith, in a manner he reasonably believes to be in the best interests of the

Company, and with such care as an ordinarily prudent person in a like position would use under

similar circumstances. A Manager who so performs the duties as a Manager shall not have.any

liability by reason of being or having been a Manager of the Company. The Managers do not, in

any way, guarantee the return of the
Members'

Capital Contributions or a profit for the Members

from the operations of the Company. The Managers shall not be liable to the Company or any

Member for any loss or damage sustained by the Company or any Member unless the loss or

damage shall have been the result of fraud, deceit, gross negligence, willful misconduct, breach

of fiduciary duty or a wrongful taking by the Manager or Managers.

5.6 Manaaer Has No Exclusive Duty to Company. The Managers will not be

required to manage the Company as their sole and exclusive function nor will any Manager be

required to devote his full time to the Company business, but only such time as in his judgment

will be reasonably required. The Managers may have other business intercsts and may engage in

other activities in addition to those relating to the Company, which will not be competitive with

the business of the Company. Neither the Company or any Member or any will have any right,

by virtue of this Operating Agreement, to share or participate in such other investments or

activities of a Manager or to the income or proceeds derived therefrom. No Manager will incur

any liability to the Company or any Member as a result of engaging in any other business or

venture.

5.6.1. Neither the Company nor any member will incur any liability due

to any outside activities engaged in by a Manager.

5.7 Bank Accounts. The Managers may from time to time open bank accounts in

the name of the Company, and the Managers and a member or members designated by the

Managers will be the signatory or signatories thereon.

5.8 Indemnity of the Manager and Others. Except with respect to any actions

taken as Tax Matters Partner (as defined in Section 1L4.4) as to which the indemnification

provisions of Section 11.4.4.3 will govern, the Company will to the maximum extent permitted

under section 10 of the Act, (a) indemnify the Managers and hold each of them harmless from

and against any and all claims and demands whatsoever, and (b) make advances to each Manager
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for all costs,
attomeys'

fees and expenses of litigation with respect to such indemnifying and

holding each Manager harmless including, but not limited to, the enforcement of this Section.

The Company will indemnify its employees and other agents who are not Managers only to such

extent as permitted by law and as approved by the Managers.

5.8.1 This indemnification will exclude Wrongful Acts of any Manager.

5.9 Resignation. After the five year period during which Lizer Jozefovic and

Mark Neuman may not resign as Managers, a Manager of the Company may resign at any time

by giving notice to all of the Members of the Company. The resignation of a Manager will take

effect (45) days following the giving of such notice or at such later time as will be specified in

such notice and, unless otherwise specified therein, the acceptañcs of such resignation will not be

necessaty to make it effective. The resignation of a Manager who is also a Member will not

effect his rights as a Member, however no Manager may resign as a member and still be the

Manager.

5.10 Removal. A Manager may be removed under the following circumstãñces:

5.10.1 In the event that he/she shall commit a Wrongful Act or in the event

that he/he shall become Disabled as defined in Section 5.10.2 below.

5.10.2
"Disability,"

as used herein, shall be deemed to have occurred

whenever the Manager has suffered physical or mental illness, injmy or infirmity of such a

nature, degree or effect as to render a Managcr, for a substantially contiñüeus period of at least

six (6) months, substadally unable to perform his duties as delineated in Section 5.2 and Article

11 hereof. The Members of the Company shall determiñe, according to the facts then available

to them, whether and when Disability has occurred and the date of Disability shall be the date of

any such determinanon. Such dctormiñation shall not be arbitrarily or unreasonably made and

the Members shall, in making such determination, and if feãsible, take into consideration the

epinion of such Manager's personal physician. If appropriate, the Members may designate a

rap'fable and qualified physician to examine such Manager for the purpose of determining

whether the Manager has in fact suffered Disability within the meaning of that term as set forth

above. The fees of any physician designated by a Manager, as well as any other expenses related

to such physician's examination of a Manager, shall be paid by Company.

5.10.3 In the event that there is a unanimous vote of the members who are not

managers that any Manager is no longer properly performing his duties as set forth herein.

The removal of a Manager who is also a Member will not affect the Mañager's rights as

a Member and will not constitute a withdrawal of a Member.
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5.11 Authorized Signatures

5.11.1 All Company documents, including but not limited to, all leases,

deeds, agreements and mortgages may be made, executed and delivered on behalf of the

Company by the Managers.

5.11.2 All Company documents made, executed and delivered pursuant to

this Section 5.11 will be valid and binding on the Company and on all other Persons, and all

Persons may rely on such execution without inquiring into any such authority.

5.12 Reliance by Third Parties. Any Person dealing with the Coruptury or the

Managers may always rely on a certificate signed by a Manager:

5.12.1 As to the existence or nonexistence of any fact or facts which

con ute conditions precedent to acts by the Managers or by the Company or in any other

manner germane to the affairs of the Company;

5.12.2 As to the authenticity of any signature or any copy of this

Operating Agreement; or

5,12.3 As to any act or failure to act by the Company, or its Mcmbers, or

as to any other matter whatsoever involving the Company or any Mernber.

5.13. The Managers are required to inform the members of any offers received by

them for a sale or lease of the assets of the Company.

ARTICLE VI

RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS OF MEMBERS

6.1 Limitation of Liability. Each Member's liability will be limited as set forth in

this Operating Agreement, the Act and other applicable law.

6.2 Company Debt Liability. Except as provided in Section 6.5 herein or as

otherwise required by law, a Member will not be parsonally liable for any debts or losses of the

Company.

6.3 Acts and Decisions. Except as otherwise expressly provided in this

Operatiñg Agreement, all acts and deider of the Members will be taken by Requisite Consent.

6.4 No Priority and Return of Capital. No Member will have priority over any

other Member, either as to the return of Capital Contributions or as to Net Profits, Net Losses or

distributions except as set forth herein in Section 10.3 with regard to the Managers; provided that

this Section will not apply to loans (as distinguished from Capital Contributions) which a
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Member has made to the Company.

6.5 Liability of a Member to the Company. A Member who receives a

distribution (including, but not limited to, a retum of all or any part of his Capital Contributions)

from the Company in violation of this Operating Agreement will be liable to the Company for a

period of six (6) years after such distribution for the amount of the distribution.

6.5.1 Liability to other Members as a Conseouence of the Guarantee. If

any of the Members are called upon to pay the
"Guarantee"

as defined herein or any portion

thereof which exceeds his relative percentage in the aggregate economic interests in the

Company, the other members shall be personally liable to that Member or Members who has

paid such portion of said
"Guarantee"

to reimburse that member or members for the monies

actually expended pro-rata in proportion to their economic interest notwithstanding anything to

the contrary contained herein. In addition, the Members each acknowledge that the New York

State Department of Health has required that each Member covenant to: (a) fund any balloon

payment on the proposed purchase loan, in the event that financing, acceptable to tbe New York

State Office of Health Systems Management, is not available at the time that such balloon

payment is due; (b) stand ready, willing and able to contribute equity to the Company in excess

of such Member's stated percentage ownership interest; and (c) notwishding any agreement,

arrangement or understanding to the contrary with the prior owner of the Facility, to be liable

and responsible for any Medicaid overpaymcats made to the Facility and/or surcharges,

assessmcats or fees due from the prior owner of the Facility pursuant to Article 28 of the New

York State Public Health Law with respect to the period of time prior to such Member acqüiññg

its interest herein (without releasing the prior owner of the Facility of its liability or

responsibility). In any of such events, each Member shall be personally liable to that Member or

Members to reimburse that Meniber or Members for the monies actually expended by such

Member as a result of the occurrence of any of such events.

6.5.2.1 The failure of any member to make such payment upon 45

days written notice will ipso facto constitute an offer and acceptance to sell the defaulting

members interest to the member who has paid on such guarantêê mithout in any way limiting the

rights of the member who actually paid to refuse to take such share and pursue any other

remedies that he may have against such defaulting party.

6.6 Resignation. No Member may resign from the Company prior to the

dissolution and winding up of the Company.

ARTICLE VH

MEETINGS OF MEMBERS

7.1 Quarterly Meetings. Quarterly meetings of the Members will be held on the

third Tuesday of each quarter commencing with the year 2005, for the purpose of transacting
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I

such business as may properly come before the meeting.

7.2 Special Meetings. Special meetings of the Members, for any purpose or

gyum, may be called by the Manager or by any Member or Members holding at least thirty-

five (35%) percent of the interests.

7.3 Place of Meetings. The Manager may designate any place within the State of

New York, as the place of meeting for any annual or special meeting of the Members. Ifno

designedion is rnade, the meeting will be held at the registered office of the Company in the State

of New York.

7.4 Notice of Meetings. Except as provided in Section 7.5 and 7.10, notice

stating the place, day and hour of a meeting and the purpose or purposes for which the meeting is

called will be given not less than ten (10) nor more than sixty (60) days before the date of a

meeting, by or at the direction of the Manager or Person calling the meeting, to each Member

entitled to vote at such meeting.

7.5 Meeting of all Members. If all of the Members will meet at any time and

place, either within or outside of the State of New York, and consent in writing to the holding of

a meeting at such time and place, such meeting will be valid without notice and at such meeting

lawful action may be taken,

7.6 Record Date. For the purpose of determining Members entitled to notice or

to vote at any meeting of Members, or Members entitled to receive payment of any distribution,

or in order to make a determination of Members for any other purpose, the date on which notice

of the meeting is given or the date on which the resolution declaring such distribution is adopted,

as the case may be will be the record date for such determination of Members. When a

determination of Members entitled to vote at any meeting of Members has been made as

provided in this Section, such determination will apply to any adjournment thereof.

7.7 Manner of Acting. The Requisite Consent of Members at such meeting will

be required to take any action.

7.8 Proxies. At all meeting of Members, a Member may vote in person or by

proxy which is executed in writing by the Member or by a duly authorized attorney-in-fact If

such proxy is given to a non-member, the member giving the proxy it may not delegate operating

authority and/or responsibility by such proxy. If a non-member is authorized to vote by proxy on

behalf of a member, such proxy document must provide specific instructions and directions as to

how to vote. A non-member may not be granted discretion by such proxy as to how to vote by

proxy concerning the operation and management of the company. Such proxy will be filed with

the Managers before or at the time of the meeting. No proxy will be valid after three (3) months

from the date of its execution, unless otherwise specifically provided in the proxy.
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7.9 Action by Members Without a Meeting. Action required or permitted to be

taken at a meeting of Members may be taken without a meeting if the action is evidenced by

admana consent. Such consent will be delivered to the Mâñãgers for inclusion in the minutes

or for filing with the Company records, The record date for determining Members entitled to

take action without a meeting will be the date the first Member signs a written consent.

7.10 Waiver of Notice. When any notice is required to be given to any Member,

a waiver thereof in writing signed by the Member entitled to such notice, whether before, at, or

after the time stated therein, will be equivalent to the giving of such notice.

ARTICLE VIII

CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE COMPANY AND CAPITAL ACCOUNTS

8.1
Members'

Initial Capital Contribution. The Initial Capital Contribution of

each member shall be set as of the date of closing and notated on the books and records of the

Company.

8.2 Additional Capital Contributions. Additional Capital Contributions, if any,

will be made only in cash, only in proportion to the relative Economic Interests of all Members

and upon Requisita
Consent, which consent may not be unreasonably withheld by any Member.

8.2.1 1f a member does not make his additional capital contribution then

the other members will loan the additional contribution to that member which will bear interest

at the rate of 15% per annum and the loan will be repaid out of that member or member's

distribution. However, the member shall always remain pcrsorsuly liable for such loan to the

member or members who makes same and will sign a note evidencing such obligatim.

8.3 Capital Accounts.

8.3.1 A separate Capital Account will be maintained for each Member

commencing with their initial capital contribution. Each such Capital Account will be increased {

by (a) the amount of cash contributed by such Person to the Company pursat to Section 8.2

hereof; and (b) allocations to such Person of Profits. Each such Capital Account will be

decreased by (a) the amount of money distributed to such Person by the Compariy; (b) the fair

market value of property distributed to such Person by the Company (net of liabilities secured by

such distributed property that such Person is considered to aesume or take subject to under

Section 752 of the Code); and (c) allocations to such Person of Losses.

8.3.2 The following additional rules will apply in maintaining Capital

Accounts.

8.3.2.1 If property is distributed by the Company, Capital

Amourss will be adjusted as though such property had been sold on the date of such distribution
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for its then fair market value, and any gain or loss on such sale had been allecated in accordance

with Article IX.

8.3.2.2 The Capital Accounts upon the Initial Capital Contribution

of the Members will be adjusted in accordance with Treasury Regulation Section 1.704-1(b)

(2)(iv)(d) and will be subsequently adjusted in accordance with Treasury Regulation Section

1.704-1(b) (2)(iv)(g).

8.3.2.3 If, in any Fiscal Year, the Company has in effect an

election under Section 754 of the Code, Capital Accounts will be adjusted in accordance with

Treasury Regulation Section 1.704-1(b) (2)(iv)(m).

8.3.2.4 Except as may otherwise be provided in this Agreement,

whenever it is necessary to determine the Capital Account of a Person for purposes of Article IX,

the Capital Account of such Person will be determined after giving effect to all *-wcas and

distributions for transactions effected prior to the time as of which such determination is to be

made.

8.3.2.5 In the event of a Transfer of an Economic Interest, the

Capital Account of the Transferor will become the Capital Account ofthe Tramfeme to the

extent it relates to the transferred Economic Interest in accordance with Section 1.704-I(b)

(2)(iv) of the Treasury Regulations.

8.4 Adinctments to Comply with Code. The manner in which Capital Accounts

are to be maintained pursuant to Section 8.3 above and in which the income, gain, loss,

deductions and credits of the Company are to be allocated pursuant to Section 9.1 below are

intended to comply with the requirements of Section 804(b) of the Code and the Treasury

Regulations promulgated thereunder, If in the opinion of the Company's accennents the manner

in which Capital Accounts are to be maintained pursuant to Section 8.3 or Profits or Losses, or

items included therein, are to be silocated pursuant to Section 9.1 should be modified in order to

comply with Section 704(b) of the Code and the Treasury Regulations thereunder, then

notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in Section 8.3 or 9.1, the method in which

Capital Accounts are maintained and/or Profits or Losses, or items included therein, are

allocated, will be so modified; PROVIDED HOWEVER, that any change in the manner of

maintaining Capital Accounts or allocating P ofits or Losses, or items included therein, will not

materially alter the economic agreement between or among the Members.

8.5 No Interest on Capital Accounts. No interest will be paid on the amount of

any Person's Capital Account.

8.6 Return of Capital. No Person will have the right to demand the return of all

or any part of such Person's Capital Account or of such Person's Capital Contributions.
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8.7 Borrowing-From Members or mmmin Interest Owners. In the event the

Company has insufficient funds to meet its obligations as they become due and to carry out its

routine, day-to-day affairs, then, in lieu of the Company borrowing from third parties or selling

assets to provide require funds, the Company may, but will not be required to, borrow such funds

from one or more of the Members; provided that the terms of such borrowing will be no less

favorable to the Company than for similar borrowing from commercial landing institutions, and

the Company will not pledge its assets to secure such borrowing; and further provided that all

Members are afforded the opportunity to make such loan to the Company.

8.8 No Obligatjion to Restore Negative Capital Account. Except only as provided

in Section 6.5, no will have any liability to restore all or any portion of a deficit balance in such

Member's Capital Account.

ARTICLE IX

ALLOCATION OF PROFITS, LOSSES AND CERTAIN EXPENSES; ALLOCATION

OF GAIN OR LOSS ON SALE OR LIQUIDATION

9.1 Profits and Losses.

(a) Profits. After giving effect to the special allocations set forth in

Sections 9.3 and 9.4 hereof, Profits for each Fiscal Year shall be allocated in the following order

and priority:

(i) first, to the Members which have previously been allocated Losses,

pro rata, pari passu, in such amounts as shall be required to offset any prior elocations of Losses

pursuant to Section 9.1(b)(i) in the reverse order in which such Losses were ahatad under such

Section, until each such Member has been allocated an aggregate amount of Profits under this

Section 9.1(a)(i) equal to the aggregatc amount of Losses previously allocated to such Member

Pursuant to Section 9.1(b)(i);

(ii) thereafter, to the Members in accordance with their respective

Percentage Interests.

(b) Losses. After giving effect to the special allocations set forth in

Sections 9.2 and 9.3 hereof, Losses for each Fiscal Year shall be allocated in the following order

and priority:

(i) first, to the Members which have previóüsly been alloonied Profits, pro

rata, pad passu, in such amounts as shall be required to offset any prior allecâiions of Profits

until each such Member has been allocated an aggregate amount of Losses under this Section

9,1(b)(i) equal to the aggregate amount of Profits previously allocated to such Member pasuant

to such Sections; and
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(ii) thereafter, (A) to the Mcmkrs in accordance with their Capital

Accounts, until such Capital Accounts have been reduced to zero and (B) to the Members in

accordance with their respective Percentage Interests.

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary set forth herein, Losses allocated

pursuant to this Section 9.1(b) shall not exceed the maximum amount of Losses that can be so

allocated to each Member without causing any Member to have an Adjusted Capital Account

Deficit at the end of any Fiscal Year, such limitation to be applied on a Member by hher

basis so as to allocate the maximum permissible Losses to each Member under Section 1,704-

1(b)(2)(ii)(d) of the Regulations.

Section 9.2 Special Allocations.

(a) Minimum Gain Chargeback. Except as otherwise provided in

Section 1.704-2(f) of the Reg fiom, if there is a net decrease in Partnership Minimum Gain

during any Fiscal Year (and, if necessary, subsequent Fiscal Years) in an amount equal to such

Member's share of the net decrease in Partnership Minimum Gain, determined in accordance

with Regulations Section 1.704-2(g). Allocations pursuant to the previous sentencc shall be

made in proportion to the respective amounts required to be allocated to each Member's pummutt

theretor The items to be so allocated shall be detrained in accordance with Sections 1.704-(f)(6)

and 1.704-2(j)(2) of the Regulstions. This Section 9.2(a) is intended to comply with the

mi gain chargeback requireritent in Section 1,704-2(f) of the Regulations and shall be

interpreted consistently therewith.

(b) Member Minimum Gain Chargeback. Except as otherwise provided in

Section 1.704-2(i)(4) of the Regulations, if there is a net decrease in Partner Nonrecourse Debt

w÷=n Gain attributable to a Partner Nonrecourse Debt during any Fiscal Year, each Person

who has a share of the Partner Nonrecourse Debt Minimum Gain attributable to such Partner

Nonrecourse Debt, determined in accordance with Sedion 1.704-2(i)(5) of the Regulations, shall

be specially allocated items of Company income and gain for such Fiscal Year (and, if necessary,

subsequent Fiscal Years) in an amount equal to such Person's share of the net decrease in Partner

Nonrecourse Debt Minimum Gain attributable to such Partner Nonrecourse Det, determined in

accordance with Sections 1.704(i)(4) and 1.704-2(j)(2) of the Regulations. This Section 9.2(b) is

intended to comply with the rainimum gain chargeback requirement in Section 1.704-2(i)(4) of

the Regulations and shall be interpreted consistently therewith.

(c) Qualified Income Offset. In the event any Member unexpectedly receives

any adjustments, allocations or distributions described in Section 1.704-1(b)(2)(ii)(d)(4), Section

1.704-1(b)(2)(ii)(d)(5) or Section 1.704-1(b)(2)(ii)(d)(6) of the Regtdation, items of Company

income and gain shall be specially allocated to such Member in an amount and manner sufficient

to eliminate, to the extent required by the Regulations, the Adjucted Capital Account Deficit of

such Member as quickly as possible, provided that an allocation pasuant to this Section 9.2(c)

shall be made only if and to the extent that such Member would have an Adjusted Capital
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Account Deficit after all allocations provided for in this Agreement have been tentatively made

as if this Section 9.2(c) were not in the Agreement.

(d) Gross Income Allocation. In the event any Mcmbcr has a deficit Capital

Account at the end of any Fiscal Year which is in excess of the sum of the amount such Member

is obligated to restore pursuant to any provision of this Agreement and the amount such Mcmhcr

is deemed to be obligated to restore pursuant to the pem:1tir=.ate sentences of Regulations

Sections 1.704-2(g)(1) and 1.704-2(i)(5), each such Member shall be made only if and to the

extent that such Member would have a deficit Capital Account in excess of such sum after all

other allocations provided for in this Agreement have been made as if Section 9.2(c) hereof and

this Section 9.2(d) were not in the Agreement.

(e) Partner Nonrecourse Deductions. Any Partner Nonrecourse Deductions

for any Fiscal Year shall be specifically allocatad to the Member who bears the economic risk of

loss with respect to the Partner Nonrecourse Debt to which such Partner Nordecourse Daluenons

are attributable in accordance with Regulations Section 1.704-2(i)(1).

(f) Liquidation of the Company. Upon liquidation of the Company, Profits,

Losses and items thereof (including gross income and gross deductions for the year in which

such liquidation occurs and the imacdiately preceding year, if advisable for proper allocation of

such Profits, Losses and items thereof) shall be allocated among the Members in such manner as

is necessary to adjust the Capital Account of each Member to an amount equal to the amount of

distributions each Member would be entitled to receive if liquidating distributions were made in

accordance with Section 13.3 hereof.

Section 9.3 Curative Allocations.

The allocations set forth in the last paragraph of Section 9.1(b) and in Sections

9.2(a), 9.2(b), 9.2(c), 9.2(d) and 9.2(e) hereof (the "Regúlatory Allocations") are intended to

comply with certain requirements of the Regulations. It is the intent of the Members that, to the

extent possible, all Regulatory Allocations shall be offset either with other Regulatory

Allocations or with special allocations of other items of Company income, gain, loss or

deduction pursuant to this Section 9.3.

Section 9.4 Other Allocation Rules

(a) For purposes of determining the Profits, Losses or any other items

albcable to any period, Profits, Losses and any such other items shall be deteüñined on a

permissible method under Code Section 706 and the Regulations thereunder.

(b) Por purposes of determining a Member's proportionate share of the

"excess nonrecourse
liabilities"

of the Company within the meaning of Regulations Section

1.752-3(a)(3), such
Members'

interests in Company profits are in proportion to their Percentage
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Interests.

(c) To the extent permitted by Section 1.704-2(h)(3) of the Regulations, the

Managers shall endeavor to treat distributions of Available Cash as having been made from the

proceeds of a Nonrecourse Liability or a Partner Nonrecourse Debt only to the extent that such

distributions would cause or increase an Adjusted Capital Account Deficit for any Member.

Section 9.5 Tax Allocations: Code Section 704(c1

In accordance with Code Section 704(c) and the Regulations theender, income,

gain, loss and deduction with respect to any property contributed to the capital of the Company

shall, solely for tax purposes, be allocated among the Member's so as to take account of any

variation between the adjusted basis of such property to the Company for Federal income tax

purposes and its initial Gross Asset Value. In the event the Gross Asset Value of any Company

asset is adjusted (including, without '!mittion, the adjustment to the Gross Asset Value of the

Company's assets made on the date hereof), subsequent allacaticñs of income, gain, loss and

deduction with respect to such asset shall take account of any variation between the adjusted

basis of such asset for Federal income tax purposes and its Gross Asset Value in the same

manner as under Code Section 704(c) and the Regulations thereüñder. Any elections or other

decisions relating to such allocations shall be made by the Managers in any manner that

reasonably reflects the purpose and intention of this Agreement. Allecadons pursuant to this

Section 9.5 are solely for purposes of Federal, state and local taxes and shall not affect, or in any

way be taken into account in computing, any Menber's Capital Account or share of Profits,

Losses, other items or distributions pursuant to any provision of this Agreement.

ARTICLE X

DISTRIBUTIONS

10.1 Reserves. Subject to Section 5.3.5, the Managers shall establish and set aside

such Reserves as the Managers deems to be in best interests of the Company.

10.2 Reimbursement of Expenses, The Managers shall be entitled at all times,

upon presentation of receipts, to reimbursement from the Company for reasonable and ordinarf

expenses incurred in furthering the Company business.

10.3 Distributions. The Managers shall, make regular distributions of

Distrik*hb Cash to the Members. Except as adjusted by Section 10.6 below, the Managers

shall not be entitled to receive distributions of Distributable Cash until such time as the MemMrs

have had distributions equal to their Initial Capital Contribution.

10.4 Distributions in Cash and Proportionate to Economic Interests. All

distributions made pursuant to this Article X shall be made to the Members in proportion to their
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respective Economic Interests on the record date of such distri1futions.

10.5 Distributions upon Rehancing. Upon the Refinancing of any existing (or

proposed) mortgage on the Company's property, any surplus proceeds after payment of all

ortsdig liabilities shall be first applied to the reduction of the members capital accoüñts in

accordance with their respective economic interests.

10.6 Distributions to the Managers for Federal Tax Purposes. If each year that the

Managers do not receive a distribution pursuant to Section 10.3 then and in that event, the cash

available for distribution to the Members shall be adjusted to provide a loan made by the

Company to the Managers sufficient to give them available cash to pay their federal, state and

local income tax obligations arising out of their interest in the Company. The loan shall be

made no later than April 10 of any year in which it is due. The pra-pose of the loan is to ensure

that the Managers will have available cash to pay their federal, state and local income tax

obligations arising out of their interest in the Company.

- 10.6.1 The loan will be repaid solely out of distributions by the Company to the

Managers whenever they are made.

ARTICLE XI

ACCOUNTING, BOOKS AND RECORDS

11.1 Accounting Period. The Company's accounting period will be the Fiscal

Year.

11.2 Records, Audits and Reports. At the expense of the Company, the

Managers will maintain records and accouñts of all operations and expenditures of the Company.

At a minimum the Company will keep at its principal place of business the following records:

11.2.1 A current list ofthe full name and last known business, residence,

or mailing address of each Member and Manager, both past and present;

11.2.2 A copy of the Articles of Organization and Operating Agreement

and all amendments thereto;

11.2.3 Copies of the Company's Fcdcal, state and local income tax .

returns and financial statements, if any, for the six (6) most recent years;

11.2.4 Minutes of every annual and special ineeting; and

11.2.5 Any written consents obtained from Members for actions taken by

Members without a meeting.
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11.3 Examinati0ñ of Books. The Company's books and records will be open for

examinah
by the Members (and their duly authorized rcpicserdãtivcs) at any time and from

time to time during normal business hours upon reamnable notice to the Mañagers.

11.4 Returns and Tax Elections.

11.4.1 The Managers will cause the preparation and timely filing of all

tax returns required to be filed by the Company pursuant to applicable law. Copies of such

returns, will be famished to the Members by March 15 of each year.

11.4.2 Upon a Transfer of an Econornic Interest or in the event of the

distribution of Cespasy Property to a Member, the Managers, on behalf of the Company may

(in its sole discretion) file an election in accordance with Section 754 of the Code, and applicable

Treasury Regulations, to cause the basis of the Company Property to be adjusted for Federal

income tax purposes, as provided by Sections 734 and 743 of the Code.

11.4.3 All elections permitted to be made by the Company under Pederal

and state tax laws, in addition to the election described in Section 11.4.2, will be made by the

Managers on behalf of the Company.

11.4.4 Except as otherwise decided by the Members by the Requisite

Consent, Lizer Icz favic is hereby designated as the "Tax Matters
Partner"

under Code Section

6221 et seq. (the Person serving as the Tax Matters Partner is hereinatter referred to in this

subsection as the "Tax Matters Partner").

11.4.4.1(a) Upon receipt of notice from the Internal Revenue

Service of the beginning of an administrative proceeding at the Comparcf level with respect to a

Company item ("Audit"), the Tax Matters Partner will furnish to the Internal Revenue Service

the name, address, profits interests, and taxpayer identification number of each person who was a

Member or Economic Interest Owner at any time during the taxable year in issue. If the Tax

Matters Partner later discovers that the information furnished to the Internal Revenue Service

was incomplete or incorrect, it will furnish such revised or additional information as may be

. necessary.

(b) After commcñcement by the Intemal Revenue Service of any Audit, the Tax

Matters Partner will be responsible for meeting with representatives of the Iñtcrñal Revenue

Service, coñdacting acgatistions and providing information. The Tax Matters Partner will

furnish each of the Members with all information regarding the Audit.

(c) The Tax Matters Partner may, on behalf of all Members, enter into an

agreement with the Internal Revenue Service extcñding the period for assessing any income tax

attributable to any Company item. It is anticipated that such agreement will be binding on all

Members.
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(d) In the event the Tax Matters Partner arrives at a settlement with the Intemal

Revenue Service with respect to a Company item, each Member will choose whether or not to

become a party to the settlement agreement. No Member will otherwise be bound by a

settlement between the Tax Matters Partner and the Internal Revenue Service.

(e) Upon receipt by the Tax Matters Partner of a fmal Company administrative

adjustment (FPAA), the Tax Matters Partner may, within ninety (90) days of such receipt and

subject to jurisdictional requirements, file a petition for readjustment in the Tax Court, the

District Court of the United States, or the Comt of Claims. Upon commencement of such action

by the Tax Matters partner, no Member may commence a similar action and all Members will

become parties to such action and will be bound thereby. In the event the Tax Matters partner

does not comraence an action as above provided, any Notice Partner or any Five (5%) Percent

Group (assuch terms are defined in Code Section 6231(a) ) may, within sixty (60) days after the

close of the ninety (90) day period set forth above, and subject to jurisdictional requirements, file

a petition for readjustment to the Tax Court, the District Court of the United States, or the Court

of Claims. The Tax Matters Partner may intervene in any such action and all Members will

become parties to such action and will be bound thereby.

11.4 4 2 The Company will reimburse the Tax Matters

Partner for all documented expenses incurred by the Tax Matters Partner in its capacity as Tax

Matters Partner.

I1.4.4.3 The Company, will indemnify and hold harmless

the Tax Matters Partner from and against any claim, loss, expense, liability, action, or damage

resulting or arising from its acting or its failure to take any action as the Tax Matters partner,

inclüding, without limjtation, costs and expenses of litigation and appeal (and fees and expenses

of attorneys engaged by the Tax Matters Partner in defense of such act or omission) and

including, without limitation, costs and expenses of litigation and appeal (including fees and

expenses of attorneys engaged by the Tax matters Partner) related to the enforcement of the

Company's indemnification obligation under this Section 11.4.4.3, provided that any such claim,

loss, expense, liability, action or damage resulting from other than negligence in its capacity as

Tax Matters partner. Any such indenmity will be provided out of and to the extent of Compairf

assets only.

ARTICLE XII

TRANSFERS

12.1 General Prohibition. Notwith-tsñding anything in the Articles of

Organization or this Agreement to the contrary, the issuance, transfer or other dispositions of

membership interests, economic interests or voting rights in the Company is to be strictly

controlled by the provisions of § 2801-a(4)(b) of the New York State Public Health Law No

person will own ten (10%) percent or more of the membership intemsts of the Company unless
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he has been approved for such ownership by the Public Health Council of the State of New York.

Any transfer, assignment or other disposition of ten (10%) percent or more of the membership

interests or of ten (10%) percent of the econorsic interests thereunder of the Company or the

transfer, assignment or other disposition of the membership of economic interest in the Company

which results in the ownership or control of ten (10%) percent or more of the membership of

economic interest thereunder of the Company by any person will be subject to approval by the

Public Health Council; and no membership of economic interest hereunder of the Company may

be owned or controlled by another limited liability company or Company. Except as otherwise

specifically provided in Sections 12.2 and 12.3, a Member may not Transfer all or any nactich of

its entire Economic Interest. Article IX of this Operating Agreement does not authorize special

allocations of Profits or Losses and, accordingly, regardless of any consent, no Member may

Transfer merely its share, or any part thereof, of Profits or of Losses or of its Capital Accennt.

12.2 Permissible Transfer in General. A Member, upon obtaining the

prior consent of the public health council and the prior written unanimous consent of all

Members, which consent may be granted or withheld for any reason whatsoever and burdened

with further conditions and requirements at the discretion of the Members, may Transfer all of

his entire Economic Interest, during his lifetime or upon his death, to any person who is not, at

the time of the Transfer, a Family Transferee so long as such person is a Member of the

Compãñy. A Member may transfer all or any part of his/her interest to a Family Transferee

without the necessity of obtaining the consent of the other members so long as such person is a

member of the Company.

12.2.1 If any Member or (hereinafter called the "Seller") desires to sell

the Economic Interest owned by him and such Seller will have received a bona fide arnts length j

written offer, which is unconditional except as hereinafter provided (hereinafter called the "Bona

Fide Offer"), for the purchase of such Interest from a party who is not a Member of and pursuant

to the terms of this Agreement (hereinafter called the "Outside Party"), the Seller will give a

notice in writing (hereinafter called the "Option Notice") to the other Members (hereinafter

called the "R6maiñiñg Members'), setting forth such desire to sell such Interest, which notice will

be accompanied by a photocopy of the original executed Bona Fide Offer and will set forth at

least the name and address of the Outside Party and the price and terms of such offer.

12.2.1.1 Within thirty days after the giving of the Option Notice,

any or all of the Remaining Members may elect to purchãse the entire interest of the Seller for

which the Bona Fide Offer was made, at the same price and upon the same terms and conditions

as contained in the Bona Fide Offer, in which event the Remaining Members will be obligated to

purchase and the Selling Member will be obligated to sell such shares at the same price per share

and upon the same terms and conditions as contained in the Bona Fide Offer. Each Member will

be required to purchase the Interest of the Seller in proportion to the Interest in the Company of

each Remaining Member.

12.2.1.1.1 If any of the Remaining Members is unable to
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pechase his proportionate share of the Selling Members interest then and in that event any other

of the Remaining Members may purchase that share.

12.2.1.2 Failure of the Remaining Members to exercise their right

of first refusal will not constitute a consent to the sale by the Seller to an outside party however

the Rerñaining Members may not unreasonably withhold their consent from said transfer, and

upon such consent the purchaser will become a Member without any further vote being required.

12.2.2 A Member may leave his entire interest or any portion thereof by

testamentary devise to one or more distributees or devisee.

12.2.2.1 Such a testamentary devise will not ipso facto constitute a

5ssolution of the Company or a withdrawal event. For a period of one year after the death of

such Member, his Estate or personal represeütative will be entitled to exercise the deceased

Members rights as a Member. However, the Estate will have one year from the date of death of

the Member to obtain a bonafide purchaser to purchase the entire interest of the deceased

Member. Should said bona fide purchaser make an offer and the remaining Members do not

exercise their right of first refusal hereunder and vote to allow such a sale, then the bona fide

purchaser will become a Member without the necessity of any further approval by the Members

and the Company will become reconstituted with the purchaser as a new Member.

12.3 Pennissible Transfer to Family Transferees. A Member after, Public Health

Council Approval may Transfer all or any fraction of his Membership Interest to a Family

Transferee who will automatically become a Member.

12.4 Conditions Precedent to Permissible Transfer. As a condition to the

Company recognizing the effectiveness and binding nature of a permissible Transfer pursuant to

Section 12.2 or 12.3, whichever is applicable, the Transferor and the Transferee will execute,

acknowledge and deliver to the Company such instruments of transfer, assignment and

assumption and such other certificates, representations and documents, and perform such other

acts which legal counsel to the Company reasonably deems necessary or desirable to:

12.4.1 in the case of a Transferee who is not a Member, confirm that the

Person desiring to acquire an interest or interests in the Company has accepted, assumed and

agreed to be subject to and bound by all of the terms, obligations and conditions of the Operating

Agreement;

12.4.2 Preserve the Company after the completion of such Transfer under

the laws of each jurisdiction in which the Company is qualified, organized or does business;

12.4.3 Maintain the status of the Company as a Partnership for Federal

income tax purposes;
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12.4.4 Establish a reasonably convenient date for the Company to deem

the Transfer effective;

12.4.5 Assure compliance with any applicable state and Federal laws

including securitics laws and regulations; and

12.4.6 Indemnify the Company and the remaining Members against any

and all loss, damage, or expense (including, without limitation, tax liabilities or loss of tax

benefits) arising directly or indirectly as a result of any such Transfer.

12.4.7 Obtaining requisite approval of that person by the Department of

Health.

12.5 Transferee Not Member in Absence of Consent.

12.5.1 A Transferee who is neither a Member nor a Family Transferee

may become a Member.only upon obtaining prior written unanimous consent to be a Member

from all Members, which consent is deemed to have been given as a corsequence of the consent

to the Transfer given pursuant to Section 12.2 or at any time thereafter.

12.6 Member Ceases to Be Member Upon Transfer of Entire Interest. A Member

who Transfers his entire Economic Interest, regardless of whether the Transfer is permissible

under this Article XII or whether his Transferee becomes a Member, will cease to be a Member

upon such Transfer.

12.6.1. Any non permissible tmmfer will not be effective as against the

Members herein.

12.7 Tag Along Rights If Lizer Jozefovic and Mark Nen.man receives a bona

fide offer from a third party to purchase both of their interests in the Company, Lizer Jozefovic

and Mark Neuman shall give notice ("Notice") of that offer to the other members, and the other

members shall have the right to demand by written notice to Lizer Jozefovic and Mark Neuman

made within the 15 days of having received such Notice that all of their participation in the

Company is to be purchased by the third party on the same terms and conditions (including

closing date) as are being given to Lizer Jozefovie and Mark Ncaman ; provided however, Lizer

Jozefovic and Mark Neuman will get any control premium included in the proceeds of that sale

or transfer and the other members have no interest therein and if such sale or transfer is not

consummated for any reason, the other members shall not have any rights against Lizer

Jozefovic and Mark Neuman or such third party.
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ARTICLE XIII

DISSOLUTION AND TERMINATION

13.1 Dissolution.

13.1.1 The Company will be dissolved upon the occurrence of any the

following events:

13.1.1.1 The expiration of the term set forth in Section 2.5 hereof;

13.1.1.2 Requisite Consent thereto being given; or

13.1.1.3 The death, retirement, resignation, expulsion, bankruptcy

or disso!ntjen of a Member or the occurrence of any other event which pursuant to this Operating

Agreement (including, but not limited to the Transfer by a Member of his entire Economic

Interest) terminates the continued membership of a Member in the Confpany (a "Withdrawal

Event"), unless the business of the Company is continued by written Requisite Consent within

ninety (90) days aRer the Withdrawal Event and there are then at least two remaining Members;

13.1.1.4 The sale of all the Company Property.

13.1.1.5 If at any time after the Company will receive a License

from the New York State Department of Health and such License and any provider agrement

issued to the Company under Title XVIII or Title XIX of the Federal Social Security Act, will be

finally withdrawn, revoked, surrendered, annulied, canceled or not renewed with there being no

father rights of renewal or appeal as to any involuntary withdrawal, revocation, surrender,

annuhnent, cancellation or non-renewal.

13.1.2 If a Member who is an individual dies or a court of competent

jwisdiction adjudges him to be incompetent to :nare.ga his person or his property, the Member's

executor, admJnistrator, guardian, conservator, or other legal representative may exercise all of

the Member's rights for the purpose of settling his estate or arlmi½ing his property.

13.3 Winding Up, Liauidation and Distribution of Assets.

13.3.1 Upon dissolution, an accounting will be made by the Company's

indepmdent acemm+=nts of the accounts of the Company and of the Company's assets, liabilities

and operations, from the date of the last previous acconsting until the date of dissolution. The

Managers will inüñediately proceed to wind up the affairs of the Company.

13.3.2 If the Company is dissolved and its affairs are to be wound up, the
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Managers, at the direction of the Members, will:

13.3.2.1 Sell or otherwise liquidate all of the Company's assets as

promptly as practicable (except to the extent the Members may determine to distribute any assets

to the Members in kind);

13.3.2.2 Allocate any Profit or Loss resulting from such sales to

the
Members'

Capital Accounts in accordance with Article IX hereof;

13.3.2.3 Discharge all liabilities of the Company and establish

such Reserves as may be reasonably necessary to provide for contingent or fixed liabilities of the

Company;

13.3.2.4 Distribute the remaining assets in the following order:

(a)(i) Every reasonable effort will be made to dispose of

the assets of the Company upon dissolution so that the distribution may be made to the Mcabcts

in cash. If at the time of the dissolution of the Company, the Company owns any assets in the

form of notes, deeds of trust or other non-cash assets, such assets, if any, will be distributed in

kind to the Mernbers, in lieu of cash proportioradely to their right to receive such remaining

assets of the Compsy. For purposes of determining Capital Accounts, each such non-cash asset j

will be treated as having been sold at net fair market value and the Capital Accounts of the

Members will be adjusted pursuant to the provisions of Sections 8.3 and 9.1 of this Operating

Agreement to reflect such deemed sale.

(ii) For purposes of this Section 13.3.2.4, the net fair market value

of the non-cash assets of the Company will be determined as follows: The parties will first

attempt to agree upon the "net fair market value of the
assets."

For this purpose, "Net fair market

value of the
assets"

will mean the cash price which a sophisticated purchaser would pay on the

financing then encumbering the assets, such valuation to be made on the assmpHon that those

assets which are subject to agreements will not be released from such agreements. A

sophisticated purchaser will be one who would take into account the nature, extent, maturity

date, and other terms of the liabilities encumbering such assets, whether fixed or contingent,

including the favorable or unfavorable nature of any financing, and the prospets that the income

from the assets would be sufficient to satisfy such liabilities when due, excluding any liability

under any financing already taken into account.

(iii) In the event the Members are unable to agree upon the

net fair market value of the noncash assets of the Company, such value will be settled as

provided in Section 14 hereof.

(b) The positive balance (if any) of each Member's Capital

Account (after taking into account all Capital Account adjustments for the Company's taxable
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year during which the liqûidation occurs) will be distributed to the Members, either in cash or in

kind, as detennined by the Requisite Consent of the Members.

13.3.3 Upon completion of the winding up, liquidation and distribution of

the assets, the Company will be deemed terminated.

13.3.4 The Manager and the Members will comply with all requirements

of applicable law pertaining to the winding up of the affairs of the Company and the final

distribution of its assets.

13.4 Document Holding Period. With the exception of Environmental

Documents, which will remain the property of the party to which each is addressed, or, as

applicable, the party which originated each, all documents and records will be delivered to the

Manager upon dissolution of the Company. The Manager will retain such documents and

records for such a period of time ("Document Holding Period") as may be required by any

regulation, decree, code, ordinance, rule or law of any city, county, state, or federal govemmcat !

or govemmental agency having jurisdiction (including the requirements of the Intcmal Revenue

Service) and will make the documents available during normal business hours to the other

Members for inspection and copying at such other Member's cost and expense, In the event any

Member ("Withdrawing Mernber") for any reason ceases to be a Member at any time prior to the

dissolution of the Company, and the Company is continued without the Withdrawing Member,

the documents for the period prior to the date of the termination of the Withdrawing Member's

interest will be maintained by the Manager for the Document Holding Period; provided,

however, that if there is an audit or threat of audit, such documents will be retained until the

audit is completed and any tax liability finally determined, Said documents will be available for

inspection, examination and copying by the Withdrawing Member in the same manner as

provided above in this Section 13.4 with respect to a dissolution of the Company.

13.5 Certificate of Dissolution. Upon the filing of the certificate of dissclution,

the existence of the Company will cease. The Manager will have authority to distribute any

Company property discovered after dissclution, convey real estate and take such other action as

may be necessaty on behalf of and in the name of the Company.

13.6 Return of Contribution Nonrecourse to Other Members and Mauagers.

Upon hadution, each Member and Economic Interest Owner will look solely to the assets of

the Company for the return of its Capital Contribution. If the Company property remaining after

the payment or discharge of the debts and liabilities of the Company is insufficient to return the

contribution of one or more Members or Economic Interest Owners, such Member(s) or

Economic Owner(s) will have no recourse against any Member or the Managers unless such

insufficiency arose out of any act of fraud, deceit, gross negligence, willful misconduct, breach

of fiduciary duty or a wrongful taking.
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ARTICLE XIV

RESOLUTION OF DISPUTES

14.1 Alternative Dispute Resolution.

14.1.1 In the event of any dispute, difference or controversy arising under

or in connection with this Agreement among the Members, their heirs, executors, legal

representatives, successors and assigns, all of such disputes, differences and controversies will be

arbitrated in the City of New York in accordance with the laws of the State of New York and the

arbitrators will be selected in the following manner:

14.1.1.1 The Member or Members seeking arbitration will serve notice in writing

sent by registered mail within 10 days after a dispute, difference or controversy has arisen and

said notice will contain the designation of an arbitrator selected by the Member or Members

seeking the arbitration. Within 5 days after receiving such notice, the
re-i-

Members will

designate an arbitrator and will send notice of such designation in writing by registered mail

within said period of time to the Members requesting arbitration, Within 5 days thereafter, the 2

arbitrators so selected will meet and select a 3rd arbitrator. The 3 arbitrators so chosen and

selected will hear and determine said dispute within 10 days thereafter and their decision will be

in the form required under the applicable provisions of the Civil Practice Law andRules of the

State of New York applying to arbitration. In case any Member fails or refused to designate an

arbitrator, or in the event that the 2 designated arbitrators fail to designate or cannot agree upon a

3rd arbitrator within the 5 day period set forth above, such designation will be made by the

presiding justice of the Appellate Division, Supreme Court, State of New York, Second

Department, and the arbitration will proceed in acco=lance with the provisions of the Civil

Practice Law and Rules of the State of New York. It is specifically understood and agreed that

the award of the arbitrators may provide for a judgment or direction compelling a Member to

retire or withdraw from the Membership and in the event of such an award or direction, the

amount payable to such withdrawing or retiring Member for his Mcñfuêrship interest will be as

provided in Section 13.3.2.4 of this Agreement. The arbitration costs will be borne by the losing

Member.

ARTICLE XV

MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

15.1 Determistion of Amounts Under this Agreement. All determinations with

respect to Profits and Losses, Capital Accounts, Distributable Cash and any other amounts

payable by or to the Company under this Operating Agreement, except as otherwise specifically

provided in this Operating Agreement, will be made by the accountanta
regularly engaged to

maiñtain the books and records of the Company at the time when such determinatione are made,

in accordance with the accounting practices and procedures regularly employed by such

accountants in preparing financial reports and tax statements for companies conducting the same
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business as the Company.

15.2 Notices. Any notice, demand or conmrárscation required or permitted to be

given by any prõvision of this Operating Agreement will be in writing and will be deemed to

have been sufficiently given or served for all purposes if delivered personally to the party or to

an executive officer of the party to whom the same is directed or sent by registered or certified

mail, postage and charges prepaid, addressed to the address of the Manager, Company or

Member, as the case may be, which is set forth in this Operatiñg Agreement or in a notice given

by such Person to the Manager. Except as otherwise provided herein, any such notice will be

deemed to be given three business days after the date on which the same was deposited in a

regularly maintaiñcd receptacle for the deposit of United States mail, addressed and sent as

aforesaid.

15.3 Application of New York Law. This Operating Agreement, and the

application and interpretation hereof will be construed, govemed and enforced exclusively by its

terms and by the Act and other laws of the State of New York.

15.4 Waiver of Action for Partition. Each Mcrober irrevocably waives during the

term of the Company any right that it may have to maintain any action for partition with respect

to the property of the Cornpañy.

15.5 Entire Understanding; Amendments. This Operating Agreement constitutes

the entire understanding of the Members with respect to the subject matter hereof, and no

atnendment, modification or alteration hereof will be binding on any Person unless in writing

executed by all of the Members of the Company. No amen?=ent, supplement or termination of

this Opersting Agreement will affect or impair any rights or óbligations which have heretofore

matured hereunder.

15.6 Execution of Additional Instruments. Each Member hereby agrees to

execute such other and further statements of interest and holdings, designation, powers of

attorney and other instruments accessary to comply with any laws, roles or regulah-

15.7 Construction. Whenever the singular amator is used this Operating

Agreement and when required by the context, the same will include the plural and vice versa,

and the masculine gender will include the feminine and neuter genders and vice versa.

15.8 Headings. The headings in this Operating Agreement are inserted for

convenience only are in no way intended to describe, interpret, define, or limit the scope, extent

or intent of this Operating Agreement or any provision hereof.

15.9 Waivers. The failure of any Person to seek redress for violation of or to

insist upon the strict performance of any covenant or condition of this Operating Agreement will

not prevent a subsequent act, which would have.originally constituted a violation, from having
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the effect of an original violation.

15.10 Rights and Remedies C=;ldve. The rights and remedies provided by
this Operating Agreement are cuamlative and the use of any one right or remedy by any party
will not preclude or waive the right to use any or all other remedies. Said rights and remedies are

given in aa+i= to any other rights the parties may have by law, stature, ordinance or otherwise.

15.11 Severability. If any provision of this Operating Agreement or the

application hereof to any person or circumstance will be invalid, illegal or unenforceable to any

extent, the remainder of this Operating Agreement and the application hereof will not be affected

and will be enforceable to the fullest extent permitted by law.

15.12 Binding Effect. Each and all of the covenants, terms, provisions and

agreements herein contained will be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the parties hereto

. and, to the extent permitted by this Operating Agreement, their respecüve heirs, legal

representatives, successors and assigns.

15.13 Creditors. None of the provisions of this Operating Agreement will be for

the benefit of or enforceable by any creditors of the Company.

15.14 Counterparts. This Operating Agreement may be executed in counterparts,
each of which will be deemed an original but all of which will constitute one and the same

instrument.

15.15 Investment Representations.

15.15.1 The Members understand (a) that the Economic Interests

evidenced by this Opem«.ing Agreement have not been registered under the Securities Act of

1933, New York securities laws or any other state securities laws (the "Securities Acts") because

the C=g:ñy is relying upon the exemptions from the registration requirements of the Securities

Acts providing for issuance of secaritics not involving a public offering, (b) that the Company
has relied upon the fact that the Economic Interests are to be held by each Member for

investment, and (c) that said exemption from registration would not be available if the Eccacmic

Interests were acquired by a Member with a view to distribution.

15.15.2 Accordingly, each Member hereby confirms to the Company that

such Member is acquiring the Economic Interests for such Member's own account, for

. investment and not with a view to the resale or distribution thereof.

15.15.3 Prior to acquiring its Economic Interest each Member has made

an inve.etieatian of the Company and its business and has had made available to it all information

with respect thereto which such Member needed to make an informed decision to acquire its

Economic Interest. Each Member considers itself to be a Person possessing experience and
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sophistication as an investor which is adequate for the eváûíñion of the merits and risks of such

Member's invesunent in the Company. .

C

[r:rinder of page intentionally left blank)
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned have signed and sealed this Operating

Agreement and do hereby acknowledge and certify that the foregoing Operating Agreement,

consisting of34 pages,including signature pages but excluding attached Schedules, constitutes

the Operating Agreement of Waterview Acquisition 1, LLC adopted by the Members of the

Comp±ny as of the Effective Date.

Luzer c Mark Neuman

I
. . I
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This Amendment to the Amended and Restated Operating Agreement of Waterview

Acquisition I, LLC (the "Operator Operating Agreement") is dated as of November 20, 2015

and amends that certain Amended and Restated Operating Agreement of Waterview Acquisition

I, LLC dated 2005.. For so long as HUD is the holder or insurer of any indebtedness secured by

the Healthcare Facility (as defined below), the provisions of this Amendment shall apply to the

Operator Operating Agreement. In the event of any conflict between the terms of this

Amendment and the Operator Operating Agreement, the terms of this Amendment shall govern

and control.

Covcñañts. Lessor and Lessee covenant and agree as follows:

DEFINITIONS.

BUSINESS OF COMPANY

1. HUD Provisions. Notwithstanding any clause or provision in the Operator Operating

Agreemeñt to the contrary and so long as the United States Departrñent of Housing and

Urban Development ("HUD") or a successor or assign of HUD is the insurer or holder of

a loan secured by the Waterview Hills & Salem Hills Rehab & Healthcare project (the

"HUD Loan"), the following provisions shall prevail:

2. The following terms as used herein shall have the following meanings:

a. "HUD Loan
Documents"

shall mean (i) the Healthcare Regulatory Agreement -

Operator executed by the Company in connection with the HUD Loan, (ii) the

Operator Security Agreement executed by the Company in connection with the

HUD Loan and (iii) the Assignment of Leases and Rents executed by the

Company in connection with the HUD Loan.

b. "Healthcare
Facility"

shall mean that certain skilled nursing facility located in

Purdys, New York, known as "Waterview Hills Rehabilitation and Nursing
Center"

located at 537 Route 22, Purdys, New York 10570.

c. The business and purpose of the Company shall consist solely of (a) operating and

maintaining the Healthcare Facility, (b) executing, delivering and performing its

obligations under the HUD Loan Documents, and (c) any lawful activities

permitted under the law of the state in which the Company is organized that are

. incidental to the foregoing or necessary or convenient to accomplish the

foregoing, the Company shall not engage in any other business or activity.
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d. The Company shall comply with all applicable Program Obligations, as that term

is defmed in the HUD Loan Documents, including those related to distributions.

3. Permitted Activities. The activities of the Company will be:

a. To accomplish any lawful activities whatsoever, or which will at any time appear

conducive to or expedient either for the protection or benefit of the Company and

its assets or to further the limited purposes of the Company set forth above;

i. To exercise all powers necessary to or reascñably connected with the

Company's business which may be legally exercised by limited liability

companies under the Act; and

ii. To engage in all activities necessary, customary, conveñient, or incident to

any of the foregoing.

4. COUNTERPART SIGNATURES. This Amendment may be excuted in counterpart.

5. GOVERNING LAW. This Amendment and all rights and obligations under this

Amendment, including matters of construction, validity and performance, shall be

governed by the laws of the state in which the Healthcare Facility is located, without

giving effect to conflicts of laws principles.

6. HUD is not a party to this Amendment and has no obligations hercüñder; however, it is a

third party beneficiary for the sole purpose of enforcing its rights hereunder.

SIGNATURES ON FOLLOWING PAGE
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned have signed and sealed this Amcadmcat to the

Operator Operating Agreement and do hereby acknowledge and certify that the foregoing

Operator Operating Agreement constiktes the Operating Agreement of Waterview Acquisition I,

LLC adopted by the Members of the Company as of the date hereof.

By:

er

By:

Mark Neuman

Manager/Member

By: .

Baruch Singer

Member
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned have signed and sealed this Amendment to the

Operator Operating Agreement and do hereby acknowledge and certify that the foregoing

Operator Operating Agreement constitutes the Operating Agreement of Waterview Acquisition I,

LLC adopted by the Members of the Company as of the date hereof.

By:

Lize o vic

Manag er

By:

Mark

M ger/Member

By:

Baruch nger

Member
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SCHEDULE A

NAMES AND MEMBERSHIP INTERESTS OF MEMBERS

Name Initial Membership Interest

Lizer Jozefovic 70.10%

Mark Neuman 20,00%

9.90%
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SECOND AMENDMENT TO

AMENDED AND RESTATED OPERATING AGREEMENT

OF

WATERVIEW ACQUISITION I, LLC

THIS SECOND AMENDMENT TO AMENDED AND RESTATED OPERATING

AGREEMENT OF WATERVIEW ACQUISITION I, LLC (this "Amendment") is made as

of this
19d'

day of December 2019 (the "Effective Date") by and among Herbert (Lizer)

Jozefovic, Mark Neuman and Baruch (Barry) Singer (each a "Member"). This Amendment

amends that certain Amended and Restated Operating Agreement dated as of 2005, as amended

by that certain Amendment to Amended and Restated Operating Agreement dated November

2002, 2015 (the "First Amendment") by and among Herbert (Lizer) Jozefovic, Mark Neuman and

Baruch (Barry) Singer (collectively the "Operating Agreement").

RECITALS:

WHEREAS, WATERVIEW ACQUISITION I, LLC, a New York limited liability

company (the "Company") was formed as a limited liability company for the purposes set forth

in the Operating Agreement;

WHEREAS, a Member of the Company, Baruch (Barry) Singer ("Singer"), has signed

the First Amendment to the Operating Agreement dated November 2002, 2015 and Singer hereby

desires to confirm and ratify his agreement to be bound by all of the term's obligations and

conditions of the Operating Agreement, by executing this Amendment;

WHEREAS, the Members of the Company have agreed to further amend the Operating

Agreement as set forth herein to allow the Company to take a loan from Metropolitan

Commercial Bank, together with its successors and/or assigns (the "Lender"), secured by a

guaranty of the loan and pledge of Mark Neuman's and Herbert (Lizer) Jozefovic's (each a

"Pledging Member") membership interest in the Company and Economic Interest (as such term

is defined in the Operating Agreement), whereby the proceeds of such loan may be used by the

Pledging Members (and not by the Company) for matters outside the ordinary course of the

Company business;

WHEREAS, Section 15.5 of the Operating Agreement provides that no amendment,

modification or alteration to the Operating Agreement will be binding on any Person unless in

writing executed by all of the Members of the Company; and

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual promises contained herein and for

other good and valuable consideration, the sufficiency and receipt of which are hereby

acknowledged, all of the Members of the Company hereby amend the Operating Agreement with

this Amendment and agree to the following terms and conditions:

1. Section 1.1.9 of the Operating Agreement is hereby deleted in its entirety and replaced

with the following:

"Company
Property"

shall mean the property listed on Schedule I attached hereto and

such other real and personal property as may be added to such Schedule including but not

{11764578:2}
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limited to a license to operate a 130 bed skilled nursing facility which is located at 537

Route 22, Purdys, New York 10578.

2. Section 1.1.32 of the Operating Agreement is hereby deleted in its entirety and replaced

with the following:

"Requisite
Consent"

shall mean the consent of a Majority in interest of the Members.

3. Section 1.1.34 of the Operating Agreement is hereby deleted in its entirety and replaced

with the following:
"Transfers"

means to give, sell, assign, transfer, pledge, encumber, bequeath or

otherwise voluntarily or involuntarily dispose, whether pursuant to operation of law,

court order, levy, attachment or otherwise or the act of so doing.

4. A new Section 2.8 is added to the Operating Agreement:

2.8 Certification of Membershio Interests and Oct-In to "Article 8". Notwithstanding

anything in this Agreement which may (or may be construed to be) to the contrary: (a)

the limited liability company membership interests and Economic Interest (as such term

is defined in the Operating Agreement) (collectively, the "Membership Interests") in the

Company shall be evidenced by a certificate or certificates the form of which is attached

to this Agreement as Schedule 2.8 (the "Membership Interest Certificates"); and (b) the

Membership Interests in the Company shall (and hereby do) provide that they are

securities governed by Article 8 of the Uniform Commercial Code as in effect from time

to time in the State of New York and Article 8 of the Uniform Commercial Code of any

other jurisdiction that now or hereafter substantially includes the 1994 revisions to Article

8 thereof as adopted by the American Law Institute and the National Conference of

Commissioners on Uniform State Laws and approved by the American Bar Association

on February 14, 1995 (and shall be treated as such for all purposes, including, without

limitation, perfection of a security interest therein under Article 9 of the Uniform

Commercial Code as in effect in such
jurisdiction."

5. Article IV is hereby amended to read:

Herbert (Lizer) Jozefovic -
70.1%; Mark Neuman -

20.0%; Baruch (Barry) Singer - 9.9%

6. A new Section 5.2.9 is added to the Operating Agreement:

5.2.9 Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 5.3.6, to authorize the Company to

borrow money in the Company's name ("Loan") from the Lender pursuant to certain loan

documents, which include a guaranty of the Loan and pledge of each of the Pledging

Member's Membership Interest in the Company (the "Loan Documents"). The proceeds

of such Loan may be used by the Pledging Member and not by the Company for matters

outside the ordinary course of the Company business; provided that the Lender grants to

any non-Pledging Member a right to purchase the Loan under the Loan Documents

pursuant to a control letter signed by all of the Members (the "Control Letter").

7. Section 5.4 of the Operating Agreement is hereby deleted in its entirety and replaced with

the following:
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5.4 Number, Tenure and Qualifications of Managers. The Managers of the Company

will be Lizer Jozefovic and Mark Neuman or their successors, who may only be

terminated as such Manager for cause as defined herein.

5.4.1 Lizer Jozefovic and Mark Neuman each warrant and represent that neither

of them shall voluntarily resign as Manager for any reason other than disability as further

defined herein for at least five years after the effective date of the Amendment.

5.4.2 Should Lizer Jozefovic and Mark Neuman resign or be terminated as such

Manager pursuant to this agreement the Members will appoint a successor Manager by

the affirmative vote of the Members owning more than 70% of the interests owned by all

Members."

8. Section 5.10.1 of the Operating Agreement is hereby deleted in its entirety and replaced

with the following:

5.10.1 In the event that he/she shall commit a Wrongful Act as determined by a

unanimous vote of the Members not subject to the removal or in the event that he/she

shall become Disabled as defined in Section 5.10.2 below.

9. Section 5.10.3 of the Operating Agreement is hereby deleted in its entirety and replaced

with the following:

5.10.3 The removal of a Manager who is also a Member will not affect the Manager's

rights as a Member and will not constitute a withdrawal of a Member.

10. A new Section 6.7 is added to the Operating Agreement:

6.7 Pledge of Membership Interest. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in the

Operating Agreement, a Pledging Member may grant a continuing lien on and a perfected

security interest in such Pledging Member's Membership Interest (and all of the Pledging

Member's rights, privileges, authority and power as a member of the Company)

("Pledge") to Lender as security for the due and punctual performance of all its payment

obligations to Lender as collateral security for a Loan to the Company secured by the

Loan Documents. The proceeds of such Loan may be used by the Pledging Member and

not by the Company for matters outside the ordinary course of the Company business;

provided that the Lender grant to any non-Pledging Member a right to purchase the Loan

pursuant to the Control Letter. The Members also agree that in the event the non-

Pledging Member does not elect to purchase the Loan in accordance with the terms of the

Control Letter, then solely at the request of the Lender, the Members hereby agree and

consent to the sale of the Company Property and all of the assets and property owned by

Mokray Acquisition I, LLC pursuant to the terms of the Control Letter. The Members

agree that they shall not, without the prior written consent of the Lender, in its sole and

absolute discretion: (a) sell, transfer or otherwise dispose of, grant any option with

respect to, or pledge or otherwise encumber any of the Membership Interests or any

interest therein, (b) suffer or permit any amendment or modification of the Operating

Agreement, or (c) waive, release, or compromise any material rights or material claims

the Members may have against any other party which arises under the Operating

Agreement.
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11. Sections 12.1 and 12.3 are hereby amended to substitute the phrase "Public Health and

Health Planning
Council"

in lieu of the phrase "Public Health
Council."

12. Section 12.2 of the Operating Agreement is hereby deleted in its entirety and replaced

with the following:

12.2 Permissible Transfer in General. A Member, upon obtaining the prior consent of

the Public Health and Health Planning Council and the prior written unanimous consent

of all Members, which consent may be granted or withheld for any reason whatsoever

and burdened with further conditions and requirements at the discretion of the Members,

may Transfer all of his entire Economic Interest, during his lifetime or upon his death, to

any person who is not, at the time of the Transfer a Family Transferee so long as such

person is a Member of the Company. A Member may transfer all or any part of his/her

interest to a Family Transferee or pledge his interest to the Lender to secure a Company

loan without the necessity of obtaining the consent of the other Members, so long as such

action would not be in violation of the then Loan Documents in connection therewith.

The pledge of a membership interest is not defined as a Transfer under this agreement

that would require the prior approval of the Public Health and Health Planning Council.

Such a pledge will not ipso facto constitute a dissolution of the Company or a withdrawal

event.

13. Section 13.1.1.3 of the Operating Agreement is hereby deleted in its entirety and replaced

with the following:

13.1.1.3 The death, retirement, resignation, expulsion, bankruptcy or dissolution of a

Member or the occurrence of any other event which pursuant to this Operating

Agreement (including, but not limited to the Transfer by a Member of his entire

Economic Interest) terminates the continued membership of a Member in the Company (a

"Withdrawal Event"), unless the business of the Company is continued by written

Requisite Consent within ninety (90) days after the Withdrawal Fvent and there is then at

least one remaining Member; or

14. Section 15.5 of the Operating Agreement is hereby deleted in its entirety and replaced

with the following:

15.5 Entire Understanding: Amendments. This Operating Agreement constitutes the

entire understanding of the Members with respect to the subject matter hereof, and no

amendment, modification or alteration hereof will be binding on any Person unless in

writing executed by all of the Members of the Company. No amendment, supplement or

termination of this Operating Agreement will affect or impair any rights or obligations

which have heretofore matured hereunder. At any time which the Loan is outstanding, the

Members will not (a) suffer or permit any amendment or modification of the Operating

Agreement without the prior written consent of the Lender, it being understood that any

such amendment or modification shall be void or (b) waive, release, or compromise any

material rights or material claims a Member may have against any other party which

arises under this Operating Agreement.

15. A new Section 15.16 is added to the Operating Agreement:

{1 I764578:2} 4
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15.16 Control Letter. The undersigned and the Members agree that the Control Letter shall be

binding upon the Members and the heirs and legal beneficiaries, and permitted successors

and assigns of undersigned and the Members, as applicable, and shall inure to the benefit of

and be enforceable by the Lender and its successors and assigns. If any provision contained

in the Operating Agreement conflicts with any provision in Control Letter, the provision

contained in the Control Letter shall govern and control.

16. Reference to and Effect on Operating Agreement. Upon and after the effectiveness of this

Amendment, each reference in the Operating Agreement to "this
Agreement," "hereunder,"

"hereof,"
or words of like import referring to the Operating Agreement shall mean and be a

reference to the Operating Agreement as modified hereby. Except as modified in this

Amendment, the Operating Agreement is and shall continue to be in full force and effect and is

hereby, in all respects, ratified and confinned. The execution, delivery and effectiveness of this

Amendment shall not, except as expressly provided herein, operate as a waiver of any right,

power or remedy of any party under the Operating Agreement, nor, except as expressly provided

herein, constitute a waiver or amendment of any provision of the Operating Agreement.

17. Construction. All references in the Operating Agreement shall heretofore be deemed to

refer to the Operating Agreement as amended by this Amendment. Except as otherwise

specified in this Amendment, the Operating Agreement is hereby ratified and shall remain in all

respects unchanged and in full force and effect.

18. Counterparts and Electronic Sienatures. This Amendment may be executed in any

number of counterparts, each of which will be deemed an original, but all of which together will

constitute one and the same instrument. Delivery of an executed signature page to this

Amendment by facsimile or other electronic transmission shall be as effective as delivery of a

manually signed signature page to this Amendment.

[Remainder of page intentionally left blank, Signatures to follow]
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned have signed and sealed this S'econd

Amendment to the Amended and Restated Operating Agreement of WATERVIEW

ACQUISITION I, LLC as of the date first written above, agreeing to be bound by all of the

term's obligations and conditions of the Operating Agreement and all of the term's obligations

and conditions as amended by this Ameñdiseñt.

izer ozefovic

Mark Neuman

Baruch ("Barry") Singer

(Signature Page to Second Amendment to Amended and Restated

Operating Agreement of Waterview Acquisition I, LLC)
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned have signed and sealed this Second

Amendment to the Amended and Restated Operating Agreement of WATERVIEW

ACQUISITION I, LLC as of the date first written above, agreeing to be bound by all of the

term's obligations and conditions ofthe Operating Agreement and all of the term's obligations

and conditions as amended by this Amendment.

Lizer Jozefovic

Ivfark lspfuman

Barach("Barry")Singer

(Signature Page to SecondAmendment to Amended and Restated

Operating Agreement of Waterview Acquisition I, LLC)
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned have signed and sealed this Second

Amendment to the Amended and Restated Operating Agreement of WATERVIEW

ACQUISITION I, LLC as of the date first written above, agreeing to be bound by all of the

term's obligations and conditions of the Operating Agreement and all of the term's obligations

and conditions as amended by this Amendment.

Lizer Jozefovic

Mark Neuman

Baruch
(" arry"

inger

{ l 1764578:2}
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Schedule I

Company Property

1. 537 Route 22, Purdys, New York 10578

(11764578:2}
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EXHIBIT D 
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UCC FINANCING STATEMENT
OLLOWINSTRUCTIONS(frositandi ack)CARIEFULLY
A.NAME&PHONEOFCONTACTATFLER[optionag
Michele Arbeeny, Esq. (212) 237 1000
B.SENDACKNOWLEDeMENTTO: (NameandAddress)

Windels Marx Lane & Mutc:dorf, LLP
156 West 56th Street O /*'**4

NewYork, New York 10019
Attention: Michele Arbeeny, Esq.

DRAW DOWN
L _J

THIEABOVESPACEISFORFILINGOFFICEUSEONLV
1.DEBTOR'SEXACTM.ILLLEGALNAME-insertonlyscadebtorname(1sorth).donptabbredllmoranbinenames

la.ORGANEATONSNAME

OR1bINDMDUAleStASTNAME fiRSTNAME MIDDLENAME SUFFlX

Jozefovic | Herbert
16.MA!UNGADDRESB-¯ CITY STATE POSTALCODE

- - - CQUNTRY

53 Mariner W Monse NY 10952 USA
Di‰lNFORE 1e.TYPEGFG5GnWii.ÂT it; JURDICTIONOFORGAN12ATION ig.ORGANIZAI L D#,ifany

arCR [FONE
EXACTFULLLEGALNAME.Insestonlyacadebiornamesmor2b)-donotabbalatacrcombinenames

2p.ORGANIZATIOIfS-NAME

2b:1NDIVDUAL'SLAS†NAME FIRSTNAME MIDbLliNAhlE SUFFlX

2c.MAlUNGADDRESS CITY STATE POSTALCODE COUNTRY

2d.ANNWMMMTimMs ADD'LINFORE Se.TVPEOP0mam!2?.MN 2EJURLGINCTIONOFORGANGN h ORGAf4ZAT10NALIDS.ifany
.DRGANIZAWQN.
pEBTOR

3.SECuREDPssitiY's AMEhrNAMEofTOTALASSIGNEEene9!TPSIrP).¾sertonlygonsectiredpollynm (SaorSb)
sh.œm-ahrs NAMG

‰iropulliam Cem:r.arcial Bank
SAINDMDUAL'SLASTNAME RRSTNAME MlQDLENAME SUFFiX

Sc̄ MAILINGADDRESS CITY STATE .STALCODE COUNTRY

99 Park Avenue, 4th'Floor New York NY 10016 .. -- USA _.
4.TNsRNANCINGESTATEMENTeamrsthefollowlñgeolishrat

See Schedule A annexed hereta and made apart hereof.

5.ALTERNATIVEDESIGINATIONilfappÈcablel;LESSEE/LESSD)t CONSIGNEE/CONSIGNORBAILEE/BAILOR. SELLER/BIRER AD.LIEN NON-UCCFILING

WPI N n nNnt FI IT AllDebtors Debtori Debtor2
5..OPTIONALFILERREFERENCEDATA

File NYS DOS (A:: ::: & Pledge of Membcr±I¡ Interests - Jozefovic in Waterview) (WMLM 307780/052)

Fit.INGOFFICECOPY- UCCFINANCIN
.. . . 11643-004 . KXK

FILING NUMBER: 201912230594342
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SCHEDULE A TO UCC FINANCING STATEMENT

Pledgor hereby pledges, collaterally assigns, transfers and conveys, and grants a security
interest in and lien on, in favor of the Pledgee, all of Pledgor's right, title and interest in, to, and
under each of the following, whether now owned or existing or hereafter acquired or arising: (A)
the Pledged Collateral, (B) any additional Pledged Collateral acquired pursuant to Section 3.2 of
the Agreement (whether by purchase, dividend, distribution, merger, consolidation, sale of

assets, split, spin-off, or any other dividend or distribution of any kind or otherwise), (C) all

distributions, dividends, cash, certificates, liquidation rights and interests, options, rights,

warrants, instruments or other property (whether real, personal or mixed) from time to time

received, receivable or otherwise distributed in respect of or in exchange or substitution for any
and all of the Pledged Collateral, and all rights to receive any and all income, gain, profit, loss or

other items allocated or distributed to Pledgor by, to or from the Company (including, without

limitatioñ, under or pursuant to the Company's operating agreement), and (D) all proceeds,

products, replacements and substitutions for any of the foregoing, in each case whether now

owned or hereafter acquired by Pledgor (collectively, the "Collateral").

"Company"
means Waterview Acquisition I, LLC, a New York limited liability

company.

"Person"
means any individual, partnership, joint venture, firm, corporation, limited

liability company, association, central bank, trust or other enterprise or any govermnental or

political subdivision or any agency, department or instrumentality thereof.

"Pledged Collateral"
shall mean Pledgor's membership interests in the Company, as

more particularly described on Annex A attached hereto and made a part hereof, and any
additieñal Pledged Collateral acquired pursuant to Section 3.2 of the Agreenient (whether by

purchase, distribution, merger, consolidation, sale of assets, split, spin off, or any other dividend

or distribution of any kind or otherwise), which Annex A may be suppleñicated from time to

time pursuant to Section 3.2 of the Agreement, Pledgor represents and warrants that on the date

hereof (a) Annex A attached hereto correctly identifies the Pledged Collateral owned by Pledgor

with respect to its direct interest in the Company; (b) Pledgor is the holder of record and sole

beneficial and legal owner of such Pledged Collateral; and (c) no other Person owns or has any
interest in or claim to, whether actual or contingent, the Pledged Collateral.

This financing statement relates to that certain Assignment and Pledge of Membership
Interests (the "Agreement"), dated as of December 19, 2019, is made by and between Herbert

Jozefovie, an individual ("Pledgor"), and Metropolitan Commercial Bank, a New York State

chartered bank (together with its successors and assigns, the "Ad-M*ative
Agent"

or the

"Pledgee"), as it may be amended, restated, supplemented or otherwise modified from time to

time. Capitalized terms used herein and not otherwise defined herein, shall have the meanings

ascribed thereto in the Agreement.

{11764921:1}
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ANNEX A

PLEDGE AGREEMENT

Seventy and one-tenths percent (70.1%) of the membersMp interests are owned by
HERBERT JOZEFOVIC, pursuant to the table below, in WATERVIEW ACQUISITION I,

LLC, aNewYorklimitedliabilitycompany.

Pledgor Membershin Interest

HERBERT WATERVIEW ACQUISITIONI, 70.10%

JOZEFOVIC LLC

70.10%

{11764921:1}
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EXHIBIT E 
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NOTIFICATION OF DISPOSITION OF COLLATERAL

October 6, 2020

To: Lizer Josefovic (Debtor)

53 Mariner Way

Monsey, New York 10952-1248

Metropolitan Commercial Bank

99 Park Avenue, 4th floor

New York, New York 10016

Windels Marx Lane & Mittendorf, LLP

156 West 56
1
Street

New York, New York 10019

Attn: Michele Arbeeny, Esq.

From: Howard Fensterman as nominee for White Plains Heâltheâre Properties, LLC,

2 Bourbon Street, Peabody, Massachusetts 01960 (Secured Party)

Re: Collateral Assignment and Pledge of Membership Interest and Security Agreement (the

"Pledge"), dated August 11, 2017, made by and between Lizer Josefovic ("Assignor") and

Howard Fensterman, as nominee for White Plains Health Care Properties, LLC

("Assignee") as such agreement may have been further amended or modified from

time to time.

We will sell the Collateral described in Exhibit A hereto and made a part hereof to the

highest qualified bidder in public as follows:

Day and Date: Friday, October 30, 2020

Time: 10:00 a.m.

Place: DelBello Donnellan Weingarten Wise & Wiederkehr, LLP, One

North Lexington Avenue, White Plains, New York 10601, phone:

914-681-0200.

You are entitled to, at no charge, an accounting of the unpaid indebtedness secured by the

collateral that we intend to sell. You may request an accounting by contacting Alfred E. Donnellan

DelBello Donnellan Weingarten Wise & Wiederkehr, LLP One North Lexington Ave. White

Plains, NY 10601, Phone: 914-681-0200.

Very truly yours,

/s/ Howard Fensterman

Howard Fensterman as nominee for

White Plains Health Care Properties, LLC
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EXHIBIT A

The Collateral to be sold consists of:

All rights, title and interest of the Debtor as a member in Waterview Acquisition 1, LLC.

2
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EXHIBIT F 
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UCC FINANCING STATEMENT
OLLOW INSTRUCTIONS(front and back) CAREFULLY
A. NAME&PHONEOFCONTACTAT FILER[Optionall

B. SENDACKNOWLEDGMENTTO: (NameandAddress)

L
THEABOVE SPACE IS FORFILINGOFFICEUSEONLY

1. DEBTOR'S EXACTFULLLEGALNAME-insertonlyno.edebtorname(1aor ib) - donotabbreviateorcombinenames
la. ORGANIZATION'SNAME

OR 1b.INDIVIDUAL'SLASTNAMEJozefovic FIRSTNAMELizer MIDDLENAME SUFFlX

10.MAILINGADDRESS53MarinerWay CITY Monsey STATE POSTALCODE COUNTRY
NY 10952 USA

1d.sEEINsTRUCTIONs . ADD'LINFORE le W¯PEOFORGANIZATION 1f.JURISDICTIONOFORGANIZATION 19.ORGANIZATIONALID#, f any
ORGANIZATION
DESTOR NONE

2.ADDITIONALDEBTOR'S EXACTFULL LEGALNAME- insertonlyp.ngdebtorname(2aor2b)- donotabbreviateorcombinenames
2a.ORGANIZATION'SNAMEWaterview Acquisition I, LLC

2b.1ND1VEDUAL'SLASTNAME FIRSTNAME MIDDLENAME SUFFIX

2C.MAILINGADDRESS537Rt 22 CITY Purdys STATE POSTALCODE COUNTRY

NY 10578 USA

2d.sEEINSTRUCTIONs . ADD'LINFORE 2e.TYPEOFORGAN1ZATION 12f.JURISDICTIONOFORGANIZATION 2g.ORGANIZATIONALID#. f any
ORGANIZATION Limited Liability New York
DEBTOR Company NONE

3.SECURED PARTY'S NAME(orNAMEofTOTALASSIGNEEofASSIGNORS/P)- nsertonlyanesecuredpartyname(3aor3b)
3a.ORGANIZATION'SNAMEWhite Plains Health Care Properties LLC

OR 3b.INDIVIDUAL'SLASTNAME FIRSTNAME
..... ... .

MIDDLENAME SUFFlX

3c.MAlUNGADDRESS3DakotaDr., ste 300 CITY Lake Success STATE POSTALCODE COUNTRY

__ NY 11042 USA

4. ThisFINANCINGSTATEMENTcoversthefollowingcollateral:
All rights, title and interest of Lizer Jozefovic as a member in iñiaiusview Acquisition I, LLC.This financing
etatamant relates to that certain Collateral Assignment and Pledge of Membership Interest and Security Agr e nt,
dated August 11,2017,by and between Llzer Josefovic and Howard F:::::rman, as nominee of White Plains Health Care
Properties LLC,as it may be amended, restated, supp::menic: or otherwise modified from time to time.

5. ALTERNATIVEDESIGNATIONFfapp!icable]: LESSEE/LESSOR CrwsiGNEE/CONSIGNOR BAILEE/BAILOR SELLER/BUYER AG.LIEN NON-UCCFILING
6, ThisFINANCINGSTATEMENTistobefiled[torrecordi(orrecorded)intheREAL 7.ChecktoREQUESTSEARCHREPORT(S)onDebtor(s)ESTATERFCORDS. AttachAddandum fif Ronlicablel lADDITIONALFEEl footonall AllDebtors_ Debtor1 Debtor2
8. OPTIONALFILERREFERENCEDATA

FILiNG OFFICE COPY-NATIONAL UCC FINANCING STATEMENT (FORM UCC1) (REV. 05/22/02)

Filing Number-202009158394737
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EXHIBIT G 
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WINDELS

MMX eÎdorf, uP windelsmarx.com

Robert J. Malatak

212.237.1034 156 W. 56th Street | New York, NY 10019

rmalatak@windelsmarx.com T. 212.237.1000 | F. 212.262.1215

October 19, 2020

VIA E-MAIL

Alfred E. Donnellan, Esq.

Managaing Partner

DelBello Donnellan Weingarten Wise &

Wiederkehr, LLP

One North Lexington Avenue

White Plains, New York 10601

aed@ddw-law.com

Re: Waterview Acquisition I, LLC

White Plains Healthcare Properties. LLC

Dear Mr. Donnellan,

We represent Metropolitan Commercial Bank ("Bank") and are in receipt of (1) White

Plains Healthcare Properties, LLC's ("White Plains") Notification Of Disposition Of Collateral

dated October 6, 2020 (the
"
Sale Notice") and (2) the October 16, 2020 letter from John Giardino,

of Michelman & Robinson, LLP, counsel for Waterview Acquisition I, LLC ("Waterview") (the

"Cease & Desist Letter").

For the reasons,inter alia, set forth below, White
Plains'

Sale Notice and planned sale of

the Pledged Membership Interests (hereinafter defmed) is in direct violation of Bank's rights, and

we hereby demand that White Plains immediately rescind the Sale Notice and cease and desist

from taking any further action with respect to the Pledged Membership Interests.

A. Bank's Rights In And To The Pledged Membership Interests

As you probably know, on or about December 19, 2019, Bank made a commercial loan to

Waterview (the "Loan"). To secure Waterview's repayment of the Loan, Herbert Jozefovic

("Jozefovic"), among other things, executed and delivered to Bank a Guaranty Of Payment (the

"Guaranty"). Jozefovic secured his obligations under the Guaranty by pledging, collaterally

assigning, transferring and conveying and granting Bank all of his rights, title and interest in, to

and under, inter alia, any and all of his membership interests in Waterview (the "Pledged

Membership Interests"). Bank immediately perfected its senior secured interests in the Pledged

Membership Interests by taking and retaining possession of same and filing a UCC Financing

Statement. Accordingly, Bank is a creditor of Jozefovic and has a fully perfected senior secured

interest in the Pledged Membership Interests with all of the accompanying rights and remedies

available to it under the Uniform Commercial Code, at law and in equity.

{11857770:1}
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B. White Plains'
Violation Of Bank's Rights

White
Plains'

Sale Notice seeks to sell the Pledged Membership Interests at a public sale

scheduled for October 30, 2020, in direct violation of Bank's rights.

As an initial matter, assuming arguendo the accuracy of the facts set forth in Waterview's

Cease & Desist Letter, White Plains has no interest whatsoever in the Pledged Membership

Interests. According to Waterview, any and all obligations that Jozefovic may have owed to White

Plains that were secured by the Pledged Membership Interests were fully satisfied in 2017 --
long

before Jozefovic pledged same to Bank in December 2019. Thus, if the underlying obligations no

longer exist, then White Plains cannot now have a security interest in the Pledged Membership

Interests and thus, has no right to seek their sale.

Waterview's Cease & Desist Letter also accurately points out that its Operating Agreement

in effect at the time the Pledged Membership Interests were supposedly pledged to White Plains

did not permit a transfer or pledge of the same to White Plains and thus, White Plains cannot have

obtained for itself a security interest in the Pledged Membership Interests. Finally, the Cease &

Desist Letter correctly highlights the many defects in White
Plains'

Sale Notice.

Based upon, inter alia, the foregoing, White Plains is not acting in good faith or in a

commercially reasonable manner and is otherwise interfering with Bank's contractual relationship

with Waterview and Jozefovie. Further note that Bank does not authorize the sale of the Pledged

Membership Interests (let alone any sale that is free and clear of Bank's senior secured rights) and

hereby demands that (1) White Plains immediately withdraw its Sale Notice and (2) you advise

my office in writing that it has done so. If we have not been so advised by 5:00 p.m. Eastern

Standard Time on Tuesday, October 20th, We will take all steps necessary to protect Bank's

interests in and to the Pledged Membership Interests, including the pursuit of any and all legal and

equitable claims against White Plains to redress its unlawful actions and seek, among other things,

monetary damages for same.

Please be guided accordingly. All rights reserved.

Very tru

cc.: John Giardino, Esq.

Michelman & Robinson, LLP

800 Third Avenue

New York, New York 10022

jgiardino@mrllp.com

{11857770:1}
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0181960-001 

October 22, 2020 

 

 
VIA FEDERAL EXPRESS  
AND EMAIL 
 

John Giardino, Esq. 

Michelman & Robinson, LLP 

800 Third Avenue, 24th floor 

New York, New York 10022 

 

Re: Waterview Acquisition I, LLC 

White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC 

 

Dear Mr. Giardino: 

 

This firm represents White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC (“WPH Properties”).  

 

I write in response to your letter dated October 16, 2020 (the “Letter”) and Robert J. 

Malatak’s letter dated October 19, 2020 on behalf of Metropolitan Commercial Bank (the 

“Bank”). Both letters request the withdrawal of WPH Properties’ Notification of Disposition of 

Collateral dated October 6, 2020 (the “Notification”) and cancellation of the public sale of 

collateral identified in that notice, which consists of all rights, title and interest of Lizer Jozefovic 

(“Debtor” or “Jozefovic”) in Waterview Acquisition I, LLC (“Waterview”). 

 

Your requests are without any basis. As more fully set forth below, Jozefovic is in default 

under the Collateral Assignment and Pledge of Membership Interest Security Agreement dated 

August 11, 2017 (the “Pledge Agreement”). Under express provisions of Article 9 of the New 

York Uniform Commercial Code (the “UCC”), WPH Properties is entitled to sell the Debtor’s 

interest in Waterview (the “Waterview Membership Interest”) at the public sale scheduled for 

October 30, 2020. WPH Properties has and will continue to comply with all applicable 

requirements governing that sale. 

 

The Debtor has defaulted under the Pledge Agreement,  
which remains in full force and effect. 

 

The Letter first asserts that “the requirement for a rent security account has been 

satisfied” and that the Pledge Agreement is null and void. These claims are false.  
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As you know, the “requirement for a rent security account” referred to in the Letter refers 

to the Debtor’s obligation under the Pledge Agreement to add Howard Fensterman to two JP 

Morgan bank accounts entitled Waterview Acquisition I, LLC Account Numbers SI3087002 

(“Account 7002”) and 962-90885 (“Account 0885” and, together with Account 7002, the 

“Waterview JPM Accounts”) in order to ensure that the balance in those accounts was not 

reduced below $1.6 million. The Debtor defaulted on his obligations with respect to the 

Waterview JPM Accounts by failing to take the necessary steps to add Howard Fensterman as a 

signatory to those accounts.   

 

The documents attached to the Letter do not establish that Howard Fensterman was added 

as a signatory to the Waterview JPM Accounts. The Letter attaches the account documents for 

Account 0885, including a Limited Liability Company Certification. The certification states as 

follows on page 1 (in bold lettering): “Use this form to certify the members/managers authorized 

to act on an investment account for a Limited Liability Company. A Signatory Information Sheet 

MUST BE provided for all signers.” The documents attached to the Letter do not include a 

Signatory Information Sheet for Howard Fensterman. Further, there are no account documents 

attached to the Letter relating to Account 7002.   

 

In any event, the Debtor’s default on his obligations with respect to the Waterview JPM 

Accounts is not the only outstanding breach under the Pledge Agreement. Contrary to your claim 

that the Pledge Agreement secured only the obligations concerning the Waterview JPM 

Accounts, the Pledge Agreement also expressly secured obligations of the Debtor and those of 

HBL-SNF LLC (“HBL”), an entity controlled by the Debtor, under the Amended and Restated 

Operating Lease dated November 19, 2015 between HBL, as tenant, and WPH Properties, as 

landlord. The Pledge Agreement provides: 

 

WHEREAS in order to secure the promises made by Assignor concerning 

such account Assignor has agreed to deliver to Assignee this Assignment; and the 

Assignor desires to pledge to Assignee all of his membership interest in 

Waterview Acquisition I, LLC (the "Company"), in order to secure the 
promises made herein and in the Lease and Security Agreement delivered to 

the Construction Lender[.] 

 
Pledge Agreement, at 2 (emphasis added). And Section 2 of the Pledge Assignment, referring to 

the obligations in the Lease, provides in pertinent part: 

 

Upon the effectuation of Section 7.1(a)(iii) of the lease which requires Sixty days 

prior to the anticipated Commencement Date, the funds in the JP Morgan Chase 

Bank account in the amount of not less than $1,600,000 shall be deposited into the  

Landlords Rent Security Account, the interest in the Company assigned to the 

Assignee pursuant to Paragraph l hereof shall be automatically reassigned by the 

Assignee to the Assignor without recourse, representation or warranty, and this 

Assignment shall automatically terminate and be void and of no further effect.  

 

Since the $1.6 million in additional rent security was never delivered to WPH Properties 
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in accordance with Section 7.1(a)(iii) of the Lease, the Pledge Agreement remains in full force 

and effect. And because the Pledge Agreement, by its express terms, secures the obligations 

under the Lease, the failure to deliver the $1.6 million in additional rent security was also a 

default under the Pledge Agreement.  

 

Your assertion that the transfer of funds into Account 0885 was sufficient to comply with 

the obligation under the Lease to deliver the $1.6 million in additional rent security is wrong. As 

you know, the Waterview JPM Accounts are bank accounts of Waterview, not of the landlord 

under the Lease, WPH Properties. Section 7.1(a)(iii) of the Lease requires that the $1.6 million in 

additional rent security be released by HBL as tenant to WPH Properties as landlord. That was 

not done.   

 

Further, the Letter ignores that HBL has defaulted on a number of other obligations under 

the Lease, including by failing to pay rent, failing to meet its other obligations to post security, 

failing to pay real estate taxes and failing to pay utility charges and deposits. Each of the defaults 

under the Lease is also a default under the Pledge Agreement. 

 

Given the numerous outstanding defaults under the Pledge Agreement and the Lease, 

WPH Properties is well within its rights to dispose of the collateral -- the Debtor’s membership 

interest in Waterview -- in accordance with the UCC. Your claims to the contrary are completely 

without merit.  

 

The Bank’s alleged senior security interest does not preclude  
WPH Properties’ disposition of the collateral. 

 
Your claim that the Bank’s alleged senior security interest in the Waterview 

Membership Interest somehow prohibits WPH Properties from disposing of the collateral in 

accordance with Article 9 of the UCC is also wrong. UCC § 9-610(a) provides that “[a]fter 

default, a secured party may sell, lease, license, or otherwise dispose of any or all of the 

collateral in its present condition or following any commercially reasonable preparation or 

processing.” The section does not provide that only the most senior secured creditor may conduct 

a sale. The Official Comments confirm this. Official Comment 5 to UCC § 9-610 states 

“[d]isposition rights under subsection (a) are not limited to first-priority security interests. 

Rather, any secured party as to whom there has been a default has the right to dispose of 

collateral under this subsection.” 

 

A junior creditor does have an obligation to notify other creditors with perfected 

security interests in the collateral of the sale as provided by UCC § 9-611(c)(3)(B). As you 

know, that was done.  

 

A UCC Article 9 sale discharges only interests junior to the foreclosing creditor and 

therefore any sale of collateral would be subject to any senior security interest. The terms and 

conditions of sale clearly indicate that the sale will be subject to the Bank’s security interest. 
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The members of Waterview consented to the pledge and assignment  
of the Waterview Membership Interest. 

 
Your claim that the pledge and assignment of the Waterview Membership Interest was 

prohibited by Waterview’s operating agreement is also incorrect. While the operating agreement 

requires the consent of Waterview’s members for a transfer, the fact that the Pledge Agreement 

was executed by both Waterview as well as the Debtor clearly indicates that the Waterview 

members consented to the Pledge Agreement, which expressly provides for the pledge and 

assignment of the Waterview Membership Interest. 

 

Further, the Waterview resolution attached to the Pledge Agreement, which was executed 

by all the members of Waterview, resolves that Howard Fensterman would be added as a 

signatory to the Waterview JPM Accounts and that his signature would be required for any 

withdrawal that would result in the balance and value of those accounts to fall below $1.6 

million. The resolution provides that the “action is taken pursuant to the applicable New York 

limited liability company statutory laws and the operating agreement of the Company, by the 

written consent of a majority of its members and managers of the Company.” The resolution also 

states that the managers of Waterview were authorized, directed and empowered to execute any 

agreements required to effectuate the terms of the resolution. Under the resolution, therefore, the 

members clearly authorized Waterview and its managers to enter into the Pledge Agreement, 

which set forth the Debtor’s obligations with respect to the Waterview JPM Accounts and 

pledged the Waterview Membership Interest as collateral. Given the provisions of the resolution, 

which is dated the same day as the Pledge Agreement, it is indisputable that all of the members 

of Waterview were aware of and consented to the Pledge Agreement. 

 

Finally, the Letter asserts that “Article 12 specifically prohibited an assignment to Mr. 

Fensterman as Nominee of White Plains Healthcare Properties LLC.” That is also incorrect. 

Article 12 of the Pledge Agreement contains no such prohibition. 
 

The Notification fully complies with the requirements of the UCC. 
 

Contrary to the claims in the Letter, the Notification is fully compliant with the UCC. 

 

To begin with, your claim that WPH Properties cannot foreclose because the Debtor, the 

assignor, is not “indebted” to WPH Properties, the assignee, is without any basis. First, Debtor is 

indebted to WPH Properties as a guarantor. Second, indebtedness to the secured party is not a 

prerequisite for a UCC sale of collateral. UCC § 9-102 defines “debtor” as a person who has an 

interest in the collateral, other than a security interest. UCC § 9-102 and UCC § 9-102-73(A) 

define a secured party as “a person in whose favor a security interest is created or provided for 

under a security agreement, whether or not any obligation to be secured is outstanding.” 

(emphasis added). Neither of those provisions requires underlying indebtedness, and UCC § 9-

102-73(A) expressly provides that no underlying indebtedness is required to qualify as a secured 

party. 
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Second, notwithstanding the Letter’s assertion that you “find no evidence that you have 

taken any steps to properly conduct this sale as a public sale as required by the UCC,” rest 

assured that WPH Properties has complied with all UCC requirements with respect to the 

Notification and the public sale. 

 

Third, lack of possession of the Waterview membership interest certificates is completely 

irrelevant as the UCC does not require that the secured party possess the collateral in order to 

foreclose. As previously noted, UCC § 9-102-73(A) defines a secured party, as relevant here, as 

“a person in whose favor a security interest is created or provided for under a security agreement. 

. . ” It does not require that the secured party have possession. Nothing in UCC Article 9 

provides that possession of certificates is required as a precondition to a UCC Article 9 

foreclosure. It requires only that the party foreclosing be a “secured party.” See UCC § 9-601(a). 

 

There is no conflict of interest. 
 

Your claims concerning conflicts of interest and “significant ethical and legal issues” are 

false. Howard Fensterman has never represented Waterview or Jozefovic as counsel.  

 

 For the reasons set forth herein, the public sale will proceed as scheduled. 

    

      Very truly yours,  

 

      /s/ ALFRED E. DONNELLAN 

 

 

 

 

cc: Robert J. Malatak, Esq. 

Windels Marx Lane & Mittendorf, LLP 

156 West 56th Street 

New York, New York 10019 

 

(By Federal Express and Email) 
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INDEX NO. 655549/2020

NYSCEF DOC. NO. 23 RECEIVED NYSCEF: 10/27/2020

At I.A.S. Part of the Supreme Court of the
State of New York, held in and for the County
of New York, at the Courthouse located at 60
Centre Street, New York. New York 10007, on
the 7) .by asOctob.z, 2020.

PRESENT:

It N_._NAM . Y we R ANNAN

SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF NEW YORK

------------X
* LIZER JOZEFOVIC,

Plaintiff, Index No. 655549/2020
Filed via NYSCEF

-vs- . · Mot. Seq. #001

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC,
HOWARD FENSTERMAN, and METROPOLITAN
COMMERCIAL BANK,

Defendants.

.........---X

ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE FOR PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION

AND TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER

UPON the annexed camplaint dated October M, 2020, the afEFmation of Lizer Jozçfovic

dated October 21, 2020, the emcrgcñcy affirmation of Mark Zafrin, Esq., dated October 23, 2020,

and plaintiff s memorandum of law, dated October 23, 2020, and upon each of the exhibits and all

of the papers and proceedings heretñf6re had herein, and sufficient cause being alleged therefor:

LET THE DEFENDANTS, WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC,

ed‰ comeÅ
HOWARD FENSTERMAN, and METROPOLITAN COMMERCIAL BANK show cause before

this Court located at IAS Part oorn __, 60 Centre S New York, New York 10007,
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INDEX NO. 655549/2020

NYSCEF DOC. NO. 23 RECEIVED NYSCEF: 10/27/2020

o e Ó ay of O , 2020 at ., or as soon thereafter as

counsel may be heard;

WHY an order pursuant to Article 63 of the Civil Practice Law and Rules should not be

entered, pending determinaden of this action, prelimiñary enjoining D =ts and their agents

during the pendency of this action from (1) Publishing and distributing false statements about

Plaintiff; (2) Taking any action to transfer, assign, convey or sell Plaintiff's membership interest

in Waterview Acquisition I, LLC; and (3) Gmnung such other relief as the Court deems just and

proper.

c044 cc d ,Qv A ª†
IT BEING a m t porary re ac is

t prevent irreparable harm to Plai a

C-ãñifTt appeanng that Flamtitt may b tion

pursuant to CPLR 6 6301 to

ORDERED, that pend the hea ng of Plaintiffs mo on for .a

12)h ck- airs eachwn f s LLC a2 w ½3nxat
preliminary injunction, Defendan are temporarily enjoined and restraiñêd from (1) Centiñüing

to publish and distribute statements al!cging that Plaintiff is a debtor; and (2) Taking any action to

transf ign, convey or sell Plaintiff's membership interest in Waterview Acquisition I, LLC;

is further

AND IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that
Defendants' rcsponse to this motion, if any, shall

be hand delivered or emailed to Plaintiff's counsel and filed with the Court on or before

2
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INDEX NO . 6 555 4 9/ 2 02 O

NYSCEF DOC. NO. 23 RECEIVED NYSCEF: 10/27/2020

AND IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Plaintiff's reply, if any, should be delivered or

emailed to
Defendants'

counsel and filed with the Court on or before

... , 2020;

AND IT IS FURTHER RDERED that oral argument on this application will take place

on the da of , 2020 at c ___ aW2p.m----befoTe

at ; and

SUFFICIENT CAUSE-APPEAR†N6-
THEREFORE, 4et service of this order and the

papers upon w ich it is granted be deeme. due, timely and sumcient if made as follows:

a) By overnight mail service upon Defêñdant White Plains Hee!there Properties I,

LLC, on or before the ay of October, 2020, or by electronic service of said

papers;

b) By overnight mail service upon Defendant Howard Fensterman, on or before the

day of October, 2020, or by electronic service of said papers; and

c) By overnight mail service upon Defendant Metropolitrei G===oial Bank, on or

before the )ay of October, 2020, or by electronic service of said papers.

E N T E R· fr_y -7

HO . CY . BA NON

Hon.

JUSTICE OF THE SUPREME COURT
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF NEW YORK

LIZER JOZEFOVIC, : Index No.: 655549/2020

Plaintiff, : ANSWER WITH CROSS-CLAIM

v. :

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES :

I, LLC, HOWARD FENSTERMAN, and :

METROPOLITAN COMMERCIAL BANK, :

Defendants. :
______-------- _________ --___- X

Defendant Metropolitan Commercial Bank ("MCB"), by its attorneys, Windels Marx Lane

& Mittendorf, LLP, as and for its Verified Answer With Cross-Claim in response to the Summons

and Complaint, dated October 22, 2020 (the "Complaint"), filed by plaintiff Lizer Jozefovic

("Plaintiff"), alleges as follows:

. INTRODUCTION

1. No response is ñêcessary to the allegations in paragraph 1 of the Complaiñt. To the

extent that a response is necessary, MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a

belief as to the truth of the allegations in paragraph 1 of the Complaint.

'
2. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 2 of the Complaint.

3. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 3 of the Complaint.

4. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 4 of the Complaint.

{11869799:5} 1
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5. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 5 of the Complaint, except admits that Plaintiff assigned his interest

in Waterview Acquisition I, I LC to MCB as part of a financing arrangement.

6. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 6 of the Complaint, except denies the allegations in paragraph 6 of the

Complaint concerning the contents of the purported Notification of Disposition of Collateral and

respectfully refers the Court to the document for the terms thereof.

7. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 7 of the Complaint, except admits that defendants White Plains

Healthcare Properties I, LLC ("WPHP") and Howard Fensterman ("Fensterman") have no right or

ability to sell Plaintiff's interest in Waterview Acquisition I, LLC, and respectfully refers all

questions of law to the Court.

8. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 8 of the Complaint.

9. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 9 of the Complaint.

10. MCB admits the allegations in paragraph 10 of the Complaint.

THE PARTIES

11. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 11 of the Complaint.

12. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 12 of the Complaint.

{11869799:5} 2
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13. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 13 of the Complaint.

14. MCB admits the allegations in paragraph 14 of the Complaint.

15. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 15 of the Complaiñt, and respectfully refers all questions of law to the

Court.

16. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 16 of the Complaint, and respectfully refers all questions of law to the

Court.

FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS

The Collateral Assignment

17. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 17 of the Complaint.

18. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 18 of the Complaint.

19. MCB denies the allegations in paragraph 19 of the Complaint and respectfully

refers the Court to the Collateral Assignment for the terms thereof.

20. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 20 of the Complaint.

21. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 21 of the Complaint.

{11869799:5} 3
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22. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 22 of the Complaint, and respectfully refers all questions of law to the

Court.

23. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the alle.gations in paragraph 23 of the Complaint.

24. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 24 of the Complaint.

25. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 25 of the Complaint.

26. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 26 of the Complaint.

27. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 27 of the Complaiñt, and respectfully refers all questions of law to the

Court.

Assignment of the Membership Interest to MCB

28. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 28 of the Complaint.

29. MCB denies the allegations in paragraph 29 of the Complaint and respectfully

refers the Court to the then governing Operating Agreement of Waterview Acquisition I, LLC for

the terms thereof.

30. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 30 of the Complaint.

31. MCB admits the allegations in paragraph 31 of the Complaint.
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32. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 32 of the Complaint, except admits that in December 2019, Plaintiff

assigned the Membership Interest to MCB in connection with a $3,000,000.00 loan as part of a

financing arrangement.

33. MCB admits the allegations in paragraph 33 of the Complaint.

34. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 34 of the Complaint.

35. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 35 of the Complaint.

36. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 36 of the Complaint.

Distribution of the Notificanan and Resulting Harm

37. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 37 of the Complaint and respectfully refers the Court to the

Notification of Disposition of Collateral for the terms thereof.

38. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations the allegations in paragraph 38 of the Complaint and respectfully refers the Court

to the Notification of Disposition of Collateral for the terms thereof.

39. MCB denies the allegations in paragraph 39 of the Complaint and respectfully

refers the Court to the Notification of Disposition of Collateral for the terms thereof.

40. MCB denies the allegations in paragraph 40 of the Complaint and respectfully

refers the Court to the Notification of Disposition of Collateral for the terms thereof.
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41. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 41 of the Complaint.

42. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 42 of the Complaint.

43. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 43 of the Complaint.

44. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 44 of the Complaint.

45. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 45 of the Complaint.

46. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 46 of the Complaint.

47. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 47 of the Complaint.

48. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 48 of the Complaint.

49. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 49 of the Complaint.

50. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 50 of the Complaint.

51. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 51 of the Complaint.
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52. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 52 of the Complaint.

53. MCB admits the allegations in paragraph 53 of the Complaint.

54. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 54 of the Complaint.

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION

Declaratory Judgment

(All Defendants)

55. In response to paragraph 55 of the Coiliplaiilt, MCB repeats and reiterates each and

every response to the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 through 54 with the same force and

effect as though fully set forth herein.

56. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 56 of the Complaint and respectfully refers the Court to the Collateral

Assignment for the terms thereof.

57. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 57 of the Complaint.

58. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 58 of the Complaint.

59. MCB admits the allegations in paragraph 59 of the Complaint.

60. MCB admits the allegations in paragraph 60 of the Complaiiit.

61. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 61 of the Complaint, except admits that (a) the Membership Interest

has been assigned to MCB and (b) WPHP and Mr. Fensterman have no right or claim to the
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Membership Interest, nor can WPHP, Mr. Fensterman, or DDW LLP sell or otherwise transfer the

Membership Interest.

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION

Breach of Contract

(WPHP and Mr. Fensterman)

62. In response to paragraph 62 of the Complaiñt, MCB repeats and reiterates each and

every response to the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 through 61 with the same force and

effect as though fully set forth herein.

63. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 63 of the Complaint.

64. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 64 of the Complaint.

65. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 65 of the Complaint.

66. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 66 of the Complaint.

67. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 67 of the Complaint.

68. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 68 of the Complaint.

69. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 69 of the Complaint.
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THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION

Fraud

(WPHP and Mr. Fensterman)

70. In response to paragraph 70 of the Complaint, MCB repeats and reiterates each and

every response to the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 through 69 with the same force and

effect as though fully set forth herein.

71. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 71 of the Complaint.

72. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 72 of the Complaiñt, except denies the allegations concerning the

content of the Notification, and respectfully refers the Court to the Notification for the contents

thereof.

73. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 73 of the Coñrplaiñt, except admits that WPHP and Fensterman have

no right to sell the Membership Interest.

74. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 74 of the Complaint.

75. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 75 of the Complaint.

THIRD /SICLCAUSE OF ACTION

Defamation

(WPHP and Mr. Fensterman)

76. In response to paragraph 76 of the Complaint, MCB repeats and reiterates each and

every response to the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 through 75 with the same force and

effect as though fully set forth herein.
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77. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 77 of the Complaint.

78. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 78 of the Complaint, except denies the allegations coñcerning the

content of the Notification, and respectfully refers the Court to the Notification for the contents

thereof.

79. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 79 of the Complaint.

80. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 80 of the Complaint.

81. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 81 of the Complaint.

82. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 82 of the Complaiñt.

FOURTH fSICI CAUSE OF ACTION

Breach of Fiduciary Duty
(Mr. Fensterman)

83. In response to paragraph 83 of the Complaint, MCB repeats and reiterates each and

every response to the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 through 82 with the same force and

effect as though fully set forth herein.

84. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 84 of the Complaint and respectfully refers all questions of law to the

Court.
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85. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 85 of the Complaint.

86. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 86 of the Complaint.

87. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 87 of the Complaint.

FIFTH /SIC/ CAUSE OF ACTION

Legal Malpractice

(Mr. Fensterman)

88. In response to paragraph 88 of the Complaint, MCB repeats and reiterates each and

every response to the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 through 87 with the same force and

effect as though fully set forth herein.

89. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 89 of the Complaint.

90. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 90 of the Complaint and respectfully refers all questions of law to the

Court.

91. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 91 of the Complaint and respectfully refers all questions of law to the

Court.

92. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 92 of the Complaint.

93. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 93 of the Complaint.
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SIXTH TSIC/ CAUSE OF ACTION

Judiciary Law Section 487

(Mr. Fensterman)

94. In response to paragraph 94 of the Complaiñt, MCB repeats and reiterates each and

every response to the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 through 93 with the same force and

effect as though fully set forth herein.

95. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 95 of the Complaint.

96. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 96 of the Complaint.

97. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 97 of the Complaint.

98. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 98 of the Complaint.

99. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 99 of the Complaint.

DEFENSES

100. MCB reserves the right to rely upon any of the following or any additional defenses

to the extent that such defenses are supported by information developed through discovery or

evidence at trial. MCB presently has insufficient knowledge or information upon which to form a

belief as to whether there may be, as yet unstated, defenses available to MCB and thus, expressly

reserves the right to (a) amend or supplement this answer, defenses and all other pleadings, and

(b) assert any and all additional defenses under any applicable federal and state law in the event

that discovery indicates such defenses would be appropriate. By asserting the matters below, MCB
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does not admit that Plaintiff is relieved of his burden to prove each element of its claims and the

damages or relief sought.

AS AND FOR A FIRST DEFENSE

101. MCB has a fully perfected security interest in the Membership Interest and the

certificates constituting the Membership Interest that is senior to all other persons.

AS AND FOR A SECOND DEFENSE

102. MCB has a possessory right in the certificates constituting the Membership Interest

that is superior to all other persons.

AS AND FOR A THIRD DEFENSE

103. Given that MCB is the creditor with the fully perfected senior secured interest in

the Membership Interests and certificates constituting the Membership Interest, and also has

possession of the certificates (and cannot be dispossessed of same), defendants WPHP and

Fensterman cannot conduct a commercially reasonable sale of the Membership Interest and thus,

they cannot proceed with a sale of said Membership Interest.

AS AND FOR A FOURTH DEFENSE

104. Upon information and belief, WPHP and Fensterman never had a valid security

interest in the Membership Interest and thus, they cannot foreclose or sell same.

AS AND FOR A FIFTH DEFENSE

105. Upon information and belief, assuming arguendo WPHP and Fensterman had a

valid security interest in the Membership Interest, said security interest has since terminated and

thus, they cannot foreclose or sell same.
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AS AND FOR A CROSS-CLAIM

AGAINST WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE
PROPERTIES L LLC AND HOWARD FENSTERMAN

(Declaratory Judgmeñ‡)

106. MCB repeats and re-alleges the foregoing paragraphs as though fully set forth

herein.

MCB's Security Interest in the Membershio Interest

107. On or about December 19, 2019, MCB loaned $3 million to, among others,

Waterview Acquisition I, LLC ("Waterview") and in connection therewith Waterview executed

and delivered to MCB a Promissory Note and Loan Agreement each dated December 19, 2019.

108. To secure repayment of Waterview's obligations to MCB, among other things,

Plaintiff executed and delivered to MCB a Guaranty Of Payment dated December 19, 2019 (the

"Guaranty").

109. Plaintiff secured his obligations under his Guaranty by executing and delivering to

MCB, among other things, the Assignment And Pledge Of Membership Interests dated December

19, 2019 (the "Pledge Agreement").

110. Pursuant to the Pledge Agreement, Plaintiff, among other things, "pledge[d],

collaterally assign[ed], transfer[red] and convey[ed], and grant[ed] a security interest in and lien

on, in favor of [MCB], all of [Plaintiff's] right, title and interest in, to, and under ..., whether now

owned or existing or hereafter acquired or arising ['Seventy and one-tenths percentage (70.1%) of

the membership interests ... owned by HERBERT JOZEFOVIC ... in WATERVIEW

ACQUISITION I, LLC ....']". In other words, by the Pledge Agreement, Plaintiff pledged his

Membership Interests to MCB.

111. To authorize, permit and facilitate the pledge of Plaintiff's Membership Interests to

MCB, Plaintiff's Membership Interests were certificated (the "Certificates") and the Amended
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And Restated Operating Agreement Of Waterview Acquisition I, LLC was amended pursuant to

the Second Amendmeñt To Amended And Restated Operating Agreement Of Waterview

Acquisition I, LLC dated December 19, 2019 (collectively, the "Operating Agreement"). After

obtaining a senior secured interest in Plaintiff's Membership hiterests and Certificates, MCB fully

perfected same by filing a UCC Financing Statement on December 23, 2019 and taking possession

of the Certificates.

112. All of Plaintiff's rights and interests in and to the Membership Interests are merged

with and in the Certificates.

The Certificates

113. MCB remains in possession of the Certificates.

114. MCB has a possessory interest in the Certificates that is superior to all other persons

and thus, cannot be dispossessed of the Certificates.

115. The Certificates, moreover, states as follows: "This certifies that Herbert Lizer

Jozefovic is the registered owner of Seventy and 1/10-(70.1%) Percent of the membership in the

Limited Liability Company transferable only on the books of the Company in accordance with the

Company's Operating Agreement and pursuant to the provisions of Section 2801-a(4)(b) of the

New York State Public Health
Law."

116. Pursuant to Article XII of Waterview's Operating Agreement, a pledge or transfer

of a membership interest is prohibited absent c0113e11i of the Public Health Council of the State of

New York and the members of Waterview.

117. Likewise, Section 2801-a(4)(b) of the New York State Public Health Law requires

the consent of the New York Public Health and Health Planniñg Council.
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The Notice of Sale

118. On or about October 6, 2020, MCB and its counsel Windels Marx Lane &

Mittendorf, LLP received a Notification Of Disposition Of Collateral pursuant to which WPHP

and Fensterman purported to sell WPHP's interests in and to Plaintiff's Membership Interests and

Certificates (the "Notice of Sale").

119. The Notice of Sale allegedly relates to an August 11, 2017 collateral assignment,

pledge and security agreement between Plaintiff and WPHP. However, WPHP did not file a UCC

Financing Statement until September 15, 2020.

120. Even if WPHP and Fensterman were to have a valid security interest in the

Membership Interest, it would be junior to MCB's security interest by virtue of the fact that MCB

perfected its interest before WPHP's September 15, 2020 UCC Financing Statement.

The UCC Reasires that any Sale be "Ca==arcially Reeseñable"

121. Pursuant to NY UCC 9-610(b), "Every aspect of a disposition of collateral,

including the method, manner, time, place, and other terms, must be commercially
reasonable."

122. In order to conduct a commercially reasonable sale of the Membership Interests,

WPHP and Fensterman must have possession of the Certificates.

Declaratory Relief is Necessary

123. As evidenced by the Notice of Sale, and the subsequent refusal by WPHP and

Fensterman to withdraw the Notice of Sale, there exists a genuine controversy and dispute as to

whether WPHP and Fensterman have the authority to sell Plaintiff's Membership Interest given

that (a) WPHP and Fensterman never had a security interest in the Membership Interests and if

they did, then said security interest long ago terminated, and even if they did and still have a

security interest in the Membership Interests, then (b) (i) MCB has a fully perfected security
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interest in the Membership Interest and Certificates that is senior to all other persons, (ii) MCB is

in possession of the Certificates, (iii) MCB has a possessory right in the Certificates that is superior

to all other persons, (iv) MCB cannot be dispossessed of the Certificates given its superior

possessory right in same, (v) the Certificates limit any transfer of same except in compliance with

the Operating Agreement, which requires the consent of Waterview's members, and the Public

Health Law, which requires the consent of the Public Health Council; (vii) all of Plaintiff's rights

and interests in and to the Membership Interests are merged with and in the Certificates, and (viii)

in order to conduct a commercially reasonable sale, WPHP and Fensterman must have possession

of the Certificates.

124. A judicial determination of these issues is necessary.

125. This controversy is ripe, genuine, actually justiciable and MCB has no adequate

remedy at law.

126. MCB is entitled to a declaratory judgmêñt stating that WPHP and Fensterman are

prollibited from selling Plaintiff's Membership Interest pursuant to the Notice of Sale or otherwise

because: (a) WPHP and Fensterman never had a security interest in the Membership Interests and

if they did, then said security interest long ago terminated, and even if they did and still have a

security interest in the Membership Interests, then (b) (i) MCB has a fully perfected security

interest in the Membership hiterest and Certificates that is senior to all other persons, (ii) MCB is

in possession of the Certificates, (iii) MCB has a possessory right in the Certificates that is superior

to all other persons, (iv) MCB cannot be dispossessed of the Certificates given its superior

possessory right in same, (v) the Certificates limit any transfer of same except in compliance with

the Operating Agreement, which requires the consent of Waterview's members, and the Public

Health Law, which requires the consent of the Public Health Council; (vii) all of Plaintiff's rights
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and interests in and to the Membership Interests are merged with and in the Certificates, and (viii)

in order to conduct a commercially reasonable sale, WPHP and Fensterman must have possession

of the Certificates.

127. WHEREFORE, MCB demands judgment as follows:

(a) Granting Plaintiff's request for a judgment declaring that (i) the Collateral

Assignment to WPHP and Fensterman is null and void following the establishment

of the Rent Security; (ii) the Membership Interest has been properly assigned to

MCB; and (iii) WPHP and Fensterman have no right or claim to the Membership

Interest, nor can WPHP, Fensterman, or counsel sell or otherwise transfer the

Membership Interest;

(b) Granting MCB's request for a judgment declaring that WPHP and Fensterman are

prohibited from selling Plaintiff's Membership Interest pursuant to the Notice of

Sale or otherwise because: (1) WPHP and Fensterman never had a security interest

in the Membership Interests and if they did, then said security interest long ago

terminated, and even if they did and still have a security interest in the Membership

Interests, then (2) (i) MCB has a fully perfected security interest in the Membership

Interest and Certificates that is senior to all other persons, (ii) MCB is in possession

of the Certificates, (iii) MCB has a possessory right in the Certificates that is

superior to all other persons, (iv) MCB cannot be dispossessed of the Certificates

given its superior possessory right in same, (v) the Certificates limit any transfer of

same except in compliance with the Operating Agreement, which requires the

consent of Waterview's members, and the Public Health Law, which requires the

consent of the Public Health Council; (vii) all of Plaintiff's rights and interests in
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and to the Membership Interests are merged with and in the Certificates, and (viii)

in order to conduct a commercially reasonable sale, WPHP and Fensterman must

have possession of the Certificates; and

(c) Granting MCB such other relief as the Court may deem fair, just and proper.

Dated: January 8, 2020

New York, New York

WINDELS MARX LANE & MITTENDORF, LLP

By:

Robert J. Malatak
'

James Tracy
156 West 56th Street

New York, NY 10019

Telephone: 212-237-1180

Fax: 212-262-1215

rmalatak@windelsmarx.com

jtracy@windelsmarx.com

Attorneys for Defendant/Cross-Claimant

Metropolitan Commercial Bank
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655549/2020   JOZEFOVIC, LIZER vs. WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE 
Motion No.  001 002 

 
Page 1 of 5 

 

The following e-filed documents, listed by NYSCEF document number (Motion 001) 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 14, 15, 
16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 
46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 86 

were read on this motion to/for    PREL INJUNCTION/TEMP REST ORDR . 
   
The following e-filed documents, listed by NYSCEF document number (Motion 002) 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 
13, 61, 62, 63, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 87, 89 

were read on this motion to/for    CHANGE VENUE . 
   
  

In this action seeking a declaratory judgment and damages in connection with claims 

sounding in, inter alia, breach of contract, fraud, defamation, breach of fiduciary duty, and legal 

malpractice, the plaintiff moves pursuant to CPLR 6301 for a preliminary injunction enjoining the 

defendants and their agents from publishing and distributing false statements about the plaintiff 

and from taking any action to transfer, assign, convey, or sell the plaintiff’s membership interest 

in Waterview Acquisition I, LLC (“Waterview”) (SEQ 001).  The defendants White Plains 

Healthcare Properties I, LLC (“WPH Properties”), and Howard Fensterman (“Fensterman”) 

oppose the motion and separately move pursuant to CPLR 511 and 602 to transfer this action to 

Westchester County and consolidate it with an action pending there entitled White Plains 

Healthcare Properties I, LLC v HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer Jozefovic and Mark Neuman, Index No. 

60278/2020 (the “Westchester Action”) (SEQ 002).  The plaintiff opposes the moving 

defendants’ application.  For the following reasons, the moving defendants’ motion is granted 

and the plaintiff’s motion is denied without prejudice. 

  

 SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
NEW YORK COUNTY 

 

PRESENT:
  

HON. NANCY M. BANNON 
 

PART IAS MOTION 42EFM 
 Justice        
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------X   INDEX NO.  655549/2020 

  

  MOTION DATE 
01/04/2021, 
01/04/2021 

  
  MOTION SEQ. NO.  001 002 
  

DECISION + ORDER ON 
MOTION 

LIZER JOZEFOVIC, 
                                                     Plaintiff,  
 

 

 - v -  

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC, 
HOWARD FENSTERMAN, and METROPOLITAN 
COMMERCIAL BANK 
 
                                                     Defendants.  

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------X  
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 WPH Properties is the developer and owner of a new skilled nursing facility located in 

Westchester County, New York (the “Facility”).  The Facility is operated by HBL SNF, LLC 

(“HBL”), an entity controlled by the plaintiff.  WPH Properties and HBL are parties to an 

operating lease dated November 19, 2015 (the “Lease”), under which WPH Properties leases 

the Facility to HBL, as tenant.  The plaintiff and nonparty Marc Neuman, as principals of HBL, 

are HBL’s guarantors under the Lease. 

 

 Section 7.1(a)(iii) of the Lease provides that HBL was to pay an additional security 

deposit in the amount of $1.6 Million 60 days prior to the start of the lease period.  As security 

for that payment, the plaintiff and WPH Properties entered into a collateral assignment 

agreement (the “Collateral Assignment Agreement”).  Pursuant to the Collateral Assignment 

Agreement, the plaintiff assigned to WPH Properties his 71% membership interest in 

Waterview, an entity that owns another skilled nursing home in Westchester County (the 

“Waterview Interest”).  The plaintiff also agreed to list Howard Fensterman, attorney for WPH 

Properties, as a signatory to a Waterview account with JP Morgan (the “Waterview account”) 

where the $1.6 Million was currently being held.  The Collateral Assignment Agreement 

provided that: 

“[u]pon the effectuation of Section 7.1(a)(iii) of the lease which requires Sixty 
days prior to the anticipated Commencement Date, the funds in the [Waterview 
account] in the amount of not less than $1,600,000 shall be deposited into the 
Landlords Rent Security Account, the [Waterview Interest] assigned to [WPH 
Properties] …shall be automatically reassigned by [WPH Properties] to [the 
plaintiff] without recourse, representation or warranty, and this Assignment shall 
automatically terminate and be void and of no further effect.” 

 
The “Landlords Rent Security Account” is not a defined term in the Lease or the Collateral 

Assignment Agreement.  The Collateral Assignment Agreement further provides that the 

exercise of WPH Properties’ rights to sell the Waterview Interest as assignee is authorized upon 

the plaintiff’s violation of the “terms and provisions concerning the maintenance of the 

[Waterview account]…” 

 

The plaintiff avers that he satisfied his obligations under the Collateral Assignment 

Agreement and that as a result, the assignment terminated.  In 2019, the plaintiff assigned the 

Waterview Interest to defendant Metropolitan Commercial Bank (“MCB”) in connection with a $3 

Million loan as part of a financing arrangement to provide working capital to benefit the Facility, 

including through the payment of rent to WPH Properties.   
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On September 18, 2020, WPH Properties commenced the Westchester Action, in which 

it contends, inter alia, that HBL breached the Lease by failing to pay rent, municipal and utility 

deposits, real estate taxes, and other fees associated with the Facility, including the $1.6 Million 

security deposit required by Section 7.1(a)(iii).  On October 6, 2020, WPH Properties noticed a 

public sale of the Waterview Interest based upon the plaintiff’s alleged default under the 

Collateral Assignment Agreement.  On October 22, 2020, this action ensued. 

 

“Consolidation is generally favored in the interest of judicial economy and ease of 

decision-making where cases present common questions of law and fact, ‘unless the party 

opposing the motion demonstrates that a consolidation will prejudice a substantial right.’”  

Raboy v McCrory Corp., 210 AD2d 145 (1st Dept. 1994) (quoting Amtorg Trading Corp. v 

Broadway & 56th St. Assoc., 191 AD2d 212, 213 [1st Dept. 1993]).  The movants correctly argue 

that consolidation is warranted here because this action and the Westchester Action share 

common questions of law and fact.  See CPLR 602; DeSilva v Plot Realty, LLC, 85 AD3d 422 

(1st Dept. 2011); Kern v Shandell, Blitz, Blitz & Bookson, 58 AD3d 487 (1st Dept. 2009). 

 

The plaintiff opposes consolidation, observing that while the Westchester Action involves 

claims regarding HBL’s performance of its obligations under the Lease and the plaintiff’s 

performance under the guarantee he signed, the instant action involves claims regarding 

ownership of the Waterview Interest pursuant to the separate Collateral Assignment Agreement.  

However, this characterization of the actions ignores the fact that both (a) WPH Properties’ 

claim in the Westchester Action that the additional security was not paid and (b) the plaintiff’s 

central claim in this action that the Collateral Assignment Agreement automatically terminated 

turn on the same question: whether Section 7.1(a)(iii) of the Lease was effectuated.  Allowing 

this question to proceed in two separate courts risks inconsistent results.  Moreover, WPH 

Properties avers in its moving papers that it has amended its complaint in the Westchester 

Action to include a claim sounding in violation of the Collateral Assignment Agreement against 

the plaintiff.  Finally, the plaintiff, who is a resident of Westchester County and a party to the 

Westchester Action, which was commenced prior to the instant action, would not suffer 

prejudice to any substantial right as a result of consolidation and transfer.  

 

The court notes that transfer is also appropriate because it appears that venue is 

improper in New York County.  CPLR 503 provides that “[e]xcept where otherwise prescribed by 
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law, the place of trial shall be in the county in which one of the parties resided when it was 

commenced; the county in which a substantial part of the events or omissions giving rise to the 

claim occurred; or, if none of the parties then resided in the state, in any county designated by 

the plaintiff.”  Here, the only entity residing in New York County is MCB, which the plaintiff has 

included as a defendant but against which the plaintiff has not asserted any claim.  Conversely, 

several parties, including the plaintiff, reside in Westchester County.  Since venue properly lies 

in Westchester County, the court declines to retain venue on the basis of MCB, a nominal 

defendant against whom there is no claim.  See Espinoza v Concordia Intl. Forwarding Corp., 

39 AD3d 258 (1st Dept. 2007). 

 

The plaintiff’s motion for preliminary injunctive relief is denied without prejudice to 

renewal upon transfer and consolidation in Westchester County. 

 

Accordingly, it is 

 

ORDERED that the plaintiff’s motion pursuant to CPLR 6301 for a preliminary injunction 

(SEQ 001) is denied without prejudice to renewal upon the transfer and consolidation of this 

action in Westchester County; and it is further 

 

ORDERED that the motion of White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC, and Howard 

Fensterman pursuant to CPLR 511 and 602 to transfer this action to Westchester County and 

consolidate it with an action pending there entitled White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC v 

HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer Jozefovic and Mark Neuman, Index No. 60278/2020, (SEQ 002) is 

granted; and it is further 

 

ORDERED this action, Lizer Jozefovic v White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC, 

Howard Fensterman, and Metropolitan Commercial Bank, Index No. 655549/2020, pending in the 

Supreme Court, New York County, shall be consolidated in the Supreme Court, Westchester 

County, with White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC v HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer Jozefovic and 

Mark Neuman, Index No. 60278/2020; and it is further, 

 

ORDERED that the consolidation shall take place under Westchester County Index No. 

60278/2020; and it is further, 
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ORDERED that the Clerk of this Court shall transfer the file in this action to the Clerk of 

the Supreme Court, Westchester County, for consolidation and shall mark his records to reflect 

such transfer; and it is further, 

 

ORDERED that the Clerk of the Court shall coordinate the transfer of the file in this action 

with the Clerk of the Supreme Court, Westchester County, so as to ensure an efficient transfer 

and minimize insofar as practical the reproduction of documents, including with regard to any 

documents that may be in digital format; and it is further 

 

ORDERED that the pleadings in the actions hereby consolidated shall stand as the 

pleadings in the consolidated action; and it is further 

 

ORDERED that, within 30 days from entry of this order, counsel for the moving defendants 

shall serve a copy of this order with notice of entry upon the Clerk of this Court, shall pay the 

appropriate transfer fee, if any, and shall contact the staff of the Clerk of this Court and cooperate 

in effectuating the transfer and consolidation; and it is further 

 

ORDERED that such service upon the Clerk of this Court shall be made in accordance 

with the procedures set forth in the Protocol on Courthouse and County Clerk Procedures for 

Electronically Filed Cases (accessible at the “E-Filing” page on the court’s website at the address 

www.nycourts.gov/supctmanh)]. 

 

This constitutes the Decision and Order of the court. 
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NOTIFICATION OF DISPOSITION OF COLLATERAL

June 9, 2021

To:

Lizer Josefovic Metropolitan Commercial Bank

53 Mariner Way 99 Park Avenue, 4th floor

Monsey, New York 10952-1248 New York, New York 10016

Windels Marx Lane & Mittendorf, LLP Michelman & Robinson, LLP

156 West
56d' Street 800 Third Ave.,

24d' F1

New York, New York 10019 New York, NY 10022

Attn: Michele Arbeeny, Esq. Attn: John Giardino, Esq.

Robert Malatak, Esq. Alex Barnett-Howell, Esq.

From: Howard Fensterman as nominee for White Plains Healthcare Properties, LLC,

2 Bourbon Street, Peabody, Massachusetts 01960 (Secured Party)

Re: Collateral Assignment and Pledge of Membership Interest and Security Agreement (the

"Pledge"), dated August 11, 2017, made by and between Lizer Josefovic ("Assignor") and

Howard Fensterman, as nominee for White Plains Health Care Properties, LLC

("Assignee") as such agreement may have been further amended or modified from

time to time.

We will sell the Collateral described in Exhibit A hereto and made a part hereof to the

highest qualified bidder in public as follows:

Day and Date: Thursday, July 1, 2021

Time: 10:00 a.m.

Place: DelBello Donnellan Weingarten Wise & Wiederkehr, LLP, One

North Lexington Avenue, White Plains, New York 10601, phone:

914-681-0200.

You are entitled to, at no charge, an accounting of the unpaid indebtedness secured by the

collateral that we intend to sell. You may request an accounting by contacting Alfred E. Donnellan

DelBello Donnellan Weingarten Wise & Wiederkehr, LLP One North Lexington Ave. White

Plains, NY 10601, Phone: 914-681-0200.

Very truly yours,

/s/ Howard FeavWerm

Howard Fensterman as nominee for

White Plains Health Care Properties, LLC

1
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EXHIBIT A

The Collateral to be sold consists of:

All rights, title and interest of Lizer Josefovic as a member in Waterview Acquisition 1,

LLC.

2
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
WESTCHESTER COUNTY 
------------------------------------------------------------- 
WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES 
I, LLC,  
 
    Plaintiff, 
 
   v. 
 
HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC a/k/a 
LIZER JOZOFOVIC, and MARK NEUMAN, 
 
    Defendants and 
    Third-Party 
Plaintiffs. 
 
   v. 
 
CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY 
CONSULTING, THE CONGRESS 
COMPANIES, HOWARD FENSTERMAN, 
WILLIAM NICHOLSON, and 
METROPOLITAN COMMERCIAL BANK 
 
    Third-Party  
    Defendants. 
------------------------------------------------------------- 
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: 
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: 
x 
 

 
Index No.: 60278/2020 
 
 

THIRD-PARTY DEFENDANT/CROSS-CLAIMANT 
METROPOLITAN COMMERCIAL BANK’S MEMORANDUMOF 

LAW IN PARTIAL JOINDER AND SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS / THIRD PARTY 
PLAINTIFFS’ ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE FOR A TEMPORARY RESTRAINING 

ORDER AND PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION 
 
     Robert J. Malatak, Esq. 

James Tracy, Esq. 
WINDELS MARX LANE & MITTENDORF, LLP 
156 West 56th Street 

     New York, New York 10019 
     (212) 237-1000 

Attorneys for Third-Party Defendant/Cross-Claimant 
Metropolitan Commercial Bank 
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PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 
 

By this motion, defendants / third-party plaintiffs Lizer Jozefovic (“Josefovic”), HBL SNF 

LLC (“HBL”), and Mark Neuman (“Neuman”) (collectively, “Movants”) seek to temporarily 

restrain and preliminarily enjoin the noticed sale – currently set for July 1, 2021 – by plaintiff 

White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC (“WPHP”) and third-party defendant Howard 

Fensterman (“Fensterman”) (collectively, “WP Parties”) of Josefovic’s membership interests in 

Waterview Acquisition I, LLC (“Waterview”).  In their moving papers, Movants set forth a prima 

facie case that they will likely succeed on the merits of their causes of action.  Movants have also 

demonstrated that, absent injunctive relief, they will suffer irreparable injury and the equities tip 

in their favor. 

Third-party defendant/Cross-claimant Metropolitan Commercial Bank (“MCB”) joins and 

supports this motion for a temporary restraining order and preliminary injunction, but only against 

the WP Parties and other third-party defendants – not against MCB.  The WP Parties have admitted 

that MCB has a senior security interest in Josefovic’s membership interests.  Indeed, the fact is 

indisputable – MCB entered into a security agreement with Josefovic in 2019 through which he 

granted MCB a security interest in his membership interests, whereupon MCB perfected its 

security interest by taking possession of the related certificates and filing a Uniform Commercial 

Code (“UCC”) Financing Statement on December 23, 2019.  To the extent it even had a security 

interest in the membership interests, the WP Parties did not file a UCC Financing Statement until 

September 15, 2020, resulting in MCB having priority. 

Allowing the WP Parties to proceed with their noticed sale now, or ever for that matter, 

would unduly prejudice not only Josefovic, but MCB as well, especially since MCB has an 

unadjudicated cross-claim for a declaratory judgment that, among other things, seeks a declaration 
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that Josefovic’s membership interests/certificates cannot be sold.  First, the threshold questions of 

whether the WP Parties have a valid security interest in the membership interests must first be 

resolved first.  If after appropriate proceedings the evidence establishes that the WP Parties’ 

security interest long ago terminated, then they have no right whatsoever to try to sell Josefovic’s 

membership interests/certificates a/k/a MCB’s collateral.  In that case, the WP Parties are nothing 

more than a stranger who are tortiously interfering with MCB’s contractual relations with 

Waterview and Josefovic, and otherwise attempting to convert MCB’s collateral to MCB, 

Josefovic, and Waterview’s detriment. 

Second, if the evidence establishes that the WP Parties currently have a junior secured 

interest in the membership interests/certificates, they are still unable to effectuate a sale of same 

because MCB has a superior possessory right in and to the interests and related certificates and 

without possession of the certificates, the WP Parties cannot conduct a commercially reasonable 

sale as the UCC requires.  Not only is this grounded in law, it is not an unfair result, since MCB 

took many steps to safeguard its loan commitment to Josefovic, including having the membership 

interest certificated pursuant UCC Article 8, searching for any prior UCC filings, and, finally, 

taking possession of the certificates and immediately filing a UCC Financing Statement thereby 

perfecting its own security interest.  Despite having an opportunity to do so, the WP Parties took 

none of these steps – except, of course, filing its own UCC Financing Statement nearly two (2) 

years after it supposedly became a secured creditor of Josefovic and only a few days before it 

commenced this lawsuit. 

Based upon the foregoing, the Court respectfully must grant the requested temporary 

restraining order and preliminary injunction to allow for a determination of whether the WP Parties 
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have a valid security interest and to ensure that MCB’s interests in and to its collateral is fully 

protected and preserved.  

FACTS 
 
A. The MCB Loan 

On or about December 19, 2019, MCB loaned $3 million (the “Loan”) to Waterview, and 

in connection with the Loan, Waterview executed and delivered to MCB a Promissory Note (the 

“Note”) and Loan Agreement (the “Loan Agreement”).  To secure repayment of Waterview’s 

obligations to MCB, among other things, Josefovic executed and delivered to MCB a Guaranty Of 

Payment dated December 19, 2019 (the “Guaranty”).  (Bandazian Aff., Ex. A.)1 

Josefovic secured his obligations under his Guaranty by executing and delivering to MCB, 

among other things, the Assignment And Pledge Of Membership Interests dated December 19, 

2019 (the “Pledge Agreement”).  (Id., Ex. B.)   Pursuant to the Pledge Agreement, Josefovic, 

among other things, “pledge[d], collaterally assign[ed], transfer[red] and convey[ed], and 

grant[ed] a security interest in and lien on, in favor of [MCB], all of [Josefovic’s] right, title and 

interest in, to, and under …, whether now owned or existing or hereafter acquired or arising 

[‘Seventy and one-tenths percentage (70.1%) of the membership interests … owned by HERBERT 

JOZEFOVIC … in WATERVIEW ACQUISITION I, LLC ….’]” (“Josefovic’s Membership 

Interests”).  (Id., Ex. B, § 2-3 & Annex A.) 

Further, the Amended And Restated Operating Agreement Of Waterview Acquisition I, 

LLC (the “Operating Agreement”) was amended to authorize, permit, and facilitate the pledge of 

Josefovic’s Membership Interests to MCB (see new Section 6.7) (Id., ¶ 7, Ex. C.), Josefovic’s 

                                                            
1 “Bandazian Aff.” refers to the Affidavit of Brett Bandazian, sworn to on October 26, 2020, which was initially 
submitted in support of Josefovic’s prior motion for a preliminary injunction before the New York County Supreme 
Court, and is annexed as Exhibit 1 to the Malatak Aff. (defined below).   
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Membership Interests were certificated (the “Certificates”) and expressly deemed to be governed 

by Article 8 of the UCC (see new Section 2.8) (Id., ¶ 7, Ex. C.) and Section 12.2 of the Operating 

Agreement was amended to permit the transfer of Josefovic’s interests to MCB (see new Section 

12.2) (Id., ¶ 7, Ex. C.).  After obtaining a senior secured interest in Josefovic’s Membership 

Interests/Certificates, MCB fully perfected same by filing a UCC Financing Statement on 

December 23, 2019 (the “MCB UCC”) and taking possession of the Certificates.  (Id., ¶ 8, Ex. D.)   

Importantly, MCB remains in possession of the Certificates.  (Id.) 

B. The WP Security Agreement And The First Notice Of Sale 

On or about October 6, 2020, MCB and its counsel, Windels Marx Lane & Mittendorf, 

LLP (“Windels Marx”), received a Notification Of Disposition Of Collateral, pursuant to which 

the WP Parties purported to notice a sale of Plaintiff’s Membership Interests/Certificates (the “First 

Notice of Sale”).  (Id., ¶ 9, Ex. E.)  The First Notice of Sale purportedly relates to an August 11, 

2017 collateral assignment, pledge and security agreement between Josefovic and WPHP (the “WP 

Security Agreement”).  (See Id., Ex. E.) 

The WP Security Agreement suffers from a number of fatal infirmities.  For instance, the 

WP Security Agreement is hopelessly ambiguous and vague.  Paragraph 1 of the WP Security 

Agreement provides as follows: 

As collateral security for the Borrowers’ obligations under the 
Lease, the Security Agreement, the Loan, and the Development 
Agreement, the Assignor hereby pledges and assigns and grants a 
first and superior security interest in and to all of his rights, title and 
interest as a member in the Company (the “Collateral”).  (Giardino 
Aff., Ex. D, § 1.)2 
 

                                                            
2 “Giardino Aff.” refers to the Affirmation Of John Giardino In Support Of Order To Show Cause, affirmed June 22, 
2021 (Doc. No. 107). 
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It is not clear, however, whose obligations are at issue, as “Borrower” is not defined in the WP 

Security Agreement.  Nor, for that matter, are the terms “Lease,” “Security Agreement,” “Loan,” 

or “Development Agreement.”  (See Giardino Aff., Ex. D.)  In other words, the WP Parties are 

relying on a security agreement pursuant to which Josefovic supposedly pledged his membership 

interests to secure an unknown person’s obligations under unknown agreements.  Further, it 

appears that the WP Security Agreement terminated pursuant to its own terms prior to Josefovic 

pledging the interests to the WP Parties.  (Giardino Aff., ¶ 31-50.) 

MCB had no prior actual notice of the WP Security Agreement.  (Bandazian Aff., ¶ 10.)  

MCB’s UCC search did not locate any prior claims against Josefovic’s Membership 

Interests/Certificates because the WP Parties did not file a UCC Financing Statement until 

September 15, 2020 (the “WP UCC”).  (Bandazian Aff., Ex. F.)   

As will be shown below, even if the WP Parties have a valid security interest, its failure to 

file a UCC Financing Statement prior to MCB results in MCB having a senior claim to Josefovic’s 

Membership Interests/Certificates.  Indeed, WP Parties admitted as much in their motion in the 

New York County Action to consolidate and change venue.  According to the WP Parties, MCB 

“holds a prior lien on the Waterview Membership Interest,” and “[t]he Waterview Membership 

Interest will be sold subject to the lien of Metropolitan Commercial Bank.”  (Malatak Aff., ¶ 4.)3  

The WP Parties’ counsel further states that, “The Waterview Membership Interest will be sold 

subject to Metropolitan Commercial Bank’s first lien.  There is no dispute about that.”  (Id., ¶ 15.)4 

  

                                                            
3 “Malatak Aff.” refers to the accompanying Affirmation Of Robert J. Malatak, affirmed June 25, 2021. 
 
4 Actually, while there is no dispute that MCB has a senior lien, there is a dispute over whether the collateral will be 
sold. 
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D. The WP Parties Persist Despite Warning 

By letter dated October 19, 2020, MCB’s counsel wrote to the WP Parties’ counsel 

demanding that it cease and desist with any and all efforts to sell Josefovic’s Membership 

Interests/Certificates (the “Windels Letter”).  (Bandazian Aff., Ex. G.)  However, in response, the 

WP Parties’ counsel refused to cease and desist and asserted they would proceed with the sale (Id., 

Ex. H), requiring Josefovic to commence an action on October 22, 2020 entitled Josefovic v. White 

Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC et. al, Index No. 655549/2020 (the “New York County 

Action”) and file an Order to Show Cause seeking, among other things, a temporary restraining 

order and preliminary injunction enjoining the WP Parties from, among other things, taking any 

action to transfer, assign, convey or sell Jozefovic’s Membership Interests/Certificates in 

Waterview. 

E.  The WP Parties’ First Noticed Sale Is Enjoined, And A Second Notice of Sale Is Issued 

On October 27, 2021, the Court issued the requested temporary restraining order in the 

New York County Action pending a determination on the request for a preliminary injunction.  

(Malatak Aff., Ex. 2.)  The WP Parties responded by moving to consolidate the New York County 

Action with this action.  (Malatak Aff., ¶ 5.)  While the motion was pending, on January 8, 2021, 

MCB filed in the New York County Action an Answer With Cross-Claim against WPHP and 

Howard Fensterman.  (Malatak Aff., ¶ 6, Ex. 3.)  MCB’s cross-claim seeks a declaratory judgment 

that WPHP and Howard Fensterman are prohibited from selling the Certificates because, inter 

alia, (a) they either have no interests in the Certificates, or (b) even if they do have interests in the 

Certificates any such interests are trumped by MCB’s interests and related rights.  Thereafter, by 

Decision and Order, dated April 8, 2021 (Bannon, J.S.C.), the New York County Action was 

consolidated with this action, and the motion for a preliminary injunction was denied without 
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prejudice.  (Malatak Aff., Ex. 4.)  After the two (2) actions were consolidated, the WP Parties 

issued a Notification of Disposition of Collateral, dated June 9, 2021 (the “Second Notice of Sale”), 

purporting to once again notice a sale of the Jozefovic Membership Interests, this time on July 1, 

2021.  (Malatak Aff., Ex. 5.)  Thereafter, Movants filed this motion to again enjoin any sale of the 

Josefovic Membership Interests/Certificates. 

ARGUMENT 
 

POINT I 
 

THE COURT SHOULD GRANT A TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER AND 
PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION ENJOINING THE SALE OF THE COLLATERAL 

 
 The Court should grant this motion for a temporary restraining order and preliminary 

injunction enjoining the WP Parties’ sale of Josefovic’s Membership Interests/Certificates pending 

a determination of Josefovic’s and MCB’s claims.  There are serious threshold questions whether 

the WP Parties have a valid security interest of any kind. Even if the WP Parties are able to 

ultimately demonstrate a currently valid security interest, MCB is indisputably the senior creditor 

and is in possession of the Certificates.  Any sale by the WP Parties would be commercially 

unreasonable and will destroy the value of the collateral in which MCB retains its senior lien.  

Until all of these issues are determined, the Court respectfully must preserve the status quo and 

enjoin any sale. 

The purpose of a temporary restraining order and a preliminary injunction is to maintain 

the status quo pending a determination on the merits.  Segarra v. Ashouin, 253 A.D.2d 406, 407 

(1st Dep’t 1998) (regarding temporary restraining order); Ying Fung Moy v. Hohi Umeki, 10 

A.D.3d 604, 604 (2d Dep’t 2004) (regarding preliminary injunction).  It is well settled that a party 

is entitled to preliminary injunctive relief upon a showing of (1) a probability of success on the 

merits; (2) the danger of irreparable injury absent the issuance of the injunction; and (3) a balancing 
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of the equities in favor of the movant.  See Aetna Insurance Co. & Capasso, 75 N.Y.2d 860, 862 

(1990).  Here, Movants have met all three (3) required criteria, and granting the requested 

injunctive relief would preserve the status quo. 

A. Movants And MCB Are Likely To Prevail On The Merits 
 
While Movants assert several reasons why they will likely prevail on the merits, MCB will 

focus here only on the fact that MCB has a first priority security interest, and the WP Parties have, 

at most, a junior security interest.  Indeed, for the reasons discussed below just that fact alone is 

sufficient to demonstrate a likelihood of success on the merits in this case. 

To establish “the likelihood of success on the merits, a prima facie showing of a right to 

relief is sufficient; actual proof of the case should be left to further court proceedings.”  

McLaughlin, Piven, Vogel, Inc. v. W.J. Nolan & Co., 114 A.D.2d 165, 172-173 (2d Dep’t 1986); 

see also Parkmed Co. v. Pro-Life Counselling, Inc., 91 A.D.2d 551, 553 (1st Dep’t 1982).  The 

affidavits, documentary evidence and the opposition’s admissions set forth a prima facie case that 

the WP Parties do not currently have, a security interest in the collateral, and even if they did, they 

cannot conduct a commercially reasonable sale of same because of MCB’s superior possessory 

rights.   

1. The WP Security Agreement Terminated Pursuant To Its Own Terms 

The WP Security Agreement’s terms provide that upon the provision of $1.6 million in 

rent security, the WP Security Agreement automatically terminates.  (Giardino Aff., Ex. D, ¶ 2.)  

Movants have demonstrated that the account was funded and the WP Security Agreement therefore 

terminated.  (Giardino Aff., ¶ 31-50.) 

“Security agreements are evaluated by the same principles of construction and 

interpretation as any contract” and the “parties are deemed to have intended the Security 
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Agreement provisions to mean what is evident from the language employed.”  Bostwick-Westbury 

Corp. v. Commercial Trading Co., Inc., 94 Misc.2d 401, 406 (Civ. Ct. N.Y. City 1978).  Here, the 

WP Security Agreement unambiguously states that, upon the provision of $1.6 million in rent 

security in an account, the agreement automatically terminates, and Movants have made a prima 

facie case that it has complied with that requirement.  Thus, it is likely that Movants will prevail 

in showing that the WP Security Agreement, and with it the WP Parties’ security interest (if any), 

was terminated long ago. 

2. Without Possessing The Certificates, The WP Parties 
Cannot Conduct A Commercially Reasonable Sale     

 
To properly sell collateral pursuant to the UCC, the sale must be “commercially 

reasonable.”  NY UCC 9-610(b) (“Every aspect of a disposition of collateral, including the method, 

manner, time, place, and other terms, must be commercially reasonable.”)  A secured creditor 

cannot sell certificates of membership interests in a commercially reasonable manner, however, 

without possession of the certificates.  See In re Domestic Fuel Corp., 71 B.R. 734 (Br. S.D.N.Y. 

1987).  In In re Domestic Fuel Corp., a debtor pledged shares in certain companies, but upon 

execution of the security agreement, the secured party did not take possession of the share 

certificates.  Id. at 736.  After a default, the secured party, still without possession purported to sell 

the collateral.  Id. at 737.  The court, however, deemed the sale commercially unreasonable because 

the creditor did not have possession of the share certificates at the time of the purported sale.  Id. 

at 739-40. 

In order to sell the Certificates in a commercially reasonable manner, the WP Parties must 

have possession of them.  However, the WP Parties do not possess the Certificates and, as the 

junior creditor, it is not entitled to them.  As an initial matter, the Certificates were first issued in 

connection with MCB’s Loan and MCB perfected its security interest in them by taking possession 
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of same, and still maintains possession. (Bandazian Aff., ¶ 8.)  Further, as the senior creditor -- 

and the WP Parties concede MCB is the senior creditor (Malatak Aff., ¶ 4) -- MCB is entitled to 

continued possession of the Certificates.  See NY UCC § 6-906, comment 5 (“a senior secured 

party is entitled to possession as against a junior claimant”).  Finally, MCB has identified no 

provision of the UCC that would compel it to have to turn over the Certificates to the WP Parties 

for purposes of conducting a sale.  Moreover, the WP Parties cannot, for example, maintain a cause 

of action against MCB for replevin because it cannot plead, let alone establish, the required 

elements.  “To establish a claim for replevin, the plaintiff must prove two elements: [i] that plaintiff 

has a possessory right superior to that of the defendant; and [ii] that plaintiff is entitled to the 

immediate possession of that property.”  Malvar Egerique v. Chowaiki, 2020 WL 1974228, *26 

(S.D.N.Y. 2020).  Because MCB, not the WP Parties, has the superior possessory right in the 

Interests/Certificates, the WP Parties could not succeed on such a claim.  Id.; NY UCC § 6-906, 

comment 5.  Accordingly, the WP Parties are unable to conduct a commercially reasonable sale.  

B. Josefovic And MCB Would Be Irreparably Harmed Absent An Injunction 

Movants have also demonstrated irreparable harm absent an injunction.  Indeed, if 

Josefovic’s 70% membership interest is sold, Josefovic will lose his business.  The loss of goodwill 

of a “viable, ongoing business” constitutes irreparable harm.  See, Second On Second v. Hing Sing, 

66 A.D.3d 255, 272-273 (1st Dep’t 2009) (“We reject HST's argument that the loss of the goodwill 

of a viable, ongoing business does not constitute irreparable harm warranting the grant of 

preliminary injunctive relief.”); FTI Consulting, Inc. v. PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP, 8 A.D.3d 

145, 146 (1st Dep’t 2004) (“[T]he agreement's breach entailed irreparable harm, the loss of 

goodwill not being readily quantifiable.”).  More concerning to MCB is that it would also be 

irreparably harmed if the sale were to proceed.  MCB loaned money to Waterview, and the sale of 
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the Interests/Certificates would effectively allow the WP Parties to choose MCB’s borrower.  Even 

if the WP Parties were legally permitted to sell the Interests/Certificates (and they are not), any 

sale by the WP Parties subject to MCB’s senior security interest will most certainly fetch a small 

sale price and devalue Waterview, also to MCB’s detriment (Bandazian Aff., ¶ 22.), not to mention 

that there might not be any replacement collateral available to MCB.  

C. The Equities Favor An Injunction 

In reviewing a request for a preliminary injunction, “a court must balance the equities.  [I]t 

must be shown that the irreparable injury to be sustained ... is more burdensome [to the plaintiff] 

than the harm caused to defendant through imposition of the injunction.”  McLaughlin, Piven, 

Vogel, Inc. v. W.J. Nolan & Co., Inc., 114 A.D.2d 165, 174 (2d Dep’t 1986).  Here, there will be 

no injury to the WP Parties if the sale is enjoined.  However, if the Court fails to preliminarily 

enjoin the sale and it is ultimately determined that the WP Parties do not have a valid security 

interest, then they will have been permitted to sell property in which they had no rights whatsoever.  

Conversely, if it turns out that the WP Parties do have a security interest in the collateral, 

proceeding with a sale without possession of the Certificates (which it has no right to do), will lead 

to a devaluation of the collateral through a sale that will be commercially unreasonable as a matter 

of law.  Further, if the WP Parties are permitted to sell the Certificates, it would just be dragging 

that purchaser into this litigation because MCB will be forced to assert an adverse claim against 

the purchaser.  Thus, the equities clearly favor sorting out this mess before a sale, rather than letting 

the dispute spread to yet new parties.  Complain as they may, the WP Parties have no one to blame 

but themselves for the situation in which they find themselves for failing to protect whatever 

interests they might have in the Certificates. 
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CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, MCB respectfully requests that this Court grant this motion for 

a temporary restraining order and preliminary injunction against the WP Parties only, and not 

against MCB.   

Dated: New York, New York 
 June 25, 2021 

WINDELS MARX LANE & MITTENDORF, LLP 

 
 

By: ____________________________________ 
Robert J. Malatak 

 James Tracy 
156 West 56th Street 
New York, New York 10019 
(212) 237-1000 
 
Attorneys for Third-Party Defendant/Cross-
Claimant Metropolitan Commercial Bank  
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Alfred E. Donnellan 
Partner 
aed@ddw-law.com 

COUNSELLORS AT LAW 

THE GATEWAY BUILDING 
ONE NORTH LEXINGTON AVENUE 
WHITE PLAINS, NEW YORK 10601 

(914) 681-0200 
FACSIMILE (914) 684-0288 

Connecticut Office 
1111 SUMMER STREET 
STAMFORD, CT  06905 

(203) 298-0000 

 

1607129 
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June 28, 2021 
 

VIA NYSCEF 
 
Honorable Gretchen M. Walsh 
Westchester County Supreme Court  
111 Dr. Martin Luther King Blvd. 
White Plains, New York 10601 
 
 Re: White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC v. HBL SNF, LLC et al., 
  Westchester County Supreme Court Index No. 60278/2020 

Dear Justice Walsh: 
This firm represents plaintiff, White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC (“WPH 

Properties”) and third-party defendants, CCC Equities, LLC, Project Equity Consulting, The 
Congress Companies, Howard Fensterman and William Nicholson, in connection with the above 
referenced action.  

During the hearing with this Court on Friday, June 25, 2021, in connection with 
Defendants’ request for a temporary restraining order, the Court directed Defendants HBL SNF, 
LLC, Lizer Jozefovic, and Mark Neuman to supplement their evidence in support of their motion 
by noon today Monday, June 28, 2021. It is now approximately two hours past the Court’s 
deadline and Defendants have not filed any supplemental papers. For this reason, and because 
the documents originally submitted to this Court by Defendants HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer Jozefovic 
and Mark Neuman have no evidentiary value, WPH Properties respectfully requests that 
Defendants’ order to show cause be denied in its entirety. Warrington v. Ryder Truck Rental, 
Inc., 35 A.D.3d 455, 456 (2d Dept. 2006) (“An attorney's affirmation that is not based upon 
personal knowledge is of no probative or evidentiary significance.”) 
 

Respectfully submitted, 
 
/s/ Alfred E. Donnellan   
ALFRED E. DONNELLAN 

cc:  
John Giardino, Esq. (By NYSCEF) 
Alexander Barnett-Howell, Esq. (By NYSCEF) 
Robert Malatak, Esq. (By NYSCEF) 
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JOHN GIARDINO 
jgiardino@mrllp.com 

New York Office 
800 Third Avenue, 24th Floor  

New York, NY 10022 

P 212.730.7700 F 212.730.7725 www.mrllp.com 

 

Los Angeles       |       Orange County       |       San Francisco      |       Chicago      |       New York 
 
 

 
 
 
June 28, 2021 
 

Via NYSCEF  
 
Honorable Gretchen M. Walsh 
Supreme Court of the State of New York 
County of Westchester 
111 Dr. Martin Luther King Blvd. 
White Plains, New York 10601 
  
  

Re:     White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC v. HBL SNF, LLC et al.  
Index No. 60278/2020 

    
 
Dear Judge Walsh: 
 
 We are working through the technical requirements for issuing a $1,600,000 Letter of Credit 
in favor of White Plains supported by the rent security account.  J.P. Morgan has confirmed that they 
can issue this Letter of Credit.  We are working with their legal department and will need some 
additional time. 
 
 We will file our supplemental affidavit this afternoon but hope to resolve the matter without 
further proceedings. 
 

Respectfully yours, 
 
MICHELMAN & ROBINSON, LLP 
 
 
 
John Giardino 

 
 
JG:ec 
 
cc: Alfred E. Donnellan, Esq. Via ECF 
     Robert Malatak, Esq. Via ECF 
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER
------------------------------===------ ------¬----------------X

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, :

LLC, :

: Index No. 60278/2020

Plaintiff, :

-against- :

:

HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/K/A LIZER :

JOZOFOVIC, and MARK NEUMAN, :

:

Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs, :

:

-against- :

CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY :

CONSULTING, THE CONGRESS COMPANIES, :

HOWARD FENSTERMAN, WILLIAM :

NICHOLSON, and METROPOLITAN :

COMMERCIAL BANK :

Third-Party Defendants
_______ __________..__________________------------------X

AFFIRMATION OF LIZER JOZEFOVIC
IN SUPPORT OF ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE

LIZER JOZEFOVIC affirms the following to be true under the penaltics of perjury:

1. I respectfully submit this affirmation in support of the Motion for an Order to Show

Cause preventing the sale of my Membership Interest in Waterview Acquisition I, LLC

("Waterview"). This Affirmation is based upon my personal knowledge.

2. I am the managing member of Waterview and own 70.1% of the company (the

"Membership Interest.")
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3. The history of my dealitigs with White Plains and all other parties is set forth in the

Affirmation of John Giardiiic and the Memorandum of Law.

4. The Waterview facility consists of a 130-bed skilled nursing facility licensed by the

State of New York.

5. I acquired Waterview in 2005.

6. There are currently 126 residents in the facility.

7. I am personally involved in maiiaging the daily operations of Waterview and I am

in the facility every week.

8. My son, Joseph Jozefovic, has been the administrator of the facility since 2015.

9. I am personally the holder of the nursing home license issued by the New York

State Department of Health whose operations are overseen by the Department of Health.

10. In 2015, I refinanced the facility with the U.S. Department of Housiiig and Urban

Development and there is currently a $25,000,000 HUD loan in place for the Waterview

operations.

11. In addition, I borrowed $3,000,000 from Metropolitan Commercial Bank to fund

operations, a loan I personally guaranteed.

12. I also have a line of credit extended by Gemino in the amount of $1,400,000, which

I have also personally guaranteed.

13. The proposed sale of my membership interest in Waterview will cause a default on

all of these loans.

14. As set forth in the motion papers, I have invested approximately $5,000,000 in

White Plains. Without the infusion of my capital, the White Plains Project could not have been

completed.

2
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15. Specifically, on November 20, 2015, I contributed to the Project: (1) $2,200,000

paid to White Plains to be used by Congress for pre-development costs; (2) $197,072 paid to CCCE

to be used at the discretion of Fenstermañ; and (3) $1,595,368.32 paid into a control account as

rent security.

16. During this time, I was represented by Third-Party Defendant Howard Fensterman

of Abrams, Fcñsterman, Fensterman, Eisman, Formato, Ferrara, Wolf & Carone, LLP.

17. These funds are a loan to the developer that has never been paid back to me by

White Plains.

18. White Plains agreed to repay $1,500,000 of the principal amount of the loan by

purchasing the furniture, fixtures, and equipment (the "FF&E") for the Project and conveying title

to my company.

19. In Eddition, White Plains agreed to repay $700,000 of the principal amount of the

loan by providing credit against Lease payments.

20. I have never received this rent credit and this amount of $700,000 could certainly

be credited to the rent security which Plaintiff is seeking that sale of the Waterview Membership

interesti.

21. To date, White Plains has refused to convey title to the FF&E, or to provide an

accounting of the use of these predevelopment and discretionary funds.

22. To date, White Plains has refused to provide evidence of purchases of the required

FF&E, or to credit $700,000 against the Lease paymcñ‡s.

23. To date, interest accrued on this $2,200,000 loan is equal to more than $450,000.

I The proceeds of the sale can only be used to fund the $1.6 million account.

3
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24. In short, White Plains has an unpaid obligation to me which totals over $1,140,000.

25. I have always performed my obligations under the Development Agreement and

the Lease.

26. On August 10, 2017, an email was sent to Fensterman (the "August 10 Email").

The August 10 Email states, in relevant part, that the following "reflects what we agreed to. Please

confirm...[and] do the paperwork to finalize
this."

The August 10 Email continues to state that

"[w]ith respect to the Waterview account: 1. Howard Fensterman and Lizer Jozefovic shall be co-

signatories to the Waterview
account...."

27. A true and correct copy of the August 10 Email is attached to the Affirmation of

John Giardino as Exhibit F.

28. On or about August 11, 2017, I entered into a Collateral Assignment and Pledge of

Membership Interest and Security Agreement, which formalized the rent security account for the

Facility (the "Collateral Assignment").

29. The Collateral Assigñmcñt coñtained three relevant sections:

a. Under Paragraph 2, as soon I deposited $1,600,000 into the rent security

accouñt, the Collateral Assignment "shall automatically terminate and be

void and of no further effect";

b. Under Section 13, White
Plains'

rights are limited to a violation of the

"terms and provisions concerning the maiñtcñãñce of the account.. "; and

c. Under Section 13(c), any proceeds derived from the disposition of the

collateral must be applied to the Rent security.

30. A true and correct copy of the Collateral Assignment is attached to the Affirmation

of John Giardino as Exhibit D.

4
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31. On August 16, 2017, Fensterman was sent a series of emails (the "August 16

Emails"). The August 16 Emails state, in relevant part, "[e]nclosed please find the Chase

Certification that we received today; Please note that the Certification requires that the Resolution

that we prepared be annexed as an exhibit What I need from Howard is original signature cards

from Howard with wet ink
signatures."

32. True and correct copies of the August 16 Emails are attached to the Affirmation of

John Giardino as Exhibit G.

33. On August 17, 2017, an email was sent to Fensterman (the "August 17 Email").

The August 17 Email states, in relevâñt part, that "I need [Fensterman's] signature on the last

page."

34. The purpose of the August 17 Email was to transfer the Rent Security to a new

accoüñt pursuant to a resolution of Waterview Acquisition I, LLC

35. In 2017, the Rent Security was transferred to the Chase account ending in xxxx-

xxx-xxxx-0885 (the "Second Account").

36. Once completed, the resolution and accoüñt holder certification form were tendered

to Fensterman.

37. True and correct copies of the August 17 Email, account information form,

resolution, and account holder form are attached to the Affirmation of John Giardino as Exhibit H.

38. The Collateral Assignment required me to place $1.6 million into an account and

provide Fensterman with signatory authority, after which the Collateral Assignment would

automatically terminate.

5
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39. I ensured that the Rent Security was properly deposited in the Second Account and

that Fensterman was provided with all ñecessary forms to become a signatory, thereby completing

all of my obligations under the Collateral Assignment.

40. However, following the August 17 Email, White Plains and Fensterman took no

actions to become a signatory. From August 2017 until this current action, the Second Account

was never discussed, and White Plains never raised it as an issue. As multiple years passed, I

reasonably believed that White Plains was satisfied with the Rent Security, especially since the

Second Account maiñtaiñed a balance of well over $1.6 million.

41. I sent these documents to Mr. Fensterman and never heard anything further until

this lawsuit.

42. Previously, the Operating Agreement of Waterview Acquisition I, LLC did not

permit its members to assign their membership interests.

43. At the time, the Operating Agreement of Waterview Acquisition I, LLC stated, in

relevant part:

a. Articles 5 and 6 did not provide for any such assignment of the Membership

Interest;

b. Article 12 specifically prohibited an assignment of the Membership Interest

to Fensterman as Nominee of White Plains Healthcare Properties LLC.

44. Fensterman is aware of these facts, as well as the limitations on transfer and

assignment of the Membership Interest, as Fenstcirñañ and Abrams, Fensterman LLP acted as

counsel to Waterview Acquisition I, LLC in its formation and execution of its operating agreement.

45. To permit an assignment, the Operating Agreement of Waterview was amended to

authorize me, as the Majority Member, to assign the Membership Interest.

6
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46. In December 2019, I assigned the Membership Interest to Metropolitan

Commercial Bank ("MCB") as part of a $3 million loan and financing arrangement to provide

working capital to benefit the Project, most of which was paid in the form of rent to White Plains.

47. On December 23, 2019, I granted MCB a security interest in the Membership

Interest, and MCB perfected its security interest by taking possession of the related certificatioñs

and filing a Uniform Commercial Code Financing Statement.

48. Currently, MCB has perfected its security interest in Membership Interest and has

physical possession of the membership certificates. White Plains knew and approved of the loan

from MCB, since the proceeds have been used to pay rent on the Facility.

49. Following my performance under the Collateral Assignment, I waited for White

Plains to complete the Project. Pursuant to the Development Agreement, White Plains was required

to complete the Project by no later than September 2017.

50. However, due to unexplained delays, the Project was not completed until December

2019. Not only was this two-year delay finâücially burdeñsome, but it also forced me to open the

Facility at the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic.

51. Moreover, the Development Agreement required White Plains to complete the

Project at the NYSDOH-approved budget of $57 million. To guarantee that White Plains stayed

within this budget, I was supposed to be respoñsible only for additional costs pre-authorized via

change orders.

52. Throughout the entire Project, I never authorized a single change order. Yet, by the

time the Facility was completed, White Plains had incurred more than $5 million in additional

costs.

7
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53. These cost overruns are extremely detrimental, as not only must they be repaid, but

they have also prevented me from obtaining full reimbursement of my monthly rent payments as

was originally intended under the Development Agreement and Lease.

54. Moreover, White Plains was required to provide permanent financing for the

Project in the form of the HUD-insured loan approved by NYSDOH.

55. IIowever, White Plains failed to provide permanent financing, breaching the

Development Agreement and the Lease.

56. As a result of White
Plains'

breach, I am currently losing $68,000 per month on

NYSDOH reimbursements, resulting in an annualized loss of $816,000.

57. On November 20, 2019, I entered into a letter of intent with White Plains to address

certain defaults and issues (the "LOI").

58. A true and correct copy of the LOI is attached to the Affirmation of John Giardine

as Exhibit I.

59. Pursuant to the LOI, I paid White Plains an additional $2.2 million.

60. White Plains has never accounted for these funds.

61. To the extent there were any issues about the Rent Security, the $2.2 million

payment for these funds resolved them.

62. To date, I have paid and continue to pay rent to White Plains on time every month.

63. Since December of 2019, I have made every monthly rent payment of $506,096.50,

totaling more than $12 million.

64. I understood that White Plains would use my rent payments to pay the mortgage

for the Facility, which is owned by Security Benefit Life Insurance Company ("Security Benefit").

8
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65. However, Security Benefit has declared White Plains to be in default of the

mortgage for having failed to make ñecessary mortgage payments, charges, interest, and other

required fees.

66. In a notice dated April 16, 2020, Security Benefit stated that White Plains breached

the terms of the mortgage.

67. On May 22, 2020, Security Benefit sent another letter to White Plains, reiterating

that White Plains remains in default and raising additional breaches.

68. True and correct copies of the Security Benefit letters are attached to the

Affirmation of John Giardino as Exhibit J.

69. On May 1, 2021, Security Benefit brought a foreclosure action against White Plains

for ñoñpayment of rent in the action captioned Security Benefit Life Insurance Company, et al. v.

White Plains Healthcare Properties 1, LLC et al., No. 55883/2021.

70. Although I have paid over $500,000 per month in rental payments to White Plains

each and every month, pursuant to Security Benefit's complaint, White Plains is required to pay

Security Benefit approximately $160,000 per month in mortgage payments. It is inexplicable why

White Plains has failed to pay its mortgage, and raises troubling questions concerning what White

Plains is doing with my rental payments.

71. The mortgage foreclosure action has harmed the reputatioñ of the facility and has

adversely affected business.

72. Rather than address its own failures and breaches under the Development

Agreement, Lease, Collateral Assignment, LOI, and mortgage with Security Benefit, White Plains

has engaged in extrajudicial tactics to seize the Membership Interest and the Facility.

9
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73. On or about October 6, 2020, I received a purported Notification of Disposition of

Collateral issued by DelBello Donnellan Weingarten Wise & Wiederkehr, LLP ("DDW LLP"),

dated October 6, 2020 (the "First Notification").

74. The First Notification claimed that I was a debtor and that the Membership Interest

at would be sold "to the highest qualified public bidder in
public"

at 10:00 am on Friday, October

30, 2020.

75. A true and correct copy of the First Notifieãtion is attached to the Affirmation of

John Giardino as Exhibit A.

76. The First Notification was negated by the entry of a Preliminary Injüñction and

Temporary Restraining Order by Judge Bannon in the action captioned Lizer Jozefovic v. White

Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC et al., No. 655549/2020.

77. On or about March 2021, after the First Notification failed, White Plains contacted

NYSDOH and claimed that the appointment of an emergency receiver for the Facility was

necessary.

78. White Plains made this request in secret, never informing me or my counsel of this

request.

79. I was subsequently coñtacted by NYSDOH Director Marthe JB Ngwashi who

requested further information about the situation and whether the Facility was in financial

jeopardy.

80. Once I was given the opportunity to meaningfully respeed, NYSDOH took no

further steps to appoint a receiver.

10
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81. A true and correct copy of the letter from my counsel to NYSDOH regarding White

Plains'
improper request for receivership is attached to the Affirmation of John Ciardino as Exhibit

K.

82. Finally, on or about June 10, 2021, I received a purported Notification of

Disposition of Collateral, dated June 9, 2020 (the "Second Notification"), which announced White

Plains'
renewed intention to sell the Membership Interest at "public auction".

83. A true and correct copy of the Second Notification is attached to the Affirmation of

John Giardino as Exhibit B.

84. However, White Plains is not in possession of my Membership Interest.

85. White Plains has widely distributed the Second Notification to my business partners

and colleagues. As a result, I have received calls from interested and concerned parties inquiring

about the purported sale.

86. I have spent years of my life successfúlly building and operating nursing homes.

Although it is difficult to estimate, the Membership Interest is worth no less than $6 million.

87. White Plains has no right to sell the Membership Interest under the Collateral

Assignmcat. Moreover, White
Plains'

rights under the Collateral Assignment are limited to

enforcing the Rent Security, which remains intact.

88. I will be irreprovably harmed if the sale is permitted to proeced.

89. Furthermore, under the Assign-ment, the proceeds of such a sale can only be used

to fund the Rent Deposit Account.

90. The continued publication of the Second Notification and any purported sale will

irreparably harm me and jeopardize my operations.

1 1
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91. Because White Plains will attempt to sell the Membership Interest, I will be

irreparably harmed if the relief requested is not granted.

92, Moreover, my Membership Interest is essential for the inonagement of Waterview

and New York Law. I obtained the proper licensing and authorization to operate these particular

nursing homes from NYSDOH. The licensing and authorization cannot be transferred to another

party without a thorough analysis and approval from NYSDOH.

93. In this action, my claims for damages far exceed $1.6 million.

94. I seek an Order to Show Cause for a preliminary injunction to (1) enjoin White

Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC, Howard Fensterman, and Metropolitan Commercial Bank

from taking any action to transfer, assign, convey or sell the Membership Interest; and (2) enjoin

Epic and Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer Jozefovic, and Mark

Neumañ from taking any action to reduce the Rent Security below $1.6 million.

Dated: New York, New York

June 28, 2021

By:

L JOZEFO C

Affirmed before me this

c2 2 day of June, 2021

Notary Public

Danlene Feminella
Notary Public, State of New York

No. 01CH5084689
Qualified in 'A/estchester CountyCommission Expires 9/8/20
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER 
------------------------------------------------------------- 
WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES 
I, LLC,  
 
    Plaintiff, 
 
   v. 
 
HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC a/k/a 
LIZER JOZOFOVIC, and MARK NEUMAN, 
 
    Defendants and 
    Third-Party 
Plaintiffs. 
 
   v. 
 
CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY 
CONSULTING, THE CONGRESS 
COMPANIES, HOWARD FENSTERMAN, 
WILLIAM NICHOLSON, and 
METROPOLITAN COMMERCIAL BANK 
 
    Third-Party  
    Defendants. 
------------------------------------------------------------- 

x 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
x 
 

 
Index No.: 60278/2020 
 
SUPPLEMENTAL 
AFFIRMATION OF ROBERT J. 
MALATAK IN PARTIAL 
JOINDER AND SUPPORT OF 
DEFENDANTS’ / THIRD-PARTY 
PLAINTIFFS’ ORDER TO 
SHOW CAUSE 
FOR A TEMPORARY 
RESTRAINING ORDER AND 
PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION 

ROBERT J. MALATAK, an attorney duly admitted to practice law before the Courts of 

this State, affirms the following to be true under penalty of perjury: 

1. I am a member of the law firm Windels Marx Lane & Mittendorf, LLP, attorneys 

for third-party defendant and cross-claimant Metropolitan Commercial Bank (“MCB”), and I am 

fully familiar with the facts and circumstances set forth herein.  I submit this supplemental 

affirmation in partial joinder and support of the motion by defendants / third-party plaintiffs Lizer 

Jozefovic (“Josefovic”), HBL SNF LLC (“HBL”), and Mark Neuman (“Neuman”) (collectively, 

“Movants”) for an order pursuant to CPLR Article 63 enjoining plaintiff White Plains Healthcare 

Properties I, LLC (“WPHP”) and the third-party defendants (collectively, the “WP Parties”), 
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during the pendency of this action, from, among other things, taking any action to transfer, assign, 

convey, or sell Josefovic’s membership interests in Waterview Acquisition I, LLC (“Waterview”), 

which have now been certificated (the “Certificate”). 

2. I submit this supplemental affirmation to clarify the status of the Certificate under 

the Uniform Commercial Code; specifically, the Certificate is a security, not a general intangible, 

and as such the case In re Domestic Fuel Corp., 71 B.R. 734 (Br. S.D.N.Y. 1987) is instructive. 

3. The Operating Agreement was specifically amended to certificate the interests and 

render said certificate a security under the Uniform Commercial Code (“UCC”) § 8-103(c) and 

New York Limited Liability Company Law (“LLC Law”) § 603(b). 

LLC Membership Interests Under The UCC 

4. UCC § 8-103, entitled “Rules for Determining Whether Certain Obligations and 

Interests are Securities or Financial Assets,” governs, for purposes of the UCC, whether a 

particular interest is considered a security.  With respect to membership interests in a limited 

liability company, UCC § 8-103(c) provides as follows: 

(c) An interest in a partnership or limited liability company is not 
a security unless it is dealt in or traded on securities exchanges or 
in securities markets, its terms expressly provide that it is a 
security governed by this Article, or it is an investment company 
security.  However, an interest in a partnership or limited liability 
company is a financial asset if it is held in a securities account.  
(Emphasis added.) 
 

5. Official Comment 4 to UCC § 8-103 explains that subsection (c) provides that, 

while the UCC generally treats limited liability company membership interests as general 

intangibles, a limited liability company may “opt in” and specify that its shares are to be treated 

as securities under the UCC: 

4. Subsection (c) is designed to foreclose interpretive questions that 
might otherwise be raised by the application of the “of a type” 
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language of Section 8-102(a)(15)(iii) to partnership interests. 
Subsection (c) establishes the general rule that partnership interests 
or shares of limited liability companies are not Article 8 securities 
unless they are in fact dealt in or traded on securities exchanges or 
in securities markets.  The issuer, however, may explicitly “opt-
in” by specifying that the interests or shares are securities 
governed by Article 8.  Partnership interests or shares of limited 
liability companies are included in the broader term “financial 
asset.”  Thus, if they are held through a securities account, the 
indirect holding system rules of Part 5 apply, and the interest of a 
person who holds them through such an account is a security 
entitlement.  (Emphasis added.) 
 

6. In summary, the UCC treats LLC membership interests as general intangibles, 

unless the LLC “opts in” and specifies that the interest are securities. 

Opting In Under LLC Law § 603(b) 

7. LLC Law § 603(b) specifically allows New York LLCs to “opt in” to treatment as 

securities by the UCC: 

(b) The operating agreement may provide that a member’s 
interest may be evidenced by a certificate issued by the limited 
liability company and may also provide for the assignment or 
transfer of any of the interest represented by such a certificate.  A 
member’s interest may be a certificated security or an 
uncertificated security within the meaning of section 8-102 of 
the uniform commercial code if the requirements of section 8-
103(c) are met, and if the requirements are not met such interest 
shall, for purposes of the uniform commercial code, be deemed 
to be a general intangible asset.  The existence of the restrictions 
on the sale or transfer of a membership interest, as contained in this 
chapter and, if applicable, in the operating agreement, shall be noted 
conspicuously on the face or back of every certificate representing 
a membership interest issued by a limited liability company.  Any 
sale or transfer in violation of such restrictions shall be void.  
(Emphasis added.) 
 

8. Thus, under New York’s LLC Law, an LLC may elect to reduce their interests to 

certificate form, and may “opt in” and specify that the certificates are to be treated as certificated 

securities under UCC Article 8. 
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Waterview Amended Its Operating Agreement To Specify That 
The Certificate Be Treated As Securities Under UCC Article 8    
 

9. As set forth in the Affidavit of Brett Bandazian (“Bandazian Aff.”),1 Waterview 

amended its Operating Agreement specifically to certificate Josefovic’s membership interests and 

to specify that the Certificate is to be treated as securities under UCC Article 8.  (Bandazian Aff., 

¶ 7.) 

10. Accordingly, paragraph 4 of the Second Amendment to Amended and Restated 

Operation Agreement of Waterview provides as follows: 

A new section 2.8 is added to the Operating Agreement: 

2.8 Certification of Membership Interests and Opt-In to “Article 8”.  
Notwithstanding anything in this Agreement which may (may be 
construed to be) to the contrary: (a) the limited liability company 
membership interests and Economic Interest (as such term is defined 
in the Operating Agreement) (collectively, the “Membership 
Interests”) in the Company shall be evidenced by a certificate or 
certificates the form of which is attached to this Agreement as 
Schedule 2.8 (the “Membership Interest Certificates”); and (b) the 
Membership Interests in the Company shall (and hereby do) 
provide that they are securities governed by Article 8 of the 
Uniform Commercial Code as in effect from time to time in the 
State of New York and Article 8 of the Uniform Commercial 
Code of any other jurisdiction that now or hereafter substantially 
includes the 1994 revisions to Article 8 thereof as adopted by the 
American Law Institute and the National Conference of 
Commissioners on Uniform State Laws and approved by the 
American Bar Association on February 14, 1995 (and shall be 
treated as such for all purposes, including, without limitation, 
perfection of a security interest therein under Article 9 of the 
Uniform Commercial Code as in effect in such jurisdiction.”  
(Bandazian Aff., Ex. C, pdf p. 42 of 49, emphasis added.)  
 

11. Thus, in accordance with the UCC and LLC Law, the issuer of Josefovic’s 

Membership Interests -- Waterview -- specified in its Operating Agreement that the interests are 

to be treated as a security under UCC Article 8.   

                                                            
1 The Bandazian Aff. was annexed to my initial affirmation as Exhibit 1. 
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Conclusion 

12. Pursuant to UCC § 8-103(c), LLC Law § 603(b), Operating Agreement § 2.8 (as 

amended), the Certificate is to be treated as a security and not a general intangible.  Accordingly, 

as set forth in our memorandum of law, because the Certificate is a security (rather than a general 

intangible), a creditor must have possession of the Certificate in order to conduct a commercially 

reasonable sale.  See In re Domestic Fuel Corp., 71 B.R. 734 (Br. S.D.N.Y. 1987).  This makes 

sense, particularly under the circumstances here, because what legitimate third-party would pay 

fair market value for a certificate which is not being delivered as part of the sale transaction -- not 

to mention the fact that the interests are at the center of a hotly contested dispute which includes, 

among others, the senior creditor.  Because MCB has possession of the Certificate -- and will not 

voluntarily transfer possession of same, nor can it be compelled to do so because of, inter alia, its 

superior possessory rights -- the WP Parties cannot conduct a commercially reasonable sale.  MCB 

therefore respectfully requests that the Court enjoin the sale of Josefovic’s Membership Interests 

pending this action which sale seems to be nothing more than a premature attempt by the WP 

Parties to pursue a post-judgment-like remedy. 

13. There is simply no prejudice to the WP Parties if the sale is delayed until the 

numerous knotty issues presented in this matter are sorted out.  Conversely, MCB will be 

irreparably harmed because, inter alia, (1) the collateral (a/k/a the Certificate) cannot for the 

foregoing reasons be sold at its fair market value, thus leaving MCB in a under-collateralized 

position for which it did not bargain; (2) Waterview (MCB’s borrower) will be controlled by a 

stranger whom MCB has not vetted; and (3) an event of default under the MCB/Waterview  loan 

documents will occur. 
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WHEREFORE, MCB respectfully requests that the Court issue an order granting (1) 

Movants’ order to show cause for a temporary restraining order and preliminary injunction, except 

that the injunction should not be extended to MCB and (2) MCB such other and further relief as 

this Court deems just and proper. 

Dated:  New York, New York 
 June 28, 2021     
 
                                         
                  
              ROBERT J. MALATAK 
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Robert Malatak
Digitally signed by Robert Malatak 
DN: cn=Robert Malatak, o=WMLM, ou=Windels, 
email=rmalatak@windelsmarx.com, c=US 
Date: 2021.06.28 16:31:55 -04'00'



 
 

JOHN GIARDINO  
jgiardino@mrllp.com 

New York Office 
800 Third Avenue, 24th Floor  

New York, NY 10022 

P 212.730.7700 F 212.730.7725 www.mrllp.com 

 

Los Angeles       |       Orange County       |       San Francisco      |       Chicago      |       New York 
 
 

       June 29, 2021 
 
 

VIA NYSCEF  
 
Honorable Gretchen M. Walsh 
Supreme Court of the State of New York 
County of Westchester 
111 Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Blvd. 
White Plains, New York 10601 
 

Re: White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC v. HBL SNF, LLC et al. 
 Index No. 60278/2020 

 
Dear Judge Walsh: 
 
 As you know, we represent Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiff’s HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer 
Jozefovic, and Mark Neuman (collectively, “HBL”) in the above-referenced action. We write regarding 
the proposed Order to Show Cause and Affirmations in Support [Dkt. Nos. 106-123, 132-133] [Mot. 
Seq. #5] (the “Order to Show Cause”). 

 Given Your Honor’s direction that the funds at issue be transferred to an escrow account, 
HBL arranged for a superior form of collateral, namely HBL is willing to provide Plaintiff with an 
irrevocable letter of credit for $1.6 million as rent security. 

 HBL has provided a draft letter of credit and is working with  
counsel for JPMorgan Chase to complete this transaction as soon as possible. We have requested 
that Plaintiff’s counsel postpone the threatened sale to allow us to complete this transaction. Plaintiff’s 
counsel is refusing to accept the letter of credit, and instead insists on continuing with the purported 
sale. 

 We are available to discuss this matter with the Court and HBL respectfully requests the 
Court’s assistance in resolving this matter.   

Respectfully yours, 
 
MICHELMAN & ROBINSON, LLP 
 

 
John Giardino 
 

JG:ec 
cc: Alfred E. Donnellan, Esq. Via ECF 
      Robert Malatak, Esq. Via ECF 
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC,

Plaintiff, Index No. 60278/2020

- against -

AFFIDAVIT OF

HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/K/A LIZER WILLIAM A. NICHOLSON

JOZOFOVIC and MARK NEUMAN,

Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiff,

- against -

CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY

CONSULTING, THE CONGRESS COMPANIES,
HOWARD FENSTERMAN, and WILLIAM

NICHOLSON,

Third-Party Defendants.

LIZER JOZEFOVIC New York County Index No.

Plaintiff, 655549/2020

- against - Consolidated under Westchester

County Index No. as per April 8,
WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC, 2021 Decision and Order.

HOWARD FENSTERMAN, and METROPOLITAN

COMMERCIAL BANK,

Defendants.

STATE OF MASSACHUSETTS )

) ss.:

COUNTY OF ESSEX )

William A. Nicholson, being duly sworn, deposes and says:

1. I am a Manager of White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC ("WPH Properties"). I

have personal knowledge of the facts and circumstances set forth in this affidavit.

2. I submit this affidavit in opposition to the motion of Lizer Jozefovic ("Jozefovic") in
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the above captioned consolidated actions, in which Metropolitan Commercial Bank ("MCB")

joins, for a temporary restraining order and preliminary injunction enjoining WPH Properties from

proceeding under Article 9 of the Uniform Commercial Code (the "UCC") to dispose of and/or

sell Jozefovic's 71% membership interest (the "Waterview Membership Interest") in Waterview

Acquisition I, LLC ("Waterview").

3. For the reasons that follow, and are more fully set forth in the accompanying

memorandum of law, Jozefovic is in default under the pledge agreement that gives WPH Properties

a security interest in the Waterview Membership Interest. Jozefovic's entity, HBL SNF, LLC

("HBL"), which is the tenant, is also in default under the lease. The pledge agreement secures

HBL's obligations under the lease, as well. Although the material defaults under the lease are

numerous, and they will be spelled out below, the critical default is HBL's failure to post the $5.3

million security deposit that was required by the lease to be posted 60 days prior to the anticipated

occupancy date. In fact, HBL has never posted any security deposit at all, despite the fact that it

has been occupying WPH Properties'
$65 million building since September 2019.

4. HBL's failure to post the required security deposit is directly related to Jozefovic's

default under the pledge agreement. WPH Properties and HBL entered into the lease before the

bililding was built. They did so knowing that the pre-construction and construction activities were

going to take several years. (In fact, as will be discussed below, HBL caused the delay in moving

forward with the construction of the building.) HBL was reluctant to post the $1.6 million in

security two years before taking occupancy. WPH Properties had to know, however, that HBL had

the funds to provide the security when the building was completed. So the parties agreed that HBL

could hold the funds in its account until 60 days before the building was going to be finished, as

long as the funds could not be moved from that account and remained available to be posted as

2
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security. That obligation (as well as HBL's other obligations under the lease) was secured by the

pledge of the Waterview Membership Interest, which the pledge agreement allows WPH

Properties to sell if Jozefovic defaults under the pledge agreement or HBL defaults under the lease.

Both defaults have occurred.

5. Jozefovic's argument to avoid his obligations under the pledge agreement centers on

his contention that he satisfied his obligations under the pledge agreement by tendering certain

bank documents to Howard Fensterman. As will be more fully explained below, the documents

Jozefovic tendered were insufficient for that purpose. But that argument is a sideshow, intended

to divert the Court's attention from the more substantial default under the lease - HBL's failure to

post any security deposit - that Jozefovic does not dispute or even argue about.

6. The pledge agreement does not terminate when HBL puts the $1.6 million in the

account. It terminates when HBL deposits the $1.6 million in WPH Properties Rent Security

Deposit Account. That has never happened and HBL does not even claim that it has.

7. Jozefovic acknowledges that. In his affirmation he states that "[u]nder Paragraph 2,

as soon as I deposited $1,600,000 into the rents security account, the Collateral Assignment 'shall

automatically terminate and be void and of no further
effect.'"

Jozefovic Affirmation, ¶ 29. That

is an accurate citation of paragraph 2. Pledge Agreement, Exhibit D, ¶ 2. But then he states, in

direct contradiction to that statement, that "[t]he Collateral Assignment required me to place $1.6

million into an account and provide Fensterman with signatory authority, after which the

Collateral Assignment would automatically
terminate."

Jozefovic Affidavit, ¶ 38. That is a

complete and blatant misreading of paragraph 2. As Jozefovic admitted in paragraph 29 of his

affirmation, the Pledge Agreement terminates only after the $L6 mi!!!m: was deposited in WPH

Prope.1ics' Rent Security Deposit Account. Pledge Agreemeñt, Exhibit D, ¶ 2.

3
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8. HBL has been and continues to be in default of its obligation under the lease to post

the $1.6 million in security. Because HBL has not posted that security, the pledge agreement

remains in effect. Under the pledge agreemeñt, the Waterview Hills Interest secures HBL's

obligation to post the $1.6 million. As a secured creditor, WPH Properties therefore has the right

under the UCC to sell the Waterview Hills Interest. There is no lawful basis, therefore, on which

the Court can prevent WPH Properties from exercising its rights under the pledge agreement and

the UCC.

9. The fact that Jozefovic, in violation of the pledge agreement, has also pledged the

Waterview Membership Interest to Metropolitan Commercial Bank ("MCB") does not defeat the

rights of WPH Properties. WPH Properties recognizes that even though Jozefovic pledged the

Waterview Membership Interest first to WPH Properties, MCB perfected its security interest first.

The Waterview Membership Interest will therefore be sold subject to MCB's interest (although if

the facts establish that MCB knew about the prior pledge to WPH Properties, it would not have

priority). As the accompanying memorandum of law establishes, however, a junior creditor has

the right under the UCC to sell the collateral subject to the rights of the senior creditor and MCB

has failed to establish any basis for stopping the sale.

10. Jozefovic should not be rewarded with an injunction for his nefarious actions and

duplicity. The pledge agreemeñt prohibits him from pledging the Waterview Membership Interest

to anyone else. It also prohibits him from ameñdiñg the Waterview operating agreement, which he

did to authorize the membership certificates that MBC now claims make the sale commercially

unreasonable.

The Assignor represents and covenants . . . that he will not enter into any

assignment, mortgage, pledge or other instrument which transfers or encumbers all

or any part of his interest in the Company and that there are no current liens or

encumbrances that exist as of the day of this assignment.

4
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The Assignor agrees not to subsequently further amend or voluntarily permit

the amendment of the operating agreemeñt of the Company that would in any
manner materially adversely affect this Assignment and/or the rights of the

Assignee hereunder without the consent of the Assignee, which consent shall not

be unreasonably withheld.

Pledge Agreement, Exhibit D, ¶¶ 3, 4.

11. Notwithstanding these express prohibitions in the Pledge Agreement, Jozefovie, after

signing the Pledge Agreement, amended the operating agreement and pledged the Waterview

Membership Interest to MCB. Jozefovic's material breach of the pledge agreement should defeat

his motion, not be used to support it. The motion for a temporary restraining order and preliminary

injunction should be denied.

Background

12. WPH Properties developed, financed, constructed and owns a brand new, state-of-

the-art, 160-bed skilled nursing home located at 116-120 Church Street, White Plains, New York

(the "Facility"). HBL is the tenant and operator of the Facility. WPH Properties and HBL are

parties to an amended and restated operating lease dated as of November 19, 2015 (the "Lease"),

under which WPH Properties, as landlord, leased the Facility to HBL, as tenant. A copy of the

Lease is attached as exhibit A. The Lease obligated HBL to deliver a guarantee of all obligations

owed by HBL under the Lease from Jozefovic (the "Jozefovic Guaranty") and from Neuman (the

"Neuman Guaranty"). Exhibit A, Lease, § 7.1. The Jozefovic and Neuman guarantees are attached

as exhibits B and C.

13. Waterview owns a 130-bed skilled nursing facility known as Waterview Hills

Rehabilitation and Nursing Center located at 537 Route 22, Purdys, New York 10578. Pursuant to

a Collateral Assignment and Pledge of Membership Interest and Security Agreemeñt dated August

11, 2017 (the "Pledge Agreement"), Jozefovic pledged and assigned the Waterview Membership

Interest. A copy of the Pledge Agreement is attached as exhibit D. The pledge and assignme

5
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were security for: (i) Jozefovic's obligations concerning the maintcñance of certain bank accounts

containing funds sufficient to cover a $1.6 million additional security deposit that HBL was

required to provide to WPH Properties under the Lease; and (ii) all of HBL's contractual

obligations under the Lease. WPH Properties perfected its security interest in the Waterview

Membership Interest by filing a UCC-1 financing statement, a copy of which is attached as Exhibit

E, on September 15, 2020.

14. Jozefovic failed to comply with his obligations under the Pledge Agreement and HBL

defaulted on its obligations under the Lease. Those defaults entitle WPH Properties to foreclose

on the Waterview Membership Interest by public sale conducted pursuant to the UCC. WPH

Properties has therefore noticed a public sale of the Waterview Membership Interest for July 1,

2021 and has fully complied with the requirements of the UCC relating to the disposition of

collateral at a public sale, including those relating to notice and commercial reasonableness.

Jozefovic's motion to enjoin the UCC sale is without any basis. The sale should be allowed to

proceed.

A. The Pledge Agreement.

15. HBL, the tenant under the Lease, entered into a Developmeñt Agreement with WPH

Properties dated November 19, 2015, as amended July 12, 2017, coñcciñing the Facility (the

"Development Agreement"). Exhibit D, Pledge Agreement, at 1, 12. The Developmcñt Agreement

obligated HBL to enter into the Lease with WPH Properties. Exhibit D, Pledge Agreement, at 1,

¶¶ 2-3. Under the Lease, HBL was obligated to, among other things, deposit additional security in

the sum of $1,600,000 (the "Additional Security Deposit") into the Landlord's Rent Security

Account at least 60 days before the anticipated commencement date of the Lease. Exhibit A, Lease,

§ 7.1(a)(iii); Pledge Agreement, at 1, ¶¶ 6-7. In particular, the Lease provides that "[s]ixty days

6
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prior to the anticipated Commencement Date, the funds in the controlled account number

xxxxxx7272 in JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. . . . in the amount not less than $1,600,000 shall be

delivered by Tenant to Landlord and released by Tenant to Landlord to be held as an additional

Security Deposit by
Landlord."

Exhibit A, Lease, § 7.1(a)(iii).

16. The Pledge Agreement recites that the funds in HBL's JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A

account number xxxxxx7272 (the "HBL JP Morgan Account") had been transferred to two JP

Morgan accounts owiled by Waterview (account number xxxxxx7002 and account number xxx-

x0885) (the "Waterview JPM accounts") and that Howard Fensterman ("Fensterman"), one of the

principals of WPH Properties, was not a signatory on the Waterview JPM Accounts. Exhibit D,

Pledge Agreement, at 1, ¶ 8. The Pledge Agreement further recites that Jozefovic and HBL had

promised to add Fensterman as a signatory to the Waterview JPM Accounts to guarantee that no

withdrawals would be made from those accounts that would reduce the balance below $1.6 million,

"so as to ensure that when required 60 days prior to the commencement date [of the Lease] the

money in the account or equivalent shall be delivered as additional cash security for the
[L]ease."

Pledge Agreement, at 2, ¶ 1.

17. Similarly, the Waterview resolution attached to the Pledge Agreement (the

"Waterview Resolution") provides as follows:

THEREF ORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that

1. The Company add Howard Fensterman as a co-signatory to the following account

Waterview Acquisition I, LLC Account Number xxxxxx7002 and Account Number

xxx-x0885 at JP Morgan Chase together with Marc Neuman and Lizer Jozefovic;

2. Howard Fensterman's signature shall be required on any withdrawal or any
direction to the Bank on the account where such withdrawal or direction shall cause

the balance and value of the account to fall below 1.6 million dollars until such time

as the Facility is completed and an affiliated entity HBL-SNF satisfies its obligation

to post a 1.6 million dollar additional cash security deposit according to Section

7.1(a)(iii) of the lease between HBL SNF, LLC as Tenant And White Plains

Healthcare Property I, LLC as Landlord which requires Sixty days prior to the
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anticipated Commencement Date that the funds in the JP Morgan Chase Bank

account in the amount of not less than $1,600,000 shall be deposited into the

Landlords Rent Security Account.

3. Howard
Fensterman'

s signature shall be required to withdraw all sums in the

account in excess of 1.6 million at the direction of Lizer Jozefovic or Marc Neuman

and by his signature below agrees to give such consent unless such withdrawal shall

cause the balance in the account to fall below 1.6 Million dollars.

Pledge Agreement, Exhibit A, at 1-2.

18. In other words, the funds in the Waterview JPM Accounts were intended to secure

the obligation under the Lease to post the Additional Security Deposit by adding Fensterman as a

co-signatory whose signature would be required to make any withdrawal that would reduce the

account below $1.6 million. That would ensure that the balance in the Waterview JPM Accounts

was always at least $1.6 million, the amount of the Additional Security Deposit, and that those

funds would be used to post the Additional Security Deposit when HBL was required under the

Lease to post it - 60 days prior to taking occupancy.

19. The
parties'

intent is made crystal clear by § 2 of the Pledge Agreement, which

provides that the Pledge Agreement would terminate only when the $1.6 million was deposited in

WPH Properties'
Rent Security Account, not when Howard Fensterman's signature was on the

Waterview JPM Accounts. Pledge Agreement, Exhibit D, ¶ 2. Only when HBL had complied with

its obligation under the Lease to deposit the $1.6 million Additional Security Deposit with WPH

Properties would the Waterview Membership Interest be "automatically reassigned by the

Assignee to the Assignor without recourse, representation or warranty, and this Assignment shall

automatically terminate and be void and of no further
effect."

Exhibit D, Pledge Agreement, ¶ 2.

20. Jozefovic failed to take all of the steps necessary to add Fensterman as a co-signatory

to the Waterview JPM Accounts, a clear breach of the Pledge Agreement. And, most

fundamentally, when it came time in July 2019 for HBL to post the Additional Security Deposit,

8
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it failed to do so. To this day it continues to refuse to do so. The failure to deposit the $1.6 million

Additional Security Deposit in WPH Properties'
Rent Security Deposit Account was, and

continues to be, a breach of both the Pledge Agreement and the Lease. Exhibit A, Lease, §

7.1(a)(iii).

B. Additional breaches of the lease.

21. In addition to its failure to comply with its obligations under the Pledge Agreement,

HBL has committed a number of other breaches of the Lease as well.

(i) Failure to pay security deposits.

22. The Lease obligates HBL to deliver to WPH Properties, before the commencement

date of the Lease, an unconditional letter of credit or cash in the amount of $3,700,000 to secure

the full and timely performance of its obligations under the Lease. In addition, , as previously

noted, the Lease requires HBL to deposit into WPH Properties'
Rent Security Account an

"Additional Security
Deposit"

in the amount of $1,600,000. Exhibit A, Lease, § 7.1. HBL has

never paid either amount.1

(ii) Failure to pay rent.

23. The Lease obligated HBL to pay WPH Properties annual fixed rent of $6,073,158 in

monthly installments of $506,096.50 and other amounts which are defined as "Additional
Rent."

Exhibit, A, Lease, § 3.2. Almost immediately after taking possession of the Facility on September

1 In January 2020, after HBL under the Lease, WPH Properties worked with HBL to try to resolve its

defaults by entering into a Letter of Intent under which WPH Properties would sell the building to an entity
in which Jozefovic and his partners would have a 70% interest. The Letter of Intent reduced the amount of

the security deposit to $1 million. But Jozefovic defaulted under that agreement as well by failing to pay
the $1 million security deposit, failing to pay rent, failing to pay municipal and utility payments, failing to

pay real estate taxes, failing to enter into the required Deposit Account Control Agreement, failing to enter

into a agreement with JP Morgan Chase Bank and by failing to maintain an $8,000,000 working capital

credit line.
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30, 2019, HBL defaulted in paying rent. As of January 7, 2020, HBL owed rent due for September

30, 2019 through December 31, 2019 in the amount of $10,831.79 and "Additional
Rent"

due for

January 1, 2020 through January 31, 2020 totaling $40,000. A copy of a January 7, 2020 Notice

of Default detailing the rent and other amounts payable from HBL to WPH Properties as of January

7, 2020 is attached as Exhibit F.

(iii) Failure to pay real estate taxes.

24. The Lease also obligates HBL to pay, before penalties are incurred, all real estate

taxes, assessments, utility charges and other taxes. Exhibit A, Lease, § 4.2. HBL failed to pay its

prorated portion of the required real estate taxes for the period July 1, 2019 through December 31,

2019 (exclusive of late fees, costs, penalties and interest per municipal regulations and per the

Lease), in the total amount of $61,456.39, and real estate taxes for the period January 1, 2020

through June 30, 2020 in the total amount of $121,587.12. Exhibit F, Notice of Default.

(iv) Failure to pay utility charges, utility deposits and municipal maintenance

escrows.

25. The Lease obligated HBL to pay all charges for electricity, steam, telephone, cable,

gas, oil, water, sewer and all other services or utilities used on or related to the Facility and required

HBL to keep the Facility in good condition and repair including, at HBL's sole cost and expense,

payment of all utility service and maintenance deposits and expenses. Exhibit A, Lease, §§ 4.1 and

5.2. HBL failed to pay utility charges to Con Edison and failing to pay utility deposits totaling

$60,356.10 and municipal maintenance escrows totaling $5,500.00, which WPH Properties paid

to avoid the termination of electrical service to the building. Exhibit F, Notice of Default.

(v) Other defaults under the Lease.

26. HBL failed to deliver an agreement by Capital Funding Group allowing HBL to draw

down on its credit line to pay the Rent each month directly to WPH Properties as required by § 7.1

10
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of the Lease. Exhibit A, Lease, § 7.1.

27. HBL failed, as required by § 7.4 of the Lease, to deliver certificates of insurance, all

Medicare, Medicaid and other provider agreements, reimbursement rate sheets and updated rate

sheets, required financial reporting and written reporting providing an operational overview of

significant events and circumstances at the Facility during each prior month of the term of the

Lease. Exhibit A, Lease, § 7.4.

28. HBL failed to maintain working capital accounts in the required amounts as required

by § 7.7 of the Lease. Exhibit A, Lease, § 7.7.

C. The Notice of Default

29. The Lease provides that upon the occurrence of a default by HBL, WPH Properties

may, upon five days written notice, terminate the Lease and HBL's right to possession of the

Premises, accelerate the payment of all Rent for the balance of the Term and declare the Rent

presently due and payable in full, requiring HBL to pay to WPH Properties the present value of

the accelerated Rent. Exhibit A, Lease, §16.1.

30. WPH Properties terminated the Lease as of January 13, 2020 by reason of HBL's

multiple defaults. The Lease provides that, if HBL continues to occupy the Premises after

termination of the Lease (which it has done) its holding over does not constitute a renewal of the

Lease, but HBL becomes a tenant month-to-month for a rental of 300% of the most recent rent

payable by HBL under the Lease. Exhibit A, Lease, § 20.13. HBL defaulted on its rent obligations

as a month-to-month tenant during the months of January, February, March, April, May, June,

July, August, September and October 2020, when this action was commenced.

D. WPH Properties is entitled to foreclose on the Waterview Membership Interest.

31. The Pledge Agreemeñt provides that Jozefovic pledges and assigns the Waterview

11
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Membership Interest to WPH Properties in order to secure the obligations under the Pledge

Agreement and the Lease. Exhibit D, Pledge Agreement, at 2, second Whereas clause

("WHEREAS, in order to secure the promises made by Assignor concerning such account

Assignor has agreed to deliver to Assignee this Assignment; and the Assignor desires to pledge to

Assignee all of his membership interest in Waterview Acquisition I, LLC (the 'Company'), in

order to secure the promises made herein and in the Lease and Security Agreement delivered to

the Construction Lender."); see also Exhibit D, Pledge Agreement, at 1, § 1 ("As collateral security

for the
Borrowers'

obligations under the Lease, the Security Agreement, the Loan, and the

Development Agreement the Assignor hereby pledges and assigns and grants a first and superior

security interest in and to all of his rights, title and interest as a member in the Company (the

"Collateral").2

32. Section 13 of the Pledge Agreement provides that if Jozefovic violates the terms of

the Pledge Agreement with respect to the Waterview JPM Account, WPH Properties "shall
have"

[t]he right to sell the Collateral in the State of New York at one or more public or

private sales at such price and on such terms as Assignee [WPH Properties] in its

discretion accepts, for cash, upon or for future delivery. Upon any such sale, the

Assignee shall have the right to assign, transfer and deliver to the purchaser or

purchasers thereof the Collateral.

Exhibit D, Pledge Agreement, § 13.

E. The balancing of the equities weighs heavily in favor of WPH Properties.

33. The equities here weigh heavily in WPH Properties favor. It will suffer substantial

harm if the injunction is granted. As a result of Jozefovic's breach of the Pledge Agreement and

HBL's breach of the lease, WPH Properties is the landlord of a $65 million building occupied by

2 The reference to "Borrower" in section 1 of the Pledge Agreement is a typographical error and should

read
"Assignor."
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a tenant who has never paid the security deposit required by the Lease. HBL is therefore in a

position where it knows that it can default at will because it has no security deposit at stake.

34. Jozefovic agreed that if he defaulted under the Pledge Agreement or HBL defaulted

under the Lease by failing to deposit the $1.6 million before taking occupancy he would forfeit the

Waterview Membership Interest. Jozefovic and HBL defaulted. The consequence of that default

is the forfeit of the Waterview Membership Interest. A UCC sale of the Waterview Membership

Interest is the express contractual remedy provided for in the Pledge Agreement as a result of

Jozefovic's breaches of the obligations under the Pledge Agreement the breaches of the Lease.

There is no reason Jozefovic should not be held to the agreement that he made.

35. The defaults by HBL and Jozefovic have not just caused harm to WPH Properties in

on their own, but they have had a cascading effect, causing WPH Properties to default under a

Construction Loan Agreement, Note and Mortgage given to its construction lender, Security

Benefit Life Insurance Company ("Security Benefit"), which financed the construction of the

Facility. Copies of the Construction Loan Agreement, Note and Mortgage are attached as exhibits

G, H and I, respectively. Under the circumstances, enjoining WPH Properties from exercising its

contractual and statutory remedies for Jozefovic's default would result in significant prejudice and

harm.

36. In particular, WPH Properties has not been able to obtain permanent financing

because HBL has been in default since it took occupancy. In order to obtain permanent financing

for a commercial rental building, the owner must be able to represent to the lender that the tenant

is not in default. WPH Properties has never been able to make that representation solely because

HBL has been consistently in default. As a result, although WPH Properties has been paying the

interest on Security Benefit's construction loan, it has not been able to obtain the permanent

13
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financing necessary to pay the loan off.

37. On April 16, 2020, Security Benefit issued a notice of default to WPH Properties

stating that WPH Properties was in default under the Construction Loan Agreement, subjecting

WPH Properties to increased interest rates, late charges and other penalties provided in the

Construction Loan Agreement. A copy of the April 16, 2020 notice of default is attached as exhibit

J.

38. On May 22, 2020, Security Benefit issued another notice of default to WPH

Properties stating that WPH Properties failed to make the monthly payment due under the Note

and under § 2.12 of the Construction Loan Agreement on May 1, 2020 and reminding WPH

Properties of the maturity date of the loan, August 1, 2020. A copy of the May 22, 2020 notice of

default is attached as exhibit K.

39. The Lease requires HBL to cooperate in WPH Properties'
efforts to refinance the

Mortgage. Lease, §7.8. As a direct result of HBL's defaults under the Lease, however, WPH

Properties was unable to refinance the Mortgage securing the construction loan prior to maturity.

HBL's defaults under the Lease made it impossible to refinance the Mortgage because any new

lender would have required proof that the Lease (which would provide the necessary funding in

the form of rents to pay debt service on the new mortgage loan) was not in default. Due to HBL's

defaults, it was therefore impossible for WPH Properties to provide any prospective new lender an

estoppel certificate or other evidence certifying that the Lease was not in default. As a result, the

construction loan has now matured and is in default, placing the ongoing operations of the Facility

and WPH Properties at imminent risk of foreclosure by Security Benefit.

40. On May 1, 2021, Security Benefit commenced an action to foreclose the Mortgage

based upon the failure to pay all amounts due under the Note on its maturity date.SecurityBenefit
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Life Insurance Company v. White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC, et al (Supreme Court,

Westchester County, Index. No. 55883/2021) (the "Foreclosure Action"). A true and correct copy

of the complaint in the Foreclosure Action is attached as exhibit L.

41. Security Benefit withdrew the Foreclosure Action without prejudice to renew upon

expiration of the moratorium on commercial foreclosure proceedings in New York State enacted

by the "Covid-19 Protect Our Small Businesses Act of
2021,"

as amended, which is currently set

to expire on August 31, 2021. Thus, upon expiration of the statutory foreclosure prohibition on

August 31, 2021, Security Benefit will almost certainly recommence the Foreclosure Action.

42. Jozefovic's claims of defaults on the part of WPH Properties are baseless. To begin

with, they have been released. The Lease provides, in 2017, that HBL, its officers, agents and

anyone acting on its behalf release WPH Properties from "ALL CLAIMS . . . ARISING FROM

OR RELATED TO ANY MATTER OR THING RELATED TO OR IN CONNECTION WITH

THE LEASED PREMISES."
Exhibit C, Lease, § 5.6(b) (emphasis in original). And in 2019, the

Letter of Intent provided:

Except as set forth herein above, the Tenant waives any and all claims against

the Landlord it has or every may have had for the following: (1) any claims by the

Tenant that the Landlord is or ever was required to deliver a mortgage of any
particular amount, terms, amortization or interest rate, for Medicaid rate setting or

any other purposes (2) any claims for PuncMist or uncompleted Work, except for

the Remaining Punchlist and the Suspended Work defined herein above, and the

Warranties and Guarantees set forth in the Lease, (3) any claims related to the Cost

Certification, except the Landlord shall complete the Final Cost Certification in the

usual and ordinary course, upon the receipt of the Initial Payment, the Rent having
been brought and remaining current, and all other obligations of the Tenant are paid

as set forth herein above.

Exhibit W, Letter of Intent, ¶ 8.

43. But even if these claims had not been waived or released, they have no basis in fact.

44. Jozefovic's claim that construction was delayed until 2017 because of delays on the

part if WPH Properties is completely false and belied by the documentary evidence. Construction

15
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could not begin until HBL had obtained all of the approvals necessary from the New York State

Department of Health. That was delayed by HBL's failure to obtain the necessary working capital

and by the bankruptcy of Hebrew Hospital, one of the members of HBL. As Jozefovic's attorney,

Mark Zafrin, admitted in an email dated April 11, 2017 to Linda Whitehead, Hebrew Hospital's

counsel: "Linda. Your bankruptcy was a large impediment to our fnancing package that is an

immutable fact. I don't want to argue about it. Mr Nicholson will have to provide you with all of

the details as to his next steps to fnish the financing.
"

Exhibit M. The chronology is as follows.

45. WPH Properties and HBL entered into the initial lease on November 19, 2015.

Hebrew Hospital filed for bankruptcy On December 9, 2015. A copy of the filing is attached as

Exhibit N. On April 18, 2016, the New York State Department of Health advised HBL's

consultant, Pinnacle Health Consultants, that it considered HBL's application for a certificate of

need to be abandoned. A copy of that letter is attached as Exhibit O. Pinnacle responded by letter

dated May 24, 2016 that the operating agreement has been delayed by the need for the Bankruptcy

Court to approve HBL's operating agreement. A copy of that letter is attached as Exhibit P (Page

5, Response 14). By letter dated July 20, 2016, Pinnacle advised the Department of Health that its

application continued to be delayed by the Bankruptcy Court and, further, that HBL did not yet

have the operating capital that was required. A copy of that letter is attached as Exhibit Q. By

email dated October 11, 2016, I advised Jozefovic, his lawyer and consultants that without the

operating agreement and the approval of the Department of Health, WPH Properties could not

close on its construction finscing. A copy of that email is attached as Exhibit R. The Bankruptcy

Court finally approved the operating agreement on November 23, 2016; the operating agreement

was not signed until February 1, 2017. Exhibits S and T, respectively. The Department of Health

did not finally approve the project until July 26, 2017. A copy of the letter of that date to Pinnacle
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is attached as Exhibit U. WPH Properties closed its construction loan three weeks later, on August

18, 2017, and the building was completed on September 30, 2019.

46. Jozefovic's claim that WPH Properties failed to construct the building within the

approved budget of $57 million is also completely false. Jozefovic Affirmation, ¶ 51. HBL

"acknowledge[d] and
agree[d]"

in the Development Agreement that "the actual total cost of the

Project ("Project Cost") as of the date hereof [November 20, 2015] is approximately $60.0 million,

is not possible to exactly ascertain as of the date of this Agreement due to circumstances beyond

the control of all parties to this Agreement and is projected to be greater than the Approved Project

Cost."
Development Agreement, Article IV(A). A true and correct copy of the Development

Agreement is annexed as Exhibit V. In fact, HBL was responsible for all of the approvals required

from the New York State Department of Health. Exhibit V, Development Agreement, Article

II(C). HBL, not WPH Properties, was responsible to "file and diligently pursue with DOH all

applications required to increase the Approved Project Cost such that it then equals the best

estimate of the Project
Cost."

Exhibit V, Development Agreement, Article IV(A).

47. Also contrary to Jozefovic's affirmation, there is nothing in the Development

Agreement or the Lease that obligates WPH Properties to obtain permanent financing. Jozefovic

Affirmation, ¶ 55. In fact, in the Letter of Intent, HBL waived "any claims by the Tenant that the

Landlord is or ever was required to deliver a mortgage of any particular amount, terms,

amortization or interest rate, for Medicaid rate setting or any other purpose"
and "any claims

related to the Cost
Certification."

Exhibit W, Letter of Intent, ¶ 8.

48. But even if HBL had such a claim and had not waived it, the only reason WPH

Properties has not permanently financed the project is that HBL has defaulted. As the Court is

aware, the construction lender has commenced and withdrawn a foreclosure action. The defaults
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alleged in the foreclosure complaint are that WPH Properties did not satisfy the construction loan

when it was due and has not paid the interest at the default rate since then (although WPH

Properties has continued to pay interest at the non-default rate). WPH Properties would have been

able to satisfy the construction loan on a timely basis by refinancing, however, if HBL had not

defaulted under the lease. No lender will lend to a leadlord where the tenant is in default. The

failure to obtain permanent financing is, therefore, the fault if HBL, not WPH Properties.

49. The costs incurred by WPH Properties as a result of its inability to obtain permanent

financing have not been passed along to HBL yet, as the defendants allege. First Amended Verified

Answer, ¶ 92. HBL pays a fixed rent, not depêñdêñt on WPH Properties'
costs. But those costs are

part of WPH Properties'
damages claim against HBL.

50. Likewise, the $2.2 million HBL paid pursuant to the Letter of Intent had nothing to

do with the security deposit and additional security deposit at issue here. It was HBL's down

payment for the purchase of the Facility. Exhibit W, Letter of Intent, § (1)(a)(i). HBL defaulted

under the Letter of Intent, as well.

51. The failure and refusal of Jozefovic and HBL, which Jozefovic controls, to comply

with their contractual obligations under the Pledge Agreement, the Lease and the guarantees have

caused WPH Properties substantial prejudice and financial harm and placed its principal asset, the

Facility, at serious imminent risk of foreclosure by Security Benefit, demonstrated beyond any

doubt by Security Benefit commeñciñg the Foreclosure Action, which it withdrew without

prejudice to renew upon expiration of the New York State moratorium on commercial

foreclosures. Enjoining WPH Properties from exercising their contractual and statutory remedies

for these defaults would obviously cause it substantial, completely uñwarrañted harm.

52. On the other hand, the only consequences Jozefovic would suffer as a result of the
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UCC sale is the loss of his Waterview Membership Interest, which is precisely what he bargained

for in the event he defaulted on his obligations under the Pledge Agreement and the Lease.

illiam A. Nicholson

Sworn to before me this

29th day of June 2021.

Notary Publ
4e1gg

o~

'-=,",,UQ4

„,'

j
-!~+SACM~„o~

~Wiasrass~, ~
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Exhibit A  

to Nicholson Aff. 
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AMENDED AND RESTATED OPERATING LEASE 

By and Between 

WHITE PLAINS HEALTIICARE PROPERTIES l, LLC, 
a Massachusetts limited liability company 

("Landlord .. ) 

and 

HBL SNF, LLC, 
a New York limited liability company ("Tenant") 

Dated as of November 19, 2015 
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EXHIBIT "A" 

Legal Description 

ALL that certain plot, piece or parcel of land, situate, lying and being in the City of White Plains, 
County of Westchester and State of New York. Said parcel being more particularly described as 
follows: 
BEGINNING at a point in the easterly line of Church Street where the same is intersected by the 
southerly line of Barker Avenue;. 
THENCE from said point North 70 degrees 40 minutes 10 seconds East a distance of 173.57 feet 
along the southerly line of Barker Avenue to a point where the same is intersected by the 
division line herein described parcel on the West and lands now or formerly of Koeppel & Mohr 
Equities on the East; 
THENCE from said point and along said division line South 1 7 degrees 59 minutes 50 seconds 
East a distance of 200.51 feet to a point in the division line between the herein described parcel 
on the north and lands now or fonnerly of Hamilton Plaza Company, Inc. on the south; 
THENCE from said point and along said line South 71degrees01 minutes 50 seconds West a 
distance of 173.24 feet to the easterly line of Church Street; and 
THENCE from said point and along said line North 18 degrees OS minutes 04 seconds West a 
distance of 199.41 feet to the point and place of BEGlNNING; 

EXHTBITA 
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EXHIBIT "B" 

GUARANTY 

See Attached 

EXHIBITB 
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SCHEDULE 3.1 

Definition of M~terial Default 

Material Default shall mean the occurrence of any of the following: 

(a) Any Lease Default except 16.1 (a) (xxv) and (xxxx), provided that the 
following Lease Defaults shall not be deemed a Material DefauJt unless they occur two or more 
times within such period: 16.1 (a) (ix), (xvii), (xxx), (xxxxi), and the following Lease Defaults 
shall not be deemed a Material Default unless they occur three or more times within such period: 
16.1 (a) (i), (ii), (xvii). 

(b) Any Lease Default during such period constitutes an "Event of DefauJt" 
by Landlord under any Loan Document between Landlord and its Mortgagee(s) evidencing or 
documenting a loan secured by the Facility; 
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SCHEDULE 7.4 

PERIOD 

Quarter 1l__,201_ through __ , 201__) 
Quarter2 
Quarter 3 
Quarter 4 
Quarter 5 
Quarter 6 and thereafter 

EBfl'DAR TARGET 

$ ___ .. _ 
$ _ ___ _ 

·$ ___ _ _ 
$ ____ _ 
$ 
$ __ _ 

"EBITDAR" means with respect to any quarterly period for the Facility an amount determined 
on a consolidated basis equal to the sum of the following amounts for the Facility for a trailing 
twelve month period: (a) eamings/(net income or net Joss) (including, as an expense an actual or 
theoretical management expense of five percent (5%) of gross receipts) from operations before 
(b} interest expense, (c) income tax expense, (d) depreciation expense, (e) amortization expense, 
and (f) Fixed Rent, defined in accordance with GAAP for such qua1terly period. EBITDAR is 
not considered a measure of financial performance under GAAP. In calculating earnings for the 
trailing twelve months that encompasses any month prior to the Commencement Date, for the 
months prior to the Commencement Date, revenue shall be calculated using current rates of 
reimbursement, meaning reimbursement rates in effect as of the start of the applicable quarterly 
period. 

SCHEDULB 15.J 
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OPERATING LEASE 

IBIS AMENDED AND RESTATED OPERATING LEASE("~") is entered 
into as of November 19, 2015 (the "Effective Date"), by and between WHITE PLAINS 
HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC a Massachusetts limited liability company with its 
principaJ place of business located at 2 Bourbon Street, Suite 200, Peabody, MA 01960 
("WPHCP") or (the "Lwdlord") and HBL SNF. LLC a New York Limited Liability Company 
having an office al 537 Route 22, Purdys, New York 10578 (the "Tenant"), and amends and 
restates in its entirety the lease between the Parties dated as of November 19. 2015. 

RECITALS 

A. WHEREAS, Landlord is the owner of the real. property, improvements, 
and personal property constituting the long-term care facility commonly known as 116-120 
Church Street, White Plains, New York and more particularly described on Exhibit A, attached 
hereto and made a part hereof, (the .. Real Property"), and following execution of this Lease, 
upon which certain buildings and improvements shall be erected (the "Facility"); and 

B. WHEREAS, Landlord desires to lease the entire Leased Premises (defined 
herein) to Tenant and Tenant desires to lease the Leased Premises from Landlord pursuant to the 
tenns, conditions and covenants set forth herein; and 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of . the mutual covenants, agreements, 
promises, representations and warranties set forth herein and for Ten Dollars ($10.00) and other 
good and valuable consideration, the receipt and legal sufficiency of which are hereby 
acknowledged by the Parties, the Parties hereby agree as follows: 

ARTICLE I 

INCORPORATION OF RECITALS; PRINCIPLES OF 
CONSTRUCTION, DEFINITIONS 

Section 1 .1 Incorporation of Recitals. The aforesaid Recitals A through B are 
hereby incorporated into this Lease as if fully set forth herein. Land101·d and Tenant are 
hereinafter sometimes individually referred to as a "Party" and collectively referred to as 
"Parties". 

Section 1.2 Principles of Construction. All references to articles, sections, 
schedules and exhibits are to articles, sections, schedules and exhibits in or to "this Agreement 
unless otherwise specified. Unless otherwise specified, the words ''hereof," "herein" and 
"hereunder" and words of similar import when used in this Agreement shall refer to this 
Agreement as a whole and not to any particular provision of this Agreement. Unless otherwise 
specified, aJJ meanings attributed to defined terms herein shall be equally applicable to both the 
singular and plural fonns of the terms so defined. Unless the context clearly indicates a contrary 
intent or unless otherwise spedfically provided herein, the word "Landlord" shall mean 

1 
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"Landlord and its successors and assigns"; the words "Leased Premises" shall include any 
portion of the Leased Premises and any interest therein, and the phrases .. attorneys' fees'', ··~ 
fees" and "counsel fees" shall include any and all reasonable attorneys', paralegal, legal assistant 
and law clerk fees and disbursements, whether retained finn.s, the reimbursement for the 
expenses of in-house staff or otherwise, and, including, but not limited to, fees and 
disbursements at the pre-trial, trial and appellate levels incurred 01· paid by Landlord in 
protecting its interest in the Leased Premises and its rights hereunder. Wherever pursuant to this 
Lease it is provided that Landlord shall pay any costs and expenses, such costs and expenses 
shall include, but not be limited to, reasonable legal fees as defined above. Whenever the 
context may require, any pronouns used herein shall include the corresponding masculine, 
feminine or neuter fonns, and the singular form of nouns and pronouns shall include the plural 
and vice versa. The words "includes .. , "including" and similar tenns shall be construed as if 
followed by the words "without limitation". Whenever in this Lease any consent, approval, 
determination or decision of Landlord is to be made by Landlord, or any matter is to be 
satisfactory to Landlord, then unless expressly provided to the contrary, such provision shall be 
deemed to mean that such consent, approval, detennination or decision of Landlord or 
determination whether a matter is satisfactory shall be made by Landlord in its sole and absolute 
discretion for any or no reason and shall be final and conclusive. Any reference in this Lease 
shall be deemed to include references to such documents as the same may hereafter be amended, 
modified, supplemented, extended, consolidated, replaced and/or restated from time to time. 
Any reference in this Lease shall be deemed to be a reference to this Lease (as defined herein), as 
the same may hereafter be amended, modified, supplemented, extended, consolidated, rep1aced 
and/or restated from time to time. Any reference in this Lease or in the Guaranty shall be 
deemed to be a reference to the Guaranty (as defined herein), as the same may hereafter be 
amended, modified, supplemented, extended, consolidated, replaced and/or restated from time to 
time. 

Section 1.3 Definitions. 

"Additional Rent" as df?fined in Section 3.2 

"Affiliate" as defined in Section 20.31. 

"Change of Ownership" means 

"Commencement Date" as defined in Section 3.1. 

"C<>mmissioner" means the Federal Housing Commissioner also called the 
Assistant Secretary for Housing in the United States Department of Housing and Urban 
Development. 

"DOH" means New York State Department of Health. 

"Effective Date" as defined in introductory paragraph. 

"Eligible Institution" as defined in Section 4.3. 

"Extension Term" as defined in Section 3.I(b). 

2 
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"Facility'' as defined in Recital A. 

"First Refinance" means the replacement or refinance of the Original Mortgage 
and/or original Junior Debt, in whole or part, in an amount not less than $42,200,000. 

"First Refinance Date" means the date of the First Refinance. 

"Fixed Rent" as defined in Section 3.2. 

"Governmental Anthority" as defined in Section 5.2. 

"Guarantors" mean Lizer Josefovic and Mark Neuman. 

"Hazardous Materials" as defined in Section 10.3 

"Hazardous Waste" as defined in Section 10.3. 

"Health Care Authority or Authorities" means any Governmental Auth_ority 
(including HUD) having responsibility for the approva1, licensing, certification, payment, 
issuance of guaranties and insurance for, and/or otherwise setting standards for the operation and 
occupancy of skilled nursing facilities. 

"Healtb Care Licenses" means a11 Medicare and Medicaid certifications and 
provider agreements, all public third party payor certifications and provider agreements, and all 
certifications, permits .. regulatory agreements or other agreements and approvals, including 
certificates of operation, completion and occupancy, and state nursing facility licenses or other 
licenses and certificates of need required by Hea1th Care Authorities for the legal use, occupancy 
and operation of the Facility. 

"HUD" means the United States Department of Housing and Urban 
Development. 

"Junior Debt" means a mortgage on the Premises junior tQ the first Mortgage, 
and/or debt relating to the development and construction of the Premises. 

"Landlord" as defined in introductory paragraph, and Section 1.2. 

"Landlord's lndemnitees" as defined in Section 9.1. 

"Landlord's Work" as defined in Section 5.1. 

"Laws" as defined in Section 5.1. 

"Lease Default" as defined in Section 16. l. 

"Leased Premises" as defined in Section 2.1. 

"Lease Year" as defined in Section 3.1. 

3 
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"Letter of Credit" as defined I Section 7 .1. 

"Material Default" as defined in Schedule 3.1. 

"Mortgagee" shall refer to the first and second priority mortgages secured by fee 
simp1e interest in the Real Propeny as amended, restated, extended or replaced from time to time 
in Landlord's discretion. 

"Original Mortgage" means the original Mortgage placed on the Premises by 
Landlord. 

"Overdue Rate" as defined in Section 9. l (b). 

"Primary Market of the Facility" means a fifteen mile radius of the Leased 
Premises, 

"Prime Rate" as defined in Section 9 .1. 

"Prospective Mortgagee" means any Person chosen by Landlord as a Mortgage 
prior to a closing of a Mortgage to be held by such Person. 

"Real Property" as defined in Recital A. 

"Refinance" means the rep1acement or refinance of the Mortgage, or Junior Debt, 
or any debt in replacement thereof, in whole or part, including the First Refinance. 

"Refinance Date" means the dale of any Refinance including the First Re.finance. 

"Rent" as defined in S1:1;lion 3.2. 

"Security Deposit" as defined in Section 7 .1, 

"Special Purpose Entity" as defined in Schedule 19.2. 

"Substantial Completion Date" means the date which is the later of: (i) the date 
specified in the AIA Form G704, duly executed and certified by the Landlord's architect, that the 
Facility was substantially completed and in substantial compliance with the pians and 
specifications for the Facility, and (ii) the date Landlord delivers a Temporary Certificate of 
Occupancy (the "TCO") for the Facility, provided, however, if the Landlord is unable to obtain 
the TCO or Pennanent CO because of the actions or inactions of the Tenant, its employees or 
agents including, but not limited to, a delay in obtaining the necessary DOH approvals then 
delivery of the TCO shall not be a condition under this clause (ii). 

"Tenant's Lease Coverage Ratio .. means BBITDAR divided by Fixed Rent. 

"Term" as defined in Section 3.1 (including a]] exercised Extension Terms). 
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"Total Project Cost or "TPC" is the actual cost of purchasing, developing, 
constructing, and equipping the Facility, including without limitation, the cost of the Real 
Property and improvements, development costs, financing costs, and the cost of Landlord's 
Work and all equiptnent. 

"Utilities" as defined in Section 4.1. 

ARTICLE II 

LEASED PREMISES 

Section 2.1 Leased Premises. Landlord hereby leases and demises to Tenant, 
and Tenant hereby leases from Landlord, on the terms and conditions· set forth in this Lease, the 
following assets: 

(a) all of Landlord's right, title, and interest in and to the Real Prope1ty, 
including, without limitation, all buildings, structures, erections, improvements, appurtenances, 
easements and fixtures, including fixed machinery and fixed equipment situated thereon or 
fonning a part thereof; and 

(b) all of landlord's right, title and interest in and to all machinery, trade 
equipment, trade fixtures, furniture, furnishings, beds, and accessories of all kinds used in 
connection with the Facility located on the Real Property. 

All of the items described in Sections 2.Ha) and ~ herein are collectively referred to as the 
"Leased Premises." Landlord and Tenant acknowledge and understand that all of the items 
which comprise the Leased Premises, as repaired, rebuilt, replaced, restored, altered or added to 
as pennitted or required by provisions of this Lease, shall be transfeued back to Landlord in 
accordance with the terms and conditions set forth herein upon the expiTation <;>r earlier 
termination ofthis Lease. 

Section 2.2 In coMection with any assignment of Landlord's interest under 
thfa Lease and the assumption of this Lease by a new landJord, the original Landlord named 
herein, and each successor in interest, shall have the right to transfer all amounts deposited 
pursuant to Section 4.3 with respect to the Facility, foss any amount used pursuant to Section 4.3, 
to such assignee (as the subsequent ho)der of Landlord's interest in this Lease) and upon such 
transfer, Landlord or the applicable successor in interest transferring the deposits shall thereupon 
be completely released from all liability with respect to such deposits so transferred and Tenant 
shall look solely to said assignee, as the subsequent holder of Landlord's interest under this 
Lease, in reference thereto. If Landlord's interest in the Leased Premises is sold or conveyed as 
provided above or otherwise or by operation of Jaw: (i) at the new owner's option, Tenant shall 
attom to and recognize the new owner as Tenant's Landlord under this Lease and Tenant shalJ 
take such actions to confinn the foregoing within ten (10) days after request. 
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ARTICLE III 

TERM AND RENT 

Section 3 .1 Tenn of Lease. 

(a) The tenn (the "Term") of this Lease sha11 be for a period of thirty (30) 
years commencing on the later to occur of (i) the date of issuance of a pennanent or temporary 
Certificate of Occupancy for the Facility and (ii) the date that New York State Pepanment of 
HeaJth (hereinafter sometimes, "DOH'') determines that the Landlord's Work is sufficiently 
complete as constructed (but not necessarily the Tenant's operations) to accept patients, 
provided, however, if the Landlord is unable to obtain a permanent or temporary Certificate of 
Occupancy because of the actions or inactions of the Tenant, its employees or agents including, 
but not limited to, a delay in obtaining the necessary DOH approvals then delivery of a 
permanent or temporary Certificate of Occupancy shall not be a condition under clause (j) (the 
"Commencement Date'), and ending at 11 ;59:59 P.M. on the day preceding the thirtieth (30ch) 
anniversary of the Commencement Date (the "Expiration Date"). Under any and all 
circumstances, Landlord shall not be liable to Tenant, iri damages or otherwise, for any delay in 
delivering the Leased Premises to Tenant and Tenant shall have no right to terminate or rescind 
this Lease on account thereof. Notwithstanding the Commencement Date, certain of the rights 
and obligations of the parties shall commence on the Effective Date, but not including Tenant's 
obligations to pay Fixed Rerit and Impositions prior to the Commencement Date, or to maintain 
the Leased Premises, insure the Leased Premises or restore the Leased Premises after a casualty 
or condemnation prior to the Commencement Date, or any other rights and obligations, which by 
their terms are intended to commence ~ of the Commencement Date, which rights and 
obligations shall commence on the Commencement Date. 

As used herein wjth respect to the Term and the periods for payment of Rent 
(unless the context otherwise requires) the tenn "Lease Year" shall mean a 365 day period (or 
366 day period in the case of a leap year), first commencing on the Commencement Date and 
thereafter on successive anniversaries thereof, and ending on the day prior to the next succeeding 
annivel'Sary of the Commencement Date. 

Landlord and Tenant hereby acknowledge that the Commencement Date is 
presently indeterminate and shall occur only as hereinabove provided in this Section. Except for 
the rights of Tenant expressly stated he~in. Tenant hereby waives any right to rescind this Lease 
under the provisions of Section 223-a of the Real Property Law of the State of New York, and 
agrees that the provisions of this Article are intended to constitute "an express provision to the 
contrary" within the meaning of said Section 223-a. Landlord and Tenant shall execute a memo 
specifying the Commencement Date immediately following its occurrence. 

(b) Provided a Lease Default has not occurred and is then continuing either at 
the time of the exercise of the options provided below or at the end of the Te~ or Extension 
Tenn, or there has not been any Lease Default listed in Schedule 3.1 attached hereto (a 
"MateriaJ Default''), whether or not cured, within two years of the end of the Tenn or Extension 
Term, Tenant shaJl have the option to extend the Tenn of this Lease for three (3) additional 
periods of ten (10) years each (each an "Extenslon Term"), by giving written notice to Landlord 
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not less than five forty-five (545) days nor more than seven hundred (700) days prior to the 
expiration of the Tenn (or Extension Term as the case may be) of this Lease, TIME BEING OF 
TIIE ESSENCE to these time periods. These options may be exercised by Tenant serving 
written notice upon Landlord stating that Tenant is exercising the option to extend. If Tenant 
fails to give such notice in writing to Landlord within the time period specified herein, all rights 
and privileges granted to Tenant to extend this Lease shall lapse and become null and void. No 
later option may be exercised if Tenant has failed to exercise a prior option. If Tenant has 
validly exercised its option(s) to extend tbe Term, references herein to the "Tenn" shall be 
deemed to include an Extension Tenn. 

Section 3.2 Rent. 

(a) Beginning in the first (1st) I.ease Year of the Tenn and for each 
succeeding Lease Year thereafter, including during any and all Extension Terms, until the First 
Refinance Date, Tenant shall pay Landlord an annual amount of Six Million Seventy Three 
Thousand One Hundred Fifty Eight ($6,073, 158) Dollars ("Fixed Rent") in monthly installments 
of $506,096.50. 

(b) Tenant shall pay the Rent to Landlord dur4!g the term without deduction 
or setoff and without demand. 

(c) The tenns "Additional Rent" or "additional rent" means all sums, 
amounts, fees, expenses and costs (including, without limitation, legal fees and disbursements) 
payable or reimbursable to Landlord under t.his Lease other than Fixed Rent, and all of same 
shall be and constitute Additional Rent hereunder. The terms "Fixed Rent" and .. Additional 
Rent" shall be collectively referred to as "Rent." Landlord shall have the same rights and 
remedies hereunder consequent upon a failure of Tenant to pay any item of Additional Rent as 
upon a failure of Tenant to pay any item of Fixed Rent. 

(d) Rent shall be due and payable in advance in equal monthly installment8 
during each year on the first (1st) day of each calendar month thereof (or in the event the first 
day of the calendar monrh is not a business day, on the first business day following the first day 
of each calendar month) throughout the Tem1. Rent for any period which is less than a full 
calendar month or full year, as the case may be, during the Tenn, shall be prorated on a daily 
basis. Rent shall not he paid more than one (1) month in advance. Rent shall be paid to 
Landlord at Landlord's address set forth in Section 13.1 or at such other place as Landlord 
designates from time to time by written notice to Tenant Tenant agrees to pay Rent, at 
Landlord's direction, by electronic transfer or wire, as directed by Mortgagee in writing. 

(e) TENANT HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGES TIIAT LATE PAYMENT 
BY TENANT TO LANDWRD OF RENT WILL CAUSE LANDLORD TO INCUR COSTS 
NOT CONTEMPLATED HEREUNDER, THE EXACT AMOUNT OF WlilCH IS 
PRESENTLY ANTICIPATED TO BE EX1REMELY DIPPICULT TO ASCERTAIN. SUCH 
COSTS MAY INCLUDE PROCESSING AND ACCOUNTING CHARGES AND LATE 
CHARGES WIDCH MAY BE IMPOSED ON LANDLORD BY THE TERMS OF ANY LOAN 
AGREEMENT AND OTHER EXPENSES OF A SIMILAR OR DISSIMILAR NATURE. 
ACCORDINGLY, IF ANY INSTALLMENT OF RENT THAT IS PAYABLE TO LANDLORD 
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OR ITS DESIGNEE SHALL NOT BE PAID WITHIN FIVE (5} DAYS OF THE DATE WHEN 
DUE, TENANT WILL PAY LANDLORD ON DEMAND A LATE CHARGE EQUAL TO 
FIVE PERCENT (5%) OF THE UNPAID PORTION OF THE AMOUNT OF SUCH 
INSTALLMENT. THE PARTIES AGREE THAT THIS LATE CHARGE REPRESENTS A 
FAIR AND REASONABLE ESTIMATE OF TIIE COSTS THAT LANDLORD Wll..L INCUR 
BY REASON OF LATE PAYMENT BY TENANT. THE PARTIES FURTHER AGREE 
THAT SUCH LATE CHARGE IS RENT AND NOT INTEREST AND SUCH ASSESSMENT 
DOES NOT CONSTITUTE A LENDER OR BORROWER/CREDITOR RELATIONSHIP 
BETWEEN LANDLORD AND TENANT. IN ADDITION, THE AMOUNT UNPAID, 
INCLUDING ANY LA TE CHARGES, SHALL BEAR INTEREST AT THE OVERDUE RA TE 
FROM THE DUE DATE OF SUCH INSTALLMENT TO THE DATE OF PAYMENT 
THEREOF, AND TENANT SHALL PAY SUCH INTEREST TO LANDLORD ON DEMAND. 
THE PAYMENT OF SUCH LATE CHARGE AND/OR SUCH INTEREST SHALL NOT 
CONSTITUTE A WAIVER OF, NOR EXCUSE OR CURE, ANY DEFAULT UNDER THIS 
LEASE, NOR PREVENT LANDLORD FROM EXERCISING ANY OTHER RIGHTS 
AND/OR REMEDIES AVAILABLE TO LANDLORD. 

(f) If a defauJt is decJared by the Commissioner under the provisions of 
the Regu1atory Agreement, provided a copy of Notice of Default is given to Tenant, Tenant shall 
thereafter make all future payments under this Lease to the Commissioner. 

Section 3.3 Net Lease Provisions. Landlord and Tenant intend that· the Rent 
herein specified shall be net to Landlord in each year during the Tenn. and that all costs, 
expenses and obligations of evf".ry kind and nature, (known or unknown, general or special, 
ordinary or extraordinary, foreseen or unforeseen, direct or indirect, contingent or otherwise) 
relating to the operation, repair and maintenance of the Leased Premises (except Landlord's 
income taxes) which may arise or become due during the Tenn shall be timely paid by Tenant 
and that Landlord shall be indemnified by Tenant against such costs, expenses and obligations. 
Tenant's obligation to pay Rent is independent of all, and is in no manner conditioned upon any, 
other c.ovenants, conditions and obligations of Landlord or Tenant under this Lease. TJ:lere shall 
be no abatement of Rent payments for any reason nor shall Tenant be entitled to any offsets or 
deductions from Rent payments due hereunder. 

Section 3.4 Rent Tax. If any governmental taxing authority levies, assesses, or 
imposes any tax, sales or use tax, privilege tax, excise or assessment (other than income or 
franchise taxes) upon or against the Rent payable by Tenant to Landlord, either by way of 
substitution for or in addition to any existing tax on land and buildings or otherwise, then Tenant 
shall be responsible for and shall pay such tax, excise or assessment, or, if Landlord pays same, 
Tenant shall reimburse Landlord for the amount thereof within ten (10) days after written 
demand by Landlord. 

It is the intent of this Section 3.4 and all other provisions of this Lease to insure 
that the Rent (including Additional Rent) paid to Landlord by Tenant will be received by 
Landlord without diminution by any tax, assessment, charge or levy of any nature whatsoever, 
except United States, State of New York and local net income taxes, and the terms and 
conditions of this Lease shaU be liberaUy construed to effect such purpose. Without limiting the 
generality of the foregoing, if any tax is assessed or based on gross income ac~ualJy or 
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constructively received by LandJord pursuant to this Lease, Tenant shall pay such amount which, 
when added to said gross income, sha11 yield to Landlord, after deduction of all such tax payable 
by Landlord with respect thereto, a net amount equal to that which Landlord would have realized 
therefrom had no such tax been imposed. 

Section 3.5_ Assignment of Lease to Morti agee. Tenant acknowledges that all 
of the interest of Landlord in and to this Lease has been or wil1 be assigned to Mortgagee 
pursuant to the Loan Documents. 

Tenant agrees to promptly execute and deliver to Landlord from time to time any 
and all documents required by a Mortgagee, Prospective Mortgagee, HUD and/or HUD' s 
Approved Lender, or any successor, commercial, agency or private lender, including, without 
limitation, a lease addendum, regulatory agreement, subordination agreement, non-disturbance 
and attomment agreement, and/or estoppel certificate, in order. to finance or refinance the 
Facility or otherwise. 

Tenant will on request at any tjme or from time to time by Landlord or any 
Mortgagee or Prospective Mortgagee subordinate this lease and all of Tenant's rights and estate 
hereunder to such Person's Mortgage and to any renewals, extensions, substitutions, refinancings, 
modifications or amendments thereof, OT declare such Mortgage to be prior to this lease and to any 
renewals, extensions, substitutions, refinancings, modifications or amendments thereof, and agree 
with such holder that Tenant wiU attom thereto in the event of foreclosure. Landlord agrees to use 
reasonable efforts (except that Landlord shall not be obligated to expend money for ·any such 
agreement) to obtain a written agreement from any such holder in the fonn typically used by such 
holder which consents to this lease and provides that, notwithstanding such mortgage or any default, 
expiration, termination, foreclosure, sale, entry or other act or omission under, pursuant to or 
affecting said Mortgage, Tenant shall not be disturbed in peaceful enjoyment of the Leased 
Premises or this lease terminated or canceled at any time, except in the event Landlord shall have 
the right to terminate this lease under the terms and provisions set forth herein, 

Section 3.6 True Lease. It is the intent of Landlord and Tenant and the parties 
agree that this Lease is a true lease and that this Lease does not represent a financing ail;reement. 
Each party shall reflect the transaction represented hereby in all applicable books, records and 
reports (including income tax. filings) in a manner consistent with "true lease" treatment rather 
than "financing" treatment. 

Section 3.7 Ri ght of First Refusal: Buyout. (a) Landlord shall not sell, transfer 
or convey the Leased Premises to a third person or entity unless Tenant first is given the 
opportunity to purchase the Leased Premises pursuant to the tenns and conditions set forth in this 
Section 3.7(a): If at any time during the first efoven years of Tenn Landlord receives from any 
third person or entity an Offer (as hereinafter defined) to purchase the Leased Premises which 
Landlord desires to accept, Landlord shall notify Tenant of such Offer by delivering written 
notice to Tenant, which notification (the "Offer Notice") shall contain a copy of the written 
Offer or, at Landlord's election, a written summary of the terms of the Offer. For purposes of 
this Lease, an "Offer" shall mean any bona fide written instrument or verbal communication 
setting forth the terms pursuant to which Landlord will convey the Leased Premises. Tenant 
shall have ten (10) Business Days after receipt of the bffer Notice in which to elect by written 
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notice delivered to Landlord (the "Acceptance Notice") to enter into a formal agreement on the 
sarp.e tenns and conditions as those contained in the Offer ("Tenant's Purchase Right"). Such 
election shall be effective only if within ten (10) Business Days after delivery of the Acceptance 
Notice the parties enter into a written purchase agreement on terms reasonably acceptable to 
Landlord in good faith for the sale of the Leased Premises to Tenant containing all tenns of the 
Offer. If Tenant fails to timely deliver the Acceptance Notice, or if Tenant fails to timely enter 
into said purchase agreement as provided herein, Landlord shall have the right to accept the 
Offer or any modification thereof on tenns substantially .similar as those set fonh in the Offer. 
Tenant's right to purchase the Leased Premises identified in the Offer Notice shall not apply to 
(i) transfers of le.'!s than one hundred percent of the ownership interests in Land1ord, (ii) a public 
offering of ownership interests in Landlord, (iii) a recapitalization transaction of any kind 
involving Landlord, (iv) condemnation, eminent domain or similar proceedings, or (v), rights 
exercised by Mortgagees in foreclosure or in lieu thereof pursuant to Mortgages or other 
documents executed by Landlord in connection therewith, including the subsequent disposition 
of the Premises by Mortgagee or its affiliate or designee that acquires the Leased Premises in 
connection therewith. 

(b) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary, if Landlord's 
Offer Notice states that it is purchasing from Tenant Tenant's Purchase Right, then (i) Tenant 
shall have no further rights under Section 3.7Ca), and Section 3.]Ca) shall be null arid void 
without fwther effect, and (ii) upon the c1osing of the purchase and sale of the Leased Premises 
pursuant to the Offer, Landlord shall pay Tenant ten percent (10%) of the excess of the sales 
price agreed to pursuant to the Offer (less costs and fees, including broker's fees) over the TPC, 
the "Offer }"'ee"), and (iii) the Rent shall be the greater of the amount as determined by Section 
3.2(a) or fair market value, as shall be detennined by an independent third party appraiser jointly 
appointed by Landlord or and Tenant, and absent their agreement appointed by the then 
chairman or similar officer of the Westchester County Society of Real Estate Appraisers. For 
purposes of clarification, Tenant shalJ not be entitled to the receipt of the Offer Fee if Tenant 
exercises Tenant's Purchase Right as set forth in Section 3.7(a) above. 

(c) Upon expiration of the eleventh Lease Year, Tenant's Right 
of First Refusal as set forth in in Section 3.7(a) shall lapse and become null and void. 

Section 3.8. Option to Purchase. Commencing on the latter of (i) the first day 
after the Commencement Date and (ii) 24 months from the date of the closing of the. Original 
Mortgage, and ending on the last day of the fifteenth Lease Year of the Lease, Tenant shall have 
the option to purchase the Leased Premises from Landlord for a purchase price of $65,055,000 
by giving written notice of its exercise of the Option to Purchase including a proposed closing 
date, provided if Tenant does not exercise the Option to Purchase prior to receiving an Offer 
Notice pursuant to Section 3.7, Tenant's Option to Purchase under this Section 3.8 shall lapse 
unless and until the conveyance of the Leased Premises contemplated under Section 3.7 does not 
occur. Upon expiration of the fifteenth Lease Year, Tenant's the right to purchase the Leased 
Premises from Landlord, all as set forth above, shall lapse, become null and void, and Tenant 
shall have deemed to waived all such rights hereunder. 

ARTICLE IV 
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UTILitIES AND TAXES 

Section 4.1 Utilities. From and after the Commencement Date, Tenant shall 
pay or cause to be paid all charges next coming due and payable for electricity, steam,· telephone, 
cable, gas, oil, water, sewer and all other services or utilities used on or related to the Leased 
Premises (the "Utilities") during the Tenn. Tenant covenants to place all Utilities in Tenant's 
name as of the Commencement Date. Adjustment shall be made for Utilities applicable to any 
period prior to the Commencement Date. In the event Landlord is billed directly by any service 
provider or utility company for any Utilities or services supplied to Tenant during ~e Term, 
Landlord shall send Tenant the bill and Teriant shall promptly pay the same. Landlord shall have 
no obligation or liability with respect to any interruption or failure in the supply of any such 
Utilities. If Landlord elects to or shall be required to pay for any Utilities to preserve and/or 
protect the Leased Premises, Tenant shall reimburse Landlord for the cost and expense thereof 
plus interest at the Prime Rate. 

Section 4.2 Taxes. Tenant shall be solely responsible for the payment, prior to 
the date when penalties would attach, of all general and special real estate taxes and .assessments 
(together with any excise taxes on such real estate taxes and assessments levied or imposed by 
any governmental taxing authority), fire district taxes, liens, impositions, including capital stock, 
franchise, ad valorem, sales, use, single business, gross receipts, transaction privilege, rent or 
similar taxes; personal property taxes, assessments including assessments for public 
improvements or benefits, whether or not commenced or completed prior to the date hereof and 
whether or not to be completed within the Tenn; ground rents; water, sewer and other utility 
levies and charges; excise tax levies; fees including license, permit, inspection, authorization and 
similar fees; and all other governmental charges, in each case whether general or special, 
ordinary or extraordinary, or foreseen or unforeseen, of every character in respect of tl!e Leased 
Premises, and all interest and penalties thereon attributable to any failure in payment by Lessee 
which at any time prior to, during or in respect of the Tenn hereof may be assessed or imposed 
on or in respect of or be a lien upon the Leased Premises (collectively, the "]mposition§") that 
accrue from the Commencement Date through the Term. Adjustment shall be made for 
Impositions applicable to any period prior to the Commencement Date. Tenant shall pay all of 
the Impositions directly to the applicable taxing authorities and Tenant shal1 promptly forward 
proof of payment to Landlord in such fonn as shall be reasonably acceptable to Landlord unless 
Landlord elects to require escrow deposits in accordance with Section 4.3 hereof. Landlord shall 
promptly forward any tax bills which it may receive to Tenant. Landlord shall only bill Tenant 
for any of the Impositions if Tenant does not pay any of the hnpositions before delinquency and 
Landlord is obligated or elects (in Landlord's sole and absolute discretion) to pay any of the 
Impositions directly to remain current with all taxing authorities. Tenant shall pay the full 
amount of any increases in any of the Impositions resulting from alterations or improvements 
made by or for the benefit of Tenant. After the expiration or termination of this Lease, Tenant 
shall pay all bills for any of the Imposjtions which become due and payable after the expiration 
or tem1inalion of lbe Lease covering any period through the expiration or earlier termination of 
the Lease. If any governmental taxing authority acting under any present or future ordinance or 
regulation, shall levy, assess or impose a tax, excise and/or assessment (other than any net 
income or franchise tax) upon Landlord or Tenant for rental payable by Tenant to Landlord, 
either by way of substitution for or in addition to any existing tax on land, buildings or 
otherwise, then Tenant shall be responsible for and shall pay such tax, excise and/or assessment 
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or shaU reimburse Landlord for the cost and expense thereof, as the case may be. Provided that 
Tenant shall have deposited a sufficient amount of funds to pay the Impositions pursuant to 
Section 4,3 and Tenant has done nothing, to prevent payment by Landlord or its lend.er of the 
Impositions, then Tenant shall not be responsible for any and all late payment fees and/or 
penalties, including interest, imposed by any applicable taxing authorities with respect to the 
untimely payment of hnpositions. 

Section 4.3 Escrow Deposits. 

(a) Escrow. At the option of Landlord, which may be exercised at· any time 
by Landlord in its sole and absolute discretion Tenant shall, on the first day of the first calendar 
month commencing after notice from Landlord,· and on the first day of each calendar month 
thereafter during the Tenn (each of which dates is referred to as a .. Monthly De.posit Date"), pay 
to and deposit with Landlord a sum equal to one-twelfth ( l/12th) of the Impositions to be levied, 
charged, filed, assessed or imposed upon or against the Leased Premises within one (I) year after 
said Monthly Deposit Date and a sum equal to one-twelftb (I/12th) of the premiums for the 
property insurance policies required pursuant to Artic1e VI which are payable within one (1) year 
after said Monthly Deposit Date. If the amount of the hnpositions to be levied., charged, 
assessed or imposed or insurance premiums to be paid within the ensuing one (I) year period 
shall not be fixed upon any Monthly Deposit Date, such amount for the purpose of computing 
the deposit to be made by Tenant hereunder shall be reasonably estimated by Landlord with an 
appropriate adjustment to be promptly made between Landlord and Tenant as soon as such 
amount becomes determinable. In addition, Landlord may, at its option, from time to time 
require that any particular deposit be greater than one-twelfth (1/12th) of the estimated amount 
payable within one (1) year after said Monthly Deposit Oat~. if such additional deposit is 
required in order to provide to Landlord sufficient funds from which to make payment of a11 
Impositions on or before the next due date of any installment thereof, or to make payment of any 
required insurance premiums not later than the due date thereof. If any Mortgagee or the 
Commissioner requires Landlord to impound insurance premiums on a periodic basis during the 
tenn, Tenant, 011 notice from Landlord indicating this requirement, shal1 pay a sum of money 
towards its liability under this Lease to Landlord on a periodic basis in accordance with 
Landlord's requirements. Landlord shall impound the premium payments received from Tenant 
in accordance with the requirements of Mortgagee and shall utilize such funds to timely pay 
insurance premiums. 

(b) Use of Deposits, The .sums deposited by Tenant under this Section 4.3 
shall be held by Landlord or Mortgagee and shall be applied in payment of the Impositions or 
insurance premiums, as the case may be, when due. Any such deposits may be commingled with 
other assets of Landlord or such Mortgagee, and shall be deposited by Landlord or such 
Mortgagee in an Eligible Instit'lltion in Sllch account or accounts as Landlord or the Mortgagee 
may, from time to time select, and Landlord shalJ not be liable to Tenant or any other person 
{i) based on Landlord's or the Mortgagee's (or any bank's) choice of inve.stment vehicles, (ii). for 
any consequent loss of principal or interest or (iii) for any unavailability of funds based on such 
choice of investment. . Furthermore, subject to the foregoing regarding the use of depositories 
and accounts, Landlord and its Mortgagee shall bear no responsibility for the financial condition 
of, nor any act or omission by the depository bank. No income. if any, from such investment or 
interest on such deposits shall be paid to Tenant. To the extent that Landlord does not have an 
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invoice or bill specifying the due date for payment, Tenant shall give not less than thirty (30) 
days prior written notice to Landlord in each instance when an Imposition or insurance premium 
is due, specifying the Imposition or premium to be paid and the amount thereof, the place of 
payment, and the last day on which the same may be paid in order to comply with the 
requirements of this Lease. If Landlord, in violatfon of its obligations under this Lease, does not 
pay any Imposition or insurance premium when due, for which a sufficient deposit exists, Tenant 
shall not be in default hereunder by virtue of the failure to pay such Imposition or such insurance 
premium and Tenant shall not be liable for any late payment fees and/or penalties, -including 
interest imposed as a rcsuJt of such failure to pay. The term "Eligible Institution" shall mean a 
depository institution or. trust company, the short tenn unsecured debt obligations or commercial 
paper of which are rated at least "A-1+" by S&P, "P-l" by Moody's and "F-1+" by Fitch in the 
case of accounts in which funds are held for thirty (30) days or less (or, in the case of accounts in 
which funds are heJd for more than thirty (30) days, the long term unsecured debt obligations of 
which are rated at least "AA" by Fitch and S&P and "Aa2" by Moody's). 

(c) Deficits. If for any reason any deposit made by Tenant or held by 
Landlord under this Section 4.3 shall not be sufficient to pay any Imposition or insurance 
premium within the time specified therefor in this Lease, then, within ten (10) day:;; after demand 
by LandJoTd, Tenant shall deposit an additional amount with Landlord, increasing the deposit 
held by Landlord so that Landlord holds sufficient funds to pay such Imposition or premium in 
full (or in installments as otherwise provided for herein), together with any penalty or interest 
thereon. Landlord may change its estimate of any Imposition or insurance premium for any 
period on the basis of a change in an assessment or tax rate or on the basis of a prior 
miscalculation or for any other good faith reason; in which event, within ten (10) days after 
demand by Landlord, Tenant shall deposit with Landlord the amount in excess of the sums 
previously deposited with Landlord for the applicable period which would theretofore have been 
payable under the revised estimate. 

(d) Transfers. Consistent with Section 2.2, in connection with any assignment 
of Landlord's interest under this Lease and the assumption of tl1is Lease by a new landlord, the 
original Landlord named herein and each successor in interest shall have the right to transfer an 
amounts deposited pw·suant to the provisions of this Section 4.3 and not used pursuant to this 
Section 4.3 to such assignee {as the subsequent holder of Landlord's interest in this Lease) and 
upon such transfer, the original LandJord named herein or the applicable successor in interest 
transferring the deposits shall thereupon be completely released from aJI liability with respect to 
such deposits so transferred and Tenant shall look solely to said assignee, as the subsequent 
holder of Landlord's interest under this Lease, in reference thereto. 

(e) Security. All amounts deposited with Landlord pursuant to the provisions 
of this Section 4.3 shall be held by Landlord· as additional security for the payment and 
performance of Tenant's obligations under this Lease and, upon the occurrence and during the 
continuance of any Lease Default, Landford may, in its sole and absolute discretion, apply such 
amounts towards payment or perfonnance of such obligations. 

(f) Return. Upon the expiration or earlier termination of this Lease, as long 
as aJ] of the Rent and any and all other obligations due under this Lease have been fully paid and 
perfonned, any sums then held by Landlord under this Section 4.3 shall be refunded to Tenant, 
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and subject to the rights of a Mortgagee, together with all interest, if any, earned thereon and aJJ 
income, if any, earned therefrom; provided, however, that if a Lease Default has occurred and is 
continuing, all of such sums may be applied by Landlord towards any amounts owed to Landlord 
pursuant to this Lease. 

(g) Receipts. Tenant shall deliver to Landlord copies of all claims and bills in 
relation to the Impositions and insurance premiums promptly upon receipt thereof by Tenant. 

This Article and the oblig~tions herein shall survive expiration or earlier termination of 
this Lease. 

ARTICLE V 

LANDLORD'S WORK, MAINTENANCE AND REPAIRi IMPROVEMENTS 

Section 5.1 Landlord's Work. (a) Landlord sha11 cause the Facility to be 
constructed ("Landlord's Work"). 

(b) Landlord wi11 give Tenant thiny (30) days' notice of the date Landlord 
expects to be the Substantial Completion Date. On or prior to the Substantial Completion Date, 
Landlord and Tenant shall jointly prepare a list of the items for the Facility that remain to be 
completed or corrected, set a dollar value for the cost to complete the work, and fix time for their 
completion or correction (collectively the "Punchlist"}. 

(c) Notwithstanding anything in this lease to the contrary, on and after the 
Substantial Completion Date Tenant shall be deemed to have agreed Landlord has completed 
Landlord's Work to Tenant's complete satisfaction, except for (i) the Punchlist, (ii) such items of 
decoration or mechanical adjustment of which Tenant gives Landlord written notice within thirty 
(30) days after the Substantial Completion Date (the "Initial Correction Items") or (iii) any 
defects in the Facility which were not known or reasonably discoverable by Tenant in the time 
period specified in the immediately prior clause (ii) ("Latent Defects"); provided that, as to 
Latent Defects, Landlord will have no responsibility or liability therefor, or for the correction 
thereof, unless (A) Tenant conducts at least one inspection of the Facility with a qualified 
engineer or other expert, within one year from the Substantiai Completion Date, and (B) Tenant 
gives Landlord notice of such Latent Defects within thirty( 30) days after discovery thereof and 
in any event not later than one year after the Substantial Completion Date, which notice will be 
accompanied by the certification of such engineer or other experts, specifying, in detail, such 
Latent Defects in the Facility. 

(d) At its sole expense, Landlord shall complete the Punchlist, and remedy the 
Initial Correction Items, and the Latent D~fects provided with respect to Latent Defects that the 
conditions set out in clause (iii) of section (c) are satisfied. 

(e) To the extent assignable at no cost to Landlord, Landlord assigns to 
Tenant all manufacturer warranties on materials and equipment. Tenant shall have the benefit 
and right to enforce such warranties at its sole cost and expense. 
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Section 5.2 Maintenmlce and Repair. Except as provided in Section 5.1, 
Tenant, at Tenant's sole cost and expense, shalJ keep the Leased Premises, including all 
buildings, fixtures, trade equipment, trade fixtures, furniture, beds and other personal property 
leased to Tenant pursuant to this Lease, including, without limitation, all structural and non
structural components, the roof, foundation, all outer walls, plumbing, sprinklers. electrical, 
mechanical. heating, ventilation, utility service, air conditioning, vertical transport, telephone, 
communications, cable, computer, fire-life-safety, nursing call, and all other systems of the 
Leased Premises in good condition and repair and in compliance with all Laws. Landlord shall 
not be responsible to make any improvements, repairs, maintenance or replacements whetheY 
occasioned by the act, omission, active negligence, or passive negligence of Landlord or Tenant 
and/or its agents, employees, invitees or Jicensees or otherwise, and Tenant shall pay for all 
improvements, repairs, replacements, maintenance and expenditures relating to the Leased 
Premises, whether interior or exterior, structural or non-structural, ordinary or extraordinary, 
foreseen or unforeseen or arising by reason of a condition existing prior to the commencement of 
the Lease, by Tenant's use or by a change in applicable Laws. The Leased Premises and its 
appurtenances sha11 at alJ times be kept clean, safe and sanitary and in good order, condition, 
replacement and repair by Tenant, at Tenant's sole cost and expense, except for ordinary wear 
and tear (provided, however, that, without limiting the generality of this Section 5 .2, Tenant sha11 
be obligated to replace any portion of the Leased Premises upon any obsolescence thereof or if 
proper repair is impractical). Tenant shall provide (if not currently a part of the Leased 
Premises) and maintain, repair and replace, as necessary, a1l furniture, fixtures, equipment and/or 
other personal property required by any Governmental Authority (other than furniture; fixtures, 
equipment and/or other personal property owned by contractors providing ancillary services at 
the Facility) necessary for the operation of the Facility and to comply with all Laws. All such 
property provided by Tenant shall immediately become the property of Landlord and Tenant 
shall execute such documentation as Landlord may reasonably require vesting titJe in such 
property in Landlord. Landlord shall have no liability or obligation with respect to such property 
or any of Tenant's operations relating thereto. All replacements made by Tenant hereunder shall 
be made in a good and workmanlike manner in accordance with Law8 using the same, similar or 
better quality of materials as being replaced and shall immediately become the pr~perty of 
Landlord. Tenant acknowledges that title and ownership of a11 repaired and replaced furniture, 
fixtures, equipment and/or other personal property made hereunder shall belong to and is for the 
benefit of Landlord. Tenant shall not enter into any equipment leases ar conditional sales 
contracts for any furniture, fixtures, equipment and/or other personal property relating to the 
Facility without Landlord's consent which it may grant or withhoJd in its sole discretion. The 
term "Laws" means, all federal, state, county, municipal and other governmental statutes, laws, 
rules, orders, regulations, ordinances, judgments. decrees and injunctions of Governmental 
Authorities affecting any Leased Premises or any part thereof, or the construction, use, alteration 
or operation thereof, or any part thereof, whether now or hereafter enacted and in force, and au 
permits, licenses and authorizations and l'egulations relating thereto, and all covenants, 
agreements, restrictions and encumbrances contained in any instruments, either of record or 
knovm to Tenant, at any time in force affecting the Leased Premises or any part thereof. The 
term "Governmental Authority" means any court, board, agency, arbitrator, commission, office 
or other authority of any nature whatsoever for any governmental unit (foreign, federal, state, 
county, district, municipal, city or otherwise) whether now or hereafter in existence. 
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Section 5.3 Irnproyements. Renovation. Alterations and Additions . Tenant 
shall have the right during the Tenn to make such non-structural interior alterations, changes and 
improvements to the Leased Premises as may be proper and necessary for the conduct of 
Tenant's business, to cause the Leased Premises to conform to all Laws, for patient comfort and 
safety, or for the full beneficial use of the Leased Premises, so long as such improvements do not 
(i) exceed Three Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars ($350,000.00) in any given calendar year, 
(ii) interfere with any of the purposes for which the Facility was leased or affect the roof ot 
structure, (iii) ~ecrease the value of the Leased Premises, (iv) affect any building system, 
including, heating, ventilation, air conditioning, mechanical, electrical, plumbing or vertical 
transport systems, or (v) affect the exterior appearance of the Leased Premises. Tenant shall not 
make any other alterations, changes, or improvements without the express written approval in 
each instance by Landlord, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld; provided, 
however, that the grantjng or withholding of consent shall not result in any liability to Landlord. 
Furthermore, Tenant may make all repairs or replacements required by a Govemmental 
Authority without obtaining Landlord's consent, provided, however, Tenant shall give LandJord 
no less than ten (10) days prior written notice of such government mandated repairs or 
replacements prior to making or implementing same, unless emergency factors necessitate the 
making of such repairs before Tenant can reasonable give notice to Landlord, in which event 
Tenant shall give notice to Landlord as soon as reasonably possible. Tenant shall pay for all 
costs, fees and penalties imposed by the applicable state agencies or the Center for Medicare and 
Medicaid Services ("~") or other Governmental Authority in connection with any survey or 
rhe Change of Ownership. Tenant shall notify Landlord of any alterations, changes or 
improvements required and/or permitted by the applicable state agencies or the CMS or other 
Governmental Authority prior to the commencement thereof. Tenant shall pay all costs and 
expenses of any required and/or pennitted alterations, changes, and improvements, shall make 
the same in a good and workmanlike manne1·, and in accordance with all Laws, having obtained 
all necessary pennits and approvals from Governmental Authorities having jurisdiction over the 
Facility and work petformed thereon or therein, and shall assure Landlord, in form reasonably 
satisfactory to Landlord, all necessary permits and authorizations have been received and that 
paymen,t for the work and materials will be made by Tenant. Tenant hereby completely and fully 
indemnifies Landlord against any mechanic's liens or other liens or claims in connection with the 
making of any alterations, changes, and/or improvements. Any liens arising out of any required 
and/or permitted alterations, changes, and/or improvements shall be discharged of record by 
Tenant within the earlier of thirty (30) days after the same have been filed by payment, bonding 
or otherwise, as pennined by law, or five (5) days after commencement of a foreclosure or 
enforcement action. Notwithstanding any provision of this Lease to the contrary, Tenant shall 
not undertake any alterations, renovations, or improvements to the Facility or otherwise 
commence any project or activity with respect to the Facility, which may result in any bed being 
taken out of service for more than seven (7) days without Landlord's and/or Mortgag~'s prior 
written consent, which Landlord's consent shall not be unreasonably withheld. Tenant shall give 
Landlord written notice ten (10) days prior to commencing repairs, construction, or alterations 
whose costs e~ceed One Hundred Thousand DolJars {$100,000.00). 

Section 5.4 Signage. All signs installed by Tenant at the Facility shall 
comply with all Laws, and all necessary permits or Jicenses shall be obtained by Tenant. Tenant 
shall maintain all signs in good condition and repair, and/or replace as may be required by 
applicable law, at all times at Tenant's sole cost and expense. Upon vacating the Leased 
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Premises, Tenant shall remove al1 signs and supporting material or installations so installed by 
Tenant, but only if Landlord shall request such removal, and Tenant sha11 repair all damage 
caused by such removal. Landlord acknowledges and agrees that neither Landlord nor any 
subsequent tenant of Landlord shall be authorized to use any company or registered tr.ade name 
of Tenant or any of Tenant's affiliates or subtenants. 

Section 5.5 Surrender. (a) Subject to applicable law and to receipt of any 
necessary DOH approval, Tenant shall deliver up and surrender to Landlord possession of the 
Leased Premises and all improvements and replacements thereof, including all of Tenant's 
alterations, improvements work (and all replacements thereof) and all fixtures permanently 
attached to the Leased Premises by Tenant during the Term, upon the expiration of this Lease or 
its termination in any manner whatsoever, in as good condition and repair and in substantially 
similar form, character and manner as the same shall be on the Commencement Date, reasonable 
wear end tear excepted (without compensation to Tenant), with permitted changes, 
improvements and additions made during the Tenn as authorized herein, subject to no liens, 
encumbrances, charges, restrictions, conditions, limitations or claims whatsoever to the extent 
not encumbering the Leased Premises as of the Commencement Date, and deliver the keys 
and/or operational security cards to the Leased Premises to Landlord or Landlord's designated 
agent, 

(b) Licenses and Transfer of Operations. Upon the expiration of the Term or earlier 
termination of the Lease, Tenant shall and shall cause its subtenants to, (i) transfer to Landlord or 
Landlord's nominee a fully operational, licensed and certified, and staffed facility and shall 
cooperate with Landlord or Landlord's designee or nominee in connection with the processing 
by Landlord or Landlord's designee or nominee of any applications for all licenses, operating 
permits and other governmental authorization, all contracts, including contracts with all 
Governmental Authorities or quasi governmental entities (provided that except following a Lease 
Default, the reasonable costs and expenses of the processing of any such application shall be 
paid by Landlord or Landlord's designee or nominee), (H) transfer to Landlord or Landlord's 
nominee all rangib]e personal property of Tenant, including financial and accounting records, 
business records, data, employee and/or personnel records, patient and resident records, and all 
records held in electronic form, (all subject to the Laws requiring confidentiality), all equipment 
and small ware and all inventory used in connection with the Facility, (iii) transfer to Landlord or 
Landlord's nominee all intangible property except accounts receivable of Tenant, and (iv) 
transfer to Landlord or Landlord's nominee all residents in the Facility. With respect to resident 
funds, Tenant shall transfer to Landlord or its designee, all patient and resident trust accounts, 
and shall cause its subtenant to prepare and submit to Landlord or its designee a true, correct, and 
complete accounting and inventory (properly reconciled) of any patient trust funds an4 resident 
property to be transferred to Landlord, or its designee. Tenant shal1, and shall cause its 
subtenant, not to commit any act or be remiss in the undertaking of any act that would jeopardize 
the licensure or certification of the Facility, and Tenant shall and shall cause its subtenant to 
comply with all requests for an orderly transfer of the same upon the expiration or early 
termination of the Tenn. including, but not limited to, upon the request of Landlord or its 
designee, the transitioning of employees in compliance with applicable laws. Without limiting 
the generality of the foregoing, if requested by Landlord or a proposed replacement operator for 
the Facility, Tenant hereby agrees to enter into a reasonable operations transfer agreement with 
such replacement operator. Tenant shall not lllJTeasonably withhold, condition or delay its 
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consent to entering into any interim subleases or management agreements as may be necessary to 
effectuate an early transfer of the operations of the Facility prior to the time tllat such 
replacement operator holds all licenses and pennits from all applicable Governmental 
Authorities with jurisdiction necessary to operate the Facility for its intended use. In addition, 
upon :request, Tenant shall and shall cause subtenants, to promptly deliver copies to Landlord or 
Landlord's designee of all books and records relating to the Leased Premises and operations 
thereon (including inventories, employee lists and personnel records, and policies and procedures 
manuals). Tenant shall allow Landlord or a proposed replacement operator for the Facility to 
utilize Tenant's, subtenants' computer hardware and software for a minimum of ninety (90) days 
to facilitate the transfer of operations, the collection of accounts receivables, the billing of 
providers, and the provision of patient care. Tenant shall indemnify, defend, protect' and hold 
harmless Landlord from and against any loss, damage, cost or expense incurred by Landlord or 
Landlord's designee or nominee in connection with the conec.tion of any and all deficiencies of a 
physical nature identified by any Governmental Authority responsible for licensing the Leased 
Premises in the course of any change of ownership inspection and audit. Tenant shall be 
responsibl~ for any alterations or renovations necessitated by, or imposed in connection with, a 
change of ownership inspection survey for the lrllJlsfer of operation of the Leased Premises to 
Landlord or its designee. Tenant shall not commence to wind up and tenninate the operations of 
the Facility or relocate the patients or occupants of the Facility to any other health care facility. 
In addition, Tenant shall not tenninate the employees of the Facility except in connection with 
and upon the transfer of operations of the Facility to Landlord or its designec. 

(c) If Landlord notifies Tenant in writing that it intends to transfer the 
operations of the Facility, to a new operator and desires to have Tenant continue to operate the 
Facility after the Expiration Date or earlier tennination of the Lease, 1.hen Tenant shall continue 
to operate the Facility until the earliest to occur of (i) the date on which such successor operator 
shall assume operation of the Facility, or (ii) the date that is 180 days after the applicable 
Expiration Date or tennination date (the "Reimbursement Period"). Dunng the 
Reimbursement Period (x) Landlord shall provide Tenant with an operating budget, (y) Landlord 
shall include in the aforesaid operating budget, and Tenant shall continue to pay during the 
Reimbursement Period, al1 Rent that would have been owing under this Lease as to the Leased 
Premises if this Lease had not expired or terminated as to; and/or Tenant had not been 
dispossessed from, such Leased Premises, and (z) provided that this Lease was ncit te~inated 
with respect to, and Tenant was not dispossessed from, such the Lease Premises due to a Lease 
Default, Landlord shall reimburse Tenant for any operating deficits with respect to the Facility 
that Tenant may be required to fund out-of-pocket on account of operating losses and expenses 
incurred by Tenant by reason of, or arising out of compliance with, such budget with respect to 
the Reimburseme~t Period. Any such reimbursement shall be due from Land1ord to Tenant 
within 60 days after request by Tenant, provided that Tenant shall furnish such documentation of 
any operating deficits, losses and expenses as Landlord may reasonably request. The tenns of 
this Section 5.S(c) shall survive the expiration or earlier termination of this Lease and/or any 
dispossession of Tenant from the Lease Premises. 

{d). Use of Legacy Tradename. Without limitation of the other provisions of 
this Section 5.5 and notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in this Lease, Tenant 
agrees to allow Landlord or its designee operator, at its option and at no cost to Landlord or any 
such designee, to continue to use, in its signage, marketing and advertising materials, operations 
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and otherwise, any or al1 name(s) (including tradenames) associated with the operation of the 
Facility as a going concern for up to 180 days following (i) the expiration or lerrnination of this 
Lease and (ii) the vacation from, and surrender of, the Leased Premises and Facility by Tenant. 
At the end of such 180 day period, or upon sooner written notice from Landlord to Tenant, 
Tenant shall, promptly and at its expense, remove its aforesaid name(s) from all signs on the 
Facility and repair any damage to such signs caused by such removal. Landlord acknowledges 
and agrees that Tenant, not Landlord, owns the aforesaid names and that neither Landlord nor 
any designee of Landlord may use the same except as described in this Section 5.5(d) or as 
otherwise agreed in writing by Tenant. 

(e) Management of Tenninated/Dispossessed Premises. Commencing on the 
applicable Termination/Dispossession Date as to any Terminated/Dispossessed Premises, 
Landlord or its designee, upon notice to Tenant, may elect to assume the responsibilities and 
obligations for the management and operation of the Business at such Tenninated/Dispossessed 
Premises, and Tenant agrees to cooperate fully to accomplish the transfer of such management 
and operation without interrupting the operation of such Business to the extent allowable by 
Laws. Tenant shal1 permit Landlord or its designee to operate the Facility under Tenant's 
licenses, certifications and other authori:£.ations pending the issuance of new · licenses, 
cel'tifications and other authorizations Landlord or its designee. Tenant shall not commit any act 
or be remiss in the unde1taking of any act that would jeopardize any licenses, certifications and 
other authorizations related to the Facility, and Tenant shall comply with alJ requests for an 
orderly transfer of all licenses, certifications and other authorizations related to the Facillty and 
any payor's certifications. 

(t) In addition, upon any expiration or termination of this Lease, Tenant 
covenants and agrees to do .such things and to take such action as may, from time to time, be 
n~cessary or appropriate to permanently surrender and withdraw from possession and operation 
(including but not limited to licensure and certification) of the Leased Premises, and shall 
thereafter be fully and permanently relieved of all powers, duties, responsibilities and obligations 
that are conferred or imposed upon Tenant under this Lease (except those continuing obligations, 
including but not llmited to the obligation to pay all Rent due and owing under this Lease, and 
the obligation to pay all amounts owed by Tenant to the Medicare, Medicaid, third party payor 
programs and residents for the period of the Tenn, which survive the termination hereof as 
provided herein) and to restore and place Landlord or its designee in possession and operation of 
the Leased Premises~ or any portion thereof, and Tenant covenants and agrees to execute and 
deliver to Landlord or Landlord's designee (each subject to the approval of DOH) all 
assignments, operation transfer agreements, consents, consents to assignments (including 
Medicare and Medicaid provider agreements, if requested by Landlord) documents and other 
instruments, to the reasonable satisfaction of Landlord in order to effectuate the provisions 
hereof. 

Section 5.6 Condition of Leased Premises , {a) Subject to Section 5.1, Tenant 
sha11 accept and take possession of the Leased Premises in its "AS IS," "WHERE IS" "WITH 
ALL FAULTS" condition, and acceptance of possession of the Leased Premises on the 
Commencement Date shall be deemed an acknowledgment by Tenant of Tenant's acceptance of 
the condition of the Leased Premises. Tenant acknowledges and agrees that Landlord is not 
making any representation, warranty or covenant whatsoever with respect to the condition of the 
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Leased Premises, or any portion thereof, or its suitability for any particular purpose, and Tenant 
shalJ be relying solely on its inspection of the Leased Premises and due diligence investigations 
with respect thereto. 

(b) LANDLORD MAKES NO WARRANTY OR REPRESENTATION, 
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, IN RESPECT OF THB LEASED PREMISES OR ANY PART 
THEREOF, EITHER AS TO ITS FITNESS FOR USE, DESION OR CONDITION FOR A~Y 
PARTICULAR USE OR PURPOSE OR OTIIBRWISE, OR AS TO THE NATURE OR 
QUALITY OF THE MATERIAL OR WORKMANSHIP TIIBREIN, OR THE EXISTENCE OF 
ANY HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE, IT BEING AGREED THAT ALL SUCH RISKS, 
LATENT OR PATENT, ARE TO BE BORNE SOLELY BY TENANT, INCLUDING ALL 
RESPONSIBILITY AND LIABILITY FOR ANY ENV1RONMENf AL REMEDIATION AND 
FOR COMPLIANCE WITH ALL ENVIRONMENTAL LAWS. EFFECTIVE AS OF THE 
DA TE OF THIS LEASE, TENANT SHALL RELEASE LANDLORD FROM ALL CLAIMS 
WHICH TENANT OR ANY AGENT, REPRESENTATIVE, AFFILIATE, EMPWYEE, 
DIRECTOR, OFFICER, PARTNER, MANAGER, MEMBER, SERVANT, SHAREHOLDER, 
TRUSTEE OR OTHER PERSON OR ENTITY AClTNG ON TENANT'S BEHALF OR 
OTHERWISE RELATED TO OR AFFILIATED WITH TENANT ARISING FROM OR 
RELA1ED TO ANY MATfER OR THING RELATED TO OR IN CONNECTION WITH 
THE LEASED PREMISES, INCLUDING THE INFORMATJON AND ANY PHYSICAL OR 
ENVIRONMENTAL C.ONDITIONS, AND TENANT SHALL NOT LOOK TO LANDLORD 
IN CONNECTION WITII THE FOREGOING FOR ANY REDRESS OR RELIEF. THIS 
RELEASE SHALL BE GNEN FULL FORCE AND EFFECT ACCORDING TO EACH OF 
ITS EXPRESSED TERMS AND PROVISIONS, INCLUDING THOSE RELATING TO 
UNKNOWN AND UNSUSPECTED Cl.AIMS, DAMAGES AND CAUSES OF ACTION. 
EXCEPT AS TO MATTERS SPECIFICALLY SET PORTH IN TIIIS LEASE; (A) TENANT, 
WilL ACQUffiE THE LEASED PREMISES SOLELY ON THE BASIS OF ITS OWN 
PHYSICAL AND FINANCIAL EXAMINATIONS, REVIEWS AND INSPECTIONS, AND 
(B) WITHOUT LIMITING THE FOREGOING, WAIVES ANY RIGHT IT OTHERWISE 
MAY HAVE AT LAW OR IN EQUITY AGAINST LANDLORD WITH RESPECT TO ANY 
ASPECT OF LEASED PREMISES. . 

ARTICLE VI 

INSURANCE 

Section 6.1 Insurapce. (a) Tenant shall obtain and maintain, or cause to be 
maintained, insurance for Tenant and the Facility providing at least the following coverages or as 
required from time to time by any Mortgagee: 

(i) comprehensive "all risk" insurance on the Facility and the ·Personal 
Property, including Building Ordinance Coverage from Operalion of Building Laws, Demolition 
Costs and Increased Cost of Construction Endorsements, in each case (A) in an amount equal to 
one hundred percent (100%) of the "Full Replacement Cost," which for purposes of this Lease 
shall mean actuaJ replacement value (exclusive of costs of excavations, foundations, 
underground utilities and footings) with a waiver of depreciation (except with respect to the 
insurance pursuant to clauses (D), (x), (y) and (z) below); (B) containing an agreed amount 
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endorsement with respect to the Facility and Personal Property wa1vmg all co-insurance 
provisions; (C) providing for no deductible in excess of Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000.00) for 
all such insurance coverage (except as stated in the penultimate sentence of this subsection); and 
(D) containing an "Ordinance or Law Coverage" or "Enforcement" endorsement if the Facility 
or the use of the Facility shall at any time constitute legal non-conforming structures or uses and 
covering the increased cost of construction, demolition cost, value of the undamaged portion of 
the structure and any increased expenses to rebui]d due to the enforcement of building or zoning 
laws or requirements following a covered Joss of the Leased Premises. Jn addition, Tenant shall 
obtain: (x) if any portion of any of the Leased Premises is currently or at any time in the future 
located in a federa11y designated "special flood hazard area," flood hazard insurance· in an 
amount equal to the lesser of (1) the outstanding principal balance of any Joan encumbering the 
Leased Premises or (2) the maximum amount of such insurance available under the National 
Flood Insurance Act of 1968, the Flood Disaster Protection Act of 1973 or the National Flood 
Insurance Reform Act of 1994, as each may be amended, or successor legislation, or such greater 
amount as Landlord and/or Mortgagee shall require; (y) earthquake insurance in amounts and in 
form and substance satisfactory to Landlord and Mortgagee in the event d1e Facility is located in 
an area with a high degree of seismic activity and (z) coastal windstorm insurance in amounts 
and in form and substance satisfactory to Landlord and Mortgagee in the event the Facility is 
located in a coastal region; provided that the insurance pursuant to clauses (x), (y) and (z) hereof 
shall be on terms consistent with the comprehensive insurance policy required under this 
Subsection (i); and further provided that the earthquake insurance pursuant to clause (y) may 
provide for a deductible of up to the greater of One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000.00) 
and two percent (2%) of the amount of such coverage, (ill) the flood insurance pursuant to 
c1ause (x) may provide for a deductibJe of up to One Hundred Thousand Dollars {$100,000.00), 
and (N) the ordinance and law coverage pursuant to clause (D) may have a sub-limit of Two 
MilJion Five Hundred Thousand Dollars ($2,500,000.00). 

(ii) commercial general liability insurance against claims for personal 
injury, bodily injury, death or property damage occurring upon, in or about the Facility, such 
insurance {A) with a combined limit of not less than Five MilJion Dollars ($5,000,000.00) in the 
aggregate and Two Million Dollars ($2,000,000.00) per claim (and, if on a blanket policy, 
containing an "Aggregate Per Location" endorsement); (B) to continue at not less than the 
aforesaid limit until required to be changed by Landlord and Mortgagee in writing by reason of 
changed economic conditions making such protection inadequate; and (C) to cover at least the 
following hazards; (1) premises and operations; (2) products and completed operations on an "if 
any" basis; (3) independent contractors; (4) blanket contractual liability; and (5) contractual 
liability covering the indemnities contained in Section· 9.1 of the Lease to the extent the same is 
available; 

(iii) business income with extra expense insurance (A) with loss payable to 
Landlord and Mortgagee; (B) covering all risks required to be covered by the insurance provided 
for in Subsection (i) above; (C) containing an extended period of indemnity endorsement which 
provides that after the physical loss to the Facility and Personal Property has been repaired, the 
continued loss of income will be insured until such income either returns to the same level it was 
at prior to the loss, or the expiration of twelve (12) months from the date that the Faci1ity is 
repaired or replaced and operations are resumed, whichever first occurs, and notwithstanding that 
the policy may expire prior to the end of such period; and (D) in an amount equal to one hundred 
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percent (100%) of the projected net profit and extra expense with respect to the Facility for a 
period of twelve (12) months from the date of such Casualty (assuming such Casualty had not 
occurred) and notwithstanding that the policy may expire at the end of such period. The amount 
of such business income insunmce shall be detennined prior to the date hereof and at least once 
each year thereafter based on Tenant's reasonable estimate of the gross income from the Facility 
for the succeeding twelve (12) month period. Nothing herein contained shall be deemed to 
relieve Tenant of its obligations to pay the Rent when due except to the extent such amounts are 
actually paid out of the proceeds of such business income insurance; 

(iv) at all times during which structural. construction, repairs or alterations are 
being made with respect to the Facility, and only if the Facility coverage form does not otherwise 
appJy, (A) owner's contingent or protective liability insurance covering claims not covered by or 
under the tenns or provisions of the above mentioned commercial general liability insurance 
policy; and (B) the insurance provided for in subsection (i) above written in a so-ca11ed builder's 
risk completed value form (1) on a non-reporting basis, (2) against all risks insured agajnst 
pursuant to subsection (1) above and (3) with an agreed amount endorsement waiving 
co-insurance provisions; 

(v) worker's compensation insurance with respect to any employees of 
Tenant, as required by any Governmental Authority, Health Care Authority, Legal Requirement 
or Health Care Requirement; 

{vi) boiler and machinery insurance, if applicable, in amounts as shall be 
reasonably required by Landlord and Mortgagee on terms consistent with the commercial 
property insurance polky required under Subsection (i) above; 

(vii) intentionally omitted; 

(viii) motor vehicle liability coverage for all owned and non-owned vehicles, 
including rented and leased vehicles containing minimum limits per occurrence, including 
umbrella coverage, of One Million Dollars ($1,000,000.00); 

(ix) if the Facility is or becomes a legal "non-confonning" use, ordinance or 
law coverage and insu1ance coverage to compensate for the cost of (upon a Casualty) de.molition 
or rebuilding of the undamaged portion of the Facility along with any reduced value and the 
increased cost of construction in amounts as requested by Landlord and Mortgagee; 

(x) the commercial property and business income insurance required unde1 
Sections 6.1 (a)(i) and (iii) above shall cover perils of terrorism and acts of terrorism and Tenant 
shall maintain commercial property and business income insurance for loss resulting from perils 
and acts of terrorism on terms (incJuding amounts) consistent with those required under Sections 
6.1 (a)(i) and (iii) above at all times during the Term; 

(xi) professional liability and malpractice insurance with limits of at least 
Two MiJJion Dollars ($2,000,000.00) per claim I Five Mi1lion Dollars ($5,000,000.00) in the 
aggregate. Tenant shall also require each medical director for the Facility and the associated 
nurse practitioner at rhe Facility to carry professional liability and malpractice insurance with 
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limits of not less than Two Million Dollars ($2,000,000.00) per claim I Five Million Dollars 
($5,000,000.00) in the aggregate; and 

(xii) notwithstanding anything to the contrary in the foregoing, all insurance 
coverage required by any mortgagee of Landlord shal1 be met by Tenant, from time to time as 
necessary; 

(xiii) upon sixty (60) days' notice, such other reasonable insurance and in 
such reasonable amounts as Landlord and/or Mortgagee from time to time may reasonably 
request against such other insurable hazards which at the time are commonly insured against for 
property similar to the Facility located in or around the region in which the Facility is l()cated. 

(b) AH insurance provided for in Section 6.1(a) shall be obtained under valid 
and enforceable policies (coUectively, the ~·Policies" or, in the singular, the ''Policy"), and shall 
be subject to the approval of Landlord and Mortgagee as to insurance companies, amounts, 
deductibles, loss payees and insureds. The Policies shall be issued by financially sound and 
responsible insurance companies authorized to do business in the State of New York and having 
a claims paying ability rating of "A" or better (and the equivalent thereof) by at least two (2) of 
the Rating Agencies rating the companies (one of which shall be S&P if they are rating the 
securities and one of which wiU be Moody's if they are rating the companies), or if.only one 
Rating Agency is rating the companies, then only by such Rating Agency and shall specifically 
name Landlord and Mortgagee as loss payees and additional insureds, as applicable. Not Jess 
than ten (10) days prior to the expiration dates of the Policies theretofore furnished to Landlord 
and Mortgagee, certificates of insurance evidencing the Policies accompanied by evidence 
satisfactory to Landlord and Mortgagee of payment of the premiums due thereunder (the 
"Insurance Premiums"), shall be delivered by Tenant to Landlord and Mortgagee. 

(c) Any blanket insurance Policy shall specifically aJ]ocate to the 
Facility the amount of coverage from time to time required hereunder and shall otherwise 
provide the same protel:liun as would a separate Policy insuring only the Facility in compliance 
with the provisions of Section 6.1 (a). 

(d) All Policies provided for or contemplated by Section 6.l<a), except 
for the Policy referenced in Section 6. l(a)(v), sbllll name Tenant as the insured and Landlord and 
Mortgagee as the additional insured, as their interests may appear, and in the case of property 
damage, boiler and machinery, flood and earthquake insul'?nce, shall contain a so-called lender's 
loss payee endorsement in favor of Mortgagee providing that the loss thereunder shall be payable 
to Mortgagee. 

(e) AH Policies provided for in ~ion 6.1 shall contain clauses or 
endorsements to the effect that: 

(i) no act or negligence of Tenant, or anyone acting for Tenant, or of any 
tenant or other occupant, or failure to comply with the provisions of any Policy, 
which might otherwise result in a forfeiture of the insurance or any part thereof, shall 
in any way affect tbe validity or enforceability of the insurance insofar as Landlord 
and Mortgagee are concerned; 
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(ii) the Policies shall not be materially changed (other than to increase the 
coverage provided thereby) or canceled without at least tµirty (30) days' written notice to 
Landlord and Mortgagee and any other party named therein as an additional insured; 

(iii) the issuers thereof shall give notice to Landlord and Mortgagee if the 
Policies have not been renewed fifteen (15) days prior to its expiration; and 

(iv) Neither Landlord nor Mortgagee shall be liable for any insurance 
premiums thereon or subject to any assessments due thereunder. 

(f) If at any time Landlord and Mortgagee is not in receipt of written evidence 
that all Policies are in full force and effect, either shall have the right, without notice to Tenant, 
to take such action as either deems necessary to protect its interest in the Leased Premises, 
including, without limitation, the obtaining of such insurance coverage as either in its sole 
discretion deems appropriate. All premiums incurred by Landlord and/or Mortgagee in 
connection with such action or in obtaining such insurance and keeping it ill' effect shall be paid 
by Tenant to La.11dlord and/or Mortgagee, as the case may be, upon demand and, until paid, shall 
be secured by the Mortgages and shall bear interest at the Overdue Ra~e. 

(g) Tail Insurance. If Tenant has claims made insurance coverage of any type, 
upon expiration or earlier tennination of this Lease. Tenant shall purchase so-called "tail" 
insurance for a period of three years in an amount not less than its existing coverages in order to 
assure Tenant is covered by insurance after the expiration or earlier termination of this Lease for 
all claims arising or relating to the period prior to the expiratiOJJ or earlier tennination of this 
Lease, and Landlord and Mortgagee shall be named as additional insured thereunder. 

Section 6.2 Certificates of Insuran~ Upon the Commencement Date of this 
Lease, Tenant shall furnish Landlord, Mortgagee and other third pai1ies which Landlord shall 
designate with appropriate certificates of insurance on acceptable Acord forms, together with an 
additionaJ insurance endorse1r"1ent showing that each type of insurance required under this 
Article VI is in full force and effect and not cancelable or modiliable without thirty (30) days 
prior written notice to Landlord, and upon request of Landlord or one or more of such additional 
insureds, deliver copies of such insurance policies. Tenant will provide Landlord with 
acceptahle certificates of insurance pursuant to this Section 6.2 evidencing the renewal of such 
PoHcies ten 00) Business Days prior to the Policies' expiration date. Tenant acknowledges that 
all such certificates shall name Landlord, its successors and assigns, and Mortgagee, its 
successors and assigns, as additional insureds on the general liability and umbrella policies and 
as a loss payee/mortgagee, as their interests may appear, on the property and boiler and 
machinery policies. 

Section 6.3 Waiver of Subrogation. Landlord and Tenant hereby waive all 
rights of recovery for causes of action which either has or may have or which may arise hereafter 
against the other for any damage to the Leased Premises or the propeny or business of either of 
them or of anyone claiming through either of them, by way of subrogation or otherwise, caused 
by any of the perils covered by a special fonn policy of propeny insurance or contents insurance 
or by any other insurance for damage to property carried by the party whose property was 
damaged; provided, however, that the foregoing waiver shall apply only if and to the extent that 
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a waiver of subrogation for property damage is not prohibited in the State of New York, has been 
consented to by the applicable insurance carrier, and only to the extent of such insurance 
coverage. 

ARTICLE VII 

SECURITY, ACCESS AND REPORTING OBLIGATIONS, WORKING CAPITAL 

Section 7.1 Security Deposit/Guaranty. 

(a) Contemporaneously .with the execution of this Lease, Tenant, shall deliver 
a guarantee of this Lease {the "Guaranty") from Lizer Josefovic and Mark Neuman (collectively, 
the "Guarantorn") in the form of Exhibit "B" attached hereto, or in form and amounts as may be 
otherwise required by the Landlord and Landlord's first and second Mortgagee. The Guaranty 
shall set forth that the Guarantors will be required to cooperate in turning the license over to the 
Landlord's designee or be personally liable for all costs, expenses and damages or deficiencies. 
The Guarantors shall ensure that the Tenant shall deliver all of the documents required to transfer 
the Jicense in escrow to Posternak, Blarikstein & Lund,. or such other party as Landlord 
designates. As further security for the Tenants performance under the Lease, the Tenant hereby 
agrees as follows: 

(i) Tenant agrees that it shall deliver to Landlord 60 days prior to the 
Commencement Date, an agreement by Capital Funding Group, which cannot be 
amended except by an agreement in Writing signed by Landlord, Tenant and Capital 
Funding Group. in the fonn attached hereto as Exhibit 7.l(a) or otherwise approved by 
Landlord and Landlord's lenders in their reasonable discretion, wherein and whereby 
Capital Funding Group agrees to allow Tenant to draw down on its Credit Line each 
month so as to enable Capital Funding Group to pay directly to Landlord the sum of 
$506,096.50 per month commencing the Commencement Date and on each day Fixed 
Rent is due under the Lease for the following 11 months. 

(ii) Tenant agrees that it shall deliver 60 days prior to the anticipated 
Commencement Date either (i) an unconditional Letter of Credit, in accordance with 
the Letter of Credit Agreement attached hereto as Exhibit 7.l(b) (which shall be 
executed simultaneously herewith), in the amount of $3,700,000, or (ii) $3,700,000 in 
cash ("Security Deposit") to secure the full .and timely payment and performance of 
Tenant's obligations under this Lease. Tenant's faiJure to deliver the Letter of Credit or 
timely pay to Landlord the Security Deposit shall be deemed a Lease Default by 
Tenant. Landlord may retain the Security Deposit in such accounts as Landlord elects 
in its sole discretion and Landlord may commingle the Security Deposit with other 
funds of Landlord or its affiliates. Tenant shaH have no right to any interest on the 
funds comprising the Security Deposit that it delivers to Landlord. 

(iii) Sixty days prior to the anticipated Commencement Date, the funds in 
the controlled account number 7272 in JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. (the 
"Bank") in the amount not less than $1,600,000 shall be delivered by Tenant to 
Landlord and released by Tenant to Landlord to be held as an additional Security 
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Deposit by Landlord. The letter to Bank implementing the Tenant's obligations 
pursuant to the preceding sentence, attached hereto as Exhibit 7.l(c), which shalJ be 
held in escrow by Postemak, Blankstein & Lund, shall be delivered by it to the Bank 
sixty days prior to the anticipated Commencement Date upon notice from LBildlord. 

(b) The term "Letter of Credit" shall mean an irrevocable, unconditional, 
transferable, clean sight draft letter of credit in favor of Landlord in form and content reasonably 
satisfactory to Landford and entitling Landlord to draw thereon without the payment of any fees 
or charges in New York, New York, issued by a domestic banking institution or the U.S. agency 
or branch of a foreign banking institution; provided, that such banking institution has a long term 
senior unsecured debt obligation rating of at least "AA" by S&P. The Letter of Credit shall have 
an expiration date of the date that is the first anniversary of the date hereof. The Letter of Credit 
shall provide that it shall be deemed automatically renewed (without amendment) for 
consecutive periods of one year each thereafter during the Term Wlless the issuing bank sends 
written notice to Landlord and Tenant by certified mail, return receipt requested, not less than 
thirty (30) days preceding the then expiration date of the Letter of Credit that it elects not to have 
such Letter of Credit renewed If such notice is sent, then at least twenty (20) days prior to the 
expiration of the Letter of Credit (and each subsequent or replacement Letter of Credit), Tenant 
shall deliver to Landlord a new Letter of Credit in the same amount and a failure to do so shall 
entitle Landlord to draw upon the existing Letter of Credit · and to receive the proceeds therefrom 
and hold such proceeds as a cash Security Depos~t pursuant to this Section 7.1 pending delivery 
of a new Letter of Credit. 

(c) Upon a Lease Default, Landlord shall have the right, but not the 
obligation, in Landlord's sole and absolute discretion, to draw upon the Security Deposit and/or 
Letter of Credit and apply some or all of the funds to remedy such default or occurrence and to 
compensate Landlord for any loss or damage resulting therefrom, without prejudice to any other 
rights or remedies of Landlord under this Lease or at law or in equity. Upon any such 
application by Landlord, Tenant shall promptly deposit with Landlord an amount in cash equal to 
the amount from the Security Deposit so utilized by Landlord. Lmdlord shall at all times have, 
as security hereunder, Letter of Credit and cash Security Deposit in the amounts stated in Section 
7.l(a). Upon the termination or expiration of this Lease, as long as Tenant has performed all of 
its obligations pursuant to this Lease and no Lease Default has occurred which is continuing, the 
remaining amount of the Security Deposit shall be returned or refunded to Tenant. without 
interest, subject in all events to Landlord's iight to apply the Security D~posit as provided heiein. 

(d) Upon the occurrence of a Lease Default, Landlord may use, apply or retain 
the whole or any part of the Security Deposit or draw under a Letter of Credit to the extent 
required for the payment of any Rent or any other sums as to which Tenant is in default or for 
any sum which Landlord may expend or may be required to expend by reason of Tenant's 
default in respect of any of the terms, covenants and conditions of this Lease, including, but not 
limited to, any damages or deficiency in the reletting of all or any portion of the Leased 
Premises, whether such damages or deficiency accrue before or after summary proceedings or 
other re-entry by Landlord. If Landlord shall so use, apply or retain the whole or any part of the 
Security Deposit, Tenant shall upon demand immediately deposit with Landlord a sum equal to 
the amount so used, applied or retained. In the event of any sale or financing of Landlord's 
int~rest in the Leased Premises, Landlord shall have the right to assign its interests in the 
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Security Deposit to the transferee, assignee or mortgagee, as the case may be, and if Land.lord 
has given notice to Tenant of the assignment of Landlord's interest in the Security Deposit and if 
assignee or transferee of the Security Deposit has accepted liability for the Security Deposit, 
Landlord shall thereupon be released by Tenant from all liability for the return or payment 
thereof; and Tenant shall look solely to the new landlord or mortgagee for the return or payment 
of the same. Tenant shall not assign or encumber or attempt to assign or encumber the Security 
Deposit and neither Landlord, nor its successors or assigns, shall be bound by any such 
assignment, encumbranc~. attempted assignment or attempted encumbrance. 

Section 7 .2 Access to Leaqed Premises. Tenant shaJJ pennit Landlord, 
Mortgagee and their agents to enter upon the Leased Premises at a.II reasonable times during 
ordinary business hours and upon at least twenty-four (24) hours advance oral notice (except that 
in the case of emergency, Landlord may enter at any time and without prior notice) to inspect 
and examine the Leased Premises, to perfonn repairs as to Landlord's Work pursuant to Section 
5.1, and to inspect and copy any operating manuals, procedures manuals, training manuals, and 
other books and records concerning unemployment, workers' compensation, insurance, tax, and 
any other business issues pertaining to the Leased Premises (subject to applicable laws and 
regulations governing patient confidentiality and privacy and the confidentiality of medical 
records) and any information necessary for audit relating 10 cost reimbursement, col1ections, 
general financial matters, litigation, inquiries and related activities (as may be necessary in 
connection with the Lease or the Leased Premises or any matters relating to periods prior to the 
Commencement Date). Any access by Landlord to patient records or medical records shall be 
strictly governed by Laws goveming patient confidentiality and privacy and the confidentiality 
of medical records and all appropriate consents and/or waivers from residents or their guardians 
or representatives shall have been obtained before access to such records shall be granted. 
Landlord shall make reasonable efforts not to materially interfere with or materially disrupt 
Tenant's business and use and enjoyment of the Leased Premises during any such inspection or 
examination. Landlord shal1 also have .the right but not the obligation to conduct a physical 
inspection of the Facility and from time to time and within ninety (90) dRys prior to the 
expiration of the Term or earlier termina1ion of the Lease, upon twenty-four (24) hours advance 
oral notice. If Landlord reasonably determines based on this inspection that the Facility, or any 
portion of the Facility, requires repairs or maintenance so that the condition of the Facility is in 
compliance with this Lease and all Laws, then within thirty (30) days of notification by 
Landlord, Tenant shall commence making said repairs and diligently pursue such repairs to 
completion. Should Tenant fail to do so, within seven (7) days of notification by Landlord, 
Tenant shall pay to Landlord a deposit of funds in an amount equal to Landlord's reasonable 
estimate of the costs of such repairs or maintenance, which funds shall be released to Tenant 
from time to time during the progress of such repairs and maintenance based on submission by 
Tenant of evidence reasonably satisfactory to Landlord that such work is complete and all costs 
and expenses incurred to date have been paid in full. Tenant and Landlord acknowledge that the 
operations of the Facility and its maintenance are the sole and absolute responsibility of Tenant. 
Landlord shall have no liabilities or obligations with respect to the Facility, including no 
liabilities or obligations with respect to inspections of the Facility or the failure by Landlord to 
inspect the Facility. 

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this in this Lease, Landlord and 
Tenant agree that all information, records and data collected or maintained regarding Facility 
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Tesidents shall be confidential. Landlord, Tenant, and their respective employees and agents 
shaU maintain the confidentiality of all Facility resident information received in accordance with 
applicable New York and federal laws, including the Health Insurance Portability and 
Accountability Act of 1996 (Public Law 104-91) and the regulations issued in connection 
therewjth (collectively, "HlPAA"). No employee or agent of Landlord or Tenant sha1J discuss, 
transmit or narrate in any manner the Facility resident information of a personal, medical, or 
other nature except as a necessary part of providing services to the resident, effectuating a 
transfer of the Facility's assets, or otherwise fulfilling its obligations under this Lease or under 
law. The obligations under this Section 7.2 shall survive the tennination of this Lease, whether 
by re.<1cission or otherwii;e. 

Section 7 .3 Changes in Licensure and Certification Status. As of the 
Commencement Date, Tenant represents and warrants that the number of beds licensed or 
certified for the Facility is one hundred sixty (160). Tenant shall not increase or decrease the 
licensed or certified number of beds, or change the license or certification thereof, without the 
consent of Landlord, which consent may be withheld in Landlord's sole and absolute discretion; 
Tenant may increase the number of licensed or certified beds of the Fac]Jicy ·upon thirty (30) days 
prior written notice to Landlord, but without the prior written consent of Landlord. If required, 
Tenant shall not increase the number of beds without the consent of the Commissioner and/or the 
DOH and Tenant agrees to retum to Landlord upon the expiration of the Lease, the Leased 
Premises. Should Tenant increase the number of licensed beds at the Facility, the Fixed Rent 
payable for the Facility shall be increased proportionately for such additiona1 beds. In no event 
shall the Fixed Rent be reduced in the event the number of Licensed Beds at che Facility is 
reduced. Landlord and Tenant acknowledge that the Leased Premises are. and at alJ times under 
the Tenn of this Lease are, the sole and absolute property of Landlord. Upon any tennination of 
this Lease or any Lease Defau1t by Tenant hereunder (which breach or default is not cur:ed within 
any applicable grace period), and subject to the approval of the DOH, Landlord shall have the 
right to cause the Facility's licenses to be reissued in Landlord's name or in the name of 
Landlord's designee upon application therefor to, and the receipt of approval from, the DOH and 
to further have the right to have any and all Medicare, Medicaid and any other provider and/or 
third party payor agreements issued in Landlord's name or in the name of Landlord's designee. 
In the· event Landlord exercises its rights pursuant to this Section 7 .3, Tenant and Guarantors 
shall cooperate with Landlord in transferring the aforementioned items to Landlord's name or for 
the benefit of Landlord or as Landlord may direct pursuant to the terms of this Lease. 

Section 7.4 Reporting and Other Obligations. 

(a) During the Term, Tenant shall and shall cause all Subtenants, 
sub-subtenants and any operators of the Facility to provide (without duplication) Landlord and 
Mortgagor with the f~llowing reports, statements, and inspections: 

(i) Annual Budi,et. Within 60 days prior to the projected Substantia1 
Completion Date, and no later than thirty (30) days prior to the end of each caJendar year 
thereafter, Tenant shall submit to Landlord an annual budget (each an "Annual Budget") 
covering the operations of and proposed capital expenditures to be made with respect to the 
Facility for the next calendar year (or the remainder of the current calendar year, in the case of 
the initial Annual Budget). 
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(A) CaIJita1 Expenditures. The Annual Budget shall include a capital 
budget (the "Capital Budget") outlining a program of capital expenditures as may be required 
by Laws, any lender to Land.lord, or Tenant's reasonable business judgment during the next 
calendar year (or the remainder of the current calendar year, in the case of the initial Caphal 
Budget), in which each proposed capital expenditure will be designated as either mandatory, 
highly recommended or desirable. Tenant shall be responsible for designating as a "mandatory 
capital expenditure" any expenditure which, if not made would,· in Tenant's reasonable 
judgment: (a) cause the FacHity to lose or put at risk its License; (b) place at risk the safety of a 
patient or resident or employee of the Facility; (c) cause the ineligibility of the Facility under any 
third party payor program applicable to the Facility; (d) cause the issuance of a formal notice that 
any of the operating licenses for the Facility or any substantial portion of the Facility will be 
revoked or suspended or qualified in any material adverse respect; or (e) subject Landlord or 
Tenant to criminal prosecution. Tenant shall make n.uring the calendar year, or calendar quarter 
for which they are budgeted, all capital expenditures approved by Landlord. On and after the 
Commencement Date, Tenant shall expend at least Five Hundred Twenty-Three Dollars 
($523.00) per bed per annum for capital expenditures at the Facility, including amounts 
expended to comply with the licensure and other expenditures required by any Governmental 
Authority or such other amounts as may be required by Mortgagee from time to time. If 
Mortgagee requires Landlord to deposit sums for capita] expenditures, replacements and/or 
refurbishments relating lo furniture, fixtures, equipment and/or improvements to the Facility, 
then Tenant shall pay to Landlord, as Additional Rent hereunder, all reserve or escrow amounts, 
sums and/or deposits which Landlord is required to pay to such Mortgagee with respect to such 
capital expenditures, replacements and/or refurbishments. Tenant shall pay any and all of such 
amounts and sums to or as directed by Landlord as Additional Rent hereunder together with each 
payment of Fixed Rent hereunder. Tenant acknowledges that as of the date hereof, Mortgagee 
requires a monthly deposit of Five Hundred Twenty-Three DolJars ($523.00) per ·bed with 
respect to the Facility. In the event that such deposits are made by Tenant hereunder, Landlord 
shall use its reasonable efforts, subjoct to the terms and conditions of the loan agreements with 
Mortgagee, to obtain ilishursements of such funds to be used for the payment of or 
reimbursement for the costs of such capital expenditures, replacements and/or refurbishments. 

(B) Operating Budget. The Annual Budget shall include an operating 
budget (the "Operating Budget") setting forth an estimate of operating revenues and expenses 
for the ·Facility for the next calendar year (or the remainder of the current calendar year, in the 
case of the initial Operating Budget), together with an explanation of anticipated change:s in the 
Faci1ity. Tenant shall provide to Landlord upon written request such other reports, including a 
cost comparison report, and all appropriate Medicare and Medicaid reports, as may be required 
under these programs, as are normally provided by Tenant to the owners of other similar 
rehabilitation hospitals, psychiatric hospitaJs, and skilled nursing facilities leased by Tenant. 

(ii) Financial Reporting. Tenant will keep and maintain or will cause to 
be kept and maintained on a calendar year basis, in accordance with GAAP, proper and accurate 
books, records and accounts reflecting all of the financial affairs of Tenant and all items of 
income and expense in connection with the operation on an individual basis of the Facility. 
Notwithstanding the foregoing, Tenant's interim unaudited financial statements shall be prepared 
in accordance GAAP for interim financial information, but may not include all information or 
notes required by GAAP for a complete set of financial statements; such financial statements 
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shall include all adjustments and reclassifications of a nonnal recurring nature considered 
necessary for a fair and comparable presentation; all such interim financial statements shall be 
read in conjunction with most recent audited financial statements. Landlord and Mortgagee shall 
have the right from time to time at all times during nonnal business hours upon reasonable notice 
to examine such books, records and accounts at the office of Tenant or any other Pe1son 
maintaining such books, records and accounts and to make such copies or extracts thereof as 
Landlord and/or Mortgagee shall desire. After the occurrence of a Lease Default, Tenant shall 
pay any costs and expenses incurred by Landlord and/or: Mortgagee to examine Tenant's 
accounting records whh respect to the Facility, as Landlord and/or Mortgagee shall reasonably 
detennine to be necessary or appropriate in the protection of Landlord and/or Mortgagee's 
interest. 

(iii)Tenant, at its expense, shall submit to Landlord and, upon Landlord's 
request to Mortgagee, as soon as available, and in any evenc (A) within thirty (30) days after 
each calendar month's end, unaudited monthly financial statements (which include income 
statements, balance sheets, statements of cash flows, occupancy and payor mixes) of Tenant for 
the month then-ended and year to date, prepared on a basis consistent with the annual statements; 
monthly census and revenue infonnation uf the Facility as of the end of such month and year to 
date in sufficient detail to show by patient-mix and revenue-mix (i.e., private, Medicare,· 
Medicaid and V.A. and managed care (by program)) the average monthly census of the Facility 
and year to date; an aged accounts receivable report from the Facility in sufficient de~ail to show 
amounts due from each class of patient-mix by the account age classifications of 30 days, 60 
days, 90 days, 120 days, and over 120 days; (B) within forty-five (45) days after the end of each 
calendar quarter, unaudited quarterly financial statements (which include income statements, 
balance sheets, statements of cash flows, occupancy and payor mixes) of Tenant for the quarter 
then-ended, prepared on a basis consistent with the annual statements; quarterly census and 
revenue information of the Facility as of the end of such quarter in sufficient detail to show by 
patient-mix and revenue-mix (i.e., private, Medicare, Medicaid and V.A. and managed care (by 
program)) the average quarterly census of the Facility; (C) no later than l 20 rlay.'> l!fter tht>. end of 
each calendar year of Tenant, audited annual financial statements of Tenant, pr~pared by an 
independent certified public accounting firm reasonably acceptable to Landlord, prepared in 
accordance with generally accepted accounting principles, with an unqualified opinion, and 
including a balance sheet, a statement of income and expenses for the year then ended, a 
statements of cash flow, and a schedule audited by such independent cenified public accountant 
reconciling Tenant's, net operating income to net cash flow, which shall itemize all adjustments 
made to net operating income to arrive at net cash flow deemed material by such independent 
certified public accountant. 

(iv) Each financial report provided by Tenant shall reconcile and show 
variances between the actual experience incurred during each such reporting period with respect 
to each metric to the metric shown on the Operating Budget and CapitaJ Budget for such period. 

(v) Tenant, at its expense, shalJ submit to Landlord and, upon Landlord's 
request to Mortgagee, any other reports and certificates reasonably requested by Landlord or 
Mortgagee from time to time. 
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(vi) In addition, Tenant shall prepare and deliver to Landlord, and upon 
request or if required by Landlord's then existing Mortgagee, to Mortgagee, a written report 
providing an operational overview of significant events and circumstances at the Facility during 
the prior month, during the fint six months of the Term and then quarterly thereafter, incJuding, 
but not limited to, clinical events, employee relations and staffing matters and provide such other 
information as Mongagee may require from time to time. Tenant shall provide LandJord, and 
upon request or if required by Landlord's then existing Mortgagee, to Mortgagee, with a copy of 
all federnl income tax returns of Tenant and its Subtenants within fifteen (15) days after filing 
thereof. Whenever practjcable, all reports shall be delivered to Landlord electronically in a 
format usable by Landlord. 

(b) All unaudited financial reports from Tenant shall include an Officer's 
Certificate certifying that such financial statements present fairly the financial condition and the 
results of the operations of Tenant and the properties being reported upon and that such financial 
statements have been prepared in accordance with the Tenant's customary accounting 
procedures. The Officer's Certificate accompanying the annual audited financial statements of 
Tenant shall also include a statement that they have been prepared in accordance with GAAP 
and whether there exists an event or circumstance which constitutes a default or an event of 
default under the Lease, the nature thereof, the period of time it has existed, and the action then 
being taken to remedy the same. 

(c) Tenant shall furnish Landlord and Mortgagee, within five (5) days of 
the receipt by Tenant, any and all notices (regardless of form) from any Health Care Authority 
that Tenant's license, Medicare or Medicaid certification, or VA or other governmental program 
participation is being, or could be revoked or suspended, that action is pending, being considered 
or being taken to revoke or suspend the Tenant's license or certification or to fine or penalize the 
Tenant, or that action is pending, being considered, or being taken, to discontinue, suspend, 
deny, decrease or recoup any payments due, made or coming due to Tenant or related to the 
operation of the Facility other than in the ordinary course of ·business related to billing 
adjustments. 

(d) Tenant shaU furnish Landlord and Mortgagee, within two (2) days of 
the receipt by Tenant, any and all notices (regardless of fonn) from any Governmental Authority 
or third party payor (i) alleging that the Facility has three or more deficiency(ies) of a scope and 
severity of "G" or hire, or one or more deficiency(ies) of a scope and severity of "J" or higher, 
(ii) alleging that the residents of the FacilitY are in jeopardy, (iii) freezing admissions to the 
Facility or (iv) denying reimbursement for any class of residents by any third party payor. 

(e) Tenant shall furnish Landlord and Mortgagee, within two (2) days of 
the sending or receipt by Tenant of any communication copies thereof, including a plan of 
correction, with respect to the matters referenced in Section 7.4(d). 

(f) Tenant shall file all required reports. including without limitation, 
Medicare or Medicaid cost reports, on or prior to the date such reports are due (such due date to 

include approved regulatory extensions allowed by the applicable Governmental Authority for 
the filing of such reports) and shall furnish Landlord and Mortgagee, within thirty (30) days of 
the date of filing, a complete and accurate copy of the annual Medicare or Medicaid cost report 
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for Tenant, which will be prepared by Tenant and accompanied by an Officer's Certificate of 
Tenant certifying as of the date thereof that such report is accurate, complete and not misleading, 
and promptly fumish Landlord and Mortgagee any amendments filed with respect to such reports 
and all notices, responses, audit reports or inquiries with respect to such reports. 

(g) Tenant shall furnish Landlord and Mortgagee, within thirty (30) days 
of the receipt by Tenant, the annual Medicaid and Medicare provider agreement(s) and the 
annual Medicaid and Medicare reimbursement rate sheets for the Facility. 

(h) Tenant shall furnish Landlord and Mortgagee, within ten (10) days of 
receipt but at least five (5) days prior to the earliest date on which Tenant is required to take any 
action with respect thereto or would suffer any adverse consequence, a copy of any Medicare, 
Medicaid or other licensing or accreditation or rating agency or entity survey, report, warning 
letter, or notice, and any statement of defidencies, and within the time period required by the 
particular agency for furnishing a plan of correction also furnish or cause to be furnished to 
Landlord and Mortgagee a copy of the plan of correction generated from such survey, report, 
warning letter, or notice to Tenant and any subsequent correspondence related thereto, and 
correct or cause to be corrected any deficiency, the curing of which is a condition of continued 
licensure or of full participation in Medicare or Medicaid or a care program offered by an 
insurance company, managed care company, or other third-party payor by the date required for 
cure by such agency or entity (plus extensions granted by such agency or entity). 

(i) Tenant shall furnish Landlord and Mortgagee, within ten (J 0) days of 
receipt by Tenant, any other notices or charges issued relating to the non-compliance by Tenant 
with any Governmental Authority, insurance company, managed care company, or other 
third-party payor laws, regulations, requirements, licenses, permits, certificates, authorizations or 
approvals, but only such matters which could reasonably be expected to have a material adverse 
effect on the financial condition of such Person or the operation of the Facility. 

U) Tenant shall furnish Landlord and Mortgagee, within ten (10) days of 
receipt by Tenant, any new, revised or amended Medicare or Medicaid reimbursement rate 
sheets which may be issued subsequent to the annual reimbursement rate sheets. 

(k) Tenant shal1 notify Landlord within five (5) days of any condition or 
event that constitutes a breach of any term, condition, warranty, representation or provision of 
this Lease or any other agreement between Landlord or its Affiliates and any Tenant, any 
Guarantor or any of their Affiliates, and of any adverse change in the financial condition of any 
Tenant, any Guarantor or any AffiJiate of any Tenant or any Guarantor and of any Event of 
Default. Additionally, Tenant shall notify Landlord within seven (7) days after receipt of any 
formal or informal written notice or advice from its insurance carrier, reinsurance provider, 
accountants, actuary, any Governmental Authority, oi: any third party payor program provider of 
any actual, pending, threatened or contemplated increase in Tenant's reserves for .expenses 
reJating to malpractice or professional liability claims or any material increase in the premium 
costs for malpractice or professional liability insurance. 

(1) To the extent performed, Tenant shall furnish Landlord and 
Mortgagee, a copy of written extemal consultant reports (including environmenta1, operations, 
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quality assurance, physical plant, property inspection, etc.) .(which shall be delivered. promptly 
upon receipt from the consultant). 

(m) 
filed by Tenant. 

Tenant shall furnish Landlord and Mortgagee, a copy of cost reports as 

(n) Any supporting documents or data requested by Landlord in connection 
with the items in this Section 7.4. 

(o) Within 10 days of event of any of the following, Tenant shall deliver 
to Landlord, notice of: 

(i) any rate appeal brought before any Governmental Authority or any 
administrator of any third party payor program or referral source; 

(ii) any reimbursement appeals or recoupment claims made or contests 
Pt:nding or threatened as a result of any audits by any third party payor; and 

(iii) any claim, requirement or demand (excluding all claims, requirements, 
and demands, if any, that have been waived) of any Governmental Authority, third party payor or 
insurance body or carrier having or claiming any licensing, certifying, supervising, evaluating or 
accrediting authority over the Leased Premises to rework or redesign the Leased Premises, its 
professional staff or its professional services, procedures or practices in any material respect or 
to make any of the Leased Premises conform to or comply with a legal requirement. 

(p) The receipt by Landlord of any reports, statements, financial infonnation, 
surveys or otherwise from Tenant or its Affiliates shall not in any way impose any obligation or 
liability upon Landlord to act OT take any action upon any information, facts or circumstances 
which may be disclosed or shown therein and Landlord shall have no liability for its failure to act 
thereon or as a result thereof. 

(q) Financial Covenants. Tenant covenants and agrees to the following, as 
may be amended time to time as required by Landlord's 1st OT 2nd Mortgagee: 

(i) Commencing the third full quarter of the Tenn Tenant's Current Ratio 
shaU not be less than 1.1 to 1.0. The term "Current Ratio" means the current assets of Tenant 
divided by the current liabilities of Tenant detennined in accordance with GAAP. 

(ii) For each quarter of the Lease Term commencing the third full quarter 
following the Commencement Date, Tenant's Lease Coverage Ratio shall be not less than 1.25 to 
1.0. 

(iii) For each quarter of the Lease Term commencing the second full 
quarter following the Commencement Date, the Facility shall have achieved the EB1TDAR 
benchmarks as described on Schedule 7.4, attached hereto. The term "EBITDA:R" is defined in 
Schedule 7.4. 
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Section 7.5 Payment in the Ordinary Course. Tenant shall pay in full; 
(a) prior in each case to the date when penalties would attach, all Impositions (except only those 
so long as and to the extent that the same shall be eontested jn good faith by appropriate and 
timely proceedings and for which adequate reserves have been estabJished in accordance with 
GAAP), prsivided that (i) Landlord has given its prior written consent to such contest, which 
consent shall not be unreasonably withheld or delayed) for which Tenant may be or become 
liable; (ii) no Lease Default has occurred and remains uncured, (iii) such proceeding· shall 
suspend Che collection of such Impositions or the Impositions shall have been paid, (iv) such 
proceeding shall be permitted under and be conducted in accordance with the provisions of any 
other instrument to which Tenant is subject and shall not constitute a default thereunder, (v) no 
part of or interest in the Leased Premises will be in danger of being sold, forfeited, terminated. 
canceled or lost, (vi) Tenant shall have furnished such security as may be required in the 
proceeding, or as may be requested by Landlord or Mortgagee, to insure the payment of any such 
Impositions; together with all interest and penaJties thereon, which shall not be Jess than 125% of 
the unpaid Impositions being contested and (vii) Tenant shall promptly upon final detennination 
thereof pay the amount of such Impositions, together with all costs, interest and penalties; (b) all 
of Tenant's wage obligations to Tenant's employees in compliance with the Fair Labor 
Standards Act (29 U.S.C. §§ 206-207) or any comparable provisions under federal, state or local 
law; (c) all obligations owed in connection with any claim, demand or notice of any overpayment 
received from Medicare, Medicaid or other third party payor; and (d) all of Tenant's obligations 
calling for the payment of money (except only those so long as and to the extent that the same 
shall be contested in good faith and for which adequate reserves have been established in 
accordance witb GAAP, provided that Landford has given its prior written consent to such 
contest, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld or delayed) before such payment 
becomes overdue. 

Section 7 .6 Security Agreement. In order to secure the payment and 
perfonnance of all of Tenant's obligations under this Lease and all of Tenant's obligations to 
Landlord, and all and all other documents contemplated thereby, Tenant hereby grants to 
Landlord. a first priority security interest in and lien upon, all of the assets of Tenant including, 
without limitation, (i) all trade fixtures, equipment, furniture, merchandise, inventory and other 
personal property located from time to time in or upon the Leased Premises (including the 
proceeds thereof), and (ii) to the fullest extent pennitted by applicable law, al] accounts, accounts 
receivable, licenses, certifications, certificates, accreditations, approvals, permits, variances, 
waivers, provider agreements, certificates of need, and other authorizations issued to or held by 
Tenant with respect to the operation of the Facility skilled nursing facility and Tenant's interest 
in and rights under all third. party payor provider agreements with respect to the Facility (the 
items listed in clauses (i) and (ii), together with the proceeds of same, are collectively, 
"Collateral"). The security interest granted to Landlord with respect to Tenant's · tangible 
personaJ property is intended to be subordinate to any purchase money security interest or capital 
lease on any of Tenant's tangible personal property provided that Tenant has notified Landlord 
of the creation of such security interest or capital Jease prior to the creation thereof and Landlord 
has approved same. Landlord agrees to subordinate its lien on Tenant's accounts receivable in 
favor of Tenant's accounts receivable lender, which shall be a nationally recognized nursing 
home accounts receivable lender wjth experience acceptable to HUD or Mortgagee on at least 20 
nursing homes, securing up to a $2,000,000.00 accounts receivable loan, provided such )ender 
enters into an intercreditor agreement reasonabJy acceptable to Mortgagee and Landlord; Should 
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Mortgagee require a subordination of the priority of Landlord's security interest in the Collateral, 
Landlord and Tenant shall execute such documents as Mortgagee may request to subordinate 
Landlord's lien to the Mortgagee's security interest in the collateral. In addition, Tenant's 
members shall grant to Landlord a first lien pledge (subject to the following sentence) of the 
membership interests of Tenant. To the extent required by Tenant's accounts receivable ]ender, 
Landlord agrees to subordinate its lien on Tenant's membership interests to a lien in favor of 
such lender securing up to a $2,000,000.00 accounts receivable loan; provided such lender 
enters into an intercreditor agreement reasonably acceptable to Mortgagee and Landlord. On or 
before the Commencement Date, Tenant shall provide Landlord with a detailed list and 
description of all the Collateral. Upon a Lease Default by Tenant, Landlord shall have all the 
rights and remedies of a secured party under th~ laws of the State of New York. Tenant, as 
debtor, shaH cause to be executed (if appropriate or necessary) and delivered to Landlord, as the 
secured party, upon execution of this Lease by Tenant, UCC-1 Financing Statements in proper 
form, and thereafter, from time to time, deliver to Landlord such extensions and/or updates of 
such financing statements as are required for the purpose of perfecting and maintaining the 
priority of the security interest granted to Landlord herein, and to perfonn any other acts 
reasonably necessary to the perfection of such security interest. Tenant and Tenant's members 
consent to Landlord's preparation of and the filing of such financing statements by Landlord and 
agrees that the provisions of this Section 7.6 shall constitute a security agreement for the 
purposes contemplated hereby. The security interest granted by this Section 7 .6 shall be in 
addition to any lien of Landlord that may now or at any time hereafter be provided by law. In 
the event Landlord exercises its remedies to foreclose the security interest created under this 
Section 7.6, or elsewhere in this Lease, Tenant shall cooperate with Landlord in transferring all 
of the aforementioned items promptly as requested by Landlord in Landlord's or its designee's 
name or for the benefit of Landlord. Tenant covenants and agrees that it ·shall not sell, move, 
surrender, cancel, modify, transfer, assign, relocate, pledge, grant a security interest in, convey or 
in any other manner encumber any assets of Tenant including, without limitation, the personal 
property, the certificate of need approval or any of the licensed or Medicare- and/or Medicaid
certified bedi; at the Facility, or any licenses for the Facility, or attempt at any time to do same, 
except as expressly provided hereunder and with the written consent of Landlord. This Section 
7 .6 and Landlord's rights and remedies hereunder shall survive the temtination of the Lease. 

Section 7.7 Working Capital. As of the Effective Date, Tenant shall have and maintain 
until the Commencement Date in accounts, acceptable to Landlord in its sole and complete 
discretion, an amount of funds equal to the greater of ("Working Capital") (i) any debt service 
reserve required by Mortgagee, (ii) the aggregate negative net operating income of Tenant for the 
period of months from the Commencement Date to the first day of the first two month period in 
which aggregate net income from operations exceeds zero, all as reflected in the projections 
attached hereto as Schedule 7.7 ("Cash Requirement"); for the purpose of this calculation net 
operating income shaJI be determined on a cash basis, and (iii) 4.5 miJlion dollars. Working 
Capital shalJ riot include any accounts or reserves established to satisfy the requirements of 
Section 7.l(a) (i) and (ii). From and after the Commencement Date, the Working Capital, 
subject to any requirement of the Mortgagee, may be used by Tenant only to fund the Cash 
Requirement. 

7 .8 Refinance. Tenant shalJ fully cooperate with Landlord in its efforts to Refinance 
from time to time, inclurung without limitation, providing all information and executing all 
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documents required by LandJord or its lender(s). On and after each Refinance Date the Fixed 
Rent for each twelve month period shall equal the sum of the amounts provided for in clauses (a) 
through (e): (a} the annual debt service payments (principal, interest, and mortgage 'insurance 
premiums, if any) that Landlord is required to pay to Lender pursuant to the first Mortgage (the 
''Mortgage Debt"), plus such additional amounts as Landlord may be required to pay under any 
of the Loan Documents with respect to tax, insurance and other reserve requirements and/or 
payment obligations; (b) the annual aggregate debt service payments or preferred equity 
payments that the Landlord is required to pay pursuant to the Junior Debt (or replacement 
thereof) (with the Mo11gage Debt, the "New Debt Service"); plus such additional amounts as 
Landlord may be required to pay under any of the Loan Documents wirh respect to tax, insurance 
and other reserve requirements and/or payment obligations under the Junior Debt (or 
replacement thereof); (c) an arumal amount equal to $1,390,l lS; (d) an additional amount of 
$250,000 per year prior to the fourth year of the Tenn; $350,000 per year during Lease Years 4 
and 5; and $400,000.00 per Lease Year thereafter until the end of the Term, including aJI 
Extension Tenns; and (e) an additional amount equaJ to one-half of the amount that (i) a sum 
equal to the last 12 months interest payment on the original Mortgage and Junior Debt exceeds 
(ii) New Debt Service. 

ARTICLE VIII 

PERSONAL PROPERTY 

Section 8.1 Landlord's Personal Property, Upon the expiration or termination of 
this Lease, Tenant shall leave all personal property -leased to Tenant hereunder, as repaired, 
rebuilt, replaced, restored, altered or added to as permitted or required by provisions of this 
Lease, in or on the Leased Premises, except for ordinary wear and tear. Any and all restorations, 
alterations or replacements of, or repairs, reconstructions or additions to, the personal property at 
the Facility made by Tenant shall become part of Landlord's pe1sonal property, and any and all 
security interests (except in favor of Landlord) in Tenant's persona] property and financing 
statements shall be cleared, tenninated and/or released to the satisfaction of Landlord at Tenant's 
expense. Tenant shall pay off in full the remaining payments due on all personal property leased 
by Tenant and such personal prDperty shall become part of Landlord's personal property and 
financing statements shall be cleared, terminated and/or released to the satisfaction of Landlord 
at Tenant's expense. AJ1y of Tenant's software, software licenses, proprietary information, and 
policies, and procedures of Tenant ("Retained Assets") shall not become part of Landlord's 
personal property except in the event of the tennination of this Lease as a result of a Lease 
Default, in which case the Retained Assets shall become the personal property of Landlord; 
provided, however, upon request of Landlord, in ~onsideration of a payment by Landlord or its 
designee of Ten Dollars ($10.00) and any applicable lease. rent, or license fees owed to any third 
parties during the Transition Period (hereinafter defined), Tenant shall license Landlord or its 
designee(s) (at Tenant's cost with no mark-up) to utilize the Retained Assets for a period of one 
hundred twenty (120) days (the "Transition Period") in connection with the transition of 
operations from Tenant and Landlord's new operator(s). To the extent Tenant or any Subtenants 
are obligated under license agreements with third party vendors supplying software (and/or 
computer hardware which Tenant does not own or lease) to such Tenant, Tenant shall use its best 
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efforts to arrange for Landlord or Landlord to enter into licensing agreements with such third 
party vendors to allow Landlord or its designee to utilize such software and computer hardware 
supplied by such third party vendors for the duration of the Transition Period. 

Section 8.2 Tenant's Retained Assets. At the termination of the Lease, .Landlord 
shall have the right to purchase all or a portion of Tenant's Retained Assets located at the 
Facility at the lower of its fair market value or book value. To the extent any of Tenant's 
Retained Assets is subject to a license, Landlord shalJ have the right but not the obligation to 
assume some or all of such license Landlord' s sole cost and expense and at no additional liability 
to Tenant. 

ARTICLE IX 

INDEMNIFICATION 

Section 9.1 Tenant's Indemnification (a) During the Term of this Lease and after 
the surrender of the Leased Premises in accordance with Section 5.5 of this Lease, Tenant shalJ 
protect, defend (at Landlord's request), indemnify and hold hannless Landlord, Landlord's 
members, managers, officers, owners, directors, employees, agents, representatives, and 
Mortgagee and their respective agents, executors, heirs, representatives and assigns , and any 
enticy providing financing which is secured by the Leased Premises (collectiveJy the 
"Landlord's lndemnitees"), from and against any claims, losses, costs, penalties, damages, 
charges and/or expenses (incJuding reasonable attorneys' and consultants' fees and expenses) 
imposed or resulting from, arising out of or attributable in whole or in part to any of the 
following: (i) any violation of any Law, order of Governmental Authority, whether occasioned 
by the intentionaJ act, omission, or negJigence of Tenant or those holding under Tenant, (ii) any 
accident or other occurrence on or about the Leased Premises on or after the Commencement 
Date causing injury to any person or property whomsoever or whatsoever, including but not 
limited to patient care claims or elder abuse, (Hi) any failure of Tenant in any respect to comply 
with or perform any term, condition, covenant, requirement and/or provision of this Lease, or a 
breach of this Lease by Tenant, including, but not limited to, a breach of any of Tenant's 
representations and warranties under Section 19.1 of this Lease, (iv) in any way relating to 
Tenant's use, operation and/or maintenance of the Facility (including, without limitation, third
party claims, whether by the State of New York, the United States, private insurers, private 
parties, for recouprnent, false claims, or any other claims, assumption of and use by Tenant of 
Landlord's permits, variances, waivers, and certificate of need approval or its possession of the 
Leased Premises and/or (v) any liability under Section 20.14. The indemnity provided for 
herein shall survive the expiration of this Lease or the surrender of the Leased Premises for the 
period of the relevant statute of limitations. 

(b} Any amounts which become payable by Tenant under this Article IX shall 
be paid within ten (10) days after liability therefor is detennined by litigation or otherwise, and if 
not timely paid shall bear interest at the Prime Rate plus 5% (the "Ov~rdue Rate") from the date 
of such detennination to the date of payment. Tenant, at its sole cost and expense, shall contest, 
resist and defend any such claim, action or proceeding asserted or instituted against Landlord or 
may compromise or otherwise dispose of the same as Tenant sees fit provided that Landlord 
receives a full and complete release with respect to such claim, action or proceeding. Any legal 
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counsel selected by Tenant to defend Landlord shall be reasonably satisfactory to Landlord. All 
indemnification covenants are intended to apply to losses, damages, injuries, claims, costs, 
penalties, charges and/or expenses (including reasonable attorneys' and consultants' fees and 
expenses) incurred djrectly or indirectly by the indemnified parties and their property, as well as 
by the indemnifying party pr third party, and their property. For purposes of this Article IX, any 
acts or omissions of Tenant, or by employees, agents, assignees, contractors, subcontractors or 
others acting for Qr on behalf of Tenant (whether or not they are negligent, intentional, willful or 
unlawful), shall be strictly attributable to Tenant. It is understood and agreed that payment shall 
not be a condition precedent .to enforcement of the foregoing indemnification obligations. The 
"Prime Rate" shall mean on any date, a rate equal to the annual rate on such date publicly 
announced by Citibank, N.A., as its prime, base or reference rate. Such rate need not be the 
lowest rate charged by Citibank, N.A. If Citibank, N.A. discontinues its use of such prime, base 
or reference rate or ceases to exist, Landlord shall designate the prime, base or reference rate of 
another state or federally chartered bank with offices in New York, N.Y. to be used for the 
purpose of calculating the Prime Rate hereunder. 

ARTICLEX 

USE OF LEASED PREMISES 

Section 10.1 Compliance with Laws and Regulations. Tenant shall use the 
Leased Premises solely as a licensed Medicare- and Medicaid-certified skilled nursing facility 
with at least the number of licensed and certified beds existing at the Facility on the 
Commencement Date, and for no other purpose (the ''Intended Use"). On or before the 
Commencement Date, Tenant shall have acquired, and thereafter Tenant shall maintain all 
licenses, certificates, accreditations, approvals, pennits, variances, waivers, provider agreements 
and other authorizations needed to operate the Leased Premises as a licensed, Medicare and 
Medicaid certified skilled nursing facility. Tenant hereby covenants, warrants and represents to 
Landlord that as of the Commencement Date and throughout the Tenn; (a} Tenant (and any 
subtenant, operator or manager of Tenant) shall be, and shall continue to be validly licensed and 
Medicare and Medicaid certified to operate a skilled nursing facility in accordance with the 
applicable rules and regulations of the DOH, federal governmental authorities and accrediting 
bodjes, including, but not limited to, the United States Depw.1rnent of Health and Human 
Services ("DHHS"), CMS, and the DOH; (b) Tenant (and any subtenant, operator or manager of 
Tenant) shall be, and shall continue. to be, certified by and the holder of valid provider 
agreements with Medicare and Medicaid issued by DHHS, DOH and/or CMS and shall remain 
so certified and shall remain such a holder in colUlection with its operation of the Leased 
Premises as a licensed and.Medicare and Medicaid certified skilled nursing facility; (c) Tenant 
(and any subtenant, operator or manager of Tenant) shall be, and shall continue to be in 
compliance with and shall remain in compliance with all applicable Laws with regard to rhe 
operation of the Facility, including, without limitation, compliance under Laws governing patient 
confidentiality and privacy and the confidentiality of medical records; (d) Tenant (and any 
subtenant, operator or manager of Tenant) shall operate the Facility in a manner consistent with 
high quality skilled nursing services and sound reimbursement principles under the Medicare and 
Medicaid programs and as required under Laws; and (e) Tenant (and any subtenant, operator or 
manager of Tenant) shall not abandon. terminate, vacate or fail to renew any licenses, 
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certifications, accreditations, certificates, approvals, permits, variances, waivers, provider 
agreements or any other authorization which relates to the operation of the skilled nursing 
facility business or other permitted operations on the Leased Premises or in any way commit any 
act which will or may cause any such licenses, certifications, accreditations, certificates, 
approvals, permits, variances, waivers, provider agreements or other authorization to be revoked 
by any Governmental Authority or accrediting body having jurisdiction thereof. 

Section 10.2 No Waste. Tenant shall not commit or suffer to be oomrnitted any 
waste on the Leased Premises nor shall Tenant cause or permit any nuisance thereon. 

Section 10.3 Hazardous Materials and Hazardous Waste. (a) Tenant sha11 not 
place or hold any Hazardous Materials on or at the Leased Premises, excepl as is necessary for 
the ordinary course of its business as a skilled nursing facility in compliance with Section 10.1. 
If Tenant's business requires the use of any Hazardous Materials, other than such cJeaning 
materials as are typically found in skilled uursing facilities in compliance with Section 10.1, 
Tenant shall notify Landlord in writing and shall comply with hazard communication and 
notification requirements of the Occupational Safety and Health Act ("OSHA") and all Laws 
which require notification of employees, the community or any governmental agency of the 
hazardous properties of such Hazardous Materials. For purposes of this Lease, "Hazardous 
Materials" means and includes any hazardous substance defined as such in OSHA, the 
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act ("CERCLA"), the 
Toxic Substances Control Act ("TSCA"}, or any other federal, state or local statute, law, 
ordinance, code, rule, regulation, order or decree regulating, relating to, or imposing liability or 
standards of conduct concerning, any hazardous substance or material. as now or at any time 
hereafter in effect. 

(c) Tenant shall not cause or allow any asbestos or any asbestos c;ontaining 
materials to be incorporated into any improvements or alterations which it makes or causes to be 
made. on or to the Leased Premises. Tenant shall obtain and maintain O&M Programs for the 
Facility is if the Facility is detennined to contain asbestos or asbestos containing materials and 
upon Landlord's request, shall furnish copies of same to Landlord, Mortgagee or their 
designee(s). · 

(d) Tenant shall not place, hold pr dispose of any Hazardous Waste on, under or 
at the Leased Premise~ except as specifically allowed in this Section 10.3. Tenant further ~grees 
that it shall not use the Leased Premises as a treatment, storage, or disposal (whether pennanent 
or temporary) facility for Hazardous Waste. If Tenant, in the ordinary course of its business as a 
skiJled nursing facility generates Hazardous Waste, then Tenant shall comply with all applicable 
federal, state and local laws, statutes, ordinances, codes, rules, regulations, orders or decrees 
relating to the appropriate use, storage, transportation and disposal of Hazardous Waste. For the 
purposes of this Lease, "Hazardous Waste" means and incJudes any hazardous material that has 
entered the waste stream or any contaminant or pollutant as defined as such in the Resource 
Conservation and Recovery Act, CERCLA, as amended, any so~called "Superfund" or 
"Superlien'' law, the TSCA, or any other Law, relating to or imposing liability or stapdards of 
conduct concerning, any hazardous, toxic o.r dangerous waste. Tenant further agrees that it shall 
properly dispose in accordance with Laws of all "infectious waste" such as laboratory waste, 
pathological waste, blood specimens or products, patient or resident waste including, without 
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limitation, bandages and disposable gowns, sharp waste and any material generated by the 
production or testing of biological agents, Immediately upon receipt of any Environmental 
Notice (as hereinafter defined) from any Person, Tenant shall deliver to Landlord a true, correct 
and complete copy· of same. "Environmental Notice" shall mean any note, notice, or report 6f 
any suit, proceeding, investigation, order, consent order, injunction, writ, award, or action Telated 
to or affecting or indicating the treatment, storage, handling, disposal, generation, spiJl, release or 
discharge of any Hazardous Waste or Hazardous Materials in upon, under, from or affecting the 
Leased Premises. All of the terms, covenants, warranties and indemnifications contained in this 
Section 10.3 shall survive the expiration or termination of this Lease. 

(e) Without in any way limiting Tenant's obligation to indemnify Landlord and 
Landlord's Indemnitees under Section 9.1 of this Lease, Tenant shall indemnify, defend {at 
Landlord's request) and hold harmless Landlord and Landlord's Indemnitees fJom and against 
any claims, losses, costs, damages or expenses of any and every kind whatsoever (including 
reasonable attorney's fees and expenses and consultant's and expert's fees and expenses) which 
at any time or from time to time may be paid, incurred or suffered by, or asserted against 
Landlord and/or Landlord's Indemnitees for, with respect to, or as a direct or indirect result of: 
(a) a breach by Tenant of the covenants set forth in Section 10.3 or, (b) caused, pe1mitted or 
allowed by Tenant or any agent, employee, invitee, or licensee of Tenant, the presence on or 
under, or the escape, seepage, leakage, spillage, discharge, emission, or release from, onto, or 
into the Leased Premises, the aunosphere, or any watercourse, body of water, or groundwater, of 
any Hazardous Material (including, without limitation, any losses, liabilities, damages, injuries, 
costs, expenses or claims asserted or aTising under CERCLA, as amended, any so-called 
"Superfund" or "Superlien" law, or any other Law, relating to or imposing liability or standards 
of conduct concerning, any Hazardous Material) occurring from and after the Conunencement 
Date; and the provisions of and undertakings and indemnification set out in this Section 10.3(d) 
shall survive the termination of this Lease, and shall continue to be the personal liability, 
obligation and indemnification of Tenant, binding upon Tenant, forever. If required by 
Mortgagee, Tenant shall enter into an agreement to indemnify, defend and hold hannless 
Mortgagee with respect to matters contained in this Section 10.3 and other similar matters 
pursuant to a fonn of agreement reasonably acceptable to Mortgagee. In no event however shall 
Tenant have any liability to Landlord or Landlord's Indemnitees for Hazardous Materials located 
at or under the Leased Premises prior to the ColJUllencement Date or for the reme~iation of 
same. 

(f) If Tenant or its employee1;, agents, or contractors violate the provisions of 
this Section 10,3, then, in addition to any other duty or obligation of Tenant hereunder, at law or 
in equity, Tenant shall be obligated to clean up, remove, and dispose of the material causing the 
violation, in compliance with all applicable envirorunental laws and repair any damage to and 
rernediate the Leased Premises within .such period of time as may be reasonable under the 
circumstances after written notice by Landlord; provided that such work shall commence no later 
than thirty (30) days from the date of such notice and be diligent1y and continuously earried to 
completion by Tenant or Tenant's designated contractors. Tenant shall notify Landlord of its 
method, time and procedure for any clean.up, remediation or removal of material causing the 
violation under this provision, and Landlord shall have the right to require reasonabie changes in 
such method, time or procedure. 
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(g) Landlord reserves the right from time to time, but not more than once a year, 
except in the event of an emergency or during the occurrence and continuation of an uncured 
Lease Default during the Term hereof, at Landlord's cost and expense (except that, in the event 
of a continuing and uncured Lease Defa,ult, at Tenant's sole cost and expense), to have the 
Leased Premises inspected by environmentaJ engineers and/or specialists for the purpose of 
detennining compliance by Tenant with any environmental laws, rules and regulations applicable 
to Tenant's operations in or about the Leased Premises and with the tenns and conditions of this 
Lease dealing with environmental matters, including without limitation, the provisions of this 
Section 10.3. If the environmental assessment or report resulting from such inspection discloses 
any non-compliance with Laws, Tenant shall immediately, following receipt of the 
environmental assessment, take al1 such steps as are necessary to put the Leased Premises into 
compliance, including without limitation, cleaning up any spills or other emissions of Hazardous 
Wastes or Hazardous MateriaJs, and reimburse Landlord for the costs of its inspection. 

(h) Upon the expiration of the Tenn, or the earlier te1mination thereof, subject 
to the last sentence of Section 10.3(d) above, Tenant shall forthwith remove all Hazardous 
Materials and Hazardous Waste from the Leased Premises or any portion thereof in accordance 
with applicable Law. Landlord shall have the right to inspect the Leased Premises with regard to 
the management and disposal of Hazardous Materials and Hazardous Waste at all reasonable 
times during the Tenn. 

ARTICLE XI 

DAMAGE OR DESTRUCTION 

Section 11.l Damage or Destruction. Tenant shalJ immediately notify Landlord 
of any casualty, fire, damage, destruction or injury ("CasuaJty") affecting the Facility, including 
a description of the Casualty, and whether the Casualty is such as to cause the Leased Premises 
to be unsuitable, in whole or in part, for the Intended Use . Tenant shall proceed with reasonable 
diligence to repair or reconstruct the Leased Premises and Tenant shall be liable for any costs of 
repair or replacement to the Leased Premises, whether or not such Casualty, or the costs of 
repairing such Casualty, are fully covered by the proceeds of Tenant's insurance required to be 
carried hereunder. If such Casualty renders the Facility unsuitable for the purpose of this Lease 
and if Landlord's Mortgagee so requires, Landlord, upon notice to Tenant, Landlord may 
terminate this Lease and Landlord and Tenant shall be released from any further liability 
hereunder thereafter accruing with respect to the Facility, except that Tenant shall be responsible 
and shalJ pay Landlord an amount equal to the difference between the fair market vaJue of the 
Leased Premises immediately prior to such Casualty and the proceeds of Tenant's insurance to 
the extent such difference results from Tenant's breach of Alticle VI. Notwithstanding the 

·foregoing, if Landlord's obligations to its Mortgagee have been satisfied in full and the DOH 
approves and agrees to reimburse the costs of rebuilding the Facility, Landlord shall not so 
terminate this Lease with respect to the Facility, and Tenant shall repair or reconstruct the Leased 
Premises in substantially the same condition as just prior to the incident with the proceeds of the 
property casualty insurance carried by Tenant, as required hereunder (if not otherwise paid to the 
Mortgage.e), and/or with funds of Tenant. Regardless of any Casualty, except as provided above, 
this Lease shall continue in full force and effect without any abatement of Rent, and Tenant shaJl 
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not be entitled to surrendeT possession of the Leased Premises as a result of such casualty. 
Landlord's receipt of Rent from Tenant's rental :interruption insurance shall be credited against 
Rent payments due from Tenant hereunder. If Tenant fails to commence such repair or 
reconstruction within thirty (30) days of the Casualty, Landlord shaJJ have the option, subject to 
the approval of the DOH if required by Laws, to either terminate this Lease upon written notice 
to Tenant or repair and reconstruct the Leased Premises i11 substantially the same condition just 
prior to the incident and costs and expenses incurred as a result thereof shall be deemed 
Additional Rent hereunder and sha11 be payable to .Landlord by Tenant, upon demand. Upon 
payment of all such sums demanded by Landlord, Tenant may re-enter and resume possession of 
the Leased Premises pursuant to the terms of this Lease. All insurance proceeds collected under 
the Policies shall be paid to Landlord, and made available to Tenant to pay for or reimburse 
Tenant for the costs and expenses for such repairs and reconstruction subject to the terms, 
conditions and provisions of any mortgage or other loan documents encumbering the Leased 
Premises. If Mortgagee does not make the insurance proceeds available to Landlord, then 
Landlord may terminate this Lease upon thirty (30) days' notice to Tenant, and Landlord and 
Tenant shall be released from any funher liability hereunder thereafter accruing with respect to 
the Facility, except that Tenant shall be responsible and shall pay Landlord an amount equal to 
the difference between the fair market value of the Leased Premises immediately prior to such 
Casualty and the proceeds of Tenant's insurance. 

Section 11.2 Precedence of Rights of Mortgagee. All provisions contained in 
the Joan documents between Landlord and Mortgagee, or any other document in connection 
therewith which concern or pertain to the restoration of the Leased Premises, the application of 
insurance proceeds and any and all matters concerning a casualty, shall take precedence over and 
be in lieu of any contrary provision provide~ for in this Lease, and in all respects are binding 
upon Tenant who agrees to and acknowledges the same. 

Section 11.3 Tenant hereby waives the provisions of Section 227 of the Real 
Property Law of the State of New York and acknowledges that the terms of this Article XI shall 
govern in lieu thereof. 

ARTICLE XII 

EMINENT DOMAIN 

Section 12.1 Eminent Domain. (a) In the event that all or substantially all of the 
Leased Premises, or st1ch portion of the Real Property which renders the balance of the Facilicy 
unsuitable for the purpose of this Lease, shall he taken by condemnation or right of eminent 
domain, this Lease shall terminate as of the day the taking authority takes possession of the 
Leased Premises, and Landlord and Tenant shall be released from any further liability hereunder 
thereafter accruing with respect to the Facility. except as otherwise expressly provided in this 
Lease. In the event only a portion (and less than substantially all) of the Leased Premises is 
taken by condemnation or right of eminent domain and the portion so taken does not render the 
balance of the Leased Premises unsuitable for the purposes of this Lease, as determined by 
·Landlord, this Lease shall not terminate. In such an event, Tenant shall restore the Leased 
Premises with reasonable diligence with its own funds and with the proceeds of any award from 
the applicable public or quasi-public authority, or private corporation or individual having the 
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power of condemnation ("Award") to an architectural unit as nearly like its condition prior to 
such taking as shall be practicable. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, this 
Section 12. l(a) is subject to the terms, conditions and provisions of any mongage and other loan 
documents encumbering the Leased Premises. 

(i) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in Section 12. lCa l, 
Landlord may cancel this Lease with no further liability to Tenant, in the event that foJlowing a 
taking by condemnation or righl of eminent domain, Mortgagee elects to require Landlord to 
repay the mortgage on the Leased Premises. 

U) Tenant shall not be entitled to any part of any award or settlement of 
damages representing the value of land and buildings appropriated, the value of this Lease or any 
estate therein, or damage to the residue of the Leased Premises or other property of Landlord; it 
being agreed as between Landlord and Tenant any such award shall be the sole property of 
Landlord. No appropriation of part or alJ of the Leased Premises or cancellation of this Lease 
pursuant to this Article XII shall be deemed an eviction of Tenant or a breach of any covenants 
of Landlord hereunder. 

ARTICLE XIII 

NOTICES 

Section 13.1 Notices. All notices. consents, approvals and requests required or 
pennitted hereunder sha11 be given in writing and shall be effective for all purposes if (a} hand 
delivered or sent by (b) certified or registered United States mail, postage prepaid, return receipt 
requested or (c) FederaJ Express or other nationa1ly recognized overnight next business day 
courier service at such other address and Person as shall be designated from time to time by any 
party hereto, as the case may be, in a notice to the other parties hereto in the manner provided for 
in this Section 13.1): 

2305449v5/170S7·6 

If to Tenant: 

HBLSNF,LLC 
1280 Albany Post Road 
Croton-on-Hudson, New York 10520 

with a copy to: 
Michelman & Robinson 
800 Third Avenue, 24th Floor 
New York, NY 10022 
Attn: Mark Zafrin, Esq. 
Telephone: 212.730.7700 

If to Landlord: 
White Plains Hea1thcare Properties I, LLC, 
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2 Bourbon Street ,Suite 200 
Peabody, Ma 01960 

with a copy to: 
Gerald J. Billow, Esq. 
Postemak Blankstein & Lund LLP 
800 Boylston Street, Suite 3200 
Boston, Massachusetts 02199 

-and-

Howard Fensterman, Esq. 
Abrams Fensterman 
1111 Marcus Avenue 
Lake Success, New York 11042 

The effective date of such notices sbalJ be as follows: (a) upon delivery or refusal 
of delivery if sent by personal delivery, (b) two (2) Business Days after mailing (or upon actual 
receipt, if earlier), if sent by certified or registered mail, (c) one (1) Business Day after deposit 
with the courier for next business day deJivery, if sent by overnight courier. The tenn "Business 
Day" means any day other than (i) a Saturday or a Sunday, and (ii) a day on which federally 
insured depository institutions in New York, New York are authorized or obligated by Jaw, 
regulation, governmental decree or executive order to be closed. 

Section 13.2 Notices to Mortgagee. (a) Tenant hereby agrees, upon request of 
Mortgagee, to give to Mortgagee copies of all notices given by Tenant of default by Landlord 
under this Lease at the same time and in the same manner as, and whenever, Tenant shall give 
any such notice of default to Landlord. Such Mortgagee shall have the right to remedy any 
default under this Lease, or to cause any default of Landlord under this Lease to be remedied, 
and for such purpose Tenant hereby grants such Mortgagee such period of time as may be 
reasonable to enable such Mortgagee to remedy, or cause to be remedied, any such default in 
addition to the period given to Landford for remedying, or causing to be remedied, any such 
default which is a default. Tenant shall accept perfonnance by such Mortgagee of any term, 
covenant, condition or agreement to be perfonned by Landford under the Lease with the same 
force and effect .as though performed by Landlord. No default by Landlord under the Lease shall 
exist or shall be deemed to exist (i) as long as such Mortgagee, in good faith, shall have 
commenced to cure such default and shall be prosecuting the same to completion with reasonable 
diligence, subject to Force Majeure, or (ii) if possession of the Leased Premises is required in 
order to cure such default, or if such default is not susceptible of being cured by such Mortgagee, 
as long as such Mortgagee, in good faith, shall have notified Tenant that such Mortgagee intends 
to institute proceedings under the mortgage and, thereafter, as long as such proceedings shall 
have been instituted and shall prosecute the same with reasonable diligence and, after having 
obtained possession, prosecutes the cw:e to completion with reasonable diligence. This Lease 
shall not be assigned by Tenant or modified, amended or terminated without Mortgagee's prior 
written consent in each instance, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld or delayed. 
In the event of the termination of this Lease by reason of any default thereunder or for any other 
reason whatsoever except the expiration thereof, upon such Mortgagee's written request, given 
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within tb:irty (30) days after any such termination, Tenant, within fifteen (15) days afier receipt 
of such request, shall execute and deliver to such Mortgagee or its designee or nominee a new 
lease of the Leased Premises for the remainder of the Term of the Lease upon, at a minimum, all 
of the terms, covenants and conditions of this Lease. Neither such Mortgagee or its designee or 
nominee shall become liabJe under this Lease un1ess and until such Mortgagee or its designee or 
nominee becomes, and then only for so long as such Mortgagee or its designee or nominee 
remains, the fee owner of the Leased Premises or the owner of the leasehold interest of Landlord 
under this Lease. Such Mortgagee shall have the right, without Tenant's consent, to, as the case 
may be, foreclose its mortgage or to accept a deed in lieu of foreclosure of such mortgage. 

(b) ln the event of any act or omission of Landlord which would give Tenant 
the right, immediately or after lapse of a period of time, to cancel or terminate this Lease, or to 
claim a partial or total eviction, Tenant shall not exercise such right (i) until it has given written 
notke of such act or omission to Mortgagee, and (ii) unless such act or omission shaJl be one 
which is not capabJe of being remedied by Landlord or such Mortgagee within a reasonable 
period of time, until a reasonable period for remedying such act or omission shall have eJapsed 
following the giving of such notice and following the time when such Mortgagee spall have 
become entitled under its Joan documents with Land1ord in connection therewith, as the case 
may be, to remedy the same (which reasonable period shall in no event be less than the period to 
which Landlord would be entitled under this Lease or otherwise, after similar notice, to effect 
such remedy). 

ARTICLE XIV 

QUIET ENJOYMENT 

Section 14.1 Quiet Enjoyment.Landlord covenants, warrants and represents to 
Tenant that, provided no Lease Default exists under this Lease, Tenant shall al all times during 
the Tenn peaceably and quietly have, hold, occupy and enjoy the Leased Premises, subject to the 
tenns and conditions of this Lease, without any hindrance, interference or molestation by 
Landlord or by, under or through Landlord. 

ARTICLE XV 

SUBLETTING AND ASSIGNMENT 

Section 15. l Subletting and Assignment (a) Tenant shall not, without the prior 
written consent of Landlord, which consent may be withheld in the Landlord's sole and absoJute 
discretion (and, if required by Jaw, without the prior written consent of the Commissioner, which 
consent may be withheld in the Commissioner's sole and absohlte discretion}, transfer .or assign 
this Lease or Tenant's interest in the Leased Premises or any part thereof or sublease aJl or any 
part of the Leased Premises. In all events of assignment, transfers or subletting, the prior 
approvaJ of the DOH shall be required. Tenant shaU not at any time, without the prior written 
consent of Landlord, which consent may be withheld or given in the sole and absolute discretion 
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of Landlord, pledge, mortgage, or hypothecate the leaseho1d estate hereby created or any interest 
of Tenant therein. The issuance of or a transfer or series of transfers (including transfers caused 
by mergers, acquisitions or consolidations of any direct or indirect interests in the equity 
ownership interests in Tenant or any subtenant aggregating to forty-nine percent (49%) or more 
of the stock, membership or ownership interest in Tenant or any subtenant shall constitute an 
assignment for purposes of this Lease, requiring Landlord's consent thereof; notwithstanding 
anything to the contrary, any change in the management or control of Tenant such that Lizer 
Josefovic does not control all of the decisions of Tenant shall constitut.e an assigriment for 
purposes of this Lease, requiring Landlord's consent thereof. Notwithstanding anything to the 
contrary, the issuance of or a transfer or series of transfers (including transfers caused by 
mergers, acquisitions or consoHdations of any direct or indirect interests in the equity ownership 
internsts in Tenant or any subtenant resulting in the aggregate interesr of Lizer Josefovic, Marc 
Neuman, and their spouse or issue, or a trust for their benefit, equaling less than seventy-five 
percent (75%) of the stock, membership or ownership interest in Tenant or any subtenant to any 
person or entity shall constitute an assignment for purposes of this Lease, requiring Landlord's 
consent thereof; provided that any assignment by Lizer Josefovic to Joseph Josefovic made after 
five years after the Commencement date shall not be unreasonably denied by Landlord taking 
into account, among other things, the experience, perfonnance record, and financial strength of 
Joseph Josefovic. The consent by Landlord to any transfer shall not constitute consent to any 
subsequent transfer or to any successive transfer. Further, subject to the provisions of 
Section 2.2, and without in any way limiting or otherwise affecting the provisions of this Lease. 
Landlord shal1 be pe1mitted to assign this Lease and all agreements, duties, obligations and rights 
incidental thereto to any entity related to, or affiliated. with Landlord, without any consent from 
Tenant. The term "transfer" shall mean any direct or indirect sale, conveyance, transfer, lease 
(including any amendment, extension, modification, waiver or renewaJ thereof), subl~ase, sub
sublease, assignment, mortgage, pledge, grant of a security interest or hypothecation, whether by 
operation of law or otherwise, whether voluntary or not, of or in (i) all or part of the Leased 
Premises (including any legal or beneficial direct or indirect interest therein) or (ii) any direct or 
indirect interest in Tenant Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contait1ed herein, Tenant 
may assign this Lease to, or enter into a. sublease with, or transfer interests in an entity 
comprising Tenant to, an affiliate under common control with Tenant, or owned by Lizer 
Josefovic, Marc Neuman, or their spouse or issue, or a Trust for their benefit, without Landlord's 
consent, provided (x) Landlord is given thirty (30) days prior written notice of such intended 
transfer, assignment or sublease with copies of the organizational documents of the assignnee, 
transferree or sublessee, (y) after such transfer, assignment or sublease, Lizer Josefovic controls 
all of the decisions of the assignnee, transferree or sublessee, and (z) all required consents from, 
the Mortgagee, the DOH and/or the Commissioner (if required), have been obtained by Tenant. 
Notwithstanding the foregoing and any other provision contained herein to the contrary, no 
transfer or series of transfers of legal, economic, beneficial or equitable (direct or indirect) 
interest in the Lease or in Tenant's membership interest that requires DOH's consent shall occur 
without the prior written consent of Landlord and DOH. Tenant shall enter into such 
subordination agreements or subordination, non-disturbance agreements ("SNDAs") as 
Mortgagee may request from time to time. 

Section 15.2 Attomment and Related Matters. Any sublease shalt he expressly 
subject and subordinate to an applicable tenns and conditions of this Lease and provide that 
upon the expiration or earlier termination of this Lease, Landlord, at its option and without any 
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obligation to do so, may require any subtenant to anorn to Landlord, its successors and assigns, 
in which event Landlord shall undertake the obligations of Tenant, under such sublease from the 
time of the exercise of such option to the termination of such sublease; provided, however, that 
in such case Landlord shall not be liable for any prepaid rents, fees or other charges or for any 
prepaid security deposits paid by such subtenant to Tenant or for any other prior defaults of 
Tenant under such sublease. In the event that Landlord shall not require such attomment with 
respect to any sublease, then such sublease shall automatically tenninate upon the expiration or 
earlier tennination of this Lease, including any early tennination by mutual agreement of 
Landlord and Tenant. In addition, any such sublease shall provide that in the event chat the 
subtenaut or other transferee receives a written notice from Landlord stating that a Lease Default 
has occurred or that an event or circumstance has occurred which with notice and/or passage of 
time would constitute ft Lease Default, such subtenant or other transferee thereafter shall without 
further consent or instruction of Tenant pay all rentals accruing under such sublease directly to 
Landlord or as Landlord may direct; provided, however, that (a) as and to the extent that the 
amounts so paid to Landlord, together with other amounts p~d to or received by Landlord on 
account of this Lease, exceed the amounts then due Landlord from Tenant under this Lease. the 
excess shall be promptly remitted to Tenant, and (b) at such time as the Lease Default has been 
cured and this Lease reinstated (if ever), Landlord shall notify and direct the subtenant(s) in 
writing to resume making payments of rentals under their sublease(s) directly to Tenant. or as 
Tenant may direct. Any such rentals collected from such subtenant or other transferee by 
Landlord shall be credited against the amounts owing by Tenant under this Lease in such order 
of priority as Landlord sha11 reasonably determine. Furthennore, any sublease or other 
agreement regarding a transfer shalJ expressly provide that the subtenant, assignee, manager or 
other transferee shall furnish Landlord, its lender, the Mortgagee, if applicable, the HUD 
Mortgagee, and/or the Commissioner, and /or DOH, if applicable, with such financial, 
operational and other information about the Facility and subtenant, etc., as Landlord may request 
from time to time. 

Section 15.3 Assignment of Subleases. To secure the prompt and foll payment 
by Tenant of the Rent and the faithful perfonnance by Tenant of all the other tenns and 
conditions herein contained on its part to be kept and performed, Tenant hereby assigns, transfers 
and sets over unto Landlord, subject to the conditions hereinafter set forth and any required 
consent(s) from DOH, all of Tenant's 1ight, title and interest in and to all permitted subleases, 
assignments, licenses and occupancy agreements, to the extent permitted by law, involving the 
Facility, as set f01th on Schedule 15.3 attached hereto (the "Sublease", and the subtenant under a 
Sublease herein referred to as a "Subtenant") and hereby confers upon Landlord, its agents and 
representatives, a right of entry (subject to prior notice) in, and sufficient possession of, the 
Leased Premises to permit and insure the collection by Landlord of the rentals and other sums 
payable under the Sublease. and further agrees that the exercise of said righc of entry and 
qualified possession by Landlord shall not constitute an eviction of Tenant from the Leased 
Premises or any portion thereof and that shouJd said right of entry and possession be denied 
Landlord, its agent or representative, Landlord, in the exercise of said right, may use all requisite 
force to gain and enjoy the same without responsibility or liability to Tenant, its servants, 
employees, guests or invitees, or any Person whomsoever; provided, however, that such 
assignment shall become operative and effective only if (a) a Lease Default shall occur and be 
continuing or (b) this Lease and the Tenn shall be cancelled or tenninated pursuant to the terms, 
covenants and conditions hereof or (c) there occurs a repossession under a dispossessory warrant 
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or other re-entry or repossession by Landlord under the provisions hereof or (d) a receiver for all 
or a portion of the Leased Premises is appointed, and then onJy as to such of the· subleases that 
Landlord may elect to take over and assume. At any time and from time to time within ten (10) 
days after Landlord's written demand, Tenant promptly shall deliver to Landlord a schedule of 
all Subleases, setting forth the names of all Subtenants, with a photostatic copy of each of the 
Subleases. Upon request of Landlord., Tenant shall pennit Landlord and its agents and 
representatives, and Mortgagee, its agents and representatives, to inspect all Subleases affecting 
the Leased Premises. Tenant covenants that each Sublease shall provide that the Subtenant 
thereunder shall be required from time to time, upon request of Landlord or Tenant, to execute, 
acknowledge and deliver, to and for the benefit of Landlord, an estoppel certificate confirming 
with respect to such Sublease the infonnation set forth in Section 20.11 hereof_ 

Section 15.4 Additional Subl~se Rcguirement!i, Tenant covenants ~d agrees 
that all Subleases hereafter entered into affecting the Leased Premises shall provide that (a) they 
are subject to this Lease and that the principals of the Subtenanr acknowledge that they have read 
this Lease and accept the terms hereof, (b) the tenn thereof shall not end less than one (1) day 
prior to the Expiration Date hereof, unless Landford shall consent otherwise, which consent may 
be withheld in Landlord's sole and absolute discretion, (c) the Subtenants will not do. authorize 
or execute any act, deed or thing whatsoever or fail to take any such action which will or may 
cause Tenant to be in violation of any of its obligations under this Lease, (d) the Subtenants will 
not pay rent or other sums under the Subleases with Tenant for more than one (1) month in 
advance, (e) the Subtenants shall give to Landlord at the address and otherwise in the manner 
specified in Section 13.1 hereof, a copy of any notice of default by Tenant as the landlord under 
the Subleases at the same time as, and whenever, any such notice of default shall be given by the 
Subtenants to Tenant; and (f) all of the representations, warranties and covenants given by 
Tenant to Landlord in this Lease, including but not limited to an reporting requirements and 
covenants set forth in Section 7 .4 above, shall be made and given by each Subtenant for the 
benefit of Landlord, Mortgagee, and their respective successors and assigns. 

Section 15.5 Transfers In Bankruptcy. (a) In the event of a. transfer 
pursuant to the provisions of Title 11 of the United States Code or any statute of similar purpose 
or nature (the "Bankruptcy Code"), aJI consideration payable or otherwise to be delivered in 
connection with such transfer shall be paid or delivered to Landlord, shall be and remain the 
exclusive property of Landlord and shall not constitute property of Tenant or of the estate of 
Tenant within the meaning of the Bankruptcy Code. Any consideration constituting Landlord's 
property pursuant to the immediately preceding sentence and not paid or delivered to Landford 
shall be held in trust foi the benefit of Landlord and be promptly paid or delivered to Landlord. 
For purposes of this Section 15.5, the term "consideration" shall mean and include money, 
services, property and any other thing of value such as payment of costs, cancellation or 
forgiveness of indebtedness. discounts, rebates, barter and the like. If any such consideration is 
in a form other than cash (such as in kind, equity interests. indebtedness earn-outs, or other 
deferred payments, consulting or management fees, etc.), Landlord shall be entitled to receive in 
cash the then present fair market value of such consideration. ~f Tenant assumes this Lease and 
proposes to assign the same pursuant to the provisions of the Bankruptcy Code to any person or 
entity who shall have made a bona fide offer to accept an assignment of this Lease on t.erms 
acceptable to Tenant, then notice of such proposed assignment shall be given to Landlord by 
Tenant no later than fifteen (15) days after receipt of such offer by Tenant, but in any .event no 
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later than ten (10) days priot to the date that Tenant shall file any application or motion with a 
court of competent jurisdiction for authority and approval to enter into such assumption and 
assignment. Such notice shall set forth (a) the name and address of the assignee, (b) ·all of the 
terms and conditions of such offer, and (c) the proposal for providing adequate assurance of 
future performance by such person under the Lease, including, without limitation, the assurance 
referred to in Section 365 of the Bankruptcy Code. Any person or entity to which this Lease is 
assigned pursuant to the provisions of the Bankruptcy Code shall be deemed without further act 
or deed to have assumed all of the obligations arising under this Lease from and after the date of 
such assignment. Any such assignee shall execute and deliver to Landlord upon demand an 
instrument confirming such assumption. 

(b) The tenn "adequate assurance of future performance" as used in this Lease 
shall mean {in addition to the assurances caned fot· in Bankruptcy Code Section 365(1)) that any 
proposed assignee shall, among other things, (i) deposit with Landlord on the assumption of this 
Lease an amount equal to the greater of (.x) two (2) times the then monthly Fixed Rent and 
Addi~onal Rent or (y) such other amount deemed by the Bankruptcy Court to be reasonably 
necessary for the adequate protection of Landlord under the circumstances, as security for the 
faithful performance and observance by such assignee of the terms and obligations of this Lease, 
(ii) fnmish Landlord with financial statements of such assignee fol' the prior three (3) calendar 
years, as finally determined after an audit and certified as correct by a certified public 
accountant, which financial statements shall show a net worth at least equal to the amount of the 
deposit referenced in (i) above, (iii) if determined by the Bankruptcy Court to be appropriate 
under the circumstances, grant to Landlord a security interest in such property of the proposed 
assignee as Landlord shall deem necessary to secure such assignee's future performance under 
this Lease. and (iv) provide such other information or take such action as Landlord, in its 
reasonable judgment, shall determine is necessary to provide adequate assurance of the 
performan.ce by such assignee of its obligations under the Lease. 

(c) If, at any time after Tenant may have assigned Tenant's interest in this 
Lease in a proceeding of the type described in Section 16. l (iv) through (vii}, this Lease shall be 
disaffirmed OT rejected in any proceeding of the types described in Section 16.1 (iv) through (vii) 
hereof, or in any similar proceeding, or in the event of te:rmination of this Lease by reason of any 
such proceeding or by reason of lapse of time following notice of tennination given pursuant to 
Article XVI based upon any of the Lease Defaults set forth in said Section 16.1 (ivl through (vii) 
Tenant, upon request of Landlord given within thirty (30) days next following any such 
disaffinnance, rejection or termination (and actua1 notice thereof to Landlord in the event of a 
disaffinnance or rejection or in the event of tennination other than by act of Landlord); shall (a) 
pay to Landlord all Rent due and owing by the assignee to Landlord under this Lease to and 
including the date of such disaffinnance, rejection or termination, and (b) as "tenant", enter into 
a new lease with LandJord for a term commencing on the effective date of such disaffirmance, 
rejection or termination and ending on the expiration date of the term, unless sooner terminated 
as in such lease provided, at the same Fixed Rent and Additional Rent upon the then executory 
terms, covenants and conditions as are contained in this Lease, except that (i) Tenant's rights 
under the new lease shall be subject to the possessory rights, if any, of the assignee under this 
Lease and the possessory. rights of any person claiming through or under such assignee or by 
virtue of any applicable Law, (ii) such new lease shall require all defaults existing under this 
Lease to be cured by Tenant with due diligence, and (iii) such new lease shall require Tenant to 
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pay all Rent reserved in this Lease which, had this Lease not been so disaffinned, rejected or 
terminated, would have accrued under the provisions of this Lease after the date of such 
disaffinnance, rejection or termination with respect to any period prior thereto. If Tenant shalJ 
default in its obligation to enter into said new lease for a period of ten (10) days next fo11owing 
Landlord's request therefor, then in addition to all other rights and remedies by reason of such 
default, either at law or in equity, Landlord shall have the same rights and remedies against 
Tenant as if Tenant had entered into such new lease and such new lease had thereafter been 
terminated as of the commencement date thereof by reason of Tenant's default thereund,er. 

Section 15.6 Management Agreement. Tenant agrees and acknowledges that it 
wil1 not enter into any management agreements during the Tenn with regard to the Facility 
except with an entity {i) owned wholly by a an individual principal of Tenant which entity has 
been receive.d establishment approval from the New York State Department of Health Public 
Health and Health Planning Council in compliance with 10 NYCRR 600.9(d)(I) and (ii) 
approved by HUD if the Facility is, or is about to be financed by a HUD program, and/or 
Mortgagee. Any such management agreement shall be subordinate to Landlord's rights 
hereunder, to the rights of Mortgagee and to the rights of the Commissioner. Tenant shall cause 
such manager to execute such documents as are required by Landlord or Mortgagee or by the 
Commissioner to effect such subordination. 

Section 15. 7 Memorandum of Lease. This Lease shal1 not be recorded, but either 
party may record a memorandum of lease in which shall describe the pa.i1ies to this Lease, a 
description of thr. Leased Premises and a recitation of the Term. The party requesting that the 
memorandum of lease be recorded shall prepare and pay all costs of recording the memorandum 
of lease, and the other party agrees to execute at any and all times such instruments as may be 
reasonably required for such recording. Upon the expiration or earller termination of this Lease, 
Landlord may release the memorandum of lease. For this purpose Tenant constitutes and 
appoints Landlord its true and lawful attorney-in-fact with full power of substitution to execute a 
release of such memoranda in the name of Tenant. Such power of attorney shall be deemed to be 
a power coupled with an interest and cannot be revoked. To the extent any transfer tax, 
conveyance tax, excise tax, or similar tax is imposed by any Governmental Authority as a result 
of the recording of such Memorandum of Lease, or is otherwise due and payable as to Tenant's 
leasehold interest granted pursuant to this Lease, Tenant shall pay same to the applicable 
Governmental Authority. 

ARTICLE XVI 

DEFAULT 

Section 16.1 Default by Tenant and Remedies of Landlord. (a) Tenant shall be 
in default under this Lease upon the occurrence of any of the following events referred .to herein 
individually or collectively as a "Lease .Default" (any reference to such event occurring or 
involving Tenant shall be deemed to include any such event occurring or involving any of 
Tenant's Subtenants): 
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(i) 
after the date when due; 

if Tenant fails to pay any installment of Rent within five (5) days 

(ii) if Tenant defaults in the prompt and full perfonnance of any other 
of Tenant's covenants, ob1igations or agreements hereunder which are not specifically 
enumerated herein as a Lease Default and fails to co1Tect such failure within thirty (30) days of 
receipt of written notice from Landlord of such default (unless such default cannot reasonably be 
cured within thi11y (30) days, in which event such period sha11 be extended, provided Tenant 
shall have commenced in good faith to cure such default within the first such thirty (30} day 
period and shall proceed with all due diligence to correct such default thereafter but in no event 
more than ninety (90) days of receipt of such written notice); 

(iii) if the leasehold interest of Tenant shall be levied upon under 
execution or be liened or attached and such levy, lien or attachment is not removed within sixty 
(60) days of the date Tenant receives notice of it; 

(iv) in the event of a filing by or against Tenant of a petition under 
federal or state law pertaining to bankruptcy or insolvency or for a reorganization or other relief; 

(v) if Tenant shall admit in writing its inability to pay its debts 
generally as they become due; 

(vi) . if Tenant is adjudicated as bankrupt or a court of competent 
jurisdiction shall enter an order or decree appointing, with or without the consent of Tenant, a 
receivei· or trustee of Tenant or of the whole or substantially alJ of its property; 

creditors; 
(vii) if Tenant makes any general assignment for the benefit of 

(A) if Tenant abandons the Leased Premises or if, except as a result of 
damage, destruction or a partial or complete condemnation, Tenant ceases 
operations of the Facility, or Tenant closes any portion of the Facility; 

(viii) if Tenant receives a state or federaJ notice of te.nnination of license 
or de-certification and such notice has not been suspended, extended, withdrawn or terminated 
prior to 30 days before the effective date of such termination or decertification by any 
Governmental Authority; 

(ix) if Tenant fails to maintain its qualifications for licensure as 
required by this Lease if failure -to do so would result in an inability to operate the Facility or 
would result in the appointment of a receiver with respect to the Facility; 

(x) if any transfer or assignment of this Lease or Tenant's· direct or 
indirect interest therein or a transfer of Tenant's direct or indirect equity ownership interests 
occurs in violation of this Lease: 

(:id) if any malpractice award or judgment exceeding any applicable 
malpractice insurance coverage and any applicable umbreJla coverage by more than One Million 
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Dollars ($1,000,000.00) shall be rendered against Tenant or any subtenant, and either 
(A) enforcement proceedings shall have been commenced by any creditor upon such award or 
judgment or (B) such award or judgment shall continue unsatisfied and in effect for a period of 
sixty (60) consecutive days without an insurance company reasonably satisfactory to Landlord 
having agreed to fund such award or judgment in a manner reasonably satisfactory to Landlord, 
or (C) such award or judgment has been appealed and without a bond having been posted to 
cover such amount that ex.ceeds any insurance coverage, and in any case such award or 
judgment shall, in the reasonabJe opinion of Landlord, have a material adverse affect on the 
ability of Tenant or any subtenant to operate the Facility; 

(xii) upon the denial, refusal to issue, or loss of any licenses, certifications, 
certificates, approvals, pennits, variances, waivers, provider agreements and other authorizations 
necessary or required for Tenant to operate the Facility in accordance with the requirements of 
this Lease; 

(xlii) if any of the representations or warranties made by Tenant under this 
Lease or any subtenant under its Sublease or otherwise proves to be untrue when made in any 
material respect; 

(xiv) if any Governmental Authority having jurisdiction over the 
operation of the Facility removes ten percent (10%) or more of the patients or residents who 
reside in the Facility for violations of standards of care; 

(xv) Tenant fails to give Landlord and Mortgagee timely notice or timely 
deliver copies of documents within the times required under Section 7.4 (c) through (o); 

(xvi) Tenant's receipt of notice of an allegation or detennination of 
"Immediate Jeopardy" (as such tenn is customarily used) or equivalent notice from any 
Governmental Authority or officer, acting on behalf tliereof relating to the Facility; 

(xvii) Tenant's receipt of notice of the freeze on admission·s or the 
imposition of a denial of payment for new admissions or equivalent notice from any 
Governmental Authority or officer acting on behalf thereof relating to the Facility; 

(xv.iii) Tenant's breach of its obligations under Section 3.5 including Tenant's 
failure to execute and deliver to Landlord within seven days of its request therefore any and all 
documents, certificate or agreement required or reasonably requested by Landlord, a Mortgagee, 
Prospective Mortgagee, HUD and/or HUD's Approved Lender or the Commissioner, including 
confirming the subordination required hereunder; 

(xix) Tenant's breach of its obligalions under Section 15.6 
Management Agreement; 

(xx) Tenant's breach of its obligations under Section 7.6 Security 
Agreement; 
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(xxi) Tenant fails to notify Landlord within twenty-four (24) hours after 
receipt of any notice from any Governmental Authority, terminating or suspending or threatening 
termination or suspension of any material license or certification relating to the Facility; 

(xxii) a default beyond any applicable notice and cure periods under any 
Sublease, operating agreement, management agreement or any other material agreement relating 
to the Leased Premises or to which Landlord and Tenant are a party; 

(xxiii) the creati<Jn of any indebtedness relating to the Leased Premises 
(other than trade payables which are not more than 30 days past due, not evidenced by a note am;l 
not in e~cess of One Million Dalla.TS $1,000,000.00}; 

(xxiv) the amendment, modification, restatement, tennination or 
cancellation of any material contract relating to the Leased Premises, including but not limited to 
any Sublease, wiLhout Landlord's prior written consent, which consent shall not be unreasonably 
withheld; 

(xxv) default or breach by Guarantor under the Guaranty beyond the 
expiration of any applicable cure period contained therein; 

(xxvi) failure by Tenant to deposit all or any portion of the Security 
Deposit or Letter of Credit or to repJace any portion of the Security Deposit or Letter of Credit 
utilized by Landlord; 

{xx vii) a default or breach of any of che provisjons set forth m 
Article XIX; 

(xxviii) Tenant violates any teim, covenant or condition of Tenant's 
Regulatory Agreement (with respect to a HUD financing) which violation is not cured within 
thirty (30) days of written notice to Tenant; 

(xxix) a default or breach of the provisions set f0tth in Section 7.4Cb) or a 
report required by Section 7 .4 proves to be untrue in any material respect; 

(xxx) any act or omission by 'l'enant or any Subtenant referenced in 
Section 7.4 that constitutes a default by Landlord under its loan documents with Mortgagee; 

(xxxi) Tenant's failure to meet the covenants provided in Section 7.4 {q) 

(xxxii) the sale or transfer or attempted sale or transfer of all or any 
portion of any certificate of need, bed or unit right or other similar authorization relating to any 
portion of the Facility or the Leased Premises. assignment or subletting in violation of the 
provisions of Section 15.1; 

(xx.xiii) the use of any portion of the Premises other than for the· Intended 
Use; 
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(xxxiv) the Facility appears on the Special Focus Facility List, or similaT 
list established by CMS; 

(xxxv) Tenant fails to procure the insurance coverage, or loss of the 
insurance coverage, required by this Lease; 

(xxxvi)Tenant enters into any corporate integrity agreement, settlement or 
consent decree, or deferred prosecution agreement with any Governmental Authority; 

(xxxvii) Any Governmental Authority assesses a fine or penalty against, or 
with, Tenant that imposes a payment or fine upon Tenant in excess of $75,000; 

(xxxviii) The conviction of, or plea of no contest or nolo contendere 
by, Tenant or any member or beneficia1 owner of Tenant with"respect to (1) any felony or (2) any 
misdemeanor that involves any act of fraud, embezzlement, theft or misappropriation; 

(xxxx) Tenant fails to comply with its obJigations in Section 
18.l(n) within 10 days after written notice from Landlord; or 

(xxxxi) Tenant or any Subtenant fails or refuses to execute estoppel 
certificate i·equired pursuant to Section 20.11, or otherwise complying with the requirements of 
Section 23 within ten (10) days after Tenant's receipt thereof. 

Upon the occurrence of a Lease Default, Landlord, may, if Landlord so elects, upon 
five (5) days written notice of such election, forthwith tenninate this Lease and Tenant's right to 
possession of the Leased Premises and, at Landlord's sole and absolute discretion, accelerate the 
payment of all Rent for the balance of the Term and declare the same presently due and payable 
in full provided, however, that with respect to a Lease Def.a.ult under Section 16.l(a)(iv), this 
Lease shall automatically terminate. In the event of such Lease termination, Tenant shall 
immediately pay Landlord the then present value of all such accelerated Rent. Landlord, in 
addition to all other remedies given to Landlord at law or in equity, may by written notice to 
Tenant, without terminating this Lease, cause Tenant to apply to Lhe DOH to install a manager 
and/or management consultant and/or a receiver having the necessary approvals from 
Governmental Authorities, of Landlord's choice, at Tenant's sole cost and expense or to the 
extent permitted by applicab1e law, reenter the Leased PretDises by swnmary proceedings or 
otherwise. In any event, upon a Lease Default, Landlord may require Tenant to consent to a so
called "Change of Ownership" and Landlord may dispossess Tenant upon approval of the 
Change of Ownership or Certificate of Need by DOH, it being the understanding that under no 
circumstances is this Lease to be an asset for Tenant's creditors by operation of law or otherwise. 
Jn the event of such reentry, Landlord may relet the Leased Premises without being obligated so 
to do, and in the event of a reletting may apply the Rent therefrom first to the payment of 
Landlord's cost and expenses, including consultant and/or ex.pert and attorneys' fees and 
expenses incurred by reason of such Lease Default, and the cost and expense of. reletting 
including, but not limited to, repairs, renovation, or alteration of the Leased Premises and then to 
the amount of Rent and all other sums due from pr payable by Tenant hereunder, Tenant 
remaining liable for all other sums due from or payable by Tenant hereunder and for any 
deficiency. Tenant shall also be liable for and indemnify Landlord against all amounts owed to 
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Medicare, Medicaid, all applicable third-party payor programs, third party payors, or residents, 
inc1uding, but not limited to; any overpayments received by Tenant, relating to the Te1T11. Any 
and all such deficiencies shall constitute Additional Rent hereunder and shall be payable by 
Tenant monthly on the date herein provided for the payment of Rent. Jn addition to the 
foregoing remedies, Landlord shall immediately be entitled to retain the Security Deposit and 
drnw on and retain proceeds of the Letter of Credit, and thereafrer Tenant shall have no further 
claim, right, title or interest therein to the extent of Landlord's claims only. 

Landlord acknowledges that its rights of reentry onto the Leased Premises set forth 
in this Lease do not confer on Landlord the authority to operate a nursing facility as defined in 
Article 28 of the .PubJic Health Law on the Leased Premises and agrees that except in the event 
of a Lease Default Landlord will give the DOH, Tower Building, Empire State Plaza, Albany, 
NY 12237, notification by certified mail of its intent to reenter the Leased Premises or to initiate 
disposscssory proceedings or that the Lease is due to expire at least thirty (30) days prior to the 
date on which Landlord intends to exercise a right of reentry or to initiate such proceedings or at 
least sixty (60) days before expiration of the Lease. 

Upon receipt of notice from Landlord of its intent to exercise its righl of reentry or 
upon the service of process in dispossessory proceedings and sixty (60) days prior to che 
expiration of the Lease. Tenant shall immediately notify by certified mail the DOH, Tower 
Building, Empire State Plaza, Albany, NY 12237 (or its then current address), of the recejpt of 
such notice or se?Vice of such process or that the Lease is about to expire. 

(b) E:x.cept as provided in this Lease to the contrary, Rent and other sums 
not paid when due (unless paid within any applicable grace period) shall bear interest from the 
date when the same are first payable under the ternJs of this Lease until the same shall be paid al 
an annual rate of interest equal to the Overdue Rate. 

(c) Upon the filing of a petition by or against Tenant pursuant to the 
Bankruptcy Code, Tenanc, as debtor and as debtor-in-possession, and any trustee who may be 
appointed shall: (i) timely perform each and every obligation of Tenant under this Lease until 
such time as this Lease is either rejected or assumed by order of the United States Bankruptcy 
Court; (ii) pay monthly in advance on the first day of each month as reasonable compensation for 
u:Je and occupancy of the Leased Premises an a.-nount equal to the Rent and other charges 
otherwise due pursuant to this Lease; and (iii) reject or assume this Lease within one hundred 
twenty (120) days after the filing of such petition under the Bankruptcy Code or within such time 
period as the Baokniptcy Code may allow. Tenant, as debtor and as debtor-in-possession and 
any trustee shall be deemed to have rejected this Lease in the event of the failure to comply with 
any of che above. Included within and in addition to any other conditions or obligations imposed 
upon Tenant or its successor, in the event of assumption and/or assignment is the prior written 
consent of any mortgagee to which this Lease has been assigned as colJateral security. 

(d) In the event of termination of this Lease by reason of any Lease 
Default by Tenant, or upon the expiration of the Tenn, then, and in any of such events, Tenant, 
upon Landlord's written request, shall to the greatest extent pennitted by lnw, transfer to 
Landlord or its designees or assigns, or cause its Subtenants and/or Affiliates, to transfer to 
Landlord or its designees or assigns, the following: (i) all federal, state or municipal ·licenses, 
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) 

certifications, certificates, accreditations, approvals, permits, variances, waivers, provider 
agreements (including non-governmental) and other authorizations which relate to the operation 
of the Facility; and (ii) the name of the Facility as then commonly known to the general public. 
Tenant shall also prepare and file all notices required by applicable law in connection with such 
termination and shall aJso prepare and timely file all final Medicare and Medicaid cost reports. 
In the event Tenant fails or refuses to transfer any such licenses, certifications, certificates, 
accreditations, approvals, pennits, variances, waivers, provider agreements, other authorization 
or trade name, 1hen this provision shall constitute an act of assignment by Tenant to Landlord or 
its assigns without the necessity of any further written instrument. For this purpose, Tenant 
constitutes and appoints Landlord its true and lawful attorney-in-fact with fu]) power of 
substitution to complete or undertake such replacements in the name of Tenant. Such power of 
attorney shall be deemed to be a power coupled with an interest and cannot be revoked. 

(e) Landlord shall have the option of ta,king over the operation of the 
Facility, or having the operation of the Facility taken over by a designee, in the event of a 
tennination of this Lease for any reason, without Landlord or designee assuming any of Tenant's 
liabilities or obligations, including Tenant's liabilities and obligations with respect to employees, 
such as vacation, sick leave, health insurance and pension liabilities and Tenant's obligations 
under applicable law to offer and provide group health continuation coverage. Landlord shall 
give Tenant written notice of Landlord's intent to exercise the right set forth above, in which 
event, upon the approval of the DOH of the Change of Ownership, Tenant shall and shall cause 
the Subtenant to immediately tum over possession and control of the Facility without any further 
action having to be taken on the part of Landlord. At the request of Landlord, Tenant shall and 
shaU cause the Subtenant to tum over any or all of inventories, personal property (including 
computer and telecommunications equipment but excluding any leased equipment) vehicles, and 
material contracts (including hospital, transfer, vendor, and managed care contracts). 

(t) No failure of Landlord to enforce any rights or remedies upon default 
of Tenant shall prejudice or affect the rights of Landlord upon any subsequeut or similar default. 

(g) In the event of a Lease Default by Tenant of any of the tenns, 
covenants, conditions or provisions of this Lease, which Lease Default is not cured within any 
applicable grace or cure period, Landlord shall have the right to invoke any remedy pennitted to 
Lai•dlord at law, in equit)> or otherwise. All remedies available to Landlord are declared to be 
cumulative and concurrent and the exercise of one shall not preclude or waive th~ right to 
exercise any other. No termination of this Lease and no taking or reoovering of possession of the 
Leased Premises shall deprive Landlord of any of its remedies or actions against Tenant and 
Tenant shall remain liable for all past or future Rent, including all taxes, insurance premiums and 
all other charges and Rent payable by Tenant under this Lease, during and for the balance of the 
Tenn hereof. The bringing of any action for Rent or other defauJt shall not be construed as a 
waiver of the right to obtain possession of the Premises. 

(h) If suit sha11 be brought for recovery of possession of the Leased 
Premises, for the recovery of Rent, or any other amount due under the provisions of this Lease, 
or because of the breach of any other covenant herein contained on the part of Tenant to be kept 
or performed, and breach shall be established, Tenant shal] pay to Landlord alJ expenses, 
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including reasonable attorney fees, incurred therefor. This subsection shaJJ survive termination 
of this Lease. 

Section 16.2 Facility Operating Deficiencies. On written notice of a request 
therefor by Landlord to Tenant, upon a Lease Default and for a period of time necessary to fully 
remedy the Lease Default, Tenant shall engage the services of a consultant, unaffiliated with 
Tenant and approved by Landlord, which approval shall not be unreasonably withheld, lo review 
the management of the facility for the purpose of making recommendations to remedy the Lease 
Default. Subject to applicable legal requirements governing confidentiality of patient records, the 
consultant shall have complete access to the Facility, its records, offices anci facilities, in order 
that it may carry out it5 duties. Tenant shall cause such consultant to prepare and deliver to 
Landlord and Tenant a written report of its recommendations within ten (10) days after its 
engagement. If Tenant shall fail to designate a consultant approved by Landlord as provided 
above within five {5) days after Tenant's receipt of Landlord's notice, Landlord may designate 
such consultant by further notice to Tenant. Tenant shall be responsible for payment of all fees 
and expenses reasonably charged and incurred by the consultant in carrying out ics duties. 
Tenant shall promptly implement any and all reasonable recommendations made by such 
consultant in order to promptly correct or cure the Lease Default; provided, however, t~at in no 
event shall Tenant implement any such recommendations if the same would constitute a 
vioJation of applicable legal requirements, violate any rule or regulation of the DOH, or wouJd 
otherwise cause a Lease Default hereunder (e.g.. a transfer or change in use of the Leased 
Premises), unless Landlord consents in writing to such Lease Default. which consent may be 
given or withheld in Landlord's sole and absolute discretion. Nothing herein shall impose any 
liability or obligation on Landlord to (a) request the appointment of a consultant or (b) otherwise 
remedy the Facility Operating Deficiency(ies) nor shaU it deem Landlord an operator of the 
Facility. 

Section 16.3 Receivership. 

Tenant acknowledges that one of the rights and remedies available under applicable 
law for nursing facilities which fail to comply with the conditions of participation for Medicare 
or Medicaid is to apply to a court of competent jurisdiction for the appointment of a receiver to 
take possession of the Facility, to collect the rents, issues, profits and income of the Facility and 
to manage the operation of the Facility. Tenant further acknowledges that the revocation, 
suspension or material limitation of the certification of the Facility for provider status under 
Medicare or Medicaid (or successor programs) and/or the revocation, suspension or material 
limitation of a license relating to the operation of the Facility for its intended use under the laws 
of the State of New York will materially and irreparably impair the value of Landlord's 
investment in the Facility. Therefore, in the event of a Lease Default, and in addition to any 
other right or remedy of Landlord under this Lease, at the request of Land.lord, Tenant shall 
request DOH to, or to the ex.tent pennissible under law, Tenant shall, petition any appropriate 
court, for the appointment of a receiver to take possession of the Facility, to manage the 
operation of the Facility under Tenant's licenses and certififications, to collect and disburse all 
rents, issues, profits and income generated thereby and to preserve or replace to the extent 
possible any such license and provjder certification for the Facility or to otherwise substitute the 
licensee or provider thereof. The receiver shall be entitled to a reasonable fee for its services as a 
receiver. All such fees and other expenses of the receivership estate shall be added to the 
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monthly Rent due to Landlord under this Lease as Additional Rent. Tenant hereby irrevocably 
stipulates to the voluntary appointment of a receiver under such circumstances and for such 
purposes and agrees not to contest such appointment. 

Section 16.4 Tenant's Waiver; Mitigation. In connection with the exercise by 
Landlord of any of its remedies under this Section 16, including the termination of this· Lease, in 
whole or in part, Tenant waives, to the maximum extent permitted by applicable Laws, {1) any 
right of redemption, re-entry or repossession, (2) the benefit of any moratorium Jaws or any laws 
now or hereafter in farce exempting property from liability for rent or for debt, (3) any duty on 
the part of Landlord to mitigate the damages recoverable from Tenant on account of any Lease 
Default by Tenant, except that, notwithstanding the foregoing or anything in this Lease to the 
contrary, Landlord agrees to comply with any duty to mitigate damages where applicable Laws 
do not allow Tenant to waive such right, (4) the right to interpose any counterclaim (other than 
compulsory counterclaims) in any summary proceeding instituted by Landlord against Tenant in 
any court or in any action instituted by Landlord in any court for unpaid Rent under this Lease, 
and (5) any other right provided to Tenant under applicable Laws relating to a breach of or Lease 
Default under this Lease, including any rights to cure such breach or Lease Default. 

ARTICLEXVD 

ENTRY AND REIMBURSEMENT RIGHTS OF LANDLORD 

Section 17.1 Entry and Reimbursement Rights of Landlord.In addition to those 
rights set forth in Section 7.2 of this Lease, Landlord reserves the right at all reasonable times 
during business hours and upon at least twenty-four (24) hours' advance oral notice to go upon 
and inspect the Facility and every part thereof (subject to applicable Laws pertaining to patient 
confidentiality and privacy and the confidentiality of medical records). If Landlord shall make 
ariy payments or perform any repairs on behalf of Tenant which are Tenant's obligation and 
which TenatJt has failed to make after applicable notice from Landlord, then any reasonable 
amounts so paid by Landlord are agreed and declared to be Additional Rent, and shall be due and 
payable to Landlord by Tenant upon submission to Tenant of an invoice, bill, or statement 
therefor, together with interest charged at the Overdue Rate commencing on the date of such 
invoice, bill, or statement. Nothing in this Section 17.1 shall impose any liability or obligation 
upon Landlord. 

ARTICLE XVIII 

REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES 

Section 18.1 Tenant's Representations. Warranties and Additional Covena.na. 
Tenant represents, warrants and covenants to Landlord and agrees (all of which shall survive the 
delivery and execution of this Lease) as follows (all of Tenant's representations, warranties, and 
covenants shall be deemed to include, in addition to that specified herein, the identical 
warranties, representations, and coven;mts of ~l Subtenants, which Tenant agrees to set forth in 
any Sublease and which are hereby incoJPorated herein by reference as if set forth in fuJ1 herein): 
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(a) Comorate. Tenant is a limited liability company duly formed and 
validly existing and in good staTJding under the laws of the State of New York, and has the 
limited liability company power and authority to ov.'Il its property and assets and to carry on its 
business as now being conducted or as will be conducted on and after the Commencement Date. 

(b) No Breach of Statute or Contract. The execution, delivery and 
performance of this Lease by Tenant and any Sublease by a subtenant wi1l not breach any statute 
or regulation of any Governmental Authority, and will not as of the Commencement Date 
conflict with or result in a breach of or default under any of the terms, conditions or provisions of 
Tenant's articles of organization, operating agreement, other material agreements, or any order, 
writ, injunction, decree, agreement or instrument to which Tenant is a party, or by which it or its 
property, may be bound. 

(c) Authorization of Lease. The execution, delivery and performance of 
this Lease, and all Subleases, has been duly authorized by all necessary jndividuals, 
shareholders, members, officers, directors, managers and/or owners of Tenant and this Lease 
constitutes the valid and binding obligation of Tenant, fully enforceable in accordance with its 
terms. 

(d) No Litigation or Adverse Events. Except as set forth on Schedule 18. J Cd) 
attached hereto and incorporated herein, there is no suit, claim, action or legal, administrative, 
arbitration, or other proceeding or governmental investigation pending or threatened, by or 
against Tenant, and there exists no event or condition of any character, which could prevent the 
consummation of the transactions contemplated by this Lease or materially adversely affect 
Tenant's perfo1mance of the terms and conditions hereunder. 

(e) Conduct of Business. Subject to the express provisions herein, at all 
times after the Effective Date, Tenant shall, and cause its subtenants to (i) operate the Leased 
Premises (after the Commencement Date) and otherwise conduct its/their business in the 
ordinary course, and in compliance with all statutory and regulatory requirements of any federal, 
state or local authority, (ii) continue to operate the Leased Premises after the Commencement 
Date and maintain it in substantially its condition as of the Commencement Date, reasonable 
wear and tear excepted, including but not limited to repairs and replacements permitted or 
required under this Lease, and in a lawful manner, (iii) not encumber all or any portion of its 
assets or properties or the Leased Premises, including without limitation, certificates of need, bed 
rights, or provider agreements, (iv) preserve the goodwill of the Facility, (v) not take any action 
from an accounting perspective which would materially adversely affect the reimbursement 
formula or tax benefits with respect to the Leased Premises or any pottion thereof, (vi) utilize the 
Leased Facility only for the Intended Purpose, (vii) not relinquish or attempt to transfer the 
location of or sell the skilled nursing facility license, certificate of need approval, Medicare or 
Medicaid certification or any other licenses, certifications, certificates, accreditations, approvals, 
permits, variances, waivers, provider agreements or other authorizations , (viii) not refuse to 
admit patients without 30 days' written notice of intent to, and prior written consent of, 
Landlord, (ix) not dissolve, merge or consolidate with or into any other person or entity, or 
otherwise change its identity or company or capital structure, or (x) not change its name or its 
business address .. 
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(f) Continued Existence. At all times on and after the Effective Date, Tenant 
shall cause to be done all things needed to preserve its rights and franchises and comply with all 
Laws applicable to it, and to continue to conduct its business in the ordinary course. 

(g) Payment of Obligations. At all times on and after the Effective Date, 
Tenant shall timely pay, and cause its subtenants to timely pay, all of its/their obligations, 
indebtedness, taxes, charges and impositions, whether or not relating to the Leased Premises or 
this Lease, as they become due unless contested in good fmth and diligently pursued only if 
permitted under and subject to the tenns and conditions of this Lease. 

(h) Notice of Default. At all times on and after the Effective Date, Tenant 
shall promptly notify Landlord of (i) any material default by Tenant relating to any indebtedness 
or obligation of Tenant, whether or not relating to the Leased Premises or this Lease, and (ii) any 
material violations by the Facility of any applicable Law. 

(i) Compliance with Law. At all times on and after the Effective Date, 
Tenant shall comply in all respects, and cause its subtenants to comply in all respects, with all 
applicable Laws, including Medicare and Medicaid conditions of participation, to which it is 
subject or which are applicable to the Leased Premises and to Tenant's operation of the Leased 
Premises as a licensed, Medicare and Medicaid certified skilled nursing facility. 

(j) Beds and CON. Tenant has been awarded a CON for construction and 
operation of 160 skilled nursing facility beds for use at the Lease Premises by DOH and such 
CON may be used in connection with this Lease. 

(k) Tenant, on behalf of itself and its Subtenants, makes the HeaJth Care 
warranties and representations set forth in Schedule l 8(k) attached hereto and incorporated 
herein, to LandJord, it's successors and assigns, which warranties and representations shaJl be 
u11e and correct as of Commencement Date and at all times during the Term. 

(1) Except for the Subleases of the Leased Premises to the Operators, there 
are no subleases or sub-subleases or occupancy agreements (other than residence agreements 
with patients or residents) for any portion of the Leased Premises. 

(m) Tenant shall maintain and comply at all times with all O&M Plans 
(Operation and Maintenance PJans covering the handling, treatment or maintenance of asbestos 
or Hazardous Materials) relating to the Leased Premises, or that shall be required in the future by 
Mortgagee or any HUD mortgagee or, where applicable, the Commissioner. 

(n) Obligations prior to Commencement Date. In addition to all of Tenant's 
obligations provided in this Lease, Tenant shall: 

(i) as soon as practicaJ after the Effective Date, apply for all and rigorously 
pursue until obtained all Health Care Licenses; 

(ii) as soon as practical after the Effective Date and continuing thereafter take 
all actions necessary or appropriate to obtain from DOH the maximize total prnject cost for the 
Faci1ity approvable by DOH; 
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(iii)as soon as practical after the Effective Date and continuing thereafter take 
all actions necessary or appropriate to obtain tbe highest possible reimbursement rate with 
respect to the Medicare and Medicaid programs; 

(iv)as soon as practical after the Effective Date, apply for and rigorously 
pursue until obtained provider agreements with third party payors providing reimbursement for 
skilled nursing facility service& in the geographic area of the Facility, 

(v) after the Effective Date take all actions requested by Landlord in order for 
Landlord to finance and complete Landlord's Work. 

(vi)as soon as practical prior to the Commencement Date, hire, employ and 
train a staff adequate to provide services to the residents of the Faci1ity immediately after the 
Commencement Date; 

(viii) as soon as practical prior to the Commencement Date, purchase a 
sufficient inventory of food, medicines and other perishable items necessary to provide services 
to the residents of the Facility immediately after the Commencement Date; 

(ix) as soon as practical prior to the Commencement Date, purchase 
and deliver to the Facility all small wares necessary provide services to the residents of the 
Facility immediately after the Commencement Date; 

(x) six months after the Effective Date and thereafter every six months 
until the Commencement Date, deliver to Landlmd a detailed projected statement of income and 
expenses and cash flow for a three year period. 

Section 18.2 Representation and Warranties. Landlord hereby represents and 
warrants to Tenant, all of which shall survive the delivery and execution of this Lease, and 
agrees, as follows; 

(a) No Breach of Statute or Contract. The execution, delivery, and 
performance of this Lease will not violate any provision of Jaw, any order of any court or other 
agency of federal or state government or any provision of any indenture, agreement, or other 
instrument to which Landlord is a party or by which it or any of its properties or assets are 
bound; conflict with, result in a b1each of, or constitute (with passage of time or delivery of 
notice, or both), a default under any such indenture, agreements or other instrument; or resu1t-in 
the creation or imposition of any lien or other encumbrance of any nature whatsoever upon any 
of the properties or assets of Landlord. 

(b) Authorization of Lease. This Lease has been duly authorized by all 
necessary individuals, shareholders, members, officers, directors, managers and/or owners of 
Landlord and this Lease constitutes the valid and binding obligation of Landlord, fully 
enforceable in accordance with its tenns. 

(c) No Litigation or Adverse Events. There is no action, suit, examination, 
review, ot proceeding by or before any governmental instrumentality or agency now pending or, 
to the knowledge of Landlord, threatened against Landlord, which, if adverseJy determined, 
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would materially impair the right of Landlord to ca1Ty on the business as contemplated under thi.~ 
Lease. 

(d) No Default. Landlord is not in default in the perfo1mance, observation, or 
fulfillment of any of the obligations, covenants, or conditions contained in any agreement or 
instrument to which it is a party relating to the Leased Premises and which default would have a 
material adverse affect on the Leased Premises; and 

(e) Corporate. Landlord is a limited liability company duly formed, validly 
existing, and in good standing under the laws of the State of New York and is qualified to do 
business in the State of New York, and has the limited liability company power and authority to 
own its properties and assets and to carry on its business as now being conducted. 

ARTICLE XIV 

OPERATION, ME~GER AND CONSOLIDATION RESTRICTIONS 

Section 19. I Intentionally Omitted 

Section 19.2 SPE Provisions. At all times during the term of this Lease, Tenant 
represent&, warrants and covenants that Tenant and each Subtenant, and all successors and 
assigns of Tenant and Subtenants, is, shall be and shall continue to be a "Special Purpose 
Entity" as defined in Schedule 19.2. The Operating Agreement of Tenant and each subtenant 
shaU include the Special Purpose Entity provisions set forth in Schedule 19.2. 

Section 19.3 Injunctive Relief. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary set 
forth in this Lease, the Parties hereto understand and agree that: (a) each term of Article XIX of 
this Lease is fully required to protect Landlord's interests, and that no such term confers a benefit 
on Landlord that is disproportionate to the detriment imposed on Tenant, if any; (b) th~ remedy 
at law for any breach by Tenant of Article XIX would be inadequate; (c) the damages flowing 
from such breach are not readily susceptible to measurement in monetary terms; and 
(d) Landlord shall be entitled to immediate injunctive relief restraining any breach thereof. 
Nothing in this Agreement shall be deemed to limit Landlord's remedies at law or in equity for 
any such breach by Tenant of any term or provision of Article XIX of this Lease. 

Section 19.4 Equity Interest§, In the event that Tenant or any constituent entity 
under this Lease is ever a fo1m of entity other than a limited liability company, the tenn 
"membership interest" as used in Articles XIX and XX hereof shall be deemed to mean the 
analogous fonn of equity ownership interest in such other type of entity, such as capital stock, 
partnership interest, beneficial interest or the like. 

Section 19.5 No Merger or Consolidation. Except as expressly provided 
elsewhere in this Lease, Tenant shall not sell, or offer for sale, its assets or otherwise merge, 
consolidate, amalga·mate or otherwise combine with any other entity other than selling 
non-material assets in the ordinary course of business, to any other entity, business or activity 
involving any of Tenant's officers, directors, members, managers, owners, representatives, 
agents, successors and assigns, and their respective successors, assigns, agents and 
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representatives. Except as expressly provided elsewhere in this Lease, Tenant, Subtenants, 
Guarai.1tor(s} and their AffiJiates, shall not sell or offer to sell, assign, transfer, convey, pledge, or 
encumber its/their membership interests to, or otherwise attempt to merge with or otherwise 
merge, consolidate, amalgamate or otherwise combine with any other entity, business or activity, 
whether involving any of Tenant's officers, directors. members, managers, owners, 
representatives, agents, successors and assigns, and their respective successors, assigns, agents 
and representatives, or otherwise. 

ARTICLE XX 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Section20.I _GOVERNING LAW. (a) ALL MATTERS PERTAINING TO 
THIS LEASE OR THE LEASED PREMISES SHALL BE GOVERNED BY AND 
CONSTRUED ACCORDING TO THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK AND 
ANY APPLICABLE LAW OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. TO THE 
FULLEST EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW, TENANT HEREBY 
UNCONDITIONALLY AND IRREVOCABLY WAIVES ANY CLAIM TO ASSERT 
THAT THE LAW OF ANY OTHER JURISDICTION GOVERNS THIS LEASE, AND 
THIS LEASE SHALL BE GOVERNED BY AND CONSTRUED IN ACCORDANCE 
WITH THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK (WITHOUT REGARD TO 
PRINCIPLES OF CONFLICTS OF LAWS). 

(b) ANY LEGAL SUIT, ACTION OR PROCEEDING AGAINST 
LANDLORD OR TENANT ARISING OUT OF OR RELATING TO THIS LEASE MAY 
AT LANDLORD'S OPTION BE INSTITUTED IN ANY FEDERAL OR STATE COURT 
IN THE CITY OF WffiTE PLAINS, COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER, PURSUANT TO 
SECTION S-1402 OF THE NEW YORK GENERAL OBLIGATIONS LAW, AND 
TENANT WAIV:ES ANY OBJECTIONS WHICH IT MAY NOW OR HEREAFTER 
HA VE BASED ON VENUE AND/OR FORUM NON CONVENIENS OF ANY SUCH 
SUIT, ACTION OR PROCEEDING, AND TENANT HEREBY IRREVOCABLY 
SUBMITS TO THE JURISDICTION OF ANY SUCH COURT IN ANY SUIT, ACTION 
OR PROCEEDING. TENANT DOES HEREBY DESIGNATE AND APPOINT: 

Lizer Josefovic 
HBLSNF,LLC 
1280 Albany Post Road 
Croton-on-Hudson, New York 10520 

AS ITS AUTHORIZED AGENT TO ACCEPT AND ACKNOWLEDGE ON ITS BEHALF 
SERVICE OF ANY AND ALL PROCESS WHICH MAY BE SERVED IN ANY SUCH 
SUIT, ACTION OR PROCEEDING IN ANY FEDERAL OR STATE COURT IN NEW 
YORK, NEW YORK, AND AGREES THAT SERVICE OF PROCESS UPON SAID 
AGENT AT SAID ADDRESS AND WRITTEN NOTICE OF SAID SERVICE MAILED 
OR DELIVERED TO TENANT IN THE MANNER PROVIDED IN ARTICLE XIII OF . 
THIS LEASE SHALL BE DEEMED IN EVERY RESPECT EFFECTIVE SERVICE OF 
PROCESS UPON TENANT IN ANY SUCH SUIT, ACTION OR PROCEEDING IN THE 
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STATE OF NEW YORK. TENANT (A) SHALL GIVE PROMPT WRITTEN NOTICE 
TO LANDLORD OF ANY CHANGED ADDRESS OF ITS AUTHORIZED AGENT 
HEREUNDER, (B) MAY AT ANY TIME AND FROM TIME TO TIME DESIGNATE, IN 
THE FORM OF A WRITTEN NOTICE TO LANDLORD, A SUBSTITUTE 
AUTHORIZED AGENT WITH AN OFFICE IN WHITE PLAINS, NEW YORK (WHICH 
SUBSTITUTE AGENT AND OFFICE SHALL BE DESIGNATED AS THE PERSON 
AND ADDRESS FOR SERVICE OF PROCESS), AND (C) SHALL PROMPTLY 
DESIGNATE SUCH A SUBSTITUTE IF ITS AUTHORIZED AGENT CEASES TO 
HA VE AN OFFICE IN NEW YORK, NEW YORK OR IS DISSOLVED WITHOUT 
LEAVING A SUCCESSOR AND NOTIFY LANDLORD JN WRITING OF SUCH 
SUBSTITUTION. 

Section 20.2 Waiver of Breach. The waiver by either party of a breach or 
violation of any provision of this Lease shall not operate as, or be construed to be a ~aiver of, 
any subsequent breach of the same or other provision hereof. No waiver shall be effective unless 
set forth in writing and signed by the party against whom such waiver is asserted. 

Section 20.3 Delay Not a Waiyer. Neither any failure nor any delay on the part 
of any party hereto in insisting upon strict perfollllance of any term, condition, covenant or 
agreement, or exercising any right, power, remedy or privilege hereunder. or any other document 
or instrument entered into or delivered in connection herewith or pursuant hereto, shall operate 
as or constitute a waiver thereof, nor shall a single or partial exercise thereof preclude any other 
future exercise, or the exercise of any other right, power, remedy or privilege. A waiver of one 
default with respect to any Person shall not be construed to be a waiver of any subsequent defau1t 
with respect to sucn Person or any other Person or to impair any remedy, right or power 
consequent thereon. 

Section 20.4 Force Majeure. Neither party shall be liable nor deemed to be in 
default (other than monetary defaults) for any delay or failure in perfonnance under this Lease or 
other interruption of service or employment deemed resulting, directly or indirectly, from acts of 
God, acts of public enemy, war, accidents, fires, explosions, earthquakes, floods, failure of 
transportation, strikes or other work interruptions by either Parties' emp1oyees, or any similar or 
dissimilar cause beyond the reasonable control of either party ("Force Majeure"). 

Section 20.5 Severability. In the event any provision of this Lease is 
held to be unenforceable for any mason, the unenforceability thereof shall not affect the 
remainder of this Lease so long as the intent of the parties under this Lease can still be effected, 
which shall remain in full force and effect and enforceable in accordance with its terms. 

Section 20.6 Entire Agreement: Affiendments. This instrument contains the 
entire agreement between the Parties hereto with respect to the subject matter hereof. All 
representations, promises and prior or contemporaneous undertakings between such Parties are 
merged into and expressed in this instrument, and any and aJ1 prior agreements between such 
Parties are hereby canceled. The agreements contained in this instrument shall not be amended, 
modified, or supplemented except by a written agreement duly executed by both Landlord and 
Tenant. 
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Section 20.7 Countemart Execution: EJectronic Execution. This Lea~e may be 
executed in any number of counterparts with the same effect as if the Parties hereto had signed 
the same document. All counteiparts will be construed together and shall constitute one lease. 
Signatures transmitted by email as PDFs shall have the same effect as original signatures. 

Section 20.8 Survival of Reoresentations and Warranties. Except as specifically 
provided otherwise in this Lease, all representations and warranties of Landlord and Tenant shall 
survive the Term of this Lease. 

Section 20.9 Use of Broke~. Landlord u.nd Tenant each represent and warrant 
to the other that no broker, finder or other person has been involved in regard to this Lease. 
Landlord and Tenant hereby agree to indemnify, defend and hold the other hannless from and 
against any and all claims, liabilities, costs and expenses of any kind (including the injured 
party's reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses) in any way relating to or arising from a chum by 
any Person that such Person acted on behalf of a party to this Lease in connection with the 
transactions contemplated herein. The provisions of this Section 20.9 shall survive the 
expiration and termination of this Lease. 

Section 20.10 Owner for Federal Tax Purposes. It is hereby agreed between 
Landlord and Tenant that for federdl; state and local income tax purposes Landlord will be the 
owner of the Leased Premises and Tenant will be the lessee thereof, and each party hereto agrees 
to characterize this Lease as a lease for federal, state and local income tax purposes and to file all 
tax returns consistent therewith. 

Section 20.11 Estoppel Certificates. Tenant shall, without charge, at any time 
and from time to time, within ten (10) days after written request by Landlord or Mortgagee, 
deliver a written instrument to Landlord or any other person specified by Landlord, duly 
executed and acknowledged, certifying the following and such other matters as may be 
reasonably required by Landlord, including without limitation, current financial information 
relating to Tenant: 

(a) That Tenant has accepted and is in possession of the Leased Premises; 

(b) 'fhat this Lease is unmodified and in full force and effect or, if there has 
been any modification, that the same is in ful] force and effect as so modified, and identifying 
any such modification; 

(c) Whether or not there are then existing any setoffs or defenses in favor of 
Tenant against the enforcement of any of the terms, covenants, and conditions of this Lease by 
Landlord and, if so, specifying the same, and also whether or not Landlord has observed and 
performed alJ of the terms, .covenants, and conditions on the part of Landlord to be observed and 
performed and, if not, specifying same; 

(d) That no Lease Defaults exist or are continuingj and 

(e) The dates to which Rent and all other c~arges hereunder have been paid. 
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Section 20.12 Confidentialioi . (a) Landlord and Tenant agree to keep all aspects 
of (but not the existence ot) this Lease confidential, and shall not disclose to any person other 
than the members, managers, owners, directors, officers, employees, agents, advisors, affiliates, 
brokers, lenders, attorneys or accountants (collectively the "Representatives") of the Parties 
hereto on a need-to-know basis, or to any Governmental Authority pursuant to regulatory 
authority, any confidential or proprietary information, knowledge or data concerning the 
business, affairs, operations, secrets, dealings or finances of the other party furnished directly or 
indirectly by such other party (collectively referred to as the "Confidential Information"). As 
used in this Lease, the term "Confidential Information" does not include any information which: 
(i) a.t the time of disclosure is generally available to and known by the public (other than as a 
result of a disclosure directly or indirectly by either party or their Representatives); (ii) was 
available to either party on a non-confidential basis from a source other than a party to this Lease 
or its Representatives, provided that such source is not and was not bound by a confidentiality 
agreement with the party hereto; (iii) has been independently acquired or developed by either 
party or their Representatives without violating any of the obligations hereunder; (iv) is required 
by law to be disclosed; or (v) relates to the tax structure, tax strategy or tax planning of this 
transaction. 

(t) In the event that either pany or any of the Representatives receives notice 
of a legal request for disclosure of any of the Confidential lnfonnation (by deposition, 
interrogatory, request for documents, subpoena, civil investigative demand or similar process), 
the party 1-eceiving such notice ("Receiving Party") shall promptly notify the other party 
("Notified Party") so that the Notified Party may seek a protective order or other appropriate 
remedy if it chooses to do so. Failure by the Notified Party to take action to seek a protective 
order or other reinedy and to notify the Receiving Party of such action prior to the required 
disclosure date, shall be deemed a waiver of the provisions of this section. In the event that a 
protective order or other remedy is not obtained oi that the Notified Party waives compliance 
with the provisions hereof, the Receiving Party shall exercise its best efforts to obtain a 
confidentiality agreement or protective order concerning the Confidentia1 lnfonnation, and in the 
absenc~ thereof, shall disclose only that portion of the Confidential Information which it is 
advised by written opinion of counsel is legally required to be disclosed, or which is compelled 
by court order. 

(g) In the even! of any breach or threatened breach here<:1f, Landlord or Tenant 
shall be entitled to equitable relief, including a temporary preliminary and pennanent injunction 
and specific performance, in addition to all other remedies available to them at law or in equity. 

(h) Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, Landlord (and each 
employee, agent, or other Representative of Landlord) may disclose to any and all persons, 
without limitation of any kind, the tax treatment and tax structure of this Lease, related 
documents and all materials of any kind (incJuding opinions or other tax analyses) that are 
provided to Landlord relating to such tax treatment and tax structure. For this purpose, the tax 
treatment of a transaction is the purported or claimed U.S. federal income tax treatment of the 
transaction and the tax structure of a transaction is any fact that may be relevant to understanding 
the purported or claimed U.S. federal income tax treatment of the transaction. 
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Section 20.13 Holdoyer. If, at the expiration of the Tenn, or earlier tennination 
of the Lease, Tenant continues to occupy the Leased Premises except during a Reimbursement 
Period, with Landlord's consent, such holding over shall not constitute a renewal of this Lease, 
but Tenant shall be a Tenant from month-to-month at 300% of the most recent Rent payable by 
Tenant hereunder, at Landlord's sufferance, and under the same tenns and conditions as were in 
force and effect at the expiration of the Tenn (except only as to the Term), and except that in the 
event Tenant shall continue to occupy the Leased Premises after the expiration of the Tenn, 
without a duly executed extension agreement in writing having been entered into by and between 
Landlord and Tenant, then if Landlord shall suffer any damage, loss, cost or expense as a result 
of such holdover, then Tenant, in addition to such increasr.cl Rent, &hall pay the amount thereof to 
Landlord immediately on demand. The provisions of this Section shall be deemed to be "an 
agreement expressly provided" otherwise as provided in Section 232-C of the Real Property Law 
of the State of New York. Holding Over. NOlhing con1ained herein shall constitute the consent, 
express or implied, of Landlord to the holding over of Tenant after the Expiration Date or earlier 
termination of this Lease. nor shall anything contained herein be deemed to limit Landlord's 
remedies. 

Section 20.14 Tenant's Waiver of Claim for Physical In iury. Landlord 
and Landlord's Indemnitees shall not be liable for, and Tenant waives and indemnifies Landlord 
and Landlord's Indemnitees against all claims for, damage or injury to person or property 
sustained by Tenant or any person claiming through Tenant, or otherwise, resulting from any 
accident or occurrence in, about, or upon the Leased Premises, whether occurring as a result of 
Landlord's active or passive negligence, or otherwise. 

(a) Such waiver shall include, but not be limited to, claims for damage 
resulting from: (i) any equipment or appurtenances becoming out of repair or any other capital 
improvement, replacement, repair or maintenance; (ii) injury done or occasioned by wind; 
(iii) any defect in or failure of plumbing, heating, or air conditioning equipment, electric wiring, 
gas, water and steam pipes, stairs, rail or walks; (iv) broken glass; (v) the backing up of any 
sewer pipe or washstand, water closet, waste pipe, drain or any other pipe or tank in, upon or 
about the Leased Premises~ (vi) the escape of steam or hot water; (vii) water, snow or ice being 
upon, falling from or coming through the roof, skylight, trap door, stairs, walks or any other 
place upon or near the Leased Premises; (viii) the falling of any fixture, plaster, drywall or 
stucco; and (ix) any act, omission or negligence of trespassers. 

Section 20.15 Binding Effect. This Lease does not constitute an offer to lease 
and shall not bind Landlord or Tenant unless and until each such party elects to be bound hereby 
by executing and delivering to the other party an executed original counterpart hereof. 

Section 20.16 Default by Landlord. Landlord shall in no event be charged with 
defauJt in the performance of any of its obligations hereunder unless and until Landlord shall 
have failed to perfonn such obligations within sixty (60) days of when they are due to be 
performed, except in cases when documents are required or consents needed in less than sixty 
(60) days in which case failure to render timely shall be deemed to be approval or consent of 
Landlotd (or such additional time as is reasonably required to correct any such defaul.t) except 
for Landlord's default in making timely payment of taxes and interest, in which case Landlord 
shall be in default when such payments are delinquent or past due. Tenant agrees to give to the 
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holder of record of any mortgage covering the Leased Premises notice simultaneously with any 
notice given to Landlord to correct any default of Landlord as hereinabove provided and agrees 
that the holder of record of any mortgage shall have the right, after receipt of notice of such 
defauJt, within sixty (60) days after the expiration of Tenant's applicable cure period with respect 
thereto, to correct or remedy such default before Tenant may take any action under this Lease by 
reason of such default. Landlord shall also give to the holder of any mortgage copies of any 
notices of default which it may give or send to Tenant. 

Section 20.17 ~. Tenant shall not do or suffer anything to be done whereby 
the Leased Premises, or any portion thereof, or any interest therein, may he encumbered by any 
liens of mechanics, laborers, or materialmen, chattel mortgages or any other liens. Tenant shall, 
whenever and as often as any such liens are filed against the Leased Premises, or any portion 
thereof. purporting to be for labor or material fumished or to be furnished to Tenant, discharge 
the same of record within thirty (30) days after the date of filing by payment, bonding or 
otherwise, as provided by law. In the event of the default of Tenant in procuring the discharge, 
as aforesaid, of any such Jien, Landlord may, with five (5) days prior notice, procure such 
discharge and the expenses incurred by Landlord in obtaining such discharge shalJ be paid by 
Tenant as Additional Rent within ten (10) days after notice from Landlord of the amount thereof. 

Section 20.18 Pub1icity. All news releases, publicity or advertising by Tenant or 
their Affiliates through any media intended to reach the general public which refers to Landlord, 
or its Affiliates, this Lease or the purchase of the Real Property shall be subject to the prior 
written approval of Landlord. 

Section 20.19 Trial by Jury. TENANT HEREBY AGREES NOT TO ELECT 
A TRIAL BY JURY OF ANY ISSUE TRIABLE OF RIGHT BY JURYt AND WAIVES 
ANY RIGHT TO TRIAL BY JURY FULLY TO THE EXTENT THAT ANY SUCH 
RIGHT SHALL NOW OR HEREAFTER EXIST WITH REGARD TO THIS LEASE, OR 
ANY CLAIM, COUNTERCLAIM OR OTHER ACTION ARISING IN CONNECTION 
'!'HEREWITH. TIDS WAIVER OF RIGHT TO TRIAL BY JURY IS GIVEN 
KNOWINGLY AND VOLUNTARILY BY TENANT, AND IS INTENDED TO 
ENCOMPASS INDIVIDUALLY EACH INSTANCE AND EACH ISSUE AS TO ·WHICH 
THE RIGHT TO A TRIAL BY JURY WOULD OTHERWISE ACCRUE. LANDLORD 
IS HEREBY AUTHORIZED TO FILE A COPY OF THIS PARAGRAPH IN ANY 
PROCEEDING AS CONCLUSIVE EVIDENCE OF THIS WAIVER BY TENANT. 

Section 20.20 Construction and Interpretation. The Parties have each negotiated 
the terms and conditions hereof and reviewed this Lease carefulJy. It is the intent of the Parties 
that each word, phrase, sentence and other part hereof shall be given its plain meaning, and that 
rules of intexpretation or construction of contracts that would construe any ambiguity of any part 
hereof against the draftsman, by virtue of being the draftsman, shall not apply. 

Section 20.21 Accord and Satisfaction. No payment by Tenant or receipt by 
Landlord of a lesser amount than shall be due hereunder, shall be deemed to be other than a 
payment on account nor shall any endorsement or statement on any check or any Jetter 
accompanying any check or payment as rent be given any effect or be deemed an accord and 
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satisfaction, and Landlord may accept such checks without prejudice to any other rights or 
remedies which Landlord may have. 

Section 20.22 Captions and Headings. The captions and headings set forth in this 
Lease are included for convenience and reference only, and the words obtained therein shall in 
no way be held or deemed to define, limit, describe, explain, modify, amplify or add to the 
interpretation, construction or meaning of, or the scope or intent of, this Lease, or any parts 
hereof or thereof. 

Section 20.23 Time is of the Essence. Time is of the essence of each and every 
ten:n, condition, covenant and warranty set forth herein or in any of the other Lease Documents. 

Section 20.24 Successors and Assigns. This Lease and the other Lease 
Documents shall (a) be binding upon Tenant and Tenant's legal representatives and pemlincd 
successors and pe1mitted assigns, and (b) inure to the benefit of Landlord and any other person 
or entity who may now or hereafter hold the interest of Landlord w1der this Lease and their 
respective successors and assigns. 

Section 20.25 No Third Pan y BeneficiariesThis Lease is solely for the benefit of 
Landlord, its snci;:essors and assigns, and Tenatlt, and nothing contained herein shall confer upon 
any person other than Tenant or Landlord or their respective successors and assigns, any right to 
insist upon or to enforce the performance or observance of any of the obligations contained 
herein, except only as may be otherwise specifically provided for in this Lease. All conditions to 
the obligations of Landlord to advance or make available proceeds of insurance OT condemnation 
are imposed solely and exclusively for the benefit of Landlord, its successors and assigns. No 
other person or entity shall have standing to require satisfactkin of such conditions in accordance 
with their tenns, and no other person or entity sha11, under any circumstances, be a beneficiary of 
such conditions, any or al] of which may be freely waived in whole or in part by LandJord at any 
time, if in Landlord's sole and absolute discretion, Landlord deems it advisable or desirable to do 
so. 

Section 20.26 Non Competition and Non Solicitation. 

Tenant agrees to th~ following restrictive covenants an.d agreements which 
covenants are not severable from this Lease and which are included to protect the value of the 
Leased Premises. Accordingly, Tenant agrees that it and their Affiliates will not, during the 
Term of this Lease at any lime for a period of two (2) years after the expiration or early 
termination of this Lease, diTectly or indirectly, together or alone or in conjunction with any 
others, engage in the following: 

(i) compete with the business conducted at the Facility, and·for these 
purposes will not own, manage, operate, join. control or participate in, or be connected as an 
officer, employee, partner, director, trustee or otherwise in any manner with a company which 
owns or operates (or provides consulting and/or management services to any skilled nursing 
facility located within the Primary Market of the Facility or (ii) any company providing hospice 
services in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, or, otherwise lend credit to a person, firm or 
entity of a type which they prohibited from owning, 
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(H) solicit or hire any then current or fonner {having provided services 
during the period commencing one year prior to such date of solicitation or hire) employees of 
the Facility (except for employment at the Facility), 

(iii) solicit or cause any then current resident of the Facility to move to 
another nursing facility unless, except during the Tenn of this Lease the Facility can no longer 
provide adequate care for such resident. 

Tenant acknowledges and agrees that the remedy at law for any breach or threat 
of breach of the foregoing agreements will be inadequate and that Landlord shall be entitled to 
in-junctive relief in addition to any tights or remedies available to it for any breach or threat of 
breach hereof. The foregoing covenants shall be deemed to be severable and if the same be held 
invalid by reason of length of time or area covered, or both, the Tenant agrees that such length of 
time or area covered, or either of them, shall be reduced to the extent necessary to cure such 
invalidity and the provisions hereof shall be enforceable to the fullest extent permitted by law. 

Section 20.27 Subdivision. If the Leased Premises are in excess of that which is 
required to operate the Facility in accordance with the Intended Use, Landlord may subdivide the 
Leased Premises and amend this Lease to include only so much of the Leased Pre~ises as is 
necessary to operate the FaciJity in accordance with the Primary Intended Use. If Landlord 
subdivides the Leased Premises there shall be no change in the Rent payable hereunder. After 
any such subdivision, Tenant shall have no rights to any land which is no longer part of the 
Leased Premises and Landlord may sell, lease or develop any land which is no longer part of the 
Leased Premises. If Landlord elects to subdivide the Leased Premises Tenant shall cooperate 
with. Landlord and take all actions reasonably requested by Landlord to effect such subdivision. 

Section 20.28 Landford Not in Control; No Partnership. None of the covenants 
or other provisions contained in this Lease shall, or shall be deemed to, give Landlord the right 
or power to exercise control over the affairs or management of Tenant, the power of Landlord 
b~ing limited to the rights to exercise the remedies referred to in this Lease. The re~ationship 
between Tenant, on the one hand, and Landlord, on the other hand, is, and at aH times shall 
remain, solely that of landlord and tenant. No covenant or provision of this Lease is intended, 
nor shall it be deemed or construed, tu create a partnership, joint venture, agency or common 
interest in profits or income between Landlord, on the one hand, and Tenant, on the other hand. 
Landlord undertakes or assumes no responsibility or duty to Tenant or to any other person with 
respect to the Facility or this Lease, except as expressly provided in this Lease; and 
notwithstanding any other provision of this Lease (a) Landlord shall not be construed as, a 
partner, joint venturer, alter ego, manager, controlling person or other business associate or 
participant of any kind of Tenant or its stockholders, members, or partners and Landlord never 
intends to ever assume such status; (b) Landlord shall not in any event be liab]e for any debts, 
expenses or losses incurred or sustained by Tenant; and (c) Landlord shall not be deemed 
responsible for or a participant in any acts, opiissions or decisions of Tenant or their 
stockholders, members, or partners. Landlord, on the one hand, and Tenant, on the other hand, 
disclaim any int~ntion to create any partnership, joint venture, agency or common interest in 
profits or income between Landlord, on the one hand, and Tenant, on the other hand, or any 
sharing of liabilities, losses, costs or expenses. 
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Section 20.29 Tenant Cooperation. Tenant agrees to cooperate with Landlord in 
providing, and upon request by Landlord or its lender, Tenant shall provide or cause its 
subtenants to provide, such documents, information, financial reports, and such other items as 
may be required by Mortgagee in connection with Landlord's loan or loans to acquire the Leased 
Premises. Tenant agrees to cause its outside counsel to provide updated healthcare opinions 
required ·by Mortgagee in connection with the healthcare operations by Tenant or its subtenants 
at the Facility, and if requfred by Mortgagee, an opinion of counsel as to the due formation of 
Tenant and its subtenants and due execution by said parties, and Tenant Affiliates, of the Lease, 
all subleases, all guaranties of the Lease, and any other documents executed by such parties in 
connection with the loan(s) from Mortgagee to Landlord. Tenant agyees to execute, and cause 
the subtenants lo execute, SNDAs in form and substance required by Mortgagee and by its 
prospective lender who will be making HUD-insured loans to Landlords. Tenant further agrees 
to cooperate with Landlord and with its lenders who are processing and will be making HUD 
Loans to Landlords. 

Section 20.30 Capitalized Terms. To the extent capitalized tenns use.d herein are 
not defined, they shall have t11e same meaning as capitaJized terms in the Loan Documents. 

Section 20.31 Affiliate. The tenn "Affiliate" shall mean, as to any Person, any 
other Person that, directly or indirectly, is in control of, is controlled by or is under common 
control with such Person or is a director or officer of such Person or of an Affiliate of such 
Person. 

ARTICLEXXI 

REMEDIES CUMULATIVE 

Section 21.1 The rights and remedies set forth under this Lease are in addition 
to al1 other rights and remedies afforded to Landlord under any of the other documents 
contemplated under this Lease ("Lease Documents") or at law or in equity, all of which are 
hereby reserved by Landlord, and this Lease is made and accepted without prejudice to any such 
rights and remedies. All of the rights and remedies of Landlord under each of the Lease 
Documents shall be separate and cumulative and may be exercised concurrently or successively 
in Landlord's sole and absolute discretion. 

ARTICLE XXll 

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY 

Section 22. l Li.ability. N<J member, manager, officer, .shareholder, employee or 
ageot of Landlord or its respective affiliates shall be held to any personal liability, jointly, or 
severally, for any obligation of, or claim against Landlord under this Lease. All persons dealing 
with Landlord, in any way, shall look only to the assets of LandJord for the payment of any sum 
or the performance of any obligations. 
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Section 22.2 Conseqµential Pamages. Under no circumstances shall Landlord 
be liable to Tenant or any subtenant or Affiliate of Tenant for any consequential, specified, 
exemplary or pennitted damages. 

Section 22.3 Liability Limited to Interest in Premises. Tenant shall look solely to 
Landlord's interest in the Leased Premises owned by Landlord to satisfy any liability arising 
under this Lease. It is specifically agreed that no constituent partner in Landlord or officer, 
director, member, manager or employee of Landlord shall ever be personally Hable for any such 
judgment or for the payment of any monetary obJigation to Tenant. Except as otherwise 
expressly provided herein, in no event shall Landlord ever b~ liable to Tenant for any indirect or 
consequential damages suffered by Tenant from whatever cause. 

ARTICLE XXIII 

REGULATORY ACTIONS 

Section 23. l Notice of Litigation. (a) Promptly after receipt by Tenant or its 
Affiliates of notice of the commencement thereof, Tenant shall provide Landlord with notice of 
all actions, suits, and proceedings before any Governmental Authority affecting Tenant, or its 
Affiliates or its Subtenants, which, if detennined adversely to Tenant, its Affiliates or its 
Subtenants, could result in a judgment equal to or greater than Fifty Thousand Dollars 
($50,000.00). 

(b) Notice of Regulatory Actions. Promptly after receipt by Tenant or its 
Affiliates of the notice of commencement thereof, Tenant shall provide Landlord with notice 
of (i) any audit, investigation, claim (excluding adjustments, complaints, and corrective 
activity in the ordinary course of business), proceeding, settlement, judgment, consent order, 
or corporate integrity agreement by or imposed by any Governmental Authority, (ii) any 
suspension, debannent or disquaiification of Tenant, its officers and members, or its 
AffiJiates from being a health care provider, government contractor, holder of any health care 
license or recipient of reimbursement from any third party payor, (iii) any suspension, 
terrninatjon, or revocation of any health care license of Tenant or any or any of Tenant's 
Affiliates or (lv) any self or voluntary disclosure of any overpayment to a third party payor 
by Tenant or any of Tenant's Affiliates. 

(c) Notice of Settlement Negotiations. Tenant shall provide Landlord 
with reasonable notice of any and all settlement discussions and/or negotiations (excluding 
adjustments, complaints and corrective activity in the ordinary course of business). between 
representatives of Tenant and/or its Subtenants and any Governmental Authority, including 
without limitation negotiations with respect to any claim, settlement agreement, consent 
order or corporate integrity agreement between Tenant and its Affiliates and any 
Governmental Authority ("Settlement Discussions"). In connection with Settlement 
Discussions, (i) Tenant shall timely provide Landlord with copies of any and all documents 
that Tenant and/or its Subtenants intends to submit, or that Tenant and/or its Subtenants 
receives, in connection with any Settlement Discussions. and (ii) Tenant shall advise 
Landlord as to the status of the Settlement Discussions. 
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No receipt of any such notice under subsections (a), (b) and (c) shaJl impose any 
obligation on Landlord to take any action or to enforce its rights hereunder or otherwise remedy 
the circumstances leading to such notice. 

ARTICLE XXIV 

ANTI-TERRORISM AND ANTI-MONEY LAUNDERING COMPLIANCE 

Section 24. l Compliance with Anti-Terrorism LawsTenant represents and 
warrants to Landlord that it is not, and, after making due inquiry, that no person who owns a 
controlling interest in or otherwise controls Tenant is, (i) listed on the Specially Designated 
Nationals and Blocked persons List (the "SDN Lfst'') maintained by the Office of Foreign Assets 
Control ("OFAC"), Department of the Treasury, and/or on any other similar list ("Other Lists" 
and, collectively with the SDN List, the "Lists") maintained by the OFAC pursuant to any 
authorizing statute, Executive Order or regulation (co11ectively, "OFAC Laws and 
Regulations'~; or (ii) a person (a "Designated Person") either (A) included within the tenn 
"designated national" as defined in the Cuban Assets Control Regulations, 31 C.F.R. Part 515, or 
(B) designated under Sections 1(a), l(b), l(c) or l(d) of Executive Order No. 13224. 66 Fed. 
Reg. 49079 (published September 25, 2001} or similarly designated under any related enabling 
legislation or any other similar Executive Orders (collectively, the "Executive Orders"). The 
OFAC Laws and Regulations and the Executive Orders are collectively referred to in this 
Agreement as the "Anti-Terrorism Laws". Tenant represents and waITants that it requires, and 
has taken reasonable measures to ensure compliance with the requirement, that no person who 
owns any other direct interest in Tenant is or shall be listed on any of the Lists or is or shall be a 
Designated Person. This Section MJ shall not apply to any person to the extent that such 
person's interest in Tenant is through a U.S. Publicly-Traded Entity. As used in this Lease, 
"U.S. Publidy~Traded Entity" means a person (other than an individual) whose securities are 
listed on a national securities exchange, or quoted on an automated quotation system, in the 
United States, or a whoJly··owned subsidiary of such a person. 

Section 24.2 Funds Invested in Tenant. Tenant represents and warrants that it 
has taken reasonable measures appropriate to the circumstances (and in any event as required by 
law), with respect to each holder of a direct or indirect interest in Tenant, to assure that funds 
invested by such holders in Tenant are derived from legal sources ("Anti-Money Laundering 
Measure.a.,). The Anti-Money Laundering Measures have been undertaken in accordance with 
the Bank Secrecy Act, 31 U.S.C. §§ 531 l. et seq. ("BSA"), Md an applicable laws, regulations 
and government guidance on BSA compliance and on the prev~ntion and detection of money 
laundering violations under 18 U.S.C. §§ 1956 and 1957 (collectively with the BSA, 
"Anti-Money Laundering Laws"). 

Section 24.3 No Violation of Anti·Money Laundering Laws. Tenant represents 
and wan·ants to Landlord, to its actual knowledge after making due inquiry, that neither Tenant 
nor any holder of a direct or indirect interest in Tenant (i) is under investigation by any 
governmental authority for, or has been charged with, or convicted of, money laundering under 
18 U.S.C. §§ J.956 and 1957, drug trafficking, terrorist-related activities or other money 
laundering predicate crimes, or any violation of the BSA, (ii) has been assessed civil ·penalties 
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under any Anti-Money Laundering Laws, or (iii) has had any of its funds seized or forfeited in an 
action under any Anti-Money Laundering Laws. 

Section 24.4 Tenant Compliance with Anti-Money Laundering Laws. Tenant 
rep1·esents and warrants to Landlord that it has· taken reasonable measures appropriate to the 
circumstances (in any event as required by law), to ensure that Tenant is in compliance with all 
current and future Anti·Money Laundering Laws and laws, regulations and govenunent guidance 
for the prevention of terrorism, terrorist financing and drug traffickin~ 

[SEE ATTACHED SIGNATURE PAGES] 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have e~ecuted or caused the execution of this 
Lease by their respective officers duly authorized as of the day and year first above written. 

LANDLORD: 

_White Plains H~1h~p--;rties I~ _ C,, 
• M..,ac~· cVilivpaany 

B::.:~- · 
_._...- , Manager 

TENANT: 

$L SNF, LLC, 
a New York limited liability company 

By: 
Name: ---------
Its: 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have executed or caused the execution of this 
Lease by their respective officers duly authorized as of the day and year first above written. 

LANDLORD: 

White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC, , 
a Massachusetts limited liability company 

By: _______ _ 
• Manager 

TENANT: 

HBLSNF, LLC, 
a New York limited liability company 

By. ~ Name: ~~f>'1ic... 
Its: 
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SCHEDULE J 8(k) 

Health Care Representations 

Health Care Representations. Tenant, for itself, and for the Subtenants, do 
hereby represent and warrant to Landlord, its successors and assigns, as of the date of the Lease, 
that: 

(a) All Medicare and Medicaid provider agreements, certificates of need, if 
applicable, certificatious, govenunental licenses, permits, regulatory agreements or other 
agreements and approvals, including certificates of operation, completion and occupancy, 
and state rmrsh1g facility licenses or other licenses required by Health Care Authorities 
(wr defined in the Least:) for the legal use, occupancy anrl operation of the Facility 
(collectively, the "Health Care Licenses"} for the Facility have been obtained by the 
party required to hold such Health Care Licenses and are in full force and effect, 
including approved provider status in any approved third-party payor program. Each 
Subtenant (hereinafter ''Operator") owns and/or possesses, and holds free from 
restrictions or conflicts with the rights of others, all such Health Care Licenses and will 
operate or cause the Facility to be operated in such a manner that the Health Care 
Licenses shall remain in full force and effect; 

(b) The Facility is duly licensed as a skilled nursing facility as required under 
the applicable laws of the State of New York. The licensed bed capacity of the Facility 
and the actual bed count operated at the Facility is 160. The Tenant has not applied to 
reduce the number of licensed OT certified beds of the Facility or to move or transfer the 
right to any and all of the licensed or certified beds of the Facility to any other location or 
to amend or otherwise change the Facility and/or the number of beds approved by the 
DOH oT other applicable state licensing agency, and there are no proceedings or actions 
pending or contemplated to reduce the number of licensed or certified beds of the 
Facility; 

(c) The Health Care License with respect to the Facility (i) has not been and wil1 
not be (A) transferred to any location other than lhe Facility m: (B) pledge.d as collateral 
security (other than any pledge as collateral security to Tenant's accounts receivable 
lender approved by Landlord which pledge is subject to the interests of (x) Landlord 
under the Lease and (y) Mortgagee, including the liens and security interests of the Loan 
Documents), (ii) is and will continue to be held free from restrictions or known conflicts 
that would materially impair t;he use.or operation of the Facility as intended, and (iii) is 
not provisional, probationary, or restricted in any way, except in instances where a 
Govemmenta1 Authority or Health Care Authority has issued a provisional, probationary 
or restricted license, permit or certification in the ordinary course pending issuance of a 
final license, pennit or certification; 

(d) Tenant has or will take an·y action to rescind, withdraw, revoke, amend, 
modify, supplement or otherwise alter the nature, tenor or scope of any Health Care 
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License or applicable provider payment program participation other than non-material 
alterations eff e.cted in the ordinary course of business; 

(e) Tenant and the operation of the Facility are in materia] comp1iance with 
the applicable provisions of the Laws and an orders, standards, policies, restrictions or 
rules of any Hea1th Care Authority having jurisdiction over the ownership, use, 
occupancy or operation of the Faci1ity, including (i) staffing requirements, (H) health and 
fire safety codes including quality and safety standards, (iii) accepted professional 
standards and principles that apply to the Operator's provision of services at the Facility, 
(iv) federal, state or local laws, rules, regu1ations or published interpretations or policies 
relating to the prevention of fraud and abuse, (v) insurance, rejmbursement and cost 
reporti~g requirements, government payment program requirements and disclosure of 
ownership and related information requirements, (vi) requirements of applicable Health 
Care Authorities, including those relating to the Facility's physical structure and 
environment, licensing, quality and adequacy of nursing facility care, distributions of 
pharmaceuticals, rate setting, equipment, personnel, operating policies, and additions of 
Facility and services, and (vii) any other applicable laws, regulations or agreements for 
reimbursement for the type of care or services provided by Tenant and/ with respect to 
the Facility. As used herein, .. material compliance" means a level of compliance that 
would keep Tenant and/ (and the operation of the Facility) free from any fina1 orders or 
sanctions by any Governmental Authority or Health Care Authority having jurisdiction 
over the operation of the Facility and would not adversely affect Tenant's and.l's 
operations, including, but not limited to, its right to receive reimbursement or insurance 
payments; 

(f) Tenant and the Facility are each in material compliance with the 
requirements for pa1ticipatio11 in the Medicare and Medicaid programs with respect to the 
Facility that currently participates in such programs and has a current provider agreement 
under Title XVill and/or XIX of the Social Security Ace which is in full force and effect. 
Facility has not harl any deficiencie.s on its most recent survey (standard or complaint that 
would result in a denial of payment for new admissions with no ~pportunity to correct 
prior to tennination. The Facility had not any deficiencies at "level G" or above on its 
most recent survey (standard or complaint), nor has Tenant been cited with any 
substaudard quality of care deficiencies (as that tenn is defined in Part 488 of 42 C.F.R.) 
for the past two consecutive surveys. The FaciJity has not been designated as a Special 
Focus Facility (as such term is defined by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid 
Services Special Focus FaciJity Program); ' 

(g) Neither Tenant nor the FacHity is a target of, partic..ipant in, or subject to 
any action, proceeding, suit, audit, investigation or sanction by any Health Care Authority 
or any other administrative or investigative body or entity or any other third party payor 
or any patient or resident (including, without limitation, whistleblower suits, or suits 
brought pursuant to federal or state False Claims Acts, and Medicaid/.Medicare/State 
fraud/abuse laws, but excluding medical malpractice claims and other civil liability 
lawsuits for which the Facility is maintaining insurance coverage in the ordinary course 
of business) which may re.sult, directly or indirectly or with the passage of time, in the 
imposition of a fine, penalty, alternative, interim or final sanction, a lower rate 
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certification, recoupment, recovery, suspension or discontinuance of all or part of 
reimbursement from any Health Care Authority, third-party payor, insurance carrier or 
private payor, a lower reimbursement rate for services rendered to eJigible patients, or 
any other civil or criminal remedy, or which could reasonably be expected to· have a 
material adverse effect on Landlord, Tenant , or the operation of the Facility, including 
the Facility's ability to accept or retain residents, or which could result in the 
appointment of a receiver or manager, or in the modification, limitation, annuJment, 
revocation, ll'ansfer, surrender, suspension or other impainnent of a HeaJth Care License, 
or affect Tenant's 's partjcipation in the Medicare, Medicaid, or third-party payor 
program, as applicable, or any su<X:essor program thereto, at current rate certification, nor 
has any such action, proceeding, suit, investigation or audit been threatened; 

(h) There aTe no agreements with residents of the Facility or with any other 
persons or organizations that deviate in any material adverse respect from or that conflict 
with, any statutory or. reguJatory requirements. All resident records at the Facility, 
including patient and/or resident accounts records, are true, complete, and correct in all 
material respects; 

(i) Other than the Medicare, Medicaid, and Veteran Administration programs, 
Tenant is not a participant in any federal, state or local program whereby any federdl, 
state or local government or qua.si-govemmentaJ body, or any intermediary, agency, 
board or other authority or entity may have the right to recover funds with respect to any 
Individual Property by reason of the advance of federal, state or local funds, including, 
w:i~hout Umitation, those authorized Wlder the Hill-Burton Act (42 U.S.C. 291, ,'1 w. 
Tenant has received no notice, and is not aware of any violation of applicable antitrust 
laws; · 

(j) Tenant's private payor, Medicaid, Medicare, and/or managed care 
company, insurance company or other third-party insurance accounts receivable with 
respect to the Facility are free of any liens and Tenant has not pledged any of its 
receivables as collateral security for any loan or indebtedness: 

(k) Tena11t is not a party to any collective bargaining agreemeut or other labor 
contract appHcable to persons employed by it at the Facility and there are no threatened 
or pending Jabor disputes at the Facility; 

(1) Tenant has instituted, and the Facility is operated in material compliance 
with, a compliance plan which follows applicable guidelines established by Health Care 
Authorities; 

(m) Tenant is in compliance with the Health Care Insurance Portability and 
AccountabiJity Act of 1996, and the regulations promulgated thereunder; 

(n) There is no threatened or pending revocation, suspension, termination, 
probation, restriction, limitation, or non-renewal affecting Tenant and/or the FaciJity or 
provider agreement with any third-party payor, Medicare or Medicaid; 
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(o) All Medicare, Medicaid, and private insurance cost reports and financial 
reports submitted by or on behalf of the Facility are and will continue to be materially 
accurate and complete and have not been and will not be misleading in any materia1 
respects; 

(p) The Facility and the use thereof complies in all material respects with all 
applicable local, state, and federal building codes, fire codes, anci other similar regulatory 
requirements and no waivers of such physical plant standards exist at the Facility; 

(q) Any existing agreement relating to the management or operation of the 
Facility is in full force and effect and is not in default by any party. In the event any 
management or operating agreement is tenninated or in the event of foreclosure or other 
acquisition, the subsequent operator need not obtain a certificate of need prior to applying 
for and receiving a license to operate the Facility or prior to receiving Medicare or 
Medicaid payments, as applicable; 

(r) There are no actions, suits, or proceedings at law or in equity by any 
person or entity. including any Governmental Authority or any Health Care Authority or 
other agency now pending or threatened against or affecting Tenant and/or the Facility, 
which actions, stiits or proceedings, individually or collectively, if detennined against 
Tenant and/or the Facility, might materialJy adversely affect the condition (financial or 
othe.rwise) or business of Tenant and/or the condition, ownership or operation of the 
Facility. 
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SCHEDULE 19.Z 

"Spedal Purpose Entity" sha11 mean a corporation, limited partnership or limited liability 
company (such entity sometimes referred to herein as the "Company") which at all times on and 
after the date hereof: 

(d) is organized solely for the purpose of (i) acquiring, developing, owning, 
holding, selling, leasing, transferring, exchanging, managing and opera.ling the Leased 
Premises, entering into this Lease with Landlord, subleasing the Leased Premises to affiliated 
subtenants; and (ii) transacting lawful business that is incident, necessary and appropriate to 
accomplish the foregoing; 

(e) is not engaged and will not engage, directly or indirectly, in any business 
unrelated to those activities requfred or permitted to be perfonned under the Lease, including 
pursuant to this definition of "Special Purpose Entity" and Subsection (a) above, as 
applicable; 

(f) does not have and will not have any assets other than those (i) related to 
the Leased Premises or its partnership interest in the limited partnership or the member 
interest in the limited liability company that operates the Leased Premises or acts as the 
general partner or managing member thereof, as applicable, and (ii) incidental personal 
property necessary for the conduct of its business, as applicable; 

(g) has not engaged, sought or consented to and wilJ not engage in, seek or 
consent. to any dissolution, winding up, liquidation, consolidation, merger, sale of all or 
substantial1y all of its assets, transfer of partnership or membership interests (if such entity is 
a general partner in a limited partnership or a member in a Jimited liability company) or 
amendment of its limited partnership agreement, articles of incorporation, .articles of 
organization, certificate of formation or operating agreement (as applicable) with respect to 
the matters set forth in this definition; 

(h) is and wil1 remain solvent and pay its debts and liabilities {including, as 
applicable, shared personnel and overhead expenses) from its assets as the same shall become 
due, and is maintaining and will maintain adequate capital for the nonnal ohHgations 
reasonably foreseeabJe in a business of its size and character and in light of its contemplated 
business operations; 

{i) has not failed and wilJ not fail to correct any known misunderstanding 
regarding its separate identity; 

U) has maintained and wm maintain its accounts, books and records separate 
from those of any other person, individual or entjty (a "Person") and maintain its bank 
accounts separate from those of any other Person. To the extent required by law to file a tax 
return, will tile its own tax returns, except to the extent it is required to file consolidated tax 
returns by law; 
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(k) has maintained and will ma:intain its own records, books, resolutions and 
agreements; 

(I) has not commingled and will not commingle its funds or assets with those 
of any other Person and has not participated and will not participate in any cash management 
system with any other Person other than pursuant to its [insert any credir facilities or 
accounts receivables financings]; 

(m)has held and will hold its assets in its own name; 

(n) has conducted and will conduct its business in its name; 

(o) has maintained and will maintain its financial statements, accounting 
records and other entity documents separate from any other Person and has not pennitted and 
will not permit its assets to be Jisted as assets on the financial statement of any other entity 
except as required by GAAP; prov)ded, however, that any such consolidated financia] 
statement shall contain a note indicating that its separate 11.ssets and liabilities are neither 
available to · pay the debts of the consolidated entity nor constitute obligations of the 
consolidated entity; 

(p) has paid and will pay its own liabilities and expenses, including the 
salaries. of its own employees, if any, out of its own funds and assets, and has maintained and 
will maintain a sufficient number of employees, if any, in light of its contemplated business 
operations and in accordance with all Laws; 

(q) has observed and will observe all partnership, corporate or limited liability 
company fonnalities, as applicable; 

(r) has and will have no indebtedness other than (i) liabiJities under this Lease 
or any Sublease (ii) liabilities incum-..rl in the ordinary course of business relating to the 
ownership and operation of the Leased Premises and the routine administration of Tenant, 
and (iii) such other liabilities that are pennitted under this Lease; 

(s) has not and will not assume or guarantee or become obligated for the debts 
oi any other Person or hold out its credit as being available to satisfy the obligatioi1s·of any 
other Person except as pennitted pursuant to this Lease; 

(t) has not and will not acquire obligations or securities of its partners, 
members or shareholders or any other Affiliate~ 

(u) has allocated and will allocate fairly, reasonably and in accordance with 
all Laws, any overhead expenses that are shared with any Affiliate, including, but not limited 
to, paying for shared office space and servic.es performed by any employee of an Affiliate; 

(v) maintains and uses and will maintain and use separate stationery, invoices 
and checks bearing its name. The stationery, invoices, and ched~s utilized by the Tenant or 
utilized to collect its funds or pay its expenses shall bear its own name and shall not bear the 
name of any other entity; 
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(w)has not pJedged and will not pledge its assets for the benefit of any other 
Person; 

(x) has held itself out and identified itself and will hold itself out and identify 
itself as a separate and distinct entity under its own name and not as a division or part of any 
other Person; 

(y) has maintained and will maintain its assets in such a manner that it will not 
be costly or difficult to segregate, ascertain or identify its individual assets from those of any 
other Person; 

(z) has not made and will not make loans to any Person or hold evidence of 
indebtedness issued by any other Person or entity; 

(aa) has not identified and wiU not identify its partners, members or 
shareholders, or any Affiliate of any of them, as a divio\lion or part of it, and has not identified 
itself and shall not identify itself as a division of any other Person; 

(bb) has not entered into or been a party to, and wm not enter into or be a 
party to, any transaction with its partners, members, shareholders or Affiliates except (A) in 
the ordinary course of its business and on tenns which are incrinsically fair, commercially 
reasonable and are in compliance with all Laws and no less favorable to it than would be 
obtained in a comparable arm's-length transaction with an unrelated third party and (B) in 
connection with this Lease; 

(cc) has not and will not have any obligation to, and will not, indemnify its 
partners, officers, directors or members, as the case may be, unless such an obligation is fully 
subordinated to the Rent payable under this Lease and will not constitute a claim against it in 
the event that cash flow in excess of the amount required to pay the Rent is insufficient to 
pay such obligation; 

(dd) it shall consider the interests of its creditors in connection with all 
limited liability company actions; 

(ee) does not and wilJ not have any of its obligations guaranteed by any 
Affiliate except obligations under this Lease; 

(ff) if such entity is a limited liability company, it shall have its own board of 
directors or board of managers, and shall cause such board to meet at least annually or act 
pursuant to written consent and keep minutes of such meetings and actions and observe all 
other corporate formalities; 

(gg) has complied and will comply with all of the terms and provisions 
contained in its organizational documents. The statement of facts contained in its 
organizationaJ documents are rrue and correct and will remain true and correct; 

(hh) has not and will not permit any other Person independent access to its 
bank accounts; 
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(ii) has caused and will cause all representatives of Tenant to act at alJ times 
with respect to Tenant consistently and in furtherance of the foregoing; and 

(jj) has not and will not form, acquire, or hold any subsidiary or own any 
equity interest in any other entity. 
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GUARANTY OF LEASE 

THIS GUARANTY OF LEASE (this "Guaranty") is made as of November 19, 2015, 
by Lizer Jozofovic ("Guarantor"), to WHITE PLAINS HEAL TH CARE PROPERTIES I, 
LLC, a Massachusetts limited liability company ("Landlord"). 

RECITALS 

A. Landlord has been requested by HBL SNF, LLC a New York Limited Liability 
Company ("Tenanf') to enter into an Amended and Restated Lease and Security Agreement 
dated as of November 19, 20 IS (the ''Lease"), whereby Landlord would lease to Tenant, and 
Tenant would lease from Landlord, certain premises located in White Plains, New York, as more 
particularly described in the Lease (the "Premises"). 

B. Tenant is owned by Guarantor, and Guarantor will derive substantial economic 
benefit from the execution and delivery of the Lease. 

C. Guarantor acknowledges that Landlord would not enter into the Lease unless this 
Guaranty accompanied the execution and delivery of the Lease. 

D. Guarantor hereby acknowledges receipt of a copy of the Lease. 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the execution and delivery of the Lease and 
of other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby 
aclmowledged, Guarantor covenants and agrees as follows: 

1. DEFINITIONS. Defined tenns used in this Guaranty and not otherwise defined 
herein have the meanings assigned to them in the Lease. 

2. COVENANTS OF GUARANTOR. 

2.1 Guarantor absolutely, unconditionally and irrevocably guarantees, as a 
primary obligor and not merely as a surety: (i) the full and prompt payment of all Minimum Rent 
and Additional Rent and all other rent, sums and charges of every type and nature payable by 
Tenant under the Lease, whether due by acceleration or otherwise, including costs and expenses 
of collection (col1ectively, th_e ~'Monetary Obligations")., and (ii) the full, timely and complete 
performance of all covenants, tenns, conditions, obligations, indemnities and agreements to be 
performed by Tenant under the Lease, inch1ding·any indemnities or other obligations of Tenant 
that survive the expiration or earlier termination of the Lease (all of the obligation.s described in 
clauses (i) and (ii), are collectively referred to herein as the "Obligations,,). 

2.2 Guarantor agrees with Landlord that (i) any action, suit or proceeding of 
any kind or nature whatsoever (an "Action") commenced by Landlord against Tenant, Guarantor 
or any Other Guarantor of the Lease ("Other Guarantor") to enforce the Obligations shall not 
prejudice in any way L.an~lord 1s rights to enforce the Obligations in any subsequent Action 
against Tenant, Guarantor or any Other Guarantor, (ii) Landlord may, at its option, join 
Guarantor in any Action against Tenant or any Other Guarantor or seek recover against 
Guarantor without Landlord first ass'erting, prosecuting, or exhausting any remedy or claim 
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against Tenant or any Other Guarantor and (iii) Guarantor will be conclusively bound by a 
judgment entered in any Action in favor of Landlord against Tenant whether or not Guarantor is 
entered as a party or participates in such Action. 

2.3 If Landlord proposes to grant a mortgage on, or refinance any mortgage 
encumbering the Premises or any portion thereof, Guarantor shall cooperate in the process, and 
shall permit Landlord and the proposed mortgagee to meet with Guarantor or, if applicable, 
officers of Guarantor and to discuss Guarantor's business and finances. On request of Landlord, 
Guarantor agrees to provide any such prospective mortgagee the infonnation to which Landlord 
is entitled hereunder, provided that if any such information is not publicly available, such 
nonpublic information shall be made available on a confidential basis. Guarantor agrees to 
execute, acknowledge and deliver documents requested by the prospective mortgagee (such as a 
consent to the financing. without encumbering Guarantor's or Tenant's assets, a consent to a 
colJateral assignment of the Lease and of this Guaranty, estoppeJ certificate, and a subordination, 
non-disturbance and attomment agreement), customary for tenants and their guarantors to sign in 
connection with mortgage loans to landlords, so long as such documents are in fonn then 
customary among institutional lenders (provided the same do not materially and adversely 
change Tenant's rights or obligations under the Lease or materially and adversely change 
Guarantor's rights and obligations under this Guaranty). 

3. GUARANTOR'S OBLIGATIONS UNCONDITIONAL. 

3.1 This Guaranty is an absolute and unconditional guaranty of payment and 
of performance, and not of collection, and shall be enforceable against Guarantor without the 
neeessity of the commencement by Landlord of any Action against Tenant, and without the 
necessity of any notice of nonpayment, nonperfonnance or nonobservance, or any notice of 
acceptance of this Guaranty, or of any other notice or demand to which Guarantor might 
otherwise be entitled, all of which Guarantor hereby expressly waives in advance. The 
obligations of Guarantor hereunder are independent of, and may exceed, the obligations of 
Tenant. 

3.2 This Guaranty shall apply notwithstanding any extension or renewal of the 
Lease, or any holdover following the expiration or termination of the Lease Term or any renewal 
or extension of the Lease Term. 

3.3 This Guaranty is a continuing guarantee and will remain in full force and 
effect notwithstanding. and the liability of Guarantor hereunder shal1 be absolute and 
unconditional irrespective of any or aJI of the following: (i) any renewals, extensions. 
modifications, alterations or amendments of the Lease {regardless of whether Guarantor 
consented to or bad notice of same); (ii) any releases or discharges of Tenant or any Other 
Guarantor other than the full release and complete discharge of all of the Obligations; 
(iii) Landlord's failure or delay to assert any claim or demand or to enforce any of its rights 
against Tenant or any Other Guarantor ; (iv) any extension of time that may be granted by 
Landlord to Tenant or any Other Guarantor; (v) any assignment or transfer of all of any part of 
Tenant's interest under the Lease (whether by Tenant, by operation of law, or otherwise); 
{vi) any subletting, concession, franchising, licensing or permitting of the Premises or any 
portion thereof; (vii) any changed or different use of the Premises (or any portion thereof); 
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(viii) any other dealings or matters occurring between Landlord and ·Tenant or any Other 
Guarantor; (ix) the talcing by Landlord of any additional guarantee~, or the receipt by Landlord of 
~y collateral, from Tenant. any Oth~r Guarantor or any other persons or entities; (x) the release 
by Landlord of any Other Guarantor; (xi) Landlord's release of.any security provided under the 
Lease or any other guaranty; (xii) LandJord's failure to perfect any landlonPs lien or other lien or 
security interest available under appiicable L~·gal Requirements; {xiii) any assumption by any 
person of any or all of Tenant'$ oblig~tions under the Lease or any Other Guaran.tor's obligations 
under any other guaranty, or Tenant's assignment of any or all of its rights and interests under 
the Lease, (xiv) the power or authority or Jack thereof of Tena.nt to ex.ecute, acknowledge or 
deliver the Lease; (xv) the existence, non..exis~nce or lapse at any time of Tenant as a legal 
entity or the existence, non-existence or termination of any corporate, ownership, business or 
other relationship between Tenant and Guarantor; ("vi) any sale or assignment by Landlord of 
any or all of this Guaranty, any other guaranty and the Lea5e (including any direct or collateral 
.~signment by Landlord to any mortgagee); (xvii) the solvency or Jack of solvency of Tenant or 
any Other Guarant<;>r 11t any time .or from time to time; or (xviii) any o~er cause, wheth.er similar 
or dissi~ilar to any of the foreg9ing, that mighi constitute a legal or equitable dischorge of 
Guarantor (whether or not Guarantor shall have knowledge or notice thereof) other than payment 
and perfonnance in full of the Obligations; (x.ix) the release or discharge of Tenant in any state 
or federal credit<>rs' proceedings, receivership, bankruptcy or other proceeding; (xx) the 
impainnent, limitation or modification of the liability of Tenant or the estat~ of Tenant in 
bankruptcy, or of any remedy for the enforcement of Tenant's liability under the Lease, resulting 
from the operation ot any present or future provision of the United States Bankruptcy Code (11 
U.S.C. § 101 et seq.,. as amended), or from other statute, or from the order of any court; (~i) the 
rejection, disaffirmance or other termination of the Lease in any such proceeding; (xxii) the 
assertion or the failure to assert by. Landlord against Tenan4 of any of the ·rjghts or remedies 
reserved to Landlord pursuant to the provisions of the Lease; or (xxiii) if at any time the payment 
of any amou.nt due unqer the Lease or this Guaranty is rescinded o.r must otherwise be returned 
by Landlord for any reason, in such event, Guarantor shall pay to Landlord an amount equal to 
any such p11yment that has beeri rescinded or returned. This Guaranty shall continue to be 
effective if at any time the payment of any amount due under the Lease or this Guaranty is 
rescinded or must otherwise be returned by Landlord for any reason Without in any way limiting 
the generality of the foregoing, Guarantor specifically agree·s that (A) if Tenant's obligations 
under the Lease are modified or amended with the express· w1itten c0nsent of Landlord, this 
Guaranty shall extend to such obligations as so amended or modified without notice ·to, 
consideration to, or the consent of, Guarantor, and (B) this Guaranty shall be applicable to any 
obligations of Tenant arising in connection with a tennination of the Lease, whether voluntary or 
otherwise. Guarantor hereby consents, prospectively, to Landlord's taking or entering into any 
or all of the foregoing actions or omissions. For purposes of this Guaranty and the obligations 
and liabilities of Guarantor hereunder, "Tenant" shall be deemed to include any and all 
concessionaires, licensees, franchisees, department operators, assignees, subtenants, permittees 
or others directly or indirectly operating or conducting a business in or from the Premises or any 
portion thereof, as fully as if any of the same were the named Tenant under the Lease. 

3.4 Notwithstanding anything to the contrary hereunder, Guarantor shall be 
released and discharged from all liability with respect to any obligations. of Tenant under the 
Lease arising or accruing after the Commencement Date (the "Guaranty Termination Date"); 
provided that 60 days prior to the Commencement Date Tenant has delivered to Landlord (i) (a) 
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an unconditional Letter of Credit, in accordance with the Section 7.1 (a)(ii) of the Lease in the 
amount of $3,700,000, or (b) $3,700,000 in cash to secure the fuU and timely payment end 
performance of Tenant's obligations under the Lease, (ii) an agreement by Capital Funding 
Group, which cannot be amended except by an agreement in writing signed by Landlord, Tenant 
and Capital Funding Group. in the form attached as Exhibit 7. I (a) of the Lease or otheiwise 
approved by Landlord and Landlord's lenders in their reasonable discretion, wherein and 
whereby Capital Funding Group agrees to allow Tenant to draw down on its Credit Line each 
month so as lo enable Capital Funding Group to pay directly to Landlord the sum of $506,096.50 
per month commencing the Commencement Date and on each day Fixed Rent is due under the 
Lease for the following 1 I months, and (iii) and released to Landlord alJ funds in the controlled 
account number 7272 in JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. in the amount not less than 
$1,600,000 to be held as an additional Security Deposit by Landlord. After the Guaranty 
Termination Date, Guarantor shall continue to remain personalJy liable pursuant to the tenns of 
this Guaranty for (i) all obligations of Tenant under the Lease which arose or accrued on or prior 
to the Guaranty Termination Date and (ii) any liability of Tenant arising out of a breach of any 
warranty or representation of Tenant under Lease, and all documents executed by Tenant in 
connection therewith, (iii) and any liability of Guarantor arising out of a breach of any warranty 
of representation hereunder. 

4. WAIVERS OF GUARANTOR. 

4.1 Without limitation of the foregoing, Guarantor waives (i) notice of 
acceptance of this Guaranty, protest, demand and dishonor, presentment, and demands of any 
kind now or hereafter provided for by any statute or rule of law, (ii) notice of any actions taken 
by Landlord or Tenant under the Lease or any other agreement or instrument relating thereto, 
(iii) notice of any and all defaults by Tenant in the payment of Minimum Rent and Additional 
Rent or other rent, charges or amounts, or of any other defaults by Tenant under the Lease, 
(iv) all other notices, demands and protests, and all other formalities of every kind in connection 
with the enforcement of the Obligations, omission of or delay in which, but for the provisions of 
this Section 4, might constitute grounds for relieving Guarantor of its obligations hereunder, 
(v) any requirement that Landlord protect, secure, perfect, jnsure or proceed against any security 
interest or lien, or any property subject thereto, or exhaust any right or take any action against 
Tenant, any Other Guarantor or any other person or entity (including any additional guarantor or 
Guarantor) or against any collateral, and (vi) the benefit of any statute of limitations affecting 
Guarantor's liability under this Guaranty. 

4.2 GUARANTOR HEREBY WAIVES TRIAL BY JURY IN ANY 
ACTJON, PROCEEDING OR COUNTERCLAIM BROUGHT BY ANY PERSON OR 
ENTITY WITH RESPECT TO ANY MATTER WHATSOEVER ARISING OUT OF OR IN 
ANY WAY CONNECTED WITH: THIS GUARANTY; THE LEASE; ANY J.,IABILITY OR 
OBLIGATION OF TENANT IN ANY MANNER RELATED TO THE PREMISES OR ANY 
PORTION THEREOF; ANY CLAIM OF INJURY OR DAMAGE IN ANY WAY RELATED 
TO THE LEASE AND/OR THE PREMISES (OR ANY PORTION THEREOF); ANY ACT OR 
OMISSION OF TENANT, ITS AGENTS, EMPLOYEES, CONTRACTORS, SUPPLIERS, 
SERVANTS, CUSTOMERS, CONCESSIONAIRES, FRANCHISEES, PERMlTIEES OR 
LICENSEES; OR ANY ASPECT OF THE USE OR OCCUPANCY OF, OR THE CONDUCT 
OF BUSINESS IN, ON OR FROM THE PREMISES (OR ANY PORTION THEREOF). 
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GUARANTOR SHALL NOT INTERPOSE ANY COUNTERCLAIM OR COUNTERCLAIMS 
OR CLAIMS FOR SET-OFF, RECOUPMENT OR DEDUCTION OF RENT lN ANY ACTION 
BROUGHT BY LANDLORD AGAINST GUARANTOR UNDER nns GUARANTY. 
GUARANTOR SHALL NOT BE ENTITLED TO MAKE, AND HEREBY WAIVES, ANY 
AND ALL DEFENSES AGAINST ANY CLAJM ASSERTED BY LANDLORD OR IN ANY 
SUJT OR ACTION INSTITUTED BY LANDLORD TO .E-NFORCE THIS GUARANTY OR 
THE LEASE. IN ADDITION, GUARANTOR HEREBY WAIVES, BOTH WITH RESPECT 
TO THE LEASE AND WITH RESPECT TO THIS GUARANTY, ANY AND ALL RlGHTS 
WIBCH ARE WAIVED BY TENANT UNDER THE LEASE, IN TIIE SAME MANNER AS 
IF ALL SUCH WAIVERS WERE FULLY RESTATED HEREIN. THE LIABILITY OF 
GUARANTOR UNDER TIIlS GUARANTY IS PRIMARY AND UNCONDITIONAL. 

4.3 Guarantor expressly waives any and all rights to defenses arising by 
reason of (i) any "one-action" or "anti-deficiency" law or any other Jaw that may prevent 
Landlord from bringing any action, including a cJaim for deficiency, against Guarantor before or 
after Landlord's commencement or completion of any action against Tenant or any Other 
Guarantor; (H) ANY ELECTION OF REMEDIES BY LANDLORD (INCLUDING ANY 
TERMINATION OF THE LEASE) THAT DESTROYS OR OTHERWISE ADVERSELY 
AFFECTS GUARANTOR'S SUBROGATION RIGHTS OR GUARANTOR'S RIGHTS TO 
PROCEED AGAINST TENANT FOR REIMBURSEMENT; (iii) any disability, insolvency, 
bankruptcy, lack of authority or power, death, insanity, minority, dissolution, or other ·defense of 
Tenant, of any other guarantor (or any other Guarantor), or of any other pers.on or entity, or by 
reas~~ of the cessation of Tenant's liability from any cause whatsoever, other than full and fina_l 
payment in legal tender and performance of the Obligations; (iv) any right to ·claim discharge of 
any 9r -.n of the Obligations on the basis .of unjustified impainnent of any collateral for the 
Obligations; (v) any change in the relationship between Guarantor and Tenant or any Other 
Guarantor or any termination of su.ch relationship; (vi) any irregularity, defect or una~orized 
action by any or all of Landlord, Tenant, any Other Guaran~or or surety, or any of their 
re~pcctive officers, directors or qther agents in executing and delivering any insirutnent or 
agreements relCJting to the Obligations or in carrying o\lt or aJtempting to can'.y out the terms of 
any such agreements; (vii) any assjgnment, endorsement or transfer, in who·J~ or in part, of the 
Obligations. whether made with or without notice to or consent of Guarantor; (viii) if the 
recovery from Tenant or any pther Pc~son (including any Other Guarantor) becomes barred by 
any statute of limita~ions or is otherwise prevented; (ix) the benefits of any and all statutes, laws, 
rules or regulations applicable in the State of Illinois which may require the prior or concurrent 
joinder of any other party to any action on this Guaranty; (x) any release or other reduction of the 
Obl~gations arising as a result of the expansion, release, substitution, deletion, addition, or 
rep.lacement (whether or not in accordance with the tenns of the Lease) of the Premises or any 
portion thereof; or (xi) any neglect, delay, omission, failure or refusal of Landlord to take or 
prosecute any action for the oollection or enforcement of any of the Obligations or to foreclos·e or 
take or prosecute any action in connection with any lien or right of security (including perfection 
thereof) existing or to exist in connection with, or as security for, any of the Obligations, it being 
the intention hereof that Guarantor shall remain liable as a principal on the Obligations 
notwithstanding any act, omission or event that might, but for the provisions hereof, otherwise 
operate as a legal or equitable discharge of Guarantor. Guarantor hereby waives all defenses of a 
surety to which it may be entitled by statute or otherwise. 
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S. SUBORDINATION; SUBROGATION. 

S.1 Guarantor subordinates to and postpones in favor of the Obligations 
(i) any present and future debts and obligations of Tenant or any Other Guarantor to Guarantor 
(the "Indebtedness''), including: (A) salary, bonuses, and other payments pursuant to any 
employment arrangement; (B) fees, reimbursement of expenses and other payments pursuant to 
any independent contractor arrangement; (C) principal and interest pursuant to any Indebtedness; 
(D) distributions payable to any partners, members or shareholders of Guarantor or Affiliates of 
Guarantor; (E) lease payments pursuant to any leasing arrangement; (F) any management fees; 
and (G) all rights, liens and security interests of Guarantor, whether now or hereafter arising, in 
any assets of the Tenant or any Other Guarantor, and (ii) any liens or security interests securing 
payment of the Indebtedness. Guarantor shall have no right to possession of any assets of Tenant 
or any Other Guarantor or to foreclose upon any such asset, whether by judicial action or 
otherwise, unless and until the Obligations have been paid and perfo1med in full. · Guarantor 
agrees that Landlord shall be subrogated to Guarantor with respect to Guarantor's claims against 
Tenant or any Other Guarantor and Guarantor's rights, liens and security interest, if any, in any 
of Tenant's or any Other Guarantor's assets and proceeds thereof Wltil all of the Obligations 
have been paid and perfonned in full. 

5.2 After the occurrence of an Event of Default and until such Event of 
Default is cured or after the commencement of any bankruptcy or insolvency proceeding by or 
against Tenant and until such proceeding is dismissed, Guarantor shall not: (i) make any 
distributions or other payments to any partners, parent entities, or Affiliates of Guarantor (other 
than to Tenant); or (ii) ask for, sue for, demand, take or receive any payment, by setoff or in any 
other manner, including the receipt of a negotiable instrument, for all or any part of the 
Indebtedness owed by Tenant, or any successor or assign of Tenant, including a receiver, trustee 
or debtor in possession (the tenn "Tenant" shall include any such successor or assign of Tenant) 
until the Obligations have been paid in full; however, if Guarantor receives such a payment, 
Guarantor shall immediately deliver the payment to Landlord for credit against the then 
outstanding balance of the Obligations, whether matured or unrnatured. Notwithstanding 
anything in this Section 5 to the contrary, after an Event of Default has occurred and is 
outstanding, Guarantor may make cash contributions to Tenant. 

5.3 Guarantor shall not be subrogated, and hereby waives and disclaims any 
claim or right against Tenant by way of subrogation or otherwise. Lo any of the rights of 
Landlord under the Lease or otherwise, or in the Premises (or any portion thereof), which may 
arise by any of the provisions of this Guaranty or by reason of the performance by Guarantor of 
any of its Obligations hereunder. Guarantor shall look solely to Tenant for any recoupment of 
any payments made or costs or expenses incurred by Guarantor pursuant to this Guaranty. If any 
amount shall be paid to Guarantor on account of such subrogation rights at any time when all of 
the Obligations shall not have been paid and performed in full. Guarantor shall immediately 
deliver the payment to Landlord for credit against the then outstanding balance of the 
Obligations, whether matured or unmatured. 

6. RFJ>RESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES OF GUARANTOR. Guarantor 
represents and warrants that: 
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6.1 This Guaranty is valid and binding upon and enforceable against 
Guarantor without the requirement of further action or condition. 

6.2 The execution, delivery and performance by Guarantor of this Guaranty 
does not and will not (i) contravene any applicable Legal Requirements, the organizational 
documents of Guarantor, if applicable, any order, writ, injunction, decree applicable to 
Guarantor, or any contractual restriction binding on or affecting Guarantor or any of its 
properties or assets, or (ii) result in or require the creation of any lien, security interest or other 
charge or encwnbrance upon or with respect to any of its properties or assets. 

6.3 No approval, consent, exemption, authorization or other action by, or 
notice to, or filing with, any governmental authority is necessary or required in connection with 
the execution, delivery or performance by, or enforcement against, Guarantor of this Guaranty or 
any other instrument or agreement required hereunder. 

6.4 There is no action, suit or proceeding pending or threatened against or 
otherwise affecting Guarantor before any court or other governmental authority or any arbitrator 
that may materially adversely affect Guarantor's ability to perform its obligations under this 
Guaranty. 

6.5 Tenant is directly or indirectly owned and controlled by Guarantor. 

6.6 Guarantor has derived or expects to derive financial and other advantages 
and benefits directly or indirectly, from the making of the Lease and the payment and 
performance of the Obligations. Guarantor hereby acknowledges that Landlord will be relying 
upon Guarantor's guarantee, representations, warranties and covenants contained herein. 

6.7 All reports, statements (financial or otherwise), certificates and other data 
furnished by or on behalf of Guarantor to Landlord in connection with this Guaranty or the Lease 
are: true and correct, in all material respects, as of the applicable date or period provided therein; 
do not omit to state any material fact or circumstance necessary to make the statements contained 
therein not misleading; and fairly represent the financial condition of Guarantor as of the 
respective date thereof; and no material adverse change has occurred in the financial condition of 
Guarantor since the date of the most recent of such financial statements. 

7. NOTICES. Any consents. notices, demands, requests, approvals or other 
communications given under this Guaranty shall be in writing and shall be given as provided in 
the Lease, as follows or to such other addresses as either Landlord or Guarantor may designate 
by notice given to the other in accordance with the provisions of this Section 7: 

If to Landlord: 

White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC 
c/oThe Congress Companies 
2 Bourbon Street, Suite 200 
Peabody, Ma 01960 
Attn: William Nicholson 

2304088v4/l 7057·6 
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With a copy to: 

Postemak Blankstein & Lund LLP 
Prudential Tower 
800 Boylston Street 
Boston, MA 02199 
Attn: Gerald J. Billow, Esq. 

And 

Abrams Fensterman 
1111 Marcus A venue 
Lake Success, New York 11042 
Attn: Howard Fenstennan, Esq. 
Attn: Greg Stoller, Esq. 

If to Guarantor: 

HBLSNF, LLC 
537 Routes 22 
Purdys, New York I 0578 
Attn: Lizer Jozefovic 

With a copy to: 

Michelman & Robinson 
800 Third Avenue 
New York, New York 
Attn: Mark Zafrin, Esq. 

8. CONSENT TO JURISDICTION. Guarantor hereby (a) consents and submits to 
the jurisdiction of the courts of the State of New York and the federal courts sitting in the State 
of New York with respect to any dispute arising, directly or indirectly, out of this Guaranty, 
(b) waives any objections which the undersigned may have to the laying of venue in any such 
suit, action or proceeding in either such court, (c) agrees to join Landlord in any petition for 
removal to either such court, and (d) irrevocably designates and appoints Tenant as its authorized 
agent to accept and acknowledge on its behalf service of process with respect to any disputes 
arising, directly or indirectly. out of this Guaranty. The undersigned hereby acknowledges and 
agrees that Landlord may obtain personal jurisdiction and perfect service of process through 
Tenant as the undersigned agent, or by any other means now or hereafter permitted by applicable 
law. Nothing above shall limit Landlord's choice of forum for purposes of enforcing this 
Guaranty. 

9. CERTAIN ADDITIONAL COVENANTS. 
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9.1 Financial Deliveries. Guarantor shall deliver the following information 
to Landlord: 

9.1.1 As soon as available, and in any event within 120 days after the 
close of each calendar year, in hard copy and electronic fonnat, in fonn satisfactory to Landlord, 
and presented on a consolidated as well as a property-by-property basis, complete financial 
statements prepared for such year with respect to Guarantor including a balance sheet as of the 
end of such year, together with related statements of operations, cash flows and changes in 
equity for such calendar year, prepared in accordance with GAAP applied on a consistent basis. 

Upon the delivery of any financial infonnation by or on behalf of Guarantor 
pursuant to this Section 9 from time to time during the Lease Tenn, Guara.ntor shall be deemed 
(unless Guarantor specifically states otherwise in writing) to automatically represent and warrant 
to Landlord that the financial information delivered to Landlord is true, accurate and complete, 
presents fairly the results of operations of Guarantor for the respective periods covered thereby, 
reflects accurately the books and records of account of Guarantor as of such dates and for such 
periods, and that there has been no adverse change in the financial condition of Guarantor since 
the date of the then applicable financial information. 

9.2 ~ignment: Sale of Assets: Change in Control. Without the prior 
consent of Landlord, which consent may be withheld or granted in Landlord's sole discretion, 
Guarantor shall not assign (whether directly or indirectly), in whole or in part, this Guaranty or 
any obligation hereunder or, through one or more step transactions or tiered transactions, do, or 
permit to be done, any activity, transaction or Transfer prohibited under Section 10.1 of the 
Lease. 

9.3 Payment Method; Default Interest. Guarantor shall make any payments 
due hereunder in immediately available funds by wire transfer to Landlord's bank account as 
notified by Landlord, unless Landlord agrees to another method of payment of immediately 
available funds. If Guarantor does not pay an amount due hereunder on its due date, Guarantor 
shall pay, on demand, interest at 18% annually on the amount due for a period ending on the full 
payment of such amount, including the day of repayment, whether before or after any judgment 
or award, to the extent pennitted under applicable law. 

10. MISCELLANEOUS. 

10.1 Guarantor further agrees that Landlord may, without notice, assign this 
Guaranty in whole or in part. [f Landlord disposes of its interest in the Lease, "Landlord," as 
used in this Guaranty, shall mean Landlord' s successors and assigns. 

10.2 Guarantor promises to pay all costs of collection or enforcement incurred 
by Landlord in exercising any remedies provided for in the Lease or this Guaranty whether at 
law or in equity. If any legal action or proceeding is commenced to interpret or enforce the 
tenns of. or obligations arising out of, this Guaranty, or to recover damages for the breach 
thereof, the party prevailing in any such action or proceedings shall be entitled to recover from 
the non-prevailing party all attorneys' fees and reasonable costs and expenses incurred by the 
prevailing party. As used herein, "attorneys' fees" shall mean the fees and expenses of counsel 
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to the parties hereto, which may include printing, photocopying, duplicating and other expenses, 
air freight charges, a11d fees billed for law clerks, paralegals, librarians and others not admitted to 
the bar but performing services under the supervision of an attorney. The tenn "attorneys' fees" 
shall also include all such fees and expenses incurred with respect to appeals, arbitrations and 
bankruptcy proceedings. 

10.3 Guarantor shall, from time to time within 10 days after receipt of 
Landlord's request, execute, acknowledge and deliver to Landlord a statement certifying that this 
Guaranty is unmodified and in full force and effect (or if there have been modifications, that the 
same is in full force and effect as modified and stating such modifications), and setting forth 
such other information as Landlord may reasonably request. Such certificate may be relied upon 
by any prospective purchaser, lessor or lender of all or a portion of the Premises (or any portion 
thereof). 

10.4 If any portion of this Guaranty shall be deemed invalid, unenforceable or 
illegal for any reason, such invalidity, unenforceability or illegality shall not affect the balance of 
this Guaranty, which shall remain in full force and effect to the maximum pennitted extent. 

10.S The provisions, covenants and guaranties of this Guaranty shall be binding 
upon Guarantor and its heirs, successors, legal representatives and assigns, and shall inure to the 
benefit of Landlord and its successors and assigns, and shall not be deemed waived or modified 
unless such waiver or modification is specifically set forth in writing, executed by Landlord or its 
successors and assigns, and delivered to Guarantor. 

10.6 Whenever the words "include", "includes", or "including" are used in this 
Guaranty, they shall be deemed to be followed by the words ''without limitation", and, whenever 
the circumstances or the context requires, the singular shall be construed as the plural, the 
masculine shall be construed as the feminine and/or the neuter and vice versa. This Guaranty 
shall be interpreted and enforced without the aid of any canon, custom or rule of law requiring or 
suggesting construction against the party drafting or causing the drafting of the provision in 
question. 

10.7 Each of the rights and remedies herein provided are cumulative and not 
exclusive of any rights or remedies provided by law or in the Lease or this Guaranty. 

10.8 The provisions of this Guaranty shall be governed by and interpreted 
solely in accordance with the internal laws of the State of New York, without giving effect to the 
principles of conflicts of law. 

10.9 The execution of this Guaranty after the execution of the Lease shall not 
invalidate this Guaranty or Jessen the Obligations of Guarantor hereunder. 

10.10 This Guaranty may be executed in multiple counterparts, each of which 
shall be an original, but all of which shall constitute but one instrument. The signature page of 
any counterpart may be detached therefrom and reattached to any other counterpart to physically 
form a single document. 
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10.11 The Recitals set forth aJ>ove are hereby incorporated by this reference and 
made a part of this Guaranty. Guarantor hereby represents and warrants that the Recitals are true 
and correct. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Guarantor has executed this Guaranty under seal as of the day 
and year first above written. 

GUARANTOR: 

11 
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GUARANTY OF LEASE

THIS GUARANTY OF LEASE (this "Guaranty") is made as of November 19, 2015,

by Mark Neuman ("Guarantor"), to WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I,

LLC, a Massachusetts limited liability company ("Landlord").

R E C I T A L S

A. Landlord has been requested by HBL SNF, LLC a New York Limited Liability

Company ("Tenant") to enter into an Amended and Restated Lease and Security Agreement

dated as of November 19, 2015 (the "Lease"), whereby Landlord would lease to Tenant, and

Tenant would lease from Landlord, certain premises located in White Plains, New York, as more

particularly described in the Lease (the "Premises").

B. Guarantor will derive substantial economic benefit from the execution and

delivery of the Lease.

C. Guarantor acknowledges that Landlord would not enter into the Lease unless this
-

Guaranty accompanied the execution and delivery of the Lease.

D. Guarantor hereby acknowledges receipt of a copy of the Lease.

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the execution and delivery of the Lease and

of other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby

acknowledged, Guarantor covenants and agrees as follows:

1. DEFINITIONS. Defined terms used in this Guaranty and not otherwise defined

herein have the meanings assigned to them in the Lease.

2. COVENANTS OF GUARANTOR.

2.1 Guarantor absolutely, unconditionally and irrevocably guarantees, as a

primary obligor and not merely as a surety: (i) the full and prompt payment of all Minimum Rent

and Additional Rent and all other rent, sums and charges of every type and nature payable by
Tenant under the Lease, whether due by acceleration or otherwise, including costs and expenses

of collection (collectively, the "Monetary Obligations"), and (ii) the full, timely and complete

performance of all covenants, terms, conditions, obligations, indemnities and agreements to be

performed by Tenant under the Lease, including any indemnities or other obligations of Tenant

that survive the expiration or earlier termination of the Lease (all of the obligations described in
clauses (i) and (ii), are collectively referred to herein as the "Obligations").

2.2 Guarantor agrees with Landlord that (i) any action, suit or proceeding of

any kind or nature whatsoever (an "Action") commenced by Landlord against Tenant, Guarantor

or any Other Guarâñter of the Lease ("Other Guarantor") to enforce the Obligations shall not
- prejudice in any way Landlord's rights to enforce the Obligations in any subsequent Action

against Tenant, Guarantor or any Other Guarantor, (ii) Landlord may, at its option, join

Guarantor in any Action against Tenant or any Other Guarantor or seek recover against

Guarantor without Landlord first asserting, prosecuting, or exhausting any remedy or claim

2308382vI/!3139-6
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against Tenant or any Other Guarantor and (iii) Guarantor will be conclusively bound by a

judgment entered in any Action in favor of Landlord against Tenant whether or not Guarantor is

entered as a party or participates in such Action.

2.3 If Landlord proposes to grant a mortgage on, or refinance any mortgage

eneümbering the Premises or any portion thereof, Guarantor shall cooperate in the process, and

shall permit Landlord and the proposed mortgagee to meet with Guarantor or, if applicable,
officers of Guarantor and to discuss Guarantor's business and finances. On request of Landlord,
Guarantor agrees to provide any such prospective mortgagee the information to which Landlord

is entitled hereunder, provided that if any such information is not publicly available, such

nonpublic information shall be made available on a confidential basis. Guarantor agrees to

execute, acknowledge and deliver documents requested by the prospective mortgagee (such as a

consent to the financing, without encumbering Guarantor's or Tenant's assets, a consent to a

collateral assignment of the Lease and of this Guaranty, estoppel certificate, and a subordination,
non-disturbance and attornment agreement), customary for tenants and their guarantors to sign in

connection with mortgage loans to landlords, so long as such documents are in form then

customary among institutional lenders (provided the same do not materially and adversely
change Tenant's rights or obligations under the Lease or materially and adversely change

Guarantor's rights and obligations under this Guaranty).

3. GUARANTOR'S OBLIGATIONS UNCONDITIONAL.

3.1 This Guaranty is an absolute and unconditional guaranty of payment and

of performance, and not of collection, and shall be enforceable against Guarantor without the

necessity of the commencement by Landlord of any Action against Tenant, and without the

necessity of any notice of nonpayment, nonperformance or nonobservance, or any notice of

acceptance of this Guaranty, or of any other notice or demand to which Guarantor might

otherwise be entitled, all of which Guarantor hereby expressly waives in advance. The

obligations of Guarantor hereunder are Lidependent of, and may exceed, the obligations of

Tenant.

3.2 This Guaranty shall apply notwithstanding any extension or rencwal of the

Lease, or any holdover following the expiration or termination of the Lease Term or any renewal

or extension of the Lease Term.

3.3 This Guaranty is a continuing guarantee and will remain in full force and

effect notwithstanding, and the liability of Guarantor hereunder shall be absolute and

unconditional irrespective of any or all of the following: (i) any renewals, extensions,

modifications, alterations or amendments of the Lease (regardless of whether Guarantor

consented to or had notice of same); (ii) any releases or discharges of Tenant or any Other

Guarantor other than the full release and complete discharge of all of the Obligations;

(iii) Landlord's failure or delay to assert any claim or demand or to enforce any of its rights

against Tenant or any Other Guarantor ; (iv) any extension of time that may be granted by
Landlord to Tenant or any Other Guarantor; (v) any assignment or transfer of all of any part of
Tenant's interest under the Lease (whether by Tenant, by operation of law, or otherwise);

(vi) any subletting, concession, franchising, licensing or permitting of the Premises or any
portion thereof; (vii) any changed or different use of the Premises (or any portion thereof);

2
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(viii) any other dealings or matters occurring between Landlord and Tenant or any Other

Guarantor; (ix) the taking by Landlord of any additional guarantees, or the receipt by Landlord of

any collateral, from Tenant, any Other Guarantor or any other persons or entities; (x) the release

by Landlord of any Other Guarantor; (xi) Landlord's release of any security provided under the

Lease or any other guaranty; (xii) Landlord's failure to perfect any landlord's lien or other lien or

security interest available under applicable Legal Requirements; (xiii) any assumption by any
person of any or all of Tenant's obligations under the Lease or any Other Guarantor's obligations

under any other guaranty, or Tenant's assignment of any or all of its rights and interests under

the Lease, (xiv) the power or authority or lack thereof of Tenant to execute, acknowledge or

deliver the Lease; (xv) the existence, non-existence or lapse at any time of Tenant as a legal

entity or the existence, non-existence or termination of any corporate, ownership, business or

other relationship between Tenant and Guarantor; (xvi) any sale or assignment by Landlord of

any or all of this Guaranty, any other guaranty and the Lease (including any direct or collateral

assignment by Landlord to any mortgagee); (xvii) the solvency or lack of solvency of Tenant or

any Other Guarantor at any time or from time to time; or (xviii) any other cause, whether similar

or dissimilar to any of the foregoing, that might constitute a legal or equitable discharge of

Guarantor (whether or not Guarantor shall have knowledge or notice thereof) other than payment

and performance in full of the Obligations; (xix) the release or discharge of Tenant in any state

or federal creditors'
proceedings, receivership, bankruptcy or other proceeding; (xx) the

impairment, limitation or modification of the liability of Tenant or the estate of Tenant in

bankruptcy, or of any remedy for the enforcement of Tenant's liability under the Lease, resulting
from the operation of any present or future provision of the United States Bankruptcy Code (11

U.S.C. § 101 et seq., as amended), or from other statute, or from the order of any court; (xxi) the

rejection, disaffirmance or other termination of the Lease in any such proceeding; (xxii) the

assertion or the failure to assert by Landlord against Tenant, of any of the rights or remedies

reserved to Landlord pursuant to the provisions of the Lease; or (xxiii) if at any time the payment

of any amount due under the Lease or this Guaranty is rescinded or must otherwise be retumed

by Landlord for any reason, in such event, Guarantor shall pay to Landlord an amount equal to

any such payment that has been rescinded or returned. This Guaranty shall continue to be

effective if at any time the payment of any amount due under the Lease or this Guaranty is

rescinded or must otherwise be returned by Landlord for any reason Without in any way limiting
the generality of the foregoing, Guarantor specifically agrees that (A) if Tenant's obligations

under the Lease are modified or amended with the express written consent of Landlord, this

Guaranty shall extend to such obligations as so amended or modified without notice to,
consideration to, or the consent of, Guarantor, and (B) this Guaranty shall be applicable to any
obligations of Tenant arising in connection with a termination of the Lease, whether voluntary or

otherwise. Guarantor hereby consents, prospectively, to Landlord's taking or entering into any
or all of the foregoing actions or omissions. For purposes of this Guaranty and the obligations

and liabilities of Guarantor hereunder,
"Tenant"

shall be deemed to include any and all

concessionaires, licensees, franchisees, department operators, assignees, subtenants, permittees

or others directly or indirectly operating or conducting a business in or from the Premises or any
portion thereof, as fully as if any of the same were the named Tenant under the Lease.

3.4 Notwithstanding anything to the contrary hereunder, Guarantor shall be

released and discharged from all liability with respect to any obligations of Tenant under the

Lease arising or accruiñg after the Commencement Date (the "Guaranty Termination Date");
provided that 60 days prior to the Commencement Date Tenant has delivered to Landlord (i) (a)

3
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an unconditional Letter of Credit, in accordance with the Section 7.1(a)(ii) of the Lease in the

amount of $3,700,000, or (b) $3,700,000 in cash to secure the full and timely payment and

performance of Tenant's obligations under the Lease, (ii) an agreement by Capital Funding

Group, which cannot be amended except by an agreement in writing signed by Landlord, Tenant

and Capital Funding Group. in the form attached as Exhibit 7.1(a) of the Lease or otherwise

approved by Landlord and Landlord's lenders in their reasonable discretion, wherein and

whereby Capital Funding Group agrees to allow Tenant to draw down on its Cadit Line each

month so as to enable Capital Funding Group to pay directly to Landlord the sum of $506,096.50

per month commcñcing the Commencement Date and on each day Fixed Rent is due under the

Lease for the following 11 months, and (iii) and released to Landlord all funds in the controlled

account number M7272 in JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. in the amount not less than

$1,600,000 to be held as an additional Security Deposit by Landlord. After the Guaranty
Termination Date, Guarantor shall continue to remain personally liable pursuant to the terms of

this Guaranty for (i) all obligations of Tenant under the Lease which arose or accrued on or prior

to the Guaranty Termination Date and (ii) any liability of Tenant arising out of a breach of any

warranty or representation of Tenant under Lease, and all documents executed by Tenant in

connection therewith, (iii) and any liability of Guarantor arising out of a breach of any warranty
of representation hereunder.

4. WAIVERS OF GUARANTOR.

4.1 Without limitation of the foregoing, Guarantor waives (i) notice of

acceptance of this Guaranty, protest, demand and dishonor, preseñtmcat, and demands of any
kind now or hereafter provided for by any statute or rule of law, (ii) notice of any actions taken

by Landlord or Tenant under the Lease or any other agreement or instrument relating thereto,

(iii) notice of any and all defaults by Tenant in the payment of Minimum Rent and Additional
Rent or other rent, charges or amounts, or of any other defaults by Tenant under the Lease,

(iv) all other notices, demands and protests, and all other formalities of every kind in connection

with the enforcement of the Obligations, omission of or delay in which, but for the provisions of

this Section 4, might constitute grounds for relieving Guarantor of its obligations hereunder,

(v) any requirement that Landlord protect, secure, perfect, insure or proceed against any security
interest or lien, or any property subject thereto, or exhaust any right or take any action against

Tenant, any Other Guarantor or any other person or entity (including any additional guarantor or

Guarantor) or against any collateral, and (vi) the benefit of any statute of limitations affecting
Guarantor's liability under this Guaranty.

4.2 GUARANTOR HEREBY WAIVES TRIAL BY JURY IN ANY

ACTION, PROCEEDING OR COUNTERCLAIM BROUGHT BY ANY PERSON OR
ENTITY WITH RESPECT TO ANY MATTER WHATSOEVER ARISING OUT OF OR IN

ANY WAY CONNECTED WITH: THIS GUARANTY; THE LEASE; ANY LIABILITY OR
OBLIGATION OF TENANT IN ANY MANNER RELATED TO THE PREMISES OR ANY
PORTION THEREOF; ANY CLAIM OF INJURY OR DAMAGE IN ANY WAY RELATED
TO THE LEASE AND/OR THE PREMISES (OR ANY PORTION THEREOF); ANY ACT OR
OMISSION OF TENANT, ITS AGENTS, EMPLOYEES, CONTRACTORS, SUPPLIERS,

SERVANTS, CUSTOMERS, CONCESSIONAIRES, FRANCHISEES, PERMITTEES OR

LICENSEES; OR ANY ASPECT OF THE USE OR OCCUPANCY OF, OR THE CONDUCT
OF BUSINESS IN, ON OR FROM THE PREMISES (OR ANY PORTION THEREOF).

4
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GUARANTOR SHALL NOT INTERPOSE ANY COUNTERCLAIM OR COUNTERCLAIMS
OR CLAIMS FOR SET-OFF, RECOUPMENT OR DEDUCTION OF RENT IN ANY ACTION

BROUGHT BY LANDLORD AGAINST GUARANTOR UNDER THIS GUARANTY.
GUARANTOR SHALL NOT BE ENTITLED TO MAKE, AND HEREBY WAIVES, ANY
AND ALL DEFENSES AGAINST ANY CLAIM ASSERTED BY LANDLORD OR IN ANY
SUIT OR ACTION INSTITUTED BY LANDLORD TO ENFORCE THIS GUARANTY OR

- THE LEASE. IN ADDITION, GUARANTOR HEREBY WAIVES, BOTH WITH RESPECT

TO THE LEASE AND WITH RESPECT TO THIS GUARANTY, ANY AND ALL RIGHTS

WHICH ARE WAIVED BY TENANT UNDER THE LEASE, IN THE SAME MANNER AS
IF ALL SUCH WAIVERS WERE FULLY RESTATED HEREIN. THE LIABILITY OF

GUARANTOR UNDER THIS GUARANTY IS PRIMARY AND UNCONDITIONAL.

4.3 Guarantor expressly waives any and all rights to defenses arising by
reason of (i) any

"one-action" or "anti-deficiency" law or any other law that may prevent

Landlord from bringing any action, including a claim for deficiency, against Guarantor before or

after Landlord's commencement or completion of any action against Tenant or any Other

Guarantor; (ii) ANY ELECTION OF REMEDIES BY LANDLORD (INCLUDING ANY
TERMINATION OF THE LEASE) THAT DESTROYS OR OTHERWISE ADVERSELY
AFFECTS GUARANTOR'S SUBROGATION RIGHTS OR GUARANTOR'S RIGHTS TO
PROCEED AGAINST TENANT FOR REIMBURSEMENT; (iii) any disability, insolvency,

bankruptcy, lack of authority or power, death, insanity, minority, dissolution, or other defense of

Tenant, of any other guarantor (or any other Guarantor), or of any other person or entity, or by
reason of the cessation of Tenant's liability from any cause whatsoever, other than full and final

payment in legal tender and performance of the Obligations; (iv) any right to claim discharge of

any or all of the Obligations on the basis of unjustified impairment of any collateral for the

Obligations; (v) any change in the relationship between Guarantor and Tenant or any Other

Guarantor or any termination of such relationship; (vi) any irregularity, defect or unauthorized

action by any or all of Landlord, Tenant, any Other Guarantor or surety, or any of their

respective officers, directors or other agents in executing and delivering any instrument or

agreements relating to the Obligations or in carrying out or attempting to carry out the terms of

any such agreements; (vii) any assignment, endorsement or transfer, in whole or in part, of the

Obligations, whether made with or without notice to or consent of Guarantor; (viii) if the

recovery from Tenant or any other Person (including any Other Guarantor) becomes barred by

any statute of limitations or is otherwise prevented; (ix) the benefits of any and all statutes, laws,
rules or regulations applicable in the State of Illinois which may require the prior or concurrent
joinder of any other party to any action on this Guaranty; (x) any release or other reduction of the

Obligations arising as a result of the expansion, release, substitution, deletion, addition, or

replacement (whether or not in accordance with the terms of the Lease) of the Premises or any
portion thereof; or (xi) any neglect, delay, omission, failure or refusal of Landlord to take or

prosecute any action for the collection or enforcement of any of the Obligations or to foreclose or

take or prosecute any action in connection with any lien or right of security (including perfection

thereof) existing or to exist in connection with, or as security for, any of the Obligations, it being
the intention hereof that Guarantor shall remain liable as a principal on the Obligations

notwithstanding any act, omission or event that might, but for the provisions hereof, otherwise

operate as a legal or equitable discharge of Guarantor. Guarantor hereby waives all defenses of a

surety to which it may be entitled by statute or otherwise.

5
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5. SUBORDINATION; SUBROGATION.

5.1 Guarantor subordinates to and postpones in favor of the Obligations

(i) any present and future debts and obligations of Tenant or any Other Guarantor to Guarantor

(the "Indebtedness"), including: (A) salary, bonuses, and other payments pursuant to any
employment arrangement; (B) fees, reimbursement of expenses and other payments pursuant to

any independent contractor arrangement; (C) principal and interest pursuant to any Indebtedness;

(D) distributions payable to any partners, members or shareholders of Guarantor or Affiliates of

Guarantor; (E) lease payments pursuant to any leasing arrangement; (F) any managcme.ñt fees;
and (G) all rights, liens and security interests of Guarantor, whether now or hereafter arising, in

any assets of the Tenant or any Other Guarantor, and (ii) any liens or security interests securing
payment of the Indebtedness. Guarantor shall have no right to possession of any assets of Tenant

or any Other Guarantor or to foreclose upon any such asset, whether by judicial action or

otherwise, unless and until the Obligations have been paid and performed in full. Guarantor

agrees that Landlord shall be subrogated to Guarantor with respect to Guarantor's claims against

Tenant or any Other Guarantor and Guarantor's rights, liens and security interest, if any, in any
of Tenant's or any Other Guarantor's assets and proceeds thereof until all of the Obligations

have been paid and performed in full.

5.2 After the occurrence of an Event of Default and until such Event of

Default is cured or after the commencement of any bankruptcy or insolvency proceeding by or

against Tenant and until such proceeding is dismissed, Guarantor shall not: (i) make any
distributions or other payments to any partners, parent entities, or Affiliates of Guarantor (other

than to Tenant); or (ii) ask for, sue for, demand, take or receive any payment, by setoff or in any
other manner, including the receipt of a negotiable instrument, for all or any part of the

Indebtedness owed by Tenant, or any successor or assign of Tenant, including a receiver, trustee

or debtor in possession (the term "Tenant"
shall include any such successor or assign of Tenant)

until the Obligations have been paid in full; however, if Guarantor receives such a payment,
Guarantor shall immediately deliver the payment to Landlord for credit against the then

outstanding balance of the Obligations, whether matured or unmatured. Notwithstanding

anything in this Section 5 to the contrary, after an Event of Default has occurred and is

outstanding, Guarantor may make cash contributions to Tenant.

5.3 Guarantor shall not be subrogated, and hereby waives and disclaims any
claim or right against Tenant by way of subrogation or otherwise, to any of the rights of

Landlord under the Lease or otherwise, or in the Premises (or any portion thereof), which may
arise by any of the provisions of this Guaranty or by reason of the performance by Guarantor of

any of its Obligations hereunder. Guarantor shall look solely to Tenant for any recoupment of

any payments made or costs or expenses incurred by Guarantor pursuant to this Guaranty. If any
amount shall be paid to Guarantor on account of such subrogation rights at any time when all of

the Obligations shall not have been paid and performed in full, Guarantor shall immediately
deliver the payment to Landlord for credit against the then outstanding balance of the

Obligations, whether matured or unmatured.

6. REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES OF GUARANTOR. Guarantor

represents and warrants that:

6
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6.1 This Guaranty is valid and binding upon and enforceable against

Guarantor without the requirement of further action or condition.

6.2 The execution, delivery and performance by Guarantor of this Guaranty
does not and will not (i) contravene any applicable Legal Requirements, the organizational

documents of Guarantor, if applicable, any order, writ, injunction, decree applicable to

Guarantor, or any contractual restriction binding on or affecting Guarantor or any of its

properties or assets, or (ii) result in or require the creation of any lien, security interest or other

charge or encumbrance upon or with respect to any of its properties or assets.

6.3 No approval, consent, exemption, authorization or other action by, or

notice to, or filing with, any governmental authority is necessary or required in connection with

the execution, delivery or performance by, or enforcement against, Guarantor of this Guaranty or

any other instrument or agreement required hereunder.

6.4 There is no action, suit or proceeding pending or threatened against or

otherwise affecting Guarantor before any court or other goverñmeñtal autharity or any arbitrator

that may materially adversely affect Guarantor's ability to perform its obligations under this

Guaranty.

6.5 Tenant is directly or indirectly owned and controlled by Guarantor.

6.6 Güârañtor has derived or expects to derive financial and other advantages

and benefits directly or indirectly, from the making of the Lease and the payment and

performance of the Obligations. Guarañtor hereby acknowledges that Landlord will be relying
upon Guarantor's guarantee, representations, warranties and covenants contained herein.

6.7 All reports, statements (financial or otherwise), certificates and other data

furnished by or on behalf of Guarantor to Landlord in connection with this Guaranty or the Lease

are: true and correct, in all material respects, as of the applicable date or period provided therein;
do not omit to state any material fact or circumstance necessary to make the statcmcñts containM

therein not misleading; and fairly represent the financial condition of Guarantor as of the

respective date thereof; and no material adverse change has occurred in the financial condition of

Guarantor since the date of the most recent of such financial statements.

7. NOTICES. Any consents, notices, demands, requests, approvals or other

commüñications given under this Guaranty shall be in writing and shall be given as provided in

the Lease, as follows or to such other addresses as either Landlord or Guarantor may designate

by notice given to the other in accordance with the provisions of this Section 7:

If to Landlord:

White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC

c/oThe Congress Companies

2 Bourbon Street, Suite 200
- Peabody, Ma 01960

Attn: William Nicholson

7
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With a copy to:

Posternak Blankstein & Lund LLP

Prudential Tower

800 Boylston Street

Boston, MA 02199

Attn: Gerald J. Billow, Esq.

And

Abrams Fensterman

1111 Marcus Avenue

Lake Success, New York 11042

Attn: Howard Fensterman, Esq.

Attn: Greg Stoller, Esq.

If to Guarantor:

HBL SNF, LLC

537 Routes 22

Purdys, New York 10578

Attn: Mark Neuman

With a copy to:

Michelman k Robinson

800 Third Avenue

New York, New York

Attn: Mark Zafrin, Esq.

8. CONSENT TO JURISDICTION. Guarantor hereby (a) consents and submits to

the jurisdiction of the courts of the State of New York and the federal courts sitting in the State

of New York with respect to any dispute arising, directly or indirectly, out of this Guaranty,

(b) waives any objections which the undersigned may have to the laying of venue in any such

suit, action or proceeding in either such court, (c) agrees to join Landlord in any petition for

removal to either such court, and (d) irrevocably designates and appoints Tenant as its authorized

agent to accept and acknowledge on its behalf service of process with respect to any disputes

arising, directly or indirectly, out of this Guaranty. The undersigned hereby acknowledges and

agrees that Landlord may obtain personal jurisdiction and perfect service of process through

Tenant as the undersigned agent, or by any other means now or hereaAer permitted by applicable

law. Nothing above shall limit Landlord's choice of forum for purposes of enforcing this

Guaranty.

9. CERTAIN ADDITIONAL COVENANTS.

8
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9.1 Financial Deliveries. Guarantor shall deliver the following information

to Landlord:

9.1.1 As soon as available, and in any event within 120 days afiter the

close of each calendar year, in hard copy and electronic format, in form satisfactory to Landlord,
and presented on a consolidated as well as a property-by-property basis, complete financial

statements prepared for such year with respect to Guarantor including a balance sheet as of the

end of such year, together with related statements of operaticas, cash flows and changes in

equity for such calendar year, prepared in accordance with GAAP applied on a consistent basis.

Upon the delivery of any fiñâñcial information by or on behalf of Guarantor

pursuant to this Section 9 from time to time during the Lease Term, Guarantor shall be deemed

(unless Guarantor specifically states otherwise in writing) to automatically represent and warrant

to Landlord that the financial information delivered to Landlord is true, accurate and complete,
presents fairly the results of operations of Guarantor for the respective periods covered thereby,
reflects accurately the books and records of account of Guarantor as of such dates and for such

periods, and that there has been no adverse change in the financial condition of Guarantor since

the date of the then applicable financial information.

9.2 Assignment; Sale of Assets: Change in Control. Without the prior

consent of Landlord, which consent may be withheld or granted in Landlord's sole discretion,
Guarantor shall not assign (whether directly or indirectly), in whole or in part, this Guaranty or

any obligation hereunder or, through one or more step transactions or tiered transactions, do, or

permit to be done, any activity, transaction or Transfer prohibited under Section 10.1 of the

Lease.

9.3 Payment Method- Default Interest. Guarantor shall make any payments

due hereunder in immediately available funds by wire transfer to Landlord's bank account as

notified by Landlord, unless Landlord agrees to another method of payment of irnmediately
available funds. If Guarantor does not pay an amount due hereunder on its due date, Guarantor

shall pay, on demand, interest at 18% annually on the amount due for a period ending on the full

payment of such amount, including the day of repayment, whether before or after any judgment

or award, to the extent permitted under applicable law.

10. MISCELLANEOUS.

10.1 Guarantor further agrees that Landlord may, without notice, assign this

Guaranty in whole or in part. If Landlord disposes of its interest in the Lease,
"Landlord,"

as

used in this Guaranty, shall mean Landlord's successors and assigns.

10.2 Guarantor promises to pay all costs of collection or enforcement incurred

by Landlord in exercising any remedics provided for in the Lease or this Guaranty whether at

law or in equity. If any legal action or proceeding is comraenced to interpret or enforce the

terms of, or obligations arising out of, this Guaranty, or to recover damages for the breach

thereof, the party prevailing in any such action or proceedings shall be entitled to recover from

the non-prevailing party all attorneys' fees and reacanable costs and expenses incurred by the

prevailing party. As used herein,
"attorneys' fees"

shall mean the fees and expenses of counsel

9
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to the parties hereto, which may include printing, photocopying, duplicating and other expenses,
air freight charges, and fees billed for law clerks, paralegals, librarians and others not admitted to

the bar but performing services under the supervision of an attorney. The term
"attorneys' fees"

shall also include all such fees and expenses incurred with respect to appeals, arbitrations and

bankruptcy proceedings.

10.3 Guarantor shall, from time to time within 10 days after receipt of

Landlord's request, execute, acknowledge and deliver to Landlord a statement certifying that this

Guaranty is unmodified and in full force and effect (or if there have been modifications, that the

same is in full force and effect as modified and stating such modifications), and setting forth

such other information as Landlord may reasonably request. Such certificate may be relied upon

by any prospective purchaser, lessor or lender of all or a portion of the Premises (or any portion

thereof).

10.4 If any portion of this Guaranty shall be deemed invalid, unenforceable or

illegal for any reason, such invalidity, unenforceability or illegality shall not affect the balance of

this Guaranty, which shall remain in full force and effect to the maximum permitted extent.

10.5 The provisions, covenants and guaranties of this Guaranty shall be binding
upon Cüarantor and its heirs, successors, legal representatives and assigns, and shall inure to the

benefit of Landlord and its successors and assigns, and shall not be deemed waived or modified

unless such waiver or modification is specifically set forth in writing, executed by Landlord or its

successors and assigns, and delivered to Guarantor.

10.6 Whenever the words "include", "includes", or
"including" are used in this

Guaranty, they shall be deemed to be followed by the words "without limitation", and, whenever

the circumstances or the context requires, the singular shall be construed as the plural, the

masculine shall be construed as the feminine and/or the neuter and vice versa. This Guaranty
shall be interpreted and enforced without the aid of any canon, custom or rule of law requiring or

suggesting construction against the party drafting or causing the drafting of the provision in

question.

10.7 Each of the rights and remedies herein provided are cumulative and not

exclusive of any rights or remedies provided by law or in the Lease or this Guaranty.

10.8 The provisions of this Guaranty shall be governed by and interpreted

solely in accordance with the internal laws of the State ofNew York, without giving effect to the

principles of conflicts of law.

10.9 The execution of this Guaranty after the execution of the Lease shall not

invalidate this Guaranty or lessen the Obligations of Guarantor hereunder.

10.10 This Guaranty may be executed in multiple counterparts, each of which

shall be an original, but all of which shall constitute but one instrument. The signature page of

any counterpart may be detached therefrom and reattached to any other counterpart to physically
form a single document.

10
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..

10.11 The Recitals set forth above are hereby incorporated by this reference and

made a part of this Guaranty. Guarantor hereby represents and warrants that the Recitals are true

and correct.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Guarantor has execated this Guaranty under seal as of the day
and year first above written.

GU OR:

Mark Neuman

11
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COLLATERAL ASSIGNMENT AND PLEDGE
OF MEMBERSHIP INTEREST AND SECURITY AGREEMENT

THIS ASSIGNMENT made as of August 11, 2017, by Lizer Jozefovic, an

individual having an addicss at 53 Mariner Way, Monsey New York 10952 (the "Assignor") to

Howard Fensterman as nomiñêe for White Plains Health Care Properties LLC, a Massachusetts

Limited Liability Company (the "Assignee") with reference to the following facts.

WHEREAS, HBL-SNF a New York Limited Liability Company ("Operator/Tenant) an entity
contmiled by Assigner had entered into a development agreement with WHITE PLAINS
HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC (the "Developer") dated November 19, 2015 (the

"Agreement") which was sumaded by and between the Parties by that certain first Amcñdment to the

Development Agreement (the "Amendment") dated as of July 12, 2017.

WHEREAS, the Development Agreement among other things obligated the Tenant to enter into
a Lease with Developer in return for the Developer, developing, designing, fmancing and Building a

160 Bed Skilled Nursing Home for Tenant in White Plains New York; and

WHEREAS the Developmcat Agreement obligated the Tenant to obtain CON approval to build

such 160 Bed Skilled Nursing Home for Tenant in White Plains New York and to deliver to Developer
such documents as are reasonably requested by Developers lendem; and

WHEREAS, the Tenant has obtained all CON approvals necessary to construct the Skilled

Nursing Home and the Developer has obtained all zoning and building department of approvals and a
Construction Loan; and

WHEREAS, in or about November 2015 in consideration of Howard Fensterman and/or CCC
Equities assigning all mortgages held by them on property owned by Waterview Acquisition I, LLC

agreed that he would pre-pay Two Million Two Hundred Thcasañd Dollars to White Plains IIcalthcars

Properties and would addifienally establish a joint signature account in JP Morgan Bank into which the

sum of One Million Six Hundred Thousand Dollars was deposited; and

WHEREAS, The Lease requires the sum of 1.6 Million Dollars to be delivered to Landlord at

least 60 days prior to the Co-ñencement date of the Lease as additional security for the Tenants

faithful performance of the terms and conditions of the Lease; and

WHEREAS, Section 10.2 of the Ioan Agreemere by and between Developer and its
Construction lender restates the language of the Lease and Develcper has undertaken to ensure that the

1.6 Million Dollars on deposit with JP Morgan shall be delivered according to the terms and provisions

of the Lease; and

WHEREAS, the Sums in the JP Morgan Account entitled HBL SNF, LLC, Account Number

272 have been transferred to two JP Morgan Account's entitled Waterview Acquisitica I,
LLC Account Number 7002 and Account Number m0885 in which Howard Fensterman is

not a signatory and the parties want to enter into this agicemêñt by which Howard Fana*arman will be

added as a signatory to such accõüüt under terms and conditions set forth below; and
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WHEREAS, Tenant and Assignor have promised to add Howard Fensterman as a signatory to

such acco=nt so as to ensure that no withdrawals may be made so as to reduce the amount of the
account below 1.6 Million and so as to ensure that when n:quired 60 days prior to the commscement
date the money in the acccüñt or equivalent shall be delivered as additional cash security for the lease;
and;

WHEREAS in order to secure the promises made by Assignor concerning such account

Assignor has agreed to deliver to Assignee this Assignment; and the Assignor desires to pledge to

Assignee all of his membership interest in Waterview Acquisition I, LLC (the "C o m p a n y"), in

order to secure the promises made herein and in the Lease and Security Agreement delivered to

the Construction Lender,

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of these premises and other good and

valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged, the

Assignee and the Assignor hereby agree as follows:

l. As collateral security for the Borrowers' obligations under t h e L e a s e,
t h e S e c u r it y A g r e e m e n t, the Loan, a n d t h e D e v e1 o p m e n t A g r e e m e n t the

Assignor hereby pledges and assigns and grants a first and superior security interest in and to all

of his rights, title and interest as a member in the Company (the "Collateral").

2. Upon the effectuation of Section 7.1(a)(iii) of the lease which requires

Sixty days prior to the anticipated Commencement Date, the funds in the JP Morgan Chase

Bank account in the amount of not less than $1,600,000 shall be deposited into the

Landlords Rent Security Account, the interest in the Company assigned to the Assignee

pursuant to Paragraph 1 hereof shall be automatically reassigned by the Assignee to the

Assignor without recourse, tepresentation or warranty, and this Assignment shall automaticelly
terminate and be void and of no further effect. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Assignee

hereby agrees to execute any document reasonably required for the purpose of evidencing the

reassignment of such interest and the termination of this Assignment.

3. The Assignor represents, covenants and warrants that he is the legal and

beneficial owner of the Collateral and has not and will not enter into any assigmñeñ:, mortgage,
pledge or other instrument which transfers or encumbers all or any part of his interest in the

Company and that there are no current liens or encumbrances that exist as of the day of the

execution of this assignment.

4, The Assignor agrees not to subsequently further amend or voluntarily permit

the amendment of the operating agreement of the Company that would in any anner materially

adversely affect this Assignment and/or the rights of the Assignee hereunder withõüt the consent

of the Assignee, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld, conMoned or dclayed.

5. The Assignor covenants and agrees not to voluntarily withdraw as the

managing member of the Company without the prior written consent of Assignee, which consent

shall not be unreasonably withheld, conditional or delayed.

6. The covenants provided for in this Assignment shall be binding upon the
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successors and assignees ofthe parties hereto.

7. This Assignment shall be governed by the laws of the State ofNew York.

8. Neither this Assignment nor any provision hereof may be amended,

modified, waived, discharged or terminated orally, but only by an instrument in writing duly
signed by or on behalf of the Assignor or Assignee.

9. Assignor represents and warrants that he has a 71 % membership interest

in the Company and that he is manager thereof.

10. In accordance with the laws of the State of New York and as part of the

consideration for the making of the Loan, Assignor consents to thejurisdiction of any local, state

or federal court located within New York and further consents that all service ofprocess may be

made by registered mail to his address set forth below and service so made shall be deemed

completed five (5) days after the same shall have been mailed.

11. Assignor covenants and agrees to execute such additional documents and to

take such further actions as may be reasonably required to carry out the provisions and intent of

this Assignment including, without limitation, executing a financing statement or statements and

continuations thereof. In addition, Assignor grants to Assignee a power of attorney coupled with

an interest to effectuate the terms of the foregoing sentence and to file all contim1stions, renewals

or amended financing statements without the signature ofAssignor.

13. Should Assignor violate the terms and provisions concerning the

maintenance of the account as set forth in the resolution of Waterview Acquisition I, LLC

annexed hereto as Exhibit A the Assignee shall have:

(a) The right to sell the Collateral in the State of New York at

one or more public or private sales at such price and on such terms as

Assignee in its discretion accepts, for cash, upon or for future delivery.

Upon any such sale, the Assignee shall have the right to assign,
transfer and deliver to the purchaser or purchasers thereof the

Collateral. Such purchaser at any such sale shall hold the Collateral

sold absolutely free from any claim or right on the part of the

Assignor, and the Assigner hereby waives (to the extent permitted by

law) all rights of redemption, stay or appraisal which he has or may

have under any rule of law or statute now existing or hereafter

adopted. The Assignee shall give the Assignor twenty-one (21)
days'

written notice by registered or certified mail, postage prepaid, return

receipt requested (which Assignor acknowledges is reasonable and

sufficient), of the Assignee's intention to make any such public or

private sale. Such notice, in the case of public sale, shall state the time

and place fixed for such sale. Any such public sale shall be held at

such time or times within ordinary business hours and at such place

or places in the State of New York as the Assignee may fix in the
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notice of such sale. The Assignee shall not be obligated to make any
sale ofthe Collateral if it shall determine not to do so, regardless of the

fact that notice of such sale of the Collateral may have been given.

The Assignee may, upon one day's written notice, adjourn any
public or private sale or cause the same to be adjourned from tirne to

time by announcement at the time and place fixed for sale, and such

sale may, without further notice, be made at the time and place

within in the State of New York to which the same was so

adjourned. In case sale of all or any part of the Collateral is made

on credit or for future delivery, the Collateral so sold may be retained

by the Assignee until the sale price is paid by the purchaser or

purchasers thereof, but the Assignee shall not incur any liability in case

any such purchaser or purchasers shall fail to take up and pay for the

Collateral so sold, and, in case of any such failure, such Collateral

may be sold again upon like notice. As an alternative to exercising
the power of sale herein conferred upon it, the Assignee may proceed

by a suit or suits at law or in equity to foreclose this Assignment and to

sell the Collateral, or any portion thereof, pursuant to a judgment or

decree of a court of competentjurisdiction;

(b) such other rights with respect to the Collateral as shall be

afforded to secured parties by the Uniform Commercial Code of the

State of New York including, but not limited to, the right to setoff;
and/or

(c) to apply any proceeds of any disposition of the Collateral to the

payment of t h e c a s h s e c u r i t y r e q u i r e d u n d e r t h e

t e r m s a n d p r o v i s i o n s o f t h e I e a s e a n d reasonable

expenses of the Assignee in connection with the exercise of its rights

or remedies, indnding reasonable fees and expense of attorneys, and any
balance shall be paid to such party as shall be entitled thereto pursuant to

law.

13. The Assignor hereby wäives any right to require that the Assignee

proceed against any real or personal property or any guaranty given as

security for the Note, whether or not existing or hereafter given, before

exercising its rights and remedies with respect to the Collateral.

14. This Agreement may be executed in counterparts, each of which,

when taken together, shall be construed as one and the same instrument.

15. All notices,demands and other communications provided for

herein shall be deemed received upon personal delivery or delivery by
national overnight delivery service, or three (3) business days following
deposit in the U.S. mail, postage prepaid, first class registered or certified,
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to Assignor or assignec at the following addresses:

If to Assignor:

Liner Jozefovic

53 Mariner Way
Monsey, New York

With a copy to:

Michelman & Robinson, LLP

800 Third Avenue

New York, New York
Attention· Mark H. Zafrin, Esq.

If to Assignee:

Howard Fensterman

C/o Abrams, Fensterman et at

3 Dakota Drive

Suite 300

Lake Success, New York 11042

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Assignor has duly executed this

Assignment, as of the day and year first written above.

Lize fovic

The Company hereby acknowledges receipt of this Assignment by Assignor.

WATERVIEW ACQUISITION I, LLC

By:

-5-
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Limited Liability Company Certification Chase Investments
A division of J.P.Morgan Securities LLC,member FINRA/5IPC.

New Accounts Fax (866) 966-4455
Account Maintenance Fax (800) 805-3909

Account Number 885 (NON MANAGED) WATERVIEW ACQ UISITION I L
Account Description LTD LIABILITY CO LC

Rep of Record OV01 537 RT 22
completed By KENNETH GATES (CHHCKG17) PURDYS NY 10578-2900

BBEMMMMWWEERM ERE5$M BMWB M M
Use this form to certify the member/manager(s) authorized to act on an 'ñvastment account for a Limited Liability Company. A Signatory
Mfermation Sheet MUST BE provided for all signers.

Umited Llability Company Name

Waterview Acquisition I LLC

Limited Uability Company Tax ID Number (TIN) Limited Uability Company Type

Member Managed Company

mewessRamessmanamamenessesses
Member/Manager Name

Mark Neuman

Member/Manager Name

Herbert Jozefovic

Member/Manager Name

Howard Fensterman

Member/Manager Name

seememmessayamssmamummeswams
Inconsiderationof AP.MorganSecuritiesLLC("JPM5")openingand/or maintaininganinu=#=ent account("Account")for the LimitedLlabilityCompany("LLC")namedabove,
the undm!gn=d duly authorizedto bind the LLCand allof its Members/Managerspersonally,certifyasfollows:
FIRST:The nameof the LLCto which thisCertificationappliesisasIndicatedabove.
sECOND:All Members/Managersareover the ageof majority In their respectivestateof residence.Eachof the Member?h-eg- listedaboveisherebyindividuallyauthorized,
for andon behalfof the LLC.
THIRD:JPMSisauthorized to acceptordersfor trading,purchasesand salesof assetsandother instructionsfor the receiptandwnMr:we anddispositionof assetsto anyname,
Indud1ngthemselvesand third parties,whether freeor versuspayment,or tradeor non-traderelated(Includingto anyMembers/Managers)from thoseMembers/Managers
listedabove,pursuantto the termsof the LLCandappilcablelaw.TheLLCisduly authorizedandpermitted to engagein cashand margintransactionsInanyandall formsof
securitiesincluding,but not limited to, evidencesof interest,participation,or indebtedness,instrumentsof any issuer(whetherpublicly registeredor exempt fromregistration)
Including,but not limited to,commoner preferredstock,scrip,warrantsand rights;bills,notes,bondsor debenturesof anycoupon,1ncluding"zerocoupon"or maturity;
certificatesof deposit,bank notesor deposit notes;cornmercialpaper,moneymarketiner=ards; IIstedand/or over-th---ester options,commodities,ce==my futures,
optionson futures(Includingsinglestockfuturescontractsand other secur1tlesfuturesproducts),transactionsIn foreign currencies;limited partnershlpinterestsandother
interests1nhedgefunds,buyout funds,realestateinvestmenttrusts,venture capitalfunds,privateequity fundsand privateequity investmentvehides;whole mortgageloans,
anyandall interestsand participationsin mortgageloans,mc±;-:-: iscked andassetbackedsecurities;anykind of derivativeInvestment,including Interestrate,currency,
credit,equity or other swaptransactions;rapürchasaand reverse' repurchasetransactions,buy/fc-.vardsaletransactions,dollar rolls,securedlendingtransactionsandany
instrumentor interestgenerallyregardedasan invest=nt or hedge,securedor unsecured,or anytransaction,that issimilarto anyof thosedescribedabove(includingan
option with respectto anyof them).

[continuedonnextpagel

NVESTMENT PROpUCTS ARE:
NOT FDIC INSURED • NOT A DEPOSIT OR OTHER OBLIGATION OF, OR GUARANTEED BY,JPMORGAN CHASE BANK, N.A. OR AN

OF ITS AFFILIATES• SUBJECT TO INVESTMENT RISKS, INCLUDING POSSIBLE LO5S OF THE PRINCIPAL AMOUNT INVESTED
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Certification Regarding Municipal Advisor Rule Chase Investments
A division of1R Morgan Securities LLC,rnember FINRA/SIPC.

New Accounts Fax (866) 966-4455
Account Maintenance Fax (800) 805-3909

Use this form to certify entity status on an investment eccount

Name of Account Owner ("Entity")

Waterview Aqu!sit!on I LLC
For the purposesof Section 158 of the Securities ExchangeAct of 1934(the "Municipal Advisor Rule"),I hereby represent,warrant and certify to J.P.Morgan
SecuritiesLLC("JPMS")on behalf of the Entity, eachof the following and agreeto notify JPMSimmediately if cirm=*=as change in a manner which makesany of
the representations set forth on this certification untrue-

I am a knawicdgeable official rep:=cntative of the Entity, am e±cPd to sign this certificate, haveaccessto the ap,.,6± !nt..st|un or havedirect
now|edgê of the source of the funds of the Entity that enablesme to make these representations;and, lf necessary,haveconsulted with legal counsel,In

regard to these representations,warranties and certifications.

Regarding the account(s) the Client haswith, or will establish with, JPMS:

O The Entity isa Municipal Entity
The Entity isnot a ihrde'p:1 Entity

The term "Municipal Entity" meansany state, political ddNMs of astate, or municipal corporate instrumentality of a state, including: (1)any agency,authority or
instrumentality of the state, political LL."i:,.n or municipal corporate in:tn-.antality; (2)any plan, program or pool of assetssponsored or establishedby the state,
polItical cubd!v!don or municipal corporate |nstmaientality thereof; and (3)any other issuerof municipal securities.

Regarding the account(s)the Client haswith, or will establishwith, JPMS:

O The Entity is a Obligated Person

The Entity is not a Obilgated Person
The term "Obllgated Person" means any person or entity, including an issuerof municipal securities,who is either generally or through an enterprise, fund or
account of such person, commi*=d by contract or other arrangement to support the payment of all, or a part of, tho ob::gations on the municipal securitiesto be sold
in an offering of municipal securities,except the term Obligated Personshall not include: (1)a personwho provides municipal bond insurance,letters of credit or
other liquidity facilities; or (2)a person whose financial irifem::tian or operating data Isnot material to a municipal securitiesoffering, without referenceto any
municipal bond insurance, letter of credit, liquidity facility or other credit enhancement.

Regarding the account(s)the Client haswith, or will establish with, JPMS:

() Amounts to be invested In accounts established at JPMSfor the entity m y constitute Proceeds of Municipal Securities or Municipal Escrow Accounts

Amounts to be invested in accounts established at JPMSfor the entity may not constitute Proceeds of Municipal Securities or Municipal EscrowAccounts

The term "Proceeds of Municipal 5ecurities" meansmonies derived by a municipal entity from the primary offering of municipal securities,in=emmt incorne
derived from the |nn.-..; or reinvestment of such monles,and any monies of a municipal entity or obligated person held in funds under legal deemen's for the
municipal securities that are reasonablyexpected to be used assecurity or a sourceof payment for the payment of the debt serviceon the municipal securities,
inckdMg :·c:c-v::, sinking funds and pledged funds created for such purpose, and the inveshent Income derived from the != en=ent or reinvestrnent of monies in
such funds.
The term "Municipal Escrow !mestments" means proceedsof municipal securitiesand any other funds of a municipal entity or Obligated Personthat aredeposited
in an escrow account to pay the principal of, premium, if any, and interest on one or more issuesof municipal securities.

I hereby represent, warrant and certify to JPMSon behalf of the Entity, each of the foregoing and agreeto notify JPMSimmediately If circumstanceschangein a
manner which makesany of the representations set forth on this certification untrue.

Authorized Signa Date (mm/dd/yyyy)

Authorized Signer Name (pleaseprint)

MaryNeurnan

INVESTMENT PRODI CTS ARE:
NOT FDIC INSURED• NOT A DEPOSIT OR OTHER OBLIGATION OF, OR GUARANTEED BY, JPMORGAN CHASE BANK, N.A. OR ANY

OF ITS AFFILIATES• SUBJECT TO INVESTMENT RISKS, INCLUDING POSSIBLE LOSS OF THE PRINCIPAL AMOUNT INVESTED
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Limited Liability Company Certification Chase Investments
A division of J.P.Morgan Securities LLC,member FINRA/5lPC.

New Accounts Fax (866) 966-4455
Account Maintenance Fax (800) 805-3909

A Member/Managermay:(1)give to, andreceivefrom,JPMSor Itsaffillatesoral,written or electronicinstructions,conhetic ,noticesor demandswith respectto theaccount
andanytransaction;(2)bind the LLCto enter into andperformanytransactionor agmament amendmentor modificationthereof,relating to theaccountandanytransaction
Involvingthe LLQ(3) lendor borrowmoneyor securitiesand securethe repaymentthereofwith the propertyof the LLC;(4)pay1ncashor by checkor by creditor deb1tcardor
draft drawnupon the fundsof the LLCanysurnsrequiredto bepaid in connectionwith the accountandanytransaction;(5)directthe saleor exerciseofanyrightswith respect
to anysecuritiesor other property;(6)agreeto anytermsor conditionsor executeor otherwiseassentto anydocumentor agreementaffectingthe accountandanytransaction;
(7)directJPMSto surrenderanysecur1tlesor other propertyfor the purposeof effectinganyexchangeor conversionthereof;(8)appointanyother personor personsto do any
andall thingswhich suchMember!Meneg=rof the LLCisherebyempoweredto do;and(9)generally,takeall suchactionassuchMember/Managerof the LLCmaydeem
necessaryor desirableto :-.p|2ment or facilitatethe tradingactivitiesdescribedhereIn.Members/Managersarepermitted to sell,assignandendorsefor transfer,certificates
representingstocks,bondsor other securitiesnow registeredor hereafter
registeredin the nameof the LLC.If aMember/Managerisanentity (e.g.,Corporation),then the appropriateanc1llarydocuments(e.g.,corporateresolution)isrequired.If the
Members/Managerswant to authorizea third party to transacton the account,the GeneralPartnersmustalsosubmit aJPMSTradingAuthorizationform namingsuchparty.
Subjectto the pollclesof JPMSand Itsaffiliates,or in the eventJPMSor itsaffiliatesreceiveconflicting Instructions,or reasonablybelieveinstructionsfromone Member/Manager
might conflictwith the wishesof anotherMember/Managerorother authorizedthird party,JPMSor Itsaffiliatesmaydo anyof the following: (a)choosewhichinstructionsto
follow andwhich to disregard;(b)suspendall activity In the Accountuntil written Instructions,signedby allMadare/Menegars, arereceived;(c)closethe Accountanddeliverall
securitiesandother property,net of debitsor liabilities,to the addressof record:and/or (d) takeother legalaction.
FOURTH:Members/Managerscertify that they havethe power under the LLCagraamentandapplicablelawto openandmaintainanAccountwith JPMSand Itsaffiliates
n=!"Perdn accounts")and to enter into transactions,both purchasesandsales,of securitlesandother propertyfor the LLC.Notwithstanding the hereincertifications,any
personwith actualor apparentauthority 1sauthorizedandempoweredby the LLCto undertakeanyactivity.All actionspreviouslytakenbyanyMember/ManagerIn connection
with or relatedto ths mat:Grasetforth in,or reasonablyce mseted or implied by the hereincertificationsbe,and eachof them herebyis,adopted,ratified,confirmedand
approvedIn all respectsasthe actsanddeedsof the LLC.
FIFTH:Members/Managerswarrantandrepresentthat the informationabove isaccurateandcomplete.Membc=/Men=ners,Jointlyandseverally,agreeto indemnifyand hold
harmlessJPMS,its agents,employees,representativesandaffiliates,from and againstanyand all liabilities,judgments,claims,seM!emenglosses,damages,obligations,and
expenses,including reasonableattomey fees,arisingfrom or relating to thisCedmeet!enand/or for effectingtransactionsfor the AccountIn rel1ancethereon.Iffewerthan all
Members/Managerssign,thosesigningcertify that theyareauthorizedto b1ndthe LLCand allMembers/Managersthereof to the termsof thls Certification.Members/Managers
agreetoinform JPMS,in writing, of anychangesIn the identity of the Members/Managerslistedabove,anyother amendmentsto the LLCand/or anyother eventthat could alter
the Certificationsmadehereinincluding1tsrevocation.5uchwritten noticeshould beprovided to JPMSat the following address:J.P.Morgan5ecuritiesLLC,Attention:Account
Processing,IL1-02914th Floor,131SouthDearbornStreet,Chicago,IL60603-5506or anyother addressthat hasbeenpe"'dd by JPM5specificallyfor suchpurpose.JPMSmay
relyon thisCertificationIndefinitelyor until written noticeto the contrary1srêcGivedbyJPMS.Members/Managersagreethat this releaseanddischargeshallsurvivethe
revocationof this Certificationwith respectto transactionsenteredinto prior to the Gf|Gct sñG3sof suchrevocation.

'Additional DocumentationRequired

Authorized Members

All Mambss/Managers have signed below

INVESTMENT PRODUCTS ARE1
NOT FDIC INSURED • NOT A DEPOSIT OR OTHER OBLIGATION OF, OR EUARANTEED BY, JPMORGAN CHASE BANK, N.A. OR ANY

OF ITS AFFILIATES • SUB JECT TO INVESTMENT RISKS, INCLUDING POSSIBLE LO55 OF THE PRINCIPAL AMOUNT INVESTED
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EXHIBIT A

ACTION OF THE MEMBERS AND MANAGERS

OF
WATERVIEW ACQUISITION I, LLC

AUGUST 1la" 2017

The undersigned, each being a Member or Manager of

WATERVIEW ACQUISITION I, LLC, a New York limited liability company (the "Company"),
and collectively corntuting all of the Members and Managers of the Company, do each hereby
consent to and adopt the following resolutions as resolutions of the Members and Managers of

the Company·

AUTHORIZATION

WHEREAS, it is deemed to be in the best interests of the Company
and its members and affiliates to enter into an agreement with White Plains Health Care

Properties as Develcper (the "Developer"), for Developer to design and construct a 160 Bed

Residential Health Care Facility in White Plains New York ("the Facility").

WHEREAS, Marc Neuman, Lizer Jozefovic and Gerald Neuman

and the Company will derive substantial economic benefit by increasing their market share in

Westchester County by the construction of the Facility; and

WHEREAS, Waterview Acquisition I, LLC is the owner of that

certain account maintained at JP Morgan Account's entitled Waterview Acquisition I, LLC

Account NumbctM002 and Account Number 885 (the "Account") in which Marc

Neuman and Lizer Jozefovic are the sole signatories;

WHEREAS, in order to achieve the Companies goals set for the

above it is in the best interest of the Company and its members to add Howard Feastermañ as a

signatory to that account and place certain restrictions on withdrawals from the account pending
the construction of the Facility

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that

1. The Company add Howard Fensterman as a co-signatory to the

following account Waterview Acquisition I, LLC Account Number M002 and

Account Number unum885 at JP Morgan Chase together with Marc Neuman and Lizer

Jozefovic;

2. Howard
Fensterman'

s signature shall be required on any
withdrawal or any direction to the Bank on the account where such winidrawal or direction

shall cause the balance and value of the account to fall below 1.6 million dollars until such

-6-
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time as the Facility is completed and an affiliated entity HBL-SNF satisfies its obligation

to post a 1.6 million dollar additional cash security deposit according to Section 7.1(a)(iii)
of the lease between HBL SNF, LLC as Tenant And White Plains Healthcare Property I ,
LLC as Landlord which requires Sixty days prior to the anticipated Commencement Date

that the funds in the JP Morgan Chase Bank account in the amount of not less than

$1,600,000 shall be deposited into the Landlords Rent Security Account,

3. Howard
Fensterman'

s signature shall be required to withdraw all

sums in the account in excess of 1.6 million at the direction of Lizer Jozefovic or Marc

Neuman and by his signature below agrees to give such consent unless such withdrawal

shall cause the balance in the account to fall below 1.6 Million dollars.

RESOLVED FURTHER, that the managers of the Company
designated by any of them (such manager or managers, which are authorized to act singly or

together pursuant hereto, being hereinafter designated as "authorized managers"), be and they are

each hereby authorized, directed and empowered, in the name of the Company, to execute and

deliver to JP Morgan Bank and all , agreements or instruments including this Resolution to JP

Morgan Bank required to evidence and effectuate the terms of this Resolution which shall be

incciparated into a formal reschition and direction to JP Morgan Chase Bank, N.A. evidecing
the agreements memorialized by this Resolution.

RESOLVED FURTHER, that any and all acts of any of the

authorized mahâgers of the Company done or made heretofore in cannection with the actions

authorized by this Roolution and the execution of all agreements related thereto, are hereby
ratified and approved in all respects.

RESOLVED FURTHER, that JP Mortgage Bank may

conclusively rely upon a copy of these resolutious and is authorized to act upon these resolutions

for past, present and future transactions until (a) written notice of its revocation is delivered JP

Morgan Bank. The authority hereby granted shall apply with equal force and effect to the

successors in office of the managers herein named.

[SIGNATURE PAGE FOLLOWS]

-7-
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The foregoing action is taken pursünut to the applicable New York

limited liability company statatery laws and the operating agreemcrit of the Compairy, by the

written consent of a majority of its members and managers of the Company acting without a

meeting.

MEMBERS:

Liz ozefovic

Mark Neuman

Gefald Neuman

MANAGERS:

N e: Her
L'

er zefovic

Title: Manag

AUTHORIZED SIGNATORY

. .
Howard Fensterman

-8-
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437585 2020 Sep 15 PM01:04

UCC FINANCING STATEMENT
FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS( CAREFULLY
A. NAME& PHONEOF CONTACTAT FILER[optionall

B SENDACKNOWLEDGMENTTO: (Name and dress)

L
THE ABOVE SPACE IS FOR FILING OFFICE USE ONLY

1. DEBTOR'S EXACTFULL LEGAL NAME-insertonlyonedebtorname(1aor ib)- donotabbreviateorcorr±± n=::
la. ORGANIZATION'SNAME

OR 1b.INDIVIDUAL'SLASTNAMEJozefovic FIRSTNAME Lizer MIDDLENAME SUFFIX

10.MAlÜNGADDRESS53 Mariner Way CITY Monsey STATE POSTAICODE COUNTRY
NY 10952 USA

1d,SEEINSTRUCTIONS . ADD'LINFORE 1e.TYPEOFORGANIZATION 1f.JUR1SDICTIONOFORGANIZATION 1g.ORGANIZATIONALID#,ifany
ORGANIZATION
DEBTOR NONE

2. ADDITIONALDEBTOR'S EXACTFULL LEGALNAME-insertonlyongdebtorname(2aor2b)- donotabbrevateorcombinenames
2a.ORGANIZATION'SNAMEWaterview Acquisition I, LLC

OR 2b.INDIV)DUALÍLASTNAME FIRSTNAME MIDDLENAME SUFFIX

2c.MAILINGADDRESS537Rt 22 CITY Purdys STATE POSTALCODE COUNTRY
NY 10578 USA

2d.SEEINSTRUCTIONS . ADIJLINFORE 2e.TYPEOFORGANIZATION 2f.JURISDICTIONOFORGANIZATION ]29.ORGANIZATIONALID#,ifany
ORGANIZATION Limited Liability New York
DESTOR Company NONE

3. SECURED PARTY'S NAME (orNAMEofTOTALASSIGNEEofASSIGNORS/P). insertonlyonesecuredpartyname(3aor3b)
3a ORGANIZATION'SNAME White Plains Health Care Properties LLC

3b,INDIVIDUAL'SLASTNAME FIRSTNAME MIDDLENAME SUFFIX

3c.MAILINGADDRESS3 Dakota Dr., ste 300 CITY Lake Success STATE POSTALCODE COUNTRY
NY 11042 USA

4. ThisFINANCINGSTATEMENTcoversthefollowingCollateFal:
AII rights, title and Interest of Lizer Jozefovic as a member in Waterview Acquisition I, LLC. This financing
etatarnant relates to that certain Collateral A=|gnniant and Pledge of Membership Interest and Security AgiGGiiiént,
dated August 11, 2017,by and between Lizer Josefovic and Howard Fensterman, as nominee of White Plains Health Care
Properties LLC, as it may be amended, restated, :-=!rrr±d or otherwise modified from time to time.

5. ALTERNATIVEDESIGNATION[ifapplicable]: LESSEEESSOR CONSIGNEE/CONSIGNOR AILOR SELLER/BUYER AG.UEN NON-UCCFILING
6 ThisFINANCINGSTATEMENTistobefiler (forrecordj (orrecorded)intheREAL | 7.Checkto REQIESTSEARCHREPORT(S)onDebtor(s)

- FSTATRRECORDS. AttachArklenclum fif annInaNelI IADDITl0NAlFFF1 fontionall All Debtors Debtor1 Debtor2
8. OPTIONALFILERREFERENCEDATA

. .

FILING OFFICE COPY -NATIONAL UCC FINANCING STATEMENT (FORM UCC1) (REV. 05/22/02)

Filing Number-202009158394737
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Printed on 1.7.2020   White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC    

 Page 1 of 1 

 

 

Transmittal Cover Sheet 
 
WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE Project #  415 White Plains Healthcare Properties I, 

LLC 
120 Church Street   Tel:  978.535.6700   Fax:  978.535.6701 
White Plains, NY 10601    

 
  
 
Transmitted To  Transmitted By    

Lizer Josefovic Kim Jackson 
HBL SNF, LLC White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC 
1280 Albany Post Road 2 Bourbon Street 
Croton-on Hudson, NY 10520 Peabody, MA 01960 
Tel:  Tel: 978.535.6700 ext. 125 
Fax:  Fax: 978.535.6701 
             
Package Transmitted For Delivered Via  

Information Email/FedEx Delivery 
  
Cc:  

Alfred Donnellan, Delbello Donnellan Weingarten Wise & Wiederkehr  LLP 
Mark Zafrin, Michelman & Robinson  LLP 
Joshua Roccapriore, White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC 
Lizer Josefovic, Water`s Edge Rehabilitation & Healthcare 
Mark Neuman, Epic Health Care Management, LLC 
Gerald Neuman, HBL SNF, LLC 
 
Remarks  
 
Enclosed for your use and information please find the following document: 
 
* Notice of Default and Landlord's Election to Terminate Lease and Accelerate All Rents Due for the Balance of the 
Lease Term dated 01-07-2020 for the Property Located at 116-120 Church Street, White Plains, NY 
 
If you require further assistance please contact Joshua Roccapriore, Owner's Representative at (978) 535-6700 ext. 
135 or via email: jroccapriore@congressconstruction.com 
 
Thank you. 
 
encl. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                        

Date: 01/07/2020        Reference Number:        243 
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DELBELLO DONNELLANWEINGARTEN

WISE&WIEDERKEHR, LLP
Alfred E. Donnallan cOUNSELLORS AT LAW 1 11 TRET

aed ddw-law.com THE GATEWAY BUILDING
su

R298-0000
ONE NORTH LEXINGTON AVENUE

WHITE PLAINS, NEW YoRK 10601

(914) 681-0200
FACSIMILE (914) 684-0288

January 7, 2020

BY EMAIL lizerj@watersedgeusa.com

BY FEDERAL EXPRESS

HBL SNF, LLC

1280 Albany Post Road

Croton-on-Hudson, NY 10520

Attn: Lizer Josefovic

NOTICE OF DEFAULT

AND LANDLORD'S ELECTION TO TERMINATE LEASE AND
ACCELERATE ALL RENTS DUE FOR THE BALANCE OF THE LEASE TERM

PREMISES: 116-120 Church Street. White Plains, New York ("the Leased Premises")

Mr. Josefovic:

We are attorneys for your Landlord, White Plains Health Care Properties I, LLC.

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE, that HBL SNF, LLC ("HBL") is in material violation of the

provisions of its November 19, 2015 Lease, for the above referenced premises ("the Lease"), and

the November 20, 2019 Letter of Intent (the "LOI"), the terms of which are in full force and

effect (the "LOI"), and is in DEFAULT thereof, as follows:

1. Lease Section 3.2, and LOI Para 6) d) ii)
- Payment of Rent: HBL has failed or refused to

pay the following Rent:

a. Rent due for Sept. 30, 2019 - Dec. 31, 2019, totaling $10,831.79.

b. Additional Rent due for Jan. 01 - 31, 2020, due Jan. 1, 2020, totaling $40,000.00.

2. Lease Section 4.2, and LOI Para 6) b) - Payment of Real Estate Taxes: HBL has failed to pay
the following Real Estate Tax payments:

a. Real Estate Taxes for the period 07/01/19 - 12/31/19, specifically the Tenant's

prorated portion thereof, (exclusive of late fees, costs, penalties and interest per

municipal regulations and per the Lease), totaling $61,456.39.

b. Real Estate Taxes for the period Jan. 01, 2020 - June 30, 2020 totaling $121,587.12

1569918
0181960-001
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HBL SNF, LLC

Attn: Lizer Josefovic

January 7, 2020

Page 2

3. LOI Para 6) b), and Lease Section 5.2 - Payment of Utility Deposits and Municipal

Maintenance Escrows: HBL has failed to pay the following Utility Deposits and Municipal

Maintenance Escrows:

a. Utility Deposits totaling $60,356.10

b. Municipal Maintenance Escrows totaling $5,500.00

4. Lease Section 4.1, LOI Section 6) j) - Utility Charges: HBL has failed to pay the following

Utility Charges:

a. ConEdison invoice paid by the Landlord to avoid power shutoff, in the amount of

$2,972.84.

5. Lease Article VI, including Section 6.2; LOI Para 6) h) - Delivery of Insurance Certificates.

a. HBL has failed to deliver certificates of insurance to Landlord in accordance with

Article VI and Section 6.2 of the Lease.

6. Lease Section 7.4 (2) and (j) -
Reporting and other Obligations:

a. HBL has failed or refused to deliver to the Landlord all Medicare, Medicaid and other

provider agreements and reimbursement rate sheets for the Facility.

b. HBL has failed or refused to deliver to the Landlord all Medicare, Medicaid and other

provider updated reimbursement rate sheets for the Facility.

7. Lease Section 7.4 (a) -
Reporting and other Obligations:

a. HBL has failed or refused to deliver to the Landlord the required financial reporting
required under the Lease.

8. Lease Section 7.4 (B) (vi) - Reporting and other Obligations:

a. HBL has failed or refused to deliver to the Landlord the required written reports

providing an operational overview of significant events and circumstances at the

Facility during each prior month of the Term of the Lease.

9. Lease Section 7.1(a)(ii), as amended by LOI Para 6) d) i) - Security Deposit.

a. HBL has failed or refused to deliver to the Landlord by December 1, 2019 the

security deposit of $1,000,000.00, to secure full and timely payment and performance

of Tenant's obligations under the Lease.

10. Lease Section 7.1(a)(iii), as amended by LOI Para 6) e)
- Additional Security Deposit.

a. HBL has failed to deliver the blocked account agreement prohibiting any liquidation

of the of $1,600,000.00 held by JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. in the controlled

account number 272.

11. Lease Section 4.1, 3.2 (c), and 9.1 (b) - Payment of Late Fees and Costs

a. HBL has failed to pay late fees and costs related to the above failures to pay its

obligations under the Lease and the LOI in the timeframes required thereunder, as set

forth in the attached accounting, totaling $23,425.09

1569918
0181960-001
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HBL SNF, LLC

Attn: Lizer Josefovic

January 7, 2020

Page 3

A true and accurate accounting of the amounts due and owing under the Lease and the

LOI is attached herewith.

By reason of the aforementioned material Defaults under the Lease and the LOI, the

Landlord, hereby exercises its right under Section 16.1 of the Lease to terminate the Lease as

well as Tenant's right of possession of the Leased Premises, effective January 13, 2020 at 5.00

PM NYC time.

PLEASE TAKE FURTHER NOTICE, that, in accordance with Section 16.1 of the

Lease, all rent for the balance of the term of the Lease is accelerated, and pursuant to said lease

provision, HBL is obligated to pay the Landlord $84,073,989.91, being the present value of such

accelerated rent, discounted at the rate of 6% per annum.

Landlord reserves all other rights and remedies at law or in equity as against the Tenant,
all guarantors of the Lease, and the holders of any funds allocated or designated for Landlord's

benefit.

Landlord further reserves all rights arising from the Collateral Assignment and Pledge of

Membership Interest and Security Agreenient dated August 11, 2017 ("the Pledge"), including
but not limited to all rights to enforce the Pledge through a private or public sale of the assignor's

interest in Waterview Acquisition I, LLC or through a judicial foreclosure of the assignee's

security interest therein.

Very truly yours,

ALFRED E. DONNELLAN

AUTHORIZED AND APPROVED:

White Plains Health Care Properties I, LLC

Jos ua Roccapriore

Authorized Representative

cc: By Email (lizerj@watersedgeusa.com) & Federal Express

Lizer Josefovic, Guarantor, Individually
53 Mariner Way
Monsey, NY 10952

1569918
0181960-001
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HBL SNF, LLC

Attn: Lizer Josefovic

January 7, 2020

Page 4

By Email (markn@epicmgt.com) & Federal Express

Mark Neuman, Guarantor, Individually
22 Lyncrest Drive

Monsey, NY 10952

By Email (mzafrin@mrllp.com) & Federal Express

Michelman & Robinson

800 Third Avenue,
24th FlOOr

New York, NY 10022

Attn: Mark Zafrin, Esq.

By Federal Exoress

Gerald Neuman, Individually
c/o HBL SNF, LLC
1280 Albany Post Road

Croton-on-Hudson, NY 10520

1569918
0181960-001
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WHITE PLAINS HEALTH CARE PROPERTIES I, LLC
c/o THE CONGRESS COMPANIES

General Contractors, Construction Managers, Property Managers, Development Services
BOSTON:
WestPeabodyExecutiveCenter
2 BourbonStreet
Peabody,MA 01960
Phone:978-535-6700
Fax: 978-535-6701

7-Jan-19

NOTICE OF AMOUNTS AND DELIVERABLES DUE UNDER LEASE & LOI of 11/20/19

Gentlemen: Pürsüaiit to the Lease and the LOI dated November 20, 2019, the following are due:

AMOUNTS PAYABLE Due Date Amt Due Amounts Paid Amt Past Due

1 Rent January, 2020 (See Note 1 Below) 01/01/20 $ 546,096.50 $ 506,096.50 $ 40,000.00
2 Rent 9/30/19 - 11/30/19 12/01/19 $ 10,831.79 $ - $ 10.831.79

SUBTOTAL RENT AND ADDITIONAL RENT: $ 556,928.29 $ 506,096.50 $ 50,831.79

3 RE Taxes 7/1/19-12/31/19, Tenant portion: 09/30/19-12/31/19 12/01/19 $ 61,456.39 $ - $ 61,456.39
4 RE Taxes for the period 1/1/20 -6/30/2.0 12/01/19 $ 121,587.12 $ - $ 121,587.12

SUBTOTAL REAL ESTATE TAXES $ 183,043.51 $ - $ 183,043.51

5 Utility Deposits 12/01/19 $ 60,356.10 $ - $ 60,356.10
6 Municipal Deposits 12/01/19 $ 5,500.00 $ - $ 5,500.00

Z ConEdison Electric Invoice 12/17/19 $ 2,972.84 $ -
$ 2,972.84

Subtotal $ 68,828.94 $ - $ 68,828.94

TOTAL RENT, RE TAXES, & OTHER $ 808,800.14 $ 506,096.50 $ 302,704.24

8 Security Deposit 1st payment 12/01/19 $ 1,000,000.00 $ - $ 1,000,000.00

TOTAL AMTS DUE EXCLUDING LATE FEES & COSTS $ 1,808,800.74 $ 506,096.50 $ 1,302,704.24

9 Interest on past due real estate taxes on a per-diem basis: 12/15/19 $ 3,039.68 $ - $ 3,039.68

10 Late Fees of 5% on items 1,2,3,5,6,7 12/15/19 $ 9,055.86 $ - $ 9,055.86

11 Interest on Items 1,2,3,5 & 6 at the Overdue Rate (Prime+5%) 12/15/19 $ 11,329.55 $ - $ 11,329.55

TOTAL LATE FEES ANDCOSTS $ 23,425.09 $ - $ 23,425.09

TOTAL AMOUNTS DUE $ 1,832,225.83 $ 506,096.50 $ 1,326,129.33

ADDITIONAL NOTICE OF ITEMS DUE: As rêÿüired per the Lease and LOI , please provide the following:

1 Notice is hereby made to that Jan. 2020 & all subsequent Rent shall be due in the

amount of: $546,096.50, calculated as: $506,096.50 rent plus $40,000.00 EddnicñE|rent 2nd Notice

2 Notice is hereby made to provide all Medicare and Medicaid provider

Agreements and rates. 2nd Notice

3 Notice is hereby made to provide Annual Budget, Capital Expandit:res, Operating

Budget, Annual Financial Reporting, monthly financial reporting Financial

Reporting, Variance Reporting, Unaudited Financial Reports

4 Notice is hereby made to provide per a written report of sigñ|:cant events at the

facility including: Copies of all documents, reports. licenses and cêrti:catês

from NY DOH perte!ning to the Operations of the Facility 2nd Notice

5 Notice is hereby made to provide: Evidence of Insurance, including all

required coverages under the lease, and all additional insureds. 2nd Notice
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.

NOTE

$38,500,000.00 August 2017

FOR VALUE RECElVED, WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC, a

Massachusetts limited liability company ("Borrower") hereby promises to pay to the order of

SECURITY BENEFIT Ll FE INSURANCE COMPANY ("Lender") under that certain Construction

Loan Agreement dated of even date herewith by and among Borrower, Security Benefit Corporation, as

agent ("Agent") and Lender (the "Loan Agreement"), without offset, in immediately available funds in

lawful money of the United States of America, at the Lender's Office as defined in the Loan Agreement,

the principal sum of THIRTY-EIGHT MILLlON FlVE HUNDRED THOUSAND AND NO/100

DOLLARS ($38,500,000,00) (or the unpaid balance of all principal advanced against this Note, if that

amount is less), together with interest on the unpaid principal balance of this Note from day to day

outstanding as hereinafter provided. Capitalized terms used herein and not otherwise defined herein shall

have the meanings ascribed to such terms in the Constructicñ Loan Agreement of even date herewith (the

"Loan Agreement").

1. Note; Interest; Payment Schedule and Maturity Date. This Note (as may be amended,

modified, supplemented, restated and replaced from time to time, the "Note") is the Note refered to in the

Loan Agreement and is entitled to the benefits thereof and subject to prepayment in whole or in part as

provided therein. The entire principal balance of this Note then unpaid shall be due and payable at the

times as set forth in the Loan Agreement. Accrued unpaid interest shall be due and payable at the times

and at the interest rate as set forth in the Loan Agreement until all principal and accrued interest owing on

this Note shall have been fully paid and satisfied. Any amount not paid when due and payable hereunder

shall, to the extent permitted by applicable Law, bear interest and, if applicable, a late charge in each case
as set forth in the Loan Agreement

2. Security; Loan Documents. The security for this Note includes, but is not limited to, a
Mortgage Assignment of Leases and Rents, Security Agreement, and Fixture Filing (which, as it may have
been or may be amended, restated, modified or supplemented from time to time, is herein called the

"Security Instrument") dated as of the date hereof from Borrower to Agent, covering certain property in

the County of Westchester, State of New York as more particularly described therein (the "Property").
This Note, the Security instrument, the Loan Agreement and all other documents now or hereafter mecüriñg,

guaranteeing or executed in ccññccticñ with the loan evidesmi by this Note (the "Loan"), as the same have
been or may be amended, restated, modified or supplemented from time to time, are herein sometimes
called individually a "Loan Document" and together the "Loan Documents."

3. Defaults.

(a) Subject to the terms of the Loan Agreement, upon the occurrence and during the
continuance of a Default, Lender shall have the rights to declare the unpaid principal balance and accrued
but unpaid interest on this Note, and all other ==ena's due hereunder and under the other Loan Documents,
at once due and payable (and upon such declaration, the same shall be at once due and payable), to foreclose

any liens and security inte=st= securing payment hereof and to exercise any of its other rights, powers and
remedies under this Note, under any other Loan Document, or at Law or in equity.

(b) All of the rights, remedies, powers and privileges (together, "Rights") of Lender provided
for in this Note and in any other Loan Document are cumulative of each other and of any and all other
Rights at Law or in equity. The resort to any Right shall not prevent the concurrent or subsequent
employment of any other appropriate Right. No single or partial exercise of any Right shall exhaust it or

5962987 - 1 -
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preclude any other or further exercise thereof, and every Right may be exercised at any time and from time

to time. No failure by Lender to exercise, and no delay in exercising any Right, including, but not limited

to, the right to accelerate the maturity of this Note, shall be construed as a waiver of any Default or as a

waiver of any Right. Without limiting the geñêrality of the foregoing provisicñs, the acceptance by Lender

from time to time of any payment under this Note which is past due or which is less than the payment in full

of all amounts due and payable at the time of such paymcnt, shall not (i) constitute a waiver of or impair or

extiñgnish the right of Lender to accelerate the maturity of this Note or to exercise any other Right at the

time or at any subseqüênt time, or nullify any prior exercise of any such Right, (ii) constitute a waiver of the

requirement of punctual payment and performance or a acvaticñ in any respect, or (iii) in any way excuse

the existence of a Default.

(c) Borrower agrees to pay all out-of-pocket costs and expenses of the holder of this Note

which may be incurred unless Burrowér is the sole prevailing party in an action to enforce or protect the

rights or intercats of such holder, including
attorneys'

fees and expenses (including the market value of

services of in-house counsel), investigaticñ costs and all court costs, whether before or after the Maturity
Date defined in the Loan Agreement, or whether in connection with bankruptcy, insolvency or appeal, or

whether collection is made against Borrower or any guarantor or endorser or any other Person primarily or

secondarily liable hereunder. From the time(s) incurred until paid in full to the holder of this Note, all such

sums shall bear interest at the Interest Rate set forth in the Loan Agreement until ten (10) days after demand

and thereafter at the Default Rate defined in the Loan Agreement.

4. Heirs, Successors and Assigns. The terms of this Note and of the other Loan Docüñiénts

shall bind and inure to the benefit of the heirs, devisees, representatives, successors and assigns of the

parties. Borrower cannot assign this Note or the Loan or any of the obligations hereunder or thereunder

without Lender's prior written consent. As further provided in the Loan Agreement, Lender may, at any
time, sell, transfer, or assign all or a portion of its interest in this Note, the Security Instrument and the

other Loan Documents on the terms and conditions set forth in the Loan Agreement.

5. General Provisions. Time is of the essence with respect to Borrower's obligations under

this Note. If more than one Person executes this Note as Borrower, all of said parties shall be jointly and

severally liable for payment of the indebtedness evidenced hereby. Borrower and all sureties, endorsers,
guarantors and any other party now or hereafter liable for the payment of this Note in whole or in part,

hereby severally (a) waive demand, presentment for payment, notice of dishonor and of nonpayment,

protest, notice of protest, notice of intent to accelerate, notice of acceleration and all other notices (except

any notices which are specifically required by this Note or any other Loan Document), filing of suit and

diligence in cellecting this Note or enforcing any of the security herefor; (b) agree to any substitt!=,

subordination, exchange or release of any such security or the release of any party primarily or sec0ñdarily
liable hereon; (c) agree that Lender shall not be required first to institute suit or exhaust its remedies hereon

against Borrower or others liable or to become liable hereon or to perfect or enforce its rights against them

or any security herefor; (d) consent to any extensions or postponements of time of payment of this Note for

any period or periods of time and to any partial payments, before or after maturity, and to any other

indulgences with respect hereto, without notice thereof to any of them; and (e) submit (and waive all rights

to object) to non-exclusive personal jurisdiction of any state or federal court sitting in the city and county,
and venue in the city or county, in which payment is to be made as specified in Section 7.14 of the Loan

Agreement, for the enforcement of any and all obligations under this Note and the Loan D0cüilients;

(f) waive the benefit of all homestead and similar exemptions as to this Note; (g) agree that their liability
under this Note shall not be affected or impaired by any determination that any security interest or lien taken

by Lender to secure this Note is invalid or unperfected; and (h) hereby subordinate any and all rights against

Borrower and any of the security for the payment of this Note, whether by subrogation, agreement or

otherwise, until this Note is paid in full. A determination that any provision of this Note is unenforceable or

invalid shall not affect the enforceability or validity of any other provision and the determination that the

- 2-
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application of any provision of this Note to any Person or circumst=ce is illegal or unenforceable shall not

affect the enforceability or validity of such provisicñ as it may apply to other Persons or circumstances.

This Note may not be ==ended except in a writing specifically ints;.ded for such purpose and executed by
the party against whom enforcement of the amcñdmcat is sought. Captions and headings in this Note are

for ceñvenience only and shall be disregarded in construing it. The words "include" and "including" shall

be interpreted as if followed by the words "withest limitation." THIS NOTE (INCLUDING, WITHOUT

LIMITATION, THE RIGHT TO HOLD BORROWER LIABLE FOR ANY DEFICIENCY

REMAINING AFTER FORECLOSURE OR TO BRING SUIT UPON THE INDEBTEDNESS

WITHOUT HAVING FIRST PROCEEDED AGAINST THE PROPERTY OR OTHER COLLATERAL

THEREFOR) SHALL BE GOVERNED BY AND CONSTRUED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE

INTERNAL LAWS OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK, WITHOUT REGARD TO PRINCIPLES OF

CONFLICTS OF LAW.

6. Notices. Any notice, request, or de==d to or upon Borrower or Lender shall be deemed to

have been properly given or made when delivered in accordance with the Loan Agreement

7. Lost Note. Upon receipt of an affidavit of an officer of Lender as to the loss, theft,
destruction or m=+U=+!êñ of this Note, and, in the case of any such loss, theft, destruction or mutilatiGü, upon

cance!!=tion of this Note, Borrower will issue, in lieu thereof, a replacement note in the same principal

amount thereof and otherwise of like tenor.

8. Exculpation. The exculpation and related provisicñs set forth in Section 7.22 of the Loan

Agreement are hereby incorporated by reference as if fully set forth herein.

THE WRITTEN LOAN DOCUMENTS REPRESENT THE FINAL AGREEMENT BETWEEN
AND AMONG THE PARTIES AND MAY NOT BE CONTRADICTED BY EVIDENCE OF PRIOR,
CONTEMPORANEOUS OR SUBSEQUENT ORAL AGREEMENTS OF THE PARTIES. THERE ARE

NO ORAL AGREEMENTS BETWEEN THE PARTIES.

[Signature appears on the next page.]
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Borrower has duly executed this Note as of the date first abo e Witter .

BORROWER:

WH1TE PLAINS ALTHCARE PR TIES I, LLC,
a Massachu limi

'
bility c pany

By.
Wilkanrf. Nicho!sen, a Manager

. !

I

i

I

[Signature Page - Notc]
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Exhibit J  

to Nicholson Aff. 
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t,"14 Security Benefit
TO AND THROUGH RETIREMENT

April 16 , 2020

One Security Benefit Place

Topeka, Kansas 66636

SecurityBenefit.corn

VIA FEDEX DELIVERY and EMAIL wnicholson(&conaressconstruction.com

White Plains Healthcare Properties I , LLC
West Peabody Executive Center, Ste. 200
2 Bourbon Street
Peabody, MA 01960
Attn: William A. Nicholson

Re: Construction loan (the "Loan") evidenced by that certain Promissory Note
dated August 18, 2017 (the "Note") in the original aggregate principal amount
of $38,500,000.00 made by White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC
("Borrower") to the order of Security Benefit Life Insurance Company
("Lender")

Dear Mr. Nicholson:

Reference is made to the Note and to the Loan Agreement dated August 18,
2017 by and between Borrower and Lender (the "Loan Agreement").

Borrower executed and delivered the Note to Lender. The Note evidences the
obligation of Borrower to pay the Loan, including without limitation, the principal
amount of the Note and all interest which accrued on the Note.

Borrower has failed to make. or cause to be made, the monthly payment
of interest due under the Note and under Section 2.12 of the Loan Aareement
on April 1 2020, which failure constitutes an Event of Default under the Loan
Aareement Section 5.1 (a) (Events of Default). In accordance with the terms 
and conditions of the Loan Agreement, for so lona as any Event of Default shall 
have occurred and be continuing. the outstanding principal balance of the Loan 
and, to the extent permitted by applicable law, overdue interest in respect of the 
Loan. shall each accrue interest at the Default Rate. calculated from the date 
such payment was due without regard to any arace or cure periods contained 
in the Loan Agreement. 

In addition, pursuant to Section 2.8 of the Loan Agreement, a late charge
will be assessed. 

Finally, despite repeated requests, Borrower has failed to establish the
Cash Management Account as required under Section 8.1 of the Loan
Agreement. 
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Security Benefit Life Insurance Company

White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC
Attn: William A. Nicholson
April 16 , 2020
Page Two

The foregoing does not constitute a waiver of any term, provision, condition, covenant or
agreement contained in any of the Loan Documents (as defined in the Loan Agreement) or
any instrument or agreement evidencing, related to or securing the Note, nor shall it (ij)
operate as a waiver of any right, remedy, power or privilege thereunder, (ii) prejudice or
preclude any other further exercise thereof or the exercise of any right or remedy provided
by law or in equity, (iii) entitle Borrower to any other or further notice or demand whatsoever
or (iv) in any way modify, change impair, affect, diminish or release any liability of Borrower
under or pursuant to any of the Loan Documents.

Please contact Douglas Schneider (785-438-1642) with any questions regarding the
content of this letter, or have your counsel contact me directly.

Very truly yours,
Security Benefit Life Insurance Company

By: 
Douglas Schneider
Investment Analyst

Douglas Schneider (via email - douglas.schneider@securitybenefit.com)
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Exhibit K  

to Nicholson Aff.   
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Security
Benefit® ° .*¤%":"n‡°-

TOANDTHROUGHRETIREMENT SecurityBenefit.com

May 22, 2020

VIAEED_EE_D_ELI3/_ERY and_
EMAIL wnicholson@conaressconstruction.coni

White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC
West Peabody Executive Center, Ste. 200
2 Bourbon Street

Peabody, MA 01960

Attn: William A. Nicholson

Re: Notice of Default - Construction loan (the "Loan") evidenced by that certain

Promissory Note dated August 18, 2017 (the "_N_ote") in the original aggregate
principal amount of $38,500,000.00 made by White Plains Healthcare
Properties I, LLC ("Borrower") to the order of Security Benefit Life Insurance

Company ("Lender")

Dear Mr. Nicholson:

Reference is made to the Note and to the Loan Agreement dated August 18,
2017 by and between Borrower and Lender (the "Loan Agreement").

Borrower executed and delivered the Note to Lender. The Note evidences the
abligaticñ of Borrower to pay the Loan, including without limitation, the principal
amount of the Note and all interest which accrued on the Note.

Payment Default

Borrower has failed to make, or cause to be made, the monthly payment of
interest due under the Note and under Section 2.12 of the Loan Agreement on May 1,
2020, which failure constitutes an Event of Defau!t under the Loan Agreement Section 5.1

(a) (Events of Default). In accordance with the terms and conditions of the Loan

Agreement, for so long as any Event of Default shall have occurred and be continuing,
the outstanding principal balance of the Loan and, to the extent permitted by applicable

law, overdue interest in respect of the Loan, shall each accrue interest at the Default

Rate, ce!cu!ated from the date such payment was due without regard to any grace or cure
periods contained in the Loan Agreement. In addition, pursuant to Section 2.8 of the
Loan Agreement, a late charge will be assessed. Please note that the total principal
amount currently due from Borrower, together with late charges and default interest due
from Borrower, are shown on Exhibit A.

Other Defaults

1. Borrower has failed to estab!!sh the Cash Management Account as required

under Section 8.1 of the Loan Agreement.
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Security Benefit Life Insurance Company

White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC

Attn: William A. Nicholson

May 22, 2020

Page Two

2. Borrower has failed to send a Tenant Direction Notice to direct the sole tenant,
HBL SNF, LLC, to pay rent directly to Lender, as required by Section 8.1 of the Loan

Agreement.

3. Borrower has failed to deposit all revenue generated by the Property into the Cash

Management Account as required by Section 8.1 of the Loan Agreement. Among other things, we

recently learned that the Tenant may have paid Borrower approximately $2,200,000 in late 2019 or

early 2020. Any such revenue should have been deposited with Lender.

4. Borrower has failed to supply the financial statements for Borrower required under

Section 3.13 and Exhibit B of the Loan Agreement.

5. Borrower has failed to supply annual financial statements of each Guarantor as

required under Section 3.13 and Exhibit B of the Loan Agreement.

Other Issues

We also call your attention to the following:

1. No Distributions. Section 3.27 of the Loan Agreement prohibits "any
distribution"

to

"any owner of any direct or indirect equity interests of
Borrower,"

with limited exceptions. Please

confirm that no prohibited distributions have been made while the Loan has been outstanding.

2. No Termination of Lease. We understand Borrower may have sent a Notice of

Termination to the tenant under the Operating Lease in late 2019 or early 2020. Please note that

pursuant to Section 3.5 of the Loan Agreement, the Operating Lease cannot be termiñated without

the consent of Lender.

3. Recourse Liability. Under the Loan Agreement and the Guaranty Agreement,
Borrower and each Guarantor are personally liable to Lender for the "misapp||catiûñ,
misappropriation or conversion by

Borrower"
of any

"Rents"
or other monetary collateral for the

Loan. We also call to your attention that Borrower and each Guarantor are personally liable to

Lender for certain
"Losses"

arising out of the "willful
misccñduct"

of Borrower in connection with the

Loan or Property.

4. Maturity Date. We remind you again of the maturity date of the Loan on August 1,
2020.

Reservation of Riahts

The foregoing does not constitute a waiver of any term, provision, conditicñ, covenant or

agreement contained in any of the Loan Documents (as defined in the Loan Agreement) or any
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Security Benefit Life Insurance Company

White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC

Attn: William A. Nicholson

May 22, 2020

Page Three

instrument or agrêêrñêñt evidencing, related to or securing the Note, nor shall it (i) operate as a

waiver of any right, remedy, power or privilege thereunder, (ii) prejudice or preclude any other

further exercise thereof or the exerciss of any right or remedy provided by law or in equity, (iii)
entitle Borrower to any other or further notice or derñãñd whatscever or (iv) in any way modify,
change impair, affect, diminish or release any liability of Borrawer under or pursuant to any of the

Loan Documents.

Please contact Douglas Schneider (785-438-1642) with any questions reyuiding the ccñtéñt

of this letter, or have your counsel ccñtact me directly.

Very truly yours,

Security Benefit Life Insurance Company

Douglas Schneider

Investment Analyst

cc: Patrick Formato (via e-mail)
Howard Fensterman (via Federal Express)
Matthew Barbara (via Federal Express)
Paul Barbara (via Federal Express)
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Exhibit L  

to Nicholson Aff. 
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- X
SECURITY BENEFIT LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, 
SECURITY BENEFIT CORPORATION, 

Plaintiffs, 

-against- 

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC, 
WILLIAM A. NICHOLSON, HOWARD FENSTERMAN, 
MATTHEW BARBARA, PAUL BARBARA, NEW YORK 
STATE DEPARTMENT OF TAXATION, CITY OF 
WHITE PLAINS FINANCE DEPARTMENT, and  
JOHN DOE NOS. 1-10, 

Defendants. 

The Names of the “John Doe” Defendants Being Fictitious 
and Unknown to Plaintiffs, the Persons and Firms Intended 
Being Those Who May Be in Possession of, or May Have 
Possessory, Lien or Other Interests in, the Premises Herein 
Described. 

: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
:

Index No.  

VERIFIED COMPLAINT 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- X

Plaintiffs Security Benefit Corporation (“Agent”), a Kansas corporation, and Security 

Benefit Life Insurance Company (“Security Benefit” and together with Agent, the “Lender”), a 

Kansas insurance company, by their attorneys, DLA Piper LLP (US), as for their Verified 

Complaint against the defendants, allege as follows: 

NATURE OF THE ACTION 

1. Lender brings this action to foreclose on real property and improvements in the 

County of Westchester and State of New York, known as Section 125.67, Block 3 Lot 1 in the 

City of White Plains and located at 120 Church Street (the “Mortgaged Property”).  The Mortgaged 

Property secures a $38.5 million loan made to Defendant White Plains Healthcare Properties I, 

LLC (“Borrower”).  Borrower first defaulted on the loan in 2019, long before the COVID-19 
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2

pandemic and related government shutdown orders took effect, and failed to pay back all principal 

and outstanding interest due on the August 1, 2020 maturity date.  Lender also sues the individual 

guarantors who promised to pay the amounts due and owing if Borrower failed to perform, and 

who promised to cover any deficiencies that arise after application of the proceeds from a public 

foreclosure auction of the Mortgaged Property.

THE PARTIES 

2. Security Benefit Life Insurance Company is, and at all relevant times hereinafter 

mentioned was, an insurance company, organized and existing under the laws of the State of 

Kansas, with an address at One Security Benefit Place, Topeka, KS 66626-0001.  

3. Agent is, and at all relevant times hereinafter mentioned was, a corporation 

organized and existing under the laws of the State of Kansas, with an address at One Security 

Benefit Place, Topeka, KS 66626-0001. 

4. Upon information and belief, Borrower is a limited liability company organized 

and existing under the laws of the State of Massachusetts, with an address at West Peabody 

Executive Center, Suite 200, 2 Bourbon Street, Peabody, MA 01960, and is the fee simple owner 

of the Mortgaged Property.  

5. Upon information and belief, Defendant William A. Nicholson, an individual who 

at all times hereinafter mentioned was a resident of the State of Massachusetts, is named as a 

defendant because William A. Nicholson made certain promises and guarantees concerning 

Borrower’s performance under the Loan Documents (as defined herein), as contained in the 

Guaranty Agreement dated August 18, 2017 (the “Guaranty”). 

6. Upon information and belief, Defendant Howard Fensterman is, and at all times 

hereinafter mentioned was, an individual and a resident of the State of New York, and is named as 
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3

a defendant because Howard Fensterman also made certain promises and guarantees concerning 

Borrower’s performance under the Loan Documents, as defined herein, and as contained in the 

Guaranty. 

7. Upon information and belief, Defendant Matthew Barbara is, and at all times 

hereinafter mentioned was, an individual and a resident of the State of New York, and is named as 

a defendant because Matthew Barbara also made certain promises and guarantees concerning 

Borrower’s performance under the Loan Documents, as defined herein, and as contained in the 

Guaranty. 

8. Upon information and belief, Defendant Paul Barbara (together with Defendant 

William A. Nicholson, Defendant Howard Fensterman, and Defendant Matthew Barbara, the 

“Guarantors”) is, and at all times hereinafter mentioned was, an individual and a resident of the 

State of New York, and is named as a defendant because Paul Barbara also made certain promises 

and guarantees concerning Borrower’s performance under the Loan Documents, as defined herein, 

and as contained in the Guaranty. 

9. Upon information and belief, Defendant New York State Department of Taxation 

and Finance has a principal place of business located at the Office of Counsel, Building 9, W.A. 

Harriman Campus, Albany, New York 12227, and is made a defendant in this action because it 

has or may have an interest in or lien against the Mortgaged Property by virtue of any unpaid New 

York State Franchise taxes, license or maintenance fees which may be due and owing from 

Borrower.  

10. Upon information and belief, Defendant City of White Plains Finance Department 

has a principal place of business located at 255 Main Street, Room 102, White Plains, New York 

10601, and is made a defendant in this action because it has or may have an interest in or lien 
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against the Mortgaged Property by virtue of any unpaid City of White Plains taxes, license or 

maintenance fees which may be due and owing from Borrower. 

11. Upon information and belief, the “John Doe” defendants constitute those persons 

or corporations or firms that may be in possession of, or may have contract, possessory, lien or 

other interests in, the Mortgaged Property. 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

12. The Court may exercise jurisdiction over Borrower because Borrower irrevocably 

submitted to the jurisdiction and venue of this Court in the Loan Documents, as defined herein. 

13. The Court may exercise jurisdiction over the Guarantors because they irrevocably 

submitted to the jurisdiction and venue of the Court in the Guaranty.  This Court may also exercise 

jurisdiction over Defendants Howard Fensterman, Matthew Barbara, and Paul Barbara pursuant to 

C.P.L.R. Section 301, and over Defendant William A. Nicholson pursuant to C.P.L.R. Section 

302. 

14. Lender’s collateral—among other things, the real property interest, improvements 

and personal property securing repayment of the $38,500,000.00 loan described below—is located 

in the State of New York and, accordingly, pursuant to C.P.L.R. Section 301, and R.P.A.P.L. 

Article 1, Section 121, this Court has jurisdiction to grant the relief required by Lender in this 

Verified Complaint.  

15. As to all Defendants, venue is proper in Westchester County pursuant to C.P.L.R. 

Sections 507 and 509. 

THE MORTGAGED PROPERTY 

16. The Mortgaged Property that is the subject of this action consists of one lot known 

as Section 125.67, Block 3 Lot 1 in the City of White Plains and located at 120 Church Street, with 
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5

appurtenances thereto and improvements thereon, all as more specifically described in Schedule 

A annexed hereto.   

THE LOAN DOCUMENTS 

17. On or about August 18, 2017, Borrower and Lender entered into a Construction 

Loan Agreement (the “Loan Agreement”), whereby Lender agreed to make a Building Loan to 

Borrower in the amount of $30,293,625, in which all or a portion of the Building Loan Costs would 

be advanced to Borrower, consisting solely of costs and improvements as defined in Section 2 of 

the New York Lien Law (the “Building Loan”), and whereby Lender further agreed to make 

additional loan advances to Borrower for other costs with respect to the Project in the amount of 

$8,206,375 (the “Project Loan”, collectively with the Building Loan referred to as the “Loan”) for 

a total indebtedness of $38,500,000.  The Loan Agreement was duly recorded in the County 

Clerk’s Office on August 25, 2017, at Control No. 5962984.  A true and correct copy of the Loan 

Agreement is attached hereto as Exhibit 1.

18. On or about August 18, 2017, Borrower, for the purpose of evidencing its 

indebtedness to Lender of the sum of $38,500,000, executed and delivered to Lender a promissory 

note dated August 18, 2017 (the “Note”), whereby Borrower was bound and promised to pay 

Lender such sum, with interest thereon, at the rate therein provided.  A true and correct copy of 

the Note is attached hereto as Exhibit 2.

19. As collateral security for the payment of this indebtedness, Borrower 

simultaneously therewith executed, acknowledged, and delivered to Lender a mortgage dated 

August 18, 2017 (the “Mortgage”).  The Mortgage was duly recorded in the County Clerk’s office 

on August 31, 2017, at Control No. 572363745 and the mortgage recording tax was then and there 

duly paid.  A true and correct copy of the Mortgage is attached hereto as Exhibit 3.
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6

20. The Mortgage granted Lender a security interest in the real property described in 

Schedule A, improvements, fixtures, equipment, personal property, and leases and rents, among 

other items described in Section 1.1 of the Mortgage, associated with the Mortgaged Property.  

(Mortgage § 1.1.) 

21. On August 18, 2017, Borrower also executed, acknowledged, and delivered to 

Lender an Assignment of Leases and Rents dated August 18, 2017 (“Assignment,” and together 

with the Mortgage, the Note, the Loan Agreement, and all documents or instruments referenced in 

the definition of Loan Documents in the Mortgage and the Loan Agreement, and all other 

documents or instruments securing the repayment of the obligations of Borrower to Lender, the 

“Loan Documents”), as further collateral security for the payment of the indebtedness.  The 

Assignment of Leases and Rents was duly recorded in the County Clerk’s office on August 31, 

2017, at Control No. 572363749.  A true and correct copy of the Assignment is attached hereto as 

Exhibit 4. 

22. The Assignment absolutely and unconditionally assigned and granted to Lender’s 

Agent, for Lender’s benefit, among other things, all of Borrower’s right, title and interest in the all 

existing and future Leases of the Borrower affecting the use, enjoyment or occupancy of all or any 

portion of any space in that certain lot or piece of land, more particularly described in Schedule A 

annexed hereto, as well as all Rents, as defined in the Loan Agreement.  (Assignment § 1.1.) 

23. The Loan Documents were delivered to Lender in due course. 

24. Lender is the owner and holder of the Loan Documents, and is authorized to 

exercise all of its rights with respect to the Loan Documents. 
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THE GUARANTY 

25. On or about August 18, 2017, the Guarantors executed and delivered to Lender the 

Guaranty.  A true and correct copy of the Guaranty is attached hereto as Exhibit 5. 

26. Under the terms of the Guaranty, the Guarantors jointly and severally, 

unconditionally, absolutely and irrevocably guaranteed payment (and not merely collectability) of 

and agreed to pay, protect, defend and save harmless Lender for, from and against, and indemnify 

Lender for, from and against any and all liabilities, obligations, actual losses, damages, costs and 

expenses (including, without limitation, reasonable attorneys’ fees), causes of action, suits, claims, 

demands, and judgment of any nature or description whatsoever, which may at any time be 

imposed upon, incurred by or awarded against Lender as a result of, among other things, 

misapplication, misappropriation or conversion by Borrower, Guarantor, or any Affiliate of any of 

them of any Rents.  (Guaranty § 1(a)(vii).)

27. The Guarantors also agreed that the Guaranty was an absolute, irrevocable and 

unconditional guaranty of payment and performance, and each party Guarantor would be jointly 

and severally liable for the payment and performance of the Guaranteed Obligations, as defined in 

the Guaranty, as a primary obligor. (Guaranty § 4(a).)

28. The Guarantors further agreed that in the event of the occurrence of a Default under 

the Loan Documents, the Guaranteed Obligations would become immediately due and payable at 

the election of the Lender’s Agent and the Guarantor shall, on demand and without presentment, 

protest, notice of protest, further notice of nonpayment or of dishonor, default or nonperformance, 

or notice of acceleration or of intent to accelerate, or any other notice whatsoever, would pay the 

amounts due to Agent or Lender, and pay all Losses that may arise in consequence of such Event 

of Default (including, without limitation, all reasonable attorneys’ fees and expenses, investigation 
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8

costs, court costs, and any and all other costs and expenses actually incurred by Agent or Lender 

in connection with the collection and enforcement of the Guaranty).  (Guaranty § 4(b).)

29. Under Section 4(c) of the Guaranty, the Guarantors specifically agreed that suit 

may be brought or demand may be made against Borrower or against any or all parties who have 

signed the Guaranty, or against any one or more of them, separately or together, without impairing 

the rights of Lender against any party hereto.  (Guaranty § 4(c).)

BORROWER’S OBLIGATIONS AND DEFAULTS 

Borrower’s Obligations under the Loan Documents 

30. Pursuant to Section 3.1(a) of the Mortgage, Borrower agreed to make due and 

punctual payment of the Secured Indebtedness, as defined under Section 2.2 of the Mortgage to 

include: 

(i) The Note;  

(ii) All indebtedness, liabilities, duties, covenants, promises and other obligations owed 

by Borrower to Mortgagee and/or Lender pursuant to the Loan Documents, 

expressly excluding, however, any obligations of Guarantor under any Guarantor 

Document and any obligations under any other guaranty executed by a third party, 

whether now existing or hereafter arising, and whether joint or several, direct or 

indirect, primary or secondary, fixed or contingent, liquidated or unliquidated, and 

the cost of collection of all such amounts; and  

(iii) All amounts that Lender may from time to time advance pursuant to the terms and 

conditions of this Security Instrument with respect to an obligation secured by a 

lien or encumbrance prior to the lien of this Security Instrument or for the protection 

of this Security Instrument, together with interest thereon.   
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(Mortgage §§ 2.2; 3.1(a).) 

31. Under the Loan Agreement, Borrower agreed that all accrued and unpaid interest 

would be due and payable on the first day of each calendar month commencing on 

September 1, 2017 until the Maturity Date, i.e., August 1, 2020, and that the entire principal 

balance of the Loan then unpaid and all accrued interest is due and payable in full on the Maturity 

Date.  (Loan Agreement § 2.12.) 

32. If Borrower failed to make any payment due under the terms of the Loan Agreement 

or the Note within five days after such payment was due, Borrower agreed to pay a late charge 

equal to 5% of such payment.  (Loan Agreement §2.8.)  

33. In addition to the monetary obligation described above, Borrower also agreed to 

fulfill certain other obligations under the Loan Documents, including, inter alia: 

 To establish a Cash Management Account, not later than 60 days prior to the 

anticipated rent commencement date under the Operating Lease, in the name of 

Borrower for the sole and exclusive benefit of Agent (on behalf of Lender) into 

which Borrower shall deposit, or cause to be deposited, all revenue generated at the 

Mortgaged Property (Loan Agreement § 8.1(a));  

 To send a Tenant Direction Notice to direct the sole tenant, HBL SNF, LLC, to pay 

rent directly into the Cash Management Account set up for Lender’s exclusive 

benefit (Loan Agreement § 8.1(b)); 

 To deposit all revenue generated by the Mortgaged Property and received by the 

Borrower into the Cash Management Account (Loan Agreement § 8.1(b)); 

 To deliver the Financial Statements and other statements and information at the 

times and for the periods described in Exhibit “B” attached to the Loan Agreement 
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and any other Loan Document, including the Financial Statements of Borrower and 

the annual Financial Statement of each Guarantor (Loan Agreement 3.13; Loan 

Agreement, Exhibit “B”). 

Events of Default and Borrower’s Defaults 

34. Section 5.1 of the Mortgage defines an Event of Default to include, the occurrence 

of “Default” as defined in the Loan Agreement.  (Mortgage § 5.1.)  

35. Under Section 5.1(a) of the Loan Agreement, a Default occurs when any of the 

indebtedness or any fees payable under the Note or the Loan Agreement are not paid when due, 

whether on the scheduled due date or upon acceleration, maturity or otherwise.  (Loan Agreement 

§ 5.1(a).) 

36. Under Section 5.1(b) of the Loan Agreement, a Default occurs when any covenant, 

agreement of condition in the Loan Agreement or in any other Loan Document is not fully and 

timely performed, observed or kept by Borrower and if such failure continues unremedied for more 

than thirty days after notice is given to Borrower by Lender.  (Loan Agreement §5.1(b).)  

37. Borrower has failed to pay accrued and unpaid interest due on the first day of each 

calendar month fourteen (14) times, with four of these occasions pre-dating the COVID-19 

pandemic and related government shutdown orders: 

(i) Borrower failed to pay accrued unpaid interest for the period beginning 

October 1, 2019 and ending November 1, 2019 in the amount of 

$159,081.07.  On October 16, 2019, Lender sent a letter notifying Borrower 

of its Default.  

(ii) In October 2019, Borrower failed to pay a late charge in the amount of 

$12,642.24.  
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(iii) Borrower failed to pay accrued and unpaid interest for the period beginning 

November 1, 2019 and ending December 2, 2019 in the amount of 

$159,081.07.  On November 5, 2019, Lender sent a letter notifying 

Borrower of its Default.  

(iv) In November 2019, Borrower failed to pay a late charge of $22,388.29. 

(v) In December 2019, Borrower failed to pay a late charge of $22,388.29. 

(vi) Borrower failed to pay accrued unpaid interest for the period beginning 

April 1, 2020 and ending May 1, 2020 in the amount of $160,416.67.  On 

April 16, 2020, Lender sent a letter notifying Borrower of its Default.  

(vii) In April 2020, Borrower failed to pay a late charge of $13,765.56. 

(viii) Borrower failed to pay accrued unpaid interest for the period beginning May 

1, 2020 and ending June 1, 2020 in the amount of $165,763.89.  On May 

13, 2020, Lender sent a letter notifying Borrower of its Default.   

(ix) In May 2020, Borrower failed to pay a late charge of $20,829.30. 

(x) Borrower failed to pay accrued unpaid interest for the period beginning June 

1, 2020 and ending July 1, 2020 in the amount of $160,416.67. 

(xi) In June 2020, Borrower failed to pay a late charge in the amount of 

$20,505.21. 

(xii) Borrower failed to pay accrued unpaid interest for the period beginning July 

1, 2020 and ending August 3, 2020 in the amount of $176,458.33. 

(xiii) In July 2020, Borrower failed to pay a late charge in the amount of 

$8,020.83. 
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(xiv) In August 2020, Borrower failed to pay a late charge in the amount of 

$8,822.92. 

38. Borrower has also defaulted on its obligations under the Loan Documents by failing 

to establish a Cash Management Account, failing to send a Tenant Direction Notice to the sole 

tenant to pay rent directly into the Cash Management Account, and failing to deposit all revenue 

generated by the Mortgaged Property into the Cash Management Account, as required under 

Section 8.1 of the Loan Agreement, as well as by failing to provide the necessary Financial 

Statements for Borrower and each of the Guarantors, as required by Section 3.13 and Exhibit B to 

the Loan Agreement.  On May 22, 2020, Lender sent a letter to Borrower notifying it of these 

Defaults.  

39. On August 1, 2020, Borrower defaulted on its obligation to repay in full the entire 

principal balance of the Loan then unpaid and all accrued interest by the Maturity Date. 

40. As of May 1, 2021, the total payment due by Borrower, including late charges, 

attorneys’ fees and costs is $ 41,743,537.06 (“Payoff Statement”).  A true and correct copy of the 

Payoff Statement is attached as Exhibit 6.   

41. As of the time Lender commenced this action, Borrower had not cured any of its 

Defaults. 

42. Upon information and belief, Lender may also be in breach of other terms of the 

Loan Documents, including, but not limited to, Section 3.27 of the Loan Agreement, which 

prohibits “any distribution” to “any owner of any direct or indirect equity interests of Borrower,” 

with limited exceptions, and Section 3.5 of the Loan Agreement, which prohibits Borrower from 

terminating the Operating Lease without the consent of the Lender. 
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43. Upon information and belief, Borrower may have sent a Notice of Termination to 

the tenant under the Operating Lease in late 2019 or early 2020. 

44. No prior action or proceeding has been commenced at law or otherwise for the 

recovery of the sums secured by the Mortgaged Property or any part thereof. 

COMPLIANCE WITH LAWS AND REGULATIONS 

45. Lender has complied with all state and federal statutes, Executive Orders, 

Administrative Orders, Acts and directives instituted as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic.  On 

March 16, 2021, Lender provided notice to Borrower of its right to submit a hardship declaration  

under the COVID-19 Emergency Protect Our Small Businesses Act of 2021 (the “Act”).  A true 

and correct copy of the March 16, 2021 notice to Borrower is attached hereto as Exhibit 7.  

46. On March 22, 2021, Borrower provided Lender with notice of its declaration of 

COVID-19 related hardship, dated March 18, 2021 (the “Declaration”).  A true and correct copy 

of the Declaration is attached hereto as Exhibit 8. 

47. Upon information and belief, Borrower is not entitled to the protections of the Act 

because, inter alia, Borrower’s business employs more than fifty (50) individuals, that Borrower’s 

business is not independently owned and operated, and that Borrower is not a New York resident. 

AS AND FOR A FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Foreclosure of the Mortgage) 

48. Lender repeats and realleges the allegations contained in paragraphs “1” through 

“47” as though fully set forth herein. 

49. Lender is the owner and holder of the Loan Documents and is authorized to 

commence a foreclosure action pursuant to the Loan Documents. 

50. Pursuant to Section 6.1(c) of the Mortgage, upon the occurrence and continuance 

of a Default or in the case that the principal of the Note becomes due and payable, whether by 
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lapse of time or by acceleration, then and in every such case the Mortgagee (Lender) shall have 

the right to immediately proceed to foreclose the Mortgage lien against the property constituting 

the Mortgaged Property or any part thereof, in accordance with the laws of New York, including, 

without limitation, the provisions of Article 13 of the Real Property Actions and Proceedings Law 

of New York, as such provisions may be extended, renewed, modified or replaced from time to 

time, and may pursue any other remedy available to a commercial mortgage lender under the laws 

of New York, including all rights to judicial foreclosure under the laws of New York, and if 

authorized by the laws of the State of New York, all rights to nonjudicial foreclosure of mortgages. 

(Mortgage § 6.1(c).) 

51. As described above, Borrower has failed to fulfill a number of its obligations under 

the Loan Documents, which constituted an Event of Default, including but not limited to its failure 

to repay the Loan in full when the balance became due on the Maturity Date of August 1, 2020. 

52. By reason of the foregoing, Borrower is in Default under the Loan Documents. 

53. Pursuant to Section 6.1(c) of the Mortgage, and in accordance with the other terms 

of the Loan Documents, based upon the failure by Borrower to pay all amounts due under the Note 

on its Maturity Date, Lender elects to foreclose upon the Mortgage and recover the current 

outstanding principal amount, that, as of May 1, 2021 is $38,500,000, plus accrued interest, fees 

and legal fees for a total payoff amount of $ 41,742,537.06, together with interest, late fees, and 

any other amounts to be added pursuant to the terms of the Loan Documents, including attorneys’ 

fees (for which Borrower expressly agreed to be responsible, in accordance with Section 6.1(c) of 

the Mortgage), exclusive of any tax reserves, interest reserves, insurance reserves, or other cash 

reserves to be applied to the indebtedness.  
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54. In order to protect its security interest in the Mortgaged Property, Lender, as it is 

entitled to do under the Loan Documents, may be compelled to pay, during the pendency of this 

action, local taxes, assessments, water rates, insurance premiums, ground lease rent, and other 

charges affecting the Mortgaged Property, and any sums thus paid by Lender for such purposes, 

together with late payments due thereon, should be added to the sums otherwise due and deemed 

secured by the Mortgage and adjudged a lien.  

55. Lender shall not be deemed to have waived, altered, released or changed the 

election hereinafter made by reason of any payment after the date of commencement of this action 

of any or all of the defaults mentioned herein, and such election shall continue and remain effective 

until the costs and disbursements of this action, and any and all future defaults under the Loan 

Documents and occurring prior to the discontinuance of this action, are fully paid. 

56. Lender has complied with all the terms and provisions of the Loan Documents and, 

pursuant to R.P.A.P.L. 1301(2), no proceeding other than this action has been commenced to 

recover any part of the debt secured by the Mortgage owed to Lender. 

57. Lender states further that the Mortgaged Property is not a borrower-occupied one 

to four family dwelling or condominium unit, nor is the Mortgaged Property a high cost or 

subprime home loan as defined by Sections 6-1 and 6-m of the New York Banking Law. Lender 

has or will comply with the notice provisions of R.P.A.PL. 1303(1)(b). 

AS AND FOR A SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Attorneys’ Fees, Costs and Expenses) 

58. Lender repeats and realleges the allegations contained in paragraphs “1” through 

“57” as though fully set forth herein. 

59. Under the terms of the Loan Documents, Borrower agreed to pay all out-of-pocket 

costs and expenses of the holder of the Note which may be incurred unless Borrower is the sole 
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prevailing party in an action to enforce or protect the rights or interests of such holder, including 

attorneys’ fees and expenses (including the market value of services of in-house counsel), 

investigation costs and all court costs, whether before or after the Maturity Date defined in the 

Loan Agreement, or whether in connection with bankruptcy, insolvency or appeal, or whether 

collection is made against Borrower or any guarantor or endorser or any other Person primarily or 

secondarily liable.  (Note § 3(c).) 

60. Additionally, under Section 6.1(c) of the Mortgage, Mortgagor (Borrower) agreed 

to pay, in connection with any foreclosure of the lien or any action to enforce any other remedy of 

Mortgagee under the Security Instrument, the Note or any other Loan Document, all expenditures 

and expenses which may be paid or incurred by or on behalf of Mortgagee including, without 

limitation, attorneys’ fees and disbursements, court costs, appraiser’s fees, outlays for 

documentary and expert evidence, stenographers’ chargers, publication costs, and costs of 

procuring all such abstracts of title, title searches and examinations, title insurance policies, and 

similar data and assurances with respect to title and value as Mortgagee may deem reasonably 

necessary either to prosecute such suit or to evidence to bidders at any sale which may be had 

pursuant to such decree the true condition of title to or the value of the Mortgaged Property, and 

the right to such fees and expenses shall be deemed to have accrued on commencement of such 

action and shall be enforceable whether or not such action is prosecuted to judgment.  (Mortgage 

§ 6.1(c).)  

61. Lender has incurred costs and fees in connection with foreclosing the Loan, 

including attorneys’ fees. 

62. By reason of the foregoing, Borrower is liable for expenses, including reasonable 

attorneys’ fees, arising from Lender’s incurred costs in connection with the foreclosure.
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AS AND FOR A THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Recovery Under the Guaranty) 

63. Lender repeats and realleges the allegations contained in paragraphs “1” through 

“62” as though fully set forth herein. 

64. Pursuant to the Guaranty, the Guarantors jointly and severally, unconditionally, 

absolutely and irrevocably guaranteed payment (and not merely collectability) of and agreed to 

pay, protect, defend and save harmless Lender for, from and against, and indemnify Lender for, 

from and against any and all liabilities, obligations, actual losses, damages, costs and expenses 

(including, without limitation, reasonable attorneys’ fees), causes of action, suits, claims, demands, 

and judgment of any nature or description whatsoever, which may at any time be imposed upon, 

incurred by or awarded against Lender as a result of, among other things, misapplication, 

misappropriation or conversion by Borrower, Guarantor, or any Affiliate of any of them of any 

Rents.  (Guaranty § 1(a)(vii).) 

65. Borrower defaulted on the Loan Documents and Lender has incurred costs and fees 

in connection with foreclosing the Loan, including attorneys’ fees. 

66. Upon information and belief, Borrower and/or the Guarantors have misapplied, 

misappropriated or converted Rents collected by them in connection with the Mortgaged Property. 

67. By reason of the foregoing, the Guarantors are liable for all liabilities, obligations, 

actual losses, damages, costs and expenses (including, without limitation, reasonable attorneys’ 

fees), causes of actions, suits, claims, demands, and judgment of any nature which were incurred 

in connection with the enforcement of Lender’s rights, remedies or recourse under the Loan 

Documents due to any misapplication, misappropriation or conversion by Borrower, Guarantor, or 

any Affiliate of any Rents. 
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68. Pursuant to the Guaranty, the Guarantors also agreed that the Guaranty was an 

absolute, irrevocable and unconditional guaranty of payment and performance, and each party 

comprising Guarantor would be jointly and severally liable for the payment and performance of 

the Guaranteed Obligations as a primary obligor. (Guaranty § 4(a).)

69. The Guarantors further agreed that in the event of the occurrence of a Default under 

the Loan Documents, the Guaranteed Obligations would become immediately due and payable at 

the election of the Lender’s Agent and the Guarantor shall, on demand and without presentment, 

protest, notice of protest, further notice of nonpayment or of dishonor, default or nonperformance, 

or notice of acceleration or of intent to accelerate, or any other notice whatsoever, would pay the 

amounts due to Agent or Lender, and pay all Losses that may arise in consequence of such Event 

of Default (including, without limitation, all reasonable attorneys’ fees and expenses, investigation 

costs, court costs, and any and all other costs and expenses actually incurred by Agent or Lender 

in connection with the collection and enforcement of the Guaranty).  (Guaranty § 4(b).)

70. In the event of foreclosure, the Guarantors agreed that only the net proceeds 

therefrom, after deduction of all charges and expenses of every kind and nature whatsoever, shall 

be applied in reduction of the amount due on the Note and Security Instrument, and the Lender 

shall not be required to institute or prosecute proceedings to recover any deficiency as a condition 

of payment or enforcement.  (Guaranty § 4(b).)

71. Borrower is in Default under the Loan Documents. 

72. By reason of the foregoing, the Guarantors are liable for all amounts due to Lender 

by Borrower, including all Losses that arose as a result of Borrower’s Default (including, without 

limitation, all reasonable attorneys’ fees and expenses, investigation costs, court costs, and any 

and all other costs and expenses actually incurred by Agent or Lender in connection with the 
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collection and enforcement of the Guaranty), and the Guarantors are liable for any deficiency due 

under the Loan Documents after application of the proceeds in the manner specified by the Court.  

AS AND FOR A FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Deficiency Judgment) 

73. Lender repeats and realleges the allegations contained in paragraphs “1” through 

“72” as though fully set forth herein. 

74. By virtue of the Loan Documents, as defined herein, Borrower and Guarantors are 

liable to pay Lender for any deficiency which may remain after applying all of said sales proceeds, 

together with interest thereon and other charges, in accordance with the Loan Documents.  Such 

indebtedness will continue to accrue and, therefore, the precise amount due from Borrower and 

Guarantors to Lender through the date of Judgment herein should be determined by the Court. 

WHEREFORE, Lender demands judgment as follows: 

A. That Defendants, or any of them, and persons claiming under them or any of them, 

and all persons claiming any interest in the Mortgaged Property with all of its fixtures, equipment 

and personal property thereon, subsequent to the commencement of this action and the filing of 

the notice of pendency of this action be forever barred and foreclosed of and from all estate, right, 

title, interest, claim, lien and equity of redemption in and to the Mortgaged Property and each and 

every part thereof; 

B. That the Mortgaged Property be sold to obtain the greatest return of sale, whether 

sold jointly as a single parcel or sold separately as two or more parcels; 

C. That the Mortgaged Property should be sold “As Is” subject to: (i) any state of fact 

that an inspection of the Mortgaged Property would disclose; (ii) any state of fact that an accurate 

survey of the Mortgaged Property would show; (iii) covenants, restrictions, conditions; 

reservations; easements; rights of way and public utility agreements of record, if any; (iv) building 
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restrictions and zoning ordinances of the municipality in which the Mortgaged Property is located 

and possible violations of same; (v) any violations, orders, changes or notices now or hereafter 

found on the Mortgaged Property, or filed in or issued by any governmental authority having 

jurisdiction over the Mortgaged Property; (vi) existing leases of the Mortgaged Property or any 

part thereof or rights of tenants in possession other than those tenants and lessees who are party 

defendants herein at the time of sale; (vii) prior liens of record, if any, and (viii) any equity of 

redemption of the United States of America to redeem the Mortgaged Property within 120 days 

from the date of sale; 

D. That the amount due to Lender under the Loan Documents be adjudged; 

E. That the proceeds of any foreclosure sale of Borrower’s interest in the Mortgaged 

Property be distributed and applied in the following order of priority, as specified in Section 6.1(c) 

of the Mortgage: (i) first, to payment of all costs and expenses incident to the foreclosure 

proceedings; (ii) second, to the cost of any search and/or other evidence of title procured in 

connection therewith and the transfer tax on any deed or conveyance; (iii) third, to all sums 

expended under the terms hereof, not then repaid with accrued interest at the rate provided herein; 

(iv) fourth, to payment of all remaining Secured Indebtedness, in such order as Mortgagee may 

determine in its sole and absolute discretion; and (v) fifth, the remainder, if any to the person or 

persons legally entitled thereto. 

F. That Borrower be adjudged liable for the payment of any costs and fees incurred in 

connection with foreclosing the Loan, including attorneys’ fees; 

G. That the Guarantors be adjudged liable under the Guaranty for liabilities, 

obligations, actual losses, damages, costs and expenses (including, without limitation, reasonable 

attorneys’ fees), causes of actions, suits, claims, demands, and judgment of any nature which were 
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incurred in connection with the enforcement of Lender’s rights, remedies or recourse under the 

Loan Documents due to any misapplication, misappropriation or conversion by Borrower, 

Guarantor, or any Affiliate of any Rents; 

H. That the Guarantors be adjudged liable for the prompt and unconditional payment 

of all obligations and liabilities of Borrower pursuant to the Loan Documents, and all Losses that 

arose in consequence of Borrower’s Default (including, without limitation, all reasonable 

attorneys’ fees and expenses, investigation costs, court costs, and any and all other costs and 

expenses actually incurred by Agent or Lender in connection with the collection and enforcement 

of the Guaranty);  

I. That the Guarantors, to the extent the Guarantors have liability under the Guaranty, 

be adjudged to pay the amount of any deficiency due under the Loan Documents, or any or all of 

them, or so much thereof as the Court may determine to be just and equitable, of the debt remaining 

unsatisfied after a sale of the Mortgaged Property and the application of the proceeds pursuant to 

the directions contained in such judgment, the amount thereof to be determined by the Court, as 

provided in R.P.A.P.L. section 1371, together with reasonable attorneys’ fees, disbursements and 

court costs incurred in connection with enforcement of their and Borrower’ respective obligations 

under the Loan Documents;  

J. That in the event the proceeds from such sale be insufficient to pay the Lender the 

entire amount due pursuant to the Loan Documents as described above, then Lender shall have a 

judgment against Borrower and Guarantors for the amount of any such deficiency; and  

K. That Lender have such other and further relief as the Court deems just and proper. 
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Dated: May 1, 2021 
New York, New York  DLA PIPER LLP (US)

By:  /s/ Christopher M. Strongosky
Christopher M. Strongosky 
Neal F. Kronley 
Michele Korkhov 
1251 Avenue of the Americas 
New York, New York 10020 
Telephone:  (212) 335-4500 
Facsimile:  (212) 335-4501 

Attorneys for Plaintiffs Security Benefit Life 
Insurance Company and Security Benefit 
Corporation  
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STATE OF KANSAS

VERIFICATION

)
) ss.:

COUNTY SHAWNEE )

Douglas Schneidet, being duly sworn, deposes and states:

I am an employee with Security Benefit Life Insurance Company and Security Benefit
Corporation, the plaintiffs in this action. Sectirity Benefit Life Insurance Company is an insurance
company duly organized and existing under the laws of the State of Kansas. with its principal place
of business in Kansas, and Security Benefit Corporation is a corporation duly organized and
existing under the laws of the State of Kansas. I have read the annexed complaint, and its factual
contents are true to my personal knowledge, except as to the matters alleged on information and
belief, and as to those matters, I believe them to be true.

Dated: April3°, 2021

Sworn to before me
Douglas Schneider

1
BRITTANY C. OSBORNE1

Notay Public - State of Kansas

[ MyAmEaslII1JJ
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SCHEDULE A 

LAND 

Real property in the City of White Plains, County of Westchester, State of New York, described 
as follows: 

ALL THAT CERTAIN PLOT, PIECE OR PARCEL OF LAND, SITUATE< LYING AND 
BEING IN THE CITY OF WHITE PLAINS, COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER AND STATE OF 
NEW YORK, SAID PARCEL BEING MORE PARTICULARLY DESCRIBED AS 
FOLLOWS: 

BEGINNING AT A POINT IN THE EASTERLY LINE OF CHURCH STREET WHERE THE 
SAME IS INTERSECTED BY THE SOUTHERLY LINE OF BARKER AVENUE; 

RUNNING THENCE FROM SAID POINT NORTH 70° 40' 10" EAST A DISTANCE OF 
173.57 FEET ALONG THE SOUTHERLY LINE OF BARKER AVENUE TO A POINT 
WHERE THE SAME IS INTERSECTED BY THE DIVISION LINE HEREIN DESCRIBED 
PARCEL ON THE WEST AND LANDS NOW OR FORMERLY OF KOEPPEL & MOHR 
EQUITIES ON THE EAST; 

THENCE FROM SAID POINT AND ALONG SAID DIVISION LINE SOUTH 17° 59' 50" 
EAST A DISTANCE OF 200.51 FEET TO A POINT IN THE DIVISION LINE BETWEEN 
THE HEREIN DESCRIBED PARCEL ON THE NORTH AND LANDS NOW OR 
FORMERLY OF HAMILTON PLAZA COMPANY, INC. ON THE SOUTH; 

THENCE FROM SAID POINT AND ALONG SAID LINE SOUTH 71° 01' 50" WEST A 
DISTANCE OF 173.24 FEET TO THE EASTERLY LINE OF CHURCH STREET; 

THENCE FROM SAID POINT AND ALONG SAID LINE NORTH 18° 05' 04" WEST A 
DISTANCE OF 199.41 FEET TO THE POINT AND PLACE OF BEGINNING. 
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Exhibit M  

to Nicholson Aff. 
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From: Mark H. Zafrin (NY) [mailto:mzafrin@mrilp.com]
Sent: Tuesday, April 11, 2017 6:04 PM
To: Linda Whitehead

Ce: Bob Shapiro; William Nicholson; Andrew Blatt; Jim Holden; Vincequerra, James;
Raymond L. Fink (rfink lippes.com)

Subject: Re: Workshare Professional Document Distribution

Linda. Your bankruptcy was a large impediment to our finañciñg package that is an immutable

fact. I don't want to argue about it. Mr Nicholson will have to provide you with all of the details

as to his next steps to finish the financing

Mark H. Zafrin

Los Angeles|Orange County|San FrañciscujChicago|New York

800 Third Avenue, 24th Floor, New York, NY 10022

T212.730.7700F212.730.7725

Emzafrin@mrilp.comwww.mrilp.com

BiovCard

The contents of this e-mail message and its attachments are intended solely for the addressee(s) hereof

addition, this e-mail trsñsmission may be confidential and it may be subject to privilege protec1

commüñications between attorneys or solicitors and their clients. If you are not the named addressee, or if

message has been addressed to you in error, you are directed not to read, disclose, reproduce, distrib

disseminate or otherwise use this transmission. Delivery of this message to any person other than the inten

recipient(s) is not intended in any way to waive privilege or confidentiality. If you have received this transmiss

in error, please alert the sender by reply e-mail; we also request that you immediately delete this message anc

attachments, if any. UNAUTHORIZED INTERCEPTION PROHIBITED BY FEDERAL LAW (18 U.S.C. 25

2522).

On Apr 11, 2017, at 5:37 PM, Linda Whitehead <LWhitehead@mgslawyers.com> wrote:

Mark, before you go making commerds such as in your last email response to me
where you indicated "I understand your outrage after not revealing your

bankruptcy for a
year"

I suggest you get your facts straight as we never hid

anything.

We advised you of the bankruptcy immediately prior to filing in January 2016.

In fact, in the email from you to me on January 4, 2016 (before HHHW even

filed) you recognize that the Agreement will be subject to Bankruptcy Court

approval.

3
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Exhibit N  

to Nicholson Aff. 
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6/29/2021 New York Southern Live System

MDisCs, JtAdm, CLMAGT

U.S. Bankruptcy Court

Southern District of New York (Manhattan)

Bankruptcy Petition #: 15-13264-mew

Date filed: 12/09/2015

Assigned to: Judge Michael E. Wiles 341 meeting: 01/20/2016

Chapter 11

Voluntary
Asset

Debtor represented by Raymond L. Fink

Hebrew Hospital Senior Housing Inc. Lippes Mathias Wexler Friedman LLP

55 Grasslands Road 50 Fountain Plaza

Valhalla, NY 10595 Suite 1700

NEW YORK-NY Buffalo, NY 14202

Tax ID / EIN: 13-3975534 716.853.5100

dba Westchester Meadows Continuing Care Fax : 716.853.5199

Retirement Community Email: dnk@lippes.com

dba Fieldstone at Westchester Meadows

John Mueller

Lippes Mathias Wexler Friedman LLP

50 Fountain Plaza

Suite 1700

Buffalo, NY 14202-2216

716-853-5100

Email: jmueller@lippes.com

Trustee represented by Jeanne P. Darcey
U.S. Bank National Association, as Trustee Sullivan & Worcester LLP

One Post Office Square

Boston, MA 02109

617-338-2800

Email: jd_arcey_@sandw.com

Amy A. Zuccarello

Sullivan & Worcester LLP

One Post Office Square

Boston, MA 02109

(617) 338-2988

Fax : (617) 338-2880

Email: azuccarello@sandw.com

U.S. Trustee represented by Greg M. Zipes

United States Trustee Office of the United States Trustee

Office of the United States Trustee 33 Whitehall Street

U.S. Federal Office Building 21st Floor

201 Varick Street, Room 1006 New York, NY 10004

New York, NY 10014 (212) 510-0500

https://ecf.nysb.uscourts.gov/cgi-bin/DktRpt.pl?958994652111622-L_1_0-1 1/2
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6/29/2021 New York Southem Live System

(212) 510-0500 Email: gr_egzp_es@usdoj,go_v

Claims and Noticing Agent

Prime Clerk LLC Claims Agent

One Grand Central Place

60 East 42nd Street, Suite 1440

www.primeclerk.com

New York, NY 10165

(212) 257-5450

Creditor Committee represented by Thomas R. Califano

Official Committee of Unsecured Creditors of DLA Piper LLP (US)
Hebrew Hospital Senior Housing, Inc. 1251 Avenue of the Americas

29th Floor

New York, NY 10020-1104

(212) 335-4500

Fax : (212) 335-4501

Email: thomas.califan_o@d-lap_iper.com

There are proceedings for case 15-13264-mew but none satisfy the

selection criteria.

PACER Service Center

Transaction Receipt

06/29/2021 12:32:23

PACER . Client
Login:

edwarsn1M10
Code:

15-13264-mew Fil or Ent: filed

Docket Search
rom: 2021 To: U2W2021

Description: Doc From: 0 Doc To: 99999999

Fonnat: html Page counts for

documents: included

1 Cost: 0.10
Pages:

https://ecf.nysb.uscourts.gov/cgi-bin/DktRpt.pl?958994652111622-L_1__0-1 2/2
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Exhibit O  

to Nicholson Aff. 
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¶yo¶ORK Departntent
°""""

of Health

ANDREW M. CUOMO HOWARD A. ZUCKER, M.D., J.D. SALLY DRESLIN, M.S., R.N.
Governor Commissi0ñer Executive Depùty Commissioner

CERTIFIED MAIL RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED

April 18, 2016

Mr. Andrew Blatt

Managing Member

Pinnacle Health Consultants, LLC

1890 Palmer Avenue, Suite 204

Larchmont, New York 10538

Re: 092058-B

HBL SNF, LLC d/b/a The Rehabilitation and

Care Institute at White Plains

(Westchester County)
Establish and construct a 160-bed residential

health care facility with no ventilator beds

Dear Mr. Blatt:

This letter is in follow-up to the Potential Abandonment letter dated December 18, 2015. The

letter stated that a full response to the outstanding contingencies was needed within 30 days

from the date of the letter, or the project would be considered abandoned. To date, no

responses have been submitted for contingencies #8, #9, #10 and #14.

Your January 15, 2016 letter responding to the Department's potential abandonment letter

stated that material responsive to the outstanding contingencies would be submitted to the

Department "on or
about"

various dates from January 26, 2016 thru March 30, 2016. Your

letter, also, stated that you would be submitting a formal extension request for these outstanding
contingencies. To date there has been no formal extension request submitted.

Also, on February 2, 2016 an Unacceptable Contingency Response letter for contingency #18

was issued. This letter specifically stated what was needed to satisfy the contingency, and that

a response was required within 30 days. To date, there has been no response.

Given the age of the project and your failure to provide the requested docurneñts, this project is

now considered abandoned pursuant to 10 NYCRR Section 710.10.

If, in the future, you wish to pursue this project, a new Certificate of Need will need to be

submitted through the New York State Electronic Certificate of Need (NYSE-CON) system.

If you have any questions, please contact me at 518-402-0967.

S e ely,

arles P. Abel

Deputy Director

Center for Health Care Facility Planning,
Licensure and Finance

BD/cj

Empire State Plaza, Corning Tower, Albany, NY 12237|health.ny.gov
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Exhibit P  

To Nicholson Aff. 
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PINNACLE HEALTH CONSULTANTSI LLC COPY
1890 Palmer Avenue, Suite 204

Larchmont, New York 10538

(914) 630-4543 FAX (646) 349-5889

www. innaclehealthn .com

VIA FEDERAL EXPRESS

May 24, 2016

Mr. Charles P. Abel, Deputy Director

Center for Health Care Facility Planning, Licensure, and Finance

NEW YORI< STATE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH

Corning Tower, Empire State Plaza

Room 1805

Albany, New York 12237

RE: Pro ect N . 092058 B
HBL SNF LLC d a Rehabilitation and Care Institute of White Plains~C
Esta lish and Construct a 160 bed Residential Health Care Facili

Dear Mr. Abel:

First off, we would like to take this opportunity to thank you, Ms. Barbara DelCogliano and Mr.

George Macko for meeting with us to discuss the current status of the HBL SNF, LLC project.

Additionally and as equally impoxtant, we thank you for allowing us to submit additional supporting
details which will provide a current, comprehensive and complete response pertaining to the status

of the projects contingency requirements as well as an expected schedule for each item as to both

timeline for the initiation and completion of construction for the project. We believe that the

information submitted will validate and prove the applicant's continued commitment to the

completion of the construction and opening of the Facility as a completed SNF. The combination

of the obstacles we are currently facing are (a)the need for Bankruptcy Court approval of the

execution and delivery of the operating agreement by Hebrew Hospital and (b) the maiket based

reality that a construction lender will only issue a final commitment upon the issuance of an

approval of the plans by the DOH beyond that the applicant has expeditiously complied with and

responded to the other open contingencies and we are truly sorry that we have not propeily notified

the Department as to the progress of the project as had we done so there would have been no need

to solicit the further support of the State Health Department in re-instating the project for

continued pxocessing. We believe that all of the factors that resulted in the recommendation for

approval for the project still remain:

~ There is still an abiding public need for the construction of the Center including local

factors. The public need for the nursing facility is still supported by the market demand

analysis completed by the Vinca Group that was required as part of the permanent financing
initiative;
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Mr. Charles P. Abel, Deputy Director

May 24, 2016
Page 2 of 7

• The construction of a state-of-the-art new nursing facility within Medicaid capital

reimbursement parameters;

• Assistance to the County of Westchester in the creation of new jobs from both the

construction perspective and also permanent health care professional jobs;

• The operation of a new nursing home by three (3) well-established providers of long-term

care services in Westchester County;

• The continued support and request for participation in the operational planning initiatives of

the new nursing facility from White Plains Hospital; and

• The operator's payment of the CON filing fee in excess of $300,000.00.

Specifically, on behalf of our client, HBL SNF, LLC, we are providing you with the following
updated responses and information as requested as part of the December 18, 2015, letter.

1. Department of Health Public Health Law Section 2802.7 states that all construction

applications requiring review by the Public Health and Health Planning Council shall pay an

additional fee of fifty-five hundredths of one percent of the total capital value of the project,
exclusive of CON fees. [PMU]

RESPONSE: Enclosed please find duplicate copies of the checks previously submitted to

the Department of Health on December 15, 2015 and again on January 8, 2016.

2. Withdrawal of Project 011102 Bethel Nursing Home Company, Inc.[PMU]

RESPONSE: Please refer to the attached letter previously submitted to the Department

from Bethel Nursing Home Company, Inc. dated March 4, 2016, acknowledging the

withdrawal of Project No. 011102 contingent upon the approval of the current project.

3. Submission of an affidavit signed by the applicant affirming that the facility will be accepting
"hard to place

patients"
which include but are not limited to undocumented patients or

charity care patients, patients with behavioral issues, and any other patients that hospitals are

having a difficult time placing. [RNR]

RESPONSE: Please refer to the attached response to Contingency #3 which was

previously submitted to the Department.

4. Submission of a commitment signed by the applicant which indicates that, within two years

from the date of PHHPC approval, the percentage of all admissions who are Medicaid and

Medicare/Medicaid eligible at the time of admission will be at least 75 percent of the

planning area average of all Medicaid and Medicare/Medicaid admissions, subject to possible

adjustment based on factors such as the number of Medicaid patient days, the facility's case

mix, the length of time before private paying patients became Medicaid eligible, and the

financial impact on the facility due to an increase in Medicaid admissions. [RNR]
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Mr. Charles P. Abel, Deputy Director

May 24, 2016
Page 3 of 7

RESPONSE: Please refer to the attached response to Contingency #4 which was

previously submitted to the Department.

5. Submission of a plan to enhance access to Medicaid residents. At a minimum, the plan

should include, but not necessarily limited to, ways in which the facility will:

a) Reach out to hospital discharge planners to make them aware of the facility's

Medicaid Access Program;

b) Communicate with local hospital discharge planners on a regular basis regarding
bed availability at the nursing facility;

c) Identify community resources that serve the low-income and frail elderly
population who may eventually use the nursing facility, and inform them about

the facility's Medicaid Access policy; and

d) Submit an annual report for two years to the Department, which demonstrates

substantial progress with the implement of the plan. The plan should include but

not be limited to:

> Information on activities relating to a-c above;
> Documentation pertaining to the number of referrals and the number of

Medicaid admissions;
> Other factors as determined by the applicant to be pertinent; and

> Documents showing which patients were accepted from hospital waiting
lists and which are still on the waiting lists. [RNR]

The DOH reserves the right to require continued reporting beyond the two year period.

RESPONSE: Please refer to the attached response to Contingency #5 that was previously
submitted to the Department.

6. Submission and acceptable programmatic review of a new name which is more descriptive

of a nursing home. [LTC]

RESPONSE: Please refer to the attached response to Contingency #6 which was

previously submitted to the Department.

7. Submission and programmatic review and approval of the final floor plans, including layouts

showing the placement of furniture, equipment, and storage for all types of resident rooms.

[LTC]

RESPONSE: Please refer to the attached architectural drawing, A2.20 dated February 3,

2016, which was previously submitted to the Department

8. Submission of a commitment that is acceptable to the Department, for a permanent

mortgage from a recognized lending institution at a prevailing rate of interest. Included with

the submitted permanent mortgage commitment must be a sources and uses statement and

debt amortization schedule, for both new and refinanced debt. [BFA]
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Mr. Charles P. Abel, Deputy Director

May 24, 2016
Page 4 of 7

RESPONSE: The Applicant has made arrangements for a construction loan from

Lancaster Pollard Mortgage Company, LLC. The proposed loan (evidenced by the attached

Term Sheet) which will not mature to a commitment until (1) the final approval of the plans

by the Department of Health (2) the approval of the Bankruptcy Court since Hebrew is a

partner in the Operator entity, has the following terms and conditions.

1. The loan shall have a principal value equal to the lesser of a) $43,900,000, b) 75% of

MAI Stabilized LTV, c) 75% of Loan to Total Project Costs d) an amount that at the

Construction Mortgage Loan Rate yields a minitnum debt service coverage ratio of 1.35x

after an imputed management fee of 5% and a capital replacement reserve of $350 pet

licensed unit based on a minimum of a trailing 6 month annualized basis at Stabilization,
as defined below, or e) and amount that is eligible for an FHA insured mortgage take-

out. Construction Mortgage Loan proceeds will be drawn over the term of the

construction budget, as further underwritten and approved by the Construction

Mortgage Lender.

2. Stabilization is defined as the earlier of a) the date the Facility achieves and maintains a

debt service coverage ratio on the Construction Mortgage Loan payment of 1.35x for a

based upon a test period of (a) trailing six month period where the DSC is maintained as

one quarter and a 1.15x or b) the end of the third year after the closing of the

Construction Mortgage Loan.

3. The Construction Mortgage Loan Rate: Floating rate of shall be 375 basis points over

the 30-dayLIBOR with a LIBOR Floor of 3.00% for the term of the Construction

Mortgage Loan. Which shall be a five year terms requiring interest only payments for

the first 36 months following closing and principal and interest payments based on a 22-

year amortization at the Construction Mortgage Rate. The Borrower may prepay the

Construction Mortgage Loan in whole or in part subject to a prepayment penalty of 5%
on the prepaid amount in the first year, 4% in the second year, 3% in the third year and 1

% thereafter. Prepayment penalties will be reduced to 0% if Borrower/Sponsor utilizes

Lancaster PoHard for the exit to HUD, which is the intended result.

9. Submission of an executed working capital loan agreement that is acceptable to the

Department. [BFA]

RESPONSE: Please refer to the attached Contingency response #9, Working Capital

Financing Commitment dated May 12, 2016 which was previously submitted to the

Department.

10. The submission of State Hospital Code (SHC) Drawings, acceptable to the Department, as

described in BAEFP Drawing Submission Guidelines DSG-01. [AER]

RESPONSE: Please be advised that the State Hospital Code drawings were submitted to

the Department of Health on April 15, 2016, and were received by the Department of

Health on April 18, 2016. We are enclosing an additional set of plans with this submission.
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Mr. Charles P. Abel, Deputy Director

May 24, 2016
Page 5 of 7

11. Submission of a photocopy of an executed operating lease agreement between White Plains

Healthcare Properties I, LLC and the applicant, which is acceptable to the Department.

[BFA, CSL]

RESPONSE: Please refer to the attached response to Contingency #11 which was

previously submitted to the Department.

12. Submission of a photocopy of the Articles of Organization of HBL SNF, LLC, which is

acceptable to the Department. [CSL]

RESPONSE: Please refer to the attached response to Contingency #12 which was

previously submitted to the Department.

13. Submission of a photocopy of a Certificate of Amendment of the Articles of Organization

of HBL SNF, LLC which is acceptable to the Department. [CSL]

RESPONSE: Please refer to the attached response to Contingency #13 which was

previously submitted to the Department.

14. Submission of a photocopy of an executed Operating Agreement of HBL SNF, LLC, which

is acceptable to the Department. [CSL]

RESPONSE: As discussed in our meeting of May 17, 2016, the operating agreement has

been finalized by all parties, but Hebrew Hospital Home of Westchester, Inc. is currently in

bankruptcy. Per legal counsel of Hebrew Hospital Home of Westchester, Inc., execution of

the operating agreement will require the approval of the bankruptcy court and creditors

committee. It is our understanding and belief that the creditors committee has

recommended approval of the execution of the subject operating agreement and is

scheduled for presentation to the bankruptcy courts on June 1, 2016. The Board of

Directors of Hebrew Hospital Home of Westchester, Inc. has recommended approval of the

execution of the operating agreement, a copy which is included in the response for

Contingency 14.

15. Submission of a photocopy of the bylaws of Hebrew Hospital Home of Westchester and

Bethel Nursing Home Company. [CSL]

RESPONSE: Please refer to the attached response to Contingency #15 which was

previously submitted to the Department.

16. Submission of a list providing the name of each member, membership interest, and with

percentage ownership interest in Westchester Health Care Properties I, LLC. [CSL]

RESPONSE: Please refer to the attached response to Contingency #16 which was previously
submitted to the Department.
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Mr. Charles P. Abel, Deputy Director

May 24, 2016
Page 6 of 7

17. Submission of a list of all managers of Westchester Health Care Properties I, LLC. [CSL]

RESPONSE: Please refer to the attached response to Contingency #17 which was

previously submitted to the Department.

18. Submission of a photocopy of the Articles of Organization and any amendments thereto,

and the Operating Agreement of Westchester Health Care Properties I, LLC, which is

acceptable to the Department. [CSL]

RESPONSE: Please refer to the attached response to Contingency 18 which was previously
submitted to the Department.

19. Submission of a photocopy of a Development Agreement between HBL SNF, LLC and

White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC, which is acceptable to the Department. [CSL]

RESPONSE: Please refer to the attached response to Contingency #19 which was

previously submitted to the Department.

Additionally, as requested in December 18, 2015, we are providing you with an updated timeline for

the proposed project in the form of two (2) schedules:

• The first schedule is a timetable of events needed to occur to bring the administrative aspect

to conclusion which includes such items as the submission of the two final contingency

responses, securing the requisite all contingency satisfied letter as well as receipt of the letters

from the Public Health & Health Planning Council confirming that all contingency
requirements have been satisfied all the way through the pre-opening survey and

commencement of occupancy.

• The second schedule is a detailed construction schedule which is broken down in accordance

with standard construction trade sections. As demonstrated on the schedule, there has been

significant time spent in the organization of the construction schedule as it is anticipated that

ground breaking will occur in the
3"'

quarter of 2016.

Based on the above construction timeline, we are also requesting revised start and completion dates

of construction as follows:

• Start of Construction: September 1, 2016; and

• Completion of Construction: June 2018

We thank you in advance for your attention and cooperation with this matter and we look forward

to hearing back from you with an affirmative response as to the re-instatement of the project within

the timeframe prescribed above.
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Mr. Charles P. Abel, Deputy Director

May 24, 2016
Page 7 of 7

In the interim should you have any questions or require any additional information, please feel free

to contact me.

Sincerely,

obert S. Shapiro

Cc: Ms. Barbara DelCogliano, Director, Bureau of Project Management

HBL SNF, LLC

Enc.
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5/24/2016 FedEx Ship Manager - Print Your Label(s)
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After printing this label:
1. Use the 'Print' button on this page to print your label to your laser or inkjet printer.
2. Fold the printed page along the horizontal line.
3. Place label in shipping pouch and affix it to your shipment so that the barcode portion of the label can be read and scanned.

Warning: Use only the printed original label for shipping. Using a photocopy of this label for shipping purposes is fraudulent and could result
in additional billing charges, along with the cancellation of your FedEx account number.
Use of this system constitutes your agreerñant to the service conditions in the current FedEx Service Guide, available on fedex.com.FedEx
will not be responsible for any claim in excess of $100 per package, whether the result of loss, damage, delay, non-delivery,misdelivery,or
misinformation, unless you declare a higher value, pay an additional charge, document your actual loss and file a timely claim.Limitations
found in the current FedEx Service Guide apply. Your right to recover from FedEx for any loss, including intrinsic value of the package, loss
of sales, income interest, profit, attorney's fees, costs, and other forms of damage whether direct, incidental,consequential, or special is
limited to the greater of $100 or the authorized declared value. Recovery cannot exceed actual documented loss.Maximum for items of
extraordinary value is $1,000, e.g. jewelry, precious metals, negotiable instrurñents and other items listed in our ServiceGuide. Written
claims must be filed within strict time limits, see current FedEx Service Guide.

https://www.fedex.com/shipping/shipAction.handle?method=doContinue 1/1
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5/24/2016 FedEx ShipManager - Print Your Label(s)

J161916020501uv -- 540J16323/727F

After printing this label:
1. Use the 'Print' button on this page to print your label to your laser or inkjet printer.
2. Fold the printed page along the horizontal line.
3. Place label in shipping pouch and affix it to your shipment so that the barcode portion of the label can be read and scanned.

Warning: Use only the printed original label for shipping. Using a photocopy of this label for shipping purposes is fraudulent and could result
in additional billing charges, along with the cancellation of your FedEx account number.
Use of this system constitutes your agreement to the service cõñd|t|óñs in the current FedEx Service Guide, available on fedex.com.FedEx
will not be responsible for any claim in excess of $100 per package, whether the result of loss, damage, delay, non-delivery,misdelivery,or
misinformation, unless you declare a higher value, pay an additiona| charge, document your actual loss and file a timely claim.Limitations
found in the current FedEx Service Guide apply. Your right to recover from FedEx for any loss, including intrinsic value of the package, loss
of sales, income interest, profit, attorney's fees, costs, and other forms of damage whether direct, incidental,consequantial, or special is
limited to the greater of $100 or the authorized declared value. Recovery cannot exceed actual documented loss.Maximum for items of

extraordinary value is $1,000, e.g. jewelry, precious metals, negotiable instruments and other items listed in our ServiceGuide. Written
claims must be filed within strict time limits, see current FedEx Service Guide.

https://www.fedex.com/shipping/shipAction.handle?method=doContinue 1/1
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COPY
THE CONGRESS COMPANIES
General Contractors, Construction Managers, Property Managers, Development Services

BOSTON: NEW YORK:
West Peabody Executive Center I I11 Marcus Ave.
2 Bourbon Street Building A, Suite LL08
Peabody, MA 01960 Lake Success, NY 11042
Phone: 978-535-6700 Phone: 516-328-6490
Fax: 978-535-6701 Fax: 516-328-6464
inquire(alcongressconstruction.com

White Plains Institute for Rehabilitation & Healthcare

116-120 Church Street

White Plains, New York 10601

PROJECT DOH MILESTONE TIMELINE

May 19, 2016

Submit 60% plans to DOH for comments Submi++ed on 04/15/16

DOH review and commeñ:3 upon 60% documeñ‡a 7 weeks 04/15/16 to 05/31/16

Construction Documcñts (CD's) Completion 11 weeks 04/15/16 to 06/17/16

Subcontractor Bidding CD's for GMP Cost 5 weeks 06/20/16 to 07/21/16

Submit CD's to Müñicipal B=!!din;:: Departmcñ‡ for Permit 5 weeks 06/20/16 to 07/21/16

Receive Bui!diñg Permit 1 week 07/18/16 to 07/22/16

Finalize Project Financing & Loan Comme=cat 6 weeks 05/31/16 to 07/14/16

Loan Closing 10 weeks 07/15/16 to 08/17/16

Owner Notice to Proceed with Construction 1 day 08/17/16

General Contractor Mobilization at Site 1 week 08/18/16 to 08/25/16

Construct parking level & Five Story Br!!dir;; 20 months 08/26/16 to 05/02/18

DOH Pre-Opening Survey ( 90 days prior to compiction ) 1 day 02/01/18

DOH Pre- Opening Survey (30 days prior to campiction) 1 day 04/02/18

Municipality Final Inspecti6ñs for C of O 2 weeks 05/03/18 to 05/16/18

DOH Final Completion Survey for Occupâñcy License 3 weeks 05/17/18 to 06/06/18

Building ready for Occupâñcy by Patients 06/06/18
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WHITE PLAINS PROPOSED PRECONSTRUCTION SCHEDULE
ID ITaskName DuraUon Stant Finish % iPredecessors Successors Qtr4 2015 tQ:r1.2018 ;Qtr2..2010 -otr3.2016 .

---
II Complete 16 Oct'15 Nov15 :Dec15 IJan14 iFeb'16 tMar16 ±Apr16 iMay16 Jun16 Jul16 Aug'161320274 |11118251 411522|21N61320i27131011724317 14 1281613120273 10173411 Qi52229l5t121 3 1t24311714ht1281 WPCONDENSEDPRECONSCHEDULE 710days Thu9/17/15 Wed5/B/18 S2%

-2
3 ORGANIZATIONAL 188.45days Thu9/17/15 Tue6/7/16 81% ...

TEAMMEETING 1day Thu9/17/15 Thu9/17/15 100% 16,1½1n+ -r r GitT
TENANTORGDOCSHBL/HH 185days Fri9/18/15 Thu6/2/16 77% 4

6 DELE/ERDEVELOPMENT/OPERATORDOCS 49days Fri9/18/15 Tue6/7/16 95% 5 7) y-g/y
7 ORGITEMSCOMPLETE 0days Wed11/25/15Wed11/25/15 95% 6,4,5 41,56,72,69,57FF
8
9 LEASE 15days Mon11/2/15 Sun11/22M5100% LEASE 11/22
10 CONFIRMLEASEGUARANTEE 1day Mon11/2/15 Man11/2/15 100%4 18,11SE ARANTEE 1/2
11 FINALDRAFTANDEXECUTE 10days Tue11/3/15 Man11/16/15 100% 10 12T EXECUTE ,11.5
12 SUBMITLEASETOLENDER 2days Tue11/17/15 Wed11/18/15 100% 11 13IT TOLEN 1115
3 LEASECOMPLETE 0days Sun11/22/15 Sun11/22/15 100% 12 34 *

14
15 LENDER 206days Fri10/2/15 Frl7/15/16 87% DER 4. N15T APPRAISAL 168days Frl10/2/15 Tue5/24/16 94% g n..
17 REVISEDOPSPROFORMA 121days Fri10/2/15 Fri3/18/16 100%4FS+10days 18,23RMAT REVIEWREVPROFORMAWLENDER 5days Tue11/3/15 Tue3/22/16 80% 17,10 19,23RMAWLENDEl . ,, . . . .,, ., ,,, ... ..., ......, , . T

REVIEWREVPROFORMAWAPPRAISER5days Tue3/22/16 Tue3/29/16 80% 18 23. JEVIEWREVPROFORMAWAPPRAISER 19
2O NEWTASK·D/SCHARGEANALYSIS 122days Thu12/3/15 Fri5/20/16 90% 21FF22,23,29SK:DISCHARGEANALYSIS N20

-2i OBTAINMARKETDATA 0days Thu3/31/16 FriS/20/16 90% 20FF 22,23,29| OBTAINMARKETDATAf 20
22 APPRAISERREVISEAPPRAISAL 2days Mon5/23/16 Tue5/24/16 70% 21,20 23 APPRAISERREVISEAPPRAISAL 5/24
23 APPRAISALCOMPLETE 0daya Tue5/24/16 Tue5/24/16 85% 17,18,19,22,20,21 33,30,28,29 APPRAISALCOMPLETE-=a
2425-

LENDERDUEDILlGENCE 110days Mon1/11/16 Fri6/10h6 86% LENDERDLEDIIJGENC 6/10
26 3 UPDATEDEVELOPMENTPROFORMA 30days Mon1/11/16 Fri2/19/16 90% 29,3D UPDATEDEVELOPMEN"PROFORM.a

-27--/ BORROWERDDITEMS 30days Mon1/11h6 Fri2/19/16 100% 29.30 BORROWLERDDITEM 9N2
28 3 OPERATORDDITEMS 50days Mon1/11/16 Tue5/31/16 90% 23 29.30 OPERA13RDDITEM . .., .. ..... . ......,..,...... $131^ä9-

MEETLENDERREMARKETDATA 8days Wed6/1/16 Fri6/10/16 0% 28,21,26,27,20,23 30 MEETLENDERREMARKETDATA 8t10- 30 LENDERDDCOMPLETE 0days Fli6/10/16 Fri6/10/16 0% 23,26,27,28,29 33 LENDERDDCOMPLET 6/10
31
32 LOANPROCESSING 30days Mon6/6/16 Frl7/15/16 33% LOANPROCESSI numI /15
33 FINALUNDERWRITING 20days Mon6/6/16 Fri7/1/16 50% 30,23 34 FINALUNDERWRI ÂEi -¬ 7/1
38 LOANCOMMITTEEAPPROVAL 10days Mon7/4/16 Fri7/15/16 0% 13,33 35,59,57FF LOANCOMMITTEEAPPROVAL /15

-3Š UNDERWRITINGCOMPLETE 0days Fri7/15/16 Fri7/15/16 0% 34 69,63 UNDERWRITINGCOMPLETE 45--

3 ENTITLEMENTS 1day Thu98785 Thu9/17/15 100% iW 9/17
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-39
40 CONSTRUCTIONDOCUMENTS 181days Thu1U26M5 Thu8/4/16 72%

AUTHORIZECD'S;MOBILIZEA/E 5days Thu11/26115 Wed12/2/15 100%7 47,42lZECD'S;MOBILIZEA/E
42 NYDOHFLOOR&ROOMLAYOUTS 42days Thu12/3/15 Fri1/29/16 100%41 43,58,57FF"'-00" t "00" '-Avo'
43 NYDOHDD60%PLANS&SPECS 55days Man2/1/16 Fri4/15/16 100%42 47,44,58FS+5days,57FF NYDOHDD0%PLANS&SPECS
44 PRICING:PERMITPLANS&SPECSSET 55days Fri4/1/16 Thu6/16/16 85% 43 45FS45days,50FS+1day,67 PRICING:PERMITPLANS&SPECSSE 6/16

Task A T Milestone • RolledUpCriticalTask -- Split . .. GroupBySummary
D te:Th /16 CriticalTask A v Summary RolledUpMilestoneO ExtemalTasks -- - - - Deadline

Progress - -- - - RolledUpTask RoHedUpProgress ProjectSummary
1OF2
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WHITE PLAINS PROPOSED PRECONSTRUCTION SCHEDULE
|D TaskName Duration Start Finish % 'Predecessors Successors 5Qg4,2015 IQte1,2018 Q1r2.2016 .OIrT 2016I Complete '15 IOct'15 NA15_ iDec_*15 Jan'16 Feb Mar18 IApr16 IMay2S Jun16 'Jul16 IAum'16- - - -- __ ._ _ __1MD2_,4111l182§L111152K6it3202713it0117231•_7j14212816_·t12027.31917)tfit_8: 5j2.239j.13121192§¡3jf_031,j. 1ESTlMATING&PRICING 45days Frl5/27/16 Thu7/28/16 0% 44FS-15days 46,47,68 ESTIMATINGj&PR1Cr , _-fg46 FINALVALUEENGINEERING 7days Tue6/14/16 Thu8/4/16 29% 45 47,68. FINALVALUEENGINEERING)447 CONSTR,DOCSCOMPLETE 0days Thu8/4/16 Thu8/4/16 0% 41,46,43,45 72 . CONSTR.DOM CO TE
48
49 BUILDINGPERMIT 25days Mon6/20/16 Fri7/22/16 0% BUILDINGPERMIT fi-2

SUBMITPLANS&SPECS-BLDGPERMIT 1day Mon6/20/16 Mon6/20/16 0% 44FS+1day 51,53 SUBMITPLANS&S CS-BLDGPERMIT
BLDGDEPTREVIEW 22days Tue6/21/16 Wed7/20/16 0% 50 52,53 BLDGDEFTREVIEW 7 D
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BLDGPERMITCOMPLETE 0days Fri7/22/16 Fri7/22/16 0% 38,50.51,52 66,72 BLDGPERMITC MPLETE
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DOHCOMPLETE 0days Tue7/26/16 Tue7/26/16 0% 59,56,58,57 65,72 DOHC

62 LOANCLOSING 43days Frl6/17/16 Tue8/16/16 0% LOANCLOSING J 8/16
B3 STARTLOANCLOSING 2days Mon7/18/16 Tue7/19/16 0% 35 64SS STARTLOAN

CLOSINGDOCS 20days Mon7/18/16 Fri8/12/16 0% 63SS 69 CLOSING 8/12
65 DELh/ERNYDOHFINALAPPROVAL 1day Wed7/27/16 Wed7/27/16 0% 60 69 DELIVERNYDOHFINALAPPROVAL

DEUVERBUILDINGPERMIT 1day Mon7/25/16 Mon7/25/16 0% 53 69 DELIVERBU GPERMIT
67 LENDERPLANREVIEW 7days Fri6/17/16 Mon6/27/16 0% 44 69 LENDERPLANREVIEW
65 LENDERCOSTREVIEW 5days Fri8/5/16 Thu8/11/16 0% 45,48 69 LENDERCOSTREVIEW y#11
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71
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79 NYDOH30DAYPRE-INSPECTION 1day Mon4/2/18 Mon4/2/18 0% 77FF-22days
INSPECTIONS 25days Thu5/3/18 Wed6/6/18 0% 77

81 MUNICIPALINSPECTIONS 10days Thu5/3/18 Wed5/16/18 0% 77 62,83
82 NYDOHBLDGINSPECTIONS 15days Thu5/17/18 Wed6/6/18 0% 81 83
SS BLDGINSPECTIONSCOMPLETE 0days Wed6/6/18 Wed6/6/18 0% 81,82 84'
84 OCCUPANCY 0days Wed6/6/18 Wed6/6/18 0% 83

Task A T Milestone 4 RolledUpC11ticalTask"MMm""*=** Split ... . GroupBySummary
Date hu / /16 CriticalTask L_ _9 Summary IF"8"'""mp RolledUpMilestoneO ExtemalTasks ---- ' Deadline

Progress RolledUpTask RolledUpProgress m••m==:m==== ProjectSummary -7
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Exhibit Q 

To Nicholson Aff. 
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PINNACLE HEALTH CONSULTANTS, LLC
1890 Palmer Avenue, Suite 204

Larchmont, New York 10538

(914) 630-4543 FAX (646) 349-5889

ablatt@pinnaclehealthny.com

VIA EMAIL, FEDERAL EXPRESS and HAND DELIVERY

JU L 2 1 2016

July 20, 2016
ROUTING: ORIGINAL -
PMt - FIBLDt -

Ms. Barbara DelCogliano, Deputy Director $Î ÎÎ
N: -

Division of Planning & Licensure

NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
Tower Building, Empire State Plaza

Room 1842, Corning Tower

Albany, New York 12237

RE: Project No. 092058 B

HBL SNF, LLC d/b/a The Rehabilitation and Care Institute of White Plains

(Westchester County)
Establish and Construct a 160 bed Residential Health Care Facility

Dear Ms. DelCogliano:

As a follow up to the letter received from Mr. Charles P. Abel dated June 20, 2016and on behalf of

our client, HBL SNF, LLC, we are herewith submitting the following response.

In the letter of June 20, 2016 we were requested to provide material to address contingency #8 and

#14. As such we offer the following response:

8. Submission of a commitment that is acceptable to the Department, for a permanent

mortgage from a recognized lending institution at a prevailing rate of interest. Included with

the submitted permanent mortgage commitment must be a sources and uses statement and

debt amortization schedule, for both new and refinanced debt. [BFA]

RESPONSE: Enclosed please find a copy of the term sheet for the construction financing
from Lancaster Pollard to Mr. William Nicholson, CEO of the Congress Companies for the

benefit of White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC.

14. Submission of a photocopy of an executed Operating Agreement of HBL SNF, LLC, which

is acceptable to the Department. [CSL]

RESPONSE: As discussed in our meeting of May 17, 2016, the operating agreement has

been finalized by all parties but Hebrew Hospital Home of Westchester, Inc. is currently in

bankruptcy. Per legal counsel of Hebrew Hospital Home of Westchester, Inc., execution of

the operating agreement will require approval of the bankruptcy court and creditors

committee. Legal Counsel for the creditors committee as well as Hebrew Hospital Home of

Westchester, Inc. (HHHW) have reached out to the Mark Noordsy, Esq and Mark Furnish,
Esq. of the Division of Legal Affairs of the New York State Department of Health in an
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Ms. Barbara DelCogliano, Director

July 20, 2016
Page 2 of 2

effort to seek guidance as it pertains to the interest of HHHW. We have enclosed for your

review copies of email correspondence that have been provided to us or that we have been

included on for your reference. Please note that a conference call between the parties is

scheduled for Friday, July 22, 2016 at 1:00pm. Please note that we have also kept your office

in the loop as to the progress on this effort.

Additionally, we have received the following correspondence as it addresses the ongoing review of

other contingency responses for the project. Please be advised as to the following:

9. Submission of an executed working capital loan agreement that is acceptable to the

Department. [BFA]

RESPONSE: Correspondence was received dated June 22, 2016. As the initial submission

was for a line of credit, the applicant has been working with the bank underwriters to

provide for a term loan acceptable to the Department of Health. Our office has

communicated with the Bureau of Financial Analysis in general terms regarding working
capital financing parameters. We are requesting an extension for submission of the required

revised working capital financing commitment to Friday, July 29, 2016.

10. The submission of State Hospital Code (SHC) Drawings, acceptable to the Department, as

described in BAEFP Drawing Submission Guidelines DSG-01. [AER]

RESPONSE: Correspondence was received dated July 10, 2016. Staff from the Bureau of

Architecture and Engineering Review has been in communication with the applicants

architectural design team and are addressing the letter of July 10, 2016.

In the interim should you have any questions or require any additional information, please feel free

to contact me.

Sin ·
ly,

drew .. Blatt

Cc: HBL SNF, LLC

Enc.
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_HBL SNF. LLC

4/b/a WHITE PLAINS INSTITUTE FOR REHABILITATION AND
HEALTHCARE

PROJECT No.: 092058-B

CONTINGENCY 8

EXECUTED PERMANENT FINANCING AGREEMENT

REVISED SUBMISSION - JULY 20, 2016

.
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LANCASTER E
POLLAR D EE

July 18, 2016

Mr. William Nicholson

CEO, The Congress Companies

White Plains Healthcare Properties 1, LLC

West Peabody Executive Center, Suite 200

2 Bourbon Street

Peabody, MA 01960

Dear Mr. Nicholson:

We are pleased to provide this term sheet of anticipated tenns for construction fmancing of the The

Rehabilita6on and Care institute of White Plains, a to-be-built 160-bed licensed skilled nursing facility located

in White Plains, NY. (the "Project"). The purpose of the term sheet is to describe the anticipated general terms

of a senior construction loan for the Project. Lancaster Pollard is not providing a senior construction loan for the

Project; rather, Lancaster Pollard will serve as placement agent for the senior construction loan for the Project,

utilizing its best efforts to place the debt with a senior construction lender.

Anticipated Sources and Uses for the Project are as described below:

• Sources

o Senior Mortgage Loan Amount: to be no more than $42,240,000

o Sponsor's Equity: The Sponsor shall provide a current balance sheet with a minimum

$14,391,759 unencumbered Equity.

• Uses: total project costs are estimated to be $56,631,759 ("Total Project Costs"):

0 Land Acquisition $4,528,333

a New Construction $37,282,722

o Design Contingency $1,864,136

o Construction Contingency $1,864,136

o Architect/Engineering Fees $2,982,618

o Construction Manager Fecs $745,654

o Other Fees (Consultant) $750,000

o Movable F× uipment $1,480,000

o Financing Costs $2, l 12,000

o Interim Interest Expense $2,710,400

o CON Application Fee $2,000

o CON Processing Fee $309,760
• The difference between Construction Mortgage proceeds and total project costs will be supplied by

Sponsor in the form of cash equity or contributed equity such as land (subject to Construction Mortgage
Lender approval) or allowable prepaid expenses included in the Total Approved Project Cost (as

approved by the NY Department of Health).

• Sponsor's Equity will be provided to the Construction Mortgage Lender at Closing and will be used to

pay project costs prior to loan proceeds. It is the intent of this transaction that the land will

be contributed at historical cost to the transaction to fill a portion of this equity requirement. The

contributed cost of the land allowed will be the lesser of what was actually paid for the land or the

259 N. Radnor Chester Rd., Suite 200 • Radnor, PA 19087 • Phone (610) 989-9006 • Fox (610) 989-9004

www.lancasterpollard.com Atlanto • Austin • Columbus • Kansas City • Los Angeles • Philadelphia
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current value. The land value will be determined by a MAI appraisal that is satisfactory to the

Mczzanine Lender.

Other anticipated terms are as follows:

• Borrower: Single purpose limited liability entity owning the real estate of the Collateral Facility, as

defined below (collectively, the "Borrower").

• Collateral Facility: The Rehabilitation and Care Institute of White Plains, a to-be-built 160-bed

licensed skilled nursing facility located in White Plains, NY.

• Spenser: White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC and other partners that comprise the equity

ownership of the Borrower. The Sponsor will lease out the Collateral Facility to the Lessee who will

operate the Collateral Facility.

• Financing Purpose: To provide funds for the construction of the Collateral Facility, to fund capitalized

interest and to pay closing costs.

• Senior Construction Mortgage Lender: to be determined

• Mezzanine Lender: anticipated to be LTC REIT

• Lessee: An entity to be established to lease and operate the Collateral Facility. This entity will be owned

by Lizer Josefovie, an owner/operator of skilled nursing facilities in Westchester County (where White

Plains is located). The Lessee will supply a) the working capital to lease up and operate the Collateral

Facility and b) a substantial Lease guaranty that needs to be satisfactory to the Construction Mortgage

Lender.

• Construction Martgage Loan Rate: Floating rate of 375 basis points over the 30-day LlBOR with a

LIBOR Floor of 3.00% for the term of the Construction Mortgage Loan.

• Construction Mortgage Loan Term: Minimum five year term requiring interest only payments on the
Construction Mortgage for the first 36 months following closing and principal and interest payments

based on a 22-year amortization at the Construction Mortgage Rate.

• Security / Collateral Facility: Construction Mortgage Loan will be secured by a senior mortgage on the

Collateral Facility and a priority lien on all other assets of the Borrower, both tangible and intangible.

Additionally, Borrower shall provide an assignment and subordination of any Lease Agreements and/ or

Management Agreements, if applicable. Subject to an intercreditor agreement with the Mezzanine

Lender that is satisfactory to the Construction Mortgage Lender, and an intercreditor agreement with the

Lessee's Accounts Receivable Lender which needs to be satisfactory to the Construction Mortgage

Lender.

• Guarantors: Key principals of the Sponsor (and spouses if assets are jointly owned) and the Sponsor

will joint and severally personally guaranty all obligations of the Construction Mortgage Loan. The

Lessee will guaranty all obligations under the Lease and the guaranty will be assigned to the

Construction Mortgage Lender as additional collateral.

• Expenses: All out of pocket expenses of both Borrower and Construction Mortgage Lender are the

responsibility of Borrower and Guarantors.

I ANCASTER BE
POLl ARDRE
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The undersigned acknowledges and agrees that this term sheet is a non-binding expression of interest only.

This is not a commitment to lend, nor will Lancaster Pollard act as direct lender on this transaction. Lancaster

Pollard's sole role is to arrange debt placement for a senior construction loan on a best efforts basis only. The

terms described are an estimate of the terms Lancaster Pollard will use its best efforts to arrange from a senior

c6ñstruction lender, but Lancaster Pollard cannot guarantee a senior construction lender will provide a

cornmincñt with the terms described herein. This term sheet does not create a binding obligation for Lâñcaster

Pollard or any senior construction lender, or any other party.

Sincerely,

Lancaster Pollard & Co.

Kenneth Gould

Senior Managing Director

Acknowledged this 20th day of , 20I6.

BORROWER:.White Plains Health Care Properties I, LLC

By:

Its: Ma ager

GUARANTOR: Will iam A. Nicholson

Its: An Individual

IANCA5TEREE
POtjARDEE
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HBL SNF. LLC

d/b/a WHITE PLAINS INSTITUTE FOR REHABILITATION AND
HEALTHCARE

PROJECT No.: 092058-B

CONTINGENCY 14

EXECUTED QPERATING AGREEMENT - HBL SNF, LLC

EMAIL CORRESPONDENCE DOCUMENTATION
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Andrew Blatt

From: Mark H. Zafrin (NY)

Sent: Wednesday, July 20, 2016 1:11 PM

To: Andrew Blatt; Bob Shapiro

Subject: FW: Telephone conference

Mark H. Zafrin

M'R MICHELMAN & ROBINSON, LLP

Los Angeles Orange County Sacramento , San Francisco I Chicago I New York

800 Third Avenue, 24th Floor, New York, NY 10022
T 212.730.7700 F 212.730.7725
E mzafrin@mrilp.com www.mrilp.com
B_io v Card

From: Noordsy, Mark (HEALTH) [mailto:mark.noordsy@health.ny.gov]

Sent: Tuesday, July 19, 2016 12:14 PM

To: 'Levy, Jerome T.'
<JTLevy@duanemorris.com>; Mark H. Zafrin (NY) <mzafrin@mrllp.com>

Cc: Furnish, Mark W (HEALTH) <Mark.Furnish@health.ny.gov>

Subject: RE: Telephone conference

1:00 PM on Friday, 7/22 is good for us. Please include Mark Furnish on the meeting notice.

Mark Noordsy
Bureau of Health Facility Planning & Development

Division of Legal Affairs

NYS Dept. of Health

518-473-3303

mar k.noordsy@health.ny.gov
This e-mall, including attachments, is sent by an attorney and is intended to be conveyed only to the designated recipient(s). The information
cciiv6yêd hereby is confidential and may be protected by the atterr,éy-client or other privileges. If you are not an intended recipient, please delete
this e-mail, including attachments, and notify the sender as soon as possible. The im*hrized use, dissemination, distribution or repródücti©n of
this e-mail, including attachments, is prohibited.

From: Levy, Jerome T. [mallto:JTLevy@duanemorris.coml

Sent: Tuesday, July 19, 2016 12:10 PM

To: Mark H. Zafrin (NY) <mzafrin@mrilp.com>; Noordsy, Mark (HEALTH) <mark.noordsy@health.ny.gov>

Subject: RE: Telephone conference

How about 1:00 PM on Friday, 7/22.
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Jerry

Jerome T. Levy
Parmer

Duane Morris LLP
1540 Broadway 9 BlO
New York, NY 10036-4086
P: 212.692.1013
F: 212.692.1020 WEB SITE

VCARD

From: Mark H. Zafrin (NY) [mailto:mzafrin@mrile.coml
Sent: Tuesday, July 19, 2016 12:07 PM

To: Noordsy, Mark (HEALTH); Levy, Jerome T.

Subject: RE: Telephone coñfêrêñce

Lets just pick a time and I can circulate a call in number

Mark H. Zafrin

M'R MICHELMAN & ROBINSON, LLP

Los Angeles Orange County Sacramento San Francisco Chicago I New York

800 Third Avenue, 24th Floor, New York, NY 10022
T 212.730.7700 F 212.730,7725
E mzafrin@mrilp.com www.mrilo.com
B io v Card

Please consider the env ronment before printing this emaiL

From: Noordsy, Mark (HEALTH) [mailto:mark.noordsy@health.ny.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, July 19, 2016 12:03 PM

To: 'Levy, jerome
T.' <JTLevy@duanemorris.com>

CC: Mark H. Zafrin (NY) <mzafrin@mrilp.com>

Subject: RE: TelsphGsis conference

Jerry- Sorry but the best we can do is the afternoon of Friday 7/22, noon or after. Mark

Mark Noordsy
Bureau of Health Facility Planning & Development

Division of Legal Affairs

NYS Dept. of Health

518-473-3303

mark.noordsy@health.ny.Rov

2
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This e-mail, induding attachmants, is sent by an attorney and is intended to be conveyed only to the designated recipient(s). The Information
conveyed hereby is ceefM÷ñt½! and may be protected by the attcrñcy-client or other prMbge::. If you are not an intended recipient, please
delete this e-mail, including attachments, and notify the sender as soon as possible.The unauthorized use, d!:::±±t! , distributionor
reproduction of this e-mail, Including attachments, is prohibited.

From: Levy, Jerome T. (mailto:JTLevy@duanemorris.com]
Sent: Monday, July 18, 2016 4:25 PM

To: Noordsy, Mark (HEALTH) <mark.noordsy@health.ny.gov>

CC: Mark H. Zafrin (NY) <mzafrin@mrllp.com>

Subject: Telephone conference

Mark:

As I said in my phone message, Mark Zafrin and I would like to discuss with you the situation presented by the Bethel

Beds, and the bankruptcy of Hebrew Hospital of Westchester.

Are you avs!!sb!e añytims tomorrow, or Wednesday Afternoon to discuss the situation.

Please let me know.

Thanks very much.

erry Levy

Jerome T. 14vy
Partner

Duane Mon·is ILP
1540Broadway Q BIO
New York,NY 10036-4086 9
P: 212.692.1013
F: 212.692.1020 SWEBSITE

SVCARD

For rnore information about Duane Morris, please visit http;//www.DuaneMorris.com

Confidentiahty Notice This e!ertrenu med h:-nstrmton is privileged and confidenhal and is hterded oniy for reae.9 of the party to whom it is
w•dressed. It you leve recenced th transmiss:on m er·ca. r lease immediate!y rehim it te th sender Un:no ork Iraramit sion shvH of conshurte

ver of the anomey-chent or any ether pr chege

3
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Andrew Blatt

From: Noordsy, Mark (HEALTH)

Sent: Tuesday, July 12, 2016 5:22 PM

To: 'Bob Shapiro'; Andrew Blatt; mzafrin@mrilp.com; JVincequerra@duanemorris.com;

JTLevy@duanemorris.com; rfink@hselaw.com

Cc: Furnish, Mark W (HEALTH)

Subject: RE: HBL SNF, LLC - Project No. 092058

I will be out of the office the rest of the week, and Mark Furnish will be the contact person on this matter during that

time period.

Thank you,

Mark Noordsy
Bureau of Health Facility Planning & Development

Division of Legal Affairs

NYS Dept. of Health

518-473-3303

mar k noordsy health.nymov

This e-mail, inc:üding attachments, is sent by an attorney and is inteiided to be conveyed only to the designated recipient(s). The information
conveyed hereby is confidential and may be protected by the attomey-ciient or other privileges. If you are not an intended recipient, please delete
this e-mail, including attachments, and notify the sender as soon as possible. The unauthorized use, dissemination, distiibüticii or reproduction of
this e-mail, including attachments, is prohibited.

From: Bob Shapiro [mailto:bshapiro@piññaclehealthny.com]

Sent: Monday, July 11, 2016 10:45 AM

To: Noordsy, Mark (HEALTH) <mark.noordsy@health.ny.gov>; Andrew Blatt <ablatt@pinnaclehealthny.com>;

mzafrin@mrilp.com; JVincequerra@duanemorris.com; JTLevy@duanemorris.com; rfink@hselaw.com

Cc: Furnish, Mark W (HEALTH) <Mark.Furnish@health.ny.gov>

Subject: RE: HBL SNF, LLC - Project No. 092058

We will review internally and get back to you.

Thanks and have a great day.

Bob S.

UAice: (914; 630 4M3
FAX: (914) 206 4131

Mobde: (91{; 260-9777

From: Noordsy, Mark (HEALTH) [mailto:mark.noordsy@health.ny.aov]
Sent: Monday, July 11, 2016 10:22 AM
To: 't2dianjrg.@pinnaclehealthny.cooIn'; 'ablatt@pinnaclehealthny.conf; 'mzafrin@ilidip_.coln';

1
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'JVincequerra@d-uajlemorris.com'; 'Eteyy_@du anemorris.com';
'r0n]@lmel_ajy.com'

Cc: Furnish, Mark W (HEALTH)
Subject: RE: HBL SNF, LLC - Project No. 092058

Good morning - following up on my email of last week:

if I understand the situation correctly, the pending motion requests Court approval for HHHW to execute and assume

the Operating Agreement and the Bethel/HHHW Agreement regarding HBL SNF, LLC. HBL is the Joint Venture Company
described in the motion papers and the applicant on Project No. 092058. Once court approval is obtained for HHHW to

enter into these Agreements , it is anticipated that HHHW will propose by way of its proposed plan of !iquidation that its

9.9% interest in HBL be transferred to a liquidating trust. It is for this last transfer that the approval of DOH/PHHPC is

requested.

Would you please provide us with a copy of the draft plan of !iquidetion, or a plan of liquidation from another

piccêêdiñg that involves a !!quidating trust, and advise of any other transactions that you are aware of where an

ownership interest in a PHHPC applicant or approved operator was transferred to a similar liquidating trust.

Thank you,

Mark Noordsy
Bureau of Health Facility Planning & Development

Division of Legal Affairs

NYS Dept. of Health

518-473-3303

mark.ncordsy@healthay.pov
This e-mail, including attachments, is send by an attorney and is intended to be ccavsysd only to the designated recipient(s). The information
ccaveysd hereby is ceñfidêñtial and may be protected by the attomey-client or other pr:v::cges. If you are not an intended recipient, please delete
this e-mail, :ñc:üd:ñg attachments, and notify the sender as soon as possible. The unauthorized use, dissemination, distribution or reproducdon of
this e-mail, including attachments, is prohibited.

2
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Exhibit R 

To Nicholson Aff. 
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Bill Coleman

From: William Nicholson

Sent: Tuesday, Odober 11, 2016 4:38 PM

To: 'Andrew Blatt'; 'Bob
Shapiro'

Cc: 'Mark Zafrin'; 'Lizer
Jozefovic'

Subject: RE: HBL SNF

All

The fact is that we will need the NYDOH green light, the Operating Agreement and the Appraisal (among other

things) to obtain a commitment,
No Lender will bring this into committee without an Operator.

We've naturally had to disclose the bankruptcy issue to the lenders,
And we have not been able to deliver an actual signed Operating Agrccment for the Operator entity due to this

issue, to get through underwriting.

Obtaining NYDOH approval of this situation in some form or fashion is important to the Lenders who do not

want to get caught up in the cross fire of the Bankruptcy courts, and need a Tenant Operating Entity that is not a

moving target or a "story", which is all we have had to work with thus far,

This is no one's fault on this team for sure.

Now the passage of time created by this issue, have caused 3'd
party reports (including Appraisal, and others) to

go "stale".

I understand NYDOH's position.

The reality is that a bone-fide commitment isn't going to happen until we get the entire parade in stride.

I apologize that we couldn't arrange a call this morning.

I am available to speak this afternoon, tomorrow afternoon and Thursday AM.

William A. Nicholson

CEO

The Congress Companies

West Pesbody Executive Center, Suite 200

2 Bourbon Street

Peabody, MA 01960

Telephone: 978-535-6700 Ext. 122, Ext 125 for my Assistant

Cell: 508-527-6700

Fax: 978-535-6701

Website: www.congresscompanies.com
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OPERATING AGREEMENT

OF

HBL SNF, LLC

THIS OPERATING AGREEMENT OF HBL SNF, LLC (this "Operating Agreement") is

made as of this / day of f ef, 2017 by and between HEBREW HOSPITAL HOME OF

WESTCHESTER, INC., a New York ndt-for-profit corporanon with an address at 55 Grasslands Road,

Valhalla, New York 10595 (hereinafter "Hebrew"); BETHEL NURSING HOME COMPANY, INC., a

New York not-for-profit corporation with a principal office address of 67 Springvale Road, Croton on

Hudson, New York 10520 (hereafter "Bethel"); and WESTCHESTER HEALTH CARE PROPERTIES I,

LLC, a New York limited liability company having an office at 537 Route 22, Purdys, New York 10578

(hereafter "WHCP"). Hebrew, Bethel and WHCP are referred to herein individually as a "Member"
and

collectively as the "Members". Each of Hebrew, Bethel and WHCP are sometimes referred to

individually as a "Party" and collectively as the "Parties".

RECITALS:

WHEREAS, Bethel is licensed by the New York State Department of Health ("DOH") under

Article 28 of the New York Public Health Law to operate a residential health care facility known as "The

Bethel Nursing
Home" located at 17 Narragassett Avenue, Ossining, New York 10562.; and

WHEREAS, Hebrew is licensed by the New York State Department of Health ("DOH") under

Article 28 of the New York Public Health Law to operate a residential health care facility known as "

Hebrew Hospital Home of Westchester" located at 61 Grasslands Road, Valhalla, New York 10595; and

WHEREAS, Bethel has heretofore sübraitted to the DOH for a Certificate of Need Project No.

011102, entitled Bethel Nursing Home Company, Inc. (the "Bethel Application"), at its sole cost and

expense, to construct an additional 18 Residential Health Care Beds at, 19 Narragansett Avenue,

Ossining, New York 10562 (the "Bethel Beds") which application had been approved by the New York

State Department of Health Public Health and Health Planning Council; and

WHEREAS, Hebrew has heretofore submitted to the DOH for a Certificate of Need Project No.

021033, entitled Establishment and Construction Hebrew Hospital Home of Westchester

(the "Hebrew Application"), at its sole cost and expense, to construct an additional 70 Residential Health

Care Beds at 61 Gracs!ads Road. Valhalla, NY 10595 (the "Hebrew Beds") which application had been

approved by the predecessor, New York State Department of Health Public Health Council; and

WHEREAS, the Company has heretofore submitted to the DOH for a Certificate of Need Project

No. 092058B, entitled HBL SNF, LLC d/b/a The Rehabilitation and Care Institute at White Plains (the

"Application"), to establish and construct a 160 bed Residenual Health Care Facility at 116-120 Church

Street, White Plains, New York (the "Church Street Location") which applicatica incorporates the Bethel

Beds and the Hebrew Beds and for the purchase of 91 beds from Westchester University Medical Center

(the "Taylor Care Beds") which Application was contingently approved on November 15 2012; and

WHEREAS, as part of the Application, Hebrew and Bethel were required to withdraw the

Hebrew Application and the Bethel Application respectively as the beds were a part of this new
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application; and

WHEREAS, White Plains Healthcare Properties, LLC (herciñafter "WPHP, LLC") has purchased

a parcel of land located at 116-120 Church Street, White Plains, New York (hereinafter the "Church

Street Property") and has entered into a develõpment contract with WHCP to finance and construct a new

160 bed Skilled Nursing Facility on such parcel and has entered into a Lease with WHAP for such newly
constructed Nursing Home; and

WHEREAS, upon the Effective Date, WPHP, LLC or its construction contractor will provide a

completicñ bond to guarañtcc the construction of the Facility at the Church Street Property and such bond

will include the Company and each of the Members as a Beneficiary; and

WHEREAS, each of Hebrew, Bethel and WHCP have agreed to jointly have their respective

Beds ccñstructed in a single br!!fi:;; located on the Church Street Property pursuañt to the Application;
and

WHEREAS, each of Hebrew, Bethel and WHCP have agreed to enter into this agreement to

memorialize and set forth the terms and ceeditiens of their joint vcñtarc and to have this governance

document control the operation of such Skilled Nursing Facility after the same is cGastructed and

licensed.

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants contained herein and other good

and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, the parties

hereto, intending to be legally bound, hereby agree as follows:

ARTICLE 1

DEFINITIONS

1.1 Certain Defmed Terms. The following terms used in this Operating Agreement

shall have the following meañiñgs (unless otherwise expressly provided herein):

1.1.1 "Act" will mean the New York Limited Liability Co=gmy Law as amended from

time to time.

1.1.2 "Adjusted Capital Account
Deficit"

means, with respect to any Member, the

deficit balance, if any, in such Member's Capital Account as of the end of the relevant Fiscal Year or any
shorter period for which a determination is required to be made, after giving effect to the following
adjustments:

(i) credit to such Capital Account any amounts which such Member

is obligated to restore pursuant to any provision of this Operating
Agreement or is deemed to be obligated to restore pursuant to the

penültimate sentences of Regulations Sections 1.704-2(g)(1) and 1.704-

2(i)(5); and

2
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(ii) debit to such Capital Account the items described in Sections

1.704-1(b)(2)(ii)(d)(4), 1.704-1(b)(2)(ii)(d)(5) and 1.704-1(b)(2)(ii)(d)(6)
of the Regulations.

The foregoing definition of Adjusted Capital Account Deficit is intended to comply with

the provisi0ñs of Section 1.704-1(b) (2) (ii) (d) of the Regulations and shall be interpreted consistently
therewith.

1.1.3 Reserved.

1.1.4 "Articles of Organization" shall mean the Articles of Organizati0ñ filed with the

Secretary of State of the State of New York on August 14, 2012.

1.1.5 "Capital Account" as of any given date shall mean the Initial Capital Contribution

to the Company by a Member as adjusted thereafter pursuant to Article VIII.

1.6 "Capital Contribution" Shall mean a contributicñ to the capital of the Company in

cash or property by a Member wheñêver made, including the Initial Capital Contribution. "Initial

Capital Contributica" shall mean the initial contribution of the Member to the capital of the Company
pursuant to the Prior Agreement.

1.1.7 "Class" shall mean any Transferees thereof who are Members.

1.1.8 "Code" shall mean the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended (or

corresponding provision or provisions of subsequent superseding federal revenue laws).

1.1.9 "Company" shall mean HBL SNF, LLC.

1.1.10 "Company
Property" shall mean (a) the Bethel Approval to construct an 18

Residential Health Care Beds in Westchester County; (b) the Hebrew Approval to construct 70

Residential Health Care Beds in Westchester County; (c) that certain Contract by and between WHCP
and Westchester University Medical Center to purchase 91 beds from Westchester University Medical

Center (the "Taylor Care Beds") and all other additions purchased in the name of the Company and/or

subsequent rights, licenses or approvals granted to the Company including without limitation any rights to

construct a Nursing Home approved by the Department of Health of the State of New York.

1.1.11 "Distributable Cash" shall mean the excess of cash income over cash outflow.

Cash income shall include all cash, reveñües and funds received by the company whether from Company
operations, refinancing sale, or otherwise. Cash outflow shall iñclüde all of the following to the extent

paid or set aside by the Company: (a) all principal and interest payment on indebtedñess of the Company
and all other sums paid to lenders; (b) all cash expenditures incurred incident to the normal óperation of

the
Company'

business; and (c) Reserves.

1.12. "HUD" shall mean the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development, its

successors and assigns.

1.1.13 "Effective Date" is the date that the application to construct the Facility has

received final approval and a constructics start date from the Public Health and Health Planning Council.

3
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1.1.14 "Entity" will mean any general company, limited company, limited liability

Company, corporation, joint venture, trust, business trust, cooperative or assedation or any foreign trust

or foreign business organization.

1.1.15 "Facility" shall mean that certain Skilled Nursing Facility of 160 beds to be built

at 116-120 Church Street, White Plains, New York.

1.1.16 "Family
Transferee" will mean any one of the descendants of any Member

and/or any trust whose sole beneficiaries are such descendants as long as any one of such beneficiaries is

then surviviñg, or any company, limited liability campany or other Entity all of whose partners, Members

or other equity holders are descendants of any Member and/or trusts whose sole beneficiaries are such

descendants for so long as any one of such descendants is then surviving;

1.1.17 "Fiscal Quarter" will mean the three month periods ending on March 31, June

30, September 30 and December 31 of each year.

1.1.18 "Fiscal Year" will mean the Company's fiscal year, which will be the calendar

year.

1.1.19 "Gross Asset Value"
means, (i) with respect to any asset other than cash

contributed to the Company by a Member, the agreed upon value of such asset on the date such asset is

coñtributed to Company, as set forth on Schedule B annexed hereto and made a part hereof and (ii) with

respect to any other asset other than cash owned by the Company, such asset's adjusted basis for Federal

income tax purposes, except that the Gross Asset Value of all Company assets will be adjusted to equal

the fair market value of such assets (x) whenever such adjustment is required in order for allocations

under this Operating Agreement to have "economic
effect"

within the meaning of Regulaticas Section

1.704-1(b)(2)(ii) or (y) in the Manager's discretion, whenever such adjustment is permitted under

Regulation Section 1.704-1(b)(2)(ii). If the Gross Asset Value of any Company asset is so adjusted, then

such Gross Asset Value shall thereafter be adjusted by the depreciation taken into acccüñt with respect to

such asset for purposes of computing Profits and Losses.

1.1.20
"Guarantee" will mean any Guarantee of WESTCHESTER HEALTH CARE

PROPERTIES me, LLC or any of its Members given to either the Landlord or a lending institution

securing any operating capital loans or lines of credit and any replacements of same.

1.1.22 "Manager" will mean the Board of Managers.

1.1.23 "Member" will mean each of the parties who execute a counterpart of this

Operating Agreement as a Member and each Person who hereafter becomes a Member pursuant to the

terms, conditions and requirements of this Operating Agreement.

1.1.23.1 "Institutional Class Member"
means, each individually, Hebrew and Bethel.

1.1.24 "Member Nonrecourse Deductions" has the maaning set forth in Sections

1.704-2(i) (1) and 1.704-2(i) (2) of the Regulations.

1.1.25 "Membership
Interest" or "Interest" will mean a Member's entire interest in the

4
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Company, including a Member's share of the Compañy's Profits and Losses and distributions of the

Company's assets pursuant to this Operating Agreement and the right to participate in the management or

affairs of the Company such as the right to vote on, consent to or otherwise participate in any decision of

the Members.

1.1.26 "Nonrecourse DeductiGns" has the meaning set forth in Section 1.704-2(b) (1)
of the Regulations.

1.1.27 "Nonrecourse Liability" has the scaning set forth in Section 1.704-2(b) (3) of

the Regulations.

1.1.28 "Operating
Agraamant" will mean this Operating Agreement as originally

executed and as amended from time to time.

1.1.29 "Partner Nonrecourse Debt" has the meaning set for in Section 1.704-2(b) (4)
of the Regulations.

1.1.30 "Partner Nonrecourse Debt lvEnimum Gain" means an amount, with respect

to each Partner Nonrecourse Debt, equal to the Partnership Minin:n Gain that would result if such

Partner Nonrecourse Debt were treated as a Nonrecourse Liability, determined in accordance with Section

1.704-2(i)(3) of the Regulations.

1.1.31 "Partner Nonrecourse Deducticñs" has the meaning set forth in Sections

1.704-2(i) (1) and 1.704-2(d) of the Regulations.

1.1.32 "Partnership Minimum Gain" has the meañing set forth in Sections 1.704-2(b)

(2) and 1.704-2(d) of the Regulations.

1.1.33 "Person" will mean any individual or Entity, and the heirs, executors,

akin!:'-ators, legal representatives, seece±±ers and assigns of such Person where the context so permits.

1.1.34 "Prime Rate" will be the rate a-ñêüñced from time to time by the Company's

primary financial institution as its prime rate (or base rate if a prime rate is not anneùnced). Any interest

rate referred to in this Operating Agreement which is based upon the Prime Rate will aütematically
change with any change in the Prime Rate.

1.1.35 "Profits" and "Losses" will respectively mean that net profits and the net losses

of the Company, the determiñaticñ of which will be made pursuant to Article IX hereof and will take into

consideration the income (both taxable and exempt from tax), expenditures (both those that are deductible

in determining taxãble income or loss and those that are not deductible and not capital expcñditures),
gains and losses of the Company.

1.1.36 "Project" shall mean the construction of a Residential Health Care Facility

providing Skilled Nursing coñtaining 160 beds at 116-120 Church Street, White Plains, New York.

1.1.36 "Regulations" will include proposed, temporary and final regulations

promelgated under the Code in effect as of the date hereof that amend or supersede such regulations.

5
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1.1.37 "Requisite Consent" will be the consent of all of the Members of the Company.

1.1.38 "Reserves" will mean, with respect to any fiscal period, funds set aside or

amounts allocated during such period to reserves which will be maintained in amounts deemed necessazy,
sufficient or appropriate by the Manager with requisite consent for working capital and to pay taxes,

insurance, debt service or other costs or expenses incident to the ownership or operation of the

Company's business.

1.1.39 "Transferee" will mean the Person to whom a Transferor, Transfers an Economic

Interest or Membership Interest.

1.1.40 "Transferor" will mean a Member who Transfers a Membership Interest or an

Economic Interest.

1.1.41 "Transfer" will mean give, sell, assign, transfer, pledge, encumber, bequeath or

0therwise voluntarily or involuntarily dispose, whether pursuant to operation of law, court order, levy,
attachment or otherwise or the act of so doing.

1.1.42 "Wrongful Act" will mean an act of fraud, deceit, gross negligence, willful

miscandüet, and/or breach of fidüciary duty or a wrongful taking by the Manager.

ARTICLE II

FORMATION OF COMPANY: OTHER FILINGS

2.1 Formation. WHCP has caused the Campany to be formed by the filing of the Articles

of Organization in the office of the Secretary of State of the State of New York in accordance with and

pursuant to the Act.

2.2. Name. The name of the Company continues to be: HBL SNF, LLC

2.3 Principal Place of Business. The principal place of business of the Company is 537

Route 22, Purdys, New York 10578. The Cempsñy shall upon completion of the Project locate its

principal place of business at 116-120 Church Street, White Plains, New York. The Compañy may locate

its places of business at any other location, as the Mañager may from time to time deem advisable.

2.4 Registered Office. The Company's registered office is located at c/o Michelman &
Robinson, 800

3"'
Avenue, New York, New York .

2.5 Term. The term of the Compañy will be (i) at least ten (10) years past the satisfaction

of any HUD Insured Loan, and/or (ii) to the extent there are no outnanding HUD Insured abligatióñs,
perpetual (unless the Company is earlier disselved in accordance with either the provisions of this

Operating Agreement or the Act).

2.6 Other Instruments. The Manager will hereafter, as may from time to time be

necessary, cause such other certificates, instruments and documents to be recorded and filed with the

office of the Secretary of State of the State of New York and in all offices as, when and to the extent

6
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required by law.

2.7 Reporting Requirements; Main6nance of Limited Liability Company Status. The

Manager will take such steps as are üêcessary to ensure that the Company fulfills reporting requirementc

imposed upon it by law including, but not limited to, the filing of annual and any other reports in the

office of the Secretary of State of the State of New York. All fees for filing and/or recordings will be paid

out of the Company's assets. The Manager will take all other necessary action required by law to perfect

and maintain the Company as a limited liability company under the laws of the State of New York and to

assure the limited liability of the Members.

ARTICLE HI

BUSINESS OF COMPANY

3.1 Purposes. The purposes for which the Company has formed are limited to: eñtering
into a development agreement with White Plains Health Care Properties (WPHCP) wherein and whereby
WPHCP will develop, finance and coñstruct a new 160 Bed Skilled Nursing Facility and thereafter the

leasing and operation of that certain skilled nursing facility to be known as "The Rehabilitatión and Care

Institute at White
Plains" located at 116-120 Church Street, White Plains, New York;

3.2 Permitted Activities. The activities of the Company will be:

3.2.1 To accomplish any lawful activities whatsoever, or which will at any time

appear conducive to or expedient either for the protection or benefit of the Company and its assets or to

further the limited purposes of the Company set forth in Section 3.1, above.

3.2.2 To exercise all powers necessary to or reasonably connected with the

Company's business which may be legally exercised by limited liábility companies under the Act.

3.2.3 To engage in all activities necessary, customary, convenient, or incident to

any of the foregoing.

3.3 Charitable Purposes. Notwithstanding añything to the contrary contained in this

Agreement, so long as any Institutional Class Member or an Affiliate thereof is a Member of the LLC, all

acts, activities, and business carried on by the Company shall be consistent with, and in furtherance of,
the charitable purposes and tax-exempt status under Section 501(c) (3) of the Code, of such Instimtional

Class Member (the "Charitable Purposes"). An L1atitutiónal Class Member shall notify the Cusupauf if a

proposed action of the Company could cause the Company to operate iñcansistently with such

Instituti0ñal Class Member's Charitable Purposes and the Company shall resolve any issue in favor of

operation in furtherance of Charitable Purposes. The Members agree that the Company's duty to further

the charitable purposes of its Institutional Class Member(s) shall override the Company's duty to operate

for the financial benefit of its members.

ARTICLE IV

NAMES AND MEMBERSHIP INTERESTS OF MEMBERS
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The names and Membership Interest of each Member is set forth on Schedule A,
attached hereto, which Schedü!e shall be amended from time to time to reflect admission of any
additional Members in accordance with the terms ofthis Operating Agreement.

ARTICLE V
MANAGEMENT; RIGHTS AND DUTIES OF MANAGER

5.1 Management of the Company. Except as otherwise specifically provided by this

Agreemeñt or required by the Law, the Board of Managers shall manage the Compeñy in accordance with

this Agreement and shall have full, exclusive and complete discretion to manage and control the business

and affairs of the Company, to make all decisians affecting the business and affairs of the Comparcy and

to take all such actions as the Board deems necessary or appr0priate to accomplish the purpose of the

Company as set forth herein. All action required or permitted to be taken by the Company shall be taken

by or at the direction of one or more officers of the Company appointed pursuañt to the provisions hereof,
who shall be subject to the supervision, direction and control of the Board. The Board shall have the

power and authority to direct the officers to, and the officers shall upon such direction by the Board, take

such action as the Board shall deem proper, convenient or advisable to carry on the business and purposes

of the Company and to exercise any and all of the powers of the Company set forth in Section 3.2 and,
consistent with such direction, shall have the authority to bind the Company. All meetings of the Board,
whether in person, by telephone or otherwise, shall be chaired by the chairman (the "Chairman"), who

shall be appointed by a majcrity vote of the Board, the initial Chairman is Lizer Jozefovic. The voting
rights of the Board set forth in this Section 7.1 shall supersede all voting rights of the Members under the

New York Act except as otherwise provided herein or as required by law.

5.1.1 The Board of Managers.

(a) Number of Authorized Votes. The Board shall consist of three (3) members,
each having one vote. Each Board member shall hold office until (i) his or her

successor shall have been elected and qualified or designated pursüañt to

subsection (c) below or (ii) until such Board member shall resign or shall have

been removed in the manner provided herein, or (iii) until the resignation or

removal of the Member, which has designated such Board member.

(b) Mandatory Voting. Each member of the Board of Managers shall vote

his or its vote and shall take all other necessary or desirable actions within his

control (whether in his capacity as Member, member of the Board or any
committee thereof, officer of the Company, or otherwise) including, without

limitation, attendance at meetings in person or by proxy for purposes of obtaining
a quorum and execution of written consents in lieu of meetings, and the

Cumy-uy shall take all necessary and desirable actions within its control

(including, without limitation, calling special Board and Member meetings), so

that the following persons shall be elected to the Board: (i) one person designated

by Hebrew (a "Hebrew Representative"), the initial Hebrew Representative shall

be (ii) one person designated by Bethel (a "Bethel

Representative"), the initial Bethel Representative shall be ; and (iii)
one person designated by WHCP (a "WHCP Representative"), the initial WHCP
Representative is Lizer Jozefovic.
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(c) Replacement of Representatives.

(i) Each such representative, upon written notice to the Board and to

the Company but without further action, may be removed at any
time by the person originally entitled to designate such Board

member.

(ii) In the event that any member of the Board designated hereunder

for any reason ceases to serve as a member of the Board, the

resulting vacancy on the Board shall be filled by a representative

designated by the person originally entitled to designate such

member. If any Member fails to designate a replacement Board

member pursuant to the terms of this Section 5 within five (5)
business days of removal of such a Board member, such Board

member shall be desigñåted by a vote of Members

(iii) If any member of the Board who is also an officer, employee, or

agent of the Company ceases to hold his respective office or

position or if his agency with the Company terminates, such

member of the Board shall simultaneously be deemed to have

been removed from the Board, without need for further action,

provided, however, that such former member of the Board will

provide written confirmation of such removal upon request by
the Company.

(d) Resignation. Any Person may resign as a member of the Board at any time by

giving written notice to the Board. Any such resignation shall take effect at the

time specified therein, or, if the time is not specified, immediately upon its

receipt by the Board. Acceptance of such resignation shall not be necessary to

make it effective.

(e) Meetings; Place of Meetings; Telephonic Participation. Meetings of the Board

may be held at such times and places within or without the State of New York as the

Board may from time to time by resolution designate or as shall be designated by the

Person or Persons calling the meeting in the notice or waiver of notice of any such

meeting. Regular meetings of the Board shall be held not less than once during every
year. Special meetings of the Board shall be held whenever called by a member of the

Board, or by the Chairman. Notice of the time, place and purpose or purposes of each

such special meeting shall be sent by email, facsimile transmission, telegraph or cable or

be delivered personally or mailed to and received by each member of the Board not less

than 48 hours before the time at which the meeting is to be held. Notice of any meeting of

the Board shall not be required to be given to any member of the Board who waives such

notice in writing or who is present at such meeting, except a member who shall attend

such meeting for the express purpose of objecting, at the beginning of the meeting, to the

transaction of any business because the meeting is not lawfully called or convened. At the

request of any Board member, any or all Board members may participate in any meeting
of the Board by means of conference telephone or similar cc==:nbations equipñiêñt

pursuant to which all Persons participating in the meeting of the Board can hear each
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other, and such participation shall constitute presence in person at such meeting

(f) Manner of Acting and Quorum; Unanimous Vote Required. Except as otherwise

provided in this Agreement or by law, the presence of a majority of the total autherized

votes of the Board shall be required to constitute a quorum for the transaction of business

at any meeting of the Board. The Board members shall act only as a Board, and the

indiv idual Board members shall have no power as such. Except as set forth herein, all

matters shall be deemed approved by the Board and all consents of the Board deemed

given, at any meeting duly called and held, a quorum being present, by the affirmative

vote of all of the members of the Board.

(g) Action without Meeting. Any action required or permitted to be taken or which

may be taken, and any consent required or which may be required and given, at any

meeting of the Board or of any committee thereof may be taken without a meeting,
without prior notice and without a vote, if a consent in writing, setting forth the action so

taken or the consent so given, shall be signed by all of the members of the Board. In any

event, such written consent shall be filed with the minutes of proceedings of the Board

and a copy thereof provided promptly to the other members of the Board who did not

sign such consent.

(h) Observation Rights. The Board may from time to time appoint one or more

individúals to serve as "Non-Voting
Managers"

and any individual so appointed shall be

entitled to receive notice of, and to attend, meetings of the Board, but shall have no right

to vote or otherwise approve any item hereunder and shall not for any purpose of this

Agreement or otherwise be deemed a member of the Board; provided, however, that any
such Non-Voting Manager may be required by the Board to temporarily leave a meeting
of the Board if the presence of such Non-Voting Manager at the meeting at such time

would prevent the Company from asserting the attorney-¬client or other privilege with

respect to matters discussed before the Board at such time or if otherwise requested by
the Chairman

(i) Reserved Initiation Rights. Notwithstanding the general powers of gavernañce and

management granted to the Board, in order to ensure that the Company is operated

in a manner that promotes the Charitable Purposes of its Institutional Class

Member(s), each Institutional Class Member shall have the unilateral right to

initiate and to implement, in its sole and absolute discretion, any action that:

a. the Institutional Class Member deems necessary to ensure that the indigent care

policies and community health needs policies of the Company and the

Institutional Class Member and its Affiliates are effectively implemented in

accordance with the directions of the Institutional Class Member;
b. the Institutional Class Member deems necessary to ensure that Medicare and

Medicaid patients of the Company are treated without discrimination;
c. the Institutional Class Member deems necessary to ensure effective access to

treatment at the Company for medically underserved and elderly populations

within the community served by the Institutional Class Member and its

Affiliates; or
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d. in the opinion of counsel for the Institutional Class Member, is more likely than

not necessary so as not to (i) adversely affect the Section 501(c)(3) tax-exempt

status of the Institutional Class Member or the tax-exempt status of any of its

Affiliates, whether by revocation of such status or by the imposition of a

penalty or sanction short of revocation; (ii) result in the imposition of any

penalty tax under Section 4958 of the Code or otherwise on either the

Institutional Class Member and/or any of its Affiliates thereof, including,
without limitation, any trustee, director, officer, shareholder, member, partner

or employee of the foregoing; or (iii) result in such Institutional Class

Member's distribution of profit from the Company being characterized as

unrelated business income by the IRS.

5.2 Certain Powers of the Board of Managem. Subject to this Operating Agreement, the Public

Health Law and the rules and regulati0ñs promulgated by the Department of Health and the

Public Health and Health Planning Council, as the same may exist from time to time, the full

right, power, authority and control over the general management and operation of the Nursing
Home shall be vested in the Board of Mañagers. In furtherance thereof the Managers shall for

the benefit of the Nursing Home:

5.2.1 Manage and control the business and affairs of the Nursing Home and

5.2.2 Determine all matters of general policy regarding the regular course of its busi-

ness in operating the same. It shall employ a licensed Nursing Home Administra-

tor and fix his or her duties, responsibilities and compensation. The Nursing
Home Administrator shall perform all of the responsibilities of a registered nurs-

ing home administrator as required by Section 415.26 of the Public Health Law

as the same shall be amended from time to time, who shall report to the Board of

Managers at regular intervals and who shall be responsible for the administration

and implementation of those policies and procedures adopted from time to time

by the Board of Managers for the operation and maintenance of the Company
and for the establishment and evaluation of the Company's practices.

5.2.3 Plan for the growth and development of the Nursing Home; provide for the eval-

uation of the conduct of the Nursing Home including the care and treatment of its

residents; the control, conservation and utilization of its physical and fh'alicial

assets; and the procurement and direction of all personnel employed from time to

time by the Nursing Home; all for the proper and necessary carrying out of the

functions of the Nursing Home.

5.2.4 Assure the performance by the Nursing Home Administrator of his or her respon-

sibilities in accordance with the provision of Section 415.26 of the Public Health

Law.

5.2.5 Retain all responsibilities for the operation and maintenance of the Nursing
Home including evaluation of all Nursing Home practices.

5.2.6 Employ other administrative, clerical and fiscal personnel and staff personnel re-

quired for the operation of the Nursing Home. It shall also have the power to em-
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ploy lawyers, accountants, experts, consultants, and other professionals and

agents and to fix their duties, responsibilities and compensation.

5.2.7 Be responsible for providing, maintaining and repairing the physical plant of the

Nursing Home, keeping it properly equipped and staffed so as to maiñtaiñ the

needed facilities and to provide services for the Nursing Home's residents, all in

accordance with the laws of the State of New York and the rules and regulations

promulgated from time to time by the Department of Health.

5.2.8 Under its direction, there shall be prepared an overall plan and budget which

shall provide for an annual operating budget and a capital expenditure plan in ac-

cordance with the requirements of the Department of Health and the rules and

regulations adopted by that department from time to time.

5.2.9 Be responsible for all considerations relative to the future planning and growth of

the Nursing Home.

5.2.10 Develop whatever committee structure is necessary to fulfill its responsibilities

and to assess the results of its programs.

5.2.11 It shall have all of the powers, duties and responsibilities consistent with the Ar-

ticles of Organization, as a-ênded from time to time, applicable laws and regula-

tions of the State of New York and the regulations of the Department of Health,
and this Operating Agreement.

5.2.12 It shall appoint and reappoint all members to the Medical Staff, in accordance

with the Medical Staff Bylaws as the same may exist from time to time.

5.2.13 It shall establish and maintaiñ financial reserves of every kind as it deems neces-

sary or advisable for the operation of the Nursing Home.

5.2.14 In its discretion it shall fix the terms and amounts of all distributions from profits

to be paid from time to time to the Members, subject to the provisions of Section

3.3 of this Agreement.

5.2.15 It shall determine all matters relating to the borrowing of money for the carrying
on of the day-to-day regular business of the Company.

5.3 In addition to the foregoing, and not by way of limitation of the same, but subject to the Pub-

lic Health Law, and the rules and regulations of the Department of Health, as the same may
exist from time to time, and except as otherwise expressly provided in or limited by this Op-

erating Agreement, the Board of Managers shall have the full right, power and authority to

manage all of the business, assets, affairs and operations of the Company, with all rights and

powers and the full authority necessary, desirable or convenient to admin Mer and operate the

same and to make all decisions and do all things necessary or desirable in connection there-

with, including, but not limited to all duties, rights, powers and authority to:

5.3.1 negotiate, investigate, incur, assume, or enter into any contract, debt, loan, guar-
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antee, mortgage, lease, sublease, license, employment or ceaselting arrangement

or any other obligation or duty;

5.3.2 purchase, rent, lease, license or otherwise acquire (including, but not limited to,

any mortgage, lien or other security interest) any real or personal property (or any
interest therein);

5.3.3 sell, rent, lease, license or otherwise Transfer any or all of the real or personal

property of the Company (or any interest therein);

5.3.4 place or allow any lien, martgage, security interest or other encumbrance to be

placed against any property of the Company;

5.3.5 settle or compromise any amount owed to or by the Compañy or any other con-

tract, obligation or duty of or with the Company; or

5.3.6 Conduct or settle any audit, adminierative proceeding, lawsuit, claim or other

proceeding or action.

5.4 Need For Reauisite Consent. The Board of Managers will obtain Requisite Consent before

taking any of the following actions:

5.4.1 Executing any contract or deed for the sale of the Company Property or any in-

terest therein;

5.4.2 Borrowing money secured by a mortgage or other eñcumbrance on the Company

Property in which case no Member may unreasenably withhold his consent to

such Borrowing by the Company; provided, however, that the Member(s) may
not under any circumstmees withhold their consent from the initial proposed

purchase or working capital loan or to give their personal guarañtees for said loan

or for any replacement of said loan. Neither Hebrew nor Bethel nor their princi-

pals or affHiates shall under any circumstances be required to guaranty any loan.

5.4.3 Borrowing money outside the ordinary course of Company business not secured

by a mortgage or other encumbrance on the Compsñy Property; \

5.4.4 Leasing of the Company Property or any portion thereof;

5.4.5 Establishing Reserves pursuant to Section 10.1 of this Operating Agreement;

5.4.6 Making any decisions concerning matters where any member of the Board of

Managers will have a conflict of interest; and

5.4.7 Effectuation the dissolution of the Company.

5.4.8 Issue Units in a transaction that results in the Cosugauf receiving less than fair

market value for such Units, or redeem Units in a transaction that results in the

Company paying more than fair market value for such Units, as determined in the

Institutional Class Member's reasonable judgment;
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5.4.9 Authorize the merger or consolidation of the Company into another entity if the

terms of the proposed transaction would, in the reasonable judgment of the Insti-

tutional Class Member, result in the Institutional Class Member's receipt of mon-

ey or property with a value less than the Institutional Class Member's interest in

the Company preceding the transaction;

5.4.10 Authorize the Company's sale of substantially all of its assets on terms that, in

the resonable judgment of the Institutional Class Member, result in the receipt

of less than fair market value for such assets;

5.4.11 Amend this Agreement, or the Articles, in any respect that would, in the reasona-

ble judgment of the Institutional Class Member, adversely affect the powers or

protections provided to the Institutional Class Member or the charitable obliga-

tions of the Company;

5.4.12 Require additianal capital contributicñs or require a Member to provide debt

guarantees of the Company in excess of $10,000.000, except that in no event

shall any Institutional Class Member be required to make additional capital con-

tributions or guarantee any debt;

5.4.13 Approve significant changes in the Company's services or locations if the change

in question does not require approval of the New York Department of Health and

the Institutional Class Member determines, in its reasonable judgment, that the

change would adversely affect the charitable operations of the Company.

5.5 Liability Only for Certain Acts. Each Member of The Board of Managers shall perform

his/her duties as a in good faith, in a manner they reasonably believes to be in the best inter-

ests of the Company, and with such care as an ordinarily prudent person in a like position

would use under similar circumstances. Any member of the Board of Managers who so per-

forms the duties as a Member of the Board of Managers shall not have any liability by reason

of being or having been a Member of the Board of Mañagers of the Company. The Board of

Managers does not, in any way, guarantee the return of the
Members'

Capital Contributions

or a profit for the Members from the operations of the Company. The Board of Managers

shall not be liable to the Company or any Member for any loss or damage sustained by the

Company or any Member unless the loss or damage shall have been the result of a Wrongful

Act by the Board of Managers.

5.6 Manager Has No Exclusive Duty to Company. The members of the Board of Managers shall

only be required to devote such time to the management of the Company that in their judg-

ment will be reasonably required. The Members of the Board of Manager may have other

business interests and may engage in other activities in addition to those relating to the Com-

pany. Neither the Company, nor any Member will have any right, by virtue of this Operating

Agreement, to share or participate in such other investmeñts or activities of any member of

the Board of Managers or to the income or proceeds derived therefrom. No member of the

Board of Managers will incur any liability to the Company or any Member as a result of en-

gaging in any other business or venture. Neither the Company nor any Member will incur

any liability due to any cutside activities engaged in by any member of the Board of Manag-

ers.
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5.7 Bank Acconets The Board of Mar.agers may from time to time open bank accounts in the

name of the Company and any officer designated by the Board of Managers will be the signa-

tory or signatories thereon.

5.8 Indemnification. The Company shall to the maximum extent permitted under the Act: (a) in-

demnify the Board of Managers and hold the Board of Managers harmless from and against

any and all claims and demands whatsoever; and (b) make advances to the Board of Manag-

ers for all costs,
attorneys'

fees and expenses of litigation with respect to such indemñifying
and holding the Board of Managers harmless incMdhg, but not limited to, the enforcement of

this Section. The Company shall indemnify its employees and other agents who are not

members of the Board of Managers only to such extent as permitted by law and as approved

by the Board of Managers. The Company shall purchase Directors and Officers insurance for

the benefit of the Board of Managers and the Officers.

5.9 Authorized Signatures.

5.9.1 All Company documents, including but not limited to, all leases, deeds,
agreements and mortgages may be made, executed and delivered on behalf of the Compsñy by the Chief

Exceütive Officer of any other officer named by the Board of Managers after specific approval of same

by the Board of Managers.

5.9.2 All Company documents made, executed and delivered pursuant to this

Section 5. 9 will be valid and binding on the Company and on all other Persons, and all Persons may rely
on such execution without inquiring into any such authority.

5.10 Reliance by Third Parties. Any Person dealing with the Company or the Board of

Managers may always rely on a certificate signed by the Board of Managers:

5.10.1 As to the existence or nonexistence of any fact or facts which constitute

conditiõñs precedent to acts by the Board of Managers or by the Company or are in any other manner

germane to the affairs of the Company;

5.10.2 As to the authenticity of any signature or any copy of this Operating

Agreement; or

5.10.3 As to any act or failure to act by the Company, or its Members, or as to

any other matter whatsoever involviñg the Company or any Member.

5.11 Duty to Inform. The Board of Managers shall inform the Members of any offers

received by him for a sale or lease substantially all of the assets of the Company.

5.12 Officers.

(a) Designation and Appoi=+===t The Board may, from time to time, employ and retain

Persons as may be necessa2y or appropriate for the conduct of the Company's business

(subject to the supervision and control of the Board), including employees, agents and

other Persons (any of whom may be a Member or Director) who may be designated as
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Officers of the Company, with titles including but not limited to "chief executive
officer," "chairman," "president,"

"vice
president," "treasurer," "secretary," "general

manager," "director" and "chief financial officer," as and to the extent authorized by the

Board. Any number of offices may be held by the same Person. In its discretion, the

Board may choose not to fill any office for any period as it may deem advisable. Officers

need not be resideñts of the State of New York or Members. Any Officers so designated

shall have such authority and perform such duties as the Board may, from time to time,
delegate to them. The Board may assign titles to particular Officers. Each Officer shall

hold office until his successer shall be duly desigñatcd and shall qualify or until his death

or until he shall resign or shall have been removed in the manner hereinah provided.

The salaries or other compensation, if any, of the Officers of the Company shall be fixed

from time to time by the Board.

(b) Resignation/Removal. Any Officer may resign as such at any time. Such resignatión

shall be made in writing and shall take effect at the time specified therein, or if no time be

specified, at the time of its receipt by the Board. The acceptance of a resignation shall not

be necessary to make it effective, unless expressly so provided in the resignation. Any
Officer may be removed as such, either with or without cause at any time by the Board.

Designation of an Officer shall not of itself create any contractual or employment rights.

(c) Duties of Officers Generally. The Officers, in the performance of their duties as such,
shall owe to the Co=r=f duties of loyalty and due care of the type owed by the officers

of a corporation to such corporation and its stockholders under the laws of the State of

New York.

(d) Chief Executive Officer. Subject to the powers of the Board, the chief executive officer

of the Company shall be in general and active charge of the entire business and affairs of

the Company, and shall be its chief policy making officer. The chief executive officer

shall initially be Lizer Jozefovic.

(e) Chief Financial Officer. The chief fin=nd=! officer shall keep and maintain, or cause to

be kept and maintained, adequate and correct books and records of accounts of the

properties and business transacticñs of the Company, iñcluding accounts of its assets,

liabilities, receipts, disbursements, gains, losses and capital. The chief financial officer

shall have the custody of the funds and securities of the Company, and shall keep full and

accurate accounts of receipts and disbursements in books belonging to the Comi3ãñy, and

shall deposit all moneys and other valüãble effects in the name and to the credit of the

Company in such depositories as may be desigñatcd by the Board. The chief fmancial

officer shall have such other powers and perform such other duties as may from time to

time be prescribed by the chief exceütive officer or the Board. The chief financial officer

shall initially be Marc Neumann.

ARTICLE VI

RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS OF MEMBERS

6.1 Limitation of Liability. Each Member's liability will be limited as set forth in this
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Operating Agreement, the Act and other applicable law.

6.2 Company Debt Liability. Except as provided in Section 6.5 herein or as otherwise

required by law, a Member will not be personally liable for any debts or losses of the Co=g=,.

6.3 Acts and Decisions. Except as otherwise expressly provided in this Operating

Agreement, all acts and decisions of the Members will be taken by Requisite Consent.

6.4 Hebrew and Bethel Priority on Return of Capital. Upon the Effective Date, Hebrew

will be entitled to receive the sum of $560,000.00 and Bethel the amount of $126,000 as a priority return

of their capital. Same shall be paid in part from the $343,000.00 currently held in escrow by McCullengh,
Goldberger and Staudt, LLP and the balance from WHCP.

6.4.1 No Priority on Return of Capital Except as set forth in paragraph 6.4

above, no member may have priority as to the return of Capital C0ñtributions and as to

Net Profits, Net Losses or distributions; provided, however, that this Section will not

apply to loans (as distingui::hed from Capital Contributions) which a Member has made

to the Company.

6.5 Liability of a Member to the Comrggy. A Member who receives a distribution

(including, but not limited to, a return of all or any part of his Capital Contributions) from the Company
in violation of this Operating Agreement will be liable to the Co=g=y for a period of six (6) years after

such distribution for the amount of the distribution.

6. 5.1 Indemnification by WHCP and the Parent and Affiliate Companies and

Principals. WHCP and its Parent and Affiliate Compries, and Principals comprised of Gerald Neuman,
Mark Neuman, and Lizer Jozefovic individually, (each, an "Indcmñitar") agree jointly and severally to

indemnify and hold harmless Hebrew and Bethel and their directors, officers, agents, subsidiaries, and

affiliates (each an "Indemnitee") subject to the terms and provisions of the Public Health Law, harmless

from and against any and all claims, actions, losses, damages, costs, liabilities or expenses, including
without limitation, reasonable attorneys fees (the "Losses") of any kind or character, whether or not such

Losses are known or asserted before or after the Effective Date, to the extent that such Losses arise from

or relate to the Operation of the Company or the Facility including but not limited to:

(a) The eventual sale of the Indemnitee's interests in the Project as defined herein to Indemnitor

and/or its successors, assigns, personal representatives, heirs and legatees;

(b) Any breach or default by Indemnitors of a representation, warranty or covenant contaiñêd in the

this Agreement;

(c) Any income or other tax assessed against Iñdc:nñitecs or the Company arising out of or related to:

(i) the operation of the Assets and the Facility for the period commencing on the Effective Date and

terminating on such date that either or both of Bethel of Hebrew withdraw from the Company pursuant to

the further terms and conditions of this Agreement; (ii) any transaction or activity with regard to the

activities of the Members or the Comp-ny that occurs prior to the Effective Date; (iii) any income derived

by Compan, or the Sellers prior to the Effective Date (including income relating to services rcñdcrcd by
the Facility or the Premises prior to the Closing Date) (iv) any debts, obligations, fines, guarantees,

representations, warrañties, statem=t; made in applications arising out of the constructi0ñ and opening of
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the facility after the Effective Date all of which shall be the finañdd responsibility of the Indamnitar.

(d) Any lawsuit, claim, or precêêdiñg against any of the Members, the Board of Managers, the

Company, the Assets or the Facility based upon any act or omission by, or obligation of, WHCP or the

Company;

(e) All wages salaries, bonuses, commissions, rebates, expenses, benefits, and other compensation or

fees of any nature payable to any of the employees, directors, officers, contractors, agents or

representatives of Company that arise prior to the Effective Date or that arise after the Effective Date but

accrue before the date of the withdrawal of any Indemnitee except for those wages, salaries and benefits

as owed by Bethel of Hebrew directly and not having anything to do with the Project;

(f) The operation of the Company or operation of the Facility that accrue prior to or after the

Effective Date including but not limited to;

(a) All Contracts for services, including without limitation Leases for services and equipment;

(b) Any Liability arising out of or relating to services or products of the Company rendered or

sold after the admission of the first patient;

(c) amounts that are to become due and payable on or after the Effective Date in payment for

services or goods provided to or delivered to the Facilities prior to the Effective Date,

including without limitation Accounts Payable;

(d) any gain on sale and any recapture that may be recognized under the federal Medicare

program, the New York State Medicaid program and other third party payor programs based

on the transaction, arising from the period on or before the Effective Date;

(e) any amounts due Medicare, Medicaid and other third party payors, as a result of retraâctive

rate reductions, disallowed services or payments, denials, audits or otherwise, related to

services provided by the Facility;

(f) professional or general liability claims or claims of any kind;

(g) any Liability for Taxes, including (a) any Taxes arising as a result of the establishment and

construction of the facility prior to the Effective Date, (b) any deferred Taxes of any nature;

(h) any Liability relating to payroll, vacation, sick leave,
workers'

compensation, unemployment

benefits, pension benefits, employee stock option or profit-sharing plans, health care plans or

benefits or any other employee plans or benefits of any kind for the Companies employees or

former employees or both;

(i) any Liability under any employment, severance, retention or termination agreement with any
employee of the Company;

(j) any Liability arising out of or relating to any employee grievañce;

(k) any Liability of WHCP to any Parent Organization;

(1) any Liability to indemnify, reimburse or advance amounts to any officer, director, employee

or agent of WHCP or any investor in, creditor or Member of WHCP;

(m) any Liability arising out of any Proceeding commenced after the Effective Date and arising
out of or relating to any ocws aosme or event happening prior to the Effective Date;

(n) any Liability arising out of any Contract after the Effective Date and arising out of or relating
to any occurrence or event happening prior to the Effective Date;

(o) any Liability arising out of or resulting from any compliance or noncompliance with any
Law or Order of any Govemment Entity prior to the Effective Date; and

(p) Any Liability of the Company or Bethel or Hebrew based upon any WHCP's acts or

omissions.
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(q) Any Hill-Burton Obligations;

The Parties agree that there shall be a 10% penalty in the event any party fails to timely pay all

sums due for such liabilities, and the defaulting party shall be responsible for payment of all
attorneys'

fees incurred by the other party as a result of the defaulting party's failure to pay such liabilities

6.5.2 Indemnification by Hebrew and Bethel. Hebrew and Bethel severally agree to iñdeinnify
and hold harmless WHCP, the Parent Orgâñizations and their respective directors, officers, agents and

affiliates from and against, and shall reimburse on d =d for, any and all Losses which may be incurred

by WHCP relating to, based upon, resulting from or arising out of:

(a) The breach of any representation or warranty made by Hebrew and Bethel in this

Agreement;

(b) The breach of any agreement, covenant or abligation of Hebrew and Bethel in

this Agreement;

(c) any acts taken by Hebrew, Bethel or any of its members, directers, officers

and/or employees after the Effective Date that constitute a breach of its abligaticas under this

agreement or are intentionally performed against the best interests of the Company, its assets or

its operations.

6.5.3. The parties agree that the entry in to this agreement shall constitute a cancellation of any
contracts between the parties for the sale of the right to make an application for the construction of the

Beds on the premises and each party acknowledges that it has been and continues to be represented by
separate counsel and shall remain responsible for their own fees and expenses and that any further fees

and expenses for the furtherance of the aims of this operating agreement shall be taken from the cash

capital contributed and no the property and shall be an obligation of the Company and not any of its

individual members.

6.5.4 Change of Law : In the event there is any dispute among the parties or there is any legal

develõpment, including without limitation, a change in (or a change in the interpretation of) Medicare,
Medicaid or other federal or state statutes, rules, regulations, principles or interpretaticas, that renders any
of the material terms of this Agreement unlawful or üñeñferceable (including any services rendered or

compensation to be paid hereunder) or adversely affects the tax-exempt status of any Institutianal Class

Member or an Affiliate thereof, or a definitive judicial or State of New York interpretation of New York

law that anhctantially affects the business, governance, or economics of the Company in an adverse

manner (collectively a "Negative Legal Develepreent"), any Member affected by such Negative Legal

Development shall have the immediate right upon notice to the other Mcmbers to initiate the

renegetiaticñ of the affected term or terms of this Agreement, so as to remedy the impacts of the Negative

Legal Development in a manner that substantially maint b the then existing economic and governance

relationships of the Members, if it is legal to accomplish the change while m÷°
substantially such

economic and governance relationship.
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ARTICLE VH
MEETINGS OF MEMBERS

7.1 Annual Meetings Annual meetings of the Members will be held on a date to be set

by the Board of Managers, for the purpose of transacting such business as may properly come before the

meeting.

7.2 Special Meetings. Special meetings of the Members, for any purpose or purposes,

may be called by the Board of Managers or by any Member.

7.3 Place of Meetings. The Board of Managers may designate any place within the State

of New York, as the place of meeting for any annual or special meeting of the Members. If no

designation is made, the mêêtiñg will be held at the principal place of business of the Company in the

State of New York.

7.4 Notice of Meetings. Except as provided in Section 7.5 and 7.10, notice stating the

place, day and hour of a meeting and the purpose or purposes for which the meeting is called will be

given not less than ten (10) and no more than sixty (60) days before the date of such meeting, by or at the

direction of the Board of Managers or Member calling the meeting, to each Member entitled to vote at

such meeting.

7.5 Meeting of all Members. If all of the Members will meet at any time and place, either

within or outside of the State of New York, and consent in writing to the holding of a meeting at such

time and place, such meeting will be valid without notice and at such meeting lawful action may be taken.

7.6 Record Date. For the purpose of determining Members entitled to notice or to vote at

any meeting of Members, or Members entitled to receive payment of any distribution, or in order to make

a determination of Members for any other purpose, the date on which notice of the meeting is given or the

date of the resolution declaring such distribution is adopted, as the case may be, will be the record date for

such determination of Members. When a determination of Members entitled to vote at any meeting of

Members has been made as provided in this Section, such determination will apply to any adjoumment

thereof.

7.7 Manner of Acting. The Requisite Consent of Members at such meeting will be

required to take any action.

7.8 Proxies. At all meetings of Members, a Member may vote in person or by written

proxy executed by the Member or by a duly authorized attorney-in-fact. If such proxy is given to a non-

member, the Member giving the proxy may not delegate operating authority and/or responsibility by such

proxy. If a non-member is authorized to vote by proxy on behalf of a Member, such proxy document

must provide specific instructions and directions as to how to vote. A non-member may not be granted

discretion by such proxy as to how to vote by proxy c0ñcerñing the operation and management of the

Company. Such proxy will be filed with the Board of Managers before or at the time of the meeting. No

proxy will be valid after three (3) months from the date of its execution, unless otherwise specifically
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provided therein.

7.9 Action by Members without a Meetifñg. Action required or permitted to be taken at a

meeting of Members may be taken without a meeting if the action is evidenced by üñañimous consent of

all the Members. Such consent will be delivered to the Board of Managers for iñclusion in the minutes or

for filing with the Company records. The record date for determining Membevs entitled to take action

without a meeting will be the date the first Member signs a written consent.

7.10 Waiver of Notice. When any notice is required to be given to any Member, a waiver

thereof in writing signed by the Meniber entitled to such notice, whether before, at, or after the time stated

therein, will be equivalent to the giving of such notice.

ARTICLE VIII

CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE COMPANY AND CAPITAL ACCOUNTS

8.1 Bethel and Hebrew's Capital Contribution. Bethel and Hebrew shall have the single

and sole obligation to make their initial capital contribution which shall be the initial Gross Asset Value

of any property (other than money) contributed to the Compan, by such Member (comprised only of any
rights under those certain approvals referred to in the recitals to construct respectively 18 and 70 Skilled

Nursing Beds in Westchester County as such rights may be recognized by the New York State

Department of Health Converted Units as of the Effective Date) and notated on the books and records of

the Company. Neither Bethel nor Hebrew shall be obligated to make any other capital contributi0ñ.

8.2 WHCP's Capital Contributions. It shall be the responsibility of the WHCP to

contribute all other capital contributions to the Company including but not limited to.

(a) A sum equal to $343,000.00 presently held in escrow by McCulleüp,11, Goldberger & Staudt,
LLP which sum shall be released from escrow on the Effective Date of this agreement.

(b) An additional contribution of $343,000.00 to be paid to the Company on the Effective Date of

this Agreement and distributed to Bethel and Hebrew as priority return of capital in

accordance with Section 6.4 above.

(c) The coñtribution to provided as "Working
Capital" and "operating

deficit"
letters of credit as

specifically defined in any HUD Firm Commitment.

(d) The Department of Health processing fee.

(e) Any and all sums required over and above the Working Capital letters of credit required to

satisfy any shortfall between revenues and expenses of the Business.

8.3 In furtherance of the foregoing, each Member is hereby deemed to have pledged

its Membership Interest as security for such Member's obligations to make any type of capital

coñtributions as required herein. Accordingly, in the event of a default as described in this Section 8.3,
the non-Defaulting Members shall have a lien on, and security interest in, the Membership Interest of the

Defaulting Member to secure repayment of any loan or other amoüñt due from the Defaulting Member

hereunder and all interest accrued thereon and expenses incurred in coññêction therewith. The Defaulting
Member shall pay all fees, costs and expenses (including reasonable fees and disbursements of ceüñsel) in

connection with the preparation and review of the instruments necessary to perfect such security interest

and otherwise to enforce it.
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8.3.1 All of the foregoing remedies and actions may be exercised from time to

time by the Board of Mar.agers and shall be deemed c:::!±eo and two or more may be exercised

simultaneously.

8.4 Capital Accounts.

8.4.1 A separate Capital Account will be maintained for each Member

commencing with their initial capital contribution. Each such Capital Account will be increased by (a)
the amount of cash contributed by such Person to the Company pursuant to Section 8.2 hereof; and (b)
allocations to such Person of Profits. Each such Capital Account will be decreased by (a) the amount of

money distributed to such Person by the Company; (b) the fair market value of property distributed to

such Person by the Company (net of liabilities secured by such distributed property that such Person is

considered to assume or take subject to under Section 752 of the Code); and (c) allocations to such Person

of Losses. The allocati0ñs of equity and capital and the right to receive distributions shall be made in

accordance with the Membership Interests set forth on Schedule A.

8.4.2 The following additional rules will apply in maintaining Capital Accounts.

8.4.2.1 If property is distributed by the Company, Capital Accounts will

be adjusted as though such property had been sold on the date of such distribution for its then fair market

value and any gain or loss on such sale had been allocated in accordance with Article IX.

8.4.2.2 The Capital Accounts upon the Initial Capital Contribution of the

Members will be adjusted in accordance with Treasury Regulation Section 1.704-1(b) (2)(iv)(d) and will

be subsequently adjusted in accordance with Treasury Regulation Section 1.704-1(b) (2)(iv)(g).

8.4.2.3 If, in any Fiscal Year, the Company has in effect an election

under Section 754 of the Code, Capital Accounts will be adjusted in accordance with Treasury Regulation

Section 1.704-1(b) (2)(iv)(m).

8.4.2.4 Except as may otherwise be provided in this Operating
Agreement, whenever it is necess ry to determine the Capital Account of a Person for purposes of Article

IX, the Capital Account of such Person will be determined after giving effect to all allocations and

distributions for transactions effected prior to the time as of which such determination is to be made.

8.4.2.5 In the event of a Transfer of a Membership Interest, the Capital

Accetmt of the Transferor will become the Capital Account of the Transferee to the extent it relates to the

transferred Membership Interest in accordance with Section 1.704-1(b) (2)(iv) of the Regulations.

8.5 Adjustments to Comply with Code. The manner in which Capital Accounts are to be

meintained pursuant to Section 8.4 above and in which the income, gain, loss, deductions and credits of

the Company are to be allocated pursuant to Section 9.1 below are intended to comply with the

requirements of Section 804(b) of the Code and the Regulati0ñs promulgated thereüüder. If in the

opinion of the Company's accountants the manner in which Capital Accounts are to be maintained

pursuant to Section 8.4 or Profits or Losses, or items included therein, are to be allocated pursuant to

Section 9.1 should be modified in order to comply with Section 704(b) of the Code and the Regubtions

thercüñder, then notwithstañding añything contained in Section 8.4 or 9.1, the method in which Capital

Accounts are maintained and/or Profits or Losses, or items included therein, are allocated will be so
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modified; provided, however, that any change in the maññer of maintaining Capital Accounts or

allocating Profits or Losses, or items inclüded therein, will not materially alter the economic agreement

between or among the Members.

8.6 No Inte=t on Capital Accóüüts. No interest will be paid on the amount of any
Person's Capital Account.

8.7 Return of Capital. No person will have the right to demand the return of all or any
part of such Person's Capital Account or such Person's Capital C0ñtributions except for the initial return

to Hebrew and Bethel of their excess contributions to capital as set forth above.

8.8 Borrowing from Members. In the event the Comp=y has insufficient funds to meet

its obligetiens as they become due and to carry out its routine, day to day affairs, then, in lieu of the

Coungany borrowing from third parties or selling assets to provide required funds, the Company may, but

will not be required, to borrow such funds from one or more of the Members; provided that: (a) the terms

of such borrowing will be no less favorable to the Company than for similar borrowing from commercial

lending institutions, (b) the Compañy will not pledge its assets to secure such borrowing, and (c) the

prior written approval of the Board of Managers is obtained. Previded, hewever, that for so long as HUD
is the holder or insurer of any indebtedness secured by the Project (as defined in Section 14.1), any
indebtedness by the Coungauf other than that held or insured by HUD shall be subject to HUD's prior

approval, which approval shall be evidenced by documents prescribed by HUD.

8.9 No Obligation to Restore Negative Capital Account. Except as provided in Section

6.5, no Member will have any liability to restore all or any portion of a deficit balance in such Member's

Capital Account.

ARTICLE IX

ALLOCATION OF PROFITS, LOSSES AND CERTAIN EXPENSES; ALLOCATION
OF GAIN OR LOSS ON SALE OR LIQUIDATION

9.1 Profits and Losses.

(a) Profits. After giving effect to the special allocations set forth in Sections 9.2 and

9.3 hereof, Profits for each Fiscal Year shall be allocated in the following order and priority:

(i) first, to the Members which have previously been allocated Losses, pro

rata, p_ari passu. in such amounts as shall be required to offset any prior allecalleñs of Losses pursuant to

Section 9.1(b)(i) in the reverse order in which such Losses were allocated under such Section, until each

Member has been allocated an aggregate amount of Profits under this Section 9.1(a)(i) equal to the

aggregate amount of Losses previously allocated to such Member pursuant to Section 9.1(b)(i);

(ii) Thereafter, to the Members in accordance with their respective

Membership Interests.

(b) Losses. After giving effect to the special allocations set forth in Sections 9.2 and

9.3 hereof, Losses for each Fiscal Year shall be allocated in the follGwing, order and priority:
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(i) first, to the Members which have previously been allocated Profits, pro rata,
pari passu, in such amounts as shall be required to offset any prior allocations of Profits until each

Member has been allocated an aggregate amount of Losses under this Section 9.1(b) (i) equal to the

aggregate amount of Profits previously allocated to such Member pursuant to Section 9.1 (a) (i); and

(ii) Thereafter, (A) to the Members in accordance with their Capital Accounts,
until such Capital Accounts have been reduced to zero and (B) then to the Members in accordance with

their respective Membership Interests.

Notwithstanding anything otherwise set forth herein, that any Losses allacated pursuant

to this Section 9.1(b) shall not exceed the maximum amoüñt of Losses that can be so allocated to each

Member without causing any Member to have an Adjusted Capital Account Deficit at the end of any
Fiscal Year, such limitation to be applied on a Member by Member basis so as to allocate the maximum

permissible Losses to each Member under Section 1.704-1(b) (2) (ii) (d) of the Regulations.

9.2 Special Allocations.

(a) Minimum Gain Chargeback. Except as otherwise provided in Section 1.704-2(f)
of the Regulâtians, if there is a net decrease in Partnership Mini·== Gain during any Fiscal Year (and, if

necessary, subsequent Fiscal Years) in an amount equal to such Member's share of the net decrease in

Partnership Minimum Gain, determined in accordance with Regulations Section 1.704-2(g). Allocations

pursuant to the previous sentence shall be made in proportion to the respective ameüñts required to be

allocated to each Member. The items to be so allacated shall be determined in accordance with Sections

1.704-(f) (6) and 1.704-2(j) (2) of the Regulations. This Section 9.2(a) is intended to comply with the

miñimum gain chargeback requirement in Section 1.704-2(f) of the Regulations and shall be interpreted

consistently therewith.

(b) Member Minimum Gain Chargeback. Except as otherwise pravided in Section

1.704-2(i)(4) of the Regulations, if there is a net decrease in Partner Nonrecourse Debt Miñimum Gain

attributable to a Partner Nonrecourse Debt during any Fiscal Year, each Person who has a share of the

Partner Nonrecourse Debt Minimum Gain attributable to such Partner Nonrecourse Debt, determined in

accordance with Section 1.704-2(i)(5) of the Regulations, shall be specially allocated items of Company
income and gain for such Fiscal Year (and, if necessary, subsequent Fiscal Years) in an amount equal to

such Person's share of the net decrease in Partner Nonrecourse Debt Minimum Gain attributable to such

Partner Nonrecourse Debt, determined in accordance with Sections 1.704(i)(4) and 1.704-2(j)(2) of the

Regulations. This Section 9.2(b) is intended to comply with the minimum gain chargeback requirement

in Section 1.704-2(i) (4) of the Regulations and shall be interpreted consistently therewith.

(c) Qualified Income Offset. In the event any Member unexpectedly receives any
adjustments, allocations or distributions described in Section 1.704-1(b)(2)(ii)(d)(4), Section 1.704-

1(b)(2)(ii)(d)(5) or Section 1.704-1(b)(2)(ii)(d)(6) of the Regulations, items of Company income and gain

shall be specially allocated to such Member in an amount and manner sufficient to eliminete, to the extent

required by the Regulation, the Adjusted Capital Account Deficit of such Member as quickly as possible,
provided that an allocation pursuant to this Section 9.2(c) shall be made only if and to the extent that such

Member would have an Adjüsted Capital Account Deficit after all allocations provided for in this

Operating Agreement have been tentatively made as if this Section 9.2(c) were not in the Operating
Agreement.
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(d) Gross Income Allocation. In the event any Member has a deficit Capital Account

at the end of any Fiscal Year which is in excess of the sum of the amoüñt such Member is obligated to

restore pursuant to any provision of this Operating Agreement and the amount such Member is deemed to

be obligated to restore pursuant to the penultimate sentences of Regulations Sections 1.704-2(g)(1) and

1.704-2(i)(5), each such Member shall be made only if and to the extent that such Member would have a

deficit Capital Account in excess of such sum after all other allocations provided for in this Operating
Agreement have been made as if Section 9.2(c) hereof and this Section 9.2(d) were not in the Operating
Agreement.

(e) Partner Nonrecourse Deductions. Any Partner Nonrecourse Deductions for any
Fiscal Year shall be specifically allocated to the Member who bears the economic risk of loss with respect

to the Partner Nonrecourse Debt to which such Partner Nonrecourse Dedüctions are attribütable in

accordance with Regulations Section 1.704-2(i)(1).

(f) Liquidation of the Company. Upon liquidation of the Company, Profits, Losses

and items thereof (including gross ineeme and gross deductions for the year in which such liquidation

occurs and the immediately preceding year, if advisable for proper allocation of such Profits, Losses and

items thereof) shall be allocated among the Members in such manner as is necessary to adjust the Capital

Account of each Member to an amount equal to the amoüüt of distributions each Member would be

entitled to receive if liquidating distributions were made in accordance with Section 13.3 hereof.

9.3 Curative Allocations. The allocations set forth in the last paragraph of Section

9.1(b) and in Sections 9.2(a), 9.2(b), 9.2(c), 9.2(d) and 9.2(e) hereof (the "Regulatory Allocaticas") are

intended to comply with certain requirements of the Regulations. It is the intent of the Members that, to

the extent possible, all Regulatory Allocations shall be offset either with other Regulatery Allocations or

with special allocations of other items of Compañy income, gain, loss or deduction pursuañt to this

Section 9.3.

9.4 Other Allocation Rules

(a) For purposes of determining the Profits, Losses or any other items allocable to

any period, Profits, Losses and any such other items shall be determined on a permissible method under

Code Section 706 and the Regulations thereunder.

(b) For purposes of determining a Member's proportionate share of the

"excess nonrecourse
liâbilities"

of the Company within the meaning of Regulatiom Section 1.752-3(a)(3),
such

Members'
interests in Compañy profits are in proportion to their Membership Interests.

(c) To the extent permitted by Section 1.704-2(h)(3) of the Regulations, the

Board of Managers shall endeavor to treat distributions of available cash as having been made from the

proceeds of a Nonrecourse Liability or a Partner Nonrecourse Debt only to the extent that such

distributions would cause or increase an Adjusted Capital Account Deficit for any Member.

9.5 Tax Allocations: Code Section 704(c). In accordance with Code Section 704(c)
and the Regulations thereunder, income, gain, loss and deduction with respect to any property contributed

to the capital of the Company shall, solely for tax purposes, be allocated among the Member's so as to

take acc0üñt of any variatics between the adjusted basis of such property to the Compañy for Federal

income tax purposes and its initial Gross Asset Value. In the event the Gross Asset Value of any
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Company asset is adjusted (inckding, without limitation, the adjustment to the Gross Asset Value of the

Campany's assets made on the date hereof), subsequent allocatiõns of income, gain, loss and deduction

with respect to such asset shall take account of any variation between the adjusted basis of such asset for

Federal income tax purposes and its Gross Asset Value in the same manner as under Code Section 704(c)
and the Regulations thereunder. Any elections or other decisions relating to such allocations shall be

made by the Board of Managers in any manner that reasonably reflects the purpose and intention of this

Operating Agreement. Allocations pursuant to this Section 9.5 are solely for purposes of Federal, state

and local taxes and shall not affect, or in any way be taken into accõüñt in computing, any Member's

Capital Account or share of Profits, Losses, other items or distributions pursuant to any provisi0ñ of this

Operating Agreement.

9.6 Charitable Purposes. All provisions of this Article IX are subject to the

provisions of Section 3.3.

ARTICLE X
DISTRIBUTIONS

10.1 Reserves. Subject to Section 5.3.5, the Board of Managers shall establish and set

aside such Reserves as the Board of Managers deems to be in the best interests of the Company.

Notwithe+rding the foregoing, if the Board of Managers is aware or becomes aware of the possibility
that recoupment's may be made against the Company by Medicare, Medicaid or any other health care

reliabürsement or payment intermediary, the Board of Managers, it its sole discretion, shall iñclude as

part of the Reserves any amounts the Board of Managers deems appropriate to satisfy such recoupment

obligations. In addition, until all reccüpments have been paid in full, the Board of Managers shall not be

required to make distributions as set forth in Section 10.3, below except for distributions made to

Members ñêcessary to satisfy tax obligations on money earned by the Member but not received.

10.2 Reimbursement of Expenses. The Board of Managers shall be entitled at all times,
upon presentation of receipts, to reimbursement from the Company for reasõñable and ordinary expenses

incurred in furthering the Company business.

10.3 Distributions. Subject to Section 10.1, above, the Board of Managers shall make

regular distributions of Distributable Cash to the Members.

10.4 Distributions in Cash and Proportionate to Membership Interests. All distributioñs

made pursuant to this Article X shall be made to the Members in proportion to their respective

Membership Interests on the record date of such distributions.

10.5 Distributions upon Refinanckg. Upon the refiñancing of any existing (or proposed)
mortgage on the Company's property, any surplus proceeds after payment of all outstâñding liabilities

shall be first applied to the reducticñ of the members capital acc0üñts in accordance with their respective

Membership Interests.

ARTICLE XI

ACCOUNTING, BOOKS AND RECORDS

11.1 Accounting Period. The Company's accounting period will be the Fiscal Year.
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11.2 Records, Audits and Reports. At the expense of the Co.,,gas,y, the Board of

Managers will maintain records and accounts of all operations and expcñditures of the Company. At a

±!ss the Company will keep at its principal place of business the following records:

11.2.1 A current list of the full name and last known business, residence, or

mailing address of each Member and Board of Managers, both past and present;

11.2.2 A copy of the Articles of Organization and Operating Agreement and all

amendments thereto;

11.2.3 Copies of the Compañy's Federal, state and local income tax returns and

fiñañcial statements, if any, for the six (6) most recent years;

11.2.4 Minutes of every annual and special meeting; and

11.2.5 Any written consents obtained from Members for actions taken by
Members without a meeting.

11.3 Examination of Books. The Company's books and records will be open for

avami==non by the Members (and their duly authorized representatives) at any time and from time to time

during normal business hours upon reasonable prior notice to the Board of Managers.

11.4 Returns and Tax Elections.

11.4.1 The Board of Managers will cause the preparation and timely filing of all

tax returns required to be filed by the Co,11go,,, pursuant to applicable law. Copies of such returns will be

furnished to the Members by March 15 of each year.

11.4.2 Upon a Transfer of a Membership Interest or in the event of the

distribution of Company Property to a Member, the Board of Managers, on behalf of the Company may
(in its sole discretion) file an electioñ in accordance with Section 754 of the Code, and applicable

Regüistiens, to cause the basis of the Company Property to be âdjüsted for Federal income tax purposes,
as provided by Sections 734 and 743 of the Code.

11.4.3 All elections permitted to be made by the Company under Federal and

state tax laws, in addition to the election described in Section 11.4.2, will be made by the Board of

Managers on behalf of the Company.

11.4.4 Except as otherwise decided by the Members by the Requisite Consent,
the Board of Managers is hereby designated as the "Tax Matters Partner" under Code Section 6221 et seq.

(the Person serving as the Tax Matters Partner is hereiñafter referred to in this subsection as the "Tax

Matters Partner").

11.4.4.1(a) Upon receipt of notice from the Internal Revenue Service of

the begiñning of an administative proceeding at the Company level with respect to a Company item

("Audit"), the Tax Matters Partner will furnish to the Internal Revenue Service the name, address, profits

interests, and taxpayer identification number of each person who was a Member at any time during the
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taxable year in issue. If the Tax Matters Partner later discovers that the information furnished to the

Internal Revenue Service was incomples or incorrect, it will furnish such revised or additional

information as may be necessary.

(b) After commencement by the Internal Revenue Service of any

Audit, the Tax Matters Partner will be responsible for meeting with representâtives of the Internal

Revenue Service, c0ñducting negotiations and providing information. The Tax Matters Partner will

furnish each of the Members with all information regarding the Audit.

(c) The Tax Matters Partner may, on behalf of all Members enter into

an agreement with the Internal Revenue Service extending the period for assessing any income tax

attributable to any Company item. It is anticipated that such agreement will be hiñding on all Meinbers.

(d) In the event the Tax Matters Partner arrives at a settlement with the

Internal Revenue Service with respect to a Company item, each Member will choose whether or not to

become a party to the settlement agreement. No Member will otherwise be bound by a settlement

between the Tax Matters Partner and the Internal Revenue Service.

(e) Upon receipt by the Tax Matters Partner of a final Company
administrative adjustment (FPAA), the Tax Matters Partner may, within ninety (90) days of such receipt

and subject to jurisdictional requirements, file a petition for readjustment in the Tax Court, the District

Court of the United States, or the Court of Claims. Upon commencement of such action by the Tax

Matters Partner, no Member may cG===ê a similar action and all Members will become parties to such

action and will be bound thereby. In the event the Tax Matters Partner does not commence an action as

above provided, any Notice Partner or any Five (5%) Percent Group (as such terms are defined in Code

Section 6231(a)) may, within sixty (60) days after the close of the ninety (90) day period set forth above,
and subject to jurisdictional requirements, file a petition for readjustment to the Tax Court, the District

Court of the United States, or the Court of Claims. The Tax Matters Partner may intervene in any such

action and all Members will become parties to such action and will be bound thereby.

11.4.4.2 The Company will reimburse the Tax Matters Partner

for all documentad expenses incurred by the Tax Matters Partner in its capacity as Tax Matters Partner.

11.4.4.3 The Company, will indemnify and hold harmless the

Tax Matters Partner from and against any claim, loss, expense, liability, action, or damage resulting or

arising from its acting or its failure to take any action as the Tax Matters Partner, including, without

limitation, costs and expenses of litigation and appeal (and fees and expenses of attorneys engaged by the

Tax Matters Partner in defense of such act or omission) and including3 without limitation, costs and

expenses of litigaticñ and appeal (including fees and expenses of attorneys eñgaged by the Tax Matters

Partner) related to the enforcement of the Company's iñdcmñification obligation under this Section

11.4.4.3, provided that any such claim, loss, expense, liability, action or damage does not arise from

negligence of the Tax Matters Partner. Any such indemnity will be provided out of and to the extent of

Company assets only. Provided, however, that for so long as HUD is the holder or insurer of any
indebtedness secured by the Project any indemnification or paymcñts relating to the premiums for director

and officer insurance provided by the Company to the Tax Matters Partner shall be limited to the extent of

available "Surplus
Cash" as defined in the HUD Regulatory Agreement.
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ARTICLE XII

TRANSFERS

12.1 General Prohibition. NotwithAnding anything in the Articles of Organization or this

Operating Agreement to the contrary, the issuance, transfer or other dispositions of Membership Interests

or voting rights in the Company is to be strictly controlled by the provisions of § 2801-a(4)(b) of the New
York State Public Health Law. No person may own ten percent (10%) or more of the Membership
Interests of the Company unless he has been approved for such ownership by the Public Health and

Health Planning Council of the State of New York. Any transfer, assignment or dispoition of ten percent

(10%) or more of the Membership Interests of the Company or the transfer, assignmenit or other

disposition of the Membership Interests in the Company which results in the ownership or control of ten

percent (10%) or more of the Membership Interests of the Company by any person will be subject to

approval by the Public Health Council. Except as otherwise specifically provided in Sections 12.2 and

12.3, a Member may not Transfer all or any fraction of his entire Membership Interest. Notwithstanding

any provision of this Article XII, no Transfer may take place prior to the issuance of the operating
certificate to the Facility, except as set forth in Section 12.7.2.

12.2 Permissible Transfer in General. A Member, upon obtaining Requisite Consent, may
Transfer his entire Membenship Interest, during his lifetime or upon his death, to any person.

12.2.1 If any Member or (hereinafter called the "Seller") desires to sell the

Membership Interest (or any fraction thereof) owned by him and such Seller will have received a bona

fide arm's length written offer, which is unconditional except as hereinafter provided (herender called

the "Bona Fide Offer"), for the purchase of such Interest from a party who is not a Member pursuant to

the terms of this Operating Agreement (hereinafter called the "Outside Party"), the Seller will give a

notice in writing (hereinafter called the "Option Notice") to the other Members (hereinafter called the

"Bemaining Members"), setting forth such desire to sell such Interest, which notice will be accompañicd

by a photocopy of the original executed Bona Fide Offer and will set forth at least the name and address

of the Outside Party and the price and terms of such offer.

12.2.1.1 Within thirty (30) days after the giving of the Option Notice,

any or all of the Remaining Members may elect to purchase the interest of the Seller for which the Bona

Fide Offer was made, at the same price and upon the same terms and conditions as contained in the Bona

Fide Offer, in which event the Remaiñiñg Members will be obligated to purchase and the Selling Member

will be obligated to sell such Membership or Economic Interest at the same price per unit and upon the

same terms and conditions as contained in the Bona Fide Offer. Each Remaining Member will be

required to purchase the Interest of the Seller in proportion to the Interest in the Compañy of each

Remaining Member.

12.2.1.1.1 If any Remaining Member is unable to purchase his

proportionate share of the Selling Member's interest then and in that event any other of the R- g
Members may purchase that share.

12.2.1.2 Failure of the Remaining Members to exercise their right of first

refusal will not constitute Requisite Consent to the sale by the Seller to an Outside Party; however the

Remaining Members may not unreasonably withhold their consent from said transfer and upon such

Requisite Consent the purchaser will become a Member without any further vote being required.
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12.2.2 A Member may leave his entire Interest or any portion thereof by

testamwary devise to one or more distributees or devisee. Such a testamentary devise will not ipso facto

constitute dissolution of the Company or a withdrawal event. For a period of one (1) year after the death

of such Member, his Estate or personal representative will be entitled to exercise the deceased Member's

rights as a Member. However, the Estate will have one (1) year from the date of death of the Member to

obtain a bona fide purchaser to purchase the entire interest of the deceased Member. Should said bona

fide purchaser make an offer and the remaining Members do not exercise their right of first refusal

hereunder and vote to allow such a sale, then the bona fide purchaser will become a Member without the

necessity of any further approval by the Members and the Company will become reconstituted with the

purchaser as a new Member.

12.3 Permissible Transfer to Family Transferees. Subject to following the express

provisiens of § 2801-a (4) (b) of the New York State Public Health Law and the regulations promulgated

by the New York State Department of Health under such statute, a Member may Transfer all or any
fraction of his Membership Interest to a Family Transferee who will becchie a Member, after following
the procedures set forth for such membership by the New York State Department of Health.

12.4 Conditions Precedent to Permissible Transfer. As a condition to the Compañy

recognizing the effectiveness and binding nature of a permissible Transfer pursuant to Section 12.2 or

12.3, whichever is applicable, the Transferor and the Transferee will execute, ackn6wledge and deliver to

the Company such instr"ments of transfer, assig-ment and assumption and such other certificates,
representations and documents, and perform such other acts which legal counsel to the Company

reasonably deems necessary or desirable to:

12.4.1 In the case of a Transferee who is not a Member, confirm that the Person

desiring to acquire an interest or interests in the Company has accepted, assumed and agreed to be subject

to and bound by all of the terms, obligations and conditions of the Operating Agreement;

12.4.2 Preserve the Company after the completion of such Transfer under the

laws of each jurisdictien in which the Company is qualified, organized or does business;

12.4.3 Maintain the status of the Company as a Partnership for Federal income

tax purposes;
12.4.4 Establish a reasonably convenient date for the Company to deem the

Transfer effective;

12.4.5 Assure compliance with any applicable state and Federal laws including
securities laws and regulations and the rules and regulations of the New York State Department of Health;
and

12.4.6 Indemnify the Company and the remaining Members against any and all

loss, damage, or expense (including, withóüt limitation, tax liabilities or loss of tax benefits) arising

directly or indirectly as a result of any such Transfer.

12.5 Transferee Not Member in Absence of Consent.

12.5.1 A Transferee who is neither a Member nor a Family Transferee may
become a Member only upon obtaining requisite consent of the Members, which consent is deemed to
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have been given as a consequence of the consent to the Transfer given pursuant to Section 12.2 or at any
time thereafter.

12.6 Member Ceases to Be Member Upon Transfer of Entire Interest. A Member who

Transfers his entire Membership Interest, regardless of whether the Transfer is permissible under this

Article XII or whether his Transferee becomes a Member, will cease to be a Member upon such Transfer.

Any non-permissible transfer will not be effective as against the Member.

12.7 Mandatory Transfer;

12.7.1 Call Option: Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 12.2 and 12.3

followiñg the issuance of an operating certificate to the Facility as defined herein WHCP
shall have an option to purchase from Bethel and Hebrew (either or both being referred to

as "Seller") all, but not less than all, of their Membership Interests (the "Call Option"),
for an amount equal to $2,240,000.00 for the Hebrew interest and $504,000.00 for the

Bethel interest (the "Call Price"), that shall be payable by WHCP at the Closing

(a) WHCP may, at its option and sole discretion, deliver a written notice

(a "Call Notice") to Seller indicating Purchaser's decision to exercise the Call

Option, and Closing shall take place within five (5) days of delivery of the Call

Notice, or, if consent of the NYSDOH is required to allow the transfer, within

five (5) days of receipt of such consent. If such consent and thereby Closing is

delayed by more than 90 days, WHCP shall pay interest on the Call Price at the

rate of 3% per annum.

(b) Upon the delivery of a Call Notice, Bethel and Hebrew agree to, and

shall be obligated to, sell all of their cutstanding Membership Interests to WHCP,
and WHCP agrees to, and shall be abligated to, purchase from Bethel and

Hebrew at the Closing all of the Membership Interests at the Call Price.

12.7.2 Put Right. Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 12.2 and 12.3,

following the issuance of an operating certificate to the Company by the New York State

Department of Health and subject to the terms set forth herein, Bethel and/or Hebrew
shall have the option to sell to WHCP all, but not less than all, of their cutstsdiñg

Membership Interests (the "Put Right"), for an amount equal to $2,240,000.00 for the
Hebrew Membership Interest and $504,000.00 for Bethel Membership Interest (the "Put

Price"), that shall be payable by WHCP at the Closing.

(a) Bethel and Hebrew may, at their option and sole discretion, deliver a written

notice (a "Put Notice") to WHCP indicating their decision to exercise the Put

Right.

(b) Upon delivery of a Put Notice, WHCP agrees to, and shall be obligated to,
within five (5) days of delivery of the Put Notice, or, if consent of the

NYSDOH is required to allow the transfer, within five (5) days of receipt of

such consent, purchase all of the Membership Interests from Bethel and

Hebrew, and Bethel and Hebrew agree to, and shall be obligated to, sell to

WHCP at the Closing all of the Membership Interests at the Put Price. If such
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consent and thereby Closing is delayed by more than 90 days, WHCP shall

pay interest on the Put Price at the rate of 3% per annum

(c) WHCP agrees that it will have prior to the Effective Date deposited the sum

of $1,500,000.00 in an account at Chase Man.ha+tan Bank in the name of

HBL-SNF and advanced the sum of $2,200,000.00 to White Plains

Healthcare Properties so as to have a balance sheet demonstrating
$3,700,000.00 in paid in capital which shall act as a reasonably acceptable

proof of ability to pay the Put Price.

12.7.3 For the avoidance of doubt, the mandatory transfer provisions set forth in

this Section 12.7 shall not be subject to the provisions of Sections 12.2

and 12.3.

12.8 Hebrew Chapter 11 Assignment. Notwithstanding anything in this Section XII to

the contrary, the Parties acknowledge that Hebrew filed a voluntary petition under chapter 11 of the

United States Bankruptcy Code (the "Bankruptcy Code") on January 8, 2016 (the "Petition Date") in the

United States Bankruptcy Court for the Southern District of New York (the "Bankruptcy Court")in case

ñümbcr 16-10028-mew, jointly adminis+ared under case number 15-11158 (the "Chapter 11 Proceeding"),
and Hebrew's interests in the Cou,you, constitute property of Hebrew's estate pursuant to Bankruptcy
Code §541. Further, pursuant to an eventual confirmed Chapter 11 plan ("Chapter 11 Plan") that

Hebrew's interests in the Company may be assigned, transferred and conveyed to a resulting Chapter 11

plan designee, trustee or estate representative which person or entity will succeed to Hebrew's rights,
interests and obligations as a member of the Company; provided, however, that neither Hebrew or the

aforesaid successor shall become the manager of the Company or operator of the skilled nursing facility.

ARTICLE XIII

DISSOLUTION AND TERMINATION

13.1 Dissolution.

13.1.1 The Company will be dissolved upon the occurrence of any the followiñg
events:

13.1.1.1 The expiration of the term set forth in Section 2.5 hereof;

13.1.1.2 Requisite Consent thereto being given; or

13.1.1.4 The sale of all the Company Property.

13.1.2 If a Member who is an individual dies or a court of competent jurisdiction

adjudges him to be incompetent to manage his person or his property, the deceased or incapacitated

Member's executor, administrator, guardian, conservator, or other legal representative may exercise all of

the Member's rights for the purpose of settling his estate or administering his property.

13.3 Winding Up, Liquidation and Distribution of Assets.
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13.3.1 Upon dissolution, an accounting will be made by the Company's

independent accouniants of the accaüñts of the Company and of the Company's assets, liabilities and

operations, from the date of the last previous acc0üñtiñg until the date of disselütiurn. The Board of

Managers will immediately proceed to wind up the affairs of the Company.

13.3.2 If the Cusugau, is dissolved and its affairs are to be wound up, the Board

of Managers will:

13.3.2.1 Sell or otherwise liquidate all of the Company's assets as

promptly as practicable (except to the extent the Board of Mañagers may determine to distribute any
assets to the Members in kind);

13.3.2.2 Allocate any Profit or Loss resulting from such sales to the
Members'

Capital Accounts in accordance with Article IX hereof;

13.3.2.3 Discharge all liabilities of the Company and establish such

Reserves as may be reasõñably necessary to provide for coñtiñgeñt or fixed liabilities of the Cusugany,

13.3.2.4 Distribute the remaining assets in the following order:

(a)(i) Every reasonable effort will be made to dispose of the

assets of the Company upon dissolution so that the distribution may be made to the Members in cash. If

at the time of the dissohition of the Company, the Company owns any assets in the form of notes, deeds

of trust or other noncash assets, such assets, if any, will be distributed in kind to the Members in lieu of

cash, proportioñately to their right to receive such remaining assets of the Company. For purposes of

determiñiñg Capital Accounts, each such noncash asset will be treated as having been sold at net fair

market value and the Capital Accounts of the Members will be adjusted pursuant to the provisions of

Sections 8.3 and 9.1 of this Operating Agreement to reflect such deemed sale.

(ii) For purposes of this Section 13.3.2.4, the net fair market

value of the noncash assets of the Compañy will be determined as follows: The parties will first attempt

to agree upon the "net fair market value of the assets."
For this purpose, "Net fair market value of the

assets" will mean the cash price which a sophisticated purchaser would pay on the fiñañciñg then

encumbering the assets, such valuation to be made on the assumption that those assets which are subject

to agreements will not be released from such agreements. A sophisticated purchaser will be one who

would take into account the nature, extent, maturity date, and other terms of the liabilities encumbering
such assets, whether fixed or contingent, iricindiñg the favorable or unfavorable nature of any financing,
and the prospects that the income from the assets would be sufficient to satisfy such liabilities when due,

excluding any liability under any financing already taken into account.

(iii) In the event the Members are unable to agree upon the

net fair market value of the acñcash assets of the Company, such value will be settled as provided in

Section 15.1hereof.

(b) The positive balance (if any) of each Member's Capital Account

(after taking into acceüñt all Capital Account adjustments for the Company's taxable year during which

the ligeidation occurs) will be distributed to the Members, either in cash or in kind, as determiñed by the
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Requisite Consent of the Members.

13.3.3 Upon compledon of the winding up, liquidation and distribution of the

assets, the Company will be deemed terminated.

13.3.4 The Board of Managers and the Members will comply with all

requirements of applicable law pertaining to the winding up of the affairs of the Company and the final

distribution of its assets.

13.4 Document Holding Period. All documents and records will be delivered to the

Board of Managers upon dissolution of the Company. The Board of Managers will retain such

documents and records for such a period of time ("Document Holding Period") as may be required by any

regulation, decree, code, ordinance, rule or law of any city, county, state, or federal government or

governmental agency having jurisdiction (including the requirements of the Internal Revenue Service)
and will make the documents available during normal business hours to the other Members for inspection

and copying at such other Member's cost and expense. In the event any Member ("Withdrawing

Member") for any reason ceases to be a Member at any time prior to the dissolution of the Company, and

the Company is continued with0üt the Withdrawing Meñiber, the documents for the period prior to the

date of the termination of the Withdrawing Member's interest will be maintained by the Board of

Managers for the Document Holding Period; provided, however, that if there is an audit or threat of audit,
such documents will be retained until the audit is completed and any tax liability finally determined. Said

documents will be available for inspection, exa-inadon and copying by the Withdrawing Member in the

same manner as provided above in this Section 13.4 with respect to dissoluticñ of the Company.

13.5 Certificate of Dissolution. Upon the filing of the certificate of dissolütion, the

existence of the Company will cease. The Board of Managers will have authority to distribute any

Compañy property discovered after dissolution, ccavey real estate and take such other action as may be

necessary on behalf of and in the name of the Company.

13.6 Return of Contribution Nonrecourse to Other Members and Board of Managers.

Upon dissolution, each Member will look solely to the assets of the Company for the return of its Capital

Cóñtribution. If the Company property remainin;; after the payment or discharge of the debts and

liabilities of the Company is insufficient to return the contribution of one or more Members, such

Member(s) will have no recourse against any Member or the Board of Managers unless such insufficiency
arose out of any act of fraud, deceit, gross negligence willful misconduct, breach of fiduciary duty or a

wrongful taking.

ARTICLE XIV

WITHDRAWAL

14.1 The death, retirement, resignation, expulsion, bankruptcy or dissolution of any Member

shall not constitute a dissolution of the Company.

14.2 Withdrawal. No Member shall have the power to retire or withdraw from the Company

by voluntary act. Any attempted voluntary withdrawal or retirement by a Member shall be null and void

and of no force or effect whatever. The retirement or withdrawal of a Member shall only be permitted
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upon the written consent of the Managers; provided, however, upon the occurrence of any of the

following events the Company will permit the retirement of such Member without requiring consent:

(a) The Transfer of all of such Person's Membership Interests by means of a Permitted

Transfer, by means of a Transfer to which the Managers consent pursuant to, and in accordance with the

requirements of this agreement and the public health law;

(b) The death, retirement, resignation, expulsics, bankruptcy or dissolution of a Member

shall not aütematically teminate the right of that member, its estate or any legal successor to continue to

receive the benefits of membership including but not limited to the return of the value of their capital

contribution subject only to the rules and regulations of the New York State Department of Health and

Article 28 of the Public Health Law governing membership. .

(c) If such Person is itself a limited liability company, partnership, or similar entity, the

dissolution and commencement of winding up of such limited liability company, partnership, or similar

entity;

(d) If such Person is a corporation, ninety (90) days after (i) the filing by such Person of a

Certificate of dissolution or its equivalent, (ii) the revocation of such Person's charter, or (iii) the

süspêñsion by the jurisdiction of such Person's incorporation of such Person's right to conduct business,
unless prior to the end of such ninety-day period the Certificate of disselütica or its eqüiveleñt is revoked

or such Person's charter or right to conduct business is reinstated; or

(e) Such Person's withdrawal or resignation in violâtion of this Operating Agreement.

ARTICLE XV
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

15.1 Determination of Arscüñts under this Agreement. All determiñatians with respect

to Profits and Losses, Capital Accounts, Distributable Cash and any other amounts payable by or to the

Company under this Operating Agreement, except as otherwise specifically provided in this Operating

Agraamant. will be made by the acc0üñtants regularly engaged to maintain the books and records of the

Compañy at the time when such determinations are made, in accordance with the accounting practices

and procedures regularly employed by such accountants in preparing financial reports and tax statements

for companies cõñducting the same business as the Company.

15.2 Notices. Any notice, demand or communication required or permitted to be given

by any provision of this Operating Agreement will be in writing and will be deemed to have been

sufficiently given or served for all purposes if delivered personally to the party or to an executive officer

of the party to whom the same is directed or sent by registered or certified mail, postage and charges

prepaid, addressed to the address of the Board of Managers, Company, Member, as the case may be,
which is set forth in this Operating Agreement or in a notice given by such Person to the Board of

Managers. Except as otherwise provided herein, any such notice will be deemed to be given three (3)
business days after the date on which the same was deposited in a regularly

-sir* d receptacle for the

deposit of United States mail, addressed and sent as aforesaid.
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15.3 Application of New York Law. This Operating Agreement, and the application and

interpretation hereof, will be construed, governed and enforced exclusively by its terms and by the Act

and other laws ofthe State ofNew York.

15.4 Waiver of Action for Partition. Each Member irrevocably waives during the term of

the Campsy any right that it may have to maintain any action for partition with respect to the property of

the Company.

15.5 Entire Understañdiñg; Amendments. This Operating Agreement constitutes the

entire understsding of the Members with respect to the subject matter hereof, and no amendment,
modification or alteration hereof will be biñdiñg on any Person unless in writing executed by all of the

Members of the Campany. No amendment, supplement or termination of this Operating Agreement will

affect or impair any rights or obligations which have heretofore matured hereunder.

15.6 Execution of Additional Instruments. Each Member hereby agrees to execute such

other and further stat:rsts of interest and holdings, designation, powers of attorney and other

instruments necessary to comply with any laws, rules or regulations. In addition, certain financing
abligatioñs of the Co=g=, or the Department of Health may require the Member hereof to execute and

deliver certain documents, such as affidavits, personal guaranties, certifications and resolaticñs. The

Members aclmewledge and agree that the failure to promptly execute and deliver any such document at

the request of the Board of Managers shall allow the Board of Managers to avail itself of the rights and

remedies set forth in Section 8.3, herein as if such Member had failed to make an Additicñal Capital

Contribution.

15.7 Construction. Whenever the singular ñümber is used this Operating Agreement and

when required by the context, the same will include the plural and vice versa, and the masculine gender

will include the feminine and neuter genders and vice versa.

15.8 Headings. The headings in this Operating Agreement are inserted for convenience

only are in no way intended to describe, interpret, define, or limit the scope, extent or intent of this

Operating Agreement or any provision hereof.

15.9 Waivers. The failure of any Person to seek redress for violation of or to insist upon

the strict performance of any covenant or condition of this Operating Agreement will not prevent a

subsequent act, which would have originally constituted a violation, from having the effect of an original

violation.

15.10 Rights and Remedies Cumulative. The rights and remedies provided by this

Operating Agreement are cumulative and the use of any one right or remedy by any party will not

preclude or waive the right to use any or all other remedies. Said rights and remedies are given in

addition to any other rights the parties may have by law, stature, ordinance or otherwise.

15.11 Severability. If any provision of this Operating Agreement or the application

hereof to any person or circumstâñce will be invalid, illegal or üñêñfarceable to any extent, the rcM=der

of this Operating Agreement and the application hereof will not be affected and will be enforceable to the

fullest extent permitted by law.

15.12 Binding Effect. Each and all of the covenants, terms, provisions and agreements
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herein coatsieed will be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the parties hereto and, to the extent

permitted by this Operating Agreement, their respective heirs, legal representatives, süecessers and

assigns.

15.13 Creditors. None of the provisions of this Operating Agreement will be for the

benefit of or enforceable by any creditors of the Company.

15.14 Counterparts. This Operating Agreement may be executed in counterparts, each of

which will be deemed an original but all of which will constitute one and the same instrument.

15.15 hestment Representations.

15.15.1 The Members understand (a) that the Membership Interests evidenced

by this Operating Agreement have not been registered under the Securities Act of 1933, New York

securities laws or any other state securities laws (the "Securities Acts") because the Company is relying
upon the exemptions from the registration requirements of the Securities Acts providing for issesce of

securities not invelving a public offering, (b) that the Company has relied upon the fact that the

Membership Interests are to be held by each Member for investment, and (c) that said exemption from

registration would not be available if the Membership Interests were acquired by a Member with a view

to distribution.

15.15.2 Accordingly, each Member hereby confirms to the Company that such

Member is acquiring the Mcmbcrship Interests for such Member's own account, for investment and not

with a view to the resale or distribution thereof.

15.15.3 Prior to acquiring its Membership Interest each Member has made an

investigation of the Company and its business and has had made available to it all information with

respect thereto which such Mernber needed to make an informed decision to acquire its Membership
Interest. Each Member considers itself to be a Person possessing experience and sophistication as an

investor which is adeqü£te for the evaluation of the merits and risks of such Member's investment in the

Company.

[Remainder of page inte:2::!!y left blank]
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned have duly executed this Operating Agreement as of the
date first written above.

MEMBER:
WESTCHESTER HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC

Lizer Jozefovic, Manager

MEMBER:
HEBREW HOSPITAL HOME OF WESTCHESTER, INC

By:

MEMBER:
BETHEL NURSING HOME COMPANY, INC.

By:

As to indeninification provisians in paragraph 6.5.1

Gerald Ncuman

Mark Neuman

Lizer Jozefovic
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2

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned have duly executed this Operating Agreement as of the

date first written above.

MEMBER:
WEST STER HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC

Lizer fovic, ager

MEMBER:
HEBREW HOSPITAL HOME OF WESTCHESTER, INC

By:

MEMBER:
BETHEL NURSING HOME COMPANY, INC.

By:

As to indemnificatica provisions in paragraph 6.5.1

Gerald N

Mark No man

f

ZefoVic
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned have duly executed this Opcathig Agicciiicia as of the
date first written above.

MEMBER:
WESTCHESTER IIEALTHCARE PROPERTIES 1, LLC

Lizer Jozefovic, Manager

MEMBER:
HEBREW HOSPlTAL HOME OF WESTCHESTER, INC

By:

MEMBER:
BETHEL NURSING HOME COMPANY, INC.

As to indc ñcation provis s in paragraph 6.5.1

Gerald Neuman

Mark Neuman

Lizer Jazenw;e
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SCHEDULE A

Name Membership Interest

WHCP 51%

BETHEL 10%

HEBREW 39%
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SCHEDULE B

Company Property

The agreed upon value of the Property contributed by Hebrew is $2,800,000.00 and by
Bethel is $630,000.00
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SCHEDULE C
ENABLING RESOLUTION
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Exhibit U 

To Nicholson Aff. 
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T
O¶m Department
""""'

of Health

ANDREW M. CUOMO HOWARD A. ZUCKER, M.D., J.D. SALLY DRESLIN, M.S., R.N.
Govemor Commissioner Executive Deputy Comm!ssioner

July 26 , 2017

Mr. Andrew Blatt

Managing Member

Pinnacle Health Consultants, LLC

1890 Palmer Avenue, Suite 204

Larchmont, New York 10538

Re: 092058-B

HBL SNF, LLC d/b/a The Rehabilitation and

Nursing Care Center of White Plains

(Westchester County)
Establish and construct a 160 bed RHCF; HBL

SNF, LLC d/b/a The Rehabilitation and Nursing
Center of White Plains

Total Project Cost: $56,631,759

Dear Mr. Blatt:

The Department of Health has reviewed the documentaticñ addressing the contingeñcies that

were related to the proposed approval of the above project. As of this date, all cüñtingeñcies on

this project have been satisfied.

Construction must start on or before September 15, 2017 and cõñstruction must be completed

by July 15, 2019. In accordance with 10 NYCRR Section 710.10(a), if construction is not

started on or before the start date this shall constitute abandonment of the approval. It is the

responsibility of the app!!cant to request prior approval for any changes to the start and

completics dates. At the time construction begins, you must complete the attached

Construction Start Confirmation form and return it to the Bureau of Project Management.

The Department considers the commencement of construction your acknowledgment that

project costs will not exceed the total preject costs indicated above. Additional costs will not be

eligible for reimbursement without the prior approval of the Department.

Per 710.9 you must notify the appropriate Regional Office at least two months in advance of the

anticipated completion of construction date, so that the pre-opening survey can be schedu!ed.

You must contact the Regional Office using the "Regional
Office"

tab in NYSE-CON. The.

"Regional
Office"

tab enables applicants to propose pre-opening survey dates and request

Department staff to schedule surveys. Additicñãily, the tab enables entry of applicant contact

information and electronic commuñications during the pre-opening process. If y0ou have

questions, please contact your Regional Office.

Certificate of Need staff are interested in your experience with the CON process for this project.

Please take a short survey to let us know how we are doing. The web address to the survey is

https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/9Y6258P

...
EmpireState Plaza. Corning Tower, Albany. NY 12237 |health ny.gov
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If you have any questicñs regarding this letter, please contact the Bureau of Project

Managemsat at 518-402-0911, New York State Department of Health, Center for Health Care

Facility Plaññiñg, Licensure and Finance, Room 1842, Corning Tower, Empire State Plaza,

Albany, New York 12237.

S ely,

Charles P. Abel

Deputy Director

Center for Health Care Facility

Planning, Licensure and Finance

Enclosure
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New York State Department of Health

Division of Planning and Licensure

CONSTRUCTION START CONFIRMATION

Upon the start of construction, please complete the following information

and retum this form to:

Bureau of Project Management

New York State Department of Health

ESP -
Coming Tower - Room 1842

Albany, New York 12237

CON Project Number County:

Facility Name:

Project

Description:

Construction Start Date:

Percent Complete to Date (if any): %

Anticipated Completion Date:

Name: Title:

Signature: _ Date:

NYS DOH Division of Planning and Licensure 3/15/2017
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Exhibit V 

To Nicholson Aff. 
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DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT

This Development Agreement (the "Agreement") dated as of November W, 2015 by and

between HBL SNF, LLC a Now York Limited Liability Company having an office at 537 Route

22, Purdys, New York 10578 (he-inaRer referred to as the "Operator/Tenant") and WHITE
PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES 1, LLC, a Ma-4=setts limited liability company with

its principal place of business located at 2 Bourbon Street, Suite 200, Peabody, MA 01960

("WPBCP") (hereinafter referred to as the "Developer") (collectively the "Partics");

WHEREAS, the Operator/Tenant has requested the Developer to design and construct a

160 Bed Skilled Nursing Facility at 116-120 Church Street, White Plains, New York; and

WHEREAS, the parties have simaltancoüsly herewith entered into that certain operating
lease by and between Developer as Landlord and Tenant/Op--ter, as Tenant dated as of the date

hereof for a 160 bed skilled nursing facility at 116-120 Church Street, White Plains, New York

(the "Lease"); and

WHEREAS, the Developer desires to design and construct said facility upon the
conditions set forth herein;

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of one ($1.00) Dollar and other good and valuable

consideration, the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged the Operator/Tenant and the

Developer hereby mutually covenant and agree as follows:

ARTICLE I

DESCRIPTION OF THE DEVELOPMENT

The Project to be developed, designed and coastracted shall consist of a skilled nursing
home facility consisting of one hüñdred sixty (160) beds (the "Project") at 116-120 Church

Street, White Plains, New York (the "Church Street Location") bounded and described and

more particularly set forth in Exhibit A annexed hereto (the "Land"). Developer reserves the

right to change the site, subject only to the prior approval of the DOH should it become

impracticable or commmially unfeasible to construct the Project on the Church Street Location.

A. The Developer has caused The Architectural Team, 50 Commandant's Way, at

Admirals Hill, Chelsea, MA 02150 (the "Architect") to prepared outline drawings and

specifications for the development of the Project (the "Outline Plans and Speeffications
3d

Edition") which satisfies the design =•-d-4 of the New York State Department of Health

("DOH"). The Operator/renant has reviewed and approved the Outline Plans and Specifications
3"'

Edition. The Developer has sP-.ited the Outline Plans and Specifications 3 Edition to

DOH for approval.

B. The Parties acknowledge and agree the
1"

and
2"d Editions of the Outline Plans

and Specifications have been provided by Developer, approved by Operator/Tenant, and

1850474v9/170s7-6
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=bmi"ed to DOH as required. The parties acknowledgo that all ==icipal entitlements have
been received for the Land, based upon the apprcycd

2"'
Edition of the Outline Plans and

Specifications, except that a 5:!Ming permit and trade perrnits have yet to be applied for as of the
date of this Agreement. The OperatorEenant acknowledges that Developer has received

approvals of the Outline Plans and Specifications
2"'

Edition for 179 beds from all other

federal, state, municipal and other govemmental authoritics having jurisdiction thereof

(collectively, the "Approving Authorities") and requests that Developer resubmit to the

Approving Authorities the Outline Plans and Specifications
3"'

Edition for 160 beds.

C. After the Outline Plans and Specifications 3d Edition have bcon approved (the

"Plans and Specifications"), no material amendments to the Plans and Specifications will be

made without the prior written consent of Developer, OperatorRenant and the Approv!ñg
Authorities. The Developer will not be required to make proposed changes which do not comply
with the provisions of this section. In the event of disputes as to whether changes proposed by
OperatorEenant constitute impermissible deviations from the criteria described above, the matter
will be submitted for determination to Developer's Architect, whose decision will be final.
Except as pmvided in Article IV hereof, the Pmject shall be constructed in acce-danca with the

Plans and Specifications.

ARTICLE H
PERMITS AND APPROVALS

A. The Operator/Tenant is the applicant under that certain Certificate of Need Project

No. 092058B, ontitled Westchester Health Care Properties, LLC, which was contingently
approved by the DOH and The Public Health and Planning Council on October 11, 2012 (the

"CON"), to establish and construct a 160 bed skilled nursing care facility at Chwch Street

Location (the"Contingent Approval").

B. Developer shall be responsible for using commercially reasonable efforts to

obtain, based on the Outline Plans and Specifications 3 Edition, all permits and apptcvals

without limitation, from all govemmental and regc!at-y agencies other than the DOH,

exercising jurisdiction over the development of the Project (collectively the "Approvals").

Operator/Tenant shall cooperate and sign all necessary applications and other documents as may
be required fmm the OperatorHenant in order to obtain the Approvals. All foes and costs

incurred by the Developer in obtaining the Approvals shall be included in the Project Cost (as

hercinatler defined).

C. The OperatorRenant shall be solely respcasible for cbtaining, at its sole cost, all

necessary DOH approvals regarding the Project, including the CON, and any amendments or

modif cstie=.s thereto, (all such approvals collectively the "DOH Approvals"), provided that the

Developer shall cooperate with OperatorRenant, and interface with DOH as necessary, with

respect to ch".ining the DOH approvais of the Outline Plans and Specifications 3rd Edition.

ARTICLEHI
D EVELOPER AND TENANT/OPERATOR RESPONSIBILITIES

Page 2
1s504149947057-6
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A. The OperatorRenant shall satisfy cach and overy requirement contained in the

Contingent Approval including without limitation:

(1) Payment ofthe DOH fees of at least $309,760,

(2) Submission and DOH approval of the Outline Plans and Specifications 3rd Edition,

(3) Evidence of Operator / Tenant's Worldng Capital Loan (hcreinafter defined),

(4) Signed agreements for the so-called bed rights (requires payment of at least $345,000.

The payment for items III A. (1) and (4) shall be included in disbursements to be made to

Developer from the proceeds of the Waterville/Salem Financing (defined below).

B. The OperatorRenant shall at its sole expensc do all things necessary to assure and

confinn its ownership of the so-called bed rights necessary for the CON and the Project.

C. Upon the satisfaction of all contingencies set forth in Article V11 (unless otherwise

agreed to by Developer, in writing), the require:nents contained in the Contingent Approval and

in Section 3(c), the Developer shall pmmptly initiate development of the Project in accordance
with the Plans and Specifications. The quality of the materials and workmadlp on the Project
shall meet or exceed all applicable govemme+el and hilding industry standards, including all

DOH standards for occupancy.

D. Developer shall use commercially reasonable efforts to cause the Project to be

substantially completed and ready for occupancy within 22 months following the receipt of all
Approvals and DOH Approvals and financing necessary for the Pmject Developer shall be

re=peneibie to start and finish the Project within the guidelines and the dates set forth by DOH in

the final approval letter, as may be adjusted in accordance with DOH regulations.

E. Except for the DOH Approvals, the Developer shall be rc=pendb!e for all for all

development costs including, but not limited to, obtaining the site plan approval, sewer and water

hookups and approvals, Department of Transportation, Land Acquisition, Demolition, Cleanup,
"Land Carry"

(Real estate taxes and insurances prior to C of O), Zoning, Legal, Estimating and

Construction Management Fees, Architects, Engineers, Desigaers and other engineering

professionals, Testing, Borings, Hazmat Surveys, Site Surveys, Industrial Hygienists,

Reproductions, Signage, printing, fences, Building Pennits, and Construction Costs.

F. The Developer will maintain at its onsite office, the outline Plans and

Specifications, any ame-dments thereto and any other drawings relating to the development and

make the same available to Operator/Tenant for inspection and will furnish them copies thereof,
if requested. Upon written request, the Developer will provide OperatorRenant with copies of

all certificates and reqü!sitican (together with appropriate backup doc=meteEon) of Developer

and of its architects, engineers and subcontractors pertaining to the Project and will also provide

Operator/Tenant with copies of all certificates and requisitions of Developer delivered to the

construction lender.

G. The Developer shall (1) enter into a construction contract (the "Canetmetion

Contract") acceptable to the Construction Leader with Congress Building Corp. ("Congress") or

Page 3
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an entity controlled by Congress, located at 2 Bourbon Street, Peabody, MA 01960 and (2)
require that Congress will provide 100% Perfonnance & Payment bonds from a Surety on the
accredited list of the U. S Treasury, (which list is published annually by the Federal Register), to
guarantee the undertakings, covenants, terms, conditions and agreements of the Construction

Contract, and such bond will include the Developer and the Construction Lender (if required by
lender) as obligees. Developer shall provide such guarantees of cc=p'ction as may be required

by the Construction Lender.

H. The Project will be a "turnkey
job" as said term is commonly used in the

ccñstincticñ trade except that Operator/Tenant shall purchase or lease its own minor movable

equipment, expendables, computers, business equipment, maintenance tools and supplies.

Operator/fenant shall pinchase the FF&E from Developer for S1,500,000.00, the payment for
which shall be disbursed to Developer from the Waterville/Salem Financing.

L Except as provided in the Lease, on the Substantial Campletion Date the
Tenant/Operator shall (i) be deemed to have taken occupancy and accepted possession of the

Project, (ii) have agreed that the Project has been compicted in accordance with the Plans and

Specifications, and (iii) have agreed that the Developer has fulfilled all of its responsibilities

hereunder to the satisfaction of Tenant/Operator.

J. Operator/Tenant /fenant shall grant to Developer a perfected security interest in

all assets of Operator/Tenant including the CON, and an executed lease for the Project,

personally guaranteed by the principals of the Operator/Tenant. The lease, security and

underlying security agreement shall provide that in the event that the Operator/Tenant defaults,
Developer may assume control of the CON and/or any Hcenses owned or cent=!!ed by
Operator/fenant ("Licenses"), and or other collateral, and is authorized to proceed with the
Project as it deems necessary using the CON and/or Licenses, and/or the other collateral

provided.

K. An affiliate of Operator Tenant, owned and controlled by Lizer Jozefovie, is in

the process of rehs.g a nursing facility located in Westchester County, N.Y. referred to

herein as "Waterville/Salem". Operator Tenant and Lizer Jozefovic shall cause Waterville/Salem

to deliver the proceeds of the refinancing of Waterville/Salem (the "Waterville/Salem Financing")
in the emount of at 1cast $3,900,000 to Operator/Tenant and Developer.

L If the Working Capital Loan (defined below) is not already committed by cither

the Mezzanine Lender or the Construction Lender as a separate loan, at least six months prior to

the proposed Substantial Completion Date, the Operator/Tenant shall make diligent, truthful and

proper applications to Institutional Londers as such term is defined in Article 12-D of the NYS

Banking Law, for working capital financing for the operation of the project in the amount of not

loss than reasonably required by Developer and the Construction Lender ("Working Capital

Loan") and to furnish, without delay, such verifications of bank accounts and cmployment, or

any other instruments or information as may be required by the Institutional Lenders in the

processing of the Operator/Tenant's applications. The Working Capital Loan shall be secured by
a lien against Operatorffenant's accounts receivable and other assets. For the avoidance of
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doubt, the Working Capital Loan shall be in addition to, and not in lieu of, the working
capital/initial operating deficit/rent payment reserves which shall be required by the Constructica

Iander.

M. Operator/Tenant shall inform the Institutional Londers that the Construction
Lender and holder of the Permanent Financ!ng has or will have a first lien against all assets of
Operator/Tenant (to the extent permitted by applicable law) and that an intercreditor agreement

shall be required of the Institutional Londer.

N. Operator/Tenant represents and warrants that its p?.ncipals understand and agree

that a personal guaranty of the Iaaseshall be required from them.

ARTICLE IV
TOTAL DEVELOPMENT COST

CHANGES IN DESIGN OR DEVELOPMENT COST

A. As of the date hereof, the total project cost approved by DOH is (the

"Approved Project Cost"). The Parties acknowledge and agree that the actual total cost of the

Project ("Project Cost") as of the date hereof is approximately $60.0 million, is not possible to

exactly ascertain as of the date of this Agreement due to circumstances beyond the control of all

parties to this Agreement, and is projected to be greater than the Approved Project Cost. From

time to time, the Developer will advise the Tenant/Operator of Developer's then best estimate of

the Project Cost The Tenant/Operator shall file and diligently pursue with DOH all applications

required to increase the Approved Project Cost such that it equals the then best estimate of the

Project Costs. The Developer shall provide to the Operator/Tenant prompt notice of, and
=hd-d-d- for any increases in Project Cost, at the earliest possible date (and if practicable

within 90 days of such increase), for submission to DOH pumaant to the applicable Sections of

DOHzegulations.

B. The OperatorRenant may desire changes in the Plans and Specifications for the

Project consisting of ::dditions, deletions or other revisions for the Project ("Contract

Changes"). All requests for Contract Changes for the Project shall be authorized by a change

order submitted on standard change order form prepared by Developer (the "Change Order").

Subject to paragraph C. below, any Change Order, requested by OperatorRenant, shall not be

effective, nor shall the Developer be required to proceed with any such Change Order, until the

OperatorRenant obtains the approval of the DOH for an increase in Project Cost resulting from

such Change. Developer shall cooperate with the Operator /Tenant to obtain any such DOH
approvals.

C. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary, if Operator/Tenant requests that

Developer proceed with a Contract Change based on a Change Order that has not been approved

by DOH, any increase in the Project Cost resulting from such Change Order requested by
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Operatorcenant ("Operator/Tenant Required Cost") will be the responsibility of
Operatorcenant. At the sole option of Developer, any Operator/Tenant Required Cost will be

either (i) paid in full by Operator/Tenant to Developer within 30 days of invoice to

OperatorRenant, or (ii) added to the Fixed Rent (as dcSncd in the Lease) pursuant to Section

3.2(IV) thereof.

ARTICLE V
AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVES

A. OperatorRenant's Representative. Operator/Tenant shall designate an individual
to represent it on all matters regarding the Project (the "Operator/Tenant's Representative").
Operator/Tenant's Reprcata*ive shall be reasonably available at all times during which
development activities are taking place. The Op-storRenant's Representative shall have the

authority, on behalf of Opentor/Tenant, to approve changes in the scope of this Agreement and

the Project, render decisions with respect to the Project and approvc all Contract Changes and
Change Orders, as provided hereinabove. Any changes in this Agreement and Contract Changes

or Change Orders authorized by the Operator/Tenant's Representative shall be binding upon

Operator&enant. Operator/Tenant hereby designates Lizer Jozefovic as its Operator/Tenant's

Representative, and he will remain as such until Operator/Tenant gives Developer forty-eight

(48) hours prior written notice that a change in its Developer's Representative.

B. Dçveloper'n Representative. Developer hereby designates William Nicholson as

its representative on all matters regarding the development of the Project, and he shall remain as

such until Developer gives Operator/Tenant forty-eight (48) hours prior written notice of a

change in its Developer's representative.

ARTICLE VI

DEVELOPER FINANCING

Developer Financinn. The Developer, at its sole cost and expense, shall use

commercially reasonable offorts (indüding providing a sufficient balance sheet and such personal

financials as reasonably required by the Construction Lender), and shall be responsible for

procuring all development financing for the Project (the "Construction Loan"). The

Operator/Tenant shall be responsible for and hereby covenants to cooperate with the Developer

in the prompt preparation and delivery of any and all n=andal projections, business plans, market

studies, discharge capture plans, and any other such information, data, or projections coneeming
the operations, personal Snancial statements of the OperatorEcnant and its principals, as the

Lender or Developer may request from time to time. The Operator/Tenant further covenants and

agrees to file and or apply at the request of the Developer and/or its designated Health Care

Consultant or attorney any and all applications, mortisations or other requests for a change in

the approval or its terms (as defined herein) or an increase in the Approved Project Cost.

ARTICLE VH
CONTINGENCIES

uc=wr.w.rm-ar.amswuman..ww-,w.m¬••w.-.wwwen-smemewsmanr.-mrewrn.ee-r..--r- r.-·r-w. ma¬w.t.----r er.¬¬.r- r n
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A. The Developer shall have obtained all Approvals for the deve!cp=e::t of the

Project based upon the Outline Plans and Specmeden, 3d Edition, 160 Beds. The Patties

acknowledge that all necessary land use approvals for the dcyclopment of the Project have been

previously obtained based upon the approved Outline Plans and Specifications,
2"I

Edition, 179

Beds. The Operator/Tenant agrees to assist and fully cooperate with Developct in connection

with obtaining the Approvals.

B. The Developer shall have obtained a Construction Loan or other financing
acceptablo to the Developer and the DOH which upon compledon shall convert to pc===:
mortgage financing (the "Permanent Financing) in an a-* which is at least 75% of the

Project Cost.

C. The Operator/renant shall have obtained all DOH Approvals.

With regard to each of the foregoing ccatingencies (the "Contingencies") cach Party
agrees to exert, vigorously and expeditiously, all necessary efforts on its behalf to initiate or

assist in the satisfaction of each of the Contingencies. Each Party agrees to do nothing that

would be detrimental to the satisfaction of the Contingencies.

ARTICLE VIII

SUBSTANTIAL COMPLETION DATE

The "Substantial Completion Date" shall mean the date which is the later of: (i) the date

specified in the ATA Fonn G704, duly executed and certified by the Architect, that the Project

was substantially completed and in substantial compli-1ce with tho Plans and Specifications for

the Project, (ii) the date Developer delivers a Temporary Certificate of Occupancy (the "TCO")
for the Project, and (iii) the date the DOH approves the Project as constructed (but not

necessarily the Operator/Tenant's operations) to accept patients, provided, however, if the

Developer is unable to obtain the TCO or Pennanent CO because of the actions or inactions of

the Operator/Tenant, its employees or agents including, but not limited to, a delay in obtaining
the necessary DOH approvals then delivery of the TCO shall not be a condition under this clause

(i); Developer will give Operator/Tenant thirty (30)
days' notice of the date Developer expects to

be the Substantial Completion Date.

ARTICLE IX

HOLD HARMLESS

A. Developer agrees to inde:nnify and hold harmless Operator/fenant, and its

managers, officers and employees from and against any and all claims, including reasonable legal

fees, liability costs and expenses to the extent arising out of Developer's breach of this

Agreement or in connection with, the work undertaken in the Project by the Developer,
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B. Oparator/Tenant agrees to indemnify and hold harmless Developer and its

managers, officers and employees from and against any and all claims, including reasonable legal

fees, liability costs and ~penses, to the extent arising out of Operator/Tenant's breach of this

Agreement or the acgligcacc or willful acts of the Operator/Tenant or any of its employees or

agents.

ARTICLE XI

PUNCH LIST PREPARATION

On or prior to the Subst=tial Completion Date, the Operator/Tenant, the Developer and
the Architect whose decision will be &nal with respect to all construction matters, shall jointly
prepare a list of the items for the Project that remain to be campkted or corrected, assign a dollar

value for the cost to ccmp!ct: the work and estimate a reasòñable time for its completion or

correction (collectively the "Punch List"). The Developer shall cause the Construction Lender to

withhold 125% of such value. Upon approval of the Architect, and Construction Leader, as any
items are -mpkicd on the Punch List, those monies withhold by the Construction lander on

account of such uncompleted Punch List items shall be released to Developer.

ARTICLE XII

REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES OF OPERATOR/TENANT

Operator/Tenant represents and warrants to Developer that:

A. It is a New York limited liability company and in good standing under the laws of

New York State.

B. It has obtained all necessary canacats to enter into this Agrecment and perform its

obligations hereunder.

C. This Agreement will not violate the terms of any other agreement by which the

Operator/Tenant may be bound.

ARTICLE XIII

REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES
OF DEVELOPER

Developer represents and warrants to Operator/Tenant that:

A. It is a Massachusetts limited liability company and in good stending under the

laws of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

B. It has obtained all necessary Limited Liability Company consents to enter into this

(
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Agreement and perform its obligations hereunder.

C. It has obtained all necessary limited liability ccspsñy authorizations to enter into
this Agreement.

ARTICLE XIV

PAYMENTS BY DEVELOPER

Developer shall pay in a commercially reasonable manner all labor, materials and all
liabilities incurred in the performance of its obligaticñs under this Agreement

ARTICLE XV
WARRANTY

All Wa--ties shall be provided and enforceable solely in the Lease.

ARTICLE XVI

MISCELLANEOUS

A. Applicable Law. This Agreement has been entered into, and shall be govemed by,
the laws of the State of New York.

B. Bindina Effect. This Agreement shall be binding upon and shall inure to the
benefit of the parties hereto and their respective heirs or successors and pennitted assigns. This

Agreement is assignable by Developer to any joint venture, partnership or limited liability
company in which William Nicholson or an entity controlled, directly or indirectly by him, is a
principal thereof, and to any lender or lenders of Developer. Upon such assignment and
assumption by the assignee of all obligations of Developer under this Agreement, the existing
Developer shall be relieved of all obligations hereunder.

C. Sutyival of Rçpreseafsticas and Warranties. All representations and warranties in

this Agreement shall survive the Substantial Completion Date.

D. Further Action. The Parties agree to execute and deliver all d^~•-ts, provide

all inforation and take, or refrain from taking, all such actions as may be necessary or

appropriate to achieve the purposes of this Agreement.

E. Notices and Addresses. Wherever provision is made in this Agreement for the

giving, service or delivery of any notice, statement or other instrument, such notice shall be

deemed to have been given, served and delivered if delivered by recognized national overnight

carrier, or mailed by United States registered or certified mail, addressed to the party entitled to

receive the same at his address set forth below, or sent by fax (with a copy sent by first class

mail). Each party hereto may change his mailing address by giving to cach other party hereto,
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written notice of such new address in the manner provided above. Except wherever specified in
this Agre=n=:t, any notice shall be deemed to have been served and delivered on the date on
which such notice is faxed (provided a copy is sent by first class mail), hand delivered, or two (2)
days following the date it is mailed.

If to Developer:

White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC

c/oThe Congress Companies
2 Bourbon Street, Suite 200

Peabody, Ma 01960

Attn: William Nicholson

With a copy to:

Posternak Blankstein & Lund LLP

Prudential Tower

800 Boylston Street

Boston, MA 02199

Attn: Gerald J. Billow, Esq.

And

Abrams Fensterman
1111 Marcus Avenue

Lake Success, New York 11042
Attn: Howard Fenstennan, Esq.

Attn: Greg Stoller, Esq.

If to Operator/renant:

HBL SNF, LLC

537 Routes 22

Purdys, New York 10578

Attn: Lizer Jozefovic

With a copy to:

Michelman & Robinson

800 Third Avenue
New York, New York

Attn: Mark Zafrin, Esq.

(SIGNATURES APPEAR ON THE FOLLOWING PAGE)
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Sig;;ª;;e Page for Development Agreement

IN WITNESS WHERBOF, the Parties have ho=nta caused this Agreernent to be
executed the day and year first above written,

OPERATOR/TENANT:
HBL S 'F,LLC

,

By:
Lizer Joz ovic

DEVELOPER:
WhitcP1 calthcare P - , ,

By: . . .-...--

MIf Nicholson, Manager
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FIRST AMENDMENT DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT

This First Amendment Development Agreement (the "Amendment") dated as of July 12,
2017 by and between HBL SNF, LLC ("Operator/Tenant") and WHITE PLA1NS

HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES L LLC (the "Developer") amends that certain Dcyclcpment

Agreement dated November 19, 2015 (the "Agreement") by and·between the Parties.

WHEREAS, the Parties have entered into the Agreement; and

WHEREAS, the Parties wish to amend the Agreement.

NOW, THEREFORE, in considesi'ss of one ($1.00) Dollar and other good and valuable

considetation, the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, Operator/Tenant and Developer

hereby mutua!!y covenant and agree as follows:

1. Capitalized words not otherwise defined herein shall have the meaning giving them in the

Agreement.

2. Section G of Article IH is amended by deleting it in its entirety and substituting ±erefore the

. following:

G. Developer shall (1) enter into a constraction contract (the "Construction

Contract") accaptable to the Construction Lender with Congress Building Corp.

("Congress") or an entity controlled by Congress, located at 2 Bourbon Street,

Peabody, MA 01960 and (2) require that contractor will provide Subccatractor

Default Insurance. Developer shall provide such guarañtees of completion as may
be required by the Construction Iander.

3. Except as speciñcally modified and amended herein, all of the tenns, provisions and covenants

of the Agraement shall remain unmodified and amended and continue in full force and effect. In

the event that any terms of this Amendment shall be inconsistent or in conflict with the terms,

provisions and covenants of the Agreemem, the terms of this Amendment shall contro)

Signatures On Next Page
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Signature Page First Amendntent to Development Agreement

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have hereunto caused this Amendment to be

executed the day and year first above written.

OPERATOR/TENANT:

HBL SNF, LLC

By:

Lizer J efovic, Manager

DEVELOPER:

White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC,

By:

William Nicholson, Manager
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Sigñature Page First Am±ñ‡mañt to Development Agreement

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have hereunto caused this Amendment to be

executed the day and year first above written.

OPERATOR/TENANT:

HBL SNF, LLC

By:-
Name: Lizer Jozefovic, Manager

DEVELOPER:

White
Pla'

eahhcare Proper I, LLC,

Byi /
DWam Nicho n, Manager
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HBL-SNF, LLC
1280 Albany Post Road

Croton-on-Hudson, NY 10520

November 20, 2019

White Plains Healthcare Properties, I, LL

West Peabody Executive Center

2 Bourbon Street

Peabody, MA 01960

Attn: William Nicholson

Re: Letter of Intent

Premises: 116-120 Church Street

White Plains, New York

Dear Mr. Nicholson

This Letter of Intent ("LOI") outlines our proposal for White Plains Health Care Properties,

I, LLC (the "Contributor") to transfer the premises known as 116-120 Church Street, White Plains

New York (the "Premises") to a Delaware Statutory Trust where we would jointly hold the

beneficial interests in the Trust on the terms and conditions set forth below. The Building a skilled

nursing home facility consisting of one hundred sixty (160) beds (the "Facility") had been

constructed pursuant to a Development Agreement dated November 19th, 2015 and for which we

had simultaneously entered into that certain operating lease by and between you as Landlord and

us as Tenant/Operator, (the "Lease").

1) Basic Transaction: (the "Trañsaction"): Contributor shall contribute premises 116-120

Church Street White Plains, New York to a newly formed Delaware Statutory Trust (the

"Trust") formed by the parties. This transaction shall be memorialized by a contribution

agreement in substantially the form annexed hereto as Exhibit A. The Contribution shall be

governed by IRC Sec. 721. The agreed upon cost and fair market basis shall be

$67,345,348.00

a) Lizer Jozefovic and Mark Neuman will acquire from the Trust by a Purchase Agreement

77.50 Percent of the Beneficial Interests in the Trust and redemption of a portion of the B
Beneficiaries'

interest for a purchase price of $52,200,000,00 paid as follows;

i) By a down payment (the "Down Payment") not to be held in escrow, but to be made

upon the execution and delivery of this LOI of $2,200,000.00 by wire transfer to the

account of White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC according to the wire

instructions annexed hereto.

ii) By the Trust obtaining a new first mortgage of $51,000,000.00 to pay the balance of

the Purchase Price and cover closing costs to be used as follows;

NY\243882,1
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(1) To pay the first Mortgage held by Security Benefit Life Insurance in the

approximate amount of $39,226,253 plus accrued interest and fees.

(2) To pay the loan encumbering the membership interests of the Contributors by
Bradford Allen in the approximate amount of $9,770,963 plus accrued interest and

fees;

(3) By the Trust making a non-refundable down payment of $2,200,000.00

(4) To pay the costs of the financing.

b) Lizer Jozefovic and Mark Neuman shall be the A Beneficiaries of the trust holding a

77.50% Beneficial interest, and the present members of the Contributor or their designees

shall be the B Beneficiary with a 22.5% equity position.

c) The A Beneficiaries shall be the personal guarantors of the new financing in the amount

of Fifty-One Million ($5 1,000,000.00) Dollars. The Transaction is to close thirty (30)
days after Buyer has received approval for the Financing set forth in paragraph 1)a) ii)).

The Contribution Agreement shall call for a purchase price equal to Transferors cash

basis in the property and shall not result in a taxable event for Contributor;

d) The Financing shall be an obligation of the Trust secured by a first mortgage loan on the

Facility and the Premises.

e) Lizer Jozefovic and Mark Neuman shall act as the Personal Guarantors and shall be

obligated if necessary, to secure additional personal guarantors to ensure that none of the

B beneficiaries shall have any obligation to guarantee the Financing. Any edditional

guarantors on the Financing shall also execute and deliver a personal guaranty of

Tenant's obligations to Landlord on the Lease. All guaranties on the Lease shall be full

unlimited personal guarantees.

f) The Financing shall bear interest at a constant rate of no more than 7% per annum with

Principal and Interest paid on an amortization schedule of 35 years and shall be subject to

the reasonable approval of the Contributor, which consent shall not be unreasonably
withheld or delivered without cost to the Tenant Borrower.

g) Formal Contracts: The Parties intend that additional agreements including the

Contribution Agreement, Redemption Agreement and Trust Agreement (the Formal

Contracts") shall be complete as of November 22nd, 2019, and absent execution of

Formal Contracts this LOI shall govern provided the Down Payment is received in good

funds by Contributor upon execution of this LOI, and in no event latter than the end of

business November 22, 2019. In the event Tenant defaults in the payment of rent on the

Lease and such default continues for five (5) days, Contributor shall have the right to

terminate this LOI and all Formal Contracts.

h) Closing: The Closing of the Transaction ("Closing") will occur at the offices of the First

Mortgagee Bank's counsel or such other location within the State of New York as may
be agreed upon by the Parties thirty (30) days after receipt by the Trust of approval for

2
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the Financing but no later than April 1st, 2020. If the Tenant has a commitment letter on

April 18t, 2020 that is in the process of closing or if the closing is delayed by a title issue,
the closing date shall be sutomatically extended for another Ninety-Days. If the closing
does not occur by such date, time being of the essence, this LOI and the Formal Contracts

shall be terminated and no party shall have any rights with respect thereto. The parties

shall remain as Landlord and Tenant pursuant to the existing Lease until such time as the

Transaction closes. The Lease may be ameñded as provided herein but only if and when

such amendments are approved by Contributor's existing Lender.

2) Structure of the Trust: The Contributor and Tenant have agreed to create a Trust as a

"statutory
trust"

in accordance with Chapter 38 of Title 12 of the Delaware Code, 12 Del. C.

3801 and enter into a Trust Agicement which shall constitute the "governing
instrument"

of

the Trust. Each party will become a Beneficiary and will transfer certain sums of money and/or

property to the Trust in exchange for a beneficial interest in the Trust as set forth above;

a) The Trust shall be a special purpose entity which is being formed solely for the purpose of

acquiring the Trust Property from the Contributor and maintaining, improving, building

upon, and leasing the Trust Property for use as a skilled nursing facility and all and such

other activities incident or appropriate to the preceding

b) Simultaneously upon the closing of the transaction, the existing lease shall be modified

only as set forth herein.

c) The trust shall be permitted to have only the following liens on the Trust Property and no

other:

i) A Mortgage in the amount of Fifty-One Million ($51,000,000.00) Dollars (the "First

Mortgage") the terms of which shall be acceptable to the Department of Health and the

Contributor.

ii) The Trust will designate Howard Fensterman and William Nicholson as the

Administrative Trustees of the B interests.

(1) The Trust Agreement shall provide that Howard Fensterman and William

Nicholson as the B beneficiaries Administrative Trustees shall have the sole

authority to all issues governing administering and enforcing the terms of the Lease

including the collection and distribution of rent.

(2) Lizer Jozefovic shall be responsible as the overall Administrative Trustee for all

other matters concerning the building including but not limited to repairs,

maintenance, and operation of the building. Any Trustee may be removed for

cause including misconduct, bad faith, fraud or gross negligence.

(3) Except as otherwise provided in a Trust Agreement to be executed and

notwithstanding any provision of the Act that otherwise so empowers the Trust,
neither the Beneficiaries nor any Trustees nor any other Person shall be authorized

or empowered, nor shall they permit the Trust, to take any of the following actions

3
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without the prior unanimous written consent of all of the Beneficiaries:

(a) Make any arrangements to reduce, modify, or forebear on the payment of rent

by the Tenant.

(b) Guarantee any obligation of any Person, including any Affiliate;

(c) engage, directly or indirectly, in any business other than the actions required or

permitted to be performed hereunder;

(d) incur, create or assume any indebtedness;

(e) make or permit to remain outstanding any loan or advance to, or own or acquire

any stock or securities of, any Person;

(f) To the fullest extent permitted by law, engage in any dissolution, liquidation,

consolidation, merger, asset sale or transfer of their Interests subject to

obtaining any approvals required under this Trust Agreement other than a sale

of the interests to qualified purchasers under a syndicated offering of the B
interests. The cost of such syndication shall not be charged to the B
Beneficiaries and all monies derived therefrom and due hereunder shall be net

of the costs of the syndication.

(g) allow any business to be conducted on the Property other than the operation of

a skilled nursing facility and ancillary uses;

(h) own any other property or engage in any business other than owning and leasing
the Trust Property for use as a skilled nursing facility;

(i) take any action to consolidate or merge the Trust with or into any Person;

(j) sell all or any portion of or any interest in the Trust Property;

(k) grant an option to lease all or any portion of the Trust Property for a term (with

all extension periods) ending on or after the 45th Anniversary Date;

(1) amend, terminate or waive any material provisions of any lease for all or any
portion of the Trust Property;

(m)enter into any agreement with any Person giving any Person any rights with

respect to the Trust Property that extend beyond the 45th Anniversary Date or

which are not terminable without penalty on less than 90
days'

notice;

(n) encumber the Trust Property with any mortgages or another lien, easement,
covenant or restriction other than the First Mortgage, or a HUD Mortgage to

refinance the debt contemplated by this Agreement, at such time as HUD
regulations shall allow;

(0) modify the Trust Agreement or the Trust's certificate of trust in any manner,
issue additional Interests in the Trust to any Person, or modify the rights and

privileges of the Interest owners;

(p) institute proceedings to have the Trust be adjudicated bankrupt or insolvent, or

consent to the institution of bankruptcy or insolvency proceedings against the

Trust or file a petition seeking, or consent to, morganization or relief with

respect to the Trust under any applicable federal or state law relating to

bankruptcy, or consent to the appointment of a receiver, liquidator, assignee,

trustee, sequestrate (or other similar official) of the Trust or a substantial part

of its property;

(q) make any assignment for the benefit of creditors of the Trust;

4
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(r) admit in writing the Trust's inability to pay its debts generally as they become

due;

(s) take action in furtherance of any of the foregoing actions; or dissolve or

liquidate the Trust.

iii) The 22.5% of the Trust Owned by the B Beneficiaries interest shall be subject to a

Redemption Agreement where the B interests shall be sold to the A interests or their

designees, assigns or transferees, over five years for a total price of $19,800,000.00 in

four tranches tranches each representing interests of 5.625% each

(1) Tranche one on or before August 1, 2020 in the amount of $3,786,250.00

(2) Tranche two on or before August 1, 2021 in the amount of $3,786,250.00

(3) Tranche three on or before August 1, 2022 in the amount of $3,786,250.00

(4) Final Tranche by August 1, 2023 in the amount of $8,441,250

iv) Any purchase of the membership interests shall be a purchase of Beneficial Interests

from the B Beneficiaries and shall reduce the Priority Return proportionate to the

payments as a percentage of the total remaining price of $19,800,000, which is the

balance after payment of the non-refundable Down Payment.

v) The A Beneficiaries shall prepare at their sole cost and expense of the A Beneficiaries

a Private Placement Memorandum for the Sale of Membership interests in the Trust by
a Broker Dealer who specializes in sales of margiñãl interests in Delaware Statutory
Trusts to individuals and other entities who have to designate property as target

property in connection with 1031 Exchanges of Property. The A Beneficiaries shall

have the right to designate a portion of their membership interests as C interests for the

purpose of selling them as part of the same syndication, provided that (1) there is no

change in control of the A Beneficiaries or the Tenant entity.

vi) The B Beneficiaries will be entitled to a priority return ( the "Priority Return") equal

to all available rental and other income over and above the payment of the P&I on the

New First Mortgage which shall in no event be less than $2,000,000 per year (as

adjusted by periodic redemptions) and shall be paid to the B Beneficiaries as a Priority
Return until such time as they have been fully redeemed pursuant to the Redemption

Agreement.

vii)The Trustee shall deposit all rents and other funds collected from the operation of the

Real Estate in the bank designated by the first mortgagee (the "Operating Account")
which shall be subject to both a Deposit Account Control Agreement and Deposit

Account Instruction Agreement. The Trust shall maintain books and records of the

funds from the Real Estate deposited in such account, interest earned thereon, and

withdrawals therefrom. The Trustee shall pay from the Operating Account the

operating expenses of the Real Estate (other than those paid by a tenant of the Real

Estate as set forth in its lease) and any other payments relative to the Real Estate as

required by this the Trust Agreement.
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viii) The Trustee shall be responsible for receiving all cash from the Tenant and placing
such cash into one or more accounts as required under the distribution and investment

obligations of the Trust Agreement. The Trustees shall furnish quarterly and annual

reports to each of the Beneficiaries as to the amounts of rent received from the Tenant,
the expenses incurred by the Trust with respect to the Real Estate (if any), the amount

of any Reserves and the amount of the distributions made by the Trust to the

Beneficiaries.

ix) To the extent permitted by the Internal Revenue Code depreciation, which shall be

calculated on a straight-line depreciation method shall be allocated as follows: a) first

to the B Beneficiary to the extent necessary to shelter the Priority return from taxes and

b) second to the beneficiaries, pro rata, in accordance with the ownership interests.

3) Condition of Property and Title: Contributor shall give, and the Trust and the Trust shall

accept, a good and marketable title which any National Title Insurance Company (the "Title

Company"), will approve and insure at standard rates, free and clear of all liens,

hypothecations, mortgages, easements, and encumbrances, except for the Permitted

Exceptions.

i) The Premises is being contributed subject to the following exceptions to the title (the

"Permitted Exceptions"):

(1) Zoning and building regulations, restrictions and ordinances now or hereafter

adopted or imposed by any governmental or quasi-governmental body having or

asserting jurisdiction over the Premises or any part thereof;

(2) Future Real Estate taxes, assessments, water charges, sewer rents or other charges

not yet due and payable (subject to apportionment as provided herein) and certified,
confirmed or ratified assessment liens and pending assessments, if any;

(3) The state of facts shown on an updated as built survey prepared originally prepared

and revised to be an as built survey, (the "Survey") and such additional state of

facts which said survey would show or reveal provided such additional state of facts

do not render title unmarketable;

(4) Any state of facts a physical inspection of the Premises would reveal;

(5) Exceptions permitted by the Title Company (as defined herein) (the "Title

Exceptions");

4) All payments made to purchase any portion of the B Beneficiaries 22.5% interest shall also

act to proportionally reduce the amount of Priority Return paid to the B beneficiaries under

the Trust and the proportionate difference shall be paid to the A Beneficiaries or whoever

purchases the B Beneficiaries interests as the case may be.,

a) Distributions: Provided that all required payments set forth herein have been made by the

Tenant, During the interim period prior to the purchase of the premises Tenant may pay
Management Fees so long as (i) the amount of such Management Fees paid in any

twelve-

month period shall not exceed five percent (5%) of Tenants' gross revenues for such period

6
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and (ii) there shall not then exist, and/or the paying of such Management Fees shall not

cause there to exist, a Default or Event of Default under the Lease the first mortgage on the

property or the Tenant's Working Capital Loans, (iii) the Initial Payment, the payment of

Rent, and all other payments set forth herein have been made by the Buyer/Tenant.. Upon

the occurrence of an Event of Default, Tenant shall not pay Management Fees. The Tenant

will make no distributions to its shareholders, officers, affiliates, or any related party unless

the Down Payment, the payment of Rent is current, and.

5) Confidentiality and Disclosure: Tenant and Contributor shall each maintain the

confidentiality of all confidential and non-public information supplied by the other. If this

Transaction is not consummated, each party shall return all documents obtained to the other.

Except as required by law, without the prior written consent of the other party, neither Tenant

nor Contributor will make, and each will direct its representatives not to make, directly or

indirectly, any public comment, statement, or communication with respect to, or otherwise

disclose or to permit the disclosure of the existence of discussions regarding, a possible

transaction between the parties or any of the terms, conditions, or other aspects of the

transaction proposed in this Letter of Intent. If a party is required by law to make any such

disclosure, the parties shall consult with each other and seek to agree upon appropriate

language for such disclosure. The Tenant acknowledges that Contributor will be unable to

fumish any patient health information unless such disclosure complies specifically and

completely with all terms, conditions, regulations, and guidelines in HIPAA.

6) Interim Operation: Subject to the approval in writing of Contributor's existing Lender, the

parties will enter into an amendment of the Lease as follows to allow for the operation of the

facility before the closing.

a) Commencement Date:The Commencement Date according to the Lease shall be

September 30, 2019.

b) Rent: An initial rent payment of $509,000.00 has been paid receipt of which is on account

toward the rental period from September 30, 2019 to October 31, 2019 (the "October 2019

Rent") leaving a balance of $13,735 for October 2019 Rent. November 1, 2019, to

November 30, 2019 (the "November 2019 Rent") shall be postponed until November 18,
2019 and shall be paid by Tenant on that date. The next rental payment shall be the

December rnonthly rent amount outlined in the Lease - $506,097 which shall be paid on

December 5, 2019. Also, the Tenant will reimburse the Landlord for their municipal

maintenance escrow and utility deposits of $5,500 and $60,356, respectively. Such

reimbursement payment shall be made on or before December 5th, 2019. Upon receipt of

the $60,356 for the utility deposits from the Tenant, Landlord will direct any refund from

the Utility companies to the Tenant, or otherwise pay such refund over to the Tenant

forthwith provided Landlord has previously received those funds from the Tenant.

i) The following amounts are in dispute, and neither party will be obligated to waive their

rights and positions by the signing of this agreement. The landlord has demanded the

following sums due to their Lender.
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(1) Late and Default Interest costs of $201,997.34 for September 2019 and October

2019,

(2) $19,000 of Late Fees for November 2019,

(3) $5,061 per day for Default Interest premium during November 2019.

ii) The A Beneficiaries and the B Beneficiaries shall jointly negotiate with the

Contributor's current Lenders to effectuate the best possible settlement of these late

costs ( the "Late Costs"). The amounts if any remaining after such joint negotiation will

be paid by the 77.5% by the Buyer and 22.5% by the Contributor (provided the Initial

Payment, the payment of Rent and all other payments set forth herein are made timely)
from Financing proceeds. If not available from the Financing proceeds the Tenant shall

pay all Late Costs. .

c) Security Deposit/ Guaranty: Section 7.1(a)(i) the Lease shall be amended to provide that

Tenant shall enter into a Deposit Account Control Agreement with Metropolitan National

Bank which can only be revoked with the consent of both parties, which shall provide that

each month, the Tenant's Lender shall draw on the loan amount first to pay rent to the

Landlord, notwithstanding the adequacy of any accounts receivable borrowing base

calculations. This Document shall be part of the Closing Documents on the Tenant's first

initial Term Loan and shall be delivered in full effect by December 1, 2019.

d) Section 7.1(a)(ii) of the Lease shall be amended to provide that the obligation for the

Security Deposit shall initially be reduced to 2,000,000 dollars.

i) The sum shall be paid by Tenant as follows: (a) Provided that the Contributor has

obtained a permanent Certificate of Occupancy the Tenant shall draw the initial

$1,000,00.00 from its credit line on or no later than December 1, 2019. (b) Landlord

shall obtain a release of the lien of its Lender on the FF&E, upon delivery of free and

clear title to the FF&E the Tenant will enter into a reverse lease and obtain at least

$1,000,000.00 which shall be paid on account of the Security Deposit no later than

April 1, 2020.

ii) Also, Tenant shall pay the sum of $40,000 per month commencing January 1, 2020

to be treated as additional rent until there is a total $3,700,000 posted as Security
Deposit under 7.1(a)(i).

e) Section 7.1(a)(iii) of the Lease shall be amended to provide that instead of delivering the

sum of $1,600,000 in cash, the parties shall enter into a blocked account agreement wherein

and whereby account number 272 in JP Morgan Chase Bank NA prohibiting any
liquidation of that account until the Second Payment is paid. Such account shall be not be

posted as collateral security to Landlord's Lender provided the Initial Payment has been

made in full, and all payments of Rent are current and the Tenant is not otherwise in

Default, except that the Landlord shall have a security interest in such account under a

DAISA, which allows the Landlord to demand the liquidation of such account to pay any
defaults under the lease.
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f) Working Capital: Section 7.7 of the Lease shall be amended to suspend the requirement

for providing the working capital account. The Tenant shall be obtaining a single working
capital line for $8,000,000.00 no later than December 1, 2019.

g) Right of First Refusal and Option to Purchase: The Tenant's rights with respect to the right

of first refusal and option to purchase under Sections 3.7 and 3.7 of the Lease will be

suspended pending payment in full of the Security Deposits required by Section 7.1(a)(i),

7.1(a)(ii) and 7.1(a)(iii) of the Lease as amended , the payment of the Initial Payment, the

working capital required by Section 7.7 of the Lease and Tenant being in full compliance

with the Lease.

h) Insurance: Tenant shall obtain property insurance, effective as of September 30, 2019, and

(2) provide the property insurance, and all other insurances required by the Lease by
November 19, 2019, effective retroactively back to September 30, 2019.

i) Real Estate Taxes: Real estate taxes shall be prorated as of September 30, 2019 and the

Tenant's portion shall be paid to the Landlord no later than December 1, 2019, plus any
late charges which the City of White Plains may impose.

j) Utilities: Tenant shall pay actual costs of utilities incurred at the property covering the

rental period from September 30, 2019 (pro-rated as the utility company billing periods

may require) forthwith upon presentation of invoices for the same from the Landlord, no

later than December 1, 2019.

k) Punchlist: The punch list and all other developer obligations are deemed complete except

for.

i) The White Plains Outstanding Punchlist November 5, 2019 (the Remaining Punchlist),
the value of which is has been determined by the Architect and agreed herein to be

$3,800.

ii) The Electric Blinds in rooms (the "Suspended Work") the value of which is agreed

herein to be $35,000.

iii) Provided the Initial Payment is made by November 15, 2019 and provided there are no

other Defaults by the Tenant, Landlord shall complete the Remaining Punchlist and the

Suspended Work to the approval of the Architect, within 45 days from the date of the

Contributor's receipt of the [nitial Payment. Should Landlord not do so, then the Tenant

may credit the agreed values of any unecñipleted Punchlist or Suspended Work from

the February, 2020 Rent payment, and the Landlord's Work under the Lease and

Development Agreement shall be deemed complete.

Security: Tenant shall assume all property security obligations as of November 11, 2019.

Upon the closing of the purchase of the premises by the Trust, the Trust shall take an assignment

of the lease as amended above.
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7) Exclusivity: In consideration of (1) the Initial Payment, (2) the payment of Rent as set forth

herein, and (3) Tenant's efforts in pursuing the Transaction, Contributor agrees that (1) until

the termination of this Letter of Intent, or execution of the Formal Contracts and (2) provided

the payment of the Initial Payment and the payment of Rent as set forth herein is made, and

(3) all other obligations of the Tenant set forth herein,, Contributor will not permit any of its

affiliates to, and will not authorize or permit any officer, director, employee, counsel, agent,
investment banker, accountant, or other representative of any of them, directly or indirectly,
to: (a) initiate contact with any person in an effort to solicit any proposal (other than that

contemplated by this Letter of Intent for the acquisition (directly or indirectly , by sale of stock

or assets, or by merger or consolidation or otherwise) of the operation of the Real Estate, or

any of the Assets, or any other business combination or financing transaction involving such

business (a "Proposal); (b) cooperate with, or furnish or cause to be furnished any non-public

information concerning the operation of the Real Estate, to, any person in connection with any

Proposal; (c) negotiate or enter into discussions with any person with respect to any Proposal;
or (d) enter into any agreements or understanding with the intent to effect a Proposal.

Contributor will immediately give written notice to Tenant of the details of any Proposal of

which Contributor becomes aware. Contributor will, and will cause its officers, directors,

affiliates, agents, and representative to, terminate all discussions regarding a Proposal, other

than those with Tenant and its representatives concerning the Transaction, and represents that

neither it nor any of its officers, directors, affiliates, agents, or representatives have entered

into any executory agreements or accepted any commitments concerning any Proposal other

than the Transaction provided that (1) this LOI or successor Formal Contracts has not

terminated, and (2) the payment of the Initial Payment, the payment of Rent as set forth herein

have all been paid and are current, and (3) all other obligations of the Tenant set forth herein

are not in Default and are current.

8) Waiver of Claims: Except as set forth herein above, the Tenant waives any and all claims

against the Landlord it has or every may have had for the following: (1) any claims by the

Tenant that the Landlord is or ever was required to deliver a mortgage of any particular amount,

terms, amortization or interest rate, for Medicaid rate setting or any other purposes (2) any
claims for Punchlist or uncompleted Work, except for the Remaining Punchlist and the

Suspended Work defined herein above, and the Warranties and Guarantees set forth in the

Lease, (3) any claims related to the Cost Certification, except the Landlord shall complete the

Final Cost Certification in the usual and ordinary course, upon the receipt of the Initial

Payment, the Rent having been brought and remaining current, and all other obligations of the

Tenant are paid as set forth herein above.

9) Expenses: Tenant and Contributor shall each be responsible for their respective accounting,

legal, advisory, and other costs and expenses in connection with the Transaction. Tenant shall

reimburse Contributor for its legal, advisory and other costs and expenses in connection with

the Transaction and the Termination of the Lease. Reimbursement for such legal and

transaction fees shall not to exceed $125,000 and may be made from the proceeds of the

Closing, provided the Closing occurs and the Contributor's existing
1d Mortgage Loan and

Mezzanine Loan are paid off from the proceeds of the Financing by March 31, 2020, and (2)
the Initial Payment is made as set forth herein above, and (3) the Tenant is not in default under

this LOI or the successor Formal Contracts. Otherwise the $125,000 cap shall expire and the

Tenant shall pay the Contributor all such costs incurred after September 30, 2019.

10
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10) Letter of Intent: This LOI represents a statement of all of the terms, conditions,

representations, warranties, indemnities, covenants, and other provisions that would be

contained in the definitive documentation for the proposed transactions. This LOI shall

constitute a binding agreement upon payment of the or any of their respective affiliates will

have any legal obligation under this LOI unless and until one or more subsequent definitive

written agrccmcñts are mutually executed and delivered by each of Contributor and Buyer. No

past, present, or future action, course of conduct, or failure to act relating to the transactions

referenced in this LOI or relating to the negotiation of the terms of such transactions will give

rise to or serve as the basis for any obligation or other liability on the part of Contributor or

Buyer or any of their respective affiliates.[ These changes should be rejected]

11) Governing Law: This Agreement shall be governed by and construed by the internal laws of

the State of New York, Venue shall be in Westchester County without application of its

conflicts of law rules. If you agree with the preceding, please sign and return one copy of this

Letter of Intent.

HBL-SNF, LLC

DocuSignedby:

ACKNOWLEDGED AND AGREED

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC

DocuSigned :

By
Name: 1 tam Ã. Nicholson

Title: Manager

Aecepted and Agreed

DocuSlgnedby:

(toa/arl Fasitma

dMF&Mksterman
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC,

Plaintiff, Index No. 60278/2020

- against -

HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/K/A LIZER AFFIRMATION OF
JOZOFOVIC and MARK NEUMAN, ALFRED E. DONNELLAN

Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiff,

- against -

CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY

CONSULTING, THE CONGRESS COMPANIES,
HOWARD FENSTERMAN, and WILLIAM

NICHOLSON,

Third-Party Defendants.

LIZER JOZEFOVIC '
New York County Index No.

Plaintiff, 655549/2020

- against -

Consolidated under Westchester
WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC, County Index No. as per April 8,
HOWARD FENSTERMAN, and METROPOLITAN 2021 Decision and Order.
COMMERCIAL BANK,

Defendants.

Alfred E. Donnellan, an attorney duly admitted to practice in the courts of the State ofNew

York, affirms the following to be true under the penalty of perjury:

1. I am a member of the law firm of DelBello Donnellan Weingarten Wise &

Wiederkehr, LLP, lead counsel for White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC ("WPH Properties"),

CCC Equities, LLC, Project Equity Consulting, The Congress Companies, Howard Fensterman

and William Nicholson in the above referenced consolidated actions.

2. I submit this affirmation in opposition to the motion of Lizer Jozefovic ("Jozefovic"),

joined by Metropolitan Commercial Bank, ("MCB"), seeking to enjoin WPH Properties from
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proceeding under Article 9 of the Uniform Commercial Code (the "UCC") to dispose of and/or

sell Jozefovic's 71% membership interest (the "Waterview Membership Interest") in Waterview

Acquisition I, LLC.

3. For the reasons set forth in the affidavit of William A. Nicholson, sworn to on June

29, 2021, and the accompanying memorandum of law submitted in opposition to the motion, I

submit that the motion must be denied and the sale of the Waterview Membership Interest must

be allowed to proceed.

4. To begin with, after pledging Waterview Membership Interest to WPH Properties,

Jozefovic pledged the same interest to MCB. That violated his covenant in the Pledge Agreement

that he would "not enterinto any assignment, mortgage, pledge or other instrument which transfers

or encumbers all or any part of his interest
in"

Waterview Hills. Nicholson aff., ex. D, at 2, § 3.

He did that by amending the Waterview Hills operating agrecmêñt to create membership

certificates. That also violated his agreement "not to subs~inently further amend or voluntarily

permit the amendment of the operating agreement of the Company that would in any manner

materially adversely affect this Assignment and/or the rights of the Assignee hereunder without

the consent of the
Assignee."

Nicholson aff., ex. D, at 2, § 4. WPH Properties did not consent to

the amendment that allowed for the assignment of the membership certificate to MCB. WPH

Properties acknowledges that MCB's lien is prior to WPH Properties'
lien because MCB perfected

first. But the UCC nevertheless allows a junior creditor to sell the collateral subject to the senior

creditor's lien. And there is no reason that Jozefovic should be allowed to defeat WPH Properties'

right to sell the Waterview Membership Interest by subseqüeñtly pledging it to MCB in violation

of the Pledge Agreement.

5. Beyond that, for the reasons set forth in the accompanying memorandum of law, the

2
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pledge to MCB does not preclude a sale of the Waterview Membership Interest by WPH

Properties. MCB's Pledge Agreement (Exhibit B to Bandazian Aff.) only contains a pledge for

Jozefovic's uncertificated membership interest in Waterview Acquisition, not a pledge on a

certificate. MCB's UCC filing ((Exhibit D to Bandazian Aff.) also describes a pledge on an

uncertificated membership iñterest, not a membership certificate. And while the Amended and

Restated Operating Agreement of Waterview Acquisition (Exhibit C to Bandazian Aff.) states in

Section 2.8 that membership interests "shall be evidenced by a certificate or certificates the form

of which is attached to this Agreement as Schedule 2.8,"
no such form is attached to the Operating

Agreemeñt submitted by MCB to the Court. Finally, MCB did not submit a copy of its purported

certificate of membership interest in its opposition papers. There is no evidence that MCB's pledge

for the uncertificated membership interest was actually converted to a pledge for a certificated

interest. While MCB claims to be in possession of a certificate, no copy has ever been provided

and there is no evidence of that
documents'

existence except for Bandazian's statements to that

effect.

6. Nothing in MCB's supplemental submission to this Court shows that the WPH

Properties'
Pledge Agreement is in any way invalid or that its uncertificated security interest

cannot be sold. All MCB provides are arguments relating to the validity of its own pledge and the

priority of its interest. But none of those points preclude WPH Properties from exercising their

right to sell Jozefovic's membership interest subject to MCB's alleged senior interest. See supra

CMI II, LLC, 13Misc3d 1214(A), 2006 WL 2770095. So far, however, the only evidence MCB has

provided is of a UCC filing and an agreement pledging Jozefovic's m=bership interest, not a

membership certificate.

7. N.Y.U.C.C. § 9-625(a) provides that relief from a sale authorized under the UCC may

3
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be obtained only where the secured party is proceeding in a manner not in accordance with Article

9. See Rapillo v CitiMortgage, Inc., 95 UCC Rep. Serv.2d 267 (E.D.N.Y. Mar. 5, 2018) ("[I]n

order for an aggrieved party to obtain iñjüñctive relief, section 9-625(a) requires that the secured

party presently be proceeding in a manner that is not in accordance with article 9."); see also Atlas

MF Mezzanine Borrower, LLC v Macquarie Texas Loan Holder LLC, 174 A.D.3d 150, 162 (1st

Dep't 2019). Because WPH Properties has complied with all of the requirements necessary to sell

or dispose of the collateral by public sale pursuant to UCC Article 9, including the notice

requirements, the required method, manner, time, place, of the sale and the UCC's commercial

reasonableness requirements, Jozefovic and MCB are not entitled to the injunctive relief they seek.

8. N.Y.U.C.C. § 9-613 sets forth the requirements for notice of a sale under Article 9.

On June 9, 2021, WPH Properties sent a Notification of Disposition of Collateral with respect to

the Waterview Membership Interest to Jozefovic and Metropolitan Commercial Bank (which also

claims to have a security interest in the Waterview Membership Interest), notifying them of a

public sale of the Waterview Membership Interest to be conducted on July 1, 2021 at the time and

placed specified. The Notice describes the debtor (Lizer Jozefovic) and the secured party (WPH

Properties). N.Y.U.C.C. § 9-613(a)(1); describes "the collateral that is the subject of the intended

disposition,"
Jozefovic's 71% membership interest in Waterview. N.Y.U.C.C. § 9-613(a)(2);

states the method of intended disposition, a public sale. N.Y.U.C.C. § 9-613(a)(3); states that Lizer

Jozefovic is entitled to an accounting of the unpaid indebtedness at no charge. N.Y.U.C.C. § 9-

613(a)(3); and states the time and place of a public disposition, July 1, 2021 at 10:00 am at the

offices of DelBello Donnellan Weingarten Wise & Wiederkehr, LLP One North Lexington Ave.

White Plains, NY 10601, Phone: 914-681-0200. N.Y.U.C.C. § 9-613(a)(4). Further, the Notice is

sufficient as a matter of law because it is in the form set forth in N.Y.U.C.C. § 9-613(e), which

4
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states that that form "provides sufficient
information."

9. The Notification of Disposition of Collateral was sent by certified mail, return receipt

requested and overnight mail. A copy of the Notification of Disposition of Collateral and the

certified mail and overnight mail receipts are attached as exhibit X. The Notice was sent on June

9, 2021 by certified mail, return receipt requested, as required by the Pledge Agreement, Nicholson

aff., ex. D, at 3, § 13, and by overnight mail as well. The notice scheduled the public sale for July

1, 2021, 22 days later. Accordingly, the notice was fully compliant with the provisions of the

Pledge Agreement requiring that WPH Properties give Jozefovic 21 days written notice of the sale.

Nicholson aff., ex. D, § 13. And the notice also more than complied with N.Y.U.C.C. § 9-612(b),

which specifies that "a notification of disposition sent after default and 10 days or more before the

earliest time of disposition set forth in the notification is sent within a reasonable time before the

disposition."

10. Finally, N.Y.U.C.C. § 9-611(c) requires that the secured party provide notification of

the disposition to the debtor and to any other secured party which perfected its interest by filing a

financing statement be notified of the sale. N.Y.U.C.C. §§ 9-611(c)(1), (c)(3)(C). The Notification

of Disposition of Collateral was sent to Jozefovic (the debtor) as well as to MCB, which filed a

UCC-1 on December 23, 2019. Nicholson aff. ex. E.

11. On June 11, 2021, WPH Properties sent a letter to 622 targeted recipients, including

every nursing home listed on the New York State Department of Health's website and know n

investors in the nursing home industry, notifying them of the sale and inviting interested parties to

request the Terms of Sale from WPH Properties'
counsel. A copy of a sample of the letter and an

affidavit of service of the letters is attached as exhibit Y. Several the recipients of that letter

requested copies of the Terms of Sale, and my office forwarded the Terms of Sale to those who

5
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requested them.

12. WPH Properties also published a Notice of Secured Party Public Auction concerning

the sale in the Westchester Business Journal in the weekly issue which circulated from June 21,

2021 through June 28, 2021. Copies of the notice and proof of publication is attached as exhibit Z.

13. The June 11, 2021 letter and the Notice of Secured Party Public Auction published

in the Westchester Business Joumal stated that the terms of the public sale (the "Terms of Sale")

were available upon request. A copy of the Terms of Sale is attached as exhibit AA.

14. The Terms of Sale, among other things, provide a description of the Waterview

Membership Interest, the time and location of the public sale, state that the sale will be conducted

virtually, advises that the collateral will be sold subject to the security interest of Metropolitan

Commercial Bank, describe the procedure for becoming a qualified bidder and describe in detail

the process for sale of the collateral.

15. A copy of the Amended and Restated Operating Agreement of Waterview dated 2005

is attached as exhibit BB.

16. N.Y.U.C.C. § 9-610(b) provides that "[e]very aspect of a disposition of collateral,

including the method, manner, time, place, and other terms, must be com-macially
reasonable."

The term "commercially
reasonable"

is not specifically defined by the N.Y.U.C.C. New York

courts have held that commercial reasonableñess "hing[es] on the totality of the circumstances,

including the good faith efforts of the
creditor,"

F.Dl.C. v Wrapwell Corp., 46 U.C.C. Rep. Serv.

2d 885 (S.D.N.Y. Jan. 3, 2002), and have construed the term "to mean that a qualifying disposition

must be made in the good faith attempt to dispose of the collateral to the parties' mutual best

advantage."
Central Budget Corp. v. Garrett, 48 A.D.2d 825, 825 (2d Dep't 1975).

17. Rather than adopt an explicit test to assess commercial reasonãbleness, New York

6
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courts consider "accepted business
practice"

as a guide and emphasize "the aggregate of the

circumstances"
when reviewing a UCC sale. Bankers Trust v. Dowler & Co., 47 N.Y.2d 128

(1979); Dougherty v 425 Dev. Assoc., 93 A.D.2d 438, 446-47 (Ist Dep't 1983); In re Zsa Zsa Ltd.,

352 F. Supp. 665, 670 (S.D.N.Y. 1972), aff'd, 475 F.2d 1393 (2d Cir 1973) ("It is the aggregate

of circumstances in each case-rather than specific details of the sale taken in isolation-that should

be emphasized in a review of the sale"). As the federal Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals aptly

stated, applying New York law, "[i]n the end, the [factfinder] must decide what a reasonable

business would have done to maximize the return on the
collateral." Matter of Excello Press, Inc.,

890 F.2d 896, 906 (7th Cir. 1989).

18. Here, the totality of the circumstances shows that WPH Properties have taken every

possible step to ensure that the sale of the Waterview Membership Interest will be mmmercially

reasonable. WPH Properties has fully complied with Article 9's notice requirements and echeduled

the sale on 21
days'

notice as required under Pledge Agreement. That more than satisfies the

requiremerds of N.Y.U.C.C. § 9-612. As stated above, WPH Properties advertised the sale the

Westchester Business Journal in the weekly issue which circulated from June 21, 2021 through

June 28, 2021.

19. New York law "does not require that a seller advertise a [disposition] sale in any

specific type ofmedia or for any particular amount
oftime."

Adobe Oil Field Services, Ltd. v. PNC

Bank, N.A. (In re Adobe Trucking, Inc.), No. 11-7005-RBK, 2011 WL 6258233, at *12 (W.D. Tex.

Dec. 15, 2011), aff'd, 551 Fed. Appx. 167 (2014). The extent of WPH Properties'
advertising of

the sale here far surpasses that of other court-approved public sales. Adobe Trucking, Inc., 2011

WL 6258233, at *12 (advertisement of public sale in three local newspapers for one day each was

commercially reasonable under NY UCC); see also Credit Alliance Corp. v. David O. Crump Sand
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& Fill Co., 470 F. Supp. 489, 494-95 (S.D.N.Y. 1979) (advertisement was commercially

reasonable where the notices appeared in three local newspapers on November 25-28 and the sale

was held on November 30); Sackman Mortg. Corp., 158 B.R. at 936 (notice of a sale was

commercially reasonable under N.Y.U.C.C. § 9-504 where the secured party advertised the sale

for five days in three widely read local newspapers, several parties responded and inquired about

the collateral, although none appeared at the sale.)

20. In addition, on June 11, 2021, WPH Properties sent a letter to 622 targeted recipients

including every nursing home listed on the New York State Department of Health's website and

known investors in the nursing home industry notifying them of the sale. Nicholson aff., $ 25 &

ex. H. The number of potential purchasers contacted by WPH Properties far exceeds those

contacted in other court-approved public sales. See e.g., Leasing Serv. Corp. v Carbonex, Inc., 512

F. Supp. 235, 256 (S.D.N.Y. 1981) (notice of a sale was commercially reasonable where sale was

advertised and twenty-six potential purchasers were sent copies of the notice).

21. The sale also satisfies Article 9's requirements for a "public disposition." The Official

Comment to N.Y.U.C.C. § 9-610 states that:

[a]1though the term is not defined, as used in this Article, a "public
disposition"

is

one at which the price is determined after the public has had a meaningful

opportunity for competitive bidding. "Meaningful opportunity"
is meant to imply

that some form of advertisement or public notice must precede the sale (or other

disposition) and that the public must have access to the sale (disposition).

22. These requirements are clearly met. N.Y.U.C.C. § 9-610, Official Comment 7 (Public

vs. Private Dispositions) (2019). As previously discussed, the sale was publicly advertised and

notice was sent to 622 potential purchasers. And the sale is fully accessible to the public. As the

advertisement states, the sale is a "public
auction"

and "[a]ll interested prospective purchasers

are invited to become Qualified
Bidders."

23. WPH Properties has therefore complied with all of Article 9's prerequisites relating

8
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to the disposition of the Waterview Membership Interests, including those relating to notice,

commercial reasonableness and public disposition. Because under N.Y.U.C.C. § 9-625(a)

Jozefovic may obtain injunctive relief only if he demonstrates that WPH Properties is in violation

of Article 9's requirements the sale, Jozefovic cannot possibly succeed on the merits and his

motion for a temporary restraining order and a preliminary injunction should be denied.

24. I further respectfully submit that, if the court grants a preliminary injunction,

Jozefovic is required to post a bond in the amount of $1.6 million.

25. Pursuant to CPLR 6312(b), before the granting of a prelimirmry injunction, the

movant is required to provide an undertaking in an amount to be fixed by the Court, that the

movant, if it is finally determined that he or she was not entitled to an injunction, will pay to the

other party all damages and costs which may be sustained by reason of the injunction. CPLR

6312(b); Putter v. Singer, 73 A.D.3d 1147, 1148 (2d Dep't 2010) ("While fixing the amount of an

undertaking when granting a motion for a preliminary injunction is a matter within the sound

discretion of the court, CPLR 6312(b) requires that the party seeking an injunction give an

undertaking."); Livas v. Mitzner, 303 A.D.2d 381, 383 (2d Dep't 2003) (same).

26. "The amount of the undertaking . . . must not be based upon speculation and must

be rationally related to the damages the nonmoving party might suffer if the court later determmes

that the relief to which the undertaking relates should not have been
granted."

Olympic Ice Cream

Co., Inc. v. Sussman, 151 A.D.3d 872, 874 (2d Dep't 2017) (quoting Access Medical Group, P.C.

v. Straus Family Capital Group, Inc., 44 A.D.3d 975, 975 (2d Dep't 2007)).

27. Here, HBL SNF, LLC and Jozefovic have defaulted under the Pledge Agreement

by, among other defaults, failing to post $3.7 million in security by cash or letter of credit and

additional security in the amount of $1.6 million in cash as required by the Lease. In order for the

9
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amount of the bond to be rationally related to the damage suffered by WPH Properties if the Court

grants a preliminary injunction, the amount of the bond posted by Jozefovic must be equal to the

portion of the security deposit HBL and Jozefovic were required to make. Otherwise, the Court's

order leaves WPH Properties exposed for HBL's further defaults under the Lease, Jozefovic has

also failed to deposit the remaining amount of the security deposit in the amount of $3.7 million.

28. The bond must also be sufficient to protect WPH Properties against the risk that the

Waterview Membership Interest becomes worthless or unavailable for UCC disposition. WPH

Properties currently has no financial information whatever concerning Waterview or the value of

Jozefovic's Waterview Membership Interest upon which to base the amount of an undertaking and

therefore currently has no basis upon which to determine the amount of an appropriate undertaking.

29. The undertaking must also be sufficient to cover all WPH Properties'
anticipated

attorneys'
fees and costs, which are recoverable as damages for a successful effort to vacate a

preliminary injunction. Shu Yiu Louie v. David & Chiu Place Rest., Inc., 261 A.D.2d 150, 152 (1st

Dep't 1999).

30. WPH Properties requests, therefore that if the Court grants injunctive relief, it set

the amount of the bond at $5.3 million and that if the Court were to consider a bond in a different

amount the Court require Jozefovic provide to the Court and WPH Properties, before granting the

preliminary injunction, documents and information upon which the value of the Waterview

Membership Interest can be determined and that the Court allow WPH Properties to make a

subsequent submission to the Court concerning the appropriate amount of an undertaking,

including an estimate oflegal fees WPH Properties will incur as part of a successful effort to vacate

the injunction.

WHEREFORE, I respectfully request that this Court deny the motion of Jozefovic in its

10
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entirety and require Jozefovic to post a bond if the court grants a preliminary injunction.

Dated: White Plains, New York

June 29, 2021

ed Ê. onnellan

11
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CERTIFICATION PURSUANT TO COMMERCIAL DIVISION RULE 17

I, ALFRED E. DONNELLAN, ESQ., an attorney at law licensed to practice in the State

of New York, and counsel of record herein, certify that this document contains 3,099 words,

exclusive of the caption page, table of contents and table of authorities and signature block, as

counted by the word count of the word-processing system used to prepare this document.

Dated: White Plains, New York

June 29, 2021

AI RED E. ONNELLAN
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NOTIFICATION OF DISPOSITION OF COLLATERAL

June 9, 2021

To:

Lizer Josefovic Metropolitan Commercial Bank

53 Mariner Way 99 Park Avenue, 4th floor

Monsey, New York 10952-1248 New York, New York 10016

Windels Marx Lane & Mittendorf, LLP Michelman & Robinson, LLP

156 West 56* Street 800 Third Ave.,
24* F1

New York, New York 10019 New York, NY 10022

Attn: Michele Arbeeny, Esq. Attn: John Giardino, Esq.

Robert Malatak, Esq. Alex Barnett-Howell, Esq.

From: Howard Fensterman as nominee for White Plains Healthcare Properties, LLC,

2 Bourbon Street, Peabody, Massachusetts 01960 (Secured Party)

Re: Collateral Assignment and Pledge of Membership Interest and Security Agreement (the

"Pledge"), dated August 11, 2017, made by and between Lizer Josefovic ("Assignor") and

Howard Fensterman, as nominee for White Plains Health Care Properties, LLC

("Assigñee") as such agreement may have been further amended or modified from

time to time.

We will sell the Collateral described in Exhibit A hereto and made a part hereof to the

highest qualified bidder in public as follows:

Day and Date: Thursday, July 1, 2021

Time: 10:00 a.m.

Place: DelBello Donnellan Weingarten Wise & Wiederkehr, LLP, One

North Lexington Avenue, White Plains, New York 10601, phone:

914-681-0200.

You are entitled to, at no charge, an accounting of the unpaid indebtedness secured by the

collateral that we intend to sell. You may request an accounting by coñtacting Alfred E. Domellan

DelBello Domellan Weingarten Wise & Wiederkehr, LLP One North Lexington Ave. White

Plains, NY 10601, Phone: 914-681-0200.

Very truly yours,

/s/ Howard EeWmasu
Howard Fensterman as nominee for

White Plains Health Care Properties, LLC
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EXHIBIT A

The Callateral to be sold consists of:

All rights, title and interest of Lizer Josefovic as a member in Waterview Acquisition 1,

LLC.

2
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AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE

STATE OF NEW YORK )
)ss:

COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER )

MARISA WARSHAW, being sworn says:

I am not a party to the action, am over 18 years of age and reside at White Plains,

New York (office).

On June 9, 2021 I served a true copy of the annexed Notificatioñ of Disposition of

Collateral in the following manner:

by mailing the same in a sealed envelope, with postage prepaid thereon, in a post-

office or official dapasitory of the U.S. Postal Service within the State of New York,

addressed to the last known address of the addressee(s) as indicated below:

Certified Mail, Return Receipt Certified Mail, Return Receipt

Requested Tracking No. Requested Tracking No.

7019 1120 0000 5118 3636 7019 1120 0000 5118 3643

Lizer Josefovic Metropolitan Commercial Bank

53 Mariner Way 99 Park Avenue, 4th floor

Monsey, New York 10952-1248 New York, New York 10016

Certified Mail, Return Receipt Certified Mail, Return Receipt

Requested Tracking No. Requested Tracking No.

7019 1120 0000 5118 3650 7019 1120 0000 5118 3667

Windels Marx Lane & Mittendorf, LLP Michelman & Robinson, LLP

156 West 566 Street 800 Third Ave.,
246

F1

New York, New York 10019 New York, NY 10022

Attn: Michele Arbeeny, Esq. Attn: John Giardino, Esq.

Robert Malatak, Esq. Alex Barnett-Howell, Esq.

and

by der-:-=i'ing the same with an overnight delivery service in a wrapper properly

addressed. Said delivery was made prior to the latest time designated by the overnight
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delivery service for overnight delivery. The address and delivery service are indicated

below:

Federal Express Tracking No. Federal Express Tracking No.

2802 0945 3673 3802 0967 4508

Lizer Josefovic Metropolitan Commercial Bank

53 Mariner Way 99 Park Avenue, 4th floor

Monsey, New York 10952-1248 New York, New York 10016

Federal Express Tracking No. Federal Express Tracking No.

2808 0981 8363 2802 1009 1931

Windels Marx Lane & Mittendorf, LLP Micha½aa & Robinson, LLP

156 West 56th Street 800 Third Ave.,
24th

p

New York, New York 10019 New York, NY 10022

Attn: Michele Arbeeny, Esq. Attn: John Giardino, Esq.

Robert Malatak, Esq. Alex Barnett-Howell, Esq.

MARISA WARSHAW

Sworn to before me this
95

ay of June, 2021

NOTARY PUBLIC
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U.S. Postal
Service™

CERTIFIED MAIL® RECElPT
Domestic Mail Only .

m

O F FICIAL USE
r-'I CertifiedMallFee

:xtraBervices& Feesp,eckbox,aid100asoppmpiath)

tw :. ) 8 Postmark
OdernedMadRestdoledDohery $ - Here -

Tr a a OAdunBignaWroRatd $
OAdult onatwoRestdotedDelivery9

ru lru
TotalPostageand

Fees- - -

sentro : Lizer Josefovic
a-- 53 Mariner Way -

Monsey, New York 10952-1248 L...

SENDER: COMPLETETHIS SECTION

. M Prir)t you narÑi and a dress r the reverse Agent

so that tive can return the card to.you. . .. . .. O Addressee

Attach this card to the back of the mallplece, Rec‡ed nte a C Date of pelively
. or on the front If space permits.

. Article Addressed to: . . .D. is delivery address differi nt from.Itehd? .0 ·Ýes
Lizer Josefovic If YES, enter delivery address below: ) No

53 Mariper Way .

Monsey, New York 10952-1248

11111111111II II I

O AdditSigriatre - . . O Registered.MaI
ÄdultSignatureR.estrictedDelivery O R lateredMailRestdüted
CertiflédMall® Del ery 2.

5¶0 $10LO0 b a 0720 c å®ª.."o
® ® *

2. Article Nürnberfransferflorrisõrvicelabel)_x. .. ectõn ery.ResthetedDevery t
an

7019 1120 O000 5118 3636 nestret-fo•n=r d

PS Form 3811 April 2015 ésN 7530-02-000-9053 Dornestic R urn Fieceipt
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U.S. Postal
Service™

CERTlFIED MAIL® RECElPT
Domestic Mail Only

c o O F F I CIAL U SE
CertifiedMallFee

.xtraServices&Peen(chec}rbow,ackifeeasapproPfs!0)
RetumRacelptOWutfoopy) $
RetWnReceipt(electronto) $ Postmark .

O O OOerHedManRostrletedDonan $ . Here
O AdultBignatureRequlted $

AdultS%nauseRostrlotedDelivey$

Michelman & Robinson, LLP .

800 Third Ave.,
24* F1

New York, NY 10022

Attn: John Giardino, Esq. ......

. Alex Barnett-Howell, Bsq.

11 Print your name and addre s on the reverse .Agent

so that we can return the ca-rd to. yoil. O Addressee

n Attach this card to the back of the mailplece, EL Received by (PrintectName) C. Date

.or ori the front if space permits. .
. 1. Article e e_d-ton...__. ______ D. 13deliveryaddress different fro$n.itemj7 O Yes

. M1c elman & Robinson, LLP If YE8, enter delivery address bel6w: O No

800 Third Ave.,
24* F1

New York, NY 10022
Attn: lohn Giardino, Esq.

. Alex Barnett-Howell, Esq.

3. Service Type Q PrlorityMallExpresse.
0.Adult Signature O RegisteredMall™

AdultSunatureRest edDenvery D lateredMallRestricted
9590 9402 4956 9063 6209 78 oeim newneceiptfor t

. . O ColleotonDeRvery Mercliandise
Article Numbet{liansfer from service.lab eo .ort lveryRestrictedDelivey Co on™

7 DM 112O O O O O 5LL 8 3 b 6 7 a.moted Demy R®**a Pe y

s rorm 3811, July 2015 PSN 7630-02-000 9053 Domestlo Retum Receipt
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m Complete and 3, .
u Print your.nameand addressAn the reverse X

so that we can r$tum the card to you.
m Attach this cardto the back of the mallpIece,

B

or on the front if space permits.

efRob'hisõn, LLP YES, enter eavay ress

800 Third Ave.,
24* F1

New York,.NY 10022 .
Attn·

John Giardino, Esq. -

Alef Barnett-Howell, Esq.
. . . .. . .

flinlilllinll$lliallill -od.
9590 9402 4956 9063 6209 78

2. Mote wnet:mar9arkes.een ±dt._. ... 8088* ™

7019 Llit a 0000 5118 3b67 .' a a a•d o*•y . Rummd D my

idril adTt J dÒ¼ PElT5SO ti'00Í905 DomesUoRetum.Recetpt
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U.S.
PÓstaiService™

CERTIFIED MAIL® RECElPT

i.rp Domestic MailOnly

O F FICIAL USE
CertifiedMallFoo

ExtraServices& f·ees(checkhay,eddfeeenappropdate)
O 0 ReturnRocopt(herdcopy) $
O O O RaturnRacetpt(electmnto) $ Postmark

O C Ocerned ManRestrictedDelivery$ Here
O O OAdultelenatmeneq±ed

AdultBfgnotwoRestrictedDelvety$
Postage

Windels Marx Lane & Mittendorf, LLP
°¹ °l 156 West 56tit Street

¤ ! r New York, New York 10019

Attn: Michele Arbeeny, Esq.

Robert Malatak, Esq. . .

a Complete Items 1, 2, and 3. . A Signature

. .m Print yoitr name and address on the reverse . 0 Agent

so that we oan return the card to you. . . . Addressee

. M Attach this card to the back of the mallpleoe, B. Meceived by (Printed Name) C. Date of Delivery
or on the front If space permits. .

-L.Aßi. .Miessed. to: .D. Is deliveryaddress different frdm ltern 17 O Yes
Win e 8 Marx Lane & lifìttend rT, LT If YES, enter delivery address below: O No

. 156 West 56th

New York, New York 10019 . I
Attn: Michele Arbeeny, Esq.

Robert Malatak, Esq.

O AdultSignattre O RegisteredMall
AdultSigriefurieReaWotedDenvery 0 MallRestricted

9590 9402 4956 9063 6209 61 'de‡nesetoted Devay et soelptfor
a conectenoeury

Artl9 a MackgrGaudg-tonneatyl label). . a col n eilveryRestrictedDolivery O Sig tureCo fi t

7019 112 O O000 5118 3650 0 amnestrbtedoeirvay nawat•dcavay
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U.S. Postal Service™

m m CERTIFIED MAIL®
RECEIPT

Domestic Mail Only . . .

OFFICIAL U_RE
XtreServloes&Feea(chackDox,addtooasappmprkde)

-
RetumRecolplanicopy)
RetumReco5t(oloolmnIo) $

PostmarkCertilledMa5RostffotedOctivey S Heren O Dade sleetumRequime s
Adult8%natmoRosidotedDdvmy8

Postage

r-i 1btelPostageandFees

Metropolhan Commercial Batik
sweeiri 99 Park Avenue, 4th floor

New York, New York 10016

!

m Complete Items 1 , ar d 3. A. Signattse .

Print your name and address on the reverse X
. O Agent

so that we can return the card to you. . O Addressee

p Attach this.card to the pack of the rna0pfece B. Received by (Printed Name) O. Data of DelNery
or on the front If space permits.

1.Atticleaddiessed.to:.__.. _ __..¬_....--- ----- liveryaddress different from item f? ¤ Yes
Metropolitai1 Commerctal Bank If YES, enter deNveryaddress below: O No

99 Park Avenue, 4th floor

New York, New York 10016

a Adultsignature . . O RegsteredMallm
ItSignatureRestrlotedDenvery D enxiMaRRestrtoted

9690 94Ö2 4956 9063 6209 85 .

acaeaonoew «±ame
2. Artfole Number (thrnsfer_fro ejahej__.....___ eliveryRestr!otedDelivery can

7019 1120 0000 5118 36 4 3 a anaestrictedDetNay Reshed D my

S Form 38H, July 2015 PSN 7530-02-000-9053 Domestio Retum Receipt
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A S AW W T 0
O WENGARTENWISE CAD.114675706NVSXl3600

LAN 10601 BILLSENDER

TO LIZER JOSEFOVIC

53 MARINER WAY

6ONSEY NY 10952

PO CEPT

lll1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

THU - 10 JUN 12:00P

2802 0945 3673
PRI0RITY 0VERNIGHT

10952

EH PSBA .us SWF
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Marisa Warshaw

From: TrackingUpdates@fedex.com

Sent: Thursday, June 10, 2021 11:53 AM
To: Marisa Warshaw

Subject: [EXTERNAL] FedEx Shipment 280209453673: Your package has been delivered

5

Hi. Your package was

delivered Thu, 06/10/2021 at

11:51am.

Delivered to 53 MARINER WAY, Monsey, NY 10952

OBTAIN PROOF OF DELIVERY

TRACKING NUMBER 280209453673

FROM DelBello Donnellan Weingarten Wise

1 N Lexington Ave

White Plains, NY, US, 10601

TO Lizer Josefovic

53 Mariner Way

Monsey, NY, US, 10952

1
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REFERENCE 0181960-001

SHIPPER REFERENCE 0181960-001

SHIP DATE Wed 6/09/2021 06:19 PM

DELIVERED TO Residence

PACKAGING TYPE FedEx EñvsIGpe

ORIGIN White Plains, NY, US, 10601

DESTINATION Monsey, NY, US, 10952

SPECIAL HANDLING Deliver Weekday

Residential Delivery

NUMBER OF PIECES 1

TOTAL SHIPMENT WEIGHT 0.50 LB

SERVICE TYPE FedEx Priority Overnight

Download the

FedEx®
Mobile app

Get the flexibility you need to create

Shipments and request to customize

your deliveries through the app.

LEARN MORE

FOLLOW FEDEX

2
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[a Please do not respond to this message. This email was sent from an unattended mailbox.

This report was generated at approximats!y 10:52 AM CDT 06/10/2021.

All weights are estimated.

To track the latest status of your shipment, click on the trackiñg number above.

Standard transit is the date and time the package is scheduled to be delivered by, based on the

selected service, destination and ship date. Limitatioñs and exceptions may apply. Please see

the FedEx Service Guide for terms and conditions of service, including the FedEx Money-Back

Guarantee, or contact your FedEx Customer Support representative.

© 2021 Federal Express Carporation. The content of this massaga is protected by copyright and

trademark laws under U.S. and international law. Review our privacy policy. AII rights reserved.

Thank you for your business.

Total Control Panel iggji_n,

To: marisâfgddw-!ew.com Message Score: 1 High (60): Pass

From: My Spam Blocking Level: High Medium (75): Pass
prvs=1795a8b798=bounce@nds_fedar com Low (90); Pass

BJqgh this sender

Block nds.fedex.com

This message was delivered bécâuse the content ñlter score did not exceed your filter level.
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Marisa Warshaw

From: TrackingUpdates@fedex.com

Sent: Thursday, June 10, 2021 10:00 AM
To: Marisa Warshaw

Subject: [EXTERNAL] FedEx Shipraent 280209674508: Your package has been delivered

Hi. Your package was

delivered Thu, 06/10/2021 at

9:58am.

Delivered to 99 PARK, New York, NY 10016

Received by L.RIVERA

OBTAIN PROOF OF DELIVERY

TRACKING NUMBER 280209674508

FROM DelBello Donnellan Weingarten Wise

1 N Lexington Ave

White Plains, NY, US, 10601

TO Metropolitan Commercial Bank

99 Park Avenue

1
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4th Floor

New York, NY, US, 10016

REFERENCE 0181960-001

SHIPPER REFERENCE 0181960-001

SHIP DATE Wed 6/09/2021 06:19 PM

DELIVERED TO Receptionist/Front Desk

PACKAGING TYPE FedEx Envelope

ORIGIN White Plains, NY, US, 10601

DESTINATION New York, NY, US, 10016

SPECIAL HANDLING Deliver Weekday

NUMBER OF PIECES 1

TOTAL SHIPMENT WEIGHT 0.50 LB

SERVICE TYPE FedEx Priority Overnight

Download the

FedEx®
Mobile app

Get the flexibility you need to create

shipments and request to customize

your deliveries through the app.

LEARN MORE

FOLLOW FEDEX

2
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Please do not respond to this message. This email was sent from an unattsñded mai|box.

This report was generated at approximately 9:00 AM CDT 06/10/2021.

All weights are estimated.

To track the latest status of your shipment, click on the tracking number above.

Standard transit is the date and time the package is scheduled to be delivered by, based on the

selected service, dsstination and ship date. Limitatiûns and exceptions may apply. Please see

the FedEx Service Guide for terms and conditions of service, including the FedEx Mcñêy-Back

Guarantee, or contact your FedEx Customer Support repressñtative.

© 2021 Federal Express Corporation. The contêñt of this message is protected by copyright and

trademark laws under U.S. and international law. Review our Drivacv Dolicy. All rights reserved.

Thank you for your business.

Total Control Panel jagin

To: marisa@ddw-law.com Messagê Score: 1 High (60): Pass

From: My Spam Blocking Level: High Medium (75): Pass
prvs=67955bbca7=bounce@nds.fedex.com Low (90): Pass

Blog|s this sender

BJlog|£ nds.fedex.com

This messege was delivered becc:-=55 the content filter score did not exceed your HIter level.
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Marisa Warshaw

From: TrackingUpdates@fedex.com

Sent: Thursday, June 10, 2021 10:08 AM
To: Marisa Warshaw

Subject: [EXTERNAL] FedEx Shipment 280209818363: Your package has been delivered

Hi. Your package was

delivered Thu, 06/10/2021 at

10:05am.

Delivered to 156 W 56TH ST, NEW YORK, NY 10019

Received by S.KENNY

OBTAIN PROOF OF DELIVERY

TRACKING NUMBER 280209818363

FROM DelBello Donnellan Weingarten Wise

1 N Lexington Ave

White Plains, NY, US, 10601

TO Windels Marx Lane & Mittendorf LLP

Robert Malatak, Esq.

1
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156 W 56TH ST

NEW YORK, NY, US, 10019

REFERENCE 0181960-001

SHIPPER REFERENCE 0181960-001

SHIP DATE Wed 6/09/2021 06:19 PM

DELIVERED TO Shipping/Receiving

PACKAGING TYPE FedEx Envelope

ORIGIN White Plains, NY, US, 10601

DESTINATION NEW YORK, NY, US, 10019

SPECIAL HANDLING Deliver Weekday

NUMBER OF PIECES 1

TOTAL SHIPMENT WEIGHT 0.50 LB

SERVICE TYPE FedEx Priority Overnight

Download the

FedEx®
Mobile app

Get the flexib!!ity you need to create

shipments and request to Customize

your deliverieS through the app.

__

LEARN MORE

FOLLOW FEDEX

2
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Q,Piease do not respond to this message. This email was sent from an unattêñdêd mailbox.

This report was generated at approximately 9:07 AM CDT 06/10/2021.

All weights are estimated.

To track the latest status of your shipment, click on the tracking number above.

Stañdard transit is the date and time the package is scheduled to be dê|ivêrsd by, based on the

selected service, destinaticñ and ship date. Limitations and exceptions may apply. Please see

the FedEx Service Guide for terms and conditions of service, including the FedEx Money-Back

Guarantee, or contact your FedEx Customer Support iêprõ5õñtative.

© 2021 Federal Express Corporation. The content of this message is pictscted by copyright and

tradêmark laws under U.S. and international law. Review our privacy policy. All rights reserved.

Thank you for your business.

Total Control Panel Lp_gin

To: mar;sa‡.d_d-w-law.com Message Score: 1 High (60): Pass

From: My Spam Blocking Level: High Medium (75): Pass
prvs=7795f31233=bounce@nds.fedex.com Low (90): Pass

Block this sender

_B_!qcknds.fedex.com

This message was delivered t ü÷÷ the content tilter score did not exceed your ñlter level.
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Marisa Warshaw

From: TrackingUpdates@fedex.com

Sent: Thursday, June 10, 2021 9:16 AM
To: Marisa Warshaw

Subject: [EXTERNAL] FedEx Shipment 280210091931: Your package has been delivered

Hi. Your package was

delivered Thu, 06/10/2021 at

9:12am.

Delivered to 8003RD AVE, New York, NY 10022

OBTAIN PROOF OF DELIVERY

TRACKING NUMBER 280210091931

FROM DelBello Donnellan Weingarten Wise

1 N Lexington Ave

White Plains, NY, US, 10601

TO Michelman & Robinson LLP

John Giardino, Esq.

800 Third Avenue

1
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24th Floor

New York, NY, US, 10022

REFERENCE 0181960-001

SHIPPER REFERENCE 0181960-001

SHIP DATE Wed 6/09/2021 06:19 PM

PACKAGING TYPE FedEx Envelope

ORIGIN White Plains, NY, US, 10601

DESTINATION New York, NY, US, 10022

SPECIAL HANDLING Deliver Weekday

NUMBER OF PIECES 1

TOTAL SHIPMENT WEIGHT 0.50 LB

SERVICE TYPE FedEx Priority Ov6riiiglit

Download the

FedEx®
Mobile app

Get the flexibility you need to create

shipments and request to customize

your deliveries through the app.

LEARN MORE

FOLLOW FEDEX

2
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Please do not respond to this message. This email was sent from an üñattended mailbox.

This report was generated at approximately 8:15 AM CDT 06/10/2021.

All weights are estimated.

To track the latest status of your shipment, click on the tracking number above.

Standard transit is the date and time the package is scheduled to be delivered by, based on the

selected service, destinaticñ and ship date. Limitations and exceptions may apply. Please see

the FedEx Service Guide for terms and canditicr:s of service, including the FedEx Mcñéy-Back

Güarantee, or contact your FedEx Customer Support represéñtative.

© 2021 Federal Express COrporation. The content of this message is protected by copyright and

trademark laws under U.S. and international law. Review our privacy Dolicy. All rights reserved.

Thank you for your business.

Total Control Panel Loain

To: madea ddw-law.com Message Score: 1 High (60): Pass

From: My Spam Blocking Level: High Medium (75): Pass
prvs=57954c79dc=bounce r:ds.fedex.com Low (90): Pass

B.]ggh this sender

Block nds.fedex.com

This message was delivered because the content Siter score did not exceed your ñIter level.
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Exhibit Y  

To Donnellan Aff. 
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER

___---..----------------------------------------------------X

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I LLC,

Index No. 60278/2020

Plaintiff(s),

-against-

HBL SNF, LLC, et al.,

AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE

Defendant(s),
----------------------------------- -------------------x

STATE OF NEW YORK )
)ss.:

COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER )

I, Angela Terilli, being duly sworn, depose and say that:

I am a paralegal at the firm of Abrams, Fensterman, Fensterman, Eisman, Formato, Ferrara,
Wolf & Carone, LLP, located at 81 Main Street, White Plains, New York 10601; I am over the age

of 18 years; I am not a party to this action; and

That on June 11, 2021, I served the within Letter regarding PUBLIC AUCTION OF
MAJORITY MEMBERSHIP IN OPERATOR OF WATERVIEW HILLS REHABILITATION
AND NURSING CENTER LOCATED AT PURDYS, NEW YORK and NOTICE OF SECURED
PARTY PUBLIC AUCTION, by depositing a true copy thereof enclosed in a first class, post-paid

wrapper in an official depository under the exclusive care and custody of the United States Postal

Service within the State of New York to each of the following persons at the last known address

set forth after each name, as seen on Exhibit 1.

Sworn to me this Angela e lli
le'

of June, 2021

Notary Public

Chelsea Refyea
Notary Public, State of New York

No. 01RE6331806
Qualified in Dutchess County

My Commission Expires October19,20
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Exhibit 1
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UE1EELLO DONNELLAN WEINGARTEN

WISE&WIEDERKEHR, LLP
Alfred E. Donnellan COUNSELLORS AT LAW

9 4 681-0200 THE GATEWAY BUILDING o o
as

aed@ddw-law.com ONE NORTH LEXINGTON AVENUE

WHITE PLAINS, NEW YORK 10601

(914) 681-0200
FACSIMILE (914) 684-0288

June 10, 2021

RE: PUBLIC AUCTION OF MAJORITY MEMBERSHIP IN OPERATOR OF
WATERVIEW HILLS REHABILITATION AND NURSING CENTER
LOCATED AT PURDYS, NEW YORK

Dear Nursing Home Operator:

We write to notify you of the public auction that will take place on July 1, 2021, at 10:00

a.m. EST, of all right, title and interest of Lizer Josefovic ("Josefovic") who is believed to have a

majority membership interest equal to seventy-one percent (71%) of the total membership
interests in WATERVIEW ACQUISITION I, LLC, a limited liability company that in turn is

believed to operate a 130-bed skilled nursing home facility known as "Waterview Hills

Rehabilitation and Nursing
Center"

located at Box 257, Old Route 22, Purdys, New York 10578.

The auction will take place as further described in the Notice of Secured Party Public

Auction, a copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit A. For interested parties, a Terms of Sale

sheet with details of the auction process and the requirements to qualify as bidder is available

upon request to the undersigned: Alfred E. Donnellan, Esq., DelBello Donnellan Weingarten

Wise & Wiederkehr, LLP, One North Lexington Ave., White Plains, New York 10601, phone:

914-681-0200, e-mail: aed@ddw-law.com.

Sincerely,

/s/ Alfred E. Dh
ALFRED E. DONNELLAN
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EXHIBIT A
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NOTICE OF SECURED

PARTY PUBLIC AUCTION

OF 71% OF THE
MEMBERSHIP INTERESTS

IN

WATERVIEW ACQUISITION I, LLC

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that White Plains Health Care

Properties, LLC ("Secured Party") will offer for sale at public auction

the following property:

all right, title and interest of Lizer Josefovic

("Josefovic") as a member in WATERVIEW
ACQUISITION I, LLC, as such Collateral is

described in that certain Collateral

Assignment and Pledge of Membership
Interest and Security Agreement, dated

August 11, 2017, made by and between Lizer

Josefovic and Howard Fensterman, as

nominee for White Plains Health Care

Properties, LLC, as such agreement may
have been further amended or modified from

time to time

It is the understanding and belief of the Secured Party, but without any

warranty or representation by the Secured Party as to accuracy or

completeness that the Collateral consists of 71% of all rights, title and

interest of Josefovic as a member in Waterview Acquisition I, LLC.

The public auction will take place on July 1, 2021 starting at 10:00

a.m. Eastern Daylight Time (New York) at the at the law offices of

DelBello Donnellan Weingarten Wise & Wiederkehr, LLP, One

North Lexington Ave., White Plains, New York 10601, phone: 914-

681-0200. All interested prospective purchasers are invited to

become Qualified Bidders. Only Qualified Bidders and their duly
appointed agents and representatives will be permitted to attend the

public auction. The terms of sale may be obtained by contacting the

person named below.

Dated: June 10, 2021

Alfred E Donnellan

DelBello Donnellan Weingarten Wise

& Wiederkehr, LLP

One North Lexington Ave.

White Plains, NY 10601

Phone: 914-681-0200

e-mail: aed@ddw-law.com
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OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
OPERATOR: Aaron Manor Rehab!!!tatiori and Nursing Absolut Center for Nursing and

A Holly Patterson Extended Care Facility Center Rehabilitatica at Allegany, LLC
875 Jerusalem Avenue 100 St. Camillus Way 2178 North Fifth Street
Uniondale, NY 11553 Fairport, NY 14450 Allegany, NY 14706

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Absolut Center for Nursing and Abse!ut Center for Nursing and Absolut Center for Nursing and

Rehabilitation at Aurora Park, LLC Rehab|:itation at Endicott, LLC Rehsh"!MUon at Gasport, LLC
292 Main Street 301 Nantucket Drive 4540 Lincoln Drive

East Aurora, NY 14052 Endicott, NY 13760 Gasport, NY 14067

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Abso!ut Center for Nursing and Absolut Center for Nursing and Acadia Center for Nursing and

Rahabi|itation at Three Rivers, LLC Rehab!!!½t!en at Westfield, LLC Rehabilitation
101 Creekside Drive 26 Cass Street 1146 Woodcrest Avenue

Painted Post, NY 14870 Westfield, NY 14787 Riverhead, NY 11901

OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
OPERATOR: Adira at Riverside Rehabilitaticñ and Affinity Skilled Living and Rehab!!!MUon

Achieve Rehab and Nursing Facility Nursing Center
170 Lake Street 120 Odell Ave 305 Locust Avenue

Liberty, NY 12754 Yonkers, NY 10701 Oakdale, NY 11769

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
AIIce Hyde Medical Center Alpine Rehehmwan and Nursing Center Amsterdam Nursing Home Corp (1992)

45 Sixth Street 755 East Monroe Street 1060 Amsterdam Avenue
Malone, NY 12953 Little Falls, NY 13365 New York, NY 10025

OPERATOR:
OPERATOR: OPERATOR: Atrium Center for Rehab!!!tation and

Andrus On Hudson Apex Rehabilitation & Care Center Nursing
185 Old Broadway 78 Birchwood Drive 630 E 104th Street

Hastings-On-hudson, NY 10706 Huntington Station, NY 11746 Brooklyn, NY 11236

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Auburn Rehabi!!tatiõn & Nursing Center Aurelia Osborn Fox Memorial Hospital Autumn View Health Care Facility, LLC

85 Thomton Avenue One Norton Avenue S 4650 Southwestern Blvd
Auburn, NY 13021 Oneonta, NY 13820 Hamburg, NY 14075

OPERATOR:
OPERATOR: OPERATOR: Baptist Health Nursing and Rehabilitation

Avon Nursing Home, LLC Bainbridge Nursing & Rehat!!!tstien Center Center
215 Clinton Street 3518 Bainbridge Avenue 297 North Ballston Avenue
Avon, NY 14414 Bronx, NY 10467 Scotia, NY 12302

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Bayberry Nursing Home Beach Gardens Rehab and Nursing Center Beach Terrace Care Center

40 Keogh Lane 17-11 Brookhaven Avenue 640 West Broadway
New Rochelle, NY 10805 Far Rockaway, NY 11691 Long Beach, NY 11561

OPERATOR:
OPERATOR: Beechtree Center for Rehab!!!tetion and

OPERATOR: Bedford Center for Nursing and Nursing
Beacon Rehabilitation and Nursing Center Rahabilitation 318 South Albany Street

140 Beach 113th Street 40 Heyward Street Ithaca, NY 14850
Rockaway Park, NY 11694 Brooklyn, NY 11249
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OPERATOR:
OPERATOR: OPERATOR: Bellhaven Center for Rehabilitation and

Beechwood Homes Belair Care Center inc Nursing Care
2235 Millersport Highway 2478 Jerusalem Ave 110 Beaver Dam Road

Getzville, NY 14068 No Bellmore, NY 11710 Brookhaven, NY 11719

OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Bensonburst Center for Rehab!!!tat!en and OPERATOR: Beth Abraham Center for RehesmteMe anc

Healthcare Berkshire Nursing & Rehabilitation Center Nursing
1740 84th Street 10 Berkshire Road 612 Allerton Avenue

Brooklyn, NY 11214 W Babylon, NY 11704 Bronx, NY 10467

OPERATOR:
OPERATOR: Bethany Nursing Home & Health Related OPERATOR:

Bethany Gardens Skilled Living Center Pacility Inc Bethel Nursing & Rehabilitation Center
800 West Chestnut Street 3005 Watkins Road 67 Springvale Road

Rome, NY 13440 Horseheads, NY 14845 Croton-On-hudson, NY 10520

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Bethel Nursing Home Company Inc Betsy Ross Reheb!!!tetion Center, Inc Bezalel Rehabilitation and Nursing Center

17 Narragansett Avenue 1 Elsie Street 29-38 Far Rockaway Blvd
Ossining, NY 10562 Rome, NY 13440 Far Rockaway, NY 11691

OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
OPERATOR: Boro Park Center for Rehabilitation and Briarcliff Manor Center for Rehabilitation

Bishop Rehabilitation and Nursing Center Hee!thcare and Nursing Care
918 James Street 4915 10th Ave 620 Sleepy Hollow Road

Syracuse, NY 13203 Brooklyn, NY 11219 Briarcliff Manor. NY 10510

OPERATOR:
OPERATOR: Bridgawatar Center for Rehab!!!tetion & OPERATOR:

Bridge View Nursing Home Nursing, LLC Brighton Manor
143-10 20th Ave 159-163 Front Street 989 Blossom Road

Whitestone, NY 11357 Binghamton, NY 13905 Rochester, NY 14610

OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Bronx Center for Rehahm+anan & Health Bronx Gardens Rêhab!!!tat!en and Nursing OPERATOR:

Care Center Bronx Park Rehebili+etion & Nursing Center
1010 Underhill Ave 2175 Quarry Rd 3845 Carpenter Ave
Bronx, NY 10472 Bronx, NY 10457 Bronx, NY 10467

OPERATOR:
OPERATOR: OPERATOR: Brackhaveñ Rehab!!!tation & Health Care

Bronxcare Special Care Center Drackhaven Health Care Facility, LLC Center LLC
1265 Fulton Avenue 801 Gazzola Blvd 250 Beach 17th Street

Bronx, NY 10456 Patchogue, NY 11772 Far Rockaway, NY 11691

OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Sissk:ÿñ Center for Rehab!!!tat!en and Brooklyn Gardens Nursing & Rehsb!!|t;‡|as OPERATOR:

Recidentia; Health Care Center Brooklyn United Methodist Church Home
170 Buffalo Avenue 835 Herkimer Street 1485 Dumont Avenue
Brooklyn, NY 11213 Brooklyn, NY 11233 Brooklyn, NY 11208

OPERATOR:
OPERATOR: OPERATOR: Brothers of Mercy Nursing & Rehab!!!tet!on

Bracklyñ-Queens Nursing Home Brookside Multicare Nursing Center Center
2749 Linden Blvd 7 Route 25a 10570 Bergtold Road

Brooklyn, NY 11208 Smithtown, NY 11787 Clarence, NY 14031
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OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Buena Vida Rshabilitatiün and Nursing Buffalo Center for Rehabilitation and OPERATOR:

Center Nursing Buffalo Community Healthcare Center

48 Cedar Street 1014 Delaware Ave 1205 Delaware Avenue

Brooklyn, NY 11221 Buffalo, NY 14209 Buffalo, NY 14209

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Bushwick Center for Rehab:::tation and Campbell Hall Rehab!!!tation Center Inc Canterbury Woods

Health Care 23 Kleman Rd 725 Renaissance Drive
50 Sheffield Avenue Campbell Hall, NY 10916 Williamsville, NY 14221
Brooklyn, NY 11207

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Capstone Center for RehabiH+=+ian and Carillon Nursing and Rehabi!!tetion Caring Family Nursing and

Nursing Center Rehabilitation Center
302 Swart Hill Road 830 Park Avenue 22-41 New Haven Avenue

Amsterdam, NY 12010 Huntingica, NY 11743 Far Rockaway, NY 11691

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Carmel Richmond Healthcare and Carthage Center for Reheb!!!tet!on and Casa Promesa

Rehabilitation Center Nursing 308 East 175 Street
88 Old Town Road 1045 West Street Bronx, NY 10457

Staten Island, NY 10304 Carthage, NY 13619

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Caton Park Rehab!!!tation and Nursing Catskill Regional Medical Center Cayuga Nursing and Rehabi!!tetian

Center, LLC 68 Bushville Road, P.o. Box 515 Center
1312 Caton Avenue Harris, NY 12742 1229 Trumansburg Road

Brooklyn, NY 11226 lthaca, NY 14850

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Cedar Manor Nursing & Rehab!!!tation Central island Healthcare Central Park Rehabilitatian and

Center 825 Old Country Rd Nursing Center
Cedar Lane, P.o. Box 928 Plainview, NY 11803 116 Martin Luther King East

Ossining, NY 10562 Syracuse, NY 13205

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Champ!a!n Valley Physicians Hospita! Chapin Home for the Aging Charles T Sitrin Health Care Center Inc

Medical Center SNF 165-01 Chapin Parkway 2050 Tilden Avenue
75 Beekman Street Jamaica, NY 11432 New Hartford, NY 13413

Plattsburg, NY 12901

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Chasêhealth Rehab and Residential Chauteuqua Nursing and Rehab!!!tatiün Chamüñg County Health Center-

Care Center Nursing Facility
One Terrace Heights, P,o. Box 250 10836 Temple Road 103 Washington Street

New Berlin, NY 13411 Dunkirk, NY 14048 Elmira, NY 14901

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR: .

Chsñ£ñgo Memorial Hospite! Inc SNF Chestnut Park Rehab!!!tation and Church Home of the Protestant

179 North Broad Street Nursing Center Episcopal Church

Norwich, NY 13815 330 Chestnut Street 505 Mt Hope Avenue

Oneonta, NY 13820 Rochester, NY 14620

OPERATOR:
Cliffside Rehabilitation & Residential OPERATOR: OPERATOR:

Health Care Center Clifton Springs Hospital and Clinic Clinton County Nursing Home
119-19 Graham Court Extended Care 16 Flynn Avenue

Flushing, NY 11354 2 Coulter Road Plattsburgh, NY 12901
Clifton Springs, NY 14432
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OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Clove Lakes Health Care and OPERATOR: Cold Spring Hills Center for Nursing

Rehabilitatica Center, Inc Cobble Hill Health Center, Inc and Rehabilitation
25 Fanning Street 380 Henry Street 378 Syosset-Woodbury Road

Staten Island, NY 10314 Brooklyn, NY 11201 Woodbury, NY 11797

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Coler Rehabilitation and Nursing Care Co!enle! Park Rehabilitation and Comprshsñsive Rehabi!itation and

Center Nursing Center Nursing Center at Williamsville
900 Main Street 950 Floyd Avenue 147 Reist Street

Roosevelt island, NY 10044 Rome, NY 13440 Williamsville, NY 14221

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Concord Nursing and Rehabi:!tat!en Cañccurse Rehabilitation and Nursing Conesus Lake Nursing Home

Center Center, inc 6131 Big Tree Road, Box F
300 Madison Street 1072 Grand Concourse Livonia, NY 14487
Brooklyn, NY 11216 Bronx, NY 10456

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Cooperstown Center for Rehab!!!tation Corning Center for Rehabi||tatica and Cortland Park Rehab!!!tet!on and

and Nursing Healthcare Nursing Center
128 Phoenix Mills Cross Road 205 East First Street 193 Clinton Avenue

Cooperstown, NY 13326 Corning, NY 14830 Cortland, NY 13045

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:

Cortlandt Healthcare Creekview Nursing and Rehab Center Crest Manor Living and Rehabi!!tation

110 Oregon Road 525 Beahan Road Center

Peekskill, NY 10566 Rochester, NY 14624 6745 Pittsford-Palmyra Road

Fairport, NY 14450

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:

Crouse Community Center Inc Crown Heights Center for Nursing and Crown Park Rehabilitation and Nursing
101 South Street Rehabilitation Center

Morrisville, NY 13408 810-20 St Marks Avenue 28 Kellogg Road
Brooklyn, NY 11213 Cortland, NY 13045

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Cuba Memorial Hospite! Inc SNF Cypress Garden Center for Nursing Daleview Care Center

140 West Main Street and Rehabilitation 574 Fulton Street
Cuba, NY 14727 139-62 35th Avenue Farmingdale, NY 11735

Flushing, NY 11354

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:

Daughters of Sarah Nursing Center Degraff Memorial Hospite!-Skilled Delhi Rehab!!Itation and Nursing
180 Washington Avenue Extension Nursing Facility Center

Albany, NY 12203 445 Tremont Street 41861 State Route 10
North Tonawanda, NY 14120 Delhi, NY 13753

OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Delmar Center for Rahab!!!t±tion and Diamond Hili Nursing and OPERATOR:

Nursing Rehabliltation Center Ditmas Park Care Center .

125 Rockefeller Road 100 New Turnpike Road 2107 Ditmas Avenue

Delmar, NY 12054 Troy, NY 12182 Brooklyn, NY 11226

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Downtown Brooklyn Nursing & DR Susan Smith Mck!nney Nursing and DRY Harbor Nursing Home

Rehabi:Itaticñ Center Rehabilitation Center 61-35 Dry Harbor Road
520 Prospect Place 594 Albany Avenue Middle Village, NY 11379
Brooklyn, NY 11238 Brooklyn, NY 11203
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OPERATOR:
Dumont Center for Rehabilitation and OPERATOR: OPERATOR:

Nursing Care Dunkirk Rehab!!!tation & Nursing Center East Haven Nurs'ñg & Rehabilitation Cente
676 Pelham Road 447-449 Lake Shore Drive West 2323-27 Eastchester Road

New Rochelle, NY 10805 Dunkirk, NY 14048 Bronx, NY 10469

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
East Neck Nursing & Rehsh"itaticñ East Side Nursing Home Eastchester Raheb!!!tation and Health

Center 62 Prospect St Care Center
134 Great East Neck Road Warsaw, NY 14569 2700 Eastchester Road

West Babylon, NY 11704 Bronx, NY 10469

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Eddy Heritage House Nursing and Eddy Memorial Geriatric Center Eddy Village Green

Rehabilitation Center 2256 Burdett Avenue 421 W Columbia Street
2920 Tibbits Avenue Troy, NY 12180 Cohoes, NY 12047

Troy, NY 12180

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:

Eddy Village Green at Bavarwyck Eden Rêhab!!!tation & Nursing Center Edna Tina Wilson Living Center
40 Autumn Drive 2806 George Street 700 Island Cottage Road

Slingerlands, NY 12159 Eden, NY 14057 Rochester, NY 14612

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Eger Health Care and Rehabilitation Elcor Nursing and Rehab!!!tation Elderwcod at Amherst

Center Center 4459 Bailey Ave
140 Meisner Avenue 48 Colonial Drive Amherst, NY 14226

Staten Island, NY 10306 Horseheads, NY 14845

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Elderwood at Cheektowage Elderwcad at Grand Island Elderwood at Hamburg

225 Bennett Road 2850 Grand Island Blvd 5775 Maelou Drive

Cheektowaga, NY 14227 Grand Island, NY 14072 Hamburg, NY 14075

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Elderwood at Hornell Elderwood at Lancaster Elderwood at Liverpool

One Bethesda Drive 1818 Como Park Blvd 4800 Bear Road

N Hornell, NY 14843 Lancaster, NY 14086 Liverpool, NY 13088

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Elderwood at Lockpe't Elderwood at North Creek Eldarwood at Ticonderoga

104 Old Niagara Road 112 Ski Bowl Road 101 Adirondack Drive

Lockport, NY 14094 North Creek, NY 12853 Ticonderoga, NY 12883

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Elderwood at Waverly Elderwood at Wheatfield Elderwood at Williamsville

37 North Chemung Street 2600 Niagara Falls Boulevard 200 Bassett Road

Waverly, NY 14892 Niagara Falls, NY 14304 Williamsville, NY 14221

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:

Elderwood of Lakeside at Breckport Elderwood of UIhlein at Lake Placid Eldarwcad of UIhlein at Lake Placid
170 West Avenue 185 Old Military Road 185 Old Military Road

Brockport, NY 14420 Lake Placid, NY 12948 Lake Placid, NY 12946
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OPERATOR:
OPERATOR: OPERATOR: Ellicott Center for Rehabilitation and

Elizabeth Church Manor Nursing Home EIIzabeth Seton Children's Center Nursing
863 Front Street 300 Corporate Boulevard South 200 Seventh Street

Binghamton, NY 13905 Yonkers, NY 10701 Buffalo, NY 14201

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Ellis Residential & Rehab!!!tat!en Elm Manor Nursing and Rêhabilitation Elmhurst Care Center, Inc

Center Center 100-17 23 Avenue
600 Mcclellan Street 210 N Main Street East Elmhurst, NY 11369

Schenectady, NY 12304 Canandaigua, NY 14424

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Emerge Nursing and Rehab!!!tation at EPIC Rehab!!!tation and Nursing at Essex Center for Rehab!!!tation and

Glen Cove White Plains Healthcare
2 Medical Plaza 120 Church Street 81 Park Street

Glen Cove, NY 11542 White Plains, NY 10601 Elizabethtown, NY 12932

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Evergreen Commons Rehabilitaticñ Excel at Woot'bmy for Rehab!!!tetion Fairport Baptist Homes

and Nursing Center and Nursing, LLC 4646 Nine Mile Point Road
1070 Luther Road 8533 Jericho Tpke Fairport, NY 14450

East Greenbush, NY 12061 Woodbury, NY 11797

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Fairview Nursing Care Center inc Far Rockaway Center for RehmhHMe"^"

Fasny riraman's Home
69-70 Grand Central Parkway and Nursing 125 Harry-Howard Avenue

Forest Hills, NY 11376 13-11 Virgina St Hudson, NY 12534
Far Rockaway, NY 11891

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:

Father Baker Manor Ferncilff Nursing Home Co Inc Fiddlers Green Manor Rehabilitation

6400 Powers Road 21 Ferncliff Dr and Nursing Center

Orchard Park, NY 14127 Rhinebeck, NY 12572 168 West Main Street

Springville, NY 14141

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:

Fieldston Lodge Care Center Finger Lakes Center for Living FishkIll Center for Rehab!!!tation and

666 Kappock Street 20 Park Avenue Nursing

Bronx, NY 10463 Auburn, NY 13021 22 Robert R. Kasin Way
Beacon, NY 12508

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:

F!ushing Hospital Medical Center Foltsbrook Center for Nursing and Fordham Nursing and Reheb!!!tsties

45th Avenue & Parsons Blvd Rehabilitation Center

Flushing, NY 11355 104 North Washington Street 2678 Kingsbridge Terrace

Herkimer, NY 13350 Bronx, NY 10463

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Fomst Hills Care Center Forest View Center for Rehabilitation & Fort Hudson Nursing Center, Inc.

71-44 Yellowstone Blvd Nursing 319 Upper Broadway
Forest Hills, NY 11375 71-20 110th Street Fort Edward, NY 12828

Forest Hills, NY 11375

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Fort Tryon Center for Rehabilitation Four Seasons Nursing and Fox Run at Orchard Park

and Nursing Rehabilitation Center One Fox Run Lane
801 W 190th St 1555 Rockaway Parkway Orchard Park, NY 14127

New York, NY 10040 Brooklyn, NY 11236
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OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Franklin Center for Reheb!!!±etion and Friedwald Center for Rehab!!!tation and Fulton Center for Rehab!!!tation and

Nursing Nursing, LLC Healthcare

142-27 Franklin Avenue 475 New Hempstead Road 847 Cohwy 122

Flushing, NY 11355 New City, NY 10956 Gloversville, NY 12078

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Fulton Commons Care Center Inc Garden Care Center Garden Gate Health Care Facility

60 Merrick Ave 135 Franklin Avenue 2365 Union Road
East Meadows, NY 11554 Franklin Square, NY 11010 Cheektowaga, NY 14227

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:

Ghent Rehab!!!tation & Nursing Center Glen Arden Inc Glen Cove Center for Nursing and

1 Whittier Way 214 Harriman Drive Rehabilitation

Ghent, NY 12075 Goshen, NY 10924 6 Medical Plaza
Glen Cove, NY 11542

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Glen Island Center for Nursing and Glendale Home-Schdy CNTY Dept Glengariff Rehab!!!têt!en and

Rehabilitation Social Services Healthcare Center
490 Pelham Road 59 Hetcheltown Road 141 Dosoris Lane

New Rochelle, NY 10805 Scotia, NY 12302 Glen Cove, NY 11542

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Glens Falls Center for Rehabi!!tation Gold Crest Care Center Golden Gate Rehabilitation & Health

and Nursing 2316 Bruner Avenue Care Center
152 Sherman Avenue Bronx, NY 10469 191 Bradley Ave

Glens Falls, NY 12801 Staten Island, NY 10314

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Golden Hill Nursing and Ruheb!!!tet!9ñ Good Samaritan Nursing and Good Shepherd Village at Endwell

Center Rehabilitation Care Center 14 Village Drive
99 Golden Hill Drive 101 Elm Street Endwell, NY 13760
Kingston, NY 12401 Sayville, NY 11782

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:

Good Shepherd-Fairvisw Home Inc Gowanda Repahm+ +!on & Nursing Grand Manor Nursing & Rehab!!!tation

80 Fairview Avenue Center Center

Binghamton, NY 13904 100 Miller Street 700 White Plains Road

Gowanda, NY 14070 Bronx, NY 10473

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Grandell Rehabilitation and Nursing Granville Center for Rehab!!!tet!on and Greene Meadows Nursing and

Center Nursing Rehabilitation Center
645 W Broadway 17 Madison Street 161 Jefferson Heights

Long Beach, NY 11561 Granville, NY 12832 Catskill, NY 12414

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Groton Cammüñity Health Care Center Grasñficid Health & Rehab Center Gurwin Jewish Nursing and

Residential Care Facility 5949 Broadway Rehabilitation Center
120 Sykes Street Lancaster, NY 14086 68 Hauppauge Road

Groton, NY 13073 Comrnack, NY 11725

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:

Guthrie Cortland Medical Center Hamilton Manor Nursing Home Hamiiten Park Nursing and

134 Homer Avenue 1172 Long Pond Road Rehabilitation Center

Cortland, NY 13045 Rochester, NY 14626 691 92 Street

Brooklyn, NY 11228
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OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Harlem Center for Nursing and Hamiltoñ Park Nursiñg and OPERATOR:

Rehabilitation Rehabilitation Center Harris Hill Nursing Facility, LLC

30 West 138th Street 691 92 Street 2699 Wehrle Drive

New York, NY 10037 Brooklyn, NY 11228 Williamsville, NY 14221

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Haven Manor Health Care Center,lic Haym Solomon Home for the Aged Habrew Home for the Aged at Riverdalc

1441 Gateway Boulevard 2340 Cropsey Avenue 5901 Palisade Avenue

Far Rockaway, NY 11691 Brooklyn, NY 11214 Bronx, NY 10471

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Helen Hayes Hospital Helen Hayes Hospital RHCF Hempstead Park Nursing Home

51 N Route 9w 51 N Route 9w 800 Front Street
West Haverstraw, NY 10993 West Haverstraw, NY 10993 Hempstead, NY 11550

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:

Henry J. Carter Skilled Nursing Facility Heritage Green Rehab & Skilled Heritage Park Rehab & Skilled Nursing
1752 Park Avenue Nursmg 150 Prather Avenue

New York, NY 10035 P.o. Box 400, Route 430 Jamestown, NY 14701
Greenhurst, NY 14742

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Heritags Village Rehab and Skilled Highbridge WGGdycrest Center Highfield Gardens Care Center of Greal

Nursing, Inc. 936 Woodycrest Avenue Neck
4570 Route 60 Bronx, NY 10452 199 Community Drive

Gerry, NY 14740 Great Neck, NY 11021

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:

Highland Care Center Highland Nursing Home Inc Highland Park Rehabilitation and

91-31 175th Street 182 Highland Road Nursing Center

Jamaica, NY 11432 Massena, NY 13662 160 Seneca St

Wellsville, NY 14895

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Highland RehaN!!t:†!oñ and Nursing Highlands Living Center Highpointe On Michigan Health Care

Center 500 Hahnemann Trail Facility
120 Highland Avenue Pittsford, NY 14534 1031 Michigan Avenue

Middletown, NY 10940 Buffalo, NY 14203

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:

Hilaire Rehab & Nursing Hill Haven Nursing Home Hillside Manor Rehab & Extended Care

9 Hilaire Drive 1550 Empire Blvd Center

Huntington, NY 11743 Webster, NY 14580 182-15 Hillside Avenue
Jamaica Estates, NY 11432

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Hollis Park Manor Nursing Home Hal|:swood Center for RahnhHiteflan

Hope Center for Hiv and Nursing Care
191-06 Hillside Avenue and Healthcare 1401 University Avenue

Hollis, NY 11423 195-44 Woodhull Avenue Bronx, NY 10452
Hollis, NY 11423

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Hopkins Center for Rehabliitatica and Horizon Care Center Hornell Gardens, LLC

Healthcare 64-11 Beach Channel Drive 434 Monroe Avenue
155 Dean Street Arverne, NY 11692 Hornell, NY 14843

Brooklyn, NY 11217
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OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
OPERATOR: Hudson Park Rehabilitation and Nursing Hudson Pointe at Riverdale Center for '

Houghton Rehabi||tatics & Nursing Center Center Nursing and RehabiEtatics
9876 Luckey Dr 325 Northern Boulevard 3220 Henry Hudson Parkway

Houghton, NY 14744 Albany, NY 12204 Bronx, NY 10463

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Hudson Valley Reheb!!!tation & Extended HumbG!dt House Rehabi"L=t!õñ and Hüñtiñ9ton Hills Center for Health and

Care Center Nursing Center Rehabilitation
260 Vineyard Ave 64 Hager Street 400 South Service Road

Highland, NY 12528 Buffalo, NY 14208 Melville, NY 11747

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Huntington Living Center Ideal Senior Living Center Incarnation Childrens Center Inc

369 East Main Street 601 High Avenue 142 Audubon Ave
Waterloo, NY 13165 Endicott, NY 13760 New York, NY 10032

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Ira Davsñpart Memorial Hospital SNF/HRF Iroquois Nursing Home Inc Isabella Gerlatric Center Inc

7571 State Route 54 4600 Southwood Heights Drive 515 Audubon Avenue
Bath, NY 14810 Jamesville, NY 13078 New York, NY 10040

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
island Nursing and Rehab Center Jame!ce Hospital Med!ce! Center Jamaica Hospital Nursing Home Co Inc

5537 Expressway Drive North 89th Avenue & Van Wyck Expressway 89-40 135th Street
Holtsville, NY 11742 Jamaica, NY 11418 Jamaica, NY 11418

OPERATOR:
James G. Johnston Memorial Nursing OPERATOR: OPERATOR:

Home Jeanne Jugan Residence Jefferson's Ferry
286 Deyo Hill Road 2999 Schurz Avenue 500 Mather Drive

Johnson City, NY 13790 Bronx, NY 10465 So Setauket, NY 11720

OPERATOR:
Jennie B Richmond Chaffee Nursing Home OPERATOR: OPERATOR:

Company Inc Jewish Home of Central New York Jewish Home of Rochester
222 East Main Street 4101 E Genesee St 2021 South Winton Road
Springville, NY 14141 Syracuse, NY 13214 Rochester, NY 14618

OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
John T Mather Mêmaiia: Hospital of Port Katherine Luther Residential Health Care OPERATOR:

Jefferson New York Inc and Rehabilitation Center Kendal at Ithaca
75 North Country Road 110 Utica Road 2230 North Triphammer Road

Port Jefferson, NY 11777 Clinton, NY 13323 Ithaca, NY 14850

OPERATOR:
OPERATOR: King David Center for Nursing and OPERATOR:

Kendal On Hudson Rehabilitation King Street Home Inc
One Kendal Way 2266 Cropsey Avenue 787 King Street

Sleepy Hollow, NY 10591 Brooklyn, NY 11214 Port Chester, NY 10573

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Kings Harbor Multicare Center Klagaway Arms Nursing Center Inc Kirkhaven

2000 E Gunhill Road 323 Kings Road 254 Alexander Street
Bronx, NY 10469 Schenectady, NY 12304 Rochester, NY 14607
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OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Laconia Nursing Home Latta Road Nursing Home East Latta Road Nursing Home West
1050 East 230th Street 2102 Latta Road 2100 Latta Road

Bronx, NY 10466 Rochester, NY 14612 Rochester, NY 14612

OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
OPERATOR: Leroy Village Green Nursing and Lewis County General Hospital-Nursing

Lawrence Nursing Care Center, inc Rehabilitation Center Home Unit
350 Beach 54th Street 10 Munson Street 7785 North State Street

Arverne, NY 11692 Le Roy, NY 14482 Lowville, NY 13367

OPERATOR:
Linden Center for Nursing and OPERATOR: OPERATOR:

Rehabilitation Little Neck Care Center Living Center at Geneva - North
2237 Linden Boulevard 260-19 Nassau Blvd 196-198 North Street

Brooklyn, NY 11207 Little Neck, NY 11362 Geneva, NY 14456

OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
OPERATOR: Liviñÿstóñ County Center for Nursing and Livingston Hills Nursing and Rêhab!!!tst!Gn

Living Center at Geneva - South Rehabilitation Center
196-198 North Street 11 Murray Hill Drive 2781 Route 9
Geneva, NY 14456 MT Morris, NY 14510 Livingston, NY 12541

OPERATOR:
OPERATOR: Long Beach Nursing and Rehab!!!tat!Gñ OPERATOR:

Lockport Rehab & Health Care Center Center Long island Care Center Inc
909 Lincoln Ave 375 East Bay Drive 144-61 38th Ave

Lockport, NY 14094 Long Beach, NY 11561 Flushing, NY 11354

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Long island State Veterans Home Loretto Health and Rehabi!!ut!Gñ Center Lütheran Center at Poughkeepsie, Inc

Suny at Sicñybreck 100 Patriots Road 700 East Brighton Avenue 965 Duthcess Turnpike
Stonybrook, NY 11790 Syracuse, NY 13205 Poughkeepsie, NY 12603

OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
OPERATOR: Luxor Nursing and Reha!!!M!en at Mills Luxor Nursing and Rehabilitation at

Lutheran Retirement Home Pond Sayville
715 Falconer Street 273 Moriches Road 300 Broadway Avenue

Jamestown, NY 14701 St James, NY 11780 Sayville, NY 11782

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Lynbrook Restorative Therapy and Nursing M.M. Ewing Ccñ‡|ñü;ñg Care Center Manhattâñvills Health Care Center

243 Atlantic Avenue 350 Parrish Street 311 W 231st Street
Lynbrook, NY 11563 Canandaigua, NY 14424 Bronx, NY 10463

OPERATOR:
OPERATOR: Margaret Tietz Nursing and Rehabilitation OPERATOR:

Maplewood Nursing Home Inc Center Maria Regina Residence Inc
100 Daniel Drive 164-11 Chapin Parkway 1725 Brentwood Rd - Bldg 1

Webster, NY 14580 Jamaica, NY 11432 Brentwood, NY 11717

OPERATOR:
Martine Center for Rehst:::2::Gñ and OPERATOR: OPERATOR:

Nursing Mary Manning Walsh Nursing Home Co Inc Mesen!c Care Commüñity of New York
12 Tibbits Avenue 1339 York Avenue 2150 Bleecker Street

White Plains, NY 10606 New York, NY 10021 Utica, NY 13501
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OPERATOR:
Massapequa Center Rahabilitation & OPERATOR: OPERATOR:

Nursing Massena Rehabilitation & Nursing Center Mayfair Care Center
101 Louden Ave. 89 Grove Street 100 Baldwin Road

Amityville, NY 11701 Massena, NY 13662 Hempstead, NY 11550

OPERATOR:
OPERATOR: Msadaw Park Rahabilitatión and Health OPERATOR:

Mcauley Residence Care Center LLC Meadowbrack Care Center, Inc
1503 Military Road 78-10 164th Street 320 West Merrick Road

Kenmore, NY 14217 Flushing, NY 11366 Freeport, NY 11520

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
MeadswLrack Healthcare Medford Mt:lticere Center for Living Medina Memorial Hospital SNF

154 Prospect Avenue 3115 Horseblock Road 200 Ohio Street
Plattsburgh, NY 12901 Medford, NY 11763 Medina, NY 14103

OPERATOR:
Menorah Home & Hospital for Aged & OPERATOR: OPERATOR:

Infirm Mercy Hospital Skilled Nursing Facility Mercy Living Center
1516 Oriental Boulevard 55 Melroy Avenue 114 Wawbeek Ave

Brooklyn, NY 11235 Lackawanna, NY 14218 Tupper Lake, NY 12986

OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
MEthõd:st Home for Nursing and Midd!etown Park Rehabilitation & Health OPERATOR:

Rehabilitation Care Center Midway Nursing Home
4499 Manhattan College Par|cway 121 Dunning Road 69-95 Queens Midtown Expressway

Bronx, NY 10471 Middletown, NY 10940 Maspeth, NY 11378

OPERATOR:
MGmsñtum at South Bay for Reheb!!!tetion OPERATOR: OPERATOR:

and Nursing Monroe Community Hospital Mañtatiore Nyack
340 East Montauk Highway 435 East Henrietta Road 160 North Midland Avenue

East Islip, NY 11730 Rochester, NY 14620 Nyack, NY 10960

OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Montgomery Nursing and Rêhab!!!tet½n Marñiñgside Nursing and Reheb"itet½n OPERATOR:

Center Center Morningstar Residential Care Center
2817 Albany Post Road, Box 158 1000 Pelham Parkway South 17 Sunrise Drive

Montgomery, NY 12549 Bronx, NY 10461 Oswego, NY 13126

OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Morris Park Rehabilitation and Nursing Mosholu Parkway Nursing & Reha an OPERATOR:

Center Center Mount Sinai South Nassau
1235 Pelham Parkway North 3356 Perry Avenue One Healthy Way

Bronx, NY 10469 Bronx, NY 10467 Oceanside, NY 11572

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Mounkinside Residential Care Center MVHS RehEb"Itatkñ and Nursirig Center Nassau Rehabilitation & Nursing Center

42158 State Highway #28 1650 Champlin Avenue One Greenwich Street
Margaretville, NY 12455 Utica, NY 13502 Hempstead, NY 11550

OPERATOR:
OPERATOR: New Carlton Rehab and Nursing Center, OPERATOR:

Nathan Littauer Hospital Nursing Home LLC New East Side Nursing Home
99 East State Street 405 Carlton Ave 25 Biaiystaker Place

Gloversville, NY 12078 Brooklyn, NY 11238 New York, NY 10002
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OPERATOR:
OPERATOR: OPERATOR: New Paltz Center for Rehabilitation and

New Glen Oaks Nursing Home, Inc New Gouverneur Hospital SNF Nursing
260-01 79th Avenue 227 Madison Street 1 Jansen Road, P.o, Box 909

Glen Oaks, NY 11004 New York, NY 10002 New Paltz, NY 12561

OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
New Vanderbilt Rehablilisticñ and Care New York Center for Rehabilitation & OPERATOR:

Center, Inc Nursing New York State Veterans Home at Montrast
135 Vanderbilt Ave 26-13 21st Street 2090 Albany Post Rd

Staten Island, NY 10304 Astoria, NY 11102 Montrose, NY 10548

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Newark Manor Nursing Home Inc Nêwfanõ Rehab & Health Care Center New York-Presbyterian/Queens

222 West Pearl Street 2709 Transit Rd 56-45 Main Street
Newark, NY 14513 Newfane, NY 14108 Flushing, NY 11355

OPERATOR:
OPERATOR: OPERATOR: North Shore-LIJ Orzac Center for

Niagara Rehabilitation and Nursing Center North Gate Health Care Facility Rehabilitation
822 Cedar Avenue 7264 Nash Road 900 Franklin Avenue

Niagara Falls, NY 14301 North Tonawanda, NY 14120 Valley Stream, NY 11580

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
North Westchester Restorative Therapy and Northeast Center for Rahsb!!!têEcñ and Northern Dutchess Res Health Care

Nursing Center Brain Injury Facility, Inc
3550 Lexington Avenue 300 Grant Ave 6525 Springbrook Avenue

Mohegan Lake, NY 10547 Lake Katrine, NY 12449 Rhinebeck, NY 12572

OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Northern Manhattan Rêhab!!!tation and OPERATOR: Nadherñ Metropolitan Resideñiisi Health

Nursing Center Nartherñ Manor Gerlatric Cer;ter Inc Care Facility Inc
116 East 125th St 199 N Middletown Road 225 Maple Avenue

New York, NY 10035 Nanuet, NY 10954 Monsey, NY 10952

OPERATOR:
OPERATOR: OPERATOR: Northwell Health Stern Family Center for

Northern Riverview Health Care Center, Inc Northern Westchester Hospital Rehabilitation
87 South Route 9w 400 East Main Street 330 Community Drive

Haverstraw, NY 10927 Mount Kisco, NY 10549 Manhasset, NY 11030

OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Northwcads Rehsb!!!tsueñ and Nursing Norwegian Christian Home and Health OPERATOR:

Center at Moravia Center Norwich Rehabilitation & Nursing Center
7 Keeler Avenue 1270-67th Street 88 Calvary Drive

Moravia, NY 13118 Brooklyn, NY 11219 Norwich, NY 13815

OPERATOR:
OPERATOR: OPERATOR: Nyack Ridge Rehabilitation and Nursing

Nottingham RCHF NY Congregational Nursing Center, Inc Center
1305 Nottingham Road 135 Linden Boulevard 476 Christian Herald Road
Jamesville, NY 13078 Brooklyn, NY 11226 Valley Cottage, NY 10989

OPERATOR:
OPERATOR: OPERATOR: Oak Hill Rehabilitation and Nursing Care

NYS Veterans Home NYS Veterans Home in NYC Center
4211 State Highway 220 178-50 Linden Blvd 602 Hudson St

Oxford, NY 13830 Jamaica, NY 11434 lthaca, NY 14850
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OPERATOR:
OPERATOR: OPERATOR: Oceanview Nursing & Rehabilitailun

Oasis Rehabilitation and Nursing, LLC Oceans|de Care Center Inc Center, LLC
6 Froweln Road 2914 Lincoln Avenue 315 Beach 9th Street

Center Moriches, NY 11934 Oceanside, NY 11572 Far Rockaway, NY 11691

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Oneida Center for Rensb!!E:E96 and Oneida Health Rehab!!!huon and Extsñdad Onondaga Center for Rehabi:!taticñ and

Nursing Care Nursing
1445 Kemble Street 323 Genesee Street 217 East Avenue

Utica, NY 13501 Oneida, NY 13421 Minoa, NY 13116

OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Ontario Center for Rahabit!tatica and OPERATOR: Our Lady of Consolation Nursing and

Healthcare Orchard Rehab!!!t2t!9n & Nursing Center Rehabilitative Care Center
3062 County Complex Drive 600 Bates Road 111 Beach Drive

Canandaigua, NY 14424 Medina, NY 14103 West Islip, NY 11795

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Our Lady of Mercy Life Center Our Lady of Peace Nursing Care Residence Oxford Nursing Home

2 Mercycare Lane 5285 Lewiston Road 144 So Oxford St
Guilderland, NY 12084 Lewiston, NY 14092 Brooklyn, NY 11217

OPERATOR:
OPERATOR: OPERATOR: Palm Gardens Center for Nursing and

Ozanam Hall of Queens Nursing Home Inc Palatine Nursing Home Rehabi:!tation
42-41 201st Street 154 Lafayette Street 615 Avenue C
Bayside, NY 11361 Palatine Bridge, NY 13428 Brooklyn, NY 11218

OPERATOR:
OPERATOR: Park Gardens Rehab!!!tat!on & Nursing OPERATOR:

Park Avenue Extended Care Facility Center LLC Park Nursing Home
425 National Boulevard 6585 Broadway 128 Beach 115th Street
Long Beach, NY 11561 Riverdale, NY 10471 Rockaway Park, NY 11694

OPERATOR:
OPERATOR: OPERATOR: Parker Jewish Institute for Health Care &

Park Ridge Nursing Home Park Terrace Care Center Rehab .
1555 Long Pond Road 59-20 Van Doren Street 271-11 76th Avenue
Rochester, NY 14626 Rego Park, NY 11368 New Hyde Park, NY 11040

OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Parkview Care and Rehabi||tatiõñ Center, Pehwäys Nursing and Rehabilitation OPERATOR:

Inc. Center Peconic Bay Skilled Nursing Facility
5353 Merrick Road 1805 Providence Avenue 1300 Roanoke Avenue

Massapequa, NY 11758 Niskayuna, NY 12309 Riverhead, NY 11901

OPERATOR:
OPERATOR: Pelham Parkway Nursing Care and OPERATOR:

Peconic Landing at Southold Rehabilitation Facility LLC Penfield Place
1500 Brecknock Road 2401 Laconia Ave 1700 Penfield Rd
Greenport, NY 11944 Bronx, NY 10469 Penfield, NY 14526

OPERATOR:
Peninsula Nursing and Rêhab!!!tation OPERATOR: OPERATOR:

Center Penn Yan Manor Nursing Home Inc Pine Haven Home
50-15 Beach Channel Drive 655 N Liberty Street Ny Route 217

Far Rockaway, NY 11691 Penn Yan, NY 14527 Philmont, NY 12565
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OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Pine Valley Center for Rsha"!+=+!m and Pinnacle Me!ticere Nursing and Plattsbürgh Lhâb:||tation and Nursing

Nursing Rehab!!!tat!on Center Center
661 N Main St 801 Co-Op City Boulevard 8 Bushey Boulevard

Spring Valley, NY 10977 Bronx, NY 10475 Plattsburgh, NY 12901

OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
OPERATOR: Premier Genesee Center for Nursing and Presbyterian Home for Central New York

Pontiac Nursing Home Rehabilitation Inc
303 East River Road 278 Bank Street 4290 Middle Settlement Road
Oswego, NY 13126 Batavia, NY 14020 New Hartford, NY 13413

OPERATOR:
Promenade Rehabilitation and Health Care OPERATOR: OPERATOR:

Center Providence Rest, Inc. Putnam Nursing & Rehab!!!½tion Center
140 Beach 114th Street 3304 Waterbury Avenue 404 Ludingtonville Road

Rockaway Park, NY 11694 Bronx, NY 10465 Holmes, NY 12531

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Putnam Ridge Quentum Rehabilitation and Nursing LLC Queen of Peace Residence

46 Mt Ebo Road North 63 Oakcrest Ave 110-30 221st St
Brewster, NY 10509 Middle Island, NY 11953 Queens Village, NY 1142

OPERATOR:
OPERATOR: Queens Nassau Rehabilitation and Nursing OPERATOR:

Queens Boulevard Extended Care Facility Center Rebekah Rehab and Extended Care Center
61-11 Queens Boulevard 520 Beach 19th Street 1072 Havemeyer Avenue

Woodside, NY 11377 Far Rockaway, NY 11691 Bronx, NY 10462

OPERATOR:
Regal Heights Rehabilitation and Health OPERATOR: OPERATOR:

Care Center Regels Care Center Regency Extended Care Center
70-05 35th Ave 3200 Baychester Ave 65 Ashburton Avenue

Jackson Heights, NY 11372 Bronx, NY 10475 Yankers, NY 10701

OPERATOR:
OPERATOR: Renaissance Rehabilitation and Nursing OPERATOR:

Rego Park Nursing Home Care Center Resort Nursing Home
111-26 Corona Avenue 4975 Albany Post Road 430 Beach 68th Street

Flushing, NY 1136 Staatsburg, NY 12580 Arveme, NY 11692

OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Richmond Center for Rehabilitation and OPERATOR: River View Rehabilitation and Nursing Care

Specialty Healthcare River Ridge Living Center Center
91 Tompkins Avenue 100 Sandy Drive 510 Fifth Avenue

Staten Island, NY 10304 Amsterdam, NY 12010 Owego, NY 13827

OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
OPERATOR: Riverside Center for Reheb!!!tetism and Robinson Terrace Rehab!!!tation and

Riverdale Nursing Home Nursing Nursing Center
641 West 230th St 90 No Main Street 28652 State Highway 23
Bronx, NY 10463 Castleton-On-Hudson, NY 12033 Stamford, NY 12167

OPERATOR:
OPERATOR: Rockville Skilled Nursing & Rehabilitation OPERATOR:

Rockaway Care Center Center, LLC Rome Memorial Hospital, Inc - RHCF
353 Beach 48th Street 50 Maine Avenue 1500 North James Street
Edgemere, NY 11691 Rockville Centre, NY 11570 Rome, NY 13440
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OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Rosa CopIon Jewish Home and Infirmary Rosary Hill Home Roscoe Rehsh"it=t!en and Nursing Cente

2700 North Forest Road 600 Linda Ave 420 Rockland Road
Getzville, NY 14068 Hawthorne, NY 10532 Roscoe, NY 12776

OPERATOR:
Rosewood Rehabi:!t::tion and Nursing OPERATOR: OPERATOR:

Center Ross Center for Nursing and Rehât:|:tetisñ Rutland Nursing Home, Inc.
284 Troy Road 839 Suffolk Avenue 585 Schenectady Avenue

Rensselaer, NY 12144 Brentwood, NY 11717 Brooklyn, NY 11203

OPERATOR:
OPERATOR: OPERATOR: Saints Joachim & Anne Nursing and

Safire Rêhabilitation of Northtowns, LLC Safire Rehabilitation of Southtests, LLC Rehab!!!tetion Center
2799 Sheridan Drive 300 Dorrance Avenue 2720 Surf Avenue

Tonawanda, NY 14150 Buffalo, NY 14220 Brooklyn, NY 11224

OPERATOR:
OPERATOR: Salem HIIIs Reheb!!!ht!on and Nursing OPERATOR:

Salamanca Rehabilitation & Nursing Center Center Samaritan Keep Nursing Home Inc
451 Broad Street 539 Route 22, P.o, Box 360 133 Pratt St

Salamanca, NY 14779 Purdys, NY 10578 Watertown, NY 13601

OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
OPERATOR: San Simeon by the Sound Center for Sands Point Center for Health and

Sarñaritañ Senior Village, Inc, Nursing & Rehab!!!tat!on Rehabilitation
22691 Campus Drive 61700 Route 48, Po Box 2122 1440 Port Washington Blvd

Watertown, NY 13601 Greenport, NY 11944 Port Washington, NY 11050

OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Sans Souci Rehab!!!Maon and Nursing SapphIre Center for Rehabi!!teMon and OPERATOR:

Center Nursing of Central Queens, LLC Sapphire Nursing and Rehab at Goshen
115 Park Avenue 35-15 Parsons Blvd 46 Harriman Drive

Yonkers, NY 10703 Flushing, NY 11354 Goshen, NY 10924

OPERATOR:
OPERATOR: Saratoga Center for Rehab and Skilled

OPERATOR: Sapphire Nursing at Wappingers Nursing Care
Sapphire Nursing at Meadow Hill 37 Mesier Avenue 149 Ballston Avenue

172 Meadow Hill Road Wappingers Falls, NY 12590 Ballston Spa, NY 12020
Newburgh, NY 12550

OPERATOR:
OPERATOR: Schenectady Center for RêhEb!!!i±tion and OPERATOR:

Schaffer Extended Care Center Nursing Schervier Nursing Care Center
16 Guion Place 526 Altamont Ave 2975 Independence Ave

New Rochelle, NY 10802 Schenectady, NY 12303 Bronx, NY 10463

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Schervier Pavilion Schaslikcpf Health Center Schofield Residence
22 Van Duzer Place 621 Tenth Street 3333 Elmwood Avenue
Warwick, NY 10990 Niagara Falls, NY 14302 Kenmore, NY 14217

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Sche!mn and Schechne Institute for Schuyler Hospital Inc and Long Term Care Sea Crest Nursing and Rehabi!!tation

Nursing and Rahabliltation Unit Center
555 Rockaway Parkway 220 Steuben Street 3035 West 24th St

Brooklyn, NY 11212 Montour Falls, NY 14865 Brooklyn, NY 11224
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OPERATOR:
Sea View Hospital, Rehab!!!tation Center OPERATOR: OPERATOR:

and Home Seagate Rehabilit-Uen and Nursing Center Seneca Health Care Center
460 Brielle Ave 3015 W 29 St 2987 Seneca Street

Staten Island, NY 10314 Brooklyn, NY 11224 West Seneca, NY 14224

OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
OPERATOR: Seneca Nursing & Rehabilitation Center, Seton Health at Schuyler Ridge Residsñ‡ia

Seneca Hill Manor inc LLC Healthcare
20 Manor Drive 200 Douglas Drive 1 Abele Boulevard

Oswego, NY 13126 Waterloo, NY 13165 Clifton Park, NY 12065

OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Shaker Place Rehabilitation and Nursing Sheepshead Nursing & Reh±P!± t!on OPERATOR:

Center Center Shore View Nursing & Rehabilitation Canto
100 Heritage Lane 2840 Knapp St 2865 Drightca 3rd Street
Albany, NY 12211 Brooklyn, NY 11235 Brooklyn, NY 11235

OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Silver Lake Specialized Rehabilitation and OPERATOR: SKY View Rahs"itetien and Health Care

Care Center Silvercrest Center, LLC
275 Castleton Avenue 144-45 87th Avenue 1280 Albany Post Road

Staten Island, NY 10301 Jamaica, NY 11435 Croton On Hudson, NY 10520

OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Slate Valley Center for Reh i!!tet!en and Smithtown Center for Rehabi||tation & OPERATOR:

Nursing Nursing Care Sodus Rehabilitation & Nursing Center
10421 State Route 40 391 North Country Road 6884 Maple Ave
Granville, NY 12832 Smithtown, NY 11787 Sodus, NY 14551

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Soldiers and Sailors Memorial Hospital South Shore Rshab'|'tation and Nursing Split Rock Reh ?!!t±t!ë and Health Care

Extended Care Unit Center Center
418 North Main Street 275 W Merrick Road 3525 Baychester Ave
Penn Yan, NY 14527 Freeport, NY 11520 Bronx, NY 10466

OPERATOR:
OPERATOR: Spring Creek Rehabilitation & Nursing Care OPERATOR:

Sprain Brook Manor Rehab Center St Anns CGmmüñity
77 Jackson Ave 660 Louisiana Avenue 1500 Portland Avenue

Scarsdale, NY 10583 Brooklyn, NY 11239 Rochester, NY 14621

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
St Anns Community St Cabrini Nursing Home St Cam!!!ue Residential Health Care Facility

920 Cherry Ridge Boulevard 115 Broadway 813 Fay Road
Webster, NY 14580 Dobbs Ferry, NY 10522 Syracuse, NY 13219

OPERATOR:
OPERATOR: St Catherine of Siena Nursing and OPERATOR:

St Cathâdna Laboure Health Care Center Rehab!!!½t!on Care Center St JOhaland Nursing Center, inc
2157 Main Street 52 Route 25a 395 Sunken Meadow Road
Buffalo, NY 14214 Smithtown, NY 11787 Kings Park, NY 11754

OPERATOR:
OPERATOR: St Johnsville Rehabilitation and Nursing OPERATOR:

St Johns Health Care Corporation Center St Josephs Home
150 Highland Avenue 7 Timmerman Avenue 950 Linden Street

Rochester, NY 14620 St Johnsville, NY 13452 Ogdensburg, NY 13669
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OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
St Josephs Home St Luke Residential Health Care Facility Inc St Marys Center Inc
950 Linden Street 299 East River Road 516 West 126th Street

Ogdensburg, NY 13669 Oswego, NY 13126 New York, NY 10027

OPERATOR:
OPERATOR: OPERATOR: St. James Rêhat!!!taticñ & Healthcare

St Patricks Home St Vincent Depaul Residence Center
66 Van Cortlandt Park South 900 Intervale Avenue 275 Moriches Road

Bronx, NY 10463 Bronx, NY 10459 St James, NY 11780

OPERATOR:
OPERATOR: St Joseph's Hospital - Skilled Nursing OPERATOR:

St. John's Penfield Homes Facility St. Josephs Place
65 Sonoma Drive 555 St. Joseph's Boulevard 160 East Main Street

Fairport, NY 14450 Elmira, NY 14902 Port Jervis, NY 12771

OPERATOR:
OPERATOR: OPERATOR: St, Peter's Nursing and Rehabilitation

St. Margaret's Center St. Mary's Hospital for Children Center
27 Hackett Boulevard 29-01 216th Street 301 Hackett Blvd

Albany, NY 12208 Bayside, NY 11360 Albany, NY 12208

OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
OPERATOR: Steuben Center for Reh±b!!!tt!eñ and Suffolk Center for Rehabilitation and

Staten Island Care Center Healthcare Nursing
200 Lafayette Avenue 7009 Rumsey Street Extension 25 Schoenfeld Blvd

Staten Island, NY 10301 Bath, NY 14810 Patchogue, NY 11772

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Sullivan County Adult Care Center Sunharbor Manor Sunnyside Care Center
256 Sunset Lake Road, P.o. Box 671 255 Warner Avenue 7000 Collamer Rd

Liberty, NY 12754 Roslyn Heights, NY 11577 East Syracuse, NY 13057

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Süñrise Manor Center for Nursing and Sunset Nursing and Reheb!!!±±±!en Center, Sunshine Children's Home and Rehab

Rehabilitation Inc. Center
1325 Brentwood Road 232 Academy Street 15 Spring Valley Road

Bay Shore, NY 11706 Boonville, NY 13309 Ossining, NY 10562

OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
OPERATOR: Süsÿüê;iãiinã Nursing & Rahst!!!taticñ Sutton Park Center for Nursing and

Surge Rehabilitation and Nursing LLC Center, LLC Rehabilitation
49 Oakerest Avenue 282 Riverside Dr 31 Lockwood Avenue

Middle Island, NY 11953 Johnson City, NY 13790 New Rochelle, NY 10801

OPERATOR:
OPERATOR: OPERATOR: Ten Broeck Center for Rshab!!!tetion &

Syracuse Home Association Tarrytown Hall Care Center Nursing
7740 Meigs Road 20 Wood Court One Commons Drive

Baldwinsville, NY 13027 Tarrytown, NY 10591 Lake Katrine, NY 12449

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Terence Cardinal Cooke Health Care Center Teresian House Nursing Home Co Inc Terrace View Long Term Care Facility

1249 Fifth Avenue 200 Washington Ave Ext 462 Grider Street
New York, NY 10029 Albany, NY 12203 Buffalo, NY 14215
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.

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
The Aiiisterdam at Harbarsids The Baptist Home at Brookmeade The Brightonian, Inc

300 East Overlook 46 Brcakmsade Drive 1919 Elmwood Avenue
Port Washington, NY 11050 Rhinebeck, NY 12572 Rochester, NY 14620

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
The Brook at High Falls Nursing Home and The Center for Nursing and Rehabilitation The Chateau at Brooklyn Rehab"!taUeñ anc

Rehabilitation Center at Hoosick Falls Nursing Center
2150 St. Paul Street 21 Danforth Street 3457 Nostrand Avenue

Rochester, NY 14621 Hoosick Falls, NY 12090 Brooklyn, NY 11229

OPERATOR:
OPERATOR: The Commons On St. Anthony, A Skilled OPERATOR:

The Citadel Rehab and Nursing Center at Nursing & Short Term Rehab!!!tation The Cottages at Garden Grove, A Skilled
Kingsbridge Community Nursing Community

3400 Cannon Place 3 St Anthony Street 5460 Meltzer Court
Bronx, NY 10463 Aubum, NY 13021 Cicero, NY 13039

OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
OPERATOR: The Emerald Peek Rshabi::tation and The Enclave at Rye Rehabilitation and

The Eleanor Nursing Care Center Nursing Center Nursing Center
419 North Quaker Lane 2000 E Main Street 1000 High St
Hyde Park, NY 12538 Peekskill, NY 10566 Port Chester, NY 10573

OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
The Five Towns Premier Rahabilitaticii & OPERATOR: The Grand Pavilion for Rehab & Nursing at

Nursing Center The Priendly Home Reckvi|is Centre
1050 Central Avenue 3156 East Avenue 41 Maine Avenue

Woodmere, NY 11598 Rochester, NY 14618 Rockville Centre, NY 11570

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
The Grand Rehabi::taticii and Nursing at The Grand Rehabl||tation and Nursing at The Grand Rshªª="n= and Nursing at

Barnwell Batavia Chittenango
3230 Church Street 257 State St 331 Russell Street
Valatie, NY 12184 Batavia, NY 14020 Chittenango, NY 13037

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
The Grand Rehabilitation and Nursing at The Grand Rehabilitation and Nursing at The Grand Rehab!!!ht!on and Nursing at

Great Neck Guilderland Mohawk
15 St Pauls Place 428 State Route 146 99 Sixth Avenue

Great Neck, NY 11021 Altamont, NY 12009 Ilion, NY 13357

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
The Grand Rehabilitation and Nursing at The Grand Rshâh"N1ien and Nursing at The Grand Rehabilitation and Nursing at

Pawling Queens River Valley
9 Reservoir Road 157-15 19th Avenue 140 Main St

Pawling, NY 12564 Whitestone, NY 11357 Poughkeepsle, NY 12601

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
The Grand Rehabi!!hUen and Nursing at The Grand Reheb!!!tation and Nursirig at The Grand Rehab!!!b-Gen and Nursing at

Rome South Point Utica
801 North James Street One Long Beach Road 1657 Sunset Ave

Rome, NY 13440 Island Park, NY 11558 Utica, NY 13502

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
The Grove at Valhalia RêhEbiEtEGùñ and The Hamlet Rehabi!itaticii and Healthcare The Hsspiena Center for RshabHitatica

Nursing Center Center at Nesconset and Nursing
61 Grasslands Road 100 Southem Boulevard 64 County Road 39
Valhalla, NY 10595 Nesconset, NY 11767 Southamptañ, NY 11968
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OPERATOR:
The Heritage Rehabi!!tatten and Health Care OPERATOR: OPERATOR:

Center The Highlands at Brighton The Hurlbut
5606 15th Ave 5901 Lac De Ville Blvd 1177 East Henrietta Rd

Brooklyn, NY 11219 Rochester, NY 14618 Rochester, NY 14623

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
The Knolls The New Jewish Home, Manhattan The New Jewish Home, Sarah Neuman

55 Grasslands Road 120 West 106th Street 845 Palmer Avenue
Valhalla, NY 10595 New York, NY 10025 Mamaroneck, NY 10543

OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
OPERATOR: The Paramount at Somers Rehabilitation The Pavillon at Queens for Rehabilitat!Gñ a
The Osborn and Nursing Center Nursing

101 Theall Road Route 100 36-17 Parsons Boulevard
Rye, NY 10580 Somers, NY 10589 Flushing, NY 11354

OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
OPERATOR: The Phoenix Rehabilitatiün and Nursing The Pines at Catskill Center for Nursing &

The Pearl Nursing Center of Rochester Center Rehabilitation
1335 Portland Avenue 140 St Edwards Street 154 Jefferson Heights
Rochester, NY 14621 Brooklyn, NY 11201 Catskill. NY 12414

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
The Pines at Glens Fails Center for Nursing The Pines at Püüühkaapsie Center for The Pines at Utica Center for Nursing &

& Rehabilitaticñ Nurs|ñg & Rehabilitation Rehabilitation
170 Warren Street 100 Franklin Street 1800 Butterfield Ave

Glens Falls, NY 12801 Poughkeepsie, NY 12601 Utica, NY 13501

OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
The Pines Healthcare & RehabiiEst!en The Pines Healthcare & Rehab!!!tatiõñ OPERATOR:

Centers Machias Campus Centers Olean Campus The Plaza Rehab and Nursing Center
9822 Route 16 2245 West State Street 100 West Kingsbridge Road

Machias, NY 14101 Olean, NY 14760 Bronx, NY 10468

OPERATOR:
OPERATOR: OPERATOR: The Steven and Alexandra Cohen Pediatric

The Riverside The Shore Winds, LLC Long Term Care Pavilion
150 Riverside Drive 425 Beach Avenue 95 Bradhurst Avenue

New York, NY 10024 Rochester, NY 14612 Valhalla, NY 10595

OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
The Valley View Center for Nursing Care The Villages of Orleans Health and OPERATOR:

and Rehabliltation Rehabilitation Center The Wartburg Home
2 Glenmere Cove Road 14012 Route 31 Bradley Avenue

Goshen, NY 10924 Albion, NY 14411 Mount Vernon, NY 10552

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
The Willows at Ramage Rehabilitation and Throgs Neck Rehabilitation & Nursing Tolstoy Poundatics Rehab!!!tat!eñ and

Nursing Center Center Nursing Center
30 Cragmere Road 707 Throgs Neck Expressway 100 Lake Road

Suffern, NY 10901 Bronx, NY 10465 Valley Cottage, NY 10989

OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Townhouse Center for Rehabilitation & Triboro Center for Rehab!!!tetion and OPERATOR:

Nursing Nursing Troy Center for Rehabilitation and Nursing
755 Hempstead Turnpike 1160 Teller Ave 49 Marvin Avenue

Uniondale, NY 11553 Bronx, NY 10456 Troy, NY 12180
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OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Trustees of the Eastern Star Hall and Home OPERATOR: United Health Services Heep!teM Inc. -

of the State of New York Union Plaza Care Center B:ñghamica General Hospital
8290 State Rt 69 (po Box S) 33-23 Union Street 10-42 Mitchell Avenue

Oriskany, NY 13424 Flushing, NY 11354 Binghamton, NY 13903

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
United Hebrew Gerlatric Center United Helpers Canton Nürs:ñg Home United Helpers Nursing Home

391 Pelham Road 205 State Street Road 8101 State Highway 68
New Rochelle, NY 10805 Canton, NY 13617 Ogdensburg, NY 13669

OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
OPERATOR: University Center for RehnNnan and Upper East Side Rehabi|itatics and Nursing

Unity Living Center Nursing Center
89 Genesee St 2505 Grand Ave 211 East 79 St

Rochester, NY 14611 Bronx, NY 10468 New York, NY 10021

OPERATOR:
Upstate University Hospital at Community OPERATOR: OPERATOR:

General Utica Rehab:Iitation & Nursing Center Valley Health Services Inc
4000 Broad Road 2535 Genesee Street 690 West German Street

Syracuse, NY 13215 Utica, NY 13501 Herkimer, NY 13350

OPERATOR:
OPERATOR: Van Duyn Center for Rehab"FEticr. and OPERATOR:

Valley View Manor Nursing Home Nursing Van Rensselaer Manor
40 Park Street 5075 West Seneca Turnpike 85 Bloomingrove Drive

Norwich, NY 13815 Syracuse, NY 13215 Troy, NY 12180

Vestal Park Rehabilitation and Nursing
Verrazano Nursing Home Center Victoria Home

100 Castleton Avenue 105 West Sheedy Road 25 N Malcolm Street
Staten Island, NY 10301 Vestal, NY 13850 Ossining, NY 10562

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Villagecare Pahnhi!!tation and Nursing Warren Center for Re=E2'"=Mcñ and Washiñgtca Center for Rehabilitation and

Center Nursing Healthcare
214 West Houston Street 42 Gurney Lane Route 40

New York, NY 10014 Queensbury, NY 12804 Argyle, NY 12809

OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Waters Edge Rehab & Nursing Center at Waterview Hills Rehabli|taticñ and Nursing OPERATOR:

Port Jefferson Center Waterview Nursing Care Center
150 Dark Hollow Road 537 Route 22, P.o. Box 257 119-15 27th Avenue

Port Jefferson, NY 11777 Purdys, NY 10578 Flushing, NY 11354

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
Waterville Residential Care Center Wayne Center for Nursing & Rehabi"15ticñ Wayne County Nursing Home

220 Tower Street 3530 Wayne Avenue 1529 Nye Road
Waterville, NY 13480 Bronx, NY 10467 Lyons, NY 14489

OPERATOR:
OPERATOR: Wedgewaõd Nursing and Rehabilitation OPERATOR:

Wayne Health Care Center We(Is Nursing Home Inc
100 Sunset Drive 5 Church Street 201 W Madison Avenue

Newark, NY 14513 Spencerport, NY 14559 Johnstown, NY 12095
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OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
We:leville Manor Care Center Wesley Gardens Carparation Wesley Health Care Center Inc

4192a Boliver Road 3 Upton Park 131 Lawrence Street
Wellsville, NY 14895 Rochester, NY 14607 Saratoga Springs, NY 12866

OPERATOR:
OPERATOR: Westchester Center for Rehabilitation & OPERATOR:

West Lawrence Care Center, LLC Nursing Western New York State Veterans Home
1410 Seagirt Blvd 10 Claremont Ave 220 Richmond Avenue

Far Rockaway, NY 11691 Mount Vernon, NY 10550 Batavia, NY 14020

OPERATOR:
OPERATOR: White Oaks Rehabilitation and Nursing OPERATOR:

Weathampton Care Center Center White Plains Center for Nursing Care
78 Old Country Road 8565 Jericho Turnpike 220 West Post Road

Westhampton, NY 11977 Woodbury, NY 11797 White Plains, NY 10606

OPERATOR:
OPERATOR: Williamsbridgs Center for Rehabilitation OPERATOR:

Wilkinson Residential Health Care Facility and Nursing Williamsville Suburban LLC
4988 Sthwy 30 1540 Tomlinson Avenue 163 South Union Road

Amsterdam, NY 12010 Bronx, NY 10461 Williamsville, NY 14221

OPERATOR:
WIliow Point Rehabilitation and Nursing OPERATOR: OPERATOR:

Center Windsor Park Nursing Home Wingate at Beacon
3700 Old Vestal Road 212-40 Hillside Avenue 10 Hastings Dr

Vestal, NY 13850 Queens Village, NY 11427 Beacon, NY 12508

OPERATOR:
OPERATOR: OPERATOR: Wõõdcrêst Rehabilitation & Residential

WIngate of Dutchess Wingate of Ulster Health Care Center., LLC
3 Summit Court One Wingate Way 119-09 26th Avenue

Fishkill, NY 12524 Highland, NY 12528 College Point, NY 11354

OPERATOR: OPERATOR: OPERATOR:
WGadhaven Nursing Home Weed!end Pond at New Paltz Weedside Manor Nursing Home Inc

1360 Route 112 100 Woodland Pond Circle 2425 Clinton Avenue South
Port Jefferson Station, NY 11776 New Paltz, NY 12561 Rochester, NY 14618

OPERATOR:
OPERATOR: OPERATOR: Yonkers Gardens Center for Nursing and

Warkmâñ's Circle Müiticare Center Wyaming County Cerrri Hospital SNF Rehabilitation
3155 Grace Avenue 400 North Main Street 115 South Broadway

Bronx, NY 10469 Warsaw, NY 14569 Yonkers, NY 10701

OPERATOR:
Yorktown Rehabilitation & Nursing Center

2300 Catherine Street
Cortlandt Manor, NY 10567
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Jeremy Strauss Kenneth Rozenberg
The Grand Sam Sherman Centers Healthcare

17-20 Whitestone Expressway 255 Warner Avenue 1010 Underhill Avenue

Whitestone, NY 11357 Roselyn Heights, NY 11577 Bronx, NY 10472

Joel Landau

Ben Phili son
Anure

Ben LandaP 7ss second Avenue
68 Highview Road 2nd Floor 945 Broadway

Monsey, NY 10952 New York, NY 10017 Woodmere, NY 11598

Mordy Lahasky Lizer Jozefovic Mark Friedman

Med Healthcare Epic Carerite

34 Lord Avenue 1280 Albany Post Road 180 Sullivan Ave, 3201

Lawrence, NY 11559 Croton-on-Hudson, N.Y. 10520 Englewood, NJ 07632

Pasquale DeBenedictis Jonathan Bleier

Cassena c/o Highfield Gardens Care Center of

830 Park Avenue
Great Neck

Huntington, NY 11743
199 Conununity Drive

Great Neck, NY 11021
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invoice Date: 06/16/2021

Westfair Communications, Inc.

701 Westchester Ave.

Suite 100J

White Plains, N.Y. 10804-3407

914-694-3600

Abrams, Fensterman, Fensterman

81 Main St

Ste 306

White Plains, NY 10601

Phone: 914-607-7010 Your sales representative is:

Fax: - - Sylvia Sikoutris

Issue Dates Description Amount

In Westchester County Business Joumal:

LEG: Legal Advertising
06/21/2021 - 06/28/2021 Legal Advertising - 49 Lines $ 107.80

WATERVIEW ACQUISITION 1, LLC

2 insertions

Other Charges $ 0.00

TOTAL CHARGES ----> $ 107.80

NOTICE OF SECURED PARTY PUBLIC AUCTION OF 71% OF THE MEMBERSHIP INTERESTS IN

WATERVIEW ACQUISITION 1, LLC

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that White Plains Health Care Properties, LLC ("Secured Party") will

offer for sale at public auction the following property: all right, title and interest of Lizer Josefovic

("Josefovic") as a member in WATERVIEW ACQUISITION I, LLC, as such Collateral is described in

that certain Ce!!ateml Assignment and Pledge of Membership Interest and Security Agreement,
dated August 11, 2017, made by and between Lizer Josefovic and Howard Fensterman, as

nominee for White Plains Health Care Properties, LLC, as such agreement may have been further

amended or modified from time to time. It is the üñdêrstanding and belief of the Secured Party, but

without any warranty or representation by the Secured Party as to accuracy or completeness, that

the Collateral consists of 71% of all rights, title and interest of Josefovic as a member in Waterview

Acquisition 1, LLC. The public auction will take place on July 1, 2021 starting at 10:00 a.m. Eastern

Daylight Time (New York) at the law offices of DelBello Donnellan Weingarten Wise & Wiederkehr,

LLP, One North Lexington Ave., White Plains, New York 10601, phone: 914-681-0200. All

interested prospective purchasers are invited to become Qualified Bidders. Only Qualified Bidders

and their duly appointed agents and representatives will be permitted to attend the public auction.

The terms of sale may be obtained by contacting the person named below.

Dated: June 21, 2021

Alfred E Donnellan

DelBello Donnellan Weingarten Wise

& Wiederkehr, LLP

One North Lexington Ave.

White Plains, NY 10601

Phone: 914-681-0200
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1 
 

TERMS OF SALE FOR PUBLIC AUCTION OF 
71% OF THE MEMBERSHIP INTERESTS IN 

WATERVIEW ACQUISITION I, LLC 

The following are the Terms of Sale for the public auction, occurring on Thursday, July 1, 
2021 at 10:00 a.m. Eastern Daylight Time (New York), of the following property: 

 
all right, title and interest of Lizer Jozefovic (“Jozefovic”) in the membership interests of 
WATERVIEW ACQUISITION I, LLC (which person is believed to own 71% of the 
membership interests of WATERVIEW ACQUISITION I, LLC and which limited liability 
company in turn is believed to operate a 130-bed skilled nursing facility known as 
"Waterview Hills Rehabilitation and Nursing Center" located at 537 Route 22, Purdys, New 
York 10578), as such Collateral is described in that certain Collateral Assignment and 
Pledge of Membership Interest and Security Agreement, dated August 11, 2017, made by 
and between Lizer Jozefovic (“Jozefovic”) and Howard Fensterman, as nominee for White 
Plains Health Care Properties I, LLC (“Secured Party”), as such agreement may have been 
further amended or modified from time to  time; 

 
pursuant to the Notice of Secured Party Public Auction (the “Notice”), a copy of which is 
attached hereto as Exhibit A. 

 

The public auction will take place on July 1, 2021 starting at 10:00 a.m. Eastern Daylight Time 
(New York) at the law offices of DelBello Donnellan Weingarten Wise & Wiederkehr, LLP, One 
North Lexington Avenue, White Plains, New York 10601, phone: 914-681-0200. 
 

 
1. It is the understanding and belief of the Secured Party, but without any warranty or 

representation by the Secured Party as to accuracy or completeness, that the Collateral 
consists of 71% of all rights, title and interest of Jozefovic as a member in Waterview 
Acquisition I, LLC. 

 
2. The Collateral will be sold subject to the security interest of Metropolitan Commercial 

Bank, 99 Park Avenue, 4th floor New York, NY 10016, which filed a UCC-1 financing 
statement on December 23, 2019 with respect to the Collateral.  

 
3. The Collateral will be sold subject to all licensing and approval requirements of the New 

York State Department of Health.   
 

4. Only the bids of “Qualified Bidders” will be considered by the Secured Party. All bids must 
be accompanied by evidence satisfactory to the Secured Party in its sole and absolute 
discretion of the proposed bidder’s ability to make payment of the balance of the purchase 
price. 

 
5. Only “Qualified Bidders” and their duly appointed agents and representatives (whose 

names and contact information must be disclosed in writing prior to the time of the sale) 
may be present at the sale virtually or by phone. 

 
To be a “Qualified Bidder,” prior to the sale, the proposed bidder must deposit at least 
ten (10%) percent of the amount of the bid in escrow with DelBello Donnellan, which 
deposit shall be returned to the proposed bidder only if the proposed bidder is not the 
successful bidder. For wire transfer instructions, contact Alfred Donnellan, Esq., 
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2 
 

DelBello Donnellan Weingarten Wise & Wiederkehr, LLP, One North Lexington 
Avenue, White Plains, New York 10601, phone: 914-681-0200, e-mail: aed@ddw-
law.com. 

 
6. The Collateral is an unregistered security under the Securities Act of 1933 (the “33 Act”). 

Because of this, and the fact that the Collateral is being sold as a single unit, to be a 
Qualified Bidder, the proposed bidder must, no later than the sale, provide to the Secured 
Party a letter (the “33 Act Letter”), in form and substance satisfactory to the Secured Party 
in its sole and absolute discretion, representing (i) that it is purchasing the Collateral for its 
own account and not with a view to distribution thereof; (ii) that the Collateral will not be 
resold or transferred or otherwise hypothecated by the proposed  bidder without the prior 
registration in accordance with the 33 Act and applicable state blue sky laws or unless an 
exemption from such registration under the 33 Act or applicable state blue sky laws is 
available; (iii) that it possesses sufficient business experience to evaluate the risk of 
purchasing the Collateral; and (iv) that it has sufficient financial means to afford the risk of 
the investment. The Collateral will be appropriately conveyed pursuant to a Transfer 
Statement (described below), which will bear an appropriate legend to the effect that the 
Collateral may not be sold or transferred without registration under the 33 Act or the 
availability of a valid exemption from such registration.  

 
7. The Collateral will be offered for sale as a single unit and not in parts or as separate units 

to the highest “Qualified Bidder.” 
 

8. The Secured Party may modify the Terms of Sale and add additional terms by 
announcement made prior to or at the time of the public auction. 

 
9. The Secured Party may reject any and all bids in its sole and absolute discretion and 

withdraw the Collateral from sale at any time and for any reason whatsoever. 
 

10. The Secured Party may cancel the public auction or cause the sale to be adjourned from 
time to time, without prior written notice or further publication upon one day's written 
notice of by announcement prior to or at the time and place appointed for the public auction 
or at any adjournment thereof. 

 
11. The Secured Party reserves the right to bid at the time and place of the public auction, to 

become the purchaser of the Collateral and to credit bid against the purchase price of the 
Collateral any and all indebtedness of Jozefovic to the Secured Party. In the event the 
Secured Party is the successful bidder, it shall not be required to deposit any cash prior to 
or at the time of the public auction and, to the extent its bid exceeds the amount of the 
indebtedness of Jozefovic to it, the excess of the amount bid over the amount of such 
indebtedness shall be due and payable within ten (10) days of the conclusion of the public 
auction. 

 
12. Jozefovic’s right, title and interest in the Collateral will be conveyed by an appropriate 

transfer statement (the “Transfer Statement”), pursuant to §9-619(a) of Revised Article 9 
of the Uniform Commercial Code, on an “as is, where is” basis and without 
representations or warranties of any kind or nature whatsoever, including, without 
limitation, any representation or warranty of merchantability or fitness, title, possession, 
quiet enjoyment, or the like. On information and belief, and without any representations 
or warranties of any kind or nature whatsoever, Jozefovic is a party to and subject to the 
terms and provisions of that certain Collateral Assignment and Pledge of Membership 
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Interest and Security Agreement, dated August 11, 2017, made by and between Lizer 
Jozefovic and Howard Fensterman, as nominee for White Plains Health Care Properties 
I, LLC, which is annexed hereto and made a part hereof. It shall be the sole responsibility 
of the successful bidder, and not that of the Secured Party, to obtain a new membership 
interest certificate evidencing the transfer of ownership of the Collateral to the purchaser. 

 
13. The entire amount of the bid will be due and payable within ten (10) days of the 

conclusion of the public auction, failing which the Secured Party will be entitled to the 
deposit held in escrow by DelBello Donnellan. 

 
14. At the time and place set for the public auction, and before any proposed bidder shall be 

entitled to have its bid considered, such proposed bidder must execute such 
acknowledgements as the Secured Party may require that such proposed bidder has 
reviewed the form of the Transfer Statement and is prepared to execute such investment 
letters and other acknowledgements as may be required as part of the Transfer Statement 
on the part of a successful bidder. 

 
15. The successful bidder will be required to execute a Memorandum of Sale in the form 

provided below at the time the bid is accepted. 
 

16. If the successful bidder defaults, the Secured Party is authorized to retain the bid deposit. 
The posting of the bid deposit shall constitute the successful bidder’s waiver of any and 
all right, title and interest in and to the bid deposit, other than as a credit against the 
successful bid upon payment by the successful bidder of the bid amount in compliance 
with the terms hereof or the return thereof if the proposed bidder is not the successful 
bidder. 

 
17. In the event the Secured Party is unable for any reason to consummate the sale of the 

Collateral to the successful bidder, its sole obligation to the proposed bidder shall be the 
return of the principal amount of the proposed bidder’s deposit, without interest. 
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Memorandum of Sale 
 

The undersigned has this ___ day of July, 2021, purchased the Collateral described in the annexed 
Notice of Secured Party Public Auction for the sum of ____________________________ 
($              ) Dollars and hereby promises and agrees to comply with the foregoing Terms of 
Sale. 

 
Dated: July __, 2021 

 
 

Purchaser 
 
 

 

Signature 
 
 

 

Title (if any) 
 
 

 

Address 
 
 

 

Telephone Number 
 
 

Received from _____________________, the purchaser, the sum of _______________________ 
($            ) Dollars, being ten (10%) percent of the amount bid by the Purchaser for the 
Collateral sold. 

 
Dated: July__, 2021 

 
 

 

Escrow Agent 
 
 

 

Signature 
 
 

 

Title (if any) 
 
 

 

Address 
 
 

 

Telephone Number 
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EXHIBIT A 
 
 

NOTICE OF SECURED PARTY PUBLIC AUCTION OF 
71% OF THE MEMBERSHIP INTERESTS IN 

WATERVIEW ACQUISITION I, LLC 
 

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that White Plains Health Care Properties, LLC (“Secured Party”) 
will offer for sale at public auction the following property: 

 
all right, title and interest of Lizer Josefovic (“Josefovic”) as a member 
in WATERVIEW ACQUISITION I, LLC, as such Collateral is 
described in that certain Collateral Assignment and Pledge of 
Membership Interest and Security Agreement, dated August 11, 2017, 
made by and between Lizer Josefovic and Howard Fensterman, as 
nominee for White Plains Health Care Properties, LLC, as such 
agreement may have been further amended or modified from time to time 

 
It is the understanding and belief of the Secured Party, but without any warranty or representation 
by the Secured Party as to accuracy or completeness that the Collateral consists of 71% of all rights, 
title and interest of Josefovic as a member in Waterview Acquisition I, LLC. 

 
The public auction will take place on July 1, 2021 starting at 10:00 a.m. Eastern Daylight Time 
(New York) at the at the law offices of DelBello Donnellan Weingarten Wise & Wiederkehr, 
LLP, One North Lexington Ave., White Plains, New York 10601, phone: 914-681-0200. All 
interested prospective purchasers are invited to become Qualified Bidders. Only Qualified 
Bidders and their duly appointed agents and representatives will be permitted to attend the public 
auction. The terms of sale may be obtained by contacting the person named below. 

 
Dated: June 10, 2021 

Alfred E Donnellan 
DelBello Donnellan Weingarten Wise  
& Wiederkehr, LLP 
One North Lexington Ave. 
White Plains, NY  10601 
Phone: 914-681-0200 
e-mail: aed@ddw-law.com 
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC,

Plaintiff, Index No. 60278/2020

- against -

HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/K/A LIZER AFFIDAVIT OF
JOZOFOVIC and MARK NEUMAN, HOWARD FENSTERMAN

Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiff,

- against -

CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY

CONSULTING, THE CONGRESS COMPANIES,
HOWARD FENSTERMAN, and WILLIAM

NICHOLSON,

Third-Party Defendants.

LIZER JOZEFOVIC,
New York County Index No.

Plaintiff, 655549/2020

- agains
Consolidated under Westchester

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC, Qounty Index No. as per April 8,
HOWARD FENSTERMAN, and METROPOLITAN 2021 Decisiòn and Order.
COMMERCIAL BANK,

Defendants.

STATE OF NEW YORK )

) ss.:

COUNTY OF NASSAU )

Howard Fensterman, being duly sworn, deposes and says:

1. I am a member of WPH Properties.1 I have persqnal knowledge of the facts and

circumstances set forth in this affidavit.

2. I submit this affidavit in opposition to Jozefovic's motion for a temporary restraining

1 Terms not defined in this affidavit have the mesiñgs ascribed to them in the Nichülsõñ affidavit.
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order and preliminary injunction to enjoin WPH Properties from proceeding under UCC Article 9

to dispose of and/or sell the Waterview Membership Interest.

3. The relevant facts are fully set forth in the accompanying affidavit of William

Nicholson, the Manager of WPH Properties, sworn to on June 29, 2021 (the "Nichelson affidavit")

and the accompanying affirmation of Alfred E. Donnellan, Esq., dated June 29, 2021.

4. Pursuant to the Pledge Agreement, Jozefovic pledged and ássigned to WPH

Properties his controlling, 71% membership interest in Waterview (the "Waterview Membership

Interest"). The pledge and assignment were security for: (i) Jozefovic's obligations concerning the

maintenance of certain bank accounts containing funds sufficient to cover a $1.6 million additional

security deposit that HBL was required to provide to WPH Properties under the Lease; and (ii)

HBL's obligations under the Lease. Jozefovic failed to comply with his obligations under the

Pledge Agreement and HBL defaulted on its obligatioñs under tlie Lease.

5. As more fully explained in the Nicholson affidavit and the accompañcfing

memorandum of law, Jozefovic failed to take all of the necessary steps to add me as a co-signatory

to the Waterview JPM Accounts, as required by the Pledge Agreement. Contrary to the express

provisions of the Pledge Agreement and the Waterview resolution attached to the Pledge

Agreement3 I was never provided with full the authority necessary to ensure that the balance in the

Waterview JPM Accounts was not reduced to below $1.6 million.

6. Jozefovic's claim that I did not return the bank documents that were sent to me is

false. The email that I received from HBL's counsel, Mark Zafrin, directed me to send the signed

documents to Skyview, 1280 Albany Post Road, Croton-on-Hudson, New York 10520. A copy is

attached as Exhibit CC. I sent the documents by Federal Express to that address the following day.

A copy of the Fed Ex receipt is attached as Exhibit DD.

2
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7. More fundamental is that HBL also failed (and continues to this date to refuse) to

deposit the $1.6 million Additional Security Deposit in WPH Properties'
Rent Security Deposit

Account, a breach of both the Pledge Agreement and the Lease. Exhibit A, Lease, § 7.1(a)(iii).

HBL committed a number of other breaches of the Lease as well

8. Contrary to Jozefovic's claims, neither I nor the law firm for which I serve as

managing partner, Abrams, Fensterman, Fensterman, Eisman, Formato, Ferrara, Wolf & Carone,

LLP ("Abrams Fensterman"), have ever represented Jozefovic as counsel in his personal capacity.

9. Abrams Fensterman does represent Waterview in litigation to collect unpaid invoices,

in connection with applications for Medicaid benefits and in so-called Fair Hearing administrative

proceedings arising out of Medicaid reimbursement disputes. None of the matters in which the

Abrams Fensterman law firm represents or has ever represented Waterview has anything

whatsoever to do with any of the issues in this case, including the Pledge Agreement, the Lease or

the Waterview Operating Agreement or Jozefovic's pledge and assignment of the Waterview

Membership Interest to WPH Properties.

oward Fensterman

Sworn to before me this

29th day of June 2021.

.

Not ublic Nitya Rehani

Notary Pubht. State o' New York
No. 01RE6227608

Qualified in Nassau County
Commission Expires September 7, 20__.

3
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.

Howard Fensterman
.__ .- .... .....

From: Mark H. Zafrin (NY) <mzafrin@mrllp.com>

Sent: Wednesday, August 16, 2017 2:36 PM

To: Howard Fensterman

Cc: Lizer Jozefovic; Gerald Billow

Subject RE: Re:

Please Fedex Them to Skyview-1280 Albany Post Road, Croton-on-Hudson, New York 10520 and Lizer will

deliver them to the Bank-WE are almost there

Mark H. Zafrin

M'R MICHELMAN & ROBINSON, LLP

Los Angeles | Orange County I San Francisco | Chicago | New York

800 Third Avenue, 24th Floor, New York, NY 10022
T 212.730.7700 F 212.730.7725
E mzafrin@mrilo.com www.mrilp.com

Bjig vCard

The contents of this e-mail message and its attachments are intended solely for the addressee(s) hereof. In addition, this e-mail transmission may be confidential and it may be
subject to privilege protecting communications between attomeys or solicitors and their clients. If you are not the named addressee, or if this message has been addressed to
you in error, you are directed not to read, disclose, reproduce, distribute, disseminate or otherwise use this transhlission. Delivery of this message to any person other than the
intended recipient(s) is not intended in any way to waive pnvilege or confidentiality. If you have received this transmission in error, please alert the sender by reply e-mail: we
also request that you immediately delete this message and its attachments, if any. UNAuTHORIZED INTERCEPTION PROHIBITED BY FEDERAL LAW (18 U.S.C. 2510-
2522).

From: Howard Fensterman [mailto:HFensterman@Abramslaw.com]

Sent: Wednesday, August 16, 2017 11:32 AM
To: Mark H. Zafrin (NY) <mzafrin@mrllp.com>

Subject: Re:

Where do I send it?

Sent from my IPad

On Aug 16, 2017, at 12:34 PM, Mark H. Zafrin (NY) <mzafrin@mrllp.com> wrote:

Enclosed please find the Chase Certification that we received today; Please note that the Certification

requires that the Resolution that we prepared be annexed as an exhibit. What I need from Howard is

original signature cards from Howard with wet ink signatures-Lizer should have all of the resolutions

and certifications signed this availing.

Mark H. Zafrin

os Angeles | Orange County | San Francisco| Chicago | New York

800 Third Avenue, 24th Floor, New York, NY 10022
T 212.730.7700 F 212.730.7726
E mzafrin@mrilp.com www.mrllp.com

Big vCard

1
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Howard Fensterman

From: John Takesky
Sent: Tuesday, June 29, 2021 4:23 PM

To: Howard Fensterman

Subject: fedex

Fuel Surcharge - FedEx has applied a fuel surcharge of 3.75% to this shipment.

Distance Based Pricing, Zone 2

Automation INET Sender

Tracking ID 770025064630 Howard Fensterm

Service Type FedEx Priority Overnight Abrams, Fensterm

Package Type FedEx Envelope 3 Dakota Drive, So

Zone 02 NEW HYDE PARK

Packages 1

Rated Weight N/A

Delivered Aug 17, 2017 10:07 Transportation Ch

Sve Area A4 Discount

Signed by C.BILLINGS Fuel Surcharge

FedEx Use 000000000/186/_ Total Charge

John Takesky

Assistant Business Manager Long Island Office

Tel: 516-328-2300 x102 A 3 Dakota Drive

Fax: 516-368-9502 F Suite 300

Email: JTakesky@Abramslaw.com Lake Success, New York 11042

Long Island Manhattan Brooklyn Rochester White Plains

(516) 328-2300 (212) 279-9200 (718) 215-5300 (585) 218-9999 (914) 607-7010

CüñiFiGEi4TiALITYNOTICE:This e-mail may be an attorney-cIlent ca a and may contain !nfe 2±n that is privileged and
cenª±n±! and is therefore subject to legal restrictions and penalties regarding its u::authorized disciasure or other use. If you are not
the intended recipient you are FC.:t!::d from copying, forwarding, distributing, d!s::min:±:;, or otherwise viewing this e-mail and
any amamen's hereto. Please notify the sender and delete this e-mail If you are not the intended recipient.

1
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER 

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC, 
Plaintiff, 

– against –

HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/K/A LIZER 
JOZOFOVIC and MARK NEUMAN, 

Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiff, 
– against –

CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY  
CONSULTING, THE CONGRESS COMPANIES, 
HOWARD FENSTERMAN, and WILLIAM  
NICHOLSON,  

Third-Party Defendants. 

Index No. 60278/2020 

LIZER JOZEFOVIC, 
Plaintiff, 

– against –
WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC, 
HOWARD FENSTERMAN, and METROPOLITAN 
COMMERCIAL BANK, 

Defendants. 

New York County Index No. 
655549/2020 

Consolidated under Westchester 
County Index No. as per April 8, 

2021 Decision and Order. 

MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR A TEMPORARY 
RESTRAINING ORDER AND PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION 

DELBELLO DONNELLAN WEINGARTEN WISE & WIEDERKEHR, LLP 
Lead Counsel for Plaintiff and Third-Party Defendants 

One North Lexington Avenue 
White Plains, NY 10601 

Tel.: (914) 681-0200 
– and –

ABRAMS, FENSTERMAN, FENSTERMAN, EISMAN, FORMATO, FERRARA, WOLF & CARONE, LLP 
Co-Counsel for Plaintiff and Third-Party Defendants 

81 Main Street, Suite 306 
White Plains, New York 10601 

Tel.: (914) 607-7010 
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1 

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 

White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC (“WPH Properties”), CCC Equities, LLC, 

Project Equity Consulting, The Congress Companies, Howard Fensterman and William Nicholson 

respectfully submit this memorandum of law in opposition to the motion of Lizer Jozefovic 

(“Jozefovic”) for a temporary restraining order and preliminary injunction taking any action to 

transfer, assign, convey, or sell Jozefovic’s membership interest in Waterview Acquisition I, LLC 

(“Waterview”) during the pendency of this action and reducing the rent security below $1.6 million 

during the pendency of this action. 

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 

Jozefovic pledged his interest in Waterview as security for the satisfaction by HBL SNF, 

LLC (“HBL”) of its obligations under its Amended and Restated Operating Lease (the “Lease”) 

for a $65 million state-of-the-art nursing facility from WPH Properties. HBL is in breach of the 

Lease by, among may other things, failing to provide $5.3 million in security deposits, as the Lease 

requires. In fact, HBL has not posted a dime of security. HBL’s breach entitles WPH Properties, 

as a secured creditor, to sell Jozefovic’s interest in Waterview. This is the second time it has 

noticed such a sale.  

WPH Properties’ security interest did not terminate when Jozefovic tendered banking 

documents to one of WPH Properties’ principals. The express terms of the pledge agreement 

provide that the security interest terminates only when the $1.6 million is deposited in WPH 

Properties’ tenant security deposit account. That has never happened.  

Nor does the lien on the Waterview membership certificates that Jozefovic gave to 

Metropolitan Commercial Bank (“MCB”) prevent WPH Properties from exercising its right to sell 

Jozefovic’s interest. WPH Properties’ security interest attached to Jozefovic’s membership interest 
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2 

before a certificate for that interest was created. Jozefovic could not defeat that security instrument 

by creating a membership certificate and pledging it to MCB. WPH Properties is still a secured 

creditor entitled under the UCC to sell Jozefovic’s membership interest subject to the interest of 

MCB.  

Jozefovic and MCB also cannot establish the irreparable harm and balancing of the equities 

in their favor that is necessary to that relief. HBL took occupancy in September 2019 and has been 

in continuous occupancy since without posting any security deposit whatsoever. It is also in breach 

of the Lease in many other respects.  

Selling Jozefovic’s membership interest will not cause any irreparable harm to Jozefovic 

or to MCB. MCB will have the same lien on the same membership interest after the sale that it has 

today. HBL is in default under the Lease; Jozefovic will simply be held to account for that default 

in accordance with the agreement he made with WPH Properties.  

The only party that will be harmed here is WPH Properties if the sale is not permitted to 

proceed. It will be stuck with a tenant in possession of its $65 million state-of-the-art nursing 

facility with no security deposit and no ability to enforce the pledge for which it negotiated. The 

equities balance solidly in favor of WPH Properties. The motion should be denied.  

STATEMENT OF FACTS 

WPH Properties respectfully refers the court to the affidavit of William A. Nicholson 

sworn to on June 28, 2021 (the “Nicholson aff.” or “Nicholson affirmation”), which summarizes 

the relevant facts. 
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3 

ARGUMENT 

I 

The motion for a temporary restraining order and preliminary injunction should 
be denied because Jozefovic failed to present evidence in support of the motion 

Jozefovic failed to submit an affidavit from anyone with personal knowledge to support 

his application. The only support for the motion was an attorney’s affirmation. That should have 

been fatal to the motion. See Morales v. Coram Materials Corp., 51 A.D.3d 86, 96 (2d Dept 2008); 

McDermott v. South Farmingdale Water District, 167 A.D.2d 517 (2d Dept. 1990). At the 

conference on June 25, 2021, the Court allowed Jozefovic to cure this deficiency by submitting an 

affidavit of someone with personal knowledge by noon on June 28, 2021. Jozefovic failed to do 

that. He submitted his affirmation at 4:35 p.m. That affirmation was untimely and should be 

disregarded and the motion should be denied for failure to provide the required evidentiary support. 

II 

Jozefovic and Metropolitan Commercial Bank have failed to establish the elements 
necessary for a preliminary injunction and temporary restraining order 

“To obtain a preliminary injunction, a movant must establish, by clear and convincing 

evidence: (1) a likelihood of success on the merits, (2) irreparable injury absent a preliminary 

injunction, and (3) a balancing of the equities in the movant’s favor.” Alayoff v. Alayoff, 112 

A.D.3d at 564 (2d Dep’t 2013), quoting from Arthur J. Gallagher & Co. v. Marchese, 96 A.D.3d

791 (2d Dep’t 2012). “Pursuant to CPLR 6301, a temporary restraining order may be granted 

pending a hearing for a preliminary injunction where it appears that immediate and irreparable 

injury, loss, or damage will result unless the defendant is restrained before the hearing can be 

held.” Crescentini v. Slate Hill Biomass Energy, LLC, 113 A.D.3d 806, 807 (2d Dep’t 2014).. 
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4 

A. Jozefovic cannot demonstrate a likelihood of success on the merits.

1. WPH Properties is entitled to dispose of the Waterview membership interest.

The Pledge Agreement unambiguously pledges and assigns the Waterview Membership 

Interest to WPH Properties in order to secure the promises made by Jozefovic in the Pledge 

Agreement and by HBL in the Lease. HBL does not dispute that it is in default under the Lease. 

WPH Properties is a “secured party” under Article 9 of the New York UCC. § 9-102-73(A) defines 

a “secured party,” as relevant here, as a person “in whose favor a security interest is created or 

provided for under a security agreement, whether or not any obligation to be secured is 

outstanding.” Here, pursuant to the Pledge Agreement, Jozefovic pledged and assigned the 

Waterview Membership Interest to WPH Properties as collateral to secure HBL’s obligations 

under the Lease and Jozefovic’s obligation under the Pledge Agreement with respect to the 

Waterview JPM Accounts. Nicholson aff., ¶ 4 & ex. D, at 2, second Whereas clause. The Pledge 

Agreement therefore granted WPH Properties a security interest, making the Pledge Agreement a 

security agreement under the UCC and WPH Properties a secured party under UCC §§ 1-201(35);  

9-102-73(A).

Pursuant to Article 9 of the UCC, a secured party has the right to dispose of collateral upon 

a default. “After default, a secured party may sell, lease, license, or otherwise dispose of any or all 

of the collateral in its present condition or following any commercially reasonable preparation or 

processing.” N.Y.U.C.C. § 9-610(a). 

The Pledge Agreement is a clear, unambiguous contract entered into at arms-length 

between Jozefovic and WPH Properties that should be enforced. When sophisticated parties agree 

to the terms of an unambiguous contract, the terms of the contract control and the contract will be 

enforced according to its terms. See Matter of Wallace v 600 Partners Co., 86 N.Y.2d 543, 548 

(1995). Courts will neither modify nor rewrite a contract when the terms of the contract are clear. 
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See Morlee Sales Corp. v Manufacturers Tr. Co., 9 N.Y.2d 16, 19 (1961); Ligeras Enterprises, 

Inc. v Carla Realty Co., 164 A.D.3d 783, 784 (2d Dep’t 2018). As fully detailed below and in the 

Nicholson affidavit, Josefovic and HBL breached its obligations under the Lease and Pledge 

Agreement. See Nicholson aff., ¶¶ 13 - 27. WPH Properties is therefore entitled to exercise its 

rights under Article 9 of the UCC and the Pledge Agreement by disposing of the Waterview 

Membership Interest at a public sale. 

2. WPH Properties still has security interest under the Pledge Agreement because
HBL has never deposited $1.6 million in WPH Properties’ Rent Security
Account.

 Contrary to Jozefovic’s argument, the Pledge Agreement does not provide that it terminates 

when the $1.6 million has been deposited in the Waterview JPM Account. What it provides, 

specifically, is that the Pledge Agreement terminates when the $1.6 million is deposited in WPH 

Properties’ Rent Security Account: 

2. Upon effectuation of Section 7.1(a)(iii) of the lease which requires Sixty
days prior to the anticipated Commencement Date, the funds in the JP Morgan Chase 
Bank account in the amount of not less than $1,600,000 shall be deposited into the 
Landlords Rent Security Account, the interest in the company assigned to the 
Assignee pursuant to Paragraph 1 hereof shall be automatically reassigned by the 
Assignee to the Assignor without recourse, representation or warranty, and this 
Assignment shall automatically terminate and be void and of no further effect. 

Nicholson aff., ¶ 6 - 8 & ex. D, at 2. Since the $1.6 million Additional Security Deposit was never 

delivered to WPH Properties in accordance with Section 7.1(a)(iii) of the Lease, the Pledge 

Agreement remains in full force and effect. And because the Pledge Agreement, by its express 

terms, secures the obligations under the Lease, the failure to deliver the $1.6 million in 

additional rent security was also a default under the Pledge Agreement. 

3. The tender of the bank documents, although irrelevant under the terms of the
Pledge Agreement, was, in any event, insufficient to satisfy Jozefovic’s
obligation.

Jozefovic’s argument about the tender of the bank documents to Howard Fensterman is 
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irrelevant. Even if that story were factually correct, the tender did not terminate the Pledge 

Agreement. But the story is also false. 

The Pledge Agreement obligates Jozefovic to transfer the funds into the two JPM Accounts 

owned by Waterview (account number xxxxxx7002 and account number xxx-x0885) and to add 

Fensterman as a signatory to both of those accounts to guarantee that no withdrawals would be 

made from those accounts that would reduce the balance below $1.6 million, “so as to ensure that 

when required 60 days prior to the commencement date [of the Lease] the money in the account 

or equivalent shall be delivered as additional cash security for the [L]ease.” Nicholson aff., ex. D 

& ¶ 15-18. Similarly, the Waterview Resolution attached as Exhibit A to the Pledge Agreement 

requires, among other things, that “[t]he Company add Howard Fensterman as a co-signatory to 

the following account Waterview Acquisition I, LLC Account Number 7002 and Account Number 

0885 at JP Morgan Chase together with Marc Neuman and Lizer Jozefovic.” Nicholson aff., ex. 

D. 

In other words, the funds in the Waterview JPM Accounts were intended to secure the 

obligation under the Lease to post the $1.6 million Additional Security Deposit by adding 

Fensterman as a co-signatory. The agreement was that Fensterman, as co-signatory, would ensure 

that the balance of Waterview JPM Accounts was at least $1.6 million, the amount of the 

Additional Security Deposit, and those funds would be used to post the Additional Security 

Deposit as required under the Lease when that became due. That is why the Pledge Agreement 

does not terminate until the $1.6 million is deposited into WPH Properties’ Rent Security Deposit 

Account. 

Fensterman was never added as a signatory to either Account 7002 or Account Number 

0885. As to Account 7002, Jozefovic makes no claim that Fensterman was added as a signatory to 
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Account 7002. That alone was a breach of the provisions of the Waterview Resolution and 

therefore of the Pledge Agreement. 

The Giardino affirmation states that the $1.6 million in “Additional Rent Security” was 

transferred to Account 0885. Giardino aff., ¶ 45; Jozefovic aff., ¶ 135. But that is beside the point. 

The point is that Jozefovic failed to take all of the necessary steps to add Fensterman as a co-

signatory to the Waterview JPM Accounts, a clear breach of the Pledge Agreement.  

The Giardino affirmation vaguely states that “the resolution and account holder information 

[for Account 0885] were tendered to Fensterman” and that “Fensterman simply had to sign the 

forms provided and submit them in order to become a signatory on” Account 0885. Giardino aff., 

¶¶ 46, 47; Jozefovic aff., ¶¶ 36, 39. In support of these claims, the Giardino affirmation attaches as 

exhibit H certain account documents for Account 0885 and an August 17, 2017 email from Mr. 

Zafrin to Fensterman stating “Howard I need your signature on the last page.” Giardino aff., ex. H. 

One of the documents, the Limited Liability Company Certification states on page 1 (in bold 

lettering): “Use this form to certify the members/managers authorized to act on an investment 

account for a Limited Liability Company. A Signatory Information Sheet MUST BE provided for 

all signers Someone executing an LLC Certification was also required to provide a Signatory 

Information Sheet.” Therefore, execution of the LLC Certification alone was insufficient to make 

Fensterman an authorized signatory on Account 0885. And the account documents attached to the 

Giardino affirmation do not include a Signatory Information Sheet for Howard Fensterman.  

4. WPH Properties did not waive its rights under the Pledge Agreement.

In one sentence and without further explanation, Jozefovic argues that WPH Properties’ 

“failure to consummate the account transaction in 2017 constitutes a complete waiver of contractual 

rights.” Defendants’ br., at 14-15. It is completely unclear that this means. WPH Properties did not 

waive any rights and Jozefovic has offered no proof whatsoever that it did. 
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Jozefovic’s contention that WPH Properties “waived its rights under the [Pledge 

Agreement] with respect to Rent Security by accepting a $2.2 million payment from Epic,” 

Defendants’ br., at 15, is also frivolous. To reiterate, the Lease obligates HBL to deliver to WPH 

Properties, before the commencement date of the Lease, an unconditional letter of credit or cash 

in the amount of $3,700,000 to secure the full and timely performance of its obligations under the 

Lease and, as previously noted, an Additional Security Deposit in the amount of $1,600,000. 

Nicholson aff. ex. A, § 7.1. HBL defaulted on its obligation to provide security deposits before the 

commencement date of the Lease. It was HBL’s immediate default under the Lease by not paying 

the required security deposits in the amounts of $3,700,000 and an additional $1,600,000 that 

prompted WPH Properties and HBL to negotiate the letter of intent dated November 20, 2019 (the 

“LOI”). Giardino aff., ex. I. HBL also defaulted under the terms of the LOI in a number of ways, 

including by failing to provide the required security deposit in the re-negotiated amount, failing to 

pay rent, failing to pay municipal and utility payments, failing to pay real estate taxes, failing to 

enter into the required Deposit Account Control Agreement, failing to enter into the agreement 

with JP Morgan Chase Bank and by failing to obtain an $8,000,000 working capital credit line. 

5. MCB’s lien on the Waterview membership Interest does not affect WPH
Properties’ right to sell the interest.

After pledging Waterview Membership Interest to WPH Properties, Jozefovic pledged the 

same interest to MCB. That violated his covenant in the Pledge Agreement that he would “not 

enter into any assignment, mortgage, pledge or other instrument which transfers or encumbers all 

or any part of his interest in” Waterview Hills. Nicholson aff., ex. D, at 2, § 3. He did that by 

amending the Waterview Hills operating agreement to create membership certificates. That also 

violated his agreement “not to subsequently further amend or voluntarily permit the amendment 

of the operating agreement of the Company that would in any manner materially adversely affect 
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this Assignment and/or the rights of the Assignee hereunder without the consent of the Assignee.” 

Nicholson aff., ex. D, at 2, § 4. WPH Properties did not consent to the amendment that allowed 

for the assignment of the membership certificate to MCB. WPH Properties acknowledges that 

MCB’s lien is prior to WPH Properties’ lien because MCB perfected first. But the UCC 

nevertheless allows a junior creditor to sell the collateral subject to the senior creditor’s lien. And 

there is no reason that Jozefovic should be allowed to defeat WPH Properties’ right to sell the 

Waterview Membership Interest by subsequently pledging it to MCB in violation of the Pledge 

Agreement. 

First, the fact that MCB has an alleged senior security interest in the Waterview 

Membership Interest does not prohibit WPH Properties from disposing of the collateral in 

accordance with Article 9 of the UCC. N.Y.U.C.C. § 9-610(a) provides that “[a]fter default, a 

secured party may sell, lease, license, or otherwise dispose of any or all of the collateral in its 

present condition or following any commercially reasonable preparation or processing.” The 

section does not provide that only the most senior secured creditor may conduct a sale. The Official 

Comments confirm this. Official Comment 5 to N.Y.U.C.C. § 9-610 states “[d]isposition rights 

under subsection (a) are not limited to first-priority security interests. Rather, any secured party as 

to whom there has been a default has the right to dispose of collateral under this subsection.” For 

example, courts have held that a party may foreclose a subordinate membership interest. CMI II, 

LLC v. Interactive Brand Dev., Inc., 13Misc3d 1214(A), 2006 WL 2770095, (N.Y. Co. Sup. 2006) 

(“IIG alleges that plaintiff cannot foreclose on the Collateral because IIG has a more senior security 

interest. However, the fact that plaintiff's security interest is subordinated does not preclude 

plaintiff from seeking and obtaining foreclosure. As part of the foreclosure process, plaintiff is 
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10 

entitled to have the amount secured by IIG's senior security interest judicially determined, and to 

have that amount satisfied out of the sale of the Collateral.”) 

Second, the UCC does not require that the secured party possess the collateral in order to 

foreclose. UCC § 9-102-73(A) defines a secured party, as relevant here, as “a person in whose 

favor a security interest is created or provided for under a security agreement. . . ” It does not 

require that the secured party have possession. Nothing in UCC Article 9 provides that possession 

of certificates is required as a precondition to a UCC Article 9 foreclosure. It requires only that the 

party foreclosing be a “secured party.” See N.Y.U.C.C. § 9-601(a). Further, N.Y.U.C.C. § 9-613 

does not require that a notice of a sale of collateral under Article 9 state whether the secured party 

is in possession of the collateral. Indeed, “[s]ection 9-202 declares the policy of Article 9 of the 

Code stating that ‘each provision of this Article with regard to rights, obligations and remedies 

applies whether title to collateral is in the secured party or in the debtor.’” In re Yale Exp. Sys., 

Inc., 370 F.2d 433, 437 (2d Cir. 1966). 

Generally, a membership interest is an intangible asset unless the operating agreement 

specifically provides that such interest must be evidenced by a certificate. N.Y. Limit. Liab. Co. § 

603 (b). In this case, Jozefovic’s membership interest is a general intangible asset because its 

operating agreement did not provide otherwise. Even if the operating agreement was amended 

after Jozefovic pledged his membership interest, the certificate is relevant only to resolve the 

priority of competing claims. Abele Tractor & Equip. Co., Inc. v. Schaeffer, 167 A.D.3d 1256, 

1259 (3d Dept 2018) (“An unperfected security interest may be enforced directly against a debtor 

(see UCC 9–201, 9–203[a], [b]); perfection is relevant only to resolve the priority of competing 

claims (see UCC 9–322).”). The case cited by MCB is inapposite. The creditor in In re Domestic 

Fuel Corp. – a bankruptcy case – held a security interest in corporate stock, not a membership 
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interest in a limited liability company. In re Domestic Fuel Corp., 71 B.R. 734 (1987). Unlike 

stock certificates, a membership interest in an LLC is not required to be evidenced by a written 

instrument. See N.Y. Limit. Liab. Co. § 603 (b). Hotel 71 Mezz Lender LLC v. Falor, 14 N.Y.3d 

303 (2010), is illustrative. In that case, the Court of Appeals rejected arguments analogizing a 

party’s ownership/membership interest in various LLC to shares of corporate stock for purposes 

of attachment of that interest. Id. at 316-17. (“Corporate shares are typically evidenced by stock 

certificates. Defendants' interests, on the other hand, are not evidenced by “ownership” certificates 

or any other written instrument.”) The Court stated that “defendants’ ownership/ membership 

interests in 22 out-of-state limited liability companies—is akin to intangible contract rights, and is 

clearly assignable and transferable” and concluded that the intangible property interests’ situs is 

wherever the debtor is present. (“Just as a debt clings to the debtor when he enters a state other 

than the state where the debt was incurred, it follows that defendants' uncertificated ownership 

interests, which defendant Mitchell possesses or has custody over, travel with him, and were 

attachable in New York based on his presence in this state.”) Id. 315-16. Likewise here, WPH 

Properties possesses an intangible uncertified ownership interest and it ‘travels’ with it. Thus, 

MCB’s possession of a certificate – which is not a conclusive fact – does not preclude WPH 

Properties from selling its security interest.  

MCB’s Pledge Agreement (Exhibit B to Bandazian Aff.) only contains a pledge for 

Jozefovic’s uncertificated membership interest in Waterview Acquisition, not a pledge on a 

certificate. MCB’s UCC filing ((Exhibit D to Bandazian Aff.) also describes a pledge on an 

uncertificated membership interest, not a membership certificate. And while the Amended and 

Restated Operating Agreement of Waterview Acquisition (Exhibit C to Bandazian Aff.) states in 

Section 2.8 that membership interests “shall be evidenced by a certificate or certificates the form 
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of which is attached to this Agreement as Schedule 2.8,” no such form is attached to the Operating 

Agreement submitted by MCB to the Court. Finally, MCB did not submit a copy of its purported 

certificate of membership interest in its opposition papers. There is no evidence that MCB’s pledge 

for the uncertificated membership interest was actually converted to a pledge for a certificated 

interest. While MCB claims to be in possession of a certificate, no copy has ever been provided 

and there is no evidence of that documents’ existence except for Bandazian’s statements to that 

effect. 

Nothing in MCB’s supplemental submission to this Court shows that the WPH Properties’ 

Pledge Agreement is in any way invalid or that its uncertificated security interest cannot be sold. 

All MCB provides are arguments relating to the validity of its own pledge and the priority of its 

interest. But none of those points preclude WPH Properties from exercising their right to sell 

Jozefovic’s membership interest subject to MCB’s alleged senior interest. See supra CMI II, LLC, 

13Misc3d 1214(A), 2006 WL 2770095. So far, however, the only evidence MCB has provided is 

of a UCC filing and an agreement pledging Jozefovic’s membership interest, not a membership 

certificate.  

UCC section 8-103(c) provides in pertinent part that “[a]n interest in a partnership or 

limited liability company is not a security unless it is dealt in or traded on securities exchanges or 

in securities markets, its terms expressly provide that it is a security governed by this Article, or 

it is an investment company security. However, an interest in a partnership or limited liability 

company is a financial asset if it is held in a securities account.” (Emphasis added). Without a copy 

of the certificate, the parties and this Court are unable to ascertain whether or not it complies with 

the UCC requirement or the requirements in N.Y. Limit. Liab. Co. § 603 (b), stating in pertinent 

part: “The existence of the restrictions on the sale or transfer of a membership interest, as contained 
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in this chapter and, if applicable, in the operating agreement, shall be noted conspicuously on the 

face or back of every certificate representing a membership interest issued by a limited liability 

company.” MCB has not provided proof of the existence of the certificate at any point during the 

parties’ dispute – not in their opposition to the sale in the New York County action and not in their 

opposition to the current sale. Thus, as the record stands, all MCB has is the same uncertified 

intangible security interest in Jozefovic’s membership interest that WPH Properties has. 

Further, WPH Properties should not be made to bear any loss of value in its collateral 

because of Jozefovic’s attempt to defraud it and/or MCB. WPH Properties’ sale is commercially 

reasonable and MCB will not be prejudiced if the sale is made subject to its security interest. 

MCB’s security is for the amount of $3 million (Bandazian Aff. §§ 3 and 4. Jozefovic himself 

states in his affidavit that his “Membership Interest is worth no less than $6 million.” (Jozefovic 

Supplemental Aff. § 86). Thus, Jozefovic’s membership is likely to sell for more than the MCB 

loan is worth and its value will likely continue to accrue following any sale. Precluding WPH 

Properties from exercising its rights due to Jozefovic’s actions would only encourage other debtors 

to engage in the same tactic of certificating their interest in violation of a prior pledge to defeat the 

pledge when the pledgee seeks to enforce it.  

6. The members of Waterview consented to the pledge and assignment of the
Waterview Membership Interest

Jozefovic’s claim that the pledge and assignment of the Waterview Membership Interest

was prohibited by Waterview’s operating agreement is also incorrect. Jozefovic aff., ¶¶ 42-44. The 

Pledge Agreement was executed by both Waterview and Jozefovic. And the Waterview resolution 

attached to the Pledge Agreement, which authorizes adding the requirement for Howard 

Fensterman’s signature, was executed by all the members of Waterview, and specifically provides 

that the “action is taken pursuant to the applicable New York limited liability company statutory 
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laws and the operating agreement of the Company, by the written consent of a majority of its 

members and managers of the Company.” Id. at 8.  

In any event, a prohibition on pledge of the Waterview Membership Interest absent consent 

of all the members is illegal and void. See Allen v. Biltmore Tissue Corp., 2 N.Y.2d 534, 542 

(1957) The rule articulated in Allen v. Biltmore Tissue Corp. prohibits the exactly the kind of 

restriction here: one that gives the other members of Waterview the right to unilaterally control 

whether one member may transfer or pledge his ownership interest. See Rafe v. Hindin, 29 A.D.2d 

481 (2d Dep't), aff'd, 23 N.Y.2d 759 (1958) (voiding as against public policy a legend on a stock 

certificate providing that “each stockholder is required to obtain the consent of the other 

stockholder to a proposed transfer of the stock to a third party. . . .” Membership Interests in limited 

liability companies are, like stocks, personal property, N.Y. Limited Liab. Co. Law § 610, and 

therefore should be treated identically with respect to illegal restraints on alienation than shares in 

closely-held corporations. 

7. Jozefovic’s remaining arguments in opposition to the sale are without basis.

None of Jozefovic’s arguments in opposition to the sale of the Waterview Membership 

Interest have any merit.  

a. The notice of the sale is not defamatory.

Jozefovic complains that the Notification of Disposition of Collateral is “defamatory” 

because it refers to Jozefovic as “assignor” and states that WPH Properties will sell the Waterview 

Membership Interest at public auction “to satisfy Epic’s debts.” Defendants’ br., at 16. These 

assertions are frivolous. The notice makes no reference whatever to Epic or to “Epic’s debts.” Epic 

is not a party to the Lease or the Pledge Agreement. WPH Properties is authorized to conduct a 

public sale of the Waterview Membership Interest in the event of a default under the Pledge 

Agreement (to which Jozefovic is a party) or the Lease (to which HBL is a party). The essence of 
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Jozefovic’s claim, that WPH Properties’ distribution of a notice of that sale in accordance with the 

UCC is defamatory, is absurd. Jozefovic’s assertion that the notice refers to Jozefovic as an 

“assignor” is wrong. TIt does nothing more than a reference to the Pledge Agreement, which 

defines Jozefovic as the “Assignor” in its first paragraph. Giardino aff., ex. C, at 1. And the notice 

does not state that WPH Properties will sell the Waterview Membership Interest at public auction 

to “satisfy debts.” Defendants’ br., at 16. 

b. The requirement that the New York State Department of Health approve the
sale does not prevent a sale subject to the approval of the New York State
Department of Health.

Jozefovic argues that the approval of the New York State Department of Health 

(“NYSDOH”) is a prerequisite for sale of the Waterview Membership Interest. Westchester 

Healthcare agrees, but that is not an obstacle to UCC sale. The Terms of Sale being provided to 

prospective purchasers provide that “[t]he Collateral will be sold subject to all licensing and 

approval requirements of the New York State Department of Health.” Nicholson aff., ex. J. 

c. Jozefovic’s claims against Howard Fensterman are without merit.

Finally, Jozefovic argues that his utterly baseless claims against Howard Fensterman for 

breach of fiduciary duty, legal malpractice and violation Judiciary Law § 487 support his motion 

for injunctive relief. Each those claims is frivolous and in any event none of them support 

Jozefovic’s motion for injunctive relief. 

Neither Mr. Fensterman nor Abrams, Fensterman, Fensterman, Eisman, Formato, Ferrara, 

Wolf & Carone, LLP (“Abrams Fensterman”), the law firm for which he serves as managing 

partner, has ever represented Jozefovic in his personal capacity. See accompanying affirmation of 

Howard Fensterman dated June 29, 2021 (the “Fensterman affidavit” or “Fensterman aff.”), ¶ 7. 

The lack of an attorney-client relationship is fatal to Jozefovic’s malpractice claim. Cusack v. 

Greenberg Traurig, LLP, 109 A.D.3d 747,747 (1st Dep’t 2013) (Court properly dismissed claim 
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of legal malpractice, as there was no attorney-client relationship because the “defendant 

represented the corporate entity, not its shareholders or employees and, thus, not plaintiff.”); 

Learning Annex, L.P. v. Blank Rome LLP, 106 A.D.3d 663, 663 (1st Dep't 2013) (“[A] claim for 

legal malpractice . . . would fail to state a cause of action in the absence of an attorney-client 

relationship.); Fortress Credit Corp. v. Dechert LLP, 89 A.D.3d 615, 616 (1st Dep't 2011) ( “legal 

malpractice cause of action fails because the parties had no attorney-client relationship”).  

The lack of an attorney-client relationship is also fatal to Jozefovic’s breach of fiduciary 

duty claim. A fiduciary relationship arises “between two persons when one of them is under a duty 

to act for or to give advice for the benefit of another upon matters within the scope of the relation. 

EBC I, Inc. v. Goldman, Sachs & Co., 5 N.Y.3d 11, 19 (2005) “A fiduciary relation exists when 

confidence is reposed on one side and there is resulting superiority and influence on the other.” 

AG Capital Funding Partners, L.P. v. State St. Bank & Trust Co., 11 N.Y.3d 146, 158 (2008). Mr. 

Fensterman never acted as counsel to Jozefovic and he has made no showing whatever that Mr. 

Fensterman otherwise has “a duty to act for or to give advice for the benefit of” Jozefovic. 

Finally, Josefovic’s claim under Judiciary Law § 487 is not viable either given the absence 

of an attorney-client relationship. Mecca v. Shang, 258 A.D.2d 569, 570 (2d Dep’t 1999) 

(affirming dismissal of Judiciary Law § 487 claim because plaintiff “never retained the defendants' 

legal services”); see also Rogath v. Koegel, No. 96 Civ. 8729, 1998 WL 695668, at *4 n.10 

(S.D.N.Y. Oct. 6, 1998) (dismissing Judiciary Law § 487 claim because plaintiff could not plead 

that any fiduciary duty or attorney-client relationship existed between plaintiff and defendant). 

Abrams Fensterman does represent Waterview (which Jozefovic’s motion papers refers to 

as Epiq) in completely unrelated matters. As a matter of law, that representation is of the limited 

liability company alone and does not extend to Jozefovic or the other members of Waterview. See 
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Stang LLC v Hudson Sq. Hotel, LLC, 2016 N.Y. Slip Op. 32434[U], 29-30 (Sup. Ct. New York 

Cty. [Anil C. Singh, J.] December 12, 2016), aff’d, 158 A.D.3d 446 (1st Dep’t 2018). 

Further, as stated in the Fensterman affidavit, Abrams Fensterman represents Waterview 

in litigation to collect unpaid invoices, in applications for Medicaid benefits and in so-called Fair 

Hearing administrative proceedings arising out of Medicaid reimbursement disputes. Because 

none of the matters in which Abrams Fensterman represents or has ever represented Waterview 

has anything whatever to do with any of the issues in this case, Fensterman aff., ¶ 8, none of those 

representations creates an actual or potential conflict of interest And in any event, Waterview is 

not a plaintiff in this case and has not, and cannot asserted any claims against Fensterman; indeed, 

there would be absolutely no factual or legal basis for doing so. 

B. Jozefovic cannot demonstrate irreparable harm.

To demonstrate entitlement to injunctive relief with respect to a disposition of collateral

under N.Y.U.C.C. § 9-625, a movant is required to establish irreparable harm. Lombard v. Station 

Square Inn Apartments Corp., 94 A.D.3d 717, 721 (2d Dep’t 2012); see generally 306 Rutledge, 

LLC v. City of New York, 90 A.D.3d 1026, 1028 (2d Dep’t 2011) (quoting Mar v. Liquid Mgt. 

Partners, LLC, 62 A.D.3d 762, 763 (2d Dep’t 2009)); Broadway 500 W. Monroe, 80 A.D.3d 483, 

484 (1st Dep’t 2011).  

Jozefovic will not suffer irreparable harm here. The Waterview Membership Interest is a 

purely commercial one, the loss of which is quantifiable and compensable by monetary damages. 

Lombard v. Station Square Inn Apartments Corp., 94 A.D.3d 717, 721 (2d Dep’t 2012); 1248 

Assoc. Mezz II LLC v. 12E48 Mezz II LLC, No. 651812/2020, 2020 WL 2569405 (Sup. Ct. New 

York Cty. [Frank P. Nervo, J.] May 8, 2020). The disposition of that interest at a UCC sale would 

result in a loss of Jozefovic’s investment in Waterview, nothing more. Such a loss can be 

compensated by money damages and, therefore, Jozefovic cannot possibly suffer irreparable harm 
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as a result of the UCC sale. The motion for injunctive relief should therefore be denied. 

C. The balance of the equities weighs heavily in WPH Properties’ favor.

Finally, to enjoin the sale, Jozefovic must establish that the balance of the equities tip in

his favor; that is, he is “required to show that the irreparable injury to be sustained is more 

burdensome to him than the harm that would be caused to the defendant through the imposition of 

the injunction. Lombard, 94 A.D.3d at 721 (citing Klein, Wagner & Morris v Lawrence A. Klein, 

P.C., 186 A.D.2d 631, 633 (2d Dep’t 1992)). Josefovic cannot possibly make this showing.

It is undisputed that Jozefovic pledged the same membership interest to both WPH 

Properties and MCB. If MCB was not aware of Jozefovic’s prior pledge to WPH Properties, it was 

only because Jozefovic made fraudulent misrepresentations to MCB on the assignability of his 

membership interest.  

WPH Properties has suffered irreparable harm. As a result of HBL’s refusal to make timely 

rents payments under the Lease, WPH Properties was unable to make certain monthly payments 

of debt service required by the Note and the Construction Loan Agreement. And because HBL had 

also failed to make the required security deposits under the Lease, WPH Properties lacked an 

alternative source of funds upon which to draw upon to make the untimely rent payments. 

Nicholson aff, ¶ 32. 

The Lease requires HBL to cooperate in WPH Properties’ efforts to refinance the 

Mortgage. Nicholson aff., ex. A, §7.8. As a direct result of HBL’s defaults under the Lease, 

however, WPH Properties was unable to refinance the Mortgage securing the construction loan 

prior to maturity. HBL’s default under the Lease made it impossible to refinance the Mortgage 

because any new lender would have required proof that the Lease (which would provide the 

necessary funding in the form of rents to pay debt service on the new mortgage loan) was not in 

default. Due to HBL’s default, it was therefore impossible for WPH Properties to provide any 
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prospective new lender an estoppel certificate or other evidence certifying that the Lease was not 

in default. As a result, the construction loan has now matured and is in default, placing the ongoing 

operations of the Facility and WPH Properties at imminent risk because the construction Security 

Benefit may foreclose at any time. Nicholson aff., ¶ 35.  

The lender, Security Benefit issued notices of default and commenced an action to 

foreclose the Mortgage, but then withdrew the foreclosure action without prejudice to renew upon 

expiration of the moratorium on commercial foreclosure proceedings in New York State Upon 

expiration of the statutory foreclosure prohibition on August 31, 2021, Security Benefit will almost 

certainly recommence instate the Foreclosure Action. Nicholson aff., ¶ 36 

The failures of Jozefovic and HBL, which Jozefovic controls, to comply with their 

contractual obligations under the Pledge Agreement and the Lease and guarantees have therefore 

caused WPH Properties substantial prejudice and financial harm and placed its principal asset, the 

Facility, at serious risk of foreclosure by Security Benefit. Enjoining WPH Properties from 

exercising their contractual and statutory remedies for these defaults would obviously cause it 

substantial, completely unwarranted harm. Nicholson aff., ¶ 36. 

On the other hand, the only consequences Jozefovic will suffer as a result of the UCC sale 

is the loss of his Waterview Membership Interest, which is precisely what he bargained for in the 

event he defaulted on his obligations under the Pledge Agreement and the Lease. Nicholson aff., 

¶ 37. Where alleged harm to movant is self-created, the balance of equities does not tip in movant’s 

favor. Sync Realty Grp., Inc. v. Rotterdam Ventures, Inc., 63 A.D.3d 1429, 1431 (3d Dep’t 2009) 

(“Considering that plaintiff's alleged harm appears to be in part self-created, it cannot be said that 

the balance of equities tilts in plaintiff's favor.”). 
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II 

If the Court grants an injunction, Jozefovic must 
be required to post a $1.6 million bond 

CPLR 6312(b) requires that when the Court grants a preliminary injunction it must require 

the movant to provide an undertaking in an amount to be fixed by the Court, that the movant, if it 

is finally determined that he or she was not entitled to an injunction, will pay to the other party all 

damages and costs which may be sustained by reason of the injunction. CPLR 6312(b); Putter v. 

Singer, 73 A.D.3d 1147, 1148 (2d Dep’t 2010) (“While fixing the amount of an undertaking when 

granting a motion for a preliminary injunction is a matter within the sound discretion of the 

court, CPLR 6312(b) requires that the party seeking an injunction give an undertaking.”); Livas v. 

Mitzner, 303 A.D.2d 381, 383 (2d Dep’t 2003) (same). 

“The amount of the undertaking . . . must not be based upon speculation and must be 

rationally related to the damages the nonmoving party might suffer if the court later determines 

that the relief to which the undertaking relates should not have been granted.” Olympic Ice Cream 

Co., Inc. v. Sussman, 151 A.D.3d 872, 874 (2d Dep’t 2017) (quoting Access Medical Group, P.C. 

v. Straus Family Capital Group, Inc., 44 A.D.3d 975, 975 (2d Dep’t 2007)).

For the reasons set forth in the accompanying affirmation of Alfred E. Donnellan, Esq., the 

amount of the bond should be $1.6 million. 

CONCLUSION 

For all of these reasons, WPH Properties respectfully requests that the motion for a 

temporary restraining order and preliminary injunction be denied in its entirety and that the Court 

award such other relief as it deems just. 

Dated:  White Plains, New York 
June 29, 2021 
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF NEW YORK

---------------------- ¬--------------------- x

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, : Index No.: 60278/2020

LLC, :

: SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT

Plaintiff, : OF BRETT BANDAZIAN IN

: PARTIAL JOINDER AND
v. : SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' /

: THIRD-PARTY PLAINTIFFS'

HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC a/k/a LIZER : ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE FOR

JOZOFOVIC, and MARK NEUMAN, : A TEMPORARY RESTRAINING
: ORDER AND PRELIMINARY

Defendants and : INJUNCTION

Third-Party Plaintiffs. :

v. :

:

CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY :

CONSULTING, THE CONGRESS COMPANIES, :

HOWARD FENSTERMAN, WILLIAM :

NICHOLSON, and METROPOLITAN :

COMMERCIAL BANK
:

Third-Party :

Defendants. :
--- --------------------------------- x

STATE OF NEW YORK )

) ss:

COUNTY OF NEW YORK )

BRETT BANDAZIAN, being duly sworn, deposes and says:

1. I am a Vice President, Commercial Lending, of third-party defendant and cross-

claimant Metropolitan Commercial Bank ("MCB"), and respectfully submit this supplemental

affidavit in partial joinder and support of the motion by defendants / third-party plaintiffs Lizer

Jozefovic ("Josefovic"), HBL SNF LLC ("HBL"), and Mark Neuman ("Neuman") (collectively,

"Movants") for an order pursuant to CPLR Article 63 enjoining plaintiff White Plains Healthcare

Properties I, LLC ("WPHP") and the third-party defcñdañts (collectively, the "WP Parties"),

during the pendency of this action, from, among other things, taking any action to transfer,

{11940248:1} 1
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assign, convey, or sell Josefovic's membership interests in Waterview Acquisition I, LLC

("Waterview"), which have now been certificated (the "Certificate"). Except as otherwise stated,

I have personal knowledge of the matters set forth herein based upon personal knowledge, a

review of MCB's business records and other relevant documents and information, as well as my

discussions with other MCB personnel and representatives. Where the facts are on information

and belief, I believe them to be true.

2. I am advised by MCB's counsel that the WP Parties did not request to inspect a

copy of the Certificate in connection with the New York County Action, nor did they raise any

question about its existence during the June 25, 2021 oral argument in this action. Because the

WP Parties seemingly question the existence of the Certificate in the papers they filed on June

29, 2021, to resolve any question annexed hereto as Exhibit 6 is a true copy of the Certificate.

WHEREFORE, third-party defendant Metropolitan Commercial Bank respectfully

requests that the Court grant (a) Josefovic's requested TRO (in which MCB has joined), except

that MCB should not be subject to the TRO and (b) MCB such other and further relief as the

Court shall deem just and proper.
'-

BRETT BANDAZIAN

STATE OF NEW YORK )

) ss.:

COUNTY OF NEW ORK )

On this 2O
day of June, 2021, before me, the undersigned, personally appeared

AW#2/k#, personally known to me or proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to

be the individual whose name is subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged to me
that he/she executed the same in his/her capacity, and that by his/her signature on the instrument,
the individual, or the person upon behalf of which the individual acted, executed the instrument.

o n.
l‡Z²‡.' 'S NOTARY PUBLIC

wo-w.w,.. 7749 8

{11940248:1} 2
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NUMBER
FORMED UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK

WATERVIEW ACQUISITION I, LLC

This Certifies that Herbert Lizer Jozefovic is the registered owner of Seventy and1/10-(70.1%)

Percent of the membership in the Limited Liability Company transferable only on the books of the Company in

accordance with the Company's Operating Agreement and pursuant to the provisions of Section 2801-a(4)(b) of the

New York State Public Health Law.

In Witness Whereof, the said Limited Liability Company has caused this Certificate to be signed by its

duly authorized Manager as of the 1002
day of December 2019.

Her ert (Lizer efovic- anager
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FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the undersigned hereby sells, assigns and transfers unto

[print or typewrite the name of the

transferee], [insert Social Security

Number or other taxpayer identification number of transferee], the following specified

percentage of Interests: [identify percentage of laterests

being transferred], and irrevocably constitutes and appoints

as attorney-in-fact to transfer the sente on the books and

records of the Corspâñy, with full power of substitution in the premises.

Dated:

TRANSFEROR:

LIZER JOZEFOVIC,
an individual

By:(
Nam izer J fovic

Address:53 Mariner Way , Monsey NY 10952

THE SECURITIES REPRESENTED BY THIS CERTIFICATE HAVE NOT BEEN REGISTERED
UNDER THE SECURITIES ACT OF 1933 (THE "ACT") OR ANY STATE SECURITIES OR
BLUE SKY LAWS AND MAY NOT BE SOLD, TRANSFERRED, PLEDGED OR OTHERWISE
DISPOSED OF WITHOUT REGISTRATION UNDER THE ACT OR UNDER ANY APPLICABLE
STATE SECURITIES OR BLUE SKY LAWS UNLESS SUCH SALE, TRANSFER, PLEDGE OR
OTHER DISPOSITION IS EXEMPT FROM REGISTRATION THEREUNDER.
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER

_______________ -------------------- x

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES : Index No.: 60278/2020

I, LLC, :

: SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL

Plaintiff, : AFFIRMATION OF ROBERT J.

: MALATAK IN PARTIAL

v. : JOINDER AND SUPPORT OF

: DEFENDANTS' / THIRD-PARTY

HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC a/k/a : PLAINTIFFS' ORDER TO
LIZER JOZOFOVIC, and MARK NEUMAN, : SHOW CAUSE

: FOR A TEMPORARY
Defendants and : RESTRAINING ORDER AND

Third-Party : PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION

Plaintiffs. :

v. :

CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY :

CONSULTING, THE CONGRESS :

COMPANIES, HOWARD FENSTERMAN, :

WILLIAM NICHOLSON, and :

METROPOLITAN COMMERCIAL BANK :

:

Third-Party :

Defendants. :
------------------------------ --------------- x

ROBERT J. MALATAK, an attorney duly admitted to practice law before the Courts of

this State, affirms the following to be true under penalty of perjury:

1. I am a member of the law firm Windels Marx Lane & Mittendorf, LLP, attorneys

for third-party defendant and cross-claimant Metropolitan Commercial Bank ("MCB"), and I am

fully familiar with the facts and circumstances set forth herein. I submit this second supplemental

affirmation in partial joinder and support of the motion by defendants / third-party plaintiffs Lizer

Jozefovic ("Josefovic"), HBL SNF LLC ("HBL"), and Mark Neuman ("Neuman") (collectively,

"Movants") for an order pursuant to CPLR Article 63 enjoining plaintiff White Plains Healthcare

Properties I, LLC ("WPHP") and the third-party defendants (collectively, the "WP Parties"),

{11940309:1} 1
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during the pendency of this action, from, among other things, taking any action to transfer, assign

convey, or sell Josefovic's membership interests in Waterview Acquisition I, LLC ("Waterview"),

which have now been certificated (the "Certificate").

2. In their papers filed last night (June 29, 2021), the WP Parties insincerely raised for

the first time a question as to whether or not the Certificate exists, and to resolve that
"question"

MCB submits a true copy of the Certificate in the accompanying supplemental affidavit of Brett

Bandazian.

3. In any event, examination of the Certificate is not really necessary because

Waterview "opted
in"

to treat its membership interests as securities under UCC Article 8 and such

election is determined by the language in the operating agreement. See In re Brown, 479 B.R. 112,

117 (Bankr. D. Kan. 2012). This makes sense given the fact that "[a] member's interest may be a

certificated security or an uncertificated security within the meaning of section 8-102 of the

uniform commercial code if the requirements of section 8-103(c) are met
...."

N.Y. Limited

Liability Company Law § 603. In In re Brown, the Court ultimately determined that the limited

liability interests at issue were general intangibles. Id In doing so, however, the Court studied

the provisions of the operating agreement, without concern for any certificate, noting that:

None of the conditions listed in § 8-103(c) are met by the units in

question here. The units are not traded on any market and the

operating agreemcat makes no provision for Article Eight to

apply to them. KMC is a hospital, not an investment company.

Because these units are not securities under Article Eight, they
cannot be investment property under Article Nine. Id. (emphasis

added).

4. Conversely, Waterview's Operating Agreement clearly states that its interests are

to be certificated and treated as securities (Malatak Aff. Ex. C to Exhibit 1 (Doc No. 124)) and that

is all that is required. There is no requirement -- and the WP Parties cite to none -- that the election

{11940309:1} 2
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to "opt
in"

be stated on the Certificate. See also, "The Article 8 Opt
In," Law Journal Newletters,

September 2016 ("For a limited liability company or partnership to 'opt
in'

under UCC Article 8,

the entity must adhere to the requirements contained in section 8-103 of the UCC. Specifically,

an entity's operating agreemeñt must contain explicit language stating that the entity has opted to

have its membership interest treated as a security. *** If the entity chooses to issue certificates,

the certificates will freqüêñtly (though not always) contain language notice that the entity has

elected to opt in under Article 8"), a true copy of which is annexed hereto as Exhibit 7 (emphasis

added).

5. In summary, Waterview elected, through its Operating Agreement, to treat its

interests as securities under Article 8. Accordingly, the interests are securities. MCB is currently

in possession of the Certificate and thus, the WP Parties are not able to conduct a commercially

reasonable sale.

WHEREFORE, MCB respectfully requests that the Court issue an order granting (1)

Movants'
order to show cause for a temporary restraining order and preliminary injunction, except

that the injunction should not be extended to MCB and (2) MCB such other and further relief as

this Court deems just and proper.

Dated: New York, New York

June 30, 2021

ROBER . LATAK

{11940309:1} 3
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hen a lender provides �nancing to a commercial borrower, it typically requires the

borrower to grant a security interest in some or all of the borrower’s assets. Among

many other types of assets or collateral, a borrower may be required to grant a

security interest in stock or membership interests owned by the borrower, including stock or

membership interests in the borrower’s subsidiaries or a�liates.

Of course, simply obtaining a security interest provides only marginal protection relative to parties

other than the borrower ‘ including, for example, competing secured creditors or trustees in

bankruptcy. See, e.g., UCC ‘ 9-322 (priority rules governing competing security interests in collateral);

and 11 U.S.C. ‘ 546 (bankruptcy trustee possesses rights and powers of certain lien creditors). Thus,

in addition to merely obtaining a security interest, a lender must take all necessary steps under the

Uniform Commercial Code (“UCC” (the UCC has been adopted in all 50 states with some ‘ usually,

but not always, minor ‘ variations)) or other applicable law to perfect that interest.

The appropriate method for perfecting a security interest varies depending on the type of collateral.

To perfect security interests in many types of assets, a lender need only �le a UCC �nancing

statement in the appropriate �ling jurisdiction. For other assets, a UCC �nancing statement may not

perfect a security interest, or it may only provide a fragile level of perfection that is vulnerable to

being trumped by a party that has perfected through a di�erent means.

Thus, knowing the proper and best way to perfect a security

interest in a given type of asset is critical for parties and advisors

involved in secured lending. Navigating the intricacies of the

system can be challenging, even for experienced professionals.

However, some types of assets present an extra degree of

challenge because the best way to perfect interests in such

assets may vary depending on the situation and the
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organizational documents of the entity in question. Membership

interests in limited liability companies, general partnerships, and

limited partnerships are one example of this phenomenon.

Security or General Intangible

In the absence of the steps discussed below, membership

interests in limited liability companies and partnerships will be

treated as general intangibles. Pursuant to ‘ 9-310 of the UCC,

the means by which to perfect a security interest in a general

intangible is the �ling of a UCC-1 �nancing statement in the

proper jurisdiction. UCC ‘ 9-310. Thus, assuming a secured

lender has obtained a valid security interest in a limited liability

company or partnership membership interest, once the

�nancing statement is �led in the appropriate jurisdiction, the

lender’s interest will be perfected. If no other creditor has taken

similar steps, the lender will have a �rst priority security interest

in the membership interest (conversely, if another party has

already taken the necessary steps to perfect a security interest

in the entity’s membership interest, then the “�rst to �le” rules

set forth in Article 9 will govern priority ( see UCC ‘ 9-322)).

To illustrate, if Blue Bank agrees to provide �nancing to Red

Corp., and as part of the transaction, Red Corp. grants Blue Bank

a security interest in among other things its membership

interest in Red LLC, then once Blue Bank �les a �nancing

statement in the appropriate jurisdiction, it will have a perfected

security interest in the membership interest of Red LLC that is

held by Red Corp.

However, a limited liability company or partnership may take certain steps which, for purposes of

perfection under the UCC, will change the character of the entity’s membership interest from a

general intangible to a security. This is commonly referred to as the Article 8 “opt in.” Whether an

entity has elected to opt in will a�ect the optimal means by which to perfect a security interest in

the entity’s membership interest.

The ‘Opt In‘ Mechanism

For a limited liability company or partnership to “opt in” under UCC Article 8, the entity must adhere

to the requirements contained in section 8-103 of the UCC. Speci�cally, an entity’s operating

agreement must contain explicit language stating that the entity has opted to have its membership

interest treated as a security. See UCC ‘ 8-103(c). To e�ectively opt in under Article 8, an entity’s

operating agreement should contain language such as that shown below:

Each interest in [name of issuer] shall constitute and shall remain a ‘security’ within the meaning of

(i) Section 8-102(a)(15) of the Uniform Commercial Code as in e�ect from time to time in the State of

[state of organization of issuer] [cite to UCC in applicable state] and (ii) the Uniform Commercial

Code of any other applicable jurisdiction that now or hereafter substantially includes the 1994

revisions to Article 8 thereof as adopted by the American Law Institute and the National Conference

of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws and approved by the American Bar Association on

February 14, 1995, and the [issuer] has, pursuant to the [list relevant organizational documents of
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the issuer], ‘opted in’ to such provisions for the purpose of the UCC. Notwithstanding any provision

of this Agreement to the contrary, to the extent that any provision of this Agreement is inconsistent

with any non-waivable provision of Article 8 of the UCC, such provision of Article 8 of the UCC shall

be controlling.

When dealing with an entity that is considering the Article 8 opt in, or one that has already opted in,

several issues are important to keep in mind. First, section 8-103′s opt in provision explicitly applies

only to limited liability companies, limited partnerships, and general partnerships; it does not apply

to corporations or other entities.

Additionally, as section 8-103(c) of the UCC makes clear, an entity must expressly elect to have its

membership interest treated as a security; otherwise, its membership interest will be treated as a

general intangible. Thus, it is impossible for a limited liability company or a partnership to

accidentally or inadvertently opt in.

Finally, for an entity that chooses to opt in, its membership interest can be certi�cated or

uncerti�cated. If the entity chooses to issue certi�cates, the certi�cates will frequently (though not

always) contain language noting that the entity has elected to opt in under Article 8. As discussed

below, if an entity has elected to opt in, the lender will often require that the membership interest

be certi�cated so as to enable the lender to take possession of the certi�cates.

E�ect of Article 8 Opt In on Perfection

As noted above, if a limited liability company or partnership has taken the steps to opt in, then for

purposes of perfection, the membership interest will no longer be classi�ed as a general intangible ‘

rather, it will be classi�ed as a security. In such an instance, the best way to perfect a security

interest in the membership interest is no longer the �ling of a �nancing statement; instead, the

optimal perfection method is either control or possession.

If the membership interest is uncerti�cated, then the best means to perfect the security interest is

through control. Conversely, if the membership interest is certi�cated, the best way for a secured

party to perfect is to take possession of the certi�cate (methods by which to perfect a security

interest in a security are addressed in UCC ” 9-310 (�ling of �nancing statement), 9-312 (various

means), 9-313 (possession), and 9-314 (control)). Even if an entity has elected to opt in, the �ling of a

valid �nancing statement will perfect the lender’s interest; however, this method of perfection does

not provide the lender with the highest form of protection, which is best achieved via control or

possession. See UCC ” 9-312 and 9-328.

Dangers for the Unwary Lender

There are several risks for a lender providing �nancing secured, at least in part, by a membership

interest in a partnership or limited liability company. If the lender perfects its security interest in the

membership interest solely by �ling a �nancing statement, and the entity has elected to opt in, then

the lender is at risk of its security interest being trumped by a party that perfected either by control

or possession, which are superior methods of perfection under Article 9 of the UCC. See UCC ‘ 9-328.

By way of illustration, if Blue Bank provides �nancing to Red Corp. and, as part of the transaction,

Red Corp. grants Blue Bank a security interest in its membership interest in Red LLC, then once Blue

Bank �les a �nancing statement in the appropriate jurisdiction, it will have a perfected security

interest in the membership interest of Red LLC that is owned by Red Corp. If Red LLC has not

elected to opt in, then Blue Bank’s priority would only be at risk if another party �led a �nancing

statement that quali�ed as a prior �ling under ‘ 9-322 of the UCC. However, if Red LLC did opt in,
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then Blue Bank’s priority could be primed by another party that perfects by control or possession of

Red LLC’s membership interest. This would be the result even if the other party perfects its interest

after Blue Bank �les its �nancing statement.

Another ongoing risk for a lender is an entity’s ability to change its opt-in status. A lender’s security

interest may be weakened or abrogated if the entity either opts in or elects to opt out after the

lender has taken necessary steps to perfect its security interest in the entity’s membership interest.

For example, if Red LLC opts in after Blue Bank provided Red Corp. with �nancing, and another

lender subsequently perfects by control or possession of the membership interest, then Blue Bank

would face the same priority issues discussed above.

Conversely, if an entity chooses to opt out after a lender has provided �nancing, and the lender has

not �led a �nancing statement perfecting its security interest in the entity’s membership interest,

then the lender will be unperfected, since the entity’s membership interest will be classi�ed as a

general intangible which, as noted above, can only be perfected through the �ling of a �nancing

statement.

Consequently, many lenders require a borrower to a�rmatively represent and warrant that any

limited liability company or partnership whose membership interest is being pledged as security

either has or has not elected to opt in under Article 8, and that such entity will not alter its election

status. Additionally, when an entity has opted in, many lenders require the entity’s membership

interest to be certi�cated and possession of the certi�cates to be transferred to the lender.

Conclusion

The Article 8 opt-in election adds an additional layer of complexity to the already labyrinthine rules

governing perfection of security interests under the UCC. A lender that is unaware of the nuances

created by the opt in (or if the entity’s Article 8 opt in status is di�erent than the lender believes)

may �nd its security interest vulnerable to being primed by another party that has taken steps to

perfect in a superior manner under the circumstances. Even worse, the lender may discover that it

is unperfected entirely with respect to the membership interest in question.

As a �nal matter, it is also worth noting that while the opt in provides additional complications with

respect to perfection of security interests in limited liability and partnership membership interests,

the opt in may also provide several additional bene�ts for a secured lender. Among other things,

when an entity has elected to opt in, a secured lender may in certain circumstances qualify as a

protected purchaser under ‘ 8-303 of the UCC. As these added opt-in bene�ts are worthy of a

separate article unto itself, a fuller discussion of them will come at a later date.

Andrew L. Turscak, Jr. is a partner and James J. Henderson is an associate in the Business

Restructuring, Creditors’ Rights & Bankruptcy Group at Thompson Hine LLP in Cleveland. They can

be reached at andrewturscak@thompsonhine.com and jim.henderson@thompsonhine.com.

The views expressed in the article are those of the authors and not necessarily the views of their clients or other
attorneys in their �rm.
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'llac ( oa, r:.rr c; J Ttvis( t\-t
At I-ts#..-iof the Supreme Court of the

State of New York, held in and for the County
of Westchester, at the Courthouse located at
I I I Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. -Blvd, White
Plains, NY 10601, on the i6ffay of June,
2021 .

PRESENT

Hon. Gretchen Walsh
Justice Supreme Court

SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER

x
WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, :

LLC, :

Index No. 6027812020
Plaintiff,

-against-

HBL SNF, LLC,LIZERJOZEFOVIC A/K/A LIZER
JOZOFOVIC, and MARK NEUMAN,

Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs,

-agains!

Third-Parry Defendants
x

ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE FOR PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION
AND TEMPORARY RESTRA INING ORDER

UPON the annexed First Amended Verified Amended Answer with Affirmative Defenses,

Counterclaims, and Third-Party Complaint dated May 21,2021, the Complaint dated October 22,

2020 from the consolidated action Lizer Jozefovic v. Ilhite Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC et

CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY
CONSULTING, THE CONGRESS COMPANIES,
HOWARD FENSTERMAN, WILLIAM
NICHOLSON, and METROPOLITAN
COMMERCIAL BANK
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al.,No. 65554912020, the Affirmation of John Giardino dated June 22,2021, the Memorandum of

Law dated Jlurrie 22,2021, and upon each of the exhibits and all of the papers and proceedings

heretofore had herein, and sufficient cause being alleged therefore:

LET THE PLAINTIFF WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC, ANd

THIRD-PARTY DEFENDANTS CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY CONSULTING,

THE CONGRESS COMPANIES, HOWARD FENSTERMAN, WILLIAM NICHOLSON' ANd

METROPOLITAN COMMERCIAL BANK, show cause before this Court located at{'dSP.ad-

n' t!.tl${ 'il 
%\ 1t':ffia^i. Luther King Jr. Blvd, white plains, NY 10601, on tn" 30%

day of June, 2021 I t ; dJ u.^S.,or as soon thereafter as counsel may be heard;

WHY a preliminary order pursuant to Article 63 of the Civil Practice Law and Rules should

not be entered, pending determination of this action, enjoining (1) Plaintiff and Third-Party

Defendants and their agents from taking any action to transfer, assign, convey, or sell Lizer

Jozefovic's membership interest in Waterview Acquisition I, LLC during the pendency of this

action; (2) Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs and their agents from reducing the Rent Security

below $ 1.6 million during the pendency of this action; and (3) Granting such other relief as the

Court deems just and proper.

IT BEING alleged in the Amended Answer and Third-Party Complaint, the Complaint,

and the Affirmations that temporary reliefis necessary to prevent irreparable harm to Defendants

and Third-Party Plaintiffs pending the hearing and determination ofthe motion for a preliminary

injunction, and it appearing that Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs are entitled to a preliminary

injunction pursuant to CPLR $ 6301 to enjoin Plaintiffand Third-Party Defendants as stated above;

2
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Plaintiffs' motion fo

ERED, that pending the hearing and determination of Defend Third-Party

lnary lnJunction, (l) Plaintiff ird-Party Defendants arer

% .(
temporarily enjoined and restrained from to transfer, assign, convey or sell Lizer

Jozefovic's membership interest in iew Acquisition I, (2) Defendants and Third-

Party Plaintiffs are rily enjoined and restrained from taking any action ce the Rent

Security $ I .6 million.

AND IT IS ORDERED that Plaintiff and Third-Party Defendants' response to

this motion, if any, shall be hand deliver ts and Third-Party Plaintiffs'o

4s swl
ulYc
.c. oill r /

-tne s-lror
Ier lJ ar
bl3,olzt,
all Qat)-(t

furi< !vh,*V*4"

*,

*

counsel and filed with th

any, should be delivered or
c
the Court on or befo

nor before

T IS FURTHER ORDERED that Defendants and

2021

ffs rep ly, if

-Parfy Defendants' counsel and filed with

ins Healthcare Properties I, LLC,

rcc o

SUFFICIENT CAUSE BEING ALLEGED THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED

order and the papers upon which it is granted be deemed due, timel sufficient

+1.',r(.Yc(J<* ade

?^?ck.^/
-ltnil moF'ozr
is fv ll1,
<d)*k/
A o€
6f lslz I '

as follows:

a) By overnight mail upon PlaintiffWhis

on or before the _ day o l, or by electronic service of said papers;

b) By overnigh t mail serv upon Third- Defendants CCC Equities, LLC,

Project Equi ulting, The Congress Compani oward Fensterman, and

b to z) wilt Nicholson on or before the 

- 

day of June, 2021,

3

5 c.(.
service of said papers; and

electronic
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c) Bv servlce upon Third-Party litan Commercial

2021, or by electronic service of said

Hon. Walsh
JUSTICE OF THE SUPREME COURT

%'Bank, on or before the _
papers.

ENTER:

4
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER

------------------------------------------------------------------X

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, :

LLC, :

: Index No. 60278/2020

Plaintiff, :

:
-against- :

:

HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/K/A LIZER :

JOZOFOVIC, and MARK NEUMAN, :

:

Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs, :

:
-against- :

:

CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY :

CONSULT1NG, THE CONGRESS COMPANIES, :

HOWARD FENSTERMAN, WILLIAM :

NICHOLSON, and METROPOLITAN :

COMMERCIAL BANK :

Third-Party Defendants

-----------------------------------------------------------------X

NOTICE OF ENTRY

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that annexed hereto is a true and correct copy of the Decision

and Order of the Supreme Court, Westchester County, signed by Hon. Gretchen Walsh on June

30, 2021, and entered in the Office of the Clerk on June 30, 2021.
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Dated: New York, New York

June 30, 2021

MICH & RO INSON, LLP

y:

Jo ia dino Eq.

Alex Barn tt-Howell .

800 Third Avelmt ,
4th FlOOr

New York, NY 10022

(212) 730-7700

jgiardino@mrllp.:om

abarnett-howell@n rllp.com

Attorneys for Defendants and Third-Party

Plaintiffs
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of Westchester, at the Courthouse located at

I I I Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. -Blvd, White

Plains, NY 10601, on the i6ffay of June,

2021 .

PRESENT

Hon. Gretchen Walsh

Justice Supreme Court

SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER

x
WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, :

LLC, :

Index No. 6027812020

Plaintiff,

-against-

HBL SNF, LLC,LIZERJOZEFOVIC A/K/A LIZER

JOZOFOVIC, and MARK NEUMAN,

Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs,

-agains!

Third-Parry Defendants

x

ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE FOR PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION

AND TEMPORARY RESTRA INING ORDER

UPON the annexed First Amended Verified Amended Answer with Affirmative Defenses,

Counterclaims, and Third-Party Complaint dated May 21,2021, the Complaint dated October 22,

2020 from the consolidated action Lizer Jozefovic v. Ilhite Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC et

CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY
CONSULTING, THE CONGRESS COMPANIES,
HOWARD FENSTERMAN, WILLIAM
NICHOLSON, and METROPOLITAN
COMMERCIAL BANK
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al.,No. 65554912020, the Affirmation of John Giardino dated June 22,2021, the Memorandum of

Law dated Jlurrie 22,2021, and upon each of the exhibits and all of the papers and proceedings

heretofore had herein, and sufficient cause being alleged therefore:

LET THE PLAINTIFF WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC, ANd

THIRD-PARTY DEFENDANTS CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY CONSULTING,

THE CONGRESS COMPANIES, HOWARD FENSTERMAN, WILLIAM NICHOLSON' ANd

METROPOLITAN COMMERCIAL BANK, show cause before this Court located at{'dSP.ad-

n' t!.tl${ 'il 
%\ 1t':ffia^i. Luther King Jr. Blvd, white plains, NY 10601, on tn" 30%

day of June, 2021 I t ; dJ u.^S.,or as soon thereafter as counsel may be heard;

WHY a preliminary order pursuant to Article 63 of the Civil Practice Law and Rules should

not be entered, pending determination of this action, enjoining (1) Plaintiff and Third-Party

Defendants and their agents from taking any action to transfer, assign, convey, or sell Lizer

Jozefovic's membership interest in Waterview Acquisition I, LLC during the pendency of this

action; (2) Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs and their agents from reducing the Rent Security

below $ 1.6 million during the pendency of this action; and (3) Granting such other relief as the

Court deems just and proper.

IT BEING alleged in the Amended Answer and Third-Party Complaint, the Complaint,

and the Affirmations that temporary reliefis necessary to prevent irreparable harm to Defendants

and Third-Party Plaintiffs pending the hearing and determination ofthe motion for a preliminary

injunction, and it appearing that Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs are entitled to a preliminary

injunction pursuant to CPLR $ 6301 to enjoin Plaintiffand Third-Party Defendants as stated above;
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Plaintiffs' motion fo

ERED, that pending the hearing and determination of Defend Third-Party

lnary lnJunction, (l) Plaintiff ird-Party Defendants arer

% .(
temporarily enjoined and restrained from to transfer, assign, convey or sell Lizer

Jozefovic's membership interest in iew Acquisition I, (2) Defendants and Third-

Party Plaintiffs are rily enjoined and restrained from taking any action ce the Rent

Security $ I .6 million.

AND IT IS ORDERED that Plaintiff and Third-Party Defendants' response to

this motion, if any, shall be hand deliver ts and Third-Party Plaintiffs'o
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T IS FURTHER ORDERED that Defendants and
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-Parfy Defendants' counsel and filed with

ins Healthcare Properties I, LLC,
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SUFFICIENT CAUSE BEING ALLEGED THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED

order and the papers upon which it is granted be deemed due, timel sufficient
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as follows:

a) By overnight mail upon PlaintiffWhis

on or before the _ day o l, or by electronic service of said papers;

b) By overnigh t mail serv upon Third- Defendants CCC Equities, LLC,

Project Equi ulting, The Congress Compani oward Fensterman, and

b to z) wilt Nicholson on or before the 

- 

day of June, 2021,

3

5 c.(.
service of said papers; and

electronic
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NYSCEF DOC. NO. 174 RECEIVED NYSCEF: 06/30/2021
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c) Bv servlce upon Third-Party litan Commercial

2021, or by electronic service of said

Hon. Walsh

JUSTICE OF THE SUPREME COURT

%'Bank, on or before the _

papers.

ENTER:

4

FILED: WESTCHESTER COUNTY CLERK 06/30/2021 11:40 AM INDEX NO. 60278/2020

NYSCEF DOC. NO. 174 RECEIVED NYSCEF: 06/30/2021
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 

COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER 

------------------------------------------------------------------X 
WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, 

LLC, 

Plaintiff, 

-against-

HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/KIA LIZER 

JOZOFOVIC, and MARK NEUMAN, 

Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs, 

-against-

CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY 

CONSUL TING, THE CONGRESS COMPANIES, 

HOWARD FENSTERMAN, WILLIAM 

NICHOLSON, and METROPOLITAN 

COMMERCIAL BANK 

Third-Party Defendants 

-----------------------------------------------------------------X 

Index No. 60278/2020 

NOTICE OF APPEAL 

PLEASE TAKE NOTE that Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer 

Jozefovic, and Mark Neuman appeal to the Supreme Court of the State of New York- Second 

Department, from the attached Decision and Order of Hon. Gretchen Walsh, Supreme Court, 

Westchester County - Commercial Division, dated and entered on June 30, 2021, denying 

Defendants and Third-Paiiy Plaintiffs' Order to Show Cause for Preliminary Injunction and 

Temporary Restraining Order, dated June 22, 2021 [Mot. #5]. 

FILED: WESTCHESTER COUNTY CLERK 06/30/2021 02:43 PM INDEX NO. 60278/2020

NYSCEF DOC. NO. 176 RECEIVED NYSCEF: 07/01/2021
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Dated: New York, New York 

June 30, 2021 

MICHELMAN & ROBINSON, LLP 

2 

,E . 

tt-Howe,p Esq. 

hi Avenue, 4th Floor 

New ork, NY 1002 

2) 730-7700 1 

jgiardino@rnrllp.com \ 

abarnett-howell@mrll~ corn 

Attorneys for Defenda ts and Third-Party 

Plaintiffs 

FILED: WESTCHESTER COUNTY CLERK 06/30/2021 02:43 PM INDEX NO. 60278/2020
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Informational Statement (Pursuant to 22 NYCRR 1250.3 [a]) - Civil

Case Title:  Set forth the title of the case as it appears on the summons, notice of petition or order to 
show cause by which the matter was or is to be commenced, or as amended. 

For Court of Original Instance 

Date Notice of Appeal Filed 

For Appellate Division 

Case Type Filing Type 

Civil Action
CPLR article 75 Arbitration

CPLR article 78 Proceeding
Special Proceeding Other
Habeas Corpus Proceeding

Appeal
Original Proceedings

CPLR Article 78
Eminent Domain 
Labor Law 220 or 220-b
Public Officers Law § 36
Real Property Tax Law § 1278 

Transferred Proceeding
CPLR Article 78
Executive Law § 298

CPLR 5704 Review

Nature of Suit: Check up to  of the following categories which best reflect the nature of the case. 

Administrative Review Business Relationships Commercial Contracts
Declaratory Judgment Domestic Relations Election Law Estate Matters
Family Court Mortgage Foreclosure Miscellaneous Prisoner Discipline & Parole
Real Property

(other than foreclosure)
Statutory Taxation Torts

- against -

Action Commenced under CPLR 214-g

FILED: WESTCHESTER COUNTY CLERK 06/30/2021 02:43 PM INDEX NO. 60278/2020
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Appeal 
Paper Appealed From (Check one only): If an appeal has been taken from more than one order or 

judgment by the filing of this notice of appeal, please 
indicate the below information for each such order or 
judgment appealed from on a separate sheet of paper. 

Amended Decree
Amended Judgement
Amended Order
Decision
Decree

Determination
Finding
Interlocutory Decree
Interlocutory Judgment
Judgment

Order
Order & Judgment
Partial Decree
Resettled Decree
Resettled Judgment

Resettled Order
Ruling
Other (specify):

Court: County: 
Dated: Entered: 
Judge (name in full): Index No.: 
Stage:     Interlocutory    Final    Post-Final Trial:      Yes    No      If Yes:    Jury     Non-Jury 

Prior Unperfected Appeal Information 

Are any appeals arising in the same action or proceeding currently pending in the court?  Yes     No
If Yes, please set forth the Appellate Division Case Number assigned to each such appeal. 

Where appropriate, indicate whether there is any related action or proceeding now in any court of this or any other 
jurisdiction, and if so, the status of the case: 

Original Proceeding 

Commenced by:     Order to Show Cause    Notice of Petition    Writ of Habeas Corpus Date Filed: 
Statute authorizing commencement of proceeding in the Appellate Division: 

Proceeding Transferred Pursuant to CPLR 7804(g) 

Court: County:
Judge (name in full): Order of Transfer Date: 

CPLR 5704 Review of Ex Parte Order: 

Court: County: 
Judge (name in full): Dated: 

Description of Appeal, Proceeding or Application and Statement of Issues 

Description:  If an appeal, briefly describe the paper appealed from.  If the appeal is from an order, specify the relief 
requested and whether the motion was granted or denied.  If an original proceeding commenced in this court or transferred 
pursuant to CPLR 7804(g), briefly describe the object of proceeding.  If an application under CPLR 5704, briefly describe the 
nature of the ex parte order to be reviewed. 

FILED: WESTCHESTER COUNTY CLERK 06/30/2021 02:43 PM INDEX NO. 60278/2020
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Issues:  Specify the issues proposed to be raised on the appeal, proceeding, or application for CPLR 5704 review

Party Information 

  
Instructions:  Fill in the name of each party to the action or proceeding, one name per line.  If this form is to be filed for an
appeal, indicate the status of the party in the court of original instance and his, her, or its status in this court, if any. If this 
form is to be filed for a proceeding commenced in this court, fill in only the party’s name and his, her, or its status in this 
court.

No. Party Name Original Status Appellate Division Status 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
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Attorney Information 

Instructions:  Fill in the names of the attorneys or firms for the respective parties.  If this form is to be filed with the 
notice of petition or order to show cause by which a special proceeding is to be commenced in the Appellate Division, 
only the name of the attorney for the petitioner need be provided.  In the event that a litigant represents herself or 
himself, the box marked “Pro Se” must be checked and the appropriate information for that litigant must be supplied 
in the spaces provided. 

Attorney/Firm Name: 
Address: 
City: State: Zip: Telephone No: 
E-mail Address:
Attorney Type:  Retained       Assigned       Government       Pro Se       Pro Hac Vice

Party or Parties Represente (set forth party number(s) from table above : 
Attorney/Firm Name: 
Address: 
City: State: Zip: Telephone No: 
E-mail Address:
Attorney Type:  Retained       Assigned       Government       Pro Se       Pro Hac Vice
Party or Parties Represented (set forth party number(s) from table above : 
Attorney/Firm Name: 
Address: 
City: State: Zip: Telephone No: 
E-mail Address:
Attorney Type:  Retained       Assigned       Government       Pro Se       Pro Hac Vice
Party or Parties Represented (set forth party number(s) from table above : 
Attorney/Firm Name: 
Address: 
City: State: Zip: Telephone No: 
E-mail Address:
Attorney Type:  Retained       Assigned       Government       Pro Se       Pro Hac Vice
Party or Parties Represented (set forth party number(s) from table above : 
Attorney/Firm Name: 
Address: 
City: State: Zip: Telephone No: 
E-mail Address:
Attorney Type:  Retained       Assigned       Government       Pro Se       Pro Hac Vice

Party or Parties Represented (set forth party number(s) from table above : 
Attorney/Firm Name: 
Address: 
City: State: Zip: Telephone No: 
E-mail Address:
Attorney Type:  Retained       Assigned       Government       Pro Se       Pro Hac Vice

Party or Parties Represented (set forth party number(s) from table above : 
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FILED: WESTCHESTER COUNTY CLERK 06/30/2021 02:32 PM INDEX NO. 60278/2020

NYSCEF DOC. NO. 175 RECEIVED NYSCEF: 06/30/2021

1 of 6

SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 

COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER 

------------------------------------------------------------------X 
WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, 

LLC, 

Plaintiff, 

-against-

HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/KIA LIZER 

JOZOFOVIC, and MARK NEUMAN, 

Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs, 

-against-

CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY 

CONSUL TING, THE CONGRESS COMPANIES, 

HOWARD FENSTERMAN, WILLIAM 

NICHOLSON, and METROPOLITAN 

COMMERCIAL BANK 

Third-Party Defendants 

-----------------------------------------------------------------X 

Index No. 60278/2020 

NOTICE OF ENTRY 

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that annexed hereto is a true and correct copy of the Decision 

and Order of the Supreme Court, Westchester County, signed by Hon. Gretchen Walsh on June 

30, 2021, and entered in the Office of the Clerk on June 30, 2021. 
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Dated: New York, New York 

June 30, 2021 

2 

ex 

800 Thir 

New York, NY 1 

or 

(212) 730-7700 

jgiardino@rnrllp. '.Ofll 

abarnett-howell@mrllp.com 

Attorneys for Defendants and Third-Party 

Plaint(ffs 
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FILED: WESTCHESTER COUNTY CLERK 06/30/2021 11:40 AM INDEX NO. 60278/2020

NYSCEF DOC. NO. 174 RECEIVED NYSCEF: 06/30/2021

1 of 4
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-Ji"\~ { Ont -rr,cr c i J 1)i 'Vi.!;~ t---
At I.A.S, J;lert _ , of the Supreme Court of the 

State of New York, held in and for the County 

of Westchester, at the Courthouse located at 

111 Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd, White 

Plains, NY l 0601 , on the _3Q__-f1ray of June, 

2021 . 

PRESENT: 

Hon. Gretchen Walsh 

Justice Supreme Court 

SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 

COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER 

------------------------------------------------------------------X 
WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, 

LLC, 

Plaintiff, 

-against-

HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/KIA LIZER 

JOZOFOVIC, and MARK NEUMAN, 

Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs, 

-against-

CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY 

CONSULTING, THE CONGRESS COMPANIES, 

HOWARD FENSTERMAN, WILLIAM 

NICHOLSON, and METROPOLITAN 

COMMERCIAL BANK 

Third-Party Defendants 

-----------------------------------------------------------------X 

Index No. 60278/2020 

ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE FOR PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION 

AND TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER 

UPON the annexed First Amended Verified Amended Answer with Affirmative Defenses, 

Counterclaims, and Third-Party Complaint dated May 21, 2021, the Complaint dated October 22, 

2020 from the consolidated action Lizer Jozefovic v. White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC et 

FILED: WESTCHESTER COUNTY CLERK 06/30/2021 02:43 PM INDEX NO. 60278/2020
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[FILED : WESTCHESTER COUNTY CLERK 06/30/2021 82:89 W INDEX NO. 60278/2020

NYSCEF DOC. NO. 175 RECEIVED NYSCEF: 06/30/2021

aL, No. 655549/2020, the Affirmation of John Giardino dated June 22, 2021, the Memorandum of

Law dated June 22, 2021, and upon each of the exhibits and all of the papers and proceedings

heretofore had herein, and sufficient cause being alleged therefore:

LET THE PLAINTIFF WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC, and

THIRD-PARTY DEFENDANTS CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY CONSULTING,

THE CONGRESS COMPANIES, HOWARD FENSTERMAN, WILLIAM NICHOLSON, and

METROPOLITAN COMMERCIAL BANK, show cause before this Court located at4AS Part

r in Luther King Jr. Blvd, White Plains, NY 10601, on the 30

day of June, 2021 d(1 a.m. , or as soon thereafter as counsel may be heard;

WHY a preliminary order pursuant to Article 63 of the Civil Practice Law and Rules should

not be entered, pending determination of this action, enjoining (1) Plaintiff and Third-Party

Defendants and their agents from taking any action to transfer, assign, convey, or sell Lizer

Jozefovic's membership interest in Waterview Acquisition I, LLC during the pendency of this

action; (2) Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs and their agents from reducing the Rent Security

below $1.6 million during the pendency of this action; and (3) Granting such other relief as the

Court deems just and proper.

IT BEING alleged in the Amended Answer and Third-Party Complaint, the Complaint,

and the Affirmations that temporary relief is necessary to prevent irreparable harm to Defendants

and Third-Party Plaintiffs pending the hearing and determination of the motion for a preliminary

injunction, and it appearing that Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs are entitled to a preliminary

injunction pursuant to CPLR § 6301 to enjoin Plaintiff and Third-Party Defendants as stated above;

it is:

2

a of 4
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FILED : WESTCHESTER COUNTY CLERK 06/30/2021 92 : BG BM INDEX NO. 60278/2020

NYSCEF DOC. NO. 178 RECEIVED NYSCEF: 06/30/2021

ERED, that pending the hearing and determination of Defendan Third-Party

Plaintiffs'
motion for inary injunction, (1) Plaintiff ird-Party Defendants are

temporarily enjoined and restrained from takm ion to transfer, assign, convey or sell Lizer

Jozefovic's membership interest in rview Acquisition I, L , d (2) Defendants and Third-

Party Plaintiffs are te arily enjoined and restrained from taking any action to ce the Rent

Security b w $1.6 million.

AND IT IS F ORDERED that Plaintiff and Third-Party
Defendants'

response to

this motion, if any, shall be hand delivere o d _ants and Third-Party
Plaintiffs'

counsel and filed with th n or before 2021;

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Defendants and ly, if

any, should be delivered or e laintif ird-Party
Defendants'

counsel and filed with

the Court on or befor ,

(, to 2
SUFFICIENT CAUSE BEING ALLEGED THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED TH

59). ice o order and the papers upon which it is granted be deemed due, timely sufficient

made as follows:

a) By overnight mail s ce upon Plaintiff Whit ains Healthcare Properties I, LLC,

on or before the ____ day of 1, or by electronic service of said papers;

A O b) By overnight mail serv upon Third- Defendants CCC Equities, LLC,

Project Equi onsulting, The Congress Companie , oward Fensterman, and

Willi Nicholson on or before the ____ day of June, 2021, electronic

service of said papers; and

3

3 of 4
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FILED: WESTCHESTER COUNTY CLERK 06/30/2021 11:40 AM INDEX NO. 60278/2020

NYSCEF DOC. NO. 174 RECEIVED NYSCEF: 06/30/2021
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c) 

nic service of said 

papers. 

ENTER: 

~Nd£ H~etchen Walsh 

JUSTICE OF THE SUPREME COURT 

4 
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER
----------------------------- ----------------------X

WHITE PLAlNS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, :

LLC, :

: Index No. 60278/2020

Plaintiff, :

:
-against- : Judge Gretchen Walsh

:

HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/K/A LIZER :

JOZOFOVIC, and MARK NEUMAN, :

: AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE

Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs, :

:
-against- :

:

CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY :

CONSULTING, THE CONGRESS COMPANIES, :

HOWARD FENSTERMAN, WILLIAM :

NICHOLSON, and METROPOLITAN :

COMMERCIAL BANK :

Third-Party Defendants.

-----------------------------------------------------------------X

STATE OF NEW YORK )

) ss.:

COUNTY OF NEW YORK )

Emily Carlino, being duly sworn, deposes and says:

I am not a party to this proceeding, am over eighteen years of age, and reside in the State

of New York, County of New York.

On June 30, 2021, I caused a true and correct copy of the Notice of Appeal, Informational

Statement, Notice of Entry and Decision dated June 30, 2021 [ECF Docket Entry #176], to

be served upon the following person(s) or party(ies) specified below via electronic filing and by

arranging to have same delivered by First Class regular U.S. Mail, in an official depository under

the exclusive care and custody of the United States Postal Service with the State of New York,

addressed to the following:
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Alfred E. Donnellan

Delbello Donnellan Weingarten Wise & Wiederkehr LLP

1 N Lexington Avenue #11

White Plains, New York 10601

Tel: (914) 681-0200

Attorneys for Plaintiff

Emily C&flino

Sworn to before me this
30tl'

day of June, 2021
VERONICAMILES

Notary Public - State of New York
N0. 01M16372728

Qualified in Bronx County
My Commission Expires Mar 26, 2022

Notary Public

2
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER
------------------------------------------ ------X

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, :

LLC, :

: Index No. 60278/2020

Plaintiff, :

:
-against- : Judge Gretchen Walsh

HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/IGA LIZER :

JOZOFOVIC, and MARK NEUMAN, :

: AFFIDAVIT_OF SERVICE

Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs, :

:
-against- :

:

CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY :

CONSULTING, THE CONGRESS COMPANIES, :

HOWARD FENSTERMAN, WILLIAM :

NICHOLSON, and METROPOLITAN :

COMMERCIAL BANK :

Third-Party Defendants.
--------------------------- ----------------------------X

STATE OF NEW YORK )

) ss.:

COUNTY OF NEW YORK )

Emily Carlino, being duly sworn, deposes and says:

I am not a party to this proceeding, am over eighteen years of age, and reside in the State

of New York, County of New York.

On June 30, 2021, I caused a true and correct copy of the Notice of Appeal, Informational

Statement, Notice of Entry and Decision dated June 30, 2021 [ECF Docket Entry #176], to

be served upon the following person(s) or party(ies) specified below via electronic filing and by

arranging to have same delivered by First Class regular U.S. Mail, in an official depository under

the exclusive care and custody of the United States Postal Service with the State of New York,
addressed to the following:
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Robert J. Malatak

Windels Marx Lane & Mittendorf, LLP

120 Albany Street Plaza, Floor 6

New Brunswick, NJ 08901

Tel: (732) 846-7600

Attorneys for Third-Party Defendants

hily C lino

Sworn to before me this
30th

day of June, 2021

VEft0NICAMILES
Notary Public - 5tate of New York

No. 014I6372728
Qualified in Bronx CourityMy Commission Expires Mar 26, 2022

Notary Public

2
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER 
------------------------------------------------------------- 
WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES 
I, LLC,  
 
    Plaintiff, 
 
   v. 
 
HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC a/k/a 
LIZER JOZOFOVIC, and MARK NEUMAN, 
 
    Defendants and 
    Third-Party 
Plaintiffs. 
 
   v. 
 
CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY 
CONSULTING, THE CONGRESS 
COMPANIES, HOWARD FENSTERMAN, 
WILLIAM NICHOLSON, and 
METROPOLITAN COMMERCIAL BANK 
 
    Third-Party  
    Defendants. 
------------------------------------------------------------- 

x 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
x 
 

 
Index No.: 60278/2020 
 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 

 PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that third-party defendant Metropolitan Commercial Bank 

(“MCB”), hereby appeals to the Appellate Division, Second Department, from the Decision and 

Order, dated June 30, 2021, of the Supreme Court of the State of New York, County of 

Westchester, Hon. Gretchen Walsh, entered in this action on June 30, 2021, denying Defendants 

and Third-Party Plaintiffs’ Order to Show Cause for Preliminary Injunction and Temporary 

Restraining Order, dated June 22, 2021, which motion was joined by MCB.  This appeal is taken 

from each and every part of said Decision and Order, as well as from the whole thereof. 
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Dated:  New York, New York 
June 30, 2021 
 

    WINDELS MARX LANE & MITTENDORF, LLP 
 
 
    By: ________________________________________ 
     Robert Malatak 
     James Tracy 
     156 West 56th Street 
     New York, New York 10019 
     (212) 237-1000 
     Attorneys for Third-Party Defendant Metropolitan  

Commercial Bank 
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Informational Statement (Pursuant to 22 NYCRR 1250.3 [a]) - Civil

Case Title:  Set forth the title of the case as it appears on the summons, notice of petition or order to 
show cause by which the matter was or is to be commenced, or as amended. 

For Court of Original Instance 

Date Notice of Appeal Filed 

For Appellate Division 

Case Type Filing Type 

Civil Action

CPLR article 75 Arbitration

CPLR article 78 Proceeding

Special Proceeding Other

Habeas Corpus Proceeding

Appeal

Original Proceedings
CPLR Article 78

Eminent Domain 

Labor Law 220 or 220-b

Public Officers Law § 36

Real Property Tax Law § 1278 

Transferred Proceeding
CPLR Article 78

Executive Law § 298

CPLR 5704 Review

Nature of Suit: Check up to  of the following categories which best reflect the nature of the case. 

Administrative Review Business Relationships Commercial Contracts
Declaratory Judgment Domestic Relations Election Law Estate Matters
Family Court Mortgage Foreclosure Miscellaneous Prisoner Discipline & Parole
Real Property

(other than foreclosure)
Statutory Taxation Torts

- against -

Action Commenced under CPLR 214-g
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Appeal 
Paper Appealed From (Check one only): If an appeal has been taken from more than one order or 

judgment by the filing of this notice of appeal, please 
indicate the below information for each such order or 
judgment appealed from on a separate sheet of paper. 

Amended Decree
Amended Judgement
Amended Order
Decision
Decree

Determination
Finding
Interlocutory Decree
Interlocutory Judgment
Judgment

Order
Order & Judgment
Partial Decree
Resettled Decree
Resettled Judgment

Resettled Order
Ruling
Other (specify):

Court: County: 
Dated: Entered: 
Judge (name in full): Index No.:
Stage:     Interlocutory    Final    Post-Final Trial:      Yes    No      If Yes:    Jury     Non-Jury 

Prior Unperfected Appeal Information 

Are any appeals arising in the same action or proceeding currently pending in the court?  Yes     No
If Yes, please set forth the Appellate Division Case Number assigned to each such appeal. 

Where appropriate, indicate whether there is any related action or proceeding now in any court of this or any other 
jurisdiction, and if so, the status of the case: 

Original Proceeding 

Commenced by:    Order to Show Cause    Notice of Petition    Writ of Habeas Corpus Date Filed: 
Statute authorizing commencement of proceeding in the Appellate Division: 

Proceeding Transferred Pursuant to CPLR 7804(g) 

Court: County: 
Judge (name in full): Order of Transfer Date: 

CPLR 5704 Review of Ex Parte Order: 

Court: County: 
Judge (name in full): Dated: 

Description of Appeal, Proceeding or Application and Statement of Issues 

Description:  If an appeal, briefly describe the paper appealed from.  If the appeal is from an order, specify the relief 
requested and whether the motion was granted or denied.  If an original proceeding commenced in this court or transferred 
pursuant to CPLR 7804(g), briefly describe the object of proceeding.  If an application under CPLR 5704, briefly describe the 
nature of the ex parte order to be reviewed. 
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Issues:  Specify the issues proposed to be raised on the appeal, proceeding, or application for CPLR 5704 review

Party Information 

  
Instructions:  Fill in the name of each party to the action or proceeding, one name per line.  If this form is to be filed for an
appeal, indicate the status of the party in the court of original instance and his, her, or its status in this court, if any. If this 
form is to be filed for a proceeding commenced in this court, fill in only the party’s name and his, her, or its status in this 
court.

No. Party Name Original Status Appellate Division Status 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
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Attorney Information 

Instructions:  Fill in the names of the attorneys or firms for the respective parties.  If this form is to be filed with the 
notice of petition or order to show cause by which a special proceeding is to be commenced in the Appellate Division, 
only the name of the attorney for the petitioner need be provided.  In the event that a litigant represents herself or 
himself, the box marked “Pro Se” must be checked and the appropriate information for that litigant must be supplied 
in the spaces provided. 

Attorney/Firm Name: 
Address: 
City: State: Zip: Telephone No: 
E-mail Address:
Attorney Type:  Retained       Assigned       Government       Pro Se       Pro Hac Vice

Party or Parties Represente (set forth party number(s) from table above : 
Attorney/Firm Name: 
Address: 
City: State: Zip: Telephone No: 
E-mail Address:
Attorney Type:  Retained       Assigned       Government       Pro Se       Pro Hac Vice
Party or Parties Represented (set forth party number(s) from table above : 
Attorney/Firm Name: 
Address: 
City: State: Zip: Telephone No: 
E-mail Address:
Attorney Type:  Retained       Assigned       Government       Pro Se       Pro Hac Vice
Party or Parties Represented (set forth party number(s) from table above : 
Attorney/Firm Name: 
Address: 
City: State: Zip: Telephone No: 
E-mail Address:
Attorney Type:  Retained       Assigned       Government       Pro Se       Pro Hac Vice
Party or Parties Represented (set forth party number(s) from table above : 
Attorney/Firm Name: 
Address: 
City: State: Zip: Telephone No: 
E-mail Address:
Attorney Type:  Retained       Assigned       Government       Pro Se       Pro Hac Vice

Party or Parties Represented (set forth party number(s) from table above : 
Attorney/Firm Name: 
Address: 
City: State: Zip: Telephone No: 
E-mail Address:
Attorney Type:  Retained       Assigned       Government       Pro Se       Pro Hac Vice

Party or Parties Represented (set forth party number(s) from table above : 
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'llac ( oa, r:.rr c; J Ttvis( t\-t
At I-ts#..-iof the Supreme Court of the

State of New York, held in and for the County
of Westchester, at the Courthouse located at
I I I Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. -Blvd, White
Plains, NY 10601, on the i6ffay of June,
2021 .

PRESENT

Hon. Gretchen Walsh
Justice Supreme Court

SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER

x
WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, :

LLC, :

Index No. 6027812020
Plaintiff,

-against-

HBL SNF, LLC,LIZERJOZEFOVIC A/K/A LIZER
JOZOFOVIC, and MARK NEUMAN,

Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs,

-agains!

Third-Parry Defendants
x

ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE FOR PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION
AND TEMPORARY RESTRA INING ORDER

UPON the annexed First Amended Verified Amended Answer with Affirmative Defenses,

Counterclaims, and Third-Party Complaint dated May 21,2021, the Complaint dated October 22,

2020 from the consolidated action Lizer Jozefovic v. Ilhite Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC et

CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY
CONSULTING, THE CONGRESS COMPANIES,
HOWARD FENSTERMAN, WILLIAM
NICHOLSON, and METROPOLITAN
COMMERCIAL BANK
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al.,No. 65554912020, the Affirmation of John Giardino dated June 22,2021, the Memorandum of

Law dated Jlurrie 22,2021, and upon each of the exhibits and all of the papers and proceedings

heretofore had herein, and sufficient cause being alleged therefore:

LET THE PLAINTIFF WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC, ANd

THIRD-PARTY DEFENDANTS CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY CONSULTING,

THE CONGRESS COMPANIES, HOWARD FENSTERMAN, WILLIAM NICHOLSON' ANd

METROPOLITAN COMMERCIAL BANK, show cause before this Court located at{'dSP.ad-

n' t!.tl${ 'il 
%\ 1t':ffia^i. Luther King Jr. Blvd, white plains, NY 10601, on tn" 30%

day of June, 2021 I t ; dJ u.^S.,or as soon thereafter as counsel may be heard;

WHY a preliminary order pursuant to Article 63 of the Civil Practice Law and Rules should

not be entered, pending determination of this action, enjoining (1) Plaintiff and Third-Party

Defendants and their agents from taking any action to transfer, assign, convey, or sell Lizer

Jozefovic's membership interest in Waterview Acquisition I, LLC during the pendency of this

action; (2) Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs and their agents from reducing the Rent Security

below $ 1.6 million during the pendency of this action; and (3) Granting such other relief as the

Court deems just and proper.

IT BEING alleged in the Amended Answer and Third-Party Complaint, the Complaint,

and the Affirmations that temporary reliefis necessary to prevent irreparable harm to Defendants

and Third-Party Plaintiffs pending the hearing and determination ofthe motion for a preliminary

injunction, and it appearing that Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs are entitled to a preliminary

injunction pursuant to CPLR $ 6301 to enjoin Plaintiffand Third-Party Defendants as stated above;

2

lt ls:
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Plaintiffs' motion fo

ERED, that pending the hearing and determination of Defend Third-Party

lnary lnJunction, (l) Plaintiff ird-Party Defendants arer

% .(
temporarily enjoined and restrained from to transfer, assign, convey or sell Lizer

Jozefovic's membership interest in iew Acquisition I, (2) Defendants and Third-

Party Plaintiffs are rily enjoined and restrained from taking any action ce the Rent

Security $ I .6 million.

AND IT IS ORDERED that Plaintiff and Third-Party Defendants' response to

this motion, if any, shall be hand deliver ts and Third-Party Plaintiffs'o

4s swl
ulYc
.c. oill r /

-tne s-lror
Ier lJ ar
bl3,olzt,
all Qat)-(t

furi< !vh,*V*4"

*,

*

counsel and filed with th

any, should be delivered or
c
the Court on or befo

nor before

T IS FURTHER ORDERED that Defendants and

2021

ffs rep ly, if

-Parfy Defendants' counsel and filed with

ins Healthcare Properties I, LLC,

rcc o

SUFFICIENT CAUSE BEING ALLEGED THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED

order and the papers upon which it is granted be deemed due, timel sufficient

+1.',r(.Yc(J<* ade

?^?ck.^/
-ltnil moF'ozr
is fv ll1,
<d)*k/
A o€
6f lslz I '

as follows:

a) By overnight mail upon PlaintiffWhis

on or before the _ day o l, or by electronic service of said papers;

b) By overnigh t mail serv upon Third- Defendants CCC Equities, LLC,

Project Equi ulting, The Congress Compani oward Fensterman, and

b to z) wilt Nicholson on or before the 

- 

day of June, 2021,

3

5 c.(.
service of said papers; and

electronic
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c) Bv servlce upon Third-Party litan Commercial

2021, or by electronic service of said

Hon. Walsh
JUSTICE OF THE SUPREME COURT

%'Bank, on or before the _
papers.

ENTER:

4
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No. 1228450

Certification

STATE OF NEW YORK, COUNTY OF NEW YORK, SS:

I, Milton Adair Tingling, County Clerk and Clerk of Supreme Court New York County,

do hereby certify that on July 20, 2021 I have compared

the document attached hereto,

New York County Clerk's minutes page(s) 5

with the originals filed in my office and the same is a correct transcript

therefrom and of the whole of such original in witness

whereto I have affixed my signature and seal.

MILTON ADAIR T NGLING

NEW YORK COUNTY CLERK
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. NYSCEF Document List

New York County Supreme Court Index # 655549/2020 Created on:07/20/2021 03:36 PM

Case Caption: Lizer Jozefovic v. White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC et al

Judge Name: Nancy Bannon

1 SUMMONS + COMPLAINT Processed 10/22/2020 Giardino, J.

2 ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE ( PROPOSED ) Processed 10/23/2020 Giardino, J.

3 AFFIRMATION Piccessed 10/23/2020 Giardino, J.

EMERGENCY AFFIRMATION OF MARK ZAFRIN IN

SUPPORT OF ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE WITH

EXHIBITS A-1

4 AFFIRMATION Processed 10/23/2020 Giardino, J.

AFFIRMATION OF LIZER JOZEFOVIC IN SUPPORT

OF ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE

5 MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN SUPPORT Processed 10/23/2020 Giardino, J.

6 RJi -RE: ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE Processed 10/23/2020 Giardino, J.

7 ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE ( PROPOSED ) Piccessed 10/26/2020 Donnellan, A.

8 AFFIDAVIT OR AFFIRMATION IN SUPPORT OF Processed 10/26/2020 DGññê|lañ, A.

PROPOSED OSC/EXPARTE APP

Emergency Affirmation of Alfred E. Donnellan in support

of Order to Show Cause

9 EXHIBIT(S) Processed 10/26/2020 Donnellan, A.

Summons and Verified Complaint

10 EXHIBIT(S) Processed 10/26/2020 Donnellan, A.

Summons and Complaint

11 EXHIBIT(S) Processed 10/26/2020 Doññêllan, A.

Lease

12 EXHIBIT(S) Processed 10/26/2020 Donnellan, A.

Pledge Agreement

13 MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN SUPPORT Processed 10/26/2020 Donnellan, A.

14 AFFIDAVIT Processed 10/Ü7/2020 Malatak, R.

Affidavit of Brett Bandazian in Partial Support of

Plaintiff's Motion, by Order to Show Cause, for A

15 EXHIBIT(S) Pracessed 10/27/2020 Malatak, R.

Guaranty of Payment

16 EXHIBIT(S) Processed 10/27/2020 Malatak, R.

Assignment of Pledge of Membership

17 EXHIBIT(S) Processed 10/27/2020 Mc!2tek, R.

Operating Agreement

18 EXHIBIT(S) Processed 10/27/2020 Malatak, R.

UCC Statement

19 EXHIBIT(S) Processed 10/27/2020 Melatak, i

Notificaticñ of Disposition of Co!!ateral

20 EXHIBIT(S) Processed 10/27/2020 Malatak, R.

WP UCC
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21 EXHIBIT(S) Processed 10/27/2020 Malatak, R.

Windels Letter

22 EXHIBIT(S) Processed 10/27/2020 Me!etek, R.

DelBello Letter

23 ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE Pracassed 10/27/2020 Court User

24 AFFIRMATION/AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE Processed 10/30/2020 Giardino, J.

Certificate of Service of Order to Show Cause and

Supporting Documents

25 AFFIRMATION/AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE Precessed 10/30/2020 Giardino, J.

Certificate of Service of Order to Show Cause and

Supporting Documents

26 NOTICE OF APPEARANCE (POST RJI) Processed 11/03/2020 "±t". R.

Notice of Appsarance as Counsel for Defendant

Metropolitan Commercial Bank

27 NOTICE OF APPEARANCE (POST RJl) Processed 11/03/2020 Tracy, J.

Notice of Appearance as Counsel for Defendant

Metropolitan Commercial Bank

28 MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN SUPPORT Procassed 11/09/2020 Malatak, R.

Defendant Mstropolitan Bank's Mamarandum of Law in

Partial Support of Plaintiff Lizer Jozefovic's Or

29 AFFIDAVIT OR AFFIRMATION IN SUPPORT OF Pracessed 11/09/2020 Me!etek, R.

PROPOSED OSC/EXPARTE APP

Affirmation of Robert J. Malatak in Partial Support of

Plaintif s Order to Show Cause for a Prelimi

30 EXHIBIT(S) Processed 11/09/2020 Me!atek, R.

Exhibit 1 - Bandazian Affidavit

31 EXHIBIT(S) Processed 11/09/2020 Me!etek, R.

Exhibit A - Guaranty Payment

32 EXHIBIT(S) Processed 11/09/2020 Malatak, R.

Exhibit B - Assignment and Pledge of Membership

33 EXHIBIT(S) Processed 11/09/2020 Malatak, R.

Exhibit C - Operating Agreement

34 EXHIBIT(S) Processed 11/09/2020 Me!etak, R.

Exhibit D - UCC Statement

35 EXHIBIT(S) Processed 11/09/2020 Malatak, R.

Exhibit E - Notification of Disposition of Callateral

36 EXHIBIT(S) Processed 11/09/2020 Malatak, R.
Exhibit F - WP UCC

37 EXHIBIT(S) Processed 11/09/2020 Malatak, R.

Exhibit G - Windels Letter

38 EXHIBIT(S) Processed 11/09/2020 Malatak, R.

Exhibit H - Delbello Letter

39 AFFIDAVIT OR AFFIRMATION IN OPPOSITION TO Processed 11/09/2020 Donnellan, A.

ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE

Affidavit of Howard Fensterman

40 AFFIDAVIT OR AFFIRMATION IN OPPOSITION TO Processed 11/09/2020 Donnellan, A.

ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE

Affidavit of William A. Nicholson
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41 EXHIBIT(S) Processed 11/09/2020 Donnellan, A.

Lease

42 EXHIBIT(S) Processed 11/09/2020 DOññêllañ, A.

Jozefovic Guaranty

43 EXHIBIT(S) Processed 11/09/2020 Donnellan, A.

Neuman Guaranty

44 EXHIBIT(S) Processed 11/09/2020 Düññ6;;an, A.

Collateral assignment

45 EXHIBIT(S) Processed 11/09/2020 Donnellan, A.

UCC financing statement

46 EXHIBIT(S) Processed 11/09/2020 Doññe;:an, A.

Notice of Default

47 EXHIBIT(S) Processed 11/09/2020 Donnellan, A.

Notice to Jozefovic

48 EXHIBIT(S) Processed 11/09/2020 Donnellan, A.

Adjournment of sale ntoice

49 EXHIBIT(S) Processed 11/09/2020 D0ñ66;;âñ, A.

Notification of disposition of collateral

50 EXHIBIT(S) Processed 11/09/2020 Daññeiian, A.

Letter dated October 9, 2020

51 EXHIBIT(S) Processed 11/09/2020 Donnelian, A.

Notice of secured party public auction

52 EXHIBIT(S) Processed 11/09/2020 Dóññé;;an, A.

Terms of sale

53 EXHIBlT(S) Processed 11/09/2020 Donñsilan, A.

Operating agreement of Watarview Acquisition I LLC

54 EXHIBIT(S) Processed 11/09/2020 Donnellan, A.

Construction loan agreement

55 EXHIBIT(S) Processed 11/09/2020 DGñña:|âñ, A.

Note

56 EXHIBIT(S) Processed 11/09/2020 Donnellan, A.

Mortgage

57 EXHIBIT(S) Processed 11/09/2020 Deññalian, A.

Security benefit notice of default dated April 16, 2020

58 EXHIBIT(S) Processed 11/09/2020 Donnellan, A.

Security benefit notice of default dated May 22, 2020

59 MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN OPPOSITION Processed 11/09/2020 Dóññéilan, A.

60 AFFIRMATION/AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE Pracessed 11/11/2020 Donnellan, A.

61 ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE Processed 11/12/2020 Court User

62 ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE - CONFORMED COPY Processed 11/13/2020 Donnellan, A.

63 AFFIRMATION/AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE Processed 11/13/2020 Danne::õñ, A.

64 ANSWER Processed 11/18/2020 Dõññelian, A.
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65 MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN REPLY Piccessed 11/23/2020 Giardino, J.

Plaintiff's Reply Memorandum in Support of Motion for a

Preliminary Injunction

66 AFFIDAVIT OR AFFIRMATION IN SUPPORT OF Processed 11/23/2020 Giardino, J.

PROPOSED OSC/EXPARTE APP

Affirmation of John Giardino in Support of Order to Show
Cause

67 EXHIBIT(S) Processed 11/23/2020 Giardino, J.

Notification

68 EXHIBIT(S) Processed 11/23/2020 Giardino, J.

Collateral Assignment

69 EXHIBIT(S) Processed 11/23/2020 Giardino, J.

November 19 Email, Account Statement, and Signature

Form

70 EXHIBIT(S) Processed 11/23/2020 Giardino, J.

August 10 Email

71 EXHIBIT(S) Processed 11/23/2020 Giardino, J.

August 16 Emails

72 EXHIBIT(S) Precessed 11/23/2020 Giardino, J.

August 17 Email, Account Information Form, Resolution,
and Account Holder Form

73 EXHIBIT(S) Processed 11/23/2020 Giardiñc, J.

Westchester Answer

74 EXHIBIT(S) Processed 11/23/2020 Giardino, J.

Certificatê of Amendment

75 EXHIBIT(S) Processed 11/23/2020 Giardino, J.

2020 Monthly Invoices

76 EXHIBIT(S) Processed 11/23/2020 Giardino, J.

September 11 Letter

77 MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN OPPOSITION Processed 11/25/2020 Giardino, J.

Memorandum of Law in Opposition to Defendants'

Motion For a Change of Venue and To Coñsclidate

78 AFFIDAVIT OR AFFIRMATION IN OPPOSITION TO Processed 11/25/2020 Giardino, J.

ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE

Affirmation of John Giardino In Cppssitióñ To Order To

Show Cause

79 EXHIBIT(S) Processed 11/25/2020 Giardino, J.

Complaint dated October 22, 2020

80 EXHIBIT(S) Processed 11/25/2020 Giardino, J.

Complaint in Westchester Action dated Septsiabêr 18,
2020

81 EXHIBIT(S) Processed 11/25/2020 Giardino, J.

Answer in Westchester Action dated November 5, 2020

82 AFFIDAVIT OR AFFIRMATION IN REPLY TO ORDER Processed 12/02/2020 Donnellan, A.

TO SHOW CAUSE

Reply Affirmation of Alfred E. Donnellan

83 EXHIBIT(S) Processed 12/02/2020 Donnellan, A.

Verified Answer

84 EXHIBIT(S) Processed 12/02/2020 Doññelian, A.

Amended Complaint
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85 MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN REPLY Processed 12/02/2020 Donnellan, A.

86 ORDER - INTERIM (MOTION RELATED) Processed 12/14/2020 Court User

87 ORDER - INTERIM (MOTION RELATED) Precessed 12/14/2020 Court User

88 ANSWER WITH CROSS-CLAlM(S) Processed 01/08/2021 Malatak, R.

Answer with Cross-claims

89 LETTER / CORRESPONDENCE TO JUDGE Processed 01/12/2021 Giardino, J.

90 STIPULATION - TIME TO ANSWER Processed 01/27/2021 Lara-Garduno, N.

Stipu!stion to Extend Time to Answer Cross-Claims

91 DECISION + ORDER ON MOTION Processed 04/09/2021 Court User

92 DECISION + ORDER ON MOTION Processed 04/09/2021 Court User

93 NOTICE OF ENTRY Processed 04/15/2021 Lara-Garduno, N.

94 NOTICE OF ENTRY Piccassad 04/15/2021 Lara-Garduno, N.

95 NOTICE TO COUNTY CLERK CPLR 8019(C) Processed 04/15/2021 Lara-Garduno, N.
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No. 1228149

Certification

STATE OF NEW YORK, COUNTY OF NEW YORK, SS:

I, Milton Adair Tingling, County Clerk and Clerk of Supreme Court New York County,

do hereby certify that on July 20, 2021 I have compared

the document attached hereto,

Decision and Order Directing Transfer page(s) 5

with the originals filed in my office and the same is a correct transcript

therefrom and of the whole of such original in witness

whereto I have affixed my signature and seal.

MILTON ADAIR T N LING

NEW YORK COUNTY CLERK
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WILED: NEW YORK COUNTY CLERK 04/15/2021 08:56 Ab$
INDEX NO. 6555 4 9/202(

NYSCEF DOC. NO. 92 RECEIVED NYSCEF: 04/09/202

SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
NEW YORK COUNTY

PRESENT: HON. NANCY M. BANNON PART IAS MOTION 42EFM

Justice
_________ _.. --------------------X INDEX NO. 655549/2020

LlZER JOZEFOVIC,
Plaintiff 01/04/2021,

MOTION DATE 01/04/2021

MOTION SEQ. NO. 001 002

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES 1, LLC,
HOWARD FENSTERMAN, and METROPOLITAN
COMMERCIAL BANK DECISION + ORDER ON

MOTION
Defendants.

--------------------- -------------------X

The following e-filed documents, listed by NYSCEF document number (Motion 001) 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 14, 15,
16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45,
46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 86

were read on this motion to/for PREL INJUNCTION/TEMP REST ORDR .

The fa||cwing e-filed documents, listed by NYSCEF document number (Motion 002) 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12,
13, 61, 62, 63, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 87, 89

were read on this motion to/for CHANGE VENUE .

In this action seeking a declaratory judgment and damages in coññécticñ with claims

sounding in, inter alia, breach of contract, fraud, defamation, breach of fiduciary duty, and legal

malpractice, the plaintiff moves pursuant to CPLR 6301 for a preliminary injunction enjoining the

defendants and their agents from publishing and distributing false statements about the plaintiff

and from taking any action to transfer, assign, convey, or sell the plaintiff's membership interest

in Waterview Acquisition 1, LLC ("Waterview") (SEQ 001). The defendants White Plains

Healthcare Properties I, LLC ("WPH Properties"), and Howard Fensterman ("Fensterman")

oppose the motion and separately move pursuant to CPLR 511 and 602 to transfer this action to

Westchester County and consolidate it with an action peñdiñg there entitled White Plains

Healthcare Properties I, LLC v HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer Jozefovic and Mark Neuman, Index No.

60278/2020 (the "Westchester Action") (SEQ 002). The plaintiff opposes the moving
defendants'

application. For the felicwing reasons, the moving
defendants'

motion is granted

and the plaintiff's motion is denied without prejudice.

655549/202D JOZEFOVIC, LIZER vs. WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE Page 1 of 5
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WPH Properties is the developer and owner of a new skilled nursing facility located in

Westchester County, New York (the "Facility"). The Facility is operated by HBL SNF, LLC

("HBL"), an entity controlled by the plaintiff. WPH Properties and HBL are parties to an

operating lease dated November 19, 2015 (the "Lease"), under which WPH Properties leases

the Facility to HBL, as tenant. The plaintiff and nonparty Marc Neuman, as principals of HBL,

are HBL's guarantors under the Lease.

Section 7.1(a)(iii) of the Lease provides that HBL was to pay an additional security

deposit in the amount of $1.6 Million 60 days prior to the start of the lease period. As security

for that payment, the plaintiff and WPH Properties entered into a collateral assignment

agreement (the "Collateral Assignment Agreement"). Pursuant to the Collateral Assignment

Agreement, the plaintiff assigned to WPH Properties his 71% membership interest in

Waterview, an entity that owns another skilled nursing home in Westchester County (the

"Waterview Interest"). The plaintiff also agreed to list Howard Fensterman, attorney for WPH

Properties, as a signatory to a Waterview account with JP Morgan (the "Waterview account")

where the $1.6 Million was currently being held. The Collateral Assignment Agreement

provided that:

"[u]pon the effectuation of Section 7.1(a)(iii) of the lease which requires Sixty
days prior to the anticipated Commencement Date, the funds in the [Waterview

account] in the amount of not less than $1,600,000 shall be deposited into the

Landlords Rent Security Account, the [Waterview Interest] assigned to [WPH

Properties] ...shall be automatically reassigned by [WPH Properties] to [the

plaintiff] without recourse, representation or warranty, and this Assignment shall

automatically terminate and be void and of no further
effect."

The "Landlords Rent Security
Account"

is not a defined term in the Lease or the Collateral

Assignment Agreement. The Collateral Assignment Agreement further provides that the

exercise of WPH Properties'
rights to sell the Waterview Interest as assignee is authorized upon

the plaintiff's violation of the "terms and provisions concerñiñg the maintenance of the

[Waterview
account]..."

The plaintiff avers that he satisfied his obligations under the Collateral Assignment

Agreement and that as a result, the assigñment terminated. In 2019, the plaintiff assigned the

Waterview Interest to defêñdañt Metropalitan Commercial Bank ("MCB") in connection with a $3

Million loan as part of a financing arrangement to provide wõrkiñÿ capital to benefit the Facility,

including through the payment of rent to WPH Properties.

655549/2020 JOZEFOVIC, LIZER vs. WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE Page 2 of 5
Motion No. 001 002
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On September 18, 2020, WPH Properties commenced the Westchester Action, in which

it contends, inter alia, that HBL breached the Lease by failing to pay rent, municipal and utility

deposits, real estate taxes, and other fees associated with the Facility, including the $1.6 Million

security deposit required by Section 7.1(a)(iii). On October 6, 2020, WPH Prüperties noticed a

public sale of the Waterview Interest based upon the plaintiff's alleged default under the

Collateral Assignment Agreement. On October 22, 2020, this action ensued.

"Consolidation is generally favored in the interest of judicial economy and ease of

decision-making where cases present common questions of law and fact, 'unless the party

oppüsiñg the motion demonstrates that a consolidation will prejudice a substantial
right."'

Raboy v McCrory Corp., 210 AD2d 145 (1st Dept. 1994) (quoting Amtorq Tradina Corp. v

Broadway & 56th St. Assoc., 191 AD2d 212, 213 [1st Dept. 1993]). The movants correctly argue

that consolidation is warranted here because this action and the Westchester Action share

common questions of law and fact. Seee CPLR 602; DeSilva v Plot Realty, LLC, 85 AD3d 422

(15t Dept. 2011); Kern v Shandell, Blitz, Blitz & Bookson, 58 AD3d 487 (1st Dept. 2009).

The plaintiff opposes consolidation, observing that while the Westchester Action involves

claims regarding HBL's performance of its obligations under the Lease and the plaintiff's

performance under the guarantee he signed, the instant action involves claims regarding

ownership of the Waterview Interest pursuant to the separate Collateral Assignment Agreement.

However, this characterization of the actions ignores the fact that both (a) WPH
Properties'

claim in the Westchester Action that the additional security was not paid and (b) the plaintiffs

central claim in this action that the Collateral Assignment Agreement automatically terminated

turn on the same question: whether Section 7.1(a)(iii) of the Lease was effectuated. Allowiñÿ

this question to proceed in two separate courts risks inconsistent results. Moreover, WPH

Properties avers in its moving papers that it has amended its complaint in the Westchester

Action to include a claim sounding in violation of the Collateral Assigñrñent Agreement against

the plaintiff. Finally, the plaintiff, who is a resident of Westchester County and a party to the

Westchester Action, which was commeñced prior to the instant action, would not suffer

prejudice to any substantial right as a result of consolidation and transfer.

The court notes that transfer is also appropriate because it appears that venue is

improper in New York County. CPLR 503 provides that "[e]xcept where otherwise prescribed by

655549/2020 JOZEFOVIC, LIZER vs. WH1TE PLAINS HEALTHCARE Page 3 of 5
Motion No, 001 002
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law, the place of trial shall be in the county in which one of the parties resided when it was

commenced; the county in which a substantial part of the events or omissions giving rise to the

claim occurred; or, if none of the parties then resided in the state, in any county designated by

the
plaintiff."

Here, the only entity residing in New York County is MCB, which the plaintiff has

included as a defendañt but against which the plaintiff has not asserted any claim. Conversely,

several parties, including the plaintiff, reside in Westchester County. Since venue properly lies

in Westchester County, the court declines to retain venue on the basis of MCB, a nominal

defendant agaiñst whom there is no claim. S_e_e Espinoza v Concordia Intl. Forwarding Corp.,

39 AD3d 258 (1S Dept. 2007).

The plaiñtiffs motion for prelirñinary injunctive relief is denied without prejudice to

renewal upon transfer and consolidation in Westchester County.

Accordingly, it is

ORDERED that the plaintiffs motion pursuant to CPLR 6301 for a preliminary injunction

(SEQ 001) is denied without prejudice to renewal upon the transfer and ccñsc·!idation of this

action in Westchester County; and it is further

ORDERED that the motion of White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC, and Haward

Fensterman pursuant to CPLR 511 and 602 to transfer this action to Westchester County and

conso!!date it with an action pêñding there entitled White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC v

HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer Jozefovic and Mark Neuman, Index No. 60278/2020, (SEQ 002) is

granted; and it is further

ORDERED this action, Lizer Jozefovic v White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC,

Howard Fensterman, and Metrapolitañ Commercial Bank, Index No. 655549/2020, peñdiñÿ in the

Supreme Court, New York County, shall be consciidated in the Supreme Court, Westchester

County, with White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC v HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer Jozefovic and

Mark Neuman, Index No. 60278/2020; and it is further,

ORDERED that the consolidati0ñ shall take place under Westchester County index No.

60278/2020; and it is further,

655549/2020 JOZEFOVIC, LIZER vs. WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE Page4of5
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ORDERED that the Clerk of this Court shall transfer the file in this action to the Clerk of

the Supreme Court, Westchester County, for consolidation and shall mark his records to reflect

such transfer; and it is further,

ORDERED that the Clerk of the Court shall cc0rdinate the transfer of the file in this action

with the Clerk of the Supreme Court, Westchester County, so as to ensure an efficient transfer

and minimize insofar as practical the reproduction of documents, including with regard to any

documents that may be in digital format; and it is further

ORDERED that the pleadings in the acticñs hereby conso!!dated shall stand as the

pleadings in the consolidated action; and it is further

ORDERED that, within 30 days from entry of this order, counsel for the moving defendants

shall serve a copy of this order with notice of entry upon the Clerk of this Court, shall pay the

apprópriate transfer fee, if any, and shall contact the staff of the Clerk of this Court and cõcperate

in effectuating the transfer and consolidation; and it is further

ORDERED that such service upon the Clerk of this Court shall be made in accordance

with the procedures set forth in the Protocol on Courthouse and County Clerk Procedures for

Electronically Filed Cases (accessible at the
"E-Filing"

page on the court's website at the address

www.nycourts.aov/suoctmanh)).

This constitutes the Decision and Order of the court.

NANCY . B NNN.S.C.

4/8/2021 HON. NANCY M. BANNON

DATE

CHECK ONE: X CASE DISPOSED NON-FINALDISPOSITION

SEQ 001 GRANTED DENIED GRANTEDIN PART OTHER

SEQ 002 X GRANTED DENIED GRANTEDIN PART OTHER

APPLICATION: SETTLE ORDER SUBMIT ORDER

CHECK IF AFFROFRiÃTE: X INCLUDESTRA mFER/REASS1GN FIDUCIARYAPPOINTMENT REFERENCE
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DELBELLO DONNELLAN WEINGARTEN 
WISE & WIEDERKEHR, LLP 

Alfred E. Donnellan 
Partner 
aed@ddw-law.com 

COUNSELLORS AT LAW 

THE GATEWAY BUILDING 
ONE NORTH LEXINGTON AVENUE 
WHITE PLAINS, NEW YORK 10601 

(914) 681-0200 
FACSIMILE (914) 684-0288 

Connecticut Office 
1111 SUMMER STREET 
STAMFORD, CT  06905 

(203) 298-0000 

 

Letter to Hon. Gretchen Walsh 8-10-21.doc 
0181960-001 

August 10, 2021 
 
VIA ECF 
 
Honorable Gretchen M. Walsh 
Supreme Court of the State of New York 
County of Westchester 
111 Dr. Martin Luther King Blvd. 
White Plains, New York 10601 

Re: White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC v. HBL SNF, LLC, et al 
   Index No. 60278/2020 

Dear Justice Walsh: 
This firm represents plaintiff, White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC (“WPH 

Properties”) and third-party defendants, CCC Equities, LLC, Project Equity Consulting, The 
Congress Companies, Howard Fensterman and William Nicholson (collectively, “third-party 
defendants”) in the above consolidated action.  

We are writing to request a pre-motion conference concerning a motion for summary 
judgment that we wish to make. The motion is based on the undisputed facts that HBL SNF, 
LLC defaulted even before it took occupancy by failing to provide the required security deposit 
60 days in advance and has, in fact, never, to this day, provided any security deposit. The same 
failure to provide a security deposit was a default under the letter of intent by which WPH 
Properties agreed to sell the premises to an entity in which HBL and its principals had a majority 
interest. HBL has defaulted in multiple other respects, as well. The motion will seek judgment 
determining that HBL defaulted under the lease and letter of intent, that HBL, as well as 
Jozefovic and Neuman, as guarantors of HBL’s obligations, are liable for that default and money 
judgment against each of the defendants for the amount due WPH Properties as of July 31, 2021 
by reason of HBL’s defaults. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request. 
 

Respectfully, 
 
/s/ Alfred E. Donnellan   
Alfred E. Donnellan 
 

 
cc: John Giardino, Esq. (via ECF) 
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DELBELLO DONNELLAN WEINGARTEN 
WISE & WIEDERKEHR, LLP 

Alfred E. Donnellan 
Partner 
aed@ddw-law.com 

COUNSELLORS AT LAW 

THE GATEWAY BUILDING 
ONE NORTH LEXINGTON AVENUE 
WHITE PLAINS, NEW YORK 10601 

(914) 681-0200 
FACSIMILE (914) 684-0288 

Connecticut Office 
1111 SUMMER STREET 
STAMFORD, CT  06905 

(203) 298-0000 

 

1609874.doc 
0181960-001 

August 13, 2021 
 
VIA ECF 
 
Honorable Gretchen M. Walsh 
Supreme Court of the State of New York 
County of Westchester 
111 Dr. Martin Luther King Blvd. 
White Plains, New York 10601 

Re: White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC v. HBL SNF, LLC, et al 
   Index No. 60278/2020 

Dear Justice Walsh: 

This firm represents plaintiff, White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC (“WPH Properties”) 
and third-party defendants, CCC Equities, LLC, Project Equity Consulting, The Congress 
Companies, Howard Fensterman and William Nicholson (collectively, “third-party defendants”) in 
the above consolidated action.  

Yesterday afternoon we received a communication from Mr. Wintermute offering times for 
the pre-motion conference we requested with respect to our motion for summary judgment on August 
24th, 25th and 26th.  As the Court is aware, our clients will likely be sued by their construction 
lender on September 1, 2021.  As the Court is, I believe, also aware, the defendants’ apparent 
strategy is to delay the resolution of this case sufficiently so that the construction lenders’ suit will 
put the plaintiffs in an impossible situation.  Not being able to serve our summary judgment motion 
until August 24th, 25th or 26th is, therefore, seriously prejudicial to the plaintiffs. 

We are writing to request, therefore, that we be permitted to serve the motion prior to the 
conference.  We have no objection to attending the conference, and we would be willing to satisfy 
the purpose of the conference, as stated in Rule 24(a), by withdrawing or modifying our motion if the 
conference results in the Court successfully resolving any of the issues (although we see that as 
unlikely since multiple attempts to resolve this matter have been ineffective).  But it is essential that 
we be permitted to start the summary judgment process. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request. 
 

Respectfully, 
 
/s/ Alfred E. Donnellan   
Alfred E. Donnellan 

 
 
cc: John Giardino, Esq. (via ECF) 
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER 

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC, 
   Plaintiff, 

 
– against – 

 
HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/K/A LIZER 
JOZOFOVIC and MARK NEUMAN, 

Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiff, 
 

– against – 
 

CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY  
CONSULTING, THE CONGRESS COMPANIES,  
HOWARD FENSTERMAN, and WILLIAM  
NICHOLSON,  

Third-Party Defendants. 

 
 

Index No. 60278/2020 
 

 
NOTICE OF MOTION FOR 

SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
 

LIZER JOZEFOVIC, 
Plaintiff, 

 
– against – 

 
WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC, 
HOWARD FENSTERMAN, and METROPOLITAN 
COMMERCIAL BANK, 

Defendants. 

 
New York County Index No. 

655549/2020 
 

Consolidated under Westchester 
County Index No. as per April 8, 

2021 Decision and Order. 

 

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that upon the annexed affirmation of Alfred E. Donnellan dated 

August 18, 2021, the annexed affidavit of William A. Nicholson, sworn to on August 18, 2021, 

the annexed affidavit of Edward O. Tabor, sworn to on August 18, 2021, the annexed affidavit of 

Howard Fensterman, sworn to on August 18, 2021, together with the annexed exhibits, and the 

accompanying memorandum of law, plaintiff White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC and third-

party defendants, CCC Equities, LLC, Project Equity Consulting, The Congress Companies, 
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Howard Fensterman and William Nicholson, will move this Court, at the Richard J. Daronco 

Westchester County Courthouse, 111 Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Boulevard, White Plains, New 

York 10601, in the Commercial Division, before the Honorable Gretchen Walsh, on September 

10, 2021, at 9:30 A.M., or as soon thereafter as counsel can be heard, for an order pursuant to 

CPLR 3212 granting summary judgment in favor of plaintiff White Plains Healthcare Properties 

I, LLC, and against defendants HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer Jozefovic and Mark Neuman: 

(a) establishing and declaring the defendants’ liability for breach of the lease for the 

premises at 116-120 Church Street, White Plains, New York, by reason of their failure to (i) post 

the required $5,300,000 security deposit; (ii) pay fixed rent, additional rent, accelerated rent and 

increased rent as a month-to month tenant; (iii) pay real estate taxes timely and utility charges; (iv) 

deliver certificates of insurance that satisfy the lease requirements; and (v) deliver the required 

credit line agreement, financial statements and financial reporting, operational overview, annual 

Medicare and Medicaid agreements, reimbursement rate sheets and new and revised rate sheets, 

all as required by the lease;  

(b) establishing declaring the defendants’ breach of a letter of intent dated November 20, 

2019 by reason of their failure to provide $1,000,000 toward the security deposit due under the 

lease, pay rent, pay municipal and utility payments and real estate taxes timely and close title to 

the property on April 1, 2020; 

(c) by reason of the defendants’ breaches awarding money damages to White Plains 

Healthcare Properties, LLC in the amount of $111,420,213.50, consisting of (i) holdover rent and 

rent, $20,574,253.03; (ii) real estate taxes, $2,621.94; (iii) municipal and utility deposits, 

$35,921.44; (iv) interest rate damages for failure to close by April 1, 2020 as required by the letter 
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of intent, $3,181,612.87; (v) costs and professional fees, $1,524,000; (vi) lender default and late 

charges, $3,732,034.22, and (vii) accelerated rent $82,369,770, plus interest and the costs and 

disbursements of this action; 

(d) dismissing the counterclaims and third-party claims asserted by HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer 

Jozefovic and Mark Neuman; and  

(e) granting such other and further relief as the Court may deem just and proper. 

PLEASE TAKE FURTHER NOTICE that pursuant to CPLR 2414(b) opposition papers 

must be served upon the attorneys for the moving parties at least seven days prior to the return date 

of this motion.  

Dated: White Plains, New York 
 August 18, 2021 
 

 DELBELLO DONNELLAN WEINGARTEN WISE & WIEDERKEHR, LLP 
Lead Counsel for Plaintiff White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC and 
third-party defendants CCC Equities, LLC, Project Equity Consulting, The 

Congress Companies, Howard Fensterman and William Nicholson 

By: /s/ Alfred E. Donnellan 
Alfred E. Donnellan, Esq. 

One North Lexington Avenue, 11th Floor 
White Plains, New York 10601 

Tel.: (914) 681-0200 
 

ABRAMS, FENSTERMAN, FENSTERMAN, EISMAN, 
FORMATO, FERRARA, WOLF & CARONE, LLP 

Co-Counsel for Plaintiff White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC and 
third-party defendants CCC Equities, LLC, Project Equity Consulting, The 

Congress Companies, Howard Fensterman and William Nicholson 
Robert A. Spolzino, Esq. 
81 Main Street, Suite 306 

White Plains, New York 10601 
Tel.: (914) 607-7010 
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To: Michelman & Robinson, LLP 
 Attorneys for Defendants-Third-Party Plaintiffs 
 800 Third Avenue, 24th floor 
 New York, New York 10022 
 
 Windels Marx Lane & Mittendorf, LLP 
 Attorneys for Metropolitan Commercial Bank  
 156 West 56th Street 
 New York, NY 10019 
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SUPREME COU RT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER 

WHITE PLAINS HEAL TH CARE PROPERTIES [, LLC, 

Plaintiff, 

- against-

HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVTC A/KIA LIZER 
JOZOFOVIC and MARK NEUMAN, 

Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiff, 

- against -

CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY 
CONSULTING, THE CONGRESS COMPANCES, 
HOW ARD FENSTERMAN, and WILLIAM 
NICHOLSON, 

Third-Pa1ty Defendants. 

LIZER JOZEFOYIC 
Plaintiff, 

-against-

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC, 
HOWARD FENSTERMAN, and METROPOLlTAN 
COMMERCIAL BANK, 

Defendants. 

index No. 60278/2020 

AFFIRMATION OF 

ALFRED E. DONNELLAN 

New York County index No. 
655549/2020 

Consolidated under Westchester 
County Index No. as per April 8, 

2021 Decision and Order. 

Alfred E. Donnellan, an attorney duly admitted to practice in the courts of the State of New 

York, affirms the fo llowing to be true under the penalty of perjury: 

1. I am a member of the law firm of DelBello Donnellan Weingarten Wise & 

Wiederkehr, LLP, lead counsel for plaintiff White Plains Healthcare Properties r, LLC (" WPH 

Properties") and third-party defendants, CCC Equ ities, LLC, Project Equity Consulting, The 
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Congress Companies, Howard Fensterman and William Nicholson (collectively, " third-party 

defendants"). 

2. l submit this affinnation in support of the motion of WPH Prope11ies and third-patty 

defendants for an order granting summary judgment in favor of WPH Prope11ies for the relief 

demanded in the complaint and dismissing the counterclaims and third-party claims (collectively, 

the "defendants' claims") asse11ed by defendants/third-pa11y plaintiffs, HBL SNF, LLC (" HBL"), 

Lizer Jozefovic ("Jozefovic") and Mark Neuman ("Neuman") (collectively, "defendants"). 

Introduction 

3. WPH Properties commenced this action after HBL defaulted under its lease of a 

nursing home faci lity located at t 16-120 Church Street, White Plains, New York, that was 

developed and financed by, and is owned by, WPH Properties. The action comes after six years of 

fai lures by HBL and its principals, Jozefovic and Neuman, to comply with their obligations, in 

each case using their default to re-negotiate more favorable terms for HBL and themselves. The 

bankruptcy of one of HBL' s members also caused significant delays. As detailed in the 

accompanying affidavit of William A. Nicholson, one of the managing members of WPH 

Propetiies, HBL did not comply with the lease that was negotiated in 2015 or the lease that was 

amended and restated in 2017. Specifically, and most important, HBL did not provide the $5.3 

million security deposit when it was required in 20 l 9 and has, in fact, never deposited any security 

with WPH Properties. When HBL defaulted in November 2019, WPH Prope11ies even agreed to 

transfer the prope11Y to a Delaware Statutory Trust in which WPH Properties and HBL would be 

the majority beneficiaries, provided that HBL provided a reduced initial payment toward the 

security deposit of $1 ,000,000 within t O days, by December 1, 2019, complied in all other respects 

with the terms of the lease pending the closing of title and closed by April t, 2020. HBL failed in 

2 
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every respect. 

4. With respect to the security deposit, the lease required HBL to have delivered to WPH 

Properties "60 days prior to the anticipated Commencement Date," a security deposit consisting 

of $3.7 million in cash or letter of credit and an additional $1.6 million from an identified bank 

account. Exhibit 12, Lease§ 7. l(a)(ii) and (iii). HBL admits that it took occupancy of the propetty 

on September 30, 3019. Exhibit l l, Notice to Admit, No. I. The security deposit was due, therefore, 

in July 2019. HBL did not pay the security deposit then and has never paid the security deposit 

since - not even a penny. Failure to provide the security deposit is defined in the lease as a material 

defau lt and is a material default as a matter of law. 

5. HBL also defaulted by failing to pay rent, real estate taxes timely, municipal escrows 

and utility charges, by failing or refusing to deliver ce1tificates of insurance timely, as well as all 

Medicare, Medicaid and other provider agreements and reimbursement rate sheets for the faci lity 

and by failing or refusing to de~iver required financial repotti ng and written reporting providing 

an operational overview of significant events and circumstances at the faci lity during each month 

of the lease tenn, al I as required by the lease. All of these defaults are detailed, with supporting 

documentation, in the accompanying affidavit of Edward 0. Tabor. 

6. HBL does not deny that it has defaulted. Tn fact, HBL has admitted its defaults by 

failing to respond to the notice to admit that was served on June 2, 2021. 

7. WPH Properties commenced this action on September 18, 2020 seeking to recover 

the amounts due as a result ofHBL' s defaults under the lease and the letter of intent and to enforce 

the guarantees of HBL' s obligations given by Jozefovic and Neuman. WPH Properties later filed 

an amended complaint adding a cause of action against Jozefovic to enforce a pledge agreement 

he gave as security for his obligations and HBL's obligation under the lease. That interest has since 

3 
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been so ld at a public auction in accordance with its terms. 

A. Procedural History 

(i) The Westchester County action 

8. On September 18, 2020, WPH Properties commenced this action by fi ling a summons 

and complaint in the Supreme Coutt, Westchester County, under Index No. 60278/2020 (the 

"Westchester County Action"). A copy of the summons and complaint is attached as exhibit l. 

9. On November 5, 2020, the defendants filed a verified answer including 

counterclaims, purpotting to assett third-party claims. A copy of the verified answer is attached as 

exhibit 2. 

I 0. On November 30. 2020. WPH Properties ti led an amended verified complaint. A 

copy of the amended verified complaint fil ed on November 30, 2020 is attached as exhibit 3. 

I I . On December 11 , 2020, WPH Properties filed a verified reply to the counterclaims 

and the third-party defendants ft led a verified answer to third-patty complaint. The third-patty 

defendants' verified answer to third-party complaint is attached as exhibit 4. WPH Prope1ties' 

verified reply to counterclaims is attached as exhibit 4. 

12. By order dated March 18, 2021 , the Cou1t granted WPH Prope1ties ' motion for leave 

to fi le an amended complaint. On March 22. 202 1, WPI-I Properties re-fi led its amended verified 

complaint in accordance with the order. A copy of the amended verified complaint fi led on March 

22, 2020 is attached as exhibit 5. 

(ii) The New York County action 

13. On October 22, 2020, Jozefovic filed a summons and complaint in the Supreme 

Court, New York County, under Index No. 655549/2020 (the "New York County Action") 

commencing an action against WPH Properties, Fensterman and Metropolitan Commercial Bank 
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("MCB"). Copies of the summons and complaint filed in the New York County Action are attached 

as exhibit 6. Jozefovic moved at the same time for a preliminary injunction prohibiting WPH 

Prope11ies from, among other things, selling his membership interest in Waterview Hills 

Acquisition I, LLC, which he had pledged as collateral for HBL' s obl igations under the lease. 

14. By order to show cause signed on November 12, 2020, WPH Properties and 

Fensterman moved for an order changing the venue of the New York County Action to 

Westchester County and conso lidating it with the Westchester County Action. 

15. On November 18, 2020, WPH Properties and Fensterman filed a verified answer in 

the New York County Action. A copy of the verified answer filed by WPH Properties and 

Fensterman in the New York County Action is attached as exhibit 7. 

16. On January 8, 202 l , MCB filed an "answer with cross-claim" in the New York 

County Action. A copy of MCB ' s answer with cross-c laim filed in the New York County Action 

is attached as exhibit 8. 

17. By order dated April 8, 2021, the Supreme Cou11, New York County (Nancy M. 

Bannon, J.), granted the motion made by WPH Properties and Fensterman to transfer the New 

York County Action to Westchester County and consolidate it with the Westchester County Action 

under Westchester County (ndex No. 60278/2020. A copy of the Apri l 8, 2021 order is attached 

as exhibit 9. 

(iii) The Consolidated Action 

I 8. On May 21 , 2021, the defendants filed a "first amended verified answer," including 

counterclaims and purporting to asse11 third-pa11y claims. A copy of the "first amended verified 

answer" is attached as exhibit I 0. 

I. 9. On June 2 , 2021, WPH Properties filed and served upon defendants a notice to admit. 
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A copy of the notice to admit, with proof of service, is attached as exhibit 1 l . 

20. The defendants did not respond to the notice to admit within 20 days of the date on 

which it was served and have not responded since. 

2 1. By failing to respond to the notice to admit, the defendants have admitted each of the 

alleged defaults. Specifically, the defendants have admitted that (i) HBL did not pay fixed rent 

when due for September 30, 2019 through December 31 , 2019; (ii) HBL did not pay additional 

rent when due for January 1, 2020 through January 30, 2020; (iii) on and after January 13, 2020, 

HBL continued to occupy the facility; (iv) HBL has continuously occupied the facility during the 

period from January 13, 2020 through the date of the notice to admit [June 2, 2021 ]; (v) HBL did 

not pay accelerated rent at any time after January l 3, 2020; (vi) HBL did not pay increased rent at 

any time after January 13, 2020; (vii) HBL did not pay real estate taxes when due for the period 

July 1, 2019 through December l , 20 l 9; (viii) HBL did not pay real estate taxes when due for the 

period January 1, 2020 through June 30, 2020; (ix) HBL did not pay charges for utilities when 

due; (x) HBL did not deliver the required certificates of insurance to WPH Propetties ; (xi) HBL 

did not deliver to WPH Properties 60 days before the commencement date the agreement with 

Capital Funding Group, required by § 7.1 (a)(i) of the Lease, allowing HBL to draw down on its 

credit line and enabling Capital Funding Group to pay to WPH Properties directly the sum of 

$506,096.50 per month commencing on the commencement date and on each day fi xed rent is due 

under the lease for the following 11 months; (xi) HBL did not ever deliver to WPH Prope1ties the 

agreement with Capital Funding Group required by § 7. l(a)(i) of the Lease; (x ii) HBL did not 

deliver to WPH Properties 60 days prior to the commencement date the unconditional letter of 

credit in the amount of $3,700,000 required by§ 7. l(a)(ii) of the lease; (xii) HBL did not ever 

deliver to WPH Properties the unconditional letter of credit in the amount of $3,700,000 required 
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by § 7. l (a)(ii) of the lease; (xiii) HBL did not de liver to WPH Properties 60 days pl'ior to the 

commencement date the $3,700,000 in cash as a security deposit, as required by§ 7.l(a)(ii) of the 

Lease; (xiv) HBL did not ever deliver to WPH Prope1ties the $3,700,000 in cash as a security 

deposit, as required by § 7.1 (a)(ii) of the Lease; (xv) HBL did not deliver to WPH Prope1iies 60 

days prior to the Commencement Date funds in the controlled account number ******7272 in 

JPMorgan Chase Bank, N .A. in the amount of not less than $1 ,600,000 to be held by WPH 

Properties as the additional security deposit, as required by § 7. l (a)(ii) of the Lease; (xvi) HBL 

did not ever de liver to WPH Properties funds in the controlled account number ******7272 in 

JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. in the amount not less than $1 ,600,000 to be held by WPH Prope1iies 

as the additional security deposit, as required by§ 7. l(a)(ii) of the lease; (xvii) HBL did not keep 

and maintain the financial reporting, as required by§ 7.4(a)(ii) of the lease; (xviii) HBL did not 

submit to WPH Prope1ties unaudited monthly financia l statements, census and revenue 

information, aged accounts receivable repo1is, unaudited qua1ierly financial statements, qua1ierly 

census revenue information, audited annual financial statements, audited schedule reconciling 

HBL's net operating income to net cash flow, all as required by § 7.4(a)(iii) of the lease ; (xix) 

HBL did not submit to WPH Properties a written report providing an operational overview of 

significant events and circumstances at the facility, and a copy of all HBL's federal income tax 

returns, all as required by §7.4(a)(vi) of the lease; (xx) HBL did not deliver to WPH Prope1ties the 

annual Medicaid and Medicare provider agreements for the facility , as required by § 7.4(g) of the 

lease; (xxi) HBL did not deliver to WPH Prope1iies the annual Medicaid and Medicare 

reimbursement rate sheets for the facility, as required by § 7.4(g) of the lease; and (xii) HBL did 

not de liver to WPH Properties the new, revised or amended Medicaid and Medicare 

reimbursement rate sheets issued subsequent to the annual reimbursement rate sheets for the 
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facility, as required by§ 7.40) of the lease. 

B. WPH Properties is entitled to summary judgment 

22. For the reasons set forth here, in the accompanying affidavits of Edward 0. Tabor, 

William A. Nicholson and Howard Fensterman, and in the accompanying memorandum of law, 

WPH Prope1ties is entitled to summary judgment granting judgment against HBL, Jozefov ic and 

Neuman for liability and for damages, in the total amount of $11 l ,420,213.50, for breach of the 

lease and the letter of intent, as well as dismissing the cross-claims and counterclaims asserted by 

HBL, Jozefovic and Neuman in the Westchester County Action and dismissing the claims asse1ted 

by Jozefovic in the New York County Action. 

23. The affidavit of Edward 0. Tabor sets fo1th the terms of the lease and the evidence 

establishing that HBL breached the lease. 

24. The affidavit of William A. Nicholson establishes the history of repeated defaults by 

HBL and Jozefovic. [t demonstrates that even before the facility was constructed, and continuing 

thereafter, WPH Properties reacted to each of those defaults by renegotiating the terms to 

accommodate HBL and Jozefovic. It also demonstrates that immediate ly after taking possession 

of the premises on September 30, 2019, HBL failed to pe1form its obligations, constituting a 

material default under the lease by, among other things, failing to deliver security deposits, pay 

rent, real estate taxes, utility deposits, municipal maintenance escrows and utility charges, have 

and maintain the working capital account required by the lease. It fmther shows that even after 

HBL defaulted under the lease, WPH Properties gave HBL the opportunity to cure all of its defaults 

by purchasing a majority interest in the property, but it defaulted on that agreement, as well. The 

Nicho lson affidavit also establishes that WPH Prope1ties has fully performed all obligations 

required to be performed on its pait with respect to the lease and HBL's month-to-month tenancy 
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after the termination of the lease. 

25. Those same affidavits demonstrate as a matter of law that the defendants are barred 

by the lease and the guaranties from asse11ing counterclaims and, in those same agreements, 

waived or released a ll of those claims. But even if they had not, the affirmative defenses 

counterclaims are without merit and must be dismissed, either because they fail to state a cause of 

action upon which reljef can be granted or because the undisputed facts estab lish the entitlement 

of WPH Prope11ies and the third-party defendants to judgment as a matter of law. 

26. The defendants ' first cause of action demands an accounting. The evidence 

establishes, however, that there was never the fiduciary relationship between the parties that is 

necessary to an accounting claim. In fact, the lease specifically provides that the relationship 

between HBL and WPH Properties is solely that of landlord and tenant and there is no par1nership, 

joint venture, agency or common interest in profits or income, or any sharing of liabilities, losses, 

costs or expenses among them. Exhibit 12, Lease, § 20.28. 

27. The second cause of action, which seeks " imputed interest" on a purpo11ed Joan of 

$2.2 million made by HBL to WPH Prope11ies, must also be dismissed on the basis of the 

accompanying affidavit of William A. Nicholson, which establishes that there was no loan and no 

agreement to pay interest. 

28. The defendants' third cause of action alleges, in essence, that WPH Properties failed 

to satisfy its obligations under the development agreement and the lease with respect to 

development, financing and construction of the nursing home facility. The accompanying affidavit 

of William A. Nicholson establishes that the claim is false and that the defendants have admitted 

that it is false . The development agreement, in fact, expressly acknowledges that by taking 

occupancy of the property, which the defendants did in 2019, tbe defendants recognized that WPH 
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Properties had fulfilled all its obligations and responsibilities under the development agreement. 

The development agreement thus either waives or releases the c laims against WPH Prope1ties that 

the defendants assert in their first, second and third causes of action. The lease does the same thing. 

Under the lease, HBL, by taking occupancy, waived any claims it may have had against WPH 

Propetties in law or equity with respect to any aspect of the nursing home facil ity. 

29. The foutth , fifth and sixth causes of action alleging fraud in the inducement, bad faith 

and fraud must be dismissed, initially, because they are duplicative of the defendants' breach of 

contract c laim. Further, the defendants ' allegation that Nicholson and Fensterman misrepresented 

their intent to perform their obligations under the agreements is not true, as set faith in the 

accompanying affidavits of Nicholson and Fensterman. But even if the a llegations were true, they 

do not constitute actionable fraud because they do not allege misrepresentations of present facts , 

as set forth in the accompanying memorandum of law. 

30. For all of these reasons, each of which is addressed more folly in the accompanying 

memorandum of law and the affidavits of Edward 0. Tabor, William A. Nicholson and Howard 

Fensterman, and the defendants ' admissions, WPH Properties and the third-party defendants have 

established their entitlement to judgment as a matter of law against HBL for the relief demanded 

in the complaint. 

31. The same proof establishes the liability of Jozefovic and Neuman for HBL's defaults. 

Jozefovic and Neuman admitted in their guaranties in their answer. By those guaranties, they 

abso lutely and unconditionally guarantied HBL' s obligations under the lease. Their guaranties 

expressly apply to all rent, sums and charges of every type, including accelerated rent. WPH 

Propetties is therefore entitled to judgment against them in the same amount as it is entitled to 

judgment against HBL. 
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32. WPH Propeities is also entitled to judgment against HBL for the damages WPH 

Properties incurred as a result of HBL's default under the letter of intent. As set forth in the 

affidavit of Edward 0. Tabor, HBL defaulted under the letter of intent by failing to pay the 

$ 1,000,000 security deposit, fai ling to pay rent, failing to pay municipa l and utility payments, 

fai ling to pay real estate taxes, fai ling to enter into the required "Deposit Account Control 

Agreement," fai ling to enter into an agreement with JP Morgan Chase Bank, failing to maintain 

an $8,000,000 worki ng capital credit line and failing to close on its purchase of the property by 

April I, 2020. As a result, WPH Properties incurred substantial add itional interest expense under 

its construction loan, as detailed in the accompanying affidavit of Wi lliam A. Nicholson. 

33. The claims Jozefovic asseits in the New York County Action are baseless and must 

be dismissed. As set forth in the accompanying affidavit of Howard Fensterman, Jozefovic never 

gave Fensterman access to the security deposit account that he had agreed to provide prior to 

HBL' s occupancy of the prope1ty, but even if he had, HBL breached the lease by failing to deposit 

those funds into WPH Properties' lease security account 60 days prior to taking occupancy, as the 

lease required. Jozefovic's defamation claim is defeated by the fact that Jozefovic was a debtor, as 

stated in the original notice of sale of the interest in Waterview Hills Acquisition [, LLC, because 

he had guarantied HBL's obligations under the lease and HBL defaulted on those obligations. And, 

as set fo1ih in the Fensterman affidavit, neither Fensterman nor his law firm has ever represented 

Jozefovic. 

34. For all of these reasons, as more fully set fo1th in the accompanying affidavits of 

Edward 0. Tabor, William A. Nicholson and Howard Fensterman, and the accompanying 

memorandum of law, WPH Properties is entitled to summary judgment establishing HBL's 

default under the lease and the letter of intent and the liability of Jozefovic and Neuman as 
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guarantors for those breaches, to a money judgment against HBL, Jozefovic and Neuman in the 

amount of $ 111 ,420,2 13.50. WPH Properties and the third-party defendants are also entitled to 

judgment dismiss ing the counterc laims and third-party claims. 

WHEREFORE, I respectfully request that this Court grant summary judgment for liability 

and damages in favor of WPH Properties and against HBL, Jozefovic and Neuman in the amount 

of $ 111 ,420,213.50 and dismjss the defendants' counterclaims and third-patty claims. 

Dated: White Plains, New York 
August 18, 202 1 
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CERTIFICATION PURSUANT TO COMMERCIAL DIVISION RULE 17 

I, ALFRED E. DONN ELLAN, ESQ., an attorney at law licensed to practice in the 

State of New York, and counsel ofrecord herein, ce1tify that this document contains 3460 words, 

exclusive of the caption page, table of contents and table of authorities and signature block, as 

counted by the word count of the word-processing system used to prepare this document. 

Dated: White Plains, New York 
August 18, 2021 

Isl Alfred E. Donnellan 
Alfred E. Donnellan 
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NYSCEF DOC. NO. 1 RECEIVED NYSCEF: 09/18/2020 

SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER 

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC, 

Plaintiff, 
Index No. (l, Cl 2.,, 1 B f z,o ).,O 

Date Purchased: Cf / I 9 / Z-0 

SUMMONS 

- against-

HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/KIA LIZER 
JOZOFOVIC and MARK NEUMAN, 

Defendants. 

YOU ARE HEREBY SUMMONED and required to serve upon plaintiffs attorney an 

answer to the Verified Complaint in this action within 20 days after the service of this summons, 

exclusive of the day of service ( or within 30 days after service if this summons is not personally 

delivered to you within the State of New York). In case of your failure to appear or answer, 

judgment will be taken against you by default for the relief demanded in the Complaint. 

Westchester County is designated as the place of trial. The venue designated is based 

upon Defendant's residence. 

Dated: White Plains, New York 
September 16, 2020 

DELBELLO DONNELLAN WEINGARTEN 
WISE & WIEDERKEHR, LLP 
Lead Counsel/or Plaintiff White Plains Healthcare 

::P""~ 
Affre E. nnellan, Esq. 
Peter S. Dawson, Esq. 

One North Lexington A venue 
White Plains, New York 10601 
(914) 681-0200 
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NYSCEF DOC. NO. 1 

TO: 

HBL SNF, LLC 
537 Route 22 
Purdys, New York 10578 

Lizer Jozefovic a/k/a Lizer Jozofovic 
53 Mariner Way 
Mousey, New York 10952 

Mark N eurnan 
22 Lyncrest Drive 
Mousey, New York 10952 

- - f -,-- -·::, 

RECEIVED NYSCEF: 09/18/2020 

ABRAMS, FENSTERMAN, FENSTERMAN, EISMAN, 

FORMATO, FERRARA,WOLF & CARONE, LLP 
Co-Counsel for Plainti.f!White Plains Healthcare 
Properties I, LLC 
Robert A. Spolzino, Esq. 
81 Main Street, Suite 3 06 
White Plains, New York 10601 
(914) 607-7010 
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- - { - , 
NYSCEF DOC. NO. 1 

SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER 

WHITE PLAINS HEAL TI:ICARE PROPERTIES I, LLC, 

Plaintiff, 

-against-

HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC AJKJA LIZER 
JOZOFOVIC and MARK NEUMAN, 

Defendants. 

---, 
RECEIVED NYSCEF: 09/18/2020 

Index No. G O 2, 1 'B / ').(} 2-0 

VERIFIED COMPLAINT 

Plaintiff, White Plains Healthcare Prope1iies I, LLC ("WPH Properties"), by its attorneys, 

De!Bello, Donnellan, Weingarten, Wise & Wiederkehr, LLP and Abrams, Fensterman, 

Fensterman, Eisman, Formato, Ferrara, Wolf & Carone, LLP, for its complaint against defendants, 

HBL SNF, LLC ("HBL"), Lizer Jozefovic a/k/a Lizer Jozofovic ("Jozefovic'~ and Mark Neuman 

("Neuman"), alleges: 

NATURE OF THE CASE 

1. This action concerns HBL's material default of its obligations under an amended 

and restated operating lease dated as of November 19, 2015 (the "Lease"), by which WPH 

Properties leased to HBL a brand new, state-of-the-art, 160-bed skilled nursing facility that WPH 

Properties constructed at 116-120 Church Street, White Plains, New York. 

2. WPH Propeiiies had constructed the nursing facility and entered into the Lease with 

HBL dated November 19, 2015. The Lease was amended and restated in 2017. It provided that 

HBL would operate the facility for 30 years, commencing September 30, 2019. HBL took 

possession of the facility on September 30, 2019. By the end of October 2019, HBL had defaulted. 
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NYSCEF DOC. NO. 1 RECEIVED NYSCEF: 09/18/2020 

3. On January 7, 2020, WPH Properties served notice of default and elected to 

tenninate the Lease and accelerate all rents due. This action seeks to recover from HBL the Rent 

it owes and the other damages its defaults have caused and to enforce the unconditional guaranties 

ofHBL's performance under the Lease given by Neuman and Jozefovic. 

PARTIES AND VENUE 

4. WPH Properties is a limited liability company duly organized and existing under 

the laws of the State of Massachusetts, with its principal place of business at 2 Bourbon Street, 

Suite 200, Peabody, Massachusetts. WPH Properties is duly authorized to do business in the State 

ofNewYork. 

5. HBL was and is a limited liability company duly organized and existing under the 

laws of the State ofNew York with an address and place ofbusiness at 537 Route 22, Purdys, New 

York. 

6. Jozefovic is an individual residing at 53 Mariner Way, Monsey, New York, with a 

business address and place of business at HBL, 537 Route 22, Purdys, New York. 

7. Neuman is an individual residing at 22 Lyncrest Drive, Monsey, New York, with a 

business address and place of business at HBL, 537 Route 22, Purdys, New York. 

8. Pursuant to CPLR § 503(a), venue is properly designated in Westchester County 

based on the residences of WPH Properties and HBL, because a substantial part of the events 

giving rise to the claini occurred in Westchester County and because HBL agreed in the Lease that 

any action or proceeding arising out of the Lease be brought in Westchester County. Lease § 

20.l(b). 
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NYSCEF DOC. NO. 1 RECEIVED NYSCEF: 09/18/2020 

FACTS 

9. WPH Properties is and was at alJ relevant times the owner of the real property 

known as 116-120 Church Street, White Plains, New York (the "Real Property"). 

I 0. WPH Properties constructed a brand new, state-of-the-art, 160-bed skilled nursing 

facility on the Real Property. 

The Lease 

11. In 2017, WPH Properties, as landlord, and HBL, as tenant, entered into the 

amended and restated Lease, dated as of November 19, 2015, under which WPH Properties leased 

to HBL the Real Property and the improvements to be constructed on the Real Property, together 

with other assets, all as defined in Section 2.1 of the Lease (the "Facility''). A true and accurate 

copy of the Lease is annexed to this complaint as Exhibit 1 and is incorporated into this complaint 

by reference. 

12. WPH Properties obtained a certificate of occupancy for the Facility on August 22, 

2019. 

13. HBL entered into possession of the Facility on September 30, 2019. 

14. The lease provided for a tenn of 30 years, with three 10 year options to the tenant, 

unless sooner terminated. Exhibit 1, Lease, § 3. 1. 

15. The Lease obligated HBL to pay WPH Properties annual fixed rent of$6,073,158 

in monthly installments of $506,096.50 (the "Fixed Rent"). Exhibit I, Lease, § 3.2. 

16. The Lease also obligated HBL to pay WPH Properties other amounts which are 

defined as "Additional Rent." Fixed Rent and Additional Rent are referred to collectively as 

''Rent." 
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NYSCEF DOC. NO. 1 RECEIVED NYSCEF: 09/18/2020 

17. The Lease obligated HBL to pay all charges for electricity, steam, telephone, cable, 

gas, oil, water, sewer and all other services or utilities used on or related to the Premises during 

the Term. Exhibit 1, Lease, § 4 .1. 

18. The Lease obligated HBL to pay, before penalties are incurred, all real estate taxes, 

assessments, utility charges and other taxes. Exhibit!, Lease,§ 4.2. 

19. The Lease obligated HBL to keep the Premises in good condition and repair 

including, at HBL's sole cost and expense, payment of all utility service and maintenance deposits 

and expenses relating to the Premises. Exhibit 1, Lease, § 5 .2. 

20. The Lease obligated HBL to deliver a guarantee of all obligations owed by HBL 

under the Lease from Jozefovic (the "Jozefovic Guaranty'') and from Neuman (the "Neuman 

Guaranty"). Exhibit 1, Lease,§ 7.1. 

21. A true and accurate copy of the Jozefovic Guaranty is annexed to this complaint as 

Exhibit 2. 

22. A true and accurate copy of the Neuman Guaranty is annexed to this complaint as 

Exhibit 3. 

23. Pursuant to the Jozefovic Guaranty, Jozefovic absolutely, unconditionally and 

irrevocably guaranteed the full and prompt payment of all rent, sums and charges of every type 

and nature payable by HBL under the Lease, whether due by acceleration or otherwise, and the 

full, timely and complete performance of all obligations to be performed by HBL under the Lease, 

including obligations that survive termination of the Lease. 

24. The Jozefovic Guaranty is an absolute and unconditional guaranty of payment and 

of performance and is enforceable against Jozefovic without the necessity of any notice of 
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NYSCEF DOC. NO. 1 RECEIVED NYSCEF: 09/18/2020 

nonpayment, nonpeifonnance or nonobservance, or any notice or demand, all of which Jozefovic 

expressly waived. 

25. Pursuant to the Neuman Guaranty, Neuman absolutely, unconditionally and 

irrevocably guaranteed the full and prompt payment of all rent, sums and charges of every type 

and naturn payable by HBL under the Lease, whether due by acceleration or otherwise, and the 

full, timely and complete performance of all obligations to be performed by HBL under the Lease, 

including obligations that survive termination of the Lease. 

26. The Neuman Guaranty is an absolute and unconditional guaranty of payment and 

of perfonnance and is enforceable against Neuman without the necessity of any notice of 

nonpayment, nonperfonnance or nonobservance, or any notice or demand, all of which Neuman 

expressly waived. 

27. The Lease obligated HBL to deliver to WPH Properties, before the commencement 

date of the Lease, an agreement by Capital Funding Group by which Capital Funding Group agreed 

to allow HBL to draw down on its credit line each month so as to enable Capital Funding Group 

to pay the Fixed Rent each month directly to WPH Properties on the commencement date and for 

the following 11 months. Exhibit 1, Lease,§ 7.1. 

28. The Lease obligated HBL to deliver to WPH Properties, before the commencement 

date of the Lease, an unconditional letter of credit or cash in the amount of $3,700,000 to secure 

the full and timely peiformance ofits obligations under the Lease. Exhibit 1, Lease,§ 7.1. 

29. The Lease obligated HBL to deliver to WPH Properties, before the commencement 

date of the Lease, $1,600,000 as an additional security deposit. Exhibit 1, Lease, § 7.1. 

30. The Lease obligated HBL to provide WPH Properties all reports, statements and 
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inspections as defined in the Lease, including all Medicare, Medicaid and other provider 

agreements and reimbursement rates for the Facility, updated reimbursement rates, financial 

reporting and written reports providing an operational overview of significant events and 

circumstances on a monthly basis. Exhibit 1, Lease,§ 7.4. 

31. The Lease obligated HBL to maintain working capital accounts in specified 

amounts. Exhibit 1, Lease, § 7.7. 

32. The Lease provides that HBL will be in default of the Lease if, among other things, 

(i) HBL fails to pay any installment of Rent within five days of the date when Rent was due; (ii) 

HBL defaults in the prompt and full perfo1mance of any other of its obligations and fails to correct 

that failure within 30 days ofreceipt of written notice from WPH Properties of the default; (iii) 

HBL fails to give WPH Properties timely notice or timely deliver copies of documents as required 

by section 7.4 of the Lease; (iv) HBL defaults or breaches the provisions of section 7.4(b ); (v) a 

Guarantor defaults beyond expiration of any applicable cure period; or (vi) any governmental 

authority assesses a fine or penalty against HBL in an amount in excess of $75,000. Exhibit 1, 

Lease, § 16.1. 

33. WPH Properties performed all of the conditions on its part required by the Lease. 

34. The Lease provides in section 16.1 that upon the occurrence of a default by HBL, 

WPH Properties may, upon five days written notice, terminate the Lease, accelerate the payment 

of all Rent for the balance of the Term and declare the Rent presently due and payable in full, 

requiring HBL to pay to WPH Properties the present value of the accelerated Rent. 

35. Section 16.1 of the Lease also provides that upon the occurrence of a default, and 

in addition to all of the other remedies provided for in the Lease, WPH Properties is immediately 
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entitled to retain the security deposit required by section 7 .1 of the Lease and HBL has no further 

claim, right, title or interest therein to the extent ofWPH Properties' claims. 

36. Section 16.1 of the Lease also provides that upon the occurrence of a default and 

the commencement of an action for Rent or for any other amount due under the Lease, HBL must 

pay to WPH Properties all of the expenses, including reasonable attorneys' fees, incurred by WPH 

Properties to enforce the Lease. 

37. In addition, under the terms of the Lease, HBL's continuation in occupancy after 

termination does not constitute a renewal of the Lease, but HBL becomes a tenant month-to-month 

for a rental of300% of the most recent Rent payable by HBL under the Lease. Exhibit 1, Lease, § 

201.13. 

HBL breached its obligations under the Lease 

3 8. HBL failed to perform its obligations, materially defaulting under the Lease, almost 

immediately after taldng possession of the Premises. 

39. HBL failed to pay Rent as required by the Lease. 

40. HBL failed to pay real estate taxes as required by the Lease. 

41. HBL failed to pay utility deposits as required by the Lease. 

42. HBL failed to pay municipal maintenance escrows as required by the Lease. 

43. HBL failed to pay utility charges as required by the Lease. 

44. HBL failed or refused to deliver certificates of insurance as required by the Lease. 

45. HBL failed to deliver to WPH Properties all Medicare, Medicaid and other provider 

agreements and reimbursement rate sheets for the Facility, as required by the Lease. 

46. HBL failed to deliver to WPH Properties all Medicare, Medicaid and other provider 
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updated rate sheets, as required by the Lease. 

47. HBL failed to deliver to WPH Properties the required :financial reporting, as 

required by the Lease. 

48. HBL failed to deliver to WPH Properties the required written reporting providing 

an operational overview of significant events and circumstances at the Facility during each prior 

month of the term of the Lease, as required by the Lease. 

49. HBL failed or refused to deliver to WPH Properties the security deposits, as 

required by the Lease. 

50. HBL failed to deliver and maintain the required credit line in an amount equal to 

12 months rent, as required by the Lease. 

51. HBL failed to have and maintain the working capital account required by the Lease. 

52. HBL failed to pay late fees and costs, as required by the Lease. 

The Letter of Intent 

53. After HBL defaulted, WPH Properties negotiated in good faith with HBL in an 

attempt to avoid termination of the Lease, despite HBL's default. 

54. On November 20, 2019, WPH Properties and HBL entered into a Letter of Intent 

(the "LOI") in which WPH Properties and HBL agreed that WPH Properties would sell the Facility 

for $73,000,000 to a Delaware Statutory Trust in which Jozefovic and Neuman would have a 77.5 

percent interest and WPH Properties or its designees would have a 22.5 percent interest. 

55. A true and accurate copy of the LOI is annexed to this complaint as exhibit 4. 

56. The LOI provides for the Lease to be amended to require that HBL pay the 

November 2019 rent by November 18, 2019, the December rent by December 5, 2019 and all real 
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estate taxes and utility payments by December 1, 2019, that by December 5, 2019 HBLreimburse 

WPH Properties for $65,856 in municipal and utility deposits, that HBL enter into a Deposit 

Account Control Agreement with MNB requiring MNB to draw on the account first to pay the 

rent. 

57. The LOI further provides for the Lease to be amended so that the $3,700,000 

security deposit required by section 7.l(a)(ii) is reduced to $2,000,000, $1,000,000 of which was 

required to be paid by HBL on or before December 1, 2019 or the date on which WPH Properties 

obtained a certificate of occupancy for the Facility, whichever was later, and the balance of which 

was required to be paid upon the closing of title on Ap1il l, 2020. 

58. In addition, the LOI provides for the Lease to be amended so that in lieu of 

providing the additional $1,600,000 in security required by section 7.l(a)(iii) of the Lease, HBL 

would be required to enter into an agreement with JP Morgan Chase Bank prohibiting liquidation 

of that account until the second $1,000,000 in security required by the LOI had been paid. 

59. The LOI also provides for the Lease to be amended to require HBL to obtain a 

single working capital line of credit in the amount of$8,000,000 by December I, 2019. 

60. HBL defaulted and breached its obligations under the LOI by failing to pay rent, 

failing to pay the municipal and utility payments to WPH Properties, failing to pay the real estate 

taxes and utility payments, failing to enter into the Deposit Account Control Agreement, failing to 

enterinto the agreement with JP Morgan Chase Bank, by failing to pay the first $1,000,000 security 

deposit as required by the LOI and by failing to obtain the $8,000,000 working capital credit line. 

61. WPH Properties performed all conditions on its part required by the LOI. 

62. Solely as a result of HBL's breach of the LOI, WPH Properties did not sell the 
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property to the Delaware Statutory Trust, causing damage to WPH Properties, and WPH Properties 

incurred interest and late charges on its loans, all of which are the direct result ofHBL's breach of 

the LOI. 

Notice of default, termination of the Lease and acceleration of Rent 

63. On January 7, 2020, while the LOI was in effect, WPH Properties served a "Notice 

of Default And Landlord's Election To Terminate Lease And Accelerate All Rents Due For The 

Balance of the Lease Term" upon HBL (the "Notice of Default"). 

64. A true and accurate copy of the Notice of Default is annexed to this complaint as 

Exhibit 5 and incorporated into this complaint by reference. 

65. The Notice of Default contains a true and accurate accounting of the amounts then 

due and owing under the Lease and LOI. 

66. The Notice of Default gave HBL notice that by reason ofHBL's defaults under the 

Lease, WPH Properties had exercised its right under section 16.1 of the Lease to terminate the 

Lease, effective January 13, 2020. 

67. The Notice of Default further gave HBL notice that pursuant to section 16.1 of the 

Lease all Rent for the balance of the Term was accelerated and HBL became obligated to pay WPH 

Properties the present value of the accelerated rent, discounted at a rate of 6% per annum. 

68. HBL continued, and still continues, to occupy the Premises, despite WPH 

Properties' termination of the Lease. 

69. Because HBL has held over after its default resulted in termination of the Lease, 

HBL is a tenant month-to-month at a rent equal to 300% of the most recent Rent payable by HBL 

under the Lease. Exhibit 1, Lease, § 20.13. 
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70. HBL has failed to perform its obligations as a tenant month-to-month by failing to 

pay rent in the amount of300% of the most recent Rent payable by HBL under the Lease, remitting 

only the base rent which had been payable before WPH Properties terminated the Lease. 

71. HBL is in default with respect to its obligations under the Lease and its obligations 

as a month-to-month tenant following termination of the Lease effective January 13, 2020. 

Amounts Due 

72. As a result of HBL's defaults, HBL is obligated to pay to WPH Properties, as of 

August 25, 2020, the sum of $113,832,987.54 (the "Amounts Due"), as follows: (i) holdover rent 

and rent, $7,096,182.79; (ii) municipal and utility deposits, $26,725.35; (iii) security and working 

capital deposits, $9,800,000.00; (iv) late fees, default fees, costs and professional fees, 

$1,948,753.00; and (v) accelerated rent, $94,961,326.40. 

73. HBL is obligated to pay to WPH Properties the Amounts Due in full, plus any 

amounts that have accrued since August 25, 2020. 

74. HBL has failed or refused to pay the Amounts Due. 

75. WPH Properties has fully performed all obligations required to be performed on its 

part with respect to the Lease, the LOI, HBL's month-to-month tenancy after the termination of 

the Lease, the Jozefovic Guaranty, the Neuman Guaranty, the HBL Security Agreement, the 

Jozefovic HBL Security Agreement and the Neuman HBL Security Agreement. 

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST HBL 

(BREACH OF CONTRACT) 

76. WPH Properties repeats and re-alleges each and every allegation set forth in 

paragraphs "1" through "75" with the same force and effect as if fully set forth here. 

77. By reason ofHBL's material default and breach of its obligations pursuant to the 
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Lease and its obligations as a month-to month tenant after termination of the lease, WPH Properties 

is entitled to judgment against HBL for the Amounts Due, together with the other and further 

amounts that may come due between the date of this complaint and the entry of judgment, plus 

interest from the date of the default as provided by law. 

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST HBL 
{BREACH OF CONTRACT) 

78. WPH Properties repeats and re-alleges each and every allegation set forth in 

paragraphs "l" through "77" with the same force and effect as if fully set forth here. 

79. By reason ofHBL's material default and breach of its obligations pursuant to the 

LOI, WPH Properties is entitled to judgment against HBL in an amount to be determined at trial. 

THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST JOZEFOVIC 

(ENFORCING GUARANTY) 

80. WPH Properties repeats and re-alleges each and every allegation set forth in 

paragraphs "I" through "79" with the same force and effect as if fully set forth here. 

81. By reason ofHBL's default in the performance of its obligations under the Lease, 

WPH Properties is entitled to judgment against J ozefovic for the Amounts Due pursuant to the 

terms of the Jozefovic Guaranty. 

FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST NEUMAN 

(ENFORCING GUARANTY) 

82. WPH Properties repeats and re-alleges each and every allegation set forth in 

paragraphs "l" through "81" with the same force and effect as if fully set forth here. 

83. By reason ofHBL's default in the performance of its obligations under the Lease, 

WPH Properties is entitled to judgment against Neuman for the Amounts Due pursuant to the terms 

of the Neuman Guaranty. 
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WHEREFORE, WPH Properties demands judgment as follows: 

I. On its first cause of action, against HBL in the amount of$113,832,987.54, together 

with the other and further amounts that may come due between the date of this complaint and the 

entry of judgment, plus interest from the date of the default as provided by law; and 

2. On its Second Cause of Action, against HBL, in an amount to be detennined at trial; 

and 

3. On its Third Cause of Action, against Jozefovic in the amount of$113,832,987.54, 

together with the other and further amounts that have come due since August 25, 2020 and may 

come due between the date of this complaint and the entry of judgment, plus interest from the date 

of the default as provided by law; and 

4. On its Fourth Cause of Action, against Neuman in the amount of $113,832,987.54, 

together with the other and further amounts that have come due since August 25, 2020 and may 

come due between the date of this complaint and the entry of judgment, plus interest from the date 

of the default as provided by law; and 

5. On all causes of action, awarding costs, disbursements and attorneys' fees against 

HBL pursuant to the provisions of the Lease and against Jozefovic and Neuman pursuant to the 

provisions of the Jozefovic Guaranty and the Neuman Guaranty; and 

6. Awarding such other and further relief as the Court may deem just and proper. 
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Dated: White Plains, New York 
September 16, 2020 

DELBELLO DO:NNELLAN WEINGARTEN WISE & WIEDERKEHR, LLP 
Lead Counsel for Plainti.f!White Plains th re Properties L LLC 

By: --~-"' i;,i~::µ'f..l<~µ_:_ __ _ 
. D nnellan, Esq. 

Peter S. Dawson, Esq. 
One North Lexington Avenue 

White Plains, New York 10601 
(914) 681-0200 

ABRAMS, FENSTERMAN, FENSTERMAN, EISMAN, FORMATO, 

FERRARA,WOLF & CARONE, LLP 
Co-Counsel for Plainti.f!White Plains Healthcare Properties L LLC 

Robert A. Spolzino, Esq. 
81 Main Street, Suite 306 

White Plains, New York 10601 
(914) 607-7010 
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VERIFICATION 

STATE OF MASSACHUSETTS ) 
) ss: 

COUNTY OF ESSEX ) 

William A. Nicholson, being duly sworn, deposes and says: 

I am the Manager of plaintiff, White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC. I have read the 
annexed Verified Complaint, know the contents thereof and the same are true to my own 
knowledge, except those matters therein which are stated to be alleged upon i · elief, 
and as to those matters I believe them to be true. 

Sworn to before me this 
16th day of September 2020 

~'°tfa~ 
.t;:p~ I/ ·o2f9 ·dlO~ I 
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AMENDED AND RESTATED OPERATING LEASE 

By 1111d Between 

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES l, LLC, 
a Massachusetts limited liability company 

("Landlord'1 

ruid 

HBL $NF, LLC, 
a New York limited liability company ("Tenant") 

Dated as of November 19, 2015 

RECEIVED NYSCEF: 09/18/2020 
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EXHIBIT "A" 

Legul Description 

ALL that certain plot, piece 01· parcel of land, situate, lying and being in the City of White Plains, 
County of Westchester and State of New York. Said parcel being more particularly described as 
follows: 
BEGINNING at a point in the eaSterly line of Church Street where tl1e Sl\tlle is intersected by the 
southerly line of Barker Avenue;. 
THENCE from said point North 70 degrees 40 minutes 10 seconds East a distanr.e of 173.57 feet 
along the southerly Une of Barker Avenue to a point where U1e same is intersected by the 
division line herein described parcel on the West and lands now or formerly of Koeppel & Mohr 
Equities on the East; 
THENCE from said point and along said dlvlsiou line South 17 degrees 59 minutes 50 seconds 
East a distance of 200.51 feet to a point in the division line between the herein described parcel 
on the north and lands now or formerly of Hamilton Plaza Company, Inc. on the south; 
THENCE from said point and along said line South 71 degrees 01 minutes 50 seconds West a 
dista11ce of 173.24 feet to the easterly line of Church Street; and 
THENCE from said point and along srud line North 18 degrees 05 minutes 04 seconds West a 
distance of 199.41 feet to the point and place of BEGINNING, 

BXH!llIT A 
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SCHEDULE 3.1 

Definition of Material Del'aul! 

Material Default shall mean the oQcurrence of any of tl1e following: 

(a) Any Lease Default except 16.1 (a) (xxv) and (xxxx), provided that the 
following Lease Defaults shall not be deemed a Material Default unless they occur two or more 
times within such period: 16.1 (a) (ix), (xvii), (xxx), (xxxxi), and the following Lease Defaults 
shall not be deemed a Material Default unless they occur three or n:iore times within s11ch period: 
16.1 (a) (i), (ii), (xvii). 

(b) Any l.el!Se Default during such period constitutes an "Event of Default" 
by Lancllord under any Lom1 Document between Landlord and its Mortgagee(s) evidencing or 
document)ng a loan secured by the Facility; 

2305449'5/1?057-6 

EXHIBIT 7. l(a) 
See Attached 

EXHIBIT 7.l(b) 
See Attached 

EXHIBIT7.l(c) 
See Attached 
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SCHEDULE7,4 

PERIOb 

Quarter I L_, 201_ tlirough __ , 20I_j 
Quarter2 
Quarter 3 
Quarter4 
Quarters 
Quarter 6 and thereafter 

RECEIVED NYSCEF: 09/18/2020 

$ __ ._ 
$ _____ _ 

·$ _____ _ 
$ ___ _ 

$ 
.i. ___ _ 

"EBITDAR" means with respect to any qnane,·Jy period for the Facility an amount determined 
on a consolidated basis equal to the sum of the following amounts for the Facility for a trailing 
twelve month period: (a) earnings/(net income or net Joss) (including, as an expense an actual or 
theoretical management expense of flve percent (5%) of gross receipts) from operations before 
(b) interest expense, (c) income tax expense, (d) depreciation expense, (e) amortization expense, 

, and (f) FlKed Rent, defined in accordance with GAAP for such qua\'terly period, EBITDAR is 
not considere(j n measure of financial perfotmance under GAAP. In calculating eamings for the 
trailing twelve months that encompasses any month pl'ior to the Commencement Dato, for the 
months prior to the Commencement Dato, revenue shall be calculated using ci11reut rates of 
reimbursement, meaning reimbursement rates in effect as of the start of the applicable quarterly 
period. 

SCH~DULB 15.l 
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OPERATING LEASE 

Tl-HS AMENDED AND RESTATED OPERATING LEASE("~") is entered 
into ns of November 19, 2015 (the "Effective Date"), by and between WHITE PLAINS 
HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC a Massachusetts limited liability company with its 
principal place of business located at 2 Bourbon Street, Suite 200, Peabody, MA 01960 
("WPHCP") or (the "L~ndlord") and HBL SNF, LLC a New Yo1·k Limited Liability Company 
having an office at 537 Route 22, Purdys, New York 10578 (the "Tenant"), and amends and 
restates in its entirety the lease between the Parties dated as of November 19, 2015, 

RECITALS. 

A. WBERBAS, Landlord is the owner of tl1e t-eal. property, improvements, 
and personal property constituting 1he long-term c"re facility commonly known as 116-120 
Church Street, White Plains, New York and more particularly described on Exhibit A. attached 
hereto and made a prut hereof, (the "B,eal Property"), and following execution of this Lease, 
upon which certain buildings and improvements shall be erected (the "Facility"); and 

B, WHEREAS, La11dlord desires to lease the entire Leased Premises (defined 
herein) to Tenant and Tenant desires to lease the Leased Premises from Lmdlord pnrsuant to the 
tenus, conditions and covenmts set fo11h herein; and 

NOW, THEREFORE, ln consideration of the mutual covenants, agreements, 
promises, representations and warranties set forth herein and for Ten Dollars ($10.00) and other 
good nnd valuable consideration, the receipt and legal sufficiency of which are hereby 
acknowled&ed by the Parties, the Parties hereby agree as follows: 

ARTICLE I 

INCORPORATION OF RECITALS; PRINCIPLES OF 
CONSTRUCTION, DEF1N1TI0NS 

Section l.1 lncomoratfon of Recitals, The aforesaid Recitals A through B are 
hereby incorporated into this Lease as if fully set forth herein. Lnndl01·d and Tenant are 
hereinafter sometimes Individually referred to as a "~" and collectively referred to as 
11Parties", 

Section 1.2 Erill£ip]!,_s of Construction. All refernnces to articles, sections, 
schedules and exhibits are to articles, sections, schedules md exhibits in or to 'this Agreement 
unless otherwise t1peeified, Unless otherwise specified, the worde "hereof," ''herein" and 
"hereunder" and words of similar import when used in this Agreement sh!lll refer to this 
Agreement as a whole and not to ru1y particular provision of this Agreement. Unless otl1erwise 
specified, all meanings attributed to defined terms herein shall be equally applicable to both the 
singular and plural fonns of the terms so defined. Unless the context clearly indicates a contrary 
intent or unless otherwise specifically provided herein, the word "Landlord" shall mean 

l 
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RECEIVED NYSCEF: 09/18/2020 

"Landlord and its successors Md assigns"; the words "Leased Premises" shall include any 
porti,m of the Leased Premises and any interest therein, and the phrases "!ill2mll~", "legal 
~" and "counsel fees" shall include any and all reasonable attorneys', pm:alegal, legal assistant 
and law clerk fees il!ld dlsbursemenls, whether retained finns, the reimbursement for the 
expenses of in-:house staff or otlierwise, and, including, but not limited to, fees and 
disbursements at the pre-trial, trial and appellate level, inci1rred or paid by Landlord in 
protecting its interest in the Leased Premises and its rights hereimder. Wherever pursuant to tlris 
Lease it is provided that Landlord shall pay any costs and expenses, such costs and expenses 
shall include, but not be limited lo, reasonable legal fees as defined above. Whenever the 
context may require, any pronouns ns~d h<,rein shall include the corresponding masculine, 
feminine or neuter fonns, and the singular form of nouns and pronouns shall include the plural 
and vice versa, The words "includes", "including" and similar tenns shall be construed as if 
followed by the words "without limitation". Whenever in tliis Lease any consent, approval, 
determination or decision of La:ndlord is to be made by Landlord, or any matter is to be 
satisfactory to Landlord, then unless expressly provided to the contrnry, such provision shall be 
deemed to mean that such consent, approval, determination or decision of Landlord or 
determination whether a matter is satisfactory shall be made by Landlord in its sole and absol\lte 
discretion for any or no reason and shall be final and conclusive. Any reference in this Lease 
shall be deemed to include references to such documents as the same may hereafter be amended, 
modified, supplemented, extended, consolidated, replaced and/or restated from time to time. 
Any reference in this Lease shall be deemed to be a reference to this Lease (as defined herein), as 
the same may hereafter be amended, modified, supplemented, extended, consolidated, replaced 
and/or restated from time 10 time. Any reference in this Lease or in the Guaranty shall be 
deemed to be a reference to the Guaranty (as defined herein), as tl1e same may l1ereaftel' be 
amended, modified, supplemented, extended, consolidated, replaced and/or restated from time to 
time. 

Section 1,3 Definitions, 

"Additional Rent" as d~fined in Section 3.2 

"Affiliate" as defined in Section 20.31. 

"Change of Ownership" means 

"Commencement Date" as defined in Section 3.1. 

"Commissioner" means the Federal Ho11sing Commissioner also called the 
Assistant Secretary for Housing in the United States Department of Housing and Urbnn 
Development, 

"DOH" means New York State Department of Health. 

"Effective Date" as defined in introductory paragraph. 

"Eligible Institution" as defined io Section 4.3. 

"Extension Term" as defined In Sectlo113.I(b). 

2 
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"Facillty'' as defined in Recital A. 

"First Refinance" means the replacement or refinance of the Original Mortgage 
and/or original Junior Debt, in whole or part, in an amount not less tha11 $42,200,000, 

"First Refinance Date" means the date of the First Refinance. 

"Fixed Rent" as defined in Section 3.2. 

"Governmental Authority" as defined in Section 5,2. 

"Guarantors" mean Lizer Josefovic and Mark Neuman. 

"Hazardous Materials" as defined in Section 10,3 

"Hazardous Waste" as defined in Section 10.3. 

"Health Care Authority 01· Authorities" means any Governmental Auth.ority 
(including HUD) having responsibility for the approval, licensing, certification, payment, 
issuance of guaranties and insurance for, and/or otherwise setting standards for the operation and 
occupancy of skilled nursing facilities. 

"Health Care Licenses" means all Medicare and Meclicaid cenlfications and 
provider agreements, all public third party payer certifications and provider agreements, and all 
certifications, permits,. regulatory agreements or other agreements and approvals, includlng 
certificates of operation, completion and occupancy, and state nursing facility licenses or other 
licenses and certificates or need required by Health Care Authorities for the Jegai use, occupancy 
and operation of the Facility. 

"HUD" means the United States Deportment of Housing and Urban 
Development. 

"Junior Debt" means a mortgage on the Premises junior to the first Mortgage, 
and/or debt relating to the development and construction of the Premises. 

"Landlord" as defined in introductory paragraph, nnd Section 1.2, 

"Landlord's lndemnitees" as defined in Section 9.1. 

"Landlord's Work" as defined in Section 5.1. 

"Laws" ru, defined in Section 5.1. 

"Lease Default" as defined in Section J 6.1. 

"Leased Premises" as defined in Section 2.1. 

"Lease Year" as defined in Section 3,1. 

3 
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"Letter of Credit" as defined l Section 7.1. 

"Matcrlal Default" as defined in Schedule 3. l. 

---, 
RECEIVED NYSCEF: 09/18/2020 

"Mortgagee" shall refer to the first and second priority mortgages secured by fee 
simple interest in the Real Property as amended, restated, extended or replaced from time to lime 
in Landlord's discretion. 

"Original Mortgage" means the original Mortgage placed on the Premises by 
Landlord, 

"Overdue Rate" as defined in Section 9.1 (b). 

"Primary Market of the Facility" means a fifteen mile raclius of the Leased 
Premises. 

"Prime Rate" as defined in Section 9. 1. 

"Prospectlve Mortgagee" means any Person chosen by Landlord as a Mortgage 
prior to a closing of a Mortgage to be held by such Pel'Son. 

"Real Property" as defined in Recital A. 

"Refinance" means lhe replacement or refinance of the Mortgage, or Junior Debt, 
or any debt in replacement thereof, in whole or part, including the FJrst Refinance, 

"Reff11m1ce Date" means the date of nny Refinance including the First Refinance. 

"Rent" as defined in Section 3.2. 

"Sccm•lty Deposit" as defined in Section 7.1, 

"Special Purpose Entity" as defined h1 Schedule 19.2. 

"Substantial Co111pletiou Date" means the date which is the lnter of: (i) the date 
specified in the AIA Form G704, duly executed and certified by the Landlord's architect, that the 
Facility was substantially completed and In s11bstantial compliance with the plans and 
specifications for the Facility, and (ii) the date Landlord delivers a Temporary Certificate of 
Occupancy (the ''TCO") for tbe Facility, provided, however, If the Landlord ls unable to obtain 
the TCO or Pennancnt CO because of the actions or inactions of the Ten!Ult, its employees or 
agents including, but not limited to, a delay in obtaining the necessary DOH approvals then 
delivery of the TCO shall not be a condition under this clause (ii). 

"Tenant's Lense Coverage Ratio" means BBlTDAR divided by Fixed Rem. 

"Tel'm" as defined In Section 3.1 (including all exercised Extcn~iou Teims). 

4 
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"Total Project Cost or "TPC" is the actual cost of purchasing, developing, 
constn1cting, and equipping the Facility, including withottt limltlltion, the cost of tbe Real 
Property and improvements, development costs, financing costs, and the cost of Lond!ord's 
Work and all equipment, 

"Utllftles" as defined ln Section 4.1. 

ARTICLEU 

LEASED PREMlSES 

Sectio11 2.1 Leased Premises, Landlord hereby leases and demises to Tenant, 
and Tenant hereby leases from Landlord, on the tenns and conditions· sci forth in this Lease, tl1e 
following assets: 

(a) nil of Landlord's right, title, and interest in and to tho Real Prope1ty, 
lllcluding, without limitation, all buildings, structures, erections, improvements, appurtenances, 
easements and fixtures, including fixed machinery and fixed equipment situated thereon or 
fonning a pnrt thereof; and 

(b) all of Landlord's right, title and interest in !llld to all machinery, trade 
equipment, trado fixtures, fumiture, fumishl11gs, beds, and accessories of all kinds used in 
connection with the Facility located on the Real Property, 

All of the items described In Sections 2.l(a) and 2,1ill herein are collectively refe,red to as the 
"Lensed Premises." Landlord and Tenant acknowledge :md understand that all of the items 
which comp1ise the Leased Premises, as repaired, rnbnllt, replaced, restored, altered or llrlded to 
as pennitted or required by provisions of this Lease, shall be transfemd back to Landlord in 
accordance with the terms and conditions set forth herein upon the expiration 9r earlier 
tennination of this Lease. 

Section 2,2 In connection with any nssigrunent of Landlord's interest under 
thJs Lease .and the assumption of this Lense by a new landlord, the original Landlord named 
herein, and each successor in interest, shall have the right to transfer all amounts deposited 
pursuant to Section 4,3 with respect to the Facility, less any amount 11sed pursuant to Section 4,3, 
to such assignee (as the subsequent ho)der of Landlord's interest in this Lease) and upon such 
transfer, Landlord or the applicable successor in interest transferring the deposits shall thereupon 
be completely released from all liability WiU1 respect to such deposits so tnmsfen·ed and Tenant 
shall look solely to said assignee, as the subsequent holder of Landlord's interest under this 
Lease, in reference thereto. If Landlord's interest In the Leased Premises is sold or conveyed as 
provided above or otherwise or by operation of law: (i) at the new owner's option, Tenant shall 
attom to and recognize the new owner as Tenant's Landlord under this Lease and Tenant shall 
take such actions to confirm the foregoing within ten (10) days after request. 

s 
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ARTICLE III 

TERM AND RENT 

Section 3 .1 Term of Lea.,e. 

--., 
RECEIVED NYSCEF: 09/18/2020 

(u) The tenn (the ''Term") of this Lease shall be for a period of thirty (30) 
years commencing on the later to occur of (i) the date of issuance of a permanent or temporary 
Certificate of Occupancy for the Facility and (ii) the date that New York State D.epartment of 
Health (hereinafter sometimes, ".!:illli'') determines that the Landlord's Worlc ls sufficiently 
complete as constructed (hut not necessarily the Tenant's operations) to accept patients, 
provided, however, if the Landlord is unable to obtain a pennanent or temporary Certificate of 
Occupancy because of the actions or inactions of the Tenant, its employees or agents including, 
but not limited to, a delay in obtaining the necessru·y DOH approvals then delivery of a 
permanent or temporary Certificate of Occ\lpancy shall not be a condition under clause (i) (the 
"Commwcement Date"), and ending at 11 :59:59 P.M. on the day preceding the thirtieth (30'h) 
anniversary of the Commencement Date (the "Expiration Date"). Under any and all 
circumstances, Landlord shall not be liable to Tenant, iri damages 01· otherwise, for any delay in 
delivering the Leased Premises to Tenant and Tenant shall have no right to terminate or rescind 
this Lease on account thereof, Notwithstanding the Commencement Date, certain of the rights 
nnd obligations of the parties shall commence on the Effective Date, but not including Tenant's 
obligations to pay Fixed Rcrit and Impositions prior to the Commencement Date, or to maintain 
the Leased Premises, insure the Leased Premises or restore the Lensed Premises after a casualty 
or condemnation prior to the Commencement Date, or any other rights and obligations, which by 
their tenns are intended to commence ll/l of the Commencement Date, which 1ights and 
obligations shall commence on the Commencement Date. 

As used herein with respect to the Tenn and the petiods for payment of Rent 
(nnless the context otherwise requires) the term "Lease Yell)"" shall mean a 365 day period (or 
366 day period in the case of a leap year), first commencing on the Commencement Date and 
thereafter on successive anniversaries thereof, and ending on the day prior to the next succeeding 
nnnivel'Bary of the Comm"encement Date. 

Landlord and Tenant hereby acknowledge .thnt the Commencement Date is 
presently indeterminate and shall occur only as hereinabove provided in this Section. Except for 
the rights of Tenant expressly stated her¢in, Tenant hereby waives a11y right to rescind this Lease 
under the provisions of Section 223-a of the Real Property Law of the State of New York, and 
agrees that the provisiom of this Article are intended to constitute "!lll express provision to the 
contrary" within the meaning of said Section 223-a. Landlord and Tenant shall execute a memo 
specifying the Co!lllllencement Date immedi~tely following its occurrence. 

(b) Provided a Lease Default has not occurred and is then continuing either at 
the time of the exercise of the options provided below or at the end of the Tenn or Extension 
Tenn, or thete has not been any Lease Default llsted in Schedule 3.1 attached hereto (a 
"Material Default"), whether or not cured, within two years of the l'!ld of thi: Term or Extension 
Term, Tenant shall have the option to extend the Term of this Lease for three (3) additional 
perlods of ten (10) years each (each an "Extenslon Term"), by giving writ ton notice to Landlord 
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not less than five forty-five (545) days nor more than seven hundred (700) days prior to the 
expiration of the Tenn (or Extension Tenn as the case may be) of this Lease, TIME BEING OF 
TI:lE ESSENCE to these time periods. These options may be exercised by Tenant serving 
written notice upon Landlord stating that Tenant is exercising the option to extend, If Tenant 
fails to give such notice in writing to Lamilord within the time period specified herein, all rights 
and privileges granted to Tenant to extend this Lease shall lapse and become null and void, No 
later option may be exercised if Tenant has failed to exercise a prior option. If Tenant has 
validly exercised its option(s) to extend the Tenn, references herein to U1e "Tem1" shall be 
deemed to include an Extension Term, 

Section 3.2 Rent. 

(a) Beginning in the flrst (1st) I.ease Year of the Term and for each 
succeeding Lease Year tl1ereaft.er, including during any and all Extension Terms, until the First 
Refinance Date. Tenant shall pay Landlord an annual amount of Six Million Seventy Three 
Thousand One Hundred Fifty Eight ($6,073,158) Dollars ("Fixed Rent") in monthly installments 
of $506,096.50, 

(b) Tenant shall pay the Rent to Landlord during the term without deduction 
or setoff and without demand, 

(c) Th~ tenns "Additional Rent" or "additional rent" means all sums, 
amounts, fees, expenses and costs (including, whhout limitation, legal fees and disbursements) 
payable or reimbursable to Landlord under I.his u,.ase other than Fixed Rent, and all of same 
shall be and constitute Additional Rent l\ereunder. The terms "Flxed Rent" and "Additional 
Rent" shall be- collectively referred to as "Rent.'' Landlord shall have the same rights and 
remedies 1mreunder coniequent upon a failure of Tenant to pay any item of Additional Rent as 
upon a failure of Tenant to pay any item of Fixed Rent. 

(d) Rem shall be due and payable in advance in equal monthly insta1lments 
during each year on the fil'st (1st) day of each calendar month thereof (or in the event the first 
day of the calendar month is not a buslness day, on the first business day following the first day 
of each calendar month) throughout the Term. Rent for any period which is less than a full 
calendar month or full yea!', as the case may be, during the Term, shall be prorated on a daily 
basis. Rent shall not be paid more than one (1) month in advance. Rent shall be paid to 
Landlord at Landlord's address set forth in Section 13.l or nt $Uch other place as Landlord 
designates from time to time by written notice to Tenant Tenant agrees to pay Rent, at 
Landlord's direction, by electronic transfer or wire, a, directed by Mortgagee in writing. 

(e) TENANT HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGES THAT LATE PAYMENT 
BY TENANT TO LANDLORD OF RENT WILL CAUSE LANDLORD TO INCUR COSTS 
NOT CONTEMPLATED HEREUNDER, THE EXACT AMOUNT OF WHICH IS 
PRESENTLY ANTICIPATED TO BE EXTREMELY DIFFICULT TO ASCERTAIN. SUCH 
COSTS MAY INCLUDE PROCESSING AND ACCOUNTING CHARGES AND LATE 
CHARGES WHICH MAY BE JMPOSED ON LANDLORD BY THE TERMS OF ANY LOAN 
AGREEMENT AND OTHER EXPENSES OF A SIMILAR OR DISSIMILAR NATURE. 
ACCORDINGLY, IF ANY INSTALLMENT OF RENT THAT IS PAYABLE TO LANDLORD 
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OR ITS DESIONEE SHALL NOT BE PAID WITHIN FlVE (5) DAYS OF THE DATE WHEN 
DUE, TENANT WILL PAY LANDLORD ON DEMAND A LATE CHARGE EQUAL TO 
FIVE PERCENT (5%) OF THE UNPAID PORTION OF THE AMOUNT OF SUCH 
INSTALLMENT. THE PARTIES AGREE THAT THIS LATE CHARGE REPRESENTS A 
FAIR AND REASONABLE ESTIMATE OF THE COSTS THAT LANDLORD WILL INCUR 
BY REASON OF LATE PAYMENT BY TENANT. THE PARTIES FURTHER AGREE 
THAT SUCH LATE CHARGE rs RENT AND NOT INTEREST AND SUCH ASSESSMENT 
DOES NOT CONSTITUTE A LENDER OR BORROWER/CREDJTOR RELATIONSIDP 
BETWEEN LANDLORD AND TENANT. IN ADDITION, THE AMOUNT UNPAID, 
!NCLUDING ANY LA TE CHARGES, SHALL BEAR lNTEREST AT THE OVERDUE RATE 
FROM THE DUE DATE OF SUCH INSTALLMENT TO THE DATE OF PAYMENT 
THEREOF, AND TENANT SHALL PAY SUCH INTEREST TO LANDLORD ON DEMAND. 
THE PAYMENT OF SUCH LATE CHARGE AND/OR SUCH INTEREST SHALL NOT 
CONS'tITUTE A WAIVER OF, NOR EXCUSE OR CURE, ANY DEFAULT UNDER THIS 
LEASE, NOR PREVENT LANDLORD FROM EXERCISING ANY OTHER RIGHTS 
AND/OR REMEDIES AV AJLABLB TO LANDLORD. 

(f) If a default is declared by the Commissioner under the provisions of 
the Regulatory Agreement, provided a copy of Notice of Default Is given to Tenant, Tenant shall 
thereafter make all future payments under this Lease to the Commissioner. 

Sedion 3.3 Net Lease P1·ovisions. Landlord and Tenant intend that•the Rent 
herein specified shall be net "to Landlord in. each yea,· during the Tenn, and that all costs, 
expenses and obligations of evr.ry kind and nature, (known or unknown, general or special, 
ordinary or extrnordinary, foreseen or unforeseen, direct or indirect, contingent or otherwise) 
relating to the operation, repair and maintenance of the Leased Premises (except Landlord's 
income taxes) which may arise or become due during the Tenn shall be timely paid by Tenaut 
a11d that Landlord shall be indemnified by Tenant against such costs, expenses and obligations. 
Tenant's obligation to pay Rent is independent of all, and is in no manner conditioned upon any, 
other covenants, conditions and obligations of Landlord or Tenant under this Lense. T~ere shall 
be no abatement of Rent payments for any reason nor shall Tenant be entitled to any offsets or 
deductions from Rent payments due hereunder. 

Section 3.4 Rent Tax, If any governmental taxing authority levies, assesses, or 
imposes any tax, sales or use tax, privilege tax, excise or assessment (other than Income or 
fumchise taxes) upon or against the Rent payable by Tenant to Landlord, either by way of 
substitution for or in addition to any existing tax on land and buildings or otherwise, then. Tenant 
shall be responsible for and shall pay such tax, excise or assessment, or, if Landlord pays same, 
Tenant shall reimbur~c Landlord for tl1e amount thereof within ten (10) days after written 
demand by Landlord. 

It is the ultent of this Section ~,4 and all other provisions of this Lease to insure 
that the Rent (including Additional Rent) paid to Landlord by Tenant will be received by 
Landlord without diminution by any tax, assessment, charge or levy of any nature whatsoever, 
except United States, State of New York and local net income taxes, and the temis and 
conditions of this Lease shall be liberally construed to effect such purpose, Without limiting the 
generality of the foregoing, if any tux is assessed or based on gross income ac1uaJly or 
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constructively received by Landlord purrnant to this Lease, Tenant shall pay such amount which, 
when added to said gross income, shall yield to Landlord, after deduction of all such tax payable 
by Landlord with respect thereto, a net amount equal to that which Landlord would have realized 
therefrom had no such tax been imposed. 

Section 3.~- Assignment o( Lease to Mortgagee, Tenant acknowledges that all 
of the interest of Lan.dlord in and to this Lease has been or will be assigned to Mortgagee 
pursuant to the Loan Documents. 

Tenant agrees to promptly execute and deliver to Landlord from 1lme to time any 
and all documents required by a Mortgagee, Prospective Mo1'tgagee, HUD and/or BUD' s 
Approved Lender, or any successor, commercial, agency or private lender, including, without 
limitation, a lease addendum, regulatory agreement, subordination agreement, non-disturbance 
and attomment agreement, aiid/or estoppel certificate, in order. to finance or refinance the 
Facility or otherwise. 

Tenant will on request at !\lly tjme or from time to time by Landlord or any 
Mortgagee or Prospective Mortgagee subordinate this lease and all of Tenant's rights and estate 
hereunder to such Person's Mortgage and to any renewals, extensions, substitutions, refinancings, 
modifications or amendments thereof, or declare such Mo1tgage to be prior to this lease and to any 
renewals, extensions, substitutions, refinanoings, modifications or amendments tliereof, and agree 
with such holder that Tena111 will attom thereto in the event of foreclosure. Landlord agrees to use 
reasonable efforts (except that Landlord aha]] not be obligated to expend money for ·any such 
agreement) to obtain a written agreement from any such holder in the fonn typically used by such 
holder which consents to this lease and proyjdes that, notwithstanding such mortgage or any default, 
expiration, termination, foreclosure, sale, entry or other act or omission under, pursuant to or 
affecting said Mortgage, Tenant shall not be disturbed in peaceful enjoyment of the Leased 
Premises or this lease lertninatcd or canceled at any time, except in the event Landlord shall have 
the right to terminate this lease under the terms and provisions set forth herein, 

Section 3.6 T111e Leasx, It is the intent of Landlord and Tenant and t~e parties 
agree that this Lease is a t111e lease and that this Lease does not represei1t a finllllcing agreement. 
Each party shall reflect the transaction represented hereby in all applicable books, records and 
reports (including income tax filings) in a manner consistent with "1:nle lease" treatme11t rather 
than "fin1111cing" treatment. 

Section 3.7 Right of First Refusal: Buyout. (a) Landlord shall not sell, transfer 
or convey the Leased Premises to a third person or entity unless Tenant first is given the 
opportunity to purchase the Leased Premises pursuant to the tenns and conditions set forth in this 
Section 3,7(a): If at any time during the first eleven years of Term Landlord receives from any 
third person or entity an Offer (as hereinafter defined) to purchase the Leased Premises which 
Landlord desires to accept, Landlord shall notify Tenant of such Offer by delivering written 
notice to Tenant, which notification (the "Offer Notice") shall contain a copy of the written 
Offer or, at Landlord's election, a written summary of the terms of the Offer. For purposes of 
this Lease, an "Offer" shall mean any bona fide written instrument or verbal communication 
setting forth the tenns pursuant to which Landlord will convey the Leased Premises. Tenant 
shall have ten (1 O) Business Days after receipt of the Offer Notice in which to elect by wriuen 
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notice delivered to Landlord (the "Acceptance Notice") to ente,· into a formal agreement on the 
S!llJ1e tenns and conditions ns those contained in the Offer ("Tenant's Purchase Right"). Such 
election shall be effective only if within ten (10) Business Days after delivery of the Acceptance 
Notice the pa11ies enter into a written purchase agreement on terms reasonably acceptable to 
Landlord in good faith for the sale of the Leased Premises to Tenant containing all terms of the 
Offer. If Tenant fails to timely deliver the Acceptance Notice, or if Tenant fails lo timely enter 
into said purchase agreement as provided herein, Land!Ol'd shall have the right to accept the 
Offer or any modification thereof on terrns substan1inlly similar as those set forth in the Offer. 
Tenant's right to purohase the Leased Premises identified in the Offer Notice shall not apply to 
(i) transfers ofless than one hundred percent of the ownership interests in Landlord, (ii) a public 
offering of ownership interests in Landlord, (iii) a recapitalization transaction of any kind 
involving Landlord, (iv) condemnation, eminent domain or similar proceedings, or (v), rights 
exercised by Mortgagees in foreclosure or Jn lieu thereof pursuant to Mmtgages or other 
documet1ts executed by Landlord in connection therewith, including the subsequent disposition 
of the Premises by Mortgagee or its affiliate or designee that acquires the Leased Premises in 
connection therewith. 

(b) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary, if Landlord's 
Offer Notice states that it is purchasing from Tenant Tenant's Purchase Right, tl1en (i) Tenant 
shall have no further rights under Seqtion 3,7(n), and Section 3.7(\1} shall be null roid void 
witl1out fuither effect, and (ii) upon the closing of the purchase and sale of the Leased Premises 
pursuant to the Offer, Landlord shrul pay Tenant ten percent (10%) of the excess of the sales 
price agreed to pursuant to the Offer (less costs and fees, including broker's fees) over the TPC, 
the "Offer l<'ee"), and (iii) the Rent shall be the greater of the amount as detennined by Section 
3.2(a) or fair market value, as shall be detenuined by an indepelldent third party appraiser jointly 
appointed by Landlord or and Tenant, and absent their agreement appointed by the then 
ohaimtan or simila,· officer of the Westchester County Society of Reol Estate Appraisers. For 
purposes of clarification, TellllTJt shall not be entitled to the receipt of the Offer Fee if Tenant 
exercises Tenant's Purchase Right as set forth in Section 3.7(a) above. 

(c) Upon expirntion of the eleventh Lease Year, Tenant's Right 
of First Refitsal as set forth in in Section 3.7(a) shall lapse and become null and void. 

Section 3.8. Qption to Purchase. Commencing on tl1e latter of (i) the first day 
after the Commencement Date and (ii) 24 months from the date of the closing of th~ Original 
Mortgage, and ending on the last day of the fifteenth Lease Year of the Lease, Tenant shall have 
the option to purchase 1he Leased Premises from Landlord for a purchase price of $65,055,000 
by giving written notice of its exercise of the Option to Purchase including a proposed closing 
date, provided lf Tenant does not exercise the Option to Purchase prior to receiving an Offer 
Notice pursuant to Section 3.7, Tenant's Option to Purchase nnder this Section 3.8 shall lapse 
unless and until the conveyance of 1he Leased Premises contemplated under Section 3.7 does not 
occur. Upon expiration of the fifteenth Lease Year, Tenant's the right to purchase the Leased 
Premises from Landlord, all as set forth above, shall lapse, become null and void, and Tenant 
shall have deemed to waived all such rights hereunder. 

ARTICLE IV 
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UTILITIES AND TAXES 

Section 4.1 Utilities. From and after the Commencement Date, Tenant shall 
pay or cause to be paid all charges next coming due and payable for electricity, steam;telephone, 
cable, gas, oil, water, sewer and all other services or utilities used on 01· related to the Leased 
Premises (the "Utilities") during the Term, Tenant covenants to place all Utilitie.s in Tenant's 
name as of the Commencement Date. Adj11stment shall be made for Utilities applicable to any 
period prior to the Commencement Date. In the event Landlord is billed directly by any service 
provider or utility company for any Utilities or services supplied to Tenant during \he Term, 
Landlord shall send Tenant the bill and Tenant shall promptly pay the same. Landlord shall have 
no obligation or liability with respect to any interruption or failure in the supply of any such 
Utilities. If Landlo!'d elects to or shall be required to pay fol' any Utilities to preserve ru1d/or 
protect the Leased Premises, Tenant shall reimburse Landlord for the cost and expense thereof 
plus interest at the Prime Rate. 

Section 4.2 Taxes. Tenant shall be solely responsible for the payment, prior to 
the date wl1en penalties would attach, of all general and special real estate taxes and .assessments 
(together with any excise taxes on such real estate taxes and assessments levied or imposed by 
any governmental taxing authority), fire district tuxes, liens, impositions, including capital stock, 
franchise, ad valorem, sales, use, single business, gross l'eceipts, transaction privilege, rent or 
similar taxes; personal property 1uxes, assessments including assessments for public 
improvements or be11efHs, whetl1er· or not commenced or completed prior to the date hereof and 
whetl1er or not to be completed within the Tenn; ground rents; water, sewer and other utility 
levies and charges; excise tax levies; fees including license, pennit, inspection, authorization and 
similar fees; and all other governmental charges, in each case whether general or special, 
ordinary 01· extraordinary, or foreseen or unfo.reseen, of every character in respect oft!]e Leased 
Premises, and all interest and penalties thereon attributable to any failure in payment by Lessee 
which at any time prior to, during or in respect of the Term hereof may be assessed or imposed 
on or in respect of or be a lien upon the Leased Premises (collectively, the "ln:mosition~"J that 
accrue from the Commencement Date through tl1e Term. Adjustment shall be made for 
fmpositions applicable to any period prior to the Commencement Date. Tenant shall pay all of 
the fmpositions directly to the applicable taxing authorities and Tenant shall promptly forward 
pl'Oof of payment to Landlord in such form as shall be reasonably acceptable to Landlord unless 
Landlord elects to require escrow deposits in accordruice with Section 4,3 hereof. Landlord shall 
promptly forward any tax bJUs which It may receive to Tenant, Landlord shall only bill Tenant 
for any of the Impositions if Tenant does not pay any of the Impositions before delinquency and 
Landlord is obligated or elects (in Landlord's sole and absolute discretion) to pay any of the 
Impositions directly to remain Cllrrem with all taxing authorities. Tenant shall pay the full 
an1ount of any increases in any of the Impositions resulting from alterations or improvements 
made b;y or for tlie benefit of Tenant. After the expiration or tenninatlon of this Lease, Tenant 
shall pay all bills for any of the Impositions which become due and payable after the expiration 
or tenninalion of lhe Lease covering any period through the expiration or ea.lier tenninalion of 
the Lease. If any governmental taxing authority acti11g under any present or future ordinance 01· 
regulation, shall levy, assess or impose a Jax, excise and/or assessment (other than any net 
income ol' franchise tax) upon Landlord or Tenant for rental payable by Tenant to Landlord, 
either by way of substitution for or in addition to any existing tax on land, buildings or 
otherwise, then Tenant shall be responsible for and shall pay such tax, excise and/or assessment 
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or shaU reimburse Landlot<l for the cost and expense thereof, as the case may be, Provided that 
Tenant shall have deposited a sufficient amount of funds to pay the Impositions pursuant co 
Section 4.3 and Tenant has done nothing· to prevent payment by Landlord or its lend.er of the 
Impositions. then Tenant shall not be responsible for any and all late payment fees and/or 
penalties, including interest, imposed by any applicable taxing a11thorities with respect to the 
untupely payment of Impositions, 

Section 4.3 Escrow Deposits. 

(a) ~. At the option of Landlord, which may be exercised at·any time 
by Landlord in its sole and absolute discretion Tenant shall, on the first day of the first calendar 
month commencing after notice from Landlord.' and on the first day of each calendar month 
thereafter during the Tenn (each of which dates is referred to as a "Monthly Deposit Date"). pay 
to and deposit with Landlord a aum equal to one-twelfth ( !/12th) of the Impositions to be levied, 
charged. filed. assessed or imposed upon or against the Leased Premises within one (I) year after 
said Monthly Deposit Date and a sum equal to one-twelfth (]/12th) of the premiums for the 
property insurance policies required pursuant to Article VI which are payable within one (1) year 
after said Monthly Deposit Date. If the amount of the Impositions to be levied,. charged, 
assessed or imposed or insurance premi11ms to be paid within the ensuing one (1) ~ear period 
shall not be fixed upon any Monthly Deposit Date, such amount for the purpose of computing 
the deposit to be made by Tenant hemmder shall be reasonably estimated by Landlol'd with an 
appropriate adjustment to be promptly made between Landlord and Tenant as soon as such 
amount becomes determinable. In addition, Landlord may, at its option, from time to time 
require that any particular deposit be greater than one-twelfth (1/12th) of th.e estimated amount 
payable within one (l) year after said Monthly Deposit Dat~. if such additional deposit is 
required in order to provide to Landlord sufficient funds from which to make payment of all 
Impositions on or before the next due date of any instalhnent thereof. or to make payment of any 
required insmance premiums not later than the due date thereof. If any Mortgagee or the 
Commissioner requires Landlord to impound insurance premiums on a periodic basis during the 
tenn, Tenant, 011 notice from Landlord indicating this requirement, shall pay a sum of money 
towards its liability under this Lease to Landlord 011 a periodic basis in accordance with 
Landlord's requirements. Landlord shall impound the premium payments received from Tenant 
in accordance with the requirements of Mortgagee and shall utilize such funds to timely pay 
insurance premiums. 

(b) Use of Deposits, The ,urns deposited by Tenant under Uus S~ction 4.3 
shall be held by Landlord or Mortgagee and shall be applied in payment of the Impositions or 
insurance premiums, as the case may be, when <llle, Any such deposits may be commingled with 
other assets of Landlord or such Mortgagee. and shall be deposited by Landlord or such 
Mortgagee in an Eligible Instit\ltlon in such account or accounts as Landlord or the Mortgagee 
may. from time to time select, and Landlord shall not be liable to Tenant or any other person 
(l) based on Landlord's or the Mortgagee's (orany bank's) choice of inve.stment vehicles, (ii) for 
any consequent loss of principal or interest or (l!l) for any unavailability of funds based on such 
choice of investment .. Furthennore, subject to the foregoing regarding the use of depositories 
am! accounts, Landlord and its Mortgagee shall bear no responsibility for the financial condition 
of. nor any act or omissioI) by the depository bank. No income, if any, from such in~estment or 
interest on such deposits shall be paid to Tenant. To the extent that Landlord does not have an 
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invoice or bill specifying the due date for payment, Tenant shall give not less than thirty (30) 
days prior written notice to Landlord in each insta1ice when an Jmposition or insurance premium 
is due, specifying the Imposition or premium to be paid and the amount thereof, the place of 
payment, and the last day on which the same may be paid in order to comply with the 
requil"ements of this Lease. If Landlord, in violntion of its obligations under this Lease, does not 
pay any Imposition or insurance premium when due, for which a sufficient deposit exists, Tenant 
shall not be in default hereunder by virtue of the failure to pay such Imposition or such insurance 
premium and Tenant shall not be liable for any late payment fees and/or penalties, "including 
interest imposed as a result of such failure to pay. The tenn "Eligible Institution" shall mean a 
depository institution or. tl'ust oompany, the short tenn unsecured debt obligations or commercial 
paper of which are rated at least "A-1+" by S&P, "P-l" by Moody's and "F-1+" by Fitch in the 
case of accounts in which funds are held for thirty (30) days or less (or, in the ca.1e of accounts in 
which funds are held for more than thirty (30) days, the long term unsecured debt obltgations of 
which arn rated at least" AA" by Fitch and S&P and "Aa2" by Moody's). 

(c) Deficits, If for any 1·eason any deposit made by Tenant or held by 
Lamllord under this Section 4,:1 shall not be sufficient to pay any Imposition or insurance 
premium within the time specified therefor in this Lease, then, wilhin ten (10) doys ofter demand 
by Landlord, Tenant shall deposit an additional amount with Landlord, increasing the deposit 
held by Landlord so that Landlord holds sufficient funds to pay such Imposition or premium in 
full (or in Installments as otherwise provided for herein), together with any penalty or Interest 
thereon. Landlord may change its estimate of mty Imposition or insurance prnmium for any 
perlod on the basis of a change in an assessment or tax rate or on the basis of • prior 
miscalculation or for any other good faith reason; in which event, within ten (10) days after 
demand by Landlord, Tenant shall deposit with Landlord the amount in excess of the sums 
previously deposited with Landlord for the applicable period which would theretofore have been 
payable under the revised estimate. 

(d) Trnnsfers. Consistent with Section 2.2, in connection with any assignment 
of Landlord's interest under this Lease and the assumption of tl1is Lease by a new landlord, the 
original Landlord named herein and each successor in interest shall have the right to transfer all 
amounts deposited ptu·suant to the provisions of this Section 4,'.l_ and not used pursuam to this 
Section 4,3 to such assignee (as the subsequent holder of Landlord's interest in this Lease) and 
upon such transfer, the original Landlord named herein or the applicable successor in interest 
transferring the deposits shall thereupon be completely released from all liability with respect to 
such deposits so transferred and Tenant shall look solely to said assignee, as the subsequent 
holder of Landlord's interest under this Lease, In reference thereto. 

(e) Security. All amounts dep9sited with Landlord pursuant to the provisions 
of this Sectim1 4.3 shall be held by Landlord· as additional security for the payment and 
perfonnance of Tenant's obligations under this Lease and, upon the occurrence and during the 
continuance of any Lease Default, Landlord may, in its sole and absolute discretion, apply such 
amounts towards payment or perfotmance of such obligations. 

(f) &nu:!!, Upon the expiration or earlier termination of this Lease, a. long 
as all of the Rent and any and all other obligations due under this Lease have been fully paid and 
performed, any sums then held by Landlord under this Section 4.3 shall be refunded to Tenant, 
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and subject to the rights of a Mortgagee, together with all lttterest, if any, eatned thereon and all 
income, if any, earned therefrom; provided, however, that if a Lease Default has occurred and is 
continuing, nl! of such sums may be applied by Landlord 1owards any amounts owed to Landlord 
pursuant to this Lease. 

(g) Receipts. Tenant sha!J deliver to Landlord copies of all claims and bills in 
relation to the Imp-0sitions and insurance premiums promptly upon receipt thereof by Tenant 

This Article and the obligations herein shall survive explrntion or earlier termination of 
tl1is Lease. · 

ARTICLE V 

LANDLORD'S WORK, MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR; IMPROVEMENTS 

Section 5.1 Landlord's Wolk, (a) Landlord shnll cause the Facility to be 
constructed ("Lontllord's Work"), 

(b) Landlord will give Tenallt thirty (30) days' notice of the date Landlord 
expects to be the Substantial Completion Date. On or prior to the Substantial Comple1ion bate, 
Landlord md Tenant shall jointly prepare a list of the items for the Facility 1l!.at remain to be 
completed or corrected, set a dollar value for the cost to complete the work, and fix time for their 
completion or correction (collectively the "Pimchllst"). 

(c) Notwithstanding llnything in this lease to the contrary, on and after the 
Substantial Completion Date Tenmt shnll be deemed to have agreed Landlord has completed 
Landlord's Work to Tenant's complete satisfaction, except for (I) the Punchlist, (ii) such items of 
decoration or mechanical adjustment of which Tenant gives Landlord wi·ltten notice within thirty 
(30) days after the Substantial Completion Date (the "Initial Correction Items") or (iii) any 
defects in t11e Facility which were not known or reasonably discoverable by Tenant in the time 
period specified in the immediately prior clause (ii) ("Latent Defects"); provided that, as to 
Latent Defects, Landlord will have no responsibility or liability therefor, or for the correction 
thereof, unless (A) Tenant conducts at least one inspection of the Facility with a qualified 
engine.er or other expert, within one year from the Substantial C11mpletio11 Date, and (B) Tenant 
gives Landlord notice of such Latent Defects within thirty( 30) days after discovery thereof and 
in any event not later than one year after the Sub6tantial Completion bate, wl1ich notice will be 
accompanied by the certification of such engineer or other experts, specifying, in detail, such 
Latent Defects In the Facility. 

(d) At its sole expe11se, Landlord shall complete the Punohlist, and rnmedy the 
Initial Correction Items, and the Latent Diifects provided with respect fo Latent Defects that the 
conditions set out in clause (iii) of section (c) nre satisfied. 

(e) To the extent assignable at no cost to Landlord, Landlord assigns to 
Tenant all manufacturer warranties 011 materials and equipment. Teaant shall have the benefit 
and right to enforce such wa1Tanties at its sole cost and expense. 
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Section 5.2 Maintenance and Repair. Except as provided in Section 5.1, 
Tenant, at Tenant's sole cost and expense, shall keep the Leased Premises, including all 
buildings, fixtures, trade equipment, trade fixtures, furniture, beds and other personal property 
leased to Tenant pu1·suant to this Lease, including, without limitation, all structural and non
structural components, the roof, foundation, all outer walls, plumbing, sprinklers, electrical, 
mechanical, heating, ventilation, utility service, air conditioning, vertical transport, telephone, 
communications, cable, computer, tire-life-safety, nursing call, and all other systems of the 
Leased Premises in good condition and repair and in compliance with all Laws. Landlord sball 
not be responsible to make any improvements, repairs, maintenance or replacements wbeilter 
occasioned by the act, omission, active negligence, or passive negfigence of Landlord or Tenant 
and/01· its agents, employees, invitees or licensees or otherwise, and Tenant shall pay for all 
improvementa, repairs, replacements, malnternmce and expenditures relating to the Leased 
!'remises, whether lmerior or exterior, structurol or non-structural, ordinary or exll'aordinary, 
foreseen or unforeseen or arising by reason of a condiiion existing prlor to the commencement of 
the Lease, by Tenant's use or by a change in applicable Laws. The Leased Premises and lts 
appurtemmces shall at all times be kept clean, safe and sanitary and ln good order, condition, 
replacement and l'epalr by Tenant, at Tenant's sole cost ancl expense, except for ordinary wear 
and tear (provided, )lowever. that, without limiting the generality of this Section 5 .2, Tenant shall 
be obligated to replace any portion of the Leased Premises upon any obsolescence thereof or if 
proper repair is Impractical). Tenant shall provide (if not c1mently a part of the Leased 
Premises) and maintain, repair and replace, as necessaiy, all furniture, fixtures, equipment and/or 
other personal property re!Juired by ru1y Govemmental Authorlty (other thM furniture; flx.tures, 
equipment and/or other personal property owned by contractors providing ancillary services at 
the Facility) necessary for the operation of the Facility and to comply with all Laws. All SijCh 
property provided by Tenant sh.all immediately become the property of Landlord and Tenant 
shall execute such documentation as Landlord may reasonably require vesting title in such 
property in Lwdlord. Landlord shall have no liability or obligation with respect to such property 
or any of Tenant's operations relatit1g thereto. All replacements made by Tenant hereunder shall 
be made in a good and workmanlike manner in accordance with Laws using the same, similar or 
better quality of moterlals aa being replaced and ahall immediately bQcome the pr~perty of 
Landloi·d. Tenant acknowledges that title Rnd ownership of all repaired and replaced furniture, 
fil\tures, equipment and/or other personal property made hereunder shall belong to and is for the 
benefit of Landlord, Tenant shall not enter into any equipment lelllles or conditional sales 
contracts for any furniture, fixtures, equipment and/or other personal property relating to the 
Facility without Landlord's consent which it may grant or withhold in its sole discretion. Tlic 
t,:,nn "~" means, all federal, stute, county, municipal and other governmental statutes, laws, 
rules, orders, regulations, ordinances, judginents, decrees and injunctions of Governmental 
Authorities affecting any Leased Premises or any part thereof, or the construction, use, alteration 
or operation tliereof, or any part thereof, whether now or hereafter enacted and in force, and all 
permits, licenses and authorlzations and regulations relating thereto, and aU covenants, 
agreements, restrictions and encumbrances contained ln any instruments, either of record or 
known lo Tenant, nt any time in farce affecting the Leased Premises or any part thereof. The 
term "Governmental Authority" means any cot1rt, board, agency, arbitrator, commission, office 
or other authority of any nature whatsoever for any governmental unit (foreign, federal, state, 
county, district, municipal, city or otherwls;,) whether now or hereafter in existence. 
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Section 5.3 Improvements. Renovation, Alterations and Add!tions. Tenant 
shall have the right during the Tenn to make such non-structural interior alterations, changes and 
improvements to the Leased Premises as may be proper rutd necessary for the conduct of 
Tenant's business. to cause the Leased Premises to conform to all Laws. for patient comfort and 
safety, or for the full beneficial use of the Leased Premises, so long as such improvements do not 
(i) exceed Three Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars ($350,000.00) in any given calendar year, 
(ii) interfere with any of tile purposes for which the Facility was leased or affect the roof ot 
structure, (iii) pecrease the value of the Leased Premises, (iv) affect any building system, 
including, heating. ventilation, air conditioning, mechanical, electrical, plumbing or verticw 
transport systems, or (v) affect the exterior appearance of the Leased Premises, Tenant shall not 
make any other alterations, changes. or improvements without the express wlitten approval in 
each instance by Landlord, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld; provided, 
however, that the granting or withholding of consent shall not result in any liability to Landlord. 
Furthermore, Tenant may make all repairs or replacements requked by a Govemmentul 
Authority without obtaining Landlord's consent, provided, however, Tenant shall give Landlord 
no less than ten (10) days prior written notice of such government mandated repairs or 
replacements prior to making 01· implementing same, unless emergency factors necessitate the 
making of such repairs before Tenant can reasonable give notice to Landlord, in which event 
Tenant shall give notice to Landlord as soon as reasonably possible, Tenant shall pay for all 
costs, fees and penalties imposed by the applicable state agencies or the Center for Medicare and 
Medicaid Services ("~") or other Governmental Authority in connection with any survey or 
die Change of Ownership. Tenant shall notify Landlord of any alterations, changes or 
improvements required and/or pennitted by the applicable state agencies or the CMS or other 
Govemme11tw Authority prior to the commencement thereof. Tenant shall pay all costs and 
expenses of any l'equlred and/or permitted alterations, changes, and improvements, shnll make 
the same in a good and workmanlike IUl!IJ,ner, and in accordance with all Laws, having obtained 
all necessal'y pennits and approvals from Governmental Authorities having jmisdiction over the 
Facility and work pe1fonned thereon or therein, and shall assure Landlord, in form reasonably 
satisfactory to Landlord, all necessary permits and authorizations have been received and that 
paymen.t for the work and materials will be made by Tenant. Tenant ht'xeby completely and fully 
indemnifies Landlord against any mechanic's liens or other liens or claims in connection wifu the 
making of any alterations, changes, and/or improvements. Any liens arising out of any required 
and/or permitted alterations, changes, and/or improvements shall be discharged of record by 
Tenant within the earlier of thirty (30) days after the same have been filed by payment, bonding 
or other\'liSe, as permJtted by law, or five (5) days after commencement of a foreclosure or 
enforcement action. Notwithstanding any provision of this Lease to the contrary, Tenant shall 
not undertake any alterations, renovations, or Improvements to the Facility or otherwise 
commence any project or activity with respect to the Facility, which may result in any bed being 
taken out of service for more than seven (7) days wJthout Landlord's and/or Mortgag~e's prior 
written consent, which Lai1dlord's consent shall 1101 be unreasonably withheld. Tenant shall give 
Landlord written notice ten (10) days prior to commencing repairs, construction, or alterations 
whose costs e~ceed One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000.00). 

Section 5.4 Signage. All signs installed by Tenant at the Facility shall 
comply with all Laws, and all necessary permits or licenses shall be obf.llined by Tenant. Tenant 
shall maintain all signs in good condition and repair, and/or replace as may be required by 
applicable law. at all times at Tenant's sole cost and expense. Upon vacating the Leased 
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Premises, Tenant shall remove nil signs and supporting material or installations so installed by 
Tenant, but only if Landlord shaU request such removal, and Tenant shall repair all damage 
caused by such removal. Landlord acknowledges and agrees that neither Landlord nor any 
subsequent tenant of Landlord shall be authorized to use any company or registered tr.ade name 
of Tenant or any of Tenant's affiliates or subtenmts. 

Section 5.5 Surrender, (a) Subject to applicable law and to receipt of any 
necessary DOH approval, Ten2.1t! shall deliver up and surrender to LllJldlord possession of the 
Leased Premises and nll improvements and replacements thereof, including all of Tenant's 
alterations, improvemems work (and all replacements thereof) and all fixtures permanently 
attached to the Leased Premises by 'l'cnant during the Term, upon the expiration of this Lease or 
its tennination in any manner whatsoever, in as good condition and repair and itt substantially 
similar form, character and manner as the same sliall be on the Commencement Date, reasonable 
wear and tear excepted (without compensation to Tenant), with permitted changes, 
improvements m1d additions made during the Term as authorized herein, subject to no liens, 
encumbrance$, charges, restrictions, conditions, llm!tutions or claims whatsoever to the extent 
not encumbering the Leased Premises as of the Commencement Date, and deliver 1be keys 
and/or operational secu:rlty cards to the Leased Premises to Landlord or Landlord's designated 
age11t. 

(b) Licenses and Transfer of Operations. Upon the expiration of the Tenn or earlier 
termination of the Lease, Tenant shall and shall cause its subtenants to, (i) transfer to Landlord or 
Landlord's nominee a fully operatlo11al, licensed and certified, and staffed facility and shall 
cooperate with Landlord or L8lldlord 's designee or nominee in connection with the proc~ssing 
by Landlord or Landlord's designee or nominee of nny applications for" all licenses, operating 
petmits and other governmental authorization, all contracts, including contracts with all 
Governmental Authorities or quasi governmental entitles (provided that except following a Lease 
Default, the reasonable costs and expenses of tl1e processing .of any such upplicntion shall be 
paid by Landlord 01· Landlord's designee or nomil1ce), (ii) ~·ansfer to Landlord or Landlord's 
nominee all tangible personal property of Tenant, including financiru and accounting records, 
business records, data, employee m1d/or personnel rec01·ds, patient and resident records, and all 
records l1eld in electronic form, (all subject to the Lnws requiring confid6lltiality), all equipment 
and small ware and all inventory used ln connection with the Facility, (iil) transfer to Landlord or 
Landlord's nominee all intangible property except accounts receivable of Tenant. and (iv) 
transfer to Lnndlord or Landlord's nominee all 1-esidents in the Facility. With respect to resident 
f\mds, Tenant shall transfer to Landlord or its designee, all patient and resident trust accounts, 
and shall cause its subtenant to prepare and submit to Landlord or its designee a true, correct, and 
complete accounting and inventory (properly reconclled) of any patient trust funds an<! resident 
property to be transferred to Landlord, or its designee, Temmt shall, and shall cause lts 
subtenant, not to commit any act or be remiss in the undertaking of any act that would jeopardize 
the licensure or certification of the Facility, and Tenant shall and shall cause its subtenant to 
comply with all requests for an orderly transfer of the sumo 11pon the expiration or early 
termination of the Term, including, but not limited to, Upon the request of Landlord or its 
deslgnee, the transitioning of employees in compliance with applicable laws. Without limiting 
the generality of the foregoing, if requested by Landlord or a proposed replacement operator for 
the Facility, Tenant hereby agrees to enter into a reasonable operations transfer agreement with 
such replacement operator. Tenant shall not umeasonably willihold, condition or "delay its 
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consent to entering into any interim subleases 01· management agreements as may be necessary to 
effectuate an early transfer of the operations of the Facility prior to the time that sucl1 
replacement operator holds all licenaes and pennits from all applicable Governmental 
Authorities with judsdiction necessary to operate the Facllity for its intended use. In addition, 
upon request, Tenant shall and shall cause subtenants, to promptly deliver copies to Landlord or 
Landlord's deslgnee of all books and records reladng to the Leased Premises and operations 
thereon (including inventories, employee lists and personnel records, and policies and procedures 
manuals). Tenant shall allow Landlord or a proposed replacement operator for the Facility to 
utilize Tenant's, subtenants' computer hardware and software for a minimum of ninety (90) days 
to facllitate the transfer of operations, the collection of accounts receivables, the billhtg of 
providers, and tile provision of patient care. Tenant shall indemnify, defend, protect" and hold 
harmless Landlord from and against any loss, damage, cost ot expense incurred by Landlord or 
Landlord's deslgnee or nominee in connection with the cottection of any and all deficiencies of a 
physical nan1re identifl~d by any GoverrunentaJ Authority responsible for liceJlSing the Leased 
Premises in the course of any change of ownership inspection and audit. Tenant shall be 
respons!bl<\ for any alterations or renovations necessitated by, 01' lrnpo~ed 111 connection with, a 
change of ownership inspection survey for the (ranafer of operation of the Leased Premises to 
Landlord or its designee. Tenani shall not commence ta wind up and tenninate tbe operations of 
the Faollity or relooate tlie patients or occuproit., of the Facility to any other health care facility. 
In addition, Tenant shall not tennlnate the employees of the Facility except in connection with 
and upon the transfer of operations of the Facility to Landlord or its deslgncc. 

(c) If Lnndlord notifies Tenant in writing that it intends to transfer the 
operations of the Facility, to a new operator and desires to have Tenant continoe to operate the 
Facility after the Expiration Date or earlier te11nlnation of the Lease, then Tenant shall continue 
to operate the Facility llntil the earliest to occur of (i) the date on which such successor operator 
shall assume operation of the Facility, or (ii) the date that is 180 days after the applicable 
Expiration Date or te1·mination date (the "Reimbursement Period"). During the 
Reimburnement Period (x) Landlord shall provide Tenant with an operating budget, (y) Landlord 
shall include in the aforesaid operating budget, and Tenant shall continue to pay doring the 
Reimbursement Period, ali Rent that would have been owing under this Lease as to tl1e Leased 
Premises if this Lease had not expired or tenninated as to; nnd/or Tenant had not been 
dispossessed from, such Leased Premises, and (z) provided that this Lease was not tefUJinated 
with respect to, and Tenant was not dispo,sessed from, such the Lease Premises due to a Lease 
Default, Landlord shall reimburse Tenant for any operating deficits with respect to the Facility 
that Tenant may be required to fund out-of-pocket on account of operating losses and expenses 
incurred by Tenant by reason of, or arising out of compliance with, such b11dget with respect to 
the Reimbursemeflt Period. Any such reimbursement shall be due from Landlord to Tenant 
within 60 days after request by Tenant, provided that Tenant shall furnish such documentation of 
any operating deficits, losses and expenses as Landlord may reasonably request. The terms of 
this Section 5.S(c) shall survive the expiration ot earlier termination of this Lease and/or any 
dispossession of Tenant from !lie Lease Premises. 

(d), Use of Legacy Tradename. Without llmitation of the other provisions of 
this Section 5.5 ll!ld notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in this Lease, Tenant 
agrees to allow Landlord or its designee operator, at its option and at no cost to Landlord or any 
,uch designee, to continue to use, in its signage, marketing and adveitising materials, operations 
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and otherwise, any or all name(s) (including tradenames) associated with the operation of the 
Facility as a goi.ng concern for up to 180 days following (i) the expiration or 1enninntion of this 
Lease and (ii) the vacation from, and surrender of, the Leased Premises nnd Facility by Tenant, 
At the end of such 180 day period, or upon sooner written notice from Landlord to Tenant, 
Tenm1t shall, promptly and at its expense, remove its aforesaid name'(s) from all signs an the 
Facility and repafr any damage to such signs ca\lsed by such removal, Landlord acknowleilges 
ancl agrees that Tenant, not Landlord, owns tl1e aforesaid name, and that neither Landlord nor 
any designee of Landlol'd may use the same except as dcscrlbed in this Section 5,5(d) or as 
otherwise agreed in w11ting by Tenant, 

(e) Management of Ter:minated/Dispossessed Premises. Commencing on the 
applicable Tennination/Dispossession Date as to any Terminated/Dispossessed Premises, 
Laµdlord or its designee, npoo notice to Tenant, may elect to assnme the responsibilities and 
obligations for the management and operation of the Business at such Te1mi11ated/Dispossessed 
Premises, and Tenant agrees to cooperate fully to accomplish the transfe1· of such management 
and operation without interrupting the operation of such Business to the extent allowable by 
Laws. TenMt shall permit Landlord or its designee to operate the Facility under. Tenant's 
licenses, certifications and oilier authorizations pending the issuance of new licenses, 
cel'tifications and other amhorizations Landlord or its deslgnee. Tenam shall not commit any act 
or be remiss in the undertaking of MY act that would jeopardize any licenses, certifications and 
other authmizations related 10 the Facility, and Tenant shall comply with ull requests for an 
orderly transfer of al! llcenses, certifications and other authorizations related to the Faci]jty and 
any payer's certifications. 

(£) ln addition, llpon any expiration or termination of this !.,ease, Tenant 
covenams and agrees to do s11ch things and to talce such action as may, from time to time, be 
n~cessary or appropriate to permanently surrender and withdraw from possession and operation 
(including but not limited to licensure and certification) of the Leased Premises, and shall 
thereafter be fully and pennanently relieved of all powers, duties, responsibilities and obligations 
that are r.onfen:ed or imposed upon Tenant under this Lease (except those continuing obligations, 
inclnding but not limited to the obligation to pay all Rent due and owing under this Lease, and 
the obligation to pay all amounts owed by Tenant to the Medicare, Medicaid, third party payor 
programs and residents for tbe period of the Term, which survive the termination hereof as 
provided herein) and to restore and place Landlord or its designee in poasession and op~ration of 
the Leased Premises; or any portion thereof, and Tenant covenants and agrees to execute and 
deliver to Landlord or Landlord's designee (each subject to the approval of DOH) all 
assignments, operation transfer agreements, consems, consents to assignments (including 
Medicare and Medicaid provider agreements, if requested by Landlord) documents and other 
instruments, to tire reasonable satisfaction of Landlord in order to effectuate the provisions 
hereof. 

Section 5.6 Condition of Leased J?remises, (a) Subject to Section 5.1, Tenant 
shall accept and take possession of the Lensed· Premises in its "AS lS," "WHERE IS'! "WITH 
ALL FAULTS" condition, and acceptance of possessiou of the Laascd Premises on the 
Commencement Date shall be deemed an acknowledgment by Tenant of Tenant's acceptance of 
the condition of the Leased Premises. Tenant acknowledges and agrees that Lnndlord is not 
making any representation, wiirranty or covenant whatsoever with respect to the condition of the 
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Leased Premises, or any portion thereof, or its suitability for any particular purpose, and Tenant 
sh•ll be relying solely on its inspection of the Leased Premises and due diligence investigations 
wilh respect thereto. 

(b) LANDLORD MAKES NO WARRANTY OR REPRESENTATION, 
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, Th! RESPECT OF THB LEASED PRE:MISES OR ANY PART 
THEREOF, EITHER AS TO ITS FITNBSS FOR USE, DESIGN OR CONDITION .FOR Al"Y 
PARTICULAR USE OR PURPOSE OR OTHERWISE, OR AS TO TBE NATURE OR 
QUALITY OF THE MATBRlAL OR WORKMANSH.lP THEREIN, OR THE EXISTENCE OF 
ANY HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE, IT BEING AGREED THAT ALL SUCH R1SKS, 
LATENT OR PATENT, ARB TO BE BORNE SOLELY BY TENANT, INCLUDING ALL 
RESPONSIBILITY AND LIABILITY FOR ANY BNVIllONMENTAL REMEDIATION AND 
FOR COMPLIANCE wrrn ALL ENVIRONMENTAL LAWS. EFFECTIVE AS OF THE 
DATE OF THIS LEASE, TENANT SHALL RELEASE LANDLORD FROM ALL CLAJMS 
WHICH TENANT OR ANY AGENT, REPRESENTATIVE, AFFILIATE, EMPLOYEE, 
DIRECTOR, OFFICER, PARTNER, MANAGER, MEMBER, SERVANT, SHAREHOLDER, 
'l'RUSTEB OR OTHER PERSON OR ENTITY ACTING ON TENANT'S BEHALF OR 
OTHERWISE RELATED TO OR AFFJLIATED WITH TENANT ARISING FROM OR 
RELATED TO ANY MA'ITBR OR THlNG RELATED TO OR IN CONNECTION WITH 
THE LEASED PREMISES, INCLUDING THE INFORMA TlON AND ANY PHYSICAL OR 
ENVIRONMENTAL C.ONDITIONS, AND TENANT SHALL NOT LOOK TO LANDLORD 
IN CONNECTION WITH THE FOREGOING FOR ANY REDRESS OR REUER THIS 
RELEASE SHALL BE GNEN FULL FORCE AND EFFECT ACCORDING TO .EACH OF 
ITS EXPRESSED TERMS AND PROVISIONS, INCLUDING THOSE RELATING TO 
UNKNOWN AND UNSUSPECTED CLAIMS, DAMAGES AND CAUSES OF AC'flON. 
EXCEPT AS TO MATTERS SPECIFICALLY SET FORTH IN Tf-I!S LEASE; (A) TENANT" 
WILL ACQUIRE nm LEASED PREMISES SOLEL y ON nm BASIS OF ITS OWN 
PHYSICAL AND FINANCIAL EXAMINATIONS, REVIEWS AND INSPECTIONS, AND 
(B) WITHOUT LIMITING THE FOREGOING, WAIVES ANY RIGfIT rr OTHERWISE 
MAY HAVE AT LAW OR IN EQtnTY AGAINST LANDLORD WITH RESPECT TO ANY 
ASPECT OF LEASED PREMISES. . 

ARTICLE VI 

1NSUl1ANCE 

Section 6.1 fu!lJ!!lll1£ll. (a) Tenant shall obtain Md maintain, or cause to be 
maintained, insurance for Tenant and the Facility providing at least the following coverages or as 
req~ired from time to time by any Mortgagee: 

(i) comprehensive "all risk" insurance 011 the Facility 11nd the ·Personal 
Property, including Building Ordinance Coverage from Operaiion of Building Laws, Demolition 
Costs and Increased Cost of Construction Endorsements, in each case (A) in an amount equal 10 
one hundred percent (l 00%) of the "Full Replacement Cost," which for puiposes of this Lease 
shall mean actual replacement value (exclusive of costs of excavations, foundations, 
umfurgronnd utilities and footings) with a waiver of depreciation (e~oept with respect to the 
insurance p11Tsuant to clauses (D), (x), (y) and (z) bcfow); (B) containing an agreed amount 
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ei1dorsement with respect to the Facility and Personal Prope11y waiving all co-fosurance 
provisions; (C) pxoviding for no deductible in excess of Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000.00) for 
all such insurance coverage (except as stated in the penultimate sentence of this subsection); and 
(D) containing an "Ordinance or Law Coverage" or "Enforcement" endorsement if the Facility 
01· the use of the Faclllty shall at any time constitute legal non-confoimlng structures or uses and 
covering the increased oost of construction, demolition cost, value of the undamaged portion of 
the structure and any increased expenses to rebuild due to the enforcement of building or zoning 
laws or requirements following a covered Joss of the Leased Premises. Tn addition, Tenant shall 
obtain: (x) if any portion of any of the Leased Premises ls currently or at any time in the future 
located in a federlllly designated "special flood hazard area," flood hazard insurance· Jn an 
amount equal to the lesser of (1) the outstanding principal balance of any Joru1 encumbering the 
Lea.sed Premises or (2) the maximum amount of such insurance available under the National 
Flood Insurance Act. of 1968, the Flood Disaster Protection Act of 1973 or the National Flood 
Insurance Reform Act of 1994, as each may be amended, or successor legislation, or such greater 
amount as Landlord and/or Mortgagee shall require; (y) earthquake insurance Jn amounts and in 
fonn and substance satisfnctory to Lmdlord and Mmtgagee in the event the Facility is located in 
an area with a high degree of seismic activity and (z) coastal windstorm Insurance in amounts 
and in form and substance satisfactory to Landlord and Mortgagee in the event the Facility is 
located in a coastal region; provided that the insurance pursuant to clauses (x), (y) and (z) hereof 
shall be on terms consistent with the comprehensive insurance policy required under thls 
Subsection (i); and further provided that the earthquake insurance pursuant to clause (y) may 
provide for a deductible of up to the greater of One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000,00) 
and two percent (2%) of the amount of such coverage, (ill) the flood Insurance pursuant to 
clause (x) may provide for a deductible of up to One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000.00), 
and (IV) the ordinance and law coverage pursuant to clause (D) may have a sub-limit of Two 
Million Five Htmdred Thousand Dollars ($2,500,000.00). 

(ii) commercial general liability insurance against claims for personal 
in.fury, bodily injury, death or prope11y damage occurring upon, in or about the Facility, such 
insurance (A) with a combined limit of not less th'an Five Million Dollars ($5,000,000,00) in tbe 
aggi·egate and Two Million Dollars ($2,000,000.00) per claim (and, if on a blanket policy, 
containing an "Aggregate Per Location" endorsement); (B) to continue at not less than the 
aforesaid limit until required to be changed by Landlord and Mortgagee in writing by reason of 
changed economic conditions making such protection inadequate; and (C) to cover at. least the 
following hazards; (1) prcmjses and operations; (2) products and completed operations on an "lf 
any" basis; (3) independent contractolll; (4) blanket contractual liability; and (5) contractual 
liability covering the indemnities contained in Section· 9, 1 of the Lease to the extent the same is 
available; 

{iii) business income with extra expense insurance (A) with loss payable to 
Landlord and Mortgagee; (B) covering all risks required to be covered by the insmance provided 
for in Subsection m above; (C) containing an extended period of indemnity endorsement which 
provides that after the physical loss to the Facility and Personal Property has been repaired, the 
continued loss of income will be insured until such income either returns to the srune level lt was 
at prior to the loss, or the expiration of twelve (12) months from the date tliat the Faclllty is 
repaired or replaced and operations are resumed, whichever first occurs, and notwithstanding that 
the policy may expire prior to the end of such period; and (D) in an amount equal to one hundred 
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percent (100%) of the projected net profit and extrn expense with respect to the Facility for a 
period of twelve (12) mm1ths from the date of such Casualty (assuming such Casualty had not 
occurred) and notwithstanding that the policy may expire at the end of such period. The amount 
of such business income lnsurru1ce shall be determined prior to the date hereof and at least once 
each year thereafter based on Tenant's reasonable estimate of the gross income from the Facility 
for the succeeding twelve (12) month period. Nothing herein contained shall be deemed to 
relieve Tenant of its obligations to pay the Rent when dt1e except to the extent such amounts are 
actually paid out of the proceeds of such business income insurance; 

(iv) at all times during which structural construction, repairs or alterations are 
being made with respeot to the Facility, lllld only if the Facility coverage fonn does not otherwise 
apply, (A) owner's contingent or p1·otective Jlability lnswance covering claims not covered by or 
under t)le te1ms or provisions of the above mentioned commercial general liability insurance 
pollcy; and (B) the insurance provided for in subsection (i) above written in a so-cnlled builder's 
risk completed value form (1) on a non-reporting basis, (2) against all risks insured against 
pursuan1 to subsection (i) above and (3) with an agreed amount endorsement waiving 
co~insurance provisions: 

(v) worker's compensation insurance with respect to any employees of 
Tenant, as req\1ired by any Governmental Authority, Health Care Authority, Legal Requirement 
01· Health Care Requi.remenl; 

{vi) boiler nnd machinery insurance, if applicable, in amounts as shall be 
reasonably l'equired by Landlord and Mortgagee on terms consistent with the conunercial 
property insurance policy required under Subsection m above; 

(vii) lntentionally omitted; 

(viii) motor vehicle liability coverage for all owned and non-owned vehicles, 
including rented and leased vehicles containiog minimum limits per occun·ence, including 
umbrella coverage, of One Million Dollars ($1,000,000.00); 

(ix) if the Facility is or becomes a legal "non-confonnlng" 11se, ordinance or 
law coverage and insurance coverage to compensate for Lhe cost of (upon a Casualty) demolition 
or rebuilding of the undamaged portion of the Facility Blong with any reduced value and the 
increased cost of construction in amounts as requested by Landlord and Mortgagee; 

(x) Ille commercial property and business income insurance required under 
Sections 6.1 (a)(i) and Oji) above shall cover perlls of terrorism and acts of terrorism and Tenant 
shall maintain commercial property and business income insurance for loss resulting from perils 
and acts of terrorism on tenns (including arnow,ts) consistent witl11hose required under Sections 
6.1 (a)(i) and !'.iiil above at all times during the Term; 

(xi) professional liability and malpractice insurance with limits o'f at least 
Two Million Dollars ($2,000,000.00) per claim / Five Mlllion Dollars ($5,000,000.00) in the 
aggregate. Tenant shall also require each medical director for tl1e Facility and the associated 
nurse practitioner at the Facility to carry professional liability and malpractice insurance with 
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limits of not less than Two Million Dollars ($2,000,000.00) per claim / Five Million Dollars 
($5,000,000.00) in the aggregate; and 

(xii) notwithstanding anything to the contrary in the foregoing, all insurance 
coverage required by BnY mortgagee of Landlord shall be met by Tenant, from time to time a, 
necessary; 

(xiii) upon sixty (60) days' notice, such other reasonable insurance and in 
such reasonable amounts as Landlord and/or Mortgagee from time to time may reasonably 
request against such other insurable hazards which at the time are commonly insured against for 
property similar to the Facility located it) or around the region in which the Facility is lqcated. 

(b) All insurance provided for in Section 6.1 (a) shall be obtained 1mder valid 
and enforceable policies (collectively. the !'Policies" or, in the singular, the "Policy"), and shall 
be subject to the approval of Landlord and Mortgagee as to Insurance companies, amounts, 
deductibles, loss payees 1111d insureds. The Policies shall be issued by financially sound and 
responsible insurance companies authorized to do business in the State of New York and having 
a claims paying ability rating of "A" or better (and the equivalent thereof) by at least two (2) of 
the Rating Agencies rating the companies (one of which shall be S&P If they are rating the 
securities and one of which will be Moody's if they are rnting the companies), or if-only one 
Rating Agency is rating the companies, then only by such Rating Agency and shall specifically 
name Landlord and Mortgagee as loss payees and additional insureds, as applicable. Not less 
than ten (10) days prior to the expiration dates of the Policies theretofore furnished to Landlord 
and Mortgagee, certificates of insurance evidencing the Policies accompanied by evidence 
satisfactory to Landlord and Mortgagee of payment of the premiums due thereunder (the 
"Insurance Premiums"), shall be delivered by Tenant to Landlord and Mortgagee. 

(c) Any blanket insurance Policy shall specifically allocate to the 
Facility the amount of coverage from time to time required hereunder ru:id shall otherwise 
provide the same protection as would a sepnrate Policy insuring only the Facility in compliance 
with the provisions of Section 6.J!a). 

(d) All Policies provided for or contemplated by Section 6.1 (a), except 
for the Policy referenced in Section 6, l{a)(y), shall name Tenant ru; the h1sure<l and Landlord and 
Mortgagee as the additional insured, as their interests may appear. and in the case of property 
damage, boiler and machinery, flood and earthquake insur~nce, shall contah1 a so-called lender· s 
loss payee endorsement in favor of Mortgagee providing that the loss thereunder shall be payable 
to Mortgagee. 

(e) All Policies provided for in ~i.ml..QJ, shall contain clauses or 
endorsements to the effect that: 

(i) no act Qr negligence of Tenant, or anyone acting for Tenant, or of any 
tenmt or other occupanl. or failure to comply with the provisions of any Policy, 
which might otherwise result in a forfeiture of the insurance 01· any part thereof, shall 
in any way affect the validity or enforceability of the insurance insofar as Landlord 
and Mortgagee are concerned; 
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(ii) the Policies shall not be materially changed (other than to incl'ease the 
coverage provided thereby) or canceled without at least t)iirty (30) days' written notice to 
Landlord and Mortgagee and a-ny other party named therein as rut additional insured; 

(iii) the issuers thereof shall give no.tice to Landlord and Mot1gagee if the 
Policies have not been renewed fifteen (IS) days prior to its expiration; and 

(iv) Neither Landlord nor Mortgagee shall be liable for nny insurance 
premiums thereon or subject to any n.ssessments due thereunder. 

(f) Jf at any time Landlord ru,d Mortgagee is not in receipt ofwrilten evidence 
tha1 all Policies are in full force and effect, either shllll have !he right, without notice to Tenant, 
lo tako such action as either deems necessary to protect its interest in the Leased Premises, 
including, without limitation, the obtaining of such insurance coverage as eitl1er in its sole 
discretion deems appropriate. All premiums incurred by Landlord and/or Mortgagee in 
connection with such action or in obtaining such insurance and keeping it in·effect shall be paid 
by Tenant to Landlord and/or Mo1tgagee, as the case may be, upon demand and, until paid, shall 
be secured by the Mortgages and shall bear interest at the Overdue Ra\e. 

(g) Tail Insurance. If Tenant has claims made insumnce coverage of any type, 
upon expiration or earlier tennination of this Lease, Tenant shall purchase so-called "tail" 
insuranc~ for a period of three years in an amount not less than its existing coverages in order to 
assure Tenant is covered by insurance after the expiration or earlier termination of this Lease for 
all claims arlsing or relating to the period prior to the expiration or earlier termination of this 
Lease, and Landlord and Mo1tgagee shall be named as additional insured thereunder. 

Section 6.2 Certificates of Insur~ Upon the Commencement Date of this 
Lease, Tenant shall furnish Landlord, Mortgagee and other third parties whicli Landlord shall 
designate with appropriate certificates of insurance on accepuible Acord forms, together with an 
additlonaJ insur1111ce endorse1r,ent showing that each type of insurance required m1der this 
Article VI is in full fome and effect and not cance!able or modifiable without thirty (30) days 
prior written notice to Landlord, and \lpon request of Landlord or one or more of such additional 
insureds, deliver copies of such insurance policies. Tenant will provide Landlord with 
acceptahle certificates of insurance pursulUlt to this Sectlon 6.2 evidencing the renewal of such 
Policies ten (lO) Business Dnys prlor to the Policies' expiration date, Tenant acknowledges that 
all such certificates shall name Landlord, its successors and assigns, and Mortg°•gee, its 
successors and assigns, us additional insureds on the general liability and umbrella policies and 
as a loss payee/mortgagee, as their interests may appear, on the property and boiler and 
machinery policies. 

Section 6.3 Waiver of Subrog£ttio.u. Landlord and Tenant hereby waive all 
rights of recovery for causes of action which either has or may have or which may arise hereafter 
against the other for nny damage to the Lea,sed Premises or the propeny or business of either of 
them or of anyone claiming through either of them, by way of subrogation or otherwise, caused 
by any of.the perils covered by a special fonn policy of property insurance or contents insurance 
or by any other insurance for damage to property carried by the party whose property was 
damaged; provided, however, that the foregoing waiver shall apply only if and to the extent that 
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a walver of subrogutton for property damage !snot prohlblted in the State of New York, has been 
coruented to by the applloablo insurance carrier, and only to the extent of ,uoh insurance 
eovertge. 

ARTICLE VII 

SECU!UTY, ACCESS ANl> REPORTING OJJLIGATIONS, WORKING CAPITAL 

Section 7,1 StJQi!rlty PilJlQiltJGµaranty. 

(•) Contemporuneously,wi!h the execution of this Lease, Tenant, shall deliver 
;, guarantee of th.ls Leese (the "(Juaranty") from Lizer 1osetovlo and Mark Neuman (collectively, 
the '~I.'') in the fonn ofE~biblt "B" altached hereto, or In form and amounts ss may be 
otherwise required by the Lruidlord and Landlord'& first and second .Mortgagee, The Ouaraflty 
shall set forth thet the Guarantors will be required to cooperate i» tmnlng the license ovet to the 
Landlord's deslgnee or be personally liable for all oosts, expenses and damages or dcl'iclenoie,. 
The Ouarantorn shall ensure that the Tenant &hall dtlivet all of the documents· requu;e<I to transfer 
the license in escrow to Postemak, Blaokfteln & Luna .. or alleh other party as Ll!lldlord 
designates. As further security for the Tenants performance undor the Lea,e, the Tenant hereby 
agree, as follows: 

(I) Tern1nt agrees that It shall deliver to Landlortl 60 dayi prlor to the 
Commencement Date, an agreement by Capital Funding Group, whloh cannot be 
amended excapt by an a8f=ent in writlng signed by Landlord, Tenant and Capltal 
Funding Oro11p, in the form at1aQbed hereto a& BxWb!t 7,l(a) or otherwise approved by 
Landlord and Landl<mi's leooen In Uielr reasonable dlscretlon, wherein and whe.reby 
Capital Funding Group agrees to alfow Tenant to draw doVlll on its Credit Line eech 
month so as to enable Capital Funding Group to pay dh10Ctly to Landlord the sUIU of 
$506,096.50 per month ,;:ommencing the Commencement Date and on eaclJ dlly Fixed 
Rent is ciuo under !lie Lesse f<Jf the following ! I mo1l!h,;, 

(il) TenllOl agrees that It shaU deliver 60 days prior to the anticipated 
Commencement Date either (l) an Ull¢0ndillonal Letter of Cn,dlt, in aooord1111oe with 
the Letrer of Credit Agreement Mtaohed hereto aa Bxlu1,lt 7.!(b) (which shall be 
executed slmultancou1lly herewith), in tho amount of $3,700,000, or (ii) $3,700,000 In 
cash ("Swu:\ty Depooit") to secure the full ,and timely payment and perfonnanoe of 
Tenant's obligations under this Lease, Tenant's failure to dellver the Letter of Credit or 
timely pay to Landlord the SeQUrity Deposit shall be deemed a Lease Default by 
Tenant. Landlord may retain the Se0l1.!ity l>eposit in such accounts as Landlord elects 
in !Is sole discretion and LandlOtd may commingle the Secwity ·neposil with other 
funds of Landlord or its affiliates, Tenllllt shall have no tight to any interest on the 
funds comprising the Security Deposit that it delivers to Landlord, 

(iii) Si;ty days prior to the ant!o!paled Commencement Date, the fundi in 
the controlled aooount number - in Jl'Morgnn Chuo Bmk, N.A. (the 
''llank") In the amount not les~1000 shall be delivered by T.enant to 
Landlord and released by Tenant to Landlord to be held as an addl!lonlll Security 
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Deposit .by Landlord. The .Jetter to Bank implementing .the Tem\nt's obligations 
pursuant to the preceding sentence, attached hereto as Exhibit 7.l(c), whict, shall be 
held in escrow by Posternak, Blankstcin & Lund, shall be delivered by it to the Bank 
sixty days prior to the anticipated Commencement Date upon notice from Landlord. 

(b) Tbe tenn "Letter of Credit" shall meim un irrevocable, unconditional, 
transferable, clean sight draft letter of credit in favor of Landlord ir1 fonn and content reasonably 
satisfactory to Landlord and entitling Landlord to draw thereon without the payment of any feeo 
or charges in New York, New York, issned by a domestic banking institution or lhe U.S. agency 
or branch of a foreign banking institution; provided, that such banking institution has a long tenn 
senior unsecured debt obligation rating of at least "AA" by S&P. The Letter of Credit shall have 
an expiration date of the date that ls the first anniversary of the date hereof. The Letter of Cre~lit 
shall provide that it shall be deemed automatically renewed (without amendment) for 
consecutive periods of one year each thereafter during the Term unless the issuing bank sends 
written notice to Landlord and Tenant by certified mail, return receipt requested, not less than 
thirty (30) days preceding the then expiration date of lhe Letter of Credit that it elects not to have 
such Letter of Credit renewed. If such notice ls sent, then at least twenty (20) days prior to the 
expiration of the Letter of Credit (and each subsequent or replacement Letter of Credit), Tenant 
shall deliver to Landlord a new Letter of Credit in the same amount and a failure to do so shall 
entitle Landlord to draw upon the existing Letter of Credit' and to receive the proceeds therefrom 
and hold such proceeds as a cash Security Depos/t pu1'suant to this Section 7, 1 pending delivery 
of a new Letter of Credit. 

(c) Upon a Lease Default, Landlord shall have the right, but not the 
obligation, in Landlord's sole and absolute discretion, to draw upon the Security Deposit and/or 
Letter of Credit and apply some or all of 1he ftinds to remedy such default or occurrence and to 
compensate Landlord for any loss or damage mulling therefrom, without prejudii:e to any other 
rights 01• remedies of Landlord under this Lease or nt law or in equity, Upon any such 
application by Landlord, Tenant shall promptly deposit with Landlord llIJ amount in cash eqanl to 
the amount from the Security Deposit so utilized by Landlord. L!lndlord shall at all times have, 
as security hereunder, Letter of Credit and cash Security Deposit in the arnoums stated in Section 
7, 1/a}. Upon the termination or expiration of this LeruJe, as long as Tenant has performed all of 
its obligations pursuant to this Lease and no Lease Default has occurred which ls continuing, the 
remaining amount of the Security Deposit shall be returned or reflUlded to Tenant, without 
interest, subject in all events to Landlord's iightto apply the Security D9posit as provided herein. 

(d) Upon the occurrence of a Lease Default, Landlord may use, apply or retain 
the whole or any part· of the Security Deposit or draw under a Letter of Credit to the extent 
required for the payment of any Rent or any otl1er sums as to which Tenant is in default or for 
any sum which Landlord may expend or may be required to expend by reason of Tenant's 
default in respect of any of the tenns, covenants and conditions of this Lease, including, but not 
limited to, any damages or deficiency in the reletting of all or any po1tion of tl1e Leased 
Premises, whether such damages or deficiency accrue before or after summary proceedings or 
other re-entry by Landlord. If Landlord shall so use, op ply or retain the whole or any part of the 
Security Deposit, Tenant shall upon demand immediately deposit with Landlord a sum equal to 
the omount so used, applied or retained. Jn the event of any sale or financing of Landlord's 
lnt\\fest In the Leased Premises, Lnndlo1tl shall have the right to assign its h1terests in the 
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Security Deposit lo the transferee, assignee or mo1tgngee, as the case may be, Md if Land.lord 
has given notice to Tenant of !he assignment of Landlord's interest in the Security Deposit and if 
a.ssig1we or transferee of the Security Deposit has accepted liability for !he Security Deposit, 
Landlord shnll thereupon be released by Tenant from all liability for the return or payment 
thereof; and Tenant shall look solely to the new landlord or mortgagee for the return or payment 
of the same. Tenant shall not assign or encumber or attempt to assign or encumber the Security 
Deposit and neither Landlord, nor its successors oi· assigns, shall be bound by any such 
assignment, encumbranc~, attempted assignment or attempted encumbrance, 

Section 7.2 Access to Lea3ed Premises. Tenant shall pe1mit Landlord, 
Mortgagee and their age1Us lo enter upon the Leased Premises at all reasonable times during 
ordinary business hours nnd upon at least twenty-four (24) hours advance m·al notice (except that 
in the case of emergency, Landlord may enter at any time and without prior notice) to inspect 
and examine the Lensed Premise.s, to perfonn repairs as to Landlord's Work pursuant to Section 
5.1, and to Inspect and copy any operating manuals, procedure& manuals, training manuals, and 
other books and records concerning unemployment, workers' compensation, insurance, tax, and 
any other business issues pertaining to the Leased Premises (snbJect to applicable laws m1d 
regulations governing patient confidentialiLy and privacy and the confidentiality of medical 
records) and 1111y Jnfonnation necessary for audit relating 10 cost reimbursement, collections, 
general finruicial matters, litigation, inquiries and related activities (all may be necessary in 
connection with the Lease or the Leased Premises or ,my matters relating to periods prior to the 
Commencement Date). Any access by Landlord to patient records or medical records shall be 
strictly govemed by Laws governing patient confidentiality and privacy and the confidentiallty 
of medical records 1111d all appropriate consents and/or waivets from residents or their gunrdi211s 
or representatives shall have been obtained before access to such records shall be granted. 
Landlord shall make reasonable efforts not to materially interfere with or materially disrupt 
Tenant's business and use and enjoyment of the Leased Premises during any such Inspection or 
examination. Landlord shall nlso have .the right but not the obligation to conduct a physical 
inspectio11 of the Facility and from time to time and within ninety (90) days prior to the 
expirntion of the Term or earlier termination of the Lease, upon twenty-four (24) hours advance 
oral notice. If Landlord reasonably determines based mt this inspectlon that the Facility, or nny 
portion of the Facility, requires repairs or maintenance so that the condition of the Facility is in 
compliance with 1his Lease and all Laws, then within thirty (30) days of notification by 
Landlord, Ten1111t shall commence maldng said repairs and diligently pw-sue such repairs to 
completion. Should Tenant fail to do so, within seven (7) days of notification by Landlord, 
Tenllllt shall pay to Landlord a deposit of funds in an amount equal to Lw1dlord's reasonable 
estimate of the costs of such repairs or maintenance, which funds shall be released to Tenant 
from time to time during tlie progress of such repairs and maintenance based on submission by 
Tenant of evidence reasoimbly satisfactory to Landlord that such work is complete and all costs 
and expenses incurred lo date have been paid in full. Tenant and Landlord acknowledge that the 
operations of the Facility and its maintenance are the sole and absolute responsibllity of Ten1111t, 
Landlord shall have no liabilities or obligations with respect to the Facility, including no 
liabilities or obligations w:ith respect to inspections of the Facility or the failure by Landlord to 
inspect the Facility. 

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this in this Lease, Landlord and 
Tenant agree ihat all infonnation, records and data collected or maintained regarding Facility 
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residents shall be confidential. Landlord, Tenant, and their respective employees and agents 
shall muinrnln the confidentiality of all Facility resident infonnation received in accordance wlth 
applicable New York and federal laws, including the Health Insurance Portability and 
Accountability Act of 1996 (Public Law 104-91) and the regufotions issued in connection 
therewith (collectively, "I:IIet.b"). No employee or agent of Landlord or Tenant shall discuss, 
transmit or narrate in any manner the Facility resident hifonnatlon of a personal, medical, or 
other nature except as a necessary prut of providing services to the 1·esident, effectuating a 
transfer of the Facility's assets, or otherwise fulfilling its obligations under thi., Lease or under 
lnw. The obligations under this Section 7.2 shall survive the termination of this Leas~. whether 
by re~cission or otl1erwise. 

Section 7.3 Changes in Llcensure and Certification Status. As of the 
Commencement Date, Tenant represents ruJd warrants that the number of beds llcensed or 
certified for the Facility is one hundred sixty (160). Tenant shall not increase or decrease the 
licensed or certified number of beds, or change the Hce.nse or certification tl1ereof, without the 
consent of Landlord, which consent may be withheld in Landlord's sole and absolute discretion; 
Tenant may i11crease the number of licensed or certified beds of the Facility upon thirty (30) days 
prior written notice to Landlord, but without the prlor written consent of Landlord, If' required, 
Tenant shall not increase the number of beds without (he consent of the Comtnissionel' and/or the 
DOH and Tenant agree.s to retum to Landlord \lpon the expil'ation of !lie Lease, the Leased 
Premises. Should Tenant increase the number of licensed beds at the Facility, the Fixed Rent 
payable for the Facility shall be increased proportionately for such additional beds. In no event 
shall the Fixed Rent be reduced in -the event thti number of Licensed Beds at the Facility is 
reduced. Landlord and Tenant acknowledge that the Leased Premises are, and at all tunes under 
the Term of this Lease are, the sole and absolute property of Landlord. Upon any termination of 
this Lease or any Lease Default by Tenant he1'eunder (which breach or default is not cur.ed within 
any applicable grace period), and subject to the appmval of the DOH, Landlord shall have the 
right to cause the Facility's licenses to be reissued in Landlord's name or in the name of 
Landlord's designee upon application therefor to, and the receipt of approval from, the DOH and 
to further have the right to have any and all Medicare, Medicaid and any otlier provider and/or 
third party payor agreements issued in Landlord' a name or in the name of Landlord's designee. 
In the· event Landlord exercises its rights pursuant to this Section 7,3, Tenant and Guaranto1·s 
shall cooperate with Landlord in trat1sferrh1g the aforementioned items to Landlord's numc or for 
the benelit of Landlord or"" Landlord may direct pursuant to the terms of this Lease. 

Section 7.4 Reporting and Other Obligations, 

(a) During the Term, Tenant shall and shall cause all Subtenants, 
sub-subtenants and any operators of the Facility to provide (without duplication) Landlord and 
Mortgagor with the fpllowing reports, statements, and inspections: 

(i) Annual Budget. Within 60 days prior to the projected Substantial 
Completion Date, and no later than thirty (30) days prior to the end of each calendar year 
thereafter, Tenant shall submit to Landlord an annual budget (each an "Annual Budget") 
covering the operations of and proposed capital expenditures to be made with respect to the 
Facility for the next calendar year (or the remainder of the current calendar year, in tl1e case of 
the initial Annual Budget). 
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(A) Capital Expenditures. The Annual Budget shali include a capital 
budget (tlie "Capital Budget") outlining a program of capital expenditures as may be required 
by Laws, nny lender to Landlord, or Tenant's reaBonable business judgment during the next 
calendar year (or the remrunder of the current calendar year, in the case of the inltial Capltal 
Budget), in which each proposed capital expenditure wlll be designated as either mfilldatory, 
ltighly recommended or desirable. Tenant shall be responsible for designating as a "mandatory 
capital expenditure" any expenditure which, if not made would, · in Tenant's reasonable 
judgment: (a) cause the Facility to lose or put at risk its License; (b) place at risk the safety of a 
patient or resident or employee of the Facility; (c) cause the ineligibility of the Facility under any 
third party payor progrnm applicable to the Facility; (d) cause the issmmce of a fonnal notice that 
any of the operating licenses for the Facility or any substantial portion of the Facility will be 
revoked or suspended or qualified in any materlal adverse respect; or (e) subject Landlord or 
Tenant to criminal prosecution. Teuaut shall make rlurlng the calendar year, or calendar quarter 
for which they are budgeted, all capital expenditures approved by Landlord. On and after the 
Commencement Date, Tenant shall expend at least Five Hundred Twenty-Three Dollars 
($523.00) per bed per anmun for capital expenditt1res at the Facility, including amounts 
expended to cOmJ;>IY with the licensure and other expenditures required by aoy Governmental 
Authority or such other amounts as may be required by Mortgagee from time to time. If 
Mortgagee requires Landlord to deposit sums for capital expendimres1 replacements and/or 
refurbishments relating lo furniture, fixtures, equipment and/or improvements to the Facility, 
then Tenant shall pay to Landlord, as Additional Rent hereunder, all reserve or escrow amounts, 
sums and/or deposits which Landlord is required to pay to such Mortgagee with respect to such 
capital expenditures, replacements and/or refurbishments. Tenfillt shall pay any nnd all of such 
amounts and sums to or as directed by Landlord as Additional Rent hereunder together with each 
payment of Fixed Rent hereunder. Tenfillt acknowledges that as of the date hereof, Mortgagee 
requires a monthly deposit of Five Hundred Twenty-Three Dollars ($523.00) per bed with 
respect to the Facility. In the event ~1at such deposits are made by Tenant hereunder, Landlord 
shall use its reasonable efforts, subject to the teims and conditions of the loan agreements with 
Mortgagee, to obtal!l disbursements of such funds to be used for the payment of or 
reimburseme.nt for the costs of such capital expenditures, replacements and/or refurbishments. 

(B) Qperatjng Budget. The Annual Budget shall include an operating 
budget (the "Operating Budget'') setting forth an estimate of operating revenues and expenses 
for the Facility for the next calendar year (or the remainder of the current calendar year, in the 
case of the initial Operating Budget), together with an explanation of anticipated changes m the 
Facility. Tenant shall ·provide to Landlord upon written request such other repo1ts, including a 
cost comparison report, and nil appropriate Medicare and Medicaid reports, as may be required 
undet" these programs, as are normally provided by Tenant to the owners of other similar 
rehabilitation hospitals, psychiatrlc hospitals, and skilled nursing facilities leased by Tenant. 

(ii) Financial Reporting. Tenant will keep and maintain or wiU cause to 
be kept and maintained on a calendar year basis, ln accordance with GAAP, proper and accurate 
books, records and accounts reflecting all of the financial affairs of Tenant and all items of 
Income and expense in connection with the operation on an individual basis of the Facility. 
Notwithstanding the foregoing, Tenant's interim unaudited financial statements shall be prepared 
in accordance OAAP for interim financial Information, but may not include all information CJr 

notes required by GAAP for a complete set of flna11cial statements; such financial statements 
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shall include all adjustments and reclassifications of a nonnal recun-ing nature considered 
necessary for a fair and compa!'able presentation; all such interim financifl! stateme11ts shall be 
read in conjunction with most recent audited financial statements. Landlord and Mongagee shall 
have the right from time to time at all times during normal business hours upon reasonable notice 
to examine such books, record.I and accout1ts at the office of Tenant or any other Person 
maintaining such books, records and accounts and 10 make such copies or extracts thereof as 
Landlord and/or Mortgagee shall desire. After the occurrence of a Lease Default, Tenant shall 
pay any costs and expenses incurred by Landlord and/or. Mortgagee to examine Tenant's 
accounting records with respect to the Facility, as Landlord and/or Mo1tgagee shall reasonably 
detennlne to be necessary or appropriate in the protection of Landlord and/or Mortgagee's 
interest. 

(iii)Tenant, at lts ell:pense, shall submit to Landlord and, upon Landlord's 
request to Mortgagee, as soon as available, and in any event (A) within thiny (30) days after 
each cslendar month's end, unaudited mo11thly financial statements (which include income 
statements, balance sheets, statements of cash flows, occupancy and payor miJi:es) of Tenant for 
the month then-ended and year to date, prepared on a basis consistent with the annual statements; 
monthly census ,md revenue information Qf the Facllity as of the end of such month and year to 
date in sufficient detail to show by patient-mill: and revenue-mix (i.e., private, Medicare,· 
Medicaid and V.A, and managed cate (by program)) the average mortthly census of the Facility 
and year to date; an aged accounts receivable report from the Facility in sufficient de\•dl to show 
amounts due from each class of patient-mix by the account age classifications of 30 days, 6(j 
days, 90 d~ys, 120 days, and over 120 days; (B) within forty-five (45) days after the end of ench 
calendar quruter, unaudited quarterly financial statements (which i.11cludc income statements, 
balance sheets, statements of cash flows, occupancy and payor '!llltes) of Tenant for the quarter 
then-ended, prepared on a basis consistent with the annual statements; quarterly census and 
revenue info1mation of the Facility as of the end of such quarter in sufficient detail to show by 
patient-mix and revenue-mix (I.e., private, Medicare, Medicaid and V.A. and managed care (by 
program)) the average quarterly census of the Facility; (C) no later than J20 <lays ,µter the end of 
each calendar year of Tenant, audited rumual financial statements of Tenant, pr~parnd by an 
i11dependent certified public accounting firm reasonably aoceptable to Landlord, prepared in 
accordance with generally accepted accounting principles, with an unqualified opinion, and 
including a balance shoe!, a statement of income and expenses for the year then ended, a 
statements of ca.~h flow, and a schedule audited by such independent ce11ified public accountant 
reconciling Tenant's, net operating income to net cash flow, which shall itemize all adjustments 
made to net operating income to arrive nt net cash flow deemed material by such Independent 
certified public accoumant. 

(iv) Each financial report provided by Tenant shall reconcile and show 
variances between the actual experience Incurred during each such reporting period with respect 
to each metric to the metric shown on the Operating Budget and Capital Budget for such period. 

(v) Tenant, at its expense, shall submlt to Landlord and, upon Landlord's 
request to Mortgagee, any other reports and certificates reasonably requested by Landlord or 
Mortgagee from time to time, 
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(vi) In addition, Tenant shall prepare and deliver to Landlord, and upon 
regue/lt or jf required by Landlord's then existing Mo1tgagce, to Mortgagee, a Written report 
providing an operational overview of significant events and circumstances at the Facility during 
the prior month, d11ring the first six months of the Tenn and then quarterly thereafter, Including, 
but not llmited to, clinical events, employee relations an<l staffing matters and provide such other 
information "1l Mortgagee may reqilire from time to time. Tenant shall provide Landlord, and 
upon request or if required by Landlord's then existing Mortgagee, to Mortgagee, with a copy of 
all. federal income tax returns of Tenant and lts Subtenants within fifteen (15) days afier filing 
thereof. Whenever pract/cnble, all reports shall be delivered to Landlord electronically in a 
fonnat usable by Landlord. 

(b) All unaudited financial reports from Tenant shall include au Officer's 
Certificate certifying that such financial statements present fairly the financial condition and the 
results of the operations of Tenant and the properties being reported upon and that such financial 
statements have been prepared in accordance with the Tenant's customary accounting 
procedures, The Officer's Certificate accompruiying the annual audited financial statements of 
Tenant shall also include a statement that they have been prepared in accordance with GAAP 
and whether there exists an event or circumstance which constitutes a default or nn event of 
default under the Lease, the nature thereof, the period of time It h"1l existed, and the action then 
being tuken to remedy the same, 

(c) Tenant shall furnish Landlord and Mortgagee, within five (5) days of 
the receipt by Tenant, any and all notices (regardless of form) from any Health Care Autho1ity 
that Tenant's license, Medicare or Medicaid certification, or VA or other governmental program 
participation is being, or could be revoked or suspended, that action is pending, being considered 
or being taken to revoke or suspend the 'l'en,mt's license or certification or to fine or penalize the 
Tenant, or that action is pending, being considered, or being taken, to discontinue, suspend, 
deny, decrease or recoup 1111y payments due, made or coming due to Tenant or r~lated to Ille 
operation of the Facility ot'her than ln the ordinary course of ,business 1•elaied to billing 
adjustments, 

(d) Tenant shall fumislt Landlord and MortgQgee, within two (2) days of 
lhe receipt by Tenant, any and all notices (regardless of form) from any Governmental Authori1¥ 
or third party p~yor (i) alleging that the Facility has three or more deficiency(ies) of a scope and 
severity of "G" or hire, or one or more deficiency(ies) of a scope and severity of "J" or higl,er, 
(ii) alleging that the residents of the Facility are i11 jeopardy, (iii) freezing admissions to the 
Facility or (iv) denying reimbursement for any class of residents by any third party payor. 

(e) Tenan1 shall fumlsh Landlord 1111d Mot1gagee, within two (2) days of 
the sending or receipt by Tenant of any communication copies thereof, including a plan of 
correction, with respect to the matters referenced in Section 7.4(d). 

(f) Tenant shall file all required reports, including without limitation, 
Medicare or Medicaid cost reports, on or prior to the dale such reporl.'l are due (such due date to 
include approved regulato1y extensions allowed by the applicable Governmental Authority for 
the filing of such reports) and shall fi.unlsh Landlord and Mortgagee, within thirty (30) days of 
the date of filing, a complete and accurate copy of the annual Medicare or Medicaid cost report 
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for Tenant, which will be prepared by Tenant and accompanied by an Officer's Certificate of 
Tenant certifying as of the date thereof that such report is accurate, complete and not misleading, 
and promptly fumish Landlord and Mortgagee any amendments filed with respe(;t to such reports 
and all notices, responses, audit reports or inquiries with respect to such reports. 

(g) Tenant shall f-umish Landlord and Mortgagee, within thirty (30) days 
of the receipt by Tenant, the annual Medicaid and Medicare provider agreement(s) and the 
annual Medicaid imd Medicare reimbursement rate sheets for the Facility. 

(h) Tenant shall furnish Landlord and Mortgagee, within ten (10) days of 
receipt but at least five (S) days prior to the earliest date on which Tenant is required to talce any 
action with respect thereto 01· would suffer any adverse consequence, a copy of any Medicare, 
Medicaid or other licensing or accreditation or rating agency or entity survey, report, warning 
letter, or notice, and any statement of deficiencies, and within !he time period required by the 
particular agency for furnishing a plan of correction also furnish or cause to be furnished to 
Landlord and Mortgagee a copy of the plan of correction generated from such survey, report, 
warning letter, or notice to Tenant and any subsequent correspondence related thereto, and 
correct or cause to be corrected any deficiency, the curing of which is a condition of continued 
licensure or of full participation in Medicare or Medicaid or a care program offered by an 
insurance company, managed care company, or other third-party payor by the date required f~r 
cure by such agency or entity (plus extensions granted by such agency or entity). 

(i) Tenant shall furnish L!\11dlord and Mortgagee, within ten (I 0) days of 
receipt by Tenant, any other notices or charges issued relating to the non-compliance by Tenant 
with any Governmental Authority, insurance company, managed care company, or orher 
third-party payor laws, regulations, requirements, licenses, pennits, certificates, authorizations or 
approvals, but only such matters which could reasonably be expected to have a material adverse 
effect on the financial condition of such Person or the operation of the Facility. 

(I) Tenant shall furnish Landlord and Mortgagee, within ten (10) days of 
rnceipt by Tenant, any new, revised nr amended Medicare or Medicaid reimbursement rate 
sheets which may be issued subseq11ent to the annual reimbursement rate sheets. 

(k) Tenant shall notify Landlord within five (5) days of any condition or 
event that constitutes a breach of any term, condition, warranty, representation or provision of 
this Lease or any other agreement between Landlord or its Affiliates and any Tenant, any 
Guarantor or any of their Affiliates, and of any adverse change In the financial condition of nny 
Tenant, any Guara:ntor or any Afflliate of any Tenant or uny Guarantor and of any Event of 
Default. Additionally, Tenant shall notify Landlord within seven (7) days aftel' receipt of a11y 
formal or informal written notice or advice from its insurance carrier, reinsurance provider, 
accountants, actuary, any Governmental Authority, or any third party payor program provider of 
any actual, pending, threatened or contemplated increase in Tenant's reserves for ~xpenses 
relating to malpractice or professional liability claims or any material increase in the premium 
costs for malpractice or profesiional Iiability insurance. 

(I) To the extent perfo1111ed, Tenant shall t\Jmish Landlord and 
Mortgagee, a copy of written external consultant reports (including environmental, operations, 
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quality assurance, physical plant, property inspection, etc.) .(which shall be delivered, promptly 
upon receipt from the consultant). 

(m) 
filed by Tenant, 

Tenant shall furnish Landlord and Mortgagee, a copy of cost reports as 

(n) Any supporting documents or data requested by Landlord in connection 
with the items in this ,Section 7.4. 

(o) Within 10 days of event of any of the following, Tenant shall deliver 
to Landlord, notice of: 

(i) any rate appeal brought before any Oovemmental Authority or any 
administrator of any third party payor program or referral source; 

(ii) any reimbursement appeals or recoupment claims made or contests 
p~ndlng or threatened as a ~esult of any audits by any third party payor; and 

(iii) any claim, requirement or demand (excluding all claims, requirements, 
and demands, If any, that have been waived) of nny Governmental Authority, third party payor or 
insurance body or carrier having or clalmi11g any licensing, ce1tifyirtg, supervising, evaluating or 
accrediting authority over the Leased Premises to rework or redesign the Leased Premises, its 
professional staff or its professional services, procedures o,· prnctices iu any material respect or 
to make any of the Leased Premises conform to or comply with a legal requirement. 

(p} The receipt by Landlord of ai1y reports, statements, financial information, 
surveys or otherwise from Tenant or its Affiliates shall not in any way Impose any obljgation or 
liability upon Landlord to act or take any action upon any information, facts or circumstances 
which may be disclosOd or shown therein and Landlord shall have no liability for its failure to act 
thereon or as a result thereof. 

(q) Financial Covenants, Tenant covenants and agrees to the following, as 
may be amended time to time as required by Landlord's 1st or 2nd Mortgagee: 

(i) Commencing the third fuJJ quarter of the Term Tenant's Cun-ent Rntio 
shall not be Jess than 1. l to 1.0, The term "Cul'rent Ratio" means the cu1Tent assets of Tenant 
divided by the curre11t liabilities of Tenant determined in accordauce with GAAP. 

(ii) For each quarter of the Lease Term commencing tl1e third full quarter 
following the Commencement Date, Tenant's Lease Coverage Ratio shall be not less than 1.25 to 
1.0. 

(iii) For each quarter of the Lease Term commencing the second full 
quarter following the Commencement Date, the Facility shall have achieved the EBITDAR 
bepcbmarks as described on Schedule 7.4, attached hereto. The tenn "EBITDA:R" is defined in 
Scliedule 7.4, 
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Section 7.5 Payment in the Ordinary Course. Tenant shall pay in full: 
(a) prior in each case to the date when penalties would attach, all Impositions (except only those 
so long as and to the extent that the same shall be contested in good faith by appropriate and 
timely proceedings and for which adequate 1·eserves have been established in accordance with 
GAAP}, provided that (i) Landlord has given lts prior written consent to s11cb contest, which 
consent shall not be umeasonably withheld or delayed) for which Tenant may bo or become 
Hable; (ii) no Lease Default has occurred and remains uncured, (iii) such proceeding· shall 
suspend the collection of such Impositions or the Impositions shall have been paid, (Iv) such 
proceeding shall be permitted under and be conducted in accordance with the provisions of any 
other instrument to which Tenant is subject and shrul not constitute a default thereunder, (v) no 
part of or interest in the Leased Premises will be in danger of being sold, forfeited, tenninated, 
cancefod or lost, (vi) Tenant shall have furnished such security as may be required in the 
proceeding, or as may be requested by Landlord OJ' Mortgagee, to insure the payment of any such 
Impositions, together with all interest and penalties thereon, which shall not be less than 125% of 
the unpaid Impositions being contested and (vii) Tenant shall promptly upon fmal detennilllltion 
thereof pay the amoum of such Impositions, together with all costs, interest and penalties; (b) all 
of Tenant's wage obligations to Tenant's employees in compliance with the Fair Labor 
Standards Act (29 U.S.C. § § 206-207) or any comparable pl'ovisions under federal, state or local 
law: (c) all obligations owed in connection with any claim, demand or notice of any overpayment 
received from Medica..e, Medicaid or other third party payer; and (d) all of Tenant's obligations 
callli1g for the payment of money (except only those so long as and to the extent that the same 
shall be contested in good faith and for which adequate reserves have been established in 
accordance with GAAP, provided that Landlord has given its prior- written consent to such 
contest, which consent shall not be Uill'easonably withheld or delayed) before ouch payment 
becomes overdue. 

Section 7 .6 Security Agl'eement, In order to secure the payment and 
perfotmance of all of Te11ant's obligations under this Lease and all of Tenant's obligations to 
Landlo,·d, and all and all other documents contemplated the1'eby, Tenant hereby grants to 
Landlord a first priority security interest in and lien upon, all of the assets of Tenant including, 
without limllation, (i) all trade fixtures, equipment, furniture, merchandise, inventory and other 
personal property located from time to time in or upon the Leased Premises (including the 
proceeds thereof), and (ii) to the follest extent permitted by applicable law, all accounts, accounts 
receivable, licenses, certifications, certlficntea, accreditations, approvals, permits, variances, 
waivers, provider agreements, certificates of need, and other authorizations issued to or held by 
Tenant with respect to the operation of the Facility skilled nurning facility and Tenant's interest 
in and riglits under all third· party payor provider agreements with respect to the Facility (the 
items listed in clauses (i) and (ii), together with the proceeds of same, are collectively, 
"Collateral"). The security interest granted to Landlord with respect to Tenant's· tangible 
personal property is intended to be subordinate to any purchase money security interest or capital 
lease on any of Tenant's tangible personal property provided that Tenant !las notified Landlord 
of the creation of such security interest or capital lease prior to the creation thereof and L,u1dlord 
has approved same. Landlord agrees to subordinate its lien on Tenant's accounts receivable in 
favor of Tenant's accounts receivable lender, which shall be a nationally recognized nursing 
home accounts ·receivable lender wlth experience acceptable to .HUD or Mortgagee on at least 20 
nursing homes, securing tip to a $2,000,000.00 account$ receivable loan, provided such le11der 
enters into an lntercreditor agreemeJ1t reasonably acceptable to Mortgagee and Landlord, Should 
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Mortgagee require a subordination of the priority of tandlord 's security interest in the Collateral, 
tandlord and Tenant shall execute such documents as Mortgagee may request to subordinate 
Landlord's lien to the Mo1tgagee's security interest in the collateral. In addition, Tenant's 
members shall grant to Landlord a first lien pledge (subject to the following sentence) of the 
membership interests of Te11ant. To the extent required by Tenant's accounts receivable lender, 
Landlord agrees to subordinate its Hen on Tenant's membership interests to a liei1 in favor of 
such lender securing up to a $2,000,000.00 accounts receivable loan: provided su·ch lender 
enters into an intercreditor agreement reasonably acceptable to Mongngee and Landlord. On or 
before the Commencement Date, Tenant shall provide Landlord wfth a detailed list and 
description of all the Collateral. Upon a Lease Default by Tenant, Landlord shall have all the 
rights and remedies of a secured party under th~ laws of the State of New York, Tenant, as 
debtor, shall cause to be executed (if appropriate or necessary) and delivered to Landlord, as the 
secured party, upon execution of this Lease by Tenant, UCC· 1 Financing StatemeJ1ts in proper 
form, and thereafter, from time to time, deliver to Landlord such extensions ,md/or \lpdates of 
such financing statements as are required for the purpose of perfecti.11g and maintaining the 
priority of the secu,ity interest granted to Landlord herein, and to perfonn any other acts 
reasonably necessary to t11e perfection of such security interest. Tenant and Tenant's members 
consent to Landlord's p1·eparation of and the filing of such financing statements by Landlord and 
agrees that the provisions of tbfa Section 7.6 shal! constitute a security agreement for the 
purposes contemplated hereby. The security interest granted by this Section 7.6 shall be in 
addition to any lien of Landlord that may now or at any time hereafter be provided by law, In 
the event Landlord exercises its remedies to foreclose the security interest created under this 
Section 7,6, or elsewhere in tbis Lease, Tenant shall cooperate with Lnndlord in transferring all 
of the aforementioned items promptly as requested by Llllldlord in Landlord's or its designee's 
name or for the benefit of Landlord. Tenant covenants and agrees that it ·~hall not sell, move, 
surrender, cancel, modify, transfer, assign, relocate, pledge, grant a security interest in, convey or 
in any other manner encumber any assets of Tenant including, withot1t limitation, the personal 
prope1iy, the certificate of need approval or any of the licensed or Medicare· and/or Medicaid· 
certified bed~ at the Facility, or any licenses for the Facility, pr attempt at any time to do same, 
except as expressly provided hereunder and with the written consent of Landlord. This Section 
1§ and Landlord's rights and remedies hereunder shall smvive the termination of the Lease. 

Section 7.7 Workjng Cap.llJll. As of the Effective Date, Tenant shall have and maintain 
until the Commencement Date in accounts, acceptable to Landlord in its sole and complete 
discretion, an amount of funds equal to the greater of ("Working Capital") (i) any debt service 
reserve required by Mortgagee, (ii) the aggregate negative net operating income of Tenant for the 
period of months from the Commencement Date to the first day of the first two month period in 
which aggregate net income from operations exceeds zero, all as reflected in tlie projections 
attached hereto as Schedule 7.7 ("Cash Requirement"); for the purpose of this calculation net 
operating income shall be determined on a cash basis, and (iii) 4.5 million dollars. Working 
Capital shall riot include any accounts or reserves established to satisfy the requirements of 
Section 7,l(a) (!) and (H). From and after the Commencement Date, the Working Capital, 
subject to any reqnirement of the Mortgagee, may be used by Tenant only to fund the Cash 
Requirement. 

7 ,8 Refinance. Tenant shall fully cooperate wlth Landlord in its efforts to Refinance 
from time to time, including without limitation, providing all infol'mation and executing all 
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documents required by Landlord or its lender(s). On and after each Refinance Date the Fixed 
Rent for each twelve month period shall equal the sum of the amounts provided for in ~Jauses (a) 
through (e): (a) the annual debt service payments (principal, interest, and mortgage insurance 
premiums, if any) that Landlord is required to pay to Lender pursuant to the first Mortgage (the 
"Mortgage Debt"), plus such additional amounts as Landlord may be required to pay under any 
of the Loan Documents with respect lo tax, :insurance and other reserve requirements and/or 
payment obligations; (b) the annual aggreg11te debt service payments or prefon:ed equity 
payments that the Landlord is required to pay pursuant to 1he Junlor Debt (or replacement 
thereof) (with the Mo11gage Debt, the "New Debt Service"); plus such additional amounts as 
Landlord may be required to pay under any of the Loan Documents with respect to tax, insurance 
and other reserve requirements and/or payment obligations under the Junior Debt (or 
replacement thereof); (c) an annual amount equal to $1,390,115; (d) an additional amount of 
$250,000 per year prior to the fourth year of the Tenn; $350,000 per year during Lease Years 4 
and 5; and $400,000.00 per Lease Year thereafter until the end of the Term, including all 
Extension Tenns; and (e) an additional amount equal to one-half of the amoun1 that (i) a sum 
eqnal to the last l 2 months interest payment on the original M01tgage and Junior Debt exceeds 
(ii) New Debt Service. 

ARTICLE YID 

PERSONAL PROPERTY 

Section 8.1 Landlord's Personal Pro!lil11X, Upon the expiration or tennination of 
this Lease, Tenant shall leave all personal property -leased to Tenant hereunder, as repaired, 
rebuilr, replaced, restored, altered or added to as pennitred or required by provisions of this 
Lease, in or on the Leased Premises, except for ordinary wear and tear. Any and all restorations, 
alterations or replacements of, or repairs, reconstructions or addi\ioos to, the personal property at 
the Facility made by Tenant shall become part of Landlord's peisonal prope1ty, and any and all 
security interests (except i!l favor of Landlo.rd) in Tenant's personal property and financing 
statements shall be cleared, tenninated and/.or released to the satisfaction of Landlord at Tenant's 
expense, Tenant sliall pay off in full the remaining payments due on all personal property leased 
by Teuimt and such personal property shall becnme part of Landlord's personal property and 
financing statements shall be cleared, terminated and/or released to the satisfaction of Landlord 
at Tenant's expense. Any of Tenant's software, sofLware licenses, proprietary information, and 
policies, and prncedures of Ten!\Jlt ("Retained Assets") shall not become part of Landlord's 
personal prnperty e){cept in the event of the tennination of this Lease as a result of a Lease 
Default, in which case the Retained Assets shall become the personal pl'Operty of Landlord; 
provided, however, upon request of Landlord, in consideration of a payment by Landlord or its 
designee of Ten Dollars ($10.00) and any applicable lease, rent, or license fees owed to any thitd 
parties during the Transition Period (hereinafter defined), Tenant shall license Landlord or its 
designee(s) (at Tenant's cost with no mark-up) to utilize the Retained Assets for a period of one 
hundred twenty (120) days (the "Transition Period") in connection with the transition of 
operations from T1:,nant and Landlord's new operator(s). To the extent Tenant or any S1;1btennnts 
are obligated under license agreements mth third party vendors supplying software (and/or 
computer hardware whicl1 Tenant does not own or lease) to such Tenant, Tenant shall use its beGt 
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effotts to arrange for Landlord or Landlord to enter into licensing agreements with such third 
patty vendors to rulow Landlord or its designee to utilize such software and computer hardware 
supplied by such third party vendors for the duration of the Transition Period. 

Section 8.2 ,,.Tenant's Retained As§i,ts. At the termination of the Lease,.Landlord 
shall have the right to purcha1e all or a portion of Tenant's Retained Assets located at tl1e 
Facility at the lower of its fair tnarkBt xalue or book value. To the extent any of Tenant's 
Retained Assets is subject to n license, Landlord shall have the right but not the obligation to 
assume some or all of such license Landlord's sole cost and expense and at no additional liability 
to Tenant, 

ARTICLE IX 

INDEMNIFICATION 

Section 9,1 Tenant's Indemnification (a) During the Term of this Lease and after 
the sunender of the Leased Premises in accordance wlfh Section 5,5 of this Lease, Tenant shall 
protect, defend (at Landlord's request), indemnify and hold hannless Landlord, Landlord's 
members, managers, officers, owners, directors, employees, agents, rept·esentatives, and 
Mortgagee and their respective agems, executors, heirs, representatives and assigns, and any 
entity providing finallcing which is secured by the Leased Premises (cQllectively the 
"Landlo1·d's lndemnitees"}, from and against any claims, losses, costs, penalties, damages, 
charges ruid/or expenses (including reasonable attorneys' and consultants' fees and expenses) 
imposed or resulting from, arising out of or attributable in who\e or in pru1 to any of the 
following: (i) any violation of any Law, order of Govemmental Authority, whether occasioned 
by the intentional act, omission, or negligence of Tenant or those holding under Tenant, (ii) any 
accident or other occurre11ce on or about the LeMed Premises on or after the Commencement 
Date causing inj11ry to any person or property whomsoever or whatsoever, including but not 
limited to patient care claims or elder abuse, (iii) any failure of Tenant in any respect to comply 
with or perform any term, conditio11, covenant, req11irement and/or provision of this Lease, or a 
breach of this Lease by Tenant, including, but not limited to, a breach of any of Tenant's 
representations and warranties under Section 19,l of this Lease, (iv) in ru1y way relating to 
Tenant's use, operation and/or maintenance of the Facility (including, without limitation, third
party claims, whether by the State of New York, the United States, private insurers, private 
parties, for recoupment, false claims, or any other claims, assumption of and use by Tenant of 
Landlord's permits, varlruices, waivers, and certificate of need approval or its possession of the 
.Leased Premises and/or (v} any liability under Section 20,14. The indemnity provided for 
herein shall survive the expiration of this Lease or the surrender of the Leased Premises for the 
period of the relevant statute of limitations. 

(b) Any amounts which become payable by Tenant under this Article IX shall 
be paid within ten (10) days after liability therefor Is determined by litigation or otherwise, and if 
not timely paid shall bear interest at the Prime Rate plus 5% (the "Overdue Rate") from the date 
of such detennination to the date of payment. Tenant, at its sole cost and expense, shall contest, 
l'esist and defe11d any such claim, action or proceeding asserted or instituted against LlUldlord or 
may compromise or otherwise dispose of the srun~ as Tenant sees flt providecl that Landlord 
receives a full and complete release with respect to such claim, action or proceeding, /!.ny legal 
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counsel selected by Tenant to defend Landlord shall be reasonably satist'ac!ory to Landlord. All 
indemnification covenauts are inte.11ded to apply to losses, damages, injuries, claltns, costs, 
penalties, charges and/or expenses (including reasonable attorneys' and consultants' fees and 
expenses) incurred directly or indirectly by the indemnified paities and tl1elr property, as well as 
by the indemnifying party ;ir third party, a11d their property. For purposes of this Article JX, a11y 
acts or omissions of Tenant, or by employees, agents, assignees, contractors, subcontractors or 
others acting for o.r on behalf of Tena11t (whether or not they are negligent, intentional, willful or 
unlawful), shall be strictly attributable to Tenant. It is understood and agreed that payment shall 
not be a condition precedent .to enforcement of the foregoing indemnification obligations. The 
"Prime Rate" shall mean on any date, a rate equal to the annual rate on such date publicly 
announced by Citibank, N.A., as its prime, base or reference rate. Such rate need not be the 
lowest rate charged by Citibank, N.A. If Citibank, N.A. discontinues its use of such prime, base 
or reference rate or ceases to exist, Landlord shall designate the prime, base or reference rate of 
another state or federally chartered bank with offices in New York, N.Y. to be used for the 
purpose of calculatlng the Prime Rate hereunder. 

ARTlCLEX 

USE OF LEASED PREMISES 

Section 10.1 Compliru1ce with Laws <ind Regu)ationi., Tenant shall use the 
Leased Premises solely as a licensed Medicare- and Medicaid-certified skilled nursing facility 
with at least the number of licensed and certified beds exis1ing at the Facility on the 
Commencement Date, and for no other pui-pose (the ''Intended Use"). On or before the 
Commencement. Date, Tenant shall have acquil"ed, and thereafter Tenant shall maintain all 
licenses, certificates, accreditations, approvals, pennits, va:rla11ces, waivers, provider agreements 
and other authorizations needed to operate the Leased Premises as a licensed, Medicare and 
Medicaid certified skilled nursing facility. Tenant hereby covenants, warra11ts and represents to 
Landlord that as of the Commencement Date and throughout the Tenn; (a) Tenant (and any 
subtenant, operator or manager of Tenant) shall be, and shall continue to be val.idly licensed and 
Medicare and Medicaid certified to opexare a skilled nursing facility ln accordance with the 
applicable rules and regulations of the DOH, feder!!l governmental authorities and accrediting 
bodies, including, but not limited to, the United States Depat1ment of Health and Hnman 
Services ("DHHS"}, C1'4S, and tbe DOH; (b) Tenant (and any subtenant, operator or manager of 
Tenant) shall be, and shall conthmc, to be, certified by and the holder of valid provider 
agreements with Medicare and Medicaid issued by DHHS, DOH and/ol' CMS and shall remain 
so certified and shall remain such a holder in connection with its operation of the Leased 
Premises as a licensed and ,Medicare end Medicaid certified skilled nursing facility; (c) Tenant 
(and any subtenant, operator or manager of Tenant) shall be, and shall continue to be in 
compliance wi1h and shall remain in compliance with all applicable Law~ with regard to the 
operation of the Facility, including, without limitation, compliance under Laws governing patient 
confidentiality and privacy and the confidentiality of medical records; (d) Tenant (and MY 
subtenant, operator or manager of Tena11t) shall operate the Facility in a manner consistent with 
high quality skilled nursing services and sound reimbursement principles under the Medicare and 
Medicaid programs and as required un.der Laws; and (e) Tenant (and any subtenant, operator or 
manager of Tenarit) shall not abandon, terminate, vacate or fail to renew any licenses, 
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certifications, accreditations, ce1tificates, approvals, permits, variances, waivers 1 provider 
11greeme11ts or any other authorization which relates to the operation of the skillea nursing 
facility business or otl1er permitted operations on the Leased Premises or ln any way commit any 
act which wi.ll or may cause any such licenses, certifications, accreditations, certificates, 
approvals, permits, variances, waivers, provider agreements or other authorization to be revoked 
by any Governmentnl Authori~y or accrediting body having jurisdiction thereof. 

Section 10.2 No Waste, Tenant shall not commit or suffer to be oornmitted any 
waste on the Leased Premises nor shall Te11ant cause or pennit any nuisance thereon. 

Section 10,3 Hazardous Materials and Hru;!)l'dous Waste. (a) Tenant shall not 
place or hold 1111y Hazardous Materials on or at. the Leased Premises, excepl as is necessal'y for 
the ord!na:i·y course of its business as a skilled nursing facility in compliance with SectiOll 10,1. 
If Tenant's busines.1 requires the use of any Hazardous Materials, other than such cleaning 
materials as aJ'e typically found in skilled n11rsing facilities in compliance with Section 10,1, 
Tenant shall notify Landlord in writing and shall comply with hazard comm11nication and 
notification requirements of the Or"'upational Safety and Health Act ("OSHA") and all Laws 
which require notification of employees, the community or any governmental agency of the 
hazru:dous properties of such Hazardous Materials. For purposes of this Lease, "Hazardous 
Materials" means a11d includes any hazardous substance defined as such in OSHA, the 
Comprehensive Brivfronmentol Response, Compensation, and Liability Act ("CERCLA"), the 
Toxic Substances Control Act ("TSCA"), or any other fedCl'al, state or local statute, law, 
ordinance, code, rule, regulation, order or decree regulating, relating to, or imposing liability or 
standards of conduct concerning, any lta2ardous substance or material, as now or at any time 
hereafter in effect. 

(c) Tenant shall not cause or allow any asbestos or any asbestos qontaining 
materials to be incorporated into any improvements or alterations which it makes or causes to be 
made. on or to the Leased Premises. TenS11i shall obtain and maintain O&M Programs for the 
Facility is if the Facility is detennined to contain asbestos or asbestos contall1ing matetials and 
upon Landlord's request, shall furnish copies of same to Landlord, Mm1gagee or their 
designee(s). · 

(d) Tenant shall not place, hold pr dispose of any Hazardous Waste on, under or 
at the Leased P1·emise, except as specifically allowed in this Section 10.3, Tenant further ~gree, 
that it shall not use the Leased Premises as a treatment, storage, or disposal (whethe1· pennanent 
or temporary) facility for Hazardous Waste. If Tenant, in the ordinary course of its business as a 
skilled nursing facility generates Hazardous Waste, then Tenant shal! comply with all applicable 
federal, state and local laws, statutes, ordiimnces, codes, rules, regula1fons, orders or decre-0a 
relating to the appropriate use, storage, transportation and disposal of Ha2ardous Waste. For the 
purposes of this Lease, "Hazardous Waste" means and includes any hazan;lous material that haa 
entered the wnste stream or any contaminant or pollutant as defined as such in tlte Resource 
Conservation and Recovery Act, CERCLA, as amended, any so"called "Superfund" or 
"Superlien" law, the TSCA, or any other Law, relating to or imposing liability or standards of 
conduct concerning, any hazardous, toxic or dangerous waste. Tenant further agrees that it shall 
properly disposo in accordance with Laws of all "infectious waste" such M laboratory waste, 
pathological waste, blood specimens or prbducts, patient or resident waste including, without 
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limitation, bandages R!ld disposable gowns, sharp waste and RilY mate,ial generated by tl1e 
production or testing of biologica1 agents, lmmediately upon receipt of aoy Environmental 
Notice (as hereinafter defined) from any Person, Tenant s1iall deliver to Landlord a true, correct 
and complete copy·of same. "Environmental Notice" shall mean any note, notice, or report of 
any suit, proceeding, investigation, order, consent order, injunction, writ, award, or action related 
to or affecting or indicating the trea1ment, storage, handling, disposal, generation, spill, release or 
discharge of any Hazardous Waste or Hazardous Materials in upon, under, from or affecting the 
Leased Premises. All of the te1ms, covenants, warranties and indenmiflcations contained in this 
Section 10,3 shall survive the expiration or termination of this Lease. 

(e) Without. in any way limiting Tenant's obligation to indemnify Landlord and 
Lamllord's lndemnitees under Section 9.1 of this Lease, Tenant shall indemnify, defend (at 
Landlord's request) and hold harmless Landlord and Landlord's lndemnitees from and against 
any claims, losses, costs, damages or expenses of any and every kind whatsoever (including 
roasonable attorney's fees and expenses and consultarit's and expert's fees and e~penses) which 
at any time or from time to time may be paid, incurred or suffered by, or asserted against 
Landlord end/or Landlord's lndemnitees for, with respect to, or as a direct or indirect result of: 
(a) a breach by Tenant of the cove11ants set forth in Section 10.3 or, (b) caused, permitted or 
allowed by Tenant or eny agent, employee, invitee, or licensee of Tenant, the presence on or 
under, or the escape, seepage, leakage, spillage, dischnrge, emission, or release from, onto, or 
Into 1he Leased Premises, the aunosphere, or any watercourse, body of water, or groundwater, of 
any Hazardous Material (including, without limitation, any losses, liabilities, damages, injuries, 
costs, expenses or claims asserted or arising under CERCLA, as amended, any so-called 
"Superfund" or "Superlicn" law, or any othe1· Law, relating lo or imposing liability or standards 
of conduct conceming, any Hazardous Material) ocourring from and after the Conunencement 
Date; and the provisions of and undertakings and Indemnification set out in this Sectionrn 
shall SUl'Vive the termination of thls Lease, and shall continue to be the peraonal liability, 
obligation and indenmification of Tenant, binding upon Tenant, forever. If required by 
Mortgagee, Tenant shall enter into an agreement to indemnify, defond and hold hannless 
Mortgagee with respect to matters contained in this Section 10,3. and other similar matters 
pursuant to a form of agreement reasonably acceptable to Mortgagee, In no event however shall 
Tenant have any liability to Landlord or Landlord's lndemnitees for Hazardous Materials located 
at or under the Leased Pn:mises prior to the Commencement Date or for the reme<!Jation of 
same. 

(t) If Tenant or its employees, agems, or contractors violate the proYisions of 
this Section lQ.3, then, in addition to any other duty or obligation of Tenant hereunder, at law or 
in equity, Tenant shall be obligated to clean up, remove, alld dispose of the material causing the 
violation, in compliance with 11.!l applicable environmental laws and repair any damage to and 
remediate the Leased Premises within such period of time as may ]:>e reasonable under the 
circumstances after written notice by Landlord; provided that such work shall commence no later 
tl1an thirty (30) days from the date of such notice and be diligenUy and continuously ean·ied to 
completion by Tenant or Tenant's designated contrnctors. Tenen! shall notify Landlord of its 
method, time and procedure for any clean-up, remediation or removal of material causing the 
violation under this provision, am! Landlord shall have the right t-0 require reasonabie changes in 
such method, time or procedure, 
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(g) Landlord reserves the right from time to time, but not more than once a year, 
except in the event of an emergency or durfog the occurrence and continuation of an unmired 
Lease Defaul1 during the Term hereof, at Landlord's cost and expense (except that, in the event 
of a continuing ru,d uncured Lease Def11ult, at Tenant's sole cost and expense), to have the 
Leased Premises inspected by environmental engineers and/or specialists for the purpose of 
detelmining compliance by Tenant with any environmental laws, rules and regulations ~pplicuble 
lo Tenant's operations in or about the Leased Premises and with the tenns and conditions of this 
Lease dealing with environmental matters, including without limitation, the provisions of this 
Section 10,3,. If the environmental assessment or report resulting from such inspection discloses 
any non-compliance witl) Laws, Tenant shall Immediately, following receipt of the 
environmental assessment, take all such steps as are necessary to put the Leased Premises into 
compliance, including without limitation, cleaning up any spllls or other emissions of Hazardous 
Wastes or Hazardous Materials, and reimburse Landlord for the costs of its inspection. 

(h) Upon the expiration of the Term, or the earlier te1mination thereof, subject 
to the last sentence of Section 10.3(d) above, Tenant shall forthwith remove all Hazardous 
Materials and Hazardous Waste from the Leased Premises or any portion thereof in accordance 
with applicable Law. Landlord shall have the right to inspect the Leased Premises with regard to 
the management and dispo•al of Hnzal'dous Materials and HazardouR Waste at ull reasonable 
times during the Tem1. 

ARTICLE XI 

DAMAGE OR DESTRUCTION 

Section 11.1 Dii.mage or Destrnctioo, Tenant sliall immediately notify Landlord 
of any casualty, fire, damage, destruction or injury ("Casualty") affecting the Facility, including 
a description of the Casualty, and whether the Casualty is such as to cause the Leased Premises 
to be unsuitable, in whole or in part, for th~ Intended Use . Tenant shall proceed witl1 rellsouable 
diligence to repair or reconstruct the Leased Premises and Tenant shall be Hable for any costs of 
repair or replacement to the Leased Premises, whether or not such Casualty, or the costs of 
repairing such Casualty, are fully covered by the proceeds of Tem111t's insurance required to be 
carried hereunder. If such Casualty renders the Facllity unsuitable for the pu1pose of this Le11Be 
and if Landlord's Mortgagee so requires, Landlord, upon notice to Tenant, Landlord may 
te1minate this Lease and Landlord ru,d Tenant shall be released from any further liability 
hereunder thereafter accruing with respect to the Facility, except that Tenant shall be responsible 
and shall pay L!indlord an amount equal to the difference between tile fair nmket value of the 
Leased Premises immediately prior to such Casualty md the proceeds of Tenant's insurance to 
the extent such difference results from Tenant's breach of Article VI. Notwithstanding tho 

·foregoing, if Landlord's obligations to its Mortgagee have been satisfied in full 11nd .the DOH 
approves and agrees to reimburse the costs of rebuilding the Facility, Landlord shall not so 
terminate this Lease with respect to the Facility, and Ten!lllt shall repair or reconstruct the Leased 
Premises in substlllltlally the same condition as just prior to the incident with the proceeds of the 
property casualty insurance carried by Tenant, as required hereunder (if not otherwise paid to the 
Mortgagee), and/or with funds of Tenant. Regardless of any Casualty, except as provided above, 
thfs Lease shall continue in full force and effect without any abatement of Rent, and Tenant shall 
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not be entitled to surrender possession of the Leased Premises as a result of such casualty. 
Landlord's receipt of Rent from Tenant's rental interruption insurance shall be credited against 
Rent payments due from Tenant hereunder, If Tenant fails to commence sue!, repair or 
reconstruction within thirty (30) days of the Cas11alty1 Landlord shall have the option, subject to 
the approval of the DOH if required by Laws, to either terminate this Lease upon written notice 
to Tenant or repair and reconstruct the Leased Premises 111 substantially the same condition just 
prior to the incident and costs and e~penses incurred as a result thereof shall be deemed 
Additional Rent hereunder and shall be payable to .Landlord by Tenant, upon demand. Upon 
payment of all such sums demanded by Landlord, Tenant may re-enter and resume possession of 
the Leased Premises pursuant to the terms of this Lease, All insurance proceeds coll~cted under 
the Policies shall be paid to Landlord, and made available to Tenant to pay for or reimburse 
Tenant for the costs and expenses for such repairs and reconstruction subject to the terms, 
conditions and provisions of any mortgage or other loan documents encumbering tlie Leased 
Premises, If Mortgagee does not make the insurance proceeds available to Landlord, then 
Landlord may terminate this Lease upon thhty (30) days' notice to Tenant, and Landlord ru1d 
Tenru1t shall be released from any further liability hereunder thel'eaf\er accruing with respect to 
the Facility, except that Tenant shall be responsible and shall pay Landlord an amount equal to 
the difference between the fair market value of the Leased Premises immediately prior to such 
Casualty and the proceeds of Tenant's insurance. 

Section 11.2 Precedence of Rights of Mortgagee, All provisions contained in 
the Joan documents between Landlord and Mortgagee, or any other document in connection 
therewith which concern 01· pertaui to the restoration of the Leased Premises, the application of 
insurance proceeds and any and all matters concerning a casualty, shall talce precedence over and 
be in lieu of any contrnry provision provide~ for in this Lease, and in all respects a1'e binding 
upon Tenant who agrees to and aclmowledges the same. 

Section 11.3 Tenant hereby waives the provisions of Section 227 of the Real 
Property Law of the State of New Yo1k nnd acknowledges that the terms of this Attlcle XI shall 
govern in lieu thereof. 

ARTICLE XII 

EMINENT DOMAIN 

Section 12.1 Eminent Domnhl. (a) ln the event that all or substantially all of the 
Leased Premises, or such portion of the Real Property which renders the balance of the Facilicy 
unsuitable for the purpose of this Lease, shall be taken by condemnation or right of eminent 
domain, this Lease shall terminate as of the day the taking authority takes possession of the 
Leased Premises, and Landlord and Tenant shall be released from any further liability hereunder 
thereafter accruing with respect to the Facility, except as otherwise expressly provided in this 
Lease. In the event only a portion (and less than substantially all) of the Leased Premises is 
taken by condemnation or right of eminent domain and the portion so taken does not render the 
balance of the Leased Premises unsuitable for the purposes of this Lease, as detenhined by 
Landlord, this Lease shall not terminate. In such an event, Tenant shall restore the Leased 
Premises with reasonable diligence with its OW!! funds and with the proceeds of any award from 
the applicable public or quasi-public autl1ority, or private corporation or individual having the 
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power of condemnatlon ("Award·") to an architectural unit as nearly like its condition prior to 
6Uch taking as shall be practicable. Notwitl1sta11ding anything to rhe contrary herein, this 
Sectlgn 12, l(a) is subject to the tenns, conditions nnd provisions of any mortgage and other loan 
documents encumbering the Leased Premises. 

(i) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in Sectioi112.l(ru, 
Landlord may cancel this Lease with M further liability tc Tenant, in the event that following a 
taking by condemnation 01· right of eminent domain, Mortgagee elects to require Landlord to 
repay the mortgage 011 the Leased Premises. 

G) Tenant shall not be entitled to any part of any award or settlement of 
damages representing the value of land and bulldings appropriated, the value of this Lease or any 
estate therein, or damage to the residue of the Leased Premises or other property of Landlord; it 
being agreed as between Landlord and Tenant any snch award shall be the sole property of 
Landlord. No appropriation of part or all of the Leased Premises or cancellation of this Lease 
pursuant to this Article XII shall be deemed an eviction of Tenant or u breach of any covenants 
of Landlord hereunder, 

ARTICLE XIII 

NOTICES 

Section 13,1 Notices. All notices, consents, approvals and requests req11ired or 
pennitted hereunder shall be given in writing and shall be effective for all purposes if (a) hand 
delivered or sent by (b) certified or registered United States mail, postage prepaid, retnrn receipt 
requested or (c) Federal Express or other nationally recognized ovemight next business day 
courier service at such other address and Person as shall be designated from time to time by any 
party hereto, as the case may be, in a notice to the other parties hereto in the manner provided for 
in this Section 13,l): 

2305449v5/17057·6 

If to Tenant: 

HBLSNP,LLC 
1280 Albany Post Road 
Croton-on-Hudson, New York 10520 

with a cwv to: 
Michelman & Robinson 
800 Third Avenue, 24th Floor 
New York, NY 10022 
Attn; :Mark Zafrili, Esq. 
Telephone: Zl 2.730,7700 

If to Landlorc!.; 
White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC, 
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2 Bourbon Street ,Suite 200 
Peabody, Ma 01960 

with a copy to; 
Gerald J. Billow, Esq. 
Postemak Blanksteln & Lund LLP 
800 Boylston Street, Suite 3200 
Boston, Massachusetts 02199 

-and-

HowardFenstennan, Esq. 
Abrams Fensterman 
1111 Marcus Avenue 
Lake Success, New York 11042 

RECEIVED NYSCEF: 09/18/2020 

The effective date of such notices shaU be as follows: (a) upon delivery or rofusnl 
of delivery ;r sent by personal delivery, (b) two (2) Business Days after mailing (or upon actual 
receipt, if earlier), if sent by certified or registered mail, (o) one (1) Business Dny after deposit 
wi1h the courJer for next business day delivery, if sent by overnigl1t courier. The tenn "Business 
Day" means any day other than (i) a Saturday or a Sunday, and (ii) a day on which federally 
insured depository institutions in New York, New York are authol'ized or obligated by law, 
regulation, govemtT\ental decree or executive order to be closed. 

Section 13.2 Notices to Mortgagee, (a) Tenant hereby agrees, upon request of 
Mortgagee, to give to Mortgagee copies of all notices given by Tenant of default by Landlord 
1mdcr this Lease at the. same time and in the same manner as, and whenever, Tenant shall give 
any such notice of default to Landlord. Such Mortgagee shall have the right to remedy any 
default under this Lease, or lo cause any default of Landlord under this Lease to be remedied, 
nnd for such purpose Tenant hereby grru1ts such Mortgagee such period of time as may be 
reasonable to enable such Mortgagee to remedy, or cause to be remedied, any such default in 
addition to the period given to Landlord for remedying, or causing to be remedied, any such 
default which is a default. Tenant shall accept performance by such Mortgagee of any term, 
covenant, condition or agreement to be performed by Landlord under the Lease with the same 
force and effect .as thougl1 performed by Landlord, No de:fault by Landlord under the Lease shall 
exist or shail be deemed to exist (I) as long as such Mortgagee, in good faith, shall have 
commenced to cure such default and shall be prosecuting the same to completion with reasonable 
diligence, subject to Force Majeure, or (il) if possession of the Leased Premises is required in 
order to cure such default, or if such default is not susceptible of being cured by sucli Mortgagee, 
as long as such Mortgagee, iu good faith, shall have notified Tenant that such Mortgagee intends 
to institute proceedings under the mortgage and, thereafter, as long as such proceedings shall 
have been lnstituted and shall prosecute the same with reasonable diligence and, after having 
obtained possession, prosecutes the cw:e to completion with reasonable diligence. Thls Lease 
shall not be assigned by Tenant or modified, amended or terminated without Mortgagee's prior 
written consent in each instance, which consent shall not be 1mreasonably withheld or delayed. 
In the event of the lermiilation of this Lease by reason of any default thereunder or for any other 
reason whatsoever except the expiration thereof, upon such Mortgagee's written request, given 
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within thirty (30) days after any such tennination, Tenant, within fifteen (15) days afier receipt 
of such request, shall execute Hnd deliver to such Mortgagee or its designee or nominee a new 
lease of the Leased Premises for the remainder of the Tenn of the Lease upon, at a minimum, all 
of the terms, covenants and conditions of this Lease. Neither such Mortgagee or its designee or 
nominee shall become liable under this Lease unless and until such Mortgagee or !ts designee or 
nominee becomes, and then only for so long us such Mortgagee 01· its designee or nomillee 
remains, the fee owner of the Leased l'remises or the owner of the leasehold interest of Landlord 
under this Lease. Such Mortgagee shall have the right, without Tenant's consent, to, as the case 
may be, foreclose its mortgage or to accept a deed in lieu of foreclosure of such mortgage. 

(b) 1n tl,e event of any act or omission of Landlord which would give Tenant 
the right, immediately or after lapse of a period of time, to cancel or terminate this Lease, or to 
claim a partial or f:()tal eviction, Tenant shall not exercise such right (i) until it has given written 
notice of suoh act or omission to Mortgagee, and (ii) wiless such act or omission shall be one 
which is not capable of being remedied by Landlord or s11ch Mortgagee within a reasonable 
period of time, until a reasonable period for remedying such act or omission shall have elapsed 
following the giving of such notice and following the time when auch Mortgagee s),all have 
b<lcome entitled under its loan documents with Landlord in connection tl1erewith, as the case 
may be, to remedy the same (which reasonable period shall in no event be less than the period to 
which Landlord would be entitled under this Lease ot' otherwise, after similar notice, to effect 
such remedy). 

ARTICLE XIV 

QUIET ENJOYMENT 

Section 14.1 Quiet Enjoyment.Landlord covenants, warrants and represents to 
Tenant that, provided no Lease Default exists under this Lease, Tenant sliall ut all times during 
the Tenn pe~ceably and q\lietly have, hold, occupy and enjoy the Leased Fremises, subject to the 
terms and conditions of this Lease, without any hindrance, interference or molestation by 
La11dlord or by, u11der or through Landlord. 

ARTICLE XV 

SUBLETTING AND ASSIGNMENT 

Section l 5.1 Subletting and Assj8lJlllilli1 (a) Tenant shall not, without the prior 
written consent of Landlord, which consent may be withheld in the Landlord's sole aud absolute 
discretion (and, ifrequired by law, without the prior written conient of the Commissioner, which 
consent may be withheld in the Commissioner's sole and absolllte discretion), transfer .or assign 
this Lease or Tenant's intetest in the Leased Premises 01• any part thereof or S\\blease all or any 
part of the Leased Premises. In all events of assignment, transfers or subletting, the prior 
approval of the DOH shall be required. Tenant shall not at any time, without the prior written 
consent of Landlord, which consent may be withheld or given in the sole ruid absolute discretion 
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of Landlord, pledge, mortgage, or hypothecate the leasehold estate hereby created or any interest 
of Tenant therein. The Issuance of or a transfer or series Qf transfers (including transfers caused 
by mergers, acquisitions ot· consolidations of any direct or indirect interests in the equity 
ownerahlp interests in Tenant or any subtenant aggregating to forty•nine percent (49%) or more 
of the stock, membership or ownership interest in Tenant or any subtenant shaJI constitute an 
assignment for purposes of this Lease, requiring Landlord's consent thereof; notwithstanding 
anything to the contrary, any change in the management or co11trol of Tenant such that Lizer 
Josefovic does not control all of the decisions of Tenant shall constitute an assignment for 
purposes of this Lease, requiring Landlord's consent thereof. Notwithstanding anything to the 
contrary, the issuance of or a transfer or •eries of transfers (including transfers caused by 
mergers, acquisitions or consolidations of any direct or indirect Interests in the equity ownership 
interests in Tenant or any sttbtennnt resulting in the aggregate interest of Lizer Josefovic, Marc 
Neuman, and their spouse or issue, or a trust for their b.enefit, equaling less than seventy-five 
percent (75%) of the stock, membership or ownership interest in Tenant or any subtenant to any 
person or entity shall constitute an assignment for purposes of this Lease, requfrlng Landlord's 
consent thereof; provided that any assignment by Lizer Josefovic to Joseph Josefovic tnade after 
five years after the Commencement date shall not be unreasonably denied by Lllndlord taking 
into account, among other things, the experience, perfonnance record, and finnncinl strength of 
Joseph Josefovic. The consent by Landlord to any transfer shall not constitute consent to any 
subsequent transfer or to lilly successive transfer. Fur1her, subject to the provisions of 
Secti9n 2.2. and without in any way limiting or otherwise affecting the provisions of this Lease, 
Landlord shall be pe1mitted t<l assign this Lease and all agreements, duties, obligations and rights 
incidental thereto to any entity related to, or affiliated with Landlord, without any consent from 
Tenant. The term "transfer" shall mean any direct or indirect sale, conveyance, transfer, lease 
(ihcluding any amendment, extension, modification, waiver or renewal thereof), sublease, sub
sublease, assignment, mortgage, pledge, grant of a security interest or hypothecation, whether by 
operation of law or otherwise, whether voluntary or not, of or ill (i) all or part of the Leased 
Premises (including any legal or beneficial direct or indirect interest therein) or (ii) any direct or 
indirect interest in Tenant. Notwithstanding anything to tl1e contrary contained herein, Tenant 
may assign this Lease to, or enter into a sublease with, or transfer interests in an entity 
comprising Tenant to, an affiliate under common control with Tenant, or owned by Lizer 
Josefovic, Marc Neuman, or their spouse or issue, or a Trust for their benefit, without Landlord's 
consent, provided (x) Landlord is given thirty (30) days prior written notice of such" intended 
transfer, assignment or sublease with copies of the organizational documents of the assign11ee, 
transforre~ or sublessee, (y) after such transfer, assignment or sublease, Lizer Josefovic controls 
all of the decisions of the assignnee, transferree or sublessee, and (z) all required consents from, 
the Mo11gagee, the DOH nnd/or the Commissioner (if required), have been obtained by Tenant. 
Notwithstanding the foregoing and any other provision contained herein to the contrary, no 
transfer or series of transfers of legal, economic, beneficial or equitable (direct or indirect) 
interest in the Lease or in Tenant's membership interest that requires DOH's consent shall occur 
without the prior wrltten consent of Landlord and DOH. Tenant shall enter into such 
subordination agreements or subordination, non-disturbance agreements ("SNDAs'~ ns 
Mortgagee may request from time to time, 

Section 15.2 A.ttomment ancl Related Matters. Any sublease shall be expressly 
subject and subordinate to alf applicable tenns and conditions of this Lease and provide that 
upon the expiration or earlier termination of this Lease, Landlord, nt its option and without any 
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obligation to do so, may require any subtenant to attom to Landlord, lts successors and assigns, 
in whicll event Landlord shall unde1take the obligations of Tenant, under st1ch sublease from the 
time of the exercise of such option to the termination of such sublease; provided, however, that 
ln such case Landlord shall not b~ liable for ~ny prepaid rents, fees or other charges or for any 
prepaid security deposits paid by such subtenant to Tenant or for any other prior defaults of 
Tenant under such sublease. In the event that Landlord shall not require such attomment with 
respect to any sublease, then such sublease shall automatically tetminate upon the expiration or 
earlier termination of this Lease, including any early termination by mutt1al agreement of 
Landlord and Tenarit. In addition, any such sublease shall provide that in the event thnt the 
subtenant or other transferee receives a written notice from Landlord stating that a Lease Default 
has occurred or that an event or circumstance has occurred which with notice and/or passage of 
time w.ould conslltute a Lease Pefault, such subtenant or other transferee thereafter shnU without 
further consent or instruction of Tenant pay all rentals accruing under such sublease qirectly to 
Landlord or as Landlord may direct; provided, however, that (a) as and to the extent that the 
amounts so paid to Landlord, together with other amounts paid tu or received by Landlord Oll 

account of this Lease, e~ceed the amounts then due Landlord from Tenant under this Lease, the 
excess shall be promptly remitted to Tenant, and (b) at such time as the Lease Default has been 
cured and this Lease reinstated (if ever), Landlord shall notify and direct the subtenant(s) in 
writing to resume maklng payments of rentals under their sublease(s) directly to Tenant, or as 
Tenant may direct. An)' such rentals collected from such subtenant or other transferee by 
Landlord shall be ct•cdited against the amounts owing by Tenant under this Lease in such 01·der 
of priority as Landlord shall reasonably determine. Furthermore, any sublease or other 
agreement regarding a transfer shall expressly provide that the subtenant, assignee, manager or 
other transferee shall fomish Landlord, its lender, the Mortgagee, if applicable, the HUD 
Mortgagee, and/or the Comrnfasioner, and /or DOH, if applicable, with s.uch financial, 
operational and other information about the Facility and subtenant, etc., as Landlord may request 
from time to time. 

Section 15.3 As.rugnment of SublCllse§. To secure the prompt and foll payment 
by Tenant of the Rent and the faithful performance by Tenant of all the other terms and 
conditions herein contained on its part to be kept and pcrfonned, Tenant hereby assigns, transfers 
and sels over unto Landlord, Sllbject to tlie conditions hereinafter set forth and any required 
consent{s) from DOH, all of Tenant's 1ight, title and interest in and to all permitted subleases, 
assignments, licenses and occupancy agre.ements, to the extent permitted by law, involving the 
·Facility, as set faith on Schedule l 5.3 attached hereto (the "Sublease", und the subtenant under a 
Sublease herein referred to as a "Subtenant") and hereby confers upon Landlord, its agents and 
represe11tatlves, a right of entry (subject to prior notice) in, and sufficient possession of, the 
Leased Premises to permit and insure the collection by Landlord of the renMs and other sums 
payable under the Subleruie, and further agrees that the exercise of said right of entry and 
qualified possession by Landlord shall not constitute an eviction of Tenant from the Leased 
Premises or any portion thereof and that should said right of entry and possession be denied 
Landlord, its agent or representative, Landlord, in the exercise of said right, may use all requisite 
force to gain and enjoy the same without responsibility or liability to Tenant, its servants, 
employees, g11ests or invitees, or any Person whomsoever; provided, however, tliat such 
assignment shall become operative and effective only if (a) a Lease Default shall occur and be 
continuing or (b) this Lease and the Term shall be cancelled or tenninated pursuant to the terms, 
covenants and conditions hereof or (c) there occurs a repossession under a dispossessory warrant 
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or other re-entry or repossession by Lundlord under the provisions hereof or (d) a receiver for all 
or a portion of the Lensed Premises is appointed, and then only as to such of the· subleases that 
Landlord may elect to take over and assume. At any time nnd from time to time within ten (10) 
days after Landlord's written demand, Tenant promptly shall ·deliver to Landlord a schedule of 
all Subleases, setting forth the names of all Subtenants, with a photostatic copy of each of the 
Subleases. Upon request of Landlord, Tenant shall permit Landlord IUld its agents I\IIU 
representatives, and Mortgagee, its agents and representatives, to inspect all Subleases affecting 
the Leased Premis~s. Tenant covenants tliat each Sublease shall provide that tlie S11bte11ant 
thereunder shall be required fmm time to time, upon request of Landlord or Tenant, to execute, 
acknowledge and deliver, to and for the benefit of Landlord, an estoppel certificate confirming 
with respect to such Sublease the infonnation set forth in Section 2QJ.l hereof. 

Section 15.4 Additional Suble!lli.2-fulJJuirementl!, Tenant covenants aµd agrees 
that all Subleases hereafter entered into affecting the Leased Premises shall provide that (a) they 
are subject to this LeASe and that the principals of the Subtenanr acknowledge that they have read 
this Lease a11d accept the terms hereof, (b) the term thereof shall not end less than one (1) day 
prior to th~ Expiration Date heieof, unless Landlord shall consent otherwise, which consent may 
be wi1hheld ill Landlord's sole and absolute discretion, (c) the Subtenants will not do, authorize 
or execute any act, deed or thing whatsoever or fail to take any such action which wlll or may 
cause Tenant to be In violation of any of its obligations under this Lease, (d) the Subtenants will 
not pay rent or other sums tmder the Subleases with Tenant for more than one (1) month in 
advance, (e) the Subtenants shall give to Landlord at the address and otherwise in the maimer 
specified in Section 1;l,1 hereof, a copy of any notice of default by Tenant as the landlord under 
the S.ubleases at the same time as, and whenever, any such notice of default shall be given by tile 
Subtenants to Tenant; and (t) all of the representations, warranties and covenants given by 
Tennnt to Landlord in this Lease, including but not limited to all reporting requirements and 
covenants set forth in Section 7 ,4 above, shall be made and given by each Subtenant for the 
benefit of Landlord, Mortgagee, and their 1'espective successors and flJJsigns. 

. Section 15.5 Transfers ln Bankru11tcy. (a) Ir1 the event of a. transfer 
pursuant to the provisions of Title 11 of the United States Code or any statute of similar puipose 
or nature (the "Bankmptcy Code"), all consideration payable 01· otherwise to be delivered in 
conne<:tion with such trruisfor shall be paid or delivered to Landlord, shall be and remain the 
C)(clusive property of Landlord and shall not constitute property of Tenant or of the estate of 
Tenant within the meaning of the Bnnlcn)ptcy Code. Any consideration constituting Landlord's 
property pursuant to the immediately preceding sentence and not paid or delivered to Landlord 
shall be held in trust for the benefit of Landlord and be promptly paid or delivered to Landlord, 
For purposes of this Section 15,5, the te:rm "consideration" shall meat1 and include money, 
services, property and any other thing of value such as payment of costs, cancellation or 
forgiveness of indebtedness, discounts, rebates, barter mid the like. If uny such consideration ls 
in a form other than cash (such as in kind, equity interests, indebtedness earn-outs, or other 
deferred payments, consulting or management fees, etc,), Landlord shall be e11titled to receive in 
cash the then present fair market value of such consideration. ~f Tenam assumes this Lease a11d 
proposes to assign the same pursuant to the provisions of the Bankruptcy Code to any person or 
entity who shall have made a bona fide offer to accept an assignment of this Lease on terms 
acceptable to Tenant, then notice of such proposed assignment shall be given to Landlord by 
Tenant uo later than fifteen (15) days after receipt of such offer by Tenant, but in any ~vent no 
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later th!Ul ten (10) days prior to the date that Tennnt shall file any application or motion wilh a 
court of competent jurisdiction for authority and approval to enter into such assumption and 
assignment. Such notice shall set forth (a) lhe name and address of the assignee, (b)·all of the 
te,ms and conditions of such offer, and (c) i:he proposal for providing adequate assurance of 
Mure performance by auch person under the Lease, including, without limitation, the assurance 
referred to in Section 365 of the B"ankruptcy Code. Any person or entity to which this Lease is 
assigned pursuant to the provisions of the Baukmptcy Code shall be deemed without further act 
or deed to have assumed all of the obligations arising under this Lease from at1d af1er the date of 
such assignment, Any such assignee shall exe.cute and deliver to Landlord upon d~mand an 
instrnme111 confirming such assumption. 

(b) The term "ade~uate assura11ce of future perfonnance" as used in this Lease 
shall mean (in addition to the assurance, called fot· ht Bankruptcy Code Sectio11365(l)) that any 
proposed assignee shall, among other things, (i) deposit with Landlord 011 the assumption of this 
Lease an amount equnl to the greater of M two (2) times the then montl1ly Fixed Rent and 
Additiolllll Rent or (y) such other amount deemed by the Bankruptcy Court to be reasonably 
necessary for the adequate protection of Landlord under the circnmslances, as security for the 
faithful perfonnance and observance by such assignee of the terms and obligations of this Lease, 
(ii) furnish Landlord with fiMncial .statements of such assignee for the prior three (3) calendar 
years, as finally determined after m1 audit and certified as correct by a certified public 
accountant, which financial statements shall show a net worth at least equal to the amount of the 
deposit refel'enccd 1r1 (i) above, (iii) if detennined by the Bankruptcy Court to be appropriate 
under the clrcumst811ces, grant lo Landlord a secitrity Interest in such property of the proposed 
assignee as Landlord shall deem necessary to secure such assignee's foture perfom1ance tmder 
this Lease, and (iv) provide such other information or take suoh action as Landlord, in its 
reasonable judgment, shnll determine is necessary to provide adequate assurance of the 
perfonnan.ce by such assi1,>nee of its obligations tinder U1e Lease. 

(o) If, at any time after Tenant may have assigned Tenant's interest in this 
Lease in a proceeding of tl1e type described in Section 16.1 {iv) through !Y.ill, this Lease shall be 
disaffinned or rejecled in any proceeding of lhe types described in Section 16.1 (iv) through !Yi.il. 
hereof, or in any similar proceeding, or in the event of tennination of this Lease by reason of any 
such proceeding or by reasoll of lapse of time following notice of termination giver, pursuant to 
Article XVI based upo11 any of the Lease Defaults set f01th in said ~ection 16. l (iy) through !Yi.i)_ 
Tenaut, 11pon request of Landlord given within thirty (30) days next following any such 
disaffinnance, rejection or terminatlon (and actual t101ice thereof to Landlord in the event of a 
disaffirmance or rejection or in the event of tenninntion other than by act of Landlord); shall (a) 
pay to Landlol'd all Rent due and owing by the assignee to Landlord under this Lease to and 
including the date of such dlsaffirmlUlce, rejectlon or tennination, and (b) as "tenant", enter into 
a new lease wilh Landlord for a tenn commencing on the effective date of such ciisaffinnance, 
rejection or te1-mination and ending on the expiration date of the term, unless sooner tel'mi11ated 
as In such lease provided, at the same Fixed Rent and Additional Rent upon the then executo1·y 
lerms, covenants 811d conditions as are contained in this Lease, except that (i) Tenmt's rights 
under the new lease shall be subject to the possessory rights, if any, of the assignee under this 
Lease and the possessory. rights of any person claiming through or under such assignee or by 
virme of any applicable Law, (ii) such new lease shall require ~ll defaults existing under this 
Lease to be cured by Tenant with due diligence, and (iii) such new lease shall require Tenant to 
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pay all R!mt reserved in this Lease which, had thls Lease not been so disaffirmed, rejected or 
termi11ated, would have accrned under tl1e provisions of this Lease after the date of sucl1 
dlsaffbmance, rejection or tennination with respect to any period prior thereto. ff Tenant shall 
default in its obligation to enter into said new lease for a period of ten (10) days next following 
Landlord's request therefor, then in addition to all other rights and remedies by reason of such 
default, either at law or in equity, Landlord shall have the srune rights and remedies against 
Tenant as lf Tenant had entered into such new lease and such new lease l1ad thereafter been 
terminated as of the commencement date thereof by reason of Tenant's default thereunqer. 

Section 15.6 Managemenc Agreement. Tenant agrees and acknowledges that il 
will not enter into any management agreements \Juring the Tenn with regard to the Facility 
except with an entity (i) owned wholly by a an individual principal of Tenant which entity has 
beer, received establishment approval from the New York State Department of Health Public 
Health and Health Planning Council in compliance with 10 NYCRR 600.9(d)(l) and (ii) 
approved by HUD if the Facility is, or is about to be financed by a HUD program, and/or 
Mortgagee. Any such management agreement shall be subordinate to Landlord's rights 
hereunder, to the rights of Mortgagee and to the rights of the Commissioner. Tenant shall cause 
such manager to execL1te such documents as are required by Landlord or Mortgagee or by the 
Commissioner to effect such subordination, 

Section 15. 7 MJ,morandmn of Le~. This Lease shall not be recorded, bllt either 
party may record a memorandum of lease in which shall describe the pru1ies to this Lease, a 
description of lh~ Leased Premises and a recitation of tl1e Term. The party requesting that the 
memorandum of lease be recorded shall prepare and pay all costs of recording the me!J)Orandum 
of lease, and the other party agrees to execute at any and all times such instrnments as may be 
reasonably required for such recording. Upon the expfration or earlier termination of this Lease, 
Landlord may release the memorundum of lease. For this purpose Tenant constitutes md 
appoints Landlord its true and lawful attorney-in-fact with full p<Jw<>r of substitution to execute a 
release of such memoranda in the name of Tenant. Suoh power of attorney shall be deemed to be 
a power coupled with an interest and cannot be revoked, To the extent any transfer tax, 
conveyance tax, excise tax, or similar tax is imposed by any Governmental Authority as a rcs11lt 
of the 1-ecordil1g of such Memorandum of Lease, or is otherwise due and payable a.s to Tenant's 
leasehold interest granted pursuant to tlris Lease, Tenant shall pay same to the applicable 
Governmental Authority. 

ARTICLE XVI 

DEFAULT 

Section 16.1 Default by Tenant and Remedies of Landlord. (a) Tenant shall be 
ln default under this Lease upon the occurrence of any of the fo!lowir1g events referred ,to herein 
individually or collectively as a "Lease ,Default" (any reference to such event occurring or 
involving Tenant shall be deemed to include any such event occurring or involving any of 
Tenant• s Subtenants): 
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(i) 
afler the date when due: 

if Tenant fails to pay any inslnllment of Rent within flve (5) days 

(ii) if Tenant defaults in the prompt and full performance of any other 
of Tenant's covenants, obligations or agl'eeme11ts hereunder which are not specifically 
enumerated herein as a Lease Default and fails to correct such failure within thirty (30) days of 
receipt of written notice from Landlord of such default (unless such default ca11not reasonably be 
cured within thl11y (30) days, in which event such period shall be extended, provided Tenant 
shall have commenced in good faith to cure S\lch default within the first such thit1y (30} day 
period and shall proceed wilh all due diligence to correct such default thereafter but in no event 
more than ninety (90) days of receipt of such written notice); 

{iii) if the leasehold interest of Tenant shall be levied upon under 
execution or be liened or attached and such levy, Hen or attachment is not removed within sixty 
(60) days of the date Tenant receives notice of it; 

(iv) in the event of a filing by or against Tenant of a petition under 
federal or slate law pertaining to bankruptcy or Insolvency or for a reorganization or other relief; 

(v) if Tenant sl1all admit in writing its inability to pay its debts 
generally as they become due; 

(vi) . if Tenant Is adjudicated as bankrupt or a court of competent 
jurisdiction shall enter an order or decree appointing, with or without the consent of Tenant, a 
receiver or trustee of Tenant or of the whole or substantially all of its property; 

creditors; 
(vii) if Tenant makes any general assignment for the benefit of 

(Al if Tenant abandons the Leased Premises or if, except ~6 a result of 
damage, destruction or a partial or complete condemnation, Tenant ceases 
operations of the Facility, or Tenant closes any portion oftl\e Facility; 

(viii) if Tenant receives a state 01· federal 11otice oftenninationoflicense 
or de-certificaiion !llld such notice has not been suspended, extended, withdrawn or terntlnated 
prior to 30 days before the effective date of such termination or decertification by any 
Govemme11tal Authority: 

(ix) if Tenant fails to maintain its qualifications for licensure as 
required by this Lease if failure ·to do so would result in an inability to operate the Facility or 
would result in the appointment of a receiver with respect to the Facility; 

(x) if any transfer or assignment of this Lease or Tenant's 'direct or 
indirect interest therein or a transfer of Tenant's direct or indirect equity ownership interests 
occurs i11 violation of this Lease: 

(xi) if any malpractice aw'l!'d or judgment exceeding auy applicable 
malpractice insurance coverage and any applicable !'mbrella coverage by more than One Million 
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Dollars ($1,000,000.00) shall be rendered against Tenant or any s11btenant, and either 
(A) enforcement proceedings sball liave been commenced by any creditor upon such award or 
judgment 01· (B) such award or judgment shall continue unsatisfied and ill effect for a period of 
sixty (60) consecutive days without a:n insurruwe company reasonably satisfactory to Landlord 
having agreed to fund such award or judgment in a manner rea~onably satisfactory to Landlord, 
or (Cl such award or judgment has been appealed and without a bond havlng been posted to 
cover such amount that ex.ceeds any insurance coverage, and in any case such award or 
judgment shall, in the reasonable opinion of Landlord, have a material adverse affect on the 
ability of Tenant or any subte1iant to operate the Facility; 

(xii) upon the denial, refusal to issue, or Joss of any licenses, certifications, 
certificates, approva1s, ponnits, variances,. waivers, provider agreements and 0U1er authorizations 
necessary or required for Tenant to operate the Facility in accordance with the requirements of 
this Lease; 

(xiii) if any of the representations or wru.tanties made by Tenant under this 
Lease or ru1y subtenant under its Sublease or 1)therwise proves to be untrue when made in any 
material respect; 

(xiv) if any Govcmmental Authority having jw,sdiction over the 
operation of the Facility 1-emoves ten percent (10%) 01· rno:te of the patients or residents who 
reside in the Facility for violations of standards of care; 

(xv) Tenant fails to give Landlord and Mortgagee timely notice or timely 
deliver copies of documents within the times required under Section 7 .4 (c) through (o); 

(xvi) Tenant's receipt of notice of an allegation or detennination of 
"lnunedlate Jeopardy" (as such te1m is customarily used) or equivalent notice from any 
Governmental Authority or officer, acting on behalf tl1ereof relating to the Facility; 

(xvii) Tenant's receipt of notice of the freeze on admission·s or the 
imposition of a denial of payment for new admissions or equivalent notice from any 
Governmental Authority or officer acting on behalf thereof relating to the Facility; 

(xviii) Tenant's breach of lts obligations under Section 3.5 including Tenant's 
failure to execute and deliver to J,andlord within seven days of its request therefore any and all 
documents, certificate 01· agreement required or reasonably requested by Landlord, a Mortgagee, 
Prospective Mortgagee, HUD and/or HUD's Approved Lender 01• the Commissioner, including 
collfitming the subordination required hereunder: 

(xix) Tenant's breach of its oblignlions under Section 15.6 
Management Agreement; 

(xx) Tenant's breach of its obligations under Section 7.6 Sect1rity 
Agreement; 
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(xxi) Tenant falls to notify Landlord within twenty-four (24) hours after 
receipt of any notice from any Govemrne11tal Authority, tenninating or suspending or threatening 
termination or suspension of any material license or certification ,elating to the Facillty; 

(xxii) a default beyond m1y applicable notice and cure periods under any 
Sublease, operating agreement, management agreement or any other materlal agreement relating 
to the Leased Premises or to which Landlord and Tenant nre a pnrty; 

(xxlii) the creation of any indebtedness relating to the Leased Premises 
(other than trade payables which are not more than 30 days past due, not evidenced by a note and 
not in excess of One Million Dollars $1,000,000.00); 

(xxiv) the amendment, modif.ication, restatement, ce,mination or 
cancellation of any material contract relating to the Leased Premlses, including but not limited to 
any Sublease, wl!hout Landlord's prior written consent, which consent shall not be unreasonably 
withheld; 

(xxv) default or breach by Guarantor under the Guaranty beyond the 
expiration of any applicable cure period contained therein; 

(xxvi) failure by Tenant to deposit all or ll1lY po1tion of the Security 
Deposit or Letter of Credit or to replace any portion of the Security Deposit or Letter of Credit 
utilized by Landlord; 

(xxvH) a default or breach of any of the provisions set forth in 
Article XIX; 

(xxvili) Tenant violates any tehn, covenant or condition of Tenant's 
Regulatory Agreement (with respect to a HUD financing) which violation is not cured within 
thirty (30) cluy.~ of wl'itten notice to Tenant; 

(xxix) a default or breach of the provisions set fo1th in Section 7.4(k) or a 
report required by Section 7,4 proves to be untme in any material respect; 

(xxx) any act or omission by 'J'enanl or any Subtenant referenced in 
Section 7.4 that constitutes a default by Landlord under its loan documents with Mortgagee; 

(xxxi) Tenant's failure to meet the covenants provided in Sectim> 7.4 (q) 

(xxxii) the sale or transfer or attempted sale or transfer of all or any 
portion of 1111y certificate of need, bed or unit right or other similar authorization relating to any 
portion of the Facility or the Leased Premises. assignment or subletting in violation of the 
provisions of Section 15.1; 

(xxxiii) the use of any portion of the Premises other tha11 for the Intended 
Use; 
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(xxxiv) the Facility appears on the Special Focus Facility List, or similar 
list established by CMS; 

(xxxv) Tenant fails lo procure the insumnce coYerage, or loss of the 
insurance coverage, required by this Lease; 

(x.xxvi)Tenant enters into any corporate b1tegrity agreement, settlement or 
consent decree, or deferred prosecution agreement with any Governmental Authority; 

(xxxvii) Any Governmental Authority assesses a fine or penalty against, or 
witl1, Tenant that imposes a payment or fine upon Tenant in excess of $75,000; 

(xxxvili) T11e conviction of, or plea of no contest or nolo con1endere 
by, Tenant or any member or beneficial owner of Tenant witli"respect to (l) any felony or (2) any 
misdemeanor that involves any act of fraud, embezzlement, theft or mlsnpproprlation; 

(xxxx) tenant fails m comply with its obligations in Section 
18,l(n) within 10 days after written notice from Landlord; or 

(xxxxi) Tenant or any Subtenant fails or refuses to execute estoppel 
certificate mguired pursuant to Section 20,11, or ofuerwise complying with the requirementa of 
Section 23 within ten (10) days after Tenant's receipt thereof. 

Upon the occurrence of a Lease Default, Landlord, may, if Landlord so elects, upon 
five (5) days written notice of such election, forthwith terminate this Lease and Tenant's right to 
possession of the Leased Premises and, at Landlord's sole and absolute discretion, accelerate the 
payment of all Rent fol" the balance of the Tenn and declare the same presently due and payable 
in full provided, however, that with respect to a Lease Default under Section 16.)(a}(iy). tltls 
Lease shall automatically terminate. In the event of such Lease termination, Tenant shall 
immediately pay Landlol'd the then present value of all such accelerated Rent. Landlord, in 
addition to all other remedies given to Landlord at law or in equity, may by written notice to 
Tenant, without tenninating tliis Lease, cause Tenant to apply to the DOH to imtall n manager 
and/or management consultant and/or a receiver having the necessary approvals from 
Governmental Authorities, of Landlol'd's choice, at Tenant's sole cost and expense or to the 
exient permitted by applicable law, reenter the Leased Premises by summary proceedings or 
otherwise. In any event, upon a Lease Default, Landlord may require Tenant to consent to a so
called "Change of Ownership" and Landlord may dispossess Tenant upon approval of the 
Change of Ownership or Certificate of Need by DOH, it being the understanding that under no 
circumstances is this Lease to be an asset for Tenant's creditors by operntlon oflaw or otherwise. 
In the evet\t of such reentry, Landlord may rclet the Leased Premises without being obligated so 
to do, and in the event of a reletting may apply the Rent therefrom first to the payrnent of 
Landlord's cost and expenses, including consultant and/or expert and attorneys' fees nnd 
expenses incurred by reason of such Lease Default, and the cost md expense of. reletting 
including, but not limited to, repab·s, renovation, or alteration of the Leased Premises and then to 
the amount of Rent and all other sums due ftom pr payable by Tenant hereunder, Tenant 
remaining liable for all other sums due from or payable by Tenant hereunder and for any 
deficiency. :r~nant 8hall also be liable for and indemnify Landlord against all amounts owed to 
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Medicare, Medicaid, all applicable third-party payor programs, third party payors, or residents, 
including, but not limited 10; any overpayments received by Tenant, relating to the Term. Any 
and all such deficiencies shall constitute Additional Rent hereunder and shall be payable by 
Tenant monthly on the date herein provided for the payment of Rem. Jn addition to the 
foregoing remedies, Landlord shall immediately be entitled to retain lhc Securii'y Deposit and 
draw on and retain proceeds of the Letter of Credit, and thereafter Tenant shull lmve no furtl1er 
claim, right, title or interest therein to the extent of Landlord's claims only. 

Landlord acknowledges that its rights of reentry onto the Leased Premises set forth 
in this Lease do not confer on Landlord the authority lo operate a nursing facilily ~s defined in 
Article 28 of the .Public Health Law on the Leased Premises and agrees that except in the event 
of a Lease Defot1!1 Landlord wm give lhe DOH, Tower Bulldh1g, Empire State PlllZa, Albtmy, 
NY )2237, notification by certified rnail of its intent to reenter the Leased Premises or to initiate 
disposscssory p!'oceedings or that the Lease is due to expire at least thirty (30) days prior to the 
date on which Lm1dlord intends to exercise a right of reentry or to initiate such proceedings or at 
least sixty (60) days before expiration of the Lease. 

Upon receipt of notice from Landlord of its intent to exercise its righ\ of reentry or 
upon the service of process in dispossessory proceedings and sixty (60) days prior to the 
expiration of the Lease, Tenant shall immediately notify by certified mail the DOH, Tower 
Building, Empire State Plaza, Albany, NY 12237 (or lts then current address), of the receipt of 
such notice or service of such process or that the Lease is about to expire. 

(b) Except as provided in this Lease to the contrary, Rent and other sums 
not pa:id when due (unless paid within any applicable grace period) shall bear interest from the 
date when the same are first payable under the temJs of this Lease until the same shell be paid at 
an annual rate of interest equal to the Overdue Rate. 

(c) Upon tl1e filing of a petition by or against Tenant pursuant to the 
Bankrnptcy Code, Tenant, as debtor and as debtor-in-possession, and any trustee who may be 
appointed shall: (i) timely perform each and every obligation of Tenant under this Lease until 
such time as this Lease is either rejected or assumed by order of the United States Bankruptcy 
Courtj (ii) pay monthly in advance on the first day of each montl1 as reasonable compensation for 
use mid occupancy of the Leased Premises an IIIIJOUJlt equal to the Retlt und o·ther charges 
otherwlse due pursu>U1t to this Leasei and (iii) reject or assume this Lease within one hundred 
twenty (120) days after the filing of such peticton under the Bankroptcy Code or within such time 
period 8/J the Bankn1ptcy Code may allow. Tenant, as debtol' and as debtor-in-possession and 
any tn1stee shall be deemed to have rejected flrls Lease in the event of the failure to comply with 
any of tl1e above. Jncluded within lllld fn addition to any other conditions or obligations imposed 
upon Tenant or its successor, in the event of assumption and/or assignment is the prlor written 
consent of any mortgagee to whicl1 this Lease has been nssigned as collateral security. 

(d) In the event of tennination of this Lease by reason of any Lease 
Default by Tenant, or upon the expiration of the Tenn, then, and in any of such events, Tenant, 
upon Landlord's written request, shall to the greatest extent pennitted by !nw, transfer to 
Landlord or its designees or assigns, or cause its Subtemmts and/or Affiliates, to transfer to 
Landlord or its designees or assigns, the following: (i) all federal, state or municipal ·licenses, 
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certifications, certificates, acc1'editations, approvals, permits, variances, waivers, provider 
agreements (including non-governmental) !Uld other authorizations wblch relate to the operation 
of tl1e Facility; and (ii) the name of the Faci1ity as then commonly known to the general public. 
Tenant shall also prepare and file all notices required by applicable Jaw In connection with such 
termination and shall nlso prepare and timely file nil final Medicare and Medicaid cost reports. 
ln the event Tenant fails or refuses to transfer any such licenses, certifications, certificates, 
accreditations, approvals, permits, variances, waivers, provider agreements, other authorization 
or trade name, then this provision shall constitute an act of assignment by Tenant to Landlord or 
its assigns without the necessity of any further written instn11ne11t. For this purpose, Tenant 
constitutes IUld appoints Landlord its true and lawful attomey-in .. fact wiih full power of 
substitution to complete or undertake sucl1 replacements in the name of Tenant. Such power of 
attorney shall be deemed to be a power coupled with an interest and cruinot be revoked. 

(e) Landlord shall have the option of ta.king over the operation of the 
Facility, or having the operation of the Facility taken over by a designee, in the event of a 
1enninatio11 of this Lease for any reason, without Lancllord or designce assumlt1g any of Ten1U1t' s 
liabilities or obligations, including Tenant's liabilities and obligations with respect to employees, 
such as vacation, sick leave, health insurance and pension liabilities and Tenant's obligations 
under applicable law to offer and provide group health continuation coverage, Landlord shall 
give Tenant written notice of Landlord's intent to exercise tbe right set forth above, in wbich 
event, upon tl1e approval of the DOH of the Change of Ownershlp, Tenant shall and shall cause 
the Subtenant to immediately tum over possession and control of the Facility without any further 
action having to be taken on the part of Landlord, At the request of La:ndlord, Tenant shall and 
shall cause the Subtenant to t\1m over any or nll of inventories, personal property (inclnding 
computer and telecommunications equipment but excluding any leased equipment) vehicles, and 
material contracts (including hospital, tnmsfer, vendor, and managed care contracts). 

(!) No failure of Lllndlord to enforce any rights or remedies upon default 
of Tenant shall prejudice or affect the rights ofLandlotd upon any subseqnent or similar default. 

(g) lo the event of a Lease Default by Tenant of any of the tenns, 
covenants, condittons 01· provisions of this Lease, which Lease Default is not cured within any 
applicable grace or cure petiod, Landlord shall have the right to invoke any remedy pennltted to 
La.,dlord at law, in equity or otherwise. All re.medics available to Landlord are declared to be 
cumulative and concurrent and the exercise of one shall not preclude or waive th~ right to 
ex.eroise any other, No tennination of this Lease and no taking or recovering of possession of the 
Leased Premises shall deprive Landlord of any of its remedies or actions against Tenant and 
Tenant shall remain liable for nil past or future Rent, including all taxes, insurance premiums and 
nil other charges and Rent payable by Ten1111t under this Lease, du,ing and for the balance of the 
Term hereof. The bringing of any action for Rent or other default shall not be construed as a 
waiver of the right to obtain possession of the Premises. 

(h) If suit shall be brought for recovery of possession of the Leased 
Premises, for the recovery of Rent, or any other amount due under the provisions of this Lease, 
or because of the breach of any other covenant herein contained on the part of Tenant to be kept 
or perfonned, and breach shall be established, Tenant shall pay to Landlord all expenses, 
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including reasonable attomey fees, incu1Ted therefor, This subsection shall survive termination 
of this Lease. 

Section 16.2 facility Qp.fil'.filillg Deficiencies. On wtitten notice of a request 
therefor by Landlord to Ten~nt, upon a Lease Default and for a period of time necessary to fully 
remedy the Lease Default, Tenant shall engage the services of a consultant, unaffiliated with 
Tenant and approved by Landlord, which approval shall not be unreasonably withheld, ·to review 
the management of the facility for the ptlfJX>Be of making recommendations t.o remedy the Lease 
Default. Subject to applicable legal requlrements governing confidentiality of patient records, the 
consultant shall have complete access to the Facility, its records, offices a.ml facilities, in order 
that it may carry out its duties, Tena11t shall cause such consultant to prepare and deliver to 
Landlord and Tenant a written report of its recommendations within ton (10) days after its 
engagemenL, If Tenant shall fail to desigoate a consultant approve4 by Landlord as provided 
above within five (5) days after Tenant's receipt of Landlord's notice, Landlord may designate 
such consultant by further notice to Tenant. Tenant shall be responsible for payment of all fees 
and expenses reasonably charged and incurrea by the consultant in carrying out its duties. 
Tenant shall promptly implement any and all reasonable recommendations made by such 
consultant in order to promptly correct or cure the Lease Default; provided. however, tb,at in no 
event shall Tenant implement any such recommendations if the same would constitnte a 
violation of applicable legal requirements, violate any mle or regulation of the DOH, or would 
otherwise cause a Lease Default hereunder (e.g., a transfer or change in Ilse of tl1e Leased 
Premises), unless Landlord ~nsents ill writing to such Lease Default, which consent may be 
given or withheld in Landlord's sole and absolute discretion. Nothing herein shall impose any 
liability or obligation on Landlord to (a) request the appointment of a con,ultant or (b) otherwise 
remedy the Facility Operating Deficiency(ies) nor shall it deem Landlord an operator of the 
Facility. 

Section 16 ,3 Receivership. 

'l'enant acknowledges that one of the rights l!Ild remedies availabl~ under applicable 
law for nursing facilities which fall to comply with the conditions of participation for Medicare 
or Medicaid is to apply to a court of competent jurisdicti-0n for the appointment of a r~ceiver to 
take possession of the Facility, to collect 1he rents, issues, profits and income of the Facility and 
to manage the operation of the Facility. Tenant further acknowledges that the revocation, 
suspension or material limitation of th~ ce1tification of the Facility for provider status under 
Medicate or Medicaid (or successor programs) and/or the revocation, suspension or material 
limitation of a license relating to the operatioq of the Facility for its intended use under the laws 
of the State of New York will materially and irreparably impair the value of Landlord's 
investment in the Facility. Therefore, in the event of a Lease Default, and in addition to any 
other right or remedy of Landlord 11nder this Lease, at the request of Landlord, Tenant shall 
request DOH to, or to Ille extent pennissible under law, Tenant shall, petition any appropriate 
court, for the appointment of a receiver to take possession of the Facility, to manage the 
operation of the Facility under Tenant's licenses and certifificatiorui, to collect and disburse ull 
rents, issues, profits and income generated tli~reby and to preserve or replace to the extent 
possible any such license and provider ce1tification for the Facility or to otherwise substitute the 
licensee or provider thereof. The receiver shall be entitled to a reasonable fee for its services as a 
receiver. All such fees and other expenses of the receivership estate shall be added to the 
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monthly Rent due to Landlord under this Lease as Additional Rent. Tenant hereby irrevocably 
stipulates to the voluntary appointment of a receiver under such circumstances and for such 
purposes and agrees not to contest such appointment. 

Section 16.4 Tenant's Waiver; MJti~. In connection with the exercise by 
Landlord of any of its remedies under this Section 16, including the termination of this· Lease, in 
whole or in part, Te,um.( waives, to the maximum extent permitted by applicable Laws, (I) any 
right of redemption, re-entry or repossession, (2) the benefit of any moratorium laws or any laws 
now or hereafter in force exempting property from liability for rent or for debt, (3) any duty on 
the part oi Lundlord to mitigate the damages roooverable from Tenant on account of any Lease 
Default by Tenant, except that, notwithstruidlng the foregoing or roiything in this Lease to the 
contrary, Landlord agrees to comply with any duty to mitigate damages where applicable Laws 
do not allow Tenant to waive such right, (4) the right to interpose any counterclaim (other than 
compulsory counterclaims) in any summary proceeding instituted by Landlord against ;renant in 
any court or in any action instituted by Landlord in any court for unpaid Rent under this Lease, 
and (5) any other right provided to Tenant under applicable Laws relating to a breach of or Lease 
Default under this Lease, inclllding any rlghts to cure such breach or Lease Default. 

ARTICLEXVD 

ENTRY AND REIMBURSEMENT RIGHTS OF LANDLORD 

Section 17.1 Iln!!Y. and Reimbursement Rights of Lal]dlord.In addition to those 
rights set forth in ~.!!.1.2. of this Lease, Landlord reserves the right at all reasonable times 
during business hours and Llpon at least twenty-four (24) hours' advance oral notice to go upon 
and inspect the Facility and every part thereof (subject to applicable Laws pertaining to patient 
confidentiality and privacy and the confidentiality of medical records). If Landlord shall make 
llllY payments or petfonn any repairs on behalf of Tenant whlch are Tenant's obligation and 
which Tena1Jt has failed to make after applicable notice from Landlord, then any reasonable 
amounts so paid by Landlord are agreed and declared to be Addltional Rent, and shall be due and 
payable to Landlord by Tenant upon submission to Tenant of an invoice, bill, or stateme!lt 
therefor, together with interest charged at the Overdue Rate commench1g on the date of such 
invoice, bill, or statement. Nothing in this Sectlon l.7.l shall impose any liability or obligation 
upon Landlord. 

ARTICLE xvnr 
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTffiS 

Section 18.1 Tenant's ReJ.,resentations. Warranties and Additional Covenants. 
Tenant represents, warrants aod covenants to Landlord nnd agrees (all of which shall survive the 
delivery and execution of this Lease) as follows (all of Tenant's representations, warranties, and 
covenants shall be deemed to include, in ~ddition to that specified herein, the identical 
warranties, representations, and coven~nts of all Subtenants, which Te11ant agrees to set forth in 
any Sublease and which are hereby incorporated heroin by reference as if set forth in full herein): 
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(a) Comorate. 'l'enant is a limited liability company duly fonned and 
validly existing and in good standing under the laws of the State of New York, and has the 
limited liability company power and authority to own its property Md assets and to carry on its 
busbiess as now being conducted or as will be conducted on and after the Commencemeut Date. 

(b) No Breach 9f Statute or <;;ont1·ru;t. The execution, delivery and 
perfot'ml\llce of this Lease by Tenant and any Sublease by a subtenant will not breach any statute 
or regulation of any Govemmentnl Authority, and will not a.1 of the Commencement Date 
conflict with or 1·esult in a breach of or default under any of the terms, conditions or provisions of 
Tenant's articles of organization, operating agreement, other material agteements, or any order, 
writ, inj,mctJon, decree, agreement or instrument to which Tenant is a patty, or by which it or its 
properly, may be bound. 

(c) Authorization of Lease. The execution, delivery and perfomiance of 
this Lease, and all Subleases, has been duly authorized by all necessary individuals, 
shareholders, members, officers, directors, managers and/or owners of Tenant and tltis Lease 
constitutes the valid and binding obligation of Tenant, fully eriforceable in accordance with its 
terms. 

(d) No Litigation or Adverse Events. Bxcept as set fortl1 on Schedule 18,l@. 
attached hereto and incorporated herein, there ls no suit, claim, action or legal, administt·ative, 
arbitration, or other proceeding or governmental investigation pending or threatened, by or 
against Tenant, and there exists no event or condition of any character, which could prevent the 
consummation of the transactions eonlemplated by this Lease 01· materially adversely affect 
Tenant's performance of the terms and conditions l,ereunder. 

(e) Conduct of Buslness. Subject to the express provisions herein, at all 
times after the Effective Date, Tenant shall, and cause its subtennnts to (i) operate the Leased 
Premises (after the Commencement Date) and otherwise conduct its/their business in the 
ordinary course, and in compliance with all statutory and regulatory requfrements of any federal, 
state or local authority, (ii) continue to operate the Leased Premises after the Commencement 
Date Md maintain it in substantially its condition as of the Commencement Date, reasonable 
wear and tear excepted, including but not limited to repafrs and replacements permitted or 
required under this Lease, and in a lawful manner, (iii) not encumber all or any portion of its 
assets or properties or the Leased Premises, including without limitation, certificates of neoo, bed 
rights, or provider ag1'eements, (iv) preserve the goodwill of the Facility, (v) not take imy action 
from an accounting perspective which would materially adversely affect the reimbursement 
formula or tax benefits with respect to the Leased Premises or any pottlon thereof, (vi) utilize the 
Leased Facility only for the Intended Purpose, (vii) not relinquish or attempt to transfer the 
location of or sell the skilled nursing facility license, certificate of need approval, Medicare or 
MedicQid certification or any other licenses, certifications, certificates, accreditations, approvals, 
permits, variances, waivers, provider agreements or other authorizations , (viii) not refuse to 
admit patients without 30 days' written notice of Intent to, and prior written consent of, 
Landlord, (ix) not dissolve, merge or consolidate with or into any other person or entity, or 
otherwise change it1 identity or company or capital structu.-e, or (x) not change its name or its 
business address .. 
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(f) Continued Existence. At all times on and after the Effective Date, Tenant 
shall cause to be d011e rul things needed to preserve its rights and franchises and comply with ull 
Law,1 applicable to it, ll!ld to continue to conduct its business in the ordinary course. 

(g) Payment of Obligatjons. At rul limes on nnd after tlie Effeciive Date, 
Tenant shall timely pay, and cause its subtenants to timely pay, all of Its/their obligations, 
indebtedness, taxes, charges and impositions, whether or not relating to the Leased Premises or 
this Lease, as they beco111e due unless contested in good faith and diligently pursued only if 
permitted under and subject to the terms and conditions of this Leaso. 

(h) Notice of Default. At all times on and after the Effective Date, Tenant 
shall promptly notify Landlord of (i) any material default by Tenant relating to any inpebtedness 
or obligati011 of Tenant, whether or not relating to the Leased Premises or this Lease, and (ii) any 
material violations by the Facility of any applicable Law. 

(i) Comgliance with Lal'(, At all times on and after the Effective Date, 
Tenant shall comply in all respects, and catrne its subtenants to comply in all respects, with all 
applicable Laws, including Medicare and Medicaid conditions of participation, to which it is 
subject or which are applicable to the Leased Premises and lo Tenant's operution of the Leased 
Premises as a licensed, Medicare and Medicaid certified skilled nursi11g facility. 

(i) Beds aud CON. Tenant has been awarded a CON for construction and 
operation of t60 skilled nursing facility beds for use at the Lease Premlses by DOH and such 
CON may be used in connection witl1 this Lease. 

(k) Tenant, on behalf of itself and its Subtenants, makes the Health Care 
warranties und representations set forth in Schedule 18(k) attached hereto and h1corporated 
herein, to Landlord, it's successors and assigns, which warranties and representations shall be 
oue and correct ns of Commencement Date and at all times during the Term. 

0) Except for the Subleases of the Leased Premises to the Operators, there 
are no subleases or sub-subleases or occupancy agreements (other than residence agreements 
with patients or residents) for any portion of the Leased Premises. 

(m) Tenant shall main\ain and comply at all times with all O&M Plsns 
(Operation and Muintenance Plans covering the handling, treatment or maintenance of asbestos 
or Hazardous Materials) relating to the Leased Premises, or that shall be required in lhe future by 
Mo11gagee or any HUD mortgagee or, where applioable, the Commissioner. 

(n) Obligations prior to Commencement Dat<l_, fa addition to all of Tenant's 
obligatio11s provided In 1hi.1 Lease, Tenant shall: 

(i) as soon as practical after the Effective Date, apply for all and rigorously 
pursue until obtained all Health Care Licenses; 

(ii) as soon as pr11Ctical after the Effective Date and continuing thereafter take 
all actions necessary or approprtate to obtain from DOH the maximize total project cost for the 
Facility approvable by DOH: 
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(iii)as soon as practical after the Effective Date and continu\ng thereafter take 
all actions necessary or appropdate to obtain Che highest possible reimbti.rsement rate with 
respect to the Medicare and Medicaid programs; 

(iv)as soon as practical after the Effective Date, apply for and rigorously 
pursue until obtained provider agreements :,vith third party payers providing reimbursement t'or 
skilled nursing facility services in the geographic area of the Facility; 

(v) after the Effective Date take all actions requested by Landlord In order for 
Landlord to finance and complete Landlord's Work. 

(vi)as soon as p1·actical prior to the Commencement Date, hire, employ and 
train a staff adequate to provide services to the residents of the Facility immediately after the 
Commencement Date; 

(viii) as soon as practical prior to the Commencement Date, purchase a 
sufficient inventory of food, medicines and other perishable Items necessary to provide services 
to the residents of the Facility immediately after the Commencement Date; 

(ix) as soon as practical prior to the Commencement Date, purchnse 
and deliver to the Facility all small wares necessary provide services to the residents of the 
Fncility immediately after the Commencement Date; 

(x) six months after the Bffeclive Dute and thereafter every six months 
until the Commencement Date, deliver to Landlord a detailed projected statement of income and 
expenses and cash !low for a three year period. 

Section 18.2 Eeprosontation and Wrurnntles. Landlord hereby represents and 
wan·ants to Tena11t, all of which shall survive the delivery and execution of this Lease, and 
agrees, as follows; 

(a) No Breach of Statute or Contract, The execution, delivery, and 
performance of this Lease will not violate any provision of law, any order of any court or othe1· 
agency of federal or state government or any provision of any Indenture, agreement, or other 
instrument to which Landlord is a party or by which it or any of its properti~.s or assets are 
bound; conflict with, result in a bt'each of, or constitu!e (with passage of time or delivery of 
notice, or both), a default under any such indenture, agreements or other instrument; or result in 
the creation or Imposition of any lien or other enc11mbrance of any nature whatsoever upon any 
of the properties or assets of Landlord. 

(b) Amhwizntion of Lease, This Loase has been duly authorizccl by all 
necessary individuals, shareholders, members, officers, directm~. managers and/or owners of 
Landlord and this Lease constitutes the valid and binding obligation of Landlord, fully 
enforceable in accordance with its tel'ms. 

(c) No Litigation or Adverse Events. There ls no action, suit, examination, 
review, or proceeding by or before any governmental instmmentality or agency now pending or. 
to the knowledge of Landlord, threatened against Landlord, which, if adversely defonnlned, 
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would materially Impair the right of Lanrtlord to cn11·y on the business as contemplated under this 
Lease. 

(d) No Default, Landlord is not in default in the perfo1mance, obsetvation, or 
fulfillment of any of the obligatio11s, covenants, or conditioJJs contained in any agreement or 
instrument to which it ls a party relating to the Leased Premises and which default would have a 
material adverse affect 011 the Leased Premises; and 

(el Corporate. Landlord is & limited liability ~ompany duly formed, validly 
existh1g, and in good standing under the laws of the State of New York and is qualified to no 
business in the State of New York, and has the limited liability company power and authority to 
own its properties and assets and to carry on its bu&lness as now being conducted. 

ARTICLE XIV 

OPERATION, MERGER AND CONSOLIDATION RESTRICTIONS 

Section 19.l Inte11tionally Omitted 

Section 19.2 SPE Provisions. At all times dtuing the ten11 of this Lease, Tenant 
represents, warrants and covenants that Tenant and each SubLenant, and all successors and 
assigns of Tenant and Subtenants, is, shall be and shall continue to be a "Special Purpose 
Entity" as defined in Schedule 19.2. The Operating Agreement of Tenant and each subtenant 
shall incli1ck. the Special Purpose Entity provisions set forth ill Schedule 19.2. 

Section 19.3 Injunctive Relief, Notwithstanding anything to the contrary set 
forth in tliis Lease, the Parties hereto understand and agree that: (11) each teroi of Article XIX of 
this Lease is fully reqi1ired to protect Landlord's interests, m1d that no such term confers a benefit 
on Landlord tl1at ls disproportion ate to the detriment imposed on Tenant, if any; (b) th~ remedy 
at law foi• any breach by Tenant of Article XIX would be inadequate; (c) the damages flowing 
from such breach are not rea4ily susceptible to measurement in monetary tenlls; nnd 
(d) Landlord shall be entitled to immediate injunctive relief restrailling any breaol1 tl1ereof. 
Nothing in this Agreement shall be deemed to limit Lnndlord's remedies at law or in equity for 
any such breach by Tenant of any term or provision of Artlcle XlX of this Lease. 

Section 19.4 Equity Interests, In the event that Tenant or any constituent entity 
under this Lease is ever a form of entity other than a limited liability company, the teffil 
"membership Interest" as used in Articles XIX and XX hereof shall be deemed to mean the 
analogous form of equity ownership interest in such other type of entity, such as capital stock, 
partnership interest, beneficial ince.resfor the like. 

Section 19.5 No Merger or CQnsolidation. Except as expressly provided 
elsewhere in this Lease, Tenant shall not sell, or offer for sale, its assets or otl1erwise merge, 
consolidate, amalgamate or otherwise combine wiU1 any other entity other tlJan selling 
non-material ussets in the ordinary course of business, to any other entity, business or activity 
involving any of Tenant's officers, directors, members, managers, oWllers, repres~ntatives, 
agents, successors and assigns, and their respective successors, assigns, agents and 
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representatives. Except as expressly provided elsewhere in this Lease, Tenant, Subtenants, 
Giiarantor(s} and their Affiliates, shall not sell or offer to sell, assign, transfer, convey, pledge, or 
encumber its/their membership interests to, or otherwise aLtempt to merge with or otherwlse 
merge, consolidate, amalgamate or otherwise combine with any other entity, business or activity, 
whether involving any of Tenant's officers, directors, members, managers, owners, 
representatives, agents, successors and assigns, and their respective successors, assigns, agents 
and representatives, or otherwise. 

ARTICLE XX 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Section 20.l .GOVERNING LAW. (a) ALL MATTERS PERTAINING TO 
THIS LEASE OR THE LEASED PREMISES SHALL BE GOVERNED BY AND 
CONSTRUED ACCORDJNG TO THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK AND 
ANY APPLICABLE LAW OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. TO THE 
FULLEST EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW, TENANT HEREBY 
UNCONDITIONALLY AND IRREVOCABLY WAIVES ANY CLAIM TO ASSER1' 
THAT THE LAW OF ANY OTHER JURISDICTION GOVERNS THIS LEASE, AND 
THIS LEASE SHALL BE GOVERNED BY AND CONSTRUED IN ACCORDANCE 
WITH THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK (WITHOUT REGARD TO 
PR1NCIPLES OF CONFLICTS OF LAWS). 

(b) ANY LEGAL SUIT, ACTION OR PROCEEDING AGAINST 
LANDLORD OR TENANT ARISING OUT OF OR RELATING TO THIS LEASE MAY 
AT LANDLORD'S OPTION BE INSTITUTED IN ANY FEDERAL OR STATE COURT 
IN THE CITY OF WffiTE PLAINS, COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER, PURSUANT TO 
SECTION 5-1402 OF THE NEW YORK GENERAL OBLIGATIONS LAW, AND 
TENANT WAIVES ANY OBJECTIONS WHICH IT MAY NOW OR HEREAFTER 
HA VE SASED ON VENUE AND/OR FORUM NON CONVENIENS OF ANY SUCll 
SUIT, ACTION OR PROCEEDING, AND TENANT HEREBY IRREVOCABLY 
SUBMITS TO THE JUlUSDICTION OF ANY SUCH COURT IN ANY SUIT, ACTION 
OR PROCEEDXNG. TENANT DOES HEREBY DESIGNATE AND APPOINT: 

Lizer Josefovic 
HBLSNF,LLC 
1280 Albany Post Road 
Croton-on-Hudson, New York 10520 

AS ITS AUTHORlZED AGENT TO ACCEPT AND ACKNOWLEDGE ON ITS BEHALF 
SERVICE OF ANY AND ALL PROCESS WHICH MAY BE SERVED IN ANY SUCH 
·sulT, ACTION OR PROCEEDING IN ANY FEDERAL OR STATE COURT IN NEW 
YORK, NEW YORK, AND AGREES THAT SERVICE OF PROCESS UPON SAID 
AGENT AT SAID ADDRESS AND WRITTEN NOTICE OF SAID SERVICE MAILED 
OR DELIVERED TO TENANT IN THE MANNER PROVIDED IN ARTICLE X1II OF . 
TffiS LEASE SHALL BE DEEMED IN EVERY RESPECT EFFECTIVE SERVICE OF 
PROCESS UPON TENANT IN ANY SUCH SUIT, ACTION OR PROCEEDING IN THE 
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STAT.E OF NEW YORK. TENANT (A) SHALL GIVE PROMPT WRITTEN NOTICE 
TO LANDLORD OF ANY CHANGED ADDRESS OF ITS AUTHORIZED AGENT 
HEREUNDER, (.BJ MAY AT ANY 'l'IME AND FROM TIME TO TIME DESIGNATE, IN 
THE FORM OF A WRITTEN NOTICE TO LANDLORD, A SUBSTITUTE 
AUTHORIZED AGENT WITH AN OFFICE IN WHITE PLAINS, NEW YORK (WHIC8 
SUBSTITUTE AGENT AND OFFICE SHALL BE DESIGNATED AS THE PERSON 
AND ADDRESS FOR SERVICE OF PROCESS), AND (C) SHALL PROMPTLY 
DESIGNATE SUCH A SUBSTITUTE IF ITS AUTHORIZED AGENT CEASES TO 
HAVE AN OFFICE IN NEW YORK, NEW YORK OR IS DISSOLVED WITHOUT 
LEAVING A SUCCESSOR AND NOTlFY LANDLORD IN WRITING OF SUCH 
SU.BSTITUTION. 

Section 20.2 Waiver of Brea@, The waiver by either party of a breach or 
violation of any provision of this Leo.~e shll.ll not operate as, or be construed to be a 'faiver of, 
any subsequent breach of !hr, same 01· other provision hereof, No waiver shall be effective unless 
set forth In writing and signed by the party against whom such waiver is asserted. 

Section 20,3 Delay Not a Waiver. Neither any failurn nor any delay on the part 
of any party hereto in insfating upon strict perfo1mance of any tenn, condition, covenant or 
agreement, 01• exerclsing any right, power, remedy or privilege hereunder, or any other document 
or instrument entered Imo or delivered in connection herewith or pursuant hereto, shall operate 
as or constitute a waiver thereof, no1· shall a single or partial exercise thereof preclude any other 
future exercise, or the exercise· of any other right, power, remedy or plivilege. A waiver of one 
default with respect to any Person shall not be construed lo be a waiver of any subsequent default 
with respect to such Person or any other Person or to impair any remedy, right or power 
consequent thereon. 

Section 20.4 Foroe Majeure, Neither party shall be liable nor deemed to be in 
default (other than monetary defaults) for any delay or failure in pe1:formance under this Lease or 
other inte1ruption of service or employment deemed resulting, directly or indirectly, from nets of 
God, acts of public enemy, war, accidents, fires, explosions, earthquakes, floods, failure of 
transportation, strikes or other work interruptions by either Parties' employees, or any similar or 
dissimilar cause beyond the reasonable conh·ol of either party ("Force Majeure"), 

Section 20,5 Severability. In the event any provision of this Lease is 
held to be unenforceable for any reason, the unenforceability thereof shall not affect the 
remainder of this Lease so long as the intent of the parties under this Lease can still be effected, 
which shall remain in full force and effect and enforceable in accordance with its tenns. 

Section 20.6 Entire Agreement: Amendments. This instrument contains the 
entire agreement between the Parties hereto with respect to the subject matter hereof. All 
representatlo11S, promises and prior or contemporaneous undertakings between such Parties are 
merged into and expressed in this instrument, and any and all prior agreements between such 
Parties are hereby canceled. The agreements contained in this insu·ument shall not be amended, 
modified, or supplemented except by a written agreement duly executed by both Landlord and 
Tenant. 
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Section 20.7 Counterpart Execution: Electl'Opjc Execution. This Lease may be 
executed in any number of counte1prots with the same effect as if the Parties hereto had signed 
the same document, All counterparts will be construed together and shall constitute one lease, 
Signatures transmitted by email as PDFs shall have the same effect as odginal signatures. 

Section 20.8 Survival of Representations and Warranties. Except as specifically 
provided otherwise it1 this Lease, all representations and warranties of Landlord and Tenant shall 
survive the Term of this Lease. 

Section 20.9 lliulf Broken;,. Lalldlord lllld Tenant each represent ancl warrant 
to the other that no broker, finder or other person has been involved in regard to this Lease, 
Landlord and Tenant hereby agree to indemnify, defend and hold the other hannless from and 
against any and all claims, liabilities, costs llr!d expenses of any kind (including the injured 
party's reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses) in any way relating to or arising from a claim by 
any Person that such Person acted on behalf of a party to this Lease in connection with the 
transactions co11templated herein. The provisfons of this Section 20.9 shall survive the 
expiratloll and termination of this Lease. 

Section 20.10 Owner for Federal Tax Purposes. It is hereby agreed between 
Landlord and Tenant that for federnl; state und local income tax purposes Landlord will be the 
owner of the Loased Premises and Tenant will be the lessee thereof, nnd each party hereto agrees 
to charnctedze this Lease as a lease for federal, slate and local illcome tax purposes and to file all 
tax l'eturns consistent therewith. 

Sectiol) 20.11 :fumllpcl Certificates. Tenant shall, without charge, at any t:ime 
and from time to time, within ten (10) days after written request by Landlord or Mongagee, 
deliver a written instrument to Landlord or any other person specified by Landlord, duly 
executed and acknowledged, certifying the following and such other matters as may be 
reasonably required by Landlord, including without limitation, current financilll infonnalion 
relating lo Tenant: 

(a} That Tenant has accepted and is in possession of the Leased Premises: 

(b) That t11is Lease is unmodified and in full force and effect or, if there has 
been any modification, that the same is in full force and effect as so modified, and identifying 
any such modification: 

(c) WJ1etl1er or not there are then existing any setoffs or defenses in favor of 
Tenant against the enforcement of any of the terms, covenants, and conditions of this Lease by 
Landlord and, if so, specifying the same, and also whether or not Lmdlord has observed and 
performed all of the terms, .covenants, and conditions on the part of Landlord to be observed and 
performed and, if not, specifying Sllrt)e: 

(d) That no Lease Defaults exist or lll'e continuing; and 

(e) The dates to which Rent and all other c~"rges hereunder have been paid. 
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Section 20.12 Confide,ntiality. (a) Landlord and Tenant agree to keep all aspects 
of (but not the existence of) this Lease confidential, and shall not disclose to any person other 
than the members, managers, owners, directors, officers, employees, agents, advisors, affiliates, 
brokers, lenders, attorneys or accountants (collectively the "Representatives") of the Parties 
hereto on a need-to-know basis, or to any Govemmental Ai1thority pursuant to regulatory 
authority. any confidential or proprietary info1mation, knowledge or data concerning the 
business, affairs, operations, secrets, dealings 01· finances of the other parl-y furnished directly or 
indirectly by such otber party (collectively referred to as the "Confidential fuformatiQ.u"). As 
used in this Lease, the tenn "Confidential Information" does not include auy information which: 
(i) at the time of disclosure is generally available to and known by the public (other than as a 
result of a disclosure directly or ind!rec't!y by either party or rheir Representatives); (ii) was 
available to either party on a non-confidential basis from a source other than a party to this Lease 
or its Representatives, provided that such source is not nnd was. not bound by a confidentiality 
agreement with the patty heret<l; (iii) has been independently acquired or developed by either 
party or their Representatives without violating any of the obligations hereu11der; (iv) is requfred 
by law to be disclosed; or (v) relates to the tax structure, tax strategy or tax plaiming of this 
transaction. 

(f) In the event that either party or any of the Representatlves receives notice 
of a legal request for disclosme of any of the Confidential lnfonnation (by deposition, 
interrogatory, request for documents, subpoena, civil Investigative demand or similai·,process), 
the party receiving such notice ("Receiving Party") shall promptly notify the other purty 
("Notified P.iu:b(") so that the Notified Party may seek a protective order or other appropriate 
remedy if it chooses to do so. Failure by the Notified Party to !alee action to seek a protective 
order or oilier remedy and lo notify the Receiving Party of such action prior to !be required 
disclosure date, shall be deemed a waiver of the provisions of this section. In tile event that a 
protective order or other remedy is not obtained or that the Notified Party waives compliMce 
with tbe provisions hereof, the Receiving Party shall exercise its best efforts to obtain a 
confidentiality agreement or protective order concerning the Confidential Infonnation, and ln the 
absence l'hereof, shall disclose only that portion of the Confidential Infotmation which it is 
advised by written opinion of counsel is legally required to be disclosed, or which is compelled 
by court order. 

(g) In tile event of any breach or threatened breach hereof, Landlord or Tenant 
sball be emitl.ed to equitable relief, lncluding a temporary preliminary and pe1manent injunction 
and specific perfonnance, in addition to all other remedies available to them at law or in equity. 

(h) Notwitbstanding anything berein to the contrary, Landlord (and each 
employee, agent, or other Representative of Landlord) may disclose to any and all persons, 
without limitation of any kind, the tax treatment and tax structure of this Lease, related 
documents and all materials of any kind (including opinions or other tax analyses) !bat are 
provided to Landlord relating to such tax treatment and tax structure. For this purpose, the tax 
treatment of a transaction is the puiported or claimed U.S. federal income tax treal1nent of the 
tra11saction and the tax structure of a transaction is any fact that may be relevant to understanding 
the purported or claimed U.S. federal income tax t1·eatment of the transaction, 
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Section 20.13 Holdover. If, at tl1e el<pirntion of the Tenn, or earlier termination 
of the Lease, Tenunt continues to occupy tlle Leased Premises except during a Reimbursement 
Period, with Landlord's consent, such holding over shall not constitute a renewal of this Lease, 
but Tenant shall be a Tenant from month-to-mo11th at 300% of the most recent Rent payable by 
Tenant hereunder, at Landlord's sufferance, and under the same tenns 11nd conditions as were in 
force and effect nt the expiration of the Tetlll (except only as to the Tenn), and except that in the 
event Tenant shall continue to occupy the Leased Premises lifter the expiration of the Te1m, 
without a duly executed extension agreement in writing having been entered into by and between 
Landlord and Tenant, then if Landlord shall suffer any damage, loss, cost or expense as a result 
of such holdover, then Tenant, in addition to such increased Rent, shall pay the amount thereof to 
Landlord immediately ou demand. The provisions of this Section shall be deemed to be "an 
agreement expressly provided" otherwise as provided in Section 232-C of the Real Property Law 
of the State of New York, Holding Over, Nothing contained herein shall constitute the consent, 
express or implied, of Landlord to tlle holding over of Tenant after the Expiration Date or earlier 
teimination of this Lease, nor shall anything contained herein be deemed to limit Landlord's 
remedies, 

Section 20.14 Tenant's Wnjyer of Claim for Physical Iniury, Landlord 
and Landlord's Indemnitees shall not be liable for, and Tennnt waives and indemnifies Landlord 
and Landlord's lndem11ltees against all claims for, damage or Injury to person or prnperty 
sustained by Tenant or any person claiming through Tenant, or otherwise, resulting from any 
accident or occun·ence in, about, or upon the Leased Premises, whether occurring as a result of 
Landlord's active or passive negligence, or 0U1erwlse. 

(a) Such waiver shall include, but not be limited to, claims for damage 
resulting from: (I) any equipment or appmtcnances becoming out of repair or any other capital 
improvement, replacement, repair or maintenance; (ii) injury done or occasioned by wind; 
(iii) any defect in or failure of plumbing, heating, or air conditioning equipmen1, electric wiring, 
gas, water and steam pipes, stairs, rail or walks: (iv) broken ,:lass; (v) the backing up of any 
sewer pipe or washstand, water closet, waste pipe, drain or ~ny other pipe or tank in, upon or 
about the Leased Premises; (vi) the escape of steam or hot water; (vii) water, snow or ice being 
upon, falling from or corning through the roof, skylight, trap door, stairs, walks or any otl1er 
place upon or near tlle Leased Premises; (viii) the falling of any fixture, plaster, drywall or 
stucco; and (ix) any act, omission or negligence of trespassers, 

Sectlon 20, 15 Binding Effect, This Lease does not constitute an offer to lease 
and shall not bind Landlord or Tenant unless and until each such party elects to be bound hereby 
by executing and delivering to the other party an executed miginal counterpart hereof. 

Section 20.16 Default by Landlord. Landlord shall in no event be charged with 
default in the performance of any of its obllgations hereunder unless and until Landlord shall 
have failed to perform such obligations within sixty (60) days of when they are due to be 
performed, except in cases when documents are required or consents needed in Jess than sixty 
(60) days in which case failure to render timely shall be deemed to be approval or consent of 
Landlord (or such additional time as is reasonably required to correct any such default) except 
for Landlord's default in making timely payment of taxes and interest, in which cnse Landlord 
shall be in default when such payments !lfe delinquent or past due. Tenant agrees to give to the 
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holder of record of MY mortgage covering the Leased Premises notice simultaneously with auy 
notice given to Landlord to correct any default of Landlord as hereinabove provided and agrees 
that the holder of record of any mortgage shall have the right, after receipt of notice of such 
default, within sixty (60) days after the expiration of Tenant's applicable cure period with respect 
thereto, to correct 01• remedy such default before Tenant may talce any action under this Lease by 
reason of such default. Landlord shall also give to the holder of any mortgage copies of any 
notices of default which it may give or send to Tenant. 

Section 20.17 Lilm§.. Tenant shall not do or suffer anything to be done whereby 
the Leased Premises, or any portion thereof, or any interest therein, may he encumbered by any 
liens of mechanics, laborers, or materialmen, chattel mortgages 01· any othet liens. Tenant shall, 
whenever and as often as any such liens are filed against the Leased Premises, or any portion 
thereof, purporting to be for labor or material furnished or to be furnished to Tenant, discharge 
the same of record within thirty (30) days after the date of filing by payment, bonding or 
otherwise, as provided by law. In the event of the default of Tenant in procuring the discharge, 
as aforesaid, of any such lien, Landlord may, with five (5) days prior notice, procure such 
disclrnrge and the e~penses incurred by Landlord in obtaining such discharge shall be paid by 
Tenant as Additional Rent within ten ( I 0) days after notice from Landlord of the nmount thereof. 

Section 20.18 Publicity. All news releases, publicity or advertising by Tenant or 
their Affiliates through any media intended to reach the general public which refers to Landlord, 
or its Affiliates, this Lease or the purchase of the Real Property shall be subject to the prior 
written approval of Landlord. 

Section 20.19 Trial by Jury, TENANT HEREBY AGREES NOT TO ELECT 
A TRIAL BY JURY OF ANY ISSUE TRIABLE OF RlGlIT BY JURY, AND WAIVES 
ANY IUGHT TO TRIAL BY JURY FULLY TO THE EXTENT THAT ANY SUCH 
RIGHT SHALL NOW OR HEREAFTER EXIST WITH REGARD TO THIS LEASE, OR 
ANY CLAlM, COUNTERCLAIM OR OTHER ACTION ARISING lN CONNECTION 
'l'HEREWlTH, 'rms WAIVER OF RIGHT TO TRIAL BY JURY IS GIVEN 
KNOWINGLY AND VOLUNTARILY BY TENANT, AND IS INTENDED TO 
ENCOMPASS INDIVIDUALLY EACH INSTANCE AND EACH ISSUE AS TO WHICH 
THE RIGHT TO A TRIAL BY JURY WOULD OTHERWISE ACCRUE. LANDLORD 
IS HEREBY AUTHORIZED TO FILE A COPY OF THIS PARAGRAPH IN ANY 
PROCEEDING AS CONCLUSIVE EVIDENCE OF THlS WAIVER JlY TENANT. 

Section 20.20 Constrnction and Jnterpretation. The Parties have each negotiated 
the te,ms and conditio11s hereof and reviewed this Lease carefully. It is the intent of the Pattie, 
that each word, phrase, sentence and other part hereof shall be given its plain meaning, and that 
rules of intexpretation or construction of contxacts that would construe any ambiguity of MY part 
hereof against the drnftsman, by virtue of being the draftsman, shall not apply. 

Section 20,21 Accord and Satisfaction. No payment by Tenant or receipt by 
Landlord of a lesser runount than shall be due hereunder, shlill be deemed to be other than a 
payment on account nor shall any endorsement or statement on any check or any Jetter 
accompanying any check or payment as rent be given any effect or be deemed an accord and 
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satisfaction, and Landlord may accept such checks without prejudice to any other rights or 
remedies whlch LlllJdlord may have. 

Section 20.22 Captions and Headings. The captions and headings set forth in this 
Lease are included for omwenience and reference only, and the words obtained therein shall in 
no way be held or deemed to define, limit, describe, explain, modify, amplify or add to the 
interpretation, construction or meaning of, or the scope or intent of, this Lease, or any parts 
hereof or thereof. 

Section 20.23 Time is of the Essence. Time is of the essence of each and every 
ten;n, condition, covenant and warranty set forth herein or in any of the other Lease Documents. 

Section 20.24 Successors and Assigns. This Lease and the other Lease 
Documents shall (a) be binding upon Tenant and Tenant's legal representatives and permitted 
s1tccessors and pe1mitted assigns, and (b) inure to the benefit of Landlord and any other pe1"son 
or entity who may now or hereafter hold the interest of Landlord under this Lease and their 
respective su.ccessors and assigns. 

Section 20.25 No Third Party BeneficiariesThis Lease is solely for the benefit of 
Landlord, its suci;essors and a,isigns, and Tena1lt, und nothing contained herein shall confer upon 
any person otlier than Tenlint or Landlord or their respective successors and asaigns, any right 10 
insist upon or to enforce the performance or obsei;vance of any of the obligations contained 
herein, except only as may be otherwise specifically provided for in this tease. All conditions to 
the obligations of Landlord to advance or make available proceeds of insurance or condemnation 
are imposed solely and exclusively for the benefit of Landlord, its successors and assigns. No 
other person or entity shall have standing to require satisfaction of such conditions in accordance 
with their terms, and no other person or entity shall, under any circumstances, be a beneficiary of 
such conditJons, any or all of which may be freely waived in whole or in part by Landlord at any 
time, if in Landlord's sole and absolute discretion, Landlord deems it advisable or desirable to do 
so. 

Section 20.26 Non Competition and Non Solicitation. 

Tenant agrees to th~ following re.~trictlvc covenants and agreements which 
covenants are not severable from this Lease and which are included to protect the value of the 
Leased Premises. Accordingly, Tenant agrees that it aud their Affiliates will not, during the 
Teun of this Lease at ai,y .time for a period of two (2) years after the expiration or early 
tennination of this Lease, directly or indirectly, together or alone or in conjunction with any 
others, engage in the following: 

(i) compete with the business conducted at the Facility. o.nd·for these 
puiposes will not ow11, manage, operate, join. control or pmticipate in, or be connected as an 
officer, employee, partner, director, trustee or otherwise in any manner with a company which 
owns or operates (or provides consulting and/or management services to tmy skilled nursing 
facility located within the Primary Market of the Facility or (ii) any company providing hospice 
services in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. or, otherwise lend credit to a person, finn or 
entity of a type which they prohibited from owning, 
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(il) solicit or hire any then current or fo1mer (having provided se1-vices 
during the period comme11ciJ1g one year prior to such date of solicitation or hire) employees of 
the Facility (eKcept for employment at the Facility), 

(iii) solicit or cause any then current resident of the Facility to move to 
another nursing facility unless, except during the Term of this Lease the Facility can no longer 
provide adequate care for such resident. 

Tenant acknowledges and agrees that the remedy at Jaw for any breach or threat 
of breach of the foregoing agreements will be inadequate and that Landlord shall be entitled to 
in-junctive relief in addition to any tights or remedies available to it for any breach or threat of 
breach hereof. The foregoing covenants shall be deemed to be severable and if the same be held 
invalid by reason of length of time or area covered, or both, the Tenant agrees that such length of 
time or area covered, or either of them, shall be reduced to !he extent 11ecessary to cure such 
invalidity and the provisions hereof shall be enforceable to the fullest extent pennitted by law. 

Sect/on 20.27 Subdivision. If the Leased Premises are in excess of that which is 
required to operate the Facility in accordance with lhe Intended Use, Landlord may subdivide the 
Leased Premises and amend this Lease to include only so much of the Leased PreJ1iises. as is 
ne<:essaty to operate the Facility in accordance with the Primary Intended Use. If Landlord 
subdivides the Leased Premises there shall be no change in the Rent payable hereunder. After 
any such subdivision, Tenant shall have no rights to any land which is 110 longer part of the 
Leased Pnmises and Landlord may sell, lease or develop any land which is no longer part of the 
Leased Premises. If Landlord elects to subdivide the Leased Premises Tenant shall cooperate 
with Landlord and take all actions reasonably requested by Landlord to effect such subdivision. 

Section 20.28 Landlord Not in Control: No PartnershjJ1, None of the covenants 
or other provisions contained ln thia Lease shall, or shall be deemed to, give Landlord the right 
or power to exercise control over the affairs or management of Tenant, the power of Landlord 
being limited to the rights to exerclse the remedies referred to in this Lease. The re)ationshlp 
between Tenant, on the one hand, ancl Landlord, on the other hand, is, and at all times shall 
remain, solely that of landlord and tenant. No covenant or provision of Ibis Lease is intended, 
nor shall it be deemed or construed, to create a partnership, joint venture, agency or common 
interest in profits or income between Landlord, on the one hand, and Tenant, on tl1e other hand. 
Landlord undertakes or assumes no responsibility or duty to Tenant or to any other person with 
respect to the Facility or this Lease, except as expressly provided In tllis Lease; and 
notwithstanding any other pmvision of tlrls Lease (a) Landlord shall not be construed as, a 
partner, joint venturer, alter ego, manager, controlling perso11 or other business associate or 
participant of any kind of Tenant or its stockholders, members, or partners and'umcllord never 
intends to ever assume such status; (b) Landlord shall not in any eve11t be liable for any debts, 
e~penses or losses incurred or sustained by Tenant; and (c) Landlord shall not be deemed 
responsible for or a participant in any acts, oriissions or decisions of Tenant or their 
stockholders, members, or partners. Landlord, on the one hand, and Tenant, on the other hand, 
disclaim any lnt~ntion to create any partnership, joint venture, agency or common interest in 
profits or income between Landlord, on the one hand, and Tenan(. on the other hand, or any 
sharing of liabilities, losses, costs or expenses. 
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Sec~ion 20.29 Tenant Cooperation, Tenant agrees to cooperate with Landlord in 
providing, and upon request by Landlord or its lender, Tenant shall provide or cause its 
subtenants to provide, such documents, information, financial reports, and such other items as 
may be required by Mortgagee in connection witl1 Landlord's loan or loans to acquire the Leased 
Premises, Tenant agrees to cause Its outside counsel to provide updated healthcare opinions 
req1dred -by Mortgagee in connection with the healthcare operations by Tenant or its subtenants 
at the Facility, and if requJred by Mortgagee, an opinion of counsel as to the due formation of 
Tenant and lts subtenants and due execution by said parties, and Tenant Affiliates, of the Lease, 
all subleases, all guaranties of the Lease, nnd any other documents executed by st1ch parties in 
connectlon with the loan(s) from Mortgagee to Landlord. Tenant agrees to execute, aud cause 
tho subtenants lo execute, SNDAs in fo1m and substance 1·equh'ed by Mortgagee nnd by its 
prospective lender who will be makillg HUD-insured loans to Landlords, Temutt further agrees 
to cooperate with Limdlord and with it, lender,, who are processing and will be making HUD 
Loans to Landlords. 

Section 20.30 !&.llitalized Terms. To the extent capitalized terms used herein are 
not defined, they shall have the same meaning as capitalized tenns in the Loan Documents. 

Section 20,31 Affiliate. The term "Affiliate" shall mean, as to any Person, any 
otl1er Person that, directly or indirectly, is in control of, is controlled by or is under common 
control with such Person or is a director or officer of such Person or of an Affiliate of such 
Person. 

ARTICLEXXl 

REMEDIES CUMULATIVE 

Section 21.! The rights and remedies set forth under this Lease are in addition 
to all other rights and remedies afforded to Landlord under any of the other documents 
contemplated under this Lease ("Lease Documents") or at law or in equity, ll!I of which are 
hereby reserve<l by Landlord, and this Lease is made and accepted without prejudice to any such 
rights and remedies. All of the rights and remedies of Landlord under each of the Lease 
Documents shall be separate and cumulative and may be exercised concurrently or successively 
in Landlord's sole and absolute discretion. 

ARTICLE XXII 

LIMITATION OFLJABILITY 

Section 22. 1 Liability. No member, manager, officer, shareholder, employee or 
agent of Landlord or its respective affiliates shall be held to any personal liability, jointly, or 
severally, for any obligation of, or claim against Landlord under this Lease. All persons dealing 
with Landlord, ln any way, shall look only to the assets of Landlord for the payment of any sum 
or the performance of any obligations. 
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Section 22.2 Consequential Damagea. Under no circumstances shall Landlord 
be liable to Tenllllt or any subtenant or Affiliate of Tenant for any consequential, specified, 
exemplary or pennitted damages. 

Section 22.3 Lh\bl!jty Limit<;<! to Interest in Premises. Tenant shall look solely to 
Landlord's interest in the Leased Premises owned by Landlord to sati$fy any liability arising 
under this Lease, It is specifically agteed d1at no constituent partner in Landlord or officer, 
director, member, manager or employee of Landlord shall ever be personally liable fot any such 
judgment or for the payment of any monetary obligation to Tenant, Except as otherwise 
expressly provided herein, in no event shall Landlord ever b~ liable to Tenant for any indirect or 
consequential damages suffered by Tenl\llt from whatever cause. 

ARTICLE XXIII 

REGULATORY ACTIONS 

Section 23. l Notice of Litigation, (a) Promptly after receipt qy Tenant 01· Its 
Affiliates of notice of the commencement thereof, Tenant shall provide Landlord with notice of 
all actions, suits, and proceedings before any Governmental Authority affecting Tenant, or its 
Affiliates or its Subtenants, which, if determined adversely to Tenant, its Affiliates or its 
Subtenonts, could result In a judgment equal to or greater than Fifty Thousand Dollars 
($50,000.00), 

(bl Notice of Regufotory Actions. Promptly after receipt by Tenant or its 
Affiliates of the notice of commencement thereof, Tenant sh,ul provide Landlord with notice 
of (i) any audit, investigation, claim (excluding adjustments, complaints, and corrective 
activity in the ordinary course of business), proceediug, settlement, judgment, consent orde1·, 
or corporate integrity ngreement by or imposed by any Governmental Authority, (ii) any 
suspension, debannent or disqualification of Tenant, its officers and members, 01· it, 
Affillates from being a health care provider, government contractor, holder of any health care 
license or recipient of reimbul'sement from any third party payor, (Hi) any suspension, 
tennination, or revocation of any health cilre license of Tenant or any or any of Tenant's 
Affiliates or (iv) any self or voluntary disclosure of any overpayment to a third party payor 
by Tenant or any of Tenant's Affiliates. 

(c) No)lce of Settlement Negotintions. Tenant shall provide Landlord 
with reasonable notice of any and all settlement discussions and/or negotiations (excluding 
adjustments, complaint.I and corrective activity in the ordinary course of busiuess). between 
representatives of Tenant and/or its Subtenants and any Governmental Authority, including 
without limitation negotiations witl1 respect to any claim, settlement agreement, consent 
order or corporate integrity agreement between Tenant and its Affiliates and any 
Governmental Authority ("§ettlement Discussions"). Ju connection with Settlement 
Discussions, (i) Tena11t shall timely provide Landlord with copies of any and all documents 
that Tenant and/or its Subtenants intends to submit, or that Tenant and/or its Subtenants 
receives, in connection with any Settlement Discussions, and (ii) Tenant shall advise 
Landlord as to tbe status of the Settlement Discussions. 
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No receipt of any such notice under subsections (a), (b) and (c) shall impose any 
obligation on Landlord to take any action 01· to enforce its rights hereunder or otherwise remedy 
the circumstances leading to such notice, 

ARTICLE XXIV 

ANTI-TERRORISM AND ANTl•MONEY LAUNDERING COMPLIANCE 

Section 24. 1 Qmnpliance with Anti-Terrorism LawsTenant represents !llld 
warrants to Landlord that it is not, and, after making due inquiry, tbat no person who owns a 
controlling lnteresc in or otherwise controls Tennill is, (l) listed on tbe Specially Designated 
Nationals and Blocked persons List (the "SlJN Llsf') maintained by t4e Office of Foreign Assets 
Control ("OFAC"), Depamnent of !he Treasury, and/or an any other similar list ("Other Lists" 
and, collectively with the SDN List, the "Lists") maintained by the OFAC pursuant to any 
authorizing statute, Executive Order or regulation (collectively, "OFAC Laws and 
Regulations"); or (ii) a person (a "Designated Person") eilher (A) included within the term 
"designated national" as defined 1n the Cuban Assets Control Regulati011s, 31 C.F.R, Part 515, Or 
(fl) designated under Sections 1 (a), l(b), l(c) or l(d) of Executive Order No. 13224, 66 Fed. 
Reg. 49079 (published September 25, 2001) or shnilarly designated under any related enabling 
legislation or any other similar Executive Orders (collectively, the "Executive Order.s"), The 
OFAC Laws and Regulations and !he Execmlve Orders are collectively referred to in this 
Agreement as the "Anti-Terrorism Laws", Tenant represents and warrants that lt requires, and 
has taken reasonable measures to ensure compliance with the requirement, !hat no person who 
owns any other direct intere~t in Tenant is or shall be listed on any of the Lists or is or shall be a 
Designated Person. This Section 2,4.1 shall not apply to any person to the extent that such 
person ',q interest in Tenant is through a U,S, Publicly-Traded Entity. As used in this Lease, 
"U.S. Publidy-Traded Entity" means a person (other than an individual) whose securitie,, are 
listed 011 a national securities exchange, or quoted on an automated quotation system, in the 
United States, or a wl10Jly .. owned subsidiary of such a person, 

Section 24.2 Fund& Invested in Tenant. Tenant represents and warrants that it 
has taken reasonable measures appropriate to the circumstances (and in any event as required by 
law), with respect to each holder of .a direct or indirect interest !11 Tenant, to assure that funds 
invested by auoh holders in Tenant are derived from legal so\ll'ces (".fillti-Money Launderjng 
Measurs:§''). The Anti-Money Laundering Measures have been undertnken in accordance with 
the Bank Secrecy Act, 31 U.S.C. §§ S31 l. ct seq. ("BSA"), nnd all applicable laws, regulations 
and government guidance on BSA compliance and on the prev~ntion lllld detection of money 
laundering violations under 18 U.S.C. §§ 1956 and 1957 (collectively with the BSA, 
"Anti-Money Laundering Laws"). 

Section 24.3 No Violation of Anti-Money Laundering Laws. Tenant represents 
and wnn·ants to Landlord, to its actual knowledge after making due inquiry, that neither Tenant 
nor any holder of a direct or indirect interest in Tenant {i) is under Investigation by any 
governmental authority for, or has been charged with, or convicted of, money laundering under 
18 U.S.C. §§ J.956 and 1957, drug trafficki11g, te11°01'lst-related activities 01· other money 
laundel'lng predicate crimes, or any violation of the BSA, (ii) has been assessed civil 'penalties 
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under any Anti-Money Laundering Laws, or (iii) has had any of its funds seized or forfeited il1 an 
action under any Anti-Money Laundering Laws. 

Section 24.4 TenMt Compliance with Aull-Money Laundering Laws. Te11ant 
reprnsents and warrants to Landlord that it has· taken reasonable measures appropriate to the 
circumstances (in any event RJ1 required by Jaw), to ensure that Tenant is in compliance with all 
current aml future Anti-Money Laundering Laws and Jaws, regulations and government guidance 
for the prevention of terrorism, terrorist financmg and drng trafficking, 

[SEE ATTACHED SIGNATURE PAGES] 
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IN. WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have e).(ecuted or caused the execution of this 
Lease by their respective officers duly authorized as of the day and year first above written, 

LANDLORD: 
----··---..... 

.White Plains Hel)}1l1Clirel'roperties r.;,tc,, 
a Mas~iuo1'--US: limited liability.,q<Jirlpai1y 

(_~~ 
By:;;;:-~~-
:?-,--

1 
Manager 

TENANT: 

H!3L SNP, LLC, 
a New York limited liability company 

By: 
Name: ________ _ 

Its: 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have executed or caused the execution of this 
Lease by their l'espective officers duly authorized as ofthc day and year first above written. 

LANDLORD: 

White Plains Healthcare Properties l, LLC, , 
a Massachusetts limited liability company 

By: ·--------.,....,---· 
, Manager 

TENANT: 

BBL SNF, LLC, 
a New York limited liability company 
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Health Care Representations. Tenant, for Itself, and for the Subtenants, do 
hereby represent and warrant to Landlord, its successors and assigns, as of the date of the Lease, 
that: 

(a) All Medicare and Medicaid provider agreements, certificates of need, if 
applicable, ce,rtificatious, govemmelltal licenses, permits, regulatory agreements or other 
agreements and approvals, Including certificates of operation, completion and occupancy, 
and state 1mrslng facility licenses or other licenses required by Health Care Authorities 
(ru;' defined in the Leas~). for the legal ttse, occupancy anrl operatio11 of the Facility 
(collectively, the "Health Care Licenses") for the Facility have been obtained by the 
party required co hold such Health Care Licenses and are in full force and effect, 
including approved provider status in any approved third-party payor program. Each 
Subtenant (hereinafter "Operator") owns and/or possesses, and holds free from 
restrictions or conflicts with the rights of others, all such Health Care Licenses and will 
ope!"ate or cause the Facility to be operated in such a manner that the Health Care 
Licenses shall remain in full force and effect; 

(b) The Facility is duly licensed ru; a skilled nursing facility as required under 
the applicable laws of the State of New York. The licensed h~d capacity of the Facility 
and the actual bed count operated at the Facility is l 60. The Tenant has not applied to 
reduce the number of licensed or certified beds of the Facility or to move or trnnsfer the 
right to any and all of the licensed or certified beds of the Facility to any other location or 
to amend or otherwise change the Facility alld/or the number of beds approved by the 
DOH or other applicable state licensing agency, and there are no proceedings or actions 
pending or conte,mplated to reduce the number of licensed or certified beds of the 
Facility; 

(c) The Health Care License with respect to the Facility (i) has not been and will 
not be (A) transfen-ed to any location other than lhe Facility or (B) pledged as collateral 
security (other than any pledge as collateral security to Tenant's accounts receivable 
lender approved by Landlord which pledge Is subject to the interests of (x) Landlord 
under the Lease and (y) Mortgagee, inc hading the liens und secul"ity Interests of' the Loan 
Documents), (ii) is and will continue to be held free from restrictions or known confilcts 
that would materially impair \he use.or operation of the Facility as intended, and (iii) is 
not provisional, probationary, or restricted in any way, except in instances where a 
Governmental Authority or Health Care Authority has issued a provisional, probationary 
or 1·estricted license, permit or certification in the ordinary course pending issuance of a 
final license, pennit or certification; 

(d) Tenant has or will take any action to rescind, withdraw, revok~. amend, 
modify, supplement or otherwise aller the nature, tenor or scope of any Health Care 
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License or applicable provider payment program participation other than non-material 
alterations effected in the ordinary course of business; 

(e) Tenant and the operation of the Facility are in material compliance with 
the applicable provisions of the Laws and all orders, standards, policies, restrictions or 
rules of any Health Care Authority having jurisdiction over the ownerahip, use, 
occupMcy or operation of the Facility, including (i) staffing reqt1irements, (l!) health and 
fire sttfety codes including quality and safety standards, (iii) accepted professional 
standards Md principles that apply to the Operator's provision of services at the Facility, 
(iv) federal, state or local Jaws, rules, regulations or published interpretations or policies 
relating to the prevention of fraud and abuse, (v) insurance, reimbursement and cost 
reporth1g requirements, government payment program requirements llnd disclosure of 
ownership and related information requirements, (vi) requirements of applicable Health 
Care Authorities, inchlding those rel~ting to the Facility's physical structure and 
environment, licensing, quality and adequacy of nursing facility care, distributions of 
pharmaceuticals, rate setting, equipment, personnel, operating policies, and additions of 
Facility and services, and (vii) any other applicable Jaws, regulations or agreements for 
reimbursement for the type of care or services provided by Tenant and/ with respect to 
the Facility. As used herein, "material compliance" means a level of compliance that 
would keep Tenant and/ (and the operation of the Facility) free from any final orders or 
sanctions by any Governmental Authority or Health Care Authority having jurisdiction 
over the operation of the Facility and would not adversely affect Tenant's and.l's 
operations, including, but not limited to, its right to receive 1·eimbursement or insurance 
payments; 

(f) Tenant and the Facility are each in material compliance with the 
requirements for pa1ticipatio11 in the Medicare and Medicaid programs with respect to the 
Facility that currently participates in such programs and has a current provider agreement 
under Title XVID and/or XIX of the Social Security Ace which is in full force and effect. 
Facility has not had any deficiencies on its most recent survey (standard or complaint that 
would result in a denial of payment for new admissions with no qpportunity to correct 
prior to tennination, The Facilily had not any deficiencies at "level G" or above on its 
most recent sun>ey (standard or complaint), no,· has Tenant been cited with any 
substandard quality of care deficiencies (as that term is defmcd in Part 488 of 42 C.F.R,) 
for the past two oonsecutive surveys. The Facility has not been designated as a Special 
Focus Facility (as such term is defined by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid 
Services Special Focus Facility Program); ' 

(g) Neither Tenant nor the Facility is a tiu-get of, participant in, or subject to 
any action, proceeding, suit, audit, investigation or sanction by any Health Care Authotity 
01· any other administrative or hwestigative body or entity or any other third party payor 
or any patient or resident (including, without limitation, whistleblower suits, or suits 
brought pursuant to federal or state False Claims Acts, and Medicaid/Medicare/State 
fraud/nbuse laws, but excluding medical malpractice claims and other civil liability 
lawsuits for which the Faollity is maintainillg insurance coverage in the ordinary course 
of business) which may result, directly or indirectly or with the passage of time, in the 
imposition of a fine, penalty, alternative, Interim or final sanction, a lower rate 
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certification, recoupment, recovery, suspension or discontinuance of all or part of 
reimbursement from any Health Care Authority, third-party payor, insurance carrier or 
private payer, a lower reimbursement rate for services rendered to eligible patients, or 
any other civil or criminal remedy, or which could reasonably be expected to· have a 
m~terial adverse effect on Lllndlord, Tenant , or the operation of the Facility, including 
the Facility's ability to accept or retain t"esidcnts, or which could result in the 
appointment of a receiver or manager, or in the modification, lhnltation, annulment, 
revocation, 1.ransfer, surrender, suspension or other impairment of a Health Care License, 
ot· affect Tenant's 's participation in die Medicare, Medicaid, or third-party payor 
program, as applicable, or any successor program 1hereto, at current rate certification, nor 
has any such action, proceeding, suit, investigation or audit been threatened; 

(h) There aTe no agreements with residents of the Facility or with MY other 
persons or organizations that devfate in any material adverse respect from or that conflict 
with, any statutory or· regulatory requirements. All re.1ident records at the Facility, 
including patient and/or resident accounts records, are true, complete, and correct in all 
material respects; 

(i) Other than the Medicare, Medicaid, and Veteran Administration programs, 
Tenant is not a participant in any federal. state or local program whereby any federal, 
state or local government or quasi-govemmental body, or any intennediary, agency, 
board or other authority or entity may have the right to recover funds with l'espect to any 
Individual Property by reason of the advance of federal, state or local funds, lnciudlng, 
wiihout limitation, those authorized under the Hill-Burton Act (42 U.S.C. 291, .e.&rum.), 
Tenant has received no notice, and Is not aware of any violation of applicable antitrust 
laws; ' 

(j) Tenant's private payer, Medicaid, Medicare, and/or managed care 
company, insurance company or other third-party insurance accounts receivable with 
respect to the Facility are free of any liens and Tenant has not pledged any of Its 
receivables as collateral se<.'Urity for any loan or Indebtedness: 

(k) Tenant is not a party to any collective bargaining agreement or other labor 
contract applicable to persons employed by it at the Facility and there are no thrnatened 
or pending labor disputes at the Facility; 

(l) Tenant has instituted, and the Facility is operated in material compliance 
with, a compliance plan which follows applicable guidelines established by Health Care 
Authorities; 

(m) Tenant Is in compliance with the Health Care Insurance Portability and 
Accountability Act of 1996, and the regulations promulgated thereunder; 

(n) There ls no threatened or pending revocation, suspension, tennination, 
probation, restriction, limitation, or non-renewal affecting Tenant and/or the Facility or 
provider agreement with any third-party payer, Medicare or Medicaid; 
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(o) All Medicare, Medicaid, and private insurance cost reports and financial 
reports submitted by or on behalf of the Facility are and will continue to be materially 
accurate and complete and have nor been and will not be misleading in any material 
respects; 

(p) The Facility and the use thereof complies in all material respects with all 
applicable local, state, and federal building codes, fire codes, and other similar regulatory 
requirements and 110 waivers of such physical plant standards exist at the Facility; 

(q) Any existing agreement relating to the management or operation of the 
Facility is in full force and effect and is not in default by any party. In the event any 
management or operating agreement is terminated or in the event of foreclosme or other 
acguisition, the subsequent operator ne~d not obtain a certificate of need prior to applying 
for and receiving a license to operate the Facility or prior to receiving Medicare or 
Medicaid payments, as applicable; 

(r) There are no actious, suits, or proceedings at law or in equity by any 
person or entity, including any Governmental Authority or any Health Care Authority or 
other agency now pending or threatened against or affecting Tenant and/or the Facility, 
which actions, suits or proceedings, individually or collectively, if detennined against 
Tenant and/01· the Facility, might materially adversely affect the condition (f!nancilll or 
otherwise) or business of Tenant and/or the condition, ownership or operation of the 
Facility. 
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SCHEDULE 19.Z 

"Speclal Purpose Entity" shall mean a corporation, limited partnership or limited liability 
company (such entity sometimes referred to herein as the "Company") which at all times on and 
after the date hereof: 

(d) is organized solely for the purpose of (i) acquiring, developing, owning, 
holding, selling, leasing, transferring, exchanging, managing nnd operating the Leased 
Premises, entering into this Lease with Lijndlord, subleasing the LeaBed Premises to affiliated 
subtenants; and (ii) transacting lawful business that is incident, necessary and appropriate to 
accomplish the foregoing; 

(e) is not engaged and will 1101 engage, directly or indirectly, in any business 
unrelated lo those activities required or penuitted to be performed under the Lease, includin);l 
pursuant to this definition of "Special Purpose Entity" and Subsection .Cru. above, as 
applicable; 

(f) does not have and will not have any assets other tlt~n those (i) relat<:d to 
the Leased Premises or its partnership interest in the limited partnership or the member 
interest in the limited liability company that operates !he Leased Premises or acts as the 
general partner or managing member thereof, as applicable, and (ii) incidental personal 
property necessary for the conduct of its business, as applicable; 

(g) has not engaged, sought or consented to and will not engage hi, seek or 
consent to any dlssohllion, winding up, liquidation, consolidation, merger, sale of all or 
substantially all of its assets, transfer of partnership or membership interests (if such entity is 
a geneJ"a] partner in a limited part11ership or a member ln a limited liability company) or 
amendment of its limited partnership agreement, articles of incorporation, .articles of 
organization, certificate of formatiot1 or operating agreement (aa applicable) with respect to 
the matters set forth in this definition; 

(h) fa and will remain solvent and pay its debts and liabilities (including, as 
applicable, snared persollllel and overhead expenses) from its assets us the same shall become 
due, and is maintaining and will maintain adequate capital for the normal obligations 
reasonably foreseeable iu a business of its size and character and in light of its contemplated 
business operations; 

(i) has not failed and will not fail to correct any known misunderstanding 
regarding its separate identity; 

(j) has maintained Jl11d will maintain its accounts, books and records s~parnte 
from lhose of any other person, individual or entity (a "Person") nnd maintain its bank 
accounts separate from those of any other Person. To the extent required by law to file a tax 
return, will file its own tax returns, except to the extent it is required to file consolidated tax 
l'eturns by lnw; 
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(k) hns maintained and will maintain its own records, books, resoh1tions and 
a&'Tllcments; 

(l) has not commingled and will not commingle its funds or assets with those 
of any other Person and has not participated and will not participate in any cash management 
system with any other Person other than pursuant to its {insert a11y credir faci/iries or 
accounts receivables financings]; 

(m)has held and will hold its assets in Its own name; 

(n) has conducted and will conduct its business io its naU1e; 

(o) has maintained a11d will maintain its financial statements, accounting 
records and other entity doc11ments separate from any other Person and has not permitted and 
will not permit its assets to be listed as assets on the financial statement of any other entity 
except as required by GAAP; provided, however, t:llat any such con,1olidated financial 
statement shall contain a note indicaling that its separat-. nssets and liabilities are neither 
available to· pay the debts of the consolidated entity nor constitute obligatioiis of the 
consolidated entity: 

(p) has paid and will pay its own liabilities and expenses, including the 
salaries. of its own employees, if any, on! of its own funds and assets, and has maintained and 
will maintain a sufficient number of employees, If any, in light of its contemplated business 
operations and in accordance with nll Laws; 

(q) has observed and will observe all paitnership, corporate or limited liability 
company formalities, a& applicable; 

(r) has and will liave no indebtedness other than (i) liabilities nnder this Lease 
or any Sublease (ii) liabilities incurrr,1 in. the ordinary course of business relating to the 
ownership and operation of the Leased Premises and the routine administration of Tenant, 
and (iii) such other liabilities that are pem1itted under this Lease; 

(s) has not and will not· assume or guarantee or become obligated for the debts 
of any other Person or hold out its credit as being available to satisfy the obligatioi1s·of any 
other Person except as permitted pursuant to this Lease; 

(t) has not and will not acquire obligations or sec.uritles of hs partners, 
members or sharnholders or any other Affiliate; 

(u) has allocated and will allocate fairly, reasonably and in accordance with 
all Laws, any ovel"licad expenses that are shared with any Affiliate, including, but not limited 
to, paying for shared office space and sexvices performed by any employee of an Affiliate; 

(v) maintains and uses and will maintain and use separate stationery, invoices 
and checks bearing its name. The stationery, invoices, and checl,s 11tilized by the Tenant or 
utilized to collect its fU11ds or pay its expenses shall bear its own name and shall not bear the 
name of any other entity; 
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Person; 
(w)ha.s not pledged and will not pled!!e its assets for the benefit of any other 

(x) has held itself out and identified itself and will hold itself out and identify 
itself as n separate and distinct entity under its own name and not as a division or part of any 
other Person; 

(y) has maintained and will maintain its assets in such a manner that it will not 
be costly or difficult to segregate, nsce11ait1 or identify its individual assets from those of any 
other Person; 

(z) has not made and will not make loans to nny Person or hold evidence of 
Indebtedness issued by any otller Person or entity; 

(aa) has not identified and will not identify its partners, members or 
shareholders, or any Affiliate of any of them, as a divi~ion or part of it, and has not identified 
itself and shall not identify itself as n division of any other Person; 

(bb) has not entered into or been a party to, and wlll not enter into or be a 
party to, any transaction witll its partners, members, shareholders or Affiliates except (A) in 
the ordmnry course of its business and on terms which are inninsically fair, commercially 
reasonable and are in compliance with all Laws and no !es~ favorable to Jt than would be 
obtained in a comparable ann 's-length transaction with an unrelated third party and (B) in 
connection with this Lease: 

(cc) has not and will not have any obligation to, and will not, Indemnify its 
partners, officers, directors or members, as the case may be, unless such an obligation is fully 
subordinated to the Rent payable under this Lease and will not constitute a claim against it in 
the event that cash flow in excess of the amount required to pay the Rent is insufficient to 
pay such obligation; 

(dd) it shall consider the intel'ests of its creditors in connection with all 
limited liability company actions; 

(ee) does not and will not have any of its obligations gual'anteed by any 
Affiliate except obligations under this uase; 

(ff) if such entity is a limited liability company, it shall have its own board of 
directots or board of managers, and shall cause such board to meet at least annually or act 
pursuant to written consent and keep minutes of such meetings. and actions and observe all 
other corporate fonnallties; 

(gg) has complied nnd will comply with all of the terms and provisions 
contained in its organizational documents. The statement of facts contained in its 
organizational documents are rrue and correct and will remain true and correct; 

(hh) 
bank accounts; 

has not and will not peimit ru1y other Person indepeudent access to its 
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(ii) has caused and will cause all representatives of Tenllllt to act a\ all times 
with respect to Tenal!t consistently and In furtherance of the foregoing; and 

(jj) has not a11d will not form, acquire, or hold any subsidiary or own any 
equity mterest in any other entity. 
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l 

GUARANTY OF LEASE 

THIS GUARANTY OF LEASE (this "Guaranty") is made as of November 19, 2015, 

by Lizel' Jozofovic ("Guarantor"), to WlllTE PLAINS HEAL TH CARE PROPERTIES l, 

LLC, a Massachusetts limited liability company ("Landlord"). 

RECITALS 

A. Landlord has been requested by HBL SNF, LLC a New York Limited Liability 

Company ("Tenant'~ to enter into an Amended and Restated Lease and Security Agreement 

dated as of November 19, 2015 (the "Lease"), wh6reby Landlord would lease to Tenant, and 

Tenant would lease from Landlord, certain premises located in White Plains, New York, as more 

particularly described in the Lease (the "Premises"). 

B. Tenant is owned by Guarantor, and Guarantor will derive substantial economic 
benefit from the execution and delivery of the Lease. 

C. Guarantor acknowledges that Landlord would not enter into the Lease unless thls 

Guaranty accompanied the execution and delivery of the Lease. 

D, Guarantor hereby acknowledges receipt of a copy of the Lease. 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the execution and delivery of the Lease and 

of other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby 

aclmowledged, Guarantor covenants and agrees as follows: 

1, DEFINITIONS, Defined terms used in this Guaran(Y and not otherwise defined 

herein have the meanings assigned to them in the Lease. 

2. COVENANTS OF GUARANTOR-

2.1 Guarantor absolutely, unconditionally and irrevocably guarantees, as a 

primary obligor and not merely as a surety: (i) the full and prompt payment of nil Minimum Rent 

and Additional Rent and all other rent, sums and charges of every type and nature payable by 

Tenant under the Lease, whether due by acceleration or otherwise, including costs and expenses 

of cQJ!ection (collectively, t~e "Moneta,r Obligations"), and (ii) the full, timely and complete 

performance of all coven~nts, terms, conditions, obHgntions, indemnities and agreements to be 

peiformed by Tenant under the tense, inoludlng·any indemt\itles or other obligations of Tenant 

that survive the expiration or earlier termination of the Le:ise (all of tlie ebligatl.ons described in 

clauses (i) and (ll), are collectively referred to herein as the "Obligations"). 

2.2 Guarantor agrees with Landlord that (l) any action, suit or proceeding of 

-any kind or nature whatsoever (an "Action") commenced by Landlord against Tenant, Guarantor 

or any Other duat'ant01· of the Lease ("Othe1· Guarnntor") to enforce tlie Obligations shall not 

prejudice iii any way Lan.dlord's rights to enforce the Obligations in any subsequent Action 

against Ten~nt, Guarantor or any Other Guarantor, (ii) Landlord may, al its option, join 

Guarantor in any Action against Tenant or any Other Guarantor or seek recover against 

Guarantor without Landlord first ass'erting, prosecuting, or eKhausting an_y remedy or olaim 
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against Tenant or any other Guarantor and (iii) Guarantor will be conclusively bound by a 

judgment entered in any Action in favor of Landlord against Tenant whether or not Guarantor is 

entered as a party or participates in such Action. 

2,3 If Landlord proposes to g1·ru1t a mortgage on, or refinance any mortgage 

encumbering the Premises er any portion thereof, Guarantor shall cooperate in the process, and 

shall permit Landlord and the proposed mortgagee to meet with Guamntor or, if applicable, 

officers of Guarantor and to discuss Guarantor's business and finances. On request of Landlord, 

Guarantor agrees to provide any such prospective mortgagee the information to which Landlord 

is entitled hereunder, provided that If any such information is not publicly available, such 

nonpublic information shall be made available on a confidential basis. Guarantor agrees to 

eKeoule, acknowledge and deliver documents requested by the prospective mortgagee (such as a 

consent to the financing, without encumbering Guarantor's or Tenant's assets, a consent to a 

collateral assignment of the Lease and of this Guaranty, estoppel certificate, and a subordination, 

non-disturbance and attomment agreement), customary for tenants and their guarantors to sign in 

connection with mortgage loans to landlords, so long as suoh documents are in form then 

customary among institutional lenders (provided the same do not materially and adversely 

change Tenant's rights or obligations under the Lease or materially and adversely change 

Guarantor's rights and obligations under this Guaranty). 

3. GUARANTOR'S OBLIGATIONS UNCONDITIONAL. 

3.1 This Guaranty is an absolute and unconditional guaranty of payment and 

of perfomiance, and not of collection, and shall be enforceable ag~inst Guarantor without the 

necessity of the commencement by Landlord of any Action against Tenant, and without the 

necessity of any notice of nonpayment, nonperformance or nonobservance, or any notice of 

acceptance of this Guaranty, or of any other notice or demand to which Guarantor might 

otherwise be entitled, all of which Guanintor hereby expressly waives in advance. The 

obligations of Guarantor hereunder are independent of, and may eKceed, the obligations of 

Tenant. 

3,2 This Guaranty shall apply notwithstanding any extension or renewal of the 

Lease, or any holdover following the expiration or termination of the Lease Term or any renewal 

or ex.tension of the Lease Term. 

3.3 This Guaranty is a continuing guarantee and will remain in full force and 

effect notwithstanding, and the liability of Guarantor hereunder shall be absolute and 

unconditional irrespective of any or all of the following: (!) any renewals, extensions, 

modifications, alterations or amendments of the Lease (regardless of whether Guarantor 

consented to or had notice of same); (ii) any releases or discharges of Tenant or any Other 

Guarantor other than the full release and complete discharge of all of the Obligations; 

(iii) Landlord's failure or delay to assert any claim or demand or to enforce any of its rights 

against Tenant or any Other Guarantor ; (iv) any extension of time that may be grunted by 

Landlord to Tenant or any Other Guarantor; (v) any assignment or transfer of all of any part of 

Tenant's interest under the Lease (whether by Tenant, by operation of law, 01· otherwise); 

(vi) any subletting, concession, franchising, licensinlb or pel'lnllting of the Premises or any 

portion thereof; (vii) any changed or d[fferent use of the P1•emis<,s (ol' nny portion thereof); 
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(viii) any other dealings or matters occw'ring between Landlord and 'Tenant or any Other 

Guarantor; (ix) the taking by Landlord of any additiimal guarnntee~, 6r the rcGeipt by Landlord of 

any collateral, from Tenant, Bil)' Oth~r Guarantor or any other .per&ons or entities; (x.) the release 

qy Landlord of any Other Guai·antor; (xi) Landlord's rele~se of.any security provided under the 

Lease or any other guaranty; (xll) Lan,dlord's failure to perfect llIIY landlord's li~n or other lien or 

security interest available under applicable LQ'gal Requirements; (xiii) any assumption by an;y 

pej'son of any or all of Tenant'~ eblig~tions under the Lease or any Other Ouaran't9r's obllgat!oils 

under any other guarnnty, or Tenant's assignment of any 01· all of lts rights and in.terests under 

tlie Lease, (xiv) the power or authority or lack thereof of Tenant to e1iecute, acknowledge or 

cleliver the Lease; (xv) the existence, non,existence or lapse at any time of Tenant as a legal 

entity or the existence, non-existence or termination of any corporate, ownership, business or 

other relationship between Tenant and Guaranto1•; (x:vi) any sale or assignment by Landlord of 

a11y or all of this Guarani)', any other guaranty and the. Lease (including any direct or collateral 

,;,ssignment by Landlord to any mortgagee); (x.vii) the si;ilvency or lack of solveney of Tenant or 

any Other Guarant(;)r at any time .or frimi time to tlll'le; or (xviii) any other cause, whetl1er similar 

or dlssl~llar to any of tlie foregoing, that !)light constitute a legal or equitable discharge of 

Guarantor (whethe1· or not Guarantor sll'all have knQwledge or notice thereof) other thart payment 

and performa11oe in full ·of the Obligations; (xjx) the release or discharge of Tenant In any state 

or federal creditors' proceedings, receivership, bank:mptcy or other proceedi11g; (xx) the 

impairment, limitation or mG\~ifioatian of the liability of Tenant or the e&tatc. of Tenant in 

bankftWtcy, or of any remedy for the t1nforcement of Tenant's liability under the Lease, resulting 

fr9m ihe operation of any present or future provision of the United States Bankruptcy Code (11 

U.S.C. § I 01 et seq.,, as amended), or from other statute, or from ~he order of any court; ()fxi) the 

rejectlpn, dlsaffirmance or llther termination of tlie Lease in 110y su~h proceeding: (xxli) the 

assertion or the failure to assert by. l:,andlcird against Tenant, o'f any of the tights or remedies 

reserved to Landlord pursuant to the provisions ol'the Lease; oi: (i\'Xiil) if at any time the p'ayment 

ef any amount due tmger the Lease or this Ouar~nty is resoinc!ed or must otherwise be returned 

by Landlord for any riiaso11, in such evei:it, Guarantor shall pay to Landlord an amount equnl to 

any sueh payment that has beeri resoinded or returned. This Guaranty sliall continue to be 

effective lf at any time the payment of any amount due under the Lease or this Guaranty is 

rescinded or must otherwise be returned by Landlord for nny reason Without in any way limiting 

the generality of the foregoing, Guarantor spao!fioally agrees that (A) if Tenartt's obligations 

under the Lease are modified or amended with the express· w1itten consent of Landlord, this 

Guaranty shall extend to such obligations as so amended or modified without notice ·to, 

consideration to, or the consent of, Guarantor, and (B) this Guaranty shall be applicable to any 

obligations of Tenant arising in connection with a termination of the Lease, whether voluntary or 

otherwise. Guarantor hereby consents, prospectively, to Landlord's taking or entering into any 

or all of the foregoing actions 01· omissions. For purposes of this Guaranty and tho obligations 

and liabilities of Guarantor hereunder, "1'emmt" shall be deemed t0 include any and all 

concessionaires, licensees, franchisees, department operators, assignees, subtenants, pem1lttees 

or others directly or indirectly operating or conducting a business in or from the Premises or any 

portion thereof, as fully as if any of the same were the nnmed Tenant under the Lease. 

3,4 Notwithstanding anything to the contrary hereunder, Guarantor shnll be 

released and discharged from all liabillty with respect to any obligntions. 0f Tenant under the 

Lease arising or accruing after the Commencement Date (ihe "Guaranty Termination Date"); 

provided that 60 days prior to the Commencement Date Tenant has delivered to Lruidlord (i) (a) 
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ll!l uncondltlona1 Letter of Credit, ln accordance wlth the Section 7 .1 (aXU) of !he Lel!.se ln the 

ntnount of $3,700,000, or (b) $3,700,000 ln cash to se011te the full and timely payroent and 

performance of Tenant's obllgatl?!JS under the Lease, .(ii) an agreement by Capital Funding 

Oroup, whloh cannot be amended e){oept by an agreement l.n writing signed by LIUldlol"d, Tenant 

and Capltfll Funding Group. In the form attached as EJ!hlblt 7.1 (a) ot the Lease or otherwise 

approyed by Landl1>rd an4 Landlord's lenders In tlwii· reasonabl~ dlsereilon, wherelri and 

whereby Capital Ji1111d!ng Group agr<:ie$ to allow Tenant to draw down on its Credit Llne e.aoh 

month so as lo enable Capital F<1ndlng Oroup to pay dlrtetly to Landlord the wm oUS05,096.50 

per month c<immenolng the Com111en<l!ll)I01)t Date ·and on eMh d~y Fixed Rent is due under the 

).ease for the fol~nths, nnd (Ill) and released to Landlord all funds In the e-0ntro!led 

aO.OoUl)t numbe~ In JPMorgan Chase Bi111k, N.A, in the amount not loss tbai\ 

$1,600,000 to be held as an additional Security Deposit by Landlord, After the Guaranty 

Termination .Date, Guarantor shall corttlnuc to remain pereotially Hable plll'Suant to the tct111s of 

this Guaranty for (I) all obligaUons of Tenant under !he Lease which arose or accrued <l!\ or prlor 

to the Guaranty Tennination Date and (ii) any liability of Tenil11t arlsing out of a breach of Jll\y 

warranty or representation of Tenant under Leaae, and all doouments exeJ)uted by Tenant in 

connection therewith, (ill) and any liability C>f Guarantor arising out of a breach of any watranty 

of representation hereunder. 

4, )YAIVERS OF GUARANTOR 

4,1 Without llmita1fon of the foregoing, Guarantor waives (i) notice of 

acceptsnoo of 1h11 Gua!'lll1ty, protest, demand and dishonor, presentment, and. demands of any 

kind now or hereafter provided for by any statute or rule of law, (ii) notice of any actions taken 

by Landlord or 1'ena1,t under the Lease or any other agreement 9r ln.strutnent relating thereto, 

(ill) nodoe of any ll!ld all defaults by T~nant in the payment of Minimum Rent and Addl.tfonal 

Rent or other rent, charges or amounts, or of any other default/J by Teni\Ut under the Lease, 

(Iv) all other notices, demands a;i.d protesta, and all other formalities of every kind In oonnectlon 

with the enfofj;ement of the Obligations, omlss!Qn of or delay In which, b11t fur the poovlslons of 

this Section 4, might ~onstltute grounds for relieving.Guarantor of Its obH~atlons hereunder, 

(v) any requl!~ment that Lamilord protect, seoure, perfect, Insure or proceed again1t any soourl!y 

Interest or lien, or any property au)lject thereto, or exhaust any rlght or take any action. 11\lainst 

Tenant, any other Guarantor or 1111y'other person or entity (inoludlng any addltlona:I guarantor or 

Guarantor) or against any QQlle,teral, Md (vi) the benefit of any statut~ of limitations affecting 

Guarantor's liability under tills Guaranty, 

4,2 GUARANTOR HEREBY WAIVES TRIAL BY JURY IN ANY 

ACTION, PROCEBD!NO OR COUNTERCLAIM BROtrGlff BY -ANY PERSON OR 

ENTITY wrm RESPECT TO ANY MATIER WHATSOEY.ER ARISJNO OUT OF OR IN 

ANY WAY CONNECTBD WITH: THIS GUARANTY: THB LEASE; ANY L,IABILITY OR 

OBLlOATlON OF TENANT IN ANY MANNER RBLATED TO THE PREMISES OR ANY 

PORTlON THEREOF;: ANY CLAlM OF INJURY OR DAMAGE [N ANY WAY RELATED 

TO THJ;l LEASE AND/OR THE PREMISES (OR ANY PORTION THEREOF); ANY ACT OR 

OMISSION OP TENANT, ITS AGENTS, BMPLOYEBS, CONTRACTORS, SUPPLIERS, 

SERVANTS, CUSTOMERS, CONCESSIONAIRES, FRANCHISEES, PERMI'I'TEES OR 

LICENSEES; OR ANY ASPECT OF THE USE OR OCCUPANCY OF, OR THE CONDUCT 

OF BUSINESS IN, ON OR FROM THE PREMISES (OR ANY PORTION THEREOF), 
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GUARANTOR SHALL NOT INTERPOSE ANY COUNTERCLAIM OR COUNTERCLAJMS 
OR CLAIMS FOR SET-OFF, RECOUPMENT OR DEDUCTION OF RENT IN ANY ACTION 
BROUGHT BY LANDLORD AGAINST GUARANTOR UNDER THJS GUARANTY. 
GUARANTOR SHAtL NOT BE ENTITLED TO MAKE, AND HEREBY WAIVES, ANY 
AND ALL DEFENSES AGAINST ANY CLAJM ASSERTED BY LANDLORD OR IN ANY 
SUJT OR ACTION JNSTITUTED BY LANDLORD TO ENFORCE THIS GUARANTY OR 
THE LEASE, IN AbDlTION, GUARANTOR HEREBY WAIVES, I!OTH WITH l:ffiSPECT 
TO THE LEASE AND WITH RESPECT TO THIS GUARANTY, ANY AND ALL RIGHTS 
WHICH ARE WAIVED BY TENANT UNDER THE LEASE, IN THE SAME MANNER AS 
IF ALL SUCH WAIVERS WERE FULLY RESTATED HEJ:ffi!N. THE LIABILITY OF 
GUARANTOR UNDER TIITS GUARANTY IS PRIMARY AND UNCONDITIONAL. 

il.3 Guarantor expressly waives any and all rights to defenses arising by 
reason of (i) any "011e-a.ctlon" or "anti-deficiency" law or any other law that may prevent 
Landlord fi:om bringing any action, Including a claim for deficiency, against Guarantor before or 
after Landlord's commencement or completion of any action against Tenant or any Other 
Guarantor; (ii) ANY ELECTION OF REMEDIES BY LANDLORD (INCLUDING ANY 
TERMINATION OF THE LEASE) THAT DESTROYS OR OTHERWISE ADVERSELY 
AFFECTS GUARANTOR'S SUBROGATION RIGHTS OR GUARANTOR'S RIGHTS TO 
PROCEED AGAINST TENANT FOR REIMBURSEMENT; (iii) any disability, insolvency, 
bankruptcy, Jack of authority or power, death, insanity, minority, dissolution, or other'defonse of 
Tenant, of any other guarantor (or any other Guarantor), or of any other person or entity, or by 
reasor of the oessatlo11 of Tenant's liability from any cau~e whatsoever, other than f\lll and flna/ 
payment in toga! tender and performance of the Obligations; (iv) any righ,t to ·claim discharge of 
.any p1· ~11 of the Obligations on the basis .of mi)ustified impainnent c,f any collatej·al for the 
Obligations; (v) any change In the relations!ll!J between Ouarantpr and Tenant or any Other 
Guarantor 01· any termination of su.oh relationship; (vi) any irregularity, defect or una~horized 
action by any or all of Landlord, Tenant, any Other Guarantor or surety, 01• any of their 
respective officers, directors or othel' agents in executing and delivei:lng any instrument or 
agreements 1•elating to the Obligations .or in ca1Tying 011t 01· a.ttemptin_g to oar1:y out the terms of 
any such agreements; (vii) any asslgntnent, endorsement or transfer, in whol~ 01· in part, of the 
Obligations, whether made with or without notice to or consent of Guarantor; (viii) If the 
recovery from Tenant 6r any other Petsen (including any Other Guarantor) becomes barred by 
any statute of llmltaUons 01· is .otherwise prevented; (ix) the benefits of any and all statutes, laws, 
rules 01· regulations applicable In: the State of Illinois which may require the prior or concurrent 
joinc!or of any othe1• party to m1y action on this Guarllnty; (i<) any release or other reduction of the 
Obligations arising as a result of the expansion, release, substitution, deletion, addition, or 
rep.lapement (whether or not in acctirdance with the terms of the Lease) of the Premises or any 
portion thereof; or (xi) any neglect, delay, omission, failure or refusal of Landlord to take or 
prosecute any action for the oo!lection or enforcement of any of the Obligations or to forecloS'e or 
take or prosecute any action in connection with any lien or right of seourity (lnoluding perfection 
ti1ereof) existing 01· to exist in connection with, or as security fo1·, any of the Obligations, lt being 
the intention hereof that Guarantor shall remain liable as a principal on the Obligations 
notwithstanding any aot, omission or event that might, but for the provisions hereof, otheiwise 
operate as a legal or equitable discharge of Guarantor. Gunrailtor hereby waives all r;lefensas of a 
surety to which it may be entitled by statute or otherwise. 
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5. SUBORDINATION; SUBROGATION. 

5.1 Guarantor subol'dinates to and postpones in favor of the Obligations 

(I) any present and future debts and obligations of Tenant or any Other Guarantor to Guarantor 

(the "Indebtedness"), including: (A) salaty, bonuses, and other payments pursuant to any 

employment arrangement: (B) fees, reimbursemeot of expenses and other payments pursuant to 

any independent contractor arrangement; (C) principal and interest pursuant to any Indebtedness; 

(D) distributions payable to any partners, members or shareholders of Guarantor or Affiliates of 

Guarantor; (E) lease payments pursuant to any leasing arrangement; (F) any management fees; 

and (G) all rights, liens and security interests of Guarantor, whether now or hereafter arising, in 

any assets of the Tennnt or any Othet' Guarantor, and (Ii) any liens ot· security Interests securing 

payment of the Indebtedness. Guarantor shall have no right to possession of any assets of Tenant 

or any Other Guarantor 01· to foreclose upon any such asset, whether by judicial action or 

otherwise, unless and tmtil the Obligations have been paid and performed in full. · Guarantor 

agrees that Landlord shall be subrogated to Guarantor wlth respect to Guarantor's claims against 

Tenant or any Other Guarantor and Guarantor's rights, liens and security Interest, if any, in any 

of Tenant's or any Other Guarantor's assets and proceeds thereof until all of the Obligations 

have been paid and performed in t\tll. 

5,2 After the occurrence of an Event of Default and until such Event of 

Default ls cured or after the commencement of any bankruptcy or insolvency proceeding by or 

against Tenant and until suob proceeding is dismissed, Guarantor shall not: (i) make any 

distributions or other payments to any partners, parent entities, or Affiliates of Guarantor (other 

than to Tenant); or (ii) ask for, sue for, demand, take or receive any payment, by setoff or in any 

other manner, including the receipt of a negotiable instrument, for all or any part of the 

Indebtedness owed by Tenant, or any successor or assign of Tenant, including a receiver, trustee 

or debtor in possession (the term "Tenant" shall include any such successor or assign of Tenant) 

until the Obligations have been paid in full; however, if Guarantor receives such a payment, 

Guarantor shall immediately deliver the payment to J.,endlotd for credit against the then 

outstanding balance of the Obligations, whether matured or unmatured. Notwithstanding 

anything in this Section 5 to the contrary, after !Ul Event of Defuult has occurred and is 

outstanding, Guarantor may make cash contributions to Tenant. 

5.3 Guarantor shall not be subrogated, and hereby waives and disclaims any 

claim or right against Tenant by wny of subrogation 01· otherwise, lo any of the rights of 

Landlord under the Lease or otherwise, or in the Premises (or any portion the1·eof), which may 

arise by any of the provisions of this Guaranty or by reason of the performance by Guarantor of 

any of its Obligations hereunder. Guarantor shall look solely to Tenant for any recoupment of 

any payments made or costs or expenses incurred by Guat11ntor pummnt to this Gual'anty. [f any 

amount shall be paid to Guarantor on account of such subrogation rights at any time when all of 

the Obligations shall not have been paid and pet·formed in full, Guarantor shall immediately 

deliver the payment to Landlord for credit against the then outstanding balance of the 

Obligations, whether matured or unmatul'ed. 

6. RF..PRESENTA'l'IONS AND WARRANTIES OF GUARANTOR. Guarantor 

represents and warrants that: 
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6.1 This Guaranty is valid and binding upon and enforceable against 
Guarantor without the requirement of further action or condition, 

6.2 The execution, delivery and performance by Guarantor of this Guaranty 
does not and wlll not (i) contravene any applicable Legal Requirements, the organizational 
documents of Guarantor, if applicable, any order, writ, injunction, decree applicable to 
Guarantor, or any contractual restriction binding on or affecting Guarantor or any of its 
properties or assets, or (ii) result in or require the creation of any lien, security interest or other 
charge or encumbrance upon or with respect to any of lts properties or assets, 

6,3 No approval, consent, exemption, authorization or other notion by, or 
notloe to, or filing with, any governmental authority ls necessary or required in connection with 
the execution, delivery or performance by, or enforcement against, duarantar of this Guaranty or 
any other instrument or agreement 1·equired hereunder. 

6,4 There is no action, suit or proceeding pending or threatened against or 
otherwise affecting Guarantor before any court or other governmental authority or any arbitrator 
that rnay materially adversely affect Guarantor's ability to perform its obligations under this 
Guaranty. 

6,S Tenant is directly or indirectly owned and controlled by Guarantor. 

6,6 Guarantor has derived or expects to derive financial and other advantages 
and benefits directly or indirectly, from the making of the Lease and the payment and 
performance of the Obligations, Guarantor hereby acknowledges that Landlord will be relying 
upon Guarantor's guarantee, representations, warrllllties and covenants contained herein. 

6.7 Ail reports, statements (fmancial or othe1'Wise), certificates and other data 
furnished by or on behalf of Guarnntor to Landlord in connection with this Guaranty or the Lease 
are: true and correct, in all material respects, as of the applicable date or perlod provided therein; 
do not omit to state any material fact or ci!'cumstance necessary to make the statements contained 
therein not misleading; and fairly represent the financial condition of Guarantor as of the 
respective date thereof; and no material adverse change has occurred in the financial condition of 
Guarantor since the date of the most recent of such financial statements. 

7. NOTICES. Any consents, notices, demands, requests, approvals or other 
communications given under this Guaranty shall be In writing and shall be given as provided in 
1he Lease, as follows or to such other addresses as either Landlord or Guarantor may designate 
by notice given to the other in accordance with the provisions of this Section 7: 

If to Landlord: 

White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC 
c/oThe Congress Companies 
2 Bourbon Street, Suite 200 
Peabody, Ma 01960 
Attn: William Nicholson 

2304088V4/17057•6 
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With a copy to: 

Postema!< Blankstein & Lund LLP 
Prudential Towe1· 
800 Boylston Street 
Boston, MA 02199 
Attn: Gerald J, Billow, Esq. 

And 

Abrams Fensterman 
1111 Marcus A venue 
Lake Success, New York 11042 
Attn: Howard Fensterrnan, Esq. 
Attn: Greg Stoller, Esq. 

lfto Guarantor: 

HBLSNF, LLC 
S37 Routes 22 
Purdys, New York I 0578 
Attn: Lizer Jozefovic 

With a copy to: 

Michelman & Robinson 
800 Third Avenue 
New York, New York 
Attn: Mark Zafrin, Esq. 

........ , --, ---- .... _. ---
RECEIVED NYSCEF: 09/18/2020 

8, CONSENT TO JURISDIC'flON. Guarantor hereby (a) consents and submits to 

the jurisdiction of the courts of the State of New York and the federal courts sitting in the State 

of New York with respect to any dispute arising, directly or indirectly, out of this Guaranty, 

(b) waives any objections Which the 1Jndersigned may have to the laying of venue in any such 

suit, action or proceeding In either suoh court, (c) agrees to Join Landlord in any petition for 

removal to either such court, and (d) irrevocably designates and appoint$ Tenant as its authorized 

agent to accept and acknowledge on its behalf service of process with respect to any disputes 

ads!ng, directly or indirectly, out of this Guaranty, The undersigned hereby acknowledges and 

agrees that Landlord may obtain personal Jurisdiction and perfect service of process through 

Tenant as the undersigned agent, or by any other means now or hereafter permltwd by applicable 

law. Nothing above shdl limit Landlord's choice of forum for purposes of enforcing this 

Guaranty, 

9, CERTAIN ADDITIONAL COVENANTS. 
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9,1 Financial Deliveries. Guarantor shall deliver the following information 
to Landlord: 

9.1.1 As soon as available, and in any event within 120 days after the 
close of each calendar year, in hard copy and electronic format, in form satisfactory to Landlord, 
and presented on ii consolidated as well as a property-by-property basis, complete financial 
statements prepared fot• such year with respect to Guarantor inclnding a balance sheet as of the 
end of such year, together with related statements of operations, cruih flows and changes in 
equity for such calendar year, prepared in accordance with GAAP applied on a consistent basis. 

Upon the delivery of any financial information by or on behalf of Guarantor 
pursUllnt to this Section 9 from time to time during the Lease Tenn, Guar~ntor sliall be deemed 
(unless Guarantor specifically states otherwise in writing) to automatlonlly represent and warrant 
to Landlord that the financial information delivered to Landlol'd is tnre, accijrate and complete, 
presents fairly the results of operations of Guarantor for the respective periods covered thereby, 
reflects accurately the books and records of account of Guarantor as of such dates and for such 
periods, and that there has been no adverse change in the financial condition of Guarantor since 
the date of the then applicable financial lnfonnation. 

9,2 Assignment: Sale of Assets: Change i11 Control, Without the prior 
consent of Landlord, which consent may be withheld or granted in Landlord's sole discretion, 
Guarantor shall not assign (whether directly or indirectly), in whole or In part, this Guaranty or 
any obligation hereunder or, through one or more step transactions or tiered transactions, do, or 
permit to be done, any activity, transaction or Transfer prohibited under Section 10,1 of the 
Lease. 

9.3 Payment Method; Default Interest. Guarantor shall make any payments 
due hereunder in immediately available funds by wire transfer to Landlord's bank account as 
notified by Landloi·d, unless Landlord agrees to another method of payment of Immediately 
available funds. If Guarantor does not pay an amount due hereunder on its due date, Guarantor 
shall pay, on demand, interest at 18% annually on the amount due for a period ending on the full 
payment of such amount, including the day of repayment, whether before Ol" after any judgment 
or award, to the extent perntltted under applicable law. 

10. MISCELLANEOUS, 

10,1 Guarantor further agrees that Landlord may, without notice, assign this 
Guaranty in whole or in part. [f Landlord disposes of its interest in the Lease, "Landlord," as 
used in this Guaranty, shall mean Landlord's successors and assigns. 

10.2 Guarantor promises to pay all costs of collection or enforcement incurred 
by Landlord in exercising any remedies provided for ln the Lease or this Guaranty whether at 
law or in equity. If any legal action or proceeding is commenced to interpret or enforce the 
terms of, or obligations arising out of, this Guaranty, or to recover damages for the breach 
thereof, the party prevailing in any such action or proceedings shall be entitled to recover from 
the non-prevailing party all attorneys' fees and reasonable costs and expenses incurred by the 
prevailing party. As used herein, "attorneys' fees" shall mean the fees and expenses of counsel 
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to the parties hereto, which may include printing, photocopying, duplicating and other expenses, 

air freight charges, mid fees billed for law clerks, paralegals, librarians and others not admitted to 

the bar but performing services under the supervision of an attorney. The term "attorneys' foes" 

shall also include all such fees and expenses incurred with respect to appeals, arbitrations and 

bankruptcy proceedings. 

10.3 Guarantor shall, from time to time within 10 days after receipt of 

Landlord's request, execute, acknowledge and deliver to Landlord a statement certifying that this 

Guaranty is unmodified and in full force and effect (or if there have been modifications, that the 

same is in :full force and effect as modified and stating such modifications), and setting forth 

such other information as Landlord may reasonably request. Such certificate may be relied upon 

by any prospective purchaser, lessor or lender of all or a portlon of the Promises (or any portion 

thereof). 

10.4 If any portion of this Guaranty shall be cleemed invalid, unenforceable or 

illegal for any reason, such invalidity, unenforceabillty or illegality shall not affect tl1e balance of 

this Guaranty, which shall remain in full force and effect to the maximum pennltted extent. 

10,5 The provisions, covenants and guaranties of this Guaranty shall be binding 

upon Guarantor and its heirs, successors, legal representatives and assigns, and shall inure to the 

benefit of Landlord and its successors and assigns, and shali not be deemed waived or modified 

unless such waiver or modification is specifically set forth in writing, executed by Landlord or Its 

successors and assigns, and delivered to Guarantor. 

10.6 Whenever the words "include", "includes", or "including" are used in this 

Guarnnty, they shall be deemed to be followed by the words "without llm!tation", and, whenever 

the oiroumstances or the context requires; the· singular shall be construed as the plural, the 

masculine shall be constrned as the feminine and/or the neuter and vice versa. This Guaranty 

shall be Interpreted and enforced without the aid of any canon, custom or rule oflaw requiring or 

suggesting construction against the party drafting or causing the drafting of the provision in 

question. 

10.7 Each of the rights and remedies herein provided are cumulative and not 

exclusive of any rights or remedies provided by law or in the Lease or this Guaranty. 

10.8 The provisions of this Guaranty shall be governed by and interpreted 

solely in accordance with the internal laws of the State of New York, without giving effect to the 

principles ofoonflicts of law. 

10.9 The execution of this Guaranty after the execution of the Leil.Be shall not 

invalidate this Guaranty or lessen the Obligations of Guarantor hereunder. 

10.10 This Guaranty may be executed in multiple counterpa1ts, each of which 

shall be an original, but all of which shall constitute but one instrument. The signature page of 

any counterpart may be detached therefrom and reattached to any other counterpart to physically 

form a single document. 

10 
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10,11 The Recitals set forth a)love are hereby incorporated by this reference and 
made a part of this Guaranty. OUllrantor hereby represents and wan·ants that the llilcitals are true 
and correct. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Guarantor has executed this Guaranty under seal as of the day 
and year first above written. 

GUARANTOR: 

L~fo~ 

11 
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Exhibit 3 to 

Verified Complaint 
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GUARANTY OF LEASE 

THIS GUARANTY OF LEASE (this "Guaranty") is made as of November 19, 2015, 
by Mark Neuinan ("Guarantor"), to WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTillS I, 
LLC, a Massachusetts limited liability company ("Landlord"). 

RECITALS 

A. Landlord has been requested by HBL SNF, LLC a New York Limited Liability 
Company (''Tenant'') to enter into an Amended and Restated Lease and Security Agreement 
dated as of November I 9, 20 I 5 (the "Lease"), whereby Landlord would lease to Tenant, and 
Tenant would lease from Landlord, certain premises located in White Plains, New York, as more 
particularly described in the Lease (the ''Premises"). 

B. Guarantor will derive substantial economic benefit from the execution and 
delivery of the Lease. 

C. Guarantor acknowledges that Landlord would not enter into the Lease unless this 
Guaranty accompanied the execution and delivery of the Lease. 

D. Guarantor hereby acknowledges receipt of a copy of the Lease. 

NOW, THEREFORE, in donsideration of the execution and delivery of the Lease and 
of other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby 
acknowledged, Guarantor covenants and agrees as follows: 

1. DEFINITIONS. Defined terms used in this Guaranty and not otherwise defined 
herein have the meanin?S assigned to them in the Lease. 

2. COVENANTS OF GUARANTOR. 

2.1 Guarantor absolutely, unconditional.ly and irrevocably gua.rantees, as a 
primary obligor and not merely as a surety: (i) the full and prompt payment of all Minimum Rent 
and A<!ditional Rent and all other rent, sums and charges of every type and nature payable by 
Tenant under the Lease, whether due by acceleration or otherwise, including costs and expenses 
of collection (collectively, the "Monetary Obligations"), and (ii) the fuJI, timely and complete 
performance of all covenants, tenns, conditions, obligations, indemnities and agreements to be 
perfonmed by Tenant under the Lease, including any indemnities or other obligations of Tenant 
that survive the expiration or earlier termination of the Lease (all of the obligations described in 
clauses (i) and (ii), are collectively referred to herein as the "Obligations"). 

2.2 Guarantor agrees with Landlord that (i) any action, suit or proceeding of 
any kind or nature whatsoever (an "Action") commenced by Landlord againsrTenant, Guarantor 
or any Other Guarantor of the Lease ("Other Guarantor") to enforce the Obligations shall not 
prejudice in any way Landlord's rights to enforce the Obligations in any subsequent Action 
against Tenant, Guarantor or any Other Guarantor, (ii) Landlord may, at its option, join 
Guarantor in any Action against Tenant or any Other Guarantor or seek recover against 
Guarantor without Land lord first asserting, prosecuting, or exhausting any remedy or claim 
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against Tenant or any Other Guarantor and (iii) Guarantor will be conclusively bound by a 
judgment entered in any Action in favor of Landlord against Tenant whether or not Guarantor is 
entered as a party or participates in such Action. 

2.3 If Landlord proposes to grant a mortgage on, or refinance any mortgage 
encumbering the Premises or any portion thereof, Guarantor shall cooperate in the process, and 
shall permit Landlord and the proposed mortgagee to meet with Guarantor or, if applicable, 
officers of Guarantor and to discuss Guarantor's business and finances. On request of Landlord, 
Guarantor agrees to provide any such prospective mortgagee the information to which Landlord 
is entitled hereunder, provided that if any such information is not publicly available, such 
nonpublic information shall be made available on a confidential basis. Guarantor agrees to 
execute, acknowledge and deliver documents requested by the prospective mortgagee (such as a 
consent to the financing, without encumbering Guarantor's or Tenant'·s assets, a consent to a 
collateral assignment of the Lease and of this Guaranty, estoppel certificate, and a subordination, 
non-disturbance and attornment agreement), customary for tenants and their guarantors to sign in 
connection with mortgage loans to landlords, so long as such documents are in form then 
customary among institutional lenders (provided the same do not materially and adversely 
change Tenant's rights or obligations under the Lease or materially and adversely change 
Guarantor's rights and obligations under this Guaranty). 

3. GUARANTOR'S OBLIGATIONS UNCONDITIONAL. 

3.1 This Guaranty is an absolute and unconditional guaranty of payment and 
of performance, and not of collection, and shall be enforceable against Guarantor without the 
necessity of the commencement by Landlord of any Action against Tenant, and without the 
necessity of any notice of nonpayment, nonperformance or nonobservance, or any notice of 
acceptance of this Guaranty, or of any other notice or demand to which Guarantor might 
otherwise be entitled, all of which Guarantor hereby expressly waives in advance. The 
obligations of Guarantor hereunder are independent of, an·d may exceed, the obligations of 
Tenant. 

3.2 This Guaranty shall apply notwithstanding any extension or renewal of the 
Lease, or any holdover following the expiration or tennination of the Lease Term or any renewal 
or extension of the Lease Term. 

3.3 This Guaranty is a continuing guarantee and will remain in full force and 
effect notwithstanding, and the liability of Guarantor hereunder shall be absolute and 
unconditional irrespective of any or all of the following: (i) any renewals, extensions, 
modifications, alterations or amendments of the Lease (regardless of whether Guarantor 
consented to or had notice of same); (ii) any releases or discharges of Tenant or any Other 
Guarantor other than the full release and complete discharge of all of the Obligations; 
(iii) Landlord's failure or delay to assert any claim or demand or to enforce any of its rights 
against Tenant or any Other Guarantor ; (iv) any extension of tlme that may be granted by 
Landlord to Tenant or any Other Guarantor; (v) any assignment or transfer of all of any part of 
Tenant's interest under the Lease (whether by Tenant, by operation of law, or otherwise); 
(vi) any subletting, concession, franchising, licensing or permitting of the Premises or any 
portion thereof; (vii) any changed or different use of the Premises (or any portion thereof); 
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(viii) any other dealings or matters occurring between Landlord and Tenant or any Other 
Guarantor; (ix) the taking by Landlord of any additional guarantees, or the receipt by Landlord of 
any collateral, from Tenant, any Other Guarantor or ~ny other persons or entities; (x) the release 
by Landlord of any Other Guarantor; (xi) Landlord's release of any security provided under the 
Lease or any other guaranty; (xii) Landlord's failure to perfect any landlord's lien or other lien or 
security intl)rest available under applicable Legal Requirements; (xiii) any assumption by any 
person of any or all of Tenant's obligations under the Lease or any Other Guarantor's obligations 
under any other guaranty, or Tenant's assignment of any or all of its rights and interests under 
the Lease, (xiv) the power or authority or lack thereof of Tenant to execute, acknowledge or 
deliver the Lease; (xv) the existence, non-existence or lapse at any time of Tenant as a legal 
entity or the existence, non-existence or termination of any corporate, ownership, business or 
other relationship between Tenant and Guarantor; (xvi) any sale or assignment by Landlord of 
any or all of this Guaranty, any other guaranty and the Lease (including any direct or collateral 
assignment by Landlord to any mortgagee); (xvii) the solvency or lack of solvency of Tenant or 
any Other Guarantor at any time or from time to time; or (xviii) any other cause, whetiler similar 
or dissimilar to any of the foregoing, that might constitute a legal or equitable discharge of 
Guarantor (whether or not Guarantor shall have knowledge or notice thereof) other than payment 
and performance in full of tile Obligations; (xix) the release or discharge of Tenant in any st.ate 
or federal creditors' proceedings, receivership, bankruptcy or other proceeding; (xx) the 
impairment, limitation or modification of the liability of Tenant or the estate of Tenant in 
bankruptcy, or of any remedy for the enforcement of Tenant's liability under tile Lease, resulting 
from the operation of any present or future provision of the United States Bankruptcy Code (11 
U.S.C. § 101 et seq., as amended), or from other statute, or from the order of any court; (xxi) the 
rejection, disaffinnl!nce or other termination of the Lease in any such proceeding; (xxii) the 
assertion or the failure to assert by Landlord against Tenant, of any of the rights or remedies 
reserved to Landlord pursuant to the provisions of the Lease; or (xxiii) if at any time the payment 
of any amount due under the Lease or this Guaranty is rescinded or must otherwise be returned 
by Landlord for any reason, in such event, Guarantor shall pay to Landlord an amount equal to 
any such payment that has been rescinded or returned. This Guaranty shall continue to be 
effective if at any time the payment of any amount due under the Lease or this Guaranty is 
rescinded or must otherwise be returned by Landlord for any reason Without in any way limiting 
the generality of the foregoing, Guarantor specifically agrees that (A) if Tenant's obligations 
under the Lease are modified or amended with the express written consent of Landlord, this 
Guaranty shall extend to such obligations as so amended or modified without notice to, 
consideration to, or the consent of, Guarantor, and (B) this Guaranty shall be applicable to any 
obligations of Tenant arising in connection with a termination of the Lease, whether voluntary or 
otherwise. Guarantor hereby consents, prospectively, to Landlord's taking or entering into any 
or all of the foregoing actions or omissions. For purposes of this Guaranty and the obligations 
and liabilities of Guarantor hereu11.der, "Tenant" shall be deemed to include any and al.I 
concessionaires, licensees, franchisees, department operators, assignees, subtenants, permittees , 
or others directly or indirectly operating or conducting a business in or from the Premises or any 
portion thereof, as fully as if any of the same were the named Tenant under the Lease. 

3.4 Notwithstanding anything to the contrary hereunder, Guarantor shall be 
released and discharged from all liability with respect to any obligations of Tenant under the 
Lease arising or accruing after the Commencement Date (the "Guljranty Termination Date"); 
provided that 60 days prior to the Commencement Date Tenant has delivered to Landlord (i) (a) 
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4. WAIVERS OF GUARANTOR. 

4.1 Without limitation of the foregoing, Guarantor waives (i) notice of 
acceptance of this Guaranty, protest, demand and dishonor, presentmen~ and demands of any 
kind now or hereafter provided for by any siatute or rule of law, (ii) notice of any actions taken 
by Landlord or Tenant under the ·i,ease or any other agreement or instrument relating thereto, 
(iii) notice of any and all defaults by Ten!lnt in the payment of Minimum Rent and Additional 
Rent or other rent, charges or amounts, or of any other defaults by Tenant under the Lease, 
(iv) all other notices, demands and protests, and all ct.her formalities of every kind in connection 
with the enforcement of the Obi i_gations, omission of or delay in which, but for the provisions 6f 
this Section 4, m.ight oonstituto grounds for relieving Guarantor of its obligations hereunder, 
(v) any requirement that Landlord protect, secure, perfect, ihsu!1' or proceed against any security 
interest or lien, or any property subject thereto, or exhaust any right or take any action against 
Tenant, any Other G11arantor or any other person or entity (including any additional guarantor or 
Guarantor) or against any collateral, and (vi) the benefit of any statute of limitations affecting 
Guarantor's liability under this Guaranty. 

4,2 GUARANTOR HEREBY WAIVES TRIAL BY JURY lN ANY 
ACTION, PROCEEDING OR COUNTERCLAlM BROUGHT BY ANY PERSON OR 
8NTITY WITH RESPECT TO ANY MATIER WHATSOEVER ARISING OUT OF OR IN 
ANY WAY CONNECTED WITH: THIS GUARANTY; THE LEASE; ANY LIABILITY OR 
OBLIGATION OF TENANT IN ANY MANNER RELATED TO THE PREM[SES OR ANY 
PORTION THEREOP; ANY CLAIM OF INJURY OR DAMAGE IN ANY WAY RELATED 
TO THE LEAS£ AND/OR THE PREMISES (OR ANY PORTtON THERBOF); ANY ACT OR 
OMISSION OF TENANT, !TS AGENTS, EMPLOYEES, CONTRACTORS, SUPPLIERS, 
SERVANTS, CUSTOMBRS, CONCESSIONAIRES, FRANCHISEES, PERMITTEES OR 
LICENSEES; OR ANY ASPECT OF THE USE OR OCCUPANCY OF, OR TIIE CONDUCT 
OF BUSINESS IN, ON OR FROM THE PREMISES (OR ANY PORTION THEREOF). 
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GUARANTOR SHALL NOT INTERPOSE ANY COUNTERCLAIM OR COUNTERCLAIMS 
OR CLAIMS FOR SET-OFF, RECOUi>MENT OR, DEDUCTION OF RENT IN ANY ACTION 
BROUGHT BY LANDLORD AGAINST GUARANTOR UNDER THIS GUARANTY. 
GUARANTOR SHALL NOT BE ENTITLED TO MAKE, AND HEREBY WAIVES, ANY 
AND ALL DEFENSES AGAINST ANY CLAIM ASSERTED BY LANDLORD OR IN ANY 
SUIT OR ACTJON INSTITUTED BY LANDLORD TO ENFORCE THIS GUARANTY OR 
THE LEASE. IN ADDITION, GUARANTOR HEREBY WAIVES, BOTH WITH RESPECT 
TO THE LEASE AND WITH RESPECT TO THIS GUARANTY, ANY AND ALL RIGHTS 
WHICH ARE W AlVED BY TENANT UNDER THE LEASE, IN THE SAME MANNER AS 
IF ALL SUCH WAIVERS WERE FULLY RESTATED HEREIN. THE LIABJLITY OF 
GUARANTOR UNDER THIS GUARANTY IS PRIMARY AND UNCONDITIONAL. 

4.3 Guarantor expressly waives any and all rights to defenses arising by 
reason of (i) any "one-action" or "anti-deficiency" law or any other law that may prevent 
Landlord from bringing any action, including a claim for deficiency, against Guarantor before or 
after Landlord's commencement or completion of any action against Tenant or any Other 
Guarantor; (ii) ANY ELECTION OF REMEDIES BY LANDLORD (INCLUDING ANY 
TERMINATION OF THE LEASE) THAT DESTROYS OR OTHERWISE ADVERSELY 
AFFECTS GUARANTOR'S SUBROGATION RJGHTS OR GUARANTOR'S RIGHTS TO 
PROCEED AGAINST TENANT FOR REIMBURSEMENT; (iii) any disability, insolvency, 
bankruptcy, lack of authority or power, death, insanity, minority, dissolution, or other defense of 
Tenant, of any other guarantor (or any other Guarantor), or of any other person or entity; or by 
reason of the cessation of Tenant's liability from any cause whatsoever, other than full and final 
payment in legal tender and pe1formance of the Obligations; (iv) any right to claim discharge of 
any or all of the Obligations on the basis of unjustified impairment of any collateral for the 
Obligations; (v) any change in the relationship between Guarantor and Tenant or any Other 
Guarantor or any termination of such relationship; (vi) any irregularity, defect or unauthorized 
action by any or all of Landlord, Tenant, any Other Guarantor or surety, or any of their 
respective officers, directors or other agents in executing and delivering any instrument or 
agreements relating to the Obligations or in carrying out or attempting to carry out the terms of 
any such agreements; (vii) any assignment, endorsement or transfer, in whole or in part, of the 
Obligations, whether made with or without notice to or consent of Guarantor; (viii) if the 
recovery from Tenant or any other Person (including any Other Guarantor) becomes barred by 
any statute of limitations or is otherwise prevented; (ix) the benefits of any and all statutes, laws, 
rules or regulations applicable in the State of Illinois which may require the prior or concun·ent 
joinder of any other party to any action on this Guaranty; (x) any release or other reduction of the 
Obligations arising as a result of the expansion, release, substitution, deletion, addition, or 
replacement (whether or not in accordance with the terms of the Lease) of the Premises or any 
portion thereof; or (xi) any neglect, delay, omission, failure or refusal of Landlord to take or 
prosecute any action for the collection or enforcement of any of the Obligations or to foreclose or 
take or prosecute any action in connection with any I ien or right of security (including perfection 
thereof) existing or to exist in connection with, or as security for, any of the Obligations, it being 
the intention hereof that Guarantor shall remain liable as a principal on the Obligations 
notwithstanding any act, omission or event that might, but for the provisions hereof, otherwise 
operate as a legal or equitable discharge of Guarantor. Guarantor hereby waives all defenses of a 
surety to which it may be entitled by statute or otherwise. 
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5. SUBORDINATION; SUBROGATION. 

5.1 Guarantor subordinates to and postpones in favor of the Obligations 
(i) any present and future debts and obligations of Tenant 01· any Other Guarantor to Guarantor 
(the "Indebtedness"), including: (A) salary, bonuses, and other payments pursuant to any 
employment arrangement; (B) fees, reimbursement of expenses and other payments pursuant to 
any independent contractor arrangement; (C) principal and interest pursuant to any Indebtedness; 
(D) distributions payable to any partners, members or shareholders of Guarantor or Affiliates of 
Guarantor; (E) lease payments pursµant to any leasing arrangement; (F) any management fees; 
and (G) all rights, liens and security interests of Guarantor, whether now or hereafter arising, in 
any assets of the Tenant or any Other Guarantor, and (ii) any liens or security interests securing 
payment of the Indebtedness. Guarantor shall have no right to possession of any assets of Tenant 
or any Other Guarantor or to foreclose upon any such asset, whether by judicial action or 
otherwise, unless and until the Obligations have been paid and performed in full. Guarantor 
agrees that Landlord shall be subrogated to Guarantor with respect to Guarantor's claims against 
Tenant or any Other Guarantor and Guarantor's rights, liens and security interest, if any, in any 
of Tenan.t's or any Other Guarantor's assets and proceeds thereof until all of the Obligations 
have been paid and performed in full. 

5.2 After the occurrence of an Event of Default and until such Event of 
Default is cured or after the commencement of any bankruptcy or insolvency proceeding by or 
against Tenant and until such proceeding is dismissed, Guarantor shall not: (i) make any 
distributions or other payments to any partners, parent entities, or Affiliates of Guarantor (other 
than to Tenant); or (ii) ask for, sue for, demand, take or receive any payment, by setoff or in any 
other manner, including the receipt of a negotiable instrument, for all or any part of the 
Indebtedness owed by Tenant, or any successor or assign of Tenant, including a receiver, trustee 
or debtor in possession (the term "Tenant" shall include any such successor or assign of Tenant) 
until the Obligations have been paid in full; however, if Guarantor receives such a payment, 
Guarantor shall immediately deliver the payment to Landlord for credit against the then 
outstanding balance of the Obligations, whether matured or unmatured. Notwithstanding 
anything in this Section 5 to the contrary, after an Event of Default has occurred and is 
outstanding, Guarantor may make cash contributions to Tenant. 

5.3 Guarantor shall not be subrogated, and hereby waives and disclaims any 
claim or right against Tenant by way of subrogation or otherwise, to any of the rights of 
Landlord under the Lease or otherwise, or in the Premises (or any portion thereof), which may 
arise by any of the provisions of this Guaranty or by reason of the performance by Guarantor of 
any of its Obligations hereunder. Guarantor shall look solely to Tenant for any recoupment of 
any payments made or costs or expenses incurred by Guarantor pursuant to this Guaranty. If any 
amount shall be paid to Guarantor on account of such subrogation rights at any time when all of 
the Obligations shall not have been paid and performed in full, Guarantor shall immediately 
deliver the payment to Landlord for credit against the then outstanding balance of the 
Obligations, whether matured or unmatured. 

6. REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES OF GUARANTOR. Guarantor 
represents and warrants that: 
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6.1 This Guaranty is valid and binding upon and enforceable against 
Guarantor without the requirement of further action or condition. 

6.2 The execution, delivery and performance by Guarantor of this Guaranty 
does not and will not (i) contravene any applicable Legal Requirements, the organizational 
documents of Guarantor, if applicable, any order, writ, injunction, decree applicable to 
Guarantor, or any contractual restriction binding on or affecting Guarantor or any of its 
properties or assets, or (ii) result in or requit-e the cr<,ation of any ·lien, security interest or other 
charge or encumbrance upon or with respect to any of its properties or assets. 

6.3 No approval, consent, exemption, authorization or other action by, or 
notice to, or filing with, any govern111ental authority is necessary or required in connection with 
the execution, delivery or performance by, or enforcement against, Guarantor of this Guaranty or 
any other instrument or agreement required hereunder. 

6.4 There is no action, suit or proceeding pending or threatened against or 
otherwise affecting Guarantor before any court or other governmental authority or any arbitrator 
that may materially adve1·sely affect Guarantor's ability to perform its obligations under this 
Guaranty. 

6.5 Tenant is directly or indirectly owned and controlled by Guarantor. 

6.6 Guarantor has derived or expects to derive financial and other advantages 
and benefits directly or indirectly, from the making of the Lease and the payment and 
performance of the Obligations. Guarantor hereby acknowledges that Landlord will be relying 
upon Guarantor's guarantee, representations, warranties and covenants contained herein. 

6.7 All reports, statements (financial or otherwise), ce1iificates and other data 
furnished by or on behalf of Guarantor to Landlord in connection with this Guaranty or the Lease 
are: true and con·ect, in all material respects, as of the applicable date or period provided therein; 
do not omit to state any material fact or circumstance necessary to make. the statements contained 
therein not misleading; and fairly represent the financial condition of Guarantor as of the 
respective date thereof; and no material adverse change has occurred in the financial condition of 
Guarantor since the date of the most recent of such financial statements. 

7. NOTICES. Any consents, notices, demands, requests, approvals or other 
communications given under this Guaranty shall be in writing and shall be given as provided in 
the Lease, as follows or to such other addresses as either Landlord or Guarantor may designate 
by notice given to the other in accordance with the provisions of this Section 7: 

If to Landlord: 

White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC 
c/oThe Congress Companies 
2 Bourbon Street, Suite 200 
Peabody, Ma 01960 
Attn: William Nicholson 

2308382vl/ll l39-6 
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With a copy to: 

Pasternak Blankstein & Lund LLP 
Prudential Tower 
800 Boylston Street 
Boston, MA 02199 
Attn: Gerald J. Billow, Esq. 

And 

Abrams Fensterman 
111 1 Marcus A venue 
Lake Success, New York 11042 
Attn: Howard F.ensterman, Esq. 
Attn: Greg Stoller, Esq. 

lfto Guarantor: 

HBLSNF, LLC 
53 7 Routes 22 
Purdys, New York I 0578 
Attn: Mark Neuman 

With a copy to: 

Michelman & Robinson 
800 Third Avenue 
New York, New York 
Attn: Mark Zafrin, Esq. 

RECEIVED NYSCEF: 09/18/2020 

8. CONSENT TO JURISDICTION. Guarantor hereby (a) consents and submits to 
the jurisdiction of the courts of the State of New York and the federal courts sitting in the State 
of New York with respect to any dispute arising, directly or indirectly, out of this Guaranty, 
(b) waives any objections which the undersigned may have to the laying of venue in any such 
suit, action or proceeding in either such court, (c) agrees to join Landlord in any petition for 
removal to either such court, and (d) irrevocably designates and appoints Tenant as its authorized 
agent to accept and acknowledge on its behalf service of process with respect to any disputes 
arising, directly or indirectly, out of this Guaranty. The undersigned hereby acknowledges and 
agrees that Landlord may obtain personal jurisdiction and perfect service of process through 
Tenant as the undersigned agent, or by any other means now or hereafter permitted by applicable 
law. Nothing above shall limit Landlord's choice of forum for purposes of enforcing this 
Guaranty. 

9. CERTAIN ADDITIONAL COVENANTS. 
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9.1 Financial Deliveries. Guarantor shall deliver the following information 
to Landlord: 

9.1.1 As soon as available, and in any event within 120 days after the 
close of each calendar year, in hard copy and electronic format, in form satisfactory to Landlord, 
and presented on a consolidated as well as a property-by-property basis, complete financial 
statements prepared for such year with respect to Guarantor including a balance sheet as of the 
end of such year, together witil related statements of operations, cash flows and changes in 
equity for such calendar year, prepared in accordance witil GAAP applied on a consistent basis. 

Upon the delivery of any financial information by or on behalf of Guarantor 
pursuant to this Section 9 from time to time during the Lease Term, Guarantor shal.l be deemed 
(unless Guarantor specifically states otherwise in writing) to automatically represent and warrant 
to Landlord that the financial info1mation delivered to Landlord is true, accurate and complete, 
presents fairly the results of operations of Guarantor for the respective periods covered thereby, 
reflects accurately the books and records of account of Guarantor as of such dates and for such 
periods, and that tilere has been no adverse change in tile financial condition of Guarantor since 
the date of the then applicable financial information. 

9.2 Assignment; Sale of Assets; Change in Control. Without the prior 
consent of Landlord, which consent may be withheld or granted in Landlord's sole discretion, 
Guarantor shall not assign (whether directly or indirectly), in whole or in part, this Guaranty or 
any obligation hereunder br, througil one or more step transactions or tiered transactions, do, or 
permit to be done, any activity, transaction or Transfer prohibited under Section 10.1 of the 
Lease. 

9.3 Payment Method; Default Interest. Guarantor shall make any payments 
due hereunder in immediately available funds by wire transfer to Landlord's bank account as 
notified by Landl9rd, unless Landlord agrees to another method of payment of immediately 
available funds. If Guarantor does not pay an amount due hereunder on its due date, Guarantor 
shall pay, on demand, interest at 18% annually on the amount due for a period ending on the full 
payment of such amount, including the day of repayment, whether before or after any judgment 
or award, to the extent permitted under applicable law. 

10. MISCELLANEOUS. 

10.1 Guarantor further agrees that Landlord may, without notice, assign this 
Guaranty in whole or in part. If Landlord disposes of its interest in the Lease, "Landlord," as 
used in this Guaranty, shall mean Landlord's successors and assigns. 

10.2 Guarantor promises to pay all costs of collection or enforcement incurred 
by Landlord in exercising any remedies provided for in the Lease or this Guaranty whether at 
law or in equity. If any legal action or proceeding is commenced to interpret or enforce the 
terms of, or obligations arising out of, this Guaranty, or to recover damages for the breach 
thereof, the party prevailing in any such action or proceedings shall be entitled to recover from 
the non-prevailing party all attorneys' fees and reasonable costs and expenses incurred by tile 
prevailing party. As used herein, "attorneys• fees" shall mean the fees and expenses of counsel 
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to the parties hereto, which may include printing, photocopying, duplicating and other expenses, 
air freight charges, and fees billed for law clerks, paralegals, librarians and others not admitted to 
the bar but performing services under the supervision of an attorney. The term "attorneys' fees" 
shall also include all such fees and expenses incurred with respect to appeals, arbitrations and 
bankruptcy proceedings. 

10.3 Guarantor shall, from time to time within l O days after receipt of 
Landlord's request, execute, acknowledge and deliver to Landlord a statement certifying that this 
Guaranty is unmodified and in full force and effect (or ifthere have been modifications, that the 
same is in full force and effect as modified and stating such modifications), and setting forth 
such other information as Landlord may reasonably request. Such certrficate may be relied upon 
by My prospective purchaser, lessor or lender of all or a portion of the Premises (or any portion 
thereof). 

10.4 If any portion of this Guaranty shall be deemed invalid, unenforceable or 
illegal for any reason, such invalidity, unenforceability or illegality shall not affect the balance of 
this Guaranty, which shall remain in full force and effect to the maximum permitted extent. 

10.5 The provisions, covenants and guaranties of this Guaranty shall be binding 
upon Guarantor and its heirs, successors, legal representatives and assigns, and shall inure to the 
benefit of Landlord and its successors and assigns, and shall not be deemed waived or modified 
unless such waiver or modification is specifically set forth in writ[ng, executed by Landlord or [ts 
successors and assigns, and delivered to Guarantor. 

10.6 Whenever the words "include", "includes", or "including" are used in this 
Guaranty, they shall be deemed to be followed by the words "without limitation", and, whenever 
the circumstances or the context requires, the singular shall be construed as the plural, the 
masculine shall be construed as the feminine and/or the neuter and vice versa. This Guaranty 

· shall be interpreted and enforced without the aid of any canon, custom or rule of law requiring or 
suggesting construction against the party drafting or causing the drafting of the provision in 
question. 

10.7 Each of the rights and remedies herein provided are cumulative and not 
exclusJve of any rights or remedies provided by law or in the Lease or this Guaranty. 

10.8 The provisions of this Guaranty shall be governed by and interpreted 
solely in accordance with the internal Jaws of the State ofNew York, without giving effect to the 
principles of conflicts of law. 

10.9 The execution of this Guaranty after the execution of the Lease shall not 
invalidate this Guaranty or lessen the Obligations of Guarantor hereunder. 

10.10 This Guaranty may be executed in multiple counterparts, each of which 
shall be an original, but all of which shall constitute but one instrument. The signature page of 
any counterpart may be detached therefrom and reattached to any other counterpart to physically 
form a single document. 

IO 
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1().11 The Recitals set forth above are hereby incorporated by this reference and 
made a part of this Guaranty. Guarantor hereby represents and warrants that the Recitals ari' true 
and correct. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Guarantor has executed this Guaranty under seal as of the day 
and year first above written. · 

-~t~ Mark Neuman 

ll 
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Verified Complaint 
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HBL-SNF, LLC 
1280 Albany Post Road 

Croton-on-Hudson, NY 10520 

November 20, 2019 

White Plains Healthcare Properties, I, LL 
West Peabody Executive Center 
2 Bourbon Street 
Peabody, MA 01960 
Attn: William Nicholson 

Re: Letter oflntent 

Dear Mr. Nicholson 

Premises: 116-120 Church Street 
White Plains, New York 

RECEIVED NYSCEF: 09/18/2020 

This Letter of Intent ("LOI") outlines our proposal for White Plains Health Care Prope1ties, 
I, LLC (the "Contributor") to transfer the premises known as 116-120 Church Street, White Plains 
New York (the "Premises") to a Delaware Statutory Trust where we would jointly hold the 
beneficial interests in the Trust on the terms and conditions set forth below. The Building a skilled 
nursing home facility consisting of one hundred sixty (160) beds (the "Facility") had been 
constructed pursuant to a Development Agreement dated November 19111, 2015 and for which we 
had simultaneously entered into that cettain operating lease by and between you as Landlord and 
us as Tenant/Operator, (the "Lease"). 

I) Basic Transaction: (the "Transaction"): Contributor shall contribute premises 116-120 
Church Street White Plains, New York to a newly formed Delaware Statutory Trust (the 
"Trust") formed by the parties. This transaction shall be memorialized by a contribution 
agreement in substantially the form annexed hereto as Exhibit A. The Contribution shall be 
governed by IRC Sec. 721. The agreed upon cost and fair market basis shall be 
$67,345,348.00 

a) Lizer Jozefovic and Mark Neuman will acquire from the Trust by a Purchase Agreement 
77.50 Percent of the Beneficial Interests in the Trust and redemption ofa portion of the B 
Beneficiaries' interest for a purchase price of $52,200,000.00 paid as follows; 

i) By a down payment (the "Down Payment") not to be held in escrow, but to be made 
upon the execution and delivery of this LOI of $2,200,000.00 by wire transfer to the 
account of White Plains Healthcare Prope1ties I, LLC according to the wire 
instructions annexed hereto. 

ii) By the Trust obtaining a new first m01tgage of $51,000,000.00 to pay the balance of 
the Purchase Price and cover closing costs to be used as follows; 
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(1) To pay the first Mortgage held by Security Benefit Life Insurance in the 
approximate amount of$39,226,253 plus accrued interest and fees. 

(2) To pay the loan encumbering the membership interests of the Contributors by 
Bradford Allen in the approximate amount of$9,770,963 plus accrued interest and 
fees; 

(3) By the Trust making a non-refundable down payment of $2,200,000.00 

(4) To pay the costs of the financing. 

b) Lizer Jozefovic and Mark Neuman shall be the A Beneficiaries of the trust holding a 
77.50% Beneficial interest, and the present members of the Contributor or their designees 
shall be the B Beneficiary with a 22.5% equity position. 

c) The A Beneficiaries shall be the personal guarantors of the new financing in the amount 
of Fifty-One Million ($51,000,000.00) Dollars. The Transaction is to close thitty (30) 
days after Buyer has received approval for the Financing set forth in paragraph l)a) ii)). 
The Contribution Agreement shall call for a purchase price equal to Transferors cash 
basis in the property and shall not result in a taxable event for Contributor; 

d) The Financing shall be an obligation of the Trust secured by a first mortgage loan on the 
Facility and the Premises. 

e) Lizer Jozefovic and Mark Neuman shall act as the Personal Guarantors and shall be 
obligated ifnecessary,-to secure additional personal guarantors to ensure that none of the 
B beneficiaries shall have any obligation to guarantee the Financing. Any additional 
guarantors on the Financing shall also execute and deliver a personal guaranty of 
Tenant's obligations to Landlord on the Lease. All guaranties on the Lease shall be full 
unlimited personal guarantees. 

f) The Financing shall bear interest at a constant rate of no more than 7% per annum with 
Principal and Interest paid on an amortization schedule of35 years and shall be subject to 
the reasonable approval of the Contributor, which consent shall not be unreasonably 
withheld or delivered without cost to the Tenant Borrower. 

g) Formal Contracts: The Parties intend that additional agreements including the 
Contribution Agreement, Redemption Agreement and Trust Agreement (the Formal 
Contracts") shall be complete as of November 22nd, 2019, and absent execution of 
Formal Contracts this LOI shall govern provided the Down Payment is received in good 
funds by Contributor upon execution of this LOI, and in no event latter than the end of 
business November 22, 2019. In the event Tenant defaults in the payment ofrent on the 
Lease and such default continues for five (5) days, Contributor shall have the right to 
terminate this LOI and all Formal Contracts. 

h) Closing: The Closing of the Transaction ("Closing") will occur at the offices of the First 
Mmtgagee Bank's counsel or such other location within the State of New York as may 
be agreed upon by the Parties thirty (30) days after receipt by the Trust of approval for 

1566078_3.doci,: 
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the Financing but no later than April 1st, 2020. If the Tenant has a commitment letter on 
April 1'', 2020 that is in the process ofclosing or if the closing is delayed by a title issue, 
the closing date shall be automatically extended for another Ninety-Days. If the closing 
does not occur by such date, time being of the essence, this LOI and the Formal Contracts 
shall be terminated and no party shall have any rights with respect thereto. The patties 
shall remain as Landlord and Tenant pursuant to the existing Lease until such time as the 
Transaction closes. The Lease may be amended as provided herein but only if and when 
such amendments are approved by Contributor's existing Lender. 

2) Structure of the Trust: The Contributor and Tenant have agreed to create a Trust as a 
"statutory trust" in accordance with Chapter 38 of Title 12 of the Delaware Code, 12 Del. C. 
3 80 I and enter into a Trust Agreement which shall constitute the "governing instrument" of 
the Trust. Each party will become a Beneficiary and will transfer certain sums of money and/or 
property to the Trust in exchange for a beneficial interest in the Trust as set forth above; 

a) The Trust shall be a special purpose entity which is being formed solely for the purpose of 
acquiring the Trust Prope1ty from the Contributor and maintaining, improving, building 
upon, and leasing the Trust Property for use as a skilled nursing facility and all and such 
other activities incident or appropriate to the preceding 

b) Simultaneously upon the closing of the transaction, the existing lease shall be modified 
only as set forth herein. 

c) The trust shall be permitted to have only the following liens on the Trust Property and no 
other: 

i) A Mortgage in the amount of Fifty-One Million ($51,000,000.00) Dollars (the "First 
Mortgage") the terms of which shall be acceptable to the Department of Health and the 
Contributor. 

ii) The Trust will designate Howard Fensterman and William Nicholson as the 
Administrative Trustees of the B interests. 

156607&_3.d~c:>: 

(1) The Trust Agreement shall provide that Howard Fensterman and William 
Nicholson as the B beneficiaries Administrative Trustees shall have the sole 
authority to all issues governing administering and enforcing the terms of the Lease 
including the collection and distribution of rent. 

(2) Lizer Jozefovic shall be responsible as the overall Administrative Trustee for all 
other matters concerning the building including but not limited to repairs, 
maintenance, and operation of the building. Any Trustee may be removed for 
cause including misconduct, bad faith, fraud or gross negligence. 

(3) Except as othe1wise provided in a Trust Agreement to be executed and 
notwithstanding any provision of the Act that otherwise so empowers the Trust, 
neither the Beneficiaries nor any Trustees nor any other Person shall be authorized 
or empowered, nor shall they permit the Trust, to take any of the following actions 
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without the prior unanimous written consent of all of the Beneficiaries: 

(a) Make any arrangements to reduce, modify, or forebear on the payment of rent 
by the Tenant. 

(b) Guarantee any obligation of any Person, including any Affiliate; 
(c) engage, directly or indirectly, in any business other than the actions req_uired or 

permitted to be performed hereunder; 
( d) incur, create or assume any indebtedness; 
( e) make or permit to remain outstanding any loan or advance to, or own or acquire 

any stock or securities of, any Person; 
(f) To the fullest extent permitted by law, engage in any dissolution, liquidation, 

consolidation, merger, asset sale or transfer of their Interests subject to 
obtaining any approvals required under this Trust Agreement other than a sale 
of the interests to qualified purchasers under a syndicated offering of the B 
interests. The cost of such syndication shall not be charged to the B 
Beneficiaries and all monies derived therefrom and due hereunder shall be net 
of the costs of the syndication. 

(g) allow any business to be conducted on the Property other than the operation of 
a skilled nursing facility and ancillary uses; 

(h) own any other property or engage in any business other than owning and leasing 
the Trust Property for use as a skilled nursing facility; 

(i) take any action to consolidate or merge the Trust with or into any Person; 
U) sell all or any portion of or any interest in the Trust Property; 
(k) grant an option to lease all or any portion of the Trust Property for a term (with 

all extension periods) ending on or after the 45th Anniversary Date; 
(1) amend, terminate or waive any material provisions of any lease for all or any 

pottion of the Trust Property; 
(m)enter into any agreement with any Person giving any Person any rights with 

respect to the Trust Property that extend beyond the 45th Anniversary Date or 
which are not terminable without penalty on less than 90 days' notice; 

(n) encumber the Trust Property with any mortgages or another lien, easement, 
covenant or restriction other than the First Mortgage, or a HUD Mortgage to 
refinance the debt contemplated by this Agreement, at such time as HUD 
regulations shall allow; 

( o) modify the Trust Agreement or the Trust's certificate of trust in any manner, 
issue additional Interests in the Trust to any Person, or modify the rights and 
privileges of the Interest owners; 

(p) institute proceedings to have the Trust be adjudicated bankrupt or insolvent, or 
consent to the institution of bankruptcy or insolvency proceedings against the 
Trust or file a petition seeking, or consent to, reorganization or relief with 
respect to the Trust under any applicable federal or state law relating to 
bankruptcy, or consent to the appointment of a receiver, liquidator, assignee, 
trustee, sequestrate (or other similar official) of the Trust or a substantial part 
of its property; 

( q) make any assignment for the benefit of creditors of the Trust; 
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(r) admit in writing the Trust's inability to pay its debts generally as they become 
due; 

(s) take action in futtherance of any of the foregoing actions; or dissolve or 
liquidate the Trust. 

iii) The 22.5% of the Trust Owned by the B Beneficiaries interest shall be subject to a 
Redemption Agreement where the B interests shall be sold to the A interests or their 
designees, assigns or transferees, over five years for a total price of$19,800,000.00 in 
four tranches tranches each representing interests of 5.625% each 
(1) Tranche one on or before August 1, 2020 in the amount of $3,786,250.00 
(2) Tranche two on or before August 1, 2021 in the amount of $3,786,250.00 
(3) Tranche three on or before August 1, 2022 in the amount of$3,786,250.00 
(4) Final Tranche by August 1, 2023 in the amount of$8,441,250 

iv) Any purchase of the membership interests shall be a purchase of Beneficial Interests 
from the B Beneficiaries and shall reduce the Priority Return proportionate to the 
payments as a percentage of the total remaining price of$19,800,000, which is the 
balance after payment of the non-refundable Down Payment. 

v) The A Beneficiaries shall prepare at their sole cost and expense of the A Beneficiaries 
a Private Placement Memorandum for the Sale of Membership interests in the Trust by 
a Broker Dealer who specializes in sales of marginal interests in Delaware Statutory 
Trusts to individuals and other entities who have to designate property as target 
property in connection with 1031 Exchanges of Property. The A Beneficiaries shall 
have the right to designate a portion of their membership interests as C interests for the 
purpose of selling them as patt of the same syndication, provided that (1) there is no 
change in control of the A Beneficiaries or the Tenant entity. 

vi) The B Beneficiaries will be entitled to a priority return ( the "Priority Return") equal 
to all available rental and other income over and above the payment of the P&I on the 
New First Mortgage which shall in no event be less than $2,000,000 per year (as 
adjusted by periodic redemptions) and shall be paid to the B Beneficiaries as a Priority 
Return until such time as they have been fully redeemed pursuant to the Redemption 
Agreement. 

vii)The Trustee shall deposit all rents and other funds collected from the operation of the 
Real Estate in the bank designated by the first m01tgagee (the "Operating Account") 
which shall be subject to both a Deposit Account Control Agreement and Deposit 
Account Instruction Agreement. The Trust shall maintain books and records of the 
funds from the Real Estate deposited in such account, interest earned thereon, and 
withdrawals therefrom. The Trustee shall pay from the Operating Account the 
operating expenses of the Real Estate ( other than those paid by a tenant of the Real 
Estate as set forth in its lease) and any other payments relative to the Real Estate as 
required by this the Trust Agreement. 
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viii) The Trustee shall be responsible for receiving all cash from the Tenant and placing 
such cash into one or more accounts as required under the distribution and investment 
obligations of the Trust Agreement. The Trustees shall furnish quarterly and annual 
reports to each of the Beneficiaries as to the amounts of rent received from the Tenant, 
the expenses incurred by the Trust with respect to the Real Estate (if any), the amount 
of any Reserves and the amount of the distributions made by the Trust to the 
Beneficiaries. 

ix) To the extent permitted by the Internal Revenue Code depreciation, which shall be 
calculated on a straight-line depreciation method shall be allocated as follows: a) first 
to the B Beneficiary to the extent necessary to shelter the Priority return from taxes and 
b) second to the beneficiaries, pro rata, in accordance with the ownership interests. 

3) Condition of Property and Title: Contributor shall give, and the Trust and the Trust shall 
accept, a good and marketable title which any National Title Insurance Company (the "Title 
Company"), will approve and insure at standard rates, free and clear of all liens, 
hypothecations, mortgages, easements, and encumbrances, except for the Permitted 
Exceptions. 

i) The Premises is being contributed subject to the following exceptions to the title (the 
"Permitted Exceptions"): 

([) Zoning and building regulations, restrictions and ordinances now or hereafter 
adopted or imposed by any governmental or quasi-governmental body having or 
asserting jurisdiction over the Premises or any part thereof; 

(2) Future Real Estate taxes, assessments, water charges, sewer rents or other charges 
not yet due and payable (subject to app01iionment as provided herein) and cetiified, 
confirmed or ratified assessment liens and pending assessments, if any; 

(3) The state of facts shown on an updated as built survey prepared originally prepared 
and revised to be an as built survey, (the "Survey") and such additional state of 
facts which said survey would show or reveal provided such additional state of facts 
do not render title unmarketable; 

(4) Any state of facts a physical inspection of the Premises would reveal; 
(5) Exceptions permitted by the Title Company (as defined herein) (the "Title 

Exceptions"); 

4) All payments made to purchase any po1iion of the B Beneficiaries 22.5% interest shall also 
act to proportionally reduce the amount of Priority Return paid to the B beneficiaries under 
the Trust and the proportionate difference shall be paid to the A Beneficiaries or whoever 
purchases the B Beneficiaries interests as the case may be., 

a) Distributions: Provided that all required payments set fo1ih herein have been made by the 
Tenant, During the interim period prior to the purchase of the premises Tenant may pay 
Management Fees so long as (i) the amount of such Management Fees paid in any twelve
month period shall not exceed five percent (5%) of Tenants' gross revenues for such period 
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and (ii) there shall not then exist, and/or the paying of such Management Fees shall not 
cause there to exist, a Default or Event of Default under the Lease the first mortgage on the 
property or the Tenant's Working Capital Loans, (iii) the Initial Payment, the payment of 
Rent, and all other payments set forth herein have been made by the Buyer/Tenant.. Upon 
the occurrence of an Event of Default, Tenant shall not pay Management Fees. The Tenant 
will make no distributions to its shareholders, officers, affiliates, or any related party unless 
the Down Payment, the payment of Rent is current, and. 

5) Confidentiality and Disclosure: Tenant and Contributor shall each maintain the 
confidentiality of all confidential and non-public information supplied by the other. If this 
Transaction is not consummated, each party shall return all documents obtained to the other. 
Except as required by law, without the prior written consent of the other party, neither Tenant 
nor Contributor will make, and each will direct its representatives not to make, directly or 
indirectly, any public comment, statement, or communication with respect to, or othetwise 
disclose or to permit the disclosure of the existence of discussions regarding, a possible 
transaction between the parties or any of the terms, conditions, or other aspects of the 
transaction proposed in this Letter of Intent. If a party is required by law to make any such 
disclosure, the parties shall consult with each other and seek to agree upon appropriate 
language for such disclosure. The Tenant acknowledges that Contributor will be unable to 
furnish any patient health information unless such disclosure complies specifically and 
completely with all terms, conditions, regulations, and guidelines in HIP AA. 

6) Interim Operation: Subject to the approval in writing of Contributor's existing Lender, the 
parties will enter into an amendment of the Lease as follows to allow for the operation of the 
facility before the closing .. 

a) Commencement Date:The Commencement Date according to the Lease shall be 
September 30, 2019. 

b) Rent: An initial rent payment of $509,000.00 has been paid receipt of which is on account 
toward the rental period from September 30, 2019 to October 31, 2019 (the "October 2019 
Rent") leaving a balance of $13,735 for October 2019 Rent. November l, 2019, to 
November 30, 2019 (the "November 2019 Rent") shall be postponed until November 18, 
2019 and shall be paid by Tenant on that date. The next rental payment shall be the 
December monthly rent amount outlined in the Lease - $506,097 which shall be paid on 
December 5, 2019. Also, the Tenant will reimburse the Landlord for their municipal 
maintenance escrow and utility deposits of $5,500 and $60,356, respectively. Such 
reimbursement payment shall be made on or before December 51h, 2019. Upon receipt of 
the $60,356 for the utility deposits from the Tenant, Landlord will direct any refund from 
the Utility companies to the Tenant, or othetwise pay such refund over to the Tenant 
forthwith provided Landlord has previously received those funds from the Tenant. 

i) The following amounts are in dispute, and neither party will be obligated to waive their 
rights and positions by the signing of this agreement. The landlord has demanded the 
following sums due to their Lender. 
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(1) Late and Default Interest costs of $201,997.34 for September 2019 and October 
2019, 

(2) $19,000 of Late Fees for November 2019, 

(3) $5,061 per day for Default Interest premium during November 2019. 

ii) The A Beneficiaries and the B Beneficiaries shall jointly negotiate with the 
Contributor's current Lenders to effectuate the best possible settlement of these late 
costs ( the "Late Costs"). The amounts if any remaining after such joint negotiation will 
be paid by the 77.5% by the Buyer and 22.5% by the Contributor (provided the Initial 
Payment, the payment of Rent and all other payments set forth herein are made timely) 
from Financing proceeds. Ifnot available from the Financing proceeds the Tenant shall 
pay all Late Costs .. 

c) Security Deposit/ Guaranty: Section 7.l(a)(i) the Lease shall be amended to provide that 
Tenant shall enter into a Deposit Account Control Agreement with Metropolitan National 
Bank which can only be revoked with the consent of both parties, which shall provide that 
each month, the Tenant's Lender shall draw on the loan amount first to pay rent to the 
Landlord, notwithstanding the adequacy of any accounts receivable borrowing base 
calculations. This Document shall be part of the Closing Documents on the Tenant's first 
initial Term Loan and shall be delivered in full effect by December I, 2019. 

d) Section 7.l(a)(ii) of the Lease shall be amended to provide that the obligation for the 
Security Deposit shall initially be reduced to 2,000,000 dollars. 

i) The sum shall be paid by Tenant as follows: (a) Provided that the Contributor has 
obtained a permanent Certificate of Occupancy the Tenant shall draw the initial 
$1,000,00.00 from its credit line on or no later than December I, 2019. (b) Landlord 
shall obtain a release of the lien of its Lender on the FF &E, upon delivery of free and 
clear title to the FF&E the Tenant will enter into a reverse lease and obtain at least 
$1,000,000.00 which shall be paid on account of the Security Deposit no later than 
April 1, 2020. 

ii) Also, Tenant shall pay the sum of $40,000 per month commencing January 1, 2020 
to be treated as additional rent until there is a total $3,700,000 posted as Security 
Deposit under 7. l(a)(i). 

e) Section 7.l(a)(iii) of the Lease shall be amended to provide that instead of delivering the 
sum of $1,600,000 in cash, the ~enter into a blocked account agreement wherein 
and whereby account numbe~n JP Morgan Chase Bank NA prohibiting any 
liquidation of that account until the Second Payment is paid. Such account shall be not be 
posted as collateral security ta Landlord's Lender provided the Initial Payment has been 
made in full, and all payments of Rent are current and the Tenant is not otherwise in 
Default, except that the Landlord shall have a security interest in such account under a 
DAISA, which allows the Landlord to demand the liquidation of such account to pay any 
defaults under the lease. 
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f) Working Capital: Section 7.7 of the Lease shall be amended to suspend the requirement 
for providing the working capital account. The Tenant shall be obtaining a single working 
capital line for $8,000,000.00 no later than December 1, 2019. 

g) Right of First Refusal and Option to Purchase: The Tenant's rights with respect to the right 
of first refusal and option to purchase under Sections 3.7 and 3.7 of the Lease will be 
suspended pending payment in full of the Security Deposits required by Section 7.1 (a)(i), 
7.l(a)(ii) and 7.l(a)(iii) of the Lease as amended, the payment of the Initial Payment, the 
working capital required by Section 7.7 of the Lease and Tenant being in full compliance 
with the Lease. 

h) Insurance: Tenant shall obtain prope1ty insurance, effective as of September 30, 2019, and 
(2) provide the property insurance, and all other insurances required by the Lease by 
November 19, 2019, effective retroactively back to September 30, 2019. 

i) Real Estate Taxes: Real estate taxes shall be prorated as of September 30, 2019 and the 
Tenant's portion shall be paid to the Landlord no later than December 1, 2019, plus any 
late charges which the City of White Plains may impose. 

j) Utilities: Tenant shall pay actual costs of utilities incurred at the property covering the 
rental period from September 30, 2019 (pro-rated as the utility company billing periods 
may require) forthwith upon presentation of invoices for the same from the Landlord, no 
later than December 1, 2019. 

k) Punchlist: The punch list and all other developer obligations are deemed complete except 
for. 

i) The White Plains Outstanding Punchlist November 5, 2019 (the Remaining Punchlist), 
the value of which is has been determined by the Architect and agreed herein to be 
$3,800. 

ii) The Electric Blinds in rooms (the "Suspended Work") the value of which is agreed 
herein to be $35,000. 

iii) Provided the Initial Payment is made by November 15, 2019 and provided there are no 
other Defaults by the Tenant, Landlord shall complete the Remaining Punchlist and the 
Suspended Work to the approval of the Architect, within 45 days from the date of the 
Contributor's receipt of the Initial Payment. Should Landlord not do so, then the Tenant 
may credit the agreed values of any uncompleted Punchlist or Suspended Work from 
the February, 2020 Rent payment, and the Landlord's Work under the Lease and 
Development Agreement shall be deemed complete. 

Security: Tenant shall assume all property security obligations as of November 11, 2019. 

Upon the closing of the purchase of the premises by the Trust, the Trust shall take an assignment 
of the lease as amended above. 
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7) Exclusivity: In consideration of (I) the Initial Payment, (2) the payment of Rent as set forth 
herein, and (3) Tenant's efforts in pursuing the Transaction, Contributor agrees that (I) until 
the termination of this Letter ofintent, or execution of the Formal Contracts and (2) provided 
the payment of the Initial Payment and the payment of Rent as set forth herein is made, and 
(3) all other obligations of the Tenant set fmth herein,, Contributor will not permit any of its 
affiliates to, and will not authorize or permit any officer, director, employee, counsel, agent, 
investment banker, accountant, or other representative of any of them, directly or indirectly, 
to: (a) initiate contact with any person in an effort to solicit any proposal ( other than that 
contemplated by this Letter ofintent for the acquisition (directly or indirectly , by sale of stock 
or assets, or by merger or consolidation or otherwise) of the operation of the Real Estate, or 
any of the Assets, or any other business combination or financing transaction involving such 
business (a "Proposal); (b) cooperate with, or furnish or cause to be furnished any non-public 
information concerning the operation of the Real Estate, to, any person in connection with any 
Proposal; (c) negotiate or enter into discussions with any person with respect to any Proposal; 
or ( d) enter into any agreements or understanding with the intent to effect a Proposal. 
Contributor will immediately give written notice to Tenant of the details of any Proposal of 
which Contributor becomes aware. Contributor will, and will cause its officers, directors, 
affiliates, agents, and representative to, terminate all discussions regarding a Proposal, other 
than those with Tenant and its representatives concerning the Transaction, and represents that 
neither it nor any of its officers, directors, affiliates, agents, or representatives have entered 
into any executory agreements or accepted any commitments concerning any Proposal other 
than the Transaction provided that (1) this LOI or successor Formal Contracts has not 
terminated, and (2) the payment of the Initial Payment, the payment of Rent as set forth herein 
have all been paid and are current, and (3) all other obligations of the Tenant set forth herein 
are not in Default and are current. 

8) Waiver of Claims: Except as set forth herein above, the Tenant waives any and all claims 
against the Landlord it has or every may have had for the following: (1) any claims by the 
Tenant that the Landlord is or ever was required to deliver a mortgage of any particular amount, 
terms, amortization or interest rate, for Medicaid rate setting or any other purposes (2) any 
claims for Punchlist or uncompleted Work, except for the Remaining Punchlist and the 
Suspended Work defined herein above, and the Warranties and Guarantees set forth in the 
Lease, (3) any claims related to the Cost Certification, except the Landlord shall complete the 
Final Cost Ce1tification in the usual and ordinary course, upon the receipt of the Initial 
Payment, the Rent having been brought and remaining current, and all other obligations of the 
Tenant are paid as set forth herein above. 

9). Expenses: Tenant and Contributor shall each be responsible for their respective accounting, 
legal, advisory, and other costs and expenses in connection with the Transaction. Tenant shall 
reimburse Contributor for its legal, advisory and other costs and expenses in connection with 
the Transaction and the Termination of the Lease. Reimbursement for such legal and 
transaction fees shall not to exceed $125,000 and may be made from the proceeds of the 
Closing, provided the Closing occurs and the Contributor's existing 1'1 Mmtgage Loan and 
Mezzanine Loan are paid off from the proceeds of the Financing by March 31, 2020, and (2) 
the Initial Payment is made as set fotth herein above, and (3) the Tenant is not in default under 
this LOI or the successor Formal Contracts. Otherwise the $125,000 cap shall expire and the 
Tenant shall pay the Contributor all such costs incurred after September 30, 2019. 
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10) Letter oflntent: This LOI represents a statement of all of the terms, conditions, 
representations, warranties, indemnities, covenants, and other provisions that would be 
contained in the definitive documentation for the proposed transactions. This LOI shall 
constitute a binding agreement upon payment of the or any of their respective affiliates will 
have any legal obligation under this LOI unless and until one or more subsequent definitive 
written agreements are mutually executed and delivered by each of Contributor and Buyer. No 
past, present, or future action, course of conduct, or failure to act relating to the transactions 
referenced in this LOI or relating to the negotiation of the terms of such transactions will give 
rise to or serve as the basis for any obligation or other liability on the part of Contributor or 
Buyer or any of their respective affiliates.[ These changes should be rejected] 

11) Governing Law: This Agreement shall be governed by and construed by the internal laws of 
the State of New York, Venue shall be in Westchester County without application of its 
conflicts of law rules. If you agree with the preceding, please sign and return one copy of this 
Letter ofintent. 

HBL-SNF, LLC 

ACKNOWLEDGED AND AGREED 

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC 

By:~ 
Name:·'W'llil~~'A. Nicholson 
Title: Manager 

Accepted and Agreed 

ooouSlgnod by: 

i\:bW rut' J f<.».,Stu'\IIOJA, 
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DELBELLO DONNELLAN WEINGARTEN 
WISE & WIEDERKEHR, LLP 

Alfred E. Donnellnn 
Partner 
aed@ddw-Jaw.com 

COUNSELLORS AT LAW 

THE GATEWAY BUILDING 
ONE NORTH LEXINGTON AVENUE 
WHITE PLAINS, NEW YORK 10601 

(914) 681-0200 
FACSIMILE (914) 684-0288 

January 7, 2020 

BY EMAIL lizerj@watersedgeusa.com 
BY FEDERAL EXPRESS 

HBLSNF,LLC 
1280 Albany Post Road 
Croton-on-Hudson, NY 10520 
Attn: Lizer Josefovic 

NOTICE OF DEFAULT 

Connecticut Office 
l l 11 SUMMER STJU!l!.T 
STAMPORU, CT 0690S 

(203) 298-0000 

AND LANDLORD'S ELECTION TO TERMINATE LEASE AND 
ACCELERATE ALL RENTS DUE FOR THE BALANCE OF THE LEASE TERM 

PREMISES: 116-120 Church Street, White Plains, New York ("the Leased Premises") 

Mr. Josefovic: 

We are attorneys for your Landlord, White Plains Health Care Properties I, LLC. 

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE, that HBL SNF, LLC ("HBL") is in material violation of the 
provisions of its November 19, 2015 Lease, for the above referenced premises ("the Lease"), and 
the November 20, 2019 Letter of Intent (the "LOI"), the terms of which are in full force and 
effect (the "LOI"), and is in DEFAULT thereof, as follows: 

1. Lease Section 3.2, and LOI Para 6) d) ii) - Payment of Rent: HBL has failed or refused to 
pay the following Rent: 

a. Rent due for Sept. 30, 2019- Dec. 31, 2019, totaling $10,831.79. 
b. Additional Rent due for Jan. 01 - 31, 2020, due Jan. 1, 2020, totaling $40,000.00. 

2. Lease Section 4.2, and LOI Para 6) b) - Payment of Real Estate Taxes: HBL has failed to pay 
the following Real Estate Tax payments: 

a. Real Estate Taxes for the period 07/01/19 - 12/31/19, specifically the Tenant's 
prorated portion thereof, ( exclusive of late fees, costs, penalties and interest per 
municipal regulations and per the Lease), totaling $61,456.39. 

b. Real Estate Taxes for the period Jan. 01, 2020-.Tune 30, 2020 totaling $121,587.12 
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3. LOI Para 6) b), and Lease Section 5.2 Payment of Utility Deposits and Municiill!l 
Maintenance Escrows: HBL has failed to pay the following Utility Deposits and Municipal 
Maintenance Escrows: 

a. Utility Deposits totaling $60,356.10 
b. Municipal Maintenance Escrows totaling $5,500.00 

4. Lease Section 4. 1, LOI Section 6) j) - Utility Charges: HBL has failed to pay the following 
Utility Charges: 

a. ConEdison invoice paid by the Landlord to avoid power shutoff, in the amount of 
$2,972.84. 

5. Lease Article VI, including Section 6.2: LOI Para 6) h)-Delivery ofinsurance Certificates. 
a. HBL has failed to deliver certificates of insurance to Landlord in accordance with 

A1ticle VI and Section 6.2 of the Lease. 

6. Lease Section 7.4 (g) and (j) Reporting and other Obligations: 
a. HBL has failed or refused to deliver to the Landlord all Medicare, Medicaid and other 

provider agreements and reimbursement rate sheets for the Facility. 
b. HBL has failed or refused to deliver to the Landlord all Medicare, Medicaid and other 

provider updated reimbursement rate sheets for the Facility. 

7. Lease Section 7.4 (a) -Repo1ting ru1d other Obligations: 
a. HBL has failed or refused to deliver to the Landlord the required financial reporting 

required under the Lease. 

8. Lease Section 7.4 (B) (vi)-Reporting and other Obligations: 
a. HBL has failed or refused to deliver to the Landlord the required written rep01ts 

providing an operational overview of significant events and circumstances at the 
Facility dming each prior month of the Term of the Lease. 

9. Lease Section 7.l(a)fii), as amended by LOI Para 6) d) i) Security Deposit. 
a. HBL has failed or refused to deliver to the Landlord by December 1, 2019 the 

security deposit of $1,000,000.00, to secure full and timely payment and performance 
of Tenant's obligations under the Lease. 

10. Lease Section 7. l(a)(iii), as amended by LOI Para 6) e) -Additional Security Deposit. 
a. HBL has failed to deliver the blocked account agreement prohibiting any liquidation 

of the of $1,600,000.00 held by JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A in the controlled 
account number 3379737272. 

11. Lease Section 4.1, 3.2 {cl, and 9.1 (b) -Payment of Late Fees and Costs 
a. HBL has failed to pay late fees and costs related to the above failures to pay its 

obligations under the Lease and the LOI in the timeframes required theretmder, as set 
f01th in the attached accounting, totaling $23,425.09 

1569918 
0181960-001 
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NYSCEF DOC. NO. 6 
HBLSNF,LLC 
Attn: Lizer Josefovic 
January 7, 2020 
Page3 

- - I -r 
RECEIVED NYSCEF: 09/18/2020 

A true and accurate accounting of the amounts due and owing under the Lease and the 
LOI is attached herewith. 

By reason of the aforementioned material Defaults under the Lease and the LOI, the 
Landlord, hereby exercises its right under Section 16.1 of the Lease to terminate the Lease as 
well as Tenant's right of possession of the Leased Premises, effective Januaiy 13, 2020 at 5.00 
PM NYC time. 

PLEASE TAKE FURTHER NOTICE, that, in accordance with Section 16.1 of the 
Lease, all rent for the balance of the term of the Lease is accelerated, and pursuant to said lease 
provision, HBL is obligated to pay the Landlord $84,073,989.91, being the present value of such 
accelerated rent, discounted at the rate of 6% per annum. 

Landlord reserves all other rights and remedies at law or in equity as against the Tenant, 
all guarantors of the Lease, and the holders of any funds allocated or designated for Landlord's 
benefit. 

Landlord further reserves all rights arising from the Collateral Assignment and Pledge of 
Membership Interest and Security Agreement dated August 11, 2017 ("the Pledge"), including 
but not limited to all rights to enforce the Pledge through a private or public sale of the assignor's 
interest in Waterview Acquisition I, LLC or through a judicial foreclosure of the assignee's 
security interest therein. 

AUTHORIZED AND APPROVED: 

White Plains Health Cai·e Properties I, LLC 

Authorized Representative 

cc: fu Email (lizerj@watersedgeusa.com) & Federal Express 
Lizer .Tosefovic, Guarantor, Individually 
53 Mariner Way 
Monsey, NY 10952 

1569918 
0181960-001 
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NYSCEF DOC. NO. 6 

HBLSNF,LLC 
Attn: Lizer Josefovic 
January 7, 2020 
Page4 

1569918 
01Bl960-001 

By Email (markn@epicmgt.com) & Federal Eiqiress 
Mark Neuman, Guarantor, Individually 
22 L yncrest Drive 
Monsey,N"Y 10952 

By Email (rnzafrin@mrllp.com) & Federal Express 
Michelman & Robinson 
800 Third Avenue, 241h Floor 
New Y orlc, NY I 0022 
Attn: Mark Zajrin, Esq. 

By Federal Express 
Gerald Neuman, Individually 
c/o HBL SNF, LLC 
1280 Albany Post Road 
Croton-on-Hudson, NY I 0520 

RECEIVED NYSCEF: 09/18/2020 
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- - --, --, ---- -- • -- -·ti1 
NYSCEF DOC. NO. 6 RECEIVED NYSCEF: 09/18/2020 

WHITE PLAINS HEALTH CARE PROPERTIES I, LLC 
c/o THE CONGRESS COMPANIES 

1 
g 

3 
1 

5 
6 
z 

ft 

9 
10 
11 

2 

3 

4 

5 

General Contrnctors, Constrnction Manager.s, Prope11y Munage1·s, Dovelopment Services 
BOSTON: 
West Peabody Executive Center 
2 Bourbon Street 
Penbody, MA O I !J60 
Phone; 978-535-6700 
Fnx: 978-SJS-6701 

7-Jan-19 

NOTICE OF AMOUNTS AND DELIVERABLES DUE UNDER LEASE & LOI of 11/20/19 
Gentlemen: Pursuant to the Lease and the LOI dated November 20, 2019, the following are due: 

AMOUNTS PAYABLE Due Date Amt Due Amounts Paid Amt Past Due 

Rent January, 2020 (See Note 1 Below) 01/01/20 $ 546,096.50 $ 506,096.50 $ 40,000.00 
Rent 9/30/19. 11/30/19 12/01119 § 10,831.79 § lli 10,831.79 
SUBTOTAL RENT AND ADDITIONAL RENT: $ 556,928.29 $ 506,096.50 $ 50,831.79 

RE Taxes 7 /1/19-12131/19, Tenant portion: 09/30/19-12/31/19 12101/19 $ 61,456.39 $ $ 61,456.39 
RE Taxes for the Qeriod 1/1/20. 6/30/20 12101119 § 121,587.12 i IB 121,587.12 
SUBTOTAL REAL ESTATE TAXES $ 183,043.51 $ $ 183,043.51 

Utility Deposits 12/01/19 $ 60,356.10 $ $ 60,356.10 
Municipal Deposits 12101/19 $ 5,500.00 $ $ 5,500.00 
ConEdlson Electric Invoice 12l11lN ii 2,972.84 ii $ 2,972.84 
Subtotal $ 68,828.94 $ $ 68,828.94 

TOTAL RENT, RE TAXES, & OTHER $ 808,800.74 $ 506,096.50 $ 302,704.24 

Security Deposit 1st payment 12/01/19 !I 1,000,000.00 $ !I 1,000,000.00 
TOTAL AMTS DUE EXCLUDING LA TE FEES & COSTS $ 1,808,800.74 $ 506,096.50 $ 1,302,704.24 

Interest on past due real estate taxes on a per-diem basis: 12/15/19 $ 3,039.68 $ $ 3,039.68 
Late Fees of 5% on Items 1,2,3,5,6, 7 12115/19 $ 9,055.86 $ $ 9,055.86 
Interest on Items 1,2,3,5 & 6 at the Overdue Rate {Prlme+5%) 12115/19 $ 11,329.55 jl $ 11,329.55 
TOTAL LA TE FEES AND COSTS $ 23,425.09 $ $ 23,425.09 

TOTAL AMOUNTS DUE $ 1,832,225.83 $ 506,096.50 $ 1,326,129.33 

ADDITIONAL NOTICE OF ITEMS DUE: As regulred per the Lease and LOI , Qlease grovide the following: 

Notice Is hereby made to that Jan. 2020 & all subsequent Rent shall be due In the 
amount of: $546,096.50, calculated as: $506,096.50 rent plus $40,000.00 additional rent 2nd Notice 

Notice Is hereby made to provide all Medicare and Medicaid provider 
Agreements and rates. 2nd Notice 

Notice Is hereby made lo provide Annual Budget, Capital Expenditures, Operating 
Budget, Annual Financial Reporting, monthly financial reporting Financial 
Reporting, Variance Reporting, Unaudited Financial Reports 

Notice Is hereby made to provide per a written report of significant events at the 
facility Including: Coples of all documenls, reports. licenses and certificates 
from NY DOH pertaining to the Operations of the Facility 2nd Notice 

Notice Is hereby made to provide: Evidence of Insurance, Including all 
required coverages under the lease, and all additional Insureds, 2nd Notice 
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NYSCEF DOC. NO. 6 RECEIVED NYSCEF: 09/18/2020 

Marisa Warshaw 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

TrackingUpdates@fedex.com 

Wednesday, January 8, 2020 1 :37 PM 
Marisa Warshaw 

FedEx Shipment 779498448443 Delivered 

Your package has been delivered 
Tracking # 779498448443 

Ship date: Delivery date: 
Tue, 1/7/2020 Wed, 1/8/2020 1 :34 pm 

~=1~:~ow;~~~:1:n Weingarten 10 ··-· i~::·::;~~:u:::····--.,·-·······-·· 
Wise '------,Dc-celc--iv-e-re-d-,------...J22 L YNCREST DR 

White Plains, NY 10601 MONSEY, NY 10952 

us us 

Shipment Facts 
Our records Indicate that the following package has been delivered. 

Tracking number: 

Status: 

Reference: 

Signed for by: 

Delivery location: 

Delivered to: 

Service type: 

Packaging type: 

Number of pieces: 

Weight: 

Special handling/Services: 

Standard transit: 

779498448443 

Delivered: 01/08/2020 1 :34 
PM Signed for By: Signature 

not required 

0181960-001 MW 1/7/2020 

Signature not required 

MONSEY, NY 

Residence 

FedEx Standard Overnight® 

FedEx® Envelope 

0.50 lb. 

Deliver Weekday 

Residential Delivery 

1/8/2020 by 8:00 pm 

1 
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NYSCEF DOC. NO. 6 RECEIVED NYSCEF: 09/18/2020 

Marisa Warshaw 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

~-------

TrackingUpdates@fedex.com 
Wednesday, January 8, 2020 10:37 AM 
Marisa Warshaw 
FedEx Shipment 779498363223 Delivered 

Your package has been delivered 
Tracking # 779498363223 

Ship date: 
Tue, 1/7/2020 -------... ,........ ...... ..._ ~ ..... ..,,_ .. 
Marisa Warshaw 

Delivery date: 
Wed, 1/8/2020 10:35 
am 

De1Bello Donnellan Weingarten Mr.TJ;,,r""j";;;;7;~T;,"-·"'""'"-··· 
~,-0--------------------------'---,Guarantor, Ind Wise 

White Plains, NY 10601 

us 

Shipment Facts 

L. -----------~Mr. Lizer Josefovlc, Guarantor, 
Delivered Ind 

53 Mariner Way 

MONSEY, NY 10952 

us 

Our records indicate that the following package has been delivered. 

Tracking number: 

Status: 

Reference: 

Signed for by: 

Delivery location: 

Delivered to: 

Service type: 

Packaging type: 

Number of pieces: 

Weight: 

Special handling/Services: 

Standard transit: 

779498363223 

Delivered: 01/08/2020 10:35 

AM Signed for By: Signature 

not required 

0181960-001 MW 117/2020 

Signature not required 

Monsay, NY 

Residence 

FedEx Standard Overnight® 

FedEx® Envelope 

0.50 lb. 

Deliver Weekday 

Residential Delivery 

1/8/2020 by 8:00 pm 

1 
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NYSCEF DOC. NO. 6 RECEIVED NYSCEF: 09/18/2020 

Marisa Warshaw 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

~ ~--------. 

TrackingUpdates@fedex.com 
Wednesday, January 8, 2020 9:33 AM 
Marisa Warshaw 
FedEx Shipment 779498235404 Delivered 

Your package has been delivered 
Tracking # 779498235404 

Ship date: Delivery date: 
Tue, 1/7/2020 Wed, 1/8/2020 9:27 am 
Mar-is_a_W-arshaw·--·--··--~-----------~Mr. Lizer Josefovic -- ' ' 

DelBello Donnellan Weingarten 10 ~~-------- IHBL SNF, LLC 

Wise .1280 ALBANY POST RD 
White Plains, NY 10601 Delivered CROTON ON HUDSON, NY 

us 10520 

Shipment Facts 
Our records indicate that the following package has been delivered. 

Tracking number: 

Status: 

Reference: 

Signed for by: 

Delivery location: 

Service type: 

Packaging type: 

Number of pieces: 

Weight: 

Special handling/Services: 

Standard transit: 

779498235404 

Delivered: 01/08/2020 09:27 

AM Signed for By: Signature 

Release on flle 

0181960-001 MW 1/7/2020 

Signature Release on file 

CROTON ON HUDSON, NY 

FedEx Standard Overnight® 

FedEx® Envelope 

0.50 lb. 

Deliver Weekday 

1/8/2020 by 3:00 pm 

us 

Q Please Po not respond to this message. This email was sent from an unattended ·mailbox. This report,was generated at 
approxima\ely 8:3~ AM CST on 01/08/2020. 

All-wElights are estimated. 

1 
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NYSCEF DOC. NO. 6 RECEIVED NYSCEF: 09/18/2020 

Marisa Warshaw 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

~~------

TrackingUpdates@fedex.com 
Wednesday, January 8, 2020 9:32 AM 
Marisa Warshaw 
FedEx Shipment 779498627521 Delivered 

Your package has been delivered 
Tracking# 779498627521 

Ship date: Delivery date: 
Tue, 1/7/2020 Wed, 1/8/2020 9:27 am 
'M~~rs;~w;rsiiaW_,,, .... ,..~~""-~""~-,- M~:-G-;~·;1d--N~ ~~;:;;,",L ""'~, ..... 
DelBello Donnellan Weingarten ~1-0-~--~--------.. --.--------10/0 HBL SNF, LLC 

Wise .1280 ALBANY POST RD 
White Plains, NY 10601 Delivered CROTON ON HUDSON, NY 

us 10520 

Shipment Facts 

Our records indicate that the following package has been delivered. 

Tracking number: 

Status: 

Reference: 

Signed for by: 

Delivery location: 

Service type: 

Packaging type: 

Number of pieces: 

Weight: 

Special handling/Services: 

Standard transit: 

779498627521 

Delivered: 01/08/2020 09:27 

AM Signed for By: Signature 
Release on file 

0181960-001 MW 1/7/2020 

Signature Release on flle 

CROTON ON HUDSON, NY 

FedEx Standard Overnight® 

FedEx® Envelope 

0.50 lb. 

Deliver Weekday 

118/2020 by 3:00 pm 

us 

~ Please do not respond to this message. This email was sent from an unaU9nded maHbox. This report was generated at 
apprcixlmaiely 8:32 AM CST on 01/08/2020. · 

All weights are estimated. 

1 
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NYSCEF DOC. NO. 6 RECEIVED NYSCEF: 09/18/2020 

Marisa Warshaw 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

El ~ --------

TrackingUpdates@fedex.com 
Wednesday, January 8, 2020 9:32 AM 
Marisa Warshaw 
FedEx Shipment 779498539658 Delivered 

Your package has been delivered 
Tracking # 779498539658 

Ship date: Delivery date: 
Tue, 1/7/2020 Wed, 1/8/2020 9:27 am 
...,_,,.,_..., ...,_,,.,.,,._.,.,.,,, .... ,...,_,_. ,._,.,...,....,.,_,,.. n,,..~-,. ,......,..,,_.,.,._,....,.,,..,..,.....,,;.....,.,,...,,,..~,..,.,. 

Marisa Warshaw .------------Mark Zafrin, Esq. 
D~IBello Donnellan Wein~arten I @ ~=------ !Michelman & Robinson 

Wise _ .24th Floor 
White Plains, NY 10601 Delivered 800 3RD AVE 

US NEW YORK, NY 10022 

us 

Shipment Facts 
Our records indicate that the following package has been delivered. 

Tracking number: 

Status: 

Reference: 

Signed for by: 

Delivery location: 

Delivered to: 

Service type: 

Packaging type: 

Number of pieces: 

Weight: 

Special handling/Services: 

Standard transit: 

779498539658 

Delivered: 01/08/2020 09:27 

AM Signed for By; E.ELAINE 

0181960-001 MW 1/7/2020 

E.ELAINE 

NEW YORK, NY 

Receptionist/Front Desk 

FedEx Standard Overnight® 

FedEx® Envelope 

0.50 lb. 

Deliver Weekday 

1/8/2020 by 3:00 pm 

- ..... -------- ........................ -- --·---··--·- .......................... -· . ......... .. . ........ ..1 

·~Please do ·not respond lo thl~ message. This· ema!I was sent from an unattended maUbox. This report was generated at 
approximately 8:32 AM CST on 01/08/2020. 
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER 

------------------------------------------------------------------)( 
WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE 
PROPERTIES I, LLC 

Plaintiff/Petitioner, 

- against - Index No.60278/2020 
HBL SNF, LLC, ET AL 

Defendant/Respondent. 

----------------------------------------------------------------- )( 
NOTICE OF ELECTRONIC FILING 

(Consensual Case) 
(Uniform Rule§ 202.5-b) 

You have received this Notice because: 

1) The Plaintiff/Petitioner, whose name is listed above, has filed this case using the 
New York State Courts E-filing system ("NYSCEF"), and 

2) You are a Defendant/Respondent (a party) in this case. 

• If you are represented by an attorney: 
Give this Notice to your attorney. (Attorneys: see "Information for Attorneys" pg. 2). 

• If you are not represented by an attorney: 
You will be served with all documents in paper and you must serve and file your 
documents in paper, unless you choose to participate in e-filing. 

!f you choose to participate in e-filing, you must have access to a computer and a 
scanner or other device to convert documents into electronic format, a connection 
to the internet, and an e-mail address to receive service of documents. 

The benefits of participating in e-filing include: 

• serving and filing your documents electronically 

• free access to view and print your e-filed documents 

• limiting your number of trips to the courthouse 

• paying any court fees on-line (credit card needed) 

To register fore-filing or for more information about how e-filing works: 

• visit: www.nycourts.gov/efile-unrepresented or 
• contact the Clerk's Office or Help Center at the court where the case was filed. Court 

contact information can be found at www.nycourts.gov 
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To find legal information to help you represent yourself visit www.nycourthelp.gov 

Information for Attorneys 

An attorney representing a party who is served with this notice must either consent or 
decline consent to electronic filing and service through NYSCEF for this case. 

Attorneys registered with NYSCEF may record their consent electronically in the manner 
provided at the NYSCEF site. Attorneys not registered with NYSCEF but intending to 
participate in e-filing must first create a NYSCEF account and obtain a user ID and 
password prior to recording their consent by going to www.nycourts.gov/efile 

Attorneys declining to consent must file with the court and serve on all parties of record a 
declination of consent. 

For additional information about electronic filing and to create a NYSCEF account, visit the 
NYSCEF website at www.nycourts.gov/efile or contact the NYSCEF Resource Center 
(phone: 646-386-3033; e-mail: nyscef@nycourts .gilll). 

Dated: 9/18/2020 

WILLIAM V. COLEMAN 

Name 
ABREMS,FENSTERMAN 

Firm Name 

To: 

Index # Page 2 of 2 

81 MAIN STREET, WHITE PLAINS NY 

Address 

914-607-7010 

Phone 

BCOLEMAN@ABRAMSLAW.COM 
E-Mail 

2/24/20 
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------X 
WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC, 
 
    Plaintiff,    Index No. 60278/2020 
        
 -against-        
          
HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/K/A LIZER  VERIFIED ANSWER 
JOZOFOVIC and MARK NEUMAN,    WITH AFFIRMATIVE 
         DEFENSES, COUNTER- 
    Defendants and   CLAIMS AND THIRD- 
    Third-Party Plaintiff,   PARTY COMPLAINT 
 
 -against- 
 
CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY  
CONSULTING, THE CONGRESS COMPANIES, 
HOWARD FENSTERMAN, and WILLIAM  
NICHOLSON, 
 
    Third-Party Defendants. 
-------------------------------------------------------------------X 
 
 

Defendants, HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/K/A LIZER JOZOFOVIC and 

MARK NEUMAN (collectively, “Defendants”), by and through their counsel Michelman & 

Robinson, LLP, hereby assert the following verified answer with affirmative defenses, 

counterclaims, and third-party complaint and allege upon information and belief as follows: 

ANSWER TO COMPLAINT 

1. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “1,” “2,” and “3.”  

2. Defendants admit the allegations in paragraphs “4” through “11.” 

3. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “12” and “13.”  

4. In response to the allegations in paragraphs “14” through “20,” Defendants assert 

that the document speaks for itself. 
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5. Defendants admit the allegations in paragraphs “21” and “22.”  

6. In response to the allegations in paragraph “23,” Defendants assert that the 

document speaks for itself. 

7. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “24,” “25,” and “26.”  

8. In response to the allegations in paragraphs “27” through “32,” Defendants assert 

that the document speaks for itself. 

9. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph “33.”  

10. In response to the allegations in paragraphs “34” through “37,” Defendants assert 

that the document speaks for itself. 

11. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “38” through “53.”  

12. In response to the allegations in paragraph “54,” Defendants assert that the 

document speaks for itself. 

13. Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph “55.”  

14. In response to the allegations in paragraphs “56” through “59,” Defendants assert 

that the document speaks for itself. 

15. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “60,” “61,” and “62.”  

16. Defendants lack sufficient information to form a belief regarding the allegations 

and, on that basis, deny the allegations in paragraphs “63” and “64.”  

17. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph “65.”  

18. In response to the allegations in paragraphs “66” and “67,” Defendants assert that 

the document speaks for itself. 

19. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “68” through “75.”  
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FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST HBL 
(BREACH OF CONTRACT) 

 
20. Defendants repeat, reallege, and incorporate by reference their response to 

paragraphs “1” through “75” as if fully set forth herein. 

21. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “76” and “77.”  

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST HBL 
(BREACH OF CONTRACT) 

 
22. Defendants repeat, reallege, and incorporate by reference their response to 

paragraphs “1” through “77” as if fully set forth herein. 

23. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “78” and “79.”  

THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST JOZEFOVIC 
(ENFORCING GUARANTY) 

 
24. Defendants repeat, reallege, and incorporate by reference their response to 

paragraphs “1” through “79” as if fully set forth herein. 

25. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “80” and “81.”  

FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST NEUMAN 
(ENFORCING GUARANTY) 

 
26. Defendants repeat, reallege, and incorporate by reference their response to 

paragraphs “1” through “81” as if fully set forth herein. 

27. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “82” and “83.”  

AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES 

Defendants assert the following affirmative defenses, without admitting that Defendants 

would bear the burden of proof on any of these or any other affirmative defenses. 
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FIRST AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
(Plaintiff’s Breach) 

 
1. Plaintiff’s claims for relief are barred, in whole or in part, because plaintiff is in 

breach of its obligations under the Lease and the integrated development agreements. 

SECOND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
(Failure to Perform) 

 
2. Plaintiff failed to perform its obligations under the Lease and integrated Project 

documents and is not entitled to performance by the Defendants. 

THIRD AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
(Terms Too Indefinite To Enforce) 

 
3. Certain terms within the Lease which plaintiff seeks to enforce are not clear and 

not definite and are therefore unenforceable. 

FOURTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
(Payment) 

 
4. Defendants have made various substantial pre-payments of rent which have not 

been credited to their account. 

FIFTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
(Not Entitled to Enforcement) 

 
5. Plaintiff’s failure to deliver the Project in compliance with NYSDOH approvals 

renders the Lease unenforceable. 

SIXTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
(Offsets) 

 
6. Defendants are entitled to substantial offsets against the rents due under the Lease. 
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SEVENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
(Fraud In The Inducement) 

 
7. Plaintiff induced the Defendants to enter into the Lease and guarantee agreements 

by making fraudulent representations and failing to disclose material facts. 

EIGHTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
(Waiver) 

 
8. Plaintiff has accepted performance by Defendants and waives any and all right to 

sue for breach of contract. 

NINTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
(Bad Faith/Unclean Hands) 

 
9. The plaintiff is not entitled to the relief it seeks as it has acted in bad faith and with 

unclean hands. 

TENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
(Other Affirmative Defenses) 

 
10. Defendants reserve the right to supplement or amend this Verified Answer, 

including through the addition of further affirmative defenses, based on the course of discovery 

and proceedings in this litigation. 

COUNTERCLAIMS AGAINST WHITE PLAINS  
HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC  

AND  
THIRD-PARTY CLAIMS AGAINST CCC EQUITIES, LLC,  

PROJECT EQUITY CONSULTING, THE CONGRESS COMPANIES, 
HOWARD FENSTERMAN, AND WILLIAM NICHOLSON 

 
Now and for their counterclaims against plaintiff and third-party complaint against third-

party defendants, Defendants, upon information and belief, allege the following: 
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1. CCC Equities, LLC is a limited liability company duly organized and existing under 

the laws of the State of New York with an address and place of business at 3 Dakota Drive, Suite 

300, Lake Success, New York 11042. 

2. Project Equity Consulting is a limited liability company duly organized and 

existing under the laws of the State of New York with an address and place of business at 3 Dakota 

Drive, Suite 300, Lake Success, New York 11042. 

3. The Congress Companies is a corporation duly organized and existing under the 

laws of the State of Massachusetts with an address and place of business at 2 Bourbon Street, West 

Peabody Executive Center, Peabody, Massachusetts 01960 and regularly conducts business within 

the State of New York. 

4. Howard Fensterman is an individual residing at 4 Pond Lane, Sands Point, New 

York 11050 with a business address and place of business at Abrams, Fensterman, Fensterman, 

Eisman, Formato, Ferrara, Wolf & Carone, LLP, 3 Dakota Drive, Suite 300, Lake Success, New 

York 11042. 

5. Through the period complained of herein, Fensterman acted as both a principal in 

the transaction and legal counsel to certain parties including the defendant Lizer Jozefovic. 

6. William Nicholson is an individual residing at 12 Long Meadow Drive, Ipswich, 

Massachusetts 01938 with a business address and place of business at 2 Bourbon Street, West 

Peabody Executive Center, Suite 200, Peabody, Massachusetts 01960. 

7. This case involves the development of a new state-of-the-art 160-bed skilled 

nursing facility on Church Street in White Plains, New York (the “Facility.”) 
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8. The Facility was proposed by the defendant, HBL SNF, LLC, and its principals 

Lizer Jozefovic and Mark Newman (the “Jozefovic Team”) to the New York State Department of 

Health (“NYSDOH”) in August 2009. 

9. The Facility is dedicated to providing specialized services to “difficult to place 

patients,” including but not limited to, patients who exhibit psychiatric behaviors, patients who are 

undocumented, patients with developmental and physical disabilities, and patients who have no 

means of financial support and require charity care. 

10. The Facility was intentionally located in White Plains to service high-density 

minority and high-density poverty populations as compared to surrounding regions. 

11. In order to obtain a Certificate of Need from NYSDOH, the Jozefovic Team 

acquired skilled nursing bed licenses from other area nursing facilities including Hebrew Hospital 

Home of Westchester, Bethel Nursing Home, and Taylor Care Center. 

12. After full review of the Jozefovic Team’s application, NYSDOH determined that 

the Jozefovic Team was a successful operator of nursing facilities that are authorized to care for 

the elderly and individuals with long-term physical care needs and has an established history of 

achieving high occupancy at the facilities it operated. 

13. NYSDOH further determined that the Facility was unique and necessary as it 

provided care to patients not accepted by other facilities because of their special needs. 

14. At the time the Jozefovic Team proposed the Facility, the Plaintiff White Plains 

Healthcare Properties I, LLC (“WPHP”) and the third-party defendants Howard Fensterman 

(“Fensterman”), William Nicholson (“Nicholson”), and their companies CCC Equities LLC 

(“CCCE”), Project Equity Construction (“PEC”), and The Congress Companies (“Congress”), 

approached the Jozefovic Team and proposed that they act as developers for the new Facility. 
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15. Led by third-party defendant Fensterman, these parties represented that they were 

capable of performing all aspects of development of the Facility including construction and 

financing (hereafter “the Project.”) 

16. In fact, the Project costs for the Facility presented to NYSDOH by the Jozefovic 

Team were costs calculated and submitted by Fensterman and Nicholson. 

17. Importantly, these costs established a total Project cost of $56, 631,759. 

18. The Project costs for the Facility were itemized by Fensterman and Nicholson as 

follows: 

   Land acquisition  $  4,528,333 
   New construction  $37,282,722 
   Design Contingency  $  1,864,136 
   Construction Contingency $  1,864,136 
   Architect/Engineering Fees $  2,982,618 
   Construction Manager Fees $     745,654 
   Other Fees (Consultant) $     750,000 
   Movable Equipment  $  1,480,000 
   Financing Costs  $  2,112,000 
   Interim Interest Expense $  2,710,400 
   CON Application Fee  $         2,000 
   CON Processing Fee  $     309,760 
   Total Project Cost  $56,631,759 
 

19. Many of these costs were to be paid to Fensterman and Nicholson directly, as well 

as Fensterman’s law firm, and other costs to their entities as fees, interest costs, and other Project 

expenses. 

20. In addition, Fensterman and Nicholson represented that they could arrange for 

100% of the Project financing. 

21. More specifically, Fensterman and Nicholson specifically represented and agreed 

in writing that they could secure a HUD insured mortgage in the amount of $42,240,000 with an 

interest rate of 5.5% and a term of thirty (30) years. 
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22. A description of this mortgage was included in the projected Medicaid 

Reimbursement submitted to NYSDOH as part of the Project feasibility forecast. 

23. Furthermore, Fensterman represented that he could provide the necessary project 

equity in the amount of $9,863,246 through his company CCC Equities, LLC. 

24. The Jozefovic Team presented this financing arrangement to NYSDOH in support 

of its request for approval of the Facility and these costs became part of NYSDOH’s Project 

approval. 

25. Given that Fensterman and Nicholson agreed to develop, finance, and own the 

Project, the Jozefovic Team agreed to enter into a Lease Agreement to occupy and operate the 

Facility. 

26. To accomplish this, Fensterman and Nicholson proposed that their company White 

Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC become the landlord for the operating company owned by the 

Jozefovic Team known as HBL SNF, LLC. 

27. The Lease was to be for a twenty (20) year term. 

28. The rent was to be calculated as an amount equal to the debt service of the HUD 

insured mortgage to be obtained by Fensterman and Nicholson plus a return of cash equity to 

WPHP on the account of the equity contributions through CCCE. 

29. The annual rent proposed by Fensterman and Nicholson and presented to NYSDOH 

equaled $4,318,000 annually or $360,000 per month. 

30. The amount of annual rent as calculated above was eligible for reimbursement to 

HBL SNF, LLC through the NYSDOH. 

31. The Project as proposed to the NYSDOH was to be completed in approximately 

twenty (20) months. 
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32. The NYSDOH gave approval for the Project on the terms described above in 

October 2012. 

33. Throughout the NYSDOH application process, the Jozefovic Team relied upon 

representations made by Fensterman and Nicholson. 

34. However, shortly after receiving approval from NYSDOH, the Jozefovic Team 

learned that Fensterman and Nicholson did not have the capital necessary to commence or 

complete the Project as presented. 

35. As a result of this lack of capital the Project was delayed for years. 

36. In an attempt to overcome this lack of capital, on November 15, 2015, HBL SNF, 

LLC entered into a Development Agreement with White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC (the 

“Development Agreement.”) 

37. On the same date, HBL SNF, LLC entered into a Lease with White Plains 

Healthcare Properties I, LLC (the “Lease”) for the Facility in order to enable WPHP to obtain its 

Project financing. 

38. The Development Agreement and Lease are essential parts of the same transaction 

and are constitute integrated agreements. 

39. Pursuant to the Development Agreement, the Project was to be “turn-key” meaning 

that the plaintiff and third-party defendants would deliver a fully constructed facility authorized to 

operate as a skilled nursing facility with permanent financing in place in accordance with the 

approval granted by NYSDOH. 

40. However, because Fensterman and Nicholson lacked sufficient capital to complete 

the Project on a turn-key basis, they induced the Jozefovic Team to withdraw its equity from 
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another nursing facility which it owned and operated known as Waterview Nursing Home and to 

contribute that equity to the Project so that the Project could move forward in 2016. 

41. In particular, the Jozefovic Team made the following capital contributions to the 

Project as memorialized in a Term Sheet dated November 20, 2015: 

a) $2,200,000 paid to WPHP to be used by Congress for pre-development costs; 
b) $197,072 to CCC Equities, LLC to be used in the discretion of Fensterman; 
c) $1,595,368.32 into a control account in the name of HBL SNF. 

 
42. Despite repeated requests since 2015, Fensterman, Nicholson, Congress, and 

CCCE have failed or refused to provide an accounting of the use of the predevelopment and 

discretionary funds paid to them. 

43. In consideration for the $2,200,000 contribution to WPHP, WPHP agreed that these 

funds constituted a loan to WPHP to be repaid to HBL SNF, LLC. 

44. No provision was made for the payment of interest on the loan notwithstanding that 

WPHP had the use of such funds since 2015. 

45. WPHP agreed to repay the principal amount of the loan by purchasing the furniture, 

fixtures, and equipment (the “FF&E”) in the amount of $1,500,000 for the Project and by giving 

HBL SNF, LLC a future credit against Lease payments. 

46. When advancing these funds to Fensterman, Nicholson, CCC Equities and 

Congress, the Jozefovic Team anticipated that the Facility would be delivered in September 2017. 

47. The Facility was not delivered until December 2019. 

48. Despite repeated requests, WPHP has never provided an accounting for purchases 

of the required FF&E or any documentation evidencing repayment of $1,500,000 of the loan 

amount to HBL SNF, LLC. 
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49. In the absence of such an accounting, HBL SNF, LLC cannot determine how much 

of its loan amount, if any, has been repaid and how much of the remaining loan balance should be 

credited to current Lease payments. 

50. In addition, accrued interest on the $2,200,000 loan must be calculated from 

November 2015 and either paid to HBL SNF, LLC or credited to payments due under the Lease. 

51. The Development Agreement required that the Project be substantially completed 

within twenty-two (22) months or before September 2017. 

52. The plaintiff breached its obligations to HBL SNF, LLC by failing to complete the 

Project until December 2019. 

53. The delay in completing the Project caused HBL SNF, LLC to lose substantial 

revenue. 

54. In addition, by delivering the Project in December 2019, HBL SNF, LLC 

encountered market conditions during its start-up phase in 2020 caused by the COVID-19 

pandemic which adversely affected HBL SNF LLC’s operations as it has nursing homes 

throughout the region. 

55. HBL SNF, LLC would not have encountered these adverse financial conditions but 

not for the delay caused by plaintiff and third-party defendants. 

56. In addition to the Project being completed more than two (2) years late, plaintiff 

and third-party defendants delivered the Project well over budget. 

57. The Development Agreement required the plaintiff to enter into a construction 

contract with Congress and to secure a 100% performance bond to guarantee the performance of 

the construction contract. 
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58. However, unbeknownst to HBL SNF, LLC, Congress could not secure a 

performance bond. 

59. Fensterman and Nicholson never disclosed to HBL SNF, LLC or any of its 

principals that Congress could not obtain a bond. 

60. As a result, WPHP entered into a contract without approval or consent from HBL 

SNF, LLC for a creation of a joint venture agreement with a third-party contractor. 

61. The joint venture, among other reasons, added substantial costs to the Project. 

62. These substantial additional costs exceeded the capital expenditures approved by 

NYSDOH and are not reimbursable through NYSDOH. 

63. Upon information and belief, Congress’s inability to secure the performance bond 

is related to certain judgments taken against its principal Nicholson arising from claims for 

diversion of project funds in a skilled nursing project located in Milwaukee, Wisconsin dating back 

to 2015, the time when the Jozefovic Team advanced monies to Nicholson and Congress. 

64. Neither Fensterman nor Nicholson disclosed these adverse proceedings to the 

Jozefovic Team. 

65. In fact, Nicholson was adjudged to have committed conversion and civil theft in 

the amount of $1,903,452, and that judgement was affirmed on appeal to the Seventh Circuit Court 

of Appeals. 

66. The Development Agreement required that plaintiff and third-party defendants 

deliver the Project at the costs approved by NYSDOH. 

67. Only in the event of a change order, authorized by HBL SNF, LLC, would HBL 

SNF, LLC have responsibility for any cost higher than the cost approved by the NYSDOH. 

68. There were no approved change orders. 
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69. The approved Project cost is $57,000,000. 

70. The plaintiff and third-party defendants caused the Project to exceed the approved 

costs by more than $5,000,000. 

71. The plaintiff and third-party defendants breached their obligations to HBL SNF, 

LLC under the Development Agreement by causing the Project to be over budget. 

72. As a result, HBL SNF, LLC is not eligible for reimbursement of its rent payments 

as originally intended - a loss of eligibility that will cause substantial harm to HBL SNF, LLC. 

73. Given these costs overruns and the loss of eligibility for reimbursement, the Lease 

is unenforceable. 

74. As part of the “turn-key” delivery of the Project, plaintiff was obligated to provide 

permanent financing for the Project on the terms of the HUD insured loan submitted by plaintiff 

as part of the Project approved by NYSDOH. 

75. The plaintiff and third-party defendants have failed to provide such permanent 

financing and are in breach of the Development Agreement and the Lease. 

76. In connection with the permanent financing, the plaintiff and third-party defendants 

were required to demonstrate sufficient equity invested in the Project for HUD or any other lender 

of permanent financing to grant a thirty (30) year loan to the Project. 

77. Plaintiff and third-party defendants have failed to demonstrate sufficient equity in 

the Project. 

78. Upon information and belief, Fensterman procured financial contributions from 

individual third parties who contributed capital to CCCE to meet the equity requirement. 

79. Although this capital is required to be and has, in fact, been represented by 

Fensterman to be in the nature of equity, upon information and belief, these contributions from 
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individual third-parties are loans at high rates of interest which are overdue as a result of the Project 

delays. 

80. Fensterman, CCCE, and plaintiff have caused additional financial burden to the 

Project and have attempted to pass along to HBL SNF, LLC and the Jozefovic Team these higher 

interest costs. 

81. The Project cost overruns and the higher finance costs due to the delay in delivering 

the Project, together with the lack of sufficient equity, have prevented the Project from securing 

permanent financing. 

82. The plaintiff and third-party defendants have advised HBL SNF, LLC that they 

have initiated this lawsuit because they are in default of their current loan agreements. 

83. As of this date, plaintiff and third-party defendants have been unable to provide to 

the Jozefovic Team an accurate Project accounting of Project expenditures and have refused to 

provide information concerning the Project financing. 

84. As of this date, plaintiff and third-party defendants have been unable to procure the 

HUD insured financing which they represented they could secure and is required by NYSDOH 

Project approval. 

85. As of this date, the Project does not comply with the approval issued by the 

NYSDOH. 

86. As a result of the failure to deliver the Project on the terms approved by NYSDOH, 

HBL SNF, LLC cannot be reimbursed for the cost of the Facility as intended by the Development 

Agreement and the Lease and HBL SNF, LLC and its principals have suffered financial harm as a 

result. 
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87. Throughout the development process, WPHP, Fensterman, Nicholson and 

Congress have made false representations to the Jozefovic Team and have taken adverse actions 

which have adversely affected the business of HBL SNF, LLC. 

AS AND FOR A FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION AS AGAINST WPHP,  
CCCE, CONGRESS, AND FENSTERMAN 

(DEMAND FOR ACCOUNTING) 
 

88. Defendants repeat and reallege each and every allegation set forth in paragraphs 

“1” through “87” with the same force and effect as if fully set forth herein. 

89. HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer Jozefovic and Mark Neuman had a trust-based relationship 

with Fensterman, Nicholson, and WPHP. 

90. Given that relationship, HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer Jozefovic, and Mark Neuman 

advanced monies to WPHP and Fensterman prior to commencement of the Project in order to 

allow the Project to proceed. 

91. HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer Jozefovic, and Mark Neuman are entitled to an accounting 

of the use of the funds advanced for the Project. 

AS AND FOR A SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION AS AGAINST WPHP 
(PAYMENT OF INTEREST) 

 
92. Defendants repeat and reallege each and every allegation set forth in paragraphs 

“1” through “91” with the same force and effect as if fully set forth herein. 

93. HBL SNF, LLC is entitled to imputed interest on the $2,200,000 made to WPHP 

loan from November 2015 to present. 
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AS AND FOR A THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION AS AGAINST WPHP 
(BREACH OF CONTRACT) 

 
94. Defendants repeat and reallege each and every allegation set forth in paragraphs 

“1” through “93” with the same force and effect as if fully set forth herein. 

95. WPHP breached the Development Agreement and the Lease. 

96. As a result of such breach, HBL SNF, LLC has been damaged by the loss of 

reimbursable capital expenditures and has incurred other costs due to the nonperformance of 

WPHP. 

97. In addition, HBL SNF, LLC has lost funds and continues to lose revenues as a result 

of Project delays. 

AS AND FOR A FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION  
AS AGAINST FENSTERMAN AND NICHOLSON 

(FRAUD IN THE INDUCEMENT) 
 

98. Defendants repeat and reallege each and every allegation set forth in paragraphs 

“1” through “97” with the same force and effect as if fully set forth herein. 

99. Third-party defendants Fensterman and Nicholson fraudulently induced HBL SNF, 

LLC, Lizer Jozefovic, and Mark Neuman to enter into the Development Agreement, the Lease, 

and the Guaranty. 

100. Fensterman and Nicholson misrepresented the Project costs. 

101. Fensterman and Nicholson misrepresented their ability to secure permanent HUD 

financing. 

102. Fensterman and Nicholson misrepresented their ability to complete the Project. 

103. Fensterman misrepresented the capital contributions made to CCCE to satisfy the 

equity requirement for the Project. 
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104. Fensterman and Nicholson failed to disclose the claimant civil proceeding against 

Nicholson for civil theft. 

105. By reason of such fraud in the inducement, Defendants Lizer Jozefovic and Mark 

Neuman have no obligations under the guarantees. 

106. By reason of such fraud in the inducement, HBL SNF, LLC has suffered financial 

damages. 

AS AND FOR A FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION  
AS AGAINST ALL THIRD-PARTY DEFENDANTS 

(BAD FAITH) 
 

107. Defendants repeat and reallege each and every allegation set forth in paragraphs 

“1” through “106” with the same force and effect as if fully set forth herein. 

108. As alleged throughout this third-party complaint, the plaintiff and third-party 

defendants acted in bad faith. 

109. As a result of such bad faith dealings, HBL SNF, LLC has suffered damages in an 

amount not less than $15,000,000. 

AS AND FOR A SIXTH CAUSE OF ACTION  
AS AGAINST WPHP AND ALL THIRD-PARTY DEFENDANTS 

(FRAUD) 
 

110. Defendants repeat and reallege each and every allegation set forth in paragraphs 

“1” through “109” with the same force and effect as if fully set forth herein. 

111. The misrepresentations and non-disclosures by Fensterman and Nicholson and 

third-party defendants constitute fraud. 

112. WPHP, Fensterman and Nicholson new such statements were false. 

113. WPHP, Fensterman and Nicholson made such statements to deceive HBL SNF, 

LLC, Lizer Jozefovic, and Mark Neuman. 
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114. HBL SNF, LLC has been damaged by such fraudulent conduct. 

WHEREFORE, Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs deny generally and specifically 

that it committed any wrongdoing and demand: 

1) A determination that the amount of rent payable under the Lease be modified by 

any sums not reimbursable by the NYSDOH and offset by prior payments and 

accrued interest; 

2) The Guaranty Agreements be nullified; 

3) Monetary damages in an amount to be determined; 

4) Attorneys’ fees, and 

5) Such other relief as the Court deems appropriate. 

Dated: New York, New York 
 
 November 5, 2020 
       MICHELMAN & ROBINSON, LLP 
 
        

By: ________________________ 
             John Giardino  
             Alex Barnett-Howell 

800 Third Avenue, 24th Floor 
             New York, New York 10022 
             (212) 730-7700 
             jgiardino@mrllp.com 
             abarnett-howell@mrllp.com  
             Attorneys for Defendants 
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VERIFICATION BY ATTORNEY 

 JOHN GIARDINO, being an attorney duly admitted to practice in the courts of New York, 

affirms the following under penalties of perjury: 

 I am an attorney for Defendants HBL-SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/K/A LIZER 

JOZOFOVIC and MARK NEUMAN, in the above entitled action and have read the foregoing 

Verified Answer and know the contents thereof; that the same is true upon information and belief, 

and that as to those matters I believe them to be true.  

 I further state that the grounds of my belief as to all matters in the Verified Answer are 

based upon the file maintained by my office and conference and telephone conferences with 

Defendants. This verification is made pursuant to the provisions of RPAPL 741 because 

Defendants was not available to sign the same at the time the Verified Answer was prepared. 

Dated:  New York, New York 

 November 5, 2020 

 

       _____________________________ 

       JOHN GIARDINO, ESQ. 
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER 

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC, 

Plaintiff, 

- against-

HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC NKJA LIZER 
JOZOFOVIC and MARK NEUMAN, 

Defendants. 

Index No. 60278/2020 

AMENDED VERIFIED 
COMPLAINT 

Plaintiff, White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC ("WPH Properties"), by its attorneys, 

De1Bello, Donnellan, Weingarten, Wise & Wiederkehr, LLP and Abrams, Fensterman, 

Fenstennan, Eisman, Formato, Ferrara, Wolf & Carone, LLP, for its amended verified complaint 

against defendants, HBL SNF, LLC ("HBL"), Lizer Jozefovic a/k/a Lizer Jozofovic ("Jozefovic") 

and Mark Neuman ("Neuman"), alleges: 

NATURE OF THE CASE 

1. This action concerns HBL's material default of its obligations under an amended 

and restated operating lease dated as of November 19, 2015 (the "Lease"), by which WPH 

Properties leased to HBL a brand new, state-of-the-art, 160-bed skilled nursing facility that WPH 

Properties constructed at 116-120 Church Street, White Plains, New York. 

2. WPH Properties had constructed the nursing facility and entered into the Lease with 

HBL dated November 19, 2015. The Lease was amended and restated in 2017. It provided that 

HBL would operate the facility for 30 years. The Lease commenced on September 30, 2019. HBL 

took possession of the facility on September 30, 2019. By the end of October 2019, HBL had 

1 
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defaulted. 

3. On January 7, 2020, WPH Properties served notice of default and elected to 

tenninate the Lease and accelerate all rents due. This action seeks to recover from HBL the Rent 

it owes and the other damages its defaults have caused and to enforce the unconditional guaranties 

ofHBL's perfonnance under the Lease given by Neuman and Jozefovic. 

PARTIES AND VENUE 

4. WPH Properties is a limited liability company duly organized and existing under 

the laws of the State of Massachusetts, with its principal place of business at 2 Bourbon Street, 

Suite 200, Peabody, Massachusetts. WPH Properties is duly authorized to do business in the State 

ofNewYork. 

5. HBL was and is a limited liability company duly organized and existing under the 

laws of the State ofNew York with an address and place of business at 537 Route 22, Purdys, New 

York. 

6. Jozefovic is an individual residing at 53 Mariner Way, Monsey, New York, with a 

business address and place of business at HBL, 537 Route 22, Purdys, New York. 

7. Neuman is an individual residing at 22 Lyncrest Drive, Monsey, New York, with a 

business address and place of business at HBL, 537 Route 22, Purdys, New York. 

8. Pursuant to CPLR § 503(a), venue is properly designated in Westchester County 

_ btt~aj __ c:>_f! __ th~_.!~~j4ences of WPH Properties and HBL, because a substantial part of the events 

giving rise to the claim occurred in Westchester County and because HBL and WPH Properties 

agreed in the Lease that any action or proceeding arising out of the Lease be brought in Westchester 

County. Lease§ 20.l(b). 
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FACTS 

9. WPH Properties is and was at all relevant times the owner of the real property 

known as 116-120 Church Street, White Plains, New York (the "Real Property"). 

10. WPH Properties constructed a brand new, state-of-the-art, 160-bed skilled nursing 

facility on the Real Property. 

THE LEASE 

11. In 2017, WPH Properties, as landlord, and HBL, as tenant, entered into the 

amended and restated Lease, dated as ofNovember 19, 2015, under which WPH Properties leased 

to HBL the Real Property and the improvements to be constructed on the Real Property, together 

with other assets, all as defined in Section 2.1 of the Lease (the "Facility"). A true and accurate 

copy of the Lease is annexed to this complaint as Exhibit 1 and is incorporated into this complaint 

by reference. 

12. WPH Properties obtained a certificate of occupancy for the Facility on August 22, 

2019. 

13. HBL entered into possession of the Facility on September 30, 2019. 

14. The Lease provided for a term of30 years, with three 10-year options to the tenant, 

unless sooner terminated. Exhibit 1, Lease, § 3 .1. 

15. The Lease obligated HBL to pay WPH Properties annual fixed rent of $6,073,158 

_________________ i_l!_ I?l_o_rithly installments of $506,096.50 (the "Fixed Rent"). Exhibit 1, Lease, § 3.2. ________________________ _ 

16. The Lease also obligated HBL to pay WPH Properties other amounts which are 

defined as "Additional Rent." Fixed Rent and Additional Rent are referred to collectively as 

"Rent." 
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17. The Lease obligated HBL to pay all charges for electricity, steam, telephone, cable, 

gas, oil, water, sewer and all other services or utilities used on or related to the Premises during 

the Term. Exhibit 1, Lease, § 4.1. 

18. The Lease obligated HBL to pay, before penalties are incurred, all real estate taxes, 

assessments, utility charges and other taxes. Exhibit 1, Lease, § 4.2. 

19. The Lease obligated HBL to keep the Premises in good condition and repair 

including, at HBL' s sole cost and expense, payment of all utility service and maintenance deposits 

and expenses relating to the Premises. Exhibit 1, Lease,§ 5.2. 

20. The Lease obligated HBL to deliver a guarantee of all obligations owed by HBL 

under the Lease from Jozefovic (the "Jozefovic Guaranty") and from Neuman (the "Neuman 

Guaranty"). Exhibit 1, Lease,§ 7.1. 

21. A true and accurate copy of the Jozefovic Guaranty is annexed to this complaint as 

Exhibit 2. 

' 22. A true and accurate copy of the Neuman Guaranty is annexed to this complaint as 

Exhibit 3. 

23. Pursuant to the Jozefovic Guaranty, Jozefovic absolutely, unconditionally and 

irrevocably guaranteed the full and prompt payment of all rent, sums and charges of every type 

and nature payable by HBL under the Lease, whether due by acceleration or otherwise, and the 

_ fulJ,Jjn1ely and complete performance of all obligations to be perf()rmed by HBL unger the Lease, 

including obligations that survive termination of the Lease. 

24. The Jozefovic Guaranty is an absolute and unconditional guaranty of payment and 

of performance and is enforceable against Jozefovic without the necessity of any notice of 
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nonpayment, nonperformance or nonobservance, or any notice or demand, all of which Jozefovic 

expressly waived. 

25. Pursuant to the Neuman Guaranty, Neuman absolutely, unconditionally and 

irrevocably guaranteed the full and prompt payment of all rent, sums and charges of every type 

and nature payable by HBL under the Lease, whether due by acceleration or otherwise, and the 

full, timely and complete performance of all obligations to be performed by HBL under the Lease, 

including obligations that survive termination of the Lease. 

26. The Neuman Guaranty is an absolute and unconditional guaranty of payment and 

of performance and is enforceable against Neuman without the necessity of any notice of 

nonpayment, nonperformance or nonobservance, or any notice or demand, all of which Neuman 

expressly waived. 

27. The Lease obligated HBL to deliver to WPH Properties, before the commencement 

date of the Lease, ail agreement by Capital Funding Group by which Capital Funding Group agreed 

to allow HBL to draw down on its credit line each month so as to enable Capital Funding Group 

to pay the Fixed Rent each month directly to WPH Properties on the commencement date and for 

the following 11 months. Exhibit 1, Lease, § 7 .1. 

28. The Lease obligated HBL to deliver to WPH Properties, before the commencement 

date of the Lease, an unconditional letter of credit or cash in the amount of$3,700,000 to secure 

_________________ !h~:fllll __ an4_ti!!!t?ly_performance of its obligations under the Lease. Exhibit 1, L_ease, § 7.1_. _ 

29. The Lease obligated HBL to deliver to WPH Properties, before the commencement 

date of the Lease, $1,600,000 as an additional security deposit. Exhibit 1, Lease,§ 7.1. 

30. The Lease obligated HBL to provide WPH Properties all reports, statements and 
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inspections as defined in the Lease, including all Medicare, Medicaid and other provider 

agreements and reimbursement rates for the Facility, updated reimbursement rates, financial 

reporting and written reports providing an operational overview of significant events and 

circumstances on a monthly basis. Exhibit 1, Lease, § 7.4. 

31. The Lease obligated HBL to maintain working capital accounts in specified 

amounts. Exhibit 1, Lease, § 7.7. 

32. The Lease provides that HBL will be in default of the Lease if, among other things, 

(i) HBL fails to pay any installment of Rent within five days of the date when Rent was due; (ii) 

HBL defaults in the prompt and full performance of any other of its obligations and fails to correct 

that failure within 30 days of receipt of written notice from WPH Properties of the default; (iii) 

HBL fails to give WPH Properties timely notice or timely deliver copies of documents as required 

by Section 7.4 of the Lease; (iv) HBL defaults or breaches the provisions of Section 7.4(b); (v) a 

Guarantor defaults beyond expiration of any applicable cure period; or (vi) any governmental. 

authority assesses a fine or penalty against HBL in an amount in excess of $75,000. Exhibit 1, 

Lease,§ 16.1. 

33. WPH Properties performed all of the conditions on its part required by the Lease. 

34. The Lease provides in Section 16.1 that upon the occurrence of a default by HBL, 

WPH Properties may, upon five days written notice, terminate the Lease, accelerate the payment 

of all Rent for the balance of the Term and declare the Rent presently due and payable in full, 
-------·-· -- -·----· 

requiring HBL to pay to WPH Properties the present value of the accelerated Rent. 

3 5. Section 16.1 of the Lease also provides that upon the occurrence of a default, and 

in addition to all of the other remedies provided for in the Lease, WPH Properties is immediately 
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entitled to retain the security deposit required by Section 7.1 of the Lease and HBL has no further 

claim, right, title or interest therein to the extent ofWPH Properties' claims. 

36. Section 16.1 of the Lease also provides that upon the occurrence of a default and 

the commencement of an action for Rent or for any other amount due under the Lease, HBL must 

pay to WPH Properties all of the expenses, including reasonable attorneys' fees, incurred by WPH 

Properties to enforce the Lease. 

37. In addition, under the terms of the Lease, HBL's continuation in occupancy after 

termination does not constitute a renewal of the Lease, but BBL becomes a tenant month-to-month 

for a rental of 300% of the most recent Rent payable by HBL under the Lease. Exhibit 1, Lease, § 

201.13. 

TUE JOZEFOVIC SECURITY AGREEMENT 

38. On August 11, 2017 Jozefovic executed a Collateral Assignment and Pledge of 

Membership Interest and Security Agreement (the "Jozefovic Security Agreement"), assigning to 

WPH Properties' nominee a first and superior security interest in Jozefovic's interest in Waterview 

Acquisition I, LLC (the "Jozefovic Waterview Collateral") in order to secure the obligations under 

the Jozefovic Security Agreement and under the Lease. A true and accurate copy of the Jozefovic 

Security Agreement is annexed to this complaint as Exhibit 4. 

39. The Jozefovic Security Agreement provides that Jozefovic has not and will not 

_______________ enter into_ any assignment, mortgage, pledge or other instrument which transfers or encumbers all 

or any part of the Jozefovic Waterview Collateral. Exhibit 4, Jozefovic Security Agreement§ 3 

40. The Jozefovic Security Agreement further provides that Jozefovic agrees not to 

subsequently further amend or voluntarily permit the amendment of the Waterview Acquisition I, 
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LLC Operating Agreement that would in any manner materially adversely affect the Jozefovic 

Security Agreement and/or the rights ofWPH Properties. Exhibit 4, Jozefovic Security Agreement 

§4 

41. On September 15, 2020 WPH Properties duly perfected its security interest with 

respect to the Jozefovic Waterview Collateral by filing a DCC financing statement. 

42. Upon information and belief, in or around December 2019, Jozefovic assigned the 

Jozefovic Waterview Collateral to Metropolitan Commercial Bank ("MCB") to secure Jozefovic's 

obligation to repay a $3,000,000 loan from MCB to Jozefovic. 

43. Upon information and belief, to effectuate Jozefovic's assignment of the Jozefovic 

Waterview Collateral to MCB, Jozefovic agreed to and voluntarily permitted the amendment of 

the Waterview Acquisition L LLC Operating Agreement. 

44. Jozefovic breached his obligations under the Jozefovic Security Agreement by 

agreeing to _and voluntarily permitting the amendment of the Waterview Acquisition I, LLC 

Operating Agreement and assigning the Jozefovic Waterview Collateral to MCB. 

45. Jozefovic further breached the Jozefovic Security Agreement by failing to take all 

of the necessary steps to add Howard Fensterman, a principal ofWPH Properties, as a co-signatory 

to the JP Morgan Chase accounts identified therein as required by the Jozefovic Security 

Agreement. 

46. Jozefovic and HBL breached their obligation to post the $1,600,0QO additi,:n1aJ_ 

security deposit required by the Jozefovic Security Agreement and the Lease. 

4 7. Jozefovic' s moving of funds into a separate account that he controls does not satisfy 

the obligation to post the $1.6 million additional security deposit as required by the Jozefovic 
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Security Agreement and the Lease. 

48. Jozefovic's and HBL's failure to satisfy the obligation to post the $1.6 million 

additional security deposit constitutes a breach of the Jozefovic Security Agreement and a breach 

of the Lease. 

49. The Jozefovic Security Agreement provides that Jozefovic pledges, assigns and 

grants a first and superior security interest in and to all of his rights, title and interest as a member 

of Waterview Acquisition I, LLC to WPH Properties in order to secure the obligations under the 

Jozefovic Security Agreement and under the Lease. 

50. Pursuant to the remedies granted to WPH Properties under the UCC and the 

Jozefovic Security Agreement, in the event of a default, WPH Properties is entitled, among other 

remedies, to dispose of the Jozefovic Waterview Collateral at a public sale. 

51. J ozefovic breached the J ozefovic Security Agreement and materially and adversely 

affected the Jozefovic Waterview Collateral and the rights of WPH Properties by (i) agreeing to 

and voluntarily permitting the amendment of the Waterview Acquisition I, LLC Operating 

Agreement and (ii) assigning the Jozefovic Waterview Collateral to MCB to secure Jozefovic's 

obligation to repay a $3,000,000 loan from MCB to Jozefovic. 

52. As a result of Jozefovic breaching the Jozefovic Security Agreement by amending 

the operating agreement and assigning the Jozefovic Waterview Collateral to MCB, any purchaser 

of __ th~_l_c:>~f2vt~ _Yv711t_(!t:Vi~~ Collateral at public sale by WPH Properties will purchase the 

Jozefovic Waterview Collateral subject to MCB's senior security interest in the collateral. 

53. Jozefovic's breach of the Jozefovic Security Agreement therefore has caused WPH 

Properties damages in the amount of $3,000,000, the amount of Jozefovic's obligation to MCB 
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secured by Jozefovic's illicit assignment of the same collateral to MCB. 

HBL BREACHED ITS OBLIGATIONS UNDER THE LEASE 

54. HBL failed to perform its obligations, materially defaulting under the Lease, almost 

immediately after taking possession of the Premises. 

55. HBL failed to pay Rent as required by the Lease. 

56. HBL failed to pay real estate taxes as required by the Lease. 

57. HBL failed to pay utility deposits as required by the Lease. 

58. HBL failed to pay municipal maintenance escrows as required by the Lease. 

59. HBL failed to pay utility charges as required by the Lease. 

60. HBL failed or refused to deliver certificates of insurance as required by the Lease. 

61. HBL failed to deliver to WPH Properties all Medicare, Medicaid and other provider 

agreements and reimbursement rate sheets for the Facility, as required by the Lease. 

62. HBL failed to deliver to WPH Properties all Medicare, Medicaid and other provider 

updated rate sheets, as required by the Lease. 

63. HBL failed to deliver to WPH Properties the required financial reporting, as 

required by the Lease. 

64. HBL failed to deliver to WPH Properties the required written reporting providing 

an operational overview of significant events and circumstances at the Facility during each prior 

month of the term of the Lease, as required by the Lease. 

65. HBL failed or refused to deliver to WPH Properties the security deposits, as 

required by the Lease. 

66. HBL failed to deliver and maintain the required credit line in an amount equal to 
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12 months' rent, as required by the Lease. 

67. HBL failed to have and maintain the working capital account required by the Lease. 

68. HBL failed to pay late fees and costs, as required by the Lease. 

THE LETTER OF INTENT 

69. After HBL defaulted, WPH Properties negotiated in good faith with HBL in an 

attempt to avoid termination of the Lease, despite HBL's default. 

70. On November 20, 2019, WPH Properties and HBL entered into a Letter oflntent 

(the "LOI") in which WPH Properties and HBL agreed that WPH Properties would sell the Facility 

for $73,000,000 to a Delaware Statutory Trust in which Jozefovic and Neuman would have a 77 .5 

percent interest and WPH Properties or its designees would have a 22.5 percent interest. 

71. A true and accurate copy of the LOI is annexed to this complaint as Exhibit 5. 

72. The LOI provides for the Lease to be amended to require that HBL pay the 

November 2019 rent by November 18, 2019, the December rent by December 5, 2019 and all real 

estate taxes and utility payments by December 1, 2019, that by December 5, 2019 HBL reimburse 

WPH Properties for $65,856 in municipal and utility deposits, that HBL enter into a Deposit 

Account Control Agreement with MNB requiring MNB to draw on the account first to pay the 

rent. 

73. The LOI further provides for the Lease to be amended so that the $3,700,000 

securiJy 4_eposit required by Section 7.1 ( a)(ii) is re_duced to $2,000,()00, $1,000,000 of which \V~~- _ 

required to be paid by HBL on or before December 1, 2019 or the date on which WPH Properties 

obtained a permanent certificate of occupancy for the Facility (which was granted on November 

14, 2019), whichever was later, and the balance of which was required to be paid on April 1, 2020, 
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which was the Closing date required by the LOI. 

74. In addition, the LOI provides for the Lease to be amended so that in lieu of 

providing the additional $1,600,000 in security required by Section 7.l(a)(iii) of the Lease, HBL 

would be required to enter into an agreement with JP Morgan Chase Bank prohibiting liquidation 

of that account until the second $1,000,000 in security required by the LOI had been paid. 

75. The LOI also provides for the Lease to be amended to require HBL to obtain a 

single working capital line of credit in the amount of$8,000,000 by December 1, 2019. 

76. HBL defaulted and breached its obligations under the LOI by failing to pay rent, 

failing to pay the municipal and utility payments to WPH Properties, failing to pay the real estate 

taxes and utility payments, failing to enter into the Deposit Account Control Agreement, failing to 

enter into the agreement with JP Morgan Chase Bank, by failing to pay the first $1,000,000 security 

deposit as required by the LOI and by failing to obtain the $8,000,000 working capital credit line, 

and by failing to meet the required Closing date of April 1, 2020. 

77. WPH Properties performed all conditions on its part required by the LOI. 

78. Solely as a result of HBL's breach of the LOI, WPH Properties did not sell the 

property to the Delaware Statutory Trust, causing damage to WPH Properties, and WPH Properties 

incurred interest and late charges on its loans, all of which are the direct result ofHBL's breach of 

the LOI. 

NOTICE OF DEFAULT, TERMINATION OF THE LEASE AND ACCELERATION OF RE~T 

79. On January 7, 2020, while the LOI was in effect, WPH Properties served a "Notice 

of Default And Landlord's Election To Terminate Lease And Accelerate All Rents Due For The 

Balance of the Lease Tenn" upon HBL (the "Notice of Default"). 

12 
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80. A true and accurate copy of the Notice of Default is annexed to this complaint as 

Exhibit 6 and incorporated into this complaint by reference. 

81. The Notice of Default contains a true and accurate accounting of the amounts then 

due and owing under the Lease and LOI. 

82. The Notice of Default gave HBL notice that by reason ofHBL's defaults under the 

Lease, WPH Properties had exercised its right under Section 16.1 of the Lease to terminate the 

Lease, effective January 13, 2020. 

83. The Notice of Default further gave HBL notice that pursuant to Section 16.1 of the 

Lease all Rent for the balance of the Term was accelerated and HBL became obligated to pay WPH 

Properties the present value of the accelerated rent, discounted at a rate of 6% per annum. 

84. HBL continued, and still continues, to occupy the Premises, despite WPH 

Properties' termination of the Lease. 

85. Because HBL has held over after its default resulted in termination of the Lease, 

HBL is a tenant month-to-month at a rent equal to 300% of the most recent Rent payable by HBL 

under the Lease. Exhibit 1, Lease,§ 20.13. 

86. HBL has failed to perform its obligations as a tenant month-to-month by failing to 

pay rent in the amount of 300% of the most recent Rent payable by HBL under the Lease, remitting 

only the base rent which had been payable before WPH Properties terminated the Lease. 

87. HBL is in default with respect to its obligations under the Lease and its obligations 
-· .. . ... -·- ·-· 

as a month-to-month tenant following termination of the Lease effective January 13, 2020. 

AMOUNTS DUE 

88. As a result of HBL's defaults, HBL is obligated to pay to WPH Properties, as of 
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August 25, 2020, the sum of $113,832,987.54 (the "Amounts Due"), as follows: (i) holdover rent 

and rent, $7,096,182.79; (ii) municipal and utility deposits, $26,725.35; (iii) security and working 

capital deposits, $9,800,000.00; (iv) late fees, default fees, costs and professional fees, 

$1,948,753.00; and (v) accelerated rent, $94,961,326.40. 

89. HBL is obligated to pay to WPH Properties the Amounts Due in full, plus any 

amounts that have accrued since August 25, 2020. 

90. HBL has failed or refused to pay the Amounts Due. 

91. WPH Properties has fully performed all obligations required to be performed on its 

part with respect to the Lease, the LOI, HBL's month-to-month tenancy after the termination of 

the Lease, the Jozefovic Guaranty, the Neuman Guaranty, the HBL Security Agreement, the 

Jozefovic HBL Security Agreement and the Neuman HBL Security Agreement. 

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST BBL 
(BREACH OF CONTRACT) 

92. WPH Properties repeats and re-alleges each and every allegation set forth in 

paragraphs "l" through "91" with the same force and effect as if fully set forth here. 

93. By reason of HBL's material default and breach of its obligations pursuant to the 

Lease and its obligations as a month-to month tenant after termination of the lease, WPH Properties 

is entitled to judgment against HBL for the Amounts Due, together with the other and further 

amounts that may come due between the date of this complaint and the entry of judgment, plus 

interest from the date of the default as provided by law. 

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST BBL 
(BREACH OF CONTRACT) 

94. WPH Properties repeats and re-alleges each and every allegation set forth in 

14 
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paragraphs "1" through "93" with the same force and effect as if fully set forth here. 

95. By reason ofHBL's material default and breach of its obligations pursuant to the 

LOI, WPH Properties is entitled to judgment against HBL in an amount to be determined at trial. 

THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST JOZEFOVIC 

(ENFORCING GUARANTY) 

96. WPH Properties repeats and re-alleges each and every allegation set forth in 

paragraphs "l" through "95" with the same force and effect as if fully set forth here. 

97. By reason ofHBL's default in the performance of its obligations under the Lease, 

WPH Properties is entitled to judgment against Jozefovic for the Amounts Due pursuant to the 

terms of the J ozefovic Guaranty. 

FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST NEUMAN 

(ENFORCING GUARANTY) 

98. WPH Properties repeats and re-alleges each and every allegation set forth in 

paragraphs "1" through "97" with the same force and effect as if fully set forth here. 

99. By reason ofHBL's d·efault in the performance of its obligations under the Lease, 

WPH Properties is entitled to judgment against Neuman for the Amounts Due pursuant to the terms 

of the Neuman Guaranty. 

FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST JOZEFOVIC 

(BREACH OF CONTRACT) 

100. WPH Properties repeats and re-alleges each and every allegation set forth in 

··-paragraphs-"l''·through-"99" with the same force and effect as if fully set forth here. 

101. By reason of Jozefovic's default in the performance of his obligations under the 

Jozefovic Security Agreement and HBL' s default in the performance of its obligations under the 

Lease, WPH Properties is entitled to judgment against Jozefovic in the amount of $3,000,000.00. 
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WHEREFORE, WPH Properties demands judgment as follows: 

1. On its First cause of action, against HBL in the amount of $113,832,987.54, 

together with the other and further amounts that may come due between the date of this complaint 

and the entry of judgment, plus interest from the date of the default as provided by law; and 

2. On its Second Cause of Action, against HBL, in an amount to be detennined at trial; 

and 

3. On its Third Cause of Action, against Jozefovic in the amount of$113,832,987.54, 

together with the other and further amounts that have come due since August 25, 2020 and may 

come due between the date of this complaint and the entry of judgment, plus interest from the date 

of the default as provided by law; and 

4. On its Fourth Cause of Action, against Neuman in the amount of$113,832,987.54, 

together with t~e other and further amounts that have come due since August 25, 2020 and may 

come due between the date of this complaint and the entry of judgment, plus interest from the date 

of the default as provided by law; and 

5. On its Fifth Cause of Action, against Jozefovic in the amount of$3,000,000.00; and 

6. On all causes of action, awarding costs, disbursements and attorneys' fees against 

HBL pursuant to the provisions of the Lease and against Jozefovic and Neuman pursuant to the 

provisions of the Jozefovic Guaranty and the Neuman Guaranty; and 
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7. Awarding such other and further relief as the Court may deem just and proper. 

Dated: White Plains, New York 
November 19, 2020 

DELBELLO DONNELLAN WEINGARTEN WISE & WIEDERKEHR, LLP 
Lead Counsel for Plaintiff White Plains Healthcare Properties L LLC 

By: --A-1-~-d=~-+.----H--,on_n.._.~,_lan--, E=s=--q-. ---

One North Lexington A venue 
White Plains, New York 10601 

(914) 681-0200 · 

ABRAMS, FENSTERMAN, FENSTERMAN, EISMAN, FORMATO, 
FERRARA, WOLF & CARONE, LLP 

Co-Counsel for Plaintiff White Plains Healthcare Properties L LLC 
Robert A. Spolzino, Esq. 
81 Main Street, Suite 306 

White Plains, New York 10601 
(914) 607-7010 
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VERIFICATION 

COMMONWEAL TH OF MASSACHUSETIS ) 
) ss: 

COUNTY OF ESSEX ) 

William A. Nicholson, being duly sworn, deposes and says: 

I am the Manager of plaintiff, White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC. I have read the 
annexed Amended Verified Complaint, know the contents thereof and the same are o my own 
know ledge, except those matters therein which are stated to be alleged n ormation and · lief, 
and as to those matters I believe them to be true. 

Sworn to before me this 
Jf2_th day of November 2020 

·~ c,taryPut 
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STA TE OF NEW YORK 
COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER 

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC, 

Plaintiff, 

- against-

HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/KIA LIZER 
JOZOFOVIC and MARK NEUMAN, 

Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiff, 

- against-

CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY 
CONSULTING, THE CONGRESS COMPANIES, 
HOW ARD FENSTERMAN and WILLIAM 
NICHOLSON, 

Third-Party Defendants, 

RECEIVED NYSCEF: 12/11/2020 

Index No. 60278/2020 

VERIFIED ANSWER TO 
THIRD-PARTY 
COMPLAINT 

Third-Party Defendants, CCC Equities, LLC, Project Equity Consulting, The Congress 

Companies, Howard Fensterman and William Nicholson (the ''Third-Party Defendants"), by 

their attorneys DelBello, Donnellan Weingarten Wise & Wiederkehr, LLP, as and for its 

Answer of the Third-Party Complaint of Third-Party Plaintiffs HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer Jozefovic 

a/k/a Lizer Jozofovic and Mark Neuman, respectfully state and allege as follows: 

1. Third-Party Defendants deny knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief 

as to the allegations set forth in paragraph 1 of the Third-Party Complaint. 

2. Third-Party Defendants deny knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief 

as to the allegations set forth in paragraph 2 of the Third-Party Complaint. 

1 
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3. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 3 of the Third-

Party Complaint. 

4. Third-Party Defendants admit the allegations set forth in paragraph 4 of the Third-

Party Complaint. 

5. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 5 of the Third-

Party Complaint. 

6. Third-Party Defendants admit the allegations set forth in paragraph 6 of the Third-

Party Complaint. 

7. Third-Party Defendants admit the allegations set forth in paragraph 7 of the Third-

Party Complaint. 

8. Third-Party Defendants deny knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief 

as to the allegations set forth in paragraph 8 of the Third-Party Complaint. 

9. Third-Party Defendants deny knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief 

as to the allegations set forth in paragraph 9 of the Third-Party Complaint. 

10. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 10 of the 

Third-Party Complaint. 

11. Third-Party Defendants admit the allegations set forth in paragraph 11 of the 

Third-Party Complaint. 

12. Third-Party Defendants deny knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief 

as to the allegations set forth in paragraph 12 of the Third-Party Complaint. 

13. Third-Party Defendants deny knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief 

as to the allegations set forth in paragraph 13 of the Third-Party Complaint. 
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14. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 14 of the 

Third-Party Complaint except to admit that WHP Properties acted as developer for the new 

Facility. 

15. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 15 of the 

Third-Party Complaint and refer to the terms of the Development Agreement. 

16. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 16 of the 

Third-Party Complaint. 

17. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 17 of the 

Third-Party Complaint except Third-Party Defendants admit that, at one point in time, non-final 

projected costs were estimated to be $56,631,759. 

18. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 18 of the 

Third-Party Complaint except Third-Party Defendants admit that, at one point in time, non-final 

projected costs were estimated to be those listed in the allegations set forth in paragraph 18 of the 

Third-Party Complaint. 

19. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 19 of the 

Third-Party Complaint. 

20. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 20 of the 

Third-Party Complaint. 

21. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 21 of the 

Third-Party Complaint. 

22. Third-Party Defendants admit the allegations set forth in paragraph 22 of the 

Third-Party Complaint. 
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23. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 23 of the 

Third-Party Complaint except Third-Party Defendants admit that CCC Equities, LLC provided 

$9,863,246. 

24. Third-Party Defendants deny knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief 

as to the allegations set forth in paragraph 24 of the Third-Party Complaint. 

25. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 25 of the 

Third-Party Complaint except Third-Party Defendants admit that the Jozefovic Team entered 

into a lease agreement with WHP Properties, and an amended and restated lease thereto, to 

occupy and operate the Facility. 

26. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 26 of the 

Third-Party Complaint except that Third-Party Defendants admits that WHP Properties executed 

a lease, and an amended and restated lease thereto, as landlord. 

27. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 27 of the 

Third-Party Complaint except that Third-Party Defendants state that the Lease referenced in 

paragraph 27 speaks for itself. 

28. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 28 of the 

Third-Party Complaint. 

29. Third-Party Defendants deny knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief 

as to the allegations set forth in paragraph 28 of the Third-Party Complaint. 

30. Third-Party Defendants deny knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief 

as to the allegations set forth in paragraph 30 of the Third-Party Complaint. 

31. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 31 of the 

Third-Party Complaint. 
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32. Third-Party Defendants deny knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief 

as to the allegations set forth in paragraph 32 of the Third-Party Complaint. 

33. Third-Party Defendants deny knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief 

as to the allegations set forth in paragraph 33 of the Third-Party Complaint. 

34. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 34 of the 

Third-Party Complaint. 

35. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 35 of the 

Third-Party Complaint. 

36. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 34 of the 

Third-Party Complaint except that Third-Party Defendants admit that HBL SNF LLC and Third

Party Defendants entered into the Development Agreement. 

37. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 34 of the 

Third-Party Complaint except that Third-Party Defendants admit that HBL SNF LLC and Third

Party Defendants entered into a lease and an amended and restated lease thereto. 

38. No response is required as to paragraph 38 of the Third-Party Complaint because 

it states a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, Third-Party Defendants 

deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 38 of the Third-Party Complaint and the term Lease as 

defined in the Third-Party Complaint. 

39. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 39 of the 

Third-Party Complaint and Third-Party Defendants state that the Development Agreement 

speaks for itself. 

40. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 40 of the 

Third-Party Complaint. 
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41. Third-Party Defendants admit the allegations set forth in paragraph 41 of the 

Third-Party Complaint. 

42. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 42 of the 

Third-Party Complaint. 

43. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 43 of the 

Third-Party Complaint. 

44. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 44 of the 

Third-Party Complaint. 

45. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 45 of the 

Third-Party Complaint. 

46. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 46 of the 

Third-Party Complaint. 

47. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 47 of the 

Third-Party Complaint. 

48. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 48 of the 

Third-Party Complaint. 

49. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 49 of the 

Third-Party Complaint. 

50. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 50 of the 

Third-Party Complaint. 

51. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 51 of the 

Third-Party Complaint. 
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52. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 52 of the 

Third-Party Complaint. 

53. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 53 of the 

Third-Party Complaint. 

54. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 54 of the 

Third-Party Complaint. 

55. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 55 of the 

Third-Party Complaint. 

56. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 56 of the 

Third-Party Complaint. 

57. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 57 of the 

Third-Party Complaint except that Third-Party Defendants state that the Development 

Agreement speaks for itself. 

58. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 58 of the 

Third-Party Complaint. 

59. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 59 of the 

Third-Party Complaint. 

60. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 60 of the 

Third-Party Complaint. 

61. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 61 of the 

Third-Party Complaint. 

62. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 62 of the 

Third-Party Complaint. 
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63. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 63 of the 

Third-Party Complaint. 

64. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 64 of the 

Third-Party Complaint. 

65. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 65 of the 

Third-Party Complaint. 

66. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 66 of the 

Third-Party Complaint. 

67. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 67 of the 

Third-Party Complaint. 

68. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 68 of the 

Third-Party Complaint. 

69. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 69 of the 

Third-Party Complaint. 

70. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 70 of the 

Third-Party Complaint. 

71. No response is required as to paragraph 71 of the Third-Party Complaint because 

it states a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, Third-Party Defendants 

deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 71 of the Third-Party Complaint. 

72. Third-Party Defendants deny knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief 

as to the allegations set forth in paragraph 72 of the Third-Party Complaint. 

73. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 73 of the 

Third-Party Complaint. 
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74. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 74 of the 

Third-Party Complaint. 

75. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 75 of the 

Third-Party Complaint. 

76. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 76 of the 

Third-Party Complaint. 

77. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 77 of the 

Third-Party Complaint. 

78. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 78 of the 

Third-Party Complaint except Third-Party Defendants admit that CCCE procured financial 

contributions from third parties. 

79. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 79 of the 

Third-Party Complaint. 

80. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 80 of the 

Third-Party Complaint. 

81. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 81 of the 

Third-Party Complaint. 

82. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 82 of the 

Third-Party Complaint. 

83. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 83 of the 

Third-Party Complaint. 

84. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 84 of the 

Third-Party Complaint. 
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85. Third-Party Defendants deny knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief 

as to the allegations set forth in paragraph 85 of the Third-Party Complaint. 

86. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 86 of the 

Third-Party Complaint. 

87. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 87 of the 

Third-Party Complaint. 

AS TO THE FIRST COUNTERCLAIM 

88. Third-Party Defendants repeat and reasserts the denials set forth above with the 

same force and effect as if fully set forth at length. 

89. No response is required as to paragraph 89 of the Third-Party Complaint because 

it states a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, Third-Party Defendants 

deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 89 of the Third-Party Complaint. 

90. No response is required as to paragraph 90 of the Third-Party Complaint because 

it states a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, Third-Party Defendants 

deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 90 of the Third-Party Complaint. 

91. No response is required as to paragraph 91 of the Third-Party Complaint because 

it states a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, Third-Party Defendants 

deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 91 of the Third-Party Complaint. 

AS TO THE SECOND COUNTERCLAIM 

92. Third-Party Defendants repeat and reasserts the denials set forth above with the 

same force and effect as if fully set forth length. 
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93. No response is required as to paragraph 93 of the Third-Party Complaint because 

it states a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, Third-Party Defendants 

deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 93 of the Third-Party Complaint. 

AS TO THE THIRD COUNTERCLAIM 

94. Third-Party Defendants repeat and reasserts the denials set forth above with the 

same force and effect as if fully set forth. 

95. No response is required as to paragraph 95 of the Third-Party Complaint because 

it states a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, Third-Party Defendants 

deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 95 of the Third-Party Complaint. 

96. No response is required as to paragraph 96 of the Third-Party Complaint because 

it states a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, Third-Party Defendants 

deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 96 of the Third-Party Complaint. 

97. No response is required as to paragraph 97 of the Third-Party Complaint because 

it states a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, Third-Party Defendants 

deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 97 of the Third-Party Complaint. 

AS TO THE FOURTH COUNTERCLAIM 

98. Third-Party Defendants repeat and reasserts the denials set forth above with the 

same force and effect as if fully set forth. 

99. No response is required as to paragraph 99 of the Third-Party Complaint because 

it states a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, Third-Party Defendants 

deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 99 of the Third-Party Complaint. 
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100. No response is required as to paragraph 100 of the Third-Party Complaint because 

it states a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, Third-Party Defendants 

deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 100 of the Third-Party Complaint. 

101. No response is required as to paragraph 101 of the Third-Party Complaint because 

it states a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, Third-Party Defendants 

deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 101 of the Third-Party Complaint. 

102. No response is required as to paragraph 102 of the Third-Party Complaint because 

it states a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, Third-Party Defendants 

deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 102 of the Third-Party Complaint. 

103. No response is required as to paragraph 103 of the Third-Party Complaint because 

it states a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, Third-Party Defendants 

deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 103 of the Third-Party Complaint. 

104. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 87 of the 

Third-Party Complaint. 

105. No response is required as to paragraph 105 of the Third-Party Complaint because 

it states a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, Third-Party Defendants 

deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 105 of the Third-Party Complaint. 

106. No response is required as to paragraph 106 of the Third-Party Complaint because 

it states a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, Third-Party Defendants 

deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 106 of the Third-Party Complaint. 

AS TO THE FIFTH COUNTERCLAIM 

107. Third-Party Defendants repeat and reasserts the denials set forth above with the 

same force and effect as if fully set forth. 
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108. No response is required as to paragraph 108 of the Third-Party Complaint because 

it states a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, Third-Party Defendants 

deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 108 of the Third-Party Complaint. 

109. No response is required as to paragraph 109 of the Third-Party Complaint because 

it states a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, Third-Party Defendants 

deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 109 of the Third-Party Complaint. 

AS TO THE SIXTH COUNTERCLAIM 

110. Third-Party Defendants repeat and reasserts the denials set forth above with the 

same force and effect as if fully set forth. 

111. No response is required as to paragraph 111 of the Third-Party Complaint because 

it states a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, Third-Party Defendants 

deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 111 of the Third-Party Complaint. 

112. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 112 of the 

Third-Party Complaint. 

113. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 113 of the 

Third-Party Complaint. 

114. No response is required as to paragraph 114 of the Third-Party Complaint because 

it states a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, Third-Party Defendants 

deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 114 of the Third-Party Complaint. 

AS AND FOR A FIRST AFFIRMATIVE 
DEFENSE TO THE THIRD-PARTY COMPLAINT 

115. The Third-Party Plaintiffs do not have personal jurisdiction over the Third-Party 

Defendants. 
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laches. 

AS AND FOR A SECOND AFFIRMATIVE 
DEFENSE TO THE THIRD-PARTY COMPLAINT 

116. The Third-Party Complaint is barred, in whole or in part, by the doctrine of 

AS AND FOR A TIDRD AFFIRMATIVE 
DEFENSE TO THE THIRD-PARTY COMPLAINT 

117. The Third-Party Complaint is barred, in whole or in part, by the doctrine of 

equitable estoppel. 

AS AND FOR A FOURTH AFFIRMATIVE 
DEFENSE TO THE THIRD-PARTY COMPLAINT 

118. The Third-Party Complaint is barred, in whole or in part, by Third-Party 

Plaintiffs' failure to satisfy the conditions precedent and to perform its own obligations under the 

parties' Agreements. 

AS AND FOR A FIFTH AFFIRMATIVE 
DEFENSE TO THE THIRD-PARTY COMPLAINT 

119. The Third-Party Complaint is barred, in whole or in part, by the doctrine of 

unclean hands and bad faith. 

AS AND FOR A SIXTH AFFIRMATIVE 
DEFENSE TO THE THIRD-PARTY COMPLAINT 

120. The Third-Party Complaint is barred, in whole or in part, because of Third-Party 

Plaintiffs' failure to mitigate its purported damages. 

AS AND FOR A SEVENTH AFFIRMATIVE 
DEFENSE TO THE TIDRD-PARTY COMPLAINT 

121. Any damages purportedly incurred by Third-Party Plaintiffs, as alleged in the 

Third-Party Complaint, are the result of Third-Party Plaintiffs' own acts and/or omissions, or that 
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of its principals, directors, officers, employees or agents, and not as the result of Third-Party 

Defendants' conduct. 

AS AND FOR AN EIGHTH AFFIRMATIVE 
DEFENSE TO THE THIRD-PARTY COMPLAINT 

122. The Third-Party Complaint fails to state any cause of action 

AS AND FOR A NINTH AFFIRMATIVE 
DEFENSE TO THE COUNTERCLAIMS 

123. The Third-Party Complaint is barred, in whole or in part, because of Third-Party 

Plaintiffs' release of the Third-Party Defendants' obligations in the agreements at issue in the 

litigation. 

WHEREFORE, Third-Party Defendants demand Judgment against Third-Party 

Plaintiffs: (1) dismissing the Third-Party Complaint; and (2) such other, further and different 

relief as to the Court may seem just, proper and equitable. 

Dated: White Plains, New York 
December 11, 2020 

DELBELLO DONNELLAN WEINGARTEN WISE & 
WIEDERKEHR, LLP 
Lead Counsel for Third-Party Defendants 

By: Isl AlfreiiE. V~ 
Alfred E. Donnellan, Esq. 
Nelida Lara, Esq. 
One North Lexington A venue 
White Plains, New York 10601 
(914) 681-0200 

ABRAMS, F'ENSTERMAN, FENSTERMAN, 
EISMAN, FORMATO, FERRARA, WOLF & 
CARONE,LLP 
Co-Counsel for Plaintiff White Plains Healthcare 
Properties I, LLC 
Robert A. Spolzino, Esq. 
81 Main Street, Suite 306 
White Plains, New York 10601 
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(914) 607-7010 
TO: 
John Giardino, Esq. 
Alex Barnett-Howell, Esq. 
Michelman & Robinson, LLP 
800 Third Avenue, 24th Floor 
New York, New York 10022 
Phone: (212) 730-7700 
Attorneys for Defendants HBL SNF, LLC, 
Lizer Jozefovic and Mark Neuman 
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VERIFICATION 

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS ) 
) ss: 

COUNTY OF ESSEX ) 

William A. Nicholson, being duly sworn, deposes and says: 

I am a named Third-Party Defendant. I have read the annexed Verified Answer to Third
Party Complaint, know the contents thereof and the same are true to my own knowledge, except 
those matters therein which are stated to be alleged upon information an · d as to those 
matters I believe them to be true. 

~rom to before me this 
+th day of December 2020 
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER 

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC, 

Plaintiff, 

-against-

HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC NK/A LIZER 
JOZOFOVIC and MARK NEUMAN, 

Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiff, 

-against-

CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY 
CONSULTING, THE CONGRESS COMPANIES, 
HOWARD FENSTERMAN and WILLIAM 
NICHOLSON, 

Third-Party Defendants, 

Index No. 60278/2020 

VERIFIED REPLY TO 
COUNTERCLAIMS 

Plaintiff, White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC ("WPH Properties"), by its 

attorneys DelBello, Donnellan Weingarten Wise & Wiederkehr, LLP, as and for its Reply to 

the Counterclaims of the Defendants HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer J ozefovic a/k/a Lizer Jozofovic and 

Mark Neuman, respectfully states and alleges as follows: 

1. WPH Properties denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to 

the allegations set forth in paragraph 1 of the Counterclaims. 

2. WPH Properties denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to 

the allegations set forth in paragraph 2 of the Counterclaims. 

3. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 3 of the 

Counterclaims. 
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4. WPH Properties admits the allegations set forth in paragraph 4 of the 

Counterclaims. 

5. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 5 of the 

Counterclaims. 

6. WPH Properties admits the allegations set forth in paragraph 6 of the 

Counterclaims. 

7. WPH Properties admits the allegations set forth in paragraph 7 of the 

Counterclaims. 

8. WPH Properties denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to 

the allegations set forth in paragraph 8 of the Counterclaims. 

9. WPH Properties denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to 

the allegations set forth in paragraph 9 of the Counterclaims. 

10. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 10 of the 

Counterclaims. 

11. WPH Properties admits the allegations set forth in paragraph 11 of the 

Counterclaims. 

12. WPH Properties denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to 

the allegations set forth in paragraph 12 of the Counterclaims. 

13. WPH Properties denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to 

the allegations set forth in paragraph 13 of the Counterclaims. 

14. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 14 of the 

Counterclaims except to admit that WHP Properties acted as developer for the new Facility. 
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15. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 15 of the 

Counterclaims and refers to the terms of the Development Agreement. 

16. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 16 of the 

Counterclaims. 

17. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 17 of the 

Counterclaims except WPH Properties admits that, at one point in time, non-final projected costs 

were estimated to be $56,631,759. 

18. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 18 of the 

Counterclaims except WPH Properties admits that, at one point in time, non-final projected costs 

were estimated to be those listed in the allegations set forth in paragraph 18 of the 

Counterclaims. 

19. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 19 of the 

Counterclaims. 

20. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 20 of the 

Counterclaims. 

21. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 21 of the 

Counterclaims. 

22. WPH Properties admits the allegations set forth in paragraph 22 of the 

Counterclaims. 

23. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 23 of the 

Counterclaims except WPH Properties admits that CCC Equities, LLC provided $9,863,246. 

24. WPH Properties denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to 

the allegations set forth in paragraph 24 of the Counterclaims. 
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25. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 25 of the 

Counterclaims except WPH Properties admits that the Jozefovic Team entered into a lease 

agreement, and an amended and restated lease thereto, to occupy and operate the Facility. 

26. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 26 of the 

Counterclaims except that WPH Properties admits that it executed a lease, and an amended and 

restated lease thereto, as landlord. 

27. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 27 of the 

Counterclaims except that WPH Properties states that the Lease referenced in paragraph 27 

speaks for itself. 

28. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 28 of the 

Counterclaims. 

29. WPH Properties denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to 

the allegations set forth in paragraph 28 of the Counterclaims. 

30. WPH Properties denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to 

the allegations set forth in paragraph 30 of the Counterclaims. 

31. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 31 of the 

Counterclaims. 

32. WPH Properties denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to 

the allegations set forth in paragraph 32 of the Counterclaims. 

33. WPH Properties denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to 

the allegations set forth in paragraph 33 of the Counterclaims. 

34. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 34 of the 

Counterclaims. 
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35. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 35 of the 

Counterclaims. 

36. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 34 of the 

Counterclaims except that WPH Properties admits that HBL SNF LLC and WPH Properties 

entered into the Development Agreement. 

37. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 34 of the 

Counterclaims except that WPH Properties admits that HBL SNF LLC and WPH Properties 

entered into a lease and an amended and restated lease thereto. 

38. No response is required as to paragraph 38 of the Counterclaims because it states 

a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, WPH Properties denies the 

allegations set forth in paragraph 38 of the Counterclaims and the term Lease as defined in the 

Counterclaims. 

39. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 39 of the 

Counterclaims and WPH Properties states that the Development Agreement speaks for itself. 

40. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 40 of the 

Counterclaims. 

41. WPH Properties admits the allegations set forth in paragraph 41 of the 

Counterclaims. 

42. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 42 of the 

Counterclaims. 

43. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 43 of the 

Counterclaims. 
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44. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 44 of the 

Counterclaims. 

45. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 45 of the 

Counterclaims. 

46. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 46 of the 

Counterclaims. 

47. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 4 7 of the 

Counterclaims. 

48. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 48 of the 

Counterclaims. 

49. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 49 of the 

Counterclaims. 

50. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 50 of the 

Counterclaims. 

51. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 51 of the 

Counterclaims. 

52. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 52 of the 

Counterclaims. 

53. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 53 of the 

Counterclaims. 

54. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 54 of the 

Counterclaims. 
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55. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 55 of the 

Counterclaims. 

56. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 56 of the 

Counterclaims. 

57. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 57 of the 

Counterclaims except that WPH Properties states that the Development Agreement speaks for 

itself. 

58. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 58 of the 

Counterclaims. 

59. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 59 of the 

Counterclaims. 

60. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 60 of the 

Counterclaims. 

61. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 61 of the 

Counterclaims. 

62. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 62 of the 

Counterclaims. 

63. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 63 of the 

Counterclaims. 

64. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 64 of the 

Counterclaims. 

65. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 65 of the 

Counterclaims. 
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66. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 66 of the 

Counterclaims. 

67. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 67 of the 

Counterclaims. 

68. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 68 of the 

Counterclaims. 

69. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 69 of the 

Counterclaims. 

70. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 70 of the 

Counterclaims. 

71. No response is required as to paragraph 71 of the Counterclaims because it states 

a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, WPH Properties denies the 

allegations set forth in paragraph 71 of the Counterclaims. 

72. WPH Properties denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to 

the allegations set forth in paragraph 72 of the Counterclaims. 

73. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 73 of the 

Counterclaims. 

74. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 74 of the 

Counterclaims. 

75. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 75 of the 

Counterclaims. 

76. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 76 of the 

Counterclaims. 
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77. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 77 of the 

Counterclaims. 

78. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 78 of the 

Counterclaims except WPH Properties admits that CCCE procured financial contributions from 

third parties. 

79. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 79 of the 

Counterclaims. 

80. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 80 of the 

Counterclaims. 

81. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 81 of the 

Counterclaims. 

82. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 82 of the 

Counterclaims. 

83. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 83 of the 

Counterclaims. 

84. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 84 of the 

Counterclaims. 

85. WPH Properties denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to 

the allegations set forth in paragraph 85 of the Counterclaims. 

86. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 86 of the 

Counterclaims. 

87. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 87 of the 

Counterclaims. 
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AS TO THE FIRST COUNTERCLAIM 

88. WPH Properties repeats and reasserts the denials set forth above with the same 

force and effect as if fully set forth at length. 

89. No response is required as to paragraph 89 of the Counterclaims because it states 

a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, WPH Properties denies the 

allegations set forth in paragraph 89 of the Counterclaims. 

90. No response is required as to paragraph 90 of the Counterclaims because it states 

a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, WPH Properties denies the 

allegations set forth in paragraph 90 of the Counterclaims. 

91. No response is required as to paragraph 91 of the Counterclaims because it states 

a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, WPH Properties denies the 

allegations set forth in paragraph 91 of the Counterclaims. 

AS TO THE SECOND COUNTERCLAIM 

92. WPH Properties repeats and reasserts the denials set forth above with the same 

force and effect as if fully set forth length. 

93. No response is required as to paragraph 93 of the Counterclaims because it states 

a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, WPH Properties denies the 

allegations set forth in paragraph 93 of the Counterclaims. 

AS TO THE THIRD COUNTERCLAIM 

94. WPH Properties repeats and reasserts the denials set forth above with the same 

force and effect as if fully set forth. 
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95. No response is required as to paragraph 95 of the Counterclaims because it states 

a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, WPH Properties denies the 

allegations set forth in paragraph 95 of the Counterclaims. 

96. No response is required as to paragraph 96 of the Counterclaims because it states 

a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, WPH Properties denies the 

allegations set forth in paragraph 96 of the Counterclaims. 

97. No response is required as to paragraph 97 of the Counterclaims because it states 

a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, WPH Properties denies the 

allegations set forth in paragraph 97 of the Counterclaims. 

AS TO THE FOURTH COUNTERCLAIM 

98. WHP Properties repeats and reasserts the denials set forth above with the same 

force and effect as if fully set forth. 

99. No response is required as to paragraph 99 of the Counterclaims because it states 

a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, WPH Properties denies the 

allegations set forth in paragraph 99 of the Counterclaims. 

100. No response is required as to paragraph 100 of the Counterclaims because it states 

a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, WPH Properties denies the 

allegations set forth in paragraph 100 of the Counterclaims. 

101. No response is required as to paragraph 101 of the Counterclaims because it states 

a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, WPH Properties denies the 

allegations set forth in paragraph 101 of the Counterclaims. 
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102. No response is required as to paragraph 102 of the Counterclaims because it states 

a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, WPH Properties denies the 

allegations set forth in paragraph 102 of the Counterclaims. 

103. No response is required as to paragraph 103 of the Counterclaims because it states 

a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, WPH Properties denies the 

allegations set forth in paragraph 103 of the Counterclaims. 

104. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 87 of the 

Counterclaims. 

105. No response is required as to paragraph 105 of the Counterclaims because it states 

a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, WPH Properties denies the 

allegations set forth in paragraph 105 of the Counterclaims. 

106. No response is required as to paragraph 106 of the Counterclaims because it states 

a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, WPH Properties denies the 

allegations set forth in paragraph 106 of the Counterclaims. 

AS TO THE FIFTH COUNTERCLAIM 

107. WHP Properties repeats and reasserts the denials set forth above with the same 

force and effect as if fully set forth. 

108. No response is required as to paragraph 108 of the Counterclaims because it states 

a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, WPH Properties denies the 

allegations set forth in paragraph 108 of the Counterclaims. 

109. No response is required as to paragraph 109 of the Counterclaims because it states 

a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, WPH Properties denies the 

allegations set forth in paragraph 109 of the Counterclaims. 
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AS TO THE SIXTH COUNTERCLAIM 

110. WHP Properties repeats and reasserts the denials set forth above with the same 

force and effect as if fully set forth. 

111. No response is required as to paragraph 111 of the Counterclaims because it states 

a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, WPH Properties denies the 

allegations set forth in paragraph 111 of the Counterclaims. 

112. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 112 of the 

Counterclaims. 

113. WPH Properties denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 113 of the 

Counterclaims. 

114. No response is required as to paragraph 114 of the Counterclaims because it states 

a legal conclusion. To the extent that a response is required, WPH Properties denies the 

allegations set forth in paragraph 114 of the Counterclaims. 

AS AND FOR A FIRST AFFIRMATIVE 
DEFENSE TO THE COUNTERCLAIMS 

115. The Counterclaims fail to state any cause of action. 

AS AND FOR A SECOND AFFIRMATIVE 
DEFENSE TO THE COUNTERCLAIMS 

116. The Counterclaims are barred, in whole or in part, by the doctrine of laches. 

AS AND FOR A THIRD AFFIRMATIVE 
DEFENSE TO THE COUNTERCLAIMS 

117. The Counterclaims are barred, in whole or in part, by the doctrine of equitable 

estoppel. 
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AS AND FOR A FOURTH AFFIRMATIVE 
DEFENSE TO THE COUNTERCLAIMS 

118. The Counterclaims are barred, in whole or in part, by Defendants' failure to 

satisfy the conditions precedent and to perform its own obligations under the parties' 

Agreements. 

AS AND FOR A FIFTH AFFIRMATIVE 
DEFENSE TO THE COUNTERCLAIMS 

119. The Counterclaims are barred, in whole or in part, by the doctrine of unclean 

hands and bad faith. 

AS AND FOR A SIXTH AFFIRMATIVE 
DEFENSE TO THE COUNTERCLAIMS 

120. The Counterclaims are barred, in whole or in part, because of Defendants' failure 

to mitigate its purported damages. 

AS AND FOR A SEVENTH AFFIRMATIVE 
DEFENSE TO THE COUNTERCLAIMS 

121. Any damages purportedly incurred by Defendants, as alleged in the 

Counterclaims, are the result of Defendants' own acts and/or omissions, or that of its principals, 

directors, officers, employees or agents, and not as the result of WHP Properties' conduct. 

AS AND FOR AN EIGHTH AFFIRMATIVE 
DEFENSE TO THE COUNTERCLAIMS 

122. The Counterclaims are barred, in whole or in part, because of Defendants' release 

of Plaintiff's obligations in the agreements at issue in the litigation. 

WHEREFORE, WHP Properties demands Judgment as prayed for in the Complaint, and 

Judgment against Defendants: (1) dismissing the Counterclaims contained in Defendants 

Verified Answer; and (2) such other, further and different relief as to the Court may seem just, 

proper and equitable. 
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Dated: White Plains, New York 
December 11, 2020 

TO: 

John Giardino, Esq. 
Alex Barnett-Howell, Esq. 
Michelman & Robinson, LLP 
800 Third A venue, 24th Floor 
New York, New York 10022 
Phone: (212) 730-7700 

RECEIVED NYSCEF: 12/11/2020 

DELBELLO DONNELLAN WEINGARTEN WISE & 
WIEDERKEHR, LLP 
Lead Counsel for Plaintiff White Plains Healthcare 
Properties /, LLC 

By: Isl Al{reiiE. V~ 
Alfred E. Donnellan, Esq. 
Nelida Lara, Esq. 
One North Lexington Avenue 
White Plains, New York 10601 
(914) 681-0200 

ABRAMS, FENSTERMAN, FENSTERMAN, 
EISMAN, FORMATO, FERRARA, WOLF & 
CARONE,LLP 
Co-Counsel for Plaintiff White Plains Healthcare 
Properties /, LLC 
Robert A. Spolzino, Esq. 
81 Main Street, Suite 306 
White Plains, New York 10601 
(914) 607-7010 

Attorneys for Defendants HBL SNF, LLC, 
Lizer Jozefovic and Mark Neuman 
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VERIFICATION 

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS ) 
) ss: 

COUNTY OF ESSEX ) 

William A. Nicholson, being duly sworn, deposes and says: 

I am the Manager of plaintiff, White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC. I have read the 
annexed Verified Reply to Counterclaims, know the contents thereof and the same are true to my 
own knowledge, except those matters therein which are stated to be alleged upon information 
and belief, and as to those matters I believe them to be true. 

S~om to before me this *th day of December 2020 

\JJi ~ 
N~ 
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER 

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC, 

Plaintiff, 

-against-

HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC AIKJA LIZER 
JOZOFOVIC and MARK NEUMAN, 

Defendants. 

Index No. 60278/2020 

FIRST AMENDED 
VERIFIED COMPLAINT 

Plaintiff, White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC ("WPH Properties"), by its attorneys, 

DelBello, Donnellan, Weingarten, Wise & Wiederkehr, LLP and Abrams, Fensterman, 

Fensterman, Eisman, Fonnato, Ferrara, Wolf & Carone, LLP, for its amended verified complaint 

against defendants, HBL SNF, LLC ("HBL"), Lizer Jozefovic a/k/aLizer Jozofovic ("Jozefovic .. ) 

and Mark Neuman (''Neuman"), alleges: 

NATURE OF THE CASE 

1. This action concerns HBL's material default of its obligations under an amended 

and restated operating lease dated as of November 19, 2015 (the "Lease"), by which WPH 

Properties leased to HBL a brand new, state-of-the-art, 160-bed skilled nursing facility that WPH 

Properties constructed at 116-120 Church Street, White Plains, New York. 

2. WPH Properties had constructed the nursing facility and entered into the Lease with 

HBL dated November 19, 2015. The Lease was amended and restated in 2017. It provided that 

HBL would operate the facility for 30 years. The Lease commenced on September 30, 2019. HBL 

took possession of the facility on September 30, 2019. By the end of October 2019, HBL had 
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defaulted. 

3. On January 7, 2020, WPH Properties served notice of default and elected to 

terminate the Lease and accelerate all rents due. This action seeks to recover from HBL the Rent 

it owes and the other damages its defaults have caused and to enforce the unconditional guaranties 

of HBL's performance under the Lease given by Neuman and Jozefovic. 

PARTIES AND VENUE 

4. WPH Properties is a limited liability company duly organized and existing under 

the laws of the State of Massachusetts, with its principal place of business at 2 Bourbon Street, 

Suite 200, Peabody, Massachusetts. WPH Properties is duly authorized to do business in the State 

ofNewYork. 

5. HBL was and is a limited liability company duly organized and existing under the 

laws of the State of New York with an address and place of business at 537 Route 22, Purdys, New 

York. 

6. Jozefovic is an individual residing at 53 Mariner Way, Monsey, New York, with a 

business address and place of business at HBL, 537 Route 22, Purdys, New York. 

7. Neuman is an individual residing at 22 Lyncrest Drive, Monsey, New York, with a 

business address and place of business at HBL, 537 Route 22, Purdys, New York. 

8. Pursuant to CPLR § 503(a}, venue is properly designated in Westchester County 

based on the residences of WPH Properties and HBL, because a substantial part of the events 

giving rise to the claim occurred in Westchester County and because HBL and WPH Properties 

agreed in the Lease that any action or proceeding arising out of the Lease be brought in Westchester 

County. Lease§ 20.l(b). 
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FACTS 

9. WPH Properties is and was at all relevant times the owner of the real property 

known as 116-120 Church Street, White Plains, New York (the "Real Property''). 

10. WPH Properties constructed a brand new, state-of-the-art, 160-bed skilled nursing 

facility on the Real Property. 

THE LEASE 

11. In 2017, WPH Properties, as landlord, and HBL, as tenant, entered into the 

amended and restated Lease, dated as of November 19, 2015, under which WPH Properties leased 

to HBL the Real Property and the improvements to be constructed on the Real Property, together 

with other assets, all as defined in Section 2.1 of the Lease (the "Facility"). A true and accurate 

copy of the Lease is annexed to this complaint as Exhibit 1 and is incorporated into this complaint 

by reference. 

12. WPH Properties obtained a certificate of occupancy for the Facility on August 22, 

2019. 

13. HBL entered into possession of the Facility on September 30, 2019. 

14. The Lease provided for a term of 30 years, with three 10-year options to the tenant, 

unless sooner tenninated. Exhibit 1, Lease, § 3.1. 

15. The Lease obligated HBL to pay WPH Properties annual fixed rent of$6,073,158 

in monthly installments of $506,096.50 (the 'Pixed Rent"). Exhibit 1, Lease, § 3.2. 

16. The Lease also obligated HBL to pay WPH Properties other amounts which are 

defined as "Additional Rent." Fixed Rent and Additional Rent are referred to collectively as 

"Rent." 
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17. The Lease obligated HBL to pay all charges for electricity, steam, telephone, cable, 

gas, oil, water, sewer and all other services or utilities used on or related to the Premises during 

the Term. Exhibit I, Lease, § 4.1. 

18. The Lease obligated HBL to pay, before penalties are incurred, all real estate taxes, 

assessments, utility charges and other taxes. Exhibit 1, Lease,§ 4.2. 

19. The Lease obligated HBL to keep the Premises in good condition and repair 

including, at HBL's sole cost and expense, payment of all utility service and maintenance deposits 

and expenses relating to the Premises. Exhibit 1, Lease,§ 5.2. 

20. The Lease obligated HBL to deliver a guarantee of all obligations owed by HBL 

under the Lease from Jozefovic (the "Jozefovic Guaranty") and from Neuman (the ''Neuman 

Guaranty"). Exhibit 1, Lease,§ 7.1. 

21. A true and accurate copy of the Jozefovic Guaranty is annexed to this complaint as 

Exhibit 2. 

22. A true and accurate copy of the Neuman Guaranty is annexed to this complaint as 

Exhibit 3. 

23. Pursuant to the Jozefovic Guaranty, Jozefovic absolutely, unconditionally and 

irrevocably guaranteed the full and prompt payment of all rent, sums and charges of every type 

and nature payable by HBL under the Lease, whether due by acceleration or otherwise, and the 

full, timely and complete performance of all obligations to be performed by HBL under the Lease, 

including obligations that survive termination of the Lease. 

24. The Jozefovic Guaranty is an absolute and unconditional guaranty of payment and 

of performance and is enforceable against Jozefovic without the necessity of any notice of 
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nonpayment, nonperformance or nonobservance, or any notice or demand, all of which Jozefovic 

expressly waived. 

25. Pursuant to the Neuman Guaranty, Neuman absolutely, unconditionally and 

irrevocably guaranteed the full and prompt payment of all rent, sums and charges of every type 

and nature payable by HBL under the Lease, whether due by acceleration or otherwise, and the 

full, timely and complete performance of all obligations to be performed by HBL under the Lease, 

including obligations that survive termination of the Lease. 

26. The Neuman Guaranty is an absolute and unconditional guaranty of payment and 

of performance and is enforceable against Neuman without the necessity of any notice of 

nonpayment, nonperformance or nonobservance, or any notice or demand, all of which Neuman 

expressly waived. 

27. The Lease obligated HBL to deliver to WPH Properties, before the commencement 

date of the Lease, an agreement by Capital Funding Group by which Capital Funding Group agreed 

to allow HBL to draw down on its credit line each month so as to enable Capital Funding Group 

to pay the Fixed Rent each month directly to WPH Properties on the commencement date and for 

the following 11 months. Exhibit l, Lease,§ 7.1. 

28. The Lease obligated HBL to deliver to WPH Properties, before the commencement 

date of the Lease, an unconditional letter of credit or cash in the amount of $3,700,000 to secure 

the full and timely performance of its obligations under the Lease. Exhibit 1, Lease, § 7 .1. 

29. The Lease obligated HBL to deliver to WPH Properties, before the commencement 

date of the Lease, $1,600,000 as an additional security deposit. Exhibit 1, Lease,§ 7.1. 

30. The Lease obligated HBL to provide WPH Properties all reports, statements and 
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inspections as defined in the Lease, including all Medicare, Medicaid and other provider 

agreements and reimbursement rates for the Facility, updated reimbursement rates, financial 

reporting and written reports providing an operational overview of significant events and 

circumstances on a monthly basis. Exhibit I, Lease,§ 7.4. 

31. The Lease obligated HBL to maintain working capital accounts in specified 

amounts. Exhibit 1, Lease, § 7. 7. 

32. The Lease provides that HBL will be in default of the Lease if, among other things, 

(i) HBL fails to pay any installment of Rent within five days of the date when Rent was due; (ii) 

HBL defaults in the prompt and full performance of any other of its obligations and fails to correct 

that failure within 30 days of receipt of written notice from WPH Properties of the default; (iii) 

HBL fails to give WPH Properties timely notice or timely deliver copies of documents as required 

by Section 7.4 of the Lease; (iv) HBL defaults or breaches the provisions of Section 7.4(b); (v) a 

Guarantor defaults beyond expiration of any applicable cure period; or (vi) any governmental 

authority assesses a fine or penalty against HBL in an amount in excess of $75,000. Exhibit 1, 

Lease,§ 16.1. 

33. WPH Properties performed all of the conditions on its part required by the Lease. 

34. The Lease provides in Section 16.1 that upon the occurrence of a default by BBL, 

WPH Properties may, upon five days written notice, terminate the Lease, accelerate the payment 

of all Rent for the balance of the Term and declare the Rent presently due and payable in full, 

requiring HBL to pay to WPH Properties the present value of the accelerated Rent. 

3 5. Section 16.1 of the Lease also provides that upon the occurrence of a default, and 

in addition to all of the other remedies provided for in the Lease, WPH Properties is immediately 
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entitled to retain the security deposit required by Section 7.1 of the Lease and HBL has no further 

claim, right, title or interest therein to the extent ofWPH Properties' claims. 

36. Section 16.1 of the Lease also provides that upon the occurrence of a default and 

the commencement of an action for Rent or for any other amount due under the Lease, HBL must 

pay to WPH Properties all of the expenses, including reasonable attorneys' fees, incurred by WPH 

Properties to enforce the Lease. 

37. In addition, under the terms of the Lease, HBL's continuation in occupancy after 

termination does not constitute a renewal of the Lease, but HBL becomes a tenant month-to-month 

for a rental of 300% of the most recent Rent payable by HBL under the Lease. Exhibit I, Lease, § 

201.13. 

THE JOZEFOVIC SECURITY AGREEMENT 

38. On August 11, 2017 Jozefovic executed a Collateral Assignment and Pledge of 

Membership Interest and Security Agreement (the "Jozefovic Security Agreement"), assigning to 

WPH Properties' nominee a first and superior security interest in Jozefovic's interest in Waterview 

Acquisition I, LLC (the "Jozefovic Waterview Collateral") in order to secure the obligations under 

the Jozefovic Security Agreement and under the Lease. A true and accurate copy of the Jozefovic 

Security Agreement is annexed to this complaint as Exhibit 4. 

39. The Jozefovic Security Agreement provides that Jozefovic has not and will not 

enter into any assignment, mortgage, pledge or other instrument which transfers or encumbers all 

or any part of the Jozefovic Waterview Collateral. Exhibit 4, Jozefovic Security Agreement§ 3 

40. The Jozefovic Security Agreement further provides that Jozefovic agrees not to 

subsequently further amend or voluntarily permit the amendment of the Waterview Acquisition I, 
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LLC Operating Agreement that would in any manner materially adversely affect the Iozefovic 

Security Agreement and/or the rights of WPH Properties. Exhibit 4, Jozefovic Security Agreement 

§4 

41. On September 15, 2020 WPH Properties duly perfected its security interest with 

respect to the Jozefovic Waterview Collateral by filing a UCC financing statement. 

42. Upon information and belief, in or around December 2019, Jozefovic assigned the 

Jozefovic Waterview Collateral to Metropolitan Commercial Bank (''MCB") to secure Jozefovic's 

obligation to repay a $3,000,000 loan from MCB to Jozefovic. 

43. Upon information and belief, to effectuate Jozefovic's assignment of the Jozefovic 

Waterview Collateral to MCB, Jozefovic agreed to and voluntarily permitted the amendment of 

the Waterview Acquisition I, UC Operating Agreement. 

44. Jozefovic breached his obligations under the Jozefovic Security Agreement by 

agreeing to and voluntarily permitting the amendment of the Waterview Acquisition I, LLC 

Operating Agreement and assigning the Jozefovic Waterview Collateral to MCB. 

45. Jozefovic further breached the Jozefovic Security Agreement by failing to take all 

of the necessary steps to add Howard Fensterman, a principal ofWPH Properties, as a co-signatory 

to the JP Morgan Chase accounts identified therein as required by the Jozefovic Security 

Agreement. 

46. Jozefovic and HBL breached their obligation to post the $1,600,000 additional 

security deposit required by the Jozefovic Security Agreement and the Lease. 

4 7. Jozefovic 's moving of funds into a separate account that he controls does not satisfy 

the obligation to post the $1.6 million additional security deposit as required by the Jozefovic 
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Security Agreement and the Lease. 

48. Jozefovic's and HBL's failure to satisfy the ob1igation to post the $1.6 million 

additional security deposit constitutes a breach of the Jozefovic Security Agreement and a breach 

of the Lease. 

49. The Jozefovic Security Agreement provides that Jozefovic pledges, assigns and 

grants a first and superior security interest in and to all of his rights, title and interest as a member 

of Waterview Acquisition I, LLC to WPH Properties in order to secure the obligations under the 

Jozefovic Security Agreement and under the Lease. 

50. Pursuant to the remedies granted to WPH Properties under the UCC and the 

Jozefovic Security Agreement, in the event of a default, WPH Properties is entitled, among other 

remedies, to dispose of the Jozefovic Waterview Collateral at a public sale. 

51. Jozefovic breached the Jozefovic Security Agreement and materia11y and adversely 

affected the Jozefovic Waterview Collateral and the rights of WPH Properties by (i) agreeing to 

and voluntarily permitting the amendment of the Waterview Acquisition I, LLC Operating 

Agreement and (ii) assigning the Jozefovic Waterview Collateral to MCB to secure Jozefovic's 

obligation to repay a $3,000,000 loan from MCB to Jozefovic. 

52. As a result of Jozefovic breaching the Jozefovic Security Agreement by amending 

the operating agreement and assigning the Jozefovic Waterview Collateral to MCB, any purchaser 

of the Jozefovic Waterview Collateral at public sale by WPH Properties will purchase the 

Jozefovic Waterview Collateral subject to MCB's senior security interest in the collateral. 

53. Jozefovic's breach of the Jozefovic Security Agreement therefore has caused WPH 

Properties damages in the amount of $3,000,000, the amount of Jozefovic's obligation to MCB 
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secured by Jozefovic's illicit assignment of the same collateral to MCB. 

HBL BREACHED ITS OBLIGATIONS UNDER THE LEASE 

54. HBL failed to perform its obligations, materially defaulting under the Lease, almost 

immediately after taking possession of the Premises. 

55. HBL failed to pay Rent as required by the Lease. 

56. HBL failed to pay real estate taxes as required by the Lease. 

57. HBL failed to pay utility deposits as required by the Lease. 

58. HBL failed to pay municipal maintenance escrows as required by the Lease. 

59. HBL failed to pay utility charges as required by the Lease. 

60. HBL failed or refused to deliver certificates of insurance as required by the Lease. 

61. HBL failed to deliver to WPH Properties all Medicare, Medicaid and other provider 

agreements and reimbursement rate sheets for the Facility, as required by the Lease. 

62. HBL failed to delivetto WPHProperties all Medicare, Medicaid and other provider 

updated rate sheets, as required by the Lease. 

63. HBL failed to deliver to WPH Properties the required financial reporting, as 

required by the Lease. 

64. HBL failed to deliver to WPH Properties the required written reporting providing 

an operational overview of significant events and circumstances at the Facility during each prior 

month of the term of the Lease, as required by the Lease. 

65. HBL failed or refused to deliver to WPH Properties the security deposits, as 

required by the Lease. 

66. HBL failed to deliver and maintain the required credit line in an amount equal to 
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12 months' rent, as required by the Lease. 

67. HBL failed to have and maintain the working capital account required by the Lease. 

68. HBL failed to pay late fees and costs, as required by the Lease. 

THE LETTER OF INTENT 

69. After HBL defaulted, WPH Properties negotiated in good faith with HBL in an 

attempt to avoid termination of the Lease, despite HBL's default. 

70. On November 20, 2019, WPH Properties and HBL entered into a Letter oflntent 

(the "LOI") in which WPH Properties and HBL agreed that WPH Properties would sell the Facility 

for $73,000,000 to a Delaware Statutory Trust in which Jozefovic and Neuman would have a 77.5 

percent interest and WPH Properties or its designees would have a 22.5 percent interest 

71. A true and accurate copy of the LOI is annexed to this complaint as Exhibit 5. 

72. The LOI provides for the Lease to be amended to require that HBL pay the 

November2019 rent by November 18, 2019, the December rent by December 5, 2019 and all real 

estate taxes and utility payments by December I, 2019, that by December 5, 2019 HBL reimburse 

WPH Properties for $65,856 in municipal and utility deposits, that HBL enter into a Deposit 

Account Control Agreement with MNB requiring MNB to draw on the account first to pay the 

rent. 

73. The LOI further provides for the Lease to be amended so that the $3,700,000 

security deposit required by Section 7.l(a)(ii) is reduced to $2,000,000, $1,000,000 of which was 

required to be paid by HBL on or before December 1, 2019 or the date on which WPH Properties 

obtained a permanent certificate of occupancy for the Facility (which was granted on November 

14, 2019), whichever was later, and the balance of which was required to be paid on April 1, 2020, 
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which was the Closing date required by the LOI. 

74. In addition, the LOI provides for the Lease to be amended so that in lieu of 

providing the additional $1,600,000 in security required by Section 7.l(a)(iii) of the Lease, HBL 

would be required to enter into an agreement with JP Morgan Chase Banlc prohibiting liquidation 

of that account until the second $1,000,000 in security required by the LOI had been paid. 

75. The LOI also provides for the Lease to be amended to require HBL to obtain a 

single working capital line of credit in the amount of $8,000,000 by December 1, 2019. 

76. HBL defaulted and breached its obligations under the LOI by failing to pay rent, 

failing to pay the municipal and utility payments to WPH Properties, failing to pay the real estate 

taxes and utility payments, failing to enter into the Deposit Account Contro1 Agreement, failing to 

enter into the agreement with JP Morgan Chase Bank, by failing to pay the first $1,000,000 security 

deposit as required by the LOI and by failing to obtain the $8,000,000 working capital credit line, 

and by failing to meet the required Closing date of April 1, 2020. 

77. WPH Properties performed all conditions on its part required by the LOI. 

78. Solely as a result of HBUs breach of the LOI, WPH Properties did not sell the 

property to the Delaware Statutory Trust, causing damage to WPH Properties, and WPH Properties 

incurred interest and late charges on its loans, all of which are the direct result of HBL 's breach of 

the LOI. 

NOTICE OF DEFAULT, TERMINATION OFTBE LEASE AND ACCELERATION OF RENT 

79. On January 7, 2020, while the LOI was in effect, WPH Properties served a "Notice 

of Default And Landlord's Election To Tenninate Lease And Accelerate All Rents Due For The 

Balance of the Lease Term" upon HBL (the "Notice of Default"). 
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80. A true and accurate copy of the Notice of Default is annexed to this complaint as 

Exhibit 6 and incorporated into this complaint by reference. 

8I. The Notice of Default contains a true and accurate accounting of the amounts then 

due and owing under the Lease and LOI. 

82. The Notice of Default gave HBL notice that by reason ofHBL's defaults under the 

Lease, WPH Properties had exercised its right under Section 16.1 of the Lease to terminate the 

Lease, effective January 13, 2020. 

83. The Notice of Default further gave HBL notice that pursuant to Section 16.1 of the 

Lease all Rent for the balance of the Term was accelerated and HBL became obligated to pay WPH 

Properties the present value of the accelerated rent, discounted at a rate of 6% per annum. 

84. HBL continued, and still continues, to occupy the Premises, despite WPH 

Properties' termination of the Lease. 

85. Because HBL has held over after its default resulted in termination of the Lease, 

HBL is a tenant month-to-month at a rent equal to 300% of the most recent Rent payable by HBL 

under the Lease. Exhibit 1, Lease,§ 20.13. 

86. HBL has failed to perform its obligations as a tenant month-to-month by failing to 

pay rent in the amount of 300% of the most recent Rent payable by HBL under the Lease, remitting 

only the base rent which had been payable before WPH Properties terminated the Lease. 

87. HBL is in default with respect to its obligations under the Lease and its obligations 

as a month~to-month tenant following termination of the Lease effective January 13, 2020 . 

.AMOUNTS DUE 

88. As a result of HBL's defaults, HBL is obligated to pay to WPH Properties, as of 
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August 25, 2020, the sum of $113,832,987.54 (the "Amounts Due"), as follows: (i) holdover rent 

and rent, $7,096,182.79; (ii) municipal and utility deposits, $26,725.35; (iii) security and working 

capital deposits, $9,800,000.00; (iv) late fees, default fees, costs and professional fees, 

$1,948,753.00; and (v) accelerated rent, $94,961,326.40. 

89. HBL is obligated to pay to WPH Properties the Amounts Due in full, plus any 

amounts that have accrued since August 25, 2020. 

90. HBL has failed or refused to pay the Amounts Due. 

91. WPH Properties has fully performed all obligations required to be performed on its 

part with respect to the Lease, the LOI, HBL's month-to-month tenancy after the termination of 

the Lease, the Jozefovic Guaranty, the Neuman Guaranty, the HBL Security Agreement, the 

Jozefovic HBL Security Agreement and the Neuman HBL Security Agreement. 

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST BBL 
(BREACH OF CONTRACT) 

92. WPH Properties repeats and re-alleges each and every allegation set forth in 

paragraphs "1" through "91" with the same force and effect as if fully set forth here. 

93. By reason of HBL's material default and breach of its obligations pursuant to the 

Lease and its obligations as a month-to month tenant after termination of the lease, WPH Properties 

is entitled to judgment against HBL for the Amounts Due, together with the other and further 

amounts that may come due between the date of this complaint and the entry of judgment, plus 

interest from the date of the default as provided by law. 

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST BBL 
(BREACH OF CONTRACT) 

94. WPH Properties repeats and re-alleges each and every allegation set forth in 

14 
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paragraphs "I" through "93" with the same force and effect as if fully set forth here. 

95. By reason ofHBL's material default and breach of its obligations pursuant to the 

LOI, WPH Properties is entitled to judgment against HBL in an amount to be determined at trial. 

THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST JOZEFOVIC 
(ENFORCING GUARANTY) 

96. WPH Properties repeats and re-alleges each and every allegation set forth in 

paragraphs "l" through "95'' with the same force and effect as if fully set forth here. 

97. By reason ofHBL's default in the performance of its obligations under the Lease, 

WPH Properties is entitled to judgment against Jozefovic for the Amounts Due pursuant to the 

terms of the Jozefovic Guaranty. 

FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST NEUMAN 
(ENFORCING GUARANTY) 

98. WPH Properties repeats and re-alleges each and every allegation set forth in 

paragraphs "l" through "97" with the same force and effect as if fully set forth here. 

99. By reason of HBL' s default in the performance of its obligations under the Lease, 

~H Properties is entitled to judgment against Neuman for the Amounts Due pursuant to the terms 

of the Neuman Guaranty. 

FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST JOZEFOVIC 
(BREACH OF CONTRACT) 

100. WPH Properties repeats and re-alleges each and every allegation set forth in 

paragraphs "I" through "99" with the same force and effect as if fully set forth here. 

101. By reason of Jozefovic's default in the performance of his obligations under the 

Jozefovic Security Agreement and HBL's default in the performance of its obligations under the 

Lease, WPH Properties is entitled to judgment against Jozefovic in the amount of $3,000,000.00. 
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WHEREFORE, WPH Properties demands judgment as follows: 

1. On its First cause of action, against HBL in the amount of $113,832,987.54, 

together with the other and further amounts that may come due between the date of this complaint 

and the entry of judgment, plus interest from the date of the default as provided by law; and 

2. On its Second Cause of Action, against HBL, in an amount to be determined at trial; 

and 

3. On its Third Cause of Action, against Jozefovic in the amount of $113,832,987.54, 

together with the other and further amounts that have come due since August 25, 2020 and may 

come due between the date of this complaint and the entry of judgment, plus interest from the date 

of the default as provided by law; and 

4. On its Fourth Cause of Action, against Neuman in the amount of $113,832,987.54, 

together with the other and further amounts that have come due since August 25, 2020 and may 

come due between the date of this complaint and the entry of judgment, plus interest from the date 

of the default as provided by law; and 

5. On its Fifth Cause of Action, againstJozefovic in the amount of$3,000,000.00; and 

6. On all causes of action, awarding costs, disbursements and attorneys' fees against 

HBL pursuant to the provisions of the Lease and against Jozefovic and Neuman pursuant to the 

provisions of the Jozefovic Guaranty and the Neuman Guaranty; and 
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7. Awarding such other and further relief as the Court may deem just and proper. 

Dated: White Plains, New York 
March 19, 2021 

DELBELLO DONNELIAN WEINGARTEN WISE & WIEDERKEHR, LLP 
Lead Counsel for Plaintiff White Plains Healthcare Properties L LLC 

By: __ A_~ __ C_. _P._"'°~---
~ Donnellan, Esq. 

One North Lexington Avenue 
White Plains, New York 10601 

(914) 681-0200 

ABRAMS, FENSTER.MAN, FENSTERMAN, EISMAN, FORMATO, 
FERRARA, WOLF & CARONE, LLP 

Co-Counsel for Plaint{ff White Plains Healthcare Properties L LLC 
Robert A. Spolzino, Esq. 
81 Main Street, Suite 306 

White Plains, New York I 0601 
(914) 607-7010 
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VERIFICATION 

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS ) 
) ss: 

COUNTY OF ESSEX ) 

William A. Nicholson, being duly sworn, deposes and says: 

I am the Manager of plaintiff, White Plains Healthcare Properties I, !,,,J.,.1......-11-1"'3 

annexed Amended Verified Complaint, know the contents thereof same are 
knowledge, except those matters therein which are stated to be ged upon info11TJ>-'WOD-afM!-eiJ 
and as to those matters I believe them to be true. 

§rorn to before me this 
~th day of March 2021 
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
COUNTY OF NEW YORK 
------------------------------------------------------------------------X 
LIZER JOZEFOVIC,   
 

Plaintiff,  
 

-vs-  
 
WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I,  LLC, 
HOWARD FENSTERMAN, and METROPOLITAN 
COMMERCIAL BANK, 
 

Defendants. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------X 

 
SUMMONS 

TO THE ABOVE-NAMED DEFENDANTS 

YOU ARE HEREBY SUMMONED to answer the Complaint in this action and to serve a 

copy of your answer on the Plaintiff’s attorneys within twenty (20) days after the service of this 

summons, exclusive of the day of service (or within thirty (30) days after service is complete if 

the  summons  is  not  personally  delivered  to  you  within  the  State  of  New  York). If you 

fail to appear or answer, judgment will be taken against you by default of the relief demanded 

herein. 

The Plaintiff designates New York County as the place of trial. 
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Dated:  October 22, 2020 MICHELMAN & ROBINSON, LLP 
  

By:       
John Giardino, Esq. 
Alex Barnett-Howell Esq. 
800 Third Avenue, 24th Floor 
New York, NY 10022 
(212) 730-7700 
jgiardino@mrllp.com 
abarnett-howell@mrllp.com 
Attorneys for Plaintiff  

 

Defendants’ Addresses: 

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I,  LLC 

2 Bourbon Street 

Peabody, Massachusetts 01960 

 

HOWARD FENSTERMAN 

Abrams, Fensterman, Fensterman, Eisman, Formato, Ferrara, Wolf & Carone, LLP 

3 Dakota Dr., Suite 300 

Lake Success, NY 11042 

 

METROPOLITAN COMMERCIAL BANK 

99 Park Avenue, Fourth Floor 

New York, New York 10016  
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
COUNTY OF NEW YORK 
------------------------------------------------------------------------X 
LIZER JOZEFOVIC,   
 

Plaintiff, Index No. 
 

-vs-  
 
WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I,  LLC, 
HOWARD FENSTERMAN, and METROPOLITAN 
COMMERCIAL BANK, 
 

Defendants. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------X 

 
COMPLAINT 

Plaintiff Lizer Jozefovic (“Plaintiff”), by his attorneys Michelman & Robinson, LLP, 

brings his complaint against Defendants White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC (“WPHP”), 

Howard Fensterman (“Mr. Fensterman”), and Metropolitan Commercial Bank (“MCB”), alleging 

upon information and belief the following: 

INTRODUCTION  

1. This is an action to halt the dissemination of false and harmful statements as well 

as to prevent the fraudulent sale and to clarify the ownership of a limited liability company. 

2. Plaintiff is the majority owner of Waterview Acquisition I, LLC. 

3. Plaintiff previously entered into a collateral assignment, which established a rent 

security account for the White Plains Skilled Nursing Facility. 

4. Plaintiff performed all obligations under the collateral assignment, which was 

acknowledged and documented by Mr. Fensterman. 

5. Plaintiff subsequently assigned his interest in Waterview Acquisition I, LLC to 

MCB, as part of a financing arrangement, which both WPHP and Mr. Fensterman were aware of. 
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6. On October 6, 2020, WPHP and Mr. Fensterman issued a purported Notification of 

Disposition of Collateral, which stated that Plaintiff was a “debtor” and announced that Plaintiff’s 

interest in Waterview Acquisition I, LLC would be sold at “public auction” on October 30, 2020 

(the “Notification”). 

7. The Notification is entirely false: Plaintiff is not now, and has never been, indebted 

to WPHP or Mr. Fensterman, and WPHP and Mr. Fensterman have no right or ability to sell the 

Plaintiff’s interest in Waterview Acquisition I, LLC. Any attempt to do so is false, improper, and 

in breach of the collateral assignment. 

8. Moreover, the Notification was designed to inflict maximum damage, as it was 

widely broadcast to Plaintiff’s business partners and other interested parties, harming Plaintiff’s 

reputation and ability to operate his facilities. 

9. Moreover, Mr. Fensterman has represented Plaintiff previously, and continues to 

represent Plaintiff in a variety of matters, making his decision to act directly against Plaintiff’s 

interests bizarre, improper, and actionable. 

10. Moreover, if WPHP and Mr. Fensterman continue with a fraudulent sale, as stated 

in the Notification, it will harm Plaintiff’s business and operations, as well as potential third parties 

who improperly attempt to purchase Plaintiff’s interest. 

THE PARTIES 

11. Plaintiff Lizer Jozefovic is a resident of the State of New York. 

12. Defendant White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC is a foreign limited liability 

company that regularly conducts business in the State of New York. 

13. Defendant Howard Fensterman is a resident of the State of New York and regularly 

conducts business in the State of New York. 
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14. Defendant Metropolitan Commercial Bank is a commercial bank with its 

headquarters located at 99 Park Ave, New York, NY 10016 and regularly conducts business in the 

State of New York. 

15. This Court has jurisdiction over all causes of action asserted herein because all 

causes of action asserted herein arise out of conduct undertaken by defendants in the State of New 

York.  

16. Each defendant has sufficient minimum contacts with the State of New York and 

has otherwise intentionally availed himself/itself of the State of New York so as to render the 

exercise of jurisdiction over it by the State of New York court consistent with traditional notions 

of fair play and substantial justice. 

FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS 

The Collateral Assignment 

17. Plaintiff has a 70% share of Waterview Acquisition I, LLC (the “Membership 

Interest”), making him the majority owner. 

18. Plaintiff previously entered into a collateral assignment, which established a rent 

security account for the White Plains Skilled Nursing Facility (the “Collateral Assignment”). 

19. The Collateral Assignment states, in relevant part: 

a. Under Paragraph 2, upon the deposit of $1,600,000 into the rent security 

account, the “assignment shall automatically terminate and be void and of 

no further effect”; 

b. Under Section 13, the exercise of the White Plains Health Care Properties 

LLC’s (the “Assignee”) rights is limited to a violation of the “terms and 

provisions concerning the maintenance of the account…”; and 
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c. Under Section 13(c), any proceeds derived from the disposition of the 

collateral must be applied to the rent security account. 

20. In November 2015, Plaintiff deposited $1,595,031.44 into Chase Account ending 

in xxxx-xxx-xxxx-7272 to establish the rent security (the “Rent Security”). 

21. The funds for the Rent Security were derived from the refinancing of the Waterview 

real property. 

22. At that time, both Gerald Billow, Esq an attorney at Posternak, Blankstein & Lund 

LLP, in Boston and Greg Stollar, Esq. of Abrams, Fensterman, Fensterman, Eisman, Formato, 

Ferrara, Wolf & Carone, LLP  (“Abrams, Fensterman LLP”), attorneys for WPHP and Mr. 

Fensterman, were directly informed that the Rent Security had been established, satisfying the 

Collateral Assignment requirements. 

23. Moreover, Mr. Fensterman was personally aware of the Rent Security and that the 

Collateral Assignment had been satisfied, as he and his legal counsel were informed of the creation 

of the account, and the money to fund the account was wired from Abrams, Fensterman LLP after 

Plaintiff established the account and made arrangements for Mr. Fensterman to be a signatory. 

24. On December 14, 2015, Mr. Fensterman signed the Business Account Signature 

Form. 

25. In 2017, the Rent Security was transferred to the Chase account ending in xxxx-

xxx-xxxx-0885 by resolution of Waterview Acquisition I, LLC. 

26. The resolution and account holder certification form were tendered to Mr. 

Fensterman. 
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27. As a result of Plaintiff’s performance, all relevant obligations under the Collateral 

Assignment were completely satisfied by the provision of the Rent Security, automatically 

terminating the Collateral Assignment and rendering it void pursuant to its own provisions. 

Assignment of the Membership Interest to MCB 

28. At the time of the Collateral Assignment, the Operating Agreement of Waterview 

Acquisition I, LLC did not permit its members to assign their membership interests. 

29. At that time, the Operating Agreement of Waterview Acquisition I, LLC stated, in 

relevant part: 

a. Articles 5 and 6 did not provide for any assignment of the Membership 

Interest; 

b. Article 12 specifically prohibited an assignment of the Membership Interest 

to Mr. Fensterman as Nominee of White Plains Healthcare Properties LLC. 

30. Mr. Fensterman is aware of these facts, as well as the limitations on transferring 

and assigning the Membership Interest, as Mr. Fensterman and his firm Abrams, Fensterman LLP  

acted as counsel to Waterview Acquisition I, LLC in its formation and execution of its operating 

agreement. 

31. However, the Operating Agreement of Waterview was subsequently amended in 

order to authorize Plaintiff, as the majority member, to assign his interest. 

32. In December 2019, Plaintiff assigned the Membership Interest to MCB in 

connection with a $3,000,000.00 loan as part of a financing arrangement to provide working capital 

to benefit the White Plains project, most of which was paid in the form of rent to Defendants 

WPHP and Mr. Fensterman. 
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33. Currently, MCB has perfected its security interest in the Membership Interest and 

maintains physical possession of the membership certificates evidencing Plaintiff’s ownership of 

interests in Waterview Acquisition I, LLC. 

34. Mr. Fensterman knew of the approved of the loan from and assignment to MCB, as 

the proceeds have been used to pay rent on the White Plains Nursing Home. 

35. Moreover, Mr. Fensterman has continued to represent Waterview Acquisition I, 

LLC to the present date, and has recently tendered bills and asked for payment for certain litigation 

matters. 

36. Moreover, Mr. Fensterman previously acted as Plaintiff’s personal counsel, during 

which time he represented Plaintiff in matters related to the corporate compliance and collection 

matters for all of Plaintiff’s nursing homes. 

Distribution of the Notification and Resulting Harm 

37. On October 6, 2020, DelBello Donnellan Weingarten Wise & Wiederkehr, LLP 

(“DDW LLP”) issued a purported Notification of Disposition of Collateral, dated October 6, 2020, 

which announced the intention to sell the Membership Interest at “public auction” (the 

“Notification”). 

38. The Notification was first sent on October 6, 2020 by Mr. Fensterman “as nominee 

for White Plains Health Care Properties, LLC.” 

39. The Notification claims to be based upon the Collateral Assignment. 

40. The Notification states that Plaintiff is a “debtor” and that the Membership Interest 

will be sold “to the highest qualified public bidder in public” at 10:00 am on Friday, October 30, 

2020 at DDW LLP. 
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41. Since then, Defendants WPHP and Mr. Fensterman have distributed the notice to 

multiple hospital operators across the state, as well as Plaintiff’s current and potential colleagues 

and business partners.  

42. Plaintiff has received multiple calls inquiring about the alleged “debt” claimed in 

the Notification. 

43. Plaintiff has never received any funds from WPHP or Mr. Fensterman. Therefore, 

neither Waterview Acquisition I, LLC nor Plaintiff owes any money to WPHP as there is no debt, 

and Plaintiff is not and cannot be a debtor. 

44. Moreover, since 2015, Plaintiff has given WPHP and Mr. Fensterman over $4.6 

million in a combination of loans, unallocated payments, and a down-payment for the purchase of 

a building. 

45. Moreover, since September 2019, Plaintiff has paid rent of over $6 million. 

46. In Plaintiff’s business, the public allegation of unpaid debts is very serious and 

damaging and has negatively impacted Plaintiff’s standing in the business and banking 

communities. 

47. On October 16, 2020, Plaintiff, through counsel, attempted to contact Alfred E. 

Donnellan, Esq. (“Mr. Donnellan), the Managing Partner at DDW LLP, to confirm by October 20, 

2020 that the Notification has been withdrawn and that there will be no attempts to proceed against 

the Membership Interest. 

48. Neither Mr. Donnellan nor Mr. Fensterman have responded. 

49. Plaintiff has been irreparably harmed by the Notification and any purported sale of 

the Membership Interest, and this harm will continue until the Notification is withdrawn and a 

correction is issued. 
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50. The wide dissemination of the false claims in the Notification has damaged 

Plaintiff’s reputation and standing within the nursing home community. 

51. Moreover, Plaintiff has been questioned by lenders and other interested parties as 

to the viability of his business concerns.  

52. Moreover, the publication of the Notification has materially affected admissions to 

Plaintiff’s facilities. 

53. Moreover, if WPHP and Mr. Fensterman continue with a wrongful and fraudulent 

sale of the Membership Interest, it will disastrously and irreparably harm Plaintiff and potential 

third-parties who attempt to purchase the Membership Interest based upon a non-existent debt and 

without the ability to do so. 

54. This action is brought to seek redress for WPHP and Mr. Fenster’s harmful conduct, 

and to clarify ownership of the Membership Interest as to MCB. 

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION 

Declaratory Judgment 

(All Defendants) 

55. Plaintiff repeats and incorporates by reference each of the foregoing allegations as 

though fully set forth herein. 

56. The Collateral Assignment states that it is automatically terminated upon the 

establishment of the Rent Security. 

57. Plaintiff properly established the Rent Security, pursuant to the requirements of the 

Collateral Assignment. 

58. Defendants have personal knowledge that the Collateral Assignment was satisfied 

and is therefore null and void. 

59. Plaintiff properly assigned the Membership Interest to MCB. 
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60. Defendants have personal knowledge that the Membership Interest has been 

assigned to MCB. 

61. Plaintiff requests that the Court issue a declaratory judgment finding that: the 

Collateral Assignment is null and void following the establishment of the Rent Security; that the 

Membership Interest has been assigned to MCB; that Plaintiff is not indebted to WPHP or Mr. 

Fensterman; and consequently that WPHP and Mr. Fensterman have no right or claim to the 

Membership Interest, nor can WPHP, Mr. Fensterman, or DDW LLP sell or otherwise transfer the 

Membership Interest. 

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION 

Breach of Contract 

(WPHP and Mr. Fensterman) 

62. Plaintiff repeats and incorporates by reference each of the foregoing allegations as 

though fully set forth herein. 

63. Plaintiff and WPHP entered into the Collateral Assignment 

64. Plaintiff has performed all conditions, covenants, and promises required to be 

performed by Plaintiff in accordance with the terms of the Collateral Assignment alleged herein. 

65. Specifically, Plaintiff established the Rent Security pursuant to the terms of the 

Collateral Assignment, resulting in the termination of the Collateral Assignment and rendering it 

void pursuant to its own provisions. 

66. Defendants have personal knowledge that the Rent Security has been established, 

and that the Collateral Assignment has been terminated. 

67. WPHP and Mr. Fensterman issued the Notification in breach of the Collateral 

Assignment. 

68. As a direct and proximate result of the foregoing conduct by WPHP and Mr. 

Fensterman, Plaintiff has suffered damages in an amount subject to proof at trial. 
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69. WPHP and Mr. Fensterman’s conduct, as alleged above, was willful, malicious and 

intentional and done for the purpose of depriving Plaintiff of property or legal rights or otherwise 

causing injury, and, therefore, was despicable conduct that subjected Plaintiff to a cruel and unjust 

hardship in conscious disregard of Plaintiff’s rights, so as to justify an award of exemplary and 

punitive damages in an amount to be established at trial. 

THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION 

Fraud 

(WPHP and Mr. Fensterman) 

70. Plaintiff repeats and incorporates by reference each of the foregoing allegations as 

though fully set forth herein. 

71. WPHP and Mr. Fensterman have made multiple false statements regarding the 

Plaintiff and the Membership Interest. 

72. Specifically, WPHP and Mr. Fensterman issued the Notification claiming that 

Plaintiff was a debtor, and that the Membership Interest would be sold to satisfy the debt. 

73. However, Plaintiff is not indebted to WPHP and Mr. Fensterman, and WPHP and 

Mr. Fensterman have no right to sell the Membership Interest. 

74. As a direct and proximate result of the foregoing conduct by WPHP and Mr. 

Fensterman, Plaintiff has suffered damages in an amount subject to proof at trial. 

75. WPHP and Mr. Fensterman’s conduct, as alleged above, was willful, malicious and 

intentional and done for the purpose of depriving Plaintiff of property or legal rights or otherwise 

causing injury, and, therefore, was despicable conduct that subjected Plaintiff to a cruel and unjust 

hardship in conscious disregard of Plaintiff’s rights, so as to justify an award of exemplary and 

punitive damages in an amount to be established at trial. 
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THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION 

Defamation 

(WPHP and Mr. Fensterman) 

76. Plaintiff repeats and incorporates by reference each of the foregoing allegations as 

though fully set forth herein. 

77. On October 6, 2020, WPHP and Mr. Fensterman caused the Notification to be 

issued. 

78. The Notification claims that Plaintiff is a “debtor,” and that WPHP, Mr. 

Fensterman, and DDW LLP will sell the Membership Interest at a public auction to satisfy 

Plaintiff’s debts. These statements are false. 

79. WPHP and Mr. Fensterman knew that the statements in the Notification were false 

at the time the Notification was issued. 

80. The Notification was widely distributed to Plaintiff’s current and potential 

colleagues and business partners. 

81. As a direct and proximate result of the foregoing conduct by WPHP and Mr. 

Fensterman, Plaintiff has suffered damages in an amount subject to proof at trial. 

82. WPHP and Mr. Fensterman’s conduct, as alleged above, was willful, malicious and 

intentional and done for the purpose of depriving Plaintiff of property or legal rights or otherwise 

causing injury, and, therefore, was despicable conduct that subjected Plaintiff to a cruel and unjust 

hardship in conscious disregard of Plaintiff’s rights, so as to justify an award of exemplary and 

punitive damages in an amount to be established at trial. 

FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION 

Breach of Fiduciary Duty 

(Mr. Fensterman) 

83. Plaintiff repeats and incorporates by reference each of the foregoing allegations as 

though fully set forth herein. 
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84. At all relevant times, as Plaintiff’s former and current legal representative, Mr. 

Fensterman owed fiduciary duties to Plaintiff, including the duties of loyalty, good faith, and care. 

85. Mr. Fensterman breached his fiduciary duties to Plaintiff by issuing the 

Notification. 

86. As a direct and proximate result of the foregoing conduct by Mr. Fensterman, 

Plaintiff has suffered damages in an amount subject to proof at trial. 

87. Mr. Fensterman’s conduct, as alleged above, was willful, malicious and intentional 

and done for the purpose of depriving Plaintiff of property or legal rights or otherwise causing 

injury, and, therefore, was despicable conduct that subjected Plaintiff to a cruel and unjust hardship 

in conscious disregard of Plaintiff’s rights, so as to justify an award of exemplary and punitive 

damages in an amount to be established at trial. 

FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION 

Legal Malpractice 

(Mr. Fensterman) 

88. Plaintiff repeats and incorporates by reference each of the foregoing allegations as 

though fully set forth herein. 

89. Mr. Fensterman acted as legal counsel to Plaintiff, both during and after the 

Collateral Assignment. 

90. Mr. Fensterman was required to represent Plaintiff’s interests without conflict. 

91. Mr. Fensterman abused his position as Plaintiff’s legal counsel and acted in direct 

opposition to Plaintiff’s interests by issuing the Notification. 

92. As a direct and proximate result of the foregoing conduct by Mr. Fensterman, 

Plaintiff has suffered damages in an amount subject to proof at trial. 
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93. Mr. Fensterman’s conduct, as alleged above, was willful, malicious and intentional 

and done for the purpose of depriving Plaintiff of property or legal rights or otherwise causing 

injury, and, therefore, was despicable conduct that subjected Plaintiff to a cruel and unjust hardship 

in conscious disregard of Plaintiff’s rights, so as to justify an award of exemplary and punitive 

damages in an amount to be established at trial. 

SIXTH CAUSE OF ACTION 

Judiciary Law Section 487 

(Mr. Fensterman) 

94. Plaintiff repeats and incorporates by reference each of the foregoing allegations as 

though fully set forth herein. 

95. Mr. Fensterman acted as legal counsel to Plaintiff, both during and after the 

Collateral Assignment. 

96. Mr. Fensterman acted deceitfully by issuing the Notification in an attempt to 

fraudulently sell the Membership Interest and to harm Plaintiff, his own client. 

97. Mr. Fensterman intends to receive compensation from other parties, including 

WPHP, by acting against Plaintiff’s interests. 

98. As a direct and proximate result of the foregoing conduct by Mr. Fensterman, 

Plaintiff has suffered damages in an amount subject to proof at trial. 

99. Mr. Fensterman’s conduct, as alleged above, was willful, malicious and intentional 

and done for the purpose of depriving Plaintiff of property or legal rights or otherwise causing 

injury, and, therefore, was despicable conduct that subjected Plaintiff to a cruel and unjust hardship 

in conscious disregard of Plaintiff’s rights, so as to justify an award of exemplary and punitive 

damages in an amount to be established at trial. 
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PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

 Wherefore, Plaintiff Lizer Jozefovic prays for judgment against Defendants White 

Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC, Howard Fensterman, and Metropolitan Commercial Bank as 

follows: 

1. On the First Cause of Action, an order declaring that: 

a. The Collateral Assignment is null and void following the establishment of 

the Rent Security; 

b. The Membership Interest has been properly assigned to MCB;  

c. Plaintiff is not indebted to WPHP or Mr. Fensterman; and  

d. WPHP and Mr. Fensterman have no right or claim to the Membership 

Interest, nor can WPHP, Mr. Fensterman, or DDW LLP sell or otherwise 

transfer the Membership Interest; 

2. On the Second, Third, and Fourth, Fifth, and Sixth Causes of Action herein, for 

compensatory and consequential damages in in an amount subject to proof at trial; 

3. For punitive damages; 

4. For recovery of attorney’s fees as provided by law, contract, or statute; 

5. For pre-judgment interest at the maximum rate permitted by law;  

6. For costs incurred; and 

7. For any other and further relief as the court may deem proper. 
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Dated:  October 22, 2020 MICHELMAN & ROBINSON, LLP 
  

By:       
John Giardino, Esq. 
Alex Barnett-Howell Esq. 
800 Third Avenue, 24th Floor 
New York, NY 10022 
(212) 730-7700 
jgiardino@mrllp.com 
abarnett-howell@mrllp.com 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Lizer Jozefovic 
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DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 

  

 Plaintiff demands a trial by jury of all issues so triable in this action. 

 

 
Dated:  October 22, 2020 MICHELMAN & ROBINSON, LLP 
 

By:       
John Giardino, Esq. 
Alex Barnett-Howell Esq. 
800 Third Avenue, 24th Floor 
New York, NY 10022 
(212) 730-7700 
jgiardino@mrllp.com 
abarnett-howell@mrllp.com 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Lizer Jozefovic 
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF NEW YORK

LIZER JOZEFOVIC,
Index No. 655549/2020

- against - VERIFIED ANSWER

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC,
HOWARD FENSTERMAN and METROPOLITAN

COMMERCIAL BANK,

Defendants.

Defendants, White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC ("WPH Properties") and Howard

Fensterman ("Fensterman"), by their attorneys, DelBello, Donnellan, Weingarten, Wise &

Wiederkehr, LLP, for their answer to the complaint of plaintiff, Lizer Jozefovic ("Jozefovic")

allege:

1. Deny the allegations in paragraph 1 of the complaint and refer all questions of law

to the court.

2. Admit the allegations in paragraph 2 of the complaint.

3. Admit that Jozefovic entered into a collateral assignment, deny that Jozefovic

satisfied his obligation with respect to the rent security account and deny that the collateral

assignment established the rent security account alleged in paragraph 3 of the complaint.

4. Deny the allegations in paragraph 4 of the complaint.

5. Deny knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the allegations in

paragraph 5 of the complaint and refer all questions of law to the court.

6. Admit the allegations in paragraph 6 of the complaint, except state that, although

Jozefovic is indebted to defendant as guarantor, the alleged Notification truthfully referred to

Jozefovic as
"debtor"

only as that term is defined in UCC 9-102, as a person having an interest,
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other than a security interest or other lien, in the collateral, whether or not the person is an obligor.

7. Deny the allegations in paragraph 7 of the complaint.

8. Deny the allegations in paragraph 8 of the complaint.

9. Deny the allegations in paragraph 9 of the complaint.

10. Deny the allegatioñs in paragraph 10 of the complaint.

11. Admit the allegations in paragraph 11 of the complaint

12. Admit the allegations in paragraph 12 of the complaint.

13. Admit the allegations in paragraph 13 of the complaint.

14. Admit the allegations in paragraph 14 of the complaint, upon information and

belief.

15. Deny knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the allegations in

paragraph 15 of the complaint and refer all questions of law to the court.

16. Deny knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the allegations in

paragraph 16 of the complaint and refer all questions of law to the court.

. . . 17. Deny knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the allegations in

paragraph 17 of the complaint and refer all questions of law to the court, except admit, upon

information and belief that Jozefovic has a 71% share of Waterview Acquisition I, LLC based on

plaintiff's representations in the Collateral Assignment.

18. Deny the allegations in paragraph 18 of the complaint except admit that Jozefovic

entered into a collateral assignment, deny that Jozefovic satisfied his obligation with respect to the

rent security account and deny that the collateral assigrññeñt established the rent swudiy account.

19. Deny the allegations in paragraph 19 of the complaint, except admit that paragraph

2
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19 of the complaint contains selected quotations from the Collateral Assignment, refer the court to

the entire Collateral Assignment for the terms, interpretation and full meaning thereof and refer all

questions of law to the court.

20. Deny knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the allegations in

paragraph 20 of the complaint.

21. Deny knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the allegations in

paragraph 21 of the complaint.

22. Deny the allegations in paragraph 22 of the complaint.

23. Deny the allegations in paragraph 23 of the complaint.

24. Deny knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the allegations in

paragraph 24 of the complaint.

25. Deny knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the allegations in

paragraph 25 of the complaint.

26. Deny knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the allegations in

paragraph 26 of the complaint.

27. Deny the allegations in paragraph 27 of the complaint.

28. Deny knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the allegations in

paragraph 28 of the complaint.

29. Deny knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the allegations in

paragraph 29 of the complaint.

30. Deny the allegations in paragraph 30 of the complaint.

31. Deny knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the allegations in

3
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paragraph 31 of the complaint.

32. Deny knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the allegations in

paragraph 32 of the complaint and refer all questions of law to the court.

33. Deny knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the allegations in

paragraph 33 of the complaint and refer all questions of law to the court.

34. Deny the allegations in paragraph 34 of the complaint.

35. Deny the allegations in paragraph 35 of the complaint.

36. Deny the allegations in paragraph 36 of the complaint.

37. Admit the allegations in paragraph 37 of the complaint.

38. Admit the allegations in paragraph 38 of the complaint.

39. Admit the allegations in paragraph 39 of the complaint.

40. Deny the allegations in paragraph 40 of the complaint except admit that, although

Jozefovic is indebted to defendant as guarantor, the alleged Notification truthfully referred to

Jozefovic as
"debtor"

only as that term is defined in UCC 9-102, as a person having an interest,

other than a security interest or other lien, in the collateral, whether or not the person is an obligor,

admit that paragraph 40 contains selected quotations from the Notification and refer the court to

the entire Notification for the terms, interpretation and full meaning thereof and refer all questions

of law to the court.

41. Deny knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the allegations in

paragraph 41 of the complaint, except admit that defendant sent a letter to 622 targeted recipients

including every nursing home listed on the New York State Department of Health's website and

known investors in the nursing home industry, notifying them of the sale.

4
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42. Deny knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the allegations in

paragraph 42 of the complaint.

43. Deny the allegations in paragraph 43 of the complaint.

44. Deny the allegations in paragraph 44 of the complaint.

45. Deny the allegations in paragraph 45 of the complaint.

46. Deny knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the allegations in

paragraph 46 of the complaint.

47. Deny the allegations in paragraph 47 of the complaint except admit that on October

16, 2020, Plaintiff, through counsel sent a letter to Alfred E. Donnellan, the Mãñaging Partner at

DDW LLP.

48. Deny the allegations in paragraph 48 of the complaint.

49. Deny the allegations in paragraph 49 of the complaint.

50. Deny the allegations in paragraph 50 of the complaint.

51. Deny knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the allegations in

paragraph 51 of the complaint.

52. Deny knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the allegations in

paragraph 52 of the complaint.

53. Deny the allegations in paragraph 53 of the complaiñt and deny that the alleged sale

is wrongful or fraudulent.

54. Deny knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the allegations in

paragraph 54 of the complaint as to why Jozefovic brought this action and deny that Jozefovic is

entitled to the relief requested.

5
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55. Repeat and reallege each and every response to paragraphs 1 through 54 of the

complaint in response to the allegations in paragraph 55 of the complaint.

56. Deny the allegations in paragraph 56 of the complaint, refer the court to the entire

Collateral Assignment for the terms, interpretation and full meaning thereof and refer all questions

of law to the court.

57. Deny the allegations in paragraph 57 of the complaint.

58. Deny the allegations in paragraph 58 of the complaint

59. Deny the allegations in paragraph 59 of the complaint.

60. Deny the allegations in paragraph 60 of the complaint

61. Deny the allegations in paragraph 61 of the complaint and deny that Jozefovic is

entitled to the declaratory judgmeñt requested in paragraph 61 of the complaint.

62. Repeat and reallege each and every response to paragraphs 1 through 61 of the

complaint in response to the allegations in paragraph 62 of the complaint.

63. Admit the allegations in paragraph 63 of the complaint and admit that Jozefovic

and Fensterman, as nominee for WPH Properties, entered into the Collateral Assignment.

64. Deny the allegations in paragraph 64 of the complaint.

65. Deny the allegations in paragraph 65 of the complaint.

66. Deny the allegations in paragraph 66 of the complaint.

67. Deny the allegations in paragraph 67 of the complaint.

68. Deny the allegations in paragraph 68 of the complaint.

69. Deny the allegations in paragraph 69 of the complaint.

70. Repeat and reallege each and every response to paragraphs 1 through 69 of the

6
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complaint in response to the allegations in paragraph 70 of the complaint.

71. Deny the allegations in paragraph 71 of the complaint.

72. Deny the allegations in paragraph 72 of the complaint.

73. Deny the allegations in paragraph 73 of the complaint.

74. Deny the allegations in paragraph 74 of the complaint.

75. Deny the allegations in paragraph 75 of the complaint.

76. Repeat and reallege each and every response to paragraphs 1 through 75 of the

complaint in response to the allegations in paragraph 76 of the complaint.

77. Admit the allegations in paragraph 77 of the complaint.

78. Deny the allegations in paragraph 78 of the complaint except admit that, although

Jozefovic is indebted to defendant as guarantor, the alleged Notification truthfully referred to

Jozefovic as
"debtor"

only as that term is defined in UCC 9-102, as a person having an interest,

other than a security interest or other lien, in the collateral, whether or not the person is an obligor.

79. Deny the allegations in paragraph 79 of the complaint.

80. Deny knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the allegations in

paragraph 80 of the complaint, except admit that defendant sent a letter to 622 targeted recipients,

including every nursing home listed on the New York State Department of Health's website and

known investors in the nursing home industry, notifying them of the sale.

81. Deny the allegations in paragraph 81 of the complaint.

82. Deny the allegations in paragraph 82 of the complaint.

83. Repeat and reallege each and every response to paragraphs 1 through 82 of the

complaint in response to the allegations in paragraph 83 of the complaint.

7
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84. Deny the allegations in paragraph 84 of the complaint.

85. Deny the allegations in paragraph 85 of the complaint.

86. Deny the allegations in paragraph 86 of the complaint.

87. Deny the allegations in paragraph 87 of the complaint.

88. Repeat and reallege each and every response to paragraphs 1 through 87 of the

complaint in response to the allegations in paragraph 88 of the complaint.

89. Deny the allegations in paragraph 89 of the complaint.

90. Deny the allegations in paragraph 90 of the complaint.

91. Deny the allegations in paragraph 91 of the complaint.

92. Deny the allegations in paragraph 92 of the complaint.

93. Deny the allegations in paragraph 93 of the complaiñt.

94. Repeat and reallege each and every response to paragraphs 1 through 93 of the

complaiñt in response to the allegations in paragraph 94 of the complaint.

95. Deny the allegations in paragraph 95 of the complaint.

96. Deny the allegations in paragraph 96 of the complaint.

97. Deny the allegations in paragraph 97 of the complaint.

98. Deny the allegations in paragraph 98 of the complaint.

99. Deny the allegations in paragraph 99 of the complaint.

100. Deny the allegations alleged under the heading "Prayer For
Relief"

in the coropl Mnt

and deny that Jozefovic is entitled to the relief requested in sub-paragraphs 1 through 7 thereof.
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FIRST AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

101. The court is without jurisdiction over the persons of one or more of the Defendants.

SECOND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

102. Jozefovic's claims are untimely and/or barred by the applicable statute of

limitations.

THIRD AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

103, Jozefovic's complaint fails to state a valid claim upon which relief can be granted.

FOURTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

104. Jozefovic's complaint is barred, in whole or in part, by the doctrine of unclean

hands.

FIFTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

105. Jozefovic's complaint is barred, in whole or in part, because Jozefovic breached the

Collateral Assignment by failing to take all of the necessary steps to add Fenstctmañ as a co-

signatory to the Chase accounts alleged in the complaint as required by the Collateral Assignment.

SIXTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

106. Jozefovic's complaint is barred, in whole or in part because Jozefovic breached his

obligations under the Collateral Assignment and HBL-SNF Inc. ("HBL") breached its obligations

under the lease (the "Lease") for the White Plains Nursing Facility between WPH Properties, as

landlord and HBL, as tenant. The Collateral Assignment provides that HBL is an entity controlled

by Jozefovie.

107. On September 18, 2020, WPH Properties commenced an action entitled White

Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC v. HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer Jozefovic a/k/a Lizer Jozofovic and
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Mark Neuman, Index No. 60278/2020 in Supreme Court, Westchester County (the "Westchester

County Action"), seeking, inter alia, recovery against HBL for HBL's material breach of its

obligations under the Lease and against Jozefovic to enforce Jozefovic's guaranty of HBL's

obligations under the Lease.

108. HBL breâched its obligations under the Lease by failing to pay rent, failing to pay

real estate taxes, failing to pay utility charges, utility deposits and municipal maintenance escrows,

and failing to pay security deposits, including the $1,600.000 additional security deposit alleged

in the complaint.

109. Neither Jozefovic nor HBL satisfied their obligation to post the required $1,600,000

additional security deposit alleged in the complaint. Jozefovic's moving of funds into a separate

account that he controls does not satisfy the additional security obligations under the Collateral

Assignment and the Lease. Failure to satisfy the additional security obligations constitutes a

breach of the Collateral Assignment and a breach of the Lease.

110. The Collateral Assignment provides that Jozefovic pledges, assigns and grants a

first and superior security interest in and to all of his rights, title and interest as a member of

Waterview Acquisition I, LLC to WPH Properties in order to secure the obligations under the

Collateral Assignment and under the Lease.

111. Pursuant to the remedies granted to WPH Properties under the UCC and the

Collateral Assignment in the event of a default, WPH Properties is entitled to dispose of the

collateral at a public sale.

SEVENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

112. The Notification of Disposition of Collateral dated October 6, 2020 satisfies all
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requirments for a notice of sale under N.Y.U.C.C. § 9-613 and is sufficient as a matter of law

because it is in the form set forth in N.Y.U.C.C. § 9-613(e).

EIGHTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

113. WPH Properties complied with all UCC Article 9 requirements relating to

disposition of collateral, including those relating to notice, commercial reasonableness and public

disposition. Every aspect of the noticed sale of Jozefovic's Waterview membership interest has

been and will continue to be commercially reasoñable.

114. WPH Properties fully complied with all UCC Article 9 notice requirements and

scheduled the sale on 24
days'

notice, more notice than is required under the Collateral Assignmeñt

or N.Y.U.C.C. § 9-612(c).

115. WPH Properties advertised the sale by publishing a Notice of Secured Party Public

Auction concerning the sale in the Westchester Business Journal, inviting interested parties to

request the Terms of Sale.

116. WPH Properties sent a letter to 622 targeted recipients including every nursing

home listed on the New York State Department of Health's website and known investors in the

nursing home industry notifying them of the sale. That letter invited interested parties to request

the Terms of Sale and to become qualified bidders. The sale also satisfies UCC Article 9

requirements for a "public disposition".

NINTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

117. N.Y.U.C.C. § 9-610(a) provides that upon default any secured party may sell, lease,

license, or otherwise dispose of any or all collateral. The UCC does not provide that only the most

senior secured creditor may conduct a sale. N.Y.U.C.C. § 9-610, Official Comment 5, provides
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that disposition rights are not limited to first-priority security interests and any secured party as to

whom there has been a default has the right to dispose of collateral.

118. The UCC does not require that a notice of an Article 9 sale of collateral specify

whether there is another perfected security interest in the collateral being sold. WPH Properties

complied with the N.Y.U.C.C. § 9-611(c)(3)(B) requiremeñt that a junior creditor must notify

other creditors with perfected security iñterests in the collateral of the sale and the Terms of Sale

provided to interested bidders state that Jozefovic's Waterview membership interest is being sold

subject to Metropolitan Commercial Bank's security interest.

TENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

119. The Waterview resolution attached to the Collateral Assignment was executed by

all the members of Waterview and provides that the "action is taken pursuant to the applicable

New York limited liability compañy statutory laws and the operating agreement of the Company,

by the written consent of a majority of its members and managers of the
Company"

and that the

mañagers of Waterview were authorized, directed and empowered to execute any agooments

required to effectuate the terms of the resolution.

120. The Waterview resolution clearly authorizes Waterview and its managers to enter

into the Collateral Assignment, which set forth Jozefovic's obligations with respect to the Chase

accounts alleged in the complaint and pledged Jozefovic's the Waterview Membership Interest as

collateral. The provisions of the resolution, dated the same day as the Collateral Assignment,

clearly and unambiguously show that all of the members of Waterview were aware of and

consented to the Collateral Assignment.
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WHEREFORE, defendants respectfully request that the Court deny the relief sought in the

complaint and dismiss the complaint in its entirety.

Dated: White Plains, New York

November 18, 2020

DELBELLo DONNELLAN WEINGARTEN

WISE & WIEDERKEHR, LLP

Attorneys for Defendants

White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC

and Howard Fensterman

By: EÉ/
Alfred/NnEdflan, Esq.

One North Lexington Avenue,
11th

PlOOr

White Plains, New York 10601

Tel.: (914) 681-0200

To: Michelman & Robinson, LLP

800 Third Avenue,
24th

flOOr

New York, New York 10022

Windels Marx Lane & Mittendorf, LLP

156 West 56th Street

New York, New York 10019
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VERIFICATION

STATE OF NEW YORK )

) ss:

COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER )

Alfred E. Donnellan, being duly sworn, deposes and says:

I am a partner of the law finn DelBello Donnellan Weingarten Wise & Wiederkehr,

LLP, attorneys for Defendants White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC and Howard Fensterman

in the above referenced action. I have read the annexed Verified Answer, know the contents thereof

and the same are true to my knowledge, except those matters therein which are stated to be alleged

on information and belief, and as to those matters I believe them to be true. I make this verification

instead of said Defendants because Defendants maintains its office outside of the County in which

my office is located.

ALF D E. DONNELLAN

Sworn to before me this
18d2

day of November, 2020

NOTARY PUBLIC

TERESA L PICCILLC

Notary Public, State of New ork
No. 4B49925 .

Qualmed in Westchester Cou
Commission Expires February18, 0..-
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF NEW YORK

LIZER JOZEFOVIC, : Index No.: 655549/2020

Plaintiff, : ANSWER WITH CROSS-CLAIM

v. :

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES :

I, LLC, HOWARD FENSTERMAN, and :

METROPOLITAN COMMERCIAL BANK, :

Defendants. :
______-------- _________ --___- X

Defendant Metropolitan Commercial Bank ("MCB"), by its attorneys, Windels Marx Lane

& Mittendorf, LLP, as and for its Verified Answer With Cross-Claim in response to the Summons

and Complaint, dated October 22, 2020 (the "Complaint"), filed by plaintiff Lizer Jozefovic

("Plaintiff"), alleges as follows:

. INTRODUCTION

1. No response is ñêcessary to the allegations in paragraph 1 of the Complaiñt. To the

extent that a response is necessary, MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a

belief as to the truth of the allegations in paragraph 1 of the Complaint.

'
2. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 2 of the Complaint.

3. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 3 of the Complaint.

4. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 4 of the Complaint.
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5. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 5 of the Complaint, except admits that Plaintiff assigned his interest

in Waterview Acquisition I, I LC to MCB as part of a financing arrangement.

6. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 6 of the Complaint, except denies the allegations in paragraph 6 of the

Complaint concerning the contents of the purported Notification of Disposition of Collateral and

respectfully refers the Court to the document for the terms thereof.

7. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 7 of the Complaint, except admits that defendants White Plains

Healthcare Properties I, LLC ("WPHP") and Howard Fensterman ("Fensterman") have no right or

ability to sell Plaintiff's interest in Waterview Acquisition I, LLC, and respectfully refers all

questions of law to the Court.

8. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 8 of the Complaint.

9. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 9 of the Complaint.

10. MCB admits the allegations in paragraph 10 of the Complaint.

THE PARTIES

11. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 11 of the Complaint.

12. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 12 of the Complaint.

{11869799:5} 2
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13. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 13 of the Complaint.

14. MCB admits the allegations in paragraph 14 of the Complaint.

15. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 15 of the Complaiñt, and respectfully refers all questions of law to the

Court.

16. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 16 of the Complaint, and respectfully refers all questions of law to the

Court.

FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS

The Collateral Assignment

17. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 17 of the Complaint.

18. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 18 of the Complaint.

19. MCB denies the allegations in paragraph 19 of the Complaint and respectfully

refers the Court to the Collateral Assignment for the terms thereof.

20. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 20 of the Complaint.

21. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 21 of the Complaint.
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22. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 22 of the Complaint, and respectfully refers all questions of law to the

Court.

23. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the alle.gations in paragraph 23 of the Complaint.

24. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 24 of the Complaint.

25. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 25 of the Complaint.

26. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 26 of the Complaint.

27. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 27 of the Complaiñt, and respectfully refers all questions of law to the

Court.

Assignment of the Membership Interest to MCB

28. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 28 of the Complaint.

29. MCB denies the allegations in paragraph 29 of the Complaint and respectfully

refers the Court to the then governing Operating Agreement of Waterview Acquisition I, LLC for

the terms thereof.

30. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 30 of the Complaint.

31. MCB admits the allegations in paragraph 31 of the Complaint.
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32. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 32 of the Complaint, except admits that in December 2019, Plaintiff

assigned the Membership Interest to MCB in connection with a $3,000,000.00 loan as part of a

financing arrangement.

33. MCB admits the allegations in paragraph 33 of the Complaint.

34. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 34 of the Complaint.

35. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 35 of the Complaint.

36. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 36 of the Complaint.

Distribution of the Notificanan and Resulting Harm

37. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 37 of the Complaint and respectfully refers the Court to the

Notification of Disposition of Collateral for the terms thereof.

38. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations the allegations in paragraph 38 of the Complaint and respectfully refers the Court

to the Notification of Disposition of Collateral for the terms thereof.

39. MCB denies the allegations in paragraph 39 of the Complaint and respectfully

refers the Court to the Notification of Disposition of Collateral for the terms thereof.

40. MCB denies the allegations in paragraph 40 of the Complaint and respectfully

refers the Court to the Notification of Disposition of Collateral for the terms thereof.
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41. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 41 of the Complaint.

42. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 42 of the Complaint.

43. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 43 of the Complaint.

44. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 44 of the Complaint.

45. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 45 of the Complaint.

46. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 46 of the Complaint.

47. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 47 of the Complaint.

48. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 48 of the Complaint.

49. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 49 of the Complaint.

50. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 50 of the Complaint.

51. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 51 of the Complaint.
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52. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 52 of the Complaint.

53. MCB admits the allegations in paragraph 53 of the Complaint.

54. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 54 of the Complaint.

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION

Declaratory Judgment

(All Defendants)

55. In response to paragraph 55 of the Coiliplaiilt, MCB repeats and reiterates each and

every response to the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 through 54 with the same force and

effect as though fully set forth herein.

56. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 56 of the Complaint and respectfully refers the Court to the Collateral

Assignment for the terms thereof.

57. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 57 of the Complaint.

58. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 58 of the Complaint.

59. MCB admits the allegations in paragraph 59 of the Complaint.

60. MCB admits the allegations in paragraph 60 of the Complaiiit.

61. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 61 of the Complaint, except admits that (a) the Membership Interest

has been assigned to MCB and (b) WPHP and Mr. Fensterman have no right or claim to the
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Membership Interest, nor can WPHP, Mr. Fensterman, or DDW LLP sell or otherwise transfer the

Membership Interest.

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION

Breach of Contract

(WPHP and Mr. Fensterman)

62. In response to paragraph 62 of the Complaiñt, MCB repeats and reiterates each and

every response to the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 through 61 with the same force and

effect as though fully set forth herein.

63. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 63 of the Complaint.

64. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 64 of the Complaint.

65. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 65 of the Complaint.

66. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 66 of the Complaint.

67. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 67 of the Complaint.

68. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 68 of the Complaint.

69. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 69 of the Complaint.
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THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION

Fraud

(WPHP and Mr. Fensterman)

70. In response to paragraph 70 of the Complaint, MCB repeats and reiterates each and

every response to the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 through 69 with the same force and

effect as though fully set forth herein.

71. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 71 of the Complaint.

72. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 72 of the Complaiñt, except denies the allegations concerning the

content of the Notification, and respectfully refers the Court to the Notification for the contents

thereof.

73. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 73 of the Coñrplaiñt, except admits that WPHP and Fensterman have

no right to sell the Membership Interest.

74. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 74 of the Complaint.

75. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 75 of the Complaint.

THIRD /SICLCAUSE OF ACTION

Defamation

(WPHP and Mr. Fensterman)

76. In response to paragraph 76 of the Complaint, MCB repeats and reiterates each and

every response to the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 through 75 with the same force and

effect as though fully set forth herein.
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77. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 77 of the Complaint.

78. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 78 of the Complaint, except denies the allegations coñcerning the

content of the Notification, and respectfully refers the Court to the Notification for the contents

thereof.

79. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 79 of the Complaint.

80. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 80 of the Complaint.

81. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 81 of the Complaint.

82. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 82 of the Complaiñt.

FOURTH fSICI CAUSE OF ACTION

Breach of Fiduciary Duty
(Mr. Fensterman)

83. In response to paragraph 83 of the Complaint, MCB repeats and reiterates each and

every response to the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 through 82 with the same force and

effect as though fully set forth herein.

84. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 84 of the Complaint and respectfully refers all questions of law to the

Court.
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85. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 85 of the Complaint.

86. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 86 of the Complaint.

87. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 87 of the Complaint.

FIFTH /SIC/ CAUSE OF ACTION

Legal Malpractice

(Mr. Fensterman)

88. In response to paragraph 88 of the Complaint, MCB repeats and reiterates each and

every response to the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 through 87 with the same force and

effect as though fully set forth herein.

89. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 89 of the Complaint.

90. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 90 of the Complaint and respectfully refers all questions of law to the

Court.

91. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 91 of the Complaint and respectfully refers all questions of law to the

Court.

92. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 92 of the Complaint.

93. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 93 of the Complaint.
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SIXTH TSIC/ CAUSE OF ACTION

Judiciary Law Section 487

(Mr. Fensterman)

94. In response to paragraph 94 of the Complaiñt, MCB repeats and reiterates each and

every response to the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 through 93 with the same force and

effect as though fully set forth herein.

95. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 95 of the Complaint.

96. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 96 of the Complaint.

97. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 97 of the Complaint.

98. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 98 of the Complaint.

99. MCB denies knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations in paragraph 99 of the Complaint.

DEFENSES

100. MCB reserves the right to rely upon any of the following or any additional defenses

to the extent that such defenses are supported by information developed through discovery or

evidence at trial. MCB presently has insufficient knowledge or information upon which to form a

belief as to whether there may be, as yet unstated, defenses available to MCB and thus, expressly

reserves the right to (a) amend or supplement this answer, defenses and all other pleadings, and

(b) assert any and all additional defenses under any applicable federal and state law in the event

that discovery indicates such defenses would be appropriate. By asserting the matters below, MCB
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does not admit that Plaintiff is relieved of his burden to prove each element of its claims and the

damages or relief sought.

AS AND FOR A FIRST DEFENSE

101. MCB has a fully perfected security interest in the Membership Interest and the

certificates constituting the Membership Interest that is senior to all other persons.

AS AND FOR A SECOND DEFENSE

102. MCB has a possessory right in the certificates constituting the Membership Interest

that is superior to all other persons.

AS AND FOR A THIRD DEFENSE

103. Given that MCB is the creditor with the fully perfected senior secured interest in

the Membership Interests and certificates constituting the Membership Interest, and also has

possession of the certificates (and cannot be dispossessed of same), defendants WPHP and

Fensterman cannot conduct a commercially reasonable sale of the Membership Interest and thus,

they cannot proceed with a sale of said Membership Interest.

AS AND FOR A FOURTH DEFENSE

104. Upon information and belief, WPHP and Fensterman never had a valid security

interest in the Membership Interest and thus, they cannot foreclose or sell same.

AS AND FOR A FIFTH DEFENSE

105. Upon information and belief, assuming arguendo WPHP and Fensterman had a

valid security interest in the Membership Interest, said security interest has since terminated and

thus, they cannot foreclose or sell same.
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AS AND FOR A CROSS-CLAIM

AGAINST WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE
PROPERTIES L LLC AND HOWARD FENSTERMAN

(Declaratory Judgmeñ‡)

106. MCB repeats and re-alleges the foregoing paragraphs as though fully set forth

herein.

MCB's Security Interest in the Membershio Interest

107. On or about December 19, 2019, MCB loaned $3 million to, among others,

Waterview Acquisition I, LLC ("Waterview") and in connection therewith Waterview executed

and delivered to MCB a Promissory Note and Loan Agreement each dated December 19, 2019.

108. To secure repayment of Waterview's obligations to MCB, among other things,

Plaintiff executed and delivered to MCB a Guaranty Of Payment dated December 19, 2019 (the

"Guaranty").

109. Plaintiff secured his obligations under his Guaranty by executing and delivering to

MCB, among other things, the Assignment And Pledge Of Membership Interests dated December

19, 2019 (the "Pledge Agreement").

110. Pursuant to the Pledge Agreement, Plaintiff, among other things, "pledge[d],

collaterally assign[ed], transfer[red] and convey[ed], and grant[ed] a security interest in and lien

on, in favor of [MCB], all of [Plaintiff's] right, title and interest in, to, and under ..., whether now

owned or existing or hereafter acquired or arising ['Seventy and one-tenths percentage (70.1%) of

the membership interests ... owned by HERBERT JOZEFOVIC ... in WATERVIEW

ACQUISITION I, LLC ....']". In other words, by the Pledge Agreement, Plaintiff pledged his

Membership Interests to MCB.

111. To authorize, permit and facilitate the pledge of Plaintiff's Membership Interests to

MCB, Plaintiff's Membership Interests were certificated (the "Certificates") and the Amended
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And Restated Operating Agreement Of Waterview Acquisition I, LLC was amended pursuant to

the Second Amendmeñt To Amended And Restated Operating Agreement Of Waterview

Acquisition I, LLC dated December 19, 2019 (collectively, the "Operating Agreement"). After

obtaining a senior secured interest in Plaintiff's Membership hiterests and Certificates, MCB fully

perfected same by filing a UCC Financing Statement on December 23, 2019 and taking possession

of the Certificates.

112. All of Plaintiff's rights and interests in and to the Membership Interests are merged

with and in the Certificates.

The Certificates

113. MCB remains in possession of the Certificates.

114. MCB has a possessory interest in the Certificates that is superior to all other persons

and thus, cannot be dispossessed of the Certificates.

115. The Certificates, moreover, states as follows: "This certifies that Herbert Lizer

Jozefovic is the registered owner of Seventy and 1/10-(70.1%) Percent of the membership in the

Limited Liability Company transferable only on the books of the Company in accordance with the

Company's Operating Agreement and pursuant to the provisions of Section 2801-a(4)(b) of the

New York State Public Health
Law."

116. Pursuant to Article XII of Waterview's Operating Agreement, a pledge or transfer

of a membership interest is prohibited absent c0113e11i of the Public Health Council of the State of

New York and the members of Waterview.

117. Likewise, Section 2801-a(4)(b) of the New York State Public Health Law requires

the consent of the New York Public Health and Health Planniñg Council.
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The Notice of Sale

118. On or about October 6, 2020, MCB and its counsel Windels Marx Lane &

Mittendorf, LLP received a Notification Of Disposition Of Collateral pursuant to which WPHP

and Fensterman purported to sell WPHP's interests in and to Plaintiff's Membership Interests and

Certificates (the "Notice of Sale").

119. The Notice of Sale allegedly relates to an August 11, 2017 collateral assignment,

pledge and security agreement between Plaintiff and WPHP. However, WPHP did not file a UCC

Financing Statement until September 15, 2020.

120. Even if WPHP and Fensterman were to have a valid security interest in the

Membership Interest, it would be junior to MCB's security interest by virtue of the fact that MCB

perfected its interest before WPHP's September 15, 2020 UCC Financing Statement.

The UCC Reasires that any Sale be "Ca==arcially Reeseñable"

121. Pursuant to NY UCC 9-610(b), "Every aspect of a disposition of collateral,

including the method, manner, time, place, and other terms, must be commercially
reasonable."

122. In order to conduct a commercially reasonable sale of the Membership Interests,

WPHP and Fensterman must have possession of the Certificates.

Declaratory Relief is Necessary

123. As evidenced by the Notice of Sale, and the subsequent refusal by WPHP and

Fensterman to withdraw the Notice of Sale, there exists a genuine controversy and dispute as to

whether WPHP and Fensterman have the authority to sell Plaintiff's Membership Interest given

that (a) WPHP and Fensterman never had a security interest in the Membership Interests and if

they did, then said security interest long ago terminated, and even if they did and still have a

security interest in the Membership Interests, then (b) (i) MCB has a fully perfected security
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interest in the Membership Interest and Certificates that is senior to all other persons, (ii) MCB is

in possession of the Certificates, (iii) MCB has a possessory right in the Certificates that is superior

to all other persons, (iv) MCB cannot be dispossessed of the Certificates given its superior

possessory right in same, (v) the Certificates limit any transfer of same except in compliance with

the Operating Agreement, which requires the consent of Waterview's members, and the Public

Health Law, which requires the consent of the Public Health Council; (vii) all of Plaintiff's rights

and interests in and to the Membership Interests are merged with and in the Certificates, and (viii)

in order to conduct a commercially reasonable sale, WPHP and Fensterman must have possession

of the Certificates.

124. A judicial determination of these issues is necessary.

125. This controversy is ripe, genuine, actually justiciable and MCB has no adequate

remedy at law.

126. MCB is entitled to a declaratory judgmêñt stating that WPHP and Fensterman are

prollibited from selling Plaintiff's Membership Interest pursuant to the Notice of Sale or otherwise

because: (a) WPHP and Fensterman never had a security interest in the Membership Interests and

if they did, then said security interest long ago terminated, and even if they did and still have a

security interest in the Membership Interests, then (b) (i) MCB has a fully perfected security

interest in the Membership hiterest and Certificates that is senior to all other persons, (ii) MCB is

in possession of the Certificates, (iii) MCB has a possessory right in the Certificates that is superior

to all other persons, (iv) MCB cannot be dispossessed of the Certificates given its superior

possessory right in same, (v) the Certificates limit any transfer of same except in compliance with

the Operating Agreement, which requires the consent of Waterview's members, and the Public

Health Law, which requires the consent of the Public Health Council; (vii) all of Plaintiff's rights
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and interests in and to the Membership Interests are merged with and in the Certificates, and (viii)

in order to conduct a commercially reasonable sale, WPHP and Fensterman must have possession

of the Certificates.

127. WHEREFORE, MCB demands judgment as follows:

(a) Granting Plaintiff's request for a judgment declaring that (i) the Collateral

Assignment to WPHP and Fensterman is null and void following the establishment

of the Rent Security; (ii) the Membership Interest has been properly assigned to

MCB; and (iii) WPHP and Fensterman have no right or claim to the Membership

Interest, nor can WPHP, Fensterman, or counsel sell or otherwise transfer the

Membership Interest;

(b) Granting MCB's request for a judgment declaring that WPHP and Fensterman are

prohibited from selling Plaintiff's Membership Interest pursuant to the Notice of

Sale or otherwise because: (1) WPHP and Fensterman never had a security interest

in the Membership Interests and if they did, then said security interest long ago

terminated, and even if they did and still have a security interest in the Membership

Interests, then (2) (i) MCB has a fully perfected security interest in the Membership

Interest and Certificates that is senior to all other persons, (ii) MCB is in possession

of the Certificates, (iii) MCB has a possessory right in the Certificates that is

superior to all other persons, (iv) MCB cannot be dispossessed of the Certificates

given its superior possessory right in same, (v) the Certificates limit any transfer of

same except in compliance with the Operating Agreement, which requires the

consent of Waterview's members, and the Public Health Law, which requires the

consent of the Public Health Council; (vii) all of Plaintiff's rights and interests in
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and to the Membership Interests are merged with and in the Certificates, and (viii)

in order to conduct a commercially reasonable sale, WPHP and Fensterman must

have possession of the Certificates; and

(c) Granting MCB such other relief as the Court may deem fair, just and proper.

Dated: January 8, 2020

New York, New York

WINDELS MARX LANE & MITTENDORF, LLP

By:

Robert J. Malatak
'

James Tracy
156 West 56th Street

New York, NY 10019

Telephone: 212-237-1180

Fax: 212-262-1215

rmalatak@windelsmarx.com

jtracy@windelsmarx.com

Attorneys for Defendant/Cross-Claimant

Metropolitan Commercial Bank
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655549/2020   JOZEFOVIC, LIZER vs. WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE 
Motion No.  001 002 

 
Page 1 of 5 

 

The following e-filed documents, listed by NYSCEF document number (Motion 001) 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 14, 15, 
16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 
46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 86 

were read on this motion to/for    PREL INJUNCTION/TEMP REST ORDR . 
   
The following e-filed documents, listed by NYSCEF document number (Motion 002) 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 
13, 61, 62, 63, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 87, 89 

were read on this motion to/for    CHANGE VENUE . 
   
  

In this action seeking a declaratory judgment and damages in connection with claims 

sounding in, inter alia, breach of contract, fraud, defamation, breach of fiduciary duty, and legal 

malpractice, the plaintiff moves pursuant to CPLR 6301 for a preliminary injunction enjoining the 

defendants and their agents from publishing and distributing false statements about the plaintiff 

and from taking any action to transfer, assign, convey, or sell the plaintiff’s membership interest 

in Waterview Acquisition I, LLC (“Waterview”) (SEQ 001).  The defendants White Plains 

Healthcare Properties I, LLC (“WPH Properties”), and Howard Fensterman (“Fensterman”) 

oppose the motion and separately move pursuant to CPLR 511 and 602 to transfer this action to 

Westchester County and consolidate it with an action pending there entitled White Plains 

Healthcare Properties I, LLC v HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer Jozefovic and Mark Neuman, Index No. 

60278/2020 (the “Westchester Action”) (SEQ 002).  The plaintiff opposes the moving 

defendants’ application.  For the following reasons, the moving defendants’ motion is granted 

and the plaintiff’s motion is denied without prejudice. 

  

 SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
NEW YORK COUNTY 

 

PRESENT:
  

HON. NANCY M. BANNON 
 

PART IAS MOTION 42EFM 
 Justice        
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------X   INDEX NO.  655549/2020 

  

  MOTION DATE 
01/04/2021, 
01/04/2021 

  
  MOTION SEQ. NO.  001 002 
  

DECISION + ORDER ON 
MOTION 

LIZER JOZEFOVIC, 
                                                     Plaintiff,  
 

 

 - v -  

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC, 
HOWARD FENSTERMAN, and METROPOLITAN 
COMMERCIAL BANK 
 
                                                     Defendants.  

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------X  
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 WPH Properties is the developer and owner of a new skilled nursing facility located in 

Westchester County, New York (the “Facility”).  The Facility is operated by HBL SNF, LLC 

(“HBL”), an entity controlled by the plaintiff.  WPH Properties and HBL are parties to an 

operating lease dated November 19, 2015 (the “Lease”), under which WPH Properties leases 

the Facility to HBL, as tenant.  The plaintiff and nonparty Marc Neuman, as principals of HBL, 

are HBL’s guarantors under the Lease. 

 

 Section 7.1(a)(iii) of the Lease provides that HBL was to pay an additional security 

deposit in the amount of $1.6 Million 60 days prior to the start of the lease period.  As security 

for that payment, the plaintiff and WPH Properties entered into a collateral assignment 

agreement (the “Collateral Assignment Agreement”).  Pursuant to the Collateral Assignment 

Agreement, the plaintiff assigned to WPH Properties his 71% membership interest in 

Waterview, an entity that owns another skilled nursing home in Westchester County (the 

“Waterview Interest”).  The plaintiff also agreed to list Howard Fensterman, attorney for WPH 

Properties, as a signatory to a Waterview account with JP Morgan (the “Waterview account”) 

where the $1.6 Million was currently being held.  The Collateral Assignment Agreement 

provided that: 

“[u]pon the effectuation of Section 7.1(a)(iii) of the lease which requires Sixty 
days prior to the anticipated Commencement Date, the funds in the [Waterview 
account] in the amount of not less than $1,600,000 shall be deposited into the 
Landlords Rent Security Account, the [Waterview Interest] assigned to [WPH 
Properties] …shall be automatically reassigned by [WPH Properties] to [the 
plaintiff] without recourse, representation or warranty, and this Assignment shall 
automatically terminate and be void and of no further effect.” 

 
The “Landlords Rent Security Account” is not a defined term in the Lease or the Collateral 

Assignment Agreement.  The Collateral Assignment Agreement further provides that the 

exercise of WPH Properties’ rights to sell the Waterview Interest as assignee is authorized upon 

the plaintiff’s violation of the “terms and provisions concerning the maintenance of the 

[Waterview account]…” 

 

The plaintiff avers that he satisfied his obligations under the Collateral Assignment 

Agreement and that as a result, the assignment terminated.  In 2019, the plaintiff assigned the 

Waterview Interest to defendant Metropolitan Commercial Bank (“MCB”) in connection with a $3 

Million loan as part of a financing arrangement to provide working capital to benefit the Facility, 

including through the payment of rent to WPH Properties.   
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On September 18, 2020, WPH Properties commenced the Westchester Action, in which 

it contends, inter alia, that HBL breached the Lease by failing to pay rent, municipal and utility 

deposits, real estate taxes, and other fees associated with the Facility, including the $1.6 Million 

security deposit required by Section 7.1(a)(iii).  On October 6, 2020, WPH Properties noticed a 

public sale of the Waterview Interest based upon the plaintiff’s alleged default under the 

Collateral Assignment Agreement.  On October 22, 2020, this action ensued. 

 

“Consolidation is generally favored in the interest of judicial economy and ease of 

decision-making where cases present common questions of law and fact, ‘unless the party 

opposing the motion demonstrates that a consolidation will prejudice a substantial right.’”  

Raboy v McCrory Corp., 210 AD2d 145 (1st Dept. 1994) (quoting Amtorg Trading Corp. v 

Broadway & 56th St. Assoc., 191 AD2d 212, 213 [1st Dept. 1993]).  The movants correctly argue 

that consolidation is warranted here because this action and the Westchester Action share 

common questions of law and fact.  See CPLR 602; DeSilva v Plot Realty, LLC, 85 AD3d 422 

(1st Dept. 2011); Kern v Shandell, Blitz, Blitz & Bookson, 58 AD3d 487 (1st Dept. 2009). 

 

The plaintiff opposes consolidation, observing that while the Westchester Action involves 

claims regarding HBL’s performance of its obligations under the Lease and the plaintiff’s 

performance under the guarantee he signed, the instant action involves claims regarding 

ownership of the Waterview Interest pursuant to the separate Collateral Assignment Agreement.  

However, this characterization of the actions ignores the fact that both (a) WPH Properties’ 

claim in the Westchester Action that the additional security was not paid and (b) the plaintiff’s 

central claim in this action that the Collateral Assignment Agreement automatically terminated 

turn on the same question: whether Section 7.1(a)(iii) of the Lease was effectuated.  Allowing 

this question to proceed in two separate courts risks inconsistent results.  Moreover, WPH 

Properties avers in its moving papers that it has amended its complaint in the Westchester 

Action to include a claim sounding in violation of the Collateral Assignment Agreement against 

the plaintiff.  Finally, the plaintiff, who is a resident of Westchester County and a party to the 

Westchester Action, which was commenced prior to the instant action, would not suffer 

prejudice to any substantial right as a result of consolidation and transfer.  

 

The court notes that transfer is also appropriate because it appears that venue is 

improper in New York County.  CPLR 503 provides that “[e]xcept where otherwise prescribed by 
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law, the place of trial shall be in the county in which one of the parties resided when it was 

commenced; the county in which a substantial part of the events or omissions giving rise to the 

claim occurred; or, if none of the parties then resided in the state, in any county designated by 

the plaintiff.”  Here, the only entity residing in New York County is MCB, which the plaintiff has 

included as a defendant but against which the plaintiff has not asserted any claim.  Conversely, 

several parties, including the plaintiff, reside in Westchester County.  Since venue properly lies 

in Westchester County, the court declines to retain venue on the basis of MCB, a nominal 

defendant against whom there is no claim.  See Espinoza v Concordia Intl. Forwarding Corp., 

39 AD3d 258 (1st Dept. 2007). 

 

The plaintiff’s motion for preliminary injunctive relief is denied without prejudice to 

renewal upon transfer and consolidation in Westchester County. 

 

Accordingly, it is 

 

ORDERED that the plaintiff’s motion pursuant to CPLR 6301 for a preliminary injunction 

(SEQ 001) is denied without prejudice to renewal upon the transfer and consolidation of this 

action in Westchester County; and it is further 

 

ORDERED that the motion of White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC, and Howard 

Fensterman pursuant to CPLR 511 and 602 to transfer this action to Westchester County and 

consolidate it with an action pending there entitled White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC v 

HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer Jozefovic and Mark Neuman, Index No. 60278/2020, (SEQ 002) is 

granted; and it is further 

 

ORDERED this action, Lizer Jozefovic v White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC, 

Howard Fensterman, and Metropolitan Commercial Bank, Index No. 655549/2020, pending in the 

Supreme Court, New York County, shall be consolidated in the Supreme Court, Westchester 

County, with White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC v HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer Jozefovic and 

Mark Neuman, Index No. 60278/2020; and it is further, 

 

ORDERED that the consolidation shall take place under Westchester County Index No. 

60278/2020; and it is further, 
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ORDERED that the Clerk of this Court shall transfer the file in this action to the Clerk of 

the Supreme Court, Westchester County, for consolidation and shall mark his records to reflect 

such transfer; and it is further, 

 

ORDERED that the Clerk of the Court shall coordinate the transfer of the file in this action 

with the Clerk of the Supreme Court, Westchester County, so as to ensure an efficient transfer 

and minimize insofar as practical the reproduction of documents, including with regard to any 

documents that may be in digital format; and it is further 

 

ORDERED that the pleadings in the actions hereby consolidated shall stand as the 

pleadings in the consolidated action; and it is further 

 

ORDERED that, within 30 days from entry of this order, counsel for the moving defendants 

shall serve a copy of this order with notice of entry upon the Clerk of this Court, shall pay the 

appropriate transfer fee, if any, and shall contact the staff of the Clerk of this Court and cooperate 

in effectuating the transfer and consolidation; and it is further 

 

ORDERED that such service upon the Clerk of this Court shall be made in accordance 

with the procedures set forth in the Protocol on Courthouse and County Clerk Procedures for 

Electronically Filed Cases (accessible at the “E-Filing” page on the court’s website at the address 

www.nycourts.gov/supctmanh)]. 

 

This constitutes the Decision and Order of the court. 

 

 

4/8/2021      $SIG$ 
DATE       

         CHECK ONE: X CASE DISPOSED   NON-FINAL DISPOSITION   

SEQ 001  GRANTED X DENIED  GRANTED IN PART  OTHER 

SEQ 002 X GRANTED  DENIED  GRANTED IN PART  OTHER 

APPLICATION:  SETTLE ORDER    SUBMIT ORDER   

CHECK IF APPROPRIATE: X INCLUDES TRANSFER/REASSIGN  FIDUCIARY APPOINTMENT  REFERENCE 
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------X 
WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC, 
 
    Plaintiff,    Index No. 60278/2020 
        
 -against-        
          
HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/K/A LIZER FIRST AMENDED 
JOZOFOVIC and MARK NEUMAN, VERIFIED ANSWER 
         WITH AFFIRMATIVE 
    Defendants and   DEFENSES, COUNTER- 
    Third-Party Plaintiff,   CLAIMS AND THIRD- 
         PARTY COMPLAINT 
 -against- 
 
CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY  
CONSULTING, THE CONGRESS COMPANIES, 
HOWARD FENSTERMAN, and WILLIAM  
NICHOLSON, 
 
    Third-Party Defendants. 
-------------------------------------------------------------------X 
 
 

Defendants, HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/K/A LIZER JOZOFOVIC and 

MARK NEUMAN (collectively, “Defendants”), by and through their counsel Michelman & 

Robinson, LLP, hereby assert the following verified answer with affirmative defenses, 

counterclaims, and third-party complaint and allege upon information and belief as follows: 

ANSWER TO COMPLAINT 

1. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “1,” “2,” and “3.”  

2. Defendants admit the allegations in paragraphs “4” through “11.” 

3. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “12” and “13.”  

4. In response to the allegations in paragraphs “14” through “20,” Defendants assert 

that the document speaks for itself. 
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5. Defendants admit the allegations in paragraphs “21” and “22.”  

6. In response to the allegations in paragraph “23,” Defendants assert that the 

document speaks for itself. 

7. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “24,” “25,” and “26.”  

8. In response to the allegations in paragraphs “27” through “32,” Defendants assert 

that the document speaks for itself. 

9. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph “33.”  

10. In response to the allegations in paragraphs “34” through “37,” Defendants assert 

that the document speaks for itself. 

11. In response to the allegations in paragraphs “38” through “40” Defendants assert 

that the document speaks for itself. 

12. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph “41.” 

13. Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph “42.” 

14. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “43” through “49.” 

15. In response to the allegations in paragraph “50” Defendants assert that the 

document speaks for itself. 

16. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “51” through “53.” 

17. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “54” through “69.”  

18. In response to the allegations in paragraph “70,” Defendants assert that the 

document speaks for itself. 

19. Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph “71.”  

20. In response to the allegations in paragraphs “72” through “75,” Defendants assert 

that the document speaks for itself. 
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21. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “76,” “77,” and “78.”  

22. Defendants lack sufficient information to form a belief regarding the allegations 

and, on that basis, deny the allegations in paragraphs “79” and “80.”  

23. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph “81.”  

24. In response to the allegations in paragraphs “82” and “83,” Defendants assert that 

the document speaks for itself. 

25. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “84” through “91.”  

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST HBL 
(BREACH OF CONTRACT) 

 
26. Defendants repeat, reallege, and incorporate by reference their response to 

paragraphs “1” through “91” as if fully set forth herein. 

27. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “92” and “93.”  

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST HBL 
(BREACH OF CONTRACT) 

 
28. Defendants repeat, reallege, and incorporate by reference their response to 

paragraphs “1” through “93” as if fully set forth herein. 

29. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “94” and “95.”  

THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST JOZEFOVIC 
(ENFORCING GUARANTY) 

 
30. Defendants repeat, reallege, and incorporate by reference their response to 

paragraphs “1” through “95” as if fully set forth herein. 

31. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “96” and “97.”  
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FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST NEUMAN 
(ENFORCING GUARANTY) 

 
32. Defendants repeat, reallege, and incorporate by reference their response to 

paragraphs “1” through “97” as if fully set forth herein. 

33. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “98” and “99.”  

FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST JOZEFOVIC 
(BREACH OF CONTRACT) 

34. Defendants repeat, reallege, and incorporate by reference their response to 

paragraphs “1” through “99” as if fully set forth herein. 

35. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “100” and “101.” 
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AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES 

Defendants assert the following affirmative defenses, without admitting that Defendants 

would bear the burden of proof on any of these or any other affirmative defenses. 

FIRST AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
(Plaintiff’s Breach) 

 
1. Plaintiff’s claims for relief are barred, in whole or in part, because plaintiff is in 

breach of its obligations under the Lease, the integrated development agreements, and its non-

payment of mortgage debt. 

SECOND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
(Failure to Perform) 

 
2. Plaintiff failed to perform its obligations under the Lease and integrated Project 

documents and is not entitled to performance by the Defendants. 

THIRD AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
(Terms Too Indefinite To Enforce) 

 
3. Certain terms within the Lease which plaintiff seeks to enforce are not clear and 

not definite and are therefore unenforceable. 

FOURTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
(Payment) 

 
4. Defendants have made various substantial pre-payments of rent which have not 

been credited to their account, and Defendants have made monthly rental payments to plaintiff 

which plaintiff has failed to use for its mortgage debt. 
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FIFTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
(Not Entitled to Enforcement) 

 
5. Plaintiff’s failure to deliver the Project in compliance with NYSDOH approvals 

renders the Lease unenforceable. 

SIXTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
(Offsets) 

 
6. Defendants are entitled to substantial offsets against the rents due under the Lease. 

SEVENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
(Fraud In The Inducement) 

 
7. Plaintiff induced the Defendants to enter into the Lease and guarantee agreements 

by making fraudulent representations and failing to disclose material facts. 

EIGHTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
(Waiver) 

 
8. Plaintiff has accepted performance by Defendants and waives any and all right to 

sue for breach of contract. 

NINTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
(Bad Faith/Unclean Hands) 

 
9. The plaintiff is not entitled to the relief it seeks as it has acted in bad faith and with 

unclean hands. 

TENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
(Other Affirmative Defenses) 

 
10. Defendants reserve the right to supplement or amend this Verified Answer, 

including through the addition of further affirmative defenses, based on the course of discovery 

and proceedings in this litigation. 
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COUNTERCLAIMS AGAINST WHITE PLAINS  
HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC  

AND  
THIRD-PARTY CLAIMS AGAINST CCC EQUITIES, LLC,  

PROJECT EQUITY CONSULTING, THE CONGRESS COMPANIES, 
HOWARD FENSTERMAN, AND WILLIAM NICHOLSON 

 
Now and for their counterclaims against plaintiff and third-party complaint against third-

party defendants, Defendants, upon information and belief, allege the following: 1 

 
1. CCC Equities, LLC is a limited liability company duly organized and existing under 

the laws of the State of New York with an address and place of business at 3 Dakota Drive, Suite 

300, Lake Success, New York 11042. 

2. Project Equity Consulting is a limited liability company duly organized and 

existing under the laws of the State of New York with an address and place of business at 3 Dakota 

Drive, Suite 300, Lake Success, New York 11042. 

3. The Congress Companies is a corporation duly organized and existing under the 

laws of the State of Massachusetts with an address and place of business at 2 Bourbon Street, West 

Peabody Executive Center, Peabody, Massachusetts 01960 and regularly conducts business within 

the State of New York. 

4. Howard Fensterman is an individual residing at 4 Pond Lane, Sands Point, New 

York 11050 with a business address and place of business at Abrams, Fensterman, Fensterman, 

Eisman, Formato, Ferrara, Wolf & Carone, LLP, 3 Dakota Drive, Suite 300, Lake Success, New 

York 11042. 

 
1 Pursuant to the Court’s instruction, Defendants incorporate all claims, allegations, and causes 
of action contained within the complaint filed on October 22, 2020, in the action captioned Lizer 
Jozefovic v. White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC et al., Index No. 655549/2020. A copy of 
the complaint is attached as Exhibit A. 
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5. Through the period complained of herein, Fensterman acted as both a principal in 

the transaction and legal counsel to certain parties including the defendant Lizer Jozefovic. 

6. William Nicholson is an individual residing at 12 Long Meadow Drive, Ipswich, 

Massachusetts 01938 with a business address and place of business at 2 Bourbon Street, West 

Peabody Executive Center, Suite 200, Peabody, Massachusetts 01960. 

7. This case involves the development of a new state-of-the-art 160-bed skilled 

nursing facility on Church Street in White Plains, New York (the “Facility.”) 

8. The Facility was proposed by the defendant, HBL SNF, LLC (“HBL”), and its 

principals Lizer Jozefovic and Mark Newman (the “Jozefovic Team”) to the New York State 

Department of Health (“NYSDOH”) in August 2009. 

9. The Facility is dedicated to providing specialized services to “difficult to place 

patients,” including but not limited to, patients who exhibit psychiatric behaviors, patients who are 

undocumented, patients with developmental and physical disabilities, and patients who have no 

means of financial support and require charity care. 

10. The Facility was intentionally located in White Plains to service high-density 

minority and high-density poverty populations as compared to surrounding regions. 

11. In order to obtain a Certificate of Need from NYSDOH, the Jozefovic Team 

acquired skilled nursing bed licenses from other area nursing facilities including Hebrew Hospital 

Home of Westchester, Bethel Nursing Home, and Taylor Care Center. 

12. After full review of the Jozefovic Team’s application, NYSDOH determined that 

the Jozefovic Team was a successful operator of nursing facilities that are authorized to care for 

the elderly and individuals with long-term physical care needs and has an established history of 

achieving high occupancy at the facilities it operated. 
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13. NYSDOH further determined that the Facility was unique and necessary as it 

provided care to patients not accepted by other facilities because of their special needs. 

14. At the time the Jozefovic Team proposed the Facility, the Plaintiff White Plains 

Healthcare Properties I, LLC (“WPHP”) and the third-party defendants Howard Fensterman 

(“Fensterman”), William Nicholson (“Nicholson”), and their companies CCC Equities LLC 

(“CCCE”), Project Equity Construction (“PEC”), and The Congress Companies (“Congress”), 

approached the Jozefovic Team and proposed that they act as developers for the new Facility. 

15. Led by third-party defendant Fensterman, these parties represented that they were 

capable of performing all aspects of development of the Facility including construction and 

financing (hereafter “the Project.”) 

16. In fact, the Project costs for the Facility presented to NYSDOH by the Jozefovic 

Team were costs calculated and submitted by Fensterman and Nicholson. 

17. Importantly, these costs established a total Project cost of $56, 631,759. 

18. The Project costs for the Facility were itemized by Fensterman and Nicholson as 

follows: 

   Land acquisition  $  4,528,333 
   New construction  $37,282,722 
   Design Contingency  $  1,864,136 
   Construction Contingency $  1,864,136 
   Architect/Engineering Fees $  2,982,618 
   Construction Manager Fees $     745,654 
   Other Fees (Consultant) $     750,000 
   Movable Equipment  $  1,480,000 
   Financing Costs  $  2,112,000 
   Interim Interest Expense $  2,710,400 
   CON Application Fee  $         2,000 
   CON Processing Fee  $     309,760 
   Total Project Cost  $56,631,759 
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19. Many of these costs were to be paid to Fensterman and Nicholson directly, as well 

as Fensterman’s law firm, and other costs to their entities as fees, interest costs, and other Project 

expenses. 

20. In addition, Fensterman and Nicholson represented that they could arrange for 

100% of the Project financing. 

21. More specifically, Fensterman and Nicholson specifically represented and agreed 

in writing that they could secure a HUD insured mortgage in the amount of $42,240,000 with an 

interest rate of 5.5% and a term of thirty (30) years. 

22. A description of this mortgage was included in the projected Medicaid 

Reimbursement submitted to NYSDOH as part of the Project feasibility forecast. 

23. Furthermore, Fensterman represented that he could provide the necessary project 

equity in the amount of $9,863,246 through his company CCC Equities, LLC. 

24. The Jozefovic Team presented this financing arrangement to NYSDOH in support 

of its request for approval of the Facility and these costs became part of NYSDOH’s Project 

approval. 

25. Given that Fensterman and Nicholson agreed to develop, finance, and own the 

Project, the Jozefovic Team agreed to enter into a Lease Agreement to occupy and operate the 

Facility. 

26. To accomplish this, Fensterman and Nicholson proposed that their company White 

Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC become the landlord for the operating company owned by the 

Jozefovic Team known as HBL. 

27. The Lease was to be for a twenty (20) year term. 
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28. The rent was to be calculated as an amount equal to the debt service of the HUD 

insured mortgage to be obtained by Fensterman and Nicholson plus a return of cash equity to 

WPHP on the account of the equity contributions through CCCE. 

29. The annual rent proposed by Fensterman and Nicholson and presented to NYSDOH 

equaled $4,318,000 annually or $360,000 per month. 

30. The amount of annual rent as calculated above was eligible for reimbursement to 

HBL through the NYSDOH. 

31. The Project as proposed to the NYSDOH was to be completed in approximately 

twenty (20) months. 

32. The NYSDOH gave approval for the Project on the terms described above in 

October 2012. 

33. Throughout the NYSDOH application process, the Jozefovic Team relied upon 

representations made by Fensterman and Nicholson. 

34. However, shortly after receiving approval from NYSDOH, the Jozefovic Team 

learned that Fensterman and Nicholson did not have the capital necessary to commence or 

complete the Project as presented. 

35. As a result of this lack of capital the Project was delayed for years. 

36. In an attempt to overcome this lack of capital, on November 15, 2015, HBL entered 

into a Development Agreement with White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC (the “Development 

Agreement.”) 

37. On the same date, HBL entered into a Lease with White Plains Healthcare 

Properties I, LLC (the “Lease”) for the Facility in order to enable WPHP to obtain its Project 

financing. 
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38. The Development Agreement and Lease are essential parts of the same transaction 

and are constitute integrated agreements. 

39. Pursuant to the Development Agreement, the Project was to be “turn-key” meaning 

that the plaintiff and third-party defendants would deliver a fully constructed facility authorized to 

operate as a skilled nursing facility with permanent financing in place in accordance with the 

approval granted by NYSDOH. 

40. However, because Fensterman and Nicholson lacked sufficient capital to complete 

the Project on a turn-key basis, they induced the Jozefovic Team to withdraw its equity from 

another nursing facility which it owned and operated known as Waterview Nursing Home and to 

contribute that equity to the Project so that the Project could move forward in 2016. 

41. In particular, the Jozefovic Team made the following capital contributions to the 

Project as memorialized in a Term Sheet dated November 20, 2015: 

a) $2,200,000 paid to WPHP to be used by Congress for pre-development costs; 
b) $197,072 to CCC Equities, LLC to be used in the discretion of Fensterman; 
c) $1,595,368.32 into a control account in the name of HBL SNF. 

 
42. These capital contributions were not made as part of a conventional business 

relationship or an arms-length transaction. Instead, the Jozefovic Team made these capital 

contributions in reasonable reliance on Fensterman, Nicholson, Congress, and CCCE’s 

representations that they were acting in a special capacity to protect and advance the Jozefovic 

Team’s interests.  The relationship had developed into a joint venture and a special relationship.  

43. The Jozefovic Team would not have made these capital contributions but for 

Fensterman, Nicholson, Congress, and CCCE’s representations. 
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44. Yet, despite repeated requests since 2015, Fensterman, Nicholson, Congress, and 

CCCE have failed or refused to provide an accounting of the use of the predevelopment and 

discretionary funds paid to them. 

45. In consideration for the $2,200,000 contribution to WPHP, WPHP agreed that these 

funds constituted a loan to WPHP to be repaid to HBL. 

46. No provision was made for the payment of interest on the loan notwithstanding that 

WPHP had the use of such funds since 2015. 

47. WPHP agreed to repay the principal amount of the loan by purchasing the furniture, 

fixtures, and equipment (the “FF&E”) in the amount of $1,500,000 for the Project and by giving 

HBL a future credit against Lease payments. 

48. When advancing these funds to Fensterman, Nicholson, CCC Equities and 

Congress, the Jozefovic Team anticipated that the Facility would be delivered in September 2017. 

49. The Facility was not delivered until December 2019. 

50. Despite repeated requests, WPHP has never provided an accounting for purchases 

of the required FF&E or any documentation evidencing repayment of $1,500,000 of the loan 

amount to HBL. 

51. In the absence of such an accounting, HBL cannot determine how much of its loan 

amount, if any, has been repaid and how much of the remaining loan balance should be credited 

to current Lease payments. 

52. In addition, accrued interest on the $2,200,000 loan must be calculated from 

November 2015 and either paid to HBL or credited to payments due under the Lease. 

53. The Development Agreement required that the Project be substantially completed 

within twenty-two (22) months or before September 2017. 
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54. However, at the time the Development Agreement was executed, the plaintiff knew 

that it could not deliver the completed Project by the promised time of September 2017. 

55. Subsequently, the plaintiff breached its obligations to HBL by failing to complete 

the Project until December 2019. 

56.  

57. The delay in completing the Project caused HBL to lose substantial revenue. 

58. In addition, by delivering the Project in December 2019, HBL encountered market 

conditions during its start-up phase in 2020 caused by the COVID-19 pandemic which adversely 

affected HBL’s operations as it has nursing homes throughout the region. 

59. HBL would not have encountered these adverse financial conditions but not for the 

delay caused by plaintiff and third-party defendants. 

60. In addition to the Project being completed more than two (2) years late, plaintiff 

and third-party defendants delivered the Project well over budget. 

61. The Development Agreement required the plaintiff to enter into a construction 

contract with Congress and to secure a 100% performance bond to guarantee the performance of 

the construction contract. 

62. However, unbeknownst to HBL, Congress could not secure a performance bond. 

63. Fensterman and Nicholson never disclosed to HBL or any of its principals that 

Congress could not obtain a bond. 

64. As a result, WPHP entered into a contract without approval or consent from HBL 

for a creation of a joint venture agreement with a third-party contractor. 

65. The joint venture, among other reasons, added substantial costs to the Project. 
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66. These substantial additional costs exceeded the capital expenditures approved by 

NYSDOH and are not reimbursable through NYSDOH. 

67. Upon information and belief, Congress’s inability to secure the performance bond 

is related to certain judgments taken against its principal Nicholson arising from claims for 

diversion of project funds in a skilled nursing project located in Milwaukee, Wisconsin dating back 

to 2015, the time when the Jozefovic Team advanced monies to Nicholson and Congress. 

68. Neither Fensterman nor Nicholson disclosed these adverse proceedings to the 

Jozefovic Team. 

69. In fact, Nicholson was adjudged to have committed conversion and civil theft in 

the amount of $1,903,452, and that judgement was affirmed on appeal to the Seventh Circuit Court 

of Appeals. 

70. The Development Agreement required that plaintiff and third-party defendants 

deliver the Project at the costs approved by NYSDOH. 

71. Only in the event that HBL authorized a change order would HBL have 

responsibility for any cost higher than the cost approved by the NYSDOH. 

72. There were no approved change orders. 

73. The approved Project cost is $57,000,000. 

74. The plaintiff and third-party defendants caused the Project to exceed the approved 

costs by more than $5,000,000. 

75. The plaintiff and third-party defendants breached their obligations to HBL under 

the Development Agreement by causing the Project to be over budget. 

76. As a result, HBL is not eligible for reimbursement of its rent payments as originally 

intended - a loss of eligibility that will cause substantial harm to HBL. 
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77. Given these costs overruns and the loss of eligibility for reimbursement, the Lease 

is unenforceable. 

78. As part of the “turn-key” delivery of the Project, plaintiff was obligated to provide 

permanent financing for the Project on the terms of the HUD insured loan submitted by plaintiff 

as part of the Project approved by NYSDOH. 

79. The plaintiff and third-party defendants have failed to provide such permanent 

financing and are in breach of the Development Agreement and the Lease. 

80. In connection with the permanent financing, the plaintiff and third-party defendants 

were required to demonstrate sufficient equity invested in the Project for HUD or any other lender 

of permanent financing to grant a thirty (30) year loan to the Project. 

81. Plaintiff and third-party defendants have failed to demonstrate sufficient equity in 

the Project. 

82. Upon information and belief, Fensterman procured financial contributions from 

individual third parties who contributed capital to CCCE to meet the equity requirement. 

83. Although this capital is required to be and has, in fact, been represented by 

Fensterman to be in the nature of equity, upon information and belief, these contributions from 

individual third-parties are loans at high rates of interest which are overdue as a result of the Project 

delays. 

84. Fensterman, CCCE, and plaintiff have caused additional financial burden to the 

Project and have attempted to pass along to HBL and the Jozefovic Team these higher interest 

costs. 
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85. The Project cost overruns and the higher finance costs due to the delay in delivering 

the Project, together with the lack of sufficient equity, have prevented the Project from securing 

permanent financing. 

86. The plaintiff and third-party defendants have advised HBL that they have initiated 

this lawsuit because they are in default of their current loan agreements. 

87. As of this date, plaintiff and third-party defendants have been unable to provide to 

the Jozefovic Team an accurate Project accounting of Project expenditures and have refused to 

provide information concerning the Project financing. 

88. As of this date, plaintiff and third-party defendants have been unable to procure the 

HUD insured financing which they represented they could secure and is required by NYSDOH 

Project approval. 

89. As of this date, the Project does not comply with the approval issued by the 

NYSDOH. 

90. HBL and its principals reasonably relied upon WPHP, Fensterman, Nicholson, and 

Congress’ representations that they would fulfill their obligations under the Development 

Agreement and Lease. 

91. If HBL and its principals knew that WPHP, Fensterman, Nicholson, and Congress 

would substantially breach their obligations under the Development Agreement and Lease, HBL 

and its principals would not have entered into the Development Agreement and Lease. 

92. As a result of the failure to deliver the Project on the terms approved by NYSDOH, 

HBL cannot be reimbursed for the cost of the Facility as intended by the Development Agreement 

and the Lease and HBL and its principals have suffered financial harm as a result. 
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93. Throughout the development process, WPHP, Fensterman, Nicholson and 

Congress’ false representations and adverse actions to the Jozefovic Team have adversely affected 

the business of HBL. 

94. WPHP, Fensterman, Nicholson and Congress knew that these representations were 

false when they were made.  

95. At no point have HBL or the Jozefovic Team knowingly intended to agree, in whole 

or in part, to release or waive WPHP, Fensterman, Nicholson, and Congress for any of their 

breaches and violations of the Development Agreement and the Lease. 

96. Since the Facility began operations, HBL has made regular rent payments to WPHP 

pursuant to the terms of the Lease.  

97. As of this date, HBL has made over $12 million in rental payments to WPHP. 

98. HBL has made, and continues to make, these payments in compliance with its 

obligations under the Lease. HBL’s payments do not constitute a waiver or release of HBL’s claims 

against WPHP, CCCE, Congress, Fensterman, or Nicholson. 

99. On information and belief, WPHP does not own the property for the Facility 

outright, but instead received entered into a mortgage agreement with Security Benefit Life 

Insurance Company and Security Benefit Corporation (collectively, “Security Benefit”). 

100. The primary purpose of HBL’s rental payments to WPHP is for WPHP to satisfy 

its monthly mortgage payments to Security Benefit. 

101. On information and belief, WPHP failed to make required mortgage payments to 

Security Benefit. 
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102. On information and belief, Security Benefit instructed WPHP to make certain 

payments otherwise it would institute foreclosure proceedings, potentially jeopardizing HBL’s 

tenancy and continued operations. 

103. On information and belief, although WPHP has received substantial rental 

payments from HBL, WPHP has refused or failed to make necessary mortgage payments to 

Security Benefit. 

104. On information and belief, Security Benefit has declared WPHP to be in default of 

its mortgage, having failed to make necessary mortgage payments, charges, interest, and other 

required fees. 

105. On information and belief, Security Benefit has demanded WPHP to send HBL a 

Tenant Direction Notice, instructing HBL to make all future rental payments directly to Security 

Benefit. 

106. To date, WPHP has not instructed HBL to make future rental payments directly to 

Security Benefit, but instead continues to collect HBL’s monthly rental payments itself. 

107. On information and belief, Security Benefit has demanded that WPHP establish a 

Cash Management Account and instruct HBL to deposit all future rental payments into the Cash 

Management Account. 

108. To date, WPHP has not instructed HBL to deposit future rental payments in a Cash 

Management Account, but instead continues to receive HBL’s monthly rental payments in its own 

account. 

109. On information and belief, Security Benefit has brought a foreclosure action against 

WPHP and is threatening to foreclose on the mortgage on the property for the Facility. 
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AS AND FOR A FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION AS AGAINST WPHP,  
CCCE, CONGRESS, AND FENSTERMAN 

(DEMAND FOR ACCOUNTING) 
 

110. Defendants repeat and reallege each and every allegation set forth in paragraphs 

“1” through “87” with the same force and effect as if fully set forth herein. 

111. HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer Jozefovic and Mark Neuman had a trust-based relationship 

with Fensterman, Nicholson, WPHP, Congress, and CCCE. 

112. Fensterman, Nicholson, WPHP, Congress, and CCCE made repeated 

representations that they would maintain a special relationship with HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer 

Jozefovic and Mark Neuman, and that they would advocate and protect their interests. 

113. In reasonable reliance on these representations and on this special relationship, 

HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer Jozefovic, and Mark Neuman advanced monies to WPHP and Fensterman 

prior to commencement of the Project in order to allow the Project to proceed. 

114. HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer Jozefovic, and Mark Neuman would not have advanced 

these funds but for their reliance on this special, trust-based relationship. 

115. HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer Jozefovic, and Mark Neuman are entitled to an accounting 

of the use of the funds advanced for the Project. 

AS AND FOR A SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION AS AGAINST WPHP 
(PAYMENT OF INTEREST) 

 
116. Defendants repeat and reallege each and every allegation set forth in paragraphs 

“1” through “91” with the same force and effect as if fully set forth herein. 

117. HBL SNF, LLC is entitled to imputed interest on the $2,200,000 made to WPHP 

loan from November 2015 to present. 
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AS AND FOR A THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION AS AGAINST WPHP 
(BREACH OF CONTRACT) 

 
118. Defendants repeat and reallege each and every allegation set forth in paragraphs 

“1” through “93” with the same force and effect as if fully set forth herein. 

119. WPHP breached the Development Agreement and the Lease. 

120. As a result of such breach, HBL SNF, LLC has been damaged by the loss of 

reimbursable capital expenditures and has incurred other costs due to the nonperformance of 

WPHP. 

121. In addition, HBL SNF, LLC has lost funds and continues to lose revenues as a result 

of Project delays. 

AS AND FOR A FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION  
AS AGAINST FENSTERMAN AND NICHOLSON 

(FRAUD IN THE INDUCEMENT) 
 

122. Defendants repeat and reallege each and every allegation set forth in paragraphs 

“1” through “97” with the same force and effect as if fully set forth herein. 

123. Third-party defendants Fensterman and Nicholson fraudulently induced HBL SNF, 

LLC, Lizer Jozefovic, and Mark Neuman to enter into the Development Agreement, the Lease, 

and the Guaranty. 

124. Fensterman and Nicholson misrepresented the Project costs. 

125. Fensterman and Nicholson misrepresented their ability to secure permanent HUD 

financing. 

126. Fensterman and Nicholson misrepresented their ability to complete the Project. 

127. Fensterman misrepresented the capital contributions made to CCCE to satisfy the 

equity requirement for the Project. 
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128. Fensterman and Nicholson failed to disclose the claimant civil proceeding against 

Nicholson for civil theft. 

129. By reason of such fraud in the inducement, Defendants Lizer Jozefovic and Mark 

Neuman have no obligations under the guarantees. 

130. By reason of such fraud in the inducement, HBL SNF, LLC has suffered financial 

damages. 

AS AND FOR A FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION  
AS AGAINST ALL THIRD-PARTY DEFENDANTS 

(BAD FAITH) 
 

131. Defendants repeat and reallege each and every allegation set forth in paragraphs 

“1” through “106” with the same force and effect as if fully set forth herein. 

132. As alleged throughout this third-party complaint, the plaintiff and third-party 

defendants acted in bad faith. 

133. As a result of such bad faith dealings, HBL SNF, LLC has suffered damages in an 

amount not less than $15,000,000. 

AS AND FOR A SIXTH CAUSE OF ACTION  
AS AGAINST WPHP AND ALL THIRD-PARTY DEFENDANTS 

(FRAUD) 
 

134. Defendants repeat and reallege each and every allegation set forth in paragraphs 

“1” through “109” with the same force and effect as if fully set forth herein. 

135. The misrepresentations and non-disclosures by Fensterman and Nicholson and 

third-party defendants constitute fraud. 

136. WPHP, Fensterman and Nicholson new such statements were false. 

137. WPHP, Fensterman and Nicholson made such statements to deceive HBL SNF, 

LLC, Lizer Jozefovic, and Mark Neuman. 
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138. HBL SNF, LLC has been damaged by such fraudulent conduct.

WHEREFORE, Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs deny generally and specifically 

that it committed any wrongdoing and demand: 

1) A determination that the amount of rent payable under the Lease be modified by

any sums not reimbursable by the NYSDOH and offset by prior payments and

accrued interest;

2) The Guaranty Agreements be nullified;

3) Monetary damages in an amount to be determined;

4) Attorneys’ fees, and

5) Such other relief as the Court deems appropriate.

Dated: New York, New York 

May 21, 2021 
MICHELMAN & ROBINSON, LLP 

By: ________________________ 
      John Giardino  
      Alex Barnett-Howell 

800 Third Avenue, 24th Floor 
      New York, New York 10022 

(212) 730-7700
jgiardino@mrllp.com
abarnett-howell@mrllp.com
Attorneys for Defendants
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VERIFICATION BY ATTORNEY 

JOHN GIARDINO, being an attorney duly admitted to practice in the courts of New York, 

affirms the following under penalties of perjury: 

I am an attorney for Defendants HBL-SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/K/A LIZER 

JOZOFOVIC and MARK NEUMAN, in the above entitled action and have read the foregoing 

Verified Answer and know the contents thereof; that the same is true upon information and belief, 

and that as to those matters I believe them to be true.  

I further state that the grounds of my belief as to all matters in the Verified Answer are 

based upon the file maintained by my office and conference and telephone conferences with 

Defendants. This verification is made pursuant to the provisions of RPAPL 741 because 

Defendants was not available to sign the same at the time the Verified Answer was prepared. 

Dated:  New York, New York 

May 21, 2021 

_____________________________ 

JOHN GIARDINO, ESQ. 
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER 

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC, 

Plaintiff, 

-against-

HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/Kl A LIZER 
JOZOFOVIC and MARK NEUMAN, 

Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiff, 

-against-

CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY 
CONSULTING, THE CONGRESS COMPANIES, 
HOW ARD FENSTERMAN, and WILLIAM 
NICHOLSON, 

Third-Party Defendants. 

LIZER JOZEFOVIC, 

Index No. 60278/2020 

AFFIDAVIT OF 

WILLIAM A. NICHOLSON 

New York County Index No. 
Plaintiff, 655549/2020 

- against -

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC, 
HOW ARD FENSTERMAN, and METROPOLITAN 
COMMERCIAL BANK, 

Defendants. 

STATE OF MASSACHUSETTS ) 
) ss.: 

COUNTY OF ESSEX ) 

Consolidated under Westchester 
County Index No. as per April 8, 

2021 Decision and Order. 

William A. Nicholson, being duly sworn, deposes and says: 

1. I am one of the managing members of plaintiff White Plains Healthcare Properties I, 

LLC ("WPH Properties"). I am also a third-party defendant. I submit this affidavit, based upon my 

personal knowledge, in support of the motion of WPH Properties and the third-party defendants 

for an order granting summary judgment in favor of WPH Properties and dismissing the 

counterclaims and third-party claims asserted by defendants/third-party plaintiffs, HBL SNF, LLC 
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("HBL"), Lizer Jozefovic ("Jozefovic") and Mark Neuman ("Neuman") (collectively, 

"defendants"). 

2. As noted in the accompanying affirmation of our lead attorney, Alfred E. Donnellan, 

Esq., this is an action to recover damages from HBL and its guarantors, Jozefovic and Neuman, 

for breach of a lease for the nursing home facility which WPH Properties built and owns at 116-

120 Church Street in White Plains and the letter of intent by which WPH Properties agreed to sell 

a majority interest in the building to HBL's principals. HBL's defaults under both the lease and 

the letter of intent are fully set forth in the accompanying affidavit of Edward 0 . Tabor. 

3. WPH Properties did not commence this action because of an isolated default by HBL 

on one occasion, or even a few occasions. HBL and its principals and guarantors, Jozefovic and 

Neuman, have defaulted or reneged on every agreement they have entered into with WPH 

Properties since 2015. WPH Properties has repeatedly renegotiated the terms of the deal to 

accommodate HBL' s failure or refusal to comply with its obligations under those agreements. And 

despite this, HBL has defaulted at every turn. 

4. WPH Properties entered into a lease in 2015 for the facility it was going to build 

commencing in 2017. A copy of the 2015 lease is attached as exhibit 35. Jozefovic and Neuman 

were not then able, however, to obtain the necessary approvals from the United States Bankruptcy 

Court to allow their partner Hebrew Hospital Home of Westchester, Inc. to enter into the 

transaction. Hebrew Hospital finally signed the HBL operating agreement, which governs its 

partnership with Jozefovic and Neuman, on February 1, 2017. WPH Properties was then able to 

complete the underwriting of the project with its lenders and reached agreement for the financing 

of the facility with those lenders on May 26, 2017. The approval of the New York State Department 

2 
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of Health, however, which was required before WPH Properties could start to build the facility, 

was delayed until July 2017. Defendant's counsel, Mark Zafrin, admitted in an e-mail dated April 

11, 2017, that it was HBL's Member Hebrew Hospital's bankruptcy that "was a large impediment 

to our financing package ... " Exhibit 36. 

5. WPH Properties closed on its construction financing within a month after the 

Department of Health issued its approval to start construction. Upon learning that WPH Properties 

had arranged the construction financing, however, Jozefovic insisted upon renegotiating the terms 

of the lease. We agreed to do so because we were so invested in the purchase of the property and 

the predevelopment costs, because HBL had failed or refused to put up the deposits required in the 

2015 lease, and because, as a practical matter, with no deposits from HBL we could not afford to 

lose HBL as the tenant. The renegotiated lease, a true and accurate copy of which is attached 

exhibit 12, was substantially more favorable to HBL in two respects. First, it gave HBL, as long 

as it was not in default, a right of first refusal if WPH Properties ever wanted to sell the building. 

That right was significantly more valuable than the right to purchase the property at a calculated 

price only during the twelfth through fifteenth years of the lease term, which is what HBL had 

under the 2015 lease. Second, and far more important, the 2017 lease provided for a fixed monthly 

rent, rather than a rent amount based upon WPH Properties' financing costs. That saved, or would 

have saved, HBL roughly $1.8 million, according to my estimate, over just the first six years of 

the lease term. 

6. WPH Properties completed the facility and the Department of Health approved it in 

2019. The lease term commenced as of September 30, 2019. Upon taking possession, HBL was in 

default for failure to pay the required security deposits sixty days in advance of possession. By 
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November 2019, HBL had also defaulted under the lease by, among other things, failing to pay 

rent, failing to provide the required security deposits and refusing to provide financial and 

operational reporting required by the lease, which were all critical to WPH Properties because they 

were all necessary to refinance the construction loan by its due date into a permanent loan. Rather 

than terminate the lease, as WPH Properties had the right to do, however, WPH Properties agreed 

in November 2019 to transfer the property to a Delaware Statutory Trust in which HBL's principals 

would be beneficiaries. The agreement required HBL to provide a $1,000,000 payment toward the 

security deposit within 10 days (rather than the full $5,300,000 it was obligated to provide under 

the re-negotiated lease), to comply in all other respects comply with the lease and to close by April 

1, 2020. HBL defaulted almost immediately by failing to provide the $1,000,000 payment toward 

the security deposit. Only after that did WPH Properties terminate the lease and, later, commence 

this action. 

7. HBL 's failure to provide the security deposit - either before it took occupancy, as the 

lease required, or at any time thereafter - is its principal, and most serious, default on its obligations 

under the lease. The lease requires that HBL shall have delivered to WPH Properties "60 days 

prior to the anticipated Commencement Date," a security deposit consisting of $3. 7 million in cash 

or letter of credit and an additional $1. 6 million from an identified bank account. Exhibit 12, Lease 

§ 7.l(a)(ii) and (iii). HBL has never done that. HBL admits that it took occupancy of the facility 

on September 30, 2019. Exhibit 11, Notice to Admit, No. 1. The security deposit was due, 

therefore, in July 2019. It has never been paid - not even a penny. As a result, HBL has been in 

occupancy for nearly two years without ever providing any security deposit. The lease specifically 

defines the failure to provide the security deposit as a material breach of the lease. Exhibit 12, 
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Lease, Schedule 3 .1, § 16.1 (xxvi). 

8. HBL also defaulted by failing to pay rent, real estate taxes timely, municipal escrows 

and utility charges as required by the lease, by failing or refusing to deliver certificates of insurance 

timely, as well as all Medicare, Medicaid and other provider agreements and reimbursement rate 

sheets for the facility and by failing or refusing to deliver timely the required financial reporting 

and written reporting providing an operational overview of significant events and circumstances 

at the facility during each month of the lease term, all as alleged in the complaint. All of these 

defaults are detailed, with supporting documentation, in the accompanying affidavit of Edward O. 

Tabor. 

9. HBL does not deny that it has defaulted. In fact, HBL has admitted its defaults by 

failing to respond to the notice to admit that was served in early June. The substance of those 

admissions is set forth in the accompanying affirmation of Alfred E. Donnellan, Esq. 

10. Based on all of this, WPH Properties has established its entitlement to summary 

judgment for the relief demanded in the complaint against HBL and against Jozefovic and 

Neuman, who guarantied HBL's obligations under the lease. As a result, and for the reasons set 

forth in Mr. Tabor's affidavit, HBL, Jozefovic and Neuman are each indebted to WPH Properties 

in the sum of$11 l,420,213.50. 

11. The defendants' response has been to make a series of other claims, none of which 

relieves them of their liability, in the hope that they can muddy the waters sufficiently to avoid 

summary judgment. The putpose of the balance of this affidavit is to address all of those issues 

and to demonstrate that there is no basis for the defendants' claims. 
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The parties' agreements 

12. WPH Properties developed, financed, constructed and owns a brand new, state-of

the-art, 160-bed skilled nursing home located at 116-120 Church Street, White Plains, New York 

(the "facility"). HBL is the tenant and operator of the facility under an amended and restated 

operating lease that was signed on July 12, 2017 and is dated as of November 19, 2015, which was 

the date of the original lease. A true and correct copy of the lease, identical to that which was 

attached to the complaint, is attached as exhibit 12. The defendants have admitted the accuracy of 

the copy of the lease that is attached to the complaint. Exhibit 10, First Amended Verified Answer, 

13. WPH Properties and HBL are also parties to a development agreement, dated as of 

November 19, 2015, as amended July 12, 2017. A true and correct copy of the development 

agreement is attached as exhibit 13. 

14. The lease obligated HBL to deliver guaranties of all ofHBL's obligations under the 

lease by Jozefovic (the "Jozefovic Guaranty") and Neuman (the "Neuman Guaranty"). Exhibit 12, 

lease, § 7 .1. The defendants have admitted the accuracy of the copies of the Jozefovic Guaranty 

and the Neuman Guaranty that are attached to the complaint. Exhibit 10, First Amended Verified 

Answer, 1 5. A true and correct copy of the Jozefovic Guaranty, identical to the one attached to 

the complaint, is attached as exhibit 14. A true and correct copy of the Neuman Guaranty, identical 

to the one attached to the complaint, is attached as exhibit 15. 

15. The Jozefovic Guaranty and the Neuman Guaranty both state at section 2.1 : 

Guarantor absolutely, unconditionally and irrevocably guarantees, as a primary 
obligator and not merely as a surety: (i) the full and prompt payment of all 
Minimum Rent and Additional Rent and all other rent, sums and charges of every 
type and nature payable by Tenant under the lease, whether due by acceleration or 
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otherwise, including costs and expenses of collection (collectively, the "Monetary 
Obligations"), and (ii) the full, timely and complete perfonnance of all covenants, 
terms, conditions, obligations, indemnities and agreements to be performed by 
Tenant under the lease, including any indemnities or other obligations of Tenant 
that survive the expiration or earlier termination of the lease (all of the obligations 
described in clauses (i) and (ii), are collectively referred to herein as the 
"Obligations"). 

16. Pursuant to the Jozefovic Guaranty, Jozefovic absolutely, unconditionally and 

irrevocably guarantees the full and prompt payment of all rent, sums and charges of every type 

and nature payable by HBL under the lease, whether due by acceleration or otherwise. The 

Jozefovic Guaranty is an absolute and unconditional guaranty of payment and is enforceable 

against Jozefovic without the necessity of any notice of nonpayment, nonperformance or 

nonobservance, or any notice or demand, all of which Jozefovic expressly waived. 

17. Pursuant to the Neuman Guaranty, Neuman absolutely, unconditionally and 

irrevocably guarantees the full and prompt payment of all rent, sums and charges of every type 

and nature payable by HBL under the lease, whether due by acceleration or otherwise. The 

Neuman Guaranty is an absolute and unconditional guaranty of payment and is enforceable against 

Neuman without the necessity of any notice of nonpayment, nonperformance or nonobservance, 

or any notice or demand, all of which Neuman expressly waived. 

18. Finally, as security for his guaranty, Jozefovic pledged his 71 percent interest in 

Waterview Acquisition I, LLC ("Waterview"), which owns a 130-bed skilled nursing facility 

known as Waterview Hills Rehabilitation and Nursing Center located at 537 Route 22, Purdys, 

New York 10578. Pursuant to a Collateral Assignment and Pledge of Membership Interest and 

Security Agreement dated August 11, 201 7 (the "pledge agreement"). The defendants have 

admitted the accuracy of the copy of the pledge agreement attached to the complaint. Exhibit 10, 
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First Amended Answer, ,i 11. A true and correct copy of the pledge agreement, identical to the one 

attached to the complaint, is attached as exhibit 16. 

19. In 2019, after HBL had defaulted under the lease within weeks of taking possession, 

the parties entered into a third agreement, the letter of intent, in an attempt to resolve the issues 

presented by the default in a mutually agreeable way. The letter of intent provided that WPH 

Properties would sell the building to a Delaware Statutory Trust in which Jozefovic and Neuman 

would have a 77.5 percent interest and WPH Properties would have a 22.5 percent interest. The 

defendants have admitted the accuracy of the copy of the letter of intent attached to the complaint. 

Exhibit I 0, First Amended Verified Answer, ,i 19. A true and correct copy of the letter of intent, 

identical to the one attached to the complaint, is attached as exhibit 17. 

20. The letter of intent gave significant relief to HBL under the lease. In contemplation 

that the sale would be consummated in several months, the letter of intent allowed HBL to provide 

an initial payment of only $1,000,000 toward the $5 .3 million security deposit from its credit line, 

and an additional $1,000,000 when WPH Properties delivered free and clear title to the furniture, 

fixtures and equipment and then an additional $40,000 per month thereafter. Exhibit 17, Letter of 

Intent, § 6( d). The letter of intent also allowed HBL to put the $1.6 million cash security deposit 

in an account subject to a "blocked account agreement." Exhibit 17, Letter oflntent, § 6(e). 

21. But HBL defaulted under the letter of intent as well. HBL never provided the 

$1,000,000 toward the security deposit and never complied with its other obligations under the 

lease, as the letter of intent required. It failed to pay rent, failed to pay municipal and utility 

payments and real estate taxes timely, failed to enter into a "Deposit Account Control Agreement," 

failed to enter into the agreement with JP Morgan Chase Bank, failed to obtain the required 
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$8,000,000 working capital credit line and failed to close on April 1, 2020. 

HBL's affirmative defenses are without merit 

22. HBL asserts 10 affirmative defenses, none of which have any merit. 

23. The first two affirmative defenses allege that WPH Properties failed to perform its 

obligations under the lease and development agreement and failed to pay its mortgage debt. Those 

claims are false for the reasons stated below. 

24. The third affirmative defense, that the lease is not sufficiently clear and definite to be 

enforced, is baseless as well. There is nothing uncertain about HBL's obligations to provide the 

required security deposit, to pay rent, taxes and utilities and to provide the various documents the 

lease specifically identifies. HBL does not dispute that it failed to satisfy these obligations and it 

has never claimed, until its answer in this action, that it did not understand them. 

25. The fourth affirmative defense is addressed in the accompanying affidavit of Edward 

0. Tabor. To the extent that HBL did make payments, those payments have been accounted for 

and credited to HBL. HBL is still in default in the payments it is obligated to make under the lease. 

26. The fifth, sixth, seventh and eighth affirmative defenses are addressed below. WPH 

Properties has never defaulted in its obligations or given HBL any basis for a setoff. And while 

WPH Properties offered HBL the opportunity to overcome its defaults under the lease by 

purchasing the facility, as set forth in the letter of intent, which HBL also breached, it has 

consistently insisted on HBL's performance of its lease obligations. 

27. Finally, addressing the ninth affirmative defense, there is not one instance in which 

WPH Properties or its principals have been guilty of bad faith in this matter. To the contrary, HBL 

and Jozefovic have consistently demonstrated their bad faith by completely disregarding HBL's 
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obligations under the lease, as well as Jozefovic's obligations under the pledge agreement and the 

obligations of Jozefovic and Neuman as guarantors of HBL's performance under the lease. 

Jozefovic's bad faith scheme is clear. He thinks that by using HBL's defaults under the lease to 

prevent WPH Properties from obtaining permanent financing he can put WPH Properties into 

default under its construction loan and then negotiate with the lender to purchase the facility for 

far less than he agreed to pay WPH Properties. 

WPH Properties and third-party defendants are 
entitled to judgment dismissing defendants' claims 

28. The defendants impermissibly assert counterclaims and third-party claims here. 

Those claims are based upon false and scurrilous allegations that are either refuted by the 

documentary evidence, including the release in favor WPH Properties, or are insufficient to state 

a cause of action. These arguments are fully addressed below and in the accompanying 

memorandum of law. 

29. To begin with, HBL's counterclaims against WPH Properties are barred by section 

16.4 of the lease, which provides that "Tenant waives, to the maximum extent permitted by 

applicable Laws, ... (4) the right to interpose any counterclaim (other than compulsory 

counterclaims) in ... any action instituted by Landlord in any court for unpaid Rent under this 

Lease .... " 1 

30. The counterclaims and third-party claims asserted by Jozefovic and Neuman must be 

dismissed by reason of the similar language in the guaranties. Each provides that "the liability of 

1 Counsel advises me that there are no compulsory counterclaims in New York. See Hemy Modell & Co., Inc. v. 
Minister, Elders and Deacons, 68 N.Y.2d 456,461 (1986). 
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Guarantor hereunder shal 1 be absolute and unconditional irrespective of any or any of the 

following ... (viii) any other dealings or matters occurring between Landlord and Tenant; ... or 

(xviii) any other cause, whether similar or dissimilar to any of the foregoing, that might constitute 

a legal or equitable discharge of Guarantor (whether or not Guarantor shall have knowledge or 

notice thereof) other than payment and performance in full of the Obligations;" 13.3. Further, 

GUARANTOR SHALL NOT INTERPOSE ANY COUNTERCLAIM OR 
COUNTERCLAIMS OR CLAIMS FOR SET-OFF, RECOUPMENT OR 
DEDUCTION OF RENT IN ANY ACTION BROUGHT BY LANDLORD 
AGAINST GUARANTOR UNDER THIS GUARANTY. GUARANTOR SHALL 
NOT BE ENTITLED TO MAKE, AND HEREBY WAIVES, ANY AND ALL 
DEFENSES AGAINST ANY CLAIM ASSERTED BY LANDLORD OR IN ANY 
SUIT OR ACTION INSTITUTED BY LANDLORD TO ENFORCE THIS 
GUARANTY OR THE LEASE. IN ADDITION, GUARANTOR HEREBY 
WAIVES, BOTH WITH RESPECT TO THE LEASE AND WITH RESPECT TO 
THIS GUARANTY, ANY AND ALL RIGHTS WHICH ARE WAIVED BY 
TENANT UNDER THE LEASE, IN THE SAME MANNER AS IF ALL SUCH 
WAIVERS WERE FULLY RESTATED HEREIN. THE LIABILITY OF 
GUARANTOR UNDER THIS GUARANTY IS PRIMARY AND 
UNCONDITIONAL. 

Exhibit 14, Jozefovic Guaranty, 1 4.2; Exhibit 15, Neuman Guaranty, 1 4.2. Jozefovic and 

Neuman, therefore, have no defenses, no counterclaims and no third-party claims. 

A. The defendants' first cause of action, for an accounting, must be dismissed because 
there was no fiduciary relationship between HBL, Jozefovic and Neuman and WPH 
Properties or any of the third-party defendants. 

31. The relationship between WPH Properties and its principals, on one hand, and HBL, 

Jozefovic and Neuman, on the other, was, at all times, an arms-length transaction. The lease 

confirms that. It provides that "[i]t is the intent of Landlord and Tenant that this this lease is a true 

lease and that this lease does not represent a financing arrangement." Exhibit 12, Lease,§ 3.6. The 

lease also expressly provides that (i) the relationship between HBL and WPH Properties is, and at 

all times shall remain, solely that of landlord and tenant; (ii) there is no partnership, joint venture, 
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agency or common interest in profits or income between the parties; (iii) WPH Properties shall not 

be construed as a partner, joint venturer, alter ego, manager, controlling person or other business 

associate or participant of any kind of HBL or its stockholders, members, or partners; (iv) WPH 

Properties never intends to ever assume such status, and (v) both WPH Properties and HBL 

"disclaim any intention to create any partnership, joint venture, agency or common interest in 

profits or income between (WPH Properties and HBL), or any sharing of liabilities, losses, costs 

or expenses." Exhibit 12, Lease, § 20.28. The lease therefore expressly defeats the counterclaim 

for an accounting. 

32. The $2.2 million that HBL paid pursuant to the letter of intent was not in payment of 

any of HBL's obligations under the lease. It was HBL's non-refundable down payment for the 

purchase of the facility. Exhibit 17, Letter of Intent, § (l)(a)(i) and § (l)(a)(i)(3). And HBL 

breached the letter of intent by failing to provide the $1,000,000 toward the security deposit, failing 

to pay rent, failing to pay municipal and utility payments and real estate taxes, failing to enter into 

a "Deposit Account Control Agreement," failing to enter into the agreement with JP Morgan Chase 

Bank, failing to obtain the required $8,000,000 working capital credit line and failing to close on 

April 1, 2020. It is therefore not entitled to the return of the $2.2 million, which was non-refundable 

by its terms. That payment, in any event, is no defense to its failure to satisfy its obligations under 

the lease. 

B. The defendants' second cause of action, for imputed interest, is baseless. 

33. HBL's second cause of action, for imputed interest, is baseless as well. The 

defendants' answer admits that "no provision was made for the payment of interest on the loan 

notwithstanding that WPHP had the use of such funds since 2015." Exhibit 10, First Amended 
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Verified Answer, ,r 46. 

C. The defendants' third cause of action, alleging that WPH Properties breached the 
contract, is belied by the facts. 

34. WPH Properties is not, and has never been, in default of any of its obligations under 

any of its agreements with the defendants. In any event, even if the defendants could assert such a 

counterclaim, they have waived or released it. 

(i) The defendants have waived any claims based on WPH Properties' construction 
of the facility. 

35. WPH Properties' principal obligation was to construct a building in accordance with 

the requirements of the development agreement. HBL has admitted that WPH Properties satisfied 

those obligations. Article III(I) of the development agreement provides that on the "substantial 

completion date" HBL "shall (i) be deemed to have taken occupancy and accepted possession of 

the Project, (ii) have agreed that the Project has been completed in accordance with the Plans and 

Specifications, and (iii) have agreed that the Developer has fulfilled all of its responsibilities 

hereunder to the satisfaction of Tenant/Operator." Exhibit 13, Development Agreement, Article 

III(I). 

36. The "substantial completion date" is defined in Article VIII of the development 

agreement as "the later of: (i) the date specified in the AIA Form 0704, duly executed and certified 

by the Architect, that the Project was substantially completed and in substantial compliance with 

tbc Plans and Specifications for the Project, (ii) the date Developer delivers a Temporary 

Certificate of Occupancy (the "TCO") for the Project, and (iii) the date the DOH approves the 

Project as constructed (but not necessarily the Operator/Tenant's operations) to accept patients." 

Exhibit 13, Development Agreement, Article VIII. All of those dates have long passed. 
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37. The temporary certificate of occupancy was issued on August 22, 2019. A true and 

accurate copy is attached as exhibit 18. The architect certified that the building was substantially 

completed and in substantial compliance with the plans and specifications on September 30, 2019. 

A true and accurate copy of the signed AJA Form G704 is attached as exhibit 19. The New York 

State Department of Health approved the project to accept patients on November 14, 2019. A true 

and accurate copy of the letter from the New York State Department of Health is attached as exhibit 

20. The defendants admit that the facility was delivered in December 2019. Exhibit 10, First 

Amended Verified Answer, 149. In fact, the New York State Department of Health was prepared 

to approve the project for occupancy on October 1, 2019 but was delayed in doing so solely by 

HBL's own failure to provide a required signature in order to delay the start of rent payments. A 

true and accurate copy of the email chain in this regard is attached as exhibit 21. 

38. The defendants' admission in the development agreement that WPH Properties 

completed the facility in accordance with the plans and specifications and fulfilled all of its 

responsibilities under the development agreement thus defeats every claim the defendants have 

asserted with respect to the condition of the facility and the satisfaction by WPH Properties of all 

of its obligations. In addition, HBL represented in the lease that "as of Commencement Date and 

at all times during the Term," the facility satisfies "requirements of applicable Health Care 

Authorities, including those relating to the facility's physical structure and environment." Exhibit 

12, Lease, Schedule 18(k), 1(e);118(k). 

39. The lease also defeats all of the defendants' other claims against WPH Properties. 

Section 5.6 of the lease provides that HBL takes the facility "AS IS" "WHERE IS" "WITH ALL 

FAULTS." Exhibit 12, Lease, § 5.6(a). The lease further provides that HBL, its officers, agents 
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and anyone acting on its behalf release WPH Properties from "ALL CLAIMS . . . ARISING 

FROM OR RELATED TO ANY MATTER OR THING RELATED TO OR IN CONNECTION 

WITH THE LEASED PREMISES." Exhibit 12, Lease,§ 5.6(b) (emphasis in original). The lease 

further provides, in the same paragraph, that HBL "waives any right it otherwise may have at law 

or equity against the landlord with respect to any aspect of the leased Premises." Since the lease 

was entered into in 2017, the release that it contains requires that the defendants' first, second, 

third, fifth and sixth claims against WPH Properties, all of which necessarily arose before 2017, 

be dismissed. 

(ii) WPH Properties completed the facility on time. 

40. The development agreement did not require that the building be substantially 

completed within 22 months or before September 2017, as the defendants claim. Exhibit 10, First 

Amended Verified Answer, 1 53. Rather, the development agreement provides only that WPH 

Properties "shall use commercially reasonable efforts to cause the project to be substantially 

completed and ready for occupancy within 22 months following receipt of all Approvals and DOH 

Approvals and financing necessary for the Project." Exhibit 13, Development Agreement, Article 

III(D) ( emphasis supplied). HBL signed an estoppel certificate on August 1, 2017 attesting to WPH 

Properties' lender, in advance of the closing in the construction financing, that "Lessor is not in 

default under the Lease, and no state of facts exist which, with the passage of time or the giving of 

notice, or both, could constitute a default by Lessor under the Lease." Exhibit 37. Obviously, with 

the construction not starting after the construction financing had closed, it would not be completed 

the following month, but HBL never preserved any claim to allege a default on that basis. In any 

event, as noted above, HBL has acknowledged that WPH Properties delivered the building in 
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accordance with the requirements of the development agreement, defeating any claim that the 

building was not delivered on time or within budget ( even if that mattered to HBL ). 

(iii) Nothing in the development agreement or the lease obligates WPH Properties 
to obtain permanent financing. 

41. Nothing in the lease or development agreement obligates WPH Properties to obtain 

permanent financing. In any event, HBL cannot assert a claim for WPH Properties' failure to do 

so because, in the letter of intent, HBL waived "any claims by the Tenant that the Landlord is or 

ever was required to deliver a mortgage of any particular amount, terms, amortization or interest 

rate, for Medicaid rate setting or any other purpose" and "any claims related to the Cost 

Certification." Exhibit 17, Letter oflntent,, 8. 

(iv) HBL's default is the only reason WPH Properties does not have permanent 
financing. 

42. WPH Properties would have obtained permanent financing long before its 

construction loan was due if HBL had not defaulted. As the Court is aware, the construction lender 

has commenced and withdrawn a foreclosure action. The defaults alleged in the foreclosure 

complaint are that WPH Properties did not satisfy the construction loan when it was due and has 

not paid the interest at the default rate since then (although WPH Properties has continued to pay 

interest at the non-default rate). WPH Properties would have been able to satisfy the construction 

loan on a timely basis by refinancing, however, if HBL had not defaulted under the lease. No 

lender will lend to a landlord whose sole tenant is in default. The failure to obtain permanent 

financing is, therefore, the fault ofHBL, not WPH Properties. 

43. The costs incurred by WPH Properties as a result of its inability to obtain permanent 

financing have not been passed along to HBL yet, as the defendants allege. Exhibit 10, First 
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Amended Verified Answer, ,i 92. HBL pays a fixed rent, not dependent on WPH Properties' costs. 

But those costs are part ofWPH Properties' damages claim against HBL. 

(v) The defendants' claims based on the 2015 term sheet are completely baseless. 

44. Even if the 2015 term sheet was a binding agreement when it was signed, it no longer 

has any significance because the merger clause in the amended and restated lease, which was 

entered into in 2017, after the 2015 date of the term sheet, precludes reliance on prior agreements. 

Exhibit 12, Lease, § 20. 6. But the 2015 term sheet was never a binding agreement. It was intended, 

by its terms, only to "clarify the pertinent information shared at the meeting of 04/22/15," not to 

be binding agreement between the parties. A true and accurate copy of the 2015 term sheet is 

attached as exhibit 22. 

D. The defendants' fourth and sixth causes of action, for fraud have no basis in fact. 

45. The defendants' claims of alleged misrepresentations with respect to the cost of the 

building and its financing are both irrelevant and waived. HBL "acknowledge[ d] and agree[ d]" in 

the development agreement that "the actual total cost of the Project ("Project Cost") as of the date 

hereof [November 20, 2015] is approximately $60.0 million, is not possible to exactly ascertain as 

of the date of this Agreement due to circumstances beyond the control of all parties to this 

Agreement and is projected to be greater than the Approved Project Cost." Exhibit 13, 

Development Agreement, Article IV(A). In fact, HBL was responsible for all of the approvals 

required from the New York State Department of Health. Exhibit 13, Development Agreement, 

Article Il(C). HBL, not WPH Properties, was responsible to "file and diligently pursue with DOH 

all applications required to increase the Approved Project Cost such that it then equals the best 

estimate of the Project Cost." Exhibit 13, Development Agreement, Article IV(A). 
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46. But even ifHBL had a cognizable claim that the cost of the project somehow caused 

HBL to fail to comply with its regulatory obligations, that claim is defeated by the lease and the 

letter of intent. HBL's representations in the lease include the express representation that the 

facility complies with "insurance, reimbursement and cost reporting requirements" and 

"regulations or agreements for reimbursement." Exhibit 12, Lease, Schedule 18(k), (e). The letter 

of intent addresses this issue directly. It provides: 

Except as set forth herein above, the Tenant waives any and all claims against 
the Landlord it has or every may have had for the following: (1) any claims by the 
Tenant that the Landlord is or ever was required to deliver a mortgage of any 
particular amount, terms, amortization or interest rate, for Medicaid rate setting or 
any other purposes (2) any claims for Punchlist or uncompleted Work, except for 
the Remaining Punchlist and the Suspended Work defined herein above, and the 
Warranties and Guarantees set forth in the lease, (3) any claims related to the Cost 
Certification, except the Landlord shall complete the Final Cost Certification in the 
usual and ordinary course, upon the receipt of the Initial Payment, the Rent having 
been brought and remaining current, and all other obligations of the Tenant are paid 
as set forth herein above. 

Exhibit 17, Letter oflntent, ,r 8. 

47. WPH Properties financed and built the building. It paid all of the development costs. 

Exhibit 13, Development Agreement, Article III(E). HBL is a tenant. It had no right with respect 

to the landlord's financing and no obligations that were in any way dependent upon or related to 

the financing or cost of the building. And the defendants' claim that the rent was somehow fixed 

on the basis of debt service is belied by the lease. Unlike the 2015 lease, the amended and restated 

2017 lease provides for annual rent in a specified amount, not tied to the cost of the building, the 

cost of debt, equity or any other capital sources, or anything else. Exhibit 12, Lease,§ 3.2. 

E. The defendants' fifth cause of action must be dismissed because bad faith is not a 
cause of action. 

48. My attorneys advise me that, for the reasons set forth m the accompanying 
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memorandum of law, the defendants' fifth cause of action, for "bad faith," must be dismissed 

because there is no cause of action for "bad faith." In any event, as discussed above, there has been 

no bad faith on the part of WPH Properties or the third-party defendants. 

F. WPH Properties and the third-party defendants are entitled to judgment dismissing 
the counterclaims and third-party claims. 

49. For all of these reasons, and as more fully set forth in the accompanymg 

memorandum oflaw, the defendants' counterclaims and third-party claims have no merit and must 

be dismissed. The purpose for asserting those claims is obvious: to continue to prolong these 

proceedings so that HBL can continue to default under the lease and, ultimately, use the pressure 

asserted by WPH Properties' lender either to try to squeeze favorable concessions from WPH 

Properties, or to continue with its obvious master strategy to force WPH Properties into default 

with its current lender by way of its own defaults under the lease, rendering the property 

unfinanceable and unsaleable, and then purchase the property at a deep discount from a foreclosure 

proceeding rather than from WPH Properties at fair market value. The Court should not let either 

happen. 

50. WPH Properties satisfied its obligations to HBL. HBL has admitted that. HBL, in 

fact, has released WPH Properties from liability. HBL's counterclaims and third-party claims have 

no basis in fact and no merit as a matter oflaw. They should be dismissed. 

WPH Properties and Fensterman are entitled to judgment dismissing 
the claims asserted by Jozefovic in the New York County Action 

51. The six causes of action J ozefovic asserts in the New York County action have even 

less merit than the meritless counterclaims. 

52. The first and second causes of action in the New York County complaint allege that 
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Jozefovic's collateral assignment of his interest in Waterview Hills Acquisition I, LLC, is void 

because HBL provided the rent security required by the lease to WPH Properties. That is simply 

not true. 

53. Jozefovic's claim is that he satisfied his obligations under the pledge agreement by 

allegedly tendering documents to Howard Fensterman sufficient to give him control over the 

account in which the $1.6 million in additional security deposit was to be held prior to HBL's 

occupancy of the facility. Jozefovic's allegation is patently false, as set forth in the accompanying 

affidavit of Howard Fenstennan. It is also irrelevant. Whether or not Jozefovic tendered the 

appropriate documents, HBL never paid the security deposit, as it has admitted, as stated above 

and in the accompanying affirmation of Alfred E. Donnellan, Esq. 

54. WPH Properties and HBL entered into the lease before the building was built. They 

did so knowing that the pre-construction and construction activities were going to take several 

years. (In fact, as will be discussed below, HBL caused the delay in moving forward with the 

construction of the building.) HBL was reluctant to post the $1.6 million in security two years 

before taking occupancy. WPH Properties needed to know, however, that HBL had the funds to 

provide the security when the building was completed. So the parties agreed that HBL could hold 

the funds in its account until 60 days before the building was going to be finished, as long as the 

funds could not be moved from that account and remained available to be posted as security. That 

obligation (like HBL's other obligations under the lease) was secured by the pledge of the 

Waterview Membership Interest, which the pledge agreement allows WPH Properties to sell if 

Jozefovic defaults under the pledge agreement or HBL defaults under the lease. Both defaults have 

occurred. 
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55. Jozefovic's argument to avoid his obligations under the pledge agreement centers on 

his contention that he satisfied his obligations under the pledge agreement by tendering certain 

bank documents to Howard Fensterman. As will be explained more fully below, the documents 

Jozefovic tendered were insufficient for that purpose. That argument, however, is a sideshow, 

intended to divert the Court's attention from the substantial default under the lease - HBL's failure 

to post any security deposit - that J ozefovic does not dispute or even argue about. 

56. Even if HBL had put the $1.6 million in the account, that would not have terminated 

the pledge agreement. The pledge agreement terminated only when HBL deposited the $1.6 

million in WPH Properties rent security deposit account. That has never happened, as HBL has 

admitted. 

57. Jozefovic admits, in his affirmation in support of his motion to stop the sale of his 

Waterview Hills interest, a copy of which is attached as exhibit 23, that "[u]nder Paragraph 2, as 

soon as I deposited $1,600,000 into the rent security account, the Collateral Assignment 'shall 

automatically terminate and be void and of no further effect."' Exhibit 23, Jozefovic Affirmation, 

,r 29. That is an accurate citation of paragraph 2. Exhibit 16, Pledge Agreement, ,r 2. But then he 

states, in direct contradiction to that statement, that "[t]he Collateral Assignment required me to 

place $1.6 million into an account and provide Fensterman with signatory authority, after which 

the Collateral Assignment would automatically terminate." Exhibit 23, Jozefovic Affirmation, ,r 

38. That is a complete and blatant misreading of paragraph 2. As Jozefovic admitted in paragraph 

29 of his affirmation, the Pledge Agreement terminates only after the $1.6 million was deposited 

in WPH Properties' Rent Security Deposit Account. Exhibit 16, Pledge Agreement, Exhibit 23, 

Jozefovic affirmation, ,r 2. 
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58. HBL has been and continues to be in default of its obligation under the lease to post 

the $1.6 million in security. Because HBL has not posted that security, the pledge agreement 

remains in effect and the first two causes of action asserted in the New York County action must 

be dismissed. 

59. In fact, Jozefovic, breached the pledge agreement by subsequently pledging the 

Waterview Membership Interest to Metropolitan Commercial Bank ("MCB"). The pledge 

agreement prohibits Jozefovic from pledging his interest in Waterview Hills to anyone else. It also 

prohibits him from amending the Waterview operating agreement, which he did to authorize the 

membership certificates that he pledged to MCB. Exhibit 16, Pledge Agreement, ,r,r 3, 4. 

60. Notwithstanding these express prohibitions in the pledge agreement, Jozefovic, after 

signing the pledge agreement, amended the operating agreement and pledged the Waterview 

Membership Interest to MCB. Jozefovic's material breach of the pledge agreement should defeat 

his motion, not be used to support it. 

61. The third cause of action asserted in the New York County action must be dismissed 

for the same reason. Contrary to his claim, Jozefovic is a debtor. He guarantied HBL's obligations 

under the lease. HBL has defaulted on those obligations. That makes him liable for those debts 

and, consequently, a debtor. To the extent that he claims he is not a debtor because his obligations 

under the pledge agreement have been satisfied, he is wrong, for the reasons that have been stated. 

62. The fourth, fifth and sixth causes of action asserted in the New York County action 

are addressed in, and defeated by, the accompanying affidavit of Howard Fensterman. 

HBL's breach of its obligations under the lease and letter of intent caused 
WPH Properties to incur interest rate damages and lender charges 

63. HBL' s defaults have not only caused harm to WPH Properties standing on their own, 
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but they have had a cascading effect, causing WPH Properties to default under its construction 

loan agreement. WPH Properties has been unable to refinance the construction loan prior to its 

maturity because HBL's defaults made it impossible for WPH Properties to provide a new lender 

with an estoppel certificate certifying that the tenant was in compliance with the lease. As a result, 

WPH Properties became subject to increased interest rates and incurred default and late charges. 

64. On April 16, 2020, the construction lender issued a notice of default to WPH 

Properties. And on May 1, 2021, the construction lender commenced an action to foreclose the 

mortgage, entitled Security Benefit Life Insurance Company v. White Plains Healthcare Properties 

L LLC, et al (Supreme Court, Westchester County, Index. No. 55883/2021). Security Benefit later 

withdrew the foreclosure action without prejudice to renew upon expiration of the moratorium on 

commercial foreclosure proceedings in New York State enacted by the "Covid-19 Protect Our 

Small Businesses Act of 2021," as amended, which is currently set to expire on August 31, 2021. 

Thus, upon expiration of the statutory foreclosure prohibition on August 31, 2021, the facility and 

WPH Properties face the imminent likelihood that Security Benefit will reinstate the foreclosure 

action. 

65. The lease requires HBL to cooperate in WPH Properties' efforts to refinance the 

mortgage. Exhibit 12, Lease, §7.8. HBL has not done that. The failures of Jozefovic and HBL, 

which Jozefovic controls, to comply with their contractual obligations under the Pledge 

Agreement, the lease, the letter of intent and guarantees have therefore caused WPH Properties 

substantial prejudice and financial harm and placed its principal asset, the facility, at serious 

imminent risk of foreclosure. 

66. The mezzanine lender, Bradford Allen Funding Company LLC ("Bradford Allen") is 
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also entitled to late charges and extension fees under its loan documents, for the same reasons. 

WPH Properties is entitled to indemnification under the lease, Article IX for Security Benefit and 

Bradford Allen legal and professional fees, default interest, late charges and extension fees caused 

by HBL's default. 

Conclusion 

67. For all of these reasons, and for the reasons more fully set forth in the accompanying 

affirmation, affidavits and memorandum of law, I respectfully request that the Court grant 

summary judgment in favor of WPH Properties establishing the liability of HBL, Jozefovic and 

Neuman for the breach of the lease and the letter of intent, awarding a money judgment against 

HBL, Jozefovic and Neuman in the amount of $111,420,213.50 and dismissing the defendants' 

counterclaims and third-party claims. 

Sworn to before me this 
18th day of August 2021. 
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CERTIFICATION PURSUANT TO COMMERCIAL DIVISION RULE 17 

I, WILLIAM A. NICHOLSON, certify that this document contains 6912 words, exclusive 

of the caption page, table of contents and table of authorities and signature block, as counted by 

the word count of the word-processing system used to prepare this document. 

Dated: White Plains, New York 
August 18, 2021 

Isl William A. Nicholson 
William A. Nicholson 
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DEVELOPMENT AGRl~l~fYlENT 

,t,Q 
This Development Agreement (the "Agreeme11l'') dated as of November W, 1015 by and 

between HBL SNF, LLC n New York Limited Liability Company having an office at 537 Route 
22, Purdysi New York I OS78 (hereinafter referred to as the 11 0perator/Tcnantt') and WHITE 
PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC, a Massachusetts limited liability company with 
its principal place of business loco.1ed at Z Bourbon Street, Suite 200, Peabody, MA 01960 
( 0 WPJICP'') (hereinafter referred to as the 0 D~velQper11 ) {collectively the "Partlcs''); 

WHEREAS, the Operatortrenant has requested tho Developer to design and construct a 
160 Be<l Skilled Nursing Facility at L 16-120 Church Street, \.Vhite Plains 1 New York; and 

WHEREAS, the parties have simultaneously herewith entered into that certain operating 
lease by and between Developer as Landlord and Tenant/Operator, as Tenant dated as of the date 
hereof for a 160 bed ·skilled nursing facility at 116-120 Church Street, White Plains, New York 
(lhe ~Lease"); and , 

WHEREAS, the Developer desires lo design and construct said facility upon the 
conditions set forth herein; 

NOW; THEREFORE, in c.onsideration of one ($1.00) Dollar and other good aud valuable 
consideration1 the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged; the Opcratorrrenant and the 
Developer hereby mutually covenant and agree as follows: 

ARTICLE I 
DESCRIPTION OF THE DEVELOPMENT 

The Project to be developed, designed an<! consttucte<l shall consist of a skilled nursing 
home facility consisting of one hundred six.ty (160) beds (the "Project") at l t 6-120 Church 
Street, White Plains, New York (the "Church Street Location") boW1ded and described and 
more particularly set forth in Exhibit A annexed ht.-reto (tho "Land"). Dove)oper reserves the 
right to change the site, subject only to the prior approval of the DOH should it' become 
impracticable or commercially unfe.u;ible to construct the Projt.-ct on the Church Street Location. 

A. The Developer has caused The Archhccturnl Team, SO Commandantts Way, at 
Admirals Hill, Chelsea, MA 02150 (the 0 Architect'') to prepared outline drawings and 
specifications for the di.'Velopment of the Project (the "Outline Plans and Specifications 3rd 

Edltion 11) which satisfies the design standards of lhe New York State Department of Health 
("DO Ir'). The Operator/fenant has reviewed aml approved the Outline Plans and Specifications 
3rd Edition. The Developer has submitted the Outline Plans and Specifications 3n1 Edition to 
DOH for approval. 

B, The Parties acknowledge and agree the 111 and 211d Editions of the Outline Plans 
and SpeclticaHons have been provided by Developer, approved by Operator/Tenanti and 
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submitted to DOH as required. 'lbc parties acknowledge that all mwHclpat entitlements have 
been received for the Land, based upon the approved 2® Edition of the Outline Plans ancl 
Specifications, e.r.cept that a building pen.nit and trade pennits have yet to be applied for as of the 
date of this Agreement. The Operator:frenant acknowledges that Developer has received 
approvals of the Outline Plans and Specifications 2nd .Edition for 179 beds from all oth~r 
federal, state, municipal and other governmental authorities having jurisdiction thcre(lf 
(collectively, the 11Approvlna Authorltlet 11 ) and requcsLc; that Developer resubmit to U1e 
Approving AuthoritieEi the Outline Plans and Specifications 3i:1 Edition for 160 beds, 

C. After the Outline Pler1s and SpecifloaUons 3d Edition have been approved (the 
"Plans nnd Sptdtlutions"), no material amendments to the Plans and Specifications will be 
made without the prior written consent of Dcvelopel'. Operator/fenant and the Approving 
Authorities. The Developer will not be required to make proposed changes wbich do not comply 
with the provislons of this section. fo the event of disputes as to whether changes proposed by 
Operator/Tenant constitute impermissible deviations from the criteria d1.-scribed above, the matter 
wnl be submitted for determination to Developer1s Archlt(;}ct, whose decision will be final. 
Except ns provided in Article IV hereof, the Project shall be constructed in accordance with the 
Plans and Specifications. 

ARTICLEU 
PERMTTS AND APPROVALS 

A. The Operator/Tenant is the applicant under that certain Certificate of Need Project 
No. 092058B, entitled Westchester Health Care Properties, LLC, which was contingently 
approved by the DOH and The Public Health and Planning Council on Octobei: 11, 2012 (the 
~coN 11), to establish and construct a 160 bed skilled nursing care facility at Church Street 
Location (the "Contingent Approval"). 

B. Developer shall be responsible for using commercially reasonable efforts to 
obtaint based on the Outline Plans and Specification11 3rd Edition. all permits and .approvals 
without limitation, from all governmental and regulatory agencies other than the DOHt 
exercising jurisdiction over the development of the Project (coUectively the "Approvals);). 
Operatorrrenant shall cooperate and sign all necessary applications and other documents as may 
be required from the Op<..Tiltortrenant in order to obtain the Approvals. AU foes and costs 
incurred by the Developer in obtaining the Approvt1ls shall be included in the Project Cost (as 
hereinafter defined). 

c. 111e Operatorrrenant shall be solely responsible tor obtaining, at its soJe cost, all 
nero.-sary DOH approvals regarding the .Project, including the CON1 and any amendmeflts or 
modification.q thereto, (all such approvals collectively the '1DOH Approvalt'1) 1 provided that the 
Dcvelopt,-r shall cooperate with Operatorlrenant, and interface with DOH as necessary, with 
respect to obtaining the DOH approvals of the OutHne Plans and SpecHications 3rd Edition. 

ARTICLE III 
DEVELOPER AND TENANT/OPERA TOR RESPONSIBILITIES 
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A. The Operator/Tenant shall satisfy each and every requirement codained in the
Contingent Approval including without limitation:

(1) Payment of the DOH fees of at least $309,760,

(2) Submission and DOH approval of the Outline Plans and Specifications 3rd Edition,

(3) Evidence of Operator / Tenant's Working Capital Loan (hereinafter defined),

(4) Signed agreements for the so-called bed rights (requires payment of at least $345,000.
The payment for items III A. (1) and (4) shall be included in disbursements to be made to

Developer from the proceeds ofthe Waterville/Salem Financing (defined below).

B. The Operator/Tenant shall at its sole expense do all things necessary to assure and
confmn its ownership of the so-called bed rights necessary for the CON and the Project.

C Upon the satisfaction of all contingencies set forth in Article V1l (unless otherwise

agreed to by Developer, in writing), the requirements contained in the Contingent Approval and
in Section 3(c), the Developer shall promptly initiate development of the Project in accordance

with the Plans and Specifications. The quality of the materials and workmanship on the Project

shall meet or exceed all applicable govemmental and building industry standards, including all

DOH stsmdards for occupancy.

D. Developer shall use commercially reasonable efforts to cause the Project to be

substantially cornpleted and ready for occupancy within 22 months following the receipt of all

Approvals and DOH Approvals and financing necessary for the Project Developer shall be

responsible to start and finish the Project within the guidelines and the dates set forth by DOH in

the final approval letter, as may be adjusted in accordance with DOH regulations,

E, Except for the DOH Approvals, the Developer shall be responsible for all for all

development costs including, but not limited to, obtaining the site plan appmval, sewer and water

hookups and approvals, Department of Transportation, Land Acqui#ion, DW!%n, Cleanup,
"Land Carry"

(Real estate taxes and insurances prior to C of O), Zoning, Legal, Estimating and

Construction Management Fees, Architects, Engineers, Designers and other engineering

professionals, Testing, Borings, Hazmat Surveys, Site Surveys, Industdal Hygienists,

Reproductions, Signage, printing, fences, Building Permits, and Construction Costs.

F. The Developer will maintain at its onsite office, the outline Plans and

Specifications, any amendments thereto and any other drawings relating to the development and

make the same available to Operator/Tenant for inspection and will furnish them copics thereof,
if requested. Upon written request, the Developer will provide Operator/Tenant with copies of

all certificates and requisitions (together with appropriate backup documentation) of Developer

and of its architects, engineers and subcontractors pertaining to the Project and will also provide

Operator/Tenant with copies of all certificates and requisitions of Developer delivered to the

cen::truction lender.

0. The Developer shall (1) enter into a construction contract (the "Construction

Contract") acceptable to the Construction Leader with Congress Building Corp. ("Congress") or
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an entity controlled by Congress, located at 2 Bourbon Street; Peabody, MA 01.960 and (2) 
require that Congress. will provide 100% .Perfonnance & Payment bondti from a Surety on the 
aceredited list of the U. S Treasury, (which list is published annually by the Federal Register), to 
guarantee the undertakings, covenants, tmns, conditions and agreements of the Construction 
C-Ontract, and such bond will include the Developer and the Construction Lender (if required by 
lender) as obligees. Developer shall provide such guarantees of completion as may be required 
by the Construction Lender. 

H. The Project will be a 11tumkey jobtt as said term ls commonly used in the 
conslruction trade except that Operatorffonant shall purchase or lease ils own minor movable 
cquipment1 expendables, computers, business equipment, mainttnance tools and supplies. 
Operatortrenant shall purchase the FF&E from Developer for $1 1500,000.00, the payment for 
which shnl1 be disbursed to Developer from the Waterville/Salem :Financing, 

I. E:itcopl as provided in tho Lease, on the Substantial Completion Date the 
Tenant/Operator shall (i) he deemed to hnve tak(..'tl occupancy and accepted possession of the 
Project, (ii) have agreed that the Proje¢t has been completed in accordance with the Plans and 
Specifi.cations1 and (iii) have agreed that the Developer h;:ui fulfilled all of il:i responsibilities 
hereunder to the satisfaction of Tenant/Operator. 

J, Operator/rcnant !Tenant sh.all grant to Developer a perfected security interest in 
all assets of Operatot/Tenant including the CON, and an executed lease for the Project, 
personally guaranteed by the principals of the Operator/fenant. Tho le~ security and 
underlying security agreement shall provide that in the event that the Operator/Tenant defaults, 
Diweloper rnay assume control of the CON and/or any Jiccnscs o~mxl or controlled by 
Operatorrrenant (".Licenses''), and or other collateral. and is authorized to proceed with the 
.Project as it deems necessary using the CON and/or Licenses, and/or the other collateral 
provided. 

K. An affiliate of Operator Tenant, owned and controlled by Lizer Jozefovic, is in 
the process of refinancing a nui:sing facility located in Westchester County, N.Y. referred to 
herein as «Waterville/Salem". Opc:ratorTenant and Lizer Jozefovic shall cause Waterville/Salem 
to deliver the proceeds of the refinancing of Waterville/Salem (tho "Waterville/Salem Flnandng'1) 

in the amount of at least $3~900,000 to Openllor/Tenant nnd Developer. 

L. If the Wor]cjng Capital Loan (defined be]ow) is not already committed by either 
the Meua.nine Lender or the Construction Lender as a separate loan. at least six months prior to 
the proposed Substantial C-Ompletion Datl!; the Operatortrenant shall make diligent, truthful and 
proper applications to Institutiona1 Lenders as suoh term is defined in Article 12-D of the NYS 
Banking Le.wt for working capital financing for the operation of the project in the amount of not 
lc.ss than reasonably required by Developer and the Construction Lender ("Workhlg Capital 
Loan") and to furnish~ without delay, such verifications of bank accounts and cmpJoymen~i or 
any other instn1ments or infonnation M may be required by the Institutional Lenders in the 
processing of the Operator/Tenant1s applications. The Working Capital Loan shall he secured by 
a lien against Operator(fenant's accounts receivable and other assets, For the avoidance of 

~~~~~~;-;~;;;;-**~A- -·+-e&·?',1t'..::--:~~~ ...... ~~;.:,;...;;.;;;;_.~~.:-:..~~t-t~'9 
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doubt, the Working Capital Loan shall be in addition to, and not in lieu of, the working
capital/ialtial operating deficit/rent payment reserves which shall be required by the Construction
Lender.

M, Operator/Tenant shall inform the InstNtional Lenders that the Construction
Lender and holder of the P=ent Financing has or will have a first lien against all assets of

Operator/Tenant (to tho extent permitted by applicable law) and that an intercreditor agreement

shall be required of the Institutional Lender.

N. Operator/Tenant reprcaents and warmnts that its principals understand and agree

that a personal guaranty of the Lease shall be required from them.

ARTICLE IV

TOTAL DEVELOPMENT COST

CHANGES IN DE S I GN Ok DEVELOPMENT COST

A. As of the date hereof, the total project cost approved by DOH is (the
"Approved Project Cost"). The Parties acknowledge and agree that the actual total cost of the
Project ("Project Cost") as of the date hereof is approximately $60.0 million, is not possible to

exactly ascertain as of the date of this Agreement due to circumstances beyond the control of all

parties to this Agreement, and is projected to be greater than the Appmved Project Cost. From

time to time, the Developer will advise the Tenant/Operator of Developer's then best crdmate of
the Project Cost, The Tenant/Operator shall file and diligently pursue with DOH all applications
required to increase the Approved Project Cost such that it equals the then best estimate of the
Project Costs. The Developer shall provide to the Operator/Tenant prompt notice of, and

aubstantiation for any increases in Project Cost, at the earliest possible date (and if practicable

within 90 days of such increase), for submission to DOH pmaat to the applicable Sections of

DOH regulations.

B. The Operator/Tenant may desire changes in the Plans and Specifications for the
Project consisting of additions, deletions or other revisions for the Project ("Contract

Changes"). All requests for Contract Changes for the Project shall be authorized by a change

order submitted on standard change order form prepared by Developer (the "Change Order"),
Subject to paragraph C. below, any Change Order, requested by Operator/Tenant, shall not be

effective, nor shall the Developer be required to proceed with any such Change Order, until the

Operator/Tenant obtains the approval of the DOH for an increase in Project Cost resulting from

such Change. Developer shall cooperate with the Operator /Tenant to obtain any such DOH

approval s.

C. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary, if Operator/Tenant requests that

Developer proceed with a Contract Change based on a Change Order that has not been approved

by DOH, any increase in the Project Cost resulting from such Change Order requested by
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OpcrntorfTenant ("Operatortrenant Required Cosn will be the responsibility of 
Operatorft"11e.nt At the sole option of Developer, any Operatorrrcna.nt Required Cost will be 
either (i) paid in full by Opcratortrt.imnt to Developer within 30 days of invoice to 
()peratorn'enant, or (il) added to the Fixed Rent (as defined in the Lease) pursuant to Section 
'.:l .2(IV) thereof. 

ARTICLEV 
AUTDORIZED REPRESENTATIVES 

A. Operatorffenant's Represen\;Dtive. Opetator/Tenant shall designate an individual 
to represent it on all matters regarding the Project (the noperator/Tenant's Representatlve11), 

Opcrator/Tt.-nant'li R1;.,-presentative sball be reasonably available at an times during which 
development activities are taking place, The Opemtorrrenant1s Representative shall have the 
authority, on behalf of Operatorrrenant, to approve changes in the scope of this Agreement and 
the Project, render decisions with respect to the Proj&:lt and approve all Contract Changes and 
Change Orders, as provided hereinabove. Any changes ln lhis Agreement and ContraQt Changes 
or Oiange Orders authorized by the Operatortrenut's Rcpr<..'SCOt'1tive shall be binding upon 
Operator/fcnant. Oporatortrenant hereby designates Lizer Jozefovic as its Operator/I'enant1s 
Representative, a.nd he wm remain as 1>uch until Opcratorfrenant gives Developer forty-eight 
(48) hours prior written noUce that a change in its Developer's Representative. 

B, D~vt;lloger's Rspr~sentative. Developer hereby designates WiJJirun Nicholson as 
its representative on all matters regarding the development of the Project, and he sha11 remain as 
such until Developer gives Operator/l'enant forty-eight (48) hours prior written notice of a 
change in its Developer's representative. 

ARTICLE VI 
DEVELOPER FINANCING 

Developer Financing. The Developer, ut its sole cost and expense, shall use 
commercially reasonable efforts (including providing a sufficient balance sheet and such personal 
financials as reasonably required by the Construction Lender), and .shall be responsible for 
procuring all development financing for the Project (the "Construction Loan 11). The 
Opcratorf!enant shall be responsfble for and hereby o.,venants to cooperate with the D<..-veloper 
in the prompt preparation and dclivt.'TY of any ancl all financial projections, business plan.,;, market 
8tudies, discharge capture plan..:;, and any other such infonnation1 datai or projections concerning 
the operations; personal tinandal statements of the Operator/Tenant and its principals, as the 
Lender or Developer may request ftom time to time. The Operator/Tenant further covenant~ and 
agrees to tile and or apply at the request of the Developer and/or its designated Health Care 
Consultant or attorney any Mil all upptications1 modificatioru; or other requests for a change in 
the approval or its terms (as defined herein) or an im,'l'oose in the Approved Project Cost. 

ll5!W7,(v9/170$7·6 
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A. The Developer shall have obtainad all Approvals for the development of the
Project based upon the Outline Plans and Specifications, 3d Edition, 160 Beds, The Parties
acknowledge that all necessary land use approvals for the development of the Project have been

previously obtained based upon the approved Out)lne Plans and Specifications,
2d

Edition, 179
Beds. The Operator/Tenant agrees to assist and fully cooperate with Developer in connection
with obtaining the Approvals.

B. The Developer shall have obtained a Construction Loan or other &=+g
acneptab!c to the Developer and the DOH which upon completion shall convert to permanent

mortgage financing (the "Permanent Financing) in an amount which is at least 75% of the

Project Cost.

C. The Operator/Tenant shall have obtained all DOH Approvals.

With regard to each of the foregoing contingencies (the "Contingencles") each Party
agrees to exert, vigorously and expeditiously, all necessary efforts on its behalf to initiate or

assist in the satisfäcticñ of each of the Contingencies. Each Party agrees to do nothing that
would be detrimental to the satisfaction of the Contingencies.

ARTICLE VIII

SUBSTANTIAL COMPLETION DATE

The "Substantial Completion Date" shall mean the date which is the later oE (i) the date
specified in the AIA Form G704, duly executed and certified by the Architect, that the Project
was substantially cc-gkivd and in substantial ce=pliance with the Plans and Specifications for

the Project, (ii) the date Developer delivers a Temporary Cottificate of Occupancy (the "TCO")
for the Project, and (iii) the date the DOH approves the Project as constructed (but not

necessarily 0te Operator/Tenant's operations) to accept patients, provided, however, if the
Developer is unable to obtain the TCO or Pennanent CO because of the actions or inactions of

the Operator/renant, its employees or agents including, but not limited to, a delay in obtaining
the necessary DOH approvals then delivery of the TCO shall not be a condition under this clause

(i); Developer will give Operator/Tenant thirty (30)
days' notice of the date Developer expects to

be the Substantial Conrpletion Date.

ARTICLE IX

HOLD HARMLESS

A. Developer agrees to indamnify and hold harmless Operatortrenant, and its

managers, officers and employees fi·om and against any and all olaims, including reasonable legal

fees, liabi!!ty costs and expenses to the extent arising out of Developer's breach of this

Agreement or in connection with, the work undertaken in the Ptoject by the Developer.
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B. Operator/Tenant agrees to indemnify and hold harmless Developer and its

managers, officers and employees from and against any and all claims, includig reasonable legal

fees, liabüity costs and expenses, to the extent arising out of Operator/Tenant's breach of this

Agreement or the negligence or willful acts of the Operator/Tenant or any of its employees or
agents.

ARTICLE XI

PUNCH LIST PREPARATION

On or prior to the Substantial Complation Date, the Operator/Tenant, the Developer and

the Architect, whose decision will be final with respect to all construction matters, shall jointly
prepare a list of the items for the Project that remain to be completed or correct¾ assign a dollar

value for the cost to complete the work and estimate a reasonable time for its compiction or

correction (collectively the "Punch List"), The Dsdops shall cause the Construction Lender to
withhold 125% of such value. Upon approval of the Architect, and Constmotion Leader, as any
items are compicied on the Punch List, those monies withhold by the Construction Lender on

acwüñt of such uncompleted Punch List items shall be released to Developor.

ARTICLE XH
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES OF OPERATOR/TENANT

Operator/Tenant represents and warrants to Developer that:

A. It is a New York limited liability company and in good standing under the laws of

New York State.

B. It has obtained all necessary cemets to enter into this Agreemcat and perform its

obligations hereunder.

C. This Agreement will not violate the terms of any other agreement by which the

Operator/Tenant may be bound.

ARTICLE XIII

REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES
OF DEVELOPER

Developer represents and warrants to Operator/Tenant that:

A, It is a Massachusetts limited liability company and in good standing under the

laws of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

B. It has obtained all necessary Limited Liability Comp=y consene to enter into this
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Agreement and perform its obligations hereunder.

C. It has obtaired all necessary limited liability company authorizations to enter into

this Agreement,

ARTICLE XIV

PAYMENTS BY DEVELOPER

Developer shall pay in a commercially reasonable manner all labor, matedals and all
liabilities incurred in the performance of its obligations under this Agreement.

ARTICLE XV
WARRANTY

All Warranties shall be provided and enforceable solely in the Lease.

ARTICLE XVI
MISCELLANEOUS

A, Applicable Law. This Agreement has been entered into, and shall be govemed by,
the laws of the State of New York.

B. Bindin¤ Effect, This Agreement shall be binding upon and shall inute to the
benefit of the parties hereto and their respective heirs or successors and pennitted assigns. This
Agreement is assignable by Devoloper to any joint venture, par hip or limited liability

company in which William Nicholson, or an entity controlled, directly or indirectly by him, is a
principal thereof, and to any lender or lenders of Developer. Upon such assignment and
assumption by the assignee of all obligaticñs of Developer under this Agreement, the existing
Developer shall be relieved of all obligations hereunder,

C, Survival of Reprçsentations and Warranties. All representations and warranties in

this Agreement shall survive the Substantial Compiction Date.

D. Further Action, The Parties agree to execute and deliver all documents, provide

all information atui take, or refrain from taking, all such actions as may be necessary or

appropriate to achieve the purposes of this Agreement.

E Notices and Addresses, Wherever provision is made in this Agreement for the

giving, service or delivery of any notice, statement or other instmment, such notice shall be

deemed to have been given, served and delivered if delivered by recognized natione! ovemight

carrier, or mailed by United States registered or certified mail, addressed to the party entitled to

receive the same at his address set forth below, or sent by fax (with a copy sent by first class

mail). Each party hereto may change his mailing address by giving to each other party hereto,
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written notice of such n(MI address in the manner provided above. Except wherever speojfied in 
this Agreement, any notice shall he deemed to have been served and delivered on the date on 
which such notice is faxed (provided n. copy ii:i sent by first class mail), hand delivered, or two (2) 
days following the date it is muile.d. 

If to Developer: 
While Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC 
c/oThe Congres.-i Companies 
2 Bourbon Stroctj Suite 200 
Peabody, Ma 01960 
Attn: Wi1liam Nicholson 

With a copy to; 
Postemak Blankstein & Lund LLP 
Prudential Tower 
800 Boylston Stroot 
Boston, MA 02199 
Attn: Gerald J. Billow, Esq. 

And 

Abrams Fenstennnn 
l 111 Marcus A venue 
Lake Suooess, New York 11042 
Attn: Howard Fenstennan, Esq. 
Attn: Grog Stoller, Esq, 

If u, Operator!Tennnt: 
HBL SNFtLLC 
5 3 7 Routes 22 
Purdysi New York 1057S 
Attn: Lir..er Jozefovio 

With a copy to: 
Michelman & Robinson 
800 Third Avenue 
New York, New York 
Attn: Mark Zafrin1 Esq. 

(SIGNATURES APPEAR ON THE FOLLOWING PAGE) 

j;'-~~.'le:l:>,!t~,~~.""'+·(Z:"'..>!J,',ic-<1t.ili~"··<"''i'l!F~.8!t!.!!,~~,:;;~~,a,~e;~"'?!'Zl 
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Sig,uiture Pago for Development Agreement 

1N WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have bQr~nto caused this Agreement to be 
executed tho day and year 1irat above written. 

Ol>ERA TOR/fENANT: 
HBLS 'F, LLC 
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GUARANTY OF LEASE 

THIS GUARANTY OF LEASE (this "Guaranty"} is made as of November 19, 2015, 
by Lizer Jozofovic ("Guarantor"), to WHITE PLAINS HEAL TH CARE PROPERTIES I, 
LLC, a Massachusetts limited liability company ('"Landlord"). 

RECITALS 

A. Landlord has been requested by HBL SNF, LLC a New York Limited Liability 
Company ("Tenant'') to enter into an Amended and Restated Lease and Security Agreement 
dated as of November 19, 2015 (the ''Lease"), whereby Landlord would lease to Tenant, and 
Tenant would lease from Landlord. certain premises located in White Plains, New York, as more 
particularly described in the Lease (the "Premises"). 

B. Tenant is owned by Guarantor, and Guarantor will derive substantial economic 
benefit from the execution and delivery of the Lease. 

C. Guarantor acknowledges that Landlord would not enter into the Lease unless this 
Guaranty accompanied the execution and delivery of the Lease. 

D. Guarantor hereby acknowledges receipt of a copy of the Lease. 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the execution and delivery of the Lease and 
of other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby 
aclmowledged, Guarantor covenants and agrees as follows: 

1. DEFINITIONS. Defined terms used in this Guaranty and not otherwise defined 
herein have the meanings assigned to them in the Lease. 

2. COVENANTS OF GUARANTOR. 

2.1 Guarantor absolutely, unconditionally and irrevocably guarantees, as a 
primary obligor and not merely as a surety: (i) the full and prompt payment of all Minimum Rent 
and Additional Rent and all other rent, sums and charges of every type and nature payable by 
Tenant under the Lease, whether due by acceleration or otherwise, including costs and expenses 
of collection {collectively, th.e "Monetary Obligations"), and (ii) the full, timely and complete 
performance of all covenants, tenns, conditions, obligations, indemnities and agreements to be 
performed by Tenant under the Lease, including any indemnities or other obligations of Tenant 
that survive the expiration or earlier termination of the Lease (all of the obligations described in 
clauses (i) and (ii), are collectively referred to herein as the "Obligations''). 

2.2 Guarantor agrees with Landlord that (i) any action, suit or proceeding of 
any kind or nature whatsoever (an "Action") commenced by Landlord against Tenant, Gua1·antor 
or any Other Guarantor of the Lease ("Other Guarantor") to enforce the Obligations shall not 
prejudice in any way Lan.dlord's rights to enforce the Obligations in any subsequent Action 
against Tenant, Guarantor or any Other Guarantor, (ii) Landlord may, at its option, join 
Guarantor in any Action against Tenant or any Other Guarantor or seek recover against 
Guarantor without Landlord first ass'erting, prosecuting, or exhausting any remedy or claim 
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against Tenant or any Other Guarantor and (iii) Guarantor will be conclusively bound by a 
judgment entered in any Action in favor of Landlord against Tenant whether or not Guarantor is 
entered as a party or participates in such Action. 

2.3 If Landlord proposes to grant a mortgage on, or refinance any mortgage 
encumbering the Premises or any portion thereof, Guarantor shall cooperate in the process, and 
shall permit Landlord and the proposed mortgagee to meet with Guarantor or, if applicable, 
officers of Guarantor and to discuss Guarantor's business and finances. On request of Landlord, 
Guarantor agrees to provide any such prospective mortgagee the infonnation to which Landlord 
is entitled hereunder, provided that if any such information is not publicly available, such 
nonpublic information shall be made available on a confidential basis. Guarantor agrees to 
execute, acknowledge and deliver documents requested by the prospective mortgagee (such as a 
consent to the financing, without encumbering Guarantor's or Tenant's assets, a consent to a 
colJateral assignment of the Lease and of this Guaranty, estoppeJ certificate, and a subordination, 
non-disturbance and attomment agreement), customary for tenants and their guarantors to sign in 
connection with mortgage loans to landlords, so long as such documents are in form then 
customary among institutional lenders (provided the same do not materially and adversely 
change Tenant's rights or obligations under the Lease or materially and adversely change 
Guarantor's rights and obligations under this Guaranty). 

3. GUARANTOR'S OBLIGATIONS UNCONDITIONAL. 

3.1 This Guaranty is an absolute and unconditional guaranty of payment and 
of performance, and not of collection, and shall be enforceable against Guarantor without the 
necessity of the commencement by Landlord of any Action against Tenant, and without the 
necessity of any notice of nonpayment, nonperfonnance or nonobservance, or any notice of 
acceptance of this Guaranty, or of any other notice or demand to which Guarantor might 
otherwise be entitled, all of which Guarantor hereby expressly waives in advance. The 
obligations of Guarantor hereunder are independent of, and may exceed, the obligations of 
Tenant. 

3.2 This Guaranty shall apply notwithstanding any extension or renewal of the 
Lease, or any holdover following the expiration or termination of the Lease Term or any renewal 
or extension of the Lease Term. 

3.3 This Guaranty is a continuing guarantee and will remain in full force and 
effect notwithstanding, and the liability of Guarantor hereunder shall be absolute and 
unconditional irrespective of any or all of the following: (i) any renewals, extensions, 
modifications, alteratfons or amendments of the Lease (regardless of whether Guarantor 
consented to or had notice of same); (ii) any releases or discharges of Tenant or any Other 
Guarantor other than the full release and complete discharge of all of the Obligations; 
(iii) Landlord's failure or delay to assert any claim or demand or to enforce any of its rights 
against Tenant or any Other Guarantor ; (iv) any extension of time that may be granted by 
Land)ord to Tenant or any Other Guarantor; (v) any assignment or transfer of all of any part of 
Tenant's interest under the Lease (whether by Tenant, by operation of law, or otherwise); 
(vi) any subletting, concession, franchising, licensing or permitting of the Premises or any 
portion thereof; (vii) any changed or different use of the Premises (or any portion thereof); 
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(viii) any other dealings or matters occurring between Landlord and ·Tenant or any Other 
Guarantor; (ix) the taking by Landlord of any additional guarantees, or the receipt by Landlord of 
any collateral, from Tenant, any Other Guarantor or any. other persons or entities; (x) the release 
by Landlord of any Other Guarantor; (xi) Landlord's rele~se of-any security provided under the 
Lease or any other guaranty; (xii) Landlord's failure to perfect any landlonPs lien or other Jien or 
security interest available under appiicable L~gal Requi_rements; (xiii) any assumption by any 
person of any or all of Tenant's ob1ig~tions under the Lease or any Other Guarant9r's obligations 
under any other guaranty, or Tenant's assignment of any or at! of its rights and interests under 
tlie Lease, (xiv) the power or authority or lack thereof of Tena.nt to execute, acknowledge or 
cteliver the Lease; (xv) the existence, non~xis~nce or lapse at any time of Tenant as a legal 
entity or the existence, non•existence or tennination of any corporate, ownership, busine·ss or 
other relationship between Tenant and Guarantor; (x:vi) any sale or assignment by Landlord of 
any or alJ of this Guaranty, any other guaranty and the Lease (including any direct or collateral 
.~signment by Landlord to any mortgagee); (Kvii) the solvency or Jack of solvency of Tenant or 
any Other Guarantor at any time .or from time to time; or (xviii) any other cause, whether similar 
or dissimilar to any of the foreg~ing, that might constitute a legal or equitable discharge of 
Guarantor (whether or not Guarantor shall have knowledge or notice thereof) other than payment 
and perfonnance in full of the Obligations; (x_ix) the release or discharge of Tenant in any state 
or federal creditors' proceedings. receivership, bankruptcy or other proceeding; (xx) the 
impainnent, limitation or modification of the liability of Tenant or the est.at~ of Tenant in 
bankruptcy. or of any remedy for the enforcement of Tenant's liability under the Lease, resulting 
frc;>m the operation of any present or future provision of the United States Bankruptcy Code (11 
U .S.C. § 1 O 1 et seq .•. as amended), or from other statute, or from tjle order of any court; (~) the 
rejection, disaffirmance or other tennination of the Lease in any suc.h proceeding; (xxii) the 
assertion or the failure to assert by. Landlord against Tenant, of any of the ·rights or remedies 
reserved to Landlord pursuant to the provisions of the Lease; or (xxiii) if e.t any time the payment 
of any amou.nt due un~er the Lease or this Guar~nty is rescinded or must otherwise be returned 
by Landlord for any reason, in such event, Guarantor shall pay to Landlord an amount equal to 
any such ~yment that has been rescinded or returned. This Guaranty shall continue to be 
effective if at any time the payment of any amount due under the Lease or this Guaranty is 
rescinded or must otherwise be returned by Landlord for any reason Without in any way limiting 
the generality of the foregoing, Guarantor specifically agree·s that (A) if Tenant's obligations 
under the Lease are modified or amended with the express· w1itten consent of Landlord, this 
Guaranty shall extend to such obligations as so amended or modified without notice to, 
consideration to, or the consent of, Guarantor, and (B) this Guaranty shall be applicable to any 
obligations of Tenant arising in connection with a tennination of the Lease, whether voluntary or 
otherwise. Guarantor hereby consents, prospectively, to Landlord's tafcing or entering into any 
or a1l of the foregoing actions or omissions. For purposes of this Guaranty and the obligations 
and liabilities of Guarantor hereunder, "Tenant" shall be deemed to include any and all 
concessionaires, licensees, franchisees, department operators, assignees, subtenants, permittees 
or others directly or indirectly operating or conducting a business in or from the Premises or any 
portion thereof, as fu]ly as if any of the same were the named Tenant under the Lease. 

3.4 Notwithstanding anything to the contrary hereunder, Guarantor shall be 
released and discharged from alJ liability with respect to any obligations. of Tenant under the 
Lease arising or accruing after the Commencement Date (the "Guaranty Termination Date"); 
provided that 60 days prior to the Commencement Date Tenant has delivered to Landlord (i) (a) 
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an unconditional Letter of Credit, in accordance with the Section 7.1 (a)(ii) of the Lease in the 
amount of $3,700,000, or (b) $3,700,000 in cash to secure the full and timely payment and 
performance of Tenant's obligations under the Lease, (ii) an agreement by Capital Funding 
Group, which cannot be amended except by an agreement in writing signed by Landlord, Tenant 
and Capital Funding Group. in the form attached as Exhibit 7. l (a) of the Lease or otherwise 
approved by Landlord and Landlord's lenders in their reasonable discretion, wherein and 
whereby Capital Funding Group agrees to allow Tenant to draw down on its Credit Line each 
month so as lo enable Capital Funding Group to pay directly to Landlord the sum of $506,096.50 
per month commencing the Commencement Date and on each day Fixed Rent is due under the 
Lease for the following 11 months, and (iii) and released to Landlord all funds in the controlled 
account number in JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. in the amount not less than 
$1,600,000 to be held as an additional Security Deposit by Landlord. After the Guaranty 
Tennination Date. Guarantor shall continue to remain personally liable pursuant to the tenns of 
this Guaranty for (i) all obligations of Tenant under the Lease which arose or accrued on or prior 
to the Guaranty Termination Date and (ii) any liability of Tenant arising out of a breach of any 
warranty or representation of Tenant under Lease, and all documents executed by Tenant in 
connection therewith, (iii) and any liability of Guarantor arising out of a breach of any warranty 
of representation hereunder. 

4. WAIVERS OF GUARANTOR. 

4.1 Without limitation of the foregoing. Guarantor waives (i) notice of 
acceptance of this Guaranty, protest, demand and dishonor, presentment, and demands of any 
kind now or hereafter provided for by any statute or rule of law. (ii) notice of any actions taken 
by Landlord or Tenant under the Lease or any other agreement or instrument relating thereto, 
(iii) notice of any and all defaults by Tenant in the payment of Minimum Rent and Additional 
Rent or other rent, charges or amounts. or of any other defaults by Tenant under the Lease, 
(iv) all other notices, demands and protests, and all other formalities of every kind in connection 
with the enforcement of the Obligations, omission of or delay in which, but for the provisions of 
this Section 4, might constitute grounds for relieving Guarantor of its obligations hereunder, 
(v) any requirement that Landlord protect, secure, perfect, insure or proceed against any security 
interest or lien, or any property subject thereto, or exhaust any right or take any action against 
Tenant, any Other Guarantor or any other person or entity (including any additional guarantor or 
Guarantor) or against any collateral, and (vi) the benefit of any statute of limitations affecting 
Guarantor's liability under this Guaranty. 

4.2 GUARANTOR HEREBY WAfVES TRIAL BY JURY IN ANY 
ACTION, PROCEEDING OR COUNTERCLAIM BROUGHT BY ANY PERSON OR 
ENTlTY WITH RESPECT TO ANY MATTER WMATSOEVER ARISING OUT OF OR fN 
ANY WA y CONNECTED WITH: Tms GUARANTY; THE LEASE; ANY LIABILITY OR 
OBLIGATION OF TENANT IN ANY MANNER RELATED TO THE PREMISES OR ANY 
PORTION THEREOF; ANY CLAIM OF INJURY OR DAMAGE IN ANY WAY RELATED 
TO THE LEASE AND/OR THE PREMISES (OR ANY PORTION THEREOF); ANY ACT OR 
OMISSION OF TENANT, ITS AGENTS, EMPLOYEES. CONTRACTORS, SUPPLIERS, 
SERVANTS, CUSTOMERS, CONCESSIONAIRES, FRANCHISEES, PERMITTEES OR 
LICENSEES; OR ANY ASPECT OF THE USE OR OCCUPANCY OF, OR THE CONDUCT 
OF BUSINESS IN, ON OR FROM THE PREMISES (OR ANY PORTION THEREOF). 
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GUARANTOR SHALL NOT INTERPOSE ANY COUNTERCLAIM OR COUNTERCLAIMS 
OR CLAIMS FOR SET-OFF, RECOUPMENT OR DEDUCTION OF RENT 1N ANY ACTION 
BROUGHT BY LANDLORD AGAINST GUARANTOR UNDER TH1S GUARANTY. 
GUARANTOR SHALL NOT BE ENTITLED TO MAKE, AND HEREBY WAIVES, ANY 
AND ALL DEFENSES AGAINST ANY CLAJM ASSERTED BY LANDLORD OR IN ANY 
SUJT OR ACTION INSTITUTED BY LANDLORD TO ENFORCE THIS GUARANTY OR 
THE LEASE. IN ADDITION, GUARANTOR HEREBY WAIVES, BOTH WITH RESPECT 
TO TIIE LEASE AND WITT-I RESPECT TO THIS GUARANTY, ANY AND ALL RIGHTS 
WHICH ARE WAIVED BY TENANT UNDER THE LEASE, IN THE SAME MANNER AS 
IF ALL SUCH WAIVERS WERE FULLY RESTATED HEREIN. THE LIABILITY OF 
GUARANTOR UNDER TIIlS GUARANTY IS PRIMARY AND UNCONDITIONAL. 

4.3 Guarantor expressly waives any and all rights to defenses arising by 
reason of (i) any "one-action" or "anti-deficiency" law or any other law that may prevent 
LandJord from bringing any action, including a claim for deficiency, against Guarantor before or 
after Landlord's commencement or completion of any action against Tenant or any Other 
Guarantor; (ii) ANY ELECTION OF REMEDIES BY LANDLORD (INCLUDING ANY 
TERMINATION OF THE LEASE) THAT DESTROYS OR OTHERWISE ADVERSELY 
AFFECTS GUARANTOR'S SUBROGATION RIGHTS OR GUARANTOR'S RIGHTS TO 
PROCEED AGAINST TENANT FOR REIMBURSEMENT; (iii) any disability, insolvency, 
bankruptcy, Jack of authority or power, death, insanity, minority, dissolution, i:>r otherdefense of 
Tenant, of any other guarantor (or any other Guarantor), or of any other person or entity, or by 
reasq!) of the cessation of Tenant's liability from any ca~e whatsoever, other than full and fina.1 
payment in legal tender and perfonnance of the Obligations; (iv) any right to ·claim discharge of 
any pr ~IJ of the Obligations on the basis of unjustified impairment of any collateral for the 
Obligations; (v) any change in the relationship between Guarantor and Tenant or any Other 
Guarantor or any tennination of such relitionship; (vi) any irregularityJ defect or unau~orized 
action by any or all of Landlord, Tenant, any Other GuaranLor or surety, or any of their 
re~pective officers, directors or other agents in executing and delive1ring any instrument or 
agreements relating to the Obligations .or in carrying out or a_ttempting to can·y out the terms of 
any such agreements; (vii) any assjgnment, endorsement or transfer, in who'le or in part, of the 
Obligations, whether made with or without notice to or consent of Guarantor; (viii) if the 
recovery from Tenant or any other Person (including any Other Guarantor) becomes barred by 
any statute of limitations or is otherwise prevented; (ix) the benefits of any and all statutes, laws, 
rules or regulations applicable in the State of Illinois which may require the prior or concurrent 
joincfer af any other p3rty to any action on this Guaranty; (x) any release or other reduction of the 
Obl~gations arising as a result of the expansion, release, substitution, deletion, addition, or 
replacement (whether or not in accordance with the terms of the Lease) of the Premises or any 
portion thereof; or (xi) any neglect, delay, omission, failure or refusal of Landlord to take or 
prosecute any action for the collection or enforcement of any of the ObUgations or to foreclose or 
take or prosecute any action in connection with any lien or right of security (including perfection 
thereof) existing or to exist in connection with, or as security for, any of the Obligations, it being 
the intention hereof that Guarantor shall remain liable as a principal on the Obligations 
notwithstanding any act, omission or event that might, but for the provisions hereof, otherwise 
operate as a legal or equitable discharge of Guarantor. Guarantor hereby waives all defenses of a 
surety to which it may be entitled by statute or otheiwise. 
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5. SUBORDINATION; SUBROGATION. 

S.1 Guarantor subordinates to and postpones in favor of the Obligations 
(i) any present and future debts and obligations of Tenant or any Other Guarantor to Guarantor 
(the "Indebtedness"). including: (A) salary, bonuses, and other payments pursuant to any 
employment arrangement; (B) fees, reimbursement of expenses and other payments pursuant to 
any independent contractor arrangement; (C) principal and interest pursuant to any Indebtedness; 
(D) distributions payable to any partners, members or shareholders of Guarantor or Affiliates of 
Guarantor; (E) lease payments pursuant to any leasing arrangement; (F) any management fees; 
and (G) all rights, liens and security interests of Guarantor, whether now or hereafter arising, in 
any assets of the Tenant or any Other Guarantor, and (ii) any Hens or security interests securing 
payment of the lndebtedness. Guarantor shal 1 have no right to possession of any assets of Tenant 
or any Other Guarantor or to foreclose upon any such asset, whether by judicial action or 
otherwise, unless and until the Obligations have been paid and perfo,med in full. · Guarantor 
agrees that Landlord shall be subrogated to Guarantor with respect to Guarantor's claims against 
Tenant or any Other Guarantor and Guarantor's rights, liens and security interest, if any, in any 
of Tenant's or any Other Guarantor's assets and proceeds thereof W1til all of the Obligations 
have been paid and perfonned in full. 

5.2 After the occurrence of an Event of Default and until such Event of 
Default is cured or after the commencement of any bankruptcy or insolvency proceeding by or 
against Tenant and until such proceeding is dismissed, Guarantor shall not: (i) make any 
distributions or other payments to any partners, parent entities, or Affiliates of Guarantor (other 
than to Tenant); or (ii) ask for, sue for, demand, take or receive any payment, by setoff or in any 
other manner, including the receipt of a negotiable instrument, for all or any part of the 
Indebtedness owed by Tenant, or any successor or assign of Tenant. including a receiver, trustee 
or debtor in possession (the tenn "Tenant" shall include any such successor or assign of Tenant) 
until the Obligations have been paid in full; however, if Guarantor receives such a payment, 
Guarantor shall immediately deliver the payment to Landlord for credit against the then 
outstanding balance of the Obligations, whether matured or unrnatured. Notwithstanding 
anything in this Section S to the contrary, after an Event of Default has occurred and is 
outstanding, Guarantor may make cash contributions to Tenant. 

5.3 Guarantor shall not be subrogated, and hereby waives and disclaims any 
claim or right against Tenant by way of subrogation or otherwise, lo any of the rights of 
Landlord under the Lease or otherwise, or in the Premises (or any portion thereof), which may 
arise by any of the provisions of this Guaranty or by reason of the performance by Guarantor of 
any of its Obligations hereunder. Guarantor shall look solely to Tenant for any recoupment of 
any payments made or costs or expenses incurred by Guarantor pursuant to this Guat'anty. If any 
amount shall be paid to Guarantor on account of such subrogation rights at any time when aU of 
the Obligations shall not have been paid and performed in full, Guarantor shall immediately 
deliver the payment to Landlord for credit against the then outstanding balance of the 
Obligations, whether matured or unmatured. 

6. REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES OF GUARANTOR. Guarantor 
represents and warrants that: 
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6.1 This Guaranty is valid and binding upon and enforceable against 
Guarantor without the requirement of further action or condition. 

6.2 The execution, delivery and performance by Guarantor of this Guaranty 
does not and will not (i) contravene any applicable Legal Requirements, the organizational 
documents of Guarantor, if applicable, any order, writ, injunction, decree applicable to 
Guarantor, or any contractual restriction binding on or affecting Guarantor or any of its 
properties or assets, or (ii) result in or require the creation of any lien, security interest or other 
charge or encwnbrance upon or with respect to any of its properties or assets. 

6.3 No approval, consent, exemption, authorization or other action by, or 
notice to, or filing with, any governmental authority is necessary or required in connection with 
the execution, delivery or performance by, or enforcement against, Guarantor of this Guaranty or 
any other instrument or agreement required hereunder. 

6.4 There is no action, suit or proceeding pending or threatened against or 
otherwise affecting Guarantor before any court or other governmental authority or any arbitrator 
that may materially adversely affect Guarantor's ability to perfonn its obligations under this 
Guaranty. 

6.5 Tenant is directly or indirectly owned and controlled by Guarantor. 

6.6 Guarantor has derived or expects to derive financial and other advantages 
and benefits directly or indirectly, from the making of the Lease and the payment and 
performance of the Obligations. Guarantor hereby acknowledges that Landlord will be relying 
upon Guarantor's guarantee, representations, warranties and covenants contained herein. 

6.7 All reports, statements (financial or otherwise), certificates and other data 
furnished by or on behalf of Guarantor to Landlord in connection with this Guaranty or the Lease 
are: true and correct, in all material respects, as of the applicable date or period provided therein; 
do not omit to state any material fact or circumstance necessary to make the statements contained 
therein not misleading; and fairly represent the financial condition of Guarantor as of the 
respective date thereof; and no material adverse change has occurred in the financial condition of 
Guarantor since the date of the most recent of such financial statements. 

7. NOTICES. Any consents, notices, demands, requests, approvals or other 
communications given under this Guaranty shall be in writing and shall be given as provided in 
the Lease, as follows or to such other addresses as either Landlord or Guarantor may designate 
by notice given to the other in accordance with the provisions of this Section 7: 

If to Landlord: 

White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC 
c/oThe Congress Companies 
2 Bourbon Street, Suite 200 
Peabody, Ma O 1960 
Attn: William Nicholson 

2304088v4/170S7-6 
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With a copy to: 

Posternak Blankstein & Lund LLP 
Prudential Tower 
800 Boylston Street 
Boston, MA 02199 
Attn: Gerald J. Billow, Esq. 

And 

Abrams Fenstennan 
1111 Marcus A venue 
Lake Success, New York 11042 
Attn: Howard Fenstennan, Esq. 
Attn: Greg Stoller, Esq. 

If to Guarantor: 

HBLSNF, LLC 
537 Routes 22 
Purdys, New York I 0578 
Attn: Lizer Jozefovic 

With a copy to: 

Michelman & Robinson 
800 Third Avenue 
New York, New York 
Attn: Mark Zafrin, Esq. 

8. CONSENT TO JURISDICTION. Guarantor hereby (a) consents and submits to 
the jurisdiction of the courts of the State of New York and the federal courts sitting in the State 
of New York with respect to any dispute arising, directly or indirectly, out of this Guaranty, 
(b) waives any objections which the undersigned may have to the laying of venue in any such 
suit, action or proceeding in either such court, (c) agrees to join Landlord in any petition for 
removal to either such court, and (d) irrevocably designates and appoints Tenant as its authorized 
agent to accept and acknowledge on its behalf service of process with respect to any disputes 
arising, directly or indirectly, out of this Guaranty. The undersigned hereby acknowledges and 
agrees that Landlord may obtain personal jurisdiction and perfect service of process through 
Tenant as the undersigned agent, or by any other means now or hereafter permitted by applicable 
law. Nothing above shall limit Landlord's choice of forum for purposes of enforcing this 
Guaranty. 

9. CERTAIN ADDITIONAL COVENANTS. 
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9.1 Financial Deliveries. Guarantor shall deliver the following information 
to Landlord: 

9.1.1 As soon as available, and in any event within 120 days after the 
close of each calendar year, in hard copy and electronic format, in fonn satisfactory to Landlord, 
and presented on a consolidated as well as a property-by-property basis, complete financial 
statements prepared for such year with respect to Guarantor including a balance sheet as of the 
end of such year, together with related statements of operations, cash flows and changes in 
equity for such calendar year, prepared in accordance with GAAP applied on a consistent basis. 

Upon the delivery of any financial infonnation by or on behalf of Guarantor 
pursuant to this Section 9 from time to time during the Lease Tenn, Guara,ntor shall be deemed 
(unless Guarantor specifically states otherwise in writing) to automatically represent and warrant 
to Landlord that the financial information delivered to Landlord is tru·e, accurate and complete, 
presents fairly the results of operations of Guarantor for the respective periods covered thereby, 
reflects accurately the books and records of account of Guarantor as of such dates and for such 
periods, and that there has been no adverse change in the fmancial condition of Guarantor since 
the date of the then applicable financial information. 

9.2 Assignment: Sale of Assets: Change in Control. Without the prior 
consent of Landlord, which consent may be withheld or granted in Landlord's sole discretion, 
Guarantor shall not assign (whether directly or indirectly), in whole or in part, this Guaranty or 
any obligation hereunder or, through one or more step transactions or tiered transactions, do, or 
permit to be done, any activity, transaction or Transfer prohibited under Section 10.1 of the 
Lease. 

9.3 Payment Method; Default Interest. Guarantor shall make any payments 
due hereunder in immediately available funds by wire transfer to Landlord's bank account as 
notified by Landlord, unless Landlord agrees to another method of payment of immediately 
available funds. If Guarantor does not pay an amount due hereunder on its due date, Guarantor 
shall pay, on demand, interest at 18% annually on the amount due for a period ending on the full 
payment of such amount, including the day of repayment, whether before or after any judgment 
or award, to the extent permitted under applicable law. 

10. MISCELLANEOUS. 

10.1 Guarantor further agrees that Landlord may, without notice, assign this 
Guaranty in whole or in part. [f Landlord disposes of its interest in the Lease, "Landlord," as 
used in this Guaranty, shall mean Landlord's successors and assigns. 

10.2 Guarantor promises to pay all costs of collection or enforcement incurred 
by Landlord in exercising any remedies provided for in the Lease or this Guaranty whether at 
law or in equity. If any legal action or proceeding is commenced to interpret or enforce the 
tenns of, or obligations arising out of, this Guaranty, or to recover damages for the breach 
thereof, the party prevailing in any such action or proceedings shall be entitled to recover from 
the non-prevailing party all attorneys' fees and reasonable costs and expenses incurred by the 
prevailing party. As used herein, "attorneys' fees" shall mean the fees and expenses of counsel 
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to the parties hereto, which may include printing, photocopying, duplicating and other expenses, 
air freight charges, and fees billed for law clerks, paralegals, librarians and others not admitted to 
the bar but performing services under the supervision of an attorney. The tenn "attorneys' fees» 
shall also include all such fees and expenses incurred with respect to appeals, arbitrations and 
banlcruptcy proceedings. 

10.3 Guarantor shall, from time to time within 10 days after receipt of 
Landlord's request, execute, acknowledge and deliver to Landlord a statement certifying that this 
Guaranty is unmodified and in full force and effect (or if there have been modifications, that the 
same is in full force and effect as modified and stating such modifications), and setting forth 
such other information as Landlord may reasonably request. Such certificate may be relied upon 
by any prospective purchaser, lessor or lender of all or a portion of the Premises (or any portion 
thereof). 

10.4 If any portion of this Guaranty shall be deemed invalid, unenforceable or 
illegal for any reason, such invalidity, unenforceability or iUegality shall not affect the balance of 
this Guaranty, which shall remain in full force and effect to the maximum pennitted extent. 

10.S The provisions, covenants and guaranties of this Guaranty shall be binding 
upon Guarantor and its heirs, successors, legal representatives and assigns, and shall inure to the 
benefit of Landlord and its successors and assigns, and shall not be deemed waived or modified 
unless such waiver or modification is specifically set forth in writing, executed by Landlord or its 
successors and assigns, and delivered to Guarantor. 

10.6 Whenever the words "include", "includes", or "including" are used in this 
Guaranty, they shall be deemed to be followed by the words "without limitation", and, whenever 
the circumstances or the context requires, the singular shall be construed as the plural, the 
masculine shall be construed as the feminine and/or the neuter and vice versa. This Guaranty 
shall be interpreted and enforced without the aid of any canon, custom or rule of law requiring or 
suggesting construction against the party drafting or causing the drafting of the provision in 
question. 

10.7 Each of the rights and remedies herein provided are cumulative and not 
exclusive of any rights or remedies provided by law or in the Lease or this Guaranty. 

10.8 The provisions of this Guaranty shall be governed by and interpreted 
solely in accordance with the internal laws of the State of New York, without giving effect to the 
principles of conflicts of law. 

10.9 The execution of this Guaranty after the execution of the Lease shall not 
invalidate this Guaranty or lessen the Obligations of Guarantor hereunder. 

10.10 This Guaranty may be executed in multiple counterparts, each of which 
shall be an original, but all of which shall constitute but one instrument. The signature page of 
any counterpart may be detached therefrom and reattached to any other counterpart to physically 
fonn a single document. 
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10.11 The Recitals set forth a,bove are hereby incorporated by this reference and 
made a part of this Guaranty. Guarantor hereby represents and warrants that the Rtlcitals are true 
and correct. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Guarantor has executed this Guaranty under seal as of the day 
and year first above written. 

GUARANTOR: 

11 
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GUARANTY OF LEASE 

THIS GUARANTY OF LEASE (this "Guaranty") is made as of November 19, 2015, 
by Mark Neuman ("Guarantor"), to WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, 
LLC, a Massachusetts limited liability company ("Landlord"). 

RECITALS 

A. Landlord has been requested by HBL SNF, LLC a New York Limited Liability 
Company ("Tenant") to enter into an Amended and Restated Lease and Security Agreement 
dated as of November 19, 2015 (the "Lease"), whereby Landlord would lease to Tenant, and 
Tenant would lease from Landlord, certain premises located in White Plains, New York, as more 
particularly described in the Lease (the "Premises"). 

B. Guarantor will derive substantial economic benefit from the execution and 
delivery of the Lease. 

C. Guarantor acknowledges that Landlord would not enter into the Lease unless this 
Guaranty accompanied the execution and delivery of the Lease. 

D. Guarantor hereby acknowledges receipt of a copy of the Lease. 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the execution and delivery of the Lease and 
of other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby 
acknowledged, Guarantor covenants and agrees as follows: 

1. DEFINITIONS. Defined terms used in this Guaranty and not otherwise defined 
herein have the meanings assigned to them in the Lease. 

2. COVENANTS OF GUARANTOR. 

2.1 Guarantor absolutely, unconditionally and irrevocably guarantees, as a 
primary obligor and not merely as a surety: (i) the full and prompt payment of all Minimum Rent 
and Additional Rent and all other rent, sums and charges of every type and nature payable by 
Tenant under the Lease, whether due by acceleration or otherwise, including costs and expenses 
of collection (collectively, the "Monetary Obligations"), and (ii) the full, timely and complete 
performance of all covenants, terms, conditions, obligations, indemnities and agreements to be 
performed by Tenant under the Lease, including any indemnities or other obligations of Tenant 
that survive the expiration or earlier termination of the Lease (all of the obligations described in 
clauses (i) and (ii), are collectively referred to herein as the "Obligations"). 

2.2 Guarantor agrees with Landlord that (i) any action, suit or proceeding of 
any kind or nature whatsoever (an "Action") commenced by Landlord against Tenant, Guarantor 
or any Other Guarantor of the Lease ("Other Guarantor") to enforce the Obligations shall not 
prejudice in any way Landlord's rights to enforce the Obligations in any subsequent Action 
against Tenant, Guarantor or any Other Guarantor, (ii) Landlord may, at its option, join 
Guarantor in any Action against Tenant or any Other Guarantor or seek recover against 
Guarantor without Landlord first asserting, prosecuting, or exhausting any remedy or claim 
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against Tenant or any Other Guarantor and (iii) Guarantor will be conclusively bound by a 
judgment entered in any Action in favor of Landlord against Tenant whether or not Guarantor is 
entered as a party or participates in such Action. 

2.3 If Landlord proposes to grant a mortgage on, or refinance any mortgage 
encumbering the Premises or any portion thereof, Guarantor shall cooperate in the process, and 
shall permit Landlord and the proposed mortgagee to meet with Guarantor or, if applicable, 
officers of Guarantor and to discuss Guarantor's business and finances. On request of Landlord, 
Guarantor agrees to provide any such prospective mortgagee the information to which Landlord 
is entitled hereunder, provided that if any such information is not publicly available, such 
nonpublic information shall be made available on a confidential basis. Guarantor agrees to 
execute, acknowledge and deliver documents requested by the prospective mortgagee (such as a 
consent to the financing, without encumbering Guarantor's or Tenant's assets, a consent to a 
collateral assignment of the Lease and of this Guaranty, estoppel certificate, and a subordination, 
non-disturbance and attornment agreement), customary for tenants and their guarantors to sign in 
connection with mortgage loans to landlords, so long as such documents are in form then 
customary among institutional lenders (provided the same do not materially and adversely 
change Tenant's rights or obligations under the Lease or materially and adversely change 
Guarantor's rights and obligations under this Guaranty). 

3. GUARANTOR'S OBLIGATIONS UNCONDITIONAL. 

3.1 This Guaranty is an absolute and unconditional guaranty of payment and 
of performance, and not of collection, and shall be enforceable against Guarantor without the 
necessity of the commencement by Landlord of any Action against Tenant, and without the 
necessity of any notice of nonpayment, nonperformance or nonobservance, or any notice of 
acceptance of this Guaranty, or of any other notice or demand to which Guarantor might 
otherwise be entitled, all of which Guarantor hereby expressly waives in advance. The 
obligations of Guarantor hereunder are independent of, and may exceed, the obligations of 
Tenant. 

3.2 This Guaranty shall apply notwithstanding any extension or renewal of the 
Lease, or any holdover following the expiration or termination of the Lease Term or any renewal 
or extension of the Lease Term. 

3.3 This Guaranty is a continuing guarantee and will remain in full force and 
effect notwithstanding, and the liability of Guarantor hereunder shall be absolute and 
unconditional irrespective of any or all of the following: (i) any renewals, extensions, 
modifications, alterations or amendments of the Lease (regardless of whether Guarantor 
consented to or had notice of same); (ii) any releases or discharges of Tenant or any Other 
Guarantor other than the full release and complete discharge of all of the Obligations; 
(iii) Landlord's failure or delay to assert any claim or demand or to enforce any of its rights 
against Tenant or any Other Guarantor ; (iv) any extension of time that may be granted by 
Landlord to Tenant or any Other Guarantor; (v) any assignment or transfer of all of any part of 
Tenant's interest under the Lease (whether by Tenant, by operation of law, or otherwise); 
(vi) any subletting, concession, franchising, licensing or permitting of the Premises or any 
portion thereof; (vii) any changed or different use of the Premises (or any portion thereof); 
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(viii) any other dealings or matters occurring between Landlord and Tenant or any Other 
Guarantor; (ix) the taking by Landlord of any additional guarantees, or the receipt by Landlord of 
any collateral, from Tenant, any Other Guarantor or any other persons or entities; (x) the release 
by Landlord of any Other Guarantor; (xi) Landlord's release of any security provided under the 
Lease or any other guaranty; (xii) Landlord's failure to perfect any landlord's lien or other lien or 
security interest available under applicable Legal Requirements; (xiii) any assumption by any 
person of any or all of Tenant's obligations under the Lease or any Other Guarantor' s obligations 
under any other guaranty, or Tenant's assignment of any or all of its rights and interests under 
the Lease, (xiv) the power or authority or Jack thereof of Tenant to execute, acknowledge or 
deliver the Lease; (xv) the existence, non-existence or lapse at any time of Tenant as a legal 
entity or the existence, non-existence or termination of any corporate, ownership, business or 
other relationship between Tenant and Guarantor; (xvi) any sale or assignment by Landlord of 
any or all of this Guaranty, any other guaranty and the Lease (including any direct or collateral 
assignment by Landlord to any mortgagee); (xvii) the solvency or lack of solvency of Tenant or 
any Other Guarantor at any time or from time to time; or (xviii) any other cause, whether similar 
or dissimilar to any of the foregoing, that might constitute a legal or equitable discharge of 
Guarantor (whether or not Guarantor shall have knowledge or notice thereof) other than payment 
and performance in full of the Obligations; (xix) the release or discharge of Tenant in any state 
or federal creditors' proceedings, receivership, bankruptcy or other proceeding; (xx) the 
impairment, limitation or modification of the liability of Tenant or the estate of Tenant in 
bankruptcy, or of any remedy for the enforcement of Tenant's liability under the Lease, resulting 
from the operation of any present or future provision of the United States Bankruptcy Code (11 
U.S.C. § 101 et seq., as amended), or from other statute, or from the order of any court; (xxi) the 
rejection, disaffinnance or other termination of the Lease in any such proceeding; (xxii) the 
assertion or the failure to assert by Landlord against Tenant, of any of the rights or remedies 
reserved to Landlord pursuant to the provisions of the Lease; or (xxiii) if at any time the payment 
of any amount due under the Lease or this Guaranty is rescinded or must otherwise be returned 
by Landlord for any reason, in such event, Guarantor shall pay to Landlord an amount equal to 
any such payment that has been rescinded or returned. This Guaranty shall continue to be 
effective if at any time the payment of any amount due under the Lease or this Guaranty is 
rescinded or must otherwise be returned by Landlord for any reason Without in any way limiting 
the generality of the foregoing, Guarantor specifically agrees that (A) if Tenant's obligations 
under the Lease are modified or amended with the express written consent of Landlord, this 
Guaranty shall extend to such obligations as so amended or modified without notice to, 
consideration to, or the consent of, Guarantor, and (B) this Guaranty shall be applicable to any 
obligations of Tenant arising in connection with a termination of the Lease, whether voluntary or 
otherwise. Guarantor hereby consents, prospectively, to Landlord' s taking or entering into any 
or all of the foregoing actions or omissions. For purposes of this Guaranty and the obligations 
and liabilities of Guarantor hereunder, "Tenant" shall be deemed to include any and all 
concessionaires, licensees, franchisees, department operators, assignees, subtenants, pennittees J 

or others directly or indirectly operating or conducting a business in or from the Premises or any 
portion thereof, as fully as if any of the same were the named Tenant under the Lease. 

3.4 Notwithstanding anything to the contrary hereunder, Guarantor shall be 
released and discharged from all liability with respect to any obligations of Tenant under the 
Lease arising or accruing after the Commencement Date (the "Guaranty Termination Date"); 
provided that 60 days prior to the Commencement Date Tenant has delivered to Landlord (i) (a) 
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an unconditional Letter of Credit_, in accordance with the Section 7.1 (a)(ii) of the Lease in the 
amount of $3,700,000, or (b) $3,700,000 in cash to secure the full and timely payment and 
performance of Tenant's obligations under the Lease, (ii) an agreement by Capital Funding 
Group, which cannot be amended except by an agreement in writing signed by Landlord, Tenant 
and Capital Funding Group. in the form attached as Exhibit 7.1 (a) of the Lease or otherwise 
apP-roved by Landlord and LandJord's lenders in their reasonable discretion, wherein and 
whereby Capital Funding Group agrees to allow Tenant to draw down on its Credit Line eac~ 
month so as to enable Capital Funding Group to pay directly to Landlord the sum of $506,096.50 
per month commen_cing the Commencement Date and on each day Fixed Rent is due under the 
Lease for the foJlowing 11 months, and (iii) and released to Landlord all funds in the controlled 
ac9ount number - in JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. in the amount not less than 
$1,600_,000 to be held as an additional Security Deposit by Landlord. After the Guaranty 
Termination Date, Guarantor shall continue to remain personally liable pursuant to the terms of 
this Guaranty for (i) all obligations of Tenant under the Lease which arose or accrued on or prior 
to the Guaranty Termination Date and (ii) any liability of Tenant arising out of a breach of any 
warranty or representation of Tenant under Lease, and all documents executed by Tenant in 
connection therewith, (iii) and any liability of Guarantor arising out of a breach of any warranty 
of representation hereunder. 

4. WAIVERS OF GUARANTOR. 

4.1 Without limitation of the foregoing, Guarantor waives (i) notice of 
acceptance of this Guaranty, protest, demand and dishonor, presentment, and demands of any 
kind now or hereafter provided for by any statute or rule of law, (ii) notice of any actions taken 
by Landlord or Tenant under the Lease or any other agreement or instrument relating thereto, 
(iii) notice of any and all defaults by Tenant in the payment of Minimum Rent and Additional 
Rent or other rent, charges or amounts, or of any other defaults by Tenant under the Lease, 
(iv) all other notices, demands and protests, and all other formalities of every kind in connection 
with the enforcement of the Obligations, omission of or delay in which, but for the provisions of 
this Section 4, might constitute grounds for relieving Guarantor of its obligations hereunder, 
(v) any requirement that Landlord protect, secure, perfect, insure or proceed against any security 
interest or lien, or any property subject thereto, or exhaust any right or take any action against 
Tenant, any Other Guarantor or any other person or entity (including any additional guarantor or 
Guarantor) or against any collateral, and (vi) the benefit of any statute of limitations affecting 
Guarantor's liability under this Guaranty. 

4.2 GUARANTOR HEREBY WAIVES TRIAL BY JURY IN ANY 
ACTION, PROCEEDING OR COUNTERCLAIM BROUGHT BY ANY PERSON OR 
ENTITY WITH RESPECT TO ANY MATTER WHATSOEVER ARISING OUT OF OR IN 
ANY WAY CONNECTED WITH: THIS GUARANTY; THE LEASE; ANY LIABILITY OR 
OBLIGATION OF TENANT IN ANY MANNER RELATED TO THE PREMfSES OR ANY 
PORTION THEREOF; ANY CLAIM OF INJURY OR DAMAGE IN ANY WAY RELATED 
TO THE LEASE AND/OR THE PREMISES (OR ANY PORTION THEREOF); ANY ACT OR 
OMISSION OF TENANT, ITS AGENTS, EMPLOYEES, CONTRACTORS, SUPPLIERS, 
SERVANTS, CUSTOMERS, CONCESSIONAIRES, FRANCHISEES, PERMITTEES OR 
LICENSEES; OR ANY ASPECT OF THE USE OR OCCUPANCY OF, OR THE CONDUCT 
OF BUSINESS IN, ON OR FROM THE PREMISES (OR ANY PORTION THEREOF). 
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GUARANTOR SHALL NOT INTERPOSE ANY COUNTERCLAIM OR COUNTERCLAIMS 
OR CLAIMS FOR SET-OFF, RECOUPMENT OR DEDUCTION OF RENT IN ANY ACTION 
BROUGHT BY LANDLORD AGAINST GUARANTOR UNDER THIS GUARANTY. 
GUARANTOR SHALL NOT BE ENTITLED TO MAKE, AND HEREBY WAIVES, ANY 
AND ALL DEFENSES AGAINST ANY CLAIM ASSERTED BY LANDLORD OR IN ANY 
SUIT OR ACTION INSTITUTED BY LANDLORD TO ENFORCE THIS GUARANTY OR 
THE LEASE. IN ADDITION, GUARANTOR HEREBY WA IVES, BOTH WITH RESPECT 
TO THE LEASE AND WITH RESPECT TO THIS GUARANTY, ANY AND ALL RIGHTS 
WHICH ARE WAIVED BY TENANT UNDER THE LEASE, IN THE SAME MANNER AS 
IF ALL SUCH WAIVERS WERE FULLY RESTATED HEREIN. THE LIABILITY OF 
GUARANTOR UNDER THIS GUARANTY IS PRIMARY AND UNCONDITIONAL. 

4.3 Guarantor expressly waives any and all rights to defenses arising by 
reason of (i) any "one-action" or "anti-deficiency" law or any other law that may prevent 
Landlord from bringing any action, including a claim for deficiency, against Guarantor before or 
after Landlord's commencement or completion of any action against Tenant or any Other 
Guarantor; (ii) ANY ELECTION OF REMEDIES BY LANDLORD (INCLUDING ANY 
TERMINATION OF THE LEASE) THAT DESTROYS OR OTHERWISE ADVERSELY 
AFFECTS GUARANTOR'S SUBROGATION RIGHTS OR GUARANTOR'S RIGHTS TO 
PROCEED AGAINST TENANT FOR RElMBURSEMENT; (iii) any disability, insolvency, 
bankruptcy, Jack of authority or power, death, insanity, minority, dissolution, or other defense of 
Tenant, of any other guarantor (or any other Guarantor), or of any other person or entity, or by 
reason of the cessation of Tenant's liability from any cause whatsoever, other than full and final 
payment in legal tender and performance of the Obligations; (iv) any right to claim discharge of 
any or all of the Obligations on the basis of unjustified impairment of any collateral for the 
Obligations; (v) any change in the relationship between Guarantor and Tenant or any Other 
Guarantor or any termination of such relationship; (vi) any irregularity, defect or unauthorized 
action by any or all of Landlord, Tenant, any Other Guarantor or surety, or any of their 
respective officers, directors or other agents in executing and delivering any instrument or 
agreements relating to the Obligations or in carrying out or attempting to carry out the terms of 
any such agreements; (vii) any assignment, endorsement or transfer, in whole or in part, of the 
Obligations, whether made with or without notice to or consent of Guarantor; (viii) if the 
recovery from Tenant or any other Person (including any Other Guarantor) becomes barred by 
any statute of limitations or is otherwise prevented; (ix) the benefits of any and all statutes, Jaws, 
rules or regulations applicable in the State of Illinois which may require the prior or concurrent 
joinder of any other party to any action on this Guaranty; (x) any release or other reduction of the 
Obligations arising as a result of the expansion, release, substitution, deletion, addition, or 
replacement (whether or not in accordance with the terms of the Lease) of the Premises or any 
portion thereof; or (xi) any neglect, delay, omission, failure or refusal of Landlord to take or 
prosecute any action for the collection or enforcement of any of the Obligations or to foreclose or 
take or prosecute any action in connection with any lien or right of security (including perfection 
thereof) existing or to exist in connection with, or as security for, any of the Obligations, it being 
the intention hereof that Guarantor shall remain liable as a principal on the Obligations 
notwithstanding any act, omission or event that might, but for the provisions hereof, otherwise 
operate as a legal or equitable discharge of Guarantor. Guarantor hereby waives all defenses of a 
surety to which it may be entitled by statute or otherwise. 
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5. SUBORDINATION; SUBROGATION. 

5.1 Guarantor subordinates to and postpones in favor of the Obligations 
(i) any present and future debts and obligations of Tenant or any Other Guarantor to Guarantor 
(the "Indebtedness"), including: (A) salary, bonuses, and other payments pursuant to any 
employment arrangement; (B) fees, reimbursement of expenses and other payments pursuant to 
any independent contractor arrangement; (C) principal and interest pursuant to any Indebtedness; 
(D) distributions payable to any partners, members or shareholders of Guarantor or Affiliates of 
Guarantor; (E) lease payments pursuant to any leasing arrangement; (F) any management fees; 
and (G) all rights, liens and security interests of Guarantor, whether now or hereafter arising, in 
any assets of the Tenant or any Other Guarantor, and (ii) any liens or security interests securing 
payment of the Indebtedness. Guarantor shall have no right to possession of any assets of Tenant 
or any Other Guarantor or to foreclose upon any such asset, whether by judicial action or 
otherwise, unless and until the Obligations have been paid and performed in full. Guarantor 
agrees that Landlord shall be subrogated to Guarantor with respect to Guarantor's claims against 
Tenant or any Other Guarantor and Guarantor's rights, liens and security interest, if any, in any 
of Tenant's or any Other Guarantor's assets and proceeds thereof until all of the Obligations 
have been paid and performed in full. 

5.2 After the occurrence of an Event of Default and until such Event of 
Default is cured or after the commencement of any bankruptcy or insolvency proceeding by or 
against Tenant and until such proceeding is dismissed, Guarantor sha11 not: (i) make any 
distributions or other payments to any partners, parent entities, or Affiliates of Guarantor (other 
than to Tenant); or (ii) ask for, sue for, demand, take or receive any payment, by setoff or in any 
other manner, including the receipt of a negotiable instrument, for all or any part of the 
Indebtedness owed by Tenant, or any successor or assign of Tenant, including a receiver, trustee 
or debtor in possession (the term "Tenant" shall include any such successor or assign of Tenant) 
until the Obligations have been paid in full; however, if Guarantor receives such a payment, 
Guarantor shall immediately deliver the payment to Landlord for credit against the then 
outstanding balance of the Obligations, whether matured or unmatured. Notwithstanding 
anything in this Section 5 to the contrary, after an Event of Default has occurred and is 
outstanding, Guarantor may make cash contributions to Tenant. 

5.3 Guarantor shall not be subrogated, and hereby waives and disclaims any 
claim or right against Tenant by way of subrogation or otherwise, to any of the rights of 
Landlord under the Lease or otherwise, or in the Premises (or any portion thereof), which may 
arise by any of the provisions of this Guaranty or by reason of the performance by Guarantor of 
any of its Obligations hereunder. Guarantor shall look solely to Tenant for any recoupment of 
any payments made or costs or expenses incurred by Guarantor pursuant to this Guaranty. If any 
amount shall be paid to Guarantor on account of such subrogation rights at any time when all of 
the Obligations shall not have been paid and performed in full, Guarantor shall immediately 
deliver the payment to Landlord for credit against the then outstanding balance of the 
Obligations, whether matured or unmatured. 

6. REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES OF GUARANTOR. Guarantor 
represents and warrants that: 
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6.1 This Guaranty is valid and binding upon and enforceable against 
Guarantor without the requirement of further action or condition. 

6.2 The execution, delivery and performance by Guarantor of this Guaranty 
does not and will not (i) contravene any applicable Legal Requirements, the organizational 
documents of Guarantor, if applicable, any order, writ, injunction, decree applicable to 
Guarantor, or any contractual restriction binding on or affecting Guarantor or any of its 
properties or assets, or (ii) result in or require the creation of any lien, security interest or other 
charge or encumbrance upon or with respect to any of its properties or assets. 

6.3 No approval, consent, exemption, authorization or other action by, or 
notice to, or filing with, any governmental authority is necessary or required in connection with 
the execution, delivery or performance by, or enforcement against, Guarantor of this Guaranty or 
any other instrument or agreement required hereunder. 

6.4 There is no action, suit or proceeding pending or threatened against or 
otherwise affecting Guarantor before any court or other governmental authority or any arbitrator 
that may materially adversely affect Guarantor's ability to perform its obligations under this 
Guaranty. 

6.5 Tenant is directly or indirectly owned and controlled by Guarantor. 

6.6 Guarantor has derived or expects to derive financial and other advantages 
and benefits directly or indirectly, from the making of the Lease and the payment and 
performance of the Obligations. Guarantor hereby acknowledges that Landlord will be relying 
upon Guarantor's guarantee, representations, warranties and covenants contained herein. 

6.7 All reports, statements (financial or otherwise), certificates and other data 
furnished by or on behalf of Guarantor to Landlord in connection with this Guaranty or the Lease 
are: true and correct, in all material respects, as of the applicable date or period provided therein; 
do not omit to state any material fact or circumstance necessary to make the statements contained 
therein not misleading; and fairly represent the financial condition of Guarantor as of the 
respective date thereof; and no material adverse change has occurred in the financial condition of 
Guarantor since the date of the most recent of such financial statements. 

7. NOTICES. Any consents, notices, demands, requests, approvals or other 
communications given under this Guaranty shall be in writing and shall be given as provided in 
the Lease, as follows or to such other addresses as either Landlord or Guarantor may designate 
by notice given to the other in accordance with the provisions of this Section 7: 

If to Landlord: 

White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC 
c/oThe Congress Companies 
2 Bourbon Street, Suite 200 
Peabody, Ma 01960 
Attn: William Nicholson 

2308382v 1/13139-6 
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With a copy to: 

Postemak Blankstein & Lund LLP 
Prudential Tower 
800 Boylston Street 
Boston, MA 02199 
Attn: Gerald J. Billow, Esq. 

And 

Abrams Fensterman 
111 1 Marcus A venue 
Lake Success, New York 11042 
Attn: Howard Fensterman, Esq. 
Attn: Greg Stoller, Esq. 

If to Guarantor: 

HBLSNF, LLC 
537 Routes 22 
Purdys, New York 10578 
Attn: Mark Neuman 

With a copy to: 

Michelman & Robinson 
800 Third A venue 
New York, New York 
Attn: Mark Zafrin, Esq. 

8. CONSENT TO JURISDICTION. Guarantor hereby (a) consents and submits to 
the jurisdiction of the courts of the State of New York and the federal courts sitting in the State 
of New York with respect to any dispute arising, directly or indirectly, out of this Guaranty, 
(b) waives any objections which the undersigned may have to the laying of venue in any such 
suit, action or proceeding in either such court, (c) agrees to join Landlord in any petition for 
removal to either such court, and (d) irrevocably designates and appoints Tenant as its authorized 
agent to accept and acknowledge on its behalf service of process with respect to any disputes 
arising, directly or indirectly, out of this Guaranty. The undersigned hereby acknowledges and 
agrees that Landlord may obtain personal jurisdiction and perfect service of process through 
Tenant as the undersigned agent, or by any other means now or hereafter permitted by applicable 
law. Nothing above shall limit Landlord's choice of forum for purposes of enforcing this 
Guaranty. 

9. CERTAIN ADDITIONAL COVENANTS. 
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9.1 Financial Deliveries. Guarantor shall deliver the following infonnation 
to Landlord: 

9.1.1 As soon as available, and in any event within 120 days after the 
close of each calendar year, in hard copy and electronic format, in form satisfactory to Landlord, 
and presented on a consolidated as well as a property-by-property basis, complete financial 
statements prepared for such year with respect to Guarantor including a balance sheet as of the 
end of such year, together with related statements of operations, cash flows and changes in 
equity for such calendar year, prepared in accordance with GAAP applied on a consistent basis. 

Upon the delivery of any financial information by or on behalf of Guarantor 
pursuant to this Section 9 from time to time during the Lease Term, Guarantor shall be deemed 
(unless Guarantor specifically states otherwise in writing) to automatically represent and warrant 
to Landlord that the financial information delivered to Landlord is true, accurate and complete, 
presents fairly the results of operations of Guarantor for the respective periods covered thereby, 
reflects accurately the books and records of account of Guarantor as of such dates and for such 
periods, and that there has been no adverse change in the financial condition of Guarantor since 
the date of the then applicable financial information. 

9.2 Assignment; Sale of Assets: Change in Control. Without the prior 
consent of Landlord, which consent may be withheld or granted in Landlord's sole discretion, 
Guarantor shall not assign (whether directly or indirectly), in whole or in part, this Guaranty or 
any obligation hereunder or, through one or more step transactions or tiered transactions, do, or 
permit to be done, any activity, transaction or Transfer prohibited under Section 10.1 of the 
Lease. 

9.3 Payment Method; Default Interest. Guarantor shall make any payments 
due hereunder in immediately available funds by wire transfer to Landlord's bank account as 
notified by Landlord, unless Landlord agrees to another method of payment of immediately 
available funds. If Guarantor does not pay an amount due hereunder on its due date, Guarantor 
shall pay, on demand, interest at 18% annually on the amount due for a period ending on the full 
payment of such amount, including the day of repayment, whether before or after any judgment 
or award, to the extent permitted under applicable law. 

10. MISCELLANEOUS. 

10.1 Guarantor further agrees that Landlord may, without notice, assign this 
Guaranty in whole or in part. If Landlord disposes of its interest in the Lease, "Landlord," as 
used in this Guaranty, shall mean Landlord's successors and assigns. 

10.2 Guarantor promises to pay all costs of collection or enforcement incurred 
by Landlord in exercising any remedies provided for in the Lease or this Guaranty whether at 
law or in equity. If any legal action or proceeding is commenced to interpret or enforce the 
tenns of, or obligations arising out of, this Guaranty, or to recover damages for the breach 
thereof, the party prevailing in any such action or proceedings shall be entitled to recover from 
the non-prevailing party all attorneys ' fees and reasonable costs and expenses incurred by the 
prevailing party. As used herein, "attorneys' fees" shall mean the fees and expenses of counsel 
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to the parties hereto, which may include printing, photocopying, duplicating and other expenses, 
air freight charges, and fees billed for law clerks, paralegals, librarians and others not admitted to 
the bar but performing services under the supervision of an attorney. The term "attorneys' fees" 
shall also include all such fees and expenses incurred with respect to appeals, arbitrations and 
bankruptcy proceedings. 

10.3 Guarantor shall, from time to time within 10 days after receipt of 
Landlord's request, execute, acknowledge and deliver to Landlord a statement certifying that this 
Guaranty is unmodified and in full force and effect (or if there have been modifications, that the 
same is in full force and effect as modified and stating such modifications), and setting forth 
such other information as Landlord may reasonably request. Such certificate may be relied upon 
by any prospective purchaser, lessor or lender of all or a portion of the Premises ( or any portion 
thereof). 

10.4 If any portion of this Guaranty shall be deemed invalid, unenforceable or 
illegal for any reason, such invalidity, unenforceability or illegality shall not affect the balance of 
this Guaranty, which shall remain in full force and effect to the maximum permitted extent. 

10.5 The provisions, covenants and guaranties of this Guaranty shall be binding 
upon Guarantor and its heirs, successors, legal representatives and assigns, and shall inure to the 
benefit of Landlord and its successors and assigns, and shall not be deemed waived or modified 
unless such waiver or modification is specifically set forth in writing, executed by Landlord or its 
successors and assigns, and delivered to Guarantor. 

10.6 Whenever the words "include", "includes", or " including" are used in this 
Guaranty, they shall be deemed to be followed by the words "without limitation", and, whenever 
the circumstances or the context requires, the singular shall be construed as the plural, the 
masculine shall be construed as the feminine and/or the neuter and vice versa. This Guaranty 
shall be interpreted and enforced without the aid of any canon, custom or rule of law requiring or 
suggesting construction against the party drafting or causing the drafting of the provision in 
question. 

10.7 Each of the rights and remedies herein provided are cumulative and not 
exclusive of any rights or remedies provided by Jaw or in the Lease or this Guaranty. 

10.8 The provisions of this Guaranty shaIJ be governed by and interpreted 
solely in accordance with the internal laws of the State of New York, without giving effect to the 
principles of conflicts of law. 

10.9 The execution of this Guaranty after the execution of the Lease shall not 
invalidate this Guaranty or lessen the Obligations of Guarantor hereunder. 

10.10 This Guaranty may be executed in multiple counterparts, each of which 
shall be an original, but all of which shall constitute but one instrument. The signature page of 
any counterpart may be detached therefrom and reattached to any other counterpart to physically 
form a single document. 

IO 
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10.11 The Recitals set forth above are hereby incorporated by this reference and 
made a part of this Guaranty. Guarantor hereby represents and warrants that the Recitals are true 
and correct. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Guarantor has executed this Guaranty under seal as of the day 
and year first above written. 
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COLLATERAL ASSIGNMENT AND PLEDGE 
OFMEMBERSIDP INTEREST AND SECURITY AGREEMENT 

THIS ASSIGNMENT made as of August 11, 2017, by Lizer Jozefovic, an 
individual having an address at 53 Mariner Way, Monsey New York 10952 (the "Assignor") to 
Howard Fensterman as nominee for White Plains Health Care Properties LLC, a Massachusetts 
Limited Liability Company (the "Assignee") with reference to the following facts. 

WHEREAS, HBL-SNF a New York Limited Liability Company ("Operator/Tenant) an entity 
controlled by Assignor had entered into a development agreement with WHITE PLAINS 
HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC (the "Developer'') dated November 19, 2015 (the 
"Agreement") which was amended by and between the Parties by that certain first Amendment to the 
Development Agreement (the "Amendment") dated as of July 12, 2017. 

WHEREAS, the Development Agreement among other things obligated the Tenant to enter into 
a Lease with Developer in return for the Developer, developing, designing, financing and Building a 
160 Bed Skilled Nursing Home for Tenant in White Plains New York; and 

WHEREAS the Development Agreement obligated the Tenant to obtain CON approval to build 
such 160 Bed Skilled Nursing Home for Tenant in White Plains New York and to deliver to Developer 
such documents as are reasonably requested by Developers lenders; and 

WHEREAS, the Tenant bas obtained all CON approvals necessary to construct the Skilled 
Nursing Home and the Developer has obtained all zoning and building department of approvals and a 
Construction Loan; and 

WHEREAS, in or about November 2015 in consideration of Howard Fensterman and/or CCC 
Equities assigning all mortgages held by them on property owned by Waterview Acquisition I, LLC 
agreed that he would pre-pay Two Million Two Hundred Thousand Dollars to White Plains Healthcare 
Properties and would additionally establish a joint signature account in JP Morgan Bank into which the 
sum of One Million Six Hundred Thousand Dollars was deposited; and 

WHEREAS, The Lease requires the sum of 1.6 Million Dollars to be delivered to Landlord at 
least 60 days prior to the Commencement date of the Lease as additional security for the Tenants 
faithful performance of the terms and conditions of the Lease; and 

WHEREAS, Section 10.2 of the Loan Agreement by and between Developer and its 
Construction lender restates the language of the Lease and Developer has undertaken to ensure that the 
1.6 Million Dollars on deposit with JP Morgan shall be delivered according to the terms and provisions 
of the Lease; and 

WHEREAS, the Sums in the JP Morgan Account entitled HBL SNF, LLC, AccoW1t Number 
~ve been transferred to two JP Morgan Account's entitled Waterview Acquisition I, 
LLC Account Number- and Account Number~ which Howard Fenstennan is 
not a signatory and the parties want to enter into this agree~hich Howard Fenstennan will be 
added as a signatory to such account under terms and conditions set forth below; and 
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WHEREAS, Tenant and Assignor have promised to add Howard Fensterman as a signatory to 
such account so as to ensure that no withdrawals may be made so as to reduce lhe amount of the 
account below 1.6 Million and so as to ensure that when required 60 days prior to the commencement 
date the money in the account or equivalent shall be delivered as additional cash security for the lease; 
and; 

WHEREAS in order to secure the promises made by Assignor concerning such account 
Assignor has agreed to deliver to Assignee this Assignment; and the Assignor desires to pledge to 
Assignee all of his membership interest in Waterview Acquisition!, LLC (the"Company"), in 
order to secure the promises made herein and in the Lease and Security Agreement delivered to 
the Construction Lender; 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of these premises and other good and 
valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged, the 
Assignee and the Assignor hereby agree as follows: 

l. As collateral security for the Borrowers' obligations under the Le as e, 
the S e cur it y A gr e em en t, the Loan, a n d th e D e v el op m en t A gr e em en t the 
Assignor hereby pledges and assigns and grants a first and superior security interest in and to all 
of his rights, title and interest as a member in the Company (the "Collateral"). 

2. Upon the effectuation of Section 7. l{a)(iii) of the lease which requires 
Sixty days prior to the anticipated Commencement Date, the funds in the JP Morgan Chase 
Bank account in the amount of not less than $1,600,000 shall be deposited into the 
Landlords Rent Security Account, the interest in the Company assigned to the Assignee 
pursuant to Paragraph 1 hereof shall be automatically reassigned by the Assignee to the 
Assignor without recourse, representation or warranty, and this Assignment shall automatically 
terminate and be void and of no further effect. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Assignee 
hereby agrees to execute any document reasonably required for the purpose of evidencing the 
reassignment of such interest and the termination of this Assignment. 

3. The Assignor represents, covenants and warrants that he is the legal and 
beneficial owner of the Collateral and has not and will not enter into any assignment, mortgage, 
pledge or other instrument which transfers or encumbers all or any part of his interest in the 
Company and that there are no current liens or encumbrances that exist as of the day of the 
execution of this assignment. 

4. The Assignor agrees not to subsequently further amend or voluntarily permit 
the amendment of the operating agreement of the Company that would in any manner materially 
adversely affect this Assignment and/or the rights of the Assignee hereunder without the consent 
of the Assignee, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld, conditioned or delayed. 

5. The Assignor covenants and agrees not to voluntarily withdraw as the 
managing member of the Company without the prior w1itten consent of Assignee. which consent 
shall not be unreasonably withheld, conditioned or delayed. 

6. The covenants provided for in this Assignment shall be binding upon the 
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successors and assignees of the parties herelo. 

7. This Assignment shall be governed by the laws of the State ofNew York. 

8. Neither this Assignment nor any provision hereof may be amended, 
modified, waived, discharged or terminated orally, but only by an instrument in writing duly 
signed by or on behalf of the Assignor or Assignee. 

9. Assignor represents and warrants that he has a 71 % membership interest 
in the Company and that he is manager thereof. 

10. In accordance with the laws of the State of New York and as part of the 
consideration forthemaking ofthe Loan, Assignor consents to thejurisdiction of any local, state 
or federal court located within New York and further consents that all service of process may be 
made by registered mail to his address set forth below and service so made shall be deemed 
completed five (5) days after the same shall have been mailed. 

11. Assignor covenants and agrees to execute such additional documents and to 
take such further actions as may be reasonably required to carry out the provisions and intent of 
this Assignment including, without limitation, executing a financing statement or statements and 
continuations thereof. In addition, Assignor grants to Assignee a power of attorney coupled with 
an interest to effectuate the terms of the foregoing sentence and to file all continuations, renewals 
or amended financing statements without the signature of Assignor. 

13. Should Assignor violate the tenns and provisions concerning the 
maintenance of the account as set forth in the resolution ofWaterview Acquisition I, LLC 
annexed hereto as Exhibit A the Assignee shall have: 

(a) The right to sell the Collateral in the State of New York at 
one or more public or private sales at such price and on such terms as 
Assignee in its discretion accepts, for cash, upon or for future delivery. 
Upon any such sale, the Assignee shall have the right to assign, 
transfer and deliver to the purchaser or purchasers thereof the 
Collateral. Such purchaser at any such sale shall hold the Collateral 
sold absolutely free from any claim or right on the part of the 
Assignor, and the Assignor hereby waives (to the extent permitted by 
law) all rights of redemption, stay or appraisal which he has or may 
have under any rule of law or statute now existing or hereafter 
adopted. The Assignee shall give the Assignor twenly-one {21) days' 
written notice by registered or certified mail, postage prepaid, return 
receipt requested (which Assignor acknowledges is reasonable and 
sufficient), of the Assignee's intention to make any such public or 
private sale. Such notice, in the case of public sale, shall state the time 
and place fixed for such sale. Any such public sale shall be held at 
such time or times within ordinary business hours and at such place 
or places in the State of New York as the Assignee may fix in the 
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notice of such sale. The Assignee shall nol be obligated to make any 
sale of the Collateral ifit shall determine not to do so, regardless of the 
fact that notice of such sale of the Collateral may have been given. 
The Assignee may, upon one day's written notice, adjourn any 
public or private sale or cause the same to be adjourned from time to 
time by announcement at the time and place fixed for sale, and such 
sale may, without further notice, be made at the time and place 
within in the State of New York to which the same was so 
adjourned. In case sale of al1 or any part of the Collateral is made 
on credit or for future delivery, the Collateral so sold may be retained 
by the Assignee until the sale price is paid by the purchaser or 
purchasers thereof, but the Assignee shall not incur any liability in case 
any such purchaser or purchasers shall foil to take up and pay for the 
Collateral so sold, and, in case of any such failw·e, such Collateral 
may be sold again upon like notice. As an alternative to exercising 
the power of sale herein conferred upon it, the Assignee may proceed 
by a suit or suits at law or in equity to foreclose this Assignment and to 
sell the Collateral, or any portion thereof, pursuant to a judgment or 
decree of a cowt of competent jurisdiction; 

(b) such other rights with respect to the Collateral as shall be 
afforded to secured parties by the Uniform Commercial Code of the 
State of New York including, but not limited to, the right to setoff; 
and/or 

(c} to apply any proceeds of any disposition of the Collateral to the 
payment of the c ash security re q u i red under the 
terms and prov is i on s o f t he I ease and reasonable 
expenses of the Assignee in connection with the exercise of its rights 
or remedies, including reasonable fees and expense of attorneys, and any 
balance shall be paid to such party as shall be entitled .thereto pursuant to 
law. 

t 3. The Assignor hereby waives any right to require that the Assignee 
proceed against any real or personal property or any guaranty given as 
security for the Note, whether or not existing or hereafter given, before 
exercising its rights and remedies with respect to the Collateral. 

14. This Agreement may be executed in counterpaits, each of which, 
when taken together, shal] be construed as one and the same instrnment. 

15. All notices, demands and other communications provided for 
herein shall be deemed received upon personal delivery or delivery by 
national overnight delivery service, or three (3) business days following 
deposit in the U.S. mail, postage prepaid, first class registered or certified, 
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to Assignor or assignee at the following addresses: 

If to Assignor: 
Liner Jozefovic 
53 Mariner Way 
Monsey, New York 

With a copy to: 
Michelman & Robinson, LLP 
800 Third Avenue 
New York, New York 
Attention: Mark H. Zafrin, Esq. 

If to Assignee: 
Howard Fensterman 
C/o Abrams, Fenstennan et al 
3 Dakota Drive 
Suite 300 
Lake Success, New York 11042 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Assignor has duly executed this 
Assignment, as of the day and year first written above. 

Li~{-
The Company hereby acknowledges receipt of this Assignment by Assignor. 

WATERVIEW ACQUISITION I, LLC 

By:~~ 
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Limited Liability Company Certification Chase Investments 
A division of J.P. Morgan Securities LLC, member FINRA/SIPC. 

New Accounts Fax (866) 966-445S 
Account Maintenance Fax (800) 805-3909 

Account Number 
Account Description 
Rep of Record 

Completed By 

-ON MANAGED) 
LTD LIABILITY CO 
OV01 

KENNETH GATES (CHHCKG17) 

WATERVJEW ACQUISITION I L 
LC 
537 RT 22 
PURDYS NY 10578-2900 

Use this form to certify the member/manager(s) authorized to act·on an investment accountfor a Limited Liability Company. A Signatory 
Information Sheet MUST BE provided for all signers. 
Limited Liability Company Name 

Watervlew Acquisition I LLC 

Limited Liablllty Company Tax ID Number (TIN) 

liiii __ ~ 
Member/Manager Name 

r.=;:-Neuman 
~ --- - ---- - -----
Member/Manager Name 

~rt Jozefovlc 

Limited Liability Company Type 

--- -------- ---
Member/Manager Name 

~ Fensterman 

Member/Manager Name 
----- -- ----- - -·- --- - ---c -- · 

·--1 

---·-- I 
-- - - -- -

_ _ __ __ j 

·-1 
·-1 

In consideratlon of J.P. Morgan Securities LLC ("JPMS') opening and/or maintaining an Investment account ("Account") for the Limited Liablllty Company ("LLC'J named above, 
the undersigned duly authorized to bind the LLC and all oflts Members/Managers personally, certify as follows: 
FIRST; The name of the LLC to which this Certification applies is as indicated above. 
SECOND: All Members/Managers are over the age of majority In their respective state of residence. Each of the Members/Managers listed above is hereby individually authorized, 
for and on behalfof the LLC. · 
THIRD: JPMS ls authorized to accept orders for trading, purchases and sales of assets and other Instructions for the receipt and withdrawal and dlsposltion of assets to any name, 
Including themselves and third parties, whether free or versus payment, or trade or non-trade related Oncludlng to any Members/Managers) from those Members/Managers 
listed above, pursuant to the terms of the LLC and appllcable !aw.The LLC Is duly authorized and permitted to engage in cash and margin transactions In any and all forms of 
securities inchidlng, but not limited to, evidences oflnterest, participation, or indebtedness, Instruments of any Issuer (whether publicly registered or exempt from registration) 
lncludlng, but oot limited to, common or preferred stock, scrip, warrants and rights; bills, notes, bonds or debentures of any coupon, Including •zero coupon· or maturity; 
certificates of deposit, bank notes or deposit notes; commercial paper, money market instruments; listed and/or over-the-counter options, commodities, commodity futures, options on futures (including single stock futures contracts and other securities futures products), transactlOns In foreign currencies; limited partnership Interests and other 
Interests in hedge funds, buyout funds, real estate Investment trusts, venture capital funds, private equity funds and private equltylnveslmentvehlcles; whole mortgage loans, 
any and all interests and partkipations In mortgage loans, mortgage-backed and asset backed securities; any kind of derivative investment, Including interest rate, currency, 
credit, e<:1Uity or other .swap transactions; repurchase and reverse• repurchase transactions, buy/forward sale transactions, dollar rolls, secured fending transactions and any 
Instrument or interest generally regarded as an Investment or hedge, secured or unsecured, or any transaction, that Is similar to any of those described above (Including an 
option with respect to any of them). 

[continued on next page] 

INVESTMENT PRODUCTS ARE: 
NOT FDIC INSURED• NOT A DEPOSIT OR OTHER OBLIGATION OF, OR GUARANTEED BY, JPMORGAN CHASE BANK, N.A. OR ANY 

OF ITS AFFILIATES• SUBJECT TO INVESTMENT RISKS, INCLUDING POSSIBLE LOSS OF THE PRINCIPAL AMOUNT INVESTED 
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Certification Regarding Municipal Advisor Rule Chase Investments 

New Accounts Fax (866) 96~55 
Account Maintenance Fax (800) 805-3909 

Use this form to certify entity status on an investment account. 

Name of Account Owner (' Entity") 

A division of J.P. Morgan Securities LLC, member FIN RA/SI PC. 

I Watervlew Aqulsltion I LLC ==1 
For the purposes of Section 1 SB of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (the 'Municipal Advisor Rule' ), I hereby represent. warrant and certify to J.P. Morgan 
Securities LLC ("JPMS") on behalf of the Entity, each of the following and agree to notify JPMS immediately if circumstances change in a manner which makes any of 
the representations set forth on this certification untrue: 

I am a knowledgeable officlal representative of the Entity, am authorized to sign this certificate, have access to the appropriate information or have direct 
1:8:1 knowledge of the source of the funds of the Entity that enables me to make these representations; and,if necessary, have consulted with legal counsel, In 

regard to these representations, warranties and certifications. 

Regarding the account(s) the Client has with, or will establish with, JPMS: 

0 The Entity is a Municipal Entity 

® The Entity Is not a Municipal Entity 
The term "Municipal-Entity" means any state, political subdivision of a state, or municipal corporate instrumentality ofa state, including: (1) any agency, authority or 
instrumentality of the state, polltlcal subdivision or municipal corporate lnstrumentallty; (2) any plan, program or pool of assets sponsored or establlshed by the state, 
political subdivision or municipal corporate Instrumentality thereof; and (3) any other Issuer of municipal securities. 

Regarding the accoun_t(s) the Client has with, or wlll es tab I lsh with, JPMS: 

O The Entity is a Obligated Person 

@The Entity Is not a Obligated Person 
The term "Obligated PersonN means any person or entity, Including an rssuer of municipal securities, who is either generally or through an enterprise, fund or 
account of such person, committed by contract or other arrangement to support the payment of all, or a part of, the obligat ions on the municlpal securities to be sold 
In an offering of municipal securities, except the term Obligated Person shall not include: (1) a person who provides municipal bond insurance, letters of credit or 
other liquidity facilities; or (2} a person whose financial information or operatlng data Is not material to a municipal securities offering, without reference to any 
municipal bond Insurance, letter of credit, liqufdity facility or other credit enhancement. 

Regarding the account(s) the Oient has with, or wlll establish with, JPMS: 

O Amounts to be Invested In accounts established at JPMS for the entity .mu constitute Proceeds of Municipal Securities or Municipal Escrow Accounts 

@ Amounts to be invested In accounts established atJPMS for the entity .!l1IX.1lll! constitute Proceeds of Municipal Securities or Municipal Escrow Accounts 

The term "Proceeds of Munlclpa1 SecuritlesN means monies derived by a municipal entity from the primary offering of municipal securities, investment income 
derived fro·m the investment or reinvestment of such monies, and any monies of a municipal entity or obligated person held In funds under legal documents for the 
municipal securities that are reasonably expected to be used as security or a source of payment for the payment of the debt service on the municipal securities, 
including reserves, sinking funds and pledged funds created for such purpose, and the investment Income derived from the Investment or reinvestment of monies In 
such funds. 
The term "Municipal Escrow Investments" means proceeds of municipal securities and any other funds of a municipal entlty or Obligated Person that are deposited 
In an escrow account to pay the principal of, premium, if any, and interest on one or more issues of municipal securities. 

I hereby represent, warrant and certify to JPMS on behalf of the Entity, each of the foregoing and agree to notify JPMS immediately if circumstances change in a 
manner which makes any of the representations set forth on this certification untrue. 

Author!~ ~ - _ . . . .. J<f a~-~%~ ':~~~~a.:J '. . . . ~ - · · - -. ~~ - ... ~ .. . 

Authorized Signer Name (please print) 

, .1-.~~~~-.N~u~~n· . . :::J ' INVESTMENT PRODUCTS ARE: 
NOT FDIC INSURED• NOT A DEPOSIT OR OTHER OBLIGATION OF, OR GUARANTEED BY, JPMORGAN CHASE BANK, N.A. OR ANY 

OF ITS AFFILIATES• SUBJECT TO INVESTMENT RISKS, INCLUDING POSSIBLE LOSS OF THE PRINCIPAL AMOUNT INVESTED 
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Limited Liability Company Certification Chase Investments 
A division of J.P. Morgan Securities LLC, member FINRA/SIPC. 

New Accounts Fax (866) 966-4455 
Account Maintenance Fax (800) 805-3909 

A Member/Manager may: (1) give to, and receive from, JPMS or Its affiliates oral, wrltten or electronic lnstructlons, confirmations, notkes or demands with respect to the aa:ount 
and any transaction; (2) blnd the LLC to enter into and perform any transaction or agreement. amendment or modification thereof, relating to the account and any transactlon 
Involving the LLC; (3) lend or borrow money or securities and secure the repaymentthereof ~Ith the property of the Ll,.C; (4) pay in cash or by check or by credit or debit card or 
draft drawn upon the funds of the LLC any sums rl!qulred to be paid in connection With the account and any transaction; (5) direct the sale or exercise of any rights with respect 
to any securities or other property; (6) agree to any terms or conditions or execute or otherwise assent to any document or agreement affecting the account and any transaction; 
(7J dltect JPMS to surtender any securities or other property for the purpose of effecting any exchange or conversion thereof; (8) appoint any other person or persons to do any 
and all things whlch such Member/Manager of the LLC is hereby empowered to do; and (9) generally, take all such action as such Member/Manager of the LLC may deem 
necessary or desirable to implement or facllltate the trading activities described herein. Members/Managers are permitted to sell, assign and endorse for transfer, cerlifkates 
representing stocks, bonds or other securities now registered or hereafter 
registered In the name of the lLC. Ir a Member/Manager Is an entity (e.g., Corporatlon). then the appropriate ancillary documents {e.g., corpo1ate resolution) Is required. If the 
Members/Managers want to authorize a third party to transact on the account, the General Partners must also submit a JPMS Ttadlng Authorization form naming such party. 
Subject to the policies of JPMS and Its affiliates, or In the event JPMS or il.s affiliates receive conflicting Instructions, or reasonably believe Instructions ftom one Member/Manager 
mlght conflict with the wishes of another Member/Manager or other authorized third party, JPMS or Its afflliates may do any of the following: (a) choose which instructions to 
follow and which to disregard; (bl suspend all activity In the Account until written Instructions, signed by all Members/Managers, are received; (cl close the Account and deliver all 
securities and other property, net of debits or llabllltles, to the address of record; and/01 (dl take other legal action. 
FOURTH: Members/Managers certify that they have the power under the LLC Agreement and applicable law to open and maintain an Account with JPMS and its affiliates 
(Including margin accounts•) and to enter into transactions, both purchases and sales, ofsecuritles and other property for the LLC. Not withstanding the herein certifications, any 
person with act\Jal 01 apparent authority ls authorlzed and empowered by the LLC to undertake any activity. All actions previously taken by any Member/Manager ln connection 
with or related to the matters set forth In, or reasonably contemplated or implied by the herein certifications be, and each of them hereby Is, adopted, ratified, confirmed and 
approved In all respects as the acts and deeds of the LLC. 
FIFTH: Members/Managers warrant and represent that the Information above is accurate and complete. Members/Managers, Jointly and severally, agree to Indemnify and hold 
harmless JPMS, its agents, employees, representatives and affiliates, from and against any and alt llabllltles, Judgments, claims, settlements, losses, damages, obligations, and 
expenses, intludlng reasonable attorney fees, arising from or relating to this Certification and/or for effecting transactions for the Account ln rellance thereon. If fewer than all 
Members/Managers sign. those signll\Q' certify that they are authorized to blnd the LLC and al I Members/Managers thereof to the terms of this Certification. Members/Managers 
agree to Inform JPMS, In writing, of any changes ln the Identity of the Members/Managers listed above, any other amendments to the LLC and/or any other event that could alter 
the Certlflcatlons made herein Including its revocation. Such written notice should be provided to JPMS at the following address: J.P. Morgan Securities LLC, Attention: Account 
Processing, lll-0291 4th Floor, 131 South Dearborn Street. Chicago, IL 60603-5506 or any other addtess that has been provided by JPMS specifically for such purpose. JPMS may 
rely on this CertifJCatlon Jndeflnltely or until written notice to the contrary Is received by JPMS. Members/Managers agree that thl~ release and discharge shall survive the 
revocation of this Certification with respect to transactions entered Into prior to the effectiveness of such revocation. 

"Additional Documentation Required 

Authorized Mem.=b=:ers:.::....._. ____ _ 

[All Members/Managers have signed _belo~-~~ 

INVESTMENT PRODUCTS ARE; 
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EXHIBIT A 

ACTION OF THE MEMBERS AND MANAGERS 

OF 
WATERVIEW ACQUISITION I, LLC 

AUGUST 11th 2017 

The undersigned, each being a Member or Manager of 
WA TERVIEW ACQUISITION I, LLC, a New York limited liability company (the "Company"), 
and collectively constituting all of the Members and Managers of the Company, do each hereby 
consent to and adopt the following resolutions as resolutions of the Members and Managers of 
the Company: 

AUTHORIZATION 

WHEREAS, it is deemed to be in the best interests of the Company 
and its members and affiliates to enter into an agreement with White Plains Health Care 
Properties as Developer (the "Developer"), for Developer to design and construct a 160 Bed 
Residential Health Care Facility in White Plains New York ("the Facility"). 

WHEREAS, Marc Neuman, Lizer Jozefovic and Gerald Neuman 
and the Company will derive substantial economic benefit by increasing their market share in 
Westchester County by the construction of the Facility; and 

WHEREAS, Waterview Acquisition I, LLC is the owner of that 
certain account maintained at JP Morgan Account's entitled Waterview Acquisition I, LLC 
Account Number - and Account Number - (the "Account") in which Marc 
Neuman and Lizer Jozefovic are the sole signatories; 

WHEREAS, in order to achieve the Companies goals set for the 
above it is in the best interest of the Company and its members to add Howard Fenstem1an as a 
signatory to that account and place certain restrictions on withdrawals from the account pending 
the construction of the Facility 

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that 

1. The Company add Howard Fensterman as a co-signatory to the 
following account Waterview Acquisition I, LLC Account Number - and 
Account Number - at JP Morgan Chase together with Marc Neuman and Lizer 
Jozefovic; 

2. Howard Fensterman' s signature shall be required on any 
withdrawal or any direction to the Bank on the account where such withdrawal or direction 
shall cause the balance and value of the account to fall below 1.6 million dollars until such 

-6-
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,· 

time as the Facility is completed and an affiliated entity HBL-SNF satisfies its obligation 
to post a 1.6 million dollar additional cash security deposit according to Section 7 .1 ( a)(iii) 
of the lease between HBL SNF, LLC as Tenant And White Plains Healthcare Property I, 
LLC as Landlord which requires Sixty days prior to the anticipated Commencement Date 
that the funds in the JP Morgan Chase Bank account in the amount of not less than 
$1,600,000 shall be deposited into the Landlords Rent Security Account, 

3. Howard Fensterman' s signature shall be required to withdraw all 
sums in the account in excess of 1.6 million at the direction of Lizer Jozefovic or Marc 
Neuman and by his signature below agrees to give such consent unless such withdrawal 
shall cause the balance in the account to fall below 1.6 Million dollars. 

RESOLVED FURTHER, that the managers of the Company 
designated by any of them (such manager or managers, which are authorized to act singly or 
together pursuant hereto, being hereinafter designated as "authorized managers"), be and they are 
each hereby authorized, directed and empowered, in the name of the Company, to execute and 
deliver to JP Morgan Bank and all , agreements or instruments including this Resolution to JP 
Morgan Bank required to evidence and effectuate the terms of this Resolution which shall be 
incorporated into a formal resolution and direction to JP Morgan Chase Bank, N.A. evidencing 
the agreements memorialized by this Resolution. 

RESOLVED FURTHER, that any and all acts of any of the 
authorized managers of the Company done or made heretofore in connection with the actions 
authorized by this Resolution and the execution of all agreements related thereto, are hereby 
ratified and approved in all respects. 

RESOLVED FURTHER, that JP Mortgage Bank may 
conclusively rely upon a copy of these resolutions and is authorized to act upon these resolutions 
for past, present and future transactions until (a) written notice of its revocation is delivered JP 
Morgan Bank. The authority hereby granted shall apply with equal force and effect to the 
successors in office of the managers herein named. 

[SIGNATURE PAGE FOLLOWS] 
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The foregoing action is taken pursuant to the applicable New York 
limited liability company statutory laws and the operating agreement of the Company, by the 
written consent of a majority of its members and managers of the Company acting without a 
meeting. 
MEMBERS: 

'lli _::_ 
· Mark Neuman 

MANAGERS: 

AUTHORIZED SIGNATORY 

Howard Fensterman 

-8-
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HBL-SNF, LLC
1280 Albany Post Road

Croton-on-Hudson, NY 10520

November 20, 2019

White Plains Healthcare Properties, I, LL

West Peabody Executive Center

2 Bourbon Street

Peabody, MA 01960

Attn: William Nicholson

Re: Letter of Intent

Premises: 116-120 Church Street

White Plains, New York

Dear Mr. Nicholson

This Letter of Intent ("LOI") outlines our proposal for White Plains Health Care Properties,

I, LLC (the "Contributor") to transfer the premises known as 116-120 Church Street, White Plains

New York (the "Premises") to a Delaware Statutory Trust where we would jointly hold the

beneficial interests in the Trust on the terms and conditions set forth below. The Building a skilled

nursing home facility consisting of one hundred sixty (160) beds (the "Facility") had been

constructed pursuant to a Development Agreement dated November 19th, 2015 and for which we

had simultaneously entered into that certain operating lease by and between you as Landlord and

us as Tenant/Operator, (the "Lease").

1) Basic Transaction: (the "Transaction"): Contributor shall contribute premises 116-120

Church Street White Plains, New York to a newly formed Delaware Statutory Trust (the

"Trust") formed by the parties. This transaction shall be memorialized by a contribution

agreement in substantially the form annexed hereto as Exhibit A. The Contribution shall be

governed by IRC Sec. 721. The agreed upon cost and fair market basis shall be

$67,345,348.00

a) Lizer Jozefovic and Mark Neuman will acquire from the Trust by a Purchase Agreement

77.50 Percent of the Beneficial Iñterests in the Trust and redemption of a portion of the B
Beneficiaries'

interest for a purchase price of $52,200,000.00 paid as follows;

i) By a down payment (the "Down Payment") not to be held in escrow, but to be made

upon the execution and delivery of this LOI of $2,200,000.00 by wire transfer to the

account of White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC according to the wire

instructions annexed hereto.

ii) By the Trust obtaining a new first mortgage of $51,000,000.00 to pay the balance of

the Purchase Price and cover closing costs to be used as follows;

NY\243882.1
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(1) To pay the first Mortgage held by Security Benefit Life Insurance in the

approximate amount of $39,226,253 plus accrued interest and fees.

(2) To pay the loan encumbering the membership interests of the Contributors by
Bradford Allen in the approximate amount of $9,770,963 plus accrued interest and

fees;

(3) By the Trust making a non-refundable down payment of $2,200,000.00

(4) To pay the costs of the financing.

b) Lizer Jozefovic and Mark Neuman shall be the A Beneficiaries of the trust holding a

77.50% Beneficial interest, and the present members of the Contributor or their designees

shall be the B Beneficiary with a 22.5% equity position.

c) The A Beneficiaries shall be the personal guarantors of the new financing in the amount

of Fifty-One Million ($51,000,000.00) Dollars. The Transaction is to close thirty (30)
days after Buyer has received approval for the Financing set forth in paragraph 1)a) ii)).

The Contribution Agreement shall call for a purchase price equal to Transferors cash

basis in the property and shall not result in a taxable event for Contributor;

d) The Financing shall be an obligation of the Trust secured by a first mortgage loan on the

Facility and the Premises.

e) Lizer Jozefovic and Mark Neuman shall act as the Personal Guarantors and shall be

obligated if necessary, to secure additional personal guarantors to ensure that none of the

B beneficiaries shall have any obligation to guarantee the Financing. Any additional

guarantors on the Financing shall also execute and deliver a personal guaranty of

Tenant's obligations to Landlord on the Lease. All guaranties on the Lease shall be full

unlimited personal guarantees.

f) The Financing shall bear interest at a constant rate of no more than 7% per annum with

Principal and Interest paid on an amortization schedule of 35 years and shall be subject to

the reasonable approval of the Contributor, which consent shall not be unreasonably
withheld or delivered without cost to the Tenant Borrower.

g) Formal Contracts: The Parties intend that additional agreements including the

Contribution Agreement, Redemption Agreement and Trust Agreement (the Formal

Contracts") shall be complete as of November 22nd, 2019, and absent execution of

Formal Contracts this LOI shall govern provided the Down Payment is received in good

funds by Contributor upon execution of this LOI, and in no event latter than the end of

business November 22, 2019. In the event Tenant defaults in the payment of rent on the

Lease and such default continues for five (5) days, Contributor shall have the right to

terminate this LOI and all Formal Contracts.

h) Closing: The Closing of the Transaction ("Closing") will occur at the offices of the First

Mortgagee Bank's counsel or such other location within the State of New York as may
be agreed upon by the Parties thirty (30) days after receipt by the Trust of approval for

2
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the Financing but no later than April 1st, 2020. If the Tenant has a commitment letter on

April 1st, 2020 that is in the process of closing or if the closing is delayed by a title issue,
the closing date shall be automatically extended for another Ninety-Days. If the closing
does not occur by such date, time being of the essence, this LOI and the Formal Contracts

shall be terminated and no party shall have any rights with respect thereto. The parties

shall remain as Landlord and Tenant pursuant to the existing Lease until such time as the

Transaction closes. The Lease may be amended as provided herein but only if and when

such amendments are approved by Contributor's existing Lender.

2) Structure of the Trust: The Contributor and Tenant have agreed to create a Trust as a

"statutory
trust"

in accordance with Chapter 38 of Title 12 of the Delaware Code, 12 Del. C.

3801 and enter into a Trust Agreement which shall constitute the "governing
instrument"

of

the Trust. Each party will become a Beneficiary and will transfer certain sums of money and/or

property to the Trust in exchange for a beneficial interest in the Trust as set forth above;

a) The Trust shall be a special purpose entity which is being formed solely for the purpose of

acquiring the Trust Property from the Contributor and maintaining, improving, building

upon, and leasing the Trust Property for use as a skilled nursing facility and all and such

other activities incident or appropriate to the preceding

b) Simultaneously upon the closing of the transaction, the existing lease shall be modified

only as set forth herein.

c) The trust shall be permitted to have only the following liens on the Trust Property and no

other:

i) A Mortgage in the amount of Fifty-One Million ($51,000,000.00) Dollars (the "First

Mortgage") the terms of which shall be acceptable to the Department of Health and the

Contributor.

ii) The Trust will designate Howard Fensterman and William Nicholson as the

Administrative Trustees of the B interests.

(1) The Trust Agreemcñt shall provide that Howard Fensterman and William

Nicholson as the B beneficiaries Administrative Trustees shall have the sole

authority to all issues governing administering and enforcing the terms of the Lease

including the collection and distribution of rent.

(2) Lizer Jozefovic shall be responsible as the overall Administrative Trustee for all

other matters concerning the building including but not limited to repairs,

maintenance, and operation of the building. Any Trustee may be removed for

cause including misconduct, bad faith, fraud or gross negligence.

(3) Except as otherwise provided in a Trust Agreement to be executed and

notwithstanding any provision of the Act that otherwise so empowers the Trust,
neither the Beneficiaries nor any Trustees nor any other Person shall be authorized

or empowered, nor shall they permit the Trust, to take any of the following actions

3
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without the prior unanimous written consent of all of the Beneficiaries:

(a) Make any arrangements to reduce, modify, or forebear on the payment of rent

by the Tenant.

(b) Guarantee any obligation of any Person, including any Affiliate;

(c) engage, directly or indirectly, in any business other than the actions required or

permitted to be performed hereunder;

(d) incur, create or assume any indebtedness;

(e) make or permit to remain outstanding any loan or advance to, or own or acquire

any stock or securities of, any Person;

(f) To the fullest extent permitted by law, engage in any dissolution, liquidation,

consolidation, merger, asset sale or transfer of their Interests subject to

obtaining any approvals required under this Trust Agreement other than a sale

of the interests to qualified purchasers under a syndicated offering of the B
interests. The cost of such syndication shall not be charged to the B

Beneficiaries and all monies derived therefrom and due hereunder shall be net

of the costs of the syndication.

(g) allow any business to be conducted on the Property other than the operation of

a skilled nursing facility and ancillary uses;

(h) own any other property or engage in any business other than owning and leasing
the Trust Property for use as a skilled nursing facility;

(i) take any action to consolidate or merge the Trust with or into any Person;

(j) sell all or any portion of or any interest in the Trust Property;

(k) grant an option to lease all or any portion of the Trust Property for a term (with

all extension periods) ending on or after the 45th Anniversary Date;

(1) amend, terminate or waive any material provisions of any lease for all or any
portion of the Trust Property;

(m)enter into any agreement with any Person giving any Person any rights with

respect to the Trust Property that extend beyond the 45th Anniversary Date or

which are not terminable without penalty on less than 90
days'

notice;

(n) encumber the Trust Property with any mortgages or another lien, easement,
covenant or restriction other than the First Mortgage, or a HUD Mortgage to

refinance the debt contemplated by this Agreement, at such time as HUD
regulations shall allow;

(o) modify the Trust Agreemcñt or the Trust's certificate of trust in any manner,
issue additional Interests in the Trust to any Person, or modify the rights and

privileges of the Interest owners;

(p) institute proceedings to have the Trust be adjudicated bankrupt or insolvent, or

consent to the institution of bankruptcy or insolvency proceedings against the

Trust or file a petition seeking, or consent to, reorganization or relief with

respect to the Trust under any applicable federal or state law relating to

bankruptcy, or consent to the appointment of a receiver, liquidator, assignee,

trustee, sequestrate (or other similar official) of the Trust or a substantial part

of its property;

(q) make any assignment for the benefit of creditors of the Trust;

4
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(r) admit in writing the Trust's inability to pay its debts generally as they become

due;

(s) take action in furtherance of any of the foregoing actions; or dissolve or

liquidate the Trust.

iii) The 22.5% of the Trust Owned by the B Beneficiaries interest shall be subject to a

Redemption Agreement where the B interests shall be sold to the A interests or their

designees, assigns or transferees, over five years for a total price of $19,800,000.00 in

four tranches tranches each representing interests of 5.625% each

(1) Tranche one on or before August 1, 2020 in the amount of $3,786,250.00

(2) Tranche two on or before August 1, 2021 in the amount of $3,786,250.00

(3) Tranche three on or before August 1, 2022 in the amount of $3,786,250.00

(4) Final Tranche by August 1, 2023 in the amount of $8,441,250

iv) Any purchase of the membership interests shall be a purchase of Beneficial Interests

from the B Beneficiaries and shall reduce the Priority Return proportionate to the

payments as a percentage of the total remaining price of $19,800,000, which is the

balance after payment of the non-refundable Down Payment.

v) The A Beneficiaries shall prepare at their sole cost and expense of the A Beneficiaries

a Private Placement Memorandum for the Sale of Membership interests in the Trust by
a Broker Dealer who specializes in sales of marginal interests in Delaware Statutory
Trusts to individuals and other entities who have to designate property as target

property in connection with 1031 Exchanges of Property. The A Beneficiaries shall

have the right to designate a portion of their membership interests as C interests for the

purpose of selling them as part of the same syndication, provided that (1) there is no

change in control of the A Beneficiaries or the Tenant entity.

vi) The B Beneficiaries will be entitled to a priority return ( the "Priority Return") equal

to all available rental and other income over and above the payment of the P&I on the

New First Mortgage which shall in no event be less than $2,000,000 per year (as

adjusted by periodic redemptions) and shall be paid to the B Beneficiaries as a Priority
Return until such time as they have been fully redeemed pursuant to the Redemption

Agreement.

vii)The Trustee shall deposit all rents and other funds collected from the operation of the

Real Estate in the bank designated by the first mortgagee (the "Operating Account")
which shall be subject to both a Deposit Account Control Agreement and Deposit

Account Instruction Agreement. The Trust shall maintain books and records of the

funds from the Real Estate deposited in such account, interest earned thereon, and

withdrawals therefrom. The Trustee shall pay from the Operating Account the

operating expenses of the Real Estate (other than those paid by a tenant of the Real

Estate as set forth in its lease) and any other payments relative to the Real Estate as

required by this the Trust Agreement.
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viii) The Trustee shall be responsible for receiving all cash from the Tenant and placing
such cash into one or more accounts as required under the distribution and investment

obligations of the Trust Agreement. The Trustees shall furnish quarterly and annual

reports to each of the Beneficiaries as to the amounts of rent received from the Tenant,

the expenses incurred by the Trust with respect to the Real Estate (if any), the amount

of any Reserves and the amount of the distributions made by the Trust to the

Beneficiaries.

ix) To the extent permitted by the Internal Revenue Code depreciation, which shall be

calculated on a straight-line depreciation method shall be allocated as follows: a) first

to the B Beneficiary to the extent necessary to shelter the Priority return from taxes and

b) second to the beneficiaries, pro rata, in accordance with the ownership interests.

3) Condition of Property and Title: Contributor shall give, and the Trust and the Trust shall

accept, a good and marketable title which any National Title Insurance Company (the "Title

Company"), will approve and insure at standard rates, free and clear of all liens,

hypothecations, mortgages, easements, and encumbrances, except for the Permitted

Exceptions.

i) The Premises is being contributed subject to the following exceptions to the title (the

"Permitted Exceptions"):

(1) Zoning and building regulations, restrictions and ordinances now or hereafter

adopted or imposed by any governmental or quasi-governmental body having or

asserting jurisdiction over the Premises or any part thereof;

(2) Future Real Estate taxes, assessments, water charges, sewer rents or other charges

not yet due and payable (subject to apportionment as provided herein) and certified,
confirmed or ratified assessment liens and pending assessments, if any;

(3) The state of facts shown on an updated as built survey prepared originally prepared

and revised to be an as built survey, (the "Survey") and such additional state of

facts which said survey would show or reveal provided such additional state of facts

do not render title unmarketable;

(4) Any state of facts a physical inspection of the Premises would reveal;

(5) Exceptions permitted by the Title Company (as defined herein) (the "Title

Exceptions");

4) All payments made to purchase any portion of the B Beneficiaries 22.5% interest shall also

act to proportionally reduce the amount of Priority Return paid to the B beneficiaries under

the Trust and the proportionate difference shall be paid to the A Beneficiaries or whoever

purchases the B Beneficiaries interests as the case may be.,

a) Distributions: Provided that all required payments set forth herein have been made by the

Tenant, During the interim period prior to the purchase of the premises Tenant may pay
Management Fees so long as (i) the amount of such Mâñagemcñt Fees paid in any

twelve-

month period shall not exceed five perceñt (5%) of Tenants' gross revenues for such period
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and (ii) there shall not then exist, and/or the paying of such Management Fees shall not

cause there to exist, a Default or Event of Default under the Lease the first mortgage on the

property or the Tenant's Working Capital Loans, (iii) the Initial Payment, the payment of

Rent, and all other payments set forth herein have been made by the Buyer/Tenant.. Upon

the occurrence of an Event of Default, Tenant shall not pay Management Fees. The Tenant

will make no distributions to its shareholders, officers, affiliates, or any related party unless

the Down Payment, the payment of Rent is current, and.

5) Confidentiality and Disclosure· Tenant and Contributor shall each maintain the

confidentiality of all confidential and non-public information supplied by the other. If this

Transaction is not consummated, each party shall return all documents obtained to the other.

Except as required by law, without the prior written consent of the other party, neither Tenant

nor Contributor will make, and each will direct its representatives not to make, directly or

indirectly, any public comment, statement, or communication with respect to, or otherwise

disclose or to permit the disclosure of the existence of discussions regarding, a possible

transaction between the parties or any of the terms, conditions, or other aspects of the

transaction proposed in this Letter of Intent. If a party is required by law to make any such

disclosure, the parties shall consult with each other and seek to agree upon appropriate

language for such disclosure. The Tenant acknowledges that Contributor will be unable to

furnish any patient health information unless such disclosure complies specifically and

completely with all terms, conditions, regulations, and guidelines in HIPAA.

6) Interim Operation: Subject to the approval in writing of Contributor's existing Lender, the

parties will enter into an amendment of the Lease as follows to allow for the operation of the

facility before the closing.

a) Commencemcñt Date:The Commencement Date according to the Lease shall be

September 30, 2019.

b) Rent: An initial rent payment of $509,000.00 has been paid receipt of which is on account

toward the rental period from September 30, 2019 to October 31, 2019 (the "October 2019

Rent") leaving a balance of $13,735 for October 2019 Rent. November 1, 2019, to

November 30, 2019 (the "November 2019 Rent") shall be postponed until November 18,
2019 and shall be paid by Tenant on that date. The next rental payment shall be the

December monthly rent amount outlined in the Lease - $506,097 which shall be paid on

December 5, 2019. Also, the Tenant will reimburse the Landlord for their municipal

maintenance escrow and utility deposits of $5,500 and $60,356, respectively. Such

reimbursement payment shall be made on or before December 5th, 2019. Upon receipt of

the $60,356 for the utility deposits from the Tenant, Landlord will direct any refund from

the Utility ceñipañies to the Tenant, or otherwise pay such refund over to the Tenant

forthwith provided Landlord has previously received those funds from the Tenant.

i) The following amounts are in dispute, and neither party will be obligated to waive their

rights and positions by the signing of this agreement. The landlord has demanded the

following sums due to their Lender.
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(1) Late and Default Interest costs of $201,997.34 for September 2019 and October

2019,

(2) $19,000 of Late Fees for November 2019,

(3) $5,061 per day for Default Interest premium during November 2019,

11) The A Beneficiaries and the B Beneficiaries shall jointly negotiate with the

Contributor's current Lenders to effectuate the best possible settlement of these late

costs ( the "Late Costs"). The amounts if any remaining after such joint negotiation will

be paid by the 77.5% by the Buyer and 22.5% by the Contributor (provided the Initial

Payment, the payment of Rent and all other payments set forth herein are made timely)
from Financing proceeds. If not availabic from the Financing proceeds the Tenant shall

pay all Late Costs. .

c) Security Deposit/ Guaranty: Section 7,1(a)(i) the Lease shall be amended to provide that

Tenant shall enter into a Deposit Account Control Agreement with Metropolitan National

Bank which can only be revoked with the consent of both parties, which shall provide that

each month, the Tenant's Lender shall draw on the loan amount first to pay rent to the

Landlord, notwithstanding the adequacy of any accounts receivable borrowing base

calculations. This Document shall be part of the Closing Documents on the Tenant's first

initial Term Loan and shall be delivered in full effect by December 1, 2019.

d) Section 7.1(a)(ii) of the Lease shall be amended to provide that the obligation for the

Security Deposit shall initially be reduced to 2,000,000 dollars.

i) The sum shall be paid by Tenant as follows: (a) Provided that the Contributor has

obtained a permanent Certificate of Occupancy the Tenant shall draw the initial

$1,000,00.00 from its credit line on or no later than December 1, 2019. (b) Landlord

shall obtain a release of the lien of its Lender on the FF&E, upon delivery of free and

clear title to the FF&E the Tenant will enter into a reverse lease and obtain at least

$1,000,000.00 which shall be paid on account of the Security Deposit no later than

April 1, 2020.

ii) Also, Tenant shall pay the sum of $40,000 per month commencing January 1, 2020

to be treated as additional rent until there is a total $3,700,000 posted as Security
Deposit under 7.1(a)(i).

e) Section 7.1(a)(iii) of the Lease shall be amended to provide that instead of delivering the

sum of $1,600,000 in cash, the arties shall enter into a blocked account agreement wherein

and whereby account numbe n JP Morgan Chase Bank NA prohibiting any
liquidation of that account until the Second Payment is paid. Such account shall be not be

posted as collateral security to Landlord's Lender provided the Initial Payment has been

made in full, and all payments of Rent are current and the Tenant is not otherwise in

Default, except that the Landlord shall have a security interest in such account under a

DAISA, which allows the Landlord to demand the liquidation of such account to pay any
defaults under the lease.
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f) Working Capital: Section 7.7 of the Lease shall be amended to suspend the requirement

for providing the working capital account. The Tenant shall be obtaining a single working
capital line for $8,000,000.00 no later than December 1, 2019.

g) Right of First Refusal and Option to Purchase: The Tenant's rights with respect to the right

of first refusal and option to purchase under Sections 3.7 and 3.7 of the Lease will be

suspended pending payment in full of the Security Deposits required by Section 7.1(a)(i),

7.1(a)(ii) and 7.1(a)(iii) of the Lease as amended , the payment of the Initial Payment, the

working capital required by Section 7.7 of the Lease and Tenant being in full compliance

with the Lease.

h) Insurance: Tenant shall obtain property insurance, effective as of September 30, 2019, and

(2) provide the property insurance, and all other insurances required by the Lease by
November 19, 2019, effective retroactively back to September 30, 2019.

i) Real Estate Taxes: Real estate taxes shall be prorated as of September 30, 2019 and the

Tenant's portion shall be paid to the Landlord no later than December 1, 2019, plus any
late charges which the City of White Plains may impose.

j) Utilities: Tenant shall pay actual costs of utilities incurred at the property covering the

rental period from September 30, 2019 (pro-rated as the utility company billing periods

may require) forthwith upon presentation of invoices for the same from the Landlord, no

later than December 1, 2019.

k) Punchlist: The punch list and all other developer obligations are deemed complete except

for.

i) The White Plains Outstanding Punchlist November 5, 2019 (the Remaining Punchlist),
the value of which is has been determined by the Architect and agreed herein to be

$3,800.

ii) The Electric Blinds in rooms (the "Suspended Work") the value of which is agreed

herein to be $35,000.

iii) Provided the Initial Payment is made by November 15, 2019 and provided there are no

other Defaults by the Tenant, Landlord shall complete the Remaining Punchlist and the

Suspended Work to the approval of the Architect, within 45 days from the date of the

Contributor's receipt of the Initial Payment. Should Landlord not do so, then the Tenant

may credit the agreed values of any uncompleted Punchlist or Suspended Work from

the February, 2020 Rent payment, and the Landlord's Work under the Lease and

Development Agreement shall be deemed complete.

Security: Tenant shall assume all property security obligations as of November 11, 2019.

Upon the closing of the purchase of the premises by the Trust, the Trust shall take an assignment

of the lease as amended above.
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7) Exclusivity: In consideration of (1) the Initial Payment, (2) the payment of Rent as set forth

herein, and (3) Tenant's efforts in pursuing the Transaction, Contributor agrees that (1) until

the termination of this Letter of Intent, or execution of the Formal Contracts and (2) provided

the payment of the Initial Payment and the payment of Rent as set forth herein is made, and

(3) all other obligations of the Tenant set forth herein,, Contributor will not permit any of its

affiliates to, and will not authorize or permit any officer, director, employee, counsel, agent,

investment banker, accountant, or other representative of any of them, directly or indirectly,

to: (a) initiate contact with any person in an effort to solicit any proposal (other than that

contemplated by this Letter of Intent for the acquisition (directly or indirectly , by sale of stock

or assets, or by merger or consolidation or otherwise) of the operation of the Real Estate, or

any of the Assets, or any other business combination or financing transaction involving such

business (a "Proposal); (b) cooperate with, or furnish or cause to be furnished any non-public

information concerning the operation of the Real Estate, to, any person in connection with any

Proposal; (c) negotiate or enter into discussions with any person with respect to any Proposal;
or (d) enter into any agreements or understanding with the intent to effect a Proposal.

Contributor will immediately give written notice to Tenant of the details of any Proposal of

which Contributor becomes aware. Contributor will, and will cause its officers, directors,

affiliates, agents, and representative to, terminate all discussions regarding a Proposal, other

than those with Tenant and its representatives concerning the Transaction, and represents that

neither it nor any of its officers, directors, affiliates, agents, or representatives have entered

into any executory agreements or accepted any commitments concerning any Proposal other

than the Transaction provided that (1) this LOI or successor Formal Contracts has not

terminated, and (2) the payment of the Initial Payment, the payment of Rent as set forth herein

have all been paid and are current, and (3) all other obligations of the Tenant set forth herein

are not in Default and are current.

8) Waiver of Claims: Except as set forth herein above, the Tenant waives any and all claims

against the Landlord it has or every may have had for the following: (1) any claims by the

Tenant that the Landlord is or ever was required to deliver a mortgage of any particular amount,

terms, amortization or interest rate, for Medicaid rate setting or any other purposes (2) any
claims for Punchlist or uncompleted Work, except for the Remaining Punchlist and the

Suspended Work defined herein above, and the Warranties and Guarantees set forth in the

Lease, (3) any claims related to the Cost Certification, except the Landlord shall complete the

Final Cost Certification in the usual and ordinary course, upon the receipt of the Initial

Payment, the Rent having been brought and remaining current, and all other obligations of the

Tenant are paid as set forth herein above.

9) Expenses: Tenant and Contributor shall each be responsible for their respective accounting,

legal, advisory, and other costs and expenses in connection with the Transaction. Tenant shall

reimburse Contributor for its legal, advisory and other costs and expenses in connection with

the Transaction and the Termination of the Lease. Reimbursement for such legal and

transaction fees shall not to exceed $125,000 and may be made from the proceeds of the

Closing, provided the Closing occurs and the Contributor's existing
1" Mortgage Loan and

Mezzanine Loan are paid off from the proceeds of the Fiñañciñg by March 31, 2020, and (2)
the Initial Payment is made as set forth herein above, and (3) the Tenant is not in default under

this LOI or the successor Formal Contracts. Otherwise the $125,000 cap shall expire and the

Tenant shall pay the Contributor all such costs incurred after September 30, 2019.
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10) Letter of Intent: This LOI represcñts a statement of all of the terms, conditions,

representations, warranties, indemnities, coveilâi1ts, and other provisions that would be

contained in the definitive documentation for the proposed transactions. This LOI shall

constitute a biñdiñg agreement upon payment of the or any of their respective affiliates will

have any legal obligation under this LOI unless and until one or more subsequent definitive

written agreements are mutuaHy executed and delivered by each of Contributor and Buyer. No

past, present, or future action, course of conduct, or failure to act relating to the transactions

referenced in this LOI or relating to the negotiation of the terms of such transactions will give

rise to or serve as the basis for any obligation or other liability on the part of Contributor or

Buyer or any of their respective affiliates.[ These changes should be rejected]

11) Goverñing Law: This Agreemeñt shall be governed by and construed by the internal laws of

the State of New York, Venue shall be in Westchester County without application of its

conflicts of law rules. If you agree with the preceding, please sign and return one copy of this

Letter of Intent.

HBL-SNF, LLC

DocuSlgnedby:

Li É75EeBEic

ACKNOWLEDGED AND AGREED

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC

DocuSignedb :

By.

Name:"WMl Ã. Nicholson

Title: Manager

Accepted and Agreed

DocuSignedby:

brL Faaf ow oo

tWd FðTêksterman
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TEMPORARY 
CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY 

DEPARTMENT OF BUILDING 
THE CITY OF WHITE PLAINS, NEW YORK 

Certficate No: 19-15383 

RE: Application No: 2016-0589BLDG 

PermitNo: 2016-0589BLDG 
Date of Issue: 8/22/2019 

THIS CERTIFIES THAT THE BUILDING(or portion of the building as noted below) located at: 

120 CHURCH ST 

City of White Plains, NY 10601 
SBL: 125.67-3-1 

May be used subject to the following conditions: 

Date of Occupancy: 
Type of Use Authorized: 

8/22/2019 through 11/20/2019 
438 

Portion of Building to be Occupied: 

Land/Use Conditions: All affidavits and final inspections to be conducted and approved prior to issuance of final 
Certificate of Occupancy. 
This TCO is to Occupy is only good for the next 90 days until all of C of O paperwork and 
fees are closed out. 

The Owner of these premises by acceptance of this document hereby agrees to proceed expeditiously with all remaining work required to 
qualify the building for a final Certificate of Occupancy or Compliance and to call for all inspections relating thereto. Said owner is also 
required to maintain all portions of their premises in a safe condition, and to provide adequate safeguards to prevent all tenants and the public 
from entering into any active construction areas. 
At the end of the time period specified above, this Temporary Certificate of Occupancy or Compliance will automatically expire. In order to 
continue occupancy of the building, either an extension of this Certificate or a Final Certificate of Occupancy or Compliance must be obtained 
from the Commissioner of Building. 
This Certificate does not in any way relieve the owners, or any other person or person in possession or control of the building or any part 
thereof, from obtaining such other permits or licenses as may be prescribed by law for the uses or purposes for which the building is 
designated or intended; not from complying with any lawful order issued with the object of maintaining the building in a safe condition. 

THIS CERTIFICATE IS ISSUED TO 
WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE 

Owner: WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE 
PROPERTIES 1, LLC - STEPHEN T. KING 
2 BOURBON STREET, SUITE 200 
PEABODY MA 01960 
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SAM oocumentero4-2oir

Certificate of Substantial Completion

PROJECT: (name and address) CONTRACT INFORMATION: CERTIFICATE INFORMATION:
White Plains Institute for Rehabilitaticil Contract For: General Construction Certificate Number: 001
and Healthcare
120 Church Street Date: June 12, 2017 Date: October 4, 2019
White Plains, NY

OWNER: (name and address) ARCHITECT: (name and address) CONTRACTOR: (name and address)
White Plains Health Care Properties I, The Architectural Team, Inc. Congress/Consigli Joint Venture C/O The
LLC 50 Commandant's Way Congress Compan½

Chelsea, MA 02150 West Peabody Executive Center
Suite 200
2 Bourbon Street

West Peabody Executive Center Peabody, MA
Suite 200

Peabody, MA 01960

The Work Wiñed below has been revic..ca and found, to the Architect's best knowledge, information, and belief, to be substantially
complete. Substantial Co-piction is the stage in the progress of the Work when the Work or designated portion is sufficiently complete in
a~"~ua-a with the Contract Documents so that the Owner can occupy or utilize the Work for its intended use. The date of Substantial
Completion of the Project or portion designated below is the date established by this Certificate.

(Identify the Work, or portion thereof that is substantially complete.)
This certificate applies to the entire job.

The Architectural Team,
Inc. Gary M. Kane September 30, 2019
ARCHITECT (Firm Name) SIGNATURE PRINTED NAME AND TITLE DATE OF SUBSTANTIAL COMPLETION

WARRANTIES
The date of Sub:±:ntial Completion of the Project or portion designated above is also the date of commencement of applicäble warranties
required by the Contract Documents, except as stated below:

(Identify warranties that do not comm-ce on the date of Substantial Completicñ, if any, and indicate their date of commencement.)
Not Applicable

WORK TO BE COMPLETED OR CORRECTED
A list of items to be cGepicted or corrected is attached hereto, or transmitted as agreed upon by the parties, and identiñed as follows:

(Identify the list of Work to be completed or corrected.)
See attached montized Punch List dated October 4, 2019.

The failure to include any items on such list does not alter the responsibility of the Contractor to complete all Work in accordance with the
Contract Documents. Unless otherwise agreed to in writing, the date of cem_mencement of warranties for items on the attached list will be
the date of issuance of the final Certificate of Payment or the date of final payment, whichever occurs first. The Centracter will complete or
correct the Work on the list of items attached hereto within thirty (30) days from the above date of Substaiitial Completion.

Cost estimate of Work to be cailipleted or corrected: seise• NG. A
The rerM!itic: of the Owner and Contractor for security, iiialiitciiaiice, heat, utilities, damage to the Work, ins".rance, and other items
identified below shall be as follows:
(Note: Owner's and Contractor's legal and insurance counsel should review insurance requirements and coverage.)
Shall be in accordance with the Owner/Contractor agreement.

The Owner and Contractor hereby accept the responsibilities assigned to them in this Certificate of "tzstis! Coinp1ction:

AIA Document G704™ - 2017. Copyright © 1963, 1978, 1992, 2000 and 2017 by The American Institute of Architects. All rights reserved. WARNING: This
AIA® Document is protected by U.S. Cepyñght Law and International Treaties. Unaütha‰d r;± n or distdbution of this AIA® De==cnt, or
any portion of it, may result in severe civil and criminal penalties, and will be prosecuted to the r± extent possible under the law. This
document was produced by AIA software at 16:27:16 ET on 10iG4i2019under Order No. 6314616400 which expires on 01/30/2020, and is not for resale.
User Notes: (3B9ADA4B)
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Congress/Consigli Join 
Venture C/0 The Congress 
Companies 
CONTRACTOR (Firm 
Name) 
White Plains Health Care 
Properties I, LLC 
OWNER (Firm Name) 

SIGNATURE PRINTED NAME AND TITLE DATE 

SIGNATURE PRINTED NAME AND TITLE DATE 

AIA Document G704™ - 2017. Copyright© 1963, 1978, 1992, 2000 and 2017 by The American Institute of Architects. All rights reserved. WARNING: This 
AIAGII Document Is protected by U.S. Copyright Law and International Treaties. Unauthorized reproduction or distribution of this AIAGII Document, or 2 
any portion of It, may result in severe civll and criminal penalties, and will be prosecuted to the maximum extent possible under the law. This 
document was produced by AIA software at 16:27:16 ET on 10/04/2019 under Order No. 6314616400 which expires on 01/30/2020, and is not for resale. 
User Notes: (3B9ADA4B) 
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4 WYORK 
TEOF 
ORTUNITY. 

ANDREW M. CUOMO 
Governor 

December 2, 2019 

Andrew Blatt 
Consultant 

Department 
of Health 

HOWARD A. ZUCKER, M.D., J.D. 
Commissioner 

Pinnacle Health Consultants, LLC 
1890 Palmer Avenue 
Suite 204 
Larchmont, NY 10538 

Re: CON #092058 

SALLY DRESLIN, M.S., R.N. 
Executive Deputy Commissioner 

Establish and construct a 160 bed RHCF; HBL SNF, LLC dfb/a The 
Rehabilitation and Nursing Center of White Plains 

Dear Mr. Blatt: 

Based on the pre-opening survey conducted on September 19, 2019, the facility was found 
to be in substantial compliance with the applicable provisions of 10 NYCRR. 

As a result of this inspection, approval is granted to use the areas that were renovated 
and/ or constructed as part of the above-mentioned CON project. This approval is effective 
November 14, 2019. 

If you have any questions regarding this letter, please contact Chris Chow at 
(631) 851-3612, chris.chow@health.ny.gov. Written correspondence should be sent to 
the New York State Department of Health, Courthouse Corporate Center, 320 Carleton 
Avenue, Suite 5000, Central Islip, NY 11722. 

Sincerely, 

/';/ / r? / .. _;J/ 
ck··~;· ,c:.:::.:. ., · c:·7.~,. 
Chris Chow 
Principal Sanitarian 
Division of Nursing Homes and 
Intermediate Care Facilities/HD 

Empire State Plaza, Corning Tower, Albany, NY 12237 I health.ny.gov 
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November 20, 2015 
TERMSHHET 
REGARDING 

W HIT E PLAINS INSTITUTE FOR REHABILITATION AND HEALTH CARE 
USE OF PROCEE DS FROM REFINANCE OF WATER.VIE W AND SALEM AND 

CCC EQUITIES PAYOFFS 

This Term Sheet is intended to clarify the pe1iinent information shared at the meeting of 

04/22/2015, attended by Howard Fensterman, as Manager of CCC Equities I, LLC ("CCC"), William 

Nicholson as Manager of White Plain Healthcare Properties I, LLC ("WP'HCP"), Lizer Jozefovic as 

Manager of HBL/SNF, LLC ("HBL/SNS"') the Tenant, and Mark Zafi:in as counsel to HBL/SNF, and to 

further outline the action items required in order to break ground in the Spring of 2016. 

1) ASSIGNMENT OF CCC EQUITIES MORTGAGES: 

a) CCC Mortgage: CCC shall assign the series of notes issued by Mokray Acquisitions 1, LLC to 

CCC and the mortgages related thereto, listed on Exhibit 1 attached hereto, to M&T Realty 

Capital upon payment in full of the amounts set forth in the payoff letter, dated November 20, 

2015. The assignment and payoff is not to be construed as a reduction of the equity holdings of 

CCC in WP HCP, but a "release" of the loans for the purposes of the proceeds being used to fund 

HBL/SNF and the project 

b) Disbursement of Proceeds; The proceeds from the CCC Mortgage payoff shall be paid to 

Madison Title Agency, LLC to be further disbursed as follows: 

i) $2,200,000.00 to an account in the name of WP HCP designated by Congress Construction 

Company to be used for the related pre-development costs of the project , as set for in 

Paragraph 3 of the "Partners Tenn Sheet" dated May 26, 2015, as further provided below. 

ii) $197,072.00 to CCC or order for the purpose of further distribution in the discretion of 

Howard Fenstennan, as Manager of CCC. 

iii) The Balance $1,595,368.32 to an account designated by HBL/SNF (the "Cor.trol Account''), 

and, until the closing of a construction loan with Lancaster Pollard ( or equivalent), any 

withdrawals or disbursements from the Control Account shall be subject to the dual 

signatures of an authorized officer or representative of HBL/SNF and WPHCP. Subsequent 

to such a closing with Lancaster Pollard (or equivalent), any withdrawals or disbursements 

from the Control Account shall be subject to any restrictions or limitations as detennined by 

Lancaster Pollard (or equivalent). The funds in the Control Account may be invested in 

instruments of not greater risk than 90 day treasury notes and not to be further disbursed until 

(a) the closing of the Lancaster Pollard loan and/or (b) a further agreement between 

HBL/SNF and WPHCP. 

Page 1 of 5 
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c) Guarantees; Simultaneously with the assignment of the Mokray notes and mortgages and the 

satisfaction of the payoff letter, Lizer Jozefovic and William Nicholson shall jointly and 

severally issue a guaranty in favor of WPHCP, pursuant to which they shall guarantee any 

deficiency between the amount of CCC's investment in WPHCP and the proceeds realized from 

the collateral (Project, Beds, Entitlements, Land, Plans, Control Account, Etc.,) in event the 

project's assets needs to be sold because Lancaster Pollard (or equivalent) does not provide 

construction funding and/or Mezzanine financing or as a result of any breach ofHBL/SNF's or 

Lizer Jozefovic' s obligations. 

hereunder. 

d) Use of Proceeds: The proceeds from the CCC Mortgage payoff are intended to be used as 

follows; 

(a) $1,595,368.32 shall be used to capitalize HBL/SNF; 

(b) $2,200,000.00 from the accounts of WPHCP, generally, for : 

(i) $990,000.00 (approximately) to be used for Architect's and Engineer's fees; 
(ii) $50,000 (approximately) to be used Interior, Food Service, and other Designers' 

fees; 
(iii) $343,000.00 as additional down payment to Hebrew Hospital as per contract 

(Operating Agreement version 8 or latest version), to be released to Hebrew 
Hospital upon execution of the HBL/SNF Operating Agreement, 

(iv)$309,750.00 to be paid to the New York State Department of Health ("DO:i'') for 
the application fee as per the November 15, 2012 NY DOH Conditional Approval 
Letter; 

(v) BaJance of $507,250.00 to be held byWPHCP and disbursed as WPHCP 

determines, for the following preconstruction costs, 

1. Application or other fees to Lancaster Pollard, 

2. Taxes, Insurances and other ongoing property/maintenance/safety costs, 

3. Other fees, 

4. Other pre-construction professional fees and other fees and costs, 

5. Survey, environmental, Market Study, Appraisal, and other 3rd party fees for 

the loan . 

e) $2,200,000.00 disbursement to WPHCP is to be characterized as a non interest bearing loan and 

repaid to IIBL/SNF as follows; 

1. $1,500,000.00 is to be deemed as an advance payment for FF&E for the 

project and repayable only by delivery of title to the FF&E. HBL/SNF will show 

the FF&E as an asset on its balance sheet; HBL/SNF is to own and be responsible 

for replacing FF &E. Tenant shall also have ownership of replacement reserve for 

FF&E. 

Page 2 of 5 
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2. $700,000.00 shall be repaid as a deduction from the rent over an above 

payments for P&I, Taxes and Reserves at the rate of $2,700.00 per month for a 

term of 420 months . 

f) Prior to the assignment of the notes and mortgages, WPHCP shall be granted a security interest 

in all of the assets ofHBL/SNF, including without limitation, the Control Account, and all of the 

HBUSNF's rights in and to the beds (including without limitation HBL/SNF's rights, title and interest 

in and to the purchase and sale agreements pertaining to the beds) and DOH approvals to secure the 

agreements of Lizer Jozefovic and HBL/SNF hereunder. 

II) HBL/SNF and Lizer Jozefovic shall cooperate and deliver all items required by Lancaster 

Pollard (or other construction lender) in order to most expeditiously close the construction loan. 

Ill) HBUSNF shall be responsible to fund all of its costs and expenses, as tenant, relating to the 

development, and fill up of White Plains Institute For Rehabilitation And Health Care, including without 

limitation expenses payable to DOH, amounts in excess of the funds provided herein for the beds, and 

professional and consulting fees. Funding for such costs and expenses shall not be made from the 

Control Account. 

IV) HBL/SNF and WPHCP shall enter into a lease (the "Lease"), substantially in the fom1 attached 

hereto as Exhibit A, which includes, among other things: 

a) HBL/SNF shall deposit in the Control Account an amount not less than the requirements 

of the constructi.on lender's working capital and reserve requirements, including without limitation any 

shortfall amount as between the construction lender's req1.1irements and the amount in the Control 

Account. 

b) IfWPHCP sells the real property to a bona fide third party purchaser prior to the twelfth 

lease year under the Lease, WPHCP may purchase the HBL/SNF right of first refusal for an amount 

equal to ten percent (10%) of the excess of the sale price (less costs and fees, including broker's fees) 

over the TPC (defined below); provided, however, commencing on the twelfth year of the Lease after 

the commencement date under the Lease and continuing until December 31 51 of the fifteenth year after 

the commencement date under the Lease, HBL/SNF shall have a right to purchase the real property from 

WP HCP for a price equal to the sum of (a) the actual total project cost ("TPC"), plus (b) the following 

amounts: 

i) For Year 12, TPC plus $1,500,000. 
ii) For Year 13, TPC pl.us $!,650,000. 
iii) For Year 14, TPC plus $1,800,000. 

f: \corporatc dept\ccc equitiesl~gmts\term shcet.151007.14.docx 
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iv) For Year 15, TPC plus $1,950,000. 

c) HBL/SNF will be responsible for funding the initial operating deficit so as not to delay 

the loan closing, in the amounts and according to the terms as may be required by the construction 

lender. 

(V) HBUSNF and WPHCP shall enter into a Development Agreement, substantially in the form 

attached hereto as Exhibit B. 

(Signature Page to Follow) 

Page4 of5 
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Agreed and accepted this 20th day of November 2015 

CCC Equities I, LLC 

By: --------
Howard Fensterman, Managing Member 

HBL SNF. LLC 

ember 

White Plains Healthcare Properties 1, LLC 

BY: _________ _ 

William Nicholson, Manager 
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Agreed and accepted this 201
" day of November 2015 

CCCE~· L q ' 

By: ") 

Howard Fensterman, Managing Member 

HBL SNF, LLC 

By ____ _ 

Jozefovic, Managing Member 

White Plains Healthcare Properties 1, LL C 
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SUPREME COURT OF THE ST ATE OF NEW YORK 
COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER 

------------------------------------------------------------------)( 
WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, 
LLC, 

Plaintiff, 

-against-

HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/KIA LIZER 
JOZOFOVIC, and MARK NEUMAN, 

Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs, 

-against-

CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY 
CONSUL TING, THE CONGRESS COMPANIES, 
HOW ARD FENSTERMAN, WILLIAM 
NICHOLSON, and METROPOLITAN 
COMMERCIAL BANK 

Third-Party Defendants 

-----------------------------------------------------------------)( 

Index No. 60278/2020 

AFFIRMATION OF LIZER JOZEFOVIC 
IN SUPPORT OF ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE 

LIZER JOZEFOVIC affirms the following to be true under the penalties of perjury: 

1. I respectfully submit this affirmation in support of the Motion for an Order to Show 

Cause preventing the sale of my Membership Interest in Waterview Acquisition I, LLC 

("Waterview"). This Affirmation is based upon my personal knowledge. 

2. I am the managing member of Waterview and own 70.1 % of the company (the 

"Membership Interest.") 
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3. The history of my dealings with White Plains and all other parties is set forth in the 

Affirmation of John Giardino and the Memorandum of Law. 

4. The Waterview facility consists of a 130-bed skilled nursing facility licensed by the 

State of New York. 

5. I acquired Waterview in 2005. 

6. There are currently 126 residents in the facility. 

7. I am personally involved in managing the daily operations of Waterview and I am 

in the facility every week. 

8. My son, Joseph Jozefovic, has been the administrator of the facility since 2015. 

9. I am personally the holder of the nursing home license issued by the New York 

State Department of Health whose operations are overseen by the Department of Health. 

10. In 2015, I refinanced the facility with the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban 

Development and there is currently a $25,000,000 HUD loan in place for the Waterview 

operations. 

11. In addition, I borrowed $3,000,000 from Metropolitan Commercial Bank to fund 

operations, a loan I personally guaranteed. 

12. I also have a line of credit extended by Gemino in the amount of$1,400,000, which 

I have also personally guaranteed. 

13. The proposed sale ofmy membership interest in Waterview will cause a default on 

all of these loans. 

14. As set forth in the motion papers, I have invested approximately $5,000,000 in 

White Plains. Without the infusion of my capital, the White Plains Project could not have been 

completed. 

2 
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15. Specifically, on November 20, 2015, I contributed to the Project: (I) $2,200,000 

paid to White Plains to be used by Congress for pre-development costs; (2) $197,072 paid to CCCE 

to be used at the discretion of Fensterman; and (3) $1,595,368.32 paid into a control account as 

rent security. 

16. During this time, I was represented by Third-Party Defendant Howard Fensterman 

of Abrams, Fensterman, Fensterman, Eisman, Formato, Ferrara, Wolf & Carone, LLP. 

17. These funds are a loan to the developer that has never been paid back to me by 

White Plains. 

18. White Plains agreed to repay $1,500,000 of the principal amount of the loan by 

purchasing the furniture, fixtures, and equipment (the "FF&E") for the Project and conveying title 

to my company. 

19. In addition, White Plains agreed to repay $700,000 of the principal amount of the 

loan by providing credit against Lease payments. 

20. I have never received this rent credit and this amount of $700,000 could certainly 

be credited to the rent security which Plaintiff is seeking that sale of the Waterview Membership 

interest1• 

21. To date, White Plains has refused to convey title to the FF&E, or to provide an 

accounting of the use of these predevelopment and discretionary funds. 

22. To date, White Plains has refused to provide evidence of purchases of the required 

FF&E, or to credit $700,000 against the Lease payments. 

23. To date, interest accrued on this $2,200,000 loan is equal to more than $450,000. 

1 The proceeds of the sale can only be used to fund the $1.6 million account. 

3 
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24. In short, White Plains has an unpaid obligation to me which totals over $1,140,000. 

25. I have always performed my obligations under the Development Agreement and 

the Lease. 

26. On August 10, 2017, an email was sent to Fensterman (the "August 10 Email"). 

The August 10 Email states, in relevant part, that the following "reflects what we agreed to. Please 

confirm ... [ and] do the paperwork to finalize this." The August IO Email continues to state that 

"[ w]ith respect to the Waterview account: 1. Howard Fensterman and Lizer Jozefovic shall be co

signatories to the Waterview account. ... " 

27. A true and correct copy of the August IO Email is attached to the Affirmation of 

John Giardino as Exhibit F. 

28. On or about August 11, 2017, I entered into a Collateral Assignment and Pledge of 

Membership Interest and Security Agreement, which formalized the rent security account for the 

Facility (the "Collateral Assignment"). 

29. The Collateral Assignment contained three relevant sections: 

a. Under Paragraph 2, as soon I deposited $1,600,000 into the rent security 

account, the Collateral Assignment "shall automatically terminate and be 

void and of no further effect"; 

b. Under Section 13, White Plains' rights are limited to a violation of the 

"terms and provisions concerning the maintenance of the account .. ,_"; and 

c. Under Section 13( c ), any proceeds derived from the disposition of the 

collateral must be applied to the Rent security. 

30. A true and correct copy of the Collateral Assignment is attached to the Affirmation 

of John Giardino as Exhibit D. 

4 
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31. On August 16, 2017, Fensterman was sent a series of emails (the "August 16 

Emails"). The August 16 Emails state, in relevant part, "[ e ]nclosed please find the Chase 

Certification that we received today; Please note that the Certification requires that the Resolution 

that we prepared be annexed as an exhibit. What I need from Howard is original signature cards 

from Howard with wet ink signatures." 

32. True and correct copies of the August 16 Emails are attached to the Affirmation of 

John Giardino as Exhibit G. 

33. On August 17, 2017, an email was sent to Fensterman (the "August 17 Email"). 

The August 17 Email states, in relevant part, that "I need [Fensterman's] signature on the last 

page." 

34. The purpose of the August 17 Email was to transfer the Rent Security to a new 

account pursuant to a resolution of Waterview Acquisition I, LLC 

35. In 2017, the Rent Security was transferred to the Chase account ending in xxxx-

xxx-xxxx-0885 (the "Second Account"). 

36. Once completed, the resolution and account holder certification form were tendered 

to Fensterman. 

37. True and correct copies of the August 17 Email, account information form, 

resolution, and account holder fonn are attached to the Affirmation of John Giardino as Exhibit H. 

38. The Collateral Assignment required me to place $1.6 million into an account and 

provide Fensterman with signatory authority, after which the Collateral Assignment would 

automatically tenninate. 

5 
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39. I ensured that the Rent Security was properly deposited in the Second Account and 

that Fensterman was provided with all necessary fonns to become a signatory, thereby completing 

all of my obligations under the Collateral Assignment. 

40. However, following the August 17 Email, White Plains and Fensterman took no 

actions to become a signatory. From August 20 I 7 until this current action, the Second Account 

was never discussed, and White Plains never raised it as an issue. As multiple years passed, I 

reasonably believed that White Plains was satisfied with the Rent Security, especially since the 

Second Account maintained a balance of well over $1.6 million. 

41. I sent these documents to Mr. Fensterman and never heard anything further until 

this lawsuit. 

42. Previously, the Operating Agreement of Waterview Acquisition I, LLC did not 

permit its members to assign their membership interests. 

43. At the time. the Operating Agreement of Waterview Acquisition I, LLC stated, in 

relevant part: 

a. Articles 5 and 6 did not provide for any such assignment of the Membership 

Interest; 

b. Article 12 specifically prohibited an assignment of the Membership Interest 

to Fensterman as Nominee of White Plains Healthcare Properties LLC. 

44. Fensterman is aware of these facts, as well as the limitations on transfer and 

assignment of the Membership Interest, as Fensterman and Abrams, Fensterman LLP acted as 

counsel to Waterview Acquisition I, LLC in its formation and execution ofits operating agreement. 

45. To permit an assignment, the Operating Agreement of Waterview was amended to 

authorize me, as the Majority Member, to assign the Membership Interest. 
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46. In December 2019, I assigned the Membership Interest to Metropolitan 

Commercial Bank ("MCB") as part of a $3 million loan and financing arrangement to provide 

working capital to benefit the Project, most of which was paid in the form of rent to White Plains. 

47. On December 23, 2019, I granted MCB a security interest in the Membership 

Interest, and MCB perfected its security interest by taking possession of the related certifications 

and filing a Uniform Commercial Code Financing Statement. 

48. Ctmently, MCB has perfected its security interest in Membership Interest and has 

physical possession of the membership certificates. White Plains knew and approved of the Joan 

from MCB, since the proceeds have been used to pay rent on the Facility. 

49. Following my performance under the Collateral Assignment, I waited for White 

Plains to complete the Project. Pursuant to the Development Agreement, White Plains was required 

to complete the Project by no later than September 2017. 

50. However, due to unexplained delays, the Project was not completed until December 

2019. Not only was this two-year delay financially burdensome, but it also forced me to open the 

Facility at the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic. 

51. Moreover, the Development Agreement required White Plains to complete the 

Project at the NYSDOH-approved budget of $57 million. To guarantee that White Plains stayed 

within this budget, I was supposed to be responsible only for additional costs pre-authorized via 

change orders. 

52. Throughout the entire Project, I never authorized a single change order. Yet, by the 

time the Facility was completed, White Plains had incurred more than $5 million in additional 

costs. 
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53. These cost overruns are extremely detrimental, as not only must they be repaid, but 

they have also prevented me from obtaining full reimbursement of my monthly rent payments as 

was originally intended under the Development Agreement and Lease. 

54. Moreover, White Plains was required to provide permanent financing for the 

Project in the form of the HUD-insured Joan approved by NYSDOH. 

55. However, White Plains failed to provide permanent financing, breaching the 

Development Agreement and the Lease. 

56. As a result of White Plains' breach, I am currently losing $68,000 per month on 

NYSDOH reimbursements, resulting in an annualized Joss of $816,000. 

57. On November 20, 2019, I entered into a letter of intent with White Plains to address 

certain defaults and issues (the "LOI"). 

58. A true and correct copy of the LOI is attached to the Affirmation of John Giardino 

as Exhibit I. 

59. Pursuant to the LOI, I paid White Plains an additional $2.2 million. 

60. White Plains has never accounted for these funds. 

61. To the extent there were any issues about the Rent Security, the $2.2 million 

payment for these funds resolved them. 

62. To date, I have paid and continue to pay rent to White Plains on time every month. 

63. Since December of 2019, I have made every monthly rent payment of$506,096.50, 

totaling more than $12 million. 

64. I understood that White Plains would use my rent payments to pay the mortgage 

for the Facility, which is owned by Security Benefit Life Insurance Company ("Security Benefit"). 
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65. However, Security Benefit has declared White Plains to be in default of the 

mortgage for having failed to make necessary mortgage payments, charges, interest, and other 

required fees. 

66. In a notice dated April 16, 2020, Security Benefit stated that White Plains breached 

the terms of the mortgage. 

67. On May 22, 2020, Security Benefit sent another Jetter to White Plains, reiterating 

that White Plains remains in default and raising additional breaches. 

68. True and c01Tect copies of the Security Benefit letters are attached to the 

Affirmation of John Giardino as Exhibit J. 

69. On May 1, 2021, Security Benefit brought a foreclosure action against White Plains 

for nonpayment of rent in the action captioned Security Benefit Life Insurance Company, et al. v. 

White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC et al., No. 55883/2021. 

70. Although I have paid over $500,000 per month in rental payments to White Plains 

each and every month, pursuant to Security Benefit's complaint, White Plains is required to pay 

Security Benefit approximately $160,000 per month in mortgage payments. It is inexplicable why 

White Plains has failed to pay its mortgage, and raises troubling questions concerning what White 

Plains is doing with my rental payments. 

71. The mortgage foreclosure action has harmed the reputation of the facility and has 

adversely affected business. 

72. Rather than address its own failures and breaches under the Development 

Agreement, Lease, Collateral Assignment, LOI, and mortgage with Security Benefit, White Plains 

has engaged in extrajudicial tactics to seize the Membership Interest and the Facility. 
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73. On or about October 6, 2020, I received a purported Notification of Disposition of 

Collateral issued by DelBello Donnellan Weingarten Wise & Wiederkehr, LLP ("DDW LLP"), 

dated October 6, 2020 (the "First Notification"). 

74. The First Notification claimed that I was a debtor and that the Membership Interest 

at would be sold "to the highest qualified public bidder in public" at I 0:00 am on Friday, October 

30, 2020. 

75. A true and correct copy of the First Notification is attached to the Affirmation of 

John Giardino as Exhibit A. 

76. The First Notification was negated by the entry of a Preliminary Injunction and 

Temporary Restraining Order by Judge Bannon in the action captioned Lizer Jozefovic v. White 

Plains Healthcare Properties l LLC et al., No. 655549/2020. 

77. On or about March 2021, after the First Notification failed, White Plains contacted 

NYSDOH and claimed that the appointment of an emergency receiver for the Facility was 

necessary. 

78. White Plains made this request in secret, never informing me or my counsel of this 

request. 

79. I was subsequently contacted by NYSDOH Director Marthe JB Ngwashi who 

requested further information about the situation and whether the Facility was in financial 

jeopardy. 

80. Once I was given the opportunity to meaningfully respond, NYSDOH took no 

further steps to appoint a receiver. 
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81. A true and correct copy of the letter from my counsel to NYSDOH regarding White 

Plains' improper request for receivership is attached to the Affirmation of John Giardino as Exhibit 

K. 

82. Finally, on or about June 10, 2021, I received a purported Notification of 

Disposition of Collateral, dated June 9, 2020 (the "Second Notification"), which announced White 

Plains' renewed intention to sell the Membership Interest at "public auction". 

83. A true and correct copy of the Second Notification is attached to the Affirmation of 

John Giardino as Exhibit B. 

84. However, White Plains is not in possession of my Membership Interest. 

85. White Plains has widely distributed the Second Notification to my business partners 

and colleagues. As a result, I have received calls from interested and concerned parties inquiring 

about the purported sale. 

86. I have spent years of my life successfully building and operating nursing homes. 

Although it is difficult to estimate, the Membership Interest is worth no less than $6 million. 

87. White Plains has no right to sell the Membership Interest under the Collateral 

Assignment. Moreover, White Plains' rights under the Collateral Assignment are limited to 

enforcing the Rent Security, which remains intact. 

88. I will be irreprovably harmed if the sale is permitted to proceed. 

89. Furthermore, under the Assignment, the proceeds of such a sale can only be used 

to fund the Rent Deposit Account. 

90. The continued publication of the Second Notification and any purported sale will 

irreparably harm me and jeopardize my operations. 
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91. Because White Plains will attempt to sell the Membership Interest, I will be 

irreparably harmed if the relief requested is not granted. 

92. Moreover, my Membership Interest is essential for the management of Waterview 

and New York Law. I obtained the proper licensing and authorization to operate these particular 

nursing homes from NYSDOH. The licensing and authorization cannot be transferred to another 

party without a thorough analysis and approval from NYSDOH. 

93. In this action, my claims for damages far exceed $1.6 million. 

94. I seek an Order to Show Cause for a preliminary injunction to (1) enjoin White 

Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC, Howard Fensterman, and Metropolitan Commercial Bank 

from taking any action to transfer, assign, convey or sell the Membership Interest; and (2) enjoin 

Epic and Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer Jozefovic, and Mark 

Neuman from taking any action to reduce the Rent Security below $1.6 million. 

Dated: New York, New York 
June 28, 202 I 

Affirmed before me this 
_Ji_ day of June, 2021 

Notary Public 

By: L~~~ 

Danlelre Femmella · 
NotJry Public, State or New York 

No. 01CH5084689 
Qualified_ in 11\lestchester County 

Commission ~~xpires 9/8/20.z. f 
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a Massachusetts limited liability company 
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HBL SNF, LLC, 
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OPERA TING LEASE 

THIS OPERATING LEASE ("Lease") is entered into as of November_, 2015 
(the "Effective Date"), by and between WHITE PLAINS HEAL TH CARE PROPERTIES I, LLC 
a Massachusetts limited liability company with its principal place of business located at 2 
Bourbon Street, Suite 200, Peabody, MA 01960 ("WPHCP") or (the "Landlord") and HBL SNF, 
LLC a New York Limited Liability Company having an office at 537 Route 22, Purdys, New 
York 10578 (the "Tenant"), with respect to the following facts: 

RECITALS 

A. WHEREAS, Landlord is the owner of the real property, improvements, 
and personal property constituting the long-term care facility commonly known as 116-120 
Church Street, White Plains, New York and more particularly described on Exhibit A, attached 
hereto and made a part hereof, (the "Real Property"), and following execution of this Lease, 
upon which certain buildings and improvements shall be erected (the "Facility"); and 

B. WHEREAS, Landlord desires to lease the entire Leased Premises (defined 
herein) to Tenant and Tenant desires to lease the Leased Premises from Landlord pursuant to the 
terms, conditions and covenants set forth herein; and 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants, agreements, 
promises, representations and warranties set forth herein and for Ten Dollars ($10.00) and other 
good and valuable consideration, the receipt and legal sufficiency of which are hereby 
acknowledged by the Parties, the Parties hereby agree as follows: 

ARTICLE I 

IN CORPORA 'fION OF RECITALS; PRINCIPLES OF 
CONSTRUCTION, DEFINITIONS 

Section 1.1 Incorporation of Recitals. The aforesaid Recitals A through B are 
hereby incorporated into this Lease as if fully set forth herein. Landlord and Tenant are 
hereinafter sometimes individually referred to as a "Party" and collectively referred to as 
"Parties". 

Section 1.2 Principles of Construction. All references to articles, sections, 
schedules and exhibits are to articles, sections, schedules and exhibits in or to this Agreement 
unless otherwise specified. Unless otherwise specified, the words "hereof," "herein" and 
"hereunder" and words of similar import when used in this Agreement shall refer to this 
Agreement as a whole and not to any particular provision of this Agreement. Unless otherwise 
specified, all meanings attributed to defined terms herein shall be equally applicable to both the 
singular and plural forms of the terms so defined. Unless the context clearly indicates a contrary 
intent or unless othe1wise specifically provided herein, the word "Landlord" shall mean 
"Landlord and its successors and assigns"; the words "Leased Premises" shall include any 

I 
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portion of the Leased Premises and any interest therein, and the phrases "attorneys' fees", ''legal 
fees" and "counsel fees'' shall include any and all reasonable attorneys', paralegal, legal assistant 
and law clerk fees and disbursements, whether retained firms, the reimbursement for the 
expenses of in-house staff or otherwise, and, including, but not limited to, fees and 
disbursements at the pre-trial, trial and appellate levels incurred or paid by Landlord in 
protecting its interest in the Leased Premises and its rights hereunder. Wherever pursuant to this 
Lease it is provided that Landlord shall pay any costs and expenses, such costs and expenses 
shall include, but not be limited to, reasonable legal fees as defined above. Whenever the 
context may require, any pronouns used herein shall include the corresponding masculine, 
feminine or neuter fonns, and the singular form of nouns and pronouns shall include the plural 
and vice versa. The words "includes", "including" and similar terms shall be construed as if 
followed by the words "without limitation". Whenever in this Lease any consent, approval, 
determinat1on or decision of Landlord is to be made by Landlord, or any matter is to be 
satisfactory to Landlord, then unless expressly provided to the contrary, such provision shall be 
deemed to mean that such consent, approval, determination or decision of Landlord or 
determination whether a matter is satisfactory shall be made by Landlord in its sole and absolute 
discretion for any or no reason and shall be final and conclusive. Any reference in this Lease 
shall be deemed to include references to such documents as the same may hereafter be amended, 
modified, supplemented, extended, consolidated, replaced and/or restated from time to time. 
Any reference in this Lease shall be deemed to be a reference to this Lease ( as defined herein), as 
the same may hereafter be amended, modified, supplemented, extended, consolidated, replaced 
and/or restated from time to time. Any reference in this Lease or in the Guaranty shall be 
deemed to be a reference to the Guaranty (as defined herein), as the same may hereafter be 
amended, modified, supplemented, extended, consolidated, replaced and/or restated from time to 
time. 

Section 1.3 Definitions. 

"Additional Rent" as defined in Section 3.2 

"Affiliate" as defined in Section 20.31. 

"Change of Ownership" means 

"Commencement Date" as defined in Section 3 .1. 

"Commissioner" means the Federal Housing Commissioner also called the 
Assistant Secretary for Housing in the United States Department of Housing and Urban 
Development. 

"DOH" means New York State Department of Health. 

"Effective Date" as defined in introductory paragraph. 

"Eligible Institution" as defined in Section 4.3. 

"Extension Term" as defined in Section 3.l(b). 
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"Facility" as defined in Recital A. 

"Fixed Rent" as defined in Section 3.2. 

"'Governmental. Authority" as defined in Section 5.2. 

"Guarantors" mean Lizer Josefovic and Mark Neuman. 

"Hazardous Materials" as defined in Section 10.3 

"Hazardous \Vaste" as defined in Section I 0.3. 

"Health Care Authority or Authorities" means any Governmental Authority 
(including HUD) having responsibility for the approval, licensing, certification, payment, 
issuance of h'llaranties and insurance for, and/or otherwise setting standards for the operation and 
occupancy of skilled nursing facilities. 

"Ilealth Care Licenses" means all Medicare and Medicaid certifications and 
provider agreements, all public third party payor certifications and provider agreements, and all 
certifications, permits, regulatory agreements or other agreements and approvals, including 
certificates of operation, completion and occupancy, and state nursing facility licenses or other 
licenses and certificates of need required by Health Care Authorities for the legal use, occupancy 
and operation of the Facility. 

"HUD" means the United States Department of Housing and Urban 
Development. 

"Landlord" as defined in introductory paragraph, and Section 1.2. 

"Landlord's Unreturned Capital Value" means for Landlord at any time, (a) 
the sum of (i) the initial capital contributions made to Landlord by its members and (ii) the 
additional capital contributions, if any, made to Landlord by its members as of such time, less (b) 
the distributions made to the members of Landlord as of such time. The Landlord's Unreturned 
Capital Value will be determined in good faith by Landlord, and Landlord shall give Tenant 
notice of any change thereto. As of the execution of this Lease Landlord's Unreturned Capital 
Value is $11,584,290. 

"Landlord's lndemnitees" as defined in Section 9.1. 

"Landlord's Work" as defined in Section 5.1. 

"Laws" as defined in Section 5 .1. 

"Lease Default" as defined in Section 16.1. 

"Leased Premises" as defined in Section 2.1. 

"Lease Year" as defined in Section 3 .1. 
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"Letter of Credit" as defined I Section 7 .1. 

"Material Default" as defined in Schedule 3 .1. 

"Mezzanine or second Mortgage" means a mortgage on the Premises junior to the 
first Mortgage. 

"Mortgagee" shall refer to the first and second priority mortgages secured by fee 
simple interest in the Real Property as amended, restated, extended or replaced from time to time 
in Landlord's discretion. 

"Overdue Rate" as defined in Section 9 .1 (b ). 

"Primary Market of the Facility" means a fifteen mile radius of the Leased 
Premises. 

"Prime Rate" as defined in Section 9 .1. 

"Prospective Mortgagee" means any Person chosen by Landlord as a Mortgage 
prior to a closing of a Mortgage to be held by such Person. 

"Real Property" as defined in Recital A. 

"Rent" as defined in Section 3.2. 

"Security Deposit" as defined in Section 7 .1, 

"Special Purpose Entity" as defined in Schedule 19.2. 

"Substantial Completion Date" means the date which is the later of: (i) the date 
specified in the AIA Fonn G704, duly executed and certified by the Landlord's architect, that the 
Facility was substantially completed and in substantial compliance with the plans and 
specifications for the Facility, and (ii) the date Landlord delivers a Temporary Certificate of 
Occupancy (the "TCO") for the Facility, provided, however, if the Landlord is unable to obtain 
the TCO or Permanent CO because of the actions or inactions of the Tenant, its employees or 
agents including, but not limited to, a delay in obtaining the necessary DOH approvals then 
delivery of the TCO shall not be a condition under this clause (ii). 

"Tenant's Lease Coverage Ratio" means EBITDAR divided by Fixed Rent. 

"Term" as defined in Section 3.1 (including all exercised Extension Tem1s). 

"Total Project Cost or "TPC" is the actual. cost of purchasing, developing, 
constructing, and equipping the Facility, including without limitation, the cost of the Real 
Property and improvements, development costs, financing costs, and the cost of Landlord's 
Work and all equipment. 

"Utilities" as defined in Section 4.1. 
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ARTICLE II 

LEASED PREMISES 

Section 2.1 Leased Premises. Landlord hereby leases and demises to Tenant, 
and Tenant hereby leases from Landlord, on the terms and conditions set forth in this Lease, the 
following assets: 

(a) all of Landlord's right, title, and interest in and to the Real Property, 
including, without limitation, all buildings, structures, erections, improvements, appurtenances, 
easements and fixtures, including fixed machinery and fixed equipment situated thereon or 
forming a part thereof; and 

(b) all of Landlord's right, title and interest in and to all machinery, trade 
equipment, trade fixtures, furniture, furnishings, beds, and accessories of all kinds used in 
connection with the Facility located on the Real Property. 

All of the items described in Sections 2.1 (a) and D.(hl herein are collectively referred to as the 
"Leased Premises." Landlord and Tenant acknowledge and understand that all of the items 
which comprise the Leased Premises, as repaired, rebuilt, replaced, restored, altered or added to 
as permitted or required by provisions of this Lease, shall be transferred back to Landlord in 
accordance with the terms and conditions set forth herein upon the expiration or earlier 
termination of this Lease. 

Section 2.2 In connection with any assignment of Landlord's interest under 
this Lease and the assumption of this Lease by a new landlord, the original Landlord named 
herein, and each successor in interest, shall have the right to transfer all amounts deposited 
pursuant to Section 4.3 with respect to the Facility, less any amount used pursuant to Section 4.3, 
to such assignee (as the subsequent holder of Landlord's interest in this Lease) and upon such 
transfer, Landlord or the applicable successor in interest transferring the deposits shall thereupon 
be completely released from all liability with respect to such deposits so transferred and Tenant 
shall look solely to said assignee, as the subsequent holder of Landlord's interest under this 
Lease, in reference thereto. If Landlord's interest in the Leased Premises is sold or conveyed as 
provided above or otherwise or by operation of law: (i) at the new owner's option, Tenant shall 
attorn to and recognize the new owner as Tenant's Landlord under this Lease and Tenant shall 
take such actions to confirm the foregoing within ten (10) days after request. 

ARTICLE III 

TERM: AND RENT 

Section 3.1 Tenn of Lease. 

(a) The term (the "Tenn") of this Lease shall be for a period of thirty (30) 
years commencing on the later to occur of (i) the date of issuance of a permanent or temporary 
Certificate of Occupancy for the Facility and (ii) the date that New York State Department of 
Health (hereinafter sometimes, "DOH") determines that the Landlord's Work is sufficiently 
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complete as constructed (but not necessarily the Tenant's operations) to accept patients, 
provided, however, if the Landlord is unable to obtain a permanent or temporary Certificate of 
Occupancy because of the actions or inactions of the Tenant, its employees or agents including, 
but not limited to, a delay in obtaining the necessary DOH approvals then delivery of a 
permanent or temporary Certificate of Occupancy shall not be a condition under clause (i) (the 
"Commencement Date"), and ending at 11 :59:59 P.M. on the day preceding the thirtieth (30th) 
anniversary of the Commencement Date (the "Expiration Date"). Under any and all 
circumstances, Landlord shall not be liable to Tenant, in damages or otherwise, for any delay in 
delivering the Leased Premises to Tenant and Tenant shall have no right to terminate or rescind 
this Lease on account thereof. Notwithstanding the Commencement Date, certain of the rights 
and obligations of the parties shall commence on the Effective Date, but not including Tenant's 
obligations to pay Fixed Rent and Impositions prior to the Commencement Date, or to maintain 
the Leased Premises, insure the Leased Premises or restore the Leased Premises after a casualty 
or condemnation prior to the Commencement Date, or any other rights and obligations, which by 
their terms are intended to commence as of the Commencement Date, which rights and 
obligations shall commence on the Commencement Date. 

As used herein with respect to the Term and the periods for payment of Rent 
(unless the context otherwise requires) the term "Lease Year" shall mean a 365 day period (or 
366 day period in the case of a leap year), first commencing on the Conunencement Date and 
thereafter on successive anniversaries thereof, and ending on the day prior to the next succeeding 
anniversary of the Commencement Date. 

Landlord and Tenant hereby acknowledge that the Commencement Date is 
presently indeterminate and shall occur only as hereinabove provided in this Section. Except for 
the rights of Tenant expressly stated herein, Tenant hereby waives any right to rescind this Lease 
under the provisions of Section 223-a of the Real Property Law of the State of New York, and 
agrees that the provisions of this Article are intended to constitute "an express provision to the 
contrary" within the meaning of said Section 223-a. Landlord and Tenant shall execute a memo 
specifying the Commencement Date immediately following its occurrence. 

(b) Provided a Lease Default has not occurred and is then continuing either at 
the time of the exercise of the options provided below or at the end of the Term or Extension 
Term, or there has not been any Lease Default listed in Schedule 3.1 attached hereto (a 
"Material Default"), whether or not cured, within two years of the end of the Term or Extension 
Tenn, Tenant shall have the option to extend the Term of this Lease for three (3) additional 
periods often (10) years each (each an "Extension Term"), by giving written notice to Landlord 
not less than five forty-five (545) days nor more than seven hundred (700) days prior to the 
expiration of the Term (or Extension Term as the case may be) of this Lease, TIME BEING OF 
THE ESSENCE to these time periods. These options may be exercised by Tenant serving 
written notice upon Landlord stating that Tenant is exercising the option to extend. If Tenant 
fails to give such notice in writing to Landlord within the time period specified herein, all rights 
and privileges granted to Tenant to extend this Lease shall lapse and become null and void. No 
later option may be exercised if Tenant has failed to exercise a prior option. If Tenant has 
validly exercised its option(s) to extend the Term, references herein to the "Term" shall be 
deemed to include an Extension Term. 
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Section 3 .2 Rent. 

(a) Begim1ing in the first (1st) Lease Year of the Term and for each 
succeeding Lease Year thereafter, including during any and all Extension Tenns, Tenant shall 
pay Landlord an amount ("Fixed Rent"), computed on an ammalized basis, equal to the sum of 
the amounts provided for in clauses (i) through (iv), less the amount provided for in clause (v); 

(i) the annual debt service payments (principal and interest) that Landlord 
is required to pay to Lender pursuant to the first Mortgage, plus such additional amounts as 
Landlord may be required to pay under any of the Loan Documents with respect to tax, insurance 
and other reserve requirements and/or payment obligations; 

(ii) the annual debt service payments or preferred equity payments that the 
Landlord is required to pay pursuant to the Mezzanine or second Mortgage, plus such additional 
amounts as Landlord may be required to pay under any of the Loan Documents with respect to 
tax, insurance and other reserve requirements and/or payment obligations under the Mezzanine 
or second Mortgage; 

(iii) an annual amount equal to as sum computed by multiplying the amount 
of Landlord's Unreturned Capital Value by Twelve Percent (12%); 

(iv) an additional amount of $250,000 per year during Lease Years one 
through three: $350,000 per year during Lease Years 4 and 5; and $400,000.00 per Lease Year 
thereafter until the end of the Tenn. 

(v) $32,400 annually for years one through thirty five 

(b) Tenant shall pay the Rent to Landlord during the term without deduction 
or setoff and without demand. 

(c) The terms "Additional Rent" or "additional rent" means all sums, 
amounts, fees, expenses and costs (including, without limitation, legal fees and disbursements) 
payable or reimbursable to Landlord under this Lease other than Fixed Rent, and all of same 
shall be and constitute Additional Rent hereunder. The terms "Fixed Rent" and "Additional 
Rent" shall be collectively referred to as "Rent." Landlord shall have the same rights and 
remedies hereunder consequent upon a failure of Tenant to pay any item of Additional Rent as 
upon a failure of Tenant to pay any item of Fixed Rent. 

( d) Rent shall be due and payable in advance in equal monthly installments 
during each year on the first (1st) day of each calendar month thereof (or in the event the first 
day of the calendar month is not a business day, on the first business day following the first day 
of each calendar month) throughout the Term. Rent for any period which is less than a full 
calendar month or full year, as the case may be, during the Term, shall be prorated on a daily 
basis. Rent shall not be paid more than one (!) month in advance. Rent shall be paid to 
Landlord at Landlord's address set forth in Section 13.1 or at such other place as Landlord 
designates from time to time by written notice to Tenant. Tenant agrees to pay Rent, at 
Landlord's direction, by electronic transfer or wire, as directed by Mortgagee in writing. 
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(e) TENANT HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGES THAT LATE PAYMENT 
BY TENANT TO LANDLORD OF RENT WILL CAUSE LANDLORD TO INCUR COSTS 
NOT CONTEMPLATED HEREUNDER, THE EXACT AMOUNT OF WHICH IS 
PRESENTLY ANTICIPATED TO BE EXTREMELY DIFFICULT TO ASCERTAIN. SUCH 
COSTS MAY INCLUDE PROCESSING AND ACCOUNTING CHARGES AND LATE 
CHARGES WHICH MAY BE IMPOSED ON LANDLORD BY THE TERMS OF ANY LOAN 
AGREEMENT AND OTHER EXPENSES OF A SIMILAR OR DISSIMILAR NATURE. 
ACCORDINGLY, IF ANY INSTALLMENT OF RENT THAT IS PAY ABLE TO LANDLORD 
OR ITS DESIGNEE SHALL NOT BE PAID WITHIN FIVE (5) DAYS OF THE DA TE WHEN 
DUE, TENANT WILL PAY LANDLORD ON DEMAND A LATE CHARGE EQUAL TO 
FIVE PERCENT (5%) OF THE UNPAID PORTION OF THE AMOUNT OF SUCH 
INSTALLMENT. THE PARTIES AGREE THAT THIS LATE CHARGE REPRESENTS A 
FAIR AND REASONABLE ESTIMATE OF THE COSTS THAT LANDLORD WILL INCUR 
BY REASON OF LATE PAYMENT BY TENANT. THE PARTIES FURTHER AGREE 
THAT SUCH LATE CHARGE IS RENT AND NOT INTEREST AND SUCH ASSESSMENT 
DOES NOT CONSTITUTE A LENDER OR BORROWER/CREDITOR RELATIONSHIP 
BETWEEN LANDLORD AND TENANT. IN ADDITION, THE AMOUNT UNPAID, 
INCLUDING ANY LATE CHARGES, SHALL BEAR INTEREST AT THE OVERDUE RATE 
FROM THE DUE DATE OF SUCH INSTALLMENT TO THE DATE OF PAYMENT 
THEREOF, AND TENANT SHALL PAY SUCH INTEREST TO LANDLORD ON DEMAND. 
THE PAYMENT OF SUCH LATE CHARGE AND/OR SUCH INTEREST SHALL NOT 
CONSTITUTE A WAIVER OF, NOR EXCUSE OR CURE, ANY DEFAULT UNDER THIS 
LEASE, NOR PREVENT LANDLORD FROM EXERCISING ANY OTHER RIGHTS 
AND/OR REMEDIES AVAILABLE TO LANDLORD. 

(f) If a default is declared by the Commissioner under the provisions of 
the Regulatory Agreement, provided a copy of Notice of Default is given to Tenant, Tenant shall 
thereafter make all future payments under this Lease to the Commissioner. 

Section 3.3 Net Lease Provisions. Landlord and Tenant intend that the Rent 
herein specified shall be net to Landlord in each year during the Term, and that all costs, 
expenses and obligations of every kind and nature, (known or unknown, general or special, 
ordinary or extraordinary, foreseen or unforeseen, direct or indirect, contingent or otherwise) 
relating to the operation, repair and maintenance of the Leased Premises (except Landlord's 
income taxes) which may arise or become due during the Term shall be timely paid by Tenant 
and that Landlord shall be indemnified by Tenant against such costs, expenses and obligations. 
Tenant's obligation to pay Rent is independent of all, and is in no manner conditioned upon any, 
other covenants, conditions and obligations of Landlord or Tenant under this Lease. There shall 
be no abatement of Rent payments for any reason nor shall Tenant be entitled to any offsets or 
deductions from Rent payments due hereunder. 

Section 3.4 Rent Tax. If any governmental taxing authority levies, assesses, or 
imposes any tax, sales or use tax, privilege tax, excise or assessment ( other than income or 
franchise taxes) upon or against the Rent payable by Tenant to Landlord, either by way of 
substitution for or in addition to any existing tax on land and buildings or otherwise, then Tenant 
shall be responsible for and shall pay such tax, excise or assessment, or, if Landlord pays same, 
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Tenant shall reimburse Landlord for the amount thereof within ten (10) days after written 
demand by Landlord. 

It is the intent of this Section 3.4 and all other provisions of this Lease to insure 
that the Rent (including Additional Rent) paid to Landlord by Tenant will be received by 
Landlord without diminution by any tax, assessment, charge or levy of any nature whatsoever, 
except United States, State of New York and local net income taxes, and the terms and 
conditions of this Lease shall be liberally construed to effect such purpose. Without limiting the 
generality of the foregoing, if any tax is assessed or based on gross income actually or 
constructively received by Landlord pursuant to this Lease, Tenant shall pay such amount which, 
when added to said gross income, shall yield to Landlord, after deduction of all such tax payable 
by Landlord with respect thereto, a net amount equal to that which Landlord would have realized 
therefrom had uo such tax been imposed. 

Section 3.5_ Assignment of Lease to Mortgagee. Tenant acknowledges that all 
of the interest of Landlord in and to this Lease has been or will be assigned to Mortgagee 
pursuant to the Loan Documents. 

Tenant agrees to promptly execute and deliver to Landlord from time to time any 
and all documents required by a Mortgagee, Prospective Mortgagee, HUD and/or HUD's 
Approved Lender, or any successor, commercial, agency or private lender, including, without 
limitation, a lease addendum, regulatory agreement, subordination agreement, non-disturbance 
and attornment agreement, and/or estoppel certificate, in order to finance or refinance the 
Facility or otl1erwise. 

Tenant will on request at any time or from time to time by Landlord or any 
Mortgagee or Prospective Mortgagee subordinate this lease and all of Tenant's rights and estate 
hereunder to such Person's Mortgage and to any renewals, extensions, substitutions, refinancings, 
modifications or amendments thereof, or declare such Mortgage to be prior to this lease and to any 
renewals, extensions, substitutions, refinancings, modifications or amendments thereof, and agree 
with such holder that Tenant will attom thereto in the event of foreclosure. Landlord agrees to use 
reasonable efforts (except that Landlord shall not be obligated to expend money for any such 
agreement) to obtain a written agreement from any such holder in the fonn typically used by such 
holder which consents to this lease and provides that, notwithstanding such mortgage or any default, 
expiration, termination, foreclosure, sale, entry or other act or omission under, pursuant to or 
affecting said Mortgage, Tenant shall not be disturbed in peaceful enjoyment of the Leased 
Premises or this lease terminated or canceled at any time, except in the event Landlord shall have 
the right to terminate this lease under the tenns and provisions set forth herein. 

Section 3.6 True Lease. It is the intent of Landlord and Tenant and the parties 
agree that this Lease is a true lease and that this Lease does not represent a financing agreement. 
Each party shall reflect the transaction represented hereby in all applicable books, records and 
reports (including income tax filings) in a manner consistent with "true lease" treatment rather 
than "financing" treatment. 

Section 3.7 Right of First Refusal; Buyout. (a) Landlord shall not sell, transfer 
or convey the Leased Premises to a third person or entity unless Tenant first is given the 
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opportunity to purchase the Leased Premises pursuant to the terms and conditions set forth in this 
Section 3.7(a). Ifat any time during the first eleven years of Term Landlord receives from any 
third person or entity an Offer (as hereinafter defined) to purchase the Leased Premises which 
Landlord desires to accept, Landlord shall notify Tenant of such Offer by delivering written 
notice to Tenant, which notification (the "Offer Notice") shall contain a copy of the written 
Offer or, at Landlord's election, a written summary of the terms of the Offer. For purposes of 
this Lease, an "Offer" shall mean any bona fide written instrument or verbal conmrnnication 
setting forth the terms pursuant to which Landlord will convey the Leased Premises. Tenant 
shall have ten (10) Business Days after receipt of the Offer Notice in which to elect by written 
notice delivered to Landlord (the "Acceptance Notice") to enter into a formal agreement on the 
same terms and conditions as those contained in the Offer ("Tenant's Purchase Right"). Such 
election shall be effective only if within ten (10) Business Days after delivery of the Acceptance 
Notice the parties enter into a written purchase agreement on tenns reasonably acceptable to 
Landlord in good faith for the sale of the Leased Premises to Tenant containing all terms of the 
Offer. If Tenant fails to timely deliver the Acceptance Notice, or if Tenant fails to timely enter 
into said purchase agreement as provided herein, Landlord shall have the right to accept the 
Offer or any modification thereof on terms substantially similar as those set forth in the Offer. 
Tenant's right to purchase the Leased Premises identified in the Offer Notice shall not apply to 
(i) transfers ofless than one hundred percent of the ownership interests in Landlord, (ii) a public 
offering of ownership interests in Landlord, (iii) a recapitalization transaction of any kind 
involving Landlord, (iv) condemnation, eminent domain or similar proceedings, or (v), rights 
exercised by Mortgagees in foreclosure or in lieu thereof pursuant to Mortgages or other 
documents executed by Landlord in connection therewith, including the subsequent disposition 
of the Premises by Mortgagee or its affiliate or designee that acquires the Leased Premises in 
connection therewith. 

(b) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary, if Landlord's 
Offer Notice states that it is purchasing from Tenant Tenant's Purchase Right, then (i) Tenant 
shall have no further rights under Section 3.7fa), and Section 3.7(a) shall be null and void 
without further effect, and (ii) upon the closing of the purchase and sale of the Leased Premises 
pursuant to the Offer, Landlord shall pay Tenant ten percent (10%) of the excess of the sales 
price agreed to pursuant to the Offer (less costs and fees, including broker's fees) over the TPC, 
the "Offer Fee"), and (iii) the Rent shall be the greater of the amount as determined by Section 
3.2(a) or fair market value, as shall be detemrined by an independent third party appraiser jointly 
appointed by Landlord or and Tenant, and absent their agreement appointed by the then 
chairman or similar officer of the Westchester County Society of Real Estate Appraisers. For 
purposes of clarification, Tenant shall not be entitled to the receipt of the Offer Fee if Tenant 
exercises Tenant's Purchase Right as set forth in Section 3,7(a) above. 

(c) Upon expiration of the eleventh Lease Year, Tenant's Right 
of First Refusal as set forth in in Section 3.7(a) shall lapse and become null and void. 

Section 3.8. Option to Purchase. Commencing on the first day of the twelfth 
Lease Year of the lease and ending on the last day of the fifteenth Lease Year of the lease, the 
Tenant shall have the right to purchase the Leased Premises from Landlord for a purchase price 
during each of the following Lease Years as follows: 
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(a) During the Twelfth Lease Year the sum of (i) TPC plus (ii) One Million 
Five Hundred Thousand Dollars 

(b) During the thirteenth Lease Year the sum of (i) TPC plus (ii) One Million 
Six Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars 

( c) During the fourteenth Lease Year the sum of (i) TPC plus (ii) One Million 
Eight Hundred Thousand Dollars 

(d) During the fifteenth Lease Year the sum of(i) TPC plus (ii) One Million 
Nine Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars 

Upon expiration of the fifteenth Lease Year, Tenant's the right to purchase the 
Leased Premises from Landlord, all as set forth above, shall lapse, become null and void, and 
Tenant shall have deemed to waived all such rights hereunder. 

ARTJCLEN 

UTILITIES AND TAXES 

Section 4.1 Utilities. From and after the Commencement Date, Tenant shall 
pay or cause to be paid all charges next coming due and payable for electricity, steam, telephone, 
cable, gas, oil, water, sewer and all other services or utilities used on or related to the Leased 
Premises (the "Utilities") during the Term. Tenant covenants to place all Utilities in Tenant's 
name as of the Commencement Date. Adjustment shall be made for Utilities applicable to any 
period prior to the Commencement Date. In the event Landlord is billed directly by any service 
provider or utility company for any Utilities or services supplied to Tenant during the Term, 
Landlord shall send Tenant the bill and Tenant shall promptly pay the same. Landlord shall have 
no obligation or liability with respect to any interruption or failure in the supply of any such 
Utiiities. If Landlord eiects to or shall be required to pay for any Utilities to preserve and/or 
protect the Leased Premises, Tenant shall reimburse Landlord for the cost and expense thereof 
plus interest at the Prime Rate. 

Section 4.2 Taxes. Tenant shall be solely responsible for the payment, prior to 
the date when penalties would attach, of all general and special real estate taxes and assessments 
(together with any excise taxes on such real estate taxes and assessments levied or imposed by 
any governmental taxing authority), fire district taxes, liens, impositions, including capital stock, 
franchise, ad valorern, sales, use, single business, gross receipts, transaction privilege, rent or 
similar taxes; personal property taxes, assessments including assessments for public 
improvements or benefits, whether or not commenced or completed prior to the date hereof and 
whether or not to be completed within the Tenn; ground rents; water, sewer and other utility 
levies and charges; excise tax levies; fees including license, permit, inspection, authorization and 
similar fees; and all other governmental charges, in each case whether general or special, 
ordinary or extraordinary, or foreseen or unforeseen, of every character in respect of the Leased 
Premises, and all interest and penalties thereon attributable to any failure in payment by Lessee 
which at any time prior to, during or in respect of the Term hereof may be assessed or imposed 
on or in respect of or be a lien upon the Leased Premises (collectively, the "Impositions") that 
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accrue from the Commencement Date through the Term. Adjustment shall be made for 
Impositions applicable to any period prior to the Commencement Date. Tenant shall pay all of 
the Impositions directly to the applicable taxing authorities and Tenant shall promptly forward 
proof of payment to Landlord in such form as shall be reasonably acceptable to Landlord unless 
Landlord elects to require escrow deposits in accordance with Section 4.3 hereof. Landlord shall 
promptly forward any tax bills which it may receive to Tenant. Landlord shall only bill Tenant 
for any of the Impositions if Tenant does not pay any of the Impositions before delinquency and 
Landlord is obligated or elects (in Landlord's sole and absolute discretion) to pay any of the 
Impositions directly to remain current with all taxing authorities. Tenant shall pay the full 
amount of any increases in any of tl1e lmpositions resulting from alterations or improvements 
made by or for the benefit of Tenant. After the expiration or termination of this Lease, Tenant 
shall pay all bills for any of the Impositions which become due and payable after the expiration 
or termination of tl1e Lease covering any period through the expiration or earlier termination of 
the Lease. If any governmental taxing authority acting under any present or future ordinance or 
regulation, shall levy, assess or impose a tax, excise and/or assessment ( other than any net 
income or franchise tax) upon Landlord or Tenant for rental payable by Tenant to Landlord, 
either by way of substitution for or in addition to any existing tax on land, buildings or 
otherwise, then Tenant shall be responsible for and shall pay such tax, excise and/or assessment 
or shall reimburse Landlord for the cost and expense thereof, as the case may be. Provided that 
Tenant shall have deposited a sufficient amount of funds to pay the Impositions pursuant to 
Section 4.3 and Tenant has done nothing to prevent payment by Landlord or its lender of the 
Impositions, then Tenant shall not be responsible for any and all late payment fees and/or 
penalties, including interest, imposed by any applicable taxing authorities with respect to the 
untimely payment of lmpositions. 

Section 4.3 Escrow Deposits. 

(a) Escrow. At the option of Landlord, which may be exercised at any time 
by Landlord in its sole and absolute discretion Tenant shall, on the first day of the first calendar 
month commencing after notice from Landlord, and on the first day of each calendar month 
thereafter during the Term (each of which dates is referred to as a "Monthly Deposit Date"), pay 
to and deposit with Landlord a sum equal to one-twelfth (1/12th) of the Impositions to be levied, 
charged, filed, assessed or imposed upon or against the Leased Premises within one (1) year after 
said Monthly Deposit Date and a sum equal to one-twelfth (1112th) of the premiums for the 
property insurance policies required pursuant to Article VI which are payable within one (1) year 
after said Monthly Deposit Date. If the amount of the Impositions to be levied, charged, 
assessed or imposed or insurance premiums to be paid within the ensuing one (I) year period 
shall not be fixed upon any Monthly Deposit Date, such amount for the purpose of computing 
the deposit to be made by Tenant hereunder shall be reasonably estimated by Landlord with an 
appropriate adjustment to be promptly made between Landlord and Tenant as soon as such 
amount becomes determinable. In addition, Landlord may, at its option, from time to time 
require that any particular deposit be greater than one-twelfth (I/12th) of the estimated amount 
payable within one (1) year after said Monthly Deposit Date, if such additional deposit is 
required in order to provide to Landlord sufficient funds from which to make payment of all 
Impositions on or before the next due date of any installment tllereot; or to make payment of any 
required insurance premiums not later than the due date thereof. If any Mortgagee or the 
Commissioner requires Landlord to impound insurance premiums on a periodic basis during the 
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term, Tenant, on notice from Landlord indicating this requirement, shall pay a sum of money 
towards its liability under this Lease to Landlord on a periodic basis in accordance with 
Landlord's requirements. Landlord shall impound the premium payments received from Tenant 
in accordance with the requirements of Mortgagee and shall utilize such funds to timely pay 
insurance premiums. 

(b) Use of Deposits. The sums deposited by Tenant under this Section 4.3 
shall be held by Landlord or Mortgagee and shall be applied in payment of the Impositions or 
insurance premiums, as the case may be, when due. Any such deposits may be commingled with 
other assets of Landlord or such Mortgagee, and shall be deposited by Landlord or such 
Mortgagee in an Eligible Institution in such account or accounts as Landlord or the Mortgagee 
may, from time to time select, and Landlord shall not be liable to Tenant or any other person 
(i) based on Landlord's or the Mortgagee's (or any bank's) choice of investment vehicles, (ii) for 
any consequent loss of principal or interest or (iii) for any unavailability of funds based on such 
choice of investment. Furthermore, subject to the foregoing regarding the use of depositories 
and accounts, Landlord and its Mortgagee shall bear no responsibility for the financial condition 
of, nor any act or omission by the depository bank. No income, if any, from such investment or 
interest on such deposits shall be paid to Tenant. To the extent that Landlord does not have an 
invoice or bill specifying the due date for payment, Tenant shall give not less than thirty (30) 
days prior written notice to Landlord in each instance when an Imposition or insurance premium 
is due, specifying the Imposition or premium to be paid and the amount thereof, the place of 
payment, and the last day on which the same may be paid in order to comply with the 
requirements of this Lease. If Landlord, in violation of its obligations under this Lease, does not 
pay any Imposition or insurance premium when due, for which a sufficient deposit exists, Tenant 
shall not be in default hereunder by virtue of the failure to pay such Imposition or such insurance 
premium and Tenant shall not be liable for any late payment fees and/or penalties, including 
interest imposed as a result of such failure to pay. The term "Eligible Institution" shall mean a 
depository institution or trust company, the short term unsecured debt obligations or commercial 
paper of which are rated at least "A-1+" by S&P, "P-1" by Moody's and "F-1+" by Fitch in the 
case of accounts in which funds are held for thirty (30) days or less (or, in the case of accounts in 
which funds are held for more than thirty (30) days, the Jong term unsecured debt obligations of 
which are rated at least "AA" by Fitch and S&P and "Aa2" by Moody's). 

(c) Deficits. If for any reason any deposit made by Tenant or held by 
Landlord under this Section 4.3 shall not be sufficient to pay any Imposition or insurance 
premium within the time specified therefor in this Lease, then, within ten (10) days after demand 
by Landlord, Tenant shall deposit an additional amount with Landlord, increasing the deposit 
held by Landlord so that Landlord holds sufficient funds to pay such Imposition or premium in 
full (or in installments as otherwise provided for herein), together with any penalty or interest 
thereon. Landlord may change its estimate of any Imposition or insurance premium for any 
period on the basis of a change in an assessment or tax rate or on the basis of a prior 
miscalculation or for any other good faith reason; in which event, within ten (10) days after 
demand by Landlord, Tenant shall deposit with Landlord the amount in excess of the sums 
previously deposited with Landlord for the applicable period which would theretofore have been 
payable under the revised estimate. 
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( d) Transfers. Consistent with Section 2.2, in connection with any assignment 
of Landlord's interest under this Lease and the assumption of this Lease by a new landlord, the 
original Landlord named herein and each successor in interest shall have the right to transfer all 
amounts deposited pursuant to the provisions of this Section 4.3 and not used pursuant to this 
Section 4.3 to such assignee (as the subsequent holder of Landlord's interest in this Lease) and 
upon such transfer, the original Landlord named herein or the applicable successor in interest 
transferring the deposits shall thereupon be completely released from all liability with respect to 
such deposits so transferred and Tenant shall look solely to said assignee, as the subsequent 
holder of Landlord's interest under this Lease, in reference thereto. 

(e) Securitv. All amounts deposited with Landlord pursuant to the provisions 
of this Section 4.3 shall be held by Landlord as additional security for the pa)1nent and 
performance of Tenant's obligations under this Lease and, upon the occurrence and during the 
continuance of any Lease Default, Landlord may, in its sole and absolute discretion, apply such 
amounts towards payment or perfonnance of such obligations. 

( f) Return. Upon the expiration or earlier termination of this Lease, as long 
as all of the Rent and any and all other obligations due under this Lease have been fully paid and 
performed, any sums then held by Landlord under this Section 4.3 shall be refunded to Tenant, 
and subject to the rights of a Mortgagee, together with all interest, if any, earned thereon and all 
income, if any, earned therefrom; provided, however, that if a Lease Default has occurred and is 
continuing, all of such sums may be applied by Landlord towards any amounts owed to Landlord 
pursuant to this Lease. 

(g) Receipts. Tenant shall deliver to Landlord copies of all claims and bills in 
relation to the Impositions and insurance premiums promptly upon receipt thereof by Tenant. 

This Article and the obligations herein shall survive expiration or earlier termination of 
this Lease. 

ARTICLE V 

LANDLORD'S \VORK, MAINTENA'.'llCE AND REPAIR; IMPROVEMENTS 

Section 5.1 Landlord's Work. (a) L,mdlord shall cause the Facility to be 
constructed ("Landlord's Work"). 

(b) Landlord will give Tenant thirty (30) days' notice of the date Landlord 
expects to be the Substantial Completion Date. On or prior to the Substantial Completion Date, 
Landlord and Tenant shall jointly prepare a list of the items for the Facility that remain to be 
completed or corrected, set a dollar value for the cost to complete the work, and fix time for their 
completion or correction ( collectively the "Punchlist"). 

( c) Notwithstanding anything in this lease to the contrary, on and after the 
Substantial Completion Date Tenant shall be deemed to have agreed Landlord has completed 
Landlord's Work to Tenant's complete satisfaction, except for (i) the Punchlist, (ii) such items of 
decoration or mechanical adjustment of which Tenant gives Landlord written notice within thirty 
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(30) days after the Substantial Completion Date (the "Initial Correction Items") or (iii) any 
defects in the Facility which were not known or reasonably discoverable by Tenant in the time 
period specified in the immediately prior clause (ii) ("Latent Defects"); provided tlmt, as to 
Latent Defects, Landlord will have no responsibility or liability therefor, or for the correction 
thereof, unless (A) Tenant conducts at least one inspection of the Facility with a qualified 
engineer or other expert, within one year from the Substantial Completion Date, and (B) Tenant 
gives Landlord notice of such Latent Defects within thirty( 30) days after discovery thereof and 
in any event not later than one year after the Substantial Completion Date, which notice will be 
accompanied by the certification of such engineer or other experts, specifying, in detail, such 
Latent Defects in the Facility. 

( d) At its sole expense, Landlord shall complete the Punchlist, and remedy the 
Initial Correction Items, and the Latent Defects provided with respect to Latent Defects that the 
conditions set out in clause (iii) of section ( c) are satisfied. 

(e) To the extent assignable at no cost to Landlord, Landlord assigns to 
Tenant all manufacturer warranties on materials and equipment. Tenant shall have the benefit 
and right to enforce such warranties at its sole cost and expense. 

Section 5.2 Maintenance and Repair. Except as provided in Section 5.1, 
Tenant, at Tenant's sole cost and expense, shall keep the Leased Premises, including all 
buildings, fixtures, trade equipment, trade fixtures, furniture, beds and other personal property 
leased to Tenant pursuant to this Lease, including, without limitation, all structural and non
structural components, the roof, foundation, all outer walls, plumbing, sprinklers, electrical, 
mechanical, heating, ventilation, utility service, air conditioning, vertical transport, telephone, 
communications, cable, computer, fire-life-safety, nursing call, and all other systems of the 
Leased Premises in good condition and repair and in compliance with all Laws. Landlord shall 
not be responsible to make any improvements, repairs, maintenance or replacements whetl1er 
occasioned by the act, omission, active negligence, or passive negligence of Landlord or Tenant 
and/or its agents, employees, invitees or licensees or otherwise, and Tenant shall pay for all 
improvements, repairs, replacements, maintenance and expenditures relating to the Leased 
Premises, whether interior or exterior, structural or non-structural, ordinary or extraordinary, 
foreseen or unforeseen or arising by reason of a condition existing prior to the commencement of 
the Lease, by Tenant's use or by a change in applicable Laws. The Leased Premises and its 
appurtenances shall at all times be kept clean, safe and sanitary and in good order, condition, 
replacement and repair by Tenant, at Tenant's sole cost and expense, except for ordinary wear 
and tear (provided, however, that, without limiting the generality of this Section 5.2, Tenant shall 
be obligated to replace any portion of the Leased Premises upon any obsolescence thereof or if 
proper repair is impractical). Tenant shall provide (if not currently a part of tl1e Leased 
Premises) and maintain, repair and replace, as necessary, all furniture, fixtures, equipment and/or 
other personal property required by any Governmental Authority ( other than furniture, fixtures, 
equipment and/or other personal property owned by contractors providing ancillary services at 
the Facility) necessary for the operation of the Facility and to comply with all Laws. All such 
property provided by Tenant shall immediately become the property of Landlord and Tenant 
shall execute such documentation as Landlord may reasonably require vesting title in such 
property in Landlord. Landlord shall have no liability or obligation with respect to such property 
or any of Tenant's operations relating thereto. All replacements made by Tenant hereunder shall 
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be made in a good and workmanlike manner in accordance with Laws using the san1e, similar or 
better quality of materials as being replaced and shall immediately become the property of 
Landlord. Tenant acknowledges that title and ownership of all repaired and replaced furniture, 
fixtures, equipment and/or other personal property made hereunder shall belong to and is for the 
benefit of Landlord. Tenant shall not enter into any equipment leases or conditional sales 
contracts for any furniture, fixtures, equipment and/or other personal property relating to the 
Facility without Landlord's consent which it may grant or withhold in its sole discretion. The 
term "Laws" means, all federal, state, county, municipal and other governmental statutes, laws, 
rules, orders, regulations, ordinances, judgments, decrees and injunctions of Governmental 
Authorities affecting any Leased Premises or any part thereof, or the construction, use, alteration 
or operation thereof, or any part thereof, whether now or hereafter enacted and in force, and all 
permits, licenses and authorizations and regulations relating thereto, and all covenants, 
agreements, restrictions and encumbrances contained in any instruments, either of record or 
known to Tenant, at any time in force affecting the Leased Premises or any part thereof. The 
term "Governmental Authority" means any court, board, agency, arbitrator, commission, office 
or other authority of any nature whatsoever for any governmental unit (foreign, federal, state, 
county, district, municipal, city or otherwise) whether now or hereafter in existence. 

Section 5.3 Improvements, Renovation, Alterations and Additions. Tenant 
shall have the right during the Term to make such non-structural interior alterations, changes and 
improvements to the Leased Premises as may be proper and necessary for the conduct of 
Tenant's business, to cause the Leased Premises to conform to all Laws, for patient comfort and 
safety, or for the full beneficial use of the Leased Premises, so long as such improvements do not 
(i) exceed Three Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars ($350,000.00) in any given calendar year, 
(ii) interfere with any of the purposes for which the Facility was leased or affect the roof or 
structure, (iii) decrease the value of the Leased Premises, (iv) affect any building system, 
including, heating, ventilation, air conditioning, mechanical, electrical, plumbing or vertical 
transport systems, or (v) affect the exterior appearance of the Leased Premises. Tenant shall not 
make any other alterations, changes, or improvements without the express written approval in 
each instance by Landlord, wruch consent shall not be mrreasonably withheld; provided, 
however, that the granting or withholding of consent shall not result in any liability to Landlord. 
Furthennore, Tenant may make all repairs or replacements required by a Governmental 
Authority without obtaining Landlord's consent, provided, however, Tenant shall give Landlord 
no less than ten (I 0) days prior written notice of such government mandated repairs or 
replacements prior to making or implementing same, unless emergency factors necessitate the 
making of such repairs before Tenant can reasonable give notice to Landlord, in which event 
Tenant shall give notice to Landlord as soon as reasonably possible. Tenant shall pay for all 
costs, fees and penalties imposed by the applicable state agencies or the Center for Medicare and 
Medicaid Services ("CMS") or other Governmental Authority in connection with any survey or 
the Change of Ownership. Tenant shall notify Landlord of any alterations, changes or 
improvements required and/or permitted by the applicable state agencies or the CMS or other 
Governmental Authority prior to the commencement thereof Tenant shall pay all costs and 
expenses of any required and/or permitted alterations, changes, and improvements, shall make 
the same in a good and workmanlike manner, and in accordance with all Laws, having obtained 
all necessary permits and approvals from Governmental Authorities having jurisdiction over the 
Facility and work performed thereon or therein, and shall assure Landlord, in fom1 reasonably 
satisfactory to Landlord, all necessary permits and authorizations have been received and that 
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payment for the work and materials will be made by Tenant. Tenant hereby completely and fully 
indemnifies Landlord against any mechanic's liens or other liens or claims in connection with the 
making of any alterations, changes, and/or improvements. Any liens arising out of any required 
and/or permitted alterations, changes, and/or improvements shall be discharged of record by 
Tenant within the earlier of thirty (30) days after the san1e have been filed by payment, bonding 
or otherwise, as permitted by law, or five (5) days after commencement of a foreclosure or 
enforcement action. Notwithstanding any provision of this Lease to the contrary, Tenant shall 
not undertake any alterations, renovations, or improvements to the Facility or otherwise 
commence any project or activity with respect to the Facility, which may result in any bed being 
taken out of service for more than seven (7) days without Landlord's and/or Mortgagee's prior 
written consent, which Landlord's consent shall not be unreasonably withheld. Tenant shall give 
Landlord written notice ten (I 0) days prior to commencing repairs, construction, or alterations 
whose costs exceed One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000.00). 

Section 5.4 Signage. All signs installed by Tenant at the Facility shall 
comply with all Laws, and all necessary permits or licenses shall be obtained by Tenant. Tenant 
shall maintain all signs in good condition and repair, and/or replace as may be required by 
applicable law, at all times at Tenant's sole cost and expense. Upon vacating the Leased 
Premises, Tenant shall remove all signs and supporting material or installations so installed by 
Tenant, but only if Landlord shall request such removal, and Tenant shall repair all damage 
caused by such removal. Landlord acknowledges and agrees that neither Landlord nor any 
subsequent tenant of Landlord shall be authorized to use any company or registered trade name 
of Tenant or any of Tenant's affiliates or subtenants. 

Section 5.5 Surrender. (a) Subject to applicable law and to receipt of any 
necessary DOH approval, Tenant shall deliver up and surrender to Landlord possession of the 
Leased Premises and ail improvements and replacements thereof, including all of Tenant's 
alterations, improvements work (and all replacements thereof) and all fixtures permanently 
attached to the Leased Premises by Tenant during the Term, upon the expiration of this Lease or 
its termination in any manner whatsoever, in as good condition and repair and in substantially 
similar form, character and manner as the same shall be on the Commencement Date, reasonable 
wear and tear excepted (without compensation to Tenant), with permitted changes, 
improvements and additions made during the Term as authorized herein, subject to no liens, 
encumbrances, charges, restrictions, conditions, limitations or claims whatsoever to the extent 
not encumbering the Leased Premises as of the Commencement Date, and deliver the keys 
and/or operational security cards to the Leased Premises to Landlord or Landlord's designated 
agent. 

(b) Licenses and Transfer of Operations. Upon the expiration of the Term or earlier 
tennination of the Lease, Tenant shall and shall cause its subtenants to, (i) transfer to Landlord or 
Landlord's nominee a fully operational, licensed and certified, and staffed facility and shall 
cooperate with Landlord or Landlord's designee or nominee in connection with the processing 
by Landlord or Landlord's designee or nominee of any applications for all licenses, operating 
pennits and other governmental authorization, all contracts, including contracts with all 
Governmental Authorities or quasi governmental entities (provided that except following a Lease 
Default, the reasonable costs and expenses of the processing of any sueh application shall be 
paid by Landlord or Landlord's designee or nominee), (ii) transfer to Landlord or Landlord's 
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nominee all tangible personal property of Tenant, including financial and accounting records, 
business records, data, employee and/or personnel records, patient and resident records, and all 
records held in electronic fonn, (all subject to the Laws requiring confidentiality), all equipment 
and small ware and all inventory used in connection with the Facility, (iii) transfer to Landlord or 
Landlord's nominee all intangible property except accounts receivable of Tenant, and (iv) 
transfer to Landlord or Landlord's nominee all residents in the Facility. With respect to resident 
funds, Tenant shall transfer to Landlord or its designee, all patient and resident trust accounts, 
and shall cause its subtenant to prepare and submit to Landlord or its designee a true, correct, and 
complete accounting and inventory (properly reconciled) of any patient trust funds and resident 
property to be transferred to Landlord, or its designee. Tenant shall, and shall cause its 
subtenant, not to commit any act or be remiss in the undertaking of any act that would jeopardize 
the licensure or certification of the Facility, and Tenant shall and shall cause its subtenant to 
comply with all requests for an orderly transfer of the same upon the expiration or early 
tennination of the Term, including, but not limited to, upon the request of Landlord or its 
designee, the transitioning of employees in compliance with applicable laws. Without limiting 
the generality of the foregoing, if requested by Landlord or a proposed replacement operator for 
the Facility, Tenant hereby agrees to enter into a reasonable operations transfer agreement with 
such replacement operator. Tenant shall not unreasonably withhold, condition or delay its 
consent to entering into any interim subleases or management agreements as may be necessary to 
effectuate an early transfer of the operations of the Facility prior to the time that such 
replacement operator holds all licenses and pennits from all applicable Governmental 
Authorities with jurisdiction necessary to operate the Facility for its intended use. In addition, 
upon request, Tenant shall and shall cause subtenants, to promptly deliver copies to Landlord or 
Landlord's designee of all books and records relating to the Leased Premises and operations 
thereon (including inventories, employee lists and personnel records, and policies and procedures 
manuals). Tenant shall allow Landlord or a proposed replacement operator for the Facility to 
utilize Tenant's, subtenants' computer hardware and software for a minimum of ninety (90) days 
to facilitate the transfer of operations, the collection of accounts receivables, the billing of 
providers, and the provision of patient care. Tenant shall indemnify, defend, protect and hold 
harmless Landlord from and against any loss, damage, cost or expense incurred by Landlord or 
Landlord's designee or nominee in connection with the correction of any and all deficiencies of a 
physical nature identified by any Governmental Authority responsible for licensing the Leased 
Premises in the course of any change of ownership inspection and audit. Tenant shall be 
responsible for any alterations or renovations necessitated by, or imposed in connection with, a 
change of ownership inspection survey for the transfer of operation of the Leased Premises to 
Landlord or its designee. Tenant shall not c01mnence to wind up and terminate the operations of 
the Facility or relocate the patients or occupants of the Facility to any other health care facility. 
In addition, Tenant shall not terminate the employees of the Facility except in connection with 
and upon the transfer of operations of the Facility to Landlord or its designee. 

(c) lf Landlord notifies Tenant in writing that it intends to transfer the 
operations of the Facility to a new operator and desires to have Tenant continue to operate the 
Facility after the Expiration Date or earlier termination of the Lease, then Tenant shall continue 
to operate the Facility until the earliest to occur of (i) the date on which such successor operator 
shall assume operation of the Facility, or (ii) the date that is 180 days after the applicable 
Expiration Date or termination date (the "Reimbursement Period"). During the 
Reimbursement Period (x) Landlord shall provide Tenant with an operating budget, (y) Landlord 
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shall include in the aforesaid operating budget, and Tenant shall continue to pay during the 
Reimbursement Period, all Rent that would have been owing under this Lease as to the Leased 
Premises if this Lease had not expired or tenninated as to, and/or Tenant had not been 
dispossessed from, such Leased Premises, and (z) provided that this Lease was not terminated 
with respect to, and Tenant was not dispossessed from, such the Lease Premises due to a Lease 
Default, Landlord shall reimburse Tenant for any operating deficits with respect to the Facility 
that Tenant may be required to fund out-of-pocket on account of operating losses and expenses 
incurred by Tenant by reason of, or arising out of compliance with, such budget with respect to 
tl1e Reimbursement Period. Any such reimbursement shall be due from Landlord to Tenant 
within 60 days after request by Tenant, provided that Tenant shall furnish such documentation of 
any operating deficits, losses and expenses as Landlord may reasonably request. The terms of 
this Section 5.S(c) shall survive the expiration or earlier termination of this Lease and/or any 
dispossession of Tenant from the Lease Premises. 

(d). Use of Legacy Tradename. Without limitation of the other provisions of 
this Section 5.5 and notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in this Lease, Tenant 
agrees to allow Landlord or its designee operator, at its option and at no cost to Landlord or any 
such designee, to continue to use, in its signage, marketing and advertising materials, operations 
and otherwise, any or all name(s) (including tradenames) associated with the operation of the 
Facility as a going concern for up to 180 days following (i) the expiration or termination of this 
Lease and (ii) the vacation from, and surrender of, the Leased Premises and Facility by Tenant. 
At the end of such 180 day period, or upon sooner written notice from Landlord to Tenant, 
Tenant shall, promptly and at its expense, remove its aforesaid name(s) from all signs on the 
Facility and repair any damage to such signs caused by such removal. Landlord acknowledges 
and agrees that Tenant, not Landlord, owns the aforesaid names and that neither Landlord nor 
any designee of Landlord may use the same except as described in this Section 5.5(d) or as 
otherwise agreed in writing by Tenant. 

(e) Management of Terminated/Dispossessed Premises. Commencing on the 
applicable Termination/Dispossession Date as to any Terminated/Dispossessed Premises, 
Landlord or its designee, upon notice to Tenant, may elect to assume the responsibilities and 
obligations for the management and operation of the Business at such Terniinated/Dispossessed 
Premises, and Tenant agrees to cooperate fully to accomplish the transfer of such management 
and operation without interrupting the operation of such Business to the extent allowable by 
Laws. Tenant shall permit Landlord or its designee to operate the Facility under Tenant's 
licenses, certifications and other authorizations pending the issuance of new licenses, 
certifications and other authorizations Landlord or its designee. Tenant shall not commit any act 
or be remiss in the undertaking of any act that would jeopardize any licenses, certifications and 
other authorizations related to the Facility, and Tenant shall comply with all requests for an 
orderly transfer of all licenses, certifications and other authorizations related to the Facility and 
any payor' s certifications. 

(f) In addition, upon any expiration or tennination of this Lease, Tenant 
covenants and agrees to do such things and to take such action as may, from time to time, be 
necessary or appropriate to permanently surrender and withdraw from possession and operation 
(including but not limited to licensure and certification) of the Leased Premises, and shall 
thereafter be fulJy and permanently relieved of all powers, duties, responsibilities and obligations 
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that are conferred or imposed upon Tenant under this Lease ( except those continuing obligations, 
including but not limited to the obligation to pay all Rent due and owing under this Lease, and 
the obligation to pay all amounts owed by Tenant to the Medicare, Medicaid, third party payor 
programs and residents for the period of the Term, which survive the termination hereof as 
provided herein) and to restore a11d place Landlord or its designee in possession and operation of 
the Leased Premises, or any portion thereof, and Tenant covenants and agrees to execute and 
deliver to Landlord or Landlord's designee (each subject to the approval of DOH) all 
assignments, operation transfer agreements, consents, consents to assignments (including 
Medicare and Medicaid provider agreements, if requested by Landlord) documents and other 
instruments, to the reasonable satisfaction of Landlord in order to effectuate the provisions 
hereof. 

Section 5.6 Condition of Leased Premises. (a) Subject to Section 5.1, Tenant 
shall accept and take possession of the Leased Premises in its "AS IS," "WHERE IS" "WITH 
ALL FAUL TS" condition, and acceptance of possession of the Leased Premises on the 
Commencement Date shall be deemed an acknowledgment by Tenant of Tenant's acceptance of 
the condition of the Leased Premises. Tenant acknowledges and agrees that Landlord is not 
making any representation, warranty or covenant whatsoever with respect to the condition of the 
Leased Premises, or any portion thereof, or its suitability for any particular purpose, and Tenant 
shall be relying solely on its inspection of the Leased Premises and due diligence investigations 
with respect thereto. 

(b) LANDLORD MAKES NO WARRANTY OR REPRESENTATION, 
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, IN RESPECT OF THE LEASED PREMISES OR ANY PART 
THEREOF, EITHER AS TO ITS FITNESS FOR USE, DESIGN OR CONDITION FOR ANY 
PARTICULAR USE OR PURPOSE OR OTHERWISE, OR AS TO THE NATURE OR 
QUALITY OF THE MATERIAL OR WORKMANSHIP THEREIN, OR THE EXISTENCE OF 
ANY HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE, IT BEING AGREED THAT ALL SUCH RISKS, 
LATENT OR PATENT, ARE TO BE BORNE SOLELY BY TENANT, INCLUDING ALL 
RESPONSIBILITY AND LIABILITY FOR ANY ENVIRONMENTAL REMEDIATION AND 
FOR COMPLIANCE WITH ALL ENVIRONMENTAL LAWS. EFFECTIVE AS OF THE 
DA TE OF THIS LEASE, TENANT SHALL RELEASE LANDLORD FROM ALL CLAIMS 
WHICH TENANT OR ANY AGENT, REPRESENTATIVE, AFFILIATE, EMPLOYEE, 
DIRECTOR, OFFICER, PARTNER, MANAGER, MEMBER, SERVANT, SHAREHOLDER, 
TRUSTEE OR OTHER PERSON OR ENTITY ACTING ON TENANT'S BEHALF OR 
OTHERWISE RELATED TO OR AFFILIATED WITH TENANT ARISING FROM OR 
RELATED TO A1\TY MATTER OR THING RELATED TO OR IN CONNECTION WITH 
THE LEASED PREMISES, INCLUDING THE INFORMATION AND ANY PHYSICAL OR 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS, AND TENANT SHALL NOT LOOK TO LANDLORD 
IN CONNECTION WITH THE FOREGOING FOR A1\TY REDRESS OR RELIEF. THIS 
RELEASE SHALL BE GIVEN FULL FORCE AND EFFECT ACCORDING TO EACH OF 
ITS EXPRESSED TERMS AND PROVISIONS, INCLUDING THOSE RELATING TO 
UNK..T\JOWN AND UNSUSPECTED CLAIMS, DAMAGES AND CAUSES OF ACTION. 
EXCEPT AS TO MATTERS SPECIFICALLY SET FORTH IN THIS LEASE: (A) TENANT 
WILL ACQUIRE THE LEASED PREMISES SOLELY ON THE BASIS OF ITS OWN 
PHYSICAL AND FINANCIAL EXAMINATIONS, REVIEWS AND INSPECTIONS, AND 
(B) WITHOUT LIMITING THE FOREGOING, WAIVES ANY RIGHT IT OTHERWISE 
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MAY HA VE AT LAW OR IN EQUITY AGAINST LANDLORD WITH RESPECT TO ANY 
ASPECT OF LEASED PREMISES. 

ARTICLE VI 

INSURANCE 

Section 6.1 Insurance. (a) Tenant shall obtain and maintain, or cause to be 
maintained, insurance for Tenant and the Facility providing at least the following coverages or as 
required from time to time by any Mortgagee: 

(i) comprehensive "all risk" insurance on the Facility and the Personal 
Property, including Building Ordinance Coverage from Operation of Building Laws, Demolition 
Costs and Increased Cost of Construction Endorsements, in each case (A) in an amount equal to 
one hundred percent (100%) of the "Full Replacement Cost," which for purposes of this Lease 
shall mean actual replacement value ( exclusive of costs of excavations, foundations, 
underground utilities and footings) with a waiver of depreciation ( except with respect to the 
insurance pursuant to clauses (D), (x), (y) and (z) below); (B) containing an agreed amount 
endorsement with respect to the Facility and Personal Property waiving all co-insurance 
provisions; (C) providing for no deductible in excess of Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000.00) for 
all such insurance coverage ( except as stated in the penultimate sentence of this subsection); and 
(D) containing an "Ordinance or Law Coverage" or "Enforcement" endorsement if the Facility 
or the use of the Facility shall at any time constitute legal non-conforming structures or uses and 
covering the increased cost of construction, demolition cost, value of the undamaged portion of 
the structure and any increased expenses to rebuild due to the enforcement of building or zoning 
laws or requirements following a covered loss of the Leased Premises. In addition, Tenant shall 
obtain: (x) if any portion of any of the Leased Premises is currently or at any time in the future 
located in a federally designated "special flood hazard area," flood hazard insurance in an 
amount equal to the lesser of (1) the outstanding principal balance of any loan encumbering the 
Leased Premises or (2) the maximum amount of such insurance available under the National 
Flood Insurance Act of 1968, the Flood Disaster Protection Act of 1973 or the National Flood 
Insurance Reform Act of 1994, as each may be amended, or successor legislation, or such greater 
amount as Landlord and/or Mortgagee shall require; (y) earthquake insurance in amounts and in 
form and substance satisfactory to Landlord and Mortgagee in the event the Facility is located in 
an area with a high degree of seismic activity and (z) coastal windstorm insurance in amounts 
and in fonn and substance satisfactory to Landlord and Mortgagee in the event the Facility is 
located in a coastal region; provided that the insurance pursuant to clauses (x), (y) and (z) hereof 
shall be on terms consistent with the comprehensive insurance policy required under this 
Subsection (i); and further provided that the earthquake insurance pursuant to clause (y) may 
provide for a deductible of up to the greater of One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000.00) 
and two percent (2%) of the amount of such coverage, (III) the flood insurance pursuant to 
clause (x) may provide for a deductible of up to One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000.00), 
and (IV) the ordinance and law coverage pursuant to clause (D) may have a sub-limit of Two 
Million Five Hundred Thousand Dollars ($2,500,000.00). 

(ii) commercial general liability insurance against claims for personal 
injury, bodily injury, death or property damage occurring upon, in or about the Facility, such 
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insurance (A) with a combined limit of not less than Five Million Dollars ($5,000,000.00) in the 
aggregate and Two Million Dollars ($2,000,000.00) per claim (and, if on a blanket policy, 
containing an "Aggregate Per Location" endorsement); (B) to continue at not less than the 
aforesaid limit until required to be changed by Landlord and Mortgagee in writing by reason of 
changed economic conditions making such protection inadequate; and (C) to cover at least the 
following hazards: (1) premises and operations; (2) products and completed operations on an "if 
any" basis; (3) independent contractors; (4) blanket contractual liability; and (5) contractual 
liability covering the indemnities contained in Section 9 .1 of the Lease to the extent the same is 
available; 

(iii) business income with extra expense insurance (A) with loss payable to 
Landlord and Mortgagee; (B) covering all risks required to be covered by the insurance provided 
for in Subsection (i) above; (C) containing an extended period of indemnity endorsement which 
provides that after the physical loss to the Facility and Personal Property has been repaired, the 
continued loss of income will be insured until such income either returns to the same level it was 
at prior to the loss, or the expiration of twelve (12) months from the date that the Facility is 
repaired or replaced and operations are resumed, whichever first occurs, and notwithstanding that 
the policy may expire prior to the end of such period; and (D) in an amount equal to one hundred 
percent (100%) of the projected net profit and extra expense with respect to the Facility for a 
period of twelve (12) months from the date of such Casualty (assuming such Casualty had not 
occurred) and notwithstanding that the policy may expire at the end of such period. The amount 
of such business income insurance shall be determined prior to the date hereof and at least once 
each year thereafter based on Tenant's reasonable estimate of the gross income from the Facility 
for the succeeding twelve (12) month period. Nothing herein contained shall be deemed to 
relieve Tenant of its obligations to pay the Rent when due except to the extent such amounts are 
actually paid out of the proceeds of such business income insurance; 

(iv) at all times during which structural construction, repairs or alterations are 
being made with respect to the Facility, and only if the Facility coverage form does not otherwise 
apply, (A) owner's contingent or protective liability insurance covering claims not covered by or 
under the terms or provisions of the above mentioned commercial general liability insurance 
policy; and (B) the insurance provided for in subsection (i) above written in a so-called builder's 
risk completed value form (]) on a non-reporting basis, (2) against all risks insured against 
pursuant to subsection (i) above and (3) with an agreed amount endorsement waiving 
co-insurance provisions; 

(v) worker's compensation insurance with respect to any employees of 
Tenant, as required by any Govemmental Authority, Health Care Authority, Legal Requirement 
or Health Care Requirement; 

(vi) boiler and machinery insurance, if applicable, in amounts as shall be 
reasonably required by Landlord and Mortgagee on terms consistent with the commercial 
property insurance policy required under Subsection (i) above; 

(vii) intentionally omitted; 
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(viii) motor vehicle liability coverage for all owned and non-owned vehicles, 
including rented and leased vehicles containing minimum limits per occurrence, including 
umbrella coverage, of One Million Dollars ($1,000,000.00); 

(ix) if the Facility is or becomes a legal "non-conforming" use, ordinance or 
Jaw coverage and insurance coverage to compensate for the cost of (upon a Casualty) demolition 
or rebuilding of the undamaged portion of the Facility along with any reduced value and the 
increased cost of construction in amounts as requested by Landlord and Mortgagee; 

(x) the commercial property and business income insurance required under 
Sections 6. l{a)(i) and {iii) above shall cover perils of terrorism and acts of terrorism and Tenant 
shall maintain commercial property and business income insurance for loss resulting from perils 
and acts of terrorism on terms (including amounts) consistent with those required under Sections 
6.l(a)(i) and (iii) above at all times during the Term; 

(xi) professional liability and malpractice insurance with limits of at least 
Two Million Dollars ($2,000,000.00) per claim / Five Million Dollars ($5,000,000.00) in the 
aggregate. Tenant shall also require each medical director for the Facility and the associated 
nurse practitioner at the Facility to carry professional liability and malpractice insurance with 
limits of not less than Two Million Dollars ($2,000,000.00) per claim / Five Million Dollars 
($5,000,000.00) in the aggregate; and 

(xii) notwithstanding anything to the contrary in the foregoing, all insurance 
coverage required by any mortgagee of Landlord shall be met by Tenant, from time to time as 
necessary; 

(xiii) upon sixty (60) days' notice, such other reasonable insurance and in 
such reasonable amounts as Landlord and/or Mortgagee from time to time may reasonably 
request against such other insurable hazards which at the time are commonly insured against for 
property similar to the Facility located in or around the region in which the Facility is located. 

(b) All insurance provided for in Section 6.l(a) shall be obtained under valid 
and enforceable policies (collectively, the "Policies" or, in the singular, the "Policy"), and shall 
be subject to the approval of Landlord and Mortgagee as to insurance companies, amounts, 
deductibles, loss payees and insureds. The Policies shall be issued by financially sound and 
responsible insurance companies authorized to do business in the State of New York and having 
a claims paying ability rating of"A" or better (and the equivalent thereof) by at least two (2) of 
the Rating Agencies rating the companies ( one of which shall be S&P if they are rating the 
securities and one of which will be Moody's if they are rating the companies), or if only one 
Rating Agency is rating the companies, then only by such Rating Agency and shall specifically 
name Landlord and Mortgagee as loss payees and additional insureds, as applicable. Not less 
than ten (10) days prior to the expiration dates of the Policies theretofore furnished to Landlord 
and Mortgagee, certificates of insurance evidencing the Policies accompanied by evidence 
satisfactory to Landlord and Mortgagee of payment of the premiums due thereunder (the 
"Insurance Premiums"), shall be delivered by Tenant to Landlord and Mortgagee. 
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(c) Any blanket insurance Policy shall specifically allocate to the 
Facility the amount of coverage from time to time required hereunder and shall otherwise 
provide the same protection as would a separate Policy insuring only the Facility in compliance 
with the provisions of Section 6.1 (a). 

(d) All Policies provided for or contemplated by Section 6.l(a), except 
for the Policy referenced in Section 6. l(a)(v), shall name Tenant as the insured and Landlord and 
Mortgagee as the additional insured, as their interests may appear, and in the case of property 
damage, boiler and machinery, flood and earthquake insurance, shall contain a so-called lender's 
loss payee endorsement in favor of Mortgagee providing that the loss thereunder shall be payable 
to Mortgagee. 

(e) All Policies provided for in Section 6.1 shall contain clauses or 
endorsements to the effect that: 

(i) no act or negligence of Tenant, or anyone acting for Tenant, or of any 
tenant or other occupant, or failure to comply with the provisions of any Policy, which 
might otherwise result in a forfeiture of the insurance or any part thereof, shall in any 
way affect the validity or enforceability of the insurance insofar as Landlord and 
Mortgagee are concerned; 

(ii) the Policies shall not be materially changed (other than to increase the 
coverage provided thereby) or canceled without at least thirty (30) days' written notice to 
Landlord and Mortgagee and any other party named therein as an additional insured; 

(iii) the issuers thereof shall give notice to Landlord and Mortgagee if the 
Policies have not been renewed fifteen (15) days prior to its expiration; and 

(iv) Neither Landlord nor Mortgagee shall be liable for any insurance 
premiums thereon or subject to any assessments due thereunder. 

(f) If at any time Landlord and Mortgagee is not in receipt of written evidence 
that all Policies are in full force and effect, either shall have the right, without notice to Tenant, 
to take such action as either deems necessary to protect its interest in the Leased Premises, 
including, without limitation, the obtaining of such insurance coverage as either in its sole 
discretion deems appropriate. All premiums incurred by Landlord and/or Mortgagee in 
connection with such action or in obtaining such insurance and keeping it in effect shall be paid 
by Tenant to Landlord and/or Mortgagee, as the case may be, upon demand and, until paid, shall 
be secured by the Mortgages and shall bear interest at the Overdue Rate. 

(g) Tail Insurance. If Tenant has claims made insurance coverage of any type, 
upon expiration or earlier termination of this Lease, Tenant shall purchase so-called "tail" 
insurance for a period of three years in an amount not less than its existing coverages in order to 
assure Tenant is covered by insurance after the expiration or earlier termination of this Lease for 
all claims arising or relating to the period prior to the expiration or earlier termination of this 
Lease, and Landlord and Mortgagee shall be named as additional insured thereunder. 
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Section 6.2 Certificates of Insurance. Upon the Commencement Date of this 
Lease, Tenant shall furnish Landlord, Mortgagee and other third parties which Landlord shall 
designate with appropriate certificates of insurance on acceptable Acord forms, together with an 
additional insurance endorsement showing that each type of insurance required under this 
Article VI is in full force and effect and not cancelable or modifiable without thirty (30) days 
prior written notice to Landlord, and upon request of Landlord or one or more of such additional 
insureds, deliver copies of such insurance policies. Tenant will provide Landlord with 
acceptable certificates of insurance pursuant to this Section 6.2 evidencing the renewal of such 
Policies ten (10) Business Days prior to the Policies' expiration date. Tenant acknowledges that 
all such certificates shall name Landlord, its successors and assigns, and Mortgagee, its 
successors and assigns, as additional insureds on the general liability and umbrella policies and 
as a loss payee/mortgagee, as their interests may appear, on the property and boiler and 
machinery policies. 

Section 6.3 Waiver of Subrogation. Landlord and Tenant hereby waive all 
rights of recovery for causes of action which either has or may have or which may arise hereafter 
against the other for any damage to the Leased Premises or the property or business of either of 
them or of anyone claiming through either of them, by way of subrogation or otherwise, caused 
by any of the perils covered by a special form policy of property insurance or contents insurance 
or by any other insurance for damage to property carried by the party whose property was 
damaged; provided, however, that the foregoing waiver shall apply only if and to the extent that 
a waiver of subrogation for property damage is not prohibited in the State of New York, has been 
consented to by the applicable insurance carrier, and only to the extent of such insurance 
coverage. 

ARTICLE VII 

SECURITY, ACCESS AND REPORTING OBLIGATIONS, WORKING CAPITAL 

Section 7.1 Security Deposit/Guaranty. 

(a) Contemporaneously with the execution of this Lease, Tenant, shall deliver 
a guarantee of this Lease (the "Guaranty") from Lizer Josefovic and Mark Neuman (collectively, 
the "Guarantors") in the form of Exhibit "B" attached hereto, or in form and amounts as may be 
otherwise required by the Landlord and Landlord's first and second Mortgagee. As further 
security for the Tenants performance under the Lease, the Tenant hereby agrees as follows: 

(i) Tenant shall post at such times as required by Landlord's 
first and second Mortgagee, and Landlord in its reasonable discretion (but at least 45 
days prior to the Commencement Date), and from time to time such Letters of Credit 
and/or reserves in such amounts and under such terms as required by Landlord's first 
and second Mortgagee, and Landlord in its reasonable discretion. 

(ii) Tenant shall deposit at the time required by Landlord's first and second 
Mortgagee, and Landlord in its reasonable discretion, a sum in cash in an amount equal 
to the greater of (A) an amount detennined by Landlord's first and second Mortgagee, 
and (B) one year's Fixed Rent with Landlord to be held by Landlord as a security 
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deposit ("Security Deposit") to secure the full and timely payment and performance of 
Tenant's obligations under this Lease. Tenant's failure to timely pay to Landlord the 
Security Deposit shall be deemed a Lease Default by Tenant. Landlord may retain the 
Security Deposit in such accounts as Landlord elects in its sole discretion and Landlord 
may commingle the Security Deposit with other funds of Landlord or its affiliates. 
Tenant shall have no right to any interest on the funds comprising the Security Deposit 
that it delivers to Landlord. 

(iii) Guarantor Obligations: 

(A) The Guaranty shall set forth that the Guarantors will be 
required to cooperate in turning the license over to the Landlord's designee or be personally 
liable for all costs, expenses and damages or deficiencies. 

(8) The Guarantors shall ensure that the Tenant shall deliver all 
of the documents required to transfer the license in escrow to Pasternak, Blankstein & Lund,. or 
such other party as Landlord designates. 

(b) The tenn "Letter of Credit" shall mean an irrevocable, unconditional, 
transferable, clean sight draft letter of credit in favor of Landlord in fonn and content reasonably 
satisfactory to Landlord and entitling Landlord to draw thereon without the payment of any fees 
or charges in New York, New York, issued by a domestic banking institution or the U.S. agency 
or branch of a foreign banking institution; provided, that such banking institution has a long term 
senior unsecured debt obligation rating of at least "AA" by S&P. The Letter of Credit shall be in 
the initial amount detennined by Landlord's first and second Mortgagee, and Landlord in its 
reasonable discretion and shall have an expiration date of the date that is the first anniversary of 
the date hereof. The Letter of Credit shall provide that it shall be deemed automatically renewed 
(without amendment) for consecutive periods of one year each thereafter during the Term unless 
the issuing bank sends written notice to Landlord and Tenant by certified mail, return receipt 
requested, not less than thirty (30) days preceding the then expiration date of the Letter of Credit 
that it elects not to have such Letter of Credit renewed. If such notice is sent, then at least twenty 
(20) days prior to the expiration of the Letter of Credit (and each subsequent or replacement 
Letter of Credit), Tenant shall deliver to Landlord a new Letter of Credit in the same amount and 
a failure to do so shall entitle Landlord to draw upon the existing Letter of Credit and to receive 
the proceeds therefrom and hold such proceeds as a cash Security Deposit pursuant to this 
Section 7.1 pending delivery of a new Letter of Credit. 

( c) Upon a Lease Default, Landlord shall have the right, but not the 
obligation, in Landlord's sole and absolute discretion, to draw upon the Security Deposit and/or 
Letter of Credit and apply some or all of the funds to remedy such default or occurrence and to 
compensate Landlord for any loss or damage resulting therefrom, without prejudice to any other 
rights or remedies of Landlord under this Lease or at law or in equity. Upon any such 
application by Landlord, Tenant shall promptly deposit with Landlord an amount in cash equal to 
the amount from the Security Deposit so utilized by Landlord. Landlord shall at all times have, 
as security hereunder, Letter of Credit and cash Security Deposit in the amounts stated in Section 
7.l(a). Upon the termination or expiration of this Lease, as long as Tenant has performed all of 
its obligations pursuant to this Lease and no Lease Default has occurred which is continuing, the 
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remaining amount of the Security Deposit shall be returned or refunded to Tenant, without 
interest, subject in all events to Landlord's right to apply the Security Deposit as provided herein. 

( d) Upon the occurrence of a Lease Default, Landlord may use, apply or retain 
the whole or any part of the Security Deposit or draw under a Letter of Credit to the extent 
required for the payment of any Rent or any other sums as to which Tenant is in default or for 
any sum which Landlord may expend or may be required to expend by reason of Tenant's 
default in respect of any of the terms, covenants and conditions of this Lease, including, but not 
limited to, any damages or deficiency in the reletting of all or any portion of the Leased 
Premises, whether such damages or deficiency accrue before or after summary proceedings or 
other re-entry by Landlord. If Landlord shall so use, apply or retain the whole or any part of the 
Security Deposit, Tenant shall upon demand immediately deposit with Landlord a sum equal to 
the amount so used, applied or retained. In the event of any sale or financing of Landlord's 
interest in the Leased Premises, Landlord shall have the right to assign its interests in the 
Security Deposit to the transferee, assignee or mortgagee, as the case may be, and if Landlord 
has given notice to Tenant of the assignment of Landlord's interest in the Security Deposit and if 
assignee or transferee of the Security Deposit has accepted liability for the Security Deposit, 
Landlord shall thereupon be released by Tenant from all liability for the return or payment 
thereof; and Tenant shall look solely to the new landlord or mortgagee for the return or payment 
of the same. Tenant shall not assign or encumber or attempt to assign or encumber the Secmity 
Deposit and neither Landlord, nor its successors or assigns, shall be bound by any such 
assignment, encumbrance, attempted assignment or attempted encumbrance. 

Section 7.2 Access to Leased Premises. Tenant shall permit Landlord, 
Mortgagee and their agents to enter upon the Leased Premises at all reasonable times during 
ordinary business hours and upon at least twenty-four (24) hours advance oral notice ( except that 
in the case of emergency, Landlord may enter at any time and without prior notice) to inspect 
and examine the Leased Premises, to perform repairs as to Landlord's Work pursuant to Section 
5.1, and to inspect and copy any operating manuals, procedures manuals, training manuals, and 
other books and records concerning unemployment, workers' compensation, insurance, tax, and 
any other business issues pertaining to the Leased Premises (subject to applicable laws and 
regulations governing patient confidentiality and privacy and the confidentiality of medical 
records) and any information necessary for audit relating to cost reimbursement, collections, 
general financial matters, litigation, inquiries and related activities (as may be necessary in 
connection with the Lease or the Leased Premises or any matters relating to periods prior to the 
Commencement Date). Any access by Landlord to patient records or medical records shall be 
strictly governed by Laws governing patient confidentiality and privacy and the confidentiality 
of medical records and all appropriate consents and/or waivers from residents or their guardians 
or representatives shall have been obtained before access to such records shall be granted. 
Landlord shall make reasonable efforts not to materially interfere with or materially disrupt 
Tenant's business and use and enjoyment of the Leased Premises during any such inspection or 
examination. Landlord shall also have the right but not the obligation to conduct a physical 
inspection of the Facility and from time to time and within ninety (90) days prior to the 
expiration of the Term or earlier termination of the Lease, upon twenty-four (24) hours advance 
oral notice. If Landlord reasonably detennines based on this inspection that the Facility, or any 
portion of the Facility, requires repairs or maintenance so that the condition of the Facility is in 
compliance with this Lease and all Laws, then within thirty (30) days of notification by 
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Landlord, Tenant shall conunence making said repairs and diligently pursue such repairs to 
completion. Should Tenant fail to do so, within seven (7) days of notification by Landlord, 
Tenant shall pay to Landlord a deposit of funds in an amount equal to Landlord's reasonable 
estimate of the costs of such repairs or maintenance, which funds shall be released to Tenant 
from time to time during the progress of such repairs and maintenance based on submission by 
Tenant of evidence reasonably satisfactory to Landlord that such work is complete and all costs 
and expenses incurred to date have been paid in full. Tenant and Landlord acknowledge that the 
operations of the Facility and its maintenance are the sole and absolute responsibility of Tenant. 
Landlord shall have no liabilities or obligations with respect to the Facility, including no 
liabilities or obligations with respect to inspections of the Facility or the failure by Landlord to 
inspect the Facility. 

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this in this Lease, Landlord and 
Tenant agree that all information, records and data collected or maintained regarding Facility 
residents shall be confidential. Landlord, Tenant, and their respective employees and agents 
shall maintain the confidentiality of all Facility resident infonnation received in accordance with 
applicable New York and federal laws, including the Health Insurance Portability and 
Accountability Act of 1996 (Public Law 104-91) and the regulations issued in connection 
therewith (collectively, "HIPAA"). No employee or agent of Landlord or Tenant shall discuss, 
transmit or narrate in any manner the Facility resident infonnation of a personal, medical, or 
other nature except as a necessary part of providing services to the resident, effectuating a 
transfer of the Facility's assets, or otherwise fulfilling its obligations wider this Lease or under 
law. The obligations under this Section 7.2 shall survive the termination of this Lease, whether 
by rescission or otherwise. 

Section 7.3 Changes in Licensure and Certification Status. As of the 
Commencement Date, Tenant represents and warrants that the number of beds licensed or 
certified for the Facility is one hundred sixty (160). Tenant shall not increase or decrease the 
licensed or certified number of beds, or change the license or certification thereof, without the 
consent of Landlord, which consent may be withheld in Landlord's sole and absolute discretion; 
Tenant may increase the number oflicensed or certified beds of the Facility upon thirty (30) days 
prior written notice to Landlord, but without the prior written consent of Landlord. If required, 
Tenant shall not increase the number of beds without the consent of the Commissioner and/or the 
DOH and Tenant agrees to return to Landlord upon the expiration of the Lease, the Leased 
Premises. Should Tenant increase the number of licensed beds at the Facility, the Fixed Rent 
payable for the Facility shall be increased proportionately for such additional beds. In no event 
shall the Fixed Rent be reduced in the event the number of Licensed Beds at the Facility is 
reduced. Landlord and Tenant acknowledge that the Leased Premises are, and at all times under 
the Tenn of this Lease are, the sole and absolute property of Landlord. Upon any termination of 
this Lease or any Lease Default by Tenant hereunder (which breach or default is not cured within 
any applicable grace period), and subject to the approval of the DOH, Landlord shall have the 
right to cause the Facility's licenses to be reissued in Landlord's name or in the name of 
Landlord's designee upon application therefor to, and the receipt of approval from, the DOH and 
to further have the right to have any and all Medicare, Medicaid and any other provider and/or 
third party payor agreements issued in Landlord's name or in the name of Landlord's designee. 
In the event Landlord exercises its rights pursuant to this Section 7.3, Tenant and Guarantors 
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shall cooperate with Landlord in transferring the aforementioned items to Landlord's name or for 
the benefit of Landlord or as Landlord may direct pursuant to the tenns of this Lease. 

Section 7.4 Reporting and Other Obligations. 

(a) During the Term, Tenant shall and shall cause all Subtenants, 
sub-subtenants and any operators of the Facility to provide (without duplication) Landlord and 
Mortgagor with the following reports, statements, and inspections: 

(i) Annual Budget. Within 60 days prior to the projected Substantial 
Completion Date, and no later than thirty (30) days prior to the end of each calendar year 
thereafter, Tenant shall submit to Landlord an annual budget ( each an "Annual Budget") 
covering the operations of and proposed capital expenditures to be made with respect to the 
Facility for the next calendar year (or the remainder of the current calendar year, in the case of 
the initial Annual Budget). 

(A) Capital Expenditures. The Annual Budget shall include a capital 
budget (the "Capital Budget") outlining a program of capital expenditures as may be required 
by Laws, any lender to Landlord, or Tenant's reasonable business judgment during the next 
calendar year ( or the remainder of the current calendar year, in the case of the initial Capital 
Budget), in which each proposed capital expenditure will be designated as either mandatory, 
highly recommended or desirable. Tenant shall be responsible for designating as a "mandatory 
capital expenditure" any expenditure which, if not made would, in Tenant's reasonable 
judgment: (a) cause the Facility to lose or put at risk its License; (b) place at risk the safety of a 
patient or resident or employee of the Facility; (c) cause the ineligibility of the Facility under any 
third party payor program applicable to the Facility; (d) cause the issuance of a formal notice that 
any of the operating licenses for the Facility or any substantial portion of the Facility will be 
revoked or suspended or qualified in any material adverse respect; or (e) subject Landlord or 
Tenant to criminal prosecution. Tenant shall make during tl1e calendar year, or calendar quarter 
for which they are budgeted, all capital expenditures approved by Landlord. On and after the 
Commencement Date, Tenant shall expend at least Five Hundred Twenty-Three Dollars 
($523.00) per bed per annum for capital expenditures at the Facility, including amow1ts 
expended to comply with the licensure and other expenditures required by any Governmental 
Authority or such other amoWits as may be required by Mortgagee from time to time. If 
Mortgagee requires Landlord to deposit sums for capital expenditures, replacements and/or 
refurbishments relating to furniture, fixtures, equipment and/or improvements to the Facility, 
then Tenant shall pay to Landlord, as Additional Rent hereunder, all reserve or escrow amoWits, 
sums and/or deposits which Landlord is required to pay to such Mortgagee wiili respect to such 
capital expenditures, replacements and/or refurbishments. Tenant shall pay any and all of such 
amounts and sums to or as directed by Landlord as Additional Rent hereunder together with each 
payment of Fixed Rent hereunder. Tenant acknowledges that as of the date hereof, Mortgagee 
requires a monthly deposit of Five Hundred Twenty-Three Dollars ($523.00) per bed with 
respect to the Facility. In the event that such deposits are made by Tenant hereunder, Landlord 
shall use its reasonable efforts, subject to the terms and conditions of the loan agreements with 
Mortgagee, to obtain disbursements of such funds to be used for the payment of or 
reimbursement for the costs of such capital expenditures, replacements and/or refurbishments. 
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(B) Operating Budget. The Annual Budget shall include an operating 
budget (the "Operating Budget") setting forth an estimate of operating revenues and expenses 
for the Facility for the next calendar year ( or the remainder of the current calendar year, in the 
case of the initial Operating Budget), together with an explanation of anticipated changes in the 
Facility. Tenant shall provide to Landlord upon written request such other reports, including a 
cost comparison report, and all appropriate Medicare and Medicaid reports, as may be required 
under these programs, as are normally provided by Tenant to the owners of other similar 
rehabilitation hospitals, psychiatric hospitals, and skilled nursing facilities leased by Tenant. 

(ii) Financial Reporting. Tenant will keep and maintain or will cause 
to be kept and maintained on a calendar year basis, in accordance with GAAP, proper and 
accurate books, records and accounts reflecting all of the financial affairs of Tenant and all items 
of income and expense in connection with the operation on an individual basis of the Facility. 
Notwithstanding the foregoing, Tenant's interim unaudited financial statements shall be prepared 
in accordance GAAP for interim financial information, but may not include all information or 
notes required by GAAP for a complete set of financial statements; such financial statements 
shall include all adjustments and reclassifications of a nonnal recurring nature considered 
necessary for a fair and comparable presentation; all such interim financial statements shall be 
read in conjunction with most recent audited financial statements. Landlord and Mortgagee shall 
have the right from time to time at all times during nonnal business hours upon reasonable notice 
to examine such books, records and accounts at the office of Tenant or any other Person 
maintaining such books, records and accounts and to make such copies or extracts thereof as 
Landlord and/or Mortgagee shall desire. After the occurrence of a Lease Default, Tenant shall 
pay any costs and expenses incurred by Landlord and/or Mortgagee to examine Tenant's 
accounting records with respect to the Facility, as Landlord and/or Mortgagee shall reasonably 
determine to be necessary or appropriate in the protection of Landlord and/or Mortgagee's 
interest. 

(iii) Tenant, at its expense, shall submit to Landlord and, upon 
Landlord's request to Mortgagee, as soon as available, and in any event (A) within thirty (30) 
days after each calendar month's end, unaudited monthly financial statements ( which include 
income statements, balance sheets, statements of cash flows, occupancy and payor mixes) of 
Tenant for the month then-ended and year to date, prepared on a basis consistent with the annual 
statements; monthly census and revenue information of the Facility as of the end of such month 
and year to date in sufficient detail to show by patient-mix and revenue-mix (i.e., private, 
Medicare, Medicaid and V.A. and managed care (by program)) the average monthly census of 
the Facility and year to date; an aged accounts receivable report from the Facility in sufficient 
detail to show amounts due from each class of patient-mix by the account age classifications of 
30 days, 60 days, 90 days, 120 days, and over 120 days; (B) within forty-five (45) days after the 
end of each calendar quarter, unaudited quarterly financial statements (which include income 
statements, balance sheets, statements of cash flows, occupancy and payor mixes) of Tenant for 
the quarter then-ended, prepared on a basis consistent with the annual statements; quarterly 
census and revenue information of the Facility as of the end of such quarter in sufficient detail to 
show by patient-mix and revenue-mix (i.e., private, Medicare, Medicaid and V.A. and managed 
care (by program)) the average quarterly census oftl1e Facility; (C) no later than 120 days after 
the end of each calendar year of Tenant, audited annual financial statements of Tenant, prepared 
by an independent certified public accounting firm reasonably acceptable to Landlord, prepared 
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in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles, with an unqualified opinion, and 
including a balance sheet, a statement of income and expenses for the year then ended, a 
statements of cash flow, and a schedule audited by such independent certified public accountant 
reconciling Tenant's, net operating income to net cash flow, which shall itemize all adjustments 
made to net operating income to arrive at net cash flow deemed material by such independent 
certified public accountant. 

(iv) Each financial report provided by Tenant shall reconcile and show 
variances between the actual experience incurred during each such reporting period with respect 
to each metric to the metric shown on the Operating Budget and Capital Budget for such period. 

(v) Tenant, at its expense, shall submit to Landlord and, upon Landlord's 
request to Mortgagee, any other reports and certificates reasonably requested by Landlord or 
Mortgagee from time to time. 

(vi) In addition, Tenant shall prepare and deliver to Landlord, and upon 
request or if required by Landlord's then existing Mortgagee, to Mortgagee, a written report 
providing an operational overview of significant events and circumstances at the Facility during 
the prior month, during the first six months of the Term and then quarterly thereafter, including, 
but not limited to, clinical events, employee relations and staffing matters and provide such other 
information as Mortgagee may require from time to time. Tenant shall provide Landlord, and 
upon request or if required by Landlord's then existing Mortgagee, to Mortgagee, with a copy of 
all federal income tax returns of Tenant and its Subtenants within fifteen (15) days after filing 
thereof. Whenever practicable, all reports shall be delivered to Landlord electronically in a 
format usable by Landlord. 

(b) All unaudited financial reports from Tenant shall include an Officer's 
Certificate certifying that such financial statements present fairly the financial condition and the 
results of the operations of Tenant and the properties being reported upon and that such financial 
statements have been prepared in accordance with the Tenant's customary accounting 
procedures. The Officer's Certificate accompanying the annual audited financial statements of 
Tenant shall also include a statement that they have been prepared in accordance with GAAP 
and whether there exists an event or circumstance which constitutes a default or an event of 
default under the Lease, the nature thereof, the period of time it has existed, and the action then 
being taken to remedy the same. 

(c) Tenant shall furnish Landlord and Mortgagee, within five (5) days of 
the receipt by Tenant, any and all notices (regardless of form) from any Health Care Authority 
that Tenant's license, Medicare or Medicaid certification, or VA or other governmental program 
participation is being, or could be revoked or suspended, that action is pending, being considered 
or being taken to revoke or suspend the Tenant's license or certification or to fine or penalize the 
Tenant, or that action is pending, being considered, or being taken, to discontinue, suspend, 
deny, decrease or recoup any payments due, made or coming due to Tenant or related to the 
operation of the Facility other than in the ordinary course of business related to billing 
adjustments. 
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(d) Tenant shall furnish Landlord and Mortgagee, within two (2) days of 
the receipt by Tenant, any and all notices (regardless of form) from any Governmental Authority 
or third party payor (i) alleging that the Facility has three or more deficiency(ies) of a scope and 
severity of "G" or hire, or one or more deficiency(ies) of a scope and severity of "J" or higher, 
(ii) alleging that the residents of the Facility are in jeopardy, (iii) freezing admissions to the 
Facility or (iv) denying reimbursement for any class ofresidents by any third party payor. 

(e) Tenant shall furnish Landlord and Mortgagee, within two (2) days of 
the sending or receipt by Tenant of any communication copies thereof, including a plan of 
correction, with respect to the matters referenced in Section 7.4( d). 

(f) Tenant shall file all required reports, including without limitation, 
Medicare or Medicaid cost reports, on or prior to the date such reports are due (such due date to 
include approved regulatory extensions allowed by the applicable Govenunental Authority for 
the filing of such reports) and shall furnish Landlord and Mortgagee, within thirty (30) days of 
the date of filing, a complete and accurate copy of the annual Medicare or Medicaid cost report 
for Tenant, which will be prepared by Tenant and accompanied by an Officer's Certificate of 
Tenant certifying as of the date thereof that such report is accurate, complete and not misleading, 
and promptly furnish Landlord and Mortgagee any amendments filed with respect to such reports 
and all notices, responses, audit reports or inquiries with respect to such reports. 

(g) Tenant shall furnish Landlord and Mortgagee, within thirty (30) days 
of the receipt by Tenant, the annual Medicaid and Medicare provider agreernent(s) and the 
annual Medicaid and Medicare reimbursement rate sheets for the Facility. 

(h) Tenant shall furnish Landlord and Mortgagee, within ten (10) days of 
receipt but at least five (5) days prior to the earliest date on which Tenant is required to take any 
action with respect thereto or would suffer any adverse consequence, a copy of any Medicare, 
Medicaid or other licensing or accreditation or rating agency or entity survey, report, warning 
letter, or notice, and any statement of deficiencies, and within the time period required by the 
particular agency for furnishing a plan of correction also furnish or cause to be furnished to 
Landlord and Mortgagee a copy of the plan of correction generated from such survey, report, 
warning letter, or notice to Tenant and any subsequent correspondence related thereto, and 
correct or cause to be corrected any deficiency, the curing of which is a condition of continued 
licensure or of full participation in Medicare or Medicaid or a care program offered by an 
insurance company, managed care company, or other third-party payor by the date required for 
cure by such agency or entity (plus extensions granted by such agency or entity). 

(i) Tenant shall furnish Landlord and Mortgagee, within ten (10) days of 
receipt by Tenant, any other notices or charges issued relating to the non-compliance by Tenant 
with any Governmental Authority, insurance company, managed care company, or other 
third-party payor laws, regulations, requirements, licenses, permits, certificates, authorizations or 
approvals, but only such matters which could reasonably be expected to have a rnatt,'lial adverse 
effect on the financial condition of such Person or the operation of the Facility. 
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U) Tenant shall furnish Landlord and Mortgagee, within ten ( 10) days of 
receipt by Tenant, any new, revised or amended Medicare or Medicaid reimbursement rate 
sheets which may be issued subsequent to the annual reimbursement rate sheets. 

(k) Tenant shall notify Landlord within five (5) days of any condition or 
event that constitutes a breach of any term, condition, warranty, representation or provision of 
this Lease or any other agreement between Landlord or its Affiliates and any Tenant, any 
Guarantor or any of their Affiliates, and of any adverse change in the financial condition of any 
Tenant, any Guarantor or any Affiliate of any Tenant or any Guarantor and of any Event of 
Default. Additionally, Tenant shall notify Landlord within seven (7) days after receipt of any 
formal or informal written notice or advice from its insurance carrier, reinsurance provider, 
accountants, actuary, any Governmental Authority, or any third party payor program provider of 
any actual, pending, threatened or contemplated increase in Tenant's reserves for expenses 
relating to malpractice or professional liability claims or any material increase in the premium 
costs for malpractice or professional liability insurance. 

(1) To the extent performed, Tenant shall furnish Landlord and 
Mortgagee, a copy of written external consultant reports (including environmental, operations, 
quality assurance, physical plant, property inspection, etc.) (which shall be delivered promptly 
upon receipt from the consultant). 

(m) 
filed by Tenant. 

Tenant shall furnish Landlord and Mortgagee, a copy of cost reports as 

(n) Any supporting documents or data requested by Landlord in connection 
with the items in this Section 7.4. 

( o) Within 10 days of event of any of the following, Tenant shall deliver 
to Landlord, notice of: 

(i) any rate appeal brought before any Governmental Authority or any 
administrator of any third party payor program or referral source; 

(ii) any reimbursement appeals or recoupment claims made or contests 
pending or threatened as a result of any audits by any third party payor; and 

(iii) any claim, requirement or demand (excluding all claims, requirements, 
and demands, if any, that have been waived) of any Governmental Authority, third party payor or 
insurance body or carrier having or claiming any licensing, certifying, supervising, evaluating or 
accrediting authority over the Leased Premises to rework or redesign the Leased Premises, its 
professional staff or its professional services, procedures or practices in any material respect or 
to make any of the Leased Premises conform to or comply with a legal requirement. 

(p) The receipt by Landlord of any reports, statements, financial information, 
surveys or otherwise from Tenant or its Affiliates shall not in any way impose any obligation or 
liability upon Landlord to act or take any action upon any information, facts or circumstances 
which may be disclosed or shown therein and Landlord shall have no liability for its failure to act 
thereon or as a result thereof 
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(q) Financial Covenants. Tenant covenants and agrees to the following, as 
may be amended time to time as required by Landlord's 1st or 2nd Mortgagee: 

(i) Commencing the third full quarter of the Term Tenant's Current Ratio 
shall not be less than l .l to 1.0. The term "Current Ratio" means the current assets of Tenant 
divided by the current liabilities of Tenant deteimined in accordance with GAAP. 

(ii) For each quarter of the Lease Term commencing the third full quarter 
following the Commencement Date, Tenant's Lease Coverage Ratio shall be not less than 1.25 to 
1.0. 

(iii) For each quarter of the Lease Term commencing the second full quarter 
following the Commencement Date, the Facility shall have achieved the EBITDAR benchmarks 
as described on Schedule 7.4, attached hereto. The term "EBITDAR" is defined in Schedule 7.4. 

Section 7.5 Payment in the Ordinary Course. Tenant shall pay in full: 
(a) prior in each case to the date when penalties would attach, all Impositions (except only those 
so long as and to the extent that the same shall be contested in good faith by appropriate and 
timely proceedings and for which adequate reserves have been established in accordance with 
GAAP), provided that (i) Landlord has given its prior written consent to such contest, which 
consent shall not be unreasonably withheld or delayed) for which Tenant may be or become 
liable; (ii) no Lease Default has occurred and remains uncured, (iii) such proceeding shall 
suspend the collection of such Impositions or the Impositions shall have been paid, (iv) such 
proceeding shall be permitted under and be conducted in accordance with the provisions of any 
other instrument to which Tenant is subject and shall not constitute a default thereunder, (v) no 
part of or interest in the Leased Premises will be in danger of being sold, forfeited, terminated, 
canceled or lost, (vi) Tenant shall have furnished such security as may be required in the 
proceeding, or as may be requested by Landlord or Mortgagee, to insure the payment of any such 
Impositions, together with all interest and penalties thereon, which shall not be less than 125% of 
the unpaid Impositions being contested and (vii) Tenant shall promptly upon final determination 
thereof pay the amount of such Impositions, together with all costs, interest and penalties; (b) all 
of Tenant's wage obligations to Tenant's employees in compliance with the Fair Labor 
Standards Act (29 U.S.C. §§ 206-207) or any comparable provisions under federal, state or local 
law; (c) all obligations owed in connection with any claim, demand or notice of any overpayment 
received from Medicare, Medicaid or other third party payor; and ( d) all of Tenant's obligations 
calling for the payment of money ( except only those so long as and to the extent that the same 
shall be contested in good faith and for which adequate reserves have been established in 
accordance with GAAP, provided that Landlord has given its prior written consent to such 
contest, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld or delayed) before such payment 
becomes overdue. 

Section 7 .6 Security Agreement. In order to secure the payment and 
performance of all of Tenant's obligations under this Lease and all of Tenant's obligations to 
Landlord, and all and all other documents contemplated thereby, Tenant hereby grants to 
Landlord a first priority security interest in and lien upon, all of the assets of Tenant including, 
without limitation, (i) all trade fixtures, equipment, furniture, merchandise, inventory and other 
personal property located from time to time in or upon the Leased Premises (including the 
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proceeds thereof), and (ii) to the fullest extent pennitted by applicable law, all accounts, accounts 
receivable, licenses, certifications, certificates, accreditations, approvals, pennits, variances, 
waivers, provider agreements, certificates of need, and other authorizations issued to or held by 
Tenant with respect to the operation of the Facility skilled nursing facility and Tenant's interest 
in and rights under all third party payor provider agreements with respect to the Facility (the 
items listed in clauses (i) and (ii), together with the proceeds of same, are collectively, 
"Collateral"). The security interest granted to Landlord with respect to Tenant's tangible 
personal property is intended to be subordinate to any purchase money security interest or capital 
lease on any of Tenant's tangible personal property provided that Tenant has notified Landlord 
of the creation of such security interest or capital lease prior to the creation thereof and Landlord 
has approved same. Landlord agrees to subordinate its lien on Tenant's accounts receivable in 
favor of Tenant's accounts receivable lender, which shall be a nationally recognized nursing 
home accounts receivable lender with experience acceptable to HUD or Mortgagee on at least 20 
nursing homes, securing up to a $2,000,000.00 accounts receivable loan, provided such lender 
enters into an intercreditor agreement reasonably acceptable to Mortgagee and Landlord. Should 
Mortgagee require a subordination of the priority of Landlord's security interest in the Collateral, 
Landlord and Tenant shall execute such documents as Mortgagee may request to subordinate 
Landlord's lien to the Mortgagee's security interest in the collateral. In addition, Tenant's 
members shall grant to Landlord a first lien pledge (subject to the following sentence) of the 
membership interests of Tenant. To the extent required by Tenant's accounts receivable lender, 
Landlord agrees to subordinate its lien on Tenant's membership interests to a lien in favor of 
such lender securing up to a $2,000,000.00 accounts receivable loan; provided such lender 
enters into an intercreditor agreement reasonably acceptable to Mortgagee and Landlord. On or 
before the Commencement Date, Tenant shall provide Landlord with a detailed list and 
description of all the Collateral. Upon a Lease Default by Tenant, Landlord shall have all the 
rights and remedies of a secured party under the laws of the State of New York. Tenant, as 
debtor, shall cause to be executed (if appropriate or necessary) and delivered to Landlord, as the 
secured party, upon execution of this Lease by Tenant, UCC-1 Financing Statements in proper 
form, and thereafter, from time to time, deliver to Landlord such extensions and/or updates of 
such financing statements as are required for the purpose of perfecting and maintaining the 
priority of the security interest granted to Landlord herein, and to perform any other acts 
reasonably necessary to the perfection of such security interest. Tenant and Tenant's members 
consent to Landlord's preparation of and the filing of such financing statements by Landlord and 
agrees that the provisions of this Section 7.6 shall constitute a security agreement for the 
purposes contemplated hereby. The security interest granted by this Section 7 .6 shall be in 
addition to any lien of Landlord that may now or at any time hereafter be provided by law. In 
the event Landlord exercises its remedies to foreclose the security interest created under this 
Section 7.6, or elsewhere in this Lease, Tenant shall cooperate with Landlord in transferring all 
of the aforementioned items promptly as requested by Landlord in Landlord's or its designee's 
name or for the benefit of Landlord. Tenant covenants and agrees that it shall not sell, move, 
surrender, cancel, modify, transfer, assign, relocate, pledge, grant a security interest in, convey or 
in any other manner encumber any assets of Tenant including, without limitation, the personal 
property, the certificate of need approval or any of the licensed or Medicare- and/or Medicaid
certified beds at the Facility, or any licenses for the Facility, or attempt at any time to do same, 
except as expressly provided hereunder and with the written consent of Landlord. This Section 
7.6 and Landlord's rights and remedies hereunder shall survive the termination of the Lease. 
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Section 7.7 Working Capital. As of the Effective Date, Tenant shall have and maintain 
until the Commencement Date in accounts, acceptable to Landlord in its sole and complete 
discretion, an amount of funds equal to the greater of ("Working Capital") (i) any debt service 
reserve required by Mmtgagee, (ii) the aggregate negative net operating income of Tenant for the 
period of months from the Commencement Date to the first day of the first two month period in 
which aggregate net income from operations exceeds zero, all as reflected in the projections 
attached hereto as Schedule 7.7 ("Cash Requirement"); for the purpose of this calculation net 
operating income shall be determined on a cash basis, and (iii) 4.5 million dollars. Working 
Capital shall not include any accounts or reserves established to satisfy the requirements of 
Section 7.l(a) (i) and (ii). From and after the Commencement Date, the Working Capital, 
subject to any requirement of the Mortgagee, may be used by Tenant only to fund the Cash 
Requirement. 

ARTICLE VIII 

PERSONAL PROPERTY 

Section 8.1 Landlord's Personal Property. Upon the expiration or termination of 
this Lease, Tenant shall leave all personal property leased to Tenant hereunder, as repaired, 
rebuilt, replaced, restored, altered or added to as permitted or required by provisions of this 
Lease, in or on the Leased Premises, except for ordinary wear and tear. Any and all restorations, 
alterations or replacements of, or repairs, reconstructions or additions to, the personal property at 
the Facility made by Tenant shall become part of Landlord's personal property, and any and all 
security interests (except in favor of Landlord) in Tenant's personal property and financing 
statements shall be cleared, tem1inated and/or released to the satisfaction of Landlord at Tenant's 
expense. Tenant shall pay off in full the remaining payments due on all personal property leased 
by Tenant and such personal property shall become part of Landlord's personal property and 
financing statements shall be cleared, terminated and/or released to the satisfaction of Landlord 
at Tenant's expense. Any of Tenant's software, software licenses, proprietary information, and 
policies, and procedures of Tenant ("Retained Assets") shall not become part of Landlord's 
personal property except in the event of the termination of this Lease as a result of a Lease 
Default, in which case the Retained Assets shall become the personal property of Landlord; 
provided, however, upon request of Landlord, in consideration of a payment by Landlord or its 
designee of Ten Dollars ($10.00) and any applicable lease, rent, or license fees owed to any third 
parties during the Transition Period (hereinafter defined), Tenant shall license Landlord or its 
designee(s) (at Tenant's cost with no mark-up) to utilize the Retained Assets for a period of one 
hundred twenty (120) days (the "Transition Period") in connection with the transition of 
operations from Tenant and Landlord's new operator(s). To the extent Tenant or any Subtenants 
are obligated under license agreements with third party vendors supplying software (and/or 
computer hardware which Tenant does not own or lease) to such Tenant, Tenant shall use its best 
efforts to arrange for Landlord or Landlord to enter into licensing agreements with such third 
party vendors to allow Landlord or its designee to utilize such software and computer hardware 
supplied by such third party vmdors for the duration of the Transition Period. 
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Section 8.2 Tenant's Retained Assets. At the termination of the Lease, Landlord 
shall have the right to purchase all or a portion of Tenant's Retained Assets located at the 
Facility at the lower of its fair market value or book value. To the extent any of Tenant's 
Retained Assets is subject to a license, Landlord shall have the right but not the obligation to 
assume some or all of such license Landlord's sole cost and expense and at no additional liability 
to Tenant. 

ARTICLE IX 

INDEMNIFICATION 

Section 9.1 Tenant's Indemnification (a) During the Term of this Lease and after 
the surrender of the Leased Premises in accordance with Section 5.5 of this Lease, Tenant shall 
protect, defend (at Landlord's request), indemnify and hold harmless Landlord, Landlord's 
members, managers, officers, owners, directors, employees, agents, representatives, and 
Mortgagee and their respective agents, executors, heirs, representatives and assigns, and any 
entity providing financing which is secured by the Leased Premises ( collectively the 
"Landlord's lndemnitees"), from and against any claims, losses, costs, penalties, damages, 
charges and/or expenses (including reasonable attorneys' and consultants' fees and expenses) 
imposed or resulting from, arising out of or attributable in whole or in part to any of the 
following: (i) any violation of any Law, order of Governmental Authority, whether occasioned 
by the intentional act, omission, or negligence of Tenant or those holding under Tenant, (ii) any 
accident or other occurrence on or about the Leased Premises on or after the Commencement 
Date causing injury to any person or property whomsoever or whatsoever, including but not 
limited to patient care claims or elder abuse, (iii) any failure of Tenant in any respect to comply 
with or perform any term, condition, covenant, requirement and/or provision of this Lease, or a 
breach of this Lease by Tenant, including, but not limited to, a breach of any of Tenant's 
representations and warranties under Section 19.1 of this Lease, (iv) in any way relating to 
Tenant's use, operation and/or maintenance of the Facility (including, without limitation, third
party claims, whether by the State of New York, the United States, private insurers, private 
parties, for recoupment, false claims, or any other claims, assumption of and use by Tenant of 
Landlord's permits, variances, waivers, and certificate of need approval or its possession of the 
Leased Premises and/or (v) any liability under Section 20.14. The indemnity provided for 
herein shall survive the expiration of this Lease or the surrender of the Leased Premises for the 
period of the relevant statute of limitations. 

(b) Any amounts which become payable by Tenant under this Article IX shall 
be paid within ten (10) days after liability therefor is determined by litigation or otherwise, and if 
not timely paid shall bear interest at the Prime Rate plus 5% (the "Overdue Rate") from the date 
of such determination to the date of payment. Tenant, at its sole cost and expense, shall contest, 
resist and defend any such claim, action or proceeding asserted or instituted against Landlord or 
may compromise or otherwise dispose of the same as Tenant sees fit provided that Landlord 
receives a full and complete release with respect to such claim, action or proceeding. Any legal 
counsel selected by Tenant to defend Landlord shall be reasonably satisfactory to Landlord. All 
indemnification covenants are intended to apply to losses, damages, injuries, claims, costs, 
penalties, charges and/or expenses (including reasonable attorneys' and consultants' fees and 
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expenses) incurred directly or indirectly by the indemnified parties and their property, as well as 
by the indemnifying party or third party, and their property. For purposes of this Article IX, any 
acts or omissions of Tenant, or by employees, agents, assignees, contractors, subcontractors or 
others acting for or on behalf of Tenant (whether or not they are negligent, intentional, willful or 
unlawful), shall be strictly attributable to Tenant. It is understood and agreed that payment shall 
not be a condition precedent to enforcement of the foregoing indemnification obligations. The 
"Prime Rate" shall mean on any date, a rate equal to the annual rate on such date publicly 
announced by Citibank, N.A., as its prime, base or reference rate. Such rate need not be the 
lowest rate charged by Citibank, N .A. If Citibank, N .A. discontinues its use of such prime, base 
or reference rate or ceases to exist, Landlord shall designate the prime, base or reference rate of 
another state or federally chartered bank with offices in New York, N.Y. to be used for the 
purpose of calculating the Prime Rate hereunder. 

ARTICLEX 

USE OF LEASED PREMISES 

Section 10 .I Compliance with Laws and Regulations. Tenant shall use the 
Leased Premises solely as a licensed Medicare- and Medicaid-certified skilled nursing facility 
with at least the number of licensed and certified beds existing at the Facility on the 
Commencement Date, and for no other purpose (the "Intended Use"). On or before the 
Commencement Date, Tenant shall have acquired, and thereafter Tenant shall maintain all 
licenses, certificates, accreditations, approvals, permits, variances, waivers, provider agreements 
and other authorizations needed to operate the Leased Premises as a licensed, Medicare and 
Medicaid certified skilled nursing facility. Tenant hereby covenants, warrants and represents to 
Landlord that as of the Commencement Date and throughout the Term: (a) Tenant (and any 
subtenant, operator or manager of Tenant) shall be, and shall continue to be validly licensed and 
Medicare and Medicaid certified to operate a skilled nursing facility in accordance with the 
applicable rules and regulations of the DOH, federal governmental authorities and accrediting 
bodies, including, but not limited to, the United States Department of Health and Human 
Services ("DHHS"), CMS, and the DOH; (b) Tenant (and any subtenant, operator or manager of 
Tenant) shall be, and shall continue to be, certified by and the holder of valid provider 
agreements with Medicare and Medicaid issued by DHHS, DOH and/or CMS and shall remain 
so certified and shall remain such a holder in connection with its operation of the Leased 
Premises as a licensed and Medicare and Medicaid certified skilled nursing facility; (c) Tenant 
(and any subtenant, operator or manager of Tenant) shall be, and shall continue to be in 
compliance with and shall remain in compliance with all applicable Laws with regard to the 
operation of the Facility, including, without limitation, compliance under Laws governing patient 
confidentiality and privacy and the confidentiality of medical records; (d) Tenant (and any 
subtenant, operator or manager of Tenant) shall operate the Facility in a manner consistent with 
high quality skilled nursing services and sound reimbursement principles under the Medicare and 
Medicaid programs and as required under Laws; and (e) Tenant (and any subtenant, operator or 
manager of Tenant) shall not abandon, terminate, vacate or fail to renew any licenses, 
certifications, accreditations, certificates, approvals, permits, variances, waivers, provider 
agreements or any other authorization which relates to the operation of the skilled nursing 
facility business or other pennitted operations on the Leased Premises or in any way commit any 
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act which will or may cause any such licenses, certifications, accreditations, certificates, 
approvals, permits, variances, waivers, provider agreements or other authorization to be revoked 
by any Governmental Authority or accrediting body having jurisdiction thereof. 

Section 10.2 No Waste. Tenant shall not commit or suffer to be committed any 
waste on the Leased Premises nor shall Tenant cause or permit any nuisance thereon. 

Section 10.3 Hazardous Materials and Hazardous Waste. (a) Tenant shall not 
place or hold any Hazardous Materials on or at the Leased Premises, except as is necessary for 
the ordinary course of its business as a skilled nursing facility in compliance with Section I 0.1. 
If Tenant's business requires the use of any Hazardous Materials, other than such cleaning 
materials as are typically found in skilled nursing facilities in compliance with Section 10.l, 
Tenant shall notify Landlord in writing and shall comply with hazard communication and 
notification requirements of the Occupational Safety and Health Act ("OSHA") and all Laws 
which require notification of employees, the community or any governmental agency of the 
hazardous properties of such Hazardous Materials. For purposes of this Lease, "Hazardous 
Materials" means and includes any hazardous substance defined as such in OSHA, the 
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act ("CERCLA"), the 
Toxic Substances Control Act ("TSCA"), or any other federal, state or local statute, law, 
ordinance, code, rule, regulation, order or decree regulating, relating to, or imposing liability or 
standards of conduct concerning, any hazardous substance or material, as now or at any time 
hereafter in effect. 

(c) Tenant shall not cause or allow any asbestos or any asbestos containing 
materials to be incorporated into any improvements or alterations which it makes or causes to be 
made on or to the Leased Premises. Tenant shall obtain and maintain O&M Programs for the 
Facility is if the Facility is determined to contain asbestos or asbestos containing materials and 
upon Landlord's request, shall furnish copies of same to Landlord, Mortgagee or their 
desiguee(s). 

(d) Tenant shall not place, hold or dispose of any Hazardous Waste on, under or 
at the Leased Premises except as specifically allowed in this Section 10.3. Tenant further agrees 
that it shall not use the Leased Premises as a treatment, storage, or disposal (whether pennanent 
or temporary) facility for Hazardous Waste. If Tenant, in the ordinary course of its business as a 
skilled nursing facility generates Hazardous Waste, then Tenant shall comply with all applicable 
federal, state and local laws, statutes, ordinances, codes, rules, regulations, orders or decrees 
relating to the appropriate use, storage, transportation and disposal of Hazardous Waste. For the 
purposes of this Lease, "Hazardous Waste" means and includes any hazardous material that has 
entered the waste stream or any contaminant or pollutant as defined as such in the Resource 
Conservation and Recovery Act, CERCLA, as amended, any so-called "Superfund" or 
"Superlien" law, the TSCA, or any other Law, relating to or imposing liability or standards of 
conduct concerning, any hazardous, toxic or dangerous waste. Tenant further agrees that it shall 
properly dispose in accordance with Laws of all "infectious waste" such as laboratory waste, 
pathological waste, blood specimens or products, patient or resident waste including, without 
limitation, bandages and disposable gowns, sharp waste and any material generated by the 
production or testing of biological agents. Immediately upon receipt of any Environmental 
Notice (as hereinafter defined) from any Person, Tenant shall deliver to Landlord a true, correct 
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and complete copy of same. "Environmental Notice" shall mean any note, notice, or report of 
any suit, proceeding, investigation, order, consent order, injunction, writ, award, or action related 
to or affecting or indicating the treatment, storage, handling, disposal, generation, spill, release or 
discharge of any Hazardous Waste or Hazardous Materials in upon, under, from or affecting the 
Leased Premises. All of the terms, covenants, warranties and indemnifications contained in this 
Section IO .3 shall survive the expiration or termination of this Lease. 

(e) Without in any way limiting Tenant's obligation to indemnify Landlord and 
Landlord's Indemnitees under Section 9.1 of this Lease, Tenant shall indemnify, defend (at 
Landlord's request) and hold hannless Landlord and Landlord's Indemnitees from and against 
any claims, losses, costs, damages or expenses of any and every kind whatsoever (including 
reasonable attorney's fees and expenses and consultant's and expert's fees and expenses) which 
at any time or from time to time may be paid, incurred or suffered by, or asserted against 
Landlord and/or Landlord's Indemnitees for, with respect to, or as a direct or indirect result of: 
(a) a breach by Tenant of the covenants set forth in Section I 0.3 or, (b) caused, permitted or 
allowed by Tenant or any agent, employee, invitee, or licensee of Tenant, the presence on or 
under, or the escape, seepage, leakage, spillage, discharge, emission, or release from, onto, or 
into the Leased Premises, the atmosphere, or any watercourse, body of water, or groundwater, of 
any Hazardous Material (including, without limitation, any losses, liabilities, damages, injuries, 
costs, expenses or claims asserted or arising under CERCLA, as amended, any so-called 
"Superfund" or "Superlien" law, or any other Law, relating to or imposing liability or standards 
of conduct concerning, any Hazardous Material) occurring from and after the Commencement 
Date; and the provisions of and undertakings and indemnification set out in this Section 10.3(d) 
shall survive the tennination of this Lease, and shall continue to be the personal liability, 
obligation and indemnification of Tenant, binding upon Tenant, forever. If required by 
Mortgagee, Tenant shall enter into an agreement to indemnify, defend and hold harmless 
Mortgagee with respect to matters contained in this Section 10.3 and other similar matters 
pursuant to a form of agreement reasonably acceptable to Mortgagee. In no event however shall 
Tenant have any liability to Landlord or Landlord's Indemnitees for Hazardous Materials located 
at or under the Leased Premises prior to the Commencement Date or for the remediation of 
same. 

(f) If Tenant or its employees, agents, or contractors violate the provisions of 
this Section 10.3, then, in addition to any other duty or obligation of Tenant hereunder, at law or 
in equity, Tenant shall be obligated to clean up, remove, and dispose of the material causing the 
violation, in compliance with all applicable environmental laws and repair any damage to and 
remediate the Leased Premises within such period of time as may be reasonable under the 
circumstances after written notice by Landlord; provided that such work shall commence no later 
than thirty (30) days from the date of such notice and be diligently and continuously carried to 
completion by Tenant or Tenant's designated contractors. Tenant shall notify Landlord of its 
method, time and procedure for any clean-up, remediation or removal of material causing the 
violation under this provision, and Landlord shall have the right to require reasonable changes in 
such method, time or procedure. 

(g) Landlord reserves the right from time to time, but not more than once a year, 
except in the event of an emergency or during the occurrence and continuation of an uncured 
Lease Default during the Term hereof, at Landlord's cost and expense (except that, in the event 
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of a continuing and uncured Lease Default, at Tenant's sole cost and expense), to have the 
Leased Premises inspected by environmental engineers and/or specialists for the purpose of 
determining compliance by Tenant with any environmental laws, rules and regulations applicable 
to Tenant's operations in or about the Leased Premises and with the terms and conditions of this 
Lease dealing with environmental matters, including without limitation, the provisions of this 
Section I 0.3. If the environmental assessment or report resulting from such inspection discloses 
any non-compliance with Laws, Tenant shall immediately, following receipt of the 
environmental assessment, take all such steps as are necessary to put the Leased Premises into 
compliance, including without limitation, cleaning up any spills or other emissions of Hazardous 
Wastes or Hazardous Materials, and reimburse Landlord for the costs of its inspection. 

(h) Upon the expiration of the Term, or the earlier termination thereof, subject 
to the last sentence of Section I 0.3(d) above, Tenant shall forthwith remove all Hazardous 
Materials and Hazardous Waste from the Leased Premises or any portion thereof in accordance 
with applicable Law. Landlord shall have the right to inspect the Leased Premises with regard to 
the management and disposal of Hazardous Materials and Hazardous Waste at all reasonable 
times during the Tenn. 

ARTICLE XI 

DAMAGE OR DESTRUCTION 

Section 11.1 Damage or Destruction. Tenant shall iimnediately notify Landlord 
of any casualty, fire, damage, destruction or injury ("Casualty") affecting the Facility, including 
a description of the Casualty, and whether the Casualty is such as to cause the Leased Premises 
to be unsuitable, in whole or in part, for the Intended Use . Tenant shall proceed with reasonable 
diligence to repair or reconstruct the Leased Premises and Tenant shall be liable for any costs of 
repair or replacement to the Leased Premises, whether or not such Casualty, or the costs of 
repairing such Casualty, are fully covered by the proceeds of Tenant's insurance required to be 
carried hereunder. If such Casualty renders the Facility unsuitable for the purpose of this Lease 
and if Landlord's Mortgagee so requires, Landlord, upon notice to Tenant, Landlord may 
terminate this Lease and Landlord and Tenant shall be released from any further liability 
hereunder thereafter accruing with respect to the Facility, except that Tenant shall be responsible 
and shall pay Landlord an amount equal to the difference between the fair market value of the 
Leased Premises immediately prior to such Casualty and the proceeds of Tenant's insurance to 
the extent such difference results from Tenant's breach of Article VI. Notwithstanding the 
foregoing, if Landlord's obligations to its Mortgagee have been satisfied in full and the DOH 
approves and agrees to reimburse the costs of rebuilding the Facility, Landlord shall not so 
terminate this Lease with respect to the Facility, and Tenant shall repair or reconstruct the Leased 
Premises in substantially the same condition as just prior to the incident with the proceeds of the 
property casualty insurance carried by Tenant, as required hereunder (if not otherwise paid to the 
Mortgagee), and/or with funds of Tenant. Regardless of any Casualty, except as provided above, 
this Lease shall continue in full force and effect without any abatement of Rent, and Tenant shall 
not be entitled to surrender possession of the Leased Premises as a result of such casualty. 
Landlord's receipt of Rent from Tenant's rental interruption insurance shall be credited against 
Rent payments due from Tenant hereunder. If Tenant fails to commence such repair or 
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reconstruction within thirty (30) days of the Casualty, Landlord shall have the option, subject to 
the approval of the DOH if required by Laws, to either terminate this Lease upon written notice 
to Tenant or repair and reconstruct the Leased Premises in substantially the same condition just 
prior to the incident and costs and expenses incurred as a result thereof shall be deemed 
Additional Rent hereunder and shall be payable to Landlord by Tenant, upon demand. Upon 
payment of all such sums demanded by Landlord, Tenant may re-enter and resume possession of 
the Leased Premises pursuant to the terms of this Lease. All insurance proceeds collected under 
the Policies shall be paid to Landlord, and made available to Tenant to pay for or reimburse 
Tenant for the costs and expenses for such repairs and reconstruction subject to the terms, 
conditions and provisions of any mortgage or other loan documents encumbering the Leased 
Premises. If Mortgagee does not make the insurance proceeds available to Landlord, then 
Landlord may terminate this Lease upon thirty (JO) days' notice to Tenant, and Landlord and 
Tenant shall be released from any further liability hereunder thereafter accruing with respect to 
the Facility, except that Tenant shall be responsible and shall pay Landlord an amount equal to 
the difference between the fair market value of the Leased Premises immediately prior to such 
Casualty and the proceeds of Tenant's insurance. 

Section 11.2 Precedence of Rights of Mortgagee. All provisions contained in 
the loan documents between Landlord and Mortgagee, or any other document in connection 
therewith which concern or pertain to the restoration of the Leased Premises, the application of 
insurance proceeds and any and all matters concerning a casualty, shall take precedence over and 
be in lieu of any contrary provision provided for in this Lease, and in all respects are binding 
upon Tenant who agrees to and acknowledges the same. 

Section 11.3 Tenant hereby waives the provisions of Section 227 of the Real 
Property Law of the State of New York and acknowledges that the terms of this Article XI shall 
govern in lieu thereof. 

ARTICLE XII 

EMINENT DOMAIN 

Section 12.1 Eminent Domain. a) In the event that all or substantially all of the 
Leased Premises, or such portion of the Real Property which renders the balance of the Facility 
unsuitable for the purpose of this Lease, shall be taken by condemnation or right of eminent 
domain, this Lease shall terminate as of the day the taking authority takes possession of the 
Leased Premises, and Landlord and Tenant shall be released from any further liability hereunder 
thereafter accruing with respect to the Facility, except as otherwise expressly provided in this 
Lease. In the event only a portion (and less than substantially all) of the Leased Premises is 
taken by condemnation or right of eminent domain and the portion so taken does not render the 
balance of the Leased Premises unsuitable for the purposes of this Lease, as determined by 
Landlord, this Lease shall not terminate. In such an event, Tenant shall restore the Leased 
Premises with reasonable diligence with its own funds and with the proceeds of any award from 
the applicable public or quasi-public authority, or private corporation or individual having the 
power of condemnation ("Award") to an architectural unit as nearly like its condition prior to 
such taking as shall be practicable. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, this 
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Section 12.l(a) is subject to the terms, conditions and provisions of any mortgage and other loan 
documents encumbering the Leased Premises. 

(i) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in Section 12. l(a), 
Landlord may cancel this Lease with no further liability to Tenant, in the event that following a 
taking by condemnation or right of eminent domain, Mortgagee elects to require Landlord to 
repay the mortgage on the Leased Premises. 

(j) Tenant shall not be entitled to any part of any award or settlement of 
damages representing the value of land and buildings appropriated, the value of this Lease or any 
estate therein, or damage to the residue of the Leased Premises or other property of Landlord; it 
being agreed as between Landlord and Tenant any such award shall be the sole property of 
Landlord. No appropriation of part or all of the Leased Premises or cancellation of this Lease 
pursuant to this Article XII shall be deemed an eviction of Tenant or a breach of any covenants 
of Landlord hereunder. 

ARTICLE XIII 

NOTICES 

Section 13.1 Notices. All notices, consents, approvals and requests required or 
permitted hereunder shall be given in writing and shall be effective for all purposes if (a) hand 
delivered or sent by (b) certified or registered United States mail, postage prepaid, return receipt 
requested or (c) Federal Express or other nationally recognized overnight next business day 
courier service at such other address and Person as shall be designated from time to time by any 
party hereto, as tl1e case may be, in a notice to the other parties hereto in the manner provided for 
in this Section 13.1): 

l843280vllll 7057-6 

If to Tenant: 

HBLSNF, LLC 
1280 Albany Post Road 
Croton-on-Hudson, New York 10520 

witli a copy to: 
Michelman & Robinson 
800 Third A venue, 24th Floor 
New York, NY 10022 
Attn: Mark Zafrin, Esq. 
Telephone: 212.730.7700 

Ifto Landlord: 
White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC, 
2 Bourbon Street ,Suite 200 
Peabody, Ma 01960 
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with a copy to: 
Gerald J. Billow, Esq. 
Pasternak Blankstein & Lund LLP 
800 Boylston Street, Suite 3200 
Boston, Massachusetts 02199 

-and-

Howard Fenstennan, Esq. 
Abrams Fensterman 
11 I 1 Marcus A venue 
Lake Success, New York 11042 

The effective date of such notices shall be as follows: (a) upon delivery or refusal 
of delivery if sent by personal delivery, (b) two (2) Business Days after mailing ( or upon actual 
receipt, if earlier), if sent by certified or registered mail, (e) one (1) Business Day after deposit 
with the courier for next business day delivery, if sent by overnight courier. The term "Business 
Day" means any day other than (i) a Saturday or a Sunday, and (ii) a day on which federally 
insured depository institutions in New York, New York are authorized or obligated by law, 
regulation, governmental decree or executive order to be closed. 

Section 13.2 Notices to Mortgagee. (a) Tenant hereby agrees, upon request of 
Mortgagee, to give to Mortgagee copies of all notices given by Tenant of default by Landlord 
under this Lease at the same time and in the same manner as, and whenever, Tenant shall give 
any such notice of default to Landlord. Such Mortgagee shall have the right to remedy any 
default under this Lease, or to cause any default of Landlord under this Lease to be remedied, 
and for such purpose Tenant hereby grants such Mortgagee such period of time as may be 
reasonable to enable such Mortgagee to remedy, or cause to be remedied, any such default in 
addition to the period given to Landlord for remedying, or causing to be remedied, any such 
default which is a default. Tenant shall accept performance by such Mortgagee of any term, 
covenant, condition or agreement to be performed by Landlord under the Lease with the same 
force and effect as though performed by Landlord. No default by Landlord under the Lease shall 
exist or shall be deemed to exist (i) as long as such Mortgagee, in good faith, shall have 
commenced to cure such default and shall be prosecuting the same to completion with reasonable 
diligence, subject to Force Majeure, or (ii) if possession of the Leased Premises is required in 
order to cure such default, or if such default is not susceptible of being cured by such Mortgagee, 
as long as such Mortgagee, in good faith, shall have notified Tenant that such Mortgagee intends 
to institute proceedings under the mortgage and, thereafter, as long as such proceedings shall 
have been instituted and shall prosecute the same with reasonable diligence and, after having 
obtruned possession, prosecutes the cure to completion with reasonable diligence. ·n1is Lease 
shall not be assigned by Tenant or modified, amended or terminated without Mortgagee's prior 
written consent in each instance, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld or delayed. 
In the event of the termination of this Lease by reason of any default thereunder or for any other 
reason whatsoever except the expiration thereof, upon such Mortgagee's written request, given 
within thirty (30) days after any such tennination, Tenant, within fifteen (15) days after receipt 
of such request, shall execute and deliver to such Mortgagee or its designee or nominee a new 
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lease of the Leased Premises for the remainder of the Tenn of the Lease upon, at a minimum, all 
of the terms, covenants and conditions of this Lease. Neither such Mortgagee or its designee or 
nominee shall become liable under this Lease unless and until such Mortgagee or its designee or 
nominee becomes, and then only for so long as such Mortgagee or its designee or nominee 
remains, the fee owner of the Leased Premises or the owner of the leasehold interest of Landlord 
under this Lease. Such Mortgagee shall have the right, without Tenant's consent, to, as the case 
may be, foreclose its mortgage or to accept a deed in lieu of foreclosure of such mortgage. 

(b) In the event of any act or omission of Landlord which would give Tenant 
the right, immediately or after lapse of a period of time, to cancel or terminate this Lease, or to 
claim a partial or total eviction, Tenant shall not exercise such right (i) until it has given written 
notice of such act or omission to Mortgagee, and (ii) unkss such act or omission shall be one 
which is not capable of being remedied by Landlord or such Mortgagee within a reasonable 
period of time, until a reasonable period for remedying such act or omission shall have elapsed 
following the giving of such notice and following the time when such Mortgagee shall have 
become entitled under its loan documents with Landlord in connection therewith, as the case 
may be, to remedy the same (which reasonable period shall in no event be less than the period to 
which Landlord would be entitled under this Lease or otherwise, after similar notice, to effect 
such remedy). 

ARTICLE XIV 

QUIET ENJOYMENT 

Section 14. l Quiet Enjoyment.Landlord covenants, warrants and represents to 
Tenant that, provided no Lease Default exists under this Lease, Tenant shall at all times during 
the Tenn peaceably and quietly have, hold, occupy and enjoy the Leased Premises, subject to the 
terms and conditions of this Lease, without any hindrance, interference or molestation by 
Landlord or by, under or through Landlord. 

ARTICLE XV 

SUBLETTING AND ASSIGNMENT 

Section IS.I Subletting and Assignment (a) Tenant shall not, without the prior 
written consent of Landlord, which consent may be withheld in the Landlord's sole and absolute 
discretion (and, if required by law, without the prior written consent of the Commissioner, which 
consent may be withheld in the Commissioner's sole and absolute discretion), transfer or assign 
this Lease or Tenant's interest in the Leased Premises or any part thereof or sublease all or any 
part of the Leased Premises. In all events of assignment, transfers or subletting, the prior 
approval of the DOH shall be required. Tenant shall not at any time, without the prior written 
consent of Landlord, which consent may be withheld or given in the sole and absolute discretion 
of Landlord, pledge, mortgage, or hypothecate the leasehold estate hereby created or any interest 
of Tenant therein. The issuance of or a transfer or series of transfers (including transfers caused 
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by mergers, acqms1t1ons or consolidations of any direct or indirect interests in the equity 
ownership interests in Tenant or any subtenant aggregating to forty-nine percent (49%) or more 
of the stock, membership or ownership interest in Tenant or any subtenant shall constitute an 
assignment for purposes of this Lease, requiring Landlord's consent thereof; notwithstanding 
anything to the contrary, any change in the management or control of Tenant such that Lizer 
Josefovic does not control all of the decisions of Tenant shall constitute an assignment for 
purposes of this Lease, requiring Landlord's consent thereof. Notwithstanding anything to the 
conti·ary, the issuance of or a transfer or series of transfers (including transfers caused by 
mergers, acquisitions or consolidations of any direct or indirect interests in the equity ownership 
interests in Tenant or any subtenant resulting in the aggregate interest of Lizer Josefovic, Marc 
NeU111an, and their spouse or issue, or a trust for their benefit, equaling Jess than seventy-five 
percent (75%) of the stock, membership or ownership interest in Tenant or any subtenant to any 
person or entity shall constitute an assignment for purposes of this Lease, requiring Landlord's 
consent thereof; provided that any assignment by Lizer Josefovic to Joseph Josefovic made after 
five years after the Commencement date shall not be unreasonably denied by Landlord taking 
into account, among other things, the experience, performance record, and financial strength of 
Joseph J osefovic. The consent by Landlord to any transfer shall not constitute consent to any 
subsequent transfer or to any successive transfer. Further, subject to the provisions of 
Section 2.2, and without in any way limiting or otherwise affecting the provisions of this Lease, 
Landlord shall be permitted to assign this Lease and all agreements, duties, obligations and rights 
incidental thereto to any entity related to, or affiliated with Landlord, without any consent from 
Tenant. The term "transfer" shall mean any direct or indirect sale, conveyance, transfer, lease 
(including any amendment, extension, modification, waiver or renewal thereof), sublease, sub
sublease, assignment, mortgage, pledge, grant of a security interest or hypothecation, whether by 
operation of law or otherwise, whether voluntary or not, of or in (i) all or part of the Leased 
Premises (including any legal or beneficial direct or indirect interest therein) or (ii) any direct or 
indirect interest in Tenant. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained herein, Tenant 
may assign this Lease to, or enter into a sublease with, or transfer interests in an entity 
comprising Tenant to, an affiliate under common control with Tenant, or owned by Lizer 
Josefovic, Mare Neuman, or their spouse or issue, or a Trust for their benefit, without Landlord's 
consent, provided (x) Landlord is given thirty (30) days prior written notice of such intended 
transfer, assignment or sublease with copies of the organizational documents of the assignnee, 
transferree or sublessee, (y) after such transfer, assignment or sublease, Lizer Josefovic controls 
all of the decisions of the assignnee, transferree or sub lessee, and (z) all required consents from, 
the Mortgagee, the DOH and/or the Commissioner (if required), have been obtained by Tenant. 
Notwithstanding the foregoing and any other provision contained herein to the contrary, no 
transfer or series of transfers of legal, economic, beneficial or equitable ( direct or indirect) 
interest in the Lease or in Tenant's membership interest that requires DO H's consent shall occur 
without the prior written consent of Landlord and DOH. Tenant shall enter into such 
subordination agreements or subordination, non-disturbance agreements ("SNDAs") as 
Mortgagee may request from time to time. 

Section 15.2 Attomment and Related Matters. Any sublease shall be expressly 
subject and subordinate to all applicable terms and conditions of this Lease and provide that 
upon the expiration or earlier termination of this Lease, Landlord, at its option and without any 
obligation to do so, may require any subtenant to attorn to Landlord, its successors and assigns, 
in which event Landlord shall undertake the obligations of Tenant, under such sublease from the 
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time of the exercise of such option to the term1nat10n of such sublease; provided, however, that 
in such case Landlord shall not be liable for any prepaid rents, fees or other charges or for any 
prepaid security deposits paid by such subtenant to Tenant or for any other prior defaults of 
Tenant under such sublease. In the event that Landlord shall not require such attornment with 
respect to any sublease, then such sublease shall automatically terminate upon the expiration or 
earlier termination of this Lease, including any early termination by mutual agreement of 
Landlord and Tenant. In addition, any such sublease shall provide that in the event that the 
subtenant or other transferee receives a written notice from Landlord stating that a Lease Default 
has occurred or that an event or circumstance has occurred which with notice and/or passage of 
time would constitute a Lease Default, such subtenant or other transferee thereafter shall without 
further consent or instruction of Tenant pay all rentals accruing under such sublease directly to 
Landlord or as Landlord may direct; provided, however, that (a) as and to the extent that the 
aniounts so paid to Landlord, together with other aniounts paid to or received by Landlord on 
account of this Lease, exceed the amounts then due Landlord from Tenant under this Lease, the 
excess shall be promptly remitted to Tenant, and (b) at such time as the Lease Default has been 
cured and t!Jis Lease reinstated (if ever), Landlord shall notify and direct the subtenant(s) in 
writing to resume making payments of rentals under t!Jeir sublease(s) directly to Tenant, or as 
Tenant may direct. Any such rentals collected from such subtenant or other transferee by 
Landlord shall be credited against t!Je amounts owing by Tenant under this Lease in such order 
of priority as Landlord shall reasonably determine. Furthermore, any sublease or other 
agreement regarding a transfer shall expressly provide that the subtenant, assignee, manager or 
other transferee shall furnish Landlord, its lender, the Mortgagee, if applicable, the HUD 
Mortgagee, and/or the Commissioner, and /or DOH, if applicable, wit!J such financial, 
operational and other information about the Facility and subtenant, etc., as Landlord may request 
from time to time. 

Section 15.3 Assignment of Subleases. To secure the prompt and full payment 
by Tenant of the Rent and t!Je faithful performance by Tenant of all the other terms and 
conditions herein contained on its part to be kept and performed, Tenant hereby assigns, transfers 
and sets over unto Landlord, subject to the conditions hereinafter set forth and any required 
consent(s) from DOH, all of Tenant's right, title and interest in and to all permitted subleases, 
assignments, licenses and occupancy agreements, to t!Je extent permitted by law, involving t!Je 
Facility, as set forth on Schedule 15.3 attached hereto (t!Je "Sublease", and the subtenant under a 
Sublease herein referred to as a "Subtenant") and hereby confers upon Landlord, its agents and 
representatives, a right of entry (subject to prior notice) in, and sufficient possession of, the 
Leased Premises to permit and insure the collection by Landlord of t!Je rentals and other sums 
payable under the Sublease, and furtl1er agrees that the exercise of said right of entry and 
qualified possession by Landlord shall not constitute an eviction of Tenant from the Leased 
Premises or any portion thereof and that should said 1ight of entry and possession be denied 
Landlord, its agent or representative, Landlord, in t!Je exercise of said right, may use all requisite 
force to gain and enjoy the same without responsibility or liability to Tenant, its servants, 
employees, guests or invitees, or any Person whomsoever; provided, however, that such 
assignment shall become operative and effective only if (a) a Lease Default shall occur and be 
continuing or (b) this Lease and the Term shall be cancelled or terminated pursuant to the terms, 
covenants and conditions hereof or (c) there occurs a repossession under a dispossessory warrant 
or other re-entry or repossession by Landlord under the provisions hereof or ( d) a receiver for all 
or a portion of the Leased Premises is appointed, and then only as to such of the subleases that 
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Landlord may elect to take over and assume. At any time and from time to time within ten (10) 
days after Landlord's written demand, Tenant promptly shall deliver to Landlord a schedule of 
all Subleases, setting forth the names of all Subtenants, with a photostatic eopy of each of the 
Subleases. Upon request of Landlord, Tenant shall permit Landlord and its agents and 
representatives, and Mortgagee, its agents and representatives, to inspect all Subleases affecting 
the Leased Premises. Tenant covenants that each Sublease shall provide that the Subtenant 
thereunder shall be required from time to time, upon request of Landlord or Tenant, to execute, 
acknowledge and deliver, to and for the benefit of Landlord, an estoppel certificate confirming 
with respect to such Sublease the information set forth in Section 20.11 hereof. 

Section 15.4 Additional Sublease Requirements. Tenant covenants and agrees 
that all Subleases hereafter entered into affecting the Leased Premises shall provide that (a) they 
are subject to this Lease and that the principals of the Subtenant acknowledge that they have read 
this Lease and accept the terms hereof, (b) the term thereof shall not end less than one (1) day 
prior to the Expiration Date hereof, unless Landlord shall consent otherwise, which consent may 
be withheld in Landlord's sole and absolute discretion, (c) the Subtenants will not do, authorize 
or execute any act, deed or thing whatsoever or fail to take any such action which will or may 
cause Tenant to be in violation of any of its obligations under this Lease, ( d) the Subtenants will 
not pay rent or other sums under tl1e Subleases with Tenant for more than one (1) month in 
advance, (e) the Subtenants shall give to Landlord at the address and otherwise in the manner 
specified in Section 13.1 hereof, a copy of any notice of default by Tenant as the landlord under 
the Subleases at the san1e time as, and whenever, any such notice of default shall be given by the 
Subtenants to Tenant; and (f) all of the representations, warranties and covenants given by 
Tenant to Landlord in this Lease, including but not limited to all reporting requirements and 
covenants set forth in Section 7.4 above, shall be made and given by each Subtenant for the 
benefit of Landlord, Mortgagee, and their respective successors and assigns. 

Section 15.5 Transfers In Bankruptcy. (a) In the event of a transfer 
pursuant to the provisions of Title 11 of the United States Code or any statute of similar purpose 
or nature (the "Bankruptcy Code"), all consideration payable or otherwise to be delivered in 
connection with such transfer shall be paid or delivered to Landlord, shall be and remain the 
exclusive property of Landlord and shall not constitute property of Tenant or of the estate of 
Tenant within the meaning of the Bankruptcy Code. Any consideration constituting Landlord's 
property pursuant to the immediately preceding sentence and not paid or delivered to Landlord 
shall be held in trust for the benefit of Landlord and be promptly paid or delivered to Landlord. 
For purposes of this Section 15.5, the term "consideration" shall mean and include money, 
services, property and any other thing of value such as payment of costs, cancellation or 
forgiveness of indebtedness, discounts, rebates, barter and the like. If any such consideration is 
in a form other than cash (such as in kind, equity interests, indebtedness earn-outs, or other 
deferred payments, consulting or management fees, etc.), Landlord shall be entitled to receive in 
cash the then present fair market value of such consideration. If Tenant assumes this Lease and 
proposes to assign the same pursuant to the provisions of the Bankruptcy Code to any person or 
entity who shall have made a bona fide offer to accept an assignment of this Lease on terms 
acceptable to Tenant, then notice of such proposed assignment shall be given to Landlord by 
Tenant no later than fifteen (15) days after receipt of such offer by Tenant, but in any event no 
later than ten (I 0) days prior to the date that Tenant shall file any application or motion with a 
court of competent jurisdiction for authority and approval to enter into such assumption and 
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assignment. Such notice shall set forth (a) the name and address of the assignee, (b) all of the 
terms and conditions of such offer, and (c) the proposal for providing adequate assurance of 
future perfonnance by such person under the Lease, including, without limitation, the assurance 
referred to in Section 365 of the Bankruptcy Code. Any person or entity to which this Lease is 
assigned pursuant to the provisions of the Bankruptcy Code shall be deemed without further act 
or deed to have assumed all of the obligations arising under this Lease from and after the date of 
such assignment. Any such assignee shall execute and deliver to Landlord upon demand an 
instrument confinning such assumption. 

(b) The term "adequate assurance of future perfo1mance" as used in this Lease 
shall mean (in addition to the assurances called for in Bankruptcy Code Section 365(1 )) that any 
proposed assignee shall, among other things, (i) deposit with Landlord on the assumption of this 
Lease an amount equal to the greater of (x) two (2) times the then monthly Fixed Rent and 
Additional Rent or (y) such other amount deemed by the Bankruptcy Court to be reasonably 
necessary for the adequate protection of Landlord under the circumstances, as security for the 
faithful performance and observance by such assignee of the terms and obligations of this Lease, 
(ii) furnish Landlord with financial statements of such assignee for the prior three (3) calendar 
years, as finally determined after an audit and certified as correct by a certified public 
accountant, which financial statements shall show a net worth at least equal to the aniount of the 
deposit referenced in (i) above, (iii) if detennined by the Bankruptcy Court to be appropriate 
under the circumstances, grant to Landlord a security interest in such property of the proposed 
assignee as Landlord shall deem necessary to secure such assignee's future performance under 
this Lease, and (iv) provide such other information or take such action as Landlord, in its 
reasonable judgment, shall determine is necessary to provide adequate assurance of the 
performance by such assignee of its obligations under the Lease. 

(c) If, at any time after Tenant may have assigned Tenant's interest in this 
Lease in a proceeding of the type described in Section 16.1 (iv) through (vii), this Lease shall be 
disaffirmed or rejected in any proceeding of the types described in Section 16.1 (iv) through (vii) 
hereof, or in any similar proceeding, or in the event of termination of this Lease by reason of any 
such proceeding or by reason of lapse of time following notice of termination given pursuant to 
Article XVI based upon any of the Lease Defaults set forth in said Section 16.1 (iv) through (vii) 
Tenant, upon request of Landlord given within thirty (30) days next following any such 
disaffinnance, rejection or termination ( and actual notice thereof to Landlord in the event of a 
disaffirmance or rejection or in the event of termination other than by act of Landlord), shall (a) 
pay to Landlord all Rent due and owing by the assignee to Landlord under this Lease to and 
including the date of such disaffirmance, rejection or termination, and (b) as "tenant", enter into 
a new lease with Landlord for a term commencing on the effective date of such disaffirmance, 
rejection or tennination and ending on the expiration date of the term, unless sooner terminated 
as in such lease provided, at the same Fixed Rent and Additional Rent upon the then executory 
terms, covenants and conditions as are contained in this Lease, except that (i) Tenant's rights 
under the new lease shall be subject to the possessory rights, if any, of the assignee under this 
Lease and the possessory rights of any person claiming through or under such assignee or by 
virtue of any applicable Law, (ii) such new lease shall require all defaults existing under this 
Lease to be cured by Tenant with due diligence, and (iii) such new lease shall require Tenant to 
pay all Rent reserved in this Lease which, had this Lease not been so disaffirmed, rejected or 
tenninated, would have accrued under the prov1s1ons of this Lease after the date of such 
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disaffinnance, rejection or tennination with respect to any period prior thereto. lf Tenant shall 
default in its obligation to enter into said new lease for a period of ten (10) days next following 
Landlord's request therefor, then in addition to all other rights and remedies by reason of such 
default, either at law or in equity, Landlord shall have the same rights and remedies against 
Tenant as if Tenant had entered into such new lease and such new lease had thereafter been 
terminated as of the commencement date thereof by reason of Tenant's default thereunder. 

Section 15.6 Management Agreement. Tenant agrees and acknowledges that it 
will not enter into any management agreements during the Term with regard to the Facility 
except with an entity (i) owned wholly by a an individual principal of Tenant which entity has 
been received establishment approval from the New York State Department of Health Public 
Health and Health Planning Council in compliance with 10 NYCRR 600.9(d)(l) and (ii) 
approved by HUD if the Facility is, or is about to be financed by a HUD program, and/or 
Mortgagee. Any such management agreement shall be subordinate to Landlord's rights 
hereunder, to the rights of Mortgagee and to the rights of the Commissioner. Tenant shall cause 
such manager to execute such documents as are required by Landlord or Mortgagee or by the 
Commissioner to effect such subordination. 

Section 15. 7 Memorandum of Lease. This Lease shall not be recorded, but either 
party may record a memorandum of lease in which shall describe the parties to this Lease, a 
description of the Leased Premises and a recitation of the Term. TI1e party requesting that the 
memorandum oflease be recorded shall prepare and pay all costs of recording the memorandum 
of lease, and the other party agrees to execute at any and all times such instruments as may be 
reasonably required for such recording. Upon the expiration or earlier termination of this Lease, 
Landlord may release the memorandum of lease. For this purpose Tenant constitutes and 
appoints Landlord its true and lawful attorney-in-fact with full power of substitution to execute a 
release of such memoranda in the name of Tenant. Such power of attorney shall be deemed to be 
a power coupled with an interest and cannot be revoked. To the extent any transfer tax, 
conveyance tax, excise tax, or similar tax is imposed by any Governmental Authority as a result 
of the recording of such Memorandum of Lease, or is otherwise due and payable as to Tenant's 
leasehold interest granted pursuant to this Lease, Tenant shall pay same to the applicable 
Governmental Authority. 

ARTICLE XVI 

DEFAULT 

Section 16.1 Default by Tenant and Remedies of Landlord. (a) Tenant shall be 
in default under this Lease upon the occurrence of any of the following events referred to herein 
individually or collectively as a "Lease Default" (any reference to such event occurring or 
involving Tenant shall be deemed to include any such event occurring or involving any of 
Tenant's Subtenants): 

(i) if Tenant fails to pay any installment of Rent within five (5) days 
after the date when due; 
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(ii) if Tenant defaults in the prompt and full perfonnance of any other 
of Tenant's covenants, obligations or agreements hereunder which are not specifically 
enumerated herein as a Lease Default and fails to correct such failure within thirty (30) days of 
receipt of written notice from Landlord of such default (unless such default cannot reasonably be 
cured within thirty (30) days, in which event such period shall be extended, provided Tenant 
shall have commenced in good faith to cure such default within the first such thirty (30) day 
period and shall proceed with all due diligence to correct such default thereafter but in no event 
more than ninety (90) days of receipt of such written notice); 

(iii) if the leasehold interest of Tenant shall be levied upon wider 
execution or be liened or attached and such levy, lien or attachment is not removed within sixty 
(60) days of the date Tenant receives notice ofit; 

(iv) in the event of a filing by or against Tenant of a petition under 
federal or state law pertaining to bankruptcy or insolvency or for a reorganization or other relief; 

(v) if Tenant shall admit in writing its inability to pay its debts 
generally as they become due; 

(vi) if Tenant is adjudicated as bankrupt or a court of competent 
jurisdiction shall enter an order or decree appointing, with or without the consent of Tenant, a 
receiver or trustee of Tenant or of the whole or substantially all of its property; 

creditors; 
(vii) if Tenant makes any general assignment for the benefit of 

(A) if Tenant abandons the Leased Premises or if, except as a result of 
damage, destruction or a partial or complete condemnation, Tenant ceases 
operations of the Facility, or Tenant closes any portion of the Facility; 

(viii) if Tenant receives a state or federal notice of termination of license 
or de-certification and such notice has not been suspended, extended, withdrawn or terminated 
prior to 30 days before the effective date of such termination or decertification by any 
Governmental Authority; 

(ix) if Tenant fails to maintain its qualifications for licensure as 
required by this Lease if failure to do so would result in an inability to operate the Facility or 
would result in the appointment of a receiver with respect to the Facility; 

(x) if any transfer or assignment of this Lease or Tenant's direct or 
indirect interest therein or a transfer of Tenant's direct or indirect equity ownership interests 
occurs in violation of this Lease; 

(xi) if any malpractice award or judgment exceeding any applicable 
malpractice insurance coverage and any applicable umbrella coverage by more than One Million 
Dollars ($1,000,000.00) shall be rendered against Tenant or any subtenant, and either 
(A) enforcement proceedings shall have been commenced by any creditor upon such award or 
judgment or (B) such award or judgment shall continue unsatisfied and in effect for a period of 
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sixty (60) consecutive days without an insurance company reasonably satisfactory to Landlord 
having agreed to fund such award or judgment in a manner reasonably satisfactory to Landlord, 
or (C) such award or judgment has been appealed and without a bond having been posted to 
cover such amount that exceeds any insurance coverage, and in any case such award or 
judgment shall, in the reasonable opinion of Landlord, have a material adverse affect on the 
ability of Tenant or any subtenant to operate the Facility; 

(xii) upon the denial, refusal to issue, or loss of any licenses, certifications, 
certificates, approvals, permits, variances, waivers, provider agreements and other authorizations 
necessary or required for Tenant to operate the Facility in accordance with the requirements of 
this Lease; 

(xiii) if any of the representations or warranties made by Tenant under this 
Lease or any subtenant under its Sublease or otherwise proves to be untrue when made in any 
material respect; 

(xiv) if any Governmental Authority having jurisdiction over the 
operation of the Facility removes ten percent (10%) or more of the patients or residents who 
reside in the Facility for violations of standards of care; 

(xv) Tenant fails to give Landlord and Mortgagee timely notice or timely 
deliver copies of documents within the times required under Section 7.4 (c) through (o); 

( xvi) Tenant's receipt of notice of an allegation or determination of 
"Immediate Jeopardy" (as such term is customarily used) or equivalent notice from any 
Governmental Authority or officer, acting on behalfthcreofrclating to the Facility; 

(xvii) Tenant's receipt of notice of the freeze on admissions or the imposition 
of a denial of payment for new admissions or equivalent notice from any Governmental 
Authority or officer acting on behalf thereof relating to the Facility; 

(xviii) Tenant's breach of its obligations under Section 3.5 including 
Tenant's failure to execute and deliver to Landlord within seven days of its request therefore any 
and all documents, certificate or agreement required or reasonably requested by Landlord, a 
Mortgagee, Prospective Mortgagee, HUD and/or HUD's Approved Lender or the Commissioner, 
including confirming the subordination required hereunder; 

(xix) Tenant's breach of its obligations under Section 15.6 Management 
Agreement; 

(xx) Tenant's breach of its obligations under Section 7.6 Security 
Agreement; 

(xxi) Tenant fails to notify Landlord within twenty-four (24) hours after 
receipt of any notice from any Governmental Authority, terminating or suspending or threatening 
termination or suspension of any material license or certification relating to the Facility; 
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(xxii) a default beyond any applicable notice and cure periods under any 
Sublease, operating agreement, management agreement or any other material agreement relating 
to the Leased Premises or to which Landlord and Tenant are a party; 

(xxiii) the creation of any indebtedness relating to the Leased 
Premises ( other than trade payables which are not more than 30 days past due, not evidenced by 
a note and not in excess of One Million Dollars $1,000,000.00); 

(xxiv) the amendment, modification, restatement, tem1ination or 
cancellation of any material contract relating to the Leased Premises, including but not limited to 
any Sublease, without Landlord's prior written consent, which consent shall not be unreasonably 
withheld; 

(xxv) default or breach by Guarantor under the Guaranty beyond the 
expiration of any applicable cure period contained therein; 

(xxvi) failure by Tenant to deposit all or any portion of the 
Security D1.,1Josit or Letter of Credit or to replace any portion of the Security Deposit or Letter of 
Credit utilized by Landlord; 

(xx vii) a default or breach of any of the provisions set forth in 
Article XIX; 

(xxviii) Tenant violates anytenn, covenant or condition of Tenant's 
Regulatory Agreement ( with respect to a HUD financing) which violation is not cured within 
thirty (30) days of written notice to Tenant; 

(xxix) a default or breach of the prov1s10ns set forth 111 

Section 7.4(b) or a report required by Section 7.4 proves to be untrue in any material respect; 

(xxx) any act or omission by Tenant or any Subtenant referenced m 
Section 7.4 that constitutes a default by Landlord under its loan documents with Mortgagee; 

(xxxi) Tenant's failure to meet the covenants provided in Section 
7.4 (q) 

(xxxii) the sale or transfer or attempted sale or transfer of all or any 
portion of any certificate of need, bed or unit right or other similar authorization relating to any 
portion of the Facility or the Leased Premises. assignment or subletting in violation of the 
provisions of Section 15.1; 

(xxxiii) 
Intended Use; 

(xxxiv) 
similar list established by CMS; 
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(xxxv) Tenant fails to procure the insurance coverage, or loss of 
the insurance coverage, required by this Lease; 

(xxxvi) Tenant enters into any corporate integrity agreement, settlement or 
consent decree, or deferred prosecution agreement with any Governmental Authority; 

(xxxvii) Any Governmental Authority assesses a fine or penalty against, or 
with, Tenant that imposes a payment or fine upon Tenant in excess of$75,000; 

(xxxviii) The conviction of, or plea of no contest or nolo contendere 
by, Tenant or any member or beneficial owner of Tenant with respect to (1) any felony or (2) any 
misdemeanor that involves any act of fraud, embezzlement, theft or misappropriation; 

(xxxx) Tenant fails to comply with its obligations in Section 
18.1 (n) within IO days after written notice from Landlord; or 

(xxxxi) Tenant or any Subtenant fails or refuses to execute estoppel 
certificate required pursuant to Section 20.11, or otherwise complying with the requirements of 
Section 23 within ten (10) days after Tenant's receipt thereof. 

Upon the occurrence of a Lease Default, Landlord, may, if Landlord so elects, upon 
five (5) days written notice of such election, forthwith terminate this Lease and Tenant's right to 
possession of the Leased Premises and, at Landlord's sole and absolute discretion, accelerate the 
payment of all Rent for the balance of the Term and declare the same presently due and payable 
in full provided, however, that with respect to a Lease Default under Section 16. l(a)(iv), this 
.Lease shall automatically terminate. hl the event of such Lease termination, Tenant shall 
immediately pay Landlord the then present value of all such accelerated Rent. Landlord, in 
addition to all other remedies given to Landlord at law or in equity, may by written notice to 
Tenant, without terminating this Lease, cause Tenant to apply to the DOH to install a manager 
and/or management consultant and/or a receiver having the necessary approvals from 
Governmental Authorities, of Landlord's choice, at Tenant's sole cost and expense or to the 
extent permitted by applicable law, reenter the Leased Premises by summary proceedings or 
otherwise. hl any event, upon a Lease Default, Landlord may require Tenant to consent to a so
called "Change of Ownership" and Landlord may dispossess Tenant upon approval of the 
Change of Ownership or Certificate of Need by DOH, it being the understanding that under no 
circumstances is this Lease to be an asset for Tenant's creditors by operation of law or otherwise. 
In the event of such reentry, Landlord may relet the Leased Premises without being obligated so 
to do, and in the event of a reletting may apply the Rent therefrom first to the payment of 
Landlord's cost and expenses, including consultant and/or expert and attorneys' fees and 
expenses incurred by reason of such Lease Default, and the cost and expense of reletting 
including, but not limited to, repairs, renovation, or alteration of the Leased Premises and then to 
the amount of Rent and all other sums due from or payable by Tenant hereunder, Tenant 
remaining liable for all other sums due from or payable by Tenant hereunder and for any 
deficiency. Tenant shall also be liable for and indemnify Landlord against all amounts owed to 
Medicare, Medicaid, all applicable third-party payor programs, third party payors, or residents, 
including, but not limited to, any overpayments received by Tenant, relating to the Te1111. Any 
and all such deficiencies shall constitute Additional Rent hereunder and shall be payable by 
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Tenant monthly on the date herein provided for the payment of Rent. In addition to the 
foregoing remedies, Landlord shall immediately be entitled to retain the Security Deposit and 
draw on and retain proceeds of the Letter of Credit, and thereafter Tenant shall have no further 
claim, right, title or interest therein to the extent of Landlord's claims only. 

Landlord acknowledges that its rights of reentry onto the Leased Premises set forth 
in this Lease do not confi.,'T on Landlord the authority to operate a nursing facility as defined in 
Article 28 of the Public Health Law on the Leased Premises and agrees that except in the event 
of a Lease Default Landlord will give the DOH, Tower Building, Empire State Plaza, Albany, 
NY 12237, notification by certified mail of its intent to reenter the Leased Premises or to initiate 
dispossessory proceedings or that the Lease is due to expire at least thirty (30) days prior to the 
date on which Landlord intends to exercise a right of reentry or to initiate such proceedings or at 
least sixty ( 60) days before expiration of the Lease. 

Upon receipt of notice from Landlord of its intent to exercise its right of reentry or 
upon the service of process in dispossessory proceedings and sixty (60) days prior to the 
expiration of the Lease, Tenant shall immediately notify by certified mail the DOH, Tower 
Building, Empire State Plaza, Albany, NY 12237 (or its then current address), of the receipt of 
such notice or service of such process or that the Lease is about to expire. 

(b) Except as provided in this Lease to the contrary, Rent and other sums 
not paid when due (unless paid within any applicable grace period) shall bear interest from the 
date when the same are first payable under the terms of this Lease until the same shall be paid at 
an annual rate of interest equal to the Overdue Rate. 

(c) Upon the filing of a petition by or against Tenant pursuant to the 
Bankruptcy Code, Tenant, as debtor and as debtor-in-possession, and any trustee who may be 
appointed shall: (i) timely perform each and every obligation of Tenant under this Lease until 
such time as this Lease is either rejected or assumed by order of the United States Bankruptcy 
Court; (ii) pay monthly in advance on the first day of each month as reasonable compensation for 
use and occupancy of the Leased Premises an amount equal to the Rent and other charges 
otherwise due pursuant to this Lease; and (iii) reject or assume this Lease within one hundred 
twenty (120) days after the filing of such petition under the Bankruptcy Code or within such time 
period as the Bankruptcy Code may allow. Tenant, as debtor and as debtor-in-possession and 
any trustee shall be deemed to have rejected this Lease in the event of the failure to comply with 
any of the above. Included within and in addition to any other conditions or obligations imposed 
upon Tenant or its successor, in the event of assumption and/or assigrrment is the prior written 
consent of any mortgagee to which this Lease has been assigned as collateral security. 

( d) In the event of termination of this Lease by reason of any Lease 
Default by Tenant, or upon the expiration of the Tem1, then, and in any of such events, Tenant, 
upon Landlord's written request, shall to the greatest extent permitted by law, transfer to 
Landlord or its designees or assigns, or cause its Subtenants and/or Affiliates, to transfer to 
Landlord or its designees or assigns, the following: (i) all federal, state or municipal licenses, 
certifications, certificates, accreditations, approvals, permits, variances, waivers, provider 
agreements (including non-governmental) and other authorizations which relate to the operation 
of the Facility; and (ii) the name of the Facility as then commonly known to the general public. 
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Tenant shall also prepare and file all notices required by applicable law in connection with such 
termination and shall also prepare and timely file all final Medicare and Medicaid cost reports. 
In the event Tenant fails or refuses to transfer any such licenses, certifications, certificates, 
accreditations, approvals, pem1its, variances, waivers, provider agreements, other authorization 
or trade name, then this provision shall constitute an act of assignment by Tenant to Landlord or 
its assigns without the necessity of any further written instrument. For this purpose, Tenant 
constitutes and appoints Landlord its true and lawful attorney-in-fact with full power of 
substitution to complete or undertake such replacements in the name of Tenant. Such power of 
attorney shall be deemed to be a power coupled with an interest and cannot be revoked. 

( e) Landlord shall have the option of taking over the operation of the 
Facility, or having the operation of the Facility taken over by a designee, in the event of a 
termination of this Lease for any reason, without Landlord or designee assuming any of Tenant's 
liabilities or obligations, including Tenant's liabilities and obligations with respect to employees, 
such as vacation, sick leave, health insurance and pension liabilities and Tenant's obligations 
under applicable law to offer and provide group health continuation coverage. Landlord shall 
give Tenant written notice of Landlord's intent to exercise the right set forth above, in which 
event, upon the approval of the DOH of the Change of Ownership, Tenant shall and shall cause 
the Subtenant to immediately tum over possession and control of the Facility without any further 
action having to be taken on the part of Landlord. At the request of Landlord, Tenant shall and 
shall cause the Subtenant to tum over any or all of inventories, personal property (including 
computer and telecommunications equipment but excluding any leased equipment) vehicles, and 
material contracts (including hospital, transfer, vendor, and managed care contracts). 

(f) No failure of Landlord to enforce any rights or remedies upon default 
of Tenant shall prejudice or affect the rights of Landlord upon any subsequent or similar default. 

(g) In the event of a Lease Default by Tenant of any of the terms, 
covenants, conditions or provisions of this Lease, which Lease Default is not cured within any 
applicable grace or cure period, Landlord shall have the right to invoke any remedy permitted to 
Landlord at law, in equity or otherwise. All remedies available to Landlord are declared to be 
cumulative and concurrent and the exercise of one shall not preclude or waive the right to 
exercise any other. No termination ofthis Lease and no taking or recovering of possession of the 
Leased Premises shall deprive Landlord of any of its remedies or actions against Tenant and 
Tenant shall remain liable for all past or future Rent, including all taxes, insurance premiums and 
all other charges and Rent payable by Tenant under this Lease, during and for the balance of the 
Term hereof. The bringing of any action for Rent or other default shall not be construed as a 
waiver of the right to obtain possession of the Premises. 

(h) If suit shall be brought for recovery of possession of the Leased 
Premises, for the recovery of Rent, or any other amount due under the provisions of this Lease, 
or because of the breach of any other covenant herein contained on the part of Tenant to be kept 
or performed, and breach shall be established, Tenant shall pay to Landlord all expenses, 
including reasonable attorney fees, incurred therefor. This subsection shall survive termination 
of this Lease. 
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Section 16.2 Facility Operating Deficiencies. On vvritten notice of a request 
therefor by Landlord to Tenant, upon a Lease Default and for a period of time necessary to fully 
remedy the Lease Default, Tenant shall engage the services of a consultant, unaffiliated with 
Tenant and approved by Landlord, which approval shall not be unreasonably withheld, to review 
the management of the facility for the purpose of making recommendations to remedy the Lease 
Default. Subject to applicable legal requirements governing confidentiality of patient records, the 
consultant shall have complete access to the Facility, its records, offices and facilities, in order 
that it may carry out its duties. Tenant shall cause such consultant to prepare and deliver to 
Landlord and Tenant a written report of its recommendations within ten (10) days after its 
engagement. If Tenant shall fail to designate a consultant approved by Landlord as provided 
above within five (5) days after Tenant's receipt of Landlord's notice, Landlord may designate 
such consultant by further notice to Tenant. Tenant shall be responsible for payment of all fees 
and expenses reasonably charged and incurred by the consultant in carrying out its duties. 
Tenant shall promptly implement any and all reasonable recommendations made by such 
consultant in order to promptly correct or cure the Lease Default; provided, however, that in no 
event shall Tenant implement any such recommendations if the same would constitute a 
violation of applicable legal requirements, violate any rule or regulation of the DOH, or would 
otherwise cause a Lease Default hereunder ( e.g., a transfer or change in use of the Leased 
Premises), unless Landlord consents in writing to such Lease Default, which consent may be 
given or withheld in Landlord's sole and absolute discretion. Nothing herein shall impose any 
liability or obligation on Landlord to (a) request the appointment ofa consultant or (b) otherwise 
remedy the Facility Operating Deficiency(ies) nor shall it deem Landlord an operator of the 
Facility. 

Section I 6.3 Receivership. 

Tenant acknowledges that one of the rights and remedies available under applicable 
law for nursing facilities which fail to comply with the conditions of participation for Medicare 
or Medicaid is to apply to a court of competent jurisdiction for the appointment of a receiver to 
take possession of the Facility, to collect the rents, issues, profits and income of the Facility and 
to manage the operation of the Facility. Tenant further acknowledges that the revocation, 
suspension or material limitation of the certification of the Facility for provider status under 
Medicare or Medicaid (or successor programs) and/or the revocation, suspension or material 
limitation of a license relating to the operation of the Facility for its intended use under the laws 
of the State of New York will materially and irreparably impair the value of Landlord's 
investment in the Facility. Therefore, in the event of a Lease Default, and in addition to any 
other right or remedy of Landlord under this Lease, at the request of Landlord, Tenant shall 
request DOH to, or to the extent permissible under law, Tenant shall, petition any appropriate 
court, for the appointment of a receiver to take possession of the Facility, to manage the 
operation of the Facility under Tenant's licenses and certififications, to collect and disburse all 
rents, issues, profits and income generated thereby and to preserve or replace to the extent 
possible any such license and provider certification for the Facility or to otherwise substitute the 
licensee or provider thereof. The receiver shall be entitled to a reasonable fee for its services as a 
receiver. All such fees and other expenses of the receivership estate shall be added to the 
monthly Rent due to Landlord under this Lease as Additional Rent. Tenant hereby irrevocably 
stipulates to the voluntary appointment of a receiver under such circumstances and for such 
purposes and agrees not to contest such appointment. 
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Section 16.4 Tenant's Waiver; Mitigation. In connection with the exercise by 
Landlord of any of its remedies under this Section 16, including the tennination of this Lease, in 
whole or in part, Tenant waives, to the maximum extent pennitted by applicable Laws, (1) any 
right of redemption, re-entry or repossession, (2) the benefit of any moratorium laws or any laws 
now or hereafter in force exempting property from liability for rent or for debt, (3) any duty on 
the part of Landlord to mitigate the damages recoverable from Tenant on account of any Lease 
Default by Tenant, except that, notwithstanding the foregoing or anything in this Lease to the 
contrary, Landlord agrees to comply with any duty to mitigate damages where applicable Laws 
do not allow Tenant to waive such right, (4) the right to interpose any counterclaim (other than 
compulsory counterclaims) in any summary proceeding instituted by Landlord against Tenant in 
any court or in any action instituted by Landlord in any court for unpaid Rent under this Lease, 
and (5) any other right provided to Tenant under applicable Laws relating to a breach of or Lease 
Default under this Lease, including any rights to cure such breach or Lease Default. 

ARTICLE XVII 

ENTRY Ai"'ID REIMBURSEMENT RIGHTS OF LANDLORD 

Section 17 .1 Entry and Reimbursement Rights of Landlord.In addition to those 
rights set forth in Section 7.2 of this Lease, Landlord reserves the right at all reasonable times 
during business hours and upon at least twenty-four (24) hours' advance oral notice to go upon 
and inspect the Facility and every part thereof (subject to applicable Laws pertaining to patient 
confidentiality and privacy and the confidentiality of medical records). If Landlord shall make 
any payments or perform any repairs on behalf of Tenant which are Tenant's obligation and 
which Tenant has failed to make after applicable notice from Landlord, then any reasonable 
amounts so paid by Landlord are agreed and declared to be Additional Rent, and shall be due and 
payable to Landlord by Tenant upon submission to Tenant of an invoice, bill, or statement 
therefor, together with interest charged at the Overdue Rate commencing on the date of such 
invoice, bill, or statement. Nothing in this Section 17.1 shall impose any liability or obligation 
upon Landlord. 

ARTICLE XVIII 

REPRESENTATIONS AND W ARRA.i"i'TIES 

Section 18. l Tenant's Representations, Warranties and Additional Covenants. 
Tenant represents, warrants and covenants to Landlord and agrees (all of which shall survive the 
delivery and execution of this Lease) as follows (all of Tenant's representations, warranties, and 
covenants shall be deemed to include, in addition to that specified herein, the identical 
warranties, representations, and covenants of all Subtenants, which Tenant agrees to set forth in 
any Sublease and which are hereby incorporated herein by reference as if set forth in full herein): 

(a) Corporate. Tenant is a limited liability company duly fanned and 
validly existing and in good standing under the laws of the State of New York, and has the 
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limited liability company power and authority to own its property and assets and to carry on its 
business as now being conducted or as will be conducted on and after the Commencement Date. 

(b) No Breach of Statute or Contract. The execution, delivery and 
performance of this Lease by Tenant and any Sublease by a subtenant will not breach any statute 
or regulation of any Governmental Authority, and will not as of the Commencement Date 
conflict with or result in a breach of or default under any of the tenns, conditions or provisions of 
Tenant's articles of organization, operating agreement, other material agreements, or any order, 
writ, injunction, decree, agreement or instrument to which Tenant is a party, or by which it or its 
property, may be bound. 

(c) Authorization of Lease. 111e execution, delivery and perfonnance of 
this Lease, and all Subleases, has been duly authorized by all necessary individuals, 
shareholders, members, officers, directors, managers and/or owners of Tenant and this Lease 
constitutes the valid and binding obligation of Tenant, fully enforceable in accordance with its 
terms. 

(d) No Litigation or Adverse Events. Except as set forth on Schedule 18. l(d) 
attached hereto and incorporated herein, there is no suit, claim, action or legal, administrative, 
arbitration, or other proceeding or governmental investigation pending or threatened, by or 
against Tenant, and there exists no event or condition of any character, which could prevent the 
consummation of the transactions contemplated by this Lease or materially adversely affect 
Tenant's performance of the terms and conditions hereunder. 

( e) Conduct of Business. Subject to the express provisions herein, at all 
times after the Effective Date, Tenant shall, and cause its subtenants to (i) operate the Leased 
Premises (after the Commencement Date) and otherwise conduct its/their business in the 
ordinary course, and in compliance with all statutory and regulatory requirements of any federal, 
state or local authority, (ii) continue to operate the Leased Premises after the Commencement 
Date and maintain it in substantially its condition as of the Commencement Date, reasonable 
wear and tear excepted, including but not limited to repairs and replacements permitted or 
required under this Lease, and in a lawful manner, (iii) not encumber all or any portion of its 
assets or properties or the Leased Premises, including without limitation, certificates of need, bed 
rights, or provider agreements, (iv) preserve the goodwill of the Facility, (v) not take any action 
from an accounting perspective which would materially adversely affect the reimbursement 
formula or tax benefits with respect to the Leased Premises or any portion thereof, (vi) utilize the 
Leased Facility only for the Intended Purpose, (vii) not relinquish or attempt to transfer the 
location of or sell the skilled nursing facility license, certificate of need approval, Medicare or 
Medicaid certification or any other licenses, certifications, certificates, accreditations, approvals, 
permits, variances, waivers, provider agreements or other authorizations , (viii) not refuse to 
admit patients without 30 days' written notice of intent to, and prior written consent of, 
Landlord, (ix) not dissolve, merge or consolidate with or into any other person or entity, or 
otherwise change its identity or company or capital structure, or (x) not change its nanie or its 
business address .. 
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(f) Continued Existence. At all times on and after the Effective Date, Tenant 
shall cause to be done all things needed to preserve its rights and franchises and comply with all 
Laws applicable to it, and to continue to conduct its business in the ordinary course. 

(g) Payment of Obligations. At all times on and after the Effective Date, 
Tenant shall timely pay, and cause its subtenants to timely pay, all of its/their obligations, 
indebtedness, taxes, charges and impositions, whether or not relating to the Leased Premises or 
this Lease, as they become due unless contested in good faith and diligently pursued only if 
pennitted under and subject to the terms and conditions of this Lease. 

(h) Notice of Default. At all times on and after the Effective Date, Tenant 
shall promptly notify Landlord of (i) any material default by Tenant relating to any indebtedness 
or obligation of Tenant, whether or not relating to the Leased Premises or this Lease, and (ii) any 
material violations by the Facility of any applicable Law. 

(i) Compliance with Law. At all times on and after the Effective Date, 
Tenant shall comply in all respects, and cause its subtenants to comply in all respects, with all 
applicable Laws, including Medicare and Medicaid conditions of participation, to which it is 
subject or which are applicable to the Leased Premises and to Tenant's operation of the Leased 
Premises as a licensed, Medicare and Medicaid certified skilled nursing facility. 

(j) Beds and CON. Tenant has been awarded a CON for construction and 
operation of 160 skilled nursing facility beds for use at the Lease Premises by DOH and such 
CON may be used in connection with this Lease. 

(k) Tenant, on behalf of itself and its Subtenants, makes the Health Care 
warranties and representations set forth in Schedule 18/k) attached hereto and incorporated 
herein, to Landlord, it's successors and assigns, which warranties and representations shall be 
true and correct as of Commencement Date and at all times during the Term .. 

(1) Except for the Subleases of the Leased Premises to the Operators, there 
are no subleases or sub-subleases or occupancy agreements ( other than residence agreements 
with patients or residents) for any portion of the Leased Premises. 

(m) Tenant shall maintain and comply at all times with all O&M Plans 
(Operation and Maintenance Plans covering the handling, treatment or maintenance of asbestos 
or Hazardous Materials) relating to the Leased Premises, or that shall be required in the future by 
Mortgagee or any HUD mortgagee or, where applicable, the Commissioner. 

(n) Obligations prior to Commencement Date. In addition to all of Tenant's 
obligations provided in this Lease, Tenant shall: 

(i) as soon as practical after the Effective Date, apply for all and rigorously 
pursue until obtained all Health Care Licenses; 

(ii) as soon as practical after the Effective Date and continuing thereafter take 
all actions necessary or appropriate to obtain from DOH the maximize total project cost for the 
Facility approvable by DOH; 
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(iii)as soon as practical after the Effective Date and continuing thereafter take 
all actions necessary or appropriate to obtain the highest possible reimbursement rate with 
respect to the Medicare and Medicaid programs; 

(iv)as soon as practical after the Effective Date, apply for and rigorously 
pursue until obtained provider agreements with third party payors providing reimbursement for 
skilled nursing facility services in the geographic area of the Facility; 

(v) after the Effective Date take all actions requested by Landlord in order for 
Landlord to finance and complete Landlord's Work. 

(vi)as soon as practical prior to the Commencement Date, hire, employ and 
train a staff adequate to provide services to the residents of the Facility immediately after the 
Commencement Date; 

(viii) as soon as practical prior to the Commencement Date, purchase a 
sufficient inventory of food, medicines and other perishable items necessary to provide services 
to the residents of the Facility immediately after the Cmmnencement Date; 

(ix) as soon as practical prior to the Commencement Date, purchase 
and deliver to the Facility all small wares necessary provide services to the residents of the 
Facility immediately after the Commencement Date; 

(x) six months after the Effective Date and thereafter every six months 
until the Commencement Date, deliver to Landlord a detailed projected statement of income and 
expenses and cash flow for a three year period. 

Section 18.2 Representation and Warranties. Landlord hereby represents and 
warrants to Tenant, all of which shall survive the deli very and execution of this Lease, and 
agrees, as follows: 

(a) No Breach of Statute or Contract. The execution, delivery, and 
perfonnance of this Lease will not violate any provision of law, any order of any court or other 
agency of federal or state government or any provision of any indenture, agreement, or other 
instrument to which Landlord is a party or by which it or any of its properties or assets are 
bound; conflict with, result in a breach of, or constitute (with passage of time or delivery of 
notice, or both), a default under any such indenture, agreements or other instrument; or result in 
the creation or imposition of any lien or other encumbrance of any nature whatsoever upon any 
of the properties or assets of Landlord. 

(b) Authorization of Lease. This Lease has been duly authorized by all 
necessary individuals, shareholders, members, officers, directors, managers and/or owners of 
Landlord and this Lease constitutes the valid and binding obligation of Landlord, fully 
enforceable in accordance with its terms. 

(c) No Litigation or Adverse Events. There is no action, suit, examination, 
review, or proceeding by or before any governmental instrumentality or agency now pending or, 
to the knowledge of Landlord, threatened against Landlord, which, if adversely determined, 
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would materially impair the right of Landlord to carry on the business as contemplated under this 
Lease. 

( d) No Default. Landlord is not in default in the performance, observation, or 
fulfillment of any of the obligations, covenants, or conditions contained in any agreement or 
instrument to which it is a party relating to the Leased Premises and which default would have a 
material adverse affect on the Leased Premises; and 

(e) Corporate. Landlord is a limited liability eompany duly fonned, validly 
existing, and in good standing under the laws of the State of New York and is qualified to do 
business in the State of New York, and has the limited liability company power and authority to 
own its properties and assets and to carry on its business as now being conducted. 

ARTICLE XIV 

OPERATION, MERGER AND CONSOLIDATION RESTRICTIONS 

Section 19.1 Intentionally Omitted 

Section 19.2 SPE Provisions. At all times during the term of this Lease, Tenant 
represents, warrants and covenants that Tenant and each Subtenant, and all successors and 
assigns of Tenant and Subtenants, is, shall be and shall continue to be a "Special Purpose 
Entity" as defined in Schedule 19.2. The Operating Agreement of Tenant and each subtenant 
shall include the Special Purpose Entity provisions set forth in Schedule 19 .2. 

Section 19.3 Injunctive Relief. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary set 
forth in this Lease, the Parties hereto understand and agree that: (a) each term of Article XIX of 
this Lease is fully required to protect Landlord's interests, and that no such term confers a benefit 
on Landlord that is disproportionate to the detriment imposed on Tenant, if any; (b) the remedy 
at law for any breach by Tenant of Article XIX would be inadequate; ( c) the damages flowing 
from such breach are not readily susceptible to measurement in monetary terms; and 
( d) Landlord shall be entitled to immediate injunctive relief restraining any breach thereof 
Nothing in this Agreement shall be deemed to limit Landlord's remedies at law or in equity for 
any such breach by Tenant of any term or provision of Article XIX of this Lease. 

Section 19.4 Equity Interests. In the event that Tenant or any constituent entity 
under this Lease is ever a fonn of entity other than a limited liability company, the term 
"membership interest" as used in Articles XIX and XX hereof shall be deemed to mean the 
analogous form of equity ownership interest in such other type of entity, such as capital stock, 
partnership interest, beneficial interest or the like. 

Section 19.5 No Merger or Consolidation. Except as expressly provided 
elsewhere in this Lease, Tenant shall not sell, or offer for sale, its assets or otherwise merge, 
consolidate, amalgamate or otherwise combine with any other entity other than selling 
non-material assets in the ordinary course of business, to any other entity, business or activity 
involving any of Tenant's officers, directors, members, managers, owners, representatives, 
agents, successors and assigns, and their respective successors, assigns, agents and 
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representatives. Except as expressly provided elsewhere in this Lease, Tenant, Subtenants, 
Guarantor(s) and their Affiliates, shall not sell or offer to sell, assign, transfer, convey, pledge, or 
encumber its/their membership interests to, or otherwise attempt to merge with or otherwise 
merge, consolidate, amalgamate or otherwise combine with any other entity, business or activity, 
whether involving any of Tenant's officers, directors, members, managers, owners, 
representatives, agents, successors and assigns, and their respective successors, assigns, agents 
and representatives, or otherwise. 

ARTICLE XX 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Section 20.1 GOVERNING LAW. (a) ALL MATTERS PERTAINING TO 
THIS LEASE OR THE LEASED PREMISES SHALL BE GOVER~ED BY AND 
CONSTRUED ACCORDING TO THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK AND 
ANY APPLICABLE LAW OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. TO THE 
FULLEST EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW, TENANT HEREBY 
UNCONDITIONALLY AND IRREVOCABLY WAIVES ANY CLAIM TO ASSERT 
THAT THE LAW OF ANY OTHER JURISDICTION GOVERNS THIS LEASE, AND 
THIS LEASE SHALL BE GOVERNED BY AND CONSTRUED IN ACCORDANCE 
WITH THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK (WITHOUT REGARD TO 
PRINCIPLES OF CONFLICTS OF LAWS). 

(b) ANY LEGAL SUIT, ACTION OR PROCEEDING AGAINST 
LANDLORD OR TENANT ARISING OUT OF OR RELATING TO THIS LEASE MAY 
AT LANDLORD'S OPTION BE INSTITUTED IN ANY FEDERAL OR STATE COURT 
IN THE CITY OF WHITE PLAINS, COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER, PURSUANT TO 
SECTION 5-1402 OF THE NEW YORK GENERAL OBLIGATIONS LAW, AND 
TENANT WAIVES ANY OBJECTIONS WHICH IT MAY NOW OR HEREAFTER 
HA VE BASED ON VENUE AND/OR FORUM NON CONVENIENS OF ANY SUCH 
SUIT, ACTION OR PROCEEDING, AND TENANT HEREBY IRREVOCABLY 
SUBMITS TO THE JURISDICTION OF ANY SUCH COURT IN ANY SUIT, ACTION 
OR PROCEEDING. TENANT DOES HEREBY DESIGNATE AND APPOINT: 

Lizer Josefovic 
HBLSNF,LLC 
1280 Albany Post Road 
Croton-on-Hudson, New York 10520 

AS ITS AUTHORIZED AGENT TO ACCEPT AND ACKNOWLEDGE ON ITS BEHALF 
SERVICE OF ANY AND ALL PROCESS WHICH MAY BE SERVED IN ANY SUCH 
SUIT, ACTION OR PROCEEDING IN ANY FEDERAL OR STATE COURT IN NEW 
YORK, NEW YORK, A.1\lD AGREES THAT SERVICE OF PROCESS UPON SAID 
AGENT AT SAID ADDRESS AND WRITTEN NOTICE OF SAID SERVICE MAILED 
OR DELIVERED TO TENANT IN THE MANNER PROVIDED IN ARTICLE XIII OF 
THIS LEASE SHALL BE DEEMED IN EVERY RESPECT EFFECTIVE SERVICE OF 
PROCESS UPON TENANT IN ANY SUCH SUIT, ACTION OR PROCEEDING IN THE 
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STATE OF NEW YORK. TENANT (A) SHALL GIVE PROMPT WRITTEN NOTICE 
TO LANDLORD OF ANY CHANGED ADDRESS OF ITS AUTHORIZED AGENT 
HEREUNDER, (B) MAY AT ANY TIME AND FROM TIME TO TIME DESIGNATE, IN 
THE FORM OF A WRITTEN NOTICE TO LANDLORD, A SUBSTITUTE 
AUTHORIZED AGENT WITH AN OFFICE IN WHITE PLAINS, NEW YORK (WHICH 
SUBSTITUTE AGENT AND OFFICE SHALL BE DESIGNATED AS THE PERSON 
AND ADDRESS FOR SERVICE OF PROCESS), AND (C) SHALL PROMPTLY 
DESIGNATE SUCH A SUBSTITUTE IF ITS AUTHORIZED AGENT CEASES TO 
HAVE AN OFFICE IN NEW YORK, NEW YORK OR IS DISSOLVED WITHOUT 
LEAVING A SUCCESSOR AND NOTIFY LANDLORD IN WRITING OF SUCH 
SUBSTITUTION. 

Section 20.2 Waiver of Breach. The waiver by either party of a breach or 
violation of any provision of this Lease shall not operate as, or be construed to be a waiver of, 
any subsequent breach of the same or other provision hereof. No waiver shall be effective unless 
set forth in writing and signed by the party against whom such waiver is asserted. 

Section 20.3 Delay Not a Waiver. Neither any failure nor any delay on the part 
of any party hereto in insisting upon strict performance of any term, condition, covenant or 
agreement, or exercising any right, power, remedy or privilege hereunder, or any other document 
or instrument entered into or delivered in connection herewith or pursuant hereto, shall operate 
as or constitute a waiver thereof, nor shall a single or partial exercise thereof preclude any other 
future exercise, or the exercise of any other right, power, remedy or privilege. A waiver of one 
default with respect to any Person shall not be construed to be a waiver of any subsequent default 
with respect to such Person or any other Person or to impair any remedy, right or power 
consequent thereon. 

Section 20.4 Force Majeure. Neither party shall be liable nor deemed to be in 
default ( other than monetary defaults) for any delay or failure in performance under this Lease or 
other interruption of service or ernployrnent deemed resulting, directly or indirectly, from acts of 
God, acts of public enemy, war, accidents, fires, explosions, earthquakes, floods, failure of 
transportation, strikes or other work interruptions by either Parties' employees, or any similar or 
dissimilar cause beyond the reasonable control of either party ("Force Majeure"). 

Section 20.5 Severability. In the event any provision of this Lease is 
held to be unenforceable for any reason, tl1e unenforceability thereof shall not affect the 
remainder of this Lease so long as the intent of the parties under this Lease can still be effected, 
which shall remain in full force and effect and enforceable in accordance with its terms. 

Section 20.6 Entire Agreement; Amendments. TI1is instrument contains the 
entire agreement between the Parties hereto with respect to the subject matter hereof. All 
representations, promises and prior or contemporaneous undertakings between such Parties are 
merged into and expressed in this instrument, and any and all prior agreements between such 
Parties are hereby canceled. The agreements contained in this instrument shall not be amended, 
modified, or supplemented except by a written agreement duly executed by both Landlord and 
Tenant. 
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Section 20. 7 Counterpart Execution: Electronic Execution. This Lease may be 
executed in any number of counterparts witl1 the same effect as if the Parties hereto had signed 
ilie same document. All counterparts will be construed together and shall constitute one lease. 
Signatures transmitted by email as PDFs shall have tl1e same effect as original signatures. 

Section 20.8 Survival of Representations and Warranties. Except as specifically 
provided otherwise in tliis Lease, all representations and warranties of Landlord and Tenant shall 
survive tlle Tenn of this Lease. 

Section 20.9 Use of Brokers. Landlord and Tenant each represent and warrant 
to the other that no broker, finder or other person has been involved in regard to this Lease. 
Landlord and Tenant hereby agree to indemnify, defend and hold the other hannless from and 
against any and all claims, liabilities, costs and expenses of any kind ( including the injured 
party's reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses) in any way relating to or arising from a claim by 
any Person that sueh Person acted on behalf of a party to this Lease in connection with the 
transactions contemplated herein. The provisions of this Section 20.9 shall survive tl1e 
expiration and termination of this Lease. 

Section 20.10 Owner for Federal Tax Purposes. It is hereby agreed between 
Landlord and Tenant that for federal, state and local income tax purposes Landlord will be the 
owner of the Leased Premises and Tenant will be the lessee thereof, and each party hereto agrees 
to characterize iliis Lease as a lease for federal, state and local income tax purposes and to file all 
tax returns consistent therewith. 

Section 20.11 Estoppel Certificates. Tenant shall, without charge, at any time 
and from time to time, within ten (10) days after written request by Landlord or Mortgagee, 
deliver a written instrument to Landlord or any other person specified by Landlord, duly 
executed and acknowledged, certifying the following and such other matters as may be 
reasonably required by Landlord, including without limitation, current financial information 
relating to Tenant: 

(a) That Tenant has accepted and is in possession of the Leased Premises; 

(b) That this Lease is unmodified and in full force and effect or, if there has 
been any modification, that the same is in full force and effect as so modified, and identifying 
any such modification; 

(c) Whether or not there are then existing any setoffs or defenses in favor of 
Tenant against the enforcement of any of the tenns, covenants, and conditions of this Lease by 
Landlord and, if so, specifying fue same, and also whether or not Landlord has observed and 
performed all of the terms, covenants, and conditions on the part of Landlord to be observed and 
perfonned and, if not, specifying same; 

( d) That no Lease Defaults exist or are continuing; and 

( e) The dates to which Rent and all other charges hereunder have been paid. 
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Section 20.12 Confidentiality. (a) Landiord and Tenant agree to keep all aspects 
of (but not the existence of) this Lease confidential, and shall not disclose to any person other 
than the members, managers, owners, directors, officers, employees, agents, advisors, affiliates, 
brokers, lenders, attorneys or accountants ( collectively the "Representatives") of the Parties 
hereto on a need-to-know basis, or to any Governmental Authority pursuant to regulatory 
authority, any confidential or proprietary infonnation, knowledge or data concerning the 
business, affairs, operations, secrets, dealings or finances of the other party furnished directly or 
indirectly by such other party ( collectively referred to as the "Confidential lnfom1ation"). As 
used in this Lease, the term "Confidential Information" does not include any infonnation which: 
(i) at the lime of disclosure is generally available to and known by the public ( other than as a 
result of a disclosure directly or indirectly by either party or their Representatives); (ii) was 
available to either party on a non-confidential basis from a source other than a party to this Lease 
or its Representatives, provided that such source is not and was not bound by a confidentiality 
agreement with the party hereto; (iii) has been independently acquired or developed by either 
party or their Representatives without violating any of the obligations hereunder; (iv) is required 
by law to be disclosed; or (v) relates to the tax structure, lax strategy or tax planning of this 
transaction. 

(f) In the event that either party or any of the Representatives receives notice 
of a legal request for disclosure of any of the Confidential Information (by deposition, 
interrogatory, request for documents, subpoena, civil investigative demand or similar process), 
the party receiving such notice ("Receiving Party") shall promptly notify the other party 
("Notified Party") so that the Notified Party may seek a protective order or other appropriate 
remedy if it chooses to do so. Failure by the Notified Party to take action to seek a protective 
order or other remedy and to notify the Receiving Party of such action prior to the required 
disclosure date, shall be deemed a waiver of the provisions of this section. In the event that a 
protective order or other remedy is not obtained or that the Notified Party waives compliance 
with the provisions hereof, the Receiving Party shall exercise its best efforts to obtain a 
confidentiality agreement or protective order concerning the Confidential Information, and in the 
absence lhereot: shall disclose only that portion of the Confidential Information which it is 
advised by written opinion of counsel is legally required to be disclosed, or which is compelled 
by court order. 

(g) ln the event of any breach or threatened breach hereof, Landlord or Tenant 
shall be entitled to equitable relief, including a temporary preliminary and permanent injunction 
and specific performance, in addition to all other remedies available to them at law or in equity. 

(h) Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, Landlord (and each 
employee, agent, or other Representative of Landlord) may disclose to any and all persons, 
without limitation of any kind, the tax treatment and tax structure of this Lease, related 
documents and all materials of any kind (including opinions or other tax analyses) that are 
provided to Landlord relating to such tax treatment and tax sh·ucture. For this purpose, the tax 
treatment of a transaction is the purported or claimed U.S. federal income tax treatment of the 
transaction and the tax structure of a transaction is any fact that may be relevant to understanding 
the purported or claimed U.S. federal income tax treatment of the transaction. 
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Section 20.13 Holdover. If, at the expiration of the Term, or earlier termination 
of the Lease, Tenant continues to occupy the Leased Premises except during a Reimbursement 
Period, with Landlord's consent, such holding over shall not constitute a renewal of this Lease, 
but Tenant shall be a Tenant from month-to-month at 300% of the most recent Rent payable by 
Tenant hereunder, at Landlord's sufferance, and under the same tenns and conditions as were in 
force and effect at the expiration of the Term (except only as to the Term), and except that in the 
event Tenant shall continue to occupy the Leased Premises after the expiration of the Term, 
without a duly executed extension agreement in writing having been entered into by and between 
Landlord and Tenant, then if Landlord shall suffer any damage, loss, cost or expense as a result 
of such holdover, then Tenant, in addition to such increased Rent, shall pay the amount thereof to 
Landlord immediately on demand. The provisions of this Section shall be deemed to be "an 
agreement expressly provided" otherwise as provided in Section 232-C of the Real Property Law 
of the State of New York. Holding Over. Nothing contained herein shall constitute the consent, 
express or implied, of Landlord to the holding over of Tenant after the Expiration Date or earlier 
termination of this Lease, nor shall anything contained herein be deemed to limit Landlord's 
remedies. 

Section 20.14 Tenant's Waiver of Claim for Phvsical Injury. Landlord 
and Landlord's Indemnitees shall not be liable for, and Tenant waives and indemnifies Landlord 
and Landlord's Indemnitees against all claims for, damage or injury to person or property 
sustained by Tenant or any person claiming through Tenant, or otherwise, resulting from any 
accident or occurrence in, about, or upon the Leased Premises, whether occurring as a result of 
Landlord's active or passive negligence, or otherwise. 

(a) Such waiver shall include, but not be limited to, claims for damage 
resulting from: (i) any equipment or appurtenances becoming out of repair or any other capital 
improvement, replacement, repair or maintenance; (ii) injury done or occasioned by wind; 
(iii) any defect in or failure of plumbing, heating, or air conditioning equipment, electric wiring, 
gas, water and steam pipes, stairs, rail or walks; (iv) broken glass; (v) the backing up of any 
sewer pipe or washstand, water closet, waste pipe, drain or any other pipe or tank in, upon or 
about the Leased Premises; (vi) the eseape of steam or hot water; (vii) water, snow or ice being 
upon, falling from or coming through the roof; skyligl1t, trap door, stairs, walks or any other 
place upon or near the Leased Premises; (viii) the falling of any fixture, plaster, drywall or 
stucco; and (ix) any act, omission or negligenee of trespassers. 

Section 20.15 Binding Effect. This Lease does not constitute an offer to lease 
and shall not bind Landlord or Tenant unless and until each sueh party eleets to be bound hereby 
by exeeuting and delivering to the other party an executed original counterpart hereof. 

Section 20.16 Default by Landlord. Landlord shall in no event be charged with 
default in the performance of any of its obligations hereunder unless and until Landlord shall 
have failed to perform such obligations within sixty (60) days of when they are due to be 
perfonned, except in eases when documents are required or consents needed in less than sixty 
(60) days in which case failure to render timely shall be deemed to be approval or eonsent of 
Landlord ( or such additional time as is reasonably required to correct any sueh default) except 
for Landlord's default in making timely payment of taxes and interest, in which case Landlord 
shall be in default when such payments are delinquent or past due. Tenant agrees to give to the 
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holder of record of any mortgage covering the Leased Premises notice simultaneously with any 
notice given to Landlord to con-ect any default of Landlord as hereinabove provided and agrees 
that the holder of record of any mortgage shall have the right, after receipt of notice of such 
default, within sixty (60) days after the expiration of Tenant's applicable cure period with respect 
thereto, to con-ect or remedy such default before Tenant may take any action under this Lease by 
reason of such default. Landlord shall also give to the holder of any mortgage copies of any 
notices of default which it may give or send to Tenant. 

Section 20.17 Liens. Tenant shall not do or suffer anything to be done whereby 
the Leased Premises, or any portion thereof, or any interest therein, may be encumbered by any 
liens of mechanics, laborers, or materialmen, chattel mortgages or any other liens. Tenant shall, 
whenever and as often as any such liens are filed against the Leased Premises, or any portion 
thereof, purporting to be for labor or material furnished or to be furnished to Tenant, discharge 
the same of record within thirty (30) days after the date of filing by payment, bonding or 
otherwise, as provided by Jaw. In the event of the default of Tenant in procuring the discharge, 
as aforesaid, of any such lien, Landlord may, with five (5) days prior notice, procure such 
discharge and the expenses incun-ed by Landlord in obtaining such discharge shall be paid by 
Tenant as Additional Rent within ten ( J 0) days after notice from Landlord of the amount thereof. 

Section 20.18 Publicity. All news releases, publicity or advertising by Tenant or 
their Affiliates through any media intended to reach the general public which refers to Landlord, 
or its Affiliates, this Lease or the purchase of the Real Property shall be subject to the prior 
written approval of Landlord. 

Section 20.19 Trial by Jury. TENANT HEREBY AGREES NOT TO ELECT 
A TRIAL BY JURY OF ANY ISSUE TRIABLE OF RIGHT BY JURY, AND WAIVES 
ANY RIGHT TO TRIAL BY JURY FULLY TO THE EXTENT THAT ANY SUCH 
RIGHT SHALL NOW OR HEREAFTER EXIST WITH REGARD TO THIS LEASE, OR 
ANY CLAIM, COUNTERCLAIM OR OTHER ACTION ARISING IN CONNECTION 
THEREWITH. THIS WAIVER OF RIGHT TO TRIAL BY JURY IS GIVEN 
KNOWINGLY AND VOLUNTARILY BY TENANT, AND IS INTENDED TO 
ENCOMPASS INDIVIDUALLY EACH INSTANCE AND EACH ISSUE AS TO WHICH 
THE RIGHT TO A TRIAL BY JURY WOULD OTHERWISE ACCRUE. LANDLORD 
IS HEREBY AUTHORIZED TO FILE A COPY OF THIS PARAGRAPH IN ANY 
PROCEEDING AS CONCLUSIVE EVIDENCE OF THIS WAIVER BY TENANT. 

Section 20.20 Construction and Interpretation. The Parties have each negotiated 
the terms and conditions hereof and reviewed this Lease carefully. It is the intent of the Parties 
that each word, phrase, sentence and other part hereof shall be given its plain meaning, and that 
rules of interpretation or construction of contracts that would construe any ambiguity of any part 
hereof against the draftsman, by virtue of being the draftsman, shall not apply. 

Section 20.21 Accord and Satisfaction. No payment by Tenant or receipt by 
Landlord of a lesser amount than shall be due hereunder, shall be deemed to be other than a 
payment on account nor shall any endorsement or statement on any check or any Jetter 
accompanying any check or payment as rent be given any effect or be deemed an accord and 
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satisfaction, and Landlord may accept such checks without prejudice to any other rights or 
remedies which Landlord may have. 

Section 20.22 Captions and Headings. The captions and headings set forth in this 
Lease are included for convenience and reference only, and the words obtained therein shall in 
no way be held or deemed to define, limit, describe, explain, modify, amplify or add to the 
interpretation, construction or meaning of, or the scope or intent of, this Lease, or any parts 
hereof or thereof. 

Section 20.23 Time is of the Essence. Time is of the essence of each and every 
term, condition, covenant and warranty set forth herein or in any of the other Lease Documents. 

Section 20.24 Successors and Assigns. This Lease and the other Lease 
Documents shall (a) be binding upon Tenant and Tenant's legal representatives and permitted 
successors and permitted assigns, and (b) inure to the benefit of Landlord and any other person 
or entity who may now or hereafter hold the interest of Landlord under this Lease and their 
respective successors and assigns. 

Section 20.25 No Third Party BeneficiariesThis Lease is solely for the benefit of 
Landlord, its successors and assigns, and Tenant, and nothing contained herein shall confer upon 
any person other than Tenant or Landlord or their respective successors and assigns, any right to 
insist upon or to enforce the performance or observance of any of the obligations contained 
herein, except only as may be otherwise specifically provided for in this Lease. All conditions to 
the obligations of Landlord to advance or make available proceeds of insurance or condel1lllation 
are imposed solely and exclusively for the benefit of Landlord, its successors and assigns. No 
other person or entity shall have standing to require satisfaction of such conditions in accordance 
with their terms, and no other person or entity shall, under any circumstances, be a beneficiary of 
such conditions, any or all of which may be freely waived in whole or in part by Landlord at any 
time, ifin Landlord's sole and absolute discretion, Landlord deems it advisable or desirable to do 
so. 

Section 20.26 Non Competition and Non Solicitation. 

Tenant agrees to the following restrictive covenants and agreements which 
covenants are not severable from this Lease and which are included to protect the value of the 
Leased Premises. Accordingly, Tenant agrees that it and their Affiliates will not, during the 
Term of this Lease at any time for a period of two (2) years after the expiration or early 
termination of this Lease, directly or indirectly, together or alone or in conjunction with any 
others, engage in the following: 

(i) compete with the business conducted at the Facility, and for these 
purposes will not own, manage, operate, join, control or participate in, or be connected as an 
officer, employee, partner, director, trustee or otherwise in any manner with a company which 
owns or operates ( or provides consulting and/or management services to any skilled nursing 
facility located within the Primary Market of the Facility or (ii) any company providing hospice 
services in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, or, otherwise lend credit to a person, firm or 
entity of a type which they prohibited from owning, 
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(ii) solicit or hire any then current or former (having provided services 
during the period commencing one year prior to such date of solicitation or hire) employees of 
the Facility (except for employment at the Facility), 

(iii) solicit or cause any then cmTent resident of the Facility to move to 
another nursing facility unless, except during the Tenn of this Lease the Facility can no longer 
provide adequate care for such resident. 

Tenant acknowledges and agrees that the remedy at law for any breach or threat 
of breaeh of the foregoing agreements wm be inadequate and that Landlord shall be entitled to 
in-junctive relief in addition to any rights or remedies available to it for any breach or threat of 
breach hereof. The foregoing covenants shall be deemed to be severable and if the same be held 
invalid by reason of length of time or area covered, or both, the Tenant agrees that such length of 
time or area covered, or either of them, shall be reduced to the extent necessary to cure such 
invalidity and the provisions hereof shall be enforceable to the fullest extent permitted by law. 

Section 20.27 Subdivision. If the Leased Premises are in excess of that which is 
required to operate the Facility in accordance with the Intended Use, Landlord may subdivide the 
Leased Premises and amend this Lease to include only so much of the Leased Premises as is 
necessary to operate the Facility in accordance with the Primary hltended Use. If Landlord 
subdivides the Leased Premises there shall be no change in the Rent payable hereunder. After 
any such subdivision, Tenant shall have no rights to any land which is no longer part of the 
Leased Premises and Landlord may sell, lease or develop any land which is no longer part oftlle 
Leased Premises. If Landlord elects to subdivide the Leased Premises Tenant shall cooperate 
with Landlord and take all actions reasonably requested by Landlord to effect such subdivision. 

Section 20.28 Landlord Not in Control; No Partnership. None of the covenants 
or other provisions contained in this Lease shall, or shall be deemed to, give Landlord the right 
or power to exercise control over the affairs or management of Tenant, the power of Landlord 
being limited to the rights to exercise the remedies referred to in this Lease. The relationship 
between Tenant, on the one hand, and Landlord, on the other hand, is, and at all times shall 
remain, solely that of landlord and tenant. No covenant or provision of this Lease is intended, 
nor shall it be deemed or construed, to create a partnership, joint venture, agency or common 
interest in profits or income between Landlord, on the one hand, and Tenant, on the other hand. 
Landlord undertakes or assumes no responsibility or duty to Tenant or to any other person with 
respect to the Facility or this Lease, except as expressly provided in this Lease; and 
notwithstanding any other provision of this Lease (a) Landlord shall not be construed as, a 
partner, joint venturer, alter ego, manager, controlling person or other business associate or 
participant of any kind of Tenant or its stockholders, members, or partners and Landlord never 
intends to ever assume such status; (b) Landlord shall not in any event be liable for any debts, 
expenses or losses incurred or sustained by Tenant; and (c) Landlord shall not be deemed 
responsible for or a participant in any acts, omissions or decisions of Tenant or their 
stockholders, members, or partners. Landlord, on the one hand, and Tenant, on the other hand, 
disclaim any intention to create any partnership, joint venture, agency or common interest in 
profits or income between Landlord, on the one hand, and Tenant, on the other hand, or any 
sharing of liabilities, losses, costs or expenses. 
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Section 20.29 Tenant Cooperation. Tenant agrees to cooperate with Landlord in 
providing, and upon request by Landlord or its lender, Tenant shall provide or cause its 
subtenants to provide, such documents, information, financial reports, and such other items as 
may be required by Mortgagee in connection with Landlord's loan or loans to acquire the Leased 
Premises. Tenant agrees to cause its outside counsel to provide updated healthcare opinions 
required by Mortgagee in connection with the healthcare operations by Tenant or its subtenants 
at the Facility, and if required by Mortgagee, an opinion of counsel as to the due formation of 
Tenant and its subtenants and due execution by said parties, and Tenant Affiliates, of the Lease, 
all subleases, all guaranties of the Lease, and any other documents executed by such parties in 
connection with the loan(s) from Mortgagee to Landlord. Tenant agrees to execute, and cause 
the subtenants to execute, SNDAs in fonn and substance required by Mortgagee and by its 
prospective lender who will be making HUD-insured loans to Landlords. Tenant further agrees 
to cooperate with Landlord and with its lenders who are processing and will be making HUD 
Loans to Landlords. 

Section 20.30 Capitalized Terms. To the extent capitalized terms used herein are 
not defined, they shall have the same meaning as capitalized terms in the Loan Documents. 

Section 20.31 Affiliate. The term "Affiliate" shall mean, as to any Person, any 
other Person that, directly or indirectly, is in control of, is controlled by or is under common 
control with such Person or is a director or officer of such Person or of an Affiliate of such 
Person. 

ARTICLEXXI 

REMEDIES CUMULATIVE 

Section 21.1 The rights and remedies set forth under this Lease are in addition 
to all other rights and remedies afforded to Landlord under any of the other documents 
contemplated under this Lease ("Lease Documents") or at law or in equity, all of which are 
hereby reserved by Landlord, and this Lease is made and accepted without prejudice to any such 
rights and remedies. All of the rights and remedies of Landlord under each of the Lease 
Documents shall be separate and cumulative and may be exercised concurrently or successively 
in Landlord's sole and absolute discretion. 

ARTICLE XXII 

LIMITATION O:F LIABILITY 

Section 22.1 Liability. No member, manager, officer, shareholder, employee or 
agent of Landlord or its respective affiliates shall be held to any personal liability, jointly, or 
severally, for any obligation of, or claim against Landlord under this Lease. All persons dealing 
with Landlord, in any way, shall look only to the assets of Landlord for the payment of any sum 
or the performance of any obligations. 
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Section 22.2 Consequential Damages. Under no circumstances shall Landlord 
be liable to Tenant or any subtenant or Affiliate of Tenant for any consequential, specified, 
exemplary or permitted damages. 

Section 22.3 Liability Limited to lnterest in Premises. Tenant shall look solely to 
Landlord's interest in the Leased Premises owned by Landlord to satisfy any liability arising 
under this Lease. It is specifically agreed that no constituent partner in Landlord or officer, 
director, member, manager or employee of Landlord shall ever be personally liable for any such 
judgment or for the payment of any monetary obligation to Tenant. Except as otherwise 
expressly provided herein, in no event shall Landlord ever be liable to Tenant for any indirect or 
consequential damages suffered by Tenant from whatever cause. 

ARTICLE XXIII 

REGULATORY ACTIONS 

Section 23.1 Notice of Litigation. (a) Promptly after receipt by Tenant or its 
Affiliates of notice of the commencement thereof, Tenant shall provide Landlord with notice of 
all actions, suits, and proceedings before any Governmental Authority affecting Tenant, or its 
Affiliates or its Subtenants, which, if determined adversely to Tenant, its Affiliates or its 
Subtenants, could result in a judgment equal to or greater than Fifty Thousand Dollars 
($50,000.00). 

(b) Notice of Regulatory Actions. Promptly after receipt by Tenant or its 
Affiliates of the notice of commencement thereof, Tenant shall provide Landlord with notice 
of (i) any audit, investigation, claim (excluding adjustments, complaints, and corrective 
activity in the ordinary course of business), proceeding, settlement, judgment, consent order, 
or corporate integrity agreement by or imposed by any Governmental Authority, (ii) any 
suspension, debarment or disqualification of Tenant, its officers and members, or its 
Affiliates from being a health care provider, government contractor, holder of any health care 
license or recipient of reimbursement from any third party payor, (iii) any suspension, 
termination, or revocation of any health care license of Tenant or any or any of Tenant's 
Affiliates or (iv) any self or voluntary disclosure of any overpayment to a third party payor 
by Tenant or any of Tenant's Affiliates. 

(c) Notice of Settlement Negotiations. Tenant shall provide Landlord 
with reasonable notice of any and all settlement discussions and/or negotiations ( excluding 
adjustments, complaints and corrective activity in the ordinary course of business) between 
representatives of Tenant and/or its Subtenants and any Governmental Authority, including 
without limitation negotiations with respect to any claim, settlement agreement, consent 
order or corporate integrity agreement between Tenant and its Affiliates and any 
Governmental Authority ("Settlement Discussions"). In connection with Settlement 
Discussions, (i) Tenant shall timely provide Landlord with copies of any and all documents 
that Tenant and/or its Subtenants intends to submit, or that Tenant and/or its Subtenants 
receives, in connection with any Settlement Discussions, and (ii) Tenant shall advise 
Landlord as to the status of the Settlement Discussions. 
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No receipt of any such notice under subsections (a), (b) and (c) shall impose any 
obligation on Landlord to take any action or to enforce its rights hereunder or otherwise remedy 
the circumstances leading to such notice. 

ARTICLE XXIV 

ANTI-TERRORISM AND ANTI-MONEY LAUNDERING COMPLIANCE 

Section 24.1 Compliance with Anti-Terrorism LawsTenant represents and 
warrants to Landlord that it is not, and, after making due inquiry, that no person who owns a 
controlling interest in or otherwise controls Tenant is, (i) listed on the Specially Designated 
Nationals and Blocked persons List (the "SDN List") maintained by the Office of Foreign Assets 
Control ("OFAC"), Department of the Treasury, and/or on any other similar list ("Other Lists" 
and, collectively with the SDN List, the "Lists") maintained by the OFAC pursuant to any 
authorizing statute, Executive Order or regulation ( collectively, "OFAC Laws and 
Regulations"); or (ii) a person (a "Designated Person") either (A) included within the term 
"designated national" as defined in the Cuban Assets Control Regulations, 31 C.F.R. Part 515, or 
(B) designated under Sections l(a), l(b), l(c) or l(d) of Executive Order No. 13224, 66 Fed. 
Reg. 49079 (published September 25, 2001) or similarly designated under any related enabling 
legislation or any other similar Executive Orders (collectively, the "Executive Orders"). The 
OF AC Laws and Regulations and the Executive Orders are collectively referred to in this 
Agreement as the "Anti-Terrorism Laws". Tenant represents and warrants that it requires, and 
has taken reasonable measures to ensure compliance with the requirement, that no person who 
owns any other direct interest in Tenant is or shall be listed on any of the Lists or is or shall be a 
Designated Person. This Section 24.1 shall not apply to any person to the extent that such 
person's interest in Tenant is through a U.S. Publicly-Traded Entity. As used in this Lease, 
"U.S. Publicly-Traded Entity" means a person ( other than an individual) whose securities are 
listed on a national securities exchange, or quoted on an automated quotation system, in the 
United States, or a wholly-owned subsidiary of such a person. 

Section 24.2 Funds Invested in Tenant. Tenant represents and warrants that it 
has taken reasonable measures appropriate to the circumstances ( and in any event as required by 
law), with respect.to each holder of a direct or indirect interest in Tenant, to assure that funds 
invested by such holders in Tenant are derived from legal sources ("Anti-Money Laundering 
Measures"). The Anti-Money Laundering Measures have been undertaken in accordance with 
the Bank Secrecy Act, 31 U.S.C. §§ 5311 et seq. ("BSA"), and all applicable laws, regulations 
and government guidance on BSA compliance and on the prevention and detection of money 
laundering violations under 18 U.S.C. §§ 1956 and 1957 (collectively with the BSA, 
"Anti-Money Laundering Laws"). 

Section 24.3 No Violation of Anti-Money Laundering Laws. Tenant represents 
and warrants to Landlord, to its actual knowledge after making due inquiry, that neither Tenant 
nor any holder of a direct or indirect interest in Tenant (i) is under investigation by any 
governmental authority for, or has been charged with, or convicted of, money laundering under 
18 U.S.C. §§ 1956 and 1957, drug trafficking, terrorist-related activities or other money 
laundering predicate crimes, or any violation of the BSA, (ii) has been assessed civil penalties 
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under any Anti-Money Laundering Laws, or (iii) has had any of its funds seized or forfeited in an 
action under any Anti-Money Laundering Laws. 

Section 24.4 Tenant Compliance wjth Anti-Money Laundering Laws. Tenant 
represents and warrants to Landlord that it has taken reasonable measures appropriate to the 
circumstances (in any event as required by law), to ensure that Tenant is in compliance with all 
current and future Anti-Money Laundering Laws and laws, regulations and government guidance 
for the prevention of terrorism, terrorist financing and drug trafficking, 

[SEE ATTACHED SIGNATURE PAGES) 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have executed or caused the execution of this 
Lease by their respective officers duly authorized as of the day and year first above written. 

LANDLORD: 

White Plains Hea~th~ar~~l'CS'T,"tl:.~ 
a Massachusett..§.].im.1teoliability compan~.,.,. 

. _,,,_....,....--· 
. ..-"""~· 

=~~ 

, Manager 

TENANT: 

HBL SNF, LLC, 
a New York limited liability company 

By: 
Name: -----------
Its: 
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) 
) ss. 

COUNTY OF ) 

On l\)(»(111 ~('" 'ti , 2015, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public, 
personally appeared1,9t. Tto ... A: I" 21dl! o(')s(l',,;, , , personally known to me (or 
proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence) to be the person whose name is subscribed to 
the within instrument and acknowledged to me that he/she executed the same in his/her 
authorized capacity, and that by his/her signature on the instrument the person, or the entity upon 
behalf of which the person acted, executed the instrument. 

WITNESS my hand and official seal. 

STATE OF 

COUNTY OF 

) 
) ss. 
) 

On , 2015, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public, personally 
appeared , personally known to me (or proved to me 
on the basis of satisfactory evidence) to be the person whose name is subscribed to the within 
instrument and acknowledged to me that he/she executed the same in his/her authorized capacity, 
and that by his/her signature on the instrument the person, or the entity upon behalf of which the 
person acted, executed the instrument. 

WITNESS my hand and official seal. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have executed or caused the execution of this 
Lease by their respective officers duly authorized as of the day and year first above written. 

LANDLORD: 

White Plains Healthcare P. , 
liability compan 

TENANT: 

HBL SNF, LLC, 
a New York limited liability company 
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COUNTY OF 

) 
) ss. 
) 

On Nu>{tu111"" 't , 2015, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public, 
personally appeared19tJ1j, ... A.,1.,~1cflro('.1,,k.,, , personally known to me (or 
proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence) to be the person whose name is subscribed to 
the within instrument and acknowledged to me that he/she executed the same in bis/her 
authorized capacity, and that by his/her signature on the instrument the person, or the entity upon 
behalf of which the person acted, executed the instrument. 

WITNESS my hand and official seal. 

STATE OF 

COUNTY OF 

) 
) ss. 
) 

On No'lembec- I 9 , 2015, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public, personally 
appeared , personally known to me (or proved to me 
on the basis of satisfactory evidence) to be the person whose name is subscribed to the within 
instrument and acknowledged to me that he/she executed the same in his/her authorized capacity, 
and that by his/her signature on the instrument the person, or the entity upon behalf of which the 
person acted, executed the instrument. 

WITNESS my hand and official seal. 
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EXHIBIT "A" 

Legal Description 

ALL that certain plot, piece or parcel ofland, situate, lying and being in the City of White Plains, 
County of Westchester and State of New York. Said parcel being more particularly described as 
follows: 
BEGINNING at a point in the easterly line of Church Street where the same is intersected by the 
southerly line of Barker A venue; 
THENCE from said point North 70 degrees 40 minutes 1 O seconds East a distance of 173.57 feet 
along the southerly line of Barker Avenue to a point where the same is intersected by the 
division line herein described parcel on the West and lands now or formerly of Koeppel & Mohr 
Equities on the East; 
THENCE from said point and along said division line South 17 degrees 59 minutes 50 seconds 
East a distance of200.51 feet to a point in the division line between the herein described parcel 
on the north and lands now or fonnerly of Hamilton Plaza Company, Inc. on the south; 
THENCE from said point and along said line South 71 degrees 01 minutes 50 seconds West a 
distance of 173.24 feet to the easterly line of Church Street; and 
THENCE from said point and along said line North 18 degrees 05 minutes 04 seconds West a 
distance of 199.41 feet to the point and place of BEGINNING. 

EXHIBIT A 
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EXIIlBIT "B" 

GUARANTY 

EXHIBITB 
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SCHEDULE 3.1 

Definition of Material Default 

Material Default shall mean the occurrence of any of the following: 

(a) Any Lease Default except 16.1 (a) (xxv) and (xxxx), provided that the 
following Lease Defaults shall not be deemed a Material Default unless they occur two or more 
times within such period: 16.J (a) (ix), (xvii), (xxx), (xxxxi), and the following Lease Defaults 
shall not be deemed a Material Default unless they occur three or more times within such period: 
16.1 (a) (i), (ii), (xvii). 

(b) Any Lease Default during such period constitutes an "Event of Default" 
by Landlord under any Loan Document between Landlord and its Mortgagee(s) evidencing or 
documenting a loan secured by the Facility; 
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SCHEDULE 7.4 

PERIOD EBITDAR TARGET 

Quarter 1 ( , 201_through __ , 201_) $ ____ _ 

Quarter 2 $ -----
Quarter 3 $. __ v~~·-·-··-··-,•-
Quarter 4 $ ___ _ 

Quarter 5 $ _______ _ 

Quarter 6 and thereafter $ _____ . 

"EBITDAR" means with respect to any quarterly period for the Facility an amount determined 
on a consolidated basis equal to the sum of the following amounts for the Facility for a trailing 
twelve month period: (a) earnings/(net income or net loss) (including, as an expense an actual or 
theoretical management expense of five percent (5%) of gross receipts) from operations before 
(b) interest expense, ( c) income tax expense, ( d) depreciation expense, ( e) amortization expense, 
and (1) Fixed Rent, defined in accordance with GAAP for such quarterly period. EBITDAR is 
not considered a measure of financial performance under GAAP. In calculating earnings for the 
trajlh1g twelve llJOOths/th.at. ~nck,fop~~~l:#lif rrfohth:p.rigrto .the Commencement Date. for the 
mohihs J>riof to t}le C:t)J111rt~h~~1n~hfr':Qa(9,):f~y#11.µc i:sllall J,e . calculated· using current rates of 
reirii1Jt1ISeme11t, 11'leartir1g riimb\ll7s~m~hfriii~:Yit'l.effe¢t ~ ofthe start of the applicable quarterly 
period. 
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SCHEDULE 18(k) 

Health Care Representations 

Health Care Representations. Tenant, for itself, and for the Subtenants, do 
hereby represent and warrant to Landlord, its successors and assigns, as of the date of the Lease, 
that: 

(a) All Medicare and Medicaid provider agreements, certificates of need, if 
applicable, certifications, governmental licenses, permits, regulatory agreements or other 
agreements and approvals, including certificates of operation, completion and occupancy, 
and state nursing facility licenses or other licenses required by Health Care Authorities 
(as defined in the Lease) for the legal use, occupancy and operation of the Facility 
(collectively, the "Health Care Licenses") for the Facility have been obtained by the 
party required to hold such Health Care Licenses and are in full force and effect, 
including approved provider status in any approved third-party payor program. Each 
Subtenant (hereinafter "Operator") owns and/or possesses, and holds free from 
restrictions or conflicts with the rights of others, all such Health Care Licenses and will 
operate or cause the Facility to be operated in such a manner that the Health Care 
Licenses shall remain in full force and effect; 

(b) The Facility is duly licensed as a skilled nursing facility as required under 
the applicable laws of the State of New York. The licensed bed capacity of the Facility 
and the actual bed count operated at the Facility is 160. The Tenant ha~ not applied to 
reduce the number of licensed or certified beds of the Facility or to move or transfer the 
right to any and all of the licensed or certified beds of the Facility to any other location or 
to amend or otherwise change the Facility and/or the number of beds approved by the 
DOH or other applicable state licensing agency, and there are no proceedings or actions 
pending or contemplated to reduce the number of licensed or certified beds of the 
Facility; 

(c) The Health Care License with respect to the Facility (i) has not been and will 
not be (A) transferred to any location other than the Facility or (B) pledged as collateral 
security (other than any pledge as collateral security to Tenant's accounts receivable 
lender approved by Landlord which pledge is subject to the interests of (x) Landlord 
under the Lease and (y) Mortgagee, including the liens and security interests of the Loan 
Documents), (ii) is and will continue to be held free from restrictions or known conflicts 
that would materially impair the use or operation of the Facility as intended, and (iii) is 
not provisional, probationary, or restricted in any way, except in instances where a 
Governmental Authority or Health Care Authority has issued a provisional, probationary 
or restricted license, permit or certification in the ordinary course pending issuance of a 
final license, permit or certification; 

(d) Tenant has or will take any action to rescind, withdraw, revoke, amend, 
modify, supplement or otherwise alter the nature, tenor or scope of any Health Care 
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License or applicable provider payment program participation other than non-material 
alterations effected in the ordinary course of business; 

(e) Tenant and the operation of the Facility are in material compliance with 
the applicable provisions of the Laws and all orders, standards, policies, restrictions or 
rules of any Health Care Authority having jurisdiction over the ownership, use, 
occupancy or operation of the Facility, including (i) staffing requirements, (ii) health and 
fire safety codes including quality and safety standards, (iii) accepted professional 
standards and principles that apply to the Operator's provision of services at the Facility, 
(iv) federal, state or local laws, rules, regulations or published interpretations or policies 
relating to the prevention of fraud and abuse, (v) insurance, reimbursement and cost 
reporting requirements, government payment program requirements and disclosure of 
ownership and related infonnation requirements, (vi) requirements of applicable Health 
Care Authorities, including those relating to the Facility's physical structure and 
environment, licensing, quality and adequacy of nursing facility care, distributions of 
pharmaceuticals, rate setting, equipment, personnel, operating policies, and additions of 
Facility and services, and (vii) any other applicable Jaws, regulations or agreements for 
reimbursement for the type of care or services provided by Tenant and/ with respect to 
the Facility. As used herein, "material compliance" means a level of compliance that 
would keep Tenant and/ (and the operation of the Facility) free from any final orders or 
sanctions by any Governmental Authority or Health Care Authority having jurisdiction 
over the operation of the Facility and would not adversely affect Tenant's and/'s 
operations, including, but not limited to, its right to receive reimbursement or insurance 
payments; 

(f) Tenant and the Facility are each in material compliance with the 
requirements for participation in the Medicare and Medicaid programs with respect to the 
Facility that currently participates in such programs and has a current provider agreement 
under Title XVIII and/or XIX of the Social Security Act which is in full force and effect. 
Facility has not had any deficiencies on its most recent survey (standard or complaint that 
would result in a denial of payment for new admissions with no opportunity to correct 
prior to termination. The Facility had not any deficiencies at "level G" or above on its 
most recent survey (standard or complaint), nor has Tenant been cited with any 
substandard quality of care deficiencies (as that tenn is defined in Part 488 of 42 C.F.R.) 
for the past two consecutive surveys. The Facility has not been designated as a Special 
Focus Facility (as such term is defined by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid 
Services Special Focus Facility Program); 

(g) Neither Tenant nor the Facility is a target of, participant in, or subject to 
any action, proceeding, suit, audit, investigation or sanction by any Health Care Autl1ority 
or any other administrative or investigative body or entity or any other third party payor 
or any patient or resident (including, without limitation, whistleblower suits, or suits 
brought pursuant to federal or state False Claims Acts, and Medicaid/Medicare/State 
fraud/abuse laws, but excluding medical malpractice claims and other civil liability 
lawsuits for which the Facility is maintaining insurance coverage in the ordinary course 
of business) which may result, directly or indirectly or with the passage of time, in the 
imposition of a fine, penalty, alternative, interim or final sanction, a lower rate 
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certification, recoupment, recovery, suspension or discontinuance of all or prui of 
reimbnrsement from any Health Care Authority, third-party payor, insurance carrier or 
private payor, a lower reimbursement rate for services rendered to eligible patients, or 
any other civil or e,Timinal remedy, or which could reasonably be expected to have a 
material adverse effect on Landlord, Tenant , or the operation of the Facility, including 
the Facility's ability to accept or retain residents, or which could result in the 
appointment of a receiver or manager, or in the modification, limitation, annulment, 
revocation, transfer, surrender, suspension or other impairment of a Health Care License, 
or affect Tenant's 's participation in the Medicare, Medicaid, or third-party payor 
program, as applicable, or any successor program thereto, at current rate certification, nor 
has any such action, proceeding, suit, investigation or audit been threatened; 

(h) There are no agreements with residents of the Facility or with any other 
persons or organizations that deviate in any material adverse respect from or that conflict 
with, any statutory or regulatory requirements. All resident records at the Facility, 
including patient and/or resident accounts records, are true, complete, and correct in all 
material respects; 

(i) Other than the Medicare, Medicaid, and Veteran Administration programs, 
Tenant is not a participant in any federal, state or local program whereby any federal, 
state or local government or quasi-governmental body, or any intermediary, agency, 
board or other authority or entity may have the right to recover funds with respect to any 
Individual Property by reason of the advance of federal, state or local funds, including, 
without limitation, those authorized under the Hill-Burton Act (42 U.S.C. 291, et~
Tenant has received no notice, and is not aware of any violation of applicable antitrust 
laws; 

(j) Tenant's private payor, Medicaid, Medicare, and/or managed care 
company, insurance compru1y or other third-party insurance accounts receivable with 
respect to the Facility are free of any liens and Tenant has not pledged any of its 
receivables as collateral security for any loan or indebtedness; 

(k) Tenant is not a party to any collective bargaining agreement or other labor 
contract applicable to persons employed by it at the Facility and there are no threatened 
or pending labor disputes at the Facility; 

(l) Tenant has instituted, and the Facility is operated in material compliance 
with, a compliru1ce plan which follows applicable guidelines established by Health Care 
Authorities; 

(m) Tenant is in compliance with the Health Care Insurance Portability and 
Accountability Act of 1996, and the regulations promulgated thereunder; 

(n) There is no threatened or pending revocation, suspension, termination, 
probation, restriction, limitation, or non-renewal affecting Tenant and/or the Facility or 
provider agreement with any third-party payor, Medicare or Medicaid; 
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(o) All Medicare, Medicaid, and p1ivate insurance cost reports and financial 
reports submitted by or on behalf of the Facility are and will continue to be materially 
accurate and complete and have not been and will not be misleading in any material 
respects; 

(p) The Facility and the use thereof complies in all material respects with all 
applicable local, state, and federal building codes, fire codes, and other similar regulatory 
requirements and no waivers of such physical plant standards exist at the Facility; 

( q) Any existing agreement relating to the management or operation of the 
Facility is in full force and effect and is not in default by any party. In the event any 
management or operating agreement is terminated or in the event of foreclosure or other 
acquisition, the subsequent operator need not obtain a certificate of need prior to applying 
for and receiving a license to operate the Facility or prior to receiving Medicare or 
Medicaid payments, as applicable; 

(r) There are no actions, suits, or proceedings at law or in equity by any 
person or entity, including any Goverrunental Authority or any Health Care Authority or 
other agency now pending or threatened against or affecting Tenant and/or the Facility, 
which actions, suits or proceedings, individually or collectively, if determined against 
Tenant and/or the Facility, might materially adversely affect the condition (financial or 
otherwise) or business of Tenant and/or the condition, ownership or operation of the 
Facility. 
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SCHEDULE 19.2 

"Special Purpose Entity" shall mean a corporation, limited partnership or limited liability 
company (such entity sometimes referred to herein as the "Company") which at all times on and 
after the date hereof: 

( d) is organized solely for the purpose of (i) acquiring, developing, owning, 
holding, selling, leasing, transferring, exchanging, managing and operating the Leased 
Premises, entering into this Lease with Landlord, subleasing the Leased Premises to affiliated 
subtenants; and (ii) transacting lawful business that is incident, necessary and appropriate to 
accomplish the foregoing; 

(e) is not engaged and will not engage, directly or indirectly, in any business 
unrelated to those activities required or permitted to be performed under the Lease, including 
pursuant to this definition of "Special Purpose Entity" and Subsection (a) above, as 
applicable; 

( f) does not have and will not have any assets other than those (i) related to 
tl1e Leased Premises or its partnership interest in the limited partnership or the member 
interest in the limited liability company that operates the Leased Premises or acts as the 
general partner or managing member thereof, as applicable, and (ii) incidental personal 
property necessary for the conduct of its business, as applicable; 

(g) has not engaged, sought or consented to and ,vill not engage in, seek or 
consent to any dissolution, winding up, liquidation, consolidation, merger, sale of all or 
substantially all of its assets, transfer of partnership or membership interests (if such entity is 
a general partner in a limited partnership or a member in a limited liability company) or 
amendment of its limited partnership agreement, articles of incorporation, articles of 
organization, certificate of formation or operating agreement (as applicable) with respect to 
tile matters set forth in this definition; 

(h) is and will remain solvent and pay its debts and liabilities (including, as 
applicable, shared personnel and overhead expenses) from its assets as the same shall become 
due, and is maintaining and will maintain adequate capital for the normal obligations 
reasonably foreseeable in a business of its size and character and in light of its contemplated 
business operations; 

(i) has not failed and will not fail to correct any known misunderstanding 
regarding its separate identity; 

(j) has maintained and will maintain its accounts, books and records separate 
from those of any other person, individual or entity (a "Person") and maintain its bank 
accounts separate from those of any other Person. To the extent required by law to file a tax 
return, will file its own tax returns, except to the extent it is required to file consolidated tax 
returns by law; 
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(k) has maintained and will maintain its own records, books, resolutions and 
agreements; 

(1) has not conuningled and will not commingle its funds or assets with those 
of any other Person and has not participated and will not participate in any cash management 
system with any other Person other than pursuant to its [insert any credit facilities or 
accounts receivables financings]; 

(m)has held and will hold its assets in its own name; 

(n) has conducted and will conduct its business in its name; 

( o) has maintained and will maintain its financial statements, accounting 
records and other entity documents separate from any other Person and has not permitted and 
will not permit its assets to be listed as assets on the financial statement of any other entity 
except as required by GAAP; provided, however, that any such consolidated financial 
statement shall contain a note indicating that its separate assets and liabilities are neither 
available to pay the debts of the consolidated entity nor constitute obligations of the 
consolidated entity; 

(p) has paid and will pay its own liabilities and expenses, including the 
salaries of its own employees, if any, out of its own funds and assets, and has maintained and 
will maintain a sufficient number of employees, if any, in light of its contemplated business 
operations and in accordance with all Laws; 

( q) has observed and will observe all partnership, corporate or limited liability 
company fonnalities, as applicable; 

(r) has and will have no indebtedness other than (i) liabilities under this Lease 
or any Sublease (ii) liabilities incurred in the ordinary course of business relating to the 
ownership and operation of the Leased Premises and the routine administration of Tenant, 
and (iii) such other liabilities that are permitted under this Lease; 

(s) has not and will not assume or guarantee or become obligated for the debts 
of any other Person or hold out its credit as being available to satisfy the obligations of any 
other Person except as permitted pursuant to this Lease; 

(t) has not and will not acquire obligations or securities of its partners, 
members or shareholders or any other Affiliate; 

(u) has allocated and will allocate fairly, reasonably and in accordance with 
all Laws, any overhead expenses that are shared with any Affiliate, including, but not limited 
to, paying for shared office space and services perfonned by any employee of an Affiliate; 

(v) maintains and uses and will maintain and use separate stationery, invoices 
and checks bearing its name. The stationery, invoices, and checks utilized by the Tenant or 
utilized to collect its funds or pay its expenses shall bear its own name and shall not bear the 
name of any other entity; 
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(w) has not pledged and will not pledge its assets for the benefit of any other 
Person; 

(x) has held itself out and identified itself and will hold itself out and identify 
itself as a separate and distinct entity under its own name and not as a division or part of any 
other Person; 

(y) has maintained and will maintain its assets in such a manner that it will not 
be costly or difficult to segregate, ascertain or identify its individual assets from those of any 
other Person; 

(z) has not made and will not make loans to any Person or hold evidence of 
indebtedness issued by any other Person or entity; 

(aa) has not identified and will not identify its partners, members or 
shareholders, or any Affiliate of any of them, as a division or part ofit, and has not identified 
itself and shall not identify itself as a division of any other Person; 

(bb) has not entered into or been a party to, and will not enter into or be a 
party to, any transaction with its partners, members, shareholders or Affiliates except (A) in 
the ordinary course of its business and on terms which are intrinsically fair, commercially 
reasonable and are in compliance with all Laws and no less favorable to it than would be 
obtained in a comparable arm's-length transaction with an unrelated third party and (B) in 
connection with this Lease; 

(cc) has not and will not have any obligation to, and will not, indemnify its 
partners, officers, directors or members, as the case may be, unless such an obligation is fully 
subordinated to the Rent payable under this Lease and will not constitute a claim against it in 
the event that cash flow in excess of the amount required to pay the Rent is insufficient to 
pay such obligation; 

( dd) it shall consider the interests of its creditors in connection with all 
limited liability company actions; 

(ee) does not and will not have any of its obligations guaranteed by any 
Affiliate except obligations under this Lease; 

(ff) if such entity is a limited liability company, it shall have its own board of 
directors or board of managers, and shall cause such hoard to meet at least annually or act 
pursuant to written consent and keep minutes of such meetings and actions and observe all 
other corporate formalities; 

(gg) has complied and will comply with all of the terms and provisions 
contained in its organizational documents. The statement of facts contained in its 
organizational documents are true and correct and will remain true and correct; 

(hh) has not and will not permit any other Person independent access to its 
bank accounts; 
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(ii) has caused and will cause all representatives of Tenant to act at all times 
with respect to Tenant consistently and in furtherance of the foregoing; and 

(ij) has not and will not form, acquire, or hold any subsidiary or own any 
equity interest in any other entity. 
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Exhibit 36 
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From: Mark H. Zafrin (NY) [mailto:mzafrin@mrllp.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 11, 2017 6:04 PM 
To: Linda Whitehead 
Cc: Bob Shapiro; William Nicholson; Andrew Blatt; Jim Holden; Vincequerra, James; 
Raymond L. Fink (rfink@lippes.com) 
Subject: Re: Workshare Professional Document Distribution 

Linda. Your bankruptcy was a large impediment to our financing package that is an immutable 
fact. I don't want to argue about it. Mr Nicholson will have to provide you with all of the details 
as to his next steps to finish the financing 

Mark H. Zafrin 

-
Los AngeleslOrange CountylSan FranciscolChicagolNew York 

1 
800 Third Avenue, 24th Floor, New York, NY 10022 

I T212. 730. 7700F212. 730. 7725 
I Emzafrin@mrllp.comwww.mrllp.com 
I BiovCard 

I 
The contents of this e-mail message and its attachments are intended solely for the addressee( s) hereof 
addition, this e-mail transmission may be confidential and it may be subject to privilege protec1 
communications between attorneys or solicitors and their clients. If you are not the named addressee, or if· 
message has been addressed to you in error, you are directed not to read, disclose, reproduce, distrih 
disseminate or otherwise use this transmission. Delivery of this message to any person other than the inten 
recipient(s) is not intended in any way to waive privilege or confidentiality. If you have received this transmis~ 
in error, please alert the sender by reply e-mail; we also request that you immediately delete this message anc: 
attachments, if any. UNAUTHORIZED INTERCEPTION PROHIBITED BY FEDERAL LAW (18 U.S.C. 25 
2522). 

On Apr 11, 2017, at 5:37 PM, Linda Whitehead <L Whitehead@mgslawyers.com> wrote: 

Mark, before you go making comments such as in your last email response to me 
where you indicated "I understand your outrage after not revealing your 
bankruptcy for a year" I suggest you get your facts straight as we never hid 
anything. 

We advised you of the bankruptcy immediately prior to filing in January 2016. 
In fact, in the email from you to me on January 4, 2016 (before HHHW even 
filed) you recognize that the Agreement will be subject to Bankruptcy Court 
approval. 
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Exhibit 37 
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TO: 

RE: 

Security Benefit Life Insurance Company 
l SW Seclll'ity Benefit Pl 
Topeka, Kansas 66636 
Attention: Douglas Schneider 

Operating Lease dated November-~ 2015 (the "Lease'') by and between WHITE 
PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPEITTIES I, LLC, a limited liability company organized 
and existing under the laws of Massachusetts ("Lessor'\ and HBL SNF, LLC, a limited 
liability company organized and existing under the laws of New York ("Lessee~'), with 
respect to the property known as White Plains Institute for Rehabilitation & Healthcare in 
White Plains, New York {the ··Project") 

ESTOPPEL CERTMCATE 

This Estoppel Certificate, dated as of this I st day of August, 2017_. is furnished by Lessor 
and Lessee to SECURITY BENEFIT CORPORATION, a corporation organized and existing 
under the laws of Kansas ("Agent"), as agent for the benefit of SECURITY BENEFIT LIFE 
INSURANCE COMPANY ("Lender"), in connection with a mortgage loan (the "Loan") that 
Lender is making to Lessor with respect to the Project. Lessor and Lessee each understand that 
Agent and Lender are t'elying upon this Estoppel Certificate in connection with making the Loan. 

I. Certifications of Lessee. Except as set fo11h in Exhibit A attached hereto, Lessee 
hereby represents and certifies to Agent and Lender, and their respective successors and assigns, 
that as of the date hereof: 

5988001 

(a) Lessee is the Jessee under the Lease and has not assigned, pledged, 
encumbered or transferred any of its rights or obligations thereunder. Lessee has not 
subleased a!I or any portion of the Project. 

(b) The Lease sets fo1th the foll and complete agreement between Lessor and 
Lessee with respect to the Project. The Lease has not been amended, is in full force and 
effoct according to its terms, and is valid and binding upon Lessee. 

(c) Lessee is not in default under the Lease, and no state of facts exists which, 
with the passage of time or the giving of notice, or both, could constitute a default by 
Lessee under the Lease. All rnnt, charges and other payments due to Lessor from Lessee 
unde1· the Lease on or before the date hereof have been paid. 

(d) Lessor is not in default under the Lease, and no state of facts exist which, 
with the passage of time or the giving of notice, or both, could constitt1te n default by 
lessor under the Lease. 
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·' 

,•' 

(e) Lessee has not paid any rent, charges or other payments due to Lessor 
from Lessee under the Lease more than thirty (30) days.in advance, nor has Lessee paid 
any security deposit under the Lease, except for the Letter of Credit described in the 
Lease. 

(f) All conditions under the Lease to be satisfied by Lessor or Lessee as of the 
date hereof have been satisfied. 

(g) There are no actions, voluntary or involuntary, pending against Lessee 
under any bankruptcy, receivership, insolvency or similar laws of the United States or 
any state or other governmental authority thereof. 

2. Certifications of Lessor. Except as set forth in Exhibit A, attached hereto, Lessor 
hereby represents and certifies to Agent and Lender, and their respective successors and assigns, that 
as of the date hereof: 

(a) Lessee is the lessee under the Lease and has not assigned, pledged, 
encumbered or transferred any of its rights or obligations thereunder. Lessee has not 
subleased all or any portion of the Project. 

(b) The Lease sets forth the full and complete agreement between Lessor and 
Lessee with respect to the P1'0ject. The Lease has not been amended, is in full force and 
effect according to its terms, and is valid and binding upon Lessor. 

(c) Lessee is not in default under the Lease, and no state offacts exists which, 
with the passage of time or the givirtg of notice, or both, could constitute a default by 
Lessee under the Lease. All rent, charges and other payments due to Lessor from Lessee 
undet' the Lease on or before the date hereof have been paid. 

(d) Lessor is not in default under the Lease, and no state of facts exist which, 
with the passage of time or the giving of notice, or both, could constitute a default by 
Lessor undel' the Lease. 

(e) Lessee has not paid any rent, charges or other payments due to Lessor 
from Borrower under the Lease more than thirty (30) days in advance, nor has Lessee 
paid nny security deposit under the Lease. 

(f) All conditions under the Lease to be satisfied by Lessor 01· Lessee as of the 
date hereof have been satisfied. 

(g) There are no actions, voluntary or involuntary, pending against Lessor 
under any bankruptcy, receivership, insolvency or similar laws of the United States or 
any state or other governmental authority thereof. 

Lessee and Lessor hereby certify that the statements and representations contained in this 
instrument and nll supporting documentation thereto are true, accurnte, and complete and that 
each signatory has 1·ead and understands the terms of this instrument. This instrument has been 
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made, presented, and delivered for the purpose of influencing Agent and Lender to inake the 
Loan, and may be relied upon by Agent and Lender as a true statement of the facts contained 
therein. 

[SEE ATIACHED SIGNATURE PAGE] 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Lessee and Lessor have executed this Estoppel Certificate as of the 
day and year first above written. 

598800] 
22943S9v4/l 70S7-6 

LESSOR: 

LESSEE: 

HBL SNF, LLC, a New York limited liability 
company 

~~~e:i'.fr.8Jlk::;0-0y; '-
Title:~~ --------------
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5988001 
229.J:\59v4/I 705 7-6 

Exhibit A 
Exceptions 

None 
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER 

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC, 

Plaintiff, 

- against-

HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/K/A LIZER 
JOZOFOVIC and MARK NEUMAN, 

Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiff, 

-against-

CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY 
CONSULTING, THE CONGRESS COMPANIES, 
HOWARD FENSTERMAN, and WILLIAM 
NICHOLSON, 

Third-Party Defendants. 

LIZER JOZEFOVIC, 

Index No. 60278/2020 

AFFIDAVIT OF 
EDWARD 0. TABOR 

New York County Index No. 
Plaintiff, 655549/2020 

- against-

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC, 
HOWARD FENSTERMAN, and METROPOLITAN 
COMMERCIAL BANK, 

Defendants. 

STATE OF MASSACHUSETTS ) 
) ss.: 

COUNTY OF ESSEX ) 

Edward 0. Tabor, being duly sworn, deposes and says: 

Consolidated under Westchester 
County Index No. as per April 8, 

2021 Decision and Order. 

1. I am the Chief Financial Officer of third-party defendant The Congress Companies, 

which provides management and other services to its affiliate, plaintiff White Plains Healthcare 

Properties I, LLC ("WPH Properties"). I submit this affidavit in support of the motion of WPH 

Properties and the third-party defendants for an order granting summary judgment in favor of WPH 

Properties and dismissing the counterclaims and third-party claims asserted by defendants/third-
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party plaintiffs, HBL SNF, LLC ("HBL"), Lizer Jozefovic ("Jozefovic") and Mark Neuman 

("Neuman"). I am fully and personally familiar with the matters stated in this affidavit. 

2. I am responsible for maintaining the books and records kept in the regular course of 

business of WPH Properties reflecting rent and all other obligations owed to and collected by WPH 

Properties as landlord with respect to the nursing home located at 116-120 Church Street, White 

Plains, New York (the "facility"). HBL is the tenant and operator of the facility. WPH Properties 

and HBL are parties to an amended and restated operating lease (the "lease") dated as of November 

19, 2015, as amended July 12, 2017, under which WPH Properties, as landlord, leased the facility 

to HBL, as tenant. A true and correct copy of the lease is attached as exhibit 12. 

3. HBL took possession of the facility as of September 30, 2019. Upon taking 

possession, HBL was in default for failure to pay the required security deposits sixty days in 

advance of possession. Within weeks, by November 2019, HBL had also defaulted with respect to 

other financial obligations under the lease. And on December 1, 2019, HBL defaulted under the 

letter of intent by failing to pay $1,000,000 toward the security deposit. WPH Properties terminated 

the lease on January 13, 2020. HBL then defaulted on its obligations as a month-to-month tenant. 

4. A document I personally prepared based on business records maintained by WPH 

Properties containing a true and accurate accounting of amounts received and amounts due as of 

July 30, 2021 from HBL to WPH Properties as a result ofHBL's defaults is attached as exhibit 24 

(the "itemization"). 

HBL failed to provide the security deposit required by the lease 

5. The lease requires HBL to deliver to WPH Properties, before the commencement date 

of the lease, an unconditional letter of credit or cash in the amount of $3,700,000 to secure the full 

and timely performance of its obligations under the lease. In addition, the lease requires HBL to 

2 
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deposit into WPH Properties' rent security account an "Additional Security Deposit" in the amount 

of $1,600,000. Exhibit 12, Lease,§ 7.1. 

6. HBL has never delivered the $3.7 million security deposit, either in cash or by letter 

of credit, has never deposited the $1.6 million additional security deposit and has never made the 

$4.5 million working capital deposit. 

HBL has failed to pay rent as required 

7. The lease obligated HBL to pay WPH Properties annual fixed rent of $6,073,158 in 

monthly installments of $506,096.50 and other amounts that are defined as "Additional Rent." 

Exhibit 12, Lease, § 3 .2. WPH Properties' record detailing the amounts due for rent and the 

payments received is attached as exhibit 25. 

8. The record attached as exhibit 25 shows the amount due for rent from September 30, 

2019 through July 31, 2021, the due date, the amounts paid by HBL, the date WPH Properties 

received each payment made, the number of days late, if any, for each payment made, late charges, 

overdue interest, amount due and total charges. HBL defaulted by failing to pay rent when due in 

every month since September 30, 2019, except February 2020, July 2020 and April 2021. HBL 

remains in default in the payment of the monthly rent due on September 30, 2019 in the amount 

of $10,839.79 and has incurred total late and interest charges at the overdue rate for defaulting on 

its obligation to pay timely rent of $220,784.14. 

HBL failed to pay rent as a month-to-month tenant 
after WPH Properties terminated the lease 

9. On January 7, 2020, WPH Properties served a ''Notice of Default and Landlord's 

Election to Terminate Lease and Accelerate all Rents Due For The Balance of the Lease Term" 

upon HBL. The notice of default itemizes HBL's material breaches and default of the lease 

including dates of HBL' s default and amounts then due. A true and correct copy of the notice of 
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default is attached as exhibit 26. 

10. The notice of default gave HBL notice that by reason of HBL's defaults under the 

lease, WPH Properties had exercised its right under section 16.1 of the lease to terminate the lease, 

including HBL's right of possession of the premises, effective January 13, 2020. 

11. HBL continued, and still continues, to occupy the facility, despite WPH Properties' 

termination of the lease. 

12. The lease provides that if HBL holds over after its default has resulted in the 

termination of the lease, HBL is a month-to-month tenant obligated to pay rent monthly at a rent 

equal to 300 percent of the most recent monthly rent payable by HBL under the lease. Exhibit 12, 

Lease,§ 20.13. 

13. HBL has failed to pay any holdover rent due from February 1, 2020 through the 

present. As of July 30, 2021, HBL owes $20,342,629.10 in holdover rent, including late charges 

and interest required by the lease. Exhibit 12, Lease, §§ 20.13, 3.2 (e) (late charges) and 9.l(b) 

( overdue interest at the prime rate plus five percent) 

HBL is required to pay WPH Properties the present value of accelerated rent 

14. The notice of default gave HBL notice that WPH Properties exercised its right to 

terminate the lease effective January 13, 2020 and to accelerate the payment of all rent due and 

owing under the lease. Exhibit 26, Notice of Default. 

15. The lease provides that upon the occurrence of a default by HBL, WPH Properties 

may accelerate the payment of all rent due for the balance of the term and declare the rent presently 

due and payable in full, requiring HBL to pay to WPH Properties the present value of the 

accelerated rent. Exhibit 12, Lease, § 16.1. In the notice of default, WPH Properties notified HBL 

that the lease was terminated and that all of the rent under the lease was accelerated and 

4 
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immediately due and payable. 

16. A chart showing the amount of the accelerated rent owed by HBL, consisting of the 

net present value of remaining monthly rent payments due under the lease discounted at a rate of 

six percent per year is attached as exhibit 27. As set forth in the chart, the present value of the 

accelerated lease payments that HBL is obligated to pay WPH Properties is $82,369,770. 

HBL defaulted under the letter of intent 

17. As noted above, in November 2019, after HBL had defaulted under the lease, WPH 

Properties worked with HBL to try to resolve its defaults by entering into a letter of intent under 

which WPH Properties would sell the property to an entity in which Jozefovic and his partners 

would have a 72.5 percent interest. The letter of intent modified the method of payment of the 

security deposit and reduced the amount due immediately to $1,000,000 but required HBL to 

otherwise comply with the terms of the lease and to close on the transfer of title by April 1, 2020. 

A true and correct copy of the letter of intent is attached as exhibit 17. 

18. Jozefovic and HBL defaulted under that agreement as well, within ten days of signing 

it, by failing to pay the initial payment of $1,000,000 toward the security deposit, failing to pay 

rent, failing to pay municipal and utility payments, failing to pay real estate taxes, failing to enter 

into the required "Deposit Account Control Agreement," failing to enter into an agreement with 

JP Morgan Chase Bank and failing to close by April 1, 2020. 

19. As a result ofHBL 's defaults under the lease and the letter of intent, WPH Properties 

was unable to refinance the construction loan that financed the project. As a result of its inability 

to refinance the loan, WPH Properties was forced to continue to pay the above-market interest rate 

under the construction loan, rather than the lower, market-rate interest it would have paid on a 

refinanced loan. 

20. Accordingly, beginning on April 1, 2020, WPH Properties continued to pay interest 
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at a rate of at least 4. 11 percent over the market rate and therefore incurred substantial additional 

interest rate costs that WPH Properties could have avoided had it been able to refinance the 

construction loan. 

21. As a result of HBL's default, from April 1, 2020 through July 31, 2021 WPH 

Properties incurred $3,181,612.88 in interest rate damages. 

HBL is required to pay professional fees incurred by WPH Properties 

22. The lease provides that if HBL defaults, it is obligated to pay the attorneys' fees and 

litigation expenses incurred by WPH Properties as a result of that default. Exhibit 12, Lease, 

Article IX. The itemization sets forth the amount of those fees which HBL is obligated to pay 

WPH Properties, which includes certain estimates of ongoing work, totaling $1,524,000. Exhibit 

24. 

23. True and correct copies of the bills, account records and records of payment 

demonstrating the professional fees set forth on the Itemization which HBL is obligated to pay 

WPH Properties under the lease are attached as Exhibit 28. 

HBL is required to pay lender default and late charges 

24. HBL's defaults have caused WPH Properties to default under a Construction Loan 

Agreement, Note and Mortgage given to its construction lender, Security Benefit Life Insurance 

Company ("Security Benefit"), which financed the construction of the Facility. See affidavit of 

William A. Nicholson, 1159-65. 

25. As a result of HBL's refusal to make timely rents payments and security deposits 

under the Lease, WPH Properties was unable to make certain monthly payments of debt service to 

the construction lender. 

26. On April 16, 2020, the construction lender issued a notice of default to WPH 
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Properties, subjecting WPH Properties to increased interest rates, late charges and other penalties. 

A copy of the April 16, 2020 notice of default is attached as exhibit 29. 

27. On May 22, 2020, the construction lender issued another notice of default to WPH 

Properties. A copy of the May 22, 2020 notice of default is attached as exhibit 30. 

28. On May 1, 2021, Security Benefit commenced an action entitled Security Benefit Life 

Insurance Company v. White Plains Healthcare Properties L LLC, et al (Supreme Court, 

Westchester County, Index. No. 55883/2021) to foreclose the mortgage. A true and correct copy 

of the complaint in the foreclosure action is attached as exhibit 31. 

29. As a result ofHBL's default under the lease, WPH Properties incurred lender default 

charges, late charges and legal and professional fees charged by Security Benefit. Because HBL 

was in default, WPH Properties could not provide an estoppel certificate which would be required 

to refinance the construction loan therefore the loan matured. WPH Properties' agreement with the 

mezzanine lender, Bradford Allen Funding Company LLC ("Bradford Allen"), also provides for 

late charges and extension fees, for the same reasons. 

30. Article IX of the lease entitles WPH Properties to indemnification from HBL for legal 

and professional fees, default interest, late charges and extension fees caused by HBL's default, in 

the amount of $3,732,034.22. An itemization of the total amounts due for lender default and late 

charges with invoices from Security Benefit and Bradford Allen showing default interest due for 

July 2021 is attached as exhibit 32. 

HBL has failed to pay real estate taxes 

31. The lease also obligates HBL to timely pay, before penalties are incurred, all real 

estate taxes, assessments and other taxes. Exhibit 12, Lease, § 4.2. HBL has repeatedly paid the 

real estate taxes late. In particular, HBL failed to timely pay real estate taxes when due for the 
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period December 2019 through June 2020. That resulted in interest at the overdue rate totaling 

$2,621.94. HBL currently owes WPH Properties $2,621.94 in interest for defaulting on its 

obligation to pay real estate taxes when due. A copy of the City of White Plains Tax Bill payable 

by July 31, 2019 and receipt showing that HBL defaulted by not paying the bill until January 29, 

2020 is attached as exhibit 38. 

HBL bas failed to pay utility charges, utility deposits 
and municipal maintenance escrows 

32. The lease obligates HBL to pay all charges or deposits for electricity, steam, 

telephone, cable, gas, oil, water, sewer and all other services or utilities used on or related to the 

facility and required HBL to keep the facility in good condition and repair including, at HBL's 

sole cost and expense, payment of all utility service and maintenance deposits and expenses. 

Exhibit 12, Lease, §§ 4.1 and 5.2. HBL defaulted by failing to pay utility charges to Con Edison 

and failing to pay utility deposits and municipal maintenance escrows totaling $71,472.69. WPH 

Properties has been reimbursed for a portion of the deposits in the amount of $41,175.00. A chart 

itemizing the unreimbursed deposits and payments which HBL is obligated to pay to WPH 

Properties, in the amount of $35,921.44 is attached as Exhibit 33. 

HBL failed to deliver required certificates of insurance 

33. The lease requires HBL to deliver certificates of insurance showing that each type of 

insurance required under Article VI of the lease is in full force and effect and not cancelable or 

modifiable without thirty (30) days prior written notice to WPH Properties. Exhibit 12, Lease, § 

6.2. 

34. HBL defaulted on this obligation. It did not submit certificates of insurance until 

January 2020 and July 2021 and the only certificates of insurance it has provided do not comply 

fully with the lease requirements. True and accurate copies of the certificates of insurance HBL 
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submitted are attached as Exhibit 39. The July 2021 submission establishes that the defendants did 

not maintain the insurance coverages required by the lease. The insurance analysis I have prepared, 

which itemizes the deficiencies, is attached as Exhibit 40. 

HBL failed to deliver Medicare, Medicaid and other provider agreements, 
reimbursement rate sheets and updated rate sheets as required by the lease 

35. The lease requires HBL to deliver all Medicare, Medicaid and other provider 

agreements, reimbursement rate sheets and updated rate sheets. Exhibit 12, Lease, § 7.4(g) & (j). 

36. HBL defaulted by not providing this documentation. HBL has never provided the 

required Medicare and Medicaid provider agreements. HBL did not provide the required Medicaid 

reimbursement rate sheets until July 2021 and it has never provided the required Medicare 

documentation or any revised or amended reimbursement rate sheets. A copy of the Medicaid 

reimbursement rate sheet which HBL provided in July, 2021, the only rate information HBL 

provided, is attached as Exhibit 41. 

HBL failed to provide the financial and operational reporting required by the lease 

3 7. The lease requires HBL to provide to WPH Properties the following financial 

reporting and operational reporting: (i) an annual budget; (ii) unaudited monthly financial 

statements; (iii) "a written report providing an operational overview of significant events and 

circumstances at the facility during the prior month, during the first six months of the Term and 

then quarterly thereafter, including, but not limited to, clinical events, employee relations and 

staffing matters;" and (iv) copies of all. federal income tax returns within fifteen days after filing. 

Exhibit 12, Lease, §§7.4(a)(i), 7.4(a)(iii), 7.4(a)(vi). 

3 8. HBL defaulted under the lease by failing to provide WPH Properties with the required 

financial and operational reporting. Only recently, in connection with this litigation, has HBL 

partially cured its default by providing some of the documentation. HBL has never provided 
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complete versions of the required unaudited quarterly financial statements, quarterly census 

revenue information, audited schedule reconciling HBL's net operating income to net cash flow, 

written report providing an operational overview and a copy of all HBL's federal tax returns. 

39. HBL's default by failing to provide or timely provide the required financial and 

operating reporting has contributed, in addition to HBL's other defaults, to WPH Properties' 

damages for inability to obtain refinancing. 

Amounts due 

40. As a result ofHBL's defaults, as of July 31, 2021, HBL is obligated to pay to WPH 

Properties the total sum of $111,420,213.50, calculated as follows: (i) holdover rent and rent, 

$20,574,253.03; (ii) real estate taxes, $2,621.94; (iii) municipal and utility deposits, $35,921.44; 

(iv) interest rate damages for failure to close by April 1, 2020 as required by the letter of intent, 

$3,181,612.87; (v) costs and professional fees, $1,524,000; (vi) lender default and late charges, 

$3,732,034.22, and (vii) accelerated rent $82,369,770. 

41. HBL has failed or refused to pay these amounts. 

~~~ 
Edward 0. Tabor 

Sworn to before me this 
181

h day of August 2021. 
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CERTIFICATION PURSUANT TO COMMERCIAL DIVISION RULE 17 

I, EDWARD 0. TABOR, certify that this document contains 2906 words, exclusive of the 

caption page, table of contents and table of authorities and signature block, as counted by the word 

count of the word-processing system used to prepare this document. 

Dated: White Plains, New York 
August 18, 2021 

Isl Edward 0. Tabor 
Edward O. Tabor 
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Exhibit 24 
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WHITE PLAINS HEALTH CARE PROPERTIES I, LLC - HBL-SNF LLC

07/15/21
AMOUNTS  DUE UNDER LEASE & LOI 
Note: calculated through 7/31/2021
Note: Excludes Present Value of Accelerated Lease

AMOUNTS PAYABLE Reference  Amount Due  

 Late Charges Per 
Lease Para 3.2 (c): 

5.00% 

 Overdue Rate Per 
Lease Sect. 9.1 (b): 
Prime Rate + 5.00%  TOTALS

Rent:
Rent Balance unp'd at commencement 10,839.79$            202,980.59$           17,803.55$                231,623.93$           
Holdover Rent Feb 2020- July 2021 18,219,474.00$     910,973.70$           1,212,181.40$           20,342,629.10$      
Subtotal Rent 18,230,313.79$     1,113,954.29$        1,229,984.96$           20,574,253.04$      

-$                        
RE Taxes -$                        
RE Taxes for the period 1/1/20 - 6/30/20 Need proof of Payments -$                       -$                        2,621.94$                  2,621.94$               
Subtotal RE Taxes -$                       -$                        2,621.94$                  2,621.94$               

-$                        
Deposits, Other -$                        
Utility Deposits Lease Section 4.1 19,181.10$            3,560.33$                  22,741.43$             
Municipal Deposits Lease Section 5.2 6,700.00$              1,243.63$                  7,943.63$               
2020 FireInspection Fee Lease Sect. 4.1 1,443.75$              
ConEdison Electric Invoice Lease Sect. 4.1 2,972.84$              551.81$                     3,524.65$               
Subtotal Deposits, Other 30,297.69$            -$                       5,623.75$                  35,921.44$             

-$                        
Interest Rate Damages for Failure to Close by 04/30/20 per LOI -$                        
Interest Rate Damages First Mortage Loan Lease Article IX Indemnification 1,916,160.82$       -$                        1,916,160.82$        
Interest Rate Damages Mezz Loan Lease Article IX Indemnification 1,265,452.05$       -$                        -$                           1,265,452.05$        

Subtotal  Interest Rate Damages 3,181,612.87$       -$                       -$                          3,181,612.87$        

Landlord Professional Fees & Transaction Costs (Est) -$                        
Landlord Legal, Professional, Transactional Lease Article IX Indemnification 1,524,000.00$       1,524,000.00$        
Subtotal Professional & Transactional 1,524,000.00$       -$                       -$                          1,524,000.00$        

Lender Default and Late Charges
Lender Legal and Professional Lease Article IX Indemnification 26,727.58$            -$                        -$                           26,727.58$             
Lender Default Intrerest - SBLI Lease Article IX Indemnification 2,927,606.59$       -$                        -$                           2,927,606.59$        
Lender Late Charges - SBLI Lease Article IX Indemnification 231,124.71$          231,124.71$           

Lender Late Charges - BA Lease Article IX Indemnification 451,575.34$          451,575.34$           
Lender Extension Fees - BA (2 Ext @ .050%) Lease Article IX Indemnification 95,000.00$            95,000.00$             
Subtotal Lender Legal, Default and Late Charges 3,732,034.22$       -$                       -$                          3,732,034.22$        

TOTALS 26,698,258.57$     1,113,954.29$       1,238,230.65$           29,050,443.51$      
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6/12/2020
HBL SNF Default Costs due to Landlord

Indemnification   
Lease Article 9 TOTAL Charges Amts Due

 Amount Due  Due Date  Amount Paid Date Paid Days Late
Days > 5 

Late
 5% Late Charge 
Per Lease 3.2 (c) 

Prime Rate 
+  Overdue Charges 

 Rent 5.00%
10,839.79$                9/30/2019 7/31/2021 670 665 541.99$              10.00% 1,989.77$             2,531.76$             

506,096.50$              10/1/2019 506,096.50$         10/30/2019 29 24 25,304.83$         10.00% 4,021.04$             29,325.87$           
506,096.50$              11/1/2019 506,096.50$         11/18/2019 17 12 25,304.83$         9.75% 2,298.23$             27,603.06$           
506,096.50$              12/1/2019 506,096.50$         12/3/2019 2 -3 -$                    9.75% -$                      -$                      
506,096.50$              1/1/2020 506,096.50$         1/2/2020 1 -4 -$                    9.75% -$                      -$                      
506,096.50$              2/1/2020 506,096.50$         2/1/2020 0 -5 -$                    9.75% -$                      -$                      
506,096.50$              3/1/2020 506,096.50$         3/2/2020 1 -4 -$                    8.78% -$                      -$                      
506,096.50$              4/1/2020 506,096.50$         5/6/2020 35 30 25,304.83$         8.25% 4,003.71$             29,308.53$           
506,096.50$              5/1/2020 506,096.50$         5/26/2020 25 20 25,304.83$         8.25% 2,859.79$             28,164.62$           
506,096.50$              6/1/2020 506,096.50$         6/2/2020 1 -4 -$                    8.25% -$                      -$                      
506,096.50$              7/1/2020 506,096.50$         7/1/2020 0 -5 -$                    8.25% -$                      -$                      
506,096.50$              8/1/2020 506,096.50$         8/7/2020 6 1 25,304.83$         8.25% 686.35$                25,991.18$           
506,096.50$              9/1/2020 506,096.50$         9/4/2020 3 -2 -$                    8.25% -$                      -$                      
506,096.50$              10/1/2020 506,096.50$         10/2/2020 1 -4 -$                    8.25% -$                      -$                      
506,096.50$              11/1/2020 506,096.50$         11/2/2020 1 -4 -$                    8.25% -$                      -$                      
506,096.50$              12/1/2020 506,096.50$         12/2/2020 1 -4 -$                    8.25% -$                      -$                      
506,096.50$              1/1/2021 506,096.50$         1/4/2021 3 -2 -$                    8.25% -$                      -$                      
506,096.50$              2/1/2021 506,096.50$         2/4/2021 3 -2 -$                    8.25% -$                      -$                      
506,096.50$              3/1/2021 506,096.50$         3/2/2021 1 -4 -$                    8.25% -$                      -$                      
506,096.50$              4/1/2021 506,096.50$         4/1/2021 0 -5 -$                    8.25% -$                      -$                      
506,096.50$              5/1/2021 506,096.50$         5/6/2021 5 0 25,304.83$         8.25% 571.96$                25,876.78$           
506,096.50$              6/1/2021 506,096.50$         6/7/2021 6 1 25,304.83$         8.25% 686.35$                25,991.18$           
506,096.50$              7/1/2021 506,096.50$         7/7/2021 6 1 25,304.83$         8.25% 686.35$                25,991.18$           

10,839.79$                202,980.59$       17,803.55$           220,784.14$         10,839.79$           
SUBTOTAL RENT 11,134,123.00$    

Holdover Rent (300%, less the base amount above, 200% calculated in this section) - "Paid" date is for calculation purposes only assuming amounts throug 07/01/21
-$                           9/30/2019 -$                      9/30/2019 0 -5 -$                    10.00% -$                      -$                      
-$                           10/1/2019 -$                      10/1/2019 0 -5 -$                    10.00% -$                      -$                      
-$                           11/1/2019 -$                      11/1/2019 0 -5 -$                    9.75% -$                      -$                      
-$                           12/1/2019 -$                      12/1/2019 0 -5 -$                    9.75% -$                      -$                      
-$                           1/1/2020 -$                      6/1/2020 152 147 -$                    9.75% -$                      -$                      

1,012,193.00$           2/1/2020 -$                      7/30/2021 545 540 50,609.65$         9.75% 147,357.28$         197,966.93$         
1,012,193.00$           3/1/2020 -$                      7/30/2021 516 511 50,609.65$         8.78% 125,668.48$         176,278.13$         
1,012,193.00$           4/1/2020 -$                      7/30/2021 485 480 50,609.65$         8.25% 110,959.92$         161,569.57$         
1,012,193.00$           5/1/2020 -$                      7/30/2021 455 450 50,609.65$         8.25% 104,096.42$         154,706.07$         
1,012,193.00$           6/1/2020 -$                      7/30/2021 424 419 50,609.65$         8.25% 97,004.14$           147,613.79$         
1,012,193.00$           7/1/2020 -$                      7/30/2021 394 389 50,609.65$         8.25% 90,140.64$           140,750.29$         
1,012,193.00$           8/1/2020 -$                      7/30/2021 363 358 50,609.65$         8.25% 83,048.36$           133,658.01$         
1,012,193.00$           9/1/2020 -$                      7/30/2021 332 327 50,609.65$         8.25% 75,956.07$           126,565.72$         
1,012,193.00$           10/1/2020 -$                      7/30/2021 302 297 50,609.65$         8.25% 69,092.57$           119,702.22$         
1,012,193.00$           11/1/2020 -$                      7/30/2021 271 266 50,609.65$         8.25% 62,000.29$           112,609.94$         
1,012,193.00$           12/1/2020 -$                      7/30/2021 241 236 50,609.65$         8.25% 55,136.79$           105,746.44$         
1,012,193.00$           1/1/2021 -$                      7/30/2021 210 205 50,609.65$         8.25% 48,044.50$           98,654.15$           
1,012,193.00$           2/1/2021 -$                      7/30/2021 179 174 50,609.65$         8.25% 40,952.22$           91,561.87$           
1,012,193.00$           3/1/2021 -$                      7/30/2021 151 146 50,609.65$         8.25% 34,546.29$           85,155.94$           
1,012,193.00$           4/1/2021 -$                      7/30/2021 120 115 50,609.65$         8.25% 27,454.00$           78,063.65$           
1,012,193.00$           5/1/2021 -$                      7/30/2021 90 85 50,609.65$         8.25% 20,590.50$           71,200.15$           
1,012,193.00$           6/1/2021 -$                      7/30/2021 59 54 50,609.65$         8.25% 13,498.22$           64,107.87$           
1,012,193.00$           7/1/2021 -$                      7/30/2021 29 24 50,609.65$         8.25% 6,634.72$             57,244.37$           

18,219,474.00$         910,973.70$       1,212,181.40$      2,123,155.10$      18,219,474.00$    
SUBTOTAL ADDITIONAL RENT

 RE Taxes 
-$                           9/30/2019 9/30/2019 0 -5 -$                    10.00% -$                      -$                      

 LATE CHARGE PER LEASE 
PARA 3.2 c 

Overdue Rate Section Per 
Lease 9.1 (b)
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Indemnification   
Lease Article 9 TOTAL Charges Amts Due

 LATE CHARGE PER LEASE 
PARA 3.2 c 

Overdue Rate Section Per 
Lease 9.1 (b)

-$                           10/1/2019 10/1/2019 0 -5 -$                    10.00% -$                      -$                      
-$                           11/1/2019 11/1/2019 0 -5 -$                    9.75% -$                      -$                      

61,456.39$                12/1/2019 -$                      12/31/2019 30 25 -$                    9.75% 492.49$                492.49$                
61,456.39$                1/1/2020 -$                      1/31/2020 30 25 -$                    9.75% 492.49$                492.49$                
61,456.39$                2/1/2020 -$                      2/28/2020 27 22 -$                    9.75% 443.24$                443.24$                
61,456.39$                3/1/2020 -$                      3/31/2020 30 25 -$                    8.78% 443.61$                443.61$                
61,456.39$                4/1/2020 -$                      4/30/2020 29 24 -$                    8.25% 402.83$                402.83$                
61,456.39$                5/1/2020 63,914.56$           5/26/2020 25 20 -$                    8.25% 347.27$                347.27$                

-$                           6/1/2020 6/30/2020 29 24 -$                    8.25% -$                      -$                      
-$                           6/1/2020 7/1/2020 30 25 -$                    8.25% -$                      -$                      
-$                           -$                    2,621.94$             2,621.94$             -$                      

SUBTOTAL RE TAXES

 Utility & Mun. Dep 
-$                           9/30/2019 9/30/2019 0 -5 -$                    10.00% -$                      -$                      
-$                           10/1/2019 10/1/2019 0 -5 -$                    10.00% -$                      -$                      
-$                           11/1/2019 11/1/2019 0 -5 -$                    9.75% -$                      -$                      

71,472.69$                12/17/2019 41,175.00$           3/16/2020 90 85 -$                    9.75% 1,718.28$             1,718.28$             
30,297.69$                1/1/2020 -$                      1/31/2020 30 25 -$                    9.75% 242.80$                242.80$                
30,297.69$                2/1/2020 -$                      2/28/2020 27 22 -$                    9.75% 218.52$                218.52$                
30,297.69$                3/1/2020 -$                      3/31/2020 30 25 -$                    8.78% 218.70$                218.70$                
30,297.69$                4/1/2020 -$                      4/30/2020 29 24 -$                    8.25% 198.60$                198.60$                
30,297.69$                5/1/2020 -$                      5/31/2020 30 25 -$                    8.25% 205.44$                205.44$                
30,297.69$                6/1/2020 -$                      6/30/2020 29 24 -$                    8.25% 198.60$                198.60$                
30,297.69$                7/1/2020 -$                      7/31/2020 30 25 -$                    8.25% 205.44$                205.44$                
30,297.69$                8/1/2020 -$                      8/31/2020 30 25 -$                    8.25% 205.44$                205.44$                
30,297.69$                9/1/2020 -$                      9/30/2020 29 24 -$                    8.25% 198.60$                198.60$                
30,297.69$                10/1/2020 -$                      10/31/2020 30 25 -$                    8.25% 205.44$                205.44$                
30,297.69$                11/1/2020 -$                      11/30/2020 29 24 -$                    8.25% 198.60$                198.60$                
30,297.69$                12/1/2020 -$                      12/31/2020 30 25 -$                    8.25% 205.44$                205.44$                
30,297.69$                1/1/2021 -$                      1/31/2021 30 25 -$                    8.25% 205.44$                205.44$                
30,297.69$                2/1/2021 -$                      2/28/2021 27 22 -$                    8.25% 184.90$                184.90$                
30,297.69$                3/1/2021 -$                      3/31/2021 30 25 -$                    8.25% 205.44$                205.44$                
30,297.69$                4/1/2021 -$                      4/30/2021 29 24 -$                    8.25% 198.60$                198.60$                
30,297.69$                5/1/2021 -$                      5/31/2021 30 25 -$                    8.25% 205.44$                205.44$                
30,297.69$                6/1/2021 -$                      6/30/2021 29 24 -$                    8.25% 198.60$                198.60$                
30,297.69$                7/1/2021 -$                      7/31/2021 30 25 -$                    8.25% 205.44$                205.44$                
30,297.69$                -$                    5,623.75$             5,623.75$             30,297.69$           

SUBTOTAL MUN & UTIL DEPOSITS

 Interest Rate 
Damages First 
Mortage Loan 

* Not Paid- for 
calculation 

purposes only 7.11% 3.00%
38,500,000.00$         9/30/2019 -$                      9/30/2019 0 -5 -$                    0.00% -$                      -$                      
38,500,000.00$         10/1/2019 -$                      10/31/2019 30 25 -$                    0.00% -$                      -$                      
38,500,000.00$         11/1/2019 -$                      11/30/2019 29 24 -$                    0.00% -$                      -$                      
38,500,000.00$         12/1/2019 -$                      12/31/2019 30 25 -$                    0.00% -$                      -$                      
38,500,000.00$         1/1/2020 -$                      1/31/2020 30 25 -$                    0.00% -$                      -$                      
38,500,000.00$         2/1/2020 -$                      2/28/2020 27 22 -$                    0.00% -$                      -$                      
38,500,000.00$         3/1/2020 -$                      3/31/2020 30 25 -$                    0.00% -$                      -$                      
38,500,000.00$         4/1/2020 -$                      4/30/2020 29 24 -$                    0.00% -$                      -$                      
38,500,000.00$         5/1/2020 -$                      5/31/2020 30 25 -$                    4.11% 130,056.16$         130,056.16$         
38,500,000.00$         6/1/2020 -$                      6/30/2020 29 24 -$                    4.11% 125,720.96$         125,720.96$         
38,500,000.00$         7/1/2020 -$                      7/31/2020 30 25 -$                    4.11% 130,056.16$         130,056.16$         
38,500,000.00$         8/1/2020 -$                      8/31/2020 30 25 -$                    4.11% 130,056.16$         130,056.16$         
38,500,000.00$         9/1/2020 -$                      9/30/2020 29 24 -$                    4.11% 125,720.96$         125,720.96$         
38,500,000.00$         10/1/2020 -$                      10/31/2020 30 25 -$                    4.11% 130,056.16$         130,056.16$         
38,500,000.00$         11/1/2020 -$                      11/30/2020 29 24 -$                    4.11% 125,720.96$         125,720.96$         
38,500,000.00$         12/1/2020 -$                      12/31/2020 30 25 -$                    4.11% 130,056.16$         130,056.16$         
38,500,000.00$         1/1/2021 -$                      1/31/2021 30 25 -$                    4.11% 130,056.16$         130,056.16$         
38,500,000.00$         2/1/2021 -$                      2/28/2021 27 22 -$                    4.11% 117,050.55$         117,050.55$         
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Indemnification   
Lease Article 9 TOTAL Charges Amts Due

 LATE CHARGE PER LEASE 
PARA 3.2 c 

Overdue Rate Section Per 
Lease 9.1 (b)

38,500,000.00$         3/1/2021 -$                      3/31/2021 30 25 -$                    4.11% 130,056.16$         130,056.16$         
38,500,000.00$         4/1/2021 -$                      4/30/2021 29 24 -$                    4.11% 125,720.96$         125,720.96$         
38,500,000.00$         5/1/2021 -$                      5/31/2021 30 25 -$                    4.11% 130,056.16$         130,056.16$         
38,500,000.00$         6/1/2021 -$                      6/30/2021 29 24 -$                    4.11% 125,720.96$         125,720.96$         
38,500,000.00$         7/1/2021 -$                      7/31/2021 30 25 -$                    4.11% 130,056.16$         130,056.16$         

-$                           -$                    1,916,160.82$      1,916,160.82$      -$                      
SUBTOTAL SBLI 

 Interest Rate 
Damages Mezz Loan 

* Not Paid- for 
calculation 

purposes only 14.00% 3.00%
9,500,000.00$           9/30/2019 9/30/2019 0 -5 -$                    0.00% -$                      -$                      
9,500,000.00$           10/1/2019 10/31/2019 30 25 -$                    0.00% -$                      -$                      
9,500,000.00$           11/1/2019 11/30/2019 29 24 -$                    0.00% -$                      -$                      
9,500,000.00$           12/1/2019 12/31/2019 30 25 -$                    0.00% -$                      -$                      
9,500,000.00$           1/1/2020 1/31/2020 30 25 -$                    0.00% -$                      -$                      
9,500,000.00$           2/1/2020 2/28/2020 27 22 -$                    0.00% -$                      -$                      
9,500,000.00$           3/1/2020 3/31/2020 30 25 -$                    0.00% -$                      -$                      
9,500,000.00$           4/1/2020 4/30/2020 29 24 -$                    0.00% -$                      -$                      
9,500,000.00$           5/1/2020 5/31/2020 30 25 -$                    11.00% 85,890.41$           85,890.41$           
9,500,000.00$           6/1/2020 6/30/2020 29 24 -$                    11.00% 83,027.40$           83,027.40$           
9,500,000.00$           7/1/2020 -$                      7/31/2020 30 25 -$                    11.00% 85,890.41$           85,890.41$           
9,500,000.00$           8/1/2020 -$                      8/31/2020 30 25 -$                    11.00% 85,890.41$           85,890.41$           
9,500,000.00$           9/1/2020 -$                      9/30/2020 29 24 -$                    11.00% 83,027.40$           83,027.40$           
9,500,000.00$           10/1/2020 -$                      10/31/2020 30 25 -$                    11.00% 85,890.41$           85,890.41$           
9,500,000.00$           11/1/2020 -$                      11/30/2020 29 24 -$                    11.00% 83,027.40$           83,027.40$           
9,500,000.00$           12/1/2020 -$                      12/31/2020 30 25 -$                    11.00% 85,890.41$           85,890.41$           
9,500,000.00$           1/1/2021 -$                      1/31/2021 30 25 -$                    11.00% 85,890.41$           85,890.41$           
9,500,000.00$           2/1/2021 -$                      2/28/2021 27 22 -$                    11.00% 77,301.37$           77,301.37$           
9,500,000.00$           3/1/2021 -$                      3/31/2021 30 25 -$                    11.00% 85,890.41$           85,890.41$           
9,500,000.00$           4/1/2021 -$                      4/30/2021 29 24 -$                    11.00% 83,027.40$           83,027.40$           
9,500,000.00$           5/1/2021 -$                      5/31/2021 30 25 -$                    11.00% 85,890.41$           85,890.41$           
9,500,000.00$           6/1/2021 -$                      6/30/2021 29 24 -$                    11.00% 83,027.40$           83,027.40$           
9,500,000.00$           7/1/2021 -$                      7/31/2021 30 25 -$                    11.00% 85,890.41$           85,890.41$           

-$                           -$                    1,265,452.05$      1,265,452.05$      -$                      
SUBTOTAL BA 
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Indemnification   
Lease Article 9 TOTAL Charges Amts Due

 LATE CHARGE PER LEASE 
PARA 3.2 c 

Overdue Rate Section Per 
Lease 9.1 (b)

Indemnification - Professional Fees Professional Fees
AFF Through July 26, 2021 753,305.12$         

To Complete 105,000.00$         
Total 858,305.12$         858,305.12$         

DelBello Through June 20, 2021 280,048.61$         
To Complete 75,000.00$           
Total 355,048.61$         355,048.61$         

Congress Through May 2020 incl WIP 72,375.00$           
To Complete 225,000.00$         
Total 297,375.00$         297,375.00$         

Abatte Through May 2020 5,087.24$             
To Complete -$                      
Total 5,087.24$             5,087.24$             

Povol Through May 2020 2,575.00$             
To Complete 5,000.00$             
Total 7,575.00$             7,575.00$             

To Complete 150,000.00$         609.03$                

TOTAL TRANSACTIONAL (EST) 1,524,000.00$      

Lender Charges
SBLI Legal

James Wine, BA Counsel, DLA Piper 26,727.58$           
To Complete -$                      
Total Lender Legaal 26,727.58$           26,727.58$           

SBLI  Default Inerest
Through 06/01/21 2,596,078.81$      
June 2021 160,416.67$         
July 2021 171,111.11$         
TOT 2,927,606.59$      2,927,606.59$      

SBLI Late Payments Through 06/01/21 Statement 192,947.81$         
June 2021 Est 18,779.11$           
July 2021 Est 19,397.79$           

TOT 231,124.71$         231,124.71$         

BA Default Interest
SBLI Default Rate (Maturity) 8/17/2020 7/30/2021 347          9,500,000.00$    5.00% 451,575.34$         
SBLI Extension Fees 8/17/2020 9,500,000.00$    0.50% 47,500.00$           

8/17/2021 9,500,000.00$    0.50% 47,500.00$           
TOT 546,575.34$         546,575.34$         

SUBTOTAL Lender -$                    -$                      3,732,034.22$      -$                      3,732,034.22$      
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AMOUNTS DUE

Per  Affidavitt Per Schedules Variance
Holdover rent and rent 18,219,474.00$       

2,123,155.10            
10,839.79                  

220,784.14               
20,574,253.03$       20,574,253.03          -                              

Real estate taxes 2,621.94                    2,621.94                    -                              

Deposits and Late Charges 35,921.44                  35,921.44                  -                              

Default interest 3,181,612.87            3,181,612.87            -                              

Professional fees 1,524,000.00            1,524,000.00            -                              

Lender defaulta and late charges 3,732,034.22            3,732,034.22            -                              

Accelerated rent 82,369,770.00          82,369,770.00          -                              

111,420,213.50$     111,420,213.50$     T
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Exhibit 25 
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J __ _ -i-- -i- ~,-I 
HBL SNF Default Costs due to Landlord I - 1--=-

I 

LATE CHARGE PER LEASE Overdue Rate Section Per 
PARA 3.2 c Lease 9.1 l bl 

Indemnification 
Lease Article 9 

I I 

Days > s I 5% Late Charge Prime Rate 
Amount Due Due Date Amount Paid , Date Paid Davs Late Late Per Lease 3.2 (cl + Overdue Chan:ies 

--~ 

j R$ent L-- __ I ~ 5.00% L ~ 10,839.79 9/30/2019 7/31/2021 670 6~~ 541.9 10.00% $ ____ 1,989.77 _ 
$ 506,096.50 ~ 10/1/2019 1 $ 506,096.50 10/30/2019 29 24 $ 25,304.8 10.00% $ 4,021 .04 

- $$ 506]9if5o 11/1/2019$506,096.50 11/18/2019 ___ 17 11 $ 25,304.83--+-- 9.75%_ $ __ 2,298.23 --
506,096.50 12/1/2019 $ 506,096.50 12/3/2019 2 -3 $ ~ 9.75%_ $ __ ,-+--$ 506,096.50 1/1/~ $ 506,096.50 1/2/2020 1 -4 $ - 9.75% $ -

$ 506,096.50 21112020 $ 506,096.50 21112020 --== __ o_ -5 $ ~ 9.75% $ __ --~$ 506,096.50 3/1/2020 $ 506,096.50 3/2/2020 1 ~ _j__ - 8.78% ~$____ - >--
$ ~ 6.096.5o 41112020 $ 506,096.50 5/612020 35 30 $ 25,304.83 8.25% $ 4.oo3.11 T 

I - ~ 506,096.50 5/1/2020 $ 506,096.50 5/26/2020 25 ___ 20 $ 25,304.83 8.25%$ 2,859.79 I ""' '$ 506,096.50 6/1/2020 $ 506,096.50 6/2/2020 1 -4 $ - 8.25% $ -
$ 506,096.50 7/1/2020 $ 506,096.50 7/1/2020 0 -5 $ - 8~ 1 $ ---_---+-+-

$ 506,096.50 8/1/2020(J: 506,096.50 8/7/2020 6 1 $ 25,304.83 8.25% $ 686.35 
$ 506,096.50 91112020 $ 506,096.50 1--__,,,,,9-==14,,,,12:-::0..,,.20=1_---~ 3 ~ T - , 8.25% $ -
$ 506,096.50 101112020 t $ 506,096.50 10/2/2020 ~1 - 4 $ - 8.25%~ -=-~ 5o6.o96.5o f- 1111,2020L $ 5os.o96.5o 111212020 1 - :,r l' - 1 8.25%1 $ -

__ $ 506,096.50 12/1/2020 $ 506,096.50 12/2/2020 1 -4 $ - 8.25% $ -
$ 506,096.50 ~ 1/1/2021 f $ 506,096.50 1/4/2021 3 -2 $ - 8.25% $ _ -~-
$ 506,096.50 2/1/2021 $ 506,096.50 2/4/2021 3 -2 $ - 8.25% $ -

_ $ 506.096.50 31112021 $ 506.096.50 31212021 1 ""'4T -~- 8.25% $ -
; 506,096.50 4/1/2021 $ 506,096.50 4/1/2021 0 -5 $ - 8.25% $ -

-----+-f-c_,.-$---;=g::g~::;g 1 ~:~:~g~~ r i ;gtg::: ~~~:~g~~ ~ ~ : ~;:~g::~~ ~:~;~ i ~~!:: f- -

$ ~ ,096.50 i 7/1/2021 $ 506,096.50 7/7/2021 6 1 $ 25 304.83 I 8.25% ~ 686.35 

-f-

f------

--
--

$ 10,839.79 I $ 202,980.59 1 $ 17,803.55 

TOTAL Charges Amts Due 

I 
- .+--

--r- 29,325.87 =- --$ 2,531:~76 

$ 27,603.06 
_ $ _ -=-I-: :a--$-- - ---
- $ __ 29,308.53 --= 

$ 28,164.62 --
$ -

$ - --
$ 25,991.18 
$ --_ 

- $--- - --

$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 

- $ -

$ 
$ 
$ 

---' 

--~ 25,876.78 
25,991.18 
2599f:'is 

220,784.14 $ 10,839.79 
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Printed on 1.7.2020   White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC    
 Page 1 of 1 
 

 
Transmittal Cover Sheet 

 
WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE Project #  415 White Plains Healthcare Properties I, 

LLC 
120 Church Street   Tel:  978.535.6700   Fax:  978.535.6701 
White Plains, NY 10601    
 
  
 
Transmitted To  Transmitted By    
Lizer Josefovic Kim Jackson 
HBL SNF, LLC White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC 
1280 Albany Post Road 2 Bourbon Street 
Croton-on Hudson, NY 10520 Peabody, MA 01960 
Tel:  Tel: 978.535.6700 ext. 125 
Fax:  Fax: 978.535.6701 
             
Package Transmitted For Delivered Via  
Information Email/FedEx Delivery 
  
Cc:  
Alfred Donnellan, Delbello Donnellan Weingarten Wise & Wiederkehr  LLP 
Mark Zafrin, Michelman & Robinson  LLP 
Joshua Roccapriore, White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC 
Lizer Josefovic, Water`s Edge Rehabilitation & Healthcare 
Mark Neuman, Epic Health Care Management, LLC 
Gerald Neuman, HBL SNF, LLC 
 
Remarks  
 
Enclosed for your use and information please find the following document: 
 
* Notice of Default and Landlord's Election to Terminate Lease and Accelerate All Rents Due for the Balance of the 
Lease Term dated 01-07-2020 for the Property Located at 116-120 Church Street, White Plains, NY 
 
If you require further assistance please contact Joshua Roccapriore, Owner's Representative at (978) 535-6700 ext. 
135 or via email: jroccapriore@congressconstruction.com 
 
Thank you. 
 
encl. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                        

Date: 01/07/2020 Reference Number: 243
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DELBELLO DONNELLAN WEINGARTEN 
WISE & WIEDERKEHR, LLP 

Alfred E. Donnellan 
Partner 
aed@ddw-law.com 

COUNSELLORS AT LAW 

THE GATEWAY BUILDING 
ONE NORTH LEXINGTON A VENUE 
WHITE PLAINS, NEW YORK I 0601 

(914) 681-0200 
FACSIMILE (914) 684-0288 

January 7, 2020 

BY EMAIL lizerj@watersedgeusa.com 
BY FEDERAL EXPRESS 

HBLSNF,LLC 
1280 Albany Post Road 
Croton-on-Hudson, NY 10520 
Attn: Lizer Josefovic 

NOTICE OF DEFAULT 

Connecticut Office 
1111 SUMMER STREET 
STAMFORD, CT 06905 

(203) 298-0000 

AND LANDLORD'S ELECTION TO TERMINATE LEASE AND 
ACCELERATE ALL RENTS DUE FOR THE BALANCE OF THE LEASE TERM 

PREMISES: 116-120 Church Street, White Plains, New York ("the Leased Premises") 

Mr. Josefovic: 

We are attorneys for your Landlord, White Plains Health Care Properties I, LLC. 

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE, that HBL SNF, LLC ("HBL") is in material violation of the 
provisions of its November 19, 2015 Lease, for the above referenced premises ("the Lease"), and 
the November 20, 2019 Letter of Intent (the "LOI"), the terms of which are in full force and 
effect (the "LOI"), and is in DEFAULT thereof, as follows: 

1. Lease Section 3.2, and LOI Para 6) d) ii) - Pavment of Rent: HBL has failed or refused to 
pay the following Rent: 

a. Rent due for Sept. 30, 2019 - Dec. 31, 2019, totaling $10,831.79. 
b. Additional Rent due for Jan. 01 - 31, 2020, due Jan. 1, 2020, totaling $40,000.00. 

2. Lease Section 4.2, and LOI Para 6) b) - Payment of Real Estate Taxes: HBL has failed to pay 
the following Real Estate Tax payments: 

a. Real Estate Taxes for the period 07/01/19 - 12/31/19, specifically the Tenant's 
prorated portion thereof, ( exclusive of late fees, costs, penalties and interest per 
municipal regulations and per the Lease), totaling $61,456.39. 

b. Real Estate Taxes for the period Jan. 01, 2020 - June 30, 2020 totaling $121,587.12 

1569918 
0181960-001 
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HBL SNF,LLC 
Attn: Lizer Josefovic 
January 7, 2020 
Page 2 

3. LOI Para 6) b), and Lease Section 5.2 - Payment of Utility Deposits and Municipal 
Maintenance Escrows: HBL has failed to pay the following Utility Deposits and Municipal 
Maintenance Escrows: 

a. Utility Deposits totaling $60,356.10 
b. Municipal Maintenance Escrows totaling $5,500.00 

4. Lease Section 4.1. LOI Section 6) j) - Utility Charges: HBL has failed to pay the following 
Utility Charges: 

a. ConEdison invoice paid by the Landlord to avoid power shutoff, in the amount of 
$2,972.84. 

5. Lease Article VI, including Section 6.2; LOI Para 6) h) - Delivery oflnsurance Certificates. 
a. HBL has failed to deliver certificates of insurance to Landlord in accordance with 

Article VI and Section 6.2 of the Lease. 

6. Lease Section 7.4 (!!) and (j) - Reporting and other Obligations: 
a. HBL has failed or refused to deliver to the Landlord all Medicare, Medicaid and other 

provider agreements and reimbursement rate sheets for the Facility. 
b. HBL has failed or refused to deliver to the Landlord all Medicare, Medicaid and other 

provider updated reimbursement rate sheets for the Facility. 

7. Lease Section 7.4 (a) - Reporting and other Obligations: 
a. HBL has failed or refused to deliver to the Landlord the required financial reporting 

required under the Lease. 

8. Lease Section 7.4 (B) (vi ) - Reporting and other Obligations: 
a. HBL has failed or refused to deliver to the Landlord the required written reports 

providing an operational overview of significant events and circumstances at the 
Facility during each prior month of the Term of the Lease. 

9. Lease Section 7. l(a)(ii) , as amended by LOI Para 6) d) i) - Security Deposit. 
a. HBL has failed or refused to deliver to the Landlord by December 1, 2019 the 

security deposit of $1,000,000.00, to secure full and timely payment and performance 
of Tenant's obligations under the Lease. 

10. Lease Section 7 .1 ( a)(iii), as amended by LOI Para 6) e) - Additional Security Deposit. 
a. HBL has failed to deliver the blocked account agreement prohibiting any liquidation 

of the of $1,600,000.00 held by JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. in the controlled 
account number 

11. Lease Section 4.L 3.2 (c), and 9.1 (b) -Payment of Late Fees and Costs 
a. HBL has failed to pay late fees and costs related to the above failures to pay its 

obligations under the Lease and the LOI in the timeframes required thereunder, as set 
forth in the attached accounting, totaling $23,425.09 

1569918 
0181960-001 
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HBLSNF,LLC 
Attn: Lizer Josefovic 
January 7, 2020 
Page 3 

A true and accurate accounting of the amounts due and owing under the Lease and the 
LOI is attached herewith. 

By reason of the aforementioned material Defaults under the Lease and the LOI, the 
Landlord, hereby exercises its right under Section 16.1 of the Lease to terminate the Lease as 
well as Tenant's right of possession of the Leased Premises, effective January 13, 2020 at 5.00 
PM NYC time. 

PLEASE TAKE FURTHER NOTICE, that, in accordance with Section 16.1 of the 
Lease, all rent for the balance of the term of the Lease is accelerated, and pursuant to said lease 
provision, HBL is obligated to pay the Landlord $84,073,989.91, being the present value of such 
accelerated rent, discounted at the rate of 6% per annum. 

Landlord reserves all other rights and remedies at law or in equity as against the Tenant, 
all guarantors of the Lease, and the holders of any funds allocated or designated for Landlord's 
benefit. 

Landlord further reserves all rights arising from the Collateral Assignment and Pledge of 
Membership Interest and Security Agreement dated August 11, 2017 ("the Pledge"), including 
but not limited to all rights to enforce the Pledge through a private or public sale of the assignor's 
interest in Waterview Acquisition I, LLC or through a judicial foreclosure of the assignee's 
security interest therein. 

Very truly yours, 

ALFRED E. DONNELLAN 

AUTHORIZED AND APPROVED: 

White Plains Health Care Properties I, LLC 

Authorized Representative 

cc: By Email (lizerj@watersedgeusa.com) & Federal Express 
Lizer Josefovic, Guarantor, Individually 
53 Mariner Way 
Monsey,NY 10952 

1569918 
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HBLSNF,LLC 
Attn: Lizer Josefovic 
January 7, 2020 
Page4 

By Email {markn@epicmgt.com) & Federal Express 
Mark Neuman, Guarantor, Individually 
22 Lyncrest Drive 
Monsey,NY" 10952 

By Email (mzafrin@mrllp.com) & Federal Express 
Michelman & Robinson 
800 Third Avenue, 24th Floor 
New York, NY" 10022 
Attn: Mark Zafrin, Esq. 

By Federal Express 
Gerald Neuman, Individually 
c/o HBL SNF, LLC 
1280 Albany Post Road 
Croton-on-Hudson, NY" 10520 

1569918 
0181960-001 
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WHITE PLAINS HEALTH CARE PROPERTIES I, LLC 
c/o THE CONGRESS COMPANIES 

General Contractors, Construction Managers, Propet1y Managers, Development Setvices 
BOSTON: 
West Peabody Executive Center 

2 Bourbon Street 

Peabody, MA 01960 
Phone: 978-535-6700 
Fax: 978-535-6701 

7-Jan-19 

NOTICE OF AMOUNTS AND DELIVERABLES DUE UNDER LEASE & LOI of 11/20/19 
Gentlemen: Pursuant to the Lease and the LOI dated November 20, 2019, the following are due: 

AMOUNTS PAYABLE Due Date Amt Due Amounts Paid Amt Past Due 

1 Rent January, 2020 (See Note 1 Below) 01/01/20 $ 546,096.50 $ 506,096.50 $ 40,000.00 
2 Rent 9/30/19 - 11 /30/19 12/01/19 § 10,831 .79 § I 10,831.79 

SUBTOTAL RENT AND ADDITIONAL RENT: $ 556,928.29 $ 506,096.50 $ 50,831.79 

3 RE Taxes 7/1/19-12/31/19, Tenant portion: 09/30/19-12/31/19 12/01/19 $ 61,456.39 $ $ 61,456.39 
± RE Taxes for the i:1eriod 1/1/20 - 6/30/20 12/01/19 i 121 ,587.12 ~ i 121 ,587.12 

SUBTOTAL REAL ESTATE TAXES $ 183,043.51 $ $ 183,043.51 

5 Utility Deposits 12/01/19 $ 60,356.10 $ $ 60,356.10 
6 Municipal Deposits 12/01/19 $ 5,500.00 $ $ 5,500.00 
I ConEdison Electric Invoice 12/17/19 1 2,972.84 i ~ 2,972.84 

Subtotal $ 68,828.94 $ $ 68,828.94 

TOTAL RENT, RE TAXES, & OTHER $ 808,800.74 $ 506,096.50 $ 302,704.24 

§ Security Deoosit 1st i:1avment 12/01/19 i 1,000,000.00 $ i 1,000,000.00 

TOTALAMTS DUE EXCLUDING LATE FEES & COSTS $ 1,808,800.74 $ 506,096.50 $ 1,302,704.24 

9 Interest on past due real estate taxes on a per-diem basis: 12/15/19 $ 3,039.68 $ $ 3,039.68 
10 Late Fees of 5% on items 1,2,3,5,6, 7 12/15/19 $ 9,055.86 $ $ 9,055.86 
11 Interest on Items 1,2.3,5 & 6 at the Overdue Rate {Prime+5%} 12/15/19 $ 11 ,329.55 ~ $ 11 ,329.55 

TOTAL LA TE FEES AND COSTS $ 23,425.09 $ $ 23,425.09 

TOTAL AMOUNTS DUE $ 1,8321225.83 $ 5061096.50 $ 113261129.33 

ADDITIONAL NOTICE OF ITEMS DUE: As reguired j;!er the Lease and LOI , Qlease i;!rovide the following: 

Notice is hereby made to that Jan. 2020 & all subsequent Rent shall be due in the 
amount of: $546,096.50, calculated as: $506,096.50 rent plus $40,000.00 additional rent 2nd Notice 

2 Notice is hereby made to provide all Medicare and Medicaid provider 
Agreements and rates. 2nd Notice 

3 Notice is hereby made to provide Annual Budget, Capital Expenditures, Operating 
Budget, Annual Financial Reporting, monthly financial reporting Financial 
Reporting, Variance Reporting, Unaudited Financial Reports 

4 Notice is hereby made to provide per a written report of significant events at the 
facility including: Copies of all documents, reports. licenses and certificates 
from NY DOH pertaining to the Operations of the Facility 2nd Notice 

5 Notice is hereby made to provide: Evidence of Insurance, including all 
required coverages under the lease, and all additional insureds. 2nd Notice 
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1 
 

SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------X 
WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC, 
 
    Plaintiff,    Index No. 60278/2020 
        
 -against-        
          
HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/K/A LIZER FIRST AMENDED 
JOZOFOVIC and MARK NEUMAN, VERIFIED ANSWER 
         WITH AFFIRMATIVE 
    Defendants and   DEFENSES, COUNTER- 
    Third-Party Plaintiff,   CLAIMS AND THIRD- 
         PARTY COMPLAINT 
 -against- 
 
CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY  
CONSULTING, THE CONGRESS COMPANIES, 
HOWARD FENSTERMAN, and WILLIAM  
NICHOLSON, 
 
    Third-Party Defendants. 
-------------------------------------------------------------------X 
 
 

Defendants, HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/K/A LIZER JOZOFOVIC and 

MARK NEUMAN (collectively, “Defendants”), by and through their counsel Michelman & 

Robinson, LLP, hereby assert the following verified answer with affirmative defenses, 

counterclaims, and third-party complaint and allege upon information and belief as follows: 

ANSWER TO COMPLAINT 

1. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “1,” “2,” and “3.”  

2. Defendants admit the allegations in paragraphs “4” through “11.” 

3. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “12” and “13.”  

4. In response to the allegations in paragraphs “14” through “20,” Defendants assert 

that the document speaks for itself. 
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5. Defendants admit the allegations in paragraphs “21” and “22.”  

6. In response to the allegations in paragraph “23,” Defendants assert that the 

document speaks for itself. 

7. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “24,” “25,” and “26.”  

8. In response to the allegations in paragraphs “27” through “32,” Defendants assert 

that the document speaks for itself. 

9. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph “33.”  

10. In response to the allegations in paragraphs “34” through “37,” Defendants assert 

that the document speaks for itself. 

11. In response to the allegations in paragraphs “38” through “40” Defendants assert 

that the document speaks for itself. 

12. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph “41.” 

13. Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph “42.” 

14. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “43” through “49.” 

15. In response to the allegations in paragraph “50” Defendants assert that the 

document speaks for itself. 

16. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “51” through “53.” 

17. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “54” through “69.”  

18. In response to the allegations in paragraph “70,” Defendants assert that the 

document speaks for itself. 

19. Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph “71.”  

20. In response to the allegations in paragraphs “72” through “75,” Defendants assert 

that the document speaks for itself. 
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21. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “76,” “77,” and “78.”  

22. Defendants lack sufficient information to form a belief regarding the allegations 

and, on that basis, deny the allegations in paragraphs “79” and “80.”  

23. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph “81.”  

24. In response to the allegations in paragraphs “82” and “83,” Defendants assert that 

the document speaks for itself. 

25. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “84” through “91.”  

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST HBL 
(BREACH OF CONTRACT) 

 
26. Defendants repeat, reallege, and incorporate by reference their response to 

paragraphs “1” through “91” as if fully set forth herein. 

27. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “92” and “93.”  

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST HBL 
(BREACH OF CONTRACT) 

 
28. Defendants repeat, reallege, and incorporate by reference their response to 

paragraphs “1” through “93” as if fully set forth herein. 

29. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “94” and “95.”  

THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST JOZEFOVIC 
(ENFORCING GUARANTY) 

 
30. Defendants repeat, reallege, and incorporate by reference their response to 

paragraphs “1” through “95” as if fully set forth herein. 

31. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “96” and “97.”  
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FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST NEUMAN 
(ENFORCING GUARANTY) 

 
32. Defendants repeat, reallege, and incorporate by reference their response to 

paragraphs “1” through “97” as if fully set forth herein. 

33. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “98” and “99.”  

FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST JOZEFOVIC 
(BREACH OF CONTRACT) 

34. Defendants repeat, reallege, and incorporate by reference their response to 

paragraphs “1” through “99” as if fully set forth herein. 

35. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “100” and “101.” 
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AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES 

Defendants assert the following affirmative defenses, without admitting that Defendants 

would bear the burden of proof on any of these or any other affirmative defenses. 

FIRST AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
(Plaintiff’s Breach) 

 
1. Plaintiff’s claims for relief are barred, in whole or in part, because plaintiff is in 

breach of its obligations under the Lease, the integrated development agreements, and its non-

payment of mortgage debt. 

SECOND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
(Failure to Perform) 

 
2. Plaintiff failed to perform its obligations under the Lease and integrated Project 

documents and is not entitled to performance by the Defendants. 

THIRD AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
(Terms Too Indefinite To Enforce) 

 
3. Certain terms within the Lease which plaintiff seeks to enforce are not clear and 

not definite and are therefore unenforceable. 

FOURTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
(Payment) 

 
4. Defendants have made various substantial pre-payments of rent which have not 

been credited to their account, and Defendants have made monthly rental payments to plaintiff 

which plaintiff has failed to use for its mortgage debt. 
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FIFTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
(Not Entitled to Enforcement) 

 
5. Plaintiff’s failure to deliver the Project in compliance with NYSDOH approvals 

renders the Lease unenforceable. 

SIXTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
(Offsets) 

 
6. Defendants are entitled to substantial offsets against the rents due under the Lease. 

SEVENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
(Fraud In The Inducement) 

 
7. Plaintiff induced the Defendants to enter into the Lease and guarantee agreements 

by making fraudulent representations and failing to disclose material facts. 

EIGHTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
(Waiver) 

 
8. Plaintiff has accepted performance by Defendants and waives any and all right to 

sue for breach of contract. 

NINTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
(Bad Faith/Unclean Hands) 

 
9. The plaintiff is not entitled to the relief it seeks as it has acted in bad faith and with 

unclean hands. 

TENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
(Other Affirmative Defenses) 

 
10. Defendants reserve the right to supplement or amend this Verified Answer, 

including through the addition of further affirmative defenses, based on the course of discovery 

and proceedings in this litigation. 
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COUNTERCLAIMS AGAINST WHITE PLAINS  
HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC  

AND  
THIRD-PARTY CLAIMS AGAINST CCC EQUITIES, LLC,  

PROJECT EQUITY CONSULTING, THE CONGRESS COMPANIES, 
HOWARD FENSTERMAN, AND WILLIAM NICHOLSON 

 
Now and for their counterclaims against plaintiff and third-party complaint against third-

party defendants, Defendants, upon information and belief, allege the following: 1 

 
1. CCC Equities, LLC is a limited liability company duly organized and existing under 

the laws of the State of New York with an address and place of business at 3 Dakota Drive, Suite 

300, Lake Success, New York 11042. 

2. Project Equity Consulting is a limited liability company duly organized and 

existing under the laws of the State of New York with an address and place of business at 3 Dakota 

Drive, Suite 300, Lake Success, New York 11042. 

3. The Congress Companies is a corporation duly organized and existing under the 

laws of the State of Massachusetts with an address and place of business at 2 Bourbon Street, West 

Peabody Executive Center, Peabody, Massachusetts 01960 and regularly conducts business within 

the State of New York. 

4. Howard Fensterman is an individual residing at 4 Pond Lane, Sands Point, New 

York 11050 with a business address and place of business at Abrams, Fensterman, Fensterman, 

Eisman, Formato, Ferrara, Wolf & Carone, LLP, 3 Dakota Drive, Suite 300, Lake Success, New 

York 11042. 

 
1 Pursuant to the Court’s instruction, Defendants incorporate all claims, allegations, and causes 
of action contained within the complaint filed on October 22, 2020, in the action captioned Lizer 
Jozefovic v. White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC et al., Index No. 655549/2020. A copy of 
the complaint is attached as Exhibit A. 
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5. Through the period complained of herein, Fensterman acted as both a principal in 

the transaction and legal counsel to certain parties including the defendant Lizer Jozefovic. 

6. William Nicholson is an individual residing at 12 Long Meadow Drive, Ipswich, 

Massachusetts 01938 with a business address and place of business at 2 Bourbon Street, West 

Peabody Executive Center, Suite 200, Peabody, Massachusetts 01960. 

7. This case involves the development of a new state-of-the-art 160-bed skilled 

nursing facility on Church Street in White Plains, New York (the “Facility.”) 

8. The Facility was proposed by the defendant, HBL SNF, LLC (“HBL”), and its 

principals Lizer Jozefovic and Mark Newman (the “Jozefovic Team”) to the New York State 

Department of Health (“NYSDOH”) in August 2009. 

9. The Facility is dedicated to providing specialized services to “difficult to place 

patients,” including but not limited to, patients who exhibit psychiatric behaviors, patients who are 

undocumented, patients with developmental and physical disabilities, and patients who have no 

means of financial support and require charity care. 

10. The Facility was intentionally located in White Plains to service high-density 

minority and high-density poverty populations as compared to surrounding regions. 

11. In order to obtain a Certificate of Need from NYSDOH, the Jozefovic Team 

acquired skilled nursing bed licenses from other area nursing facilities including Hebrew Hospital 

Home of Westchester, Bethel Nursing Home, and Taylor Care Center. 

12. After full review of the Jozefovic Team’s application, NYSDOH determined that 

the Jozefovic Team was a successful operator of nursing facilities that are authorized to care for 

the elderly and individuals with long-term physical care needs and has an established history of 

achieving high occupancy at the facilities it operated. 
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13. NYSDOH further determined that the Facility was unique and necessary as it 

provided care to patients not accepted by other facilities because of their special needs. 

14. At the time the Jozefovic Team proposed the Facility, the Plaintiff White Plains 

Healthcare Properties I, LLC (“WPHP”) and the third-party defendants Howard Fensterman 

(“Fensterman”), William Nicholson (“Nicholson”), and their companies CCC Equities LLC 

(“CCCE”), Project Equity Construction (“PEC”), and The Congress Companies (“Congress”), 

approached the Jozefovic Team and proposed that they act as developers for the new Facility. 

15. Led by third-party defendant Fensterman, these parties represented that they were 

capable of performing all aspects of development of the Facility including construction and 

financing (hereafter “the Project.”) 

16. In fact, the Project costs for the Facility presented to NYSDOH by the Jozefovic 

Team were costs calculated and submitted by Fensterman and Nicholson. 

17. Importantly, these costs established a total Project cost of $56, 631,759. 

18. The Project costs for the Facility were itemized by Fensterman and Nicholson as 

follows: 

   Land acquisition  $  4,528,333 
   New construction  $37,282,722 
   Design Contingency  $  1,864,136 
   Construction Contingency $  1,864,136 
   Architect/Engineering Fees $  2,982,618 
   Construction Manager Fees $     745,654 
   Other Fees (Consultant) $     750,000 
   Movable Equipment  $  1,480,000 
   Financing Costs  $  2,112,000 
   Interim Interest Expense $  2,710,400 
   CON Application Fee  $         2,000 
   CON Processing Fee  $     309,760 
   Total Project Cost  $56,631,759 
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19. Many of these costs were to be paid to Fensterman and Nicholson directly, as well 

as Fensterman’s law firm, and other costs to their entities as fees, interest costs, and other Project 

expenses. 

20. In addition, Fensterman and Nicholson represented that they could arrange for 

100% of the Project financing. 

21. More specifically, Fensterman and Nicholson specifically represented and agreed 

in writing that they could secure a HUD insured mortgage in the amount of $42,240,000 with an 

interest rate of 5.5% and a term of thirty (30) years. 

22. A description of this mortgage was included in the projected Medicaid 

Reimbursement submitted to NYSDOH as part of the Project feasibility forecast. 

23. Furthermore, Fensterman represented that he could provide the necessary project 

equity in the amount of $9,863,246 through his company CCC Equities, LLC. 

24. The Jozefovic Team presented this financing arrangement to NYSDOH in support 

of its request for approval of the Facility and these costs became part of NYSDOH’s Project 

approval. 

25. Given that Fensterman and Nicholson agreed to develop, finance, and own the 

Project, the Jozefovic Team agreed to enter into a Lease Agreement to occupy and operate the 

Facility. 

26. To accomplish this, Fensterman and Nicholson proposed that their company White 

Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC become the landlord for the operating company owned by the 

Jozefovic Team known as HBL. 

27. The Lease was to be for a twenty (20) year term. 
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28. The rent was to be calculated as an amount equal to the debt service of the HUD 

insured mortgage to be obtained by Fensterman and Nicholson plus a return of cash equity to 

WPHP on the account of the equity contributions through CCCE. 

29. The annual rent proposed by Fensterman and Nicholson and presented to NYSDOH 

equaled $4,318,000 annually or $360,000 per month. 

30. The amount of annual rent as calculated above was eligible for reimbursement to 

HBL through the NYSDOH. 

31. The Project as proposed to the NYSDOH was to be completed in approximately 

twenty (20) months. 

32. The NYSDOH gave approval for the Project on the terms described above in 

October 2012. 

33. Throughout the NYSDOH application process, the Jozefovic Team relied upon 

representations made by Fensterman and Nicholson. 

34. However, shortly after receiving approval from NYSDOH, the Jozefovic Team 

learned that Fensterman and Nicholson did not have the capital necessary to commence or 

complete the Project as presented. 

35. As a result of this lack of capital the Project was delayed for years. 

36. In an attempt to overcome this lack of capital, on November 15, 2015, HBL entered 

into a Development Agreement with White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC (the “Development 

Agreement.”) 

37. On the same date, HBL entered into a Lease with White Plains Healthcare 

Properties I, LLC (the “Lease”) for the Facility in order to enable WPHP to obtain its Project 

financing. 
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38. The Development Agreement and Lease are essential parts of the same transaction 

and are constitute integrated agreements. 

39. Pursuant to the Development Agreement, the Project was to be “turn-key” meaning 

that the plaintiff and third-party defendants would deliver a fully constructed facility authorized to 

operate as a skilled nursing facility with permanent financing in place in accordance with the 

approval granted by NYSDOH. 

40. However, because Fensterman and Nicholson lacked sufficient capital to complete 

the Project on a turn-key basis, they induced the Jozefovic Team to withdraw its equity from 

another nursing facility which it owned and operated known as Waterview Nursing Home and to 

contribute that equity to the Project so that the Project could move forward in 2016. 

41. In particular, the Jozefovic Team made the following capital contributions to the 

Project as memorialized in a Term Sheet dated November 20, 2015: 

a) $2,200,000 paid to WPHP to be used by Congress for pre-development costs; 
b) $197,072 to CCC Equities, LLC to be used in the discretion of Fensterman; 
c) $1,595,368.32 into a control account in the name of HBL SNF. 

 
42. These capital contributions were not made as part of a conventional business 

relationship or an arms-length transaction. Instead, the Jozefovic Team made these capital 

contributions in reasonable reliance on Fensterman, Nicholson, Congress, and CCCE’s 

representations that they were acting in a special capacity to protect and advance the Jozefovic 

Team’s interests.  The relationship had developed into a joint venture and a special relationship.  

43. The Jozefovic Team would not have made these capital contributions but for 

Fensterman, Nicholson, Congress, and CCCE’s representations. 
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44. Yet, despite repeated requests since 2015, Fensterman, Nicholson, Congress, and 

CCCE have failed or refused to provide an accounting of the use of the predevelopment and 

discretionary funds paid to them. 

45. In consideration for the $2,200,000 contribution to WPHP, WPHP agreed that these 

funds constituted a loan to WPHP to be repaid to HBL. 

46. No provision was made for the payment of interest on the loan notwithstanding that 

WPHP had the use of such funds since 2015. 

47. WPHP agreed to repay the principal amount of the loan by purchasing the furniture, 

fixtures, and equipment (the “FF&E”) in the amount of $1,500,000 for the Project and by giving 

HBL a future credit against Lease payments. 

48. When advancing these funds to Fensterman, Nicholson, CCC Equities and 

Congress, the Jozefovic Team anticipated that the Facility would be delivered in September 2017. 

49. The Facility was not delivered until December 2019. 

50. Despite repeated requests, WPHP has never provided an accounting for purchases 

of the required FF&E or any documentation evidencing repayment of $1,500,000 of the loan 

amount to HBL. 

51. In the absence of such an accounting, HBL cannot determine how much of its loan 

amount, if any, has been repaid and how much of the remaining loan balance should be credited 

to current Lease payments. 

52. In addition, accrued interest on the $2,200,000 loan must be calculated from 

November 2015 and either paid to HBL or credited to payments due under the Lease. 

53. The Development Agreement required that the Project be substantially completed 

within twenty-two (22) months or before September 2017. 
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54. However, at the time the Development Agreement was executed, the plaintiff knew 

that it could not deliver the completed Project by the promised time of September 2017. 

55. Subsequently, the plaintiff breached its obligations to HBL by failing to complete 

the Project until December 2019. 

56.  

57. The delay in completing the Project caused HBL to lose substantial revenue. 

58. In addition, by delivering the Project in December 2019, HBL encountered market 

conditions during its start-up phase in 2020 caused by the COVID-19 pandemic which adversely 

affected HBL’s operations as it has nursing homes throughout the region. 

59. HBL would not have encountered these adverse financial conditions but not for the 

delay caused by plaintiff and third-party defendants. 

60. In addition to the Project being completed more than two (2) years late, plaintiff 

and third-party defendants delivered the Project well over budget. 

61. The Development Agreement required the plaintiff to enter into a construction 

contract with Congress and to secure a 100% performance bond to guarantee the performance of 

the construction contract. 

62. However, unbeknownst to HBL, Congress could not secure a performance bond. 

63. Fensterman and Nicholson never disclosed to HBL or any of its principals that 

Congress could not obtain a bond. 

64. As a result, WPHP entered into a contract without approval or consent from HBL 

for a creation of a joint venture agreement with a third-party contractor. 

65. The joint venture, among other reasons, added substantial costs to the Project. 
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66. These substantial additional costs exceeded the capital expenditures approved by 

NYSDOH and are not reimbursable through NYSDOH. 

67. Upon information and belief, Congress’s inability to secure the performance bond 

is related to certain judgments taken against its principal Nicholson arising from claims for 

diversion of project funds in a skilled nursing project located in Milwaukee, Wisconsin dating back 

to 2015, the time when the Jozefovic Team advanced monies to Nicholson and Congress. 

68. Neither Fensterman nor Nicholson disclosed these adverse proceedings to the 

Jozefovic Team. 

69. In fact, Nicholson was adjudged to have committed conversion and civil theft in 

the amount of $1,903,452, and that judgement was affirmed on appeal to the Seventh Circuit Court 

of Appeals. 

70. The Development Agreement required that plaintiff and third-party defendants 

deliver the Project at the costs approved by NYSDOH. 

71. Only in the event that HBL authorized a change order would HBL have 

responsibility for any cost higher than the cost approved by the NYSDOH. 

72. There were no approved change orders. 

73. The approved Project cost is $57,000,000. 

74. The plaintiff and third-party defendants caused the Project to exceed the approved 

costs by more than $5,000,000. 

75. The plaintiff and third-party defendants breached their obligations to HBL under 

the Development Agreement by causing the Project to be over budget. 

76. As a result, HBL is not eligible for reimbursement of its rent payments as originally 

intended - a loss of eligibility that will cause substantial harm to HBL. 
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77. Given these costs overruns and the loss of eligibility for reimbursement, the Lease 

is unenforceable. 

78. As part of the “turn-key” delivery of the Project, plaintiff was obligated to provide 

permanent financing for the Project on the terms of the HUD insured loan submitted by plaintiff 

as part of the Project approved by NYSDOH. 

79. The plaintiff and third-party defendants have failed to provide such permanent 

financing and are in breach of the Development Agreement and the Lease. 

80. In connection with the permanent financing, the plaintiff and third-party defendants 

were required to demonstrate sufficient equity invested in the Project for HUD or any other lender 

of permanent financing to grant a thirty (30) year loan to the Project. 

81. Plaintiff and third-party defendants have failed to demonstrate sufficient equity in 

the Project. 

82. Upon information and belief, Fensterman procured financial contributions from 

individual third parties who contributed capital to CCCE to meet the equity requirement. 

83. Although this capital is required to be and has, in fact, been represented by 

Fensterman to be in the nature of equity, upon information and belief, these contributions from 

individual third-parties are loans at high rates of interest which are overdue as a result of the Project 

delays. 

84. Fensterman, CCCE, and plaintiff have caused additional financial burden to the 

Project and have attempted to pass along to HBL and the Jozefovic Team these higher interest 

costs. 
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85. The Project cost overruns and the higher finance costs due to the delay in delivering 

the Project, together with the lack of sufficient equity, have prevented the Project from securing 

permanent financing. 

86. The plaintiff and third-party defendants have advised HBL that they have initiated 

this lawsuit because they are in default of their current loan agreements. 

87. As of this date, plaintiff and third-party defendants have been unable to provide to 

the Jozefovic Team an accurate Project accounting of Project expenditures and have refused to 

provide information concerning the Project financing. 

88. As of this date, plaintiff and third-party defendants have been unable to procure the 

HUD insured financing which they represented they could secure and is required by NYSDOH 

Project approval. 

89. As of this date, the Project does not comply with the approval issued by the 

NYSDOH. 

90. HBL and its principals reasonably relied upon WPHP, Fensterman, Nicholson, and 

Congress’ representations that they would fulfill their obligations under the Development 

Agreement and Lease. 

91. If HBL and its principals knew that WPHP, Fensterman, Nicholson, and Congress 

would substantially breach their obligations under the Development Agreement and Lease, HBL 

and its principals would not have entered into the Development Agreement and Lease. 

92. As a result of the failure to deliver the Project on the terms approved by NYSDOH, 

HBL cannot be reimbursed for the cost of the Facility as intended by the Development Agreement 

and the Lease and HBL and its principals have suffered financial harm as a result. 
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93. Throughout the development process, WPHP, Fensterman, Nicholson and 

Congress’ false representations and adverse actions to the Jozefovic Team have adversely affected 

the business of HBL. 

94. WPHP, Fensterman, Nicholson and Congress knew that these representations were 

false when they were made.  

95. At no point have HBL or the Jozefovic Team knowingly intended to agree, in whole 

or in part, to release or waive WPHP, Fensterman, Nicholson, and Congress for any of their 

breaches and violations of the Development Agreement and the Lease. 

96. Since the Facility began operations, HBL has made regular rent payments to WPHP 

pursuant to the terms of the Lease.  

97. As of this date, HBL has made over $12 million in rental payments to WPHP. 

98. HBL has made, and continues to make, these payments in compliance with its 

obligations under the Lease. HBL’s payments do not constitute a waiver or release of HBL’s claims 

against WPHP, CCCE, Congress, Fensterman, or Nicholson. 

99. On information and belief, WPHP does not own the property for the Facility 

outright, but instead received entered into a mortgage agreement with Security Benefit Life 

Insurance Company and Security Benefit Corporation (collectively, “Security Benefit”). 

100. The primary purpose of HBL’s rental payments to WPHP is for WPHP to satisfy 

its monthly mortgage payments to Security Benefit. 

101. On information and belief, WPHP failed to make required mortgage payments to 

Security Benefit. 
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102. On information and belief, Security Benefit instructed WPHP to make certain 

payments otherwise it would institute foreclosure proceedings, potentially jeopardizing HBL’s 

tenancy and continued operations. 

103. On information and belief, although WPHP has received substantial rental 

payments from HBL, WPHP has refused or failed to make necessary mortgage payments to 

Security Benefit. 

104. On information and belief, Security Benefit has declared WPHP to be in default of 

its mortgage, having failed to make necessary mortgage payments, charges, interest, and other 

required fees. 

105. On information and belief, Security Benefit has demanded WPHP to send HBL a 

Tenant Direction Notice, instructing HBL to make all future rental payments directly to Security 

Benefit. 

106. To date, WPHP has not instructed HBL to make future rental payments directly to 

Security Benefit, but instead continues to collect HBL’s monthly rental payments itself. 

107. On information and belief, Security Benefit has demanded that WPHP establish a 

Cash Management Account and instruct HBL to deposit all future rental payments into the Cash 

Management Account. 

108. To date, WPHP has not instructed HBL to deposit future rental payments in a Cash 

Management Account, but instead continues to receive HBL’s monthly rental payments in its own 

account. 

109. On information and belief, Security Benefit has brought a foreclosure action against 

WPHP and is threatening to foreclose on the mortgage on the property for the Facility. 
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AS AND FOR A FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION AS AGAINST WPHP,  
CCCE, CONGRESS, AND FENSTERMAN 

(DEMAND FOR ACCOUNTING) 
 

110. Defendants repeat and reallege each and every allegation set forth in paragraphs 

“1” through “87” with the same force and effect as if fully set forth herein. 

111. HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer Jozefovic and Mark Neuman had a trust-based relationship 

with Fensterman, Nicholson, WPHP, Congress, and CCCE. 

112. Fensterman, Nicholson, WPHP, Congress, and CCCE made repeated 

representations that they would maintain a special relationship with HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer 

Jozefovic and Mark Neuman, and that they would advocate and protect their interests. 

113. In reasonable reliance on these representations and on this special relationship, 

HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer Jozefovic, and Mark Neuman advanced monies to WPHP and Fensterman 

prior to commencement of the Project in order to allow the Project to proceed. 

114. HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer Jozefovic, and Mark Neuman would not have advanced 

these funds but for their reliance on this special, trust-based relationship. 

115. HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer Jozefovic, and Mark Neuman are entitled to an accounting 

of the use of the funds advanced for the Project. 

AS AND FOR A SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION AS AGAINST WPHP 
(PAYMENT OF INTEREST) 

 
116. Defendants repeat and reallege each and every allegation set forth in paragraphs 

“1” through “91” with the same force and effect as if fully set forth herein. 

117. HBL SNF, LLC is entitled to imputed interest on the $2,200,000 made to WPHP 

loan from November 2015 to present. 
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AS AND FOR A THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION AS AGAINST WPHP 
(BREACH OF CONTRACT) 

 
118. Defendants repeat and reallege each and every allegation set forth in paragraphs 

“1” through “93” with the same force and effect as if fully set forth herein. 

119. WPHP breached the Development Agreement and the Lease. 

120. As a result of such breach, HBL SNF, LLC has been damaged by the loss of 

reimbursable capital expenditures and has incurred other costs due to the nonperformance of 

WPHP. 

121. In addition, HBL SNF, LLC has lost funds and continues to lose revenues as a result 

of Project delays. 

AS AND FOR A FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION  
AS AGAINST FENSTERMAN AND NICHOLSON 

(FRAUD IN THE INDUCEMENT) 
 

122. Defendants repeat and reallege each and every allegation set forth in paragraphs 

“1” through “97” with the same force and effect as if fully set forth herein. 

123. Third-party defendants Fensterman and Nicholson fraudulently induced HBL SNF, 

LLC, Lizer Jozefovic, and Mark Neuman to enter into the Development Agreement, the Lease, 

and the Guaranty. 

124. Fensterman and Nicholson misrepresented the Project costs. 

125. Fensterman and Nicholson misrepresented their ability to secure permanent HUD 

financing. 

126. Fensterman and Nicholson misrepresented their ability to complete the Project. 

127. Fensterman misrepresented the capital contributions made to CCCE to satisfy the 

equity requirement for the Project. 
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128. Fensterman and Nicholson failed to disclose the claimant civil proceeding against 

Nicholson for civil theft. 

129. By reason of such fraud in the inducement, Defendants Lizer Jozefovic and Mark 

Neuman have no obligations under the guarantees. 

130. By reason of such fraud in the inducement, HBL SNF, LLC has suffered financial 

damages. 

AS AND FOR A FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION  
AS AGAINST ALL THIRD-PARTY DEFENDANTS 

(BAD FAITH) 
 

131. Defendants repeat and reallege each and every allegation set forth in paragraphs 

“1” through “106” with the same force and effect as if fully set forth herein. 

132. As alleged throughout this third-party complaint, the plaintiff and third-party 

defendants acted in bad faith. 

133. As a result of such bad faith dealings, HBL SNF, LLC has suffered damages in an 

amount not less than $15,000,000. 

AS AND FOR A SIXTH CAUSE OF ACTION  
AS AGAINST WPHP AND ALL THIRD-PARTY DEFENDANTS 

(FRAUD) 
 

134. Defendants repeat and reallege each and every allegation set forth in paragraphs 

“1” through “109” with the same force and effect as if fully set forth herein. 

135. The misrepresentations and non-disclosures by Fensterman and Nicholson and 

third-party defendants constitute fraud. 

136. WPHP, Fensterman and Nicholson new such statements were false. 

137. WPHP, Fensterman and Nicholson made such statements to deceive HBL SNF, 

LLC, Lizer Jozefovic, and Mark Neuman. 
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138. HBL SNF, LLC has been damaged by such fraudulent conduct.

WHEREFORE, Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs deny generally and specifically 

that it committed any wrongdoing and demand: 

1) A determination that the amount of rent payable under the Lease be modified by

any sums not reimbursable by the NYSDOH and offset by prior payments and

accrued interest;

2) The Guaranty Agreements be nullified;

3) Monetary damages in an amount to be determined;

4) Attorneys’ fees, and

5) Such other relief as the Court deems appropriate.

Dated: New York, New York 

May 21, 2021 
MICHELMAN & ROBINSON, LLP 

By: ________________________ 
      John Giardino  
      Alex Barnett-Howell 

800 Third Avenue, 24th Floor 
      New York, New York 10022 

(212) 730-7700
jgiardino@mrllp.com
abarnett-howell@mrllp.com
Attorneys for Defendants
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VERIFICATION BY ATTORNEY 

JOHN GIARDINO, being an attorney duly admitted to practice in the courts of New York, 

affirms the following under penalties of perjury: 

I am an attorney for Defendants HBL-SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/K/A LIZER 

JOZOFOVIC and MARK NEUMAN, in the above entitled action and have read the foregoing 

Verified Answer and know the contents thereof; that the same is true upon information and belief, 

and that as to those matters I believe them to be true.  

I further state that the grounds of my belief as to all matters in the Verified Answer are 

based upon the file maintained by my office and conference and telephone conferences with 

Defendants. This verification is made pursuant to the provisions of RPAPL 741 because 

Defendants was not available to sign the same at the time the Verified Answer was prepared. 

Dated:  New York, New York 

May 21, 2021 

_____________________________ 

JOHN GIARDINO, ESQ. 
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER 
------------------------------------------------------------------X 
WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, 
LLC, 
 
     Plaintiff, 
 
 -against- 
 
HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/K/A LIZER 
JOZOFOVIC, and MARK NEUMAN, 
 

 Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs, 
 
 -against- 
 
CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY 
CONSULTING, THE CONGRESS COMPANIES, 
HOWARD FENSTERMAN, WILLIAM 
NICHOLSON, and METROPOLITAN 
COMMERCIAL BANK 
 

Third-Party Defendants 

: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 

 
 
Index No. 60278/2020 
 
 

-----------------------------------------------------------------X 
 

RESPONSE TO STATEMENT OF MATERIAL FACTS 

Pursuant to 22 NYCRR § 202.8-g(b), § 202.70(g), and the Rules of the Commercial 

Division of the Supreme Court, Rule 19-a, Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs HBL SNF, LLC, 

Lizer Jozefovic (“Jozefovic”), and Mark Neuman (collectively, “HBL” or “Defendants”) 

respectfully submit the following Response to Plaintiff White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC 

and Third-Party Defendants CCC Equities, LLC, Project Equity Consulting, The Congress 

Companies, Howard Fensterman, and William Nicholson’s (collectively “White Plains”) 

Statement of Material Facts, dated August 19, 2021 [Doc. No. 229] and in opposition to Plaintiff’s 

motion for summary judgment, dated August 19, 2021 [Motion #6]. 
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HBL’S RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFFS’ STATEMENT OF MATERIAL FACTS 

1. HBL does not contest paragraph 1 of White Plains’ Statement of Material Fact. 

2. HBL does not contest paragraph 2 of White Plains’ Statement of Material Fact. 

3. HBL does not contest paragraph 3 of White Plains’ Statement of Material Fact. 

4. HBL disputes paragraph 4 of White Plains’ Statement of Material Fact. White 

Plains failed to complete the construction of the Facility on the agreed upon timeline. Pursuant to 

Section 3.1(a) of the Amended Lease, the Commencement Date did not occur until December 2, 

2019, when NYSDOH notified White Plains that the Facility was in substantial compliance. Thus, 

the Project was not completed until December 2019. Jozefovic Aff., ¶ 48. 

5. HBL disputes paragraph 5 of White Plains’ Statement of Material Fact. This is a 

legal conclusion rather than a statement of fact. HBL disputes the legal force and effect of this 

provision in the Lease. Despite representations made by White Plains to HBL, White Plains lacked 

the necessary capital to complete the construction project. In a Terms Sheet postdating the Lease, 

HBL agreed to loan White Plains $2,200,000 to ensure the completion of the project. Term Sheet, 

§ 1(b). HBL provided White Plains with the funds pursuant to the Term Sheet. Jozefovic Aff., ¶ 

23. White Plains never repaid the loan and has only recently raised a complaint with HBL 

regarding the letter of credit provision. 

6. HBL disputes paragraph 6 of White Plains’ Statement of Material Fact, specifically 

the legal force and effect of the letter of credit provision of the Lease. HBL’s $2,200,000 payment 

satisfied HBL’s financial obligation to White Plains preceding the Commencement of the Lease. 

Jozefovic Aff., ¶ 23. White Plains never repaid this loan to HBL and has not until recently raised 

a complaint with HBL regarding the letter of credit provision. 

7. HBL disputes paragraph 7 of White Plains’ Statement of Material Fact, specifically 

the legal force and effect of the letter of credit provision of the Lease. HBL’s $2,200,000 payment 
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satisfied HBL’s financial obligation to White Plains preceding the Commencement of the Lease. 

Jozefovic Aff., ¶ 23. White Plains never repaid this loan to HBL and has not until recently raised 

a complaint with HBL regarding the letter of credit provision. 

8. HBL disputes paragraph 8 of White Plains’ Statement of Material Fact, specifically 

the legal force and effect of the letter of credit provision of the Lease. HBL’s $2,200,000 payment 

satisfied HBL’s financial obligation to White Plains preceding the Commencement of the Lease. 

Jozefovic aff., ¶ 23. White Plains never repaid this loan to HBL and has not until recently raised a 

complaint with HBL regarding the letter of credit provision. 

9. HBL disputes paragraph 9 of White Plains’ Statement of Material Fact, specifically 

the legal force and effect of the letter of credit provision of the Lease. HBL’s $2,200,000 payment 

satisfied HBL’s financial obligation to White Plains preceding the Commencement of the Lease. 

Jozefovic Aff., ¶ 23. White Plains never repaid this loan to HBL and has not until recently raised 

a complaint with HBL regarding the letter of credit provision. 

10. HBL disputes paragraph 10 of White Plains’ Statement of Material Fact. This is a 

legal conclusion rather than a statement of fact. HBL disputes the legal force and effect of this 

provision in the Lease. In addition to the $2,200,000 loan made by HBL to White Plains preceding 

the construction of the project, HBL was further required to supply another $2,200,000 to White 

Plains pursuant to a Letter of Intent entered into by both parties on November 20, 2019. Jozefovic 

Aff., ¶ 63. White Plains has not delivered to HBL its agreed upon repayment of this loan, nor has 

it accounted for the additional $2,200,000 payment. The significant payments made by HBL to 

White Plains to ensure the success of the project have satisfied all financial obligations to White 

Plains before the Commencement of the Lease. White Plains has not until now raised a complaint 

with HBL regarding the additional security deposit. 
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11. HBL disputes paragraph 11 of White Plains’ Statement of Material Fact, 

specifically the legal force and effect of the additional security deposit. White Plains has not 

delivered to HBL its agreed upon repayment of the original loan, nor has it accounted for the 

additional $2,200,000 payment made November 2019, and has not until now raised a complaint 

with HBL regarding the additional security deposit. Jozefovic Aff., ¶ 65. 

12. HBL disputes paragraph 12 of White Plains’ Statement of Material Fact, 

specifically the legal force and effect of the additional security deposit. White Plains has not 

delivered to HBL its agreed upon repayment of the original loan, nor has it accounted for the 

additional $2,200,000 payment made November 2019, and has not until now raised a complaint 

with HBL regarding the additional security deposit. Jozefovic Aff., ¶ 65. 

13. HBL does not dispute paragraph 13 of White Plains’ Statement of Material Fact. 

14. HBL disputes paragraph 14 of White Plains’ Statement of Material Fact. Since 

entering into possession of the Facility, HBL has paid every monthly rental payment of 

$506,096,50 on time, now totaling more than $12,000,000. Jozefovic Aff., ¶ 88. White Plains 

continues to accept these rent payments and has not until now raised a complaint with HBL 

regarding rent payments. 

15. HBL disputes paragraph 15 of White Plains’ Statement of Material Fact. This is a 

legal conclusion rather than a statement of fact. HBL disputes the legal force and effect of this 

provision in the Lease. The Lease provides for the payment of Additional Rent in specific 

circumstances that have not been effected here. HBL has satisfied its financial obligation to White 

Plains by making rent payments for time in possession of the facility, which White Plains continues 

to accept. White Plains has not until now raised a complaint with HBL regarding rent payment. 

Jozefovic Aff., ¶ 88. 
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16. HBL disputes paragraph 16 of White Plains’ Statement of Material Fact. HBL has 

satisfied its financial obligation to White Plains by making rent payments for months spent in 

possession of the facility, which White Plains continues to accept. Jozefovic Aff., ¶ 88. White 

Plains has not until now raised a complaint with HBL regarding rent payment. White Plains has 

also continually failed to credit HBL’s $2,200,000 loan and $2,200,000 letter of credit towards 

any of the alleged obligations. Jozefovic Aff., ¶ 65. 

17. HBL does not contest paragraph 17 of White Plains’ Statement of Material Fact. 

18. HBL disputes paragraph 18 of White Plains’ Statement of Material Fact. White 

Plains cites to an affidavit which admits that HBL submitted certificates of insurance to White 

Plains in January 2020 and July 2021. Tabor aff., ¶ 32.  White Plains has not raised any complaints 

regarding the delivery of certificates of insurance until now, and has instead continue to accept 

rent payments from HBL. 

19. HBL does not contest paragraph 19 of White Plains’ Statement of Material Fact. 

20. HBL disputes paragraph 20 of White Plains’ Statement of Material Fact. White 

Plains cites to an affidavit which admits that HBL reimbursed White Plains for utility charges in 

the amount of $41,175. None of White Plains’ submissions state with specificity the origin of any 

remaining charges still allegedly owed to White Plains. Tabor aff., ¶ 32. Regardless, White Plains 

has continued to accept rent payments from HBL, without raising any complaints regarding the 

delivery of certificates of insurance until now. Jozefovic Aff., ¶ 88. 

21. HBL does not contest paragraph 21 of White Plains’ Statement of Material Fact. 

22. HBL disputes paragraph 22 of White Plains’ Statement of Material Fact. White 

Plains cites to an affidavit which claims that HBL has indeed paid real estate taxes for the Facility, 

but owes $2,621.94 in late fees. Tabor aff., ¶ 31. White Plains has continued to accept rent 
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payments from HBL, without raising any complaints regarding these fees until now. Jozefovic 

Aff., ¶ 88. White Plains has also continually failed to credit HBL’s $2,200,000 loan and $2,200,000 

letter of credit towards any of the alleged obligations. Jozefovic Aff., ¶ 65. 

23. HBL does not contest paragraph 23 of White Plains’ Statement of Material Fact. 

24. HBL does not contest paragraph 24 of White Plains’ Statement of Material Fact. 

25. HBL disputes paragraph 25 of White Plains’ Statement of Material Fact. White 

Plains cites to an affidavit which claims that HBL did deliver the required Medicaid reimbursement 

rate sheets in July 2021. Tabor aff., ¶ 36. White Plains has continued to accept rent payments from 

HBL, without raising any complaints regarding these rate sheets until now. Jozefovic Aff., ¶ 88 

26. HBL disputes paragraph 26 of White Plains’ Statement of Material Fact. White 

Plains cites to an affidavit which admits that HBL has provided some of the required 

documentation. Tabor aff., ¶ 38 . However, White Plains has continued to accept rent payments 

from HBL, without raising any complaints regarding this documentation until now. Jozefovic Aff., 

¶ 88 

27. HBL disputes paragraph 27 of White Plains’ Statement of Material Fact. White 

Plains cites to an affidavit which admits that HBL has provided some of the required 

documentation. Tabor aff., ¶ 38 . However, White Plains has continued to accept rent payments 

from HBL, without raising any complaints regarding this documentation until now. Jozefovic Aff., 

¶ 88 

28. HBL disputes paragraph 28 of White Plains’ Statement of Material Fact. White 

Plains cites to an affidavit which admits that HBL has provided some of the required 

documentation. Tabor aff., ¶ 38 . However, White Plains has continued to accept rent payments 
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from HBL, without raising any complaints regarding this documentation to HBL until now. 

Jozefovic Aff., ¶ 88 

29. HBL disputes paragraph 29 of White Plains’ Statement of Material Fact. White 

Plains has continued to accept rent payments from HBL, without raising any complaints regarding 

these provider agreements to HBL until now. Jozefovic Aff., ¶ 88. 

30. HBL disputes paragraph 25 of White Plains’ Statement of Material Fact. White 

Plains cites to an affidavit which claims that HBL did deliver the required Medicaid reimbursement 

rate sheets in July 2021. Tabor aff., ¶ 36. White Plains has continued to accept rent payments from 

HBL, without raising any complaints regarding these rate sheets until now. Jozefovic Aff., ¶ 88 

31. HBL does not contest paragraph 31 of White Plains’ Statement of Material Fact. 

32. HBL does not contest paragraph 32 of White Plains’ Statement of Material Fact. 

33. HBL disputes paragraph 33 of White Plains’ Statement of Material Fact. This is a 

legal conclusion rather than a statement of fact. Since the alleged notice on January 13, 2020, 

White Plains has continued to accept rent payments from HBL. Jozefovic Aff., ¶ 88. White Plains 

has also continually failed to credit HBL’s $2,200,000 loan and $2,200,000 letter of credit towards 

any of the alleged obligations. Jozefovic Aff., ¶ 65. 

34. HBL disputes paragraph 34 of White Plains’ Statement of Material Fact. This is a 

legal conclusion rather than a statement of fact. Since the alleged notice on January 13, 2020, 

White Plains has continued to accept rent payments from HBL. Jozefovic Aff., ¶ 88. White Plains 

has also continually failed to credit HBL’s $2,200,000 loan and $2,200,000 letter of credit towards 

any of the alleged obligations. Jozefovic Aff., ¶ 65. 

35. HBL disputes paragraph 35 of White Plains’ Statement of Material Fact. Since the 

alleged notice on January 13, 2020, White Plains has continued to accept rent payments from HBL 
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without raising a complaint with HBL regarding an increased rent. Jozefovic Aff., ¶ 88. White 

Plains has also continually failed to credit HBL’s $2,200,000 loan and $2,200,000 letter of credit 

towards any of the alleged obligations. Jozefovic Aff., ¶ 65. HBL has satisfied its financial 

obligation to White Plains. 

36. HBL disputes paragraph 35 of White Plains’ Statement of Material Fact. Since the 

alleged notice on January 13, 2020, White Plains has continued to accept rent payments from HBL 

without raising a complaint with HBL regarding an increased rent. Jozefovic Aff., ¶ 88. White 

Plains has also continually failed to credit HBL’s $2,200,000 loan and $2,200,000 letter of credit 

towards. Jozefovic Aff., ¶ 65. 

37. HBL does not contest paragraph 37 of White Plains’ Statement of Material Fact. 

38. HBL disputes paragraph 35 of White Plains’ Statement of Material Fact. Since the 

alleged notice on January 13, 2020, White Plains has continued to accept rent payments from HBL 

without raising a complaint with HBL regarding an increased rent. Jozefovic Aff., ¶ 88. White 

Plains has also continually failed to credit HBL’s $2,200,000 loan and $2,200,000 letter of credit. 

Jozefovic Aff., ¶ 65. 

39. HBL disputes paragraph 22 of White Plains’ Statement of Material Fact. White 

Plains cites to an affidavit which claims that HBL has indeed paid real estate taxes for the Facility, 

but owes $2,621.94 in late fees. Tabor aff., ¶ 31. White Plains has continued to accept rent 

payments from HBL, without raising any complaints regarding these fees until now. Jozefovic 

Aff., ¶ 88. White Plains has also continually failed to credit HBL’s $2,200,000 loan and $2,200,000 

letter of credit towards any of the alleged obligations. Jozefovic Aff., ¶ 65. 

40.  HBL disputes paragraph 40 of White Plains’ Statement of Material Fact. Section 

16.1(h) of the Lease provides that HBL shall pay White Plains all expenses, including reasonable 
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attorney fees if “breach shall be established.” Lease. White Plains is not entitled to attorneys fees 

in the absence of a finding of breach.  

41. HBL does not contest paragraph 41 of White Plains’ Statement of Material Fact. 

42. HBL states that the referenced document speaks for itself. However, HBL has 

raised valid defenses regarding the enforcement of the document. 

43. HBL states that the referenced document speaks for itself. However, HBL has 

raised valid defenses regarding the enforcement of the document. 

44. HBL states that the referenced document speaks for itself. 

45. HBL states that the referenced document speaks for itself. 

46. HBL states that the referenced document speaks for itself. 

HBL’S STATEMENT OF ADDITIONAL 
UNDISPUTED MATERIAL FACTS PURSUANT TO RULE 19-A 

 
47. White Plains and HBL entered into the Development Agreement, which required 

White Plains to complete the Facility in 20 months or less, with rent sent at $360,000 per month, 

and with a construction loan that would convert to permanent mortgage financing. White Plains 

failed to meet any of these obligations. Jozefovic Aff., ¶ 49. 

48. White Plains induced HBL to withdraw its equity from Waterview, an entirely 

separate nursing facility, and contribute that equity to the Facility. HBL provided White Plains 

with $2,200,000 for pre-development costs pursuant to the Term Sheet, for which it has received 

no consideration. Jozefovic Aff., ¶ 23. 

49. White Plains was required to obtain a construction loan which would convert to 

permanent mortgage financing, pursuant to Article VII(B) of the Development Agreement. White 

Plains failed to do so. Jozefovic Aff., ¶ 32-34. 
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50. White Plains agreed to repay HBL by purchasing the furniture, fixtures, and 

equipment (“FF&E”) in the amount of $1,500,000 and by giving a future credit against rent 

payments payments in the amount of $700,000. Jozefovic Aff., ¶ 26. 

51. White Plains has refused to convey titled to the FF&E, to provide an accounting of 

the use of these predevelopment and discretionary funds, to provide evidence of purchases of the 

required FF&E, or to credit $700,000 against HBL’s Lease Payments. Jozefovic Aff., ¶ 59. 

52. In August 2017, HBL funded and delivered the executed certification statements 

for White Plains to assume signatory authority over a $1.6 million rent security account (“RSA”). 

Jozefovic Aff., ¶ 43. 

53. The RSA satisfied all obligations under the Amended Lease and the Collateral 

Assignment to provide security deposits. Jozefovic Aff., ¶ 43. 

54. On August 18, 2017, White Plains and Security Benefit entered into a Loan 

Agreement. Section 11.2 of the Amended Lease and Sections 3.5 and 4.1 of the Loan Agreement 

assign Security Benefit the sole right to declare a default under the Amended Lease. Jozefovic 

Aff., ¶ 46. 

55. White Plains has never obtained prior consent from Security Benefit to declare a 

default under the Amended Lease. Jozefovic Aff., ¶ 78. 

56. White Plains was required to secure a construction loan for a five (5) year term that 

would convert into permanent financing. Instead, White Plains was only able to secure a 

$38,500,000 construction loan from Security Benefit Life Insurance Company (“Security 

Benefit”) with a three (3) year term and a $9,800,000 mezzanine loan from Bradford Allan. 

Jozefovic Aff., ¶ 34. 
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57. If, as required by Article VII(B) of the Development Agreement, White Plains had 

successfully obtained a construction loan which converted to permanent mortgage financing, this 

would have prevented further disputes. Jozefovic Aff., ¶ 33. 

58. HBL provided White Plains with $2,200,000 pursuant to the Letter of Intent, for 

which it received no consideration. Jozefovic Aff., ¶ 63. 

59. HBL made rent payments of $506,096.50 every month with the understanding that 

the payments were to go to White Plains’ own mortgage payments to Security Benefit. Jozefovic 

Aff., ¶ 80. 

60. Beginning on October 16, 2019, Security Benefit has placed White Plains on notice 

that White Plains has breached the Loan Agreement. These defaults preceded and occurred 

independently of any issues or alleged defaults between White Plains and HBL. On May 1, 2021, 

and September 1, 2021, Security Benefit brought foreclosure actions against White Plains for 

nonpayment of rent and breach of the loan agreement. Jozefovic Aff., ¶ 82. 

Dated: New York, New York 
October 25, 2021 

 MICHELMAN & ROBINSON, LLP 
  

By:       
John Giardino, Esq. 
Alex Barnett-Howell Esq. 
800 Third Avenue, 24th Floor 
New York, NY 10022 
(212) 730-7700 
jgiardino@mrllp.com 
abarnett-howell@mrllp.com 
Attorneys for Defendants and Third-Party 
Plaintiffs 
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1 
 

 

I. PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 

Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs HBL SNF, LLC (“HBL SNF”) Lizer Jozefovic 

(“Jozefovic”), and Mark Neuman (“Neuman”) (collectively, “HBL” or “Defendants”) respectfully 

submit this Memorandum of Law and accompanying Affidavit in opposition to Plaintiff White 

Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC and Third-Party Defendants CCC Equities, LLC (“CCCE”), 

Project Equity Consulting, The Congress Companies (“Congress”), Howard Fensterman 

(“Fensterman”), and William Nicholson’s (collectively “White Plains”) motion for summary 

judgment, dated August 19, 2021 (the “Motion”), and request that the Court grant HBL’s cross-

motion for an Order striking White Plains’ Notice to Admit, dated June 2, 2021 (the “NTA”), as 

improper, or in the alternative, granting HBL additional time to respond. 

Jozefovic and Neuman spent countless hours of labor and millions of dollars to build and 

operate a cutting-edge nursing home in downtown White Plains, New York. White Plains 

approached Jozefovic and Neuman, offering to serve as the developer and future landlord, but 

White Plains’ failures and breaches multiplied throughout the process: White Plains ran out of 

funding and demanded HBL provide millions in unaccounted payments; White Plains finished 

construction on the nursing home two years late, overbudget, and with inadequate financing; and 

White Plains failed to obtain necessary operational licenses for HBL until just before the COVID-

19 pandemic devastated New York’s nursing homes.  

The relationship between White Plains and HBL is complex. Over the span of several 

years, the parties entered into a web of contracts based upon an evolving situation. It is unknown 

why White Plains accepted millions in rent payments before and after claiming that HBL had 

breached its obligations (the “Alleged Breaches”), or why White Plains independently breached 

its own obligations to its own lender, because White Plains has refused to produce any documents 
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or allow for the deposition of key witnesses. Instead, the facts are that HBL has paid over $10.5 

million in rent payments to White Plains and that White Plains has received $5,418,000 from HBL 

which are currently unaccounted for. 

Given HBL’s substantial compliance with its contractual obligations and the numerous 

factual disputes at the heart of White Plains’ claims, HBL respectfully requests that the Motion be 

denied in its entirety and that HBL’s cross-motion striking the NTA, or in the alternative, providing 

additional time to respond, be granted. 

II. STATEMENT OF FACTS 

1. HBL Plans and Funds the Facility 
 

For over 20 years, Jozefovic and Neuman have owned and operated skilled nursing and 

rehabilitation facilities which consistently provide the highest levels of care for their patients. In 

August 2009, Jozefovic and Neuman proposed the development of a new, state-of-the-art 160-bed 

skilled nursing facility in White Plains, New York (the “Facility”) to the New York State 

Department of Health (“NYSDOH”). Jozefovic aff., ¶ 13. 

Around this time, White Plains approached Jozefovic and Neuman, claiming they could 

obtain the necessary NYSDOH approval, financing, and construction management for the Facility, 

after which they would serve as HBL’s landlord. On November 15, 2015, in reliance on White 

Plains’ representations, HBL accepted White Plains’ offer and entered into a development 

agreement (the “Development Agreement”) and lease with White Plains. Based upon the 

Development Agreement, White Plains submitted a development proposal to NYSDOH with the 

following terms: (1) a total cost of $56,631,759; (2) a thirty-year, $42,240,000 HUD-insured 

mortgage with an interest rate of 5.5%; and (3) $9,863,246 in project equity contributed by CCCE. 

Critically, White Plains represented that the Facility would be completed in 20 months or less, 
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after which HBL would pay $360,000 per month in rent. Development Agreement, VII(B). 

Jozefovic aff., ¶ 15-16. 

Pursuant to the Development Agreement, White Plains was required to deliver the facility:  

(1) fully constructed; (2) authorized to operate as a skilled nursing facility; (3) with HUD 

permanent financing; and (4) in accordance with the approval granted by NYSDOH. Jozefovic 

aff., ¶ 20. 

Yet, White Plains failed to deliver. White Plains first demanded that HBL enter into a term 

sheet dated November 20, 2015 (the “Term Sheet”) to raise additional capital. Pursuant to the 

Term Sheet, Jozefovic and Neuman provided White Plains with (1) $2,200,000 for pre-

development costs; (2) $197,072 for CCCE; and (3) $1,595,368.32 into a control account as rent 

security. Jozefovic aff., ¶ 22-23. 

The Term Sheet was a loan, not an investment, as HBL did not receive equity in the 

Facility. White Plains agreed to repay this loan by: (1) purchasing the furniture, fixtures, and 

equipment (the “FF&E”) in the amount of $1,500,000 for the Facility, and (2) giving HBL a future 

credit against Lease payments in the amount of $700,000. Jozefovic aff., ¶ 25-27. 

Despite HBL’s infusion of capital, on April 18, 2016, NYSDOH notified White Plains that 

the Facility was an abandoned project. Finally, after multiple delays, White Plains issued the 

Contract for General Construction, and on July 26, 2017, NYSDOH notified White Plains that (1) 

White Plains was authorized to start construction by or before September 15, 2017; and (2) the 

total project cost should not exceed $56.6 million. Jozefovic aff., ¶ 29-30. 

2. HBL, White Plains, and Security Benefit Enter Into the Amended Lease, the 
Collateral Assignment, and the Loan Agreement 

 
On or about July 2017, White Plains and HBL entered into an amended lease (the 

“Amended Lease”). The terms of the Amended Lease were substantially different, as HBL was 
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required to pay $506,096.50 per month in rent (“Fixed Rent”) instead of the original $360,000 per 

month in rent under the original lease, a difference of $1,750,000 per year.  Over the term of the 

Amended Lease, this increase provided White Plains with an additional $44,000,000. Jozefovic 

aff., ¶ 36-38. 

Furthermore, on August 11, 2017, White Plains demanded that HBL enter into a collateral 

assignment (the “Collateral Assignment”) to satisfy Section 7.1(a)(iii) of the Amended Lease. 

Specifically, Section 2 of the Collateral Assignment required HBL to deposit $1,600,000 into a 

rent security account (the “RSA”) and provide Fensterman with signatory authority, after which 

the Collateral Assignment “shall automatically terminate and be void and of no further effect” 

(emphasis added).  HBL did exactly that. Jozefovic aff., ¶ 41. 

On August 10, 2017, Fensterman agreed to assume signatory authority over the RSA, 

representing the security deposit referenced in Section 7.1(a)(iii) of the Amended Lease and 

Section 2 of the Collateral Assignment. On August 17, 2017, HBL provided the executed 

certification statements to Fensterman, but White Plains never transacted them or raised any 

subsequent issues about HBL’s security deposit obligations. Jozefovic aff., ¶ 43-45. 

On August 18, 2017, White Plains and Security Benefit Life Insurance Company 

(“Security Benefit”) entered into a construction loan agreement (the “Loan Agreement”). Pursuant 

to Section 11.2 of the Amended Lease and Section 4.1 of the Loan Agreement, White Plains’ rights 

were subrogated to Security Benefit. As a result, both White Plains and HBL were bound to the 

terms of the Loan Agreement. Jozefovic aff., ¶ 46. 

Finally, pursuant to Section 3.5 of the Loan Agreement, White Plains is prohibited from 

taking any action to declare a default or terminate the Amended Lease, “without the prior written 

consent of [Security Benefit].”  
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3. White Plains Completes the Facility Late and Over Budget 
 

The Development Agreement required White Plains to complete the Facility no later than 

September 2017. However, White Plains did not receive approval from NYSDOH to begin 

operations until December 2, 2019. Pursuant to Section 3.1(a) of the Amended Lease, this approval 

triggered the Commencement Date. Jozefovic aff., ¶ 48. 

Not only was the Facility completed late, but White Plains incurred substantial cost 

overruns and White Plains failed to provide permanent financing for the Facility in the form of the 

HUD-insured loan. White Plains’ shortcomings have caused substantial damages, as HBL is 

unable to obtain full reimbursement of its monthly rent payments as originally intended, resulting 

in losses of $68,000 per month, for an annualized loss of $816,000. Additionally, White Plains has 

refused to convey title to the FF&E, to provide an accounting of the use of the predevelopment 

and discretionary funds HBL provided, or to credit $700,000 against HBL’s rent payments. 

Jozefovic aff., ¶ 57-59. 

Despite White Plains’ breaches and failures, HBL has performed under the Amended 

Lease. Since the Commencement Date on December 2, 2019: 

• HBL substantially satisfied the requirements for a security deposit under both the Amended 

Lease and the Collateral Assignment by funding and maintaining the RSA. By August 17, 

2017, HBL provided Fensterman with the necessary forms to become a signatory on the 

RSA. However, Fensterman never transacted these documents and White Plains never 

made any subsequent demands on HBL to provide additional security deposits. Jozefovic 

aff., ¶ 43-45. 

• HBL has made consecutive Fixed Rent Payments to White Plains every month, now 

totaling $12.5 million, which White Plains has accepted without dispute. Moreover, HBL 
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pre-paid an additional two months of rent prior to the Commencement Date. Jozefovic aff., 

¶ 88. 

• HBL has paid all applicable real estate taxes for the Facility. To date, there are no 

outstanding charges for real estate or other taxes. Jozefovic aff., ¶ 92. 

• HBL has paid all applicable utility charges, utility deposits and municipal maintenance 

escrows. To date, there are no outstanding charges for Con Edison, or any other utility. 

Jozefovic aff., ¶ 94. 

• HBL has obtained the necessary types and amounts of insurance for the Facility. Jozefovic 

aff., ¶ 96. 

• HBL has delivered necessary provider agreements, rate sheets, and financial and 

operational reporting to White Plains. Jozefovic aff., ¶ 98. 

• As HBL is in substantial compliance with the Amended Lease and the Amended Lease has 

not been terminated, HBL has no obligation to pay holdover or accelerated rent. Jozefovic 

aff., ¶ 100. 

4. White Plains and HBL Enter Into the LOI 
 

Given the substantial increase in rent and White Plains’ breaches of the Development 

Agreement and Amended Lease, HBL sought to purchase the Facility from White Plains. On 

November 20, 2019, HBL and White Plains entered into a letter of intent with White Plains (the 

“LOI”). Jozefovic aff., ¶ 60-61. 

In reliance on White Plains’ representations, HBL made an initial $2.2 million payment to 

White Plains pursuant to the LOI. Despite HBL’s efforts, White Plains failed to take any steps to 

complete the transaction, although White Plains retained and has refused to account for HBL’s 

$2.2 million payment. Jozefovic aff., ¶ 63-65. 
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5. White Plains Breaches the Loan Agreement 
 

Although HBL continues to make each and every Fixed Rent Payment to White Plains, 

White Plains defaulted on its mortgage with Security Benefit. On October 16, 2019, Security 

Benefit issued a notice of default to White Plains for failing to establish a cash management 

account, as required by the Loan Agreement. Security Benefit issued a second notice of default to 

White Plains on November 5, 2019 for failing to direct HBL to pay rent into a cash management 

account. Jozefovic aff., ¶ 66-68. 

In a third notice dated April 16, 2020, Security Benefit stated that White Plains was solely 

at fault for breaching the terms of the Loan Agreement by failing to (1) provide monthly payments 

of interest; and (2) establish a cash management account. Jozefovic aff., ¶ 77. 

In a fourth letter dated May 22, 2020, Security Benefit issued a notice of default to White 

Plains for the failure to (1) provide monthly payments of interest; (2) establish a cash management 

account; (3) send a tenant direction notice; (4) forward the $2.2 million payment to Security 

Benefit, which had been received from HBL; (5) provide financial statements for White Plains; 

and (6) provide financial statements for each guarantor. Security Benefit makes no reference to 

HBL’s obligations in these letters and notices. Jozefovic aff., ¶ 78. 

On August 1, 2020, the Loan Agreement matured. Jozefovic aff., ¶ 81. 

6. White Plains Commences Litigation Against HBL, and Security Benefit Commence 
Litigation Against White Plains 

 
On May 7, 2021, HBL served White Plains with the first amended document requests. 

White Plains has not provided any documents in response. No depositions have occurred to date. 

Jozefovic aff., ¶ 102-106. 

On September 1, 2021, Security Benefit brought an independent foreclosure action against 

White Plains captioned Security Benefit Life Insurance Company, et al. v. White Plains Healthcare 
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Properties I, LLC et al., No. 62109/2021. In Paragraph 42 of the complaint, Security Benefit 

alleges that White Plains breached Section 3.5 of the Loan Agreement, “which prohibits Borrower 

from terminating the Operating Lease without the consent of the Lender.” Jozefovic aff., ¶ 82. 

III. LEGAL ARGUMENT 

1. White Plains Is Not Entitled To Summary Judgment 

When considering a motion for summary judgment, if the moving party fails to “make a 

prima facie showing of entitlement to judgment as a matter of law,” the court must deny “the 

motion, regardless of the sufficiency of the opposing papers.” Alvarez v Prospect Hosp., 68 NY2d 

320, 324 [1986]. If this threshold is met, the “burden shifts to the party opposing the motion for 

summary judgment to produce evidentiary proof…sufficient to establish the existence of material 

issues of fact which require a trial of the action.” Id. 

The court must view all evidence in the light most favorable to the nonmoving party, as 

well as give the nonmoving party the benefit of all reasonable inferences. Jacobsen v New York 

City Health and Hosps. Corp., 22 NY3d 824, 833 [2014]. If there are any doubts concerning the 

existence of a triable fact, the court must deny the motion. Rotuba Extruders, Inc. v Ceppos, 46 

NY2d 223, 231 [1978] (“[S]ummary judgment is a drastic remedy and should not be granted where 

there is any doubt as to the existence of a triable issue.”). 

A. White Plains Brought A Premature Motion for Summary Judgment, Depriving HBL 
of Necessary Discovery 

 
Under CPLR 3212(f), courts must “deny a motion for summary judgment…where the 

opposing party has not had a reasonable opportunity for disclosure prior to the making of the 

motion.” Brielmeier v Leal, 145 AD3d 753, 754 [2d Dept 2016]. Courts are especially quick to 

deny motions for summary judgment which occur before document production and depositions 
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given the potential that relevant information could be discovered. “[A] motion for summary 

judgment should be denied as premature where the movant has yet to be deposed.” Barreto v City 

of New York, 194 AD3d 563 [1st Dep 2021]; see also Guo Ping Gu v Malaxos, 192 AD3d 1087 

[2d Dept 2021]. 

There are substantial factual issues which require discovery to resolve. By way of example, 

White Plains took $5,418,000 from HBL, but has never returned or accounted for these funds. 

Jozefovic aff., ¶ 59, 65. White Plains accepted the documents necessary to become a signatory on 

the RSA, but never completed the transaction and never demanded that HBL post additional 

security deposits. ¶ 43-45. White Plains entered into exhaustive negotiations with HBL concerning 

an intercreditor agreement pursuant to the Amended Lease and the purchase of the Facility 

pursuant to the LOI, but both transactions were never completed. Jozefovic aff., ¶ 63-65. White 

Plains accepted four months of Fixed Rent Payments without protest, served a delayed and 

inadequate Notice of Default, and then accepted eight more months of Fixed Rent Payments before 

commencing this action. Jozefovic aff., ¶ 88. 

These issues, among others, cannot be resolved via summary judgment as they directly 

contradict White Plans’ claims that HBL has breached the Amended Lease. On May 7, 2021, HBL 

submitted document requests to White Plains, with the intention of deposing White Plains’ key 

witnesses afterwards. However, White Plains has failed to produce a single document in response, 

and no depositions have been conducted. Jozefovic aff., ¶ 102-106. As a result, White Plains has 

prevented HBL from contesting White Plains’ claims or proving HBL’s affirmative defenses and 

counterclaims. Finally, document discovery and depositions would demonstrate that White Plains 

waived certain sections of the Amended Lease and accepted HBL’s substantial performance, 

White Plains wrongfully appropriated HBL’s funds, White Plains accepted monthly rent payments 
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in lieu of demanding specific performance of the Amended Lease, and White Plains’ dispute with 

Security Benefit is due to White Plains’ own breach of the Loan Agreement.  

B. White Plains Is Prohibited From Declaring a Default Under the Lease 

Section 11.2 of the Amended Lease explicitly subrogates the Amended Lease to the Loan 

Agreement, stating: 

“All provisions contained in the loan documents between [White Plains] and 
[Security Benefit] . . . shall take precedence over and be in lieu of any contrary 
provision provided for in this Lease, and in all respects are binding upon Tenant 
who agrees to and acknowledges the same.” 
 

This provision is complimented by Section 4.1 of the Loan Agreement, which “assigns to [Security 

Benefit] . . . all of [White Plains’] rights in and under all Leases.” The Amended Lease and Loan 

Agreement constitute an integrated agreement, with both White Plains and HBL bound to the terms 

of the Loan Agreement. See Rudman v Cowles Comms., 30 NY2d 1, 12 [1972] (agreements are 

integrated according to “the intent manifested, viewed in the surrounding circumstances.”). 

Section 3.5(vi) of the Loan Agreement states that White Plains “will not, without prior 

written consent of [Security Benefit], terminate or consent to the cancellation or surrender of any 

Lease.” Yet, this is exactly what occurred. By serving the Notice of Default and bringing this 

action, White Plains has breached the Loan Agreement and Amended Lease. 

As stated in the plain terms of Section 11.2 of the Amended Lease and Sections 3.5 and 

4.1 of the Loan Agreement, White Plains cannot terminate the Lease without Security Benefit’s 

prior, written consent. Given the restrictions which the Amended Lease and Loan Agreement place 

on White Plains, White Plains could not issue the Notice of Default, file this complaint, or bring 

the Motion against HBL without Security Benefit’s prior, written consent. As White Plains has 
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never obtained Security Benefit’s consent, the Motion is improper under the Amended Lease and 

represents a continued breach of the Loan Agreement. 

C. White Plains Waived Any Alleged Defaults  
 

White Plains has waived the right to enforce the provisions of the Amended Lease 

regarding the alleged defaults committed by HBL (“Alleged Defaults”). Fundamental Portfolio 

Advisors, Inc. v Tocqueville Asset Mgt., L.P., 7 NY3d 96, 104 [2006]. White Plains’ decision not 

to enforce the Amended Lease, followed by delayed, selective, and inadequate notices constitute 

a “failure to act as to evince an intent not to claim the purported advantage.” Hadden v Consol. 

Edison Co. of New York, Inc., 45 NY2d 466, 469 [1978]. 

1. White Plains Chose Not to Enforce the Amended Lease 

Once a landlord knows that a tenant is in breach of the lease, the landlord must assert their 

rights, or the breach will be waived. Courts have long held that: 

“[T]he option rests with the landlord to recognize the violation and terminate the 
tenancy. . . . As one old English case put it, the landlord should not be permitted ‘to 
treat a man as a tenant, and then treat him as a trespasser.’” 

Jefpaul Garage Corp. v Presbyt. Hosp. in City of New York, 61 NY2d 442, 447-48 [1984]. This 

knowledge of defaults combined with a lack of immediate action is strong evidence of waiver, in 

contrast with landlords who act “promptly” and immediately serve “a notice to cure defaults as the 

lease provided it should.” Id. (citing Atkin's Waste Materials, Inc. v May, 34 NY2d 422 [1974]).  

White Plains is well-aware of HBL’s requirements and obligations under the Amended 

Lease. By August 17, 2017, White Plains knew that HBL had funded the RSA and provided 

Fensterman with signatory authority. Jozefovic aff., ¶ 43. By July 2019, White Plains knew that 

HBL had not provided the $3.6 million letter of credit. Jozefovic aff., ¶ 87. On November 20, 

2019, White Plains did not contest the status of the RSA when it agreed to the modifications in the 

LOI. Jozefovic aff., ¶ 60-63. 
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White Plains eventually served another Notice of Default on January 7, 2020, more than 

six months after the first Alleged Default. However, the Notice of Default was focused on the LOI 

and stated that the Amended Lease would be terminated on January 13, 2020, White Plains did not 

terminate the Amended Lease on January 13, and took no further steps until nine months later 

when it filed this action on September 18, 2021 (“the Complaint”). Jozefovic aff., ¶ 69. 

In short, White Plains had full knowledge of the Alleged Defaults, but waited over six 

months before notfying HBL. White Plains then waited nine more months to file the Complaint, 

despite the fact that the Notice of Default no longer applied. Many of the Alleged Defaults were 

only just raised in the Motion, years after the fact. 

2. White Plains Decided to Accept—And Continues To Accept—Rent From HBL In 
Lieu of Enforcing the Amended Lease 

Not only did White Plains waive these Alleged Defaults by choosing not to act, but White 

Plains continued this waiver by accepting rent from HBL. This violates the: 

“[S]ettled principle that acceptance of rent by a landlord from a tenant with 
knowledge of the tenant's violation of the terms of the lease normally results in a 
waiver of the violation.” 

Jefpaul Garage Corp., 61 NY2d at 447-48. 

Landlords must either (1) accept rent from the tenant; or (2) decline rent and enforce the 

lease. As the Court of Appeals held: 

“When rent is accepted with knowledge of particular conduct which is claimed to 
be a default, the acceptance of such rent constitutes a waiver by the landlord of the 
default.” 

Atkin's Waste Materials, Inc. v May, 34 NY2d 422, 427 [1974]; see also TSS-Seedman's, Inc. v 

Elota Realty Co., 72 NY2d 1024, 1027 [1988] (“[Landlord’s] acceptance of the rent resulted in the 

leases remaining in effect.”) 

 White Plains accepted an initial four months of Fixed Rent Payments, despite having 

knowledge of the Alleged Breaches. Then, after serving the Notice of Default and claiming that 
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the Amended Lease would be terminated on January 13, 2020, White Plains has accepted—and 

continues to accept—over 18 additional Fixed Rent Payments. Jozefovic aff., ¶ 88. 

 White Plains has waived its rights by having actual knowledge of the Alleged Breaches 

and choosing to accept HBL’s rent payments. To date, White Plains has accepted over 22 Fixed 

Rent Payments for $12.5 million. 

3. White Plains’ Actions Override The “No Waiver” Clauses In the Amended Lease  

The Amended Lease’s standard “no waiver” clause does not prevent White Plains from 

waiving the Alleged Defaults, as the “existence of a nonwaiver clause does not in itself preclude 

waiver of a contract clause.” Dice v Inwood Hills Condominium, 237 AD2d 403, 404 [2d Dept 

1997]; see also TSS-Seedman's, Inc., 72 NY2d at 1027 (landlords may waive their rights under the 

lease, despite “the leases contained ‘nonwaiver’ clauses.”). 

Sections 20.2 and 20.3 of the Amended Lease contain two boilerplate “no waiver” clauses. 

Neither clause permit White Plains to ignore known breaches of the Amended Lease and continue 

to accept Fixed Rent Payments from HBL. Furthermore, any issues concerning Sections 20.2 and 

20.3 of the Amended Lease cannot be decided as a matter of law, given that the application of a 

“no waiver” clause is a question of fact. Sunoce Properties, Inc. v Bally Total Fitness of Greater 

New York, Inc., 148 AD3d 751, 752-53 [2d Dept 2017]. 

4. HBL Detrimentally Relied Upon White Plains’ By Continuing To Build Up and 
Operate the Facility and White Plains will be Unjustly Enriched 

White Plains continues to profit from HBL’s development and usage of the Facility. If the 

Motion is granted, White Plains will be unjustly enriched through the value that HBL has added 

to the Facility, on top of the Fixed Rent Payments and the unaccounted funds. See Alan B. 

Greenfield, M.D., P.C. v. Long Beach Imaging Holdings, LLC 114 AD3d 888, 981 N.Y.S.2d 135.  
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5. Waiver Is a Question of Fact That Cannot Be Resolved On Summary Judgment 

White Plains will undoubtedly argue that there was no waiver and the intention was to hold 

HBL to the letter of the Amended Lease. By doing so, White Plains would ask the Court to decide 

an issue of fact. Fundamental Portfolio Advisors, Inc. v Tocqueville Asset Mgt., L.P., 7 NY3d 96, 

104 [2006] (“[T]he existence of an intent to forgo such a right is a question of fact.”). Discovery 

would provide some avenues for resolving the issue of waiver, but White Plains has refused to 

produce any documents or conduct depositions. Given that the issue of waiver cannot be resolved 

as a matter of fact, the Motion must be denied. 

D. White Plains’ Claims Are False 

1. HBL Paid Rent Every Month Without Fail 

White Plains claims that HBL took possession of the Facility on September 30, 2019, and 

failed to pay $10,831.79 in rent for that single day. Motion, 4. White Plains also claims that HBL 

has failed to pay rent on time. Motion, 4.  

This is false. Pursuant to Section 3.1 of the Amended Lease, the Commencement Date did 

not occur until December 2, 2019, when NYSDOH found the Facility to be capable of receiving 

patients.1 Jozefovic aff., ¶ 48. Therefore, HBL had no obligation to make Fixed Rent Payments 

before December 2, 2019. While HBL opted to pre-pay Fixed Rent Payments in October and 

November 2019, any claim for rent prior to December 2, 2019, must fail. Jozefovic aff., ¶ 91 

Additionally, HBL has promptly made Fixed Rent Payments at the beginning of each 

month, every month. HBL’s Fixed Rent Payments were made directly via wire transfer, and White 

Plains has never previously disputed the timing. Jozefovic aff., ¶ 88. 

 
1 While the letter states that approval is granted retroactive to November 14, 2019, neither HBL 
nor White Plains could have anticipated this date. 
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2. HBL Paid All Real Estate Taxes 

White Plains claims that HBL has failed to pay real estate taxes. Motion, 4. 

This is false. HBL has assumed responsibility for the Facility’s taxes, which have been 

fully paid. Tax records prove that HBL is current on all payments. Jozefovic aff., ¶ 92.  Exhibit L. 

3. HBL Paid Utility Charges, Utility Deposits, and Municipal Maintenance Escrows 

White Plains claims that HBL failed to pay utility deposits in the total amount of 

$68,828.94, while admitting that they have already been reimbursed $41,175.00. Motion, 5. 

This is false. HBL has assumed responsibility for the Facility’s utilities, which have been 

fully paid. Utility records prove that HBL is current on all payments. Jozefovic aff., ¶ 94. Exhibit 

M. Moreover, White Plains has never notified HBL of the alleged remaining $27,653.94 in Con 

Edison utility charges, and HBL is not responsible for Con Edison failing to return certain deposits. 

Motion, Exhibit 33. 

4. HBL Delivered Certificates of Insurance 

White Plains admits that HBL delivered the necessary certificates of insurance, but now 

claims that the insurance policies are inadequate. Motion, 5-6. 

This is false. HBL delivered the certificates of insurance to White Plains, which 

substantially comply with the Amended Lease. Jozefovic aff., ¶ 96. Exhibit N. Moreover, White 

Plains has never demanded that HBL obtain additional insurance coverage. 

5. HBL Delivered Medicare, Medicaid, and Other Provider Agreements, 
Reimbursement Rate Sheets, Updated Rate Sheets, and Financial and Operational 
Reporting 

White Plains admits that HBL has delivered substantial Medicare, Medicaid and other 

provider agreements, reimbursement and updated rate sheets, and financial and operational 

reporting, but now claims that the documents are inadequate. Motion, 6. 
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This is false. HBL delivered substantial documentation concerning provider agreements, 

rate sheets, and financial operational reports to White Plains, which substantially comply with the 

Amended Lease. Jozefovic aff., ¶ 98. Exhibit O. Moreover, White Plains has never demanded HBL 

provide additional documentation. 

6. HBL Complied With Its Security Deposit Obligations 

White Plains claims that HBL has failed to pay certain security deposits. Motion, 3. 

This is a misrepresentation. HBL substantially complied with its obligation to provide 

security deposits by funding the RSA and tendering signatory authority to White Plains, which 

White Plains failed to complete. The RSA remains in place today. Jozefovic aff., ¶ 43-45. 

Moreover, White Plains has never previously demanded that HBL provide a $3.7 million 

letter of credit or additional security deposits. As discussed supra, White Plains waived any issues 

regarding security deposits by choosing to accept HBL’s Fixed Rent Payments. This issue is 

irrelevant, as security deposits provide landlords with “adequate protection should the finances of 

a tenant falter.” Glass v Janbach Properties, Inc., 73 AD2d 106, 108-09 [2d Dept 1980]. As HBL 

has made Fixed Rent Payments each and every month, additional security deposits would serve no 

purpose. Jozefovic aff., ¶ 88. 

7. HBL Is Not Required to Pay Holdover or Accelerated Rent 

White Plains claims that HBL is required to pay holdover and accelerated rent. Motion, 7. 

This is false. Pursuant to the Amended Lease, holdover and accelerated rent apply only if 

the Amended Lease has been terminated. For all the reasons discussed herein, White Plains does 

not have the right to terminate the Amended Lease because it failed to obtain Security Benefit’s 
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prior consent, and White Plains waived its right to enforce the Amended Lease by choosing to 

accept HBL’s Fixed Rent Payments each month without protest. Jozefovic aff., ¶ 88. 

8. The Notice of Default Was Improper  

White Plains claims rest upon the Notice of Default, which is fatally flawed. Pursuant to 

Sections 16.1(a)(ii) and 16.1(g) of the Amended Lease, White Plains is required to give HBL 

written notice of an alleged default, after which HBL is provided with up to 90 days to cure the 

alleged default. 

This did not occur, as the Notice of Default does not contain the same claims that White 

Plains currently alleges. White Plains never served a subsequent Notice of Default on HBL, nor 

provided adequate notice for these entirely new claims and damages. 

Moreover, the Notice of Default is facially improper. Pursuant to Section 16.1 of the 

Amended Lease, “Landlord, may…upon five (5) days written notice,” move to terminate the 

Amended Lease. The terms are clear: “Landlord,” which is defined in the Amended Lease as 

“White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC,” has the sole right to initiate termination proceedings. 

However, the Notice of Default was served by Alfred Donnellan of Delbello Donnellan 

Weingarten Wise & Wiederkehr LLP and signed by Joshua Roccapriore as an “Authorized 

Representative.” Jozefovic aff., ¶ 69. 

White Plains’ decision to serve the Notice of Default via an unauthorized and unknown 

attorney and representative makes the Notice of Default a nullity. When: 

“the lease provides that certain of the rights and immunities arising thereunder may 
be exercised and enjoyed by either the “Landlord or Landlord's agents”, and where 
it elsewhere designates a named third party . . . as the landlord's attorney, it appears 
only reasonable that a forfeiture provision calling for cancellation of the lease upon 
only three days' written notice emanating specifically from the ‘Landlord’ should 
be strictly construed against its drawer.” 
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Siegel v Kentucky Fried Chicken of Long Is., Inc., 108 AD2d 218, 221 [2d Dept 1985], affd, Matter 

of, 67 NY2d 792 [1986] (emphasis in original). Here, Section 13.1 of the Amended Lease states 

that notices must be provided by (1) White Plains Hea1thcare Properties I, LLC; (2) Gerald J.  

Billow, Esq., of Postemak Blankstein & Lund LLP; and (3) Fensterman of Abrams Fensterman. 

As none of the signatories are included in the Amended Lease, the Notice of Default is defective, 

given that “the mere assertion of authority on the face of the notice by a total stranger to the 

transaction that he is the landlord's attorney and that he is authorized to act on the latter's behalf 

cannot be deemed to provide the tenant with the surety of notice to which he is contractually 

entitled.” Id. 

E. White Plains Is Not Entitled to A Money Judgment Against HBL, Jozefovic, or 
Neuman 

 
White Plains claims they are entitled to the incredible sum of $111,420,213.50 as a result 

of the Alleged Defaults. As discussed throughout, White Plains has failed to prove any of its claims 

or disprove any of HBL’s affirmative defenses and counterclaims. Therefore, it would be 

premature to award White Plains anything at this time. Harris v Thompson, 117 AD3d 791, 794 

[2d Dept 2014]. 

F. The LOI Is Unenforceable 
 

Pursuant to the LOI, HBL made an initial $2.2 million payment. The next steps required 

White Plains to “obtain a release of the lien of [Security Benefit] on the FF&E” and deliver “free 

and clear title to the FF&E.” Jozefovic aff., ¶ 23. However, White Plains breached the LOI by 

failing to deliver the FF&E, and this, among other issues, caused the automatic self-termination of 

the LOI. As Section 1(h) of the LOI states: 

If the closing does not occur by [April 1, 2020]…this LOI and the Formal Contracts 
shall be terminated and no party shall have any rights with respect thereto. 
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Additionally, Section 10 of the LOI states: 

No past, present, or future action, course of conduct, or failure to act relating to the 
transactions referenced in this LOI or relating to the negotiation of the terms of such 
transactions will give rise to or serve as the basis for any obligation or other liability 
on the part of Contributor or Buyer or any of their respective affiliates. 

 
Together, Sections 1(h) and 10 of the LOI prevent White Plains from using the LOI as the basis 

for any claim. 

G. HBL’s Affirmative Defenses Are Valid 
 

In the Answer, HBL asserted nine affirmative defenses. For the first, second, fifth and sixth 

affirmative defenses, HBL has asserted that White Plains’ prior breach of and failure to perform 

under the Development Agreement, Amended Lease, and Loan Agreement bar White Plains’ 

claims. Answer, 5. As HBL has already demonstrated, White Plains delivered the Facility two 

years late and $5 million overbudget, White Plains failed to obtain proper financing for the Facility, 

and White Plains breached the Loan Agreement with Security Benefit. These prevent White Plains 

from bringing claims or attempting to terminate the Amended Lease. Cayuga Harvester, Inc. v 

Allis-Chalmers Corp., 95 AD2d 5, 465 N.Y.S.2d 606. Jozefovic aff., ¶ 49. 

 For the third and fourth affirmative defense, HBL has asserted that the Amended Lease 

contains indefinite and unclear terms and that White Plains is in possession of sufficient payments 

which satisfy any alleged defaults or claims. Answer, 5. Moreover, White Plains should have 

provided HBL’s Fixed Rent Payments to Security Benefit pursuant to the terms of the Loan 

Agreement. Answer, 5. In total, HBL has made significant payments to White Plains, including, 

but not limited to, (1) $2.2 million pursuant to the Term Sheet; (2) $1.2 million in pre-paid Fixed 

Rent Payments for October and November 2019; (3) $2.2 million pursuant to the LOI; and (4) over 

$10.5 million in Fixed Rent Payments. None of these payments have been properly applied or 
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accounted for. Triple Diamond Café, Inc. v Those Certain Underwriters at Lloyd’s London, 124 

AD3d 763, 3 N.Y.S.3d 46. Jozefovic aff., ¶ 23, 63, 88.  

For the seventh and eight affirmative defenses, HBL has asserted that factual issues 

concerning White Plains’ representations and actions constitute fraud and waiver. White Plains 

misrepresented several material facts about their ability to fund and construct the Facility. As a 

sophisticated party, White Plains’ material misrepresentation suggests an intention to injure HBL 

for their own profit, effecting fraud. RBE Northern Funding, Inc. v Stone Mountain Holdings, LLC, 

78 AD3d 807, 911 N.Y.S.2d 115 [2d Dep. 2010]. Jozefovic aff., ¶ 49. 

 For the ninth affirmative defense, HBL has asserted that White Plains’ bad faith and 

unclean hands prevent enforcement of the Amended Lease. White Plains is using litigation to hold 

not only HBL hostage, but the wellbeing of HBL’s patients. This conduct is unconscionable. Moo 

Wei Wong v Wong, 293 AD2d 387, 740 N.Y.S.2d 614 [2002]. 

In response, White Plains claims that HBL’s affirmative defenses are baseless. Motion, 9. 

White Plains does not cite a single legal authority for this proposition, but instead relies solely on 

an affidavit from William Nicholson. Nicholson Aff., 9. Nicholson, who is not counsel, bases his 

argument that the affirmative defenses are “without merit” on unspecified “reasons stated below,” 

and a separate affidavit from Edward O. Tabor. Id. This argument carries no weight, and is patently 

insufficient to serve as the basis for summary judgment. 

2. HBL’s Counterclaims and Third-Party Claims Are Valid 
 

A. HBL Has Not Waived or Released Any Claims 
 

HBL has consistently sought to address White Plains’ breaches and failures under the 

Development Agreement and Amended Lease. In response, White Plains argues that HBL has 
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waived any and all claims based upon a boilerplate clause in Section 5.6(b) of the Amended Lease. 

Motion, 9-10. 

Section 5.6(b) does not reference HBL’s specific claims. Courts are quick to reject 

similarly broad and baseless waiver clauses because a waiver is ineffective unless it shows “that 

the release was intended to cover the subject action or claim.”  Mazzurco v. PII Sam, LLC, 153 

A.D.3d 1341, 63 N.Y.S.3d 59 (2017). Generalized waiver clauses cannot form the basis for 

escaping liability, especially when such waivers do not refer to any “particular claim, obligation, 

or controversy.” See Morales v. Solomon Mgt. Co., LLC, 38 AD3d 381, 382, 832 N.Y.S.2d 195, 

196 (1st Dept. 2007). 

B. HBL’s Counterclaims and Third-Party Claims Must Be Heard 
 

1. HBL Is Entitled to An Accounting 

HBL’s decision to enter into the Development Agreement, lease, Amended Lease, and LOI 

was not the result of an arms-length transaction. Instead, HBL was directed by Fensterman, who 

served as HBL’s counsel, and HBL provided White Plains with funds to manage and utilize. 

Jozefovic aff., ¶ 4, 43. Although never formalized, HBL and White Plains had a quintessential 

fiduciary relationship. See Faith Assembly v Titledge of N.Y. Abstract, LLC, 106 AD3d 47, 961 

N.Y.S.2d 542, 553 (“The core of a fiduciary relationship is a higher level of trust than normally 

present in the marketplace.”); see also Mandelblatt v Devon Stores, Inc., 132 AD2d 162, 521 

N.Y.S.2d 672, 676 (holding that fiduciary liability “is not dependent solely upon an 

agreement…but results from the relation.”). 

White Plains has claimed that there was no fiduciary relationship. Motion, 13. However, 

“ascertaining the existence of a fiduciary relationship inevitably requires a fact-specific inquiry.” 

Mosdos Chofetz Chaim, Inc. v RBS Citizens, N.A., 14 F.Supp.3d 191 (quoting Roni LLC, 939 
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N.Y.S.2d 746); EBC I, Inc. v Goldman, Sachs & Co., 799 N.Y.S.2d 170. As White Plains has 

stymied all discovery efforts, White Plains cannot demonstrate that a fiduciary relationship does 

not exist. 

2. White Plains Owes HBL Imputed Interest 

When HBL provided White Plains with capital via the Term Sheet, it created a short-term 

loan to be repaid via the purchase and delivery of FF&E and rent credits. As White Plains has 

never delivered the FF&E or provided the necessary rent credits, HBL is entitled to imputed 

interest. Gregorio v Gregorio, 234 AD2d 512, 651 N.Y.S.2d 599. Jozefovic aff., ¶ 26. 

3. White Plains Breached the Development Agreement and Amended Lease 

As discussed supra, White Plains was obligated to deliver the Facility on time, on budget, 

and with the proper financing in place. White Plains did none of these things, and has continued 

to breach the terms of the Amended Lease by refusing to return or account for millions in 

payments. White Plains’ reliance on assumptions and boilerplate waiver clauses do not prevent 

HBL from bringing a cause of action for breach of contract. See Mazzurco v PII Sam, LLC, 153 

AD3d 1341, 63 N.Y.S.3d 59. Jozefovic aff., ¶ 49-50. 

4.  White Plains Fraudulently Misrepresented Material Facts 

The root cause is that White Plains materially misrepresented its ability to complete the 

Facility in order to obtain millions in payments from HBL. Channel Master Corp. v. Aluminum 

Ltd. Sales, 176 N.Y.S.2d 259. (“[I]t is sufficient to show that the defendant knowingly uttered a 

falsehood intending to deprive the plaintiff of a benefit and that the plaintiff was thereby deceived 

and damaged.”). HBL has alleged that White Plains made multiple misrepresentations to induce 

HBL to enter into the Development Agreement, Term Sheet, Amended Lease, and LOI, all with 

the intent of extracting additional payments. Jozefovic aff., ¶ 49-50. 
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5. Bad Faith 

The doctrine of unclean hands applies when the complaining party shows that the offending 

party is guilty of immoral, unconscionable conduct. White Plains has demonstrated unclean hands 

by appropriating and misusing HBL’s funds. See Moo Wei Wong, 293 AD2d 387. 

3. HBL Was Not Required To Respond to the NTA 
 

A. The NTA Was Improper 
 

HBL has no obligation to respond to the NTA because it contained improper admissions. 

Admissions are improper if they are (1) used to compel fundamental or disputed facts; (2) used in 

place of other discovery devices; or (3) already answered in other responsive pleadings. 32nd Ave. 

LLC v Angelo Holding Corp., 134 AD3d 696, 698-99 [2d Dept 2015]; see also DeSilva by DeSilva 

v Rosenberg, 236 AD2d 508 [2d Dept 1997] (“A notice to admit which goes to the heart of the 

matters at issue is improper.”); see also Meadowbrook-Richman, Inc. v Cicchiello, 273 AD2d 6, 6 

[1st Dept 2000]. 

Here, the NTA runs afoul of all three concerns. White Plains is using the NTA in an attempt 

to compel admissions concerning the fundamental facts at issue, i.e., whether HBL substantially 

complied with the terms of the Amended Lease, and why. White Plains has served the NTA, while 

refusing to participate in document discovery or depositions. Finally, HBL has already filed an 

Answer responding to the exact same issues and claims in the NTA. 

B. In the Alternative, HBL Requests Additional Time to Respond to the NTA 
 
To the extent the Court finds the NTA proper, HBL requests an additional two weeks to 

respond, as the delay is immaterial and there is no prejudice to White Plains. See Meadowbrook-

Richman, Inc. v Cicchiello, 273 AD2d 6, 6-7 [1st Dept 2000]. 
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CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer 

Jozefovic, and Mark Neuman respectfully request that the Court (1) deny the Motion in its entirety; 

(2) strike the NTA as improper, or in the alternative, grant HBL additional time to respond; 

together with such other and further relief as this Court deems just, proper, and equitable. 

Dated: New York, New York 
October 25, 2021 

 MICHELMAN & ROBINSON, LLP 
  

By:       
John Giardino, Esq. 
Alex Barnett-Howell Esq. 
800 Third Avenue, 24th Floor 
New York, NY 10022 
(212) 730-7700 
jgiardino@mrllp.com 
abarnett-howell@mrllp.com 
Attorneys for Defendants and Third-Party 
Plaintiffs
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CERTIFICATION PURSUANT TO COMMERCIAL DIVISION RULE 17 
 

 
I, JOHN GIARDINO, ESQ., an attorney at law licensed to practice in the State of New York, and 

counsel of record herein, certify that this document contains 6,998 words, exclusive of the caption 

page, table of contents and table of authorities and signature block, as counted by the word count 

of the word-processing system used to prepare this document. 

Dated: New York, New York 
 October 25, 2021 
 
 
/s/ John Giardino   
JOHN GIARDINO 
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At I.A.S. Part ___, of the Supreme Court of the 
State of New York, held in and for the County 
of Westchester, at the Courthouse located at 
111 Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd, White 
Plains, NY 10601, on the _____ day of August, 
2021. 

 
PRESENT: 
 
 Hon. Gretchen Walsh 
 Justice Supreme Court 
 
SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER 
------------------------------------------------------------------X 
WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, 
LLC, 
 
    Plaintiff, 
 
 -against- 
 
HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/K/A LIZER 
JOZOFOVIC, and MARK NEUMAN, 
 

 Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs, 
 
 -against- 
 
CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY 
CONSULTING, THE CONGRESS COMPANIES, 
HOWARD FENSTERMAN, WILLIAM 
NICHOLSON, and METROPOLITAN 
COMMERCIAL BANK 
 

Third-Party Defendants 

: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 

 
 
Index No. 60278/2020 
 
 

-----------------------------------------------------------------X 
 

ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE FOR PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION 
AND TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER 

UPON the annexed First Amended Verified Amended Answer with Affirmative Defenses, 

Counterclaims, and Third-Party Complaint dated May 21, 2021, the Complaint dated October 22, 

2020 from the consolidated action Lizer Jozefovic v. White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC et 
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al., No. 655549/2020, the Affirmation of Lizer Jozefovic dated October 25, 2021, the 

Memorandum of Law dated October 25, 2021, and upon each of the exhibits and all of the papers 

and proceedings heretofore had herein, and sufficient cause being alleged therefore: 

LET THE PLAINTIFF WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC, and 

THIRD-PARTY DEFENDANTS CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY CONSULTING, 

THE CONGRESS COMPANIES, HOWARD FENSTERMAN, WILLIAM NICHOLSON, and 

METROPOLITAN COMMERCIAL BANK, show cause before this Court located at IAS Part 

____, Room ____, 111 Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd, White Plains, NY 10601, on the _____ 

day of October, 2021 __________ a.m./p.m., or as soon thereafter as counsel may be heard; 

WHY a preliminary order pursuant to Article 63 of the Civil Practice Law and Rules should 

not be entered, pending determination of this action, (1) Invalidating and nullifying the auction 

held by Plaintiff and Third-Party Defendants on July 1, 2021, of Lizer Jozefovic’s membership 

interest in Waterview Acquisition I, LLC; (2) Enjoining Plaintiff and Third-Party Defendants from 

taking any further actions to complete the sale of Lizer Jozefovic’s membership interest in 

Waterview Acquisition I, LLC during the pendency of this action; and (3) Granting such other 

relief as the Court deems just and proper. 

IT BEING alleged in the Amended Answer and Third-Party Complaint, the Complaint, 

and the Affirmations that temporary relief is necessary to prevent irreparable harm to Defendants 

and Third-Party Plaintiffs pending the hearing and determination of the motion for a preliminary 

injunction, and it appearing that Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs are entitled to a preliminary 

injunction pursuant to CPLR § 6301 to enjoin Plaintiff and Third-Party Defendants as stated above; 

it is 
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ORDERED, that pending the hearing and determination of Defendants and Third-Party 

Plaintiffs’ motion for a preliminary injunction, (1) The auction held by Plaintiff and Third-Party 

Defendants on July 1, 2021, was commercially unreasonable and is therefore invalidated; and (2) 

Plaintiff and Third-Party Defendants are temporarily enjoined and restrained from taking any 

further actions to transfer, assign, convey or sell Lizer Jozefovic’s membership interest in 

Waterview Acquisition I, LLC. 

AND IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Plaintiff and Third-Party Defendants’ response to 

this motion, if any, shall be hand delivered or emailed to Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs’ 

counsel and filed with the Court on or before ____________________________, 2021; 

AND IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs reply, if 

any, should be delivered or emailed to Plaintiff and Third-Party Defendants’ counsel and filed with 

the Court on or before ____________________________, 2021; 

SUFFICIENT CAUSE BEING ALLEGED THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED THAT 

service of this order and the papers upon which it is granted be deemed due, timely and sufficient 

if made as follows: 

a) By overnight mail service upon Plaintiff White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC, 

on or before the _____ day of __________________, 2021, or by electronic service 

of said papers; 

b) By overnight mail service upon Third-Party Defendants CCC Equities, LLC, 

Project Equity Consulting, The Congress Companies, Howard Fensterman, and 

William Nicholson on or before the _____ day of __________________, 2021, or 

by electronic service of said papers; and 
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c) By overnight mail service upon Third-Party Defendant Metropolitan Commercial 

Bank, on or before the _____ day of __________________, 2021, or by electronic 

service of said papers. 

 
E N T E R: 

___________________________________ 
Hon. Gretchen Walsh 
JUSTICE OF THE SUPREME COURT 
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER 
------------------------------------------------------------------X 
WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, 
LLC, 

Plaintiff, 

-against-

HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/K/A LIZER 
JOZOFOVIC, and MARK NEUMAN, 

Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs, 

-against-

CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY 
CONSULTING, THE CONGRESS COMPANIES, 
HOWARD FENSTERMAN, WILLIAM 
NICHOLSON, and METROPOLITAN 
COMMERCIAL BANK 

Third-Party Defendants 

: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 

Index No. 60278/2020 

-----------------------------------------------------------------X 

AFFIDAVIT OF LIZER JOZEFOVIC 
IN SUPPORT OF ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE 

LIZER JOZEFOVIC, being duly sworn, deposes and says: 

1. I respectfully submit this affidavit, based upon my personal knowledge, in support

of the Order to Show Cause to nullify and invalidate the purported and commercially unreasonable 

auction of my Membership Interest in Waterview Acquisition I, LLC (“Waterview”) which 

Plaintiff White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC and Third-Party Defendant Howard 

Fensterman conducted on July 1, 2021 (the “Auction”), and to prevent any further actions to 

complete the sale. 
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2. I am seeking a preliminary order (1) invalidating and nullifying the auction held by

Plaintiff and Third-Party Defendants on July 1, 2021, of my membership interest in Waterview 

Acquisition I, LLC; and (2) enjoining Plaintiff and Third-Party Defendants from taking any further 

actions to complete the sale of my membership interest in Waterview Acquisition I, LLC during 

the pendency of this action. 

3. If the Auction is allowed to stand it will cause irreparable harm to me.

4. I am the managing member and 70.1% owner of Waterview, a 130-bed skilled

nursing facility licensed by the State of New York which I have continuously operated since 2005 

(the “Membership Interest”). 

5. I, personally, am the holder of the nursing home license issued by the New York

State Department of Health (“NYSDOH”). 

6. There are currently over 100 residents in the facility.

7. I personally manage the daily operations of Waterview. I am in the facility every

week and supervise the care and welfare of the residents. 

8. My son, Joseph Jozefovic, has been the administrator of the facility since 2015.

9. In 2015, I refinanced Waterview with the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban

Development (“HUD”). 

10. There is currently a $25,000,000 HUD loan in place for the Waterview operations.

11. In addition, I borrowed $3,000,000 from Metropolitan Commercial Bank (“MCB”)

to fund operations, a loan I personally guaranteed. 

12. I also have a line of credit extended by Gemino in the amount of $1,400,000, which

I have also personally guaranteed. 
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13. If my Membership Interest is auctioned off in the manner indicated by White Plains,

it will cause a default on all of these loans. 

14. In December 2019, I assigned the Membership Interest to MCB as part of a $3

million loan and financing arrangement to provide working capital to benefit the Project, most of 

which was paid in the form of rent to White Plains. 

15. On December 23, 2019, I granted MCB a security interest in the Membership

Interest, and MCB perfected its security interest by taking possession of the related certifications 

and filing a Uniform Commercial Code Financing Statement. 

16. Currently, MCB has perfected its security interest in Membership Interest and has

physical possession of the membership certificates. White Plains knew and approved of the loan 

from MCB, since the proceeds have been used to pay rent on the Facility. 

17. On or about June 10, 2021, I received a purported Notification of Disposition of

Collateral, dated June 9, 2020 (the “Notification”), which announced the intention to sell at “public 

auction” the Membership Interest. 

18. A true and correct copy of the Notification is attached as Exhibit A.

19. On July 1, 2021, Plaintiff White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC and Third-

Party Defendants CCC Equities, LLC, Project Equity Consulting, The Congress Companies, 

Howard Fensterman, and William Nicholson’s (collectively “White Plains” or “Plaintiffs”) 

conducted a purported auction of my 70.1% membership interest in Waterview. 

20. I was represented at the Auction by my counsel.

21. Despite representations White Plains made to counsel and to the Court about many

interested parties participating in the Auction, not one single bidder attended. 
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22. In addition, White Plains’ representation that the Auction would generate millions

in proceeds was false. 

23. Instead, as reported by my counsel, White Plains made the one and only bid for the

amount of $100.00. 

24. As the record before the Court reveals, the Auction was commercially unreasonable

for the following reasons: 

a. The single bid of $100.00 does not represent 1% of the value of the

Membership Interest, which is estimated to be worth at least $6 million; 

b. The Auction was a sham, as no bidders attended, and no external bids were

made; 

c. White Plains engaged in naked self-dealing, as White Plains set the terms,

conducted the Auction, and made the one and only bid of $100.00; and 

d. The Auction was compromised because (i) any bidder would be taking the

Membership Interest pursuant to MCB’s senior interest; (ii) any bidder would need to 

receive approval from NYSDOH, a process which can take months or years; and (iii) the 

Auction occurred during active litigation, wherein Petitioners maintain counterclaims 

against White Plains in excess of $1.6 million. 

25. As a result, not one third-party bid was made at the Auction.

26. I have spent years of my life successfully building and operating nursing homes.

Although it is difficult to estimate, the Membership Interest is worth approximately $6 million. 

27. I will be irrevocably harmed if the Auction is permitted to proceed, and I am

divested of my managing member interest. 
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28. New York State and NYSDOH impose strict laws and regulations concerning the

sale or transfer of nursing homes. If there is a change in ownership of a nursing home, the new 

owner must submit an application and provide a comprehensive Certificate of Need in order to 

receive written approval from NYSDOH to receive an operating license. 

29. The failure to receive pre-approval from NYSDOH bars the sale of a nursing home.

30. White Plains was not in possession of my Membership Interest and cannot conduct

a commercially reasonable auction. 

31. Moreover, any purported auction and sale of the Membership Interest is improper

as MCB maintains a prior secured interest of $3 million. 

32. Although White Plains represented to the Court that the sale would generate

proceeds sufficient to pay off MCB, the sale generated only $100.00. 

33. Moreover, any purported auction and sale of the Membership Interest would be

complicated by the fact that NYSDOH would have to first approve the licensing and authorization 

necessary to manage and operate Waterview, a process that can months, or even years, to complete. 

34. If the results of the Auction are allowed to stand, White Plains will have seized the

Membership Interest for $100.00. 

35. On July 7, 2021, I sent a letter to White Plains’ counsel requesting that White Plains

voluntarily cancel the Auction and abandon any further attempts to sell the Membership Interest 

(the “July 7 Letter”). 

36. However, to the extent White Plains believed that the Auction was commercially

reasonable and that White Plains’ sole $100.00 bid accurately represented the fair market value, I 

provided White Plains with a check for $100.00 to redeem the Membership Interest. 

37. A true and correct copy of the July 7 Letter is attached as Exhibit B.
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38. If the results of the Auction are allowed to stand, White Plains will jeopardize the

continued operations of Waterview and my other nursing homes. 

39. I will be irreparably harmed if the relief requested is not granted.

40. I seek an Order to Show Cause for a temporary restraining order and a preliminary

injunction to (1) invalidate and nullify the Auction held by Plaintiff and Third-Party Defendants 

on July 1, 2021, of my membership interest in Waterview Acquisition I, LLC; (2) enjoin Plaintiff 

and Third-Party Defendants from taking any further actions to complete the sale of my 

membership interest in Waterview Acquisition I, LLC during the pendency of this action. 
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Dated: New York, New York 

October d5, 2021

Sworn to before me this 
:is day of October, 2021

Notary Public 

Daniella Femmella 
Notiary Public, State O-i New York 

No. 01 CH5084689 
Qualified in '.'Vestchester Coun!Y 

Commission !=:xpires 9/8/20,;a 

By: 
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NOTIFICATION OF DISPOSITION OF COLLATERAL

June 9, 2021

To:

Lizer Josefovic Metropolitan Commercial Bank

53 Mariner Way 99 Park Avenue, 4th floor

Monsey, New York 10952-1248 New York, New York 10016

Windels Marx Lane & Mittendorf, LLP Michelman & Robinson, LLP

156 West
56th Street 800 Third Ave.,

24th p

New York, New York 10019 New York, NY 10022

Attn: Michele Arbeeny, Esq. Attn: John Giardino, Esq.

Robert Malatak, Esq. Alex Barnett-Howell, Esq.

From: Howard Fensterman as nominee for White Plains Healthcare Properties, LLC,

2 Bourbon Street, Peabody, Massachusetts 01960 (Secured Party)

Re: Collateral Assignment and Pledge of Membership Interest and Security Agreement (the

"Pledge"), dated August 11, 2017, made by and between Lizer Josefovic ("Assignor") and

Howard Fensterman, as nominee for White Plains Health Care Properties, LLC

("Assignee") as such agreement may have been further amended or modified from

time to time.

We will sell the Collateral described in Exhibit A hereto and made a part hereof to the

highest qualified bidder in public as follows:

Day and Date: Thursday, July 1, 2021

Time: 10:00 a.m.

Place: DelBello Donnellan Weingarten Wise & Wiederkehr, LLP, One

North Lexington Avenue, White Plains, New York 10601, phone:

914-681-0200.

You are entitled to, at no charge, an accounting of the unpaid indebtedness secured by the

collateral that we intend to sell. You may request an accounting by contacting Alfred E. Donnellan

DelBello Donnellan Weingarten Wise & Wiederkehr, LLP One North Lexington Ave. White

Plains, NY 10601, Phone: 914-681-0200.

Very truly yours,

/s/ Howtw& Fenfe-emo-w

Howard Fensterman as nominee for

White Plains Health Care Properties, LLC

1
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EXHIBIT A

The Collateral to be sold consists of:

All rights, title and interest of Lizer Josefovic as a member in Waterview Acquisition 1,

LLC.

2
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EXHIBIT B 
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JOHN GIARDINO  
jgiardino@mrllp.com 

New York Office 
800 Third Avenue, 24th Floor  

New York, NY 10022 

P 212.730.7700 F 212.730.7725 www.mrllp.com 

 

Los Angeles       |       Orange County       |       San Francisco      |       Chicago      |       New York 
 
 

 
 
July 7, 2021 
 
 

VIA EMAIL AND FEDEX 
 
 
Alfred E. Donnellan, Esq. 
Delbello Donnellan Weingarten Wise & Wiederkehr, LLP 
One North Lexington Ave. 
White Plains, New York 10601 
aed@ddw-law.com 
 
 

 
Re: White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC v. HBL SNF, LLC et al. 
 Index No. 60278/2020 

 
Dear Al: 
 
 The auction that occurred on July 1, 2021, which was allegedly conducted pursuant to 2017 
Collateral Assignment and Pledge of Membership Interest, produced no bona fide bidders. Contrary 
to your clients’ representations to both the trial and appellate courts, “multiple bidders” did not attend 
and the auction generated no real proceeds, only a token, insider bid of $100.00 from your clients.  
To state the obvious, the “auction” was commercially unreasonable. 

 Consequently, we consider the “auction” to be a nullity and intend to take appropriate action 
to set it aside. As we have already set forth in our papers, the attempted auction constitutes improper 
self-dealing and will only give rise to new claims for damages suffered by Mr. Jozefovic. 

 We request that you voluntarily cancel the “auction” and abandon any further attempt to 
transfer or sell Mr. Jozefovic’s Membership Interest. We remain willing to continue our discussions to 
resolve the rent security account. I am available to discuss the same with you at your convenience. 

 Without prejudice to our position, we are forwarding Mr. Jozefovic’s check in the amount of 
$100.00 issued to White Plains, which represents the market value your client has now established 
for the Membership Interest through the auction process. This sum should be applied to our client’s 
rent security obligation. Although we do not believe any action by your client has dispossessed Mr. 
Jozefovic of his interest in Waterview, this payment is intended to redeem that interest as to your 
clients’ recent actions.  
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July 7, 2021 
Page 2 
 
 
  

 As stated above, let me know if you would like to discuss a resolution of these issues without 
further motion practice and litigation. 

 
Very truly yours, 
 
MICHELMAN & ROBINSON, LLP 
 

 
 

John Giardino 
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER 
------------------------------------------------------------------X 
WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, 
LLC, 
 
     Plaintiff, 
 
 -against- 
 
HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/K/A LIZER 
JOZOFOVIC, and MARK NEUMAN, 
 

 Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs, 
 
 -against- 
 
CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY 
CONSULTING, THE CONGRESS COMPANIES, 
HOWARD FENSTERMAN, WILLIAM 
NICHOLSON, and METROPOLITAN 
COMMERCIAL BANK 
 

Third-Party Defendants 
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Index No. 60278/2020 
 
 

-----------------------------------------------------------------X 
 

 

MEMORANDUM OF LAW  
IN SUPPORT OF ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE 

 

 

MICHELMAN & ROBINSON, LLP 
John Giardino, Esq. 
Alex Barnett-Howell, Esq. 
800 Third Avenue, 24th Floor 
New York, New York 10022 
Tel: (212) 730-7700 
jgiardino@mrllp.com 
abarnett-howell@mrllp.com 
Attorneys for Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs 
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I. PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 

Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs bring an application for a temporary restraining order 

and a preliminary injunction to invalidate and nullify a commercially unreasonable auction and to 

prevent the completion of a sale conducted by Plaintiff White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC 

and Third-Party Defendant Howard Fensterman (collectively, “White Plains”) of a membership 

interest in a nursing home worth over $6 million for $100.00. 

As the Court is aware, Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs Lizer Jozefovic (“Jozefovic”) 

and Mark Neuman own and operate a successful skilled nurse management company known as 

Epic Healthcare Management (collectively with Defendant and Third-Party Plaintiff HBL SNF, 

LLC, “Epic”).  Established more than 20 years ago, Epic successfully manages six high quality 

skilled nursing and rehabilitation facilities including the two facilities which are the subject of this 

litigation: Waterview Hills Rehabilitation and Healthcare, located in Purdys, New York 

(“Waterview”), and Epic Rehabilitation and Nursing of White Plains. 

White Plains is the developer and landlord of a single-purpose building in which Epic, as 

tenants, operate a separate nursing home. On August 11, 2017, White Plains and Epic entered into 

a collateral assignment which provided certain terms and conditions under which Epic would 

establish a rent security account. Epic complied with its obligations, placing $1.6 million in an 

account and tendering the necessary paperwork to White Plains, thereby terminating the collateral 

assignment. However, White Plains and Epic remain actively engaged in a dispute involving 

claims arising from the development of this nursing home, the leasing of the property, and the 

misappropriation of funds by White Plains. 

On June 9, 2021, during ongoing litigation, White Plains issued a Notification of 

Disposition of Collateral, asserting that the collateral assignment gave it the right to sell at auction 
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Jozefovic’s majority ownership interest in Waterview. As Epic had performed all of its obligations 

pursuant to the collateral assignment and any attempted auction would cause irreparable harm, 

Epic sought injunctive relief from the Court. 

Epic requested that the Court stay the auction because White Plains had no right to sell the 

membership interest. Moreover, Epic contested White Plains’ attempts to conduct an auction 

because the means and methods were inequitable, would inevitably fail, and/or require reversal 

due to the ongoing litigation between the parties. In response, White Plains claimed that the auction 

had to continue as scheduled because there were multiple confirmed bidders, the auction would 

generate millions of dollars sufficient to fund another $1.6 million rent security account and to 

repay a $3 million secured interest to Defendant Metropolitan Commercial Bank (“MCB”), and 

any delay would drastically reduce the price of Jozefovic’s membership interest. 

The Court declined to issue a temporary restraining order, and on July 1, 2021, Epic’s 

counsel and representatives attended the auction. No bidders attended, and White Plains placed the 

only bid of $100.00 for the membership interest, which is worth well over $6 million. 

As addressed herein, the auction must be invalidated because it was commercially 

unreasonable and White Plains must be prevented from taking further steps to complete the sale 

of Jozefovic’s membership interest. 

II. STATEMENT OF FACTS 

A. White Plains Attempts To Auction The Membership Interest 
 

On June 9, 2021, White Plains issued a purported Notification of Disposition of Collateral 

which announced the intention to sell the “Collateral,” defined as “[a]ll rights, title and interest of 

Lizer Jozefovic as a member of Waterview Acquisition 1, LLC,” to the “highest qualified bidder 

in public” on Thursday, July 1, 2021, at 10:00 AM (the “Notification”). Jozefovic Aff., ¶ 17. 
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On June 22, 2021, Epic filed an order to show cause with the Court, seeking injunctive 

relief. At the subsequent hearing on June 30, 2021, White Plains informed the Court that the 

auction needed to proceed as scheduled because there were multiple confirmed bidders and the 

auction would generate sufficient bids to both fund the $1.6 million rent security and to repay 

MCB’s $3 million loan. White Plains also claimed that the auction could not be postponed because 

any delay would result in a lower price at auction. As a result, the Court declined to enter a 

temporary restraining order. 

On July 1, 2021, Epic sent counsel and representatives to attend the auction, which was 

held at the offices of White Plains’ counsel (the “Auction”). Jozefovic Aff., ¶ 20. Epic confirmed 

that no bidders attended the Auction, and no bids were entered. Jozefovic Aff., ¶ 21. Instead, White 

Plains made the sole, nominal bid of $100.00. Jozefovic Aff., ¶ 23. 

On July 7, 2021, Epic requested that White Plains voluntarily cancel the Auction and 

abandon any further attempts to sell the Membership Interest. However, to the extent White Plains 

believed that the Auction was commercially reasonable and that White Plains’ sole $100.00 bid 

accurately represented the fair market value, Epic provided White Plains with a check for $100.00 

to redeem the Membership Interest. Jozefovic Aff., ¶ 36. 

 

III. LEGAL ARGUMENT 

A. The Preliminary Injunction Maintains the Status Quo Pending Resolution of the 
Litigation  

 
The purpose of a preliminary injunction is to preserve the status quo until a matter can be 

fully briefed and resolved. See, e.g., Koob v. IDS Fin. Serv., Inc., 629 N.Y.S.2d 426 (1st Dep't 

1995); Residential Bd. of Managers of the Columbia Condo. v. Alden, 576 N.Y.S.2d 859 (1st Dep't 

1991). 
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To obtain a preliminary judgment, Epic must satisfy three requirements: 
 

(1)  A likelihood of success on the merits of the action; 
(2)  The danger of irreparable injury in the absence of a preliminary 

injunction; and 
(3)  A balance of the equities in favor of the party seeking the 

injunction. 
 

See, e.g., Nobu Next Door, LLC v. Fine Arts Housing, Inc., 4 N.Y.3d 839, 840 (2005); W. T. Grant 

Co. v. Srogi, 52 N.Y.2d 496, 517 (1981). These factors must be weighed together and in context 

when determining whether to grant a preliminary injunction. See Doe v. Axelrod, 73 N.Y.2d 748, 

750 (1988); see also Chernoff Diamond & Co. v. Fitzmaurice, Inc., 651 N.Y.S.2d 504, 506 (1996). 

As set forth below, Epic satisfies each of these three requirements and is entitled to an 

injunction negating the Auction as commercially unreasonable and preventing White Plains from 

engaging in any further efforts to sell the Membership Interest. 

B. Epic Is Likely To Succeed On The Merits 
 

In order to obtain a preliminary injunction, the moving party is not required to demonstrate 

“a certainty of success,” but need only provide a prima facie showing of their right to relief.  

Bingham v. Struve, 591 N.Y.S.2d 156, 158 (1st Dep't 1992); Parkmed Co. v. Pro-Life Counselling, 

Inc., 457 N.Y.S.2d 27, 29 (1st Dep't 1982). The moving party establishes a likelihood of success 

through credible claims and arguments, regardless of whether the opposing party disputes the facts. 

Four Times Square Assocs., LLC v. Cigna Invs., Inc., 764 N.Y.S.2d 1, 2 (1st Dep't 2003). 

As evidenced by the fact that the Auction produced no bidders and no bids, and that White 

Plains made the one and only nominal bid of $100.00, Epic is likely to succeed on the merits of its 

claims. See also Promenade Condo. v. J.J.& P. Corp., 662 N.Y.S.2d 509, 510 (1997) (holding that 

an affidavit and basic documentary evidence are sufficient to grant a preliminary injunction). 
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1. The Auction Was Commercially Unreasonable 

Epic has disputed—and continues to dispute—White Plains’ claim that Jozefovic breached 

the Collateral Assignment and that the Membership Interest can be sold at auction. Regardless, on 

July 1, 2021, White Plains proceeded with the Auction. 

Pursuant to UCC § 9–610(b), an attempted sale of collateral is null and void if it was not 

performed in a commercially reasonable manner. Whether a specific event is commercially 

reasonable presents “a fact-intensive inquiry; no magic set of procedures will immunize the sale 

from scrutiny.” Matter of Excello Press, Inc., 890 F.2d 896, 905 (7th Cir.1989) (applying N.Y. 

law); see also Federal Deposit Ins. Corp. v. Forte, 144 A.D.2d 627, 629, 535 N.Y.S.2d 75 (2d 

Dept. 1988). 

Auctions and sales are commercially unreasonable and must be invalidated if either (1) the 

process was "tainted by overreaching, fraud, collusion or mistake;" or (2) if “an unconscionably 

low sale price was obtained.” Chase Home Fin. LLC v. Diaz, 16 Misc. 3d 415 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. 

Suffolk County 2007). Additionally, pursuant to UCC § 9-504’s, the secured party must act “in 

good faith and to the parties' mutual best advantage,” or the sale will be invalidated.  See, e.g., 

108th Street Owners Corp. v. Overseas Commodities Ltd., 238 A.D.2d 324 (2d Dept. 1997); MTI 

Systems Corp. v. Hatziemanuel, 151 A.D.2d 649 (2d Dept. 1989); Federal Deposit Ins. Corp. v. 

Herald Square Fabrics Corp., 81 A.D.2d 168 (2d Dept. 1981). In short, the secured party must 

make a “good faith” effort to secure “the best obtainable price” in a “fair sale,” i.e., by attempting 

to obtain the “highest price” in the “best available market.” Obrecht v. Crawford, 175 Md. 385 

(Md. Ct. App. 1938); see also Atlantic City Tire & Rubber Corp. v. Southwark F. & M. Co., 289 

Pa. 569 (PA 1927). 
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The Auction was commercially unreasonable and must be nullified because (1) the final 

bid of $100 was unconscionably low; (2) there were no other bids or bidders; (3) White Plains 

engaged in blatant self-dealing; and (4) the terms and circumstances of the Auction prevented a 

commercially reasonable auction from occurring. 

i. The Auction Price Was Unconscionably Low 

UCC § 9–610(b) requires that sales of collateral be commercially reasonable and UCC § 

9–627(a), Official Comment 2 specifically advises that an auction or sale which results in “a low 

price suggests that a court should scrutinize carefully all aspects of a disposition.” 

Accordingly, courts routinely invalidate auctions or attempted sales which generate 

inadequate “low price” results. A “wide or marked discrepancy in disposal and sale prices is an 

independently adequate reason to question the commercial reasonableness of a disposition of 

collateral.” Federal Deposit Ins. Corp. v. Herald Square Fabrics Corp., 81 A.D.2d 168, 185 (N.Y. 

App. Div. 1981). 

It is a “definitive rule” that sale prices of less than 10% of the collateral’s value are found 

to be “unconscionably low” and consistently held to be commercially unreasonable. Polish Natl. 

Alliance of Brooklyn v. White Eagle Hall Co., 98 A.D.2d 400 (N.Y. App. Div. 1983). Such sales 

that produce nominal or token bids are described as “so grossly inadequate as to shock the 

conscience of the court.” See Central Trust Co. Rochester v. Alcon Developers, 93 Misc. 2d 686 

(N.Y. Sup. Ct. Wayne County 1978) (invalidating a $1.00 property sale); see also Chemical Bank 

& Trust Co. v. Adam Schumann Associates, Inc., 150 Misc. 221 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. Kings County 1934) 

(invalidating a foreclosure sale of $500.00 for property worth $17,100.00); see also Alben 

Affiliates v. Astoria Terminal, Inc., 34 Misc. 2d 246 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. Queens County 1962). 
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Sales that rise above the 10% threshold are still vacated if the sale price is insufficient. See 

Wright v. Caprarella, 205 App. Div. 559 (2d Dept. 1923) (invalidating an auction when the top 

bid price was 38% of market value); see also Purdy v. Wilkins, 95 Misc. 706 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. Albany 

County 1916) (invalidating sale for 26% of the appraised price). 

Moreover, courts across the country have regularly found that auction prices up to 60% of 

the collateral’s value may still be unconscionably low if they provide inadequate consideration or 

otherwise shock the conscience. See, e.g., Pleasant Hollow Homeowners Ass’n v. Sun Ye Webster, 

285 S.W.3d 421 (Mo. Ct. App. 2009) (sale price of 59% of the market value was “grossly 

inadequate”); see also Home Beneficial Life Ins. Co. v. Blue Rock Shopping Center, Inc., 379 A.2d 

1147 (New Castle County Superior Court 1977) (the standard for determining if a price is grossly 

inadequate is whether the “sale price represented 50% of the fair market value of the property”); 

Krohn v. Sweetheart Props, LTD (In re Krohn), 203 Ariz. 205 (Ariz. 2002) (“the price paid is not 

merely inadequate but under applicable case law ‘grossly’ inadequate because the price was less 

than 20% of fair market value”). 

The Membership Interest is highly valuable collateral worth over $6 million. Therefore, 

the Auction is null and void because White Plains’ unconscionably low bid of $100.00 does not 

represent even 1% of the Membership Interests’ value. 

ii. The Auction Had No Bids and No Bidders 

The absence of competitive bidding proves that an auction was not commercially 

reasonable. See, e.g., Cole v. Manufacturers Trust Co., 164 Misc. 741 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. Kings County 

1937) (sale was commercially unreasonable because defendant sold collateral to itself without 

entertaining other bids); Paco Corp. v Vigliarola, 611 F. Supp. 923, 926 (EDNY 1985), affd, 835 

F.2d 1429 (2d Cir 1987) (“The presence at the sale of only defendant Rosselli (who admits he has 
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no use for the equipment) and two secured creditors creates an impression that this was not a public 

sale.”). 

The combination of a low sale price and lack of competitive bidding is universally fatal to 

any claims of commercial reasonableness. By way of example, a similar auction was rejected 

because the secured party purchased the collateral “at highly inadequate prices because it was the 

only bidder present,” which further demonstrated that “the mortgagee engaged in self-dealing.” 

Martin Realty Co. v. Bay View Heights Land Co., 107 Misc. 140 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. Kings County 

1919). 

White Plains made multiple representations to Epic and the Court that the Auction could 

not be postponed because multiple, bona fide bidders would be in attendance. Epic’s 

representatives attended the Auction and confirmed that there were no bidders, and that White 

Plains made the one and only bid. Given the complete absence of other bidders and the fact that a 

competitive bidding process did not occur, the Auction was commercially unreasonable. 

iii. White Plains Engaged in Naked Self-Dealing 

Self-dealing is the final telltale sign that an auction or sale was commercially unreasonable, 

especially when coupled with a low sale price. “Marked discrepancies between the disposal and 

sale prices signal a need for closer scrutiny, especially where the possibilities for self-dealing are 

substantial.” Central Budget Corp. v. Garrett, 48 A.D.2d 825 (1975). 

Courts regularly negate auctions and sales based upon concerns of self-dealing when the 

winning bid comes from the creditor. See Nat’l Hous. P’ship v. Mun. Capital Appreciation 

Partners. I, L.P., 935 A.2d 300 (D.C. 2005) (“A large discrepancy between sales price and fair 

market value signals a need for close scrutiny of the sales procedures, particularly where the 

secured creditor is also the purchaser. Disposition of the collateral at fire sale prices, when the 
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evidence shows that the creditor made little or no effort to find a buyer, is not commercially 

reasonable”) (internal citations omitted). 

White Plains claimed that it needed to auction the Membership Interest in order to generate 

the necessary funds for the $1.6 million rent security and to repay MCB’s $3 million loan. 

However, White Plains simply desired the Membership Interest for itself and has used the 

Collateral Assignment and the Auction as pretext for seizing the Membership Interest for $100.00. 

White Plains’ shameless self-dealing is commercially unreasonable and presents another basis for 

invalidating the Auction. 

iv. The Terms and Circumstances of the Auction Were Commercially 

Unreasonable 

 Pursuant to UCC 9-504(3), “[e]very aspect of the disposition [of collateral] … including 

the method, manner, time, place and terms must be commercially reasonable.” Courts must 

examine the particular method and conditions under which the sale of collateral is held to 

determine if it was commercially reasonable. National Bank of Delaware County, Walton v. 

Gregory 85 A.D.2d 839 (N.Y.S.3d 1981). 

 Here, every aspect of the Auction was controlled by White Plains. In the Terms of Sale for 

Public Auction of 71% of the Membership Interests in Waterview Acquisition I, LLC (the “Terms 

of Sale”) which was provided to prospective bidders, White Plains admitted that the Membership 

Interest could not actually be sold at the auction, but instead was first “subject to the security 

interest of [MCB] … which filed a UCC-1 financing statement on December 23, 2019 with respect 

to the [Membership Interest],” and was also “subject to all licensing and approval requirements of 

the New York State Department of Health.” This admission, although accurate, prevents a 
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commercially reasonable auction from occurring, as any prospective bidder would know that their 

“purchase” would be secondary to MCB’s $3 million loan. 

Moreover, the process of obtaining “licensing and approval” from NYSDOH is no simple 

feat. NYSDOH imposes strict regulations concerning the sale and transfer of nursing homes. See 

N.Y. Pub. Health Law, § 2803-X. In order to obtain a change in ownership of a nursing facility, 

the new owner must first get written approval from NYSDOH to receive an operating license. See 

New York Consol. Laws Article 36, § 3611(A). The application process involves submitting a 

Certificate of Need and undergoing a lengthy approval process. Failure to procure approval via 

this process bars the sale of a nursing home. Putnam Acquisition I, LLC, v. KNH Partners, 21 

Misc. 3d 1103(A) (Nassau County Supreme Court 2008) (failure to receive NYSDOH approval of 

their Certificate of Need application prevented a nursing home purchase from being completed). 

Additionally, before a nursing home can be sold, the owner must provide notification about the 

sale and the proposed management and operations plan to NYSDOH. See 10 NYCRR § 

1001.4(o)(1). 

The sale or transfer of nursing homes is further complicated by the COVID-19 pandemic, 

as NYSDOH continues the freeze on processing nursing applications. See 

https://www.health.ny.gov/facilities/cons/. Once this freeze is lifted and NYSDOH resumes 

processing new license applications, prospective purchasers will face more extensive 

requirements, such as the need to: (1) undergo a character and competence review; (2) provide 

proof of financial resources and feasibility to operate the entity; and (3) “such other matters as [the 

DOH] shall deem pertinent.” New York Consol. Laws Article 36, § 3605. 

In short, any bona fide party interested in purchasing the Membership Interest would be 

well aware that White Plains’ attempts to hold a forced, private auction was commercially 
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unreasonable and entirely improper. Any bidder who tried to win the Auction and claim the 

Membership Interest would be delayed, potentially for years, during which the bidder, White 

Plains, and Epic would need to: 

1. Get written approval from NYSDOH to obtain an operating license; 

2. Get special approval to operate as a Managed Long Term Care program; 

3. Submit a Certificate of Need; 

4. Undergo a character and competence and programmatic review; 

5. Undergo an architectural and engineering review; 

6. Undergo legal review; 

7. Provide proof of financial resources and feasibility to operate the entity; 

8. Receive a recommendation from NYSDOH staff; 

9. Receive a recommendation from the Public Health and Health Planning Council 

Establishment and Project Review Committee; and 

10. Complete any additional requirements NYSDOH “deems pertinent.”  

This lengthy process is complicated, expensive, and would likely take years to complete. 

Additionally, White Plains held the Auction right before the July 4th holiday weekend at 

the offices of their counsel. White Plains seemingly had little interest in attracting external bidders, 

as the Terms of Sale restricted bidding to “Qualified Bidders,” requiring “evidence satisfactory to 

[White Plains] in its sole and absolute discretion of the proposed bidder’s ability to make payment 

of the balance of the purchase price,” and requiring such “Qualified Bidders” to “deposit at least 

ten (10%) percent of the amount of the bid in escrow” prior to the sale. Given the aforementioned 

issues with actually completing the sale, these highly restrictive bidding terms would likely 

preclude any interested parties from attending. 
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C. Epic Will Suffer Irreparable Harm 
 

Courts have long held that membership in, or ownership of, a corporation constitutes a 

specific asset that cannot be replaced or compensated through money alone. See, e.g., Walker & 

Zanger v Zanger, 245 AD2d 144, 145 (1st Dept 1997); Vanderminden v Vanderminden, 226 AD2d 

1037, 1041 (3d Dept 1996); Matter of Brenner v Hart Sys., Inc., 114 AD2d 363, 366 (2d Dept 

1985); Cooperstown Capital, LLC v Patton, 60 AD3d 1251, 1253 (3d Dept 2009). This principle 

is well settled: irreparable harm will occur and injunctive relief is necessary when the control or 

management of a closely held corporation is threatened. See, e.g., Casita, LP v Maplewood Equity 

Partners (Offshore) Ltd., 17 Misc 3d 1137(A) (Sup Ct 2007) (“[The] loss of some or all of its 

investment…by reason of a forced sale…would constitute irreparable injury.”); Yemini v 

Goldberg, 60 AD3d 935, 937 (2d Dept 2009) (“[B]ecause control and management…were at stake, 

money damages were not sufficient.”); Matter of Madelone v Whitten, 18 Misc 3d 1131(A) (Sup 

Ct 2008) (“The Court concludes that this contemplated shift in the governance and 

control…constitutes irreparable harm, particularly where the provisional relief sought by 

petitioner is to maintain the status quo”); Louis Foodservice Corp. v Konstantinos Vouyiouklis, 

2002 NY Slip Op 50448(U), 10 (Sup Ct Aug. 26, 2002) (“[A]n opportunity for Epic to shift the 

balance of power and assume management and control of the corporation, may properly be viewed 

as irreparable injury”). 

Jozefovic is the majority shareholder of Waterview, a closely held corporation, through his 

ownership of the Membership Interest. Jozefovic has spent years of his life building and operating 

Waterview, which represents the accumulation of Jozefovic’s efforts, labor, and business acumen. 

As Waterview is a closely held corporation, the Membership Interest cannot be replaced nor can 

Jozefovic be compensated for the loss. Therefore, if the Auction is allowed to stand and White 
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Plains is permitted to continue with the sale of the Membership Interest, Epic will be irreparably 

harmed. See Aetna Ins. Co. v Capasso, 75 NY2d 860, 862 (1990); see also Grand Manor Health 

Related Facility, Inc. v Hamilton Equities, Inc., 85 AD3d 695 (1st Dept 2011) (“Without the 

injunction, plaintiff, which operates a residential health care facility, would be at risk of losing its 

valuable leasehold and incurring significant permanent damage to more than 30 years of hard-

earned goodwill.”).  

D. The Balance Of Equities Favors Epic 
 

The final requirement involves a balancing of equities. Courts must grant a preliminary 

injunction if the damage from denying the preliminary injunction would cause substantially greater 

harm to the moving party if they were ultimately proved right in the action than the harm that 

would be caused to the nonmoving party by the granting of the preliminary injunction. Kurtz v 

Zion, 61 AD2d 778, 778 (1st Dept 1978). Courts must give greater deference to actual, concrete 

harm, whereas theoretical concerns are weighted less. See, e.g., Louis Foodservice Corp., 2002 

NY Slip Op at 10. 

The known, immediate harm that Epic will suffer far outweighs the minor inconvenience 

to White Plains. Epic spent years growing and nurturing a closely-held business, whereas White 

Plains rushed into a sham auction that failed to attract any bidders. Epic is in danger of losing the 

Membership Interest, worth well over $6 million, whereas the nullification White Plains’ nominal 

bid of $100.00 is entirely inconsequential and harmless. Given the complete failure of the Auction 

due to obtain any bidders or bids, White Plains cannot demonstrate any conceivable harm. 

Moreover, as the Auction was commercially unreasonable, White Plains has placed itself 

in substantial jeopardy. Pursuant to UCC § 9–625(b), “a person is liable for damages in the amount 

of any loss caused by a failure to comply with this article. Loss caused by a failure to comply may 
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include loss resulting from the debtor's inability to obtain, or increased costs of, alternative 

financing.” See Forthill Constr. Corp. v Blue Acquisition, LLC, 17CV5367, 2020 WL 1878192, at 

*4 [SDNY Jan. 28, 2020], report and recommendation adopted, 17CV5367, 2020 WL 949256 

[SDNY Feb. 27, 2020].  Additionally, pursuant to UCC §§ 9–615(d) and 626(a), the failure to 

conduct a commercially reasonable sale prevents the secured party from pursuing a deficiency 

judgment. See Assoc. Commercial Corp. v Liberty Truck Sales & Leasing, Inc., 286 AD2d 311, 

312 [2d Dept 2001] (“[A] secured party seeking a deficiency judgment from the debtor after sale 

of the collateral bears the burden of showing that the sale was made in a ‘commercially reasonable’ 

manner.”); see also Coxall v Clover Commercial Corp., 4 Misc 3d 654, 663-66 [Civ Ct 2004] 

(holding that the failure “to comply with … [the] commercially reasonable disposition 

requirements of Article 9 … precludes it from recovering a deficiency.”). Any attempt to uphold 

the Auction and proceed with the sale of the $6 million Membership Interest for $100.00 will allow 

Epic to bring claims against White Plains for all resulting damages, and will also prevent White 

Plains from collecting any subsequent funds for the Rent Security, which was the purported reason 

for the Auction. 

E. The Court Should Grant Epic A Temporary Restraining Order Pending The 
Determination Of The Preliminary Injunction 

 
CPLR § 6301 states, in relevant part, that 

“[a] temporary restraining order may be granted pending a hearing for a preliminary 
injunction where it appears that immediate and irreparable injury, loss or damage 
will result unless the defendant is restrained before the hearing can be had.” 

Irreparable injury is defined as an injury for which monetary damages are insufficient. James v. 

Gottlieb, 445 N.Y.S.2d 719, 719 (1981). Additionally, the moving party must demonstrate that the 

harm is specific and imminent. In short, the moving party is required to provide a showing that the 
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requested temporary relief is needed to protect the status quo, as the threatened action will 

complicate, diminish, or moot the desired final outcome. 

As discussed above, the Auction was a sham, attracting no bids or bidders. Instead, White 

Plains made the sole bid of $100.00 for collateral worth over $6 million. This farcical bid is 

commercially unreasonable and, for the reasons discussed supra, poses significant risks of 

irreparable injuries, losses, and damages, unless it is immediately nullified and White Plains is 

prevented from taking further steps to complete the sale. Therefore, the Court should grant a 

temporary restraining order pending a hearing and determination of the preliminary injunction 

motion. 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, Epic and Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs HBL SNF, LLC, 

Lizer Jozefovic, and Mark Neuman respectfully request that the Court grant the Order to Show 

Cause for a preliminary injunction and a temporary restraining order to (1) Invalidate and nullify 

the commercially unreasonable auction held by White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC and 

Howard Fensterman on July 1, 2021; and (2) Enjoin White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC 

and Howard Fensterman from taking any further actions to complete the auction and sell 

Jozefovic’s $6 million membership interest in Waterview Acquisition I, LLC to White Plains 

Healthcare Properties I, LLC for $100.00; together with such other and further relief as this Court 

deems just, proper and equitable. 

Dated: New York, New York 
October 25, 2021 

 MICHELMAN & ROBINSON, LLP 
  

By:       
John Giardino, Esq. 
Alex Barnett-Howell Esq. 
800 Third Avenue, 24th Floor 
New York, NY 10022 
(212) 730-7700 
jgiardino@mrllp.com 
abarnett-howell@mrllp.com 
Attorneys for Defendants and Third-Party 
Plaintiffs  
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------X 
WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC, 
 
    Plaintiff,    Index No. 60278/2020 
        
 -against-        
          
HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/K/A LIZER SECOND AMENDED 
JOZOFOVIC and MARK NEUMAN, VERIFIED ANSWER 
         WITH AFFIRMATIVE 
    Defendants and   DEFENSES, COUNTER- 
    Third-Party Plaintiff,   CLAIMS AND THIRD- 
         PARTY COMPLAINT 
 -against- 
 
CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY  
CONSULTING, THE CONGRESS COMPANIES, 
HOWARD FENSTERMAN, and WILLIAM  
NICHOLSON, 
 
    Third-Party Defendants. 
-------------------------------------------------------------------X 
 
 

Defendants, HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/K/A LIZER JOZOFOVIC and 

MARK NEUMAN (collectively, “Defendants”), by and through their counsel Michelman & 

Robinson, LLP, hereby assert the following verified answer with affirmative defenses, 

counterclaims, and third-party complaint and allege upon information and belief as follows: 

ANSWER TO COMPLAINT 

1. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “1,” “2,” and “3.”  

2. Defendants admit the allegations in paragraphs “4” through “11.” 

3. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “12” and “13.”  

4. In response to the allegations in paragraphs “14” through “20,” Defendants assert 

that the document speaks for itself. 
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5. Defendants admit the allegations in paragraphs “21” and “22.”  

6. In response to the allegations in paragraph “23,” Defendants assert that the 

document speaks for itself. 

7. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “24,” “25,” and “26.”  

8. In response to the allegations in paragraphs “27” through “32,” Defendants assert 

that the document speaks for itself. 

9. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph “33.”  

10. In response to the allegations in paragraphs “34” through “37,” Defendants assert 

that the document speaks for itself. 

11. In response to the allegations in paragraphs “38” through “40” Defendants assert 

that the document speaks for itself. 

12. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph “41.” 

13. Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph “42.” 

14. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “43” through “49.” 

15. In response to the allegations in paragraph “50” Defendants assert that the 

document speaks for itself. 

16. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “51” through “53.” 

17. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “54” through “69.”  

18. In response to the allegations in paragraph “70,” Defendants assert that the 

document speaks for itself. 

19. Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph “71.”  

20. In response to the allegations in paragraphs “72” through “75,” Defendants assert 

that the document speaks for itself. 
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21. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “76,” “77,” and “78.”  

22. Defendants lack sufficient information to form a belief regarding the allegations 

and, on that basis, deny the allegations in paragraphs “79” and “80.”  

23. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph “81.”  

24. In response to the allegations in paragraphs “82” and “83,” Defendants assert that 

the document speaks for itself. 

25. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “84” through “91.”  

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST HBL 
(BREACH OF CONTRACT) 

 
26. Defendants repeat, reallege, and incorporate by reference their response to 

paragraphs “1” through “91” as if fully set forth herein. 

27. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “92” and “93.”  

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST HBL 
(BREACH OF CONTRACT) 

 
28. Defendants repeat, reallege, and incorporate by reference their response to 

paragraphs “1” through “93” as if fully set forth herein. 

29. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “94” and “95.”  

THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST JOZEFOVIC 
(ENFORCING GUARANTY) 

 
30. Defendants repeat, reallege, and incorporate by reference their response to 

paragraphs “1” through “95” as if fully set forth herein. 

31. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “96” and “97.”  
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FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST NEUMAN 
(ENFORCING GUARANTY) 

 
32. Defendants repeat, reallege, and incorporate by reference their response to 

paragraphs “1” through “97” as if fully set forth herein. 

33. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “98” and “99.”  

FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST JOZEFOVIC 
(BREACH OF CONTRACT) 

34. Defendants repeat, reallege, and incorporate by reference their response to 

paragraphs “1” through “99” as if fully set forth herein. 

35. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “100” and “101.” 

AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES 

Defendants assert the following affirmative defenses, without admitting that Defendants 

would bear the burden of proof on any of these or any other affirmative defenses. 

FIRST AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
(Plaintiff’s Breach) 

 
1. Plaintiff’s claims for relief are barred, in whole or in part, because plaintiff is in 

breach of its obligations under the Lease, the integrated development agreements, and its non-

payment of mortgage debt 

SECOND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
(Failure to Perform) 

 
2. Plaintiff failed to perform its obligations under the Lease and integrated Project 

documents and is not entitled to performance by the Defendants. 
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THIRD AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
(Terms Too Indefinite To Enforce) 

 
3. Certain terms within the Lease which plaintiff seeks to enforce are not clear and 

not definite and are therefore unenforceable. 

FOURTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
(Payment) 

 
4. Defendants have made various substantial pre-payments of rent which have not 

been credited to their account, and Defendants have made monthly rental payments to plaintiff 

which plaintiff has failed to use for its mortgage debt. 

FIFTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
(Not Entitled to Enforcement) 

 
5. Plaintiff’s failure to deliver the Project in compliance with NYSDOH approvals 

renders the Lease unenforceable. 

SIXTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
(Offsets) 

 
6. Defendants are entitled to substantial offsets against the rents due under the Lease. 

SEVENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
(Fraud In The Inducement) 

 
7. Plaintiff induced the Defendants to enter into the Lease and guarantee agreements 

by making fraudulent representations and failing to disclose material facts. 

EIGHTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
(Waiver) 

 
8. Plaintiff has accepted performance by Defendants and waives any and all right to 

sue for breach of contract. 
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NINTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
(Bad Faith/Unclean Hands) 

 
9. The plaintiff is not entitled to the relief it seeks as it has acted in bad faith and with 

unclean hands. 

TENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
(Other Affirmative Defenses) 

 
10. Defendants reserve the right to supplement or amend this Verified Answer, 

including through the addition of further affirmative defenses, based on the course of discovery 

and proceedings in this litigation. 

COUNTERCLAIMS AGAINST WHITE PLAINS 
HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC 

AND 
THIRD-PARTY CLAIMS AGAINST CCC EQUITIES, LLC, 

PROJECT EQUITY CONSULTING, THE CONGRESS COMPANIES, HOWARD 
FENSTERMAN, AND WILLIAM NICHOLSON 

 
Now and for their counterclaims against plaintiff and third-party complaint against third-

party defendants, Defendants, upon information and belief, allege the following: 1 

 
1. CCC Equities, LLC is a limited liability company duly organized and existing under 

the laws of the State of New York with an address and place of business at 3 Dakota Drive, Suite 

300, Lake Success, New York 11042. 

2. Project Equity Consulting is a limited liability company duly organized and 

existing under the laws of the State of New York with an address and place of business at 3 Dakota 

Drive, Suite 300, Lake Success, New York 11042. 

 
1 Pursuant to the Court’s instruction, Defendants incorporate all claims, allegations, and causes 
of action contained within the complaint filed on October 22, 2020, in the action captioned Lizer 
Jozefovic v. White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC et al., Index No. 655549/2020. A copy of 
the complaint is attached as Exhibit A. 
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3. The Congress Companies is a corporation duly organized and existing under the 

laws of the State of Massachusetts with an address and place of business at 2 Bourbon Street, West 

Peabody Executive Center, Peabody, Massachusetts 01960 and regularly conducts business within 

the State of New York. 

4. Howard Fensterman is an individual residing at 4 Pond Lane, Sands Point, New 

York 11050 with a business address and place of business at Abrams, Fensterman, Fensterman, 

Eisman, Formato, Ferrara, Wolf & Carone, LLP, 3 Dakota Drive, Suite 300, Lake Success, New 

York 11042. 

5. Through the period complained of herein, Fensterman acted as both a principal in 

the transaction and legal counsel to certain parties including the defendant Lizer Jozefovic. 

6. William Nicholson is an individual residing at 12 Long Meadow Drive, Ipswich, 

Massachusetts 01938 with a business address and place of business at 2 Bourbon Street, West 

Peabody Executive Center, Suite 200, Peabody, Massachusetts 01960. 

7. This case involves the development of a new state-of-the-art 160-bed skilled 

nursing facility on Church Street in White Plains, New York (the “Facility.”) 

8. The Facility was proposed by the defendant, HBL SNF, LLC (“HBL”), and its 

principals Lizer Jozefovic and Mark Newman (the “Jozefovic Team”) to the New York State 

Department of Health (“NYSDOH”) in August 2009. 

9. The Facility is dedicated to providing specialized services to “difficult to place 

patients,” including but not limited to, patients who exhibit psychiatric behaviors, patients who are 

undocumented, patients with developmental and physical disabilities, and patients who have no 

means of financial support and require charity care. 
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10. The Facility was intentionally located in White Plains to service high-density 

minority and high-density poverty populations as compared to surrounding regions. 

11. In order to obtain a Certificate of Need from NYSDOH, the Jozefovic Team 

acquired skilled nursing bed licenses from other area nursing facilities including Hebrew Hospital 

Home of Westchester, Bethel Nursing Home, and Taylor Care Center. 

12. After full review of the Jozefovic Team’s application, NYSDOH determined that 

the Jozefovic Team was a successful operator of nursing facilities that are authorized to care for 

the elderly and individuals with long-term physical care needs and has an established history of 

achieving high occupancy at the facilities it operated. 

13. NYSDOH further determined that the Facility was unique and necessary as it 

provided care to patients not accepted by other facilities because of their special needs. 

14. At the time the Jozefovic Team proposed the Facility, the Plaintiff White Plains 

Healthcare Properties I, LLC (“WPHP”) and the third-party defendants Howard Fensterman 

(“Fensterman”), William Nicholson (“Nicholson”), and their companies CCC Equities LLC 

(“CCCE”), Project Equity Construction (“PEC”), and The Congress Companies (“Congress”), 

approached the Jozefovic Team and proposed that they act as developers for the new Facility. 

15. Led by third-party defendant Fensterman, these parties represented that they were 

capable of performing all aspects of development of the Facility including construction and 

financing (hereafter “the Project.”) 

16. In fact, the Project costs for the Facility presented to NYSDOH by the Jozefovic 

Team were costs calculated and submitted by Fensterman and Nicholson. 

17. Importantly, these costs established a total Project cost of $56, 631,759. 
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18. The Project costs for the Facility were itemized by Fensterman and Nicholson as 

follows: 

   Land acquisition  $  4,528,333 
   New construction  $37,282,722 
   Design Contingency  $  1,864,136 
   Construction Contingency $  1,864,136 
   Architect/Engineering Fees $  2,982,618 
   Construction Manager Fees $     745,654 
   Other Fees (Consultant) $     750,000 
   Movable Equipment  $  1,480,000 
   Financing Costs  $  2,112,000 
   Interim Interest Expense $  2,710,400 
   CON Application Fee  $         2,000 
   CON Processing Fee  $     309,760 
   Total Project Cost  $56,631,759 
 

19. Many of these costs were to be paid to Fensterman and Nicholson directly, as well 

as Fensterman’s law firm, and other costs to their entities as fees, interest costs, and other Project 

expenses. 

20. In addition, Fensterman and Nicholson represented that they could arrange for 

100% of the Project financing. 

21. More specifically, Fensterman and Nicholson specifically represented and agreed 

in writing that they could secure a HUD insured mortgage in the amount of $42,240,000 with an 

interest rate of 5.5% and a term of thirty (30) years. 

22. A description of this mortgage was included in the projected Medicaid 

Reimbursement submitted to NYSDOH as part of the Project feasibility forecast. 

23. Furthermore, Fensterman represented that he could provide the necessary project 

equity in the amount of $9,863,246 through his company CCC Equities, LLC. 
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24. The Jozefovic Team presented this financing arrangement to NYSDOH in support 

of its request for approval of the Facility and these costs became part of NYSDOH’s Project 

approval. 

25. Given that Fensterman and Nicholson agreed to develop, finance, and own the 

Project, the Jozefovic Team agreed to enter into a Lease Agreement to occupy and operate the 

Facility. 

26. To accomplish this, Fensterman and Nicholson proposed that their company White 

Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC become the landlord for the operating company owned by the 

Jozefovic Team known as HBL. 

27. The Lease was to be for a twenty (20) year term. 

28. The rent was to be calculated as an amount equal to the debt service of the HUD 

insured mortgage to be obtained by Fensterman and Nicholson plus a return of cash equity to 

WPHP on the account of the equity contributions through CCCE. 

29. The annual rent proposed by Fensterman and Nicholson and presented to NYSDOH 

equaled $4,318,000 annually or $360,000 per month. 

30. The amount of annual rent as calculated above was eligible for reimbursement to 

HBL through the NYSDOH. 

31. The Project as proposed to the NYSDOH was to be completed in approximately 

twenty (20) months. 

32. The NYSDOH gave approval for the Project on the terms described above in 

October 2012. 

33. Throughout the NYSDOH application process, the Jozefovic Team relied upon 

representations made by Fensterman and Nicholson. 
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34. However, shortly after receiving approval from NYSDOH, the Jozefovic Team 

learned that Fensterman and Nicholson did not have the capital necessary to commence or 

complete the Project as presented. 

35. As a result of this lack of capital the Project was delayed for years. 

36. In an attempt to overcome this lack of capital, on November 15, 2015, HBL entered 

into a Development Agreement with White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC (the “Development 

Agreement.”) 

37. On the same date, HBL entered into a Lease with White Plains Healthcare 

Properties I, LLC (the “Lease”) for the Facility in order to enable WPHP to obtain its Project 

financing. 

38. The Development Agreement and Lease are essential parts of the same transaction 

and are constitute integrated agreements. 

39. Pursuant to the Development Agreement, the Project was to be “turn-key” meaning 

that the plaintiff and third-party defendants would deliver a fully constructed facility authorized to 

operate as a skilled nursing facility with permanent financing in place in accordance with the 

approval granted by NYSDOH. 

40. However, because Fensterman and Nicholson lacked sufficient capital to complete 

the Project on a turn-key basis, they induced the Jozefovic Team to withdraw its equity from 

another nursing facility which it owned and operated known as Waterview Nursing Home and to 

contribute that equity to the Project so that the Project could move forward in 2016. 

41. In particular, the Jozefovic Team made the following capital contributions to the 

Project as memorialized in a Term Sheet dated November 20, 2015: 

a) $2,200,000 paid to WPHP to be used by Congress for pre-development costs; 
b) $197,072 to CCC Equities, LLC to be used in the discretion of Fensterman; 
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c) $1,595,368.32 into a control account in the name of HBL SNF. 
 

42. These capital contributions were not made as part of a conventional business 

relationship or an arms-length transaction. Instead, the Jozefovic Team made these capital 

contributions in reasonable reliance on Fensterman, Nicholson, Congress, and CCCE’s 

representations that they were acting in a special capacity to protect and advance the Jozefovic 

Team’s interests.  The relationship had developed into a joint venture and a special relationship.  

43. The Jozefovic Team would not have made these capital contributions but for 

Fensterman, Nicholson, Congress, and CCCE’s representations. 

44. Yet, despite repeated requests since 2015, Fensterman, Nicholson, Congress, and 

CCCE have failed or refused to provide an accounting of the use of the predevelopment and 

discretionary funds paid to them. 

45. In consideration for the $2,200,000 contribution to WPHP, WPHP agreed that these 

funds constituted a loan to WPHP to be repaid to HBL. 

46. No provision was made for the payment of interest on the loan notwithstanding that 

WPHP had the use of such funds since 2015. 

47. WPHP agreed to repay the principal amount of the loan by purchasing the furniture, 

fixtures, and equipment (the “FF&E”) in the amount of $1,500,000 for the Project and by giving 

HBL a future credit against Lease payments. 

48. When advancing these funds to Fensterman, Nicholson, CCC Equities and 

Congress, the Jozefovic Team anticipated that the Facility would be delivered in September 2017. 

49. The Facility was not delivered until December 2019. 
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50. Despite repeated requests, WPHP has never provided an accounting for purchases 

of the required FF&E or any documentation evidencing repayment of $1,500,000 of the loan 

amount to HBL. 

51. In the absence of such an accounting, HBL cannot determine how much of its loan 

amount, if any, has been repaid and how much of the remaining loan balance should be credited 

to current Lease payments. 

52. In addition, accrued interest on the $2,200,000 loan must be calculated from 

November 2015 and either paid to HBL or credited to payments due under the Lease. 

53. The Development Agreement required that the Project be substantially completed 

within twenty-two (22) months or before September 2017. 

54. However, at the time the Development Agreement was executed, the plaintiff knew 

that it could not deliver the completed Project by the promised time of September 2017 

55. Subsequently, the plaintiff breached its obligations to HBL by failing to complete 

the Project until December 2019. 

56. The delay in completing the Project caused HBL to lose substantial revenue. 

57. In addition, by delivering the Project in December 2019, HBL encountered market 

conditions during its start-up phase in 2020 caused by the COVID-19 pandemic which adversely 

affected HBL’s operations as it has nursing homes throughout the region. 

58. HBL would not have encountered these adverse financial conditions but not for the 

delay caused by plaintiff and third-party defendants. 

59. In addition to the Project being completed more than two (2) years late, plaintiff 

and third-party defendants delivered the Project well over budget. 
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60. The Development Agreement required the plaintiff to enter into a construction 

contract with Congress and to secure a 100% performance bond to guarantee the performance of 

the construction contract. 

61. However, unbeknownst to HBL, Congress could not secure a performance bond. 

62. Fensterman and Nicholson never disclosed to HBL or any of its principals that 

Congress could not obtain a bond. 

63. As a result, WPHP entered into a contract without approval or consent from HBL 

for a creation of a joint venture agreement with a third-party contractor. 

64. The joint venture, among other reasons, added substantial costs to the Project. 

65. These substantial additional costs exceeded the capital expenditures approved by 

NYSDOH and are not reimbursable through NYSDOH. 

66. Upon information and belief, Congress’s inability to secure the performance bond 

is related to certain judgments taken against its principal Nicholson arising from claims for 

diversion of project funds in a skilled nursing project located in Milwaukee, Wisconsin dating back 

to 2015, the time when the Jozefovic Team advanced monies to Nicholson and Congress. 

67. Neither Fensterman nor Nicholson disclosed these adverse proceedings to the 

Jozefovic Team. 

68. In fact, Nicholson was adjudged to have committed conversion and civil theft in 

the amount of $1,903,452, and that judgement was affirmed on appeal to the Seventh Circuit Court 

of Appeals. 

69. The Development Agreement required that plaintiff and third-party defendants 

deliver the Project at the costs approved by NYSDOH. 
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70. Only in the event that HBL authorized a change order would HBL have 

responsibility for any cost higher than the cost approved by the NYSDOH. 

71. There were no approved change orders. 

72. The approved Project cost is $57,000,000. 

73. The plaintiff and third-party defendants caused the Project to exceed the approved 

costs by more than $5,000,000. 

74. The plaintiff and third-party defendants breached their obligations to HBL under 

the Development Agreement by causing the Project to be over budget. 

75. As a result, HBL is not eligible for reimbursement of its rent payments as originally 

intended - a loss of eligibility that will cause substantial harm to HBL. 

76. Given these costs overruns and the loss of eligibility for reimbursement, the Lease 

is unenforceable. 

77. As part of the “turn-key” delivery of the Project, plaintiff was obligated to provide 

permanent financing for the Project on the terms of the HUD insured loan submitted by plaintiff 

as part of the Project approved by NYSDOH. 

78. The plaintiff and third-party defendants have failed to provide such permanent 

financing and are in breach of the Development Agreement and the Lease. 

79. In connection with the permanent financing, the plaintiff and third-party defendants 

were required to demonstrate sufficient equity invested in the Project for HUD or any other lender 

of permanent financing to grant a thirty (30) year loan to the Project. 

80. Plaintiff and third-party defendants have failed to demonstrate sufficient equity in 

the Project. 
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81. Upon information and belief, Fensterman procured financial contributions from 

individual third parties who contributed capital to CCCE to meet the equity requirement. 

82. Although this capital is required to be and has, in fact, been represented by 

Fensterman to be in the nature of equity, upon information and belief, these contributions from 

individual third-parties are loans at high rates of interest which are overdue as a result of the Project 

delays. 

83. Fensterman, CCCE, and plaintiff have caused additional financial burden to the 

Project and have attempted to pass along to HBL and the Jozefovic Team these higher interest 

costs. 

84. The Project cost overruns and the higher finance costs due to the delay in delivering 

the Project, together with the lack of sufficient equity, have prevented the Project from securing 

permanent financing. 

85. The plaintiff and third-party defendants have advised HBL that they have initiated 

this lawsuit because they are in default of their current loan agreements. 

86. As of this date, plaintiff and third-party defendants have been unable to provide to 

the Jozefovic Team an accurate Project accounting of Project expenditures and have refused to 

provide information concerning the Project financing. 

87. As of this date, plaintiff and third-party defendants have been unable to procure the 

HUD insured financing which they represented they could secure and is required by NYSDOH 

Project approval. 

88. As of this date, the Project does not comply with the approval issued by the 

NYSDOH. 
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89. HBL and its principals reasonably relied upon WPHP, Fensterman, Nicholson, and 

Congress’ representations that they would fulfill their obligations under the Development 

Agreement and Lease. 

90. If HBL and its principals knew that WPHP, Fensterman, Nicholson, and Congress 

would substantially breach their obligations under the Development Agreement and Lease, HBL 

and its principals would not have entered into the Development Agreement and Lease. 

91. As a result of the failure to deliver the Project on the terms approved by NYSDOH, 

HBL cannot be reimbursed for the cost of the Facility as intended by the Development Agreement 

and the Lease and HBL and its principals have suffered financial harm as a result. 

92. Throughout the development process, WPHP, Fensterman, Nicholson and 

Congress’ false representations and adverse actions to the Jozefovic Team have adversely affected 

the business of HBL 

93. WPHP, Fensterman, Nicholson and Congress knew that these representations were 

false when they were made.  

94. At no point have HBL or the Jozefovic Team knowingly intended to agree, in whole 

or in part, to release or waive WPHP, Fensterman, Nicholson, and Congress for any of their 

breaches and violations of the Development Agreement and the Lease. 

95. Since the Facility began operations, HBL has made regular rent payments to WPHP 

pursuant to the terms of the Lease.  

96. As of this date, HBL has made over $12 million in rental payments to WPHP. 

97. HBL has made, and continues to make, these payments in compliance with its 

obligations under the Lease. HBL’s payments do not constitute a waiver or release of HBL’s claims 

against WPHP, CCCE, Congress, Fensterman, or Nicholson. On information and belief, WPHP 
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does not own the property for the Facility outright, but instead received entered into a mortgage 

agreement with Security Benefit Life Insurance Company and Security Benefit Corporation 

(collectively, “Security Benefit”). 

98. The primary purpose of HBL’s rental payments to WPHP is for WPHP to satisfy 

its monthly mortgage payments to Security Benefit. 

99. On information and belief, WPHP failed to make required mortgage payments to 

Security Benefit. 

100. On information and belief, Security Benefit instructed WPHP to make certain 

payments otherwise it would institute foreclosure proceedings, potentially jeopardizing HBL’s 

tenancy and continued operations. 

101. On information and belief, although WPHP has received substantial rental 

payments from HBL, WPHP has refused or failed to make necessary mortgage payments to 

Security Benefit. 

102. On information and belief, Security Benefit has declared WPHP to be in default of 

its mortgage, having failed to make necessary mortgage payments, charges, interest, and other 

required fees. 

103. On information and belief, Security Benefit has demanded WPHP to send HBL a 

Tenant Direction Notice, instructing HBL to make all future rental payments directly to Security 

Benefit. 

104. To date, WPHP has not instructed HBL to make future rental payments directly to 

Security Benefit, but instead continues to collect HBL’s monthly rental payments itself. 
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105. On information and belief, Security Benefit has demanded that WPHP establish a 

Cash Management Account and instruct HBL to deposit all future rental payments into the Cash 

Management Account. 

106. To date, WPHP has not instructed HBL to deposit future rental payments in a Cash 

Management Account, but instead continues to receive HBL’s monthly rental payments in its own 

account. 

107. On information and belief, Security Benefit has brought a foreclosure action against 

WPHP and is threatening to foreclose on the mortgage on the property for the Facility. 

108. Following months of litigation, HBL attempted to exercise its right to purchase the 

Facility pursuant to Section 3.8 of the Lease on September 17, 2021. 

109. The Lease provides in Section 3.8 that HBL has the option to purchase the Leased 

Premises from WPHP for $65 million.  

110. In Section 3.8, the Lease states that HBL’s option begins on the latter of either the 

first day after the Commencement Date or 24 months from the closing of the Original Mortgage 

between WPHP and Security Benefit. The Lease states that this option runs until the last day of 

the fifteenth Lease Year of the Lease. 

111. The Lease defines the Commencement Date as either the date of issuance of a 

permanent or temporary Certificate of Occupancy for the Facility or the date that the NYSDOH 

determines that the WPHP’s work is sufficiently constructed to accept patients. 

112. The date of issuance of certification from NYSDOH and the City of White Plains 

for the Facility was in October 2019. The date that NYSDOH determined that WPHP’s work was 

sufficiently constructed to accept patients was December 2, 2019, retroactive to November 14, 
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2019. Both of these events took place two years before HBL gave notice of its intent to exercise 

its right to purchase. 

113. The Original Mortgage between WPHP and Security Benefit closed on August 18, 

2017. The date that marks 24 months after this date, August 18, 2019, took place two years before 

HBL gave notice of its intent to exercise its right to purchase.  

114. The only requirement for HBL to exercise its option to purchase the Facility was to 

give written notice to WPHP of its intent to exercise the option and to include a proposed closing 

date. 

115. On September 17, 2021, HBL gave WPHP written notice of its intent to exercise 

its option to purchase the Facility and included a proposed closing date of March 31, 2022. 

116. On September 24, 2021, WPHP responded to HBL’s notice, denying the validity 

of HBL’s option and refusing to perform the provision, directly challenging rights asserted by 

HBL. 

117. HBL will be unable to exercise its right to purchase the Facility unless WPHP 

recognizes the validity of the purchase option provision in the Lease. 

AS AND FOR A FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION AS AGAINST WPHP,  
CCCE, CONGRESS, AND FENSTERMAN 

(DEMAND FOR ACCOUNTING) 
 

118. Defendants repeat and reallege each and every allegation set forth in paragraphs 

“1” through “117” with the same force and effect as if fully set forth herein. 

119. HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer Jozefovic and Mark Neuman had a trust-based relationship 

with Fensterman, Nicholson, WPHP, Congress, and CCCE. 
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120. Fensterman, Nicholson, WPHP, Congress, and CCCE made repeated 

representations that they would maintain a special relationship with HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer 

Jozefovic and Mark Neuman, and that they would advocate and protect their interests. 

121. In reasonable reliance on these representations and on this special relationship, 

HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer Jozefovic, and Mark Neuman advanced monies to WPHP and Fensterman 

prior to commencement of the Project in order to allow the Project to proceed. 

122. HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer Jozefovic, and Mark Neuman would not have advanced 

these funds but for their reliance on this special, trust-based relationship. 

123. HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer Jozefovic, and Mark Neuman are entitled to an accounting 

of the use of the funds advanced for the Project. 

AS AND FOR A SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION AS AGAINST WPHP 
(PAYMENT OF INTEREST) 

 
124. Defendants repeat and reallege each and every allegation set forth in paragraphs 

“1” through “123” with the same force and effect as if fully set forth herein. 

125. HBL SNF, LLC is entitled to imputed interest on the $2,200,000 made to WPHP 

loan from November 2015 to present. 

 
AS AND FOR A THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION AS AGAINST WPHP 

(BREACH OF CONTRACT) 
 

126. Defendants repeat and reallege each and every allegation set forth in paragraphs 

“1” through “125” with the same force and effect as if fully set forth herein. 

127. WPHP breached the Development Agreement and the Lease. 

128. As a result of such breach, HBL SNF, LLC has been damaged by the loss of 

reimbursable capital expenditures and has incurred other costs due to the nonperformance of 

WPHP. 
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129. In addition, HBL SNF, LLC has lost funds and continues to lose revenues as a result 

of Project delays. 

AS AND FOR A FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION  
AS AGAINST FENSTERMAN AND NICHOLSON 

(FRAUD IN THE INDUCEMENT) 
 

130. Defendants repeat and reallege each and every allegation set forth in paragraphs 

“1” through “129” with the same force and effect as if fully set forth herein. 

131. Third-party defendants Fensterman and Nicholson fraudulently induced HBL SNF, 

LLC, Lizer Jozefovic, and Mark Neuman to enter into the Development Agreement, the Lease, 

and the Guaranty. 

132. Fensterman and Nicholson misrepresented the Project costs. 

133. Fensterman and Nicholson misrepresented their ability to secure permanent HUD 

financing. 

134. Fensterman and Nicholson misrepresented their ability to complete the Project. 

135. Fensterman misrepresented the capital contributions made to CCCE to satisfy the 

equity requirement for the Project. 

136. Fensterman and Nicholson failed to disclose the claimant civil proceeding against 

Nicholson for civil theft. 

137. By reason of such fraud in the inducement, Defendants Lizer Jozefovic and Mark 

Neuman have no obligations under the guarantees. 

138. By reason of such fraud in the inducement, HBL SNF, LLC has suffered financial 

damages. 
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AS AND FOR A FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION  
AS AGAINST ALL THIRD-PARTY DEFENDANTS 

(BAD FAITH) 
 

139. Defendants repeat and reallege each and every allegation set forth in paragraphs 

“1” through “138” with the same force and effect as if fully set forth herein. 

140. As alleged throughout this third-party complaint, the plaintiff and third-party 

defendants acted in bad faith. 

141. As a result of such bad faith dealings, HBL SNF, LLC has suffered damages in an 

amount not less than $15,000,000. 

AS AND FOR A SIXTH CAUSE OF ACTION  
AS AGAINST WPHP AND ALL THIRD-PARTY DEFENDANTS 

(FRAUD) 
 

142. Defendants repeat and reallege each and every allegation set forth in paragraphs 

“1” through “141” with the same force and effect as if fully set forth herein. 

143. The misrepresentations and non-disclosures by Fensterman and Nicholson and 

third-party defendants constitute fraud. 

144. WPHP, Fensterman and Nicholson new such statements were false. 

145. WPHP, Fensterman and Nicholson made such statements to deceive HBL SNF, 

LLC, Lizer Jozefovic, and Mark Neuman. 

146. HBL SNF, LLC has been damaged by such fraudulent conduct. 

AS AND FOR A SIXTH CAUSE OF ACTION 
AS AGAINST WPHP AND ALL THIRD-PARTY DEFENDANTS 

(DECLARATORY JUDGMENT) 
 

147. Defendants repeat and reallege each and every allegation set forth in paragraphs 

“1” through “147“ with the same force and effect as if fully set forth herein. 
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148. WPHP’s refusal to recognize HBL’s option to purchase the Facility represents a 

direct challenge to HBL’s rights as provided for by the Lease. 

149. The denial of HBL’s right to purchase represents a substantial legal instability that 

threatens HBL’s ability to continue the successful operation of the Facility. 

150. If the dispute over HBL’s option to purchase is not resolved, HBL will suffer 

damages relating to WPHP’s refusal to uphold the Lease provision. 

WHEREFORE, Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs deny generally and specifically 

that it committed any wrongdoing and demand: 

1) A determination that the amount of rent payable under the Lease be modified by 

any sums not reimbursable by the NYSDOH and offset by prior payments and 

accrued interest; 

2) The Guaranty Agreements be nullified; 

3) Monetary damages in an amount to be determined; 

4) Declaratory judgment that HBL’s exercise of the option to purchase provision is 

valid and binding on WPHP 

5) Attorneys’ fees, and 

6) Such other relief as the Court deems appropriate. 

Dated: New York, New York 
October 25, 2021    MICHELMAN & ROBINSON, LLP 

 
By: ________________________ 

             John Giardino  
             Alex Barnett-Howell 

800 Third Avenue, 24th Floor 
             New York, New York 10022 
             jgiardino@mrllp.com 
             abarnett-howell@mrllp.com  
             Attorneys for Defendants 
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VERIFICATION BY ATTORNEY 

 JOHN GIARDINO, being an attorney duly admitted to practice in the courts of New York, 

affirms the following under penalties of perjury: 

 I am an attorney for Defendants HBL-SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/K/A LIZER 

JOZOFOVIC and MARK NEUMAN, in the above entitled action and have read the foregoing 

Verified Answer and know the contents thereof; that the same is true upon information and belief, 

and that as to those matters I believe them to be true.  

 I further state that the grounds of my belief as to all matters in the Verified Answer are 

based upon the file maintained by my office and conference and telephone conferences with 

Defendants. This verification is made pursuant to the provisions of RPAPL 741 because 

Defendants was not available to sign the same at the time the Verified Answer was prepared. 

Dated:  New York, New York 

 October 25, 2021 

 

       _____________________________ 

       JOHN GIARDINO, ESQ. 
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER 
------------------------------------------------------------------X 
WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, 
LLC, 
 
     Plaintiff, 
 
 -against- 
 
HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/K/A LIZER 
JOZOFOVIC, and MARK NEUMAN, 
 

 Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs, 
 
 -against- 
 
CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY 
CONSULTING, THE CONGRESS COMPANIES, 
HOWARD FENSTERMAN, WILLIAM 
NICHOLSON, and METROPOLITAN 
COMMERCIAL BANK 
 

Third-Party Defendants 

: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 

 
 
 
 
Index No. 60278/2020 
 
NOTICE OF MOTION 
 

-----------------------------------------------------------------X 
 

 PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that, upon the annexed Affidavit of Lizer Jozefovic, dated 

October 25, 2021, and the exhibits annexed thereto, and the accompanying memorandum of law, 

Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer Jozefovic, and Mark Neuman 

(collectively, “Defendants”) will move this Court, located at 111 Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. 

Boulevard, White Plains, New York 10601, in the Commercial Division, before the Honorable 

Gretchen Walsh, on November 22, 2021, at 9:30 A.M., or as soon as counsel may be heard, for an 

order pursuant to CPLR § 3025(b), granting Defendants leave to amend its answer; declaratory 

judgment pursuant to CPLR § 3001; and granting such further relief as the Court may deem just 

and proper. 
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 PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that pursuant to CPLR 2214, any answering papers, and any 

notice of cross-motion, with supporting papers, if any, shall be served upon the undersigned at 

least seven (7) days prior to the return date. 

 

Dated: New York, New York  
October 25, 2021 

       MICHELMAN & ROBINSON, LLP 
        

 
By:  /s/ John Giardino    
John Giardino 
Alex Barnett-Howell 
800 Third Avenue, 24th Floor 
New York, New York 10022 
(212) 730-7700 
jgiardino@mrllp.com 
abarnett-howell@mrllp.com 
Attorneys for Defendants and Third-Party 
Plaintiffs 
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HBL-SNF, LLC 

1280 Albany Post Road 
Croton-on-Hudson, NY 10520 

 
 
September 17, 2021 
 

 
 
White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC 
West Peabody Executive Center 
2 Bourbon Street 
Peabody, MA 01960 
 

Re:    Notice of Exercise of Option to Purchase 
White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC (“Landlord”) and  
HBL-SNF, LLC (“Tenant”)  
116-120 Church Street, White Plains, New York (the “Leased Premises”) 

    
 
Gentlemen: 
 
 Please take notice that pursuant to section 3.8 of the Amended and Restated Operating Lease 
and in accordance with section 13.1, Tenant hereby notifies you of its exercise of its option to purchase 
the Leased Premises for the sum of $65,000,000. 
 
 Tenant hereby proposes March 31, 2022 as the date of closing on the property. 
 
 

Very truly yours, 
 
 

 
HBL-SNF, LLC 
 
 

cc: Gerald J. Billow, Esq. 
 Posternak Blankstein & Lund LLP 
 800 Boylston Street, Suite 3200 
 Boston, MA 02199 
 
 Howard Fensterman, Esq. 
 Abrams Fensterman 
 1111 Marcus Avenue 
 Lake Success, NY 11042 
 
 Alfred E. Donnellan, Esq. 
 DelBello Donnellan Weingarten Wise & Wiederkehr, LLP 
 One North Lexington Avenue 
 White Plains, NY 10601 
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WHITE PLAINS HEALTH CARE PROPERTIES I, LLC

C/O THE CONGRESS COMPANIES
West Peabody Executive Center
2 Bourbon Street
Peabody, MA 01960
Phone: 978-535-6700
Fax: 978-535-6701
inquire@ct,m:ressconstruction.com

[
September 24, 2021 BY UPS Overnight Delivery, signature required

BY EMAIL: lizerj(alwatersedgeusa.com

HBL SNF, LLC

1280 Albany Post Road

Croton-on-Hudson, NY 10520

Attn: Lizer Josefovic

RE: 116-120 Church Street, White Plains, New York ("the Leased Premises")
TENANT LETTER OF SEPTEMBER 17, 2021.

Lizer:

We are in receipt of your letter dated September 17, 2021, which attempts to exercise a non-existent
"option" to purchase the Leased Premises. It is rejected in its entirety.

Reiection of the September 17. 2021 letter:

1. The Lease was terminated due to the Tenant's defaults thereunder on January 13, 2020 at 5:00 PM.

We refer you to the Landlord's counsel, Alfred Donnellan's letter of January 7, 2020, attached

herewith. The Tenant has no "option" rights under the Lease, since the Lease has long been

terminated.

2. As set forth in the LOI dated November 20, 2019, para 6, g) Right of First Refusal and Option to

Purchase, the Tenant's right of first refusal and option to purchase under the Lease were clearly

suspended, pending payment in full of certain payments under the Lease, including the Security
Deposits required under the Lease (as amended by the LOI), the working capital required by Section

7.7 of the Lease and "the Tenant being in full compliañce with the Lease". As you are aware, HBL
never paid either the original lease Security Deposits nor the Security Deposits set forth in the LOI

and never complied with the working capital requirements under Section 7.7 of the Lease. The Tenant

is not currently, and was never, "in full compliance with the Lease".

Tenant's duty to Indemdfy the Landlord:

1. In addition, as a result of HBL's blatant and ongoing Defaults under the Lease, (including the

professional fees requi1ed to respond to this friveless maneuver) continue to result in significant costs

to the Landlord, which the Tenant is respeñsible to pay under Section 9.1, Tenant's indemnification,
of the Lease. HBL's actions to date suggest that it is either unaware of, or in blatant disregârd of this

provision of the Lease. Be aware that these costs are inarguably the responsibility of the Tenant under

the Lease, notwithstanding the Termination of the Lease, and must be paid forthwith.

Amounts due to the Landlord by the Tenant:

1. Due HBL's ongoing defaults, as of July 31, 2021, the Tenant is obligated under the Lease to pay to .

White Plains Health Care Properties the total sum of $111..420.213.50. including late and default

Page 1 of 3
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amounts due thereunder, as set forth in the attached accounting, which was included in the Landlord's

Motion for Summary Judgment.

(i) Rent and Holdover Rent: $20,574,253.03

(ii) Real estate taxes: $2,621.94

(iii) Municipal and utility deposits: $35,921.44

(iv) Interest rate damages for failure to close by

April 1, 2020 as required by the letter of intent, $3,181,612.87

(v) Costs and professional fees (including certain WIP): $1,524,000.00

(vi) Lender default and late charges, $3,732,034.22

(vii) Accelerated rent $82,369,770.00

2. There can be no credible argument to even remotely suggest that the Tenant is not in Default under

the Lease. Accordingly, the Landlord hereby demands insediate payment of $111,420,213.50,

(as of the above 7/30/21 accounting) plus further cñgaing s::::±a as set forth under the Lease)

from the Tenant HBL, and from its Guarantors Lizer Josefovic and Mark Neuman.

3. The Landlord reserves all other rights and remedies at law or in equity as against the Tenant, and

against all Guarantors of the Lease, and the holders of any funds allocated or designated for

Landlord's benefit.

4. Notice is hereby given that the Landlord has incurred significant losses and expects to continue to

incur significant losses in connection with the Tenant's Defaults as defined the Lease and the

Guarantees. Pursuant to your obligations under the Lease and Guaranty, you (HBL and its

Guarantors) are hereby placed on notice that the obligations thereunder are now due, owing and

continue to accrue. As a result of these obligations, you shall not transfer any assets or otherwise

attempt to conceal any assets from White Plains Health Care Properties I LLC. White Plains Health

Care Properties I LLC expressly reserves all rights with respect to this matter.

Very Truly Y ,

WHI AINS HEALTH PROPERTIES I, LLC

lam A. Nicholson

A Manager

CC:

By Email (lizerj@watersedgcusa.com) & BY UPS Overnight Delivery, signature required

Lizer Josefovie, Guarantor, Individually

53 Mariner Way

Monsey, NY 10952
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By Email (jgiardino@mrllp.com) & BY UPS Overnight Delivery, sigñaturc required

John Giardino, Esq.

Michelman & Robinson, LLP

800 Third Avenue,
24112Floor

New York, NY 10022

By Email (markñ@cpicmgt.com) & BY UPS Overnight Delivery, sigñature reqüired

Mark Neuman, Guarañtor, Individually
22 Lyncrest Drive

Monsey, NY 10952

By UPS Overnight Delivery, signature required

Gerald Neuman, Individually
c/o HBL SNF, LLC

1280 Albany Post Road

Croton-on-Hudson, NY 10520

By Email:

Robert Spolzino, Esq.

Howard Fensterman, Esq.

Alfred E. Donnellan, Esq.

Edward Tabor
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AfMFPDMNS M AL IRARE PROPERTIES I, LLC - HBL-SNF LLC RECEIVE ) I YSCEF: 08/19/2X1

07/15/21
AMOUNTS DUE UNDER LEASE & LOI _L
Note: ce!culated th ough 7/31/2021
Note: Excludes Present Value of AccGisrãtéd Lease

Late Charges Per Overdue Rate Per
Lease Para 3.2 (c): Lease Sect. 9.1 (b):

AMOUNTS PAYABLE Reference Amount Due 5.00% Prime Rate + 5.00% TOTALS

Rent:
Rent Balance unp'd at commencement $ 10,839.79 $ 202,980.59 I $ 17,803.55 $ 231,623.93
Holdover Rent Feb 2020-

July 2021 $ 18,219,474.00 $ 910,973.70 | $ 1,212,181.40 $ 20,342,629.10

Subtotal Rent __ | $ 18,230,313.79 $ _ 1,113,954.29 $ 1,229,984.96 $ 20,574,253.04

$ -

RE Taxes $ -

RE Taxes for the period 1/1/20 -6/30/20 Need proof of Payments $ - $ - $ 2,621.94 $ 2,621.94

Subtotal RE Taxes $ - $ - $ 2,621.94 $ 2,621.94

Utility Deposits Lease Section 4.1 $ 19,181.10 $ 3,560.33 $_ 22,741.43 _
Municipal Deposits Lease Section 5.2 $ 6.700.00 $ 1,243.63 $ 7,943.63
2020 Fireinspection Fee Lease Sect. 4.1 $ 1,443.75 I
ConEdison Electric Invoice Lease Sect. 4.1 $ 2,972.84 $ 551.81 $ 3,524.65
Subtotal Deposits,_Other $ 30,297.69 $ - $ 5,623.75 $ 35,921.44
....-

$ -

Interest Rate Damaqes for Failure to Close by 04/30/20 per LOI $ -

Interest Rate Damages First Mortage Loan Lease Article IX Indemn|fication $ 1,916,160.82 $ - $ 1,916,160.82
Interest Rate Damages Mezz Loan Lease Article IX Indemnification $ 1,265,452.05 $ - $ - $ 1,265,452.05

Subtotal Interest Rate Damages $ 3,181,612.87 $ _ - $ - $ 3,181,612.87

Landlord Professional Fees & Transaction Costs (Est)
_ Landlord Legal, Professional, Transactional Lease Article IX Indemnification $ 1,524,000.00 $ 1,524,000.00

Subtotal Pmfessicñãi & Transactional $ 1,524,000.00 $ - $ - $ 1,524,000.00

Lender Default and Late Charges
Lender Legal and Professiona! Lease Article IX Indemnification $ 26,727.58 $ - $ - $ 26,727.58
Lender Default Intrerest - SBLI Lease Article IX Indemnification $ 2,927.606.59 $ - $ - $ 2,927,606.59
Lender Late Charges - SBLi Lease Article IX Indemnification $ 231,124.71 $ 231,124.71

Lender Late Charges - BA Lease Article IX Indemnification $ 451,575.34 $ 451,575.34
Lender Extension Fees - BA (2 Ext @ .050%) Lease Article IX !ndemnification $ 95,000.00 $ 95,000.00
Subtotal Lender Legal, Default and Late Charges $ 3,732,034.22 $ - $ - $ 3,732,034.22

TOTALS $ 26,698,258.57 $ 1,113,954.29 $ 1,238.230.65 $ 29,050,443.51
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HBLSNFDefaultCostsduetoLandlord

LATECHARGEPERLEASE OverdueRateSectionPer Indemnification
PARA3.2c Le s LeaseArticle9 AmtsDue

Days>5 5%LateCharge PrimeRate
AmountDue DueDate AmountPaid DatePaid DavsLate Late PerLease3.2(c) + OverdueCharges

_ Rent 5.00%
10839.79 9/30/2019 7/31/2021 670 665 541.99 10.00% S 2,531.76

506096.50 10/1/2019 L 506.096.50 10/30/2019 29 24 $ 25304.83 10.00% _____293.25_ Z,, _
506096.50 11/1/2019 L 506,096.50 11/18/2019 _ 17 12 $ 25,304.83 9.75% $ 2,298.23 $ 27,603.06

$ 506.096.50 12/1/2019 - 506,096.50 12/3/2019 2 -3 S - 9.75% $ - $ -
$ 506,096.50 1/1/2020 506.096.50 1/2/2020 _, 1 -4 $ - 9.75% $ - __ -

506,096.50 2/1/2020 - 506,096.50 2/1/2020 0 -5 $ - 9.75% $ - -
506096.50 3/1/2020 __5,0.60,99§35,,0._ 3/2/2020 1 -4 $ - 8.78% $ - -
506096.50 4/1/2020 ___50629§.55,0, 5/6/2020 35 30 8.25% 29,308.53 _ _

$ 506,096.50 5/1/2020 506,096.50 5/26/2020 25 20 $ 25,304.83 8.25% $ 2,859.79 28.164.62
$ 506,096.50 6/1/2020 506,096.50 6/2/2020 1 -4 $ - 8.25% $ - S -
$ 506,096.50 7/1/2020 506,096.50 7/1/2020 0 -5 $ - 8.25% $ - $

506,096.50 8/1/2020 $ 506,096.50 8/7/2020 6 1 $ 25,304.83 8.25% $ 686.35 $ 25.991.18
$ 506,096.50 9/1/2020 $ 506,096.50 9/4/2020 3 -2 $ - 8.25% $ - S -

506,096.50 10/1/2020 $ 506,096.50 10/2/2020 1 -4 $ - 8.25% $ - - _ _
$ 506,096.50 11/1/2020 $ 506,096.50 11/2/2020 1 -4 $ - 8.25% $ - -
$ 506,096.50 12/1/2020 $ 506,096.50 12/2/2020 1 -4 $ - 8.25% $ - -

506.096.50 1/1/2021 $ 506,096.50 1/4/2021 3 -2 $ - 8.25% $ - $ -
$ 506,096.50 2/1/2021 $ 506.096.50 2/4/2021 3 -2 $ - 8.25% $ - $ -
$ 506,096.50 3/1/2021 $ 506,096.50 3/2/2021 _ 1 -4 $ - 8.25% $ - $ -

506.096.50 4/1/2021 $ 506,096.50 4/1/2021 O -5 $ - 8.25% $ - -
$ 506-096.50 5/1/2021 $ 506,096.50 5/6/2021 5 0 $ 25,304.83 8.25% $ 571.96 S 25,876.78

506096.50 6/1/2021 _$_ 506.096.50 6/7/2021 6 1 S 25,304.83 8.25% $ 686.35 $ 25.991.18
$ 506,096.50 7/1/2021 $ 506,096.50 7/7/2021 6 1 $ 25,304.83 8.25% $ 686.35 $ 25.991.18
$ 10,839.79 $ 202,980.59 $ 17,803.55 $ 220,784.14 $ 10,839.79
SUBTOTALRENT I

¯¯
$ 11,134,123.00

HoldoverRent(300%,lessthebase amountabove,203%calculatedInthissection)."Paid"dateisforcalculationparposesonl'assumingamouns Dhroug07/01/21
- 9/30/2019 9/30/2019 0 -5 $ - 10.00% $ - $ -

$ - 10/1/2019 $ - 10/1/2019 _, O -5 $ - 10.00% $ -
$ - 11/1/2019 $ - 11/1/2019 0 -5 $ - 9.75% $ - $
$ - 12/1/2019 $ - 12/1/2019 0 -5 $ - 9.75% $ - S -
$ - 1/1/2020 $ - 6/1/2020 _ 152 147 $ - 9.75% $ - $ -
$ 1..012..193.00 2/1/2020 $ - 7/30/2021 545 540 $ 50,609.65 9.75% S 147,357.28 $ 197.966.93
$ 1.,012.,193.00 3/1/2020 S - 7/30/2021 516 511 $ 50,609.65 8.78% $ 125.,668.48 $ 176.278.13

1012,_193.00 4/1/2020 $ - 7/30/2021 485 480 $ 50,609.65 8.25% $ 110.959.92 $ 161.569.57
1,012,193.00 5/1/2020 $ - 7/30/2021| 455 450 $ 50,609.65 8.25% $ 104.096.42 $ 154,706.07

$ 1..012193.00 6/1/2020 $ - 7/30/2021 424 419 $ 50,609.65 8.25% $ 97,004.14
S 1,012,193.00 7/1/2020 $ - 7/30/2021 394 389 $ 50,609.65 8.25% $ 90,140.64 140,750.29

1012193.00 8/1/2020 7/30/2021 363 358 $ 50,609.65 8.25% $ 83,048.36 $ 133,658.01
1012193.00 9/1/2020 S - 7/30/2021 332 327 $ 50,609.65 8.25% $ 75,956.07 $ 126,565.72
1,012,193.00 10/1/2020 S - 7/30/2021 302 297 $ 50,609.65 8.25% $ 69092.57 119.702.22
1.012.193.00 11/1/2020 $ - 7/30/2021 271 266 $ 50..609.65 8.25% $ 62000.29 112.,609.94

$ 1,012,193.00| 12/1/2020 $ - 7/30/2021 241 236 $ 50,609.65 8.25% $ 55,136.79
1.012.193.00 1/1/2021 $ - 7/30/2021 210 205 $ 50,609.65 8.25% 48.044.50 __

$ 1,012,193.00 2/1/2021 $ - 7/30/2021 179 174 $ 50.609.65 8.25% S 40.952.22 $ 91,561.87
$ 1,012,193.00 3/1/2021 - 7/30/2021 151 146 $ 50,609.65 8.25% $ 34,546.29 $ 85.155.94

1012193.00 4/1/2021 - 7/30/2021 120 115 $ 50,609.65 8.25% $ 27.454.00
$ 1.012.193.00 5/1/2021 7/30/2021 90 85 $ 50,609.65 8.25% $ 20,590.50 $ 71.200.15
$ 1.012.193.00 6/1/2021 $ - 7/30/2021 59 54 $ 50,609.65 8.25% $ 13.498.22 $ 64,107.87
$ 1,012,193.00 7/1/2021 $ - 7/30/2021 29 24 $ 50,609.65 8.25% $ 6,634.72 $ 57.244.37

$ - 18.219.474.00 $ 910,973.70 $ 1.212,181.40 $ 2,123,155.10 $ 18,219,474.00
SUBTOTALADDITIONALRENT

RETaxes
- 9/30/2019 9/30/2019 0 -5 $ - 10.00% $ - I $ -
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LATECH/RGEPERLEASE Overdue tateSectionPer Indemnification
Pr RA3.2c Le;s LeaseArticle9 TOTAL Char es Amts Due

- 10/1/2019 10/1/2019 0 -5 10.00% $ - $ -
- 11/1/2019 11/1/2019 0 -5 _ 9.75% . _ __ -

$ 61.456.39 12/1/2019 S - 12/31/2019 30 25 $ - 9.75% 492.49
$ 61456.39 1/1/2020 S - 1/31/2020 .30 25 _ 9.75% S 492.49

61456.39 2/1/2020 S - 2/28/2020 27 22 S - 9.75% 443.24
61456.39 3/1/2020 - 3/31/2020 30 25 8.78% 443.61
61456.39 4/1/2020 - 4/30/2020 29 24 ________- 8.25% 402.83

$ 81.456.39 5/1/2020 63914.56 5/26/2020 25 20 8.25% S 347.27
- 6/1/2020 6/30/2020 29 24 _ 8.25% S -

$ - 6/1/2020 7/1/2020 30 25 $ - 8.25% S - $ -
$ - $ - $ 2.621.94 $ 2,621.94 |$ -
SUBTOTALRETAXES

Utility&Mun.Dep
- 9/30/2019 9/30/2019 O -5 $ - 10.00% $ - $ -

$ - 10/1/2019 10/1/2019 O -5 $ - 10.00% $ - S -
$ - 11/1/2019 11/1/2019 ____ O -5 $ - 9.75% $ - $ -

71472.69 12/17/2019 _$____.41.175.00 3/16/2020 90 85 $ - 9.75% $ 1718.28 $ 1,718.28
$ 30297.69 1/1/2020 - 1/31/2020 30 25 $ - 9.75% $ 242.80 242.80

30297.69 2/1/2020 - 2/28/2020 27 22 _$______ -__ _ 9.75% 218.52
30297.69 3/1/2020 .- - 3/31/2020 30 25 _ 8.78% 218.70

$ 30,297.69 4/1/2020 - 4/30/2020 29 24 $ - 8.25% $ 198.60 $ 198.60
$ 30,297.69 5/1/2020 $ - 5/31/2020 30 25 $ - 8.25% $ 205.44 S 205.44
$ 30.297.69 6/1/2020 $ - 6/30/2020 29 24 $ - 8.25% $ 198.60 S 198.60
$ 30,297.69 7/1/2020 $ - 7/31/2020 30 25 S - 8.25% $ 205.44 $ 205.44

30,297.69 8/1/2020 $ - 8/31/2020 30 25 $ - 8.25% $ 205.44 $ 205.44
30297.69 9/1/2020 _L - I 9/30/2020 29 24 $ - 8.25% $ 198.60 $ 198.60
30297.69 10/1/2020 $ - 10/31/2020 30 25 $ - 8.25% $ 205.44 _ $ 205.44

$ 30,297.69 11/1/2020 $ - 11/30/2020 29 24 $ - 8.25% $ 198.60 $ 198.60
$ 30,297.69 12/1/2020 $ - 12/31/2020 30 25 $ - 8.25% $ 205.44 S 205.44
$ 30,297.69 1/1/2021 $ - 1/31/2021 30 25 $ - 8.25% $ 205.44 $ 205.44
$ 30,297.69 2/1/2021 $ - 2/28/2021 27 22 $ - 8.25% $ 184.90 S 184.90
$ 30.297.69 3/1/2021 $ - 3/31/2021 30 25 $ - 8.25% $ 205.44 205.44
$ 30.297.69 4/1/2021 $ - 4/30/2021 29 24 $ - 8.25% $ 198.60 _ ____ _ ___ $ 198.60
$ 30,297.69 5/1/2021 $ - 5/31/2021 30 25 $ - 8.25% $ 205.44 $ 205.44
$ 30,297.69 6/1/2021 $ - 6/30/2021 29 24 $ - 8.25% $ 198.60 $ 198.60
$ 30,297.69 | 7/1/2021 $ - 7/31/2021 30 25 $ - 8.25% $ 205.44 _ $ 205.44
$ 30,297.69 $ - $ 5,623.75 $ 53623.75 | $ 30,297.69
SUBTOTALMUN&UTILDEPOSITE

InterestRate * Not Paid- for
Damages First calculation
MortageLoan purposes only 7.11% 3.00%

$ 38,500,000.00 9/30/2019 $ - 9/3Q/2019 O -5 $ - 0.00% $ - $ -
$ 38.530,000.00 10/1/2019 $ - 10/31/2019 30 25 $ - 0.00% $ - $ -
$ 38,5)0,000.00 11/1/2019 $ - 11/30/2019 29 24 $ - 0.00% $ - S - _
$ 38,5)0,000.00 12/1/2019 - 12/31/2019 30 25 $ - 0.00% $ - $ -

385)O000.00 1/1/2020 , .. - . 1/31/2020 30 25 $ - 0.00% $ - $ -
385)0000.00 2/1/2020 - 2/28/2020 _____ 27 22 $ - 0.00% $ - S -

$ 38,5)O,000.00 3/1/2020 - - 3/31/2020 30 25 $ - 0.00% $ - $ -
385)0,000.00 4/1/2020 $ - 4/30/2020 29 24 _$_ - _ 0.00% $ - $ -
385)0,000.00 5/1/2020 $ - 5/31/2020 30 25 $ - 4.11% $ 130,056.16 $ 130,01i6.16

$ 38,5)0,000.00 6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020 29 24 $ - 4.11% $ 125,720.96 $ 125,7:t0.96
385)O000.00 7/1/2020 . - 7/31/2020 30 25 $ - 4.11% $ 130,056.16 $ 130,0!i6.16 I I
38530.,000.00 8/1/2020 - - 8/31/2020 30 25 $ - 4.11% $ 130.056.16 S 130,01i6.16

$ - 38.530.000.00 9/1/2020 $ - 9/30/2020 29 24 $ - 4.11% 125.720.96 $ 125,7:t0.96
$ 38,530,000.00 10/1/2020 $ - 10/31/2020 30 25 $ - 4.11% 130,0S0.16
$ 38530,000.00 11/1/2020 S - 11/30/2020 29 24 $ - 4.11% 125720.96 $ 125,720.96
$ 38,5}0.,000.00 12/1/2020 $ - 12/31/2020 30 25 $ - 4.11% $ 130.056.16 $ 130,050.16

-38500000.00 1/1/2021 $ - 1/31/2021 30 25 $ - 4.11% $ 130,056.16 i.16
$ 38,500,000.00 I 2/1/2021 $ - 2/28/2021 27 22 $ - 4.11% $ 117,050.55 $ 117,050.55
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LATECH RGEPERLEASE Overdue RateSecGonPer Indemnification
PrRA3.2c Lease 9.1 (b) LeaseArticle 9 TOTALCharges AmtsDue

38500000.00 3/1/2021 - 3/31/2021 30 25 4.11% 130056.16 S 130056.16
38500000.00 4/1/2021 - 4/30/2021 29 24 4.11% 125720.96 _ 125720.96
38500000.00 5/1/2021 - 5/31/2021 30 25 4.11% 130056.16 _ S 130056.16
38500000.00 6/1/2021 S - 6/30/2021 29 24 4.11% 125720.96 _ 125720.96
38500000.00 7/1/2021 - 7/31/2021 30 25 4.11% 130056.16 _ 130056.16

- $ 1,916,160.82 | $ 1 2 $ -
SUBTOTALSBLI

* Not Paid- for
Interest Rage calculation

Damages Mezz Loan purposes only 14.00% 3.00%
_._L 9.500,000.00 9/30/2019 9/30/2019 1 0 -5 $ - 0.00% $ - $ -

$ 9,500,000.00 10/1/2019 10/31/2019 30 25 $ - 0.00% $ - $ -
$ 9,500,000.00 11/1/2019 I 11/30/2019 29 24 $ - 0.00% $ - $ -

12/1/2019 I 12/31/2019 30 25 $ - 0.00% $ - $ -
$ 9.500.000.00 1/1/2020 1/31/2020 30 25 $ - I 0.00% $ - - I I

2/1/2020 2/28/2020 27 22 $ - 0.00% S - $ - I I
$ 9,500,000.00 3/1/2020 30 25 $ - 0.00% $ - -
$ 9,500,000.00 4/1/2020 4/30/2020 29 24 $ - 0.00% $ - S -

9500,000.00 5/1/2020 5/31/2020 30 25 $ - 11.00% $ 85,890.41 $ 85,890.41
9.500.000.00 6/1/2020 6/30/2020 29 24 $ - 11.00% $ 83,027.40 $ 83,027.40

_ 7/1/2020 $ - 7/31/2020 30 25 $ - 11.00% $ 85,890.41 $ 85,890.41
9,500,000.00 8/1/2020 $ - 8/31/2020 30 25 $ - 11.00% $ 85.890.41 85,890.41
9500.000.00 9/1/2020 $ - 9/30/2020 29 24 $ - 11.00% $ 83,027.40 $ 83,027.40

$ 9,500.000.00 10/1/2020 $ - 10/31/2020 30 25 $ - I 11.00% $ 85,890.41 85..890.41
$ 9,500,000.00 11/1/2020 $ - 11/30/2020 29 24 $ - 11.00% $ 83,027.40 $ 83,027.40
$ 9,500,000.00 12/1/2020 $ - 12/31/2020 30 25 $ - 11.00% $ 85,890.41 S 85,890.41
$ 9,500,000.00 1/1/2021 $ - 1/31/2021 30 25 $ - 11.00% $ 85,890.41 $ 85,890.41

_ L9,500,000.00 2/1/2021 $ - 2/28/2021 27 22 $ - 11.00% $ 77,301.37
9500.000.00 3/1/2021 $ - 3/31/2021 30 25 $ - 11.00% $ 85,890-41 $ 85,890.41
9,500,000.00 4/1/2021 $ - 4/30/2021 29 24 $ - I 11.00% $ 83,027.40 83,027.40
9..500..000.00 5/1/2021 $ - 5/31/2021 30 25 $ - 11.00% $ 85,890.41 85..890.41

S 9.500.000.00 6/1/2021 $ - 6/30/2021 29 24 $ - 11.00% $ 83,027.40 83,027.40
$ 9,500.000.00 7/1/2021 $ - 7/31/2021 30 25 $ 11.00% $ 85..890.41 S 85..890.41

$ - $ - $ 1,265,452.05 $ 1,265,452.05 $ -
SUBTOTAL BA
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LATE CHARGE PER LEASE Overdue Rate Section Per Indemnification
PARA 3.2 c Lease 9.1 (b) , Lease Article 9 TOTAL Char Amts Due

Indemnification - Professional Fees Professional Fees
AFF IThrough July 26. 2021 $ 753,305.12

To Complete $ 105.000.00
Total 858,305.12 858 305.12

DelBello Through June 20, 2021 280 048.61 I
|To Complete I $ 75,000,00
Total _ 355,048.61 355 048.61

Congress brough May 2020 inci WIP $ 72,375.00
To Complete _ _ 225
Total 297,375.00 297.375.00

Through May 020 I $ 5,087.24
To ComDlete -
Total $ 5.087.24 5 087.24

150 000.00 $ 609.03

TOTAL TRANSACTIONAL (EST) $ 1,524,000.00

Lender Charqes
SBLI Leqal

James Wine, BA Counsel, DLA Piper $ 26,727.58
To Complet9 -
Total Lender Leqaal $ 26,727.58

SBLI Default lnerest
Through 06/01/21 $ 2,596,078.81
June 2021 $ 160,416.67 I I

I

I-
Jul 2021 $ 171,111.11
TOT $ 2,927,606.59 $ 2,927,606.59

SBLI Late Payments Through 06/01/11 Statement $ 192,947.81
June 2021 Est $ 18 779.11
July 2021 Est $ 19.397.79

TOT $ 231,124.71 | | $ 231,124.71

BA Default Interest I
SBLI Default Rate (Maturity) 8/17/2020 7/30/2021 347 $ 9,500,000.00 5.00% $ 451.,575.34
SBLI Extension Fees 8/17/2020 $ 9,500,000.00 0.50% S 47.500.00

8/17/2021 $ 9,500,000.00 0.50% $ 47,500.00
TOT $ 546.575.34 546.575.34

SUBTOTAL Lender $ - $ $ 3.732.034.22 $ - $ 3,732,034.22
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NYSCEF DOC. NO. 213 RECEIVED NYSCEF: 08/19/2021

AMOUNTS DUE

Per Affidavitt Per Schedules Variance

Haldavar rent and rent $ 18,219,474.00

2,123,155.10

10,839.79

220,784,14

$ 20,574,253.03 20,574,253.03 -

Real estate taxes 2,621.94 2,621.94 -

Deposits and Late Charges 35,921.44 35,921.44 -

Default interest 3,181,612.87 3,181,612.87 -

Professiona! fees 1,524,000.00 1,524,000,00 -

Lender dafet!¹te and late charges 3,732,034.22 3,732,034.22 -

Accelerated rent 82,369,770.00 82,369,770.00 -

$ 111,420,213.50 $ 111,420,213.50 T
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER 
------------------------------------------------------------------X 
WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, 
LLC, 
 
     Plaintiff, 
 
 -against- 
 
HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/K/A LIZER 
JOZOFOVIC, and MARK NEUMAN, 
 

 Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs, 
 
 -against- 
 
CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY 
CONSULTING, THE CONGRESS COMPANIES, 
HOWARD FENSTERMAN, WILLIAM 
NICHOLSON, and METROPOLITAN 
COMMERCIAL BANK 
 

Third-Party Defendants 

: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 

 
 
Index No. 60278/2020 
 
 

-----------------------------------------------------------------X 
 

 

MEMORANDUM OF LAW  
IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO AMEND AND DECLARATORY JUDGMENT 

 

 

MICHELMAN & ROBINSON, LLP 
John Giardino, Esq. 
Alex Barnett-Howell, Esq. 
800 Third Avenue, 24th Floor 
New York, New York 10022 
Tel: (212) 730-7700 
jgiardino@mrllp.com 
abarnett-howell@mrllp.com 
Attorneys for Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs 
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I. PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 

Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer Jozefovic, and Mark Neuman  

(collectively, “HBL” or “Defendants”) respectfully submit this Memorandum of Law and 

accompanying Affidavit in support of HBL’s motion for leave to amend the First Amended 

Verified Answer with Affirmative Defenses, Counterclaims, and Third-Party Complaint, dated 

May 21, 2021 [Doc. No. 96] (the “Answer”) pursuant to CPLR § 3025(b), and declaratory 

judgment for HBL’s right to exercise Section 3.8 of the Amended Lease pursuant to CPLR § 3001. 

II. STATEMENT OF FACTS 

1. White Plains Breaches the Amended Lease by Refusing To Honor the Put 

On or about July 2017, HBL and Plaintiff White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC 

(“White Plains”) entered into an amended lease for a skilled nursing and rehabilitation facility (the 

“Facility”), which was dated as of the initial lease November 19, 2015 (the “Amended Lease”). 

Jozefovic Aff., ¶ 4. Pursuant to Section 3.8 of the Amended Lease (the “Put”), HBL has the right 

to purchase the Facility pursuant to the following conditions: 

Commencing on the latter of (i) the first day after the Commencement Date and (ii) 
24 months from the date of the closing of that Original Mortgage . . . Tenant shall 
have the option to purchase the Leased Premises from Landlord for a purchase price 
of $65,000,000 by giving written notice of its exercise of the Option to Purchase 
including a proposed closing date. 

Aside from the triggering date, the Amended Lease places no other conditions precedent on HBL’s 

right to the exercise the Put. Jozefovic Aff., ¶ 8. 

Pursuant to Section 3.1(a) of the Amended Lease, the Commencement Date occurs upon 

the later of “(i) the date of issuance of a permanent or temporary Certificate of Occupancy for the 

Facility and (ii) the date that New York State Department of Health . . . determines that the 
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Landlord's Work is sufficiently complete as constructed . . . to accept patients.” Jozefovic Aff., ¶ 

9. 

On August 18, 2017, White Plains closed on the original mortgage with Security Benefit 

Life Insurance Company (“Security Benefit”). Jozefovic Aff., ¶ 12. In October 2019, the Facility 

received certification from the City of White Plains, and on December 2, 2019, New York State 

Department of Health issued its determination that the Facility was substantially complete. 

Jozefovic Aff., ¶ 10. Therefore, pursuant to Sections 3.1 and 3.8 of the Amended Lease, HBL had 

the right to exercise the Put on December 3, 2019. Jozefovic Aff., ¶ 13. 

 On September 17, 2021, HBL notified White Plains that it was exercising the Put and 

proposed a closing date of March 31, 2022. Jozefovic Aff., ¶ 15. On September 24, 2021, White 

Plains responded by claiming that HBL’s decision to exercise the Put was “rejected in its entirety.” 

Jozefovic Aff., ¶ 17. 

III. LEGAL ARGUMENT 

1. The Terms of the Put Place No Restrictions On HBL 
 

“[I]t is well settled that in order to validly exercise an option to purchase real property, one 

must strictly adhere to the terms and conditions of the option agreement.” Weissman v Adler, 187 

AD2d 647, 648 [2d Dept 1992]. Courts will only require tenants to be in compliance with the lease 

if the option specifically requires it. See, e.g., Galapo v Feinberg, 266 AD2d 150, 150-51 [1st Dept 

1999] (“Plaintiff's former lease accorded him a right to purchase the premises only on condition 

that he had not defaulted on any of the lease terms.”) 

In contrast, courts have held that options can be exercised regardless of the tenant’s 

standing if the option is silent as to default. See, e.g., Cohen v Nonoo, 101 Misc 2d 1037, 1040-41 

[Sup Ct 1979] (“The rent payment obligation and the option provision are independent provisions. 
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They could have been made dependent, but they were not. This court will not now rewrite the 

agreement.”); Sharper Properties Enterprises, Inc. v Hubbard Sand & Gravel, Inc., 12 AD3d 494, 

495 [2d Dept 2004] (“[T]he plaintiff's alleged default did not impair its ability to exercise the 

option.”). 

The lack of conditions precedent in Section 3.8 of the Amended Lease are clear, especially 

when contrasted with Section 3.1(b) of the Amended Lease, which conditions HBL’s right of 

renewal on its compliance with the terms of the Amended Lease: 

Provided a Lease Default has not occurred and is then continuing either at the time 
of the exercise of the options provided below or at the end of the Term . . . Tenant 
shall have the option to extend the Term of this Lease for three (3) additional 
periods of ten (10) years. 

 
In short, White Plains drafted Section 3.8 of the Amended Lease so that HBL could exercise the 

Put, regardless of whether HBL had defaulted under the Amended Lease. Therefore, HBL has the 

absolute right to invoke the Put, as courts have held in similar circumstances: 

“At the outset we note that the option in the lease is absolute without any conditions 
save the time requirements for its exercise which are not at issue here. It is well 
established that absent an express provision conditioning the exercise of an option 
to purchase on the performance of the terms of a lease, the option and the lease are 
deemed separate and independent of one another and a breach of the latter has no 
effect on the rights afforded by the former. Accordingly, plaintiff was entitled to 
exercise its rights under the option despite the alleged default on its part.” 

 Curry Rd. Ltd. v Rotterdam Realties Inc., 195 AD2d 780 [3d Dept 1993]. 

2. White Plains’ Recent Refusal to Recognize the Put Has Resulted in New 

Relevant Facts and Basis for New Counterclaim by HBL 

Pursuant to CPLR § 3025(b), leave to supplement a pleading “shall be freely given.” Davis 

v. S. Nassau Cmtys. Hosp., 26 N.Y.S.3d 231, 241 (2015). Since the filing of the Answer on May 

21, 2021, White Plains has refused to allow HBL to exercise the Put. On September 17, 2021, HBL 
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sent written notice to White Plains of its intent to exercise its option to purchase the Leased 

Premises, pursuant to Section 3.8 of the Lease Agreement, for the agreed upon purchase price of 

$65 million. On September 24, 2021, White Plains responded to HBL’s notice by denying the 

validity of the provision authorizing HBL’s option to purchase. 

Pursuant to CPLR § 3001, White Plains refusal to honor the Put represents a “justiciable 

controversy” requiring judicial intervention. Chanos v. MADAC, LLC, 74 A.D.3d 1007, 1008, 903 

N.Y.S.2d 506 (“[T]he supreme court may render a declaratory judgment … as to the rights and 

other legal relations of the parties to a justiciable controversy…[for] stabiliz[ing] an uncertain or 

disputed jural relationship with respect to present or prospective obligations”). 

New York courts have previously found that a declaratory judgment action to determine 

the validity of an option in a lease is a justiciable controversy and a valid cause of action for a 

declaratory judgment. Loudave Estates, Inc., v. Cross Roads Imp. Co., 26 Misc.2d 522, 524, 203 

N.Y.S.2d 966 (Sup.Ct., N.Y. County, 1960). Here, White Plains’ refusal to recognize HBL’s legal 

right to exercise a purchase option represents this dispute, which can result in damages suffered 

by HBL. If HBL is blocked from exercising this right, its ability to successfully operate its nursing 

home facility will be thwarted resulting in damages. 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer 

Jozefovic, and Mark Neuman respectfully request that the Court grant (1) the right to amend the 

Answer; and (2) declaratory judgment enforcing the Put; together with such other and further relief 

as this Court deems just, proper, and equitable. 

Dated: New York, New York 
October 25, 2021 

 MICHELMAN & ROBINSON, LLP 
  

By:       
John Giardino, Esq. 
Alex Barnett-Howell Esq. 
800 Third Avenue, 24th Floor 
New York, NY 10022 
(212) 730-7700 
jgiardino@mrllp.com 
abarnett-howell@mrllp.com 
Attorneys for Defendants and Third-Party 
Plaintiffs 
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------X 
WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC, 
 
    Plaintiff,    Index No. 60278/2020 
        
 -against-        
          
HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/K/A LIZER SECOND AMENDED 
JOZOFOVIC and MARK NEUMAN, VERIFIED ANSWER 
         WITH AFFIRMATIVE 
    Defendants and   DEFENSES, COUNTER- 
    Third-Party Plaintiff,   CLAIMS AND THIRD- 
         PARTY COMPLAINT 
 -against- 
 
CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY  
CONSULTING, THE CONGRESS COMPANIES, 
HOWARD FENSTERMAN, and WILLIAM  
NICHOLSON, 
 
    Third-Party Defendants. 
-------------------------------------------------------------------X 
 
 

Defendants, HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/K/A LIZER JOZOFOVIC and 

MARK NEUMAN (collectively, “Defendants”), by and through their counsel Michelman & 

Robinson, LLP, hereby assert the following verified answer with affirmative defenses, 

counterclaims, and third-party complaint and allege upon information and belief as follows: 

ANSWER TO COMPLAINT 

1. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “1,” “2,” and “3.”  

2. Defendants admit the allegations in paragraphs “4” through “11.” 

3. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “12” and “13.”  

4. In response to the allegations in paragraphs “14” through “20,” Defendants assert 

that the document speaks for itself. 
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5. Defendants admit the allegations in paragraphs “21” and “22.”  

6. In response to the allegations in paragraph “23,” Defendants assert that the 

document speaks for itself. 

7. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “24,” “25,” and “26.”  

8. In response to the allegations in paragraphs “27” through “32,” Defendants assert 

that the document speaks for itself. 

9. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph “33.”  

10. In response to the allegations in paragraphs “34” through “37,” Defendants assert 

that the document speaks for itself. 

11. In response to the allegations in paragraphs “38” through “40” Defendants assert 

that the document speaks for itself. 

12. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph “41.” 

13. Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph “42.” 

14. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “43” through “49.” 

15. In response to the allegations in paragraph “50” Defendants assert that the 

document speaks for itself. 

16. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “51” through “53.” 

17. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “54” through “69.”  

18. In response to the allegations in paragraph “70,” Defendants assert that the 

document speaks for itself. 

19. Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph “71.”  

20. In response to the allegations in paragraphs “72” through “75,” Defendants assert 

that the document speaks for itself. 
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21. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “76,” “77,” and “78.”  

22. Defendants lack sufficient information to form a belief regarding the allegations 

and, on that basis, deny the allegations in paragraphs “79” and “80.”  

23. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph “81.”  

24. In response to the allegations in paragraphs “82” and “83,” Defendants assert that 

the document speaks for itself. 

25. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “84” through “91.”  

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST HBL 
(BREACH OF CONTRACT) 

 
26. Defendants repeat, reallege, and incorporate by reference their response to 

paragraphs “1” through “91” as if fully set forth herein. 

27. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “92” and “93.”  

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST HBL 
(BREACH OF CONTRACT) 

 
28. Defendants repeat, reallege, and incorporate by reference their response to 

paragraphs “1” through “93” as if fully set forth herein. 

29. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “94” and “95.”  

THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST JOZEFOVIC 
(ENFORCING GUARANTY) 

 
30. Defendants repeat, reallege, and incorporate by reference their response to 

paragraphs “1” through “95” as if fully set forth herein. 

31. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “96” and “97.”  
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FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST NEUMAN 
(ENFORCING GUARANTY) 

 
32. Defendants repeat, reallege, and incorporate by reference their response to 

paragraphs “1” through “97” as if fully set forth herein. 

33. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “98” and “99.”  

FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST JOZEFOVIC 
(BREACH OF CONTRACT) 

34. Defendants repeat, reallege, and incorporate by reference their response to 

paragraphs “1” through “99” as if fully set forth herein. 

35. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs “100” and “101.” 

AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES 

Defendants assert the following affirmative defenses, without admitting that Defendants 

would bear the burden of proof on any of these or any other affirmative defenses. 

FIRST AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
(Plaintiff’s Breach) 

 
1. Plaintiff’s claims for relief are barred, in whole or in part, because plaintiff is in 

breach of its obligations under the Lease, the integrated development agreements, and its non-

payment of mortgage debt 

SECOND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
(Failure to Perform) 

 
2. Plaintiff failed to perform its obligations under the Lease and integrated Project 

documents and is not entitled to performance by the Defendants. 
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THIRD AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
(Terms Too Indefinite To Enforce) 

 
3. Certain terms within the Lease which plaintiff seeks to enforce are not clear and 

not definite and are therefore unenforceable. 

FOURTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
(Payment) 

 
4. Defendants have made various substantial pre-payments of rent which have not 

been credited to their account, and Defendants have made monthly rental payments to plaintiff 

which plaintiff has failed to use for its mortgage debt. 

FIFTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
(Not Entitled to Enforcement) 

 
5. Plaintiff’s failure to deliver the Project in compliance with NYSDOH approvals 

renders the Lease unenforceable. 

SIXTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
(Offsets) 

 
6. Defendants are entitled to substantial offsets against the rents due under the Lease. 

SEVENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
(Fraud In The Inducement) 

 
7. Plaintiff induced the Defendants to enter into the Lease and guarantee agreements 

by making fraudulent representations and failing to disclose material facts. 

EIGHTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
(Waiver) 

 
8. Plaintiff has accepted performance by Defendants and waives any and all right to 

sue for breach of contract. 
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NINTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
(Bad Faith/Unclean Hands) 

 
9. The plaintiff is not entitled to the relief it seeks as it has acted in bad faith and with 

unclean hands. 

TENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
(Other Affirmative Defenses) 

 
10. Defendants reserve the right to supplement or amend this Verified Answer, 

including through the addition of further affirmative defenses, based on the course of discovery 

and proceedings in this litigation. 

COUNTERCLAIMS AGAINST WHITE PLAINS 
HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC 

AND 
THIRD-PARTY CLAIMS AGAINST CCC EQUITIES, LLC, 

PROJECT EQUITY CONSULTING, THE CONGRESS COMPANIES, HOWARD 
FENSTERMAN, AND WILLIAM NICHOLSON 

 
Now and for their counterclaims against plaintiff and third-party complaint against third-

party defendants, Defendants, upon information and belief, allege the following: 1 

 
1. CCC Equities, LLC is a limited liability company duly organized and existing under 

the laws of the State of New York with an address and place of business at 3 Dakota Drive, Suite 

300, Lake Success, New York 11042. 

2. Project Equity Consulting is a limited liability company duly organized and 

existing under the laws of the State of New York with an address and place of business at 3 Dakota 

Drive, Suite 300, Lake Success, New York 11042. 

 
1 Pursuant to the Court’s instruction, Defendants incorporate all claims, allegations, and causes 
of action contained within the complaint filed on October 22, 2020, in the action captioned Lizer 
Jozefovic v. White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC et al., Index No. 655549/2020. A copy of 
the complaint is attached as Exhibit A. 
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3. The Congress Companies is a corporation duly organized and existing under the 

laws of the State of Massachusetts with an address and place of business at 2 Bourbon Street, West 

Peabody Executive Center, Peabody, Massachusetts 01960 and regularly conducts business within 

the State of New York. 

4. Howard Fensterman is an individual residing at 4 Pond Lane, Sands Point, New 

York 11050 with a business address and place of business at Abrams, Fensterman, Fensterman, 

Eisman, Formato, Ferrara, Wolf & Carone, LLP, 3 Dakota Drive, Suite 300, Lake Success, New 

York 11042. 

5. Through the period complained of herein, Fensterman acted as both a principal in 

the transaction and legal counsel to certain parties including the defendant Lizer Jozefovic. 

6. William Nicholson is an individual residing at 12 Long Meadow Drive, Ipswich, 

Massachusetts 01938 with a business address and place of business at 2 Bourbon Street, West 

Peabody Executive Center, Suite 200, Peabody, Massachusetts 01960. 

7. This case involves the development of a new state-of-the-art 160-bed skilled 

nursing facility on Church Street in White Plains, New York (the “Facility.”) 

8. The Facility was proposed by the defendant, HBL SNF, LLC (“HBL”), and its 

principals Lizer Jozefovic and Mark Newman (the “Jozefovic Team”) to the New York State 

Department of Health (“NYSDOH”) in August 2009. 

9. The Facility is dedicated to providing specialized services to “difficult to place 

patients,” including but not limited to, patients who exhibit psychiatric behaviors, patients who are 

undocumented, patients with developmental and physical disabilities, and patients who have no 

means of financial support and require charity care. 
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10. The Facility was intentionally located in White Plains to service high-density 

minority and high-density poverty populations as compared to surrounding regions. 

11. In order to obtain a Certificate of Need from NYSDOH, the Jozefovic Team 

acquired skilled nursing bed licenses from other area nursing facilities including Hebrew Hospital 

Home of Westchester, Bethel Nursing Home, and Taylor Care Center. 

12. After full review of the Jozefovic Team’s application, NYSDOH determined that 

the Jozefovic Team was a successful operator of nursing facilities that are authorized to care for 

the elderly and individuals with long-term physical care needs and has an established history of 

achieving high occupancy at the facilities it operated. 

13. NYSDOH further determined that the Facility was unique and necessary as it 

provided care to patients not accepted by other facilities because of their special needs. 

14. At the time the Jozefovic Team proposed the Facility, the Plaintiff White Plains 

Healthcare Properties I, LLC (“WPHP”) and the third-party defendants Howard Fensterman 

(“Fensterman”), William Nicholson (“Nicholson”), and their companies CCC Equities LLC 

(“CCCE”), Project Equity Construction (“PEC”), and The Congress Companies (“Congress”), 

approached the Jozefovic Team and proposed that they act as developers for the new Facility. 

15. Led by third-party defendant Fensterman, these parties represented that they were 

capable of performing all aspects of development of the Facility including construction and 

financing (hereafter “the Project.”) 

16. In fact, the Project costs for the Facility presented to NYSDOH by the Jozefovic 

Team were costs calculated and submitted by Fensterman and Nicholson. 

17. Importantly, these costs established a total Project cost of $56, 631,759. 
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18. The Project costs for the Facility were itemized by Fensterman and Nicholson as 

follows: 

   Land acquisition  $  4,528,333 
   New construction  $37,282,722 
   Design Contingency  $  1,864,136 
   Construction Contingency $  1,864,136 
   Architect/Engineering Fees $  2,982,618 
   Construction Manager Fees $     745,654 
   Other Fees (Consultant) $     750,000 
   Movable Equipment  $  1,480,000 
   Financing Costs  $  2,112,000 
   Interim Interest Expense $  2,710,400 
   CON Application Fee  $         2,000 
   CON Processing Fee  $     309,760 
   Total Project Cost  $56,631,759 
 

19. Many of these costs were to be paid to Fensterman and Nicholson directly, as well 

as Fensterman’s law firm, and other costs to their entities as fees, interest costs, and other Project 

expenses. 

20. In addition, Fensterman and Nicholson represented that they could arrange for 

100% of the Project financing. 

21. More specifically, Fensterman and Nicholson specifically represented and agreed 

in writing that they could secure a HUD insured mortgage in the amount of $42,240,000 with an 

interest rate of 5.5% and a term of thirty (30) years. 

22. A description of this mortgage was included in the projected Medicaid 

Reimbursement submitted to NYSDOH as part of the Project feasibility forecast. 

23. Furthermore, Fensterman represented that he could provide the necessary project 

equity in the amount of $9,863,246 through his company CCC Equities, LLC. 
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24. The Jozefovic Team presented this financing arrangement to NYSDOH in support 

of its request for approval of the Facility and these costs became part of NYSDOH’s Project 

approval. 

25. Given that Fensterman and Nicholson agreed to develop, finance, and own the 

Project, the Jozefovic Team agreed to enter into a Lease Agreement to occupy and operate the 

Facility. 

26. To accomplish this, Fensterman and Nicholson proposed that their company White 

Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC become the landlord for the operating company owned by the 

Jozefovic Team known as HBL. 

27. The Lease was to be for a twenty (20) year term. 

28. The rent was to be calculated as an amount equal to the debt service of the HUD 

insured mortgage to be obtained by Fensterman and Nicholson plus a return of cash equity to 

WPHP on the account of the equity contributions through CCCE. 

29. The annual rent proposed by Fensterman and Nicholson and presented to NYSDOH 

equaled $4,318,000 annually or $360,000 per month. 

30. The amount of annual rent as calculated above was eligible for reimbursement to 

HBL through the NYSDOH. 

31. The Project as proposed to the NYSDOH was to be completed in approximately 

twenty (20) months. 

32. The NYSDOH gave approval for the Project on the terms described above in 

October 2012. 

33. Throughout the NYSDOH application process, the Jozefovic Team relied upon 

representations made by Fensterman and Nicholson. 
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34. However, shortly after receiving approval from NYSDOH, the Jozefovic Team 

learned that Fensterman and Nicholson did not have the capital necessary to commence or 

complete the Project as presented. 

35. As a result of this lack of capital the Project was delayed for years. 

36. In an attempt to overcome this lack of capital, on November 15, 2015, HBL entered 

into a Development Agreement with White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC (the “Development 

Agreement.”) 

37. On the same date, HBL entered into a Lease with White Plains Healthcare 

Properties I, LLC (the “Lease”) for the Facility in order to enable WPHP to obtain its Project 

financing. 

38. The Development Agreement and Lease are essential parts of the same transaction 

and are constitute integrated agreements. 

39. Pursuant to the Development Agreement, the Project was to be “turn-key” meaning 

that the plaintiff and third-party defendants would deliver a fully constructed facility authorized to 

operate as a skilled nursing facility with permanent financing in place in accordance with the 

approval granted by NYSDOH. 

40. However, because Fensterman and Nicholson lacked sufficient capital to complete 

the Project on a turn-key basis, they induced the Jozefovic Team to withdraw its equity from 

another nursing facility which it owned and operated known as Waterview Nursing Home and to 

contribute that equity to the Project so that the Project could move forward in 2016. 

41. In particular, the Jozefovic Team made the following capital contributions to the 

Project as memorialized in a Term Sheet dated November 20, 2015: 

a) $2,200,000 paid to WPHP to be used by Congress for pre-development costs; 
b) $197,072 to CCC Equities, LLC to be used in the discretion of Fensterman; 
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c) $1,595,368.32 into a control account in the name of HBL SNF. 
 

42. These capital contributions were not made as part of a conventional business 

relationship or an arms-length transaction. Instead, the Jozefovic Team made these capital 

contributions in reasonable reliance on Fensterman, Nicholson, Congress, and CCCE’s 

representations that they were acting in a special capacity to protect and advance the Jozefovic 

Team’s interests.  The relationship had developed into a joint venture and a special relationship.  

43. The Jozefovic Team would not have made these capital contributions but for 

Fensterman, Nicholson, Congress, and CCCE’s representations. 

44. Yet, despite repeated requests since 2015, Fensterman, Nicholson, Congress, and 

CCCE have failed or refused to provide an accounting of the use of the predevelopment and 

discretionary funds paid to them. 

45. In consideration for the $2,200,000 contribution to WPHP, WPHP agreed that these 

funds constituted a loan to WPHP to be repaid to HBL. 

46. No provision was made for the payment of interest on the loan notwithstanding that 

WPHP had the use of such funds since 2015. 

47. WPHP agreed to repay the principal amount of the loan by purchasing the furniture, 

fixtures, and equipment (the “FF&E”) in the amount of $1,500,000 for the Project and by giving 

HBL a future credit against Lease payments. 

48. When advancing these funds to Fensterman, Nicholson, CCC Equities and 

Congress, the Jozefovic Team anticipated that the Facility would be delivered in September 2017. 

49. The Facility was not delivered until December 2019. 
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50. Despite repeated requests, WPHP has never provided an accounting for purchases 

of the required FF&E or any documentation evidencing repayment of $1,500,000 of the loan 

amount to HBL. 

51. In the absence of such an accounting, HBL cannot determine how much of its loan 

amount, if any, has been repaid and how much of the remaining loan balance should be credited 

to current Lease payments. 

52. In addition, accrued interest on the $2,200,000 loan must be calculated from 

November 2015 and either paid to HBL or credited to payments due under the Lease. 

53. The Development Agreement required that the Project be substantially completed 

within twenty-two (22) months or before September 2017. 

54. However, at the time the Development Agreement was executed, the plaintiff knew 

that it could not deliver the completed Project by the promised time of September 2017 

55. Subsequently, the plaintiff breached its obligations to HBL by failing to complete 

the Project until December 2019. 

56. The delay in completing the Project caused HBL to lose substantial revenue. 

57. In addition, by delivering the Project in December 2019, HBL encountered market 

conditions during its start-up phase in 2020 caused by the COVID-19 pandemic which adversely 

affected HBL’s operations as it has nursing homes throughout the region. 

58. HBL would not have encountered these adverse financial conditions but not for the 

delay caused by plaintiff and third-party defendants. 

59. In addition to the Project being completed more than two (2) years late, plaintiff 

and third-party defendants delivered the Project well over budget. 
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60. The Development Agreement required the plaintiff to enter into a construction 

contract with Congress and to secure a 100% performance bond to guarantee the performance of 

the construction contract. 

61. However, unbeknownst to HBL, Congress could not secure a performance bond. 

62. Fensterman and Nicholson never disclosed to HBL or any of its principals that 

Congress could not obtain a bond. 

63. As a result, WPHP entered into a contract without approval or consent from HBL 

for a creation of a joint venture agreement with a third-party contractor. 

64. The joint venture, among other reasons, added substantial costs to the Project. 

65. These substantial additional costs exceeded the capital expenditures approved by 

NYSDOH and are not reimbursable through NYSDOH. 

66. Upon information and belief, Congress’s inability to secure the performance bond 

is related to certain judgments taken against its principal Nicholson arising from claims for 

diversion of project funds in a skilled nursing project located in Milwaukee, Wisconsin dating back 

to 2015, the time when the Jozefovic Team advanced monies to Nicholson and Congress. 

67. Neither Fensterman nor Nicholson disclosed these adverse proceedings to the 

Jozefovic Team. 

68. In fact, Nicholson was adjudged to have committed conversion and civil theft in 

the amount of $1,903,452, and that judgement was affirmed on appeal to the Seventh Circuit Court 

of Appeals. 

69. The Development Agreement required that plaintiff and third-party defendants 

deliver the Project at the costs approved by NYSDOH. 
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70. Only in the event that HBL authorized a change order would HBL have 

responsibility for any cost higher than the cost approved by the NYSDOH. 

71. There were no approved change orders. 

72. The approved Project cost is $57,000,000. 

73. The plaintiff and third-party defendants caused the Project to exceed the approved 

costs by more than $5,000,000. 

74. The plaintiff and third-party defendants breached their obligations to HBL under 

the Development Agreement by causing the Project to be over budget. 

75. As a result, HBL is not eligible for reimbursement of its rent payments as originally 

intended - a loss of eligibility that will cause substantial harm to HBL. 

76. Given these costs overruns and the loss of eligibility for reimbursement, the Lease 

is unenforceable. 

77. As part of the “turn-key” delivery of the Project, plaintiff was obligated to provide 

permanent financing for the Project on the terms of the HUD insured loan submitted by plaintiff 

as part of the Project approved by NYSDOH. 

78. The plaintiff and third-party defendants have failed to provide such permanent 

financing and are in breach of the Development Agreement and the Lease. 

79. In connection with the permanent financing, the plaintiff and third-party defendants 

were required to demonstrate sufficient equity invested in the Project for HUD or any other lender 

of permanent financing to grant a thirty (30) year loan to the Project. 

80. Plaintiff and third-party defendants have failed to demonstrate sufficient equity in 

the Project. 
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81. Upon information and belief, Fensterman procured financial contributions from 

individual third parties who contributed capital to CCCE to meet the equity requirement. 

82. Although this capital is required to be and has, in fact, been represented by 

Fensterman to be in the nature of equity, upon information and belief, these contributions from 

individual third-parties are loans at high rates of interest which are overdue as a result of the Project 

delays. 

83. Fensterman, CCCE, and plaintiff have caused additional financial burden to the 

Project and have attempted to pass along to HBL and the Jozefovic Team these higher interest 

costs. 

84. The Project cost overruns and the higher finance costs due to the delay in delivering 

the Project, together with the lack of sufficient equity, have prevented the Project from securing 

permanent financing. 

85. The plaintiff and third-party defendants have advised HBL that they have initiated 

this lawsuit because they are in default of their current loan agreements. 

86. As of this date, plaintiff and third-party defendants have been unable to provide to 

the Jozefovic Team an accurate Project accounting of Project expenditures and have refused to 

provide information concerning the Project financing. 

87. As of this date, plaintiff and third-party defendants have been unable to procure the 

HUD insured financing which they represented they could secure and is required by NYSDOH 

Project approval. 

88. As of this date, the Project does not comply with the approval issued by the 

NYSDOH. 
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89. HBL and its principals reasonably relied upon WPHP, Fensterman, Nicholson, and 

Congress’ representations that they would fulfill their obligations under the Development 

Agreement and Lease. 

90. If HBL and its principals knew that WPHP, Fensterman, Nicholson, and Congress 

would substantially breach their obligations under the Development Agreement and Lease, HBL 

and its principals would not have entered into the Development Agreement and Lease. 

91. As a result of the failure to deliver the Project on the terms approved by NYSDOH, 

HBL cannot be reimbursed for the cost of the Facility as intended by the Development Agreement 

and the Lease and HBL and its principals have suffered financial harm as a result. 

92. Throughout the development process, WPHP, Fensterman, Nicholson and 

Congress’ false representations and adverse actions to the Jozefovic Team have adversely affected 

the business of HBL 

93. WPHP, Fensterman, Nicholson and Congress knew that these representations were 

false when they were made.  

94. At no point have HBL or the Jozefovic Team knowingly intended to agree, in whole 

or in part, to release or waive WPHP, Fensterman, Nicholson, and Congress for any of their 

breaches and violations of the Development Agreement and the Lease. 

95. Since the Facility began operations, HBL has made regular rent payments to WPHP 

pursuant to the terms of the Lease.  

96. As of this date, HBL has made over $12 million in rental payments to WPHP. 

97. HBL has made, and continues to make, these payments in compliance with its 

obligations under the Lease. HBL’s payments do not constitute a waiver or release of HBL’s claims 

against WPHP, CCCE, Congress, Fensterman, or Nicholson. On information and belief, WPHP 
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does not own the property for the Facility outright, but instead received entered into a mortgage 

agreement with Security Benefit Life Insurance Company and Security Benefit Corporation 

(collectively, “Security Benefit”). 

98. The primary purpose of HBL’s rental payments to WPHP is for WPHP to satisfy 

its monthly mortgage payments to Security Benefit. 

99. On information and belief, WPHP failed to make required mortgage payments to 

Security Benefit. 

100. On information and belief, Security Benefit instructed WPHP to make certain 

payments otherwise it would institute foreclosure proceedings, potentially jeopardizing HBL’s 

tenancy and continued operations. 

101. On information and belief, although WPHP has received substantial rental 

payments from HBL, WPHP has refused or failed to make necessary mortgage payments to 

Security Benefit. 

102. On information and belief, Security Benefit has declared WPHP to be in default of 

its mortgage, having failed to make necessary mortgage payments, charges, interest, and other 

required fees. 

103. On information and belief, Security Benefit has demanded WPHP to send HBL a 

Tenant Direction Notice, instructing HBL to make all future rental payments directly to Security 

Benefit. 

104. To date, WPHP has not instructed HBL to make future rental payments directly to 

Security Benefit, but instead continues to collect HBL’s monthly rental payments itself. 
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105. On information and belief, Security Benefit has demanded that WPHP establish a 

Cash Management Account and instruct HBL to deposit all future rental payments into the Cash 

Management Account. 

106. To date, WPHP has not instructed HBL to deposit future rental payments in a Cash 

Management Account, but instead continues to receive HBL’s monthly rental payments in its own 

account. 

107. On information and belief, Security Benefit has brought a foreclosure action against 

WPHP and is threatening to foreclose on the mortgage on the property for the Facility. 

108. Following months of litigation, HBL attempted to exercise its right to purchase the 

Facility pursuant to Section 3.8 of the Lease on September 17, 2021. 

109. The Lease provides in Section 3.8 that HBL has the option to purchase the Leased 

Premises from WPHP for $65 million.  

110. In Section 3.8, the Lease states that HBL’s option begins on the latter of either the 

first day after the Commencement Date or 24 months from the closing of the Original Mortgage 

between WPHP and Security Benefit. The Lease states that this option runs until the last day of 

the fifteenth Lease Year of the Lease. 

111. The Lease defines the Commencement Date as either the date of issuance of a 

permanent or temporary Certificate of Occupancy for the Facility or the date that the NYSDOH 

determines that the WPHP’s work is sufficiently constructed to accept patients. 

112. The date of issuance of certification from NYSDOH and the City of White Plains 

for the Facility was in October 2019. The date that NYSDOH determined that WPHP’s work was 

sufficiently constructed to accept patients was December 2, 2019, retroactive to November 14, 
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2019. Both of these events took place two years before HBL gave notice of its intent to exercise 

its right to purchase. 

113. The Original Mortgage between WPHP and Security Benefit closed on August 18, 

2017. The date that marks 24 months after this date, August 18, 2019, took place two years before 

HBL gave notice of its intent to exercise its right to purchase.  

114. The only requirement for HBL to exercise its option to purchase the Facility was to 

give written notice to WPHP of its intent to exercise the option and to include a proposed closing 

date. 

115. On September 17, 2021, HBL gave WPHP written notice of its intent to exercise 

its option to purchase the Facility and included a proposed closing date of March 31, 2022. 

116. On September 24, 2021, WPHP responded to HBL’s notice, denying the validity 

of HBL’s option and refusing to perform the provision, directly challenging rights asserted by 

HBL. 

117. HBL will be unable to exercise its right to purchase the Facility unless WPHP 

recognizes the validity of the purchase option provision in the Lease. 

AS AND FOR A FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION AS AGAINST WPHP,  
CCCE, CONGRESS, AND FENSTERMAN 

(DEMAND FOR ACCOUNTING) 
 

118. Defendants repeat and reallege each and every allegation set forth in paragraphs 

“1” through “117” with the same force and effect as if fully set forth herein. 

119. HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer Jozefovic and Mark Neuman had a trust-based relationship 

with Fensterman, Nicholson, WPHP, Congress, and CCCE. 
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120. Fensterman, Nicholson, WPHP, Congress, and CCCE made repeated 

representations that they would maintain a special relationship with HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer 

Jozefovic and Mark Neuman, and that they would advocate and protect their interests. 

121. In reasonable reliance on these representations and on this special relationship, 

HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer Jozefovic, and Mark Neuman advanced monies to WPHP and Fensterman 

prior to commencement of the Project in order to allow the Project to proceed. 

122. HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer Jozefovic, and Mark Neuman would not have advanced 

these funds but for their reliance on this special, trust-based relationship. 

123. HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer Jozefovic, and Mark Neuman are entitled to an accounting 

of the use of the funds advanced for the Project. 

AS AND FOR A SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION AS AGAINST WPHP 
(PAYMENT OF INTEREST) 

 
124. Defendants repeat and reallege each and every allegation set forth in paragraphs 

“1” through “123” with the same force and effect as if fully set forth herein. 

125. HBL SNF, LLC is entitled to imputed interest on the $2,200,000 made to WPHP 

loan from November 2015 to present. 

 
AS AND FOR A THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION AS AGAINST WPHP 

(BREACH OF CONTRACT) 
 

126. Defendants repeat and reallege each and every allegation set forth in paragraphs 

“1” through “125” with the same force and effect as if fully set forth herein. 

127. WPHP breached the Development Agreement and the Lease. 

128. As a result of such breach, HBL SNF, LLC has been damaged by the loss of 

reimbursable capital expenditures and has incurred other costs due to the nonperformance of 

WPHP. 
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129. In addition, HBL SNF, LLC has lost funds and continues to lose revenues as a result 

of Project delays. 

AS AND FOR A FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION  
AS AGAINST FENSTERMAN AND NICHOLSON 

(FRAUD IN THE INDUCEMENT) 
 

130. Defendants repeat and reallege each and every allegation set forth in paragraphs 

“1” through “129” with the same force and effect as if fully set forth herein. 

131. Third-party defendants Fensterman and Nicholson fraudulently induced HBL SNF, 

LLC, Lizer Jozefovic, and Mark Neuman to enter into the Development Agreement, the Lease, 

and the Guaranty. 

132. Fensterman and Nicholson misrepresented the Project costs. 

133. Fensterman and Nicholson misrepresented their ability to secure permanent HUD 

financing. 

134. Fensterman and Nicholson misrepresented their ability to complete the Project. 

135. Fensterman misrepresented the capital contributions made to CCCE to satisfy the 

equity requirement for the Project. 

136. Fensterman and Nicholson failed to disclose the claimant civil proceeding against 

Nicholson for civil theft. 

137. By reason of such fraud in the inducement, Defendants Lizer Jozefovic and Mark 

Neuman have no obligations under the guarantees. 

138. By reason of such fraud in the inducement, HBL SNF, LLC has suffered financial 

damages. 
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AS AND FOR A FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION  
AS AGAINST ALL THIRD-PARTY DEFENDANTS 

(BAD FAITH) 
 

139. Defendants repeat and reallege each and every allegation set forth in paragraphs 

“1” through “138” with the same force and effect as if fully set forth herein. 

140. As alleged throughout this third-party complaint, the plaintiff and third-party 

defendants acted in bad faith. 

141. As a result of such bad faith dealings, HBL SNF, LLC has suffered damages in an 

amount not less than $15,000,000. 

AS AND FOR A SIXTH CAUSE OF ACTION  
AS AGAINST WPHP AND ALL THIRD-PARTY DEFENDANTS 

(FRAUD) 
 

142. Defendants repeat and reallege each and every allegation set forth in paragraphs 

“1” through “141” with the same force and effect as if fully set forth herein. 

143. The misrepresentations and non-disclosures by Fensterman and Nicholson and 

third-party defendants constitute fraud. 

144. WPHP, Fensterman and Nicholson new such statements were false. 

145. WPHP, Fensterman and Nicholson made such statements to deceive HBL SNF, 

LLC, Lizer Jozefovic, and Mark Neuman. 

146. HBL SNF, LLC has been damaged by such fraudulent conduct. 

AS AND FOR A SIXTH CAUSE OF ACTION 
AS AGAINST WPHP AND ALL THIRD-PARTY DEFENDANTS 

(DECLARATORY JUDGMENT) 
 

147. Defendants repeat and reallege each and every allegation set forth in paragraphs 

“1” through “147“ with the same force and effect as if fully set forth herein. 
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148. WPHP’s refusal to recognize HBL’s option to purchase the Facility represents a 

direct challenge to HBL’s rights as provided for by the Lease. 

149. The denial of HBL’s right to purchase represents a substantial legal instability that 

threatens HBL’s ability to continue the successful operation of the Facility. 

150. If the dispute over HBL’s option to purchase is not resolved, HBL will suffer 

damages relating to WPHP’s refusal to uphold the Lease provision. 

WHEREFORE, Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs deny generally and specifically 

that it committed any wrongdoing and demand: 

1) A determination that the amount of rent payable under the Lease be modified by 

any sums not reimbursable by the NYSDOH and offset by prior payments and 

accrued interest; 

2) The Guaranty Agreements be nullified; 

3) Monetary damages in an amount to be determined; 

4) Declaratory judgment that HBL’s exercise of the option to purchase provision is 

valid and binding on WPHP 

5) Attorneys’ fees, and 

6) Such other relief as the Court deems appropriate. 

Dated: New York, New York 
October 25, 2021    MICHELMAN & ROBINSON, LLP 

 
By: ________________________ 

             John Giardino  
             Alex Barnett-Howell 

800 Third Avenue, 24th Floor 
             New York, New York 10022 
             jgiardino@mrllp.com 
             abarnett-howell@mrllp.com  
             Attorneys for Defendants 
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VERIFICATION BY ATTORNEY 

 JOHN GIARDINO, being an attorney duly admitted to practice in the courts of New York, 

affirms the following under penalties of perjury: 

 I am an attorney for Defendants HBL-SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/K/A LIZER 

JOZOFOVIC and MARK NEUMAN, in the above entitled action and have read the foregoing 

Verified Answer and know the contents thereof; that the same is true upon information and belief, 

and that as to those matters I believe them to be true.  

 I further state that the grounds of my belief as to all matters in the Verified Answer are 

based upon the file maintained by my office and conference and telephone conferences with 

Defendants. This verification is made pursuant to the provisions of RPAPL 741 because 

Defendants was not available to sign the same at the time the Verified Answer was prepared. 

Dated:  New York, New York 

 October 25, 2021 

 

       _____________________________ 

       JOHN GIARDINO, ESQ. 
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER 
------------------------------------------------------------------X 
WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, 
LLC, 
 
     Plaintiff, 
 
 -against- 
 
HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/K/A LIZER 
JOZOFOVIC, and MARK NEUMAN, 
 

 Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs, 
 
 -against- 
 
CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY 
CONSULTING, THE CONGRESS COMPANIES, 
HOWARD FENSTERMAN, WILLIAM 
NICHOLSON, and METROPOLITAN 
COMMERCIAL BANK 
 

Third-Party Defendants 

: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 

 
 
Index No. 60278/2020 
 
 

-----------------------------------------------------------------X 
 

 
AFFIDAVIT OF LIZER JOZEFOVIC IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR 

LEAVE TO AMEND AND DECLARATORY JUDGMENT 
 

LIZER JOZEFOVIC, being duly sworn, deposes and says: 

1. I respectfully submit this affidavit, based upon my personal knowledge, in support 

of Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs HBL SNF, LLC (“HBL SNF”) Lizer Jozefovic 

(“Jozefovic”), and Mark Neuman (“Neuman”) (collectively, “HBL” or “Defendants”) Motion for 

Leave to Amend and Declaratory Judgment. 

2. Beginning in 2009, I began combining nursing home beds and convinced the New 

York State Department of Health (“NYSDOH”) to approve the construction of a 161-bed nursing 

home (the “Facility”). 
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3. Plaintiff White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC and Third-Party Defendants 

CCC Equities, LLC (“CCCE”), Project Equity Consulting, The Congress Companies 

(“Congress”), Howard Fensterman (“Fensterman”), and William Nicholson (collectively “White 

Plains”), claimed they could provide the necessary financing and construction management for the 

Facility, after which they would serve as HBL’s landlord. 

4. On or about July 2017, I entered into an amended lease (the “Amended Lease”) 

with White Plains. 

5. A true and correct copy of the Amended Lease is attached as Exhibit A. 

6. The terms of the Amended Lease were substantially different from what I had 

agreed to in the original lease, as I was required to pay an additional $146,000 per month, or 

$1,750,000 per year, in rent. 

7. Given the high cost of rent, White Plains agreed to give HBL the right to 

immediately purchase the Facility. 

8. Pursuant to Section 3.8 of the Amended Lease (the “Put”), HBL has the right to 

purchase the Facility upon the later of (1) “the first day after the Commencement Date;” or (2) “24 

months from the date of the closing of that Original Mortgage.” 

9. Pursuant to Section 3.1(a) of the Amended Lease, the Commence Date occurs upon 

the later of (1) “the date of issuance of a permanent or temporary Certificate of Occupancy for the 

Facility;” or (2) “the date that New York State Department of Health . . . determines that the 

Landlord's Work is sufficiently complete as constructed . . . to accept patients.” 

10. On December 2, 2019, NYSDOH notified White Plains that “the facility was found 

to be in substantial compliance” and was authorized to begin receiving patients. 
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11. Therefore, pursuant to Section 3.1 of the Amended Lease and the NYSDOH 

Authorization Notice, the Commencement Date occurred on December 2, 2019. 

12. On August 18, 2017, White Plains and Security Benefit Life Insurance Company 

(“Security Benefit”) entered into a construction loan agreement (the “Loan Agreement”). 

13. Therefore, pursuant to Section 3.8 of the Amended Lease, HBL had the right to 

exercise the Put on (1) December 3, 2019; i.e., one day after the Commencement Date; or (2) 

August 18, 2019; i.e., 24 months from the date of the closing of the mortgage with Security Benefit. 

14. Section 3.8 of the Amended Lease does not contain any other conditions precedent 

regarding HBL’s right to exercise the Put. 

15. On September 17, 2021, HBL notified White Plains that it was exercising the Put 

and proposed a closing date of March 31, 2022 (the “September 17 Letter”). 

16. A true and correct copy of the September 17 Letter is attached as Exhibit B. 

17. On September 24, 2021, White Plains responded by claiming that HBL’s decision 

to exercise the Put was “rejected in its entirety” (the “September 24 Letter”). 

18. A true and correct copy of the September 24 Letter is attached as Exhibit C. 

19. White Plains has refused, as is continuing to refuse, to honor the Put. 

20. If White Plains refuses to honor the Put, HBL will be deprived of its contractual 

rights as HBL will be unable to exercise Section 3.8 of the Amended Lease and purchase the 

Facility. 
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Dated: New York, New York 

October d5, 2021

Sworn to before me this 
:is day of October, 2021

Notary Public 

Daniella Femmella 
Notiary Public, State O-i New York 

No. 01 CH5084689 
Qualified in '.'Vestchester Coun!Y 

Commission !=:xpires 9/8/20,;a 

By: 
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HBL-SNF, LLC 

1280 Albany Post Road 
Croton-on-Hudson, NY 10520 

 
 
September 17, 2021 
 

 
 
White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC 
West Peabody Executive Center 
2 Bourbon Street 
Peabody, MA 01960 
 

Re:    Notice of Exercise of Option to Purchase 
White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC (“Landlord”) and  
HBL-SNF, LLC (“Tenant”)  
116-120 Church Street, White Plains, New York (the “Leased Premises”) 

    
 
Gentlemen: 
 
 Please take notice that pursuant to section 3.8 of the Amended and Restated Operating Lease 
and in accordance with section 13.1, Tenant hereby notifies you of its exercise of its option to purchase 
the Leased Premises for the sum of $65,000,000. 
 
 Tenant hereby proposes March 31, 2022 as the date of closing on the property. 
 
 

Very truly yours, 
 
 

 
HBL-SNF, LLC 
 
 

cc: Gerald J. Billow, Esq. 
 Posternak Blankstein & Lund LLP 
 800 Boylston Street, Suite 3200 
 Boston, MA 02199 
 
 Howard Fensterman, Esq. 
 Abrams Fensterman 
 1111 Marcus Avenue 
 Lake Success, NY 11042 
 
 Alfred E. Donnellan, Esq. 
 DelBello Donnellan Weingarten Wise & Wiederkehr, LLP 
 One North Lexington Avenue 
 White Plains, NY 10601 
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WHITE PLAINS HEALTH CARE PROPERTIES I, LLC

C/O THE CONGRESS COMPANIES
West Peabody Executive Center
2 Bourbon Street
Peabody, MA 01960
Phone: 978-535-6700
Fax: 978-535-6701
inquire@ct,m:ressconstruction.com

[
September 24, 2021 BY UPS Overnight Delivery, signature required

BY EMAIL: lizerj(alwatersedgeusa.com

HBL SNF, LLC

1280 Albany Post Road

Croton-on-Hudson, NY 10520

Attn: Lizer Josefovic

RE: 116-120 Church Street, White Plains, New York ("the Leased Premises")
TENANT LETTER OF SEPTEMBER 17, 2021.

Lizer:

We are in receipt of your letter dated September 17, 2021, which attempts to exercise a non-existent
"option" to purchase the Leased Premises. It is rejected in its entirety.

Reiection of the September 17. 2021 letter:

1. The Lease was terminated due to the Tenant's defaults thereunder on January 13, 2020 at 5:00 PM.

We refer you to the Landlord's counsel, Alfred Donnellan's letter of January 7, 2020, attached

herewith. The Tenant has no "option" rights under the Lease, since the Lease has long been

terminated.

2. As set forth in the LOI dated November 20, 2019, para 6, g) Right of First Refusal and Option to

Purchase, the Tenant's right of first refusal and option to purchase under the Lease were clearly

suspended, pending payment in full of certain payments under the Lease, including the Security
Deposits required under the Lease (as amended by the LOI), the working capital required by Section

7.7 of the Lease and "the Tenant being in full compliañce with the Lease". As you are aware, HBL
never paid either the original lease Security Deposits nor the Security Deposits set forth in the LOI

and never complied with the working capital requirements under Section 7.7 of the Lease. The Tenant

is not currently, and was never, "in full compliance with the Lease".

Tenant's duty to Indemdfy the Landlord:

1. In addition, as a result of HBL's blatant and ongoing Defaults under the Lease, (including the

professional fees requi1ed to respond to this friveless maneuver) continue to result in significant costs

to the Landlord, which the Tenant is respeñsible to pay under Section 9.1, Tenant's indemnification,
of the Lease. HBL's actions to date suggest that it is either unaware of, or in blatant disregârd of this

provision of the Lease. Be aware that these costs are inarguably the responsibility of the Tenant under

the Lease, notwithstanding the Termination of the Lease, and must be paid forthwith.

Amounts due to the Landlord by the Tenant:

1. Due HBL's ongoing defaults, as of July 31, 2021, the Tenant is obligated under the Lease to pay to .

White Plains Health Care Properties the total sum of $111..420.213.50. including late and default

Page 1 of 3
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amounts due thereunder, as set forth in the attached accounting, which was included in the Landlord's

Motion for Summary Judgment.

(i) Rent and Holdover Rent: $20,574,253.03

(ii) Real estate taxes: $2,621.94

(iii) Municipal and utility deposits: $35,921.44

(iv) Interest rate damages for failure to close by

April 1, 2020 as required by the letter of intent, $3,181,612.87

(v) Costs and professional fees (including certain WIP): $1,524,000.00

(vi) Lender default and late charges, $3,732,034.22

(vii) Accelerated rent $82,369,770.00

2. There can be no credible argument to even remotely suggest that the Tenant is not in Default under

the Lease. Accordingly, the Landlord hereby demands insediate payment of $111,420,213.50,

(as of the above 7/30/21 accounting) plus further cñgaing s::::±a as set forth under the Lease)

from the Tenant HBL, and from its Guarantors Lizer Josefovic and Mark Neuman.

3. The Landlord reserves all other rights and remedies at law or in equity as against the Tenant, and

against all Guarantors of the Lease, and the holders of any funds allocated or designated for

Landlord's benefit.

4. Notice is hereby given that the Landlord has incurred significant losses and expects to continue to

incur significant losses in connection with the Tenant's Defaults as defined the Lease and the

Guarantees. Pursuant to your obligations under the Lease and Guaranty, you (HBL and its

Guarantors) are hereby placed on notice that the obligations thereunder are now due, owing and

continue to accrue. As a result of these obligations, you shall not transfer any assets or otherwise

attempt to conceal any assets from White Plains Health Care Properties I LLC. White Plains Health

Care Properties I LLC expressly reserves all rights with respect to this matter.

Very Truly Y ,

WHI AINS HEALTH PROPERTIES I, LLC

lam A. Nicholson

A Manager

CC:

By Email (lizerj@watersedgcusa.com) & BY UPS Overnight Delivery, signature required

Lizer Josefovie, Guarantor, Individually

53 Mariner Way

Monsey, NY 10952
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By Email (jgiardino@mrllp.com) & BY UPS Overnight Delivery, sigñaturc required

John Giardino, Esq.

Michelman & Robinson, LLP

800 Third Avenue,
24112Floor

New York, NY 10022

By Email (markñ@cpicmgt.com) & BY UPS Overnight Delivery, sigñature reqüired

Mark Neuman, Guarañtor, Individually
22 Lyncrest Drive

Monsey, NY 10952

By UPS Overnight Delivery, signature required

Gerald Neuman, Individually
c/o HBL SNF, LLC

1280 Albany Post Road

Croton-on-Hudson, NY 10520

By Email:

Robert Spolzino, Esq.

Howard Fensterman, Esq.

Alfred E. Donnellan, Esq.

Edward Tabor

Page3of3
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NYSCEF DOC. NO. 213 RECEIVED NYSCEF: 08/19/2021

Exhibit 24
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AfMFPDMNS M AL IRARE PROPERTIES I, LLC - HBL-SNF LLC RECEIVE ) I YSCEF: 08/19/2X1

07/15/21
AMOUNTS DUE UNDER LEASE & LOI _L
Note: ce!culated th ough 7/31/2021
Note: Excludes Present Value of AccGisrãtéd Lease

Late Charges Per Overdue Rate Per
Lease Para 3.2 (c): Lease Sect. 9.1 (b):

AMOUNTS PAYABLE Reference Amount Due 5.00% Prime Rate + 5.00% TOTALS

Rent:
Rent Balance unp'd at commencement $ 10,839.79 $ 202,980.59 I $ 17,803.55 $ 231,623.93
Holdover Rent Feb 2020-

July 2021 $ 18,219,474.00 $ 910,973.70 | $ 1,212,181.40 $ 20,342,629.10

Subtotal Rent __ | $ 18,230,313.79 $ _ 1,113,954.29 $ 1,229,984.96 $ 20,574,253.04

$ -

RE Taxes $ -

RE Taxes for the period 1/1/20 -6/30/20 Need proof of Payments $ - $ - $ 2,621.94 $ 2,621.94

Subtotal RE Taxes $ - $ - $ 2,621.94 $ 2,621.94

Utility Deposits Lease Section 4.1 $ 19,181.10 $ 3,560.33 $_ 22,741.43 _
Municipal Deposits Lease Section 5.2 $ 6.700.00 $ 1,243.63 $ 7,943.63
2020 Fireinspection Fee Lease Sect. 4.1 $ 1,443.75 I
ConEdison Electric Invoice Lease Sect. 4.1 $ 2,972.84 $ 551.81 $ 3,524.65
Subtotal Deposits,_Other $ 30,297.69 $ - $ 5,623.75 $ 35,921.44
....-

$ -

Interest Rate Damaqes for Failure to Close by 04/30/20 per LOI $ -

Interest Rate Damages First Mortage Loan Lease Article IX Indemn|fication $ 1,916,160.82 $ - $ 1,916,160.82
Interest Rate Damages Mezz Loan Lease Article IX Indemnification $ 1,265,452.05 $ - $ - $ 1,265,452.05

Subtotal Interest Rate Damages $ 3,181,612.87 $ _ - $ - $ 3,181,612.87

Landlord Professional Fees & Transaction Costs (Est)
_ Landlord Legal, Professional, Transactional Lease Article IX Indemnification $ 1,524,000.00 $ 1,524,000.00

Subtotal Pmfessicñãi & Transactional $ 1,524,000.00 $ - $ - $ 1,524,000.00

Lender Default and Late Charges
Lender Legal and Professiona! Lease Article IX Indemnification $ 26,727.58 $ - $ - $ 26,727.58
Lender Default Intrerest - SBLI Lease Article IX Indemnification $ 2,927.606.59 $ - $ - $ 2,927,606.59
Lender Late Charges - SBLi Lease Article IX Indemnification $ 231,124.71 $ 231,124.71

Lender Late Charges - BA Lease Article IX Indemnification $ 451,575.34 $ 451,575.34
Lender Extension Fees - BA (2 Ext @ .050%) Lease Article IX !ndemnification $ 95,000.00 $ 95,000.00
Subtotal Lender Legal, Default and Late Charges $ 3,732,034.22 $ - $ - $ 3,732,034.22

TOTALS $ 26,698,258.57 $ 1,113,954.29 $ 1,238.230.65 $ 29,050,443.51
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HBLSNFDefaultCostsduetoLandlord

LATECHARGEPERLEASE OverdueRateSectionPer Indemnification
PARA3.2c Le s LeaseArticle9 AmtsDue

Days>5 5%LateCharge PrimeRate
AmountDue DueDate AmountPaid DatePaid DavsLate Late PerLease3.2(c) + OverdueCharges

_ Rent 5.00%
10839.79 9/30/2019 7/31/2021 670 665 541.99 10.00% S 2,531.76

506096.50 10/1/2019 L 506.096.50 10/30/2019 29 24 $ 25304.83 10.00% _____293.25_ Z,, _
506096.50 11/1/2019 L 506,096.50 11/18/2019 _ 17 12 $ 25,304.83 9.75% $ 2,298.23 $ 27,603.06

$ 506.096.50 12/1/2019 - 506,096.50 12/3/2019 2 -3 S - 9.75% $ - $ -
$ 506,096.50 1/1/2020 506.096.50 1/2/2020 _, 1 -4 $ - 9.75% $ - __ -

506,096.50 2/1/2020 - 506,096.50 2/1/2020 0 -5 $ - 9.75% $ - -
506096.50 3/1/2020 __5,0.60,99§35,,0._ 3/2/2020 1 -4 $ - 8.78% $ - -
506096.50 4/1/2020 ___50629§.55,0, 5/6/2020 35 30 8.25% 29,308.53 _ _

$ 506,096.50 5/1/2020 506,096.50 5/26/2020 25 20 $ 25,304.83 8.25% $ 2,859.79 28.164.62
$ 506,096.50 6/1/2020 506,096.50 6/2/2020 1 -4 $ - 8.25% $ - S -
$ 506,096.50 7/1/2020 506,096.50 7/1/2020 0 -5 $ - 8.25% $ - $

506,096.50 8/1/2020 $ 506,096.50 8/7/2020 6 1 $ 25,304.83 8.25% $ 686.35 $ 25.991.18
$ 506,096.50 9/1/2020 $ 506,096.50 9/4/2020 3 -2 $ - 8.25% $ - S -

506,096.50 10/1/2020 $ 506,096.50 10/2/2020 1 -4 $ - 8.25% $ - - _ _
$ 506,096.50 11/1/2020 $ 506,096.50 11/2/2020 1 -4 $ - 8.25% $ - -
$ 506,096.50 12/1/2020 $ 506,096.50 12/2/2020 1 -4 $ - 8.25% $ - -

506.096.50 1/1/2021 $ 506,096.50 1/4/2021 3 -2 $ - 8.25% $ - $ -
$ 506,096.50 2/1/2021 $ 506.096.50 2/4/2021 3 -2 $ - 8.25% $ - $ -
$ 506,096.50 3/1/2021 $ 506,096.50 3/2/2021 _ 1 -4 $ - 8.25% $ - $ -

506.096.50 4/1/2021 $ 506,096.50 4/1/2021 O -5 $ - 8.25% $ - -
$ 506-096.50 5/1/2021 $ 506,096.50 5/6/2021 5 0 $ 25,304.83 8.25% $ 571.96 S 25,876.78

506096.50 6/1/2021 _$_ 506.096.50 6/7/2021 6 1 S 25,304.83 8.25% $ 686.35 $ 25.991.18
$ 506,096.50 7/1/2021 $ 506,096.50 7/7/2021 6 1 $ 25,304.83 8.25% $ 686.35 $ 25.991.18
$ 10,839.79 $ 202,980.59 $ 17,803.55 $ 220,784.14 $ 10,839.79
SUBTOTALRENT I

¯¯
$ 11,134,123.00

HoldoverRent(300%,lessthebase amountabove,203%calculatedInthissection)."Paid"dateisforcalculationparposesonl'assumingamouns Dhroug07/01/21
- 9/30/2019 9/30/2019 0 -5 $ - 10.00% $ - $ -

$ - 10/1/2019 $ - 10/1/2019 _, O -5 $ - 10.00% $ -
$ - 11/1/2019 $ - 11/1/2019 0 -5 $ - 9.75% $ - $
$ - 12/1/2019 $ - 12/1/2019 0 -5 $ - 9.75% $ - S -
$ - 1/1/2020 $ - 6/1/2020 _ 152 147 $ - 9.75% $ - $ -
$ 1..012..193.00 2/1/2020 $ - 7/30/2021 545 540 $ 50,609.65 9.75% S 147,357.28 $ 197.966.93
$ 1.,012.,193.00 3/1/2020 S - 7/30/2021 516 511 $ 50,609.65 8.78% $ 125.,668.48 $ 176.278.13

1012,_193.00 4/1/2020 $ - 7/30/2021 485 480 $ 50,609.65 8.25% $ 110.959.92 $ 161.569.57
1,012,193.00 5/1/2020 $ - 7/30/2021| 455 450 $ 50,609.65 8.25% $ 104.096.42 $ 154,706.07

$ 1..012193.00 6/1/2020 $ - 7/30/2021 424 419 $ 50,609.65 8.25% $ 97,004.14
S 1,012,193.00 7/1/2020 $ - 7/30/2021 394 389 $ 50,609.65 8.25% $ 90,140.64 140,750.29

1012193.00 8/1/2020 7/30/2021 363 358 $ 50,609.65 8.25% $ 83,048.36 $ 133,658.01
1012193.00 9/1/2020 S - 7/30/2021 332 327 $ 50,609.65 8.25% $ 75,956.07 $ 126,565.72
1,012,193.00 10/1/2020 S - 7/30/2021 302 297 $ 50,609.65 8.25% $ 69092.57 119.702.22
1.012.193.00 11/1/2020 $ - 7/30/2021 271 266 $ 50..609.65 8.25% $ 62000.29 112.,609.94

$ 1,012,193.00| 12/1/2020 $ - 7/30/2021 241 236 $ 50,609.65 8.25% $ 55,136.79
1.012.193.00 1/1/2021 $ - 7/30/2021 210 205 $ 50,609.65 8.25% 48.044.50 __

$ 1,012,193.00 2/1/2021 $ - 7/30/2021 179 174 $ 50.609.65 8.25% S 40.952.22 $ 91,561.87
$ 1,012,193.00 3/1/2021 - 7/30/2021 151 146 $ 50,609.65 8.25% $ 34,546.29 $ 85.155.94

1012193.00 4/1/2021 - 7/30/2021 120 115 $ 50,609.65 8.25% $ 27.454.00
$ 1.012.193.00 5/1/2021 7/30/2021 90 85 $ 50,609.65 8.25% $ 20,590.50 $ 71.200.15
$ 1.012.193.00 6/1/2021 $ - 7/30/2021 59 54 $ 50,609.65 8.25% $ 13.498.22 $ 64,107.87
$ 1,012,193.00 7/1/2021 $ - 7/30/2021 29 24 $ 50,609.65 8.25% $ 6,634.72 $ 57.244.37

$ - 18.219.474.00 $ 910,973.70 $ 1.212,181.40 $ 2,123,155.10 $ 18,219,474.00
SUBTOTALADDITIONALRENT

RETaxes
- 9/30/2019 9/30/2019 0 -5 $ - 10.00% $ - I $ -
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LATECH/RGEPERLEASE Overdue tateSectionPer Indemnification
Pr RA3.2c Le;s LeaseArticle9 TOTAL Char es Amts Due

- 10/1/2019 10/1/2019 0 -5 10.00% $ - $ -
- 11/1/2019 11/1/2019 0 -5 _ 9.75% . _ __ -

$ 61.456.39 12/1/2019 S - 12/31/2019 30 25 $ - 9.75% 492.49
$ 61456.39 1/1/2020 S - 1/31/2020 .30 25 _ 9.75% S 492.49

61456.39 2/1/2020 S - 2/28/2020 27 22 S - 9.75% 443.24
61456.39 3/1/2020 - 3/31/2020 30 25 8.78% 443.61
61456.39 4/1/2020 - 4/30/2020 29 24 ________- 8.25% 402.83

$ 81.456.39 5/1/2020 63914.56 5/26/2020 25 20 8.25% S 347.27
- 6/1/2020 6/30/2020 29 24 _ 8.25% S -

$ - 6/1/2020 7/1/2020 30 25 $ - 8.25% S - $ -
$ - $ - $ 2.621.94 $ 2,621.94 |$ -
SUBTOTALRETAXES

Utility&Mun.Dep
- 9/30/2019 9/30/2019 O -5 $ - 10.00% $ - $ -

$ - 10/1/2019 10/1/2019 O -5 $ - 10.00% $ - S -
$ - 11/1/2019 11/1/2019 ____ O -5 $ - 9.75% $ - $ -

71472.69 12/17/2019 _$____.41.175.00 3/16/2020 90 85 $ - 9.75% $ 1718.28 $ 1,718.28
$ 30297.69 1/1/2020 - 1/31/2020 30 25 $ - 9.75% $ 242.80 242.80

30297.69 2/1/2020 - 2/28/2020 27 22 _$______ -__ _ 9.75% 218.52
30297.69 3/1/2020 .- - 3/31/2020 30 25 _ 8.78% 218.70

$ 30,297.69 4/1/2020 - 4/30/2020 29 24 $ - 8.25% $ 198.60 $ 198.60
$ 30,297.69 5/1/2020 $ - 5/31/2020 30 25 $ - 8.25% $ 205.44 S 205.44
$ 30.297.69 6/1/2020 $ - 6/30/2020 29 24 $ - 8.25% $ 198.60 S 198.60
$ 30,297.69 7/1/2020 $ - 7/31/2020 30 25 S - 8.25% $ 205.44 $ 205.44

30,297.69 8/1/2020 $ - 8/31/2020 30 25 $ - 8.25% $ 205.44 $ 205.44
30297.69 9/1/2020 _L - I 9/30/2020 29 24 $ - 8.25% $ 198.60 $ 198.60
30297.69 10/1/2020 $ - 10/31/2020 30 25 $ - 8.25% $ 205.44 _ $ 205.44

$ 30,297.69 11/1/2020 $ - 11/30/2020 29 24 $ - 8.25% $ 198.60 $ 198.60
$ 30,297.69 12/1/2020 $ - 12/31/2020 30 25 $ - 8.25% $ 205.44 S 205.44
$ 30,297.69 1/1/2021 $ - 1/31/2021 30 25 $ - 8.25% $ 205.44 $ 205.44
$ 30,297.69 2/1/2021 $ - 2/28/2021 27 22 $ - 8.25% $ 184.90 S 184.90
$ 30.297.69 3/1/2021 $ - 3/31/2021 30 25 $ - 8.25% $ 205.44 205.44
$ 30.297.69 4/1/2021 $ - 4/30/2021 29 24 $ - 8.25% $ 198.60 _ ____ _ ___ $ 198.60
$ 30,297.69 5/1/2021 $ - 5/31/2021 30 25 $ - 8.25% $ 205.44 $ 205.44
$ 30,297.69 6/1/2021 $ - 6/30/2021 29 24 $ - 8.25% $ 198.60 $ 198.60
$ 30,297.69 | 7/1/2021 $ - 7/31/2021 30 25 $ - 8.25% $ 205.44 _ $ 205.44
$ 30,297.69 $ - $ 5,623.75 $ 53623.75 | $ 30,297.69
SUBTOTALMUN&UTILDEPOSITE

InterestRate * Not Paid- for
Damages First calculation
MortageLoan purposes only 7.11% 3.00%

$ 38,500,000.00 9/30/2019 $ - 9/3Q/2019 O -5 $ - 0.00% $ - $ -
$ 38.530,000.00 10/1/2019 $ - 10/31/2019 30 25 $ - 0.00% $ - $ -
$ 38,5)0,000.00 11/1/2019 $ - 11/30/2019 29 24 $ - 0.00% $ - S - _
$ 38,5)0,000.00 12/1/2019 - 12/31/2019 30 25 $ - 0.00% $ - $ -

385)O000.00 1/1/2020 , .. - . 1/31/2020 30 25 $ - 0.00% $ - $ -
385)0000.00 2/1/2020 - 2/28/2020 _____ 27 22 $ - 0.00% $ - S -

$ 38,5)O,000.00 3/1/2020 - - 3/31/2020 30 25 $ - 0.00% $ - $ -
385)0,000.00 4/1/2020 $ - 4/30/2020 29 24 _$_ - _ 0.00% $ - $ -
385)0,000.00 5/1/2020 $ - 5/31/2020 30 25 $ - 4.11% $ 130,056.16 $ 130,01i6.16

$ 38,5)0,000.00 6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020 29 24 $ - 4.11% $ 125,720.96 $ 125,7:t0.96
385)O000.00 7/1/2020 . - 7/31/2020 30 25 $ - 4.11% $ 130,056.16 $ 130,0!i6.16 I I
38530.,000.00 8/1/2020 - - 8/31/2020 30 25 $ - 4.11% $ 130.056.16 S 130,01i6.16

$ - 38.530.000.00 9/1/2020 $ - 9/30/2020 29 24 $ - 4.11% 125.720.96 $ 125,7:t0.96
$ 38,530,000.00 10/1/2020 $ - 10/31/2020 30 25 $ - 4.11% 130,0S0.16
$ 38530,000.00 11/1/2020 S - 11/30/2020 29 24 $ - 4.11% 125720.96 $ 125,720.96
$ 38,5}0.,000.00 12/1/2020 $ - 12/31/2020 30 25 $ - 4.11% $ 130.056.16 $ 130,050.16

-38500000.00 1/1/2021 $ - 1/31/2021 30 25 $ - 4.11% $ 130,056.16 i.16
$ 38,500,000.00 I 2/1/2021 $ - 2/28/2021 27 22 $ - 4.11% $ 117,050.55 $ 117,050.55
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LATECH RGEPERLEASE Overdue RateSecGonPer Indemnification
PrRA3.2c Lease 9.1 (b) LeaseArticle 9 TOTALCharges AmtsDue

38500000.00 3/1/2021 - 3/31/2021 30 25 4.11% 130056.16 S 130056.16
38500000.00 4/1/2021 - 4/30/2021 29 24 4.11% 125720.96 _ 125720.96
38500000.00 5/1/2021 - 5/31/2021 30 25 4.11% 130056.16 _ S 130056.16
38500000.00 6/1/2021 S - 6/30/2021 29 24 4.11% 125720.96 _ 125720.96
38500000.00 7/1/2021 - 7/31/2021 30 25 4.11% 130056.16 _ 130056.16

- $ 1,916,160.82 | $ 1 2 $ -
SUBTOTALSBLI

* Not Paid- for
Interest Rage calculation

Damages Mezz Loan purposes only 14.00% 3.00%
_._L 9.500,000.00 9/30/2019 9/30/2019 1 0 -5 $ - 0.00% $ - $ -

$ 9,500,000.00 10/1/2019 10/31/2019 30 25 $ - 0.00% $ - $ -
$ 9,500,000.00 11/1/2019 I 11/30/2019 29 24 $ - 0.00% $ - $ -

12/1/2019 I 12/31/2019 30 25 $ - 0.00% $ - $ -
$ 9.500.000.00 1/1/2020 1/31/2020 30 25 $ - I 0.00% $ - - I I

2/1/2020 2/28/2020 27 22 $ - 0.00% S - $ - I I
$ 9,500,000.00 3/1/2020 30 25 $ - 0.00% $ - -
$ 9,500,000.00 4/1/2020 4/30/2020 29 24 $ - 0.00% $ - S -

9500,000.00 5/1/2020 5/31/2020 30 25 $ - 11.00% $ 85,890.41 $ 85,890.41
9.500.000.00 6/1/2020 6/30/2020 29 24 $ - 11.00% $ 83,027.40 $ 83,027.40

_ 7/1/2020 $ - 7/31/2020 30 25 $ - 11.00% $ 85,890.41 $ 85,890.41
9,500,000.00 8/1/2020 $ - 8/31/2020 30 25 $ - 11.00% $ 85.890.41 85,890.41
9500.000.00 9/1/2020 $ - 9/30/2020 29 24 $ - 11.00% $ 83,027.40 $ 83,027.40

$ 9,500.000.00 10/1/2020 $ - 10/31/2020 30 25 $ - I 11.00% $ 85,890.41 85..890.41
$ 9,500,000.00 11/1/2020 $ - 11/30/2020 29 24 $ - 11.00% $ 83,027.40 $ 83,027.40
$ 9,500,000.00 12/1/2020 $ - 12/31/2020 30 25 $ - 11.00% $ 85,890.41 S 85,890.41
$ 9,500,000.00 1/1/2021 $ - 1/31/2021 30 25 $ - 11.00% $ 85,890.41 $ 85,890.41

_ L9,500,000.00 2/1/2021 $ - 2/28/2021 27 22 $ - 11.00% $ 77,301.37
9500.000.00 3/1/2021 $ - 3/31/2021 30 25 $ - 11.00% $ 85,890-41 $ 85,890.41
9,500,000.00 4/1/2021 $ - 4/30/2021 29 24 $ - I 11.00% $ 83,027.40 83,027.40
9..500..000.00 5/1/2021 $ - 5/31/2021 30 25 $ - 11.00% $ 85,890.41 85..890.41

S 9.500.000.00 6/1/2021 $ - 6/30/2021 29 24 $ - 11.00% $ 83,027.40 83,027.40
$ 9,500.000.00 7/1/2021 $ - 7/31/2021 30 25 $ 11.00% $ 85..890.41 S 85..890.41

$ - $ - $ 1,265,452.05 $ 1,265,452.05 $ -
SUBTOTAL BA
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LATE CHARGE PER LEASE Overdue Rate Section Per Indemnification
PARA 3.2 c Lease 9.1 (b) , Lease Article 9 TOTAL Char Amts Due

Indemnification - Professional Fees Professional Fees
AFF IThrough July 26. 2021 $ 753,305.12

To Complete $ 105.000.00
Total 858,305.12 858 305.12

DelBello Through June 20, 2021 280 048.61 I
|To Complete I $ 75,000,00
Total _ 355,048.61 355 048.61

Congress brough May 2020 inci WIP $ 72,375.00
To Complete _ _ 225
Total 297,375.00 297.375.00

Through May 020 I $ 5,087.24
To ComDlete -
Total $ 5.087.24 5 087.24

150 000.00 $ 609.03

TOTAL TRANSACTIONAL (EST) $ 1,524,000.00

Lender Charqes
SBLI Leqal

James Wine, BA Counsel, DLA Piper $ 26,727.58
To Complet9 -
Total Lender Leqaal $ 26,727.58

SBLI Default lnerest
Through 06/01/21 $ 2,596,078.81
June 2021 $ 160,416.67 I I

I

I-
Jul 2021 $ 171,111.11
TOT $ 2,927,606.59 $ 2,927,606.59

SBLI Late Payments Through 06/01/11 Statement $ 192,947.81
June 2021 Est $ 18 779.11
July 2021 Est $ 19.397.79

TOT $ 231,124.71 | | $ 231,124.71

BA Default Interest I
SBLI Default Rate (Maturity) 8/17/2020 7/30/2021 347 $ 9,500,000.00 5.00% $ 451.,575.34
SBLI Extension Fees 8/17/2020 $ 9,500,000.00 0.50% S 47.500.00

8/17/2021 $ 9,500,000.00 0.50% $ 47,500.00
TOT $ 546.575.34 546.575.34

SUBTOTAL Lender $ - $ $ 3.732.034.22 $ - $ 3,732,034.22
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NYSCEF DOC. NO. 213 RECEIVED NYSCEF: 08/19/2021

AMOUNTS DUE

Per Affidavitt Per Schedules Variance

Haldavar rent and rent $ 18,219,474.00

2,123,155.10

10,839.79

220,784,14

$ 20,574,253.03 20,574,253.03 -

Real estate taxes 2,621.94 2,621.94 -

Deposits and Late Charges 35,921.44 35,921.44 -

Default interest 3,181,612.87 3,181,612.87 -

Professiona! fees 1,524,000.00 1,524,000,00 -

Lender dafet!¹te and late charges 3,732,034.22 3,732,034.22 -

Accelerated rent 82,369,770.00 82,369,770.00 -

$ 111,420,213.50 $ 111,420,213.50 T
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lac (v>nval Dvi$ >
At*&*Jetrof the Supreme Court of the
State ofNew York, held in and for the County
of Westchester, at the Cou(house located at

ili, i'. Yitlt l:'H.pd'Jf ;#*h r. .
202t.

PRESENT:

Hon. Gretchen Walsh
Justice Supreme Court

SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COLTNTY OF WESTCHESTER

x
WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I,
LLC,

lndex No. 60278/2020
Pla intiff,

-against-

HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC AIWALIZER
JOZOFOVIC, and MARK NEUMAN,

Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs,

-against-

CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY
CONSULTING, THE CONGRESS COMPANIES,
HOWARD FENSTERMAN, WILLIAM
NICIIOLSON, and METROPOLITAN
COMMERCIAL BANK

Third-Party Defendants
x

ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE FOR PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION
AND TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER

UPON the annexed First Amended Verified Amended Answer with Affirmative Defenses,

Counterclaims, and Third-Party Complaint dated M ay 2l,2O2l,the Complaint dated October 22,

2020 fiom the consolidated action Lizer Jozefovic v, White Plains Healthcare Properties l, LLC et
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a/., No. 65554912020, the Affirmation of Lizer Jozefovic dated October 25,2021, the

Memorandum of Law dated October 25, 2021, and upon each ofthe exhibits and all ofthe papers

and proceedings heretofore had herein, and sufficient cause being alleged therefore:

LET THE PLAINTIFF WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC, ANd

THIRD-PARTY DEFENDANTS CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY CONSULTING,

THE CONGRESS COMPANIES, HOWARD FENSTERMAN, WILLIAM NICHOLSON, and

. .ltlqlcwrtti.l
METROPOLITAN COMMERCIAL BANK. show cause before this Court located al I'AS-Pait -J,.rL *-
_, Room _, I I 1 Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Btvd. whrte Plains. NY 10601. on the l2#

, ( t/,*teAnstt
a.m.pfu.. or as soon thereafter as counsel may be heard:

N o/<.,r^Ir(
day of Gcreber 2021 ,0

2

WHY a preliminary order pursuant to Article 63 of the Civil Practice Law and Rules should

not be entered, pending determination of this action, (1) Invalidating and nullifying the auction

held by Plaintiff and Third-Party Defendants on July l, 2021, of Lizer Jozefovic's membership

interest in Waterview Acquisition l, LLC; (2) Enjoining Plaintiff and Third-Party Defendants from

taking any further actions to complete the sale of Lizer Jozefovic's membership interest in

Waterview Acquisition I, LLC during the pendency of this action; and (3) Granting such other

relief as the Court deems just and proper.

IT BEING alleged in the Amended Answer and Third-Party Complaint, the Complaint,

and the Affirmations that temporary relief is necessary to prevent irreparable harm to Defendants

and Third-Party Plaintiffs pending the hearing and determination of the motion for a preliminary

injunction, and it appearing that Defendants and Third-Party Plaintifls are entitled to a preliminary

injunction pursuant to CPLR S 6301 to enjoin Plaintiffand Third-Party Defendants as stated above;

it is
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ORDERED, that pending the hearing and determination of Defendants and Third-Party

Plaintiffs' motion for a preliminary injunction

Plaintiff and Third-Party Defendants are temporarily enjoined and restrained from taking any

further actions to transfcr, assign, convey or sell Lizer Jozefovic's membership interest in

Waterview Acquisition I, LLC.

AND IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Plaintiff and Third-Party Defendants' response to

f##fuk+t Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs'this motion. if anv. shall be

-v:o l'XgEf
counselnd filed u'ith the C

47lr .tv
ourt on or befo 202t;

THER ORDERED that -Party Plaintiffs reply, if

any, should be delivered or ema AIntiffan ts' counsel and filcd with

the Co ore 2021:,

FFICIENT CAUSE BEING ALLEGED THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED THAT

servicc of this and the papers upon which it is granted be deemed duc, t llrlc suificicnt

if made as follows:

a) By ovemight nla ce upon Plaintiffwh lains Healthcare Properties I, LLC,

on or bcforc the

of said papers;

b) By ovemight

f 2021 , or by clcctronic scrvice

service upon Thi Defendants CCC Equities, LLC,

Proj ect uity Consulting, The Congress Com s, Howard Fensterman, and

lliam Nicholson on or before the _ day of

by clcctronic scr.rice of said papers; and

l

2021, or
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c) By ovemight upon Third-Party litan Commercial

2021, or by electronicBanl, on or before the _ day

service of said

ENTER:

I Ion. en Walsh
JUSTICE OF THE SUPREME COURT

4
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JOHN GIARDINO  
jgiardino@mrllp.com 

New York Office 
800 Third Avenue, 24th Floor  

New York, NY 10022 

P 212.730.7700 F 212.730.7725 www.mrllp.com 

 

Los Angeles       |       Orange County       |       San Francisco      |       Chicago      |       New York 
 
 

       September 7, 2021 
 
 

VIA NYSCEF  
 
Honorable Gretchen M. Walsh 
Supreme Court of the State of New York 
County of Westchester 
111 Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Blvd. 
White Plains, New York 10601 
 
 

Re: White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC v. HBL SNF, LLC et al. 
 Index No. 60278/2020 
 

 
Dear Judge Walsh: 
 
 As you know, we represent the HBL parties in this dispute.  We will appear before Your Honor 
for the scheduled settlement conference on Thursday, September 9th at 9:30 a.m. with our clients 
Mr. Josefovic, Mr. Neuman, and other executives of the company. 
 
 In anticipation of the settlement conference, I wanted to provide a report on our efforts to 
settle this matter in the hopes that my update will facilitate our discussions. I am enclosing a copy of 
the settlement proposal we tendered to plaintiff’s counsel on July 23rd which addresses plaintiff’s 
claims as follows: 
 

1. Unpaid Real Estate Taxes.  We have provided proof of payment for all property taxes through 
the current date, and there are no outstanding taxes due. White Plains has accepted this 
position. 

 
2. Reimbursement of Security Deposits.  We have offered to reimburse White Plains for any 

unreturned security deposits. White Plains has responded by stating that the security 
deposits are a minor issue which are immaterial to the resolution of this dispute. 

 
3. The $1,600,000 Rent Security Account.  We have offered to provide a letter of credit in the 

amount of $1.6M or, in the alternative, a cash account separate and apart from the funds in 
the JP Morgan account, to be escrowed as rent security.  We understand that plaintiff will 
accept the $1.6M rent escrow account. 

 
4. The $3.7M Security Letter of Credit.  In November 2019, HBL made a $2.2M payment to 

White Plains. As this payment remains unallocated, we have proposed that the $2.2M be 
credited to this undertaking, as well as HBL’s other unallocated capital contributions. White 
Plains has not responded to this proposal. 
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Honorable Gretchen M. Walsh 
Supreme Court of the State of New York 
County of Westchester 
September 7, 2021 
Page 2 
 
 

5. Resolution of the Waterview Collateral Assignment.  Given the posting of $1.6M in rent 
security, we believe the issue regarding the assignment of Mr. Josefovic’s membership 
interest in a separate nursing home is resolved, eliminating the need for further litigation 
involving the collateral assignment. 

 
6. Cooperation with Security Benefit.  We have proposed cooperating to secure an extension 

of White Plains’ mortgage with Security Benefit Life Insurance Company (“Security Benefit”).  
Counsel for Security Benefit has agreed to such discussions, so long as both parties are 
represented. White Plains has refused to participate in such discussions.  We note that the 
moratorium on evictions and foreclosures has been extended to January 15, 2022. 

 
7. Discontinuance of all claims against Howard Fensterman.  We have offered to discontinue 

all claims against Mr. Fensterman in his role as counsel to Mr. Josefovic and HBL. We 
understand White Plains has accepted this term. 

 
 As we have made—and continue to make—good faith efforts to resolve this action, HBL 
strongly opposes White Plains’ premature motion for summary judgment [Dkt. Nos. 183-230] [Mot. 
Seq. #6]. White Plains does not dispute that it has received more than $4.4 million in capital 
contributions from HBL, yet there has been no accounting for the use or application of these invested 
funds. To date, there has been no discovery on this critical and potentially dispositive issue. 
 
 Moreover, pursuant to your Preliminary Conference Order of November 13, 2020 [Dkt. No. 
36], the parties were required to complete discovery before bringing dispositive motions, and the 
Order of Reference to Mediation, dated June 3, 2021 [Dkt. No. 105], required the parties to make a 
good-faith effort to resolve the dispute via mediation with Frank Spano, Esq. In addition to refusing 
to respond to any of HBL’s discovery requests, White Plains now refuses to participate in mediation 
as set forth in our settlement proposal. 
 
 Finally, as you know, White Plains’ purported auction of Mr. Josefovic’s membership interest 
was a complete failure as, contrary to representations made to Your Honor, it failed to attract a single 
bidder. Instead, White Plains is attempting to seize an asset worth millions with a token, self-dealing 
$100.00 bid. Given that White Plains refuses to set aside this purported auction and engage in good 
faith settlement discussions, HBL will proceed with the filing of its Order to Show Cause to set aside 
this commercially unreasonable auction. 
 
 As the moratorium has been extended to January 15, 2022, we believe that the parties should 
be able to resolve this matter. We look forward to a productive settlement conference on Thursday.  
. 
 

Respectfully yours, 
 
MICHELMAN & ROBINSON, LLP 
 
 

 
John Giardino 
 

JG:ec 
 
cc: Alfred E. Donnellan, Esq. Via ECF 
      Robert Malatak, Esq. Via ECF 
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FOR SETTLEMENT PURPOSES ONLY 
WITHOUT PREJUDICE 

 
 

HBL SNF, LLC SETTLEMENT PROPOSAL  
TO  

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC 
 

              
 

THIS CONFIDENTIAL SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT is entered into between HBL 
SNF, LLC (“HBL”) and White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC (“White Plains”) (collectively, 
the “Parties”) as follows: 
 
1. The Parties shall enter into a “standstill agreement” and take no further action with respect 

to: 
 

i. All proceedings in Westchester County Supreme Court in the civil action captioned 
White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC v. HBL SNF, LLC et al., Index No. 
60278/2020; and 

 
ii. Any applications or proceedings with the New York State Department of Health 

with respect to White Plains, Waterview, or any other facility in which Lizer 
Josefovic and/or Mark Neuman have any interest. 

 
2. HBL shall provide proof of payment of all real estate taxes for the facility located at 116-

120 Church Street, White Plains, New York (the “Facility”), pursuant to Section 4.2 of the 
Amended and Restated Operating Lease, dated November 19, 2015 (the “Amended 
Lease”). 

 
3. Pursuant to Section 4.1 of the Amended Lease, HBL agrees to tender payment to White 

Plains in the amount of $26,725.25 to reimburse White Plains for certain utility deposits 
previously made for the Facility provided that:  

 
i. White Plains provides HBL with proof that the funds remain on deposit with each 

utility company; and 
 

ii. White Plains provides an assignment of such deposits to HBL in form and manner 
acceptable to the utility company and HBL. 

 
4. HBL shall deliver a letter of credit in the amount of $1,600,000 to White Plains issued by 

Chase Bank in the form attached hereto in satisfaction of the requirements of Section 
7.1(a)(iii) of the Amended Lease.  The Parties agree to enter into a second amendment to 
the Amended Lease replacing this form of security for the security provided for in Section 
7.1(a)(iii) of the Amended Lease. 
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5. White Plains shall execute the Intercreditor Agreement in the form attached hereto in the 
amount of $3,000,000. 

 
6. HBL will remit the sum of $1,000,000 in cash within five (5) business days of closing on 

an AR line of credit (the “Cash Payment”), which sum shall be deposited into an escrow 
account to satisfy the security requirements set forth in Section 7.1(a)(ii) of the Amended 
Lease and treated in the manner set forth in Section 7 below. 

 
7. Together with the payment of $2,200,000 which HBL made to White Plains in November 

2019, the Cash Payment shall satisfy the requirements of Section 7.1(a)(ii) of the Amended 
Lease.  The Parties agree to enter into a second amendment to the Amended Lease replacing 
this form of security for the security provided for in Section 7.1(a)(ii) of the Amended 
Lease. 

 
8. White Plains agrees to amend the Amended Lease to provide for treatment of the 

unamortized portion of the $700,000 rent credit owed to HBL. 
 
9. HBL agrees to execute and deliver a Tenant Estoppel Certificate for the Amended 

Operating Lease as further amended pursuant to this Agreement. 
 
10. Upon satisfaction of Sections 7.1(a)(ii) and 7.1(a)(iii) of the Amended Lease as set forth in 

Sections 4 and 7 above, the Guaranty of Lease between Lizer Jozefovic and White Plains, 
dated November 19, 2015, and the Guaranty of Lease between Mark Neuman and White 
Plains, dated November 19, 2015 (collectively, the “Guaranty Agreements”), shall be 
terminated in accordance with Section 3.4 of the Guaranty Agreements. 

 
11. Upon satisfaction of Sections 7.1(a)(ii) and 7.1(a)(iii) of the Amended Lease as set forth in 

Sections 4 and 7 above, the Collateral Assignment and Pledge of Membership Interest and 
Security Agreement, dated August 11, 2017 (the “Collateral Assignment”), shall be 
terminated in accordance with Section 2 of the Collateral Assignment. 

 
12. Through its counsel, White Plains shall coordinate a meeting with counsel for Security 

Benefit Life Insurance Company (“Security Benefit”). This meeting shall include counsel 
for HBL for the purposes of resolving Security Benefit’s claims, obtaining consent to 
amendments to Sections 4 and 7 of the Amended Lease as set forth above, and obtaining a 
forbearance period to allow for refinancing of the property. 

 
13. The parties shall agree to participate in mediation with Frank Spano, Esq. to resolve any 

remaining issues of damages alleged by White Plains and HBL including, but not limited 
to: 

 
i. White Plains’ claims for default interest; 

 
ii. White Plains’ claim for attorneys’ fees; and 
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iii. HBL’s claim for loss of income due to the shortfall in Medicaid reimbursement 
revenues provided that, in the event White Plains closes on project financing with 
a first mortgage in the amount of $42,240,000 within six (6) months of the 
execution of this Agreement, HBL will withdraw its claim for loss of 
reimbursement damages, it being recognized that increased rates of reimbursement 
and the resulting increase in net income is in the interest of both Parties. 

 
In the event the Parties are unable to resolve these claims in mediation, these claims shall 
be the subject of further proceedings in the civil action. 

 
14. HBL agrees to discontinue with prejudice the claims in its Complaint asserted against 

Howard Fensterman related to his role as counsel to Lizer Jozefovic, HBL, or any other 
entity in which Lizer Josefovic has an interest, namely, the 3rd, 4th, 5th and 6th causes of 
action. 

 
15. All terms of the Amended Lease other than those amended hereby shall remain in full force 

and effect. 
  
 IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Confidential Settlement Agreement is executed by the 
Parties on the last date indicated below.   

 
HBL SNF, LLC, a New York limited WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE 
Liability company PROPERTIES I, LLC, a Massachusetts 

limited liability company 
 
 
By:       By:       
Name: Lizer Josefovic    Name:       
Title:        Title:       
Dated:       Dated: 
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DELBELLO DONNELLAN WEINGARTEN 
WISE & WIEDERKEHR, LLP 

Alfred E. Donnellan 
Partner 
aed@ddw-law.com 

COUNSELLORS AT LAW 

THE GATEWAY BUILDING 
ONE NORTH LEXINGTON AVENUE 
WHITE PLAINS, NEW YORK 10601 

(914) 681-0200 
FACSIMILE (914) 684-0288 

Connecticut Office 
1111 SUMMER STREET 
STAMFORD, CT  06905 

(203) 298-0000 

 

1611473.doc 
0181960-001 

 
September 8, 2021 

 
VIA NYSCEF 

Honorable Gretchen M. Walsh 
Supreme Court of the State of New York 
 County of Westchester  
111 Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Blvd. 
White Plains, NY 10601 

Re: White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC v. HBL SNF, LLC, et al 
  Index No. 60278/2020 

Dear Justice Walsh: 
This is in response to Mr. Giardino’s letter of yesterday purporting to set forth the 

defendants’ efforts to settle this matter. In reality, the defendants have offered nothing at all. 
Every “concession” they purport to make is, in fact, a reduction in HBL’s obligations under the 
lease. 

 
HBL was obligated by the lease to provide $5.3 million in security in July 2019. The 

defendants do not dispute that it has never done that. Now, after White Plains Healthcare 
Properties has the terminated the lease by reason of HBL’s failure to provide the required 
security deposit, HBL proposes to “settle” this litigation by providing $1.6 million in “a cash 
account . . . to be escrowed as rent security” and to provide additional security by taking a credit 
for the $2.2 million it paid as a non-refundable deposit under the letter of intent, as well as a 
credit for “other unallocated capital contributions.” To begin with, the two sums together do not 
equal $5.3 million. Further, the lease does not provide, and no landlord would accept, that the 
security deposit be held in escrow. The defendants forfeited the $2.2 million when they defaulted 
under the letter of intent. They are not entitled to a credit for it now. Finally, the defendants 
never made any capital contributions. From my discussion with Mr. Giardino, I assume he is 
referring to a $700,000 payment HBL made before construction. The original lease provided for 
a rent credit to pay that amount back with interest. When HBL renegotiated the lease in 2017, 
however, the rent was further reduced and the specific $700,000 credit was absorbed in that rent 
reduction. The defendants have never claimed otherwise until now. They are not entitled to that 
credit a second time. 

 
Although I have had a number of conversations with Mr. Giardino about resolving this 

matter and we have had one settlement meeting with the parties, the defendants have yet to offer 
any basis on which it would make sense for White Plains Healthcare Properties to settle this 
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litigation. Each of their proposed “concessions” leaves them with better lease terms than the 
lease terms they breached and ignores the substantial losses and risks that HBL’s default has 
caused to White Plains Healthcare Properties. 

 
HBL’s failure to provide the security deposit for more than two years is the essential, and 

unavoidable, default in this case. The defendants admit that they have never made the required 
security deposit and they are not even offering to make it now. Because of that default the 
defendants are liable under the express terms of the lease for $20,574,253.03 in holdover rent 
and default-related charges and $82,369,770 in accelerated rent. These are enforceable lease 
terms. See Fifty States Mgt. Corp. v. Pioneer Auto Parks, Inc., 46 N.Y.2d 573 (1979); Seabring, 
LLC v. Elegance Restaurant Furniture Corp., 188 A.D.3d 744 (2d Dep’t 2020); White Plains 
Plaza Realty, LLC v. Town Sports International, LLC, 79 A.D.3d 1025 (2d Dep’t 2010). The 
defendants do not seem to understand that White Plains Healthcare Properties will be entitled to 
summary judgment for these amounts. 

 
White Plains Healthcare Properties is willing to resolve this litigation for far less than the 

amounts to which it is entitled as a result of HBL’s default. But the settlement must, at a 
minimum, compensate White Plains Healthcare Properties for the damage it has incurred. The 
problem is that if the financial terms the defendants are offering are an accurate reflection of 
their financial capability, it seems unlikely that they will ever have sufficient funds to 
compensate White Plains Healthcare properties for its losses here or even satisfy its obligations 
under the lease obligations going forward. A more likely resolution is for HBL to pay some 
lesser amount in damages and surrender the lease to White Plains Healthcare Properties so it can 
lease the property to a tenant that can perform. That would allow White Plains Healthcare 
Properties to refinance its construction loan and move forward on a profitable basis.  

 
Our clients appreciate the Court’s willingness to engage in the effort to resolve this litigation. 

We look forward to seeing you tomorrow morning. 
 

   Respectfully, 
 
/s/ Alfred E. Donnellan   
Alfred E. Donnellan 

 
 

cc:  John Giardino, Esq. (via NYSCEF) 
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JOHN GIARDINO  
jgiardino@mrllp.com 

New York Office 
800 Third Avenue, 24th Floor  
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Los Angeles       |       Orange County       |       San Francisco      |       Chicago      |       New York 
 
 

       September 17, 2021 
 
 

VIA NYSCEF  
 
Honorable Gretchen M. Walsh 
Supreme Court of the State of New York 
County of Westchester 
111 Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Blvd. 
White Plains, New York 10601 
 
 

Re: White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC v. HBL SNF, LLC et al. 
 Index No. 60278/2020 
 

 
Dear Judge Walsh: 
 
 As agreed in our September 9th settlement conference, we have tendered the attached 
settlement proposal to Mr. Donnellan as counsel for White Plains.  The settlement offer is for the 
purchase of the Leased Premises with a proposed purchase price of $75,000,000.   
 

As we discussed in Chambers, we have requested that the Seller take six percent (6%) of 
the purchase price in the form of a purchase money note for forty-eight (48) months at an interest 
rate of 6% per annum.  We are confident that we can accomplish a closing of the proposed transaction 
in January of 2022 before the expiration of the current moratorium on mortgage foreclosures. 
 
 We respectfully ask that Your Honor schedule a follow up settlement conference to address 
any issues which remain the subject of these negotiations.  We have proposed to Mr. Donnellan that 
October 18, 2021 be set as the date for filing our answering papers to the summary judgment motion 
and our motion to set aside the Waterview sale.  We would ask to schedule a follow up settlement 
conference before October 8th  to eliminate the need for further litigation activities. 
 
 We thank you for your efforts in this matter. 
 

Respectfully yours, 
 
MICHELMAN & ROBINSON, LLP 

 
 

John Giardino 
 

JG:ec 
Enclosure 
cc:   Alfred E. Donnellan, Esq. Via ECF 

Robert Malatak, Esq. Via ECF 
HBL SNF, LLC Attn: Lizer Jozefovic 
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FOR SETTLEMENT PURPOSES ONLY 
WITHOUT PREJUDICE 

 
 

HBL SNF, LLC SETTLEMENT PROPOSAL  
TO  

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC 
              
 

THIS CONFIDENTIAL SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT is entered into between HBL 
SNF, LLC (“HBL”) and White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC (“White Plains”) (collectively, 
the “Parties”) as follows: 
 
1. The Parties shall enter into a “standstill agreement” and take no further action with respect 

to: 
 

i. All proceedings in Westchester County Supreme Court in the civil action captioned 
White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC v. HBL SNF, LLC et al., Index No. 
60278/2020; and 

 
ii. Any applications or proceedings with the New York State Department of Health 

with respect to White Plains, Waterview, or any other facility in which Lizer 
Josefovic and/or Mark Neuman have any interest. 

 
2. HBL shall purchase the real property from White Plains on the following terms: 
 

1. Purchase Price:     $ 75,000,000 
 

2. Purchaser credits against 
purchase price: 
    

a) 2019 Purchase Deposit  $   2,200,000 
b) Prepayment of FFE  $   1,500,000 
c) Reimbursement for lost 
      Medicaid payments  $   1,800,000 

       $   5,500,000 
 

3. Net Purchase Price:     $ 69,500,000 
 

4. Net Purchase Price payable 
as follows: 
  Cash at Closing   $ 65,000,000 
  Seller Note payable in 
  48 months at 6%   $   4,500,000 
 

5. Closing shall take place on January 31, 2022. 
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3. HBL shall pay all rent and additional rent through the date of closing.

4. White Plains shall execute the Intercreditor Agreement in the form attached hereto in the
amount of $3,000,000.

5. At closing, the Collateral Assignment and Pledge of Membership Interest and Security
Agreement dated August 11, 2017 (“Collateral Assignment”) shall be terminated in
accordance with Section 2 of the Collateral Assignment and the Membership Interest shall
be the property of Lizer Jozefovic.

6. Through its counsel, White Plains shall coordinate a meeting with counsel for Security
Benefit Life Insurance Company (“Security Benefit”). This meeting shall include counsel
for HBL for the purposes of resolving Security Benefit’s claims, obtaining consent to the
intercreditor agreement, and obtaining a forbearance period to allow for closing on the
purchase of the property.

7. HBL agrees to discontinue with prejudice the claims in its Complaint asserted against
Howard Fensterman related to his role as counsel to Lizer Jozefovic, HBL, or any other
entity in which Lizer Josefovic has an interest, namely, the 3rd, 4th, 5th and 6th causes of
action.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Confidential Settlement Agreement is executed by the 
Parties on the last date indicated below.   

HBL SNF, LLC, a New York limited WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE 
Liability company PROPERTIES I, LLC, a Massachusetts 

limited liability company 

By:  By: 
Name: Lizer Josefovic Name: 
Title:   Title: 
Dated:  Dated: 
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DELBELLO DONNELLAN WEINGARTEN 
WISE & WIEDERKEHR, LLP 

Alfred E. Donnellan 
Partner 
aed@ddw-law.com 

COUNSELLORS AT LAW 

THE GATEWAY BUILDING 
ONE NORTH LEXINGTON AVENUE 
WHITE PLAINS, NEW YORK 10601 

(914) 681-0200 
FACSIMILE (914) 684-0288 

Connecticut Office 
1111 SUMMER STREET 
STAMFORD, CT  06905 

(203) 298-0000 

 

1612889 
0181960-001 

 
 

September 24, 2021 
 

VIA NYSCEF 

Honorable Gretchen M. Walsh 
Supreme Court of the State of New York 
 County of Westchester  
111 Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Blvd. 
White Plains, NY 10601 

Re: White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC v. HBL SNF, LLC, et al., 
  Westchester County Supreme Court Index No. 60278/2020 

Dear Justice Walsh: 
We write to request the Court’s assistance is setting the briefing schedule for Plaintiff’s 

motion for summary judgment (Motion #6), which was e-filed on August 19, 2021. Counsel for 
the parties have conferred to set due dates for the opposition and reply filings but have been 
unable to reach an agreement. Opposing counsel has proposed October 14, 2021 for Defendants’ 
opposition and November 14, 2021 for Plaintiffs’ reply. Opposing counsel has indicated that he 
is unable to address Defendants’ opposition earlier because of other work commitments. While 
ordinarily our office is amenable to accommodating scheduling conflicts, Plaintiff’s motion has 
been pending for weeks; the court held a pre-motion conference four weeks ago. Our client has 
engaged in settlement discussions with the express understanding that the litigation would not be 
delayed. Plaintiff, therefore, request that Defendants’ opposition be due by October 4, 2021 with 
the Plaintiff’s reply due October 14, 2021 making the motion returnable October 15, 2021. 

 
   Respectfully submitted, 
 
/s/ Alfred E. Donnellan   
Alfred E. Donnellan 

 
 

cc:  John Giardino, Esq. (via NYSCEF) 
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JOHN GIARDINO  
jgiardino@mrllp.com 

New York Office 
800 Third Avenue, 24th Floor  

New York, NY 10022 

P 212.730.7700 F 212.730.7725 www.mrllp.com 

 

Los Angeles       |       Orange County       |       San Francisco      |       Chicago      |       New York 
 
 

       September 24, 2021 
 
VIA NYSCEF  
 
Honorable Gretchen M. Walsh 
Supreme Court of the State of New York 
County of Westchester 
111 Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Blvd. 
White Plains, New York 10601 
 

Re: White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC v. HBL SNF, LLC et al. 
 Index No. 60278/2020 

 
Dear Judge Walsh: 
 
 As you know, we represent the HBL parties in this dispute.  We write regarding our recent 
communications concerning a settlement conference with the Court and in response to the White 
Plains’ parties letter dated September 24, 2021 [No. 234].  
 
 Your Honor has provided dates for a follow up settlement conference.  Unfortunately, the 
religious holidays continue through September 29th making our client unavailable until September 
30th.  We are available and prepared to attend the conference on the 1st as the Court offered and 
have agreed that the parties can attend telephonically if travel to Westchester is not convenient on 
that date. 
  
 White Plains has not provided a date for the settlement conference and instead is attempting 
to accelerate the briefing schedule for the motion for its summary judgment. We advised Mr. 
Donnellan that (1) Mr. Giardino is involved in a matter in Los Angeles the week of October 4th  and 
(2) that we have expended our time and resources as the Court has directed to facilitating a 
settlement. 
 

We believe additional motion practice at this stage will harm settlement efforts, increase 
litigation costs, and waste judicial resources.   The settlement offer we have tendered is in good faith 
and intended to bring about a total resolution of these disputes.  We request the Court’s assistance 
in mediating this proposal—without resorting to further unnecessary motion practice—by scheduling 
a settlement conference for Friday, October 1, 2021.  

 
We have provided counsel with a reasonable briefing schedule should these settlement 

efforts fail. 
 

Respectfully yours, 
 
MICHELMAN & ROBINSON, LLP 

 
John Giardino 

 
cc: Alfred E. Donnellan, Esq. Via ECF 
      Robert Malatak, Esq. Via ECF 
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER 
------------------------------------------------------------------X 
WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, 
LLC, 
 
     Plaintiff, 
 
 -against- 
 
HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/K/A LIZER 
JOZOFOVIC, and MARK NEUMAN, 
 

 Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs, 
 
 -against- 
 
CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY 
CONSULTING, THE CONGRESS COMPANIES, 
HOWARD FENSTERMAN, WILLIAM 
NICHOLSON, and METROPOLITAN 
COMMERCIAL BANK 
 

Third-Party Defendants 

: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 

 
 
Index No. 60278/2020 
 
 

-----------------------------------------------------------------X 
 

 
AFFIDAVIT OF LIZER JOZEFOVIC IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR SUMMARY 

JUDGMENT AND IN SUPPORT OF CROSS-MOTION TO STRIKE 
 

LIZER JOZEFOVIC, being duly sworn, deposes and says: 

1. I respectfully submit this affidavit, based upon my personal knowledge, in 

opposition to Plaintiff White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC and Third-Party Defendants CCC 

Equities, LLC, Project Equity Consulting, The Congress Companies, Howard Fensterman, and 

William Nicholson’s (collectively “White Plains” or “Plaintiffs”) motion for summary judgment, 

dated August 19, 2021, and in support of Defendants and Third Party Plaintiffs HBL SNF, LLC,  

Lizer Jozefovic, and Mark Neuman (“Neuman”) (collectively, “HBL” or “Defendants”) cross-

FILED: WESTCHESTER COUNTY CLERK 10/25/2021 11:01 PM INDEX NO. 60278/2020
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2 
 

motion to strike White Plains’ Notice to Admit, dated June 2, 2021, as improper, or in the 

alternative, grant HBL additional time to respond. 

2. For more than two decades, I have owned and operated skilled nursing and 

rehabilitation facilities in New York State all of which consistently provide the highest levels of 

care to patients. 

3. Since 2001 I have retained the law firm of Abrams, Fensterman, Fensterman, 

Eisman, Formato, Ferrara, Wolf & Carone, LLP (“Abrams Fensterman LLP”) to serve as counsel 

to my businesses. 

4. Abrams Fensterman LLP has served as my legal counsel in the purchase of five 

nursing homes, numerous refinancings, and continues to represent my business interests for 

collections, regulatory and corporate compliance, and other legal matters. 

5. Abrams, Fensterman continues to provide these legal services despite taking an 

adverse position against me in this action as counsel for White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC. 

6. Mr. Howard Fensterman (“Fensterman”), a partner at Abrams Fensterman LLP, is 

well-known for raising funds for healthcare transactions. 

7. In or about March 2009, Westchester University Medical center offered 71 skilled 

nursing and 20 ventilator beds for sale pursuant to an agreement with and with the approval of the 

New York State Department of Health (“NYSDOH”).  

8. Westchester University Medical issued a Request for Proposal for the purchase of 

these beds to nursing home operators in Westchester County. 

9. Neuman and I were the successful bidders for the purchase through a facility we 

own known as Waterview Hills Rehabilitation Center. 
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3 
 

10. Upon the award of the bid, I consulted with Fensterman about the transaction and 

he agreed to lend us the sum of $725,000 for the project which involved the construction of a 

modern skilled nursing facility. The loan included a 14% interest rate, a loan fee of 10%, or 

$72,500, and one year’s interest payments paid into an interest reserve account. 

11. Fensterman also introduced me to William Nicholson (“Nicholson”) of The 

Congress Companies, a business associate and client of Fensterman, and recommended that 

Nicholson act as the developer of the new Westchester facility. 

12. After reviewing the proposed project, Nicholson advised that the new facility could 

not be built cost-effectively with only 91 beds and that the project needed additional bed capacity 

to move forward. 

13. At this time, I became aware of certain additional beds owned by Hebrew Hospital 

Home (“HHH”), and I approached HHH and reached an agreement with HHH to acquire their beds 

to add to the new Westchester SNF project. 

14.  Fensterman and Nicholson formed White Plains Healthcare Properties I for the 

purposes of acting as the developer of the new SNF facility. 

15. As developer, White Plains committed to provide the construction, management 

services, and permanent financing for the “turn-key” development of the new 162 bed SNF facility, 

after which White Plains would own the facility and serve as HBL’s landlord until HBL purchased 

the facility for an agreed upon option purchase price. 

16. White Plains memorialized the terms of the “turn-key” development in a written 

application which it submitted to NYSDOH for approval.   

17. That application included the following terms, among others: 

a. a total project cost of $56,631,759, including all necessary fixtures, 
furniture, and equipment; 
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b. construction financing which, after five years, would convert to permanent 

$42,240,000 HUD-insured mortgage with a thirty-year term at an interest 
rate of 5.5%; and 

 
c. $ 9,863,246 in project equity to be contributed in cash by CCC Equities, a 

related entity formed by Fensterman. 
 

18. On November 15, 2015, in reliance on the terms proposed by White Plains and in 

reliance upon White Plains’ representations that it could fund the development and secure 

permanent financing as required by NYSDOH, HBL entered into a development agreement (the 

“Development Agreement”) and a lease with White Plains. 

19. A true and correct copy of the Development Agreement is attached as Exhibit A. 

20. Under the Development Agreement, White Plains was required to deliver a “turn-

key” facility: 

a. with construction completed in accordance with NYSDOH regulations and 
approval; 

 
b. to operate as a skilled nursing facility; and 

 
c. pursuant to Article VII(B) of the Development Agreement, White Plains 

would obtain “a Construction Loan or other financing acceptable to the 
Developer and [NYSDOH] which upon completion shall convert to 
permanent mortgage financing (the “Permanent Financing”) in an amount 
which is at least 75% of the Project Cost.” 

 
21. The Development Agreement and lease required that the Facility be completed in 

20 months or less, and rent be paid at $360,000 per month. 

22. However, early in the project, Fensterman and Nicholson required that HBL 

contribute capital in order for the project to continue. 

23. As memorialized in a term sheet dated November 20, 2015 (the “Term Sheet”), 

Neuman and I contributed capital to CCC, as follows:  

a. $2,200,000 for predevelopment costs;  
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b. $197,072 for transaction costs and legal fees of Fensterman; and  
 

c. $1,595,368.32 into a control rent security account. 
 
24. A true and correct copy of the Term Sheet is attached as Exhibit B. 

25. The Term Sheet was not an investment in White Plains, as neither I nor HBL 

received any equity interest. 

26. Rather, the $2,200,000 contribution was a short-term loan to be repaid by White 

Plains to HBL, as follows: 

a. (1) White Plains agreed to repay $1,500,000 of the principal amount by 
granting HBL title to the furniture, fixtures, and equipment (the “FF&E”); 
and 

b. (2) by giving HBL a future credit against rent payments of $700,000. 
 

27. Additionally, the $1,595,368 for the rent security account (the “RSA”) was to be 

segregated in an account at Chase Bank for the purpose of future rent security. 

28. Despite HBL’s capital contribution to the project, White Plains failed to complete 

the Facility on schedule. 

29. On April 18, 2016, NYSDOH notified White Plains that it considered the Facility 

an “abandoned project,” which required White Plains to obtain a new Certificate of Need in order 

to proceed. 

30. It was not until June 12, 2017 that White Plains finally issued the Contract for 

General Construction of the Facility and on July 26, 2017, NYSDOH notified White Plains that 

(1) White Plains was authorized to start construction by or before September 15, 2017, and (2) that 

the approved project cost was fixed at $56.6 million. 

31. Thereafter, White Plains was unable to obtain the necessary project financing due 

to various credit issues associated with the development and its principals. 
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32. Specifically, NYSDOH approved a mortgage of $42,400,000 which was to be 

converted to permanent HUD long-term financing after five (5) years. 

33. If, as required by Article VII(B) of the Development Agreement, White Plains had 

successfully obtained a construction loan which converted to permanent mortgage financing, this 

would have prevented further disputes. 

34. White Plains was only able to secure a $38,500,000 construction loan from Security 

Benefit Life Insurance Company (“Security Benefit”) with a three (3) year term and a $9,800,000 

mezzanine loan from Bradford Allan. 

35. I advised White Plains that these terms were not what had been agreed upon or 

approved by NYSDOH, but White Plains proceeded with construction with this financing scheme 

anyway. 

36. On or about July 2017, I entered into an amended lease with White Plains (the 

“Amended Lease”).  

37. A true and correct copy of the Amended Lease is attached as Exhibit C. 

38. The terms of the Amended Lease were substantially different from the lease I had 

originally executed and required that rent be paid in the amount of $506,096.50 per month, an 

increase in the original rent of $360,000 per month, a difference of $146,000 per month or 

$1,750,000 per year.   

39. Over the term of the Amended Lease, this increased rent would result in an 

additional $44,000,000 in rent payments to White Plains. 

40. This increase was offset by my ability to purchase the Facility for a fixed price of 

$65,000,000 at my option thereby eventually reducing the monthly cash outlay for the Facility. 
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41. On August 11, 2017, White Plains demanded that I enter into a collateral 

assignment (the “Collateral Assignment”). The purpose of the Collateral Assignment was to add 

Fensterman as a “signatory” to the $1.6 million RSA to satisfy the security deposit requirements 

under the Amended Lease, after which the Collateral Assignment would automatically self-

terminate. 

42. A true and correct copy of the Collateral Assignment is attached as Exhibit D. 

43. On August 17, 2017, my counsel delivered the executed certification statements for 

Fensterman to assume signatory authority over the RSA, satisfying any and all obligations I had 

under the Amended Lease and the Collateral Assignment (the “August 2017 Emails”). 

44. A true and correct copy of the August 2017 Emails are attached as Exhibit E. 

45. For some reason, Fensterman never transacted these documents and White Plains 

never communicated with me again about any issue with the RSA. 

46. On August 18, 2017, I was informed that White Plains and Security Benefit had 

entered into a construction loan agreement (the “Loan Agreement”) and construction commenced. 

47. A true and correct copy of the Loan Agreement is attached as Exhibit F. 

48. On December 2, 2019, NYSDOH provided White Plains with a letter stating that 

“the facility was found to be in substantial compliance.” Under Section 3.1(a) of the Amended 

Lease, this approval triggered the Commencement Date. 

49. Not only did White Plains complete the Facility more than two years late, but White 

Plains incurred $5 million in cost overruns above the NYSDOH-approved budget of $56.6 million. 

50. I was not presented with any request at any time to approve any cost overruns or 

change order.  
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51. Furthermore, the Security Benefit construction loan was for a period of only three 

(3) years, not five (5), as agreed on and White Plains did not obtain permanent long-term financing 

for the Facility in the form of the HUD-insured loan approved by NYSDOH. 

52. Although HBL had no obligation to make any rent payments prior to the 

Commencement Date of December 2, 2019, White Plains requested that HBL pay rent for the 

months of October and November 2019 to bridge project cash short falls.  This additional $1 

million payment has never been credited to HBL. 

53. HBL began nursing home operations in December and immediately suffered 

setbacks due to White Plains’ delay and the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic.  

54. I held two conferences with White Plains where I raised my concerns about White 

Plains’ failure to obtain the NYSDOH-approved mortgage financing and White Plains’ failure to 

deliver the FF&E.   

55. These failures caused substantial damages to HBL.  

56. NYSDOH informed me that I would not receive any capital cost reimbursement 

because White Plains had failed to obtain the proper project financing.  

57. After substantial negotiations, NYSDOH did agree to provide reimbursement 

payments, reduced by $35.00 per day per Medicaid patient, which represents losses of $68,000 per 

month and an annualized loss of $816,000 

58. Additionally, despite HBL’s repeated requests, White Plains has refused to convey 

title to the FF&E, assets which properly belong to HBL. 

59. In addition, White Plains failed to provide an accounting for the use of the 

predevelopment and discretionary funds HBL provided and failed to credit $700,000 against 

HBL’s rent payments. 
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60. In 2019, to resolve these many defaults and deficiencies, HBL attempted to 

purchase the facility as originally contemplated. 

61. HBL entered into a letter of intent (the “LOI”).  

62. A true and correct copy of the LOI is attached as Exhibit G. 

63. Pursuant to the LOI, HBL made a $2.2 million down payment to White Plains. 

64. Despite HBL’s efforts, White Plains took no further steps to complete the 

transaction proposed in the LOI and, importantly, never transferred title to the FF&E.  

65. To date, White Plains has refused to account for or return this $2.2 million payment 

and has failed and refused to turn over the FF&E or return the $1.5 million provided by HBL for 

its purchase. 

66. Although HBL has made each and every monthly Fixed Rent Payment to White 

Plains, White Plains defaulted on its mortgage with Security Benefit. 

67. On October 16, 2019, Security Benefit issued a notice of default to White Plains 

for failing to stablish a cash management account, as required by the Loan Agreement. 

68. By October 30, 2019, White Plains was required to direct HBL to pay rent into a 

cash management account for Security Benefit. When this did not occur, Security Benefit issued 

a second notice of default to White Plains on November 5, 2019. 

69. On January 7, 2020, I received a letter from Alfred Donnellan, an attorney at 

DelBello Donnellan Weingarten Wise & Wiederkehr LLP. The letter purported to terminate the 

Amended Lease (the “Notice of Default”). 

70. A true and correct copy of the Notice of Default is attached as Exhibit H. 

71. The Notice of Default references both sections of the Amended Lease and the LOI. 

It asserts the right to “terminate the Lease as well as Tenant's right of possession of the Leased 
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Premises” by January 13, 2020, as well as an acceleration of the remaining rent totaling 

$84,073,989.91, under Section 16.1 of the Amended Lease 

72. Since the Notice of Default, White Plains has accepted monthly rent each and every 

month without demurrer, restrictive endorsement, or any communication claiming that rent was 

being accepted without prejudice to the rights of White Plains concerning the alleged defaults. 

73. White Plains took no action to take possession of the leased premises despite their 

January 13, 2020 notice. 

74. HBL has received no further communications from White Plains, Fensterman, or 

Nicholson which indicated that HBL was in default of the Amended Lease. 

75. HBL has received no communications from White Plains, Fensterman, or 

Nicholson that Alfred Donnellan was their agent and that they had instructed him to terminate the 

Amended Lease. 

76. I have always considered the Notice of Termination to be defective and 

unenforceable. 

77. On April 16, 2020, Security Benefit issued a third notice of default, stating that 

White Plains was solely at fault for breaching the terms of the Loan Agreement by failing to (1) 

provide monthly payments of interest; and (2) establish a cash management account. 

78. On May 22, 2020, Security Benefit issued a fourth notice of default to White Plains 

for the failure to (1) provide monthly payments of interest; (2) establish a cash management 

account; (3) send a Tenant Direction Notice for direct payment from HBL to Security Benefit; (4) 

forward the $2.2 million payment to Security Benefit, which had been received from HBL; (5) 

provide financial statements for White Plains; and (6) provide financial statements for each 

guarantor. Security Benefit makes no reference to HBL’s obligations in these letters and notices. 
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79. A true and correct copy of Security Benefit’s notices of default to White Plains are 

attached as Exhibit I. 

80. Although I have paid over $500,000 per month in rental payments to White Plains 

each and every month, pursuant to Security Benefit’s complaint, White Plains has inexplicably 

failed to pay Security Benefit, raising troubling questions concerning what White Plains is doing 

with my rental payments. 

81. On August 1, 2020, the Loan Agreement matured. 

82. On May 1, 2021, and September 1, 2021, Security Benefit brought foreclosure 

actions against White Plains. These actions were voluntarily discontinued. 

83. A true and correct copy of Security Benefit’s foreclosure action against White 

Plains from September 1, 2021 is attached as Exhibit J. 

84. Despite White Plains’ breach of the Development Agreement, the Amended Lease, 

and the Loan Agreement, HBL has substantially complied with its obligations under the Amended 

Lease. 

85. By funding and maintaining the RSA, HBL has substantially satisfied its obligation 

to post a security deposit under both the Amended Lease and the Collateral Assignment. 

86. White Plains failed to become a signatory on the account, and White Plains has 

never demanded that HBL provide additional security deposits. 

87. In addition, although the subject of modification, White Plains never requested 

delivery of the $3.7 million letter of credit, even while negotiations took place in May and June of 

2020 to sign an intercreditor agreement and release HBL’s accounts reasonably. 

88. HBL has made consecutive Fixed Rent Payments to White Plains every month, 

totaling over $12.5 million. White Plains has accepted the Fixed Rent Payments without dispute. 
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89. A true and correct copy of HBL’s Fixed Rent Payments to White Plains is attached 

as Exhibit K. 

90. In addition to these rent payments, I subsidized losses in operations in part the 

purpose of the letter of credit in the amount of $14,000,000. 

91. Although the Commencement Date did not occur until December 2019, HBL pre-

paid two Fixed Rent Payments for October and November 2019, which have never been properly 

credited. 

92. HBL has paid all applicable real estate taxes for the Facility, and there are no 

outstanding charges for real estate or other taxes. 

93. A true and correct copy of the Facility’s current tax records are attached as Exhibit 

L. 

94. HBL has paid all applicable utility charges, utility deposits and municipal 

maintenance escrows, and there are no outstanding charges for Con Edison, or any other utility. 

95. A true and correct copy of the Facility’s current utility records are attached as 

Exhibit M. 

96. HBL has maintained the necessary types and amounts of insurance for the Facility. 

97. A true and correct copy of the Facility’s certificates of insurance are attached as 

Exhibit N. 

98. HBL has delivered necessary provider agreements, rate sheets, and financial and 

operational reporting to White Plains. 

99. A true and correct copy of the Facility’s provider agreements, rate sheets, and 

financial, and operational reporting are attached as Exhibit O. 
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100. As HBL is in substantial compliance with the Amended Lease and the Amended 

Lease has not been legally terminated, HBL has no obligation to pay holdover or accelerated rent. 

101. On September 18, 2020, White Plains commenced this action against HBL. 

102. On May 7, 2021, my counsel served a request for the production of documents and 

things to White Plains (the “Document Requests”). 

103. A true and correct copy of the Document Requests are attached as Exhibit P. 

104. On May 21, 2021, my counsel filed a First Amended Verified Answer with 

Affirmative Defenses, Counterclaims, and Third-Party Complaint (the “Answer”). 

105. A true and correct copy of the Answer is attached as Exhibit Q. 

106. To date, White Plains has refused to produce a single document in response to the 

Document Requests. 

107. HBL requires White Plains to comply with the Document Requests, as 

documentary evidence would show that White Plains has accepted HBL’s performance under the 

Amended Lease. 

108. HBL requires White Plains to comply with the Document Requests, as 

documentary evidence would show that White Plains has accepted, and continues to accept, HBL’s 

monthly rental payments without dispute. 

109. HBL requires White Plains to comply with the Document Requests, as 

documentary evidence would show that White Plains’ dispute with Security Benefit does not 

involve HBL. 

110. To date, no depositions have occurred. 

111. HBL must depose Fensterman and Nicholson to provide a full and complete record 

of why White Plains failed to transact the documents for the RSA. 
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112. HBL must depose Fensterman and Nicholson to account for the $2,200,000

payment HBL provided to White Plains pursuant to the Term Sheet. 

113. HBL must depose Fensterman and Nicholson to account for the $2,200,000

payment HBL provided to White Plains pursuant to the LOI. 
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Dated: New York, New York 

October d5, 2021

Sworn to before me this 
:is day of October, 2021

Notary Public 

Daniella Femmella 
Notiary Public, State O-i New York 

No. 01 CH5084689 
Qualified in '.'Vestchester Coun!Y 

Commission !=:xpires 9/8/20,;a 

By: 

15 
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DEVELOPMENT AG)t ETV)ÇNT

This Development Agreement (the "Agrectnent") dated as of November W, 2015 by and

between HBL SNP, LLC a New York Limited Liability Company having an office at $37 Route

22, Purdys, New York 10578 (hereinafter referred to as the "Operator/Tenant") and WHITE

PLAINS HEA12HCARE PROPERTIES 1, LLC, a Massachusetts limited liability company with
its principai place of business located at 2 Bourbon Street, Suite 200, Peabody, MA 01960

("WPHCP") (hereinafter referred to as the "Developer") (collectively the "Parties");

WHEREAS, the Operator/Tenant has requested the Developer to design and construct a

160 Bed Skilled Nursing Pacility at L 16-120 Church Street, White Plains, New York; and

WHERBAS, the parties have simultaneously herewith entered into that certain operating
!case by and between Developer as Landlord and Tonent/Operator, as Tenant dated as of the date
hereof for a 160 bed skilled ñüralag facility at 116-120 Church Street, White Plains, New Yoric
(the "Lease"); and

WHEREAS, the Developer desires to design and construct said facility apon the
conditions set forth herein;

NOW, THEREFORE, in co-eid-aden of one ($1.00) Dollar and other good and valuable

consideration, the receipt of which is hereby ecknowledged, the Operator/Tenant and the
Developer hereby mutually covenant and agree as follows:

ARTICLBI

DESCRIPTION OF THE DEVELOPMENT

The Project to be developed, designed and constructed shall consist of a skilled nursing
home facility consisting of one hundred sixty (160) beds (the "Project") at 116-120 Church

Street, White Plains, New York (the "Church Street Location") bounded and described and
more particularly set forth in Exhibit A annexed hereto (the "Land"). Developer reserves the

right to change the site, subject only to the prior approval of the DON should it become

impracticable or cornmercially unfeasible to construct the Project on the Church Street Location.

A. The Developer has caused The Architectural Team, 50 Ce-.-hat's Way, at

Admirals Hill, Chelsea, MA 021$0 (the "Architect") to prepared outline drawings and

specifications for the development of the Project (the "Outline Plans and Speeffleations 3d

Edition'') which satisfies the design standards of the New York State Department of Health

("DOH"). The OperatorNenant has reviewed and approved the Outline Plans and Specifloadca•
3"l

Edition. The Developer has submitted the Outline Plans and Specifications
3"'

Edition to

DOH for approval

B. The Parties acknowledge and agree the
1"

and
2"4

Editions of the Outline Plans

and Specifications have been provided by Developer, approved by Operator/Tenant, and

1850474v9/17057.6
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submitted to DOH as required. The parties acknowledge that all municipal entitlements bave

been received for the Land, based upon the approved 2d Edition of the Outline Plans and

Speci6cations, except that a building pennit and trade pennits have yet to be applied for as of the

date of this Agreement. The OperatorRenant acknowledges that Developer has teceived
approvals of the Outline Plans and Specifications

2"d
Edition for 179 beds from all other

federal, state, municipal and other govemmental authoritics having jurisdiction thereof

(collectively, the "Approving Authorities") and requests that Developer resubmit to the

Approving Authorities the Outline Plans and Specifications
3"'

Edition for 160 beds,

C. AAer the Outline Plans and Specifloations 3d Edition have been approved (the
"Plans and Specifications"), no material atnoodments to the Plans and Specifications will be
made without the prior written consent of Developer, Operator/Tenant and the Approving
Authodtie. h Developer will not be required to make proposed changes which do not cornply
with the provisions of this section. in the event of disputes as to whether changes proposed by
OperatorRenant constitute impemi-aible deviations from the criteria described above, the matter
will be submitted for determination to Developer% Architect, whose decision will be final.
Except as provided in Article IV hereof, the Project shall be constructed in accordance with the
Plans atid Specifications.

ARTICLE 11

PERMITS AND APPROVALS

A. The Operator/Tenant is the applicant under that certain Certificate of Need Project
No. 092058B, ontitled Westchester Health Care Properties, LLC, which was can*ingently
approved by the DOH and The Public Health and Planning Council on October 11., 2012 (the

"CON"), to establish and construct a 160 bed skilled nursing care fhcility at Church Street

Location (the"Contingent Approvar').

B. Developer shall be responsible for using commercially reasonable efforts to

obtain, based on the Outline Plans and Specifications
3d

Edition, all permits and approvals

without limitation, from all govemmental and regulatory agencies other than the DOH,

exercising jurisdiction over the development of the Project (collectively the "Approvals"),

Operator/Tenant shall cooperate and sign all necessary applications and other deemne as may
be required tom the Operatornenant in order to obtain the Approvals. All fecs and costs

incurred by the Developer in obtaining the Approvsts shall be included in the Project Cost (as

hereinaAer de6ned).

C. The Operator/Tenant shall be solely responsible for obtaiñiag, at its sole cost, all

necessary DOH approvals regarding the Project, including the CON, and any amendments or

modifications thereto, (all such approvals collectively the "DOH Approvals"), provided that the

Developer shall cooperate with Operator/Tenant, and interface with DOH as necessary, with

respect to obtaining the DOH approvals of the Outline Plans and SpeciAcations3rd Edition.

ARTICLE 111

DEVELOPER AND TENANT/OPERATOR RESPONSIBILITIES

Page2
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A. The Operator/Tenant shall satisfy each and every requircraent contained in the
Contingent Approval including without limitation:

(1) Payment of the DOH fees of at least $309,760,

(2) Submission and DOH approval of the Outline Plans and Specifications 3nt Edition,

(3) Evidence of Operator / Tenant's Working Capital 1.man (hereinailer defined),

(4) Signed agreements for the so-called bed rights (requires payment of at least $345,000.
The payment for items Hi A. (1) and (4) shall be hebd-d in disbursernents to be made to

Developer from the proceeds of the Waterville/Salem Financing (defined below).

B. The Operator/fenant shall at its sole expense do all things necessary to assure and
confirm its o==WP of the so-called bed rights necessary for the CON and the Project.

C. Upon the satisfaction of all contingencies set furth in Article VII(unless otherwise

agreed to by Developer, in writing), the =qui=ments contained in the Contingest Approval and
in Section 3(c), the Deycloper shall promptly initiate development of the Project in accordance

with the Plans and Specifications. The quality of the inatorials and wodanamhip on the Project

shall meet or exceed all applicable govemmental and bu!!dbs industry standards, including all

DOH standards for occupancy.

D. Developer shall use commercially reasonable efforts to cause the Project to be

substantially completed and ready for occupancy within 22 months following the receipt of all

Approvels and DOH Approvals and futancing necessary for the P:oject Developer shall be

responsible to start and Snish the Project within the guidelines and the dates set fbrth by DOH in

the final approval letter, as may be adjusted in accordance with DOH regulations,

E. Except for the DOH Approvals, the Deelopar shall be responsible for all for all

development costs including, but not limited to, obtaining the site plan approval, sewer and water

hookups and approvals, Department of Transportation, Land Acquisition, Demolition, Cleanup,
"Land Carry"

(Real estato taxes and insurances prior to C of 0),Zoning, Legal, Estimating and

Construction Management Fees, Architects, Engineers, Designers and other engineering

professionals, Testing, Borings, Hannat Surveys, Site Surveys, Industrial Hygienists,

Reproductions, Signage, printing, fences, Building Permits, and Construction Costs.

F. 'lte Developer will maintain at its onsite office, the outline Plans and

Specifications, any amendments thereto and any other drawings relating to the development and

make the same available to Operator/Tenant for inspection and will furnish them copics thereof,
if requested. Upon written request, the Developer will provide Operator/renant with copies of

all certificates and requisitions (together with appropriate backup doctim=ntetion) of Developer

and of its architects, engineers and subcontractors pertaining to the Project and will also provide

Operator/Tenant with copies of all certificates and requisitions of Developer delivered to the

construction lender.

O. The Developer shell (1) enter into A construction contract (the "Construction

Contract") acceptable to the Constmotion Leader with Congress Building Corp. ("Congress") or

Page3
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an entity controlled by Congress, located at 2 Bourbon Street, Peabody, MA 01960 and (2)
require that Congress will provide 100% Performance Sc Peyment bonds from a Surety on the

accredited list of the U. S Treasury, (which list is published annually by the Federal Register), to
guarantee the undedakings, covenants, terms, conditions and agreements of the Construction

Contract, and such bond will include the Developer and the Construction Leader (if required by
lender) as obligees. Devcloper shall provide such guarantees of completion as may be required

by the Construction Lender.

H. The Project will be a "tornkey
job" as said term is commonly used in the

constmetion trade except that OperatorRenant shall purchase or lease its own minor movable

entripment, expendâbles, computers, business equipment, maintenanco tools and supplies,
Operator&enant shall purchase the FFocE fkom Developer for S1,500,000.00, the payment for
which shall be disbursed to Developer from the Waterville/Salem Financing.

L I!xcept as provided fu the Lease, on the Substantial Completion Date the

Tenant/Operator shall (i) be deemed to have taken occupancy and accepted possession of the

Project, (11) have agreed that the project has been completed in accordance with the Plans and

Specifications, and (iii) have agreed that the Developer has fulfilled all of its responsibilities
hereunder to the satisfaction of Tenant/Operator.

J. OperatorNenant Nenant shall grant to Developer a perfected security interest in

all assets of Operatornenant inoloding the CON, and an executed lease for the Project,

personally guaranteed by the principals of the Operator/Tenant. The lease, security and

undedying security agmement shall provide that in the event that Gie Operator/Tenant defaults,
Developer may assume control of the CON and/or any licenses owned or contitued by
OperatorRenant ("Licenses"), and or other collateral, and is authorized to proceed with the
Project as it deems necessary using the CON and/or Licenses, and/or the other collateral

provided.

K. An affiliate of Operator Tenant, owned and controlled by Laer Jozefovic, is in

the process of refinancing a nursing facility located in Westchester County, N.Y. referred to

herein as *Waterville/Salem". Opeator Tenant and Limer Josefovic shall cause Waterville/Salem

to deliver the pmeeeds of the rdeseeing of Waterville/Salem (the "Waterville/Salem Financing")
in the amount of at least $3,900,000 to Opentor/Tenant and Developor.

L If the Working Capital Loan (defined below) is not already committed by either

the Memnine Leader or the Construction Londer as a separate loan, at least six months prior to

the proposed Substantial Completion Date, the Operator/Tenant shall make diligent, truthful and

proper applications to Institutional Londers as such term is defined in Article 12-D of the NYS

Banking Law, for working capital fmancing for the operation of the project in the amount of not

loss than reasonably required by Developer and the Construction lender ("Working Capital

Loan") and to fumish, without delay, such verifications of bank accounts and cmployment, or

any other instmments or information as may be required by the Institutional Londers in the

processing of the Operator/Tenants applictions. The Working Capital Loan shall be secured by
a lien against Operator/fenant's accounts receivable and other assets. For the avoidance of
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doubt, the Working Capital Loan shall be in addition to, and not in liev of, the work.ing
capital/initial operating deficit/rent payment reserves which shall be required by the Construction
Lender.

M. Operator/renant shall inform the Institutional Lenders that the Cañstructica

Lender and holder of the Permanent Financtng has or will have a first lien against all assets of

Operator/ronant (to the extent permitted by applicahle law) and that an intercreditor agreement

shall be required of the Institutional tender.

N. Operator fenant represents and warrants that its principals understand and agree

that a personal guaranty of the laase shall be required firom them.

ARTICLE IV

TOTAL DEVELOPMENT COST
CHANGES IN DES I GN OR DEVELOPMENT COST

A. As of the date hereof, the total project cost approved by DOH is (the

"Approved Project Cost"). 'Ihe Parties acknowledge and agree that the actual total cost of the
Pmject ("Project Cost") as of the date hereof is approximately $60.0 million, is not possible to

exactly ascertain as of the date of this Agreement due to circumstances beyond the control of all

parties to this Agreement, and is projected to be greater than the Approved Project Cost. From

time to time, the Developer will advise the Tenant/Operator of Developer's then best estimate of
the Project Cost. The Tenant/Operator shall file and diligently pursue with DOH all applications
required to increase the Approved Project Cost such that it equals the then best estimate of the
Project Costs. The Developer shall provide to the Operator/renant prompt notice of, and

aubstantiation for any increases in Pmject Cost, at the carliest possible date (and if practicable

within 90 days of such increase), for submission to DOH pumuant to the applicable Sections of

DOH regulations.

B. The Operator/Tenant may desire changes in the Plans and Specifications fby the

Project consisting of additions, deletions or other revisions fbr the Project ("Contract

Changes"). All requests for Contract Changes for the Project shall be authorized by a change

order submitted on standard change order fonn prepared by Developer (the "Change Order"),
Subject to paragraph C. below, any Change Order, requested by Operator/renant, shall not be

effective, nor shall the Developer be required to proceed with any such Change Order, until the

Operator/renant obtains the approval of the DOH for an increase in Pmject Cost tesulting from

such Change. Developer shall cooperate with the Operator /Tenant to obtain any such DOH
approvals.

C, Notwithstanding anything to the contrary, if Operator/Tenant requests that
Developer proceed with a Contract Change based on a Change Order that has not been approved

by DOH, any incrosse in the Project Cost resulting fmm such Change Order requested by
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Operator/Tenant ("Operator/Tenant Required Cost") will be the responsibility of

Operator/Tenant. At the sole option of Developer, any Operator/Tenant Required Cost will be
either (i) paid in full by Operator/Tenant to Developer within 30 days of invoice to

Operator/Tenant, or (ii) added to the Fixed Rent (as defined in the Lease) pursuant to Section

3,2(IV) thereof.

ARTICLE V
AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVES

A. Operator/Tenant's Representative. Operator/Tenant shall designate an individual
to represent it on all matters regarding the Project (the "Operator/Tenant's Representative").
Operator/Tenant's Representative shall be reasonably available at all times during which
development activities are taldng place. The Operator/Tenant's Representative shall have the

authority, on behalf of Operator/Tenant, to approve changes in the scope of this Agreement and

the Project, render decisions with respect to the Project and approve all Contract Changes and
Change Orders, as provided hereinabove. Any changes in this Agreement and Contract Changsa

or Change Orders authorized by the Operator/Tenant's Representative shall be binding upon

Operator/Tenant, Operator/renant hereby designates Lizer Jozefovic as its Operator/Tenant's

Representative, and he will remain as such until Operator/Tenant gives Developer forty-eight

(48) hours prior written notice that a change in its Developer's Representative.

B, Developer's Representative. Developer hereby designates William Niae!=n. as

its representative on all matters regarding the development of the Project, and he shall remain as

such until Developer gives Operator/Tenant forty-eight (48) hours prior written notice of a

change in its Developer's representative.

ARTICLE VI

DEVELOPER FINANCING

Developer Financinn. The Developer, at its solo cost and expense, shall use

commercially reasonabic efforts (including providing a sufficient balance sheet and such personal

Anancials as reasonably required by the Construction Leader), and shall be respansible for

procuring all development financing for the Project (the "Construction Loma"). The

Operator/Tenant shall be responsible for and hereby covenants to coope-ate with the Developer

in the prompt preparation and delivery of any and all financial projections, business plans, market

studies, discharge capture plans, and any other such information, data, or projections concoming
the operations, personal financie! statements of the Operator/Tonent and its principals, as the

Lender or Developer may request from time to time. The Operator/Tenant further covenants and

agrees to file and or apply at the request of the Developer and/or its designated Health Care

Cenaulknt or attomey any and all applications, modifications or other requests for a change in

the approval or its terms (as defined herein) or an increase in the Approved Project Cost.

ARTICLE VII

CONTINGENCIES

..---m.m---w.a...----m.mam.n--===u-
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A. The Developer shall bave obtained all Approvals for the development of the
Project based upon the Outline Plans and SpeciAcations, 3d Edition, 160 Beds. h Parties
aclacwicdge thet all necessary land use approvals for the development of the Pro eat have been

previously obtained based upon the approved OutHne Plans and Specincations, 2 Edition, 179
Beds. h Operatorffenant agrees to assist and iW1y cooperate with Developer in connection
with obtaining the Approvals,

B. The Developer shall have obtained a Constmotion Loan or other financing
acceptable to the Developer and the DOH which upon camp!ction shall convert to permanent

mortgage financing (the "Permanent Financing) in an amount which is at least 75% of the

Project Cost.

C. The Operator/renant shall have obtained all DOH Approvals.

With regard to each of the lbregoing contingencies (the "Contingeneles") each Party
agrees to exert, vigarcady and expeditiously, all necessary efforts on its behalf to initiate or

assist in the satisfhotion of each of the Contingencies. Each Party agrees to do nothing that
would be detd=catal to the satisfhction of the Contingencies.

ARTICLE VlU

SUBSTANTIAL COMPLETIONDATE

The "Substantial Completion Date" shall mean the date which is the later of'. (1) the date
specified in the AIA Porm G704, duly executed and certined by the Architect, that the Project
was substantially aempleted and in substantial compliance with the Plans and SpeelAcations for

the Project, (ii) the date Developer delivers a Tempormy Certincate of Occupancy (the arCO")
for the Project, and (iii) the date the DOH approves the Project as constmoted (but not

necessarily the Operator/Tenant's operations) to accept patients, provided, however, if the
Developçr is unable to obtain the TCO or Permanent CO because of the actions or inactions of

the Operator/renant, its employees or agents including, but not limited to, a delay in obtaining
the necessary DOH approvals then delivery of the TCO shall mot be a condition under this clause

(i); Developer will give Operator/Tenant thirty (30)
days' notice of the date Developer expects to

be the Substantial Completion Date.

ARTICLE IX

HOLD HARMLESS

A. Developer agrees to lademnify and hold harmless Operator/renant, and its

managers, officers and employees Gorn and against any and all claims, including reasonable legal

fees, liability costs and expenses to the extent arising out of Developer's breach of this

Agreement or in connection with, the work undertaken in the Project by the Developer.

Page 7
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B. Operator/Tenant agrees to indemnify and hold hannless Developer and its

managers, ofBoers and employees item and against any and all olaims, including masonable legal

fees, liabinty costs and expenses, to the extent arising out of Operator/renant's breach of this

Agreement or the negligence or willful acts of the Operator/Tenant or any of its employees or
agents.

ARTICLE XI

PUNCH LIST PREPARATION

On or prior to tho Substantial Complctica Date, the Operator/renant, me Developer and

the Archite4 whose decision will be final with respect to all construction matters, shall jointly
prepare n list of the items for the Project that:emain to be completed or corrected, assign a dollar

value for the cost to complete the work and estimate a reasonable timo for its cornpletion or

correction (collectively the "Panch List"), The Developer shall cause the Constmetion Londer to
withhold 125% of such value. Upon approval of the Architect, and Construction Leader, as any
items are completed on the Punch List, those monies withhold by the Construction tender on

account of such uncompleted Punch List items shall be releued to Developer.

ARTICLE XII

REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES OF OPERATOR/rENANT

Operator/Tenant represents and warranta to Developer that:

A. R is a New York limited liability company and in good st=di::i; under the laws of

New Yort State.

B. R has obtained all necessary consents to enter into this Agrooment and perform its

obligations hereunder.

C. This Agreement will not violate the terms of any other agreement by which the

Operator/renant may be bound.

ARTICLE XIII

REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES
OF DEVELOPER

Developer represents and warrants to operator/renant that:

A, It is a Massachusetts limited liabllity company and in good standing under the

laws of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

B. It has obtained all necessary United Liability Company consents to enter into this

Page 8
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Agreement and perform its obligationa hereunder.

C. It has obtained all necessary limited liability company authorizations to enter into

this Agreement.

ARTICLE XIV

FAYMENTS BY DEVELOPER

Developer shall pay in a commercially reasonable manner all labor, materials and all
liabilities incurred in the performance of its obligatiüns under this Agreement

ARTICLE XV
WARRANTY

All Warranties shall he provided and enforceable solely in the Lease.

ARTICLE XVI
MISCELLANEOUS

A, Analicable Law. This Ageement has been entered into, and shall be govemed by,
the lawa of the State of New York.

B. Shdba Effect. *fhis Agreement shall be binding upon and shall inute to the
henefit of the parties hereto and their respectivo heirs or successors and pennitted assigns. This
Agreement is assignable by Developer to any joint venture, partnership or limited liability

company in which William Nicholson, or an entity controlled, directly or indirectly by him, is a
principal thereof, and to any lender or lenders of Developer. Upon such assismnont and
assumption by the assignee of all obligations of Developer under this Agreement, the existing
Developer shall be relieved of all obligations hereunder.

C. Survival of Ronrementations and Warranties. All representations and warranties in

this Agreement shall survive the Substantial Complotion Date.

D. Further Action. The Parties agree to execute and deliver all documents, pmvide

all intbrmation and take, or refrain hom taking, all such actions as may be necessary or

appropriate to echieve the pmposes of this Agreement.

B. Notices and Addresses. Wherever provision is made in this Agreement for the

giving, service or delivery of any notice, statement or other instrument, such notice shall be

deemed to have been given, served and delivemd if delivered by recognized national ovemight

carrier, or mailed by United States registered or certified mail, addressed to the party entitled to

reeelve the same at his address set forth below, or sent by fax (with a copy sent by 6rst class

mail). Bach party hereto may change his mailing address by giving to each other party hereto,
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written notice of such new address in the manner provided above. Except wherever specified in
this Agocement, any notice shall he da=ed to have been served and delivered on the date on

which such notice is faxed (provided a copy is sent by first clase mail), hand delivered, or two (2)
days following the date it is mailed.

If to Developer:

White Plains Healthcare Paperties I, LLC

c/oThe Congress Companies

2 Bourbon Street, Suite 200

Peabody, Ma 01960

Attn: William Nicholson

With a copy to:

Posternak Blankstein & Lund LLP

Prudential Tower

800 Boylston Street

Boston, MA 02199

Attn: Gerald L Billow, Esq.

And

Abrams Fensterman

11I1 Marcus Avenue

Lake Success, New York 11042

Attn: Howard Fenatennan, Esq.

Attn: Oreg Stoller, Esq.

If to Operator/Tenant:

HBL SNF, LLC

537 Routes 22

Purdys, New York 10578

Attn: Lizer Jozefovic

With a copy to:

Michelman & Robinson
800 Third Avenue
New York, New York

Attn: Mark Zafrin, Esq.

(SIGNATURES APPEAR ON THE FOLLOWING PAGE)
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SignaturePageforDevelopmetttAgreement

IN WITNESS W118REOF, the Parties have boreunto caused this Agreement to be
executed the day and year Arst above written.

OPERATOR/rENANT:
HBL S 'F, LLC

By: ---

LizerJo ovic
Mann

DBVELOPER:
White Pl

'
fealthcare Proppt ,

Willf kichoison, Manager
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November 20, 2015 
TERM SHHET 
REGARDING 

WHITE PLAINS INSTITUTE FOR REHABILITATION AND HEALTH CARE 
USE OF PROCEEDS FROM REFINANCE OF WATERVIEW AND SALEM AND 

CCC EQUITIES PAYOFFS 

This Term Sheet is intended to clarify the pertinent information shared at the meeting of 
04/22/2015, attended by Howard Fensterman, as Manager of CCC Equities I, LLC ("CCC"), William 
Nicholson as Manager of White Plain Healthcare Properties I, LLC ("WPHCP"), Lizer Jozefovic as 
Manager ofHBL/SNF, LLC ("HBL/SNF") the Tenant, and Mark Zafrin as counsel to HBL/SNF, and to 
further outline the action items required in order to break ground in the Spring of 2016. 

1) ASSIGNMENT OF CCC EQUITIES MORTGAGES:
a) CCC Mortgage: CCC shall assign the series of notes issued by Mokray Acquisitions I, LLC to

CCC and the mortgages related thereto, listed on Exhibit 1 attached hereto, to M&T Realty
Capital upon payment in full of the amounts set forth in the payoff letter, dated November 20,
20 I 5. The assignment and payoff is not to be construed as a reduction of the equity holdings of
CCC in WPHCP, but a "release" of the loans for the purposes of the proceeds being used to fund

HBL/SNF and the project.
b) Disbursement of Proceeds; The proceeds from the CCC Mortgage payoff shall be paid to

Madison Title Agency, LLC to be further disbursed as follows:
i) $2,200,000.00 to an account in the name ofWPHCP designated by Congress Construction

Company to be used for the related pre-development costs of the project , as set for in
Paragraph 3 of the "Partners Term Sheet" dated May 26, 2015, as further provided below.

ii) $197,072.00 to CCC or order for the purpose of further distribution in the discretion of

Howard Fensterman, as Manager of CCC.
iii) The Balance $1,595,368.32 to an account designated by HBL/SNF (the "Control Account"),

and, until the closing of a construction loan with Lancaster Pollard ( or equivalent), any
withdrawals or disbursements from the Control Account shall be subject to the dual

signatures of an authorized officer or representative of HBL/SNF and WP HCP. Subsequent
to such a closing with Lancaster Pollard (or equivalent), any withdrawals or disbursements
from the Control Account shall be subject to any restrictions or limitations as determined by
Lancaster Pollard ( or equivalent). The funds in the Control Account may be invested in
instruments of not greater risk than 90 day treasury notes and not to be further disbursed until
(a) the closing of the Lancaster Pollard loan and/or (b) a further agreement between
HBL/SNF and WPHCP. 
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c) Guarantees; Simultaneously with the assignment of the Mokray notes and mortgages and the
satisfaction of the payoff letter, Lizer Jozefovic and William Nicholson shall jointly and
severally issue a guaranty in favor ofWPHCP, pursuant to which they shall guarantee any
deficiency between the amount of CCC's investment in WPHCP and the proceeds realized from
the collateral (Project, Beds, Entitlements, Land, Plans, Control Account, Etc.,) in event the
project's assets needs to be sold because Lancaster Pollard (or equivalent) does not provide
construction funding and/or Mezzanine financing or as a result of any breach ofHBL/SNF's or
Lizer Jozefovic's obligations.
hereunder.

d) Use of Proceeds: The proceeds from the CCC Mortgage payoff are intended to be used as
follows; 

(a) $1,595,368.32 shall be used to capitalize HBL/SNF;
(b) $2,200,000.00 from the accounts ofWPHCP, generally, for:

(i) $990,000.00 (approximately) to be used for Architect's and Engineer's fees;
(ii) $50,000 (approximately) to be used Interior, Food Service, and other Designers'

fees;
(iii) $343,000.00 as additional down payment to Hebrew Hospital as per contract

(Operating Agreement version 8 or latest version), to be released to Hebrew
Hospital upon execution of the HBL/SNF Operating Agreement,

(iv)$309,750.00 to be paid to the New York State Department ofHealth ("DOH") for 
the application fee as per the November 15, 2012 NY DOH Conditional Approval 
Letter; 

(v) Balance of$507,250.00 to be held by WPHCP and disbursed as WPHCP
determines, for the following preconstruction costs,
I. Application or other fees to Lancaster Pollard,
2. Taxes, Insurances and other ongoing property/maintenance/safety costs,
3. Other fees,
4. Other pre-construction professional fees and other fees and costs,
5. Survey, environmental, Market Study, Appraisal, and other 3rd party fees for

the loan.
e) $2,200,000.00 disbursement to WP HCP is to be characterized as a non interest bearing loan and
repaid to HBL/SNF as follows; 

I. $1,500,000.00 is to be deemed as an advance payment for FF&E for the
project and repayable only by delivery of title to the FF&E. HBL/SNF will show 
the FF &E as an asset on its balance sheet; HBL/SNF is to own and be responsible 
for replacing FF&E. Tenant shall also have ownership ofreplacement reserve for 
FF&E. 
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2. $700,000.00 shall be repaid as a deduction from the rent over an above
payments for P&l, Taxes and Reserves at the rate of $2,700.00 per month for a 
term of 420 months 

f) Prior to the assignment of the notes and mortgages, WPHCP shall be granted a security interest
in all of the assets ofHBL/SNF, including without limitation, the Control Account, and all of the 
HBL/SNF's rights in and to the beds (including without limitation HBL/SNF's rights, title and interest 
in and to the purchase and sale agreements pertaining to the beds) and DOH approvals to secure the 
agreements of Lizer Jozefovic and HBL/SNF hereunder. 

II) HBL/SNF and Lizer Jozefovic shall cooperate and deliver all items required by Lancaster
Pollard ( or other construction lender) in order to most expeditiously close the construction loan. 

III) HBL/SNF shall be responsible to fund all of its costs and expenses, as tenant, relating to the
development, and fill up of White Plains Institute For Rehabilitation And Health Care, including without 
limitation expenses payable to DOH, amounts in excess of the funds provided herein for the beds, and 
professional and consulting fees. Funding for such costs and expenses shall not be made from the 
Control Account. 

IV) HBL/SNF and WPHCP shall enter into a lease (the "Lease"), substantially in the form attached
hereto as Exhibit A, which includes, among other things: 

a) HBL/SNF shall deposit in the Control Account an amount not less than the requirements

of the construction lender's working capital and reserve requirements, including without limitation any 
shortfall amount as between the construction lender's requirements and the amount in the Control 
Account. 

b) IfWPHCP sells the real property to a bona fide third party purchaser prior to the twelfth
lease year under the Lease, WPHCP may purchase the HBL/SNF right of first refusal for an amount 
equal to ten percent (10%) of the excess of the sale price (less costs and fees, including broker's fees) 
over the TPC (defined below); provided, however, commencing on the twelfth year of the Lease after 
the commencement date under the Lease and continuing until December 31 st of the fifteenth year after 
the commencement date under the Lease, HBL/SNF shall have a right to purchase the real property from 

WPHCP for a price equal to the sum of (a) the actual total project cost ('TPC"), plus (b) the following 
amounts: 

i) For Year 12, TPC plus $1,500,000.
ii) For Year 13, TPC plus $1,650,000.
iii) For Year 14, TPC plus $1,800,000.
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iv) For Year 15, TPC olus $1.950.000.

c) HBL/SNF will be responsible for funding the initial operating deficit so as not to delay

the loan closing, in the amounts and according to the terms as may be required by the construction

lender.

(V) HBL/SNF and WPHCP shall enter into a Development Agreemêñt, substantially in the form

attached hereto as Exhibit B.

(Signature Page to Follow)
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Agreed and accepted this
20th

day of November 2015

CCC Equities I, LLC

By:

Howard Fensterman, Maiiagiiig Member

HBL SNF, LLC

By , t.,

Jozefo , nagi Member

White Plains Healthcare Properties 1, LLC

BY:

William Nicholson, Manager
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COLLATERAL ASSIGNMENT AND PLEDGE 
OF MEMBERSHIP INTEREST AND SECURITY AGREEMENT 

THIS ASSIGNMENT made as of August 11, 2017, by Lizer Jozefovic, an 
individual having an address at 53 Maliner Way, MonseyNew York 10952 (the ';Assignor") to· 
Howard Fenste1man as nominee for White Plains Health Care Properties LLC, a Massachusetts 
Limited Liability Company (the "Assignee") with reference to the following facts. 

WHEREAS, HBL-SNF a New York Limited Liability Company ("Operator/Tenant) an entity 
controlled by Assignor had entered into a development agreement with WHITE PLAINS 
HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC (the "Developer") dated November 19, 2015 (the 
"Agreement") which was amended by and between the Parties by that certain first Amendment to the 
Development Agreement (the "Amendment") dated as of July 12, 2017. 

WHEREAS, the Development Agreement among other tilings obligated the Tenant to enter into 
a Lease with Developer in return for the Developer, developing, designing, financing and Building a 
160 Bed Skilled Nursing Home for Tenant in White Plains New York; and 

WHEREAS the Development Agreement obligated the Tenant to obtain CON approval to build 
such 160 Bed Skilled Nursing Home for Tenant in White Plains New York and to deliver to Developer 
such documents as are reasonably requested by Developers lenders; and 

WHEREAS, the Tenant has obtained all CON approvals necessary to construct the Skilled 
Nursing Home and tl1e Developer has obtained all zoning and building department of approvals and a 
Construction Loan; and 

WHEREAS, in or about November 2015 in consideration of Howard Fenstennan and/or CCC 
Equities assigning all mortgages held by them on property owned by Waterview Acquisition I, LLC 
agreed that he would pre-pay Two Million Two Hundred Thousand Dollars to White Plains Healthcare 
Properties and would additionally establish a joint signature account in JP Morgan Bank into which the 
sum of One Million Six Hundred Thousand Dollars was deposited; and 

WHEREAS, The Lease requires the sum of 1.6 Million Dollars to be delivered to Landlord at 
least 60 days prior to the Commencement date of the Lease as additional security for the Tenants 
faitllful perfonnance of the tenns and conditions of tl1e Lease; and 

WHEREAS, Section 10 .2 of the Loan Agreement by and between Developer and its 
Construction lender restates the language of the Lease and Developer has undertaken to ensure that the 
1.6 Million Dollars on deposit with JP Morgan shall be delivered according to the tem1s and provisions 
of the Lease; and 

WHEREAS, the Sums in tl1e JP Morgan Account entitled HBL SNF, LLC, Account Number 
-7272 have been transferred to two JP Morgan Account's entitled Waterview Acquisition I,
LLC Account Numberlllllf7002 and Account Number .. 0885 in which Howard Fenstennan is
not a signatory and the parties want to enter into this agreement by which Howard Fenstennan will be
added as a signatory to such account under tenns and conditions set forth below; and
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WHEREAS, Tenant and Assignor have promised to add Howard Fenstennan as a signatory to 
such account so as to ensure that no withdrawals may be made so as to reduce the amount of the 
account below 1.6 Million and so as to ensure that when required 60 days prior to the coll1111encement 
date the money in the account or equivalent shall be delivered as additional cash security for the lease; 
and; 

-,WHEREAS in order to secure the promises made by Assignor concerning such account 
Assignor has agreed to deliver to Assignee this Assignment; and the Assignor desires to pledge to 
Assignee all of his membership interest in Waterview Acquisition I, LLC (the "C o m p  a n y"), in 
order to secure the promises made herein and in the Lease and Security Agreement deliver ed to 
the Construction Lender; 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of these premises and other good and 
valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged, the 
Assignee and the Assignor hereby agree as follows: 

1. As collateral security for the Bonowers' obligations under t h e  L e  as  e ,
t h e  S e c u r  i t  y A g r  e em e n  t ,  the Loan, a n d t h  e D e v e 1 o p  m e n  t A g r  e e m  e n  t the 
Assignor hereby pledges and assigns and grants a first and superior security interest in and to all 
of his rights, title and interest as a member in the Company (the "Collateral"). 

2. Upon the effectuation of Section 7.l(a)(iii) of the lease which requires
Sixty days prior to the anticipated Commencement Date, the funds in the JP Morgan Chase 
Bank account in the amount of not less than $1,600,000 shall be deposited into the 
Landlords Rent Security Account, the interest in the Company assigned to the Assignee 
pursuant to Paragraph 1 hereof shall be automatically reassigned by the Assignee to the 
Assignor without recourse, representation or wa1nnty, and this Assignment shall automatically 
tenninate and be void and of no further effect. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Assignee 
hereby agrees to execute any document reasonably required for the purpose of evidencing the 
reassignment of such interest and the termination of this Assignment. 

3. The Assignor represents, covenants and wanants that he is the legal and
beneficial owner of the Collateral and has not and will not enter into any assignment, mo1tgage, 
pledge or other instrument which transfers or encumbers all or any part of his interest in the 
Company and that there are no cmTent liens or encumbrances that exist as of the day of the 
execution of this assignment. 

4. The Assignor agrees not to subsequently fiuther amend or volunta1ily pennit
the amendment of the operating agreement of the Company that would in any manner materially 
adversely affect this Assignment and/or the rights of the Assignee hereunder without the consent · 
of the Assignee, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld, conditioned or delayed. 

5. The Assignor covenants and agrees not to voluntarily withdraw as the 
managing member of the Company without the prior written consent of Assignee, which consent 
shall not be unreasonably withheld, conditioned or delayed. 

6. The covenants provided for in this Assignment shall be binding upon the
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successors and assignees of the parties hereto. 

7. This Assignment shall be governed by the laws of the State ofNew York.

8. Neither this Assignment nor any provision hereof may be amended,
modified, waived, discharged or terminated orally, but only by an i:nsl:rnment :in·writii1g duly .. · 
signed by or on behalf of the Assignor or Assignee. 

9. Assignor represents and warrnnts that he has a 71 % membership interest
in the Company and that he is manager thereof. 

10. In accordance with the laws of the State of New York and as part of the
consideration for the making of the Loan, Assignor consents to the jurisdiction of any local, state 
or federal court locat_ed within New York and further consents that all service of process may be 
made by registered mail to his address set forth below and service so made shall be deemed 
completed five (5) days after the same shall have been mailed. 

11. Assignor covenants and agrees to execute such additional documents and to
take such fu1ther actions as may be reasonably required to carry out the provisions and intent of 
this Assignment including, without limitation, executing a financing statement or statements and 
continuations thereof. In addition, Assignor grants to Assignee a power of attorney coupled with 
an interest to effectuate the tem1s of the foregoing sentence and to file all continuations, renewals 
or amended financing statements without the signature of Assignor. 

13. Should Assignor violate the terms and provisions concerning the

maintenance of the account as set forth in the resolution ofWaterview Acquisition I, LLC 

annexed hereto as Exhibit A the Assignee shall have: 

(a) The right to sell the Collateral in the State of New York at

one or more public or private sales at such price and on such tenns as

Assignee in its discretion accepts, for cash, upon or for future delivery.

Upon any such sale, the Assignee shall have the 1ight to assign,

transfer and deliver to the purchaser or purchasers thereof the

Collateral. Such purchaser at any such sale shall hold the Collateral

sold absolutely free from any claim or right on the pait of the

Assignor, and the Assignor hereby waives (to the extent pennitted by

law) all rights of redemption, stay or appraisal which he has or may

have under any rule of law or statute now existing or hereafter

adopted. The Assignee shall give the Assignor twenty-one (21) days'

written notice by registered or ce1tified mail, postage prepaid, return

receipt requested (which Assignor acknowledges is reasonable and

sufficient), of the Assignee's intention to make any such public or 

private sale. Such notice, in the case of public sale, shall state the time

and place fixed for such sale. Any such public sale shall be held at

such time or times within ordinary business hours and at such place

or places in the State ofNew York as the Assignee may fix in the
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notice of such sale. The Assignee shall not be obligated to make any 
sale of the Collateral if it shall determine not to do so, regardless of the 
fact that notice of such sale of the Collateral may have been given. 
The Assignee may, upon one day's written notice, adjourn any 
public or private sale or cause the same to be adjourned from time to 

-trme b:f a1,a1oiliiccri1ent-at:-the time an<l place fixed,.for. sale, and such
sale may, without further notice, be made at the time and place
within in the State of New York to which the same was so
adjourned. In case sale of all or any part of the Collateral is made
on credit or for future delivery, the Collateral so sold may be retained
by the Assignee until the sale price is paid by the purchaser or
purchasers thereof, but the Assignee shall not incur any liability in case
any such purchaser or purchasers shall fail to take up and pay for the
Collateral so sold, and, in case of any such failure, such Collateral
may be sold again upon like notice. As an alternative to exercising
the power of sale herein conferTed upon it, the Assignee may proceed
by a suit or suits at law or in equity to foreclose this Assignment and to
sell the Collateral, or any po1tion thereof, pursuant to a judgment or
decree of a comt of competent jmisdiction;

(b) such other rights with respect to the Collateral as shall be 
afforded to secured parties by the Uniform Commercial Code of the 
State of New York including, but not limited to, the right to setoff;
and/or

( c) to apply any proceeds of any disposition of the Collateral to the
payment of t h e  c a s h  s e c u r  i t  y r e  q u i r e d  u n d e r  t h  e
t e r m s  a n d  p r o v i s i o n s  o f  t h e l e  a s  e a n d  reasonable
expenses of the Assignee in connection with the exercise of its rights
or remedies, including reasonable fees and expense of attorneys, and any
balance shall be paid to such party as shall be entitled thereto pursuant to
law.

13. The Assignor hereby waives any right to require that the Assignee
proceed against any real or personal property or any guaranty given as 
security for the Note, whether or not existing or hereafter given, before
exercising its rights and remedies with respect to the Collateral.

14. This Agreement may be executed in counterparts, each of which,
when taken together, shall be construed as one and the same instrument.

15. All notices, demands and other communications provided for
herein shall be deemed received upon personal delivery or delivery by 
national overnight delivery service, or three (3) business days following
deposit in the U.S. mail, postage prepaid, first class registered or certified,
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to Assignor or assignee at the following addresses: 

If to Assignor: 
Liner Jozefovic 

53 Mariner Way 

_--NJonsey, Ne..w York__ - _ -'-- -_ 

With a copy to: 

Michelman & Robinson, LLP 

800 Third A venue 

New York, New York 

Attention: Mark H. Zafrin, Esq. 

If to Assignee: 

Howard Fenste1man 

Clo Abrams, Fenstem1an et al 
3 Dakota Drive 

Suite 300 

Lake Success, New York 11042 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Assignor has duly executed this 

Assignment, as of the day and year first written above. 

The Company hereby acknowledges receipt of this Assignment by Assignor. 

WATERVIEW ACQUISITION I, LLC 

-5-
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Mark H. Zafrin {NY) 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Howard Fensterman < HFensterman@Abramslaw.com> 
Thursday, August 10, 2017 10:07 AM 
Mark H. Zafrin (NY) 

Mark: I have substantially watered down and modified Gerry's language. The below reflects what we agreed to . 
Pl·�a�e confirm �vith Gerry arid have him-do the.paperwork to firiaTiie tl -;is. lf you have an'f'i&s�es0v.ilth "vvhat=!-did ·· 
please call me on cell. 

You did not send me your daughters singing video. Please do so because I am interested to see her sing at this 
age. Enjoy the orientation. Life is going by very quickly. I do not even remember those times in my life. 

With respect to the Waterview account: 

1. Howard Fensterman and Lizer Jozefovic shall be co- signatories to the Waterview account, provided however
that Howard Fensterman shall be the sole signatory authorized on any direction for the account to be diminished below
1.6 million dollars. This authority shall be relegated to remova I of the funds pursuant to the terms of the lease
between HBL SNF, LLC as Tenant And White Plains Healthcare Property I, LLC as Landlord. Lizer and Waterview
agree to maintain at least $1.6 M in account. Howard Fensterman agrees that he shall consent to all sums in excess
1.6 million being withdrawn from the account by the direction of Lizer Jozefovic. The terms of this paragraph shall be
incorporated into written agreements, and a resolution and direction to JP Morgan Chase Bank.
2. Waterview and Lizer Jozefovic agree that the foregoing resolution cannot be modified without the consent of
Howard Fensterman. The obligation of Waterview and Lizer Jozefovic to comply with the terms of the above resolution
shall be secured by a pledge of Lizer Jozefovic's membership interest in Waterview, which he represents is
unencumbered, along with a UCC 1 filing on same.

With respect to Mark Neuman Guaranty: 

"Per your request the undersigned, the beneficiary of your Guaranty dated as of November 19, 2015 (the "Guaranty"), 
and landlord under the lease with HBL SNF, LLC of that date (the "Lease"), agrees that it will terminate your Guaranty 
upon satisfaction of the following conditions: 
1. You terminate all of the beneficial interest you may have in HBL SNF, LLC and you do not park your interest in
any nominee provided this may only be done after construction of the building;
2. New York State Department of Public Health has removed you from the license once it Is issued after the
construction of the building which is contemplated to be accomplished within 30 days;
3. The Tenant is otherwise in compliance with the lease.
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Mark H. Zafrin (NY) 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Howard Fensterman <HFensterman@Abramslaw.com> 
Wednesday, August 16, 2017 2:32 PM 
Mark H. Zafrin (NY) 

Subject Re: 

Sent from my iPad 

On Aug 16, 2017, at 12:34 PM, Mark H. Zafrin (NY) <mzafrin@mrllp.com> wrote: 

Enclosed please find the Chase Certification that we received today; Please note that the Certification 
requires that the Resolution that we prepared be annexed as an exhibit. What I need from Howard is 
original signature cards from Howard with wet ink signatures-Lizer should have allof the resolutions 
and certifications signed this evening. 

Mark H. Zafrin 

Los Angeles I Orange County I San Francisco I Chicago I New York 

800 Third Avenue, 24th Floor, New York, NY 10022 
T 212.730.7700 F 212.730.7725 
Emzafrin@mrllp.com www.mrllp.com 
Bio vCard 

The contents of this e-rnail message and Its attachrnrmts are intended solely for the ,Jddmssee(s) hereof. In addition. this (,-mail transmission may be conficJentiill and it m 
subject to privilege protecting communications between attorneys or solicitors and their clients. If you are not the named addressee, or if this message has been addres1 

you in error, you are directed not to read, disclose, reproduce, distribute, disseminate or othe1wlse use t11is transmission. Delivery of this message to any person other th, 
intended recipient(s) is not intendecl in any way to waive privilege or con�dentiality. If you have received this transrnission in error. please alert tile sender by reply e-m, 
also request that you immediat0ly delete ll1is message and its attachmenls, if any. UNAUTHORIZED INTERCEPTION PROHIBITED BY FEDERAL LAW (18 U.S.C. 
2522). 

<doc01180120170816102002.pdf> 
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I· 

Howard Fensterman, Esq. 

i\OH,\M�, l'E'\'.STEli.MA:--, Jll·!NSTHHM,\:-.;, El:-":M,\N, H>lt!\1/i.TO, FEIUlAltA, -\"l;'()l.P & CARONH, IJ,l► 

Managing Partner 
Tel: 516-328-2300 

Direct: 516-328-3953 
Email: hfensterman@abramslaw.com 

i{Htg 1�"i1m{i
(Sf (i:) ;11��1300 

i't'tanhiiW�11- ·- " .. '· 

(2121 2.7; .. 9100 

� - - � 

Long Island Office 
3 Dakota Drive 

Suite 300 
Lake Success, New York 11042 

· --· ·sr�•oi«f•�
(1i8}lJS•�OO 

· Ro,ei'iititcr 

- (.5&5) 218•?!>99

\¥-'WW.ABRAM$JA\'f.COM 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail may be an attorney-client communication and may contain Information that ls privileged and 

confidential and is therefore subject to legal restrictions and penalties regarding its unauthorized disclosure or other use. If you are not 

the Intended recipient you are prohibited from copying, forwarding, distributlng,dlssemlnatlng, or otherwise viewing this e-mail and 

any attachments hereto. Please notify the sender and delete this e-mail if you are not the Intended recipient. 
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From: Mark H. Zafrln (NY) 

Sent: Thursday, August 17, 2017 9:29 AM 

To: Howard Fensterman <HFen.sterman@Abramslaw.com>; Gerald Billow <gbillow@PBL.COM> 

Howard I need your signature on the last page 
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Limited Liability Company Certification Chase Investments 
A division of J.P, Morgan Securities LLC, member FINRNSIPC, 

New Accounts F.ax (866) 966·4455 
Account Mainte11ance Fax.(800) BOS-3909 

Account Nliniber 

Account DestriptJon 

Rep Of necora 

Completed By 

-0885 (NON MANAGED)
LTD LIABILITY CQ 

OVOl 
-

KENNETH GATES {CHHC.KG 17} 

WATERVIEW ACQUISITION I L 

LC 
537Rl'22 
PURDYS NY 10578·2900 

Use this form to c;ertify the member/manager(s) authorized to act on an investment account for a Limited Liability Company. A Signatory 
Information Sheet MUST BE'provlded for all signers. 

Limited Liability Company Name 

\ Watervlew Acquisition I LLC 

Limited Uability Company Tax ID Number CTlN) Limited Liablllly Col)'lpanylyp� 

1-7872 !Member Managed Company 
·,

Member/Manim�e_r N_a_'m_e ___________________________________________ -. 
[Mark Neuman 

Member /ManagerNami: 

\ HerbertJozefovk . 
· I

Member/Maiiag_ce_r_N_am_e ___________________________________________ �
I Howard Fensterman I.___. -�--------------

Mernber/Manager Name 

In conslderatlon of J.P. Morgan Securities LLC. ('JPMS") opening.and/or maintaining an investment nccount ("Account') for thelimltodliabilliyfompany ('LlC) named above, 
the undersigned duly1luthorized to blnd.trie LLC and ;,.II of Its Members/M�riagers personally, cer\lfy .;s follow�: 
FIRST: The nwne of the LLC to which this Cerfltication applle� is ,ss lndkate<l above. 
SECOND: All Membets/Mamigers are oVe/ u,e age of ma)91ily Ir\ thelrie-spective ,tale of resloeptt.. Each orthe M�mbersiM�ne,g�r� listetj 3\J9Vl>.is heteby .\ndlvlcl\Joliy nlithcrized,
for and on behalF of the LLC. 

· • 

TlilRO: JPMS ls authorized to accept order! for trading, purchases and sales of assets and other .'instructions for the receipt and withdrawal and disposition of �ssets to any name, 
1ncludlng themselves and third parties, ·wt,,.ther free or versus payment, or trade or non-trade rc.!atfd (lncludll)9 to any Members/Managers) from those Mernber�/M�nagcrs 
listed above, pursuant to the terms of thg U .. c -'OP applicable law.The LLC. ls duly authorlzed and.permitted to engage in cash and margin tr�r1sac\ions In any and all.forms of 
securities including, but not limited to, evidences of intcresl.patlkipation, odndebtcdness, lnstruments of any issuer (whether publicly registered or exempt from registration) 
including; but not limited !o, common o, preferred slock; strip, warrants and rlghts; blll1, not�s, bonds or debentures of any coupon, Including •zero coupon" o(maturity; 
certificates of dC!po,.it,bank notes 01 d!ipos!t 110\es; comrn<!fclal p�p�r, money market ln.strurnent,: ll,ied and/or over-the-coJ.Jnter options, corwnodltles,_ commodity futures, 
options on future; !Including slngle r.tock futures contr�cts and other securities futures·producls), transactions In foreign currencies; llmlt<ed partnership Interest, and o\her 
interem ln hedge lunds, buyout funds, real estate inv�lmc>nt trusts, venture cap1tal funds, private equity funds and prlvati,equity Investment vehkles; whole mortgage loans, 
any and all interests. and particlpatlpns Tn mortgage loan.\ mortgage-backed and :arn�t backed securltles; any kind of derivative irtVeslment, l�clucting lnuirest rate, dlirency, 
credit, equ\tv.otoiher swiip transacJions; repurchase and reverse• repurchase transactlons, buy/iorw;,rd sale fransactions,doUar rol.is,secwc,tl lending t;amaclions and �ny 
instrument o,r inte(!/st geiiersll)' regarded ai an 1,westment or hedge, secured or unsecured, or any transacilon, that ls simll«r lo any of thos� described above tlnciudlng an 
option W\tti re�pei:tlo ;my of them!. 

INVESTMENT PRODUCTS ARE: 
NOT FDIC INSVRED • NOT A DEPOSIT OR OTHER OBLIGATION Of, OR GUARANTEED BY, JPMORGAN CHASE BANI{, N.A. OR ANY 

Of ITS AFFILIATES• SUBJECT TO INVESTMENT RISKS, INCLUDING POSSIBLE LOSS OF THE PRINCIPAL AMOUNT INVESTED 
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d. M . . I Ad . R I CL.R

l..ert1 aca mn . .  egar mg . umc1pa · . v1stH' . u e nase anvestmemcs
A <llvi,lon of J.P. Morgan Securities LLC, member Flt�RA/SIPC 

New Ac;counts Fax (666) 966-44SS 
Acccnmt Maintenance ra� (800} 805�39(19 

Us.e -this form to certify entity .status Qn an investment acc1Junt, 

Name of Account dwner.("Entlty") 
I Watervlew Aquisition I LLC _ -,-��-,.....,,----,--,---,-,-,--.....,..-·-,----,..---=�=----,-------

�
-

· -�- · _ For tt,e purpo�P,�Qf Sfa:.(iQ/\ 158_ ofthc S_£Cur1![<!, E.,(cha.119s i'.lrt .£>f 1.91'i (th!¥ ··Municipal Advi�QL Huie'}, l_ i:u:r.:by Hri:_e..i?<'tt, •�;,r7;ini.&ml�t:�f'y_!o J.P. liitrr1f_ilO- _-:;. :.

\ , , 

Sec1,1rities L IL (':JPMS'1 Of\ behalf of the .Entity, each of the follow!n!) and agrnl! to nflllfy.lPMS irnr'IJP.r!ia\ely if r.lr<:;tlimtances cha.ngP. lfl a manne rwhii:h tiiakes any of 
the rcpresen�tiom set forth on lhls ccrlifrcil\ion untrue: 

I am a knowledge;ible official represenr.itive of the Entity, am authoriz.ed to sign U1is c'ertiF!ca\c, havl? access to the appropriate lnlorma\lon oi have direct 
� knovvtedgeof the source of the fundrnf the Emley that enables me to make these repres�ntations, and, If nece5Silry, have consulted y,,llh legal counsel, in 

regard lo these rep1esi\nhitions, wammties and certlfitations, 

Regarding 1he account(s) the. Cllenthas with, ·or will establish wlthi JP.MS: 

0 The Entity is a Munidpal Entity 
® The Eotliy Is not a Munlr::ip11i Entity 
The term "Municipal Entity" means ;iny stale, political subdivision of a state, or muntdpal corporate insb:1./mentality of a �tate, Including: ( 1 )  any agency, auihority or 
instrumentality of the state, politka( subdivision or murilcipal corporate imtrumentallty; (2) any plan, progr.im or pool of a$sets sponsored or established by the state, 
political subdivision or municipal corporate lnstrurnent�llt)' thereof; and (3) any other issuer of mµn\cipal securities, 

Regarding the accoun_t(sf the Client has with, or will establish with, JPMS: 

Q The En!ity is ii Obligated Pel'$on 
@ The E11tity is no\ a Obligated Person 
The terni "Obligated Person'' means any pr,rson or entity, Including an issuer of municipal �ecurlties, who is i?Jther generally ot through .in enterptilie, fund ol' 
;iccount Qf such person, commmed by·contract ·or other arrangemerilto support the payment of all, or a part of, the obHgalions on the munidpal securilies to be sold 
In ;m offering .of municipal SE.'Curities, except the term Obllgatecl Person shall nonnclu.de: (1) a person who provldes rr1u11iclpal bor1d insurance, letters ofciedlt 01 
other llquldlW fatlllties; or(2) a person Wh<)se l1Mr1clal information or operating data l.s riot material to a rrtuiiiclpal securiilcs off en rig, without reference \O any 
municipal bond insurance, leiter of tfedll, liquidity facility or other credit enhancement. 

Regarding the ac.cclunt(�) the Oienl has wiih, or will establish with, JPMS: 

Q Arnount� to be it,vested In account, established a� JPMS f¢r the e,ntlty .®t.Y. constitute Proc!!eds o{ Mlinlcl)>ill se,uritles or 1V1uoicip11I l:scrow Ac(ounts 
@ /lmo_unts to_ beoinvested In accounts established at JPMS for the entity� conslltute Proceeds of M1rnitipal Securities or Jlllunlcipal Escrow A_ccour,ts 

Thi:, term "Proceeds of Municipal Securities" means monies derived by 3 municipal �ntity from the primary offering of municipal S�\Jrities, investment .income 
derived from the Investment or reinvestrhent of such monies, and iln)' monies of a municipal entiiy or obligated person f;e!ct in funds under legal documents for tile 
rnunl�lp.il securities that are reasonably e)(pected to !:le u5ed a, security or a source of payro�nt for ttie pa)'me:nt of the debt mylur nn t11e. m11niclpal sewrlties, 
including reserves,:slnkirt!) funds and pledged funds creaie.d for such purpose, and the. inVC?stmcnl lncon\e derived fiorn ihe invc.stmcnt.or reinvestment of monies In 
such funds. 
The "t!!rrn "Mu11itlpi1l Escrow lf\Ve$tm,cn�•• me:ans proce�ds of municipal securities and any ot,her funds of a municipal entity or Obligated Person that are depo�lt�d 
in an escrow account to pay the principal of, premiun11 if any, and interest on on� or rnorr. issU(!� of ri:iuniclpal securlties. 

I hereby represent, wairant.and C<?(tl(y to JPMS on bel1.il{ of the t:nt!ty, each of ih,?forcgoing ai,ct agree to notify JJ>M� lmmectjati;ly lf clrwrrostances change-In a 
manner which makes any of the representations set forth on ttils certification un1rue. 

Aut��iz
��-

Sl�-
J;s; 

>f( 
.. , . [ x  . . . � - , -� 

.d --- - . . ·  

Authorized Signet Name (pi/a�e print) 

1-rvil!rk N e�rn�n· - ·,

Date (mm/dd/yyyy) 

j
l

.f ��<',, /::& i t7·� ::J 

i 

INVESTMENT PRODUCTS ARE: 

NOT FDIC .INSURED ; NOT A DEPOSIT OR OTHER OBLIGA TJON Of, OR GUARANTEED BY, JPMORGAN CHASE BANK, N.A. ORA NV 

OF ITS AFFILIATES • SU8JECT TO INVESTMENT RISKS, INCLUDING POSSIBLE LOSS OF THE PRINCIPAL AMOUNT INVESTED 

f>age 1 of 1 

33484_ C 1 1 - 1 9-2016  

: ---- -· -�-
... .  -·--,,,.., , .. 
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I - - -
� -_ ,_ ·-,7 -· 

: i 

Limited Liability Company Certification 

New Accounts Fa)( (866) !)66-4455 
Account Maintenance Fax (800) 805-3909

Chase Investments 
A division of J.P. Morgan Securities LLC, rnernbl:r FINRA/SIPC.

A Member/Manager may: (l) glv� to; and receive. from, JPMS or Its ilfflllaics ora� written or electronic lnstrucllcitis,c:onfirmatlon$, no\lce1 or demands wlih resped to the acrnunt 
.and any transaction; (2) blnd the LLC to enter into and perform any transa�tion or agreemen� amendment or modifica.tion thereof, relating to the account and any tran�actlon 

. lnvoJvln� the LLC; [3) . limd or borrpw money or securitie� and ��l;.4.tl!1he ree_ayment \li�r.,of with ihe prr,perty ofth� L\..C;. {4) _p;iy in.cash. OJ by check or_ !,y credit or debit card or 
. t!rliii.�r.iwn upolith<! fUP.':i! !}./ \!leJJ.L��,\fEw, ?"qi)frrd lo Ire p"'.31�,ill-tl]Jll'leCllni, whb t F,e il(C!-;;!•nt �r,d'ai1'y·rrac.,��\\(>t1;·(:;).dlred ili��ai�-0( C)(�ti:.l�c. of.aQ)'iia-�Jtlf r.�"':ii!!i.;,;� :---::�:-

to .:.ny ��G!dt��, ot ath�r ?r::.pc.-t_y; (6) ;;gt-c:e tc- ;:_ny tt!rm!: er c:-:idtticl)s or �w�utc- er othnrwk:1J �!isr.nt fo �ny d��umi:nt er �gi'0:".rr.♦111taffcr;tln{j tbr. .:!C•�(lJnt i:IOd ;mj tr.;r,:,�:t�n; 
(7) dlr�c[JPMS t.o s_urrender any securltlcs or olhei property for the purpose <;ii effecting atty exchange or conversion thereof; {8} appoint any a\her peison or persons to do i'0� 
atid all things Which such Meml>er/Manager pf the UC!s herliby empowerecho do; tinc1 (9) giener.1IIY; \ake �II such action a� �u,h Member/M�n�ger of \he LLt may deem 
necessary or desirable 10 imphiment or fac:llitate the trading act.lvities described h�reln. M1?mbers/Manage1� are permittect to sell, assign and endorse for lrali,f11t, certif!c1;1tes 
represe-ntir,g stocks, bonds.or other securities now registered or hereafter 
regisl.ered io the name of the LLC. lf a Member/Manager Is an entity (e.g., Carpotatlori), then the approprlateanclllary donllnerrts (e.g .. corporate r��o[ut[bri) ls requi{ed. If t�e 
Members/Managers want to authorize a third p�rty to \ran�ct 011 the �c�ount, the Geoerai Paitners must also �ubm!t r,JPMSTradlng Authorlza\ion form naming such party. 
Subject to the p9lic.ics Qf JPMS and Its affiliates, or·in th!f evimt JPMS or its affiil�ti,s retelve conillctlng.lnstructioris, or rea,oMbly believe ln�truc)\ons from ono M�mber/Managcr 
might confllct wlth the wishes of another tvfomber/Mariager or other uuttiorii:ati third p�rty, JPM� i>r Its affiliates may do any of the folloWlng: (al choose which in�trucllons lo 
follow ahd whkh io disregard; (b) su1pe11d l!ll :actMly In the /lcqiun\ unUI Written lnstrwctions. $]9ned by :all Mernbers/Manag�rs, are retelved; kl dQse the Awiunt and deliver 1\11 
s!!curltles and of.her property, net of deb.ts or llabllilles, to l!,e address of record; anr)/or (d) t.�ke ott,er legal aci\on. 
FOURTH: Members/Managers certlfy that t!iey have the power under the LLC Agreement ar,d appllcable law b open and maintain ah Account-with JPMS and its affiliates 
0ncludlng margin accounts•) >md to enter inio -lran�actlons, both purcha.ses and salei, of 5et;uril1�· •m:l _0!11er property for the LLC, Not wlthsta[ldlng th� herein cer\lfications, any 
pe1son wl(h·aciu�lor apparent 1lUlhorlty ls authorize.cl and �rnpower� by.ihe LLC 10 uncfortake an)• acl1vity. All a�llor,s ptev\01.Jdy t-alti1n by �ny M�111ber/Man��er in con11�ction 
with or relatad to the rnatte_r� set forth In, or rea,onably.contcmplated or Implied by the herein certlfi�at1on1 b�, and �-�ch of \hem hereby I�, «dop\cd, ratiried, co(lfinned and 
approved In all respects as.the acts and.deed� of the LLC. 
l'lFTft;- Memt>ers/Mana.gers warrant. and repr��ent· th11t the lofomrntlun ;,bov� 11 a�cur�l¢ ,mii-compte\e, Members/Managrirs, jointly anti �everally, ,yree to i11d�mniry ,md hold 
h�rmless jPMS,. lts ager,tr., �mployees, repr<!hCrttatlves and ilfnliat<!s, rrom and against any and all liabi_lille�, judgments, cl�ims, �ettlernent.s, losses, darn�gE:S, obljgalion�, and 
expenses, Inducting reasonable altorney f�es, arisi11g from or relating 10 this Certification·and/or for effecting ir�nsacuons for the Account.In reliance thereon. If fewer than all 
Members/M/lncig<!T5 sign, ·those signlng certify that they arn authorized to bind 1he lLC a'ld ;ill Mernbers/Man:ig<!rs ttwreof lo the terms .of tJ1ls Certlticatfon. Mernbm/Managers 
agre� to Inform JPMS, lnWriii.ng, of any changes in the identhy of the Members,'Mana9ers· !isted �pove,any otheuirnenc/rnent.s to ihe LlC ahd/or any otl,er ev<!·nt that could all�r 
the CertiO::atloris made .herein lndud)ng its revocation. Such written notice should bi\ provided to JPMS at the followlng addre,s: J.P. Morgan Securities LLC, Attention: Account 
Processing, lll -02:91 4th Floor, 131 Soutti Dearborn Street, Chicago, ll 60603-5506 or any other address t!iat has been provided by JPMS spe<!ncally for such purpme. JPMS may 
rely on thi; Certification indef1nlle1iy.01 untll wr)t\en noiite lo the contrar;• Is recciYed.by JPMS, Member</Managers agiee that ih\s re.le�re and discharge shall ,urvive the
f�Voc�Uon oLthl� Certification 1iiith r-,spect lo transaqlon, entered Into prior to the effectiveness of such revocatiPn, 

, 

•A!lditlonill Dot\l!11entallo11 Required

'" , .• ,,f iJ:j 

/l ?-, �. , .  - · - · ·· · · . •  . . .. :,.,r.�l ,. :� ·1 - - c/J . i • 1� -• - +'· 
· ·- J8l'.fi.f�iiitr;zf�t:jm1&t i\ti1i!k=,ftt)t�i;]:1t:titii:i\8i�}Xiii:J}i:1;ti0mtiW;JijEJ.i:htnt)::J},.'i;;�l\f?�'i�:DtjW11a8,�y1-0 : '·•• :.\ :i <:: ' ';t, . ·::·::

.• il' '-l I I , -. . .  ;
°

,·"!': '- · 
liit.�:P�f{,!ti}ii?ht��.!?f l'.t�t�.'��!i: ;{'.'.lir!i�'.-?)i'.1.)\�_:r�y� :s�t.'i ;; ::;: /i\:tii�r��}t;;rt::.t �.tr.?-�/t. ;:�{:::§:�!/t;'.;{Jt(I(\� //) .. ���-�t:::,' \ :::/\r!:;/�_ilt!��h?. ·:,t'! �-\�:·.;/)t :;•v;: :7,-1_ · :-; f . ·-:.:�;t. ::�::r. ,_: ·� '\:.:., �� � 

;.': 

INVESTMENT PRODUCTS ARE: 
NOT FDIC INSURED • NOT A DEPOSlr OR OTHER OBLIGATION OF, OR GUARANTEED l3Y, JPMORGAN CHASE BANK, N.A. OR ANY

OF ITS AFFlllA.TES • SUBJECT TO INVESTMENT RISl{S, INCLUDING POSSIBLE LOSS OF THE PRINCIPAL AMOUNT INVESTED'
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I -.. __ 

EXHIBrr A 

ACTIO
N 

OF THE MEMBERS AND MANAGERS 

OF 
-WA'E_E�,VIBW AGQU1S.ITTQbJJ1 LLC-· -·· -· - ----·- ·10=-----· ........... · · - AU0UST-l-1-»2CY1-7-

The und.er�igncd, each being a M.embet or Mimaget of 
WATERV:(EW ACQUISlTION I, LLC, a New Yorlc limited liability company (the "Coropµny'1), 

and collectively constituting all of the Membe.rs and Managers ofthe Company, do each hereby 
consent to and ado_ptthe following'iesolutions as resolutions of the Members and. Managers of 
the Company: 

AUTHORIZATION 

WHEREAS, it is deemed tQ be :Ul the best hJterests of the Co.tnp[:U].y 
and its members and affiliates to enter into an agreement with White Plains Health Care 
Properties as Developer (the "'Developer"), for Developer to design and construct a 160 Bed 
Residential Health Care Facility in White Plains New York(' the Facility").

WHEREAS, Marc Neuman, Lizer Jozefovfo and Gerald Neuman 
and the Company will derive substantial econon:ifo benefit by increasing their market share in 
Westchester County bythe cpnstruction of the Facility; and 

WHElUiAS1 Waterview Acquisition I, LLC is the owner of that 
certain.aocountmaintained at JP Morgan Accouot'l'l entitledWaterview Acquisition I, LLC 
Account Number �002 and ;\ccount Number 11111110885 (the "Account") in which Marc 
Neuman and Lizer Jozefovic are the sole signatories; 

WiffiREAS, i:n order to achieve the Companies goals set for the 
a .bove it is in the best interest of 1hc Company and its members to add Howard Fenstcnrtan. a.s a 
signatory to tbat account and plai;:,e certain restrictions on withdrawals froru the account pending 
·the construction of the Facility

THEREFORE, BEITRESOLVED, that 

1. The Company add Howard Fenstem1an as a co-signatory to the 
following account Waterview Acquisition I, LLC Account Number-7002 and 
AocountNumberllll0885 at JP Morgan Chase together vvith Marc Neuman and Lizer 
Jozefovic; 

2. Howard Fenstennan' s signature shall be required on any 
withdrawal or ati.y ditection t,o the Bank on the account where such withdrawal or direction 
shall canse the balance an.d value of the accou11t to fall below 1.6 million dollars m1til such 

-6-
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time as the Facility is coropleted apd an aJfifoited entity BBL-Sl\Tf satisfies its obligation 
to post a 1.6 million dol1at additi01lal cash security deposit accoi-diu.g to Section 7. l(a)(iii) 
of the lease between HBL S'NF, LLC as Tennnt And Whi_te Plains Healthcare Property I , 
LLC as Landlord which l'equires Sixty days prior to the anticipated Co1umencement Date 
that the funds in the JP Morgan Chase Bank account in the amount of not less tbau 

1--" .. - - _ --=-----�- �- Jl/400/)00 s-h-a-Jlb�_d_eposited into the.LJndlords RcntSecwitY Account,. . _ ------'"'� -�-a----=�----- ----_
)_.,_;- . . - -· --------��--·-.·· - --,.....,..,,_,_ - --; :_ - -- -- . '•"'--'·- --...... .. ·· - .;.. . . . ---- -----•-•-�--�� --· ... ·· ----, .. 

3. , .. Howard Fensterman,' .s signature shall be required to withdraw all 
sl,UllS in the account jn e:x,cess of l.6 million at the direction,ofLizcr. Jozefovic or Mi'l.te 
Neuman aud by his signature below agrees to give such consent.unless such withdrawal 
shall cause the balance in the account to fall below 1.6 Million dollars. 

RESOLVED FQRTHER1 that the managers of the Company 
designated by any of them (such manager or managers, which are authorized to act singly or 
together purnuant hereto, bciqg hereinafter designated as '1authorized managers"), be and t:hey are 
each hereby authorized, directed and empowered, in.the name of the Company, to ex.ecutc and 
deliver to JP Morgan Bank and all , agreements or instruments including this Resolution.to JP 
Morgan Bank required to evidence and effectuate the terms ofth:is Rcsolutio.n which shall be 
incorporated into a formal resolution and direction to JP Morgan Chase Bank:1 N .A. evidencing 
the agreements memorialized by this Resolution. 

RESOLVED FURTHERi that any and all acts of any of the 
authorized managers of the Compan)r done or :made heretofore in coimection with tbe actions 
authorized by this Resolution and th¢ execution of all agreements related thereto, are hereby 
ratified and approved fo all respects. 

RESOLVED FURTHER, that JP M:ortgage Bank may 
conclusively rely upon a copy of these resolutions and is authorized to act upon these resolutions 
forpast, present and .fuh.ire 1ri:111sactions until (a) writte.n notice of its n:vocation is delivered Jp 
Morgan BanJc The authority hereby _granted shall apply with equal force and effect to the 
succcss9rs in office of the managers herein named. 

[SIGNATURE PAGE FOLLOWS] 
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The foregoing action .is taken pursuant to the applicable New Yotk 
limited liability company statutory laws and the operating agreemetit of the Company, by the 
written consent ofa majority of its members and managers of0,}e Corn.party acting without a 

, 

meeting. 
MEMBERS: 

MANAGERS: 

AUTHORIZED SIGNATORY 

Howard Fenstennan 

-8-

/' · Mark Nemnan 

J '} f f0J· vhc.l-,l -��"
d Neuman 
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Limited Liability Company Certification Chase Investments 
A division of J.P. Morgan Securities LLC, member f!NRA/Sl PC. 

New Accounts Fax (866) 966-4455 
Account Maintenance Fax(S00) 805·3909 

! teriification :{cQritioued) ..
i· "· . , ... .. ·.-., .- -· : . �:- ',!'"· ;:�- ,. :,:.c• · �-- •-�·· �· :o.· -------------- ---'-----------.-- ----------------- ---� 

A Member/Man�ger rmw: {i i give to, and receive from; JPMS or i� affiilate; orai. written or electronic instruction�. connrmations, notices or demands with reiped to ihe ;lCcount 
and any tran�action; (2rbini: hhe LLC to t::nter Into and perform nny transaction or agreement, amendment at modincation ihere.of, .rclat!ng to the account and any transaction 

·- inv<>lvlo,ph� LI..Q_p ) .!;,nd-orbo,roy'.'_money.ot5ect.!ro!!,as.and secur". tbe.repayrr,en\ ther�of wi!h the-propNty of th�HC�\4) pzyli_,cas)\s.1--l:iy c�½>!=byert>d\l-0Fd_ebiw1rd o_r____�- -- ,----� ,
drait dra1'11i upt5ri th� iund� oi ihe"Ll( ;,,;y �\fms (equireu to'i.1e pald.i/1 .:m111ectic111 wl.th tire account and any t,ansactkm; .(;i).dirert i:J·,e salev,0ex1S,cise or·any dgl\W.'J\tMesp;;c,,· -- · · -
lo any securities or other property; (6) agree to any terms ot conditions cir execute or otherwise as�entto.ll. ny docu, nent or agieement �!fectlng the account a.nd any transaction; 
(7) dire.ctJPM5 to surrender any secutitles or other property for ihe purpose of effectlhg any exchange or conversion thereof; (8) appoint any other person or persons to do any 
and all thing,v,,hkh such Member/Manager of th� LLC is hereby empowered to do; arid (9) gene/ally, take all such action as �uc.h Member/Manager of the LLC may deem 
necessaryordesira'ble to implement or facilitate I.he trading activ]ties described hereio. Members/Managers are. perm1tted ·lo sell, assign and enc:!or,e for lr�nsfer, certmcate; 
representing stocks, bonds,or other s,,curitiet f\ow registered or hereafter 
T<,gistered in the name of the LLC. If a Member/Manager is an entity (e.g., Corporation), then the approp.riate ancillary documents (e.g., corporate resolution) is required. If the
Memt:iers/Managers want t() �uthoritc il third party to trnns'lct on the accou11t, the General Partners mustal�o submlt a JPMS Trading Auihorlzation form naming such party. 
Subject to ttle policies of JPMS and •its affiliates, or in the evenrJPMS or fts afflliates.receive con!lict]nglnstrodions, qr reasonabl)'belleve lnstn.1c(ions from one M·ernber/Manager
might conflld with ihe Wishes or anoiher Member/Manager 01 other authorized third parly,JPMS or its afnl\ates may do any of the following: (a) choose which instructions to
follow ard which to dls1egard; (b) suspend all acilvlty In tiie Account unt\l written lnstiuct)ons,slgned by all Mernbers/Menagers, are received; (c) close the Acco1,mt and deliver all
.sec1.1ritle� �nd Qther property, net of debi1s or liabilities, to i!)e add res�· of record; andior (d) H,ke olher legal ,1i:tlon,
FOURTH; Members/Managers certify' that they have the powe1 under the LLC Agreement and applicable lawto open and maintain an Accounl with JPMS �nd its afflliates
(including margin accounts•) and to ,enter Into transactions, b.oth purchases and sales, ofsecurities and other property for the LLC. Not withstanding the herein certlf!catiom, any
person with actual or �pparent )1uthorlty i5 authorized and empowered by the LLC to uodertake any act1vlty.Allactlons previously ta.ken by any Member/Manager in �onnecflon 
wlth.onelated to the matter, ,et forlh in, oneason.ibty contemplated or impliP.d by the herein cerlifii:atiqr1s be, and each oJ\hem hereby is, adi>pted, rntlfiQcl, confirmed and 
approvecUn all teipccts as the acts a11d deed, of the llC 
FIFTH: Merril:lers/Managers warrant aod represeot tha\ the \fiformalion above ls accurate and compMe. Mgmbers/Managers, jointly and s�verally, agree to lndemnHy and hold 
.harmJNs JPM� its agents, 1amployees, rep1q;entaliv�s and affili�les, from ;1nd ag;,inst �ny and �II lt;ibilitle� •. jwdgmcnts, d,ims, settlements, !os�es, damage,, Qbligati<:1ns, ar\d 
expenses, lndqding reasonable attorney fees, arising from or relatin.9. to this Certification and/or for effecting transactions for the Account In reliar,ce thereon. If fewer than all 
Members/Managers sign, lhose signing certify that they are authorized to bind the LLC and all Members/Managers thereof to the terms or this Certification. MemberJManagers 
agree to inform JPMS, in writing; of any changes in the ld!intify oft he Membeu/Managers lh\ed above, any other amendrnen� to the UC and/or any othe1 even( \hat could alier 
Uw Certifi-ations made herei� including its revoc;,tion. Such wrhte.n noike sl\ouid be proliided lq JPMS aUt,e foilov,,ing ;,ddress: ).P, Morgan Securilies llC, Attenti9ri: Account 
Proce.ssing, IL 1-02914th .Floor, 1 3 1  South b.earborn Street, Ghlcago, IL 60603-5506 or any 6lheraddress that h;,s been provided by JPMS specifically for such purpose. )PMS may 
rely.on this Certlfication lndefinllely or until wrlt1en notice to lhe contrary is received by JPMS, Members/Managers agree th.atJhis releas.e and discharge �h,!l .1urvlve tbe 
revocatfon ofthls CerlJfi.,atiPo with respect t.o trans�ctlon� <mter!id into prior to the effedivenes.1 or sud1 revocatkm, 

•Ai;Jditional Document;!\lon Requlicq

Authorized Mem_b
-'
er

""
s�------

IAII Member;/Managers havesig�ed b;:i��··-

Member Signature 

X 

bate (mm/dd/yyyy) 

I / I 

Di:!te (mrn/dcl/yyyy) 

I I I 
Date (mm/dd/yyyy) 

I I I 
Date (mrn/dd/yyyyl 

X I I I 

I NVESTMENT PRODUCTS ARE: 
N OT FDIC I NSURED " NOT A DEPOSIT OR OTHER OBLIGATION OF, OR GUARANTEED BY, JPMORGAN CHASE BANK, N .A. OR ANY 

OF ltS AFFILIATES • SUBJECT TO I NVESTMENT RISKS, INCLUDING POSSIBLE LOSS OF THE PRINCIPAL AMOUNT INVESTED 
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Certifkatiora Regarding Municipal Advisor �ule Chase Investments 
A division of J.R Morgan Securiti.es LLC. member Flf�RA/SIPC. 

New Accounts Fax (866) 966•4455 
Account Maintenance Fax (800) 805,3909 

Use this form to certify entity status on an investment account. 

Name, of A<cciU!'l\ Own�r ("f.ntity'') 
· I Waterview �qllisitioa I p,c_ .. ,. __ _ _  .· .-- . . . 1 � --.-·•·- -- - ·  . . , .... . ,., _,._ , ., ,, , ___ ,.._ ---•••-=-- �' . - , .... . - - ··--~••·--•---•- . . - . ,. ' ,, ,,, ,  · --�----� _, , . ; 
1
-.c= .. ·. . •

P f�I th� purpt:l!:c-s- of Stciton-.:15B- of �ht: St!tUritieS: {:'._.-c�?,on9c-Ac�R.il.-.3:�.:.(1he ':Munidp�!1.,�icl.¥1!i.-1Jf,.;'1ul�1ih 1 .her-�by-r�pre:sGnt,- �Nnrf�nt.a�.d:Certlfy .to.;,.k&J.Aor-9an -= --- · · - ----.-.,-- '--�.c�.;..,� 
Securkies LLC ("JPM5") on behaifoi the thtii)', e�ch of ihe follow,ng and agree to notify JF•MS imri1ediately if circumstances chlll'lge in a manner which makes nny of 
the representations set forth on th!,> certific;illon untrue: 

I am a knowledgeable officral representative of the Entity, am authorized to sigh this certihcate, hav.e access to the appropriate information orhave direct 
[gJ knowledge of the source of the funds of the l:nlity that enables meto make these representations; anci, If necessary, have consulted with legal counsel, in 

regard to tl.ese reple,entations, warranties ·and certifications. 

I Certmc'atipn ijega:r,d1ng Munidpal �ntlty Status (select one) 
Regarding the acc:ount(s) the Client has with.or wiUest;blish With, JPMS: 

Q TheEotity is a Municipa! Entity 
@The Entity is not a Municipal Entity 
The term "Munidp�I Ent.ity'' means any �ta\e, political subdivision of a state, or rn,tnidpat corporate instrumentality ofa state, induding: (i ) any agency, authority or 
instrumentality of the state, political wbdlvision or municipal corporate instrumentaiity; (2)' any plan, program or pool of assets sponsored or establi�hed by the state, 
political sµbdivision or m!-lnkipal corpor;1te in�trumentality thereof;.and (3) ,my other fm,er of municipi!I securities. 

i Certificati()R Regar-d,irtg Obligated Erit.ity Status {select one) 
Regarding !he a,count(s) the Clierit has ;�Ith, or will establish vJltli, JPMS: 

C The Entity is a Obligated Person 
(¥; The tnuty is not a Obligated Person 
The tertn "Obligated Person" means any person or ent!t;y, incl!-lding.an Issuer of munit)pal securities, who is .eithet generally or through an enterprise, fund or 
account of suth person, committed by contract or other arrangement to support the payment of all, or a part of, the obligations on the municipal securities to' lie sold 
in an offering .of munkipal .secvrities, except the term Obligated Person shall not indude; (1) a person who provides municipi!I bond insurance, letter; o[ credit or 
at.her iiquidity facilities; or (2) a person whose financial informiltion Qr operating data is not rn�t1;>rial to a m(Jnidpai securitie$ offering, i/�ithout /eforence io ,my 
municipal bond insurance, letter of credit, liquidity facility ot. other credit enhancement 

j c��i{;d�ibn Rf1l�l"?}iif ProceeQS with JPMS �select Ol)e) 
Regarding the account(s) th'e Client has with. or will establish wl\h, JPMS: 

C; Arr,ounts_to be Invested in accounts established at JPMS for th� entity .!lli\Y, constituti, Proceeds ofMunidpal Sec.1-1rities or Mtmidpal Escro"( Accounts 
(!'., Amounts to be invested in accounts established at JPMS for the entity IBJ!Y.!LQ! constitute Proceeds of Municipal Securities or Municipal Escrow Accounts 

The term ''Proceeds of Municip.at Securities" means monies derived by a municipal eo\ity from the primary offering  of municipal .securitie;, investment income . 
derived from the investment or reinvestment of such monies, .and any monies of a municipal entity or obligated pe.rson held in funds under legal documents for the,, 
municipal s.ecutilies thatare reasonably expected to be used as sewrity or a source of payment for the p�yrnent of the debt service on the rnunic:ipai securities, 
iriduding resr:rve�, $ir\kiilg fµr,d� and plQdged funds creat<?.d for such purpt.mi, and the 1ov1?stm.ent income derived fro,n th� investment or reirweiarn,mt of monh::s in 
,Uc'.h fundJ. 
The term ''Munidpal Escrow Investments" means proceeds of municipal securities and any other funds of a municipal entity or Obligared Person that are deposited 
in an escrow account to p�y the principal of, premium, if ,my, ;ind Interest on one or more, issues of municipal securllies. 

I hereby represeflt, warrant· and c:ertlfy to JPMS on behaifof the Entity, each of the foreg9ing and agree to notify JPMS ifTlrnediately if circumstances change In a 
manner which make� ,1ny nf ihe representations set forth cin.tlils c:erll(katior1 untrue. 

Authorlze<l Signature Date (mm/do/yyyy) 

I x  l 
j'·',···· 

,v.••o,•= ••••••v,•v 

l 1 I I 
' 

Authorized Signer r�ame (please print) 

I Mark Neum;in I 

,, INVESTMENT PRODUCTS ARE: 
NOT FDIC INSURED • NOT A DEPOSIT OR OTHEn OBLJGATION OF, OR GUARANTEED BY, JPMORGAN CHASE MNK, N.A. OR ANY 

OF ITS AFFILIATES • SUBJECT TO INVESTMENT RISKS, INCLUDING POSSIBLE LOSS OF THE PRINCIPAL AMOUNT INVESTED 

Pagi, 1 qf 1 

.33484_( 1 1-1 9-2016  
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HBL-SNF, LLC
1280 Albany Post Road

Croton-on-Hudson, NY 10520

November 20, 2019

White Plains Healthcare Properties, I, LL

West Peabody Executive Center

2 Bourbon Street

Peabody, MA 01960

Attn: Williarn Nicholson

Re: Letter of Intent

Premises: 116-120 Church Street

White Plains, New York

Dear Mr. Nicholson

This Letter of Intent ("LOI') outlines our proposal for White Plains Health Care Properties,

I, LLC (the "Contributor") to transfer the premises known as 116-120 Church Street, White Plains

New York (the "Premises") to a Delaware Statutory Trust where we would jointly hold the

beneficial interests in the Trust on the terms and conditions set forth below. The Building a skilled

nursing home facility consisting of one hundred sixty (160) beds (the "Facility") had been

constructed pursuant to a Developinent Agreement dated November 19th, 2015 and for which we

had simultaneously entered into that certain operating lease by and between you as Landlord and

us as Tenant/Operator, (the "Lease").

1) Basic Transaction: (the "Transaction"): Contributor shall contribute premises 116-120

Church Street White Plains, New York to a newly fortned Delaware Statutory Trust (the

"Trust") formed by the parties. 'Ihis transaction shall be memorialized by a contribution

agreernent in substantially the form annexed hereto as Exhibit A. The Contribution shall be

governed by IRC Sec. 721. The agreed upon cost and fair market basis shall be

$67,345,348.00

a) Lizer Jozefovic and Mark Neuman will acquire from the Trust by a Purchase Agreement

77.50 Percent of the Beneficial Interests in the Trust and redemption of a portion of the B
Beneficiaries'

interest for a purchase price of $52,200,000.00 paid as follows;

i) By a down payment (the "Down Payment") not to be held in escrow, but to be made

upon the execution and delivery of this LOI of $2,200,000.00 by wire transfer to the

account of White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC according to the wire

instructions annexed hereto.

ii) By the Trust obtaining a new first mortgage of $51,000,000.00 to pay the balance of

the Purchase Price and cover closing costs to be used as follows;

NY\243882.1
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(1) To pay the first Mortgage held by Security Benefit Life Insurance in the

approximate amount of $39,226,253 plus accrued interest and fees.

(2) To pay the loan encumbering the membership interests of the Contributors by
Bradford Allen in the approximate amount of $9,770,963 plus accrued interest and

fees;

(3) By the Trust making a non-refundable down payment of $2,200,000.00

(4) To pay the costs of the financing.

b) Lizer Jozefovic and Mark Neuman shall be the A Beneficiaries of the trust holding a

77.50% Boneficial interest, and the present members of the Contributor or their designees

shall be the B Beneficiary with a 22.5% equity position.

c) The A Beneficiaries shall be the personal guarantors of the new financing in the amount

of Fifty-One Million ($51,000,000.00) Dollars. The Transaction is to close thirty (30)
days after Buyer has received approval for the Finâñcing set forth in paragraph 1)a) ii)).

The Contribution Agreement shall call for a purchase price equal to Transferors cash

basis in the property and shall not result in a taxable event for Contributor;

d) The Financing shall be an obligation of the Trust secured by a first mortgage loan on the

Facility and the Premises.

e) Lizer Jozefovic and Mark Neuman shall act as the Personal Guarantors and shall be

obligated if necessary, to secure additional personal guarantors to ensure that none of the

B beneficiaries shall have any obligation to guarantee the Financing. Any additional

guarantors on the Financing shall also execute and deliver a personal guaranty of

Tenant's obligations to Landlord on the Lease. All guaranties on the Lease shall be full

unlimited personal guarantees.

f) The Financing shall bear interest at a constant rate of no more than 7% per annum with

Principal and Interest paid on an amortization schedule of 35 years and shall be subject to

the reasonable approval of the Contributor, which consent shall not be unreasonably
withheld or delivered without cost to the Tenant Borrower.

g) Formal Contracts: The Parties intend that additional agreements including the

Contribution Agreement, Redemption Agreement and Trust Agreement (the Formal

Contracts") shall be complete as of November 22nd, 2019, and absent execution of

Formal Contracts this LOI shall govern provided the Down Payment is received in good

funds by Contributor upon execution of this LOI, and in no event latter than the end of

business November 22, 2019. In the event Tenant defaults in the payment of rent on the

Lease and such default continues for five (5) days, Contributor shall have the right to

terminate this LOI and all Formal Contracts.

h) Closing: The Closing of the Transaction ("Closing") will occur at the offices of the First

Mortgagee Bank's counsel or such other location within the State of New York as may
be agreed upon by the Parties thirty (30) days after receipt by the Trust of approval for

2
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the Financing but no later than April 1st, 2020. If the Tenant has a commitment letter on

April ld, 2020 that is in the process of closing or if the closing is delayed by a title issue,
the closing date shall be automatically extended for another Ninety-Days. If the closing
does not occur by such date, time being of the essence, this LOI and the Formal Contracts

shall be terminated and no party shall have any rights with respect thereto. The parties

shall remain as Landlord and Tenant pursuant to the existing Lease until such time as the

Transaction closes. The Lease may be amended as provided herein but only if and when

such amendments are approved by Contributor's existing Lender.

2) Structure of the Trust: The Contributor and Tenant have agreed to create a Trust as a

"statutory
trust"

in accordance with Chapter 38 of Title 12 of the Delaware Code, 12 Del. C.

3801 and enter into a Trust Agreemeñt which shall constitute the "governing
instrument"

of

the Trust. Each party will become a Beneficiary and will transfer certain sums of money and/or

property to the Trust in exchange for a beneficial interest in the Trust as set forth above;

a) The Trust shall be a special purpose entity which is being formed solely for the purpose of

acquiring the Trust Property from the Contributor and maintaining, improving, building
upon, and leasing the Trust Property for use as a skilled nursing facility and all and such

other activities incident or appropriate to the preceding

b) Simultaneously upon the closing of the transaction, the existing lease shall be modified

only as set forth herein.

c) The trust shall be permitted to have only the following liens on the Trust Property and no

other:

i) A Mortgage in the amount of Fifty-One Million ($51,000,000.00) Dollars (the "First

Mortgage") the terms of which shall be acceptable to the Department of Health and the

Contributor.

ii) The Trust will designate Howard Fensterman and William Nicholson as the

Administrative Trustees of the B interests.

(1) The Trust Agreement shall provide that Howard Fensterman and William

Nicholson as the B beneficiaries Administrative Trustees shall have the sole

authority to all issues governing administering and enforcing the terms of the Lease

including the collection and distribution of rent.

(2) Lizer Jozefovic shall be responsible as the overall Administrative Trustee for all

other matters conceming the building including but not limited to repairs,

maintenance, and operation of the building. Any Trustee may be removed for

cause including misconduct, bad faith, fraud or gross negligence.

(3) Except as otherwise provided in a Trust Agreement to be executed and

notwithstanding any provision of the Act that otherwise so empowers the Trust,
neither the Beneficiaries nor any Trustees nor any other Person shall be authorized

or empowered, nor shall they permit the Trust, to take any of the following actions

3
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without the prior unanimous written consent of all of the Beneficiaries:

(a) Make any arrangements to reduce, modify, or forebear on the payment of rent

by the Tenant.

(b) Guarantee any obligation of any Person, including any Affiliate;

(c) engage, directly or indirectly, in any business other than the actions required or

permitted to be performed hereunder;

(d) incur, create or assume any indebtedness;

(e) make or permit to remain outstanding any loan or advance to, or own or acquire

any stock or securities of, any Person;

(f) To the fullest extent permitted by law, engage in any dissolution, liquidation,

consolidation, merger, asset sale or transfer of their Interests subject to

obtaining any approvals required under this Trust Agreement other than a sale

of the interests to qualified purchasers under a syndicated offering of the B
interests. The cost of such syndication shall not be charged to the B
Beneficiaries and all monies derived therefrom and due hereunder shall be net

of the costs of the syndication.

(g) allow any business to be conducted on the Property other than the operation of

a skilled nursing facility and ancillary uses;

(h) own any other property or engage in any business other than owning and leasing
the Trust Property for use as a skilled nursing facility;

(i) take any action to consolidate or merge the Trust with or into any Person;

(j) sell all or any portion of or any interest in the Trust Property;

(k) grant an option to lease all or any portion of the Trust Property for a term (with

all extension periods) ending on or after the 45th Anniversary Date;

(1) amend, terminate or waive any material provisions of any lease for all or any
portion of the Trust Property;

(m)enter into any agreement with any Person giving any Person any rights with

respect to the Trust Property that extend beyond the 45th Anniversary Date or

which are not terminable without penalty on less than 90 days'
notice;

(n) encumber the Trust Property with any mortgages or another lien, easement,
covenant or restriction other than the First Mortgage, or a HUD Mortgage to

refinance the debt contemplated by this Agreement, at such time as HUD
regulations shall allow;

(0) modify the Trust Agreement or the Trust's certificate of trust in any rñanñcr,
issue additional Interests in the Trust to any Person, or modify the rights and

privileges of the Interest owners;

(p) institute proceedings to have the Trust be adjudicated bankrupt or insolvent, or

consent to the institution of bankruptcy or insolvency proceedings against the

Trust or file a petition seeking, or consent to, reorganization or relief with

respect to the Trust under any applicable federal or state law relating to

bankruptcy, or consent to the appointment of a receiver, liquidator, assignee,

trustee, sequestrate (or other similar official) of the Trust or a substantial part

of its property;

(q) make any assignment for the benefit of creditors of the Trust;

4
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(r) admit in writing the Trust's inability to pay its debts generally as they become

due;

(s) take action in furtherance of any of the foregoing actions; or dissolve or

liquidate the Trust.

iii) The 22.5% of the Trust Owned by the B Beneficiaries interest shall be subject to a

Redemption Agreemcñt where the B interests shall be sold to the A interests or their

designees, assigns or transferees, over five years for a total price of $19,800,000.00 in

four tranches tranches each representing interests of 5.625% each

(1) Tranche one on or before August 1, 2020 in the amount of $3,786,250.00

(2) Tranche two on or before August 1, 2021 in the amount of $3,786,250.00

(3) Tranche three on or before August 1, 2022 in the amount of $3,786,250.00

(4) Final Tranche by August 1, 2023 in the amount of $8,441,250

iv) Any purchase of the membership interests shall be a purchase of Beneficial Interests

from the B Beneficiaries and shall reduce the Priority Return proportionate to the

payments as a percentage of the total remaining price of $19,800,000, which is the

balance after payment of the non-refundable Down Payment.

v) The A Beneficiaries shall prepare at their sole cost and expense of the A Beneficiaries

a Private Placement Memorandum for the Sale of Membership interests in the Trust by
a Broker Dealer who specializes in sales of marginal interests in Delaware Statutory
Trusts to individuals and other entities who have to designate property as target

property in connection with 1031 Exchanges of Property. The A Beneficiaries shall

have the right to designate a portion of their membership interests as C interests for the

purpose of selling them as part of the same syndication, provided that (1) there is no

change in control of the A Beneficiaries or the Tenant entity.

vi) The B Beneficiaries will be entitled to a priority return ( the "Priority Return") equal

to all available rental and other income over and above the payment of the P&I on the

New First Mortgage which shall in no event be less than $2,000,000 per year (as

adjusted by periodic redemptions) and shall be paid to the B Beneficiaries as a Priority
Return until such time as they have been fully redeemed pursuant to the Redemption

Agreement.

vii)The Trustee shall deposit all rents and other funds collected from the operation of the

Real Estate in the bank designated by the first mortgagee (the "Operating Account")
which shall be subject to both a Deposit Account Control Agreement and Deposit

Account Instruction Agreement. The Trust shall maintain books and records of the

funds from the Real Estate deposited in such account, interest earned thereon, and

withdrawals therefrom. The Trustee shall pay from the Operating Account the

operating expenses of the Real Estate (other than those paid by a tenant of the Real

Estate as set forth in its lease) and any other payments relative to the Real Estate as

required by this the Trust Agreement.

5
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viii) The Trustee shall be responsible for receiving all cash from the Tenant and placing
such cash into one or more accounts as required under the distribution and investment

obligations of the Trust Agreement. The Trustees shall furnish quarterly and annual

reports to each of the Beneficiaries as to the amounts of rent received from the Tenant,

the expenses incurred by the Trust with respect to the Real Estate (if any), the amount

of any Reserves and the amount of the distributions made by the Trust to the

Beneficiaries.

ix) To the extent permitted by the Internal Revenue Code depreciation, which shall be

calculated on a straight-line depreciation method shall be allocated as follows: a) first

to the B Beneficiary to the extent necessary to shelter the Priority return from taxes and

b) second to the beneficiaries, pro rata, in accordance with the ownership interests.

3) Condition of Property and Title: Contributor shall give, and the Trust and the Trust shall

accept, a good and marketable title which any National Title Insurance Company (the "Title

Company"), will approve and insure at standard rates, free and clear of all liens,

hypothecations, mortgages, easements, and encumbrances, except for the Permitted

Exceptions.

i) The Premises is being contributed subject to the following exceptions to the title (the

"Permitted Exceptions"):

(1) Zoning and building regulations, restrictions and ordinances now or hereafter

adopted or imposed by any governmental or quasi-govemmental body having or

asserting jurisdiction over the Premises or any part thereof;

(2) Future Real Estate taxes, assessments, water charges, sewer rents or other charges

not yet due and payable (subject to apportionment as provided herein) and certified,
confirmed or ratified assessment liens and pending assessments, if any;

(3) The state of facts shown on an updated as built survey prepared originally prepared

and revised to be an as built survey, (the "Survey") and such additional state of

facts which said survey would show or reveal provided such additional state of facts

do not render title unmarketable;

(4) Any state of facts a physical inspection of the Premises would reveal;

(5) Exceptions permitted by the Title Company (as defined herein) (the "Title

Exceptions");

4) All payments made to purchase any portion of the B Beneficiaries 22.5% interest shall also

act to proportionally reduce the amount of Priority Return paid to the B beneficiaries under

the Trust and the proportionate difference shall be paid to the A Beneficiaries or whoever

purchases the B Beneficiaries interests as the case may be.,

a) Distributions: Provided that all required payments set forth herein have been made by the

Tenant, During the interim period prior to the purchase of the premises Tenant may pay
Management Fees so long as (i) the amount of such Management Fees paid in any

twelve-

month period shall not exceed five percent (5%) of
Tenants'

gross revenues for such period
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and (ii) there shall not then exist, and/or the paying of such Management Fees shall not

cause there to exist, a Default or Event of Default under the Lease the first mortgage on the

property or the Tenant's Working Capital Loans, (iii) the Initial Payment, the payment of

Rent, and all other payments set forth herein have been made by the Buyer/Tenant.. Upon

the occurrence of an Event of Default, Tenant shall not pay Management Fees. The Tenant

will make no distributions to its shareholders, officers, affiliates, or any related party unless

the Down Payment, the payment of Rent is current, and.

5) Confidentiality and Disclosure: Tenant and Contributor shall each maintain the

confidentiality of all confidential and non-public information supplied by the other. If this

Transaction is not consummated, each party shall return all documents obtained to the other.

Except as required by law, without the prior written consent of the other party, neither Tenant

nor Contributor will make, and each will direct its representatives not to make, directly or

indirectly, any public comment, statement, or communication with respect to, or otherwise

disclose or to permit the disclosure of the existence of discussions regarding, a possible

transaction between the parties or any of the terms, conditions, or other aspects of the

transaction proposed in this Letter of Intent. If a party is required by law to make any such

disclosure, the parties shall consult with each other and seek to agree upon appropriate

language for such disclosure. The Tenant acknowledges that Contributor will be unable to

fumish any patient health information unless such disclosure complies specifically and

completely with all terms, conditions, regulations, and guidelines in HIPAA.

6) Interim Operation: Subject to the approval in writing of Contributor's existing Lender, the

parties will enter into an amendment of the Lease as follows to allow for the operation of the

facility before the closing.

a) Commeñcement Date:The Commencement Date according to the Lease shall be

September 30, 2019.

b) Rent: An initial rent payment of $509,000.00 has been paid receipt of which is on account

toward the rental period from September30, 2019 to October 31, 2019 (the "October 2019

Rent") leaving a balance of $13,735 for October 2019 Rent. November 1, 2019, to

November 30, 2019 (the "November 2019 Rent") shall be postponed until November 18,
2019 and shall be paid by Tenant on that date. The next rental payment shall be the

December monthly rent amount outlined in the Lease - $506,097 which shall be paid on

December 5, 2019. Also, the Tenant will reimburse the Landlord for their municipal

maintenance escrow and utility deposits of $5,500 and $60,356, respectively. Such

reimbursement payment shall be made on or before December 5th, 2019. Upon æceipt of

the $60,356 for the utility deposits from the Tenant, Landlord will direct any refund from

the Utility companies to the Tenant, or otherwise pay such refund over to the Tenant

forthwith provided Landloni has previously received those funds from the Tenant.

i) The following amounts are in dispute, and neither party will be obligated to waive their

rights and positions by the signing of this agreement. The landlord has demanded the

following sums due to their Lender.
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DocuSlgn Envelope ID: B1BTAD26-A75D-4808-A38E-81AOCS4A002F

(1) Late and Default Interest costs of $201,997,34 for September 2019 and October

2019,

(2) $19,000 of Late Fees for November 2019,

(3) $5,061 per day for Default laterest premium during November 2019,

II) The A Beneficiaries and the B Beneficiaries shall jointly negotiate with the

Contributor's current Lenders to effectuate the best possible settlement of these late

costs (the "Late Costs"). The amounts if any remaining after such joint negotiation will

be paid by the 77,5% by the Buyer and 22.5% by the Contributor (provided the Initial

Payment, the payment of Rent and all other payments set forth herein are made timely)
from Financing proceeds. If not available from the Financing proceeds the Tenant shall

pay all Late Costs. .

c) Security Deposit/ Guaranty· Section 7.1(a)(i) the Lease shall be amended to provide that

Tenant shall enter into a Deposit Account Control Agreement with Metropolitan National

Bank which can only be revoked with the consent of both parties, which shall provide that

each month, the Tenant's Lender shall draw on the loan amount first to pay rent to the

Landlord, notwithstanding the adequacy of any accounts receivable borrowing base

calculations. This Document shall be part of the Closing Documents on the Tenant's first

initial Term Loan and shall be delivered in full effect by December 1, 2019.

d) Section 7.l(a)(ii) of the Lease shall be amended to provide that the obligation for the

Security Deposit shall initially be reduced to 2,000,000 dollars.

0 The sum shall be paid by Tenant as follows: (a) Provided that the Contributor has

obtained a permanent Certificate of Occupancy the Tenant shall draw the initial

$1,000,00.00 from its credit line on or no later than December 1, 2019. (b) Landlord

shall obtain a release of the lien of its Lender on the FF&E, upon delivery of free and

clear title to the FF&E the Tenant will enter into a reverse lease and obtain at least

$1,000,000.00 which shall be paid on account of the Security Deposit no later than

April 1, 2020.

ii) Also, Tenant shall pay the sum of $40,000 per month commencing January 1, 2020

to be treated as additional rent until there is a total $3,700,000 posted as Security
Deposit under 7.1(a)(i).

e) Section 7.1(a)(iii) of the Lease shall be amended to provide that instead of delivering the

sum of $1,600,000 in cash, the arties shall enter into a blocked account agreement wherein

and whereby account numbe n JP Morgan Chase Bank NA prohibiting any
liquidation of that secGant until the Second Payment is paid. Such account shall be not be

posted as collateral security to Landlord's Lender provided the Initial Payment has been

made in full, and all payrnents of Rent are ourrent and the Tenant is not otherwise in

Default, except that the Landlord shall have a security interest in such account under a

DAISA, which allows the 1,andlord to demand the liquidation of such account to pay any
defaults under the lease.
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f) Working Capital: Section 7.7 of the Lease shall be amended to suspend the requirement

for providing the working capital account. The Tenant shall be obtaining a single working
capital line for $8,000,000.00 no later than December 1, 2019.

g) Right of First Refusal and Option to Purchase: The Tenant's rights with respect to the right

of first refusal and option to purchase under Sections 3.7 and 3.7 of the Lease will be

suspended pending payment in full of the Security Deposits required by Section 7.1(a)(i),

7.1(a)(ii) and 7.1(a)(iii) of the Lease as amended , the payment of the Initial Payment, the

working capital required by Section 7.7 of the Lease and Tenant being in full compliance

with the Lease.

h) Insurance: Tenant shall obtain property insurance, effective as of September 30, 2019, and

(2) provide the property insurance, and all other insurances required by the Lease by
November 19, 2019, effective retroactively back to September 30, 2019.

i) Real Estate Taxes: Real estate taxes shall be prorated as of September 30, 2019 and the

Tenant's portion shall be paid to the Landlord no later than December 1, 2019, plus any
late charges which the City of White Plains may impose.

j) Utilities: Tenant shall pay actual costs of utilities incurred at the property covering the

rental period from September 30, 2019 (pro-rated as the utility company billing periods

may require) forthwith upon presentation of invoices for the same from the Landlord, no

later than December 1, 2019.

k) Punchlist: The punch list and all other developer obligations are deemed complete except

for.

i) The White Plains Outstanding Punchlist November 5, 2019 (the Remaining Punchlist),
the value of which is has been determined by the Architect and agreed herein to be

$3,800.

ii) The Electric Blinds in rooms (the "Suspended Work") the value of which is agreed

herein to be $35,000.

iii) Provided the Initial Payment is made by November 15, 2019 and provided there are no

other Defaults by the Tenant, Landlord shall complete the Remaining Punchlist and the

Suspended Work to the approval of the Architect, within 45 days from the date of the

Contributor's receipt of the Initial Payment. Should Landlord not do so, then the Tenant

may credit the agreed values of any uncompleted Punchlist or Suspended Work from

the February, 2020 Rent payment, and the Landlord's Work under the Lease and

Development Agreement shall be deemed complete.

Security: Tenant shall assume all property security obligations as of November 11, 2019.

Upon the closing of the purchase of the premises by the Trust, the Trust shall take an assigrimeñt

of the lease as amended above.
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7) Exclusivity: In consideration of (1) the Initial Payment, (2) the payment of Rent as set forth

herein, and (3) Tenant's efforts in pursuing the Transaction, Contributor agrees that (1) until

the termination of this Letter of Intent, or execution of the Formal Contracts and (2) provided

the payment of the Initial Payment and the payment of Rent as set forth herein is made, and

(3) all other obligations of the Tenant set forth herein,, Contributor will not permit any of its

affiliates to, and will not authorize or permit any officer, director, employee, counsel, agent,
investment banker, accountant, or other representative of any of them, directly or indirectly,

to: (a) initiate contact with any person in an effort to solicit any proposal (other than that

contemplated by this Letter of Intent for the acquisition (directly or indirectly , by sale of stock

or assets, or by merger or consolidation or otherwise) of the operation of the Real Estate, or

any of the Assets, or any other business combination or financing transaction involving such

business (a "Proposal); (b) cooperate with, or furnish or cause to be furnished any non-public

information concerning the operation of the Real Estate, to, any person in connection with any

Proposal; (c) negotiate or enter into discussions with any person with respect to any Proposal;

or (d) enter into any agreements or understanding with the intent to effect a Proposal.

Contributor will immediately give written notice to Tenant of the details of any Proposal of

which Contributor becomes aware. Contributor will, and will cause its officers, directors,

affiliates, agents, and representative to, terminate all discussions regarding a Proposal, other

than those with Tenant and its representatives concerning the Transaction, and represents that

neither it nor any of its officers, directors, affiliates, agents, or representatives have entered

into any executory agreements or accepted any commitments concerning any Proposal other

than the Transaction provided that (1) this LOI or successor Formal Contracts has not

terminated, and (2) the payment of the Initial Payment, the payment of Rent as set forth herein

have all been paid and are current, and (3) all other obligations of the Tenant set forth herein

are not in Default and are current.

8) Waiver of Claims: Except as set forth herein above, the Tenant waives any and all claims

against the Landlord it has or every may have had for the following: (1) any claims by the

Tenant that the Landlord is or ever was required to deliver a mortgage of any particular amount,

terms, amortization or interest rate, for Medicaid rate setting or any other purposes (2) any
claims for Punchlist or uncompleted Work, except for the Remaining Punchlist and the

Suspended Work defined herein above, and the Warranties and Guarantees set forth in the

Lease, (3) any claims related to the Cost Certification, except the Landlord shall complete the

Final Cost Certification in the usual and ordinary course, upon the receipt of the Initial

Payment, the Rent having been brought and remaining current, and all other obligations of the

Tenant are paid as set forth herein above.

9) Expenses: Tenant and Contributor shall each be responsible for their respective accounting,

legal, advisory, and other costs and expenses in connection with the Transaction. Tenant shall

reimburse Contributor for its legal, advisory and other costs and expenses in connection with

the Transaction and the Termination of the Lease. Reimbursement for such legal and

transaction fees shall not to exceed $125,000 and may be made from the proceeds of the

Closing, provided the Closing occurs and the Contributor's existing l a Mortgage Loan and

Mezzanine Loan are paid off from the proceeds of the Financing by March 31, 2020, and (2)
the Initial Payment is made as set forth herein above, and (3) the Tenant is not in default under

this LOI or the successor Formal Contracts. Otherwise the $125,000 cap shall expire and the

Tenant shall pay the Contributor all such costs incurred after September 30, 2019.

10
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10) Letter of Intent: This LOI represents a statement of all of the terms, conditions,

representations, warranties, indemnities, covenants, and other provisions that would be
contained in the definitive documentation for the proposed transactions. This LOI shall

constitute a binding agreement upon payment of the or any of their respective affiliates will

have any legal obligation under this LOI unless and until one or more subsequent definitive

written agreements are mutually executed and delivered by each of Contributor and Buyer. No

past, present, or future action, course of conduct, or failure to act relating to the transactions

referenced in this LOI or relating to the negotiation of the terms of such transactions will give

rise to or serve as the basis for any obligation or other liability on the part of Contributor or

Buyer or any of their respective affiliates.[ These changes should be rejected]

11) Governing Law: This Agreement shall be governed by and construed by the internal laws of

the State of New York, Venue shall be in Westchester County without application of its

conflicts of law rules. If you agree with the preceding, please sign and return one copy of this

Letter of Intent.

HBL-SNF, LLC

Docu5Ignedby:

L o ic

ACKNOWLEDGED AND AGREED

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC

DocuSigned .

By
NamTW#ÏEEÃ. Nicholson

Title: Manager

Accepted and Agreed

DocuSignedby:

bwarl Fueftwa

WW#Fårsterman

11
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DELBELLODONNELLANWEINGARTEN

WISE&WIEDERKEHR, LLP
Alfred E. Donnellan COUNSELLORS AT LAW O

ed dd v law.com THE GATEWAY BUILDING
s R

000
ONE NORTH LEXINGTON AVENUE

WHrrE PLAINS, NEW YORK 10601

(914) 681-0200
FACSIMILE (914) 684-0288

January 7, 2020

BY EMAIL lizerj@watersedgeusa.com

BY FEDERAL EXPRESS

HBL SNF, LLC

1280 Albany Post Road

Croton-on-Hudson, NY 10520

Attn: Lizer Josefovic

NOTICE OF DEFAULT
AND LANDLORD'S ELECTION TO TERMINATE LEASE AND

ACCELERATE ALL RENTS DUE FOR THE BALANCE OF THE LEASE TERM

PREMISES: 116-120 Church Street, White Plains, New York ("the Leased Premises")

Mr. Josefovic

We are attorneys for your Landlord, White Plains Health Care Properties I, LLC.

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE, that HBL SNF, LLC ("HBL") is in material violation of the

provisions of its November 19, 2015 Lease, for the above referenced premises ("the Lease"), and

the November 20, 2019 Letter of Intent (the "LOI"), the terms of which are in full force and

effect (the "LOI"), and is in DEFAULT thereof, as follows:

1. Lease Section 3.2, and LOI Para 6) d) ii) - Payment of Rent: HBL has failed or refused to

pay the following Rent:

a. Rent due for Sept. 30, 2019 - Dec. 31, 2019, totaling $10,831.79.

b. Additional Rent due for Jan. 01 - 31, 2020, due Jan. 1, 2020, totaling $40,000.00.

2. Lease Section 4.2. and LOI Para 6) b)
- Payment of Real Estate Taxes: HBL has failed to pay

the following Real Estate Tax payments:

a. Real Estate Taxes for the period 07/01/19 - 12/31/19, specifically the Tenant's

prorated portion thereof, (exclusive of late fees, costs, penalties and interest per

municipal regulations and per the Lease), totaling $61,456.39.

b. Real Estate Taxes for the period Jan. 01, 2020 - June 30, 2020 totaling $121,587.12

1569918
0181960-001
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s HBL SNF, LLC

Attn: Lizer Josefovic

January 7, 2020

Page 2

3. LOI Para 6) b), and Lease Section 5.2 - Payment of Utility Deposits and Municipal

M_aintenance Escrows: HBL has failed to pay the following Utility Deposits and Municipal

Maintenance Escrows:

a. Utility Deposits totaling $60,356.10

b. Municipal Maintenance Escrows totaling $5,500.00

4. Lease Section 4.1, LOI Section 6) i) - Utility Charges: HBL has failed to pay the following

Utility Charges:

a. ConEdison invoice paid by the T mMnrd to avoid power shutoff, in the amount of

$2,972.84.

5. Lease Article VI. including Section 6.2: LOI Para 6) h) - Delivery of Insurance Certificates.

a. HBL has failed to deliver certificates of insurance to Landlord in accordance with

Article VI and Section 6.2 of the Lease.

6. Lease Section 7.4 (g) and (i) - Reporting and other Obligations:

a. HBL has failed or refused to deliver to the Landlord all Medicare, Medicaid and other

provider agreements and reimbursement rate sheets for the Facility.

b. HBL has failed or refused to deliver to the Landlord all Medicare, Medicaid and other

provider updated reimbursement rate sheets for the Facility.

7. Lease Section 7.4 (a) - Reporting and other Obligations:

a. HBL has failed or refused to deliver to the Landlord the required financial reporting
required under the Lease.

8. Lease Section 7.4 (B) (vi) -
Reporting and other Obligations:

a. HBL has failed or refused to deliver to the Landlord the required written reports

providing an operational overview of significant events and circumstances at the

Facility during each prior month of the Term of the Lease.

9. Lease Section 7.1(a)(ii), as amended by LOI Para 6) d) i) - Security Deposit.

a. HBL has failed or refused to deliver to the Landlord by December 1, 2019 the

security deposit of $1,000,000.00, to secure full and timely payment and performance

of Tenant's obligations under the Lease.

10. Lease Section 7.1(a)(iii), as amended by LOI Para 6) e) - Additional Security Deposit.

a. HBL has failed to deliver the blocked account agreement prohibiting any liquidation

of the of $1,600,000.00 held by JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. in the controlled

account number 3379737272.

11. Lease Section 4.1. 3.2 (c), and 9.1 (b) - Payment of Late Fees and Costs

a. HBL has failed to pay late fees and costs related to the above failures to pay its

obligations under the Lease and the LOI in the timeframes required thereunder, as set

forth in the attached accounting, totaling $23,425.09

1569918
0181960-001
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HBL SNF, LLC

Attn: Lizer Josefovic

January 7, 2020

Page 3

A true and accurate accounting of the amounts due and owing under the Lease and the

LOI is attached herewith.

By reason of the aforementioned material Defaults under the Lease and the LOI, the

Landlord, hereby exercises its right under Section 16.1 of the Lease to terminate the Lease as

well as Tenant's right of possession of the Leased Premises, effective January 13, 2020 at 5.00

PM NYC time.

PLEASE TAKE FURTHER NOTICE, that, in accordance with Section 16.1 of the

Lease, all rent for the balance of the term of the Lease is accelerated, and pursuant to said lease

provision, HBL is obligated to pay the Landlord $84,073,989.91, being the present value of such

accelerated rent, discounted at the rate of 6% per annum.

Landlord reserves all other rights and remedies at law or in equity as against the Tenant,
all guarantors of the Lease, and the holders of any funds allocated or designated for Landlord's

benefit.

Lañdlord further reserves all rights arising from the Collateral Assignment and Pledge of

Membership Interest and Security Agreement dated August 11, 2017 ("the Pledge"), including
but not limited to all rights to enforce the Pledge through a private or public sale of the assignor's

interest in Waterview Acquisition I, LLC or through a judicial foreclosure of the assignee's

security interest therein.

Very truly yours,

ALFRED E. DONNELLAN

AUTHORIZED AND APPROVED:

White Plains Health Care Properties I, LLC

Joshua Roccapriore

Authorized Representative

cc: By Email (lizeri(dlwatersedgeusa.com) & Federal Express

Lizer Josefovic, Guarantor, Individually
53 Mariner Way
Monsey, NY 10952

1569918
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. .. HBL SNF, LLC

Attn: Lizer Josefovic

January 7, 2020

Page 4

By Email (marlci êpicmet.com) & Federal Express

Mark Neuman, Guarantor, Individually
22 Lyncrest Drive

Monsey, NY 10952

By Email (mzafrinamrllp.com) & Federal Exngss

Michelman & Robinson

800 Third Avenue,
24d2 Floor

New York, NY 10022

Attn: Mark Zafrin, Esq.

By Federal Express

Gerald Neuman, Individually
c/o HBL SNF, LLC

1280 Albany Post Road

Croton-on-Hudson, NY 10520
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Security Benefit ::P
TOANE T*çpOW= LE' WEvt N' Secnfy Benefes orr

April _16 , 2020

VIA FEDEX DELIVERY and EMAIL nstructionagm

White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC

West Peabody Executive Center, Ste. 200

2 Bourbon Street

Peabody, MA 01960

Attn: William A. Nicholson

Re: Construction loan (the "Logn") evidenced by that certain Promissory Note
dated August 18, 2017 (the "Igqta") in the original aggregate principal amount
of $38,500,000.00 made by White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC

("Borrower") to the order of Security Benefit Life Insurance Company
("Lender")

Dear Mr. Nicholson:

Reference is made to the Note and to the Loan Agreement dated August 18,
2017 by and between Borrower and Lender (the "Loan Agreement").

Borrower executed and delivered the Note to Lender. The Note evidences the
obligation of Borrower to pay the Loan, including without limitation, the principal
amount of the Note and all interest which accrued on the Note.

Borrower has failed to make. or cause to be made. the monthiv oayment

of interest due under the Note and under Section 2,12 of the Loan Aareement

and-condition

have occurred and be continuina. the outstandina principal balance of the Loan
and. to the extent permitted by applicable law. overdue interest in rennect of the

Loan. shall each accrue interest at the Default Rate. calculated from the date

such payment was due without reaard to any arace or cure neriodg_pontained

jp the I oan Aareement.

In addition nursuant to Section 2.8 of the Loan Aareement. a late charae

will be asses_s.ei

Finally. despite repeated reauests. Borrower has failed to establish th9
Cash Manaaement Account as reauired under Section 8.1 of the Loan

Agreement.
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Security Benefit Life Insurance Company

White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC

Attn: William A. Nicholson

April j6_, 2020

Page Two

The foregoing does not constitute a waiver of any term, provision, condition, covenant or

agreement contained in any of the Loan Documents (as defined in the Loan Agreement) or

any instrument or agreement evidencing, related to or securing the Note, nor shall it (ij)
operate as a waiver of any right, remedy, power or privilege thereunder, (ii) prejudice or

preclude any other further exercise thereof or the exercise of any right or remedy provided

by law or in equity, (iii) entitle Borrower to any other or further notice or demand whatsoever

or (iv) in any way modify, change impair, affect, diminish or release any liability of Borrower

under or pursuant to any of the Loan Documents.

Please contact Douglas Schneider (785-438-1642) with any questions regarding the

content of this letter, or have your counsel contact me directly.

Very truly yours,

Security Benefit Life Insurance Company

By
Douglas Schneider

Investment Analyst

Douglas Schneider (via email - douglas.schneider@securitybenefit.com)
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Security
Benefit® °^;.::‡‡‡;:ni"

TOANDTHROUGHRETIREMENT SeCUrity6enefit.Com

May 22, 2020

MiafEDEX DELIVERY and

EMAIL wnicholson@congressconstruction.com

White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC
West Peabody Executive Center, Ste. 200
2 Bourbon Street

Peabody, MA 01960

Attn: William A. Nicholson

Re: Notice of Default - Construction loan (the "Lgan") evidenced by that certain

Promissory Note dated August 18, 2017 (the "Ngte") in the original aggregate
principal amount of $38,500,000.00 made by White Plains Healthcare
Properties I, LLC ("Borrower") to the order of Security Benefit Life Insurance

Company ("Lender")

Dear Mr. Nicholson:

Reference is made to the Note and to the Loan Agreement dated August 18,
2017 by and between B0irawer and Lender (the "Loan Agreement").

Borrower executed and delivered the Note to Lender. The Note evidences the
Obligaticñ of Borrower to pay the Loan, including without IlmItation, the principal
amount of the Note and all interest which accrued on the Note.

Payment Default

Borrower has failed to make, or cause to be made, the monthly payment of
interest due under the Note and under Section 2.12 of the Loan Agreement on May 1,
2020, which failure constitutes an Event of Default under the Loan Agreement Section 5.1

(a) (Events of Default). In accordance with the terms and conditions of the Loan

Agreement, for so long as any Event of Default shall have occurred and be continuing,
the outstanding principal balance of the Loan and, to the extent permitted by app!!cab:6

law, overdue interest in respect of the Loan, shall each accrue interest at the Default

Rate, ce!cu!atad from the date such payment was due without regard to any grace or cure
periods contained in the Loan Agreement. In addition, pursuant to Section 2.8 of the
Loan Agreement, a late charge will be assessed. Please note that the total principal
amount currently due from Borrower, together with late charges and default interest due
from Borrower, are shown on Exhibit A.

Other Defaults

1. Borrower has failed to establish the Cash Management Account as required
under Section 8.1 of the Loan Agreement.
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Security Benefit Life Insurance Company

White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC

Attn: William A. Nicholson

May 22, 2020

Page Two

2. Borrower has failed to send a Tenant Direction Notice to direct the sole tenant,
HBL SNF, LLC, to pay rent directly to Lender, as required by Section 8.1 of the Loan
Agreement.

3. Borrower has failed to deposit all revenue generated by the Property into the Cash

Management Account as required by Section 8.1 of the Loan Agreement. Among other things, we

recently learned that the Tenant may have paid Borrower approximately $2,200,000 in late 2019 or

early 2020. Any such revenue should have been depositad with Lender.

4. Borrower has failed to supply the financial statements for Borrower required under

Section 3.13 and Exhibit B of the Loan Agreement.

5. Borrower has failed to supply annual financial statements of each Guarañtor as

required under Section 3.13 and Exhibit B of the Loan Agreement.

Other Issues

We also call your attention to the following:

1. No Distributions. Section 3.27 of the Loan Agreement prohibits "any
distribution"

to

"any owner of any direct or indirect equity interests of
Borrower,"

with limited exceptions. Please

confirm that no prohibited distributions have been made while the Loan has been outstanding.

2. No Termination of Lease. We understand Borrower may have sent a Notice of

Terrñiñation to the tenant under the Operating Lease in late 2019 or early 2020. Please note that

pursuant to Section 3.5 of the Loan Agreement, the Operating Lease cannot be terminated without

the consent of Lender.

3. Recourse Liability. Under the Loan Agreement and the Guaranty Agreement,
Borrower and each Guarantor are personally liable to Lender for the "rñisapplication,
misappropriation or conversion by

Borrower"
of any

"Rents"
or other monetary co!!ateral for the

Loan. We also call to your attêñtioñ that Borrower and each Guarantor are personally liable to

Lender for certain
"Losses"

arising out of the "willful
rnisconduct"

of Borrower in coññêction with the

Loan or Property.

4. Maturity Date. We remind you again of the maturity date of the Loan on August 1,
2020.

Reservation of Rights

The foregoing does not consttute a waiver of any term, provision, coñdition, covenant or

agreement contained in any of the Loan Documents (as defined in the Loan Agréêmêñt) or any
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Security Benefit Life Insurance Company

White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC

Attn: William A. Nicholson

May 22, 2020

Page Three

instrument or agrêêrñêñt evidêñcing, related to or securing the Note, nor shall it (i) operate as a

waiver of any right, remedy, power or privilêgs thereunder, (ii) prejudice or preclude any other

further exercise thereof or the exercise of any right or remedy provided by law or in equity, (iii)
entitle Borrower to any other or further notice or demand whatsoever or (iv) in any way modify,
change impair, affect, diminish or release any liability of Borrower under or pursuant to any of the

Loan Documents.

Please contact Douglas Schneider (785-438-1642) with any questions regarding the content

of this letter, or have your counsel contact me directly.

Very truly yours,

Security Benefit Life Insurance Company

Douglas Schneider

Investment Analyst

cc: Patrick Formato (via e-mail)
Howard Fensterman (via Federal Express)
Matthew Barbara (via Federal Express)
Paul Barbara (via Federal Express)
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- X  
SECURITY BENEFIT LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, 
SECURITY BENEFIT CORPORATION, 
 

Plaintiffs, 
 

-against- 
 
WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC, 
WILLIAM A. NICHOLSON, HOWARD FENSTERMAN, 
MATTHEW BARBARA, PAUL BARBARA, NEW YORK 
STATE DEPARTMENT OF TAXATION, CITY OF 
WHITE PLAINS FINANCE DEPARTMENT, and  
JOHN DOE NOS. 1-10, 
 

Defendants. 
 

The Names of the “John Doe” Defendants Being Fictitious 
and Unknown to Plaintiffs, the Persons and Firms Intended 
Being Those Who May Be in Possession of, or May Have 
Possessory, Lien or Other Interests in, the Premises Herein 
Described.  

: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 

 
 
 
 
Index No.  
 
 
VERIFIED COMPLAINT 
 
 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- X  
 

Plaintiffs Security Benefit Corporation (“Agent”), a Kansas corporation, and Security 

Benefit Life Insurance Company (“Security Benefit” and together with Agent, the “Lender”), a 

Kansas insurance company, by their attorneys, DLA Piper LLP (US), as for their Verified 

Complaint against the defendants, allege as follows: 

NATURE OF THE ACTION 

1. Lender brings this action to foreclose on real property and improvements in the 

County of Westchester and State of New York, known as Section 125.67, Block 3 Lot 1 in the 

City of White Plains and located at 120 Church Street (the “Mortgaged Property”).  The Mortgaged 

Property secures a $38.5 million loan made to Defendant White Plains Healthcare Properties I, 

LLC (“Borrower”).  Borrower first defaulted on the loan in 2019, long before the COVID-19 
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2 

pandemic and related government shutdown orders took effect, and failed to pay back all principal 

and outstanding interest due on the August 1, 2020 maturity date.  Lender also sues the individual 

guarantors who promised to pay the amounts due and owing if Borrower failed to perform, and 

who promised to cover any deficiencies that arise after application of the proceeds from a public 

foreclosure auction of the Mortgaged Property. 

THE PARTIES 

2. Security Benefit Life Insurance Company is, and at all relevant times hereinafter 

mentioned was, an insurance company, organized and existing under the laws of the State of 

Kansas, with an address at One Security Benefit Place, Topeka, KS 66626-0001.  

3. Agent is, and at all relevant times hereinafter mentioned was, a corporation 

organized and existing under the laws of the State of Kansas, with an address at One Security 

Benefit Place, Topeka, KS 66626-0001. 

4. Upon information and belief, Borrower is a limited liability company organized 

and existing under the laws of the State of Massachusetts, with an address at West Peabody 

Executive Center, Suite 200, 2 Bourbon Street, Peabody, MA 01960, and is the fee simple owner 

of the Mortgaged Property.  

5. Upon information and belief, Defendant William A. Nicholson, an individual who 

at all times hereinafter mentioned was a resident of the State of Massachusetts, is named as a 

defendant because William A. Nicholson made certain promises and guarantees concerning 

Borrower’s performance under the Loan Documents (as defined herein), as contained in the 

Guaranty Agreement dated August 18, 2017 (the “Guaranty”). 

6. Upon information and belief, Defendant Howard Fensterman is, and at all times 

hereinafter mentioned was, an individual and a resident of the State of New York, and is named as 
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a defendant because Howard Fensterman also made certain promises and guarantees concerning 

Borrower’s performance under the Loan Documents, as defined herein, and as contained in the 

Guaranty. 

7. Upon information and belief, Defendant Matthew Barbara is, and at all times 

hereinafter mentioned was, an individual and a resident of the State of New York, and is named as 

a defendant because Matthew Barbara also made certain promises and guarantees concerning 

Borrower’s performance under the Loan Documents, as defined herein, and as contained in the 

Guaranty. 

8. Upon information and belief, Defendant Paul Barbara (together with Defendant 

William A. Nicholson, Defendant Howard Fensterman, and Defendant Matthew Barbara, the 

“Guarantors”) is, and at all times hereinafter mentioned was, an individual and a resident of the 

State of New York, and is named as a defendant because Paul Barbara also made certain promises 

and guarantees concerning Borrower’s performance under the Loan Documents, as defined herein, 

and as contained in the Guaranty. 

9. Upon information and belief, Defendant New York State Department of Taxation 

and Finance has a principal place of business located at the Office of Counsel, Building 9, W.A. 

Harriman Campus, Albany, New York 12227, and is made a defendant in this action because it 

has or may have an interest in or lien against the Mortgaged Property by virtue of any unpaid New 

York State Franchise taxes, license or maintenance fees which may be due and owing from 

Borrower.  

10. Upon information and belief, Defendant City of White Plains Finance Department 

has a principal place of business located at 255 Main Street, Room 102, White Plains, New York 

10601, and is made a defendant in this action because it has or may have an interest in or lien 
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against the Mortgaged Property by virtue of any unpaid City of White Plains taxes, license or 

maintenance fees which may be due and owing from Borrower. 

11. Upon information and belief, the “John Doe” defendants constitute those persons 

or corporations or firms that may be in possession of, or may have contract, possessory, lien or 

other interests in, the Mortgaged Property. 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

12. The Court may exercise jurisdiction over Borrower because Borrower irrevocably 

submitted to the jurisdiction and venue of this Court in the Loan Documents, as defined herein. 

13. The Court may exercise jurisdiction over the Guarantors because they irrevocably 

submitted to the jurisdiction and venue of the Court in the Guaranty.  This Court may also exercise 

jurisdiction over Defendants Howard Fensterman, Matthew Barbara, and Paul Barbara pursuant to 

C.P.L.R. Section 301, and over Defendant William A. Nicholson pursuant to C.P.L.R. Section 

302. 

14. Lender’s collateral—among other things, the real property interest, improvements 

and personal property securing repayment of the $38,500,000.00 loan described below—is located 

in the State of New York and, accordingly, pursuant to C.P.L.R. Section 301, and R.P.A.P.L. 

Article 1, Section 121, this Court has jurisdiction to grant the relief required by Lender in this 

Verified Complaint.  

15. As to all Defendants, venue is proper in Westchester County pursuant to C.P.L.R. 

Sections 507 and 509. 

THE MORTGAGED PROPERTY 

16. The Mortgaged Property that is the subject of this action consists of one lot known 

as Section 125.67, Block 3 Lot 1 in the City of White Plains and located at 120 Church Street, with 
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appurtenances thereto and improvements thereon, all as more specifically described in Schedule 

A annexed hereto.   

THE LOAN DOCUMENTS 

17. On or about August 18, 2017, Borrower and Lender entered into a Construction 

Loan Agreement (the “Loan Agreement”), whereby Lender agreed to make a Building Loan to 

Borrower in the amount of $30,293,625, in which all or a portion of the Building Loan Costs would 

be advanced to Borrower, consisting solely of costs and improvements as defined in Section 2 of 

the New York Lien Law (the “Building Loan”), and whereby Lender further agreed to make 

additional loan advances to Borrower for other costs with respect to the Project in the amount of 

$8,206,375 (the “Project Loan”, collectively with the Building Loan referred to as the “Loan”) for 

a total indebtedness of $38,500,000.  The Loan Agreement was duly recorded in the County 

Clerk’s Office on August 25, 2017, at Control No. 5962984.  A true and correct copy of the Loan 

Agreement is attached hereto as Exhibit 1.  

18. On or about August 18, 2017, Borrower, for the purpose of evidencing its 

indebtedness to Lender of the sum of $38,500,000, executed and delivered to Lender a promissory 

note dated August 18, 2017 (the “Note”), whereby Borrower was bound and promised to pay 

Lender such sum, with interest thereon, at the rate therein provided.  A true and correct copy of 

the Note is attached hereto as Exhibit 2. 

19. As collateral security for the payment of this indebtedness, Borrower 

simultaneously therewith executed, acknowledged, and delivered to Lender a mortgage dated 

August 18, 2017 (the “Mortgage”).  The Mortgage was duly recorded in the County Clerk’s office 

on August 31, 2017, at Control No. 572363745 and the mortgage recording tax was then and there 

duly paid.  A true and correct copy of the Mortgage is attached hereto as Exhibit 3. 
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20. The Mortgage granted Lender a security interest in the real property described in 

Schedule A, improvements, fixtures, equipment, personal property, and leases and rents, among 

other items described in Section 1.1 of the Mortgage, associated with the Mortgaged Property.  

(Mortgage § 1.1.) 

21. On August 18, 2017, Borrower also executed, acknowledged, and delivered to 

Lender an Assignment of Leases and Rents dated August 18, 2017 (“Assignment,” and together 

with the Mortgage, the Note, the Loan Agreement, and all documents or instruments referenced in 

the definition of Loan Documents in the Mortgage and the Loan Agreement, and all other 

documents or instruments securing the repayment of the obligations of Borrower to Lender, the 

“Loan Documents”), as further collateral security for the payment of the indebtedness.  The 

Assignment of Leases and Rents was duly recorded in the County Clerk’s office on August 31, 

2017, at Control No. 572363749.  A true and correct copy of the Assignment is attached hereto as 

Exhibit 4. 

22. The Assignment absolutely and unconditionally assigned and granted to Lender’s 

Agent, for Lender’s benefit, among other things, all of Borrower’s right, title and interest in the all 

existing and future Leases of the Borrower affecting the use, enjoyment or occupancy of all or any 

portion of any space in that certain lot or piece of land, more particularly described in Schedule A 

annexed hereto, as well as all Rents, as defined in the Loan Agreement.  (Assignment § 1.1.) 

23. The Loan Documents were delivered to Lender in due course. 

24. Lender is the owner and holder of the Loan Documents, and is authorized to 

exercise all of its rights with respect to the Loan Documents. 
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THE GUARANTY 

25. On or about August 18, 2017, the Guarantors executed and delivered to Lender the 

Guaranty.  A true and correct copy of the Guaranty is attached hereto as Exhibit 5. 

26. Under the terms of the Guaranty, the Guarantors jointly and severally, 

unconditionally, absolutely and irrevocably guaranteed payment (and not merely collectability) of 

and agreed to pay, protect, defend and save harmless Lender for, from and against, and indemnify 

Lender for, from and against any and all liabilities, obligations, actual losses, damages, costs and 

expenses (including, without limitation, reasonable attorneys’ fees), causes of action, suits, claims, 

demands, and judgment of any nature or description whatsoever, which may at any time be 

imposed upon, incurred by or awarded against Lender as a result of, among other things, 

misapplication, misappropriation or conversion by Borrower, Guarantor, or any Affiliate of any of 

them of any Rents.  (Guaranty § 1(a)(vii).) 

27. The Guarantors also agreed that the Guaranty was an absolute, irrevocable and 

unconditional guaranty of payment and performance, and each party Guarantor would be jointly 

and severally liable for the payment and performance of the Guaranteed Obligations, as defined in 

the Guaranty, as a primary obligor. (Guaranty § 4(a).) 

28. The Guarantors further agreed that in the event of the occurrence of a Default under 

the Loan Documents, the Guaranteed Obligations would become immediately due and payable at 

the election of the Lender’s Agent and the Guarantor shall, on demand and without presentment, 

protest, notice of protest, further notice of nonpayment or of dishonor, default or nonperformance, 

or notice of acceleration or of intent to accelerate, or any other notice whatsoever, would pay the 

amounts due to Agent or Lender, and pay all Losses that may arise in consequence of such Event 

of Default (including, without limitation, all reasonable attorneys’ fees and expenses, investigation 
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costs, court costs, and any and all other costs and expenses actually incurred by Agent or Lender 

in connection with the collection and enforcement of the Guaranty).  (Guaranty § 4(b).) 

29. Under Section 4(c) of the Guaranty, the Guarantors specifically agreed that suit 

may be brought or demand may be made against Borrower or against any or all parties who have 

signed the Guaranty, or against any one or more of them, separately or together, without impairing 

the rights of Lender against any party hereto.  (Guaranty § 4(c).) 

BORROWER’S OBLIGATIONS AND DEFAULTS 

Borrower’s Obligations under the Loan Documents 

30. Pursuant to Section 3.1(a) of the Mortgage, Borrower agreed to make due and 

punctual payment of the Secured Indebtedness, as defined under Section 2.2 of the Mortgage to 

include: 

(i) The Note;  

(ii) All indebtedness, liabilities, duties, covenants, promises and other obligations owed 

by Borrower to Mortgagee and/or Lender pursuant to the Loan Documents, 

expressly excluding, however, any obligations of Guarantor under any Guarantor 

Document and any obligations under any other guaranty executed by a third party, 

whether now existing or hereafter arising, and whether joint or several, direct or 

indirect, primary or secondary, fixed or contingent, liquidated or unliquidated, and 

the cost of collection of all such amounts; and  

(iii) All amounts that Lender may from time to time advance pursuant to the terms and 

conditions of this Security Instrument with respect to an obligation secured by a 

lien or encumbrance prior to the lien of this Security Instrument or for the protection 

of this Security Instrument, together with interest thereon.   
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(Mortgage §§ 2.2; 3.1(a).) 

31. Under the Loan Agreement, Borrower agreed that all accrued and unpaid interest 

would be due and payable on the first day of each calendar month commencing on 

September 1, 2017 until the Maturity Date, i.e., August 1, 2020, and that the entire principal 

balance of the Loan then unpaid and all accrued interest is due and payable in full on the Maturity 

Date.  (Loan Agreement § 2.12.) 

32. If Borrower failed to make any payment due under the terms of the Loan Agreement 

or the Note within five days after such payment was due, Borrower agreed to pay a late charge 

equal to 5% of such payment.  (Loan Agreement §2.8.)  

33. In addition to the monetary obligation described above, Borrower also agreed to 

fulfill certain other obligations under the Loan Documents, including, inter alia: 

 To establish a Cash Management Account, not later than 60 days prior to the 

anticipated rent commencement date under the Operating Lease, in the name of 

Borrower for the sole and exclusive benefit of Agent (on behalf of Lender) into 

which Borrower shall deposit, or cause to be deposited, all revenue generated at the 

Mortgaged Property (Loan Agreement § 8.1(a));  

 To send a Tenant Direction Notice to direct the sole tenant, HBL SNF, LLC, to pay 

rent directly into the Cash Management Account set up for Lender’s exclusive 

benefit (Loan Agreement § 8.1(b)); 

 To deposit all revenue generated by the Mortgaged Property and received by the 

Borrower into the Cash Management Account (Loan Agreement § 8.1(b)); 

 To deliver the Financial Statements and other statements and information at the 

times and for the periods described in Exhibit “B” attached to the Loan Agreement 
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and any other Loan Document, including the Financial Statements of Borrower and 

the annual Financial Statement of each Guarantor (Loan Agreement 3.13; Loan 

Agreement, Exhibit “B”). 

Events of Default and Borrower’s Defaults 

34. Section 5.1 of the Mortgage defines an Event of Default to include, the occurrence 

of “Default” as defined in the Loan Agreement.  (Mortgage § 5.1.)  

35. Under Section 5.1(a) of the Loan Agreement, a Default occurs when any of the 

indebtedness or any fees payable under the Note or the Loan Agreement are not paid when due, 

whether on the scheduled due date or upon acceleration, maturity or otherwise.  (Loan Agreement 

§ 5.1(a).) 

36. Under Section 5.1(b) of the Loan Agreement, a Default occurs when any covenant, 

agreement of condition in the Loan Agreement or in any other Loan Document is not fully and 

timely performed, observed or kept by Borrower and if such failure continues unremedied for more 

than thirty days after notice is given to Borrower by Lender.  (Loan Agreement §5.1(b).)  

37. Borrower has failed to pay accrued and unpaid interest due on the first day of each 

calendar month fourteen (14) times, with four of these occasions pre-dating the COVID-19 

pandemic and related government shutdown orders: 

(i) Borrower failed to pay accrued unpaid interest for the period beginning 

October 1, 2019 and ending November 1, 2019 in the amount of 

$159,081.07.  On October 16, 2019, Lender sent a letter notifying Borrower 

of its Default.  

(ii) In October 2019, Borrower failed to pay a late charge in the amount of 

$12,642.24.  
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(iii) Borrower failed to pay accrued and unpaid interest for the period beginning 

November 1, 2019 and ending December 2, 2019 in the amount of 

$159,081.07.  On November 5, 2019, Lender sent a letter notifying 

Borrower of its Default.  

(iv) In November 2019, Borrower failed to pay a late charge of $22,388.29. 

(v) In December 2019, Borrower failed to pay a late charge of $22,388.29. 

(vi) Borrower failed to pay accrued unpaid interest for the period beginning 

April 1, 2020 and ending May 1, 2020 in the amount of $160,416.67.  On 

April 16, 2020, Lender sent a letter notifying Borrower of its Default.  

(vii) In April 2020, Borrower failed to pay a late charge of $13,765.56. 

(viii) Borrower failed to pay accrued unpaid interest for the period beginning May 

1, 2020 and ending June 1, 2020 in the amount of $165,763.89.  On May 

13, 2020, Lender sent a letter notifying Borrower of its Default.   

(ix) In May 2020, Borrower failed to pay a late charge of $20,829.30. 

(x) Borrower failed to pay accrued unpaid interest for the period beginning June 

1, 2020 and ending July 1, 2020 in the amount of $160,416.67. 

(xi) In June 2020, Borrower failed to pay a late charge in the amount of 

$20,505.21. 

(xii) Borrower failed to pay accrued unpaid interest for the period beginning July 

1, 2020 and ending August 3, 2020 in the amount of $176,458.33. 

(xiii) In July 2020, Borrower failed to pay a late charge in the amount of 

$8,020.83. 
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(xiv) In August 2020, Borrower failed to pay a late charge in the amount of 

$8,822.92. 

38. Borrower has also defaulted on its obligations under the Loan Documents by failing 

to establish a Cash Management Account, failing to send a Tenant Direction Notice to the sole 

tenant to pay rent directly into the Cash Management Account, and failing to deposit all revenue 

generated by the Mortgaged Property into the Cash Management Account, as required under 

Section 8.1 of the Loan Agreement, as well as by failing to provide the necessary Financial 

Statements for Borrower and each of the Guarantors, as required by Section 3.13 and Exhibit B to 

the Loan Agreement.  On May 22, 2020, Lender sent a letter to Borrower notifying it of these 

Defaults.  

39. On August 1, 2020, Borrower defaulted on its obligation to repay in full the entire 

principal balance of the Loan then unpaid and all accrued interest by the Maturity Date. 

40. As of September 1, 2021, the total payment due by Borrower, including late 

charges, attorneys’ fees and costs is $ 42,519,383.54 (“Payoff Statement”).  A true and correct 

copy of the Payoff Statement is attached as Exhibit 6.   

41. As of the time Lender commenced this action, Borrower had not cured any of its 

Defaults. 

42. Upon information and belief, Lender may also be in breach of other terms of the 

Loan Documents, including, but not limited to, Section 3.27 of the Loan Agreement, which 

prohibits “any distribution” to “any owner of any direct or indirect equity interests of Borrower,” 

with limited exceptions, and Section 3.5 of the Loan Agreement, which prohibits Borrower from 

terminating the Operating Lease without the consent of the Lender. 
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43. Upon information and belief, Borrower may have sent a Notice of Termination to 

the tenant under the Operating Lease in late 2019 or early 2020. 

44. No prior action or proceeding has been commenced at law or otherwise for the 

recovery of the sums secured by the Mortgaged Property or any part thereof. 

COMPLIANCE WITH LAWS AND REGULATIONS 

45. Lender has complied with all state and federal statutes, Executive Orders, 

Administrative Orders, Acts and directives instituted as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic.  On 

March 16, 2021, Lender provided notice to Borrower of its right to submit a hardship declaration  

under the COVID-19 Emergency Protect Our Small Businesses Act of 2021 (the “Act”).  A true 

and correct copy of the March 16, 2021 notice to Borrower is attached hereto as Exhibit 7.  

46. On March 22, 2021, Borrower provided Lender with notice of its declaration of 

COVID-19 related hardship, dated March 18, 2021 (the “Declaration”).  A true and correct copy 

of the Declaration is attached hereto as Exhibit 8. 

47. Upon information and belief, Borrower is not entitled to the protections of the Act 

because, inter alia, Borrower’s business employs more than fifty (50) individuals, that Borrower’s 

business is not independently owned and operated, and that Borrower is not a New York resident. 

AS AND FOR A FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Foreclosure of the Mortgage) 

 
48. Lender repeats and realleges the allegations contained in paragraphs “1” through 

“47” as though fully set forth herein. 

49. Lender is the owner and holder of the Loan Documents and is authorized to 

commence a foreclosure action pursuant to the Loan Documents. 

50. Pursuant to Section 6.1(c) of the Mortgage, upon the occurrence and continuance 

of a Default or in the case that the principal of the Note becomes due and payable, whether by 
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lapse of time or by acceleration, then and in every such case the Mortgagee (Lender) shall have 

the right to immediately proceed to foreclose the Mortgage lien against the property constituting 

the Mortgaged Property or any part thereof, in accordance with the laws of New York, including, 

without limitation, the provisions of Article 13 of the Real Property Actions and Proceedings Law 

of New York, as such provisions may be extended, renewed, modified or replaced from time to 

time, and may pursue any other remedy available to a commercial mortgage lender under the laws 

of New York, including all rights to judicial foreclosure under the laws of New York, and if 

authorized by the laws of the State of New York, all rights to nonjudicial foreclosure of mortgages. 

(Mortgage § 6.1(c).) 

51. As described above, Borrower has failed to fulfill a number of its obligations under 

the Loan Documents, which constituted an Event of Default, including but not limited to its failure 

to repay the Loan in full when the balance became due on the Maturity Date of August 1, 2020. 

52. By reason of the foregoing, Borrower is in Default under the Loan Documents. 

53. Pursuant to Section 6.1(c) of the Mortgage, and in accordance with the other terms 

of the Loan Documents, based upon the failure by Borrower to pay all amounts due under the Note 

on its Maturity Date, Lender elects to foreclose upon the Mortgage and recover the current 

outstanding principal amount, that, as of September 1, 2021 is $38,500,000, plus accrued interest, 

fees and legal fees for a total payoff amount of $ 42,519,383.54, together with interest, late fees, 

and any other amounts to be added pursuant to the terms of the Loan Documents, including 

attorneys’ fees (for which Borrower expressly agreed to be responsible, in accordance with Section 

6.1(c) of the Mortgage), exclusive of any tax reserves, interest reserves, insurance reserves, or 

other cash reserves to be applied to the indebtedness.  
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54. In order to protect its security interest in the Mortgaged Property, Lender, as it is 

entitled to do under the Loan Documents, may be compelled to pay, during the pendency of this 

action, local taxes, assessments, water rates, insurance premiums, ground lease rent, and other 

charges affecting the Mortgaged Property, and any sums thus paid by Lender for such purposes, 

together with late payments due thereon, should be added to the sums otherwise due and deemed 

secured by the Mortgage and adjudged a lien.  

55. Lender shall not be deemed to have waived, altered, released or changed the 

election hereinafter made by reason of any payment after the date of commencement of this action 

of any or all of the defaults mentioned herein, and such election shall continue and remain effective 

until the costs and disbursements of this action, and any and all future defaults under the Loan 

Documents and occurring prior to the discontinuance of this action, are fully paid. 

56. Lender has complied with all the terms and provisions of the Loan Documents and, 

pursuant to R.P.A.P.L. 1301(2), no proceeding other than this action has been commenced to 

recover any part of the debt secured by the Mortgage owed to Lender. 

57. Lender states further that the Mortgaged Property is not a borrower-occupied one 

to four family dwelling or condominium unit, nor is the Mortgaged Property a high cost or 

subprime home loan as defined by Sections 6-1 and 6-m of the New York Banking Law. Lender 

has or will comply with the notice provisions of R.P.A.PL. 1303(1)(b). 

AS AND FOR A SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Attorneys’ Fees, Costs and Expenses) 

 
58. Lender repeats and realleges the allegations contained in paragraphs “1” through 

“57” as though fully set forth herein. 

59. Under the terms of the Loan Documents, Borrower agreed to pay all out-of-pocket 

costs and expenses of the holder of the Note which may be incurred unless Borrower is the sole 
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prevailing party in an action to enforce or protect the rights or interests of such holder, including 

attorneys’ fees and expenses (including the market value of services of in-house counsel), 

investigation costs and all court costs, whether before or after the Maturity Date defined in the 

Loan Agreement, or whether in connection with bankruptcy, insolvency or appeal, or whether 

collection is made against Borrower or any guarantor or endorser or any other Person primarily or 

secondarily liable.  (Note § 3(c).) 

60. Additionally, under Section 6.1(c) of the Mortgage, Mortgagor (Borrower) agreed 

to pay, in connection with any foreclosure of the lien or any action to enforce any other remedy of 

Mortgagee under the Security Instrument, the Note or any other Loan Document, all expenditures 

and expenses which may be paid or incurred by or on behalf of Mortgagee including, without 

limitation, attorneys’ fees and disbursements, court costs, appraiser’s fees, outlays for 

documentary and expert evidence, stenographers’ chargers, publication costs, and costs of 

procuring all such abstracts of title, title searches and examinations, title insurance policies, and 

similar data and assurances with respect to title and value as Mortgagee may deem reasonably 

necessary either to prosecute such suit or to evidence to bidders at any sale which may be had 

pursuant to such decree the true condition of title to or the value of the Mortgaged Property, and 

the right to such fees and expenses shall be deemed to have accrued on commencement of such 

action and shall be enforceable whether or not such action is prosecuted to judgment.  (Mortgage 

§ 6.1(c).)  

61. Lender has incurred costs and fees in connection with foreclosing the Loan, 

including attorneys’ fees. 

62. By reason of the foregoing, Borrower is liable for expenses, including reasonable 

attorneys’ fees, arising from Lender’s incurred costs in connection with the foreclosure. 
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AS AND FOR A THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Recovery Under the Guaranty) 

 
63. Lender repeats and realleges the allegations contained in paragraphs “1” through 

“62” as though fully set forth herein. 

64. Pursuant to the Guaranty, the Guarantors jointly and severally, unconditionally, 

absolutely and irrevocably guaranteed payment (and not merely collectability) of and agreed to 

pay, protect, defend and save harmless Lender for, from and against, and indemnify Lender for, 

from and against any and all liabilities, obligations, actual losses, damages, costs and expenses 

(including, without limitation, reasonable attorneys’ fees), causes of action, suits, claims, demands, 

and judgment of any nature or description whatsoever, which may at any time be imposed upon, 

incurred by or awarded against Lender as a result of, among other things, misapplication, 

misappropriation or conversion by Borrower, Guarantor, or any Affiliate of any of them of any 

Rents.  (Guaranty § 1(a)(vii).) 

65. Borrower defaulted on the Loan Documents and Lender has incurred costs and fees 

in connection with foreclosing the Loan, including attorneys’ fees. 

66. Upon information and belief, Borrower and/or the Guarantors have misapplied, 

misappropriated or converted Rents collected by them in connection with the Mortgaged Property. 

67. By reason of the foregoing, the Guarantors are liable for all liabilities, obligations, 

actual losses, damages, costs and expenses (including, without limitation, reasonable attorneys’ 

fees), causes of actions, suits, claims, demands, and judgment of any nature which were incurred 

in connection with the enforcement of Lender’s rights, remedies or recourse under the Loan 

Documents due to any misapplication, misappropriation or conversion by Borrower, Guarantor, or 

any Affiliate of any Rents. 
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68. Pursuant to the Guaranty, the Guarantors also agreed that the Guaranty was an 

absolute, irrevocable and unconditional guaranty of payment and performance, and each party 

comprising Guarantor would be jointly and severally liable for the payment and performance of 

the Guaranteed Obligations as a primary obligor. (Guaranty § 4(a).) 

69. The Guarantors further agreed that in the event of the occurrence of a Default under 

the Loan Documents, the Guaranteed Obligations would become immediately due and payable at 

the election of the Lender’s Agent and the Guarantor shall, on demand and without presentment, 

protest, notice of protest, further notice of nonpayment or of dishonor, default or nonperformance, 

or notice of acceleration or of intent to accelerate, or any other notice whatsoever, would pay the 

amounts due to Agent or Lender, and pay all Losses that may arise in consequence of such Event 

of Default (including, without limitation, all reasonable attorneys’ fees and expenses, investigation 

costs, court costs, and any and all other costs and expenses actually incurred by Agent or Lender 

in connection with the collection and enforcement of the Guaranty).  (Guaranty § 4(b).) 

70. In the event of foreclosure, the Guarantors agreed that only the net proceeds 

therefrom, after deduction of all charges and expenses of every kind and nature whatsoever, shall 

be applied in reduction of the amount due on the Note and Security Instrument, and the Lender 

shall not be required to institute or prosecute proceedings to recover any deficiency as a condition 

of payment or enforcement.  (Guaranty § 4(b).) 

71. Borrower is in Default under the Loan Documents. 

72. By reason of the foregoing, the Guarantors are liable for all amounts due to Lender 

by Borrower, including all Losses that arose as a result of Borrower’s Default (including, without 

limitation, all reasonable attorneys’ fees and expenses, investigation costs, court costs, and any 

and all other costs and expenses actually incurred by Agent or Lender in connection with the 
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collection and enforcement of the Guaranty), and the Guarantors are liable for any deficiency due 

under the Loan Documents after application of the proceeds in the manner specified by the Court.  

AS AND FOR A FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Deficiency Judgment) 

 
73. Lender repeats and realleges the allegations contained in paragraphs “1” through 

“72” as though fully set forth herein. 

74. By virtue of the Loan Documents, as defined herein, Borrower and Guarantors are 

liable to pay Lender for any deficiency which may remain after applying all of said sales proceeds, 

together with interest thereon and other charges, in accordance with the Loan Documents.  Such 

indebtedness will continue to accrue and, therefore, the precise amount due from Borrower and 

Guarantors to Lender through the date of Judgment herein should be determined by the Court. 

WHEREFORE, Lender demands judgment as follows: 

A. That Defendants, or any of them, and persons claiming under them or any of them, 

and all persons claiming any interest in the Mortgaged Property with all of its fixtures, equipment 

and personal property thereon, subsequent to the commencement of this action and the filing of 

the notice of pendency of this action be forever barred and foreclosed of and from all estate, right, 

title, interest, claim, lien and equity of redemption in and to the Mortgaged Property and each and 

every part thereof; 

B. That the Mortgaged Property be sold to obtain the greatest return of sale, whether 

sold jointly as a single parcel or sold separately as two or more parcels; 

C. That the Mortgaged Property should be sold “As Is” subject to: (i) any state of fact 

that an inspection of the Mortgaged Property would disclose; (ii) any state of fact that an accurate 

survey of the Mortgaged Property would show; (iii) covenants, restrictions, conditions; 

reservations; easements; rights of way and public utility agreements of record, if any; (iv) building 
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restrictions and zoning ordinances of the municipality in which the Mortgaged Property is located 

and possible violations of same; (v) any violations, orders, changes or notices now or hereafter 

found on the Mortgaged Property, or filed in or issued by any governmental authority having 

jurisdiction over the Mortgaged Property; (vi) existing leases of the Mortgaged Property or any 

part thereof or rights of tenants in possession other than those tenants and lessees who are party 

defendants herein at the time of sale; (vii) prior liens of record, if any, and (viii) any equity of 

redemption of the United States of America to redeem the Mortgaged Property within 120 days 

from the date of sale; 

D. That the amount due to Lender under the Loan Documents be adjudged; 

E. That the proceeds of any foreclosure sale of Borrower’s interest in the Mortgaged 

Property be distributed and applied in the following order of priority, as specified in Section 6.1(c) 

of the Mortgage: (i) first, to payment of all costs and expenses incident to the foreclosure 

proceedings; (ii) second, to the cost of any search and/or other evidence of title procured in 

connection therewith and the transfer tax on any deed or conveyance; (iii) third, to all sums 

expended under the terms hereof, not then repaid with accrued interest at the rate provided herein; 

(iv) fourth, to payment of all remaining Secured Indebtedness, in such order as Mortgagee may 

determine in its sole and absolute discretion; and (v) fifth, the remainder, if any to the person or 

persons legally entitled thereto.  

F. That Borrower be adjudged liable for the payment of any costs and fees incurred in 

connection with foreclosing the Loan, including attorneys’ fees; 

G. That the Guarantors be adjudged liable under the Guaranty for liabilities, 

obligations, actual losses, damages, costs and expenses (including, without limitation, reasonable 

attorneys’ fees), causes of actions, suits, claims, demands, and judgment of any nature which were 
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incurred in connection with the enforcement of Lender’s rights, remedies or recourse under the 

Loan Documents due to any misapplication, misappropriation or conversion by Borrower, 

Guarantor, or any Affiliate of any Rents; 

H. That the Guarantors be adjudged liable for the prompt and unconditional payment 

of all obligations and liabilities of Borrower pursuant to the Loan Documents, and all Losses that 

arose in consequence of Borrower’s Default (including, without limitation, all reasonable 

attorneys’ fees and expenses, investigation costs, court costs, and any and all other costs and 

expenses actually incurred by Agent or Lender in connection with the collection and enforcement 

of the Guaranty);  

I. That the Guarantors, to the extent the Guarantors have liability under the Guaranty, 

be adjudged to pay the amount of any deficiency due under the Loan Documents, or any or all of 

them, or so much thereof as the Court may determine to be just and equitable, of the debt remaining 

unsatisfied after a sale of the Mortgaged Property and the application of the proceeds pursuant to 

the directions contained in such judgment, the amount thereof to be determined by the Court, as 

provided in R.P.A.P.L. section 1371, together with reasonable attorneys’ fees, disbursements and 

court costs incurred in connection with enforcement of their and Borrower’ respective obligations 

under the Loan Documents;  

J. That in the event the proceeds from such sale be insufficient to pay the Lender the 

entire amount due pursuant to the Loan Documents as described above, then Lender shall have a 

judgment against Borrower and Guarantors for the amount of any such deficiency; and  

K. That Lender have such other and further relief as the Court deems just and proper. 
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Dated: September 1, 2021 
 New York, New York    DLA PIPER LLP (US) 
        
       By:  /s/ Christopher M. Strongosky  
       Christopher M. Strongosky 
       Neal F. Kronley 
       Michele Korkhov 
       1251 Avenue of the Americas 
       New York, New York 10020 
       Telephone:  (212) 335-4500 
       Facsimile:  (212) 335-4501 
       

Attorneys for Plaintiffs Security Benefit Life 
Insurance Company and Security Benefit 
Corporation  
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VERIFICATION

STATE OF KANSAS )
) ss.:

COUNTY SHAWNEE )

Douglas Schneider. being duly sworn, deposes and states:

I am an employee with Security Benefit Life Insurance Company and Security Benefit
Corporation, the plaintiffs in this action. Security Benefit Life Insurance Company is an insurance
company duly organized and existing under the laws of the State of Kansas, with its principal place
of business in Kansas, and Security Benefit Corporation is a corporation duly organized and
existing under the laws of the State of Kansas. I have read the annexed complaint, and its factcial
contents are true to my personal knowledge, except as to the matters alleged on information and
belief, and as to those matters. I believe them to be true.

Dated: August 3, 2021

— i-’’ Douglas Schneider
Sworn to before me
this 3\. of August 2021

NotaJblicL

fA TRINAM.TVLEA]

L Nolary Pubjic State ot Kansas
My App, Expires

23
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SCHEDULE A 
 

LAND 
 
Real property in the City of White Plains, County of Westchester, State of New York, described 
as follows: 
 
ALL THAT CERTAIN PLOT, PIECE OR PARCEL OF LAND, SITUATE< LYING AND 
BEING IN THE CITY OF WHITE PLAINS, COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER AND STATE OF 
NEW YORK, SAID PARCEL BEING MORE PARTICULARLY DESCRIBED AS 
FOLLOWS: 
 
BEGINNING AT A POINT IN THE EASTERLY LINE OF CHURCH STREET WHERE THE 
SAME IS INTERSECTED BY THE SOUTHERLY LINE OF BARKER AVENUE; 
 
RUNNING THENCE FROM SAID POINT NORTH 70° 40' 10" EAST A DISTANCE OF 
173.57 FEET ALONG THE SOUTHERLY LINE OF BARKER AVENUE TO A POINT 
WHERE THE SAME IS INTERSECTED BY THE DIVISION LINE HEREIN DESCRIBED 
PARCEL ON THE WEST AND LANDS NOW OR FORMERLY OF KOEPPEL & MOHR 
EQUITIES ON THE EAST; 
 
THENCE FROM SAID POINT AND ALONG SAID DIVISION LINE SOUTH 17° 59' 50" 
EAST A DISTANCE OF 200.51 FEET TO A POINT IN THE DIVISION LINE BETWEEN 
THE HEREIN DESCRIBED PARCEL ON THE NORTH AND LANDS NOW OR 
FORMERLY OF HAMILTON PLAZA COMPANY, INC. ON THE SOUTH; 
 
THENCE FROM SAID POINT AND ALONG SAID LINE SOUTH 71° 01' 50" WEST A 
DISTANCE OF 173.24 FEET TO THE EASTERLY LINE OF CHURCH STREET; 
 
THENCE FROM SAID POINT AND ALONG SAID LINE NORTH 18° 05' 04" WEST A 
DISTANCE OF 199.41 FEET TO THE POINT AND PLACE OF BEGINNING. 
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Wire Inquiry Page 1 of 1

Wire Number: 184428 IMAD: 20191118GMQFMP01022367

Transfer Start Date: Nov 18, 2019 OMAD: 20191118MMQFMPAD00004111181744FT03

Effective Date: Nov 18, 2019 Amount: $509,000.00

FEDAcceptance Date: From Account: 199010366

FEDAcceptance Time: Account Type: DDA

Transfer Status: Complete

Beneficiary
M="t!ñcet!en Type: DDA Account Number MessageTo SGriâTidary: Purpose:

Identification Number: 0741019033

Name: White Plains Health Care
Properties

Address: 2 Bourbon Street

Peabody MA 01960 Beneficiary Reference:

Beneficiary Institution
Ident!ñeet!en Type: Fed Routing Number Name: EASTBOSTONSAVINGS BANK

Identification Number: 211070120 Address:

PEABODYMA

Receiving Institution
Routing/Transit number: 211070120

Institution Name: EASTBOSTONSVG

Done

https://web2.secureinternetbank.com/WBI_WBIl l51/WBIl 151.ashx?Action=WireXInqui... 9/30/2020
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Wire Inquiry Page 1 of 1

Wire Number: 192236 IMAD: 20200102GMQFMP01012386

Transfer Start Date: Jan 02, 2020 OMAD: 20200102MMQFMPAD00003901021415FT011

Effective Date: Jan 02, 2020 Amount: $506,096.50

FEDAcceptance Date: From Account: 199011389

FEDAcceptance Time: Account Type: DDA

Transfer Status: Complete

Beneficiary
Identification Type: DDA Account Number Message To Beneficiary: Purpose:

Identification Number: 0741019033
White Plains Health Care

Properties
Address: 2 Bourbon Street

Peabody MA 01960 Beneficiary Reference:

Beneficiary InStitution
identification Type: Fed Routing Number Name: EASTBOSTONSAVINGS BANK

!d"atmcat!on Number: 211070120 Address:

PEABODYMA

ReceIVing Institution
Routing/Transit number: 211070120

Institution Name: EASTBOSTONSVG

https://web2.secureinternetbank.com/WBI_WBIl151/WBIl151.ashx?Action=WireXInqui... 9/30/2020
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Wire Inquiry Page 1 of 1

Wire Number: 197240 IMAD: 20200131GMQFMP01007812

Transfer Start Date: Jan 31, 2020 OMAD: 20200131MMQFMPADGGGG2601311112FT01

Effective Date: Jan 31, 2020 Amount: $506,096.50

FEDAcceptence Date: From Account: 199011389

FEDAcceptance Time: Account Type: DDA

Transfer Status: Complete

Beneficiary
'deatmc?tlen Type: DDA Account Number MessageTo Beneficiary: Purpose:

Identification Number: 0741019033

Name: White Plains Health Care
Properties

Address: 2 Bourbon Street

Peabody MA 01960 Beneficiary Reference:

Beneficiary Iiist!tuticn

Identification Type: Fed Routing Number Name: EASTBOSTONSAVINGS BANK

Identification Number: 211070120 Address:

PEABODYMA

Receiving Institution
Routing/Transit number: 211070120

liistitution Name: EASTBOSTONSVG

Done

https://web2.secureinternetbaiüc.com/WBI_WBIl 151/WBI1151.ashx?Action=WireXInqui... 9/30/2020
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Wire Inquiry Page 1 of 1

Wire Number: 202815 IMAD: 20200302GMQFMP01025087

Transfer Start Date: Mar 02, 2020 OMAD: 20200302iviiviQFiviPirüüüüüü103021704FT01

Effective Date: Mar 02, 2020 Amount: $506,096.50

FEDAcceptance Date: From Account; 199011389

FEDAcceptance Time: Account Type: DDAl

Transfer Status: Complete

Beneficiary
Identification Type: DDA Account Number Message To Bêiiêficlâry: Purpose:

Identification Number: 0741019033

Name: White Plains Health Care
Properties

Address: 2 Bourbon Street

Peabody MA 01960 Beneficiary Reference:

Beneficiary Institutl0n
Identification Type: Fed Routing Number Name: EASTBOSTONSAVINGS BANK

Identification Number: 211070120 Address:

PEABODYMA

Receiving Institution
Routing/Transit number: 211070120

Inst!tution Name: EASTBOSTONSVG

Done

https://web2.securciateriletbank.com/WBI_WBI1151/WBI1151.ashx?Action=WireXInqui... 9/30/2020
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Wire Inquiry Page 1 of 1

Wire Number: 212939 IMAD: 20200506GMQFMP01023318

Transfer Start Date: May 06, 2020 OMAD: 20200506ivilviQFi-ir .D00005205061722FT03

Effective Date: May 06, 2020 Amount: $506,096.50

FEDAcceptance Date: From Account: 199011389

FEDAcceptance Time: Account Type: DDA

Transfer Status: Complete

Beneficiary
identification Type: DDA Account Number MessageTo Beneficiary: April 2020 Rent

Identification Number: 0741019033

Name: White Plains Health Care
Properties

Address: 2 Bourbon Street

Peabody MA 01960 Beneficiary Reference:

Beneficiary Institution
Identification Type: Fed Routing Number Name: EASTBOSTONSAVINGS BANK

Identification Number: 211070120 Address:

PEABODYMA

Receiving Institution
Routing/Transit number: 211070120

Institution Name: EASTBOSTONSVG

Done

https://web2.securcinternetbank.com/WBI WBI1151/WBI1151.ashx?Action=WireXInqui... 9/30/2020
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Wire Inquiry Page 1 of 1

Wire Number: 215906 IMAD: 20200526GMQFMP01020575

Transfer Start Date: May 26, 2020 OMAD: 20200526MMQFMPAD00003905261501FT03

Effective Date: May 26, 2020 Amount: $506,096.50

FEDAcceptance Date: From Account: 199011389

FEDAcceptance Time: Account Type: DDA

Transfer Status: Complete

Beneficiary
!dent!9cat!en Type: DDA Account Number MessageTo Béiiéficiãry; April 2020 Rent

Identification Number: 0741019033

Name: White Plains Health Care C
Properties

Address: 2 Bourbon Street

Peabody MA 01960 Beneficiary Reference:

Beneficiary Institution
Ident!9eet!en Type: Fed Routing Number Name: EAST BOSTONSAVINGS BANK

Identification Number: 211070120 Address:

PEABODYMA

Receiving Institution
Routing/Transit number: 211070120

inst!tut:On Name: EASTBOSTONSVG

Done

https://web2.secureinternetbank.com/WBI WBIl 151/WBIl 151.ashx?Action=WireXInqui... 9/30/2020
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Wire Inquiry Page 1 of 1

Domestic Wire - White Plains Health Care Prop

Wire Number: 217245 IMAD: 20200602GMQFMP01023677

Transfer Start Date: Jun 02, 2020 OMAD: 202006u2iviiviQFivi-PAD00003606021658FT03

Effective Date: Jun 02, 2020 Amount: $506,096.50

FEDAcceptance Date: From Account: 199011389

FEDAcceptance Time: Account Type: DDA

Transfer Status: Complete

Beneficiary
Identification Type: DDA Account Number Message To Géñéfidary ; April 2020 Rent

Identification Number: 0741019033

Name: White Plains Health Care
Properties

Address: 2 Bourbon Street

Peabody MA 01960 Beneficiary Reference:

Beneficiary InStitution
Ideat'Netion Type: Fed Routing Number Name: EASTBOSTONSAVINGS BANK

Identification Number: 211070120 Address:

PEABODYMA

Receiving InStitution
Routing/Transit number: 211070120

Institution Name: EASTBOSTONSVG

Done

https://web2.secureiñterñêtbañk.com/WBl_WBI1151/WBIl l51.ashx?Action=WireXInqui... 9/30/2020
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Wire Inquiry Page 1 of 1

Domestic Wire - White Plains Health Care Prop

Wire Number: 222448 IMAD: 20200701GMQFi-1PG1010549

Transfer Start Date: Jul 01, 2020 OMAD: 20200701MMQFMPADO0004207011149FT03

Effective Date: Jul 01, 2020 Amount: $506,096.50

FEDAcceptance Date: From Account: 199011389

FEDAcceptance Time: Account Type: DDA

Transfer Status: Complete

Beneficiary
Ident!ñcat!en Type: DDA Account Number MessageTo Beneficiary: April 2020 Rent

Identification Number: 0741019033

Name: Mite Mains Hea Care
Properties

Address: 2 Bourbon Street

Peabody MA 01960 Beneficiary Reference:

Beneficiary Institution
Ident!&cet!en Type: Fed Routing Number Name: EASTBOSTONSAVINGS BANK

Identification Number: 211070120 Address:

PEABODYMA

Receiving Institution

Routing/Transit number: 211070120

Institution Name: EASTBOSTONSVG

Done. .

https://web2.secureinternctbank.com/WBI_WBIl 151/WBIl 151.ashx?Action=WireXInqui... 9/30/2020
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Wire Inquiry Page 1 of 1

Domestic Wire - White Plains Health Care Prop

Wire Number: 229532 IMAD: 20200807GMQFMP01001307

Transfer Start Date: Aug 07, 2020 OMAD: 20200807iviiviQFiviPAD00000708070857FT03

Effective Date: Aug 07, 2020 Amount: $506,096.50

FEDAcceptance Date: From Account: 199011389

FEDAcceptance Time: Account Type: DDA

Transfer Status: Complete

Beneficiary
Identification Type: DDA Account Number MessageTo Bâñêñciõry ; April 2020 Rent

Identification Number: 0741019033

Name: White Plains Health Care
Properties

Address: 2 Bourbon Street

Peabody MA 01960 3âñanciõry ReferêñcG;

Beneficiary InStltution
Identification Type: Fed Routing Number Name: EASTBOSTONSAVINGS BANK

Identification Number: 211070120 Address:

PEABODYMA

Receiving Institutl0n
Routing/Transit number: 211070120

Institution Name: EASTBOSTONSVG

Done

https://web2.secureinternetbank.com/WBI_WBIl 151/WBIl 151.ashx?Action=WireXInqui... 9/30/2020
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Wire Inquiry Page 1 of 1

Domestic Wire - White Plains Health Care Prop

Wire Number: 234797 IMAD: 20200904GMQFMP01006974

Transfer Start Date: Sep 04, 2020 OMAD: 20200904MMQFMPAD000011090410S8FT03

Effective Date: Sep 04, 2020 Amount: $506,096.50

FEDAcceptcacü Date: From Account: 199011389

FEDAcceptance Time: Account Type: DDA

Transfer Status: Complete

Beneficiary
Identification Type: DDA Account Number Message To Beneficiary: April 2020 Rent

Identification Number: 0741019033

Name: White Plains Health Care
Properties

Address: 2 Bourbon Street

Peabody MA 01960 Beneficiary Reference:

Beneficiary Institution
Ident!0cat!en Type: Fed Routing Number Name: EASTBOSTONSAVINGS BANK

Identification Number: 211070120 Address:

PEABODYMA

Receiving Institution
Routing/Transit number: 211070120

Institution Name: EASTBOSTONSVG

Done

https://web2.secureinternetbank.com/WBI_WBIl 151/WBI1151.ashx?Action=WireXInqui... 9/30/2020
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1308HBL SNF, LLC
DBA EPICREHAB D NURSING A RN§TÈITE PLAINSvTAX BILL 1308

8 188132 125. 67-3-1 07/01/20 353999.10 0.00. 0.00 353999.10

Acct:

10112000 Check Date 07/28/20 Total 353999.10
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CITY OF WHITE PLAINS - TAX BILL FISCAL YEAR 2021
255 Main Street, Room 102

White Plains, NY 10601
Phone: 914422-1248 1st INSTALLMENT DUE
www.whiteplainsny.gov

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE
PROPERTIES 1, LLC
2 BOURBON ST
SUITE 200 LlEN DATÉ: July 01, 2020
PEABODY. MA 01960 ~Ï5ÃŸÃ5LE $17 July fi 202d

ACCOUNT NUMBER: 125.67-3-1

PROPERTY LOCATION: 120 CHURCH ST
2

PROPERTY DESCRIPTION: SBL 125.67-3-1 TAX AMOUNT PAYABLE $353,999.10
PROPERTY CLASS: 642 ALL OTHER HEALTH FAC
TAX WARRANT DATE: June 01, 2020
ESTIMATED STATE AID: CITY 5,463,256 SCHL 27,869,477
NYS SCHOOL DISTRICT CODE: 690

IMPORTANT: PLEASE READ THE INFORMATION ON THE BACK OF THIS BILL

LIEVYDESCRPTION -
soEü VALÜE- TAXABLBŸALUE_ TÄX lÏATE TOTÅ TAX AMOUNE YA1EENTDUE

CITY TAX 780,000 780,000 224.5200 175,125.6D
SCHOOL TAX 780,000 780,000 683.1700 3 532,872.60 f
Less: STAR SAVINGS .00

-

TOTAL DUE AFTER STAR 707,998.20 $353,999.10

THIS BILL COVERS THE PERIOD 07/01/2020 TO 12/31/2020

LEVY DESCRIPTION TOTAL TAX LEVY % CHANGE FROM PRIOR YEAR
CITY TAX $63,879,523 3.9800
SCHOOL TAX $182,720,711 4.0900

ESTIMATED FULL MARKET VALUE OF PARCEL 29,433,962
UNIFORM PERCENTAGE OF VALUE 2.65%
TOTAL ASSESSED VALUE 780,000 ..

YOUR TAX SAVINGS RESULTING FROM THE NYS SCHOOL TAX REL F .00
This years STAR exemption benefit cannot e yst

CODE Ace AMi 353 9% to

JODE .. A$8T .

PAYDATE CK#

VIEW AND PAY YOUR PROPERTY TAXES ONLINE AT: www.wn any.gov .

REMITTANCECOPY- TO ENSUREPROPERCREDIT:PLEASERETURNTHIS PORTIONOFTHE BILLWITH YOURPAYMENT

STATEMENT OF TAXES - FISCAL YEAR 2021

CITY OF WHITE PLAINS DATE PAYMENT DUE: Julyst 2020

PO BOX 5086 Account Number: 125.67-3-1

WHITE PLAINS, NY 10602
BWNumben 188132

TAX AMOUNT PAYABLE $353,999.10
PROPERTYLOCATION:120CHURCHST
2021 CITY 175325.60 Make checks payabb to: CITY OF WHITE PLAINS
2021 SCHL 532,872.60 Payment Amount Enclosed $

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE
PROPERTIES 1, LLC CITY OF WHITE PLAINS
2 BOURBON ST PO BOX 5086
SUITE 200 WHITE PLAINS, NY 10602-5086
PEABODY, MA 01960

208202140018813250070799820900353999105
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THE CONGRESS COMPANIES

West Peabody Executive Center, 2 Bourbon Street, Suite 200, Peabody MA, 01960 Phone: 978.535.6700 Fax: 978.535.6701

Transmittal Cover Sheet

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE Project # 415 White Plains Healthcare Prcparties 1,
LLC

120 Church Street Tel: 978.535.6700 Fax: 978.535.6701
White Plains, NY 10601

Date: 07/06/2020 Refererice Number: 2G1

Lizer Josefovic Kim Jackson
Water's Edge Reh uilitaticñ & Healthcare White Plains Hea:thcare Properties I, LLC
512 Union Street 2 Bourbon Street
Trenton, NJ 08611 Peabody, MA 01960
Tel: 609.393.8622 Tel: 978.535.6700 ext. 125
Fax: 609.393.9655 Fax: 978.535.6701

Information Email Delivery

Edward Tabor, White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC
Danielle Feminella, Water's Edge Rehabilitetion & Healthcain

Eac|õsed for your use and information, please see attached the following document:

*
City of White Plains, NY - Tax Bill - Fiscal Year2021 1st Insta!!ment - 120 Church St., White Plains, NY 10601

Please submit payrñéñt directly to the City of White Plains, NY and send a copy of such to White Plains Healthcare
Properties for our own records.

Thank you.

encl.

Printed on 7.6.2020 White Plains Healthcare Preperties I, LLC
Page 1 of 1
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+

Working for you 24/7

Your account number: 55 5547 9695 0001 5

EPIC REHABILITATION
NURSING ATWHITEPLAIN
KAREN CAPPARELLI
1280 ALBANY POST RD
CROTON ON HUDSON NY 10520 1570

M79

120 CHURCH ST ENT 55 5547 9695 0001 5 December 16, 2019

CDA

AmountDue : $265.00
Pay Immediately

Tear or Cut here Wondering if you can get a better deal on your energy needs? Explore your choices at www.PowerYourWay.com . Page 1 of 2

Total Amount Due: $265.00

Amount enclosed:

JAF STATION
P.O. BOX 1702
NEW YORK, NY 10116 1702

555547969500015 00000000000 90000026500

Payment slip
Please make checks payable
to Con Edison

A deposit of $265.00 is required as security on your account. In lieu of a cash payment, we are able to accept bank
letters of credit or surety bonds, which provide a level of security equivalent to cash.

The deposit is equal to the cost of twice your average monthly usage. Where usage varies widely due to space heating
to cooling or in the case of certain manufacturing and industrial processors, the deposit will not exceed the cost of
twice the monthly usage during the peak season.

The deposit may be increased or decreased on subsequent billing. At any time, you may request a review of the
deposit amount to ensure it is appropriate. We also review the deposit amount once a year and notify you if a change is
required, If our review shows a deposit reduction is appropriate, we will refund the excessive portion of the deposit,
with interest, within 30 calendar days.

As long as we hold your deposit, we pay interest currently 2.45 per year. Interest on the deposit is applied to your
account each year and when you close your account.

Your account will be reviewed after the deposit has been held for three years. The deposit would be eligible for refund
within 30 days provided: no late payments were made during the most recent 12 month period; there were no
instances of any meter tampering; and, financial reports do not indicate the potential for default. If the deposit is not
eligible for refund at that time, the account will be reviewed each year to determine if a refund can be made.

Please make your payment or submit a letter of credit or surety bond within seven days.

Credit Operations
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120 CHURCH ST ENT 55 5547 9695 0001 5 December 16, 2019
Page 2 of 2

Ways To Pay Your Bill
1. Direct Payment Pay your bill automatically from your checking or
savings account at no charge. Enroll atconEd.com/myaccountor call
1 212 243 1900.

2. Internet Pay online at conEd.com/myaccount. There is no fee for
payments from a checking or savings account, but our payment agent charges
a small fee for debit/credit card transactions.

3. Phone Pay by phone at 1 888 925 5016 . There is no fee for payments
from a checking or savings account, but our payment agent charges a small
fee for debit/credit card transactions.

4. In Person Authorized Payment Agents Visit
conEd.com/paymentagents or call 1 212 243 1900 for the nearest agents in
your area.
Our walk in centers are open Monday to Friday, 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Manhattan 122 East 124th Street
Queens @National Grid 89 67 162nd Street
Staten Island 1140 Richmond Terrace (exact pay only)
Bronx 1775 Grand Concourse
Brooklyn @National Grid 345 Jay Street
Westchester @Food Bazaar 1 Bogopa Plaza, Mt. Vernon

5. Mail Make check or money order payable to Con Edison and mail it in the

window envelope provided with your bill. Do not send cash.
Mail to: Con Edison, JAF Station, PO Box 1702, New York, NY 10116 1702
Check processing notice: When you provide a check as payment, you authorize us to either use
information from your check to make a one time electronic fund transfer from your account or to
process the payment as a check. You will not receive your check back from your financial
institution.

Address Change? If you are moving or changing your mailing address,
call 1 800 752 6633and let us know.
For more information, call1 800 75 CONED (1 800 752 6633).
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+

Working for you 24/7

Your account number: 55 5547 9697 0001 1

EPIC REHABILITATION A
ND NURSING AT WP
1280 ALBANY POST RD
CROTON ON HUDSON NY 10520 1570

M79

120 CHURCH ST ENT 55 5547 9697 0001 1 December 17, 2019

CDA

AmountDue : $420.00
Pay Immediately

Tear or Cut here Wondering if you can get a better deal on your energy needs? Explore your choices at www.PowerYourWay.com . Page 1 of 2

Total Amount Due: $420.00

Amount enclosed:

JAF STATION
P.O. BOX 1702
NEW YORK, NY 10116 1702

555547969700011 00000000000 00000042000

Payment slip
Please make checks payable
to Con Edison

A deposit of $420.00 is required as security on your account. In lieu of a cash payment, we are able to accept bank
letters of credit or surety bonds, which provide a level of security equivalent to cash.

The deposit is equal to the cost of twice your average monthly usage. Where usage varies widely due to space heating
to cooling or in the case of certain manufacturing and industrial processors, the deposit will not exceed the cost of
twice the monthly usage during the peak season.

The deposit may be increased or decreased on subsequent billing. At any time, you may request a review of the
deposit amount to ensure it is appropriate. We also review the deposit amount once a year and notify you if a change is
required, If our review shows a deposit reduction is appropriate, we will refund the excessive portion of the deposit,
with interest, within 30 calendar days.

As long as we hold your deposit, we pay interest currently 2.45 per year. Interest on the deposit is applied to your
account each year and when you close your account.

Your account will be reviewed after the deposit has been held for three years. The deposit would be eligible for refund
within 30 days provided: no late payments were made during the most recent 12 month period; there were no
instances of any meter tampering; and, financial reports do not indicate the potential for default. If the deposit is not
eligible for refund at that time, the account will be reviewed each year to determine if a refund can be made.

Please make your payment or submit a letter of credit or surety bond within seven days.

Credit Operations
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120 CHURCH ST ENT 55 5547 9697 0001 1 December 17, 2019
Page 2 of 2

Ways To Pay Your Bill
1. Direct Payment Pay your bill automatically from your checking or
savings account at no charge. Enroll atconEd.com/myaccountor call
1 212 243 1900.

2. Internet Pay online at conEd.com/myaccount. There is no fee for
payments from a checking or savings account, but our payment agent charges
a small fee for debit/credit card transactions.

3. Phone Pay by phone at 1 888 925 5016 . There is no fee for payments
from a checking or savings account, but our payment agent charges a small
fee for debit/credit card transactions.

4. In Person Authorized Payment Agents Visit
conEd.com/paymentagents or call 1 212 243 1900 for the nearest agents in
your area.
Our walk in centers are open Monday to Friday, 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Manhattan 122 East 124th Street
Queens @National Grid 89 67 162nd Street
Staten Island 1140 Richmond Terrace (exact pay only)
Bronx 1775 Grand Concourse
Brooklyn @National Grid 345 Jay Street
Westchester @Food Bazaar 1 Bogopa Plaza, Mt. Vernon

5. Mail Make check or money order payable to Con Edison and mail it in the

window envelope provided with your bill. Do not send cash.
Mail to: Con Edison, JAF Station, PO Box 1702, New York, NY 10116 1702
Check processing notice: When you provide a check as payment, you authorize us to either use
information from your check to make a one time electronic fund transfer from your account or to
process the payment as a check. You will not receive your check back from your financial
institution.

Address Change? If you are moving or changing your mailing address,
call 1 800 752 6633and let us know.
For more information, call1 800 75 CONED (1 800 752 6633).
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eMedNY
PO Box 4614
Rensselaer, NY 12144-8614

##0000000002

HBL SNF LLC
120 CHURCH ST
WHITE PLAINS, NY 10601-1209

Notice: This communicatioñ and any attachments may contain information that is PRIVILEGED and

CONFIDENTIAL under State and Federal law and is intended only for the use of the specific

individual(s) to whom it is addressed. This information may only be used or discissed in accordance

with law, and you may be subject to penalties under law for improper use or further disclosure of the

information in this communication and any attachments. If you have received this communication in

error, please immediately notify NYHIPAADESK@CSRA.COM or call 1-800-541-2831. Providers who

do not have access to e-mail should contact 1-800-343-9000.
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NEW YORK Denartment
STATE OF (rq°"""

of Health

ANDREW M. CUOMO HOWARD A. ZUCKER, M.D., J.D. LISA J. PINO, M.A., J.D.

Governor Commissioner Executive Deputy Commissicñsr

Date: 12/17/2020

HBL SNF LLC
NPl: 1528622495

120 CHURCH ST Provider ID: 05993971

WHITE PLAINS, NY 10601-1209 Provider Type: 038

Dear Provider:

Your application for an additional category of service 0381, LTC: SKILLED NURSING FACILITY has

been approved and is effective with date of service 11/14/2019 for Medicaid billing purposes.

If your category of service effective date listed above is or will soon be 90 days old, this letter will serve

as authorization to submit delayed claims for 30 days from the date of this letter using delay reason

code 4 - Delay in Certifying Provider. If you submit claims on paper, you should attach a copy of this
letter with your completed Delay Reason Code Form.

Providers should direct their questions regarding their enrollment in the New York State Medicaid
Program and billing/claims submission to eMedNY at (800) 343-9000.

eMedNY
Provider Enrollment
PO Box 4603

Rensselaer, New York 12144

Report ID: PM50100-R5301 Rev. (10/2018)
Empire State Plaza, Coming Tower, Albany, NY 12237 |health.ny.gov
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NEW YORK DeDartInent
STATE OF U-

q°"""'"
of Health

ANDREW M. CUOMO HOWARD A. ZUCKER, M.D., J.D. LISA J. PINO, M.A., J.D.

Govemor Commissioner Executive Deputy Commissioner

Date: 12/17/2020
HBL SNF LLC NPl: 1528622495
ADMINISTRATOR
120 CHURCH ST Provider ID: 05993971

WHITE PLAINS, NY 10601-1209

Dear Provider:

Welcome! Your app!!célian for enrollment in the New York State Medicaid Program has been

approved effective NOVEMBER 14, 2019 for the following Category(s) of Service:

0381 LTC: SKILLED NURSING FACILITY

Your first step as an enrolled provider is to familiarize yourself with the compilation of the Title

18NYCRR, Part 504 rules and regulations established by the State of New York (NYCRR), which is

available at the Department of Health's website, www.health.ny.gov, in the Laws & Regulations section.

Please review this correspondence in its entirety as it contains critical information about specific

rules governing the provision of your care and service to Medicaid beneficiaries. It also identifies

resources you should routinely review to keep current on the Medicaid Program, as well as specific

instructions on how to submit a claim for rendered services.

CSRA State and Local Solutions LLC (CSRA) is Medicaid's fiscal agent. CSRA maintains

Medicaid's website, www.eMedNY.orq. This website is used to notify providers of current issues

affecting Medicaid systems and transactions. Please visit www.eMedNY.orq and review the Provider

Manual(s) associated with your new enrollment. Provider Manuals can be downicaded or can be sent
to you via regular mail.

The Medicaid Update, the monthly newsletter published by the NYS Department of Health,
contains important policy and regulatory guidelines to assist you in caring for Medicaid beneficiaries.
Please refer to the enclosure, Important Information for MMicaid Providers, for more information on

receiving the newsletter.

Unless you will be using an enrolled service bureau/billing agent to submit your claims and other

transactions, as a new provider in the Medicaid program you will need to obtain an Electronic/Paper

Transmitter identificati00 Number (ETIN) in order to submit claims or other transactions (including
paper claim forms).

Institutional providers (only) must include a Medicaid rate code on their claims. If you are an
institutional provider, you will receive a rate code letter under separate cover.

Please familiarize yourself with the provider disclosure requirements found in Title 18NYCRR,
Part 502 available at the Department of Health's website. Additionally, provider ownership changes
must be reported to the Medicaid Program. Whenever you undergo an ownership change or recognize
the need to submit a new disclosure notification, please contact the Medicaid Program for more
information.

Page 1 of 4 Report ID: PM50400-R5304 Rev. (12/2018)

Empire State Plaza, Coming Tower, Albany, NY 12237|health.ny.gov
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On the following page you will find addresses that are associated with this enrollment. It is

critical that location of service is accurately reported on all claims. Therefore, if the service address(es)
listed above are not correct, we ask that you please contact the Medicaid Program immediately.

Requests to chañge your correspondence, pay-to or corporate addresses must be submitted in writing.

Please print the appropriate change of address form (i.e., fee-for-service/professional-practitioner QB
rate-based/institutional) from the Medicaid website and follow form instructions.

If you have any questions, please see the contact information on the enclosed document. We
look forward to a successful partnership for the bêñêfit of New York State Medicaid beneficiaries.

Sincerely,

Susan Zelezniak, Director

Bureau of Provider Enrollment

Division of Health Plan Contracting and Oversight

Office of Health Insurance Programs

Enclosure

Page 2 of 4
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CORRESPONDENCEADDRESS
ADMINISTRATOR
120 CHURCH ST

WHITE PLAINS, NY 10601-1209

PAY-TO ADDRESS
(checks & remittance address for non-EFT providers)

ACCOUNTING
120 CHURCH ST

WHITE PLAINS, NY 10601-1209

CORPORATE ADDRESS
(for corporate-level correspondence and annual tax documents)

LIZER JOZEFOVIC

1280 ALBANY POST RD
CROTON ON HUDSON, NY 10520-1570

SERVICE ADDRESS
ADMINISTRATOR
120 CHURCH ST

WHITE PLAINS, NY 10601-1209

Page 3 of 4
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                         New York State Department of Health

                       Bureau of Long Term Care Reimbursement

                 07/01/2021 Statewide Pricing Rate Computation Sheet

 

 Opcert: 590231910

 Name: EPIC Rehabilitation and Nursing at White Plains

 WEF Region: WESTCHESTER

 Peer Group: -300 Beds  NF Beds: 0

 Nursing Home Statewide Price Summary Sheet

                                              Medicaid Rate Medicaid Rate Medicaid Rate

                                                 for Part B    for Part D  for Part B&D

                                     Medicaid      Eligible      Eligible      Eligible

                                         Rate      Patients      Patients      Patients

 Nursing Home Price Calculation

 

 1 Facility Specific Non Comp Price     11.84         11.84         11.84         11.84

 

 2 Statewide Direct Price              115.29        113.68        115.29        113.68

 

 3 WEF Adjustment                      1.0671        1.0671        1.0671        1.0671

 

 4 Facility Case Mix Adjustment        1.6088        1.6088        1.6088        1.6088

   (Schedule 4)

 

 5 WEF and Case Mix Adjusted Price     197.92        195.16        197.92        195.16

 

 6 Statewide Indirect Price             57.18         57.18         57.18         57.18

 

 7 WEF Adjustment                      1.0356        1.0356        1.0356        1.0356

 

 8 WEF Adjusted Indirect Price          59.22         59.22         59.22         59.22

 

 9 Total Operating Component           268.98        266.22        268.98        266.22

 

 10 DEM, BMI, TBI Per Diem Add Ons

 

 11 Transition Adjustment

 

 12 Quality Adjustment (Schedule 5)

 

 13 Misc. Per Diem Adjustments

 

 14 Adj Per PHL Section 2808(25)(C)

 

 15 Adjustment to Cap Case Mix 5.0%

 

 16 Total Price                        268.98        266.22        268.98        266.22

 

 17 Capital Per Diem                    65.77         65.77         65.77         65.77

 

 18 Total Price + Capital Per Diem     334.75        331.99        334.75        331.99

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                      2021 Nursing Home Jan MDS July Rates                       

                       Rate Is Approved as of Oct  1 2021               NF 1 of 3
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                         New York State Department of Health

                       Bureau of Long Term Care Reimbursement

                 07/01/2021 Statewide Pricing Rate Computation Sheet

 

 Opcert: 590231910

 Name: EPIC Rehabilitation and Nursing at White Plains

 WEF Region: WESTCHESTER

 Peer Group: -300 Beds  NF Beds: 0

                     Current Medicaid Only Case Mix Calculation

                                     Schedule 4

 

 Current MDS Case Mix Total                   83.37

 Current MDS Case Mix Patients                   57

 --------------------------------------------------

 Facility Specific Case Mix                    1.46

 

 50% Peer Group/50% Statewide Case Mix     0.907504

 

 Facility Case Mix Adjustment                1.6088
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                         New York State Department of Health

                       Bureau of Long Term Care Reimbursement

                 07/01/2021 Statewide Pricing Rate Computation Sheet

 

 Opcert: 590231910

 Name: EPIC Rehabilitation and Nursing at White Plains

 WEF Region: WESTCHESTER

 Peer Group: -300 Beds  NF Beds: 0

                                 Quality Adjustment

                                     Schedule 5

 

 Adjustment to Fund Quality Pool               0.00

 Quality Pool Award                            0.00

 --------------------------------------------------

 Total Quality Adjustment                      0.00
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1 
 
 

SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER 
------------------------------------------------------------------X 
WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, 
LLC, 
 
     Plaintiff, 
 
 -against- 
 
HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/K/A LIZER 
JOZOFOVIC, and MARK NEUMAN, 
 

 Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs, 
 
 -against- 
 
CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY 
CONSULTING, THE CONGRESS COMPANIES, 
HOWARD FENSTERMAN, and WILLIAM 
NICHOLSON, 

Third-Party Defendants 

: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 

 
 
Index No. 60278/2020 
 
 

-----------------------------------------------------------------X 
 

FIRST AMENDED REQUEST FOR THE PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND 
THINGS TO PLAINTIFF WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC 

 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that, pursuant to Article 31 of the CPLR, Defendants and 

Third-Party Plaintiffs HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer Jozefovic, and Mark Neuman, by their attorneys, 

Michelman & Robinson, LLP, hereby demand that Plaintiff White Plains Healthcare Properties I, 

LLC, Third-Party Defendant CCC Equities, LLC, Third-Party Defendant Project Equity 

Consulting, Third-Party Defendant The Congress Companies, Third-Party Defendant Howard 

Fensterman, and Third-Party Defendant William Nicholson produce for copying and inspection 

the originals of the following documents and things identified and listed below, in accordance with 

the following instructions and definitions, by February 26, 2021, as set forth in the Preliminary 

Conference Order, dated November 13, 2020 [NYSCEF Doc. No. 36], at the offices of Michelman 

& Robinson, LLP, located at 800 Third Avenue, 24th Floor, New York, New York 10022. 
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DEFINITIONS 

1. “Bank Accounts” shall refer to Chase Account ending in xxxx-xxx-xxxx-7272, 

Chase account ending in xxxx-xxx-xxxx-0885, and/or any other account used to store security 

deposits. 

2. “CCCE” shall refer to Third-Party Defendant CCC Equities, LLC, including its 

owners, members, shareholders, parents, subsidiaries, affiliates, directors, officers, employees, 

agents, representatives, independent contractors, assigns, successors, attorneys, accountants or 

anyone acting on its behalf. 

3. “Communication” means any disclosure, transfer, exchange of information or 

opinion, however made, including, without limitation, any and all inquiries, discussions, 

conferences, conversations, negotiations, agreements, meetings, interviews, telephone 

conversations, letters correspondence, notes, telegrams, facsimiles, electronic mail (email), 

memoranda, documents, writings, or other forms of communications, including but not limited to 

both oral and written communications. 

4. “Complaint” refers to the Verified Complaint filed in this action on September 18, 

2020. 

5. “Congress” shall refer to Third-Party Defendant The Congress Companies, 

including its owners, members, shareholders, parents, subsidiaries, affiliates, directors, officers, 

employees, agents, representatives, independent contractors, assigns, successors, attorneys, 

accountants or anyone acting on its behalf. 

6. “Defendants” shall refer to Defendant HBL SNF, LLC, Defendant Lizer Jozefovic, 

and Defendant Mark Neuman. 
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3 
 
 

7. “Development Agreement” shall refer to the contract between Defendant HBL 

SNF, LLC and Plaintiff White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC, dated November 15, 2015. 

8. “Document” is defined in the broadest sense permissible under applicable laws 

and/or the CPLR, and shall include, but not be limited to, any type of written, typewritten, printed, 

recorded, computer-generated or graphic materials, however produced or stored, and includes 

reports, memoranda, file communications, transmissions of ESI (defined herein) through 

Electronic Media (defined herein), correspondence, studies, minutes, bulletins, instructions, 

literature, calendars, charges, checks, computer files, emails, facsimile transmissions, graphs, 

journals, letters, notes, notebooks, diaries, photographs or other graphic matter, data sheets, work 

sheets, recordings, drawings, graphs, indices, charts, projections, spreadsheets, summaries or 

records of telephone or in-person communications, term sheets, voice mails and all other media of 

electronic  storage  and communication.  A draft or non-identical copy or copy with marginalia, 

notes, comments, or annotations of any kind is a separate document within the meaning of this 

term. 

9. “Electronic Media” means any magnetic, optical, or other storage media device 

used to record ESI.  Electronic Media devices may include, but are not limited to, computer 

memories, hard disks, floppy disks, hard drives, memory sticks, CDs, CD-ROMs, DVDs, personal 

digital assistance devices (e.g., Palm, Blackberry, iPhone, iPad or other “smart phones” or tablet 

computers), magnetic tapes of all types or any other means for digital storage and/or transmittal. 

10. “Entity” or “Entities” shall refer to any natural person, individual, proprietorship, 

partnership, corporation, association, organization, joint venture, firm, other business enterprise, 

governmental body, group or natural persons or other entity. 
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11. “ESI” means any original and any non-identical copies resulting from the use of 

any software program (e.g., word processing documents, spreadsheets, worksheets, database files, 

charts, graphs, slides, and outlines), electronic mail, PDF files or ASCII files, regardless of the 

Electronic Media on which they reside and regardless of whether the ESI consists of an active file, 

backup file, deleted file, or file fragment.  ESI also includes, without limitation, any items stored 

on Electronic Media in files, folder tabs, or containers and labels appended to or associated with 

any physical storage device associated with each original and each copy.  ESI also includes audio 

data, including voicemails, recorded telephone lines, and recorded intercom systems.   

12. “Facility” shall refer to the 160-bed skilled nursing facility on Church Street in 

White Plains, New York. 

13. “Fensterman” shall refer to Third-Party Defendant Howard Fensterman, Esq., 

and/or Abrams, Fensterman, Fensterman, Eisman, Formato, Ferrara, Wolf & Carone, LLP, and his 

or its representatives or agents (including, without limitation, employees, attorneys, accountants, 

and advisors), and all other persons occupying similar positions or performing similar functions 

or acting, purporting to act or authorized to act on his or its behalf. 

14. “FF&E” shall refer to furniture, fixtures, and equipment. 

15. “HBL SNF” shall refer to Defendant HBL SNF, LLC, including its owners, 

members, shareholders, parents, subsidiaries, affiliates, directors, officers, employees, agents, 

representatives, independent contractors, assigns, successors, attorneys, accountants or anyone 

acting on its behalf. 

16. “HUD” shall refer to the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, its 

representatives or agents (including, without limitation, employees, attorneys, accountants, and 
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advisors), and all other persons occupying similar positions or performing similar functions or 

acting, purporting to act or authorized to act on its behalf. 

17. “Jozefovic” shall refer to Defendant Lizer Jozefovic, his representatives or agents 

(including, without limitation, his attorneys, accountants, and advisors), and all other persons 

occupying similar positions or performing similar functions or acting, purporting to act or 

authorized to act on his behalf. 

18. “Lease” shall refer to the operating lease between Defendant HBL SNF, LLC and 

Plaintiff White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC, dated November 19, 2015. 

19. “LOI” shall refer to letter of intent between Defendant HBL SNF, LLC and Plaintiff 

White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC, dated November 20, 2019. 

20. “Neuman” shall refer to Defendant Mark Neuman, his representatives or agents 

(including, without limitation, his attorneys, accountants, and advisors), and all other persons 

occupying similar positions or performing similar functions or acting, purporting to act or 

authorized to act on his behalf. 

21. “Nicholson” shall refer to Third-Party Defendant William Nicholson, his 

representatives or agents (including, without limitation, his attorneys, accountants, and advisors), 

and all other persons occupying similar positions or performing similar functions or acting, 

purporting to act or authorized to act on his behalf.  

22. “NYSDOH” shall refer to the New York State Department of Health, its 

representatives or agents (including, without limitation, employees, attorneys, accountants, and 

advisors), and all other persons occupying similar positions or performing similar functions or 

acting, purporting to act or authorized to act on its behalf. 
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23. “PEC” shall refer to Third-Party Defendant Project Equity Consulting, including 

its owners, members, shareholders, parents, subsidiaries, affiliates, directors, officers, employees, 

agents, representatives, independent contractors, assigns, successors, attorneys, accountants or 

anyone acting on its behalf. 

24. “Project” shall refer to all aspects of  development  of  the  Facility  including  

construction  and  financing. 

25. “Security Benefit” shall refer to Security Benefit Life Insurance Company, 

including its owners, members, shareholders, parents, subsidiaries, affiliates, directors, officers, 

employees, agents, representatives, independent contractors, assigns, successors, attorneys, 

accountants or anyone acting on its behalf. 

26. “Term Sheet” shall refer to any all term sheets including, but not limited, to the 

term sheets dated April 2015, October 14, 2015, and November 20, 2015. 

27. “White Plains” shall refer to Plaintiff White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC, 

including its owners, members, shareholders, parents, subsidiaries, affiliates, directors, officers, 

employees, agents, representatives, independent contractors, assigns, successors, attorneys, 

accountants or anyone acting on its behalf. 

28. “You” or “Your” shall refer to Plaintiff White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC; 

Third-Party Defendant CCC Equities, LLC; Third-Party Defendant Project Equity Consulting; 

Third-Party Defendant The Congress Companies; Third-Party Defendant Howard Fensterman; 

and/or Third-Party Defendant William Nicholson, individually or collectively. 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

29. The Document requests cover Documents created on or after January 1, 2012, up 

to and including the date of production. 

30. You should respond separately to each numbered demand for production below by:  

(1) providing a statement that you have complied (inclusive of Bates ranges) or will comply with 

the particular demand; or (2) providing a statement that you lack the ability to comply with the 

particular demand; or (3) providing any objection to the particular demand; or (4) stating to the 

best of your knowledge, upon inquiry, that you have never had, and do not now have, responsive 

documents within your custody or control. 

31. If you object to a request for production contained herein, state the basis for your 

objection with particularity.  If you object to part of a request for production contained herein, 

specify the part to which you object and the basis for your objection with particularity, and answer 

the unobjectionable part of the request. 

32. In producing any Documents requested herein, please furnish all Documents in 

your possession, custody, or control. "Possession, custody, or control" refers to all Documents, 

data compilations, tangible things, and other information obtainable by your order or direction, 

including those you have access to through others from whom you are entitled to receive the 

information, such as accountants, attorneys, consultants, investigators and any of your other 

agents, representatives, servants, or employees, or others engaged in any joint enterprise or 

partnership with you. 

33. Every Document produced in response to the requests herein shall be produced in 

its entirety, without abbreviation, and shall include all attachments and matters affixed thereto, 

along with any and all drafts of the Document. 
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34. If you consider any Document falling within any of these requests to be privileged 

from discovery, you are directed to file and serve at the time you answer these requests for 

production a privilege log of all Documents withheld from production, identifying each Document 

as follows: (a) the type of Document; (b) its date; (c) addressor's or author's name, title and address; 

(d) addressee's name, title and address; (e) the name and address of each other Person to whom a 

copy of the Document was  sent  or  shown; (f) a description of the Document, including its general 

nature or character; (g) the number of pages, the number of attachments  or appendices, if any; (h) 

the present custodian of the Document; and (i) the basis on which the Document is considered to 

be privileged from discovery. Where a requested Document contains allegedly privileged 

information, you are requested to produce those portions of the Document for which no privilege 

is claimed and to specifically identify on each such Document where material has been deleted or 

redacted. 

35. If any Document responsive to any of these requests was, but is no longer, in your 

possession or subject to your custody or control, state whether it is (a) missing or lost, (b) has been 

destroyed, (c) has been transferred, voluntarily or involuntarily to others, or (d) has been   

otherwise disposed of, and in each instance explain the circumstances surrounding such disposition 

thereof and state the date or approximate date thereof. 

36. These requests for production are deemed continuing. If any information or 

Documents sought by the requests are not located or identified, or do not become available until 

after the requests are answered, or if the answers for any reason should later become incomplete 

or incorrect, there shall be a continuing duty on your part to supplement or change answers 

previously submitted pursuant to CPLR 3101(h). 
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37. Documents shall be produced as they are kept in the usual course of business or the 

Documents shall be organized and labeled to correspond to the categories in these requests. In the 

case of Documents that were already produced pursuant to federal, state, local government, or 

administrative requests, investigations, or subpoenas, those Documents should be produced in the 

same manner as they were previously produced by You. 

38. Documents shall be produced in such fashion as to identify the department, branch 

or office in whose possession it was located and, where applicable, the natural person in whose 

possession it was found and the business address of each Document's custodian(s). 

39. You are required to produce the original of each Document requested together with 

all non-identical copies and drafts of each Document. If the original of any Document cannot be 

located and/or produced, provide a copy in lieu thereof, which shall be legible and bound or stapled 

in the same manner as the original, and produce all other non-identical copies that differ from the 

original and from the other copies produced for any reason, including without limitation, the 

making of notes thereon. 

40. Documents attached to each other in their original form should not be separated 

when produced. Any attachments to email messages should be produced with, and linked to, the 

attaching email. 

41. All Documents shall be Bates stamped and include the following metadata (to the 

extent applicable): 

a.  Document Date; 
b.  Document Created Date; 
c.  Document Modified Dates; 
d.  Time Sent; 
e.  To; 
f.  From; 
g.  Cc; 
h.  Bcc; 
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i.  Subject; 
j.  File name; 
k.  Doc type; 
i.  Beg Bates; 
m.  End Bates; and 
n.   Identifier (i.e., a unique production identifier of the item). 
 

 27.  All spreadsheets, including, without limitation, documents produced using 

Microsoft Excel, shall be produced in native format. 

 28.  Documents not otherwise responsive to these requests shall be produced if such 

documents mention, discuss, refer to, or explain the Documents that are called for by these 

requests, or if such documents are attached to Documents called for by the requests and constitute 

routing slips, transmittal memoranda or letters, comments, evaluations, or similar materials. 
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DOCUMENTS REQUESTED 

1. All Documents and Communications regarding the ownership of White Plains, 

CCCE, PEC, and Congress. 

2. All Documents and Communications regarding the financing of the Project, 

including, but not limited to, the provision of equity and capital. 

3. All Documents and Communications regarding a HUD-insured mortgage and 

financing for the Project. 

4. All Documents and Communications regarding the Project’s feasibility forecast. 

5. All Documents and Communications exchanged between You and NYSDOH 

regarding the Facility, including, but not limited to, Term Sheets, Letters of Interest, and/or 

Commitment Letters presented to NYSOH regarding requests for approval of the Project. 

6. All Documents and Communications regarding the projected Medicaid 

Reimbursement. 

7. All Documents and Communications regarding payments to Congress, Fensterman, 

and Nicholson for the Project, including, but not limited to, funds advanced by Defendants to 

Nicholson and Congress. 

8. All Documents and Communications regarding any funds obtained from 

Defendants which were used for projects in Wisconsin or New Jersey. 

9. All Documents and Communications regarding the Development Agreement. 

10. All Documents and Communications regarding Your obligation to provide a “turn-

key” Facility, i.e., that the Facility would be fully constructed and authorized to operate as a skilled 

nursing facility with permanent financing.  

11. All Documents and Communications regarding the Term Sheet. 
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12. All Documents and Communications regarding Defendants’ capital contributions 

to the Project. 

13. All Documents and Communications regarding FF&E for the Project. 

14. All Documents and Communications regarding Your obligation to provide 

Defendants with future credits against Lease payments. 

15. All Documents and Communications regarding Your representations that the 

Facility would be completed within twenty-two months, or before September 2017. 

16. All Documents and Communications regarding the actual completion date of the 

Facility in December 2019. 

17. All Documents and Communications regarding loans of $1,500,000 which were to 

be repaid to Defendants. 

18. All Documents and Communications regarding the Development Agreement. 

19. All Documents and Communications regarding the performance bond which was 

to be provided by Congress. 

20. All Documents and Communications regarding financial contributions from 

Entities who contributed capital to CCCE to meet equity requirements. 

21. All Documents and Communications regarding payments or distributions which 

have been made or will be made to investors in CCCE. 

22. All Documents and Communications regarding certification, registration, and other 

licensing requirements from NYSDOH and other Entities for the Project and Facility, including, 

but not limited to, the Certificate of Need from NYSDOH. 

23. All Documents and Communications regarding the Certificate of Occupancy for 

the Facility which was obtained on August 22, 2019, as alleged in paragraph 12 of the Complaint. 
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24. All Documents and Communications regarding the Facility commencing 

operations on or about September 30, 2019, as alleged in paragraph 13 of the Complaint. 

25. All Documents and Communications regarding the calculation and payment of 

Fixed Rent and Additional Rent, as alleged in paragraphs 15, 16, and 39 of the Complaint. 

26. All Documents and Communications regarding the calculation and payment of 

utilities, real estate taxes, assessments, utility charges, municipal maintenance escrows, and other 

taxes, as alleged in paragraphs 17, 18, 40, 41, 42, and 43 of the Complaint. 

27. All Documents and Communications regarding the Jozefovic Guaranty, as alleged 

in paragraphs 23 and 24 of the Complaint. 

28. All Documents and Communications regarding the Neuman Guaranty, as alleged 

in paragraphs 25 and 26 of the Complaint. 

29. All Documents and Communications regarding the provision of lines of credit, 

unconditional letters of credit, and a working capital account as alleged in paragraphs 27, 28, 31, 

50, 51, and 59 of the Complaint. 

30. All Documents and Communications regarding security deposits, as alleged in 

paragraphs 29 and 49 of the Complaint. 

31. All Documents and Communications regarding certificates of insurance, as alleged 

in paragraph 44 of the Complaint. 

32. All Documents and Communications regarding Medicare, Medicaid, and other 

provider agreements and reimbursement rate sheets for the Facility, as alleged in paragraphs 45 

and 46 of the Complaint. 

33. All Documents and Communications regarding required financial reports and 

written reports, as alleged in paragraphs 47 and 48 of the Complaint. 
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34. All Documents and Communications regarding late fees and costs, as alleged in 

paragraph 52 of the Complaint. 

35. All Documents and Communications regarding the LOI. 

36. All Documents and Communications regarding a Deposit Account Control 

Agreement, as alleged in paragraph 56 of the Complaint. 

37. All Documents and Communications regarding amendments to the Lease which 

reduced and required payment of the security deposit, as alleged in paragraph 57 of the Complaint. 

38. All Documents and Communications regarding the certificate of occupancy for the 

Facility. 

39. All Documents and Communications regarding the provision of an additional 

$1,600,000 in security and an agreement with JPMorgan Chase Bank prohibiting liquidation of 

the security, as alleged in paragraph 58 of the Complaint. 

40. All Documents and Communications regarding the Delaware Statutory Trust. 

41. All Documents and Communications regarding the Notice of Default. 

42. All Documents and Communications regarding the calculation of damages alleged 

in paragraph 72 of the Complaint, including, but not limited to: (a) $7,096,182.79 for holdover 

rent and rent; (b) $26,725.35 for municipal and utility deposits; (c) $9,8000,000.00 for working 

capital deposits; (d) $1,948,653.00 for late fees, default fees, costs and professional fees; and (e) 

$94,961,326.40 for accelerated rent. 

43. All Documents and Communications regarding Your Loan Agreement with 

Security Benefit, dated August 18 2017. 

44. All Documents and Communications regarding a Cash Management Account and 

a Tenant Direction Notice for Security Benefit. 
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45. All Documents and Communications regarding the Term Sheets dated April 21, 

2015. 

46. All Documents and Communications regarding the assignment of mortgages on 

property owned by Waterview Acquisition I, LLC to Defendants. 

47. All Documents and Communications regarding the Bank Accounts. 

48. All Documents and Communications regarding the first Amendment to the 

Development Agreement, dated July 12, 2017. 

49. All Documents and Communications regarding the Collateral Assignment and 

Pledge of Membership Interest and Security Agreement, dated August 11, 2017. 

50. All Documents and Communications regarding the UCC Financing Statement filed 

by Waterview Acquisition I, LLC, dated September 15, 2020. 
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Dated: New York, New York  
May 7, 2021 
 

MICHELMAN & ROBINSON, LLP 
        

 
By: /s/ John Giardino                           
John Giardino 
Alex Barnett-Howell 
800 Third Avenue, 24th Floor 
New York, New York 10022 
(212) 730-7700 
jgiardino@mrllp.com 
abarnett-howell@mrllp.com 
Attorneys for Defendants and Third-Party 
Plaintiffs HBL SNF, LLC, Lizer Jozefovic, 
and Mark Neuman 

 

TO: DELBELLO DONNELLAN WEINGARTEN WISE & WIEDERKEHR, LLP 
Alfred E. Donnellan 
One North Lexington Ave. 
White Plains, NY  10601 
Tel.: 914-681-0200 
Email: aed@ddw-law.com 
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State Court Docket Entries that Cannot Be Filed on ECF Due to Size or Damage to File 

Docket Entry No.: 33 – Attachment to Joint Statement of Facts Copy of Complaint with Exhibits 
and Verified Answer 

Docket Entry No.: 53 – Exhibit A to Donnellan Aff. - Complaint with Exhibits 

Docket Entry No.: 55 – Exhibit C to Donnellan Aff. - Amended Compliant with exhibits 

Docket Entry No.: 64 – Exhibit A to Donnellan Aff. 

Docket Entry No.: 87 – Amended and Restated Lease  

Docket Entry No.: 100 – Exhibit 1 to Notice to Admit  

Docket Entry No.: 109 – Exhibit B- Second Notification of Disposition of Collateral, 6.9.21 

Docket Entry No.: 143 – Exhibit G to Nicholson Aff. - Construction Loan Agreement 

Docket Entry No.: 145 – Exhibit I to Nicholson Aff. - Mortgage 

Docket Entry No.: 155 – Exhibit S to Nicholson Aff. - Bankruptcy Court Order 

Docket Entry No.: 165 – Exhibit B to Donnellan Aff. - Amended and Restated Operating 
Agreement of Waterview 

Docket Entry No.: 179 – Affidavit of Brett Bandazian in Partial Support of Plaintiff’s Motion, By 
Order to Show Cause, for Among Other Things, A Temporary Restraining Order  

Docket Entry No.: 180 – State Court Docket File Damaged  

Docket Entry No.: 195 – Exhibit 11 - Notice to Admit with exhibits 

Docket Entry No.: 197 – Exhibit 12 – Exhibit 1 to Amended Verified Complaint 

Docket Entry No.: 206 – Exhibit 21 - NYSDOH email 2019.10.01 

Docket Entry No.: 217 – Exhibit 28 – Summary of Professional Fees 

Docket Entry No.: 239 - Amended and Restated Lease 

Docket Entry No.: 242 – Exhibit F – Construction Loan Agreement 

Docket Entry No.: 250 – Exhibit N - Certificates of Insurance 

 Docket Entry No.: 259 – Exhibit B - Letter re auction 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------X 
WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, 
LLC, 
 
     Plaintiff, 
 
 -against- 
 
HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/K/A LIZER 
JOZOFOVIC, and MARK NEUMAN, 
 

 Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs, 
 
 -against- 
 
CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY 
CONSULTING, THE CONGRESS COMPANIES, 
HOWARD FENSTERMAN, WILLIAM 
NICHOLSON, and METROPOLITAN 
COMMERCIAL BANK 
 

Third-Party Defendants 

: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 

 
 
CIVIL ACTION NO.: 21-9048 
 
Removed from: 

 
Supreme Court of the State of 
New York, Westchester County 

-----------------------------------------------------------------X 
 

NOTICE OF REMOVAL  
 

TO: THE JUDGES OF THIS UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

 
HBL SNF, LLC (the “Removing Defendant”), gives notice of removal of the entirety of the 

above-captioned lawsuit (“State Court Action”) from the Supreme Court of the State of New York, 

County of Westchester, to the United States District Court for the Southern District of New York 

pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 1334(b) and 1452.  As grounds for removal, Removing Defendant states as 

follows: 
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 2 

BACKGROUND 

1. In or around November 2015, the Removing Defendant entered into certain 

agreements with White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC (“WPHCP”) for the construction and 

finance of the Removing Defendant’s care facility. The Removing Defendant executed that certain 

Development Agreement (as amended or modified from time to time, the “Development 

Agreement”), dated as of November 19, 2015, between the Removing Defendant, as operator/tenant, 

and WPHCP, as developer which was subject to the prior approval of the New York State 

Department of Health 

2. In connection therewith, the Removing Defendant additionally entered into that 

certain Amended and Restated Operating Lease (as amended or modified from time to time, the 

“Lease” and, together with the Development Agreement, the “Development and Lease 

Agreements”), dated November 19, 2015, by and between the Removing Defendant, as tenant, and 

WPHCP, as Landlord.   The Lease provides that it commences upon the date WPHCP’s work is 

sufficiently complete to accept patients as determined by the New York State Department of Health 

(the “NYSDOH”) and the issuance of a Certificate of Occupancy.   

3. Pursuant to the Development and Lease Agreements, WPHCP agreed to provide the 

necessary financing and construction management, and to obtain the necessary NYSDOH 

authorizations and approvals of its plans, specifications and construction and mortgage financing, in 

order to deliver to the Removing Defendant a “turn-key” facility for operation by the Removing 

Defendant as a skilled nursing and rehabilitation facility. The Removing Defendant, as tenant and 

operator of the completed facility, agreed to pay, among other things, monthly fixed rent in the 

amount of $506,096.50 for an annual amount of fixed rent of $6,073,158, to WPHCP, as landlord, 

over the thirty-year term of the Lease.  
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 3 

4. The Lease provides that the Removing Defendant’s obligations to WPHCP under the 

Lease are secured by, among other things, a first priority security interest and lien granted to 

WPHCP upon all of the Removing Defendant’s assets, including personal property, equipment, and 

accounts receivable, and certificates of need and other authorizations of the Removing Defendant 

with respect to operation of the facility as a skilled nursing facility. The Lease provides that WPHCP 

agrees to subordinate its lien on accounts receivable in favor of an accounts receivable lender to the 

Removing Defendant upon certain conditions set forth therein.   

5. As of the Petition Date, there is no enforceable UCC-1 Financing Statement of record 

filed against the Removing Defendant by or on behalf of WPHCP.  

6. In furtherance of its obligation to secure financing for the project, WPHCP entered 

into that certain Construction Loan Agreement (as amended or modified from time to time, the 

“Loan Agreement”), dated as of August 18, 2017, by and among WPHCP, as borrower, Security 

Benefit Life Insurance Company, as lender (“Security Benefit Lender”), and Security Benefit 

Corporation (together with Security Benefit Lender, “Security Benefit”), as agent, whereby Security 

Benefit Lender would make loans to WPHCP in an aggregate amount of up to $38,500,000, to be 

used to refinance an existing mortgage on the Real Property, pay the costs of construction and 

development of the facility, pay the costs of the beds, furniture, fixtures, personal property and 

equipment to be used at the facility, pay utilities fees and charges, and pay interest, taxes and other 

budgeted operating costs.  

7. WPHCP’s obligations under the Loan Agreement are secured by, among other things, 

that certain Mortgage, Assignment of Leases and Rents, Security Agreement and Fixture Filing (the 

“Mortgage”), recorded August 31, 2017, granted by WPHCP to Security Benefit, and an Assignment 

of Leases and Rents (the “Assignment of Rents”), dated as of August 18, 2017, assigning all rents in 
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 4 

and under all leases with respect to the Real Property. The Mortgage provides that WPHCP’s 

obligations are secured by liens on real and personal property and all other rights and interests of 

WPHCP in the Real Property. However, property of the Removing Defendant is expressly excluded 

from Security Benefit’s Mortgage, which provides that “all property of tenants under any Lease…is 

excluded from the scope of this Security Instrument.”  

8. In connection with the financing, WPHCP, Security Benefit and the Removing 

Defendant, as operator, entered into that certain Security Agreement, Assignment of Leases and 

Rents and Fixture Filing, dated as of July 2017 (the “Security Agreement”), which provides for the 

Removing Defendant’s grant of a security interest in favor of Security Benefit in all of its assets 

constituting Collateral Property (as defined therein) as security for the payment and performance of, 

among other things, WPHCP’s obligations under the Loan Agreement.  With respect to the 

Removing Defendant’s accounts receivable, Security Benefit’s liens were granted “to the extent, but 

only to the extent, they are used in connection with or arise from the operation of the Collateral 

Property that are or will be subject to an Intercreditor Agreement with the [Removing Defendant’s] 

AR Lender.”  

9. Security Benefit filed a UCC-1 Financing Statement perfecting this security interest 

against the Removing Defendant on September 19, 2017. The Removing Defendant is not a party to 

the Loan Agreement and does not owe any amounts thereunder to Security Benefit.  To the best of 

the Removing Defendant’s knowledge, the balance owed by WPHCP to Security Benefit under the 

Loan Agreement was approximately $41,742,537.06 as of May 1, 2021.  

10. After developmental and financing delays necessitating additional capital infusions, 

WPHCP obtained approval from the New York State Department of Health for the opening of the 

facility on December 2, 2019, two years later than contemplated under the Development Agreement. 
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 5 

Despite this and other disputes concerning the Development and Lease Agreements, the Removing 

Defendant made all rent payments of over $506,000 per month as required under the Lease, 

commencing on October 30, 2019 (even before the opening of the facility and commencement of the 

Lease), totaling over $10,500,000 as of the Petition Date, which WPHCP accepted.  

11. Despite the fact that the Removing Defendant did not default under the Lease, 

WPHCP defaulted under its Loan Agreement with Security Benefit. Security Benefit issued multiple 

notices of default to WPHCP, commencing on October 16, 2019, for defaults including failures to 

establish a cash management account, make monthly interest payments, forward payments received 

from the Removing Defendant, provide financial statements, and other defaults.  

12. Security Benefit commenced litigation against WPHCP attempting to foreclose 

against the Real Property, but these actions were discontinued as a result of a New York State 

moratoriums on such actions, which has been extended through January 2022. See Security Benefit 

Life Insurance Company, Security Benefit Corporation v. White Plains Healthcare Properties I, 

LLC, et al., Index No. 55883/2021 (Sup. Ct. N.Y. 2021); Security Benefit Life Insurance Company, 

Security Benefit Corporation v. White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC, et al., Index No. 

621099/2021 (Sup. Ct. N.Y. 2021). 

13. On January 7, 2020, attorneys for WPHCP sent the Removing Defendant a letter 

alleging that the Removing Defendant defaulted under the Development and Lease Agreements, 

purporting to terminate the Lease effective January 13, 2020, and seeking accelerated obligations 

allegedly due in the amount of $84,073,989.91. The Removing Defendant disputes these alleged 

defaults and the effectiveness of the letter to terminate the Lease. As of the Petition Date, the 

Removing Defendant was in substantial compliance with the Lease and has made all outstanding 

rental payments to WPHCP.   
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14. On September 18, 2020, WPHCP filed a complaint against the Removing Defendant, 

Lizer Jozefovic, and Mark Neuman in the Supreme Court of the State of New York, County of 

Westchester (the “Complaint”), captioned as  White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC v. HBL 

SNF, LLC, et al., Index No. 60278-20 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. 2020) (the “State Court Action”), containing 

various frivolous allegations regarding purported defaults by the Removing Defendant under the 

Lease,  seeking termination of the Lease and seeking recovery from the Removing Defendant and 

co-defendants for over $84 million in alleged damages.  WPHCP subsequently amended its 

Complaint. 

15. The Removing Defendant and co-defendants filed an answer to the amended 

Complaint and asserted counterclaims and third-party claims against WPHCP, among others, 

seeking a declaratory judgment as well as an accounting, and money damages based upon fraud, 

fraud in the inducement, breach of contract, bad faith.  

16. On August 19, 2021, WPHCP filed a motion seeking entry of summary judgment 

against the Removing Defendant, among others.  As of the Petition Date, the Removing Defendant 

had filed its opposition to WPHCP’s summary judgment motion, but WPHCP had not yet filed its 

reply brief.  WPHCP’s motion has not yet been deemed to be fully submitted and remains sub judice. 

17. Removal of the State Court Action is appropriate because this Court maintains 

“arising under” and “related to” bankruptcy jurisdiction pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 1334(b) and 

1452(a). 

Bankruptcy Jurisdiction 

18.    On November 1, 2021, the Removing Defendant filed a voluntary petition for relief 

under Subchapter V of Chapter 11 of the United State Bankruptcy Code in the United States 

Bankruptcy Court for the Southern District of New York.  The case number for the Removing 
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Defendant’s chapter 11 case is Chapter 11 Case No. 21-22623-SHL (the “Chapter 11 Case”).   The 

Chapter 11 Case is pending before the Honorable Sean H. Lane, United States Bankruptcy Judge. 

19. This Court has original jurisdiction over this action pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1334(b), 

which provides that United States district courts shall have jurisdiction over all civil proceedings, 

“arising under” or “related” to cases under title 11 of the United States Code (the “Bankruptcy 

Code”).  

20. The causes of actions asserted by in the State Court Action are “core proceedings” 

within the meaning of, inter alia, 28 U.S.C §157(b)(2)(B), (C), (E), and (O) in that the State Court 

Action concerns, inter alia, (i) allowance or disallowance of claims against the Removing 

Defendant’s bankruptcy estates; (ii) counterclaims by the Removing Defendant against Plaintiffs 

who hold claims against the Removing Defendant’s bankruptcy estates; (iii) third party claims by the 

Removing Defendant; (iv) termination of the Removing Defendant’s Lease, and (v) other matters 

pertaining to the liquidation of the assets of the estate and the adjustment of the debtor-creditor 

relationship. 

21. Alternatively, the causes of action in the State Court Action are “related to” the 

Chapter 11 Cases because: 

a. Plaintiff seeks a judgment against the Removing Defendant, which “could  

conceivably have”  an effect on the Removing Defendants’ bankruptcy estates; 

b. Plaintiff seeks to terminate Removing Defendant’s Lease which “could  conceivably 

have”  an effect on the Removing Defendants’ bankruptcy estates; 

c. Plaintiff seeks judgment against non-debtor defendants and individuals based upon 

guaranties of certain of Removing Defendant’’ obligations under the Lease. As a 

result, non-Removing Defendants may seek contribution or indemnification from 
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Removing Defendant, which “could conceivably have” an effect on the Removing 

Defendant’’ bankruptcy estate; and  

d. Plaintiff seeks judgment against non-debtor defendants under certain guaranties of 

the Debtor’s obligations under the Lease.  Judgments entered against and amounts 

collected from non-debtor defendants could have the effect of fixing the amounts 

owed, if any, by Removing Defendant under the Lease, or otherwise determining the 

Removing Defendant’s liability for alleged defaults under the Lease.  As a result, a 

judgment against the non-debtor defendants “could conceivably have” an effect on 

the Removing Defendant’s bankruptcy estate.      

See In re Cuyahoga Equip. Corp., 980 F.2d 110, 114 (2d Cir. 1992) (“The test ... is whether [the 

litigation’s] outcome might have any conceivable effect on the bankrupt estate.”).   An action is 

“related to” a bankruptcy proceeding even when the claims are between third parties. Celotex Corp. 

v. Edwards, 514 U.S. 300 (1995)(resolving a circuit split by holding that a dispute between parties 

other than the debtor may be “related to” bankruptcy although the debtor has no interest in the 

property over which the parties are in dispute). 

22.  Courts have regularly held that third party proceedings are “related to” bankruptcy 

proceedings when the defendants have a claim for indemnification or contribution against the debtor 

estate even where the rights are contingent. See In re Worldcom, Inc. Sees. Litig., 293 B.R. 308, 321 

(S.D.N.Y. 2003)(“Because the effect of contribution claims on the bankruptcy estate is at the very 

least conceivable, the ... action is related to the bankruptcy and subject to the jurisdiction of this 

Court.”), see also In re Masterwear Corp., 241 B.R. 511, 516-17 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 1999) (holding 

that “related to” jurisdiction existed where defendants “may ultimately be entitled to recover some or 

all of their legal fees and expenses from [the bankrupt corporation] under [its] bylaws). 
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23. For any claims or parties not subject to jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. § 1334, 

supplemental jurisdiction lies under 28 U.S.C. § 1367 because all claims against all parties in this 

case form part of the same case or controversy. 

Compliance With Procedural Requirements 

 

24. Pursuant to Fed. R. Bankr. P. Rule 9027:  (a) this Notice of Removal is being filed 

with the clerk for the district and division within which the State Court Action is pending; (b) this 

Notice of Removal is signed pursuant to Fed. R. Bankr. P. Rule 9011; (c) Removing Defendant 

states that the State Court Action is a core proceeding, but if it is determined to be non-core, 

Removing Defendant consents to entry of final orders or judgment by the Bankruptcy Court; (d) this 

Notice of Removal is being timely filed; (e) this Notice of Removal is accompanied by a copy of all 

process and pleadings filed to date in the State Court Action, (f) Removing Defendant has 

contemporaneously filed a copy of this notice with the Clerk of the Supreme Court of the State of 

New York, County of Westchester and shall promptly serve a copy of this Notice of Removal upon 

Plaintiff’s counsel. 

25. Removing Defendant expressly reserves the right to raise all defenses in this action 

after it is removed. 

WHEREFORE, the Removing Defendant removes the State Court Action in its entirety from 

the Supreme Court of the State of New York, Westchester County to the United States District Court 

for the Southern District of New York and respectfully submits that the matter should be referred to 

the United States Bankruptcy Court for the Southern District of New York. 
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Dated:  New York, New York 
November 3, 2021 

Klestadt Winters Jureller Southard & 
Stevens, LLP 
 
By: /s/ Tracy L. Klestadt   
     Tracy L. Klestadt 
     Brendan M. Scott 
200 West 41st Street, 17th Floor 
New York, NY 10036 
Telephone: (212) 972-3000 
Facsimile: (212) 972-2245 
tklestadt@klestadt.com 
bscott@klestadt.com 
 
Attorneys for HBL SNF, LLC 
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AO 458 (Rev. 06/09) Appearance of Counsel 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
for the 

Southern District of New York 

White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC, 
Plaintiff 

v. 
HBL SNF. LLC. et al., 

Defendant 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Case No. 21-9048 

APPEARANCE OF COUNSEL 

To: The clerk of court and all parties of record 

I am admitted or otherwise authorized to practice in this court, and I appear in this case as counsel for: 
Plaintiff White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC and Third-Party Defendants CCC Equities, LLC Project 
Equity Consulting, The Congress Companies, Howard Fensterman and William Nicholsgn 

Date: 11/05/2021 

Alfred E. Donnellan (AD7092) 
Printed name and bar number 

DelBello Donnellan Weingarten 
Wise & Wiederkehr, LLP 

One North Lexington Avenue, 11th Floor 
White Plains. New York 10601 

Address 

aed@ddw-law.com 
E-mail address 

(914) 681-0200 
Telephone number 

(914) 684-0200 
FAX number 
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Plaintiff White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC and Third-Party Defendants CCC Equities, LLC 
Project Equity Consulting, The Congress Companies, Howard Fensterman and William Nicholson

(PMH)

RS7206
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1616592 
0181960-001 

 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, 
LLC, 

Plaintiff, 
– against – 

 
HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/K/A LIZER 
JOZOFOVIC and MARK NEUMAN, 

Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiff, 

– against – 

CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY  
CONSULTING, THE CONGRESS COMPANIES,  
HOWARD FENSTERMAN, and WILLIAM  
NICHOLSON,  

Third-Party Defendants. 

 
 

Removed from the Supreme 
Court of the State of New York, 

Westchester County 
 

 
21 Civ. 9048 (PMH) 

 
DISCLOSURE STATEMENT 

PURSUANT TO FRCP 7.1 

 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that corporate plaintiff WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE 

PROPRETIES I, LLC and third-party defendants CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY 

CONSULTING and THE CONGRESS COMPANIES, by and through their counsel DelBello 

Donnellan Weingarten Wise & Wiederkehr, LLP, hereby respectfully disclose pursuant to FRCP 

7.1 that each of them is a private non-governmental party, and no publicly held corporation owns 

ten percent (10%) or more of the stock of any of them. 

Dated: White Plains, New York 
 November 5, 2021  

 
DelBello Donnellan Weingarten 
Wise & Wiederkehr, LLP 
Attorneys for Plaintiff and Third Party Defendants 
 
By: /s/ Alfred E. Donnellan 
Alfred E. Donnellan, Esq. 
One North Lexington Avenue 
White Plains, New York 10601 
(914) 681-0200   
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC, 

Plaintiff, 
- against-

HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/K/A LIZER 
JOZOFOVIC and MARK NEUMAN, 

Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiff, 

- against-

CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY 
CONSULTING, THE CONGRESS COMPANIES, 
HOWARD FENSTERMAN, and WILLIAM 
NICHOLSON, 

Third-Party Defendants. 

Removed from the Supreme 
Court of the State of New York, 

Westchester County 

21 Civ. 9048 (PMH) 

REPLY DECLARATION OF 
ALFRED E. DONNELLAN 

Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746, Alfred E. Donnellan declares as follows: 

1. I am a member of the law firm of DelBello Donnellan Weingarten Wise & 

Wiederkehr, LLP, lead counsel for plaintiff White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC ("WPH 

Properties") and third-party defendants, CCC Equities, LLC, Project Equity Consulting, The 

Congress Companies, Howard Fensterman and William Nicholson ( collectively, "third-party 

defendants"). 

2. I submit this reply declaration in further support of the motion of WPH Properties 

and third-party defendants for an order granting summary judgment in favor of WPH Properties 

for the relief demanded in the complaint and dismissing the counterclaims and third-party claims 

asserted by defendants/third-party plaintiffs, HBL SNF, LLC ("HBL"), Lizer Jozefovic 

("Jozefovic") and Mark Neuman ( collectively, "defendants"). 

3. The defendants' assert in their brief in opposition to summary judgment that the 
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January 7, 2020 notice of default signed by me -- as well as by Joshua Roccapriore as authorized 

agent of WPH Properties -- is a "nullity. A copy of the fully executed notice of default including 

delivery receipts is attached as exhibit A. I separately emailed copies of the notice of default to 

Jozefovic and Mark Zafrin ("Zafrin"), who was then counsel to HBL and Jozefovic. 

4. The defendants claim that I was "an unauthorized and unknown attorney" at the time 

of the notice of default. Memorandum of law in opposition to motion for summary judgment and 

in support of motion to strike dated October 25, 2021, at 17. This is false. 

5. In fact, Jozefovic and HBL knew prior to January 7, 2020 that I was counsel to WPH 

Properties and was authorized to act as counsel in matters concerning the Lease. In my capacity as 

counsel to WPH Properties, I had extensive dealing with Zafrin and his client Jozefovic prior to 

January 7, 2020. I negotiated with them the November 20, 2019 letter of intent between HBL and 

WPH Properties, which set forth the terms of an attempted amicable resolution ofHBL's defaults 

under the Lease. 

6. As counsel to WPH Properties, I attended a number of meetings with Zafrin and 

Jozefovic in the conference room at my law firm to negotiate the letter of intent during the Fall of 

2019. During that same time period, I had numerous phone calls and exchanged emails with Zafrin 

concerning the letter of intent. And on behalf of WPH Properties, I worked with Zafrin and 

J ozefovic to finalize and have signed the letter of intent. Attached as exhibit B is select 

correspondence between Zafrin and myself in November 2019 concerning the letter of intent, the 

Lease and other issues. 

7. I also negotiated with Zafrin a "pre-negotiation agreement" dated October 25, 2019 

between HBL and WPH Properties to facilitate discussions between the parties concerning a 

possible resolution of differences between them with respect to their rights and obligations under 

2 
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the Lease. Those discussions culminated in the letter of intent. A copy of the pre-negotiation 

agreement is attached as exhibit C. 

WHEREFORE, I respectfully request that this Court grant summary judgment for liability 

and damages in favor ofWPH Properties and against HBL, Jozefovic and Neuman in the amount 

of $111,420,213.50 and dismiss the defendants' counterclaims and third-party claims. 

Dated: White Plains, New York 
November 5, 2021 

3 
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Exhibit A to 

Donnellan Reply Declaration 
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Marisa Warshaw 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

TrackingUpdates@fedex.com 

Wednesday, January 8, 2020 1 :37 PM 

Marisa Warshaw 
FedEx Shipment 779498448443 Delivered 

Your package has been delivered 
Tracking # 779498448443 

Ship date: Delivery date: 

Tue, 1/7/2020 Wed, 1/8/2020 1 :34 pm 

Marisa Warshaw 

I 

IMr. Mark Neuman 
De1Bello Donnellan Weingarten 0 ··-·Mr. Mark Neuman 

Wise ~----D-e-1-iv-e-re-d----~22 L YNCREST DR 

White Plains, NY 10601 MONSEY, NY 10952 

us us 

Shipment Facts 
Our records indicate that the following package has been delivered. 

Tracking number: 

Status: 

Reference: 

Signed for by: 

Delivery location: 

Delivered to: 

Service type: 

Packaging type: 

Number of pieces: 

Weight: 

Special handling/Services: 

Standard transit: 

779498448443 

Delivered: 01i08/2020 1 :34 

PM Signed for By: Signature 

not required 

0181960-001 MW 1/7/2020 

Signature not required 

MONSEY, NY 

Residence 

FedEx Standard Overnight® 

FedEx® Envelope 

0.50 lb. 

Deliver Weekday 

Residential Delivery 

1/8/2020 by 8:00 pm 

1 
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ORIGIN IJ:NESA (!11,1) ii8Ul200 Slf DA1E: 07JN,J20 
lilARISA WARSHAW ACTWGT: 0_ 19 LB 
DEU3EI..LO DONIEJ.AN1II/El>JGARTEN WISE GAD: 11467510iilWSXIJ400 
1 N LEXf,JGTON AVE 

Vtl,ITE PLAI\IS, NY 10601 BILL SB,OER 
lfJITED STATES US 

m MR. LIZER JOSEFOVIC, GUARANTOR, IND 
MR. LIZER JOSEFOVIC, GUARANTOR, IND 
53MARINERWAY 

MON SEY NY 10952 
!914) 681-0200 FE=: 01819'l'.!001 .i,v 1,?illlll 
NV 
PO: CEPT 

~ 
\:! 
~ 
C, 
tj 
[ij 

Feclh. 

TRKI 
10201 1 7794 9836 3223 

EH PSBA 

,,. .... 

lfil1 
WED • 08 JAN 8:00P 

STANDARD OVERNIGHT 
RES 

10952 
NY-US SWF 

~--(/'-

©1-::: 
(Q) 
~ 
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Marisa Warshaw 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

TrackingUpdates@fedex.com 
Wednesday, January 8, 2020 10:37 AM 
Marisa Warshaw 
FedEx Shipment 779498363223 Delivered 

Your package has been delivered 
Tracking # 779498363223 

Ship date: 

Tue, 1/7/2020 
Marisa Warshaw 

Delivery date: 

Wed, 1/8/2020 10:35 
am 
,v--,, . .,-,.o=,·~~-•«~.,m'"'"'~•wv,,=P>' • ~-,u 

De1Bello Donnellan Weingarten ------------~Mr. Lizer Josefovic, 

1

0 ~~ ·---------·- !Guarantor, Ind Wise 

White Plains, NY 10601 

us 

Shipment Facts 

L... ____________ Mr. Lizer Josefovic, Guarantor, 
Delivered Ind 

53 Mariner Way 

MONSEY, NY 10952 

us 

Our records indicate that the following package has been delivered. 

Tracking number: 

Status: 

Reference: 

Signed for by: 

Delivery location: 

Delivered to: 

Service type: 

Packaging type: 

Number of pieces: 

Weight: 

Special handling/Services: 

Standard transit: 

779498363223 

Delivered: 01/08/2020 10:35 

AM Signed for By: Signature 

not required 

0181960-001 MW 117/2020 

Signature not required 

Monsey, NY 

Residence 

FedEx Standard Overnight® 

FedEx® Envelope 

0.50 lb. 

Deliver Weekday 

Residential Delivery 

1/8/2020 by 8:00 pm 

1 
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ORIGIII IJ:NESA (914) 631-11200 SIF DATE: 07JAN20 
IIIARISA WAASti>.W ACIWGT: 0_ 19 LB 
DELBEI.LO IXJN!tiLANlilB,jGARJEN WISE CAD: 1146757lllilWSXl3400 
1 N I.EJ<l,lGTON AVE 

lhlilTE PL,11,18, NY 10601 BILL SBIDER 
LIJITED STATES us 

rn MR. LIZER JOSEFOVIC 
HBLSNF, LLC 
1280 ALBANY POST RD 

CROTON ON HUDSON NY 10520 
(914) 661-0200 
,-J•,t. 
PO: 

FEE 0181000-001 M,~ 117t2!Dl 

l:B'T; 

~ 
\5 
~ 
R 
<:j 

18 

~-

1RKI 7 
1 0201 1 794 9823 5404 

EH ANIA 

""'"" 

m:li 
WED • 08 JAN 3:00P 

STANDARD OVERNIGHT 

10520 
NY-US SWF 

~ 
~ 
(Q) 
~ 
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Marisa Warshaw 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

3~·------

TrackingUpdates@fedex.com 
Wednesday, January 8, 2020 9:33 AM 
Marisa Warshaw 
FedEx Shipment 779498235404 Delivered 

Your package has been delivered 
Tracking # 779498235404 

Ship date: Delivery date: 
Tue, 1/7/2020 Wed, 1/8/2020 9:27 am 
'~-"«··=="'=·'""'"' .,.,~•= --,., ,. -~ -·=,=------=· 
Marisa Warshaw Mr. Lizer Josefovic 
D:IBello Donnellan Weingarten ~I 0_x __ -~---,------_-_-_-___ -_-----~IHBL SNF, LLC 

Wise .1280 ALBANY POST RD 

White Plains, NY 10601 Delivered CROTON ON HUDSON, NY 

us 10520 

Shipment Facts 

Our records indicate that the following package has been delivered. 

Tracking number: 

Status: 

Reference: 

Signed for by: 

Delivery location: 

Service type: 

Packaging type: 

Number of pieces: 

Weight: 

Special handling/Services: 

Standard transit: 

779498235404 

Delivered: 01/08/2020 09:27 

AM Signed for By: Signature 

Release on file 

0181960-001 MW 1/712020 

Signature Release on file 

CROTON ON HUDSON, NY 

FedEx Standard Overnight® 

FedEx® Envelope 

0.50 lb. 

Deliver Weekday 

1/8/2020 by 3:00 pm 

us 

Q Please do not respond to this message. This email was sent from an unattended mailbox. This report was generated at 
approximately 8:32 AM CST on 01/08/2020. 

Alf weights are estimated. 

1 
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ORIGl>J ll:NESA [914J 681-11100 I Sell' DAJe 01JPN20 
MARISAW.PRSHAW ACJWGT:D.19LB 
DELBElLO DONtEl.1.ANWEl,JGJ!RTEN WISE CAD: l14fil5IIJ6'WSXl3400 
1 N I.EXl>JGTON AVE 

JMillE PLAl<IS, NY 10601 I BILL SENDER 
WJTED §HJES US 

rn MR GERALD NEUMAN 
C/0 HBL SNF, LLC 
1280 ALBANY POST RD 

CROTON ON HUDSON NY 10520 
!914) 681•0200 REF, 01819.WDl .i,~ 1/?flmll 
NV: 

_____EQ_· CEPT; 

~ 
\:l 
fi' 
"' ~ 
til 

Ill llll I Ill llll I IIII I II I I Ill II II I II IIII IIIIIII IIIII II 11111111111111111 

1~~~~~1111 ~. 

TRIii 
1 0201 1 7794 9862 7521 

EH ANIA 

"""" 

IE11 
WED • 08 JAN 3:00P 

STANDARD OVERNIGHT 

10520 
NY,US SWF 

~ 
~ 
cg 
y 
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Marisa Warshaw 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

~ =--------

TrackingUpdates@fedex.com 

Wednesday, January 8, 2020 9:32 AM 
Marisa Warshaw 

FedEx Shipment 779498627521 Delivered 

Your package has been delivered 
Tracking# 779498627521 

Ship date: Delivery date: 

Tue, 1/7/2020 Wed, 1/8/2020 9:27 am 
kn~~=h-' <= ~"'"'~"~''=""''"~- '·""' 
Marisa Warshaw Mr. Gerald Neuman 
D:1Bello Donnellan Weingarten rl 0-x-=-----.-----------------------,lc/o HBL SNF, LLC 

Wise .1280 ALBANY POST RD 

White Plains, NY 10601 Delivered CROTON ON HUDSON, NY 

us 10520 

Shipment Facts 
Our records indicate that the following package has been delivered. 

Tracking number: 

Status: 

Reference: 

Signed for by: 

Delivery location: 

Service type: 

Packaging type: 

Number of pieces: 

Weight: 

Special handling/Services: 

Standard transit: 

779498627521 

Delivered: 01/08/2020 09:27 

AM Signed for By: Signature 

Release on file 

0181960-001 MW 1/7/2020 

Signature Release on file 

CROTON ON HUDSON, NY 

FedEx Standard Overnight® 

FedEx® Envelope 

0.50 lb. 

Deliver Weekday 

1/8/2020 by 3:00 pm 

us 

~ Please do not respond to this message. This email was sent from an unattended mailbox. This report was generated at 
approximately 8:32 AM CST on 01/08/2020. 

All weights are estimated. 

1 
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ORIGl;J ll:NESA (914) l!lll-0200 I StF DA.1E: 07JAN20 
MIIAISAWARSHAW ACJWGT:0.19LB 
DEI.BEUO OONl'El.lANV<El<GPRTBJ WISE CAD: 114675706'WS)C]3400 
1 NI.EXf,lGTONAVE 

M11IE PL.Al>lS, NY 10601 I BILL SEI\IDER 
l,tJ[ED STATES US 

rn MARKZAFRIN, ESQ. 
MICHELMAN & ROBINSON 
8003RDAVE 
24TH FLOOR 
NEW YORK NY 10022 

(914) 681•0200 FE': 01819i0.00HII,~ Wil!l21l 
I>& 

_ _1'9: CEPT _ _ __ 

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

',U,HIU,/M:~~jl~ 

'::1 
a::] 
~ 
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f:.>¥)!WS 
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10022 

NY-US EWR 
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~ 
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y 
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Marisa Warshaw 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

TrackingUpdates@fedex.com 

Wednesday, January 8, 2020 9:32 AM 
Marisa Warshaw 

FedEx Shipment 779498539658 Delivered 

Your package has been delivered 
Tracking # 779498539658 

Ship date: Delivery date: 

Tue, 1/7/2020 Wed, 1/8/2020 9:27 am 
""''"""'"""°·""=•=~=--~x=e<<=-•~~w••=,-~~""'""'·"'"'""' ,,.w''""""-=·""'""""" ""=""""'" V-~'-·" 
Marisa Warshaw _____________ Mark Zafrin, Esq. 

De1Bello Donnellan Weingarten I @ ~=---------- !Michelman & Robinson 

Wise . .24th Floor 
White Plains, NY 10601 Delivered 800 3RDAVE 

US NEW YORK, NY 10022 

us 

Shipment Facts 
Our records indicate that the following package has been delivered. 

Tracking number: 

Status: 

Reference: 

Signed for by: 

Delivery location: 

Delivered to: 

Service type: 

Packaging type: 

Number of pieces: 

Weight: 

Special handling/Services: 

Standard transit: 

779498539658 

Delivered: 01/08/2020 09:27 

AM Signed for By: E.ELAINE 

0181960-001 MW 1/7/2020 

E.ELAINE 

NEW YORK, NY 

Receptionist/Front Desk 

FedEx Standard Overnight® 

FedEx® Envelope 

0.50 lb. 

Deliver Weekday 

1/8/2020 by 3:00 pm 

Q Please do not respond to this message. This email was sent from an unattended mailbox. This rep0rt was generated at 
approximately 8:32 AM CST on 01/08/2020. 

1 

J 
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DELBELLO DONNELLAN WEINGARTEN 
WISE & WIEDERKEHR, LLP 

Alfred E. Donnellan 
Partner 
aed@ddw-law.com 

COUNSELLORS AT LAW 

THE GATEWAY BUILDING 

ONE NORTH LEXINGTON A VENUE 

WHITE PLAINS, NEW YORK 10601 

(914) 681-0200 
FACSIMILE (914) 684-0288 

January 7, 2020 

BY EMAIL Iizerj@watersedgeusa.com 
BY FEDERAL EXPRESS 

HBLSNF,LLC 
1280 Albany Post Road 
Croton-on"Hudson, NY 10520 
Attn: Lizer Josefovic 

NOTICE OF DEFAULT 

Connectl£pl Office 
1111 SUMMER STREET 
STAMPORU, CT 06905 

(203) 298-0000 

AND LANDLORD'S ELECTION TO TERMINATE LEASE AND 
ACCELERATE ALL RENTS DUE FOR THE BALANCE OF THE LEASE TERM 

PREMISES: 116-120 Church Street, White Plains, New York ("the Leased Premises") 

Mr. Josefovic: 

We are attorneys for your Landlord, White Plains Health Care Properties I, LLC. 

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE, that HBL SNF, LLC ("HBL") is in material violation of the 
provisions of its November 19, 2015 Lease, for the above referenced premises ("the Lease"), and 
the November 20, 2019 Letter of Intent (the "LOI"), the terms of which are in full force and 
effect (the "LOI"), and is in DEFAULT thereof, as follows: 

1. Lease Section 3.2, and LOI Para 6) d) ii) - Payment of Rent: HBL has failed or refused to 
pay the following Rent: 

a. Rent due for Sept. 30, 2019-Dec.31, 2019, totaling $10,831.79. 
b. Additional Rent due for Jan. 01 - 31, 2020, due Jan. 1, 2020., totaling $40,000.00. 

2. Lease Section 4.2, and LOI Para 6) b} "Pa):'.i;nent of Real Estate Taxes: HBL has failed to pay 
the following Real Estate Tax payments: 

a. Real Estate Taxes for the period 07 /01/19 - 12/31 /19, specifically the Tenant's 
prorated portion thereof, ( exclusive of late fees, costs, penalties and interest per 
municipal regulations and per the Lease), totaling $61,456.39. 

b. Real Estate Taxes for the period Jan. 01, 2020-June 30, 2020 totaling $121,587.12 

1569918 
0181960-001 
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HBL SNF,LLC 
Attn: Lizer Josefovic 
January 7, 2020 
Page 2 

3. LOI Para 6) b), and Lease Section 5.2 - Payment of Utility Deposits and Municiru!! 
Maintenance Escrows: HBL has failed to pay the following Utility Deposits and Municipal 
Maintenance Escrows: 

a. Utility Deposits totaling $60,356.10 
b. Municipal Maintenance Escrows totaling $5,500.00 

4. Lease Section 4.1, LOI Section 6) j) - Utility Charges: HBL has failed to pay the following 
Utility Charges: 

a. ConEdison invoice paid by the Landlord to avoid power shutoff, in the amount of 
$2,972.84. 

5. Lease Article VI, including Section 6.2; LOI Para 6) h) - Deliver)( of Insurance Certificates~ 
a. HBL has failed to deliver certificates of insurance to Landlord in accordance with 

Article VI and Section 6.2 of the Lease. 

6. Lease Section 7.4 (g) and (i)- Reporting and other Obligations; 
a. HBL has failed or refused to deliver to the Landlord all Medicare, Medicaid and other 

provider agreements and reimbursement rate sheets for the Facility. 
b. HBL has failed or refused to deliver to the Landlord all Medicare., Medicaid and other 

provider updated reimbursement rate sheets for the Facility. 

7. Lease Section 7.4 (a) - Reporting and other Obligations: 
a. HBL has failed or refused to deliver to the Landlord the required financial reporting 

required under the Lease. 

8. Lease Section 7.4 (B) (vi) -Reporting and other Obligations: 
a. HBL has failed or refused to deliver to the Landlord the required written reports 

providing an operational overview of significant events and circumstances at the 
Facility during each prior month of the Term of the Lease. 

9. Lease Section 7.l(a)(ii), as amended by LOI Para 6) d} i) - Security Deposit. 
a. HBL has failed or refused to deliver to the Landlord by December 1, 2019 the 

security deposit of $1,000,000.00, to secure full and timely payment and performance 
of Tenant's obligations under the Lease. 

10. Lease Section 7.1 (a)(iii), as amended by LOI Para 6} e) - Additional Security Deposit. 
a. HBL has failed to deliver the blocked account agreement prohibiting any liquidation 

of the of $1,600,000.00 held by JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A in the controlled 
account number 3379737272. 

11. Lease Section 4.1. 3.2 (c), and 9.1 (b)-Payment of Late Fees and Costs 
a. HBL has failed to pay late fees and costs related to the above failures to pay its 

obligations under the Lease and the LOI in the timeframes required thereunder, as set 
forth in the attached accounting, totaling $23,425.09 

1569918 
0181960-001 
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HBLSNF,LLC 
Attn: Lizer J osefovic 
January 7, 2020 
Page3 

A true and accurate accounting of the amounts due and owing under the Lease and the 
LOI is attached herewith. 

By reason of the aforementioned material Defaults under the Lease and the LOI, the 
Landlord, hereby exercises its right under Section 16.1 of the Lease to terminate the Lease as 
well as Tenant's right of possession of the Leased Premises, effective Januaiy 13, 2020 at 5.00 
PM NYC time. 

PLEASE TAKE FURTHER NOTICE, that, in accordance with Section 16.1 of the 
Lease, all rent for the balance of the term of the Lease is accelerated, and pursuant to said lease 
provision, HBL is obligated to pay the Landlord $84,073,989.91, being the present value of such 
accelerated rent, discounted at the rate of 6% per annum. 

Landlord reserves all other rights and remedies at law or in equity as against the Tenant, 
all guarantors of the Lease, and the holders of any funds allocated or designated for Landlord's 
benefit. 

Landlord further reserves a11 rights arising from the Collateral Assignment and Pledge of 
Membership Interest and Security Agreement dated August 11, 2017 ("the Pledge"), including 
but not limited to all rights to enforce the Pledge through a private or public sale of the assignor's 
interest in Waterview Acquisition I, LLC or through a judicial foreclosure of the assignee's 
security interest therein. 

AUTHORIZED AND APPROVED: 

White Plains Health Care Properties I, LLC 

----·--H----Jo. hua Roccapriore 
Authorized Representative 

cc: fu Email (lizeri@watersedgeusa.com) & Federal Express 
Lizer .Tosefovic, Guarantor, Individually 
53 Mariner Way 
Monsey, NY 10952 

1569918 
0181960-001 
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HBL SNF, LLC 
Attn: Lizer Josefovic 
January 7, 2020 
Page4 

By Email (markn@epicmgt.com) & Federal Express 
Mark Neuman, Guarantor, Individually 
22 Lyncrest Drive 
Monsey, NY l 0952 

J3y Email (mzafrin@mdlp.com) & Federal Express 
Michelman & Robinson 
800 Third Avenue, 24th Floor 
New York, NY 10022 
Attn: Mark Zafrin, Esq. 

By Federal Express 
Gerald Neuman, Individually 
c/o HBL SNF, LLC 
1280 Albany Post Road 
Croton-on-Hudson, NY 10520 

1569918 
0181960-001 
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WHITE PLAINS HEALTH CARE PROPERTIES I, LLC 
c/o THE CONGRESS COMPANIES 

General Contractors, Constrnction Managers, Prope1iy Managers, Development Services 
BOSTON: 
West Peabody Executive Center 
2 Bourbon Street 
Peabody, MAO 1960 
Phone: 978-535-6700 
Fax: 978-535-6701 

7-Jan-19 

NOTICE OF AMOUNTS AND DELIVERABLES DUE UNDER LEASE & LOI of 11/20/19 
Gentlemen: Pursuant to the Lease and the LOI dated November 20, 2019, the following are due: 

AMOUNTS PAYABLE Due Date Amt Due Amounts Paid 

1 Rent January, 2020 (See Note 1 Below) 01/01/20 $ 546,096.50 $ 506,096.50 

' Rent 9/30/19 - 11 /30/19 12/01/19 $ 10,831.79 $ 
SUBTOTAL RENT AND ADDITIONAL RENT: $ 556,928.29 $ 506,096.50 

3 RE Taxes 7/1/19-12/31/19, Tenant portion: 09/30/19-12/31/19 12/01/19 $ 61,456.39 $ 
1 RE Taxes for the geriod 1 /1/20 • 6/30/20 12/01/19 $ 121,587.12 $ 

SUBTOTAL REAL ESTATE TAXES $ 183,043.51 $ 

5 Utility Deposits 12/01/19 $ 60,356.10 $ 
6 Municipal Deposits 12/01/19 $ 5,500.00 $ 
z ConEdison Electric Invoice 12/17/19 $ 2,972.84 $ 

Subtotal $ 68,828.94 $ 

TOTAL RENT, RE TAXES, & OTHER $ 808,800.74 $ 506,096.50 

§ Security Deposit 1st payment 12/01/19 i 1,000,000.00 _$ ___ • 

TOTAL AMTS DUE EXCLUDING LA TE FEES & COSTS $ 1,808,800.74 $ 506,096.50 

9 Interest on past due real estate taxes on a per-diem basis: 12/15/19 $ 3,039.68 $ 
10 Late Fees of 5% on items 1,2,3,5,6,7 12/15/19 $ 9,055.86 $ 
11 Lnterest on Items 1,2,3,5 & 6 at the Overdue Rate (Prime+5%) 12/15/19 $ 11,329.55 

TOTAL LA TE FEES AND COSTS $ 23,425.09 $ 

TOTAL AMOUNTS DUE $ 118321225.83 $ 506,096.50 

ADDITIONAL NOTICE OF ITEMS DUE: As reguired per the Lease and LOI I glease 11rovide the following: 

Notice is hereby made to that Jan. 2020 & all subsequent Rent shall be due in the 
amount of: $546,096.50, calculated as: $506,096.50 rent plus $40,000.00 additional rent 

2 Notice is hereby made to provide all Medicare and Medicaid provider 
Agreements and rates. 

3 Notice is hereby made to provide Annual Budget, Capital Expenditures, Operating 
Budget, Annual Financial Reporting, monthly financial reporting Financial 
Reporting, Variance Reporting, Unaudited Financial Reports 

4 Notice Is hereby made to provide per a written report of significant events at the 
facility Including: Coples of all documents, reports. licenses and certificates 
from NY DOH pertaining to the Operations of the Facility 

5 Notice is hereby made to provide: Evidence of Insurance, including all 
required coverages under the lease, and all additional insureds. 

Amt Past Due 

$ 40,000.00 
$ 10,831.79 
$ 50,831.79 

$ 61,456.39 
$ 121,587.12 
$ 183,043.51 

$ 60,356.10 
$ 5,500.00 
$ 2,972.84 
$ 68,828.94 

$ 302,704.24 

ili 1,000,000.00 

$ 1,302,704.24 

$ 3,039.68 
$ 9,055.86 
$ 11,329.55 
$ 23,425.09 

$ 113261129.33 

2nd Notice 

2nd Notice 

2nd Notice 

2nd Notice 
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DELBELLO DONNELLAN WEINGARTEN 
WISE & WIEDERKEHR, LLP 

Alfred E. Donnellan 
Partner 
aed@ddw-law.com 

COUNSELLORS AT LAW 

THE GATEWAY BUILDING 

ONE NORTH LEXINGTON AVENUE 

WHITEPLAINS,NEWYORK 10601 

(914) 681-0200 
FACSIMILE (914) 684-0288 

Connecticut Office 
1111 SUMMER STREET 
STAMFORD, CT 06905 

(203) 298-0000 

November 7, 2019 

Mark Zafrin, Esq. 
Michelman & Robinson, LLP 
800 Third Avenue, 24th Floor 
New York, New York 10022 

Re: White Plains Healthcare Properties with HBL-SNF, LLC ("HBL") 

Dear Mark: 

This is in response to your November 5, 2019 letter. With respect to certain statements 
contained therein, please be advised as follows: 

1. As to your statement: "We are trying to find a way to pay rent to your client, however at this time 
due to the inability of the Landlord to obtain a permanent CO the conditions under which my 
client could rationally pay rent or even be obligated to pay rent do not exist. " 

The plain words of the Lease are clear, the Commencement Date is conditioned upon 
only "(i) the date of issuance of a permanent or temporary Certificate of Occupancy for 
the Facility and (ii) the date that New York State Department of Health (hereinafter 
sometimes, "DOH") determines that the Landlord's Work is sufficiently complete as 
constructed (but not necessarily the Tenant's operations) to accept patients ... ". The 
landlord delivered a temporary C of O on August 22, 2019. There is no requirement for 
Permanent C of O in the Lease. Apparently DOH now wants this for the Tenant's 
operations which are explicitly excluded from the Landlord's obligations under the lease 
and as to the Date of Commencement. 

2. "At this point the Department of Health ("DOH'J has determined that the Landlord's Work is not 
"sufficiently complete as constructed to accept patients" Annexed hereto is the final email from 
Chris Chow where he states that he cannot issue an operating certificate until the DOH receives 
a copy of the permanent CO. The DOH has taken the position that as soon as they get the CO, 
everything will start falling into place." 

1565494_2 
0181960-001 

This is simply not true. The Department was clear that the building was "sufficiently 
complete as constructed (but not necessarily the Tenant's operations)" (Lease Section 3.1 
!ill.) on 09/30/19, as per Chris Chow's email of that date, and as per the Architect's 
Certification. 
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It was Tenant who, in bad faith, withheld the certification to DOH until October 23, 
2019. He did so, as he told Mr. Nicholson on October 3, to try to avoid the payment of 
Rent. The permanent C of O is required for the Tenant's operations (the Tenant's 
Operating Certificate), as per Chow's email of 09/30/19. 

Further, the email string that you provided clearly shows that neither your client's DOH 
consultant Andrew Blatt of Pinnacle, nor even Chris Chow of DOH knew that the TCO 
would not now suffice for your client's operations. Mr. Blatt did not even know what 
provisional approval was (a term that is nowhere referenced in the Lease). The email that 
you provided clearly display the Tenant and its consultants not knowing what they 
needed to get their own operations approved by DOH. This is on the Tenant not the 
Landlord. 

No one knew that DOH decided to ask for a Permanent C of O (vs a TCO). It is it not 
required in the Lease. Neither your client and nor its professionals were aware of this 
apparent change in DOH's procedures. However, since it impacts "the Tenant's 
operations" (Lease Section 3.1 (a)) your client is desperately attempting to shift this 
responsibility to the Landlord. 

3. As to the statement: "Mr. Nicholson told my client that your partner Mark Weingarten will be at 
the Building Department today and should give us some clarity as to when the permanent CO will 
be issued. Should the CO be issued today and given to the DOH we have told you on more than 
one occasion that we will be in position to pay rent and start admitting patients in December. " 

This is not true. Mr. Nicholson did not tell you client that "Mark Weingarten will be at 
the Building Department today". Mr. Nicholson told your client that that Mr. Weingarten 
would reach out to the people at City Hall to try to help expedite the Permanent C of 0, 
for your client's operations needs. 

Further, Mr. Nicholson was clear with your client that he should review the Lease which 
in plain terms says "(but not necessarily the Tenant's operations)" as to the criteria for 
the Commencement Date and payment of Rent. 

Mr. Nicholson offered to help your client accomplish what was needed for its operations 
with DOH; but was clear at all times that the Landlord's criteria under the Lease 
Commencement had been met. And Mr. Nicholson demanded the November rent. 

4. As to your request for the costs of the project: 

1565494 2 
0181960::001 

Your October 31, 2019 4:22 PM email requested "The final cost certification". 

Your November 1, 2019 5 :29 PM email clarified that it was not in fact "the final cost 
certification" but rather "a statement to show what was the total cost of the building, land, 
hard construction debt service etc.". We are working on this now and will forward that to 
you within 24 hours. 
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5. As to "a series of emails and attachments which demonstrate that the punch list is far from 
complete and that there are clearly numerous loose ends to be tied up by our respective clients 
and the building needs to become truly ready for occupancy under the punch list. ", and as to the 
numerous punchlist attached to your November 5, 20019 12:52 PM email: 

1565494 2 
0181960::-001 

This attempt to create the illusion that the building is not fit for occupancy is futile, for 
the following reasons: The documents you transmitted, while voluminous are virtually 
all irrelevant and outdated. Your client's physical plant and management personnel are 
well aware of this. Specifically: 

• You transmitted the following punchlists 
o May 5, 2019 Floor 2 patient rooms Backpunch 
o May 5, 2019 Floor 3 Patient Rooms Backpunch 
o May 5, 2019 Floor 5 Common and Staff Areas Backpunch 
o May 5, 2019 Floor 3-4 Common and Staff Areas Backpunch 

These punchlists are long completed, as your client's staff is fully aware. The 
futility of transmitting what your client knows were really rolling Pre-punch 
tracking lists compiled as far back as May 2019, which have long been completed 
and which we were patent enough to share with your Client's personnel, is 
transparent. 

A Con Ed notice your file "white plains 11052019". This is the result of Con Ed's 
equipment mis- functioning. It has nothing to do with the Landlord's work. We 
are addressing this, notwithstanding that we have no obligation to do so under the 
Lease, since the Lease has commenced and we delivered the keys to the Tenant. 
Notwithstanding, we had ConEd complete the repair/replacement of their gas 
regulators today for you. We then performed bleeding the gas lines and restarting 
all equip with our licensed plumbers and HV AC techs, including gas boilers and 
hot water heater. This is not covered under your warranties, since the Work we 
performed for you it is the result of your utility provider's equipment. We will 
send you an invoice for the costs of this building maintenance once the costs are 
compiled. 

• Punchlist printed on November 1, 2019 at 08:35 am EDT with approximately 30 
items: 11 are Subcontractor warranties, none of which the Landlord owes to the 
Tenant under the Lease (you will note that all manufacturers warranties were 
previously provided), but will be provided as a courtesy to your client, since it is 
usual and customary in the industry. The remainder of the items are all 
immaterial, and having no bearing upon occupancy, and most are since 
completed. 

• The Date of Substantial Completion per the AIA G704 is September 30, 2019. 
Had any of the punchlist items been material enough to preclude occupancy, at 
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1565494 2 
0181960-001 

that point neither the Architect nor DOH would have determined that the 
Landlords work was sufficiently complete. 

• White Plains Monetized Punchlist dated 10/16/219, transmitted internally, shows 
a list of approximately 22 items all either warranties from subs which have since 
been provided, or cosmetic, immaterial cleaning or otherwise insignificant items, 
most of which were since completed. 

• The most recent status of the punchlist is attached to the LOI. It is minimal, its 
value is a mere $3,800, and it has no impact whatsoever upon occupancy or 
suitability of the building for its intended purpose. Both the Architect and DOH 
have so determined. 

• White plains additional Punchlist Items document: 
o As to the Blinds: This is a valid obligation which the Landlord will deliver 

if and when the Tenant is no longer in Default. We suspended this work 
when we observed the Tenant failing or refusing to deliver the deposits 
and working capital set forth in the Lease 7 .1, and 7. 7, and other 
obligations under the Lease. 

o The Cable issue for CATV is a red herring. There is no specification in the 
Landlord's contract with the Tenant as to which wire is required for the 
CATV. The Landlord acknowledges its obligation to deliver functional 
CATV. It is the Landlord's obligation to insure proper performance. The 
Landlord has done so. The work as installed is performing as required, and 
has been completed, and fully tested. The Engineering calculations are 
attached. 

• This is all a school of red herrings. The Architect's decision is final on all 
construction matters in any event (per the Development Agreement, p. 8, Article 
XI). The Architect signed both (1) the AIA G704 determining that the building 
was sufficiently constructed for its intended use on September 30, 2019, and (2) 
signed the DOH Completed Construction Certification Letter on 06/18/19 . 

., ........ · 
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PRE-NEGOTIATION AGREEMENT 

AGREEMENT made this 25th day of October 2019, by and between White Plains 
Health Care Properties I, LLC ("White Plains Health") and HBL SNF, LLC ("HBL") (together 
"the Parties"). 

WHEREAS, White Plains Health and HBL were parties to a certain lease dated 
November 19, 2015 ("Lease") concerning the premises at 116-120 Church Street, White 
Plains, New York ("the Premises"); 

WHEREAS, on October 17, 2019, White Plains Health served HBL with a certain 
Notice of Default and Landlord's Election to Terminate Lease and Accelerate All Rents Due 
for the Balance of the Lease Term dated October 17, 2019 ("the Notice"); 

WHEREAS, the Parties desire to enter into discussions (the "Discussions") concerning a 
possible resolution of differences between them with respect to their rights and obligations under 
the Lease and the Notice. The Parties have agreed to enter into the Discussions on the terms and 
conditions set forth in this Pre-Negotiation Agreement (the "Agreement") which: (a) when 
executed and delivered by the Parties will constitute a binding agreement between the Parties with 
respect to the Discussions; and (b) will not be modified except by a written agreement executed 
and delivered by the Parties. 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual agreements, covenants and provisions 
contained herein, the adequacy and receipt of which are hereby acknowledged, the Parties agree 
as follows: 

1564587.docx 

1. Discussions. The Parties have commenced or intend to commence the Discussions 
concerning the potential resolution of issues between them arising under the Lease and 
the Notice on terms agreeable to the Parties. The Parties agree that they may each 
terminate the Discussions at any time, in such Party's absolute discretion, for any 
reason or for no reason, and without liability of any kind. 

2. No Obligation/No Waiver. The Parties agree that neither party will incur any 
obligation or liability or waive any rights, remedies, claims and/or defenses by virtue 
of the commencement, continuance or termination of the Discussions, or the passage 
of time associated with the Discussions unless and until a Settlement Agreement is 
executed and delivered by the Parties, and then only to the extent provided in the 
Settlement Agreement. 

3. The Discussions are Deemed Confidential and Not Admissible in Judicial or Quasi
Judicial Proceedings. The parties agree that the Discussions shall be deemed to be 
"Confidential Information", and shall not be (i) filed with any court; or (ii) otherwise 
made public or disclosed to any individual or entity other than those specified herein 
without prior written consent of all Parties. Confidential Information shall not be 
disclosed in any way to any person or entity other than: on behalf of a Party, any of 
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their members, directors, officers, employees, advisors, or other agents who need to 
know such information solely for the purpose of evaluating or negotiating any aspect 
of the potential settlement and counsel for the Parties. The Parties agree that they will 
ensure that each of their representatives to whom the Confidential Information is 
disclosed shall be aware of the confidentiality obligations under this agreement. 

4. Advice of Counsel. Each Party hereby acknowledges that this is a legally binding 
agreement that might affect such Party's rights. Each represents to the other that it has 
received legal advice from independent, competent counsel of its choice regarding the 
meaning and legal significance of this Agreement. 

5. Judicial Interpretation. This Agreement will be governed by and construed in 
accordance with the law of the State of New York. No presumption that the terms of a 
document will be more strictly construed against the party who prepared the same will 
be applied in construing this Agreement. 

6. Construction. Paragraph headings used in this Agreement are for convenience only and 
will not be used to interpret any term of this Agreement. 

7. Authority. Each Party executing this Agreement represents that such Party has the full 
authority and legal power to do so. 

8. Survival. The provisions of this Agreement will survive the termination of the 
Discussions. 

9. Non-Waiver/No Tolling. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in this 
Agreement, nothing herein shall be deemed to waive or diminish any of the Parties' 
claims or defenses, or to toll any dates, deadlines or time periods contained in the 
Notice. 

10. Modifications. This Agreement may be changed, waived, modified or terminated 
only by written and executed instrument signed by all Parties. 
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HBL SNF, LLC 

By: _ ____,..__.,,_~___,=----.,..,...------

Name:_----..-_ ___........,,._ _ ____, ______ _ 
Title: ----=------------

1564587.docx 
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PRE-NEGOTIATION AGREEMENT 

AGREEMENT made this 25th day of October 2019, by and between White Plains 
Health Care Properties I, LLC ("White Plains Health") and HBL SNF, LLC ("HBL") (together 
"the Parties"). 

WHEREAS, White Plains Health and HBL were parties to a certain lease dated 
November 19, 2015 ("Lease") concerning the premises at 116-120 Church Street, White 
Plains, New York ("the Premises"); 

WHEREAS, on October 17, 2019, White Plains Health served HBL with a certain 
Notice of Default and Landlord's Election to Terminate Lease and Accelerate All Rents Due 
for the Balance of the Lease Term dated October 17, 2019 ("the Notice"); 

WHEREAS, the Parties desire to enter into discussions (the "Discussions") concerning a 
possible resolution of differences between them with respect to their rights and obligations under 
the Lease and the Notice. The Parties have agreed to enter into the Discussions on the terms and 
conditions set forth in this Pre-Negotiation Agreement (the "Agreement") which: (a) when 
executed and delivered by the Parties will constitute a binding agreement between the Parties with 
respect to the Discussions; and (b) will not be modified except by a written agreement executed 
and delivered by the Parties. 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual agreements, covenants and provisions 
contained herein, the adequacy and receipt of which are hereby acknowledged, the Parties agree 
as follows: 

1564587.docx 

1. Discussions. The Parties have commenced or intend to commence the Discussions 
concerning the potential resolution of issues between them arising under the Lease and 
the Notice on terms agreeable to the Parties. The Parties agree that they may each 
terminate the Discussions at any time, in such Party's absolute discretion, for any 
reason or for no reason, and without liability of any kind. 

2. No Obligation/No Waiver. The Parties agree that neither party will incur any 
obligation or liability or waive any rights, remedies, claims and/or defenses by virtue 
of the commencement, continuance or termination of the Discussions, or the passage 
of time associated with the Discussions unless and until a Settlement Agreement is 
executed and delivered by the Parties, and then only to the extent provided in the 
Settlement Agreement. 

3. The Discussions are Deemed Confidential and Not Admissible in Judicial or Quasi
Judicial Proceedings. The parties agree that the Discussions shall be deemed to be 
"Confidential Information", and shall not be (i) filed with any court; or (ii) otherwise 
made public or disclosed to any individual or entity other than those specified herein 
without prior written consent of all Parties. Confidential Information shall not be 
disclosed in any way to any person or entity other than: on behalf of a Party, any of 
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their members, directors, officers, employees, advisors, or other agents who need to 
know such information solely for the purpose of evaluating or negotiating any aspect 
of the potential settlement and counsel for the Parties. The Parties agree that they will 
ensure that each of their representatives to whom the Confidential Information is 
disclosed shall be aware of the confidentiality obligations under this agreement. 

4. Advice of Counsel. Each Party hereby acknowledges that this is a legally binding 
agreement that might affect such Party's rights. Each represents to the other that it has 
received legal advice from independent, competent counsel of its choice regarding the 
meaning and legal significance of this Agreement. 

5. Judicial Interpretation. This Agreement will be governed by and construed in 
accordance with the law of the State of New York. No presumption that the terms of a 
document will be more strictly construed against the party who prepared the same will 
be applied in construing this Agreement. 

6. Construction. Paragraph headings used in this Agreement are for convenience only and 
will not be used to interpret any term of this Agreement. 

7. Authority. Each Party executing this Agreement represents that such Party has the full 
authority and legal power to do so. 

8. Survival. The provisions of this Agreement will survive the termination of the 
Discussions. 

9. Non-Waiver/No Tolling. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in this 
Agreement, nothing herein shall be deemed to waive or diminish any of the Parties' 
claims or defenses, or to toll any dates, deadlines or time periods contained in the 
Notice. 

10. Modifications. This Agreement may be changed, waived, modified or terminated 
only by written and executed instrument signed by all Parties. 
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HBL SNF, LLC 

By: _ ____,..__.,,_~___,=----.,..,...------

Name:_----..-_ ___........,,._ _ ____, ______ _ 
Title: ----=------------
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UNITED STATES DISTRJCT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, LLC, 

Plaintiff, 

-against-

HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A!K/A LIZER 

JOZOFOVIC and MARK NEUMAN, 

Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiff, 

-against-

CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY 

CONSULTING, THE CONGRESS COMPANIES, 
HOWARD FENSTER.MAN, and WILLIAM 

NICHOLSON, 

Third-Party Defendants. 

Removed from the Supreme 
Court of the State ofNew York, 

Westchester County 

21 Civ. 9048 (PMH) 

REPLY DECLARATION OF 
WILLIAM NICHOLSON 

Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746, William A. Nicholson declares as follows: 

1. I am one of the managing members of plaintiff White Plains Healthcare Properties I, 

LLC ("WPH Properties"). I am also a third-party defendant. I submit this declaration, based upon 

my personal knowledge, in reply to the affidavit of Lizer Jozefovic and in further support of the 

motion of WPH Properties and the third-party defendants for an order granting summary judgment 

in favor of WPH Properties and dismissing the counterclaims and third-pa11y claims asserted by 

defendants/third-party plaintiffs, HBL SNF, LLC ("HBL"), Lizer Jozefovic ("Jozefovic") and 

Mark Neuman ("Neuman") (collectively, "defendants"). 

2. The defendants' opposition to the motion for summary judgment is based on a series 

of demonstrably false statements, meritless claims and arguments that are immaterial to the issues 

before the Court. The principal issue on this motion is whether HBL defaulted under the lease. 

Clearly, it did, if for no other reasons than that it never provided the $5.3 million in security it was 
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required to provide before it took occupancy of the premises in 2019. The accompanying 

declaration of our counsel, Alfred E. Donnellan, Esq., and the accompanying reply memorandum 

of law address the notice issues and legal issues with respect to the termination of the lease. The 

purpose of this declaration is to respond to the factual misstatements the defendants have made in 

opposition to the motion and to identify the parts of the moving papers that have already addressed 

those issues. 

3. The lease required that HBL shall have delivered to WPH Properties "60 days prior 

to the anticipated Commencement Date," a security deposit consisting of $3.7 million in cash or 

letter of credit, and an additional $1.6 million from an identified bank account. Nicholson Aff. ,r 

6, Exhibit 12, Lease§ 7.l(a)(ii) and (iii). There can be no dispute that HBL has never done that. 

There is no dispute that HBL occupies the property. HBL admits that it took occupancy of the 

facility on September 30, 2019. Nicholson Aff. ,r 6, Exhibit 11, Notice to Admit, No. 1. The 

security deposit was due, therefore, in July 2019. It has never been paid - not even a penny. The 

lease defines that as a material default. Nicholson af£, Exhibit 12, Lease, Schedule 3.1, §16.1 

(xxvi). 

4. The defendants' argument that they satisfied their obligation to provide a security 

deposit by funding the $1.6 million "RSA" and executing the documents necessary for Fensterman 

to become a signatory on that account is both false, as set forth in the Fensterman affidavit, 

misleading and immaterial. As more fully discussed in the accompanying memorandum of law, 

HBL's security deposit obligation was not satisfied by depositing $1.6 million in its own account, 

regardless of who could sign on that account. The funds were required to be deposited into WPH 

Properties' tenant security account. Nicholson aff., ex. 12, § 7.l(a)(iii); Fensterman aff., ,r 4. That 

2 
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never happened and the defendants do not even claim that it did. In addition, the lease required 

HBL to post an additional $3.7 million in security in cash or letter of credit. Nicholson aff, ex. 12, 

§ 7.l(a)(ii). Again, that never happened and the defendants do not even claim that it did. They 

simply ignore that obligation, and their undisputed default of it. 

5. Jozefovic's lengthy discussion of the history of this project, presumably intended to 

divert the Court's attention from the undisputed evidence that HBL breached the lease by failing 

to provide the security deposit, is likewise false and immaterial. WPH Properties is not, and has 

never been, in default of any of its obligations under any of its agreements with the defendants. 

My affidavit in support of the motion addresses all of Jozefovic's claims in that regard. Nicholson 

Aff. m[ 11-13, 40-41. 

6. WPH Properties did not finish construction late or overbudget. As fully explained in 

my affidavit, and contrary to the assertions made by Jozefovic, Jozefovic aff., ,r,r 28-30, the 

development agreement did not require that the building be substantially completed within 20 

months. Nicholson aff., ex. 40. Jozefovic's allegation that "White Plains failed to complete the 

Facility on schedule" Jozefovic aff., ,r 28 is therefore without any basis. Nicholson aff., ,r 40. 

7. Jozefovic's baseless claim that there were "cost overruns" on the project, Jozefovic 

aff., ff 49-50, is belied by the development agreement, in which HBL "acknowledge[d] and 

agree[d]" that "the actual total cost of the Project ("Project Cost") as of the date hereof [November 

20, 2015] is approximately $60.0 million, is not possible to exactly ascertain as of the date of this 

Agreement due to circumstances beyond the control of all parties to this Agreement and is 

projected to be greater than the Approved Project Cost." Nicholson aff. , ,r 45 & ex. 13, Article 

IV(A). 

3 
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8. Jozefovic apparently relies on the application filed with the New York State 

Department of Health stating a total project cost as a basis for its claim of alleged cost overruns. 

Jozefovic aff., ,r 17. But HBL, not WPH Properties, was responsible to "file and diligently pursue 

with DOH all applications required to increase the Approved Project Cost such that it then equals 

the best estimate of the Project Cost." Nicholson aff., ,r 45 & ex. 13, Article IV(A). 

9. In any event, even if there were cost overruns on the project, those costs are irrelevant. 

Any cost overruns would have no effect on HBL or the lease. HBL is not a partner in the ownership 

of the property. HBL would incur no additional cost or any increased rent and certainly don't 

excuse HBL from paying the security deposit or from their other defaults under the lease. 

10. Jozefovic alleges that "[o]n April 18, 2016, NYSDOH notified White Plains that it 

considered the Facility an 'abandoned project,' which required White Plains to obtain a new 

Certificate of Need in order to proceed." Jozefovic aff. , ,r 29. But it was HBL that was responsible 

for all of the approvals required from the New York State Department of Health. Nicholson aff., 

ex. 13, Article II(C). 

11. Even if WPH Properties had defaulted in the construction of the property (which it 

clearly did not), however, the defendants have either waived or released that claim and therefore 

cannot assert a counterclaim on that basis. Nicholson aff., ,r,r 34-39. 

12. Jozefovic's claims that the terms of the amended lease were substantially different 

from, and less favorable to, HBL the original 2015 lease, Jozefovic aff., ,r,r 38-39, is also irrelevant, 

and false. In fact, the renegotiated lease was substantially more favorable to HBL. Nicholson aff., 

,r 5. In particular, Jozefovic is just wrong or untruthful when he claims in his affidavit the 

development agreement provides that rent was to be paid at $360,000 per month. The development 
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agreement does not even address the amount of the rent. Jozefovic aff., ,r 21. The lease expressly 

obligated HBL to pay WPH Properties annual fixed rent of$6,073,158 in monthly installments of 

$506,096.50 and other amounts which are defined as "Additional Rent." Tabor aff., ,r 7; Nicholson 

aff., Exhibit 12, Lease, § 3.2. 

13. It is true that WPH Properties has "accepted millions in rent payments." Deft' s Memo 

of Law at 1. WPH Properties accepted that rent because HBL owed it millions of dollars in rent. 

And it owes millions more. The lease provides that ifHBL holds over after its default has resulted 

in the termination of the lease, HBL is a month-to-month tenant obligated to pay rent monthly at 

a rent equal to 300 percent of the most recent monthly rent payable by HBL under the lease. Tabor 

aff. ,r 12; Nicholson aff, Exhibit 12, Lease,§ 20.13. Although HBL has paid base rent since the 

lease was terminated, it has never paid holdover rent, as the lease requires. In addition, the lease 

provides that upon the occurrence of a default by HBL, WPH Properties may accelerate the 

payment of all rent due for the balance of the term and declare the rent presently due and payable 

in full, requiring HBL to pay to WPH Properties the present value of the accelerated Rent. Tabor 

aff., ,r 15; Nicholson aff., Exhibit 12, Lease, §16.1. In the notice of default, WPH Properties 

terminated the lease and accelerated the rent and declared all of the rent under the lease 

immediately due and owing. Tabor aff., ,r,r 14-16 & Exhibit 26, Notice of Default. HBL has not 

paid any of the accelerated rent that is due and owing. Tabor aff., ,r 16, ex. 27; Donnellan aff., 

Exhibit 11, Notice to Admit, no. 7. The present value of the accelerated lease payments that HBL 

is obligated to pay WPH Properties is $82,369,770. Tabor aff., ,r 16 & Exhibit. 27. 

14. Jozefovic's claims with respect to the November 20, 2019 letter of intent are equally 

baseless. As fully explained in the Nicholson affidavit, the $2.2 million paid by HBL under the 
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letter of intent was not in payment of any of HBL's obligations under the lease. It was a non

refundable payment for the purchase of the facility. Nicholson aff., , 32. HBL breached the letter 

of intent in a number of ways and therefore is not entitled to a return of the $2.2 million, which, 

again, was non-refundable in any event. Nicholson aff.,, 32. 

15. The defendants' claims based on the 2015 term sheet are similarly without merit. 

Jozefovic aff, ,, 23-26; 58-59. As my earlier affidavit explains, the merger clause contained in 

the 2017 lease precludes reliance on prior agreements. Nicholson aff., , 44. The term sheet was 

not, in any event, a binding agreement. By its express terms, it was intended only to "clarify the 

information shared at the meeting of 4/22/2015." Nicholson aff,, 44. 

16. Further, and also contrary to Jozefovic's claim, Jozefovic aff., ,,r 31-35, 51, HBL 

cannot assert a claim based on WPH Properties' failure to obtain permanent financing or financing 

in particular amounts or terms because, in the letter of intent, HBL waived "any claims by the 

Tenant that the Landlord is or ever was required to deliver a mortgage of any particular amount, 

terms, amortization or interest rate, for Medicaid rate setting or any other purpose" and "any claims 

related to the Cost Certification." Nicholson aff., ex. 17,, 8. WPH Properties would have obtained 

permanent financing long before its construction loan was due if HBL had not continually and 

repeatedly defaulted and refused or failed to cure those defaults. Nicholson aff., , 42. Finally, the 

costs incurred by WPH Properties as a result of its inability to obtain permanent financing have 

not been passed along to HBL. Nicholson aff. , ,i 43. 

17. There is, in short, nothing in the Jozefovic affidavit or in any of the other arguments 

the defendants have made that even raises a triable issue of fact with respect to HBL's defaults 

under the lease, the defendants' liability for those defaults or any affirmative defense or 

6 
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counterclaim the defendants' have raised. WPH Properties and the counterclaim defendants are, 

therefore, entitled to summary judgment. 

Dated: Danvers, Massachusetts 
November 5, 2021 

7 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
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REPLY DECLARATION OF 
EDWARD 0. TABOR 

Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746, Edward 0. Tabor declares as follows: 

1. I am the Chief Financial Officer of third-party defendant The Congress Companies, 

which provides management and other services to its affiliate, plaintiff White Plains Healthcare 

Properties I, LLC ("WPH Properties"). I submit this declaration in further support of the motion 

of WPH Properties for summary judgment and to dismiss the counterclaims and third-party claims 

asserted by defendants/third-party plaintiffs, HBL SNF, LLC ("HBL''), Lizer Jozefovic 

("Jozefovic") and Mark Neuman ( collectively, the "defendants"). I am fully and personally 

familiar with the matters stated in this declaration. 

2. The defendants' assertions that HBL did not default under the lease are incorrect and 

completely unsupported by the evidence. 

3. First, contrary to the defendants' claims, HBL defaulted under the lease by failing to 

pay the required security deposits. The basis for the defendants' default is fully set forth in the 
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memorandum of law by plaintiffs and third-party defendants in support of their motion for 

summary judgment dated August 18, 2021 (the "Pl. br." or the "Plaintiffs' brief'). The lease 

expressly defines the failure to provide the security deposit as a material breach of the lease. 

Affidavit of William A. Nicholson dated August 18, 2021 (the "Nicholson aff."), ex. 12, Schedule 

3.1, §16.l(xxvi). The failure to provide the required security deposits alone is a material default 

under the lease. Pl. br., at 6. 

4. Second, the lease obligated HBL to pay an annual fixed rent of$6,073, 158 in monthly 

installments of $506,096.50 and other amounts that are defined as "Additional Rent." Nicholson 

aff., ex. 12, § 3.2. The defendants' claim that HBL timely paid the required rent every month, 

Affidavit of Lizer Jozefovic dated October 25, 2021 (the "Jozefovic aff." or "Jozefovic affidavit"), 

,r 66, is false. The J ozefovic affidavit attaches a copy of wire transfer records for the time period 

November 18, 2019 through September 2020 showing HBL's fixed rent payments. Jozefovic aff., 

ex. K. The wire transfer records do nothing more than corroborate WPH Properties' records 

detailing the amounts due for rent and the payments received. Affidavit of Edward 0. Tabor dated 

August 18, 2021, ex. 25. In particular, the wire transfer records attached to the Jozefovic affidavit 

confirm that HBL defaulted by paying fixed rent late every month from November 18, 2019 

through September 4, 2020, except February 2020 and July 2020. That is fully consistent what is 

shown in the records attached to the Tabor affidavit. Tabor affidavit, ex. 25. 

5. The records attached to the Tabor affidavit also indicate that HBL defaulted by 

paying rent late in every month from October 2020 through July 2021, except May 2021. Tabor 

aff., ex. 25. The defendants have offered no evidence disputing that. 

6. Third, while the defendants do not contest that HBL continues to occupy the facility, 

HBL has failed to pay holdover rent due after termination of the lease from February 1, 2020 

2 
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through the current date. Tabor aff., ,r 13 & ex. 12. In opposition to the motion, the defendants 

have failed to submit any evidence showing payment of the holdover rent. The defendants only 

purported defense to the holdover rent is that the lease has not been terminated. Pl. br., at 6-7. , 

That is false, for the reasons stated in the declaration of William Nicholson and the accompanying 

memorandum of law. 

7. Fourth, the defendants are liable for accelerated rent, Tabor aff., ff 14-15, but have 

not submitted any evidence showing that HBL has paid it. In support of the motion, WPH 

Properties submitted a chart showing the amount of the accelerated rent owed by HBL, consisting 

of the net present value of remaining monthly rent payments due under the lease discounted at a 

rate of six percent per year. Tabor aff., ,r 16 & ex. 27. The defendants assert, falsely, only that the 

accelerated rent is not owed because the lease has not been terminated. And defendants have not 

submitted any evidence disputing WPH Properties' calculation of the accelerated rent. Pl. br., at 

6-7. 

8. Fifth, the lease obligates HBL to pay, before penalties are incurred, all real estate 

taxes, assessments and other taxes. Nicholson aff., ex. 12, § 4.2. My earlier affidavit correctly 

states that HBL had failed to timely pay real estate taxes for fiscal year 2020 (December 2019 

through June 2020). Tabor aff., ,r 31 & ex. 38. Jozefovic asserts in his affidavit that "HBL has paid 

all applicable real estate taxes for the Facility," but relies on a tax bill and check showing the 

payment of real estate taxes for the 2021 fiscal year (July 1, 2020 through December 31, 2020). 

These documents are for a completely different time period and do not refute in any way WPH 

Properties' claim that HBL failed timely to pay real estate taxes for the 2020 fiscal year. 

9. Sixth, as stated in the Tabor affidavit, HBL defaulted under the lease by failing to 

pay utility charges to Con Edison and failing to pay utility deposits and municipal maintenance 
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escrows totaling $71,472.69. WPH Properties has been reimbursed for a portion of the deposits in 

the amount of $41,175.00 and, therefore HBL, is obligated to pay WPH Properties $35,921.44. 

Tabor aff., ,r 32 & ex. 33. The Jozefovic affidavit alleges that HBL has paid all applicable utility 

charges and deposits and municipal maintenance escrows. Jozefovic aff., ,r 94. The Jozefovic 

affidavit attaches unpaid Con Edison bills from December 2019, but the defendants have submitted 

no evidence to support their conclusory claim that these or any other utility charges, deposits and 

municipal maintenance escrows have been paid. Jozefovic aff., ex. M 

10. Seventh, HBL is required by the lease to deliver certificates of insurance showing 

that each type of insurance required under Article VI of the lease is in full force and effect and not 

cancelable or modifiable without thirty (30) days prior written notice to WPH Properties. Tabor 

aff., ,r 33; Nicholson aff., ex. 12, § 6.2. HBL failed to provide any certificates of insurance until 

January 2020 and July 2020. Tabor aff, ,r 32 & ex. 39. My earlier affidavit sets forth a detailed 

itemization of the deficiencies in these insurance certificates with reference to the lease 

requirements. Tabor aff., ex. 40. The Jozefovic affidavit alleges in conclusory fashion that HBL 

has "maintained the necessary types and amounts of insurance for the Facility" and purports to 

attach copies of the certificates of insurance. Jozefovic aff., ,r 97 & ex. N. But the documents 

attached to the Jozefovic affidavit are not certificates of insurance at all. They consist of a provider 

agreement and a rate schedule. The defendants have therefore offered nothing whatever to rebut 

the evidence in the Tabor affidavit that the insurance certificates -- which HBL provided to WPH 

Properties late -- comply with the requirements of the lease. 

11. Eighth, the lease requires HBL to deliver to WPH Properties all Medicare, Medicaid 

and other provider agreements, reimbursement rate sheets and updated rate sheets. Tabor aff., ,r 

35; Nicholson aff., ex. 12, §7.4(g) & (j). The Jozefovic affidavit alleges that HBL "has delivered" 
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the necessary provider agreements and rate sheets, Jozefovic aff., ,r 98, and attaches the provider 

agreement for a Medicare Advantage program with Oscar Insurance Corp. (the "Oscar Insurance 

provider agreement") setting forth the rates for that plan and a document listing the Medicaid rates 

the New York State Medicaid program (the "NYS Medicaid Rates"). Jozefovic aff., exs. N & O. 

These documents were never previously provided to WPH Properties. Even assuming for the sake 

of argument that these are the only programs offered at the White Plains facility, providing WPH 

Properties with the provider agreements and rate sheets required under the lease in response to this 

motion, almost two years after HBL took occupancy of the facility, does not come close to 

complying with HBL's obligations under the lease and is clear evidence of the defendants' bad 

faith. 

12. Ninth, HBL defaulted under the lease by failing to provide WPH Properties with the 

required financial and operational reporting. Tabor af£ ff 37-39 The Jozefovic affidavit asserts 

that HBL has delivered the financial and operational reporting required under the lease and 

purports to attach that reporting as exhibit 0. Jozefovic aff., ,r 98 & ex. 0. But exhibit O consists 

only of the Oscar Insurance provider agreement and the NYS Medicaid Rates. It does not include 

any of the other financial and operational reporting required under the lease. Tabor aff., ,r 37-39. 

Dated: Peabody, Massachusetts 
November 5, 2021 

~~~ 
Edward 0. Tabor 
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PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 

Plaintiff WPH Properties and the third-party defendants, by their attorneys, Binder & 

Schwartz and DelBello, Donnellan, Weingarten, Wise & Wiederkehr, LLP and Abrams, 

Fensterman, Fensterman, Eisman, Formato, Ferrara, Wolf & Carone, LLP, respectfully submit this 

reply memorandum in further support of their motion for summary judgment for the relief 

demanded in the complaint against defendants Lizer Jozefovic and Mark Neuman.1  

ARGUMENT 

I  

WPH Properties properly terminated the lease based on HBL’s material 
breach, including its failure to pay the required security deposit 

WPH Properties terminated the lease because, among other things, HBL materially 

breached the lease by failing to pay the $5.3 million security deposit the lease required. WPH 

Properties satisfied all of the legal requirements for terminating the lease. The defendants’ 

argument that notice of termination was ineffective is meritless, given that notice was indisputably 

delivered by an attorney known by the tenant to represent the landlord. HBL’s claim that WPH 

Properties waived the defaults is similarly baseless, since, under settled New York case law, a 

landlord’s receipt of post-default rent payments is not a waiver. Further, the lease expressly 

provides that WPH Properties does not waive its right to enforce the lease terms. And the 

defendants “unjust enrichment” argument is simply frivolous.  

 
 

1 The affidavit of Lizer Jozefovic in opposition dated October 25, 2021 states that Jozefovic submits 
his affidavit in opposition to the motion and in support of defendants’ cross-motion to strike WPH 
Properties’ notice to admit dated June 2, 2021. However, defendants have not filed or served any notice of 
cross-motion. WPH Properties and third-party defendants nevertheless also submit this memorandum of 
law in opposition to the procedurally defective cross-motion. 
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A. HBL does not dispute that it materially breached the lease by failing to pay the 
security deposit.  

HBL materially breached the lease by failing to post the $5.3 million security deposit. The 

lease requires that HBL deliver to WPH Properties “60 days prior to the anticipated 

Commencement Date,” (i) a security deposit consisting of $3.7 million in cash or letter of credit 

and (ii) an additional $1.6 million from an identified bank account. Nicholson aff, ex. 12, § 

7.1(a)(ii). HBL admits that it took occupancy of the facility on September 30, 2019. Nicholson aff, 

ex. 11 (notice to admit), no. 1. The security deposit was due, therefore, in July 2019. It was not 

delivered then and has never been delivered since. These facts are undisputed. 

Failure to provide the security deposit is a material breach of the lease entitling the landlord 

to terminate the lease. Nicholson aff., ex. 12, Schedule 3.1, §16.1(xxvi); see Kallen v. Kassin, 200 

A.D.2d 557, 558 (2d Dep’t 1994); Markowitz v. Landau, 171 A.D.2d 564, 565 (1st Dep’t 1991). 

Accordingly, WPH Properties had the right to terminate the lease and did terminate the lease based 

upon HBL’s material default for more than two years.  

The defendants oppose summary judgment on the ground that HBL “complied with its 

obligation to deliver security deposits by funding the [rent security account] and tendering 

signatory authority to White Plains, which White Plains failed to complete.” Def. br., at 16. As 

fully explained in the affidavit of Howard Fensterman dated August 18, 2021 (the “Fensterman 

aff.”), however, that is false. But even if it were true, HBL did not provide Mr. Fensterman with 

the full authority necessary to ensure that the balance in the Waterview JPM Accounts was not 

reduced to below $1.6 million. Nicholson aff., ex. 16; Fensterman aff., ¶ 3.  

What is more important, and dispositive, is that the defendants do not deny that HBL failed 

to provide the $3.7 million security deposit required by section 7.1(a)(iii) of the lease and that HBL 
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also failed (and continues to this date to refuse)    to deliver the $1.6 million Additional Security 

Deposit in WPH Properties’ rent security deposit account as required by section 7.1(a)(ii) of the 

lease, a breach of both the pledge agreement and the lease. Nicholson aff., ex. 12, § 7.1(a)(iii); 

Fensterman aff., ¶ 4.  

Instead, the defendants base their opposition on the claim that WPH Properties “has never 

previously demanded that HBL provide a $3.7 million letter of credit or additional security 

deposits.” Def. br., at 16. That is completely irrelevant and false. Notwithstanding the fact that the 

lease imposes no obligation on the landlord to demand the tenant’s performance, WPH Properties 

did in fact provide numerous written requests for delivery of the security deposit.  

The defendants also reassert their claim that “White Plains waived any issues regarding 

security deposits by choosing to accept HBL’s Fixed Rent Payments,” Def. br., at 16, but that is 

wrong as a matter of law for the reasons that are discussed below. 

B. HBL has materially breached the lease in numerous other respects. 

Notwithstanding the defendants’ claims to the contrary, HBL has committed numerous 

other breaches of the lease. The Nicholson affidavit and Tabor affidavit describe those defaults in 

detail. The accompanying reply declaration of Edward O. Tabor dated November 5, 2021 responds 

to the defendants’ assertions disputing HBL’s defaults in paying rent, real estate taxes timely, 

utility charges and deposits and municipal escrows and failure to provide documents and 

information required under the lease. 

C. The notice of default was proper. 

The defendants’ claim that the January 7, 2020 notice of default is somehow defective 

because it “does not contain the same claims that White Plains currently alleges,” Def. br., at 

17, is unadulterated fantasy. The notice of default details each and every default under the lease 
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upon which WPH Properties relies in this motion. Compare Nicholson aff., ex. 26 with Pl. br., 

at 2-7. 

HBL’s assertion that the notice of default was “fatally flawed” because the “decision to 

serve the Notice of Default via an unauthorized and unknown attorney and representative makes 

the Notice of Default a nullity,” Def. br., at 17-18, is a silly and completely baseless argument. 

The notice of default was signed by Alfred Donnellan, WPH Properties’ counsel and WPH  

Properties’ authorized representative, Joshua Roccapriore, with whom Jozefovic and his staff dealt 

with on a regular basis during the construction of the facility. Donnellan Aff., ¶ 4, ex. A. The notice 

of default begins by stating that “[w]e are the attorneys for your landlord, White Plains Healthcare 

Properties I, LLC.” Nicholson aff., ex. 26. An attorney is an agent for his client, authorized to act 

on the client’s behalf. See Tredwall v. Doncourt, 18 App. Div. 219 (2d Dep’t 1897); Kuris v. 

Kuris, No. 46317/07S, 2009 WL 1194548, *5 (Sup. Ct., Kings Cty. April 28, 2009). 

Siegel v. Kentucky Fried Chicken of Long Is., Inc., 108 A.D.2d 218, 221 (2d Dep’t 1985), 

aff’d, 67 N.Y.2d 792 (1986), upon which the defendants rely, is not to the contrary. As the 

Appellate Division, Second Department, has subsequently noted:  

Siegel is limited to the ‘factual peculiarities’ of the lease in that case. The lease in 
Siegel . . . designated certain rights that were to be exercised by “the ‘Landlord or 
Landlord’s agent[ ]” and designated the landlord’s attorney by name, while the 
three-day forfeiture notice that was the subject of that dispute was sent by another 
attorney, who was unknown to the tenant. 
 

QP III 143 45 Sanford Avenue, LLC v. Spinner, 108 A.D.3d 558, 559 (2d Dep’t 2013).  

Here, HBL was fully aware prior to the January 7, 2020 notice of default that Mr. 

Donnellan was counsel to WPH Properties and had extensive dealings with him, including 

numerous in person meetings at Mr. Donnellan’s office attended by Jozefovic and Neuman. Reply 

declaration of Alfred E. Donnellan dated November 5, 2021 (the “Donnellan reply decl.”), ¶¶ 3-7. 
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Under these circumstances, courts have routinely enforced a landlord’s rights under a lease as 

communicated to the tenant by the landlord’s counsel. See Liberty Diner v. 2635 Food Corp., 264 

A.D.2d 439, 440 (2d Dep’t 1999) (landlord effectively terminated the subject lease through its 

demand for rent sent by its attorney to the attorney for the tenant, stating that the “attorney 

representing [the landlord] was named in the lease and was known to [the tenant] by virtue of 

communications the attorney had with [the tenant] regarding the lease.”); Prime Realty Holdings 

Co. v. Alpine Group, Inc., 225 A.D.2d 533, 534 (2d Dep’t 1996) (“The record amply supports the 

Supreme Court's determination that the plaintiff was aware, at the time it received the notice of 

cancellation, that the defendant's attorney was authorized to act as its agent in matters concerning 

the leased premises.”); Owego Properties v. Campfield, 182 A.D.2d 1058, 1059 (3d Dep’t 1992) 

(Rejecting the tenant's claim that a notice to cure signed by the landlord's agent was ineffective on 

the grounds that it did not include an authorization and was not signed the by landlord or the agent 

identified in the lease and stating that “[t]he record amply demonstrates that respondent knew at 

the time he received the notice to cure that Sarkisian was authorized to act as petitioner's agent.”). 

D. WPH Properties’ loan agreement with Security Benefit does not prohibit WPH 
Properties from terminating HBL’s lease. 

The fact that WPH Properties’ loan agreement with its construction lender, Security Benefit 

Corporation (“Security Benefit”), provides that the lease would not be terminated without Security 

Benefit’s consent does not somehow prohibit WPH Properties from terminating the lease because 

of HBL’s defaults. Def. br. at 10-11; see also Jozefovic aff., ex. F, § 3.5(vi). The tenant, HBL, is 

not a party to the loan agreement, nor are any of the other defendants. The loan agreement provides 

that “[t]he Loan Documents are for the sole benefit of Lender and Borrower and are not for the 

benefit of any third party.” Jozefovic aff., ex. F, § 7.3. Nor do the loan agreement and the lease 
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“constitute an integrated agreement with both White Plains and HBL bound to the terms of the 

Loan Agreement.” Def. br., at 10. The loan agreement is between WPH Properties and Security 

Benefit and is dated August 18, 2017. Jozefovic aff., ex. F. The parties to the lease are WPH 

Properties and HBL. The original lease is dated 2015 and the (amended) lease that is currently in 

effect is dated November 19, 2019. Nicholson aff., exs. 12, 35. As a matter of law, agreements 

between different parties executed years apart are not integrated agreements. See Rudman v. 

Cowles Communications, 30 N.Y.2d 1, 13 (1972) (“Recognizing that the agreements involved 

formally different parties, and actually executed on different dates . . . the conclusion of 

separateness becomes all but inescapable.”). 

E. WPH Properties did not waive any of HBL’s material breaches of the lease. 

HBL’s argument that WPH Properties waived its right to enforce the terms of the lease by 

attempting to work with HBL to resolve its defaults has no basis in law or fact. The express 

provisions of the lease foreclose the defendants’ argument that there was an implied waiver of the 

lease defaults. The lease provides that:  

Neither any failure nor any delay on the part of any party hereto in insisting upon 
strict performance of any term condition, covenant or agreement, or exercising any 
right, power, remedy or privilege hereunder, or any other document or instrument 
entered into or delivered in connection herewith or pursuant hereto, shall operate s 
or constitute a waiver thereof, nor shall a single or partial exercise thereof preclude 
any other future exercise, or the exercise of any other right, power, remedy or 
privilege. . . . 

Nicholson aff., ex. 12, § 20.3. And section 20.2 of the lease forecloses implied waivers by conduct 

by requiring that any waiver be in writing. Nicholson aff., ex. 12, § 20.2 (“No waiver shall be 

effective unless set forth in writing and signed by the party against whom such waiver is 

asserted.”). New York courts have routinely enforced nonwaiver clauses contained in leases. See 

Jefpaul Garage Corp. v. Presbyterian Hosp., 61 N.Y.2d 442, 446 (1984); Luna Park Housing 
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Corp. v. Besser, 38 A.D.2d 613, 714 (2d Dep’t 1972).  

Nor did WPH Properties waive any of its rights under the lease by entering into the letter 

of intent. The parties entered into the letter of intent when HBL defaulted within weeks of taking 

possession. Its purpose was to resolve HBL’s defaults without terminating the lease. Nicholson 

aff., ¶¶ 19-21. The letter of intent expressly provides that “[t]he parties shall remain as Landlord 

and Tenant pursuant to the existing Lease until such time as the Transaction closes.” Ex. 17, ¶ 1(h). 

It thus requires HBL to comply with all of the terms of the lease, except insofar as they had been 

modified by the letter of intent. And while the letter of intent does include a waiver provision, that 

provision provides only for waivers by the tenant, HBL, not by WPH Properties. Ex. 17, ¶ 8. These 

terms preclude any finding that WPH Properties abandoned a known right, which is essential to a 

waiver. See Beacon Terminal Corp. v. Chemprene, Inc., 75 A.D.2d 350, 355-56 (2d Dep’t 1980) 

(quoting Alsens American. Portland Cement Works v. Degnon Contracting. Co., 222 N.Y. 34, 37 

(1917)). WPH Properties’ decision to postpone declaring a default under the lease to allow the 

parties time to attempt to resolve HBL’s default was not a waiver.  

Additionally, the parties entered into a pre-negotiation agreement which expressly provides 

that: 

The Parties agree that neither party will incur any obligation or liability or waive 
any rights, remedies, claims and/or defenses by virtue of the commencement, 
continuance or termination of the Discussions, or the passage of time associated 
with the Discussions unless and until a Settlement Agreement is executed and 
delivered by the Parties, and then only to the extent provided in the Settlement 
Agreement.  

 
Donnellan reply decl., ex. C. 

 
Finally, as a matter of law, WPH Properties’ post-default acceptance of rent did not waive 

HBL’s defaults. See Sullivan v. Brevard Associates, 66 N.Y.2d 489, 495 (1985); Georgetown 
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Unsold Shares, LLC v. Ledet, 130 A.D.3d 160, 163-164 (2d Dep’t 2015). In any event section 20.2 

of the Lease expressly requires that any waiver be in writing. The defendants do not, and cannot 

possibly, claim that WPH Properties agreed in writing to waive the default under the lease in 

exchange for HBL’s rent payments. 

F. HBL cannot salvage its lease by claiming unjust enrichment. 

The defendants claim that WPH Properties will be “unjustly enriched” if their summary 

judgment motion is granted because HBL has added “value to the facility,” Def. br., at 13. HBL 

does not plead unjust enrichment as a defense. In order to state an unjust enrichment claim, “[w]hat 

is required, generally, is that a party hold property ‘under such circumstances that in equity and 

good conscience he ought not to retain it.’” Alan B. Greenfield, M.D., P.C. v. Long Beach Imaging 

Holdings, LLC, 114 A.D.3d 888, 889 (2d Dep’t 2014). HBL is not in that position. HBL was a 

tenant under the lease that defaulted. Its right are defined by the lease. 

WPH Properties seeks in this motion to do nothing more than recover the damages it has 

sustained on account of HBL’s breaches, including the amounts provided for under the lease when 

the tenant defaults. The defendants’ claim that compensating WPH Properties for its damages and 

the amounts provided for under the lease for HBL’s default would result in “unjustly enrichment” 

is absurd. 

II  

HBL is liable for holdover rent and accelerated rent 

The provisions of the lease requiring the payment of accelerated and holdover rent are 

fully enforceable. See Fifty States Management Corp. v. Pioneer Auto Parts, Inc., 46 N.Y.2d 

573, 577 (1979) (accelerated rent); Sebring, LLC v. Elegence Restaurant Furniture Corp., 188 
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A.D.3d 744, 746 (2d Dep’t 2020) (holdover rent). The only basis on which the defendants assert 

that HBL is not liable for accelerated or holdover rent is that “White Plains does not have the 

right to terminate the Amended Lease because it failed to obtain Security Benefit’s prior 

consent, and White Plains waived its right to enforce the Amended Lease by choosing to 

accept HBL’s Fixed Rent Payments each month without protest.” Def. br., at 17. As previously 

argued, that is wrong. See pages 1-5, supra.  

III  

WPH Properties is entitled to judgment for breach of the letter of intent 

HBL breached the letter of intent within ten days of signing it by failing to provide the first 

$1 million in security. Nicholson aff., ¶ 21; Tabor aff., ¶ 18. HBL’s material breach in providing 

the first $1 million of the security deposit released WPH Properties of its obligations under the 

letter of intent, including its obligations with respect to the FF&E. See J. Petrocelli Construction, 

Inc. v. Realm Electrical Contractors, Inc., 15 A.D.3d 444, 446 (2d Dep’t 2005) (“[o]nce it becomes 

clear that one party will not live up to the contract, the aggrieved party is relieved from the 

performance of futile acts, such as conditions precedent”); U.W. Marx, Inc. v. Koko Contracting, 

Inc., 124 A.D.3d 1121, 1122-23 (3d Dep’t 2015).    

HBL is also mistaken in its claim that the letter of intent is not enforceable because the 

closing under the letter of intent did not occur by April 20, 2020, Def. br., at 20-21. Because HBL 

caused the failure to close the transaction by April 20, 2020 by breaching the letter of intent, it 

cannot take advantage of the closing date requirement as a basis for avoiding its obligations. A.H.A. 

Gen. Const., Inc. v. New York City Hous. Auth., 92 N.Y.2d 20, 31 (1998) (“[A] party to a contract 

“cannot rely on the failure of another to perform a condition precedent where he has frustrated or 
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prevented the occurrence of the condition.”) (citations and quotation marks omitted); see also 

Center for Specialty Care, Inc. v. CSC Acquisition I, LLC, 185 A.D.3d 34, 42 (1st Dep’t 2020); 

Coby Elecs. Co., Ltd. v. Toshiba Corp., 108 A.D.3d 419, 420 (1st Dep't 2012), aff’d as modified, 

108 A.D.3d 419 (2013) (“A party to a contract cannot rely on the failure of another to perform a 

condition precedent where he has frustrated or prevented the occurrence of the condition”').  

IV  

The defendants’ affirmative defenses and counterclaims should be dismissed 

A. The defendants’ opposition to the motion fails to address the evidence defeating 
their affirmative defenses. 

In response to WPH Properties detailed recitation of the evidence warranting dismissal of 

the defendants’ affirmative defenses, the defendants do nothing more than rehash those defenses, 

in conclusory fashion without addressing the substance of WPH Properties’ evidence. Def. br., at 

19-20. The defendants’ conclusory arguments change nothing. As fully set forth in the Nicholson 

affidavit, the affirmative defenses should be dismissed. Nicholson aff., ¶¶ 22-27.  

B. HBL released its claims against WPH Properties when it signed the lease. 

When it executed the lease, HBL “RELEASE[D] LANDLORD FROM ALL CLAIMS 

WHICH TENANT OR ANY AGENT, REPRESENTATIVE, AFFILIATE, EMPLOYEE, 

DIRECTOR, OFFICER, PARTNER, MANAGER, MEMBER, SERVANT, SHAREHOLDER, 

TRUSTEE OR OTHER PERSON OR ENTITY ACTING ON TENANT’S BEHALF OR 

OTHERWISE RELATED TO OR AFFILIATED WITH TENANT ARISING FROM OR 

RELATED TO ANY MATTER OR THING RELATED TO OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE 

LEASED PREMISES, INCLUDING THE INFORMATION AND ANY PHYSICAL OR 

ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS.” Lease ¶ 5.6. All of the claims made by the defendants here 
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against WPH Properties concern the development, construction and financing of the facility. The 

claims therefore all “arise from or are related to or in connection with” the facility, and necessarily 

fall within the scope of the release. Pl. br., at 9-11.  

In response, the defendants argue that section 5.6(b) is ineffective because it is “broad” 

and “does not reference HBL’s specific claims.” Def. br., at 21. Whether the release is operative 

here depends whether the plain language of the release covers the subject matter, not on whether 

the release is “broad” or whether it “references specific claims.” Rivera v. Wycoff Heights Medical 

Center, 113 A.D.3d 667, 670-71 (2d Dep’t 2014) Morales v. Solomon Mgt. Co., LLC, 38 A.D.3d 

381 (1st Dep’t 2007), upon which the defendants rely, Def. br., at 21, is completely inapposite. In 

Morales, the Appellate Division First Department simply held that the release at issue there, by its 

terms, covered only a 1998 accident, not an earlier 1997 incident. Id. at 382. 

C. The defendants’ remaining counterclaims have no merit. 

The defendants are not entitled to an accounting because there was no fiduciary relationship 

between the defendants and WPH Properties. HBL and WPH Properties were parties to a 

conventional business transaction, nothing more. That does not give rise to a fiduciary relationship. 

Schonfeld v. Thompson, 243 A.D.2d 343, 343 (1st Dep’t 1997); see also Pl. br. at 13-14.  

The $2,200,000 disbursement to WPH Properties was not a loan. Although the term sheet 

states that the “$2,200,000.00 disbursement to WPHCP is to be characterized as a non interest 

bearing loan,” the development agreement provides that it is an advance payment against   HBL’s 

obligation to pay for furniture, fixtures and equipment. And even if it was a loan, it was a non 

interest bearing one, so the defendants have no claim for interest. Pl. br., at 14-15. 

The third counterclaim against WPH Properties for breach of the development agreement 

and lease must be dismissed solely on the basis of the release. But even without the release, it must 
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be dismissed because it fails to state a cause of action. Pl. br., at 15-17; 

The defendants’ claim based on alleged fraudulent misrepresentations as against WPH 

Properties have been released and, as against the third-party defendants, those claims are neither 

meritorious nor viable for a number of reasons. Pl. br., at 17-21. 

The defendants’ counterclaim claim based on alleged “bad faith” is not viable because 

there is no cause of action for “bad faith” in itself. The “bad faith” claim is also based on the same 

alleged facts and circumstances and is also duplicative of the breach of contract claim. Pl. br., at 

22. In their opposition brief, the defendants claim that WPH Properties has “unclean hands,” Def. 

br., at 24, but the defendants have asserted no counterclaims based on “unclean hands,” nor would 

such a claim be cognizable. 

V  

The defendants are bound by their default in responding to the notice to admit 

The defendants do not dispute that the notice to admit was served on June 2, 2021 and they 

have not responded to it in any manner whatever during the almost five months since then. 

Donnellan aff., ¶ ¶ 19 and ex. 11, 20. By ignoring and failing to respond to the notice to admit, the 

defendants have admitted each of the facts that are the subject of the notice to admit. Affirmation 

of Alfred E. Donnellan dated November 5, 2021, ¶¶ 19-21; see also CPLR 3123(a).  

The notice to admit is entirely proper. The notice to admit here did not request that 

defendants admit ultimate issue in this case (whether the defendants had defaulted under the lease). 

It sought admissions concerning facts that are relevant to that determination. That is fully 

consistent with use of a notice to admit to dispose of questions of fact “that are easily provable.” 

Meadowbrook-Richman, Inc. v. Cicchiello, 273 A.D.2d 6, 6 (2d Dep’t 2000).  
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VI  

The motion for summary judgment is not premature. 

In order to avoid summary judgment by relying on CPLR 3212(f), the non-moving party 

must establish “from affidavits submitted in opposition to the motion that facts essential to justify 

opposition may exist but cannot then be stated.” The only affidavit the defendants submitted in 

opposition to the motion for summary judgment was the affidavit of Lizer Jozefovic sworn to 

October 25, 2021. That affidavit does not articulate any evidentiary basis for the need for 

discovery. It only states, in conclusory terms, that HBL claims a need for certain documents and 

depositions without articulating any reason why that information is necessary. “A determination 

of summary judgment cannot be avoided by a claimed need for discovery unless some evidentiary 

basis is offered to suggest that discovery may lead to relevant evidence.” Ruttura & Sons Const. 

Co. v. J. Petrocelli Const., Inc., 257 A.D.2d 614, 615 (1999). And to the extent that the defendants 

seek an accounting, they run into the same problem as their cause of action for an accounting – 

there is no fiduciary relationship or other basis here for an accounting.    
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CONCLUSION 

For all of these reasons, WPH Properties and third-party defendants respectfully request 

summary judgment against HBL, Jozefovic and Neuman in the amount of $111,420,213.50 and 

judgment dismissing the claims asserted by the defendants. 

Respectfully submitted, 

BINDER & SCHWARTZ 
 

By: /s/ Eric B. Fisher 
          /s/ Lindsay A. Bush 

Eric B. Fisher 
Lindsay A. Bush 

366 Madison Avenue, 6th floor 
New York, New York 10017 

Tel.: (212) 510-0708 
 
 

DELBELLO DONNELLAN WEINGARTEN WISE & WIEDERKEHR, LLP 
 

By: /s/ Alfred E. Donnellan 
Alfred E. Donnellan 

One North Lexington Avenue, 11th Floor 
White Plains, New York 10601 

Tel.: (914) 681-0200 
 

ABRAMS, FENSTERMAN, FENSTERMAN, EISMAN, 
FORMATO, FERRARA, WOLF & CARONE, LLP 

 
By: /s/ Robert A. Spolzino 

Robert A. Spolzino 
81 Main Street, Suite 306 

White Plains, New York 10601 
Tel.: (914) 607-7010 

Counsel for plaintiff White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC and third-
party defendants CCC Equities, LLC, Project Equity Consulting, The 
Congress Companies, Howard Fensterman and William Nicholson 

 
Dated:  White Plains, New York 
 November 5, 2021 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 
------------------------------------------------------------------X 
WHITE PLAINS HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES I, 
LLC, 
 
     Plaintiff, 
 
 -against- 
 
HBL SNF, LLC, LIZER JOZEFOVIC A/K/A LIZER 
JOZOFOVIC, and MARK NEUMAN, 
 

 Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiffs, 
 
 -against- 
 
CCC EQUITIES, LLC, PROJECT EQUITY 
CONSULTING, THE CONGRESS COMPANIES, 
HOWARD FENSTERMAN, WILLIAM 
NICHOLSON, and METROPOLITAN 
COMMERCIAL BANK 
 

Third-Party Defendants 

: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 

 
 
Civil Action No.: 21-cv-9048 (PMH) 
 
 

-----------------------------------------------------------------X 
 

CORPORATE DISCLOSURE STATEMENT 

Pursuant to Rule 7.1 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, the undersigned attorneys of 

record for HBL SNF, LLC, certify that HBL SNF, LLC is a non-governmental entity and no publicly 

held corporation owns ten percent (10%) or more of the membership interests in HBL SNF, LLC. 
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Dated:  New York, New York 
November 5, 2021 

Klestadt Winters Jureller Southard & 
Stevens, LLP 
 
By: /s/ Brendan M. Scott   
     Tracy L. Klestadt 
     Brendan M. Scott 
200 West 41st Street, 17th Floor 
New York, NY 10036 
Telephone: (212) 972-3000 
Facsimile: (212) 972-2245 
tklestadt@klestadt.com 
bscott@klestadt.com 
 
Attorneys for HBL SNF, LLC 
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(Entered: 11/03/2021)

11/03/2021 13 NOTICE of Filing of State Court Docket. Document filed by HBL SNF LLC.
(Attachments: # 1 DE 88).(Scott, Brendan) (Entered: 11/03/2021)

11/03/2021 14 NOTICE of Filing of State Court Docket. Document filed by HBL SNF LLC.
(Attachments: # 1 DE 89, # 2 DE 92).(Scott, Brendan) (Entered: 11/03/2021)

11/03/2021 15 NOTICE of Filing of State Court Docket. Document filed by HBL SNF LLC.
(Attachments: # 1 DE 93, # 2 DE 94, # 3 DE 95, # 4 DE 96, # 5 DE 97, # 6 DE 98, #
7 DE 99, # 8 DE 101, # 9 DE 102, # 10 DE 103, # 11 DE 104, # 12 DE 105, # 13 DE
106, # 14 DE 107, # 15 DE 108, # 16 DE 110).(Scott, Brendan) (Entered:
11/03/2021)

11/03/2021 16 NOTICE of Filing of State Court Docket. Document filed by HBL SNF LLC.
(Attachments: # 1 DE 111, # 2 DE 112, # 3 DE 113, # 4 DE 114, # 5 DE 115, # 6 DE
116, # 7 DE 117, # 8 DE 118, # 9 DE 119, # 10 DE 120).(Scott, Brendan) (Entered:
11/03/2021)
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11/03/2021 17 NOTICE of Filing of State Court Docket. Document filed by HBL SNF LLC.
(Attachments: # 1 DE 121, # 2 DE 122, # 3 DE 123, # 4 DE 124, # 5 DE 125).(Scott,
Brendan) (Entered: 11/03/2021)

11/03/2021 18 NOTICE of Filing of State Court Docket. Document filed by HBL SNF LLC.
(Attachments: # 1 DE 126, # 2 DE 127, # 3 DE 128, # 4 DE 129, # 5 DE 130, # 6 DE
131, # 7 DE 132, # 8 DE 133, # 9 DE 134, # 10 DE 135).(Scott, Brendan) (Entered:
11/03/2021)

11/03/2021 19 NOTICE of Filing of State Court Docket. Document filed by HBL SNF LLC.
(Attachments: # 1 DE 137, # 2 DE 138).(Scott, Brendan) (Entered: 11/03/2021)

11/03/2021 20 NOTICE of Filing of State Court Docket. Document filed by HBL SNF LLC.
(Attachments: # 1 DE 139, # 2 DE 140, # 3 DE 141, # 4 DE 142, # 5 DE 144, # 6 DE
146, # 7 DE 147, # 8 DE 148, # 9 DE 149, # 10 DE 150, # 11 DE 151, # 12 DE 152,
# 13 DE 153, # 14 DE 154).(Scott, Brendan) (Entered: 11/03/2021)

11/03/2021 21 NOTICE of Filing of State Court Docket. Document filed by HBL SNF LLC.
(Attachments: # 1 DE 156, # 2 DE 157, # 3 DE 158).(Scott, Brendan) (Entered:
11/03/2021)

11/03/2021 22 NOTICE of Filing of State Court Docket. Document filed by HBL SNF LLC.
(Attachments: # 1 DE 159, # 2 DE 160).(Scott, Brendan) (Entered: 11/03/2021)

11/03/2021 23 NOTICE of Filing of State Court Docket. Document filed by HBL SNF LLC.
(Attachments: # 1 DE 161, # 2 DE 162).(Scott, Brendan) (Entered: 11/03/2021)

11/03/2021 24 NOTICE of Filing of State Court Docket. Document filed by HBL SNF LLC.
(Attachments: # 1 DE 163, # 2 DE 164, # 3 DE 166, # 4 DE 167, # 5 DE 168, # 6 DE
169, # 7 DE 170, # 8 DE 171, # 9 DE 172, # 10 DE 173, # 11 DE 174, # 12 DE
175).(Scott, Brendan) (Entered: 11/03/2021)

11/03/2021 25 NOTICE of Filing of State Court Docket. Document filed by HBL SNF LLC.
(Attachments: # 1 DE 176, # 2 DE 177, # 3 DE 178, # 4 DE 181, # 5 DE 182, # 6 DE
183, # 7 DE 184, # 8 DE 185).(Scott, Brendan) (Entered: 11/03/2021)

11/03/2021 26 NOTICE of Filing of State Court Docket. Document filed by HBL SNF LLC.
(Attachments: # 1 DE 186, # 2 DE 187, # 3 DE 188, # 4 DE 189, # 5 DE 190, # 6 DE
191, # 7 DE 192, # 8 DE 193, # 9 DE 194, # 10 DE 196, # 11 DE 198, # 12 DE
199).(Scott, Brendan) (Entered: 11/03/2021)

11/03/2021 27 NOTICE of Filing of State Court Docket. Document filed by HBL SNF LLC.
(Attachments: # 1 DE 200, # 2 DE 201, # 3 DE 202, # 4 DE 203, # 5 DE 204, # 6 DE
205, # 7 DE 207, # 8 DE 208, # 9 DE 209, # 10 DE 210, # 11 DE 211, # 12 DE 212,
# 13 DE 213, # 14 DE 214, # 15 DE 215).(Scott, Brendan) (Entered: 11/03/2021)

11/03/2021 28 NOTICE of Filing of State Court Docket. Document filed by HBL SNF LLC.
(Attachments: # 1 DE 216, # 2 DE 218, # 3 DE 219, # 4 DE 220, # 5 DE 221, # 6 DE
222, # 7 DE 223, # 8 DE 224, # 9 DE 225, # 10 DE 226, # 11 DE 227, # 12 DE 228,
# 13 DE 229, # 14 DE 230).(Scott, Brendan) (Entered: 11/03/2021)
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11/03/2021 29 NOTICE of Filing of State Court Docket. Document filed by HBL SNF LLC.
(Attachments: # 1 DE 231, # 2 DE 232, # 3 DE 233, # 4 DE 234, # 5 DE 235, # 6 DE
236, # 7 DE 237, # 8 DE 238, # 9 DE 240, # 10 DE 241, # 11 DE 243, # 12 DE 244,
# 13 DE 245, # 14 DE 246, # 15 DE 247, # 16 DE 248, # 17 DE 249, # 18 DE 251, #
19 DE 252).(Scott, Brendan) (Entered: 11/03/2021)

11/03/2021 30 NOTICE of Filing of State Court Docket. Document filed by HBL SNF LLC.
(Attachments: # 1 DE 253, # 2 DE 254, # 3 DE 255, # 4 DE 256, # 5 DE 257, # 6 DE
258, # 7 DE 259, # 8 DE 260, # 9 DE 261, # 10 DE 262, # 11 DE 264, # 12 DE 265,
# 13 DE 266, # 14 DE 267, # 15 DE 268, # 16 DE 270, # 17 DE 271, # 18 DE
272).(Scott, Brendan) (Entered: 11/03/2021)

11/04/2021 31 NOTICE of Filing of State Court Docket. Document filed by HBL SNF LLC..(Scott,
Brendan) (Entered: 11/04/2021)

11/04/2021 ***NOTICE TO ATTORNEY REGARDING PARTY MODIFICATION. Notice
to attorney Brendan Michael Scott. The party information for the following
party/parties has been modified: Lizer Jozefovic. The information for the
party/parties has been modified for the following reason/reasons: alias party
name was omitted;. (pc) (Entered: 11/04/2021)

11/04/2021 ***NOTICE TO ATTORNEY REGARDING DEFICIENT CIVIL COVER
SHEET. Notice to attorney Brendan Michael Scott to RE-FILE Document No. 2
Civil Cover Sheet. The filing is deficient for the following reason(s): Multiple
natures of suit were selected. Choose one. (pc) (Entered: 11/04/2021)

11/04/2021 ***NOTICE TO ATTORNEY REGARDING CIVIL. CASE OPENING
STATISTICAL ERROR CORRECTION: Notice to attorney Brendan Michael
Scott. The following case opening statistical information was erroneously
selected/entered: Dollar Demand $84,000,000,000;. The following correction(s)
have been made to your case entry: the Dollar Demand has been modified to
blank;. (pc) (Entered: 11/04/2021)

11/04/2021 ***NOTICE TO ATTORNEY REGARDING DEFICIENT PLEADING. Notice
to Attorney Brendan Michael Scott to RE-FILE Document No. 1 Notice of
Removal,. The filing is deficient for the following reason(s): the pleading was not
signed by the filing attorney. Re-file the pleading using the event type Notice of
Removal found under the event list Complaints and Other Initiating Documents
- attach the correct signed PDF - select the individually named filer/filers - select
the individually named party/parties the pleading is against. (pc) (Entered:
11/04/2021)

11/04/2021 ***NOTICE TO ATTORNEY REGARDING DEFICIENT PLEADING. Notice
to Attorney Brendan Michael Scott re: Document No. 1 Notice of Removal,,. The
filing is deficient for the following reason(s): all of the parties listed on the
pleading were not entered on CM ECF; Add Metropolitan Commercial Bank to
CM ECF.. Docket the event type Add Party to Pleading found under the event
list Complaints and Other Initiating Documents... (pc) (Entered: 11/04/2021)

11/04/2021 ***NOTICE TO ATTORNEY REGARDING REMOVAL OF PARTY. Notice to
attorney Brendan Michael Scott. The following party/parties has been removed
from this case: HBL SNF LLC, Lizer Jozefovic, Mark Neuman, White Plains
Healthcare Properties I, LLC as Counter Claimants. The parties were added to
the case in error. (pc) (Entered: 11/04/2021)
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11/04/2021 CASE OPENING INITIAL ASSIGNMENT NOTICE: The above-entitled action is
assigned to Judge Philip M. Halpern. Please download and review the Individual
Practices of the assigned District Judge, located at https://nysd.uscourts.gov/judges
/district-judges. Attorneys are responsible for providing courtesy copies to judges
where their Individual Practices require such. Please download and review the ECF
Rules and Instructions, located at https://nysd.uscourts.gov/rules/ecf-related-
instructions..(pc) (Entered: 11/04/2021)

11/04/2021 Magistrate Judge Paul E. Davison is so designated. Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. Section
636(c) and Fed. R. Civ. P. 73(b)(1) parties are notified that they may consent to
proceed before a United States Magistrate Judge. Parties who wish to consent may
access the necessary form at the following link: https://nysd.uscourts.gov/sites
/default/files/2018-06/AO-3.pdf. (pc) (Entered: 11/04/2021)

11/04/2021 Case Designated ECF. (pc) (Entered: 11/04/2021)

11/04/2021 32 NOTICE OF REMOVAL from Supreme Court, County of Westchester. Case
Number: 60278/2020..Document filed by HBL SNF LLC..(Klestadt, Tracy) (Entered:
11/04/2021)

11/04/2021 ADD PARTY FOR PLEADING. Defendants/Respondents Metropolitan Commercial
Bank added. Party added pursuant to 32 Notice of Removal.Document filed by HBL
SNF LLC, Metropolitan Commercial Bank. Related document: 32 Notice of
Removal..(Scott, Brendan) (Entered: 11/04/2021)

11/04/2021 33 CIVIL COVER SHEET filed..(Scott, Brendan) (Entered: 11/04/2021)

11/05/2021 34 NOTICE OF APPEARANCE by Alfred E. Donnellan on behalf of CCC Equities,
LLC, Congress Companies, Howard Fensterman, William Nicholson, Project Equity
Consulting, White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC..(Donnellan, Alfred) (Entered:
11/05/2021)

11/05/2021 35 NOTICE OF APPEARANCE by Robert A Spolzino on behalf of CCC Equities,
LLC, Congress Companies, Howard Fensterman, William Nicholson, Project Equity
Consulting, White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC..(Spolzino, Robert) (Entered:
11/05/2021)

11/05/2021 36 RULE 7.1 CORPORATE DISCLOSURE STATEMENT. No Corporate Parent.
Document filed by CCC Equities, LLC, Congress Companies, Howard Fensterman,
William Nicholson, Project Equity Consulting, White Plains Healthcare Properties I,
LLC..(Donnellan, Alfred) (Entered: 11/05/2021)

11/05/2021 37 REPLY AFFIRMATION of Alfred E. Donnellan in Support. Document filed by CCC
Equities, LLC, Congress Companies, Howard Fensterman, William Nicholson,
Project Equity Consulting, White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC. (Attachments:
# 1 Exhibit A, # 2 Exhibit B, # 3 Exhibit C).(Donnellan, Alfred) (Entered:
11/05/2021)

11/05/2021 38 REPLY AFFIDAVIT of William Nicholson in Support. Document filed by CCC
Equities, LLC, Congress Companies, Howard Fensterman, William Nicholson,
Project Equity Consulting, White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC..(Donnellan,
Alfred) (Entered: 11/05/2021)

11/05/2021 39 REPLY AFFIDAVIT of Edward O. Tabor in Support. Document filed by CCC
Equities, LLC, Congress Companies, Howard Fensterman, William Nicholson,
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Project Equity Consulting, White Plains Healthcare Properties I, LLC..(Donnellan,
Alfred) (Entered: 11/05/2021)

11/05/2021 40 REPLY MEMORANDUM OF LAW in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment.
Document filed by CCC Equities, LLC, Congress Companies, Howard Fensterman,
William Nicholson, Project Equity Consulting, White Plains Healthcare Properties I,
LLC..(Donnellan, Alfred) (Entered: 11/05/2021)

11/05/2021 41 RULE 7.1 CORPORATE DISCLOSURE STATEMENT. No Corporate Parent.
Document filed by HBL SNF LLC..(Scott, Brendan) (Entered: 11/05/2021)

11/08/2021 42 DUPLICATE ORIGINAL AMENDED STANDING ORDER REFERRING CASE
to Bankruptcy Court as related to Bankruptcy Court Case No. 21-22623. Pursuant to
28 U.S.C. Section 157(a) any or all cases under title 11 and any or all proceedings
arising under title 11 or arising in or related to a case under title 11 are referred to the
bankruptcy judges for this district. (See 1:12-mc-00032 (M-10-468) Order Filed
February 1, 2012) (Signed by Judge Loretta A. Preska on 1/31/2012) (gp) (Entered:
11/08/2021)

11/08/2021 CASE TRANSFERRED OUT from the U.S.D.C. Southern District of New York to
the United States Bankruptcy Court - Southern District of New York..(gp) (Entered:
11/08/2021)
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